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Notices

Monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia are distinguished by a chaplet
of stars against the title. The term European Pharmacopoeia, used without
qualification, means the Tenth Edition of the European Pharmacopoeia
comprising, unless otherwise stated, the main volume, published in 2019, as
amended by any subsequent supplements and revisions.

Patents In this Pharmacopoeia certain drugs and preparations have been included
notwithstanding the existence of actual or potential patent rights. In so far
as such substances are protected by Letters Patent their inclusion in this
Pharmacopoeia neither conveys, nor implies, licence to manufacture.

Effective dates New and revised monographs of national origin enter into force on
1 January 2022. The monographs are brought into effect under regulation
320(2) of the Human Medicines Regulations 2012.

Monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia have previously been
published by the European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines &
HealthCare, in accordance with the Convention on the Elaboration of a
European Pharmacopoeia, and have been brought into effect under the
Human Medicines Regulations 2012, as amended, and the Veterinary
Medicines Regulations 2013, as amended.
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2022 General Notices V-3

,Part I,

The British Pharmacopoeia comprises the entire text within this publication. The
word 'official' is used in'ihe Pharmacopoeia to signify 'of the Pharmacopoeia'. It
applies to (Illy title, substance, preparewon, method orstaremenr.included in the
general notices, monographs and appendices of the Pharmacopoeia: The
abbreviation jor British Pharmacopoeiais BP. '

European
Pharmacopoeia

Monographs of me European Pharmacopoeia are reproduced in this edition
of me British Pharmacopoeia by incorporation of me text published under
me direction of me Council of Europe (partial Agreement} in accordance
with me Convention on me Elaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia
(Treaty Series No. 32 (1974) CMND 5763) as amended' by me Protocol to '
me Conventiol1(TreatySeriesNo. MISCl6 (1990) CMND 1133). They
'are included for the convenience of1!s~tsof the 'British Phadnac()poeia. 1rl

, cases of doubtor dispute reference should be made to me CoUncil of ~
Europetext, ,'- ,

~~' ,

. '-'-

. - - - ,

• " Monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia are distinguished by a
: .. chaplet of stars against the title and by reference to the European '

, ••••• Pharmacopoeiamonograph number includedimmediately below me
title in italies-The beginning and ~ndoftextfrom me Eu,ropeap ,
Pharmacopoeia are denoted bY means of horizl;lIitallines with the symbol'
'Ph Eu", ranged left and righi:,t,;spectively. ' , ,~ ,

The general provisions of the Europ,eanPharmac9Poeia relating to
different types of dosage form.are includedinme'appropnate general

L c monograph m.-matsection of me British.Pharmacopoeia entItled'
c Monographs: Formulated'Pl'(:pat~t1oris.Thesegeneral provi~io~s apply to'

all dosage forms of metype defined, whether 01' nor art individual -
• _In~n~'graph is inciuded in~me Biitish.Plfarmacopoeia.'In additi(ln)the -.
- l'r';vi~ions of the European Pharni.lic~p~eia-GeneralM()~ographfor'

PharmaceuticalI'reparation~appjy t9 all ([gsage forms, whether or D.Qt-an
, iridivid;"al /l-l<)ri'og;,aph is included in me British Phiu:macojjoeiiC':" " "

, Texts of th.eEuI"opean Pharmacopoeia are g~v~rned by the Delieral' " .
Notices ofme European I'harJhacop6~ia.These are reproduc::edas l'an III.

, , of tliese notices~" , • '

-, ;-
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V-4 General Notices 2022

Part II,

The fo~'ng geilmilnoti£es apply to the statements meUJe ill ehe mWlogriLphs oj
. the British.I'hSirmacopoeia other thai(tltoserepmduuajroin the European
Pharmae6piJeiii and-in the staremeilts made ill the Appmdices of the.cBritish
PharmiiCOpoeia other than whim a method, iescor-othei matter ,described in an
appendix is-invoked in a monograph reproduced jram the European
Pharmacopoeia.

Official Standards The requirements 'stated in the monographs of the Pharmacopoeia apply to
articles that are intended-for medicinal use but not necessarily to articles
that may-be sold under the same name for other purposes. An ~rticle

_ Intended-for medicinal- use that is described. by means of an official title
-__ ~ must comply With"th~1:equiremefits:of :tIi~-feIev'Ul~JI\Onogf3pIi;A

formulated prep~rationmust comply tInoughouCits assigned shelf-life
__ -. (Period of validity). Thesubject of any other monograph mllst comply

-throughout its period of use._ .
-A monograph is to be construed _in accordance with any general

-monograph or notice or any-appendix, note- or other explanatory material -
- that is comained in this' edition and thatisapplicableto.that monogfaph.
AII-statements cont~ined'iri the irionogrlliihs~exceptwherea specific general
notice1ndieates~QtI1erwiseand with-me-exC~Qtionsgiven below, constitute C

standaf<ls for theoflicial-1ttJicIes. An artiCle is not of pharmacopoeial quality
unless i1-complies \vith all of the req.ili~riients stated, This does not imply

~ -- - -tha{amanufidtirifisobliged to performall'th(tests in a~monograph. in
·ordei··!o :~si1ess <:ompliance with_ the: ~Ji~acopo!"ia before release of a

- proaucr;"The mal1li(ae:turermat asstifeIlliTISelf that a prodWJt is of 
~phiima-c\;poeiaLquality.bY other_means,·for:eXlImple, 1'iorii data derived-

" :' ,~-'._-_, __",- '__ : >'.-;''0'.--> .-'-,_ <~----"_-'-i_--"O __ '~5~_"<;:"'-<'"'_; "-: __ -_C:--_-' "<"'.'_','. -/_,-.,'
cfrumvalidation stUdies_ of the manufactuf!ng-p~Qc-ess, from inc-process

-- - -•••~:~;~~~a;~::~~~t~!irf:u~~~~~~i~1t;!f~::~~~~0:Coin~iy~i~~ ,
the.Fhnrih1tcoj)QeiiC-'Th{jfenerai nOflte'corii-!isllYS 'aiid jesl.cintlicates that. '-: ,.<,:-_.C=_',_",'.> ':C.,_" ~, __<:_,_ ",-- -, ':----,-",~'<ii""--'-~-,,;-','-;,-".' ""0 /'__ ~ ',__ ;' _,',c, _'

analytical methods other than those aescn1:Jed In the-Pjlarmacopoela may be
. eniPloyedfortourlnepui-poses. , " - _ ' , ' "
. - Requirementliin monographs haVe bee!):fr~&ed to provide ai>propria~e
- limitatIon of porentiai Impurities 1-ath!"r rhan.tp' provide against all possible
imp:t;rilieg:~Materiaffound to ;;ontamlm imJ?urirY.not deteclableby means
or.Jhe-ili'escribed tests is not of phariria.¢' oi:iaLquMW if the nature or

~"7::~~~:'th~.~r1tjttU~dtin~,' .r.s. '.' itli.g~~d~a,'1~~~~u.caI.

c ' Thestafusofa-hy'slliternent given u' 'dings Q~/initioi1" :
, ProdUCri~n, Chaiagterisdes, Storag~, La, ,crion,ansl use is defuled ,,'
within-ilie.generarn~ticereiating to-the tel~v th.eading~In addition to any,
excepnO!fsindicated by one of the genera! noticesreferred)o above,the

-fol!ow./Jl&.pa_rts of ~'l1loriographdo no.'d:otlspiule stilr\dards::(a~agraphieor ',',
- molecUlar.fori!JUIa given at tI1ebegiimlOi ofa monl?grapbj{b~,a molecular ' '
wei~t{(ct Ii Chenucal Abstracts 'Semce R.eglstry Num!kr; -(d) any :'
Wornfarionglvenat the end of a monograph concetnmg impUrities J(nowIi

, to be funited bytIiai monograph; (e) information iil any aiuiex to a
-,,- -'~-~ - =- - ~;'-:.oo= --,' ", - - ,,
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monograph. Any statementcontaining the word 'should' constitutes non-
mandatory advice or recommendation. ,

-The expression "unless otherwise justified and authorised' means that the
requirement in question has to be met, unless a competent authority
authorises a modification or exemption where justified in a particular case.
The term 'competent authority' means the-national, supranational or.; '

international body or organisation vested with the authority for making
, decisions concerning the issue in question: It may, for example, be '3
.Iicensing authority or an official controllaboratory. For a formulated
preparation that is the subjectof monograph in the-British Pharmacopoeia

, __ any justified and authorised.modification to, or exemption from,the
requirements of the relevant general monograph of the European'
Pharmacopoeia is stated in the individual monograph. For example, the
general monograph for Tablets requires that Uncoated Tablets, except, for
chewable tablets, disintegrate within 15 minutes; for Calcium Lactate '
Tablets a time of 30 minutes is permitted.

Many of the general mon_ographs for formulated preparations include
statements and requirements additional to those of the European, '
Pharmacop-oeia ihar are_applicable to the m.dividual monographs .ofthe - .'
British Pharmacopoeia. Such statements.and requirements apply to all
monographs for that dosage form included in the Pharmacopoeia unless '
otherwise indicated in the individualmonograph. -

where amonograph on a biological substance or preparation refers-to a '
strain, a test,' a method, a substance, etc., using the qaalificationstsuitable'
or 'appropriate' without further definition in thetext, the choice of such ~

- strain.tesr, method, substance, .erc., is made in.accordance with any
'-. international agreements or national regUlationsll/fe~ting-the-subject

concerned;' >~~-_., cC""_- '-:- '-'-=----~ ~ ~'- " _~;~'-_'

- Definltion of Terms ' Where the term 'about' ismclu<lecl iii a monograpli or, test it should b¢'
- taken to mean. approximately;(fairly correct or accUrate; n~ar to me actual

value).,- ' - -~-' , - -,

_Where thete,mr 'corresponds'is included in a nionographo-r test it
should: betaken to mean similar or equivalent in character or quantiry.

·WIlere.the teml'similar'is included In jlmonograph or test it should be '
taken to mean alike_thougl{ not necessarily identical. ~7~C::_ __ - 

Further qualifiers (such as :rilnuencill accept'-ocecriterill)'fo'i the above
terin's arenotineludedin tlle:BP. 'the acceptlinc~'criterialO-"any individual
case is set based on the range of results obtainedfrom known reference - _

--- samples; the level of precision o(theequipment or apparatus used and the
, level of accuracy required for.the particular application. The user should '

, determine the-variabiJitise-etl in llislher own laboratory andset in-house _
__ - c acceptlln,cect1teria, that he/she_jutlgeSio be appropriate, based on/the Iocalv
-, operating conditions. -- ' "- , _' -. '" c

Expression of
Standards

Where_ the standard fo~ die- content of a substance described in li ..
monograph is expressed in terms' of the chemical formula for that substance
an upper limit exceeding 100% may be stated. Such anupper limit- applies
to the result orthe assay calcul~ted in terms of the equivalent _content of the
specified chemical formula, For example, the statement 'contains not less 
than 99.0% and not moreThanlOI.O% of C,lOH:i4N,,02,ItCl' implies that
the result -of' the assay is notCless· than 99;0% iuid riot more than 101.0%;
calculated-hJ.. terms of the eguivalent content of.C20H;4~}o2,acL.

-'.- -,---,,-,---
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V-6 General Notices 2022

Wbere the result of an assay.or test is required to be calculated with
reference to the dried, anhydrous or ignited substance, the substance free

, from a specified solvent or to the peptide.content, the determination of loss
on drying, water content, loss on ignition, content of the specified.solvent

. or peptide contenr'is carried out by the method prescribed in the relevant
, test in the monograph. '.' . ' ,

-Temperature The' CelSIUS thermometric scaie'is used inexpressing temperatures.'
.' - . -: , '. - -", ,

Weight~ and' The-rn.etri.:i system of weights and measures is employed; SI Units have
Measures .generally been adopted. Metric measures are required tohave been

graduated at 200 and all measurements involved in the analytical operations
of the Pharmacopoeia are intended, .unless otherwise stated, to be made at'
that temperature. Graduated glass apparatus used in analytical operations
should comply.with Class A requirements of the appropriate International
Standard issued by the International Organization for Standardization.iThe

• .abbreviation for litre is 'L'. throughout the'Pharmacopoeia.
,', -

Atorni~ Weights Theato~ic;weight~adoPteaarethe'v'iJties given in the Table ofRelativ~
AtomicWeillhts 200i published by the International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (Appendix XXV).

'0

-1

--J
, Expressilln of The;tetm 'percent' of more usually the'syinbol.'%' is used with one of f()~ ';

Concentrations different meanings)n the expression 'of'ccncentraticns according to ' ,~, . ,
': =circumstances. Iri'order-that the meaaingtobe attached to the expression
, in_each' instance is clear, me fOllO~ll1g nota'ti(in.-is used:

Per cent wfw (o/~w!w) (percentage weight in Yieiglit) expresses the'
.'. h11nlber of grams of solute inl00 g of p1."odu~t. .

, . Per cent wlv (%'w/v) (percentage weight 'ill'Volume) expresses the '
, number of grams of soltlfein'i60 mi.~bfprbdu~t: ' ,'" , '.'-.-'

__Per cent vi" (% v/v) (percentage volume in volume) expresses the
, number of rnillilirres of solute ~IOO-IDL ofproduct.

j>e~ cenfV/w (% vIW)(percentage volume in weight) expresses the
nUmber of rnillilitres of solute in ,I OOg of product, ',.' ,..
.···Usually the strength of solcitions of solids. ffi·liquids is expressed 'lI.s'
-per~ei:itage weight mvolume, of.liquids in -liquids as p~rcent~ge 'Volume m:. ,

0_. 'vpll1l1leand of gases-in1iquids'aspereentag~~weightll1weight.c':' ,__-;-_~ '_,.,.c.-__-

Wh~n the ci>n.centi"ai:ion of.a solution isexptessed,as pahs:pet.@iilion~: .
(pp1n);it 'means weight in weight, unless otherWise specifiedi;~:ff_ :,\" -. -

:When the concentration of a solution is elqlressedas paris of dissolved
substance in parts'of the solution, it means parts;byweight (g) <if a solid in
parts by volume (mi.) of the final solution; or pairs by volume (InL) of a .
liquid in parts by volume (mL) of the .fuial solution; 'or Parts byweighf (g) . _.' "
of a gas in Qans by weight (g) of the-final solution. '.

when the concentration ()f a s'olutioriis expressed unn.olariiY d~signai:ed
by the symbol M preceded by a'number,lt denotes ili£iium6er of moles-of

. - - - -- -

Constant Weight The term 'constant weight", used in relation to the process of drying Or the
process of ignition, means that two consecutive weighings,do not differ by
rn.or~ than 0:5 mg, the second weighing being-made aftercan additional
period of drying or ignition ).Indei the' specified'conditions appropriate to
the natUre and quantity.of th'"'residue,(1 hour is.usually suitable).

- ,'-,-- .• ",',- '7""' _, '~--'- :. ' '. _=---:c '_'- ~ - --, '

,,"--'

-_-CO
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2022 General Notices V-7

. the' stated solute contained in sufficient Purified Water (unless otherwise
stated) to produce 1 litre of solution.

Water Bath 'The term 'water bath' means it bath of boiling water, unless water at 's~me
,other temperature is indicated in the text, An alternative fonfl of heati;g .
may be employed providing that the required temperamre is approximately'
maintained but not exceeded. .

Reagents The reagents' required for the assaysand tests of the-Pharmacopoeia 'are
defined in appendices. The descriptions set out in the appendices do not
imply that the materials 'are suitable 'for use in medicine.

Indicators Indicators, the colours ofwhich change over approximately the same range
of pH, may be substituted for one another but in the event of doubt or
dispute as to the equivalence of indicators for a particular purpose, the
indicator specified in the text-is alone authoritative.

The quantity of an indicatorsolutiori appropriate for use in acid-base."
. titrations described in assaysor tests is 0.1 mt unless otherwise stated in~'

the text. _ . . c

Any solvent required in an assay or test in which an indicator is specified
is previously ne~tralised totheindicator, unless a bJanktesdsprescribed.'

A number of materials described in the monographs and some of tIie
· reagents specified for use in' the assays and tests of the Pharmacopoeia may
be injurious to health unless adequate precautions are taken. The principles
of good laboratory' praCtice and-the. proVisions ofany appropri~te .
regulationss}lch asthose is~ued'in the United Kingdom In acccordance\vith
the HealtIi and Safety at Workerc. Act 1974shoUid be observed 'at all.iimes
in cariYing outtheassays and te.sts.of-thePhainiJlcop.oela.' .. ..

Attention is dfawn to p~rticular hazards iricertain lnono/Vaphs by means
of an italicised statement, the absence of such a statement should, not

'h9wevec'be taken to me'anthat no'h~z.ardexists. _.
, .

-'--

'Titles . Subsidiary titles, whereincluded, have the same'significance as e main
titles.'An-;bbrevia~d title constructed in accoi-dance:wirh the'dii:e~tioiiS
givenjri Appendix XXI khas' the Sl\lne signific~nce asfue ma~ -=-ffile:' ~.

Titles that are derived bythi suitable'illverslonoKworas ofa mam or
s~bsidiar1'- title, with the~dditioI:! of a preposition if appropriate, are also
Qffichiltitles'..Thus, the foll\>wing are all official tilies: Aspirin Tablets,
Tablets ofAspirin; AtroPiile-Injeotion; Injeetlonof Arroplne.
_ A. 'titie of a fomiul~ted p¥epanltiorCthat includes the full nonproprietary

'=na~e oillie active in!1feAientoi.in/Vedients,-wher~this i,s not included ill·
, the-title of the nlOllo/Vapi),js also an-official title; 'porexarnple,--the·title'..
·Projnethazme Hydrochloride ofiii Solution has tile same significaIitea~ ..

, .Proiriethazine OiafSolution ~itd fue title Br01llpheniranime MaleatlTa!)lets
_, has the same si"gnificance-a~ Br~p"lieniramiaeTabkts.. -- . ."

- -'. . • ':Where the-English title'llt the head of a mOfl(j/V~phin the European',
'Pharmacopoeia is different from' thatatthe head of the text incorporated

. . into theBritishPharmacoitoeia;ai;.Approved Synony~has beencreatedofl .
·the recommendation of the British Pharmacopoeia Commission. Approved
Synonyms have me same significance as the ma-iiititJe_and' are-rhus ofii~ial
titles. A cumulative list of such-Approved Synonyms is provided in ".

,Appendix XXIB. ' '

Caution Statements

- ,- .'
'"' . --"'-'----~-'--
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,
, ,

Where the names of pharnia'copoei;U substances; preparations and other'
materialsoccur in the text theyare printed with capital initial letters and'
this indicates that materials of Pharmacopoei~lquality must be used: Words
"in the text that name a reagentorothermarerial, a physical characteristic or,
a process that is' described ofdefin.:edm 'an' appendix are printed in -italic ,
type, for example, methilnQI,ilbs<il'bance, gas chromatography, and these iffiply
compliance with the requirements'specified in the appropriate appendix.

- - ,= --' " - - - - - .' - - - -

Chemical Formulae

- :'-'---

When the chemical compositioil~of,m offiCial substance is kno~n or
generally accepted, the graphic ana molecular formulae, the molecular
weight and the Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Number are no~ally
given at the beginning of the monograph for information. This information
refers to the chemically pure substance and is not to be regarded as an
indication of the purity of the officialmaterial. Elsewhere, in statements of
standards of purity and strength andin descriptions of processes ofassay, it
is evident from the context thatthe formulae denote the chemically pure'
substances.'. ' ' , , ' 0 '- , '

, Where the absolute stereocll<;mical co;;figurarlon.is specified; the
InterIiational Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) RfS and BIZ
systems of designation'have beeii:~sed. If th,esubstance' is an' en,.-ntiomer of:
unkUowit absolute stereochemistry the sigri of the optical rotation, as ~ ,
determined in die solvent and jinder the conditions specified in the
monograph, has been attached to the systematic name. An indication of

, sign of rotation has also been given'where this is iri~orporated in a trivial
name that appears on an IUPAC preferred list..." ' '-

'AU amino-"a'cid~:except.glyciJleJ:':Ji1!vethevconfiguration'uDIess ofuejWise' '
__ - indicated, Theth!e~lettei~n.1.o.~~letter sYmb()ls used fo!_anUtio acids in "__' ' '"

.peptide and protem sequencesart,'those.tecommenctedb{the Joint' - '-
Commission' on Biochemical NomefiCIatureof the International Union ore
Pure andAppliedGh.emisttYand~eIhternanonalUnlon oftl[ochemistrY

, and Molecular Biology., , , ~ -", ',"
'In the grapIiicJ9r1nulae thecfollowmgaj,breviations are:used:

Definition C Statements giv€"fifinder the' heading Definition consti~fe'anofficial
- ,definition of the substance; prep1irlitloil \>r oilier article that is the subject of .
, theJ!lofio.gr~]Jl1,They"C0.1111utute 'tnstrtlciiorts 'or Tequirelnents and are'0>

'.mt:~::;:£~::~·orph.ai~~~L~al~ulJstanc::andi>~r~:iCiiS~;~};li~~ ~
defined by reference 10'a paitic'llar'method ofmanufacture~A'statement' 'c "~'-

, that a substance or article is pi~pated or obrainedbyacertalnmethod ' ~",'-' '
','co-nstitutes pan of the officiliCdeJiilition and implies that other'met!i.odSai:e'

not permitted; A statement that:!..substancemllY be preparect'9.robtai!ied.:!'y
a certain methcdihowever, indicates; that this is one possible method and:', '

- does not imply th~t othermetlioasare p;oscribed. " ':." '.
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Additional Statements concerning the definition of formulated
.preparations are given in the general notice on Manufacture of Formulated
Preparations..

.

. Production . Statements given under the h~ading Productio~ draw attention to particular.
aspects ofthe manufacturing process-but are not 'necessarily comprehensive.
They constitute mandatory instructions to manufacturers. They may relate,

. for example, to source materials, to the manufacturing process itself and its
validation and control, to in-process testing or to testing that is to be
carried out: by' the manufacturer on.the final product (bulk material or
dosage.form) either on selected batches or on each batch prior to' release.·.·
These statements cannot necessarily be verified on a sample of the final .
product by an independent 'analyst. The competent authority may establish
that the instructions have been followed, for example, by examination of
data received from the manufacturer, by inspection or by testing
appropriate samples.

The absence of a section on Production does.not imply.that attention to
· features such as thpse referred toabove is not required. A substance, .

preparation orarticle described.in a-monograph of the Pharmacolloela iito
· bemanufactured in accordance with the principles of good manufacturing'

praCtlCe and in accordance withrelevant international agreementsand.'
supranational and national regulations governing medicinal p;ocl~ct~.

Where in the section under the heading Production a monograph on a
vaccine defines the characteristics of the vaccine strain to be used, any test
;'ethods given for' confirming thes'e characteristics are provided as examples,
of suitable 'methods.The use of these metb.od~is not'mandatory.. --

, Additiorial sta.ieinen~ concernirlgthe production of formulated
p:eparations -,ire give\1 hi thegeiieral notice on Manufacture of Formulated
Prepar~tions. ' . - .~.. .... .

M~ufacture of r Attenrion is drawn to the nee-d to obserV~aaequate hygienic precautions in -
'Eormulated 'the preliaratilln and dispensing .of pharmaceutical formulations. The
Preparations prihCiples of good pharinaceuticalmanufacturing practice shoUld be ,.' _

, ,. observed.. .._.. '. . •. ' ,. . ..' ..
· 'The Definition' ,in G,ertain monographs for pharmaceutical preparations is

iiven iii terrris:ofthe: principal ingredients lfD1y: Any iIli:redi~nt, otheLtlian
. those irieluded in the Definition, must comply with the generarnotice on
Excipients and ·the productmustconform-with the Pharmacopoeial
requirement.-: . ..'" . . .'

The Definition in other monographs for.pharmaceutical preparations is
-- presented as a full formula. No deviation from the stated formula is

permitted except those allowed by the general notices oiiColourlng Agents
and Antimicrobial Preservatives;'.Where additionally,directions 'are. given
linder'rb.e heading ExtempQrarieoUsPrepariitio'n: these are intendedi~r the

· extemporaneous pre:p~ration of relatively small quantities for Short-term .
supply and use..When'so prepared, no deVIation froiD the stated directions
is permitted. If, however, such apharmaceuticjl\ preparanon b _' _....
manufactured on alarger scale with the intention that it may be stored,
deviations from the stated directions are {lermitted provided that the final
product meets the following criteria: - . .

(1) compliance with.all.of.tI1e requirements !ltated in the monograph;
: -'~ . - - ----
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(2) . retention of the essential characteristics of thepreparatio~ made strictly
In accordance with the directions of the Pharinacopoeia. .

Monographs for yet other pharmaceutical pf(;pa~litions include both-a
Definition in terms of-the principalingredients.a~d,under the side-heading.

, Extemporaneous Preparation; a full formula lQgether with, in some,cases, -:
directions for their pieparation:Suchfull formulae and directions are '
intended. for the exteIhporarteous prep~ration of relatively small quantities
for short-term supplyand use. When so prepar!'d~ iio deviation from the
stated formula and'directioris is permitted. If, however; such a . .
pharmaceutical preparatii:>rt is manufactured on a larger scale with the' '..
intention that it may be stored, deviations from.theformula and directions
stated under the heading Extemporaneous Preparation are permitted
provided that any ingredient, other than those included in the Definition, .
compiles with the general notice on Excipients and that the final product
meets the.following criteria." '

(I) accordance with the Definition stated in the monograph; , _" ..
(2) compliartce with all of the requirements stated in the monograph;'
(3), rerenrion of the es~ehtial.cha:r;*ristics of rhe'prepaiationma<le strictly__ .

in accordance with the 'formula and airections OJ the Pharmacopoeia.-·
. Iri the manufacture of any official preparation 'on a large-scale with the'

'intention that it should be stored, in addition to following any'instru~tion:
under the-heading Production, it is·necessary to ascertain that theproduct
Is satisfactory with respect to its physical and, chemical stability and its stat!'
of preservation over the,claimed shelf-life: This apj:lliesirrespective of' +

' .. .whether the fonmilaofthePhannacopoeiil ahd anyinstructio:ns glvenUllder:' "
. theheadinggxteniporaileo(;~ I'i~patation--are folLo~Jid precisely or', ~,_ : ', __

modified. Prb"\li<led that the preparation hilsbeeri'sh.ownto bestabiem,+-;<:," "
oth~r respects, <kterioratilmdiIetop;iicrobial contammatio~may b~,'~" 
inhibited by theincoq'-6ran6n of a suitable atitimicreiWai preservatiVe.Iri ' ''.'
such circumstances the Ia!leLState(lippropriare stOrage conditions, the date

_ after wliicli'fueProd,!ct shouldnot be tised and the identi.ry and '_ - 
concentrationllfth.e'an9microbial:rireservative.·' - - '.' ,-

_ .fl.'eshly and, The d!i:ect!on, :given'tinder the headiri~,Extemp6t'aneous Prep-aration; that a ,
",:Reci:ntly'Preplired -.:preparation_lllUSfbeJresWy prep3l:ed iiltHcates that'iemus! be made not C=,,- =;.~

: moreth~n29: hoursb~fordt i~ lsjued tor.use. !l1eClireCr!on thal: a , __
preparation should be recently preparedindicates that deterioration is Iikely-:
ifthe preparation is-st~fed for. longer than about ,4 weeks at 15" to 25~;

--.>

Methods of . Themethodsofst~rilisa:tion usedinpreparinithe ~terile,mate~jals .. ,. "
Sterilisation ~ described'iiithe Phar;nacopoelit are given in AppertdiXXVIII. Foraqu~~ut
,_ ' c,. ..::prepl!!'arions>steani~sterilisation (h~iliirig in an autoclave) is the 1!1etho-q;:of1'

.choicewp~rever itisiUl~~n .t~Cbe sUitable~ Any<ifi~thod of stetilisati(jrt'Wl,l
be '''alidatedwith tespe,ctto.:bothtli'e. a.ssuraii~e.oJ sterility and theinrl&rfij
,~(the product andto ensure thatth.':final pibduct c01l1plleswith the c;:~·· " rsz:

requiiements or the monograph;"~ J ' , . ' ~._
-0'. - '0. -, , _'--

Water' The term~aterused witli~ut qualification in formulae foifoimulated. ?:,',.,
preparatiQns'means-iitherpotablewater ireshly drawn direct from the" .

.. .public supply and suitable for drinking or freshly boiled and cooli:~PUrified,
Water.'Tlr"datterslulUid he used if the public supply is from a local storage-' '.
ta.1k or if the potablewater is Unsuitable for a panicular preparation. ,.
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Excipients Where an excipient for which there is a pharmacopoeial monograph is used
c. in preparing an official preparation it shall comply wil:hthatmonograph.

Any substance added in preparing an official preparation shall be .
innocuous,·shall have no adverse influence. on the therapeutic efficacy of the
active ingredienfsa'nd 'shall hot Interfere \vith the assays and tests of the .

. Pharmacopoeia, Particular care should be taken to ensure that such
substances are free from ha~mful organisms.

Colouring Agents If ina monograph for a formulated preparation defined bymeans of a full
.'.. formula a specific colouring 'agent or agents is prescribed, suitable

- alternatives approved in the country concerned may be substituted...

Antimicrobial
Preservatives

When the term 'suitable antimicrobial preservative' is used it is implied that
the preparation concerned will be effectively preserved according to the
appropriate criteria applied and interpreted as described in the test for .
efficacy. of antimicrobial preservation (AppendixXVI C). In certain
monographs for formulated preparations defined by-means of a full formula,
a specific antimicrobial'agent or agents may be prescribed; suitable'
alternatives may be 'substituted provided that their identity and 

..concentration are stated on the label. ..

. Characteristics Statements given under the heading Characteristics are not to be
_,interpreted in a strict sense and are not to be regarded as official'

requirementa-Sratements on taste are provided only in cases where this _
property is a guide to the acceptability of the material (for example, 'a

- . material used primarily fo/fiavourIng). Thestatus (}f stat~rne1is on .
s(}hibilityis gjven-in:the general noticeonSolubilir:y..

· _Solubility Sm[ements on solubilir:ygiven under the heading'
Characteristics. are intended as inI6rman~n off the approximate SOlubility at

. atemperature betweenlSQ'and 2S";uJiless otherwise' stated; and are not 't;)
.be considered as official requirement's. _.. _.

-St.atemtmts giveJiunder headings such as"SoIubilitY.in3±hanol express
eXact requirements and.constitute part.of.the standards t'6r ille substances

· under which they occur. - - _ - .. . -' .' .. . :

_The following tableindi~atesthl' tneanjngs of the t~rms usl;din
statements ofitpproxiIttate solubilities. . . - - .

.. Descriptive term

very soluble'

freely soluble 
~'_-~-~:""---=soluble .

. _-'sparingly soluble

.··slightly·soluble .

very stightly-s~l~bie

practically insoluble:

Approximate volume' of solvent
in millilitresper gram of solute

less than I

froml;o~ll)":

. --'-~.-_:~_., fro~ 10 to 30
, ~ .-r - . -

fiori-no toIQO

from 100 tal000,' .

from lOQQto.lO 000

. more -ilian J 0 000'

· . :..The1eIm 'pa~ly soluble' is used to describe 1I mixture of which only
· some of the components dissolve. C . •

<:: -
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Identification "The tests described 'or referred, to under the heading Identification are not
necessarily sufficient to establish absolute proof of identity. They provide a '
means of verifying that the identity of the,material being examined is in

, accordance with the label .on'the container.
, Unless otherwise prescribed, identification tests are carried out at a

temperature between ISO and 2So.', ' ' , ,
Reference spectra Where a monograph refers to an infrared reference

spectrum, this spectrum is-provided in a separate section of dw_ '
Phannacopoela.A sample 'spectrum is considered to 'be concordant with a
reference spectrum if the transmission minima (absorprion maxima) of the
principal bands in the-sample correspond in position; relative intensities and,
shape to those of the reference. Instrumentation software may be used to
calculate concordance with a previously recorded reference'spectrum.

When tests for infrared absorption are applied to material extracted from
formulatedpreparations, strict concordance with the specified reference
spectrum may not always be possible, but .nevertheless a close resemblance
between the.spectrum of the extracted material and the ;pecified,reference
spectium:sh,Quld be achieved, ' .~,',.

Assays andTests The assays and tests described are the official methods upon wliich the
standards of the Pharmacopoeia depend. The analyst is not precluded from
employing alternative methods, including methods of micro-analysis, in'any
assay or test if it is known that the method used wlU give a result o(
equivalent accura'cy..Local referej1cematerials may beused for routine

"" analysis, providec\ that these are calibrate.dagainst:the official reference ,
. materials,. In tbeevenr ofdoubt or dispute, the methods ofanalysis, the

refereric'binaterials"aila the reference spectra or'the-Pharmacopoeia are c
, ,-

, alone ,authoritative.. ' ' " " '-, '
, Where the solvent used for.a solutionis not named, the solvent is '

Purified Water. : . , ' , ", " ,',
'Unless'otherwise prescribed, the assays and tests are carried Out at a

temp~Iamrebetween i:s~ and 2so. ,",' , ,',' . . "
A temperature in.a rest: for toss on drylog,where notemperarure range

is given, implies a,range oL± 2° about the. stated value.,.. " "
Visual comparative tests, Unless otherwise pre.scribed,-a~e ~airied out~'

using identical rUbe~ of colourless, 'transparent,neurral glll~s:witha Il~t,:
base. The volumes of liquid prescribed are for Usewith tu1;>es I ~ min in' "

, internal diameter; tubes with alarger internal diameter maybe usedJJu,l the
':volume of liquid examined must be increased so that me depth oOiquid in

the-tubes is not less ,[!Jan that obtained when the prescribed volume of ,_' _
" IiquId~~dtubes 16 mm in internal diameter.are.used. Equ"ai voltijDesofIhe, -.
. Iiquids=to be compared areexamined dowrqhe veiticalaxi.s3,fthe, tubell' .
•~. igaffi;~J a'N1Hte backgi-<)~d or;if-neeessl!l'Y;agait,ist~blac~b,a~,gi<):
, . The el'atnidation is-carried Out .indiffuse liglj:t. . '. "~?";f!:::'f'y:'::- ..",,,'~~~~~-:;c:'.

'Wher-e a direction is given that an analytical operation isfl:(j'!Je ~3ri!e:, o"f-~"
'in subdued light'; precautions should be taken to avoidexp.o~ure·tirdii-eft': '
sunlight or other stronglight, Where a direction isgiven tha.{ an analytical.'
operation is to be carried out 'protected from light', precaunoIls shmild)\: .
taken'to exclude actinic light by the use of low-actinic glassWare;'l'!.orkij}gin .
a dark room or similar procedures. , " . ..; :.: -"', :::'!k" ,

. "For preparations.other than those of fixed strength, theju}lntiiY t6b~~:
taken for an assay or test is usually expressed interms ofr:I!~ active.::::,:, "

. ingredient.,This mearis that the qjlaotity of the activeingfedient eXpeCted to
- ~ -' ,'- ,- --,' ' ':~~i~t~:)'I" ~'~:-~J~'~~
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be present and the quantity of the preparation to be taken are calculated
, from the strengthstated on the Iabel. ,

Inassays.tbe approximate quantity to be taken for examination is 
.indicated but the quantity'actually used niust .nct deviate by more than
10% from that stated. The quantitY taken is.accurately'weighed or ' . 
measured and the result of the assay..is calculated from this exact quantity.
Reagents are measured and the procedures arecarried out with an accuracy'

, . commensurate with the degree of precision implied by the standard stated
for the assay.

'In tests the stated quantity to be taken for examination must be used .
, . unless any divergence can be taken into account in conducting the test and

calculating the result. The quantity taken is accurately weighed or measured
with the degree of precision implied by the standard or; where the standard
is not stated numerically (for example, in tests for Clarity and colour of
solution), with the degree of precision implied by the number of significant
figures stated. Reagents are measured and the procedures are carried out

, with an' accuracy .commensurate with thisdegree of precision. '
The-limits stated in monographs are based 011 data obtained-in normal

analYtical practice; they take accountofnmmaLanalytical errors, of '
acceptable variations in manufacture' and of deterioration, to an 'extent
considered acceptable. No further tolerances are to be applied to the 'limits
prescribed to determine whether the article being examined complies with
the requirements of the monograph; ' . ' ,_'

, Indetermining compliance \vith anumericalIimit, the calculated result of
a test 01" assay is first rounded to the number of significant figures stated,
unless otherwise prescrlbed.::rhelast figure)~ increased by lwhehthepart"
reiected is equal.to.Or ~xceeds on~g;lf.unit, wherea~ it is n.ot niodH'tci~ " '
wh!:l1 the part rejected is l!:ss'th!ln,a,h.alf-ul'Ut. ' '._._

In certain 'tests, the copcentrationof i~purity is given in parent:\leses '
-, either,as aper~entl\g';:~rin partsper;t11~lion byweight (ppm};Ih~~='. " '
.chromatographie ere'sts such cO/lcentratiO!isa:re stated as:aj'ierceiliagec.. c' 0

irrespective. of the-limit. In other tests theY !Ire usually ~tatea in ppm unless " ,
, the limit exceeds 500 ppm.rD: m.ose'cnro'riiatogiapWi: tests-i!i'Wwcha'"L·
secQiidaiysp~to/peakin a chromatligt3i)1'obtained y,ithasolution drtli.e .:»

substance:iJem'gexaminea itdescribed~icorrespon.ding to a: hamedc~ ~".:
jmp~ritYandis compared with a spot oLP~ak iii achr~nia.togtalit9btain:ed :~
with a reference solution of the same imnlirity, the j>ercerttage given iii c '~
pa~entheses indicates the limit for that impurity. In dio~echromat~gfaphic. ~.,'
tests inwhich a spot or peak in a chromatogram obtaIned with'a'solution 'of.··
the substance b~irlg examined is described in terms other:than as , ,'"
corresponding to a named im.Qutity (coffiI!lonly,for example; as ahYf'\lth,r).,
secOndary spot'or peak)but is compared with a spot or peakID..a • ,',

~chromatogram obtained with a referencesolution of.a'named un ' rity:'the "c' •
1fErcentagegiven in parentheses innicate~an-impuritY'liini~pr ;in~' .:."
terms ora nominalconcenuanon ofthellamed il11purity:.I.i:i'l.::: c,

cbfomat6gr.aphic tests in which' a cOnlj>arisonis-made' b~tWee1J. otsor
pe~ks ill chromatograms'obtained With solutions of different concentrations .
'oithe substance 'being examined, the percentage given in parentheses '.'
.indicates an impurity.1imit expressed in terms'of anominal concentration of
'the medicinal substallce itself. In some tt:u:mographs, in partic!,larthos~ for
certain formulated preparations, the impiirity limit is expressed; in terms ora .
nomIna1 concentration of the active moiety rather than of the medicinal - "

..: ,---

""---'-- ,- -- ,
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substance itself. Wher~ necessary for clarification the terms in which the 
limit is expressed are stated within the-monograph. _~
- III su cases where an impunty"limids'given in parentheses, the figures
giveJio'are approximations for information 'only;_coilfonnity with the , '

- _requir'ements isdetermined on the-basis ofcompliance or otherwise with
the-stared test; _ -

The use Ofa proprietary designation to-identify a material used in an
" as~ay or test does not'imply that another equally suliablernaterial may not _"

be u~ed. _
-,

Biological Assays
and Tests

Methods of assay described as Sugge;ted methods are not obligatory, but - 
when another method is used its-precision must be not less than that -:
required for the Suggested method. ,

For those antibiotics for which the monograph specifies a microbiological
assay the potency requirement is expressed in the monograph in -
International Units (IU) per milligram. The material is not of ,
pharmacopoeial quality if the upper fiducial limit of error is less, than the

,stated potency, Forsiieh'antibiotics me required preeisiQn o{t!ie ~ssay is -
stated~ill the monograph in terms of the fiduciallimlt,roferror~aboui: the. '
estim_ated potency~', -, ,,' , ' _' ' ",- :

For other substances and prepa-rations for which the monograph specifies'
a-biological assay, unless otherwise-stated, the precision of the assay is such
that die fiducial limits of error, expressed as a percentage of the estimaled, '
potency, are within-a range not wider than that-obtained by-multiplying by.

,afactor oflO_the -square rOotS':i>ftheHinits given in):lie inonographfor _the.
- fiducjallimits pf erronbolwme-statell pqtency. _' ' - ' '-:' ::-'S

_---,~.2-I1i~llcases liciucial fimitsof erri>t a~ebasedonaprQbability of.95%
" (i':=, 0.95). , -~- - _:''= ~:---~ ':':.:-' -:- :-;"'~-

_~_ Where the biologicalassay is tieing' used to _a§certainthe purity of-the " ,
material; thestaied potency Jll.eans. the/potency:stated on the litbeI mterms
o{InternatiollalVnits (ni) or ,other Units'pergt'a-m,per milli/iram"<)r-per

,millilitte:-Whenno,s!1chstatement appears on ~e:label; the stlnect,p6teney
meanS the fixed.or Urinimum potency reqllired-inihe moriogtaph~T.his '

illte'reia!iOIl 9f statedpotency appliesiri,all cases except where the
m9!l' aph~pei:ifically directs otherwise. - ,-C .-
. =- . '"IhebJ010gJcal aSSaY-IS 1:Jeinguse<:Llodetetrilin.::the totaf a'erlVItY in .
jhe container; the-stale!I potency means the total number ofInternationlll
lJmts(IU) or other Units stated on the label or, ifno such statement· C

aPpears,-die total activity-calculated in accordance with the instructions in .
the monograph: . . •. _ . . ~ ., •.. .

- Wherever pos$ible the primary Standard used in an assay or test is the
. respe-i;tive International.Standardo'fReference Pre!'aiation .;8tablishedbY

. ..- the·\1tiorld Hea1th-Organizaiion fQr-internationa12use. and ~ih~hiological::...:':'._ _...
- . - activity js~exprelisea:lnInternatiru1al Units (IUr,:.- • ...::':~-..
... =-<inofuer.ca-ses~wheieUnitsitrereferred to in al} assay or-t~st,· tlilUnit :: ..
-=for-a_particular substance or jJreparation is, for the-United ·Kingdom,_the .

specific biol(jgital actiyity corltained in such iln .amounr of'the reSPl'ctive. _: =

primary standard as the appropriate internatioQaLor nation:l!' orgarusation .
indicates,The necessary iriformation is provideliWiththeprilnary standarc!.

unless Otherwise direcled, animals used in an assay_or-a test are healthy ..
animals, drawn from a uiliforinstock,mat have not previously been treat~il .
;rth any material tliilt-will inrerlete Willi t1ieassayCor rest.. Unless-otherWise

. stated, guinea-pigs weigh not less' than 2S0g or, when used iD. systemic -'
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toxicity tests, not less than 350 g. When used in skin tests they are white or
. light coloured. Unless otherwise stated, mice weigh not less than 17 g and

, - -- ,- ,'- .

not more than 22 g. -.
, Certain of the biological assays and tests of the Pharmacopoeia are-such

diat in the United Kingdom they may be carried out only in accordance .
with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. Instructions included in
such assays and tests in the 'Pharmacopoeia; with respect to the handling of
animals, are therefore confined to those concerned with the accuracy and
reproducibility of the assay_-or test.: .

Certain monographs require the lise of a reference substance, a refere_nce
preparation .or a reference spectrum. These are chosen with regard to-their

, intended use as prescribed in the monographs of the Pharmacopoeia and
are not necessarily suitable in other circumstances.

Any information necessary for proper use of the reference substance or
reference preparation is given on the label or in the accompanying leaflet or
brochure. Where no drying conditions-are stated in the-leaflet or on the
labe], the substance IS to b-e used as received. NO:certifi~ate-of analysis or 
other data not r"te-';ant to th~ prescribed use of the product are provideli.
-The products are guaranteed to be.suirabte for 'use for a-period of three"
-months-from dispatch whenstored under the appropriate conditions. The
stability of the contents of opened containers cannot be guaranteed. The
current lot is listed in: the BP Laboratory website catalogue. Additional

_ information is provided in Supplementary ChapterHl E. - -
. Chemical Reference Stiqstances -The-abbreviation BPCRS indicates 

a-Chemi<:al Reference Subsranceestablished by ale BritishPharmacopoeia
CommlssiOli-. The -abbrevfatioilGRS or]3PCRS indicates a Cheinical -~ : ,-

,- R~ietell(£Sub~tiln~';estaDlished by the EUi6pe~ Pharmacopoeia. -
Coriiliiission. Some Chemical Reference Substances are used for

,_mlcrobiologieala~say of a~ti5iotics'and' rhek ~ctivity is stated, in- _
- international 'trnits, on the label 01' on the accompanying leaflet ana d ed

in' the~ame IU,anner as for Biologieal Referenc<)'repararlons: _
Biological Reference Neparations ' The majority of the primary

biologi~arreferericepreparations referred to a~e the appropriate
-_ IntemationalStandards 'and Reference Preparations estabHili(;d by-the ,-
- Worl<lHealth Organisation. Because these reterence material~ a~eus';aiiy -

available oblyin limited Iluatitities; lhe~uropian Pharmacopoeia has ~"-C
established Biological Reference Preparations (indicated byilie abbreviation

- - - BRP-or EPBRP) where aplJropriate. Where applicable,-the potency ,of-the _
- Biological Reference Preparations is expressed in International Units. For
some Biological Reference I'repatations, -where lInintenlatiOlial standard 'or
reference preparation does not exist, the poteJicy is expressed in European

. -~l'hartn'acop()eja-Units._ -~.; --- ----
-,. - ',' .'- ""'-"- -

Storage---Statements under .the side-h~ading StOnlge constitutenufi'-mandator}{
.. advice: -The substances and preparatIons described irithel'hamilicopoeia c

. ~are-robe stored under conditions that preventcontami'nation arid: -ase tar as _
possible,deterioration. -Unless otherwise statedin the mo';'-ograph, the
substances and preparations described-in the Pharmacopoeia are kept in- ,
well"c1osed containers and stored at atemperaiure not -exceeomg 25". -
l'iecauaons that should be taken in relation to the effectsofthe .

. atmosphere, moisture,. heat and iigilt are indicaied;where appropriate, in

- ---,---,-
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the monographs. Further precautions.may be necessary when some
materials .arestored in tfopical-climate~ orunderother'sever~conditions.

The expression 'protected from moisture'.means that the product is-to be
stored- in an airtight container. Care 'is to be taken when the container is

· opened in a damp atrnospher¢,.A lowmolstute content m~y be maintained,
if necessary, by theuseof adesiccant in the co~tainerproYid~d that direct

· contact with the productis avoided.~_.- '-.:.- . . .
- The exp~ession 'protected from-light' means thnt the product is to be

stored either in a container made ora material that absorbs a~rinicJight '
. sufficiently to protect the contents from change induced by such light or in
a containerenclosed in an outer cover that provides suchprote~ti~nCor' .
stored in a place from which all such light is excluded: -

The expression- 'tamper-evident container>means a closed container fitted
with-a device that reveals irreversibly whether the container has been
opened. . .

Labelling The-labelling requirements of the Pharmacopoeia are not comprehensive,
and the provisions of regci)atiohsissUed in !lccotdihcewitlit\1e - . -_ _: ='

requirements.of the territory in ~hich the medicinal productis-to be used
should be-met. - -

- Licensed l1ledic~es intended for use within the Unite(J Kingdom ~-u~t-_
comply with the requirements of the Human Medicines Regulations'2012,
as amended, in respect of their labelling and packaging leaflets, together

-- with thoseregulations for the labelling of hazardous materials, - , -
-Best practice guida-nee on ,the labellmg a,!d uackagini(of-medicine_s for .

use-in the.United Kingdolnadvises thatclJrtain items oHnformarion are
·d!:emed crincalfQr the s§fe u~e \ifthe. medicine -'(see ."Be,stPra~iiCe . .:c
Guldan~e on tile U;bellinpnd PackagiPg~[.Ml:dicihes»Tssuedbfme:_
· MHRA, 2012). Further'-'mfOtIP-ation-and-gUilianceon the l~belliDg of~ 

-medicmal products can be-found mSupptein~taryChapterr.G.l."'- .

- 'Such matters'is the- exact form ofwording-t:o.be-used and wheilier-a _
- particulQritem ~f-itiorm!ltioti sh~uld appearoAthe primarY i~beJ arid

e
-. '

-'addltioniilly,6faltern:ativ~ly, on thep8:ckage oi1:xceptloriallYc ilia leaflet are;
in gene-ial, outsi<leThe sJ;ope of the PharlJ1:lcojJoeia: When .tl1e'rerm 'label' -

~- -. __ -.is usedin__l.abelling'sfaremeitt~of thePnannacopgeia, decisions.as towhexe -
-. thepar,tlCtiiar ~tatem\:rii should appear shouldtberefore be-hliidiUn'--_ .•- - -. _
_ ac-corda1l.ce with reJiviiritlegisfirion. - _. _ _- -.'

_TheJabeJ of every officialfopnulaJed prepar.ation.other than those of ,
fixed strength also stsres.the -content o(the active ingredient or inID:edierits 
expreSsed fnthe tenns required by tlfe'monograph. Where the content'-:ilf
aeriveingredienr-is reqiIifed to be exPress'ed in-terms oth~~t&an ,the .weightc

. of the pfficial medicirisl substance used. ip.;.makhlg tJ:le fornrillation, 't!iis-is C •

.• spe~iicallystiiiedllIlderthehealliiii La.belllng2.Uriless~otb ' .. esTtedip. '.
the m~iiogiaph,th~coniehtoffue l!cti~elbgioedienikexp' "g~f

. the official medicinal substance used in.rriilkitig the formula'
These requirements do not.necessarlly apply to unlicensed preparations

. sUl'pliedin accordance with a prescription.•For require~eniltforUnlictmsed .
. - - medicines see the general monograph on Ui1licensedMewcines. .~~ •

.- Action and Use The statements given under this headirtg in monog.,aphs al'e:~intended .oD.\y .
. as informationon theprincipal pp.armac.ologicill actions or the u~ei .ofthe ,"
materials in medicine or pharmacy. Ii should not-be assumedthat'the-
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substance has rio other action or use, The statements are not intended to be
binding on prescribers otto limit theirdiscretion.

. ->

Crude Drugs; Herbal an-d.-complementary medicines are classed as medicines under theHlI1nan
TraditioQaI Herbal Medicines- Reglllatwns 2012, tis amended. It is emphasised that, althollgh

and- Complementary, requil'emf1/ts for the Ctuality of the-material (Ire proVided in the monograph to assist
Medicines the registration scheme by ihe UK Licensing Allthoriiy, the Brilish PharmacOpoeia

C';'mission has not assess~d the safety orefficacy of the maiirial in traditional
use:__, _ .. _ '. _ _ _ _0 ' , '

Monograph Title For traditional herbal medi_cines, the monograph
title is a combination of the binomial name together with-a description of
use. Monographs, for the material that h3S not been processed (the herbal
drug) and the processed material (the herbal drug preparation)' are
published where possible. Todistinguish between the two, the word
'Processed.' is included in the relevant monograph title.

Definition Under the heading Definition, the botanical name together'
withany synonym is given..Where appropriate, for material that has_not
been processed, llllormation on-the collection/harvestlng and/or treatment/

, .drying Ofthe -whole herbal drug m~y be given. For processed materials; the
method ofprocessing, where appropriate, will normally begiven-in .a

.separate section." , ,
Chara~teristics References to odour are included only where this is

highly characteristic. References to taste are not included.
Control methods Where applicable, the control methods to be used in

monographs are: , " .' "

(a) macroscopical and micros~,?plcaldescriptionsand chemicaJl , c

chromatogfliPhic tests for identification
(b). 'tb.~s-ior absence_~f any ~elated specie;-

(c) microNa! te'sli toass~e microbial quality

'.' (d) .; t~~for'in~igiillicimpurities and non:sp~cific puritYtests,indudkg ,
extractive tes~sJ Sulfated ash and Heavy metals; where appropriate '

(~)te~ffor-Loss. on drying or Water , ' ", "
.-(f) cwh~r~~et po;Slbie, a method for as§aying tJie acth'e ~~~sclti.ient(s)or.

suitable-1Iiarker constiruent(s). ~ , '. "
The'rnacrmcopieal-charactenstlcs iiid\ld"" those features that can be seen 

pythe mPaid~c1~yeorbytJieuse or'a hand lens: Whehiwo spedes! .
. subspecies ofthe same-plant are included in the Defjnition,indiV1dual
differences between the two-are indicated where possible. .... : ...

The description of the microscopical characteristics of the powdered drug
includes information on the'dominantor the most spei:ifi~ chara~ters, ~,.

_ where it is considered to bean aid to identific~tion,iIIus~tions of the .
- ..c-cpoWcleredAP;g-may be provided.: ••.. . -cc=-c .;':/' .' _

".~. '~c:~"Th~ follo)Viilg aSPl:ctsare co-ntroliedby-the g~neralnionographfor·
'}lerhal I:lrUgs: dley' are requited to be fredrom moUlcls; insects, decay;'
-animal matter and animal excreta. Unless otl:ierWJseprescribed the ~mount -
-offoreign matter is not more than 2% w!w. Microbial conramination should
be:miniillill.. •... _........
, In determining the content of the active constituents or the suitable
.marker substances measurements are made wiili reference to the dried 'or •
anhydtou; I1erbaldrug. In. the testSfot Acid~itlsoluhleash, Ash, EXtractive.

'. solubJein ethanol,Loss~ndtying~SI11fateaash,Water,Water:soluble ash
and Watei-soluble extractive of herbal drugs, the calculation;are made with
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reference to the herbal drug that has not been specifically dried unless
otherwis-~ prescribed: in the ~mohograph. ,,- , '

2022

-Homoeopathic
Medicines

- '- .

_Hirmoeopathu ineilicilles are classed as medIcines Il!lderthe Humall MeduilleS
Reg/datio11S 2012, as amended. It is emphasised thtit,allhough requiremenu for
the quality of the materidrare provided in the rel~viiht IllOflograph ill order to
assist th~ simplified registratwn scheme by the UK LUC1--.srng Authority, ~ihe,British ~ "
Pharmiicopoeia Cofnfnissiort hds noiassessedthe'safeiyJr efficat.:>' ~of- the materml
in use: - . ' ___ - - __ .-

Allmaterials used for the production of homoeopathic medicines, ,
including excipients, must comply witli European Pharrrfacopcieia .or British
Pharmacopoeia monographs for those materials. Where such European
Pharmacopoeia' or British.Pharmacopoeia monographs do not exist, 'each

, material used for the production of homoeopathic medicines must comply
, with an official national pharmacopoeia of a Member State.

, British Pharmacopoeia monographs forhomoeopathic medicines apply 'to
'homoeopathiqtocks 'and mother tincnires ollly, butitlay be pref~ced iwa' ,

section which details-the qu:dity requirements applica~letQ,t1leprincJpj,,'-
component wherethere is no European Pharmacopoeia 01' British
Phannacopoeia nionograph'for the material. Thesemonographs also ,
include either general statements on the methods of preparation orrefer to

, specific methods of preparation given in the European Pharmacopoeia. '
, Homoeopathic stocks and mother tinctures undergothe further process
"refe[;.ed to as potentisation. Potentisation is a ter!11=specific to nonioeopatliic

medicinealld is:a process of=difutiotl of stocks ang mother tinctures to
prodyce the 'Mal pro-duct. , , ' ,'. ' ' r, '

,. Identification tests,al:e'esjabllshedior the-components irihomoeopathic - "
stocks' and usuaUYf(~late to 'rhose applied to thecma!erials used in the •
production Of the homoeopathie stocks. An assay is,inciucled for the

',princlpalcompollent(s) where p6~sible,Formother tinctures, an -.'
identification. test, usually chro!Il1\tographicj is established and, where

. applicable,' an.assayfor th~ pri~ciple component(s>;-ivtiereaj>proptiate, ,
.. ,other testS, related' to iliisolvent; diymatter or, kriown 'aaulterJlnts;care

'included." .. ., ",,' ,

·c " Specifieanonj,have no'tbe~fi set for fual hcimoeopathic'prQduCfs <lye to'
the high diftition=u§edrn their prepill'anon and the subsequent diffiCulty in'-

, applying analyticannethlido!ogy...· . _" .
Statements under Crude Drugs; Traditional!Ierbaland' Comple,mentary

, Medicines also apply tohomoeopathfc stocks and milther tinctures, when
appropriate. _ . , ,. '

..,

';."::----

'Unlicensed The General Monograph for-Unlicensed Medicirtes appliesjo"thos(;
_M.edicin~-:-· fopntila1;ions used iii hum.an medicine~that are-Yrepare~~ulldef".a ' .
c' _. - ManufactUr~r's ;'$peciidS"Ucence or preparH ex.teriiponi~~(lUSr

'superVision of apharmacist, whether or not ther,e WapuIilis~ " .
f& the specific aosage-form.· . - ' . •;:<~,%h;P;,.t c

An article intended for medicinal use that is'aesctibed bymeans ofal1
· official title must comply with the requiremehis~qf):he r~lev.aht rrli>!fograph.
'A fonnulated preparation must complythrough,()ut its assigtie1:sl1"'lf~life. .

(Periodofv.lidiry).Tne, subject of any other Jp.()llographfutist~c9.mi>ly
· throughout its period ofUse, ". ,'~ ._':,' .:. =--,--;-;":'-"
· Unlicensed medicmes'that are prepared under .a .M'anufa'9tWer's~:

'Specials; Licence cOfilplywith the requiremetits;oLthe (}eltei~l Monograph
':' -,.,-,,,'., "_c.' ',-c',,-,,;_ " ' '~_'~--~~_;."-_~_~'_".£~~~';

.,», .<-- -~~)~i~:-:·;;/l~~:{ "

-,--~----.;
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for Pharmaceutical Preparations, the requitements of the General
M~nQgraph for Unlicensed Medicines and, where applicable" the
requirements of the irldividual monograph for the specific dosage form. _

Unlicensed medicines prepared extemporaneously under the supervision
ofa pharmacist comply with the requirements of the General Monograph
for Pharmaceutical Preparations, the -requir~mel1ts of the General
Mo~ograph-for Unlicensed Medicines and,.where applicable, the _
requirements of the individual monograph-iorthe specific dosage-form.
Whtleit-is expected that extemporari~ouspreparations will demonstrate
pharmacopoeial compliance when tested, it is recognised that it might not
be practicable to carry our the pharmacopoeial-tests routinely-on such.
formulations. Tn the event of doubt or dispute; the me-thods of analysis, the
reference materials and the reference- spectra of the Pharmacopoeia- are
alone authoritative.

~ --/

---=--,.-- --
-- ""

---'--- -------~--;=--'--

-, "--
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M011ographsantrotherlex!S'oj theeuropean Pharmacopoeia that are incOIporaied
in this edition ofthe British PhartnclClI!JOeia are governed by the general notices oj .
theEu.ropean'PharmilcoPoeia; these are reprodu.ced below.

GENERAL NOTICES OF THE EUROPEAN
· PHARMACOPOEIA .'

· 1.1. GENERAL STATEMENTS'

The General Notices apply to all monographs'and other texts of the
European Pharmacopoeia.

The official texts of the European Pharmacopoeia are published.in
English and, French, Translations in other'lluigullges maybe prepared by.

· thesigniltory States 'of theEu':op~a;; Pharmacopoeia Convenrlon:'In case of
daunt or'illSInite; the Englishluid Preich versions are alone autlioritative.

In the texis of the Buropean.Pharmacopoela.the word,'Phanna'copoeijl' .
without qualification means the-European Pharmacopoeia. The official'

· abbrevialion Ph; Eur: may be used to indicate.the European
Pharmacopoeia.' . . ' .
. The use of the titleor the~ubiitleof a monograph implies that'the:article

· complieswirhthe reguftements Of the :reievantJ11ortog,a~;S1.jchrefer~nm
. to monggtaphs'jJi the fexts'ilftllePJiarmacopoeia areshownusingthe'_" .
1nonograjlhti~ and'referenC(l1).ulnberin~ta6cs.< "'. _.-' .

A preparation ~USt comply'!ht"oughout itsperiodofvaiidirY; a distinct
, period of validitY aild1Qr'specmcationsfor opened or,b~oached coilta~ers'
· may hedecided by:th.;'~omIl~tentauthority. ThesubjeCl orany other
monogi;aph J!1u.st ~J.lfuPlr.¥oughou{ [is p~iioilof use. The perlodoC", •. '.
validity' that is assigftid tQ:~y;giy,enartiHe ~~d~tb~ time from:w~ct1th;it~ -:

'periodis to be ~lcUJated.at!iae#ded by the.GOmpetentaut!tofii:y':1iOightilf .
expetrment.alresuii~~fsrabilitismdies>, •... ; ..~. " .;:=:),.: ~:=;c:.' ;--

·U.nfess otbeiWise':"jrUlicare<lUi"The.Generltl;Notices or irLrhe·mol< .iiphs,
statements in nionowaphs <;()r1srirute nianoatory requirem~hts; '. .-
chapters become mandatory'wben referred tOlna monograph, u '. ess such'

. reference is made ilia way.thatindicafes thatft is hot the.lntentiqnti> make
"the texneferredtomandatoiy bUHather to cite it for1nfurmanont ,'.~:"

.. The active sUbstlinces, excipients, ph~iniiiceutica\ llreparatio/ls arid other .' .
articlesdescribed'in'the tPonograpfl,s are intendedfot humaqand verlinnary .•~ _.

. '. use(lll1l:ss exp~iti~I:~eStriC,~d:Jo._~ne·.Qf~e:e~~es); • '::'S.. ·· ",? ~._;

eQuality systems. T!le quality stanl!~~ds ~ptesen\~dorIn?n~gfaJlhs at~;.vafid~;jJy,~ tI1e~t.c: -j
. .. . articles in question are prodlicedwithin the Iramework'of a suitabl allty.,:.. ' '. ;

. system. The qmilitysystem im{siia~ure that the articles consistently meet' . ,
· theJ;equiremeIltSor-the Phatmac(lpoeia. .. '. .

Alternative methods
. .

.The tests"and assays 'described are .the official methods upon which the' .
'.standards of the I'harma<;()po~ia:aie based. With the aireemenr Of the .'..

competent authoritY, alternative methods.ofllPaIYMs'cmay,be.used for •
control pilIposei, prOvide51 that t1ie tilethodsused enab1e an tinequiVocal
decision to be niadeas to whether COIjJ.llliance, with tlie standatds~ the.·
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, "Demonstration,of,
compliance with the

Pharmacopoeia
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monographs would be achieved if the official methods were used. In the
event of doubt or-dispute, the methods of analysis of the Pharmacopoeia are
alone authoritative. '

(1)' An article is not of Pha~acopoeiaquality' unless it complies with all the
requirements stated in the monograph. This does not imply that
performance of all the tests in a lllonographis necessarily a prerequisite
fOf a manufacturer in assessing compliance with the Pharmacopoeia .
before release 'of a product. Themanufacturer may obtain 'assurance'
that a product is of Pharmacopoeia quality on the basis of its design,
together with its control strategy and data derived, for example, from
validation-studies of the manufacturing process.

(2) An enhanced approach to quality control could utilise process analytical
technology (pAT) andlor real-time release testing (including parametric
release) strategies as alternatives to end-product testing alone. Real-time
release testingin circumstances deemed appropriate by the competent '
authority is thus not precluded _by the need to comply with the
Pharmacopoeia', " ' , ,

(3) Reduction of animal'testing; the Eur~pean'Pharm~copo~iais dedicated
to phasing out the 'use of animals for test purposes, in accordance with,
the 3Rs (Replacement, Reduction, Refinement) set out 'ill the -European
Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for
Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes. In demonstrating
compliance with the Pharmacopoeia as indicated above (1),

, manufacturers may consider establishing 'additional systems. to monitor
consistency of production. With the agreement of the competent '
authority, the choi.ce of tests performed to assess compliance with the ,
Pharmacopoeia wherianimal tests are prescribed is established in such a
way that animal usage is minimised-as much, as possible. _

Grad!i'of materials Ceitaill materials that are the subject ora ~ha~ac()poeialmonograph may
exist in different grades suitable for differel:\t purposes, Unless otherwise -

, ',- indicated inthemonograpl1, the requiren:ierits~apply to an grades of the'
, material, in- some monographs, particularly-those-on excipients, a list 'of

functionality-related characteristics that are -relevant to the use of the , '
, substance may be appended to the monograph for _information. Test

, 'methods for determination of one or more of these' characteristics may be . --
given, also for information, -

General
, monographs
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General monogr"phs and individu~l monographs are complementary. If
the provisions of a· general monograph do not apply 'to a particular product,
this is.exp'ressly stated in the individual monograph. .

Validation or The test methodswven in monographs and genera"! chapters have been
pharmacopoeial . validated in accordancewith accepted scientific practice. ana current- .

'mediods' c recommendations'on'analytical validations-Unless otherwise 8.tat~d in.the.'_
monograph'or general chapter, validation of the.testmethods_by'me aJ;lalyst_ ._'
is nonequited. . .. .

Implementation of
pharmacopoeial

methods

-.

Wheh implementing a pharmacopoeial method, the user mustasses«
whether and to whatextent the suitability of the method under the actual
conditions of-use needs to be demonstrated according to relevant
monographs;general chapters and quality systems.

.~--

Conventional terms _ The term 'competent authoritY' means the national, supranational or
. international body or' organisation vested with 'the authority for making

decisions concerning the issue in question. It may, for exarriple, be a' : .
national pI\afmacopoeiaauthoriiy; a licensing auth~rity or.an official control

.' laboratory. . '.'. . .' --

The expression 'unless otherwise justified and authorised' means that die 
requirements have to be met, unless the competent authority authorises a
modification 'or 'an exemption'wherejustified in a particular case.

Statements containing the word-cshoirld' are informative or adVisory.
~ "In cenam·tilorlographs"'or oili~rte~ts, the terms·'suitable"and··
-'appropriate"are\JS~a:1o destiibe·areagent, micro-organism; test-method ..
etc.; ifcritena fotsuitabilitY.arenor described in the monograph, suitability
is demonstrated t~ thecsatlsfaciioncoffue competentauthbrity. ....

-.'. Medicinqlp';6duct (a) AIiy':substilnc'; or combiriatloifof substances .'.:
. presenredas.:haviilg 'prop-ertiisfoI treating or prev~nting disease in' human
beings aJId!ol' aril$als;or (I;) MY substanceofcoJT\Qinajio.o of substances
Ilia! may beuseo)nor lIdminiiteredto hinrianbeirlgs andioianhnalswith a"
vie* either t~: ie.itonng, correcting or mQdifying ptiys[olog1cal fundio~s b{ ..
exerting-a pharmacological, itJ1ffiunolo~icalor metaQQ!icaction, 0, to

. making-a medicai'diifgnosis. . ' .
..... ~iI&bal medicinal pfodlIct~ Any medicinal product, exClusively .
containing. as active'ingredients one or more herbal drugs or one or more .
herbal drug -preparations, .o~ one or more such herbal drugs in combination.
with one or m-ore'suchherbal drug preparations.. . ...

Activi sub;tci;'ce '.Any' substance intendedto beused in the
manufacture of a medicinal prodnet-and that, when .so used, becomes an
acti"e ingredient ofthe medi~iDal product. Such~su&st;inces are.ilitended to
furniSh ~.ph~rmaC<llog1cal actlVltycor~ther di~~.c~~ffect iIl:!he diagn6~isi. . _

_cure, ni1tJ,gatlon,-trea~nI-'Qr-,preyentlonof(11se~~«i;~o_t:-t9;-aff~ct:,,~e . .'_; ~_>_- ,"-

•. stluctUf~ancrfUnction of the body. . . '.'
. . &cipient· (llUxiliary substance). Any constiiue'nt tif a medicinal.. .'

product that is not: an active substance. Adjuvant~, stabilisers, antimicrobial
preservatives; diluents, .anHo;Udants, for example, are exclpients.

Interchangeable . Certain general c!l.'apters contain a statement that the. text in.qu~~tion is
mithods. harmonised with die corresponding text of the -Japanese Pharmacopoeia

. and/or die United States Pharmacopeia and that these texts.are .
. interchangeable. This implies that'if a substance or preparation is found to

; .l
1
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comply with a requirement using an interchangeable method from one of
-these pharlnacopoeiasit complies with the requirements-of the European
Pharmacopoeia. In the event of doubt or dispute; the text of the European
Pharmacopoeia is alone authoritative. __

-cReferences to Monographs aI).9. general chapters may corltain references to documents
: regulatory issued by regulatory authorities for medicines, for example directives arid
documents notes for guidance _of the European Union. These references are provided

- - for-information for usersfor the Pharmacopoeia. Inclusion 'of such a
reference does not modify the status of the -documents-referrtid-to, which
may be maddatory or for guidance,

1.2. OTHER PROVISIONS APPLYING TO GENERAL
CHAPTERS AND MONQGRAPHS

Quantities - In tests with-numerical limits and assays, the quantity stated to be taken for
examination is approximate. The amount actually used, which may deviate
by not more than-lO'pcr cent from that stated, is accurately weighed or
measured and the result is calculated from this exact quantity. In tests
where -thelimit is not numerical, but -i:t~ually depends upon comparison --

- with the behaviour of a reference.substance in the same conditions, the-,-,
stated quantity is taken for examination: Reagents are used in the - _
prescribed amounts. -

Quantities are weighed or measured with an accuracy commensurate with
the indicated degree of precision. For~wejghiftgs, the precision corresponds
to plus or minus 5 units after the last figgre stated Jfor-e~ample, 0.25-g is.to .:

- be interpreted as 0.245 g to 0.225,gt fiot tile measureine-nt <l,fvolume5~ if _
the figureafter the dec!Jna! pOintis.azero orendsln a zero-Cfor example,_'
10:0 mL or 0.50 mL), the-volume ismeasur~d using a pipette, a-volumetric

- lIask or a burette, cas~a:ppropriaten)the~se,a_gradu~tedjjjeilSuril!gcylinder
or a graduated pipette may be used. -Volu;Qes.siated iii inkrolirres are'--
measured uslfig a'micropipette or mfcrosyririge. - - -. - -
_ItCis-iecognised~ however, U:f~r in Ccertaln cases the predsiOll·with which

- quantities are .stated does .not con-espond to the number of significant. -
, figures stated in a specified numericaffiniit,The weighings and, ,_.
meas_ucementsCifre'then carried out WIth ~ suffiCiently itfiRrQy~d:'accuracy~ Cc ~'

- 'c' __-.-". -

, Apparatu~:a'ild - Volumetric glassw~~e complies with ClassoA requirements of tile appropri~te
procedures _.rnt~rna4onal Standardissued by the lriternational Organis'ation for_: ---

Standardisation., . - .
- -_c- _.- Unless otherwise prescribed" analytical procedures are carried out _at a
_- remperature between 15 DC ancC25 -oC.-._ - , . .:

_Unless otherwise prescribed, com:p:ltaii~e tests ate carried-out using'
.. ~ ,identical Woes of coIQ\ltless,~tr;ll;'spatent,neutralgiass;with-a-flatbase;c.rhe~· c- .

voiuines of liquid prescribed are f'Qi Use Mthtubes haVing'affinternal - ,
. diameter of 16mm, bur tubes with ii Iarger-Ulternal diameteiniay be used.

provided the volume of liquid used is adju$ted (2.1,5): Eq6a(vo!i:tin(;s-of--
the liquids to be compared are examined downthe vertical axis.of the tubes ,

- against awhiiebackground, or ifnecessarY-againsr a black bac~ground.:The ..
examination is carried ~utin diffuse light. _ '. -
_' Any solvent required in a, testor assay In Which an indicator is.to be used

h previously neutralised to the indicator, unless_ai:>lank testis prescribed..
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,",2_'__ -

The terms 'dried to constant IIJ.ass' and 'ignited to constant mass' mean
-that:2' consecutive weigbings do not differ by more than os:mi, the 2 ild '

weighing following art additional period of dtjiiigorofignition-respectively
appropriate to the nature and qt.a-ntity of the residue. ,- - -,'

Where drying is prescribed USlDg .one of theexpiessions 'iII a desiccator'
or 'in vaeuo',I t is carried out using the conditions described in' chapter - '
2.2.32. Loss on drying. ' , -

- ~ ,-

Reagents The proper conduct of the analytical procedures described in the
Pharmacopoeia and the reliability of the results depend, in-part, up<!n the _
quality of the reagents used. The reagents are described in generalchapter '
4. It is assumed that reagents of analyticil1 grade are used; fo~ some 
~eagents,-tests to determine suitability ,are incl~ded ill-th{specifications. -~-

- -, - - - ,- , -- -- ,- - - ,- - -. - ,- - - -, -- .-'. , -; - - -, - -

- Solvents Where the name of the solvent is riot stated, theeterm 'solution' impli~s a
solution in water.': - - --- - '

_Where the use of water is specified or implied in-the analytical
_ procedures described inrhe Pharmacopoeia or for the preparationof __
-reagents,-wJlter COmplying with, the requirements of the monograph J>urijied
water (Q008J'j~:used, -except 'that for manlPurRos~S the re,quitements 'for
bacterial eridot()Xins(Pur/jitd_iua~ in{/iulk) andmicrobial~contluUiifatfon -

~ - - - - (Purijiedv.Jliter iti &rtjtqiners) ,aren,otreievantFThe,term'4istilled wlIter'
ihdicates,pi;lrifiid water prepared bydistillation.- - ~_ - " - _

The,.terffi- ~eth:ihol',;,vitl1ourqualIficationmeansaniiydrous ethilOol. The:
tertn'alcohoeWitliout qualification means ethanol (96 per cent). Other_

_dilutions ofetllanolare indicated by the ,term:efllllllol' or 'alcohol'foll~wed
by llstatemenfPf..theperc~ntage~l1oLiime9fethanol (CiIi60) (equi(ed.

,,;-,,--:--;;:_~_--_:_)Y-_-';,~:~{L';;~::,\ .-<"-,, :~-~--:---<'~:_~X--<---/:~;,>:-- --:~,;~~~- '''_'--'--t:_-:-:-'~->->_ ... '.;-',-;: -

In definingconi:e~t,-tht:expres~iQiJ. 'per:cefl~~~i~usedaccording to
Cireumsfances wim one of2 meahingg~ c:- ,..' ,: _.' .. ,

. per cent mini cPercentage,mass in mass) expresses the number of _
gram'S of substance iii ioo go! fu1~1 product; . . .

per cent VIY (percentage, volUme involrime) expresses the number.oi·
rnillilitres of substance in ·100 fir: 'QfftnaTprodtict. . ~. .

. The expression 'PJlrts per nliilion' (or ppm)'reters to mass in mass, unless
otherWise specified: . ' '_-_, _L~tc

,

Water-bath The term 'water-bath' means-a bath of boiling water unless water at
another-temperature is indicated. Other methods,of heating may'be-

, substituted provided the temperature is near tobutnot higher than 100 "C -
or the indicated temperature, - '- --0' -

-

1.3. GENERAL CHAPTERS

Containers Materials -used for' containers are 'described ulgeneral chapter 3.1. General "
.. names used for materials, particularly piasticmaterials, each cover a range .

Temperature. Wherean;-nalyficiif'pro~edured~-Sci:lbeS't~~'ef~turewithouta' figdre;Jhlr~
general terms tlsed have thefoiIo.wjtig- meanih'};"', ". ,~ , .:. ~~,'

-,---in a d~;p-freeze;below':'15 0C; .".~o'';' ,.

in ~ refrigei:;to~; z'"C to 8 0(;;
coid.or cool: 8"C to 15 "C; : .'

- - roolntempe~anired5°C to 25 "C;..'

"Expression of'
.' content

Drying and ignition
to constant mliS!r

" ,---
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of products varying not only in the properties of the principal constituent
~~ but ~also~in the additives used. The test methods and limits for materials _
~depend on the f6rmulatiori and are therefore applicable only for materials

whose formulation is covered by'the preamble to the specificafion, The use -
of materials with different formulations, and the test methods and limits
applied to them, are subject to agreement by the competent authority..

~ ~ The specifications for contairlers ingeneral chapter 3.2 have been
developed for general application to containers of the stated category, butin
view of the wide variety of.containers available and possible new 
developments, the publication of a-specification does not exclude the use, in
justified Circumstances, of containers that comply wil:hother specifications,
subject ro agreement by the competent authority. _

Reference may be made within the monographs of the Pharmacopoeia to
the definitions and specifications for containers provided in chapter 3.2.
Containers. The~ general monographs for pharmaceutical dosage forms may, ~

-_under the heading Definition/Production, require the use of certain types of
~ container; certain other monographs may, under the heading Storage;'
indicate the type of container that isrecommendedfor use. ~

Titles

1.4. MONOGRAPHS

Monograph titl~s are in English and French in the respective veri.ions and
there is a Latin subtitle.

Relative Atomic The relative .atomic mass (Ar) or the relative molecular mass (Mr ) is shown,
And Molic~ar as and.whereappropriate, atthe beginning of each monograph: The relative

Masses ~ atomic and molecular masses and the molecular. and graphic formulae do ~~

nllt C!Lll~titUte-aml1ytiGal. standards for the substances -describ~d.:~_c-
~ -
-

Chemical Abs1:racts ~~ CAS registry nurnbers are included for information iIfmonollraphs, where"
- SerVice (CAS) •appli~able, t() proVid';:conveiiien(accesstousefufinforiilationforusers.= ~- ~~

~ . ~ R~gistry Number . CAS Registry Number® is a registered trademark-of the American _
~ Chemical Society: . -

- --,= '- =i __ ~_'~,L__ --;

DefiDition_ ~. Statements tinder tlie heading Definition conStiNte ariofficialqe/initionof
thesubstance, preparation_oiomeiarticlethat is the-sul)ject~of the =-- ,
monograph. ~ . ~ ~~

.Limits ~ ofcontent - Where limits-of eontent are prescri6ed" they are
those determined by the metllod described under Assay.. _ ~ --c

~-Herbal d'I'Ugs In monographs on herbal drugs, the delihition indicates
.; whether the subject of the mOIlograp}1is,Jorexample, the-wholl"_drugo!.

-.- the drug in powdered form, Where a monograph applies to the drug-in
several states, for example both to the whole drug and the drug in _
powdered form, the ~efinitionstafennis.

o
~-~ - ~- ~--~-- ~~-.--

Production Statements under the heading Production:draw attention to _particular
aspects of the manufacturing process but are not necessariIy:~(jmprehensi"e~
They constitute mandatory requirements for manutacttirerli,'Unless ~ ~~~'.

~o otherwise stated: They may relate, for example, to source materials; to the
_manufacturing process itself and its validation and control; to in-process ~

testing; or (0 testing that is to be carried out by the manufacturo"rort the
final_article, either on selected batches or on each batch prior-to release.,"
Thesestatements ~ cannot necessarily be verified on a sample of the final

~ article by an independent analyst. The competent authority.may establish
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that the iristrucnons have beenfollowed; for example, by examination of
. data received from the manufacturer, by inspection of manufacture or by

testing appropriate samples. ,c," '. . ,..... . . .

The ahsence of a PrQduction section does not imply that attention to
features such astllose referred to ,abQve is ii~t required..,c. . " .

Choice of vaccine strain, Chmce-ojvaccinecomposition The·, .
Production sectionof a monograph m'ay define the characteristics of ~ .
vaccine strain or vaccine eomposltion, -Unless otherwise stated, test methods
given for. verification of these characteristics are provided for iItforination as
examples of suitable methods. Subiecttoapproval by the competent;
'au!ho;ity; other test methods may be-used without va1id;ltio~ against the: ,
method shown in the monograph. -.

. Potential
AdUlteration

- - - - - - - , --

Due to the increasing number of fraudulent activities and casesof .
adulteration, information may be made available to Ph. Eur. users to' help
detect adulterated materials (i.e, active 'substances, excipienrs, m'teririediate .
products;bulk prQdu.ets'ana fulislied products).. ' ,
'. To,this purpose; a method for the (ferection of potential adulterants and

releyant limits, together with a reminder that all stages of production and
sQ~rcing are subjected :to a suitable quaJlty,system:may be' included-in this
section'of monographs on substances for which an incident h~soccurredor
that present a risk of deliberate contamination. The frequency (if testing by
manufacturers or by users (e.g, manufacturers of intermediate products"" .
bulk products. and finislled'prodhcts, where releva;'t) depends on a .risk ,

.' c~sse:sstPent,-t:ikingInto account the 1eveLofkftowledge .of the WhQle s~pply
"'~h'3itlllhdiatlonarreql!irement": > .•... ' ,'.'.' ' ...•..•'.. : •• 'c-' .

-~ Thil;.section,constitute~reqult<:.mentsJor the.wholesuppl(cham, from '.,
,manufactUrers tocusers: (e:g: manufacturers-of intermediate j>rod.;.ets;-bulk:
products and fini§hedllroducts,wi:iererelevam)~'The absence 6hhissection
does nQl'imply'thatattentiQuiofeamressucbas th~se referred to aboi'e is .

. ·.l'otrequired. .:." ",. " .
-.--. -,

CharacterS, The statements ,:rncierthe he'iidingCh;r~ct~rs are not to be iriterprei~a in a
° strict Sense ancrare.not.'teqiilieme!its. ',- .ce.ee . . ~c

,SolliMity In statements,of s!>lubility-inthe.Characters secJion, the ."
'terms used have tlte. follmving signi!fcance,CJ:eferred to a'fempe~aiuie ',o,:c

between. 15 ·C and 25 ·C.

to

to

to .,__, "10
, -::=~:-

30 ' .
, .

100: "
1000 

1000lJ .

10 000.

, to

. to..

I 00:'

1-::., ,
,'10

30
. 100' .

1000

Approximate VQlwn~ofsolve~t i~ milliliti-es
. per'gram of solute' ,: . ,

- .

less than

::fi:om·

from
··frM ,

frOlll
frOm .

• Descriptive term .'

Very soluble

Freely soluble.';
Sol~ble c .

": .__ :"-;-:~,< __=:-:_c_-- ' -:
Spannglysolu'ble

_Slightly soluble

, Very slIghdy soluble

PractieaU; insoluble

'c,--

--=::.' .

The term 'partly soluble' is 'used to describe' a nlixture where only some'
. cof me components dissolve. The.rerrn 'miscible' is used to describe a liquid

that is miscible in aU'proportions With the stated soIVent._
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Identification Scope The tests given in the Identification section are not designedto
give a full confirmation of the chemical structure or composition of the
product; they are intended to give confirmation, with an acceptable degree
of assurance, that the article conforms to thedescription on the label.

.Pirstand-second identifications "CertainJTIonogr3phs have
, subdivisions entitled 'First identification' and 'Seoond identificaticn'<The
, test or tests that constitute the 'First identification' may be used in air

, circumstances. The test or tests that constitute the ~Second identification'
,may be used in' pharmacies provided it can be demonstrated that the
substance or preparation is fully traceable to a batch ~ertified to comply
with all .the other requirements of the monograph.

Certainmonographs give two or more sets of tests for the purpose of the
first identification, which are equivalent and may.be used independently.
One or more of these sets usually contain a cross-reference to a test
prescribed in the Tests 'Section'of the monograph- It may be used' to
simplify the work of the analyst carrying out the identification and the
prescribed tests. For example, one identification set cross-refers to a test for

, enantiomericpurity wliile the other setgives a test for specific optical
, rotation: theintended purp'oseof the two is the same, that is; verification'

that the correct enalltiomer is present. - , . , , '
Powdered herbal drugs Monographs on herbal drugs may contain

schematic drawings of the powdered drug. These drawings complement the
description given in the relevant 'identification test.

'Tests And Assays, Scope: Therequirememsare not framed to Jake account of all possible
, , , ~impurities: It is not to be presurned,for example, that-an imp,mity.Jhat' is-

not detectable by means oftbe prescribed tesrsis,t,olerated~i(·common,sense·

and gOlld pharmaceutlc;irpractice require that itbe absent., See arsob~low'~
under impurities. . , -, _ ' ,

Calculation Where the result of a test or assay is required to be
'calcuhited with reference to the dried or anhydCousCsubstance oron'some

-' -other specified basis, the deJerminaiioll of l(Jss-ondrying, water content or
other property is carried out by the method prescribed in the relevant test
in t1iemonograph. The words"drled substance'or 'anhydr~ussubstance'
etc. appear in parentheses after th,ei:esult.Wh.ere a quantitative ,
determination' of JLresidual solventis carried (Jut and a test for loss on -c
drying' is tiqr carried out, 'the content-of residual solvent is takenirito '

, account for the calculation of the assay content ofthe substance, the
specific optical rotation and the specific absorbance: No further indication is

,given in the specific rnonograph..
Limits The limits prescribed are, based on data obtained in normal

" analytical practice; they take accounrof norinal allalytical errors, of'
, acceptable variations jn manufacture and comp6unding and of deterioration'

to an extent considered' acceptable. No further tolerances are !o be applied
, to the limits prescribed to_detertIlJne whether the article being examined,'

, : complies withthe requirements of the monograph. ,
, In determiriing compliance with-a numerical limit, the calculated result of

, a test or assay is first rounded-to the number of significant figures stated,
unless otherwise prescribed. The.limits, regardless of whether the values are .

.expressed as percentages or as absolute values', are considered sigiriflcant to
the last digit shown (for example 140 indicates '3 sigUificllnt figures). The

, last figure of the result is increased by one when the part rejected Ii equal to
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. - .
•

or exceeds one half-Unit, whereas.it isnot modified when the part rejected
is less than a half-unit.' -- . . .' _' - . " _ _: . .

Indication ojpermitted lJ"mit'oj impurities The aeeeptance.criteria
for related substances are e;q,ressed iri monogr~phs either in terms o(
comparison of peak areas (cQrnparative-tes'tS)Qf as riumencal~values. For,
comparative tests, the approximate content i:if.unpurityt\llerated,-orlhe
sum of impurities, may be indicated in brackets for information-Only..
Acceptance-or rejection isdetermined on-ifiibasis of compliance or:nQtl- .
compliance with the stated test. If the use ofa reference. substance for the.;'.
namedimptirliy is not prescribed> this content may be expressed' as"~

_ _ nominal concentra-tion of the substance used to prepare the referen~e
. solution-specified in the monograph; unlessother..vise described, _ ._

HerbalDrugs For herbal drugs, the sulfated ash, total ash, water-
. soluble matter, alcohol-soluble matter, water content, content of essential
.oil and content of active principle.are dJleulatedwith referenceto the drug
that has not been specially dried, unless otherwise prescribed in the .
monograph.. _. _
,Equtvii1ents· Wherellil. eqUivalem IS given, for the purposes of the

Phamiacopoeiaonty the figiIr€sshown ~re1:o be used in' applying the'
requiremc.nts of the ffio-nograph. -' - -

Cultu1'e ;;WtiiaThe cu-tture media described in monographs and
gerieral chapters naye been found to be satisfactory for the intended
purpose..However, the components of media; particularly those of '.
biololPcal origi~, are of variable-qualify, and it may be nece'lliary for optimal

penomlance to modulate the concentration of some ingredients;-notably:
~i:Ptoneiillid ~eat or y~C;stextiac1:s~-witlirespec~totl1~it;utriti~ez

~ :~~Z~:s~u~:S~~~:es~~c-~_-;~ , - -'. _ -.

~~;bile sal!s, hile-eirtad, deoxycholate', li!ldcolouring inaner, depen(Iing
cor{th:eii selective propertie~; ~ -- - ~. - -

_- :.aptibi';!ics,witl1 re~pectJo theiIL;.ctiviry.::: .
::- --~, ':<'

~- ~. -

- Stora~eThe1nfO:rmatio~a~d re~ommendati~iJ:sglv~~ ~nder,thehe~diDgStQrj\gedo
. ••.... . 'i1ofconsl!tJlte apharmacopoeiai reC\.l:;ir~ineitbutthe ~ompetent~uthority .
-may speCify~partic.\I1,ar_ stotageconditlpnj that niust.be met: -r ::.. _-, ' .

.-: The amcles described iri thePh~rmacoPQ~laare stored tIi'such a ~ay-a~-
-to-prevent contamination_and,-as far as- possible, deterioration, Where '
special conditions_of storage are rec~~mended; indudu1g-tfie tYPe of "
contairier_(see section l.3.General chapiers'J and limits oHemperature; they

.' are stated in the-monograph.;-:-c . ,.,' _. ,.' -.' . ,'-'
- :.Th~'foflQwingexpressions are used_in m:on~graphs unperStoragtSwith_
~the meairing shown. ~ .~ • ' C.. ' _- ' ~,'

". inanai1'tight coiitti£ner ~Meansthati:he proauctis\1:ored-in an- :
airiightcontainer (3. 2);Car~ts :'£0 bet~ken when the comaklei1sopened in

. a damp-atmosphere.. A low moiswre-conteht may be malntairie~; 1£ - '. ' ..
necessary, by the use of a desiccant in the container provided. that direct:"
contact With the prod~ct is aV6ided: . . - ,--

.Protectedfrom light Me.ans that tile ptO~uct is $tored-eitller in-a ..
container made of a material thafabsor]ls-actinic1ight sufficientlyto protect _

. --die contents from change induced i:iY-suchlight, or in a contamet enclosed .: .
-in an outer cover that providescsuchprotectiori;-oris stOred in i place-from

which all such light is excluded." -' ,
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Labelling ~ In general, labelling of medicines is subject to supranational and national
regulation and to international agreements. The statements under the
heading-Labelling are not therefore comprehensive and, moreover, for the
purposes-of the Pharmacopoeia only ~those statements that arenecessary to
demonstrate compliance or non-compliance with the mi:lnog,.aph are-
mandatory. Any other labelling statements areincluded as ~

recommendations. When the term 'label'~is used in the Pharmacopoeia, the
labelling statements may appear on the container;'the package, a ll:aflet
accompanying the package,'or a certificate.of analysis accompanying the•
article, as decided by the competent authority.

Warriings' Materials described in monographs and reagents specifiedfor use in the
Pharmacopoeia may be injurious to health unless adequate precautions are
taken. The principles of goodquality control laboratory practice and the

'~~'~~, ..• , ~ '. _ provisions of any appropriate regulations are.to be ob§erved at all times... ~
~-o-:: -~..t:::: '~ " "..'~ A.ttention is drawn to particular hazards in certain monographs by means of

a warning statement; absence of such a statement is not to be taken to ~. ~

mean-war no hazard-exists.".

Impurities

- -- - -

~ A list of all known and potential impurities that ha~e been shown to be
detected by the tests in a monograph may be given. See also chapter 5.10.
Control. of impurities in substances for pharmaceuti€a1use.The impurities are

_designated by a letter or letters of the alphabet. Where a letter appears to be
missing,-the itrtpurity designated by this letter has been deleted from the:list'
dqr!mt monograph development pnor to pu_blication or-during ni0l1ograph ' ~

,revisioil; ,.,,-
'-~"~-:--

,_._'--=------,--

. Functionality:' • -Monographs-onexcip-ientS may have 'a section on ~functionaliiy:ieIated ,
related _,' e1faracferistf2s. The characteristics, any test methods for determiiiarion and ~

CharacteristicsCoC- anLtqleranees are noi mandatory requirements; thei may nevertheless be '
Excipient!!- relevant for use Of the excipientandare given for in(ormation (see also.

~ secij(ln:1.1. General statements): _ r.~ ~~~~ ~~ -
, ','-.' - , - ~ -

- -, . Reference ~ Certain ,monographs require the useo(reference sta:hqards(chemical
_';Standards'_ reference substances, herbal ref~r~!!.C.e standards~ biologicalreference
~~ '- ~ ~ ~,- - ~ - preparations; reference spectra). See also chapter 5.12.'Rejerenc~.standards:

- The European Pharmacopoeia Coinmission establishes the,official reference ~

-standards, which are alone authoritative in case of arbitration, These '
reference standards are available from the European Directorate for the ~ ~

~ Quality of Medicines & Healt!iCare (EDQM). Information on the available
reference standards and a batch validity statement can be obtained via t1ie'
EDQM website.

) -"
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1.5. ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS·

Melting polm

Refractive'md~

E-uro~an, Ph~ririacopoeia UDJr
Pans per-billion"(rilicrograms per kiJpgrnffl.) -'

--P~tt!LPe;- nl.iIHO~(~~_i~~~; ~er-1illOgI~uri):
S\!bstan~e or so)~liop 'defiri;d~~der-4.:Reaiems

, Retardario~ f~dto~- _(s~- ch~~ter-i2~-46) - ,
Used in cnroinatogr~Ph~-t~-:indidtethe -'i'atjo of
me di$tailce travelled -b}' a::'suostan..cec:to the',
distance rrnvelled bY,'a" reference 'substance-

Substance used"-a~ -3 primary standard,--in
- volumetric -~iialysis (chapter 4.2.1)

-I11f

mp ,-

RV

Ph.-Eur. U.

ppb.

"ppm

R
'RF

R.

'Absorbence-

- ":':SJieFific,abiorbance
_Relative" atomic mass'

SpeCific:~irlc~,-rotati~n_ 

'Btliling poim; -
--Bio~ogical_r-eference ,'preparn,iiQD_

Ch;~cai reference sUbstance 
Relati,v~_=~eositY

W~velengtl:l. ~

-Herbal reference standard

International Unit

MoJarity-

Relative molecular mass

A

A:~~_

A,

f21~·

bp

BRP

. CRS~
.djg

1.

·HRS

ill

M
M

I
-

~c'-~~~=~,a~:. ~
.. Abbreviations use_d in the monographs on immunoglobuliiis; immunoseraand vaccine_s

___ ";"',' j'~:'_'

:":~,#eSU'tts~taUidete:r~ed.,q~antity:,~f~,L'
- -Olat..may:b~.exPec(ed-fo' i,rifeer5Q. p.er _cent.pf

the cell.cuhures.to whIch it:is added .

~. illt~~~'a,tis:~.~tiY"de:rerWnea"~li~~".of.viruS
, that m~y.be .expectedto ~iDIect,;,o. per .cent of
-d1~,:f~~mSeg,eggS-:m~o",~h!Ch:~t;j~ ~ci~~ied

',i:-> ::rhe:)t~l:isti~~Y:deter~e(""qti1ffitI~, b);:~ .;~~ ;~_
,r.pal,'mar.,be e~[ed ,ta'-infect 5.0.per.-cem of' ,,--

"'Jh~,:~j~tO'W,~clfltis~ocYI~ted~'. '

:-~e;,sta_d.~~~.Uy .cietennm~<tdQS,e ofa vaccine
.dta<in the,~c'ondiiion9.,of th~,ttst.j :ina\rbe
,~:KJ.!ect~d to Pr«ltect 50-p~r cent of dte ariitti~ls
ap'mst--a ·cIlaIfenge:doseof th~' J!)icro,"6igaDi,sm~~

"~rJ&xU!s':~IWnsi: wJ;li~~~it iso'adi~< .'.... .__ '
Th~~stadstiC;lly 'delerirnned'd~~ 'ot~' ~accine
'tp.atj' in_~ c~ndjJo'(lS ofthe,,t~t~~may be.

-_-e~oci~~ ,fo'inducespe~c ~~bodies' iiF·50. pee
cent of me $I1ima1s -for'tht 'relevant vaccine
anugli'n.s

, po~k.fo~IDg-' units 'Q-~ l)la'que",!~nrung uIDrn
Sieci!ictl,.;palbogen-free

LOtIO dose The.'larges~'qtJaritlty· Ijf a to~~lii~t, ~·llie
conditions'of the'test~"when mixed with 0.1 ru

-,-of antitoxin and admiJ:!isrere'a .bY .the s~9itied
route, does not cause syininoms-oLtoxicity to"
the test animalswithin a givenperiod

Udose The quantity of toxin or toxoidihat-.flOcCulates_
-in jhe shorteSt time W,iili 1 IO of antitoxin

PFU .

SPF

Colony-fonning Uirlts

The st~tisri~ly del~~d.qlllUitity ora
substance mat,'"";hen.adminis.tered-by die '
specified route, may De expected,to ~use the
death of 50 per.cent 'of the test 'animals within
-3 given peri~d

'&U!!!rnuni: lethal dose;

.The:sn1ali~s~ q~~ti.ty'of.~'tg~ihat)_'iri-th~"' o:
'.conditiops of.the't~S[.. ,wll'tinnixeJ witli',-P,I IO:~

:.~f .an,titP~ -and a,dfitmisttr~d, oY.,rne ipecilicil'\
- -~, rOute,:~Us.es, 'the'd~~it1i:of tlI~.t.~ ~Js-~-

;,'·,wi$~}:~ givell."p~o{'-- ,:_',_

.' The.,smaUesiq~irititY.'~fatoXin'iha~. in·ffit
(;onditions:Of,the ,lest,-.when ihixOO,'With ! .TtT of
~titoJm ~d ~diiihili.te<red by .~,sPeclfied
FQ-Qlt, cauees-the creath .of the test ~ais
within. gW<!l period .~. . _

";The-'siri~eSt :q~a~dtj-.of~ t~xm,:.£ful~- it{die
- .co.nditions;:Qf.~e .test, .;Nheittn1xe.d !¥Ltll O.O~ '.:
-J.i!'Cif antitP,JdCLanp}ni¢C(e.~,lJltraeutaneouslY' '
-~aus~s a·c'ha-nrctenstlt reatcionca,t the ·site-of
mject!()_n__:~t1llrt' a 'giY:e.p..:peii~d '

1he~SJ1UIUeSt'9uantitY~QiioxiD-.rhat,Jn the _
condiriops ofthe test"when"trtixw wuhQ.l-IU._
of anti.toXtn and.adnliilistere4 bY=:the.s~ed ~~,
rout,e, causes'paralysis in tJte ~est animals within
a;g&ven'.period '

cPu
LD50 ,-~.'.~

Mill

L+I1U dose.

~ -
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Collections of micro-organisms

General Notices V-31
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Surrey~20 ~TY, Great Brit~
Collection Natiilnale de Culture 'de
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75724 Paris Cedex 15, France

National .Collectiori ofIndusrriafand M~rine

--:.Ba,cteria Lld - >

~ 2-3 S~ -Machar-Driv~

Aberdeen ABnRY,. Great ilritain _
- ~at:lon~- Collection ~(P~~ogeI1it: f~gi--

'. LondonSchool of Hygieneand Tropical
., Medicine --

Keppel- Street

London WCIE 7HT) qreat Britain

NCTC National Collection,of Type Cultures

Cemral P\l~lic __H_e~iQ1 Laboiaton,

Colindale.:-Av~n~e

iond~~ N\V9 5HT, "G~at~Britain
'!S"CYC Nation~ CoUection"ofYeasJ Culttires

AFRC'F~dResearchloslitute _
-' --:-"~ C~lriey-Lane

--"N~rWich"NR4 7UA, Great Britam'
NITE . ~ Blclogical Resource Center

Department of Biotechnology

National Institute of Technology and
Evaluation .

2":5-8" Kazusakamarari, Kisaraau-shi, Chiba,
292-0818

Japan

_S.S.I Statens Serum Insiifiit:

80_"Amager ~?~levard, -G9p~~g~f1) _De~ark _~
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i.s. UNITSOF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM (81) USED IN
THE PHARMACOPOEIa AND EQUIVALENCE WITH
OTHER UNITS '

International 'rheInternitionarSy;tem'oClfnits comprises 2 maiInla,sses of units,
Sy~i:em OfUnits .' namelybase ~nits_andderived units': The.base units.'aici. ihe m~tre, the 

(SI) kilogram, the second, the-ampere, the kelvin, tlle irioleand-the'eandela;
The.derived units-are formed as products of powersof the base units: ,

-. accorahlg to me lllgebr~icrelationships lmkii!g the corresponding' quantities.•
_ Some of these derived units have special names and symbols. The', -

derlved'lnit;'useucin the Pharmacopoeia are shoWn in Table 1.6..I; c
Some important'and wi(!eIy used units outside iheInternational System

are shown in Table 1.6.-2.', " '
The prefixes shown in Table L6.-3 are used to form ihe names 'and

symbols of the decimal multiples and submultiples of SI units.

, : Table 1.6.,'1. - Derived units used in theEuropeon Pharmacopoeia and equj~alence'with other units
- - --

Quaniity

Name Name Symbol Expression
in-S~ base;

units -

~-Expr_~sslon in
-.other"SI' units

,CoDverSiort.6fother units into SI
\!rilts '

Volrime ,V,

Density p

"-'j

I P =IIj~Ipa';= 10" N,;;"';"'~'
I ~p= I mFa" .- ,

pa_s'-fu.3·kg-1 J,~[::; l cm~;s-l ;:; iO~-mZ~s:,l

•:N.m."kg:'

-ni-I

-"--,

-pascal

Iheire- per
~nd

_square metre .
_--pet'seoond:_

F

, .

Force

Dynamic
.vis.®sity

Wavelength

Kiliernanc
viscositY

FrequencY

Wavenumber

Pressure, stress

, Theb/iniriOlU of Wi, ,mi'; used in /h. Intemational Sy</mI Oft given,-;n the book/a 'Le sy<rim~ Intemariona/ d'Unitis (SlJ', published by'Wi '
Buttau Intemational:iIa.Poids et Mesures, pov;n~n deBrtraiil,P-9131O S..,.,:.. - '-,'
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Quantity

Symbol Neme Symbol

Unit

Bxpr~ion

in SI bese ;
'units

Expression in
, other SI units

General Notices V-33

Conv.el'Slon .of'~th~r ~~Jnto ~I
units

Power, _
,

mdJimt flux

Absot~d dose
~ (ofrndta'nJ -

energy)

-II"

-p

D

joule'

wan

grny

J -~i.kg.~-c2- N'm

W m2.~.s-:-3 N-D;1-S-1

J -I".
Gy m2·s-2 j.t<g-'

--, -' , '2 -2~/ -~-- "
'1 erg ;;;: ,. em '&:5 .,'= l dyne·em ;;;:
10-7 J ,'"'

-1 <8t = 4,1868 J

1 erils' =-t--dYIie.cnt:s"':'i ,=
_-lO~7 VI!;:: lO-7'N:in.s-f ~-1_0-7.Js"':l

_Electric
potential 

difference,
voltage

u volt - W·A~I

<ElectQc
~is[an.ce ..'

Electric'charge

Activity -
-referred to' a '
.radicnuclide

Conc;trt~_tiop-_ :
(of amount of

-:_~_~bsti!~~e)"
molar .. _

co'i'1ceritr~~~n -

- __ c Mass
roricentrati9,i-'-, -

Catalytic
-~' activity'

R ohmi- .n ~2. 'k~._~~3:A~2- VK'

Q coulomb" C '1).-8

A becquerel Bq .-1

mole.peJ<, , -.'~Oll~l __
cubic Jfieii"e

p--- - ';-kilogtam per~~-_

-Cubicme~

., <z

I Ci = 3HO',Bq = 3HO' .-1

,

I mollL =-Hi! =-}~oVdID;",-10'
ni~t·rit~J
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~Jane'angle

, Volume

- Mass

_Rotational

Table 1.6.-2. - N()TIiSI1Jn.ti accepted for llSe with the SIlImts

, tonne
~ ,',', '0

-'-::daIron

2022
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Notes

General Notices V-35

----- -----

1. In the Pharmacopoeia, the Celsius temperature is.used (symbol z), This is
defined by the following equation: C . ' .

!=T-To

- , - -where To =·273.15 K by definition, The Celsius or' centigrade
=' temperature is expressed in degrees Celsius'(symbol 0q: The unit

. 'degree Celsius' is equal to the unit' '/(e1y.1h'>' ~ ,
2.' The ptai:ti~al expressions~o£concentrations used in the.Pharmacopceia are
defined in the'General Notices.

3.'The ;adi;~ is the plane lingle between two radii of a circle that cut off on
the circumference an-arc equal in length to the radius.

4. In the Pharmacopoeia, conditionsof centrifugation' are defined by'
reference to the acceleration due to gravity (g):

g = 9.806 65 m''-'

5. Certain quantities withoutdimensions are used in the Pharmacopoeia:
relative density' (2.2.5), absorbance (2.2.25)~ specific absorbaill£(2.2.25)·and '
refractive index (2.2.6).' '. - ,- - ,-
6. The microkara! is defined' as the enzymic activity that, under defined
conditions, produces the transformation (e.g,'hydrolysis) of I micromole of

, the substrate per second.

f_.'"

.""",, ~2-' c.,

'--.-.

- ---,---,,=,_-
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Infrared Reference Spectra S1

Infrared Reference Spectra
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S2 Infrared Reference Spectra

Preparation of Infrared Reference Spectra

All spectra presented in this section were recorded using either a
Perkin-Elmer model 682 dispersive infrared spectrophotometer, a
Perkin Ebner modell6PC Fourier transform infrared
spectrophotometer, a Perkin Ebner model Spectrum 100 Fourier
transform infrared spectrophotometer, or a Perkin Elmer model
Spectrum One Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer.

Pressed discs, 13 mm in diameter, were prepared using potassium
bromide or potassium chloride. Liquid paraffin mulls and thin films
were prepared between potassium bromide plates, and gas and solution
spectra were prepared using cells with potassium bromide windows.
Solution spectra were prepared against a solvent reference and all other
spectra were recorded against air. Attenuated Total Reflectance (ATR)
spectra were recorded by pressing the sample against a horizontal
diamond ATR crystal.

For solution spectra the regions of the spectrum within which the
solvent shows strong absorption should be disregarded. Solvent 'cut
offs' in the reference spectra may be recorded as horizontal straight
lines or may appear as blank regions on the spectrum.
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Infrared Reference Spectra S3
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S4 Infrared Reference Spectra

Phase: Thin Film Thickness: O.038mm
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Infrared Reference Spectra S5
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S6 Infrared Reference Spectra

Phase: Potassium Bromide DiscInslrumenl: Dispersive
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AlfuzosinRS446 InsllUmenl: Fourier Transfoon

Infrared Reference Spectra S7
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S8 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Amlsulpride RS462
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Instrument FourierTransform

Infrared Reference Spectra S9
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S10 Infrared Reference Spectra

AmIodlpfnoM_ RS491 Inst1ulTenl: Fourier Transform Phase: Allenualed TOCal Reneclance
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Infrared Reference Spectra S11
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S12 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Aspirin RS483 Il'lSlrumenl: Fourier Transform

Infrared Reference Spectra S13
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S14 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S15
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S16 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S17
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S 18 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S19
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S20 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S21
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S22 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S23
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S24 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S25
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S26 Infrared Reference Spectra

Cefuroxime Sodium RS048 Inslrumenl: Fourier Transform Phase: Po!assKim Bromide Disc
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Infrared Reference Spectra S27
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S28 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S29
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S30 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S35
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Infrared Reference Spectra S39
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S42 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S43
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S50 Infrared Reference Spectra
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S52 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S59
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S60 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S61
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S62 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S63
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S64 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S65
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S66 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S67
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S68 Infrared Reference Spectra
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FumaricAcid RS163 Instrument Dispersive

Infrared Reference Spectra S69
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S70 Infrared Reference Spectra

Gcmfibrozll RS167 Instrument Dispersive Phase: Polassium Bromide Disc
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Infrared Reference Spectra S71
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S72 Infrared Reference Spectra

Griseofulvin RSl72 Instrument Fourier Transform Phase; 1.5%wlv Solution inChloroform Thickness: o.tmm
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Infrared Reference Spectra S73
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S74 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S75
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S76 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S77
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S78 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S79
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S80 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S81
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Infrared Reference Spectra S99
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S100 Infrared Reference Spectra
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S102 Infrared Reference Spectra
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S104 Infrared Reference Spectra
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S106 Infrared Reference Spectra
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S 108 Infrared Reference Spectra
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S114 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S1l5
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S116 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S117
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S1I8 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S119
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S120 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S121
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S122 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S123
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S124 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S125
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S 126 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S127
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S128 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S129
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S130 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S131
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S132 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S133
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S134 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S135
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S136 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S137
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S138 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S139
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S140 Infrared Reference Spectra
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Infrared Reference Spectra S141
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S142 Infrared Reference Spectra

Timolol RSJ39 Instrument DispersiVe Phase: Thin Film
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Infrared Reference Spectra S143
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S144 Infrared Reference Spectra
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2022
Introduction V-A3

Introduction

When a method, test orother matte" described in an appendix is invoked in a monograph
reproduced from the European Pharmacopoeia, Pan IIIof the General Notices applies.
When a method, test orother matter described in an appendix is invoked in any other
monograph, Part II of General Notices applies.
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European Pharmacopoeia Equivalent Texts
In monographs reproduced from the European Pharmacopoeia the analytical
methods, tests and other supporting texts are invoked by means of the reference
number of the text in the General Chapters of the European Pharmacopoeia.

The table below lists the contents of the General Chapters of the European
Pharmacopoeia and gives the British Pharmacopoeia 01' British Pharmacopoeia
(Veterinary) equivalents. It is provided for information but it is emphasised that, for
texts of the European Pharmacopoeia, in cases of doubt or dispute the text published
by the Council of Europe is authoritative. Appendices of the British Pharmacopoeia
(Veterinary) are identified by inclusion of '(Vet)' after the Appendix letter, for
example, Appendix XV J (Vet)!.

Ph. Eur.

I
2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3
2.1.4
2.1.5
2.1.6
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6
2.2.7
2.2.8
2.2.9
2.2.10
2.2.11
2.2.12
2.2.13
2.2.14
2.2.15
2.2.16
2.2.17
2.2.18
2.2.19
2.2.20
2.2.21
2.2.22
2.2.23
2.2.24
2.2.25
2.2.26
2.2.27
2.2.28
2.2.29
2.2.30
2.2.31
2.2.32
2.2.33
2.2.34
2.2.35
2.2.36
2.2.37
2.2.38
2.2.39
2.2.40

Subject of text

General Notices
Droppers
Sintered-glass Filters
UV lamps
Sieves
Tubes for Comparative Tests
Gas detector tubes
Clarity and Degree of Opalescence of Liquids
Degree of Coloration of Liquids
Potentiometric Determination of pH
Approximate pH of Solutions
Relative Density
Refractive Index
Optical Rotation
Vlscosiry
Capillary Viscometer Method
RotatingViscometerMethod
Distillation Range
Boiling Point
Water by DistiUation Range
Melting point: Capillary Method
Melting point: Open Capillary Method
Melting point: Instantaneous Method
Drop Point
Freezing Point
Amperometric Titration
Potentiometric Titration
Fluorimetry
Atomic Emission Spectrometry
Atomic AbsorptionSpectrometry
Infrared Spectrophotometry
Visibleand UltravioletSpectrophotometry
Paper Chromatography
Thin-layer Chromatography
Gas Chromatography
Liquid Chromatography
Size-exclusion Chromatography
Electrophoresis
Loss on Drying
Nuclear .Magnetic Resonance Spectrometry
Thermogravimetry
Osmolality
Ion-selective Potentiometry
X-ray FluorescentSpectrophotometry
Conductivity
Molecular Mass Distribution in Dcxtrans
Near-Infrared Spectroscopy

British Phannacopoeia reference

Appendix I A
Appendix XVII B2
Appendix III A
Appendix XVII B I
Appendix VII
Appendix IX K
Appendix N A
Appendix NB
Appendix VL
Appendix V K
Appendix V G
AppendixVE
AppendixVF
AppendixVH
Appendix V H, Method II
Appendix V H, Method III
Appendix V C
Appendix VD
Appendix IX C, Method II
Appendix V A, Method I
Appendix V A, Method N
Appendix V A, Method V
Appendix V A, Method III
Appendix V B
Appendix VIII B
Appendix VIII B
Appendix II E
Appendix II D
Appendix II D
Appendix II A
Appendix II B
Appendix III E
Appendix III A
Appendix III B
Appendix III D
Appendix III C
Appendix III F
Appendix IX D
Appendix II C
Appendix V M
Appendix V N
Appendix VIII E
Appendix II F
Appendix V 0
Appendix III C
Appendix II A

I Reproduud i" fiJI as Part111 of theGeneral Notices of theBritish Pharmacopoeia and Bniish Pnarmocopoeia (Veunnary).
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Appendix VJ
Appendix V Q
Appendix II G
Appendix VP
AppendixiliH
Appendix III
Appendix III G
Appendix II H
Appendix V H, Method N
Appendix IIIJ
Appendix III K
Appendix III L
Appendix II D
Appendix II G I
Appendix III M

Appendix XVII V

Appendix II M
Appendix II K

Appendix VIII B
Appendix V R
Appendix VI
AppendixXN
Appendix III A
Appendix VI

Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix VII
Appendix IX A, Method II
Appendix VII
Appendix XI J, Method II
Appendix VII
Appendix XV D
Appendix X N
Appendix VIII W
AppendixXN
AppendixXN
Appendix X Q
Appendix VIII L
Appendix VIII M
Appendix VIII N
Appendix VII
Appendix VIII 0
Appendix X PI
Appendix VIII K

Appendix VIII R
Appendix X P2
Appendix VIII Z
Appendix X B
Appendix X C
Appendix X D
AppendixXE

Circular Dichroism
Density of Solids
Mass Spectrometry
Total Organic Carbon in Water
Supercritical Fluid Chromatography
Chromatographic Separation Techniques
Capillary Electrophoresis
Raman Spectroscopy
Falling Ball and Automatic Rolling Ball Viscometer Methods
Isoelectric Focussing
Peptide Mapping
AminoAcid Analysis
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission Spectrometry
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry
Glycan Analysis of Glycoproteins
Vacant
Characterisation of Crystalline Solidsby .Microcalorimetry and
Solution Calorimetry
Direct Amperometric and Pulsed Electrochemical Detection
PeptideIdentification by NuclearMagnetic Resonance
Spectrometry
Voltametric Titration
Detection and Measurement of Radioactivity
Identification Reactions
Identification of Fatty Oils by TLC
Idemification of Phenothiazines by TLC
Odour
Limit test for:
-Ammonium
- Arsenic
- Calcium
- Chlorides
- Fluorides
-Magnesium
- Magnesium and Alkaline-earth Metals
- HeavyMetals
-Iron
- Lead in Sugars
- Phosphates
- Potassium
- Sulfate
Sulfated Ash
Limit test for Nickel in Polyols
Total Ash .
limit test for Aluminium
Free Formaldehyde
Alkaline Impurities in Fatty Oils
Determination of Elemental Impurities
Foreign Oils in Fatty Oils by TLC
Composition of FattyAcids by Gas Chromatography
Sterols in Fatty Oils
Residual Solvents
Residual Ethylene Oxide and Dioxan
N,N-Dimethylaniline
Heavy Metals in Herbal Drugs and Fatty Oils
2-Ethylhexanoic acid
Composition of FattyAcids in Oils Rich in Omega-3-acids
Ethylene Glycol and Diethylene Glycol in Ethoxylated
Substances
Nickel in Hydrogenated Vegetable Oils
Total Cholesterol in Oils Rich in Omega-3 Acids
TetrabutyJammonium in Radiopharmaceutical Preparations
Acid Value
Ester Value
Hydroxyl Value
Iodine Value

2.2.41
2.2.42
2.2.43
2.2.44
2.2.45
2.2.46
2.2.47
2.2.48
2.2.49
2.2.54
2.2.55
2.2.56
2.2.57
2.2.58
2.2.59
2.2.60
2.2.61

2.2.65
2.2.66
2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4

2.4.1
2.4.2
2.4.3
2.4.4
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
2.4.8
2.4.9
2.4.10
2.4.11
2.4.12
2.4.13
2.4.14
2.4.15
2.4.16
2.4.17
2.4.18
2.4.19
2.4.20
2.4.21
2.4.22
2.4.23
2.4.24
2.4.25
2.4.26
2.4.27
2.4.28
2.4.29
2.4.30

2.2.63
2.2.64

2.4.31
2.4.32
2.4.33
2.5.1
2.5.2
2.5.3
2.5.4
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2.5.5
2.5.6
2.5.7
2.5.8
2.5.9

2.5.\0
2.5.11
2.5.12
2.5.13
2.5.14
2.5.15

2.5.16
2.5.\7
2.5.18
2.5.19
2.5.20
2.5.21
2.5.22
2.5.23
2.5.24
2.5.25
2.5.26
2.5.27
2.5.28
2.5.29
2.5.30
2.5.3\
2.5.32
2.5.33
2.5.34
2.5.35
2.5.36
2.5.37

2.5.38

2.5.39
2.5.40

2.5.4\

2.6.\
2.6.2
2.6.3
2.6.4
2.6.5
2.6.6
2.6.7

2.6.8
2.6.9
2.6.10
2.6.11
2.6.12

2.6.13

2.6.14
2.6.\5
2.6.16
2.6.\7
2.6.18
2.6.19
2.6.20

Peroxide Value
Saponification Value
Unsaponifiable Matter
Assay of Primary Aromatic Amino Nitrogen
Semi-micro Determination of Nitrogen by Sulfuric Acid
Digestion
Oxygen-flask Method
Complexometric Titrations
Semi-micro Determination of Water
Alwninium in Adsorbed Vaccines
Calcium in Adsorbed Vaccines
Phenol in Immunosera and Vaccines
Polysaccharide Vaccines:
- Protein
- Nucleic Acids
- Phosphorus
- O-acetyl
- Hexosamines
- Methylpentoses
- Uronic Acids
- Sialic Acid
CarbonDioxide in Medicinal Gases
Carbon Monoxide in MedicinalGases
Nitrogen Monoxide and Nitrogen Dioxide in Medicinal Gases
Oxygen in Medicinal Gases
Water in Medicinal Gases
Sulfur Dioxide
OxidisingSubstances
Ribose in Polysaccharide Vaccines
Micro Determination of Water
Total Protein Assay
Aeotic Acid in Synthetic Peptides
Nitrous Oxide in Gases
Anisidine value
Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl Methanesulfonate in
Methanesulfonic Acid
Methyl, Ethyland Isopropyl Methanesulfonate in Active
Substances
Melhanesulfonyl Chloride in Methanesulfonic Acid
Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl Toluenesulfonate in Active
Substances
Methyl, Ethyland Isopropyl Benzenesulfonate in Active
Substances
Sterility
Mycobacteria
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Vacant
Mycoplasmas

Pyrogens
Vacant
Histamine
DepressorSubstances
Microbiological Examination of Non-sterileProducts:
Microbial Enumeration Tests
Microbiological Examination of Non-sterile Products: Test for
SpecifiedMicro-organisms
Bacterial Endotoxins
PrekaUikrein Activator
Extraneous Agents in Viral Vaccines
Anticomplementary Activity of Immunoglobulins
Neurovirutence of Live Viral Vaccines
Vacam
Anti-A and Anti-B Haemagglutinins

Appendix XF
Appendix X G. Method II
Appendix X H. Method II
Appendix VIII B
Appendix VIII H

Appendix VIII C
Appendix VIII D
Appendix IX C, Method 1
Appendix XV B
Appendix XV C
Appendix XV E

Appendix XV G
Appendix XV G
Appendix XV G
Appendix XV G
Appendix XV G
Appendix XV G
Appendix XV G
Appendix XV G
Appendix IX F
Appendix IX E
Appendix IX G
Appendix IX H
Appendix IX J
Appendix IX B, Method II
Appendix X L
Appendix XV G
Appendix IX C, Method ill
Appendix VIII P
Appendix VIII Q
Appendix IX L
Appendix X 0
Appendix VIII S

Appendix VIII T

Appendix VIII V
Appendix VIII X

Appendix VIII Y

Appendix XVI A
Appendix XVI B4

Appendix XVI B3 and Appendix XVI B
(Ye!)3
Appendix XN D

Appendix XN G
Appendix XN F
Appendix XVI B2

Appendix XVI B\

Appendix XN C
Appendix XN JA9
Appendix XVI B5
Appendix XN J C2
Appendix XV F

Appendix XN J C5
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2.6.21 Nucleic Acid Amplification Appendix XN L
2.6.22 Activated Coagulation Factors Appendix XN J A7
2.6.24 AvianViral Vaccines: Tests for Extraneous Agents in-Seed Appendix XVI B(Vet)4

Lots
2.6.25 Avian Live Virus Vaccines: Tests for Extraneous Agents in Appendix XVI B(Vet)5

Batches of Finished Product
2.6.26 Test forAmi-D Antibodies in Human Immunoglobulin Appendix XN J C4
2.6.27 Microbiological Examination of Cell-based Preparations Appendix XVI E
2.6.30 Monocyte-Activation Test Appendix XN H
2.6.31 Microbiological Examination of HerbalMedicinal Products for AppendixXVI F

Oral Use and Extracts used in their Preparations
2.6.32 Test for bacterial endotoxins using recombinantfaetor C Appendix XN C
2.6.33 Residual Pertussis Toxin Appendix XN K9
2.6.34 Host-cell Protein Assays Appendix XN 0
2.6.35 Quantification and Characterisation of Residual Host-cell Appendix XN 0

DNA
2.6.36 Microbiological Examination of Live Biotherapeutic Products: Appendix XVI H

tests for enumeration of microbial contaminants
2.6.38 Microbiological Examination of Live Biolherapeutic Products: Appendix XVI H

tests for specified micro-organisms
2.7.1 IrrununocherrUcal~ethods Appendix XN B
2.7.2 Microbiological Assay of Antibiotics Appendix XN A
2.7.3 Vacant
2.7.4 Assay of Coagulation Factor VllI Appendix XN J A3
2.7.5 Assay of Heparin Appendix XN J B2
2.7.6 Assay of Diphtheria Vaccine (Adsorbed) Appendix XN K I
2.7.7 Assay of Pertussis Vaccine (Whole Cell) Appendix XN K2
2.7.8 Assay of Tetanus Vaccine (Adsorbed) Appendix XN K3
2.7.9 Fc Functionof Immunoglobulins Appendix XN J C I
2.7.10 Assayof Human Coagulation Factorvn Appendix XN J A2
2.7.11 Assayof Coagulation Factor IX Appendix XN J A4
2.7.12 Assayof Heparin in Coagulation Factors Appendix XN J BI
2.7.13 Assay of Anti-D Immunoglobulin Appendix XN J C3
2.7.14 Assay of Hepatitis A Vaccine Appendix XN K4
2.7.15 Assay of Hepatitis B (rDNA) Vaccine Appendix XN K5
2.7.16 Assay of Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular) Appendix XN K6
2.7.17 Assay of Human Antithrombin III Appendix XN J B3
2.7.18 Assayof Human Coagulation FactorII Appendix XN J AI
2.7.19 Assay of Human Coagulation FactorX Appendix XN J A5
2.7.20 In vivo Assay of Poliomyelitis Vaccine (Inactivated) Appendix XN K7
2.7.21 Assay of Human von Willebrand factor Appendix XN J A8
2.7.22 Assayof Human Coagulation FactorXI Appendix XN J A6
2.7.23 Numeration of CD341CD45+ Cells in Haematopoietic Appendix XN N

Products
2.7.24 Flow Cytomerry Appendix II J
2.7.25 Assay of Human Plasmin Inhibitor Appendix XN J AIO
2.7.27 Flocculation Value (Lt) of Diphtheria and TetanusToxins Appendix XN K8

and Toxoids (Ramon Assay)
2.7.28 Colony-fonning Cell Assay for Human Haernatopoietic Appendix XN N2

Progenitor Cells
2.7.29 Nucleated Cell Count and Viability Appendix XN N3
2.7.30 Assay of Human Protein C Appendix XN J B4
2.7.31 Assay of Human Protein S Appendix XN J B5
2.7.32 Assayof Human o-f-Proteinase Inhibitor Appendix XN J DI
2.7.34 Assayof Human Ct-esterese Inhibitor Appendix XN J D2
2.7.35 Irnmunonephelometry for VaccineComponent Assay Appendix XV L
2.8.1 Ash Insoluble in Hydrochloric Acid Appendix XI K, Method II
2.8.2 ForeignMatter Appendix XI D
2.8.3 Stomata and Stomatal Index Appendix XI H
2.8.4 Swelling Index Appendix XI C
2.8.5 Water in Essential Oils AppendixXM
2.8.6 Foreign Esters Appendix X M
2.8.7 Fatty Oils and Resinified Volatile Oils Appendix X M
2.8.8 Odour and Taste of Volatile Oils Appendix X M
2.8.9 Residue on Evaporation AppendixXM
2.8.10 Solubility in Ethanol (Volatile Oils) Appendix X M
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2.8.11
2.8.12
2.8.13
2.8.14
2.8.15
2.8.16
2.8.11
2.8.18
2.8.20
2.8.21
2.8.22
2.8.23
2.8.24
2.8.25

2.9.1
2.9.2
2.9.3
2.9.4
2.9.5
2.9.6
2.9.1
2.9.8
2.9.9
2.9.10
2.9.11
2.9.12
2.9.13
2.9.14
2.9.15
2.9.16
2.9.11
2.9.18
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2.9.26
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2.9.29
2.9.31
2.9.32
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2.9.36
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2.9.38
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2.9.40
2.9.41
2.9.42
2.9.43
2.9.44
2.9.45
2.9.46
2.9.41

Determination of Cineole
Essential Oils in Herbal Drugs
Pesticide Residues
Tannins in Herbal Drugs
Bitterness value
Dry Residue of Extracts
Loss on Drying of Extracts
Determination of Aflatoxin BI in Herbal Drugs
HerbalDrugs: Sampling and SamplePreparation
Test for Aristolochic Acids in Herbal Drugs
Determination of Ochratoxin A in Herbal Drugs
Microscopic Examination of Herbal Drugs
Foam Index
High-performance Thin-Layer Chromatography of Herbal
Drugs and Herbal Drug Preparations
Disintegration of Tablets and Capsules
Disintegration of Suppositories and Pessaries
DissolutionTest for Solid Dosage Forms
DissolutionTest for Transdennal Patches
Uniformity of Mass
Unifonnity of Content
Friability of Uncoated Tablets
Resistance to Crushing of Tablets
Measurement of Consistencyby Penetrometry
Ethanol Content
Methanol and 2-propanol
Particle Size Classification of Powders (Sieve Test)
Vacant
SpecificSurface Area by Gas Permeability
Vacant
Flowability
Extractable Volume of Parenteral Preparations
Aerodynamic Assessment of Fine Particles
Particulate Contamination: Sub-visible Particles
Particulate Contamination: Visible Particles
Vacant
Softening Time of Lipophilic Suppositories
Pycnometric Density of Solids
Vacant
DissolutionTest for Medicated ChewingGums
SpecificSurface Area By Gas Adsorption
Uniformity of Mass of Delivered Doses from Multidose
Containers
Vacant
Intrinsic Dissolution
Particle Size Analysis by Laser Light Diffraction
Porosity and Pore-size Distribution of Solids by Mercury
Porosimetry
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Figure 2. I.1.- I. - Standarddropper
Dimensions inmillimetres

Otherdroppers may be used provided they comply wirh the
following test.

20 drops of lOa'"R at 20 ± I °C flowing freely from the
dropper held in the vertical position at a constant rateof
I drop per second weighs 1000 ± 50 mg.

The dropper must be carefully cleaned before use. Cany out
3 determinations on any given dropper. No resultmay
deviate by more than 5 per cent from the mean of the
3 determinations,

Acacia See Acacia (0307).

Acacia Solution
Dissolve 100 g of acacia R in 1000 mL of wa'" R. Stir with
a mechanical stirrer for 2 h. Centrifuge at about 2000 g for
30 min to obtain a clearsolution.
Srorage: in polyethylene containers of about 250 mL capacity
at a temperature of 0 "C to -20°C.
Acebutolol Hydrochloride. (34381-68-5)

See Acebutolol hYdrochloride (0871).
Acetal Acetaldehyde diethyl acetal; Lf-Diethoxyethane;
C.H"O, = 118.2 (105-57-7)

A. General Reagents
(Ph. Eur. lexI4.1)

Where the name of a substanceor a solution is followed by
the letterR (the whole in italics), this indicates a reagent
included in the following list. The specifications givenfor
reagents do not necessarily guarantee their quality foruse in
medicines.
Within the description of each reagent there is a 7-digit
reference code in italics (for example, 1002501). This
number, which will remain unchanged for a givenreagent
duringsubsequent revisions of the list, is used for
identification purposes by the Secretariat, and users of the
Pharmacopoeia may also find it useful, for example in the
management of reagentstocks. The description may also
includea CAS number (ChemicalAbstract Service Registry
Nwnber) recognisable by its typical format, for example
9002-93-1.

Some of the reagents included in the list are toxic and are to
be handled in conformity with good quality control
laboratory practice.
Reagents in aqueous solution areprepared usingwaterR.
For liquid chromatography, wa'" for chromawgraphy R is
used for the preparation of mobile phases when water, or an
aqueous solution) is one of the components. Where a reagent
solution is described using an expression such as
'hydrochloric acid (10 gIL HCl)', the solution is prepared by
an appropriate dilutionwith water R of a more concentrated
reagent solution specifiedin this chapter. Reagent solutions
used in the limit tests for barium) calcium and sulfates are
prepared using distilled water R. Where the name of the
solventis not stated, an aqueous solution is intended.
The reagents and reagent solutionsare to he storedin weU
closed containers. The labelling shouldcomplywith the
relevant national legislation and international agreements.

Appendix I
Additional Information for Reagents
(ph. Eur. text 4.0)

Additional infont/alion for reagents Ihat canonly befully
identified by a trademark or whose availability is limited may be
found in the Knowledge database on theEDQM websi". This
infonnation isgiven only to make it easier to obtain such reagents
and this does not suggest in any way that the mentioned suppliers
are esjJe<iaUy recommended or certifid by Ihe Europeon
Pharmacopoeia Commission or IheCouncil of Europ~ It is
therefore acupeable to usereagents from another source provided
that Iheycomply with the standards of thePharmacopoeia.

Droppers
(Ph. Bur. texI2.1.1)

The terrn 'drops' means standard drops delivered from a
standard dropper as describedbelow.
Standard droppers (Figure 2.1.1.-1) are constructed of
practically colourless glass. The lowerextremity has a circular
orifice in a flat surface at rightangles to the axis.
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Clear, colourless, volatile liquid, miscible with water and with
ethanol (96 per cent).

<f,g: about 0.824.

n~o: about 1.382.

bp: about 103 'C.

Acetaldehyde Ethanak C2H,O =44.1 (75-07-{f)

Clear, colourless flammable liquid, miscible with water and
with ethanol (96 per cent).

<f,g: about 0.788.

n~o: about 1.332.

bp: about 21 'C.

Acetaldehyde Ammonia Trimer Trihydrate 2,4,6
Trimethylhexahydro-l,3,5-uiazine trihydrate,
C,H15NJ,3H 20 = 183.3 (58052-80-5)

mp: 95 -c to 97 'C.

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.

Colourless or white or paleyellow crystals or powder
Assay. Dissolve 0.900 g in waterR and dilute to 50.0 mL
with the same solvent. Titrate with 1 M hydrochlork add,
determining the end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20).
I mL of 1 M hydro<:hloric acid is equivalent to 61.08 mg of
C6HlSNJJ3H20.

Acetamide c,H,NO =59.07 (60-35-5)
mp: about 78°.

General reagent grade of commerce.

Acetic Acid

Comem: 290 gIL to 310 gIL of c,H,02 (M,60.1).

Dilute 30 g of glacial acetic acidR to 100 mL with walerR.
Acetic Acid (6 per cent) Acetic acid, dilute RI

Conum: 57.5 gIL to 62.5 gIL (M, 60.1).

Dilute 6 g of glacial aceric acid R to 100 mL with waterR.
Acetic Acid, Anhydrous Anhydrous glacial acetic acid;
C2H.02 = 60.1 (64-19-7)

Conum: minimwn 99.6 per cent mlm of C2H.,,02'

Colourless liquid or white or almost white, shining, fern-like
crystals, miscible with or very soluble Inwater, in ethanol
(96 per cent), in glycerol (85 per cent), and in most fatty and
essential oils.
<f,g: 1.052 to 1.053.
bp: 117 "C to 119 'C.

A 100 gIL solution is strongly acid (2.2.4).

A 5 gIL solution neutralised withdilute ammonia R2 gives
reaction (b) of acetates (2.3. I).

Freezing poi., (2.2.11f): minimum 15.8 'C.

Water (2.5.12); maximum 0.4 per cent. IT the water content
is morethan 0.4 percent it maybe adjusted by adding the
calculated amount of aceu"c anhydn"de R.
Storage: protected from light

Acetic Acid) Dilute
Content: 115 gIL to 125 gIL of C2H.02 (M, 60.1).

Dilute 12 g of glacial acetic acidRIo 100 mL with waterR.

Acetic Acid, Glacial c,H,02 = 60.1 (64-19-7)

See Aceric acid, glacial (0590).

Solutions of molarity xM should be prepared by diluting 57x
mL (60x g) of glacial acetic acid to 1000 mL with water.

Acetic Anhydride C,H,OJ =102.1 (/08-24-7)

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent mlmof C4H60 3 .

Clear, colourless liquid.

2022

bp: 136 -c to 142 'C.

Assay. Dissolve 2.00 g in 50.0 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide in
a ground-glass-stoppered flask and boil undera reflux
condenser for 1 h. Titrate with 1 M hydrochlon'c acid, using
0.5 mL of phenolphthalein solution R as indicator. Calculate
the number of millilitres of 1 M sodium hydroxide required for
I g (n,). Dissolve 2.00 gin 20 mL of cyclohexane R in a
ground-glass-stoppered flask, cool in ice and add a cold
mixture of 10 mL of ani/ine Rand 20 mL ofcyclohexane R.
Boil the mixture undera refluxcondenser for 1 h, add
50.0 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide and shake vigorously.
Titrate with 1 M hydro<:hloric acid, using 0.5 mL of
phenolphthalein solution R as indicator. Calculate the number
of rnilhlitres of 1 M sodima hydroxide required for I g (n2).
Calculate thepercentage of c'tH603 from the following
expression:

Acetic Anhydride Solution RI
Dissolve 25.0 mL of acetic anhydride R in anhydrous
pyridine R and dilute to 100.0 mL withthe samesolvent.
Storage: protected from light and air.

Acetic Anhydride-Dioxan Solution

Add I mL of acetic anhydride to 50 mL of 1,4-dwxan.

Acetic Anhydride-Snlfuric Acid Solution

Carefully mix 5 mL of acetic anhydniJe R with 5 mL of
sulfuric acid R. Add dropwise and with cooling to 50 mL of
anhydrous ethanolR.
Prepare immediately before use.
Acetone Propan-2-one; (67-64-1)

See Acetone (0872).

Acetonitrile Methyl cyanide; Ethanenitrile;
C2HJN =41.05 (75-05-8)

Clear, colourless liquid, miscible with water, with acetone
and with methanol.
<f,g: about 0.78.

n~o: about 1.344.

A 100 gIL solution is neutral to litmus paper.
DistiUal'm range (2.2.//). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 80 -c and 82 'C.

Acetonitrile usedin spe<rropholomelry complies wilh thefollowing
additional test.

Absorbatlce (2.2.25): maximum 0.01 from 255 om to 420 nm,
determined usingwaterR as compensation liquid.
Acetonitrile for Chromatography

See Acetonitrile R.
Acetonitrile usedin chromatography complies wilh .hefollowing
additional tests.

Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum om at 240 om and higher
wavelengths, determined usingwater R as compensation
liquid.

Content (2.2.28): minimum 99.8 per cent.

Acetonitrile RI
Complies with the requirements prescribed for acetonitrile R
and with the following additional requirements.

Content: minimum 99.9 per cent.
Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.10, determined at 200 om
usingwater R as the compensation liquid.
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Acetoxyvalerenic Acid (2E)-3-[(IRS,4S,7R,7aR)
1-(Acetyloxy)-3,7-dimethyl-2,4,5,6,7,7a-hexahydro-IH-inden
4-yl)-2-methylprop-2-enoic acid; C'7H"O. = 292.4
(81397-67-3)

Colourless or pale yellow viscous oil.
Absorbance (2.2.25). A solution in methanol R shows an
absorption maximwn at about 216 nm.

Acetyl Chloride C,H,CIO = 78.5 (75-36-5)

Clear, colourless liquid, flammable, decomposes in contact
with water and with ethanol (96 per cent), misciblewkh
ethylene chloride.
d~g: about 1.10.

Distillation range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 49 -c and 53 °C.

Acetylacetamide 3-0xobutanamide; G,H7N02 = 101.1
(5977-14-0)

mp: 53 -c to 56 °C.

Acetylacetone 2,4-Pentanedione; CjHS02 = 100.1
(123-54-6)

Colourless or slightly yellow, easilyflammable liquid, freely
solublein water, miscible with acetone, with ethanol
(96 per cent) and with glacial acetic acid.
n~: 1.452 to 1.453.
bp: 138 -c to 140 °C.

Acetylacetone Reagent RI
To 100 mL of ammonium aceUlie solution R add 0.2 mL of
acetylacetone R.
Acetylacetone Reagent R2
Dissolve 0.2 mL of acety/acetone R, 3 mL of glacialacetic
acid Rand 25 g of ammonium aalare R in water R and dilute
to 100 mLwith the same solvent.
4-AcetylbJphenyl 4-Phenylacetophenone;
C1.H'20 =196.2 (51-42-3)
mp: about 117°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
N-Acetyl-E-caprolactam N-Acerylhexane-6-lactam;
CsH 13NO, =155.2 (1888-91-1)

Colourless liquid, misciblewith anhydrous ethanol.
4g: about 1.100.

n~: about 1.489.
bp: about 135 "C.

Acetylcholine Chloride C7H,.CINO, =181.7 (60-31-1)

Crystalline powder,verysoluble in cold water and in ethanol
(96 per cent). It decomposes inhot water and in alkalis.
Storage: at -20°C.
N-Acetyl-L-cysteine C,H.NO,S =163.2 (616-91-1)

[.J~: about +4.6.
mp: about 1100

•

General reagent gradeof commerce.
Acetylene Ethyne; C2H, =26.04 (74-86-2)

Oomem: minimum 99.0 per cent VIV,

Acetyleugenol 2-Methoxy-4-(2-propenyI)phenylacetate;
C"H,.03 = 206.2 (93-28-7)
Yellowcoloured, oily liquid, practically insoluble in water,
freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

n~: about 1.521.
bp: 281 -c to 282 °C.

Acetyleugenol used in gas chromatography complies WJih the
following additional tes<
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Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Clove oil (1091).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
N-Acetylglucosamine 2-(Acetylamino)-2-deoXY-D
glucopyranose; CsH15NO. = 221.2 (7512-17-6)

mp: about 202°C.
Acetyl-ll-keto-~-boswellicAcid 3lX-(Acctyloxy)-1l
oxours-Iz-en-ze-otc acid; (4~)-3lX-(Acetyloxy)-II-oxours-12

en-23-oic acid; C"H..O, = 512.7 (67416-61-9)

Whiteor almost whitepowder, insoluble in water, solublein
acetone, in anhydrous ethanol and in methanol.
mp: 271 "C to 274 °CAatyl-ll-keurp-bosweOic acid used in
liquid chromatography complies with lhe following additional test.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph on lndianjrankincense (2110).
Content: minimum 90 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
N-(lX)-Acetyl-L-lysine (2S)-2-Acelamido-6-aminohexanoic
acid; CsH,sN20, = 188.2 (1946-82-3)
N-(E)-Acetyl-L-Iy.ine (2S)-6-Acclamido-2-aminohexanoic
acid; CsH,sN,O, = 188.2 (692-04-6)

N..AcetylneuramJnic Acid Sialic acid;
ClIH,.NO. = 309.3 (131-48-6)

White or almostwhite acicular crystals) solublein water and
in methanol, slightly soluble in anhydrous ethanol,practically
insoluble in acetone.
(a:l~: about -36, determined on a 10 gIL solution.
mp: about 186°C, with decomposition.
Acetylsalicylic Acid 2-(Acetyloxy)benzoic acid;
C.H.O. = 180.2 (50-78-2)

White or-almost white) crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, slightly soluble in water, freely solublein ethanol
(96 per cent).

N-Acetyltryptophan 2-Acetylamino-3-(indol-3-yl)
propanoic acid; C 13H,.N,O, =246.3 (1218-344)

White or almost white powderor colourless crystals, slightly
soluble in water. It dissolves in dilute solutions of alkali
hydroxides.

mp: about 205°C.
Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Tryptaphan (1272).

Test solution. Dissolve 10.0 mg in a mixture of 10 volumes of
acetonitrile Rand 90 volumesof waterR and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same mixture of solvents.
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Acetyltyrosine Ethyl Ester Ethyl N-acety]-L-tyrosinate;
C,,H'7NO.,H,O =269.3 (36546-50-6)

Whiteor almost white, crystalline powdersuitable for the
assay of chymotrypsin.
[aI~: + 21 to + 25, determined on a 10 gIL solution in
ethanol (96 percent} R.

A~~: 60 to 68, determined at 278 nm in ethanol
(96 per cme) R.

Acetyltyrosine Ethyl Ester, 0.2M O.2M Ethyl
acetyltyrosinate

Dissolve 0.54 g of acetyltyros;ne ethylester R in ethanol
(96 per cenc) R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
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cd-Add-glycoprotein Silica Gel for Chiral Separation
A veryfinely dividedsilica gel for chromatography consisting
of spherical particles coated with ai-acid glycoprotein.
Acid Blue 83 BriUiant blue; Coomassie brilliant blue R
250; C"H..N,Na07S2 =826 (6104-59-2)

Colour Index No. 42660

Brownpowderinsoluble in cold water, slightly solublein
boilingwaterand in anhydrous ethanol, soluble in sulfuric
acid, glacial acetic acid and In dilute solutions of alkali
hydroxides.

Acid Blue 90 Coomassie brilliantblue G;
C.7H••N,Na07S2 =854 (6104-58-1)

Colour Index No. 42655

A dark brown powder, with a violet sheen and some particles
havinga metallic lustre, soluble in water and in anhydrous
ethanol.
A~~: greater than 500, determined at 577 om in a 0.01 gIL
solution in buffer solution pH 7.0 and calculated with
reference to the dried substance.

Loss ondrying (2.2.32): maximum 5.0 per cent, determined
on 0.500 g by drying in an oven at 105 'C.

Acid Blue 92 Coomassie blue; Anazolene sodium;
Trisodium 8-hydroxy-4'-(phenylamino)320naphth.lene
3.5',6-trisnlfonate; C2.,Hu;N,Na,O.oS, = 696 (3861-73-2)

Colour Index No. 13390

Darkblue crystals, soluble in water, in acetone and in
ethylene glycol monoethylether, slightly soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

Acid Blue 92 Solution Coomassieblue solution

Dissolve 0.5 g of acidblue 92 R in a mixture of 10 mL of
glacial acetic acidR, 45 mL of ethana! (96 percent) R and
45 mL of waterR.
Acid Blue 93 Methyl blue; Poirrier blue;
C"H27N,Na20.S, =800 (28983-56-4)

Colour Index No. 42780

Mixture of triphenylrosaniline di- and trisulfonate and of
triphenylpararosaniline.
Dark blue powder.

Calour change: pH 9.4 to pH 14.0.

Acid Blue 93 Solution

Dissolve 0.2 g of acid blue 93 R in water R and dilute to
100 mL with the same solvent.

Acrylamide Propenamide; C,H,NO =71.1 (79-06-1)

Colourless or white flakes or a white or almostwhite)
crystalline powder) very soluble in water and in methanol,
freeLy soluble in anhydrous ethanol.

mp: about 84°C.

Acrylamidelbisacrylamide (29:1) Solution,
30 per cent
Prepare a solution containing 290 g of acrylamide Rand 10 g
of methyten.bisacrylamide R per litre of w..... R. Filter.

Acrylamidelbisacrylamide (36.S:I) Solution,
30 per cent
Prepare a solution containing 292 g of acryIamide R and 8 g
of methylenebisaaylamidt R per litre of waterR. Filter.
Acrylic Acid Prop-2-enoicacid; Vinylformic acid;
C,H,02 = 72.1 (79-10-7)

Content: minimum99 pel'cent.
It is stabilised with 0.02 per cent of hydroquinone
monomethyl ether.
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Corrosive liquid, miscible with water and ethanol
(96 per cent). It polymerises readily in the presenceof
oxygen.
dig: about 1.05.

nil': about 1.421.

bp: about 141 'C.

mp: 12 -c to 15 'C.

Actein (23R,24R.25S,26S)-31l-(ll-o-Xylopyranosyloxy)
16p,23:23.26:24,25-triepoxy-26-hydroxy-9,I 9-cyclolanostan
12p-yl acetate; C"H,.OIl = 677 (18642-44-9)

Acteoslde 2-(3.4-Dihydroxyphenyl)ethyl 3-Q-(6-deoxy-«-L
mannopyranosyl)-4-0-[(2E)-3-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)prop-2
enoyl)-p-o-g1ucopyranosidej verbascoslde,
C2.H,.O" =624.6 (61276-17-3)

Lightyellowishpowder, freely soluble in water and in
methanol.
mp: about 140°C, with decomposition.
Adamantane Tricyclo[3.3.I.1,,7jdecane; C,oHl. = 136.2
(281-23-2)

mp: about 270 'C.

Adenine (73-24-5)

See Adenine (0800).

Adenosine 6-Amino-9-ll-o-riboIuranosyl-9H-purine;
ClOH.,N,O. =267.2 (58-61-7)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder,slightly soluble in
water,practically insoluble in acetone and in ethanol
(96 per cent). It dissolves in dilute solutionsof acids.
mp: about 234 'C.

Adipic Acid C.,HlOO. = 146.1 (124-04-9)

Prisms, freely soluble in methanol) soluble in acetone,
practically insoluble in light petroleum.

mp: about 152 'C.

AdrenalIne (IR)-I-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)
2-(methylamino)ethanol; 4-[(IR)-I-hydroxy-2-(methylamino)
ethyl]benzene-I,2-diol; C.H1,No, = 183.2 (51-43-4)

White or almostwhitepowder, gradually becomingbrown on
exposure to lightand air, very slightly soluble in water and in
ethanol (96 per cent), insoluble in acetone. It dissolves in
dilute solutions of mineral acids and alkali hydroxides.
mp: about 215 'C.

AdrenalIne Acid Tartrate L-Epinephrine o-hydrogen
tartrate; C1,Hl.NO. =333 (51-42-3)

General reagent grade of commerce.
(±) AdrenalIne Hydrochloride m-adrenaline
hydrochloride; DL-epinephrine hydrochloride; CgH13N 0 3)

HCI =220 (329-63-5)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Adrenalone Hydrochloride 1-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)
2-(methylamino)ethanone hydrochloride; 3',4'-Dihydroxy
2-(methylamino)acetophenone hydrochloride;
C.H1,CINO, = 217.7 (62-13-5)

Pale yellowcrystals, freely soluble in water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 244 "C.

Aesctn Escin; (6805-41-0)

A mixture of related saponinsobtained from the seeds of
Aesculus hippocaslanum L.
Fine, almost white or slightly reddish or yellowish)
amorphous powder.
Chroma",graphy. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
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Test solution. Dissolve 10 mg of aescin R in ethanol
(70 percent Vlv,l R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.

PIau: TLC sitka gelpiau R.

Moln7e phase: the upper layer of a mixture of 10 volumes of
glacial acetic acidR, 40 volumes of waW R and 50 volumes of
butanolR.
Application: 20 J.l.L of the test solution as bands of 20 mm by
3mm.

Development: over a path of 12 em.

Drying; at 100-105 'C.

Detection: spray with about 10 mL of anisaldehyde solutUm R
for a plate 200 mm square and heat again at 100-105 "C.

Results: the chromatogram shows a principal band with an Rp

of about 0.4.

C,.Hs,O",2H,O = 1138
Aflatoxin B. (6aR,9aS)-4-i\llethoxy-2,3,6a,9a
tetrabydroeyclopenta [c)furo[3',2 ':4,5)furo[2,3-h)[ I)
bemopyran-I,ll-dione; C.7HI20 . = 312.3 (l162-65-8)

White or faint yellow crystals.

Agar (9002-18-0)

The dried extract from GeJidium sp. and other algae
belonging [0 the class Rhodophyceae.

Microbiological reagent grade of commerce.

Agarose for Chromatography (9012-36-6)

Swollen beads 60-140 pm in diameter presented as a
4 per cent suspension in water R.

Used in size-exclusion chromatography for Ute separation of
proteins with relative molecular masses of 6 x 104 to
20 x 106 and of polysaccharides with relative molecular
masses of3 x 103 to 5 X 106

.

Agarose for Chromatography, Cross-flaked
(61970-08-9)

Prepared from agarose by reaction with 2,3-dibromopropanol
in strongly alkaline conditions.

It occurs as swoUen beads and is presented as a suspension.

Used in size-exclusion chromatography for the separation of
proteins and of polysaccharides.

Agarose for Chromatography RI, Cross-linked
(65099-79-8)

Prepared for agarose by reaction with 2;3-dibromopropanol
in strongly alkaline conditions.

It occurs as swollen beads 60-140 um in diameter and is
presented as a 4 per cent suspension in waterR.
Used in size-exclusion chromatography for the separation of
proteins with relative molecular masses of 7 x 104 to
40 x 106 and of polysaccharides with relative molecular
masses of 1 x 105 to 2 X 107

•

Agarose for Electrophoresis (9012-36-6)

A neutral, linear polysaccharide, the main component of
which is derived from agar.

White or almost white powder, practically insoluble in cold
water, very slightly soluble in hot water.

Agarose-DEAE for Ion Exchange Chromatography
(57407-08-6)

Cross-linked agarose substituted with diethylaminoethyl
groups, presented as beads.
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Agarose/Cross-linked Polyacrylamide

Agarose trapped within a cross-linked polyacrylamide
network; it is used for the separation of globular proteins
with relative molecular masses of 2 x 104 to 35 x 104

•

Agnuside (IRS,4aSR,5RS,7aRS)-5-Hydroxy-7-[[(4
hydroxybenzoyl)oxy)methyl]-1,4a,5,7a-tetrahydroeyclopenta
[e)pyran-I-yl p-n-g1ucopyranoside; C22H2.Oll =466.4
(11027-63-7)

White or almost white crystals.

~,Jlydrocarbon-firee

Complies with the requirements prescribed for the
monograph Medicinalair (1238) with the following additional
requirement.

Hydrocatbons: maximum 5 ppm VIV, calculated as CH,.

Alanine L-Alaoine; (56-41-7)

See Alanine (0752).

p-Alanlne (107-95-9)

See s-aminopropionic acid R.
Albumin, Bovine (9048-46-8)

Bovine serum albumin containing about 96 per cent of
protein.

White to light brownish-yellow powder.

Water (2.5.12); maximum 3.0 per cent, determined on
0.800 g.

Albumin, Bovine RI (9048-46-8)

Bovine serum albumin containing about 96 per cent of
protein.

White or light brownish-yellow powder.

Albwnin, Human

Human serum albumin containing not less than 96 per cent
of albumin,

Albumin Solution, Human Albutnin; (9048-46-8)

See Human albumin solution (0255).

Albumin Solution Rt, Human

Dilute human albumin solution R with a 9 gIL solution of
sodium chloride R to a concentration of 1 gIL of protein.
Adjust the pH to 3.5-4.5 with glacial acetic acidR.
Alcohol (64-17-5)

See Ethanol (96 per <en!! R.
Alcohol, Aldehyde-free Ethaool (96%), aldehyde-free

Mix 1200 mL of ethanol(96 per<en!! R with 5 mL of a
400 gIL solution of silver nitrate Rand 10 mL of a cooled
500 gIL solution of patassium hydroxide R. Shake, allow to
stand for a few days and filter. Distil the filtrate immediately
before use.

Alcohol (x% vlv)
See Ethanol (x pereen' Vlv,l R.

Aldehyde Dehydrogenase

Enzyme obtained from baker's yeast which oxidises
acetaldehyde to acetic acid in the presence of nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide) potassium salts and thiols, at pH 8.0.

Aldehyde Dehydrogenase Solution

Dissolve in waterR a quantity of aldehyde dehydrogenase R,
equivalent to 70 units and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent. This solution is stable for 8 h at 4 °C.

Aldrin C 12HaCI. = 364.9 (309-00-2)

bp: about 145 'C.

mp: about 104 °C.
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A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglflL in
cyclohexane) may be used.

Aleurltlc Acid (9RS,IOSR)-9,1O,16
Trihydroxyhexadecanoic acid; C,oH'20, = 304.4 (533-87-9)

White or almost white powder, greasy to the touch, soluble
in methanol.

mp: about 101 "C.

Alizarin S Alizarin red S; C14H,NaO,S,H20 = 360.3
(130-22-1)

Schultz No. 1145

Colour Index No. 58005

Orange-yellow powder, freely soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

Alizarin S Solution

A 1 gIL solution of a/izan'n S R.
Testfor sensitivity. If alizarin S solution is used for the
standardisation of 0.05 lW bariumperchlorate, it shows a
colour change from yellow to orange-red when it is tested
according to the standardisation of O. 05 M banum perchlorate.

Colour change: pH 3.7 (YeUow) to pH 5.2 (violet).

Aloe Emodin C"H,oO, = 270.2 (481-72-1)

1,8-Dihydroxy-3-(hydroxymethyl)anthracene-9, ju-dlone.

1,8-Dihydroxy-3-(hydroxymethyl)anthraquinone.

Alovudlne 1-[(2R,4S,5R)-4-Fluoro-5-(hydroxymethyl)
tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-5-methylpyrimidine-2,4(IH,3H)-dione;
Fluorodeoxythymidine; 3/-Deoxy-3'-fluorothymidine;
C,oH"FN20. =244.2 (25526-93-6)

Content: minimum 95 per cent.

Colourless crystals.

Aluminium Al = 26.98 (7429-90-5)

White or almost white, malleable, flexible, bluish metal,
available as bars, sheets, powder, strips or wire. In moist air
an oxide film forms which protects the metal from corrosion.

Analytical grade.

Aluminium Chloride Aluminium chloride hexahydrate;
AlCI,,6H,O = 241.4 (7784-13-6)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent of AlCh,6H20 .
White or slightly yellowish, crystalline powder, hygroscopic,
freely soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.

Aluminium Chloride Reagent

Dissolve 2.0 g of aluminium chloride R in 100 rnL of a
5 per cent VIV solution of gladal acetic acidR in methanol R.

Aluminium Chloride Solution

Dissolve 65.0 g of aluminium chlon"de R in water R and dilute
to 100 mL with the same solvent Add 0.5 g of activated
charcoal R, stir for 10 min, filter and add to the filtrate, with
continuous stirring, sufficient of a 10 fIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R (about 60 mL) to adjust the pH to about 1.5.

Aluminium Hydroxide Gel Al(OHh+ aq (21645-51-2)

A hydrated grade of aluminium hydroxide of commerce.

Alwnlnium Nitrate Aluminium nitrate nonahydrate;
Al(NO,h,9H20 =375.1 (7784-27-2)

Crystals, deliquescent, very soluble in water and ethanol
(96 per cent), very slightly soluble in acetone.

Storage: in an airtight container.

Aluminium Oxide, Activated Acid Al20, = 102.1

An almost white, fine, granular powder, very hygroscopic,
activated by heating at 200° to 250° for 3 hours.
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Mean particle size, 50 to 200 urn.

Aluminium Oxide, Anhydrous (1344-28-1)

Aluminium oxide, consisting of y-Al203, dehydrated and
activated by heat treatment.

Partide size: 75 prn to 150 urn.

Al20, = 102.0

Aluminium Oxide, Basic

A basic grade of anhydrous aluminium oxide R suitable for
column chromatography.

pH (2.2.3). Shake I g with 10 mL of carbon dioxide-free
water R for 5 min. The pH of the suspension is 9 to 10.

\Vhen used in monographs other than those of the European
Pharmacopoeia, me following test applies.

Activity Pack into ~ chromatographic tube (25 cm x
10 mm) sufficient of the basic aluminium oxide to fonn a
column 50 mm deep. Apply to the column a mixture of
5 mL of sudan yellow solution and 5 mL of sudan red
solution and elute with 20 mL of a mixture of 1 volume of
benzene and 4 volumes of petroleum spirit (boiling range,
60° to 80°). Sudan red forms a zone about 10 mm in depth
on me upper pan of the column separated by a colourless
zone from a yellow zone of sudan yellow below.

Aluminium Oxide for Chromatography, Deactivated

Aluminium oxide suitably deactivated for the separation and
detection of traces of polar hydrocarbons, with porous layer
open tubular (pLOT) design.

Aluminium Oxide, Deactivated
To a suitable basic alumina add 1.5 to 2% of water, mix well
and allow to stand overnight in 3 stoppered bottle.
The product complies with the following test.

Prepare a column (20 cm x 10 mm) using the alumina and
hexane. Add a solution of 0.25 g of cala]erol in 10 mL of
hexane. When the level of the solution falls just to the top of
the column, begin eluting with a 17.5% vlv solution of ether
in hexane adjusting the rate of flow, if necessary, to between
1 and 2 rnLper minute. Collect 200 mL of eluate;
no calciferol is present. Collect a further 100 rnL of eluate;
it contains not less than 95% of the calciferol used in the
test, when determined by the Assay described under
Calciferol Ora! Solution.

Aluminium Oxide G

A fine, white, homogeneous powder of an average particle
size between 10 and 40 urn containing about 10% w/w of
calcium sulfate hemihydrate.

Content of calcium sulfate Carry out the test described
under silica gel G.

Acidity or alkalinity pH of a suspension prepared by
shaking I g with 10 mL of carbon dioxide-free water, about
7.5, Appendix V L.

Aluminium Oxide, Neutral See Aluminium oxide)
hydrated (0311).

Aluminium. Potassium Sulfate Alum; Aluminium
potassium sulphate; Aluminium potassium sulfate
dodecahydrate; Aluminium potassium sulphate
dodecahydrate; (7784-24-9)

See Alum (0006).

Aluminium Sulfate Aluminium sulfate;
Al2(SO.h,16H20 =630.4 (10043-01-3)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
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Aluminium Test Strip
Commercially available test snip for the determination of
aluminium in aqueous solvents at a level below 5 ppm.
AlIantoin C.H,N.03 = 158.1 (97-59-6)

Allantoin of the British Pharmacopoeia

Amaranth S CI 16185; acid red 27;
C2oHIlN2Na30'OS3 = 604 (915-67-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
A deep brownor deep reddish brown, fine powder.
When used for the titration of iodine and iodides with
potassium iodate, the colour changes from orange-red to
yellow.

Amaranth Solution
A 0.2% wlv solution of amaranth S.
Americium-243 Splldng Solution

Contains 50 BqIL 243 Am and a 134 mgIL solution of
lanthanum chloride htptahydrale R in a 103gIL solution of
hydrochlori< acidR.
Amldo Black lOB Disodium 5-amino-4-hydroxy-6-[(4
nitrophenyl)320)-3-(phenylazo)naphthalene-2,7-disulfonate;
C,2H..N,Na20,S2 = 617 (1064-48-8)
Schute No. 299

Colour Index No. 20470

Dark-brown to black powder, sparingly soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Amldo Black lOB Solution

A 5 gIL solution of amido black lOB R in a mixture of
10 volumes of acetic mit! Rand 90 volumes of methanol R.
4-Aminoantipyrine 4-Amino-l,5-dimethyl-2-phenyl-l,2
dihydro-3H-pyrazol-3-one; C IIH13N30 = 203.2 (81-07-8)
Light yellowneedles or powder, sparingly soluble in water,
freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 108 "C.

4-Amlnoandpyrine Solution

A 1 gIL solution of 4-ominoantipyn·ne R in buffer solution
pH 9.0 R.
Aminoazobenzene a-Aminoazobenzene;
4-Aminoa20benzene; C12HIIN3 =197.2 (60-09-1)
ColourIndex No. II000

Brownish-yellow needles with a bluish tinge, slightly soluble
in water, freely solublein ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 128 "C.

3-Aminobenzoic Acid C7H7N02 = 137.1 (99-05-8)
White or almostwhite crystals. An aqueous solution turns
brown on standing in air.
mp: about 174 "C.

Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.
4-Amlnobenzoic Acid G,H7N02 =137.1 (150-11-fJ)
White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, slightly soluble in
water, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), practically
insoluble in lightpetroleum.
mp: about 187°C.
Chromawgraphy. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Procaine hydrochloride (0050);
the chromatogram shows only one principal spot.
Storage: protected from light.

4-Amlnobenzolc Acid Solution

Dissolve I g of 4-aminobenzoU: acidR in a mixtwe of 18 mL
of anhydrous acetic acidR, 20 mL of water Rand 1 mL of
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phosphoric acid R. Immediately beforeuse, mix 2 volumes of
the solution with 3 volumesof acetone R.
(4-Amlnobenzoyl)-L-glutamic Acid N-(4
Aminobenzoyl)-L-glutamic acid; Cl2HI4N20S ;;;; 266.3
(4271-10-1)
Whiteor almost white, crystalline powder.
mp: about 175°C, with decomposition.
2-Amlnobutan-l-ol Aminobutanol; C,HIlNO = 89.1
(5856-61-1)

Oily liquid, misciblewith water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

dig: about 0.94.

n-g': about 1.453.
bp: about 180 "C.

4-Amlno-N-butyric Acid 4-Aminobutanoic acid;
C.H,N02 =103.1 (56-12-2)

Leaflets from methanol and ether,needles from waterand
ethanol (96 per cent). Freelysolublein water, practically
insoluble or slightly soluble in othersolvents.
mp: about 202°C (decreases on rapid heating).
2-~o-5-chJorobenzophenone

Amiaochlorobenzophenone; C1JH10ClNO == 231.7
(719-59-5)

Yellow, crystalline powder,practically insoluble in water,
freely soluble in acetone, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 97°C.
Content: minimum95.0 per cent.
Storage: protected from light.

6-Aminohexanoic Acid 6-Aminocaproic acid;
CoH13N02 =131.2 (60-12-2)
Colourless crystals, freely soluble in water, sparingly soluble
in methanol, practically insoluble in anhydrous ethanol.
mp; about 205°C.
p-Aminohlppurlc Acid Aminohippuric acid;
C,HION203 = 194.2 (61-78-9)

Whiteor almost whitepowder,sparingly soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 200 "C.

Antinohlppurlc Acld Reagent

Dissolve 3 g ofphthalic acidRand 0.3 g of aminohippuric
acidR in ethanol (96 per cent) R and dilute to 100 mL with
the same solvent.
4-Amlno-3-hydroxynaphthalene-l-sulfonic Acid
Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulfonic acid;
C,oH,NO.S = 239.3 (116-61-2)

White or grey needles, turning pink on exposure to light,
especially when moist, practically insoluble in water and in
ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in solutions of alkali
hydroxides and in hot solutions of sodium metabisulfite.
Storage: protected from light.

Antinohydroxynaphthalenesulfonlc Acid Solution
Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulphonic acid solution
Mix 5.0 g of anhydrous sodium su!fil< R with 94.3 g of sodium
hydrogensu!fite Rand 0.7 g of aminohydroxynaphtholenesulfonic
acidR. Dissolve 1.5 g of the mixture in water R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.Prepare the solution daily.
Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulfonic Acid Solution,
Strong

Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulphonic acid solution, strong.
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Dissolve 0.25 g of 4-amino-3-hydroxynaphtha1ene-1-,ulfonic
add in 75 mL of a 15% w/v solution of sodium metabisulfite,
warming to assist solutionif necessary. Add 2.5 mL of a
20% wlv solution of sodium sulfite, mix and add sufficient of
the sodium metabisulfite solution to produce 100 mL.
S-Amlnoimldazole-4-carboxamide Hydrochloride
C.He;N.O,HCl =162.6 (72-40-2)
mp: about251°, withdecomposition.
General reagent grade of commerce.

cis-Amlnolndanol (lS.2R)-I-Amino-2,3-dihydro-IH
inden-2-ol; (-)-<is-I-Aminoindan-2-ol; C.HlINO = 149.2
(126456-43-7)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent (sum of enantiorners,
determined by gas chromatography).

{aJ~: -69 to -59, determined on a 2 gILsolution in
chloroform R.
mp: 118 "C 10 122 "C.

3-Arninomelhylalizarln-N.N-d1acetlc Acid
Aminomethylalizarindiacetic acid;
C"H,,N0.,2H20 = 421.4 (3952-78-1)
Fine, pale brownish-yellow or orange-brown powder,
practically insoluble in water, soluble in solutions of alkali
hydroxides.
mp: about 185 °C.
Loss on drying (2.2.32): maximum 10.0 per cent, determined
on 1.000 g.
Amlnomelhylallzarlndlacetlc Acid Reagent

Solution A. Dissolve 0.36 g of wous nitrate R inwaterRand
dilute to 50 mL with the same solvent.
Solution B. Suspend 0.7 g of aminomerhylalizarindiacetie
acid R in 50 mL of waterR. Dissolve with the aid of about
0.25 rnL of concentrated ammonia R, add 0.25 rnL of glacial
aceli< acidRand dilute to 100 rnL with waterR.
Solution C. Dissolve 6 g of sodium acetate R in 50 mL of
waferR, add 11.5 mL of glacial acetic acidR and dilute to
100 mL with waterR.
To 33 rnL of acetone R add 6.8 mL of solution C, 1.0 rnL of
solution Band 1.0 mL of solution A and dilute to 50 mL
with water R.
Testfor sensitivity. To 1.0 mLofjluon"de standard solution
(10 ppm F) R add 19.0 rnL of ware,Rand 5.0 mL of the
aminomethylalizarindiacetic acidreagent. After 20 min, the
solution assumes a blue colour.
Storage: use within 5 days.

Aminomethylalizarindiacetic Acid Solution
Dissolve 0.192 g of aminomethylalizan·nd;atet~ acid R in 6 mL
of freshly prepared 1 Nt wdium hydroxide. Add 750 rnL of
water R, 25 mLof sw:dnate buffer so/urwn pH 4.6 Rand,
dropwise, 0.5 Nt hydrochloric aail until the colour changes
from violet-red 10yellow (pH 4.5 to 5). Add 100 rnL of
acetone Rand dilute 10 1000 rnL with water R.

4-Amlnomelhylbenzoic Acid C.HoN02 = 151.2
(56-91-7)

3-(Amlnomelhyl)pyridlne (3-Pyridylmethyl)amine;
3-picolylamine; CJ1.N2 =108.1 (3731-52-0)
General reagent grade of commerce.
8-Amlnonaphlhalene-2-sulfonic Acid 8-Amino-2
naphthalenesulfonic acid; I-naphthylamine-7-sulfonic acid;
8-aminonaphthalene-2-sulfonic acid; C,oH,NO,S =223.2
(119-28-1!)
General reagent grade of commerce.
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Aminonaphthalenesulfonlc Acid Solution
Aminonaphthalenesulphonic acidsolution.
Mix 0.5 g of 8-<lminonaphtha/ene-2-sulfonic acid, 30 mL of
glacial aatk acid and 120 mL of waterand heat with stirring
until dissolved. Allow to cool and filter.
Use the solution within 3 weeks.
2-Amino~5-nitrobenzophenone

Aminonitrobenzophenone; C 13HIQN20, = 242.2 (1775-95-7)

Yellow, crystalline powder, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in terrahydrofuran, slightly soluble in methanol.

mp: about 160 "C.

At';",: 69010720, determined at 233 nm using a 0.01 gIL
solution in methanol R.
6-Amlnopenicillanic Acid (2S,5R,6R)-6-Amino-3.3
dimethyl-7-oxo-4-thia-I-azabicyclo[3.2.0)heptane-2
carboxylic acid; C.H,.N20,S = 216.3 (551-16-6)
Appearance: white or almost white powder.
mp: about205 °C, withdecomposition.
Arninophenazone 4-(Dimethylamino)-1,5-dimethyl-2
phenyl-l.2-dihydro-3H-pyrazol-3-one; C 13H17N,O = 231.3
(58-15-1)

White or almost white,crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, soluble in water, freely soluble inethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 108 °C.
2-Amlnophenol CJ1,NO = 109.1 (95-55-6)

Pale yellowish-brown crystals whichrapidly becomebrown,
sparingly soluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 172 °C.
Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.
3-Arninophenol CJ1,NO =109.1 (591-27-5)
Paleyellowish-brown crystals, sparingly soluble in water.
mp: about 122 "C.

4-Aminophenol C.H,NO =109.1 (123-30-1!)
Content: minimum 95 per cent.
White or slightly coloured, crystalline powder, becoming
coloured on exposure to air and light, sparingly soluble in
water, soluble in anhydrous ethanol.
mp: about 186 "C, with decomposition.
Storage: protected from light.

Aminopolyether 4,7,13, 16,21,24-hexaoxa-l,10
diazabicyc1o[8,8,8]hexacosane; ClsH36N206 = 376.5
(23978-09-1!)
mp: 70 "C 1073 "C.
4-(4-Amlnophenoxy)-N-melhylpicollnamide 4-(4
Aminophenoxy)-N-methylpyridine-2-<:arboxamide;
C13H13N,02 =243.3 (284462-37-9)

Content: minimum 99.0 percent.
Light brown powder:'

mp: 110 "C to 112 "C.
3-Aminopropionlc Acid 3-Amino-l-propanol;
C,H,N02 = 89.1 (107-95-9)

Content: minimum 99 per cent.
Whiteor almost white, crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 percent), practically
insoluble in acetone.
mp: about 200 °C, with decomposition.
Amlnopterlne 4-Aminofolic acid; CI9H2e;N;O, =440.4
(54-62-6)
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Yellowish powder.
mp: about 230°C.

Aminopyrazolone 4-Aminophenazone; (83-07-8)

See 4-aminoanu"pyrine R.

Aminopyrazolone Solution See 4-aminoantipyn"ne
solution R.
3-Aminosalicylic Acid 3-Amino-2-hydroxybenzoic acid;
C,H,NO, = 153.1 (57Q-23-1!)

mp: about 240°C.

Slightly soluble in water.

4-Aminosalicylic Acid 4-Amino-2-hydroxybemoic acid;
C,H,NO, = 153.1 (65-49-6)

White or almost white, bulky powder, slightly soluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), in dilute nitric acid
and in sodium hydroxide. It darkens on exposure to ale and
light.

mp: 135 "C to 145 "C.

Storage: at a temperature not exceeding 30 "C, in an airtight
container, protected from light.

Anunonia

Content: 170 gIL to 180 gIL ofNH, (M,17.03).

Dilute 67 g of concentrated ammonia R to 100 mL with
waterR.
d1g: 0.931 to 0.934.

When used in the test for iron, ammoniaR complies with the
following additional requirement. Evaporate 5 mL of
ammonia to dryness on a water-bath, add 10 mL of waterR,
2 rnL of a 200 gIL solution of citric acidmonohydrate Rand
0.1 mL of lhioglyrollic add R. Make alkaline by adding
ammonia R and dilute to 20 mL with waterR. No pink
colour develops.

SUJrage: protected from atmospheric carbon dioxide, at a
temperature below 20°C.

For IBM and 13.5M ammonia use analytical reagent grade
solutions of commerce containing 35% and 25% wlw of NH 3

and weighing 0.88 g and 0.91 g per mL, respectively.

Solutions of molarity xM should be prepared by diluting 75x
mL of 13.5M ammonia or 56x mL of IBMammonia to
1000 mL with waw.

Anunonia, Chloride-free

13.5M ammonia that complies with the following test.

Chloride Evaporate 54 mL on a water bath almost to
dryness and dilute to 15 mL with water. The solution
complies with the limit leStfor chlorides, Appendix vn
(I ppm).

Ammonia, Concentrated See Concentrated ammonia
solution (0877).

Ammonia, Lead-free

Complies with the requirements prescribed for dilute
ammoniaRl with the following additional [est: to 20 mL of
lead-free ammonia, add 1 mL of lead-free potassium cyanide
solution R, dilute to 50 mL with waW R and add 0.10 rnL of
sodium sulfide solution R. The solution is not more intensely
coloured than a reference solution prepared without sodiwn
sulfide.

Ammonia, Methanolic

Solutions of the requisite molarity may be obtained by
diluting 13.5M ammonia or IBMammoniawith methanol as
directed under ammonia.

Ammonia Rl, Concentrated

Content: minimum 30.0 per cent mlm of NH3 (lWc 17.03).
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A clear, colourless liquid.

4g: less than 0.892.

Assay. Weigh accurately a ground-glass-stoppered flask
containing 50.0 mL of I M hydrochloric acid. Introduce 2 mL
of concentrated ammoniaRl and weigh again. Titrate the
solution with 1 M sodium hydroxide, using 0.5 mL of methyl
red mixedsolution R as indicator.

I mL of I M hydro<hlori< acid is equivalent to 17.03 mg of
NH,.

Storage: protected from atmospheric carbon dioxide, at a
temperature below 20°C.

Ammonia HI, Dilute

Content: 100 gIL to 104 gIL of NH, (M, 17.03).

Dilute 41 g of concentrated ammonia R to 100 mL with
waterR.
Anunonia R2, Dilute

Content: 33 gIL to 35 gIL ofNH, (M, 17.03).

Dilute 14 g of concentrated ammonia R to 100 mL with
waterR.
Ammonia R3, Dilute

Comem: 1.6 gIL to 1.8 gIL ofNH, (M, 17.03).

Dilute 0.7 g of concentrated ammonla R to 100 mL with
waterR.

Anunonia R4, Dilute

Content: 8.4 gIL to 8.6 gIL ofNH, (M, 17.03).

Dilute 3.5 g of concentrated ammonia R to 100 mL with
waterR.
Anunonium Acetate C;,H,NO, = 77.1 (631-61-1f)

Colourless crystals, very deliquescent, very soluble in water
and in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.

Ammonium Acetate Solution

Dissolve 150 g of ammoniumacetate R in waterR. Add 3 mL
of glacial acetic acid R and dilute to 1000 mL with waw R.

Storage: use within 1 week.

(IR)-(-)-Anunonium 10-Camphorsnifonate
10-Camphorsulfonic acid; 10-camphorsulphonic acid;
Ammonium salt; (IR)-(-)-Ammonium 10-Camphorsulfonate;
C.oH'9NO,S =249.3

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent of (IR)-(-)-arnmonium
10-camphorsulfonate.

f.J~: -18 ± 2, determined on a 50 gIL solution.

Ammonium Carbamate Carbamic acid ammonium salt;
CHoN,O, = 78.1 (J11l-78-1!)

Ammonium Carbonate A mixture of varying proportions
of ammonium hydrogen carbonate (NH,HCO" M, 79.1)
and ammoniwn carbamate (NH2COONH4, lWc 78.1);
(506-87-6)

White or almost white translucent mass, slowly soluble in
about 4 parts of water. It is decomposed by boiling water.
Ammonium carbonate liberates not less than
30 per cent mlm of NH, (M, 17.03).

Ass.y. Dissolve 2.00 g in 25 mL of waterR. Slowly add
50.0 mL of 1 .iW hydrochloric acid, titrate with 1 M sodium
hydroxide, using 0.1 mL of methylorange solution R as
indicator.

I mL of I M hydro<hlori< acid is equivalent to 17.03 mg of
NH,.

. Storage: at a temperature below 20°C.
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Ammonium Carbonate Solution
A 158 gILsolutionof ammonium carbonate R.
Ammonium Carbonate Solution Rl

Dissolve20 g of ammonium carbonate R in 20 mL of dIlute
ammonia RJ and dilute to 100 mL withwaterR.
Ammonium Carbonate Solution, Dilute
Dissolve 5 g of ammonium carbonate in a mixture of 7.5 mL
of 5M ammonia and 50 mL of water, dilute to 100 mL with
waterand filter, if necessary,

Ammonium Cerium(IV) Nittate Anunoniumand cerium
nitrate; (NH,.),Ce(NO,). =548.2 (16774-2/-3)

Orange-yellow, crystalline powder,or orange transparent
crystals, soluble in water.
Ammonium Certumtrv) Sulfate Ammonium and cerium
sulfate; (NH,),Ce(SO,),,2H,O =633 (l0378-47-'J)

Orange-yellow, crystalline powderor crystals, slowlysoluble
in water.
Ammonium Cbloride (12125-02-9)

See Ammonium chloride (0007).

Ammonium Cbloride Solution

A 107 gIL solutionof ammonium chloride R.
Ammonium Citrate Diammoniwn hydrogen citrate;
C.H14N,O, =226.2 (3012-65-5)

White or almost white, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, freely solublein water, slightly solublein ethanol
(96 per cent).
pH (2.2.3): about 4.3 for a 22.6 gIL solution.

Ammonium Citrate Solution
Dissolve,withcooling, 500 g of citric acidin a mixture of
200 mL of waterand 200 mL of 13.5M ammonia. Filter and
dilute to 1000 mL with water.
Ammonium Cobaltothiocyanate Solution
Dissolve37.5 g of ,oba/t(ll) nitmte and 150 g of ammonium
thiocyanate in sufficientwater to produce 1000 mL.
Use within I day of preparation.
Ammonium Dlbydrogen Ortbophosphate Ammonium
dihydrogen phospbate; (NH,.)H,PO, =115.0 (7722-76-1)

Whiteor almost white, crystalline powderor colourless
crystals, freely soluble in water.
pH (2.2.3): about 4.2 for a 23 gIL solution.
Ammonium Formate CH,NO, = 63.1 (540-69-2)

Deliquescent crystals or granules, verysolublein water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: 119 "C to 121 "C.

Storage: in an airtight container.
Ammonium Hexafluorogermanateuv)
(NH.),GeF. = 222.7 (16962-47-1)

Whiteor almost white crystals, freely soluble in water.
Ammonium Hydrogen Carbonate Ammonium
bicarbonate; NH,HCO, =79.1 (/066-33-7)

Content: minimum 99 per cent.
Anunonium Ironun) Citrate Ferric ammonium citrate;
(1185-57-5)

General reagent grade (brown) of commerce.
. Ammonium Iron(n) Sulfate Ferrous ammonium sulfate;
Fe(NH,.),(SO,),,6H,O =392.2 (7783-85-9)

Pale bluish-green crystals or granules, freely solublein water,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Storage: protected from light.
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Ammonium Ironun) Sulfate Ferric ammonium sulfate;
FeNfl,(SO,),,12H,O = 482.2 (7783-83-7)

Pale-violet crystals, efflorescent, very solublein water,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Ammonium Iron(m) Snifate Solution RI

Ammonium iron(m) sulphate solution RI

Dissolve 0.2 g of ammonium iron(lII) sulfate in 50 mL of
water, add 5 mL of nitne add and dilute to 100 mL with
water.
Ammonium Iron(m) Snlfate Solution R2 Feme
ammonium sulfate solution R2
A 100 gIL solution ofleme ammonium sulfate R. If necessary
filter before use.
AmmonIum Iron(m) Snlfate Solution RS Feme
ammonium sulfate solution R5
Shake 30.0 g offerTic ammonium sulfate R with 40 mL of
nitric acidR and dilute to 100 mL with water R. If the
solution is turbid, centrifuge or filter h.
Starnge: protected from light.
Ammonium Iron(m) Snlfate Solution R6 Feme
ammonium sulfate solutionR6

Dissolve 20 g ofIerne ammonium sulfate R in 75 mL of
waterR, add 10 mL of a 2.8 per cent VIV solution of sulfim',
add R and dilute to 100 mL with waterR.
Ammonium Mercaptoacetate Solution
Add 300 mL of waterto 50 mL of mercaptoacetic acid,
neutralise with about40 mL of 13.5Mammonia and dilute to

500 mL with water.
Ammonium Mercurlthiocyanate Reagent
Dissolve 30 g of ammonium thiocyanate and 27 g of
mercury(t!l chloride in sufficient water to produce 1000 mL.
Ammonium Metavanadate Ammonium vanadate;
Nfl,VO, = 117.0 (7803-55-6)

White or slightly yellowish, crystalline powder, slightly
soluble in water, solublein diluu ammonia Rt,
Anunonium Metavanadate Soludon
Ammonium vanadate solution
Dissolve 1.2 g of ammonium vanadate R in 95 mL of water R
and dilute to 100 mL with sulfuric acidR.
Ammonium Molybdate (NH,).Mo,O",4H,O =1236
(J2054-85-2)

Colourless or slightly yeUow or greenish crystals, solublein
water, practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Ammonium Molybdate Reagent

AoUx, in the given order, 1 volume of a 25 gIL solution of
ammonium molybdate RJ 1 volume of a 100 gIL solution of
ascorbic acidR and I volume of m!fun, add R (294.5 gIL
H,SO,). Add 2 volumes of waterR.
Starage: use within I day.

Ammonium Molybdate Reagent Rl

Mix 10 mL of a 60 gIL solutionof disodium arsenate R,
50 mLof ammonium molybdate solution R, 90 mL of dilute
,u!furic acidR and dilute to 200 mL in waterR.
Storage: in amber flasks at 37 °C for 24 h-.
Ammonium Molybdate Reagent R2

Dissolve 50 g of ammonium molybdate R in 600 mL of
waterR. To 250 mL of cold waterR add 150 mL of sulfuric
acidR and cool. Mix the 2 solutions together. Storage: use
within I day.
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Ammonium Molybdate Solution

A 100 gIL solution of ammonium molybdate R.
Ammonium Molybdate Solution R2
Dissolve5.0 g of ammonium molybdate R with heating in
30 mL of waterR. Cool, adjust the pH to 7.0 with dilute
ammonia R2 and dilute to 50 mL with waterR.
Ammonium Molybdate Solution R3

Solution A. Dissolve 5 g of ammonium molybdate R in 20 mL
of waterR withheating.
Solution B. Mix 150 mL of ethanol (96 per cell!! R with
150 mL of waterR. Add with cooling 100 mL of mljimc
acidR.
Immediately before use add 80 volumes of solutionB to
20 volumes of solutionA.
Ammonium Molybdate Solution R4
Dissolve 1.0 g of ammonium molybdate R in water Rand
dilute (0 40 mL with the same solvent. Add 3 mL of
hydro<hloric acidRand 5 mL of perchlorie acidR and dilute to
100 mL with aalOne R.
Storage: protected from light; use within 1 month.

Ammonium Molybdate Solution R5

Dissolve 1.0 g of ammonium molybdate R in 40.0 mL of a
15 per cent VIV solution of sul/wic acidR. Prepare the
solutiondaily.
Ammonium Molybdate Solution R6
Slowlyadd 10 mL of mljuri< acidR to about 40 mL of
waler R. Mix and allow to cool. Dilute to 100 mL with
waterR andmix. Add 2.5 g of ammonium molybdate Rand
1 g of unum sulfate R, and shake for J5 min to dissolve.
Ammonium Molybdate-Sulfuric Acid Solution

Dissolve 109 of ammonium molybdate ln. sufficient waterto
produce J00 mL and add the solutionslowlyto 250 mL of
cold 10Mmlfllric acid.
Store in a plastic bottle protected from light.
Ammonium Nitrate NH.NO, = 80.0 (6484-52-2)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, hygroscopic, verysoluble in water, freely soluble in
methanol, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
Ammonium Nitrate RI
Complies with the requirements prescribed for ammonium
nitrate R with the following additional requirements.
Acidily. The solution of the substance is slightly acid (2.2.4).

Chloride> (2.4.4): maximum 100 ppm, determined on 0.50 g.
Sulfates (2.4. is): maximum 150 ppm, determined on 1.0 g.
Sulfatedash (2.4.14): maximum 0.05 per cent, determined on
1.0 g.

Ammonium'Oxalate C2HaN204,H20 = 142.1
(6009-70-7)

Colourless crystals, soluble in water.
Ammonium Oxalate Solution
A 40 gILsolution of ammonium oxalate R.
Ammonium Persulfate Ammonium Peroxodisulfate;
Ammonium Peroxodisulphate; Anunonium Persulphate;
(NH.hS20. =228.2 (7727-54-0)
White or almost white, crystalline powder or granular
crystals, freely solublein water.
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Ammonium Polysulfide Solution Ammonium
polysulphide solution
Dissolve a sufficient quantity of precipitated sulfur to produce
a deep orange solution in a solution prepared in me following
manner. Immediately before use saturate 120 mL of
6M ammonia with hydrogen sulfide and add 80 mL of
6M ammonia.
Ammonium Pyrrolldlnedithlocarbamate Ammonium
tetramethylenedithiocarbamate; C,HI2N2S2 = 164.3
(5108-96-3)

Whiteor pale yellow, 'crystalline powder, sparingly soluble in
water, veryslightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Storage: in a bottle containing 3 piece of ammonium
carbonate in a muslin bag. 

Ammonium Pyrrolidlnedithiocarbamate Solution
A 1.0% wlv solution of ammonium pyrrolidinedithiocarbamare
thathas been washed immediately before use with three
25-mL quantities of 4-melhylpeman-2-one.
Ammonium Relneckate Ammonium
tetrathiocyanatodiamminochromate(llI) monohydrate;
NH.ICr(NCS),(NH,hl,H20 =354.4 (13573-16-5)

Red powderor crystals, sparingly solublein cold water,
soluble in hot water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
Anunonium Reineckate Solution
A 10 gIL solution of ammonium reineckate R. Prepare
immediately before use.
Anunonium Sulfamate Ammonium sulphamate;
NH2SO,NH. =114.1 (7773-06-0)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, hygroscopic, very soluble in water, slightly soluble in
ethaool (96 per cent).
mp: about 130°C.
Storag»: in an airtight container.
Ammoniwn Sulfate Ammonium sulphate;
(NH.hSO. =132.1 (7781-20-2)
Colourless crystals or white or almost whitegranules, very
soluble in water, practically insoluble in acetone and in
ethaool (96 per cent).
pH (2.2.3): 4.5 [0 6.0 for a 50 gIL solution in corbon dioxide
free waterR.
Sulfatedash (2.4.14): maximum 0.1 per cent.
Ammonium Sulfide Solution Ammonium sulphide
solution
Saturate 120 mL of dilute ammonia Rl with hydrogen sulfide R
and add 80 mL of dilute ammonia Rl. Prepare immediately
before use.
Ammonium Thiocyanate NH.SCN = 76.1 (1762-95-4)

Colourless crystals, deliquescent, very soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Storage: in an airtight container.
Anunoniwn Thiocyanate Solution
A 76 gIL solutionof ammonium thiocyanate R.
Amoxicillln Trihydrate See AmoxiciHin m"hydrate (0260).

Amyl Acetate C,H,,02 = 130.2

Consistsprincipally of 3-melhylbutyl acetate with a small
proportion of z-methylburyl acetate.
bp: about 140'.

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
A colourless liquid; weight permL, about0.87 g.
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Amyl Alcohol Isoamyl alcohol; C,H.aO = 88.1 (123-51-3)

Colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: abour 130 "C.

a-Amylase 1,4-a<-D-glucane-glucanohydrolase (EC 3.2.1.1)

White or light brown powder.

a-Amylase Solution

A solution of a-amylase R with an activity of 800 FAUIg.

P-Amyrin Olean-Iz-eu-Sp-of C,oH,.O = 426.7
(559-7tJ.-6)
White or almost white powder.

mp: 187"C to 190 "C.

t-Anelyl-u-prollne C,H•.,NaOJ = 186.2 (13485-59-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.

Andrographolide (3E,4S)-3-[2-[(IR,4aS,5R,6R,8aS)-6
Hydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)-5,8a-dimethyl-2
methylenedecahydronaphthalen-I-yl]ethylidene]-4
hydroxydihydrofuran-2(3H)-one; CaoHJOO, = 350.4
(5508-58-7)

Anethole I-Methoxy-4-{propen-I-yl)benaene;
C.oH I2O = 148.2 (4180-23-8)

White or almost white, crystalline mass up to 20 °C to
21 °C, liquid above 23 "C, practically insoluble In water,
freely soluble in anhydrous ethanol, soluble in ethyl acetate
and in light petroleum.

n-:;: about 1.56.
bp: about 230 "C.

Anethole used in gaschromatography complies with thefolJowing
additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Anise oil (0804).

Testsolution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum99.0 per cent of tmns-anethole (retention
time: about 41 min), calculated by the normalisation
procedure.
cis-Anethole (Z)-I-Methoxy-4-prop-I-enylbenaene;
C,.H,aO = 148.2
n't]: about 1.56.

bp: about 2300
•

General reagent grade of commerce.
A white crystalline mass at 20°; liquid above 23°.

Cis-anethole used in gaschromatography complies with the
following test.
Assay Examineby gas chromatography, Appendix ill B,
under the conditionsdescribed in the lest for
Chromatographic profile in the monograph for Anise Oil
using the reagent being examined as solution (1).

The area of the principal peakis not less than 92.0% of the
total area of the peaks.

Anhydrous Colloidal Sillca (7631-86-r)

SeeAnhydrous colloidal silica (0434).
Anhydrous Trisodium Orthophosphate Tribasic
Sodium Phosphate; Na,PO, =163.94 (7601-54-9)
mp: about 75"

General reagent grade of commerce.
Aniline Benzenearnine; C,H7N = 93.1 (62-53-3)

Colourless or slightly yellowish liquid, soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

d,'g: abour 1.02.
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bp: 183 "C to 186 "C.

Storage: protected from light.

Aniline Hydrochloride Benzenamine hydrochloride;
C,H.C1N = 129.6 (142-04-1)
Crystals. It darkens on exposure to airand light.
mp: about 198 "C.

Storage: protected from Iighr.

Oomem: minimum 97.0 per cent.

AnIline Hydrochloride Solution

Dissolve 2 g of aniline hydrochloride in a mixture of 65 mL of
ethanol (96%) and 35 mL of waterand add 2 mL of
hydrochloric acid.
Use within one day of preparation.
Anion Exchange Resin
Resin in chlorinated form with a quaternary ammonium
funtionalised latexcross-linked with divinylbenzene.
Wash the resin with 1 .Msodium hydroxide on a sintered-glass
filter (40) (2.1.2) until the washings are free from chloride,
then wash with water R until the washings areneutral.
Suspend in freshly prepared ammonium-free water Rand
protect fromatmospheric carbondioxide.
AnIon Exchange Resin, Strongly Basic
Gel-type resinin hydroxide form containing quaternary
ammonium groups [CHaN+(CH,h, type I] attached to a
polymer lattice consisting of polystyrene cross-linked with
8 per cent of divinylbenzene.
Browntransparent beads.
Panide size: 0.2 mm to 1.0 mm.
Nloisture content: about 50 per cent.
Totalexchange capacity: minimum 1.2 meqlmL.

Anion Exchange Resin for Chromatography, Strongly
Basic
Resin witha quaternary ammonium functionalised latex
cross-linked with divinylbenaene.

Anion-exchange Resin for Chromatography, Strongly
Basic Rl
Non-porousresinagglomerated with a 100 om alkyl
quaternary ammonium functionalised latex.
Anion-exchange Resin for Chromatography, Strongly
Basic R2

Resinagglomerated with a quaternary ammonium
functionalised latex cross-linked withethylvinylbenzene
divinylbenzene.
Anion Exchange Resin Rl
Resincontaining quaternary ammonium groups
[CH2N+(CHJhl attached to a lattice consisting of
methacrylate.
Anion Exchange Resin R2

Conjugate of homogeneous 10 11m hydrophilic polyether
particles, and a quaternary ammonium salt, providing a
matrix suitable for strong anion-exchange chromatography of
proteins.
Anion Exchange Resin R3
Resin withquaternary ammonium groupsattached to a
lattice of ethylvinylbenzene crosslinked with 55 per cent of
divinylbenzene.

Anion Exchange Resin, Weak
Resinwith diethylaminoethyl groups attached to a lattice
consisting of poly(methyl methacrylate).
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Anisaldehyde 4-Methoxybenzaldehyde; C.R.O, = 136.1
(123-11-5)
Oily liquid, very slightly soluble in water, misciblewith
ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: about 248 'C.

Anisaldehyde usedin gas chromatography complies with the
following additional test

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Aniseoil (0804).
Testsolution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 99.0 pel'cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Anlsaldehyde Solution

Mix in me following order, 0.5 mL of anisaldehyde R, JO mL
of glacial acetic add R, 85 mL of methanol Rand 5 mL of
sulfuric acidR.
Anisaldehyde Solution RI

To 10 mL of anisaldehyde R add 90 mL of ethanol
(96 per<enlj R, mix, add 10 mL of suI/uri< acidR and mix
again.
Anlsaldehyde Solution R2

To 170 mL of cold methanol R add 20 mL ofglacial acetic
acid R and 10 mL of sulfuri< acid R. Mix well. Cool to room
temperature and add 1.0 mL of anisaldehyde R.
Anise Ketone 1-(4-Methoxyphenyl)propan-2-one;
C,oH l2O, = 164.2 (122-84-9)

p-Anlsidloe 4-Methoxyaniline; C7R,NO = 123.2
(104-94-9)
White or almostwhite crystals, sparingly soluble in water,
soluble in anhydrous ethanol.
Content: minimum 97.0 per cent.

Caution: skin irritant., sensitiser:
Storage: protected fromlight, at 0 °C to 4 "C.

On storage, p-anisidine tends to darken as a resultof
oxidation. A discoloured reagent can he reduced and
decolorised in the following way: dissolve 20 g ofp-
anisidine R in 500 mL of waterR at 75 'C. Add I g of sodium
sulfitehepUlhydrate Rand 10 g of activated charalal R and stir
for 5 min. Pilter, cool the filtrate to about 0 °C and allowto
stand at this temperature forat least 4 h. Filter, wash the
crystals with a smallquantity of waterR at about 0 °C and
dry the crystals in vacuo (2.2.32).
Anolyte for Isoeleclrlc Focusing pH 3 to 5

O.IM glutamic acid, O.5M phosphoric acid. Dissolve 14.71 g
of glutamic acidin water, add 33 mL of orthophosphoric acid
and dilute to 1000 mL with water.
Anthracene C14H10 = 178.2 (/20-12-7)
White or almost white,crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, slightly soluble in chloroform.
mp: about 218 'C.

Anthranilic Acid 2-Aminobenzoic acid;
C7R7NO, = 137.1 (118-92-3)

A white or pale-yellow, crystalline powder, sparingly soluble
in cold water, freely soluble in hot water, in ethanol
(96 per cent) and inglycerol. Solutionsin ethanol
(96 per cent) or in etherand, particularly, in glycerol show a
violet fluorescence.
mp: about 145°C.
Anthrone 9(1OH)-Anthracenone; C,.HIOO = 194.2
(90-44-8)
Pale yellow, crystalline powder.
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mp: about 155°C. When used in an assay for glucose or
dextrans, complies with the foJlowing test.
Sensitivity to glucose Add, carefully, 6 mL of a 0.2% w/v
solution in a mixture of 19 mL of sulfuric acidand 1 mL of
water to 3 mL of a solution containing 5 Jlg of D-glucose per
mL and heat in a water bath for 5 minutes.The solutionis a
darker green than a solution prepared in the same manner
but omitting the glucose.
Anthrone Reagent
A 0.2% wlv solution of anthrone in nitrogen-free sulfuric acid.
The solutionshould be allowed to stand for 4 hours before
use and should be discarded after7 days.
Antimony Potassium Tartrate Antimony potassium
oxide (+)-tartrate; C.H,K,O,zSb,,3H,O = 668 (28300-74-5)
Whiteor almost white, granular powderor colourless,
transparent crystals, soluble in water and in glycerol, freely
soluble in boiling water, practically insoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent). The aqueous solution is slightly acid-.
Antimony Trichloride SbCl, =228.1 (10025-91-9)
Colourless crystals or a transparent crystalline mass)
hygroscopic, freely soluble in anhydrous ethanol. Antimony
trichloride is hydrolysed by water.
Storage: in an airtight container, protected from moisture.
Antimony Trichloride in Dichloroethane Solution
Prepare a 22.0% w/v solution of antimony trichloride in dry
1,Z..dichtoroethane thathas been purified by passing it down a
column of sih"ca gef and allow the solution to standfor
24 hOUlS. To 100 mL add 2.5 mL of ace1~1 chloride and allow
to stand for a further 24 hours before use.
Antimony Trichloride Solution

Rapidly wash 30 g of antimonyuichlotide R with two
quantities, each of 15 mL, of ethanol-frte chlor%nnR, drain
off the washings) and dissolve thewashedcrystals
inunediately in 100 mL of ethanol-free chloroform R, warming
slightly.

Storage: over a few grams of anhydrous sodium sulfate R.
Antithrombin III ATIII; (90170-80-2)
Antithrombin III is purified from human plasma by heparin
agerose chromatography and should have a specificactivity of
at least 6 illlmg.

Antithrombin III Solution RI

Reconstitute antithrombin III R as directed by the
manufacturer and dilute with tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
sodium chloride lniffer sdution pH 7.4 R to I IUlmL

AntIthrombin III Solution R2

Reconstitute antithrombin III R as directed by the
manufacturer and dilute with tn's(hydroxymahyljaminomethane
sodium chloride buffersolution pH 7.4 R to 0.5 IUlmL.

Antithrombin HI Solution R3

Reconstitute antithrombin 111 R as directed by the
manufacturer and dilute to 0.3 IU/mL with phosphate buffer
solution pH 6.5 R.
Antithrombin III Solution R4

Reconstitute antithrombin III R as directed by the
manufacturer and dilute to 0.1 lli/mL with
tris(hydroxymelhyl)aminomethane-EDTA buffer solution
pH8.4R.
Antithrombin III Solution R5

Reconstitute antithrombin III R as directed by the
manufacturer and dilute to 0.125 IU/mL with
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lris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane-EDTA buffer solution
pH 8.4 Rl.
Antithrombin III Solution R6

Reconstitute atltirhrombin III R as directed by the
manufacturer and dilute to 1.0 IU/mL with
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethant-EDTA buffer solution
pH 8.4 Rl.
Apigenin 4',5,7-Trihydroxyflavone; C15HIOOS = 270.2
(520-36-5)
Light yellowish powder, practically insoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 310°C, with decomposition.

Chromawgraphy. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Roman chamomile flower (0380):
apply 10 ~L of a 0.25 gIL solution in methanol R; the
chromatogram shows in the upper third a principal zone of
yellowish-green fluorescence.
Apigenin-7-glucoside Apigetrin; 7-(~-D

Glucopyranosyloxy)-5-hydroxy-2-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-I
benzcpyran-d-cne; Cz,H,oO,o =432.4 (571t-74-5)
Lightyellowish powder,practically insoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: 198'C to 201 'C.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Roman chamomile flower (0380):
apply 10 ~L of a 0.25 gIL solution in methanol R; the
chromatogram shows in the middle third a principal zone of
yellowish fluorescence.
Apigenin-7-glucoside used in liqw·d chromatography complies with
the following additional us.
Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Matricaria flower (0404).
Test solution. Dissolve 10.0 rng in methanol R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Apiole Apial; apioline; parsley apiole; 5-aUyl-4,7
dimethoxy-I,3-benzodioxol; C"HI.O. =222.24 (484-31-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Aprotinln (9087-70-1)
See Aprotinin (0580).
L-Arabinose Arabinose; C,HIOO, = 150.1 (87-72-9)

Whi~e or almostwhite, crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water.
lal~: + 103 to + 105, determined on a 50 gIL solution in
waterR containing about 0.05 per cent ofNHJ .

Arachidic Alcohol Eicosan-l-ol, Arachidyl alcohol;
Arachidyl alcohol; C,aH.,O =298.5 (629-96-9)

rnp: about65 "C.
Content: minimum 96 per cent of CzoH420.
Arachls 011

Of the British Pharmacopoeia.

Arbutin Arbutoside; 4-Hydroxyphenyl-~-D
glucopyranoside; C"HI. 0 7 = 272.3 (497-76-7)

Fine, white or almostwhite, shiny needles, freely soluble in
water, verysoluble in hot water,soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

Chromawgraphy. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Bearl>eny leaf (1054); the
chromatogram shows only one principal spot.
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Arginine L-Arginine; (74-79-3)

See Arginine (0806).

Argon Ar =39.95 (7440-37-1)
Content: minimum 99.995 per cent VIV.
Carbon monoxide (2.5.25, Methad1): maximum 0.6 ppm VIV;
afterpassageof 10 L of argon R at a flow rate of 4 l.Jh, not
more than 0.05 mL of 0.002 M sodium thiosulfate is required
for the titration.
Argon RI Ar =39.95 (7440-37-1)
Content: minimum 99.99990 per cent VIV.
Argon for Chromatography Ar =39.95 (7440-37-1)
Content: minimum 99.95 per cent VIV.
Aromadendrene (IR,2S,4R,8R,IIR)-3,3,II-Trimethyl-7
methylenetricyclo- [6.3.0.0"")undecane; C15H,. = 204.4
(489-39-4)

Clear, almost colourless liquid.
4°: abOUI 0.911.

n~: about 1.497.

[.I~: about + 12.

bp: about 263 'C.

Aromadendrene used it' gaschromawgraphy complies with the
following additional us.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph on Tea tree oil (1837).
Content: minimwn 92 per cent) calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Arsenazo III 3,6-Bis[(2-arsonophenyl)diazenyl)-4,5
dihydroxynaphthalene-2,7-disulfunic acid;
C,,H,sAs2N.O t .S, = 776 (J668-0()-4)
Brownpowder.
Arsenious Trioxide Arsenic trioxide; As,O, =197.8
(1327-53-3)

Crystalline powderor a whiteor almost whitemass, slightly
soluble in water, soluble in boiling water.
Arsenite Solution
Dissolve 0.50 g of arsenious m"oxide in 5 mL of 2Msodium
hydroxide solution, add 2.0 g of sodium hydrogen carbonate and
dilute to 100 mL with water.

L-Ascorblc Acid Ascorbic acid; (5()-81-7)

SeeA,cmbic acid (0253).
Ascorbic Acid Solution
Dissolve 50 mg in 0.5 mLof water R and dilute to 50 mL
with dimethyljormamide R.
Asiaticoslde 0-6-DeoXY-<X-L-mannopyranosyl-(1~ 4)-0-13
D-glucopyranosyl-(l~6)-~-D-glucopyranosyl 2«,3~,23
trihydroxy-4«-urs-12-en-28-oate; C..H 7SO'9 = 959
(16830-15-2)
White or almostwhitepowder, hygroscopic, soluble in
methanol,slightly soluble in anhydrous ethanol, insoluble in
acetonitrile.
mp: about 232°C, withdecomposition.
Water (2.5.12): 6.0 per cent.

Asiaticoside usedin liquid chromawgraphy complies with the
following additional ust
Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Centella (1498).

Conrent: minimum 97.0 per cent, calculated by the
nonnalisationprocedure.
Storage: protected from humldjty.
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Asparagine C,HsN203 = 132.12 (70-47-3)

Aspartic AcId (56-84-8)

See Aspartic acid (0797).

n-Aspartic Acid C,H,NO, = 133.1 (1783-96-6)

L-Aspartyl-L-phenylalanine Aspartame;
C13H,oN,O, = 280.3 (13433-09-5)

White or almost white powder.

mp: about 210 °CJ with decomposition.
Astragaloside IV (20R,24S)-20,24-Epoxy-i6P,25
dihydroxy-3P-(P-n-xylopyranosyloxy)-9, 19-cyclolano"an-oo
yl p-n-glucopyranoside; C"H..O" = 785 (84687-43-4)

Atenolol C"H'2N,03 = 266.3 (56715-13-1J)

General reagent grade of commerce.

Atropine Sulfate Atropine sulphate; (5908-99-6)

See Atropine sulfate (0068).

Aucubin [IS,4aR,5S,7aS)-5-Hydroxy-7-(hydroxymethyl)
I ,4a,5,7a-tetrahydrocyclopenta[c)pyran-l-yl p-o
glucopyranoside, C15H220. =346.3 (479-98-1)

Crystals, soluble in water, in ethanol (96 per cent) and in
methanol,practically insoluble in lightpetroleum.
mp: about 181 "C.

A2adirachtin C3sH"O,. =720.7 (11141-17-6)
mp: about 165°.

General reagent grade of commerce.

Aaobenzene C'2H,oN2 =182.2 (103-33-3)

mp: about 69°.

Use a gradeof commerce suitable for chromatographic
standardisaticns. .

Azomethine H Monosodium salt hydrate;
C17H12NNaO.S2 =445.4 (5941-07-1)

Azomethine H Solution
Dissolve 0.45 g of azomerhine H Rand 1 g of ascotbic acidR
with gentle heating in water R and dilute to 100 mL with the
same solvent
Balca1In C2.H 180ll =446.4 (21967-41-9)

5,6-Dihydroxy-4-oxo-2-phenyl-4H-I-bemopyran-7-yl-~-n
glucopyranosiduronic acid.

Barbaloin Aloin; 1,8-Dihydroxy-3-hydroxymethyl-10-P-o
glucopyranosyl-IOH-anthracen-9-one; C21H2209J

H20 =436.4 (1415-73-2)

Yellow to dark-yellow, crystalline powder, or yellowneedles,
darkening on exposure to air and light,sparingly soluble in
water and in ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in acetone, in
ammonia and in solutions of alkali hydroxides.
A:~: about 192 at 269 nm, about 226 at 296.5 run, about
259 at 354 om, determined on a solution in methanol Rand
calculatedwith reference (0 the anhydrous substance.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Frangula bark (0025); the
chromatogram shows only one principal spot.
Barbitone Sodium Barbital sodium;
C.HlIN2Na03 = 206.2 (144-02-5)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.

A white or almostwhite, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, freely soluble in water, slightly solublein ethanol
(96 per cent).

BarbItone Barbital; (57-44-3)

See Barbital (0170).
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Barbituric Acid 2,4,6-Trihydroxypyrimidine;
C,H,N,03 = 128.1 (67-52-7)

Whiteor almostwhitepowder, slightlysolublein water,
freely soluble in boiling water and in dilute acids.
mp: about 253 "C.

Barium Acetate Barium diacetatej C"H6BaO.. ;;;:; 255.4
(543-80-6)

Whiteor almostwhile powder, soluble in water.
~g: 2.47.
Barium Carbonate BaC03 = 197.3 (513-77-'1)

White or almostwhitepowderor friable masses,practically
insoluble in water.
Barium Chloride Barium dichlonde;
BaCI2,2H20 =244.3 (10326-27-9)

Colourless crystals, freely soluble in water, slightly solublein
ethanol (96 per cent).

Barium Chloride Solution

A 10.0% wlv solution of barium chloride.

Barium Chloride Solution RI

A 61 gIL solution of barium chloride R.

Barium Chloride Solution R2

A 36.5 gfL solution of barium chloride R.

Barium Hydroxide Barium dihydroxide;
Ba(OH)2,8H,O = 315.5 (12230-71-6)

Colourless crystals, soluble in water.
Barium Hydroxide Solution

A 47.3 gIL solution of barium hydroxide R.

Barium Nitrate Ba(N03h =261.3 (10022-31-8)

Crystals or crystalline powder, freely soluble in water, very
slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in acetone.
mp: about 590 °C.
Barium Sulfate (7727-43-7)
See Barium sulfate (0010).

Benzaldehyde C,H.O = 106.1 (100-52-7)

Colourless or slightly yellowliquid, slightly soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
d~: about 1.05.
n~o: about 1.545.
Distillation range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 177 "C and 180 "C.

Storage: protected from light.

Benzalkonium Chloride
Of the British Pharmacopoeia.

Benzalkonium Chloride Solution
Of the British Pharmacopoeia.

Benzalphthalide 3-Benxylidenephthalide;
C 15H,.02 = 222.24 (575-61-1)

Lightyellowpowderor crystals.
Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Benzene C.H. = 78.1 (71-43-2)

Clear, colourless, flammable liquid, practically insoluble in
water, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
bp: about 80 "C.

Where benzene is used to prepare a reference solution] for
safety reasons, the pure reagent may be replaced by a
commercially available reference material containing a
certified amount of benzene.
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Where benzene is used to prepare a reference solution, for
safety reasons, the pure reagent maybe replaced by a
commercially available reference material containing a
certified amountof benzene.
Bemene-I,2,4-triol Hydroxyhydroquinone;
Hydroxyquinol; C.H.03 =126.1 (533-73-3)

Freely soluble in water, in ethanol (96 per cent) and in ethyl
acetate.

mp: about 140 "C.

Benzethonium Chloride Benzyldimethyl[2-[2-[4-(l,1,3.3
tetramethylbutyl)phenoxy)ethoxy)ethyl)ammonium chloride,
C"H.,ClNO, =448.1 (121-54-U)

Fine, whiteor almost whitepowder or colourless crystals)
soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 163 "C.

SlOrage: protected from light.

Benzidine Biphenyi-4,4'-diamine; Cl2HI2Nz = 184.2
(92-87-5)
Coment: minimum 95 per cent.

Whiteor slightly yellowish or reddish powder, darkening on
exposure to airand light.
mpr about 120 "C.

Storag»: protected from light.

Benzll Diphenylethanedione; Cl4HlO02 == 210.2
(134-81-6)

Yellow, crystalline powder, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), ethyl acetate and toluene.
mp: 95 "C.
Benzocaine C,HIlNO, =165.2 (94-09-7)

See Benzocaine (0011).

Benzohydrazlde Benzoyldiazane; G,HsN,O =136.2
(613-94-5)
Benzolc Acid (65-85-U)

See Benzoic acid (0066).

Benzoin a-Hydroxy-a-phenylacetophenone;
C,oH l2O, = 212.3 (579-44-2)

Slightlyyellowish crystals, very slightly soluble in water, freely
soluble in acetone, soluble in hot ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 137°C.
Benzophenone Diphenylmethanone; CL3H100 = 182.2
(119-61-9)

Prismatic crystals, practically insoluble in water, freely soluble
in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 48°C.
1,4-Benzoquinone Cyclohexa-2,5-diene-l,4-dione;
C.H.O, = 108.1 (106-51-4)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
Benzoylarginlne Ethyl Ester Hydrochloride N-Benzoyl
L-arginineethyl ester hydrochloride; Ethyl (S)-2-benzamido
5-guanidinovalerate hydrochloride; C15H"ClN.03 = 342.8
(2645-08-1)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, very soluble in
water and in anhydrous ethanol.
[al::': -15 to -18, determined on a 10 gIL solution.

mp: about 129 "C.

A:~: 310 to 340, detennined at 227 nm using a 0.01 gIL
solution.
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Benzoyl Chloride C,H,CIO =140.6 (98-88-4)

Colourless, lachrymatory liquid, decomposed by water and
by ethanol (96 per cent).

~: about 1.21.

bp: about 197 "C.

Benzoylecgonine Hydrate C,oH,,NO.,H,O = 307.3
(519-09-5)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Benzoyl Peroxide C,.H,oO. = 242.2 (94-36-U)

mp: after drying, about 104".

White or almost white granules.
General reagent grade of commerce.
For safety Benzoyl Peroxide should be keptmoistened with
about 23%w/w of water.
N-Bemoyl-L-prolyl-L-phenylaianyl-L-arginlne
4-Nltroanllide Acetate C"H.,NsOs =703
3~Benzoylpropionic Acid 4-0xo-4-phenylbutanoic acid;
C,oH.oO, = 178.2 (2051-95-8)

mp: about 118°C.
2-Bemoylpyridlne Benzoylpyridine; C12H,NO =183.2
(91-02-1)

Colourless crystals, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about43°C.
Benzyl Alcohol (100-51-6)

See Benzyl alcohol (0256).

Benzyl Benzoate (120-51-4)

See Benzyl benzoate (0705).

ChromalOgraphy. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Peru balsam (0754): apply
20 poL of a 0.3 per cent VIVsolution in ethyl acetate R; after
spraying and heating, the chromatogram showsa principal
band with an Rp of about 0.8.
Benzyl Cinnamate Benzyl 3-phenylprop-2-enoate;
C••H,.O, =238.3 (103-41-3)

Colourless oryellowish crystals, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 39 "C.

Chromatography, Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Peru balsam (0754): apply
20 J1L of a 3 gIL solution in ethylaceUZte R; after spraying and
heating, the chromatogram showsa principal bandwith
an Rp of about0.6.
Benzyl Cyanide Phenylacetonitrile; CsH,N =117.2
(140-29-4)

Content: minimum 95.0 percent.
Clear, colourless or light yellow liquid.
n~: about 1.523.
bp: about 233 "C.

Benzyl Ether Dibenzyl ether; C1.H,.O =198.3
(103-5()-4)

Clear, colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water,
miscible with acetone and with anhydrous ethanol,

<4g: about 1.043.

n~: about 1.562.

bp: about 296 "C, with decomposition.

Benzylpenicillin Sodium (69-57-8)

See BenzylpenkiJlin sodium (0114).

2-Benzylpyridine C12HlIN = 169.2 (101-82-6)

Content: minimum 98.0 percent.
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Yellow liquid.

mp: 13°C to 16 °C.
4-Benzylpyrldlne C12HIIN =169.2 (2116-65-6)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
Yellow liquid.
mp: 72 -c to 78 'C.
Benzyltrlmethylammonlum Chloride
Trimethylphenylmethanaminium chloride;
C",Hl.CIN = 185.7 (56-93-9)
Whiteor almost whitepowder, soluble in water.
mp: about 230°C, with decomposition.
Berberine Chloride 9,IO-Dimethoxy-5,6-dihydrobenzo
fg]-1,3-benzodioxolo[5,6-a]quinolizinium chloride;
C2oH.8CINO.,2H20 =407.8 (5956-60-5)
YeJlow crystals, slightly solublein water, practically insoluble
in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 204 -c to 206 'C.

Betberme chloride usedin liquidchromatography complies with the
following additional test

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Goldenseal rhizome (1831).

Content: minimum 95 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Bergapten 5-Methoxypsoralen; C. 2HsO. =216.2
(484-20-8)

Colourless crystals, practically insoluble in water, sparingly
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and slightly soluble in glacial
aceticacid.
mp: about 188 'C.

Beta-cyclodexttin Derivative of Silica Gel for Cbiral
Separation

Substituted beta-cyclodextrin coatedon a veryfinelydivided
silicagel forchiral separation.
P-Cyclodexttin Derivative of Silica Gel for Cbiral
Separation See Baa-cydodexoin den'vative ofsilica gd for
chiratseparation R.
Betamethasone 9<x-F1uoro-11 P,17<X,21-tribydroxy-16p
methylpregna-l,4-diene-3,20-dione; CnH29FOs = 392.5
(378-44-9)

mp: about 236°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Betnlln Lup-20(39)-ene-3p,28-diol; C,oH'002 = 442.7
(473-98-3)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder.
mp: 248'C to 251 'C.

Blbenzyl 1,2-Diphenylethane; C •.H•• = 182.3 (103-29-7)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, verysoluble in methylene chloride, freely
soluble in acetone, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 50 "C to 53 'C.

Biphenyl C. 2H.o =154.2 (92-52-4)

mp: 68 -c to 70 'C.

Biphenyl-d-ol 4-Phenylphenol; C.2HIOO = 170.2
(90-43-7)

mp: 164' to 167'.

White or almost white, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water.
(-)....-Blsabolol Levomenol; C 15H2.O = 222.4
(23089-26-1)
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Colourless, viscous liquid witha slight, characteristic odour,
practically insoluble in water, freely soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), in methanol, in toluene, in fatty oils and in
essential oils.
dig: 0.925 to 0.935.

nir 1.492 to 1.500.

("J~: -54.5 to -58.0, detennined on a 50 giL solution in
ethanol (96 per cmu R.

(-)-«-Bisabolol usedfor gas chromatography complies with the
following additional test

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Mall'ican'a ofl (1836).

Testsolution. A 4 gIL solution in cyclohexane R.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
1,3-bls(2-Acetyl-3-hydroxyphenoxy)-2-propanol
C. 9H200, =360.4 glmol (16150-44-rJ)
Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Blsbenzlmlde 4-[5-[5-(4-Methylpiperazin-I-yl)
benzimidazol-2-yl)benzimidazol-2-yl)phenol tribydrochloride
pentahydrate; C"H2,CI,N.O,5H20 = 624 (23491-44-1)

Bisbenzimide Stock Solution
Dissolve 5 mg of bisbenzimide R in wattr R and dilute to
100 mL with the same solvent.
Storage: in the dark.
B1sbenzlmlde Working Solution

Immediately beforeuse, dilute 100 IJL of bisbenzimide stock
solution R to 100 mL with phosphate buffered saline pH 7.4 R.

Bls(diphenylmethyl) Ether C2oH2'O =350.5 (574-42-5)
[Oxybis(methanetriyl)]tetrakisbenzene. 1,1',I ",1"'-(Oxy
methylidyne)tetrakisbenzene.

Bismuth Nitrate Pentahydrate Bi(NO,h,5H20 =485.1
(l0035-06-rJ)

mp: about 30 'C.

Bismuth Oxycarbonate Bismuth subcarbonate;
(5892-10-4)

A basic salt corresponding approximately to the fonnula
(BiOhC03.J%H20.J containing the equivalent of about 91%
of Bi20 , .
Bismuth Oxynitrate Bismuth subnitrate; 4BiNO,(OH)2.
BiO(OH) = 1462 (1304-85-4)

Whiteor almostwhite powder,practically insoluble in water.
Bismuth Oxynitrate Rl Bismuth subnitrate RI
Content: 71.5 per cent to 74.0 per cent of bismuth (Bi), and
14.5 per cent to 16.5 per cent of nitrate, calculated as
nitrogen pentoxide (N20S).
Bismuth Oxynitrate Solution
Bismuthsubnitrate solution
Dissolve 5 g of bismuthsubnitrate Rl in a mixture of 8.4 mL
of nitric acidRand 50 mL of water R and dilute to 250 mL
with waterR. Filter if necessary.
Acidity. To IO mL add 0.05 mL of methylorange solution R.
5.0 mL to 6.25 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is required to
changethe colour of the indicator.
Bismuth Subcarbonate See Bismuth oxycarlxmate.
N,O-Bis(trimethylsllyl)acetamlde CSH2,NOSi, =203.4
(10416-59-8)

Colourless liquid.
dig: about 0.83.
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Bis(trlrnethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide
N,o-bis(Trimethylsilyl)triftuoroacetamide;
C.H••F,NOSj, =257.4 (25561-30-2)
Colourless liquid.

~: about 0.97.

n~: about 1.38.

bPl2mm: about 40°C

Biuret C,H,N,O, =103.1 (108-19-0)
White or almost white crystals, hygroscopic, soluble in water,
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: 188°C to 190 "C, with decomposition.

Swrage: in an airtight container.

Biuret Reagent
Dissolve 1.5 g of copper su/fat< pemahydrat< Rand 6.0 g of
sodium potassium tartrate R in 500 mL of waterR.
Add 300 mL of a carbonate-free 100 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R, dilute [0 1000 mL with the same solution and
mix.

Blocking Solution

A 10 per cent VIV solution of acetic add R.

Blue Dextran 2000 (9049-32-5)
Prepared from dextran having an average relative molecular
mass of 2 x 106 by introduction of a polycyclic
chromophore that colours the substance blue. The degree of
substitution is 0.017.

It is freeze-dried and dissolves rapidly and completely in
water and aqueous saline solutions.

Absorba_ (2.2.25). A I gIL solution in a phosphat< buffer
solution pH 7.0 R shows an absorption maximum at 280 nm.
Boldine 1,10-Dimethoxy-6alX-aporphine-2,9-diol;
C 19H2.NO. = 327.3 (476-70-1J)
White or almost white crystalline powder, very slightly
soluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in
dilute solutions of acids.

(a\:,': about + 127, determined on a I gIL solution in
anhydrous ethanol R.

mp: about 163 "C.

Borate Solution

Dissolve 9.55 g of disodium t</mOOrat< R in sulfuric acidR,
heating on a water-bath, and dilute to I L with the same
acid.

Boric Acid (10043-35-3)
See Boric acid (0001).
Boric Acid Solution

Dissolve 5 g of boric acid in a mixture of 20 mL of water and
20 mL of absolute ethanol and dilute to 250 mL with absolute
ethanol.
Boric Acid Solution, Cold Saturated

To 3 g of boric add R add 50 mL of water R and shake for
10 min. Place the solution for 2 h in the refrigerator.

n-Borneol Borneol; C.oH,aO = 154.3 (507-70-1))
Colourless crystals, readily sublimes, practically insoluble in
water, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in light
petroleum.

mp: about 208°C.

Chromarography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using
silica gelGRas the coating substance. Apply to the plate
10 ilL of a 1 gIL solution in toluene R. 'Develop over a path
of 10 cm using chlorofann R. Allow the plate to dry in air,
spray with anisaJdehyde solution R, using 10 mL for a plate
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200 mm square, and heat at 100-105 °C for 10 min.
The chromatogram obtained shows only one principal spot.

o-Bornyl Acetate Bornyl acetate; CI2H2002 =196.3
(5655-6I-1f)
Colourless crystals or a colourless liquid, very slightly soluble
in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 28°C.

Chromarography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.'2.27), using
silica gelGRas the coating substance. Apply to the plate
10 ,...L of a 2 gIL solution In toluene R. Develop over a path
of 10 cm using chloroform R. Allow the plate to dry in air,
spray with anisaldehyde solution R, using 10 mL for a plate
200 mm square, and heat at 100-105 °C for 10 min.
The chromatogram obtained shows only one principal spot.

Boron Trichloride BCI, = 117.2 (10294-34-5)
Colourless gas. Reacts violently with water. Available as
solutions in suitable solvents (z-chforoerbanol, methylene
chloride, hexane, heptane, methanol).

n~: about 1.420.

bp: about 12.6 "C.

Caution: toxic and corrosive.
Boron Trichloride-Methanol Solution

A 12 per cent mlm solution of boron tn·chloride R in
methanol R.

Storage: protected from light at -20 °C, preferably in sealed
tubes.

Boron Trifluoride BF, =67.8 (7637-07-2)
Colourless gas.

Boron Trifluoride Soludon Boron ttiftuoride
methanol solution

A 140 gIL solution of boron trifluoride R in methanol R.
Bovine Coagula tion Factor Xa (9002-05-5)
An enzyme which converts prothrombin to thrombin.
The semi-purified preparation is obtained from liquid bovine
plasma and it may be prepared by activation of the zymogen
factor X with a suitable activator such as Russell's viper
venom.

Storage: freeze-dried preparation at -20°C and frozen
solution at a temperature lower than -20 "C.
Bovine Factor Xa Solution

Reconstitute as directed by the manufacturer and dilute with
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane sodium chloride buffer so/unon
pH 7.4 R.
Any change in the absorbance of the solution) measured at
405 om (2.2.25) against tris(hydroxymerlryl)aminomethane
sodium chloride buffer solution pH 7.4 R and from which the
blank absorbance has been subsrracted, is not more than
0.20 per minute.

Bovine Factor Xa Solution RI

Reconstitute as directed by the manufacturer and dilute to
1.4 nkatlmL with tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane-EDTA
buffer solution pH 8.4 R.

Bovine Factor Xa Solution R2

Reconstitute as directed by the manufacturer and dilute with
tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomuhane-EDTA buffer solution
pH 8.4 Rl to obtain a solution that gives an absorbance
between 0.65 and 1.25 at 405 om when determining the
blank amidolytic activity according to general chapter 2.7.5
using the end-point method.

Br1llIant Blue (6104-59-2)

See add blue83 R.
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Brilliant Green CI 42040; basic green 1;
C27H,.N20.S =482.6 (633-03-4)
Technicalgrade of commerce.
Small)glistening golden crystals.

Bromelains (37189-34-7)

Concentrate of proteolytic enzymes derived from Ananas
comosus Merr.
Dull-yeUow powder.

Activity. 1 g liberates about 1.2 g of amino-nitrogen from a
solution of gelatin R in 20 min at 45 °C and pH 4.5.
Bromelalns Solution
A 10 gIL solution of bromelains R in a mixture of I volumeof
phosphore buffersolution pH 5.5 Rand 9 volumes of a 9 WL
solution of sodium chloride R.
Bromine Br2 =159.8 (7726-95-6)

Brownish-red fuming liquid, slightly soluble in water, soluble
in ethanol (96 per cent).

"',Ii: about 3.1.
To prepare O.OSM bromine dissolve 3 g of potassium
bromate and 5 g of potassium bromide in sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL Weaker solutions should he prepared
using proportionately lesseramounts of reagents or by
appropriate dilution.
Bromine Solution
Dissolve 30 g of bromine Rand 30 g of potassium bromide R in
water R and dilute to 100 ml.with the same solvent.
Bromine Solution, Acetic
Dissolve 100 g of potassium aatate inglacial acetic addand
add 4 mL of bromine and sufficient glacial auuc acid to
produce 1000 mL.

Bromine Water
Shake 3 mL of bromine R with 100 mL of waterR to
saturation.
Storage: over an excess of bromine R, protected from light.
Bromine Water RI

Shake 0.5 mL of bromine R with 100 mL of waterR.
Storage: protected from light; use within I week.
Bromobenzene CoR,Br =157.0 (108-86-1)
n~: about 1.56.
bp: about 156°.

General reagent grade of commerce.
A colourless to pale yellowliquid; weightper ml., about
1.50 g.

Bromocresol Green 3/,3 I1,5',5"-Tetrabromo-m-cresol

sulfonphthalein; 4,4'-(3H-2, l-Benzoxathiol-3-ylidene)bis(2.6
dibromo-3-methylphenol)-S,S-dioxide; C"H,.Br.O,S = 698
(76-6Q-1f)

Brownish-white powder,slightly soluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent) and in dilute solutions of alkali
hydroxides.

Bromocresol Green-Methyl Red Solution
Dissolve 0.15 g of bromocresol green Rand 0.1 g of methyl
red R in 180 mL of anhydrous ethanol R and dilute to 200 mL
with water R.
Bromocresol Green Solution
Dissolve 50 mg of bromocresol green R in 0.72 mL of 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide and 20 mL of ethanol (96 percen!! Rand
dilute to 100 mL with waterR.
Test for sensitivity. To 0.2 mL of the bromocresol green
solution add 100 mL of carbon dioxide-free waterR.
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The solution is blue. Not more than 0.2 mL of 0.02 Al
hydrochlon"c acid is required to change the colour to green.
Colour change: pH 3.6 (yellow) to pH 5.2 (blue).

Bromocresol Purple 3',3"-Dibromo-o
cresolsulfonphthalein; 4,4'-(3H-2.1-Benzoxathiol-3-ylidene)
bis(2-bromo-6-methylphenol)-S,S-dioxide;
C,.H.ol!r20,S =540.2 (115-40-2)
Pinkish powder, practically insoluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent) and in dilute solutions of alkali
hydroxides.

Bromocresol Purple Solution
Dissolve 50 rng of bromocresol purple R in 0.92 mL of 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide and 20 mL of ethanol (96 percen!! Rand
dilute to lOa mL wiLh water R.
Testfor sensitivity. To 0.2 mL of the bromocresol purple
solution add 100 mL of C!lrbon dioxide-free waterRand
0.05 mL of 0.02 lW sodium hydroxide. The solution is bluish
violet. Not more than 0.2 mL of 0.02 L\1 hydrochloric acid is
required to change the colour to yellow.
Colour change: pH 5.2 (yeUow) to pH 6.8 (bluish-violet).

5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine 5-Bromo-I -(2-deoxy-~-d
erythro-pentofuranosy1)-IH,3H-pyrimidine-2,4-dionej
C,HIIBrN20, = 307.1 (59-14-3)

mp: about 194 "C.
Chromatagraphy. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph 1doxuridine (0669): apply 5 pL
of a 0.25 gIL solution; the chromatogram shows only one
principal spot.
Bromomethoxynaphthalene 2-Bromo-6
methoxynaphthalene; CIIH,BrO =237.1 (5111-65-9)

mp: about 109 °C.

Bromophenol Blue 3',3",5',5"
Tetrabromophenolsulfonphthaleinj 4,4' -(3H-2,1
Benzoxathiol-3-ylidene)bis(2,6-dibromophenol) S,S-dioxide;
C 19HIOIlr.O,S =670 (115-39-9)

Light orange-yellow powder, veryslightly soluble in water,
slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), freely soluble in
solutions of alkali hydroxides.
Bromophenol Blue Solution
Dissolve O. I g of bromophenol blue R in 1.5 mL of 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide and 20 mL of ethanol (96 per cen!! Rand
dilute to 100 mL with waterR.
Tenfor sensiti.ity. To 0.05 mL of the bromophenol blue
solution add 20 mL of carbon dioxide-free waterRand
0.05 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid. The solution is yeUow.
Not more than 0.1 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is required
to change the colour to bluish-violet.
Colour change: pH 2.8 (yeUow) to pH 4.4 (bluish-violet).

Bromophenol Blue Solution Rl
Dissolve 50 mg of bromophenol blueR with gentle heating in
3.73 mL of 0.02 M sodium hydroxide and dilute to 100 mL
withwaterR.
Bromophenol Blue SolutIon R2

Dissolve with heating 0.2 g of bromophenol blueR in 3 mL of
0.1 M sodium hydroxide and 10 mL of ethanol (96 per cent) R.
Aftersolution is effected, allow to cool and dilute to 100 mL
with ethanol (96 percen!! R.

Bromophos C.H.BrCho,PS = 366.0 (2104-96-3)
A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ1L in leo
octane) may be used.
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Bromophos-ethyl CIOH"BrCI,O,PS = 394.0 (4824-78-6)

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nwpL In iso
octane) may be used.
Bromothymol Blue 3'J3"-Dibromothymotsulfonphl:halein;
4,4'-(3H-2,1-Benzoxathiol-3-ylidene)bis(2-bromo-6
isopropyl-3-methylphenol) S,S-dioxide; Cz,H,.Br,O,S =624
(76-59-5)

Reddish-pink or brownish powder, practically insoluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in dilute solutions
of alkali hydroxides.

Bromothymol Blue Solution RI

Dissolve 50 mg of bromothymol blueR in a mixture of 4 mL
of a02 M sodium hydroxide and 20 mL of ethanol
(96 per cen!! R and dilute to 100 mL with water R.

Ten for«miri"/)'. To 0.3 mL of bromothymol bluesolurion Rl
add 100 mL of carbon dioxide-free water R. The solution is
yellow. Not more than 0.1 mL of 0.02 M sodium hydroxide is
required to change the colour to blue.
Colour change: pH 5.8 (Yellow) to pH 7.4 (blue).

Bromothymol Blue Solution R2

A 10 gIL solution of bromothYmol blueR in
dimethYl/ormamid< R.
Bromothymol Blue Solution R3

Warm 0.1 g of bromothymol blueR with 3.2 mL of o. 05 M
sodium hydroxide and 5 mL of ethanol (90 per cenr Vlv,l R.
After solutionis effected, dilute to 250 mL with ethanol
(90 percenl Vlv,l R.
Bromothymol Blue Solution R4

Dissolve 100 mg of bromol1iymol blue R in a mixture of equal
volumes of ethanol (96 percen!! R and water R and dilute to
100 mL with the same mixture of solvents. Filter if
necessary.
BRP Indicator Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g of bromolhymol blue R, 20 mg of methyl red R
and 0.2 g of phmolphlhalein R in ethanol (96 per cenl) Rand
dilute to 100 mL with thesame solvent. Filter.
Brucine 10,II-Dimedtoxysnychnine;
C2,H,oN,O. = 394.5 (357-57-3)
Colourless crystals, slightly soluble in water, freely soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 178°C.

Butanal Butyraldehyde; C.H.O = 72.1 (123-72-8)

d~: 0.806.
ng': 1.380.

bp: 75°C.

i-Butane Isoburane: 2-Melhylpropane; C4H IO = 58.12
(75-28-5)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent VIV.
N-Butane Butane; C.HIO = 58.12 (106-97-8)
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent VIV.
Butane-I,3-dlol c..HIO0 2 = 90.1 (6290-03-5)

n1;': about 1.440.

bp: about 203°.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Butane-I,4-dlol HO(CH,).OH =90.12 (110-63-4)
Butan-t-ol l-Butancl; N-Butanol; N-Butyl alcohol;
Butanol; C.HIOO = 74.1 (71-36-3)

Clear, colourless liquid, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent),

iig: about0.81.
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bp: 116°C to 119 °C.

Buran-z-ol set-Butyl alcohol; 2-butanol; C4HIOO = 74.12
(78-92-2)

dig: about 0.81.
bp: about 99°.

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
A colourless liquid.
Buten-z-ol RI sec-Butyl alcohol; 2-Butanol RI;
C.H,oO = 74.1 (78-92-2)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Clear, colourless liquid, soluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 0.81.

Dis.IIa,ion range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 99°C and 100°C.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Isopropyl alwhol (0970).
Buren-z-one Methyl ethyl ketone; Ethyl methyl ketone;
(78-93-3)

See methylethylketone R.
Butyl Acetate C.H120 , =116.2 (123-86-4)

Clear, colourless liquid, flammable, slightly soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

di~: about 0.88.
ng': about 1.395.
Durilknion "Tllge (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 123°C and 126 °C.
Butyl Acetate Rl

Content: minimum99.5 per cent, determinedby gas
chromatography.

Clear, colourless liquid, flammable, slightly soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
di~: about 0.883.

n~: about 1.395.
Butanol: maximum0.2 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.

n-Butyl formate: maximum 0.1 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.
n-Butyl propionate: maximum 0.1 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.

Water: maximum 0.1 per cent.
N...Butylamine l-Butanamine; Butylamine;
c..H"N = 73.1 (109-73-9)
Distil and use within one month.

Colourless liquid, miscible with water, with ethanol
(96 per cent).

n~: about 1.401.
bp: about 78°C.

tert-Butylamine (75-64-9)

See 1,I-dimethykthylamine R.

4-(Butylamino)benzolc Acid CIlH"NO, = 193.2
(4740-24-1)
White or almostwhite powder.
Content: 96.5 per cent to 103.5 per cent.
Butylated Hydroxyanisole 2-ren-Butyl-4-methoxyphenol;
C"H,.O, =180.2 (25013-16-5)
mp: about 61°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
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A white or almostwhite, crystaUine powder.
Butylated Hydroxytoluene (128-37-1J)

See BUlylhydroxytolueneR.

Butylboronlc Acid C,HIIBO, =101.9 (4426-47-5)
Content: minimum 98 per cent.

mp: 90 "C to 92 "C.

Butyl Chloride See 1-Chlorobucane.

terl-ButyIbydroperoxide
I,I-Dimethylethylhydroperoxide; C.H,oO, = 90.1 (75-91-2)
Flammable liquid,solublein organic solvents.
dig: 0.898.

ng': 1.401.

bp: 35 "C.
Butyl 4-hydroxybenzoate (94-26-8)

See Butyl parahydroxybenzoau R.

ButyIbydroxytoluene (128-37-0)

See Butylhydroxytoluene (0581).

2-Butyloctanol (2E)-2-Butyloctan-I-ol; C12H260 = 186.3
(3913-02-8)

Butyl Parahydroxybenzoate (94-26-8)
See Butyl parahydroxybenzoat< (0881).

terl-Butyl Methyl Ether (1634-04-4)

See 1,1-dimethylerhyl methyl ether R.

Butyl Methacrylate Buryl z-methylprcpenoare;
CgH"O, = 142.2 (97-SS-1)

Clear, colourless solution.

4": about 0.894.
n't,°: about 1.424.

bp: about 163 "C.

Butyric AcId N-Butyric acid; C,HaO, = 88.1 (107-92-6)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.

Oilyliquid, miscible with water and withethanol
(96 per cent).
'p'g: about 0.96.
n~: about 1.398.

bp: about 163 "C.

Butyrolactone Dihydro-2(3H)-furanone; y-Butyrolactonej
C,H.O, =86.1 (96-4S-1J)

Oily liquid, miscible with water, soluble in methanol.
n'f1: about 1.435.
bp: about 204 "C.

Cadmium Cd = 112.4 (7440-43-9)

Silvery-white, lustrous metal,practically insoluble in water,
freely soluble in nitric acid andin hot hydrochloric acid.
Cadmium Acetate C,H.O,Cd,2H,O = 266.5
(5743-04-4)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Cadmium and Ninhydrin Solution

Dissolve50 mg of cadmium acetate in a mixture of 5 mL of
waterand 1 mL of glacial acetic add and dilute with buran-2
one to 50 mL. Immediately before use add and dissolve
sufficient ninhydrin to produce a solution containing
0.2% wlv.

Cadmium Iodide CdI, = 366.2 (7790-S0-9)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Cadmium Iodide Solution
A 5.0% w/v solution of cadmium iodide.
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Cadmium Nitrate Tetrahydrate
Cd(N03),,4H,O = 308.5 (10022-68-1)

Hygroscopic orthorhombic crystals, very solublein water,
soluble in acetone and in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 59.5 °C.
Caesium Chloride CsCI =168.4 (7647-17-8)

White or almost white powder, very soluble in water, freely
soluble in methanol, practically insoluble in acetone.
Caffeic Acid 3,4-Dihydroxycinnamic acid;
C,HgO, = 180.2 (331-39-5)

White or almostwhite crystals or plates) freely soluble inhot
water and in ethanol (96 per cent), sparingly soluble in cold
water.
Absotbance (2.2.25). A freshly prepared solution at pH 7.6
shows2 absorption maxima at about 288 nm and about
313 nm.
Caffeine (58-08-2)

See Caffeine (0267).

Calciferol Ergocalciferol; vitamin D2 i C28HI4.0 ;;:: 396.7
(50-14-6)

[ali:': about +105 (4% wlv in ethanol).
mp: about 1170

•

Crystalline reagent grade of commerce.
Colourless crystals or a white, crystalline powder.
Calcium Acetate Calcium diacetate; See Calcium acetate
(2128); C,H.CaO, =158.2 (62-54-4)
Calcium Acetate, Dried C,H.O,Ca = 158.2 (62-54-4)
General reagent grade of commerce.
Calcium bis(formyl homotaurlne) Calcium bis(3
forrnamldopropane-l-sujfonare); CaHI6CaN20SS2 = 372.4
White or almost whitepowder.
Content: minimum 80.0 per cent.
Calcium Carbonate (471-34-1)
See Calciwn carbonat< (0014).

Calcium Carbonate RI
Complies with the requirements prescribed forcalcium
carbonate R with the following additional requirement.
Chlorides (2.4.4): maximum 50 ppm.

Calcium Chloride Calcium Chloride Dihydrate;
(10035-04-8)

See Calcium chloride (0015).

Calcium Chloride, Anhydrous CaCI, = 111.0
(10043-52-4)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent (dried substance).
White or almost whitegranules, deliquescent, very soluble in
water, freely solublein ethanol (96 percent) and in
methanol.
Loss on drying (2.2.12): maximum 5.0 per cent, determined
by drying in an oven at 200 ± 10 "C.

Storage: in an airtight container, protected from moisture.
CalcIum Chloride RI Calcium chloride tetrahydrate;
CaCl,,4H,O = 183.1
Iron: maximum 0.05 ppm.
Calcium Chloride Solution
A 73.5 gIL solution of calcium chloride R.

CalcIum CWoride Solution, O.OIM

Dissolve0.147 g of calcium chloride R in waterR and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent.
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Calcium Chloride Solution, 0.02..

Dissolve 2.94 g of calcium chloride R in 900 mL of waterR,
adjustto pH 6.0 to 6.2 and dilute to 1000.0 mL with
water R.
Storage: at 2 DC to 8°C.
Calcium Chloride Solution, 0.025..

Dissolve 0.368 g of calcium chloride R in waterR and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Calcium Hydroxide Calcium dihydroxide;
Ca(OH), =74.1 (1305-62-0)
White or almostwhite powder, almostcompletely soluble in
600 parts of water.
Calcium Hydroxide Solution

A freshly prepared saturated solution.
Calcium Lactate Calciumlactate pentahydrate;
(41372-22-9)

See Calcium lacta/< pentahydrate (0468).
Calcium Phosphate Monobasic Monohydrate Calcium
retrahydrogen bisphosphate monohydrate; Phosphoric acid
calcium salt (2:1) monohydrate; CaB,O,P"H,O =252.1
(l0031-30-1f)

White or ahnostwhite, crystalline powder, soluble in water.
Calcium Sulfate Calcium sulphate hemihydrate; Calcium
sulphate; Plaster of Paris; CaS04J1'2H20 ::: 145.\
(10034-76-1)
White or almostwhite powder) soluble in about 1500 parts
of water, practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent). When
mixedwith half its mass of water it rapidly solidifies to a
hardand porous mass. .

Calcium Sulfate Solution Calciumsulphate solution
Shake 5 g of calcium sulfate R with 100 mL of waterR for I h
and filter.
Calconcarboxylic Acid Patton and Reeders reagent;
2-Hydroxy-I-(2-hydroxy-4-sulfo-I-naphthylaao)naphthalene
3-carboxylic acid; Calconecarboxylic acid;
C2IH•.,N,O,S =438.4 (3737-95-9)

Brownish-black powder, slightly soluble in water, very slightly
soluble in acetoneand in ethanol (96 per cent), sparingly
soluble in dilute solutionsof sodium hydroxide.
Calconcarboxylic Acid Triturate
Calconecarboxylic acid triturate
Mix 1 partof calconerorboxylic acid R with 99 parts of sodium
chloride R.
Test for sensitivity. Dissolve 50 mg of calconecarboxylic acid
triturate in a mixture of 2 mL of strong sodium hydroxide
so/mum R and 100 mL of water R. The solutionis blue but
becomesviolet on addition of 1 mL of a 10 gIL solution of
magnesium sulfa/< Rand 0.1 mL of a 1.5 gIL solution of
calcium chloride R and turns pureblue on addition of
0.15 mL of 0.01 M sodium edeta/<.
Camphene 2,2-Dimethyl-3-methylenebicyclo[2.2.I)
heptane; C,oH.o = 136.2 (79-92-5)

Camphene usedin gaschromatography campi;"with thefollowing
addilional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Rosemary Oil (1846).

Content: minimum 90 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Camphor (76-22-2)

See Camphor, racemic (0655).
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Camphor used in gas chromatography complUs with lire following
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Lavenderoil (1338).

Testsolution. A 10~ solution of the substance to be
examinedin hexane R.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
nonnalisation procedure.
(lS)-(+)-IO-Camphorsulfonic Acid (lS)-(+)-IO
Camphorsulphonic Acid; CIOH,oO.S = 232.3 (3144-16-9)

Prismatic crystals, hygroscopic, soluble in water.
Consent: minimum 99.0 per cent of (IS)-(+)-IO
camphorsulfonic acid.
1-\:,": + 20 ± I, determined on a 43 gIL solution.

mp: about 194 °CJ with decomposition.
M (2.2.41): 10.2 x 10' determined at 290.5 om on a
1.0 gIL solution.

Capric Acid Decanoic acid; CIOH,oO, = 172.3 (334-48-5)

Crystalline solid, veryslightly soluble in water, solublein
anhydrous ethanol.

bp: about 270 'C.

mp: about 31.4 'C.

Capric acid used in theassay of tolal fally acids in Saw palmelUJ
fluit (1848) complies with thefollowing addin'ona/ test
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmetto fluit (1848).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Caproic Acid Hexanoic acid; C6HI202 = 116.2
(142-62-1)

Oily liquid, sparingly soluble in water.

4°: about 0.926.

n~: about 1.417.
bp: about 205 'C.

Caproic acid usedin the ass~ of totalfatty acids in Saw palmetto
fluit (1848) complies with thefollowing addin'onal tes:

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmetto flui, (1848).
Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
s-Caprolactam Hexane-S-Iactam; C6HIINO = 113.2
(105-60-2)
Hygroscopic flakes, freely soluble in water, in anhydrous
ethanoland in methanol.
mp: about70°C.
Capryl Alcohol Decan-I-ol; Decencl; Capric alcohol;
See Decond R.
Capsaicin (E)-N-[(4-Hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)methyl)-8
methylnon-6-enamide; C.aH27NO, = 305.4 (404-86-4)
White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, freely soluble in anhydrous ethanol.
mp: about 65 'C.

Capsaicin used in the ass~ in Capsicum (1859) campi;"with
thefollowing additional teSt

Assay. Uquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Capsicum (1859).
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
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Carbazole Dibenzopyrrole; C.,H,N = 167.2 (86-74-8)

Crystals, practically insoluble in water, freely soluble in
acetone, slightly soluble in anhydrous ethanol.
mp: about 245 "C,

Carbomer (9007-20-9)

A cross-linked polymer of acrylic acid; it contains a large
proportion (56 per cent to 68 per cent) of carboxylic acid
(CO,H) groups after drying at 80 °C for I h. Average
relative molecular mass about 3 x 106

.

pH (2.2.3): about 3 for a 10 gIL suspension.

Carbon Dioxide (124-38-9)

See Carbon dioxide (0375).

Carhon Dioxide RI CO, = 44.01 (124-38-Y)

Content: minimum 99.995 per cent VIV.
Carbon monoxide: less than 5 ppm.

Oxygen: less than 25 ppm.

Nitricoxide: less than 1 ppm.
Carhon Dioxide R2 CO, = 44.01 (124-38-Y)

Content: minimum99 per cent VIV.
Carbon Disulfide Carbon disulphide; CS, = 76.1
(75-15-0)

Colourless or yellowish, flammable liquid, practically
insolublein water, miscible withanhydrous ethanol.
dig: about 1.26.

bp: 46 °C to 47 °C.
Carbon for Chromatography, GrapWtlsed

Carbon chainshaving a length greater than Cg .

Panicle size: 400 j1I11 to 850 j1I11.

Relative densily: 0.72.

Surface area: 10 m'lg.

Do not use at a temperature higher than 400 ClC.
Carbon for Chromatography, Graphitised RI

Porous spherical carbon particles comprised of flat sheetsof
hexagonally arranged carbon atoms.
Panicle size: 5 urn to 7 urn.
Poreodume: 0.7 cm'/g.

Carbon Monoxide CO = 28.01 (630-08-0)

Camem: minimum 99.97 per cent VW:
Carbon Monoxide RI CO = 28.01 (630-08-0)

Content: minimum 99 per cent VIV.
Carbon Tetrachloride Terrachlorometbane;
CCl, = 153.8 (56-23-5)
Clear, colourless liquid) practically insoluble in water)
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: 1.595 to 1.598.

bp: 76 °C lO 77 °C.
Carbophenothion O,G-Diethyl S-[[(4-chiolOphenyl)thio]
methyl]-phosphorodithioale; C llH.6ClO,PS, =342.9
(786-19-6)
Yellowish liquid) practically insoluble in water, miscible with
organic solvents.
cf,': about 1.27.
For the monograph Wanl Par (0134), a suitable certified
reference solution (10 nglJ.1L in iso-octane) maybe used.
S-Carboxyuracil 2,4-Dioxo-l)2J3J4-tetrahydropyrimidine
5-carboxylic acid; Uracil-5-carboxylic acid;
C,H,.N,O, = 156.1 (23945-44-0)

mp: about 283 °C.
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Car-3-ene 3,7,7-Trimethylbicyclo[4.1.0]hept-3-ene;
4,7,7-Trimethyl-3-norcarene; C lOHI6 = 136.2 (498-15-7)

Liquid witha pungent odour) slightly soluble in water)
soluble in organic solvents.
dig: about 0.864.

n!,": 1.473 to 1.474.

[-Ii:': + 15 to + 17.
bp: 170°C to 172 °C.

Car-l-ene used in gaschromatography complies with thefaUawing
addiu·onalttsL

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Nutmegail (1552).

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Carminic Acid 7-a-o-Glucopyranosyl-3J5)6)8
tetrahydroxy-I-methyl-9, 10-dioxo-9, IO-dihydroanthracene-2
carboxylic acid; C"H,oO" =492.4 (1260-17-9)

Darkredpowder) very slightly soluble in water, solublein
dimethyl sulfoxide, very slightly soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

Carob Bean Gum Locustbeangum

The ground endosperm of the fruit kernels of Cenuonio
siliqua L. Taub.
White or almost white powder containing 70 per cent to
80 percent of a water-soluble gum consisting mainly of
galacrornannoglycone.

Carvacrol 5-Isopropyl-2-methylphenol; C,oH,.O =150.2
(499-75-2)

Brownish liquid) practically insoluble in water, very soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

d~: about 0.975.

n~: about 1.523.
bp: about 237 °C.

Carvacrol used in gaschromatagraphy complies wirh thefaUawing
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppmnintail (0405).

Test solution. Dissolve 0.1 g in about 10 mL of acetone R.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent) calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Carveol p-Mentha-I(6),8-dien-2-o1; 2-Methyl-5-(I
methylethenyl)cyclohex-2-enol;CIOH'60 =152.2 (99-48-9)
The substance contains a variable content of trans- and cis
carveol.
Cal'veal used in gaschromaUJgraphy camplres with rhe fa/tawing
additional test

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the lest
forchromatographic profile in the monograph Caraway
ail (1817).

Content: minimum 97 per cent)calculated by the
normalisationprocedure.
Carvone (+)-p-Mentha-6,8-dien-2-one; (5S)-2-Methyl
5-(I-methylethenyl)-cyclohex-2-enone; C,oH"O = 150.2
(2244-16-1f)

Liquid, practically insoluble in water, miscible with ethanol
(96 per cent).

<fig: about 0.965

n~: about 1.500.
[-Ii:': about + 61.
bp: about 230 °C.
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Carvone usedin gas chromatography romp/res with thejollowing
additional test:

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermint oil (0405) using the substance to be
examined as the test solution.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculatedby the
normalisation procedure.

Carvone Rl
Complies with the requirements prescribed forcarvone R
with the following additional requirement
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the test
for chiral purity in the monograph CaraW<U/ oil (1817).

Content: minimum 98 per cent.

(-)-Carvone (-)-j>-Mentha-I(6),8-dien-2-one; (5R)-2
Methyl-5-( l-methylethenyl)cyclohex-2-enone;
ClOH1.O =150.2 (6485-40-1)

Liquid.

dig: ahout 0.965.

"Ii': about 1.498.8.

(ali':: ahout -62.

bp: about 230 "C.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the test
for chiral purity in the monograph CaraW<U/ oil (1817).

Content: minimum 99 per cent.

p-Caryophyllene (E)-(IR,9Sj-4,11,11-Trimethyl-8
methylenebicyclo[7.2.0]undec-4-ene; C 15H,. =204.4
(87-44-5)

Oily liquid, practically insoluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent). .

p-CaryophyUene usedin gas chromatography romplies with the
following additional lest.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph C/QIJe oil (1091).

Testsolution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 90.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Caryophyllene Oxide (-)-p-CaryophyUene epoxide;
(IR,4R,6R,IOSj-4,12,12-Trimethyl-9-methylene-5
oxatricydo[8.2.0.0"1dodecane; C"H2.O =220.4
(1139-30-6)

Colourless) fine crystals with lumps.
mp: 62 ·C to 63 ·C.

CaryophyUene oxide usedin gas chromatography complies with the
folWwing additional tes<
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Turpentine oil, Pinuspinaster rype (1627).

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent, calculated by the
nonnalisation procedure.
Casein (9000-71-'1)

Mixture of related phosphoproteins obtained from milk.

White or almost white,amorphous powder or granules, very
slightly soluble in water and in non-polar organic solvents.
It dissolves in concentrated hydrochloric acidgiving a pale
violetsolution. It Corms saltswith acids and bases.
Its isoelectric point is at aboutpH 4.7. Alkaline solutions are
laevorotatory.
Casein Substrate, Concentrated
Suspend a quantity of casein EPBRPequivalent to 2.5 g in
5 mL of water, add 18 mL of O.IM sodium hydroxide and stir
for 1 minute. Add 60 mL of water and stir with a magnetic
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stirrer until the solution is practically clear. Adjust the pH of
the solution to 8.0 with either O.IM sodium hydroxide or
O.IM hydrochloric acid and add sufficient water to produce
100mL

Use on the dayof preparation.
Casticln 5-Hydroxy-2-(3-hydroxy-4-methoxyphenyl)-3,6,7
trimethoxy-4H-l-benzopyran-4-one; C19HlSOS ;;;; 374.3
(479-91-4)

Yellow crystals.

Catalpol (laS,lbS,2S,5aR,6S,6aSj-6-Hydroxy-
Ia-(bydroxymethyl)-la, I b,2,5a,6,6a-hexahydrooxireno [4,5]
cydopenta[I,2-c]pyran-2-yl p-o-glucopyranoside;
C1sH"OlO = 362.3 (2415-24-9)

mp: 203 ·C to 205 ·C.

Catechln (+)-(2R,3Sj-2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3,4
dihydro-2H-chromene-3,5,7-triolj Catechol; Cianidanof
Cyanidol; C1sH1,,06,xH20 = 290.3 for the anhydrous
substance (154-23-4)

Catechol Pyrocatechol; C.H.02 =110.1 (120-80-9)

Colourless or slightly yellowcrystals, soluble in water, in
acetone and in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 102 ·C.

Storage: protected from light.

Cathlne Hydrochloride (IS,2S)-2-Amino-l
phenylpropan-l-ol hydrochloride; Norpseudoephedrine
hydrochloride; C.HI4CINO = 187.7 (2153-98-2)

White or almost white solid.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.
Catholyte for Isoelectrlc Focusing pH 3 to 5

(O.IM p-Alanine) Dissolve 8.9 g of alanine in sufficient water
to produce 1000 mL.

Cation Exchange Resin
A resin in protonated form withsulfonic acidgroups attached
to a polymer lattice consisting of polystyrene cross-linked
with 8 per cent of divinylbenzene. It is available as spherical
beads.

Cation Exchange Resin RI

A resin in protonated form with sulfonic acid groups attached
to a polymer lattice consisting of polystyrene cross-linked
with 4 per cent of divinylbenzene. It is available as spherical
beads.

Cadon Exchange Resin R2
Resin containing strongly acidic propylenesulfonic acid
groups.

Cation Exchange Resin, Strong

Strong cation-exchange resin in protonated Conn with
sulfonic acidgroups attached to a polymer lattice consisting
of polystyrene cross-linked withdivinylbenzene.
Cation-exchange Resin, Weak
Resin with a carboxylate functionalised latex cross-linked
with ethylvinylbenzene-divinylbenzene.
Cation Exchange Resin (Calcium Form), Strong

Resin in calcium form withsulfonic acidgroups attached to a
polymer lattice consisting of polystyrene cross-linked with
8 percent of divinylbenzene.
Cation Exchange Resin (Sodium Form), Strong

Resin in sodium form withsulfonicacidgroups attached to a
polymer lattice consisting of polystyrene cross-linked with
divinylbenzene.
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Cationic Resin, Weak
Polymethacrylic resin, slightly acid, with carboxyl groups
present in a protonared form.

Panide size: 75 pm to 160 urn.

pH limits of use: 5 to 14.
Maximum temperature oj use: 120°C.
Cedarwood 011
A grade of commerce for microscopy thickened as necessary
in temperate or tropical climates.

Cellulose Cellulose for chromatography; (9004-14-6)

Fine, whiteor almostwhite, homogeneouspowderwith an
average particle size less than 30 pm.

Preparation of a thin layer. Suspend 15 g in 100 mL of
waterR and homogenise in an electric mixerfor 60 s. Coat
carefully cleaned plates with a layer 0.1 mm thick using a
spreading device. Allow to dry in air.
Cellulose F2S4 Cellulose for chromatography F254

Microcrystalline cellulose F254 . A fine, white or almostwhite,
homogeneous powder with an average panicle size Jess than
30 11m, containing a fluorescent indicator havingan optimal
intensity at 254 nm.
Preparation of a thin layer. Suspend 25 g in 100 mL of
water R and homogenise using an electric mixerfor 60 s,
Coat carefully cleanedplates with a layer 0.1 mm thickusing
a spreading device. AUow to dIY in air.
Cellulose, Microcrystalline Cellulosefor
chromatography RI
Microcrystalline cellulose.
Preparation of a ,hin layb-. Suspend 25 g in 90 mL of waterR
and homogenise in an electric mixerfor 60 s. Coat carefully
cleaned plates with a layer0.1 nun thick using a spreading
device. Allowto dry in air.
Cephaeline Dihydrocltlorlde (R)-I-[(2S,3R.llbS)-3
Ethyl-I.3,4,6.7,llb-hexahydro-9.lo-dimethoxy-2H- benzo[a)
quinolizinylmethyl)-1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-7- methoxyisoquinolin
6-01 dihydrochloride heptahydrate;
CzsH40C12N204,7H20 = 666 (5884-41-5)
[.l~: about +25 (2% wlv in water).
General reagent grade of commerce.
Cephalin Reagent
Solvents used to prepare this reagent should contain a
suitable antioxidant such as bulylated hydroxyanisok at a
concentration of 0.002% wlv.
To 0.5 to 1 g of acetone-dtied ox brain add 20 mL of aaUJne
and leavefor 2 hours. Centrifuge for 2 minutes at 500 g and
decant the supernatant liquid. D£Y the residueunderreduced
pressure and extract the driedmaterial with 20 mL of
chloroform for2 hours, shaking the mixture frequently. After
removal of the solid material by filtration or centrifugation,
evaporate the chloroform from the extract under reduced
pressure. Suspend the residue in 5 to 10 mL of saline solution.
This stockemulsionmay be stored frozen or freeze-dried for
3 months.
Ceriumun) Nitrate Cerium trinitrate hexahydrate; Cercus
nitrate; Ce(N0,h,6H20 = 434.3 (l0294-41-f)

Colourless or paleyellow, crystalline powder,freely soluble in
water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
Cerium(UI) Nitrate Solution
Dissolve 0.22 g of cerium(lll) nitrate in 50 mL of water, add
0.1 mL of nitric acidand 50 mg of hydroxylamine hydrochloride
and dilute to 1000 mL with water.
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Cerium(IV) Sulfate Cericsulfate; Ceric sulphate;
Cerium(rv) sulfate tetrahydrate; Cerium sulfate;
Ce(S04h,4H20 =404.3 (10294-42-5)
Yellow or orange-yellow, crystalline powderor crystals, very
slightly soluble in water, slowlysolublein dilute acids.
Cetostearyl Alcohol (67762-27-fl)
See CelOsuaryl akchol (0702).
Cetrlmide (8044-71-1)

See Cetrimide (0178).
Cetlrlzine N-Oxide C2,H2,CIN,O, = 404.9
(1076199-80-8)

Cetyl Alcohol Hexadecan-I-ol; C"H"O = 242.4
(16651-82-f)

Content: minimum 95.0 per cenr.
mp: about 48 "C.
Cetylpyridinium Chloride Monohydrate
I-Hexadecylpyridinium chloride monohydrate; C2IH.38ClN,
H20 = 358.0 (6004-24-6)
White or almost white powder, freely soluble in waterand in
ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 80 ·C to 83 ·C.
CetyJtrimethylammonium Bromide Cetrimonium
bromide; N-Hexadecyl-N,N,N-trimethylammonium bromide;
C'9H42BrN = 364.5 (57-09-fl)
White or almostwhite, crystallinepowder, soluble in water,
freelysoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 240 ·C.
Chamazulene 7-Ethyl-I.4-dimethylazulene;
C,.H,. =184.3 (529-05-5)
Blue liquid,veryslightly soluble in water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), misciblewith fatty oils, with essential oils and
with liquidparaffin, soluble withdiscolouration in phosphoric
acid (85 per cent mlm) and sulfuric acid (50 per cent VIV).

Appearance of solution. 50 mg is soluble in 2.5 mL of
hexane R. The blue solution is clear in a thin-layer obtained
by tilting the test-tube.
Chamazulene usedfor gaschromatography complies with the
following additiunal cese
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Ma,ricaria oil (1816).
Test solution: a 4 gIL solution in cydohexane R.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Charcoal, Activated (64165-11-1)
See Activatedcharcoal (0111).
Chloral Hydrate (102-17-fl)

See Choral hydrate (0265).
Chloral Hydrate Solution
A solution of 80 g in 20 mL of water R.
Chloramine Solution
A 20 gIL solution of chloramine R. Prepare immediately
beforeuse.
Chloramine Solution Rl
A 0.1 gIL solution of chloramine R. Prepare immediately
beforeuse.
Chloramine Solution R2
A 0.2 gIL solution of chloramine R. Prepare immediately
before use.
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Chloramine T The sodium salt of N-chlorotoluene-p
sulfonamide; Chloramine; (7080-50-4)

See Tosy/chloramide sodium (0381).

Chlordane ClOH,CJ" =409.8 (12789-03-6)
bp: about 175 ·C.

mp: about 106 ·C.
A suitable certified reference solution of technical grade
(10 ng/~ in iso-octane) may be used.
Chlordiazepoxide (58-25-3)

See ChlordiazejX>Xla. (0656).
Chlorfenvlnphos C12H,4C1,O.p = 359.6 (470-90-6)

A suitable certified reference solution (10 ngl,.aL in
cyclohexane) may be used.
Chlorhexidine Acetate CWorhexidine diacetate;
C"H,oCl,N lo,2C,H.O, =625.6 (56-95-1)
mp: about 154°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Chlorhexidlne Hydrochloride Chlorhexidine
dihydrochloride; C"H30CI,N,o,2HCl (3697-42-5)
General reagent grade of commerce.
4'-Chloroacetanillde Chloroacetanilide;
C.HsCINO =169.6 (539-03-7)
Ooniem: minimum 95 per cent.
Crystalline powder, practically insoluble in water, solublein
ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 178 ·C.
Chloroacetic Acid C,H,CIO, =94.5 (79-11-8)
Colourless or whiteor almost whitecrystals, deliquescent,
verysoluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Storage: in an airtight container.
3-Chloroan111ne C,H,CIN = 127.6 (108-42-9)

nl:': about 1.594.
General reagent grade of commerce.
4-Chloroan111ne Chloroaniline; CoH,CIN =127.6
(106-47-1f)
Crystals, soluble in hot water, freely solublein ethanol
(96 per cent).
mp: about 71°C.
Chloroauric Acid Gold chloride; hydrogen
tetrachloroaurate; HAuCI.+ aq (27988-77-8)
General reagent grade of commerce.
Brown, deliquescent masses.
Chloroauric Acid Solution
General reagent grade of commercecontaining about 2%w/v
of HAuCLu3H20, Or a 2.0%wlv solution of ch/oroaunc acid
in water.
Chlorpbenzene C,H,Cl = 112.6 (108-90-7)

bp: about 131".
Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
A colourless liquid.
4-Chlorobenzenesulfonamide
4-Chlorobenzenesulphonamide; C,H,CINO,S = 191.6
(98-64-6)
White or almostwhitepowder.
mp: abour 145 ·C.
2-Chlorobenzoic Acid C7H,C10, = 156.6 (118-91-Z)

Slightly soluble in water, soluble in hot water, verysoluble in
anhydrous ethanol.
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bp: about 285 "C.
mp: about 140°C.
4-Chlorobenzolc Acid C7H,CIO, = 156.57 (74-11-3)
mp: about 240".
General reagent grade of commerce.
3-(4-Chlorobenzoyl)propiordc Acid
CloM.CINO, =212.6 (3984-34-7)
mp: about 129°.

Generalreagent grade of commerce.
4-Chlorobenzophenone C13H.C10 = 216.66 (134-85-1J)

bp: about 195".
mp: about 75".
p-Chlorobenzyhydrylpiperazine 1-(4-Chlorobenzhydryl)
piperazine; C17H,.CIN, = 286.80 (303-26-4)

bp: about 180·.

mp: about 67°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
l-Chlorobutane Butyl chloride; C.H.CI = 92.57
(109-69-1)

n~: about 1.402.
bp: about 78·.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Weight per mL, about 0.886 g.
Chlorobutanol Anhydrous chlorbutol; 1,1,I-trichloro-2
merhylpropan-z-ol; (57-15-8)
See ChlorObutanol (0382).

4-Chloro-o-cresol a-Chloro-z-methylpbenol;
C7H7CIO = 142.6 (1570-64-5)

mp: about 144°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
2-Chloro-2-deoxy-n-g1ucose C,H"ClO, = 198.6
(14685-79-1)
White or almostwhite crystalline, veryhygroscopic powder,
soluble in water and in dimethyl sulfoxide, practically
insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
l-Chloro-2,4-dlnitrobenzene CoH,CIN,O. = 202.6
(97-00-7)
rnp: about 51".
Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Pale yellowcrystals or crystalline powder.
2-Chloroethanol Ethylene chlorohydrin; C,H,CIO = 80.5
(107-07-3)
Colourless liquid, soluble inethanol (96 per cent).
dig: about 1.197.
til:': about 1.442.
bp: about 130 ·C.
mp: about -89 °C.
2-Chloroethanol Solution
Dissolve 125 mg of 2-chloroethatlol R in 2-propanol Rand
dilute to 50 mL with the same solvent.Dilute 5 mL of the
solution to 50 mL with 2-propanol R.
Chloroethylamlne Hydrochloride 2-Chloroethanaroine
hydrochloride; C,H7Cl,N = 116.0 (870-24-6)

mp: about 145°C.
(2-Chloroethyl)diethylamine Hydrochloride
2-Diethylaminoethyl chloride hydrochloride,
C.H15Cl,N = 172.1 (869-24-9)
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White or almostwhite, crystalline powder,verysoluble in
water and in methanol, freely soluble in methylene chloride,
practically insoluble in hexane.
mp: about 211 "C.

Chloroform Trichloromethane; CHCI, =119.4 (67-66-3)

ClearJ colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water, miscible
with ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: 1.475 to 1.481.

bp: about 60 "C.

Ethanol: 0.4 per cent mlm to 1.0 per cent mlm.
Chloroform, Acidified
To 100 mL of chloroform R add 10 mL of hydrochloric acidR.
Shake, allow to stand and separate the 2 layers.

Chloroform, Ethanol-free

Shake 200 mL of chloroform R withfourquantities, each of
J00 ml., of oxuerR. Dry over 20 g of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R for 24 h. Distil the filtrate over 109 of anhydrous
sodium sui/are R. Discard the first 20 mL of distillate. Prepare
immediately beforeuse.
Chloroform IR
Spectroscopic reagent grade of commerce.

Chloroform Stabilised with Amylene CHCI, =119.4

Clear, colourless liquid) slightly soluble in water) miscible
with ethanol (96%).

lVater maximum 0.05%.
Residue on evetorauor. maximum 0.001%.
il'Unimum transmittance (2.2.25) using water as
compensation liquid: 50% at 255 run, 80% at 260 nm, 98%
at 300 nm.
Content, minimum99.8% of CHCh) determined by gas
chromatography.
Chloroform Water
Shake 2.5 mL of chlarofonn with 900 mL of water until
dissolved and dilute to 1000 mL with water.

Chlorogenlc Acid (IS,3R,4R,5R)-3-[(3,4
Dihydroxyclnnamoyl)oxy]-1,4,5
trihydroxycyclohexanecarboxylic acid; C.e;HlS09= 354.3
(327-97-9)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powderor needles) freely
soluble in boilingwater, in acetone and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

[.I~': about -35.2.
mp: about 208 "C.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed on Identification A in the monograph Belladonna
leafdry extract, standardised (1294)j the chromatogram shows
only one principal zone.
Chlorogenic acidusedin liquid chromatography complies with the
folibwing additional test

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph AI1ichoke Leaf (1866).

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent.
5-Chloro-8-hydroxyquinoline 5-Chloroquinolin-8-01;
C.H,CINO = 179.6 (/30-16-5)

Sparingly soluble in cold dilute hydrochloric acid.

mp: about 123 °C.

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.
3-Chloro-2-methylaniline 6-Chloro-2-toluidine;
C,HsClN = 141.6 (87-60-5)
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Not miscible with water) slightly soluble in anhydrous
ethanol.

d,'g: about 1.171.

n;,": about 1.587.
bp: about 115 °C.

mp: about 2 °C.
2-Chloro-N-(2,6-dimethylphenyl)acetamlde
CIOH12CINO =197.7 (1131-01-7)

2-Chloronlcotinlc Acid 2-Chloropyridine-3-catboxylic
acid; C,)I.ClN02 =157.6 (2942-59-8)

White or almost whitepowder.
mp: about 177 °C.

Content: minimum 95 per cent.
2-Chloro-4-n1troaniline C,H,ClN202 = 172.6
(/21-87-9)

Yellow) crystalline powder) freely soluble in methanol.
mp: about 107 °C.

Storage: protected from light.
2-Chloro-5-N1trobenzoioc Acid C,H.ClNO. = 201.6
(2516-96-3)

mp: 165 °C to 168 °C.

4-Chlorophenol Chlorophenol; C,)I,CIO = 128.6
(106-48-9)

Colourless or almostcolourless crystals) slightly soluble in
water) verysoluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in solutions
of alkali hydroxides.

mp: ahout 42 °C.

2-[2-(4-Chlorophenyl)acetyl]benzolc Acid
C,,HllCIO, =274.7 (53242-76-5)

Chioroplatlnlc(tV) Acid Platinic chloride;
Chloroplatinic acid; H2CI,Pt,6H20 = 517.9 (18497-13-7)

Content: minimum 37.0 per cent mlm of platinum (A, 195.1).

Brownish-red crystals or a crystalline mass) verysolublein
water) solubleinethanol (96 per cent).
Ass.y. Ignite 0.200 g to constant mass at 900 ± 50 °C and
weigh the residue (platinum).

Storage: protected from light.

Chloroplatinlc Acid Solution

A solutionof chloroplatinic{tv) acid in water, containing the
equivalent of 5.0% wlv of H2PtC4,6H20.

3-Chloropropane-l,2-diol C3H,CI02 = 110.5 (96-24-Z)

Colourless liquid,soluble in water and ethanol (96 per cent).
dig: about 1.322.

n~: about 1.480.
bp: ahout 213 °C.

l-Chloropropyl(dimethylamlne) Hydrochlorlde
3-Dimethylantinopropyl chloride hydrochloride;
C,H12ClN =158.1 (5407-04-5)

mp: about 1421:1.
General reagent grade of commerce.
4~Chlororesorcinol d-Chlorobenzene-Ljl-diol;
1,3-Dihydroxy-4-chlorohenzene; C,H,CI02 = 144.6
(95-88-5)

mp: 106 °C to 108 °C.

S·Chlorosalicyllc Acid C,H,CI03 =172.6 (321-14-2)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder) soluble in
methanol.
mp: about 173 °C.
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4-Chlorosulfamoylbenzolc Acid C7H.CINO.S =235.7
(1205-30-7)
General reagent grade of commerce.
Chlorothiazlde 6-CWoro-2H-I,2,4-benzothiadiazine-7
sulfonamide I,I-dioxide; C7H.CIN,O.S2 = 295.7 (58-94-6)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
White or almost white, crystalline powder, very slightly
soluble in water, sparingly soluble in acetone, slightly soluble
in ethanol (96 per cent). It dissolves indilute solutions of
alkali hydroxides.

Chlorotriphenylmethane Triphenylchloromethane;
triphenylmethyl chloride; C,.HuCI =278.8 (76-83-5)

mp: about 112°.
General reagentgrade of commerce.
A pale yellow or buff, crystalline solid.

Chlorpyriphos C.HllCI,NO,PS = 350.6 (292/-88-2)

bp: about 200 ·C. .

mp: 42 ·C to 44 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 ng/~L in
cyclohexane) maybe used.
Chlorpyriphos-methyl C7H7CI,NO,PS =322.5
(5598-13-0)
mp: 45·C to 47 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nW~L in
cyclohexane) may be used.
Chlortetracycline Hydrochloride

See Chlortetracycline hydrochloride (0173).

(Sa)-Cholestane C,7H.S =372.7 (481-21-fJ)
Slightly soluble in anhydrous ethanol.

mp: about 81 "C,

Cholesterol (57-88-5)

See Cholesterol (0993).
Cholesteryl Benzoate fi-Cholesten-Sjl-ol-S-benzcatej
C,.H'002 =490.8 (604-32-fJ)
mp: about 150·.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Choline Chloride (2-Hydroxyethyl)trimethylammonium
chloride; C,H14CINO =139.6 (67-48-1)

Deliquescent crystals) verysoluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

ChromatographY. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Suxamelhonium chloride (0248):
apply 5 ~L of a 0.2 gIL solution in methanel R; the
chromatogram shows one principal spot.
Swrage: in an airtight container.
Chondroltinase ABC

Pectin lyase-likeenzyme secreted by Flavobaaerium
hepan·num,. Available in vialscontaining 5-10 units. It cleaves
both glucuronate-containing disaccharides, e.g. chondroitin
sulfate} and lduronate-ccntaining disaccharides, e.g, dermatan
sulfate.

Chondroltinase AC

Pectin lyase-like enzyme secreted by Flawbacten"um
heparinum. Available in vialscontaining 5-10 units. It cleaves
only glucuronate-containing dlsaccharides, e.g. chondroitin
sulfate.
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Chrome Azurol S Trisodium 5-[(3-carboxylato- 5-methyl
4-oxocyclohexa-2,5-dien-l-ylidene)(2,6-dichloro-3
sulfonatophenyl)methyl)-2-hydroxy-3-methylbenaoate;
Chromazurol S; C"H13CI2Na,O.S = 605 (1667-99-8)

Schultz No. 841

Colour Index No. 43825

Brownish-black powder, solublein water, slightly soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

ChromIc Acid Cleansing Mixture

See Chromic-sulfurk acidmixture.
ChromIc-Sulfurlc Acid Mixture
Chromic-sulphuric acid mixture
A saturated solution of chromium(VI) oxide in sulfuric add.
ChromIum(m) AcetyIacetonate (OC-6-11)-Tris(2,4
pentanedionato-KO}KO')chromiumj C15H21Cr06 = 349.3
(21679-31-2)

ChromIum(V1) Oxide Chromium trioxide; crO, =100.0
(1333-82-fJ)
Darkbrownish-red needles or granules} deliquescent) very
soluble in water.
Storage; in an airtight glass container.
ChromIum(m) Potassium Sulfute Chrome alum;
Chromic potassium sulphate; Chromium(m) potassium
sulphate; Chromic potassiumsulfate;
CrK(SO.l2.l2H20 = 499.4 (7788-99-fJ)
Large)violet-red or blackcrystals) freely soluble in water)
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

ChromIum(m) Trichloride Hexahydrate
[Cr(H20).CI2ICI,2H20 = 266.5 (10060-12-5)
Darkgreen crystalline powder, hygroscopic.
Storage: protected from humidity and oxidising agents.
Chromogenic Substrate R4
Dissolve I>-phenylalanyl-L-pipecolyl-L-arginine-4-nitroanilide
dihydrochloride in water R to give a 0.008 M solution. Dilute
to 0.0025 M with phosphate buffer solution pH 8.5 R before
use.
Chromogenic Substrate RS

Dissolve N-benzoyl-L-isoleucyl-L-g1utamyl-g1ycyl-L-arginine-4
nitroanilide hydrochloride in waterR to give a 0.003 M
solution.
Chromophore Substrate Rl Chromogenic substrate Rl
Dissolve N-<1.-benxyloxycarbonyl-I>-arginyl-L-g1ycyl-L-arginine
4-nitroanilide dlhydrochloride in waterR to give a 0.003 M
solution. Dilute in tris(hydroxymethy/)aminomelhane-EDTA
buffer solution pH 8.4 R to 0.0005 M before use.

Chromophore Substrate R2 Chromogenic substrate R2
Dissolve o-phenylalanyl-L-pipecolyl-L-arginine-4-nitroanilide
dihydrochloride in water R to give a 0.003 M solution. Dilute
before use in titrating in tris(hydroxymethy/)aminomethane
EDTA buffersolution pH 8.4 R to give a 0.0005 M solution.

Chromophore Substrate R3 Chromogenic substrate R3

Dissolve n-valyl-leucyl-lysyl-a-nltroenitide dihydrochloride in
waterR to give a 0.003 .Msolution.
Chromotrope lIB Chromotrope 2B;
C,oH.N,Na201OS2 = 513.4 (548-80-1)
Schultz No. 67

Colour Index No. 16575

Reddish-brown powder) soluble in water giving a yeHowish
red colour) practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
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Chromotrope 1m Solution Chromotrope 2B solution

A 0.05 gIL solution of chromotrope II B R in sulf"ri< acid R.
Chrornotroplc Acid 4,5-Dihydroxy-2,7
naphthalenedisulfonic acid; ClOHsOSS2 = 320.3 (148-25-4)
mp: about 300°.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Chromotrople Acid Sodium Salt Disodium
1,8-dihydroxynaphthalene-3,6-disulfonate dihydrate;
C",HoNa20sS,,2H20 =400.3 (5808-22-1J)
Schuhz No. 1136
A yellowish-white powder, soluble in water, practically
insoluhle in ethanol (96 per cent).

Chromctroplc Acid, Sodium Salt Solution
Dissolve 0.60 g of chromotropic acid, sodium saltR in about
80 mL of wale, R and dilute to 100 mL with the same
solvent. Use thissolution within 24 h.
Chromorrcplc Acid Solution

Dissolve 0.5 g of chromotropic add in sufficientwater to

produce 100 mL.
Use the solution within 24 hours.

Chromctroplc Acid-Sulfuric Acid Solution
Chrornojropic Acid-Sulphuric Acid Solution
Dissolve'S mg of chromotropic acid, sodium salt R in 10 mL of
a mixture of 9 mL of sulfuric acid Rand 4 mL of waterR.
Chrysanthemin Cyanidin 3-0-glucoside chloride;
Kuromanin chloride; 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3-(~-D
glucopyranosyl)oxy-5,7-dihydroxy-I-benropyrylium chloride;
C"H21CIOll =485.8 (7084-24-4)
Reddish-brown crystalline powder, soluble in waterand in
ethanol (96 per cent).
Absorbance (2.2.25). A 0.01 gIL solution in a mixture of
I volume of hydrochJori< acidRand 999 volumes of
methanol R shows an absorptionmaximum at 528 nrn.
«-Chymotrypsin for Peptide Mapping

a-Chymotrypsin of high purity, treated to eliminatetryptic
activity.
Clmifugln (2S)-7-(Hydroxymethyl)-2-(l-hydroxy-l
methylethyl)-4-methoxy-2,3-dihydro-5H-furo[3,2-g) [I )
benzopyran-5-one; C,.H.sO. =306.3 (37921-38-3)
Cinchonidine (R)-(Quinol-4-yl)[(2S,4S,5R)-5
vinylquinuclidin-2-yl]methanol; C19H22N20 = 294.4
(485-71-2)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, veryslightly
soluble in waterand in light petroleum,soluble in ethanol
(96 per cem).

[.l~: -105 to -110, determined on a 50 gIL solution in
ethond (96perem!! R.
mp: about208 DC, with decomposition.

S_g" protected from light.
Cinchonine (S)-(Quinol-4-yl) [(2R,4S,5R)-5
vinylquinuclidin-2-yl)methanol; C1.H22N20 = 294.4
(118-10-5)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, veryslightly
soluble in water, sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent)
and in methanol.

[.l~: + 225 to + 230, determined on a 50 gIL solution in
e<hanol (96 perem!! R.
mp: about263 DC.

S_g" protected from light.

Appendix I A V-A5!

Cineole 1,8-Cineole; Eucalyptol; 1,8-Epoxy-p-menthane;
C,oH,sO = 154.3 (470-82-6)

Colourless liquid, practically insolublein water, misciblewith
anhydrous ethanol.

d~: 0.922 to 0.927.
n~: 1.456 to 1.459.
Freezing point (2.2.18): 0 'C to I 'C.

Distillation range (2.2.11): 174 'C to 177 'C.
Phenol. Shake I g with 20 mL of walerR. Allow to separate
and add to 10 mL of the aqueous layer 0.1 mL of feme
chloride solution RI. No violet colour develops.

Turpentine oil. Dissolve I gin 5 mL of ethanol
(90 percent VIJI) R. Add dropwise fresWy prepared bromine
water R. Not more than 0.5 mL is required to give a yellow
colour lasting for 30 min.

Residue on evaporation: maximum 0.05 per cent.
To 10.0 mL add 25 mL of waterR, evaporate 00 a water
bath and dry the residue to constantmass at 100-105 DC.
Cineole usedin gaschromatography comp/its unth the following
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermint oil (0405).
Tl!.St solution. The substance to be examined.

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

1,4-Clneole I-Methyl-4-(I-methylethyl)-7-oxabicyclo
[2.2.I]heptane; 1-lsopropyl-4-methyl-7-oxabicyclo[2.2.1]
heptane; C.oH.sO = 154.3 (470-67-7)
Colourless liquid.
dJo: about 0.900.
n~o: about 1.445.
bp: about 173 'C.

Clnnamaldehyde 3-Phenylpropenal; Cinnamic aldehyde;
C,HsO = 132.2 (104-55-2)
Yellowish or greenish-yellow, oily liquid, slightlysoluble in
water,very soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

n~: about 1.620.
SlOroge: protected from light.
Cinnamamide (.E)-3-Phenylprop-2-enamide;
C,H.NO = 147.2 (621-79-4)

White or almost white powder.
mp: about 149 DC.

Clnnamlc Acid trans-3-Phenylacrylic acid; (2E)-3
Phenylprop-2-eooicacid; tmns-Cinnamic acid;
C.HsO, =148.2 (140-10-3)
Colourless crystals, veryslightlysoluble in water, freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 133 'C.
trans-Clnnamlc Aldehyde (B)-3-Phenylprop-2-enal;
CvHsO = 132.2 (14371-10-1J)
trons-Cvmamic aldehyde used in gaschromatography complies
with thefollowing addilional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Cassia 011 (1496).

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Cinnamyl Acetate 3-Phenylprop-2-en-l-yl acetate;
CIIH.202 = 176.2 (103-54-8)
n~o: about 1.542.
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bp: about 262 'C.

Cinnamyl acetate usedin gas chromatography complies with the
following additionai test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Cassiaoil (1496).

Content: minimum99.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Citral 3,1-Dimethylocta-2,6-dienal; ClOH,.O =152.2
(5392-40-5)

Light yellowliquid, practically insoluble in water, miscible
with ethanol (96 per cent) and with propylene glycol.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using
silica gel GFZ54 R as the coatingsubstance: applyto the plate
10 J.lL of a 1 gIL solution in toluene R. Develop over a path
of 15 em using a mixture of 15 volumes of ethyl attUlle R and
85 volumes of toluene R. Allow the plate lO dry in airand
examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om. The chromatogram
shows only one principal spot.

Citralusedin gas chromatography complies with the following
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph CitroneOa oil (1609).

Content of citral (neral + geranial): minimum 95.0 per cent,
calculated by the nonnalisation procedure.
Citrate Buffered Saline

Dissolve 11.76 g of sodium citrate in 1800 mL of water,
adjust to pH 1.0 with 1M hydrochloric add and add suflient
water to produce 2000 ml.,

Citrated Rabbit Plasma

Collect blood by intracardiac puncture from a rabbit kept
fasting for 12 h, using a plasticsyringe with a No. 1 needle
containing a suitable volume of 38 gILsolution of sodium
citrate R so that the finalvolumeratioof citrate solution to

blood is I: 9. Separate the plasma bycentrifugation at
1500 g to 1800 gat 15 'C to 20 'C for 30 min.

Storage: at 0 °C to 6 OCt use within4 h of coUection.
CItric Acid Citric acid monohydrate; (5949-29-/)

See Citric add monohydrate (0456).

When used in the test for iron, it complies with thefollowing
additianal requirement.
Dissolve 0.5 g in 10 mL of waterR, add 0.1 mL of
thioglytollic add R, mix and makealkaline with ammonia R.
Dilute [0 20 mL with waterR. No pink colour appears in the
solution.
Citric Acid, Anhydrous (77-92-9)

See Citric add (0455).

Citric-Molybdic Acid Solution

Mix 54 g of molybdenum(vl} oxide with 200 mL of water, add
II g of sodium hydroxide and heat, with stirring, until almost
completesolutionhas been obtained. Dissolve 60 g of citric
add in 250 mL of waterand add 140 mL of hydrochloric acid.
Add the first solution to the second, stirring continuously,
cool, filter if necessary, dilute to 1000 mL with water and
add, dropwise, sufficient of a 1% wlvsolution of potassium
bromate to discharge the green colour.
Store in a well-closed container, protected fromlight.
Citronella! 3,1-Dimethyl-6-octenal; C,oH,sO = 154.3
(/06-23-1})

Very slightly soluble in water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

dig: 0.848 to 0.856.
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n~: about 1.446.
Citronellal used in gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
additimlal test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph CitroneOa oil (/609).

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Citronellol 3,1-Dimethyloct-6-en-I-ol; C IOH200 = 156.3
(/06-22-9)

Clear, colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

tf,g: 0.851.

ng': 1.456.

bp: 220 'C to 222 'C.

Citronellol used in gas chromatography complies with thefoOowing
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph CitroneOa oil (/609).

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Storage: in an airtight container, protected fromlight.
Citronellyl Acetate 3,7-Dimethyl-6-oeten-I-yl acetate;
C'2H2202 = 198.3 (/50-84-5)

dig: 0.890.

ng': 1.443.

bp: 229 'C.

Citroneny/ autate usedin gas chromatography complie: with the
following additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Citronella oil (/609).

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Storage: inan airtight contalner, protected fromlight.
Citropten 5,7-Dimethoxycownarin; CnH1004 = 206.2
(487-06-9)

Needle-shaped crystals, practically insoluble in water and in
lightpetroleum, freely soluble in acetoneand inethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 145 "C.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using
silica gel GF2S4 R as the coatingsubstance: apply to the plate
10 J.1L of a I gILsolution in toluene R. Develop over a path
of 15 em using a mixture of J5 volumes of ethylatetate Rand
85 volumes of toluene R. Allow the plate to dry in airand
examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 nm. The chromatogram
obtained shows only one principal spot.
Clobetasol Propionate 21-Chloro-9-lIuoro-l1 P,11
dihydroxy-16p-methylpregna-l,4-diene-3,20-dione
11-propionate; C2,HnCIFO, = 461.0 (25/22-46-7)

White or almostwhitecrystalline powder, insoluble in water,
solublein ethanol (96 per cent) and in acetone.
[.)i,": about + 104 (in dioxan).

mp: about 196 'C.

Coagulation Factor V Solution Clotting factor V
solution
Coagulation factor V solution may be prepared by the
following methodor by any othermethodwhich excludes
factor VIII.

Prepare the factor V reagent from fresh oxalated bovine
plasma, by fractionation at 4 "C with a saturated solution of
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ammonium sldfale R prepared at 4 "C. Separate the fraction
which precipitates between 38 per cent and 50 per cent of
saturation, which contains factor V without significant
contamination with factor VTII. Remove the ammonium
sulfate by dialysis and dilute the solution with a 9 WL
solutionof sodium chloride R [Q give a solutioncontaining
between 10 per cent and 20 per cent of the quantity of
factor V present in fresh human normal plasma.
Assay offaclor V. Prepare two dilutions of the preparation of
facror V in imidazole bufftrsolution pH 7.3 R containing
1 volume of the preparation in 10 volumes and in
20 volumes of the buffer solutionrespectively. Test each
dilution as follows: mix 0.1 mL of plasma substrate deficient in
factor V R, 0.1 mL of the solution to be examined, 0.1 mL of
Ihromboplasti1l Rand 0.1 mL of a 3.5 gILsolution of calcium
chloride R and measure the coagulation times, i.e. the interval
between the moment at which the calcium chloride solution
is added and the first indication of the formation of fibrin)
whichmay be observed visually or by means of a suitable
apparatus.
In the same manner, determine the coagulation time (in
duplicate) of fourdilutions of human normal plasmain
imidazole bufftr solution pH 7.3 R, containing respectively,
1 volume in 10 (equivalent to 100 per cent of factor V),
I volume in 50 (20 per cent), I volume in ,00 (10 per cent),
and 1 volume in 1000 (l per cent). Using two-way
logarithmic paperplot the average coagulation times for each
dilution of human plasma against theequivalent percentage
of factor V and read the percentage of factor V for the two
dilutions of the factor V solution by interpolation. The mean
of me two results gives the percentage of factor V in me
solution to be examined:
Storage: in the frozen state at a temperature not higherthan
-20 ·C.

Cobalt(n) Acetate Cobaltous acetate;
(CH,CO,),Co,4H,O = 249.1 (6/47-51-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Cobalt(lI) Chloride Cobaltous chloride; Cobalt chloride;
CoCI,,6H,O = 237.9 (779/-11-1)

Red, crystalline powder or deep-red crystals, verysoluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Cobalt(n) Nitrate Cobaltous nitrate; Cobalt nitrate;
Co(NO,),,6H,O = 291.0 (10026-22-9)
Smallgarnet-red crystals, very solublein water.
Codeine (6059-47-1f)

See Codeine monohydrate (0076).
Codeine Phosphate (52-28-1f)
See Codeine phosphate hemihydrate (0074).
2,4,6-Collldine 2,4,6-Trimethylpyridine; CaHIlN =121.2
(108-75-8)
bp: about 170·.

General reagent grade of commerce.
A colourless to paleyellow liquid; weightper ml., about
0.92 g.

It maybe stabilised by me addition of aluminiwn oxide.
Colurnbin (IR,4R,4aR,6aR,9S,IOaS,IObS)-9-(3-Furanyl)
l,4,4a,5,6,6a,9,10, IOa,1Ob-decahydro-4-hydroxy-4a,1Oa
dimethyl-l ,4-etheno-3H,7H-benzo[I,2-c:3,4-c'jdipyran-3,7
dione; C,oH"O. = 358.4 (546-97-4)

Reagent grade of commerce.
Crystalline solid.
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Congo Red Disodium (biphenyJ-4,4'-diyl-bis-2,2/-azo)
bis(l-aminonaphthalene-4-sulfonate);
C"H"N,Na,O.S, = 697 (571-58-rJ)

Schultz No. 360

Colour Index No. 22120

Brownish-red powder, soluble in water.
Congo Red Fibrin Fibrin congo red
Take 1.5 g of fibrin and leave overnight in 50 mL of a
20 gIL solution of congo redR in ethanol (90 percent VI,,? R.
Filter,rinse the fibrin with water R and store under ether R.

Congo Red Paper

Immerse strips of filter paperfor a few minutes in congo red
solution R. Allow to dry.

Congo Red Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g of congo redR in a mixture of 20 mL of
ethanol (96 percen!! R and waterR and dilute to 100 mL
with waterR.
Testjorsensitiflity. To 0.2 mL of the congo redsolution add
100 mL of carbon dioxidef",e warer R and 0.3 mL of 0.1 M
hydrochloric add. The solution is blue. Not more than0.3 mL
of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is required to change the colour to
pink.

Colour change: pH 3.0 (blue) to pH 5.0 (pink).

Convallatoxin 3P-[(6-Deoxy-'H-mannopyranosyl)oxy)
5,14-dihydroxy-19-oxo-5jl-card-20(22)-enolldej
5,14-Dihyd,oxy-19-oxo-3P-[(ot-L-rhamnopyranosyl)oxyj-5p
card-20(22)-enolide; C2.H.,O,o =550.6 (50B-75-1f)
White or slightly yellow, crystalline powder,slightly solublein
water, solublein ethanol, and in acetone, slightly soluble in
ethylacetate.
mp: 235-242 ·C.

Coomasale Blue (186/-71-2)

See acidblue92 R.
Coomassle Blue Solution See add blue 92 solutian R.
Coomassle Staining Solution
A 1.25 gIL solution of add blue 83 R in a mixture consisting
of 1 volume of gladalacetic add R, 4 volumesof methanol R
and 5 volwnes of waterR. Filter.
Coomassle Staining Solution R I

Dissolve 0.275 g of acidblue81 R in 200 mL of methanol R.
Stir until completedissolution of the crystals (forabout 2 h).
Add 750 mL of waterRand 50 mL ofglacial aeene acidR.
Stir overnight (for at least 16 h); filter.

Copper Cu =63.55 (744Q-50-1f)
Cleaned foil, turnings, wireor powderof the puremetal of
electrolytic grade.

Copper(n) Acetate Cupricacetate; Copper acetate;
C.H,CuO.,H,O = 199.7 (6046-91-1)
Blue-green crystals or powder, freely soluble in boilingwater,
soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent), slightly soluble
in glycerol (85 per cent).

Copper Carbonate Approximately CuCO"Cu(OH)"H,O
(12069-69-1)
General reagent grade of commerce.
Copper(Il) Chloride Cupric chloride;
CuCI,,2H,O =170.5 (10125-11-rJ)
Greenish-blue powderor crystals, deliquescent in moist air,
efflorescent in dry air, freely soluble in water, in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in methanol, sparingly soluble in acetone.
Storage: in an airtight container.
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Copper Chloride-Pyridine Reagent

Dissolve40 mg of copper(ll) chloride in pyridine, warming until
complete dissolution is effected, and cool. Add 1 mL of
carbon disulfide and sufficient pyridine to produce 100 mL.
Copper Edetate Solution

To 2 mL of a 20 f!!L solution of copper acetate R add 2 mL
of 0.1 M sodium edetate and dilute to 50 mL withwaterR.
Copper(n) Nitrate Chloride dinitrate trihydrate; Cupric
nitrate; Copper nitrate; Cu(NO.h,3HzO = 241.6
(10031-43-1)

Darkblue crystals, hygroscopic, very soluble in water giving a
strongly acid reaction, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent)
and in dilute nitric acid.
Storage: in an airtighrcontainer.

Copper Oxide Solution, Ammoniacal
Triturate 0.5 g of copper carbonate with 10 mL of waterand
gradually add 10 mL of 13.5M ammonia.
Copper(n) Sulfate Copper Sulfate; Copper sulphate;
Copper(n) sulphate; Cupric sulfate; Cupric sulphate; Copper
sulfate pentahydrate; CuSO.,5HzO = 249.1 (7758-99-8)

Blue powder or deep-blue crystals, slowly efflorescent,very
soluble in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Copper Sulfate, Anhydrous CuSO. =159.6 (7758-98-7)

Greenish-grey powder, hygroscopic, freely solublein water,
slightly soluble in methanol and practically insoluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Copper Sulfate-Pyridine Reagent

Copper sulphate-pyridine reagent
Dissolve 4 g of cqpper(lI) sulfate in 90 mL of waterand add
30 mL of pyridine.
Prepare immediately before use.
Copper Sulfate Solution Copper sulphate solution
A 125 gIL solution of copper sulfate pemahydrate R.
Copper Sulfate Solution Rl

To 600 mL of waterR slowly add 80 mL of pho$fJlwric
acid R. Dissolve withstirring 100 g of anhydrous copper
sulfate R and dilute to I L with waterR.
Copper Sulfate Solution, Weak

Copper sulphate solution, weak
A 10% wlv solution of copper(lI) sulfate.
Copper Tetrammlne, Ammoniacal.Solution of
Dissolve 34.5 g of copper sulfate pentahydrate R in 100 mL of
waterR and, whilst stirring, add dropwise concentrated
ammonia R until the precipitate which forms dissolves
completely. Keeping the temperature below 20 "C, add
dropwise with continuous shaking 30 mL of slTOng sodium
hydroxide solution R. Filter through a sintered-glass filter (40)
(2.1.2), wash with waltr R untilthe filtrate is clear and take
up the precipitate with200 mL of concentrated ammonia R.
Filter through a sintered-glass filter (2.1.1) and repeat the
filtration to reduce the residue to a minimum.
Corallin Sodium salt of rosolic acid; (603-45-2)

Colour Index No. 43811

General reagent grade of commerce.
Hard, dull red masses.
Corallln Solution, Alkaline

Dissolve 5 g of cora/h. in 100 mL of ethanol (90%).
Immediately before use add I mL of the solution to 20 mL
of a 20% wlv solution of sodium carbonate.
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Cortisone C21HzaO, = 360.4 (53-06-5)

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.
mp: 223-228 °C.

Cortisone Acetate (50-04-4)

See Cortisone acetate (0321).

Corydaline (13S,13aR)-5,8,13,13a-Tetrahydro-2,3,9,10
tetramethoxy-13-methyl-6H-dibenw[a,g)quinolizine;
CzzHz1NO. =369.4 (518-69-4)

Costonolide (3aS,6E,IOE, IlaR)-6,10-Dimethyl-3
methylene-3a,4,5,8,9, l Ia-hexahydrocyclodeca [h)furan- 2(3H)
one; ClSHzoOz = 232.3 (553-21-9)

Coumaphos C,.H,.CIOsPS = 362.8 (56-72-4)

mp: 91 °C to 92 °C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nWIlL in iso
octane) may be used.
o-Cownaric Acid (b)-2-Hydroxycinnamic acid; (2b)
3-(2-Hydroxyphenyl)prop-2-enoic acid; C.H.O. = 164.2
(614-60-8)

White or almost whitepowder.
rnp: about217 -c,
Coumarin 2H-Chrornen-2-one; 2H-I-Benzopyran-2-onej
C.H.Oz =146.1 (91-64-5)

Colourless, crystalline powder or orthorhombic or rectangular
crystals, very soluble in boiling water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent). It dissolves in solutions of alkali hydroxides.
mp: 68 °C to 10 °C.

Coumarin usedin gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Cassia oil (1496).

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Coumestrol CISH.Os = 268.22 (479-13-(1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
m-Cresol (108-39-4)

See metacresd (2077).

o-Cresol Cresol; G,H.O = 108.1 (95-48-7)

Crystals or a super-cooled liquid becoming dark. on exposure
to lightand air,miscible withanhydrous ethanol, soluble in
about 50 pans of water and soluble in solutions of alkali
hydroxides.

dig: about 1.05.

nl;': 1.540 to 1.550.

bp: about 190 °C.

Freezing poi., (2.2.18): minimum 30.5 °C.

Residue on evaporation: maximum 0.1 percent mlm,
determined by evaporating on a water-bath and drying in an
oven at 100-105 °C.

Storage: protected from light, moisture and oxygen.
Distil before use.
p-Cresol 4-Methylphenol; C1H.O = 108.1 (106-44-5)

Colourless or white or almost white crystals or crystalline
mass.
dig: about 1.02.

bp: about 202 °C.m-Cresol Purple
m-Cresolsulfonphthalein; C"H1.O,S =382.44 (2303-01-7)

Olive-green, crystalline powder, slightly soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), in glacial acetic acidand In
methanol.
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»r-Cresot Purple Solutlc»

Dissolve 0.1 g of mcresol purple R in 13 mL of 0.01 M
sodium hydr-Jxide, dilute to 100 mL with waterR and mix.

Colonr chanee: pH t.? (red) to pH 2.8 (yellow); pH 7.4
(yellow) to pH 9.0 (purple).

Cresol Red CresoJsulfonphthalein; 4,4'-(3H-2,1
Benzoxathiol-3-ylidene)bis-(2-methylphenol) S,S-dioxide;
C2IH,.O,S = 382,4 (1731-12-6)

A reddish-brown crystalline powder, slightly soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in dilute solutions of
alkali hydroxides.

Cresol Red Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g of cresol red .R in a mixture of 2.65 mL of
O. / J\-1 sodium hydroxide alia 7.0 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R
and dilute to 100 mL with exuer R.
Tesl for sensitivity. P. mixture of 0.1 mL of the cresol red
solution and 100 mL of carbon dioxiJe-jreewater R to which
0.15 mL of 0.02,\1( sodium hydroxide has been added is
purple-red. Not more than 0.15 mL of 0.02 M hydrochlotic
add is required £0 change the colour to yellow.

Colour change: pH 7.0 (yellow) to pH 8.6 (red).

Crystal Violet Basic violet 3; C25HJQCIN3 := 408.0
(548-62-9)

Schultz No. 78

Colour Index No. 42555

Dark-green powder or crystals, soluble in water and in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Crystal Violet Solution

Dissolve 0.5 g of crystal violetR in anhydrous acetic acidRand
dilute to 100 mL with the same solvent.

Testfor sensitivity. To SO rnL of anhydrous acetic add R add
0.1 mL of the crystal violet solution. On addition of 0.1 mL
of 0.1 jWperchlonc add the bluish-purple solution turns
bluish-green.

Cupri-citrte Solution

Dissolve 25 g of copper sulfate pemahydrale R, 50 g ofdtric
acid monohydrate Rand 144 g of anhydrous sodium carlxmare R
in waterR and dilute to 1000 mL with the same solvent.

Cupri-citdc Soluttcn Rl

Dissolve 25 g of copper sulfate pentahydnueR, 50 g of ciuic
acid monohydrate R and 14'l g of anhyt/rous sodiumcarbonate R
in waterR and dilute to 1000 mL with the same solvent.

Adjust the solution so that it complies with the following
requirements.

a) To 25.0 mL add J g of potassium iodide R. Add 25 mL of
a 25 per cent mlm solution of sulfuric acid R with precaution
and in small quantities. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium thiOsUlfate
using 0.5 mL of srarch sotution R, added towards the end of
the titration, as indicator.

24.5 mL to 25.5 mL of 0.1 M sodium thkJsu/fate is used in the
titration.

b) Dilute 10.0 mL to 100.0 mL with waterR and mix.
To 10.0 mL of the solution, add 25.0 mL of 0.1 M
hydrochloric acid and heat for 1 h on a water-bath. Cool,
adjust with water R to the initial volume and titrate with
0.1 M sodium hydroxide, using 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein
solution Rl as indicator.

5.7 mL to 6.3 ml.. of 0.1 AC sodium hydroxide ls used in the
titration.
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c) Dilute 10.0 mL to 100.0 mL with waterR and mix.
Titrate 10.0 mL of the solution with 0.1 1\1hydrochloric acid,
using 0.1 mL ofphenolphthalein solution R1 as indicator.

6.0 mL to 7.5 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid is used in the
titration.

Cupriethylenedlamlne Hydroxide Solution
(14552-35-3)

The moJar ratio of ethylenediamine [0 copper is
2.00 ± 0.04.

This solution is commercially available.

Cupri-tartaric Solution

Solution A. Dissolve 34.6 g of copper "'/fate petltahydrate R in
waterR and dilute to 500 mL with the same solvent.

Solutwn B. Dissolve 173 g of jodiuni potassium tartrate Rand
50 g of sodiumhydroxide R in 400 mL of water R. Heat 10
boiling, allow to cool and dilute to 500 mL with carbon
dioxide-free water R.

Mix equal volumes of the 2 solutions immediately before use.

cillli'iOfanaclc·Solution Rl

Fehling's solution

Solution A Dissolve 34.6 g of copper(lI) sulfatein a mixture
of 0.5 mL of sulfuric acid and sufficient water to produce
500mL

Solution B Dissolve 176 g ofpotassium sodium (+)-tartrare
and 77 g of sodium hydroxide in sufficient water to produce
500 mL

i\olix equal volumes of solutions A and B inunediate1y before
use.

Cupri-tartaric Soludon R2 Dilute potassium cupri
tartrate solution

Add 1 mL of a solution containing 5 gIL of copper "'/fate
pentahydrate R and 10 gIL of potassium tartrate R to 50 mL of
sodium carbonate solutUm RI. Prepare immediately before use.

Cupri-tartaric Solution R3

Prepare a solution containing 10 gIL of copper sulfate
pentahydrate R and 20 gIL of sodium tartrate R. To 1.0 mL of
the solution add SO rnL of sodium carbonate solution RZ.
Prepare immediately before use.

Cupri-tartaric Solution R4

Solution A. 150 gIL copper su/fate pentahydrate R.

SolutionB. Dissolve 2.5 g of anhydrous sodiumcarbonate R,
2.5 g of sodium potassiwn tartrate R, 2.0 g of sodium hydrogen
rorb<mate R, and 20.0 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate R in
waterR and dilute to 100 mL with the same solvent.

Mix 1 part of solution A with 25 parts of solution B
immediately before use.

Curcumln l,7-Bis(4-hydtoxy-J-methoxyphenyl)hepta-l,6
diene-3,5-dione; C2IH200. = 368.4 (458-37-7)

Orange-brown, crystalline powder, practically insoluble in
water, soluble in glacial acetic acid.

mp: about 183 ·C.

Curcuminoids

A mixture of curcumin (CzIH2006i lWr 368.4),
demethoxycurcumin (c,.H,.O,; Mr 338.4) and bis
demethoxycurcwnin (C19H1604j lvlr: 308.3).
Cyanoacetic Acid Malonic acid mononirrile;
C,H,N02 =85.1 (372-09-8)

White or yellowish-white, hygroscopic crystals, very soluble in
water.

Storage: in an airtight container.
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Cyanocobalamin Cooc-[a-(5,6-Dimethylbenzimidazolyl)]- dig: about 0.78.
Coli-cyanocobamide; Vitamin B12; (68-19-9) bp: about 80.5 "C.

See Cyanocobalamin (0547). Cydohexane used in spearophotomeuy complies with lhe/ollowing
Cyanogen Bromide Solution (506-68-3) additional teu;

Add dropwlse, with cooling 0.1 M ammonium thiocyanate to Absorbance (2.2.2.5): maximum 0.35 at 220 nm, 0.16 at
bromine water R until me yellow colour disappears. Prepare 235 nm, 0.05 at 240 nm, 0.01 at 250 run, determined using
immediately before use. waterR as compensation liquid.
l-Cyanoguanidine Dicyandiamide, Cyanoguanidine; Cyclohexane Rl
CzH.N. = 84.1 (461-58-5) Complies with the requirements prescribed for cyclohexane R
Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder, sparingly soluble with the following additional requirement
in water and in ethanol (96 per cent), practically insoluble in The fluorescence, measured at 460 om, under illumination
methylene chloride. with an excitant light beam at 365 run, is not more intense
mp: about 210 °C. than that of a solution containing 0.002 ppm of quim'ne R in

Cyanopropyl(3)phenyl(3)methyl(94)polysUnxane dilute snlfuric acidRl.
Polysiloxane substituted with 3 per cent of cyanopropyl Cyc10hexylamine Cyclohexanamine; C6H13N = 99.2
groups, 3 per cent of phenyl groups and 94 per cent of (108-91-8)
methyl groups. Colourless liquid, soluble in water, miscible with usual
Cyanopropyl(7)phenyl(7)methyl(86)polysUoxane ..,~. organic solvents.
Polysiloxane substituted with 7 per cent of cyan:o~JoPYI·"'"~ ---~ --: -n~o: about 1.460.
groups, 7 per cent of phenyl groups and 86 per cent of bp: 134 "C to 135 "C.
methyl groups. Cyclohexylenedlnltrilntetra-acetlc Acid (±)-trans-I.2-
Cyanopropyl(25)phenyl(25)methyl(50)polysUoxane Diaminocyclohexane-N,N,N',N'-tetra-acetic acid;

Polysiloxane substituted with 25 per cent of cyanopropyl C1.JI22NZOs,H20 = 364.4
groups, 25 per cent of phenylgroups and 50 per cent of White or almost white, crystalline powder.
methyl groups. mp: about 204 "C.

Cyanopropylpolysiloxane Cyclohexylmethanol Cyclohexylcarblnof
Polysiloxane substituted with 100 per cent of cyanopropyl C7H140 = 114.2 (100-49-2)
groups. liquid with a slight odour of camphor, soluble in ethanol
Cyasterone (2~,3~,5~.22R,24S,241R,25S)-24'.26-Epoxy- (96 per cent).
2,3,14,20,22-pentahydroxystigmast-7-ene-6,26-dione; nf1: about 1.464.
Cz.H••O. =520.7 (17086-76-9) bp: about 185 "C.

Cyclobutane-I,I-dicarboxyUc AcId C.HIOO. = 144.1 3-Cyclohexylpropionic Acid C.Hl.O
Z

= 156.2
(5445-51-2) (701-97-3)
mp: about 160

0
• Clear liquid.

General reagent grade of commerce. 4g: about 0.998.
a-Cyclodextrin Cyclohexakis-(1->4)-(a-D-g1ucopyranosyl); n20 : about 1.4648.
Cyclomaltohexaose; Alfadex; C,.H••O,. = 972 (10016-20-3) bl). b 130"C

. p.aout .
~-Cyclodextrtn (7585-39-9) Cyhalothrin Cz,HI.CIF,NO, =449.9 (91465-08-6)
See Betadex (1070). bp: 187"C to 190 "C.
y-Cyclodextrin Gamma-cyclodextrin e

C••H".Oso =1297 (17465-86-U) mp: about 49 C.
General reagent grade of commerce. A suitable certified reference solution (10 nWIlL in

d1Ii
d cyclohexane) may be used.

~-Cyclndextrin for Chlral Chromatography, Mo e . 3" [(2 6 Did 3 0- th I n 'b. .. Cymann po- ,- 1 eoxy- - me y -po-D-n 0-
30 per ce~t of 2,3-di-~ethyl-6-0-zert-butyl?ln1ethYlsilYl-~- hexopyranosyl)oxyl-5~,14-dihydroxy-19-oxoeard-20(22)-
cyclodextnn dissolved ID polysiloxanesubstituted With enolide; c,oH..O. =548.7 (508-77-0)
15 per cent of phenyl groups and 85 per cent of methyl . ightl I d light! I bl .

White or ali y ye low power, s y so u e In water,
groups. soluble in methanol.
~-Cyclodextrin for Chlral Chromatography, bo 148"C
~d1Ii~m _am .

30 f 2 3 d· 0- I 6 0- b I il I n p-Cymene 4-lsopropyltoluene; CloRl. = 134.2 (99-87-6)per cent 0 , - 1- acety - - tert- uty s y -po- ••...•
cyclodextrin dissolved in polysiloxane substituted with Colourless liquid, practically insoluble m water, soluble tn

15 per cent of phenyl groups and 85 per cent of methyl ethanol (96 per cent).
groups. dig: about 0.858.

~-Cyclodextrin Hydroxypropyl Ether Derivative for n1,": about 1.4895.
Chlral Chromatography bp: 175 "C to 178 "C.
Beta cyclodextrin, R,S-hydroxypropyl ether derivative, p-Cymene used in gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
bonded to porous silica particles, 3 to 10 IJ..m in diameter. additional test.

Cyclohexane C6H'2 =84.2 (110-82-7) Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
Clear, colourless, flammable liquid, practicallyinsoluble in monograph Peppennint oil (0405).
water, miscible with organic solvents. .." Testsolution. The substance to be examined.
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Comem: minimum 96.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Cynarin (IR,3R,4S,5R)-1,3-Bis[[3-(3,4- dihydroxyphenyl)
propenoyl)oxy)-4,5- dihydroxycyclohexanecarboxylic acid;
Cz,H,.O" =516.4 (30964-13-7)

White or almost whiteamorphous mass, odourless.
Cypennethrin C22H,.Cl,NO, =416.3 (52315-07-8)

bp: 170·C to 195 ·C.

mp: 60 ·C to 80 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nWIJL in
cyclohexane) may be used.
L-Gystelne C,H,NO,S = 12I.l (52-90-4)

Powder, freely soluble in water, in ethanol (96 per cent) and
in acetic acid, practically insoluble in acetone.
Cysteine Hydrochloride (7048-04-6)

See Cysteine hydrochloride monohydrate (0895).

L-Gystlne C.H12N,O.S, = 240.3 (56-89-3)

Whiteor almost white,crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent). It dissolves in
dilutesolutions of alkali hydroxides.
[.11:': -218 to -224, determined in 1 M hydrochloric acid.
mp: 250°C, with decomposition.

Cytochrome c Ferricytochrome c (oxidized slate);
(9007-43-6)

Purity, minimum 95%.
Cytosine C.H,N,O = llI.l (71-30-7)

Content: minimwn 95.0 per cent.

Daidzeln 7-HydroXYJ3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-I
benzopyran-4-one; C"H,OO. = 254.2 (486-66-8)

Daidzln Daidzein-7-0-glucoside; 7-(P-D
Glucopyranosyloxy)-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-I-benzopyran
4-one; C2IH,oO. = 416.4 (552-66-9)

o,p'-DDD 1-(2-Chlorophenyl)-I-(4-<:hlorophenyl)-2,2
dlchloroethane; C,.HlOCL, = 320.0 (53-19-11)

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nW"J1L in
cyclohexane) mayhe used.
p,p'-DDD 1,I-Bis(4-chlorophenyl)-2,2-dichloroethane;
C,.H,oCL, = 320.0 (72-54-8)

bp: about 193 ·C.

mp: about 109 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ1L in
cyclohexane) maybe used.
o,p'-DDE C,.HsCL, = 318.0 (3424-82-6)

1-(2-Chlorophenyl)-I-(4-chlorophenyl)-2,2-dichloroethylene.
A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ.1L in
cyclohexane) maybe used.
p,p'-DDE 1,I-Bis(4-chlorophenyl)-2,2-<1iehloroethylene;
C,.H.CL, =318.0 (72-55-9)

bp: 316·C to 317 ·C.

mp: 88 ·C to 89 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 ng/J.1L in
cyclohexane) mayhe used.
o,P'-DDT 1-(2-Chlorophenyl)-I-(4-chlorophenyl)-2,2,2
trichloroethane; C,.H.CI, = 354.5 (789-02-6)

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglj.iL in
cyclohexane) may be used.
pJp'-DDT 1,J-Bis(4-chlorophenyl)-2,2,2-trichloroethane;
C'4H.C1, =354.5 (50-29-3)

bp: about 260 ·C.
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mp: 108 ·C to 109 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ1L in
cyclohexane) may be used.
Decanal Decyl aldehyde; C,oH,oO = 156.3 (JJ2-31-2)

Oily, colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water.
DeconoJ used in gaschromawgraphy complUs Wlih thefollowing
additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Swut orange oil (181I).

Content: minimum 97 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
N-Decane Decane; C,oH22 = 142.3 (124-18-5)

Colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water.
n~: about 1.411.
bp: about 174 ·C.

Decan-f-ol Capryl Alcohol; Capric alcohol; Decanol;
C IOH220 =158.3 (112-30-1)

Viscous liquid,solidifying at about 6 °C, practically insoluble
in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
nbo: about 1.436.
bp: about 230 ·C.

Decloxlztne Hydrochloride 2-[2-(4-benzhydryl-l
piperazinyl)ethoxy)ethanol; C2IH,.N,O,.2HCI = 413.39
(3733-63-9)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Delluorohydroxy-PSMA-I007 (3S,IOS,14S)-I-[4-[[(2S)
4-Carboxy-2-[(2S)-4-carboxy-2-(6-hydroxypyridin-3-aooido)
butanamido)butanamido)methyl)phenyl)-3-[(naphthalen-2-yl)
methyl]-I,4,12-trioxo-2,5,II,13-tetraazahexadecane
10,14,16-tricarboxylic acid; C••H,oN.OI7 =1029

White or almostwhite powder.
Delluorotrimethylamln1um-PSMA-I007
Trilluoroacetate 5-[ [(2S)-4-Carboxy-I-[[(2S)-4-carboxy
1-[[[4-[(3S,1OS,14S)-10,14-dicarboxy-17-hydroxy-3
[(naphthalen-2-yl)methyl)-1,4,12,17-tetraoxo-2,5,11,13
tetraazaheptadecan-I-yl]phenyl)methyl)amino)-I-oxobutan-2
yl]amino]-I-oxobutan-2-yl)carbamoyl)-N,N,N
trimethylpyridin-2-aminium tritlucroacerate;
C,.H..F,N.O.. = 1184 (2226894-58-11)

Whiteor almostwhite powder,

Dehydrocostus Lactone (3aS,6aR,9aR,9bS)-3,6,9
Trismethylenedecahydroazuleno[4,5-b]furan-2(3H)-one;
C,,H,.O, =230.3 (477-43-0)

Deltamethrin C22H,.Br,NO, = 505.2 (52918-63-5)

bp: about 300 ·C.

mp: about 98 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ.lL in
cyclohexane) may be used.
Demeclocycllne Hydrochloride

See Demec1o<ycline hydrochlooide (0176).

Demethylllurnazenil Ethyl 8-11uoro-6-oxo-5,6-dihydro
4H-imidazo [I,5-a][I ,4)benzodiazepine-3-carboxylate;
C,.H12FN,O, = 289.3 (79089-72-8)

Colourless needles, soluble in dimethyl sulfoxide and in hot
methanol.
oop: about 288 ·C.
14-Deoxy-II,IZ-didehydroandrographolide 3-[(IE)-2
[(IR,4aS,5R,6R,8aR)-6-Hydroxy-5-(hydroxymethyl)-5,8a
dimethyl-2-ooethylenedecahydronaphthalen-I-yl]ethenyl]
furan-2(5H)-one; C,oH280. = 332.4 (42895-58-9)
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2'-Deoxyurldine 1-(2-Deoxy-p-d-erythro-pentofuranosyl)
IH,3H-pyrimictine-2,4-dione; c.H'2N20, = 228.2
(951-78-1})

mp: about 165 "C.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph ldaxuridine (0669): apply 5 pL
of a 0.25 gIL solution; the chromatogram shows only one
principal spot.
4-Desoxypyridoxlne Hydrochloride 5-(Hydroxymethyl)
2,4-dimethylpyridin-3-01; 4-Deoxypyridoxine hydrochloride;
C8H,2N02Cl = 189.6 (148-51-6)

Destalnlng Solution
A mixture consisting of 1 volumeof glacial aceuc acid R,
4 volumes of methanol Rand 5 volumesof waterR.
DesmethyImIsonidazole (2RS)-3-(2-Nitro-IH-imida20l
l-yl)prop8ne-I,2-diol; CoH.N,O. =187.2 (13551-92-3)

Contem: minimum 95 per cent.
YeUow powder.
Deuterated Acetic Acid c,D.02; C,2H. 0 2 = 64.1
(1186-52-3)

Degree of deuteration: minimum99.7 per cent.
d~: about 1.12.
n~: about 1.368.
bp: about 115 "C.

mp: about 16°C,

Deuterated Acetone C3D60; Deuteroacetone;
C/H.O = 64.1 (666-52-4)

Degree of deuteration: minimum 99.5 per cent.
Clear, colourless liquid,misciblewith water, with
dimethylfonnamide, with anhydrous ethanol and with
methanol.
dig: about 0.87.

n~: about 1.357.
bp: about 5S °C.

Waterand deuterium oxide. Not more than0.1 per cent.
Deuterated Acetonitrile ClH,N =44.1 (2206-26-1})

Degree of deuteration: minimum 99.8 per cent.
Clear, colourless liquid, miscible with water, with acetone
and withmethanol.
dig: about 0.78.

n~: about 1.344.
Deuterated DImethyl Sulfoxide C2D,OS; Deuterated
dimethyl sulphoxide; (2H.)-dimethyl .sulphoxide;
ClH,OS = 84.2 (2206-27-1)
Degree of deuteration: minimum 99.8 per cent.
Very hygroscopic liquid, practically colourless, viscous,
soluble in water, in acetone and in anhydrous ethanol.
dfg: about 1.18.
mp: about 20°C.
Water anddeuterium oxide: maximum 0.1 per cent.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Deuterated Methanol CD40; C2H.O = 36.1 (811-98-3)

Degree of deuteration: minimum 99.8 per cent.
Clear, colourless liquidmisciblewith water, with ethanol
(96 per cent) and with methylene chloride.

dig: about 0.888.
n-:f: about 1.326.
bp: 65.4 "C.
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Deuterated Sodium Trimethylsilylpropionate
C6H9D4Na02Si; C,H."H.NaO,Si = 172.3 (24493-21-8)
Degree of deuterat;oll: minimum 98 per cent.
Whiteor almostwhite powder.
Deuterium Chloride DC1; 2HCI = 37.47 (7698-05-7)

Gas.
Degree of deuterotion: minimum 99 per cent.
Caution: toxic,

Deuterium Chloride Solution

Dilute I mL of deuterium chloride R (38 per cent m1m) with
5 mL of deuterium oxide R.
Deuterium Oxide D20; 2H20 = 20.03 (7789-20-1})

Degree of deuteration: minimum 99.7 per cent.
dig: about I.1l.

n~: about 1.328.
bp: about 101 "C.

Deuterium Oxide, Isotopically Pure
Deuterium oxide RI; 2H20 =20.03 (7789-20-1})

Degree of deuteration: minimum 99.95 per cent.
Deuterochlorofonn (2H)-Chlorofomlj Chloroform-d.
CDCI3; Deuterated chloroform; C2HCI, = 120.4 (865-49-6)

Degreeof deuteration: minimum 99.7 per cent.
Clear, colourless liquid) practically insoluble in water,
misciblewith acetone and with ethanol (96 per cent). It may
be stabilised over silverfoil.

d~: about l.5I.
n~: about 1.445.
bp: about 60 "C.

Water anddeuterium oxide: maximum 0.05 per cent.
Devarda's AIloy (8049-11-4)
Copper, 50 parts; aluminium, 45 parts; zinc, 5 parts.
General reagent gradeof conunerce containing not more
than 20 ppm of nitrogen as NH...
Developer Solution
Dilute 2.5 mL of a 20 f!IL solution of citric acid
monohydrate Rand 0.27 mL offormaldehydeR to 500.0 mL
with water R.
Dexamethasone C22H2.FO, =392.5 (50-02-2)

mp: about 263°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Dextran for Chromatography Rl, Cross-linked
Bead-form dextran with a fraction range suitable for the
separation of peptides and proteins with relative molecular
massesof 15 x 102 to 30 x 103

. Whendry, the beadshave
a diameter of 20-80 um,

Dextran for Chromatography RJ, Cross-linked

Bead-form dextran with a fraction range suitable for the
separation of peptidesand proteins withrelative molecular
massesof 4 x 103 to 15 x 10-1. Whendry, the beadshave a
diameter of 40-120 pm,

3,3' ..Diaminobenzidlne TetrahydrocbJorlde 3,3',4,4'
Biphenyl-tetramine; C. 2H.8C4N., 2H20 = 396.1
(7411-49-6)
Almost whiteor slightly pink powder, solublein water.
mp: about 280°C, with decomposition.
t,2..Diamino-4,S-methylenedioxybenzene
Dlhydrochlorlde 2H-l,3-Benzodioxole-5,6-diamine
dihydrochloride; C7H,oCl,N202 =225.1 (81864-15-5)

Content. minimum 99 per cent (HPLC).
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Diammonlum 2,2'-azinobis(3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6
sulfonate) Diammonium 2,2'-azinobis(3
ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonate); ClsH24N606S" = 548.7
(30931-67-1J)

Chromogenicsubstrate suitablefor use in EUSA procedures.

Green tablets, freely soluble in water.
pH (2.2.3): 4.2 to 5.8 for a 0.1 gIL solution.
Diammonium Hydrogen Orthophosphate Ammonium
phosphate; (NH.hHPO. = 132.1 (7783-28-rJ)

Whiteor almostwhite crystals or granules, hygroscopic, very
soluble in water, practically insoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).
pH (2.2.3): about 8 for a 200 gIL solution.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Diatomaceous Filter-aid, Washed, Flux-calcined
To 500 g of flux-calcined, diatomaceous filter-aid (Cefhe 545
is suitable), add 2000 mL of hydrochloric acid, mix, allow to
stand with occasional stirring for 12 hours, filter andwash
the residue with wateruntil the washings areneutral to litmus
paper. Continue washing the residue on the filter paper, using
500 mL of methanol followed by 1000 mL of a mixture of
equal volumes of methanol and ether. Finally dry the washed
residue at ] 000 until the odourof solvent is no longer
detectable'; It shouldbe stored in an airtight container.
Diatomaceous Support Diatomaceous earth;
(91053-39-3)
Whiteor almost white) fine granular powder, made up of
siliceous frustules of fossil diatoms or of debris of fossil
diatoms,practically insoluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent),

The substance may be identified by microscopic examination
with a magnification of x 500.
Diatomaceous Support, Acid..washed Diatomaceous
earth for gas chromatography
White or almost white, fine granular powder, practically
insoluble in water and in ethanol (96 percent), made up of
siliceous frustules of fossil diatoms or of debris of fossil
diatoms. The substance may be identified by microscopic
examination with a magnification of x 500. The substance is
acid-washed) then water-washed until neutral.
Diatomaceous Support, Alkall-washed
Diatomaceous support thathas been treated withpotassium
hydroxide solution to reducepeak-tailing of basic
compounds.
Diatomaceous Support, Silanised Diatomaceous earth
for gas chromatography) silanised
Diatomaceous earth forgas chromatography R silanised with
dimethyldichlorosilane or othersuitable silanising agents.
Dlazlnon C12H2IN,O,PS =304.3 (333-41-5)

bp: about 306°C.
A suitable certified reference solution (10 ng/1lL in lso
octane) may be used.
Diazobenzenesulfonic Acid Solution
Diazobenzenesulphonic acid solution
Heat 0.2 g of Sldfanilic acidwith 20 mL of 1Mhydrochlori£
aciduntil dissolved, cool to about4° and add, dropwise,
2.2 mL of a 4% w/v solution of sodium nitrite, swirling
continuously. Allow to stand in ice for 10 minutes and add
1 mL of a 5% wlv solution of sul/amic acid.
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Diazobenzenesulfonic Acid Solution Rl
Diazobenzenesulphonic acid solution Rl
Dissolve 0.9 g of sulfanilic acid R in a mixture of 30 mL of
dilute hydrochloric acidRand 70 mL of water R. To 3 mL of
the solution add 3 mL of a 50 gIL solution of sodium
nitn·te R. Cool in an ice-bath for 5 min, add 12 mL of the
sodium nitrite solutionand cool again. Dilute to lOO mL
with waterR and keep thereagent in an ice-bath. Prepare
extemporaneously but allow to stand for 15 minbefore use.
Dibenzosuberone Dibenzo[a)d]cyclohepta-l,4-clien-3
one; H-dibenzo[a,djcyc1ohepten-5-onej C lSH120 = 208.3
(1210-35-1)

mp: about 34°.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Dlbromomethane CH,Br, =173.8 (74-95-3)
Colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water.
bp: about 96°C.
Di-N-butyIamlne N-Butylburan-l-amine; Dibutylamine;
C.H,.N =129.3 (111-92-2)

Colourless liquid.
ngt: about 1.417.

bp: about 159°C.
Dlbutylarnrnonium Phosphate for Ion-pairing
A colourless solutionof 10 per cent to 15 per cent VIVof
di-n-butylamine and 12 percent to 17 percent VIVof
phosphoric acid in water, suitable forion-pairing in liquid
chromatography.
Dlbutyl Ether C.H,.O = 130.2 (142-96-1)
Colourless) flammable liquid, practically insoluble in water,
miscible with anhydrous ethanol.
4g: about 0.77.
n:;': about 1.399.
Do no' distil if the dibu,y1 ether does noe comply wi/h the tat for
peroxides.
Peroxides. Place 8 mL of potassium iodide and starch solutiM R
in a 12 mL ground-glass-stoppered cylinder about 1.5 em in
diameter. Fill completely with the substance to be examined,
shake vigorously and allow to stand protected from lightfor
30 min. No colouris produced.
The name and concentration of any addedstabiliser are
stated on the label.
Dtburyl Phthalate Di-N-butyl phthalate;
CI.H220 , =278.3 (84-74-2)
Clear) colourless or faintly coloured, oily liquid, very slightly
soluble in water, miscible with acetone and withethanol
(96 per cent).
dig: 1.043 10 1.048.
n:;': 1.490 10 1.495.
Dicarboxldlne Hydrochloride 4,4'-[(4,4'
Diaminobiphenyl-3,3'-diyl)dioxy]dibutanoic acid
dihydrocWoride; C,oH,.CI,N,O. = 461.3 (56455-90-4)

Dlchlofenthlon Cl oH13CI,O,PS = 315.2 (97-17-6)
A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ.lL in
cyc1ohexane) may be used.
Dlchloroacetlc Acid C,H,CI,O, = 128.9 (79-43-6)

Colourless liquid, miscible withwater and ethanol
(96 per cent).
4g: about 1.566.
n:;': about 1.466.
bp: about 193°C.
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Dichloroacetic Acid Solution

Dilute 67 mL of dichloroacetic acidR to 300 mL with waterR
and neutralise to blue litmus paper R using ammonia R. Cool,
add 33 mL of dichloroacetic acid R and dilute to 600 mL with
waterR.
3,S-Dichloroanillne 3,5-dichlorophenylamine;
C.HsCI2N = 162.0 (626-43-7)

mp: 46°C to 52 -c,
I,2-Dichlorobenzene Dichlorobenzene; C6H4CI2 =147.0
(95-50-/)

Colourless, oily liquid, practically insoluble in water, soluble
in anhydrous ethanol.
dig: about 1.31.

bp: about 180 'C.

2,4-Dlchlorobenzolc Acid C,H.CI20 2 = 191.0 (50-84-11)

Faintly beige powder.

mp: about 160 'C.

2,3..Dichloro-5,6-dicyanobenzoqulnone 4,5-Dichloro
3,6-dioxo-cyclohexa-l,4-dlene-I ,2-dicarbonitrile;
CaCI,N20 2 = 227.0 (84-58-l)

Yellow or orange crystals, soluble In dioxan and in acetic
add, slightly soluble in methylene chloride. It decomposes in
water.

mp: about 214 "C.

Storage: at a temperature of 2 °C to 8 "C.

(S)-3,S-Dlchloro-2,6-dihydroxy-N-[(I-ethylpyrrolldin
2-yl)methyl]benzamide Hydrobromide
C •.H,.BrCI2N 20 , = 414.1 (J/33/0-88-6)

White or almost white, crystalline powder.
[.I~: + 11.4, determined on a 15.0 giL solution in anhydrous
ethanaf R.

mp: about 212 "C.
1,2-Dichloroethane Ethylene chloride; C2H,C12 =99.0
(107-06-2)

Clear, colourless liquid, soluble in about 120 parts of water
and in 2 parts of ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 1.25.

Distil/atUm range (2.2. II). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 82°C and 84 -c,
2,7-Dichloroftuorescein 2-(2,7-dichloro-6-hydroxy-3-oxo
3H-xanthen-9-yl)benzoic acid; Dichlorofluorescein;
C2olf,oCI20 S =401.2 (76-54-0)

Yellowish-brown or yellow-orange powder, slightly soluble in
water, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in dilute
solutions of alkali hydroxides giving a solution showing a
yellowish-green fluorescence.

5,7-Dichloro-8-hydroxyqulnoline 5,7-Dichlorooxine;
5,7-DicWoroquinolin-8-01; C.HsCI2NO =214.1 (773-76-2)

Yellow, crystalline powder, soluble in acetone, slightly soluble
in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 179 'C.

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.

Dichloromethane Methylene chloride; CH2Ch =84.9
(75-09-l)

Colourless liquid, sparingly soluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: 39 'C to 42 'C.
Methylene chloride used in fluorimetry complies with me
following additional test.
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Fluorescence. Under irradiation at 365 om, the fluorescence
(2.2.21) measured at 460 om in a 1 em cell is not more
intense than that of a solution containing 0.002 ppm of
quinine R in 0.5 M sulfun"c acid measured in the same
conditions.

Dlchloromethane, Acidified Methylene chloride,
acidified
To 100 mL of methyfene chloride R add 10 mL of hydrochlotic
add R, shake) allow lO stand and separate the two layers.
Use the lower layer.

Dichloromethane IR
Spectroscopic reagent grade of commerce.

Dichloromethane Reagent

Add 50 g of sodium hydrogen carbonate to 1000 mL of
dkhlorotnuhane, allow lO stand overnight and filter.

2,4-Dlchloro-I-naphthol CIOH.CI,O = 213.1
(2050-76-2)

mp: about 107 0
•

General reagent grade of commerce.

2,6-D1chiorophenol Colf.CI20 =163.0 (87-65-11)

mp: 64 °C to 66°C.

2,6-Dlchlorophenollndophenol Sodium Salt The
sodium derivative of 2,6-<1ichloto-N-(4-hydtoxyphenyl)-I,4
benzoquinone monolmlnej Tillman's reagent;
Dichlorophenolindophenol, sodium salt;
C I2H.CI2NNaO,,2H20 = 326.1 (620-45-/)

Dark-green powder, freely soluble in water and in anhydrous
ethanol. The aqueous solution is dark blue; when acidified it
becomes pink.

2,6-Dichlorophenollndophenol Solution

Wann 0.1 g of 2,6-dichlarophenolindophenol sodium saltwith
100 mL of waterand lilter.

Use within 3 days of preparation.

2,6-Dichlorophenollndophenol Solution, Double
strength Standard

Dissolve 0.1 g of 2,6-dichforaphenolindophenol ,odium,alt in
100 mL of water, filter, standardise by the method described
under standard dichforapheno/indaphenaf ,ofution and dilute the
solution with waterso that 1 mL is equivalent to 0.2 mg of
ascorbic acid.

Use within 3 days of preparation and standardise
immediately before use.

Dichlorophenolindophenol Solution, Standard

Dissolve 50.0 mg of dichforapheno/indaphenol, sodium sal« R in
100.0 mL of waterRand lilter.

A"ay. Dissolve 20.0 mg of ascorbic acidR in 10 mL of a
freshly prepared 200 giL solution of metapho,phori< acidR
and dilute to 250.0 mL with water R. Titrate 5.0 mL rapidly
with the dichloro-phenolindophenol standard solution, added
from a microburette graduated in 0.01 mL, until the pink
colour persists for 10 s, the titration occupying not more than
2 min. Dilute the dichlorophenolindophenol solution with
waterR to make 1 mL of the solution equivalent to 0.1 mg
of ascorbic acid (C6Hs0 6) .

Storage: use within 3 days.

Standardise immediately before use.

2,6-Dichloroquinone-4-chloroimlde
Dichloroquinonechlorirnide; C.H2Cl,NO = 210.4 (10/-38-2)

Pale yeUow or greenish-yellow crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in
dilute alkaline solutions.
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Test sohuion (b). Dissolve 5.00 g of the substance to be
examined in acetone R, add 1.0 mL of the internal standard
solution and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solutions. Dissolve 0.50 g of ethanolamine R in
aceume R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
To 0.5 ml., 1.0 mL and 2.0 mL of this solution, add 1.0 mL
of the internal standard solution and dilute to 10.0 mL with
aaume R.
Column:
- size: I = I m,0 = 4 mm;
- stationary phase: dip/mrylphet!)lkne oxidepoIym.,. R

(180-250 J1Ill).

Carrier gas: nitrogen for chromatography R.

Flow rate: 40 mlimin.
Temperature:

Deuaion: flame-ionisation.

Injection: 1.0 ~L
Limit:
- ethanolamine: maximum 1.0 per cent.

2,S-Dlethoxytetrahydrofuran Diethoxytetrahydrofuran, a
mixture of the cis and trans Isomers; CSHl 603 = 160.2
(3320-90-9)

Clear, colourless or slightly yellowish liquid, practically
insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in
most other organic solvents.

48: about 0.98.
nii': about 1.418.
Diethylamine C,HlIN =73.1 (109-89-7)

Clear, colourless, flammable liquid, strongly alkaline, miscible
with water and with ethanol (96 per cent).

48: about 0.71.
bp: about 55 ·C.
Diethylamine Rl N-Ethylethanamine; C.HIlN = 73.1
(109-89-7)

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.

Clear, colourless, flammable liquid, strongly alkaline, miscible
with water and with ethanol (96 per cent).

48: about 0.7I.
bp: about 55 ·C.
Diethylaminoethyldextran
Anion-exchange resin presented as the hydrochloride.

Powder forming gels with water.

N,N-Diethylaniline C,oH 15N =149.2 (91-66-7)

48: about 0.938.
bp: about 217 ·C.
mp: about -38 ·C.

Diethylene Glycol Digol; C.HlOO, = 106.1 (111-46-6)
Content: minimum 99.5 per cent mlm.

Clear, colourless liquid, hygroscopic, miscible with water,
with acetone and with ethanol (96 per cent).

48: about 1.118.
nii': about 1.447.

mp: about 66 "C.

Dichlorvos 2,2-DichLorovinyldimethyl phosphate;
C,H,CI,O,P = 221 (62-73-7)

Colourless or brownish-yellow liquid, soluble in water,
miscible with most organic solvents.

t1'f1: about 1.452.

DI-2-cyanocthyl Ether (2-Cyanoethyl) ether;
C.H.N,O = 124.1 (1656-48-(J)

nii': 1.4400.

bp: about III·.
Chromatographic grade of commerce.

Dicyclohexyl Bicydohexyl; C12H" =166.3 (92-51-3)

dig: about 0.864.
bp: about 227 ·C.

mp: about 4 °C.

Dtcyclohexylamine N,N-Dicyclohexylamine;
C12H"N = 181.3 (101-83-7)

Colourless liquid, sparingly soluble in water, miscible with
the usual organic solvents.

n~: about 1.484.

bp: about 256 ·C.
Freezingpoin' (2.2.18): 0 ·C to I ·C.
1,3-Dicyclohexylurea Dicyclohexylurea;
C"H,,N,O = 224.4 (2387-23-7)
White or almost white, crystalline powder.

mp: about 232 ·C.
Didocosahexaenoin Diglyceride of docosahexaenoic acid
(C22:6)j Glycerol didocosahexaenoate, (aO-Z)
Docosahexaenoic acid, diester with propane-I,2,3-triol;
C"H••O, =713.0 (88315-12-Z)

The reagent from Nu-Chek Prep, Inc. has been found
suitable

DldodecyI3,3'-thiodlpropionate C,oH,.O,S =514.8
(123-28-4)
White or almost white, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, freely soluble .inacetone and in light
petroleum, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 39 ·C.
Dieldrin C12H,CI.O = 380.9 (60-57-1)

bp: about 385 ·C.
mp: about 176 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 ng/IlL in
cyclohexane) may be used.

Dlethanclamlne 2,2'-Iminobisethanol;
C,HlINO, = 105.1 (111-42-2)
Viscous, clear, slightly yellow liquid or deliquescent crystals
melting at about 28°C, very soluble in water, in acetone and
in methanol.

d~g: about 1.09.

pH (2.2.3): 10.0 to 11.5 for a 50 gIL solution.

Diethanolannne usedin the test for alkaline phosphatase complies
with the folkntJing additional test.

Ethanolamine. Gas chromatography (2.2.28).
Internalstandardsolution. Dissolve 1.00 g of
3-aminopropanol R in acetone R and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the same solvent.

Test solution (a). Dissolve 5.00 g of the substance to be
examined in acewne R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.

Column

Injectionport

Detector

Time
(min)

O~3

3 ---> 17.6

Temperature
Cq
12>

125 --> 300

250

280
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bp: 244 "C to 246 "C.

Srorage: in an airtight container.
N,N-Diethylethane-I,2-d1amiDe
N,N-Diethylethylenediamine; C.H,.N, = 116.2 (J0()-36-7)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
Slightly oily liquid, colourless or slightly yellow, strong odour
of ammonia, irritant to the skin, eyes and mucous
membranes.
4g: 0.827.

bp: 145 "C to 147 "C.

Water(2.5.12): maximum 1.0 per cent, determined on
0.500 g.

DI(2-ethylbexyl)Phthaiate Dioetyl phthalate;
C,.H,sO. =390.5
Colourless, oily liquid, practically insoluble in water, soluble
in organic solvents.
tJ,'g: about 0.98.

nif: about 1.486.
Vi<cosiry (2.2.9): about 80 ml'a-s.
Diethyl Phthalate C 12H..O. = 222.2 (84-66-2)
bp: about 298".

General reagent grade of commerce.
N,N-Dlethyl-p-phenylenedlamlne Sulfate N,N-Diethyl
p-phenylenediamine sulphate; Diethylphenylenediamine
sulphate; Diethylphenylenediamine sulfate;
C,oH"N,O.S =262.3 (6283-63-2)
White or slightlyyellow powder, soluble in water.
mp: about 185°C, with decomposition.

Storage: protected from light.

DiethyJphenylenediamine Sulfate Solution
Dielhylphenylenediamine sulphate solution
To 250 mL of water R add 2 mL of ,uljUric acid Rand
25 mL of 0.02 M sodium ecktate. Dissolve in this solution
1.1 g of diethylpheny/enediamine mlfate R and dilute to
1000 mL with waterR.
Do not use if the solution is not colourless.
Storage: protected from light and heat for I month.

Dlethyl Sulfone I-(Ethylsulfonyl)ethane;
I-(Ethanesulfonyl)ethane; C.H,oO,S = 122.2 (597-35-3)
Content: minimum 97 per cent.
Crystal1ine powder.
mp: about 73 "C.

DiJlubenzuron 1-(4-Chlorophenyl)-3-(2,6
difluorobenzoyl)urea; C1.H.ClF2N20, = 310.7 (35367-38-5)

Colourless or whiteor ahnostwhitecrystals) practically
insoluble in water, freely soluble in dimethyl sulfoxide,
slightlysoluble in acetone.

mp: 230 to 232 "C.

Digitonin 3~[O-~-D-Glucopyranosyl-(1....3)-o-~D-
galactopyranosyl-(I 2)-O-[~D-xylopyranosyl-(I ....3»)-O-~-D-
galactopyranosyl-(I 4)-o-~D-galactopyranosyloxy)-(25R)-
5o:-spiroSlan-2a,15~-diol;C,oH920,. = 1229 (11024-24-1)

Crystals, practically insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in
anhydrous ethanol, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Digitoxin (71-63-6)

See Digiloxin (0078).

Diglyclne 2-[(2-Aminoacetyl)amino)acetic acid;
Glycylglycine; C.HaN20, = 132.1 (556-5()-3)

2022

Digoxin See Digoxin (0079).=

Digoxin Reagent

Add 98 mL ofglacial aceticacid to 2 mL of mlfuric acid and
add 0.1 mL of a 5% wlv solution of anhydrous iran(lll)
chloride in glacialacetic acid.
Dlhydrocapsaicln N-[(4-Hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)
methyl)-8-methylnonanamide; C,aH,.NO, = 307.4
(19408-84-5)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in cold water, freely soluble in anhydrous ethanol.
1O,II-Dihydrocarbamazeplne 1O,II-Dihydro-5H
dibenzo[bJ]azepine-5-carboxamide; C1,H1.N,O =238.3
(3564-73-6)

mp: 205 "C to 210 "C.

Dlbydrocarvone p-Menth-Bcen-z-one; 2-Methyl-5-(I
methylethenyl)cyclohexanone; C1oH,.O = 152.2 (7764-50-3)

Dihydrocarvone usedin gas chromarography compties with the
following additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the test
for chromatographic profile in the monograph Caraway
011 (1817).

Content calculated by the nonnalisation procedure:
- majorcomponent (trans-dihydrororvone): minimum

70 per cent;
- sum of cis- and trans-djhydrocarvone: minimum 98 per cent.
1,8-Dihydroxyanthraqulnone Danthron;
Dihydroxyanthraquinone; La-Dlhydrcxyenthracene-e.Io
dione; Dantron; C,.HaO. = 240.2 (117-10-2)

Crystalline orange powder, practically insoluble in water,
slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in solutions
of alkali hydroxides.

mp: about 195 "C.

2,4-Dlbydroxyhenzaldehyde ~Resorcylaldehyde;

C,H.O, = 138.1 (95-01-2)

2,S-DJhydroxybenzoic Acid Gentisic acid;
C,H.O. =154.1 (490-79-9)

Light yellow crystals.
mp: about 200 °C.
S,7-Dlbydroxy-4-methylcoumarln 5,7-Dihydroxy-4
methyl-2H"I-benzopyran-2-one; C,oH.O. = 192.2
(2107-76-8)

Lightyellowishpowder, practically insoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 295 "C [Q 303 "C.

1,3-Dihydroxynaphthalene Naphthalene-I,3-diol;
C,oHaO, =160.2 (132-86-5)

Crystalline, generally brownish-violet powder,freely soluble
in waterand in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 125 °C.
S,7-Di-lOdo-8-hydroxyqulnoline 5,7-Dilodoquinolin-8
01; C.H,I,NO = 397.0 (83-73-8)

Yellowish-brown powder, sparingly soluble in acetone and in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.
1,5-Di-iodopentane C,H..I, =323.9 (628-77-3)

bp: about 101".
General reagent grade of commerce.
A colourless liquid.
DI-isobutyl Ketone 2,6-Dimethyl-4-heptanone;
C.H,aO = 142.2 (J08-83-8)
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Clear, colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water, miscible
with most organic solvents.
n~o: about 1.414
bp: about 168 "C.

Di-isopropyl Ether Isopropyl ether; C,H1.O = 102.2
(108-20-3)

Clear, colourlessliquid, veryslightly soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: 0.723 to 0.728.

bp: 67 "C to 69 "C.

Do not distilifthe di-isopropyl ether does not comply with the lest
for peroxides.
Peroxides. Place 8 mL of potassium iodide and starch soluu'on R
in a 12 mL ground-glass-stoppered cylinder about 1.5 em in
diameter. Fill completely with the substance to be examined,
shake vigorously and allow to standprotected from light for
30 min. No colour is produced.
The name and concentration of any added stabiliser are
stated on the label.
Storage: protected from light.
Di-isopropyl Ether, StabUlser-free

Di-iso-prOpyI etherthat is free from stabiliser.
Reagentgrade of commerce.
Di-Isopropylethylamine Ethyldi-isopropylamine;
C,H2oN2 = 144.3 (7087-68-5)

n~: about 1.414.
bp: about 127°.

General reagent gradeofcommerce.
N,N-Diisopropylethylamine N-Ethyl-N-(propan-2-yl)
propan-2-amine; N-Ethyldiisopropylamine; CaH,.N = 129.2
(7087-68-5)

Clear, colourless or light yellow liquid.
bp: 127 "C.
N,N'-Di-Isopropylethylenediamlne N,N'-Bis(l
methylethyl)-1,2-ethanediamine; CSH2ol'<2 =144.3
(4013-94-9)

Colourless or yellowish, corrosive, flammable, hygroscopic
liquid.

d~: about 0.798.

n~: about 1.429.

bp: about 170 "C.
DiUapiole 6-Allyl-4,5-dimethoxy-l,3-benzodioxoIej
C 12HI40. =222.24 (523-80-8)

General reagent grade of commerce.
2,S-Dlmethoxybenzaldehyde C,HIOO, = 166.2 (93-02-7)

mp: about 500
•

General reagentgrade of commerce.
4,4' -Dimethoxybenzophenone Bis(4-methoxyphenyl)
methanone; C15H,.O, =242.3 (90-96-0)

White or almostwhite powder,practically insoluble in water
and slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 142 "C.

3,4-Dlmethoxyphenethylamine C"#I5N02 = 181.2
(120-20-7)

ng-: about 1.546.

An oily liquid; weight per mL, about 1.07 g.

General reagentgradeof commerce.
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3,4-DlmethoXY-L-phenylalanine (2S)-2-Amino-3-(3,4
dimethoxyphenyl)propanoic acid; CIIH15N04 = 225.2
(32161-30-1)

Content: minimum 95 per cent.
While or almost white powder.
2,2-Dlmethoxypropane Dimethoxypropane;
C,H1202 = 104.1 (77-76-9)

Colourless liquid,decomposing on exposure to moist airor
water.
dig: about 0.847.

n~: about 1.378.
bp: about 83 "C.

Dlmethylacetamlde N,N-Dimethylacetamide;
C.H.NO =87.1 (127-19-5)
Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.
Colourless liquid, misciblewith water and withmany organic
solvents.
tt,'g: about 0.94.

n~: about 1.437.
bp: about 165 "C.

Dlmethylamine N-Methylmethanamine; C2H,N = 45.09
(124-40-3)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
Colourless, flammable gas.
Dlmethylamine Hydrochloride C2H,ClN = 81.6
(506-59-2)

mp: about 172".

General reagent grade of commerce.
Dlmethylamine Solution

A 400 gIL solution of dimelhylamine R.
Clear, colourless solution.
Density: about 0.89.

bp: about 54 "C.

mp: about-37°C.
4-Dlmethylaminobenzaldehyde
Dimethylaminobenzaidehyde; C,HIlNO =149.2 (100-10-7)

Whiteor yellowish-while crystals, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in dilute acids.

mp: about 74 "C.

Dlmethylaminobenzaldehyde Reagent

Dissolve 0.5 g of 4~imethyfaminobenzaldehyde ln. a cooled
mixture of 53 mL of sulfuric add and 50 mL of warer and
add 0.5 mL of iron(l/I) chloride solution Rl.
Allow to standfor 2 hours before use.
Dlmethy1aminobenzaldehyde Solution, Alcoholic

Dissolve I g of 4-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde in 30 mL of
ethanol (96%) and add 180 mL of lnuan-l-oi and 30 mL of
hydrochloric acid.
Prepare immediately beforeuse and discard if a pinkcolour
develops.
Dlmethylamlnobenzaldehyde Solution RI

Dissolve 0.2 g of dimethylaminobenzaldehyde R in 20 mL of
ethanol (96 percenV R and add 0.5 mL of hydrochloric acidR.
Shake the solution with aahxued cboreoot R and filter.
The colour of the reagent is less intense than chat of iodine
solution R3. Prepare immediately before use.
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Dlmethylaminobenzaldehyde Solution R2

Dissolve0.2 g of dimethylaminobmzaJdehyde R, without
heating, in a mixtureof 4.5 mL of waterRand 5.5 mL of
hydroch/mit. acidR. Prepare immediately beforeuse.
Dlmethylaminobenzaldehyde Solution R6

Dissolve 0.125 g of dimahylaminobenza/dehyde R in a cooled
mixture of 35 rnL of waw Rand 65 mL of sulfuric acidR.
Add 0.1 rnL of a 50 gIL solution of/enic chloride R. Before
use allow to standfor 24 h, protected from light.
Storage: when stored at room temperature, use within
I week; when stored in a refrigerator use within several
months.
Dlmethylaminobenzaldehyde Solution R1

Dissolve 1.0 g of dimethylaminobenzaldehyde R in 50 rnL of
hydrochlori< acid R and add 50 rnL of ethanol (96 percenO R.
S,orage: protected from light; use within4 weeks.
Dlmethylamlnobenzaldehyde Solution R8

Dissolve 0.25 g of dimelhylaminobenzalJehyde R in a mixture
of 5 g of phosphoric acidR, 45 g of wow Rand 50 g of
anhydrous acetic acidR. Prepare immediately beforeuse.
Dlmethylaminobenzaldehyde Solution R9

Dissolve 1.0 g of dimethylaminobenzaldehyde R in 3.5 mL of
perchloric acid (600 gIL HCro,) and slowly add 6.5 rnL of
2-propanol R. Prepare immediately beforeuse.
4-Dlmethylaminoclnnamaldehyde 3-(4
Dirnethylaminophenyl)prop-2-enal; CllH.,NO =175.2
(6203-18-5)

Orange or orange-brown crystals or powder. Sensitive to
light.

mp: about 138 'C.
4-Dlmethylaminoclnnamaldehyde Solution

Dissolve 2 g of 4-dimethylaminocinnamaldehyde R in a mixture
of 100 mL of hydrochloric acidR1 and 100 mL of anhydrous
ethanol R. Dilute the solution to four times its volume with
anhydrous ethanol R immediately beforeuse.
DimethyJaminoethanol 2-(Dimethylamino)ethan-l-ol;
C,HlINO = 89.1 (J08-01-U)

Colourless or slightly yellow liquid,miscible with water.
bp: about 135 ·C.

2-(Dlmethylamino)ethyl Methacrylate
2-(Dimethylamino)ethyl 2-methylpropenoate;
C.H"NO, = 151.2 (2867-47-2)

~: about 0.930.
bp: about 181 ·C.

Dlmethylaminonaphthalenesulfonyl Chloride
Dimethylaminonaphthalenesulphonyl chloride;
5-Dimethylaminonaphthalene-l-sulphonyl chloride; Dansyl
chloride; C12H12CINO,S =269.8 (605-65-2)

Yellow, crystalline powder, slightly solublein water, soluble
in methanol.
mp: about 70°C.
3-Dlmethylaminophenol 3-(Dimethylamino)phenol;
C.HlINO = 131.2 (99-07-U)

Greypowder, slightly soluble in water.
mp: about80°C.
2-(Dlmethylamino)thloacetamide Hydsochloride
c.,HlICIN,S =154.1 (27366-72-9)

Dlmethylaniline N,N-Dirnethylaniline; (121-69-7)

See N,N-Dimethylanuine R.
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N,N-DimethylanIllne C.HIlN = 121.2 (121-69-7)

Clear,oily liquid, almost colourless when freshly distilled,
darkening on storage to reddish-brown, practically insoluble
in water, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
n~: about 1.558.
Distillation range (2.2.JJ). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 192°C and 194 -c,
2,3-Dlmethylaniline 2,3-Xylidine; CaHllN =121.2
(87-59-2)

Yellowish liquid, sparingly soluble inwater, solublein
ethanol (96 per cent).

d~: 0.993 to 0.995.

n1:': about 1.569.

bp: about 224 ·C.

2,4-Dlmethylaniline 2,4-Xylidene; C.HIlN = 121.2
(95-68-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
2,6-Dlmethylanillne 2,6-Xylidine; C.HIlN = 121.2
(87-62-7)

Colourless liquid, sparingly soluble in water, solublein
ethanol (96 per cent).

~g: about 0.98.

2,6-Dlmethylanillne Hydsochloride
2,6-Dimethylbenzenamide hydrochloride; 2,6-Xylidine
hydrochloride, CaH 12CIN =151.6 (21436-98-6)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
2,4-Dlmethyl-6-tert-butylphenol 6-tert-Butyl-2,4
dirnethylphenol; C.,H1.O =118.3 (1879-09-U)

Dimethyl Carbonate Carbonic aciddimethyl ester;
C,H.O, =90.1 (616-38-6)
Liquid, insoluble in water, misciblewith ethanol
(96 per cent).

dl': 1.065.

n~: 1.368.
bp: about 90 'C.

Dlmethyl-p-cyclodextrin Heptakis(2,6-di-D-methyl)
cyclomaltoheptaose; Cycloheptakis-(I ~4)-(2,6-di-O-methyl
<X-D-g1ucopyranosyl);
2A,2B,2c,2D,2B,2F,2G,6A,6B,6c,6D,6B,6F,6G_Tetradeca_o
methyl-B-cyclodextrin; C,sH9.0" =1331 (5JJ66-71-3)

While or almost while powder.
Dlmethyldecylamine N,N-dirnethyldecylamine;
C12H"N = 185.4 (J12D-24-7)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent mlm.

bp: about·234 ·C.

I, 1-dimethyl-3,1-dihydso-lH-purine-2,6-d1one
paraxanthine; 1,7-dirnethylxanthine; C7HsN 40 2 = 180.16
(6JJ-59-6)

mp: about 298°
General reagent grade of commerce.
N,N-Dlmethyldodecylamine N-oxide
Ct.H3INO " 229.4 (1643-20-5)

mp: about 132".

General reagent gradeof commerce.
l,l-Dlmethylethylamine 2-Amino-2-methylpropane;
zer-Burylamine; C.HIlN = 13.1 (75-64-9)

Liquid, misciblewith ethanol (96 per cent).
d~g: about 0.694.
n~o: about 1.378.
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bp: about 46 'C.

I,I-Dlmethylethyl Methyl Ether ten-Butyl methyl ether;
z-methoxy-z-memyloropene, C5H"O =88.1 (1614-04-4)

Colourless) clear,flammable liquid.
nf,O: about 1.376.

Absorbanee (2.2.25): maximum 0.30 at 240 om, 0.10 at
255 om, 0.01 at 280 nm, determined using water R as
compensation liquid.
I,I-Dlmethylethyl Methyl Ether RI 2-Methoxy-2
methylpropane; ten-Butyl methyl ether; C5H1ZO = 88.1
(1614-04-4)

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent,

~: about 0.141.

n~: about 1.369.
bp: about 55 'C.

Dlmethylforrnamlde C,H,NO =13.1 (68-12-2)

Clear,colourlessneutral liquid, miscible widt waterand with
ethanol (96 per cent).

cf,~: 0.949 to 0.952.
bp: about 153 'C.

Water (2.5./2): maximum 0.1 per cent.

Dlmethylforrnamlde Diethylacetai
N,N-Dimethylfonnamide diethylacetal; C,H17NO, = 141.2
(1/88-11-6)

n~o: about 1.40.

bp: 128 -c to 130 'C.

N,N-Dimethylformamide Dimethylacetal
1,I-Dimethoxytrimethylamine; C5H13NO, =119.2
(4617-24-5)

Clear, colourless liquid.
~: about 0.896.
nif: about 1.396.
bp: about 103 'C.

DimethyJg1yoxime 2,3-Butanedione dioxime;
C,H.N,O, =116.1 (95-45-4)

White or almostwhite, crystaUine powderor colourless
crystals, practically insoluble in cold water, veryslightly
soluble in boilingwater, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 240°C, with decomposition.

Sulfatedash (2.4./4): maximum 0.05 per Cent.

1,3-Dimethyl-2-:lmidazolldinone N,N'-Dimethylethylene
urea; 1)3-Dimethyl-2-imidazolidone; C5H1oN"20 :::; 114.2
(80-71-9)

nf,": 1.4120.

bp: about 224 'C.

N,N-Dlmethyl-p-nitrosoani1ine CaH,oN,O = 150.2
(/18-89-6)

mp: about 86°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Greencrystals or a green, crystalline powder.
N)N-Dimethyloctylamine Octyldimethylamine;
ClOH"N = 151.3 (7178-99-6)

Colourless liquid.
dig: about 0.165.

n~o: about 1.424.
bp: about 195 'c.
2,S-Dlmethylphenol p-Xylenol; C.HlOO =122.2
(95-87-4)
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White or almostwhite crystals.
2,6-Dlmethylphenol C.HlOO = 122.2 (576-26-1)

Colourless needles, slightly solublein water, verysoluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: about 203 'C.

mp: 46 -c to 48 'C.

3,4-Dlmethylphenol C.H,oO =122.2 (95-65-8)

White or almostwhite crystals, slightly soluble In water,
freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: about 226 'C.

mp: 25 "C to 21 'C.

N,N-Dlmethyl-L-phenyla1anine (2S)
2-(Dimethylamino)-3-phenylpropanoic acid;
CIIH'5NO, =193.2 (/7469-89-5)
mp: about 226°C.
N,N-Dlmethyl-p-phenylenediamine Dlhydrochlorlde
C.H12N,,2HCl = 209.1 (516-46-9)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Darkens readily on exposure to air.
Dlmethyl Phthalate ClOHlOO, = 194.2 (/11-11-1)

General reagent gradeof commerce.
A colourless or faintly colouredliquid; weightper ml., about
1.19 g.
N,N' -Dimethylpiperazine 1,4-Dimethylpiperazine;
Dimethylpiperazine; C.H"N, = 114.2 (106-58-1)

A colourless liquid, miscible with water and with ethanol
(96 per cent).

~: about 0.85.

n-g': about 1.446.
bp: about 131 'C.

Dlmethylsrearamlde Dimethylstearylamide;
N,N-dimethyloctadecanamide; C,oH"NO = 311.6
White or almostwhite solid mass, solublein many organic
solvents, including acetone.
mp: about 51°C.
Dimethylstearylamide See dimethylstearamiJe R.
Dlmethyl Sulfone Dimethyl sulphone; C,H.O,s = 94.1
(67-7/-1J)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water, soluble in acetone and ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 108 -c to 110 ·C.
Dlmethyl Sulfoxide Dimethyl sulphoxlde; (67-68-5)

See Dimethylsulfoxide (0761).

Dimethylsulfoxide usedin spe<trophotomeuy complies with the
following additional test.

Absorbanee (2.2.25): maximum 1.00 at 262 nm, 0.46 at
210 om, 0.16 at 290 om, 0,01 at 340 om and higher
wavelengths) determined using water R as compensation
liquid.

Dlmethyl Sulfoxide RI Dimethyl sulphoxide RI

Content: minimum99.7 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.
Dlmethyl Sulfuxide R2 Dimethyl sulphoxide R2

Content: minimum 99.9 per cent) determined by gas
chromatography.
Residue on evaporation: maximum 0.0005 per cent.
Water (2.5.12): maximum 0.005 per cent.
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N,N-Dimethyltetradecylamine C";H,,N = 241.5

dig: about 0.80.

bp: about 2600
•

General reagent grade of commerce containing98.0 to
101.0% wlw of C,oH"N.
A clearor almost clear, colourless or slightly yellowliquid.
Complies with thefollowing US/S.

Water Not more than 0.3%, Appendix IX C, Method I A.

Assay Dissolve 0.2 g in IO mL of ethanol (96%) and titrate
with O.IM hydro<hlonc acid VS using methylredsolu'ion as
indicator until a red colouris produced. EachmL of 0.1M

hydro<h1ori< acid VS is equivalent to 24.15 mg of C ••H"N.
Dimethyl Yellow CI1I020; 4-dimethylaminoazobenzene;
C•.,Ht,N, = 225.3 (60-11-7)

Produces a red colourin moderately acidicalcoholic
solutions and a yellow colour in weakly acidicand alkaline
solutions (pH range, 2.8 to 4.6).

Complies with the foUawing us,.
Homogeneity Carry out the method for thin-layer
chromalOgraphy, Appendix ill A, using sih"ca gel G as the
coating substance and dithforomethane as the mobile phase.
Apply to the plate 10 pL ofa 0.01% wlv solution in
dich/oromethane. The chromatogram shows only one spot.

Dimethyl Yellow and Oracet Blue Solution
Dissolve 10 mg of dime.hyl yellow and 10 mg of oraeet blueB
in 300 mL of dichloromethane.
Dimethyl Yellow and Oracet Blue 2R Solution

Dissolve 10 mg of dimethyl yellow and 10 mg of oraanblue ZR
in 300 mL of diehloromethane.
Dimethyl Yellow Solution

A 0.2% wlv solution of dimelhylye1low in ethanol (90%).

Complies with thefoUawing test.

Sensitivity A solution containing2 g of ammonium chloride
in 25 mL of carbon dioxide-free waterto which is added
0.1 mL of the dimethyl yellow solution is yellow. Not more
than 0.10 mL of 0.1M hydro<h1ori< acid VS is required to
change the colour of the solution to red (pH range, 2.8 to
4.6).

Dimeticone (9oo6-65-~

See Dimeticone (0138).

Dimidlum Bromide 3,8-Diamino-5-methyl-6
phenylphenanthridinium bromide; C,oHllollrN, = 380.3
(518-67-2)

Dark-red crystals, slightly soluble in water at 20°C, sparingly
soluble in water at 60 °C and in ethanol (96 per cent).

Dimidlum Bromide-Sulfan Blue Mixed Solution
Dimidiumbromide-suJphan blue mixed solution
Dissolve separately 0.5 g of dimidium bromide Rand 0.25 g of
sulfanblue R in 30 mL of a hot mixture of I volume of
anhydrous ethanol Rand 9 volumes of waterR, stir, mix the
two solutions, and dilute to 250 mL with me same mixture
of solvents. Mix 20 mL of this solution with 20 mL of a
14.0 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric acidR previously
diluted with about 250 mL of waler R and dilute to 500 mL
with waterR.
SlOrage: protected from light.

1,3..Dinitrobenzene Dinitrobenzene; C6H.tN204 :::: 168.1
(99-65-0)
Yellowish crystalline powderor crystals, practically insoluble
in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 90°C.
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Dlnitrobenzene Solution
A 10 gILsolution of dinitrobenzene R in ethanol
(96 percent) R.
3,S-Dinitrobenzoic Acid Dinitrobenzoic acid;
C,H.,N,O. = 212.1 (99-34-3)

Almostcolourless crystals, slightly soluble in water, very
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about206 °C.
. Dlnltrobenzoic Acld Solution

A 20 gIL solution of dinitrobenzorc add R in ethanol
(96 percent) R.
DinitrobenzoyJ ChJoride 3,5-Dinitrobenzoyl chloride;
C,H,CIN,O, = 230.6 (99-33-2)

Translucent, yellowor greenish-yellow powderor yellowish
crystals, soluble in acetone and in toluene.
mp: about 68 "C.

Suilabili/)l us,. To I mL of anhydrous ethanol Rand 0.1 g of
dinitrobenzayl chloride R add 0.05 mL of dilute sulfuric acid R
and boil under a reflux condenser for 30 min. After
evaporation on a water-bath add 5 mL of heptane R to the
residue and heat to boiling. Filter the hot solution. Wash the
crystals formed on cooling to room temperature with a small
quantity of heptane R anddry in a desiccator. The crystals
melt (2.2.14) between 92 -c and 95 'C.
2,4-DlnltrophenyJhydrazine Dinitrophenylliydrazine;
C.H.N.O. = 198.1 (119-26-6)

Reddish-orange crystals, very slightly solublein water, slightly
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 203 °C (instantaneous method).
Dinitrophenylhydrazine-aceto-hydrochJoric Solution
Dissolve 0.2 g of dini.rophenylhydrazine R in 20 mL of
methanol R and add 80 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of
acetic add R and hydrochloric acid Rl. Prepare immediately
before use.
Dlnltrophenylbydrazine-hydrochloric Solution

Dissolve by heating 0.50 g of dinilrophenylhydrazine R in dilute
hydrochlm;c acidR and diluteto 100 mL with the same
solvent. Allowto cool and filter. Prepare immediately before
use.
Dlnltrophenylliydrazine-sulfuric Acld Solution
Dinitrophenylhydrazine-sulphuric acid solution
Dissolve 1.5 g of dinirrophenylhydrazine R in 50 mL of a
20 percent VIV solution of sulfUric acid R. Prepare
immediately before use.
Dinonyl Phthalate C,oH.,O. = 418.6 (28553-12-0)

Colourless to paleyellow, viscous liquid.
dig: 0.97 to 0.98.

n~: 1.482 to 1.489.
Acidity. Shake 5.0 g with 25 mL of wa.erR for I min. Allow
to stand, fiher the separated aqueous layer and add 0.1 mL
of phenolph.halein solurion R. Not more than 0.3 mL of 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide is required to change the colour of the
solution (0.05 percent)calculated as phthalic acid).
Water (2.5.12): maximum 0.1 per cent.

Dioctadecyl Disulfide Dioetadecyl disulphide;
C,.H,.S, =571.1 (2500-88-1)

Whiteor almost white powder, practically insoluble in water.
mp: 53 -c to 58 'C.
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2,2'-Dl(octadecyloxy)-5,5'-spirobl(I,3,2
dioxaphosphorinane) 2,2'-Di(ocmdecyloxy)-515'

spirobiU,3,2-dioxaphosphorin-ane)j C41H8Z06PZ = 733

White or almost white, waxy solid, practically insoluble in
water, soluble in hydrocarbons.

mp: 40 "C to 70 -c,
Dioctadecy13,3'-Thiodipropionate GUHS204S = 683
(693-36-7)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, practicaUy
insoluble in water, freely soluble in methylene chloride,
sparingly soluble in acetone, in ethanol (96 per cent) and in
light 'petroleum.

mp: 58°C to 67 -c,
Di-n-octyl Phthalate Diocryl benzene-l,2-dicarboxylate;
C"H"O, = 390.6 (/17-84-11)
Colourless viscous liquid, insoluble in water.

Density: about 0.98 g1mL (20 "C).

Dioetyl Sodium Sulfosuccinate Docusate sodium;
Sodium 1,4-bis[(2-ethylhexyl)oxy)-1,4-dioxobutane-2
sulfonate; 1,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl) sullobutanedioate sodium
salt; Sodium dioctyl sulfosuccinate; C2oH37Na07S = 444.6
(577-11-7)

Whire of-almost white) waxy solid.

Diosgenin (25R)-5pirost-5-en-3)l-01; C21H" O, =414.6
(511-04-9)

1,4-Dioxan Dioxan; C,H,02 = 88.1 (/23-91-1)

Clear, colourless liquid) miscible with water and with most
organic solvents.

dig: about 1.03.
Freezing point (2.2.18): minimum 11.0 °C.

Wat.er (2.5.12): maximum 0.5 per cent.

Do nOfdistilif the dioxan does riot comply with the ust for
peroxides.
Peroxides. Place 8 mL of potassium iodide and starch solution R
in a 12 mL ground-glass-stoppered cylinder about 1.5 cm.in
diameter. Fill completely with the substance to be examined,
shake vigorously and allow £0 stand in the dark for 30 min.
No colour is produced.

Dioxan usedfor liquidscintiUation isof a suitable analytical
grade.
Dioxan Solution

Dissolve 1.00 g of dioxon R in water R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same sclvenr. Dilute 5.0 mL of this
solution to 100.0 mL with waler R (0.5 mglmL of dioxan).

Dloxan Solution Rl

Dilute 10.0 mL of dioxan solution R to 50.0 mL with waterR.
(0.1 mglmL of dioxan).

Dioxan Solution R2
Dilute 2.0 mL of dioxan solution R to 50.0 mL with water R
(0.02 mglmL of dioxan).

Diphenylamine C l 2HllN = 169.2 (122-39-4)

White or almost white crystals, slightly soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 55 "C.

Storage: protected from light.

Diphenylamine Solution

A 1 gIL solution of diphenylamine R in sulfuric acid R.
Storage: protected from light.
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DIphenylamine Solution RI

A 10 gIL solution of diphenylamine R in sulfun'c acid R.
The solution is colourless.

DIphenylamine Solution R2

Dissolve 1 g of diphenylamint R in 100 mL ofglacial acetic
acid R and add 2.75 mL of sulfuric acidR. Use inunediately.

9,10-Dlphenylantltracene Diphenylanthracene;
C2oR.a=330.4 (/499-10-1)
Yellowish or yellow, crystalline powder, practically insoluble
in water.
mp: about 248 "C.

N,N'-Dlphenylbenzldine N,N'-Diphenylbiphenyl-4,4'
diamine; Diphenylbenzidine; C2.H20N2 =336.4 (531-91-9)

White or faintly grey, crystalline powder, practically insoluble
in water, slightly soluble in acetone and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 248 "C.

Nitrates. Dissolve 8 mg in a cooled mixture of 5 mL of
waterRand 45 mL of nitrogen-free sulfuric acid R.
The solution is colourless or very pale blue.

Sulfatedash (2.4.14): maximum 0.1 per cent.

Storage: protected from light.

Diphenylboric Acid Aminoetbyl Ester
C ••H,JlNO = 225.1 (524-95-8)
White or slightly yellow, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 193°C.
1,5-Diphenylcarbazide 1,5-diphenylcarbonodihydrazide;
Diphenylcarbazide; C13H.J', O = 242.3 (140-22-7)

White or almost white) crystalline powder which gradually
becomes pink on exposure to air, very slightly soluble in
water, soluble in acetone, in ethanol (96 per cent) and in
glacial acetic acid.

mp: about 170 "C.

Sulfatedash (2.4.14): maximum 0.1 per cent.

Storage: protected from light.

Diphenylcarbazide Solution

Dissolve 0.2 g of diphenylcarbazide R in 10 mL of glacial
acetic acidR and dilute to 100 mL with anhydrous ethanal R.
Prepare immediately before use.

1,S..Diphenylcarbazone Diphenylcarbazone;
C 13H.2N, O =240.3 (538-62-5)
Orange-yellow) crystalline powder, practically insoluble in
water, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 157°C, with decomposition.

Diphenylcarbazone Mercwic Reagent

Salulian A. Dissolve 0.1 g of diphenylcarlJazane R in anhydrous
ethanolR and dilute to 50 mL with the same solvent.

Solution B. Dissolve 1 g of mercuric chloride R in anhydrous
ethatwlR and dilute to 50 mL with the same solvent.

Mix equal volumes of the two solutions.

2,2-Diphenylglycine Amino(diphenyl)acetic acid;
C.,H.,N02 =227.26 (3060-50-2)

1,Z..Diphenylhydrazine Hydrazobenzene;
1,2-Diphenyldiazane; C.2H.2N2 =184.3 (122-66-7)

Orange powder.

mp: about 125 'C.

Diphenylmetbanol Benzhydrol; C.,I-!.20 =184.2
(91-01-11)
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\Vhite or almost white, crystalline powder.
mp: about 66 "C.

Diphenyloxazole 2,5-Diphenyloxazolej
C15HlINO = 221.3 (92-71-7)

White or almost white powder, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in methanol, sparingly soluble in dioxan and in glacial
acetic acid.
mp: about 70°C.

Al~: about 1260 determined at 305 nm in methanol R.
Dipheny/oxazole usedfor liquidscintillation isofa suitable
analyn"rol grade.
Diphenylphenylene Oxide Polymer 2.6-Diphenyl-j>
phenylene oxide polymer
White or almost white, porous beads. The size range of the
beads is specifiedafterthe name of the reagent in the tests
where it is used.
Dipotassium Edetate Dipotassium dihydrogen
ethylenediaminetetra-acetate; ClOH14N2K208,2HzO =404.5
(25102-12-9)

General reagentgradeof conunerce.
Dipotassium Hydrogen Orthophosphate
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate; K,HPO. = 174.2
(7758-11-4)

White or almost white, crystalline powder,hygroscopic,very
soluble In water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Srorage: in an airtight container.
Dipotassium Hydrogen Phosphate Trlhydrate
K,HPO..3H,O =228.2 (16788-57-1)

Colourlessor white or almost white powder or crystals, freely
soluble in water.
Dipotassium Sulfate Potassium sulfate; Dipotassium
sulphate; Potassium sulphate; K,SO. =174.3 (7778-80-5)
Colourless crystals, soluble in water.
Dipotassium (+)-Tartrate Potassium tartrate;
C.H.K,O.,'/,H,O =235.3 (921-53-9)

White or almost white, granular powder or crystals) very
soluble in water,veryslightlysoluble In ethanol
(96 per cent).

2.2'-Dlpyridyl 2,2'-Bipyridine; CIOHsN, =156.2
(366-18-7)

mp: about 72°.

General reagent gradeof commerce.
2,2'-Dipyridylamine N-(Pyridin-2-yl)pyridin-2-amine;
C,oH,N, = 171.2 (1202-34-2)
mp: about 95°C.

Disodium Arsenate Sodium arsenate heptehydrate;
Na,HAsO••7H,O = 312.0 (10048-95-11)
Crystals, efflorescent In warmair, freely soluble in water,
soluble in glycerol, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
The aqueoussolution is a1caline to litmus.

~: about 1.87.

mp: about 57°C when rapidly heated.
Disodium Bicinchoninate 2,2'-Biquinoline-4-4'
dlcarboxylate disodium salt; C,oH,oN,Na,O. = 388.3
(979-88-4)

Disodium Catechol-3,5-disulfonate 4,5-Dihydroxy-I.3
benzene disulfonicacid disodium salt monohydrate)
4)5-dihydroxy-I,3-benzene disulphonic acid disodium salt
monohydrate, disodium catechol-3,5- disulphonate;
C.H.,OsNa,H,O =332 (149-45-1)
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General reagentgrade of commerce.
Disodium Edetate Disodium dihydrogen
ethylenediaminetetra-acetate, dihydrate; Sodium edetate;
(6381-92-6)

See Disodium edetate (0232).
Disodium Ethaned.isulfonate Disodium
ethanedisulphonate; I)2-ethanedisulfonic acid disodium salt;
1)2-ethanedisulphonic acid disodium salt;
C,H,Na,O.S, = 234.2 (5325-43-9)

Generalreagent gradeof commerce.
Disodium Hydrogen Citrate Sodium acid citrate;
Disodium hydrogen 2-hydroxypropane-l)2)3-tricarboxylate
sesquihydrate; CoH.Na,O"I'/,H,O = 263.1 (144-33-1)

White or almost white powder) soluble in less than 2 partsof
water,practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Disodium Hydrogen Orthophosphate Disodium
Hydrogen Phosphate; Disodium hydrogen phosphate
dodecahydtate; (10039-32-4)
See Disodium phosphare doduahydrare (0118).
Dlsodium Hydrogen Orthophosphate, Anhydrous
Disodium hydrogen phosphate, anhydrous;
Na,HPO. =142.0 (7558-79-4)

Disudium Hydrogen Orthophosphate Dihydrate
Disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate; (10028-24-7)
See Disodium phosphare dihydrare (0602).
Disodium Hydrogen Orthophosphate Heptahydrate
Disodium hydrogen phosphate heptahydrate;
Na,HPO.,7H,O =268.1 (7782-85-6)

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate Heptahydrate
Na,HPO••7H,O =268.1 (7782-85-6)

Dlsodium Hydrogen Phosphate Solution

A 90 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen phosphare
dode<ahydrare R.
Dita1imphus O,D-Diethyl (l,3-dihydro-I,3-dioxo-2H
isoindol-2-yl)phosphonothioate; C12H,.NO.PS = 299.3
(5131-24-8)

Veryslightlysoluble In water, in ethyl acetate and in
anhydrous ethanol.

A suitablecertified reference solution maybe used.
5.5'-Dlthiobis(2-nitrobenzolc) Acid 3-Carboxy-4
nitrophenyldisulphide; C..H,N,O,S, = 396.4 (69-78-3)

Yellow powder sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 242 "C.

Dlthioerythrltol C.HIOO,S, =154.3 (6892-68-8)

(2R,3S)-1,4-Disulfanylbutane-2,3-diol. DTE.

mp: about 83 °C.
Dithiol Toluene-3,4-dithiol; 4-Methylbenzene-l,2-dithiol;
G,HsS, = 156.3 (496-74-2)

White or almost white crystals, hygroscopic, soluble in
methanol and in solutions of alkali hydroxides.
mp: about 30 "C.

Storage: in an airtight container.
Dithiol Reagent Toluenedithiol reagent
To I g of dithWi R add 2 mL of thiog/yrollic acidR and dilute
to 250 mL with a 20 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R.
Prepare immediatelybefore use.
Dithiothreitol threo-l,4-Dimercaptobutane-2,3-diot;
C.H,oO,S, = 154.2 (27565-41-9)

Slightlyhygroscopicneedles, freelysoluble in water, in
acetone and in anhydrous ethanol.
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Storage: in an airtight container.

Dithizone l,5-Diphenylthiocarbazonej
CnlI12N.S = 256.3 (60-10-6)

A bluish-black, brownish-black or black powder, practically
insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: protected from light.

Dithizone Rl l,S-Diphenylthiocarbazonej
C13H12N.S = 256.3 (60-10-6)

Conrent: minimum 98.0 per cent.

Bluish-black, brownish-black or black powder, practically
insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Sterage: protected from light.

DitWzone Solution

A 0.5 gIL solution of dithizoneR in chloroform R. Prepare
immediately before use.

Dithizone Solution R2

Dissolve 40.0 mg of dithizone R in chloroform R and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 30.0 mL of the
solution {O 100.0 mL with chlarofann R.
Assay. Dissolve a quantity of mercuric chloride R equivalent to
0.1354 g ofHgClz in a mixture of equal volumes of diluce
SUlfW1C acidR and waterR and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same mixture of solvents. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to
100.0 mL with a mixture of equal volumes of dilute rnljwu
acid R and waterR. (This solution contains 20 ppm of Hg).
Transfer 1.0 mL of the solution to a separating funnel and
add 50 mL of dilute sulfuric acid R, 140 mL of waterRand
10 mL of a 200 gIL solution of hydrr>XJ~aminehydrochloride R.
Titrate with the dlthjzone solution: after each addition, shake
the mixture twenty times and towards the end of the titration
allow to separate and discard the chloroform layer. Titrate
until a bluish-green colour is obtained. Calculate the
equivalent in micrograms of mercury per millilitre of the
dithizone solution from the expression 20lV, where V is the
volume in millilitres of the dithizone solution used in the
titration.

Divanadlum Pentoxide Vanadium(v) oxide;
V,O, = 181.9 (1314-62-1)

Content: minimum 98.5 per cent.

Yellow-brown or rust-brown powder, slightly soluble in
water, soluble in strong mineral acids and in solutions of
alkali hydroxides with formation of salts.

Appearance of solution, Heat 1 g for 30 min with 10 mL of
sulfuric acidR. Allow to cool and dilute to 10 mL with the
same acid. The solution is clear (2.2.1).

Sensitivity co hydrogm peroxide. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution
prepared for the test for appearance of solution cautiously to
50.0 mL with waterR. To 0.5 mL of the solution add
0.1 mL of a solution of hydrogen peroxide (0.1 gIL ofH,O,)
prepared from dilute hydrogen peroxide solution R. The solution
has a distinct orange colour compared with a blank prepared
from 0.5 mL of the solution to be examined and 0.1 mL of
waterR. After the addition of 0.4 mL of a solution of
hydrogen peroxide (0.1 gIL of H 20 ,) prepared from dl1ute
hydrogen peroxide solution R, the orange solution becomes
orange-yellow.

Loss on ignition: maximum 1.0 per cent, determined on
1.00 g at 700 ± 50 °C.

Assay. Dissolve 0.200 g with heating in 20 mL of a
70 per cent mlm solution of sulfun"c acid R. Add 100 mL of
waterRand 0.02 /H potassium permanganate until a reddish
colour is obtained. Decolorise the excess of potassium
permanganare by the addition of a 30 gIL solution of sodium
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nitrite R. Add 5 g of ureaRand 80 mL of a 70 per cent mlm
solution of mlfilric add R. Cool. Using 0.1 mL off""';n R as
indicator, titrate the solution immediately with 0.1 1\-1 ferrous
sulfate until a greenish-red colour is obtained.

I mL of 0.1 M ferrous mlfate is equivalent to 9.095 mg of
V,O,.

Divanadium Pentoxide Solution in Sulfuric Acid
Divanadium Pentoxide Solution in Sulphuric Acid

Dissolve 0.2 g of divanadium pemoxide R in 4 mL of sulfUm
acidR and dilute to 100 mL with walerR.

Dlvinylbenzene and Vinylpyrrolidone Copolymer for
Chromatography

Chromatographic reagent grade of commerce.

Spherical particles (30 urn) of an m-divinylbenzene and
N-vinyIpyrrolidone copolymer.

Docosahexaenoic Acid Methyl Ester DHA methyl ester;
Cervonic acid methyl ester; (aU-Z)-Docosa-4,7,lO,13,16,19
hexaenoic acid methyl ester; C23H340 2 = 342.5 (301-01-9)

Content: minimum 90.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.

Docusate Sodium (577-11-7)

See Docusate sodium (1418).

Dodecan-Icel Lauryl alcohol; C12H,.O =186.3
(I 12-51-8)

d~: about 0.820.

mp: 24 -c to 27 (le.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.

4-Dodecyiresorcinol CH,(CH')IlC.H,-
1,3-(OH), =278.43 (14105-56-4)

General reagent grade of commerce.

Dodecylbimethylammonium Bromide N,N,N
Trimethyldodecan-Laminium bromide; C 15H)4BrN =308.4
(I119-94-4)

\'<'h.ite or ahnost white crystals.

mp: about 246 -c,
Domiphen Bromide Dodecyldimethyl-2
phenoxyethylammonium bromide; C22H,mBrNO =414.5
(518-71-6)

General reagent grade of commerce.

n-Dopa (2R)-2-Amino-3-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)propanoic
acid; 3-Hydroxy-o-tyrosine; 3,4-Dihydroxy-n-phenylalanine;
C,HIlNO. =197.2 (5796-17-1f)

[.Ill': + 9.5 to + 11.5, determined on a IO gIL solution in
I M hydrochknic acid.

mp: about 277°C.

Dotrlacontane e-Dotriacoruane; C32H66 = 450.9
(544-85-4)

White or almost white plates, practically insoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in hexane.

mp: about 69 QC.

Impurities. Not more than 0.1 per cent of impurities with. me
same tR value as a-tocopherol acetate, determined by the gas
chromatographic method prescribed in the monograph
a-Tocopherol acelate (0419).

Doxycycline

See Doxycycline monohydrate (0810).

~-&dysterone (2~,3~,5P,22R)-2.3,14,20,22,25

Hexahydroxycholesr-Z-en-e-one; C27H+107 = 480.6
(5289-74-7)
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Echlnacoside P-(3',4'-Dihydroxyphenyl)-ethyl-O-a-L
rhamnopyranosyl (l ~3)-o-P-D-[P-D-
glucopyranosyl( I~6)]-(4-0-calfeoyl)-glucopyranoside;
C"H.,.020 = 787 (82854-37-1)

Pale yellowpowder,odourless.
Edotreotide N-[[4,7,1O-Tris(carboxyrnethyl)-I ,4,7,10
tetraazacyclododecan-l-yl]acetyl]-D-phenylalanyl-L-cysteinyl
L-ryrosyl-p-tryptophyl-t.-Iysyl-L-threonyl-N-[(IR,2R)-2
hydroxy-I-(hydroxyrnethyl)propyl]-L-cysteinamide cyclic
(2~7)-disulfide; DOTATOC; DOTA-[Tyr'l-<Jctreotide;
C.,H.2N..0 1.S2 = 1422 (204318-14-9)

White or almost whitepowder.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.

n-Eicosane CwH.2 =282.6 (112-95-8)

mp: about 37".

General reagent grade of commerce.
Electrolyte Reagent for the Determinadon of Water
Electrolyte reagent for the microdetermination of water
Commercially available anhydrous reagent or a combination
of anhydrous reagents for the coulometric titration of water,
containing suitable organic bases, sulfur dioxideand iodide
dissolved in a suitable solvent.
Embonlc Acid C2]H,.O. = 388.4 (130-85-8)

General reagent grade of commerce.

Emodin 1,3,8-Trihydroxy-6-methylanlhraquinone;
C15H,oOs = 270.2 (518-82-1)
Orange-red needles, practically insoluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent) and in solutions of alkali hydroxides.
Chromalography. Thin-layer 'chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Rhubarb (0291); the
chromatogram shows only one principal spot.

Endoprotease Lyse
Microbial extracellular proteolytic enzymesecreted by
Achromobacter lyticus. A lyophilised powder, freeof salts.
c-Endosulfan c-Bndosuiphan; C.H.CI.O]S = 406.9
(959-98-8)

bp: about 200 ·C.

mp: about 108°C.
A suitable certified reference solution (10 ngl~L in
cyclohexane) may be used.
p-Endosulfan p-Endosulphan; C.HoCIoO]S = 406.9
(33213-65-9)

bp: about 390 "C.

mp: about 207°C.
A suitable certified reference solution (10 ngl~L in
cyclohexane) maybe used.
Endrln CI2H.CIoO =380.9 (72-20-8)

A suitable certified reference solution (10 ngl~L in
cyclohexane) may be used.

. Eosin CI 45380; acid red 87; C2oHoBrJ'a20, = 691.9
(17372-87-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
A red powder.

(-)-Epic.techln (2R,3R)-2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3,4
dihydro-2H-l-benzopyran-3,5,7-triol; C15H,.O. =290.3
(490-46-1J)

4-epiehlortetracycline hydrochloride C22H23C1N20S'
HCI = 515.34 (101342-45-4)

General reagent grade of commerce.
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(-)-Epigallocatechin-3-0-gallate (2R,3R)-5,7
Dihydroxy-2-(3,4,5-rrihydroxyphenyl)-3,4-dihydro-2H-I
benzopyran-3-yl 3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoate,;
C22H,.OIl = 458.4 (989-51-5)

Epiiactose CI2H22011 =342.3 (20869-27-6)
4-0-p-D-Galactopyranosyl-D-mannopyranose.
Conunt: minimum 98 per cent.
4-Eploxytetracycllne C22H2.N20. = 460.4 (14201>-58-7)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Erueamide (Z)-Docos-13-enoamide; C22H.,,NO = 337.6
(112-84-5)
Yellowish or white powder or granules) practically insoluble
in water, verysoluble in methylene chloride, soluble in
anhydrous ethanol.
mp: about 70 "C.

Erythritol (149-32-6)

See Erylhritol (1803).

Esculetin 6,7-Dihydroxy-2H-l-benzopyran-2-onej
Aesculetin; C.H.O. = 178.1 (305-01-1)

EsculIn 6-(P-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)-7-hydroxy-2H
chromen-z-one; Cl5Hl609,ll/2H20 = 367.3 (531-75-9)

Whiteor almostwhitepowderor colourless crystals,
sparingly soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent), freely
solublein hot water and in hot ethanol (96 per cent).
Chromatograp/ly (2.2.27). Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27)
as prescribed in the monograph Eleuthemcoccus (1419)j the
chromatogram shows only one principal spor.
Estradiol Estra-l ,3,5( !O)-triene-3, 17P-diol; P-Estradiol;
C,eH2.02 = 272.4 (50-28-2)
Prisms stable in air, practically insoluble in water, freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in acetone and in
dioxan, sparingly soluble in vegetable oils.
mp: 173 °C to 179 "C.

17ct-Estradiol C 18H2.02 = 272.4 (57-91-1J)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powderor colourless
crystals.
mp: 220 "C to 223 "C.

Estragole 4-Aliylanisole; C,oHI2O = 148.2 (140-67-1J)

Liquid, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
n~: about 1.52.
bp: about 216 "C.

Estragole used in gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
lesC

Assay. Gas chromatograpby (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Anise ad (0804).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Ethane C2H. = 30.07 (74-84-1J)

Contem: minimum 99.0 per cent VIV.

Bthane-Lz-dlol Ethylene glycol; C2H.O, =62.1
(107-21-1)
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Colourless, slightly viscous liquid, hygroscopic, miscible with
water and withethanol (96 per cent).

dig: 1.113 (0 1.115.

nfJ: about 1.432.
bp: about 198 "C.

mp: about -12 "C.
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Limit:
- methanol: maximum 0.005 per cent VIV.

Ethanol (96 per cent) (64-17-5)

See Ethanol (96 per«nO (1317).

Ethanol (96%)

Alcohol
Analytical reagent grade ethanol of commercecontaining not
less than 95.1% vtv and not more than 96.9% v/v of C2H60 .

Acidity. To 10 mL add 20 mL of waterR and I mL of
phenolphthalein solutian R. Not more than 0.15 mL of 0.02 M
sodium hydroxide is required to change the colour of the
indicator to pink.
Water (2.5.12): maximum 0.2 per cent

Ethanol Absolute ethanol; (64-17-5)

See Ethanol, anhydrous R.
Ethanol, Absolute Ethanol; c,H.O = 46.07 (64-17-5)

d,'g: 0.791 to 0.794.
bp: 78· to 79'.

Analytical reagent grade of commerce containing not less
than 99.5% vlv of C2H.O.

A colourless, hygroscopic liquid.
Store protected fromlight at a temperature not exceeding
30°.

Ethanol, Anhydrous (64-17-5)

See Ethanol, anhydrous (1318).
Ethanol RI, Absolute Ethanol RI
Complieswith the requirements prescribed for the
monograph Ethanol, anhydrous (1318) with the following
additional requirement.
Methanol. Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Test solution. The substance to he examined.
Reference solutian. Dilute 0.50 mL of anhydrous methanol R to
100.0 mL with me substance to be examined. Dilute ].0 mL
of this solutionto 100.0 mL with the substance to be
examined.
Column:
- material: glass;
- size: 1;;;; 2 m, 0 = 2 mm;
- stationary phase: ethylvinylbenzene-divinylbenzene

wpolymer R (75-100 urn).

Cottier gas: nitrogen for chromawgraphy R.

Flowrate: 30 mUmin.

Temperature:
- column: 130°C;
- injection port: 150 °C;
- detector: 200 'C.

Detection: flame-ionisation.
Injection: 1 J.lL of the test solutionand I J.lL of the reference
solution, alternately, three times.
Aftereach chromatography, heat the column to 230°C for
8 min. Integrate the methanol peak. Calculate the percentage
methanol content from the following expression:

Q

b

c

axb
c-b

percentage VIV content of methanol in the reference solution,
areaof themethanol peakin the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution,
areaof themethanol peakin the chromatogram obtained with
thereference solution.

A colourless liquid; weightper ml., about 0.81 g.
Diluted ethanols may be prepared by diluting the volumes of
ethanol (96%) indicated in the following table to 1000 mL
with water.

Strength Volumeof ethanol Weightper
(96%)(approx) ml

%vlv 001 g

90 934 0.83
85 885 0.85

80 831 0.86

70 727 0.89

65 676 0.90
60 623 0.91
50 519 0.93
45 468 0.94
25 259 0.97
20 207 0.975
10 104 0.986

Ethanol (96%), Aldehyde-free

Aldehyde-free alcohol

Mix 1200 mL of ethanol (96%) with 5 mL of a 40% wlv
solution of silver nitrate and 10 mL of a cooled 50% wlv
solution of potassium hydroxide. Shake, allow to stand fora
few days and filter. Distil the filtrate immediately before use.
Ethanol (x% v/v)

A-lix appropriate volumesof waterR and ethanol
(96 percent) R, allowing for the effectsof warming and
volume contraction inherent to the preparation of such a
mixture, to obtaina solutionwhose finalcontent of ethanol
corresponds to the valueof x.
Ethanolamine 2-Aminoethanol; c,H,NO = 61.1
(141-43-5)

Clear, colourless, viscous, hygroscopic liquid, miscible with
water and with methanol.
~g: about 1.014.
n~G: about 1.454.
mp: about 11°C.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Ether Diethyl ether; C.H,oO = 74.1 (60-29-7)
Clear,colourless, volatile and very mobile liquld, very
flammable, hygroscopic, soluble in water) miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

~g: 0.713 to 0.715.
bp: 34 ·C to 35 ·C.

Do not distilif the ether does not comply with the test for
peroxides.
Peroxides. Place 8 mL of pouusium iodide and starch sohuion R
in a 12 mL ground-glass-stoppered cylinder about 1.5 cm in
diameter. Fill completely with the substance to be examined,
shake vigorously and allow to stand in the dark for 30 min.
No colour is produced.
The name and concentration of any addedstabilisers are
statedon the label.
Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light, at a
temperature not exceeding 15°C.
Ether, Peroxide-free See Anaesthetic ether (0367).

Shake 1000 mL of ether with 20 mL of a solution of 30 g of
ironlilj sulfate in 55 mL of waterand 3 mL of slllfllric acid.
Continue shaking until a small sample no longerproduces a
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blue colourwhen shakenwith an equal volume of a 2% w/v
solutionof potassium iodide and 0.1 mL of suuch mucilage.
Ethlon C,H220.P,S, = 384.5 (563-12-2)
mp: -24 'C to -25 'C.
A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ1L in
cyclohexane) may be used.
Ethoxychrysoldlne Hydrochloride 4-p-Ethoxyphenylazo
m-phenylenediamine hydrochloride; C14H17ClN40 :;;:; 292.8
(2313-87-3)
Reddish powder, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Ethoxychrysoldlne Solution
A I WI. solution of e/hoxychrysoidine hydrrxh/oride R in e/hanoJ
(96 per cen,) R.

Test for sensili1Jit.y. To a mixture of 5 mL of dl1ute hydrodJ/on"c
add Rand 0.05 mL of me ethoxy-chrysoidine solution add
0.05 mL of 0.0167M bromide-bromate. The colour changes
from red to lightyellow within2 min.
2-Ethoxyethanol Ethylene glycol monoethyl ether;
C,HooO, =90.1 (111J-80-5)
Contem: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Clear, colourless liquid, miscible with water, with acetone
and with ethanol (96 per cent).

d',g: about 0.93.
n:1: about 1.406.

bp: about 135 "C.

(2-ethoxyphenoxy) acetic acid C,oH,,0. = 196.2 glrool
(3251-30-7)

General reagent grade of c~mmerce
Ethyl Acetate C.H.02 =88.1 (J41-78-6)

Clear, colourless liquid, soluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

<4g: 0.901 to 0.904.
bp: 76 'C to 78 'C.
Ethyl Acetate, Treated
Disperse200 g of sulfamic add R in ethylautate R and make
up to 1000 mL with the same solvent. Stir the suspension
obtained for three days and filter through a filter paper.
Storage: use within I month.
Ethyl Acetate RI C,Ji.02 = 88.1 (141-78-6)
Suitable for gas chromatography ECD and Fill.
Liquid,miscible in water (i.e. 85.3 gIL).

dig: 0.90.
Content: minimum 99.8 per cent.
Evaporation residue: maximum 3.0 mg/L.
Water: maximum 0.02 per cent.
Ethyl Acrylate Ethyl prop-2-enoate; C,H.O, = 100.1
(140-88-5)

Colourless liquid.
dig: about 0.924.
n~: about 1.406.

bp: about 99 'C.
mp: about-71 °C.
Ethyl Benzoate C,HI002 = 150.2 (93-89-U)

A clear, colourless, refractive liquid,practically insoluble in
water, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent) and with light
petroleum.
di': about 1.050.
n~o: about 1.506.
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hp: 211 'C to 213 'C.

Ethyl s-Brcmovalerate Ethyl 5-bromopentanoalej
C,H"BrO, = 209.1 (14660-52-7)
Clear, colourless liquid.
dig: about 1.321.
bp: 104 'C to 109 'C.

Ethyl Clnnamate C IIH120, = 176.2 (103-36-6)

General reagent grade of commerce.
A colourless or verypaleyellow liquid; weightper mL, about
1.05 g.
Ethyl Clorazepate Ethyl (3RS}-7-chloro-2-oxo-5-phenyl
2,3-dihydro-lH-I ,4-benzodiazepine-a-carboxylate,
C••H 15CIN,O, = 342.8 (5606-55-3)

Ethyl Cyaneacerate C,H,N02 =113.1 (105-56-6)

Colourless or pale yellowliquid, slightly soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
bp: 205 °C to 209 °C, with decomposition.
Ethyl Formate Ethyl methanoate; C,H.02 =74.1
(109-94-4)

Clear, colourless) flammable liquid,freely soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
<4:;: about 0.919.

n~: about 1.36.

bp: about 54 'C.
Ethyl 4-Hydroxyhenzoate (120-47-8)

See E/hylparahydroxybenzoate R.
Ethyl Methanesulfonate C,HsO,S =124.2 (62-50-U)

Clear, colourless liquid.
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.

Density: about 1.206 glcm' (20 'c).

n~: about 1.418.
bp: about 213 'C.
Ethyl Parahydroxybenzoate Ethyl 4-hydroxybeU2oate;
(120-47-8)

See Erhy/paralrydroxybenzoate (0900).

4-[(EthyJamino)methyl)pyrldine C.H12N, = 136.2
(33403-97-S)

Pale yeUow liquid.

dig: about 0.98.
n1:': about 1.516.
hp: about 98 'C.

Ethylbenzene CsH,o = 106.2 (100-41-4)

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent mlm,determined by gas
chromatography.
Clear, colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water, soluble
in acetone, and in ethanol (96 per cent).
<4:;: about 0.87.
n~: about 1.496.
bp: about 135 ·C.
Ethyl Benzenesulfonate C.H,oO,S =186.2 (515-46-15)

Content: minimwn 97.0 per cent.
Colourless or slightly yellowliquid, slightly soluble in water,
miscihle with ethanol (96 per cent).
Density: about 1.22 glmL (25 'C).
4-Ethylcatechol 3,4-DihydroxyethylbeU2ene;
CsH,oO, =138.2
General reagent grade of commerce.
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Ethylene Oxide Stock Solution Rl

A 50 gIL solution of ethylene oxide R in methanol R.
Either use a commercially available reagentor prepare the
solution corresponding to the aforementioned composition.

Ethylene Oxide Stock Solution R2

A 50 gIL solution of ethylene oxide R in merhylene chloride R.
Either use a commerciallyavailable reagent or prepare the
solution corresponding to the aforementioned composition.

Ethylenediamine 1,2-Diaminoethane; C2HsN 2 =60.1
(107-15-3)
Clear, colourless, fuming liquid, strongly alkaline, miscible
with water and with ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: about 116°C.

Ethylenediaminetetra-acetlc Acid (Ethylenedinitrilo)
tetra-acetic acid; C,oH,oN20. = 292.2 (60-00-4)
White or almost white crystalline powder, very slightly
soluble in water.

mp: about 250°C, with decomposition.

2-Ethylhexane-I,3-diol C.H,.02 = 146.2 (94-96-2)

Slightly olly liquid, soluble in anhydrous ethanol, 2-propanol,
propylene glycol and castor oil.

dig: about 0.942.

n~: about 1.451.

bp: about 244°C.

Either use a commercially available reagent or prepare the
solution corresponding to the above-mentioned composition.

Ethylene Oxide Stock Solution

All operations carried out in thepreparation of these solutions must
be conducted in a fume cupboard. Theoperator musr proua both
handsand face by wearing polyethylene protective gloves and an
appropriate face mask.
Store aUsolutions it. an a;rtight container in a refngerator at 4 "C
to 8°C. Cany out all determinations three limes.
Into a dry, dean test-tube, cooled in a mixture of I part of
sodium chloride Rand 3 parts of crushed ice) introduce a slow
current of ethylene oxideR gas, allowingcondensation onto
the inner wall of the test-rube. Using a glass syringe,
previously cooled to -10°C, inject about 300 JIl.
(corresponding to about 0.25 g) of liquid ethylene oxide R into
50 mL of masrogol200 RI. Determine the absorbed quantity
of ethylene oxide by weighing before and after absorption
(M,J. Dilute to 100.0 mL with masrogol200 RI. Mix well
before use.
Assay. To 10 mLora 500 gIL suspension ei magnesium
chloride R in anhydrous ethanol R add 20.0 mL of 0.1 M
alcoholic hydrochloric acid R in a flask. Stopper and shake to
obtain a saturatedsolution and allow to stand overnight to
equilibrate. Weigh 5.00 g of ethylene oxide stock solution
(2.5 gIL) into the flask and allow to stand for 30 min. Titrate
with 0.1 M alcoholic potassium hydroxide R determining the
end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20).
Carryout a blank titration, replacingthe substance to be
examined with the same quantity of macrogol 200 Rl.

Ethylene oxide content in milligrams per gram is given by:

Ethylene Bis[3,3-di(3-(l,l-dImethyl)ethyl-4
hydroxyphenyl)butyrate] Ethylene bis[3,3-di(3-teTt-butyl
4-hydroxyphenyl)butyrate]; C,oH••O. = 795 (32509-66-3)
Crystalline powder, practically insoluble in waterand in light
petroleum, verysoluble in acetone and in methanol.
mp: about 165°C.

Ethylene Bls[3,3-di(3-tert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)
butyrate] (32509-66-3)
See ethylene bis(3,3-di(3-(1,I-dimethykthyl}-4-hydroxyphenyl)
butyrate] R.
Ethylene Glycol Monododecyl Ether 2-(Dodecyloxy)
ethan-l-of C14HJO02 = 230.4 (4536-30-5)
Colourless or faintly green liquid.
Ethylene Oxide Oxirane; c,H,O = 44.05 (75-21-8)
Colourless, flammable gas, verysoluble in waterand in
anhydrous ethanol.

Liquefaction point: about 12 "C.

Ethylene Oxide Solution

Weigh a quantityof cool ethylene oxide $wck solution R
equivalent to 2.5 mg of ethylene oxide into a cool flask and
dilute to 50.0 g with macrogol 200 RI. Mix well and dilute
2.5 g of this solution to 25.0 mL with.macrogol 200 RI (5 ~g

of ethylene oxide per gramof solution). Prepare immediately
before use.
The solution can be prepared using commerciaUy available
reagents instead of ethylene oxide scock solution RJ making
appropriate dilutions.
Ethylene Oxide Solution Rl

Dilute 1.0 mL of cooled ethylene oxide 'lOCk solution R (check
the exact volume by weighing) to 50.0 mL with masrogol
200 RI. Mix well and dilute 2.5 g of this solution to 25.0 mL
with macrogol 200 RI. Calculate the exact amount of ethylene
oxide in parts permillion from thevolwne determined by
weighing and taking the relative densityof macrogol 200 Rl as
1.127. Prepare immediasely before use.
The solution can be prepared using commercially available
reagents instead of ethylene oxide stock solution R, making
appropriate dilutions.
Ethylene Oxide Solution R2
Weigh 1.00 g of cold ethylene oxide slOCk solution R (equivalent
to 2.5 mg of ethylene oxide) into a cold flaskcontaining
40.0 g of cold macrogol200 RI. Mix and determine the exact
mass and dilute to a calculated mass to obtaina solution
containing 50 J.lg of ethylene oxide per gram of solution.
Weigh 10.00 g into a flask containing about 30 mL of
water R, mix and dilute to 50.0 mL with waterR (10 ~glmL

of ethylene oxide). Prepare immediately before use.
The solutioncan be prepared usingcommercially available
reagents instead of elhylene oxide stock solution R, making
appropriate dilutions.
Ethylene Oxide Solution R3

Dilute 10.0 mL of ethylene oxide solution R2 to 50.0 mL with
water R (2 ~glmL of ethylene oxide). Prepare immediately
before use.
Ethylene Oxide Solution R4
Dilute 1.0 mL of elhylene oxide stod: sohuion RI to 100.0 mL
with waterR. Dilute 1.0 mL of lhis solution to 25.0 mL with
waterR.
Ethylene Oxide Solution R5

A 50 gIL solution of ethylene oxide R in methylene chloride R.

/
no

(Vo- V,) xf x 4.404
m

volumesof 0./ M tJk6hoJic potassium hydro;r;idt used
respectivelyfor the blank titration andthe assay,
factor of the alcoholic potassium hydroll.k:le solution,
massof the samplefaken, in grams.
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2-Ethylhexanoic Acid 2-Ethylhexoic acid;
C,H,.Oz =144.2 (149-57-5)
Colourless liquid.
d1g: abour 0.91.

n~: about 1.425.
Relatedsubstanus. Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Injection: 1 J.1L of the lest solution.
Testsolution: suspend 0.2 g of the 2-ethylhexanoic acid in
5 rnL of waw R, add 3 mL of dilute hydrrxhlori< add Rand
5 mL of hexane R, shake for 1 min, allow the layers to
separate and use the upperlayer. Carry out the
chromatographic procedure as prescribed in the test for
2-ethylhexanoic acid in the monograph on AmQxicilJin
sodium (0577).

Umit: the sum of the area of any peaks,apart from the
principal peak and the peak due to the solvent, is not greater
than2.5 per cent of the area of the principal peak.
l,l'-Ethylldenebl,(tryptophan) C"Hz.N.O. = 434.5
(132685-02-0)

mp: about 223°, with decomposition.
General reagent grade of commercecontaining not less than
98.0% ofC"HzoN.O,.
Assay Proceed as described in the test for 1)1'
Ethylidenebis(tryptophan) and other related substances in the
monograph for Tryptophan. The area of the principal peak
in the chromatogram obtainedwithreference solution (a) is
not less than 98.0% of the area of aU the peaks.
N-Ethylmaleimlde I-Ethyl-IH-pyrrole-2,5-dione;
C.H,N02 = 125.1 (128-53-0)

Colourless crystals, sparingly soluble in water) freely soluble
in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 41°C to 45 °C.
Storage: at a temperature of 2 °C to 8°C.
2-Ethyl-2-methylsucclnic AcId 2-Ethyl-2
methylbutanedioic acid; C,H120. =160.2 (631-31-1)
mp: 104 "C to 107 "C.
2-Ethylpyrldlne C,H.N =107.2 (100-71-0)

Colourless or brownish liquid.
di8: about 0.939.
n~: about 1.496.
bp: about 149 "C.
l-Ethylqulnald1nlum Iodide I-Ethyl-2
methylquinolinium iodide; C12H"IN = 299.2 (606-55-3)

General reagent gradeof commerce.
Ethyl Toluenesulfonate Ethyl4-methylbenzenesulfonate;
Ethyl tosilate; C.H,zO,S = 200.3 (8()"4()"0)

Content: minimwn 97.0 per cent.
Densi/)': about 1.17 g1mL(25 "C).

bp: about 160 "C.
mp: about33°C.
Ethylvlnylbenzene-Dlvlnylbenzene Copolymer
Porous) rigid) cross-linked polymer beads. Several grades are
available with different sizes of bead. The size range of the
beads is specifiedafterthe name of the reagent in the tests
where it is used.
Eugenol 4-Allyl-2-methoxyphenol; C,oH,zOz =164.2
(97-53-0)

Colourless or pale yellow, oily liquid) darkening on exposure
to airand light and becomingmore viscous) practically
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insoluble in water) miscible withethanol (96 per cent) and
with fatty and essential oils.
dig: about 1.07.
bp: about 250 "C.
Eugenol usedin gaschromatography complies with thefollowing
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Clove oil (1091).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum98.0 per cent) calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Storage: protected from light.

Euglobulin" Bovine
Use freshbovine blood collected into an anticoagulant
solution (for example, sodium citrate solution). Discard any
haemclysed blood. Centrifuge at 1500-1800 g at 15-20"C to
obtain a supernatant plasma poor in platelets.
To 1 L of bovine plasma add 75 g of barium stdfate Rand
shake for 30 min. Centrifuge at not less than 1500-1800 g at
15-20"C and draw olfthe clear supernatant. Add 10 rnL of
a 0.2 mglmI.. solution of aprotinin R and shaketo ensure
mixing. In a container with a minimum capacity of 30 L in a
chamber at 4 "C introduce 25 L of du./led wow R at 4 "C
and add about 500 g of solid carbon dioxide. Immediately
add) while stirring, the supernatant obtained from the
plasma. A white precipitate is formed. Allow to settle at 4 °C
for 10-15 h. Remove the clear supernatant solution by
siphoning. Collect the precipitate by centrifuging at 4°C.
Suspend the precipitate by dispersing mechanically in
500 rnL of du.OedwaW R at 4 "C, shake for 5 min and
collect the precipitate by centrifuging at 4 °G. Disperse the
precipitate mechanically in 60 mL of a solution containing
9 gIL of sodium chloride Rand 0.9 gIL sodium airate Rand
adjust to pH 7.2-7.4 by adding a 10 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R. Filter through a sintered glass tilter (2.1.2);
to facilitate the dissolution of the precipitate crushthe
particles of the precipitate with a suitable instrument. Wash
the filter and the instrument with40 mL of the chloride
citrate solution described above and dilute to 100 mI.. with
the same solution. Freeze-dry the solution. The yields are
generally 6 g to 8 g of euglobulins per litre of bovine plasma.
Test/orsuitability. For this test) prepare the solutions using
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.4 R containing 30 gIL of bovine
albumin R.
Into a test-tube 8 nun in diameter placed in a water-bath at
37 °G introduce 0.2 mL of a solution of a reference
preparation of urokinase containing 100 IU/mI.. and 0.1 mL
of a solution of human thrombin R containing 20 IU/mL.
Add rapidly 0.5 rnL of a solution containing 10 mg of bovine
euglobulins per miUilitre. A linn clot forms in less than lOs.
Note the time that elapses between the addition of the
solution of bovine euglobulins and the lysis of the clot.
The lysis time does not exceed 15 min.
Storage: protected from moisture at 4 "C: use within I year.
Euglobufins, Human

For the preparation) use fresh human blood collected into an
anticoagulant solution (for example sodium citrate solution)
or human blood for transfusion thathas been collected in
plasticblood bags and whichhas justreached its expiry date.
Discard any haemolysed blood. Centrifuge at 1500-1800 g at
15°C to obtaina supernatant plasma poor in platelets. Iso
groupplasmas may be mixed.
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To 1 L of the plasma add 75 g of barium sulfate R and shake
for 30 min. Centrifuge at not less than 15 000 g at 15°C
and draw off the clear supernatant. Add 10 mL of a solution
of aprotinin R containing 0.2 mglmL and shake to ensure
mixing. In a container with a minimum capacity of 30 L in a
chamber at 4 °C introduce 25 L of distilled water R at 4 °C
and add about 500 g of solid carbon dioxide. Immediately
add while stirring the supernatant obtained from the plasma.
A white precipitate is formed. Allow to settle at 4 °C for
10-15 h. Remove the clear supernatant solution by
siphoning. Collect the precipitate by centrifuging at 4°C.
Suspend the precipitate by dispersing mechanically in
500 mL of distiUed waterR at 4 OCt shake for 5 min and
collect the precipitate by centrifuging at 4°C. Disperse the
precipitate mechanically in 60 mL of a solution containing
9 WI. of sodium chloride Rand 0.9 WI. of sodium citrate R, and
adjust the pH to 7.2-7.4 by adding a 10 WI. solution of
sodium hydroxide R. Filter through a sintered-glass filter
(2.1.2); to facilitate the dissolution of the precipitate crush
the particles of the precipitate with a suitable instrument.
Wash me filter and the instrument with 40 mL of the
chloride-citrate solution described above and dilute to
100 mL with the same solution. Freeze-dry the solution.
The yields are generally 6 g to 8 g of euglobulins per litre of
human plasma.

Test for suilllbiliry. For this test, prepare the solutions using
phosphale b'lffersolution pH 7.2 R containing 30 WI. of bovine
albumin R. Into a test-tube 8 mm in diameter placed in a
water-bath at 37 °C introduce 0.1 mL of a solution of a
reference preparation 'of streptokinase containing 10 ill of
streptokinase activity per millilitre and 0.1 mL of a solution
of human thrombin R containing 20 IU/mL. Add rapidly
1 mL of a solution containing 10 mg of human euglobulins
per millilitre. A finn clot fonns in less than 10 s. Note the
time that elapses between the addition of the solution of
human euglobulins and the lysis of the clot. The lysis time
does not exceed 15 min.

Storage: in an airtight container at 4 °Cj use within 1 year.

Evodiamlne (13bS)-14-Methyl-8,13,13b,14
tetrahydroindolo[2',3':3,4]pyrido[2,I-b] quinazolin-5(7H)
one; Ct.H17N,O = 303.4 (511H7-2)

Extraction Resin
Solid phase extraction resin containing 2J2'-oxybis(N,N

dioctylacetamide) (N,N,N',N'-tetra-e-ocryldlglycolamlde),
Fargesln C21H220 . =370.4 (31008-19-2)

5-[(3SR,3aRS,6RS,6aRS)-6-(3,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-
I ,3,3a,4,6,6a-hexahydrofuro[3,4-<]furan-3-yl]-1,3
benzodioxole.

(E,E)-Farnesol trans"trans-Farnesolj (2E,6E)-3J7,11

Trimethyldodeca-2,6,10-trien-l-ol; C15H,.O = 222.4
(106-28-5)

Fast Blue B Salt 3,3'-Dimethoxy(biphenyl)-4,4'
bisdiazonium dichloride; C 14H12ChN,,02 = 339.2
(84633-94-3)

Schultz No. 490

Colour Index No. 37235

Dark green powder, soluble in water. It is stabilised by
addition of zinc chloride.

Storage: in an airtight container, at a temperature between
2 °C and 8 °C.
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Fast Blue B Salt Solution

Dissolve 140 mg of fas' blue B saltR in 10 mL of walerR
and mix with 50 mL of methylene chloride R and 140 mL of
methanol R.
Storage: protected from light at a temperature of 4 °C; use
within 1 week.
Fast Red B Salt 2-Methoxy-4-nittobenzenediazonium
hydrogen naphthalene-Lfi-disulfonate;
C 17H13N,O.S, = 467.4 (49735-71-9)

Schultz No. 155

Colour Index No. 37125

Orange-yellow powder, soluble in water, slightly soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: In an airtight container, protected from light, at 2 "C
to 8 °C.

Fenbufen C,sHl'O, = 254.3 (36330-85-5)

General reagent grade of commerce.

Fenchlorphos C.H.CI,O,PS = 321.5 (299-84-3)

mp: about 35°C.

A suitable certified reference solution (I0 ng/~L in
cyclohexane) may be used.

Fenchone (IR)-I,3,3-Trimethylbicyclo[2.2.I)heptan-2
one; C,sH,.O =152.2 (7787-20-4)

Oily liquid, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent), practically
insoluble in water.

n~o: about 1.46.

bPl5mm: 192 -c to 194 °C.

Fenchone usedin gaschromatography complies with thefollowing
test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Bitterfennel (0824).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Fenvalerate C"H22CINO, = 419.9 (5/630-58-1)

bp: about 300 °C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 ngl~L in
cyclohexane) may be used.

Fenic Chloride-ferricyanlde-arsenlte Reagent

Immediately before use mix 10 mL of a 27 gIL solution of
ferric chloride R in dilute hydrochlon·c acid R, 7 mL of potassium
ferneyanide solution R, 3 mL of toater R and 10 mL of sodium
arsenite so/mum R.
Ferric Chloride Solution R3
Dissolve 2.0 g offerri< chloride R in anhydrous ethanol Rand
dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Ferric CWoride Solution, Radiolabelled ["'Fe],
Concentrated

A commercially available solution of [59Fe]ferric chloride
(approximate specific activity: 100-1000 MBq/mg of Fe).

Ferric Chloride Solution, Radiolabelled [$OF e]

Dilute the concentrated radiolabelled f"Felfeme chloride solution
in sodium citrate buffer solution pH 7.8 to obtain a solution
with an activity of 3.7 x 10' BqlmL

Ferrocyphen Dicyanobis(I,IO-phenanthroline)iron(n);
Ferrocyphene; C,.H1.FeN. = 468.3 (14768-11-7)

Violet-bronze, crystalline powder, practically insoluble in
water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: protected from light and moisture.
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Perrocypheu Solution
Dissolve, without warming, 0.5 g ofjerrocyphen in 50 mL of
sulfuric acid.
Ferroin Solution Ferroin; (14634-9/-4)

Dissolve 0.7 g offerroussulfal< Rand 1.76 g of phenamhroline
hydrochloride R in 70 mL of waterR and dilute to 100 mL
with the samesolvent.
Test/or sensitivity. To 50 mL of dilul< sulfuric acid R add
0.1 mL of/envin R. After the addition of 0.1 mL of 0./ M
ammonium and cerium nitrate the colour changes from redto
light blue.
Ferullc Acid -l-Hydroxy-Bcmethoxycinnamic acid; 3-(4
Hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)propenoic acid;
CloRIOO. =194.2 (1/35-24-6)
Faint yellow powder) freely soluble in methanol.
mp: 172.9 -c to 173.9 'c.
Ferulic acidused in the assayof eleiuherosides in
Ekutheracoccus (1419) complies with the/allowing additioualres<
Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Ekurheraco«us (14/9).

Content; minimum 99 percent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Fibrin Blue

Mix 1.5 g of fibrin with 30 mL of a 5 gIL solution of indigo
carmine R in 1 per cent VIV dilute hydrochlorit acid R. Heat
the mixture to 80 DC and maintain at this temperature whilst
stirring forabout 30 min. Allow to cool. Filter. Wash
extensively by resuspension in 1 per cent VIV dilute
hydrochWric add R and mixingfor about 30 mln; filter.
Repeat the washing operation three times. Dry at 50°C.
Grind.

Fibrinogen (900/-32-5)

See Human fibrinogen, freeze-dtied (0024).
Fixing Solution

To 250 mL of methanol R, add 0.27 mL of/ormaldehyde R
and dilute to 500.0 mL with waterR.
Fixing Solution for Isoelectric Focusing in
Polyacrylamide Gel

A solution containing 35 g of sulfosah"cy/ic acid R and 100 g of
trithloroacelic acid R per litre of waterR.
F1ufenamic Acid 2-[[3-(Trifluoromethyl)phenyl]amino]
benzoic acid; C•.HloF.NO, = 281.2 (530-78-9)

Pale yellow, crystalline powderor needles, practically
insoluble in water, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 132 -c to 135 'C.

F1umazenll (78755-8/-4)

See Flumazenil (1326).

Plunltraaepam (/622-62-4)

See Flunitrazepam (0717).

F1uoranthene CloRlO =202.3 (206-44-U)

bp: about 384'.

mp: 105' to 110'.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Fluorene Diphenylenemethane; C13HIO = 166.2 (86-73-7)
White or almostwhitecrystals, freely soluble In anhydrous
acetic acid, soluble in hot ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 113 -c to 115 'C.

s-Fluorenone CUH,.O = 180.2 (486-25-9)
rnp: about 83°.
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General reagent grade of commerce.
Fluorenone Solution
Dissolve 50 mg of 9-fluorenone in J0 mL of warmmethanol,
transfer to a 500-mL graduated flask with the aid of 190 mL
of muhond and add sufficient warer to produce 500 mL.
The solutionshould be clear. Immediately beforeuse dilute
10 mL of this solution to 100 mL with methanol.
(9-F1uorenyl)methyl CWorofonnate Fluoren-9-ylmethyl
cbloromethanoate; CISHIlC10, = 258.7 (28920-43-6)

mp: about 63°C.
Flucrescamlne 4-Phcnylspiro[fltran-2(3H),I'(3'H)
isobenzor.n!an]-3,3'-dione; C I 7H,oO, =278.3 (38/83-/2-9)

mp: 154 -c to 155 'C.

Fluorescein 3',6'-Dihydroxyspiro[isobenzofuranc
1(3H),9'-[9H]xautheu]-3-one; C'oH120, = 332.3
(232/-07-5)

Orange-red powder,practically insoluble in water, soluble in
warm ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in alkaline solutions.
In solution,fluorescein displays a greenfluorescence.
mp: about 315°C.
Fluorescein Sodium Disodium 2-(3-oxo-6-oxido-3H
xanrhen-c-yljbenzoare; Sodium fluorescein ate;
C,oRlONa,O, = 376.3 (5/8-47-1!)

Schultz No. 880

Colour Index No. 45350

Orange-red powder, freely soluble in water. Aqueous
solutions display an intense yellowish-green fluorescence.
Fluorocholine CWoride N-(Fluoromethyl)-2-hydroxy-N,
N-dimethylerhan-l-aminium chloride; CjHl 3CIFNO = 157.6
(459424-38-5)

Colourless, hygroscopic crystals.
mp: about 184 'C.

z-Fluorc-z-deosy-n-glccose C,HlIFO, = 182.2
(86783-82-6)

White or almost whitecrystalline powder.
mp: 174 -c to 176 'C.

z-Ftuoro-z-deoxy-n-mannose C6H11F05 = 182.1
(3844o-79-1!)

Colourless semi-solid.
I-Fluoro-l,4-dlnltrobenzene 2,4-Dinitrofluorobenzene;
Fluorodinitrobenzene; C,H,FN,O. =186.1 (7o-34-1!)

Pale yellow liquid or crystals, soluble in propylene glycol.
mp: about 29°C.
Content: minimum99.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.
I-F1uoro-2,4-dlnitrophenyl-S-L-a1aninamide N'-(5
Fluoro-2,4-dinitrophenyl)-L-alaninamide; Marfey's reagent;
FDAA; C,H.FN.O, =272.2 (95713-52-3)

Yellow or orange powder.
mp: about 228°C.
Enantiomeric purity: minimum 99.5 per cent.
DL-6-F1uorodopa HydrocWoride (2RS)-2-Amino-3-(2
ftuoro-4J5-dihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid hydrochloride;
z-Pluoro-S-hydroxy-m-tyrosine hydrochloride;
C,H lIC1FNO. = 251.6
While or almostwhite powder.
F1uoroethyl(2-hydroxye'hyl)dlmethylammonium
Chloride N-(2-Fluoroethyl)-2-hydroxy-N,N-dimethylethan
1-aminium chloride; C,H15CIFNO = 171.6 (479407-08-4)

Slightly yellow powder.
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F1uoroethyl-D-tyrosine Hydrochloride (2R)-2-Amino-3
[4-(2-ftuoroethoxy)phenyl] propanoic acid hydrochloride;
C lIH15FN03CI = 263.7

Content: minimum 95 per cent.
Colourless or almost colourless crystals.
F1uoroethyl-L-tyroslne Hydrochloride (2S)-2-Amino-3
[4-(2-ftuoroethoxy)phenyl]propanoic acid hydrochloride;
C lIH15FN03C1 =263.7

Content: minimum 95 per cent.

Colourless or almost colourless crystals,
6-F1uorolevodopa Hydrochloride (2S)-2-Amino-3-(2
ftuoro-4J5-dihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid hydrochloride,
z-Plucro-s-hydroxy-t-ryroslne hydrochloride;
C.HlICIFNO. = 251.6 (l44334-59-K)

Colourless or almostcolourless solid) soluble in water.
F1uoromisonidazole (2RS)-I-Fluoro-3-(2-nitro-IH
imidazol-I-yl)propan-2-ol; F,WSO; C.HSFN303 =189.1
(13551-89-8)

Content: minimum 95 per cent.
Yellow crystals.

I-Fluol'o-2-nltro-4-bifluoromethylbenzene 4-Fluoro-3
nitrobenzotriffuoride; I-Fluoro-2-nitro-4-(trifluoromerhyl)
benzene; C,H,F.N02 = 209.1 (367-86-2)

mp: about 197 'C.

Folic Acid (75708-92-8)

See Fo#< acidhydrate (0067).

Formaldehyde (50-00-0)

See Fonna/dehyde ,0/ution R.
Formaldehyde Solution RI

Complies with the requirements prescribed in the monograph
Formoldebyde wlution (35 per=!> (0826) with the following
modification.
Content: 36.5 per cent mlm to 38.0 per cent mlm of
formaldehyde (CH20; M, 30.03).

Formaldehyde Solution See Fonnald'hyde ,0/ution
(35 percem) (0826).

Formamide CH,NO =45.0 (75-12-7)

Clear, colourless, oily liquid, hygroscopic, miscible with water
and with ethanol (96 per cent). It is hydrolysed by water.

dig: about 1.134.

bp: about 210 'C.

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Formamide RI

Complies with the requirements prescribed forfonnamide R
with the following additional requirement.
Water (2.5.12): maximum 0.1 per cent determined with an
equal volume of anhydrous me/hanoi R.
FormamJde, Treated

Disperse 1.0 g of sulfamic acidR in 20.0 mL offonnamide R
containing 5 percent VIV of water R.

Formic Acid Formic acid, anhydrous; CH20 2 = 46.03
(64-18-6)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent mlm.
Colourless liquid, corrosive, miscible with water and with
ethanol (96 per cent).

di::: about 1.22.

Assay. Weigh accurately a conicalflask containing 10 mL of
waterR, quickly add about 1 mL of the acid and weigh
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again. Add 50 mL of waterR and titrate with I1H sodium
hydroxide, using 0.5 mL of phenolphthalein solution R as

. indicator.
1 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 46.03 mg of
CH20 , .
Formononetin 7-Hydroxy-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-4
benzopyrone; 7-Hydroxy-3-(4-merhoxyphenyl)chromone;
7-Hydroxy-4'-methoxyisoftavone; C1JII204 = 268.26
(485-72-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Forsythoside A (2R,3S,4R,5R,6R)-6-[2-(3,4
Dihydroxyphenyl)ethoxy)-4,5-dihydroxy-2
[[[(2R,3R,4R,5R,6S)-3,4,5-trihydroxy-6-methyloxan-2-yl)oxy]
methyl]oxan-3-yl (2E)-3-(3,4-dihydsoxyphenyl)prop-2
enoate; 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)ethyl 6-0-(6-deoxY-«-L
mannopyranosyl)-4-Q-[(2E)-3-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)prop-2
enoyl]-p-D-g1ucopyranoside; C2,H"O" = 625 (79916-77-1)

n-Fructose Laevulose; Fructose; (57-48-7)
See Fructose (0188).

Fuchsin, Basic (632-99-5)

A mixture of rosaniline hydrochloride (CwH20CIN,;
M, 337.9; Colour Index No. 42510; Schultz No. 780) and
para-rosaniline hydrochloride (CI9HISCIN3; JWr 323.8;
Colour Index No. 42500; Schultz No. 779).

If necessary, purify in the following manner. Dissolve I g in
250 mL of dilute hydro<:hlori< acidR. Allow to stand for 2 h at
room temperature, filter and neutralise with dilute sodium
hydroxide solution R and add I mL to 2 mL in excess. Filter
the precipitate through a slntered-glass Iilter (40) (2.1.2) and
washwith water R. Dissolvethe precipitate in 70 mL of
methanol R, previously heated to boiling, and add 300 mL of
waterR at 80 °C. Allowto cool to room temperature, filter
and dry the crystals in vacuo.
Crystals with a greenish-bronze sheen, soluble in water and
in ethanol (96 per cent).

Starage: protected from light.

Fuchsin Solution, Basic

Dissolve 0.1 g of basi< fuchsin in 3 mL of methanol, dilute to
100 mL with water, mix and filter.
Fuchsin Solution, Decolorised
Dissolve 0.1 g of basic fuchsin R in 60 mL of water R. Add a
solution containing 1 g of anhydrous sodium sulfite R or 2 g of
sodium sulfite heptahydrate R in 10 mL of water R. Slowly and
with continuous shaking add 2 mL of hydrochloric acidR.
Dilute to 100 mL withwaterR. Allow to stand protected
fromlightfor at least 12 h, decolorise with activated
charcoal R and filter. If the solution becomescloudy, filter
before use. If on standing the solution becomes violet,
decolorise again by adding aaiuased charcoal R.
Testfor ,ensitivity. To 1.0 mL add 1.0 mL of water Rand
0.1 mL of ald,hyde-jre, alcahol R. Add 0.2 mL of a solution
containing 0.1 gIL of formaldehyde (CH20, M, 30.03).
A pale-pink colour develops within 5 min.

Starage: protected from light.

Fuchsin Solution RI, Decolorlsed

To I g of basic fuchsin R add 100 mL of water R. Heat to
50 °C and allow to cool with occasional shaking. Allowto
standfor 48 h, shake andfilter. To 4 mL of the filtrate add
6 mL of hydro<:hlori< acidR, mix and dilute to 100 mL with
waterR. Allow (Q stand for at least 1 h before use.
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r.-Fucose Fucose; C,H I2O, = 164.2 (6696-41-9)

Whiteor almostwhitepowder, soluble in water and in
ethanol (96 per cent).

[aJ~: about -76, determined on a 90 gIL solution 24 h after
dissolution.
mp: about 140 °C.

Fumaric Acid (b)-Butenedioic acid; C.H.O. = 116.1
(lJO-17-8)

White or almostwhite crystals, slighdysoluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), slightly soluble in acetone.
mp: about 300 °C.

Furfuraldehyde Furan-2-aldehyde; Furfural;
C,H.O, = 96.1 (98-01-1)

Clear,colourless to brownish-yellow, oily liquid, miscible in
11 parts of water, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: I.l55 to 1.161.

Distillation range (2.2. J1). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 159 °C and 163 °C.

Storage: Ina dark place.
Gadollnlum Chloride Hexahydrate Gadolinium
trichloride hexahydrate; GdCI,,6H,O =371.7 (13450-84-5)

Content: minimum 99.9 per cent.

Gadollnlum Sulfate Octahydrate
Gd,(SO.h,8H,O = 747 (13450-87-8)

Colourless, crystalline powder.

n-Galacrose Galactose; CoHI2O. =180.2 (59-23-4)

White or almost while, crystalline powder, freely solublein
water.

'.J:,': + 79 to + 81, determined on a 100 gIL solution in
water R containing about 0.05 per cent ofNH3 .

1,6-Galactosylgalactose 6-0-p-D-Galaetopyranosyl-D
galactopyranose; C 12H"OII =342.3 (5077-31-6)

White or almost whitepowder.
Galacturonic Acid o-(+)-galaeturonic acid;
(2S,3R,4S,5R)-2,3,4,5-Tetrahydroxy-6-oxo-hexanoic acid;
C.H,oO, = 194.1 (685-73-4)

[al~: about+ 53°, determined on a 100 gIL solution.
Gallic Acid 3,4,5-Trihydroxybenzoic acidmonohydrate;
C,H.O"H,O =188.1 (5995-86-8)

Crystalline powderor long needles, colourless or slightly
yellow, soluble in water, freely soluble in hot water, in
ethanol (96 per cent) and in glycerol.

It loses itswater of crystallisation at 120 "C.

mp: about 260 °C, withdecomposition.
Chromatography. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Bearl>er7Y leaf (1054); the
chromatogram shows only one principal spot.
Gallium ("'Ga) Chloride Solution 68GaCI, = 174.3

Solution containing gallium-68 in the form of gallium
chloride in duute hydrochloric acidR.
Content: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared gallium
68 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the label.
Gallium PSMA-1I C•.H,.GaN.017 = 1014

Complex of gallium with (3S,7S)-22-[3-[[[2-[[[5-(2
carboxyethyl)-2-hydroxyphenyl]
methyl](carboxymethyl)amino]ethyl)(carboxymethyl)amino)
methyl] -4-hydroxyphenyl]-5.13,20-trioxo-4,6,12,19
tetraazadocosane-I ,3,7-trlcarboxylic acid (PSMA-ll).
Colourless or almost whitepowder.
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Content: minimum 95.0 per cent (anhydrous and
triftuoroacetic acid-free substance).
Ganoderic Acld A (25R)-7P,15.-Dihydroxy-3,11,23
trioxolanost-8-en-26-oic acid; C30H.H07 = 516.7
(81907-62-2)

Gastric Juice, Artificial
Dissolve 2.0 g of ,odium chloride Rand 3.2 g ofpepsin
powder R in waterR. Add 80 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acidand
dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
Gastrodin 4-(Hydroxymethyl)phenyl u-n-glucopyrancside;
(2R,3S,4S,5R,6S)-2-(HYdroxymethyQ-6
[4-(hydroxymethYl)phenoxy]oxane-3,4,5-triol;
C"H,sO, = 286.3 (62499-27-8)

GC Concentrical Colwnn
A commercially available systemconsisting of 2
concentrically arranged rubes. The outer tube is packed with
molecular sieves and the inner tube is packed with a porous
polymer mixture. The main application is the separation of
gases.
Gelatin (9000-70-8)

See Gelatin (0330).

Gelatin, Hydrolysed

Dissolve 50 g ofgel.un R in 1000 mL of waterR. Autoclave
in saturated steam at 121°C for 90 min and freeze dry.
Geulposide Methyl (IS,4aS,7as)-Hp-D
glucopyranosyloxy)-7-(hydroxymethyl)-I,4a,5,7a
tetrahydrocyclopenta[c]pyran-4-carboxylate;
C 17H,.O,o =388.4 (24512-63-8)

Geraniol (b)-3,7-Dimethyloeta-2,6-dien-l-ol;
C,oH,.O = 154.2 (106-24-1)

Oily liquid, slightodourof rose, practically insoluble in
water, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
GeranWl usedin gaschromatography compli" with thefolk>wing
additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Citronella ou (1609).

Content: minimum 98.5 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light
Geranyl Acetate (b)-3,7-Dimethyloeta-2,6-dien-I-yl
acetate; C 12H200, = 196.3 (105-87-1)

Colourless or slightly yellow liquid, slightodour of rose and
lavender.
Geranyl euerate used in gas chromaUJgraphy complies with the
following additional lese

Ass.y. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Bitter-orange-jWwer oil (1175).

Testsolution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimwn 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Gtnsenoslde Rbi (20S)-3p-Di-D-glucopyranosyl-20-di-D
glucopyranosylprotopanaxadiol; (20S)-3P-[(2-0-P-D
Glucopyranosyl-p-D-glucopyranosyl)oxy]-20-[(6-0-P-D
glucopyranosyl-p-D-glucopyranosyl)oxy]-5.-dammar-24-en
12p-ol; (20S)-3P-[(2-G-P-D-Glucopyranosy1-P-D
glucopyranosyl)oxy]-20-[(6-G-P-D-glucopyranosyl-p-D
glucopyranosyl)oxy)-4,4,8,14-tetramethyl-18-nor-5.-cholesr
24-en-12p-ol; C,.H.,O'3>3H,O = 1163 (41753-43-~

A colourless solid, soluble ln. water, in anhydrous ethanol and
in methanol.
[.J~o: + 1I.3 determined on a 10 g/Lsohiricn in methanol R.
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mp: about 199 "C.

Water (1.5.12): maximum 6.8 per cent.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Ginseng (J523).

Testsolution. Dissolve 3.0 mg, accurately weighed, of
ginsenoside RbI in 10 mL of me/hanoi R.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Glnsenoside Re (3p,6a,12P)-20-(P-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)
3,12-dihydroxydammar-24-en-6-yl 2-0-(6-<1eoXY-<X-L
mannopyranosyJ)-f}-o-glucopyranoside; C4sHs2018 = 947.2
(52286-59-6)

Colourless solid, soluble in water, in ethanol (96 per cent)
and in methanol.
Glnsenoslde Rf (20S)-6-0-[!l-D-Glucopyranosyl-(l~2)-P
D-glycopyranoside]-dammar-24-ene-3I3,M;,12I3,20-tettol;
C.2HnO•..,2H20 = 837 (52286-58-5)

A colourless solid, soluble in water, in anhydrous ethanol and
in methanol.
[al~: + 12.8 determined on a 10 gIL solurlon in me/hanoi R.
mp: about 198 "C.
Glnsenoside Rgi (20S)-6p-D-Glucopyranosyl-D
g1ucopyr.lnosylprotopanaxatriol; (20S)-6a,20-Bis(!l-o
g1ucopyr:inosyloxy)-5a-dammar-24-ene-3p,12!l-diol; (20S)
6a,20-Bis(P-D-g1ucopyranosyloxy)-4,4,8,14-tetramethyl-18
nor-5a-cholest-24-ene-3p,12P-diol; C42HnOl4,2H20 = 837
(22427-39-rJ)

A colourless solid, soluble in water, in anhydrous ethanol and
in methanol.
[aJ~: + 31.2 determined on a 10 gIL solution in methanol R.
mp: 188"C to 191 "C.

Water (2.5.12): maximum 4.8 per cent.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Ginseng (1523).

Testsolution. Dissolve 3.0 mg, accurately weighed, of
ginsenoside Rgl in 10 mL of methanol R.
Content: minimum95.0 per cenr, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Glnsenoslde Rg2 3p,12p,20-Trihydroxydammar-24-en-6a
yl 2-D-(6-deoxy-<X-L-mannopyranosyl)-p-o-g1ucopyranoside;
C.2HnO" =785 (52286-74-5)
Ginsenoside Ro (3P)-28-(P-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)-28
oxoolean-12-en-3-yI2-0-p-o-g1ucopyranosyl-p-D
glucopyranosiduronic acid; C48H76019 = 957 (34367-04-9)

Giloxln Glycoside of Digitalis purpurea L; 3P-(O-2,6
Dideoxy-p-d-ribo-hexopyranosyl-(1~4)-O-2,6-dideoxy-!l-d
ribo-hexopyranosyl- (I~ 4)-2,6-dideoxy-p-d-ribo
hexopyranosyloxy)-14, 16!l-dihydroxy-5p,14p-card-20(22)
enolide; C"H••O" = 781 (4562-36-1)

A white or almost white, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water and in most common organic solvents,
soluble in pyridine.
[al~: + 20 10 + 24, determined on a 5 gIL solution in a
mixture of equal volumes of chlorotorm R and methanol R.
Chromarography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Digitalis leaf (Oll 7); the
chromatogram shows only one principal spot.
Glucosamine Hydrochloride o-Glucosamine
hydrochloride; CoH"ClNO, = 215.6 (66-84-2)

Crystals, soluble in water.
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[a:J~: + 100, decreasing to + 47.5 after30 min, determined
on a 100 gIL solution.
Glucose (50-99-7)

See Glucose (0177).

D-Glucose Dextrose; (50-99-7)

See glucose R.

n-Glucose Monohydrate C~1206JH20 = 198.2
(5996-10-1)

[a]:,": about +52.5 (anhydrous) (10% w/v in water containing
about 0.2% of NH3) .

General reagent grade of commerce.
Colourless crystals or a white to cream, crystalline powder.
n-Glucuronlc Acid C,H,.O, =194.1 (6556-12-3)

Content: minimum 96.0 percent, calculated with reference to
the substance dried in vacuo(2.2.32).

Soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
Shows mutarotation: (a:1~4: + ]1.7 -) + 36.3.
Assay. Dissolve 0.150 g in 50 mL of anhydrous methanol R
while stirring under nitrogen. Titratewith 0.11\4
utmbutylammonium hydroxideJ protectingthe solution from
atmospheric carbondioxide throughout solubilisation and
titration. Determine the end-pointpotemiometrically
(2.2.2rJ).

1 mL of 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hydroxide is equivalent to

19.41 mg ofC,H,.O,.
Glutamic Acid (56-86-rJ)

See Glutamic acid (0750).

L-Glutamine (S)-2J5-Diamino-5-oxopentanoic acid;
C,Hll,N20, =146.2 (56-85-9)

White crystalline powder.
mp: about 185°C, with decomposition.
Glutamyl Endopeptidase for Peptide Mapping
Endoprcteinase Glu-C of high purity from Staphy/«occus
aureus strain V8 (EC 3.4.21.19); (137010-42-5)

L-y-Glulamyl-L-cystelne C.H"N20,S =250.3
(636-58-8)

Glutaraldehyde C,H.O, =100.1 (lll-30-8)

Oily liquid, soluble in water.
n-:i: about 1.434.

bp: about 188 "C.

Glutaric Acid Pentanedioic acid; CSHS04 = 132.1
(110-94-1)

White or almost white, crystalline powder.
r.-Glutathlone, Oxidised BiS(L-y-glulamyl-L
cysteinylglycine) disulfide; C,oHnN,012S2 = 612.6
(27025-41-8)

Glycerol Propane-I,2,3-triol; (56-81-5)

See Glycerol (0496).

Glycerol RI

Complieswith the requirements prescribed for the
monograph G/y:eroI(0496) and free from diethylene glycol
when examined as prescribed in the test for impurity A and
related substances in thatmonograph.
Glycerol (85%) See G/y:eroI (85 per cent) (0497).

Glycerol (85 per cent) Rl

Complieswith the requirements prescribed for the
monograph Glycerol85 per WIt (0497) and free from
diethylene glycol when examinedas prescribed in the test for
impurity A and related substances in that monograph.
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Glyceroll-decanoate (2RS)-2,3-Dihydroxypropyl
decancate; c-Monocaprln; I-Monodecanoyl-rac-g1ycerol;
C,,H,,O. = 246.3 (2277-23-l!)

Content: about 99 per cent.

Glyceroll-octanoate (2RS)-2,3-Dihydroxypropyl
octanoate; n-Monocaprylin; l-Monooctanoyl-rec-glycerol;
CIIH"O. = 218.3 (502-54-5)
Content: about 99 per cent.
Glycldol C3H.O, = 74.1 (556-52-5)

Slightly viscous liquid, misciblewith water.

4°: about 1.115.
n~: about 1.432.

Glycine Aminoacetic acid; (56-40-6)

See Glycine (0614).

Glycine Anhydride Piperaalne-z.S-dicne (2,5-DKP);
C.HoN,O, =114.1 (106-57-1J)

Glycollc Acid 2-Hydroxyacetic acid; CzH.03 =76.0
(79-14-1)

Crystals, soluble in water, in acetone, in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in methanol.

mp: about 80 ·C.

l&x-Glycyrrhetin1c Acid (20~)-3~-Hydroxy-11-oxo-I8a

0Iean-12-en-29-oic acid; C3oR,.O, =470.7 (1449-05-4)

White or almostwhite powder, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in anhydrous ethanol, sparingly soluble in methylene
chloride.
~-Glycyrrhetin1c Acid Glycyrrhetinic Acid; Glycyrrhetic
acid; C3oH••O. =470.7 (471-53-4)
A mixture of a- and ~-glycyrrhetic acids in which the
p-isomer is predominant

White or yellowish-brown powder, practically insoluble in
water, soluble in anhydrous ethanol and in glacial aceticacid.
[.Il:': + 145 to + 155, determined on a 10.0 gIL solution in
anhydrous ethanol R.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) using
silkagelGF254 R as the coating substance; prepare the slurry
using a 0.25 per cent VIV solution of phosphari£ acid R. Apply
to the plate 5 ~L of a 5 gIL solution of the glycyrrhetic acid
in a mixture of equal volumes of chlorofonn Rand
methanol R. Develop over a path of 10 em using a mixture of
5 volumes of methanol Rand 95 volumes of chkJrofonn R.
Examine the chromatogram in ultraviolet light at 254 run.
The chromatogram shows a dark spot (RF about 0.3)
corresponding to ~-glycyrrhelic acid and a smaUer spot (RF
about 0.5) corresponding to a-glycyrrhetic acid. Spray with
anisafdehyde solution R and heat at 100-105 ·C for 10 min.
Both spots ace colouredbluish-violet. Between them a
smaller bluish-violet spot may be present.
Glycyrrhizic Acid C.,H.,O,. =822.93 (1405-86-3)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Glyoxal Bls(2.hydroxyan1l) Bis(2-hydroxyphenylimino)
ethane; G1yoxalhydroxyanil; C,.H1,N,O, = 240.3
(1149-16-2)

White or almost white crystals, soluble in hot ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 200 ·C.

Glyoxal Sodium Bisulfite Glyoxal sodium bisulphite;
C,H..Na,O.S,.H,O = 284.2

General reagent grade of commerce.
A white or creampowder.
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Glyoxal Solution (107-22-2)

Contains about 40 per cent ( mlm) glyoxal.
Assay. In a ground-glass stoppered lIask place 1.000 g of
glyoxal solution, 20 mL of a 70 gIL solution of hydroxylamine
hydrochloride Rand 50 mL of wattr R. Allow to stand for
30 min and add I mL of methylred mixed SolUliau Rand
titrate with 1 M sodium hydroxide until the colourchanges
from red to green. Cany out a blank. titration.
1 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 29.02 mg of
glyoxal (C,H,O,).

Gonadotrophin, Chorionic (9002-61-3)

See CharWuic gonadotrophin (0498).

Gonadotrophin, Serum See Equine sennn gonadotrophin
for veterinary use (0719).

Grannine 1-(IH-Indol-3-yl)-N,N-dimethylmethanamine;
CIIH,J', = 174.2 (87-52-5)

Flakes, practically insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), slightlysoluble in acetone.
mp: 132 ·C to 134 'C.

Guaiacol 2-Methoxyphenol; l-Hydroxy-2
methoxybenzene; C7H.O, =124.1 (90-05-1)

Crystalline mass or colourless or yellowish liquid,
hygroscopic, slightlysoluble in water,verysoluble in
methylene chloride, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: about 205 ·C.

mp: about 28°C.
Guaiacum Resin Gum guaiac
Resin obtained from the heartwood of Guaiacum officinak L
and Guaiacum sanctum L.
Reddish-brown or greenish-brown, hard, glassy fragments;
fracture shiny.
Guaiazulene l,4-Dimethyl-7-isopropylazulene;
C15HI• = 198.3 (489-84-9)

Dark-blue crystals or blue liquid, very slightly soluble in
water, misciblewith fany and essential oils and with liquid
paraffin, sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in
500 gIL sulfuric acid and 80 per cent mlm phosphoric acid,
givinga colourless solution.
rnp: about 30°C.
Storage: protected from light and air.
Guaiphenesin Guaifenesin; guaiacol glyceryl ether;
CloRl.O. =198.2 (93-14-1)
rnp: about 79°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Guanidine Hydrochloride CH,N3HCI =95.5 (50-01-1)

Crystalline powder, freely soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

Guanine 2-Aminopurin-6-one; C,H,N,O =151.1
(73-40-5)

Amorphous white or almost white powder, practically
insoluble in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
It dissolves in anunoniaand in dilute solutions of alkali
hydroxides.

Haemoglobin (9008-02-1J)

Nitrogen: 15 per cent to 16 per cent.
Iron: 0.2 per cent to 0.3 per cent.
Losson drying (2.2.32): maximum 2 per cent.

Sulfared ash (2.4.14): maximum 1.5 per cent.
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Haemoglobin Solution
Transfer 2 g of haemoglobin R to a 250 mL beaker and add
75 mL of dilute hydrochloric add R2. Stir until solution is
complete. Adjust the pH 10 1.6 ± 0.1 using 1 M hydrochloric
acid.Transfer to a 100 mL flask with the aid of dr7ule
hydrochloric acid R2. Add 25 mg of thiomersal R. Prepare
daily, store at 5 ± 3 DC and readjust to pH 1.6 before use.

Storage: at 2 DC to 8 DC.

Hamamelilannin (2R,3R,4R}-2-Fonnyl-2,3,4
trihydrcxypentane-L'i-diyl bis(3,4,5-trihydroxybenzoate);
2-C-[(GaUoyloxy}methyl)-o-ribose 'I-gallate;
C,oH,o014 =484.4 (469-32-9)
Harpagoside CUH300ll =494.5
White or almost white, crystalline powder, very hygroscopic,
soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
Storage: in an airtight container.
Hederacoside C 0-6-Deoxy-«-L-mannopyranosyl-(1 ~4)
0-/l-o-glucopyranosyl-( 1~ 6)-P-o-glucopyranosyl (4R)-3P
[[2-0(-6-deoXY-«-L-mannopyranosyl)-«-L-arabinopyranosyl)
oxy)-23-hydroxyolean-12-en-28-oale; C"H.60,. = 1221
(14216-03-6)

Colourless crystals or white or almostwhitepowder.
rnp: about 220 DC.

Hederacoside C usedin liquid chromatography complies with the
following addiu'onal '''''.
Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Ivy leaf (2148).

Test solution. Dissolve 5.0 mg of hederacoside C in 5.0 mL of
methanol R.
Content: minimum95 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Hederagenln Astrantiagenin Br Caulosapogenin; 31lJ23

Dihydroxy--kt-olean-12-en-28-oic acid; C,oH.,O. =472.7
(465-99-6)
a-Hederln (+)-(4R)-3f!-[[2-0-(6-DeoXY-«-L
mannopyranosyl)-«-L-arabinopyranosyljoxy]-23
hydroxyolean-12-en-28-oic acid; C41H66012 = 751.0
(27013-91-8)

White or almost white powder.

mp: about 256°C.

Helium Helium for chromatography; He =4.003
(7440-59-7)

Content: minimum 99.995 per cent VIVof He.

Heparin (9041-08-1)

See Heparin sodium (0333).

Heparinase I Heparin lyase (HC 4.2.2.7); (9025-39-2)

Enzyme from Flat:obacw;um heporinum thatperforms
eliminative cleavage of polysaccharides containing (1--+4)
linked n-glucuronare or L-iduronate residues and (1-4)-«
linked 2-sulfoamino-2-deoxy-6-sulfo-D-g1ucose residues to
give oligosaccharides with tenninal -l-decxy-c-n-glac-a
enuronosyl groups at their non-reducing ends.
Heparinase II (149371-12-0)

Enzyme from Flavobacterium heporinum that depolymerises
sulfated polysaccharide chains containing 1.....,.4 linkages
betweenhexosamines and uronicacid residues (both Iduronic
and glucuronic acid residues). The reaction yields
oligosaccharide products (mainly disaccharides) containing
unsaturated uronicacids.
Heparinase ill Heparin-sulfate lyase (HC 4.2.2.8);
(37290-86-1)
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Enzymefrom Plaoobaaerium heparinum mat depolymerises
selectively sulfated polysaccharide chains containing 1.....,.4
linkages between hexosamines and glucuronic acidresidues
to give oligosaccharide products (mainly disaccharides)
containing unsaturated uronic acids.
Heptachlor C,oH,CI7 = 373.3 (76-44-8)

bp: about 135°C.

mp: about 95°C.
A suitable certified reference solution (10 ngl,u. in
cycJohexane) may be used.
Heptachlor Epoxide ClOH,CI70 = 389.3 (1024-57-3)

bp: about 200°C.

mp: about 160°C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ.lL in
cyclohexane) may be used.
Heptalluorobutyric AcId HFBA; C.HF70, = 214.0
(375-22-4)

Clear, colourless liquid. Corrosive.
di::: about 1.645.
nbo: about 1.300.
bp: about 120°C.

Content: minimum99.5 per cent.
Heplalluorobutyric Anhydride CaF..O, = 410.1
(336-59-4)

n'~: about 1.287.

bp: about 108°.

Use a grade of commercesuitable for derivatisation.
Heplalluoro-N-melhyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)bulanamlde
2,2,3,3,4,4,4-Heptaftuoro-N-methyl
N-(trimethylsilyI)butyramide; C,H12F7NOSi = 299.3
(53296-64-3)

Clear, colourless liquid, flammable.
n~: about 1.351.
bp: about 148°C.

N-Heplane Heptane; C7H1• = 100.2 (142-82-5)

Colourless) flammable liquid, practically insoluble in water)
miscible with anhydrous ethanol.
dig: 0.683 10 0.686.

n~: 1.387 to 1.388.
Disu'llation range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 97°C and 98 °C.

n-Heptylamine C7H I7N = 115.22 (111-68-2)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Boilingpoint, about 156 °C.
2-Heptylamlne z-Amlncheprane, C7HI7N = 115.2

bp: about 143°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Hesperidin (S)-7-[[6-0-(6-Deoxy-«-L-mannopyranosyl)-/l
o-glucopyranosyl)oxy)-5-hydroxy-2-(3-hydroxy-4
methoxyphenyl)-2,3-<1ihydro-4H-l-benzopyran-4-one;
C,sH"OI5 = 611 (520-26-3)

Hygroscopic powder, slightly soluble in water and in
methanol.
mp: 258°C 10 262°C.

Hexachlorobenzene C.CI,; = 284.8 (118-74-1)

bp: about 332°C.

mp: about 230°C.
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A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJlL in
cyclohexane) may be used.

co-Hexachlorocyclohexane C6H6C" =290.8 (319-84-6)

bp: about 288 ·C.

mp: about 158 "C.

A suitable cenified reference solution (10 ngfJlL in
cyclohexane) may be used.

p-Hexachlorocyc1ohexane C6H6C" =290.8 (319-85-7)

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJIL in
cyclohexane) may be used.

~-Hexachlorocyc1ohexane C6H6CI6 = 290.8 (319-86-8)

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJlL in
cyclohexane) may he used.

Hexacosane Cz.H54 =366.1 (631J-01-J)
Colourless or white or almost white flakes.

mp: about 51 ·C.

Hexadimethr'ine Bromide l,5-Dimethyl-l,5
diazaundecamethylene polymethobromide; Poly(l,l,5,5
tetramethyl-I,5-azonia-undecamelhylene dibromide);
(C'3H3oBr,N,). (28728-55-4)

White or almost white, amorphous powder, hygroscopic,
soluble in water.

Storage: in an airtight container.

2,2' ,2 t r,6,6',6" -Hexa-(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4,4',4' '-[2,4,6
trimethyl-l,3,5-benzenetrIyltrismethylene]trIphenol
2,2',2 "J 6,6',6/f-Hexa-zetr-butyl-d.d ',4"- [(2,4,6-trimethyl
1,3 ,5-benzenetriyl)ttismethylene]triphenol; C54H7S03 = 775

Crystalline powder) practically insoluble in water) soluble in
acetone, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 244 ·C.

1,1,l,3,3,3-Hexafluoropropan-2-o1 C3H 2F60 =168.0
(921J-66-1)
Conum: minimum 99.0 per cent, determinedby gas
chromatography.

Clear, colourless liquid, miscible with water and with
anhydrous ethanol.

4g: about 1.596.

bp: about 59 "C.

Hexarnethyldisilazane C6H,.NSi, = 161.4 (999-97-3)

Clear, colourless liquid.

d,'g: about 0.18.

n~: about 1.408.

bp: about 125 ·C.

Storage: in an airtight container.

Hexamine 1,3,5,7-tetra-azatricyclo [3.3.1.13,7]decane;
Hexamethylenetetramine; C6H"N, = 140.2 (101J-97-U)

Colourless, crystalline powder, very soluble in water.

a-Hexane Hexane; C.H19 =86.2 (1l1J-54-J)
Colourless, flammable liquid, practically insoluble in water,
miscible with anhydrous ethanol.

4g: 0.659 to 0.663.

n1:': 1.315 to 1.316.

Distillation range (2.2.11). Not tess than 95 per cent distils
between 61 ·C and 69 'C.

Hexane usedin spectrophotometry complies with thejolJcwing
additional test.

Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.01 from 260 run [0 420 nm,
determined using waleI' R as compensation liquid.
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Hexane, Purified

A grade of hexanecontaining not more than 0.002% wlv of
non-volatile matter.

Hexylamfne Hexan-I-amine; C,H"N = 101.2 (111-26-2)

Colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

dig: about 0.766.

n~: about 1.418.

bp: 121 -c to 131 ·C.

HibifoIiu 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3,5>1-trihydroxy-4-oxo
4H-l-benzopyran-8-yl [l-u-glucopyranosiduronic acid;
Gossypetin a-O-glucuronide; Gossypetin 8-0-p.-n
glucuropyranoside; C"H,.O•• = 494.4 (55366-56-8)

Storage: protected from light, at a temperature not exceeding
e "C J in " dry place.

Histamine Dlhydrochtortde (56-92-8)

See Histamine dihydrochloride (0143).

Histamine Phosphate Histamine acid phosphate;
C,H.N3,2H3PO, = 301.1 (23291-93-U)

Of the British Pharmacopoeia.

Histamine Solution

A 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R containing 0.1 IJg per
millilitte of histamine base (as the phosphate or
dihydrochlorlde).

Histidine (2S)-2-Amino-3-(IH-imidazol-4-yl)propanoic
acid; (71-00-1)

Histidine Monohydrochloride (RS)-2-Amino
3-(imidazol-4-yl)propionic acid hydrochloride monohydrate;
C6HIOC1N30"H,O = 209.6 (123333-71-1)

Crystalline powder or colourless crystals, soluble in water.

rnp: about 250°C, with decomposition.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Histamine
dihydrochforide (0143); the chromatogram shows only one
principal spot.

Holmium Oxide Diholmium trioxide; HO,03 = 317.9
(12055-62-8)

Yellowish powder, practically insoluble in water.

Holmium Perchlorate Solution

A 40 f!!L solution of holmium oxide R in a solution of
perchloric add R containing 141 giL of HCIO,.

nr-Homocystelne (2RS)-2-Amino-4-sulfanylbUlanoic
acid; C.H.NO,S = 135.2 (454-29-5)

White or almost white, crystalline powder.

mp: about 232 ~C.

t-Homocysrelne Thtolectone Hydrochloride (3S)-3
Aminodihydrothiophen-l(3H)-one hydrochloride;
C,H.CINOS = 153.6 (31828-68-9)

White or almost white, crystalline powder.

mp: about 202°C.

Hcmoortentm 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-6-P-n
glucopyranosyl-S,7-dihydroxy-4H~I-benzopyran-d-one;
Isoorientin, Luteolin-6-C-glucoside; C 21H20 0 •• = 448.4
(4261-42-1)

Honoklol 3',5-Di(prop-2-enyl)biphenyl-2,4'-diol; 3',5
Diallyl-2,4'-dihydroxybiphenyl; 3',5-Di-2-propenyl-[I,1'
biphenl'll-2,4'-diol; C,sH"O, = 266.3 (35354-74-6)

Human Tissue Factor Solution

Solution conraining human tissue factor, which may be
produced by recombinant DNA technology, combined with
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phospholipids and calcium buffers. Suitable stabilisers may
be added.

Hyaluronate Solution

Dilute potassium hyaluronate stock solunon with an equal
volume of pho,phare-buffered 'alinepH 6.4.
Use on the day of preparation.
Hyaluronidase Diluent
Mix 100 mL of phosphare bl!ffer ,00ution pH 6.4 R with
100 mL of water R. Dissolve 0.140 g of hydrolysed gelatin R in
the solution at 37°C.

Storage: use within 2 h.

Hydrastine Hydrochloride (3S)-6,7-Dimethoxy-3-[(5R)
6-methyl-5,6,7,8-tetrahydro-1 ,3-<1ioxolo[4,5-g]isoqWnolin-5
yl)isobenzofuran-I(3H)-one hydrochloride;
C2IH22CINO. = 419.9 (5936-18-7)

Whiteor almost whitepowder, hygroscopic, very soluble in
water and in ethanol (96 per cent),

[al:;': about + 127.
mp: about 116 ·C.

Hydrastine hydrochloride usedin liquid chromatography complies
with thefollowing additional test.
Assay. Liquid chromatography (1.1.19) as prescribed in the
monograph Goldenseal rhizome (1831).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
nonnalisation procedure.
Hydrazine Diazane; H,N2 =32.05 (301-01-2)

Slightly oily liquid, colourless, witha strong odourof
ammonia, miscible with water. Dilute solutions in water are
commercially available. .
n~: about 1.470.
bp: about 113 ·C.

mp: about 1.5 "C.

Caution: toxic andcorrosioe.
Hydrazlne Hydrate N2H"H20 = 50.06 (10217-52-4)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
A colourless liquid; weight per mL, about 1.03 g.

Hydrazine Sulfate Hydrazine sulphate; HoN20.S = 130.1
(10034-93-2)

Colourless crystals, sparingly soluble in cold water, soluble in
hot water (50°C) andfreely soluble in boilingwater,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Comem: minimum 99 per cent.
Hydrindantin 2,2'-Dihydroxy-2,2'-bi-indan-I,1',3,3'
tetraone dihydrate; C J8HlOO.,2H20 = 358.3 (5950-69-6)

mp: about 258°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Hydriodic Acid HI = 127.9 (10034-85-2)

Prepare by distilling hydriodic acidoverred phosphorus,
passing carbon dioxide R or nitrogen R through the apparatus
during the distillation. Use the colourless or almost
colourless, constant-boiling mixture (55 percent to
58 per cent of HI) distilling between 126 ·C and 127 "C.

Place the acid in small, amber, glass-stoppered bottles
previously flushed with carbon dioxide R or nilrOgen R, seal
with paraffin.

Storage: in a dark place.
Hydrobromic Acid, 30 per cent (10035-10-6)

A 30 percent solution of hydrobromic acid in gladal acetic
acidR.
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Degas withcaution the contents before opening.
Hydrobromic Acid, 47 per cent
A 47 per cent m/m solution of hydrobromic acid.
Hydrobromic Acid, Dilute

Place 5.0 mL of 30 per centhydrobromic acidR in amber vials
equipped withpolyethylene stoppers. Seal under argon Rand
store in the dark. Add 5.0 mL of gladal acetic acidR
immediately before use. Shake.
Storage: in the dark.

Hydrobromic Acid RI, Dilute

Contains 7,9 gIL ofHBr.

Dissolve 16.81 g of 47 percenthydrobromic acidR in water R
anddilute to 1000 mL with the samesolvent.
Hydrocarbons (Type L), Low-vapour-pressure
Unctuous mass. soluble in benzene and in toluene.
Hydrochloric Acid (7647-01-1})

See Concentrated hYdrochloric acid (0002).

Solutions of molarity XM should be prepared by diluting 85x
mL of hydrochloric acid to 1000 mL with warer.
O.IMHydrochloric Acid, Alcoholic

Dilute 9.0 mL of hydrochloric acidR to 1000.0 mL with
aldehyde-fr<e alcohol R.
2M Hydrochloric Acid

Dilute 206.0 g of hydrochloric acidR to 1000.0 mL with
waler R.
3M Hydrochloric Acid
Dilute 309.0 g of hydrochloric acidR to 1000.0 mL with
waterR.
6MHydrochloric Acid

Dilute 618.0 g of hYdrochloric acidR to 1000.0 mL with
water R.
Hydrochloric Acid, Bromlnated

To I mL of bromine solution R add 100 mL of hydrochloric
acidR.
Hydrochloric Acid, Dilute
Contains 73 gIL ofHCI.

Dilute 20 g of hydrochloric acidR to 100 mL with water R.
Hydrochloric Acid, Dilute, Heavy Metal-free

Complies with the requirements prescribed fordihue
hydrochloric acid R with the following maximum contents of
heavy metals.
As: 0.005 ppm.

Cd: 0.003 ppm.

Cu: 0.003 ppm.

Fe: 0.05 ppm.

Hg: 0.005 ppm.

Ni: 0.004 ppm.

Pb: 0.001 ppm.

Zn: 0.005 ppm.

Hydrochloric Acid, Ethanollc
Dilute 5.0 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid to 500.0 mL with
ethanol (96 per cenv R.
Solutions of the requisite molarity maybe obtained by
diluting hydrochloric acidwith ethanol (96%) in place of water
as directed under hYdrochloric acid.
Hydrochloric Acid, Heavy Metal-free

Complies with the requirements prescribed for hydrochlon·c
acidR with the following maximum contents of heavy metals.
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As: 0.005 ppm.

Cd: 0.003 ppm.

Cu: 0.003 ppm.

Fe: 0.05 ppm.

Hg: 0.005 ppm.

Ni: 0.004 ppm.

Pb: 0.00 I ppm.

Zn: 0.005 ppm.

Hydrochloric Acid, Lead-free

Complies wil:h the requirements prescribed for hydrochkm"c
add R with the following additiona Irequirement.
Lead: maximum 20 ppb.
Atomic emission spectrometry (2.2.22, Method I).

Test so/urian. In a quartz crucible evaporate 200 g of the acid
to be examined almost to dryness. Take up the residue in
5 mL of nitric acid prepared by sub-boiling distillation of
nit"', acid R and evaporate to dryness. Take up the residue in
5 mL of nitric acid prepared bysub-boiling distiUation of
nitric add R.
Reference solutions. Prepare the reference solutions using had
standard soluuim (0.1 ppm Ph) R diluted with nitric acid
prepared by sub-boiling distillation of niuicacid R.
Wavelength: 220.35 om.
Hydrochloric Acid, MethanoHc

Dilute 4.0 mL of hydrochlork: acidR to 1000.0 rnL with
methanol Rl.

Hydrochloric Acid RI

Contains 250 gIL of HCI.

Dilute 70 g of hydrochluric acid R to 100 rnL with water R.
Hydrochloric Acid RI, Dilute

Contains 0.37 gIL of HCI.

Dilute 1.0 mL of dilute hydrochlork: add R to 200.0 rnL with
water R.
Hydrochloric Acid Rl, Dilute

Dilute 30 rnL of 1 M hydrochlori< acid to 1000 mL with
water R; adjust to pH 1.6 ± 0.1.

Hydrochloric Acid, Dilute R3

Contains 3.7 gIL ofHCI.

Dilute 10.0 rnL of dilute hydrochlori< acidR to 200.0 mL with
waterR.
Hydrochloric Acid, Stannated
Use stannated hydrochloric acid low in arsenic, grade of
commerce, or prepare by adding 1 rnLof tin(Jl) chlon·de
solution to 100 mL of hydrochloric acid.
Hydrocortisone C2IH,oO, = 362.5 (5()'21-7)

mp: abour 214'\ with decomposition.
General reagent gradeof commerce.
Hydrocortisone Acetate (5()'03-3)

See Hydrocortisone acetate (0334).

Hydrofluoric Acid HF = 20.01 (7664-39-3)

Coment: minimum 40.0 per cent mlm.
Clear, colourless liquid.
Loss on ignition: not more than 0.05 per cent mtm, evaporate
the hydrofluoric acid in a platinum crucible and gently ignite
theresidue to constantmass.
Assay. Weigh accurately a glass-stoppered flask containing
50.0 rnL of 1 M sodium hydroxide. Introdnce 2 g of the
hydrofluoric acid and weigh again. Titrate the solutionwith
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0.5 M sulfuric acid, using 0.5 mL of phenolphthalein solution R
as indicator.
1 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 20.01 mg of
HF.

Storage: in a polyethylene container.
Hydrogen Hydrogen for chromatography; H2 = 2.016
(1333-74-11)

Comem: minimum 99.95 per cent VIV.
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (200 vol) H20 2 = 34.02
(7724-84-1)

General reagent grade of commercecontaining about
60% wlv of H202 •

A colourless liquid; weight per mL, about 1.18 g.
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (100 vol) See Strong
hydrogen peroxide solution
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (20 vol)

Analytical reagent grade of commercecontaining about
6% w/v ofH20 2 or hydrogen peroxide solurion (100 vol)
diluted with4 volumes of water.

A colourless liquid; weight permL, about 1.02 g.
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (10 vol) See Dr7ute hydrogen
peroxide solution
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution, Dilute (7722-84-1)

See Hydrogen peroxide solution (3 perrenO (0395).

Hydrogen Peroxide Solution, Strong (7722-84-/)

See Hydrogen peroxide solution (30 percent) (0396).

Hydrogen Sulfide Hydrogen sulphide; H 2S =34.08
(7783-06-4)

Gas, slightly soluble in water.
Hydrogen Sulfide RI Hydrogen sulphide RI;
H 2S =34.08 (7783-06-4)

Content: minimum 99.7 per cent VIV.
Hydrogen Sulfide Solution Hydrogen sulphide solution

A recently prepared solution of hydrogen sulfide R in waterR.
The saturated soJution containsabout 0.4 per cent to
0.5 per cent ofHzS at 20°C.

Hydroqulnone Quinol; C,H,02 = llO.1 (123-31-9)
Fine, colourless or white or almostwhiteneedles, darkening
on exposure to airand light, soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 173 "C.

Storage: protected from light and air.
Hydroquinone Solution

Dissolve 0.5 g of hydroquinone R in waterR, add 20~ of
sulfuric acid R and dilute to 50 rnL with waterR.
4' -Hydroxyacetophenone 1-(4-Hydroxyphenyl)ethan-l
one; C,H,02 =136.2 (99-93-4)

4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde C7H,02 =122.2 (123-08-0)

mp: about 118°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Colourless needles.
2-Hydroxybenzlmldazole IH-beU2imidazol-2-01;
C7He;N20 =134.1 (615-16-7)
4-Hydroxybenzohydrazide p-Hydroxybenzohydrazide;
C7HaN20 2 =152.2 (5351-23-5)

4-Hydroxybenzolc Acid Parahydroxybenzoic acid;
C7H,O, = 138.1 (99-96-7)

Crystals, slightly soluble in water, verysoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), soluble in acetone.
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mp: 214 -c to 215 'c.
4-Hydroxybiphenyl See Biphenyl-4-01
4-Hydroxycoumarin 4-Hydroxy-2H-l-benzopyran-2-one;
C.H.O, = 162.2 (1076-38-6)
White or almostwhitepowder,freely soluble in methanol.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.

6-Hydroxydopa (2R5)-2-Amino-3-(2,4,5
trihydroxyphenyl)propanoic add; 2,5-DihydroXY-DL-tyrosine;
C.H"NO, = 213.2 (21373-30-K)
mp: about 257 DC.

2-[4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)piperazin-l-yl]ethane-l-sulfonlc
Acid 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-I-yl]ethanesulphonic
acid; HEPES; C,H,sN,O.S = 238.3 (7365-45-9)

White or almostwhitepowder.
mp: about 236 DC, with decomposition
4-Hydroxyisophthallc Acid 4-Hydroxybenzene-I,3
dicarboxylic acid; C,H.O, = 182.1 (636-46-4)

Needles or platelets, very slightly soluble in water, freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about314 DC, with decomposition.
Hydroxylamine Hydrochloride Hydroxylanunonium
chloride; NH.ClO = 69.5 (5470-1I-1)
White or almost white, crystalline powder,verysoluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Hydroxylamine Hydrochloride Solution R2

Dissolve 2.5 g of hydroxylamine hydrochloride R in 4.5 mL of
hot waterR and add 40 mL of ethanol (96 percenO Rand
0.4 mL of bromophenol bluesolution R2. Add 0.5 M alcohol;';
potassium hydroxide until a greenish-yellow colour is obtained.
Dilute to 50.0 mL with ethanol (96 percenO R.
Hydroxylamine Solution, AlcohoUc

Dissolve 3.5 g of hydroxylamine hydrochloride R in 95 mL of
ethanol (60 percent VII? R, add 0.5 mL of a 2 gIL solution
of methylorange R in ethanol (60 percent VII? Rand
sufficient 0.5 M potassium hydroxide in alcohol
(60 percent VII? to give a pure yellow colour. Dilute (0

100 mL with ethanol (60 percent VII? R.
Hydroxylamine Solution, Alkaline

Inunediately before use, mix equalvolumes of a 139 gIL
solution of hydroxylamine hydrochloride R and a 150 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R.
Hydroxylamine Solution RI, Alkaline

Solution A. Dissolve 12.5 g of hydroxy/amine hydrochlanik R in
methanol R and dilute to 100 mL with the same solvent.
Solution B. Dissolve 12.5 g of sodium hydroxide R in
methanol R and dilute to 100 mL with the same solvent.
A-lix equal volumes of solutionA and solution B immediately
beforeuse.
Hydroxymethylfurfural 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural;
C.H.03 =126.1 (67-47-0)
Acicular crystals, freely soluble in water, in acetone and in
ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 32°C.
Hydroxynaphthol Blue, Sodium Salt Trisodium 2,2'
dlhydrcxy-Ll '-azonaphthalene-3 ',4,6/-trisultonate;
C,oHlIN,Na,OllS, =620 (63451-35-4)

4-(4-Hydroxyphenyl)butan-2-one C,oHI2O, = 164.2
'(5471-51-Z)

mp: about 82°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
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2-Hydroxypropylbetadex for Chromatography
Betacyclodextrin modified by the bonding of (R) or (R5)
propylene oxide groups on the hydroxyl groups;
Hydroxypropyl-Bscyclcdextrtn (94035-02-6)
See Hydroxypropylbetadex (1804).
pH (2.2.3): 5.0 (0 7.5 for a 20 gIL solution.

8-HydroxyquinoUne Qulnolin-g-of Hydroxyquinoline;
C.H,NO = 145.2 (148-24-3)

Whiteor slighdy yellowish, crystalline powder, slightly
soluble in water, freely soluble in acetone, in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in dilute mineral acids.
mp: about 75 'C.

Sulfard ash (2.4.14): maximum 0.05 per cent.

12..Hydroxystearlc Acid 12-Hydroxyoctadecanoic acid;
C,.H,.O, =300.5 (106-14-9)
Whiteor almost white powder.
mp: 71 "C to 74 'C.

5-Hydroxynracil 2,4,5-trihydroxypyrimidine;
C.H.N,O, =128.1 (496-76-4)
White or almost white, crystaUine powder.
mp: about 310°C, with decomposition.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Fluorouracil (0611); the
chromatogram shows a principal spot with an Rp of about
0.3.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Hyoscine Hydrobromide Scopolamine hydrobromide;
(6533-68-2)

SeeHyoscine hydrobromide (0106).
Hyoscyamine Sulfate Hyoscyamine sulphate; (620-61-1)
See Hyoscyamine sulfate (0501).
Hypericin I ,3,4,6,8,13-Hexahydroxy-1 0,11
dimethylphenanthro[I ,I 0,9,8-opqra]perylene-7,14-dione;
C,oH,.O. = 504.4 (548-04-9)
Content: minimum85 per cent.
Hypernsfde 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3-~-D

galacropyranosyloxy-5,7-dihydroxychromen-4-one;
C2IH,.012 =464.4
Faint yellowneedles, soluble in methanol.
Absorbance (2.2.25). A solution in methanol R shows
2 absorption maximaat about 257 run and at about 359 run.
Hypophosphorous Reagent
Dissolve with the aid of gentle heat, 109 of sodium
hypophosphite R in 20 mL of water R and dilute to 100 mL
with hydrochloric add R. AUow to settleand decant or filter
through glass wool.

Hypoxanthine 6-Hydroxypurine; C,H.N.O = 136.1
(68-94-0)
Whiteor almost white, crystalline powder, very slightly
soluble in water, sparingly soluble in boiling water, soluble in
diluteacids and in dilute alkali hydroxide solutions,
decomposes withoutmelting at about 150°C.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Mercapropunne (0096); the
chromatogram shows only one principal spot.
Ibuprofen (J5687-27-1)
See Ibuprofen (0721).

Imidazole Glyoxaline; C,H...'l, = 68.1 (288-32-4)

Whiteor almost white, crystalline powder, soluble in water
and in ethanol (96 per cent).
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mp: about 90 "C.

Imidazole, Recrystallised
Twice recrystallise 25 g of imidazole from 100 mL of toluene,
cool in ice with stirring, washwith ether and dry at room
temperature at a pressure of 2 kPa overanhydrous silica gel, or
use a purified grade of commerce.
Complies with thefolWwing test.

Light absorption Absorbance of an 8% wlvsolution at
325 nm, not more than0.10, Appendix II B.
Imidazole Solution

Dissolve 8.25 g of recrystallised imidazole in 60 mL of water,
adjust the pH to 6.75 to 6.85 with 5M hydrochloric acidand
add sufficient water to produce 100 rnL
The hydrochloric acid used inpreparing thisreagent must be
free from stabilising mercury compounds.

Lrrddazole-~ercuryReagent

Dissolve 8.25 g of reaystollised imidazole in 60 mL of water
and add 10 mL of 5Mhydrochloric acid. Stir the solution
magnetically and add, dropwise, 10 mLof a 0.27% wlv
solutionof mercury(ll) chloride. If a cloudysolutionresults,
discard and prepare a further solution adding the mercury
chloride solutionmore slowly. Adjust the pH to 6.75 to 6.85
with 5M hydrochloric acid (about 4 rnL is required) and add
sufficient water to produce 100 nIL
Iminodiacetic Acid 2,2'-Iminodiacetic acid;
C.H7NO. = 133.1 (142-73-if)

Imlnodibenzyl 10, I I-Dihydrodibenz[bJ]azepine;
C,.,H,,N = 195.3 (494-19-9)
Pale yellow, crystalline powder, practically insoluble in water,
freely soluble in acetone.
mp: about 106 ·C.

Imipramine Hydrochloride (J13-52-1J)

See Imipramine hydrochloride (0029).
Imperatorln 9-[(3-Methylbut-2-enyl)oxy)-7H-furo[3,2-g]
[l)benzopyran-7-one; C,oH..O. =270.3 (482-44-1J)

2-Indanamlne Hydrochloride 2-Aminoindane
hydrochloride; C.H12CIN =169.7 (2338-18-3)

2,3-Dihydro-IH-inden-2-amine hydrochloride.

Indian Sandalwood Oll Sandalwood Oil; East Indian
Sandalwood Oil; Santalum Album; C,oH••0 2 =440.70
(8006-87-9)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Indigo Indlgotin; 1,1',3,3'-Tetrahydro-2-2'
bi(indolylidene)-3,3'-dione; C,oH ION20 2 =262.3 (482-89-3)

Indigo Carmine Acid blue 74; C,oH.N2Na20.S2 = 466.3
(86o-22-1J)

Schultz No. 1309

Colour Index No. 73015

It usually contains sodium chloride.

Blue or violet-blue powderor blue granules with a coppery
lustre, sparingly soluble inwater, practically insoluble in
ethanol (96 per cent). It is precipitated from an aqueous
solution by sodium chloride,

Indigo Carmine Solution

To a mixture of 10 rnL of hydrochlori< acidRand 990 rnL of
200 gIL nitrogen-fite mlfuricacidR add 0.2 g of indigo
cannine R.
The solution complies with thefolWwing ...." add 10 rnL to a
solution of 1.0 mg of potassium nitrate R in 10 mL of waterR,
rapidly add 20 rnL of nitrogen-free sulfuric acid R and heat to
boiling. The blue colouris discharged within 1 min.
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Indigo CarmIne Solution RI

Dissolve 4 g of indigo camline R in about900 mL of waterR
added in several portions. Add 2 rnL of sulfuric acidR and
dilute to 1000 rnL with wattr R.
Assay. Place in a 100 mL conical flask with II wide neck
10.0 mL of nitrate standard solution (100 ppm NO) R, 10 rnL
of waterR, 0.05 mL of the indigo carmine solution Rl, and
then in a single addition, but with caution, 30 mL of sulfurK
acidR. Titratethe solution immediately, usingthe indigo
canm"ne soluuon Rt, untila stableblue colour is obtained.
The number of millilitres used, n, is equivalent to 1 mg of
NO,.

indirubIn C,.H,oN202 = 262.3 (479-41-4)
1,1',2',3-Tetrahydro-2,3'-bi(indolylidene)-2',3-dione.
Indometacin (53-86-1)

See Indometacin (0092).

Industrial Methylated Spirit (95%)

Of the British Pharmacopoeia.
Inosine 9-~-o-RJbofuranosylltypoxanthine;9-1l-o
Ribofuranosyl-I,9-dihydro-6H-purin-6-one;
C IOH12N.O, = 268.2 (58-63-9)
mp: 222 ·C to 226 ·C.

myo-Inositol
See m~Inositol (1805).

Iodic Acid HIO, = 175.9 (7782-68-5)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Iodine (7553-56-2)

See Iodine (0031).

To prepare 0.05M iodine dissolve 20 g of potassium iodide in
the minimum amountof water, add 13 g of iodine, allowto
dissolveand add sufficient water to produce 1000 mL.
Weaker solutions should be prepared using proportionately
lesseramounts of reagents or by appropriate dilution.
Iodine-123 and Ruthenlum-I06 Splklng Solution

Prepore immediately before use. Mix 3.5 mL of an
18.5 kBqlrnL solution of ruthenium-I06 in the fonn of
ruthenium trichloride in a mixture of equalvolwnes of gladal
acetic acidRand wattr R with 200 ~L of a 75 kBqlmL
solutionof iodine-123 in the fonn of sodiwn iodidein
waterR.
Iodine Bromide ill, =206.8 (7789-33-5)

Bluish-black or brownish-black crystals, freely soluble in
water, in ethanol (96 percent) and in glacial acetic acid
bp: about 116 ·C.

mp: about40 "C.

SUlrage: protected from light.

Iodine Bromide Solution

Dissolve 20 g of iodine bromide R in glacial acetic acid Rand
dilute to 1000 mL with the samesolvent:
Storage: protected from light.

Iodine Chloride ICI = 162.4 (779O-99-1J)

Black crystals, soluble in water, in acetic acid and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

bp: about 97.4 ·C.

Iodine Chloride Solution

Dissolve 1.4 g of iodin< chloride R in glacial acetic acidRand
dilute to 100 rnL with the same acid.

Storage: protected from light.
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Iodine Monochloride Reagent, Strong

Dissolve 109 of potassium iodide and 6.4 g ofpotassium iodate
in 75 mL of water, add 75 mL of hydrochlori< add and 5 mL
of chloroform, shake and, if necessary, add dropwise with
vigorous shaking 0.1 M potassium iodide until a faint iodine
colour appears in the chloroform layer. Add in the same
manner 0.00JM potassium iodate until the chloroform is just
colourless.
Before use, readjust with either a.1M potassium iodide or
O.OOIMpotassium iodateas required.

Store in a cool place protected from light.

Iodine Monochloride Solution

Dissolve 8 g of iodine tn"chlon"de in about 200 mL of glacial
acetic acidand separately dissolve 9 g of iodine in 300 mL of
dichloromethane. Mix the two solutions and dilute to 1000 mL
with glacial acetic acid.
Store in a stoppered bottle, protected from light and at a
temperature not exceeding 15°.

Iodine Pentoxlde, Recrystalllsed Iodine pentoxide;
120, = 333.8 (l2029-98-1J)

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.

White or almost whire,crystalline powder, or white or
greyish-white granules, hygroscopic, very soluble in water
forming mo;
Stability onheating, Dissolve 2 g, previously heated for 1 h at
200°C, in 50 mL of water R. A colourless solution is
obtained.

Assay. Dissolve 0.100 g in 50 mL of water R, add 3 g of
potassium iodide Rand IP mL of dilute hydrochlori< acid R.
Titrate the liberated iodine with o. J 1'W sodium thiondfate,
using 1 mL of starch solution R as indicator.

1 mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 2.782 mg of
120,.
Swragt: in an airtight container, protected from light.

Iodine Solution, Alcoholic

A 10 gIL solution of iodine R in ethanol (96 per cenv R.

Storage: protected from light.

Iodine Solution, Chloroformic

A 5 gIL solution of iodineR in chloroform R.

Storage: protected from light.

Iodine Solution RI

To 10.0 mL of 0.05 M iodine add 0.6 g of pouissium iodide R
and dilute to 100.0 mL with water R. Prepare inunediately
before use.

Iodine Solution R2

To 10.0 mL of 0.05 M iodine add 0.6 g of potossium iodide R
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with water R. Prepare immediately
before use.

Iodine Solution R3

Dilute 2.0 mL of iodine solution Rl to 100.0 mL with
waterR. Prepare immediately before use.

Iodine Solution R4

Dissolve 14 g of iodine R in 100 mL of a 400 gIL solution of
potassium iodide R, add I mL of dilute hydrochloric acid Rand
dilute to 1000 mL with water R.
Storage: protected from light.

Iodine Solution R5

Dissolve 12.7 g of iodine R and 20 g of potassium iodide R in
waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent
(0.05 M solution).
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Iodine Trichloride ICI, = 233.3 (865-44-1)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.

Reddish orange crystals.

lodoacetamide 2-Iodoacetamidej C2H..INO = 185.0
(144-48-9)

Slighdy yellow, crystalline powder, soluble in water.

mp: about 92°C.

Iodoacetic Acid C2H,I02 = 185.9 (64-69-7)

Colourless or white or almost white crystals, soluble in water
and in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: 82 'C to 83 'C.

z-Iodebenzolc Acid C,H,I02 =248.0 (88-67-5)

White or slightly yellow, crystalline powder, slightly soluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 160 'C.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using
cellulose for chromatography f254 R as the coating substance:
apply to the plate 20 J1L of a solution of the 2-iodobenzoic
acid, prepared by dissolving 40 mg in 4 mL of 0.1 M sodium
hydroxide and diluting to 10 mL with water R. Develop over a
path of about 12 em using as the mobile phase the upper
layer obtained by shaking together 20 volumes of waterRJ

40 volumes of glacial acetic acidRand 40 volumes of
toluene R. Allow the plate to dry in air and examine in
ultraviolet light at 254 nm. The chromatogram shows only
one principal spot.

3-lodobenzylammonlum Chloride 1-(3-lodophenyl)
methanamine hydrochloride; 1-(3-lodophenyl)
methanaminium chloride; m-Iodobenzylamine hydrochloride;
C,H.CIIN = 269.5 (3718-88-5)

White or almost white crystals.

mp: 188 'C to 190 'C.

lodoethane C2H,1 = 156.0 (75-03-6)

Content: minimum 99 per cent.

Colourless or slightly yellowish liquid, darkening on exposure
to air and light, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent) and most
organic solvents.

dig: about 1.95.

n~: about 1.513.

bp: about 72 'C.

Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.

2-lodohlppuric Acid 2-(2-lodobenzamido)acetic acid;
C.HglNO,,2H20 = 341.1 (J47-58-1J)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, sparingly soluble
in water.

mp: about 170 'C.

Water (2.5.12): 9 per cent to 13 per cent, determined on
1.000 g.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using
cellulose for chromawgraphy FZ54 R as the coating substance:
apply to the plate 20 ~L of a solution of the 2-iodohippuric
acid, prepared by dissolving 40 mg in 4 mL of 0.1 M sodium
hydroxide and diluting to 10 mL with waterR. Develop over a
path of about 12 cm using as the mobile phase the upper
layer obtained by shaking together 20 volumes of water R,
40 volumes of glacial acetic add Rand 40 volumes of
tdueneR. Allow the plate to dry in air and examine in
ultraviolet light at 254 om. The chromatogram shows only
one principal spot.

lodomethane Methyl iodide; CH,I = 141.9 (74-88-4)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
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Iodoplatinate Reagent
To 3 mL of a 100 gIL solution of chloropia/in;'; acidR add
91 mL of waterR and 100 mL of a 60 gIL solution of
potassium iodide R.
Storage: protected from light.
Iodoplatinate Reagent RI

Mix 2.5 mL of a 50 gIL solution of chloropla'nic acid R,
22.5 mL of a 100 gIL solution of potassium iodide Rand
50 mL of waterR.
Storage: protected from light, at a temperature of 2-8 "C.

z-Iodopropane Isopropyl iodide; C,H,I = 110.0 (75-30-9)
Conum: minimum 99 per cent.

5-lodouracil 5-Iodo-lH,3H-pyrimidine-2,4-dione;
C,H,IN,O, = 238.0 (696-07-1)
mp: about 276 "C, with decomposition.

ChromalOgraphy. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph ldoxuridine (0669): apply 5 pL
of a 0.25 gIL solution; the chrornatogram obtained shows
only one principal spot.
Ion-exchange Resin, Strongly Acidic
Resin in proronared form with sulfonic acid groups attached
to a lattice consisting of polystyrene cross-linked with
8 percent of divinylbenzene. It is available as spherical
beads; unless otherwise prescribed, the particle size is
0.3 mm to 1.2 mm.

Capacity. 4.5 mmol to 5 mmol pergram, witha water
contentof 50 percent to 60 per cent.
Preparation of a column. Unless otherwise prescribed, use a
tube with a fused-in sintered glass disc having a length of
400 rnm, an internal diameter of 20 mm and a filling height
of about 200 mm. Introduce the resin, mixing it with water R
and pouring the slurry into the tube,ensuring thatno air
bubbles are trapped between the particles. When in use, the
liquid must not be allowed to fan below the surface of the
resin. If the resin is in its protonated Conn, wash withwaterR
until 50 mL requires not more than 0.05 mL of 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide forneutralisation, using0.1 mL of methyl
orange solution R as indicator.
If the resin is in its sodiumform or if it requires regeneration,
pass about 100 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of
hydrochlori< acidRl and waterR slowly through the column
and then wash with waterR as described above.
Ion-exclusion Resin for Chromatography
Resin with a sulfonate funtionalised latex cross-linked with
divffiylbenzene.
IrIsllorentIn 9-Methoxy-1-(3,4,5-trimethoxyphenyl)-8H
1,3-dioxolo[4,5-g)[l]benzopyran-8-one; C,oH,aO. = 386.4
(41743-73-1)

Iron Fe = 55.85 (7439-89-6)

Greypowder or wire, soluble in dilute mineral acids.
Iron(m) Chloride, Anhydrous Iron(m) chloride;
anhydrous ferric chloride; FeCI, = 162.2 (7705-08-11)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Greenish black crystals or crystalline powder turning orange
on exposure to moist air.
Iron(m) Chloride Hexahydrate Iron trichloride
hexahydrate; Ferric chloride; FeCI,,6H,O =210.3
(10025-77-1)
Yellowish-orange or brownish crystalline masses,
deliquescent, very soluble in water, soluble in ethanol
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(96 per cent). On exposure to light, ferric chloride and its
solutions are partly reduced.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Ironun) Chloride Solution

Analytical reagent grade of commerce, diluted to contain
about 15% w/v of FeCI3 .

Iron(m) Chloride Solution, Ethanolie

Carefully add 25 mL of sulfuric aciddropwise to 15 mL of
well-cooled absolute ethanol, stirring constantly. Add 2 g of
anhydrous iron(lll) chloride, stirand filter.
Iron(m) Chloride Solntion Rl Ferric chloride
solution RI
A 105 gIL solution of fenio chloride R.
Iron(m) Chloride Solution R2 Ferric chloride
solutionR2
A 13 gIL solution offeni, chloride R.
Ironuu) Chloride-Sullilmic Acid Reagent
Ferric chloride-sulfamic acid reagent
A solution containing 10 gIL of[eme chloride Rand 16 gIL of
ntlfanric add R.
Iron(m) Nitrate Ferric nitrate; Fe(NOlh,9HzO = 404
(7782-6J-1f)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent mlm of Fe(NOJh,9HzO.
Light-purple crystals or crystalline mass) very soluble in
water.
Free acid: not more than 0,3 percent (as HNOl ) .

Ironun) Nitrate Solution

A 0.1%w/v solutionof iron(lIf) n;£rate in 0.1% v/v nitric add.
Iron Salicylate Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g offem~ ammonium sulfate R in a mixture of
2 mL of dilute sulfurk acid R and 48 mL of wa,erRand
dilute [Q 100 mL with Wale7 R. Add 50 mL of a 11.5 gIL
solution of sodium salicylare R, 10 mL of dilute acetic acid R,
80 mL of a 136 gIL solution of sodium acetate R and dilute to
500 mL with waterR. The solution should be recently
prepared.

Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.
Iron(n) Sulfate Ferrous sulphate; lron(m) sulphate;
Ferrous sulfate; (7782-63-11)
See Ferrous sulfate heptahydrate (0083).
Iron(m) Sulfate Ferric sulphate; Iron(m) sulphate;
lron(m)trisulfate hydrated; lron(m)trisulphate hydrated;
Ferric sulfate; Fe,(SO.h,xH,O (15244-10-7)
Yellowish-white powder, very hygroscopic) decomposes in
air,slightly soluble in water and in ethanol (96 percent).
Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.
Irorr(tn) Sulfate Pentahydrate Ferric sulphate
pentahydrate; Iron(m) sulphate pentahydrate; Ferric sulfate
pentahydrate; Fe,(SO,h,5H,O =489.9 (142906-29-4)
White or yellowish powder.
lron(m) Sulfate Solution Ferric sulfate solution
Dissolve50 g of feme sulfate R in an excessof waterR, add
200 mL of sulfune acid R and dilute to 1000 mL with
waterR.
Iroum) Sulfate Solution R2 Ferrous sulfate solution R2

Dissolve 0.45 g ci ferrous sulfate R in 50 mL of 0.1 M
hydrochlori< acidand dilute to 100 mL with carbon dioxide-free
water R. Prepare immediately before use.
Iron(n) Sulfate-Cllrate Solution

Iron(n) sulphate-citrate solution
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Dissolve J g of sodium metabisulfite in 200 mL of waterand
add 05 mL of 2M hydrochloric acid, 1.5 g of iron(lJ) sulfate
and 109 of sodium citrate.
Prepare immediately beforeuse.
Isatln Indoline-2,3-dione; C.H5NO, = 147.1 (9/-56-5)

Small, yellowish-red crystals, slightly soluble in water, soluble
in hot water and in ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in solutions
of alkali hydroxides giving a violet colour becoming yellowon
standing.

mp: about200 °C, with partial sublimation.
Sulfated ash (2.4. /4): maximum 0.2 per cent.
Isatln Reagent
Dissolve 6 mg of ferric sulfate R in 8 mL of warer R and add
cautiously 50 mL of sulfUric acidR. Add 6 mg of isatin Rand
stir untildissolved.
The reagent should be pale yellow, but not orange or red.
Isoandrosterone Bplandrosterone, 3J}-Hydroxy-5ct
androstan-17-one; C,.H,.O, = 290.4 (48/-29-8)

White or almostwhite powder,practically insoluble in water,
soluble in organic solvents.
fa]:;': + 88, determined on 20 gIL solution in methanol R.
mp: In·Cto 174·C.

M (2.2.4/): 14.24 x 10', determined at 304 om on a
1.25 gIL solution.

Isobutyl Acetate C.H I2O, =116.2 (110-/9-0)

bp: about 118°.

General reagent gradeof commerce.
A colourless liquid; weight per mL, about 0.87 g.

N-Isobutyldodecatetraenamlde (2E,4E.8Z,IOEZ}-N
2-(Metbylpropyl)dodeca-2.4,8, 10-tetraenamide;
C,sH"NO = 247.4 (866602-52-0)

White or almostwhite or non-coloured crystals.
mp: about 70 ·C.

N-Isobutyldodecatetraenamide Solution
A solution of N-isobutyldodeta~traenam;de R, exactlyweighed,
in mahand R at a concentration of about 10 mg/mL.
Isodrin 1,2,3,4,10,1O-Hexachloro-l ,4,43,5,8,8a-hexahydro
endo,endo-J,4:5,8-dimethanonaphthalene; Cl 2HsCJ6 = 364.9
(465-73-6)

Practically insoluble in water, soluble in common organic
solvents such as acetone.
A suitable certified reference solution may he used.
Isoeugenol 2-Metboxy-4-[(I3)-prop-I-en-I-yl)pbenol;
C,.HI2O, = 164.2 (97-54-/)

Isoeugenyl Acetate C12H,.O, = 206.24 (93-29-8)

Analytical reagent gradeof commerce.
Isoleucine (73-32-5)

See Isoleudne (0770).

Isomalt C12H,.Oll = 344.3 (645/9-82-0)

Mixture of e-Oe-n-gluccpyrenosyl-n-glucitcl and of 1-0-«
o-glucopyranosyl-o-mannitol.
White or almostwhitepowder or granules, freely soluble in
water.
IsomaItitol 6-G-a-o-Glucopyranosyl-D-g1ucitol;
C12H,.OIl = 344.3 (534-73-6)

Whiteor almostwhite powder,freely soluble in water.
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Isomenthol (+)-Isomenthol: (IS,2R,5R)-2-isopropyl-5
methylcyclohexanol; (± )-Isomentho/: a mixture of equal parts
of (IS,2R,5R)- and (IR,2S,5S)-2-isopropyl-5
metbylcyclohexanol; C,sH,.O = 156.3 (23283-97-8)

Colourless crystals, praeticaUy insoluble in water, verysoluble
in etbanol (96 per cent).

[.J~: (+)-Isomentho/: about + 24, determined on a 100 gIL
solution in ethanol (96 percent) R.

bp: (+)-Isomenthol: about 218 ·C. (±)-/somenlhol: about
218 ·C.

mp: (+)-Isomenthol: about 80 ·C. (±)-/somenthol: about
53 ·C.

(+)-Isoinenthone (IR)-eis-p-Menthan-3-one; (IR)-cis-2
Isopropyl-S-methylcyclohexanone; C1oH"ISO = 154.2
Contains variable amounts of menthone. A colourless liquid,
veryslightly soluble in water) solublein ethanol
(96 per cent).

d~~: about 0.904.
n~o: about 1.453.

(.J~: about + 93.2.
Isomenthone used in gas chromatography complies with the
following additional test

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in tbe
monograph Peppern,inloil (0405).

Testsolution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum80.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Isomethyleugenol 1,2-DiInethoxy-4-prop-l-enylbenzenej
C IIH140Z =178.2 (93-16-3)

lsomethyleugenol used in gas chromatography complieswith
tbe following additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in tbe
monograph Niaoufi oil, cineole lyJ>e (2468).

Content: minimum97.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Isoniazid Isonicotinohydrazide; C.H,N,O = 137.1
(54-85-3)

mp: about 171·.

General reagentgradeof commerce.
Colourlesscrystals or a white) crystalline powder.
Isoniazid Solution
Dissolve 0.1 g of isoniazid in 150 mL of methanol, add
0.12 mL of hydrochwric acidand dilute to 200 mL witb
methanol.
Isonicotinamlde 4-Pyridinecarboxamide; Pyridine-4
carboxamide; C.HoNzO = 122.1 (/453-82-3)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, soluble in water.
lsonlcotinic Acid Pyridine-4-carboxylic acid;
CsHsNOz = 123.1 (55-22-/)

Creamish-white powder,sparingly soluble in water.
mp: about 311 ·C.

Isopentyl Benzoate 3-fvlethylburyl benzoate; Isoamyl
benzoate; C12H,.O, = 192.3 (94-46-2)

nii': about 1.494.
bp: about 261 ·C.

Colourless or pale yellowliquid.
Isopropylamine 2-Propylamine; C,H.N = 59.1 (75-3/-0)

Colourless, highlyvolatile, flammable liquid.
n~o: about 1.374.
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bp: 32 °C '0 34 °C.

Isopropyl Melhanesulfonale I-methylethyl
methanesuffonate; C,HIOO,S =138.2 (926-06-7)
Clear,colourless liquid.
Content: minimwn 99.0 per cent.

Density: about 1.129 glcm' (20 °C).

n~o: 1.418-1.421.

bp: about 82 "C at 6 mm Hg.

Isopropyl Myrlstale Isopropyl retradecancare, (110-27-0)
See Isopropyl myrislate (0725).
4-lsopropylphenol C,H'20 = 136.2 (99-89-8)

Content: minimum 98 per cent.

bp: about 212 "C.

mp: 59 -c '0 61 -c,
Isopropyl Toluenesulfonate I-Methylethyl
4~methylbenzenesulfonate; Propan-2-yl
4-methylbenzenesulfonate; Isopropyl tosllate;
CIOH"O,S = 214.3 (2307-69-9)
Content: minimum97.0 per cent.
Clear liquid.
mp: about 20°C.
Isopulegol (-)-Isopulegol; (IR,2S,5R)-2-lsopropenyl-5
methylcyclobexanol; C.oH,.O =154.2 (89-79-2)

tf,0: about 0.911.

n~: about 1.472.

bp: about 210 "C.

ISD/JUlegoi usedin gaschromarpgraphy cmnplies with thefollowing
additional Usl.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Mim oil,partlydememholised (1838).
Content: minimum99 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Isnquercltrin 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3-(~-D

g1ucopyranosyloxy)-5,7-dihydroxy-4H-l-benzopyran-4-one;
C2,H200'2 = 464.4 (482-35-9)

Isoquercitroside Isoquercitrin; 3,3',4',5,7
Pentahydroxyflavone-3-glucoside; C21H20012 :;;; 464.4
(21637-25-2)

Isnrhamnetln-3-0-neohesperidoslde 3-[6-Deoxy-<X-L
mannopyranosyl-(I~2)-~-D-g1ucopyranosyloxy]-5,7
dihydroxy-2-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-4H-I-benzopyran
d-one, C28H,a016 = 625 (55033-90-4)
Isorhamnetln-3-0-rutlnoslde 3-D-Methylquercetin-3
rutinoside; Narcissoside; C28H32016 = 625 (604-80-8)

lsorhynchophyl1lne Methyl (16E)-17-methoxy-2-oxo
16,17-didehydro-20«-corynoxan-16-carboxylale; Methyl
(16E)-16-(methoxymethylidene)-2-oxo-20«-corynoxan-17
oate; CnH2.NaO, = 384.5 (6859-01-4)
Isoslliblnin 3,5,7-Trihydroxy-2-[2-(4-hydroxy-3
methoxyphenyl)-3-hydroxymethyl-2,3-dihydro-I,4
benzodioxin-6-yl]chsoman-4-one; C"HnO,o = 482.4
(72581-71-6)

White to yellowish powder, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in acetone and in methanol.
Isovilexln 6-1l-D-Glucopyranosyl-5,7-dihydroxy-2-(4
hydroxyphenyl)-4H-I-benzopyran-4-one; Apigenin 6-C-~

glucopyranoside; C2,H200 IO = 432.4 (38953-85-4)

Kaempferol 3,5,7-Trihydroxy-2-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-I
benzopyran-4-one; C"HlO06 = 286.2 (520-18-3)
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Kaolin, Light (1332-58-7)

A purified native hydrated aluminiwn silicate. It contains a
suitable dispersing agent.
Light, while or almost white powder free from gritty
particles, unctuous to the (Ouch, practically insoluble in water
and in mineral acids.
Coone ponides: maximum 0.5 per cent.

Place 5.0 g in a ground-glass-stoppered cylinder about
160 rom long and 35 rnm indiameter and add 60 mL of a
10 gIL solution of sodium pyrophosphate R. Shake vigorously
and allow to stand for 5 min. Using a pipette, remove 50 rnL
of the liquidfrom a point about 5 em below the surface.
To the remaining liquid add 50 mL of waUl' R, shake,allow
to stand for 5 min and remove 50 mL as before. Repeat the
operations until a total of 400 mL has been removed.
Transfer the remaining suspension to an evaporating dish.
Evaporate to dryness on a water-bath and dry the residue to
constantmass at 100-105 "C. The residue weighsnot more
than 25 mg.

Fine particks. Disperse 5.0 g in 250 mL of water R by shaking
vigorously for 2 min. Immediately pour into a glasscylinder
50 mm in diameter and, using a pipette, transfer 20 mL to a
glassdish, evaporate to dryness on a water-bath and dry to
constantmass at 100-105 "C. Allow the remainder of the
suspensionto standat 20 "C for 4 h and, using a pipette
with its tip exactly 5 em below the surface, withdraw a
further 20 mL without disturbing the sediment, place in a
glassdish, evaporate to dryness on a water-bath and dry to
constantmass at 100-105 "C. The mass of the second
residueis not less than 70 per cent of that of the first
residue.
Kerosene, Deodorised
General grade of commerce.
ll-Kelo-~-boswellic Acid 3~-Hydroxy-II-oxours-12-en

24-oic acid; (4~)-3«-Hydroxy-ll-oxouts-12-en-23-oic acid;
C,oH.,O, = 470.7 (17019-92-(1)
White or almostwhitepowder, insoluble in water, soluble in
acetone, in anhydrous ethanol and in methanol.
mp: 195 "C to 197 °C.II-&w-P-boswe1lic acid usedin liquid
chromawgraphy cmnplies wi.h thefollowing add.iional teS<
Assay. liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Indianfrankincense (2310).
Content: minimum 90 per cent) calculated by the
normalisationprocedure.
Kieselguhr

Acid-purified grade of commerce.
Kieselguhr for Chromalography

White or yellowish-white, lightpowder) practically insoluble
in water, in diluteacidsand in organic solvents.
Filaati'on rale. Use a chromatography column 0.25 m long
and 10 mm in internal diameter with a sintered-glass (100)
plate and two marks at 0.10 m and 0.20 m above the plate.
Place sufficient of the substance to be examinedin the
column to reach the first mark and fill to the second mark
with water R. When the first drops begin 10 flow from the
column, fill to the second mark again with water Rand
measure the time required for the first 5 mL to flow from the
column. The flow rateis not less than 1 mUmin.
Appearance of the eluate. The eluateobtainedin the test for
filtration rate is colourless (2.2.2, Method1).

AciniI!>' or alkalinity. To 1.00 g add 10 mL of waterR, shake
vigorously and allow to standfor 5 min. Filterthe suspension
on a filter previously washed withhot water R until the
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Content: minimum 99 per cent.

a-D-LauQse: not greater than 35 per cent.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Column:
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: cyanopropyl(3)phenyf(3)merhyl(94)

poIysuoxane R (film thickness I urn).

Carrier gas: hdium for chromatography R.
Temperature:

Detection: flame ionisation.

Injection: an appropriate derivatised sample.

a-Lactose Monohydrate e-n-Lactose monohydrate;
Cj2H"OIl,H,O = 360.3 (5989-8/-/)

White or almost white powder.

Content: minimum 97 per cent.

P-n-lAcMse: less than 3 per cent.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Column:
- size: I =30 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: merhylpo/ysiloxane R (film thickness

I um).

Carrier gas: he/ium for chromatography R.
Temperature:

Detection: flame ionisation.

Inieaion: an appropriate derivatised sample.

Lactnlose (46/8-18-Z)
See Laauloee (I230).

Lanatoside C 3IH(ll-o-Glucopyranosyl-(I ~4)-3-o-acetyl
2,6-dideoXY-Il-D-ribo-hexopyranosyl-(1 ~4)-2,6-dideoxy-p-o

ribo-hexopyranosyl-(I~ 4)-2, 6-dideoXY-Il-D-n'bo
hexopyranosyl)oxy]-12P,14-dihydroxy-5p-card-20(22)
enolide; C••H,.020 = 985 (/7575-22-3)

Long, flat prisms obtained after recrystallisation in ethanol
(96 per cent), freely soluble in pyridine and in dioxan.

Lanthanum Chloride Heptahydrate
LaCI,,7H,O =371.4

White or almost white powder or colourless crystals, freely
soluble in water.

Lanthanwn Chloride Solution

To 58.65 g of lonthanum trioxide R slowly add 100 mL of
hydrochloric acidR. Heat to boiling. Allow to cool and dilute
to 1000.0 mL with water R.
Lanthanum Nitrate Lanthanum trinitrate hexahydrate;
La(NO,h,6H,O =433.0 (/0277-43-7)
Colourless crystals) deliquescent, freely soluble in water.

washings are neutral. To 2.0 mL of the filtrate add 0.05 mL
of methylred solution R; the solurion is yellow. To 2.0 mL of
the filtrate add 0.05 mL of phenolphthalein sduuon R/; the
solution is at most slightlypink.
Water-soluble substances. Place 10.0 g in a chromatography
colwnn 0.25 m long and 10 mm in internal diameter and
elute with waterR. Collect the first 20 mL of eluate,
evaporate to dryness and dry the residue at 100°C to
105 "C. The residue weighs not more than 10 mg.

Iron (2.4.9): maximum 200 ppm.

To 0.50 g add 10 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of
hydrochloric acidRl and water R, shake vigorously, allow to
stand for 5 min and filter. 1.0 mL of the filtrate complies
with the test for iron.

Loss on ignition: maximum 0.5 per cent. During heating to
red heat (600 ± 50°C) the substance does not become
brown or black.

Kieselguhr G

Consists of kieselguhr treated with hydrochloric acid and
calcined, to which is added about 15 per cent of calcium
sulfate hemihydrate.

A fine greyish-white powder; the grey colour becomes more
pronounced on triturating with water. The average panicle
size is J().:.-40 pm.

Calcium sulfate content. Determine by the method prescribed
for ,uieagd G R.
pH (2.2.3). Shake I g with 10 mL of carbon dioxide-free
waterR for 5 min. The pH of the suspension is 7 to 8.
Chromatographi4: separation. Thin-layer chromatography
(2.2.27). Prepare plates using a slurry of the kieselguhr G
with a 2.7 gIL solution of sodium aatate R. Apply 5 ~L of a
solution containing 0.1 r/Lof lactose, sucrose, glucose and
fructose in pyridine R. Develop over a path of 14 cm using a
mixture of 12 volumes of water R, 23 volumes of
2-propanol Rand 65 volumes of ethylacetate R.
The migration time of the solvent is about 40 min. Dry,
spray onto me plate about 10 mL of anisaldehyde solution R
and heat for 5-10 min at 100-105 'C. The chromatogram
shows four well-defined spots without tailing and well
separated from each other.

Lactic Acid (50-2/-5)

See Lactic acid (0458).
Lactic Reagent Lactic acid reagent

Solution A. To 60 mL of lactic acidR add 45 mL of
previously filtered lactic add R saturated without heating with
Sudan red G Rj as lactic acid saturates slowly without
heating, an excess of colorant is always necessary.

Sonnion B. Prepare J0 mL of a saturated solution of
aniline R. Filter.

Solution C. Dissolve 75 mg of potassium iodide R in water and
dilute to 70 mL with the same solvent. Add 10 mL of ethanol
(96 percent) Rand 0.1 g of iodine R. Shake.

Mix solutions A and B. Add solution C.

Lactobionic Acid C
"H"OI2

= 358.3 (96-82-2)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water, practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 115°C.

Lactose Lactose monohydrate; (5989-8/-/)

See Lactose monohydrate (0/87).

P-Lactose p-I>-Lac'ose; C12H"OIl = 342.3 (5965-66-2)

White or slightly yellowish powder.

Column

Injection port

Detector

Column

Injection PO"

Detector

Tim.
(min)

0-32,')

Tim.
(min)

0-12.5

Temperature
ce)

20 ..... 280

250

250

Temperature
CC)

230 --> 280

250

280
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Storage: in an airtight container.

Lanthanum Nitrate Solution

A 50 gIL solution of lanthanum nimue R.
Lanthanum Trioxide Lanthanum oxide; LazO) = 325.8
(13I2-81-1f)

An almost white, amorphous powder, practically insoluble in
water R. It dissolves in dilutesolutions of mineral acids and
absorbs atmospheric carbon dioxide.
Calcium: maximum 5 ppm.

Lauric Acid Dodecanoic acid; Cl2Hz40Z = 200.3
(143-07-7)

Whiteor almost white, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, freely solublein ethanol (96 percent).
mp: about 44 "C.

Lourieadd usedin the assayof weal fau.y acids in Saw palmetto
jrn,i (1848) romplies wilh thefollowing additional lesL
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmeno jrn,i (1848).

Content: minimum 98 percent, calculated by the
nonnalisation procedure.
Lavandulol 2-lsopropenyl-5-methylhex-4-en"l-ol;
C,oH..O = 154.2 (498-16-1f)

Oily liquid witha characteristic odour.
lAvandulol usedin gaschromatography cmnp/ies wilh the
following addilional test:

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Lavender oil (/338).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 90.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Lavandulyl Acetate 2-lsopropenyl-5-methylhex-4-en-I-yl
acetate; C'2H2002 = 196.3 (25905-14-1J)

Colourless liquid witha characteristic odour.
lAvandulyl acetate ,md in gaschromatography romp/ies wilh the
following additional resL
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2. 21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Lavender oil (/338).

Test solution. The substance to he examined.
Content: minimum 93.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Lead(n) Acetate Lead di-acetate; Lead acetate;
C,.H.0.Pb.3H20 = 379.3 (6080-56-4)

Colourless crystals, efflorescent) freely soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Lead Acetate Cotton
Immerse absorbent cotton in a mixture of 1 volume of dilute
acetic acidR and 10 volumes of lead auratesolution R. Drain
off the excess of liquid, without squeezing the cotton, by
placing it on several layersof filter paper. Allow to dry in air.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Lead Acetate Paper

Immerse filter paper (about 80 glm2
) in a mixture of

1 volume of dilute acetic acidRand 10 volumes of leadacetate
soluu'on R. Dry, thencut the paper into strips 15 nunby
40mm.

Lead Acetate Solution

A 95 gIL solution of Iead acetate R in carbon dwxide-free
waterR.
Lead(n) Nitrate Lead dinitrate; Lead nitrate;
Pb(NO,h = 331.2 (10099-74-1f)
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Whiteor almostwhite,crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, freely soluble in water.
Lead Nitrate Solution
A 33 gIL solution of leadnitrate R.
Lead(IV) Oxide Lead dioxide; PbO, =239.2 (1309-60-1J)

Darkbrown powder, evolving oxygen whenheated,
practically insoluble in water, soluble in hydrochloric acid
with evolution of chlorine, soluble indilutenitric acid in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide, oxalicacid or other reducing
agents, soluble in hot, concentrated alkali hydroxide
solutions.
Lead Subacetate Solution Basiclead acetate solution;
(1335-32-6)

Content: 16.7 per cent mlm to 17.4percent mlmof Pb
(A, 207.2) in a form corresponding approximately to the
formula CsH,.O,oP!>'.

Dissolve 40.0 g of leadacetate R in 90 mL of carbon dioxide
freewaterR. Adjust the pH to 7.5 with strong sodium hydroxide
soluu'on R. Centrifuge and use the clearcolourless
supernatant solution.
The solutionremains dear when stored in a well-closed
container.
L-IX-Lecithln from egg yolk L-IX-Phosphatidylcholine;
(8002-43-5)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Letocarpnside, 2-(P-n-Glucopyranosyloxy)benzyl 3-(P-D
glucopyranosyloxy)-6-hydroxy-2-methoxybenzoate;
2-[[[3-(Il-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)-6-hydroxy-2
methoxybenzoyl]oxy]methyl]phenyl-Il-D-glucopyranoside;
C,7H,,016 =614.5 (71953-77-0)

Whiteor almostwhitepowder, soluble in water, freely
soluble in methanol, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: 190"C to 193 "C.

Lemon 011 See Lemonoil (0620).

L-Leuclne Leucine; (61-90-5)

See Leucine (0771).

Levodopa (59-92-7)

See LewcIopa (0038).

(Z)-Ugusti1lde (3Z)-3-Butylidene-I,3,4,5
tettahydroisobenzofuran-I-one; CI2HI402 = 190.2
(81944-09-4)

Llmnnene n-Llmonene; (+)-p-Mentha-I,8-diene; (R)-4
Isopropenyl-I-methylcyclohex-I-ene; C,oHl6 = 136.2
(5989-27-5)

Colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent),

dig: about 0.84.

ng': 1.471 to 1.474.

[.I~: about + 124.

bp: 175"C to 177 "C.

Limonene usedin gaschromatography romp/ies with thefollowing
addilionalleSl.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermint oil (0405).

Test solutwn. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Linalool (RS)-3,7-Dimethyloeta-I,6-dien-3-01; Linalol;
C,oH'80 =154.2 (78-70-6)

Mixture of two stereolsomers (licareoJ and coriandrol).
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Liquid, practically insoluble in water.
dig: about 0.860.

n~o: about 1.462.

bp: about 200 ·C.

LinaloJ usedin gas chromatography camplies with thefoJlowing
tes~

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monogcaph Anise oil (0804).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Linalyl Acetate (RS)- I .5-Dimethyl- I -vinylhex-4-enyl
acetate; C'2H2002 =196.3 (115-95-7)
Colourless or slightly yellowliquid with a strongodour of
bergamot and lavender.
4~: 0.895 10 0.912.
n~o: 1.44810 1.451.

bp: about 215 ·C.

LinalylacetaU usedin gas chromatography complies with the
following addirionaJ test.
Auay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Bitter-orange-f/ower oil (1175).
Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Lindane y-Hexachlorocyclohexane; C6H6C4 ;;;; 290.8
(58-89-9)

For the monogcaph Woolfat (0134), a suitable certified
reference solution (10 nWJ.lL in cyclohexane) may be used.
Linoleic AcId (9Z,12Z)-Oetadeca-9,12-dienoic acid;
C18H'202 = 280.5 (60-33-3)

Colourless, oily liquid.
cliO: about 0.903.

n~o: about J.470.
Linoleic mid usedin tire assay of totalfatf?l acids in Saw palmeno
frllli (1848) complies with thefoJlowi"g addi.imal tes<

Auay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmettofrnit (1848).

Content: minimwn 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Linolenic Acid (9Z,12Z,15Z)-Oetadeca-9,12,15-trienoic
acid; at-Linolenic acid; C,sH'002 =278.4 (463-40-1)

Colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water, solublein
organic solvents.
clio: about 0.915.

n~: about 1.480.
Linolenic acid used in theassayof totalfatty adds in Saw
palmetto fiuit (1848) camplies with thefollowing additional teu:

Auay. Gas chromatogcaphy (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmetto frnit (1848).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Linolenyl Alcohol C18H'20 = 264.4 (506-44-5)

(9Z,12Z,15Z)-Octadeca-9,12,1 5-trien- I-01. a-Linolenyl
alcohol.

Content: minimum 96 per cent.
Linoleyl Alcohol (9Z,12Z)-Octadeca-9,12-<1ien-l-ol;
C18H,.O = 266.5 (506-43-4)

Relative density: 0.830.
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Content: minimum 85 per cent.
Linsidomine Hydrochloride 3-(Morpholin-4-yl)
sydnonimine hydrochloride; 3-(Morpholin-4-yl)-1,2,3
oxadiazol-3-ium-S-aminide hydrochloride;
C.HlICIN.02 = 206.6 (16142-27-1)

Whiteor almost whitepowder.
Lipase Solvent Maleate buffer solutionpH 7.0
Dissolve 10.0 g of sodium chloride R. 6.06 g of
tris(hydroxymethyQaminomethane Rand 4.90 g of maleic
anhydride R in 900 mL of waterR. Adjust the pH using a
170 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R. Dilute 10 1000.0 mL
with water R.

Storage: at 2 °C to 8 °C; use within 3 days.
Liquid Scintillation Cocktail

Commercially available solution for the determination of
radioactivity by liquid scintillation counting. It containsone
or morefluorescent agents and mostly one or more
emulsifying agents in a suitable organic solventor mixture of
organic solvents.
Liquid Scintillation Cocktail RI
To 1000 mL of dioxan R. add 0.3 g of
methylphenyloxazolylbenzene R, 7 g of diphenylo.<azole Rand
100 g of naphthalene R.
Lithium Li = 6.94 (7439-93-1)

A soft metal whose freshly cut surface is silvery-grey.
It rapidly tarnishes in contact with air. It reacts violentlywith
water, yieldinghydrogen and giving a solution of lithium
hydroxide; soluble in methanol, yielding hydrogen and a
solution of lithium methoxide; practically insoluble in light
petroleum.

Storage: under lightpetroleum or liquidparaffin.
Lithium Carbonate Dilithiwn carbonate; Li2C0 3 = 73.9
(554-13-2)

Whiteor almost white, light powder, sparingly soluble in
water, very slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
A saturated solution at 20°C containsabout 13 gIL of
Li2CO,.

LithIum Chloride LiCI = 42.39 (7447-41-8)

Crystalline powder or granules or cubic crystals, deliquescent,
freely soluble in water, soluble in acetone and in ethanol
(96 per cent). Aqueous solutionsareneutral or slightly
alkaline.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Lithium Hydroxide Lithium hydroxide monohydrate;
LiOH,H20 = 41.96 (1310-66-3)

White or almost white, granular powder, strongly alkaline, it
rapidly absorbs water and carbondioxide, solublein water,
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 pet cent).

Storage: in an airtight. container.
Lithium Metaborate. Anhydrous LiE02 =49.75
(13453-69-5)

LIthIum Sulfate Lithium sulphate; Li,SO.,H20 = 128.0
(10102-25-7)

Colourless crystals, freely soluble in water, practically
insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

LIthium Trifluoromethanesulfonate Lithium
triflucromethanesulphonate; CF,LiO,S = 156.0 (33454-82-9)

Litmus (1393-92-6)

Schultz No. 1386
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Indigo-blue fragments prepared from variousspecies of
Rocella, Lecanoraor other lichens, soluble in water,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Colourchange: pH 5 (red) to pH 8 (blue).

Litmus Paper

Use red litmus paper or blue litmus paper, as appropriate.
Litmus Paper, Blue
Boil 10 parts of coarsely powdered litmus R for I h with 100
parts of ethanol (96 percent) R. Decant the alcohol and add
to the residue a mixture of 45 parts of ethanol (96 percen!! R
and 55 parts of waur R. After 2 days decant the clearliquid.
Impregnate strips of filter paper with the solutionand allow
to dry.

Test for sensitifJi~. Immerse a snip measuring 10mm by
60 mm in a mixture of 10 mL of 0.02 M hydrochloric acid
and 90 mL of water R. On shaking the paper turns red
within 45 s.
Litmus Paper, Red
To the blue litmusextract, add dilut4 hydrochloric add R
dropwiseuntil the blue colour becomes red. Impregnate
stripsof filter paper with the solution and allow to dry.
Testfor sensitivity. Immerse a strip measuring 10 mm by
60 turn in a mixture of 10 mL of 0.02 M ,odium hydroxide
and 90 mL of water R. On shaking the paper turns blue
within 45 s.

Litmus Soludon

Boil 25 g of coarsely powdered litmus with 100 mL of ethanol
(90%) under a reflux condenser for 1 hour,discard the clear
liquid and repeat this operation using two 75-mL quantities
of ethanol (90%). Digest the extracted litmus with 250 mL of
waterand filter.
Loganin Methyl (IS.4aS.6S,7R,7aS)-l-(p-D
glucopyranosyloxy)-6-hydroxy-7-methyl-I,4a,5,6,7,7a
hexahydrocyclopenta[c]pyran-4-carboxylate;
CI1H,.O,o =390.4 (18524-94-2)

mp: 220 'C to 221 'C.

Longifolene (IS.3aR,4S,8aS)-4,8.8-Trlmethyl-9
met:hylenedecahydro-l,4-methanoazulene; C15H 24 ;;;; 204.4
(475-20-7)
Oily, colourless liquid,practically insoluble in water, miscible
with ethanol (96 per cent).

dlB: 0.9319.

n~: 1.5050.

[.):;': + 42.7.

bp: 254 'C to 256 'C.

Longifolene used in gaschromatography complier with the
foll",uing additional leSe
Array. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Turpentine oil, Pinus pinaster type (1627).
Content: minimum 98.0 'per cent, calculated by the
nonnalisation procedure.
Lumillavlne 7,8,10-Trimethylbenzo[gjpteridine
2,4(3H,10H)-dione; C"H12N,O, =256.3 (1088-56-8)
Yellow powder or orange crystals, very slightly soluble in
water, freely soluble in methylene chloride.
Luteolin 2-(3,4"Dihydroxyphenyl)-5,7-<lihydroxy-4H-I
benzopyran-4-one; C15HIOO. = 286.2 (491-70-1)

Luteolln-7· glucoside 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl) -7-(!l-D

glucopyranosyloxy)-5-hydroxy-4H-I-benzopyran4-one;
C"H,oOIl = 448.4 (5373-11-5)

Yellowpowder,
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Absorbance (2.2.25). A solution in methanol R shows
absorption maxima at 255 nm, 267 nm and 350 nm.
mp: about 247 'C.

Lysine HydrocWoride (2S)-2,6-Diaminohexanoic acid
hydrochloride; CJl15CIN,O, = 182.7 (657-27-2)

Whiteor almost white, crystalline powderor colourless
crystals, freely soluble In water, slightly solublein ethanol
(96 per cent).

Lysyl Endopeptidase (78642-25-8)

Achromobacter endoproteinase I. Lysyl bond specific
proteinase (EC 3.4.21.50).

It belongs to the serine endopeptidase family. Initially
isolated from Achromobaaer lyt;CIlS. Enzymes with simllar
specificity areproduced by Lysobaccer enzymogenes
(endoproteinase Lys-C) and Pseudomonas aernginora (ps-I).
It cleaves peptidebonds at the carboxy-terminal of both
lysine residues and S-aminoethylcysteine residues witha high
degree of specificity. 1 amidase unit (U) is the amount of
enzyme thatwill produce 1 micromole of p-nitroaniline from
N-benzoyl-DL-Iysine-p-nitroaniline per minute at 30°C at
pH 9.5.

Lutetium CWorlde Hexahydrate LuCl,,6H,O =389.4
(/5230-79-2)
White to yellow,crystalline powder, freely solublein water.
Macrogol 23 Lauryl Ether See Macrogollauryl
ether(1124), the number of moles of ethylene oxide reacted
per mole of lauryl alcohol being23 (nominal value).
Macrogol 600 Polyethyleneglycol 600; (25322-68-1)

See Macrogoh (1444).
Macrogol4000 Polyethyleneglycol4000; (25322-68-3)

See Macrogoh (1444).
Macrogol6000 Polyethyleneglycol 6000; (25322-68-3)

Whiteor almostwhite solidwith a waxy or paraffin-like
appearance, very soluble in water and in methylene chloride,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent), in fatty oils and
in mineral oils.
Macrogol20,000 2·Nitroterephthalate Polyethylene
Glycol 20,000 2-Nitroterephthalate

Polyethyleneglycol 20 000 with embedded
2-nitroterephthalate groups.
Macrogol, Base-deactivated
Base-deactivated polyethyleneglycol.
Macrogol Cetoslearyl Ether See Macrogol cetortea~ ether
(1123).

Macrogol, Polar-deactivated
Polar-deactivated polyethyleneglycol.

Magnesium Mg =24.30 (7439-95-</)

Silver-white ribbon, turnings or wire, or a greypowder.
Magnesium Acetate Magnesium diacetate tetrahydrate;
C,H,;MgO,,4H,O = 214.5 (/6674-78-5)

Colourless crystals, deliquescent, freely solublein water and
in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
MagnesIum Chloride (7791-18-6)

See Magnesium chloride hexahydrate (0402).
Magnesium Nitrate Magnesium nitrate hexahydrate;
Mg(NO,h,6H,O = 256.4 (13446-18-9)

Colourless, dear crystals, deliquescent, very soluble in water,
freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
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Magnesium Nitrate Solution
Dissolve 17.3 g of magnesium nitrate R in 5 mL of waterR
warming gently and add 80 mL of ethanol (96 per cenv R.
Cool and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Magnesium Oxide (1309-48-4)

See Light magnesium oxide (0040).
Magnesium Oxide, Heavy (1309-48-4)

See Heavy magnesium oxide (0041).

Magnesium Oxide RI
Complieswith me requirements prescribed for magnesium
oxideR with the following modifications.
Arsenic (2.4.2, MethodA): maximum 2 ppm.

Dissolve 0.5 g in a mixture of 5 mL of water Rand 5 mL of
hydrochlori< acid RI.
Heavy metals (2.4.8): maximum 10 ppm.

Dissolve 1.0 g in a mixture of 3 mL of water Rand 7 rnL of
hydrochlori< acid RI. Add 0.05 mL of phenolphthalein
souuion R and concentrated ammonia R until a pink colour is
obtained. Neutralise the excess of ammonia by the addition
ofglacial acetic acid R. Add 0.5 mL in excess and dilnte to
20 mL with WaterR. Filter, if necessary. 12 mL of me
solution complies with test A. Prepare the reference solution
using a mixture of 5 mL of lead standardsolution
(I ppm Ph) Rand 5 mL of watt' R.
Iron (2.4.9): maximum 50 ppm.
Dissolve 0.2 g in 6 mL of dilute hydrochloric acid R and dilute
to 10 mLwith waterR.
Magnesium Silicate for Pesticide Residue Analysis
(/343-88-1J)

Magnesium silicate for chromatography (60-100 mesh).

Magnesium Sulfate Magnesium sulphate; (/0034-99-8)

See Magnesium sulfatt hepUlhyd,ate (0044).

Magneson Am violet; 4-(4-nitrophenylazo)resorcinol;
C ,2H,NJO, = 259.2 (74-39-5)

Indicator grade of commerce.
When used for titration in non-aqueous media, it changes
from orange (acidic) through pink (neutral) to blue (basic).

Magneson Reagent
A 0.1% w/v solution of magneson in a 1% wlv solution of
sodium hydroxide.
Magneson Solution
A 0.2% w/v solution of magneson in tduene.

Magnolin C2,H2.0, = 416.5 (31008-18-/)
(3S,3aR,6S,6aR)-3-(3,4-Dimethoxyphenyl)-6-(3,4,5
trimethoxyphenyl)-l ,3,3a,4,6,6a-hexahydrofuro[3,4-<:] furan.

Magnolol 5,5'-Di(prop-2-enyl)biphenyl-2,2'-diol; 5,5'
Diallyl-2,2' -dihydsoxybiphenyl; 5,5'-Di-2-propenyl-[I,1 '
biphenyl]-2,2'-diol; C,aH,.02 = 266.3 (528-43-8)

Maize Oil See Maize oil, refined (/342).

MakI.terone A (22R)-2P,3P,14,20,22,25-Hexahydsoxy-5p
ergost-1-en-6-one; C2.H.,.O, = 494.1 (20137-14-8)

Malachite Green Basic green 4; C,JH" CIN2 = 364.9
(/23333-61-9)

Schultz No. 154

Colour Index No. 42000
Green crystals with a metallic lustre, verysoluble in water
givinga bluish-green solution, solublein ethanol
(96 per cent) and in methanol.

Absorbance (2.2.25). A 0.01 gIL solution in ethanol
(96 per cent) R shows an absorption maximum at 617 nm.
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Malachite Green Solution
A 5 gIL solutionof malachite green R in anhydrous acetic
acidR.

Malathion C,oH"OoPS2 = 330.3 (121-75-5)
bp: about 156 ·C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 ngfpLin iso
octane) may be used.
Maleic Acid (Z)-But-2-ene-l,4-dioic acid; (IIIJ./6-1)

See Maleic acid (0365).

Maleic Anhydride Fusan-2,5-dione; C,H20 J = 98.1
(108-31-6)

Whiteor almostwhite crystals, solublein water forming
maleic acid,verysoluble in acetone and in ethyl acetate,
freely soluble in toluene, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent)
with ester formation, very slightly soluble in light petroleum.
mp: about 52 ·C.

Anyresidue insoluble in toluene does not exceed 5 per cent
(maleic acid).
Maleic Anhydride Solution

Dissolve 5 g of maleic anhydn·de R in toluene R and dilute to
100 mL with the same solvent.Use within one month. If the
solutionbecomes turbid, filter.

Malic Acid (6915-15-1)

See Malic acid (2080).

Maltitol (585-88-6)

See Malt/to! (I235).

Maltol 3-Hydsoxy-2-methyl-4H-pyran-4-one;
C.H.OJ =126.1 (II8-71-8)

White or almostwhitecrystalline powder, soluble in hot
water.
mp: 161 ·C to 162 ·C.

Maltose Monohydrate 4-D-a-o-glucopyranosyl-o
glucopyranose monohydrate; Cl2H2201l,H20 ;;;; 360.3
(6363-53-1)
Maltobiose «-D-Glucopyranosyl-(I ~4)",,-D
glucopyranosyl-(I ~4)-D-glucose; C,aHJ'O,. = 504.4
(II09-28-1J)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, verysoluble in
water.
mp: about 134 ·C.

Mandelic Acid 2-Hydroxy-2-phenylacetic acid;
C.H.OJ =152.1 (90-64-2)

White crystalline flakes, soluble in water.
mp: 118 to 121 ·C.

Manganese(lV) Oxide, Pre-washed Manganese(IV)
Oxide Activated; Jl,In02 = 86.9 (/313-13-9)

mp: about 535°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Manganese(lI) Sulfate Manganese sulphate;
Manganese(n) sulphate; Manganese sultate; MnS04,

H20 =169.0 (/0034-96-5)

Pale-pink, crystalline powderor crystals" freely soluble in
water, practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Loss on ignilwn: 10.0 per cent to 12.0 per cent, determined
on 1.000 g at 500 ± 50 ·C.

D-Mannitol Mannitol; (69-65-8)

See Mannitol (0559).
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n-Mannose Mannose; C.H I2O. =180.2 (3458-28-if)

white or almost white, crystalline powder or small crystals,
verysolublein water, slightly soluble in anhydrous ethanol.

[oJi',": + 13.7 + 14.7, determinedon a 200 gIL solution in
water R containing about 0.05 per cent ofNH).

mp: about 132°C, with decomposition.

Marrublln (2aS,5aS,6R,7R,8aR,8bR)-6-[2-(Furan-3-yl)
ethyl]-6-hydroxy-2a,5a,7-trimethyldecahydro-2H-naphtho
[1,8-b<:)furan-2-one; C2oH2.O. = 332.4 (465-92-9)

Colourless, microcrystalline powder.
Manubiin used in liquid chromatography complies with the
following additional test.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph White horehound (1835).

Content: minimum 95.0 percent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Mebendazole C,.H13N303 = 295.3 (3/431-39-7)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Meclozlne Hydrochloride Meclozine dihydrochloride,;
(1104-22-9)

See Medozine dihydrachloride (0622).

Medronic Acid (1984-15-2)

See Medranic acidfor radiopharmaceutical preparations (2350).

Melamine 1,3,5-Triazine-2,4,6-trlamine,; C3H6N6 = 126.1
(108-78-1)

A whiteor almostwhite, amorphous powder, very slightly
solublein water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
Menthofuran 3,9-Epoxy-p-mentha-3,8-diene;
3,6-Dimethyl-4,5,6,7-tetrahydro-benzofuran;
CIOH1.O =150.2 (17957-94-7)

Slightly bluish liquid, very slightly soluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent),

dig: abouI0.965.

n:f: about 1.480.

[aji',": about + 93.

bp: 196 ·C.

Menthofuran usedin gas chromatography complies with me
following additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermint oil (0405).

Testsolulion. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 97.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Menthol H-p-Menthan-3-o1 (2216-5/-5); (±)-p-menthan
3-01; (2216-51-5)

See Lewmenthol (0619) and Racemic menthol (0623).

Menthol usedin gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
related substances test includedin the monograph Racemic
menthol (0623).

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
nonnalisation procedure.
Menthone (2S,5R)-2-Isopropyl-5-methylcyclohexanone;
(-)-trans-p-Menthan-3-one; CIOH1.O = 154.2 (J4073-97-'J)

Contains variable amounts of isomenthone.
Colourless liquid, very slightJy soluble in water, verysoluble
in ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 0.897.
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nbO: about 1.450.
Menthone usedin gaschromatography complies with thefollowing
additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermint oil (0405).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimwn 90.0 per cent" calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Menthyl Acetate (lR,2S,5R)-5-Methyl-2-(propan-2-yl)
cyclohexyl acetate; C'2H2,02 =198.3 (2623-23-6)

Colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

d~g: about0.92.
n~: about 1.447.
bp: about 228 ·C.

kfenthylacetate used ingas chromatography complies with the
following additional test

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermint oil (0405).

Test solution. The substance £0 be examined.
Content: minimum 97.0 per cent" calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Mercaptoacetic Acid Thioglycollic acid; C2H.02S = 92.1
(68-11-1)

Colourless liquid, miscible with water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

Z..Mercaptobenzimidazole IH-benzimidazole-2-thiol;
C,H.N2S =150.2 (583-39-1)

mp: about302 "C.
2-Mercaploethanol C2H.OS = 78.1 (60-24-2)

Liquid, miscible with water.
di::: about 1.116.

bp: about 157 ·C.

6-Mercaptopurine Purine-ri-thiof Mercaptopurine;
(6112-76-1)

See Mercaptopurine monohydrate (0096).

Mercuric Oxide Yellow mercurytn) oxide; Mercury(H)
Oxide, Yellow; HgO = 216.6 (21908-53-2)

A yellowto orange-yeUow powder, practically insoluble in
water and in ethanol (96 percent).
Storage: protected from light.
Mercury Hg =200.6 (7439-97-6)

dig: about 13.5.

bp: about 357'.

Silver-white liquid) breaking into spherical globules which do
not leave a metaUic trace when rubbed on paper.
Mercury(n) Acetate Mercury diacetate; Mercuric acetate;
C.H.HgO. = 318.7 (1600-27-7)

White or almostwhite crystals, freely soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Mercury(n) Acetate Solution Mercuric acetate solution
Dissolve 3.19 g of mercuric acetate R in anhydrous acetic acid R
anddiluteto 100 mLwith the same acid. If necessary,
neutralise the solutionwith 0.1 lW perchlon'c add using
0.05 mL of crystal violet solution R as indicator.
Mercury(I1) Chloride Mercuric chloride; (7487-94-7)

See Mercuric chloride (0120).
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Mercury(n) CWoride Solution Mercuric chloride
solution

A 54 gILsolutionof mercuric chloride R.
Mercury(lI) Iodide Mercury di-iodide; Mercuric iodide;
HgI2 =454.4 (7774-29-0)

Dense, scarlet, crystalline powder, slightly soluble in water,
sparingly soluble in acetone and in ethanol (96 per cent),
soluble in an excessof pounsium iodide solution R.

Storage: protected from light.

Mercwoy(lI) Nitrate Mercury dinitrate monohydrate;
Mercuric nitrate; Hg(NO,bH20 =342.6 (7783-34-8)

Colourless or slightly colouredcrystals, hygroscopic, soluble
in water in the presence of a small quantity of nitricacid.
Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.
Mercury, Nitric Acid Solution of
Carefully dissolve 3 mL of mercury in 27 mL ofjuming nitrk
acid. Dilute the solution with an equal voJwne of water.
Store protected from light, use within 2 months.

Mercury(n) Sulfate Solution Mercuric sulphate solution;
Mercury(u} sulphate solution: Mercuric sulfate solution;
(7783-35-!I)

Dissolve J g of mercuric oxide R in a mixture of 20 mL of
waW" R and 4 mL of sulfuric acidR.
Mercury(lI) Thiocyanate Mercury di(thiocyanare);
Mercuric thiocyanate; Hg(SCNh =316.1 (592-85-8)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, veryslightly
soluble in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent),
soluble in solutions of sodium chloride.
Mercury(n) Thiocyanate Soludon Mercuric thiocyanate
solution
Dissolve 0.3 g of mercuric thiocyanate R in anhydrous ethanol R
and dilute to 100 mL with the same solvent.
Storage: use within I week.
Mesalazine (89-57-6)

See Mesalazine (1699).

MesitylOxide 4-Methylpent-3-en-2-one; C.,H,oO = 98.1
(141-79-7)

Colourless, oily liquid, soluble in 30 pans of water, miscible
with most organic solvents.
djg: about 0.858.

bp: 129 'C ro 130 'C.
Metanil Yellow 4/-anilinoazobenzene-3-sulfonic acid
sodium salt; C18H,~,NaO,S = 315.4 (587-98-4)

Schultz No. 169

Coluur Index No. 13065

A brownish-yellow powder, soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

Metanll Yellow Solution
A J gILsolutionof metanll yellow R in methanol R.
Test for sensitivity. To 50 mL of anhydrous acetic acidR add
0.1 mL of the metanil yellow solution. Add 0.05 mL of
0.1 J\1 perchlonc acid; the colour changes from pinkish-red to
violet.
Coluurchange: pH 1.2 (red) to pH 2.3 (orange-yellow).

Metaphosphoric Acid (HPO')x (37267-86-0)

Glassylumps or sticks containing a proportion of sodium
metaphosphate, hygroscopic, verysolublein water.
Nitrates, Boil 1.0 g with 10 mL of waW" R, cool, add 1 mL of
indigo carmine solution R, J0 mL of nitrogen-free sulfuric acid R
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and heat to boiling. The blue colouris not entirely
discharged.
Reducing substanCt.S: maximum 0.01 per cent, calculated as
H,PO,.

Dissolve 35.0 g in 50 mL of waler R. Add 5 mL of a 200 gIL
solution of sulfuric acidR, 50 mg of potassium bromide Rand
5.0 mL of 0.02 M potassium bromate and heat on a water
bath for 30 min. Allow ro cool and add 0.5 g of potassium
iodide R. Titrate the Iiberared iodine with o. I WI sodium
thiosulfate, using I mL of starch solution R as indicator. Carry
out a blank test.
l mL of 0.02 M potassium bromate is equivalent to 4.10 mg of
H,PO,.

Storage: in an airtight container.
Methacrylic Acid z-Methylprop-z-enoic acid;
C.H.02 =86.1 (79-41-4)
Colourless liquid.
n&o; about 1.431.
bp: abour 160 'C.

mp: about 16°C.
Methane CH, = 16 (74-82-8)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent VfV.
Methane RI CH.. = 16 (74-82-8)

Coment: minimum 99.995 per cent VIV.
Methanesulfonic Acid Methanesulphonic acid;
CH,O,S = 96.1 (75-75-2)

Clear, colourless liquid, solidifying at about 20°C, miscible
with water, slightly soluble in toluene,practicaUy insoluble in
hexane.
d~: about 1.48.

n1:: about 1.430.
Methanesulfonic Add, Methanolic
.Methanesulphonic acid, melhanolic
Solutions of the requisite molarity maybe obtained by
dissolving the appropriate quantity of methanesu/fonie acid in
methanol.
Methanesulfonyl Chloride Methanesulphonyl chloride;
CH,CI02S = 114.6 (/24-63-1J)

Clear,colourless or slightly yeUow liquid.
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Densiry: 1.48 glcm'.

n~o: about 1.452.
bp: abour 161 'C.

Methanol Methyl alcohol; CH.O = 32.04 (67-56-1)

Clear, colourless, flammable liquid,miscible with water and
with ethanol (96 per cent).

djg: 0.191 ro 0.193.

bp: 64°C to 65 °C.When 'methanol' is followed by a
percentage figure, an instruction to use methanol diluted with
water to produce the specified percentage vlvof methanol is
implied.

Methanol, Acidified

To 900 mL of methanol add 18 mL of glacial acetic acidand
dilute to 1000 mL with waW".
Methanol, Aldehyde-free

Dissolve 25 g of iodine R in I L of methanol R and pour the
solution, with constant stirring, into 400 mL of 1 M sodium
hydroxide. Add 150 mL of woW" R and allow to srand for
16 h. Filter. Boil under a reflux condenser until the odour of
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iodoform disappears. Distil the solution by fractional
distillation.
Aldehydes and ketones: maximum 0.001 per cent.

Methanol, Anhydrous (67-56-1)

Treat 1000 mL of muhond R with 5 g of magnesium R.
If necessary initiate me reaction by adding0.1 mL of mercuric
chloride solutWn R. When the evolution of gas has ceased,
distil the liquid and collect the distillate in a drycontainer
protected from moisture.

Water(2.5.12): maximum 0.3 gIL.

Methanol, Hydrochloric
Dilute 1.0 mL of hydrochloric acidRI to 100.0 mL with
methanol R.
Methanol Rl

Complies with the requirements prescribed for methanol R
with the following additional requirement.
Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.70 at 210 nm, 0.30 at
220 nm, 0.13 at 230 nm, 0.02 at 250 nm, 0.01 at 260 nm
and higherwavelengths, determined using waterR as
compensation liquid.

Methanol R2

Complieswith the requirements prescribed for methanol R
and the following additional requirements.
Content: minimum 99.8 per cent.
Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.17, determined at 225 om
usingwaterR as the compensation liquid.
Methhnazole I-Methyl-lH-imidazole-2-thiol; Thiamazole;
C.H.,N,S =114.2 (6IJ-56-fJ)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water, solublein ethanol (96 per cent) and in methylene
chloride.

mp: about 145 °C.

DL-MeIhIonine (59-51-15)

See DL-Methionine (0624).

L-MeIhIonine (63-68-3)

See Methionine (1027).

L-MeIhIonine Sulfoxide (2S)-2-Amino-4-[(RS)
methylsulfinyl)bulanoic acid; C,HllNO,S =165.2
(3226-65-1)

(RS)-Methotrexate (RS)-2-[4-[[(2,4-diaminopteridin-6-yl)
methyl]methylamino]benzoylamino]pentanedioic acid;
C,oHnN.O, (60388-53-6)

Content: minimum 96.0 per cent.
mp: about 195 "C.

Methoxyazobenzene C13H"NO = 212.2 (2396-6IJ-3)
mp: about 55°.

Use a grade of commercesuitable forchromatographic
separations.
Methoxychlor 1,1-(2.2,2-TricWoroethylidene)-bis(4
methoxybenzene); C.oH15Cl,O, = 345.7 (72-43-5)

Practically insoluble in water, freely soluble in most organic
solvents.
bp: about 346 "C.

mp: 78 °C to 86 °C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJtL in iso
octane) may be used.
trans-2-Methoxyclnnamaldehyde C.oHIOO, =162.2
(60125-24-15)

mp: 44 °C to 46 °C.
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trans-2-Methoxycinnamaldehyde used in gas chromatography
complies with 'hefollowing addiuonal test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.215) as prescribed in the
monograph Cassia oil (J 496).

Content: minimum 96.0 per cent, calculated by the
nonnalisation procedure.
2-Methoxyethanol Ethylene glycol monomethyl ether;
C,H.O, =76.1 (l09-86-f)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Clear, colourless liquid,misciblewith water, with acetone
and with ethanol (96 per cent).

di8: about 0.97.
n~o: about 1.403.
bp: about 125 °C.

(IRS)-1-(6-Methoxynaphthalen-2-yl)ethanol
6-Methoxy-a-methyl-2-naphthalenemelhanol;
C13HI.O, = 202.3 (77301-42-'1)

White or almostwhitepowder.
mp: about 113 °C.

1-(6-Methoxynaphthalen-2-yl)ethanone 6 '-Methoxy-2 r:

acetonaphthone; C13H120 , = 200.2 (3900-45-6)

White or almostwhite powder.
mp: about 108 °C.

6-Methoxy-2-naphthoic Acid 6-Methoxynaphthalene-2
carboxylic acid; C.,HIOO, = 202.2 (2471-7IJ-7)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder.
mp: 201 °C to 206 °C.

Methoxyphenylacetlc Acid (RS)-2-Methoxy-2
phenylacetic acid; C,H,.O, =166.2 (7021-09-2)

White, crystalline powder or white or almostwhitecrystals,
sparingly soluble in water, freely soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 70°C.
Methoxyphenylacetic Reagent
Dissolve 2.7 g of melhoxyphenylac<tic acidR in 6 mL of
tetramethylammonium hydroxide solution R and add 20 mL of
anhydrous ethanolR.

Storage: in a polyethylene container.
3-Methoxy-L-tyroslne C,oH13NO.H,O = 229.2
(200630-46-2)

Off-white or yellowpowder.
Methyl Acetate C,H.O, = 74.1 (79-2IJ-9)

Clear, colourless liquid, soluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

<4g: about 0.933.

nbo: about 1.361.
bp: 56 °C to 58 °C.

Methyl4-acety1benzoate CIORI.O, =178.2 (3609-53-15)

mp: about 94 "C.

Methyl 4-acetylbenzoate Reagent

Dissolve 0.25 g of mahyI4-aCtly/benzoare R in a mixture of
5 mL of sulfuric acidRand 85 mL of cooled methanol R.

Methyl Acrylate Methyl prop-2-enoate; C.H.O, = 86.1
(96-33-3)

Clear, colourless liquid.
bp: about 80 ·C.

Methylal Dimethoxymethane; Dioxapentane;
Formaldehyde dimethyl acetal; Methylene dimethyl ether;
C,H.O, = 76.1 (109-87-5)
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Clear, colourless, volatile, flammable liquid, soluble in water
and miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 0.860.

n~o: about 1.354.

bp: about 41 "C.

Methylal usedin gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
additional USI.

Comem: minimum99.5 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.
Methylamine Hydrochloride Methanamine
hydrochloride; CH.C1N = 67.5 (591-51-1)

White or almost white powder.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.

Methyl4-amlnobenzoate CaH.NO, =151.2 (619-45-4)

mp: 110 "C to 113 "C.

4-Methylaminophenol Sulfate C"H,oN,O.S = 344.4
(55-55-0)

Colourless crystals, verysoluble in water, slightly solublein
ethanol (96 per cent).

rnp: about 260 "C.
Methylaminophenol-Sulfite Reagent

Methylamincphenol-sullke reagent
Dissolve 0.1 g of 4-methylam;nophenol sulfate, 20 g of sodium
metabisulfite and 0.5 g of anhydrous sodium sulfite in sufficient
water to produce 100 mL
3-(Methylamlno)-1-phenylpropan-l-ol
CIOH.,NO =165.2 (42142-52-9)
White or almost white powder.
mp: 59 "C to 64 "C.

Methylamphetamine Hydrochloride Methamphetamine
hydrochloride; CIOH,.CIN = 185.7

Generalreagent grade of commerce.
Methyl Anthranilate Methyl 2-aminobenzoate;
C.H.NO, = 151.2 (114-20-1)

Colourless crystals or a colourless or yellowish liquid, soluble
in water, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 24 "C to 25 "C.
Methyl anthranilate usedin gas chromatography complies with the
following additional tes'
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Bitter-orange-flower oil (1175).

Testsolution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Methyl Arachidate Methyl eicosanoate;
C21H,,02 =326.6 (1120-28-1)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography (2.4.22).

White or yellow, crystalline mass, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in light petroleum.

mp: about 46 "C.
Methyl Benzenesulfonate Ethylbenzenesulfonate;
C,Ha03S = 172.2 (80-18-2)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
Clear, colourless liquid.
bp: about 148 "C.

Methyl Benzoate Benzoic acid, methyl ester;
C.H.O, = 136.2 (91-58-1)

Colourless liquid.
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4°: 1.088.
bp: about 200 "C.

3-Methylbenzothiazolin-2-one Hydrazone
Hydrochloride 3-Methylbenwthiazol-2(3H)-one
hydrazone hydrochloride monohydrate;
Methylbenzothiazolone hydrazone hydrochloride;
C.HIOCIN3S,H,O = 233.7 (18894-11-0)

Almostwhite or yellowish, crystalline powder.
mp: about 270 °C.
Suitabihiy for determination of aldehydes. To 2 mL of aldehyde
free methanol R add 60 I1L of a I gIL solution of
propioualdehyde R in aldehyde-jiw methanol Rand 5 mL of a
4 gILsolution of methylbenzothiazolone hydrazone
hydrochloride. Mix. Allow to standfor 30 min. Prepare a
blank omitting the propionaldehyde solution. Add 25.0 mL
of a 2 gIL solutionof/erne chloride R to the test solution and
to the blank, dilute to 100.0 mL with aceume R and mix.
The absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution, measured at
660 nm usingthe blank as compensation liquid, is not less
than 0.62.

(R)-(+)-o<-Methylbenzyl Isocyanate (+ )-(R)-o:
Methylbenzyl isocyanate; (+)-[(IR)-I-Isocyanatoethyl)
benzene; (+)-(IR)-I-Phenylethyl isocyanate;
C.H.NO =147.2 (31175-06-1)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Colourless liquid.
dig: about 1.045.
ng': about 1.513.
bp: 55 "C to 56 "C at 2.5 10m Hg.

Enantiomeric pun·ty: minimum 99.5.
Storage: at a temperature of 2 °C 10 8 °C.
(S)-(-)-o<-Methylbenzyl Isocyanate (-)-(SJ-o:
Methylbenzyl isocyanate; (-)-[(ISJ-I-IsocyanalOethyl)
benzene; (-)-(ISJ-I-Phenylethyl isocyanate;
C.H.NO =147.2 (14649-01-7)

Content: minimwn 99.0 per cent.

Colourless liquid.
dig: about J.045.
n~o: about 1.514.
bp: 55 "C to 56 "C at 2.5 mm Hg.

Enontiomenc pw;ty:minimum 99.5 per cent.
Storage: at a temperature of 2 °C to 8 °C.
NOTE: do not use the reagent ifit is coloured.
I-Methylbiguan1de Hydrochloride C3H.N, = 151.6
(1674-62-0)

2-Methylbutane Isopenrane, C,H12 = 72.2 (78-78-4)

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent of C5H1Z•

Very flammable colourless liquid.
dig: about 0.621.
n~: about 1.354.
bp: about 29 "C.

Water (2.5.12): maximum 0.02 per cent.

Residue on evaporation: maximum 0.0003 per cent.
Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.30 at 210 nm, 0.07 at
220 om, 0.01 at 240 run and higher wavelengths, determined
using waterR as compensation liquid.
2-Methylbut-2-ene C,H,o = 70.1 (511-15-9)

Very flammable liquid, practically insoluble in water, miscible
with ethanol (96 per cent).
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bp: 37.5 'C to 38.5 'C.

MethyI4-(butylamino)benzoate C12H17N02 = 207.3
(71839-12-K)

Whiteor almostwhitesolid.
Content: minimum 99.9 per cent.
Methyl Caprate Methyl Decanoate

See Methyl decanoale R.

Methyl Caproate Methyl hexanoate; C,HI<02 = 130.2
(106-70-7)

cP,g: about 0.885.

n~: about 10405.
bp: 150'C to 151 'C.

Methyl Caprylate Methyl cctanoate; C9HISO, =158.2
(111-11-5)

cP,g: about 0.876.

n~: about 1.417.
bp: 193 'C to 194 'C.

Methylcellulose 450 (9004-67-5)

See Methylcellulose (0345).

Nominal viscosity: 450 ml'a-s.

Methyl Cionamate C,,#IOO, = 162.2 (103-26-f)

Colourless crystals practically insoluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

n~: about 1.56.
bp: about 260 'C.
mp: 34 -c to 36 'C.

Methylcodeine CI9H,,N0, =313.4 glmol (2859-16-7)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent
Methylcyclohexane C,HI• = 98.2 (108-87-2)

MethylDecanoate Methyl Caprate; C"H,,02 = 186.3
(110-42-9)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Clear, colourless or yellowliquid, soluble in light petroleum.
d~g: 0.871 to 0.876.

n:;': 1.425 to 1.426.
Methyl Docosanoate Methyl behenate;
C"H••O, = 354.6 (929-77-1)

mp: 54 'C to 55 'C.

Methyldopa, Racemic C"#IJNO.,I\",H,O = 238.2
Mixrure of equal volumes of (2S)- and (2R)-2-amino-3-(3,4
dihydroxyphenyl)-2-methylpropanoic acids.

3-0-Methyldopamine Hydrochloride 4-(2-Aminoethyl)
2-methoxyphenol hydrochloride; C9H1.CINO, =203.7
(1477-68-5)

mp: 213'C to 215 'C.

4-0-Methyldopamine Hydrochloride 5-(2-Aminoethyl)
2-methoxyphenol hydrochloride; C9HI<CIN02 =203.7
(645-33-fJ)

mp: 207 'C to 208 'C.

Methyl Eicosenoate Methyl (1IZ)-eic08-II-enoate;
C"H.QO, = 324.5 (2390-09-2)

Methylenebisacrylamide l~N'

Methylenebispropenamide; C,HlON,02 =154.2 (110-26-9)

Fine, white or almost white powder, slightlysoluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: 300°C, with decomposition.
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4,4' -Methylenebis-N,N-dimethylaniline
Tetramethyldiaminodiphenylmethanej CnH22N2 = 254.4
(10/-61-1)

White or bluish-whitecrystals or leaflets, practically insoluble
in water, slightlysoluble in ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in
mineral acids.
mp: about 90 'C.

4,4'-Methylenebls-N,N-dlmethylaniline Reagent
Tetramethyldiaminodiphenylmelhane reagent

So/uu"" A. Dissolve 2.5 g of
terramethylmamitlodiphenylmeehane R in 10 mL of glacial acetic
acid R and add 50 mL of waterR.
Solution B. Dissolve 5 g of potassium iodide R in 100 mL of
waterR.
Solution C. Dissolve 0.30 g of ninhy·dn·n R In 10 mL of
glacial acetic acid R and add 90 mL of water R.
Mix solution A) solution Band 1.5 mL of solution C.
Methylene Blue 3,7-Dimethylaminophenothiazin-5-ium
chloride; It occurs in differenthydrated forms and may
contain up to 22 per cent of water; C16HISCIN3S,
xH,O = 319.9 for the anhydrous substance (122965-43-9)

Schultz No. 1038

Colour Index No. 52015

Dark-green or bronze, crystalline powder)freely soluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Methylene Blue Solution
Dissolve 3 mg of methylene blue R, J.2 g of sulfuric acid Rand
5.0 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate R in 100 mL of waterR.
Methyl Erucate Methyl cis-l3-docosenoate;
C"H..0 2 = 352.6 (1120-34-9)

cP,g: about 0.871.

"6°; about 1.456.
3-0-Methylestrone 3-Methoxy-I,3,5(10)-estratrien-17
one; C19H2.0 2 =284.4 (1624-62-fJ)

White to yellowish-whitepowder.

[.J:,": about + 157.

mp: about 173 "C.
Methyl Ethyl Ketone Ethyl methyl ketone; 2-Butanone;
C.HsO = 72.1 (78-93-3)

Clear, colourless, flammable liquid, verysoluble in water,
misciblewith ethanol (96 per cent).
cP,g: about 0.81.

bp: 79 'C to 80 'C.
Methy1eugenol J,2-Dimethoxy-4-prop-2-enylbenzene;
C"HI.O, =178.2 (93-15-2)

.Methyleugenol used in gas chromatography complies with
the following additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Niaoulioil, cineole type (2468).

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent, calculatedby the
normalisation procedure.
N-Methylglucamine Meglumine; C,H17NO, = 195.2
(6284-40-K)

mp: about 130°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Methyl Green CI 42585; basic blue 20, 4-[[4-(Dimethyl
amino)phenyl] [4-(dimethyliminio)cyclobexa-2,5
dienylidene]-methylphenyl]trimethylammonium dichloride;
C2oH"CI,N, = 458.5 (7114-03-6)
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Green powder, soluble in water, soluble in sulfuric acid
giving a yellow solution turning green on dilution with water.

Methyl Green-Iodcmercurate Paper

Immerse thin strips of suitable filter paper in a 4% w/v
solution of methylgreen and allow to dry in air. Immerse the
strips for 1 hour in a solution containing 14% wlv of
potassium iodide and 20% wlv of mercuric iodide. Wash with
distilled water until the washings are practically colourJess and
allow to dry in air.

Store protected from light; use within 48 hours.

Methyl 4-Hydroxybenzoate (99-76-3)
See Methyl parahydroxybenzoate R.
I-Melbyllmldazole I-Melbyl-IH-imidawle;
C.HoN, =82.1 (616-47-7)
Colourless or slightly yellowish liquid.

n~o: about 1.495.

bp: 195 -c to 197 'C.
Srorage: in an airtight container, protected from light.

I-Melbylimldazole RI
Complies with the requirements prescribed for
l-methylimidazole R with the following additional
requirement.

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.

2-MelbyUmldazole C,H.N, = 82.1 (693-98-1)

White or almost white, crystalline powder.

mp: about 145°C.

Methyl Isobutyl Ketone, Water-saturated

Shake methyl isobulyl ke.ume R with waterR prior to use.

Methyl Laurate Methyl dodecanoate; C13H,.O, = 214.4
(111-82-0)

Oomem: minimum 98.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography (2.4.22).
Colourless or yellow liquid, soluble in ethanol (96 per cenr)
and in light petroleum.

dig: about 0.87.
n~: about 1.431.

mp: about 5°C.

Methyl Lignocerate Methyl tetracosanoate;
C"H,oO, = 382.7 (2442-49-1)
Flakes.
mp: about 58 'C.
Methyl Llnoleate Methyl (9Z,12Z)-<>etadeca-9,12
dienoate; CI9H,.O, = 294.5 (112-61-U)

dig: about 0.888.

n~o: about 1.466.

bp: 207 -c to 208 'C.
Melbyl Linolenate Methyl (9Z,12Z,15Z)-oetadeca
9,12,15-trienoate; Methyl a-linolenate; C19H3202 = 292.5
(301-00-8)

dig: about 0.901.

n~: about 1.471.

bp: about 207 'C.
Methyl y-Iinolenate Methyl (6Z,9Z,12Z)-oetadeca-6,9,12
trienoate; C I9H"O, = 292.5 (16326-32-2)
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.

Methyl Margarate Methyl heptadecanoate;
C18H,.O, = 284.5 (1731-92-6)
White or almost white powder.
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mp: 32°C to 34 °C.

lWethyl margarate usedin the assayof ICtal fatly acids in Saw
pa/meuo fruit (1848) romp/ies with thefollowing additional lese
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw pa/meuofruit (1848).

Content: minimum 97 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Melbyl Methacrylate Melbyl 2-methylprop-2-enoate;
C,HgO, =100.1 (80-62-6)

Colourless liquid.

n~: about 1.414.

bp: about 100 'C.
mp: about -48°C.

It contains a suitable stabilising reagent

Melbyl Melbanegulfonate C,H.O,S = 110.1 (66-27-3)
Clear, colourless or slightly yellow liquid.

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.

Density: about 1.3 glcm' (25 'C).

n~r about 1.414.

bp: about 202 'C.
Methyl2-Melboxybenzoate C9HIOO, = 166.2 (606-45-1)

Colourless liquid.

Melbyl4-Melboxybenzoate C9HIOO, = 166.2 (121-98-2)

White or almost white powder.

Methyl N-melbylanthranilate Methyl 2-(methylamino)
benzoate; C9HuNO, = 165.2 (85-91-6)
Pale yellowliquid.
tf,0: about 1.128.

n~: about 1.579.

bp: 255 ·C to 258 'C.
Methyl N-methy/anrhranilate usedin gas chromaUJgraphy
complies with the following additional lese
Assay. Gag chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Marrdarirr oil (2355).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.

Content: minimum 97 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Methyl Myristate Methyl tetradecancate;
C"H,oO, = 242.4 (124-10-7)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography (2.4.22).
Colourless or slightly yellow liquid, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in light petroleum.

dig: about 0.87.

n~: about 1.437.

mp: about 20°C.

2-Melbyl-I,4-naphlboqwnone Menadione; (58-27-5)

See Menadione (0507).

Melbyl Nervonate (2733-88-Z)

See Tetracos-15-enoic acid methylester R.

2-Melbyl-5-n1trolmidazole C.H,N,O, = 127.1
(88054-22-2)

mp: 252' to 254'.
White (0 light yellow powder.

Content, minimum 98.0%.
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2-Methyl-2-nitropropane-I,3-d101 2-Nitro-2-methyl-I,3
propanediol; C,H.NO, =135.1 (77-49-6)

mp: about 1480
•

General reagent grade of commerce.
Methyl Oleate Methyl (9Z)-octadec-9-enoate;
C,.H"Oa = 296.4 (112-62-9)
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography (2.4.22).

Colourless or slightly yellowliquid) soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in light petroleum.

cP,g: about 0.88.

nl:': about 1.452.
Methylophiopogonanone A (3R)-3-[(I,3-Be02odioxol-5
yl)methyl]-2,3-dihydro-5,7-dihydroxy-6,8-dimethyl-4H-I
benzopyran-a-one; C1.H,.O, =342.3 (74805-92-1f)

MethylOrange Sodium 4'-(dimethylamino)azobe02ene-4
sulfonate; C"H"N,NaO,S = 327.3 (547-58-fJ)
Schultz No. 176

Colour Index No. 13025

Orange-yellow, crystalline powder, slightly soluble in water,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Methyl Orange MIxed Solution

Dissolve 20 mg of methyl orange Rand 0.1 g of bromocresol
green R in I mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide and dilute to
100 mL withwater R.
Colour change: pH 3.0 (orange) to pH 4.4 (olive-green).

Methyl Orange Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g of methylorange R in 80 mL of Wafer Rand
dilute to 100 mL with ethanol (96 percen(i R.

Teu for sensiu"vil)!. A mixture of 0.1 mL of the methyl orange
solution and 100 mL of carbon dioxide-free warer R is yellow.
Not more than 0.1 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acidis required to
change the colour to red.
Colour change: pH 3.0 (red) to pH 4.4 (yellow).

Methyl Orange-Xylene Cyanol FF Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g of methylorange and 0.26 g of xylene cyanol FF
in 50 mL of ethanol(96%) and add sufficient waterto
produce 100 mL.
Methyl Palmitate .Methyl hexadecanoate;
C I1H"Oa = 270.5 (112-39-0)
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography (2.4.22).

White or yellow, crystalline mass, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in light petroleum.

mp: about 30 "C.

Methyl Palmltoleate Methylcis-c-hexadecenoate;
CI1H,aOa =268.4 (1120-25-1f)

da'g: about 0.876.

nl:': about 1.451.

Methyl Parahydroxybenzoate (99-76-3)

See Methyl parahydroxybenzoate (0409).

Methyl Pelargunate Methyl nonanoate;
C,oH,oOa = 172.3 (1731-84-6)

Clear, colourless liquid.
diD: about 0.873.

nl:': about 1.422.
bp: 91 -c to 92 'C.

lWethyl pelargonate usedin theassay of total fatly adds in Saw
palmetto fmi, (1848) complies with thefollowing additional lese
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Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw polmeuo fnnl (1848).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

2-Methylpentane C,HH = 86.2 (107-83-5)

Isohexane.
cP,g: about 0.653.

bp: about 60.0 'C.

Colourless, flammable liquid, practically insoluble in water,
miscible with anhydrous ethanol.
3-Methylpentan-2~one sec-Butyl methyl ketone;
CoRlaO =100.2 (565-61-7)

Colourless, flammable liquid.
cP,g: about 0.815.

n~: about 1.400.
bp: about 118 "C

4-Methylpentan-2-ol 4-Methyl-2-pentanol;
C,H"O = 102.2 (108-11-2)
Clear, colourless, volatile liquid.
dio: about 0.802.

1'16°: about 1.411.

bp: about 132 'C.

4-Methylpentan-2-one Methyl isobutyl ketone;
C.H,aO = 100.2 (108-10-1)

Clear, colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water, miscible
with most organic solvents.
cP,g: about 0.80.
bp: about 115 'C.

Disu"Nation range (2.2.11). Distil 100 mL. The range of
temperature of distillation from 1 mL to 95 mL of distillate
does not exceed 4.0 QC.

Residue em evaporation: maximum 0.01 per cent, determined
by evaporating on a water-bath and drying at 100-105 'C.

4-Methylpentan-2-one RI Methyl isobutyl ketone Rl
Shake 50 mL of freshly distilled methyl isobutyl keteneR with
0.5 mL of hydrochloric acidR1 for I min. Allow the phases to
separate and discard the lowerphase. Prepare immediately
beforeuse.
4-Methylpentan-2-one R3 Methyl isobutyl ketone R3

Complieswith the requirements for methyl isobutyl ketone R
and with the following limits.
Cr: maximum 0.02 ppm.

Cu: maximum 0.02 ppm.

Ph: maximum 0.1 ppm.

Ni: maximum 0.02 ppm.

81'1: maximum 0.1 ppm.
4-Methylphenazone 1,5-Dimethyl-2-(4-methylphenyl)
1,2-dihydro-3H-pyrazol-3-one; C,aH,.NaO = 202.3
(56430-08-1)

Methylphenyloxazolylbenzene 1,4-Bis[2-(4-methyl-5
phenyl)oxazolyljbenaene; Ca,HaoN,Oa =392.5 (3073-87-1f)

Fine, greenish-yellow powderwith a blue fluorescence or
small crystals, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), sparingly
soluble in xylene.
mp: about 233 QC.

Methylphetty1oxazolylhenzene usedfor liquid scinlJlau"on is of a
suitable analyti<al grade.
I-Methyl-4-phenyl-I,2,3,6-tetrahydropyrldine MPTP;
C,aH15N =173.3 (28289-54-5)

J
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White or almost white, crystalline powder, slightlysoluble in
water.

mp: about 41 "C.

N-MethyJpiperazine f-Methylpiperazine,
Methylpiperazine; C,H'2N2 = 100.2 (/09-01-3)

Colourless liquid, miscible with waterand with ethanol
(96 per cent).

dig: about 0.90.

nbo: about 1.466.
bp: about 138 "C.

4-(4-Methylpiperidin-I-yl)pyridine 4-(4
Methylpiperidino)pyridine; C"H,oN2 =176.3 (80965-30-6)

Clear liquid.
n~: about 1.565.

MethyIpolysiloxane

Polysiloxane substituted with J00 per cent of methyl groups.

Methylprednisolone I IP,I?,21-Tribydroxy-6a
methylpregna-l,4-diene-3,20-dionej C22HJoOj = 374.5
(83-43-1)

White or almost white, crystalline powder.
2-Methylpropan-I-ol Isobutyl alcohol; 2-Methylpropanol;
C.HIOO = 74.1 (78-83-/)

Clear colourless liquid, soluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 0.80.

nl]: 1.397 to 1.399.
bp: about 107 "C.

Distillation range (2.2.11). Not less than 96 per cent distils
between 107 -c and 109°C.

2-Methylpropan-2-01 tert-Butyl alcohol; I,I-Dimethyl
ethyl alcohol; 2-Methyl-2-propanol; C.HIOO = 74.1
(75-65-fJ)

Clear, colourless liquid or crystalline mass, solublein water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
Freezing point (2.2.18): about 25 "C.

Distillation range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 81°C and 83 °C.
(15R)-IS-Methylprostaglandin F,. (52)-7
[(IR,2R,3R,5S)-3,5-Dihydroxy-2-[(IE)-(3R)-3-hydroxy-3
methyloct-l-enyl]cyclopentyl]hept-5-enoic acid;
C2,H,.O, = 368.5 (35864--81-4)

Available as a 10 gIL solution in methyl aceUJl~ R.
Storage: at a temperature below -15°C.
2-Methylpyridine C.H7N = 93.1 (109-06-8)

Colourless or light yellow liquid.
Content: minimum 97.5 per cent.

S-Methylpyridin-2-amine 6-Amino-3-picoline;
C,HsN2 = 108.1 (1603-41-4)

White or yellow crystals or crystalline powder.

mp: about 76 "C.

S-Methylpyridin-2(1H)-one C.,H7NO = 109.1
(1003-68-5)

White or almost white powder, soluble in anhydrous ethanol
and in methanol,

mp: about 181 -c,
Storage: at a temperature of 2 °C to 8 "C.

N-Methylpyrrolldine C,HIIN =85.2 (120-94--5)

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent.
bp: about 80 "C.
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N-Methylpyrrolidone I-Methylpyrrolidin-2-one;
C,H.NO = 99. I (872-50-4)

d~: about 1.028.

hp: about 202 "C.
mp: about -24°C.

Methyl Red 2-(4-Dimethylamino-phenylazo)benzoic acid;
C15H15N,02 = 269.3 (493-52-7)

Schultz No. 250

Colour Index No. 13020

Dark-redpowder or violet crystals) practically insoluble in
water) soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Methyl Red MIxed Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g of methylred Rand 50 mg of methylene blue R
in 100 mL of ethanol (96 percen!! R.

Colour change: pH 5.2 (red-violet) '0 pH 5.6 (green).
Methyl Red Solution

Dissolve 50 mg of methylredR in a mixture of 1.86 mL of
0.1 M sodium hydroxide and 50 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R
and dilute to 100 mL with waterR.
Testfor semiamly. To 0.1 mL of the methyl red solution add
100 mL of carbon dioxide-flu waterR and 0.05 mL of 0.02 M
hydrochloric add. The solution is red. Not more than 0.1 mL
of 0.02 M sodium hydroxide is required to change the colour
to yellow.
Colour change: pH 4.4 (red) to pH 6.0 (yellow).

Methyl Sallcylate (119-36-8)

See Methyl salicylare (0230)

When used in the Assay or Methyl Salicylate preparations,
use a grade containing not less than 99.0% of CSRs03'
Methyl Stearate Methyl octadecanoate;
C,.H,a02 =298.5 (112-61-8)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent) determined by gas
chromatography (2.4.22).

White or yellow, crystalline mass, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in light petroleum.

mp: about 38 "C.

Methyl Thymol Blue Tetrasodium 2J2',2"J2'"-[3H-2,1

benzoxathiol-3-ylidenebis[[6-hydroxy-2-methyl-5-(I
methylethyl)-3, I-phenyleneJmethylenenitriIolltetraacetate S,
S-dioxide; Methylthymol blue; C,7H.oN2Na.0I3S = 845
(1945-77-3)

Produces a blue colour with calcium in alkaline solution.
Methylthymol Blue MIxture
A mixture of I part of methylthymol blue R and 100 parts of
potassium nitrate R.
Methyl Toluenesulfonate Methyl
4-methylbenzenesulfonate; Methyl tosilate;
CaH,.O,S = 186.2 (80-48-8)

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent.
Densily: about 1.234 g/mL (25 "C).

hp: about 292 'C.

mp: 25 "C '0 28 'C.
N-Methyl-m-toluidine N,3-Dimethylaniline; N,3
Dimethylbenzenamine; Methyl-m-tolylamine;
CaHIIN =121.2 (696-44--6)

Content: minimum 97 per cent.
Methyl Tricosanoate Tricosanoic acid methyl ester;
C2.H.S02 =368.6 (2433-97-8)
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
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White or almost white crystals, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in hexane.

mp: 55°C to 56 -c,
Methyl Tridecanoate C.,H2. 0 2 = 228.4 (1731-8IHJ)
Colourless or slightly yellow liquid) soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in light petroleum.

dig: about 0.86.
n~: about 1.441.

mp: about 6°C.
Methyl 3,4,5-Trimethoxybenzoate C IIHI4O, =226.23
(1916-07-11)
N-Methyltrimethylsilyl-trifluoroacetamide 2,2,2
Trifluoro-N-methyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)acetarnide;
C.H12F,NOSi =199.3 (24589-78-f)

n~: about 1.380.

bp: 130°C to 132°C.
Minocycilne Hydrochloride
See Minocycline hydrochloride (1030).
Molecular Sieve (70955-01-11)
Molecular sieve composed of sodium aluminosilicate. It is
available as beads or powder with a pore size of 0.4 nm.

When reused, it is recommended that the molecular sieve be
regenerated according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Molecular Sieve for Chromatography

Molecular sieve composed of sodium aluminosilicate.
The pore size is indicated after the name of me reagent in
the tests where it is used. If necessary, the particle size is also
indicated.

Molybdenum(VI) Oxide Molybdenum trioxide;
MoO, =143.9 (1313-27-5)
Analytical reagent grade of commerce.

Molybdovanadlc Reagent

In a 150 mL beaker, mix 4 g of finely powdered ammonium
molybdate R and 0.1 g of finely powdered ammonium
vonadoteR. Add 70 mL of water R and grind the particles
using a glass rod. A clear solution is obtained within a few
minutes. Add 20 mL of niuic acidR and dilute to 100 mL
with water R.
Monodocosahexaenoln Monogiyceride of
docosahexaenoic acid (C22:6); Glycerol
monodocosahexaenoate, (aU-Z)-Docosa-4,7, 10,13, 16,19
hexaenoic acid, monoester with propane-l )2,3-triol;
C"H,.O, = 402.6 (124516-13-8)
The reagent from Nu-Chek Prep, Inc. has been found
suitable.

Mordant Black 11 Eriochrome black T; Solochrome
black; C2oHI2N,NaO,S = 461.4 (1787-61-7)
Schultz No. 241
Colour Index No. 14645
Brownish-black powder, soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).
Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.

Mordant Black 11 Mlxed Triturate
A mixture of 1 g of mordant black 11,0.4 g of me/!ryl orange
and 100 g of sodium chloride.
Complies with thefollowing ,est.
Sensih"vity to magnesium Dissolve 50 mg in 100 mL of
water; a brown colour is produced. Add 0.3 mL of
6M ammonia; the colour changes to pale green. Add 0.1 mL
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of a 1.0% wlv solution of magnesium sulfate; the colour
changes to red.

Mordant Black 11 Solution
A 0.1% wi. solution of mordant black 11 in ethanol (96%).
Mordant Black 11 Triturate
Mix 1 g of mordant black 11 R with 99 g of sodium chloride R.
Test/or sensitivity. Dissolve 50 mg in 100 mL of waterR.
The solution is brownish-violet. On addition of 0.3 mL of
dilute ammonia RJ the solution turns blue. On the subsequent
addition of 0.1 mL of a 10 gIL solution of magnesium
sulfate R, it [Urns violet.

Srorage: in an airtight container, protected from light.

Mordant Black 11 Triturate RI
Mix 1.0 g of mordant black 11 R, 0.4 g of met!ryl orange Rand
100 g of sodium chloride R.
Mordant Blue 3 Chromoxane cyanine; (3564-18-9)

Colour Index No. 43820
General reagent grade of commerce.

A dark red or reddish brown powder.

Produces an intense purple colour with aluminium in weakly
acidic solutions. When metal ions are absent, for example, in
the presence of an excess of disodium ederate, the solution is
pale pink.
Morphine, Anhydrous
Add 5M ammonia, in slight excess, to a solution of morphine
sulfate in water, wash the precipitated morphine with water
until free from ammonium salts and dry at 1100

•

Morphine Hydrochloride See Morphine
hydrochloride (0097).
Morphoilne Terrahydro-Ld-oxaaine; C,H.NO = 87.1
(110-91-8)
Colourless, hygroscopic liquid, flammable, soluble in water
and in ethanol (96 per cent).

cf,g: about 1.01.
DisuUaciDn range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 126°C and 130 °C.

Srorage: in an airtight container.

Morpholine for Chromatography
Complies with the requirements prescribed for morpholine R
with the following additional requirement.

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.

2-[N-Morpholino]ethanesulfonic Acid 2-(Morpholin-4
yl)sulfonic acid; MES; CoH"NO,S = 195.2 (4432-31-9)
White or almost white, crystalline powder, soluble in water.

mp: about 300 DC.

Murexide 5,5'-Nitrilobis{pyrimidine-2,4,6(IH,3H,5H)
trione) monoammonium salt; CsHsN60 fuH 20 ;;;; 302.2

Brownish-red crystalline powder, sparingly soluble in cold
water, soluble in hot water, practically insoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), soluble in solutions of potassium hydroxide or
sodium hydroxide giving a blue colour.

Myosmine 3-(4,5-Dihydro-3H-pyrrol-2-yl)pyridine;
C.HION2 = 146.2 (532-12-7)

Colourless crystals.

mp: about 45 DC.

p-Myrcene 7-Methyl-3-methylenocta-l,6-diene;
CIOH,. = 136.2 (123-15-3)
Oily liquid with a pleasant odour, practically insoluble in
water, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in glacial
acetic acid. It dissolves in solutions of alkali hydroxides.
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cP,0: about 0.794.

n~o: about 1.470.

p-1Uyrcene used in gas chromatography complies with the
following additional test:

Assay. Gas chromatography (Z.Z.Z8) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermint oil (0405).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.

Content: minimum 90.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Myristic Acid Tetradecanoic acid; CI-IH2802 = 228.4
(544-63-8)

Colourless or white or almost white flakes.

mp: about 58.5 "C.

lHynSlic acid usedin the assay of total fally acids;nSaw palmetto
fruit (1848) complies with thefollowing additionalrest.

Assay. Gas chromatography (Z.Z.Z8) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmenofruit (1848).

Content: minimum 97 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Myristlcine 5-AIIyl-l-methoxy-2,3
methylenedioxybenzene; 4-Methoxy-6-(prop-2-enyl)-I,3
benzodioxole; CllHla03 = 192.2 (607-91-(J)

Oily colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water, slightly
soluble in anhydrous ethanol, miscible with toluene and with
xylene.

dig: about 1.144.

n'f:: about 1.540.

bp: 276 "C to 277 "C.

mp: about 173 "C.

ChromaUlgraphy. Thin-layer chromatography (Z.Z.Z7) as
prescribed in the monograph Star anise (1153); the
chromatogram shows only one principal spot.

1\Ilyrist;cine usedin gas chromatography complies with the
following addidonal teu:

Assay. Gas chromatography (Z.Z.Z8) as prescribed in the
monograph Nuaneg oil (155Z).

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Storage: protected from light.

Myristyl Alcohol Terradecan-l-ol; C 14H300 = 214.4
(llZ-7Z-1)

dig: about 0.823.

mp: 38 -c to 40 "C.

MyrtIIIin Delphinidin 3-0-glucoside chloride;
Ca.H21CIO,a = 500.8 (6906-38-3)

Nalorphine HydrocWoride C19Ha.N03, HCI =347.8
(57-Z9-f)

General reagent grade of commerce.

Naphthalene ClaRS = 128.Z (91-Z0-3)

White or almost white crystals, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 80 "C.

Naphthalene usedfor liquidscintillation isof a suitable analytical
grade.
Naphthalene-I,3-diol 1,3-Dihydroxynaphthalene;
Naphthoresorcinol; Dihydroxynaphthalene; (13Z-86-5)

See 1,3-dihydroxynaphthalene R.

Naphthalene-2,7-diol. 2,7-Dihydroxynaphthalene;
ClaRaOa = 160.2 (58Z-17-Z)
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Needles, soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 190 "C.
2,3-Naphthalenediamlne Naphlhalene-2,3-diamine;
2,3-Diaminonaphthalene; ClaRiONa = 158.2 (771-97-1)

Brownish-yellow crystalline powder, slighdy soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent), practically insoluble in acetone.

mp: 195"C to 198 "C.

Naphthalenediol Reagent Solution

Dissolve 2.5 mg of naph,halene-Z,7-diol in 90 mL of methanol
and add 10 mg of porassium hexacyonoferrate(ttO and 50 mg
of potassium cyanidedissolved in 10 mL of water. Allow to
stand Cor 30 minutes and add 100 mL ofO.05M sodium
hydroxide.

Naphthalenediol Solution
2,7-Dihydroxynaphthalene solution

Dissolve 10 mg of Z,7-dihydroxynaphthalene R in 100 mL of
sulfuric acid R and allow to stand until decolorised.

Storage: use within 2 days.

Naphtharson Thorin; Disodium 4-[(2-arsonophenyl)320]
3-hydroxynaphlhalene-2J7-disulfonate;

C ••HllAsNaNaaOIOSa = 576.3 (3688-9Z-f)

Red powder, soluble in water.

Naphtharson Solution

A 0.58 f!IL solution of naphtharson R.

Testfor sensitivity. To 50 mL of ethanol (96 percen!l R, add
20 mL of water R, I mL of d,7ute m!furi<: acid R1 and I mL
of the naphtharson solution. Titrate with 0.025 M' barium
perchlorate; the colour changes from orange-yeUow to orange
pink.

Storage: protected from light; use within 1 week.

Naphtharson Solution RI

A I f!IL solution in deionised distilled waterR.

Testfor sensitivity. To 50 mL of ethanol (96 per cen,) R, add
20 mL of waterR, I mL of dilutemlfuric acid R1 and I mL
ofnaphtharsonsolution RI. Titrate with 0.025 JW barium
perchlorate; the colour changes from orange-yellow to orange
pink.

Storage: protected from light; use within 1 week.

~-Naphthol Solution RI

Dissolve 3.0 mg of p-naphtholR in 50 mL of sulfuric acid R
and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same acid. Use the recently
prepared solution.

I-Naphthol ex-Naphthol; C.aR.O =144.2 (90-15-3)

White or almost white, crystalline powder or colourless or
white or almost white crystals, darkening on exposure to
light, slightly soluble in water, freely soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 95 °C.
Storage: protected from light.

2-Naphthol ~-Naphthol;C,aR.O =144.2 (135-19-3)

White or slightly pink plates or crystals, very slightly soluble
in water, very soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 122 °C.

Storage: protected from light.

I-Naphthol Solution ex-Naphthol solution

Dissolve 0.10 g of a-naphtholR in 3 mL of a 150 f!IL
solution of sodium hydroxide R and dilute to 100 mL with
waterR. Prepare immediately before use.
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I-Naphthol Solution, Strong

Dissolve 1 g of i-naphtholin a solutionof 6 g of sodium
hydroxide and 16 g of anhydrous sodium carbonate in 100 mL
of water.

2-Naphthol Solution p-Naphthol solution

Dissolve 5 g of freshly recrystallised p-naphchol R in 40 mL of
dilute sodium hydroxide solutiun R and dilute to 100 mL with
water R. Prepare immediately before use.
I-Naphtholbenzein Phenylbis(4-hydroxynaphthyl)
methanol; Naphtholbenzein; C27H,.Oa = 374.4 (145-50-6)
Brownish-red powderor shiny brownish-black crystals,
practically insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent)
and inglacial acetic acid.
I-Naphtholbenzein Solution Naphtholbenzein solution

A 2 gILsolution of naphtho/benzein R in anhydrous acetic
addR.
Test for sensitivity. To 50 mL of glacial ""'he acidR add
0.25 mL of the naphtholbenzeln solution. The solution is
brownish-yellow. Not more than 0.05 mL of 0.1 M perchwrie
acid is required to change the colour to green.
Naphthol Yellow 2,4-Dinitro-I-naphrhol, sodium salt;
CIOH,NaNaO, = 256.2

Orange-yellow powder or crystals, freely soluble in water,
slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Naphthol Yellow S 8-Hydroxy-5,7-dinitro-2
naphthalenesulfonic acid disodium salt; Disodium
5,7-di nitro-8-oxidonaph thalene-2-sulfonate;
CIOH,N,NaaO.S = 358.2 (846-70-8)
Colour Index No. 10316
Yellow or orange-yellow powder, freely soluble in water.
I-Naphthylacetic Acid (Napbthalen-I-yl)acetic acid;
C,aHIOOa = 186.2 (86-87-3)
Whiteor yellowcrystalline powder, veryslightly soluble in
water, freely soluble in acetone.
mp: about 135 °C.
2-Naphthylacetic Acid 2-Naphthaleneacetic acid;
C,aHIOOa =186.2 (581-96-4)
mp: about 142°.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Light yellow to light brown crystals.

I-Naphthylamine l-Aminonaphthalene; Naphthylamine;
C,oH.N = 143.2 (134-32-7)
Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder, turning pink on
exposure to light and air, slightly soluble in water, freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 51°C.

Storage: protected from light.
N-(l-Naphthyl)ethylenediamine Dlbydrochloride
N-(I-Naphthyl)ethane-diamine dihydsocWoride;
Naphthylethylenediamine'dihydrocWoride;
C,aH,.ClaN, =259.2 (1465-25-4)

It may contain methanol of crystallisation.
Whiteor yellowish-white powder, soluble in water, slightly
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Naphthylethylenediamine Dlbydrochloride Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g of naphthylethyienediamine dihydrochloride R in
waUT R and dilute co 100 mL with the same solvent.Prepare
immediately before use.
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Naringin 7-[[2-0-(6-Deoxy-<t-L-mannopyranosyl)-P-D
g1ucopyranosyl)oxy]-5-hydsoxy-2-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2,3
dihydro-4H-chromen-4-one; CZ7H120t4 =580.5
(10236-47-2)
White or almostwhite crystalline powder, slightly soluble in
water, soluble in methanol and in dUnethylfonnamide.
mp: about 171 °C.
Absorbance (2.2.25). Naringin dissolved in a 5 gIL solution of
dimethylformamiJe R in methanol R shows an absorption
maximum at 283 om.

Neohesperidln Hesperetin-7-neohesperidoside; (2.5)-7-[[2
O-(6-Deoxy-<t-L-mannopyranosyl)-P-D-g1ucopyranosyl]oxy]
5-hydroxy-2-(3-hydsoxy-4-methoxypbenyl)-2,3-dihydso-4H
l-benzopyran-d-one; CaaH3o\015 =610.6 (13241-33-3)

i'rans-Nerolldol 3J7JII-Trimethyldodeca-Ijfi.IO-trien-3-01;
C 15Ha.O = 222.4 (40716-66-3)
Slightly yellow liquid, slight odour of lily and lily of the
valley, practically insoluble in water and in glycerol, miscible
with ethanol (96 per cent).

~: about 0.876.
nbo: about 1.479.
bp12: 145°C to 146 °C.

trans-Netolidol used in gas chromawgraphy complies wilh the
following additional tesc
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Biuer-orange-fimuer oil (1175).
Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 90.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Neryl Acetate (Z)-3J7-Dimethylocta-2J6-dienyl acetate;
ClaHa.Oa = 196.3 (l41-12-1f)
Colourless, oily liquid.
~g: about 0.907.

n:,o: about 1.460.
bPa,: 134 'C.
Nery1 acetate used in gas chromatography complies with the
following additional tesc
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Bimr-orange-j/ower oil (1175).

Testsolution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 93.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Neutral Red CI 50040; basic red 5; C15H17CIN, =288.8
(553-24-2)

Producesa red colour with acids and an orange colourwith
alkalis.
Neutral Red Solution
A 0.1% w/v solution of neutral red in echanol (50%) (pH
range, 6.8 to 8.0).

Nickel-Alwn1nlum Alloy Raney nickel catalyst

Contains 48 per cent to 52 per cent of aluminium
(AI;A, 26.98) and 48 per cent to 52 per cent of nickel (Ni;
A,58.70).
Before use, reduce to a fine powder (180) (2.9.12).

It is practically insoluble in water and soluble in mineral
acids.
Nickel-Aluminium Alloy (Halogen-free)

Contains 48 per cent [0 52 per cent of aluminium
(Al; Ar: 26.98) and 48 per cent to 52 per cent of nickel
(Ni; A, 58.71).
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Fine, greypowder, practically insoluble in water, soluble in
mineral acids with formation of salts.
Chlorides: maximwn 10 ppm.

Dissolve 0.400 g in 40 mL of a mixture of 67 volumes of
suljUJic add Rand 33 volumes of dilute nimcaddR.
Evaporate the solution nearly to dryness, dissolve the residue
in waterR and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent.
To one half-aliquot of the solution, add 1.0 mL of 0.1 M
silvernitrate. Filterafter 15 min and add 0.2 mL of sodium
chloride solution (containing 10 JIg of chlorides per millilitre)
to the filtrate. After 5 min the solution is moreopalescent
than a mixture of the second half-aliquot of the solution with
1.0 mL of 0.1 M silver nitrate.
Nickel(lI) CWoride Anhydrous nickel chloride; Nickel
chloride; NiCl, = 129.6 (7718-54-9)

Yellow,crystalline powder, verysolublein water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent). It sublimes in the absence of airand
readily absorbs ammonia. The aqueous solution is acid.
Nickel(lI) Chloride Hexahydrate NiCI,.6H,O =237.7
(7791-20-0)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Nickel Nitrate Hexahydrate Ni(N03),,6H20 = 290.8
(13478-00-7)
Nickel(lI) Sulfate Nickelrn) sulphate; Nickel sulfate
heptahydrate; Nickel sulfate; NiS04,7H20 = 280.9
(10101-98-1)
Green, crystalline powder or crystals, freely solublein water,
slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Nlcotlnamide-adenlne Dinucleotide NAD+;
C21H27N,O"P, =663·(53-84-9)
White or almostwhitepowder) veryhygroscopic, freely
soluble in water.
Nicotinamide-adenine Dinucleotide Solution

Dissolve 40 mg of nicotinamide-adenine dinudeou·ck R in
waterR and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.Prepare
immediately before use.
Nicotinic Acid (59-67-6)

See Nicotinic acid (0459).
Nicotinoyl Hydrazide Pyridine-3-earbohydrazide;
C.H,N30 = 137.1 (553-53-7)
White or almostwhite powder or crystalline powder, soluble
in water.
mp: about 160 "C.

Nile Blue A 5-Amino-9-(diethylamino)benzo[a)
phenoxazinylium hydrogen sulfate; C~2IN:J05S = 415.5
(3625-57-8)

Schultz No. 1029

Colour Index No. 51180

Green, crystalline powder with a bronze lustre, sparingly
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), in glacial acetic acid and in
pyridine.

Absarbance (2.2.25). A 0.005 r!IL solution in ethanol
(50 per cent VII-? R shows an absorption maximum at
640 nm.
Nile Blue A Solution

A 10 r!IL solution of Nile blueA R in anhydrous acetic acidR.
Test for sensitivil;y. To 50 mL of anhydrous acetic acidR add
0.25 mL of the Nile blue A solution. The solution is blue.
On the addition of 0.1 mL of 0.1 1\1" perchloric add, the colour
changes to blue-green.
Colour change: pH 9.0 (blue) to pH 13.0 (red).
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Aqueous Nile Blue A Solution
Dissolve 40 mg of NileBlueA in 200 mL of water,shake
with 100 mL of n-hep'ane in a 500 mL separating funnel and
discard the heptane layer. Repeat the extraction with four
100 mL quantities of n-heptane and mix 20 mL of the
aqueous solution with 180 mL of ethanol.

Ninhydrin Indane-I,2,3-trione; C,H.O"H,O =178.1
(485-47-2)

White or very paleyellow, crystalline powder, soluble in
water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

Srorage: protected from light.

Ninhydrin and Stannous Chloride Reagent
Dissolve 0.2 g of ninhydrin R in 4 mL of hot waterR, add
5 mL of a 1.6 gILsolution of stannous chloride R, allow to
stand for 30 min) thenfillerand store at a temperature of
2 °C to 8°C. Immediately before use dilute 2.5 mL of the
solution with 5 mL of waterRand 45 mL of 2-propanol R.
Ninhydrin and Stannous Chloride Reagent RI

Dissolve 4 g of ninhydrin in 100 mL of emy/ene g/ywl
monomethyl ether. Shake gently with 1 g of cation exchange
resin (300 ~m to 840 pm) and filter (solution A). Dissolve
0.16 g of stannous chloride in 100 mL of buffer solution pH 5.5
(solution B). Immediately beforeuse, mix equalvolumes of
each solution.
Ninhydrin Reagent I Transfer 10 litres of
2-methoxyethanol to a clean, dry 20-litre bottleand purgewith
oxygen-free nitrogen for2 to 3 minutes. Continue the nitrogen
lIow and add 10 g of hydrindantin and 100 g of ninhydrinand
allow to dissolve
Transfer 10 litres of 2-methoxyethanol to a clean, dry 2a-litre
bottle and purgewithoxygen-free nitrogen for 2 to 3 minutes.
Continue the nitrogen flow and add 109 of hydrindantin and
100 g of ninhydtin and allow lO dissolve; the solution will be
straw colouredwhendissolution is complete. Add 2 litres of
a solution prepared by dissolving 5.444 kg of sodium aUlate
in 5 litresof water, adding 1 litreof glacial acetic acid,
adjusting tile pH to 5.5 withglacial acetic acidand adding
sufficient water to produce 10 litres. Add 6.5 Iitres of fIXUer

and 20 mL of a 20% wlv solution of po/ya>;yethylene 23 lauryl
ether.
The deep red reagent is stable for at least 8 weekswhen
stored undernitrogen and protected from light; avoid
exposure to ammonia.
Ninhydrin Solution

A 2 gIL solution of Ninhydn"n R in a mixture of 5 volumesof
dilute autic arid Rand 95 volumes of buumolR.

Ninhydrin Solution RI
Dissolve 1.0 g of ninhydrin R in 50 mL of ethanol
(96 perren!i R and add 10 mL of glacial acetic acidR.
Ninhydrin Solution R2

Dissolve 3 g of ninhydrin R in 100 mL of a 45.5 r!IL solution
of sodium metabisulftte R.
Ninhydrin Solution R3

A 4 gIL solution ina mixture of 5 volumesof anhydrous acetic
acidRand 95 volumes of buumd R.
Ninhydrin Solution R4

A 3 gIL solution of ninhydn'n R in a mixture of 5 volumes of
glacial auric acidRand 95 volumes of 2-propanol R.

Nitrazepam (146-22-5)

See Nitraeepam (0415).
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Nitrazepam Impurity A 3-Amino-6-nitro-4
phenylquinol-2(IHl-one; Hl-Quinolinone,-3-amino-6-nitro
4-phenyl; CJjHIIN30 3 = 281.3 (360Z0-93-6)
General reagent grade of commenrce.

Nitric Acid HN03 = 63.0 (7697-37-2)

Content: 63.0 per cent mlm to 70.0 per cent mlm.
Clear, colourless or almostcolourless liquid, miscible with
water.

43: 1.384 to 1.416.
A 10 gILsolutionis strongly acid and gives the reaction of
nitrates (Z.3.1).

Appearance. Nitric acid is clear (2.2.1) and not more intensely
coloured thanreference solution Y6 (2.2.2, Method II).
Chlmiles (Z.4.4): maximum 0.5 ppm.

To 5 g add 10 mL of waterRand 0.3 mL of silver nimue
solution R2 and allow to stand for 2 min protected from light.
Any opalescence is not more intense than that of a standard
prepared in the same manner using 13 mL of waterR,
0.5 mL of nitnc acidR, 0.5 mL of chloride standard solution
(5 ppm CI) Rand 0.3 mL of silver ni,rate so/ulion RZ.

Sulfates (Z.4.11): maximum 2 ppm.

Evaporate 10 g to dryness with 0.2 g of sodium carbonate R.
Dissolve the residue in 15 mL of distilled water R. Prepare the
standard using a mixture of 2 mLof sulfate sumdardsolution
(10 ppm SO,J Rand 13 mL of diSlilled waterR.

Arsenic (Z.4.Z, MethodA): maximum 0.02 ppm.

Gently heat 50 g with 0.5 mL of sulfuric acidR until white
fumes begin to evolve. To the residue add I mL of a 100 gIL
solution of hydroxylamine hydrochloride R and dilute to 2 mL
with water R. Prepare the standard using 1.0mL of arsenic
standard solution (1 ppmAs) R.
Iron (Z.4.9): maximum I ppm.

Dissolve the residue from the determination of sulfated ash in
I mL of dilute hydrochloric acid R and dilute to 50 mL with
water R. Dilute 5 mL of this solution to 10 mL with waterR.
Heavy metals (2.4.8): maximum 2 ppm.

Dilute 10 mLof the solution prepared for the limit test for
iron to 20 mLwithwater R. 12 mL of the solutioncomplies
with testA. Prepare the reference solutionusing leadstandard
soluUon (Z ppmPb) R.

Sulfatedash: maximum 0.00 I per cent.

Carefully evaporate 100 g to dryness. Moisten the residue
with a few dropsof sulfuric add R and heat to dull red.
Assay. To 1.50 g add about 50 mL of waterR and titrate
with 1 M sodium hydro:,,'de, using 0.1 mL of methylred
solution R as indicator.
1 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 63.0 mg of
HN03 •

Storage: protected from light.
Nitric Acid, Cadmium- and Lead-free

Complies with the requirements prescribed for mim addR
and with the following additional test.
Tes,.solulion. To 100 g add 0.1 g of anhydrous sodium
carbonate R and evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in
water R heating slightly, and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Cadmium: maximum 0.1 ppm.
Atomic absorption spectrometry (Z.Z.Z3, MethodII).
Source: cadmium hollow-cathode lamp.
Wavelengm: 228.8 nm.
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Atomisasion device: air-acetylene or air-propane flame.
Lead: maximum 0.1 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (Z.Z.Z3, MethodII).
SoutU: lead hollow-cathode lamp.
Wavelenglh: 283.3 run or 217.0 run.

Atomisation device: air-acetylene flame.
Nitric Acid) Dllute
Contains about 125 gIL of HN03 (M, 63.0).

Dilute 20 g of ninic acidR to 100 mL with waterR.
Nitric Acid, Dilute HI

DUute 40 g of ninic acidR to 100 mL with waterR.
Nitric Acid, Dilute HZ

Dilute 30 g of ni,ric acidR to 100 mL with waterR.
Nitric Acid, Fuming (7697-37-Z)
Clear, slightly yellowish liquid, fuming on contact with air.
djg: about 1.5.

Ninic Acid) Heavy Metal-free
Complies with the requirements prescribed for nitric acidR
with the foUowing maximum contentsof heavymetals.
As: 0.005 ppm.

Cd: 0.005 ppm.

Cu: 0.001 ppm.

Fe: 0.02 ppm.

Hg: 0.002 ppm.

Ni: 0.005 ppm.

Pb: 0.00 I ppm.

Zn: 0.01 ppm.

Nitric Acid, Dilute, Heavy Metal-free
Complies with the requirements prescribed for dilute nioic
add R with the following maximum contentsof heavy metals.
As: 0.005 ppm.

Cd: 0.005 ppm.

Cu: 0.001 ppm.

Fe: 0.02 ppm.

Hg: 0.002 ppm.

Ni: 0.005 ppm.

Pb: 0.001 ppm.

Zn: 0.01 ppm.

Nitric Acid, Lead-free, Dilute

Dilute 5 g of/ead-free nitric acid Rl to 100 mL with deionised
dis.lledwaterR.
NItric Acid, Lead-free

Complies with the requirements prescribed for Nitric acidR
with the following additional test.
Lead: maximum 0.1 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (Z.Z.Z3, Me/hodII).
Tes< so/ulion. To 100 g add 0.1 g of anhydrous sodium
carbonate R and evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in
water R, heating slightly, and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
samesolvent.
Source: lead hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavelenglh: 283.3 run or 217.0 run.

Awmisation dettia: air-acetylene flame.
Nitric Acid, Lead-free HI

Nitric acid R containing not more than 1 Ilg/kg of lead.
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Nitric Acid, Nickel-free
Complies with the requirements prescribedfor n;tn"c acidR
with the following additional requirement.
Nickel: maximum 0.005 ppm.

Nitrllotriacetic Acid C.H.NO. = 191.1 (139-13-9)
White or almost white crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water and in most organic solvents.

mp: about240 "C, with decomposition.
4-Nitroanlline Nitroanlline; C.Ho;NzOz= 138.1
(101}-01-6)

Brightyellow, crystalline powder, veryslightly soluble in
water, sparingly soluble in boiling water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), forms water-solublesaIts withstrong mineral
acids.
mp: about 141 "C.
Nltroaniline Solution, Diazotised
Dissolve 0.4 g of 4-nilroam1ine in 60 mL of 1M hydrodllori<
add with the aid of heat, cool to 15° and add a 10% wlv
solution of sodium nitrite until one drop of the mixture turns
starch iodide paperblue.
Prepare immediatelybefore use.

2-Nltrobenzaldehyde Nitrobenzaldehyde;
C7H,NO, = J51.1 (552-89-6)
Yellowneedles,slightly soluble in water, freely solublein
ethanol (96 per cent), volatile in steam.

mp: about 42 "C.
4-Nitrobenzaldehyde C7H,NO, = 151.1 (555-16-8)

Nitrobenzaldehyde Paper
Dissolve 0.2 g of mirobenzaldehyde R in 10 mL of a 200 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R. Use the solutionwithin 1 h.
Immerse the lower halfof a slow filter paper strip 10 em long
and 0.8-1 em wide. Absorb the excess reagent between two
sheets of filter paper. Use withina few minutes of
preparation.

Nitrobenzaldehyde Solution
Add 0.12 g of powdered nitrobenzaldehyde R to 10 mL of
dilute sodium hydroxide solution R; allowto stand for 10 min
shaking frequently andfilter. Prepare immediately beforeuse.
Nitrobenzene C.H,NOz =123.1 (98-95-3)
Colourless or very slightly yellow liquid, practically insoluble
in water, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: about 21/ "C.
Dinitrobenzene. To 0.1 mL add 5 mL of acetone R, 5 mL of
water R and 5 mL of strong sodium hydroxide solution R. Shake
and allow to stand. The upper layer is almost colourless.
4-Nitrobenzoic Acid C,H,NO. = 161.1 (62-23-7)

Yellow crystals.

mp: about 240 "C.
4-Nitrobenzyl Bromide C7He;BrNOz =216.0 (1Q{}-11-8)

rnp: about 99°.

General reagent grade of commerce.

Pale yellow crystals with a lachrymatory vapour.

Nitrobenzoyl CWoride 4-Nitrobenzoy) chloride;
C7H.CINO, = 185.6 (122-04-3)

Yellowcrystals or a crystalline mass, decomposing in moist
air, completely soluble in sodium hydroxide solution giving a
yellowish-orange colour.

rnp: about 72 "C.

4-Nltrobenzyl Chloride Nitrobenzyl chloride;
C7H.CINOz = 111.6 (1Q{}-J4-1)
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Pale-yellow crystals, lachrymatory, practically insoluble in
water, very soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
4-(4-Nltrobenzyl)pyrldine C'ZHlONzOz = 214.2
(1083-48-3)

Yellowpowder.
mp: about 10 "C.
Nitrocltromic Reagent

Dissolve 0.7 g of potassium dichromate in nitnc acidand dilute
to 100 mL with the same acid.

Nltroethane CzH,NOz =15.1 (79-24-3)
Clear, oily, colourless liquid.
bp: about 114 "C.

2-Nitroethanol CzH,NO, =91.1 (625-48-9)
bp: about 205".
General reagent of commerce.
Nitrofurantoin (67-20-9)

See Nilrofurantoin (0101).

(5-Nltro-2-furyl)methylene Dlacetate Nitrofurfural
dlacerate; 5-nitrofurfurylidene diacetate;~H9N01 = 243.2
(92-55-7)
mp: about 90".
Yellow crystals.
Nitrogen Nz = 28.01 (7727-37-9)
Nitrogen,washed and dried.
Nitrogen Dioxide NOz =46.01 (10102-44-U)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent VIV.
Nitrogen for Cltromatography Nz = 28.01 (7727-37-9)

Cement: minimum 99.95 per cent VIV.
Nitrogen Gas Mixture Nitric oxide
Nitrogen R containing 1 percent VIVof each of the following
gases: carbon dioxide R2, carbon monoxide Rl andoxygen Rl.
Nitrogen Monoxide NO =30.01
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent VIV.
Nitrogen, Oxygen-free
Nitrogen R which has been freed from oxygen by passing it
through alkalinepyrogallol solution R.
Nitrogen RI Nz = 28.01 (7727-37-9)
Content: minimum 99.999 per cent VIVo
Carbon monoxide: less than5 ppm.
Oxygen: less than 5 ppm.
Nitromethane CH,NOz =61.0 (75-52-5)
Clear, colourless, oily liquid,slightly soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
dig: 1.132 to 1.134.

n~: 1.381 to 1.383.
Dislillation range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 100"C and 103 "C.

4-Nitrophenol p-Nitrophenol; C.H,NO, = 139.1
(100-02-7)

Content: minimum 95 per cent.
Colourless or slightly yellowpowder, sparingly soluble in
water and in methanol.
mp: about 114 "C.
3-Nitrosallcyllc Acid 2-Hydroxy-3-nitrobenzoic acid;
C7H,NO, =183.1 (85-38-1)
Yellowish crystals, slightly soluble in water, freely soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).
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mp: 142 -c to 147 'C.

5-Nitrosalicylic Acid 2-Hydroxy-5-nitrobenzoic acid;
C,HsNO, = 183 (96-97-9)

General reagent grade of commerce.

N ..Nitrosodiethanolamine 2,2'~(Nitrosoimino)diethanol;

C.HION,O, =134.1 (I116-54-7)

Yellow liquid, miscible with anhydrous ethanol.
n~o: about 1.485.

bp: about 125 'C.

N-Nitrosodllsopropanolamine 1,I'-(Nitrosoirnino)
bispropan-z-of C,H,.N,O, = 162.2 (53609-64-6)

bp: 122-124 'C.

Nltrosodlpropylamine Diprcpylnitrcsamine;
C,H••N,O = 130.2 (621-64-7)

Liquid, soluble in anhydrous ethanol and in strongacids.
dig: about 0.915.
bp: about 78 'C.

Appropriate grade forchemiluminescence detennination.
NitrosodJpropylamine Solution

Inject 78.62 g of anhydrous ethanol R through the septum of a
vial containing nilrosodipropylamine R. Dilute 11100 in
anhydrous ethanol R and place 0.5 mL aliquots in crimp
sealedvials.
Storage: in the dark at 5 "C.

NitrotetrazoUum Blue 3J3'-(3,3'-Dimethoxy-4,4'

diphenylene)di[2-(4-nitrophenyl)-5-phenyl-2H-tetrazolium]
dichloride; p-Nitro-tetrazolium blue; C4oH30C1zNI006 = 818
(298-83-9) .
Crystals) soluble in methanol, giving a clear, yellow solution.

mp: about 189 DC,with decomposition.

Nitrous Oxide N,O = 44.01

Content: minimum 99.99 per cent VIV.
Nitrogen monoxide: less than I ppm.

Carbon monoxide: less than I ppm.

Nitro-vanado-molybdic Reagent Nitro
molybdovanadic reagent

Solution A. Dissolve 10 g of ammonium molybdate R in
waterR, add 1 mL of ammonia R and dilute to 100 mL with
waterR.
Solution B. Dissolve 2.5 g of ammonium vanadate R in hot
water R. add 14 mL of nitric acid R and dilute to 500 mL
with waterR.
To 96 mL of nitric acid R add 100 mL of solution A and
100 mL of solution B and dilute to 500 mL with water R.
Nonlvamide N-[(4-Hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)methyl]
nonanamide; C17H'7NO, =293.4 (2444-46-if)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in cold water, Creely soluble in anhydrous ethanol.

Nonivamide used in the testfor nonivamide in the monograph
Capsicum (1859) cumplies with thejol/Qwjng additional teS/_
Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Capsicum (1859).

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Nonylamine Nonan-l-amine; I-Aminononane;
<:oH"N = 143.3 (112-20-9)

Corrosive, colourless, clear liquid.

~o: about 0.788.

ng': about 1.433.
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Noradrenaline Acid Tartrate Noradrenaline bitartrate;
C.HlINO"C.HoO, = 319.3 (69815-49-2)
mp: about 102'.

General reagent grade of commerce.

A white, crystalline powder.

Nordazepam 7-Chloro-2,3-dihydro-5-phenyl-IH-I ,4
benzodiazepin-2-one; C15HllCIN,O =270.7 (1088-11-5)

White or pale yellow, crystalline powder, practically insoluble
in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 216 'C.

DL-Norleucine (RS)-2-Aminohexanoic add;
CoHl)NO, =131.2 (616-06-1/)

Shiny crystals, sparingly soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent), soluble in acids.

Noroxymorphone C,oH'7NO. = 287.3 (33522-95-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.

Norpseudoephedrlne Hydrochloride C.H,,NO,
HCI = 187.7 (53643-20-2)

mp: 180· to 181'.

General reagent grade of commerce.

A crystalline powder.

Noscaplne Hydrochloride (912-60-7)

See Noseapine hydrochloride (0515).

Nyslose C,.H.,02' =666.6 (13133-07-8)

~-D-Fructofuranosyl-(2~ I)-~-D-fructofuranosyl-(2~ I)-~-D
fruetofuranosyl «-n-glucopyranoside.

Ochratoxin A Solution

50 pg/mL solution of (2S)-2-([[(3R)-5-chloco-8-hydroxy-3
methyl-I-oxo-3.4-dihydro-IH-2-benzopyran-7-yl]cacbonyl]
amino)-3-phenylpropanoic add (ochratoxin A) in a mixture
of I volume of acetic acidRand 99 volumes of benzene R.
Octedecan-t-ol Stearyl alcohol; C,sH,.O =270.5
(112-92-5)

rnp: about 60 "C.

Content: minimum 95 per cent.

Octadecyl [3-[3.S-bls(I,I-dimethylethyl)-4
hydroxyphenyl]-propionate] Octadecyl 3-(3,5-di-/et't
buryl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propionate; C"H.,O, =530.9
(2082-79-J)

White or slightly yellowish, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, very soluble in acetone and in hexane,
slightly soluble in methanol.

mp: 49°C to 55 °e.
Octanal Octyl aldehyde; C.H160 =128.2 (124-13-0)

Oily, colourless liquid. Practically insoluble in water.

Oceana! usedin gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21/) as prescribed in the
monograph Sweet orange oil (1811). -

Content: minimum 99 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

N-Octane Octane; C.H,a = 114.2 (111-65-9)

Content: minimum 99 per cent.

Octanoic Acid Caprylic acid; CgH160 Z = 144.2
(124-07-2)

Slightly yellow, oily liquid.

~o: about 0.910.

n~: about 1.428.

bp: about 239.7 'C.
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mp: about 16.7 "C.

Capryh"c acid usedin theassay of totaljatly acidsin Saw
pal",.1tO frui' (1848) complies wi'h 'he following addilional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmeuo fruit (1848).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Octan-t-el Caprylic alcohol; 1-0ctanol; Octanol;
C,Hl80 =130.2 (111-87-5)

Colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 0.828.

bp: about 195 "C.

Octan-z-ol rec-Ocryl alcohol; C,H180 = 130.2
(6169-06-8)

bp: about 178".

General reagent grade of commerce.

An oily liquid; weight per mL, about 0.82 g.

3-0ctanone Octan-3-one; Bthylpenrylkerone;
C,Hl60 = 128.2 (106-68-3)

Colourless liquid with a characteristic odour.
dig: about 0.822.

ngt: about 1.415.

bp: about 167 "C.

l-Oaanone usedin gas chromatography complUs with the
following additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Lavender017 (1338).

Test solutwn. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
OctoxinollO a-[4-(I,I,3,3-Tetrarnethylbutyl}phenyl]-0>
hydroxypoly-(oxyethylene}; C'4!l,;,Oll (average) = 647
(9002-93-1)

Clear, pale-yellow, viscous liquid, miscible with water, with
acetone and with ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in toluene.

Swrage: in an airtight container.
Octreotide Acetate (Acetate-free peptide: M, 1019;
[83150-76-9)); o-Phenylalanyl-L-cysteinyl-L-phenylalanyl-o
tryptophyl-L-Iysyl-L-threonyl-N-[(IR,2R}-2-hydroxy
I-(hydroxymethyl}propyl]-L-cysteinamide cyclic (2~ 7)
disulfide acetate; It contains a variable quantity of acetic
acid; White or almost while powder, freely soluble in water
and aceticacid; C49H66NIOOlOS2lXC2H.02 (79517-01-4)

Content: minimwn 96.0 per cent.

Octylamine l-Amino-octane; N-Octylamine;
C,H,.N = 129.2 (111-86-4)

Colourless liquid.
dz'g: about 0.782.

bp: 175 "C to 179 "C.

Olearnlde (9Z)-Octadec-9-enoamide; C18H"NO =281.5

Yellowish or white powderor granules, practically insoluble
in water, verysoluble in methylene chloride, soluble in
anhydrous ethanol.
mp: about 80 "C.

Oleanolic Acid 3J3-Hydroxyolean-12-en-28-oic acid;
Astrantiagenjn C; C,oH4,O, = 456.7 (508-02-1)

Oleic Acid (9Z)-Ocradec-9-enoic acid; C,.H'40, = 282.5
(112-80-1)
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Clear, colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water.

4°: about 0.891.
n~o: about 1.459.
mp: 13 "C to 14 "C.

Oleic acid used in theassayof wuJ fatty acids in the monograph
Saw palmetto frui. (1848) complies wi'h 'he following addilional
test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmeltO frui' (1848).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Oleuropein 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl}ethyl[(2S,3E,4S)-3
ethylidene-2-(~-D-glucopyranosyloxy)-5-(methoxycarbonyl}

3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran-4-yl]acetate; C"H32013 = 540.5
(32619-42-4)

Powder, soluble in methanol.
Oleuropein usedin Olive leaf (1878) cOInplies with the following
test.
Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Oliveleaf (1878).

Content: minimum 80 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Oleyl Alcohol (9Z)-Oetadec-9-en-I-ol; C18H'60 = 268.5
(143-28-2)

bp: about 207 "C.

n~: 1.460.
Content: minimum 85 per cent.
Olive Oil (8001-25-fJ)

See Olive oil, virgin (0518).

Olive Oil Substrate Emulsion

Homogenise40 mL of oliveoil, 330 mL of acacia solution and
30 mL of waler in an 800-mL beaker placed in a vessel
containing a mixture of ice and ethanol as cooling mixture.
Emulsify using a mixerat an average speed of 1000 to
2000 revolutions per minute. Cool to 5° to 10°. Increase the
mixingspeed to 8000 revolutions per minute. Mix for
30 minuteskeeping me temperature below 25° by the
continuous addition of crushed ice into the cooling mixture
(a mixture of calcium chloride and crushed ice is also
suitable). Store this preparation (the stock emulsion) in a
refrigerator and use within 14 days. The emulsionmust not
separate into two distinctlayers. Check the diameter of the
globulesof the emulsionunder a microscope. At least 90%
have a diameter below 3 11m and none has a diameter greater
than 10 I.m. Shake the emulsion thoroughly before preparing
the substrate emulsion.
For 10 determinations mix the following solutions in the
order indicated; lOO mL of the stockemulsion, 80 mL of
tns-chlotide bll!fer sotueon, 20 mL of a freshly prepared
8% wlv solutionof sodium taurocholate EPBRP and 95 mL of
water.
Use on the day of preparation.
Oracet Blue B
Solvent blue 19

A mixture of I-methylamino-4-anilinoanthraquinone
(CzIHI6N20Z) and l-amino-4-anilinoanthraquinone
(CZoHI4N20Z)' When used for titration in non-aqueous
media, it changes from blue (basic) through purple (neutral)
to pink (acidic).

Oracet Blue B Soludon
A 0.5% wlv solution of oracet blue B in anhydrous acetic acid.
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Oracet Blue 2R l-Amino-4-(phenylamino)anthracene
9,IO-dione; CI 6Il 10; C,oHIJ',O, = 314.3 (4395-65-7)

mp: about 194°.

Oracet Blue 2R Solution

A 0.5% wlvsolution of oracet blue 2R in anhydrous acetic add.
Orcinol 5-Methylbenzene-l,3-diol monohydrate; C,HS02J

H,O =[42.2 (6153-39-5)

Crystalline powder, sensitive to light.
bp: about 290 °C.

mp: 58°C to 61°C.
Organoslllca Polymer, Amorphous, Octadecylsilyl

Synthetic, spherical hybrid particles, containing both
inorganic (silica) and organic (organosiloxanes) components,
chemically modified at the surface by trifunetionally bonded
octadecylsilyl groups.
Organosllica Polymer, Amorphous, Octadecylsllyl,
End-capped
Synthetic, spherical hybrid particles, containing both
inorganic (silica) and organic (organosiloxanes) components,
chemically modified at me surface by trifunctionaUy bonded
oetadecylsilyl groups. To minimise any interaction with basic
compounds, it is carefully end-capped to covermost of the
remaining silanol groups. The particle size is indicated after
the name of the reagent in the tests where it is used.
Organosilica Polymer, Amorphous, Polar-embedded
Octadecylsllyl, End-capped

Synthetic, spherical hybrid particles containing both inorganic
(silica) and organic (organosiloxanes) components,
chemically modified at the surfaceby the bondingof polar
embedded octadecylsilyl groups. To minimise any interaction
with basiccompounds, they arecarefully end-capped to

cover most of the remaining silanol groups.
Organosilica Polymer, Amorphous, Propyl-z
phenylsllyl, End-capped

Synthetic, spherical hybrid particles containing both inorganic
(silica) and organic (organosiloxanes) components,
chemically modified at the surface by the bonding of propyl
2-phenylsilyl groups. To minimise any interaction with basic
compounds, they are carefully end-capped to covermost of
the remaining silanol groups.
Organosillca Polymer Compatible witb 100% Aqueous
Mobile Phases, OctadecyJsilyl, Solid Core, End
capped
Silicagel withspherical silicaparticles containing a solid non
porous silicacore surrounded by a thin outer organosiliea
polymercoatingwith oetadecylsilyl groups, suitable for use
with highly aqueous mobile phases including 100 per cent
aqueousphases. To minimise any interaction with basic
compounds, it is carefully end-capped to covermost of the
remaining silanol groups.
Organosllica Polymer for Mass Spectrometry,
Amorphous, OctadecylsllyJ, End-capped Organosilica
Polymer for Chromatography, Amorphous, Octadecylsilyl,
End-capped

Synthetic, spherical hybrid particles containingboth inorganic
(silica) and organic (organosiloxanes) components,
chemically modified at the surface by the bonding of
oetadecylsilyl groups. To minimise any interaction withbasic
compounds, they are carefully end-capped to covermost of
the remaining silanol groups.
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Organosilica Polymer, Multi-layered, Octadecylsllyl,
End-capped

Synthetic, spherical hybrid particles, multi-layered, containing
both inorganic (silica) and organic (organosiloxanes)
components, chemically modified at the surface by the
bonding of octadecylsilyl groups. To minimise any interaction
with basiccompounds, they arecarefully end-capped to
covermost of the remaining silanolgroups.
Orientin 2-(3,4-Dihydroxypheny[)-8-p-I>-g1ucopyranosyl
5,7-dihydroxy-4H-I-benzopyran-d-one; 8-1l-I>
Glucopyranosyl-3',4',5,7-tetrahydroxyflavone; Lureclin-g-C,
j}-o-glucopyranoside; Luteolin-8-g1ucoside;
C21H,oOu =448.4 (28608-75-5)

Ortbophosphoric Acid Phosphoric acid; (7664-38-2)

See Concentrated phosphoric acid (0004).

Orthophosphorous Acid Phosphorous acid;
H,PO, = 82.0 (13598-36-2)

White or almostwhite, veryhygroscopic and deliquescent
crystalline mass; slowlyoxidised by oxygen(air) to H3P0 4 .

Unstable,orthorhombic crystals, soluble in water, in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in a mixture of 3 volumesof etherand
[ volume of ethanol (96 per cent).

4': 1.651.
mp: about 73 °C.
Osthoje 7-Methoxy-8-(3-methylbut-2-enyl)-2H-[
benzopyran-2-one; 7-l\olethoxy-8-isopentenylcoumarin;
C15H,.O, = 244.3 (484-12-8)

Oxallc Acid Ethanedioic acid dihydrate;
C,H,O.,2H,O = 126.[ (0153-56-6)

White or almostwhite crystals, soluble in water, freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Oxalic Acid and Sulfuric Acid Solution Oxalic acid and
sulphuric acid solution
A 50 gILsolution of oxalic addR in a cooled mixture of
equal volumes of sulfuric acid R and water R.
Oxazepam (604-75-1)

See Oxazepam (0778).

Ox Brain, Acetone-dried
Cut into smallpieces a fresh ox brain previously freed from
vascular and connective tissue. Place in acetoneR for
preliminary dehydration. Complete the dehydration by
pounding in a mortar 30 g of thismaterial with successive
quantities, each of 75 mL, of acetone R until a dry powderis
obtained after filtration. Dry at 37°C for 2 h or until the
odour of acetoneis no longerpresent.
2,2' -Oxybls(N,N-dimetby[etby[amine) Bis(2
dimethylaminoethyl) ether; C,H,.,N,O =[60.3 (3033-62-3)

Colourless, corrosive liquid.
dig: about 0.85.

n~: about 1.430.
Oxygen 0, = 32.00

Content: minimum 99.99 per cent VIV.

Nitrogen and argon: less than 100 ppm.
Carbon dioxide: less than 10 ppm.

Carbon monoxide: less than 5 ppm.
Oxygen RIO, =32.00
Content: minimum 99 per cent VIV.
Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride

See OxytelTQC)~line hydrochlon"de (0198).
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Paeonillorin [(IR,2S,3R,5R,6R,8S)-3-(P-D
Glucopyranosyloxy)6-hydroxy-8-methyl-9,10-dioxatetracyclo
[4.3.I.O'-'.O'·'jdecan-2-yljmethyl benzoate;
C"H,.OIl = 480.5 (23180-57-6)

Paeonol 1-(2-Hydroxy-4-methoxyphenyl)ethan-I-one; 2'
Hydroxy-4'-methoxyacetophenone; CgHIOOJ = 166.2
(552-41-(J)

Palladium Pd =106.4 (7441J-05-3)

Grey whitemetal, soluble in hydrochloric acid.
Palladium(n) Chloride Palladium chloride;
PdCI, =171.3 (7647-10-1)

Red crystals.

mp: 678 'C to 680 'C.

Palladium Chloride Solution

Dissolve 1 g of palladium chloride R in 10 mL of warm
hydrochloric acid R. Dilute the solution (0 250 mL witha
mixture of equal volumes of dilute hydrochloric add Rand
water R. Dilute this solution immediately beforeuse with
2 volumes of water R.
Pahnatine 2,3,9, IIJ-Tetramethoxy-5,6-dihydro-71.5_

isoquinolino[3,2-a]isoquinolin-7-yliuffij 7,8,13,13a
Tetradehydro-2,3,9,lO-tetramethoxyberbiniuffi;
C21H"NO.+ = 352.4 (3486-67-7)

Palrnadne Chloride Berbericine Chloride; C21H22NO",
CI = 387.86 (10605-02-4)

General reagent grade of commerce.

Palmitic Acid Hexadecanoic acid; CU,H3202 = 256.4
(57-10-3)

White or almostwhite,crystalline scales,practically insoluble
in water, freely soluble in hot ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 63°C.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Chloramphenkol
palmitate (0473); the chromatogram shows only one principal
spot.
Palmitic acidusedin theassayof totalfatty acidsin the
mOllograph Saw palmetto /mi, (1848) complies with thefollowillg
additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmeno /mi, (1848).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Pahnitoleic Acid (9Z)-Hexadec-9-enoic acid;
C1oH,oO, = 254.4 (373-49-9)

Clear, colourless liquid.
bp: about 162 'C.

Palmitoleic add usedin theassay of totalfatty acidsin Saw
palmetto fluit (1848) complies with thefollowillg additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmetto /mi, (1848).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Palmityl Alcohol Hexadecan-J-ol; Cetyl alcohol;
C1oH"O = 242.4 (36653-82-4)
mp: about 48 °C.

Content: minimum 96 per cent.
Pancreas Powder See Pancreaspowder (0350).

Papain (9001-73-4)

A proteolytic enzymeobtainedfrom the latexof the green
fruit and leaves of Carica papaya L.
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Papaverine Hydrochloride (61-25-6)

See Papaverine hydrochloride (0102).

Paper Chromatography PerConnance Test Solutions
Test solutioll (A). Sodiumpettecimetate (*'Te) illj",iOll
(fissioll) (0124) or Sodium penedmetase ("""Te) itri",iOll (non
fission) (0283).

Test sdution (B). In a closed vial mix 100 ~L ofa 5 gIL
solutionof stannous chloride R in 0.05 M hydrochlon·c acid and
100 MBq to 200 MBq of Sodiumpenedmetau ("""Te)
injection (fi$siOll) (0124) or Sodiumpenedmeuue ("""Te)
injection (non-fission) (0283) in a volumenot exceeding2 mL.

Paper for Chromatography
Purecellulosegrade thin paper witha smooth surface and a
thickness of about 0.2 mm.
Chromatographic separation. To 2 strips of paperfor
ehromarography R apply separately 2-5 ~L of test solution (a)
and test solution (b) of paperchromawgraphy perfonnance test
solutions R. Develop over a pathlength of 3/4 of the paper
height, using a mixture of equal volumes of methanol Rand
waterR. Allow to dry and determine the distribution of
radioactivity using a suitable detector. The paper is not
satisfactory, unless the chromatogram obtained with test
solution (a) shows a single radioactivity spot with an Rp value
in the range 0.8-1.0 and the chromatogram obtained with
test solution (b) shows a single radioactivity spot at the
application point (Rp value in the range 0.0-0.1).
Paracetamol (103-91J-2)

See Paracaamd (0049).

Paracetamol, 4-Aminophenol-free
Recrystajlise porocuamdR from water R and dry in vacuo at
70°C; repeat the procedure until the product complieswith
the following test: dissolve5 g of the driedsubstance in a
mixtwe of equal volumes of methanol R and waterRand
diluteto 100 mL with the same mixture of solvents.
Add 1 rnL of a freshly prepared solution containing 10 gIL of
sodium nitroprusside R and 10 gIL of anhydrous sodium
rorbonate R, mix and allow to standfor 30 min protected
from light. No blue or green colouris produced.
Paraffin, Liquid (8042-47-5)

See Liquidparaffin (0239).

Paraffin, WhIte Soft

A semi-liquid mixture of hydrocarbons obtained from
petroleum and bleached, practically insoluble in water and in
ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in ligh'petroleum R1, the
solution sometimes showinga slightopalescence.
Paraldehyde (123-63-7)

See Paraldehyde (0351).

Pararosaniline Hydrochloride Pararosaniline chloride;
Basic red 9; C"H,.CIN, = 323.8 (569-61-9)

Schultz No. 779

Colour Index No. 42500
Bluish-red, crystalline powder, slightly soluble in water,
solublein anhydrous ethanol. Solutions in water and
anhydrous ethanolare deep-red; solutions in sulfuric acid
and in hydrochloric acid are yellow.
mp: about 270°C, with decomposition.
Pararosaniline Solution, Decolorlsed
To 0.1 g of pararosauili"e hydrochloride R in a ground-glass
stoppered lIask add 60 rnL of water R and a solution of 1.0 g
of anhydrous sodium sulfir. R or 2.0 g of sodium sulfir.
hep",hydrate R or 0.75 g of sodium metabisulfir. R in 10 mL of
water R. Slowly and with stirring add 6 rnL of dilute
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hydrochloric add R, stopper the flask and continue stirring
until dissolution is complete. Dilute to J00 rnLwithwaterR.
Allow to standfor 12 h before use.
Storage: protected from light.

Parthenollde (4E)-(laR,7aS,IOaS,10bS)-la,5-Dimethyl-8
methylene-2,3,6,7,73,8, lOa,1Ob-octahydro-oxireno[9J10]
cyclodeca[1,2-b)furao-9(IaH)-one; (E)-(5S,6S)-4,5
Epoxygennacra-I (I O},II (13}-dieno-12(6}-lactone;
C"H,oO, =248.3 (20554-84-1)
White or almost white, crystalline powder, veryslightly
soluble in water, verysoluble in methylene chloride, soluble
in methanol.

fC(l~: ~71.4, determined on a 2.2 gILsolution in melhylene
chloride R.

mp: 115 "C to 116 "C.

Absorbance (2.2.25). A 0.01 gIL solution in ethanol
(96 percenlj R shows an absorption maximum at 214 om.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Feverfew (1516), at the concentration of the
reference solution.
Content: minimum 90 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
L-Penlcillamlne Coated Silica Gel For Chiral
Separations
A very finely dividedsilicagel for chromatography coated
withL-penicillamine.
PeniciI1lnase Solution
Dissolve 109 of caseinhydrolysate, 2.72 g of potassium
dihydrogen phosphare Rand 5.88 g of sodium citrare R in
200 mL of waterR, adjust to pH 7.2 with a 200 gIL solution
of sodium hydroxide R and dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
Dissolve 0.41 g of magnesium sulfate R in 5 mL of waterR
and add 1 mL of a 1.6 gIL solutionof ferrous ammonium
sulfate R and sufficient water R to produce 10 mL. Sterilise
both solutions by heating in an autoclave) cool) mix)
distribute inshallow layers in conical flasks and inoculate
with Bacillus cereus (NCTC 9946). Allow the flasks to stand
at 18°C to 37 °C until growth is apparent and thenmaintain
at 35°C to 37 °C for 16 h) shaking constantly to ensure
maximum aeration. Centrifuge and sterilise the supernatant
by filtration through a membrane filter. 1.0 mL of
penicillinase solution containsnot less than0.4 microkatals
(corresponding to the hydrolysis of not less than 500 mg of
benzylpenicillin to benzylpenicilloic acid perhour) at 30°C
and pH 7) provided that the concentration of benzylpeniciUin
does not fall below the level necessary for enzymesaturation.
The Mlchaells constantfor benzylpenicillin of the
penicillinase in penicillinase solutionis approximately
12 ~glmL.

Sterilir;y (2.6.1). It complies with the test for sterility.

Swrage: at a temperature between0 °C and 2 °C for 2 to
3 days. When freeze-dried and kept in sealedampoules) it
maybe storedfor several months.

Penlaerythrityl Tetrakls[3-(3,5-d1-lerl-butyl-4
hydroxyphenyl}proplonate] Pentaerythrityl tetrakis
[3-(3,5-<li(I , l-dimethylethyl}-4-hydroxyphenyl}propionate1;
C"HIOSO.2 = 1178 (6683-19-8)

White or slightly yellow, crystalline powder) practically
insoluble in water) verysoluble in acetone) soluble in
methanol, slightly soluble in hexane.
mp: 110 "C to 125 "C.

a-form: 120°C to 125 °C.
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p-fonn: 110 "C to 115 "C.

Pentafluoropropanolc Acid C,HF,02 = 164.0
(422-64-U)

Clear) colourless liquid.
dig: about 1.561.

n~: about 1.284.
bp: about 97 "C.

Pentafluoroproplonlc Anhydride Pentafluoropropanoic
anhydride; CoFIOO, =310.0 (356-42-3)

N-Pentane Pentane; C,H" = 72.2 (l09-66-U)

Clear) colourless, flammable liquid) veryslightly soluble in
water) miscible with acetone and with anhydrous ethanol.
dig: about 0.63.

n~: about 1.359.
bp: about 36 "C.

Pentane used in splXtrophotomeery complies with thefollcwing
additional test.

Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.70 at 200 nm, 0.30 at
210 nm, 0.07 at 220 nm, 0.03 at 230 nm, 0.01 at 240 nm,
determined using water R as compensation liquid.
t,2-Pentanediol (2RS)-Pentane-l)2-diol;
C,H"O, =104.2 (5343-92-U)
<40: about 0.971.

n~: about 1.439.
bp: about 201 "C.

3-Pentanone Pentan-j-one; Diethyl ketone;
C,HIOO = 86.13 (96-22-U)

Pentan-f--ol N-Pentyl alcohol; Pentenol, CjH120 = 88.1
(71-41-U)

Colourless liquid) sparingly soluble in water, misciblewlth
ethanol (96 per cent).

n~: about 1.410.
bp: ahout 137 "C.

Pentetic Acid [[(Carboxymethyl}imino)
bis(ethylenenitrilo)]tetraacetic acid; While or almost white
powder) slightly soluble in water; C14H;nN301O = 393.3
(67-43-6)

mp: 219°C to 220 °C) with decomposition.
lerl-Pentyl Alcohol rert-Amyl alcohol; 2-Methyl-2
butanol; C,H"O = 88.1 (75-85-4)

Volatile) flammable liquid) freely soluble in water) miscible
with ethanol (96 per cent) and with glycerol.

dig: about 0.81.

Distillaoon range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 100 "C and 104 "C.

Storage: protected from light.
Pepsin
A substance containing a proteolytic enzyme of the gasuic
secretion of animals, diluted) if necessary, by admixture with
Lactoseor Sucrose. Use a grade of commercecapable of
digesting 2500 times its own weight of coagulated egg
albumen.
Pepsin Powder (9001-75-6)

See Pepsin powder (0682).

Peptide N-glycosldase F (83534-39-8)

Peptide-Arl_(N-acetyl-lI-g1ucosaminyl}asparagine amidase
(EC 3.5.1.52). PNGase F.

Perchlorlc Acid HCIO. = 100.5 (7601-90-3)

Content: 70.0 per cent mlm to 73.0 per cent mlm.
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Clear, colourless liquid, miscible with water.

Jig: about 1.7.

Assay. To 2.50 g add 50 mL of waterR and titrate with 1 M
sodium hydroxide, using 0.1 mL of methyl redsolution R as
indicator.

I mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 100.5 mg of
HClO,.

Perchlorie Acid Solution

Dilute 8.5 mL of perch/ori<; acid R to 100 mL with waterR.
Perfluoroheptanoic Acid Tridecafluoroheptanoic acid;
C,HF,,02 = 364.1 (375-85-9)

Periodic Acetic Acid Solution

Dissolve 0.446 g of sodium periodsue R in 2.5 mL of a
25 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric acid R. Dilute to
100.0 mL with glacial acetic acidR.
Periodic Acid H ,IO. = 227.9 (10450-60-9)

Crystals, freely soluble in water and soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 122 "C.

Periodic Acid Reagent

Dissolve 0.5 g of sodium periodale in 5 mL of warer, add
I mL of 2M sulfuri<; acid and dilute to 10 mL with water.

Prepare immediately before use.

Periodic Acid Solution

General reagent grade of commerce containing about
50% wlv of HIO,,2H20.
Permelhrin C21H2oCI20, =391.3 (52645-53-1)

mp: 34°C (0 35°C.
A suitablecertified reference solution (10 nglJ.1L in
cyc1ohexane) may be used.

Peroxide Test Strips

Use commercial test strips with a suitable scale in the range
from 0 ppm to 25 ppm peroxide.

Peroxyacetic Acid Solution

Dilute 1 mL of hydrogen peroxide (l00 volumes) to 100 mL
with glacial acetic acid. Mix and allow to stand for 12 hours
before use.

Discard 24 hours after preparation.

Perylene Dibenz[de,kqanthracene; C,oH 12 = 252.3
(198-55-U)

Orange powder.

mp: about 279°C.

Petroleum, Light Petrolewn ether 50-70 "C; (8032-32-4)

Clear, colourless, flammable liquid without fluorescence,
practically insoluble in water, miscible with ethanol
(96 per cent).

d~g: 0.661 to 0.664.
Disti/lation range (2.2.11): 50·C to 70 "C.

Petroleum Rt, Light Petroleum ether 40-60 °C

Complies with the requirements prescribed for light
petroleum RJ with the following modifications.

d~; 0.630 to 0.656.
Disti/ltuion range (2.2.11): 40"C to 60 "C. It does not
become cloudy at 0 °C.

Petroleum Rl, Light Petroleum ether 30-40 "C

Complies with the requirements prescribed for light
petroleum RJ with the following modifications.

d~g: 0.620 to 0.630.
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Disti/la,ion range (2.2.11); 30·C to 40 "C. It does not
become cloudy at 0 °C.

Petroleum RJ, Light Petroleum ether 100-120 "C

Complies with the requirements prescribed for light
petroleum R, with the following modifications.

~: about 0.720.
Distination range (2.2.11): 100 ·C to 120 "C.

Water (2.5.12): maximum 0.03 per cent.

Petroleum R4. Light Petroleum ether 80-100 °C

Complies with the requirements prescribed for light
petroleum RJ with the following modifications.

~g: about 0.70.
Distina,ion range (2.2.11): 80"C to 100 "C.

Petroleum Spirit Petroleum ether

Petroleum ether, light petroleum

Analytical reagent grades of commerce.

Colourless, volatile, highly flammable liquids obtained from
petroleum, consisting of a mixture of the lower members of
the paraffin series of hydrocarbons supplied in the following
fractions:

boiling range, 30° to 40°, weight per ml, about 0.63 gJ

boiling range, 40° to 60 0
j weight per ml., about 0.64 g,

boiling range, 50° to 70°; weight per ml., about 0.66 gJ

boiling range, 60° to 80°, weight per ml., about 0.67 gJ

boiling range, 80° to 100°, weight per ml., about 0.70 g,

boiling range, 100° to 120°, weight per mL, about 0.72 gJ

boiling range, 120 0 to 160°, weight per mL, about 0.75 g.

Petroleum Spirit (boiling range, 40° to 60°). Aromadc
free

Petroleum spini (boiling range, 4U' to 6U') complying with the
following additional test.

LIght absorption Absorbance against air at 235 nm, not
more than 0.7, Appendix II B.

pH Indicator Strip

Paper strip, or plastic strip containing multiple segments of
different dye-impregnated papers, allowing visual
determination of pH in the prescribed range, by comparison
with the corresponding master chart.

a.-Phellandrene (R)-5-Isopropyl-2-methyl-cyclohexa-I,3
diene; (-)-p-Mentha-I,5-diene; CIOHI • =136.2 (4221-98-1)

ng': about 1.471.

bp: 17l "C to 174 ·C.

a.-Phe//andrene usedin gaschromatography complies with the
fol/bwing additional res.
Assay. Gas cbromatography (2.2.2K) as prescribed in the
monograph Eucaiyptus oil (0390).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.

Content: 95.0 per cent, calculated by the normalisation
procedure.

Phenacetin p-Ethoxyacetanilide; C IOH13N02 =179.2
(62-44-2)

mp: about 135°.

General reagent grade of commerce.

Phenanthrene C1.HIO =178.2 (85-01-K)

White or almost white crystals, practically insoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 100°C.
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Phenanthroline Hydrochloride I,IO-Phenanthroline
hydrochloride monohydrate; C12H9ClN2,H20 = 234.7
(/8851-33-7)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder,freely soluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 215 "C, with decomposition.

Phenazone (6f>.8f>.1J)

See Phenazone (0421).

Phenol (/01J-95-Z)

See Phenol (0631).

Phenol, Liquefied
Generalreagentgradeof commerce.
A solution of phenol in water containing about 80% w/w of
C.H.O.

Phenol Red 4,4'-(3H-2,I-Benzoxathiol-3-ylidene)
diphenol S,S-dioxide; Phenolsulfonphthalein; (143-74-8)

Bright red or dark red, crystalline powder,veryslightly
soluble in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Phenol Red Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g ofphenolredR in a mixture of 2.82 mL of
0.1 M sodium hydroxide and 20 mL of e/hanol(96 per <en!> R
and dilute to 100 rnLwith waterR.
Testforsensi.'vity. Add 0.1 rnL of the phenol red solution to
100 mL of carbon dioxide-free water R. The solution is yellow.
Not more than 0.1 rnL of O. 02 M sodium hydroxide is
required to change the colour to reddish-violet.
Colour change: pH 6.8 (yellow) to pH 8.4 (reddish-violet).

Phenol Red Solution RI

Buffered phenolred solution
Dissolve 33 mg of phenolred in 1.5 rnLof 2M sodium
hydroxide and dilute to 100 mL with water (solution A).
To 250 rnL of 2M sodium hydroxide add 325 mL of 2M acetic
acidand 575 mL of water (solution B). Mix 25 mL of
solutionA with475 mL of solution B.
Phenol Red Solution R2

Solution A. Dissolve 33 mg of phenolred R in 1.5 mL of dilute
sodium hydroxide solution R and dilute to 100 mL with
waterR.

Solution B. Dissolve 25 mg of ammonium sulfate R in 235 mL
of waterR; add 105 rnL of dilute sodium hydroxide solution R
and 135 mL of dilute acetic acidR.

Add 25 mL of solution A to solution B. If necessary, adjust
the pH of the mixture to 4.7.
Phenol Red Solution R3

SolmumA. Dissolve 33 mg of phenolred R in 1.5 mL of dilute
sodium hydroxide solutUm R and dilute to 50 mL with waterR.
Solurion B. Dissolve 50 mg of ammonium sulfate R in 235 mL
of waterR; add 105 rnLof dil.te sodium hydroxide wlutian R
and 135 rnL of dilute acetic acidR.

Add 25 mL of solution A to solution B; if necessary, adjust
the pH of the mixture to 4.7.

Phenoldisulfonlc Acid Solution

Phenoldisulphonic acid solution
A clear liquidwhich may develop a palebrowncolour on
storage, prepared either by heating 3 g of phenolwith 20 rnL
of sulfurU add on a water bathfor 6 hoursand transferring
me resulting liquid to a stopperedvessel, or by diluting a
25% wlv solution of commerce with sulfumadd to contain
15% wlv of phenol. The solution complieswith the following
test.
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Sensitivity to nitrate Evaporate a solution containing
0.1 mg ofpotassium nitrate to dryness in a porcelain dish on a
water bath. To the cooled residue add 1 mL of the reagent
and allow to stand for 10 minutes. Add 10 mL of walerJ

cool, add 10 mL of 5M ammonia and diluteto 25 mL with
water. A distinctyellowcolour is produced when- compared
with a solution prepared in the same manner but omitting
the potassium nitrate.
Phenolphthalein 3,3-Bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)-3H
isobenzofuran-I-one; C,oH,.O. = 318.3 (77-09-8)

White or yellowish-white powder, practically insoluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Phenolphthalein Paper

lnunerse strips of filter paper for a few minutesin
phenolphthalein solution R. Allow to dry.

Phenolphthalein Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g ofphenolphlhakin R in 80 mL of e/hauol
(96 per<en!> R and dilute to 100 mL with waterR.

Test/or sensitivity. To 0.1 mL of the phenolphthalein solution
add 100 mL of carbon dioxide-free waterR. The solutionis
colourless. Not more than0.2 mL of 0.02 M sodium
hydroxide is required to change the colour to pink.
Colour change: pH 8.2 (colourless) to pH 10.0 (red).

Phenolphthalein Solution RI

A 10 gIL solution of phenolphrhalein R in ethanol
(96 per ten!> R.

Phenolphthalein-Thymol Blue Solution

Dissolve 0.1 g of r/tymol blue in a mixtureof 2.2 rnLof
O.IM sodium hydroxide and 50 mL of ethanol (96%) and
dilute to 100 rnL with water. Mix 3 volumes of this solution
with2 volumes of phenolphthalein solUlion.
Phenoxyacetic Acid 2-Phenoxyethanoic acid,
CSlIa03 = 152.1 (122-59-8)

Almost white crystals, sparingly soluble in water, freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), and in glacial aceticacid.
mp: about 98 °C.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Phenoxymethy/p<nici1lin (0148);
the chromatogram shows only one principal spot.
2-Phenoxyaniline z-Phenoxybenzenamine,
2-Aminophenyl phenyl ether; C12H, ,NO = 185.2
(2688-84-8)Phenoxybenzamlne Hydrochloride N-(2
Chloroethyl)-N-( l-methyl-2-phenoxyethyl)-benzylamine
hydrochloride; C,.H23CI,NO = 340.3

Content: 97.0 per cent to 103.0 per cent (dried substance).
White or almost white, crystalline powder, sparingly soluble
in water, freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 138 °C.

Loss on drying (2.2.32): maximum 0.5 per cent, determined
by drying over diphosphorus pentoxide R at a pressure not
exceeding 670 Pa for 24 h.

Assay. Dissolve 0.500 gin 50.0 mL of ethanol-free
chloroform R and extract with three quantities, each of 20 ml..,
of 0.01 1\0'1 hydrochlorit. add. Discard the acidextracts, filter
the chloroform layer through cotton and dilute 5.0 mL of the
filtrate to 500.0 mL with ethauol-free chloroform R. Measure
the absorbance of the resulting solution in a closed cell at the
maximum at 272 run. Calculate the contentof
C,sH23CI2NO, taking the specific absorbance to be 56.3.

Storage: protected from light.

2-Phenoxyethanol Pbenoxyethanol; CsHIO02 = i38.2
(122-99-6)
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Clear, colourless, oily liquid, slightlysoluble in water,freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 1.11.

n~o: about 1.537.

Freezing point (2.2.11f): minimum 12 "C.
Phenyl Benzoate C13HIO02 = 198.2 (93-99-2)
mp: about 70°.

General reagent gradeof commerce.
PhenylIsothIocyanate C,H,NS =135.2 (I03-72-(Jj

Liquid, insolublein water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 1.13.
n~o: about 1.65.

bp: about 221 "C.
mp: about -21 DC.

Use a grade suitable for protein sequencing.

Phenyl(5)methyl(95)polysiloxane
Polysiloxane substituted with 5 per cent of phenyl groups
and 95 per cent of methyl groups.

Phenyl(5)methyl(95)polysiloxane, Base-deactivated
Base-deactivated polysiJoxane substitutedwith 5 per cent of
phenyl groups and 95 per cent of methyl groups.

Phenyl(50)methyl(50)polysiloxane
Polysiloxane substituted with 50 per cent of phenyl groups
and 50 per cent of methyl groups.

Phenylacetic Acid CSH.02 = 136.2 (103-82-2)

White or almost white powder, soluble in water.
bp: about 265 "C.
mp: about 75°C.

L-Phenylalanine Phenylalanine; (63-91-2)

See Phenylalanine (0782).
o-Phenylbenzolc AcId 2-Biphenylcarboxylic acid;
C,,H'002 = 198 (947-84-2)
mp: about l1Y.
General reagent gradeof commerce.
2-Phenylbutanoic acid (2RS)-2-Phenylbutanoic acid
(primidone impurity E); C IOHI202 =164.2 (90-27-7)

General reagent grade of commerce containing> 95.0% of
ClOH1ZOZ
(2-Phenylbutanoyl)urea N-Carbamoyl-2
phenylbutanamide; z-Phenylburyrylurea, Pheneruride;
C IIH,.N202=206.2 (90-49-3)
General reagent grade of commerce containing> 95.0% of
CIIHI4NzOz.

(E)-4-Phenylbut-3-en-2-one Benzalacetone;
CIOH"P =146.2 (122-57-6)
White or pale yellow mass.

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.

bp: about 261 "C.
mp: about 39 "C.
N-Phenylcarbazole C,.H13N = 243.3 (1150-62-5)

mp: about 96°.

General reagent gradeof commerce.
A white to pale tan, crystalline powder.
p-Phenylenediamine Dlhydrochloride
1,4-Diaminobenzenedihydrcchioridej C6HIOCI2Nz = 181.1
(624-18-(Jj
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Crystalline powder or white or slightlycoloured crystals,
turning reddish on exposure to air, freely soluble in water,
slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
D-Phenylglycine (2R)-2-Amino-2-phenylacetic acid;
C.H,N02 = 151.2 (875-74-1)
Content: minimum 99 per cent.

White or almost white, crystalline powder.
DL-Phenylglyclne 2-Amino-2-phenylacetic acid;
«-Phenylglycine; C.H,N02 =151.2 (2835-06-5)

Phenylhydrazine CoHaN, = 108.1 (l0Q.63-(Jj

White or almost white, crystalline powder, becoming yellow
or dark red on exposure to air, melting at room temperature
givingan oily liquid, miscible with anhydrous ethanol,
sparingly soluble in water.
bp: about 244 "C, with decomposition.
mp: about 20 "C.
Phenylhydrazine Hydrochloride Phenylhydrazinium
chloride; CoH,ClN2 =144.6 (59-88-1)
White or almost white, crystalline powder, becoming brown
on exposure to air, soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).
mp: about 245 "C, with decomposition.
Storage: protected from light.

Phenylhydrazine Hydrochloride Solution Strong
phenylhydrazine hydrochloride solution

Dissolve 0.9 g of phenylhydrazine hydrochloride R in 50 mL of
waterR. Decolorise with activatedcharcoal R and filter.
To the filtrate add 30 mL of hydrochloric acid Rand dilute to
250 mL with waterR.
Phenylhydrazine-Sulfuric Acid Solution
Phenylhydrazine-sulphuric acid solution
Dissolve 65 mg of phenylhydrazine hydrochloride R, previously
recrystallised from ethanol (85 per cent Vlv.> R, in a mixture
of 80 volumes of waterRand 170 volumes of $ulfun"c acid R
and dilute to J00 mL with the same mixtureof solvents.
Prepare immediately before use.
I-Phenylplperazine C IOH,.N2 =162.2 (92-54-6) .
Slightlyviscous, yellow liquid, not miscible with water.
dlo: about 1.07.

n~: about 1.588.

3-Phenylpropanolc Acid Dihydrccinnamic acid;
CoH,CH2CH2C02H =150.17 (501-52-(Jj

mp: 47" - 50".
White £0 off-white powder or crystals.

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
f-Phenylpropan-z-ol (2RS)-I-Phenylpropan-2-01;
C,H'20 = 136.2 (698-87-3)
mp: 65 "C 10 67 "C.
I-Phenyl-I,2,3,4-tetrahydrolsoquinoline
C15H15N =209.3 (22990-19-1f)

Phloroglucide 2,3',4,5',6-Biphenylpemoli
C. 2HIOO, = 234.2 (491-45-2)
White or almost white powder, hygroscopic, light sensitive.
Slowly discolours on exposure to light.

Phloroglucinol Benzene-L'Lfi-triol;
C,H,O,,2H20 = 162.1 (6099-90-7)

White or yellowish crystals, slightlysoluble in water, soluble
in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 223°C (instantaneous method).
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Phloroglucinol Solution
To I mL of a 100 gIL solution of phloroglucinol R in "hanoi
(96 per cenV R, add 9 mL of hydrochloric acidR.

Storage: protected from light.
Phosalone C,zH"CINO.PSz =367.8 (23/Q-/7-fJ)

mp: 45 ·C to 48 ·C

A suitable certified reference solution(10 ng/IlL in lso
octane) may be used.

PhospholipId

Wash a quantity of humanor bovinebrain freed from
meningesand blood vesselsand macerate in a suitable
blender. Weigh 1000 to 1300 g of me macerate and measure
its volume (V mL). Extract withthree quantities, each of
4V ml., of acetone, filter by suctionand dry the precipitate at
370 for 18 hours. Extract the driedprecipitate with two
quantities, each of 2V ml., of a mixture of 2 volumes of
petroleum spin', (boiling range, 3U' to 4fF) and 3 volumes of
petroleum spin"l (boiling range, 4(f' to 6Cf), filtering each extract
through a filter paperpreviously washed with the petroleum
spirit mixture. Combine the extracts and evaporate to dryness
at 450 at a pressure not exceeding 0.7 kPa. Dissolve the
residue in 0.2V rnLof ether and allowto standat 40 until a
deposit is produced. Centrifuge and evaporate the clear
supernatant liquid under reduced pressure until the volume is
about 100 rnLper kg of the original macerate. Allow to
stand at 40 until a precipitate is produced (12 to 24 hours)
and centrifuge. To the clear supernatant liquid add
5 volumes of aCelotle, centrifuge, discard the supernatant
liquid, dry me precipitate and storeprotected from light in a
vacuumdesiccator.
Phosphomolybdic Acid Dodecamolybdophosphoric acid;
12MoO"H,PO.,xHzO (5/429-74-4)
Orange-yellow, fine crystals, freely solublein water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Phosphomolybdic Acid Soludon

Dissolve 4 g of phosphomolybdic acidR in water R and dilute
to 40 mL with the same solvent. Add cautiously and with
cooting 60 mL of sulfuric acid R. Prepare immediately before
use.
Phosphomolybdic Acid Solution, Ethanollc

A 20% wlv solution of phosphomolybdic acid in ethanol (96%).

Prepare immediately beforeuse.
Phosphomolybdotungstic Reagent lithium and sodium
molybdonmgstophosphate solution; Folin Ciocalteau phenol
reagent of commerce
Dissolve 100 g of sodium tungstate Rand 25 g of sodium
molybdate R in 700 mL of waterR. Add 100 mL of
hydroch/orU; add Rand 50 mL of phosphoric acidR. Heat the
mixture under a reflux condenser in a glassapparatus for
10 h. Add 150 g ofli'hium suffate R, 50 mL of water R and a
few drops of bromine R. Boil to remove the excess of bromine
(15 min), allow to cool, dilute £0 1000 mL withwaterRand
filter. The reagent should be yellow in colour. If it acquires a
greenish tint, it is unsatisfactory for use but may be
regenerated by boilingwith a few drops of bromine R. Care
must be taken to remove the excessof bromine by boiling.
SlQroge: at 2 ·C to 8 ·C.

Phosphomolybdotungstic Reagent, Dilute
To I volume of phosphomolybdotungstic reagent R add
2 volumes of waterR.
Phosphoric Acid, Dilute See Dilute phosphori<
acid (0005).
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Phosphoric Acid, Dilute RI

Dilute 93 mL of dilute phosphoric acidR to 1000 mL with
waterR.
Phosphorus Pentoxlde Diphosphorus pentoxide;
PzO, = 141.9 (/3/4-56-3)

Whiteor almostwhite powder, amorphous, deliquescent.
It is hydrated by water with the evolution of heat.
Storog»: in an airtight container.
Phosphotungstic Acid Solution

Heat under a reflux: condenser for 3 h, 10 g of sodium
IUngsrate R with 8 mL of phosphoric acidRand 75 mL of
waler R. Allow to cool and dilute [0 100 mL withwaterR.
Phthalaldehyde Benzene-I,2-dicarboxaldehyde;
CsH.Oz = 134.1 (643-79-8)

Yellow, crystalline powder.
mp: about 55 "C.

Storage: protected from light and air.
Phthalaldehyde Reagent

Dissolve 2.47 g of born: acid R in 75 mL of waterR, adjust to
pH 10.4 using a 450 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R
and dilute to 100 mL with walerR. Dissolve 1.0 g of
phthalaldehyde R in 5 mL of methanol R, add 95 mL of the
boric acid solution and 2 mL of Ihiog1ycol/ic addR and adjust

. to pH 10.4 with a 450 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R.
Storage: protected from light; use within 3 days.
Phthalazlne C.HoNz =130.1 (253-52-/)
Pale yellowcrystals, freely soluble in water, solublein
anhydrous ethanol, in ethyl acetate and in methanol.
mp: 89 DC to 92 DC.

Phthalein Purple Metalphthalein; 2,2',2",2"'-[0
CresoJphthalein-3',3"-bis(methylenenitrilo)]tetra-acetic acid;
(1,3-Dihydro-3-oxo-isobenwfuran-l-ylidene)bis[(6-hydroxy
5-methyl-3,I-pheny1ene)bis(methyleneimino)diacetic acid];
C32H32N2012)xH20 ;;;; 637, anhydrous substance
(24//-89-4)

Yellowish-white or brownish powder,practically insoluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent). The product maybe
found in commerce in the form of the sodium salt: a
yellowish-white to pink powder, soluble in water, practically
insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Test for sensitivity. Dissolve 10 mg in 1 mL of concentrated
ammonia R and dilute to 100 mL with waterR. To 5 mL of
the solutionadd 95 mL of waterR, 4 mL of concentraud
ammonia R, 50 mL of "hanoi (96 percenV Rand 0.1 mL of
0.1 1M barium chloride. The solution is blue-violet.
Add 0.15 mL of 0.1 M sodium edetase. The solutionbecomes
colourless.
Phthalic Acid Benzene-I,2-dicarboxylic acid;
CsH.O. = 166.1 (88-99-3)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, soluble in hot
Water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
Phthalic Anhydride Isobenzofuran-I,3-<1ione;
C.H.O, = 148.1 (85-44-'1)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
White or almostwhite flakes.
mp: 130 "C to 132 "C.

Assay. Dissolve 2.000 g in 100 mL of waterR and boil under
a reflux condenser for 30 min. Cool and titrate with 1 J....i
sodium hydroxide, using phenolphthalein solution R as indicator.
I mL of 11\1 sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 74.05 mg of
CsH.O,.
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Phthalic Anhydride Solution

Dissolve 42 g of phthalic anhydride R in 300 mL of anhydrous
pyridine R. Allow to stand for 16 h.

Storage: protected from light; use within I week.

Plcein 1-[4-(~-D-Glucopyranosyloxy)phenyl]ethanone;

p-(AcetylphenyI)-~-D-glucopyranoside;C,..H,.O, = 298.3
(510-14-1)

mp: 194·C to 195 ·C.

PIcric Acid 2A,6-Trinitrophenol; C.H,N,O, =229.1
(88-89-1)

Yellow prisms or plates, soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

Storage: moistened with waterR.
Picric Acid Solution
A 10 gIL solution of picric acidR.

Picric Acid Solution RI

Prepare 100 mL of a saturated solution ofpicric acid Rand
add 0.25 mL of'lTOIIg sodium hydroxide solution R.

Plcrolonic Acid 3-Methyl-4-nitro-I-(4-nitrophenyl)-5
pyrazolone; C,oH,.N.O, = 264.2 (550-74-1)
mp: about 1160

•

General reagent grade of commerce.

Complies w,ih thefollowing "'t.
Sensitivity Dissolve 25 mg in 10 mL ofwann waur
containing 0.1 mL ofglacial acetic acid; to 1 mL of this
solution add 1 mL of a 0.05% wlv solution of calcium chloride
previously heated to 60°. A buJky precipitate is produced
wilhin 5 minutes.

A yellow or brownish yellow, crystalline powder.

Picrotin (IR,3R,5S,8S,9R,12S,13R,14S)-I-hydroxy-14-(2
hydroxypropan-2-yl)-13-methyl-4,7, 10-trioxapentacyclo
[6.4.1.1.9,12.03,s.OS,13]tetradecane_6, ll-dione;
C"H,.O, = 310.3 (21416-51-5)
White or colourless crystalline powder or crystals, soluble in
boiling water and in ethanol (96 per cent), practically
insoluble in methylene chloride.

mp: 248 ·C to 250 ·C.

PIcrotoxinin (I R,3R,5S,8S,9R,12S,I3R, 14R)-I-hydroxy
13-methyl-14-(prop-l-en-2-yl)-4,7,I n-trioxapeneacyclo
[6.4,1.19,12,03,5.05.13]tettadecane-6,II-dione;

C"H,.O. = 292.2 (17617-45-7)

White or colourless crystalline powder or crystals, soluble in
methylene chloride, in ethanol (96 per cent) and in alkaline
solutions.

mp: 207 to 210 ·C.

a-Pinene (IR,5R)-2,6,6-Trimethylbicyclo[3.1.1 [hept-z
ene; C loHl. = 136.2 (7785-70-1f)
Liquid not miscible with water.

dJ8: about 0.859.
n'fi': about 1.466.

bp: 154 ·C '0 156 ·C.

a-Pinene usedin gaschromatography complies with thefollowing
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Biuer-onmge-fiouer oil (/175).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

~-Pinene 6,6-Dimethyl-2-methylenebicyclo[3.1.I]heptane;
C,off,. = 136.2 (127-91-»
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Colourless, oily liquid) odour reminiscent of turpentine,
practicaUy insoluble in water) miscible with ethanol
(96 per cent).

(i-Pinene usedin gaschromatography complies with the following
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Bittel'-orange-f/ower oil (/175).

Testsolution. The substance to be examined.

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.

1,4-Piperazinediethanesulfonlc Acid Piperazine-I,4
bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid); 2,2'-(Piperazine-I,4-diyl)
bis(ethanesuJfonic acid); Piperazine-N,N'-bis(2
ethanesulfonic acid); PIPES; C.H.,.N20.S2 = 302.4
(5625-17-6)

Content: minimum 99 per cent.

White, crystalline powder.

Piperazine Dipicrate Solution

Dissolve 0.2 g of piperazine hydrate in 3.5 mL of O.5M sulfuric
acidand 10 mL of water. Add 100 mL of picric acid
solution Rl, heat on a water bath for 15 minutes) cool and
filter. Wash the precipitate with water until the washings are
free from sulfate. Shake the precipitate with water to produce
a saturated solution and filter.

Piperazine Hydrate (142-61-2)

See Piperazine hydrate (0425).

Piperidine Hexahydropyridine; C,HIIN =85.2 (110-89-4)
Colourless to slightly yellow, alkaline liquid, miscible with
water, with ethanol (96 per cent) and with light petroleum.

bp: about 106 ·C.

Piperine (2E,4E)-I-(Piperidin-l-yl)-5-(I,3-benzodioxol-5
yl)pen'a-2,4-dien-l-one; I-Piperoyl-piperidine; 1-[(2E,4E)
5-(3,4-Methylenedioxyphenyl)-I-oxo-2,4-pentadienyl]
piperidine; C,1H,.NO, =285.3 (94-62-2)

Piperitone 6-Isopropyl-3-methyl-cyclohex-2-en-l-one;
C,oH,.O =152.2 (89-81-6)

Pirtmiphos-ethyl C"H,.N,O,PS = 333.4 (21505-41-1)
mp: IS ·C '0 18 "C.
A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJ.lL in
cyclohexane) may be used.

Plasma) Citrated Rabbit

Collect blood by intracardiac puncture from a rabbit that has
been fasted for 12 hours prior to the collection, using a
plastic syringe with a No.1 needle containing a suitable
volume of a 3.8% wlv solution of sodium citrate so that the
final volume ratio of citrate solution to blood is I :9. Separate
the plasma by centrifugation at 1500 to 1800 g at 15° to 20°
for 30 minutes.

Store at 0° to 6° and use within 4 hours of collection.
Plasma, Platelet-poor

Withdraw 45 mL of human blood into a 50 mL plastic
syringe containing 5 mL of a sterile 38 gIL solution of sodium
citrate R. Withou' delay, centrifuge at 1500 g a' 4 ·C for
30 min. Remove the upper two-thirds of the supernatant
plasma using a plastic syringe and without delay centrifuge at
3500 g at 4 °C for 30 min. Remove the upper two-thirds of
the liquid and freeze it rapidly in suitable amounts in plastic
tubes at or below -40°C. Use plastic or silicone-treated
equipment.

Plasma Substrate Substrate plasma

Separate the plasma from human or bovine blood collected
into one-ninth its volume of a 38 gIL solution of sodium
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citrate R, or into two-sevenths its volume of a solution
containing 20 g/L of disodium hydrogen citrate Rand 25 lifLof
glutoseR. With the former, prepare the substrate on the day
of collection of the blood. With the latter, prepare within
two days of collection of me blood.

Storage: at -20 "C.

Plasma Substrate Deficient in Factor V
Use preferably a plasma which is congenitally deficient, or
prepare it as follows: separate the plasma from human blood
collected into one tenth of its volume of a 13.4 gIL solution
of sodium oxalate R. Incubate at 37°C for 24 h to 36 h.
The coagulation time determined by the method prescribed
for coagulation factor V solution R should be 70 s to 100 s.
If the coagulation time is less than 70 s, incubate again for
12 h to 24 h.
Storage: in small quantities at a temperature of -20°C or
lower.

Factor VII-deficient Plasma
Plasma that is deficient in factor VII.

Plasma Substrate Rl Substrate plasma Rl

Use water-repellent equipment (madefrom materials such as
suitable plastics or suitably silicone-treated glass) for taking and
handling bload.
Collect a suitable volume of blood from each of at least five
sheep: a 285 mL volume of blood collected into 15 mL of
anticoagulant solution is suitable but smaller volumes may be
collected, taking the blood, either from a live animal or at the
time of slaughter, using a needle attached to a suitable
cannula which is long enough to reach the bottom of the
collecting vessel. Discarding the first few milfilitrea and
collecting only free-flowing blond, collect the blond in a
sufficient quantity of an anticoagulant solution containing
8.7 g of sodium citrate Rand 4 mg of aprolinin R per 100 mL
of water R to give a final ratio of blood to anticoagulant
solution of 19 to 1. During and immediately after collection,
swirl the flask gently to ensure mixing but do not aUow
frothing to occur. When collection is complete, close the flask
and cool to 10-15 "C. When cold, pool the contents of aU
the flasks with the exception of any that show obvious
haemclysis or clots and keep the pooled blood at 10-15 "C.

As soon as possible and within 4 h of collection, centrifuge
the pooled blond at 1000-2000 g at 10-15 "C for 30 min.
Separate the supernatant and centrifuge it at 5000 g for
30 min. (Faster centrifugation, for example 20 000 g for
30 min, may be used if necessary to clarify the plasma, but
filtration procedures should not be used.) Separate the
supernatant and, without delay, mix thoroughly and
distribute the plasma substrate into smaU stoppered
containers in portions sufficient for a complete heparin assay
(for example 10 mL to 30 toL). Without delay, rapidly cool
to a temperature below -70°C (for example by immersing
the containers into liquid nitrogen) and store at a
temperature below -30 "C.

The plasma is suitable for use as plasma substrate in the
assay for heparin if, under the conditions of the assay, it gives
a clotting time appropriate to the method of detection used
and if it provides reproducible, steep log dose-response
curves.

When required for use, thaw a portion of the plasma
substrate in a water-bath at 37°C, gently swirling until
thawing is complete; once thawed it should be kept at
10-20 °C and used without delay. The thawed plasma
substrate may be lightly centrifuged if necessary; filtration
procedures should not be used.
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Plasma Substrate R2
Prepare from human blood containing less than 1 per cent of
the normal amount of factor IX. Collect the blood into one
ninth its volume of a 38 gIL solution of sodium cilrate R.
Storage: in small amounts in plastic tubes at a temperature of
-30°C or lower.

Plasma Substrate R3

Prepare from human blood containing less than I per cent of
the normal amount of factor Xl Collect the blood into one
ninth its volume of a 38 gIL solution ofsodium citrate R.
Storage: in small amounts in plastic tubes at a temperature of
-30°C or lower.

Plasminogen, Human (9001-91-6)

A substance present in blood that may be activated to
plasmin, an enzyme that lyses fibrin in blood clots.

Platelet Substitute

To 0.5 to I g of phospholipid add 20 mL of a"ume and allow
to stand for 2 hours with frequent shaking. Centrifuge for
2 minutes and discard the supernatant liquid. Dry the
residue using a water pump, mix with 20 mL of chlorojonn
and shake for 2 hours. Filter under vacuum and suspend the
residue obtained in 5 to 10 mL of saline Solulion.
Prepare a dilution in saline solution so that it will give clotting
time differences between consecutive dilutions of the
reference preparation used in the Assay of factor IX fraction
of about 10 seconds.

Store the dilute suspensions at _30° and use within 6 weeks.

Plutonium·242 Splklng Solution
Contains 50 BqIL 2.2p U and a 134 mg/l., solution of
lanthanum chloride heprahydrate R in a 284 lifL solution of
mine acidR.
Poloxamer 124

General reagent grade of commerce.

Poloxamer 188 See Poloxamen (1464).
Polyamine Grafted l'oly(vlnyl alcohol) Copolymer
Copolymer beads of poly(vinyl alcohol) to which polyamine
is covalently bonded; The size range of the beads is specified
after the name of the reagent in the tests where it is used;
Polydatln 3-Hydroxy-5-[2-(4-hydroxyphenyl)eth-I-en-I-yl]
phenyl ~-D-glucopyranoside; Resvererrol-a-Bcmono-o
glucoside; C2.H220 . = 390.4 (659J4-17-Z)

Polyether Hydroxylated Gel for Chromatography

Gel with a small particle size having a hydrophilic surface
with hydroxyl groups. It has an exclusion limit for dextran of
relative molecular mass 2 x 105 to 2.5 X 106

•

Polyethylene Glycol 200 Macrogol 200; (25322-68-3)

Clear, colourless or almost colourless viscous liquid, very
soluble in acetone and in anhydrous ethanol, practically
insoluble in fatty oils.

dig: about 1.127-
n~: about 1.450.

Polyethylene Glycol 200 RI Macrogol 200 RI

Intrnduce 500 mL of macrogol 200 R into a 1000 mL round
bottom flask. Using a rotation evaporator remove any volatile
components applying for 6 h a temperature of 60°C and a
vacuum with a pressure of 1.5-2.5 kPa.

Polyethylene Glycol300 Mecrogcl 300; (25322-68-3)

See Macrogoh (1444).
Polyethylene Glycol 400 Macrogol 400; (25322-68-3)

See Macrogo/s (1444).
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Polyethylene Glycol 1000 Macrogol 1000; (25322-68-3)

See Macrogols (I444).

Polyethylene Glycol 1500 Macrogol 1500; (25322-68-3)

See Macrogols (I444).

Polyethylene Glycol 20,000 Macrogol 20 000

See Macrogols (I444).
Polyethylene Glycol Adipate Macrogol adipate;
Polyethyleneglycol adipare; (C,R"O<.l.. =M, (172.2)..
White or almost white, wax-like mass, practically insoluble in
water.
mp: about 43°C.

Polyethylene Glycol Succinate MacrogoJ succinate;
Polyethyleneglycol succinate; (C.R,O.).. = M, (144.1)..

White or almost white, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water.
mp: about 102 ·C.

Polyrnethacrylate Gel

A methacrylate-based size-exclusionstationary phase for
water-soluble samples.
Butylated Polyrnethacrylate Gel

Gel based on butylared methacrylic acid polymer.
Polyrnethacrylate Gel, Hydroxylated

Stationary phase for size-exclusionchromatography.
Gel based on hydroxylated methacrylic acid polymer.

Polyorganosiloxane for Oxygen-Containing
Compounds
Combinationof suitablepolyorganosiloxanes with high
affinityfor oxygen-containing compounds.

Polyoxyethylated Castor OIl

Light yellow liquid. It becomes clear above 26 ·C.

Polyoxyethylene 10 Lauryl Ether Decaethylene glycol
monododecyl ether; C'2H••Oll =626.9 (9002-92-U)

bp: about 100·

mp: about 24°
Generalreagentgradeof commerce.
Polyoxyethylene 23 Lauryl Ether Brij 35;
C"H1200 2• =1199.6 (9OO2-92-U)
bp: about 100·.

mp: about 43°.

General reagentgrade of commerce.
Polysorbate 20 (9005-64-5)

See Polysorbate 20 (0426).

Polysorbate 65 (9005-71-4)

Polysorbate 80 (9005-65-6)

See Polysarbate 80 (0428).

Polystyrene 900-1000 (9003-53-6)

Organic standard used for calibration in gas chromatography.
1Ww: about 950.

iWu/1WII : 1.1O.
PotassIum Acetate (127-08-2)

See Potassium acelate (1139).

Potassium Antimonate(v) Potassium pyroantimonate;
KSb(OH). = 262.9 (12208-13-8)
White or almost while, crystals or crystalline powder,
sparingly soluble in water.
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Potassium Antimonate(v) Solution Potassium
pyroantimonate solution
Dissolve 2 g of potassium pyroontimonaee R in 95 mL of hot
waterR. Cool quickly and add a solution containing 2.5 g of
pozassium hydroxide R in 50 mL of water R and I mL of dilute
sodium hydroxide solution R. Allow to stand for 24 h, filterand
dilute to J50 mL with water R.
Potassium Bicarbonate (298-14-6)

See Potassium hydrogen carlxmate R.
Potassium Bicarbonate Solution, Saturated
Methanolie See potassium hydrogen carbonate solution,
saturated methanolic R.
Potassium Borohydride Potassium retrahydroborare;
KBH. =53.94 (13762-51-1)

General reagentgradeof commerce.
PotassIum Bromate KBrO, = 167.0 (7758-01-2)

White or almost white granular powder or crystals, soluble in
water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Potassium BromIde (7758-02-3)

See Potassium bromide (0184).

Potassium bromide used for ;tifrared absorption spectrophotometry
(2.2.24) also romplies with thefollowing additional test.

A disc 2 mm thick prepared from the substance previously
dried at 250°C for I h, has a substantially flat baseline over
me range4000 cm' to 620 em". It exhibits no maxima
withabsorbance greater than 0.02 above the baseline, except
maxima for water at 3440 cm'" and 1630 em-t .

Potassium Carbonate Anhydrous potassium carbonate;
K,CO, = 138.2 (584-08-7)

White or almost white, granular powder,hygroscopic) very
soluble in water, practically insoluble in anhydrous ethanol.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Potassium Carbonate Sesquihydrate
K2CO"H"H,O = 165.2 (6381-79-9)
General reagent grade of commerce.
Potassium Chlorate KCIO, =122.6 (3811-04-9)

A white or almost white powder, granules or crystals, soluble
in water.
Potassium Chloride (7447-40-7)

See Potassium chloride (0185).

Potassium chloride used/or infrared absorption SpectropholOmetry
(2.2.24) also complies with the following additional test.

A disc 2 mm thick, prepared from the substancepreviously
dried at 250 DC for I h)has a substantially flat baselineover
the range4000 ern-[ to 620 cm-I. It exhibits no maxima
withabsorbance greater than 0.02 above the baseline, except
maximafor water at 3440 cm- I and 1630 cm'".

Potassium Chloride, 0.1.11:
A solution of potassium chloride R containing the equivalentof
7.45 g ofKCI in 1000.OmL.

Potassium Chromate Dipotassium chromate;
K2CrO. = 194.2 (7789-00-6)

Yellow crystals) freely soluble in water.
Potassium Chromate Soludon
A 50 gIL solution of potassium chromate R.
Potassium Citrate (61O()'05-6)

See Potassium citrate (0400).
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Potassium Cyanide KCN =65.1 (151-50-8)

\'<'hire or almost white) crystalline powder or white or almost
whitemass or granules) freely soluble in water, slightly
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

PotassIum Cyanide Solution

A 100 gIL solution ofpotassium cyanide R.
Potassium Cyanide Solution, Lead-free
Dissolve 109 of potassium cyanide R in 90 mL of water RJ

add 2 mL of strong hydrogen peroxide ,oIution R diluted I to 5.
Allow to stand for 24 h, dilute to 100 mL with waterRand
filter.
The solutioncomplies with the following test: take 10 mL of
the solution, add 10 mL of water Rand 10 mL of hydrogen
sulfide so/urian R. No colouris evolved even afteraddition of
5 mL of d.7ute hydrochlom acidR.
Potassium Cyanide Solution PbT
Dissolve 10 g of potassium G}'Qnidt in 90 mL of water, add
2 mL of hydrogen peroxide solution (20 wi), aUow to stand for
24 hours, diJute to 100 mL withwater and filter.
Potassium Dichromate Dipotassiumdichromate;
K2Cr20, =294.2 (7778-50-9)
Potassium dichromate used for the calibration of
specrrophotometers (2.2.25) contains not less than
99.9 per cent ofK2C(207) calculated withreference to the
substance dried at 130 DC.

Orange-red crystals, soluble in water, practically insoluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Assay. Dissolve 1.000 g in water R and dilute to 250.0 mL
with the same solvent. To. 50.0 mL of thissolution add a
freshly prepared solution of 4 g of potassium iodide R, 2 g of
sodium hydrogen carlxmate Rand 6 mL of hydrochloric acid R
in 100 mL of water R in a 500 mL flask. Stopper the flask
and allow to standprotected from lightfor 5 min. Titrate
with 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate, using I mL of iodide-free starch
solution R as indicator.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 4.903 mg of
KZC rZ0 1 .

Potassium Dichromate Solution
A 106 gIL solution of potassium di<hromate R.
Potassium Dichromate Solution, Dilute
A 7.0%w/vsolution of potassium dichromate.

Potassium Dichromate Solution Rl
A 5 gIL solution of potassium di<hromate R.
Potassium Dihydrogen Citrate C,H,KO, = 230.2

General reagent grade of commerce.
Potassium Dihydrogen Orthophosphate Potassium
dihydrogen phosphate; (7778-77-ff)

See Potassium dihydrogen phosphate (0920).
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate, 0.2M

A solutionof pocassium dihydrogen phosphate R containing the
equivalent of 27.22 g of KH2PO. in 1000.0 ml.,

Potasslum.Ferripertedate Solution
Dissolve I g of potassium periodate R in 5 mL of a freshly
prepared 120 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R.
Add 20 mL of water R and 1.5 mL of ferric chloride
solution Rl. Dilute to 50 mL with a freshly prepared 120 gIL
solution of potassium hydroxide R.
Potassium Fluoride KF =58.1 (7789-23-3)

Colourless crystals or white or almostwhite crystalline
powder, deliquescent, soluble in water, practically insoluble
in ethanol (96 per cent).
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Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(n) Potassiumferrocyanide;
K.,[Fe(CN),I,3H20 = 422.4 (14459-95-1)

Transparent yellowcrystals, freely soluble in water,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(m) Potassium ferricyanide;
K,[Fe(CN),l = 329.3 (13746-66-2)

Red crystals, freely soluble in water.
Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(n) Solution Potassium
ferrocyanidesolution
A 53 gIL solution ofpotassium ferrrx;yanide R.
Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(m) Solution Potassium
ferricyanide solution
Wash 5 g of potassium ferneyanide R with a litde water R,
dissolve and dilute to 100 mL with water R. Prepare
immediately before use.
Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(m) Solution, Dilute
Wash about 1 g of potassium hexacyanoferrate(IlJ) crystals with
a little waterand dissolve the washedcrystals in 100 mLof
water.
Produces a blue colour with solutionsof iron(n) salts.
Prepare immediately before use.
Potassium Hyaluronate (31799-91-<f)

Generalreagent grade of commerceobtained from human
umbilical cordsand freeze dried.
Protein, not more than 2%;chondroitin sulfate,not more
than 3%.
Potassiwn Hyaluronate Stock Solution
A 0.05% wlv solution of PDwssium hyaluronate.
Store below 00 and use within30 days.
PotassIum. Hydrogen Carbonate Potassium bicarbonate;
KHCO, =100.1 (298-14-6)

Transparent, colourless crystals, freely soluble in water,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Potassium Hydrogen Carbonate Solution, Saturated
Methanolle

Dissolve 0.1 g of potassium hydrogen carbonate R in 0.4 mL of
waterR, heating on water-bath. Add 25 mL of methanol R
and swirl, keeping the solution on the water-bath until
dissolution is complete. Use a freshly prepared solution.
Potassium Hydrogen Phthalate Potassium hydrogen
benzene-Lz-dicarboxylate, CaH,KO. = 204.2 (877-24-7)

Whiteor almostwhite crystals, soluble in water, slightly
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Potassium Hydrogen Phthalate, O.2M

A solution of potassium hydrogen phthalate R containing the
equivalent of 40.84 g of C.H,KO. in 1000.0 mL
Potassium Hydrogen Sulfate Potassium bisulfate;
Potassium bisulphate; Potassium hydrogen sulphate;
KHSO. =136.2 (7646-93-7)

Colourless, transparent, hygroscopic crystals, freely soluble in
water givinga strongly acidsolution.
Sromge: in an airtight container.
Potassium Hydrogen (+) ..Tartrate Potassium hydrogen
tartrate; C.H,KO, =188.2 (868-14-<f)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powderor colourless,
slightly opaque crystals, slightly soluble in water, soluble in
boiling water, practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Potassium Hydroxide (1310-58-3)

See Potassium hydroxide (0840).
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Potassium Hydroxide) 2MAlcoholic

Dissolve 12 g of potassium hydroxide R in 10 mL of waterR
and dilute to 100 mL with ethanol (96 percent) R.
Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanolic

Solutions of the requisite molarity may be obtained by
dissolving the appropriate amountof potassium hydroxide in
sufficient ethanol (96%) to produce 1000 mL.

Potassium Hydroxide in Alcohol (10% vlv), 0.5'"

Dissolve 28 g of potassium hydroxide R in 100 mL of ethanol
(96 per cent) R and dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
Potassium Hydroxide, Methanollc

Solutions of the requisite molarity may be obtained by
dissolving the appropriate amount of potassium hydroxide in
sufficient methanol to produce 1000 mL.

Potassium Hydroxide Solution, Alcoholic
Dissolve 3 g ofpotassium hydroxide R in 5 mL of waterRand
dilute to 100 mL with aldehyde-free alcohol R. Decant the
clearsolution. The solution should be almost colourless.
Potassium Hydroxide Solution Rt, Alcoholic

Dissolve 6.6 g ofpotassium hydroxide R in 50 mL of waterR
and dilute to 1000 mL with anhydrous ethanol R.
Potassium Iodate KID, = 214.0 (7758-05-6)
White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, solublein water.
Potassium Iodide (7681-11-11)
SeePotassium iodide (0186).
Potassium Iodide and Starch Solution
Dissolve 0.75 g of potassium iodide R in 100 mL of waterR.
Heat to boiling and add whilst stirringa solutionof 0.5 g of
soluble starch R in 35 mL of waterR. Boil for 2 min and allow
to cool.
Te5tfor sensitivity. A mixture of IS rnLof the potassium
iodide and starch solution, 0.05 mL of gladal acedc acidR
and 0.3 mL of iodine solution R2 is blue.
Potassium Iodide Solution
A 166 gIL solution of potassium iodide R.
Potassium Iodide Solution, Dilute
A 10% wlv solution of potassium iodide.
Potassium Iodide Solution, Iodinated
Dissolve 2 g of iodine R and 4 g of potassium iodide R in
10 mL of waterR. When solution is completedilute to
100 mL with water R.
Potassium Iodide Solution, Iodinated Rl
Dissolve 500 mg of iodine Rand 1.5 g of potassium iodide R
in water R anddilute to 25 mL with the same solvent.
Potassium Iodlde Solution, Saturated
A saturated solution of potassium iodide R in carbon dioxide-free
water R. Make sure the solution remains saturated as
indicated by the presence of undissolved crystals,
Test by adding to 0.5 mL of the saturated potassium iodide
solution 30 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of chloroform R
and 3 volumes of glacial acetic acidR, as well as 0.1 mL of
starch solution R. Any bluecolourformed should be
discharged by the addition of 0.05 mL of 0.1 M sodium
thiosulfate.

Storage: protected from light.
Potassium lodoblsmuthate Solution
To 0.85 g of bismuth subnitrate R add 40 mL of waterR,
10 mL ofglacial acetic acidRand 20 mL of a 400 gIL
solution of potassium iodide R.
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Potassium Iodobismuthate Solution, Acid
Dissolve 1.7 g of bismuth oxynitrale in a mixture of 80 mL of
waterand 20 mL of glacial acetic acid, warming if necessary,
cool, add 100 mL of a 50% w/v solutionof potassium iodide
and mix. Dilute 10 mL to 100 mL with water, add 10 mL of
glacialacetic acid, mix, add 0.12 g of iodine and shake until
the iodinehas completely dissolved.
Store at a temperature of 2° to 8° and use within 2 weeks.
Potassium Iodoblsmuthate Solution, Dilute
Dissolve 100 g of tartaric acid R in 500 mL of waterRand
add 50 mL of potassium iodcbismuthate solution Rl.
Storage: protected from light.

Potassium Iodobismuthate Solution Rl
Dissolve 100 g of tanaric acidR in 400 mL of water Rand
add 8.5 g of bismuth snbnitral< R. Shake for I h, add 200 mL
of a 400 gIL solution ofpotassium iodide R and shake well.
Allow ro standfor 24 h and filter.
Swrage: protected from light.

Potassium Iodoblsmuthate Solution R2

Swck solution. Suspend 1.7 g of bismuth subnitrate Rand 20 g
of tartaric acidR in 40 mL of water R. To the suspension add
40 mL of a 400 WL solution of potassium iodide R and stirfor
I h. Filter. The solution may be kept for several days in
brown bottles.
Spray solution. Mix immediately before use 5 mL of the stock
solutionwith 15 mL of waterR.
Potassium Iodobismuthate Solution R3

Dissolve 0.17 g of bismuth subnilrate R in a mixture of 2 mL
ofglacial acetic acidRand 18 mL of waterR. Add 4 g of
potassium iodide R, I g of iodine R and dilute to 100 mL with
dilute sn!furj£ acid R.
Potassium Iodoblsmuthate Solution R4

Dissolve 1.7 g of bismuth sub,"trate R in 20 mL ofglacial
acetic acidR. Add 80 mL of distiUed waterR, 100 mL of a
400 gIL solution of potassium iodide R, 200 mL of glacial
acetic acid R and dilute to 1000 mL with distilled waterR.
Mix 2 volumes of this solution with 1 volumeof a 200 WL
solutionof barium chloride R.
Potassium Iodobismuthate Solution RS
To 0.85 g of bismuth subnitrate R add 10 mL ofglacial acetic
acid R and gentlyhearuntil completely dissolved.
Add 40 mL of waterR and allow to cool. To 5 mL of this
solution,add 5 mLof a 400 f!/L solution of potassium
iodide R, 20 mL ofgla<ial acetic acidRand 70 mL of waterR.
Potassium lodoplatinate Solution
Add 5 mL of a 5% wlv solution of chloropiatinic(lV) acid to
45 mL of dilute potassium iodide solution and dilute £0 100 mL
with water.

Store in an amber glasscontainer.
Potassium Mercuri-iodide Solution, Alkaline
To 3.5 g of potassium iodide add 1.25 g of mercury(lt} chloride
dissolved in 80 mL of water and a cold, saturated solution of
mercury(lI) chloride in water, stirring continuously, until a
slightred precipitate remains. Dissolve 12 g of sodium
hydroxide in the resulting solutionand add a littlemore of the
saturated solution of mercury(rr) chloride and sufficient water
to produce 100 mL Allow to standand decant the clear,
supernatant liquid.
Potassium Nitrate KNO, =IOU (7757-79-1)

Colourless crystals, verysoluble in water.
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Potassium Perlodate Potassium metaperiodate;
KIO. =230.0 (779()'21-1f)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, soluble in water.
Potassium Permanganate (7722-64-7)

See Potassium permanganate (0121).
Potassium Permanganate and Phosphoric Acid
Solution

Dissolve3 g of potassium pennanganate R in a mixture of
15 mL of phosphoric acidRand 70 mL of waterR. Dilute to
100 mLwith water R.
Potassium Permanganate Solution
A 30 gfL solution of potassium pmnanganateR.
Potassium Permanganate Solution, Dilute
A 1.0% wlv solution of potassium pennanganate.
Potassium Perrhenate KReO. = 289.3 (10466-65-6)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystaUine powder, soluble in water,
slightly solublein ethanol (96 per cent), in methanol and in
propylene glycol.

PotassIum Persulfate Dipotassium peroxodisulphate;
Potassium persulphate; K2S20a = 270.3 (7727-21-1)

Colourless crystals or white or almostwhite, crystalline
powder, sparingly soluble in water, practically insoluble in
ethanol (96 per cent). Aqueous solutions decompose at room
temperature and more rapidly on warming.

Potassium Plumbite Solution
Dissolve 1.7 g of lead acetate R, 3.4 g ofpoumium citrate R
and 50 g of potassium hydroxide R inwaterRand dilute to
100 mL with the same solvent.
Potassium Pyroantimonate Solution Rl
Dissolve 2.0 g of potassium pyroantimonate R in 100 mL of
hot waterR. Boil for about 5 min, cool quickly and add
10 mL of a 150 gIL solution ofpotassium hydroxide R. Allow
to stand for 24 h andfilter.
Potassium Sodium (+)-Tartrate Sodium potassium (+)
tartrate; Sodium potassium tartrate;
C,H,KNaO.,4H20 =282.2 (6381-59-5)

Colourless, prismatic crystals. very solublein water.
Potassium Sorbate Sorbicacid potassium salt;
C.H,K02 = 150.2 (11()'44-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Potassium 4-sulfobenzoate 4-Sulfobenzoic acid
potassium salt; Potassium 4-carboxybenzenesulfonate;
C,H,KO,S = 240.3 (5399-63-3)

White, crystalline powder.
Potassium Terratodomercurate Solution
Dissolve 1.35 g of mercuric chloride R in 50 mL of waterR.
Add 5 g of potassium iodide R and dilute to 100 mL with
water R.
Potassium Tetraiodomercurate Solution, Alkaline
Dissolve II g of potassium iodide Rand 15 g of merauic
iodide R in water R and dilute to 100 mL with the same
solvent. Immediately before use, mix 1 volume of this
solution with an equalvolume of a 250 gILsolutionof
sodium hydroxide R.
Potassium Tetroxalate Potassium trihydrogen dioxalate;
C,H,KOs,2H20 =254.2 (61O()'20-5)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, sparingly soluble
in water, soluble in boiling water, slightly soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).
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Potassium Thiocyanate KSCN = 97.2 (333-20-rJ)

Colourless crystals, deliquescent, verysoluble in water and in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
Potassium Thiocyanate Solution
A 97 'ilL solution of potassium thiocyanate R.
Povidone (9003-39-8)

See Pwidone (0685).

Prednisolone C21H2.O, =360.5 (5()'24-8)

[-Ii::': ahout +97 (1% wlv in 1,4-dioxan).

mp: about 230°, withdecomposition.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Hygroscopic crystalline powder.
Prednisolone 21-Acetate C"HJQO. = 402.5 (52-21-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Procaine Hydrochloride See Procaine
hydrochloride (0050).

Proline (147-85-1)

See Proline (0785).
o-Prolyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-arglnlne a-Nltroanlltde
Hydrochloride n-Prolyl-t-phenylalanyl-t-arginine
4-nitroaniUde dihydrochloride; C2oH"CI2NsO, =612

Propane CJHa = 44.10 (74-98-6)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent VIV
Propane-Lz-dlol Propylene glycol; (57-55-6)

See Propylene glYcol (0430).
Propane-I,3-dlol 1,3-Dihydroxypropane; C,H.02 = 76.1
(504-63-2)

Colourless, viscous liquid.
bp: about 214 ·C.

mp: about-27°C.
Bis-tris Propane 2,2'-(propane-l,3-diyJdiimino)bis
[2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propanediol; CIIH"N20. =282.3
(64431-96-5)

Content: minimum99.0 percent.
Propanol RI (71-23-8)

See Propanol (2036).
2-Propanol RI

Complieswith the requirements prescribed for 2-propanol R
with the following additional requirements.
ng': about 1.378.
Water (2.5.12): maximum 0.05 percent, determined on 10 g.
Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.60 at 210 nm, 0.26 at
220 run, 0.13 at 230 nrn, 0.02 at 250 run, 0.01 at 260 run,
determined using waterR as compensation liquid.
2-Propanol R2 (67-63-0)

See Isopropyl alcohol (0970).

Propan-I-ol N-Propyl alcohol; Propanol; C,HsO =60.1
(71-23-8)

Clearcolourless liquid, miscible withwater and with ethanol
(96 per cent).

d;g: ahout 0.802 to 0.806.

bp: about 97.2 ·C.

Disrilla'ion range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 96 ·C and 99 ·C.

Propan-z-ol Isopropyl alcohol; 2-Propanol; C,H.O = 60.1
(67-63-0)
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Clear, colourless, flammable liquid, misciblewith water and
with ethanol (96 per cent).
tP,g: about 0.785.
bp: 81°C to 83 °C.

Prcpan-z-ol MB C,H.O =60.10 (67-61-0)
Analytical grade for molecular biology.
Propan-z-ol RI

n:f, about 1.378.

Complieswith the requirements prescribed for 2-propanol
with the following additional requirements.
Water (2.5.12) Maximum 0.05%, determined on 10 g.

Absorbance (2.2.25) Maximum 0.60 at210 nm, 0.26 at
220 nm, 0.13 at 230 nm, 0.02 at 250 nm, 0.01 at 260 nm,
determined using water as compensation liquid.

Propanolarnine 3-Amino-l-propanol; 3-Aminopropan-l
01; 3-Aminopropanol; C,H.NO = 75.1 (/56-87-6)
Clear, colourless, viscous liquid.
dig: about 0.99.
n~: about 1.461.
mp: about 11 °C.

Propetamphos CJOHwN0.PS =281.3 (11218-81-4)
A suitable certified reference solution (I0 ngI~L in
cyclohexane) may be used.
PropldJum Iodide 3,8-Diamino-5
[3(diethylmethylammonio)propyl)-6-phenylphenanthridinium
dllodide; C2,H,J2N. =668.4 (25515-/6-4)
Dark red solid.
Proplonaldehyde Propanal; C,H.O =58.1 (121-18-6)
Liquid freely soluble in water, misciblewith ethanol
(96 per cent).

dig: about 0.81.
nbo: about 1.365.

bp: about 49°C.
mp: about -81 "C.

Propionic Acid C,H.02 = 74.1 (79-09-4)
Oily liquid, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), misciblewith
water.

dig: about 0.993.
n~: about 1.387.

bp: about 141°C.
mp: about -21 "C.

Propionic Anhydride C.HIOO, = 130.1 (/21-62-6)
Clear, colourless liquid, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
tP,g: about 1.0I.
bp: about 167°C.
Propionic Anhydride Reagent
Dissolve I g of toluenesulfonic acidR in 30 mL of glacial acetic
acidR, add 5 mL of propionic anhydride R and allow to stand
for at least 15 min beforeuse.
Storage: use within 24 h.

Propranolol Hydrochloride C1oH21N02,HCl = 295.8
(118-98-9)

mp: about 1640
•

General reagent grade of commerce.
Propyl Acetate C,HlO02 =102.1 (109-60-4)
tP,g: about 0.888.
bp: about 102°C.
mp: about -95°C.
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Propyl 4-Hydroxybenzoate Propyl parahydroxybenzoate;
(94-11-1)
See Propyl parahydroxybenzoate (041/).

Propylene Oxide C,H.O =58.1 (75-56-9)
Colourless liquid, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).
Protamine Snifate (51597-25-4 (sa/mine) 9007-11-2
(dupeine)

See Protamine sulfate (0569).
Protopine Hydrochloride C2oH,oCIN05 = 389.8
(6164-47-2)

5-Methyl-4,6,7,14-tetrahydrobis[1,3)benzodioxolo[4,5
<:5',6' -g]32ccin-13(5H)-onehydrochloride.
PSMA·ll (3S,7S)-22-[3-[[[2-[[[5-(2-Carboxyethyl)-2
hydroxyphenyl)methyl)(carboxyrnethyl)amino)
ethyl)(carboxyrnethyl)amino)methyl)-4-hydroxyphenyl)-
5)13,20-ttioxo-4,6,12,19-telraazadocosane-l )3,7-tricarboxylic
acid supplied as trifluoroacetate salt; C.HH62N6011 ::: 947
(/166102-52-4)
White or almostwhitepowder, freely soluble in water.
Comem: minimum 96.0 per cent (anhydrous and
trifluoroacetic acid-free substance).
PSMA-I007 (3S,IOS,14S)-1-[4-[[(2S)-4-Carboxy-2-[(2S)
4-carboxy-2-(6-lIuoropyridin-3-amido)butanamido)
butanamido)methyl)phenyl]-3-[(naphthalen-2-yl)methyl)
1,4,12-lrioxo-2,5,11,1 3-tetraazahexadecane-l0,14J16
tricarboxylic acid; C.~9H5.sFN8016::: 1031
White or almostwhitepowder.
Pterolc Acid 4-[[(2-Amino-4-oxo-I,4-dihydropteridin-6
yl)methyl)amino]benroic acid; C,,H'2N.O, = 312.3
(/19-24-4)
Crystals, soluble in solutions of alkali hydroxides.
Puerarln 7,4'-Dihydroxy-8-G-g1ucosyliso-haloprone; 8-1l
n-Glucopyranosyl-7-hydroxy-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-4H-I
benzopyran-a-one; C21Hu,o. =416.4 (1681-99-(f)
Pulegone (R}-2-Isopropylidene-5-methylcyclohexanone;
(+)-p-Menth-4-en-3-one; ClOH1.O = 152.2 (89-82-7)
Oily, colourless liquid,practically insoluble in water, miscible
with ethanol (96 per cent).

tf,~: about 0.936.
n~o: 1.485 to 1.489.
bp: 222°C to 224 °C.
Pulegone used in gas chromawgrap!ry romplies with the following
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppmnint oil (0405).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content. minimum 98.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
PulInianase Pullulan-6-glucanohydrolase obtained from
Klebsiella pneumoniae; (9075-68-7)
Content: minimum 30 units/mg of protein.
One unit represents the enzymatic activity required to
produce J.O pmol of maltotriose from pullulan per minute at
pH 5.0 at 30°C.
DETERMINATION OF PULLULANASE ACfIVITY

Substrate. Dissolve 0.250 g of pullulan in 20.0 mL of water R,
adding pullulan to the water.
Buffer solution A. 21 gILsolution of citricacidmonohydrate R
adjusted to pH 5.0 with a 27 gIL solution of disodium
hydrogen phosphate dod«ahydrate R.
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Buffersohuion B. Prepare a 136 gIL solution of sodium
autote R adjusted to pH 6.0 with dilute acetic acid R. Dilute
1 mL of this solution (0 100 mL with water R.
Somogyireagent. To 28 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen
phosphate Rand 40 g of sodium potassium tartrate R add about
700 mL of walei' R. Add 100 mL of a 42 gIL solution of
sodium hydroxide R and mix. Add 80 mL of a 100 gIL
solution of copper su/fate peutahydrate R. Heat until complete
dissolution. Add 180 g of anhydrous sodium su/fate Rand
adjust the volwne to 1 L with waUT R. Allow to stand at
room temperature for 1 or 2 days to let insoluble matter
precipitate. Filter the solution and keep the filtrate in a
brown-glass bottle with a ground-glass stopper.

Nelson reagent. Dissolve 50 g of ammoniummolybdate R in
900 mL of walei' R. Add 42 g of sulfuric acid R and mix.
Dissolve 6 g of disodium anenate R in 50 mL of waterR.
Add the latter solution to the 1st solution, and allow to stand
in a brown-glass bottle with a ground-glass stopper at 37°C

for 1 or 2 days.
Gluc.ose standard solution. Dry glucose R at a pressure less than
6 kPa at 60 "C for 5 h, and calculate the water content.
Transfer 10.00 g of dried glucose to a volumetric flask,
dissolve with water R, dilute to 1.0 L with the same solvent,
and mix. Transfer 10.0 mL of this solution to a volumetric
flask and dilute to 1.0 L with waterR. Each millilitte
contains 100 JAg of glucose.

Pullulanase diluent. Dilute pullulanase R with buffer solution B
to prepare a solution with an enzyme activity of about
0.2 unitslmL. The measurement range is between 0.1 and
0.4 unitsimL. Record the dilution factor (D). This diluent is
used as a diluted enzyme. solution.

Procedure. Transfer 4.0 mL of substrate to a test tube and
add 0.5 mL of buffer solution A, mix, and incubate at 30°C.
Add 0.5 mL of pullulanase diluent and mix thoroughly. After
30 s, transfer 1.0 mL of this solution to a test tube labelled
Cl pullulan test solution 1", add 2.0 mL of Somogyi reagent,
and mix. After 30.5 min, transfer 1.0 mL of the mixture of
substrate and pu11ulanasediluent to a second test tube
labelled "pullulan test solution 2", add 2.0 mL of Somogyi
reagent, and mix. In a third test tube labelled "standard
blank", mix 2.0 mL of Somogyi reagent and 1.0 mL of
waterR. In a fourth test tube labelled "glucose standard
solution", mix 2.0 mL of Somogyi reagent and 1.0 mL of
glucose standard solution, and add 1.0 mL of waterR.
Incubate the fourth test tube in a water-bath for exactly
10 min. Remove the tube and allow it to cool under running
water. Add 2.0 mL of Nelson reagent, mix well, and allow
the solution to stand for at least 15 min. Add 5.0 mL of
waterR to each of the 4 test tubes and mix thoroughly.
Determine the absorbance at 520 nrn of the standard blank
(Ab1ao0, the glucose standard solution (Astdl, pullulan test
solution I (Ao) and pullulan test solution 2 (A,o), using
waterR as the blank. One unit is defined as the enzymatic
activity required to produce 1 pmol of maltotriose (measured
as glucose) from pullulan per minute. Calculate the
pullulanase activity, P, in unitslmL, using the foUowing
expression:

[(A,o - Ao)/(ASld -Abb,,)1 x 0.185 x D

MEASUREMENT OF PROTEIN CONTENT (MEASURED AS

ALBUl\UNOID CONTENI) FOR THE CM.CUl.ATION OF SPECIRC

ACTIVITY

Reagent A. Prepare a solution having known concentrations
of about 4 gIL of sodium hydroxide R and about 21 gIL of
anhydrous sodium carbonate R.
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Reagent B. Transfer 0.5 g of copper su/fate pemahydrate Rand
1.0 g of sodium citrate R [0 a volumetric flask, dissolve in and
dilute with waterR to 100.0 ml., and mix.

Lowry solution. .Mix 50 volumes of reagent A and 1 volume of

reagent B.
DilutedFolin-Ciocalteu's phenolreagent (for albuminoid
quantification). Prepare a two-fold dilution of the
commercially available 2 N Folin-Ciocalteu's phenol reagent
or prepare a solution by making an appropriate dilution of
phasphomolybdotungsti< reagent R.
Bovine albumin standard slOCk solution. Transfer 50.0 mg of
bovine albumin R to a volumetric flask, dissolve in and dilute
with uuuer R to 500.0 mL, and mix. It contains 100 ~g/mL

of bovine albumin.
Standardsolutions. Using appropriate dilutions of bovine
albumin standard stock solution in water R, prepare 5
standard solutions having concentrations equally spaced
between 5 ~g/mL and 100 ~g/mL of bovine albumin.

Testsolution. Dilute pullulanase R with buffer solution B in
order to obtain a solution having a concentration of
60-70 ~g/mL of albuminoid. Water may be used as diluent.
Record the dilution factor, Dc·
Procedure. Introduce into separate tubes 0.3 mL of each of
the standard solutions, me test solution and waterR.
Add 3.0 mL of Lowry solution to each tube and mix.
Incubate at room temperature for 10 min. Add 0.3 mL of
diluted Folin-Ciocalteu's phenol reagent to each tube, mix
immediately, and allow to stand at room temperature for
60 min. Determine the absorbances of the standard solutions
and the test solution at the wavelength of maximum
absorbance, about 750 nm, using water R as the bJank.

Calculau·on. The relationship of absorbance to protein
concentration is non-linear; however, if the standard curve
concentration range is sufficiently small, it will approach
linearity. Using linear regression method, plot the
absorbances of the standard solutions versus the protein
(bovine albumin) concentrations, in J.lg1mL. Using the plot,
determine the concentration of protein (albuminoid content),
CalbuminoidJ in p.glmL, in the test solution. Calculate the
albuminoid concentration, in mglmL, in pullulanase R using
the following expression:

Gproton = (Calbuminoid x Dr)/1000

Calculate the specific activity, in units/mg, of pullulanase
using the formula:

p::::;; pullulanase activity in unitslmL.

Pumice Powder
Pumice of commerce, powdered and sifted, which passes
through a 710 pm sieve, but is retained on a 250 IJm sieve.

Putrescine 1,4-Butanediamine; Tetramethylenediamine;

C.H'2N2 =88.15 (110-60-1)
Colourless oily liquid, very soluble in water. Strong
piperidine-like odour.

bp: about 159 'C.

mp: about 23 'C.
Pyrazine-2-carbonitri1e 2-Cyanopyrazine; Clear, pale
yellow liquid; C,H,N, = 105.1 (19847-12-2)

Content: minimum 99 per cent.
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Detection: flame ionisation.
lnjeaion: 1 J.lL of the test solution.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
Pyruvic Acid 2-0xopropanoic acid; C3H403 = 88.1
(127-17-1)

Yellowish liquid, miscible with water and withanhydrous
ethanol.
d~g: about 1.267.

n~: about 1.43.
bp: about 165 "C.

Quercetin Dihydrate 2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3,5,7
trihydroxy-4H-I-benzopyran-4-one;
C15HIOO7>2H,o =338.2
Yellowcrystals or yellowish powder, practically insoluble in
water, soluble in acetone and in methanol.
Water (2.5.12): maximwn 12.0 per cent, determined on
0.100 g.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Ginkgoleaf (1828).

Conlent:minimum 90 percent (anhydrous substance)
calculated by the normalisation procedure.
Storage: protected from light.

Pyrogallol Solution, Alkaline

Dissolve 0.5 g of pyrogallol R in 2 mL of carbon dioxide-free
waterR. Dissolve 12 g of potassium hydroxide R in 8 mL of
carbon dioxide-/ree waterR. Mix the two solutions immediately
before use.
Pyrrolidine C.H.N = 71.1 (123-75-1)

Content: minimum 99 per cent,

bp: 87 "C to 88 "C.

2-Pyrrolidone Pyrrolidin-2-one; C.H7NO = 85.1
(616-45-5)

Liquidabove25 °C, miscible with water, with anhydrous
ethanol and with ethylacetate.
cP,': 1.116.

Wa"'r (2.5.12): maximum 0.2 per cent determined on 2.00 g.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution. Dissolve 1.0 g in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Column:
- material: glass;-
- size: 1= 30 m; 0 = 0.53 mm;
- swtionary phase: mturogol 20 000 R (1.0 pm).

Canier gas: helium for chromatography R.
Flow rale: adjusted so that the retention timeof 2-pyrrolidone
is about 10 min.
Split ratio: 1:20.

Temperature:

Pyridine CsHsN = 79.1 (110-86-1)
Clear, colourless liquid, hygroscopic, miscible with water and
with ethanol (96 per cent).

bp: about 115 "C.

Storage; in an airtight container.

Pyridine, AnhydJ:ous
Dry pyridine R over anhydrous sodium carbonate R. Filter and
distil.
Water (2.5.12): maximum 0.01 per cent mlm.

Pyridine Bromide Solution

Dissolve 8 g of [>yIidine and 5.4 mL of sulfuri< acid in 20 mL
of gladal acetic add, keeping the mixture cool. Add 2.6 rnL of
bromine dissolved in 20 mL of glacial autic acid and dilute £0

1000 mL with glacial acetic acid.
Prepare immediately before use.
Pyridine-4-carbonitrlle 4-Cyanopyridine;
C.H.N2 = 104.1 (100-48-1)

White or almost white crystalline powder.

bp: 194"C to 196 "C.

mp: 76 "C to 79 "C.
Pyridine-3-carboxaldehyde Nicotinaldehyde;
C"H.,NO = 107.l (500-22-1)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Weight per mL, 1.14 g.

Pyridinium Hydrobromide Perbromide Pyridinium
tribromide(I-); CsH.Br,N = 319.8 (39416-48-3)

Red crystals.
2-Pyridylamine Pyrid-2-ylamine; 2-Aminopyridine;
Pyridin-2-amine; CsH.N2 =94.1 (504-29-0)

Large crystals soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
bp: about 210 "C.

mp: about 58 "C.
Pyridylazonaphthol PAN; C 15HlIN,O = 249.3 (85-85-8)

Brick-red powder, practically insoluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 percent), in methanol and in hot dilutealkali
solutions.
mp:about 138 "C,

Pyridylazonaphthol Solution

A I gIL solotion of pyridyIazonaphthol R in anhydrous
ethanol R.
Test forsemitivity. To 50 mL of waterR add 10 mL of arew",
buffersolution pH 4.4R, 0.10 mL of 0.02 M sodium edeuue
and 0.25 mL of the pyridylazonaphthol solution. After
addition of 0.15 mL of a 5 gIL solution of copper sulfa'"
pentahydrate R, the colourchanges fromlight yellow to violet.
4-(2-Pyridylazo)resorcinol Monosodium Salt
CIlHgN,Na02. H 20 = 255.2 (16593-81-0)

Orange crystalline powder.
Pyrogallol Benzene-I,2,3-triol; C,H.O, = 126.1 (87-66-1)

White or almost whitecrystals, becomingbrownish on
exposure to air and light, very soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent), slightly soluble in carbon disulfide.
On exposure to air, aqueous solutions, and more rapidly
alkaline solutions, become brown owing to the absorption of
oxygen.
mp: about 131 "C.

Swrage: protected from light

Column

Injection PO"

Tbne
(mIn)

0- 1

I - 12

12 - 32

Temperature
("C)

80

80 ---> 190

190

200
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Quercitrin Quercetin 3-L-rhamnopyranoside; 3-[(6-Deoxy
IX-L-mannopyranosyl)oxy]-2-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-5,7
dihydroxy-4H-l-benzopyran-4-one; Quercitroside;
C"H,.Oll =448.4 (522-12-3)
Yellow crystals, practically insoluble in cold water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 176"C to 179 "C.

Chromatography. Thin-Iayer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Goldenrod (1892): apply 20 ~L

of the solution; after spraying, the chromatogram shows a
yellowish-brown fluorescent zone with an Rp of about 0.6.
Storage: at a temperature of 2 °C to 8°C.
Quillala Saponlns, Purlfied

A mixture of related saponms obtained from the bark of
Quillaja soponoria Molina s.l.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph QuiPaia bark (1843): apply
5 IJL of the solution; aftertreating with a 10 per cent VIV
solution of sulfuric acidR in methanol R, heat at 120°C for
5 min and examine in daylight; the chromatogram shows
3 principal zones in the upperpart of the middle third.
Qulnaldlne Red 2-(4-dimethylaminostyryl)quinoline
ethiodide; C"H,,!N, = 430.3 (117-92-(})
Darkbluish-black powder, sparingly soluble in water) freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Quinaldlne Red Solution
Dissolve O.l g of quinaldine redR In methanol R and dilute to
100 mL with the same solvent.
Colour change: pH 1.4 (colourless) to pH 3.2 (red).
Quinhydrone Equimolecular compound of
l,4-benzoquinone and hydroqulnone; C izH IO04 = 218.2
(106-34-3)

Darkgreen) lustrous crystals or a crystalline powder) sUghtly
soluble in water) sparingly soluble in hot water) soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent) and in concentrated ammonia.
mp: about 170°C.
Quinldlne (S)-(6-Methoxyquinol-4-yl)[(2R,4S,5R)-5
vinylquinuclidin-2-yl]methanol; C,oH,.,N,O, =324.4
(56-54-2)
Whiteor almost white crystals) veryslightly solublein water)
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), slightly soluble in
methanol.
10J~': about + 260, determined on a 10 gIL solution in
anhydrous ethanol R.
mp: about 172°C.
Storage: protected from light.
Quinldlne Sulfate Quinidine sulphate; (6591-63-5)
See Quinidine sulfare (0017).

Quinine (R)-(6-Me\hoxyquinol-4-yl)[(2S,4S,5R)-5
vinylquinuclidin-2-yl)methanol;C~,.,N,O, = 324.4
(130-95-())

Whiteor almostwhite, microcrystalline powder) very slightly
soluble in water) slightly soluble in boiling water, very soluble
in anhydrous ethanol.
(1X1~: about-167) determined on a 10 gILsolution in
anhydrous ethanol R.
mp: about 175 "C.
Storage: protected from light.
Quinine Hydrochloride (6119-47-7)

See Quinine hydrochloride (0018).
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Quinine Sulfate Quinine sulphate; (6119-70-6)

See Quimnesulfare (0019).

Quinoline C,H7N = 129.2 (91-22-5)
ng': 1.624 to 1.627.

A pale yellow liquid.
General reagent grade of commerce, suitable for phosphate
assay.
Complies with thefollowing requirement.
Tarry impurities Dissolve 1.0 g in a mixture of 2.5 mL
of warer and 2.5 mL of hydrochloric acid. Add 3 mL of water
and 1 mL of potassium chromau solution and heat to boiling.
The solutionshows no darkening andno black deposit.
Store protected from light.
Quinoline Solution
Dissolve 50 mL of quinoline in a mixture of 60 mL of
hydrochloric acidand 300 mL of water previouslyheated to
70°) cool and filter.
3-Qulnuclidlnol (3R)-I-Azabicydo[2.2.2]octan-3-01;
C7H"NO =127.2 (1619-34-7)
Comem: minimum 99 percent.
Light yellow powder.
Rahblt Erythrocyte Suspension
Prepare a 1.6 percent VIV suspension of rabbit erythrocytes
as follows: defibrinate 15 mL of freshly drawn rabbit blood
by shaking with glass beads, centrifuge at 2000 g for 10 min
andwash the erythrocytes with three quantities, each of
30 mL, of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R. Dilute
1.6 mL of the suspension of erythrocytes to 100 mL with a
mixture of I volume of phosphare buffer solution pH 7.2 Rand
9 volumes of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.
Rabies Antlserum, Fluorescein-conjugated
Immunoglobulin fraction with a highrabies antibody titre)
prepared from the sera of suitable animals thathave been
immunised with inactivated rabies virus; the inununoglobulin
is conjugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate.
Racloprlde Tartrate Raclopride t-tartrate;
C,aH2.CI,N,O, =497.3 (98185-Z()-7)

Whiteor almostwhite solid, sensitive to light) soluble in
water.
[01:,': + 0.3, determined on a 3 gIL solution.
mp: about 141°C.
Raffinose p-o-Fructofuranosyl IX-O
galactopyranosyl-(I~6)-<t-o-glucopyranoside;
C,aH"O,. = 504.4 (512-69-6)
Raffinose Pentahydrate P-o-Fructofuranosyl ~-o
galactopyranosyl-(l~6)-<t-o-g1ucopyranoside pentabydrate;
C18H3,OI6>5H,O = 594.5 (17629-30-(})

Content: minimum 98.0 percent.
Crystalline powder.

mp: about 80 "C.
Raltegravir Potassium C,oH,oFKN.O, (871038-72-1)

See Ralregravir potassium (2887).

Rapeseed Oil See Rapeseed 017, refined (1369).

Reducing Mixture Hydrazine reducing mixture
Grind the substances addedin the following order to obtain
a homogeneous mixture: 20 mg of potassium bromide R, 0.5 g
of hydraz.ne sulfare Rand 5 g of sodium chloride R.
Relchstein's Substance S C2IH3.O, = 346.5 (152-58-9)
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.
mp: about 208 "C.
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Reserpine Methyl 1l,17Cl-dimethoxy-18jl-[(3,4,5
trimethoxybenzoyl)oxy]-3p,20Cl-yohimban-16jl-carboxylate;
C"RtoN,O. =609 (50-55-5)
General reagent gradeof commerce.
Resin for Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography
Non-porousresin consistingof spherical polymethacrylate
particles bonded with butyl groups.
pH limilS of use: 2 to 12.
Resin for Reversed-phase Ion Chromatography
A neutral, macroporous, high specific surface area with a
non-polar character resin consisting of polymer lattice of
polystyrene cross-linked with divinylbenzene.
Resin, Weak Cationic See weak cationic min R.
Resorcinol Benzene-I,3-diol; (108-46-3)

See Resorcinol (0290).

Resorcinol Reagent

To 80 mL of hydrochloricacid RI add 10 mL ora 20 gIL
solution of resorcinol Rand 0.25 mL of a 25 gIL solution of
copper sulfa" pemahydrate R and dilute to 100.0 mL with
waler R. Prepare the solution at least 4 h before use.

Storage: at 2 °C [0 8 °C for 1 week.

Resveratrol 3,4',5-5tilbenetriol; 5-[(B)-2-(4
Hydroxypbenyl)ethenyl]benzene-I,3-diol; C14HI20, = 228.2
(50 J-36-rJ)
t-Rhamnose (2R,3R,4R,5R,6S)-6-Methyltetrabydro-2H
pyran-2)3,4)5-tetrol monohydrate; 6-DeoXY-<X-L
mannopyranose monohydrate; c-t-Rharnnopyranose
monohydrate; L-(+)-Rhamnose monohydrate; Rhamnose;
C.HI2O"H,O = 182.2 (6155-35-7)
White or ahnost white) crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water.
[a]~: + 7.8 to + 8.3) determined on a 50 gIL solution in
water R containing about 0.05 per cent of NH.3.
Rhaponticin Rhapontin; 4'-memoxystilbene-3J3',5-triol

3-glucoside; C2IH,.O. =420.4 (155-58-1/)
Yellowish-grey) crystalline powder) solublein ethanol
(96 per cent) and in methanol.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the monograph Rhubarb (0291); the
chromatogram shows only one principal spot.
Rhein 4,5-Dibydroxy-9,lo-dioxo-9,10-dibydroanthsacene
2-carboxylic acid; 1)8-Dihydroxy-3-carboxyamhraquinonej
C15H.O. = 284.2 (478-43-3)
Rhodamine 6 G 9-[2-(Ethoxycarbonyl)phenyl]-3,6
bis(ethylamino)-2,7-dimethylxanthenylium chloride;
C"H3IClN,O, = 479.0 (989-38-1/)
Colour Index No. 45160
Brownish-red powder.
Rhodamine B Basic violet 10; C,.H3IClN,O, = 479.0
(81-88-9)

Schultz No. 864
Colour Index No. 45170
Green crystals or reddish-violet powder, very solublein water
and in ethanol (96 per cent).
RhyncbophyUine lvIethyl (16B)-17-methoxy-2-oxo-16,17
didebydro-7p,20Cl-corynoxan-16-carboxylate; Methyl (16B)
16-(methoxymethylidene)-2-oxo-7p,20Cl-corynoxan-17-oate;
C"H,aN,O. =384.5 (76-66-4)
Ribose n-Ribose; C,HlO05 =150.1 (50-69-1)

Soluble in water) slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: 88 'C to 92 'C.
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Ricinoleic Acid (9Z,12R)-12-Hydroxyoctadec-9-enoic
acid; 12-Hydroxyoleicacid; C,.H,.O, =298.5 (141-22-0)

Yellow or yellowish-brown viscous liquid, consistingof a
mixture of fatty acids obtainedby the hydrolysis of castoroil)
practically insoluble in water) verysoluble in anhydrous
ethanol.
~: about 0.942.
n~o: about J.472.
mp: about 285 °C, with decomposition.
Rosmarinlc Acid C,aH••O. = 360.3 (20283-92-5)

mp: 170 'C to 174 'C.
Rosuvastatin Ethyl Ester Ethyl (3R,5S,6B)-7-[4-(4
f1uorophenyl)-2-(N-methylmethanesuifonamido)-6-(propan-2
yl)pyrimidin-5-yl]-3,5-dibydroxyhept-6-enoate;
C,.H"FN,O.S = 509.6 (851443-04-4)
Content: minimum 98 per cent.
White or pale yellowpowder.
Ruscogenins
Mixture of neoruscogenin (C:nH 400 4 = 428.6) and
ruscogenin (C"H.,O. = 430.6)
General reagent grade of commerce.
Ruscogenins used in liquid chromawgraphy complies with the
following test.

Assay Carry out the method described in the monograph
for Butcher's Broom.The content is not less than 90% of
ruscogenins of which at least 60% consistsof neoruscogenin,
calculated by the normalisation procedure.
The reagent fromVinyals laboratory has been found suitable.
Rutecarpine 8,13-Dibydroindolo[2',3':3,4]pyrido[2,I-b]
quinazolin-5(7H)-one; C••H 13N,O =287.3 (84-26-4)
Ruthenium Red Ammoniated ruthenium oxychloride;
[(NH,),RuORu(NH,).ORu(NH,,,)CI.,4H,O = 858
(11103-72-3)
Brownish-red powder) soluble in water.
Ruthenium Red Solution
A 0.8 gIL solution of ruthenium redR in lead aula,.
solution R.
Rutin (250249-75-3)

See Rutoside trihydnue R.
Rutoside Trihydrate (250249-75-3)
See Rtuoside trihydra,. (1795).

Sabinene Thuj-4(1O)-ene; 4-Methylene-l-isopropylbicyclo
[3.1.0]bexane; CIOH,. = 136.2 (3387-41-5)
A colourless, oily liquid.
Sabinene usedin gas chromatography complies wlih thefo/wwing
additional test
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Biuer-orange-flower oil (1175).
Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum95.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Saccharin C,H,NO,S =183.2 (81-07-2)

mp: about 230'.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Saccharin Sodium (128-44-9)
See Saccharin sodium (0787).

Safrole 5-(prop-2-enyl)-1,3-benzodioxole; 4-Allyl
1,2-(methylenedioxy)benzene; C"#100, = 162.2 (94-59-7)
Colourless or slightly yellow, oily liquid) with the odour of
sassafras, insoluble in water) verysoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), misciblewithhexane.
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dig: 1.095 to 1.096.

n~: 1.537 to 1.538.

bp: 232 ·C to 234 ·C.

Freezing poittt: about 11°C.

Safrole usedin gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
additional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Cinnamon barkoil, Ceylon (1501).

Content: minimum 96.0 per cent, calculated by me
normalisation procedure.
Saikosaponln A I3,28-Epoxy-16p,23-dihydroxy-4a-olean
II-en-3p-yI6-deoxy-3-0-p-n-glucopyranosyl-p-n
galactopyranoside; C.,H..O IJ =781 (20736-09-1f)

Salkosaponln D 13,28-Epoxy-I6a,23-dihydroxy-4a-olean
II-en-3p-yl 6-deoxy-3-0-p-n-glucopyranosyl-p-n
galactopyranoside; C.,H..O IJ =781 (20874-52-6)

Salicin 2-(Hydroxymethyl)pbenyl-ll-n-glucopyranoside;
Salicoside; C"HISO, = 286.3 (138-52-3)

[.1::': -62.5 ± 2.

mp: 199·C to 201 ·C.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph WIllow bark (1583) at the concentration of the
reference solution.
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Salicylaldehyde 2-Hydroxybenzaldehyde;
C,H.O, =122.1 (90-02-8)

Clear, colourless, oily liquid.
d~: about 1.167. .

n~: about 1.574.
bp: about 196 ·C.

mp: about -7 ·C.

Salicylaldehyde Azlne 2,2'-Azinodimethyldiphenol;
C•.H12N, O, = 240.3 (959-36-4)

Dissolve 0.30 g of hydrazine sulfate R in 5 mL of waterR,
add I mL of glacial acetic acidRand 2 mL of a freshly
prepared 20 per cent VIV solution of 'oli<y/a/dehyde R in
2-propanol R. Mix, allowto stand until a yellow precipate is
formed, Shake with two quantities, each of 15 mL, of
methylene chloride R. Combine the organic layers and dryover
anhydrous sodium sulfate R. Decant or filter the solution and
evaporate to dryness. Recrystallise from a mixture of
40 volumes of methanol R and 60 volumes of sotuene R with
cooling. Dry the crystals in vacuo.
mp: about 213 ·C.

Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as
prescribed in the test for hydrazine in the monograph
Povidone (0685); the chromatogram shows only one principal
spot.
Salicylic Acid (69-72-7)

See Salicylic acid (0366).

Saline Solution

A 0.9% wlv solution of sodium chloride in freshly prepared
water, sterilised by hearing in an autoclave.
Salvianolic Acid B (2R)-2-[[(2E)-3-[(2S,3S)-3-[[(IR)-I
Carboxy-2-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)ethoxy]carbonyl]-2-(3,4
dihydroxypbenyl)-7-hydroxy-2,3-dihydrobenzofuran-4-yl]
prop-2-enoyl]oxy]-3-(3,4-dibydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid;
C,.H'OOI. = 719 (121521-90-2)
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Sand

White or slightly greyish grains of silica with a particle size
between 150 um and 300 pm.

Santonln C15H150 , =246.3 (481-06-1)

1.1):: 173 in ethanol.

mp: 174· to 176·.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Chromatography Carry out Identification test C in the
monograph for Arnica Flowerusinga 0.025%wlv solution of
me reagent being examined in methanol. The chromatogram
obtained with 10 J.lL of the solutionshows a quenching zone
with an Rf value of about0.5. Spray theplate with
anisaldihyde solution and examinewhile heating at 1050 for
5 to 10 minutes. In daylight the quenching zone is at first a
yellowzone that quickly changes to a violet-red zone.
Saralloxacln Hydrochloride 6-Fluoro-I-(4
fluorophenyl)-4-oxo-7-piperazin-l-yl-l ,4-dihydroquinoline-3
carboxylic acid hydrochloride; C20H18CIF2NjOj = 421.8
(91296-87-6)

Schisandrln Schisandrol A; Wuweizichun A;
(6S,7S, 12aR.)-5,6,7,8-Tetrahydro-I,2,3,10,11 ,12
hexamethoxy-o,7-dimethyldibenzo[a,c]cyclooctan-6-ol;
C,.HJ2O, =432.5 (7432-28-2)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder.
Schisandrin used in the assay in the monograph Schisandra
frn.i (2428) complies with the following additional test.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Schisandra frnit (2428).

Content: minimum 95 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Storage: in an airtight container, at -20 °C or below.
Y..Schisandrin Schisandrin B; Wuweizisu B;
ra<-(6R,7S,13aR.)-1,2,3, 13-Tetramethoxy-6,7-dimethyl
5,6,7,8-tetrahydrobenzo[3,4]cycloocta[I ,2-j] [1,3]
benzodioxole; C"H2.O. =400.5 (61281-37-6)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder.
Storage: in an airtight container, at -20 °C or below.
Sclareol (IR,2R,4aS,8aS)-I-[(3R)-3-Hydroxy-3
methylpent-4-enyl]-2,5,5,8a
tetramethyldecahydronaphthalen-2-01; CzoH,.O, =308.5
(515-03-7)

Odnurless crystals.

{C(J~: 6.7, determined with a solution in anhydrous ethanol.
bpL9 mm: 218 °C to 220 °C.
mp: 96 ·C to 98 ·C.

Sdareol used in the thromaUJgraphic profile test in themonograph
Clary'age oil (1850) complie, wirh thefol/owing addilional test.

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as prescribed in the
monograph Clary ,age oil (1850).

Content: minimum 97 percent) calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Scopoletin 7-Hydroxy-6-methoxy-2H-l-benzopyran-2-<>ne;
7-Hydroxy-6-methoxycoumarin; C,oH.O. = 192.2 (92-61-5)

Faintly beige, fine crystals.
mp: 202 ·C to 208 ·C.

SDS-PAGE Running Buffer

Dissolve 151.4 g of tris(hydroxymelhyl)ominomelkane R,
721.0 g of glycine Rand 50.0 g of sodium louri/sul{au R in
warer R and dilute to 5000 mL withthe samesolvent.
Immediately before use, dilute to 10 times its volumewith
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waterR and mix. Measure the pH (2.2.3) of the diluted
solution. The pH is between 8.1 and 8.8.

SDS·PAGE Sample Buffer (Concentrated)

Dissolve 1.89 g of tris(hydraxymethyl)aminamethan< R, 5.0 g
of sodium laun1sulfate Rand 50 mg of bromophenol blueR in
wa'erR. Add 25.0 mL of g/yarol R and dilute to 100 mL
with waterR. Adjust the pH to 6.8 with hydrochlori< acidR,
and dilute to 125 mL with waterR.
SDS·PAGE Sample Buffer for Reducing CODditiODS
(Concentrated)

Dissolve 3.78 g of tris(hydraxymethyl)aminomethane R, 10.0 g
of sodium dodecyl sulfate Rand 100 mg of bromophenol blueR
in waterR. Add 50.0 mL ofg/yarol R and dilute to 200 mL
with waterR. Add 25.0 mL of 2-mercaptotthanol R. Adjust to
pH 6.8 with hydrochlon'c acidR, and dilute to 250.0 mL with
warer R.
Alternatively, dithiothreitol may be used as reducing agent
instead of 2-mercaptoethanol. In this case prepare the sample
bulfer as follows: dissolve 3.78 g of /ns(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane R, 10.0 g of sodium dodecyf sulfate Rand
100 mg of bromophenol blueR in waterR. Add 50.0 mL of
g/yarol R and dilute to 200 mL with waterR. Adjust to
pH 6.8 with hydrochloric acid R, and dilute to 250.0 mL with
water R. Immediately beforeuse, add dithiolhreitol R to a final
concentration of 100 rnM.
Selenious Acid Selenous acid; Selenictrv) acid;
H,SeO, = 129.0 (7783-00-3)
Deliquescentcrystals, freely soluble in water.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Selenium Se = 79.0 (7782-49-2)

Brown-red or blackpowderor granules, practically insoluble
in water and in ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in nitricacid.
mp: about 220 "C.

Selenium Dioxide SeO, =111.0 (7446-08-4)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Semicarbazlde Acetate Solution Triturate 2.5 g of
semicasbaeide hydrochloride with 3.3 g of sodium autale, add
10 mL of methanol, mix, transfer to a flask with the aid of
20 mL of methanoland allow to stand at a temperature of
about 40 for 30 minutes
Triturate 2.5 g of semicarbazide hydrochloride with 3.3 g of
sodium acetate, add 10 mL of methanol, mix, transfer to a
flask with the aid of 20 mL of methanol and allow to stand at
a temperature of about 40 for 30 minutes; filterand add
sufficient methanol to produce 100 mL.
Semicarbazide Hydrochloride CH,N,O,HCl = 111.5
(563-41-7)

mp: about 175°, with decomposition.
Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
A white, crystalline powder.
Sennoslde A (9R,9'R)-5,5'-Bis(~-D-glucopytaDosyloxy)

4,4 '-dihydroxy-I0,10'-dloxo-s,9 ',10,I0'-tetrahydro[9,9'
bianthracene]-2,2'-dicarboxylic acid; C42H3S020 = 863
(81-27-6)

Sennoslde B (9R,9'S)-5,5'-Bis(~-D-glucopyranosyloxy)

4,4'-dihydroxy-I 0,10'-dioxo-9,9/,I0,10'-tetrahydro-9J9
/

bianthracene-z.zt-dicarbcxylic acid; C42H3s02o = 863
(128-57-4)

Pale yellowcrystals, practically insoluble in water, very
sligbtly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent), soluble in dilute
solutions of alkali hydroxides.

mp: 180·C to 186 ·C.
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L-Serine Serine, (56-45-1)

See Serine (0788).

Sesame Oil
General reagent grade of commerce.
Sialic Acid (131-48-6)

See N-acetylneuraminic acid R.
Slliblnin Silybin; (2R,3R)-3,5,7-Trihydroxy-2-[(2R,3R)
3-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-2-(hydroxymethyl)-2,3
dihydro-l,4-benzodioxin-6-yl]-2,3-dihydro-4H-I-benzopyran
4-oDe; C"H2,O,o =482.4 (22888-70-6)
Whiteor yellowish powder, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in acetone and in methanol.
Saibinin usedin the assayof Mak thistle jrni, (1860) complies
with 'he following addihonal IeSC

Assl{Y. Liquid cbromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Milk thistle jrnit (1860).

Test solution. Dissolve 5.0 mg of silibinin, dried in vacuo, in
methanol R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Silibinin A and silibinin B content: minimum 95.0 per cent,
calculated by the normalisation procedure.
Silica for Chromatography, Porous
Poroussilicawith porous layer open tubular (pLOT) design.
Silica Gel

A fine, white, homogeneous powder of an average particle
size of about 15 urn containing a suitable bindingagent.
Silica Gel x-Acceptorfz-Donur for Chiral Separations

A very finely dividedsilica gel for chromatography consisting
of spherical particles to which 1-(3,5-dinitrobenzamido)
1,2,3,4-tetrahydrophenantrene has been covalently bound,
showing both n-electton acceptor and x-electrcn donor
characteristics.
SUica Gel AGP for Chlral Chromatography See 01
Acid-glyroprolein silica gelfor chiral stparahan R.
Silica Gel, Anhydrous (112926-00-3)
Partly dehydrated polymerised, amorphous silicic acid,
absorbing at 20 °C about 30 per cent of its mass of water.
Practically insoluble in water, partlysolublein solutionsof
sodium hydroxide. It containsa suitable indicator for
detectionof the humidity status) for which the colour change
from the hydrated to anhydrous form is given on the label.

Silica Gel BC for Chlral Chromatography

A very finely divided silica gel for cbromatography (5 urn)
coated with Bcyclodextrin. Higherselectivity may be
obtained when cydodexttin has been derivatized with
propylene oxide.
Silica Gel for Chiral Chromatography, Urea Type

A very finely divided silica gel (5 urn) coated with the
following derivative:

Silica Gel for Chiral Separation, Amylose Derivative
of

Substituted amylose coated on a veryfinely divided silicagel
for chromatography.
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Silica Gel for Chiral Separation, Cellulose Derivative
of Silica Gel OD for Chiral Separations

Substitutedcellulose coated on a veryfinelydivided silica gel
for chromatography.
Silica Gel for Chiral Separation, Protein Derivative
of

A very finely dividedsilica gel for chromatography consisting
of spherical particles coated with a protein derivative.
Sillca Gel for Chiral Separation, Vancomycin-
bonded

High-purity silica gel cbemically modified by the bonding of
vancomycin through multiplecovalentlinkages.
Silica Gel for Chromatography

A very finely divided silica gel.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Alkyl-bonded for use
with Highly Aqueous Mobile Phases

A very finely divided silica gel with bonded alkyl groups
suitable for use with highly aqueousmobilephases.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Alkyl-bonded for use
with Highly Aqueous Mobile Phases, End-capped

A very finely divided silica gel with bonded alkylgroups
suitable for use with highly aqueous mobilephases.
To mjnimlse any interactionwith basic compounds it is
carefully end-capped £0 cover most of the remaining silanol
groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, A1kylsllyl, Solid Core,
End-capped

Silicagel with spherical silica particles containing a non
porous solid silicacore surrounded by a thin outer porous
silica coatingwith alkylsilyl groups.To minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds, it is carefully end-capped
to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Amldo-alkyl.llyl Silica
gel for chromatography, amidoalkylsilyl

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of antidoalkylsilyl groups.

Silica Gel for. Chromatography, Amldohexadecylsllyl

A veryfinely dividedsUica gel with a fine particle size,
chemically modified at the surface by the bonding of
arnidohexadecylsilyl groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Amldohexadecylsllyl,
End-capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of antidohexadecylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basic compounds, it is
carefully end-capped to cover most of the remaining silanol
groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography,
AmlnopropylmethyJ.llyl

Silicagelwith a fine particle size, chemically modified by
bonding aminopropylmethylsilyl groups on the surface.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Amlnopropylsllyl

Silicagel with a fine particle size, chemically modified by
bondingaminopropylsilyl groupson the surface.
Silica Gel for Chromatography RI, Amlnopropylsllyl

Silicagel with a particle size of about 55 pm, chemically
modified by bonding aminopropylsilyl groups on the surface.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Amylose-derivative
of

A very finely divided (10 pm) silica gel, chemically modified
at the surface by the bonding of an amylose derivative.
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Slllca Gel for Chromatography, Butylsllyl

A veryfinely divided silica gel, chemically modifiedat the
surface by the bonding of butylsilyl groups,

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Butylsllyl, End
capped
A veryfinely dividedsilica, chemically modified at the surface
by the bonding of bUl}'lsilyl groups. To minimise any
interaction with basic compounds, it is carefully end-capped
to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Carbamoylsllyl

A very finely dividedsilica gel, chemically modifiedat the
surface by the bonding of carbamoylsilyl groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography Compatible with Highly
Aqueous Mobile Phases, Octadecylsilyl Diol, End
capped

A veryfinely dividedsilica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of octadecylsilyl groups and end
capping. Free diol groups arealso present. For use with
highly aqueousmobilephases.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Crown-ether
Stationary phase for liquid chromatography.

Crown ethercoated on silica gel.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Cyanopropylsllyl, End
capped, Base-deactivated
A veryfinely divided silicagel, pre-treated by various
techniques before the bondingof cyanopropylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basiccompounds, it is
carefully end-capped [0 covermost of the remaining sllanol
groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Cyanosllyl

A very finely divided silica gel chentically modified at the
surface by the bonding of cyanosilyl groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Cyanosllyl, End
capped
A very finely divided silica gel chemically modified at the
surface by the bondingof cyanosilyl groups. To minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds it is carefully end-capped
to cover most of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Cyanosllyl, End
capped, Base-deactivated
A very finely divided silica gel pre-treated before the bonding
of cyanosilylgroup. by washing and hydrolysing most of the
superficial siloxane bridges, chemically modifiedat the
surface by bonding of cyanogroups. To further minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds it is carefully end-capped
to cover most of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography,
DI-Isobutyloctadecylsllyl

A very finely divided silica gel chentically modified at the
surface by the bonding of di-isobutyloetadecylsilyl groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Dllsopropylcyanosllyl Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Dllsopropylcyanopropylsilyl

A very finely divided silica gel chemically modified at the
surface by the bondingof diisopropylcyanosilyl groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography,
4-dimethylamlnobenzylcarbamidesllyl

A veryfinely divided silicagel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of 4-dimethylaminobenzylcarbamidc
groups.
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Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Dimethyloctadecylsilyl

A very finely dividedsilica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of dimethyloctadecylsilyl groups.

Specific sutface area: 300 m2/g.

Sillca Gel for Chromatography, 0101

Spherical silica particles to which diliydroxypropyl groups are
bonded. Pore size 10 nm.

Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Dodecylsllyl, End
capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the introduction of dodecylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction wil:h basic compounds, it is
carefully end-capped to cover most of the remaining silanol
groups.

Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Hexadecylamldylsilyl

A very finely divided (5 um) silica gel, chemicaUymodified at
the surface by the introduction of
hexadecylcarboxamidopropyldimethylsilyl groups.

Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Hexadecylamldylsllyl,
End-capped

A very finely divided (5 pm) silica gel, chenticaUymodified at
the surface by the introduction of
hexadecylcarboxamidopropyldimethylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basic compounds it is
carefully end-capped £0 cover most of the remaining silanol
groups.

Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Hexylsilyl

A very finely divided sdica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of hexylsilyl groups.

Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Hexylsilyl, End
capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of hexylsilyl groups. To minintise any
interaction with basiccompounds it is carefuJly end-capped
(0 covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography (Hybrid Material),
Octadecylsilyl, Ethylene-bridged, Charged Surface,
End-capped

Synthetic, spherical ethylene-bridged hybrid particles with a
charged surface, containing both inorganic (silica) and
organic (organosiloxanes) components, chemically modified
at the surface by the bondingof octadecylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction withbasiccompounds theyare
carefully end-capped to cover most of the remaining silanol
groups.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography (hybrid material),
Octylsilyl, Ethylene-bridged, End-capped

Synthetic, spherical ethylene-bridged hybrid particles,
containing both inorganic (silica) and organic
(organosiloxanes) components, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of octylsilylgroups. To minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds theyarecarefully end
capped to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography (Hybrid Material),
Phenylbexylsilyl, Ethylene-bridged, Charged Surface,
End-capped

Synthetic, spherical ethylene-bridged hybrid particles with a
charged surface, containing both inorganic (silica) and
organic (organosiloxanes) components) chemically modified
at the surface by the bonding of phenylhexylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basic compounds they are
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carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography (Hybrid Material),
Phenylsllyl, Ethylene-bridged, End-capped

Synthetic, spherical, ethylene-bridged hybrid particles,
containing both inorganic (silica) and organic
(organosiloxanes) components, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of phenylsilyl groups. To minimise
any interaction with basic compounds, they are carefully end
capped to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography (Hybrid Material),
Polar-embedded, Octadecylsilyl, Ethylene-bridged,
End-capped

Synthetic, spherical, ethylene-bridged hybrid particles
containing both inorganic (silica) and organic
(organosiloxanes) components, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of polar-embedded octadecylsilyl
groups. To minimise anyinteraction with basic compounds,
theyarecarefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining
silanol groups.
Sillca G~I for Chromatography, Hydrophilic

A very finely divided silica gel whose surface has been
modified to provide hydrophilic characteristics.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Hydroxypropylsilyl

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of hydroxypropylsilyl groups.

Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Methylsilyl

Liquid chromatographic reagent grade of commerce.
A very finely divided silica gel (3 to 10 pm) chemically
modified at the surface by the introduction of methylsilyl
groups. The particle size is specified after the name of the
reagent in tests where it is used.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Nitrile

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of cyanopropylsilyl groups.

Sillca Gel for Chromatography,
4-Nitrophenylcarbamldesllyl

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by bonding of 4-nitrophenylcarbamide groups.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography,
OctadecanoylaminopropylsilyJ
A veryfinely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of aminopropylsilyl groups which are
acylated with octadecanoyl groups.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Octadecylphenylsllyl,
End-capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by bonding of oetadecylphenylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basic compounds it is
carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.
Sillca Gel for Chromatography, Octadecylsilyl

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of octadecylsilyl groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Octadecylsilyl, Base
deactivated
A very finely divided silica gel, pretreated by various
techniques before the bonding of oetadecylsilyl groups [Q

minimise the interaction with basic components.
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Silica Gel for Chromatography, Octadecyfsllyl, Cross
linked, End-capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the cross-linking and bonding of oetadecylsilyl
groups. To minimiseany interaction with basiccompounds it
is carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctadecylslIyl, End
capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of oetadecylsilylgroups. To minimise
any interaction with basic compounds it is carefuUy end
capped to cover most of the remaining silanol groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctadecylslIyl, End-
capped, Base-deactivated .

A very finely dividedsilica gel, pretreated by various
techniques before the bondingof octadecylsilyl groups.
To further minimise any interaction with basic compounds, it
is carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctadecylsiIyl,
Ethylene-Bridged (Hybrid Material)

Synthetic, spherical, ethylene-bridged hybrid particles,
containing both inorganic (silica) and organic
(organosiloxanes) components, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of oetadecylsilylgroups. To minimise
any interaction with basic compounds, they arecarefully end
capped to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctadecylsiIyl, Extra
dense Bonded, End-capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the extra-dense bonding of oetadecylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basiccompoundsit is
carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctadecylsiIyl, for
Separation of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
A very finely divided ultrapure silica gel, chemically modified
at the surface by the bonding of oetadecylsilylgroups,
optimised for the analysis of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons.
Silica gel for Chromatography, Octadecylsilyl,
Monolithic
Monolithic rods of highly porous (greater than 80 per cent)
metal-free silicawith a bimodal pore structure, modified at
the surface by the bonding of oetadecylsilylgroups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctadecylsiIyl,
Monolithic, End-capped

Monolithic rods of highlyporous (greater than 80 per cent)
metal-free silicawith a bimodal pore structure, modified at
the surface by the bonding of oetadecylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basiccompounds, they are
carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Octadecylsilyl, Polar
embedded, Encapsulated

Silicagel chemically modified at the surface by the bonding
of polar-embedded oetadecylsdyl groups. To minimise any
interaction with basic compounds, it is carefully encapsulated
to covermost of the remaining silanolgroups.
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Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctadecylsiIyl, Polar
End-capped

A veryfinely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of octadecylsilyl groups. To minimise
any interaction with basic compounds it is carefully polar
end-capped to covermost of the remaining silenol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Octadecylsilyl, Solid
Core Silicagel with spherical silica particles containing a
non-porous solid silica core surrounded by a min outer
porous silicacoatingwith octadecylsilyl groups; Silica Gel
for Chromatography, OctadecylsiIyl, Solid Core, End
capped

Silicagel with spherical silica particles containing a non
poroussolid silica core surrounded by a thin outerporous
silica coatingwith octadecylsilyl groups. To minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds it is carefully end-capped
to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Octadecylsilyl, with
Embedded Polar Groups, End-capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of polar-embedded oetadecylsilyl
groups. To minimise any interaction with basiccompounds,
it is carefully end-capped (0 covermost of the remaining
silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctadecylsilyJ, with
Extended pH Range, End-Capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by' the bonding of octadecylsilyl groups resistant to
bases up to pH 11. To minimiseany interaction with basic
compounds it is carefully end-capped to covermost of the
remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctyIs1Iy1

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of octylsilyl groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Octylsilyl and
Octadecylsilyl MultI-Alkyl

High purity base deactivated silica (10 urn particle sizes)
chemically modified at the surface with binding of octylsilyl
and oetadecylsilylgroups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctylsiIyl, Base
deactivated
A veryfinely divided silica gel, pretreated by various
techniques before the bondingof octylsilyl groups to

minimise the interaction with basic components,

Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctylslIyl, End
capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of octylsilyl groups. To minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds, it is carefully end-capped
to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, OctylsiIyl, End
capped, Base-deactivated
A veryfinely dividedsilica gel, pre-treated by various
techniques before the bonding of octylsilylgroups. To further
minimise any interaction with basiccompounds it is carefully
end-capped to cover most of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Octylsilyl, Extra-dense
Bonded, End-capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the extra-dense bonding of oetylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basic compounds, it is
carefully end-capped to cover most of the remaining silanol
groups.
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Silica Gel for Chromatography, Ocrylsllyl, Solid
Core
Silicagel withspherical particles containing a non-porous
solid silica core surrounded by a thin outer porous silica
coating with octylsilyJ groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, OClylsilyl, Solid Core,
End-capped

Silicagel withspherical silicaparticles containing a non
porous solid silica core surrounded by a thin outerporous
silica coating with octylsilyl groups. To minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds il is carefully end-capped
to covermost of the remaining silanolgroups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, OClylsilyl, with
Embedded Polar Groups, End-capped

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of polar-embedded oetylsilylgroups.
To minimise any interaction with basic compounds) it is
carefullyend-capped to cover most of the remainingsilanol
groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Oxyproplonitrilsilyl

A very finely divided silica gel chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of oxypropionitrilsilyl groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Pabnitamidopropylsilyl, End-capped

A very finely divided silicagel, chemically modifiedat the
surface by the bondingof palmitamidopropyl groups and
end-capped withacetamidopropyl groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Pentaftuorophenylpropylsilyl, Solid Core, End-
capped .

Silicagel withspherical silicaparticles containing a non
poroussolid silica core surrounded by a thin outerporous
silica coatingwith pentafluorophenylpropylsilyJ groups.
To minimise any interaction with basiccompoundsit is
carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenyl

Liquid chromatographic reagent grade of commerce.
A veryfinely divided silicagel, chemically modifiedat me
surface by the bondingof phenylgroups. The particle size is
indicated after the name of the reagent in the testswhere it is
used.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenylethyl, End
capped
Liquidchromatographic reagent grade of commerce.
A very finely divided silica gel (2.5 to 10 I'm) chemically
modified at the surface by the introduction of ether-linked
phenylgroups. To minimise any interaction with basic
compounds it is carefully end-capped to covermost of the
remaining silanol groups. The particle size is specified after
the name of the reagent in tests where it is used.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenythexylsllyl

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of phenylhexyl groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenylhexylsilyl, End
capped

A veryfinely divided silicagel, chemicaUy modified at the
surface by the bonding of phenylhexylsilyl groups.
To minimise anyinteraction with basiccompoundsit is
carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.
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Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenylhexylsilyl, Solid
Core, End-capped

Silicagel with spherical silicaparticles containing a non
porous solid silicacore surrounded by a thin outer porous
silicacoating with phenylhexylsilyl groups. To minimiseany
interaction with basiccompounds it is carefully end-capped
to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenylsilyl

A veryfinelydividedsilica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of phenyl groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenylsllyl, End
capped
A veryfinelydividedsilicagel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bondingof phenylgroups. To minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds it is carefully end-capped
to covermost of me remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenylsllyl, End
Capped, Base-Deactivated

A veryfinely divided silica gel, pre-treated by various
techniques before thebonding of phenylsilyl groups.
To further minimiseany interaction with basiccompounds it
is carefully end-capped to covermost of the remaining silanol
groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenylsllyl, Extra
dense Bonded, End-capped
A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the extra-dense bondingof phenylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basiccompounds, it is
carefully end-capped to covermost of me remaining silanol
groups.
SUlea Gel for Chromatography, Propoxybenzene, End
capped

A veryfinelydividedsilica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of propoxybeozene groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Propylsllyl

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of propylsilyl groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography Compatible with 100%
Aqueous Moblle Phases, OctadecyJsilyJ, End-capped
A very finely divided silica gel with bonded octadecylsilyl
groups suitable for use with highlyaqueous mobile phases
including 100 per cent aqueousphases. To minimise any
interaction with basic compounds it is carefully end-capped
to covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography compatible with
100 per cent Aqueous Mobile Phases. OctadecylsilyJ
A veryfinely dividedsilica gel with bondedoctadecylsilyl
groups suitable for use with highly aqueous mobilephases
including 100 per cent aqueousphases.
Silica Gel for Chromatography RI, Nitrile

A veryfinely dividedsilica gel consisting of porous, spherical
particles with chemically bondednitrile groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography RI, Octadecylsilyl

A very finelydividedultrapure silicagel, chemically modified
at the surface by the bonding of cctadecylsilyl groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography R2, Octadecylsilyl

A very finely divided (15 nm pore size) ultrapure silica gel,
chemically modified at the surface by the bonding of
octadecylsilyl groups (20 per cent carbon load), optimised for
the analysis of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.
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Silica Gel for Chromatography Ri, OctadecylsUyl,
End-capped

A very finely dividedultrapure silica gel, chemically modified
at the surface by the bonding of octadecylsilyl groups.
To minimise any interaction with basiccompounds it is
carefully end-capped to cover most of the remaining silanol
groups.

Silica Gel for Chromatography Rt, Octadecylsllyl,
End-capped, Base-deactivated
A very finely divided silica gel pre-treated before the bonding
of octadecylsilyl groups by washing and hydrolysing most of
the superficial slloxane bridges. To further minimise any
interaction with basiccompounds it is carefully end-capped
lO covermost of the remaining silanol groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography RI, OctylsUyI

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of octylsilyl and methyl groups
(double bonded phase).

Silica Gel for Chromatography Rl, Octylsllyl

Ultrapure very finely divided (10 om pore size) silicagel,
chemically modified at the surface by the bonding of
octylsilyl groups (19 per cent carbon load). Less than
20 ppm of metals.

Silica Gel for Chromatography R3, OctylsUyI

A very finely divided ultrapure silica gel, chemically modified
at the surface by the bonding of octylsilyl groups and
stericaUy protected with branched hydrocarbons at the
silanes.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Strong-anIon
exchange

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of quaternary ammoniwn groups.
pH limit of use: 2 to 8.

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Strong Carlen
exchange

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of sulfonic acid groups.
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Trhnethylsllyl

A very finely divided silica gel, chemically modified at the
surface by the bonding of trirnethylsilyl groups.

Crown-ether Silica Gel for Chlral Separation

A very finely divided silica gel for chromatography coated
with the following chiral crownether:

I
P ('0

"'"'/'"·-'""'o~o ~
o~o~o

(R,l-6,23-Diphenyl-8,9,11,12,14,15,17,18,20,21
decahydrodinaphtho[2, l-q: 1',2'-,]
[J,4,7)10,13,16]hexaoxaqcloicosine.
Silica Gel for HPTLC, OctadecylsUyI

A finely dividedsilicagel, chemically modified at the surface
by the bonding of octadecylsilyl groups.
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Fine, white or almostwhite, homogeneous powder,
practically insoluble in water and in ethanol (96%).
Silica Gel for Size-exclusion Chromatography

A very finely divided silica gel (10 urn) with a very
hydrophilic surface. The average diameter of the poresis
about 30 nm. It is compatible with aqueous solutions
between pH 2 and 8 and with organic solvents.It is suitable
for the separation of proteins withrelative molecular masses
of 1 x 10' to 3 x 10'.

Silica Gel F".

A fine, white, homogeneous powder of an average particle
size of about 15 urn containing a suitable binding agentand
about 1.5% of a florescent indicator havinga maximum
intensityat 254 om. It complies with the following
requirement.

Fluorescence Carry cut the method for thin-layer
chromatography using a mixture of 10 volumes of anhydrous
formic acid and 90 volumes of propan-2-ol as the mobile
phase, but allowing the solventfront to ascend 10 em above
the line of application. Applyseparately to the plate
10 quantities from 1 to 10 uL of a 0.1%wlv solutionof
benzoic acidin the mobilephase. After removal of the plate,
dry it in a current of warm airand examineunderultraviolet
light (254 nm). The benzoicacid appears as dark spots on a
fluorescent background in the upper third of the
chromatogram at levels of 2 ~g and greater.
Silica Gel G (112926-0o-lf)
Containsabout 13 per cent of calcium sulfatehemihydrate.
The particle size is about 15 um,

Calcium sufate content. Place 0.25 g in a ground-glass
stoppered flask, add 3 mL of daure hydrodJlorie acidRand
100 mL of water R and shake vigorously for 30 min. Filter
through a aintered-glass filter (2.1.2) and wash the residue.
Carry out on the combinedfiltrate and washings the
complexometric assayof calcium (2.5.11).

I mL of 0.1 M sodium <derate is equivalent to 14.51 mg of
CaS0411

/2H20.
pH (2.2.3). Shake 1 g for 5 min with 10 mL of carbon
dioxide-free water R. The pH of the suspension is about 7.
Silica Gel GFzS4 (112926-OQ-1f)

Containsabout 13 per cent of calcium sulfate hemihydrate
and about J.5 per cent of a fluorescent indicator havingan
optimal intensity at 254 nm. The particle size is about
15 urn.

Caldum su/faucontent. Determine by the method prescribed
for silica gel G R.
pH. Complieswith the test prescribed for silica gelG R.
Fluorescence. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) using silica
gelGFZS4 R as the coatingsubstance. Apply separately to the
plate at ten points increasing volumes from J JlL to 10 J.IL of
a 1 gIL solution of benzoic acid R in a mixture of 10 volumes
of anhydrous fonnie acidRand 90 volumes of 2-propanol R.
Develop over a pathof 10 em with the same mixture of
solvents. Afterevaporating thesolvents examine the
chromatogram in ultraviolet light at 254 om. The benzoic
acid appears as dark spots on a fluorescent background in the
upper third of the chromatogram for quantities of 2 J.Ig and
greater.
Silica Gel H (112926-00-8)

The particle size is of about 15 urn.
pH (2.2.3). Complies with the test prescribed for saiea
gel G R.
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Silica Gel H, SUanised

Preparation of a thin layer. See silanised 51"Hca gelHF254 R

Chromatographic separation. Complies with the test prescribed
for silanised silica gd HFm R.
Silica Gel HF2S4

Contains about J.5 per cent of a fluorescent indicator having
an optimal intensity at 254 run. The particle size is about
15 pm.

pH. Complies with <he tesr prescribed for silica gd G R.
Fluorescence. Complies with the test prescribed for SIlica
gd GF2S4 R.

Silica Gel HF2S4, SUanised

Contains about 1.5 per cent of a fluorescent indicator having
an optimal intensity at 254 nrn.

Preparation of a thin layer. Vigorously shake 30 g for 2 min
with 60 mL of a mixture of 1 volume of methanolRand
2 volumes of water R. Coat carefully cleaned plates with a
layer 0.25 mm thick using a spreading device. Allow the
coated plates to dry in air and then heat in an oven at
100"C to 105 "C for 30 min.

Chromawgraphic separation. Introduce 0.1 g each of methyl
laurate R, lfIethyl myristate R, methylpalmitate R and methyl
stearate R into a 250 mL conical flask. Add 40 mL of
akohoJic potassium hydroxide solution R and heat under a reflux
condenser on a water-hath for 1 h. AUow to cool, transfer the
solutlon to a separating funnel by means of 100 mL of
waterR, acidify (pH 2 to 3) with dilute hydrochloric acidRand
shake with three quantities, each of 10 mL of chloroform R.
Dry the combined chloroform extracts over anhydrous sodium
sulfate R, filter and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath.
Dissolve the residue in 50 mL of chloroform R. Examine by
thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using silanised silica
gel HF254 as the coating substance. Apply to the plate at
each of three separate points 10 ,..L of the chloroformlc
solution. Develop over a path of 14 cm with a mixture of
10 volumes ofgladal acetic acidR, 25 volumes of walerRand
65 volumes of dioxan R. Dry <he plate at 120 "C for 30 min.
Allow to cool, spray with a 35 gIL solution of phosphomolybdic
acidR in 2-propanol R and heat at 150 "C until <hespots
become visible. Treat the plate with ammonia vapour until
the background is white. The chromatograms show four
clearly separated, well-defined spots.

Silica Gel OD for Chlral Separations

See Cdlufose den·vative ofsilica gd for chiral separation R

Silicotungstic Acid Dodecatungstosilicic acid;
H.SiW120.o,xH20 (11130-20-4)
White or yellowish-white crystals, deliquescent, very soluble
in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.

Silicristln (2R,3R)-3,5,7-Trihydroxy-2-[(2R,3S)-7
hydroxy-2-(4-hydroxy-3-me<hoxyphenyl)-3-hydroxymethyJ
2,3-dihydro-l-benzofuran-5-yl]chroman-4-one;
C2,H220IQ = 482.4 (33889-69-9)

White or yellowish powder, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in acetone and in methanol.

Silidianin (3R,3aR,6R,7aR,8R)-7a-Hydroxy-8-(4-hydroxy
3-me<hoxyphenyl)-4-[(2R,3R)-3.5,7-trihydroxy-4
oxochroman-2-yl]-2,3,3a,7a-tetrahydro-3,6-methano-l
benzofuran-7(6aH)-one; C2,H220,O =482.4 (29782-68-1)

White or yellowish powder, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in acetone and in methanol.

Appendix I A V-A137

Silver Diethyldithiocarbamate Silver
diethylcarbamodithioate; C,HIQAgNS2 = 256.1 (1470-61-7)

Pale-yellow or greyish-yellow powder, practically insoluble in
water, soluble in pyridine.

Storage below 8 °C is recommended.

It may be prepared as follows. Dissolve 1.7 g of silver
nitrate R in 100 mL of waterR. Separately dissolve 2.3 g of
sodium dielhy/dilhWca,bamate R in 100 mL of waterR. Cool
both solutions to 10 "C, then mix, and while stirring, collect
<he yellow precipitate on a sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.l)
and wash with 200 mL of cold walerR. Dry the precipitate
in vacuo for IO h (2.2.32).

Silver Dlethyldithiocarbamate Solution

Prepare the solution immediately before use. Dissolve 0.100 g of
silver diethyldithioCQrbamate R in pyn"dine R and dilute to
20.0 mL with the same solvent

SU;Ulbi/ity test. The solution is clear (2.2.1). The absorbance
(2.2.25) of the solution is maximwn 0.20 at 450 run,
maximum 0.01 at 510 om and maximum 0.010 at 538 nm.

Silver Manganese Paper

Immerse strips of slow filter paper into a solution containing
8.5 gIL of manganese sulfate Rand 8.5 gIL of silvernitrate R.
Maintain for a few minutes and allow to dry over an
appropriate desiccant, protected from acid and alkaline
vapours.
SUver Nitrate (7761-88-8)

See Sil"" nitrate (0009).
Silver Nitrate Reagent

Prepare immediately before use. To a mixture of 3 mL of
concentrated ammonia Rand 40 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide,
add 8 mL of a 200 gIL solution of silver nitrate R, dropwise,
wilh stirring. Dilute to 200 mL with waterR.

SlIver Nitrate Solution

A freshly prepared 5.0% wlv solution of silver niuxue.
Store protected from light.

Silver Nitrate Solution, Ammoniacal

Dissolve 2.5 g of silver nitrate R in 80 mL of walerR and add
dilute ammonia Rl dropwise until the precipitate has
dissolved. Dilute to 100 mL with waterR. Prepare
immediately before use.

SlIver Nitrate Solution In Pyridine

An 85 gIL solution of silver nitrate R in pyridine R.
Storage: protected from light.

SlIver Nitrate Solution RI

A 42.5 gIL solution of silver nitrate R.
Storage: protected from light.

SlIver Nitrate Solution R2

A 17 gIL solution of silver nitrate R.
Storage: protected from light

SlIver Oxide Disilver oxide; Ag20 = 231.7 (20667-12-3)
Brownish-black powder, practically insoluble in water and in
ethanol (96 per cent), freely soluble in dilute nitric acid and
in ammonia.

Storage: protected from light.

SUver Sulfate Ag2S0. =311.8 (10294-26-5)
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.

White or light grey powder, slightly soluble in water.

mp: about 652°C.

Storage: protected from light.
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Sinensetin 3/,4',5,6,7-Pentamemoxyflavonej
CZoH200, = 372.4 (2306-27-6)
Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder, practically
insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 177 'C.
Absorbance (2.2.25). A solution in methanol R shows
3 absorption maxima, at 243 om, 268 runand 330 om.

Assay. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as prescribed in the
monograph Java ua (1229).
Content: minimum 95 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Slnomenlne 7,8-Didehydro-4-hydsoxy-3,7-dimethoxy-17
methyl-9a, 13a,14ct-morphinan-6-one; Cucoline;
C,.Hz,NO. = 329.4 (115-53-7)
Sirollmus Rapamycin; C"H,oN013 = 914 (53123-88-9)
mp: 183 'C to 185 'C.
Sitostanol Dihydro-Bssitosrerck Cz.H5ZO = 416.7
(19466-47-8)
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.

P-Sltosterol Stigmast-S-en-Sjl-ol;
22,23-Dihydrostigmasterol; CZ.H500 =414.7 (83-46-5)
White or almostwhite powder, practically insoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in tetrahydsofuran.
Content: minimum 75.0 per cent mlm (driedsubstance).
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28), as prescribed in the
monograph Phyw",roI (1911).
Test sohuion. Dissolve 0.100 g of the substance to be
examined in tetrahydrofuran R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the
same solvent. Introduce 100 ilL of this solution into a
suitable 3 mLflask and evaporate lO dryness under
nitrogen R. To the residue add 100 ~L of a freshly prepared
mixture of 50 ~L of 1-merhy/imidazole Rand 1.0 mL of
heprajfuoro-N-merhy/-N-(trimerhy/silyl)buranamide R. Close the
flask tightly and heat at 100°C for 15 min. Allow to cool.
Injectio/l: I J.lL of the test solution.
Sodium Na = 22.99 (7440-23-5)
A metalwhose freshly cut surface is bright silver-grey.
It rapidly tarnishes in contact withairand is oxidised
completely (Q sodium hydroxide and convened to sodium
carbonate. It reacts violently with water, yieldinghydrogen
and a solution of sodium hydroxide; solublein anhydrous
methanol, yielding hydrogen and a solutionof sodium
methoxide; practically insoluble in lightpetroleum.
Storage: under light petroleum or liquid paraffin.
Sodium Acetate (6131-90-4)

See Sodium acerate 'rihydrate (0411).
Sodium Acetate, Anhydrous CzH,NaOz =82.0
(127-09-3)
Colourless crystals or granules, verysoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Loss on drying (2.2.32). Not more than 2.0 per cent,
determined by drying in an oven at 105°C.
Sodium Arsenite Sodium metaarsenlte; NaAs02 = 129.9
(7784-46-5)
Sodium Arsenite Solution
Dissolve 5.0 g of sodium arsenite R in 30 mL of 1 .M sodium
hydroxide. Cool (Q 0 °C and add, whilestirring, 65 mL of
dilute hydrochloric acid R.

Sodium Ascorbate Solution (134-03-lJ
Dissolve 3.5 g of ascorbic acid R in 20 mL of 1 i\1 sodium
hydroxide. Prepare immediately before use.
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Sodium Azide NaN, = 65.0 (26628-22-8)
White or almost white, crystalline powder or crystals, freely
soluble in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Sodium Benzenesulfonate C.H5SO,Na =180.16
(515-42-4)
Whi[e crystalline powder,soluble in water.
Sodium Bicarbonate (144-55-8)
See sodium hydrogen carbonate R.
Sodium Blsmuthate NaBiO, =280.0 (12232-99-4)

Content: minimwn 85.0 per cent.
Yellow or yellowish-brown powder, slowlydecomposing
when moist or at a high temperature, practically insoluble in
cold water.
Assay. Suspend 0.200 g in 10 mL of a 200 gIL solution of
pofaSSium iodide R and add 20 mL of dilute sulfuric acid R.
Using 1 mL of starch solution R as indicator, titrate with
0.1 M sodium thiosulfate until an orange colouris obtained.
1 mL of 0.11\1 sodium thiosulfate is equivalent [0 14.00 mg of
NaBiO,.
Sodium Bromide (7647-15-6)
See Sodium bromide (0190).
Sodium Butanesulfonate I-Butanesulfonic acid sodium
salt; I-Butanesulfbnic acid sodium salt; Sodium
butanesulfonate; C.H.NaO,S = 160.2 (2386-54-1)
White or almost white, crystalline powder, soluble in water.
mp: greater man 300°C.
Sodium Calcium Edetate (62-33-9)
See sodium calcium edetate (0231).
Sodium Carbonate (6132-02-1)
See Sodium carbanate de<ahydrate (0191).
Sodium Carbonate, Anhydrous Disodium carbonate;
NazCO, =106.0 (497-19-8)
Whiteor almost white powder, hygroscopic) freely soluble in
water.
Whenheated to about 300°C it loses not more than
1 per cent of its mass.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Carbonate Monohydrate (5968-11-6)
See Sodium carbonate manohydrate (0192).
Sodium Carbonate Solution
A 106 gIL solution of anh}'<1rous sodium carbonate R.

Sodium Carbonate Solution, Dilute
A 10% wlv solution of sodium carbonate.
Sodium Carbonate Solution Rl
A 20 gIL solution of anhydrous sodium carbonate R in 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide.
Sodium Carbonate Solution R2
A 40 gIL solution of anhydrous sodium carbonate R in 0.2 M
sodium hydroxide.
Sodium Cetostearyl Sulfate See Sodium cerosuaryl
sulfate (0847).
Sodium Chloride (7647-14-5)
See Sodium chlmide (0193).

. Sodium Chloride Solution
A 20 per cent mlmsolution of sodium chloride R.
Sodium Chloride Solution, Saturated
Mix I part of wdium chloride R with 2 parts of waterR, shake
from time to time and allow to stand. Beforeuse, decant the
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solution from any undissolved substance and filter, if
necessary.

Sodium Cholate Cholic acid sodium salt hydrate;
C2,.H"NaO, =430.5 (73163-53-8)

[.I~: +31.3 (0.5% wlv in water).

General reagent grade of commerce.
Sodium Citrate Trisodium citrate; (6132-04-3)
See Sodium cirrate (0412).

Sodium Cobaltinitrlte Trisodium hexanitrocobaltate(lll);
Na3[CO(N02),l = 403.9 (13600-98-1)
Orange-yellow powder, freely soluble in water, slightly
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent}.

Sodium Cobaltinitrlte Solution Sodium
hexanilritocobaltate(m)
A 100 gfL solutionof sodium cobaltinitliu R. Prepare
immediately before use.
Sodium Decanesulfonate Sodium decanesulfonate;
CIOH2,Na03S = 244.3 (13419-61-'J)
Crystalline powderor flakes, white or almost white, freely
solublein water, soluble in methanol.
Sodium Decyl Sulfate Sodium decyl sulfate;
C,oH2INaO,S = 260.3 (142-87-1J)
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.

White or almost white powder, freely soluble in water.

Sodium Deoxycholate Deoxycholic acid, sodium salt;
C"H3.NaO, =414.6 (302-95-4)
Sodium Deoxyribonucleate About 85 per cent has a
relative molecular mass of 2 x 107 or greater (73049-39-5)
White or almostwhite, fibrous preparation obtainedfrom calf
thymus.

Tesl for suitability. Dissolve 10 mg in imidazole buffer soluu"on
pH 6.5 R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same buffer
solution (solution A). Dilute 2.0 mL of solution A to
50.0 mL with imidazole buffersolution pH 6.5 R.
The absorbance (2.2.25) of the solution, measured at
260 om, is 0.4 to 0.8.

To 0.5 mL of solution A add 0.5 mL ofimidazok buffer
solutWn pH 6.5 Rand 3 mL of perchloric acid (25 gIL
HCI04) . A precipitate is formed. Centrifuge. The absorbance
of the supernatant, measured at 260 nm using a mixture of
I mL of imidazole buffer solution pH 6.5 Rand 3 mL of
perchloric acid (25 gIL HCI04) as compensation liquid, is
not greater than0.3.

In each of two tubes, place 0.5 mL of solution A and 0.5 mL
of a solution of a reference preparation of streptodornase
containing 10 IU/mL in imidazole buffersolution pH 6.5 R.
To one tubeadd inunediately 3 mL of perchloric acid
(25 gIL HCIO,). A precipitate is formed. Centrifuge and
collect supernatant A. Heat the other rube at 37°C for
IS min and add 3 mL cf perchloric acid (25 gIL HCIO,).
Centrifuge and collect supernatant B. The absorbance of
supernatant B, measured at 260 nm with reference to
supernatant A is not less than 0.15.

Sodium Diethyldlthlocarbamate
C,HIONNaS2,3H,O = 225.3 (20624-25-3)
White or almost whiteor colourless crystals, freely soluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent). The aqueous solution
is colourless.
Sodium Diethyldlthlocarbamate Solution

A 0.1% wlv solutionof sodium d;ethyldilhiocarbama~ in water.

Prepare immediately before use.
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Sodium Dihydrogen Orthophosphate Sodium
dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate; Sodium Dihydrogen
Phosphate; (13472-35-1J)

See Sodium dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate (0194).
Sodium Dihydrogen Orthophosphate, Anhydrous
Sodium dihydrogen phosphate, anhydrous;
NaH2PO. = 120.0 (7558-80-7)
White or almost whitepowder, hygroscopic.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Dihydrogen Orthophosphate Monohydrate
Sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate; NaHzP04,
H20 = 138.0 (10049-21-5)
White or almost white, slightly deliquescent crystals or
granules, freelysoluble in water, practically insoluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Dithlonite Na2S,O, = 174.1 (7775-14-6)

White or greyish-white, crystalline powder, oxidises in air,
verysoluble in water, slightly solublein ethanol
(96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Sodium dodecyl sulphate;
Sodium lauryl sulfate; Sodium lauryl sulphate; Sodium
laurilsulfate; (151-21-3)

See Sodium laUlilsulfate (0098).
Content: minimum99.0 per cent.
Sodium Fluoride (7681-49-4)

See Sodiumfluoride (0514).

When used in the Assayof preparations containing Sodiwn
Fluoride, use a gradecontaining not less than 99.9% ofNaF.
Sodium Fonnate Sodium merhanoate; CHNaOz = 68.0
(141-53-7)

White or almost white, crystalline powderor deliquescent
granules, soluble in water and in glycerol, slightly soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 253°C.
Sodium Glucuronate D-Glucuronic acid, sodium salt;
C,H.Na07,H20 = 234.1

[aJ~: about + 21.5, determined on a 20 gIL solution.
Sodium Glycocholate Sodium [(3,7,12-trihydroxy-5-
cholan-24-oyl)amino)acetate dihydrate; N-[(3,5,7,12)-3,7,12
Trihydroxy-24-oxocholan-24-yl)giycine monosodium salt
dibydrate; C2,H'2NNaO,,2H20 = 523.6 (20730(}-8(}-9)

Content: minimum 97 per cent of ~6H-IzNNa06,2H20.
Sodium Heptanesulfonate 1-Heptanesulfonic acid
sodium salt; J-HeptanesuJphonic acidsodiumsalt; Sodiwn
heptanesulphonare; C7H"Na03S =202.3 (22767-5(}-6)

White or almost white, crystalline mass, freely soluble in
water, soluble in methanol.
SodIum Heptanesulfonate Monohydrate
I-HeptanesuJfonic acid sodium saltmonohydrate;
I-Heptanesulphonic acid sodium salt monohydrate; Sodium
heptanesulphonare monohydrate; C7H15Na03SJH20 = 220.3

Content: minimum 96 per cent (anhydrous substance).
White or almost white, crystalline powder, soluble in water,
very slightly soluble in anhydrous ethanol.

Water (2.5.12): maximum 8 per cent, determined on 0.300 g.

Assay. Dissolve 0.150 g in 50 mL of anhydrous acetic acid R.
Titrate with 0.1 1\1perchloric acid, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.21J).
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I mL of 0.1 M perchloric acid is equivalent to 20.22 mg of
C7H"Na03S,
Sodium Hexanesulfonate Hexanesulfonic acid sodium
salt; Hexanesulphonic acid sodium salt; Sodium
hexanesulphonate; CoH13Na03S =188.2 (2832-45-3)

White or almost white powder, freely soluble in water.
Sodium Hexanesulfonate Monohydrate Hexanesulfonic
acid sodium salt monohydrate; Sodium hexanesulfonate
monohydrate; CoH13Na03S,H20 =206.2 (207300-91-2)
White or almost white powder, soluble in water.
Sodium Hexanesulfonate Monohydrate for Ion-pair
Chromatography CoH13Na03S,H20 = 206.2
(207300-91-2)
Conrent: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate Sodium bicarbonate;
(144-55-K)

See Sodium hydrogen carbonare (0195).
Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate Solution
A 42 gILsolution of sodium hydrogen carbonate R.
Sodium Hydrogen Sulfute Sodium bisulphate, Sodium
hydrogen sulphate; NaHSO. =120.1 (7681-38-1)

Freely soluble in water, very soluble in boiling water.
It decomposes in ethanol (96 per cent) into sodium sulfate
and freesulfuric acid.
mp: about 315 "C.

Sodium Hydrogensulfite Sodium hydrogensulphite;
NaH03S = 104.1 (7631-90-5)
White or almost white, crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water, sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
On exposure to air, some sulfurdioxide is lost and the
substance is gradually cxidated to sulfate.
Sodium Hydroxide (1310-73-2)
See Sodium hydroxide (0677).
2M Sodium Hydroxide

Dissolve 84 g of sodium hydroxide R in carbon dioxide-free
waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
4M Sodium Hydroxide

Dissolve 168 g of sodium hydroxide R in carbon dioxide{ree
water R and dilute to 1.0 L with the same solvent:
Sodium Hydroxide, Ethanolic

Solutionsof the requisite molarity maybe obtained by
dissolving the appropriate amountof sodium hydroxide in
sufficient ethanol (96%) to produce 1000 mL.

Sodium Hydroxide, Methanolie

Solutions of the requisite molarity maybe obtained by
dissolving the appropriate amount of sodium hydroxide in
sufficient methanol to produce 1000 mL

Sodium Hydroxide Solution

Dissolve 20.0 g of ,odium hydroxide R in wa", R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent. Verify theconcentration by
titration with 1 M hydrochlurit. acid, using methylorange
solution R as indicator, and adjust if necessary to 200 gIL.
Sodium Hydroxide Solution, Carbonate-free

Dissolve sodium hydroxide R in carbon dioxide{ree wa", R to
give a concentration of 500 gILand allow to stand. Decant
the clear supernatant, taking precautions to avoid the
introduction of carbon dioxide.
Sodium Hydroxide Solution, Dilute

Dissolve 8.5 g of sodium hydroxide R in wa", R and dilute to
100 mL with the samesolvent.
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Sodium Hydroxide Solution, Methanolic

Dissolve 40 mg of sodium hydroxide R in 50 mL of waterR.
Cool and add 50 mL of me/hanoi R.
Sodium Hydroxide Solution RI, Methanolic

Dissolve 200 mg of sodium hydroxide R in 50 mL of waterR.
Cool and add 50 mL of me/hanoi R.
Sodium Hydroxide Solution, Strong

Dissolve 42 g of sodium hydroxide R in wa", R and dilute to
100 mL with the samesolvent.
Sodium 2-Hydroxybutyrate Sodium (2RSj-2
hydroxybutanoate; C.H7NaO. =126.1 (19054-57-0)
Sodium Hypobromite Solution

In a bath of iced water mix 20 mL of strong sodium hydroxide
,oIuuon Rand 500 mL of wa", R, add 5 mL of bromine
solutitm R and stirgendy untilsolution is complete. Prepare
immediately before use.
Sodium Hypochlorite Solution
General reagent grade of commerce containing 10 to
J4% wlv of available chlorine.
Sodium Hypochlorite Solution (3% CI) Sodium
hypochlorite solution, strong
Content: 25 gIL to 30 gIL of active chlorine.

Yellowish liquid with an alkaline reaction.
Assay. Introduce into a flask, successively, 50 mL of water R,
I g of potassium iodJl1e Rand 12.5 mL of dilule acetic add R.
Dilute 10.0 mL of the substance to be examined to
100.0 mL with warer R. Introduce 10.0 mLof this solution
into the flask and titrate with 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate, using
1 mL of stard solution R as indicator.
I mL of 0.1 M ,odium thioru/fare is equivalent to 3.546 mg of
active chlorine.
Swrage: protected from light.

see Strong Sodium Hypochlorite Solution
Sodium Hypochlorite Solution, Dilute

Dilute 35 mL of sodium hypoehlorire solution to 100 mL with
water immediately before use.
The solution contains approximately 3.5% wlvof available
chlorine.
Sodium Hypophosphite Sodium phosphinate
monohydrate; NaH2P02.H20 = 106.0 (10039-56-2)
White or almost white,crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, hygroscopic, freely soluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Iodide (7681-82-5)

See Sodium iodide (0196).
Sodium Iodoblsmuthate Solution

Boil for a few minutes a mixture of 2.6 g of bismuth
oxycarbonate, 7.0 g of sodium iodide and 25 mL of glacialacetic
acid. Allowto stand for 12 hours and filter, if necessary,
through sintered glass. To 20 mL of the filtrate add 80 mL
of ethyl acetare (solution A). Immediately before use, mix
2 mL of solution A, 20 mL of glacial acetic acidand 40 mL
of ethylacetate.
For use in connection with thin-layer chromatography the
sensitivity maybe increased by spraying first with this
solution and then with sulfuric add (0.2%).
Solution A should be kept ina well-closed container.
Sodium Laurilsulfate Sodium dodecyl sulphate;
(151-21-1)
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See Sodium laurilsuifale (0098).

Sodium LaurllsuHate RI (151-21-3)

Comem: minimum 99.0 per cent.

Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (151-21-3)

See Sodium laurilsulfate R.
Sodium Laurylsulfonate for Chromatography Sodium
laurylsulphonate for chromatography; Cl2H25Na03S= 272.4
(2386-53-0)

Whiteor ahnost white powder or crystals, freely soluble in
water.
Absorbance A~~ (2.2.25), determined inwaterR:
about 0.05 at 210 run; about 0.03 at 220 nm, about 0.02 at
230 om; about 0.02 at 500 nm.

Sodium Metabisulfite Sodium metabisulphite; Sodium
pyrosulflte; Sodium pyrosulphite; (7681-57-1)

See Sodium metabisulfite (0849).

Sodium Methanesulfonate Methanesulfonic acid, sodium
salt; Methanesulphonic acid, sodiumsalt; Sodiwn
methanesulphcnate; CH3S03Na = 118.1 (2386-57-1)

White or almost white, crystalline powder) hygroscopic.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium 2-methyl-2-th1azoline-4-carhoxylate
C,H,;NNa02S = 167.2 (15058-19-2)

Sodium 2-methyl-4,5-dihydro-l,3-thiazole-4-carboxylate.

White solid.
Comem: minimum 95 per cent.

Sodium Molybdate Disodium molybdate dihydrate;
Na2MoO.,2H20 = 24~.0 (10102-40-6)

Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, freely soluble in water.
Sodium 1,2-Naphthoqulnone-4-sulfonate Sodium
naphthoquincnesulfonate; CIOH,NaO,S = 260.2 (521-24-1)

Yellow or orange-yellow, crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water, practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent),

Sodium Nitrate NaN03 = 85.0 (7631-99-1)

Whiteor almostwhite powderor granules or colourless,
transparent crystals, deliquescent in moist air, freely soluble
in water, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Nitrite NaN02 =69.0 (7632-00-0)

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent.

White or almost white, granular powder or a slightly yellow,
crystalline powder,freely soluble in water.
Assay. Dissolve 0.100 g in 50 mL of water R. Add 50.0 mL
of 0.02 j\1potassium permanganate and 15 mL of dilute sulfuric
acid R. Add 3 g of potassium iodideR. Titrarc with 0.1 M
sodium thiosulfate, using 1.0 mL of starch solution R added
towards the end of the titration as indicator.
1 mL of 0.02 M potassium pmnanganate is equivalent to
3.450 mg of NaN02.
Sodium NItrite Solution

A 100 gILsolution of sodium nitrite R. Prepare immediately
before use.
Sodium Nitroprusside Sodiumpentacyano
nitrosylferrate(lll) dihydrate;
Na2[Fe(CN)s(NO)],2H20 = 298.0 (13755-38-'1)

Reddish-brown powder or crystals, freely soluble in water,
slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
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Sodium Nitroprusside-Carbonate Solution
Dissolve 1 g of sodium miroprnsside and 1 g of anhydrous
sodium carbonate in sufficient waler to produce J00 mL.
Sodium OctanesuHonate Octanesulfonic acid sodium
salt; Oetanesulphonic acid sodium salt; Sodium
octanesulphonate; c"Hl7Na03S =216.3 (5324-84-5)
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.
Whiteor almost white,crystalline powderor flakes, freely
soluble in water, soluble in methanol.
Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.10, determined at 200 om
and maximum 0.01, determined at 250 nm using a 54 gIL
solution.
Sodium Octanesulfonate Monohydrate Sodium
octanesulphcnate monohydrate; CSHI1Na03S,HzO = 234.3
(207596-29-0)

White or almostwhite powder.
Sodium Octyl SuHate Octyl sulfate sodium sa"; e-Octyl
sulphate sodium salt; Sodium octyl sulphate;
CaH 17NaO.S = 232.3 (142-31-1)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder or flakes, freely
soluble in water, soluble in methanol.
Sodium Oxalate C2Na20. =134.0 (62-76-0)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, soluble in water,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Sodium Oxidronate Sodium
hydroxymethylenediphosphonate; CH4Na207P2 = 236.0
(14255-61-'1)

White or almost whitepowderor colourless crystals, very
soluble in water, veryslightly soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), practically insoluble in methylene chloride.

Sodium Pentanesulfcnate I-Pentanesulfonic acid sodium
salt; f-Pentanesulphonic acid sodium salt; Sodium
penranesulphonate; C,HlINa03S =174.2 (22767-49-3)
Whiteor almost white, crystalline solid, soluble in water.
Sodium Pentanesulfonate Monohydrate
I-Pentanesulfonic acid sodium salt monohydrate;
I-Pentanesulphonic acidsodium salt monohydrate; Sodium
pentanesulphonate monohydrate; CSHIINa03S,HzO = 192.2
(207605-40-1)

White or almost whitecrystalline solid, soluble in water.
Sodium Pentanesulfonate Monohydrate Rl Sodium
pentanesulphonate monohydrate Rl; CsHnNa03SJ
H 20 = 192.2 (207605-40-1)

Content: minimum99 per cent of CsH))Na03S,HzO.
Sodium Perchlorate NaClO.,H20 = 140.5 (7791-07-3)

Contem: minimum 99.0 per cent of NaCI04,HzO.
White or almost white, deliquescent crystals, verysoluble in
water.
Storage: in a weH-closed container.
Sodium Periodate Sodium metaperiodate;
NaIO. = 213.9 (7790-28-5)

Coment: minimum 99.0 per cent.
White or almostwhite, crystalline powder or crystals, soluble
in water and in mineral acids. .

Sodium Perlodate Solution

Dissolve 1.07 g of sodium periodai< R in Water R, add 5 mL of
dilul' sulfuric acid R and dilute to 100.0 mL with water R.
Use a freshly prepared solution.
Sodium Phosphite Sodium phosphitepentahydrate;
Na2HP03,5H20 = 216.0 (13517-23-2)
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Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline powder,hygroscopic, freely
soluble in water.
Storage: inan airtight container.
Sodium Picrate Solution, Alkaline
Mix 20 mL of picric acidsolution Rand 10 mL of a 50 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R and dilute to 100 mL with
waterR.
Storage: use within 2 days.
Sodiwn t-Propanesulfonate Sodium propane-I-sulfonate
monohydrate; C,H.SO.oNa =164.2 (104672-01-1)
mp: about 250 ·C.

Sodium Pyrophosphate Tetrasodium diphosphate
decahydrate; N",P20"IOH20 = 446.1 (11472-16-1)

Colourless, slightly efflorescent crystals, freely soluble in
water.
Sodlum Pyruvate 2-0xopropanoic acid sodiwn salt;
C,H,NaO, =110.0 (111-24-6)

White or faint yellow powder, soluble in water (100 mglmL).

mp: greater than 300 "C.

Sodium Rhodizonate Rhodizonic acid disodium salt;
C,.Na20, = 214.0 (521-21-7)

Violetcrystals, solublein water wilh an orange-yellow colour.
Solutions areunstable and must be prepared on the day of
use.
Sodium Salicylate (54-21-7)

See Sodium salicylate (0411).

Sodium Stearyl Fumarate CnH"NaO. (407()'8o-1f)

See Sodiums""rylfumara~ (1567).

Sodium Sulfate Sodium sulfate decahydrate;
Na2S0••IOH20 = 322.2 (7727-71-1)

See Sodium sulfate decahydrate (0100).

Sodium Sulfate, Anhydrous Sodium sulphate,
anhydrous; (7757-82-6)

Ignite at 600 ·C to 700 ·C anhydrous sodium sulfate
complying with the requirements prescribed in the
monograph on Anhydrous sodium sulfate (0099).

Loss on drying (2.2.12): maximum 0.5 per cent, determined
by dryingin an oven at 130 ·C.

Sodium Sulfate, Anhydrous RI
Complieswith the requirements prescribed for anhydrous
sodium sulfate R with the following maximum contents.
CI: 20 ppm.

Ph: 10 ppm.

As: 3 ppm.

Ca: 50 ppm.

Fe: 10 ppm.

Mg: 10 ppm.

Sodium Sulfide Sodium sulphide; Na2S,9H20 = 240.2
(1111-84-<f)

Colourless, rapidly yellowing crystals, deliquescent, very
soluble in water.
Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Sulfide Solution Sodium sulphide solution

Dissolve 12 g of sodium sulfide R with hearing in 45 mL of a
mixture of 10 volumes of waterRand 29 volumes of glycerol
(85 per cent) R, allow to cool and dilute to 100 mL with the
same mixture of solvents.
The solution should he colourless.
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Sodium Sulfide Solution RI Sodium sulphide
solution Rl
Prepare by one of the following methods.
- Dissolve 5 g of sodium sulfide R in a mixture of J0 mL of

waterRand 30 mL of glycerol R.
- Dissolve 5 g of sodium hydroxide R in a mixture of 30 mL

of waterRand 90 mL ofgiyurol R. Divide the solution
into 2 equal portions. Saturate 1 portion with hydrogen
sulfide R, with cooling. Mix the 2 portions.

Stomge: in a well-filled container, protected fromlight; use
within 3 months.
Sodium Sulfite Sodium sulphite; Sodium sulfite
heptahydrate; (10102-15-5)

See Sodium sulfite heptahydrate (0776).

Sodium Sulfite, Anhydrous Sodium sulphite,anhydrous;
(7757-81-7)

See Sodium sulfite(0775).

Sodium (+)-Tartrate Disodium (2R,3R)-2,3
dihydroxybutanedioate dehydrate; Sodium tartrate;
C.H.Na,O,,2H20 = 230.1 (6106-24-7)
Whiteor almostwhite crystals or granules, verysoluble in
water, practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Sodium Taurodeoxycho1ate Sodium 2-[(3,12-dihydrosy
5-cholan-24-oyl)amino]ethanesulfonate monohydrate;
2-[[(3,5,12)-3,12-Dihydrosy-24-oxocholan-24-yl)amino1
ethanesulfonic acid monosodiumsalt monohydrate;
C2oH..oNNaO,S,H20 = 539.7 (110026-01-<f)

Content: minimum 94 per cent of C2J144NNa06S,H20.
Sodium Tetraborate Borax; Disodium tetraborate;
(1101-96-<f)

See Borax (0011).

Sodium Tetrahydroborate Sodium horohydride;
NaBH. =37.8 (1694()'66-2)

Colourless, hygroscopic crystals, freely soluble in water)
soluble in anhydrous ethanol) decomposing at higher
temperature or in the presenceof acids or certain metal salts
forming borax and hydrogen.

Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Tetrahydroborate Reducing Solution
Introduce about 100 mL of waterR into a 500 mL
volumetric flask containing a stirring bar. Add 5.0 g of sodium
hydroxide R in pellets and 2.5 g of sodium tetrahydroborate R.
Stir untilcomplete dissolution) dilute to 500.0 mL with
water R and mix. Prepare immediately before use.
Sodium Tetraphenylborate NaB(CoH,). = 342.2
(141-66-8)

White or slightly yellowish, bulky powder, freely soluble in
water and in acetone.
Sodium Tetraphenylborate Solution
Filterbeforeuse if necessary.
A 10 gIL solution of sodium tetrapheny/borate R.

Storage: use within 1 week.
Sodium Thioglycollate Sodium mercaptoacetate;
C,H,Na02S =114.1 (167-51-1)

White or almost white, granular powderor crystals)
hygroscopic, freely solublein water and in methanol, slightly
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Storage: in an airtight container.
Sodium Thiosulfate Sodium thiosulphate; (10102-17-7)

See Sodium thiosulfate (0414).
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Sodium Thiosulfate, Anhydrous Disodium thiosulfate;
Na,S,OJ =158.1 (7772-98-7)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.

Sodium Tungstate Dlsodium tungstate dihydrate;
NaaWO.,2HaO =329.9 (10213-10-2)

White or almost white, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, freely soluble in water forming a clear solution,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Solochrome Dark Blue CI 15705; calcon; mordant black
17; C,oH13N,NaO,S = 416.4 (2538-85-4)

General reagent grade of commerce.

A brownish black powder with a violet sheen. Produces a
purplish red colour with calcium ions in alkaline solutions.
When metal ions are absent, for example, in the presence of
an excess of disodium ederate, the solution is blue.

Solochrome Dark Blue Mixture

A mixture of 1 pan of so/ochrome dark blue with 99 parts of
freshly ignited anhydrous sodium sulfate.
Complies with thefollowing test.

Sensitivity to calcium Dissolve 0.2 g in 5 mL of water.
To I mL of the solution add 50 mL of water, 10 mL of
1Msodium hydroxide and 1 mL of a 1% wlv solution of
magnesium sulfatej a blue colour is produced. Add 0.1 mL of
a 0.15%:w/v solution of caldum chloride; a violet colour is
produced. Add 0.1 mL of O.OIM disodium edetate VS; a pure
blue colour is produced.

Sorbic Acid Hexa-2,4-dienoic acid; CtJlS0 2 =112.1
(110-44-1)

mp: about 136°.

General reagent grade of commerce.

n-Sorbitol Sorbitol; (50-70-4)

See Sorbiwl (0435).
Soya Bean Ledthln (8030-76-1})
Soya-bean Oil, Refined See S'!Y"-bean oil, refined (1473).
Sphingomyelin from Egg Yolk (85187-10-6)
(2R,3S,4E)-2-(Acylamino)-3-hydroxyocladec-4-en-I-yl
2-(trimethylazaniumyl)ethyl phosphate.

Squalane (63,103,158,198)-2,6,10,15,19,23
Hexamethylterracosane; Perhydrosqualene; C3oH62 ;;;; 422.8
(111-01-3)
Colourless, oily liquid, freely soluble in fatty oils, slightly
soluble in acetone, in ethanol (96 per cent), in glacial acetic
acid and in methanol.

dig: 0.811 to 0.813.

n1,": 1.451 to 1.453.
Stanolone J7J}-Hydroxy-5et-androstan-j-one,
C.oHJ.O, = 290.4 (521-18-6)
White or almost white powder.

mp: about 180 "C.
Staphylococcus Aureus Stratn V8 Protease Type XVII ..
B (66676-43-5)

Microbial extraceUular proteolytic enzyme. A Iyophilised
powder containing 500 units to 1000 units per milligram of
solid.

Starch

Potato starch of commerce.

Starch, Hydrolysed

Electrophoretic grade of commerce.
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Starch Iodate Paper

Immerse strips of filter paper in 100 mL of iodide-free starch
solution R containing 0.1 g of potassium iodate R. Drain and
allow to dry protected from light.

Starch Iodide Paper

Immerse strips of filter paper in 100 mL of potassium iodide
and starch solution R. Drain and allow to dry protected from
light.

Test/orsensitiviO'. Mix 0.05 mL of 0.1 wf sodium nitn"te with
4 mL of hydrochloric acid Rand dilute to 100 mL with
waterR. Apply one drop of the solution to starch iodide
paper; a blue spot appears.

Starch Mucilage

Triturate 0.5 g of starch or soluble. starch with 5 mL of water
and add, stirring continuously, to sufficient water to produce
about 100 mL Boil for a few minutes, cool and filter.

Produces a blue colour with free iodine in the presence of a
soluble iodide.

It must be recently prepared.

Starch, Soluble (9005-84-9)
White or almost white powder.

Starch Solution

Triturate 1.0 g of soluble starch R with 5 mL of waterRand
whilst stirring pour the mixture into lOO mL of boiling
waterR containing 10 mg of mercuric iodide R.
NOTE: commercially available reagents may be used;
including mercury-free solutions or those containing
alternative preservatives.

Cany out the test for sensitivity each time the reagent is
used.
Testfor sensitivity. To a mixture of I mL of the starch
solution and 20 mL of waterR, add about 50 mg of
potassium iodide Rand 0.05 mL of iodine solution RI.
The solution is blue.

Starch Solution, Iodide-free

Prepare the solution as prescribed for starch solution R
omitting the mercuric iodide. Prepare immediately before
use.

Starch Solution RI

Mix 1 g of soluble starch R and a small amount of cold
waterR. Add this mixture, while stirring, to 200 mL of
boiling waterR. Add 0.25 g of salicyh< acid R and boil for
3 min. Immediately remove from the heat and cool.

Storage: if long storage is required, the solution shall be
stored at 4°C to 10 "C. A fresh starch solution shall be
prepared when the end-point of the titration from blue to
colourless fails to be sharp. If stored under refrigeration, the
starch solution is stable for about 2 to 3 weeks.

Test for sensitivity. A mixture of 2 mL of starch solution Rl,
20 mL of waterR, about 50 mg of potassium iodide Rand
0.05 mL of iodine solution R1 is blue.

Starch Solution R2

Triturate 1.0 g of soluble "arch R with 5 mL of waterRand
whilst stirring pour me mixture into 100 mL of boiling
waterR. Use a fresWy prepared solution.

Test/or sensitivity. To a mixture of 1 mL of the starch
solution and 20 mL of waterR, add about 50 mg of
potassium iodide Rand 0.05 mL of iodine solution RI.
The solution is blue.
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Starch Substrate
Determine the water content of starch EPBRP by heating at
1200 for 4 hours. Stir a quantity of starch EPBRPequivalent
lO 2.0 g of the dried substance with JO mL of walei' and add,
stirring continuously, to 160 mL of boilingwater. Rinse the
container with several lO-mLquantities of water, add me
washings to the hot starch solution and heat to boiling,
stirring continuously. Cool to 20° and add sufficient water to
produce 200 mL.

Use on me day of preparation.

Stavudine (3056-17-5)

See Siouudine (2130).

Stearic Acid Octadecanoic acid; ClsH3602 = 284.5
(57-11-4)

White or almost white powderor flakes, greasy to the touch,
practically insoluble in water, soluble in hot ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 70 "C.
Stearic acid used in theassay of totalfaery acids in Saw palmetto
/mit (/848) complies umh thefollowing additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Saw palmetto /mi. (1848).

Content: minimum 98 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Stearic Anhydride C,.H,.O, =551.0 (638-08-4)

mp: about 70'.
General reagent grade of commerce.
White,waxy flakes.
Stigmasterol (22E)-Stigmasta-5,22-dien-3p-ol; (22E)-24
Ethylcholesta-5,22-dien-3p-ol; C,.H.,O = 412.7 (83-48-7)

White or almostwhite powder,insoluble in water.
mp: about 170°C.
[C(J~: about- 51, determined with a 20 gIL solution in
chlorofann R.
Streptomycin Sulfate Streptomycin sulphate; (3810-74-0)

See Streptomycin sulfate (0053).

Strongly Acidic Ion-exchange Resin See ion-exchange
resin, strongly acidic R.
Strontium Carbonate SrCO, = 147.6 (1633-05-2)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powder.
Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.
Strontium Chloride Strontium chloride hexahydrate;
SrCl,,6H,O = 266.6 (10025-70-4)

White or almostwhite crystals, verysoluble in water.
mp: about 115 "C 0088 of water) and 872 'C.

Strontium Selecdve Extraction Resin
Commercially available resin prepared byloading a
suspension of 4,4'(5')-di-lert-butylcyclohexano-18-crown-6
(crownether) in octanol onto an inert chromatographic
support. The bed density of this resin is approximately
0.35 g/mL.

Strontium-8S Spiking Solution
Dilute slromium-85 standardsolution R to a radioactivity
concentration of approximately 10 kBq/mL with a 0.27 gIL
solution of strontium chloride hexahydrate R in a 1.03 gIL
solution of hydrochloric acid R.
Strontium-8S Standard Solution
A solution of strontium-Sf in the form of Sc+ ions in a
51.5 gIL solution of hydrochlonc acidR.
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Strychnine C"H22N,O, = 334.4 (57-24-9)
(4aR,4bR,5aS,8aR,13aS) 15aS)-2,4a,4b)5,Sa,7,8,13a,15,15a
Decahydro-4,6-methano-6H-indolo[3,2,I-Jj]oxepino[2,3,4-de]
pyrrolo [2,3-h] quinolin-14-one. Strychnidin-IO-one.

Whiteor almostwhite,crystalline powder, sparingly soluble
in water.
mp: about 285 'C.

Styrene Ethenylbeozene; CoHo = 104.2 (100-42-5)

bp: about 145 'C.

Colourless) oily liquid, veryslightly soluble in water.
Styrene-D1vinylbenzene Copolymer

Porous) rigid, cross-linked polymerbeads. Several grades are
available with different sizes of beads. The size range of the
beads is specified after the name of the reagent in the tests
where it is used.
Succinic Acid Butanedioic acid; C4H604 = 118.1
(110-15-6)

White or almostwhite,crystalline powderor colourless
crystals) soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: 184 -c to 187 'C.

Sucrose (57-50-1)

See Sucrose (0204).

Sudan Red CI 26100; sudan III; solvent red 23; 1-(4
phenylazophenylazo)-2-naphthol; C22H,oN.O = 352.4
(85-86-9)

Technical reagent grade of commerce.
A reddish brown powder.

Sudan Red G Sudan red I; C17H,.,N,O, = 278.3

Schultz No. 149

Colour Index No. 12150
Reddish-brown powder, practically insoluble in water.
Chromatography. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) using
silica gel GRas the coatingsubstance: apply 10 IJLof a
0.1 gIL solution in methylene chloride R and developover a
path of 10 ern with the same solvent; the chromatogram
shows only one principal spot.
Sudan Red Solution

A 0.5% w/v solution of sudan redin anhydrous acetic acid.
Sudan Yellow 1-(phenylazo)naphthalen-2-01; Sudan I;
Sudan orange; C,c#l2N,O =248.3 (842-07-9)

Colour Index No. 12055
Orange-red powder, practically insoluble in water, soluble in
methylenechloride.
mp: about 131°C.
Sudan Yellow Soludon
A 0.2% w/v solution of sudan yellowin a mixture of 1 volume
of benzene and 4 volumes of petroleum spin·t (boiHng rangeJ 6Cf
to 8U').

Sulfanilamide 4-Aminobenzenesulphonamide;
Sulphanilamide; C.H,N,O,S = 172.2 (63-74-1)

White or almostwhitepowder, slightly soluble in water)
freely soluble in boilingwater, in acetone, in diluteacids and
in solutions of the alkali hydroxides, sparingly soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent) and in light petroleum.

mp: about 165 'C.

Sulfathiazole 4-Amino-N-(thiazol-2-yl)
beozenesulfonamide; C.H.N,O,S, =255.3 (72-14-0)

White or yellowish-white powder or crystals, veryslightly
soluble in water, soluble in acetone, slightly soluble in
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ethanol (96 per 'cent). It dissolves in dilute mineral acids and
in solutions of alkali hydroxides and carbonates.
mp: about 200 °C.

Sulfamic Acid H3N03S =97.1 (5329-14-6)

White or almostwhite crystalline powderor crystals, freely
soluble in water, sparingly soluble in acetone, in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in methanol.

rnp: about 205°C, with decomposition.
Sulfan Blue Sulphan blue; C2,H3.N2NaO.S2 =566.6
(129-17-9)

Schultz No. 769

Colour Index No. 42045

Violet powder, soluble in water. Dilute solutions areblue and
turn yellow on the additionof concentrated hydrochloric
acid.
Sulfanillc Acid Sulphanilic acid; C.H,N03S =173.2
(121-57-3)

Colourless crystals, sparingly solublein water, practically
insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Sulfanilic Acid Solution SulphaniJic acid solution

Dissolve 0.33 g of sulfanilic acid R in 75 mL of waterR
heatinggently if necessary and dilute to 100 mL with glacial
acetic acidR.
Sulfanillc Acid Solution Rl Sulphanilic acid solution RI

Dissolve 0.5 g of sulfanilic add R in a mixture of 75 mL of
dilute auu·cacidR and 75 rnL of waterR.
Sulfanilic Acid Solution, Diazotised Sulphanilic acid
solution,diazotised
Dissolve, with warming, 0.9 g of sulfanilic add R in 9 mL of
hydrochlori< acidR, and dilute to 100 mL with wa.... R. Cool
10 mL of this solution in iced water and add 10 mL of an
ice-cold 45 WI. solution of sodium nitrite R. Allow to stand at
o°C for 15 min (if stored at this temperature, the solution is
stable for 3 days) and immediately before use add 20 mL of
a 100 WI. solution of sodium carbonate R.
Sulfomolybdic Reagent R2 Sulphomolybdic reagent R2

Dissolve about 50 mg of ammonium molybdate R in 10 mL of
sulfuric acid R.
Sulfomolybdic Reagent R3 Sulphomolybdic reagent R3

Dissolve with heating25 g of ammonium molybdate R in
20 mL of waterR. Dilute 28 mL of sulfuric acidR in 50 mL
of woterR, then cool. Mix the two solutions and dilute to
100 mL withwater R.
Storage: in a polyethylene container.
Sulfosalicylic Acid 5-Sulfo-2-hydroxybe02oicacid;
5-Sulpho-2-hydroxybenzoic acid; j-Sulpho-S-hydroxybenzoic
acid; 3-8u1pho-6-hydroxybenzoic acid; Sulfosalicylic acid;
C,H.0.S,2H20 = 254.2 (5965-83-3)

White or almostwhite, crystalline powderor crystals, very
soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
mp: about 109 "C.

Sulfur (7704-34-9)

See Sulfur (0953).

Sulfur Dioxide Sulphur dioxide; S02 = 64.1 (7446-09-5)

A colourless gas. When compressed it is a colourless liquid.
Sulfur Dioxide Rl Sulphur dioxide RI; S02 = 64.1
(7446-09-5)

Content: minimum 99.9 per cent VIV.
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Sulfur Dioxide Solution Sulphur dioxide solution,
sulfurous acid, sulphurous acid; H2S03 = 82.08
Use a solution of commerce containing about 5% wlv of
S02; weight per mL, about 1.03 g.

Sulfuric Acid Sulphuric acid; H2SO. = 98.1 (7664-93-9)

Content: 95.0 per cent mlm to 97.0 per cent mlm.

Colourless, caustic liquid with an oily consistency, highly
hygroscopic, miscible with waterand with ethanol
(96 per cent) producing intenseheat.
dig: 1.834 to 1.837.

A 10 gIL solution is strongly acid and gives the reactions of
sulfates (2.3.1).

Appeoronce. It is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2,
Method /f).

Oxidisable substances. Pour 20 g cautiously, with cooling, into
40 mL of waterR. Add 0.5 mL of 0.002 M potassium
permanganate. The violetcolour persists for at least 5 min.
Chlorides: maximum 0.5 ppm.

Pour 109, carefully and while cooling, into 10 mL of waterR
and aftercoolingdilute to 20 mL with the same solvent.
Add 0.5 mL of silver nimue ro/llriOtl R2. Allow to stand for
2 min protected from bright light. The solutionis not more
opalescent than a standard prepared at the same time using a
mixture of I mL of chloride standard Soilltiotl (5 ppm CQ R,
19 rnL of waterR and05 mL of silvernitrate solUlion R2.
Nitrates: maximum 0.5 ppm.
Pour 50 g or 27.2 ml., carefully and while cooling, into
15 mL of waterR. Add 0.2 rnLof a freshly prepared 50 gIL
solution of brucitu R in glacial tUeuc acid R. After5 min any
colour is less intense than that of a reference mixture
prepared in the same manner and containing 12.5 mL of
water R, 50 g of nitrogen-free sulfun·c addR, 2.5 mL of nitrate
standard solution (/0 ppm NOJJ R and 0.2 mL of a 50 gIL
solution of brucine R in glacial acetic mid R.
Ammonium: maximum 2 ppm.
Pour 2.5 g, carefully and while cooling, into waterRand
dilute to 20 mL with the same solvent. Cool, and add
dropwise 10 mL of a 200 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R,
followed by I rnL of alkalitle pouusium tetraiodomercurate
solution R. The colourof the solution is less intense than that
of a mixture of 5 mL of ammonium standard solution (l ppm
NH.,) R, IS mL of water R, 10 mL of a 200 gIL solution of
,odillm hydroxide Rand 1 mL of alkalitle potassium
tetraiodomercurate solution R.
Anenic (2.4.2, Melhod A): maximum 0.02 ppm.

To 50 g add 3 rnLof niuicacid R and evaporate carefully
until the volume isreduced to about 10 mL. Cool, add to
me residue 20 mL of waterR and concentrate to 5 mL.
Prepare the standard using 1.0 mL of arsenk standard solution
(1 ppm A,) R.

Iron (2.4.9): maximum 1 ppm.

Dissolve the residue on ignition withslightheatingin 1 mL
of dilllte hydrochlori< acidR and dilute to 50.0 mL with
waterR. Dilute 5 mLof this solution to 10 mL with waterR.
Hea1lJ' metals (2.4.8): maximum 2 ppm.

Dilute 10 mL of thesolution obtained in the test for iron to
20 mL with waterR. 12 mLof the solution complieswith
test A. Prepare the reference solution using lead standard
,oI111Wtl (2 ppm Pb) R.
Residue on ignition: maximum 0.00 I per cent, determined on
100 g by evaporating cautiously in a smaU crucible over a
naked flame and igniting the residue to redness.
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Assay. Weigh accurately a ground-glass-stoppered flask
containing 30 mL of water R, introduce0.8 mL of the
sulfuric acid, cool and weigh again. Titrate with J M sodium
hydroxide, using 0.1 mL of methyl redso/uu"on R a,s indicator.
I mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 49.04 mg of
H 2S0 4 ,

SUJrage: in a ground-glass-stoppered containermade of glass
or other inert material.
Sulfuric Acid, 5M Sulphuric acid, 5M
Dilute 28 mL of sulfuric acid R to 100 mL with water R.
Sulfuric Acid, Dilute Sulphuric acid,dilute
Contains 98 gIL of H2S04 ,

Add 5.5 mL of sulfuric acid R to 60 mL of water R, aUow to
cool and dilute to 100 mL with the same solvent.

Assay. Into a ground-glass-stoppered flask containing 30 mL
of waterR, introduce 10.0 mL of the dilute sulfuric acid.
Titrate with 1 M sodium hydroxide, using 0.1 mL of methylred
solution R as indicator.
I mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 49.04 mg of
H 2S0 4,

Sulfuric Acid, Dilute RI
Contains 4.9 gIL of H2S04,

Prepared from sulfun'c acid R.
Sulfuric Acid, 2.5MAlcoholic Sulphuric acid,
2.5M alcoholic

Carefully and withconstant cooling, stir 14 mL of sulfum
acid R into 60 mL of anhydrous ethanol R. Allow to cool and
dilute to 100 mL with anhydrous ethanol R. Prepare
immediately beforeuse.
Sulfuric Acid, 0.25MAlcoholic Sulphuric acid,
0.25M alcoholic
Dilute 10 mL of 2.5 M alroho/U; srdfuric acidR to 100 mL
with anhydrous ethanol R. Prepare immediately beforeuse.
Sulfuric Acid, Alcoholic Solution of Sulphuric acid,
alcoholic solution of
Carefully and with constant cooling, stir 20 mL of srdfuric
acid R into 60 mL of ethanol (96 per emu R. AUow to cool
and dilute to 100 mL with ethanol (96 per emu R. Prepare
immediately beforeuse.
Sulfuric Acid, Ethanolic
Sulphuric acid, ethanolic
Solutions of the requisite molarity may be obtainedby
mixing sulfuric acid with ethanol (96%) as directed under
sulfuric acid.
When 'ethanotic sulfuric add' is followed by a percentage
figure,an instruction to use sulfun'c add diluted with ethanol
(96%) 10produce the specified percentage vlv proponion of
sulfuric acid is implied.
Sulfuric Acld-Fonnaldehyde Reagent Sulphuric acid
formaldehyde reagent
Mix 2 mL of fonnaldehyde solution R with 100 mL of srdfuric
acidR.
Sulfuric Acid, Heavy Metal·free Sulphuric acid, heavy
metal-free

Complies with the requirements prescribed for sulfuric acid R
with the following maximumcontents of heavy metals.
As: 0.005 ppm.
Cd: 0.002 ppm.
Cu: 0.001 ppm.
Fe: 0.05 ppm.
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Hg: 0.005 ppm.

Ni: 0.002 ppm.
Pb: 0.001 ppm.
Zn: 0.005 ppm.
Sulfuric Acid, Methanolic
Sulphuric acid) methanolic
Solutions of the requisite molarity may be obtained by
mixing sulfuric acidwith methanol as directed undersulfu'*
acid.
When 'methane/it sulfun"c acid' is followed by a percentage
figure, an instruction to use sulfuric add diluted with methanol
to produce the specifiedpercentage vlv proportion of sulfuric
acid is implied.
Sulfurlc Acid, Nitrogen-free Sulphuric acid, nitrogen
free
Complies with the requirements prescribed for sulfuric add R
with the following additional test.
Nitrous. To 5 mL of water R add carefully 45 mL of the
sulfuric acid, allow to cool to 40°C and add 8 mg of
dipheny/benzidine R. The solution is colourless or verypale
blue.
Sulfuric Acid, Nitrogen-free RI
Complies withthe requirements prescribed for nilrogen-free
srdfuric acid R.

Content: 95.0 per cent mlm to 95.5 per cent mlm.
Sulfuric Acid RI H2S0 4 =98.1 (7664-93-9)
Contenr. 75 per cent VIV.
Sunflower Oil See Sunflower oit, refined (1371).

Swertlamarin Swertiamaroside; (4R,5R,6S)-5-Ethenyl
6-(ll-n-g1ucopyranosyloxy)-4a-hydroxy-4,4a,5,6-tetrahydro
IH,3H-pyrano[3,4-<]pyran-l-one; C1.H22010 =374.3
(17388-39-5)

Tagatose n-(yxc>-Hexulose; C.H'20. =180.16 (87-81-1f)

White or almostwhite powder.
[ali,": -2.3 determined on a 21.9 gIL solution.
mp: 134 ·C to 135 ·C.
Talc (14807-96-6)

See Talc (0438).

Tannic Acid (1401-55-4)

Yellowish or light-brown, glistening scales or amorphous
powder, verysoluble in water, freely soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent), soluble in acetone.
Storage: protected from light.
Tannic Acid Reagent

Dissolve 25 mg of tannic acidin 20 mL of glacial aut;c acid
and add 80 mL of onhophosphoric ocid.
Prepare immediately beforeuse.
Tanshlnone JIA C••H••O, =294.3 (568-72-9)
1,6,6-Trimethyl-6,7,8,9-tetrahydrophenanthro[I ,2-b]furan
10,ll-dione.
(+)-Tartaric Acid Tanaric acid; (87-69-4)
See Tanan'c acid (0460).

Taurodeoxycholic Acid Sodium Salt
Culh.NaNO.S =521.7 (1l80-95-6)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Taxifollo (2R,3R)-2-(3,4-Dihydroxyphenyl)-3,5,7
trihydroxy-2,3-dihydro-4H-I-benzopyran-4-one;
C1,H.20, = 304.3 (480-18-2)
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White or almostwhitepowder, slightly soluble in anhydrous
ethanol.

Absorbance (2.2.25). A solution in anhydrous ethanol R shows
an absorptionmaximum at 290 om.

Teenazene CoHCI.N02 =260.9 (l17-18-1J)

bp: about 304 'C.

mp: 99 'C to 100 'C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 nglJIL in
cyclohexane) may be used.

trans-Terpin (Ir,4r)-4-(2-Hydroxypropan-2-yl)-I
methyJcyclohexan-l-ol; p-Menmane-l,8-diol;
ClOH2002 = 172.3 (565-50-4)

mp: about 116°C.

Terpinene l-Isopropyl-4-melhylcyclohexa-l,3-diene;
«-Terplnene; ClOH16 = 136.2 (99-86-5)

Clear, almostcolourless liquid.
tf,0: about 0.837.

nbo; about 1.478.
bp: about 174 'C.

a-Tetpinene used in gas chromatography complies with the
following additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the

. monograph Tea tree..7 (1837).

Content: minimum 90 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
't:Terplnene l-Isopropyl-4-methylcyclohexa-l,4-dlene;
CloR,. = 136.2 (99-85-4)

Oily liquid.
)'-Tetpinene used in gas ,hromaUJgraphy complies with Ihe
following additional test
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermintoil (0405).

Test solutiOn. TIle substance to be examined.

Content: minimum 93.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisationprocedure.

Terplnen-a-ol 4-Methyl-I-( l-methylethyl)cyclohex-3-en-l
01; p-Menth-Len-t-ol, CIOH"O = 154.2 (562-74-1)

Oily, colourless liquid.
Terpinen-4-01 used in gaschromatography complies wi'" the
following additional test

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Lavender oil (J338).

Test solution. The substance to be examined.
Content: minimum 90.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

a»Terpineol (RSj-2-(4-Methylcyclohex-3-enyl)-2-propanol;
CloR,aO =154.2 (98-55-5)
Colourless crystals, practically insoluble in water, soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 0.935.

n~o: about 1.483.

[.]i,": about 92.5.

mp: about 35 'C.

It may contain 1 to 3 per cent of p-terpineol.
a-Terpmeol used in gas chromatography complies with the
following tes'
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Anise oil (0804).

Test solution. A 100 gILsolution in hexane R.
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Contem: minimum 97.0 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.

Terpinolene p-Mentha-l,4(8)-dienei 4-Isopropylidene-l
methylcyclohexene; C,oRl. =136.2 (586-62-9)

Clear, almost colourless liquid.

tf,": about 0.863.

n~: about 1.488.

bp: about 184 'C.

Terpinolene usedin gas chromatography complies with the
following additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Tea tree oil (1837).

Content: minimum 90 per cent, calculated by the
normalisationprocedure.

Testosterone (58-22-0)

See Testosterone (1373).

Testosterone Propionate (57-85-2)

See Testosrerone propionate (0297).

1,2,3,4-Terra-O-acetyl-p-D-gtucopyranose
C"H200.0 =348.3 (J3100-46-4)

White or almost white powder, soluble in water with gentle
heating.

[al~: + II, determined on a 6 gIL solution in chlor%nn R.
mp: 126 'C to 128 'C.

1,3,4,6-Tetra..O-acetyl-p..n ..mannopyranose
C,.H200,o = 348.3 (18968-05-3)

Colourless or white powder or crystals.

mp: 160 'C to 161 'C.

(aJg': - 68, determined on a 7 gIL solution in methylene
chloride R.
Tetrabutylammonlum Bromide C,oH36BrN =322.4
(1643-19-2)

White or almost white crystals.
mp: 102 'C to 104 'C.

Tetrabutylammonlum Dlhydrogen Orthophosphate
Tetrabutylammonium dihydrogen phosphate;
C.oH J8NO.P =339.5 (5574-97-1J)

\Vhite or almost white powder, hygroscopic.

pH (2.2.3): about 7.5 for a 170 gIL solution.

Absorbance (2.2.25): about 0.10 determined at 210 om using
a 170 gIL solution.

Storage: in an airtightcontainer.

Tetrabutylammonlum Dlhydrogen Phosphate
Solution

A 1.0 1\1 solution of lelrabuty/ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate R. This solution is commerciallyavailable.

Tetrabutylammonlum Hydrogen Sulfate
Tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulphate;
C,.H"NO.S =339.5 (32503-27-8)

Crystalline powder or colourless crystals, freelysoluble in
water and in methanol.

mp: 169 'C to 173 'C.

Absorba1ICe (2.2.25): maximum 0.05, determined between
240 nm and 300 nm using a SO gIL solution.

Tetrabutylammonlum Hydrogen Sulfate RI
Tetrabutylammonium hydrogen sulphate RI

Complies with the requirementsprescribed for
tetrabruylammonium hydrogen sulfate R with the following
additional requirement.
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Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.02, determined between
215 run and 300 run using a 50 gIL solution.
Tetrabutylammonlum Hydroxide
C••H37NO,30H20 = 800 (147741-3().8)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent of C16H37NO,30H20.

Whiteor almostwhite crystals, soluble in water.
Assay. Dissolve 1.000 g in 100 mL of waterR. Titrate
immediately with 0.1 M hydrochlari< add determining the
end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20). Carry out a blank
titration.
I mL of 0.1 M hydrochlari< add is equivalent to 80.0 mg of
C,.H37NO,30H20.

Tetrabutylammonium Hydroxide Solution
General reagent gradeof commercecontaining 40.0% w/v of
CI6H37NO.

Tetrabutylammonium Hydroxide Solution (104 gIL)
A solution containing 104 gIL of C,oH37NO (M, 259.5),
prepared by dilution of a suitable reagent grade.
Tetrabutylammonium Hydroxide Solution (400 gIL)

A solution containing 400 gIL of C,oH'7NO (M, 259.5) of a
suitable grade.
Tetrabutylammonium Hydroxide, 0.4,\{
Use a grade of commerce suitable for chromatography.
Tetrabutylammonium Iodide C••H,JN =369.4
(311-28-4)
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.

White or slightly coloured, crystalline powder or crystals)
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
Sulfaledash (2.4.14): maxknum 0.02 per cent.

Assay. Dissolve 1.200 g in 30 mL of waterR. Add 50.0 mL
of 0.1 M silvernitrate and 5 mL of dilute nitnc acid R. Titrate
the excess of silvernitrate with 0.1 M ammonium thiocyanate,
using 2 mL of/eme ammonium sulfate solutiun R2 as indicator.
1 mL of 0.1 M silvernitrate is equivalent to 36.94 mg of
C.oH,JN.
TetrabutylanunonJum Perchlorate
C.oH,.CINO. =341.91 (1923-7()'Z)
General reagent grade of commercecontaining not less than
98.0% of C,oH"CINO•.
Tetrachloroethane 1,1,2,2-TetracWoroethane;
C2H2CL, = 167.9 (79-34-5)
Clear, colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water, miscible
with ethanol (96 per cent).
4g: about 1.59.
n~o: about 1.495.
DiJtiUation range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 145 ·C and 147 ·C.

Tetrachlorvlnphos CIOH,CI.O.P =366.0 (22248-79-9)
mp: about 95°C.
A suitable certified reference solution (10 nWJ1L in iso
octane) may be used.
Tetracos-15-enoic Acid Methyl Ester 15-Tetracosaenoic
acidmethyl ester; l\1ethyl tetracos-15-enoate; Nervonic acid
methyl ester; C"H••0 2 = 380.7 (2733-88-Z)

Contem: minimum 99.0 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.
liquid.

Tetracycline C"H,.N,O. = 444.4 (6()'54-8)
mp: about 176°.
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Generalreagent grade of commerce.
Store protected from light.
Tetracycline Hydrochloride
See Tetracycline hydrochloride (0210).

N-Tetradecane Tetradecane; C,.H,. =198.4 (629-59-4)
Content: minimum 99.5 per cent mlm.

A colourless liquid.
4g: about 0.76.
n~o: about 1.429.
bp: about 252 ·C.
mp: about -5 °C.
Tetradecylammonium Bromlde Tetrakis(decyl)
ammonium bromide; C,.Ha.BrN = 659 (14937-42-9)
Whiteor slightly coloured, crystalline powderor crystals.
mp: 88 ·C to 89 ·C.
Tetraethylanunonium Hydrogen Sulfate
Tetraethylammcnlum hydrogen sulphate;
CaH2INO,S = 227.3 (16873-13-5)
Hygroscopic powder.
mp: about 245 ·C.
Tetraethylammonium Hydroxide Solution
C.H2INO =147.3 (77-98-5)
A 200 gIL solution.
Colourless liquid, strongly alkaline.
4g: about 1.0!.
n~: about 1.372.
HPLCgrade.

Tetraethylene Pentamine 3,6,9-Triazaundecan-I,II
diamine; CaH"N, =189.3 (J12-57-2)
Colourless liquid, soluble in acetone.
n~: aboutl.506.
St(}rage: protected from humidity and heat.
Tetraheptylammonium Bromlde C,.H60BrN =490.7
(4368-51-8)
White or slightly coloured, crystalline powderor crystals.
mp: 89·C to 91 ·C.
Tetrahexylammonium Bromide N,N,N-Trihexylliexan
I-aminium bromide; C,oH"BrN =434.6 (4328-13-6)
White or almostwhite, crystalline powder, hygroscopic.
rnp: about 100°C.
Tetrahexylammonium Hydrogen Sulfate
Tetrahexylammcnium hydrogen sulphate;
C2.H"NO.S = 451.8 (32503-34-7)

Whiteor almost white crystals.
mp: 100 ·C to 102 ·C.

Tetrahydrofuran Tetramethylene oxide; C4.HaO = 72.1
(109-99-9)

Clear,colourless, flammable liquid,miscible with water, with
ethanol (96 per cent).
4g: about 0.89.
Do nat diJtiI if the Iettahydrofuran does not comply with the test
for peroxides.
Peroxides. Place 8 mL of potassium iodide and starch solution R
in a 12 mL ground-glass-stoppered cylinder about 1.5 em in
diameter. Fill completely with the substance to be examined,
shake vigorously and allowto stand protected from light for
30 min. No colour is produced.
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Tetrahydrofuran usedin spectrophotometry complies with the
follO'WitlfJ additional test..

Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.70 at 255 run, 0.10 at
270 om, 0.01 at 310 om, determined using water R as
compensation liquid.
Tetrahydrofuran for Chromatography
Complieswith the requirements prescribed for
tetrahydrofuran R with the following additional requirements:

40 = 0.8892.
bp: about 66 'C.
Content: minimum99.8 per cent of G.,HaO.
Tetrahydrofuran, Stabiliser-free
Tetrahydrofuran that is free from stabilisers and inhibitors.
Reagent grade of commerce.
Tetrahydropahnatlne (13aRS)-5,8,13,13a-Tetrabydro
2,3,9JI0-tetramethoxy-6H-dibenzo[a,g]quinolizinej

C21H"NO. = 355.4 (2934-97-6)
D-Tetrahydropalrnatine Hydrochloride C21H25N04,
HCI = 391.90 (6024-83-5)

General reagent grade of commerce.

a-Ten-alone f-Oxotetraline, 3,4-Dihydronaphilialen
I (2H)-one; CIOHlOO =146.2 (529-34-11)

bp: about 115 'C.
mp: about 5 "C.
Tetramethylammonium Bromide N,N,N
Trimethylmethanaminium bromide; C4H12BrN = 154.1
(64-20-11)

Whiteor slightly yellow, crystals, freely soluble in water.
mp: about 285 DC, with decomposition.
Tetramethylammonium Chloride C.H'2CIN = 109.6
(75-57-11)

Colourless crystals) soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).
mp: about 300 DC, with decomposition.
Tetramethylammonium Hydrogen Sulfate
Tetramethylammonium hydrogen sulphate;
C.H13NO.S = 171.2 (80526-82-5)

Hygroscopic powder.
mp: about 295 DC.
Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide Pentahydrate
Tetramethylammonium hydroxide; C.H13NO,5H20 = 181.2
(10424-65-</)

Suitable grade for HPLC.
Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide Solution (75-59-2)

Content: minimum 10.0 per cent mlm of GjHHNO.
(M,91.2).
Clear, colourless or verypale yellowliquid, miscible with
waterand with ethanol (96 per cent).
Assay. To 1.000 g add 50 mL of water R and titrate with
0.05 M sulfuri< add, using 0.1 mL of methyl red solution R as
indicator.
I mL of 0.05M sulfuri< acid is equivalent to 9.12 mg of
C.H13NO.

Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide Soludon, Dilute
Dilute 10 mL of tetramethylammonium hydroxide solutWn R to
100 mL with aldehyde-free akoholR. Prepare immediately
before use.
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Tetramethylhenzidine 3,3',5,5'-Tetramethylbiphenyl
4,4'-diamine; C,.H2oN2 = 240.3 (54827-17-7)
Powder, practically insoluble in water, verysoluble in
methanol.
mp: about 169 'C.
1,1,3,3-Tetramethylbutylamine 2-Amino-2,4,4
trimethylpentane; CsH,oN = 129.3 (107-45-9)

Clear, colourless liquid.
d~: about 0.805.

ng': about 1.424.
bp: about 140 'C.
TetramethylethylenediamJne Tetramethylethane-l,2
diamine; C.H1.N2 = 116.2 (110-18-9)

Colourless liquid,miscible with waterand with ethanol
(96 per cent).

dz'g: about 0.78.
n~: about 1.418.
bp: about 121 'C.
N,N,N',N'-Tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamlne
Dlbydrochloride C,oH,oN2,2HCI =237.2 (637-01-4)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Whitish grey crystals.

Tetramethylsllane TMS; C.H'2Si = 88.2 (75-76-3)
Clear, colourless liquid, veryslightly soluble in water, soluble
in acetoneand in ethanol (96 per cent).
~: about 0.64.
n~o: about 1.358.
bp: about 26 'C.
Tetramethylsilane used in nw:lear magnetic resonance SjJC{;trometry
romplies with thefollowing additional test.

In the nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of an
approximately 10 per cent VIV solution of the
tetramethylsilane in deuterated chloroform R, the intensity of
any foreign signal, excluding those due to spinningside
bandsand to chloroform, is not greater than the intensity of
the C-13 satellite signals located at a distance of 59.1 Hz on
each side of the principal signal of tetramethyIsilane.
Tetrandr1ne C"H.2N20 . =623 (518-34-3)
1,2,3,4-Tetraphenylcyclopenta-1,3-diene
C'9H22 =370.5 (J5570-45-3)
mp: about 178'.
General reagent grade of commerce.
1,2,3,4-Tetraphenylcyclopenta-l,3-dienone
Tetraphenylcyclopentadienone; C29H200 =384.5 (479-33-4)
mp: about 218'.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Tetraphenylethylene C2,;H20 =332.5 (632-51-9)
mp: about 2230

•

General reagent grade of commerce.
Tetrapropylammonium Chloride C'2H2.CIN =221.8
(5810-42-4)
White or almost white) crystalline powder, sparingly soluble
in water.
rnp: about 241 'C.
Tetrapropylammonium Hydrogen Sulfate NJNJN
Tripropylpropan-I-aminium hydrogen sulfate;
C'2H29NO.S = 283.4 (56211-70-1)
White or almost white, crystalline, hygroscopic powder.
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Tetrazolium Blue Blue tetrazolium salt;
C,oH32CI,N.Oz =728 (1871-22-3)
Yellow crystals, slightlysoluble in water, freelysoluble in
ethanol (96 per cent) and in methanol, practicaUy insoluble
in acetone.

mp: about 245 "C, with decomposition.

Tetrazolium Blue Solution, Alkaline
Immediately beforeuse mix 1 volume of a 0.2% w/v solution
of ulra~/ium blue in methanol with3 volumes of a 12% wlv
solution of sodium hydroxide in methanol.
Tetrazol1um Bromide 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5
diphenyltetrazoJiwn bromide; MIT; C18HI6BrNsS = 414.3
(298-93-1)
Tetrazol1um Salt 5-(3-Carooxymethoxyphenyl)-3-(4,5-
dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazoUum, inner
salt; MTS; CzoH17N,O.Sz = 481.5 (138169-43-4)

Thalllumfj) Nitrate Thallous nitrate; TINO] = 266.4
(10102-45-/)

General reagentgradeof commerce.
Thalllum(I) Sulfate Thadiurnu) sulphate; Thallous
sulphate; Thallous sulfate; TlzSO. = 504.8 (7446-18-6)
White or almost white, rhomboid prisms, slightly soluble in
water,practically insolublein ethanol (96 per cent).
Thebaine (5R,9R,13S)-4,5-Epoxy-3,6-dimethoxy-9a
methylmorphina-6,8-diene; C1.HZ1NO] = 311.4 (115-37-7)

Whiteor paleyellow, crystalline powder, very slightly soluble
in water, solublein hot anhydrous ethanoland in toluene.
mp: about 193 "C.
Chromalography (2.2.27). Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27)
as prescribed in identification test B in me monograph Raw
opium(0777): apply to the plate as a band
(20 mm x 3 mm) 20 ~L of a 0.5 gIL solution; the
chromatogram shows an orange-red or red principal hand
with an Rp of about 0.5.

TheobromIne C,HaN,Oz =180.2 (83-67-{f)

A white or almost white powder, very slightly soluble in
water and in anhydrous ethanol, slightly solublein ammonia.
It dissolves in dilutesolutions of alkali hydroxides and in
mineral acids.
Content: minimum 99.0 percent.
Theophylline (58-55-9)

See Theophylline (0299).
2..(2-Thienyl)acetic Acid 2-Thiopheneacetic acid;
CoR.OzS =142.1 (J918-77-{f)

Brown powder.
mp: about 65 "C.

TWoacetamide CzH,NS = 15.1 (62-55-5)

Crystalline powderor colourless crystals, freely soluble in
water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 113 °c.
Thioacetamide Reagent
To 0.2 mLof thioacetamick solution R add 1 mL of a mixture
of 5 mL of waler R, 15 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide and
20 mL ofglycerol (85 percen!! R. Heat in a water-hath for
20 s. Prepare inunediately before use.
Thioacetamide Solution
A 40 gIL solution of thioacetamide R.
TWobarbituric Acid 4,6-Dihydroxy-2-sulfanylpyrimidine;
C.H.NzOzS = 144.2 (504-17-6)
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ThiodiglycoJ 2,2'-thiodiethanolj Thiodiethylene glycol;
C,HIOOzS = 122.2 (111-48-8)

Colourlessor yellow, viscous liquid.

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.

dig: about I.l8.
TWomallc Acid (2RS)-2-5u1fanylbutanedioic acid;
C,H.O.S = 150.2 (70-49-5)
mp: 150 "C to 152 "C.

11tiomersal Sodium mercurothiolate; Sodium
2-[(ethylmercurio)thio]benzoate; C.H,HgNaOzS = 404.8
(54-64-8)
Light) yellowish-white, crystalline powder,verysoluble in
water,freely soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Thiourea CH.NzS = 16.1 (62-56-6)

White or almost white, crystalline powder or crystals, soluble
in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 178°C.
L-Threonine Threonine; (72-/9-5)

See Threonine (1049).
Thrombin Thrombin, human; (9002-04-4)

Dried human thrombin. A preparation of the enzymewhich
converts human fibrinogen into fibrin. It is obtainedfrom
liquid human plasma and may be prepared by precipitation
with suitable salts and organic solvents undercontrolled
conditions of pH, ionic strengthand temperature.
Yellowish-white powder, freely soluble in a 9 gIL solution of
sodium chloride fonning a cloudy, pale yellow solution.
Storage: in a sealed, sterile container under nitrogen,
protected from light, at a temperature below 25°C.

Thrombin, Bovine (9002-04-4)
A preparation of the enzyme, obtained from bovine plasma, _
that converts fibrinogen into fibrin.
A yellowish-white powder.

Storage: at a temperature below 0 °C.
Thrombin Soludon Thrombin solution, human
Reconstitute human thrombin R as directed by the
manufacturer and dilute to 5 IU/mL with lris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane sodium chloride buffer solution pH 7.4 R.
Thrombin Solution, Human RI
Reconstitute human thrombin R as directedby the
manufacturer and dilute to 2.5 lU/mL with phosphate buffer
solution pH 6.5 R.
Thrombin Solution, Human R2
Reconstitute human thrombin R as directed by the
manufacturer and dilute to 5 IU/mL with tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane-EDTA btiffer solution pH 8.4 RI.
Thromboplastin

A preparation containing the membraneglycoprotein tissue
factorand phospholipid, either purified from animal brain
(usuallyrabbit) or human placentaor manufactured using
recombinant DNA technology with added phospholipid.
The preparation is formulated for routine use in the
prothrombin time test and may contain calcium.
Thromboplastin Reagent
Thrombokinase extract
Extract 1.5 g of acetone-dried ox brain with 60 mL of water
for 10 to 15 minutes at 50°, centifuge for 2 minutes at
1500 revolutions per minute and decant the supernatant
liquid. This extract will retain its activity for several days
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when stored ina refrigerator. It may contain 0.3% wlv of
o-cresolas an antimicrobial preservative.
Thujone 4-Methyl-I-( l-methylethyl)bicyclo[3.1.0]hexan-3
one; C1oHI60 = 152.2 (76231-76-1J)

Colourless or almost colourless liquid, practically insoluble in
water, soluble inethanol (96 per cent) and in many other
organic solvents.
Thymidine 1-(2-Deoxy-~-D-erythro-pentoruranosyl)-5

methylpyrimidine-2,4(IH,3H)-dione; CIOH14N20, = 242.2
Needles, soluble in water, in hot ethanol (96 per cent) and in
glacial acetic acid.
Thymine 5-Methylpyrimidine-2,4(IH,3H)-dione;
C,H.N202 = 126.1 (65-71-4)

Shortneedles or plates) slightly soluble in cold water, soluble
in hot water. It dissolves in dilute solution of alkali
hydroxides.
Thymlnose z-Deoxy-n-erythro-penrose; z-Deosy-o-ribose,
C,HIOO. =134.1 (533-67-5)

Thymol 2-Isopropyl-5-methylphenol; (89-83-8)

Thymol usedin gas chromawgraphy complies wi.h thefoUowing
additional test.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Peppermint oil (0405).

Test solutU;-". Dissolve 0.1 g in about 10 mL of acetone R.
Content: minimum 95.0 per cent, calculated by the
nonnalisation procedure.
Thymol Blue Thymolsulfonphthalein; 4,4'-(3H-2,1
Benzoxathiol-3-ylidene)bis(2-isopropyl-5-methylphenol) S,S
dioxide; C2,H,oO,S = 466.6 (76-61-9)

Brownish-green or greenish-blue, crystalline powder, slightly
soluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in
dilute solutions of alkali hydroxides.
Thymol Blue Solution
Dissolve 0.1 g of .hymol blueR in a mixture of 2.15 mL of
0.1 M sodium hydroxide and 20 mL of ethanol (96 percem) R
and dilute to 100 mL with waterR.
Testfor sensitivity. To 0.1 mL of the thymol blue solution add
100 mL of carbon dioxide-fret waterRand 0.2 mL of 0.02 M
sodium hydroxide. The solution is blue. Not more than
0.15 mL of 0.02 M hydrochlori< acid is required 10 change the
colour to yellow.
Colour change: pH 1.2 (red) to pH 2.8 (yellow); pH 8.0
(olive-green) to pH 9.6 (blue).
Thymolphthalein 3,3-Bis(4-hydroxy-5-isopropyl-2
methylphenyl)phthalide; C28H,oO. =430.5 (125-20-2)

White or yellowish-white powder, practically insoluble in
water, solublein ethanol (96 per cent) and in dilute solutions
of alkali hydroxides.
Thymolphthalein Solution
A I gIL solution of Ihymolph,halein R in ethanol
(96 percent) R.
Test for sensinVity. To 0.2 mL of the thymolphthalein solution
add 100 mL of carbon dioxide-free waler R. The solutionis
colourless. Not more than 0.05 mL of 0.1 iH sodium
hydroxide is required to change the colour to blue.
Colour change: pH 9.3 (colourless) to pH 10.5 (blue).
Tin Granulated tin; Sn = 118.7 (744()-31-5)

Silvery-white granules, soluble in hydrochloric acid with
release of hydrogen.
Arsenic (2.4.2, Method A): maximum 10 ppm, determined on
0.1 g.
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Tin(n) Chloride Tin dichloride dehydrate; Stannous
chloride, SnCI,,2H20 = 225.6 (10025-69-1)

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent of SnCh,2H20 .
Colourless crystals, verysoluble in water, freely soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent), in glacial aceticacid and in dilute and
concentrated hydrochloric acid.
Assay. Dissolve 0.500 g in 15 mL of hydrochlori< acidR in a
ground-glass-stoppered flask. Add 10 mL of woterRand
5 mL of chloroform R. Titrate rapidly with 0.05 M potassium
iodate until the chloroform layer is colourless.
1 mL of 0.05 M potassium iodare is equivalent to 22.56 mg of
SnCI2,2H20.
Tin(n) Chloride Solution Stannous chloride solution

Heat 20 g of lin R with 85 mL of hydrochlori< acidR until no
more hydrogen is released. Allow to cool.
Storage: over an excess of tin R, protected from air.
Tin(II) Chloride Solution AsT

Stannouschloridesolution, low in arsenic, of commerce, or
prepare from tin(lt} chloride solu'ion by adding an equal
volume of hydrochloric acid, reducing the original volume by
boiling and filtering through a fine-grain filter paper.

Complies wi'h the following test.

To 10 mL add 6 mL of waterand 10 mL of hydrochlori< acid,
distil and collect 16 mL. To the distillate add 50 mL of
water, 0.1 mL of me solution,5 mL of O.lMpotassium iodide
and 5 g of activatedzinc. Using the apparatus and procedure
described for the limit testfor arsenic, Appendix VTI, the
colour obtainedin the test-tube with the test solution is not
more intense than mat produced when the test is repeated
with the addition of 1 mL of arsenic standard solution (1 ppm
As). .

Tin(II) Chloride Solution RI Stannous cWoride
solution Rl
Immediately beforeuse, dilute 1 volume of stannous chloride
solution R with 10 volumes of diluu hydrochlori< acid R.

Tin(II) Chloride Solution R2 Stannous chloride
solution R2
To 8 g of stannous chloride R add 100 mL of a
20 per cent VIV solution of hydrochlori< acidR. Shake until
dissolved, heating, if necessary, on a water-bam at 50 DC.
Pass a current of mirogen R for 15 min. Prepare immediately
beforeuse.
Tin Test Kit, Semi-quantitative
CommerciaUy available set of reagents consisting of tin test
strips and a reagent mixture for the determination of tin in
aqueous solutions, in a range of 10-200 IlglmL

Tiron 4,5-Dihydroxy·l,3-benzenedisulfonic acid disodium
sail monohydrate; C6H.Na20.S"H20 =332 (270573-71-2)

Generalreagent gradeof commerce.
Tiron Indicator Solution
2% wlv solution of tiron in water.
Titan Yellow Thiazol yellow; Disodium2,2'-[(I-triazene
1,3-diyl)di-4,I-phenylene]bis-[6-methylbenzothia20Ie-7
sulfonate]; C,.HI9N,Na20.S. = 696 (1829-00-1)

Schultz No. 280
Colour Index No. 19540
A yellowish-brown powder, freely solublein water and in
ethanol (96 per cent),

Titan Yellow Paper
Immersestrips of filter paper in titan yellow solution Rand
leave for a few minutes. Allow to dryat room temperature.
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Titan Yellow Soludon
A 0.5 gIL solution of titanyellowR.
Test/or sensitivity. To 0.1.mL of the titan yellow solutionadd
10 mL of waterR, 0.2 mL of magnesium standardsolution
(10 ppm Mg) Rand 1.0 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide.
A distinctpink colour is visible by comparison witha
reference solutionprepared in a similar manner omittingthe
magnesiwn.

Titanium Ti = 47.88 (7440-32-6)

Content: minimum 99 per cent.
Metal powder, fine wire (diameter not more than0.5 mm),
sponge.

mp: about 1668 "C.

Density: about 4.507 glcm'.

Titanlum(m) Chloride Titanium trichloride;
'nci, = 154.3 (7705-07-9)

Reddish-violet crystals, deliquescent, soluble in waterand in
ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 440 "C.

Storage: in an airtight container.
Titanium(m) Cblorlde Solution Titanium trichloride
solution
d~: about 1.19.

A J50 gIL solution of tiranium trichloride R in hydrochloric
acid (100 gIL HCI).

Tltanium(m) Cblorlde-Sulfuric Acid Reagent
Titeniumnu) chloride-sulphuric acid reagent; Titanium
trichloride-sulphuric acid reagent; Titanium trichloride
sulfuric acid reagent
Carefully mix 20 mL of titanium mchloride solution R with
13 mL of ,ulfuri< acidR. Add sufficient ,trong hydrogen
peroxide solution R to give a yellowcolour. Heat until white
fumes are evolved. Allow to cool. Dilute with waterRand
repeatthe evaporation and addition of water R until a
colourless solutionis obtained. Dilute to 100 mL with
water R.
Titanium Dioxide Titanium(IV) oxide; (13463-67-7)

See Tiranium dioxide (0150).

TLC Aluminium Oxide G Plate

Support of metal, glassor plastic, coated with a layerof
aluminium oxide (particle size 5-40 pm) containing about
10 per cent of calcium sulfate hemihydrate as a binder.
TLC Cellulose Plate

Support of glass,metal or plastic, coated with a layer of
cellulose.
TLC Octadecylsilyl Silica Gel Plate

Support of glass, metal or plasticcoated with a layer of
octadecylsilyl silicagel. The plate maycontain an organic
binder.
TLC Octadecylsilyl Silica Gel F", Plate

Support of glass, metalor plastic coated with a layer of
octadecylsilyl silica gel.
It containsa fluorescent indicator having a maximum
absorbance in ultraviolet light at 254 run.
TLC Performance Test Soludon

Prepare a mixture of 1.0 mL of each of the following
solutions and dilute to 10.0 mL with acetone R: a 0.5 gIL
solution of Sudan red GRin toluene R, a 0.5 gIL solution of
methyl orange R in ethatwl R prepared immediately beforeuse,
a 0.5 gIL solutionof bromocresol green R in acetone R and a
0.25 gIL solution of methylred R in autane R.
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TLC Silica Gel Plate Silica gel

Support of glass, metal or plastic, coated with a layer of silica
gel of a suitable thickness and particle size (usually 2 J.Ull to
10 pm for fine particle size [High Performance "Thin-Layer
Chromatography, HPTLC) plates and 5 pm to 40 um for
normal TLC plates). If necessary, the particle size is
indicated after the name of the reagent in the tests where it is
used.
The plate may contain an organic binder.
Chromatographit separation. Apply to the plate an appropriate
volume (10 1'1. for a normal TLC plate and I ~L to 2 ~L for
a fine particle size plate) of TLC perfonnance USl solution R.
Develop over a pathlength two-thirds of the plateheight,
using a mixture of 20 volumesof methanol Rand 80 volumes
of wluene R. The plate is not satisfactory, unless the
chromatogram shows fourclearly separated spots, the spot of
bromocresol greenwith an RF valueless than0.15, the spot
ofmethyJorange with an RFvalue in the rangeof 0.1 to
0.25, the spot of methyl red with an Rp value in the rangeof
0.35 to 0.55 and the spot of Sudan red G with an Rp value
in the range of 0.75 to 0.98.

TLC Silica Gel F". Plate

Complieswith the requirements prescribed for TLC sllica gel
plau R with the following modification.

It contains a fluorescent indicator having a maxinuun
absorbance at 254 om.

Fluorescence suppression. Applyseparately to the plateat five
points increasing volumes (l J.lL to 10 J.lL for normal
TLC plates and 0.2 ~L to 2 ~L for fine particle size plates)
of a 1 gIL solutionof benzoic acidR in a mixture of
15 volumes of anhydrous ethanol Rand 85 volumes of
cycWhexane R. Develop over a pathlength half of the plate
heightwith the same mixture of solvents. Afterevaporating
the solvents examinethe chromatogram in ultraviolet light at
254 run. For normal TLC plates the benzoicacid appears as
dark spots on a fluorescent background approximately in the
middle of the chromatogram for quantities of 2 J.lg and
greater. For fine particle size plates the benzoic acid appears
as dark spots on a fluorescent background approximately in
the middle of the chromatogram forquantities of 0.2 J.lg and
greater.
TLC Silica Gel Fm Silanised Plate

It complieswith me requirements prescribed for
TLC sitanised sitita gelptau R with the followingmodification.

It contains a fluorescent indicator having a maximum
absorbance at 254 om.

TLC Sillca Gel G Plate

Complies with the requirements prescribed for TLC silica gel
ptace R with the following modification.

It contains calcium sulfate hemihydrate as binder.
TLC Silica Gel GFm Plate

Complies with the requirements prescribed for TLC silica gel
plate R with the following modifications.

It contains calcium sulfate hemihydrate as binder and a
fluorescent indicator havinga maximum absorbance at
254 om.

Fluorescence suppression. Complieswith the test prescribed for
TLC ,itita gelFm pkue R.
TLC Silica Gel Plate for Aminopolyether Test

Immerse a TLC Sl7ica gelpkue R in iodoplatinau reagenr Rl for
5-10 s. Dry at room temperature for 12 h, protected from
light.
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Storage: protected from light, in an open container; use
within 30 days after preparation.

TLC Sillea Gel Plate for Chiral Separations,
Oetadeeylsilyl

Support of glass, metal or plastic, coated with a layer of
octadecylsilyl silica gel, impregnated with Cu2+ ions and
enantiomericaUy pure hydroxyproline. The plate may contain
an organic binder.

TLC Sillea Gel Silanised Plate

Support of glass, metal or plastic, coated with a layer of
silanised silica gel of a suitable thickness and particle size
(usually 2 urn to 10 urn for line particle size [High
Performance Thin-Layer Chromatography, HPTLC] plates
and 5 Jim to 40 urn for normal TLC plates), If necessary, the
particle size is indicated after the name of the reagent in the
tests where it is used.

The plate may contain an organic binder.

Chromatographi€. separadon. Introduce 0.1 g each of methyl
taurate R, methyl mynstate R, methylpalmitate R and methyl
'tearateR into a 250 mL conical flask. Add 40 mL of
akohol~ potassium hydroxide solution Rand heat under a reflux
condenser on a water-bath for 1 h. Allow to cool, transfer the
solution to a separating funnel by means of 100 mL of
water R, acidify (pH 2 10 3) with dilutehydrochloric acid R and
shake with three quantitites each of 10 mL of melhylene
chloride R. Dry the combined methylene chloride extracts
over anhydrous sodiumsulfate R, filter and evaporate to
dryness on a water-bath. Dissolve the residue in 50 mL of
methylene chloride R. Examine by thin-layer chromatography
(2.2.27), using TLC sllanised silica gelplateR. Applyan
appropriate quantity (about 10 J.IL for normal nc plates
and about I ~L to 2 ~ for line particle size plates) of the
methylene chloride solution at each of three separate points.
Develop over a pathlength two-thirds of the plate height with
a mixture of 10 volumes of glacial Qatic acidR, 25 volumes
of water Rand 65 volumes of dioxan R. Dry me plate at
120 °C for 30 min. Allow to cool, spray with a 35 WL
solution of phosphomolybdic acid R in 2-propanol R and heat at
150°C until the SPOlS become visible. Treat the plate with
ammonia vapour until me background is white.
The chromatograms show four clearly separated, well-defined
spots.

co-Tocopherol (10191-41-ff)

See all-rae-a-Tocopherol (0692).

u-Toccpheryl Acetate (7695-91-2)

See all-rac-a-Tawpheryl a«/ate (0439).

o-Tolldine 3,3 /-Dimemylbenzidinej
C14Hl~2 = 212.3

(119-93-7)

Content: minimum 97.0 per cent.

Light brownish, crystalline power.

mp: about 130 °C.

0-Tolidlne Solution

Dissolve 0.16 g of o-rolidine R in 30.0 mL ofglacialacetic
acid R, add 1.0 g of potassium iodide R and dilute to
500.0 mL with waterR.
Toluene Methylbenzene; C7H. = 92.1 (108-88-3)

Clear, colourless, flammable liquid, very slightly soluble in
water, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: 0.865 to 0.870.

bp: about 110 'C.
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Toluene, Sulfur-free Toluene, sulphur-free

Complies with me requirements prescribed for toluene R with
the following additional requirements.

Sulfur compounds. To 10 mL add I mL of anhydrous
ethanol Rand 3 mL of potassium plumbite solution R and boil
under a reflux condenser for 15 min. Allow to stand for
5 min. No darkening is produced in the aqueous layer.

Thiophen-rekued substances. Shake 2 mL with 5 mL of isatin
reagent R for 5 min and allow to stand for 15 min. No blue
colour is produced in the lower layer.

p-Toluenesulfonamide (70-55-3)

See IoIw",esu/fonamide R.

Toluene-a-sulfonamide Toluene-c-sufphonamide;
0-Toluenesulphonamide; 2-Metltylbenzenesulfonamidej
z-Merhylbenzenesulphonamide; 0-Toluenesuffbnamide;
C7H,NO,S = 171.2 (88-19-7)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, slightly soluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in solutions of
alkali hydroxides.

mp: about 156 °C.

To1uene-p-sulfonamide p-Tohrenesullonamide; Toluene
sulfonamide; 4-Methylbenzenesulfonamidej
Toluenesulfonamide; C7H,NO,S = 171.2 (70-55-3)

Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.

White or almost white, crystalline powder, slightly soluble in
water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent} and in solutions of
alkali hydroxides.

mp: about 136 °C.

To1uene-p-sulfonic AcId Toluene-p-sulphonic acid,
Toluenesulphonic acid; 4-Methylbenzenesulfonic acid;
4-Methylbenzenesulphonic acid; Toluenesulfonic acid;
C7H.03S,H,O = 190.2 (6192-52-5)

Content: minimum 87.0 per cent of G,H.03S.
White or almost while, crystalline powder or crystals, freely
soluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Toluenesulfonylurea 4-i\olethylbenzenesulfonylureaj
p-Toluenesulfonylurea; (4-Methylphenyl)sulfonylurea;
C.H,oN,03S = 214.2 (1694-06-ff)

White or almost white, crystalline powder.

mp: 196 to 198 'C.

o-Tolnic Acid C.HsO, = 136.2 (118-90-1)

mp: about 104°.

General reagent grade of commerce.

A white, crystalline powder.

o-Toluidine 2-Methylaniline; C7H,N = 107.2 (95-53-4)

Pale-yellow liquid becoming reddish-brown on exposure to
air and light, slightly soluble in water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent) and in dilute acids.

dig: about 1.01.

n~o: about 1.569.

bp: about 200 'C.

Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.

p-Toluidine 4-Methylaniline; G,H,N =107.2 (l06-49-ff)

Lustrous plates or flakes, slightly soluble in water, freely
soluble in acetone and in ethanol (96 per cent).

mp: about 44°C.

Toluidine Blue Toluidine Blue 0; 3-Amino-7
dimethylamino-2-methylphenothiazin-5-ium chloride;
Cj,H'6CIN3S = 305.8 (92-31-9)

Schultz No. 1041
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Colour Index No. 52040

Dark-green powder, soluble in water, slightly soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

a-Toluidine Hydrochloride 2-Methylaniline
hydrochloride; 2-Methylbenzenamine hydrochloride;
C,HIOCIN =143.6 (636-21-5)

Content: minimum 98.0 per cent.

mp: 215"C 10217 "C.

Tosylargin1ne Methyl Ester Hydrochloride N-Tosyl-L
arginine methyl ester hydrochloride; Methyl (S)-5-guanidino
2-(4-methylbenzenesulfonamido)valerate hydrochloride;
C••H"CIN.O.S = 378.9 (1784-03-8)

[ali,": -12 to -16, determined on a 40 gIL solution.

mp: about 145 -c,
Tosylargin1ne Methyl Ester Hydrochloride Solution

To 98.5 mg of /OS)Ilarginine melhylester hydrochloride R add
5 mL of tris(hydroxymelhyDaminomelhane buffer ,0lutWn
pH 8.1 R and shake to dissolve. Add 2.5 mL of methylred
mixedsolution R and dilute 10 25.0 mL with water R.
Tosyl-Iysyl-chloromethane Hydrochloride (3S)-7
Amino-I-chloro-3-tosylamido-2-heptanone hydrochloride;
C..H"CI2N203S = 369.3 (4238-41-9)

[ali,": -7 to -9, determined on a 20 gIL solution.

mp: about t55°C, with decomposition.

A:~: 310 to 340, determined at 230 nm in walerR.
Tosylphenylalanylchloromethane L-tosylaminophenethyl
cWoromethyl ketone; C17H,.CIN03S =351.9 (402-71-1)

[aJi,": -85 to -89, determined on a 10 gIL solution in ethanol
(96 percent) R.
mp: about 105 "C.

AI';",: 290 10 320, determined at 228.5 om in ethanol
(96 percent) R.
Toxaphene (8001-35-2)

A mixture of polychloro derivatives.
mp: 65 "C 1090 "C.

A suitable certified reference solution (10 ng/J.IL in iso
octane) maybe used.
Tragacanth (9000-65-1)

See Tragacanth (0532).

Triacetin Propane-l,2,3-triyl triacetate; Glycerol triacetate;
C,H••O. = 218.2 (102-76-1)

Almostclear, colourless to yellowish liquid, soluble in water,
miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

dig: about 1.16.

n~: about 1.43.
bp: about 260 "C.

Triamcinolone 9-F1uoro-ll~,160,17,21
tetrahydroxypregna-l ,4-diene-3,20-dionej
C2IH27FO. = 394.4 (124-94-7)

A crystalline powder.

mp: 262 "C to 263 "C.

Triamcinolone AcetonJde (76-25-5)

See Triamcinolone acetomde (0533).

Tribromophenol 2,4,6-Tribromophenol;
C.H3Br30 =330.8 (lJ8-79-6)

Trlbutyl Citrate Ttiburyl 2-hydroxypropane-I,2,3
tricarboxylate; C••H"O, =360.4 (77-94-1)
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til': about 1.043.
n);': ahout 1.445.

Trlbutyl Orthophosphate Tributoxyphosphine oxide;
Tributoxyphosphane oxide; Tributyl phosphate;
C12H270.P = 266.3 (126-73-8)

Colourless liquid, slightly soluble in water, solublein the
usual organic solvents.
cJi~: about 0.976.

n'ti: about 1.422.
bp: about289°C, with decomposition.
Trlbutylphosphine C 12H27P = 202.3 (998-40-»

Clear, colourless liquid.
bp: ahout 240 "C.

mp: about-60 "C.

Trichlorethylene TticWoroethylene; c,HCI, =131.4
(79-01-6)

Colourless liquid, practically insoluble in water, miscible with
ethanol (96 per cent).

Jig: about 1.46.

n-::: about 1.477.
Trichloroacetic Acid c,HCI302 = 163.4 (76-03-9)

Colourless crystals or a crystalline mass, very deliquescent, .
very soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
Storage: in an airtight container.
Trichloroacetic Acid Solution
Dissolve 40.0 g of tnchioroacetic acid R in water R and dilute
10 1000.0 mL with the same solvent. Verify the
concentration by titration with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide and
adjust if necessary 1040 ± I gIL.

1,1,1-Trichloroethane Methylch1orofonn;
C2H,CI3 =133.4 (71-55-6)

Non-flammable liquid, practically insoluble in water, soluble
Inacetoneand in methanol.
dig: about 1.34.

n);': about 1.438.
bp: ahout 74 "C.

Trichlorotrlfluoroethane l,l,2-Trichloro-1,2,2
trifluorcethane; C2CI,F3 = 187.4 (76-13-1).

Colourless, volatile liquid, practically insoluble in water,
miscible with acetone.
dig: about 1.58.

DislinatUm range (2.2.lJ). Not less than 98 per cent distils
between 47 "C and 48 "C.

Trlcine N-[2-Hydroxy-I,I-bis(hydroxymethyl)ethyl]glycine;
C.H.,NO, =179.2 (5704-04-1)

Use electrophoresis-grade reagent.
mp: about 183 "C.

Trlcosane C2.,H.,. = 324.6 (638-67-5)

Whiteor almostwhite crystals) practicaUy insoluble in water,
solublein hexane.
mp: about 48 "C.

Trldecyl Alcohol Tridecanol; C13H2.O = 200.4
(l12-70-9)

Tridocosahexaenoln Triglyceride of docosahexaenoic acid
(C22:6)j Glycerol tridocosahexaenoate; Propane-l,2,3-uiyl
tri-(aU-Z)-docosa-4,7, 10) 13,16,19-hexaenoate;
C.,HseO. = 1023.5 (124596-98-1)

The reagent from Nu-Chek Prep, Inc. has been found
suitable.
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Triethanolamine (102-71-6)

See Trotamme (1577).

Triethyl Phosphonofonnate Ethyl (diethoxyphosphoryl)
formate; C,HI5O,P = 210.2 (1474-78-K)

Colourless liquid.
bp12 mm: about 135°C.

TriethylamIne N,N-Diethylethanamine; C,)I15N = 101.2
(121-44-9)

Colourless liquid, slightlysoluble in water at a temperature
below 18.7 "C, miscible with ethanol (96 per cent).

d~g: about 0.727.

n~o: about 1.401.

bp: abont 90 'C.

Triethylamine RI N,N-Diethylethanamine;
C.H15N = 101.2 (121-44-9)
Complies with the requirements prescribed for m"ethylamine R
with the following additional requirements.
Content: minimum 99.5 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.
Water: maximum 0.1 per cent.

Use freshly distilled or from a freshly opened container.
TriethylamIne R2 N,N-Diethylethanamine;
C.H15N = 101.2 (121-44-9)

Complies with the requirements prescribed for triethylamine R
and with the following additional requirements.
Content: minimum 99.5 per cent, determined by gas
chromatography.

Water: maximum 0.2 per cent.
It is suitable for gradient elutionin liquid chromatography.
Use freshly distilled orfrom a freshly opened container.
Triethylamine Hydrogen Carbonate Solution
Pass a gentle currentof carbon dioxide through a 5% wlv
solution of methylamine for 16 hours.
Triethylenediamine 1,4-Diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane;
C,)I,,N, = 112.2

Crystals, very hygroscopic,sublimesreadily at room
temperature, freely soluble in water, in acetone and in
anhydrous ethanol.

bp: about 174 'C.

mp: about 158 "C,

Storage: ln. an airtight container.
Trillumuron 1-(2-Chlorobenzoyl)-3-(4
triflumoromethoxyphenyl)urea; C"HlOCIF3N,03 = 358.7
(64628-44-0)

White or almost white crystalline powder,practically
insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in acetone and ln.
methylene chloride.
Trilluoroacetlc Acid C,HF30, = 114.0 (76-05-1)

Content: minimum 99 per cent.

Liquid, miscible with acetone andwith ethanol (96 percent).
d~: about 1.53.

bp: about 72 'C.

Use a gradesuitable for protein sequencing.
Storage: in an airtight container.
TrlIluoroacetlc Anhydride C.,F.03 =210.0 (407-25-U)

Colourless liquid.

d~g: ab?ut 1.5.
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3-Triftuoromethylaniline 3-(Trifluoromethyl)anilinej a,a)
c-Trilluoro-zs-tofuidlne, 3-(Triftuoromethyl)benzenamide;
C,H.F3N =161.1 (98-16-K)

Colourless liquid.
Density: 1.30 glcm3 (20 'C).

4-Trilluoromethylphenol C,H,F30 = 162.1 (402-45-~

White or light yellow, crystalline solid or powder.
mp: about 46 "C.

Trilluoropropylmethylpolyslloxane

Polysiloxanesubstituted with trifluoropropyl groups and
methyl groups.

TrigIyclne 2-[[2-[(2-Aminoacetyl)amino]acetyl]amino]
acetic acid; Glycylglycylglycine; C.HllN30. = 189.2
(556-33-2)

TrlgoneIlIne Hydrochloride I-Methylpyridinium-3
carboxylate hydrochloride; C,HBCINO, =173.6 (6138-41-6)

Crystalline powder, verysoluble in water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

mp: about 258 'C.

l,2,4-Trlmethylbenzene Pseudocumene; C9H l 2 = 120.2
(95-63-6)

Trlmethylchlorosilane Chlorotrimethylsllane;
C3H.CISi =108.6 (75-77-4)

Clear, colourless liquid, fuming in air.
d~g: about 0.86.

n~: about 1.388.
bp: about 57 'C.

2,2,4-Trimethylpentane Iso-octene; Trimethylpentane;
CaRIB =114.2 (540-84-1)

Colourless, ftanunable liquid, practically insoluble in water,
soluble in anhydrous ethanol.
d~: 0.691 to 0.696.

n~o: 1.391 to 1.393.

DisonarWn range (2.2.11). Not less than 95 per cent distils
between 98 °C and 100 °C.
Trimethy/pencane usedin spearophotomary complies with the
following additional test:

Absorbance (2.2.25): maximum 0.01 from 250 run to 420 run,
determined using water R as compensation liquid.
Trlmethylpentane for Chromatography

Complies with the requirements prescribed for
tnmethylpenwne R with the following additional requirement.
Residue on evaporation: maximum 2 mgIL.

Trlmethylpenlane RI

Complies with the requirements prescribed for
trimethylpenume R with the following modification.
Absorbance (2.2.25). Not more than 0.07 from 220 run to
360 run, determined using waterR as the compensation
liquid.

N-Trlmethylsllylimidazole 1-Trimethylsilylimidazole;
C.H12N,Si =140.3 (18156-74-6)
Colourless, hygroscopic liquid.

dig: about 0.96.

nf,O: about 1.48.
Srorage: in an airtight container.
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3-Trimethylsllyl-l-propanesulfonlc Acid, Sodium
Salt Sodium 3-(trimethylsilyl)-I-propanesulfonate; sodium
3-(trimethylsilyl) -f-propanesulphonate; 3-trimethylsilyl-I
propanesulphonic acid, sodium salt; CJl15Na03SSi =218.3
(2039-96-5)

mp: about 165°,

Beige powder;content, minimum 97.0 %.
Trimethylsulfonlum Hydroxide Trimethylsulfonium
hydroxide; C,HlOOS = 94.2 (17287-03-5)

dJ": about 0.81.
Trimethyltin Chloride Chlorotrimethylstannane;
C,H,CISn = 199.3 (1066-45-1)

2)4,6~Trlnitrobenzenesu1fonic Acid Picrylsulfonic acid;
Picrylsulphonic acid; 2,4,6-Trinitrobenzenesulphonic acid;
C.H,N,O,S,3H,O = 347.2 (2508-19-2)

White or almost white, crystalline powder, soluble in water.
mp: 190°C 10 195°C.

Triolein Propane-I,2,3-triyl tris[(9Z)-oetadec-9-enoate];
sn-Glyceryl trioleate;Glycerol trioleate, Oleyl triglyceride;
C"H",..O. =885.4 (122-32-7)
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Triphenylamine C,.H.,N = 245.3 (603-34-9)
mp: about 126°,
General reagent grade of commerce.
A white, crystalline solid.
Triphenylethylene C,oH•• = 256.4 (58-72-0)

mp: about 70°.

General reagent grade of commerce.
Triphenylmethanol Triphenylcarbinol; C19H1.O = 260.3
(76-84-6)
Colourless crystals, practicaUy insoluble in water, freely
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent),

2,3,5-Triphenyllelrazolium Chloride Tetrazolium Sail;
Triphenylretrazolium Chloride; C"H15CIN. = 334.8
(298-96-4)

Pale or dull-yellow powder) solublein water, in acetone and
in ethanol (96 per cent),
mp: about 240 "C, with decomposition.
S",rage: protected from light.

Analytical reagent grade of commerce containing not less
than 98.0 per cent of C19HISCIN4
AssayDissolve I g in a mixture of 5 mLof dilute nitdc acid
and 45 mL of water, add 50 mL of O.IM siltier nitrate VS and
heal [0 boiling. Allow 10 cool, add 3 mL of dibutylphthalate,
shake vigorously and titrate with O.1M ammonium thiocyanate
VS using 2 mL of ammonium ;nm(Jtl} sulfate solution R2 as
indicator. Each mL of O.1M silvernitrate VS is equivalent to
33.48 mg of C19H15C,N•.

Triphenyltelrazolium Chloride Solution

A 0.5% wlv solution of 2,3,5-tripheny/telMZoh'um chloride in
aldehyde-free ethanol (96%).

Store protected from light.

Tripotassium Phosphate Trihydrate
K,PO.,3H,O = 266.3 (22763-03-7)

Whiteor almostwhite crystalline powder, freely soluble in
water,
Trlscyanoethoxypropane 112,3-Tris(2-cyanoethoK}')
propane; Cl2Hl1N303 ::: 251.3
Viscous,brown-yellow liquid, solublein methanol. Used as a
stationary phase in gas chromatography.
d~g: about 1.11.
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VIScosity (2.2.9): about 172 ml'a-s.

1,3,5-Tris(3,5-di-(1,I-dimethylethyl)-4-hydroxybenzyl)
IH,3H,SH..l,3,S-mazine-2,4,6-mone Tris(3,5-di-tm
butyl-4-hydroxybemyl isocyanurate; 1,3,5-Tris[3,5-di(1,1-
d imethylethyl)-4-hydroxybemyl]-1 ,3,5-triazine
2,4,6(1H,3H,5H)-trione; C,.Hs,O.N, = 784.1 (27676-62-6)

White or almost white, crystalline powder.
mp: 218°C 10 222°C.

Tris(2,4-di-(1,I-dimethylethyl)phenyl) Phosphite
C.,H.,O'p = 647 (31570-04-4)

Whiteor almostwhite powder.
mp: 182°C [0 186°C.

Tris(hydroxymethyl)nllromethane C.H,N05 =151
(126-11-4)

General reagent of commerce.
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane Hydrochloride
2-Amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propanediol hydrochloride;
NH,C(CH,OH)"HCl = 157.60 (1185-53-1)

Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Tris(hydroxymethyl)amlnomethane MB
C.HlINO, =121.14 (77-86-1)

Molecular biology grade.
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane Solution RI

Dissolve 60.6 mg of tn"s(hydroxymethy/)amimm,ethane R and
0.234 g of sodium chloride R in waterR and dilute [0 100 mL
with the same solvent.
Srorage: at 2 °C to 8°C; use within 3 days.
Tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamlne Tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane; (77-86-1)

See Trametamol (l053).

Tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine Solution
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane solution

A solution containing the equivalent of 24.22 g of
C.HIINO, in 1000.0 mL
Tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamlne Solution,
Methanolic
Dissolve 6.07 g of tris(hydroxymethy1)methy!amine in 900 mL
of methanol, add 50 mL of 0.5'" hydrochloric acidand dilute
to 1000 mL with water.

Trisodium Orthophosphate Trisodiumphosphate
dodecahydrate; Na,PO.,12H,O = 380.1 (l0101-89-fJ)

Colourless or whiteor almost white crystals, freely soluble in
water.
Trometamol (77-86-1)

See Tris(hydroJ!Ymethyl)aminomethane R.
Tropic Acid (2RS)-3-Hydroxy-2-phenylpropanoic acid;
C,H,oO, = 166.17 (529-64-6)

Tropine (IR,3r,5S)-Tropan-3-01; C.H15NO = 141.2
(120-29-6)

rnp: about 54°.
General reagent gradeof commerce.
Colourless crystals.
Troxerutin Trihydroxyethylrntin; 3',4',7-Tris[O-(2
hydroxyethyl)Jrntin; 2-[3,4-Bis(2-hydroxyethoxy)phenyl]-3
[[6-D-(6-deoxy-«-L-mannopyranosyl)-!l-I>-glucopyranosylj
oxy]-5-hydroxy-7-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-4H-I-be02opyran-4-one;
C,,H.,OI9 =743 (7085-55-4)

mp: 168°C to 176 °C.
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Trypsin (9002-07-7)

A proteolytic enzyme obtained by activation of trypsinogen
extracted from the pancreas of beef (Bos taurns L.).
White or almost white,crystalline or amorphous powder,
sparingly soluble in water.

Trypsin for Peptide Mapping (9002-07-7)

Trypsinof highpurity treated to eliminate chymonyptic
activity.

Tryptophan C IIH 12N,O, = 204.2 (73-22-3)

Whiteor yellowish-white, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals, slightly soluble in water, very slightly soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

lC(J~: about -30, determined on a 10 WL solution.
Typhaneoside 3-[6-Deoxy-<t-L-mannopyranosyl-(1~2)-[6
deoxy-<t-L-mannopyranosyl-(I~6)I-p-n-glucopyranosyloxyl
5,7-dihydroxy-2-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-4H-I
benwpyran-4-one; C"H.,O,o = 771 (104472-68-6)

Tyramine 4-(2-Aminoethyl)phenol; CsHIINO = 137.2
(51-67-2)

Crystals, sparingly soluble in water, soluble in boiling
anhydrous ethanol.
mp: 164"C to 165 "C.

L-Tyrosine 2-Amino-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)propionic acid;
Tyrosine; C.HlINO, =181.2 (6fJ-18-4)
White or almost white,crystalline powder, or colourless or
white or almost white crystals, slightly soluble in water,
practically insoluble in acetone and in anhydrous ethanol,
soluble in dilutehydrochloric acid andin solutions of alkali
hydroxides.

Umbelliferone 7-Hydroxycoumarin; 7-Hydroxy-2H-I
benzopyran-2-one; C.H.O, = 162.1 (93-35-6)

Needles from water.
mp: 225 "C to 228 "C.

Undecanoic Acid Hendecanoic acid; Undecylic acid;
C IIH220Z =186.29 (112-37-8)

mp: about30°C.
Content: minimum 97.0 percent of CU H 220 2•

Uracil C.H.N,O, =112.1 (66-22-8)

Content: minimum 95.0 per cent.
Urea (57-13-6)

See Urea (0743).

Urease-active Meal (9002-13-5)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Activity Eachmg of urease-active mealhydrolyses 3 mg of
urea in 30 minutes at 37°.
Uridine I-p-n-Ribofuranosyluracil; C.H12N,O. =244.2
(58-96-8)

White or almost white,crystalline powder, soluble in water.
mp: about 165°C.
UraoUc Acid 3Il-Hydroxyurs-12-en-28-oic acid;
C,oH.sO, =456.7 (77-52-1)

White or almost white powder, practically insoluble in water,
sparingly soluble in methanol, slightly soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent). .

[cc]g: about 67.50, determined on a 10 gIL solution in a
56.1 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R in ethanol
(96 per cenV R.

mp: 285 "C to 288 "C.
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Urushiol] 3-Pentadecyl-I,2-benzenediol;
C2IH,.O, = 320.51 (492-89-7)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Urushiol It 3-(8-Pentadecenyl)-1,2-benzenediol;
C2IH,.O, =318.26 (2764-91-2)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Valencene 4pH,5a-Eremophila-I(10),II-diene;
(IR,7R,8aS)-I,8a-Dimethyl-7-(I-methylethenyl)
IJ2J3J5J6,7J8,8a-octahyd.ronaphthaiene; C1'j:H24 = 204.4
(463fJ-07-J)

Oily, colourless or paleyellowliquid, witha characteristic
odour, practically insoluble in water, soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

tP,0: about 0.918.

n~: about 1.508.

bp: about 123 "C.

Va/enane used in gaschromatography complies with thefollowing
additional test;

Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Sweetorange 011 (1811).

Content: minimum 80 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Valerenlc Acid (2E)-3-[(4S,7R,7aR)-3,7-Dimethyl
2AJ5,6,7,7a-hexahydro-lH-inden-4-yl]-2-methylprop-2-enoic
acid; C15H220, =234.3 (3569-10-6)

mp: 134 "C to 138 "C.

Valerie Acid N-Valeric acid; C,HIOO, =102.1 (109-52-4)

Colourless liquid, soluble in water, freely soluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

4g: about 0.94.

n~: about 1.409.
bp: about 186 "C.

Valine (72-18-4)

See Valine (0796).

Vanillin 4-Hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde; (121-33-5)

See Vanillin (0747).

Vanillin Reagent

Carefully add, dropwise, 2 mL of sulfuric acidR to 100 mL
of a 10 gIL solution of f)anulin R in ethanol (96 per cenV R.
Storage: use within 48 h.
Vanillin Solution, Phosphoric

Dissolve 1.0 g o!vanUlin R in 25 mL of ethanol
(96 per cenV R. Add 25 mL of waterRand 35 mL of
phosphoric acidR.

Veratric Acid 3,4-Dimethoxybenzoic acid;
C.HIOO. = 182.2 (93-07-2)
mp: about 180°.
General reagent grade of commerce.
Veratrole lJ2-Dimethoxybenzene; CSHIO02 = 138.2
(91-16-7)

tP,0: 1.085.

n~: 1.534.
bp: about 206 "C.

mp: about 22°C.
Verbenone (IS,5S)-4,6,6-Trimethylbicyclo[3.1.1] hept-3
en-2-one; C1oH140 = 150.2 (1196-01-6)

Oil witha characteristic odour, practically insoluble in water,
miscible with organic solvents.
4g: about 0.978.
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nbS: about 1.49.
[.Ig': about + 249.6.

bp: 227 "C to 228 "C.
mp: about 6.5 °C.
Verbenone used in gas chromatography complies with thefollowing
additional ust.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as prescribed in the
monograph Rosemary oil (1846).

Content: minimwn 99 per cent, calculated by the
normalisation procedure.
Vinyl Acetate Ethenyl acetate; C4H602 ;::; 86,10
(108-05-4)

dig: about 0.930.

bp: about 72 "C.

Vinyl CWoride C,H3Cl =62.5 (75-01-4)
Colourless gas, slightly soluble in organic solvents.
Vinyl Polymer for Chromatography, Amino Alkyl

Spherical particles (S 11m) of a vinyl alcohol copolymer
chemically modified by bonding of amino alkyl groups.

Vinyl Polymer for Chromatography, Octadecyl

Spherical particles (S 11m) of a vinyl alcohol copolymer
chemically modified by bonding of octadecyl groups on the
hydroxyl groups.

Vinyl Polymer for Chromatography, Octadecylsilyl

Spherical particles (S 11m) of a vinyl alcohol copolymer
bonded to an cctadecylsjlane. Carboncontent of 17 per cent.
Vinyl(1)phenyl(5)methyl(94)polysiloxane

Polysiloxane substituted with 1 per cent of vinylgroups,
5 per cent of phenylgroups and 94 per cent of methyl
groups.

2-Vinylpyrldine C,H,N = 10S.1 (100-69-6)
Yellow liquid, miscible in water.
dig: about 0.97.

n1;': about I.S49.

4-Vlnylpyridine 4-Ethenylpyridine; C,H,N =IOS.1
(100-43-6)
Clear, deep yeUowish-brown liquid.
bp: S8-61 "C.

1-VinylpyrroUdin-2-one I-Ethenylpyrrolidin-2-one;
C.H,NO =111.1 (88-12-11)
Content: minimum 99.0 per cent.
Clear colourless liquid.
Water(2.5.12): maximum 0.1 per cent, determined on 2.S g.
Use as the sofvent, a mixture of 50 mL of anhydrous
melhanol R and 10 mL of bUlyroJoerone R.
Assay. Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Column:
- material: fused-silica;
- size: I =30 m, 0 =0.5 mm;
- srau"onary phase: mocrogoJ 20 000 R.
Carriergas: helium forchromatography R.
Temperature:

Column

Iniectionport

Time
(min)

0- I

1 - 12

12 - 21

Temperature
rCl
80

SO ..... 190
190

190

Detection: flame-ionisation.
Injection: 0.3 ~L of the substance (0 be examined.
Adjust the flow rate of the carrier gas so that the retention
time of the peakcorresponding to l-vinylpyrrolidin-2-one is
about 17 min.
vjtexln Apigenin 8-glucoside; C2lH20010 = 432.4
(3681-93-4)

Yellow powder.

Storage: in an airtight container, protected from light.
Vltexin-2"-O-rhamnoslde 8-[2-D-(6-DeoXY-«-L
maonopyranosyl)-Il-D-glucopyranosyl]-S,7-dihydroxy-2-(4
hydroxyphenyl)-4H-I-bemopyran-4-one; C"H3QO".
(M, S78.5) (6482()'99-1)

Water (7732-18-5)

See Purified water (0008).

WaterMB

Deionised, filtered and autoclaved water.
Water RI

Prepared from distilled waterR by multiple distillation.
Remove carbon dioxide by boiling for at least 15 min before
use in a boilingflask of fused silicaor borosilicate glass and
cool. Any othersuitable method may be used. The boiling
flask has been already used for the test or has been filled with
water R and kept in an autoclave at 121 °C for at least 1 h
prior to first use. When tested immediately before use,
waterRJ is neutral to melhyl redsolution R, i.e. il shall
producean orange-red (not a violet-red or yellow) colour
corresponding to pH S.5 ± 0.1 when O.OS mL of methylred
solution R is added to 50 mL of the water to be examined.
ConducUvity: maximum 1 J.1S·cm-t, determined at 25 °C by
an in-line conductivity meter (see Purified water(0008).
Water, Anunonia-free Water) ammonium-free
To 100 mL of waterR add 0.1 mL of '"!JUrie oeidR. Distil
using the apparatus described for the determination of
Distination range (2.2.11). Reject the fisst 10 mL and collect
the following SO mL.
Water, Carbon Dioxide-free
WaterR which has been boiled for a few minutes and
protected from the atmosphere during cooling and storage or
deionised waterR with a resistivity of not less than
0.18 MQ·m, determined at 25°C.
Water, DistIlled

WaterR prepared by distillation.

Water, Distilled, Deionised
Deionised water R prepared by distillation with a resistivity of
not less than 0.18 MQ·m, determined at 2S "C.

Water for Chromatography

Deionised water with a resistivity of not less than
0.18 M.Q·m, determined at 25°C, prepared by distillation,
ion exchange, reverse osmosis or anyothersuitable method,
using water that complieswith the regulations on water
intended for human consumption, as laid down by the
competentauthority,

Its quality is such thatno significant interfering peaks or loss
of sensitivity areobserved when used in chromatography.
Isocratic elution with UV detection at low wavelengths
(i.e. less than 230 nm), withevaporative detectors (e.g. light
scattering detector, particle counter detector, charged aerosol
detector) or mass detectors, or gradient elution, may require
the use of water with a totalorganic carbon contentof
maximum S ppb.
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Water for Injections See Water for injections (0169).

Water, Nitrate-free
To 100 mL of water R add a few milligrams of potassium
pennanganate R and of barium hydroxide R. Distil using the
apparatus described for the determination of Distillation range
(2.2.11). Reject the first 10 mL and collect the following
50 mL.

Water, Particle-free
Filter waterR through a membrane with a pore size of
0.22 ~m.

Water, Standard Solution for the Micro Determination
of
Commercially available standard solutionfor the coulometric
titration of water, containing a certified content of water in a
suitable solvent.

Wedelolactone IJ8,9-Trihydroxy-3-melhoxy-6H-benzofuro
[3,2-c][l]benzopyrnn-6-one; CIl#IO07 = 314.3 (524-12-9)
White Beeswax See W1lire b"swax (0069).

Xanthine 2,6-Dihydroxypurine; C,H.N.O, = 152.11
(69-89-6)

Xanthydrol 9-Hydroxyxanthene; Xanthen-9-o1;
C13H,OO, =198.2 (91J-46-1J)
Content: minimum 90.0 per cent,

White or pale-yellow powder, veryslightly soluble in water,
soluble in ethanol (96 per cent) and in glacial acetic acid.
It is also available as a methanolic solutioncontaining 90 gIL
to 110 gIL of xanthydrol.
mp: about 123°C.
Assay. In a 250 mL flask dissolve0.300 g in 3 mL of
methanol R or use 3.0 mL of solution. Add 50 mL of glacial
acetic acidRand, dropwise with shaking, 25 mL of a 20 gIL
solution of urea R. Allow to standfor 12 h, collecr the
precipitate on a sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2), wash with
20 mL of ethanol (96 percem) R, dry in an oven at 100"C to
105 "C and weigh.
1 g of precipitate is equivalent to 0.9429 g of xanthydrol.
Storage: protected from light. If a methanolic solutionis used,
store insmall sealedampoules and filter before use if
necessary.
Xanthydrol RI
Complieswith the requirements prescribed for .'ronthydrol R
with the following requirement.
Content: minimum 98.0 per cent of C13H 100 2•

Xanthydrol Reagent
Dissolve about 0.125 g of xanthydrol in 100 mL of anhydrous
acetic acid. Add I mL of hydrochlonc acidimmediately before
use.
Xanthydrol Solution
To 0.1 mL of a 100 gIL solution of xanthydrol R in
methanol R add 100 mL of anhydrous acetic acid R and I mL
of hydrochloric acid R. Allow to stand for 24 h before using.
Xylene A mixture of 0-, rn- and p- isomers;
C.HIO = 106.2 (1330-20-7)

Mixture of isomers. Clear, colourless, flammable liquid,
practically insoluble in water, miscible withethanol
(96 per cent).

d:: about 0.867.
n~o: about 1.497.
bp: about 138 "C.
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m-Xylene l,3-Dimethylbenzene,; CgHlO = 106.2
(108-38-3)

Clear, colourless, flammable liquid, practically insoluble in
water) misciblewith ethanol (96 per cent).
dig: about 0.884.
n~o: about 1.497.
bp: about 139 "C.
mp: about -47°C.
o-Xylene 1,2-Dimethylbenzene; CaRlO = 106.2 (95-47-6)

Clear) colourless, flammable liquid,practically insoluble in
water, misciblewith ethanol (96 per cent).
d~g: about 0.881.
n::: about 1.505.
bpc about 144 "C.
mp: about -25°C.
Xylene Cyanol FF (2651J-17-1)

Colour Index No. 42135
A blue, alcohol-soluble dye used as a screening agent in
methyl orange-xylene cyanol FF solution.

Xylenol Orange [3H-2,I-Benzoxathiol-3-ylidenebis(6
hydroxy-5-methyl-m-phenylene)methylenenitriJo]tetrn-acetic
acid S,S-dioxide tetrasodium salt; CJIHuN2N3..t0I3S = 761
(3618-43-7)

Reddish-brown crystalline powder, soluble in water.
Xylenol Orange Solution
Dissolve 50.8 mg of xylenol orange R in waterRand dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Xylenol Orange Triturate

Triturate I pan of xylenol orange R with 99 parts of potassium
nitrate R.
Test for rensitivity. To 50 mL of waterR add I mL of dilure
aceli, acid R, 50 mg of the xylenolorange triturate and
0.05 mL of lead nitrate solution R.
Add hexamethylenetetramine R until the colourchangesfrom
yellow to violet-red. After addition of 0.1 mL of 0.1 M
sodium edetate the colour changes to yellow.
Xylltol C,H I2O, =152.1 (87-99-1J)

Whiteor almost white) crystalline powderor crystals.
Content: minimum 96.0 per cent.
D-Xylose Xylose; (58-86-6)
See Xylose (1278).

Zinc Zn =65.4 (7441J-66-6)

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.
Silver-white cylinders, granules) pelletsor filings with a blue
sheen.
Arsenic (2.4.2, MethodA): maximwn 0.2 ppm.
Dissolve 5.0 g in a mixture of the 15 mL of hydrochloric
add Rand 25 mL of water R prescribed.
Zinc Acetate Zinc acetatedihydrate;
(C,H,O,),Zn,2H,O = 219.5 (5970-45-6)

Bright while or almost whitecrystals, slightly efflorescent,
freely soluble in water, soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).
It loses its crystallisation water at 100°C.
d~g: about 1.735.
mp: about 237°C.
Zinc Acetate Solution
Mix 600 mL of waterR with 150 mL of glacial acetic acidR,
54.9 g of zinc acetate R and stir [Q dissolve. Continue stirring
while adding 150 mL of concentrated ammonia R. Cool to
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room temperature and adjust withammonia R to pH 6.4.
Dilute the mixture to 1 L withwater R.
Zinc, Activated
Place the zinc cylinders or pellets to be activated in a conical
flask and add a sufficient quantity of a 50 ppm solution of
chloroplau"nic acidR to cover the metal. Allow the metal to
remain in contactwith the solutionfor 10 min, wash,drain
and dry immediately.
Arsenic (2.4.2, Me/hodA). To 5 g of the activated zinc add
15 mL of hydrochlonc acidR, 25 mL of waterR, 0.1 mL of
stannous chloride solution R and 5 mLof potassium iodide
solution R. No colouris produced during the test.
Activity. The requirements of me suitabillty test for arsenic
(2.4.2, M'lhod A) are met.
Zinc Chloride (7646-85-7)

See Zinc chloride (0110).

Zinc Chloride-Formic Acid Solution
Dissolve 20 g of zincchloride R in 80 g of an 850 gIL solution
of anhydrous formic acidR.
Zinc Chloride Solution, Iodinated
Dissolve 20 g of zinc chloride Rand 6.5 g of potassium
iodide R in 10.5 mL of waterR. Add 0.5 g oi iodine Rand
shake for 15 min. Filterif necessary.
Swrage: protected from light.
Zinc Iodide ZnI, =319.2 (10139-47-6)

General reagent grade of commerce.
Zinc Iodide and Starch Solution
To a solutionof 2 g of zinc chloride R in 10 mL of water R
add 0.4 g of solubl, starch R·and heat until the starch has
dissolved. After coolingto roomtemperature add 1.0 mL of
a colourless solutioncontaining 0.10 g zinc R as filings and
0.2 g of iodine R in waterR. Dilute the solution to 100 mL
with water R and filter.
Swrage: protected from light.
Test forsensiriviO'. Dilute 0.05 mL of sodium nim·te solution R
to 50 mL with waterR. To 5 mL of this solution add 0.1 mL
of dilute sulfuric acidRand 0.05 mL of the zinc iodide and
starch solution and mix. The solutionbecomesblue.
Zinc Oxide (1314-13-2)

See Zinc oxide (0252).

Zinc Powder Zn = 65.4 (7440-66-6)

Content: minimum 90.0 per cent.
Very fine, grey powder, soluble in dilute hydroch[qric acidR.
Zinc Shot Zn = 65.38
Analytical reagent grade of commerce.
Shot, 0.5 to 2.0 mm (about 8 to 30 mesh).
Zinc Sulfate Zinc sulphate; ZincSulfate Heptahydrate;
(7446-20-fJ)

See Z,nc sulfat« (0111).

Zirconyl Chloride ZrOCI,,8H,O =322.3 (15461-27-5)

Content... minimum 96.0% of ZrChO,8H20.

White or almostwhite,crystalline powder or crystals... freely
soluble in water and in ethanol (96%).
Assay Dissolve 0.600 g in a mixture of 5 mL of nitric acid
and 50 mL of water. Add 50.0 mL of 0.1 M silver mirateand
3 mL of dibu.y! phthakueand shake. Using 2 mL of fetri:
ammonium sulfate solution R2 as indicator, titrate with
0.1 1\1 ammonium thiocyanate until a reddish-yellow colouris
obtained.
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1 mL of 0.1 .,:H silver nitrate is equivalent to 16.11 mg of
ZrCI,O,8H,O.
Zirconyl Nitrate A basic salt corresponding approximately
to the formula zrO(NO.),.2H,O (l4985-18-S)

A whiteor almost whitepowder or crystals, hygroscopic,
solublein water. The aqueous solution is a clearor at most
slightly opalescent liquid.

Srorage: in an airtight container.
Zirconyl Nitrate Solution
A I gIL solution in a mixture of 40 mL of waterRand
60 mL of hydrochloric acidR.
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B. Volumetric Reagents and Solutions
Terminology

Volumetric solutions are prepared according lO me usual
chemical analytical methods. The accuracy of the apparatus
used is verified to ensure that it is appropriate for the
intended use.

The concentration of volumetric solutions is indicated in
terms of molarity. Molarity expresses, as the number of
moles, the amount of substance dissolved in I L of solution.
A solution which contains x moles of substance per litre is
said to be x M.

Volumetric solutions do not differ from the prescribed
strength by more than 10 per cent. The molarity of the
volumetric solutions is determined by an appropriate number
of titrations. The repeatability does not exceed 0.2 per cent
(relative standard deviation).

Volumetric solutions are standardised by the methods
described below. When a volumetric solution is to be used in
an assay in which the end-point is determined by an
electrochemical process (for example, amperomerry or
potentiometry) the solution is standardised by the same
method. The composition of the medium in which a
volumetric solution is standardised should be the same as
that in which it is to be used.

Solutions more dilute than those described below are either
prepared by adapting the quantities stated or by dilution,
with carbon dioxide-free waterR (unless otherwise prescribed),
of a more concentrated solution that has been previously
standardised. In the first case, the correction factor is
determined on the volumetric solution to be used in the
monograph. In the latter case, the correction factor of the
dilute solution is the same as that of the standardised
solution from which it was prepared.

Commercially available volumetric solutions traceable 10 a
primary standard may be used provided their titre is
determined or verified prior to first use.

Titres of volumetric solutions are verified at appropriate
intervals that are defined in the quality system procedures.

British Pharmacopoeia monographs In assays and other
quantitative tests, solutions to be standardised before use;
include the letters VS after the name of the reagent.

Primary Standards
The following materials, after drying under the specified
conditions, are recommended for use as primary standards in
the standardisation of volumetric solutions. Analytical reagent
grade materials of commerce must be used.

For primary standards from commercial sources, a pre
treatment step may be necessary. Follow the supplier's
instructions.

A secondary standard may he used provided its traceability to
a primary standard has been demonstrated.

For monographs of me European Pharmacopoeia, primary
standards are indicated by the suffix RV.

Arsenic Trioxide Arsenious trioxide; As20 3 -= 197.8
(1327-53-3)

Sublime arsenious trioxide R in a suitable apparatus.

Storage: over anhydrous st1ica gelR.

Benzoic Acid C,H.O, =122.1 (65-85-0)

Sublime benzoic acidR in a suitable apparatus.
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Ferrous Ethylenediammonium Sulfate
Ethylenediammonium ironeD) disulfate tetrahydrate;
Ethylenediammonium tetraaquabis(sulfato)iron(ll);
Fe(C,H ION,)(SO.J,,4H,O =382.1 (113193-60-5)

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.

Potassium Bromate KBr03 = 167.0 (7758-01-2)

Crystallise potassium bromate R from boiling waterR. Collect
the crystals and dry to constant mass in an oven at
180 ± IO·C (2.2.32).

Potassium Dichromate

Dry to constant weight at 150°.

Potassium Hydrogen Phthalate Potassium
z-cerboxybenaoate; CsH,KO. = 204.2 (877-24-7)

Recrystallise potassium hydrogen phthalate R from boiling
water R, collect the crystals at a temperature above 35 "C
and dry to constant mass at lJO °C.

Potassium Iodate

Dry to constant weight at 130°.

Sodium Carbonate, Anhydrous Sodium Carbonate;
Na,C03 = 106.0 (497-19-8)

Filter at room temperature a saturated solution of sodium
carbonate R. Introduce slowly into the filtrate a stream of
carbon dioxide R with constant cooling and stirring. After
about 2 h, collect the precipitate on a sintered-glass filter
(2.1.2). Wash the filter with iced water R containing carbon
dioxide. After drying at 100 "C to 105°C, heat to constant
mass at 270-300 °C, stirring from time to time.

Sodium Chloride NaCI = 58.44 (7647-14-5)

To 1 volume of the saturated sodium chloride solution R add
2 volumes of hydrochloric acidR. Collect the crystals formed
and wash with hydrochlari< acid R1. Remove the hydrochloric
acid by heating on a water-bath and dry the crystals to
constant mass at 300°C.

Sulfanilic Acid 4-Aminobenzenesulfonic acid;
CoH,N03S = 173.2 (121-57-1)

Recrystallise sulfam1ic acidR from boiling water R. Filter and
dry to constant mass at 100-105 °C.

Trometamol 2-Amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)propane-I,3-diol;
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane; C.HIlN03 = 121.1
(77-86-1)

Content: minimum 99.5 per cent.

Zinc Zn = 65.4 (7440-66-6)

Content: minimum 99.9 per cenr.

Preparation and Standardisation

For each solution the preparation and standardisation of the
most commonly used strengths are described. Solutions more
concentrated than those described are prepared and
standardised using proportionate amounts of the reagents.
Aqueous solutions less concentrated than those described are
prepared by making an exact dilution of a more concentrated
solution with carbon dioxide-jre,e water. The correction factors
of these solutions are the same as those from which the
dilutions were prepared. Aqueous solutions of molarity below
O.IM are freshly prepared using carbon dioxide-free water.
The water used in preparing volumetric solutions complies
with the requirements of the monograph for Purified Water.
When used for the preparation of unstable solutions such as
potassium pennanganate and sodium thiosulfate, it should be
freshly boiled and cooled. When a solution is to be used in
an assay in which the end point is determined by an
electrochemical process, the exact concentration of the
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solutionmust be determined in the same way.
The composition of the medium in which a volumetric
solution is standardised should be the same as that in which
it is to be used.

All volumetric solutionsshould, if practicable, be prepared,
standardised and used at 20°; if a titration is carried out at a
markedly different temperature from that at which the
standardisation took place, a suitable temperature correction
should be made.
Acetic Acid VS G"H,02 =60.1

Dilute 6.0 g of glacial acetic acid R to 1000.0 mL with
water R.

Standardisation. To 25.0 mL of acetic acid add 0.5 mL of
phenolphthalein solution R and titrate with O.IM sodium
hydroxide.
O.IM Ammonium Cerlumuv) Nitrate VS O.IM
ammonium and cerium nitrate

Shake for 2 min a solution containing 56 mLof sulfuric
acidRand 54.82 g of ammonium andcerium nitrate R, then
add 5 successive quantities, each of 100 mL, of waterR,
shaking after each addition. Dilute the clear solution to
1000.0 mL with waterR. Standardise the solution after
10 days.

Sumdardisa.on. Dissolve 0.300 g offenvus
etbylenediammonium sulfate RV in 50 mL of a diluted solution
of sulfuric acidR (49 gIL H,SO,). Titrate with the
ammonium and cerium nitrate solution,detennining the
end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using 0.1 mL of
ferroin R as indicator.
1 mL of 0.1 M ammonium and cerium nitrate is equivalent to
38.21 mg ofFe(C2H,oN2)(SO,h,4H,O.
Swrage: protected from light.

0.1", Ammonium Cerium(tv) Sulfate VS O.IM
ammonium and cerium sulfate
Dissolve 65.0 g of ammonium and cerium suI/au R in a
mixture of 500 mL of walerR aod 30 mL of su/furi< acid R.
Allowto cool and dilute to 1000.0 mLwith waterR.
Standardisa.on. Dissolve 0.300 g of/envus
ethylenediammonium sulfate RV in 50 mLof a dilutedsolution
of sulfuri< acidR (49 gIL H,SO,). Titrate with the
anunonium and ceriumsulfate solution,determining the
end-point potentiometrically (2.2.211) or using 0.1 mL of
ferroin R as indicator.
1 mL of 0.1 M ammonium and cerium sulfate is equivalent to
38.21 mg of Fe(G"H,oN,)(SO.>,,4H20.
Dilution: Use a diluted solution of sulfuric acid R (59 gIL
H,SO,) while cooling the solution.

O.OIM Ammonium Cerium(tv) Sulfate VS Ammonium
and cerium sulfate
To 100 mL of 0.1M ammonium cerium(IV) sulfate VS add,
whilecooling, 30 mL of sulfuric acidand sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL.

Ammonium Iron(n) Sulfate VS Ammonium Iron(lI)
Sulphate; Ferrous Ammonium Sulfate; (NH.)2Fe(SO.).,
6H,O =392.1

For a O.lM solution Dissolve 40 g of ammonium iron(ll)
sulfate in 100 mL of 2M sulfuric acidand dilute with sufficient
freshly boiled and cooled water to produce 1000 mL.

Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
To 25 mL add 10 mL of 1M sulfuric acidand I mL of
orthophosphoric acidand titrate with 0.02M potassium
permanganate VS. Each mL of 0.02,\1 potassium pmnanganate
VS is equivalent to 39.21 mg of (NH'>2Fe(SO.>,,6H,O.
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a.1M Ammonium Ircnun) Sulfate VS O.IM Ferric
Ammonium Sulfate
Dissolve 50.0 g of ferric ammonium sulfate R in a mixture of
6 mL of sulfuric acidRand 300 mL of waterR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with walerR.

Standardisation. To 10.0 mL of the ferric ammonium sulfate
solution add 35 mL of waterR, 3 mL of hydrochloric acid R
and 1 g of potassium iodide R. Allow to standfor 10 min.
Titrate with 0.1M sodium thiosulfate, determining the
end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using I mL of starch
solution R as indicator.
I mL of 0.1 M sadium thiosulfate is equivalent to 48.22 mg of
FeNH,(SO.)2,12H20.
O.IM Ammonium Thiocyanate VS

Dissolve 7.612 g of ammonium thiocyanale R in waterRand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. To 20.0 mL of 0.1 wI si/tJer nitrate add
25 mL of waterR, 2 mL of dIlute niincacidRand 2 mL of
fenic ammonium sulfate solution R2. Titrate with me
ammonium thiocyanate solutionuntil a reddish-yellow colour
is obtained.
O.IM Barium Chloride VS

Dissolve 24.4 g of barium chloride R in walei' R and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. To 10.0 mL of the barium chloride solution
add 60 mL of water R, 3 mL of concemrated ammonia Rand
0.5-1 mg of phthalein purple R. Titrate with 0.1 M sadium
edetau. When the solution begins to decolorise, add 50 mL
of ethanol (96 percem) R and continue the titration until the
blue-violet colour disappears.
O.OSM Barium Perchlorate VS

Dissolve 15.8 g of bonum hydroxide R in a mixture of7.5 mL
of perchknic acidRand 75 mL of waterR, adjust the solution
to pH 3 by adding perchloric acidR and filter if necessary.
Add 150 mL of ethanol (96 per cen!> R and dilute to 250 mL
with waterR. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with buffer solution
pH3.7R.
Standardisation. To 5.0 mL of 0.05 M su/furi< acidadd 5 mL
of waterR, 50 mL of buffer sdudon pH 3. 7 Rand 0.5 mL of
alizan·n S solution R. Titrate with the barium perchlorate
solution until an orange-red colour appears. Standardise
immediately beforeuse.
Dilution. Use buffer solution pH 3.7 R.
0.025", Barium Perchlorate VS

Dilute 500 mL of 0.05M barium perchlorate VS to 1000 mL
with buffer soluuon pH 3. 7.

O.OOSM Barium Perchlorate VS

Dilute 10.0 mL of 0.05 M barium perchlorate to 100.0 mL
with a buffer solutionprepared as follows: to 15.0 mL of
acetic acidR add 60.0 mL of 2-propanol R. Adjust to pH 3.7
with ammonia R and dilute to 100.0 mL with water R.
0.004M Benzethonium Chloride VS

Dissolve in waterR 1.792 g of benzelhonium chloride R,
previously dried (Q constant~ass at 100-105 °C, and dilute
to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. Dissolve 0.350 g of the dried substance in
35 mL of a mixture of 30 volumes of anhydrous acetic acid R
and 70 volumes of acetic anhydride R. Titrate with 0.1 J"'l
perchlori< acid, using 0.05 mL of crystal violetsolution R as
indicator. Carry out a blanktitration.
I mL of 0.1 M perchloric acid is equivalent to 44.81 mg of
C27H.12CINOZ'
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O.OIM Bismuth Nitrate VS

Dissolve 4.86 g of bismuth nitrate pentahydrate R in 60 mL of
dilute nitric acid R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.

Standardisation. To 25.0 mL of the bismuth nitrate solution)
add 50 mL of water R and titrate with 0.01 M sodium edetate
using 0.05 mL of a 1 gIL solution of xyleno{ orange R as
indicator.
0.05.. Bromine VS 0.0167M bromide-bromate

Dissolve 2.7835 g ofpotossium bromate RVand 13 g of
potassium bromide R in waterRand dilute to 1000.0 mL with
the same solvent.
O.IM Cerlcmnv) Sulfate VS O.IM Cerium Sulfate

Dissolve 40.4 g of cerium sulfa., R in a mixture of 500 mL of
waterRand 50 mL of sulfuric acidR. Allow to cool and
dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.

Standardisation. Dissolve 0.300 g of ferrous
erhylenediammonium sulfate RV in 50 mL of a dilutedsolution
of sulfuric acidR (49 gIL H2S04), Titrate with the cerium
sulfate solution,determining the end-pointpotentiometrically
(2.2.20) or using 0.1 mL offerwin R as indicator.

1 mL of 0.1 M cerium sulfate is equivalent to 38.21 mg of
Fe(C,H,oN2)(S04h,4H20.
Cetylpyridinium Chloride VS C"H",CIN,H20 = 358.0

For a 0.005'" solution Dissolve 1.8 g of ury/pyridinium
chloride in 10 mL of ethanol (96%) and dilute to 1000 mL
withwater.
Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
Transfer 25 mL to a separating funnel, add 25 mL of
chloroform, 10 mL of O.OIM sodium hydroxide and 10 mL of a
freshly prepared 0.5% Yilv solution of potassium iodide. Shake
well, allow to separate and discard the chloroform layer.
Shake the aqueous layer with three further lO-mL quantities
of chlorofonn and discard me chloroform solutions.
Add 40 mL of hydrochloric acid, cool and titrate with 0.005M
potassium iodate VS until the solution becomes palebrown in
colour. Add 2 mL of ch/orojonn and continue the titration,
shaking vigorously and allowingthe layers to separate after
each addition, until the chloroform becomes colourless.
Titratea mixture of 20 mL of water, 10 mL of the potassium
iodide solution and 40 mL of hydrochloric add with 0.005'"
potassium iodate VS in the same manner. The difference
between the rltrations represents the amountof potassium
iodate required. Each mL of 0.005'" potassium iodate VS is
equivalent to 3.580 rngof C21H38ClN,H20 .
0.02M Copper Sulfate VS 0.02M Copper Sulphate VS

Dissolve 5.0 g of copper sulfate pentahydrate R in waler Rand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. To 20.0 mL of the coppersulfate solution
add 2 g of sodium aceta., Rand 0.1 mL of pyridylazanaphthol
solution R. Titrate with 0.02 lW sodium edetate until the colour
changes from violet-blue to bright green. Titrate slowly
towards the end of the titration.
Cupriethylenediamine Hydroxide Solution Use a 1M
solution in which the molar ratio of ethylenediamine to
copper is 2.00 ± 0.04.

Dioctyl Sodium Sulfosuccinate VS Dioctyl Sodium
Sulphosuccinate VS; C2oH37Na07S = 444.6
For a O.OlM solution Dissolve 4.5 g of dioctY/ sodium
sulfosuuinate in warm water, cool and dilute to 1000 mL with
waW".
Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
To 25 mL add 25 mL of a solution containing 20% wlv of
anhydrous sodium sulfate and 2% wlv of sodium carbonate,
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50 mL of chloroform and 1.5 mL of bromophenol bluesolution
and mix. Titratewith O.OIM telrablilylammonium iodide VS
until about 1 mL from the end point. Stopper the flask,
shake vigorously for 2 minutesand continue the titration, in
0.05-mL increments, shaking vigorously and allowing the
flask to stand for about 10 seconds aftereach addition.
Continue the titration until a blue COIOUf justappeal'S in the
chloroform layer. EachmL of O.OIM letrabuly/ammonium
iodide VS is equivalent to 4.446 mg of C,oH"NaO,S.

O.IM Disodium Edetate VS O.IMSodium Edetate VS

Dissolve 37.5 g of sodium edetate R in 500 mL of water R,
add 100 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide and dilute to
1000.0 mL with water R.

Standardisation. Dissolve 0.120 g of zinc RV in 4 mL of
hydrochloric acidRl. Add dilute sodium hydroxide solution R
until the solution is weakly acid and carry out the assayof
zinc by complexometry (2.5.11).

I mL of O.11W sodium edetate is equivalent to 6.538 mg of
Zn.

Storage: in a polyethylene container.
0.05.. Disodium Edetate VS 0.05M Sodium Edetate

Dissolve 18.6 g of disodium edeuue in sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL.

Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
Dissolve 0.100 g of zinc, in granules, in 4 mL of
7M hydrochloric acid and add 0.1 mL of bromine water. Boil to
removeexcess bromine, cool and dilute to 100 mL with
water. Dilute 25 mL of this solution to 200 mL with water,
add about 50 mg of xy/enol orange tn·turate and hexamine until
the solution becomes violet-pink and add 2 g of hexamine in
excess. Titrate with the disodium edetate solution until the
violet-pink colour changes to yellow. Each mL of 0.05M
disodium edetate VS is equivalent to 3.269 mg of Zn.
0.02M Disodium Edetate VS 0.02M Sodium Edetate

Dissolve 7.444 g of disodium edetate in sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL.

Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
Dissolve 0.100 g of zinc, in granules, in 4 mL of
7M hydrochlori< acidand add 0.1 mL of bromine water. Boil to
removeexcess bromine, cool and dilute to 100 mL with
water. Dilute 25 mL of this solutionto 200 mL with waler,
add about 50 mg of xylenol orange truunue and hexamine until
the solution becomes violet-pink and add 2 g of hexamine in
excess. Titrate with the disodium ederate solution until the
violet-pink. colour changes to yellow. Each mL of 0.02M
disodiumedetateVS is equivalent to 1.308 mg of Zn.
0.01.. Disodium Edetate VS O.OIM Sodium Edetate

Dissolve 3.722 g of disodium edelate in sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL.

Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
Dissolve 0.100 g of zinc, in granules, in 4 mL of 7M
hydrochloric acidand add 0.1 mL of bromine water. Boil to
removeexcess bromine, cool and dilute to 100 rnLwith
water. Dilute 10 mLof this solution to 200 mL with water,
add about 50 mg of xylenol orange tn·tumte and hexamine until
the solution becomesviolet-pink and add 2 g of hexamine in
excess. Titrate with the disodiurn edetate solution until the
violet-pink colour changes to yellow. Each mL of 0.0 1M
disodium edetate VS is equivalent to 0.6538 mg of Zn.

6.. Hydrochloric Acid VS

Dilute 618.0 g of hydrochlori< acid to 1000 mL with water.
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3MHydrochloric Acid VS

Dilute 309.0 g of hydrochloric add to 1000 mL with water.

2M Hydrochloric Acid VS

Dilute 206.0 g of hydrochloric acid to 1000 mL with water.

1MHydrochloric Acid VS

Dilute 103.0 g of hydrochloric acidR to 1000.0 mL with
water R.
Standardisation. Dissolve 0.950 g of trometamol RVin 50 mL
of water R. Titratewith the hydrochloric acid solution,
determining the end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20) or
using 0.1 mL of methyl orange solution R as indicator until a
yellowish-red colour is obtained.
I mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid is equivalent to 121.1 mg of
C,H.,NO,.

O.lM Hydrochloric Acid VS

Dilute 100.0 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid to 1000.0 mL with
carbon dioxide-free waterR.

Sumdordisadon. Carry out me titration described for J M
hydrochloric acid using 95 mg of trometamol RV dissolved in
50 mL of waterR.
I mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid is equivalent to 12.11 mg of
C.HlINO,.
O.SM Iodine VS
Dissolve 127 g of iodine Rand 200 g ofpotassium iodide R in
water R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. To 2.0 mL of the iodinesolution add 1 mL
of dilute acetic add Rand 50 mL of water R. Titrate with
0.1 M sodium thiosulfate, using sUlrch solution R as indicator.

Storage: protected from light.

O.OSM Iodine VS

Dissolve 12.7 g of iadine Rand 20 g of potassium iadide R in
waleTR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.

Standardisation. To 10.0 mL of the iodine solution add I mL
of dilute cuelic acid Rand 40 mL of waterR. Titratewith
0.1 M sodium thiosulfate, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.20) or usingstarch so/un'on R as
indicator.
Storage: protected from light.

O.OlM Iodine VS

Add 0.3 g ofpotassium iodide R to 20.0 mL of 0.05 M iodine
and dilute to 100.0 mL with warer R.

O.IMIron(o) Sulfate VS O.IMFerrous sulfate; O.IM
lron(o) Sulphate VS

Dissolve 27.80 g offerrous sulfate R in 500 mL of dilute
sulfuric acid R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.

Standardisation. To 25.0 mL of the ferrous sulfate solution
add 3 mL of phosphoric acidR and titrate immediately with
0.02 M potassium pennanganate. Standardise immediately
beforeuse.
Karl Fischer Reagent VS

Iodosulfurous reagent
The apparatus, whichmust be kept closed and dry during
the preparation, consistsof a 3000- to 4000-mL round
bottomed flaskwith inlets for a thermometer and a stirrer
and filled with a drying tube. To 700 mL of anhydrous
pyridine and 700 mL of 2-methox:yethanol add, stirring
constantly, 220 g of finely powdered iodine, previously dried
overphosphorus pemoxide. Continuestirring until the iodine
has completely dissolved (about 30 minutes),cool to _10°
and add quickly, while stirring, 190 g of sulfurdioxide.
Do not allow the temperature to exceed 30°; cool.
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Determinethe water-equivalent of the reagent immediately
before use in the following manner. Transfer 20 mL of
anhydrous methatwl to the titration vessel and titrate to the
electrometric end point with the reagent, Appendix IX C.
Add in an appropriate form a suitable amount of water,
accurately weighed,and titrate to the end point. Calculate
the water-equivalent of the reagent in mg per mL.
The minimumwaterequivalent is 3.5 mg of water per mL of
reagent. Work protected from humidity.
The composition of commerciatly available Karl Fischer reagents
often diffm from tho, aboveby ,he replacement of pyridine with
other basic compounds. Theuseof these reagents must be validated
in order to verify in each individual case the stoichiometry and the
absence of ;"etmlpatibih'~ between thesubstance under test and the
reagent.
O.lM Lanthanum Nitrate VS

Dissolve 43.30 g of lanthanum nitrate R in waterR and dilute
to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. To 20.0 mL of the lanthanum nitrate
solution, add 15 mL of waterR and 25 mL of 0.1 M sodium
edetate. Add about 50 mg of xy/enol orange trilUrate R and
about 2 g of hexamethylenetetramine R. Titratewith 0.1 M
zinc sulfate until the colour changesfrom yellowto violet
pink.

I mL of 0.1 M sodium edeuue is equivalent to 43.30 mg of
La(NO,),,6H20 .
O.lM Lead Nitrate VS

Dissolve 33 g of lead nitrate R in waterR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent.

Standardisation. Take 20.0 mL of the lead nitrate solution
and carry out the determination of lead by complexometry
(2.5.11).

0.05." Lead Nitrate VS

Dissolve 16.5 g of leml(ll) nitrate in sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL
Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
To 50 mL of the solution add 300 mL of waterand cany out
the method for the complexometric titration of lead,
Appendix VIll D. Each mL of O.lM disodium edetate VS is
equivalent to 33.12 mg ofPb(NO,),.

O.lM Uthium Methoxide VS

Dissolve 0.694 g of lithium R in ISO mL of anhydrous
methanol R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with toluene R.
Standardisation. To 10 mL of dimelhytfomtamide R add
0.05 mL of a 3 WL solution of thYmol blue R in methanol R
and titrate wil:h the lithium methoxidesolution until a pure
blue colour is obtained. Immediately add 0.100 g of benzoic
acid RV. Stir to effect solution and titrate with the lithium
methoxide solution until the pure blue colour is again
obtained. Protectthe solution from atmospheric carbon
dioxide throughout the titration. From the volumeof titrant
used in the second titration ascertain the exact strength of
the lithium methoxide solution. Standardise immediately
beforeuse.
I mL of 0.1 .iW lithium methoxide is equivalent to 12.21 mg of
C,H.02·

O.lM Magnesium Chloride VS

Dissolve 20.33 g of magnesium chloride R in waterR and
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. Carry out the determination of magnesium
by complexometty (2.5.11).
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Magnesium Sulfate VS Magnesium Sulphate VS;
MgSO..,7H20 = 246.5

For a O.05M solution Dissolve 12.5 g of magnesium sulfate
in sufficient 'Water to produce 1000 mL.

Ascertain its exact concentration by carrying out the method
for the comptexomeoic titration of magnesium,
Appendix vmD, using 40 mL of the magnesium sulfate
solution. Each mL of 0.1 M disodium edetau VS is equivalent
to 24.65 mg of MgSO.., 7H20.
Mercury(n) Nitrate VS Mercuric nitrate

Hg(NO,h+ aq

For a 0.02» solution Dissolve 6.85 g of mercury(JI) nitrate
in 20 mL of 1M mine acidand add sufficient waterto
produce 1000 mL.

Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
Dissolve 15 mg of sodium chloride in 50 mL of walerand
titrate with the mercury nitrate solution determining the end
point potentiometrically, using a platinum or mercury
indicator electrode and a mercury-rnercury(I) sulfate
reference electrode. Each mL of 0.02M mercury(lJ) nitrate VS
is equivalent to 2.338 mg of NaCI.

1M Nltrlc Acid VS

Dilute 96.6 g of nitric acidR to 1000.0 mL with water R.
Standardisation. Dissolve 0.950 g of trometamol RV in 50 mL
of waterR. Titrate with the nitric acid solution, determining
the end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using 0.1 mL of
methylorange solution R as indicator until a reddish-yellow
colour is obtained.

1 mL of 1 M nitric acid is equivalent to 121.1 mg of
C,H,INO,.

O.IM Perchloric Acid VS
Place 8.5 mL of perchloric acid R in a volumetric flask
containing about 900 mL ofglacial acetic acid R and mix.
Add 30 mL of acetic anhydride R, dilute to 1000.0 mL with
glacial acetic acidR, mix and allow to stand for 24 h.
Determine the water content (2.5.12) without addition of
methanol and, if necessary, adjust the water content to
0.1-0.2 per cent by adding either acetic anhydride R or
waler R. Allow to stand for 24 h.

Standardisation. Dissolve 0.170 g of potassium hydrogen
phthalate RV in 50 mL of anhydrous acetic acid R, warming
gently if necessary. Allow to cool protected from air, and
titrate with the perchloric acid solution, determining the
end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using 0.05 mL of
crystal violetsolution R as indicator. Note the temperature of
the perchloric acid solution at the time of the titration. If the
temperature at which an assay is carried out is different from
that at which the 0.1M perchknic acidhas been standardised,
the volume used in the assay becomes:

v, = V[I + (t, - t2)O.001lJ

II temperature during standardisation,
t2 temperature during the assay,
V~ corrected volume.
V observed volume.

I mL of 0.1 M perchlt»"ic acid is equivalent to 20.42 mg
ofC.H,KO,.

Dl1ution. Use anhydrous acetic acid R.

Other strengths of perchloric acid should be prepared by
diluting O.lM perchloric acid VS appropriately with anhydrous
acetic acid.
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O,02M Perchloric Acid VS

Dilute 20.0 mL of O.IM perchloric acid to 100.0 mL with
anhydrous acetic acid.

Other strengths of perchloric acid should be prepared by
diluting O.IMperchloric acid VS appropriately with
anhydrous acetic acid.

O,033MPotassium Bromate VS

Dissolve 5.5670 g ofpotassium bromate RV in waterRand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.

0.02M Potassium Bromate VS

Dissolve 3.340 g of potassium bromate in sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL.

O,0167M Potassium Bromate VS

Dissolve 2.783 g of pomssium bromate in sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL

0.0083M Potassium Bromate VS

Prepare by appropriate dilution of O.013M Potassium Bromate
VS.
Potassium Dichromate VS K2Cr207;::; 294.2

For a O,0167M solution Dissolve 4.9 g ofpotassium
dichromate in sufficient water to produce 1000 mL.

Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
To 20 mL of the solution add I g of potassium iodide and
7 mL of 2M hydrochloric acid. Add 250 mL of water and
titrate with O.lM sodium rm"osulfate VS, using 3 mL of starch
solution as indicator, until the colour changes from blue to
light green. Each mL of O.IM sodium thiosulfate VS is
equivalent to 4.9 mg of K2Cr207'

O.IM Potassiwn Hydrogen Phthalate VS

In a conical flask containing about 800 mL of anhydrous
acetic acid R, dissolve 20.42 g of potassium hydrogen
phthalateRV. Heat on a water-bath until completely
dissolved, protected from humidity. Cool to 20°C and dilute
to 1000.0 mL with anhydrous acetic acidR.
0.5M Potasslwn Hydroxide in Ethanol (60%) VS O.5M
Potassium hydroxide in alcohol (60 per cent VN)

Dissolve 3 g ofpotassium hydroxide R in aldehyde-jree akoholR
(60 per cent VIII) and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent.

Standardisation. Dissolve 0.500 g of benzoic acid RV in 10 mL
of waterRand 40 mL of ethanol (96 per c<nll R. Titrate with
the potassium hydroxide solution, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein
solution R as indicator.

I mL of 0.5 M potassium hydroxide in akohol
(60 perunt VIII) is equivalent to 61.06 mg of G,H.02.
Potassium Hydroxide in Ethanol (90%) VS

For a 1,H solution Dissolve 60 g of potassium hydroxi'de in
sullicient aldehyde-free ethanol (90%) to produce 1000 mL,
allow the solution to stand for 24 hours, decant the clear
solution and ascertain its exact concentration by the method
described under 0.5M ethanoli< potassium hydroxide VS.

1M. Potassium Hydroxide VS
Dissolve 60 g of potassium hydroxide in sufficient carbon
dioxide-free water to produce 1000 mL. Ascertain its exact
concentration in the following manner. Titrate 20 mL of the
solution with 1Mhydrochloric acid VS using 0.5 mL of
phenolphthalein solution as indicator. Each mL of
1M hydrochloric acid VS is equivalent (0 56.11 mg of KOH.
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O.IM Potassium Hydroxide VS

Dissolve 6 g of potassium hydroxide R in carbon dioxide-free
Waler R and dilute to 1000.0 rnLwith the same solvent.
Standardisation. Dissolve 0.150 g of potassium hydrogen
phthalate RV in 50 mL of waterR. Titrate with the potassium
hydroxide solution, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein
solution R as indicator.
1 mL of O. I M potassium hydroxide is equivalent to 20.42 mg
ofCaRsKO,.

0.5M Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanollc VS O.5M
Potassium hydroxide, alcoholic
Dissolve 3 g of potassium hydroxide R in 5 mL of water Rand
dilute to 100.0 mL with aldehyde-free akohol R.
Standardisation. Dissolve 0.500 g of benzoic acidRV in 10 mL
of waterRand 40 mL of elhanol (96 per cen!! R. Titrate with
the potassium hydroxide solution, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein
solution R as indicator.
1 mL of 0.5 M akoho/ic potassium hydroxide is equivalent to
61.06 mg of C,H.02.
Dilution. Use aldehyde-free akoholR.
O.IM Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanollc VS O.IM
Potassium hydroxide, alcoholic
Dissolve 6 g of potassium hydroxide in 50 mL of water and
dilute to 1000 mL with aldehyde-free elhanol (96%).

O.OIMPotassium Hydroxide, Ethanollc VS O.OIM
Potassium hydroxide, alcoholic
Dilute 2.0 mL of 0.5M ethanoli< potassium hydroxide to
100.0 mL with aldehyde-./ree ethanol (96%).
0.05M Potassium Iodate VS

Dissolve 10.70 g of potassium iodate R in waterR and dilute
to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
StandardisatUm. To 3.0 mL of the potassium iodate solution
add 40.0 mL of water' R, 1 g of potassium iodide Rand 5 mL
of dilute su/juric acid R. Titrate with O. I M sodium thiosul/ate,
determining the end-pointpotentiometrically (2.2.20) or
using 1 mL of starch solution R, added towards the end of the
titration, as indicator.
1 mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 3.567 mg of
KIO,.
O.OOlM Potassium Iodide VS

Dilute 10.0 mLofpotassium iodidesolutWn R to 100.0 mL
with waterR. Dilute 5.0 mL of this solution to 500.0 mL
with Water R.
O.02M Potassium Permanganate VS

Dissolve 3.2 g of potassium pennanganate R in waterRand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent. Heat the solution
for 1 h on a water-bath, allow to cool and filter through a
sintered-glass filter (2.1.2).

Standardisation. Dissolve 0.300 g of/mous
ethylenediammonium sulfate RV in 50 rnL of a dilutedsolution
of su/juric acidR (49 gIL H 2SO,). Titrate with the potassium
permanganate solution, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.20) or by the colour of the solution
changing to pink. Standardise immediately beforeuse.
1 mL of 0.02 1W potassium pennanganate is equivalent to
38.21 mg of Fe(C2H,oN2)(SO,h,4H20.
Storage: protected from light.
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O.lM Silver Nitrate VS

Dissolve t7.0 g of silvernitrate R in waterR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standordisosion. Dissolve 50 mg of sodium chloride RV in
water RJ add 5 mL of dilute nitric acidR and dilute to 50 mL
with waterR. Titrate with the silver nitrate solution,
determining the end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20).
1 mL of 0.1 M silvernitrate is equivalent [Q 5.844 mg of
NaCl.

S"'rage: protected from light.

O.OOlM Silver Nitrate VS

Dilute 5 mL of O.lMSilver nitrate VS to 500 mL with water.
O.lM Sodium Arsenite VS

Dissolve arsenious trioxide RVequivaiem to 4.946 g of ASz03
in a mixture of 20 mL of strong sodium hydroxide solution R
and 20 mL of waterRJ dilute to 400 mL with waterRand
add drlute hydrochloric add R until the solution is neutral to
blue litmus paper R. Dissolve 2 g of sodium hydrogen
carbonate R in the solution and diluteto 500.0 rnL with
water R.
Sodium Dodecy1 Sulfate VS Sodium Dodecy1 Sulphate
VS; C'2H2sNaO,S = 288.4

For a O.OOlllf solution Dissolve 0.2884 g of sodium
dodecyl sulfateJ calculated withreference to the substance
dried at 1050 for 2 hours, in sufficient water [0 produce
1000 mL.

Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
To 50 mL add 15 mL of chloro/orm, 10 mL of 1M su/juric
acid and 1 mL of a solutioncontaining 0.003% wlv of each
of dimethyl yeJlqw and ora&et blue 2R in chloro/ann and titrate
with 0.004M benzethonium chloride VSJ shaking vigorously and
allowing the layers to separate after each addition, until the
chloroform layer acquires a permanent cleargreencolour.
Each mL of 0.004M benzethonium chloride VS is equivalent to
1.154 mg of C12H2,NaO,S.
1M Sodium Hydroxide VS

Dissolve 42 g of sodium hydroxide R in carbon dioxide-free
water R and dilute to 1000.0 mL withthe same solvent.
Standardisation. Dissolve 1.50 g of potassium hydrogen
phthalate RV in 50 mL of waterR. Titrate with the sodium
hydroxide solution, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using 0.1 mL of phenolph.halein
solution R as indicator.
1 mL of I M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 204.2 mg of
C.H,KO,.

H sodium hydroxide free from carbonate is prescribed,
prepare it as follows. Dissolvesodium hydroxide R in water R
to give a concentration of 400-600 gILand allow to stand.
Decant the clearsupernatant, taking precautions to avoid the
introduction of carbon dioxide, and dilutewith carbon
dioxide-free waterR to the required molarity. The solution
complies with the following test. Titrate 20.0 mL of
hydrochloric acid of the same molarity with the solution of
sodium hydroxide, using 0.1 mL of phenolphrhalein solution R
as Indicator. At the end-point add justsufficient of the acid
[Q discharge the pink colourand concentrate the solution to

20 mL by boiling. Duringboilingadd justsufficient acid to

discharge the pink colour, which should not reappear after
prolonged boiling.The volumeof acidused does not exceed
0.1 mL.

O.lM Sodium Hydroxide VS

Dilute 100.0 mL of I M sodium hydroxide to 1000.0 mL with
carbon dioxide-free waterR.
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Standardisation. Carry out the titration described for 1 M
sodium hydroxide using 0.150 g of potassium hydrogen
phthala« RV in 50 mL of waterR.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 20.42 mg of
C.H,KO,.

Standardisation (for usein theassayof halide salts 0/organic
bases), Dissolve 0.100 g of benzoic add RV in a mixture of
5 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acidand 50 mL of ethanol
(96 perceny R. Carry out the titration (2.2.211), using the
sodium hydroxide solution. Note the volume added between
the 2 points of inflexion.

I mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 12.21 mg of
C,H.02 •

0.1.\1 Sodium Hydroxide, Ethanolic VS

To 250 mL of anhydrous ethanol R add 3.3 g of strong sodium
hydroxide solution R.
Standardisation. Dissolve 0.100 g of benzoic acidRV in 10 mL
of waterRand 40 mL of ethanol (96 peremy R. Titrate with
the erhanolic sodium hydroxide solution, determining the
end-point potentiometrically (2.2.211) or using 0.2 mL of
thymolphthalein solution R as indicator. Standardise
immediately beforeuse.
I mL of 0.1 M elhanolic sodium hydroxide is equivalent to
12.21 mg of G,H.02 .

O.IM Sodium Methoxide VS

Cool 175 mL of anhydrous methanol R in iced waterRand
add, in smaU portions, about 2.5 g of freshly cut sodium R.
When the metal has dissolved, dilute to 1000.0 mL with
toluene R.
Standardisation. To 10 mL of dimethyl/ormamide R add
0.05 mL of a 3 WL solution of thymolblue R in methanol R,
and titrate with the sodium methoxide solution until a pure
blue colour is obtained. Immediately add 0.100 g of benzoic
acid RV. Stiruntil dissolution and titrate with the sodium
methoxidesolutionuntil the pure blue colour is again
obtained. Protect the solution from atmospheric carbon
dioxide throughout the titration. From the volumeof titrant
used in the second titration ascertain the exact strength of
the sodium rnethoxide solution. Standardise immediately
before use.

1 mL of 0.1 M sodium methoxide is equivalent to 12.21 mg of
C,H.02•

O.IM Sodium Nitrite VS

Dissolve 7.5 g of sodium nitrite R in waterR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent.

Standardisation. Dissolve 0.150 g of su/fanui< acid RV in
50 mL of dilu« hydrochloric acidR and carry out the
detennination of primary aromatic amino-nitrogen (2.5.8),
using the sodium nitrite solution and determining the
end-point eleetrornelrically. Standardise immediately before
use.

1 mL of 0.11W sodium nitn"te is equivalent (Q 17.32 mg of
C.H,NO,S.

O.IM Sodium Perlodate VS
Dissolve 21.4 g of sodium periodate R in about 500 mL of
water R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. In a stoppered flask, introduce 5.0 mL of the
sodium periodate solution and add 100 mL of water R.
Add 10 mL of potassium iodide rolution Rand 5 mL of
hydrochloric acid Rl, close, shake and allowto stand for
2 min. Titrate-with 0.1 M sodium thWsulfate until the yellow
colour almostdisappears. Determine the end-point
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potentiometrically (2.2.20) or add 2 mL of starch sohuion R
and titrate slowly until the colour is completely discharged.
1 mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 2.674 mg of
NalO, or 0.125 mL of 0.1 M sodium periodate.

Sodium Tetraphenylborate VS B(C.H,).Na = 342.2

For a 0.01," solution Dissolve 3.5 g of sodium
ucrapheny/borale in 50 mL of water,shakefor 20 minutes with
0.5 g of aluminium hydroxide gel, add 250 mL of waterand
16.6 g of sodium chloride and allow [0 standfor 30 minutes.
Filter, add 600 mL of water, adjust the pH to 8.0 to 9.0 with
O.IM sodium hydroxide and dilute to 1000 mL with water.
Ascertain its exact concentration in the following manner.
Dissolve 7 mg ofpotassium chloride, previously dried at 1500

for I hour, in 5 mL of aceta« buffer pH 3.7 and 5 mL of
water, add 15 mL of the sodium tetraphenylborate solution,
allow to standfor 5 minutes and filter through a dry,
sintered-glass filter. To 20 mL of the filtrate add 0.5 mL of
bromophenol blue solution and titrate the excess of sodium
tetraphenylborate with 0.005M cetylpyridinium chloride VS to
the blue colour of the indicator. Repeat the procedure
without the potassium chloride. The molarity of the solution
is given by the expression:
a«>,[15(a - b)0.07455J

where a is the volume of 0.005M cetylpyridinium chloride VS
required when the potassium chloride is omitted, b is the
volume of 0.005M cetylpyridinium chloride VS required when
the potassium chloride is presentand w is the weight, in g, of
potassium chloride taken.
0.1.\1 Sodium Thiosulfate VS

Dissolve 25 g of sodium thiosulfate Rand 0.2 g of sodium
carbonate R in carbon dioxide-free waterR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent,
Standardisatitm. To 10.0 mL of O. 011 M potassium bromate,
add 40 mL of waterR, 10 mL of potassium iodide solution R
and 5 mL of hydrochloric acidRl. Titrate with the sodium
thiosulfate solution, using 1 mL of starch solution R, added
towards the end of the titration, as indicator.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosu/fa« is equivalent to 2.783 mg of
KBrO, or 0.5 mL of 0.011 M potassium bromate.
O.S.I1 Sulfuric Acid VS 0.5.11 Sulphuric Acid VS

Dissolve 28 mL of sulfun·c acid R in water R and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Standardisation. Dissolve 0.950 g of trometamo! RV in 50 mL
of waterR. Titrate with the sulfuric acid solution,
determining the end-pointpotentiometrically (2.2.20) or
using 0.1 mL of methylorange solution R as indicator until the
solution turns reddish-yellow.
I mL of 0.5"Wsu/fun"c add is equivalent to 121.1 mg of
C,HIINO,.
O.OSM Sulfuric Acid VS 0.050\1 Sulphuric Acid VS

Dilute 100 mL of 0.5.11 Sulfuric Acid VS to 1000 mL with
water.
Use the exact concentration as ascertained for 0.5M Sulfuric
Acid VS.
O.IM Tetrabutylammortiurn Hydroxide VS

Dissolve 40 g of tetrabutylammonium iodide R in 90 mL of
anhydrous methanol R, add 20 g of finelypowdered silver
oxide R and shakevigorously for 1 h. Centrifuge a few
millilitres of the mixture and test the supernatant for iodides.
If a positive reaction is obtained, add an additional 2 g of
silveroxide R and shakefor a further 30 min. Repeat this
procedure until the liquid is free from iodides, filter the
mixture through a fine sintered-g1ass lilter (2.1.2) and rinse
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the reaction vessel andfilter with three quantities, each of
50 ml., of wluene R. Add the washings to the filtrate and
dilute to 1000.0 mL with toluene R. Pass dry carbon dioxide
free nitrogen through the solution for 5 min.

Standardisation. To 10 mL of dimethylformannae R add
0.05 mL of a 3 gIL solution of thymolblue R in methanol R
and titrate with the tetrabutylammonium hydroxide solution
until a pureblue colour is obtained. Immediately add
0.100 g of benzoic acidRV, Stir to effect solution, and titrate
with the tetrabutylammonium hydroxide solutionuntil the
pure blue colour is again obtained. Protect the solution from
atmospheric carbon dioxide throughout the titration. From
the volume of titrant used in the second titration ascertain
the exact strength of the tetrabutylammonium hydroxide
solution. Standardise immediately before use.
I mL of 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hydroxide is equivalent to
12.21 mg of C,H.O,.

O.lM TerrabutyJammonium Hydroxide in 2-propanol
VS

Prepare as described for 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hydroxide
using2-propanol R instead of toluene R andstandardise as
described.

Tetrabutylanunonium Iodide VS C,.H,JN = 369.4

For a O.OIM solution Dissolve 4 g of tetrabutylammonium
iodide in sufficient water to produce 1000 mL
Ascertain its exactconcentration in the following manner.
To 25 mL add 50 mL of O.OIM silver nitrate VS and 0.5 mL
of 2M nitric acidand titrate the excess of silver nitrate with
0.01;1;1 ammonium thioc.yanate VS using ammonium iron(lIl)
sulfate solution Rl as indicator. EachmL of O.OIM silver nitrate
VS is equivalent '0 3.694 mg of C,.H,JN.
TilanJum(m) Chloride VS TiCI, = 154.3

For a O.1M solution Dilute JOO mL of titamum(JIl)
chloride solution with 200 mL of hydrochloric acidand add
sufficient freshly boiledand cooledwater to produce
1000 mL.
Ascertain its exactconcentration immediately before use by
titrating with it) in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide) 25 mL
ofO.IM ammonium iran(m) su/fate VS acidified with sulfuric
add) usingammonium thiocyanate solution) added justbefore
the end point)as indicator. Each mLofO.1M ammonium
iran(m) su/fate VS is equivalent to 15.43 mg of TiCI,.

0.05M Zinc Chloride VS

Dissolve 6.82 g of zinc chloride R) weighed with appropriate
precautions, in waterR. If necessary, adddropwise dilute
hydrochloric acid R until the opalescence disappears. Dilute to
1000.0 mL with water R.

StandardisauOn. To 20.0 mL of the zincchloride solutionadd
5 mL of dilute acetic add R and carry out the determination
of zinc by complexometry (2.5.11).

O.IM Zinc Snlfate VS O.IMZine Sulphate VS

Dissolve 29 g of zinc sulfate R in waterR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the samesolvent.
Standardisation. To 20.0 mL of the zinc sulfate solution add
5 mLof dilute acetic acid R andcarry out the determination
ofzine by complexometry (2.5.11).
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C. Standard Solutions

The following solutions are used as reference standards in
limittests and should, unless experience has shown it to be
unnecessary) be prepared immediately before use.
In monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia, the symbol
C%' maybe replaced by the words 'percent'. In such cases
the reagent described below is to be used.
Acetaldehyde Standard Solution (100 ppm <;,u..O)

Dissolve 1.0 g of acetaldehyde R in 2-praparwl R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 5.0 mL of the
solution to 500.0 mL with 2-propanol R. Prepare immediately
before use.
Acetaldehyde Standard Solution (100 ppm
C,u..O) RI

Dissolve 1.0 g of acetaldehyde R in waterR and dilute to
100.0 mL withthe samesolvent. Dilute 5.0 mL of the
solution to 500.0 mL with waterR. Prepare immediately
before use.
Aluminium Standard Solution (200 ppm AI)

Dissolvein waterR a quantity of aluminium potassium
su/fate R equivalent to 0.352 g of AlIQSO.),,12H,O.
Add 10 mL of dilute sulfuric acidR and dilute to 100.0 mL
withwater R.
Aluminium Standard Solution (100 ppm AI)

Immediately before use, dilutewith walei' R to 10 times its
volumea solution containing 8.947 g of aluminium chloride R
in 1000.0 mL of waterR.
Aluminium Standard Solution (25 ppm AI)

Immediately before use) dilutewith water to 40 times its
volumea solution containing 8.947 g of aluminium chlon'de in
1000.0 mL of water.
Aluminium Standard Solution (10 ppm AI)

Immediately before use)dilutewithwater R to 100 times its
volume in a solutioncontaining aluminium nitrate R
equivalent to 1.39 g of AJ(NO,h,9H,O in 100.0 mL.

Aluminium Standard Solution (5 ppm AI)

Immediately before use, dilute withwaterR to 100 timesits
volwne in a solutioncontaining aluminium nitrate R
equivalent '0 0.695 g of AI(NO,h,9H,O in 100.0 mL
Alternatively, use a commercially available standard solution
containing a known amount of aluminium (5 ppmAI).
Aluminium Standard Solution (2 ppm AI)

Immediately before use) dilutewith water R to 100 times its
volume a solution containing aluminiumpotassium sulfate R
equivalent to 0.352 g of AJK(SO.J,,12H,O and 10 mL of
dilute sulfuric acidR in 100.0 mL

Ammonium Standard Solution (100 ppm NH4)

Immediately before use) dilute to 25 mLwith waterR 10 mL
of a solutioncontaining ammonium chloride R equivalent to

0.741 g ofNH.,CI in 1000 mL.
Ammonium Standard Solution (3 ppm NH4)

Immediately before use, dilutewith waw R to 100 timesits
volume a solution containing ammonium chloride R equivalent
to 0.889 g ofNH.,CI in 1000.0 mL

Ammonium Standard Solution (2.5 ppm NH4)

Immediately before use, dilutewithwaterR to 100 times its
volume a solution containing ammonium chloride R equivalent
'00.741 g ofNH.,CI in 1000.0 mL
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Ammonium Staudard Solution (1 ppm NH4)

Immediately before use, diluteammonium standard solution
(2.5 ppm NH<i R to 2.5 times its volume with waterR.
Antimony Standard Solution (100 ppm Sb)

Dissolve antimony potassium tartrate R equivalent to 0.274 g
of CsH.K,0I2Sb,,3H,O in 500 mL of J M hydrochloric acid
and dilute the clear solution to 1000 mL withwaterR.
Antimony Standard Solution (1 ppm Sb)

Dissolve antimony potassium tartrate R equivalent to 0.274 g
of CsH.K,O.,Sb,,3H,O in 20 mL of hydrochloric acidRJ
and dilute the clear solution to 100.0 mL with waterR.
To 10.0 mL of this solution add 200 mL of hydrochloric
acidRJ and dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR. To 100.0 mL
of this solution add 300 mL of hydrochloric acidRJ and dilute
to 1000.0 mL with water R. Prepare the dilute solutions
immediately before use.
Arsenic Standard Solution (10 ppm As)

Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 100 times its
volume a solutionprepared by dlssolving arsenious tnoxide R
equivalent to 0.330 g of AS20 3 in 5 mL of dilute sodium
hydroxide solution R and diluting to 250.0 mL with waterR.
Arsenic Standard Solution (1 ppm As)

Immediately before use, dilute arsenic standard solution
. (10 ppm As) R to 10 times its volume with waterR.

Arsenic Standard Solution (0.1 ppm As)

Immediately before use, dilutearsenic standardsolution (1 ppm
As) R to 10 times its volumewithwater R.
Barium Standard Solution (0.1% Ba)

Dissolve barium chloride R equivalent to 0.178 g of
BaCI,,2H,O in distilled waterR and dilute to 100.0 mL with
the same solvent.
Barium Staudard Solution (50 ppm Ba)

Immediately before use, dilute with disli/Ied wain" R to
20 times its volume a solutionin distilled water R containing
bariumchloride R equivalent to 0.178 g of BaCl,,2H,O in
100.0 mL
Barium Standard Solution (2 ppm Ba)

Immediately beforeuse, dilute barium standard solution
(50 ppm Ba) R to 25 times its volume with distilled waterR.
BIsmuth Standard Solution (100 ppm Bi)

Dissolve bismuth suhnitrate R equivalent to 0.500 g of Bi in
50 mL of nitric acid R and dilute to 500.0 mL with waterR.
Dilute the solution to 10 times irs volumewith dilute nitn'c
add R immediately before use.
Cadmium Standard Solution (0.1% Cd)

Dissolvecadmium R equivalent to 0.100 g of Cd in the
smallest necessary amount of a mixture of equal volumes of
hydrochloric acid R and waterR and dilute to 100.0 mL with a
I pee cent VIV solution of hydrochlon'c acid R.

Cadmium Standard Solution (10 ppm Cd)

Immediately before use, dilutecadmium standard soludon
(0. J perWIt Cd) R to 100 times its volume with a
I per cent VIV solution of hydrochlon'c acid R.
Calcium Standard Solution (1000 ppm Ca)

Dissolve 2.5 g of calcium carbonate in 23 mL of
IM hydrochloric acidand add sufficient disolled water to
produce 100 mL Dilute 1 volumeof this solution to
10 volumes with distined water immediately before use.
Calcium Standard Solution (400 ppm Cal

Immediately before use, dilute with dislllied water R to

10 times its volumea solution in distiUed water R containing
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calcium carbtmate R equivalent to 1.000 g of CaCO) and
23 mL of J M hydrochloric acid in 100.0 mL
Calcium Standard Solution (100 ppm Cal

Immediately before use, dilutewith distilled waterR to
10 times its volumea solution in distilled water R containing
calcium carbonate R equivalent to 0.624 g of CaC03 and
3 mL of acetic acidR in 250.0 mL.

Calcium Standard Solution (100 ppm Cal, Alcoholic

Immediately before use, dilute with ethanol (96 perWlV R to
10 times itsvolume a solution in distilled water R containing
calcium carbonate R equivalent to 2.50 g of CaCO) and
12 mL of acetic acidR in 1000.0 mL.
Calcium Standard Solution (100 ppm Ca) RI

Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 10 times its
volumea solution containing anhydrous calcium chloride R
equivalent to 2.769 g of CaCl, in 1000.0 mL of dilute
hydrochloric acidR.
Calcium Standard Solution (10 ppm Cal

Immediately before use, dilute with distilled waterR to
100 times its volume a solutionin distilled water R containing
co/dumcarbonate R equivalent to 0.624 g of CaCO) and
3 mL of acetic acidR in 250.0 mL.
Chloride Standard Solution (50 ppm CI)

Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 10 times its
volume a solution containing sodium chloride R equivalent to
0.824 g oCNaCI in 1000.0 mL.
Chloride Standard Solution (8 ppm CI)

Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 100 times its
volumea solution containing sodium chloride R equivalent to
1.32 g ofNaCI in 1000.0 mL
Chloride Standard Solution (5 ppm GI)

Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 100 times irs
volume a solutioncontaining sodium chloride R equivalent to
0.824 g of NaCI in 1000.0 mL
Chromium Liposoluble Standard Solution (1000 ppm
Cr)

A chromium (metal) organic compound in an oil.
Chromium Standard Solution (0.1% Cr)
Dissolvepotassium dichromate R equivalent to 2.83 g of
KZCrZ07 in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Chromium Standard Solution (100 ppm Cr)

Dissolvepotasiium dichromate R equivalent to 0.283 g of
K,C"O, in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Chromium Standard Solution (0.1 ppm Cr)

Immediately before use, dilute chromium standard solution
(/00 ppm cry R to 1000 times its volume with waterR.

Cobalt Standard Solution (100 ppm Co)

Dissolvecobalt nitrate R equivalent to 0.494 g of
Co(NO,),,6H,O in 500 mL of J M nitric acidand dilute the
clearsolution to 1000 mL withwater R.
Copper Liposoluble Standard Solution (1000 ppm
Cu)

A copper (metal) organic compoundin an oil.
Copper Standard Solution (0.1% Cu)

Dissolvecapper sulfate pentahydrate R equivalent to 0.393 g of
CuSO.,5H,O in waterR and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent.
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Copper Standard Solution (10 ppm Cu)

Immediately before use, dilute copper standard soluuOn
(0.1 per centCu) R to 100 times its volume with waterR.
Copper Standard Solution (0.1 ppm Cu)
Immediately beforeuse, dilute copper standard solution
(10 ppm Cu) R to 100 times its volume with waterR.
Copper Standard Solution (0.1 per cent Cu) for ICP

A copper standard solution (1000 mgIL) suitable for
inductively coupled plasma (lCP) applications and traceable
to national or international standards.
Elementary Standard Solutions for Atomic
Spectrometry, 1.000 gIL

This solution is prepared, generally in acid conditions) from
the element or a salt of the element whose minimumcontent
is not less than 99.0 per cent. The quantity per litre of
solution is greater than0.995 g throughout the guaranteed
period,as long as the vial has not been opened. The starting
material (element or salt) and me characteristics of the final
solvent (nature and acidity,etc.) are mentioned on the label.
Ferrlcyanide Standard Solution (50 ppm Fe(CN).)

Immediately beforeuse, dilute with wafer R to 100 times its
volumea solution containing poeassium /enuycmide R
equivalent to 0.78 g ofK,Fe(CN). in 100.0 ml;

Ferrocyanide Standard Solution (100 ppm Fe(CN)'>
Immediately beforeuse) dilute with water R (0 10 times its
volume a solution containing potassium ferrocyam"de R
equivalent to 0.20 g of K..Fe(CN).,3H20 in 100.0 mL.
Fluoride Standard Solution (10 ppm F)

Dissolve in waterR sodium fluoride R previously dried at
300°C for 12 h, equivalent to 0.442 g of NaP, and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent (I mL = 0.2 mg F). Store
in a polyethylene container. Immediately beforeuse, dilute
the solution to 20 times its volume with waterR.
Fluoride Standard Solution (1 ppm F)

Immediately beforeuse, dilute fluoride standardsolution
(10 ppm F) R to 10 times its volume with waterR.
Formaldehyde Standard Solution (5 ppm CH,O)
Immediately beforeuse, dilute with water R to 200 times its
volume a solution containing 1.0 g of CH20 per litre
prepared fromfomlaldehyde solution R.
Germanium Standard Solution (100 ppm Ge)
Dissolve ammonium hexafluorogennanate(IV) R equivalent to
0.307 g of (NH.>,GeF. in a 0.01 per cent VIV solution of
hydrofluori< acidR. Dilute the clear solution to 1000 mL with
waterR.
Glucose Standard Solution
Dissolve 0.10 g of glucose in a saturated solution of benzoic
acid in water, dilute to 100 mL with the saturated benzoic
acid solution and dilute 2 mL of this solution to 100 mL
with water.

Glucose Standard Solution contains 20 pg of glucose
per mL.
Glyoxal Standard Solution (20 ppm C,H,O,)
In a 100 mL graduated flask weigb a quantity of glyoxal
solution R corresponding to 0.200 g of CJl202 and makeup
to volume with anhydrous ethanol R. Immediately before use
dilute the solution to 100 times its volume with the same
solvent.
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Glyoxal Standard Solution (2 ppm C,HzOz)
Immediately beforeuse, diluteglyoxal standard solution
(20 ppm CzHzOz) R to 10 times its volume with anhydrous
ethanol R.
Hydrogen Peroxide Standard Solution (2 ppm H,Oz)
Dilute 10.0 mL of dilute hydrogen peroxide solution R to
300.0 mL with waterR. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to
1000.0 mL with waw R. Prepare immediately before use.
Iodide Standard Solution (20 ppm l)

Dilute 10.0 mL of a 0.026% wlv solution of potassium iodide
to 100.0 mL with water.
Iodide Standard Solution (10 ppm l)

Immediately beforeuse, dilute with walerR to 100 times its
volume a solution containing potassium iodide R equivalent to
0.131 g ofK! in 100.0 mL.
Iron Standard Solution (0.1% Fe)
Dissolve0.100 g of Fe in the smallest amountnecessary of a
mixture of equal volumesof hydrochloric addR and water R
and dilute to 100.0 mL with waterR.
Iron Standard Solution (250 ppm Fe)
Immediately beforeuse, dilute with waterR to 40 times its
volumea solution containing 4.840 g of fen'i, chlon'de R in a
150 gIL solution of hydrochlori< acidR diluted to 100.0 mL.
Iron Standard Solution (20 ppm Fe)
Immediately beforeuse, dilutewith waterR to 10 times its
volumea solution containing ferric ammonium sulfate R
equivalent to 0.863 g ofFeNH..(SO.lz,12HzO and 25 mL of
dilute mlfuri< acidR in 500.0 ml.
Iron Standard Solution (10 ppm Fe)
Immediately beforeuse, dilute with waterR to 100 times its
volumea solution containingfelTO"us ammonium sulfate R
equivalent to 7.022 g of Fe(NH.h<SO.)2.6HzO and 25 mL
of dilute sulfuri< acidR in 1000.0 mL.
Iron Standard Solution (8 ppm Fe)
Immediately beforeuse, dilute withwaterR to 10 times its
volumea solution containing 80 mg of iron Rand 50 mL of
hydrochloric acidR (220 gIL HCl) in 1000.0 mL.
Iron Standard Solution (2 ppm Fe)
Immediately beforeuse, dilute iron standard solution
(20 ppm Fe) R to 10 times its volume with waterR.
Iron Standard Solution (1 ppm Fe)
Immediately beforeuse, dilute iron standard solution
(20 ppm Fe) R to 20 times its volume with water R.
Lead Liposoluble Standard Solution (1000 ppm Pb)
A lead (metal) orgaoic compound in an oil.

Lead Standard Solution (0.1% Pb)
Dissolve leadnitrate R equivalent to 0.400 g of Pb(N0')2 in
waterR and dilute to 250.0 mL with the same solvent.
Lead Standard Solution (100 ppm Pb)
Immediately beforeuse) dilute lead standard solution
(0.1 per centPh) R to 10 times its volume with waterR.

Lead Standard Solution (20 ppm Pb)
Dissolve 0.80 g of leaden) nitrate in water containing 2 mL of
nitn"c addand add sufficient water to produce 250 mL. Dilute
1 volwne to 100 volumeswith water immediately beforeuse.
Lead Standard Solution (10 ppm Pb)
Immediately beforeuse) dilute lead standard solution
(loo ppm Pb) R to 10 times its volume with water R.
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Lead Standard Solntion (10 ppm Pb) RI
Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 10 times its
volume a solution containing 0.160 g of lead nitrate R in
100 mL of walerR, to which is added 1 mL of lead-free mine
acidR and dilute to 1000.0 mL.
Lead Standard Solution (2 ppm Pb)
Immediately before use, dilute leadstandardsolution
(10 ppm Ph) R to 5 times its volumewith water R.

Lead Standard SolutIon (I ppm Pb)
Immediately before use, dilute leadstandardsolution
(10 ppm Pb) R to 10 times its volume with Waler R.

Lead Standard Solution (0.25 ppm Pb)
Immediately before use, dilute lead standard solution
(J ppm Ph) R to 4 times its volume with waler R.
Lead Standard Solution (0.1 ppm Pb)

Immediately before use, dilute leadstandardsolution
(1 ppm Ph) R to 10 times its volume with warer R.

Lithium Standard Solution (100 ppm Li)
Dissolve 0.6109 g of lithium chloride in sufficient waterto
produce 1000 mL.
Lutetium Standard Solution (20 ppm Lu)
Immediately before use, dissolve 0.445 g of lutetium chloride
hexahydrate R in a mixture of equalvoIwnes of heavy meta/
free nitric acidR and waterR, and dilute to 100.0 mL with
the samemixture of solvents.
Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to 100.0 mL with water R.
Magnesium Standard Solution (0.1% Mg)
Dissolvemagnesium sulfate R equivalent to 1.010 g of
MgSO,,1H,O in distilled warer R and dilute to 100.0 mL
with the santesolvent.
Magnesium Standard Solution (1000 ppm Mg)
Dissolve 5.275 g of magnesium nitrate R in 16 mL of dilute
nitric acidR and dilute to 500.0 mLwith waterR.
Standardisation: carry out the determination of magnesium by
complexcmetry (2.5.11).

Magnesium Standard Solution (100 ppm Mg)
Immediately before use, dilute with waterR to 10 times its
volumea solution containing magnesium sulfate R equivalent
to 1.010 g of MgSO.,1H,O in 100.0 mL.
Magnesium Standard Solution (10 ppm Mg)
Immediately before use, dilute magnesium standard solution
(l00 ppm Mg) R to 10 times its volwne with Waler R.
MagnesIum Standard Solution (10 ppm Mg) RI
Immediately before use, dilutewith water R to 100 times its
volume a solution containing 8.365 g of magnesium chloride R
in 1000.0 mL of dilute hydrochloric acidR.
Manganese Standard Solution (1000 ppm Mn)

Dissolvemanganese sulfate R equivalent to 3.08 g of MnS04,

H20 in 500 mL of 1 M nim'e acidand dilute the solution to
1000 mL with water R.
Manganese Standard Solution (100 ppm Mn)

Dissolvemanganese sulfate R equivalent to 0.308 g of
MnSO.,H,O in 500 mL of J M nitric acidand dilute the
clear solution to 1000 mL with water R.
Mercury Standard Solution (1000 ppm Hg)
Dissolvemercuric chloride R equivalent to 1.354 g of HgCI2 in
50 mL of dilute nitric acid R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with
waterR.
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Mercury Standard Solution (100 ppm Hg)
Dissolve 1.080 g of yellow m"",ry(l(} oxide in the minimwn
volume of 2Mhydrochlork acid and add sufficient water to
produce 1000 mL.
Mercury Standard Solution (10 ppm Hg)

Immediately before use, dilutewith water to 100 times its
volume a solution containing mercunc chloride R equivalent to
0.338 g of HgCI2 in 250.0 mL.
Mercury Standard Solution (5 ppm Hg)
Dilute 1.0 mL of a 0.0615% wlv solution of ",,,,,,ry(l(}
chloride to 100.0 mL with water.
Nickel Liposoluble Standard Solution (1000 ppm Ni)
A nickel (metal) organic compoundin an oil.
Nickel Standard Solution (10 ppm Ni)
Immediately before use, dilutewithwater R to 100 times its
volume a solution containing nickel sulfate R equivalent to
4.18 g of NiSO.,1H20 in 1000.0 mL.
Nickel Standard Solution (5 ppm Ni)

Immediately before use dilute nickel standardsolution (10 ppm
-'" ,

NO R to twice its volumewith waieffo_chromatography R.
Nickel Standard Solution (0.2 ppm Ni)
Immediately before use, dilutenickel standardsolution (10 ppm
NO R to 50 timesits volume withwater R.
Nickel Standard Solution (0.1 ppm Ni)

Immediately beforeuse, diJute nickel standardsolution (10 ppm
Ni) R to 100 rimes its volume with water R.
Nitrate Standard Solution (100 ppm NO,)
Immediately before use, dilutewith waterR to 10 times its
volume a solution containing potassium nitrate R equivalent to
0.815 g of KNO, in 500.0 mL.
Nitrate Standard Solution (10 ppm NO,)
Immediately beforeuse, dilutenitrate standard solution
(/00 ppmNO,) R to 10 times its volume with waterR.
Nitrate Standard Solution (2 ppm NO,)

Immediately before use, dilutenitrate standard solution
(/0 ppmNO,) R to 5 times its volwne with warer R.
Nitrite Standard Solution (20 ppm NO,)
Dissolve 0.6 g of sodium nitrite in sufficient water to produce
100 mL and dilute I mL of this solution to 200 mL with
water.
Palladium Standard Solution (500 ppm Pd)
Dissolve 50.0 mg of palladium R in 9 mL of hydrodJ/ali<
acidR and dilute to 100.0 mL with water R.
Palladium Standard Solution (20 ppm Pd)
Dissolve 0.333 g of palladium chloride R in 2 mL of warm
hydrochloric acidR. Dilute the solution to 1000.0 mL with a
mixture of equal volumes of dilute hydrochloric acid Rand
water R. Immediately before use dilute to 10 times its volume
with water R.
Palladium Standard Solution (0.5 ppm Pd)

Dilute I mL of palladium standard so/utwn (500 ppm Pd) R to
1000 mL with a mixture of 0.3 volwnes of niuicacidR and
99.7 volumes of waterR.
Phospbate Standard Solution (200 ppm PO,)

Dissolvepotassium dihydrogen phosphate R equivalent to
0.286 g ofKH2PO. in warer R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with
the same solvent.
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Phosphate Standard Solution (100 ppm PO,)

Dilute 10.0 mL of a 0.143% wlv solution of potassium
dihydrogen onhophosphote to 100.0 mL with water immediately
beforeuse.
Phosphate Standard Solution (5 ppm PO.)
Immediately before use, dilute withwater R to 100 times its
volume a solutioncontaining potassium dihydrogen phosphate R
equivalent to 0.716 g ofKH2PO. in 1000.0 mL.
Platinum Standard Solution (30 ppm Pt)
Immediately before use, dilute with 1 M hydrochloric acid to
10 times its volume a solution containing 80 mg of
chkJroplaoinc acid R in 100.0 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid.
Potassium Standard Solution (0.2 % K)

Dissolve dipotassium sulfate R equivalent (0 0.446 g of K2SO"

in distilled water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Potassium Standard Solution (600 ppm K)

Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 20 times its
volume a solutionconta~ dipotassium sulfate R equivalent
to 2.676 g ofK;:SOlm!Qll;QnfL.
Potassium Standsrd Solution (100 ppm K)

Immediately before use, dilute with waterR to 20 times its
volume a solution containing dipotassium sulfate R equivalent
to 0.446 g of K,SO. in 100.0 mL.
Potassium Standsrd Solution (20 ppm K)

Immediately before use, dilute potassium standard solution
(J00 ppm K) R to 5 times its volume with water R.

Scandium Standard Solution (0.1 per cent Sc) Ibr
ICP
A scandium standard solution (1000 mgIL) suitable for
inductively coupled plasma (lCP) applications and traceable
to national or international standards.
Selenium Standard Solution (100 ppm Se)
Dissolve 0.100 g of selenium R in 2 mL of nitric acidR.
Evaporate to dryness. Take up the residue in 2 mL of
waur R and evaporate to dryness; carry out three times.
Dissolve the residue in 50 mL of dilute hydrochloric acidRand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same acid.
Selenium Standard Solution (I ppm Se)
Inunediately before use, dilute with waterR to 40 times its
volumea solutioncontaining seJenious acidR equivalent to

6.54 mg ofH2SeO, in 100.0 mL.
Silver Standard Solution (5 ppm Ag)
Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 100 times its
volumea solutioncontaining silvernitrate R equivalent to
0.790 g of AgNO, in 1000.0 mL.

Sodium Standard Solution (1000 ppm Na)
Dissolve a quantity of anhydrous sodium carbonate R
equivalent to 2.305 g of Na2CO) in a mixture of 25 mL of
water Rand 25 mL of ni,ric acidRand dilure to 1000.0 mL
with water R.
Sodium Standard Solution (200 ppm Na)
Immediately before use, dilute with water R to 10 times its
volumea solutioncontaining sodium chlon'de R equivalent to
0.509 g ofNaCI in 100.0 mL.

Sodium Standard Solution (50 ppm Na)
Dilute the sodium standard solntion (200 ppm No) R to four
times its volume withwater R.

Strontium Standard Solution (1.0 per cent Sr)
Coverwith water R, strontium carboilace R equivalent to
1.6849 g of SrCO,. Cautiously add hydrochloric acidR until
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aU the solid has dissolved and there is no sign of further
effervescence. Dilute to 100.0 mL with water R.

Sulfate Standard Solution (100 ppm SO.)
Immediately beforeuse, dilutewith distilled water R to
10 times its volume a solution in disu'lled waterR containing
dipotassium sulfate R equivalent to 0.181 g ofK2SO.. in
100.0 mL
Sulfate Standard Solution (10 ppm SO.)
Immediately before use, dilutewith distilled waterR to
100 rimes its volume a solution in disu1/ed waterR containing
dipotassium sulfate R equivalent to 0.181 g of K2SO." in
100.0 mL.
Sulfate Standard Solution (10 ppm SO.) RI
Immediately before use, dilutewith ethanol
(30 percem VIV) R to 100 times its volumea solution
containing dipotassium sulfate R equivalent to 0.181 g of
K 2SO. in 100.0 mL of ethanol (30 percent VI,,? R.
Snifite Standard Solution (80 ppm SO,)

Dissolve 3.150 g of anhydrous sodium sulfite R in freshly
prepared distiNed water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent Dilute 0.5 mL to 100.0 mL with freshly
prepared distiNed water R.
Snifite Standard Solution (1.5 ppm SO,)
Dissolve sodium metabisulfire R equivalent to 0.152 g of
Na2S20j in water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 5.0 mL of thissolution to 100.0 mL with
water R. To 3.0 mL of the resulting solution, add 4.0 mL of
0.1 M sodium hydroxide and dilute to 100.0 mL with water R.
Thallium Standard Solution (10 ppm TI)

Dissolve thallous IlIIfate R equivalent to 0.1235 g of TI2SO. in
a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R and dilute to 1000.0 mL
with the same solution. Dilute 10.0 mL of the solution to
100.0 mL with the 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.
Tin Liposoluble Standard Solution (1000 ppm Sn)
A tin (metal) organic compoundin an oil.
Tin Standard Solution (5 ppm Sn)
Dissolve tin R equivalent to 0.500 g of Sn in a mixture of
5 mL of water Rand 25 mL of hydrochloric acidR and dilute
£0 1000.0 mL with water R. Dilute the solution to 100 times
itsvolwne with a 2.5 per cent VIVsolution of hydrochloric
acid R immediately beforeuse.
Tin Standard Solution (0.1 ppm Sn)
Immediately before use, dilute tin standard solution (5 ppm
Sn) R to 50 times its volumewith waler R.
Titanium Standard Solution (100 ppm Ti)
Dissolve 100.0 mg of titanium R in 100 mL of hydrochloric
acid R diluted to 150 mL with waltr RJ heatingif necessary.
Allow to cool and dilute to 1000 mL with water R.

Vanadium Standard Solution (I gIL V)

Dissolve in water R ammonium vanadau R equivalent to
0.230 g ofNH,VO, and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Zinc Standard Solution (5 mg/mL Zn)

Dissolve 3.15 g of zinc oxide R in 15 mL of hydrochloric
acidR and dilute to 500.0 mL with water R.
Zinc Standard Solution (100 ppm Zn)
Immediately beforeuse, dilute with waterR to 10 times its
volwne a solution containing zinc sulfate R equivalent to

0.440 g of ZnSO••7H20 and I mL of acetic acid R in
100.0 mL.
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Zinc Standard Solution (25 ppm Zn)

Dilute 25.0 mL of zinc standard soludan (100 ppm Zn) to
100.0 mL with water immediately before use.
Zinc Standard Solution (10 ppm Zn)
Immediately before use, dilute zinc standardsolution (100 ppm
Zn) R to 10 times its volumewith water R.
Zinc Standard Solution (5 ppm Zn)
Immediately before use, dilute zinc standard solution (lOa ppm
Zn) R to 20 times its volumewith water R.

Zirconium Standard Solution (I gIL Zr)
Dissolve zircony/ nitrate R equivalent to 0.293 g of
zrO(NO,h,2H20 in a mixture of 2 volumes of hydrochloric
acid Rand 8 volwnes of water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with
the same mixture of solvents.

D. Buffer Solutions

Buffersolutions should be prepared usingcarbon dioxide-free
water.
Acetate Buffer pH 2.45
Mix 200 mL of IMhydrochloric acidwith 200 mL of
1M sodium aatate and dilute to 1000 mL with walef'.
Immediately before use adjust the pH to 2.45 by the addition
of 1M hydrochlonc acid or 1M sodium acetate, as required.
Acetate Buffer pH 2.8
Dissolve 4 g of anhydrous sodium acetate in about 840 mL of
water, add sufficient gladal acetic acid to adjust the pH to 2.8
(about 155 mL) and dilute to 1000 rnL with water.

Acetate Buffer pH 3.4
Mix 5 volumes of O.IM sodium acetate with 95 volumes of
O.IM acetic acid.
Acetate Buffer pH 3.5
BuffersolutionpH 3.5
Dissolve 25 g of ammonium euetale in 25 mL of waterand
add 38 mL of 7Mhydrochloric acid. Adjust the pH to 3.5 with
either 2M hydrochloric acid or 6M ammonia and dilute to
100 mL with water.
Acetate Buffer pH 3.7
Dissolve 10 g of anhydrous sodium autate in 300 mL of water,
adjust to pH 3.7 with glacial acetic acidand dilute to
1000 mL with water. If necessary, readjust to pH 3.7 with
glacialacetic acid or anhydrous sodium acelate as required,
before use.
Acetate Buffer pH 4.4 Acetate buffer solution pH 4.4
Dissolve 136 g of sodium QCelau Rand 77 g of ammonium
acelate R in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
solvent; add 250.0 mL of glacial acetic acid R and mix.
Acetate Buffer pH 4.6 Acetate buffer solution pH 4.6
Dissolve 5.4 g of sodium acetate R in 50 mL of water R, add
2.4 g of glacial acetic acid R and dilute to 100.0 mL with
water R. Adjust the pH if necessary.
Acetate Buffer pH 5.0
Dissolve 13.6 g of wdium acetate and 6 mL of glacial acetic
add in sufficient water to produce 1000 mL.
Acetate Buffer pH 6.0 Acetate buffer solution pH 6.0

Dissolve 100 g of ammonium acetate R in 300 mL of waterR,
add 4.1 mL of glacial acetic acid R, adjust the pH if necessary
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using ammonia R or acetic addR and dilute to 500.0 mL
with waterR.
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.5
Dissolve 77.1 g of ammonium acetate R in waterR.
Add 70 mL of glacial acetic acidR and dilute to 1000.0 mL
with water R.
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.7
Dissolve 136.1 g of sodium QCeUlle R in 500 mL of water R.
Mix 250 mL of this solution with 250 mL of dilute acetic
acidR. Shake twice with a freshly prepared, filtered, 0.1 gIL
solutionof dithizone R in chlorofonn R. Shake with carbon
telrachloride R until the extract is colourless. Filterthe
aqueous layer to remove traces of carbon tetrachloride.
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.7 RI
Dissolve 136.1 g of sodium acetate R in 500 mL of waterR.
Mix 250 mL of this solution with 250 rnLof dilute acetic
acid R.
Acetate-edetate Buffer Solution pH 5.5
Dissolve 250 g of ammonium tUelate Rand 15 g sodium
edeuue R in 400 mL of waterR and add 125 rnL ofglacial
acetic acidR.
Acetone Solution, Buffered
Dissolve 8.15 g of sodium acetate Rand 42 g of sodium
chloride R in water R, add 68 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid
and 150 mL of acetone R and dilute to 500 mL with waterR.
Ammonia Buffer pH 10.0 Ammonium chloridebuffer
solution pH 10.0
Dissolve 5.4 g of ammonium chloride R in 20 mL of waterR,
add 35.0 mL of ammonia R and dilute to 100.0 mL with
waterR.
Ammonia Buffer pH 10.9 Buffer solution pH 10.9
Dissolve 6.75 g of ammonium chloride R in ammonia Rand
dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Ammonia Buffer plI 10.9, DUute

Dilute 2 mL of ammonia briffer pH 10.9 to 1000 mL with
water.
Ammonium Acetate Buffer pH 4.5, 0.5M
Mix 14.3 mL of glacial acetic acidRand 470 mL of waterR
and adjust to pH 4.5 with concentrated ammonia R. Dilute to
500.0 mL with wa"r R.
Ammonium Carbonate Buffer Solution pH 10.3, O.IM
Dissolve 7.91 g of ammonium carbonate R in 800 mL of
woterR. Adjust the pH with dilute sodium hydroxide soludan R.
Dilute to 1000.0 rnL with waterR.
Ammonium Chloride Buffer Solution pH 9.5
Dissolve 33.5 g of ammonium chloride R in 150 mL of
waterR, add 42.0 mL of concentrated ammonia R and dilute
to 250.0 mL with waterR.
Storage: in a polyethylene container.
Ammonium CWoride Buffer Solution pH 10.4
Dissolve 70 g of ammonium chlonde R in 200 mL of water RJ

add 330 mL of concentrated ammonia R and dilute to
1000.0 mL with water R. If necessary, adjust to pH lOA with
ammonia R.
Ammonium CWoride Buffer Solution pH 10.7

Dissolve 67.5 g of ammonium chlon'de R in waterR, add
570 mL of concentrated ammonia R and dilute to 1000.0 rnL
wnh waterR.
Barbitone Buffer pH 7.4 Barbital buffer solution pH 7.4

Mix 50 mL of a solution in waterR containing 19.44 gIL of
sodium acetate Rand 29.46 gIL of barbital sodium R with
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50.5 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid, add 20 mL of an 85 gIL
of sodium chlon"de R and dilute to 250 mL with water R.
Barbitone Buffer pH 8.4 Barbital buffer solution pH 8.4

Dissolve 8.25 g of barbital sodium R in water R and dilute to
1000.0 mLwith the same solvent.
Barbitone Buffer pH 8.6 Rl Barbital buffer solution
pH 8.6 RI

Dissolve in waterR 1.38 g of barbital R, 8.76 g of barbital
sodium Rand 0.38 g of calcium lactate pentahydrate Rand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Borate Buffer pH 7.S Borate buffer solution pH 7.5

Dissolve 2.5 g of sodium chloride R, 2.85 g of disodium
tetraborate Rand 10.5 g of boric acid R in waterR and dilute
to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent. Adjust the pH if
necessary.

Storage: at 2 °C to 8°C.

Borate Buffer pH 8.0

To 50 mL of a solution containing 0.6189 g of boric acidand
0.7456 g of potassium chlon'de add 3.97 mL of 0.201 sodium
hydroxide VS and dilute to 200 mL with water.
At 20°) the solution may be used as a solutionof standard
pH.

Borate Buffer pH 8.4, 0.201

Dissolve 2.0 g of sodium hydroxide and 12.1 g of boric acid in
250 mL of water,adjust to pH 8.4., if necessary) by adding a
few granules of boric acid.
Borate Buffer pH 9.0

Buffer solution pH 9.0

Dissolve 6.18 g of boric acid R in 0.1 Mpotassium chloride R
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Mix 1000.0 mL of this solution and 420.0 mL of
0.1 M sodium hydroxide.
Borate Buffer pH 9.6

To 50 mL of a solution containing 0.6189 g of boric acid and
0.7456 g of potassium chloride add 36.85 mL of 0.201 sodium
hydroxide VS and dilute with water to 200 mL.

At 20°, the solution may be used as a solutionof standard
pH.

Borate Buffer Solution pH 8.0, O.OOlSM
Dissolve 0.572 g of disodium ..traborate Rand 2.94 g of
calcium chloride R in 800 mL of waterR. Adjust the pH with
I M hydrochloric acid. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
Borate Buffer Solution pH 10.0

Introduce 12.4 g of boric acidR into a 500.0 mL volumetric
flask. Add 300 mL of waterR to suspend the boric acid.
Add 100 mL of a 56 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R
and mix to dissolve the boric acid. Adjustto pH 10.0 by
slowly adding a 56 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R
(about 60 mL is usually needed). Mix. Dilute almost to
volumewith water R. If necessary) adjust the pH with boric
acidR or with a 56 gIL solution of potaSSium hydroX1'de R.
Dilute to 500.0 mL with waterR.

Borate Buffer Solution pH 10.4

Dissolve 24.64 g of boric acidR in 900 mL of dis,i1led
waterR. Adjustthe pH using a 400 gIL solution of sodium
Itydm'<ide R. Dilute to 1000 mL with distiUed waterR.

Boric Buffer pH 9.0 Buffer solution pH 9.0 RI
Dissolve 6.20 g of boric add R in 500 mL of waterRand
adjust the pH with 1 M sodium hydroxide (about 41.5 mL).
Dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
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Buffer (Acetate) Solution pH S.O
To 120 mL of a 6 gIL solution ofglacial acetic acidR add
100 mL of 0.1 M potassium hydroxide and about 250 mL of
water R. Mix. Adjust the pH to 5.0 with a 6 gIL solution of
acetic Mid R or with 0.1 M potassium hydroxide and dilute to

1000.0 mL with waterR.

Buffer (HEPES) Solution pH 7.S

Dissolve 2.38 g of HEPES R in about 90 mL of waterR.
Adjust the pH to 7.5 with sodium hydroxide solution R. Dilute
to 100 mL with waterR.

Buffer Solution pH 2.2

Mix 6.7 mL of phosphoric acidR with 55.0 mL of a 40 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide Rand dihne to 1000.0 mL with
water R.
Buffer Solution pH 2.S

Dissolve 100 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in 800 mL
of waterR; adjust to pH 2.5 with hydrochloric add Rand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with wa"r R.
Buffer Solution pH 2.S RI

To 4.9 g of diluu phosphoric acidR add 250 mL of waterR.
Adjust the pH with dilute sodium hydroxide solution Rand
dilute to 500.0 mL with waterR.
Buffer Solution pH 3.0

Dissolve 21.0 g of cilric acidmonohydrate R in 200 mL of
I M sodium hydroxide and dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
Dilute 40.3 mL of this solution to 100.0 mL with 0.1 M
hydrochloric acid.

Buffer Solution pH 3.S
Dissolve 25.0 g of ammonium QUlale R in 25 mL of waterR
and add 38.0 mL of hydrochloric acid Rt. Adjust the pH if
necessary with dilute hydrochloric acid R or dilute ammonia Rl.
Dilute to 100.0 mL with waterR.
Buffer Solution pH 3.7

To 15.0 mL of acetic acid R add 60 mL of ethanol
(96 per cent) Rand 20 mL of waterR. Adjust to pH 3.7 by
the addition of ammonia R. Dilute to 100.0 mL withwater R.
Buffer Solution pH S.2

Dissolve 1.02 g of potassium hydrogen phthalate R in 30.0 mL
of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide. Dilute to 100.0 mL with waterR.

Buffer Solution pH S.S

Dissolve 54.4 g of sodium acetate R in 50 mL of water R,
heatingto 35 °C if necessary. After cooling, slowly add
10 mL of anhydrous acetic acid R. Shakeand dilute to
100.0 mL with waterR.
Buffer Solution pH 6.S

Dissolve 60.5 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dodecahydrate Rand 46 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R
in waterR. Add 100 mL of 0.02 M sodium edetate and 20 mg
of mercuric chloride R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with water R.
Buffer Solution pH 6.6

To 250.0 mL of 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate R add
89.0 mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide. Dilute to 1000.0 mL
with waterR.

Buffer Solution pH 7.0

To 1000 mL of a solution containing 18 gIL of disodium
hydrogen phosphote dodecahydrate Rand 23 gIL of sodium
chloride R add sufficient (about 280 mL) of a solution
containing 7.8 gIL of sodium dihydrogen phosphate Rand
23 gIL of sodium chloride R to adjust the pH. Dissolve in the
solution sufficient sodium azide R to give a 0.2 gIL solution.
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Buffer Solution pH 7.2

To 250.0 mL of 0.2 111 potassium dihydrogen phosphate R add
175.0 mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide. Dilute to 1000.0 mL
with waterR. Adjust me pH if necessary.

Buffer Solution pH 7.4

Dissolve 0.6 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R, 6.4 g of
disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate Rand 5.85 g of
sodium chloride R in water R, and dilute to 1000.0 mL with
the same solvent. Adjust the pH if necessary.
Buffer Solution pH 8.0

To 50.0 mL of 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate R add
46.8 mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide. Dilute to 200.0 mL with
~~R. '
Buffer Solution pH 8.0 RI
Dissolve 20 g of dipotassium hydrogen phosphate R in 900 mL
of water R. Adjust the pH with phosphoric acid R. Dilute to
1000 mL with water R.
Buffer Solution pH 9.0

Dissolve 6.18 g of boric acidR in 0.1 111 potassium chloride R
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Mix 1000.0 mL of this solution and 420.0 mL of 0.1 M
sodium hydroxide.
Buffer Solution pH 11
Dissolve 6.21 g of boric acidR, 4.00 g of sodium hydroxide R
and 3.70 g of potassium chloride R in 500 mL of water Rand
dilute to 1000 mL with the same solvent.
Buffered Salt Solution pH 7.2
Dissolve in water R 8.0 g of sodium chloride R, 0.2 g of
potassium chloride R, 0.1 g of anhydrous calcium chloride R,
0.1 g of magnesium chloride R, 3.18 g of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dodecahydrate R and 0.2 g of potassium dihydrogen
phosphate R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
Carbonate Buffer pH 9.7

Dissolve 8.4 g of sodium hydrogen carbonate and 10.6 g of
sodium carbonate in sufficient water to produce 500 mL
Cbloride Buffer pH 2.0, O.IM Buffer solution pH 2.0

Dissolve 6.57 g of potassium chloride R in water R and add
119.0 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid. Dilute to 1000.0 mL
with water R.
Citrate Buffer Solution pH 5.0

Prepare a solutioncontaining20.1 gIL of cimc acid
monohydrate Rand 8.0 gIL of sodium hydroxide R. Adjust the
pH with dilute hydrochloric acid R.
Citrate Buffer Solution pH 3.0, 0.25M

Dissolve 5.3 g of citric acid monohydrate R in 80 mL of
water R. Adjust the pH with 1 111 sodium hydroxide and dilute
to 100.0 mL with waterR.
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 4.5

To 30 volumes of 0.2M disodium hydrogen orthophosphate add
sufficient O.JM dme add to give a pH of 4.5 (about
36 volumes).

Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 5.0

Mix 48.5 mL of O.IM ciene acidwith sufficient 0.2M disodium
hydrogen orthophosphate to produce 100 mL.
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 6.0 Phosphate buffer
solution pH 6.0

Mix 63.2 mL of a 71.5 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dodecahydrate R and 36.8 mL of a 21 gIL solution
of citric acidmonohydrate R.
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Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 6.5

Mix 29.0 mL of O.IM tien'c add with sufficient a.2M disodium
hydrogen orthophosphate to produce 100 rnL
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 6.8 Phosphate buffer
solution pH 6.8
Mix 77.3 mL of a 71.5 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dodecahydrate R with 22.7 mL of a 21 gIL solution
of citric acidmonohydrate R.
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 7.0 Phosphate buffer
solution pH 7.0
Mix 82.4 mL of a 71.5 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dodecahydrate R with 17.6 mL of a 21 gIL solution
of cimc acidmonohydrate R.
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 7.2 Phosphate buffer
solution pH 7.2

Mix 87.0 mL of a 71.5 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dodecahydrate R with 13.0 mL ofa 21 gIL solution
of cinic acidmonohydrate R.
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 7.6

Dissolve 67.1 g of disodium hydrogen onhophosphate and
1.33 g of citric acid in sufficient waterto produce 1000 mL.
Copper Sulfate Solution pH 2.0

Copper Sulphate Solution pH 2.0.

Mix together 53 mL of 0.2M hydrochhtric acid, 250 mL of
0.2Mpotassium chloride and 40 rnLofa 0.393% w/v solution
of copper(/1) sulfate and dilute with water to 1000 mL.

Copper Sulfate Solution pH 4.0, Buffered
Dissolve 0.25 g of copper sulfate pentahydrate Rand 4.5 g of
ammonium acetate R in d,7ule acelic acid R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Copper Sulfate Solution pH 5.2, Buffered

Copper Sulphate Solution pH 5.2, Buffered

Dissolve 15.22 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen
orthophosphate in sufficient water to produce 536 mL and add
a 2.1% wlv solution of dln"c aciduntil the pH of the solution
is between 5.15 and 5.25 (about 464 mL). Mix 985 mL of
the resulting solution with 15 rnL of a 0.393% wlv solution
of copper(/1) sulfate.
Deuterated Sodium Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.0,
0.2M
Dissolve 2.76 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate R
in 90 rnLof deuterium oxide R, adjust the pH with a
deuterated solution of phosphon'c acid R or a deuterated 1 M
solution of sodium hydroxide R, dilute to 100 rnLwith
deuterium oxide R and mix..
D1ethanolamine Buffer Solution pH 10.0

Dissolve 96.4 g of diethanolamine R in waterR and dilute to
400 mL with the same solvent. Add 0.5 mL of an 186 gIL
solution of magnesium chloride R and adjust the pH with 1 M
hydrochloric acid. Dilute to 500.0 mL with water R.
D1ethylammonium Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.0

Dilute 68 mL of phosphoric acidR to 500 mL with waterR.
To 25 mL of this solution add 450 mL of water Rand 6 mL
of diethylamine R, adjust to pH 6 ± 0.05, if necessary, using
diethylamine R or phosphoric acidR and dilute to 500.0 mL
with waterR.
Glycine Buffer pH 2.9

Dissolve 6.0 g of glycine and 4.68 g of sodium chloride in
10 Iitres of water. Adjust the pH with 1Mhydrochloric acid
(about 30 mL).
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Glycine Buffer pH 11.3

Mix a solution containing 0.75% wlv of glycine and
0.58% wlv ofsodium chloride with an equal volume of
O.IM sodium hydroxide and adjust the pH if necessary,

Glycine Buffer Solution
Mix 42 g of sodium hydrogen carbonate and 50 g of potassium
hydrogen carbonate with 180 mL of water and add a solution
containing 37.5 g of glycine and 15 mL of 135M ammonia in
180 mL of water. Dilute to 500 mL with waterand stir until
solution is complete.
Guanidine-trlsQtydroxymethyl)aminomethane Buffer
Solution pH 8.3

Dissolve 1.21 g of r,;,(hydroxynwhyQaminomethane R in
87.5 mL of a 764l!fL solution of guanidine hydrochloride R.
Adjust to pH 8.3 with hydrochloric acid R and dilute to
100 mL with waterR.
Guanidine-trlsQtydroxymethyl)aminomethane-EDTA
Buffer Solution pH 8.S

Dissolve 1.0 g of sodium ederate R, 12.1 g of
tris(hydroxymelhyQaminomuhane R and 57.0 g of guanidine
hydrochloride R in 35 mL of water R. Adjust to pH 8.5 with
hydrochloric acid R and dilute to 100 mL with waterR.
Guanidine-trlsQtydroxymethyl)aminomethane-EDTA
Buffer Solution pH 8.6

Dissolve 0.018 g of sodium <derate R, 2.2 g of
tris(hydroxymelhyQaminomelhane Rand 28.7 g of guanidine
hydrochloride R in 20 mL of water R. Adjust to pH 8.6 with
acetic acidR and dilute to 50 mLwith water R.
Imidazole Buffer Solution pH 6.S

Dissolve 6.81 g of imidazole· R, 1.23 g of magnesium su/fate R
and 0.73 g of calcium su/fate R in 752 mL of 0.1 M
hydrochloric acid. Adjust the pH if necessary and dilute to
1000.0 mL with waterR.
Imidazole Bulfer Solution pH 7.3

Dissolve 3.4 g of imidazole Rand 5.8 g of sodium chloride R in
wa'erR, add 18.6 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acidand dilute to
1000.0 mL with waterR. Adjust the pH if necessary.
1MMorpholinoethanesulfonate Buffer Solution
pH 6.0

Dissolve 48.8 g of 2-[N-morpholino]ethanesu/fonic acidR in
160 mL of waterR and add 25 mL of 2 M sodium
hydroxide R. Adjust to pH 6.0 with 2 M sodium hydroxide R.
Dilute to almost 250 mL with water R. Adjust the pH, if
necessary, with ZM sodium hydroxide R and dilute to
250.0 mL with waterR.
Octylamine Phosphate Buffer pH 3.0

Dilute 3.32 mL of oclYlamine to 1000 mL, adjust the pH to
3.0 using orthophosphoric acidand filter through a membrane
filter with a nominal pore size not greater than 0.5 Jim.
Phosphate Buffers
Solutions from pH 5.8 to pH 8.0 may be prepared by mixing
50 mL of 0.2M potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate with the
quantities of 0.2M sodium hydroxide VS specified in the
following table and dilutiog to 200 mL with warer.
At 200 the solutions maybe used as solutions of standard
pH.
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pH 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8

ml of O.2M sodium 3.72 5.70 8.60 12.60 17.80 23.65
hydroxide VS

pH 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.8 8.0

ml ofO.2M sodium 29.63 35.00 39:S0 42.80 45.20 46.80
hydroxide VS

Phosphate Buffer pH 3.0

Dissolve 34 g ofpotassium dihydrogen orthophosphate in
250 mL of waterand adjust the pH of the solution to 3.0
with orthophosphoric acid.
Phosphate Buffer pH 3.5 Phosphate buffer solution
pH 3.5

Dissolve 68.0 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in warer R
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent. Adjust the
pH with phosphoric acid R.

Phosphate Buffer pH 4.0

Dissolve 6.8 g of potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate in
700 mL of water, adjust the pH, if necessary) with a 10%vlv
solutionof orthophosphon"c acidand add sufficient water to
produce 1000 rnL.
Phosphate Buffer pH 4.0, MIxed
Dissolve 5.04 g of disodium hydrogen orthophosphate and
3.01 g of porossium dihydrogen orthophosphate in sufficient
water to produce 1000 mL and adjust the pH with glacial
acetic acid.
Phosphate Buffer pH 4.75

Dilute 100 mL of O.5M potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate to
800 mL with water, adjust to pH 4.75 with O.IM sodium
hydroxide and dilute to 1000 mL with warer.
Phosphate Bulfer pH 4.9

Dissolve 40 g of sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate and 1.2 g of
sodium hydroxide in sufficient water to produce 100 mL.
H necessary, adjust the pH with 1M sulfuric acidor 1M sodium
hydroxide as ceq uired,

Phosphate Buffer pH S.4, MIxed
Dissolve 1.76 g of disodium hydrogen orthophosphate and
13.61 g of potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate in sufficient
waterto produce 1000 mL. Adjust the pH with
0.05M orthophosphoric acid, if necessary.

Phosphate Buffer pH 6.8, MIxed
Dissolve 28.80 g of disodium hydrogen orthophosphate and
I 1.45 g of potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate in sufficient
water to produce 1000 mL.

Phosphate Buffer pH 6.8, 0.2.11 MIxed Phosphate buffet
solution pH 6.8 Rl
To SI.O mL of a 27.2l!fL solution of potassium dihydrogen
phosphate R add 49.0 mL of a 71.6l!fL solution of disodium
hydrogen phosp~ate dodecahydrate R. Adjust the pH if
necessary.
Starage: at 2 "C to 8 "C.
Phosphate Buffer pH 7.0, MIxed
Dissolve 0.50 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen orthophosphate
and 0.301 g of porassium dihydrogen orthophosphate in
sufficient water to produce 1000 mL.
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Phosphate Buffer pH 7.0, 0.067'" Mixed 0.067'"
Phosphate buffer solution pH 7.0

Dissolve 0.908 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent
(solution A). Dissolve 2.38 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dodecabydrate R in water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent (solution B). Mix. 38.9 mL of solutionA and
61.1 mL of solution B. Adjust the pH ifnecessary.

Phosphate Buffer pH 7.0, 0.1'" Mixed 0.1'" Phosphate
buffer solution pH 7.0
Dissolve 1.361 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Adjust the pH using a 35 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dodecahydrate R.

Phosphate Buffer pH 7.5, 0.2'"
Dissolve 27.22 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
930 mL of water R, adjust to pH 7.5 with a 300 gIL solution
of potassium hydroxide R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with
water R.
Phosphate Buffer pH 10, Mixed
To 100 mL of 0.2Mdisodium hydrogen onhophosphate add
6.0 mL of 0.25'" t.wdium onhophosphate.
Phosphate Buffer, 0.025'" Standard
Dissolve 3.40 g of potassium dihydrogen onhophosphote and
3.55 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen onhophosphate, both
previously dried at 110° to 1300 for 2 hours, in sufficient
waler to produce 1000 rnL

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 2.0
Dissolve 8.95 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dodecahydrate Rand 3.40 g of potassium dihydrogen
phosphate R in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the
same solvent. Ifnecessary adjust the pH withphosphoric
acidR.
0.125'" Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 2.0
Dissolve 17.0 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate Rand
17.8 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen phosphate R in waterR
and dilute to J.O L with the same solvent. If necessary adjust
the pH with phosphoric acidR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 2.5, 0.2'"
Dissolve 27.2 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in about
900 mL of waterR, adjust to pH 2.5 with phosphoric acid R
and dilute to 1.0 L with waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 2.8
Dissolve 7.8 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate R in 900 mL of
water R, adjust to pH 2.8 withphosphonc acidR and dilute to
1000 mL with the same solvent.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.0
Mix 0.7 mL of phosphoric acid R with 100 mL of waterR.
Dilute to 900 mL with the same solvent. Adjust to pH 3.0
with strong sodium hydroxide solution R and dilute to 1000 mL
wilh water R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.0, O.IM
Dissolve 12.0 g of anhydrous sodium dmydrogetl phosphate R in
water R, adjust the pH with dilute phosphoric acidRl and
dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.0 RI

Dissolve3.40 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
900 mL of waterR. Adjust to pH 3.0 with phosphoric acidR
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with water R.
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Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.2

To 900 mL of a 4 gIL solution of sodium dihydrogen
phosphate R, add 100 mL of a 2.5 gIL solution of phosphoric
acidR. Adjust the pH if necessary.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.2 RI

Adjust a 35.8 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dodecahydrate R to pH 3.2 with dilute phosphoric acid R.
Dilute 100.0 mL of the solution to 2000.0 mL with waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.25

Dissolve about 1.36 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
1000 mL of waterR and adjust to pH 3.25 ± 0.05 with
dilute phosphon'c acidR. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 umor finer).

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.4
Dissolve 68.0 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in waterR
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent. Adjust the
pH with phosphoric acid R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 4.5, 0.05",
Dissolve 6.80 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
1000.0 mL of waterR. The pH of the solution is 4.5.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.0

Dissolve 2.72 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
800 mL of water R. Adjust the pH with aiM potassium
hydroxide solution prepared from potassium hydroxide Rand
dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.4, 0.067'"

Mix appropriate volumes of a 23.99 gIL solution of disodium
hydrogen phosphate doduahydrate R with a 9.12 gIL solution of
sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrate R to obtain pH 5.4.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.5
Dissolve 13.61 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
water R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the samesolvent
(solution A). Dissolve 35.81 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dodecahydrate R in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the
same solvent (solution B). Mix 96.4 mL of solutionA and
3.6 mL of solution B.

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.6

Dissolve 0.908 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the samesolvent
(solution A). Dissolve 1.161 g of dipolaSsium hydrogen
phosphate R in waterR and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent (solution B). Mix 94.4 mL of solution A and 5.6 mL
of solutionB. If necessary, adjust to pH 5.6 usingsolution A
or solutionB.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.8
Dissolve 1.19 g of disadium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate R
and 8.25 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in waterRand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.0 RI
Dissolve 6.8 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate R in water R
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR. Adjust the pH with
strong sodium hydroxide solution R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.0 R2
To 250.0 mL of 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen phosphate R add
28.5 mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide and dilute to 1000.0 mL
withwater R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.3, 0.1'"
Dissolve 15.6 g of sodium dihydrogen onhophosphare in
900 mL of water, adjust thepH to 6.3 with O.IM sodium
hydroxide and add sufficient water to produce 1000 mL.
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Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.4
Dissolve 2.5 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrare R,
25 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphore Rand 8.2 g of sodium
chloride R in 950 mL of waterR. Adjust the pH of the
solution to 6.4 with 1 M sodium hydroxide or 1 M hydrochlfJIic
acid, if necessary. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with water R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.5
Dissolve 2.75 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphore Rand 45 g of
sodium chloride R in 500 mL of woterR. Adjust the pH with
phospha.e buffer solution pH 8.5 R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.5, O.IM
Dissolve 13.80 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate
monohydrare R in 900 mL of distilled waterR. Adjust the pH
usinga 400 gILsolution of sodium hydroxide R. Dilute to
1000 mL with distiUed waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.7, a.1M

Dissolve 15.6 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphore R in water R
and dilute to 1.0 L with the same solvent. Dissolve 17.8 g of
disodium hydrogen phosphore dihydrare R in warer R and dilute
to 1.0 L with the same solvent. Mix the solutions, checkthe
pH and if necessary adjust to pH 6.7.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 Rl
Mix 250.0 mL of 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen phosphore Rand
148.2 mL of a 81!/L solurion of sodium hydroxide R, adjust
the pH if necessary. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R2

Mix 50.0 mL of a 136 I!/Lsolution of potassium dihydrogen
phosphore R with 295 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide and dilute
to 100.0 mL with warer R. I\djust the pH to 7.0 ± 0.1.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R3
Dissolve 5 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphore R and II g of
dipotassium hydrogen phosphore R in 900 mL of walerR.
Adjust to pH 7.0 with dilure phosphoric acid R or di/ure sodium
hydroxide solution R. Dilute to 1000 mL with waterRand
mix.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R4
Dissolve 28.4 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen phosphore R
and 18.2 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphore R in waterR and
dilute to 500 mLwiththe same solvent.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R5
Dissolve28.4 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen phosphore R in
800 mL of waterR. Adjust the pH using a 30 per cent mlm
solurion of phosphoric acidR and dilute to 1000 mL with
water R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R6
Dissolve 356 g of disodium hydrogen phosphore dihydrate R in
950 mL of woterfor chromatography R. Adjust the pH with
phosphoric acidR and dilute to 1.0 L with waterfor
chromatography R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R7
Dissolve 35 g of dipotassium hydrogen phosphore R in 900 mL
of water R, adjust to pH 7.0 with dilute phosphoric acidRand
dilute to 1.0 L with water R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0, 0.025M
Mix 1 volume of 0.063 M phosphore buffer solution pH 7.0 R
with 1.5 volumes of waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0, 0.03M
Dissolve5.2 g of dipotassium hydrogen phosphore R in 900 mL
of water for chromatography R. Adjust the solution to
pH 7.0 ± 0.1 usingphosphoric acidR and dilute to 1000 mL
with water for chroma.ography R.
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Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0, 0.05M
Mix 34 mL of waterR and 100 mL of 0.067 M phosphate
buffer solution pH 7.0 R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0, 0.063M
Dissolve 5.18 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen phosphore R
and 3.65 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate monohydrare R in
950 mL of waterR and adjust the pH with phosphOlu acidR;
dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.4
Add 250.0 mL of 0.2 M poumium dihydrogen phosphore R to
393.4 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.5, 0.05M
Dissolve 0.89 g of disodium hydrogen phosphore dihydra.e R in
about 80 mL of waterR. Adjust to pH 75 with an
8.5 per cent V/V solution of phosphoric acidR anddilute (0

100.0 mL with water R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.5, 0.33M
Dissolve 119.31 g of disodium hydrogen phosphore
dodecahydrare R in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the
same solvent (solution A). Dissolve45.36 g of potassium
dihydrogetl phosphore R in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL
with the same solvent (solution B). Mix 85 mL of solutionA
and 15 mL of solurion B. Adjust the pH if necessary.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0, 0.02M
To 50.0 mL of 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen phosphare R add
46.8 mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide. Dilute to 500.0 mL with
waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0, 0.1....
Dissolve 0523 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R and
16.73 g of dipo.assium hydrogen phosphate R in warer Rand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0, 0.05....
Dissolve 0.31 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate R in 70 mL of
waterR and adjust to pH 8.0 with 1 M sodium hydroxide,
then dilute to 100 mL with water R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0, 1M
Dissolve 136.1 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
waterRJ adjust the pH with 1 M sodium hydroxide. Dilute to
1000.0 mL with waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.5
Dissolve 3.5 g of dipoumium hydrogen phosphore Rand 45 g
of sodium chloride R in 500 mL of waterR. Adjust the pH
with a mixture of equalvolumes of dl1ute phosphcnic acidR
and water R.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 9.0
Dissolve 1.74 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphore R in 80 mL
of water RJ adjust the pH with a I M potassium hydroxide
solutionprepared from potassium hydroxide R anddilute to
100.0 mL with waterR.
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 11.3, O.IM
Dissolve 17.4 g of dipotassium hydrogen phosphate R in about
950 mL of waterR, adjust to pH 11.3 using a 100 I!/L
solution ofpouuSl~um hydroxide R anddiluteto 1.0 L with
water R. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal poresize
0.45 urn).

Phosphate-Citrate Buffer Solution pH 5.5
Mix 56.85 mL of a 28.41!/L solurion of anhydrous disodium
hydrogen phosphate Rand 43.15 mL of a 21 I!/Lsolurion of
citric acidmonohydrate R.
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Phthalate Buffer pH 3.6 Buffer solution pH 3.6

To 250.0 mL of 0.2 M potassium hydrogen phthalate R add
I 1.94 mL of 0.2 M hydrochloric acid. Dilute to 1000.0 mL
with water R.
Phthalate Buffer Soludon pH 4.4

Dissolve 2.042 g of potassium hydrogen phthalate R in 50 mL
of water R, add 7.5 mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide and dilute
to 200.0 mL with waterR.
Phthalate Buffer Soludon pH 6.4, 0.5M

Dissolve 100 g of potassium hydrogen phthalate R in waler R
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.Adjust the
pH if necessary, using strong sodium hydroxide solution R.
PotassIum Phosphate Buffer Soludon pH 7.0

Dissolve 10 mg of bovine albumin Rand 68 mg of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate R in 30 mL of waterR. Ifnecessary,
adjust to pH 7.0 withpolassium hydroxide R. Dilute to 50 mL
with waterR andfilter.
Saline pH 6.4, Phosphate-buffered

Dissolve 1.79 g of disodium hydrogen onhophosphate, 1.36 g of
potassium dihydrogen orthophosphat< and 7.02 g of sodium
chloride in sufficient water to produce 1000 mL

Saline pH 6.8, Phosphate-buffered

Dissolve 1.0 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R, 2.0 g of
dipotassium hydrogen phosphat< Rand 8.5 g of sodium
chloride R in 900 mL of water R, adjust the pH if necessary
and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
Saline pH 7.2, Phosphate-albumin Buffered

Dissolve 10.75 g of disodium hydrogen phosphat<
dodecahydrat< R, 7.6 g of sodium chloside R and 109 of bovine
albumin R ln. water Rand dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
solvent. Immediately beforeuse adjust the pH usingdilute
sodium hydroxide solution R or dilut< phosphonc acidR.
Saline pH 7.2 RI, Phosphate-albumin Buffered

Dissolve 10.75 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dodeeahydrat< R, 7.6 g of sodium chloride R and I g of bovine
albumin R in water R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
solvent. Immediately beforeuse adjust the pH usingdilute
sodium hydroxide solu.ion R or dilute phosphone acidR.
Saline pH 7.4, Phosphate-buffered

Dissolve 2.38 g of disodium hydrogen phosphat<
dodeeahydrate R, 0.19 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R
and 8.0 g of sodium chloride R in water. Dilute to 1000.0 mL
with the samesolvent. Adjust the pH if necessary.
Sodium Acetate Buffer pH 7.0.

Dissolve 1.64 g of anhydrous sodium acetate in I L of water,
adjust to pH 7.0 using dilute acetic acid
Sodium Acetate Buffer Soludon pH 4.0, O.IM

Dissolve 822 mg of sodium acelOte R in 100 mL of waterR
(solution A). Dilute 1.44 mL of glacial acetic acidR in
250 mL of water R (solution B). Titrate 100 mL of
solutionB using about 20 mL of solutionA.
Sodium Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.5

Dissolve 63 g of anhydrous sodium acetate R in waterR, add
90 mL acetic acid R and adjust to pH 4.5, and dilute to
1000 mL with water R. .

Sodium Acetate Buffer Soludon pH 5.0

Dissolve 50.0 g of sodium acetat< R in 10.0 mL of glaciol
ace.c acidR and add water R. Adjust to pH 5.0 with a
4.2 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R or withglacial acetic
acidR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with water R.
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Sodium Acetate Solution pH 6.0, Buffered
Dissolve 4.1 g of anhydrous sodium acetate in 1000 mL of
waterandadjust the pH to 6.0 withglacial acetic acid.
Sodium/calcium Acetate Buffer Solution pH 7.0

Dissolve 10 mg of bovine albumin R and 32 mg of calcium
acetat< R in 60 mL of water R. Add 580 ~L of glaciol acetic
acidR and adjust to pH 7.0 with 2 M sodium hydroxide R.
Dilute to 100 mL with wat<r R and filter.

Sodium Citrate Buffer Solution pH 7.8 (O.034M Sodium
CItrate, O.IOIM Sodium Chloride)

Dissolve 10.0 g of sodium citrate Rand 5.90 g of sodium
chloride R in 900 mL of water R. Adjust the pH by addition
of hydrochloric acidR and dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
Sodium Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.5, 0.25M

Dissolve 3.90 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate R in 70 mL of
waterR, adjust to pH 7.5 with a 300 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R and dilute to 100 mL with water R.
Sodium Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0, 0.02M

Dissolve 0.31 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate R in 70 mL of
waterR and adjust to pH 8.0 with 1 M sodium hydroxide,
then dilute to 100 mL with water R.

Succinate Buffer Soludon pH 4.6

Disssolve 11.8 g of succinic acid R in a mixture of 600 mL of
waterRand 82 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide and dilute to
1000.0 mL with water R.
Sulfate Buffer Solution pH 2.00

Dissolve 132.1 g of ammonium sulfate R in water R and dilute
to 500.0 mL with the same solvent (Solution A). Carefully
and with constantcooling stir 14 mL of su/fun'c acid R into
about 400 mL of water R; allow to cool and dilute to
500.0 mL with wat<r R (Solution B). Mix equal volumes of
solutions A and B. Adjust the pH if necessary.
Tetrabutylammonium Buffer Soludon pH 7.0

Dissolve 6.16 g of ammonium acelate R in a mixture of
15 mL of t<trabutylammonium hydroxide solution (400 giL) R
and 185 mL of water R. Adjust the pH with nilric acidR.

Thlobarbitwic Acld-citrate Buffer

Dissolve 5.0 g of thiobarbiturU: acid in 5 mL of 4M sodium
hydroxide and dilute to 500 mL with waler. Dissolve
separately 37 g of sodium citrate in 32 mL of hydrochloric acid
and dilute to 250 mL with water. Mix the two solutions and
adjust the pH of the resulting solution [Q 2.0.
Total Ionic Strength Adjustment Buffer

Dissolve 58.5 g of sodium chloride R, 57.0 mL of glacial acetic
add R, 6J.5 g of sodium acetate Rand 5.0 g of
cydohexylenedinim"lotetra-aceu"c acid R in WQt.er R and dilute [Q

500.0 mL with the same solvent. Adjust to pH 5.0 to 5.5
with a 335 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R and dilute to
1000.0 mL with dislilled waler R.
Total Ionic Strength Adjustment Buffer RI

Dissolve 210 g of citric acidmonohydrate R in 400 mL of
distilled waterR. Adjust to pH 7.0 with concentrated
ammonia R. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with distilled waterR
(solution A). Dissolve 132 g of ammonium phosphate R in
distiUed waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
solvent (solution B). To a suspension of 292 g of
(ethylenedinitrilo)tetra-aeeticacidR in about 500 mL of
distiUed waterR, add about 200 mL of concentrated
ammonia R to dissolve.Adjust the pH to 6 to 7 with
concentrated ammonia R. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with distilled
waterR (solution C). .Mix equalvolumes of solutionA, B,
and C and adjust to pH 7.5 with cmlcentrated ammonia R.
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Trls-acetate Buffer Solution pH 8.5
Dissolve 0.294 g of calcium chloride Rand 12.11 g of
tris(hydroxymethyVaminomethane R in waterR. Adjust the pH
with acetic acidR. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
Trls-borate-EDTA Buffer Solution pH 8.4 MB

Dissolve 10.80 g of tris(hydroxymethyVaminomethane MB,
5.50 g boric acidRand 0.584 g of ethyknediaminewlra-acetic
acidR in 250 mL of distaled ,Dater R. Adjust the pH (2.2.3)
to 8.4 using hydrochloric acid R. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with
disrilled waterR.
Trls-chlorlde Buffer pH 7.4 Tris(hydroxymethyl)
amincmethane sodiumchloride buffer solution pH 7.4
Dissolve 6.08 g of tris(hydroxymethy/)aminomethane Rand
8.77 g of sodium chloride R in 500 mL of disriUed waWr R.
Add 10.0 g of bo'lJine albumin R or 1.0-5.0 g of macrogol
6000 R. Adjust the pH using hydrochloric add R. Dilute to
1000.0 mL with disriUed waterR.

Tria-chloride Buffer pH 7.5 Tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane buffer solution pH 7.5
Dissolve 7.27 g of tris(hydroxymelhyl)aminomethane Rand
5.27 g of sodium chloride R in waWr R, and adjust the pH if
necessary. Dilute to 1000.0 mLwithwater R.
Trls-chloride Buffer pH 7.5 RI 0.05M Tris
hydrochloride buffer solution pH 7.5

Dissolve 6.057 g of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane R in
oxuer R and adjust the pH with hydrochlon', acid R. Dilute to
1000.0 mL with waterR.
Tris-chlorlde Buffer pH 8.1 Tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane buffer solution pH 8.1
Dissolve 0.294 g of calcium'chloride R in 40 mL of
tris(hydroxymethyQaminomethane solution R and adjust the pH
with 1 M hydrochloric add. Dilute to 100.0 mL with waterR.
Trls-chloride Buffer pH 8.6

Dissolve 2.0 g of tris(hydroxymethyVmerhylamine and 2.4 g of
sodium chloride in about 100 mL of water, adjust the pH to
8.6 with 1M sodium hydroxide or 1Mhydrochloric acidand
dilute with water to 200 mL.
Tria-chloride Buffer Solution

Dissolve 0.606 g of tris(hydroxymerhyl)methylamine and 2.34 g
of sodium chlmlJe in sufficient water to produce 1000 mL.
Store at 2° to 8° and use within 3 days of preparation.
Tris-EDTA Buffer Solution pH 8.0 MB
Dissolve 60.57 g of tris(hydroxymerhyl)aminomerhane MB in
500 mL of disri/led waterR and adjust the pH (2.2.3) to 8.4
using hydrochloric add R (1M Tris buffer).

Dissolve 18.60 g of ethylenediamineutra-cuetic acidR
inlOO mL of dis,iIIed waterR and adjust the pH (2.2.3) to 8.0
using sodium hydroxide R (0.5M BDTA solution). (Use
vigorous stirring and moderate heat if desired).
Mix appropriate volumes of the two solutions to achieve the
required concentration. (e.g. Mix 5 mL of 1MTris buffer
with I mL of 0.5M BDTA solution and dilute with 496 mL
of distiRed waterR).
Trls-EDTA Buffer pH 8.4 Tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane-BDTA Buffer Solution pH 8.4

Dissolve 5.12 g of sodium chloride R, 3.03 g of
tris(hydroxymerhyQaminomerhane Rand 1.40 g of sodium
edeuue R in 250 mL of disriUed waterR. Adjusr the pH to 8.4
using hydrochloric add R. Dilute to 500.0 mL with dis.lled
waterR.
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Tris-EDTA BSA Buffer Solution pH 8.4

Dissolve 6.1 g of tris(hydroxymethyQamit,ome,hane R, 2.8 g of
sodium edetate R, 10.2 g of sodium chloride R and 109 of
bovine albumin R in waterR, adjust to pH 8.4 using1 A-I
hydrochloric acidand dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
Tris-glycine Buffer Solution pH 8.3

Dissolve 6.0 g of tris(hydroxymethyQaminomethane Rand
28.8 g of glycine R in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with
the samesolvent. Dilute 1 volume to 10 volumes with
water R immediately before use.
Tris-hydrochlortde Buffer Solution pH 6.8, 1M

Dissolve 60.6 g of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomelhane R in
400 mL of waterR. Adjust the pH with hydrochloric acid R
and dilute to 500.0 mL with water R.

Trls-hydrochloride Buffer Solution pH 7.5, O.IM

Dissolve 3.03 g of tris(hydroxymelhyl)aminomethane R in
200 mL of waterR, adjust to pH 7.5 with hydrochloric add R
and dilute to 250 mL withwaterR.
Trls-hydrochloride Buffer Solution pH 7.5, 1M

Dissolve 12.11 g of tris(hydroxymerhyl)aminomethane R in
90 mL of waterR, adjust to pH 7.5 with hydrochloric acidR
and dilute to 100.0 mL with waterR.
Tris-hydrochlorlde Buffer Solution pH 8.0

Dissolve 1.21 g of tris(hydroxymerhyQaminomerhane Rand
29.4 mg of calcium chloride R in waterR. Adjust the pH with
1 M hydrochloric add and dilute to 100.0 mL with water R.
Trls-hydrochlorlde Buffer Solution pH 8.0, 1M

Dissolve 121.1 g of tris(hydroxymerhyQaminomethane Rand
1.47 g of calcium chlmae R in 900 mL of waterR. Adjust the
pH with hydrochloric acidR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with
waterR.
Trls-hydrochloride Buffer Solution pH 8.3

Dissolve 9.0 g of tris(hydroxymerhyl)aminomerhane R in 2.9 L
of waterR. Adjust the pH with 1 M hydrochloric acid. Adjust
the volumeto 3 L with waterR.
Trls-hydrochlorlde Buffer Solution pH 8.8, I.SM

Dissolve 90.8 g of rris(hydroxymerhyQaminomethane R in
400 mL of waterR. Adjust the pH with hydrochloric acidR
and dilute to 500.0 mL with waterR.
Trls-hydrochlorlde Buffer Solution pH 8.8, 3M

Dissolve 363.3 g of tris(hydroxymerhyl)aminomethane R in
500 mL of waterR. Adjust the pH with hydrochloric acidR
and dilute to I L with water R.

Trls-hydrochlorlde Buffer Solution pH 9.0, O.OSM

Dissolve 0.605 g of tris(hydroxymerhyl)aminomethane R in
waterR. Adjust the pH with 1 Mhydrochloric acidand dilute
to 100.0 mL withwaterR.
Trls(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane Buffer Solution
pH 7.4

Dissolve 30.3 g of tris(hydroxymerhyl)aminomethane R in
approximately 200 mL of water R. Add 183 mL of 1 M
hydrochloric acid. Dilute to 500.0 mL with waterR. Now: the
pH is 7.7-7.8 at room romperature and 7.4 at 37 °G. This
solution is stable for several months at 4 aG.

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane Buffer Solution
pH 7.5 RI
Dissolve I.21 g of rris(hydroxymerhyQaminomethane R in
900 mL of waterR and add 10 mL of 0.01 M calcium chloride
solution R. Adjust the pH if necessary with sodium hydroxide
solution R or hydrochlonc acid R, and dilure to 1000:0 mL
with water R.
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Tris(hydroxymethyl)amlnomethane Buffer Solution
pH 9.0

Dissolve 1.21 g of tris(hydroxymethyQaminomethane R in
950 mL of walerfor chromarography R. Adjust to pH 9.0 with
acetic add R and dilute to 1000.0 rnL withwaterfor
chromatography R.
Tris(hydroxymethyl)amlnomethane Buffer Solution
pH 9.0 RI

Dissolve 12.1 g of tris(hydroxymelhyljaminomethane R in
950 mL of warer R. Adjust to pH 9.0 with acetic add Rand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with walerR.

Tris(hydroxymethyl)amlnomethane-EDTA Buffer
Solution pH 8.4 RI

Dissolve 10.20 g of sodium chloride R, 6.10 g of
tns(hydroxymelhyQam;nomerhane R, 2.80 g of sodium edetau R
and 1.00 g of macrogol 6000 R or 2.00 g of bovine albumin R
or of human albumin R in 800 mL of waterR. Adjust to
pH 8.4 with hydrochloric acid R and dilute to 1.0 L with
waterR.
Tris(hydroxymethyl)amlnomethane Sodiwn Chloride
Buffer Solution pH 7.4 RI

Dissolve0.1 g of bovine albumin R in a mixture containing
2 mL of rris(hydroxymethyQaminomethane buffer 'olurion
pH 7.4 R and 50 mL of a 5.84 mg/mL solution of sodium
chloride R. Dilute to 100.0 mL with worer R.
Tris-sodium Acetate Buffer Solution pH 7.4
Dissolve 6.3 g of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane Rand
4.9 g of anhydrous sodium acetate R in 900 mL of walerR.
Adjust to pH 7.4 with ,u/juri< add R and dilute to 1000 mL
withwaterR.
Tris-sodlwn Acetate Buffer Solution pH 8.0

Dissolve 6.3 g of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane Rand
4.9 g of anhydrous sodium acetare R in 900 mL of waterR.
Adjust to pH 8.0 with "'/furic acid R and dilute to 1000 mL
with waterR.
Tris-sodium Acetate-sodium Chloride Buffer Solution
pH 7.4

Dissolve 30.0 g of rris(hydroxymethyQaminomethane R, 14.5 g
of anhydrous sodium acetare Rand 14.6 g of sodium chloride R
in 900 mL of warer R. Add 0.50 g of bovine albumin R.
Adjust to pH 7.4 with ",/juri<acidR and dilute to 1000 mL
with waterR.
Tris-sodlum Acetate-Sodium Chloride Buffer Solution
pH 8.0

Dissolve 30.0 g of tris(hydroxymethyQaminomethane R, 14.5 g
of anhydrous sodium acetare Rand 14.6 g of sodium chloride R
in 900 mL of water R. Add 0.50 g of bovine albumin R.
Adjust to pH 8.0 with sulfuric acidR and dilute to 1000 mL
withwaterR.

E. Reference Materials
Where the letters BPCRS appear after the nameof a
substance in a testor assay, the British Pharmacopoeia
Chemical Reference Substance is to be used.
A comprehensive and up-to-date list of British
Pharmacopoeia Chemical Reference Substances, together
with tenus of trade and supply, is available on ourwebsite at
www.phannacopoeia.com. The substances areobtainable
from the BPCRS Sales Office, MHRA, 10'" Floor, 10 South
Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London EI4 4PU, United
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Kingdom (telephone +44 (0)20 3080 6561, e-mail:
bpcom@mhra.gov.uk, website www.pharmacopoeia.com).
In addition to BPCRS, monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia mayalsorefer to reference substances
available from othersuppliers. These aredenotedby the
letters GRS.

Where the letters CRS or EPCRS appear, the chemical
reference substance issued by the Ewopean Pharmacopoeia
Commission is to be used;where the letters BRP or EPBRP
appear, the Biological Reference Preparation issuedby the
European Pharmacopoeia Commission is to be used; where
the letters HRS or EPHRS appear, the herbal reference
substance issued by the European Pharmacopoeia
Commission is to be used. The substances, as well as
European Pharmacopoeia infrared reference spectra, are
obtainable from the Council of Europe, European
Directorate for the Quality of Medicines & HealthCare, CRS
Sales Team, 7 aUeo Kastner, CS 30026, F-67081, Strasbourg
Cedex, France (facsimile +33 (0)3 88 41 27 71, e-mail:
crs@pheur.org, website www.edqm.eu).
Other sources of specific reference substances are shown
below.
Astragaloside I CRS, Astragaloside IT CRS,
Astragaioside IV CRS, azadlrachtlo A CRS, bacopaside
I CRS, bacopaslde IT CRS, bacoslde A CRS,
Paeonol CRS, Rosmarinic acid CRS, salannin CRS,
Salvianolic Acid B CRS, Tanshinone IIA CRS,
Wlthaferio A CRS, Withanolide A CRS, Withanolide
B CRS, Z-Llguslillde CRS may be obtained from
Chromadex Inc. through LGC Standards, Queen's Road,
Teddington, TWII OLY,United Kingdom (telephone +44
(0)20 8943 8480, facsimile +44 (0)20 8943 7554, e-mail:
uksales@lgcstandards.com).
Opacity, Standard Preparation oCTheStandard
Preparation is the 5th International Reference Preparation,
established in 1975, and consists of a rod of plastic
simulating the optical properties of a bacterial suspension (10
Units of opacity). It may be obtained from the National
Institute for BiologicalStandasds and Control (NIBSC),
Blanche Lane, SouthMimms, Potters Bar, Hertfordshlre,
EN6 3QG, United Kingdom (telephone +44 (0)
1707 641000, e-mail: euquiries@nibsc.org).

Piperonyl Butoxide CRS may be obtained from LGC
Standards, Queen's Road, Teddington, 1Wll OLY, United
Kingdom (telephone +44 (0)20 8943 8480, facsimile +44
(0)20 8943 7554, e-mail: uksales@lgcstandasds.com).

F. Polymorphism
(Ph. Eur. method 5.9)

Polymorphism (or crystal polymorphism) is a phenomenon
related to the solid state; it is the ability of a compound in
the solid state to exist in different crystalline forms having the
same chemical composition. Substances that exist in a non
crystalline solid stateare said to be amorphous.
When thisphenomenon is observed fora chemical element
(forexample, sulfur), the term allotropy is used instead of
polymorphism.

The term pseudopolymorphism is used to describe solvates
(including hydrates), where a solvent is present in the crystal
matrix in stoichiometric proportions; the term mayalso be
extendedto include compounds where the solvent is trapped
in the matrix in variable proportions. However the term
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pseudopolymorphism is ambiguous because of its use in
different circumstances. It is therefore preferable to use only
the terms "solvates" and "hydrates".

Where a monograph indicates that a substance shows
polymorphism, this may be true crystal polymorphism,
occurrence of solvates, allotropy or occurrence of the
amorphous form.

The identity of chemical composition implies that all
crystalline and amorphous forms of a given species have the
same chemical behaviour in solution or as a melt; in contrast,
their physico-chemical and physical characteristics (solubility,
hardness, compressibility, density, melting point, etc.), and
therefore their reactivity and bioavailability may be different
at the solid state.

When a compound shows polymorphism, the form for which
the free enthalpy is lowest at a given temperature and
pressure is the most thermodynamically stable. The other
forms are said to be in a metastable state. At normal
temperature and pressure, a metastable form may remain
unchanged or may change to a thermodynamically more
stable form.

If there are several crystalline forms, one form is
thermodynamically more stable at a given temperature and
pressure. A givencrystalline fonn may constitute a phase that
can reach equilibrium with other solid phases and with the
liquid and gas phases.

If each crystalline form is the more stable within a given
temperature range, the change from one form to another is
reversible and is said to be enantiotropic. The change from
one phase to another is a univariate equilibrium, so that at a
given pressure this state is characterised by a transition
temperature. However, if only one of the forms is stable over
the entire temperature range, the change is irreversible or
monotroplc.

Different crystalline forms or solvares may be produced by
varying the crystallisation conditions (temperature, pressure)
solvent, concentration) rate of crystajlisation, seeding of the
crystallisation medium) presence and concentration of
impurities, etc.).

The following techniques may be used to study
polymorphism:
- X-ray diffraction of powders (2.9.33),
- X-ray diffraction of single crystals,
- thermal analysis (2.2.34) (differentia! scanning

calorimetry) thermogravimetry, thermomicroscopy),
- microcalorimetry,
- moisture absorption analysis,
- optical and electronic microscopy,
- solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance,
- infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24),
- Raman spectroscopy (2.2.41f),
- measurement of solubility and intrinsic dissolution rate)
- density measurement.

These techniques are often complementary and it is
indispensable to use several of them.

Pressure/temperature and energy/temperature diagrams based
on analytical data are valuable tools for fully understanding
the energetic relationship (enantiotropisrn, monotropism) and
the thermodynamic stability of the individual modifications of
a polymorphic compound.

For soivates, differential scanning calorimetry and
thermogravimetry are preferable, combined with
measurements of solubility, intrinsic dissolution rate and
X-ray diffraction.
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For hydrates, water sorption/desorption isotherms are
determined to demonstrate the zones of relative stability.

In general, hydrates are less soluble in water than anhydrous
forms, and likewise solvates are less soluble in their solvent
than unsolvated forms.
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10 intensity or incident rndiation;
I intensity or transmitted radiation.

T=!.-
10

The resulting spectrum is presented in tenus of transmittance
(1) on the y-axis versus wavelength or wavenumber on the
x-axis. It can also be presented in terms of absorbance (A)
on the y-axis, which is related to transmittance (1) by the
following equation:

molar absorption coefficient or me sample. in square
cenruneees per mole (cm2.morl

) ;

sample thickness, in centimetresj
sample concentration, in moles per cubic centimetre (mol.cm-'.

Chemiadanalysis:
- identification of active substances, excipients, dosage

forms, manufacturing intermediates, chemicals and
packaging materials;

- quality assessment of active substances, excipients, dosage
forms, manufacturing intermediates and packaging
materials, including batch-to-batch spectral comparison
and supplier change assessment;

- quantification of active substances in a sample matrix,
determination of water and solvent content;

- quantification of impurities, e.g. in gases, inorganic
materials;

- reaction monitoring, e.g. chemical synthesis.

Physirol analysis:
- determination of solid-state properties such as

polymorphism.

LIMITATIONS
Notable limitations to the use of IR spectroscopy include the
following:
- it may be necessary to use additional techniques to

unambiguously identify a substance;
- pure enantiomers of a substance cannot be discriminated;
- it may not be a suitable method for trace analysis;
- sample preparation conditions (e.g. pressure, solvent) may

change the crystalline fonn of a substance that exhibits
polymorphism;

- for heterogeneous samples, the limited sampling volume
may be problematic.

MEASUREMENT MODES
IR measurements are based on passing radiation through or
into a sample and measuring the attenuation of the emerging
beam at various wavelengths. This corresponds to 2 main
measurement modes, i.e. transmission and attenuated total
reflection (ATR). However, other modes also exist for
specific applications (e.g, diffuse and specular reflection).

TRANSMISSION MODE
This mode is based on determination of the transmittance
(1), namely the ability of the sample to transmit IR radiation
at a given wavelength (wavenumber). It is defined by the
following ratio:

b

a

c

AITENUATED TOTAL REFLECTION MODE
ATR mode is based on me phenomenon of total internal
reflection. The sample, with a refractive index 1J;z, is brought
into close contact with a crystal (diamond, germanium, zinc
selenide or any other suitable material), having a refractive
index tIl which is greater than n2' A beam of IR light is men

Appendix II
A. Infrared Spectrophotometry
(Absorption Spearophotomeuy, Infrared, Ph. Eur. method
2.2.24)

PRINCIPLE
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (also known as
infrared (IR) spectroscopy) is based on the interaction of
infrared radiation with matter. As a result of interaction
between a molecule and IR radiation, absorption of
frequencies specific to that molecule can occur, and some
intermolecular and intramolecular vibrations can be excited
to higher vibrational levels. This results in an infrared
absorption spectrum with characteristic hands that
correspond £0 the functional groups of the molecule.

The infrared wavelength region can be further divided into 3
subregions, namely near-infrared, mid-infrared and far
infrared. These subregions have wavelength ranges that are
generally accepted by convention to be 0.8-2.5 pm,
2.5-25 urn and 25-1000 pm respectively. However, in IR
spectroscopy, wavenumber is more commonly used than
wavelength, and can be calculated using the following
equation:

where v is the wavenumber in reciprocal centimetres (cm'')
and Ais the wavelength in micrcmetres. Thus
12500-4000 cm-l is near-infrared, 4000-400 em"! is mid
infrared and 400-10 cm-I is far-infrared.

This chapter concerns only spectroscopy in the mid-infrared
region, i.e. 4000-400 cm-I (2.5-25 um), which hereafter is
referred to as infrared for simplicity. This region is where the
fundamental molecular vibrations of functional groups appear
in the spectrum as absorption bands. The region below
1500 cm- l is known as the 'fingerprint region', a very
complex and informative part of the spectrum which
characterises the molecule being investigated.

The mid-infrared region is flanked by the near-infrared
region, where overtones and combinations of fundamental
vibrations, mainly C-H, N-H and O-H functional groups, are
detected (2.2.41}) and the far-infrared region, where
absorption bands associated with crystal lattice modes,
hydrogen bonds, angle deformation vibrations of heavy atoms
and molecular rotations are observed.

v=.!. ·10'
A

APPUCATIONS
,As the absorption bands in IR spectra are characteristic of
the constituent functional groups of a compound, IR
spectroscopy is widely used to identify substances and
provide information on their structure. It can also be used for
quantitative applications, which requires establishing a
mathematical relationship between the intensity of the
radiation absorbed by the sample and the concentration of
the investigated component in the sample.

IR spectroscopy is widely used in the pharmaceutical field for
chemical and physical analysis in the laboratory, and has a
wide variety of applications during the manufacturing process
as outlined below. IR spectroscopy thereby enables the
application of Process Analytical Technology (PAT) as part
of an advanced control strategy.
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passed through the crystal. When the angle rJ. between the
incident beam and the sample-crystal interface exceeds a
critical value Ot:tJ theoretically aU of the radiation is reflected
(total internal reflection). However, an evanescent wave is
produced which slightly penetrates the sample and part of the
energy is absorbed. The total reflection is attenuated, which
makes it possible to generate an absorption spectrum.
In practice, multiple internal reflections are often used to
amplify the absorption intensity, although some accessories
allow absorption measurements with a single reflection.
The penetration depth dp is usually of the order of a few
micrometres and is given for a wavelength ).. by me following
equation:

where dl' is the penetration depth, ). is me wavelength, a is
the angle of incidence and n1) nz are the refractive indices of
the reflection element and the sample, respectively.

Due to the relationship between these parameters, the
absorption intensity in ATR is greater at higher wavelengths
(i.e. smaller wavenwnbers) and slight band shifts occur
compared to the corresponding transmission spectrum. It is
therefore not advisable to compare ATR spectra with
transmission spectra when identifying compounds.

EQUWMENT
The most commonly used IR spectrometers are Fourier
transform (Ff-IR) spectrometers which typically consist of:
- a suitable polychromatic .light source, e.g. a conducting

ceramic rod;
- an interferometer;
- a sample presentation accessory, e.g. a sample holder,
- a detector,
- appropriate software for controlling the spectrometer, and

for spectral evaluation and data processing.

Other spectrometers based on alternative principles may also
be used if the requirements described under Control of
equipment performance are Mfilled.

IR spectrometers can also be used in association with a
microscope for the study of a small part of the sample or for
chemical imaging.

IR spectroscopy can be coupled to other analytical
techniques such as thermal analysis or chromatography.

CONTROL OF EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
Accuracy of wavenumber scale and spectral resolution are
critical parameters and must be verified. The tests described
below can be used for the control of instrument performance
and for qualification. They can also be used as system
suitability tests.

:.1 These parameters are checked using suitable reference
materials which are selected and presented depending on the
measurement mode (e.g. transmission or ATR).

For quantkative analysis, appropriate assessment criteria for
the control of absorption intensity must also be defined.

WAVENUMBER SCALE
The wavenumber scale is typically verified using a
polystyrene film that exhibits IR absorption bands at the
wavenumbers shown in Table 2.2.24.-1.
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Table 2.2.24.-.1 - Band positions and associated acceptable
tolerances 0/thepolystyrene film used to venfy wa'Venumber
a«urCl0'

Band pos{don (<:m-I)
Tolerance (em-I)

Tnmsrnlssion ATR

906.6 906.1 ± l.0

1028.3 1027.7 ± 1.0

1601.2 1601.0 ± 1.0

3060.0 3059.7 ± 1.0

For measurement modes other than transmission or ATR,
reference materials must be defined by the user.

SPECTRAL RESOLUTION
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Figure 2.2.24.-1. - TypicalIR abwrbance spectrum of
polystyrene used 10 venfy spectral molulion

Spectra recorded in transmission mode
The spectral resolution is typically verified using a
polystyrene film approximately 35 um thick.

Acceptance criteria (see Figure 2.2.24.-1) The
difference between the absorbance values at the absorption
minimum at 2870 cm-1 (A) and the absorption maximum at
2849.5 em" (B) is greater than 0.33; the difference between
the absorbance values at the absorption minimum at
1589 cm-l (C) and the absorption maximum at 1583 ern"
(D) is greater than 0.08.

Spectra recorded in ATR mode
Appropriate assessment criteria for the control of spectral
resolution according to the specifications of each instrument
need to be defined.

For measurement modes other than transmission or ATR,
reference materials have to be' defined by the user.

PROCEDURE
SAMPLE PREPARATION AND PRESENTATION
Sample preparation and presentation vary according to the
physical state of the sample and the measurement mode.
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Transmission mode is applied to transparent samples,such
as neat liquids, solutions, gases or suitably prepared mulls
and alkali halide discs. For liquids and gases, cells with fixed
or variable pathlength and IR transparent windows can be
used. For alkali-halide disks, specific sample holders are
used. Reflection mode, e.g. ATR, is appropriate for the
measurement of a wide range of samples in the solid and
liquid state.

Some preparation modes (e.g. for discs and mulls in
transmission mode or for solids in ATR mode) involve
grinding and/or the application of pressure, which may
induce unexpected crystal modifications.

Transmission mode
Prepare the substance by one of me following methods
depending on the sample state (solid, liquid or gas). Sample
bands in a spectrum have a minimum transmittance not
lower than 5 per cent, unless otherwise justified.

Liquids Examine liquids either in the form of a film
between 2 plates transparent to infrared radiation or in a cell
of suitable pathlength with windows that are,transparent to
infrared radiation.

Liquids or solids in solution Prepare a solution of the
substance to be examined in a suitable solvent. Choose a
concentration and a pathlength that give a satisfactory
spectrum. Generally, good results are obtained wilh
concentrations of 10-100 gIL for a pathlength of 0.5-0.1 mm.
The absorption due to the solvent is usually compensated by
successively recording the spectra of the solvent and the
sample solution and subtracting the solvent absorption bands
from the spectrum of the sample solution.

Solids dispersed in a solid (disc) Grind the substance to
be examined taking into consideration any possible changes
(e.g. crystalline form) and mix with a suitable amount of
finely powdered and dried potassium bromide R or potassium
chloride R, unless otherwise specified. A mixture of a few
milligrams (e.g. 1-2 mg) of the substance to be examined in
a few hundred milligrams (e.g. 300-400 mg) of halide is
nonnally sufficient to give a disc of 10-15 mm diameter and
a spectrum of suitable intensity. H the substance is a
hydrochloride salt, it is recommended to use potassium
chloride R. Carefully grind the mixture, spread il unifonnly in
a suitable die and apply a suitable pressure. A compacting
force of about 800 MPa is generally sufficient to prepare a
disc. For substances that are unstable under normal
atmospheric conditions or are hygroscopic, the disc may be
pressed under vacuum. Several factors may cause the
fonnation of faulty discs, such as insufficient or excessive
grinding) humidity or impurities in the dispersion medium.
For example, any water in either the sample or the potassium
bromide will cause clouding of the disc and produce a low
transmission spectrum. A disc is rejected if visual
examination shows a lack of uniform transparency or when,
in the absence of a specific absorption band, the
transmittance is less than 60 per cent or the absorbance is
more than 0.22 at about 2000 em" (5 pm) and without
compensation, unless otherwise prescribed.

Solids dispersed in a liquid (mulQ Triturate a small
quantity of the substance to be examined with the minimum
quantity of liquidparaffin R or other suitable liquid.
A mixture ofa few milligrams (e.g. 5-10 mg) of the
substance to be examined in 1 drop of liquid paraffinR is
generally sufficient to make an adequate mull. Compress the
mull between 2 plates transparent to infrared radiation.
A mull is rejected if a visual examination shows lack of
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uniform transparency or where the spectrum shows features
such as:
- low transmission at 4000 em",
- a strongly sloping baseline between 4000 and about

2500 em-I;

- a ratio of relative intensities of some absorption bands
that is less than expected.

JHolten solids H prescribed in the monograph, make a film
of a molten mass and fix it on a suitable mount.

Evaporated solution Ifprescribed in the monograph,
dissolve the substance to be examined in a suitable solvent.
Prepare a film by evaporating the solvent on a suitable carrier
and fix it on a suitable mount.

Gases Use a suitable cell transparent to infrared radiation.
Evacuate the air from the cell and fill to the desired pressure
through a stopcock or needle valve using a suitable gas
transfer line between the cell and the container of the gas to
be examined. If necessary, adjust the pressure in "the cell to
atmospheric pressure using a gas transparent to infrared
radiation (e.g. nitrogen R or argon R), or purge with carbon
dioxide-free air. An appropriate measurement protocol must
be followed to compensate for water, carbon dioxide or other
atmospheric gases.

ATRmode
ATR is suitable for liquid and solid samples, and requires no
preparation apart from simple treatments such as the
grinding of large crystals and coarse material. Proceed as
follows depending on the sample state (liquid or solid).

Liquids Place the sample in contact with the crystal.

Solids Ensure close and unifonn contact between the
substance to be examined and the whole crystal surface,
either by applying pressure or by dissolving the substance in
an appropriate solvent, then covering the crystal with the
resulting solution and evaporating to dryness.

METHODS
Infrared spectroscopy is mostly used to identify substances,
but it may also be carried out for quantitative applications.
Quantitative analysis (based on the Beer-Lambert law, which
relates the absorbance of a sample to its concentration) will
not be described in this chapter.

The measurement is performed on an appropriately prepared
sample. The data is then processed and evaluated, either to
identify substances or quantify them (e.g, based on
integration of Ik-absorption bands).

Spectral quality may be enhanced by mathematical
pretreatments. In practice, these are limited to spectral
nonnalisation and subtraction of bands caused by carbon
dioxide and water vapour. The same pretreatments are
performed on both the sample and the reference spectra.

Identification
Prepare the substance to be examined appropriately and
record the spectra between 4000 and 650 em", unless
otherwise prescribed.

Identification testing is performed by comparing the
spectrum of the substance to be examined with the spectrum
obtained from a Ph. Eur. chemical reference substance
(CRS) or with a Ph. Eur. reference spectrum.

The spectrum of the current balch of the Ph. Eur. CRS may
be recorded for Immediate use or stored, for example, in a
spectral library for future consultation. A stored spectrum
may be used, provided traceability to the current batch
of CRS is ensured.

In the case of substances that are not covered by individual
monographs, a suitable reference standard may be used.
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In all cases, spectra must be recorded using the same
operating conditions and procedure, and especially me same
measurement mode.

When comparison of the spectra recorded in the solid state
show differences (see below), treat the substance to be
examined and the reference substance in the same manner so
that they recryatallise or are produced in the same crystalline
form, or proceed as prescribed in the monograph, then
record the spectra again. However, this procedure must only
be done for substances where the monograph does not cover
a particular form of a substance that exhibits polymorphism.

Several comparison procedures may be used, and the analyst
must document and justify the method used and the specific
acceptance criteria mat allow a conclusion for identification.
The spectra can be compared either by overlaying the spectra
(in the whole spectral range or in the region of interest
specified in the monograph) or by using mathematical
calculations from the software. It is possible for example to
perform;
- visual comparison based on band positions and relative

intensities unless otherwise specified - the transmission
minima (or absorption maxima) in the spectrum obtained
with the substance to be examined correspond in position
and relative size to those of the reference;

- calculation of the correlation coefficient between the 2
spectra - this value is calculated. by the software and the
identification threshold is defined by the user;

- evaluation by chemometrlc methods (e.g. Euclidean
distance) Mahalanobis distance) classification methods);
these methods involve the set-up) assessment and
validation of the chemcmetric model by the analyst (see
5.21. Chernome,,", methods applied to analYtical dala).

Impurities in gases
For the analysis of impurities) use a cell transparent to
infrared radiation and of suitable optical pathlength
(e.g. 1-20 m). FiU the cell as prescribed under Gases.
For detection and quantification of the impurities) proceed as
prescribed in the monograph.

Near-infrared Spectrophotometry
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.40)
Near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy is a technique with wide
and varied applications in pharmaceutical analysis. The NIR
spectral range extends from 780 run to 2500 om (from
12800 em"! to 4000 cm'"). NIR spectra are domioated by
C-H) N-H) D-H and S-H overtones and combinations of
fundameotal mid-infrared (M1R) vibrations. They cootaio
composite chemical and physical information and in most
cases this infonnation can be extracted by suitable
mathematical data treatment. NIR bands are much weaker
than the fundamental MIR vibrations from which they
originate. Because absorptivities in the NIR range are low)
radiation can penetrate up to several millimetres into
materials) including solids. Furthermore, many materials such
as glass are relatively transparent in this region.

Measurements can be made directly in sim) in addition to
standard sampling and testing procedures.
NIR measurements can beperformed off-line) and also
at-line or in-line) and on-line for process analytical
technology (pAT). Suitable chemometric methods may be
required for identification. However) when the specificity
criteria for a qualitative method are met) chemical
identification or solid-state characterisation is possible by
direct comparison of the untreated or pre-treated spectra
obtained with the chemical substance being examined with a
spectrum of a reference substance.
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NIR spectroscopy bas a wide variety of applications for
chemical, physical and process analysis) for example:

Chemical analYsis:
- identification of active substances) excipients, dosage

forms, manufacturing intermediates) chemical materials
and packaging materials;

- qualification of active substances) excipients, dosage
forms) manufacturing intermediates and packaging
materials) including batch-to-batch spectral comparison
and supplier change assessment;

- quantification of active substances in a sample matrix)
determination of chemical values such as hydroxyl value)
determination of absolute water content) determination of
degree of hydroxylation and control of solvent content.

Physical analYsis:
- crystalline form and crystallinity, polymorphism) solvates,

particle size;
- disintegration) hardness;
- film properties.

Process analysiJ:
- monitoring of unit operations such as synthesis)

crystallisation) blending, drying, granulation and coating)
for the purpose of process control;

- control and endpoint detection.

Measurements in the NIR region are influenced by many
chemical and physical factors as described below; the
reproducibility and relevance of results depend on control of
these factors and measurements are usually valid only for a
defined calibration model.

APPARATUS
AUNIR measurements are based on passing light through or
into a sample and measuring the attenuation of the emerging
(transmitted or reflected) beam. Spectrometers for
measurement in the NIR region consist of a suitable light
source (such as a highly-stable quartz-tungsten lamp), a
monochromator or interferometer) and a detector. Common
monochromators are acousto-optic tunable filters (ADTF»)
gratings or prisms. Traditionally, many NIR instruments have
a single-beam design) though some process instruments use
internal referencing and can therefore be dual-beam (for
example in diode array instruments). Silicon) lead sulfide,
and indium gallium arsenide are examples of detector
materials. Conventional cuvette sample holden) fibre-optic
probes, transmission dip cells) neutral borosilicate vials and
spinning or traversing sample holders are a few examples of
sampling devices. The selection is based on the intended
application) paying particular attention to the suitability of
the sampling system for the type of sample to be analysed.
Suitable data processing and. evaluation units (e.g. software
and computer) are usually part of the system.

It is common to express the wavelength (A) in nanometres
and the wavenumber (v) in reciprocal centimetres (em"),
depending on the measurement technique and apparatus.
Conversion between om and em-I is performed according to
the following expression:

MEASUREMENT METHODS
Transmission mode
Transmittance (1) is a measure of the decrease in radiation
intensity at given wavelengths when radiation is passed
through the sample. The sample is placed io the optical
beam between the source and the detector. The arrangement
is analogous to that in many conventional spectrometers.
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The resulting spectrum can be presented direcdy in terms of
transmittance (1) and/or absorbance (A) (y-axis) versus the
wavelength or wavenumber (x-axis).

1
T~

10

/0 intensity of incident llldiation;
I intensity of transmitted radiation;

Diffuse reflection mode
The diffuse reflection mode gives a measure of
reflectance (R), the ratio of the intensity of light reflected
from the sample (1) to that reflected from a background or
reference reflective surface (/r)' Depending on the chemical
composition and physical characteristics of the sample, NIR
radiation can penetrate a more or less substantial distance
into the sample, where it can be absorbed by the overtones
and combinations of the fundamental vibrations of the
analyte species present in the sample. Non-absorbed
radiation is partially reflected back from the sample to the
detector. NIR reflectance spectra are typically obtained by
calculating and plotting logto (IIR) (y-axis) versus the
wavelength or wavenumber (x-axis).

1
R=

I,

1 in(~nsity of light diffusively reflected from the sample;
J~ intensity of light reflected from the background or reference

reflectivesurface;

Transflection mode
This mode is a combination of transmittance and reflectance.
In the measurement of transflectance (Tt), a mirror or a
diffuse reflectance surface is used to reflect the transmitted
radiation back through the sample, thus doubling the
pathlength. Non-absorbed radiation is reflected back from
the sample to the detector. The resulting spectrum can be
presented directly in terms of transflectance (T") and/or
absorbance (A") (y-axis) versus me wavelength or
wavenumber (x-axis).

• 1T =-
h

I intensity of transflected radiation measured from the sample;
h intensity of transflected radiation of the reference material as

backgroundj

SAMPLE PREPARAll0NIPRESENTA1l0N
Sample preparation and presentation may vary according to
the measurement mode. The following requirements are
necessary for aU sampling techniques:
- optimise the measuring time and number of scans to

optimise the signal-to-noise ratio;
- find the best suitable measurement mode for the intended

application (transmission, diffuse reflection or
transflection);
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- find the best orientation of the sample (e.g. to minimise
the impact of debossing on tablets);

- find the best suitable accessory (e.g. transmission cell or
immersion probe);

- optimise pathlength in transmission and transflection
modes;

- find a suitable spectroscopic background reference
material;

- show that the background reference material is reliable
over time and that the measurement of the background is
reproducible and stable over time;

- when measuring moving materials or samples (for
process-related measurements) it is important to obtain a
representative spectrum (e.g. by adjusting the measuring
time, the number of scans, co-adding individual spectra,
or increasing the beam size);

- ensure there is no fouling of the sensor, for example with
build-up of material or contamination;

- the measuring conditions (measuring time, beam size) in
relation to the minimal sample size should be justified.

In some process analysis situations it may be impossible to
remove a probe for reference background data collection;
various options are therefore to be considered, including
internal referencing, measurement of a background reference
using a 2nd detector, etc. Only spectra measured against a
background possessing the same optical properties can be
directly compared with one another.

Transmission mode
The measurement of transmittance (1) is dependent on a
background transmittance spectrum for its calculation.
Examples of background references include air, a polymeric
disc, an empty cell, a solvent blank or in special cases a
reference sample. The method generally applies to liquids
(diluted or undiluted), dispersions, solutions and solids
(including tablets and capsules). For transmittance
measurements of solids, a suitable sample accessory is used.
liquid samples are examined in a cell of suitable pathlength
(typically 0.5-4 mm), transparent to NIR radiation) or
alternatively by immersion of a fibre-optic probe of a suitable
configuration.

Diffuse reflection mode
This mode generally applies to solids. The sample is
examined directly, or in a suitable device (for example a
sample holder), or in direct contact with a fibre-optic probe.
For process monitoring, material can be analysed through a
polished window interface (e.g. sapphire), or using an in-line
fibre-optic probe. Care must be taken to ensure that the
measuring conditions are as reproducible as possible from
one sample to another. The reflected radiation of a
background reference is scanned to obtain the baseline, and
then the reflectance of one or more analytical samples is
measured. Common reflectance references include ceramic,
thennoplastic resins and gold. Other suitable materials may
be used.

Transflection mode
This mode generally applies to liquids) suspensions and clear
plastic materials; A reflector is placed behind the sample so
as to double the pathlength. This configuration can be
adopted to share the same instrument geometry with
reflectance and fibre-optic probe systems where the source
and the detector are on the same side of the sample.
The sample is examined through a cell with a mirror or a
suitable diffusive reflector, made either of metal or of an inert
substance (for example, dried titanium dioxide) not
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absorbing in the NIR region. Liquids can also be measured
using in-line transflectance probes.

FACTORS AFFECTING SPECTRAL RESPONSE
Environment
The environment temperature and humidity must he taken
into consideration before carrying out measurements.

Sample presentation area
The sample presentation area or probe end must be clean of
residue prior to measurement. Similarly, the in-line or on-line
interface to the sample should not have significant product or
contamination build-up, which would interfere with the
desired measurement.

Sample temperature
This parameter is important for aqueous solutions and many
liquids, where a difference of a few degrees can result in
measurable spectral changes which may have a significant
effect on the analysis. Temperature is also an important
parameter for solids and powders containing water.

Moisture and solvent residues
Moisture and solvent residues present in the samples will
contribute significant absorption bands in the NIR region.

Sample thickness
Sample thickness is a known source of spectral variability and
must be assessed and/or controlled, particularly for tablet and
capsule analysis in transmittance mode. For the measurement
of compressed powders, an infinite thickness is typically
reached after 5 rom of sample depth (e.g. in a vial).

Sample optical properties
In solids, both surface and bulk scattering properties of
samples must be taken into account. Spectra of physically,
chemically or optically heterogeneous samples may require
increasing the beam size, or examining multiple samples or
spinning the sample to obtain Q representative spectrum of
the sample. Certain factors such as differing degree of
compaction or particle size in powdered materials and surface
finish can cause significant spectral differences.

Solid-state forms
Variations in solid-state forms (polymorphs, hydrates,
solvates and amorphous forms) influence vibrational spectra.
Hence, different crystalline forms as well as the amorphous
form of a solid may be distinguished from one another on the
basis of their NlR spectra. Where multiple crystalline forms
are present, care must be taken to ensure that the cahbration
samples have a distribution of forms relevant to the intended
application.

Age of samples
Samples may exhibit changes in their chemical, physical or
optical properties over time. Depending on the storage
conditions, solid samples may either absorb or desorb water,
and portions of amorphous material may crystallise. Materials
used for NIR calibration should be representative of future
samples and their matrix variables.

PRE-TREATMENT OF NIR SPECTRAL DATA
In many cases, and particularly for reflection mode spectra,
some form of mathematical pre-treatment of the spectrum
may be useful prior to the development of a classification or
calibration model. The aim can be, for example, to reduce
baseline variations, to reduce the impact of known variations
that are interfering in the subsequent mathematical models,
or to simplify data before use. In some cases spectra may also
be normalised or corrected for scatter, for example using
standard normal variate (8NV) transformation. Spectral pre
treatment techniques may include, for example, windowing
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and noise reduction and the numerical calculation of the
first- or second-order derivative of the spectrum. Higher
order derivatives are not recommended because of increased
spectral noise.

CONTROL OF INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
Use the apparatus according to the manufacturer's
instructions and carry out the prescribed verification at
regular intervals, according to the use of the apparatus and
the application. For in-line and on-line applications. the use
of alternative means of control of instrument performance
must be scientifically justified. For example, utilise the
standards built into the instrument or separate
channels/probes to demonstrate instrument performance
(pending practicality).

System suitability tests may be required prior to sample
scanning, and the instrument attributes with potential impact
on suitability of the final measurement (typically photometric
noise and wavelength accwacy) must be tested.
The frequency at which each performance test is carried out
must be risk-assessed depending on the instrument type and
its environment. For example, instruments placed in harsh
environments with variations in temperature and humidity
may need frequent performance testing. Cases where the
measurement system cannot be removed such as an in-line
probe or flow cell are also to be considered.

Some accessories are custom designed and therefore require
adequate performance testing.

Verijicatt'on and eaiibration of the wavelength or
wavenumber scale (except for filter appararus) Verify
the wavelength scale employed, generally in the region
between 780 om and 2500 om ( 12800 cm" to 4000 cm")
or in the intended spectral range using one or more suitable
wavelength standards which have characteristic maxima or
minima within the wavelength range to be used.
For example, methylene chloride R, calc R, wavelength
reference lamps or a mixtwe of rare-earth oxides are suitable
reference materials. Other suitable standards may also be
used. Obtain a spectrum and measure the position of at least
3 peaks distributed over the range used. For rare-earth
oxides, the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) provides suitable reference materials. Fourier
transform (Ff) instruments have a linear frequency range,
therefore wavelength certification at a single frequency is
sufficient.

VenJication and calibration ofphotometric It'nearity
The photometric linearity is demonstrated with a set of
transmittance or reflectance standards with known percentage
values of transmittance or reflectance. For reflectance
measurements, carbon-doped polymer standards are
available. Ensure that the absorbance of the materials used is
relevant to the intended linear working range of the method.
Subsequent verifications of photometric linearity can use the
initial observed absorbance values as the reference values.
Non-linear calibration models and hence non-linear
responses are acceptable with understanding demonstrated by
the user.

Spectra obtained from reflectance and transmittance
standards are subject to variability due to the differences
between the experimental conditions under which they were
factory-calibrated and those under which they are
subsequently put to use. Hence, the percentage reflectance
values supplied with a set of calibration standards may not be
useful in the attempt to establish an 'absolute' calibration for
a given instrument, As long as the standards do not change
chemically or physically and the same reference background
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is used as was used [0 obtain the certified values, subsequent
measurements of the same standards under identical
conditions, including precise sample positioning, give
information on long-term stability of the photometric
response. A tolerance of ± 2 per cent of the absorbance
value is acceptable for long-term stability; this verification is
only necessary if the spectra are used without pre-treatment.

Recommendations for the conditions used to control
instrument performance for the various measurement modes
are summarised in Table 2.2.40.-1.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS (IDENTIFICATION AND
CHARACTERISATION)
Establlshment of a spectral reference library
Record the spectra of a suitable number of representative
samples of the substance which have known, traceable
identities) and that exhibit me variation typical for the
substance to be analysed (for example, solid-state form,
particle size) etc.), Libraries are built using representative
samples under appropriate environmental conditions. The set
of spectra obtained represents the information which can be
used for identification of the sample to be analysed.

The collection of spectra in the library may be represented in
different ways defined by the mathematical technique used
for identification. These may be:
- aU individual spectra representing the substance;
- a mean spectrum of the measured batches for each

chemical substance;
- if necessary) a description of the variability within the

substance spectra.

The number of substances in the library depends on the
specific application. All spectra in the library used have the
same:
- spectral range and number of data points;
- technique of measurement;
- data pre-treatment.

If sub-groups (sub-libraries) are created, the above criteria
are applied independently for each group. Sub-libraries are
individually validated. Original spectral data for the
preparation of the spectral library must be archived. Caution
must be exercised when performing any mathematical
transformation, as artefacts can be introduced or essential
information (important with qualification methods) can be
lost. The suitability of the algorithm used should be
demonstrated by successful method validation and in all
cases the rationale for the use of transform must be
documented.

Direct comparison of substance and reference spectra
Direct comparison of representative spectra of the substance
to be examined and of a reference substance for qualitative
chemical or physical identification purposes may not require
use of a reference spectral library where specificity permits.

Data evaluation
Direct comparison of the representative spectrum of the
substance to be examined is made with the individual or
mean reference spectra of all substances in the database on
the basis of their mathematical correlation or other suitable
algorithms. A set of known reference mean spectra and the
variability around this mean can be used with an algorithm
for classification; alternatively, this can be achieved visually
by overlaying spectral data if specificity is inherent. There are
different techniques available, such as principal component
analysis (PCA») cluster analysis, and soft independent
modeUing by class analogy (SIMCA). The reliability of the
technique chosen for a particular application has to be
validated according to the following:
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Validation of the model
Identification methods using direct spectral comparison must
be validated in accordance with identification method
validation procedures.

The validation parameters for qualitative methods are
robustness and specificity.

LIMIT ANALYSIS
Relative comparison of spectra
A calibration is not required when comparing a set of spectra
for limit analysis purposes) such as the maximum or
minimum absorbance at which an analyte absorbs. Also,
dryer end point control may use a qualitative approach
around a specific absorbing wavelength. Appropriate spectral
ranges and pre-treatments (if used) must be shown to be fit
for purpose.

Specificity
The relative discriminatory power for a limit test must be
demonstrated. The extent of specificity testing is dependent
on the application and the risks being controlled. Variations
in matrix concentrations within the operating range of the
method must not affect the measurement.

TREND ANALYSIS
Relative comparison of spectra
A calibration is not necessarily required when comparing a
set of spectra for trend analysis purposes, such as the moving
block approach to estimate statistical parameters such as
mean) median and standard deviation. For example) blend
uniformity monitoring using NIR spectroscopy has adopted
such data analysis approaches. Appropriate spectral ranges
and algorithms must be used for trend analyses.

Specificity
The relative discriminatory power for trend analysis must be
demonstrated. The extent of specificity testing is dependent
on the application and the risks being controlled. Variations
in matrix concentrations within the operating range of the
method must not affect the trend analysis.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Establishment of a spectral reference library for a
calibration model
Calibration is the process of constructing a mathematical
model to relate the response from a sample scanned using an
analytical instrument to the properties of the samples.
Any calibration model that can be dearly defined in a
mathematical expression and gives suitable results can be
used. Record the spectra of a suitable number of
representative samples with known or future-established
values of the attribute of interest throughout the range to be
measured (for example, content of water). The number of
samples for calibration will depend on the complexity of the
sample matrix and interferences (e.g. temperature) particle
size, etc.). All samples must give quantitative results within a
calibration interval as defined by the intended purpose of the
method. Multiple linear regression (MLR), principal
component regression (peR) and partial least squares
regression (PLS) are commonly used algorithms. For PiS or
PCR calibrations) the regression coefficients and/or the
loadings should be plotted and the regions of large
coefficients or loadings compared with the spectrum of the
analyte. Predicted residual error sum of squares (PRESS)
plots (or similar) are useful to facilitate the optimising of the
nwnber of PCR or PLS factors.

Pre-treatment of data
Wavelength selection or excluding certain wavelength ranges
may enhance the accuracy and robustness of calibration
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Table 2.2.40.-1 - Control of instrument perfonnance
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Measurement mode Reflection Transfleetlon Tranmtls5lon

Verification of fI)(lfJt/engrh Typical tolerances for agreement with standard values are:
sede (exceptfor filler ± 1.0 run at 780 run (± 16 crn'" lit 12800 em-I);
apparafus) ± l.0 ron at 1200 run (± 8 cm- 1 at 8300 em-I);

± l.0 om at 1600 nm (± 6 ern" It 6250 em-I);
± 1.5 nm at 2000 run (± .. cm-t at 5000 em-I);
± 1.5 run at 2500 nm (± 2 em-I at 4000 em").
For the reference material used, apply lhe tolerance for the nearest wavelength or wavenumber for each peak used. For diode army
instruments, most often the pixel resolution (wavelength between pixels) can be as large as 10 nrn. The pixel resolution must be
adapted 10 match the spectral resolution. The peak-finding algorithms are critical 10 wavelength aceur.acy. Practically, ± 2 om is
appropriate for peak wavelength accuracy using such instrumentation. Ahematively. refer to manufacturer's specifications for
acceptance.

Deneb/mobile instrument Measure lOre R via a suitllble medium or A suspension of 1.2 g of dry ,ilarnum Mnhylmr: t:hJoritk R may be used and has
by fibre-oplic probe. Tak R has diomr: R in about 4 mL of mahylmt characteristic sharp bands at 1155 run,
characteristic peaks at 948 nm, 1391 run dJoride R is used directly with a cell or a 1366 om, 1417 nm, 1690 om, 1838 run,
and 2312 nm suitable for calibration. probe. Titanium dioxide bas no 1894 nm, 2068 nm and 2245 om. Choose 3
Alternatively, other sunable standards may absorption in the NIR range. Spectra are peaks across the wavelength range for
also be used that ensure wavelength recorded wilh a maximum nominal calibration. Olber suitable standards may
accuracy in Ihe region of working instrument bandwidth of 10 run at also be used.
methodology. For example, measUft an 2500 run (16 cm- I at 4000 ern").
internal polystyrene standud if built-in, or Methylene chloride has cbarectersdc
measure a NIST sranderd or other sharp bands at 1155 run, 1366 nrn,
traceable material, and assess 3 peaks 1417 run. 1690 nm, 1838 nrn,
across the wavelength range for 1894 run, 2068 nm and 22-15 nm.
calibration. Choose 3 peak! across the wavelength

range for calibration. Oilier suitable
standuds may also be used, such as a
liquid tnmsflection standard mixed with
titanium dioxide or some other reflective
medium.

Process instrument I£ it is not practically possible to measure a traceable reference material at the point of sample measurement. use internal material
such as polystyrene, fibregJass or solvent and/or water vapour. Alternatively, adopt a second external Channel/probe.
For Ff instruments, the calibration oC the wavenumber scale may be perfonned using a narrow, isolated water-vapour line, Cor
example, me line at 7306.74 em-I, or 7299.45 cm-I, or 7299.81 em-lor a narrow line from a certified reference material.

Yerification 0/tIJafJtlmgth The standard deviation of the wavelength is consistent with the specifications of the instrument manuflleturer. or otherwise
npttJlability (txupl/Of' scientifically justified.
filwGJl1.IaTI:lllU)

Benchfmobile instrument Verify the wavelength repealability using a suitable external or internal standard.

Process instrument VeritY Ihe wavelength repeatability using a suitable external or internal standard.

Ymficatii»l 01plwIomuric Measure 4 pbcrcmetric standards aaoss the working method absorbance range.
linam·O' and mpmue
sUJln1il/'1)

Bench/mobile instrument Analyse 4 reflectance standards, for Transfle«ion measurements can use Analyse 4 transmittance standards to cover
example in the range oC 10-99 per cent, appropriate reflectance or transmittance the absorbance values over the working
including 10 per cent, 20 per cent, standards and criteria. absorbence range of the modelled data.
40 per cent and 80 per cent. In some Evaluate the observed absorbance values
circumstances 2 per cent may be against the reference absorbance values, for
appropriate. Evaluate the observed example perfonn a linear regression.
absorbance values against the reference Acceptable tolerances are 1.00 ± 0.05 for
absorbance values, Cor example perfonn a the slope and 0.00 ± 0.05 for the intercept
linear regression. Acceptable tolerances are for the 1'1 verification of photometric
1.00 ± 0.05 for the slope and linearity of an lneeumenr. Subsequent
0.00 ± 0.05 for the inteKepl Corthe IIt verificalions oC photometric linearity can use
verification of photometric linearity oC an the initial observed absorbance values as me
insnument. Subsequent verifications of reference vatues.
photometric linearity can use the initial
observed absorbance values liS the
reference values.

Process instrument If photometric reflectance and transmittance srandards cannot be measured at the point of sample measurement, use the photometric
standards built into me Instrument.
Process inslruments can use internal photometric standards for photometric linearity. FoUow the manufacturer's verified tolerances in
such cases.

(I)Ym]icauim 01phoJomtDic hileun(y and Vmfication 01p/roVJmetric noise are not required for instruments using melhods to perfonn simple idenlifications which do
not use the photometric absorbences as part of model strategy (for example, simple correlation with absorbing wavelengths).
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M.easurement mode ReRection I Transflectlon Transmission

VenjiC~:Uioll0/p!rotol1ltrrk Determine the phorometric noise at II. relevant photometric region of the spectrum using a suitable reflectance standard, for example.
noi5tPl white reflective ceramic tiles or carbon-doped polymer standards. Follow the manufacturer's methodology and spttiticalions.

Bench/mobile Instrument Scan the reflectance low flux standard (e.g. 5 or 10 per cent, carbon-doped polymer Scan the uansmicance high ftux standard
standard) over a suitable wavelength range in accordance with the manufacturer's (e.g. 90 or 99 per cent, carbon-doped
recommendation and calculate the phoromeme noise as peak-to-peak noise. polymer standard) over a suitable

wavelengthlwavenumber range in
accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendation and calculate the
photometric noise as peek-to-peak noise.

Process instrument As above, or if not practically possible. use the standard built into the instrument for As above, or if not practically possible. use
noise testing and manufacturer specifications. the standard built intO me instrument for

noise tesling and manufacturer
specifications.

(I) VerifiC4tion of pho.ometri& lintan"ty and Verification 0/ phoIomem"c noiu lire not required for instruments using methods to perform simple ldentuications which do
not use the photometric absorbances as pan of model stralegy (for example, simple correlation with absorbing wavelengths).

•

models. Wavelength compression (wavelength averaging)
techniques may be applied to the data.

Model validation parameters
Analytical performance characteristics to be considered for
demonstrating the validation of NIR methods are similar to
those required for any analytical procedure. Specific
acceptance criteria for each validation parameter must be
consistent with the intended use of the method. Validation
parameters for quantitative methods are accuracy, linearity,
precision (repeatability and intermediate precision),
robustness and specificity.

ONGOING MODEL EVALUATION
NIR models validated for use are subjected to ongoing
performance evaluation 'and monitoring of validation
parameters.

TRANSFER OF DATABASES
When databases are transferred to another instrument,
spectral range, number of data points, spectral resolution and
other parameters have to be taken into consideration. Further
procedures and criteria must be applied (0 demonstrate that
the model remains valid with the new database or new
instrument.

B. Ultraviolet and Visible Absorption
Spectrophotometry
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.25)

PRINCIPLE
Ultraviolet and visible (IN-Vis) spectroscopy (or
spectrophotometry) is based on the ability of atoms,
molecules and ions to absorb light at specific wavelengths in
the ultraviolet (approximately 180-400 run) and visible
(approximately 400-800 run) range. This absorption is
associated with changes in electronic energy in the form of
temporary transitions of electrons to an excited stale at a
higher energy orbital. As each energy level of a molecule or
molecular ion also has associated vibrational and rotational
sub-levels, this results in many permitted transitions, which
are generally impossible to separate, thereby producing
absorption hands rather than sharp lines. These bands are
characteristic of the functional groups and bonds in a
molecule.
UV-Vis spectroscopy measurements involve exposing a
sample to light and measuring the attenuation andlor
scattering of the emerging (transmitted or re/lected) light

either at a single wavelength or over a specified wavelength
range.

APPIJCATIONS
UV-Vis spectroscopy is traditionally used for the quantitative
and qualitative analysis of liquid samples, but is also suitable
for solid and gaseous analytes and has other applications
such as the determination of physical or chemical properties.

UV-Vis spectroscopy as described in this chapter can be
applied in various ways:
- when a monograph or general chapter refers to this

chapter, the requirements described in the relevant
paragraphs of this chapter are mandatory;

- when used as the detection method in chromatographic
systems as described in general chapter 2.2.46, the
requirements listed in the relevant paragraphs of this
chapter are mandatory;

- when used as a process analytical technology (pAT) tool
for PAT applications similar to the applications described
in this chapter, the provisions herein apply; for other PAT
applications, the principles are the same. however the
criteria are established bearing in mind the intended
purpose of the analysis, using a risk-based approach.

EQUIPMENT
Spectrophotomerers used for carrying out measurements in
the UV-Vis region typicaUy consist of:
- a suitable light source (such as a deuterium lamp for the

UV region, a tungsten-halogen lamp for me visible region
or a xenon lamp to cover the entire UV-Vis range);
UV-Vis specrrophotomerers often have 2 sources;

- a monochromator such as a grating system;
- other optical components, such as lenses or mirrors, that

relay light through the instrument and that may also be
used to generate more than one beam of light,
i.e. in double-beam spectrophotometers, as opposed to
single-beam spectrophotometers;

- a sample container, holder or sampling device; examples
include conventional cuvettes, fibre-optic probes and
immersed transmission cells (e.g. high-purity quartz or
sapphire transparent to UV~Vis radiation); the choice
depends on the intended application, paying particular
attention to its suitability for the type of sample to be
analysed;

- a single-channel (e.g. photomultiplier, photodiode) or
multi-channel detector (e.g. photodiode array (PDA) or
charge-coupled device (CCD»;

- suitable computerised data processing and evaluation
systems.
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Control of cuvettes
For benchtop instruments) cuvettes or cells with a defined
path length are used. These can be made of different
materials such as quartz or glass. The tolerance for the path
length of quartz and glass cuvettes is ± 0.5 per cent
(e.g. ± 0.005 em for a 1 em cuvette). Plastic cuvettes may
also be used but the tolerance interval is wider; therefore,
their use must be thoroughly justified and based on a risk
assessment.
The following method may be applied to check the
cleanliness of optical cuvette windows and any significant
differences in their thickness or parallelism: fill the cuvette
with waterR and measure its apparent absorbance against air
at 240 run for quam cuvettes and 650 run for glass cuvettes;
rotate the cuvette 1800 in its holder and measure the
apparent absorbance again at the same wavelength.

When using scanning instruments, it is recommended to scan
over the optical region of interest

When using double-beam spectrophorometers, measures
should be taken (e.g. matching the cuvertes) to ensure that
any difference between the absorbance of the cuvettes will
not have a significant impact on the analysis to be performed,
Acceptance en·una:
- the apparent absorbance is not greater than 0.093 for

1 em quartz cuvettes (UV region) and 0.035 for 1 cm
glass cuvettes (visible region);

- the absorbance measured after rotation (l80j does not
differ by more than 0.005 from the value previously
obtained.

MEASUREMENf
Transmission mode
Transmission mode provides a measure of the transmittance
(1), at a given UV-Vis wavelength) of a sample placed
between the light source and the detector. Transmittance is
the ratio of the intensity of the transmitted light to the
intensity of the incident light and is given by the following
equation:

1
T=

10

I intensity of transmitted radiation;
/0 intensity of incident redieuon.

A spectrum may be obtained by plotting the variation in
transmittance (1) or absorbance (A) as a function of
wavelength.

The absorbance is defined as the logarithm to base 10 of the
reciprocal of the transmittance for monochromatic radiation.
It is a dimensionless quantity expressed in absorbance units
(AU), given by the following equation:

A ~ 10glO(~) = 10glO(~)

According to the Beer-Lambert law) which applies to clear
diluted solutions) in the absence of interfering physico
chemical factors) the absorbance (A) is proportional to the
path length mof the radiation through the sample, and to
the concentration (c) of the substance in solution in
accordance with the following equation:

A~,d

molar absorption coefficient. in litres per mole per centimetre;
molar concentration of the substance in solution, in moles per
litre;
absorption path length, in centimetres.
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TIle specific absorbance (A: :-cenl) of the substance is
generally used in monographs and is related to absorbance
(A) as follows:

A =A: :oent XCm xI

C", mass concentration of the substance in solution, in grams per
100 millilirres.

A: :-eem represents the specific absorbance of a dissolved
substance and refers to the absorbance of a 1 g1100 ml, (or
I per cent mlV) solution in a 1 cm cuvette or cell and is
measured at a defined wavelength. The relationship between
A~=oen' and tis:

M. relative molecular mass.

Transmittance or absorbance measurements are generally
used for liquids (dispersions and solutions), but can also be
used for solids (including tablets and capsules).
For measurements of solids) a suitable sample accessory is
used. Liquid samples are examined using a cell or cuvette
with a suitable path length (typically O.Ql-1 em) and made of
a material that is transparent to UV-Vis radiation, or by
using a fibre-optic probe of a suitable configuration immersed
in the liquid.

Duruse reflection mode
Diffuse reflection mode provides a measure of reflectance
(R), which is given by the following equation:

I intensity of light reflected and/or scattered from the sample;
/0 intensity of light reflected and/or scattered from 8 blank or

reference reflective surface.

Depending on the chemical composition and physical
characteristics of the sample) the tN-Vis radiation may be
absorbed as it passes through the sample. In diffuse reflection
mode, it is the non-absorbed radiation which is partially
reflected and/or scattered back from the sample that is
measured by the detector. UV-Vis reflectance spectra are
typically obtained by calcolating and plotting 10g,o(lIR) as a
function of the wavelength.

This measurement mode is generally selected for solids.
The sample is examined either in a suitable device
(e.g. a sample holder) or in direct contact with a probe.
For process monitoring, the material can be analysed through
a polished window interface (e.g. quartz or sapphire), or
in-line using a probe. Care must be taken to ensure that the
measurement conditions are as reproducible as possible from
one sample to another.

Operation of the equipment
The factors below affect the spectral response and must
always be taken into account.

Choose a measurement mode that is appropriate for the
intended application and the sample type.

Define the measuring conditions taking into account the
sample size and sample probe in such a way as to obtain a
satisfactory signal-to-noise ratio (e.g. beam size, measurement
time and number of measurements). For scanning
spectrophotometers, also select the scan range) scan rate and
slit-width that provide the necessary optical resolution for the
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Table 2 2 25 I l1,-linimum tests to becarried out for the control of equipment perfonnance- -

Purpose Method
Wavelength Absorbance Photometric

Sb'8y light
Resolution/spectral

accuracy accuracy linearity bandwidth

Based on
measurement of jhe

Quantitative or
absorbance at one or
more identified X X X X If required in the monograph

limit test
wavelengths
(e.g. assay or
impurities test)

Based on wavelength
of absorption maxima X - - X -
and minima

Based on absorpdon

Identification test
measurement and

X X X -wavelength of -
absorption maxima

Based on comparison
of spectrum with that X X - - -
of reference substance

intended application without losing the required signal-to
noise ratio or the linearity of the analytical method. When
using speetrophotometers with array sensors, there is no need
to adjust the beam size, scan range, scan rate or slit-width
since the optical resolution is typically fixed and the full
spectrum is always recorded.

Before an absorbance measurement is carried out, the zero
position of the absorption (baseline correction) should be set
or determined for the wavelengths of interest or over the
appropriate range of wavelengths.

For PAT applications, when measuring moving materials or
samples, ensure that there is no fouling of the sensor
(e.g. no contamination or build-up of material).

Unless otherwise prescribed in the monograph, measure the
absorbance using a path length of 1 em at the prescribed
wavelength. If a single value for the position of an absorption
maximum or minimum is given in a monograph, the user
must detennine me wavelength position. The value obtained
may differ by not more than ± 2 nm, unless otherwise
prescribed.

Quantitative measurements relying on absorption values
above 2.0 should be avoided.

Background correction
Select a suitable spectroscopic blank (e.g. air, blank solvent,
solid material). Unless otherwise prescribed, all
measurements are carried out with reference to the same
solvent or the same mixture of solvents (blank).

Measure the blank and the sample within a short time-frame
either in paraUel in double-beam spectrophotometers cr
sequentially in single-beam spectrophotometers.
The absorbance values of both blank and sample must be in
the working range of the equipment as specified by the
manufacturer.

For benchtop instruments, the absorbance of the solvent
measured against air and at the prescribed wavelength must
not exceed 0.4 and is preferably less than 0.2.

For chromatographic systems, the transmittance of the
mobile phase may be used as the blank.

In some PAT applications, it may be impossible to remove
the probe for background data collection. Various options are
therefore to be considered, including the use of internal
references, measurement of a blank using a second detector,
etc. Only spectra measured against a blank possessing the

same optical properties can be directly compared with one
another.

For reflectance measurements, common reflectance blank
samples include ceramics) fluoropolymers such as
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and powders such as barium
sulfate (BaSO,) and magnesium oxide (1\.lgO), but other
suitable materials may also be used.

MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF SPECTRAL
DATA
In the case of single wavelength analysis used to determine
the concentration of an unknown sample (e.g. as prescribed
in monographs), mathematical treatment consists in
determining the regression of the photometric reading
(absorbance) on the concentration of the standard samples.

In the case of full range spectra, data for both diffuse
reflection and transmission modes may have to be treated
before a classification or calibration model can be developed.
The aim can be, for example, to reduce baseline drift or to
correct for scatter caused by particle size changes in solid
samples. For example, first-, second- or higher-order
derivative spectra can typically be used to improve resolution
or sensitivity. This pretreatment may be a useful means of
simplifying the data and thereby reducing the variations that
may cause interference in subsequently applied mathematical
models.

A wide range of treatment methods, such as scaling,
smoothing, nonnalisation and derivatisation, can be applied
either singly or in combination. More information is available
in general chapter 5.21. Chemometric method: applied 10

analYtical data.

CONTROL OF EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
Spectrophotometer perConnance is controlled (automatically
or manually) at regular Intervals as defined in the quality
management system and dictated by the use of the
equipment and the application. For example, equipment
exposed to variations in temperature and humidity may need
more frequent performance testing.

Requirements for control of equipment performance for the
various measurement modes are swnmarised in
Table 2.2.25.-1. Further such tests may be performed if
appropriate.

Wavelength accuracy, absorbance accuracy and linearity are
controlled using either certified reference materials such as
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solid filters or liquid filters in appropriate sealed cells, or
solutions prepared in the laboratory as descnbed below.

Control of wavelength accuracy
Control the wavelength accuracy of an appropriate number
of bands in the intended spectral range using one or more
reference materials; for example) use solid or liquid filters
(e.g. holmium perchlonue solution R) to verify the position of
absorption bands) or measure the emission from a light
source to check emission-line position. Table 2.2.25.-2 shows
examples of wavelengths used to check wavelength accuracy.
When certified reference materials are used, the reference
wavelength is that stated on the corresponding certificate.

Some instruments may have an automatic or inbuilt
wavelength accuracy control feature.

Table 2.2.25.-2. - Examples of wavelengths usedfor thecontrol
of wavelength accuracy*Note: the wavelength varies with the
resolution of the instrument

MateriuJ Wavelengths (om)·

Solutions Cerium in sulfuric add 201.1; 211Aj 222.6; 240Aj
253.7

Dklymium in perchloric
511.8; 731.6; 794.2acid

Holmium in perchloric 241.1; 287.2j 361.3; 451.4j
acid 485.2. 536.6; 6405

Solid filters Didymium glass 513.5

Holmium glass 279.3i 36O.9j 453.4; 637.5

Lunp' Deuterium 486.0; 656.1

184.9; 253.7; 312.5; 365.0;
Mercury (low pressure) 404.7; 435.8; 546.1j 577.0j

579.1

Neon 717.4

Xenon 541.9; 688.2; 764.2

For chromatographic systems, it is also possible to control
wavelength accuracy by measuring the absorbance of a
0.05 ffiWmL solution of caffeine R in methanol R; the
absorption maximum is obtained at 272 nm and the
minimum at 244 om.
Acaplance aitetia

It is recommended to test at least 2 wavelengths that bracket
the intended spectral range.

For benchtop instruments, the tolerance for wavelength
accuracy ofUV-Vis spectroscopy in cuvettes is ± 1 nm at
wavelengths below 400 om and ± 3 nm at wavelengths of
400 run and above.

For chromatographic systems, the tolerance for wavelength
accuracy is ± 2 om for the whole UV-Vis range.

For PAT applications, a tolerance of ± 2 om for the UV-Vis
range is recommended. However, wider tolerance intervals
may be needed for some PAT applications, in which case me
requisite wavelength accuracy must be defined by me user
depending on the intended purpose, and using a risk-based
approach.

The instrument parameters (especially the entrance optics
such as slit-width or optical fibre diameter) influence the
resolution and must be me same as those intended for the
actual measurements.

Control of absorbance accuracy
Control the absorbance accuracy at an appropriate number
of wavelengths in the intended spectral range, using suitable
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solid or liquid filters to check mar the absorbance measured
at the test wavelength matches the certified absorbance of the
filter or the absorbance value that is calculated from a
certified specific absorbance. Nitotinit. acidfor equipment
qualification CRS may be used.

It is recommended to test absorbance accwacy at selected
wavelengths using one or more solid or liquid filters with
different absorbance levels; as a minimum, values at
approximately the 2 limits of the expected absorbance range
should be verified.

For chromatographic systems and PAT applications, the
testing of absolute absorbance accuracy may not be
necessary, providing that a standard curve is measwed as
required.

For measurements using nicotinic acidfor equipment
qualification CRS, the certified specific absorbance is given in
the corresponding leaflet,

The solution of nicotinic acid can be prepared as follows:
dissolve 57.0-63.0 mg of nitotink acidfor equipment
qualification GRS in a 0.1 M hydrochloric acid solution
prepared from hydrochloric acidR and dilute to 200.0 mL
with the same acid solution; dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to
50.0 mL with the same acid solution to obtain a final
concentration of 12 mgIL. These volwnes can be adjusted to
obtain nicotinic acid solutions with other concentrations (up
to about 40 mgIL), for the purposes of testing different
absorbance levels. The absorbance is measured at 213 nm
and 261 run.

Aeteptance critetia
The difference between the measured absorbance and the
absorbance of the certified material is ± 0.010 or
± 1 per cent, whichever is greater, for each combination of
wavelength and absorbance assessed (applies to absorbance
values not greater than 2), Tolerances for higher absorbance
values should be defined on the basis of a risk assessment.

Control of photometric linearity
Control the photometric linearity in the intended spectral
range. In the ultraviolet range, the filters used to control
absorbance accwacy may be used, as can solutions of
nicotinic acid or caffeine. In the visible range, neutral glass
filters may be used. Prior to performing the test, eneure that
the absorbance of the standards is compatible with the
intended linear range.

Solutions with increasing concentrations (e.g. 5-40 mgIL) of
nicorinu; acidfor equipment quah'jication GRS in a 0.1 M
hydrochloric acid solution prepared from hydrochloric acid R
may be used. The absorbance is measured at 213 run and
261 run.

For chromatographic systems, it is also possible to check
photometric linearity using 0.5-50 mWL solutions of
caffeine R in waterfor chromawgraphy R. The absorbance is
measured at 273 om.

Aaeplancectitetion
The coefficient of determination (R) is not less than 0.999.

Limit of stray light
Stray light is determined at an appropriate wavelength using
suitable solid or liquid filters or solutions prepared in-house.
The instrument parameters used for the test, such as slit
width and type of light source (e.g. deuterium or tungsten
lamp), must be the same as those intended for the actual
measurements.
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Acceptance criterion

The acceptance criterion depends on me filters or solutions
used, for example:
- me absorbance is not less than 3.0 when using a 10 gIL

solution of sodium iodide R at 220 run, a 10 gIL solution
of potassium iodide R at 250 run or a 50 gIL solution of
sodium nitrite R at 340 om and 370 run;

- the absorbance is not less than 2.0 when using a 12 gIL
solution of potassium chloride R at 198 om.

These values apply when using a 1 em cell and waterR as
the compensation liquid.

Control of resolution
Where prescribed in a monograph, measure the resolution of
the equipment either using suitable certified reference
materials, or by recording the spectrum of a
0.02 per cent VIV solution of toluene R in hexane R or
heptane R, with respectively hexane R or heptane R as me
compensation liquid.

Acceptance en'urion
For measurements taken with a solution prepared as
described above, the minimum ratio of the absorbance at the
maximum (269 run) to that at the minimum (266 run) is
stated in the monograph.

SYSTEM SillTABILITY
System suitability tests may be required prior to sample
measurement to verify critical parameters that may have an
impact on the result.

These tests may cover wavelength accuracy, absorbance
accuracy, stray light and photometric linearity. System
functionality tests, for example those performed as part of
equipment autotesting, may be considered part of the system
suitability tests.

In the case of UV-Vis detection for chromatographic systems,
additional system suitability tests are applicable if prescribed
in the monograph andlor in general chapter
2.2.46. Chromatographic separation techniques.

C. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
Spectrometry
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.33)

INTRODUCTION
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrometry is an
analytical method in particular suitable for the elucidation of
the chemical structure of organic molecules by means of
interpretation of their NMR spectra, arising from, for
example, IH or the X-nuclei DC, 19F, 15N, 31p. The spectra
can be used for qualitative and quantitative purposes.

Under suitable experimental conditions, the integrated NMR
intensities of the signals are directly proportional to the
number of nuclear spins of the molecular group responsible
for the signal. These integrals can be used for quantitative
analysis.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Placing an ensemble of nuclei with angular momenrum and a
magnetic moment in a static magnetic field (Bo) causes the
nuclei to arrange themselves in different, quantum
mechanically controlled orientations in relation to the axis of
the magnetic field. These orientations are different in energy.
An oscillating high-frequency magnetic field (B,),
perpendicular to Bo, will cause transitions between these
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orientations with net energy absorption. According to the
resonance condition roo = 'YRo (y = gyromagnetic ratio,
0)0 = Lannor frequency), either the Bo magnetic field or the
frequency (ro,) of the B, field may be varied to achieve
a spectrum (continuous wave (CW) method). Nowadays the
HI irradiation is achieved by the use of a radiofrequency (RF)
pulse (Fourier transform (Ff) method). The coherent
radiation emitted during the return to the initial state is
observed in the form of a decay curve, called the free
induction decay (FID). Subsequent Fourier transfonnation
gives the spectrum in the frequency domain, providing
information about the molecular structure. Additional
radiofrequency fields may be applied during acquisition of
the Fill signal to suppress scalar (through-bond) interactions
between nuclei (called 'decoupling'). One- and multi
dimensional techniques can be applied for qualitative and
quantitative purposes, on samples in either the liquid or the
solid state.

Important structural information is derived from the
following spectroscopic features:

resonance frequency kind of nuclei observed

numberOr[aon~signab number of chemicallydisrinct groups
(singlers. multiplets) ofnudei

chemical shift 0 (ppm) chemical nature and environment of
the structural group observed

inrensiryof resonance signals relativenumber of resonant nuclei
per chemically distinct group

multiplicity of coupling pattern number of nuclei that are scalar
coupled to the observed nucleus

coupling constant "J(Hz) number of bonds in me coupling
pathway, and its geometry

Correlations of different spectral parameters (e.g. chemical
shift and coupling constant, or chemical shifts of different
nuclei within one molecular system) can be performed by
homo- and hctcro-nuclear two- and higher-dimensional
methods. Information about the relaxation times T1 and T2,

nuclear Overhauser effects (NOEs) and the kinetics of time
dependent processes are also accessible from appropriate
experiments.

APPARATUS
A high-resolution NNlR spectrometer consists of at least the
following parts:
- a magnet to deliver the constant magnetic field Ho;
- a temperature-controlled probe to contain the sample, to

deliver the radiofrequency pulse and to detect radiation
emitted by the sample;

- an electronic console to generate high-power
radiofrequency pulses and to collect and digitise the Fill
signal; this unit also maintains the stability of the
instrument electronics;

- a data acquisition and processing unit (computer);

and may also include:
- a continuous flow cell for coupled liquid

chromatographic-Nt\JIR or flow injection analysis;
- a system for pulsed field gradient NMR.

The high magnetic field is generated by a superconducting
coil in a Dewar flask filled whit liquid helium. The probe
typically contains the sample in a 5 rum-outer-diameter
sample tube or in a flow cell, and is connected to the
electronics cabinet by RF cables carrying lock, lH_, and
X-nucleus frequencies. Additional devices for tuning and
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Maximal signal intensity and signal-to-noise ratio will be
achieved if ttIC ~ 1.2/(nvuiJ, where Vl!2 is the full width at
half-height (fwhh), but it should be set to greater than
51(nvlf2) to minimise signal distortion.

Repetition time (t.)
The spin-lattice relaxation (Tt ) governs me time required for
the spin system to return to equilibrium after a pulse.
Relaxation can be reduced by the use of special reagents.
For quantitative purposes, the repetition time used should be
set relative to T1 and 9 to avoid saturation effects.

Receiver gain
The analogue signal detected by the probe is amplified prior
to digitisation and storage. The amplification, or receiver
gain, should be set, either automatically or manually, so that
the signal does not overload the ADe, which causes signal
distortion, but allows random noise generated in the probe to
be digitised (i.e. is non-zero).

OPTIMISATION OF ACQUISITION AND
PROCESSING PARAMETERS FOR QUANTITATIVE
PURPOSES
Besides the acquisition parameters, signal intensity is also
influenced by several processing parameters. Mter collecting
a sufficient number of scans, the resulting Fill is Fourier
transfonned. For reliable quantitative purposes the following
parameters have to be optimised.

Digital resolution
The digital resolution is the frequency separation between
data points. The processed signal should have at least 5
digital points above half-height of me signals to be integrated.
To improve the digital resolution additional points of zero
intensity may be added to the end of the experimental FID
before transformation Czero filling").

Signal-to-noise ratio (SIN)
This is the ratio between the intensities (as peak height) of a
specified signal in the NMR spectrum and the random
fluctuations in that signal, which is usually measured In a
region of the spectrum that contains no signals from the
analyte, A poor signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) limits the accuracy
of peak integrations and quantitative analyses. An SIN equal
to or greater than 150:1 allows peak integrations with a
standard deviation of less than 1 per cent. Contemporary
spectrometers have software algorithms to report the SIN of
appropriate peaks. A suIliciently high SIN can be difficult to
obtain when analysing dilute solutions, and especially when
detecting nuclei other man tH. Methods to enhance the SIN
include:
- increasing the number of accumulated scans (n), as SIN

increases with ,fiI;
- use of exponentional multiplication on the FID signal

before Fourier transfonnation; me exponentional
multiplication factor should be in the order of the peak
full width at half-height (fwhh);

- use of spectrometers with a higher magnetic field BOJ

since SIN is proportional to Bo
3l2

;

- use of digital filtering to reduce noise;
- use of probes that maximise the filling factor;
- use of cryoprobes that reduce thermal noise.

Integration region
The intensity of the NMR signals is obtained by a quasi
analogue signal integration either by a stepped-line plor or,
more accurately, by separate line integration and digital data
presentation. In liquid state, NMR signals have l..orentzian
line shape. Unless otherwise specified in the monograph or
when peak overlap occurs, the same integration range,

(I)

(2)

(3)

matching the electronic circuits are essential, and sample
temperature control is often used.

The NMR spectrometer should be demonstrated to be
operating correctly. Appropriate tests to demonstrate this are,
typically, measurement of linewidths at half height for
defined peaks under defined acquisition conditions, signal-to
noise ratios (SIN) for standard mixtures, pulse power
(measured as a 90 0 pulse width), and pulse reproducibility.
All instrument manufacturers publish specifications and
measurement protocols for these parameters for specific
instrument/probe combinations, and compliance with these
specifications should be demonstrated.

FOURIER TRANSFORM NMR (Ff-NMR)
Contemporary spectrometers generally operate according to
the Fourier transform (Ff) principle: after exciting the
sample with a radiofrequency pulse of appropriate frequency
(v), amplitude (B 1) and duration (tp) and a succeeding short
dead time (t,n (to enable the electronics to recover), the
amplified analogue Fill signal is sampled during the
acquisition time (taJ and digitised with an analogue-to-digital
converter (ADC), and the results are stored in the
spectrometer memory. The receiver output is amplified prior
to digitisation to maximise sensitivity without saturating the
ADC. In case of observation of X-nuclei, the standard
experiment includes, if necessary, broadband IH decoupling,
i.e. irradiation of aU the protons during the experiment.
To increase the SIN, multiple Fill signals may be
accumulated coherently and sununed. Fourier transfonnation
of this time-domain data gives the frequency-domain
spectrum.

PARAMETERS
The following acquisition parameters influence the result of
an FT experiment, and should be adjusted and controlled.

Pulse width «p)
The excitation pulse is directed along the x-axis of the
so-called rotating frame, its duration (or 'width', t p)

determines the flip angle (9) and thus the intensity (I) of the
resonance signal:

The observed magnetisation My is maximum at 9 = 90 D
•

The pulse duration should be short to guarantee that aU
signals in the spectral width (SW) are excited to a similar
degree. The magnetisationdecays due (0 relaxation
processes.

Dead time (td)
The dead time is the time between me end of the pulse and
start of the acquisition, it is necessary for technical reasons
and care should be taken as it may influence signal intensities
and peak phase. Rapidly decaying signals (giving rise to
broad spectral lines) are reduced in intensity by more than
slowly decaying signals (which give rise to narrow spectral
lines).

Acquisition time (t"e)
The acquisition time (tad is related to the spectral width
(i.e. the whole observed region) and the number of digital
data points (DP) collected during signal acquisition.

DP
r...,=2SW
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By convention, the standard for exact chemical shift
referencing is the IH resonance of tetramethylsilane R (TMS),
setting &rMS ;;;; 0 ppm. Formally, once the IH shift scale has
been referenced relative to TMSJ the exact frequency of any
other X resonance can becalculated and its chemical shift
scale calibrated. The frequency of a (secondary) reference
standard at Iix = 0 ppm (Vx,"'-=tt) is calculated from the
IH frequency ofTMS (VH,TMS) and a tabulated value of the
ratio (Ex.referencc) of the isotope-specific frequency in relation
to that of 'H in TMS:

expressed as a multiple of the peakjwhh, should be used for
the monitored peak and the reference peak.

Dynamic range
The dynamic range of the analogue-to-digital converter
(AD C) determines me minimum intensity line that can be
observed or quantified when integrating 2 signals with the
same linewidth in a spectrum. A 16-bit ADC allows
identification of a signal of 0.003 per cent intensity relative to
a strong signal completely filling the dynamic range of the
ADC.

NMR OF SAMPLES IN SOLUTION
Most Nl'AR experiments are performed on dilute solutions
(about 1 per cent) of the analyte in an appropriate solvent,
which can be spiked with a suitable standard for chemical
shift calibration.

Solvents
The solvent should be able to dissolve the analyte without
further interaction if not otherwise intended. To minimise
the Intense solvent signals, fullydeuterated solvents
(deuterium oxide R, deurerated ehlorofonn R, deurerated dimelhyl
suljQXiJe R, deuurated autone R, deuterated methanol R, etc.)
should be used. The solvent atoms give signals that are easily
identified by their chemical shift and can be used to calibrate
the chemical shift axis (secondary reference).

Referencing
The spectral feature most dependent on the chemical
environment of the atom in the molecule is the chemical
shift, designated as ~ and reported in parts per million.
The chemical shift between the resonance for an NMR active
nucleus X (&x,sampkJ is measured in parts per million as the
difference between the resonance frequency of that nucleus
(Vx.,sllfllplJ and that of an internal shift reference standard (vx,
rcfercneJ, both in hertz, divided by the basic spectrometer
operating frequency (Yx,rcferencJ, in megahertz, at a given Bo:

(4)

(5)

Nucleus Water- 3 X •re ( t rcrKOO

Other
solvents '='x •..,(ucoC't

'H Dss" 1.00000000 TMS 1.00000000

"c Dss" 0.25144953 TMS 0.25145020

''N NH, 0.10132912 CH~02 0.10136767

"F CFJCOOH not reported CCIJF 0.94094011

"p HJPO.. 0.40480742 (CHJOhPO 0.40480864
(85 per cent)

achemical shift depends on pH

bOSS = sodium 2.2-dimethyl-2-silapenlane-5-sulronate

In practice, X chemical shifts are referenced directly using an
appropriate standard. In lH and 13C Ni\1R, internal
referencing is mainly used, where the reference is added
directly to the system under study. In 15N, 19p and 31p

NMR, external referencing is often suitable, involving sample
and reference contained separately in coaxial cylindrical
sample tubes.

Lock
In order to prevent drifting of the spectrum over time. a
stabilising procedure, called field-frequency locking, is
performed. The 2H (deuterium) signal arising from
deuterated solvents is used to achieve this, unless otherwise
specified in the monograph.

QUAUTATIVE ANALYSIS
The principal use for qualitative NMR spectra is as an
identity test, in which the IH or 13e spectrum of a test
sample is compared to the spectrum of a reference sample or,
less commonly, with a published reference spectrum. Spectra
of reference and test samples should be acquired using the
same procedure and operational conditions. The peaks in the
2 spectra, or characteristic regions of the spectra, should
correspond in position, intensity and multiplicity.
In appropriate cases, mathematical comparison, such as
calculation of a correlation coefficient, may be appropriate.
In the absence of a reference standard, an in-house reference
may be used, whose identity has been demonstrated by
alternative methods, or the demonstration that the NMR
spectrum is fully consistent with the reported structure for
that material.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Signal intensity in the basic Nl\4R experiment is the
integrated area under the signal curve measured. Only when
2 signals have equal jWhh and the same multiplicity may
signal height serve as a measure of intensity. Under
conditions of essentially complete relaxation between scans,
the signal intensity (lA) is a true measure of the number (NA)
of nuclei responsible for the respective signal:

Reference standards at Bx ;;;; 0 ppm and corresponding Ex.
reference values are shown below:

(6)

The constant Ks includes fundamental constants. properties
of the sample and receiver parameters, and can be omitted in
cases where signal intensities are compared, giving the direct
relation between the numbers of nuclei in the 2 compared
structure groups A and B:

(7)
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The numbers (Nj) of nuclei belonging to different structure
groups of 1 molecule are small integers. The values measured
are rounded to the closest integer numbers. However, the
proper operation of acquisition and processing of the
spectrometer is easily checked by comparing exact intensities
within a spectrum of any suitable organic compound of
known structure.

In addition to the fact that the intensities of signals arising
from each component in a mixture are related to each other
by small integer numbers, the relative molar amounts of
these components can be measured by comparison of the
normalised intensities of resonances from different
components. The molar ratio of 2 components of a mixture
is calculated according to the following equation:

(8)

The determination is only valid in cases where the structure
of the molecules for which I A and IB are determined are
known (or at least the values ofN for the monitored groups).
Determinations are made using either an internal standard
method or a peak-nonnalisation procedure.

Internal standard method
The mass (rnA) of an analyte (A) can be determined if a
known mass (mB) of a substance (B) with a known
percentage content (PB) is added to the solution as an
intensity standard. Equation (8) can be converted to equation
(9):

(9)

Here, M j are me molecular masses.

The intensity standard has to be carefully chosen; it should
be completely soluble in the solvent used for the analyte,
should produce only a small number of signals, and the
'monitor group' should have a signal in an empty spectral
region. A compound of high purity and with a relatively high
molecular mass is reconunended for this purpose.

Normalisadon procedure
The relative proportions of components in a mixture, the
degree of substitution in a structurally modified polymer, or
the amount of a contaminant can be determined by
comparison of the relative intensities of resonances present.

The experimental method should be validated to ensure that
there is no overlap of the relevant signals. When the
contaminant is of poorly defined structure or molecular mass
(e.g. an emulsifier), addition of known amounts of that
material to the NMR tube will allow a calibration curve to be
constructed.

METIlOD
Sample handling
Dissolve the sample in the solvent to which the appropriate
reference material may have been added to calibrate chemical
shift, as prescribed in the monograph. For quantitative
analysis, the solutions must be free from solid particles. Some
quantitative analyses may require an internal standard to be
included, so that integrations of resonances from the test
sample and the reference material can be compared.
Appropriate references and concentrations are indicated in
the specific monographs. In other quantitative analyses, the
result is obtained by comparing the relative intensities of 2 or
all of the resonances that arise from the test sample. After
loading the sample into a tube and capping, the sample is
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introduced into the NMR magnet, the experimental
parameters are loaded and the experiment is executed.
Key experimental parameters are indicated in the
monograph.

The measurement procedure
Equilibrate the sample in the probe, and optimise the
instrument to achieve best resonance conditions and to
maximise the SIN by tuning and matching the probe, and
make adjustments to maximise magnetic field homogeneity
over the sample volume (caUed 'shimming'). Record, or save
to computer, the parameter settings. An experiment may be
composed of multiple pulse-acquisition-delay sequences, and
the individual FIDs are summed in the computer memory,
with random noise being averaged out. When an appropriate
SIN has been achieved, the Fill is stored and me frequency
domain spectrum is generated by Fourier transformation of
the summed Fills.

NMR IN TIlE SOLID STATE
Samples in the solid state can be analysed using NMR
spectrometers specially equipped for that purpose. Certain
technical procedures make observable individual lines for
individual. atomic sites with a.valuable extension of the
applicability ofNMR to inorganic materials as well.

One technique is the rapid rotation (4-30 kHz) of the
powdered sample in a rotor (about 4 mm outer diameter)
inclined at an angle of 54.7° (the 'magic angle') to the
direction of the Bo magnetic field axis. This technique is
named magic angle spinning (MAS). Another effective [001 is
high-power decoupling and a 3rd method is the transfer of
polarisation from easily excitable nuclei towards less
polarisable nuclei) i.e-. cross polarisation (CP).
The combination of these techniques makes available high
resolution spectra containing much information about
chemical and structural details in solid glassy, amorphous,
and crystalline materials of ceramic, polymeric or
mineralogical origin.

If NMR is applied to a solid, full details of the procedure are
provided in the monograph.

D. Atomic Spectrophotometry: Emission
and Absorption
Atomic Emission Spectrometry
(ph. Bur. me/hod 2.2.22)

GENERAL PRINCIPLE
Atomic emission is a process that occurs when
electromagnetic radiation is emitted by excited atoms or ions.
In atomic emission spectrometry me sample is subjected to
temperatures high enough to cause not only dissociation into
atoms, but also to cause significant amounts of colUsional
excitation and ionisation of the sample atoms to take place.
Once the atoms and ions are in the excited states, they can
decay to lower states through thermal or radiative (emission)
energy transitions and electromagnetic radiation is emitted.
An emission spectrum of an element contains several more
lines than the corresponding absorption spectrum.

Atomic emission spectrometry is a technique for determining
the concentration of an element in a sample by measuring
the intensity of one of the emission lines of the atomic
vapour of the element generated from the sample.
The determination is carried out at the wavelength
corresponding to this emission line.
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In this chapter only atomisaticn in flame is dealt with.
The method of inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission
spectrometry (lCP-AES) is described in a different general
chapter.

APPARATUS
This consists essentially of:
- a sample introduction and nebulisation system;
- a flame to generate the atoms [Q be determined;
- a monochromator;
- a detector;
- a data-acquisition unit.

Oxygen, air and a combustible gas such as hydrogen,
acetylene, propane or butane may be used in flames.
The atornisation source is critical, since It must provide
sufficient energy to excite and atomise the atoms. The atomic
spectra emitted from flames have me advantage of being
simpler than those emitted from other sources, the main
limitation being mat the flames are not powerful enough to
cause emission for many elements allowing their
determination. Acidified water is the solvent of choice for
preparing test and reference solutions, although organic
solvents may also be used if precautions are taken to ensure
that the solvent does not interfere with the stability of the
flame.

INTERFERENCES
Spectral interference is reduced or eliminated by choosing an
appropriate emission line for measurement or by adjusting
the slit for spectral band-width. Physical interference is
corrected by diluting the sample solution, by matching the
matrix or by using the method of standard additions.
Chemical interference Is reduced by using chemical modifiers
or ionisation buffers.

MEMORY EFFECT
The memory effect caused by deposit of analyte in the
apparatus may be limited by thoroughly rinsing between
runs, diluting the solutions to be measured if possible and
thus reducing their salt content, and by aspirating the
solutions through as swiftly as possible.

METHOD
Use of plastic labware is recommended wherever possible.

Operate an atomic emission spectrometer in accordance with
the manufacturer's instructions at the prescribed wavelength.
Optimise the experimental conditions (flame temperature,
burner adjustment, use of an ionic buffer, concentration of
solutions) for the specific element to be analysed and in
respect of the sample matrix. Introduce a blank solution into
the atomic generator and adjust the instrument reading to
zero or to its blank value. Introduce the most concentrated
reference solution and adjust the sensitivity to obtain a
suitable reading.

It is preferable to use concentrations which fall within the
linear pan of the calibration curve. If this is not possible, the
calibration plots may also be curved and are then to be
applied with appropriate calibration software.

Determinations are made by comparison with reference
solutions with known concentrations of the element to be
determined either by the method of direct calibration
(Method I) or the method of standard additions (Method 11).

METHOD I - DIRECT CALIBRATION
For routine measurements 3 reference solutions of the
element to be determined and a blank are prepared and
examined.
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Prepare the solution of the substance to be examined (test
solution) as prescribed in the monograph. Prepare not fewer
than 3 reference solutions of the element to be determined)
the concentrations of which span the expected value in the
test solution. For assay purposes, optimal calibration levels
are between 0.7 and 1.3 times the expected content of the
element to be determined or the limit prescribed in the
monograph. For purity determination, calibration levels are
between the limit of detection and 1.2 times the limit
specified for the element to be determined. Any reagents
used in the preparation of the test solution are added to the
reference solutions and to the blank solution at the same
concentration.

Introduce each of the solutions into the instrument using the
same munber of replicates for each solution, to obtain a
steady reading.

Calculation
Prepare a calibration curve from the mean of the readings
obtained with the reference solutions by plotting the means
as a function of concentration. Determine the concentration
of the element in the test solution from the curve obtained.

METHOD II - STANDARD ADDITIONS
Add to at least 3 similar volumetric flasks equal volumes of
the solution of the substance to be examined (test solution)
prepared as prescribed. Add to aU but 1 of the flasks
progressively larger volwnes of a reference solution
containing a known concentration of the element to be
determined to produce a series of solutions containing
steadily increasing concentrations of that element known to
give responses in the linear part of the curve, if at all
possible. Dilute the contents of each flask to volwne with
solvent.

Introduce each of the solutions into me instrument using the
same number of replicates for each solution, [0 obtain a
steady reading.

Calculation
Calculate the linear equation of the graph using a least
squares fit, and derive from it the concentration of the
element to be determined in the test solution.

VALIDATION OF THE METHOD
Satisfactory performance of methods prescribed in
monographs is verified at suitable time intervals.

LINEARITY
Prepare and analyse not fewer than 4 reference solutions over
the calibration range and a blank solution. Perform not fewer
than 5 replicates.

The calibration curve is calculated by least-square regression
from all measured data. The regression curve, the means, the
measured data and the confidence interval of the calibration
curve are plotted. The operating method is valid when:
- the correlation coefficient is at least 0.99,
- the residuals of each calibration level are randomly

distributed around the calibration curve.

Calculate the mean and relative standard deviation for the
lowest and highest calibration level.

When the ratio of the estimated standard deviation of me
lowest and the highest calibration level is less than 0.5 or
greater than 2.0, a more precise estimation of the calibration
curve may be obtained using weighted linear regression. Both
linear and quadratic weighting functions are applied to the
data to find the most appropriate weighting function to be
employed. If the means compared to the calibration curve
show a deviation from linearity, two-dimensional linear
regression is used.
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ACCURACY
Verify the accuracy preferably by using a certified reference
material (CRM). Where this is not possible, perform a test
for recovery.

Recovery
For assay determinations a recovery of 90 per cent to
lID per cent is to be obtained. For other determinations, for
example for trace element determination, the test is not valid
if recovery is outside of the range 80 per cent to 120 per cent
at the theoretical value. Recovery may he determined on a
suitable reference solution (matrix solution) which is spiked
with a known quantity of analyte (middle concentration of
the calibration range).

REPEATABILIIY
The repeatability is not greater than 3 per cent for an assay
and not greater than 5 per cent for an impurity test.

LIMIT OF QUANTIFICATION
Verify that the limit of quantification (for example,
determined using the 10 0' approach) is below the value to
be measured.

Inductively Coupled Plasma-atomic Etnlssion
Spectrometry
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.57)

GENERAL PRINCIPLE
Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(ICP-AES) is an atomic emission spectrometry method that
uses an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) as the excitation
source.
An rcp is a highly ionised inert gas (usually argon) with
equal numbers of electrons-and ions sustained by a radio
frequency (RF) field. The high temperature reached in the
plasma successively desolvates, vaporises, excites - atomic
emission spectrometry CABS) detection - and ionises - mass
spectrometry (MS) detection - atoms from the sample.
Detection limits are, generally, in the lower nanogram (ICP
MS) to microgram (ICP-AES) per litre range.

The plasma is formed by a tangential stream of support gas
through a 'torch', i.e. a system consisting of 3 concentric
quartz tubes. A metal coil (the load coil) surrounds the top
end of the torch and is connected to a radio-frequency (RF)
generator. Power (usually 700-1500 W) is applied through
the coil and an oscillating magnetic field corresponding to the
frequency of the generator (in most cases 27 MHz, 40 MHz)
is formed. The plasma forms when the support gas is made
conductive by exposing it to an electric discharge, which
produces seed electrons and ions. Inside the induced
magnetic field, the charged particles (electrons and ions) are
forced to flow in a closed annular path. As they meet
resistance to their Dow, heating takes place producing
additional ionisation. The process occurs almost
instantaneously, and the plasma expands to its full strength
and dimensions. The radio-frequency oscillation of the power
applied through the coil causes radio-frequency electric and
magnetic fields to be set up in the area at the top of the
torch. When a spark (produced by a Testa tube or some
other seeding device) is applied to the support gas flowing
through the torch, some electrons are stripped from the
support gas atoms. These electrons are men caught up in the
magnetic field and accelerated. Adding energy to the
electrons by the use of a coil is known as inductive coupling.
These high-energy electrons in turn collide with other
support-gas atoms, stripping off still more electrons.
The collisional ionisation of the support gas continues in a
chain reaction, breaking down the gas into a physical plasma
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consisting of support-gas atoms, electrons and support-gas
ions. The plasma is then sustained within the torch and load
coil as radio-frequency energy is continually transferred to it
through the inductive coupling process.

The JCP appears as an intense, very bright, plume-shaped
plasma. At the base the plasma is toroidal, and this is
referred to as the induction region (IR), i.e. the region in
which the inductive energy transfer from the load coil to the
plasma takes place. The sample is introduced through the
induction region into the centre of the plasma.

APPARATUS
The apparatus consists essentially of the following elements:
- sample-introduction system consisting of a peristaltic

pump delivering the solution at constant flow rate into a
nebuliser;

~ radio-frequency (RF) generator;
- plasma torch;
~ transfer optics focussing the image of the plasma at the

entrance slit of the spectrometer; radial viewing is bener
for difficult matrices (alkalis, organics), whereas axial
viewing gives more intensity and better detection limits in
simple matrices;

~ wavelength dispersive devices consisting of diffraction
gratings, prisms) filters or interferometers;

~ detectors converting radiant energy into electrical energy;
~ data-acquisition unit.

INTERFERENCE
Interference is anything that causes the signal from an analyte
in a sample to be different from the signal for the same
concentration of that analyte in a calibration solution.
The well-known chemical interference that is encountered in
flame atomic absorption spectrometry is usually weak in JCP
AES. In rare cases where interference occurs, it may be
necessary to increase the RF power or to reduce the inner
support-gas flow to eliminate it. The interference in ICP
AES can be of spectral origin or even the result of high
concentrations of certain elements or matrix compounds.
Physical interference (due to differences in viscosity and
surface tension of the sample and calibration standards) can
be minimised by dilution of the sample, matrix matching) use
of internal standards or through application of the method of
standard additions.

Another type of interference occasionally encountered in
ICP-AES is the so-called 'easily ionised elements (BIBs)
effect'. The EIEs are those elements that are ionised much
more easily, for example alkaline metals and alkaline earths.
In samples that contain high concentrations of EIEs (more
than 0.1 per cent), suppression or enhancement of emission
signals is likely to occur.

Spectral interference
This may be due to other lines or shifts in background
intensity. These lines may correspond to argon (observed
above 300 om), OH bands due to the decomposition of
water (at about 300 run), NO bands due to the interaction of
the plasma with the ambient air (between 200 run and
300 run), and other elements in the sample, especially those
present at high concentrations. The interference falls into 4
different categories: simple background shift, sloping
background shift, direct spectral overlap, and complex
background shift.

Absorption interference
This arises when part of the emission from an analyte is
absorbed before it reaches the detector. This effect is
observed particularly when the concentration of a strongly
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emitting element is so high that the atoms or ions of that
element that are in the lower energy state of transition absorb
significant amounts of the radiation emitted by the relevant
excited species. This effect, known as self-absorption,
determines the upper end of me linear working range for a
given emission line.

Multicomponent spectral fitting
Multiple emission-line determinations are commonly used to
overcome problems with spectral interferences. A better,
more accurate method for performing spectral interference
corrections is to use the information obtained with advanced
detector systems through multicomponent spectral fitting.
This quantifies not only the interference, but also the
background contribution from the matrix, thereby creating a
correction formula. Multicomponent spectral fining utilises a
multiple linear-squares model based on the analysis of pure
analyte, the matrix and the blank) creating an interference
corrected mathematical model. This permits the
determination of the analyte emission in a complex matrix
with improved detection limits and accuracy.

PROCEDURE
SAMPLE PREPARATION AND SAMPLE
INTRODUCTION
The basic goal for me sample preparation is to ensure mat
the analyte concentration falls within the working range of
the instrument through dilution or preconcentration, and that
the sample-containing solution can be nebulised in a
reproducible manner.

Several sample-introduction systems tolerate high acid
concentrations) but the use of sulfuric and phosphoric acids
can contribute to background emission observed in the ICP
spectra. Therefore) nitric and hydrochloric acids are
preferable. The availability of hydrofluoric acid-resistant (for
example perfluoroalkoxy polymer) sample-introduction
systems and torches also allows the use of hydrofluoric acid.
In selecting a sample-introduction method) the requirements
for sensitivity) stability, speed) sample size) corrosion
resistance and resistance to clogging have (0 be considered.
The use of a cross-flow nebuliser combined with a spray
chamber and torch is suitable for most requirements.
The peristaltic pumps used for ICP-AES usually deliver the
standard and sample solutions at a rate of 1 mllmin or less.

In the case of organic solvents being used) the introduction
of oxygen must be considered to avoid organic layers.

CHOICE OF OPERATING CONDITIONS
The standard operating conditions prescribed by the
manufacturer are to be followed. Usually, different sets of
operating conditions are used for aqueous solutions and for
organic solvents. Suitable operating parameters are to be
properly chosen:
- wavelength selection;
- support-gas flow rates (outer) intermediate and inner

tubes of the torch);
- RFpower;
- viewing position (radial or axial);
- pump speed;
- conditions for the detector (gain/voltage for

photomultiplier tube detectors, others for array detectors);
- integration time (time set to measure the emission

intensity at each wavelength).
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CONTROL OF INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
System suitability
The following tests may be carried out with a multi-element
control solution to ensure the adequate performance of the
ICP-AES system:
- energy transfer (generator) torch) plasma); measurement

of the rario Mg II (280.270 nm)/Mg I (285.213 nm) may
be used;

- sample transfer) by checking nebuliser efficiency and
stability;

- resolution (optical system» by measuring peak. widths at
half height, for example As (189.042 nm), Mn
(257.610 nm), Cu (324.754 nm) or Ba (455.403 nm);

- analytical performance, by calculating detection limits of
selected elements over the wavelength range.

VALIDATION OF TIlE METHOD
Satisfactory performance of methods prescribed in
monographs is verified at suitable time intervals.

LlNEARI1Y
Prepare and analyse not fewer than 4 reference solutions over
the calibration range plus a blank. Perform not fewer than
5 replicates.

The calibration curve is calculated by least-square regression
from aU measured data of the calibration test. The regression
curve, the means) the measured data and the confidence
interval of the calibration curve are plotted. The operating
method is valid when:
- the correlation coefficient is at least 0.99;
- the residuals of each calibration level are randomly

distributed around the calibration curve.

Calculate the mean and relative standard deviation for the
lowest and for the highest calibration level.

When the ratio of the estimated standard deviations of the
lowest and the highest calibration level is less than 0.5 or
greater than 2.0) a more precise estimation of the calibration
curve may be obtained using weighted linear regression. Both
linear and quadratic weighting functions are applied to the
data to find the most appropriate weighting function to be
employed.

If the means compared to the calibration curve show a
deviation from linearity) two-dimensional linear regression is
used.

ACCURACY
Verify me accuracy preferably by using a certified reference
material (CRM). Where this is not possible) perform a test
for recovery.

Recovery
For assay determinations a recovery of 90 per cent to
110 per cent is to be obtained. The test is not valid if
recovery) for example for trace-element determination) is
outside of the range 80 per cent to 120 per cent of the
theoretical value. Recovery may be determined on a suitable
reference solution (matrix solution) spiked with a known
quantity of analyte (concentration range that is relevant to
the samples to be determined),

REPEATABILI1Y
The 'repeatability is not greater than 3 per cent for an assay
and not greater than 5 per cent for an impurity test.

LIMIT OF QUANTIFICATION
Verify that the limit of quantification (for example)
determined using the 10 (J' approach) is below the value to
be measured.
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Atomic Absorption Spectrometry
(ph. Bur. method 2.2.23)

GENERAL PRINCIPLE
Atomic absorption is a process that occurs when a ground
state-atom absorbs electromagnetic radiation of a specific
wavelength and is elevated to an excited state. The atoms in
the ground state absorb energy at their resonant frequency
and the electromagnetic radiation is attenuated due to
resonance absorption. The energy absorption is virtually a
direct function of the number of atoms present.

This chapter provides general infonnation and defines me
procedures used in element determinations by atomic
absorption spectrometry, either atomisation by flame, by
electrothermal vaporisation in a graphite furnace, by hydride
generation or by cold vapour technique for mercury.

Atomic absorption spectrometry is a technique for
determining the concentration of an element in a sample by
measuring the absorption of electromagnetic radiation by the
atomic vapour of the element generated from the sample.
The determination is carried out at the wavelength of one of
the absorption (resonance) lines of the element concerned.
The amount of radiation absorbed is, according to the
Lambert-Beer law, proportional to the element
concentration.

APPARATUS
This consists essentially of:
- a source of radiation;
- a sample introduction device;
- a sample aromlser;
- a monochromator or polychromator;
- a detector; .
- a data-acquisition unit.

The apparatus is usually equipped with a background
correction system. Hollow-cathode lamps and eleetrodeless
discharge lamps (BDLl are used as radiation source.
The emission of such lamps consists of a spectrum showing
very narrow lines with half-width of about 0.002 run of the
element being determined.

There are 3 types of sample atomisers:
- Flame technique

A flame atomiser is composed of a nebulisation system with a
pneumatic aerosol production accessory, a gas-flow regulation
and a burner. Fuel-oxidant mixtures are commonly used lO

produce a range of temperatures from about 2000 K to 3000
K. Fuel gases include propane, hydrogen and acetylene; air
and nitrous oxide are used as oxidants. The configuration of
the burner is adapted to the gases used and the gas flow is
adjustable. Samples ace nebullsed, acidified water being the
solvent of choice for preparing test and reference solutions.
Organic solvents may also be used if precautions are taken to
ensure that the solvent does not interfere with the stability of
the flame.
- Electrothermal atomisaticn technique

An electrothermal atomiser is generally composed of a
graphite tube furnace and an electric power source.
Electrothermal atomisation in a graphite tube furnace
atornises the entire sample and retains the atomic vapour in
the light path for an extended period. TIlls improves the
detection limit. Samples, liquid as well as solid, are
introduced directly into the graphite tube furnace, which is
heated in a programmed series of steps to dry the sample and
remove major matrix components by pyrolysis and (0 then
atomise aU of the analyte. The furnace is cleaned using a
final temperature higher than the atomisation temperature.
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The flow of an inert gas during the pyrolysis step in the
graphite tube furnace allows a better performance of the
subsequent atomisation process.
- Cold vapour and hydride technique

The atomic vapour may also be generated outside the
spectrometer. This is notably the case for the cold-vapour
method for mercury or for certain hydride-fonning elements
such as arsenic, antimony, bismuth, selenium and tin.
For mercury, atoms are generated by chemical reduction
with stannous chloride or sodium borohydride and the
atomic vapour is swept by a stream of an inert gas into a cold
quartz cell mounted in the optical path of the instrument.
Hydrides thus generated are swept by an inert gas into a
heated cell in which they are dissociated into atoms.

INTERFERENCES
Chemical, physical, ionisation and spectral interferences are
encountered in atomic absorption measurements. Chemical
interference is compensated by addition of matrix modifiers,
of releasing agents or by using high temperature produced by
a nitrous oxide-acetylene flame; the use of specific ionisation
buffers (for example, lanthanum and caesium) compensates
for ionisation interference; by dilution of the sample, through
the method of standard additions or by matrix matching,
physical interference due to high salt content or viscosity is
eliminated. Spectral interference results from the overlapping
of resonance lines and can be avoided by using a different
resonance line. The use of Zeeman background correction
also compensates for spectral interference and interferences
from molecular absorption, especially when using the
electrothermal atomisation technique. The use of multi
element hollow-cathode lamps may also cause spectral
interference. Specific or non-specific absorption is measured
in a spectral range defined by the band-width selected by the
monochromator (0.2-2 om).

BACKGROUND CORRECTION
Scatter and background in the flame or the electrothermal
atomisation technique increase the measured absorbance
values. Background absorption covers a large range of
wavelengths, whereas atomic absorption takes place in a very
narrow wavelength range of about 0.005-0.02 om.
Background absorption can in principle be corrected by using
a blank solution of exactly the same composition as the
sample, but without the specific element to be determined,
although this method is frequently impracticable. With the
electrothermal atomisation technique the pyrolysis
temperature is to be optimised to eliminate the matrix
decomposition products causing background absorption.
Background correction can also be made by using 2 different
light sources, the hollow-cathode lamp that measures the
total absorption (element + background) and a deuterium
lamp with a continuum emission from which the background
absorption is measured. Background is corrected by
subtracting the deuterium lamp signal from the hollow
cathode lamp signal. "This method is limited in the spectral
range on account of the spectra emitted by a deuterium lamp
from 190-400 run. Background can also bemeasured by
taking readings at a non-absorbing line near the resonance
line and then subtracting the results from the measurement
at the resonance line. Another method for the correction of
background absorption is the Zeeman effect (based on the
Zeeman splitting of the absorption line in a magnetic field).
This is particularly useful when the background absorption
shows fine structure. It permits an efficient background
correction in me range of 185-900 run.
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CHOICE OF THE OPERATING CONDITIONS
After selecting the suitable wavelength and slit width for the
specific element, the need for the following has to be
ascertained:
- correction for non-specific background absorption,
- chemical modifiers or ionisationbuffers £0 he added to

the sampleas well as to blank and reference solutions,
- dilution of me sample to minimise, for example, physical

interferences,
- details of the temperature programme, preheating, drying,

pyrolysis, atomisarion, poat-atomisation with ramp and
hold times,

- inert gas flow,
- matrix modifiers for electrothermal atomisation (furnace),
- chemical reducing reagents for measurements of mercury

or other hydride-forming elements along with cold vapour
cell or heatingcell temperature,

- specification of furnace design (tank, L'vov platform, etc).

METHOD
Use of plastic labware is recommended wherever possible.
The preparation of the sample may require a dissolution) a
digestion (mostly microwave-assisted), an ignition step or a
combination thereof in order to dear up the sample matrix
and/or to remove carbon-containing material. If operating in
an open ~Ystem) the ignition temperature should not exceed
600°C) due to me volatility of some metals) unless otherwise
stated in the monograph.

Operate an atomic absorption spectrometer in accordance
with tile manufacturer's instructions at the prescribed
wavelength. Introduce a blank solution into the atomic
generator and adjust the instrument reading so that it
indicates maximum transmission. The blank value may be
determined by using solvent to zero the apparatus. Introduce
the most concentrated reference solution and adjust the
sensitivity to obtain a maximum absorbance reading. Rinse in
order to avoid contamination and memory effects. After
completing the analysis) rinse with water R or acidified water.

If a solid sampling technique is applied) full details of the
procedure are provided in the monograph.

Ensure that the concentrations to be determined fall
preferably within the linear part of the calibration curve.
If this is not possible) the calibration plots may also be
curved and are then to be applied with appropriate
calibration software.

Determinations are made by comparisonwith reference
solutions with known concentrations of the element to be
determined either by the method of direct calibration
(Method I) or the method of standard additions (Method 11).

METHOD I - DIRECT CALIBRATION
For routine measurements 3 reference solutions and a blank
solution are prepared and examined.

Prepare the solution of the substance to be examined (test
solution) as prescribed in the monograph. Prepare not fewer
than 3 reference solutions of the element to be determined,
the concentrations of which span the expected value in the
test solution. For assay purposes) optimal calibration levels
are between 0.7 and 1.3 times the expected content of the
element to be determined or the limit prescribed in the
monograph. For purity determination, calibration levels are
the limit of detection and 1.2 times the limit specified for the
element to be determined. Any reagents used in the
preparation of the test solution are added to the reference
and blank solutions at the same concentration.
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Introduce each of the solutions into the instrument using the
same number of replicates for each of the solutions to obtain
a steady reading.

Calculation
Prepare a calibration curve from the mean of the readings
obtained with the reference solutions by plotting the means
as a function of concentration. Determine the concentration
of the element in the test solution from me curve obtained.

METHOD II - STANDARD ADDITIONS
Add to at least 3 similar volumetric flasks equal volumes of
me solution of the substance to be examined (test solution)
prepared as prescribed. Add to all but 1 of the flasks
progressively larger volumes of a reference solution
containing a known concentration of the element to be
determined to produce a series of solutions containing
steadily increasing concentrations of that element known to
give responses in the linear part of the curve) if possible.
Dilute me contents of each flask to volume with solvent.

Introduce each of the solutions into the instrument) using the
same number of replicates for each of the solutions, to obtain
a steady reading.

Calculation
Calculate the linear equation of me graph using a least
squares fit. and derive from it the concentration of the
element to be determined in the test solution.

VALIDATION OF THE METHOD
Satisfactory performance of methods prescribed in
monographs is verified at suitable time intervals.

LINEARI1Y
Prepare and analyse not fewer than 4 reference solutions over
the calibration range and a blank solution. Perform not fewer
than 5 replicates.

The calibration curve is calculated by least-square regression
from aU measured data. The regression curve) the means) the
measured data and the confidence interval of the calibration
curve are plotted. The operating method is valid when:
- the correlation coefficient is at least 0.99)
- the residuals of each calibration level are randomly

distributed around the calibration curve.

Calculate the mean and relative standard deviation for the
lowest and highest calibration level.

When the ratio of the estimated standard deviation of the
lowest and the highest calibration level is less than 0.5 or
greater than 2.0) a more precise estimation of the calibration
curve may be obtained using weighted linear regression. Both
linear and quadratic weighting functions are applied to me
data to find the most appropriate weighting function to be
employed. If me means compared to the calibration curve
show a deviation from linearity) two-dimensional linear
regression is used.

ACCURACY
Verify the accuracy preferably by using a certified reference
material (CRM). Where this is not possible, perform a test
for recovery.

Recovery
For- assay determinations a recovery of 90 per cent to
110 per cent is to be obtained. For other determinations, for
example, for trace element determination the test is not valid
if recovery is outside of the range 80 per cent to 120 per cent
at the theoretical value. Recovery may be determined on a
suitable reference solution (matrix solution) which is spiked
with a known quantity of analyte (middle concentration of
the calibration range).
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REPEATABILIIY
The repeatability is not greater than 3 per cent for ali assay
and not greater than 5 per cent for an impurity test

LIMIT OF QUANTIFICATION
Verify that the limit of quantification (for example,
determined using the IOcr approach) is below the value to
be measured.

E. Fluorescence Spectrophotometry
[Fluorimetry]
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.21)

Fluorimetry is a procedure which uses the measurement of
the intensity of the fluorescent light emitted by me substance
to be examined in relation to that emitted by a given
standard.

Method Dissolve the substance to be examined in the
solvent or mixture of solvents prescribed in the monograph,
transfer the solution to the cell or the rube of the fluorimeter
and illuminate it with an excitant light beam of the
wavelength prescribed in me monograph and as near as
possible monochromatic.

Measure the intensity of the emitted light at an angle of 90°
lO the excitant beam) after passing it through a filter which
transmits predominantly light of the wavelength of the
fluorescence. Other types of apparatus may be used provided
that the results obtained are identical.

For quantitative determinations, first introduce into the
apparatus the solvent or mixture of solvents used to dissolve
the substance to be examined and set the instrument to zero.
Introduce the standard solution and adjust the sensitivity of
the instrument so that the reading is greater than 50. If the
second adjustment is made by altering the width of the slits,
a new zero setting must be made and the intensity of the
standard must be measured again. Finally introduce the
solution of unknown concentration and read the result on the
instrument. Calculate the concentration c" of me substance in
me solution to be examined) using the formula:

c" concentration or the solution 10 be examined.
c. concemranon or the standard solution.
J" inlensity or the light emitted by the solution to be examined,
I, intensity or the lighl emitted by the standard solution,

If the intensity of the fluorescence is not strictly proportional
to the concentration) the measurement may be effected using
a calibration curve.

In some cases. measurement can be made with reference to a
fixed standard (for example a fluorescent glass or a solution
of another fluorescent substance). In such cases) the
concentration of the substance to be examined must be
determined using a previously drawn calibration curve under
the same conditions.
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F. X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry
(ph. Bur. me/hod Spearomeuy, Xray fiuorescence (2.2.37))

PRINCIPLE OF THE TECHNIQUE
X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis is based on measurements
of the X-rays emitted by the constituent atoms of a sample
when it is excited by an external source of radiation.
If sufficiently energetic radiation impinges on an atom of the
sample material, it may eject I of the inner-shell electrons of
that atom. The vacancy created is filled by 1 of the electrons
from an outer) higher-energy shell. The energy difference
between the 2 electron shells involved in the process is
released in the form of fluorescent X-rays. These X-rays are
characteristic since their energy is specific to each element
(atom). By measuring their energy and intensity) qualitative
and quantitative data about the elemental composition of the
test material is obtained,

XRF spectrometry is suitable for liquid) solid and powdered
materials and is widely used as a means of screening
pharmaceutical ingredients and products for toxic elements
or elemental impurities) for quality control and in-process
testing. It is also used to identify inorganic foreign elements
within falsified medicinal products. As XRF can be non
invasive) it lends itself to process analytical technology (PAT)
applications) such as the analysis of an unwanted trace
catalyst ln. an active pharmaceutical ingredient.

EQUIPMENT
An XRF spectrometer (or analyser) consists of 3 essential
components:
- a source of exciting radiation (e.g. an X-ray tube) an

electron beam if a scanning electron microscope is used
or, more rarely, a radioisotope);

- a means for reproducible sample presentation;
- a detector.

Depending on the X-ray detection method employed, either
a wavelength-dispersive (WD) or an energy-dispersive (ED)
XRF spectrometer is used.

In a WD-XRF spectrometer the X-rays from the sample are
directed at a crystal) which diffracts them at precise angles
depending on their energy. The intensity of the diffracted
X-rays is measured sequentially by a detector counter.

In an ED-XRF spectrometer the X-rays from the sample are
directed at a solid-state detector) which generates an electric
pulse of an amplitude proportional to the energy of each
X-ray photon detected. During measurement) the
spectrometer acquires an X-ray spectrum of the sample that
contains complete infonnation about its composition.
An ED-XRF spectrometer can also be combined with a
scanning electron microscope (SEM). Substantial advances in
miniaturisation and automation have led to the development
of hand-held ED-XRF spectrometers for field measurements.

Some instruments are supplied with an initial factory-set
calibration that allows semi-quantitative analyses to be
carried out.

MATRIX EFFECTS AND INTERFERENCE
The intensity of the characteristic X-rays of the analysed
elements is not necessarily linear with concentration, owing
to matrix effects. The intensity of me fluorescence measured
for a given element depends not only on the concentration of
that element in the sample but also on the absorption of the
incident and fluorescent radiations by the matrix.
The presence and concentration of other elements {analytes)
in the sample, the composition of the sample matrix) and the
particle size of me sample material are known to contribute
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to matrix effects. The presence of matrix effects must be
taken into account in any calibration method utilised for
quantitative determination.

At low concentrations the linearity is usually well preserved,
which greatly facilitates calibration of the spectrometer.
The intensity of the fluorescent radiation emitted by an
element in a given matrix and at a given wavelength is then
proportional to the concentration of that element and
inversely proportional to the mass absorption coefficient of
the matrix at that wavelength.

SAMPLE PREPARATION
It is essential that the sample is sufficiently thick that the
intensities of characteristic X-rays measured are not affected
by variations in sample thickness.

Liquid samples Samples are analysed las is', provided that
me solution consists of a clear, single phase and has
sufficiently low volatility. A special liquid-sample holder and
a commercially available support window composed of a
suitable polymer film (transparent to X-rays and solvent
resistant) are required. Alternatively, liquid samples can be
transferred onto the surface of a disc and dried before
analysis.

Powdered samples Samples may be analysed 'as is' in
special X-ray sample cups with bottoms made of a thin
polymer film, transparent to X-rays. After transferring the
powder to a sample cup, the cup is tapped gently until no
further senling of the powder is observed If necessary, more
powder can be added to the cup after tapping. Another
alternative for preparation of a powdered sample, which is
better suited to WD-XRF analysis, is lO press the sample
powder into a pellet, with a binder (for example cellulose
powder, waxor ethylcellulose) or without a binder. The mass
of reference material and sample material must be about the
same and the resulting pellets must be approximatively 5 mm
thick or more.

Solid samples Samples are analysed by placing them
directly on the spectrometer measuring window, making sure
they cover it completely. Solid samples for WD-XRF may
need to be cut into a uniform shape with a flat surface for
reproducible analysis, whereas samples can be measured 'as
is' when using ED-XRF, provided there is adequate sample
depth.

Fusion The fusion bead method can be used to prepare
solid and powdered samples (e.g. minerals or oxides) if the
element of interest is not volatile. The sample is
homogeneously mixed with a flux reagent (e.g. dilithium
tetraborate} and transferred to a platinwn vessel; a releasing
agent and/or oxidising agent may be added if necessary, for
example to prevent damage of the vessel. The mixture is
heated at an appropriate temperature while swirling the vessel
until a homogeneous melt is obtained. If necessary, the melt
is then transferred to a flat-bottomed mould, kept in a
horizontal position and cooled under conditions maintaining
its property as a glass.

PROCEDURE
Measuring conditions
The instrument is set up and used in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions. The measurements may be
carried out under vacuum, nitrogen or helium to improve the
sensitivity of the method for the quantitation of light
elements.

Reference standards
Standards required for the calibration, system suitability or
control of equipment performance are prepared from certified
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reference materials (CR1vls). Standards with a high carbon
load may be more representative for pharmaceutical
applications.

Calibradon
The calibration model selected must be fit for purpose.
Various calibration methods are available, including the
'fundamental parameters' approach, empirical calibration,
ComptonlRayleigh normalisation and multiple linear
regression (MLR).

System suitability test
This test must be carried out before the analysis to ensure
that the performance of the measurement system is
satisfactory. It may also be performed to verify the calibration
of the system.

Acceptance criteria The measurement system is suitable
if the concentration obtained for a check material containing
the element(s) of interest within the used concentration range
does not differ from the actual concentration by more than
5 per cent for an assay, and 20 per cent for impurity tests;
when using concentrations determined from reference
methods such as atomic absorption spectrometry, the
accuracy of the XRF calibration should be aligned to that of
the reference method; in this case an acceptance criterion of
10 per cent for the assay can be more realistic.

Analysis
The samples are measured with the same parameters as used
during calibration of the instrument.

CONTROL OF EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
These parameters are also applicable forequipment qualification.
Specific procedures, acceptance criteria and time intervals for
characterising XRF performance depend on the instrument
and its intended application. Demonstrating stable
instrument performance over extended periods of time
provides some assurance that reliable measurements can be
obtained.

The foUowing tests may be carried out at appropriate
intervals defined according to the user's quality system
procedures to ensure the adequate performance of the XRF
instrument.

x- and y-axes
It is recommended that the x-axis (energy or peak angle) and
y-axis (intensity) are verified at least on installation and
thereafter at appropriate intervals that are defined according
to the user's quality system procedures. Consideration is to
be given to peak position in ED-XRF and to peak angle In
WD-XRF when verifying the x-axis, and to the count rate
when verifying the y-axis.

Detector resoludon
Calculate the resolution (total width at half-height) at the
energy used during calibration of the instrument.

Acceptance criteria The resolution value does not deviate
by more than 20 per cent for an assay, and 25 per cent for
identity and elemental impurities tests, from the value
determined during calibration of the instrument.

VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS
The objective of an XRF method validation is to
demonstrate that the measurement procedure is fit for
purpose (assay, content uniformity, limit tests and
identification tests). Where sample preparation is necessary, it
is essential that test materials are spiked before any
preparatory steps. For example, if a test material is to be
digested, the material must be spiked at the beginning of the
digestion procedure,
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For the determination of impurities, the validation
requirements are given in general chapter 2.4.20. For oilier
purposes, validation is performed according to the relevant
ICH guidelines.

G. Mass Spectrometry
(ph. Bur. method 2.2.43)

Mass spectrometry is based on the direct measurement of the
ratio of the mass to the number of positive or negative
elementary charges of ions (mlz) in the gas phase obtained
from the substance to be analysed. This ratio is expressed in
atomic mass units (I a.m.u. = one twelfth the mass of 12C)
or in daltons (l Da = the mass of the hydrogen atom).

The ions, produced in the ion soura of the apparatus, are
accelerated and then separated by the analyser before
reaching the detector. AU of these operations take place in a
chamber where a pumping system maintains a vacuum of
10-3 to 10-6 Pa.

The resulting spectrum shows the-relative abundance of the
various ionic species present as a function of mlz. The signal
corresponding to an ion will be represented by several peaks
corresponding to the statistical distribution of the various
isotopes of that ion. This pattern is called the isotopi'e profik
and (at least for small molecules) the peak representing the
most abundant isotopes for each atom is called the
monoisotopic peak.
Information obtained in mass spectrometry is essentially
qualitative (determination of the molecular mass, infonnation
on the structure from the fragments observed) Or quantitative
(using internal or external standards) with limits of detection
ranging from the picomole to the femtomole.

ThITRODUCTION OF THE SAMPLE
The very first step of an analysis is the introduction of the
sample into the apparatus without overly disturbing the
vacuum. In a common method, called direct liquid
i'ntrodueliun, the sample is placed on the end of a cylindrical
rod (in a quartz crucible) on a filament or on a metal
surface). This rod is introduced into the spectrometer after
passing through a vacuum lock where a primary intermediate
vacuum is maintained between atmospheric pressure and the
secondary vacuum of the apparatus.

Other introduction systems allow the components of a
mixture to be analysed as they are separated by an
appropriate apparatus connected to the mass spectrometer.

Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry
The use of suitable columns (capillary or semi-capillary)
allows the end of the column to be introduced directly into
the source of the apparatus without using a separator.

Liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry
This combination is particularly useful for the analysis of
polar compounds) which are insufficiently volatile or too
heat-labile to be analysed by gas chtomatography coupled
with mass spectrometry. This method is complicated by the
difficulty of obtaining ions in the gas phase from a liquid
phase, which requires very special interfaces such as:
- direclliquid imrcduaion: the mobile phase is nebulised, and

the solvent is evaporated in front of the ion source of the
apparatus)

- particle-beam inter/au: the mobile phase, which may flow
at a rate of up to 0.6 ml.zmin, is nebulised in a
desolvation chamber such that only the analytes, in .
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neutral form) reach the ion source of the apparatus; this
technique is used for compounds of relatively low polarity
with molecular masses of less than 1000 Da,

- mO'lJing-beJt intetface: the mobile phase, which may Row at
a rate of up to I mjzmjn, is applied to the surface of a
moving belt; after the solvent evaporates) the components
to be analysed are successively carried to the ion source of
the apparatus where they are ionised; this technique is
rather poorly suited to very polar or heat-labile
compounds.

Other types of coupling (electrospray, thermospray,
atmospheric-pressure chemical ionisation) are considered to
be ionisation techniques in their own right and are described
in the section on modes of ionisation.

Supercritical fluid chromatography/mass spectrometry
The mobile phase) usually consisting of supercritical carbon
dioxide enters the gas state after passing a heated restrictor
between the column and the ion source.

Capillary electrophoresis/mass spectrometry
The eluent is introduced into the ion source) in some cases
after adding another solvent so that flow rates of the order of
a few microlitres per minute can be attained. This technique
is limited by the small quantities of sample introduced and
the need to use volatile buffers.

MODES OF IONISATION
Electron impact
The sample) in the gas state) is ionised by a beam of
electrons whose energy (usually 70 eV) is greater than the
ionisation energy of the sample. In addition to the molecular
ion M+, fragments characteristic of the molecular structure
are observed. This technique is limited mainly by the need to
vaporise the sample. This makes it unsuited to polar) heat
labile or high molecular mass compounds. Electron impact is
compatible with the coupling of gas chromatography to mass
spectrometry and sometimes with the use of liquid
chromatography.

Chemical ionisation
This type of ionisation involves a reagent gas such as
methane) ammonia) nitrogen oxide) nitrogen dioxide or
oxygen. The spectrum is characterised by ions of the (M
+ H)+ or (M -H)- types) or adduct ions formed from the
analyte and the gas used. Fewer fragments are produced than
with electron impact. A variant of this technique is used
when the substance is heat-labile: die sample, applied to a
filament, is very rapidly vaporised by the Joule-Thomson
effect (desorption chemical ionisation).

Fast-atom bombardment (FAB) or fast-ion
bombardment ionisation (liquid secondary-Ion mass
spectrometry LSIMS)
The sample) dissolved in a viscous matrix such as glycerol, is
applied to a metal surface and ionised by a beam of neutral
atoms such as argon or xenon or high-kinetic-energy caesium
ions. Ions of the (M + H)+ Ot (M -H)- types or adduct inns
formed from the matrix or the sample are produced. This
type of ionisation, well suited to polar and heat-labile
compounds) allows molecular masses of up to 10 000 Da to
be obtained. The technique can be combined with liquid
chromatography by adding 1 per cent to 2 per cent of
glycerol to the mobile phase; however, the flow rates must be
very low (a few microlitres per minute). These ionisation
techniques also allow thin-layer chromatography plates to be
analysed by applying a thin tayer of matrix to the surface of
these plates.
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Field desorption and field ionisation
The sample is vaporised near a tungsten filament covered
with microneedles (field ionisation) or applied to this filament
(fielddesorpli()n). A voltage of about 10 kV. applied between
this filament and a counter-electrode, ionises the sample.
These two techniques mainly produce molecular ions M+,
and (M +H)+ ions and are used for low polarity and/or
heat-labile compounds.

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionisation (MALDI)
The sample, in a suitable matrix and deposited on a metal
support, is ionised by a pulsed laser beam whose wavelength
may range from UV to IR (impulses lasting from a
picosecond to a few nanoseconds). This mode of ionisation
plays an essential role in the analysis of very high molecular
mass compounds (more than 100 000 Da) but is limited to
time-of flight analysers (see below).

Blectrospray
This mode of ionisation is carried out at atmospheric
pressure. The samples, in solution, are introduced into the
source through a capillary tube, the end of which has a
potential of the order of 5 kV. A gas can be used to facilitate
nebulisation. Desolvation of the resulting microdroplets
produces singly or multiply charged ions in the gas phase.
The flow rates vary from a few microlitres per minute to
1 mUmin. This technique is suited to polar compounds and
to the investigation of biomolecules with molecular masses of
up to 100000 Da. It can be coupled to liquid
chromatography or capillary electrophoresis.

Atmospheric-pressure chemical ionisation (APel)
Ionisation is carried out at atmospheric pressure by the
action of an electrode maintained at a potential of several
kilovolts and placed in the path of the mobile phase, which is
nebulised both by thermal effects and by the use of a stream
of nitrogen, The resulting ions carry a single charge and are
of the (M +H)+ type in the positive mode and of the (M
-H)- type in the negative mode. The high flow rates that can
be used with this mode of ionisation (up to 2 mUmin) make
this an ideal technique for coupling to liquid
chromatography.

Thermospray
The sample, in the mobile phase consisting of water and
organic modifiers and containing a volatile electrolyte
(generally ammonium acetate) is introduced in nebulised
fonn after having passed through a metal capillary tube at
controlled temperature. Acceptable flow rates are of the order
of I mUmin to 2 mUmin. The ions of the electrolyte ionise
the compounds to be analysed. This ionisation process may
be replaced or enhanced by an electrical discharge of about
800 volts, notably when the solvents are entirely organic.
This technique is compatible with the use of liquid
chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry.

ANALYSERS
Differences in the' performance of analysers depend mainly
on two parameters:
- the range over which mlz ratios can be measured, ie, the

massrange,
- their resowing power characterised by the ability to separate

two ions of equal intensity with mlz ratios differing by
iliH, and whose overlap is expressed as a given percentage
of valley definition; for example, a resolving power
(IWM1) of 1000 with 10 pet cent valley definition allows
the separation of mlz ratios of ]000 and 1001 with the
intensity returning to 10 per cent above baseline.
However, the resolving power may in some cases (time
of-flight analysers, quadrupoles, ion-trap analysera) be
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defined as the ratio between the molecular mass and peak
width at balf height (50 per cent valley definition).

Magnetic and electrostatic analysers
The ions produced in the ion source are accelerated by a
voltage V, and focused towards a magnetic analyser
(magnetic field B) or an electrostatic analyser (electrostatic
field E), depending on me configuration of the instrument.
They follow a trajectory of radius r according to Laplace's
law:

Two types of scans can be used to collect and measure me
various ions produced by the ion source: a scan of B holding
V fixed or a scan of V with constant B. The magnetic
analyser is usually followed by an electric sector that acts as a
kinetic energy filter and aUows the resolving power of the
instrument to be increased appreciably. The maximum
resolving power of such an instrument (double sector) ranges
from ] 0 000 to 150 000 and in most cases allows the value
of mlz ratios to be calculated accurately enough to determine
the elemental composition of the corresponding ions.
For monocharged ions, the mass range is from 2000 Da to
15000 Da. Some ions may decompose spontaneously
(metastable transitions) or by colliding with a gas (collision
activated dissociation (CAD» in field-free regions between
the ion source and the detector. Examination of these
decompositions is very useful for the determination of the
structure as well as the characterisation of a specific
compound in a mixture and involves tandem mass
spectrometry. There are many such techniques depending on
the region where these decompositions occur:
- daugh~,on mode (determination of the decomposition

ions of a given parent ion): BIE = constant, M1KES
(Mass-analysed IonKinetic Energy SpeClrrJSropy),

- parent-ion mode(determination of all ions which by
decomposition give an ion with a specific mlz ratio):
nzlE = constant,

- neutral-loss mode (detection of all the ions that lose the
same fragment):

BlE(l -FJEo)I1Z = constant, where Eo is the basic voltage of
the electric sector.

Quadrupole.
The analyser consists of four parallel metal rods, which are
cylindrical or hyperbolic in cross-section. They are arranged
symmetrically with respect to the trajectory of the ions; the
pairs diagonally opposed about the axis of symmetry of rods
are connected electrically. The potentials to the two pairs of
rods are opposed. They are the resultant of a constant
component and an alternating component. The ions
produced at the ion source are transmitted and separated by
varying the voltages applied to the rods so mat the ratio of
continuous voltage to alternating voltage remains constant.
The quadrupoles usuaUy have a mass range of 1 a.m.u.
to 2000 a.rn.u., bur some may range up to 4000 a.m.u.
Although they have a lower resolving power than magnetic
sector analysers, they nevertheless allow the monoisotopic
profile of single charged ions to be obtained for the entire
mass range. It is possible to obtain spectra using three
quadrupoles arranged in series, QIJ {b, (2J (Q2 serves as a
collision cell and is not really an analyser; the most
commonly used collision gas is argon).

The most common types of scans are the following:
- daughter-ion mode: Ql selects an mlz ion whose fragments

obtained by collision in Qz are analysed by (b,
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- parent-ion mode: {6 filters only a specific mJzratio) while
QI scans a given mass range. Only the ions decomposing
to give me ion selected by (6 are detected,

- neutral loss mode: QI and OJ scan a certain mass range but
at an offset corresponding to the loss of a fragment
characteristic of a product or family of compounds.

It is also possible to obtain spectra by combining quadrupole
analysera with magnetic or electrostatic sector instruments;
such instruments are called hybridmass speammeten,
Ion-trap analyser
The principle is the same as for a quadrupole) this time with
the electric fields in three dimensions. This type of analyser
allows product-ion spectra over several generations (MSj to
be obtained.

Ion-cyclotron resonance analysers
Ions produced in a cell and subjected to a uniform) intense
magnetic field move in circular orbits at frequencies which
can be directly correlated to their mlz ratio by applying a
Fourier transform algorithm. This phenomenon is called ion
cyclotron resonance. Analysers of this type consist of
superconducting magnets and are capable of very high
resolving power (up to 1000 000 and more) as well as MS"
spectra. However, very low pressures are required (of the
order of 10-' Pal.

Time-oC-flight analysers
The ions produced at tile ion source are accelerated at a
voltage Vof 10 kY to 20 kY. They pass through the analyser,
consisting of a field-free tube, 25 ern to 1.5 m long, generally
called a flight tube. The time (l) for an ion to travel to tile
detector is proportional to tile square root of the mlz ratio.
Theoretically the mass range of such an analyser is infinite.
In practice, it is limited by the ionisation or desorption
method. Time-of-flight analysers are mainly used for high
molecular mass compounds (up to several hundred thousand
daltons), This technique is very sensitive (a few picomoles of
product are sufficient). The accuracy of the measurements
and the resolving power of such instruments may be
improved considerably by using an electrostatic mirror
(reflecrron).

SIGNAL ACQlHSmON
There are essentially three possible modes.

Complete spectrum mode
The entire signal obtained over a chosen mass range is
recorded. The spectrum represents the relative intensity of
the different ionic species present as a function of mlz.
The results are essentially qualitative. The use of spectral
reference libraries for more rapid identification is possible.

Fragmentometric mode (Selected-ion monitor:lng)
The acquired signal is limited to one (single-ion monitoring
(S1M)) or several (multiple-ion monitoring (MIM» ions
characteristic of the substance to be analysed. The limit of
detection can be considerably reduced In this mode.
Quantitative or semiquantitative tests can be carried out
using external or internal standards (for example, deurerared
standards). Such tests cannot be carried out with time-of
flight analysers.

Fragmentometric double mass spectrometry mode
(multiple reaction monitoring (MRM))
The unimolecular or bimolecular decomposition of a chosen
precursor ton characteristic of the substance to be analysed is
followed specifically. The selectivity and the highly specific
nature of this mode of acquisition provide excellent sensitivity
levels and make it the most appropriate for quantitative
studies using suitable internal standards (for example,
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deuterated standards). This type of analysis can be
performed only on apparatus fitted with three quadrupoles in
series, ion-trap analysers or cyclotron-resonance aualysers.

CALmRATION
Calibration allows the corresponding mlz value to be
attributed to the detected signal. As a general rule, this is
done using a reference substance. This calibration may be
external (acquisition file separate from the analysis) or
internal (the reference substance(s) are mixed witlt the
substance to be examined and appear on the same
acquisition file). The number of ions or points required for
reliable calibration depends on the type of analyser and on
the desired accuracy of the measurement, for example, in the
case of a magnetic analyser where the mlz ratio varies
exponentially with the value of the magnetic field, there
should be as many points as possible.

SIGNAL DETECTION AND DATA PROCESSING
Ions separated by an analyser are converted into electric
signals by a detection system such as a photomultiplier or an
electron multiplier. These signals are amplified before being
re-converted into digital signals for data processing) allowing
various functions such as calibration, reconstruction of
spectra, automatic quantification, archiving) creation or use
of libraries of mass spectra. The various physical parameters
required for the functioning of the apparatus as a whole are
controlled by computer.

G1. Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometry
(ph. Bur. method 2.2.58)

Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is a
mass spectrometry method that uses an inductively coupled
plasma (lCP) as the ionisation source. The basic principles of
ICP formation are described in chapter 2.2.57 on inductively
coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (lCP-AES).

1CP-MS utilises the ability of the 1CP to generate charged
ions from the element species within a sample. These ions
are then directed into a mass spectrometer, whichseparates
them according to their mass-to-charge ratio (m1z). Most
mass spectrometers have a quadrupole system or a magnetic
sector. Ions are transported from the plasma through 2 cones
(sampler and skimmer cones) forming me interface region) to
the ion optics. The ion optics consist of an electrostatic lens)
which takes ions from an area at atmospheric pressure to the
mass filter at a vacuum of 10--8 Pa or less, maintained with a
turbomolecular pump. After their filtration, ions of the
selected mass/charge ratio are directed to a detector (channel
electromultipiier, Faraday cup) dynodes), where ion currents
are converted into electrical signals. The element is
quantified according to the number of ions arriving and
generating electrical pulses per unit time.

The sample-introduction system and data-handling
techniques of an ICP-AES system are also used in ICP-MS.

APPARATUS
The apparatus consists essentially of the following elements:
- sample-introduction system, consisting of a peristaltic

pump delivering the solution at constant flow rate into a
nebuliser;

- radio-frequency (RF) generator;
- plasma torch;
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- interface region including cones to transport ions to the
ion optics;

- mass spectrometer;
- detector;
- data-acquisition unit

INTERFERENCE
Mass interference is the major problem, for example by
isobaric species that signilicantly overlap the mass signal of
the ions of interest, especially in the central part of the mass
range (for example 40-80 a.m.u.). The combination of
atomic ions leads to poJyatomic or molecular interferences
(i.e. 4°Ar160 with 5lipe or 4°Ar4°Ar wirh BOSe). Matrix
interference may also occur with some analytes. Some
samples have an impact on droplet formation or on the
ionisation temperature in the plasma. These phenomena may
lead to the suppression of analyte signals. Physical
interference is to be circumvented by using the method of
internal standardisation or by standard addition. The element
used as internal standard depends on the element to be
measured: 59CO and 1I5In, for example, can be used as
internal standards.

The prime characteristic of an ICP-MS instrument is its
resolution, i.e, the efficiency of separation of 2 close masses.
Quadrupole instruments are, from Ibis point of view, inferior
to magnetic-sector spectrometers.

PROCEDURE
SAMPLE PREPARATIONS AND SAMPLE
INTRODUCTION
The sample preparation usually involves a step of digestion of
the matrix by a suitable method, for example in a microwave
oven. Furthermore, it is important to ensure that the analyre
concentration falls within the working range of the .
instrument through dilution or preconcentration, and that the
sample-containing solution can be nebulised in a
reproducible manner.

Several sample-introduction systems tolerate high acid
concentrations, but the use of sulfuric and phosphoric acids
can contribute to background emission. Therefore, nitric and
hydrocWoric acids are preferable. The availability of
hydrofluoric add-resistant (for example perfluoroalkoxy
polymer) sample-introduction systems and torches also allows
the use of hydrofluoric acid. In selecting a sample
introduction method, the requirements for sensitivity,
stability, speed, sample size, corrosion resistance and
resistance to clogging have to be considered. The use of a
cross-flow nebuliser combined with a spray chamber and
torch is suitable for most requirements. The peristaltic
pumps usually deliver the standard and sample solutions at a
rate of 20-1000 ~Umin.

In the case of organic solvents being used, the introduction
of oxygen must be considered to avoid organic layers.

CHOICE OF OPERATING CONDITIONS
The standard operating conditions prescribed by the
manufacturer are to be followed. UsuaUy, different sets of
operating conditions are used for aqueous solutions and for
organic solvents. Suitable operating parameters are to be
properly chosen:
- selection of cones (material of sampler and skimmer);
- support-gas flow rates (outer, intennediate and inner

tubes of the torch);
- RF power; -
- pump speed;
- selection of one or more isotopes of the element to be

measured (mass).
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ISOTOPE SELECTION
Isotope selection is made using several criteria. The most
abundant isotope for a given element is selected to obtain
maximum sensitivity. Furthermore, an isotope with the least
interference from other species in the sample matrix and
from the support gas should be selected. Information about
isobaric interferences and interferences from polyatomic ions
of various types, for example hydrides, oxides, chlorides, etc.,
is usually available in the software of ICP-MS instrument
manufacturers.

CONTROL OF INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
Syslem sultablliry
- Tuning of the instrument allows to monitor and adjust

the measurement before running samples. ICP-MS mass
accuracy is checked with a tuning solution containing
several isotopes covering the whole range of masses, for
example 9Be, 59CO,89y, 1I51n, l40Ce and 209Bi.

- Sensitivity and short- and long-term stability are recorded.
The instrument parameters (plasma condition, ion lenses
and quadrupole parameter) are to be optimised to obtain
the highest possible number of counts.

- Tuning for resolution and mass axis is to be done with a
solution of Li, Y and Tl to ensure an acceptable response
over a wide range of masses.

- Evaluation of the efficiency of the plasma to decompose
oxides has to be performed in order to minimise these
interferences. The ratio CelCeo andlor BalBaOis a good
indicator, and a level less than about 3 per cent is
required.

- Reduction of the formation of double-charged ions is
made with Ba and Ce; The ratio of the signal for double
charged ions to the assigned element should be less than
2 per cent.

- Long-term stability is checked by running a standard first
and at the end of the sample sequence, controlling
whether salt deposits on the cones have reduced the
signal throughout the run.

VALIDATION OF THE METHOD
Satisfactory performance of methods prescribed in
monographs is verified at suitable time intervals.

LINEARIIT
Prepare and analyse not fewer than 4 reference solutions over
the calibration range plus a blank. Perform not fewer than
5 replicates.

The calibration curve is calculated by least-square regression
from all measured data of the calibration test. The regression
curve, the means, the measured data and the confidence
interval of the calibration curve are ploued. The operating
method is valid when:
- the correlation coefficient is at least 0.99;
- the residuals of each calibration level are randomly

distributed around the calibration curve.

Calculate the mean and relative standard deviation for the
lowest and for the highest calibration level.

When the ratio of the estimated standard deviations of the
lowest and the highest calibration level is less than 0.5 or
greater than 2.0, a more precise estimation of the calibration
curve may be obtained using weighted linear regression. Both
linear and quadratic weighting functions are applied to the
data to find the most appropriate weighting function to be
employed.

If the means compared to the calibration curve show a
deviation from linearity, two-dimensional linear regression is
used. -
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ACCURACY
Verify the accuracy preferably by using- a certified reference
material (CRiv1). Where this is not possible, perform a test
for recovery.

Recovery
For assay determinations a recovery of 90 per cent to
110 per cent is to be obtained. The test is not valid if
recovery, for example for trace-element determination, is
outside the range 80 per cent to 120 per cent of the
theoretical value. Recovery may be determined on a suitable
reference solution (matrix solution) spiked with a known
quantity of analyte (concentration range mat is relevant to
the samples to be determined).

REPEATABILIIY
The repeatability is not greater than 3 per cent for an assay
and not greater than 5 per cent for an impurity test.

LIMIT OF QUANTIFICATION
Verify that the limit of quantification (for example,
determined using the IOcr approach) is below the value to
be measured.

H. Raman Spectroscopy
(ph. Eur. method 2.2.48)

In Raman spectroscopy a sample is irradiated with an intense
monochromatic light source (usually a laser). Most of the
radiation is scattered from the sample at the same wavelength
as that of the incident light; this process is known as Rayleigh
scattering or elastic light scattering. Only 10-6 to 10" of the
incident photons are scattered from the sample at
wavelengths shifted from the original source wavelength; this
scattered light is known as Raman scatter or inelastic light
scatter. The differences between the incident light source
wavelength and the Raman scattered wavelengths are known
as the Raman shifts and are related to the molecular
vibrations within the sample. The scattered light with lower
energy is called Stokes scatter and with higher energy is
called anti-Stokes scatter. Typically, Stokes scatter is
analysed.
A Raman spectrum can be obtained from liquid, solid and
even gaseous samples. Raman spectroscopy is a suitable non
invasive method for determination of solid-state properties
and for chemical identification, for example, detecting
changes in polymorphic form. Raman spectroscopy
encompasses many methodologies, including backscatterlng,
transmittance, resonance Raman (RR) spectroscopy, surface
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), tip-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (TERS), spatially offset Raman spectroscopy
(SORS), Raman optical activity (ROA), coherent anti-Stokes
Raman spectroscopy (CARS), stimulated Raman
spectroscopy (SRS) and confocal Raman (CF) spectroscopy.
It also lends itself to imaging techniques.

Raman spectroscopy is complementary to infrared
spectroscopy. Both techniques probe the fundamental
molecular vibrations in a material. However, Raman and
infrared spectroscopy have different sensitivities for different
functional groups within a material. Raman spectroscopy is
particularly useful in examining non-polar bonds, functional
groups and vibrations that are highly symmetrical (e.g. C-C
single or multiple bonds); but is less sensitive to polar bonds
(e.g. C=O) and vibrations that are asymmetrical.
For example, water, which strongly influences infrared
spectra, exhibits weak Raman scattering and therefore has
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minimal interference on the resulting spectrum. Raman can
therefore be used for aqueous solutions.

A major difficulty of Raman spectroscopy is that the material
examined or impurities in the material may exhibit
fluorescence, which can overcome the Raman signal.
Fluorescence may be avoided by choosing a longer excitation
wavelength, for example in the near-infrared region.

Raman spectroscopy is a rapid and non-invasive analytical
method and can be performed off-line and also at-line,
on-line or in-line for process analytical technology (pAT).
Raman spectrometers can be situated at a great distance from
the point of measurement when using long-distance optical
fibres for sample interfacing. Raman spectroscopy has a wide
variety of applications for chemical, physical and process
analysis and can also he used for counterfeit detection and
quality control, for example:
- chemical analysis: identification and quantification of active

substances, excjpients;
- physical analysis: identification and quantification of solid

forms (e.g. polymorphs and solvates) and crystallinity;
- process analysis: monitoring of biological and chemical

reactions, synthesis, crystallisation, granulation, mixing,
drying, lyophilisation, extrusion, encapsulation and
coating.

APPARATUS
There are different types of spectrometers for recording
Raman spectra, the most common are benchtop dispersive
instruments, including microscope-coupled Raman
spectrometers, Fourier transform (Ff) and hand-held Raman
spectrometers.

Raman spectrometers typically consist of the following
components:
- a monochromatic light source, typically a laser, with a

wavelength in the ultraviolet, visible or near-infrared
region; selection of laser frequency and intensity should
be considered depending on the intended application and
material to be examined;

- suitable optics (lens, mirrors or optical-fibre assembly)
that direct the monochromatic light to and collect the
Raman scattered light from the material to be examined;

- an optical device (monochromator or filter) that transmits
the frequency-shifted Raman scattering and prevents the
intense incident frequency of Rayleigh scattering from
reaching the detector; and

- a dispersing device (grating and/or prism polychromator)
combined with wavelength-selecting slits and a single or
multi-channel detector (e.g. a charge-coupled device) or

- an interferometer with a detector that records the
intensity of the scattered light over time, and a data
handling device (e.g. computer and appropriate software)
that converts this data to the frequency or wavenumber
domain by a Fourier-transform calculation.

PREPARATION OF THE SAMPLE
Raman spectra can be obtained from solids, liquids and gases
either directly or in suitable containers such as glass vials,
generally without prior sample preparation or dilution.

When using Raman spectroscopy, the measured sample area
and volume may be small (in particular for microscope
coupled devices) and care must be taken to ensure the
measurement is representative. This can be achieved by, for
example, rotation of the sample, performing multiple
measurements on different preparations of the sample,
increasing the area of iUumination by reducing the
magnification (focus), by demagnification (defocusing) of the
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Benchtop
[cm'"]

Table 2.2.48.-1. - Wavenumber shifts (and acceptable tolerances) of polystyrene, pamcetamd and cydohexane

Wavenumber shifts" Toleranu-s
[cm'"]

Paracetamof

620.9

1001.4

1031.8

1602.3

3054.3

797.2

857.9

1168.5

1236.8

1323.9

1648.4

2931.1

±15

± 1.5

± 1.5

±J5

+ 3.0

± 1.5

± 1.5

± 1.5

±15

± 1.5

± 1.5

+ 2.0

± 25

± 2.0

± 2.0

± 3.0
NAB

± 2.5

± 2.0

± 2.0

± 2.0

± 25

± 3.0
NAB

Cydohexan.eD 80U ± 1.5 ± 2.5

1028.3 ± 1.0 ± 2.0

1266.4 ± 1.0 ± 2.0

1444.4 ± 1.0 ± 2.5

2852.9 + 2.0 + 3.0

a St""dcml guidelor Ramall shift fUlmkJrl:I.s for~p«tn.Jmeter ca/ibrotioll (American Society for Testing and Materials ASTM E 1840).
Polystyrene film (e.g. 76 pm), pellets (e.g. NIST 706a) or rod.

e Paracelamol for eyuipmelllqualification CRS (which represents monoclinic Conn I).
D Cydohexane R.
I! NA: beyond detector range.

laser beam or by changing the focal length between
measurements to scan at different depths.

It is not always possible to consider Raman as a non
destructive technique. The energy transmitted by the laser
depends on the duration of exposure and the wavelength.
It may change the physical state and may destroy the sample.

CONTROL OF INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
Carry out the prescribed calibrations and/or system
performance tests according to the manufacturer's
instructions at regular intervals, depending on the use of the
apparatus. Wavenumber calibration of Fourier transform
systems is maintained with an internal laser (He-Ne).
For dispersive systems, emission spectra of a low pressure
lamp exhibiting characteristic maxima at wavenumbers over
the whole spectral range of the instrument can usually be
used for calibration (e. g. neon lamps or less frequently
mercury, argon, krypton or xenon lamps).

Verification of the wavenumber scale Verify the
wavenumber scale of me Raman shift using a suitable
standard that has characteristic maxima at the wavenumbers
under investigation, for example an organic substance such as
polystyrene, paracetamol or cyclohexane (see
Table 2.2.48.-1).

A minimum of 3 wavenumber shifts covering the working
range of the instrument intended for measurements should
be chosen. For dispersive Raman spectrometers that use
multiple gratings for different spectral resolutions, the
wavenumber scale should be verified at the same optical
resolution that will occur for sample collection. All gratings
used for Raman measurements should be verified for
accuracy of Raman-shift.

Verification oj the response-intensity scale The
absolute and relative intensities of the Raman bands are
affected by variations in several factors including:
- polarisation of the irradiating light;
- polarisation of the Raman scattered light;
- intensity of the irradiating light;

- instrument response;
- focus and geometry at sample;
- packing density for solid samples;
- refractive index n or change of n (An) between analyte

and the environment;
- the particle size and particle-size distribution;
- the scattering cross-section;
- the absorption cross-section.

Appropriate acceptance criteria will vary with the application
but a day-to-day variation of ± 10 per cent or less in relative
band intensities is achievable in most cases. Response
calibration may involve the use of white-light standards or
luminescent glass (e.g. NlST SRM 2241), usually applied by
the manufacturer of Raman spectrometers.

QUALITATIVE METHODS
Since the frequency shift position is employed for
identification, identical laser intensity for both the reference
standard and the material to be examined may not be
necessary. The material to be examined is measured in the
same physical state (e.g. liquid, solid) as the reference or
library material. Raman techniques offer me advantage of
non-invasive measurements of the material to be examined
without removal from the packaging. However, some
packaging materials may alter the measurement. This is
especially the case when the packaging absorbs at the laser's
excitation wavelength.

Identification using a reference standard Prepare the
material to be examined and the reference standard by the
same procedure and record the spectra under the same
instrumental conditions. The maxima in the spectrum
obtained with the material to be examined correspond in
position and if applicable in relative intensity to those in the
spectrum obtained with the reference standard. When the
spectra recorded in the solid state show differences in the
positions of the maxima, treat the material to be examined
and the reference standard in the same manner so that they
crystallise or are produced in the same solid form, or proceed
as described in the monograph, then record the spectra.
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Identification using a spectra/reference library
Record the spectra of a suitable number of materials which
exhibit typical variation (manufacturer, batch, particle size,
impurity profile, etc.) and comply with the requirements of
the monograph or established specifications. The number
and selection of samples in the database depends on the
specific application. A suitable mathematical transformation
of me Raman spectrum may facilitate qualitative comparison
ofspeetra (e.g, baseline correction, min-max normalisation,
vector normalisation, derivatives). The selectivity of the
database that makes it possible to identify a given material
and distinguish it adequately from other materials in the
database is to he confirmed during the validation procedure.

QUANTITATIVE METHODS
Quantitative determination requires that the reference
standard and me material to be examined are measured at
the same laser intensity and frequency. Ensure the material
to be examined is measured in the same physical state
(e.g. liquid, solid) and concentration range as the reference
standard used for calibration. While Beer-Lambert's law is
not valid for Raman spectroscopy, Raman intensity is directly
proportional to the concentration of the Raman scattering
analytes, however for solid samples and suspensions the
Raman intensity could be affected by the matrix
(e.g. fluorescence and self-absorption). The Raman signal is
influenced by the refractive index of the material, the particle
size and the particle-size distribution (where the small
particles give a relatively more intense Raman scattering than
large particles), the packing density, the scattering cross
section, the absorption cross-section, etc. (see also under
Verification of the response-intensity scale).

J. Flow Cytometry
(ph. Eur. method 2.7.24)

Flow cytometry consists of a multiparametric analysis of
optical properties of individual particles in a fluidic system.

Cells or particles in suspension are individually distributed
into a linear array (stream), which flows through a detection
device. Solid tissues have to be reduced to a single-cell
suspension to be analysed.

The spectrum of parameters measurable by flow cytometry
includes volume and morphological complexity of cells or
cell-like structures, cell pigments, DNA content, RNA
content, proteins, cell surface markers, intracellular markers,
enzymatic activity, pj-l, membrane and fluidity.

It is possible to collect 2 morphological parameters plus 1 or
more fluorescence signals per single cell,The multiparametric
analysis allows me definition of cell populations by their
phenotype.

APPARATUS
Focusing, magnifying, and choice of light source are
optimised to allow the automatic detection and measurement
of morphological differences and staining patterns. Flow
cytofluorimetric analysis meets the following criteria:
- choice of light source depending on the parameters to be

analysed;
- adjustment of instrument settings depending on the cell

type to be analysed (for example, cell cultures, leucocytes,
platelets, bacteria, spermatozoa, yeast) and the analysis to
be performed (for example, phenotyping; cell cycle,
apoptosis, cytokines, membrane fluidity, fluorescent
protein).
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Flow cyrometry is characterised by the automated
quantification of set parameters for a high nwnber of single
cells during each analysis session. For example,
100 000 particles or more (practically unlimited) are analysed
one after the other, typically in about 1 min. The detection
limit is as low as 100 fluorescent molecules per cell.

A flow cytometer apparatus has 5 main components:
- a fluidic system and a flow cell;
- a light source;
- a detection and Analogue to Digital Conversion (AD e)

system;
- an amplification system;
- a computer provided with software for analysis of the

signals.

FLUIDIC SYSTEM AND FLOW CELL
The single cell is exposed to the light source and detected in
the flow cell The fluidic system carries the suspended cells
individually from the sample tube to the laser intercept point.
To achieve this, the sample stream is drawn out to a very
thin fluid thread by a sheath fluid in the flow cell
(hydrodynamic focusing). The light beam is focused in an
elliptical shape, by 2 confocal lenses, into the flow cell
channel through which the cells pass. The flow rate must be
constant during routine cell surface marker analysis and must
ensure a suitable distance between the cella to allow
counting.

LIGHT SOURCES
Commonly used light sources are:
- lamps (mercury, xenon);
- high power water-cooled lasers (argon, krypton, dye

laser);
- low power air-cooled lasers (argon (488 run), red helium

neon (633 run), green helium-neon, heliwn-
cadmium (UV);

- diode lasers (blue, green, red, violet).

SIGNAL DETECTION
When a particle passes across the light beam, it scatters some
of the light in all directions. Fluorescent dyes, when added to
the particle, give off their own light (fluorescence), which is
also radiated in all directions. 2 types of signals may thereby
be generated:
- scatter of light;
- fluorescence emission.

The instrument's light detectors collect some of this scattered
and fluorescent light and produce electronic signals
proportional to the amount of light collected.

Scatter
2 parameters of light scattering are measured:
- the amount scattered mainly forward (forward scatter

(FS))
- the amount scattered at 90° from the direction of the light

beam (side scatter (88».

Forward scatter correlates with the cell volume while side
scatter is influenced by parameters such as the shape of the
nucleus, the amount and type of cytoplasmic granules or the
membrane roughness, and correlates with the morphological
complexity of the cell) so that the higher the SS intensity, the
higher the cell complexity. As a function of the
morphological characteristics of cells, scatter signals will
always be generated during a flow analysis; they are defined
as intrinsic parameters.

Fluorescence
Depending on the type and number of light sources, when a
cell passes through the sensing area, it will emit fluorescent
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light. Fluorescence signals are generated from fluorescent
dyes naturally present in the cells (for example, co-enzymes,
chlorophyll, seaweed pigments) and/or from fluorescent
probes taken up by the cells when stained for the analysis of
specific characteristics (for example, fluorescent antibodies,
nucleic acid dyes, pH probes, calcium probes) fluorescent
proteins). Nowadays, there is a large number and a wide
range of different types of fluorescent probes available.
The optical filters must he adapted to the fluorochromes
used and changed if necessary. Each fluorescent probe is
characterised by its excitation spectrum and its emission
spectrum. They are chosen depending on the nature of the
excitation source and the detection system, and according to
the specific purpose of the analysis.

SIGNAL MANAGEMENT AND ANALOGUE TO
DIGITAL CONVERSION
Scatter and fluorescence signals emitted by cells when
passing across the laser beam are sorted and addressed to
their detectors using optical filters. The detectors are
transducers (photomultiplier tubes (PMTs» that convert
light signals radiated from the cells into voltage pulses.

The process of counting each pulse in the appropriate
channel is known as Analogue to Digital Conversion (ADC).
The process is finally shown as a frequency histogram.

Amplification
Voltage pulses need to be amplified for optimal visualisation.
The amplification process accentuates the differences
between cell signals, and consequently increases the
resolution among cell populations of different characteristics
(for example, the differentiation of viable from non-viable
cells, or non-specific fluorescence from antigen-specific
fluorescence after staining with a fluorescent monoclonal
antibody).

There are 2 methods of amplification: linear or logarithmic;
the choice between the 2 types is made for every single signal
according to the morphological characteristics of the cells and
the staining reagents used (for example, fluorescent
monoclonal antibodies, nucleic acid dyes).

Linear amplification, which enhances the differences among
strong pulses, is used with those parameters that generate
high intensity signals, for example:
- cell scatters;
- fluorescence from nucleic acid dyes for cell cycle studies.

Logatithmic amplification, in contrast, is for weak pulses and
parameters or analysis conditions that may generate both
weak and strong pulses, for example:
- cell antigens;
- scatter from platelets, bacteria, yeast;
- fluorescence from nucleic acid dyes for apoptosis studies.

Compensation of fluorescence signals
Each fluorescent dye has an absorption wavelength spectrum
and a higher emission wavelength spectrum. When using 2 or
more fluorescent probes simultaneously for staining cells (for
example, 4-antigen immunophenotyping), the fluorochromes
emission spectra may overlap. As a consequence, each
fluorescence detector will sense its own specific fluorescent
light and a variable quantity. of light emitted by the other
fluorescent probes. This results in signal over-evaluation and
poor separation of the cell populations.

The solution is in the use of an electronic matrix that allows
the selective subtraction of the interfering signals from each
fluorescence signal after detector sensing (fluorescence
compensation).
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Fluorescence compensation requires the use of fluorescence
calibrators, preferably positive cell samples stained with the
fluorochromes of interest, combined in a manner equivalent
to that for the antibody used for the analysis.

SIGNAL PLOTTING AND DISPLAY
After amplification and compensation, the signals are plotted.
in 2 or 3 dimensions. Histograms show the signal intensities
versus the cell counts for a given parameter. Cytcgrams, in
which each dot represents a cell, result from the combination
of2 signal intensities (dual-parameter dot plots). The type
and number of plots and signal combinations are chosen on
the basis of the specimens and dyes used. When analysing
acquired data, the flow cytometry software can also generate
other kinds of graphs (such as overlays, surface plot'S,
tomograms, contour plots, density plots, overlay plots).
Statistical data such as mean fluorescent intensities (and their
shifts in time or their dependence on cell function) can also
be used.

DATA ANALYSIS
Different kinds of cell populations may be present inside the
cell suspensions to be analysed, some of which are unwanted
(such as dead cells, debris or macro-aggregates), or simply
not relevant for the analysis (for example, granulocytes when
studying lymphocytes). This depends on the cell sample type
(whole blood, bone marrow, cell cultures, biological fluids,
cell suspensions from solid tissues) and on the handling
procedures (for example) staining methods, lysis, fixation,
cryopreaervarion, thawing, paraffin-embedded tissue
preparation).

As a consequence, not all the signals generated during a flow
cytometry analysis belong to the cells to be studied.
2 strategies are adopted to exclude unwanted and irrelevant
cell signals.

The 1st is used during data acquisition. It is a noise
threshold, applied to 1 (or more) significant parameter(s), set
to acquire only the cells with signal intensities higher than the
pre-defined discrimination value for that parameter. Due to
its characteristics of a strong signal with a low grade of
interference, forward scatter is the parameter most often used
as discriminator.

The 2od
, applied during data analysis, consists of the use of

gating regions to restrict the analysis only to signals from
those populations that satisfy given morphological and
expression profile characteristics. 2 types of logical gating are
commonly used. The I" is the morphological gate. The cell
populations are identified using their morphological signals
(FS and SS). A region gate is drawn around the population
of interest (for example, lymphocytes) viable cells) then the
fluorescence plots are gated into the selected region. The 20d

is the fluorescence-based gate. The cell population of interest
is identified on the basis of the expression intensity of an
antigen or a dye, then a gate region is drawn around it.
Afterwards the fluorescence plots are gated into the selected
region.

The analysis software allows the creation of multiple gate
regions, using a sequential logic order. This feature is
especially useful when studying rare cell populations or for
sorting purposes.

CONTROLS

Internal control
The system's optical alignment must be validated before
analysis using adapted fluorospheres and the optimum fluidic
stability is checked. The data obtained are reported and aUow
the periodical review of control values against the mean
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performance value. A positive control is highly desirable to
prove that the lest antibody is functional and to allow the
proper setting of the flow cytometer. The positive control
must include samples known to be positive for the marker of
interest.

External control
To ensure reliability in me data obtained or to check inter
laboratory reproducibility, participation in a proficiency
testing study is recommended.

K. Peptide Identification by Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance Spectrometry
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.64)

This general chapter is to he used in conjunction with
general chapter 2.2.33. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry
in the context of peptide identification. The approach to be
followed is qualitative and consists of comparing the nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum of a test sample with
that of a reference sample acquired under identical
conditions.

This general chapter mainly applies to the use of proton
NMR (IH NMR) spectrometry, to confirm the identity of
small peptide products (up to approximately 15 amino
acids). It is also applicable when using DC NMR
spectrometry with some modifications. The scope is
restricted to the use of one-dimensional NMR spectrometry.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Equipment
Unless otherwise specified, an apparatus with a field strength
giving an operating frequency for proton NMR of at least
300 MHz.

Spectral acquisition conditions and their optimisation
After introduction into the magnet, the sample is allowed to
come to thermal equilibrium, especially if analysis is carried
out at a temperature significantly different from room
temperature: monitoring the lock signal is often a valuable
visual guide to the progress of this process.

The spectral width must encompass the complete spectrum
of the peptide, with an empty spectral region at each side.
Typically, a spectral width of 12 ppm or 16 ppm is
appropriate.

The following parameters may be optimised to improve
resolution of characteristic peaks: temperature and/or pH
primarily, buffer and peptide concentrations. Control of
sample temperature is recommended but is not mandatory;
if not used, the effect of small temperature changes on the
appearance of the spectrum is validated.

The number of data points collected is such as to define
peaks adequately.

Solvent suppression's not recommended but, if used, the
intensities of peaks close to the solvent resonance may be
affected and this has to be validated when comparing spectra.

Chemical shift referencing
For samples in aqueous solution, sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2
silepentane-d-sulfonate (DSS), sodium 3-(ttimethylsilyl)
propionate (TSP) or a deuterated analogue (TSP-<4) are
appropriate, and the chemical shift. of the methyl signals is
often set to 0 ppm. Either the reference material is added at
low amounts (10-100 ppm has been found to be appropriate)
to the deuterated water used to dissolve the final sample, or
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an easily recognised internal resonance that is consistently
present (such as acetate anion) can be used as a secondary
reference. In this case, a validation spectrum obtained under
the same spectral conditions is used to define the chemical
shift of the secondary standard.

Sample size
Usually a few milligrams are used. If sample sizes are
variable) the effects of this variation on the appearance of the
spectrum are validated.

Sample preparation
The test and reference samples must be comparable in terms
of concentration, pH and buffer composition. Typically,
samples in solution are Iyophilised, and the dried samples
dissolved in deuterared water or a buffer in deuterated water.
It may be worthwhile to lyophdise a solution in deuterared
water one or more times Cdeuterium exchange') as this
reduces the intensity of strong solvent signals; volatile process
impurities such as ethanol will also be lost. Use of buffer for
the final sample preparation can reduce aggregation and
improve spectral reproducibility by reducing batch-to-batch
pH variation. Some probes are intolerant to high salt
concentrations, but ionic strengths up to 200 mM sodium
chloride are nonnally tolerated. High salt concentrations tend
to increase 90° pulse length.

VERIFICATION OF IDENTITY
Determination of key spectral factors
Use of a qualitative approach does not entail stringent
requirements on spectral parameters (for example, fast pulse
repetition rates can be used, as full relaxation is not
required). The use of short pulse widths (for example, a 30°
pulse) and fast repetition rates will have no significantly
deleterious effect on spectra, and will allow faster acquisition
of acceptable signal-to-noise ratios. Variation in the pulse
width and acquisition time within wide limits will not affect
the ability to compare spectra. The number of scans
collected must give appropriate signal-to-noise ratios for low
intensity resonances and therefore a minimum signal-to-noise
ratio of 50:1 is recommended.

Identification of characteristic resonances
It is possible to compare either the complete spectrum or a
portion of it. Comparison of spectra of relevant samples will
highlight regions of the spectrum that are distinctive, and
comparison can be constrained to these regions. It is
important to define resonances from impurities, such as
residual solvents, which may be essentially irrelevant to
product quality and which may vary in intensity between
batches.

Spectral comparison
See the provisions of general chapter 2.2.33.

L. Chemical Imaging
(Ph. Eur. general tex, 5.24)

I SCOPE
Chemical imaging (CI) combines spatially resolved sensing
technologies with data analysis techniques to characterise a
sample in chemical and physical terms, using infonnation
primarily obtained from its surface. Chemical imaging is
particularly suited to the analysis of solid, semi-solid and
liquid samples with regard to material properties, including
component identity (active pharmaceutical ingredients and
excipients), domain size and distribution, polymorphism, and
particle morphology. Thus, imaging can be applied to assess
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identity, quality and quantity of active ingredients,
intermediates, and excipients in bulk or solid dosage forms,
biological samples, packaging and devices. Imaging is used to
explore sample homogeneity, detect physical sample defects
(e.g. cracks in cores or coatings), and identify foreign
particles or contaminants. It also facilitates process
understanding and root cause determination, Lastly, it is a
tool to evaluate falsified or counterfeit medicinal products.

This general chapter's primary focus is on chemical imaging
systems (CIS) based on surface analysis performed with
vibrational spectroscopy, e.g. mid-infrared spectroscopy,
near-infrared spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy.
However, it also applies to other techniques that supply
images.

It offers specific recommendations to assess the performance
of chemical imaging systems for the qualitative and
quantitative exploitationof images. Where chemical imaging
systems are primarily intended for investigative purposes, the
performance requirements for infrared absorption
spectrophotometry (2.2.24), near-infrared spectroscopy
(2.2.40) and Raman spectroscopy (2.2.48) need not be
applied. Instead, individual criteria have to be established
using a risk-based approach.

2 ASPECTS OF CHEMICAL IMAGING
2-1 DEFINITION
Chemical imaging of pharmaceutical samples is a method
that consists of a collection of responses to the illumination
at multiple wavelengths of positions spatially distributed
across the sample surface. For a given surface location
(pixel), a set of responses will be associated with the
impinging wavelengths. When x and y positions are varied
successively over the range of wavelengths and responses are
collected at each location, an image of a wide surface of the
sample is constructed.

Imaging systems resolve spatial information primarily at the
sample surface. Chemical and morphological sample
characteristics or features are collated into an image made up
of contributions from multiple domains distributed on the
surface of the sample. As a result each mapped sample point
(pixel) contains a wealth of information, and the recorded
signal reflects chemical and physical properties such as
ingredient identity, concentration, crystallinity, orientation,
domain size and panicle size.

2-2 IMAGING MODES
Chemical images may be acquired in broadband,
multispectral or hyperspectral modes. An example of the
broadband mode is the camera, where filters are used to
weight the relative importance of different wavelengths for
the 3 colour variables red, green, and blue (RGB).
Multispectral imaging involves sampling spectral bands that
may be spread unevenly, not unlike a combination of
different detectors in different frequency ranges.

Hyperspectral imaging (HS imaging, HSI) is a lWO

dimensional (2D) visualisation technique that records a full
range spectrum for each pixel. In practice, HSI expands
spectroscopic single point analysis of samples into 2D
projections of a slice of finite depth for each measured area
of the sample. Hyperspectral sensors take advantage of
numerous contiguous channels to uncover features that
usually cannot be resolved using the average spectra obtained
from a single measurement in classical spectroscopy. Images
may be produced with a spectral quality similar to that of
conventionally obtained spectra. However) this comes at the
cost of longer measurement times, larger amounts of data,
and complex computation. The spectral quality is sometimes
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lowered to increase the image throughput. Sample domains
may include complex spectral patterns embedded in the
individual pixel data mat cannot be identified solely by visual
inspection, and appropriate image analysis is required to
extract analytical information from such a multitude of
measurements. Computational and numerical methods are
essential for processing, extracting and analysing content in
hyperspectral images.

2-3 DATACUBE
In hyperspectral imaging each pixel is associated with one
spectrum. Measurements are spread over both dimensions of
the sample surface. At each measurement, a column vector of
dimensions equal to the number of recorded spectral data
points is associated. As a result, data is packaged into a
three-dimensional array called a datacube or hypercube.
The datacube is a signal intensity data set made up of the
pixel x-y coordinates and the corresponding series of
responses (e.g. absorbance or transmittance) to the scanned
spectrum (see Figure 5.24.-1).

Not unlike classical spectroscopy, which garners chemical and
physical information about the single area under
examination, imaging captures spectral and spatial
characteristics of surface areas. Spectral and spatial analysis
of image pixels can be iterative, or combined in no particular
order.

2-4 HIGHER DIMENSIONAL CHEMICIIL IMAGING
Spatially resolved three-dimensional imaging can be seen as
extending spatial resolution along a third direction (z) that
complements x-y imaging. It is the process of stacking a
collection of images covering a depth into the sample which
is larger compared to the analysis depth. This can be
obtained indirectly (invasive, destructive process), by
sequentially coUecting images of appropriately prepared solid
samples, e.g. by slicing the surface stepwise with a
microtome. Meanwhile there are techniques which enable
direct (non-invasive, non-destructive process) 3D imaging of
solids using x-y-z spatially resolved spectroscopy. These
include tomography methods such as optical coherence
tomography (OCT), far-infrared (FIR)/terabertz (fHz) and
time-domain THz spectroscopy, confocal Raman, and others,
for example, X-ray tomography or nuclear magnetic
resonance imaging (MR/). Ultimately 4D and higher
dimensional imaging would mean simultaneous spatial (x, y,
and z) and spectroscopically resolved mapping. Although
higher dimensional imaging is not within the remit of the
current general chapter, similar recommendations may
initially apply.

2-5 APPUCIITIONS
Visual display of the distribution of sample surface features
complements classical analytical methods by facilitating rapid
and non-destructive comparison between samples. CI can be
used to analyse small to large surface areas of a sample.
Imaging comes into its own as soon as constituents and
morphological characteristics differ from one position to the
next. Thus, the technique is particularly suited to exploring
samples that are heterogeneous with regard to chemical
content and physical morphology. Imaging captures the
distribution of selected components and features,
i.e, attributes of various parts of a sample. For example,
images can display the location of features that directly
impact product performance, They can show whether a
component is evenly distributed on a relevant scale.
Therefore, it is important to choose CI methods depending
on the needs with regard to spatial resolution.
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The main applications of chemical imaging focus on solid
state property analysis, determination of chemical or physical
features, contaminant identification, anti-counterfeit, and
chemical identification. For example, the measurement of
thickness and uniformity of coating on tablets, and the
characterisation of surface properties, such as component
mapping, determination of adhesion force and defamation
depth, can be considered. Moreover, particle characterisation
can be performed based on measurements of size,
agglomeration and morphology, determination of roughness
of the surface, and detection of broken partic1es and foreign
particles. Analysis of particles can also be performed in
liquids.

Spatial distribution of different polymorphic forms can be
analysed with CI techniques and me investigation of
polymorphic transitions and multiphasic materials (e.g. solid
dispersions) can also be considered. The characterisation of
nano- and micro-crystalline materials can be performed to
monitor structural changes under stress conditions and over
time, and to evaluate defects in crystals, for example,
resulting from milling and micronisation of the material.
The chemical characterisation of samples based on chemical
images is mainly performed to identify and characterise the
distribution and abundance of individual components in a
mixture based on characteristic spectral features (see Figure
5.24.-2). This analysis can be performed lO determine
molecular but also atomic elemental species present on the
surface. The kinetics and mechanism of active substance
dissolution and release can be modelled, and, as another
example, the drug concentration gradient between the
solid/solution interface and the bulk solution can be
determined.

2-6 CHEMICAL IMAGING SYSTEMS
The selection of a specific imaging instrument or technique
depends on the particular analytical application intended.
A chemical imaging system is characterised by setup, spatial
and spectral resolutions, magnification, type and size of
sample, sample preparation and presentation, moving or
resting sample, acquisition time, nwnber of measurements,
data analysis algorithms, software, etc.

Numerous techniques enable the production of hyperspecttal
images. A brief description of techniques relying on
vibrational spectroscopy is given below, along with their
potential uses and limitations.

Mid-infrared (MIR)

MIR spectroscopy is based on the interaction of light with
the sample, for the study of intra-molecular vibrations of a
material. The electromagnetic spectrum range usually spans
the region of 4000-400 em-I (2.5-25 urn). MIR imaging may
be used for the characterisation of chemical species in a
mixture of ingredients. Measurements are often carried out
using attenuated total reflectance (ATR) microscopy where
the sample is in contact with an Ik-transpareru crystal of
higher refractive index man the sample. The measurement
may be difficult for samples with excessive moisture due to
interference with water bands.

Near-infrared (NIR)
NIR spectroscopy detects molecular vibrations originating
from C-H, N-H, O-H and S-H overtones, and combinations
of fundamental mid-infrared vibrations. The electromagnetic
spectral range usually extends from
12500-4000 em" (0.8-2.5 um), The measurement is
contactless, usuaUy in diffuse reflectance mode, and delivers
physical and chemical information.
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Figure 5.24.-2. - Example of charaaeriuuion ofingredients with Raman imaging

Far-infrared (FIR) and terahertz (1Hz)
In me FIR range, electromagnetic radiation typically spans
from 400 to approximately 10 em" (25-1000 urn), This
allows spectra to cover inter-molecular and lattice vibration
modes. The selectivity of the technique to the hydrogen
bonding networks makes possible the identification and
characterisation of solid state forms, e.g. polymorphic forms
and degree of crystallinity.

The radiation can pass through a wide variety of non
conducting materials, but cannot pass through conducting
materials such as metal and water, and penetrates deep into
the sample.

Raman

Raman spectroscopy detects frequency shifts originating from
the inelastic pan of the light scattered by a sample previously
irradiated with an intense monochromatic light source
(usually a laser). Raman spectra contain numerous narrow
bands which makes possible the identification of chemical
substances. As a result, Raman imaging gives information on
chemical species in a sample (including polymorphs).

Water, air and glass are weak Raman scatterers and therefore
the analysis of aqueous samples may be performed in
atmospheric conditions or in sealed vials. However, the
measured signal may be disturbed by fluorescence.

2-7 ACQUISITION MODES
Either spatial sequencing or wavelength sequencing
techniques are required to produce an image. The 3 modes
used to record datacubes are point mapping) line mapping

and global imaging. Point mapping (point scanning) is the
simplest and typically follows a rectangular grid pattern.
A spectrum is recorded at each point on the grid with the
sample stage being moved to the next neighbouring location.
Scanning is computer-controlled along both spatial axes.
In line mapping (linear scanning), the sample is illuminated
along a line and the image signal is dispersed along one
spatial axis onto the detector. The sample ls moved along the
other spatial axis to capture the next neighbouring line until
full mapping is eventually achieved. Here the speed and
flexibility of the experimental setup enable on-line application
of continuous CI. Global imaging (focal plane scanning) is
performed when all image points of a sample are imaged
simultaneously onto the detector array. This can be done on
a per wavelength basis with filters or tuneable filters.

2-8 RESOLUTION
Pixels contain a wealth ofcontributions from cheIIiical and
physical features occurring at the surface and near sub
surface of the sample. The performance of an imaging system
is directly related to the spatial and spectral resolutions that
can be achieved. Linear line mapping systems are more
sensitive to spatial interference, whereas spectral resolution is
more critical with focal plane acquisition.

Depending on the imaging technique, spectral resolution may
be affected for example by laser wavelength, grating, detector
and spectrometer focal length, Spectral resolution has an
impact on chemical feature extraction because it influences
the performance of qualitative and quantitative image
analysis, e.g. identity of ingredients.
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Spatial resolution is the smallest distance between two
consecutive points which can be distinguished. It has an
impact on image processing as information may appear as
unresolved. For example, the domain size of components of
interest should be consistent with the spatial resolution
achieved by the system. The spatial resolution obtainable is
limited by the instrument characteristics, for examplespot
size of the laser, diffraction limits, detector size,
magnification, numerical aperture, etc. The spatial resolution
obtained by a specific CI system is also affected by the
diffusion of radiation across the sample surface. Scattering
occurring below the surface is likely to distort me image
obtained and limit the spatial resolution.

2-9 REPRESENTATIVENESS OF SAMPLE SURFACE
Depending on the instrument setup, the topology of the
sample surface may impact imaging performance.

The sample surface investigated has to be representative for
the intended purpose of analysis. Depending on the latter)
the impact of sample homogeneity has to be evaluated.
For example) with a design based on reflectance) due to the
limitation of penetration depth and spatial resolution, a true
measure of morphology or distribution of particle shapes in
the sample is only estimated. Thus, results obtained from
surface image analysis may not be representative of the whole
sample because it may not be homogeneous.

One approach to overcome this limitation would be to
measure a number of cross-sections of the sample to improve
estimations for the whole sample. Another approach would
be [0 use an alternative optical design where penetration
depth can be increased) e.g. confocal or spatially resolved
offset measurements to capture information near the surface)
tomography or transmission measurements to collect whole
matrix information.

3 ELEMENTS OF A CHEMICAL IMAGING
PROCESS
Proceeding with imaging encompasses numerous steps such
as:
- sample preparation;
- control of instrument components and system

performance;
- calibration of instrument and system suitability test;
- measurement, image processing, display and storage;
- image analysis and computation of numerical results.

3-1 SAMPLE

3-1-1 Sample preparation
Sample preparation has to be in accordance with the imaging
technique used. In situ measurements with probes can be
performed without sample preparation. On the other hand,
setups for Raman scattering for example proceed by non
contact focusing) meaning that the sample surface may need
to be prepared to obtain a reasonably flat surface. H the
instrumentation is unable to compensate for topographical
variation) sample surfaces may be mechanicaUy modified, for
example by flattening a concave tablet surface. Focusing
adjustments by automatic refocusing during mapping
compensates for slightly uneven surfaces. Sample surface
preparation has also to be considered with ATR-IR imaging
for which contact between optics and sample is required.

3-1-2 Sample presentation
Appropriate sample presentation is dictated by instrument
setup. A particular setup will be more or less adapted to a
specific sample type and analytical task. The sample is
positioned so that it is optimally imaged. The setup is
optimised to reduce specular reflection as much as possible.
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Angles and distances between probe (or beam), sample and
detector match the setup requirements.

3-2 CONTROL OF INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
Evaluating both instrument performance and image analysis
methods is essential to avoid misinterpretation or artefacts.
Parameters include spectral as well as spatial components.
The instrument is to be used according to the manufacturer's
instructions.

Instrument performance verification consists of periodic
perfonnance qualification as well as system suitability tests.
The intervals depend on the use of the instrument and its
application. The system suitability tests are carried out before
measurements to check if the CI system is operating properly
for the intended application.

The parameters to be assessed and the acceptance criteria
applied during performance qualification and system
suitability tests have to be justifiedand depend on the CI
technique and the purpose of the analysis. Parameters which
might be verified are described below.

3-2-1 CIS component adjustment
In a schematic setup) a typical CIS would be made up of
components including source of radiation) optical devices)
sample holder) detector) and software.

The system and its individual components comply with all
expected requirements.

3-2-1-1 Sources, optics and derewm

SoW'Ce intensity is monitored as part of the setup verification.
In particular, the source intensity should be verified before
starting calibration routines or a new series of sample
measurements. Optical path) confocaliry, wavelength
accuracy and energy throughput at any x-y position (pixel)
match the specifications.

Alignment of optics) sample and detectors comply with
measurement requirements in terms of distances) angles and
polarisation. This alignment may shift with the temperature.
In particular, illumination of the sample or regions of interest
has £0 be as homogeneous as possible and reproducible.

Parasitic or adverse effects) for example scattering,
background) noise) bad pixels) cosmic rays and fluorescent
lights in the laboratory, and side effects such as sample
fluorescence have to be controlled. Stray light, ghost lines)
and ghost images can be caused by reflections from imperfect
surface elements. They constitute parasitic light that has to
be dealt with.
3-2-1-2 Multi-wavelength and multis[mmdSYSIenIS

Multi-wavelength systems should be tested at wavelengths
spread over the wavelength scale using the peaks of the
selected reference standard with good signal-to-noise
properties.

Multispectral systems are verified for all signal sources
involved.

3-2-1-3 Mapping
When images from more than one instrument are going to be
aligned) it is important to have verified x-y scales.

3-2-1-4 Magnijicauon
In the case where the CIS permits different magnifications)
the optical or electronic magnification level needs to be
optimised. If magnification is inadequate for resolving
relevant features) the value of imaging may be diminished;
whereas if magnification is set higher than required, the field
of view is reduced.
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3-2-2 Calibration
The purpose of calibration is to transform the recorded signal
into data suitable for analysis, interpretation) or comparison
with reference data.
Basic instrument calibration of imaging systems consists of x
and y-axis calibration in both wavelengthsand intensity.

3-2-2-1 Spectral axis
Optimal wavenumber accuracy is critical and should be
achieved at the same level as for a standard spectrometer.
Spectral axis calibration assigns wavelengthand intensity
values to every mapped pixel of the sample surface.
To determine these relationships, well-characterised light
sources or reference materials can be used. Calibration
should be carried out using referenced and
certified/nonnalised internal or external standards provided
either by the supplier or a third party. Technology and
environmental conditions are other critical points.

3-2-2-2 Spatial axes

Spatial axis calibration has an impact on the actual field of
view of the CIS and the sampled surface area, i.e. the pixel
location. Calibration corrects deformations on the spatial axis
such as those caused by the optics. For example, the pixel
position may be accompanied by variation of the spectral
resolution from the centre towards the detector boundaries.
In addition, mixing of signals from adjacent pixels can occur.
Both errors change the appearance of the pixel spectra and
may reduce the accuracy of subsequent data analysis. If it is
not possible to deduce the position of the imaged pixels on
the detector surface from the pattern on the target surface, a
special test target can be used or developed for the
application.

Spatial resolution in born x and y directions is also limited,
for example, by image size and step size of the moving table
or the conveyor belt.

3-2-2-3 Metlwd

Appropriate data processing and modelling are needed to
deliver information about the property that correlates with
the observed features in images. Calibration related to the
analytical objective requires, for example, identifying and
estimating a characteristic identity or morphological features
of the sample.

3-31MAGE PROCESSING
Processing means that the image is treated for display and
subsequent feature estimations. Imaging requires steps to
improve the image for analysis, e.g. to control brightness and
contrast, reduce noise) sharpen edges and borders) remove
unwanted features) etc. This improvement allows features to
be recognised i.e. separated and discriminated from the
background.

Chemical images are generally processed by chemometric
modelling for qualitative or quantitative purposes (see general
chapter 5.21. Chemometric methods applied to analyticaldata).

3-3-1 Spectral selection
Image contrast is built upon specific signatures of the
components at the sample surface and derived from
spectroscopic data such as peak intensity) peak position)
baseline variations (scattering dffferences), or values
calculated with multivariate analysis.

3-3-2 Image pre-processing
Data analysis methods for imaging data sets usually begin
with the same steps as for single point spectroscopy. Pre
processing is utilised (Q separate chemical and physical
effects) unless an analysis is based on the physical effects
(e.g. scattering differences seen as baseline variations).
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The collected data is typically affected by noise or
instrumental distortions and pre-processing is often applied
to improve image quality. There may also be a need to
remove irrelevant sources of variation such as cosmic ray
spikes or stripes due to detector configuration. Common pre
processing operations for spectra are: baseline correction)
derivatives, smoothing) wavelet-based filtering) standard
normal variate (SNV») multiplicative scatter correction
(~ISC») normalisation) truncation and Fourier-transform,
It has to be verified that pre-processing does not cause
artefacts.

3-41MAGE ANALYSIS
Pixel arrangements in an image of the sample represent a
map of the distribution of chemical or physical properties or
features. Depending on the objective of the analysis) data can
be explored for spectral features) spatial features) and a
combination of both. Examination of the datacube can be
performed in a direct way) as for conventional spectroscopy
(e.g. by analysing height of peaks or area ratlos), or by
techniques including image processing, multivariate data
analysis) etc.

3-4-1 Visual exploration
A review by the user of an image displayed on screen may
deliver a first impression before beginning enhancement)
exploration and evaluation. Images can be analysed for
features at the surface of the sample) such as location)
distribution) size and shape of domains) constituent
identification) etc. Standard image processing tools) such as
morphological filtering and particle statistics) may be applied
directly for samples that are significantly heterogeneous.

For a chemical image, both spectral and spatial analyses can
be equally important and there are different steps of chemical
image analysis. Spectral and spatial analyses are often
iterative by nature. In practice) the methods used depend
upon whether it is the spectral infonnation or the spatial
information that is of more interest. The goal is to reduce
data dimensionality and extract as many features as possible.
Unsupervised multivariate analysis such as principal
component analysis (PCA) may be applied prior to feature
extraction to describe the infonnation contained in the
image. A preliminarysegmentation of PCA images may be
used to facilitate identification of regions of interest in the
image for further processing. If the ingredients of a mixture
are known and available for reference measurements) the
corresponding data is used to reduce the number of spectral
layers in the hypercube down to a few chemically or
physically meaningful layers by using supervised regression
methods) e.g. multivariate curve resolution-alternating least
squares (MCR-ALS») independent component analysis
(lCA), and partial least squares regression (PLS).

3-4-2 Feature extraction
The extraction of chemical or morphological features of
samples involves supervised techniques to perform
dimensional reduction. It concentrates further image
processing on characteristics that are meaningful for the
analysis. For example) a selected feature could be the
quantity of a given substance or a solid-state form of interest.
If the sample is comprised of components whose spectral
features are well separated, it is possible to proceed directly
with a univariate method based on a single wavelength per
feature) thus utilising only a small fraction of available data.
However) in many cases spectral overlap is significant and
the univariate approach is insufficient. The extraction of
features can then be improved by including a greater
proportion of the spectral infonnation and applying a
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multivariate approach, such as clustering, classification, PLS
discriminant analysis (PLS-DA), linear discriminant analysis
(LDA), etc.

3-4-3 Quantification of ingredients
There are several ways to measure ingredient variation using
regression methods, A quantitative model can be computed
by using average spectra Or binning of regions of interest at
the surface of the sample. The known bulk concentration
may be used when the ingredient present varies in responses
for the analytical method used. This can be performed by
peak integration at a single wavelength or alternative
chemometric methods.

When individual pixel spectra become increasingly mixed,
chemometric tools, typically multivariate data analysis, can be
deployed with similar data analytical strategies as those for
single-point spectroscopy.

For example, it is possible to estimate relative component
abundance by using pure component spectra as the Slatting
point. The reference spectra used to create the library are
collected from separate pure component samples. These
spectra can be measured with a non-imaging spectrometer, or
as separate images of pure components. The inherent
variation in pure component spectra when acquired across a
large number of pixels provides additional statistical
robustness. The reference spectra and the unknown sample
can also be measured simultaneously in the same field of
view to create one single data set. Ifpurecomponent
reference spectra can be derived directly from an isolated
area of the imaged sample, there is no need to acquire
additional reference spectra for calibration. A multivariate
model can be developed either based on external reference
spectra or based on spectra from isolated areas of the
respective image.

Both with simultaneously and separately acquired pure
component spectra, it is important to verify that they are
representative for the present analysis by for example
regression residuals.

3-4-4 Spada! analysJs of image features
Spatial analysis of the images can be performed with regard
to distributions of shapes, sizes and locations of domains, etc.
Analysis of shape and distribution relies on a variety of
numerical methods and algorithms.

Images display the samples by setting a threshold value and
convening data into a set of colours or shades according to a
monochrome or pseudo-colour intensity scale to underline
the presence or proportion of the analytes of interest at each
pixel. Alternatively, the distribution of several analytes can be
combined into colour images. Further analysis can be
performed, such as counting pixels, estimating the size
distributions of particles of the same chemical origin, and
segmentation which is a process to divide the image between
regions that correspond to surface areas of interest.

3-4-5 Measwing dimensions
Images can be used for example to determine area,
dimensions, perimeter, aspect ratio and roundness.

3-4-6 Statistics
Pixel statistics can be performed to facilitate further image
analysis. Application of methods such as variance analysis
and box-plot for domain size, shape, distribution, and
distances between domains, enables estimation of the
variability within an image. These methods deliver a
condensed description of relations between domains in the
images with simplification of the image analysis. Property
estimations can also be derived from these values.
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M. Direct Amperometric and Pulsed
Electrochemical Detection
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.63)

Direct amperometric detection and pulsed electrochemical
detection (PED) are used to detect electroactive compounds
by oxidation (or reduction) when coupled to a separation
technique such as liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
Electrochemical detection uses the redox potential of analytes
and is therefore only valid for etectroactive substances.

PRINCWLE
When a constant potential is applied between 2 electrodes)
the oxidation (or reduction) of an electroacrive substance
generates a current proportional to the amount of analyte
passing the electrode surface. This analytical technique
requires a supporting electrolyte, which can be added PoS[
column if not already present in the mobile phase. Detection
usually involves oxidation of the compounds of interest.
The potential applied to the measuring electrode can serve as
a selectivity parameter for the compounds of interest.
The upper limit of the electroactivity range is defined by the
oxidation curve of the mobile phase, the supporting
electrolyte or the measuring electrode.
With direct amperometric detection, only a constant potential
is applied. However) this method may result in the surface of
the measuring electrode becoming fouled with adsorbed
carbon compounds, resulting in signal variability and a
decreased response. This passivation phenomenon is
particularly common with sugars, thiols and phenols.
The problem of electrode fouJing can be resolved by the
application of a series of pulses, a process known by the
generic term of pulsed electrochemical detection (PED).

The most widely used PED mod~ is pulsed amperometric
detection (pAD), which involves a 3-step series of pulses or
wavefonn (Figwe 2.2.63.-1). After applying the detection
potential (E."J, a high positive potential <Eo,.,) (anodic
polarisation) is applied to clean the surface of the measuring
electrode, followed by a negative potential (E",.,) (cathodic
polarisation) to restore the surface of the measuring
electrode. A new cycle of the waveform can then start.
Following the potential step from E"" to E..ou background
signals will originate. Although these decay quickly, a brief
delay must be introduced before the analyte signal can be
properly measured.

Other waveforms comprising more than 3 voltage steps have
been developed.

Potential

Delay Inlegrallon,

Erad. Ired

TIme

E.:i...: detection potential applied during a period lctet
Fwd: oxjdaticn potential applied during a period lam.
F..M: reduction potential applied during a period lud

Figure 2.2.63.-1. - 3-Steppotential-time wave/ann (pulse sequence)
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EQUll'MENT
An electrochemical detection system comprises 3 electrodes:
a measuring electrode (gold, platinum or glassy carbon);
a reference electrode (usuaUy silver-silver chloride); and an
auxiliary electrode (e.g. titanium cell body) (Figure
2.2.63.-2).

The choice of measuring electrode depends on the substance
to be examined. The electrodes are coupled to a potentiostat,
which controls the potentials applied to the measuring
electrode without subjecting the reference electrode to a
current, the auxiliary electrode functioning as a cathode
whenever the measuring electrode is operating as an anode
and vice versa.

the mobile phase is not sufficiently alkaline) this call be
achieved by post-column addition of a sodium hydroxide
solution to increase the pH of the column effluent.
The solutions are mixed in a coil that is linked to the
electrochemical ceU. It is essential that the length of the
mixing coil is such as to produce a homogeneous solution
but with minimal peak broadening. It is important to avoid
carbonates in the sodium hydroxide solution. To avoid
baseline disturbances) the sodium hydroxide solution should
be degassed before use, it must be added pulse-free and its
flow should be constant between runs. The parts of the
chromatographic system coming into contact with the
sodium hydroxide-containing solutions must be alkaline
resistant.

Figure 2.2.63.-2. - Ekarochemica! detection system

EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
The potentials to be applied depend on the analyte and the
type of electrodes used, and the settings must therefore be
adapted accordingly.

All electrodes should be in good condition and periodic
replacement is recommended. When the detector is used for
quantitative analysis, it is advisable to check the linear range,
sensitivity and repeatability of the detector.

The quality of me reagents used is of utmost importance.
It is advisable to employ reagents of the highest purity.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Maintnlance of the eleclroChemical cell
Although the application of an increased potential in PED
cleans the surface of the measuring electrode effectively, it
can be necessary to polish the measuring electrode
mechanically from time to time when the background current
increases and the sensitivity decreases. The cleaning of the
measuring electrode must be carried out very carefully to
avoid creating pits or scratches. It is also advisable to wipe
the auxiliary electrode at the same time to remove deposited
substances. The cell requires some time to stabilise after
polishing.

Sodium hydroxide solution
Detection can be enhanced in alkaline media (at least
pH 12), as is the case with aminoglycoside antibiotics. When

Process Analytical Technology
(ph. Eur. method5.25)

Thisgeneral chapter focuses on the interfacing of analylirol
techniques with the manufaceun"ng process as a moons of
enhancing process cootrol and improving process underscanding.
It should be notedthat it isnot within the scope of the chapter to
give,pedfic instn«:tions for all possible process analy,ica!
tuhnology sensors; instead, it offers a general approach to the
integration of analylicalluhniques in theprocess environment
together wilh aspects to be taken into consideration lor the
application of process analytical u<hnology.

1 INTRODUCTION
Process analytical technology (pAT) can be defined as a
system for designing, analysing and controlling
manufacturing processes through timely measurements
(i.e. during processing) of critical quality attributes (CQA) of
raw and in-process materials and critical performance
characteristics of processes in order to ensure the quality of
the final product. It is important to note that the term
'analytical' in PAT is used in a broad sense to include
chemical, physical and microbiological measurements
conducted in an integrated manner and combined with data
analysis. The goal of PAT is control of the manufacturing
process and enhanced process understanding, guided by risk
management. Interfacing manufacturing processes with
analytical techniques is therefore essential in PAT, as it
facilitates process development in accordance with quality by
design (QbD) principles, enables real-time release
testing (RTRT) and supports conlinuous manufacturing
processes.

Time delays between obtaining a sample for testing, analysis
of that sample and any consequent outcomes must be taken
into consideration when applying PAT. When me analytical
results are used on a continuous basis to monitor and control
a process, it is important to minimise such delays. This can
be achieved most effectively with sensor-based continuous
measurement systems directly interfacing with the process
stream during a specific unit operation. The sensors
interfaced with the process continuously measure the process
conditions and material characteristics within the process
environment (in situ) and send the measured data
(e.g. a spectrum) to an operating system where it is recorded
and analysed, and where any necessary adjustments lO

processing conditions can be determined on a continuous
basis. These in situ measurements can generate very large
volumes of data representative of the process.

c

c. measuring
electrode

B. auxilillIY
electrode

A. reference
electrode

A

Mobile lra_se_O_u_I _

Mobile phase In _ :===~

B
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3 COMPARISON OF INTERFACING MODES
Both off-line and at-line measurements are based on analysis
of discrete samples removed from a process stream or bulk
material. These samples are considered representative of the
material in the process stream at the time they are removed.
Frequent at-line measurements also provide data supporting
the application of PAT, as they are carried out within a short
time frame and in the immediate vicinity of the process
stream.

Neither in-line nor on-line measurements involve sampling in
the conventional sense. The tested portion might not be
separated from the process stream, and is usually smaller
than a conventional sample.

Scale of scrutiny must be considered and willdetermine the
frequency and duration of measurements. Furthermore,
measurements can be influenced by physical attributes
interfering with the acquisition properties of the measuring
system. When measuring solids or suspensions, for example
using spectroscopic methods, consideration must be given to
the surface and bulk scattering properties of samples, and
movement of the material. Influencing factors such as particle
size, surface roughness and solid density can cause significant
spectral differences, which must be taken into account when
a method is designed and used in order to ensure that the
process and material are described adequately.

In-line and on-line modes offer the advantage of fast data
acquisition, allowing high measurement frequency, and thus
enabling rapid continuous monitoring as well as immediate
action and control of the process.

In some cases, PAT measurements can be used qualitatively
to build models such as process trajectories or process
signatures which can be used to characterise process
variability and highlight unusual process behaviours. These
models are not necessarily directly linked to a critical
in-process quality attribute or performance characteristic. It is
therefore recommended to demonstrate the causal
relationship between the PAT measurements, the model and
the relevant quality attributes or performance characteristics
when using such models for process control purposes.
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2 INTERFACING MODES
The interfacing of analytical techniques with the
manufacturing process is central to the application of PAT.
Results generated by analytical equipment interfaced with a
process can be used for monitoring purposes and to ensure
that the process is stable, for example via automated
feedback or feedforward control loops.

The terms <off-line', "at-line', 'on-line' and <in-line' describe
interfacing modes (see Figure 5.25.-1). Measurements using
on-line and in-line systems generally support rapid and
automated process adjustments since they move the analytical
techniques into the process stream. In contrast, off-line and
at-line measurements involve transferring the samples away
from the process stream to the analytical equipment.

Off-line measurements
These correspond to conventional analytical testing in which
the sample is removed from themanufacturing process
environment and tested in a laboratory, typically located
away from the production environment. This transfer of
samples away from the process stream can result in a
significant time lag and generally does not permit immediate
process adjustments. However, off-line measurements can
nonetheless be useful for PAT purposes if relevant analytical
data can be obtained within a time frame that is compatible
with process dynamics.

At-line measurements
With at-line measurements) the sample is also removed
(manually or automatically) from the process stream for
testing, but the testing equipment is usually located within
the production environment, i.e. in close physical proximity
to me process stream, and testing can therefore take place
with minimal delay. This results in a shorter time frame for
obtaining analytical data, and also differentiates at-line
measurements from off-line measurements. It is therefore
possible to make process adjustments based on the results of
at-line measurements.

On-line measurements
On-line measurements typically involve sensor-based
measurements made under real-time conditions by diverting
a portion of the material from me process stream directly
into a measuring device and the results are available after a
minimal time delay.

Depending on the nature of the test, e.g. whether or not it is
detrimental to the product, the diverted portion may be
returned to the process stream, otherwise it is discarded.

In-line measurements
In-line measurements are taken within the process stream by
placing measuring devices, typically sensors, directly in
contact with or into the process stream. No portions of the
material are therefore removed from the process stream.

In-line measurements must also be non-detrimental to the
product.

PROCESS ENVIRONMENT

In-line

~

process stream

Figure 5.25.-1. - Inreifacing modes
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General validation principles also apply to in-line or on-line
measurements although some validation procedures may be
different lO those for conventional quality control methods.

Analytical validation procedures for at-line and off-line
measurements asswne homogenous and authentic samples,
which are crucial for the assessment of precision. However,
this requirement is rarely fulfilled for on-line or in-line
methods which are often used £0 measure processes in which
the material rapidly changes and/or moves during the
measurement, for example a fast-drying process or reaction
monitoring. Comparison of results from on-linelin-line
measurements with results from a reference test procedure
would nonnally be needed.

4 STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL
Statistical process control (SPC) comprises a set of data
analysis methods applied in order to monitor and control a
process based on analysis of process variability
(e.g. ofCQAs). For PAT purposes, the process can be
monitored using, for example, real-time data collected by
process analysers.

Based on this data, SPC can be used to make process
adjustmenrs, when necessary, to maintain or attain a desired
state and to ensure that the process remains under control.
This lncludes, for example, trend analysis of quality attributes
or performance characteristics. SPC can also be used to
measure process variability and process capability
(i.e. the ability of a process to produce a product that
complies with requirements), with a view to enhancing
process understanding, thereby improving lifecycle
management.

Rather than using univariate SPC methods to monitor several
individual variables, it is often preferable to use multivariate
statistical process control (MSPC) to analyse several variables
simultaneously, taking into account potential correlations (see
general chapter 5.28. Multivariate statistical process control).

5 EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TEXTS
SUPPORTING THE APPLICATION OF PAT
Typically, the analytical techniques described in the Ph. Eur.
include qualification criteria designed for off-line analytical
systems. These criteria are not always relevant or practical in
a PAT setting, for instance when the equipment is
specifically designed for on-line or in-line measurements.
For this reason, certain general chapters (including 2.2.40.
Near-infrared sputroscopyJ 2.2.48. Raman spectroscopy and
2.9.47. Demonstration of unifonnityof dosage units using large
sample sizes) have been revised or specifically elaborated to
support and promote the use of the techniques in
conjunction with PAT.

General Notices
Section 1.1, under Demonstration of compliance with the
Pharmacopoeia, states that a substance can be demonstrated
to be of pharmacopoeial quality on the basis of product
design, together with the control strategy applied and data
derived, for example, from validation srudies of the
manufacturing process.

The section also states that an enhanced approach to quality
control could utilise PAT and/or real-time release testing
strategies (including parametric release) as alternatives to
end-product testing alone.

Absorption spectrophotometry, infrared
General chapter 2.2.24 has a wide variety of applications in
the manufacturing process that enable PAT, such as reaction
monitoring in chemical synthesis. Wavenumber shifts and
acceptable tolerances for the reference material polystyrene
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are described for both transmission and ATR measurement
modes.

Absorption spectrophotometry, ultraviolet and visible
General chapter 2.2.25 covers the use of PAT in the UV-Vis
range using modern detectors such as photodiode
arrays (PDA) or charge-coupled devices (CCD). Both
transmission and diffuse reflection measurement modes are
possible with off-line, at-line, on-line and in-line
measurements. The table with reference wavelengths for the
control of wavelength accwacy includes wavelengths in the
UV range down to 180 run.

X-ray fluorescence spectrometry
General chapter 2.2.37 includes references to modem
equipment and the current applications of the XRF
technique.

Substantial advances in miniaturisation and automation have
led to the development of hand-held energy dispersive
XRF (ED-XRF) spectrometers for rapid field measurements.
XRF is potentially non-destructive, although it may cause
sample instability. Hence, XRF lends itself to applications of
PAT such as the analysis of unwanted trace catalysts in
active phannaceutical ingredients (API).

Near-infrared spectroscopy
General chapter 2.2.40 takes into account the increasing use
of NIR spectroscopy for process monitoring and control, and
the development of modem NIR spectrometers.
NIR measurements can be performed off-line, but the
technique also lends itself to at-line, on-line and in-line
testing.

The 'Sample preparation/presentation' section includes
moving materials or samples, and the use of fibre-optic probe
systems in different measurement modes (i.e. transmission,
diffuse reflection and transflection). The use of internal
referencing for process analysis purposes is permitted when it
is impossible to remove a probe for reference background
data collection. A detailed table for the control of instrument
performance depending on measurement mode and
instrument used (benchtop, mobile or process instrument) is
also provided. The chapter includes a section on qualitative
analysis for identification and characterisation of a substance
in addition to sections on limit analysis (e.g. for dryer
end-point control) and trend analysis (for monitoring blend
unifonnity).

Raman spectroscopy
General chapter 2.2.48 includes Raman technologies that
have potential uses for the application of PATJ inchrdjng
hand-held instruments.

Wavenumber shifts and acceptable tolerances for the
reference materials cyclohexane, paracetamol and polystyrene
(values derived from an inter-laboratory study) are described
for both benchtop and hand-held Raman systems.

Demonstration of uniformity of dosage units using
large sample sizes
General chapter 2.9.47 allows the determination of
dosage unit unifonnity in a PAT environment where the
sample size is markedly greater than 30 units.

Compliance with the acceptance criteria of general chapter
2.9.47 is considered as evidence that the batch would also
comply with general chapter 2.9.40. UmJonnity of dosage units
if tested using a small sample size (e.g. 30-unit). Therefore,
general chapter 2.9.47 does not constitute stand-alone
acceptance criteria.
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Alternative methods for control of mlcroblological
quality
General chapter 5.1.6 describes alternative methods that
might be used for the application of PAT in order to
contribute to real-time or near-real-time microbiological
quality control (e.g. test for microbiological examination of
non-sterile products or for sterility based on laser-induced
fluorescence) of in-processsamples, active substances,
medicinal products or excipients (particularly water).
The chapter also provides guidance on how to validate these
alternativemethods.

Chemometrlc methods applied to analytical data
Chemometrics (general chapter 5.21) has proven to be well
suited for PAT. The investigation of large data tables and
treatment of intricate signals, i.e. data collections with a
hidden structure, of the type accumulated during
measurements in PAT setups, requires alternativeanalytical
tools to those used in a one-variable-at-a-time approach.

Chemical imaging
Chemical imaging (CI) (general chapter 5.21) can be used to
support PAT applications. CI measures spatial distribution
and contributes to the understanding of the properties of
materials such as finished products, pharmaceutical
Intermediates, exciplents, APIs and starting materials.

The uses of CI include, for example, detection of defects at
the sample surface such as cracks in tablet coatings and
identification of foreign particles. It is a versatile tool used in
process development and improvement, root cause analysis
(e.g, for out-or-specification results), and may also be used to
enhance process understanding.

Multivariate statistical process control
General chapter 5.28 gives insight into how MSPC can be
used to control and improve manufacturing processes,based
on the coUecti.on and processing of large amounts of data on
multiple variables. It describes the principle of MSPC and
the development and use of multivariate control charts, and
provides an overview of the theoretical background of
multivariate statistical procedures.

Peak 1
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Appendix III
Chromatographic Separation Techniques
(Ph. Eur. me/hod 2.2.46)

Chromatographic separation techniques are multi-stage
separation methods in which the components of a sample are
distributed between 2 phases, one of which is stationary,
while the other is mobile. The stationary phase may be a
solid or a liquid supported on a solid or a gel. The stationary
phase may be packed in a column, spread as a layer, or
distributed as a film, etc. The mobile phase may be gaseous
or liquid Or supercritical fluid. The separation may be based
on adsorption, mass distribution (partition), ion-exchange,
etc., or may be based on differences in the physico-chemical
properties of the molecules such as size, mass, volume, etc.

This chapter contains definitions and calculations of common
parameters and generally applicable requirements for system
suitability. Principles of separation, apparatus and methods
are given in the following general methods:
- paper chromatography (2.2.26);
- thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27);
- gas chromatography (2.2.28);
- liquid chromatography (2.2.29);
- size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.3fJ);
- supercritical fluid chromatography (2.2.45).

DEFINITIONS
The system SUiUlbility and aeaptance criren'a in monographs haw
been setusingparameters as defined below. With some equipmentJ

certain parameters, suchas the signal-w-noise ratio and resolutionJ

can becalculated using softwa...J>rO!Iided by 'he manufacturer.
It is the responsibilUy of the user to ensure that thecalculation
methods usedin the software areequivalenl W the requirements of
the European Pharmacopoeia and to make any necasary
comctions 11 this is not the case.

Chromatogram
A graphical or other representation of detector response,
effluent concentration or other quantity used as a measure of
effluent concentration, versus time or volume. Idealised

Peak 2
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Figure 2.2.46.-1.
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Size-excfusion
chromatography

10'
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TIme(I)
Volume (V)

Figure 2.2.46.-2.

chromatograms are represented as a sequence of Gaussian
peaks on a baseline (Figure 2.2.46.-1).

Peak
The portion of a chromatogram recording the detector
response when a single component (or 2 or more unresolved
components) is eluted from the column.
The peakmay be definedby the peakarea, or the peak
height (h) and the peak width at half-height (wiJ, or the peak
height (h) and the peak width between the points of
inJIeetion (Wi). In Gaussian peaks (Figure 2.2.46.-1) there is
the following relationship:

Retention time (In)
Time required for elution of a component (Figure 2.2.46.-1,
baseline scale being in minutes).

Retention volume (VR)
Volume of the mobilephase required for elution of a
component. It may be calculated from the retention time and
the flow rate (F) in millilitres per minuteusing the following
equation:
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b migration distance of the component;
a migration distance of the solvent front.

tR retention time of sbe peak corresponding LO the componemj
w" width of the peak at half-height.

the distance travelled by the solvent front from the point of
application (Figure 2.2.46.-3). •

b
Rp = 

a

~A

~c

r-O~B

a

b

('R)'N = 5.54 w,

Plate number (N)
The column performance (apparent efficiency) may be
calculated from data obtained under either isothermal,
isocratic or Isodenseconditions, depending on the technique)
as the plate number (also referred to as number of theoretical
plates), using the following equation, the values of IR and w"
being expressed in the same units:

The plate number varies with the component as well as with
the column, the column temperature, the mobile phase and
the retention lime.

Kc distribution constant (also known as equilibrium distribution
coefficient);

Vs volume o£the stalionary phasej
VM volume ohhe mobile phase.

k = amount of component in stationary phase
amount of component in mobile phase

V,=ltxF

Total mobile phase time (t,)
In size-exclusion chromatography, retention time of a
component whose molecules are smaller than the smallest gel
pores (Figure 2.2.46.-2).

Total mobile phase volume (V,)
In size-exclusion chromatography, retention volwne of a
component whose molecules are smaller than the smallest gel
pores. It may be calculated from the total mobile phase time
and the flow rate (F) in millilitres per minute using the
following equation:

The retention factor of a component may be determined
from the chromatogram using the following equation:

k=tR-tM

'M

Hold-up time (t,,,)
Time required for elution of an unretained component
(Figure 2.2.46.-1, baseline scale being in minutes). In size
exclusion chromatography, the symbol to (see below) is used.

Hold-up volume (V,,,)
Volume of the mobile phase required for elution of an
unretained component. It may be calculated from the hold
up time and me flow rate (.F) in mjllilitres per minute using
the following equation:

VM=tMXF

In size-exclusion chromatography, me symbol Vo (see below)
is used.

Retention factor (k)
The retention factor (also known as mass distribution ratio
(D.J or capacity factor (k'» is defined as:

Flow rate Set to obtain sufficient back-pressure
(e.g. 2 mUmin).

Figure 2.2.46.-3.

Dweil volume (D)
The dwell volume (also known as gradient delay volume) is
the volume between the point at which the eJuents meet and
the top of the column. It can be determined using the
following procedure.

Column Replace the chromatographic column by an
appropriate capillary tubing (e.g. I m x 0.12 mm}.

Mobil.phase:
- mobile phaseA: waterR;
- mobile phaseB: 0.1 per cent VIV solution of acewne R;

C.line of application

Retention time of an unretained compound (to)
In size-exclusion chromatography, retention time of a
component whose molecules are larger than the largest gel
pores (Figure 2.2.46.-2).

Retention volume of an unretained compound (Vo)
In size-exclusion chromatography, retention volwne of a
component whose molecules are larger than the largest gel
pores. It may be calculated from the retention time of an
unretained compound and the flow rate (F) in millilitres per
minute using the following equation:

Vo=toxF

Distribution constant (1<0)
In size-exclusion chromatography, the elution characteristics
of a component in a particular column may be given by the
distribution constant (also referred to as distribution
coefficient), which is calculated using the following equation:

Ko='R-to
It - to

Retardation factor (Rp )

The retardation factor (also known as retention factor (Rj»,
used in planar chromatography, is the ratio of the distance
from the point of application to the centre of the spot and

A. mobile phase front

Tim'
(min)

0-20

20 - 30

B. spot

Mobile phase A
(per cent VIJI)

100 ---> 0

o

Mobile phase B
(per ceo' VIV)

0--->100

100
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retention times of the peaks;
peak: widrhs at half-height.

In quantitative planar chromatography, using densitometry,
the migration distances are used instead of retention times
and the resolution between peaks of 2 components may be
calculated using the following equation:

Detection Spectrophotometer at 265 nm.

Determine the time (10.5) in minutes when the absorbance
has increased by 50 per cent (Figure 2.2.46.-4).

D=tDxF

tn los - 0.5to (in minutes);
10 pre-defined gradient time (= 20 min);
F flow rate (in millifhres per minute).

R,
I.ISa(Rn - RFI )

Whl +Wh2

100 % - - - - - - --- - ...-'c;-:---r--
/

/

1)
c

7
f--~-"C7'---

/

11m.

Figure 2.2.46.-4

Synunetry factor (A,)
The symmetry factor of a peak (Figure 2.2.46.-5) is
calculated using the following equation:

A _ WO.O,
. ,- 2d

"'o.~ widlh. of the peak at one-twentiethof the peak height;
d distance between the peJPMdicular dropped from the peak

maximwn and the leading edge of the peak at one-twentieth of
the peak height.

An A, value of 1.0 signifies symmetry. When A, > 1.0, the
peak is tailing. WhenAJ < 1.0, the peak is fronting.

d

Figure 2.2.46.-5

Resolution (R,)
The resolution between peaks of 2 components
(Figure 2.2.46.-1) may be calculated using the following
equation:

retardation factors of the peaks;
peak widths a.thalf-height.
migration distance of the solvent from.

Peak-to-valley ratio (pIv)
The peak-to-valley ratio may be employed as a system
suitability criterion in a test for related substances when
baseline separation between 2 peaks is not achieved
(Figure 2.2.46.-6).

R
p/v=J.

H,

height above the extrapolated baseline of the minor peak;
height above the extrapolated baseline a.t the 10\VCs[ point of the
curve separnting the minor and major peaks.

Figure 2.2.46.-6

Relative retention (1')
Relative retention is calculated as an estimate using the
foJlowing equation: .

tRi -1M
r=--

tRR - tM

R,
usc!., - !.,)

W,U +W"2

'R;

'''''
retention time of the peak of interest;
retention time of the reference peak (usually the peak
com:sponding to the substance to be examined);
hold-Up time.
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The unadjusted relative retention (rG) is calculated using the
following equation:

lRi
rG=

I""

Unless otherwise indicated, values for relative retention stated
in monographs correspond to unadjusted relative retention.

In planar chromatography, the retardation factors RFn and
Rp j are used instead of'RR and 'Ri'

Signal-to-nolse ratio (SIN)
The short-term noise influences the precision of
quantification. The signal-to-noise ratio is calculated using
the following equation:

SjN=2H
h

H height of me peak (Figure 2.2.46.·7) corresponding to the
component concerned, in the chromatogram obtained whh the
prescribed reference solution, measured from the maximum of
the peak to the extrapolated baseline of the signal observed over
a distance equal 10 at least:5 times the widlh at half·heightj

h range of the noise in a chromatogram obtained after injection or
application of a blank, observed over a distance equal to at least
5 times the width at half-heighl of tbe peak in the
chromatogram obtained with the prescribed reference solution
and, if possible, situated equally around the place where this
peak would be found.

chromatographic system. Apparent efficiency, retention factor
(mass distribution ratio), resolution and symmetry factor are
the parameters that are usually employed in assessing the
performance of the column. Factors that may affect the
chromatographic behaviour include:
- the composition, ionic strength, temperature and apparent

pH of the mobile phase;
- flow rate, column dimensions, column temperature and

pressure;
- stationary phase characteristics including type of

chromatographic support (panicle-based or monolithic),
particle or macropore size, porosity) specific surface area;

- reversed-phase and other surface-modification of the
stationary phases, the extent of chemical modification (as
expressed by end-capping, carbon loading etc.).

The following requirements and any supplementary
requirements given in the individual monograph are to be
fulfilled unless otherwise prescribed:
- in a related substances test or assay, for a peak in the

chromatogram obtained with a reference solution used for
quantification, the symmetry factor is 0.8 to 1.5, unless
otherwise prescribed;
in an assay of an active substance where the value is
100 per cent for a pure substance) the maximum
permitted relative standard deviation (s,(%)ma.d for the
defined limits is calculated for a series of injections of the
reference solution using the following equation:

constant (0.349), obtained from the expression K =

7i x '7lin which~ represents the required percemege
re1ativestandard deviation after 6 injections for B = 1.0j
upper limit given in the definition of the individual
monograph minus 100 per cent;
number of replicate injections of the reference solution
(3.$;1156);
Student's I at the 90 per cent probability level (double
sided) with ".....1 degrees of freedom.

B

K

•

Unless otherwise prescribed) the maximum permitted relative
standard deviation does not exceed the appropriate value
given in Table 2.2.46.-1. This requirement does not apply to
tests for related substances.

Table 2 2 46 -I - Repeatability requirements

Number of lndivlduaJ Injections

3 • 5 •
B (per cent) Maximum permItted relative standard deviation

2.0 0041 0.59 0.73 0.85

2.5 0.52 0.74 0.92 1.06

3.0 0.62 0.89 1.10 1.27

h

s,(%) = I~O V'iJ.'l; - y)'
y n-l

System repeatability
The repeatability of response is expressed as an estimated
percentage relative standard deviation (s,(%» of a
consecutive series of measurements for not fewer than 3
injections or applications of a reference solution, and is
calculated using the following equation:

Figure 2.2.46.-7.

H

SYSTEM SUITABILITY
The various components of the equipment employed must be
qualified and be capable of achieving the performance
required to conduct the test or assay.

The system suitability tests represent an integral part of the
method and are used to ensure adequate performance of the

Y.

•

individual values expressed as peak area. peak height, or ratio of
areas by the internal standardisation method;
mean of individual values;

number of individual values.

- in a related substances test, the limit of quantification
(corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio of 10) is equal to
or less than the disregard limit.

Compliance with the system suitability criteria is required
throughout the chromatographic procedure. Depending on
various factors, such as the frequency of use of the procedure
and experience with the chromatographic system, the analyst
chooses an appropriate verification scheme to monitor this.
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ADJUSTMENT OF CHROMATOGRAPHlC
CONDiTIONS
The extent to which the various parameters of a
chromatographic test may be adjusted to satisfy the system
suitability criteria without fundamentally modifying the
methods are listed below. Adjustment of conditions with
gradient elutions is more critical than with isocratic elutions,
since it may lead to shifts in peaks [0 a different step of me
gradient) rhus leading to the incorrect assignment of peaks)
and to the masking of peaks or a shift such that elution
occurs beyond the prescribed elution time. Changes other
than those indicated require revalidation of the method.
The chromatographic conditions described have been
validated dwing the elaboration of the monograph.

The system suitability tests are included to verify that the
separation required for satisfactory performance of the test or
assay is achieved. Nonetheless, since the stationary phases are
described in a general way and mere is such a variety
available commercially, with differences in chromatographic
behaviour, some adjustments of the chromatographic
conditions may be necessary to achieve the prescribed system
suitability requirements. With reversed-phase liquid
chromatographic methods in particular, adjustment of the
various parameters will not always result in satisfactory
chromatography. In that case, it may be necessary to replace
the column with another of the same type (e.g. oetadecylsilyl
silica gel), which exhibits the desired chromatographic
behaviour. The Knowledge database on the EDQM website
usually contains information on the column(s) used during
monograph elaboration.

For critical parameters .the adjustments are defined clearly in
the monograph to ensure the system suitability.

Thin-layer chromatography and paper
chromatography
Composition 0/ the mobile phase The amount of the
minor solvent component may be adjusted by ± 30 per cent
relative or ± 2 per cent absolute, whichever is the larger; for
a minor component at 10 per cent of the mobile phase, a
30 per cent relative adjustment allows a range of
7-13 per cent whereas a 2 per cent absolute adjustment
allows a range of 8-12 per cent, the relative value therefore
being the larger; for a minor component at 5 per cent of the
mobile phase, a 30 per cent relative adjustment allows a
range of 3.5-6.5 per cent whereas a 2 per cent absolute
adjustment aUows a range of 3-7 per cent, the absolute value
being the larger in this case; no other component is altered
by more than 10 per cent absolute.

pH 0/ the aqueous component 0/ the mobile phase
± 0.2 pfl, unless otherwise prescribed, or ± 1.0 pH when
non-ionisable substances are to be examined.

Concentration 0/ salts in the buffer component ofa
mobile phase ± 10 per cent.

Applz'cation volume 10-20 per cent of the prescribed
volume if using fine particle size plates (2-10 flJ1I).

Liquid chromatography: isocratic elution
Composition of the mobile phase The amount of the
minor solvent component may be adjusted by ± 30 per cent
relative or ± 2 per cent absolute, whichever is the larger (see
example above); no other component is altered by more than
10 per cent absolute.

pH 0/ the aqueous component 0/ the mobile phase
± 0.2 pH, unless otherwise prescribed, or ± 1.0 pH when
non-ionisable substances are to be examined.
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Concentration ofsalts in the buffer component ofa
mobile phase ± 10 per cent.

Flow rate ± 50 per cent; a larger adjustment is
acceptable when changing the column dimensions (see the
formula below).

Column parameters
Statitmaryphase:

- no change of the identity of the substituent of the
stationary phase permitted (e.g. no replacement of
CIS by CSl;

- panide size: maximum reduction of 50 per cent;
no increase permitted.

Column dimensions:
- length: ± 70 per cent;
- internal diameter: ± 25 per cent.

When column dimensions are changed, the flow rate may be
adjusted as necessary using the following equation:

PI flow rate indica led in the monograph, in miUilittes per minute;
F2 adjusted Row rare, in miUilirres per minute;
II length oCthe coIwnn indicared in the monograph. in

millimetres;
~ length of !:becolumn used, in millsnenea;
dl internal diameter or the column indicated in the monograph, in

millimerres;
d2 internal diameter of the column used, in millimetres.

Temperature ± 10 °C, where the operating temperature
is specified, unless othenvise prescribed.

Detector wavelength No adjustment permitted.

Injection volume May be decreased, provided detection
and repeatability of the peak(s) to be determined are
satisfactory; no increase permitted.

Liquid chromatography: gradient elution
Adjustment of chromatographic conditions for gradient
systems requires greater caution than for isocratic systems.

Composition o/the mobile phase/gradIent elution
Minor adjustments of the composition of the mobile phase
and the gradient are acceptable provided that:
- the system suitability requirements are fulfilled;
- the principal peak(s} elute(s} within ± 15 per cent of the

indicated retention time(s)j
- the final composition of the mobile phase is not weaker in

elution power than the prescribed composition.

Where compliance with the system suitability requirements
cannot be achieved, it is often preferable to consider the
dwell volume or to change the column.

Dwell volume The configuration of the equipment
employed maysignificantly alter the resolution, retention
time and relative retentions described. Should this occur, it
may be due to excessive dweU volume. Monographs
preferably include an isocratic step before the stan of the
gradient programme so that an adaptation can be made to
the gradient time points to take account of differences in
dwell volume between the system used for method
development and that actually used. It is the users
responsibility to adapt the length of the isocratic step to the
analytical equipment used. H the dwell volume used during
the elaboration of the monograph is given in the monograph,
the time points (I min) stated in the gradient table may be
replaced by adapted time points (Ic min), calculated using the
following equation:
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~ = , _ .>:(D'-----='-Do"'-)
F

D dweU volume. in miUilitresi
Do dwell volume used for development of the method, in millilitresi
F Row rate, in millilines per minute.

The isocratic step introduced for this purpose may be
omitted ifvalidation data for application of the method
without this step is available.

pH of 'he aqueous component of the mobile phase No
adjustment permitted,

Concentration 0/ salts in the btiffer component 0/ a
mobile phase No adjustment permitted.

Flowrate Adjustment is acceptable when changing the
column dimensions (see me formula below).

Column parameters
Stationary phase:

- no change of me identity of the substituent of the
stationary phase permitted (e.g. no replacement
of CIS by CS);

- particle size: no adjustment permitted.

Column dimensions:
- length: ± 70 per cent;
- imernal diameter: ± 25 per cent,

When column dimensions are changed, the flow rate may be
adjusted as necessary using the following equation:

PI Row rete indicated in the monograph, in miUilitresper minute;
F1, adjusted Row rare, in millilitres per minutcj
'. length of the column indicated in the monograph, in

mjlllmerrea;
l:! length of the column used, in miUimetres;
dl internal diameter of the column indicated in the monograph. in

millimetresj
d2 internal diameter of the column used. in millimenes.

Temperature ± 5 °C, where the operating temperature is
specified, unless otherwise prescribed.

Detector wavelength No adjustment permitted.

Injection volume May be decreased, provided detection
and repeatability of the peak(s) to be determined are
satisfactory; no increase permitted.

Gas chromatography
Column parameters
Stationary phase:

- partidesize: maximum reduction of 50 per cent;
no increase permitted (packed columns);

- film thickness: -50 per cent to + 100 per cent
(copillary columns).

Column dimensions:
- length: ± 70 per cent;
- internal diameter: ± 50 per cent.

Flow rate ± 50 per cent.

Temperature ± 10 per cent.

Injection volume and split volume May be adjusted,
provided detection and repeatability are satisfactory.

Supercriticall1u1d chromatography
Compositl'on of the mobile phase For packed columns,
the amount of the minor solvent component may be adjusted
by ± 30 per cent relative or ± 2 per cent absolute,
whichever is the larger; no adjustment is permitted for a
capillary column system.
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Detector wavelength No adjustment permitted.

Column parameters
Stalionary phase:

- particle size: maximum reduction of 50 per cent;
no increase permitted (packed columns).

Column dimensUmJ:
- length: ± 70 per cent;
- internal diameter:

± 25 per cent (packed columns);

± 50 per cent (copillary columns),

Flow rate ± 50 per cent.

Temperature ± 5 °CJ where the operating temperature is
specified.

Injectt'on volume May be decreased) provided detection
and repeatability are satisfactory; no increase permitted.

QUANTIFICATION
Peaks due to solvents and reagents or arising from the mobile
phase or the sample matrix are disregarded during
quantification.
- Daector sensiliwO'. The detector sensitivity is the signal

output per unit concentration or unit mass of a substance
in the mobile phase entering the detector. The relative
detector response factor, commonly referred to as response
factor, expresses the sensitivity of a detector for a given
substance relative to a standard substance. The correction
/aaor's the reciprocal of the response factor.

- Euemalstandard method. The concentration of the
component(s) to be analysed is determined by comparing
the response(s) (peak(s)) obtained with the lest solution
to the response(s) (peok(s)) obtained with a reference
solution.

- Internal standard method. Equal amounts of a component
that will be resolved from the substance to be examined
(the internal standard) are introduced into the test
solution and a reference solution. The internal standard is
chosen such that it does not react with the substance to
be examined, is stable and does not contain impurities
with the same retention time as that of the substance to
be examined. The concentration of the substance to be
examined is determined by comparing the ratio of the
peak areas or peak heights due to the substance to be
examined and the internal standard in the test solution
with the ratio of the peak areas or peak heights due to the
substance to be examined and the internal standard in the
reference solution.

- NormalisatWn procedure. The percentage content of a
component of the substance to be examined is calculated
by determining the area of the corresponding peak as a
percentage of the total area of aU Ute peaks, excluding
those due to solvents or reagents or arising from the
mobile phase or the sample matrix, and those at or below
the disregard limit.

- Calibralion procedure. The relationship between the
measured or evaluated signal (y) and the quantity
(concentration, mass, etc.) of substance (x) is determined
and the calibration function is calculated. The analytical
results are calculated from the measured signal or
evaluated signal of the analyte by means of the inverse
function.

In tests for related substances for both me external standard
method, when a dilution of the test solution is used for
comparison, and the normalisation procedure) any correction
factors indicated in the monograph are applied (i.e. when the
response factor is outside the range 0.8-1.2).
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When me related substances test prescribes the total of
impurities or there is a quantitative determination of an
impurity) it is important £0 choose an appropriate threshold
setting and appropriate conditions for the integration of the
peak areas. In such tests the disregard Ijmit) i.e. the limit at or
below which a peak is disregarded, is generaUy 0.05 per cent.
Integration of the peak area of any impurity that is not
completely separated from the principal peak is preferably
performed by valley-to-valley extrapolation (tangential skim).

Additional points for monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia
System suitability
Unless otherwise stated in the monograph, the maximum
permitted relative standard deviation for six replicate
injections of the prescribed reference solution does not
exceed 2.0%. This requirement is applicable only to assays
for formulated preparations.

A. Thin-layer Chromatography
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.27)

Thin-layer chromatography is a separation technique in
which a stationary phase consisting of an appropriate material
is spread in a uniform thin layer on a support (plate) of glass,
metal or plastic. Solutions of analytes are deposited on the
plate prior to development. The separation is based on
adsorption, partition, ion-exchange or on combinations of
these mechanisms and is carried out by migration
(development) of solutes (solutions of analytes) in a solvent
or a suitable mixture of solvents (mobile phase) through the
thin-layer (stationary phase).

APPARATUS
Plates
The chromatography is carried out using pre-coated plates as
described under Reagents (4.1.1). The particle size of the
silicagel is indicated after the name of me reagent in the
tests where it is used.

Pre-treatment of the plates It may be necessary to wash
the plates prior to separation. This can be done by migration
of an appropriate solvent. The plates may also be
impregnated by procedures such as development, immersion
or spraying. At the time of use, the plates may be activated, if
necessary, by heating in an oven at 120 °C Cor 20 min.

Chromatographic tank
With a flat bottom or twin trough, of inert, transparent
material, of a size suitable for the plates used and provided
with a tightly fitting lid. For horizontal development the tank
is provided with a trough for the mobile phase and it
additionally contains a device for directing the mobile phase
to the stationary phase.

Micropipettes, mlcrosyringes, calibrated disposable
capillaries
Or other application devices suitable for the proper
application of the solutions.

Fluorescence detection device
To measure direct fluorescence or the inhibition of
fluorescence.

Visualisation devices and reagents
Suitable devices are used for derivatisation to transfer to the
plate reagents by spraying, immersion or exposure to vapour
and, where applicable, to facilitate heating for visualisation of
separated components.
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Documentation
A device may be used to provide documentation of the
visualised chromatogram, for example a photograph or a
computer file.

METHOD
Sample application
Apply the prescribed volume of the solutions at a suitable
distance from the lower edge and from the sides of the plate
and on a line parallel to the lower edge; allow an interval of
at least 10 mm (5 mm on high-performance plates) between
the centres of circular spots and 5 mm (2 mm on high
performance plates) between the edges of bands. Apply the
solutions in sufficiently small portions to obtain circular spots
2-5 mm in diameter (1-2 mm on high-performance plates) or
bands 10-20 mm (5-10 mm on high-performance plates) by
1-2 mm.

In a monograph, where both normal and high-performance
plates may be used, the working conditions for high
performance plates are given in the brackets [ ] after those
for normal plates.

Vertical development
Line the walls of the chromatographic tank with filter paper.
Pour into the chromatographic tank a sufficient quantity of
the mobile phase for me size of the tank to give after
impregnation of the filter paper a layer of appropriate depth
related to the dimension of the plate to be used.
For saturation of the chromatographic tank, replace the lid
and allow to stand at 20-25 °C for 1 h. Unless otherwise
indicated in the monograph, the chromatographic separation
is performed in a saturated tank. Apply the prescribed
volume of solutions as described above. When the solvent
has evaporated from the applied solutions, place the plate in
the chromatographic tank, ensuring that the plate is as
vertical as possible and that the spots or bands are above the
surface,of the mobile phase. Close the chromatographic tank,
maintain it at 20-25 °C and protect from sunlight. Remove
the plate when the mobile phase has moved over the
prescribed distance, measured between the points of
application and the solvent front. Dry the plate and visualise
the cbromatograms as prescribed.

For two-dimensional chromatography, dry the plates after the
first development and cany out a second development in a
direction perpendicular to that of the first development.

Horizontal development
Apply the prescribed volume of the solutions as described
above. When the solvent has evaporated from the applied
solutions, introduce a sufficient quantity of the mobile phase
into the trough of the chamber using a syringe or pipette,
place the plate in the chamber after verifying that the latter is
horizontal and connect the mobile phase direction device
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Ifprescribed,
develop the plate starting simultaneously at both ends. Close
the chamber and maintain it at 20-25 °C. Remove the plate
when the mobile phase has moved over the distance
prescribed in the monograph. Dry the plate and visualise the
chromatograms as prescribed.

For two-dimensional chromatography, dry the plates after the
first development and carry out a second development in a
direction perpendicular to that of the first development.

VISUAL EVALUATION
Identification
The principal spot in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution is visually compared to-the corresponding spot
in the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution by
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comparing the colour, the size and the retardation factor (Rp)

of both spots.

The retardation factor (Rp ) is defined as the ratio of me
distance from the point of application to the centre of the
spot and the distance travelled by the solvent from from the
point of application.

Verification of the separating power for
identification Normally the performance given by the
suitability test described in Reagems (4.1.1) is sufficient. Only
in special cases an additional performance criterion is
prescribed in the monograph.

Related substances test
The secondary spot(s) in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution is (are) visually compared to either the
corresponding spot(s) in the chromatogram obtained with me
reference solution containing the impwity(ies) or me spot in
the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution
prepared from a dilution of the test solution.

Verification of the separat~'ng power The requirements
for the verification of me separating power are prescribed in
me monographs concerned.

Verification of the detecting power The defecting power
is satisfactory if a spot or band is clearly visible in the
chromatogram obtained with the most dilute reference
solution.

QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENT
The requirements for resolution and separation are
prescribed in the monographs concerned.

Substances separated by thin-layer chromatography and
responding to UV~Vis irradiation can be determined direcdy
on the plate, using appropriate instrumentation. While
moving me plate or me measuring device, examine the plate
by measuring the reflectance of the incident light. Similarly,
fluorescence may he measured using an appropriate optical
system. Substances containing radionuclides can be
quantified in 3 ways: either directly by moving the plate
alongside a suitable counter or vice versa (see
Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125), by cutting the plates
into strips and measuring the radioactivity on each individual
strip using a suitable counter or by scraping off the stationary
phase) dissolving it in a suitable scintillation cocktail and
measuring the radioactivity using a liquid scintillation
counter.

Apparatus
The apparatus for direct measurement on the plate consists
of:
- a device for exact positioning and reproducible dispensing

of the amount of substances onto the plate;
- a mechanical device to move me plate or me measuring

device along me x-axis or the j-axis;
- a recorder and a suitable integrator or a computer;
- lorsubstances responding to UV-Vis: irradiation: a

photometer with a source of light, an optical device able
to generate monochromatic light and a photo cell of
adequate sensitivity are used for the measurement of
reflectance or transmittance; if fluorescence is measured, a
suitable filter is required to prevent light used for
excitation from reaching me detector while permitting
emitted light or a specific portion thereof to pass;

- for substances containing radionudide.s: a suitable counter for
radioactivity. The linearity range of the counting device is
to be verified.
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Method
Prepare the solution of me substance to be examined (test
solution) as prescribed in the monograph and, if necessary,
prepare the reference solutions of me substance to be
determined using the same solvent as in the test solution.
Apply the same volume of each solution to the plate and
develop"

Substances responding to UV-Vis J·rradiation Prepare
and apply not fewer than 3 reference solutions of the
substance to be examined, the concentrations of which span
the expected value in the test solution (about 80 per cent,
100 per cent and 120 per cent). Treat with the prescribed
reagent, if necessary, and record the reflectance) the
transmittance or fluorescence in the chromatograms obtained
with the test and reference solutions. Use the measured
results for the calculation of the amount of substance in the
test solution.

Substances containing radionuctides Prepare and apply
a test solution containing about 100 per cent of the expected
value. Determine me radioactivity as a function of me path
length and report the radioactivity in each resulting peak as a
percentage of the total amount of radioactivity.

Criteria for assessing the suitability of the system are
described in the chapter on Chromawgraphic separation
techniques (2.2.46). The extent to which adjustments of
parameters of the chromatographic system can be made to
satisfy the criteria of system suitability are also given In this
chapter.

Additional points for monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia
When the method prescribed in a monograph carries me
instructions 'protected from light' or lin subdued light' it is
intended that the entire procedure is carried out under these
conditions.

Unless otherwise indicated in the monograph, the mobile
phase should be allowed to ascend 15 em above the line of
application.

The phrase ultraviolet lighl (254 nm) indicates that the plate
should be examined under an ultraviolet lamp having a
maximum output at 254 om (see below); other wavelength
maxima may be specified.

The term secondary spot means any spot other than the
principal spot. Similarly, a secondary band is any band other
than the principal band.

Where a spraying technique is prescribed it is essential that
the reagent is evenly applied as a fine spray. The following
method of visualisation is used when directed in me
monograph.

METHOD I

Spray the dried plate with elhanoli< su/furi< acid (20%), heat
at 1050 for 30 minutes and immediately expose to ni~ous

fumes in a closed glass tank for 15 minutes (me nitrous
fumes may begenerated by adding 7M sulfuric acUI dsopwise
to a solution containing 10% wlv of sodium nitn"te and
3% wlv of potassium iodide). Place the plate in a current of
warm air for 15 minutes and spray with a 0.5% w/v solution
of N-(1-naphthyl)ethylenediamine dihydrodJloride in e!hanol
(96%). If necessary, allow to dry and repeat me spraying.

MATERlAI.S

The coating substances and precoared plates are described in
Appendix I A: General Reagents. Prepare suspensions of the
coating substances as recommended by the manufacturer
unless otherwise prescribed. Commercial pre-coated plates
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may be used for pharmacopoeial tests where a coating
substances is prescribed provided that they comply with the
test for chromatographic separation described for the
corresponding coating substance and with any additional test
for verification of separatingpower required in the
monograph test.

Ultraviolet Ray Lamps for Analytical Purposes
(ph. Bur. method 2.1.3)
Mercury vapour in quartz lamps is used as the source of
ultraviolet light. A suitable filter may be fined to eliminate
the visible part of the spectrum emitted by the lamp. When
the Phannacopoeia prescribes in a test the use of uluaviolet
light of wavelength 254 om or 365 nm, an instrument
consisting of a mercury vapour lamp and a filter which gives
an emission band with maximum intensity at about 254 nm
or 365 om is used. The lamp used should be capable of
revealing without doubt a standard spot of sodium salicylate
with a diameter of about 5 mm on a support of silica gelG R,
the spot being examined while in a position normal to the
radiation.

For this purpose apply 5 ~L of a 0.4 WLsolution of sodium
sali<y/ate R in akhol k' for lamps of maximum output at
254 run and 5 pL of a 2 WL solution in alrohol R(3) for lamps
of maximum output at 365 nm. The distance between the
lamp and the chromatographic plate under examination used
in a pharmacopoeial test should never exceed the distance
used to carry out the above test.

Identification of Phenothlazines by Thin-Layer
Chromatography
(Ph. Bur. method 2.3.3) .

Examine by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) using
kieselguhr GRas the coating substance. Impregnate the plate
by placing it in a closed tank containing the necessary
quantity of the impregnation mixture composed of a solution
containing 10 per cent VIV of phenoxyetharwl Rand 50 WL of
maaogol300 R in acetone R so that the plate dips about
5 mm beneath the surface of the liquid. When the
impregnation mixture has risen at least 17 cm from the lower
edge of the plate, remove the plate and use immediately for
chromatography. Carry out the chromatography in the same
direction as the impregnation.

Test solution Dissolve 20 mg of the substance to be
examined in chloroform R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.

Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of the corresponding
chemical reference substance (CRS) in chloro/orm Rand
dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Apply separately to the plate 2 JlL of each solution and
develop in the dark over a path of 15 cm using a mixture of
50 mL of light petroleum Rand 1 mL of diethylamine R
saturated with phenoxyethanol R (i,e. add about 3 mL to
4 mL of phenoxyethanol R to the above mixture of solvents to
give a persistent cloudiness on shaking, decant, and use the
supernatant, even if it is cloudy). After development place the
plate under ultraviolet light at 365 run and examine after a
few minutes. The spot in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution is similar in position, fluorescence and size
to the spot in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution. Spray with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric
add R in akoholR. The spot in the chromatogram obtained
whh die test solution is of the same colour as that in the

I The akqJwl R usedmust befree from jflWm«llce.
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chromatogram obtained with the reference solution and has
similar stability over a period of at least 20 min.

Related Substances in Phenothiazines
(No Ph. Bur. method)

Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography protected
from light using sitka gel GFZ54 as the coating substance and
the mobile phase prescribed in the monograph, but. allowing
the solvent front to ascend 12 cm above the line of
application. Unless otherwise specified, apply separately to
the plate 10 J.tL of each of two solutions of the substance
being examined prepared immediately before use in a
mixture of 95 volumes of methanol and 5 volumes of
diethylamine containing (I) 2.0% wlv and (2) 0.010% wlv.
After removal of the plate) allow it to dry in air and examine
under ultraviolet light (254 nn-V. Disregard any spot remaining
on the line of application. Unless otherwise specified any
secondary spot in the chromatogram obtained with solution (I)
is not more intense than the spot in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2) (0.5%).

Mobile phases
A. A mixture of 10 volumes of acetone, 10 volumes of
diethylamine and 80 volumes of cydohexone.
B. A mixture of 5 volumes of diethylamine, 10 volumes of
acetone and 85 volumes of hexane.

C. A mixture of 18 volumes of 1M ammonia and
90 volumes of butan-l-ol.

Identification of Steroids
(No Ph. Bur. method)
Carry out the method for thin-layer chromarography using
kieselguhr G as the coating substance. Impregnate the dry
plate by placing it in a tank containing a shallow layer of the
specified impregnating solvent, allowing the solvent to ascend
to the top, removing the plate from the tank and allowing the
solvent to evaporate; use within 2 hours, with the flow of the
mobile phase in the direction in which impregnation was
carried out. Unless otherwise specified, apply separately to
the plate 2 ~L of each of the following three solutions in a
mixture of 9 volumes of chloroform and 1 volume of m~hanol.
Solution (1) contains 0.25% wlv of the substance being
examined. Solution (2) contains 0.25% w/v of the
corresponding British Pharmacopoeia Chemical Reference
Substance or European Pharmacopoeia Chemical Reference
Substance. Solution (3) is a mixture of equal volumes of
solutions (1) and (2). Use the specified mobile phase. After
removal of the plate, allow the solvent to evaporate, heat at
120° for 15 minutes and spray the hot plate with ethatrolic
sulfuric acid (20%). Heat at 120" for a further 10 minutes,
allow to cool and examine in daylight and under ultraviolet
light (365 nm). The principal spot in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (1) is similar in position, colour in
daylight, lIuorescence in ultraviolet light (365 run) and size to
that in the chromatogram obtained with solution (2).
The principal spot in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (3) appears as a single, compact spot.

Impregnating so/vents
I. A mixture of 1 volume offormamide and 9 volumes of
acetone.
n. A mixture or 1 volume of propane-l,2-diol and 9 volumes
of aceume.
ill. A mixture of 1 volume of liquid paraffin and 9 volumes
of petroleum spirit (boiling range, 40° to 60° or 50° to 70°).
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Mobile phases
A. Chloroform.
B. A mixture of 25 volumes of chloroform and 75 volumes of
toluene.
C. Toluene.
D. A mixture of 20 volumes of tolueneand 80 volumes of
cycIohexane.
E. A mixture of equal volumes of cyclohexane and
petroleum spirit (boiling range) 40° £0 60° or 50° to 70°).

F. A mixture of 40 volumes of gladal acetic acid and
60 volumes of warer.
G. A mixture of 20 volumes of 1,4-dioxan and 80 volumes
of hexane.
H. A mixture of 29 volumes of toluene, 56 volumes of
chloroform and 115 volumes of cydohexone.

B. Gas Chromatography
(ph. Bur. method 2.2.28)

PRINCIPLE
Gas chromatography (GC) is a chromatographic separation
technique based on the difference in the distribution of
species between 2 non-miscible phases in which the mobile
phase is a carrier gas moving through or passing the
stationary phase contained in a colwnn. It is applicable to
substances or their derivatives which are voIatilised under the
temperatures employed.

GC is mainly based on mechanisms of adsorption Of mass
distribution.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment typically consists of:
- an iniector;
- a chromatographic column contained in an oven;
- one or more detector(s);
- a data acquisition system.

The carrier gas flows through the column and then through
the detector at a controUed rate Of pressure.

The chromatography is carried out either at a constant
temperature or according to a given temperature programme.

IfoUBCTORS
Injection may be carried out either into a vaporisation
chamber which may be equipped with a stream splitter, or
directly at the head of the column using a syringe or an
injection valve.

Injections ofvapour phase May be effected by static or
dynamic head-space injection systems.

DynamIC head-space (purge and trap) injection systems
include a sparging device by which volatile substances in
solution are swept into an absorbent column maintained at a
low temperature. Retained substances are then desorbed into
the mobile phase by rapid heating of the absorbent colwnn.

Static head-space Injection systems include a
thennostatically controlled sample heating chamber in which
closed vials containing solid or liquid samples are placed for
a fixed period of time to allow equilibration of the volatile
components of the sample between the non-gaseous phase
and the vapour phase. After equilibration, a predetermined
amount of the head-space of the vial is Rushed into the gas
chromatograph.

STATIONARY PHASES
Stationary phases are contained in columns which may be:
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- a capillary column whose stationary phase may be a solid
coating the inner surface of me column
(e.g. macrogol 20 000), or a liquid deposited on the inner
surface (e.g. dimethylpolysiloxane); in the latter case it
may be chemically bonded to the inner surface;

- a column packed with the stationary phase which may be
a solid phase (e.g, alumina, silica) or an inert solid
support (usually a porous polymer) impregnated or
coated with a liquid.

Capillary columns, made of fused silica, are 0.1 mm to
0.53 mm in internal diameter (0) and at least 5 m in length.
The stationary phase is a film 0.1 urn to 5.0 IJ.IIl thick.

Packed columns, made of glass or metal, are usually 1 m to
3 m in length with an internal diameter (0) of 2 nun to
4mm.

MOBILE PHASES
Retention time and peak efficiency depend on the carrier gas
flow rate; retention time is directly proportional to column
length and resolution is proportional to the square root of the
column length.

The carrier gas flow rate is usually expressed in millilitres per
minute at atmospheric pressure and at the stated
temperature. Flow rate is measured at the detector outlet,
either with a calibrated mechanical device or with a bubble
tube, while the column is at operating temperature.

The linear velocity of the carrier gas through a column is
inversely proportional to the square of the internal diameter
of the column for a given flow volume.

Helium, nitrogen and hydrogen are commonly used carrier
gases.

DETECTORS
Flame-ionisation detectors are usually employed but other
detectors such as electron-capture, nitrogen-phosphorus,
mass spectrometric, thermal conductivity or infrared
spectrophotometric detectors may also be used.

PROCEDURE
Equilibrate the column, the injector and the detector at the
temperatures and the gas flow rates/pressures specified in the
monograph until a stable baseline is achieved. Prepare the
test solution(s) and the reference solution(s) as prescribed.
The solutions injected must be free from solid particles.

Criteria for assessing the suitability of the system are
described in general chapter 2.2.46 Chromatographu separation
techniques, The extent to which adjustments of parameters of
the chromatographic system can be made to satisfy the
criteria of system suitability are also given in this general
chapter.

STATIC HEAD-SPACE GAS
CHROMATOGRAPHY
Static head-space gas chromatography is a technique
particularly suitable for separating and determining volatile
compounds present in solid or liquid samples. The method is
based on the analysis of the vapour phase in equilibrium with
the solid or liquid phase.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment consists of a gas chromatograph provided
with a sample-introduction device that may be connected to
a module that automatically controls the pressure and the
temperature. ITnecessary, a device for eliminating solvents
can be added.

The sample to be analysed is introduced into a container
fined with a suitable stopper and a valve-system which
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permits the passage of the carrier gas. The container is
placed in a thermostatically controlled chamber at a
temperature set according to the substance £0 be examined.

The sample is held at this temperature long enough to allow
equilibration between the solid or liquid phase and the
vapour phase.
The carrier gas is introduced into the container and, after the
prescribed time, a suitable valve is opened so that the gas
expands towards the chromatographic column taking the
volatilised compounds with it.

Instead of using a chromatograph specifically equipped for
the introduction of samples, it is also possible to use airtight
syringes and a conventional chromatograph. Equilibration is
then carried out in a separate chamber and the vapour phase
is carried onto the column, while necessary precautions are
taken to avoid any changes in the equilibrium.

PROCEDURE
Using the reference preparations, determine suitable
instrument settings to produce an adequate response.

DIRECT CALIBRATION
Introduce into separate, identical containers the preparation
to be examined and each of the reference preparations, as
prescribed in the monograph, avoiding contact between the
sampling_ device and the samples.

Close the comainers hennetically and place in the
thermostatically controlled chamber set to the temperature
and pressure prescribed in the monograph; after
equilibration, carry out the chromatography under the
prescribed conditions.

STANDARD ADDITIONS
Add to a set of identical suitable containers equal volumes of
the preparation to he examined. Add to all but one of the
containers, suitable quantities of a reference preparation
containing a known concentration of the substance to be
determined so as to produce a series of preparations
containing steadily increasing concentrations of the
substance.

Close the containers hermetically and place in the
thennostatically controlled chamber set to the temperature
and pressure prescribed in the monograph; after
equilibration, carry out the chromatography under the
prescribed conditions.

Calculate the linear equation of the graph using a least
squares fit, and derive from it the concentration of the
substance to he determined in the preparation to be
examined.

Alternatively, plot on a graph the mean of readings against
the added quantity of the substance to he determined.
Extrapolate the line joining the points on the graph until it
meets the concentration axis. The distance between this
point and the intersection of the axes represents the
concentration of the substance to be determined in the
preparation to be examined.

Additional points for monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia
APPARATUS
The design of a particular chromatograph may require
modification of the conditions detailed in the monograph.
In such a case, the analyst should be satisfied that the
modified conditions produce comparable results. If necessary,
adjust the flow rate of the carrier gas to improve the quality
of the chromatogram or to modify me retention times of the
peaks of interest.
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METIlOD
Unless otherwise stated in the monograph, use nitrogen as
the carrier gas and a flame ionisation detector. Occasionally
reference is made to on-column injection, in which case the
sample is injected directly on to the packing material without
the use of an inlet heater. When non-volatile material is to be
injected on to the column, a suitable interchangeable pre
column may be used.

REAGENTS
Solvents and reagents used in the preparation of solutions for
examination should be of a quality suitable for use in gas
chromatography. A wide range of chemical substances is
used as stationary phases, including polyethylene glycols,
high-molecular weight esters and amides, hydrocarbons,
silicone gums and fluids (polysiloxanes often substituted with
methyl, phenyl, nitrile, vinyl or fluoroalkyl groups or
mixtures of these) and microporous cross-linked polyaromatic
beads. A suitable stationary phase, its concentration and the
nature and grade of a suitable solid support are stated in the
monograph. The column should be conditioned in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. In most
cases reference is made to a particular commercial brand that
has been found to be suitable for the purpose, but such
statements do not imply that a different but equivalent
commercial brand may not be used.

INTERNAL STANDARDS
Reagents used as internal standards should not contain any
Impurity that would produce a peak likely to interfere in the
determination described in the monograph.

INJECTION VOLUME
Where no injection volwne is specified in the monograph,
the analyst should select an appropriate volume for their
specific application. The volume chosen is dependent on the
response of the analyte, the detector used, the efficiency of
the column and the overall perfonnance of the
chromatographic system. Where a volume is not indicated,
I f.tL is usually appropriate; however this should be checked
Cor suitability under the local operating conditions.

SECONDARY PEAKS
Reference may be made to a secondary peak. A secondary
peak is a peak in the chromatogram other than the principal
peak and any peaks due to internal standard, solvent and
derivatising agents. Peaks identified as being due to the
counter-ion and/or other excipients including preservatives in
the material being examined may also be excluded.

C. Size-exclusion Chromatography
(ph. Eur. method 2.2.30)

PRINCIPLE
Size-exclusion chromatography is a liquid chromatography
(2.2.29) technique which separates molecules in solution
according to their size. With organic mobile phases, the
technique is known as gel-permeation chromatography and
with aqueous mobile phases it is known as gel-filtration
chromatography. The sample is introduced into a column,
which is filled with a gel or a porous particle packing
material, and is carried by the mobile phase through the
column. The size separation takes place by repeated
exchange of the solute molecules between the solvent of the
mobile phase and the same solvent in the stagnant liquid
phase (stationary phase) within the pores of the packing
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material. The pore-size range of the packing material
determines the molecular-size range within which separation
can occur.

Moleculessmall enough to penetrate aU the pore spaceselute
at the total mobile phase volume Yt (also known as total
permeation volume). Molecules apparently larger than the
maximum pore sizeof the packingmaterialmigratealong the
column only through the spaces between the particles of the
packing material without being retained and elute at the
retention volume of an unretained compound Vo (also known
as exclusion volume or voidvolume). Separation according to
molecular size occurs between the retention volume of an
unretained compound and the total mobile phase volume,
with useful separation usuaUy occurring in the first two thirds
of this range.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment consists essentially of a chromarographic
column of varying length and internal diameter (0), if
necessary temperature-controlled) packed with a separation
material that is capable of fractionation in the appropriate
range of molecular sizes. The packing material may be a soft
support such as a swollen gel or a rigid support composed of
a material such as glass) silica or a solvent-compatible) cross
linked organic polymer. Rigid supports usually require
pressurised systems giving faster separations.

One end of the column is usually fitted with a suitable device
for applying the sample such as a flow adapter) a syringe
through a septum or an injection valve and may also be
connected to a suitable pump for controlling the flow of the
eluent. Alternatively, the sample may be applied directly to
the drained bed surface Of) Where the sample is denser than
the eluent, it may be layered beneath the eluent.

The mobile phase is chosen according to sample type,
separation medium and method of detection. The eluent is
passed through the column at a constant rate.

The outlet of the column is usually connected to a suitable
detector fined with an automatic recorder which enables the
monitoring of the relative concentrations of separated
components of the sample. Ultraviolet/visible
specrrophorometers (2.2.25), differential refractcmeters (RI),
luminescent detectors) multi-angle light scattering (MALS)
detectors and other detectors may be used. An automatic
fraction collector may be attached) if necessary,

PROCEDURE
Before carrying out the separation) the packing material is
treated, and the colwnn is packed, as described in the
monograph, or according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Criteria for assessing the suitability of the system are
described in general chapter 2.2.46. Chromatographic
seporauon sectmiques. The extent to which adjustments of
parameters of the chromatographic system can be made to
satisfy the criteria of system suitability are also given in this
general chapter.

DETERMINATION OF RELATIVE COMPONENT
COMPOSITION OF MIXTURES
Carry out the separation as stated in the monograph.
IC possible, monitor the elution of the components
continuously and measure the corresponding peak areas.
If the sample is monitored by a physico-chemical property to
which all the components of interest exhibit equivalent
responses (for example if they have the same specific
absorbance), calculate the relative amount of each
component by dividing the respective peak area by the sum
of the peak areas of aU the components of interest. If the
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responses to me property used for detection of the
components of interest are not equivalent, calculate the
content by means of calibration curves obtained with the
calibration standards prescribed in the monograph.

DETERMINATION OF MOLECULAR MASSES
Size-exclusion chromatography may be used to determine
molecular masses by comparison with appropriate calibration
standards specified in the monograph. The retention volumes
of the calibration standards may be plotted against the
logarithm of their molecular masses. The plot usually
approximates a straight line within the exclusion and total
permeation limits for the separation medium used. From the
calibration curve) molecular masses may be estimated.
The molecular-mass calibration is valid only for the particular
macromolecular solute/solvent system used under the
specified experimental conditions.

DETERMINATION OF MOLECULAR SIZE
DISTRIBUTION OF POLYMERS
Size-exclusion chromatography may be used to determine the
distribution of the molecular size of polymers. However)
sample comparison may be valid only for results obtained
under the same experimental conditions. The reference
standards used for the calibration and the methods for
detennination of the distribution of molecular sizes of
polymers are specified in the monograph.

Molecular Mass Distribution In Dextrans
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.39)

Examine by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30).

Test solution Dissolve 0.200 g of the substance to be
examined in the mobile phase and dilute to 10 mL with the
mobile phase.

Marker solution Dissolve 5 mg ofgluoose Rand 2 mg of
<lex..an Vo CRS in I mL of the mobile phase.

Calibration solutions Dissolve separately in 1 mL of the
mobile phase 15 mg of dextran 4 for calibration CRS, 15 mg
of dextran 10for calibration CRS, 20 mg of dex..an 40 for
calibration CRS, 20 mg of dextran 70 for calibration CRS and
20 mg of dex..an 250for calibration CRS.
System suitability solution Dissolve either 20 mg of
dex..an 40forperformance "'" CRS (for dextran 40) or 20 mg
of dextran 60/70forperformanceus< CRS (for dextran 60 and
dextran 70) in I mL of the mobile phase.

The chromatographic procedure may be carried out using:
- a column 0.3 m long and 10 nun in internal diameter)

packed with cross-linked agarose for chromatography R or a
series of columns) 0.3 m long and 7.5 nun in internal
diameter, packed with polye""r hydroxylated gt/ for
chromatography R,

- as the mobile phase) at a flow rate of 0.5-1 mUmin, kept
constant to ± 1 per cent per hour, a solution containing
7 g of anhydrous sodium sulfau R and I g of
chlorobutanol R in 1000 mL of waterfor chromatography R,

- as detector a differential refractometer,
- a 100 ~L to 200 ~L loop injector,

maintaining thesystem at a constant temperature
(± 0.1 'c).

CALIBRATION OF THE CHROMATOGRAPHIC
SYSTEM
Carry out replicate injections of the chosen volume of the
marker solution. The chromatogram shows 2 peaks, the first
of which corresponds to dextran Vo CRS and the second of
which corresponds to g/uoose R. From the elution volume of
the peak corresponding to dextran VOl calculate the void
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volume Vo and from the peak corresponding to dextrose,
calculate the total volume Vr-
Inject the chosen volume of each of the calibration solutions.
Draw carefully the baseline of each of the chromatograms.
Divide each chromatogram into p (at least 60) equal vertical
sections (corresponding to equal elution volumes). In each
section i, corresponding to an elution volume Vj measure the
height (yJ of the chromatogram line above the baseline and
calculate the coefficient of distribution K; using the
expression:

Carry out the calibration using either of the following
methods.

Calibradon by plotdng of the curve
For each'of the dextrans for calibration calculate the
coefficient of distribution Km'IX corresponding to the
maximum height of the chromatographic line, using
expression (1). Plot on semlloganrhmicpaper the values of
K max (on the x-axis) against the declared molecular mass at
the maximum height of the chromatographic line (Mm.J of
each of the dextrans for calibration and glucose. Draw a first
calibration curve through the points obtained, extrapolating it
from the point Km R obtained with dextran 250 for
calibra.on CRS to the lowest K value obtained for this CRS
(Figure 2.2.39.-1). Using this first calibration curve,
transform, for each chromatogram, aU K j values into the
correspondlog molecular mass ..I\-IjJ thus obtaining the
molecular mass distribution. Calculate for each dextran for
calibration the average molecular mass M tv using equation
(3) below. If the calculated values for M w do not differ by
more than 5 per cent from those declared for each of the
dextrana for calibration and the mean difference is within
± 3 per cent, the calibration curve is approved. If not, move
the calibration CU1"Ve along the y-axis and repeat the
procedure above until the calculated and the declared values
for ..1\-[«1 do not differ by more than 5 per cent.

Calibration by calculation of the curve
Calculate from equations (2) and (3) below) using a suitable
method I ) values for bl J ~J bJ , b4 and b5 that give values of
..I\o1w within 5 per cent of me declared values of each of the
dextrans for calibration and 180 ± 2 for glucose:

number of sections dividing the chromatograms,
height of me chromatographic line above the baseline in section
i,
molecular mass in section i.
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Figure 2.2.39.-1. - Example of a calibration coroe.
The dotted linecorresponds 10 the part of thecoroe that is
extrapolated. Horizontal/ines al the bottom of thefigure represent
the width and theposition of the chromatographic lineobtained
with each of the dexmmsfor calibration.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY
Inject the chosen volume of the appropriate system suitability
solution.

Average molecular mass of dextran for performance
test CRS
Calculate me average molecular mass Mw as indicated under
Calibration of the chromatographic system, using either the
plotted calibration curve or the values obtained above for bJ J

b2, b3, b4 and bj . The test is not valid unless Mw is:
- 41 000 to 41 000 (dextran 40 for per/onnonatestGRS),
- 61 000 to 15 000 (dextron 60170 for peifonnana tesrCRS).

Average molecular mass of the 10 per cent high
fraction dextran
Calculate Alw for the 10 per cent high-fraction dextran eluted
through section n using the equation:

(I)

(2)

(3)

(v,- V,)
(v. - V,)

,
L(Y,M,)

M",=~

LY;
;=1

void volume of the column, determined using the peak
corresponding to d~rmn VoCRS in the chromatogram obtained
wirh me markersolution.
total volume of the colwnn, decennined using the peak
corresponding to glucose in tbe chromatogram obtained with
the marker solution,
eluuon volume of section i in the chromatogram obtained wnh
each of the calibration solutions.

V,

V,

I An iUroll"'t methodsuchas the Gauss-Newron mtlhod modified by
Hartley issuitable (ue O. Hartley. Tecnomemu. 3 (1961) and G. Nilssoll
and K Ni/ss(JnJ J. Chroma. 101. 137 (1974)). A cllT'Ve-fitting programme
for microcompuuFSJ capable of non-linear ~gressiollJ m~ be used.

t(Y,M,)

M,,=i=!..,,---
LY'
;=i

(4)
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i,
M j molecular mass in section i.

which the mobile phase is a liquid which percolates through
a stationary phase"contained in a column.

LC is mainly based on mechanisms of adsorption, mass
distribution, ion exchange, size exclusion or stereochemical
interaction.

Unless otherwise specified, aU the information below is valid
for bam standard LC and LC using reduced particle-size
columns (e.g, sub-2.0 pm).

The latter requires instrumentation that is able to withstand
higher pressures (typically up to 100 MPa, i,e. about 15 000
psi), generates lower extra-column band broadening, provides
improved gradient mixing and allows a higher sampling rate
in the detection system.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment typically consists of:
- a pumping system;
- an injector;
- a chromatographic column (a column temperature

controller may be used);
- 1 or more detectors;
- a data acquisition system.

The mobile phase is supplied fcom 1 or more reservoirs and
is pumped to the injector, then through the column, usually
at a constant rate, and then through the detector(s).

PUMPING SYSTEMS
LC pumping systems deliver the mobile phase at a controlled
flow rate. Pressure fluctuations are to be minimised, for
example by passing the pressurised solvent through a pulse
dampening device. Tubing and connections are capable of
withstanding the pressures developed by the pumping system.
LC pumps may be fitted with a facility for 'bleeding' the
system of entrapped air bubbles.

Microprocessor-controlled pumping systems are capable of
accurately delivering a mobile phase of either constant
(isocratic elution) or varying composition (gradient elution),
according to a defined programme. In the case of gradient
elution, pumping systems which deliver solvent(s) from
several reservoirs are available and solvent. mixing can be
achieved on either the low or high-pressure side of the
pump(s).

Il'ljECTORS
The sample solution is introduced into the flowing mobile
phase at or near the head of the column using an injection
system which can operate at high pressure. Fixed-loop and
variable volume devices operated manually or by an
autosampler are used. Partial filling of loops during manual
injection may adversely affect injection volume precision.

STATIONARY PHASES
There are many types of stationary phases employed in LC,
including:
- silica or alumina, commonly used in normal-phase LC

(polar stationary phase and non-polar mobile phase),
where me separation is based on differences in adsorption
on the stationary phase and/or mass distribution between
the mobile phase and the stationary phase (partition
chromatography);

- a variety of chemically modified supports prepared from
polymers, silica or porous graphite, used in normal-phase
and reversed-phase LC (non-polar stationary phase and
polar mobile phase), where the separation is based
principally on partition of the molecules;

- resins or polymers with acidic or basic groups, used in
ion-exchange chromatography, where separation is based

(5)

(6)

(8)

(7)

(9)

,
~)Y;M;)

M.=~

~Y'

." (')~j>O.1 ~i

in which m is defined by the expressions:

P number of sections dividing the chromatograms,
Yi height of the chromatographic line above me baseline in section

i,
M; molecular mass in section i.

The test is not valid unless MaP of the 10 per cent low
fraction dextran is:
- 6000 to 8500 (dextran 40 for pnfonna""e rest GRS),
- 7000 to 11 000 (dextran 60/70for performa""e rest CRS).

MOLECULAR MASS DISTRIBUTION OF THE
DEXTRAN TO BE ANALYSED
Inject the chosen volume of the test solution and calculate
MID of me total molecular mass distribution, MQI of the
10 per cent high-fraction dextran and MQI of the 10 per cent
low-fraction dextran as indicated under System suitability.

The test is not valid unless MCD of the 10 per cent high
fraction dextran is:
- 110 000 to 130 000 (dextran 40 for petformance rest GRS),
- 190 000 to 230 000 (dextran 60/70for performan"

test CRS).

Average molecular mass of the 10 per cent low-fracdon
dextran
Calculate Mm for the 10 per cent low-fraction dextran eluted
in and after section m using the expression:

in which 11 is defined by the expressions:

p number of sections dividing the chromatograms,
11 height of the chromatographic line above lite baseline in section

D. Liquid Chromatography
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.29)

PRINCIPLE
Liquid chromatography (LC) is a method of
chromatographic separation based on the difference In the
distribution of species between 2 non-miscible phases, in
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on competition between the ions to be separated and
those in the mobile phase;

- porous silica or polymers, used in size-exclusion
chromatography (2.2.30), where separation is based on
differences between the volumes of the molecules,
corresponding to steric exclusion;

- specially modified stationary phases, e.g. cellulose or
amylose derivatives, proteins or peptides, cyclodexuins
etc., for the separation of enantiomers (chiral
chromatography).

Most separations are based on reversed-phase LC utilising
chemically modified silica as the stationary phase.
The surface of the support, l.e, the silanol groups of silica, is
reacted with various silane reagents to produce covalently
bound sUyl derivatives covering a varying number of active
sites on the surface of the support. The nature of the bonded
phase is an important parameter for detennining the
separation properties of the chromatographic system.

Unless otherwise stated by the manufacturer, silica-based
reversed-phase columns are considered to be stable in mobile
phases having an apparent pH in the range 2.0 to 8.0.
Columns containing porous graphite or particles of polymeric
materials such as styrene-divinylbenzene copolymer are stable
over a wider pH range.

Analysis using normal-phase LC with unmodified silica or
polar chemically modified silica (e.g, cyanopropyl or diol) as
the stationary phase, with a non-polar mobile phase is
applicable in certain cases.

For analytical separations, me particle size of the most
commonly used stationary phases varies between 2 and
10 urn. The particles may be spherical or irregular, and of
varying porosity and specific surface area. These properties
contribute to the chromatographic behaviour of a particular
stationary phase. In the case of reversed phases, the nature of
the stationary phase, the extent of bonding, e.g. expressed as
the carbon loading, and whether the stationary phase is end
capped (l.e. part of the residual silanol groups are silylated)
are additional determining factors. Tailing of peaks,
particularly of basic substances, can occur when residual
silanol groups are present.

In addition to porous particles, superficially porous or
monolithic materials may be used.

Unless otherwise prescribed in the monograph, columns
made of stainless steel of varying length and internal diameter
(0) are used for analytical chromatography. Columns with
internal diameters of less than 2 mm are often referred to as
microbore columns.

The temperature of the mobile phase and the column must
be kept constant during the analysis. A column temperature
may be specified in the monograph for optimal performance
but most separations are performed at 20-25 °C.

MOBILE PHASES
For normal-phase LC, low-polarity organic solvents are
generally employed. The residual water content of the
solvents used in the mobile phase is to be strictly controlled
to obtain reproducible results.

In reversed-phase LC, aqueous mobile phases, usually with
organic solvents and/or modifiers, are employed.

The components of the mobile phase are usually filtered to
remove particles greater than 0.45 ).lID in size (or greater than
0.2 prn when the stationary phase is made of sub-2.0 urn
particles, and when special detectors, e.g. light scattering
detectors, are used)..Multicomponent mobile phases are
prepared by measuring the required volumes (unless masses
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are specified) of the individual components, followed by
mixing. Alternatively, the solvents may be delivered by
individual pumps controlled by proportioning valves, by
which mixing is performed according to the desired
proportion. Solvents are normally degassed before pumping
by sparging with helium, sonication and/or using in-line
membrane/vacuum modules to avoid the creation of gas
bubbles in the detector cell.

Solvents for the preparation of the mobile phase are normally
free of stabilisers and, if an ultraviolet detector is employed,
are transparent at the wavelength of detection. Solvents and
other components employed are to be of appropriate quality.
In particular, waterfor chromatography R is used for the
preparation of mobile phases when water, or an aqueous
solution, is 1 of the components. Any necessary adjustments
of the pH are made to the aqueous component of the mobile
phase and not the mixture. If buffer solutions or saline
solutions are used, adequate rinsing of the system is carried
out with a mixture of water and a small proportion of the
organic part of the mobile phase (5 per cent VIJI) to prevent
crystallisation of salts after completion of the analysis.

Mobile phases may contain other components) for example a
counter-ion for ion-pair chromatography or a chiral selector
for chiral chromatography using an achiral stationary phase.

DETECTORS
Ultravioletlvisible (INNis) specrrophotometers (including
diode array detectors) (2.2.25), are the most commonly
employed detectors. Fluorescence spectrophorometers,
differential refractometers (RI), electrochemical detectors
(RCD), light scattering detectors, charged aerosol detectors
(CAD), mass spectrometers (MS) (2.2.41), radioactivity
detectors, multi-angle light scattering (MALS) detectors or
other detectors may be used.

PROCEDURE
Equilibrate the column with the prescribed mobile phase and
flow rate, at 20-25 °C or at the temperature specified in the
monograph, until a stable baseline is achieved. Prepare the
solution(s) of the substance to he examined and the reference
solution(s) required. The solutions must be free from solid
particles.

Criteria for assessing the suitability of the system are
described in general chapter 2.2.46. Chromatographic
separation techniques. The extent to which adjustments of
parameters of the chromatographic system can be made to
satisfy the criteria of system suitability are also given in this
chapter.

Additional pm·nts for monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia
The composition and flow rate of the mobile phase are stated
in the monograph. It is advisable to use as the mobile phase
solvent mixtures that have been de-aerated using a vacuwn
pump or other suitable means of de-aeration that has no
effect on the composition of the mixture.

In quantitative work, particularly where the use of an internal
standard is not specified in the monograph, the use of a
fixed-volume loop injector is recommended. In certain
exceptional cases the lise of peak heights alone is prescribed
in the monograph, where this is the case peak heights should
be used irrespective of the symmetry factor.

The column is usually made of stainless steel and its
dimensions are stated in the monograph. The dimensions are
stated as (length x internal diameter). When the monograph
prescribes the use of a stationary phase designated by a Jetter,
the relevant stationary phase defined below is intended.
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The nominal diameter of the particles of the stationary phase
is stated in parentheses immediately foHowing the designating
letter. In most cases reference is made to a particular
commercial brand that has been found to be suitable for the
purpose, but such statements do not imply that a different
but equivalent commercial brand may not be used.
The separation should be carried out at a constant ambient
temperature unless otherwise specified in the monograph.
When using mobile phases of high pH with a silica-based
column, it is advisable to use a pre-column before me
analytical column.

Unless otherwise specified in the monograph the detector
consists of a photometric detector fitted with a low-volume
flow cell (about 10 J.lL is suitable); the wavelength setting is
specified in the monograph.

The design of a particular chromatograph may require
modification of the conditions detailed in the monograph.
In such a case the analyst should be satisfied that the
modified conditions produce comparable results.

INJECTION VOLUME
Where no injection volume is specified in the monograph,
the analyst should selectan appropriate volume for their
specific application. The volume chosen is dependent on the
response of the analyte, the detector used, the efficiency of
the column and the overall performance of the
chromatographic system. Where a volume is not indicated,
20 }lL is usually appropriate; however this should be checked
for suitability under the local operating conditions.

RESOLUTION FACTOR
Unless otherwise stated in the monograph, for monographs
with a stated resolution factor 'read Resolution (Rs) as referred
to in Appendix ill Chromatographic Separation Techniques.

RUNTIME
Where no run time is specified in the monograph, the analyst
should select an appropriate run time for their specific
application. The run time chosen is dependent on the type of
test. For example, where a run time is not indicated in a
Related substances test the analyst should ensure that the run
time is greater than all known or likely secondary pt(lks;
similarly in an Assay the run time should be chosen to allow
the baseline to stabilise following the elution of the peak of
interest. .

SECONDARY PEAKS
Reference may be made to secondary peaks. A secondary peak
is a peak in the chromatogram other man the principal peak
and any peak due to internal standard, solvent or derivatising
agents. Peaks identified as being due to the counter-ion
and/or other excipients including preservatives in the material
being examined may also be excluded.

MATERIALS
Solvents and reagents used in the preparation of solutions for
examination should be of a quality suitable for use in liquid
chromatography.

E. Paper Chromatography
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.26)

ASCENDING PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY
Apparatus The apparatus consists of a glass tank of
suitable size for the chromatographic paper used, ground at
the top to take a closely fitting lid. In the top of the tank is a
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device which suspends the chromatographic paper and is
capable of being lowered without opening the chamber.
In the bottom of the tank is a dish to contain the mobile
phase into which the paper may be lowered.
The chromatographic paper consists of suitable filter paper,
cut into strips of sufficient length and not less than 2.5 em
wide; the paper is Cut so that the mobile phase runs in the
direction of the grain of the paper.

Method Place in the dish a layer 2.5 em deep of the
mobile phase prescribed in the monograph. If prescribed in
the monograph, pour the stationary phase between the walls
of the tank and the dish. Close the tank and allow to stand
for 24 h at 20°C to 25 °C. Maintain the tank at this
temperature throughout the subsequent procedure. Draw a
fine pencil line horizontally across the paper 3 em from one
end. Using a micro pipette, apply to a spot on the pencil line
the volume of the solution prescribed in the monograph.
ICthe total volume to be applied would produce a spot more
than 10 nun in diameter, apply the solution in portions
allowing each 10 dry before the next application. When more
than one chromatogram is to be run on the same strip of
paper, space the solutions along the pencil line at points not
less than 3 em apart. Insert the-paper into the lank) close the
lid and allow to stand for 1 h 30 min. Lower the paper into
the mobile phase and allow elution to proceed for the
prescribed distance or time. Remove the paper from the tank
and allow to dry in air. Protect the paper from bright light
during the elution process.

DESCENDING PAPER CHROMATOGRAPHY
Apparatus The apparatus consists of a glass tank of
suitable size for the chromatographic paper used, ground at
the lOP 10 lake a closely fitting glass lid. The lid has a central
hole about 1.5 em in diameter closed by a heavy glass plate
or a stopper. In the upper part of the tank is suspended a
solvent trough with a device for holding the chromatographic
paper. On each side of the trough, parallel 10 and slightly
above its upper edges, are two glass guide rods to support the
paper in such a manner that no part of it is in contact with
the walls of the tank. The chromatographic paper consists of
suitable filter paper, cut into strips of sufficient length, and of
any convenient width between 2.5 em and the length of the
trough; the paper is cut so that the mobile phase runs in the
direction of the grain of the paper.

JWethod Place in the bottom of the tank a layer 2.5 cm
deep of the solvent prescribed in the monograph, close the
tank and allow to stand for 24 h at 20 °C to 25 °C. Maintain
the tank at this temperature throughout the subsequent
procedure. Draw a fine pencil line horizontally across the
paper at such a distance from one end that when this end is
secured in the solvent trough and the remainder of the paper
is hanging freely over the guide rod, the line is a few
centimetres below the guide rod and parallel with it. Using a
micro-pipette) apply on the pencil line the volume of the
solution prescribed in the monograph. If the total volume to
be applied would produce a spot more than 10 mm in
diameter, apply the solution in portions, allowing each to dry
before the next application. When more than one
chromatogram is to be run on the same strip of paper, space
the solutions along the pencil line at points not less than
3 ern apart. Insert the paper in the tank, close the lid, and
allow to stand for 1 h 30 min. Introduce into the solvent
trough, through the hole in the lid, a sufficient quantity of
the mobile phase, close the tank and allow elution to proceed
for the prescribed distartce or time. Remove the paper from
the tank and allow £0 dry in air. The paper should be
protected from bright light during the elution process.
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F. Electrophoresis1

(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.11)

+1 GENERAL PRINCIPLE
Under the influence of an electrical field, charged particles
dissolved or dispersed in an electrolyte solution migrate in
the direction of the electrode bearing the opposite polarity.
In gel electrophoresis, the movements of the particJes are
retarded by interactions with the surrounding gel matrix,
which acts as a molecular sieve. The opposing interactions of
the electrical force and molecular sieving resuh in differential
migration rates according to sizes, shapes and charges of
particles. Becauseof their different physico-chemical
properties, different macromolecules of a mixture willmigrate
at different speeds during electrophoresis and will thus be
separated into discrete fractions. Electrophoretic separations
can be conducted in systems without support phases
(e.g. free solution separation in capillary electrophoresis) and
in stabilising media such as thin-layer plates, films or gels.

2 FREE OR MOVING BOUNDARY
ELECTROPHORESIS
This method is mainly used for the determination of
mobility)' the experimental characteristics being directly
measurable and reproducible. It is chiefly employed with
substances of high relative molecular mass and low
diffusibility. The boundaries are initially located by a physical
process such as refractometry or conductimetry. After
applying a given electric field for an accurately measured
time, the new boundaries and their respective positions are
observed. The operating conditions must be such as to make
it possible to determine 'as many boundaries as there are
components.

3 ZONE ELECTROPHORESIS USING A
SUPPORTING MEDIUM
This method requires the use of small samples only.

The nature of the support) such as paper, agar gel, cellulose
acetate, starch, egarose, methacrylamide, mixed gel,
introduces a number of additional factors modifying the
mobility:

a) owing to channelling in the supporting medium, the
apparent distance covered is less than the real distance,

b) some supporting media are not electrically neutral. As the
medium is a stationary' phase it may sometimes give rise to a
considerable electro-endosmotic flow,

c) any heating due to the joule effect may cause some
evaporation of the liquid from the supporting medium which,
by capillarity, causes the solution to move from the ends
towards the centre. The ionic strength therefore tends to
increase gradually.

The rate of migration then depends on four main factors: the
mobility of the charged particle) the electro-endosmotic flow,
the evaporation flow, and the field strength. Hence it is
necessary to operate under clearly defined experimental
conditions and to use, wherever possible, reference
substances.

An apparatus for electrophoresis consists of:
- a generator supplying direct cun'ent whose voltage can be

controlled and) preferably, stabilised,
- an electrophoresis chamber. This is usually rectangular and

made of glass or rigid plastic, with 2 separate
compartments, the anodic and the cathodic, containing

1 This chapter has unJergqne phamlatopoeioJ hamtonisau·on. Seechaprer
5.8 Phannacopoeial harmonisation.
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the electrolyte solution. In each compartment is immersed
an electrode, for example of platinum or graphite. These
are connected by means of an appropriately isolated
circuit to the corresponding terminal of the power supply
to form the anode and the cathode. The level of the
liquid in the 2 compartments is kept equal to prevent
siphoning.

The electrophoresis chamber is fitted with an airtight lid
which maintains a moisture-saturated atmosphere during
operation and reduces evaporation of the solvent. A safety
device may be used to cut off the power when the lid is
removed. If the electrical power measured across the strip
exceeds 10 W, it is preferable to cool the support.
- a support-ronying deuice:

Strip electrophoresis The supporting strip, previously
wetted with the same conducting solution and dipped at each
end into an electrode compartment is appropriately tightened
and fixed on to a suitable carrier designed to prevent
diffusion of the conducting electrolyte, such as a horizontal
frame, inverted-V stand or a unifonn surface with contact
points at suitable intervals.

Gel electrophoresis The device consists essentially of a
glass plate (for example, a microscope slide) over the whole
surface of which is deposited a finnly adhering layer of gel of
uniform thickness. The connection between the gel and the
conducting solution is effected in various ways according to
the type of apparatus used. Precautions must be taken to
avoid condensation of moisture or drying of the solid layer.
- measuring detJia ormeans of detection,
Method Introduce the electrolyte solution into the
electrode compartments. Place the support suitably
impregnated with electrolyte solution in the chamber under
the conditions prescribed for the type of apparatus used.
Locate the starting line and apply the sample. Apply the
electric current for the prescribed time. After the current has
been switched off, remove the support from the chamber, dry
and visualise.

4 POLYACRYLAMIDE ROD GEL
ELECTROPHORESIS
In polyacrylamide rod gel electrophoresis, the stationary
phase is a gel which is prepared from a mixture of acrylamide
and N,N'-methylenebisaclYlamide. Rod gels are prepared in
tubes 7.5 ern long and 0.5 cm in internal diameter, one
solution being applied to each rod.

Apparatus This consists of 2 buffer solution reservoirs
made of suitable material such as poly(methyl methacrylate)
and mounted vertically one above the other. Each reservoir is
fitted with a platinum electrode. The electrodes are
connected to a power supply allowing operation either at
constant current or at constant voltage. The apparatus has in
the base of the upper reservoir a number of holders
equidistant from the electrode.

Method The solutions should usually be degassed before
polymerisation and the gels used immediately after
preparation. Prepare the gel mixture as prescribed and pour
into suitable glass tubes, stoppered at the bottom, to an equal
height in each tube and to about 1 em from the top, taking
care to ensure that no air bubbles are trapped in the tubes.
Cover the gel mixture with a layer of waterR to exclude air
and allow to set. Gel fonnation usuaUy takes about 30 min
and is complete when a sharp interface appears between the
gel and the water layer. Remove the water layer. Fill the
lower reservoir with the prescribed buffer solution and
remove the stoppers from the tubes. Fit the tubes into the
holders of the upper reservoir and adjust so that the bottom
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of the tubes are immersed in the buffer solution in the lower
reservoir. Carefully fill the tubes with the prescribed buffer
solution. Prepare the test and reference solutions containing
the prescribed marker dye and make them dense by
dissolving in them sucrose R, for example. Apply the solutions
(0 the surface of a gel using a different tube for each
solution. Add the same buffer to the upper reservoir.
Connect the electrodes (0 the power supply and allow
electrophoresis to proceed at the prescribed temperature and
using the prescribed constant voltage or current. Switch off
the power supply when the marker dye has migrated almost
into the lower reservoir. Immediately remove each tube from
the apparatus and extrude me gel. Locate the position of the
hands in the electropherogram as prescribed.•

5 SODIUM OOOECYL S'uLFATE
POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS
(SOS-PAGE)
5-1 SDS-PAGE - UN1FORM PERCENTAGE GELS

Scope
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis is used for the qualitative
characterisation of proteins in biological preparations, for
control of purity and for quantitative determinations,

Purpose
Analytical gel electrophoresis is an appropriate method with
which to identify and to assess the homogeneity of proteins
in pharmaceutical preparations. The method is routinely used
for me estimation of protein subunit molecular masses and
for determination of the subunit compositions of purified
proteins.

Ready-to-use gels and reagents are commercially available
and can be used instead of those described in this text,
provided that they give equivalent results and that they meet
the validity requirements given below under Validation of the
test.

5..1-1 Characteristics of polyacrylamide gels
The sieving properties of polyacrylamide gels are established
by me three-dimensional network of fibres and pores which is
fonned as the bifunctional bisacrylamide cross-links adjacent
polyacrylamide chains. Polymerisation is usually cataJysed by
a free radical-generating system composed of ammonium
persulfate and N,N,N',N'-tettamethylethylenediamine
(TEMEO).

As the acrylamide concentration of a gel increases, its
effective pore size decreases. The effective pore size of a gel is
operationally defined by its sieving properties, i.e. by the
resistance it imparts to the migration of macromolecules.
There are limits on the acrylamide concentrations that can be
used. At high acrylamide concentrations, gels break much
more easily and are difficult to handle. As the pore size of a
gel decreases, the migration rate of a protein through the gel
decreases. By adjusting me pore size of a gel, through
manipulating the acrylamide concentration, the resolution of
the method can be optimised for a given protein product.
Thus, a given gel is physically characterised by its respective
composition of acrylamide and bisacrylamide.

In addition to the composition of the gel, the state of the
protein is an important component to the electrophoretic
mobility. In the case of proteins, the electrophoretic mobility
is dependent on the pK value of the charged groups and the
size of the molecule. It is influenced by the type, the
concentration and the pH of the buffer, by the temperature
and the field strength, and by the nature of the support
material.
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5-1-2 Denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
The method cited as an example is limited to the analysis of
monomeric polypeptides with a mass range of 14 000 to
100 000 daltons. It is possible to extend this mass range
using various techniques (e.g. gradient gels, particular buffer
system). For instance, tricine-SnS gels, with tricine as the
trailing ion in the electrophoresis running-buffer (instead of
glycine as in the method described here), can separate very
small proteins and peptides under 10 000 to 15000 daltons.

Denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis using glycine
SDS is the most common mode of electrophoresis used in
assessing the phannaceutical quality of protein products and
will be the focus of the example method. Typically, analytical
electrophoresis of proteins is carried out in polyacrylamide
gels under conditions that ensure dissociation of the proteins
into their individual polypeptide subunits and that minimise
aggregation. Most commonly, the strongly anionic detergent
SDS is used in combination with heat to dissociate the
proteins before they are loaded on the gel. The denatured
polypeptides bind to SOS, become negatively charged and
exhibit a consistent charge-to-mass ratio regardless of protein
type. Because the amount of SDS bound is almost always
proportional to the molecular mass of the polypeptide and is
independent of its sequence, SDS-polypeptide complexes
migrate through polyacrylamide gels with mobilities
dependent on the size of the polypeptide.

The electrophoretic mobilities of the resultant detergent
polypeptide complexes aU assume the same functional
relationship to their molecular masses. SDS complexes will
migrate toward the anode in a predictable manner, with low
molecular-mass complexes migrating faster than larger ones.
The molecular mass of a protein can therefore be estimated
from its relative mobility in calibrated SDS-PAGE, and the
intensity of a single band relative to other undesired bands in
such a gel can be a measure of purity.

Modifications to the polypeptide backbone, such as N- or
D-linked glycosylation, can change the apparent molecular
mass of a protein since SDS does not bind to a carbohydrate
moiety in a manner similar to a polypeptide; therefore, a
consistent charge-to-mass ratio is not maintained.

Depending on the extent of glycosylation and other post
translational modifications, the apparent molecular mass of
proteins may not be a true reflection of the mass of the
polypeptide chain.

Reducing conditions
Polypeptide subunits and three-dimensional structure are
often maintained in proteins by the presence of disulfide
bonds. A goal of SOS-PAGE analysis under reducing
conditions is to disrupt this structure by reducing disulfide
bonds. Complete denaturation and dissociation of proteins
by treatment with 2-mercaptoethanol (2-ME) or
dithiothreitol (Om will result in unfolding of the
polypeptide backbone and subsequent complexation with
SDS. Using these conditions, the molecular mass of the
polypeptide subunits can reasonably be calculated by linear
regression (or, more accurately, by non-linear regression)
with the aid of suitable molecular-mass standards.

Non..reduclng conditions
For some analyses, complete dissociation of the protein into
subunit peptides is not desirable. In the absence of treatment
with reducing agents such as 2-ME or DIT, disulfide
covalent bonds remain intact, preserving the oligomeric form
of the protein. Oligomeric SDS-protein complexes migrate
more slowly than their SOS-polypeptide subunits.
In addition, non-reduced proteins may not be completely
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saturated with SDS and, hence, may not bind the detergent
in a constant mass ratio. Moreover, intra-chain disulfide
bonds constrain the molecular shape, usually in such a way
as to reduce the Stokes radius of the molecule, thereby
reducing the apparent molecular mass 1\Ifr. TIlls makes
molecular-mass determinations of these molecules by SDS
PAGE less straightforward than analyses of fully denatured
polypeptides, since it is necessary that both standards and
unknown proteins be In similar configurations for valid
comparisons.

5-1-3 Characteristics of discontinuous buffer system gel
electrophoresis
The most popular electrophoretic method for the
characterisation of complex mixtures of proteins uses a
discontinuous buffer system involving 2 contiguous, but
distinct gels: a resolving or separating (lower) gel and a
stacking (upper) gel. The 2 gels are cast with different
porosities, pH, and ionic strengths. In addition, different
mobile ions are used in the gel and electrode buffers.
The buffer discontinuity acts to concentrate large volume
samples in me stacking gel, resulting in improved resolution.
When power is.apptied, a voltage drop. developsacross the
sample solution which drives the proteins into the stacking
gel. Glycinate ions from the electrode buffer follow the
proteins Into the stacking gel. A moving boundary region is
rapidly formed with the highly mobile chloride ions in the
front and the relatively slow glycinate ions in the rear.
A localised high-voltage gradient fonns between the leading
and trailing ion fronts, causing the SDS-protein complexes to
form into a thin zone (stack) and migrate between the
chloride and glycinate phases. Within broad limits, regardless
of the height of the applied sample, all SDS-proteins
condense into a very narrow region and enter the resolving
gel as a well-defined, thin zone of high protein density.
The large-pore stacking gel does not retard the migration of
most proteins and serves mainly as an anti-convective
medium. At the interface of the stacking and resolving gels,
the proteins undergo a sharp increase in retardation due to
the restrictive pore size of the resolving gel and the buffer
discontinuity, which also contributes to the focusing of the
proteins. Once in the resolving gel, proteins continue to be
slowed by the sieving of the matrix. The glycinate ions
overtake the proteins, which then move in a space of uniform
pH formed by the tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane and
glycine. Molecular sieving causes the SDS-polypeptide
complexes to separate on the basis of their molecular masses.

5-1-4 Preparing vertical discontinuous buffer SDS
polyacrylamlde gels
This section describes the preparation of gels using particular
instrumentation. This does not apply to pre-cast gels.
For pre-cast gels or any other commercially available
equipment, the manufacturers instructions must be used for
guidance.

The use of commercial reagents that have been purified in
solution is recommended. When chis is not the case and
where the purity of the reagents used is not sufficient, a pre
treatment is applied. For instance, any solution sufficiently
impure [0 require filtration must also be deionised with a
mixed-bed (anion/cation exchange) resin to remove acrylic
acid and other charged degradation products. When stored
according to recommendations, acryJamidelbisacrylamide
solutions and solid persulfate are stable for long periods.

Assembling the get moulding cassette
Clean the 2 glass plates (e.g, 10 em by 8 em in size), the
polytetrafluoroethylene comb, the 2 spacers and the silicone
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rubber tubing (e.g. 0.6 mm in diameter by 35 em) with mild
detergent and rinse extensively with water, followed by
anhydrous ethanol, and allow the plates to dry at room
temperature. Lubricate the spacers and the tubing with non
silicone grease. Apply the spacers along each of the 2 short
sides of the glass plate 2 mm away from the edges and 2 mm
away from the long side corresponding to the bottom of the
gel. Begin [0 lay the tubing on the glass plate by using one
spacer as a guide. Carefully twist the tubing at the bottom of
the spacer and follow the long side of the glass plate. While
holding the tubing with I finger along the long side, twist
again the tubing and lay it on me second short side of the
glass plate, using the spacer as a guide. Place the second
glass plate in perfect alignment and hold me mould together
by hand pressure. Apply 2 clamps on each of the 2 shott
sides of the mould. Carefully apply four clamps on the longer
side of the gel mould thus forming the bottom of the gel
mould. Verify that the tubing runs along the edge of the glass
plates and has not been extruded while placing the clamps.
The gel mould is now ready for pouring the gel.

Preparation of the get
to a dlsl;(m!iPu:olJs.btMI~r SPS polyacrylamide gel, it is
recommended to pour the resolving gel, let the gel set, and
then pour the stacking gel since the composition of the 2 gels
in acrylamide-bisacrylamide, buffer arid pH are different.

Preparation of the resolving gel In a conical flask,
prepare the appropriate volume of solution containing the
desired concentration of acrylamide for the resolving gel,
using the values given in Table 2.2.31.-1. Mix the
components in the order shown. Where appropriate, before
adding the ammonium persulfate solution and the TEA-lED,
filter the solution if necessary under vacuum through a
cellulose acetate membrane (pore diameter 0.45 J-lIIl). Keep
the solution under vacuum, while swirling the filtration unit,
until no more bubbles are formed in the solution.
Add appropriate amounts of ammonium persulfate solution
and TEMED as indicated in Table 2.2.31.-1, swirl and pour
immediately into the gap between the 2 glass plates of the
mould. Leave sufficient space for the stacking gel (the length
of the teeth of the comb plus 1 em). Using a tapered glass
pipette, carefully overlay the solution with water-saturated
isobutanol. Leave the gel in a vertical position at room
temperature to allow polymerisation.

Preparation 01 the stack,'ng gel After polymerisation is
complete (about 30 min), pour off the isobutanol and wash
the top of the gel several times with water to remove the
isobutanol overlay and any unpolymerised acryJamide. Drain
as much fluid as possible from the top of the gel, and then
remove any remaining water with the edge of a paper towel.

In a conical flask, prepare the appropriate volume of solution
containing the desired concentration of acrylamide, using the
values given in Table 2.2.31.-2. Mix the components in the
order shown. Where appropriate, before adding the
ammonium persulfate solution and the TEMED, filter the
solution if necessary under vacuum through a cellulose
acetate membrane (pore diameter 0.45 J.1m). Keep the
solution under vacuum, while swirling the filtration unit,
until no more bubbles are formed in the solution.
Add appropriate amounts of ammonium persulfate solution
and TEMED as indicated in Table 2.2.31.-2. Swirl and pour
immediately into the gap between the 2 glass plates of the
mould directly onto the surface of the polymerised resolving
gel. Immediately insert a clean polytetraftuoroethylene comb
into the stacking gel solution, being careful to avoid trapping
air bubbles. Add more stacking gel solution to fill the spaces
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Table 2 2 31.-1. - Prepararion o/resolving gel
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Component volumes (mL) per gel mould volume of
Solution components

5mL lOmL HOlL 20mL 2SmL 30mL 40mL SOmL

6 per cent ecrylamlde

WattTR 2.6 5.3 7.' 10.6 13.2 15.9 21.2 26.5

Acrylamide IOlution(ll 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

1.5 M Tns (pH 8.8)(2) 1.3 2.5 3.8 5.0 6.3 7.5 10.0 12.5

100 gIL SDS(]) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

100 gIL APS(4) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

TEMED('J) 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.02 0.024 0.032 0.04

8 per cent llcrylamlde

WO/eT R 2.3 4.6 6.' '.3 11.5 13.9 las 212

Acrylamide solution'l) 1.3 2.7 4.0 5.3 6.7 8.0 10.7 13.3

1.5 M Tris (pH 8.8)(2) 1.3 2.5 3.8 5.0 63 7.5 10.0 12.5

100 gIL SDSo, 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

100gIL APS(~J 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

TI!MED(5) 0.003 0.006 0.009 0.012 0.015 O.oJ8 0.024. 0.03

10 pel' cent Bcrylamlde

War" R I.' 4.0 5.' 7.' ••• 11.9 15.9 19.8

Acrylamide solution(1) 1.7 3.3 5.0 6.7 8.3 10.0 13.3 16.7

1.5 M Tris (pH 8.8)(2) 1.3 2.5 3.8 5.0 6.3 7.5 10.0 12.5

100 gIL SOs'" 0.05 0.1 0.L5 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

100 gIL APS(4) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

TEl\-lEOUJ 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.016 0,02

12 per cent acrylamJde

Wa/t'i'R 1.6 3.3 ••• 6.6 8.2 ••• 13.2 16.5

AcrylamKie solutioo(l) 2.0 '.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 16.0 20.0

15 M Tris (pH 8.8)(2) 1.3 2.5 3.8 5.0 6.3 7.5 10.0 125

100 f!!L SDSU) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

100 glLAPS<~ 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 03 0.' 0.5

TEMEo(5) 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.016 0.02

14 per cent acrylomlde

Wa/eT R 1.4 2.7 3.' 5.3 6.6 8.0 (0.6 13.8

Aaylamide solution(l) 2.3 4.6 7.0 '.3 11.6 13.9 L8.6 23.2

15 M Tns (pH 8.8)(2) 1.2 2.5 3.6 5.0 6.3 7.5 10.0 12.5

100 'lfL SOS{J) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 03 0.4 0.5

100 f!!LAP,s'4J 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

TEl\·\ED(S) 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.016 0.02

I S per cent acrylamJde

WaleT R 1.1 2.3 3.4 4.6 5.7 6.' '.2 I15

Acrylamide solutioo(l) 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 20.0 25.0

15 M Tris (pH 8.8)(2) 1.3 2.5 3.• 5.0 63 7.5 10.0 12.5

100 gIL SOs<J) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

100 gIL APs<t) 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.4 0.5

TEMED(~ 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 0.012 0.016 0.02

(I) Acrylamide solution:30 per centaaylamiJelbisaay/tlmide (29:1) sollrim R.
(2) 1.5 M Tris (pH 8.8): 1.5 M rris-hydrodrforidt buller solU/ion pH8.8 R.
(3) 100 'lfL SDS: a 100 gIL solution of s<xJium dotkyI nJfate R.
(4) 100 'lfL APS: a 100 f!!L solution of ammcmiltnl pmulfa,eR. Ammoniumpenulfateprovides the free radicals thatdrivepolymerisation of acrylamide and
bisacrylamide. Since anunonium persulfate solutiondecomposesrapidly, fresh solutionsmust be prepared daily.
(5) TEMED: teuamethvkthj.renedituHine R.

J
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Table 2 2 31 -2 - Preparation of stacking gel
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Component volumes (mL) per gel mould volume of
Solution components

ImL 2mL 3mL 'mL SmL 6mL 8mL lOmL

Wattl" R 0.68 '.4 2.1 2.7 3.4 .., 5.5 6.8

Acrylamide solulion(1) 0.17 0.33 05 0.67 0.83 1.0 1.3 1.7

1.0 M Tris (pH 6.8)(2) 0.13 0.25 0.38 0.5 0.63 0.75 I.. 1.25

100 gIL SDS<3) 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.'

100gIL APS(4) 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.1

TEMED(5) 0.001 0.002 D.OCn 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.008 0.01

(I) Acrylamide solution:10 perUJll tJi:I"flamitklbiJaaylamide (29:1) sdlftion R.
(2) 1.0 M Trig (pH 6.8); I M ms-hydrodlfon"Je buffersolUlion pH 6.8 R.
(J) lOll WL SDS: a 100 gIL solution of sodium dodecyl sulfate R.
(4) lOll gIL APS: a 100 gIL solution of anrmoniltm pmulfate R. Ammonium persulfate provides the free radicals that drive polymeOsation of acrylamide and
b~acrylamide. Since ammonium persulfate solunon decomposes rapidly, Ireshsolutions must be prepared daily.
(5) TEMED: lelTtJlneth~tlhylmtdicn,,;ntR.

Gradient gels are also used for the detennination of
molecular mass and protein purity.

5-3 DETECTION OF PROTEINS IN GELS
Coomassie and silver staining are the most common protein
staining methods and are described in more detail below.
Several other conunercial stains) detection methods and
commercial kits are available. For example) fluorescent stains

SDS-PAGE equipment may provide gels of different surface
area and thickness and electrophoresis running time and
currentlvoltage may vary in order to achieve optimal
separation. Check that the dye front is moving into the
resolving gel. When the dye is near the bottom of the gel)
stop me electrophoresis. Remove the gel assembly from the
apparatus and carefully separate the glass plates. Remove the
spacers) cut off and discard the stacking gel and immediately
proceed with staining.

5-2 SDS-PAGE - GRADIENT CONCENTRATION
GELS
Gradient gels (resolving gels) are prepared with an increasing
concentration of acrylamide from the top to the bottom.
Preparation of gradient gels requires a gradient-fonning
apparatus. Ready-to-use gradient gels are commercially
available with specific recommended protocols.

Gradient gels offer some advantages, as some proteins which
co-migrate on fixed-concentration gels can be resolved within
gradient gels. During electrophoresis, the proteins migrate
until the pore size prevents further progress and a stacking
effect therefore occurs) resulting in sharper bands. As shown
in Table 2.2.31.-3) gradient gels also allow separation of
proteins with a wider range of molecular masses compared to
a single fixed concentration gel.

The table gives suggested compositions of the linear gradient)
relating the range of acrylamide concentrations to the
appropriate protein molecular mass ranges. Note that other
gradient shapes (e.g. concave) can be prepared for specific
applications.

of me comb completely. Leave me gel in a vertical position
and allow to polymerise at room temperature.

Preparation of the samples
Unless otherwise stated in the specific monograph, me
samplescan be prepared as follows:

Preparation a/the samples (non-reducing
conditions) Mix equal volumes of a mixture comprising
water R plus the preparation to be examined or me reference
preparation, and concenmued SDS-PAGE sample buffer R.

Preparation of the samples {reducing conditions) Mix
equal volumes of a mixture comprising waler R plus the
preparation to be examined or me reference preparation) and
concentrated SDS-PAGE ,amplebuffer for reducing conditions R
containing 2-ME (or DTf) as the reducing agent.

The concentration prescribed in the monograph can vary
depending on the protein and staining method.

Sample treatment: keep for 5 min in a water-bath or in a
block heater set at 100 °C J then cool. The temperature and
time in the monograph may vary as protein cleavage may
occur during the heat treatment.

Mounting the gelln the electrophoresis apparatus and
electrophoretic separation
After polymerisation is complete (about 30 min) remove the
polytetrafluoroethylene comb carefully. Rinse the wells
immediately with water or with the SDS-PAGE rnnning
buffer R to remove any unpolymerised acrylamide.
If necessary) straighten me teeth of the stacking gel with a
blunt hypodermic needle attached to a syringe. Remove the
clamps on one short side) carefully pull out the tubing and
replace the clamps. Proceed similarly on the other short side.
Remove the tubing from the bottom part of the gel. Mount
the gel in the electrophoresis apparatus, Add the
electrophoresis buffers to the top and bottom reservoirs.
Remove any bubbles that become trapped at the bottom of
the gel between the glass plates. This is best done with a
bent hypodermic needle attached to a syringe. Never pre-run
the gel before loading the samples) since this will destroy the
discontinuity of the buffer systems. Before loading the sample
carefully tinse each well with SDS-PAGE nmning bufferR.
Prepare the test and reference solutions in the recommended
sample buffer and treat as specified in the individual
monograph. Apply the appropriate volume of each solution
to the stacking gel wells.

Start the electrophoresis using the conditions recommended
by the manufacturer of the equipmenr. Manufacturers of

Table 2.2.31.-3

Acrylamlde
(per cent)

5' ~ 15

5 ~ 20

10- 20

8·20

Protein range
(kDa)

20 - 250

10·200

10 - 150

8 - 150
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are visualised using a fluorescent imager and often provide a
linear response over a wide range of protein concentrations,
often several orders of magnitude depending on the protein.

Coomassie staining has a protein detection level of
approximately 1 pg to 10 pg of protein per band. Silver
staining is the most sensitive method for staining proteins in
gels and a band containing 10 fig to 100 ng can be detected.
These figures are considered robust in the context of these
gels. Improved sensitivity of 1 or 2 orders of magnitude has
sometimes been reponed in the literature.

Coomassie staining responds in a more linear manner than
silver staining; however, me response and range depend on
the protein and development time. Both Coomassie and
silver staining can be less reproducible if staining is stopped
in a subjective manner, l.e. the point at which the staining is
deemed satisfactory. The use of dynamic ranges of reference
proteins is very important as they help assess the intra
experimental sensitivity and linearity. All gel staining steps
are carried out while wearing gloves, at room temperature,
with gentle shaking (e.g. on an orbital shaker platfonn) and
using any convenient container.

Coomassle staining
Inunerse the gel in a large excess of Coomassie slaim·ng
solution R and allow to stand for at least 1 h. Remove the
staining solution.

Destain the gel with a large excess of destaining solution R.
Change the destaining solution several times, until the
stained protein bands are clearly distinguishable on a clear
background. The more thoroughly the gel is destained, the
smaller is the amount of protein that can be detected by the
method. Destaining can be. speeded up by including a few
grams of anion-exchange resin or a smaU sponge in the
destaining soluUan R.
NOTE: the acid-alcohol solutions usedin this procedure do not
compleltly fix proteins in thegel. Thiscan lend10 losses 0/ some
low-molewlar-mass proteins duringthe staining and destaining of
thingels. Permanent fixation is obtainable by allowing thegelto
stand in a mixture of 1 flolume of trichloroacetic acidR,
4 volumes of methanol R and 5 volumes of water R for 1 h before
it isimmersed in the Coomassie stainingsolution R.

Silver staining
Immerse the gel in a large excess of fixing solution Rand
allow to stand for 1 h. Remove the fixing solution, add fresh
fixing solution and incubate either for at least 1 h or
overnight, if convenient. Discard the fixing solution and wash
the gel in a large excess of waterR for 1 h. Soak the gel for
15 min in a 1 per cent VIV solution of glutaraldehyde R.
Wash the gel twice for 15 min in a large excess of water R.
Soak the gel in fresh silver nitrate reagent R for 15 min, in
darkness. Wash the gel three times for 5 min in a large excess
of waterR. Inunerse the gel for about 1 min in deoeloper
solution R until satisfactory staining has. been obtained. Stop
the development by incubation in the blocking solution R for
15 min. Rinse the gel with waterR.

5-4 RECORDING OF THE RESULTS
Gels are photographed or scanned while they are still wet or
after an appropriate drying procedure. 'Currently, gel
scanning systems with data analysis software are
cornmerciaUy available to immediately photograph and
analyse the wet gel.

Depending on the staining method used, gels are treated in a
slightly different way. For Coomassie staining, after the
destaining step, aUow the gel to stand in a 100 'ilL solution
of glycerol R for at least 2 h (overnight incubation is possible).
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For silver staining, add to the final rinsing a step of 5 min in
a 20 f!!L solution of glyurol R.

Drying of stained SDS polyacrylamide gels is one of the
methods used to obtain permanent documentation. This
method frequently results in the cracking of gel during drying
between cellulose films.

Immerse 2 sheets of porous cellulose 61m in waterRand
incubate for 5 min to 10 min. Place one of the sheets on a
drying frame. Carefully lift the gel and place it on the
cellulose film. Remove any trapped air bubbles and pour a
few millilitres of waterR around the edges of the gel. Place
the second sheet on top and remove any trapped air bubbles.
Complete the assembly of the drying frame. Place in an oven
or leave at room temperatll!e until dry.

5-5 MOLECULAR-MASS DETERM1NATION
Molecular masses of proteins are determined by comparison
of their mobilities with those of several marker proteins of
known molecular weight. Mixtures of pre-stained and
unstained proteins with precisely known molecular masses
blended for unifonn staining are available for calibrating gels.
They are available in various molecular mass ranges.
Concentrated stock solutions ofproteins of known molecular
mass are diluted in the appropriate sample buffer and loaded
on the same gel as the protein sample to be examined.

Immediately after the gel has been run, the position of the
bromophenol blue tracking dye is marked to identify the
leading edge of the electrophoretic ion front. This can be
done by cutting notches in the edges of the gel or by
inserting a needle soaked in India ink into the gel at the dye
front. After staining, measure the migration distances of each
protein band (markets and unknowns) from the top of the
resolving gel. Divide the migration distance of each protein
by the distance travelled by the tracking dye. The normalised
migration distances are referred to as the relative mobilities of
the proteins (relative to the dye front), or Rp • Construct a
plot of the logarithm of the relative molecular masses (M,) of
the protein standards as a function of the Rp values.
Unknown molecular masses can be estimated by linear
regression analysis (or more accurately by non-linear
regression analysis) or interpolation from the curves of log
M r against Rp if the values obtained for the unknown
samples are positioned along the approximately linear part of
the graph.

5-6 VALIDATlON OF THE TEST
The test is not valid unless the target resolution range of the
gel has been demonstrated by the distribution of appropriate
molecular mass markers, e.g. across 80 per cent of the length
of the gel. The separation obtained for the expected proteins
must show a linear relationship between the logarithm of the
molecular mass and the RF• If the plot has a sigmoidal shape,
then only data from the linear region of the curve can be
used in the calculations. Additional validation requirements
with respect to the test sample may be specified in individual
monographs.

Sensitivity must also be validated. A reference protein control
corresponding to the desired concentration limit that is run
in parallel with the test samples can serve to establish system
suitability.

5-7 QUANTIFICATION OF IMPUR1TIES
SDS-PAGE is often used as a limit test for impurities. When
impurities are quantified by normalisation to the main band
using an integrating densitometer or image analysis, the
responses must be validated for linearity. Note that
depending on the detection method and protein as described
in the introduction of section 5-3, the linear range can vary
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directions, depending on the charge of the solute. In normal
capillary electrophoresis, anions will migrate in the opposite
direction to the electro-osmotic flow and their velocities will
be smaller than the electro-osmotic velocity. Cations will
migrate in the same direction as the electro-osmotic flow and
their velocities will be greater than the electro-osmotic
velocity. Under conditions in which there is a fast eleetro
osmotic velocity with respect to the electrophoretic velocity of
the solutes, both cations and anions can be separated in the
same run.
The time (I) taken by the solute to migrate the distance (l)
from the injection end of the capillary to the detection point
(capillary effective length) is given by the expression:

but can be assessed within each run by using one or more
control samples containing an appropriate range of protein
concentration.

Where the impurity limit is specified in the individual
monograph, a reference solution corresponding to that level
of impurity should be prepared by diluting the test solution.
For example, where the limit is 5 per cent, a reference
solution would be a 1:20 dilution of the test solution.
No impurity (any band other than the main band) in the
electropherogram obtained with the test solution may be
more intense than the main band obtained wirh the reference
solution.

Under validated conditions, impurities may he quantified by
nonnalisation [0 the main band using an integrating
densitometer or by image analysis. I

l=--~

IIIp +"eo

lxL

D molecular diffusion coefficient oCthe solute in the buffer.

In practice, other phenomena such as heat dissipation,
sample adsorption onto the capillary wall, mismatched
conductivity between sample and buffer, length of the
injection plug, detector cell size and unlevelled buffer
reservoirs can also significandy contribute to band dispersion.

Separation between 2 bands (expressed as the resolution, RJ
can be obtained by modifying the electrophoretic mobilityof
the analytes, the electro-osmotic mobility induced in the
capillaryand by increasing the efficiency for the band of each
analyte, according to the equation:

In general, uncoated fused-silica capillaries above pH 3 have
negative charge due to ionised silanol groups in the inner
wall. Consequently, the eleetro-osmotic flow is from anode to
cathode. The eleetro-osmotic flow must remain constant
from run to fU9. if good reproducibility is to be obtained in
the migration velocity of the solutes. For some applications,
it may be necessary to reduce or suppress me electro-osmotic
flow by modifyingthe inner wall of the capillary or by
changing the concentration, composition and/or pH of the .
buffer solution.

After the introduction of the sample into the capillary, each
analyte ion of the sample migrates within the background
electrolyte as an independent zone, according to its
electrophoretic mobility. Zone dispersion, that is the
spreading of each solute band, results from differenl
phenomena. Under ideal conditions the sole contribution to
the solute-zone broadening is molecular diffusion of the
solute along the capillary (longitudinal diffusion). In this ideal
case the efficiency of the zone, expressed as the number of
theoretical plates (N). is given by:

..;N(II'fJ> -II...)

4(11" +II..)

(II" +II..) x Vxl
2xDxL

electrophoretic mobilities of me 2 analytes
separated,

mean electrophoretic mobility of me 2 analytes

Ii" =Y2 (JI,pa +p."",).

R.

N

}Iep> andp..,t.

..

G. Capillary Electrophoresis1

(ph. Bur. method 2.2.47)

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Capillary electrophoresis is a physical method of analysis
based on the migration, inside a capillary, of charged analytes
dissolved in an electrolyte solution, under the influence of a
direct-current electric field.

The migration velocity of an analyte under an electric field of
intensity EJ is determined by the electrophoretic mobility of
the analyte and the electro-osmotic mobility of the buffer
inside the capillary. The electrophoretic mobility of a solute
(pep) depends on the characteristics of the solute (electric
charge, molecular size and shape) and those of the buffer in
which the migration takes place (type and ionic strength of
the electrolyte, pHJ viscosity and additives).
The electrophoretic velocity (Vll!p) of a solute) assuming a
spherical shape, is given by the equation:

v = vt/' + Vot>

When an electric field is applied through the capillary filled
with buffer, a flow of solvent is generated inside the capillary,
called electro-osmotic flow. The velocity of the electro
osmotic flow depends on the electro-osmotic mobility (peJ
which in tum depends on the charge densiry on the capillary
internal wall and the buffer characteristics. The electro
osmotic velocity (\'00) is given by the equation:

q effective charge of the solute,
n viswsi[y of the eleetrolyte solution,

Stoke's radius of the solute.
V applied voltage.
L {olallenglh of the capinlll)'.

dielectric constant of the buffer,
zeta potential of me capillarysurface.

The velocity of the solute (v) is given by:

The electrophoretic mobility of the analyte and the electro
osmotic mobility may act in the same direction or in opposite

I Thischapter has undergone pharmacopoeial harmonisation. Seechapter
5.8 Pharmacopoeial harmonisation.

APPARATUS
An apparatus for capillary electrophoresis is composed of:
- a high-voltage, controllable direct-current power supply;
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- 2 buffer reservoirs, held at the same level, containing the
prescribed anodic and cathodic solutions;

- 2 electrode assemblies (the cathode and the anode),
immersed in the buffer reservoirs and connected to the
power supply;

- a separation capillary (usually made of fused-silica) which,
when used with some specific types of detectors, has an
optical viewing window aligned with the detector.
The ends of the capillary are placed in the buffer
reservoirs. The capillary is filledwith the solurion
prescribed in the monograph;

- a suitable injection system;
- a detector able to monitor the amount of substances of

interest passing through a segment of the separation
capillary at a given time; it is usually based on absorption
spectrophotometry (UV and visible) or fluorimetry, but
ccnductimerric, amperometric or mass spectrometric
detection can be useful for specific applications; indirect
detection is an alternative method used to detect non
UV-absorbing and non-fluorescent compounds;

- a thermostatic system able to maintain a constant
t~"!~rature inside the capillary is recommended to obtain
a gooc:l separation reproaucibilii)';

- a recorder and a suitable integrator or a computer.

The definition of the injection process and its automation are
critieu1;fdr precise quantitative analysis. Modes of injection
include gravity, pressure or vacuum injection and
electrokinetic injection. The amount of each sample
component introduced electrokinetically depends on its
electrophoretic mobility, leading to possible discrimination
using this injection mode.

Use the capillary, the buffer solutions, the preconditioning
method, the sample solution and the migration conditions
prescribed in the monograph of the considered substance.
The employed electrolytic solution is filtered to remove
particles and degassed to avoid bubble formation that could
interfere with the detection system or interrupt the electrical
contact in the capillary during the separation run. A rigorous
rinsing procedure should be developed for each analytical
method to achieve reproducible migration times of the
solutes.

CAPILLARY ZONE ELECTROPHORESIS
PRINCIPLE
In capillary zone electrophoresis, analytes are separated in a
capillary containing only buffer without any anticonvective
medium. With this technique, separation takes place because
the different components of me sample migrate as discrete
bands with different velocities. The velocity of each band
depends on the electrophoretic mobility of the solute and the
electro-osmotic flow in the capillary (see General Principles).
Coated capillaries can be used to increase the separation
capacity of those substances adsorbing on fused-silica
surfaces.

Using this mode of capillary electrophoresis, the analysis of
both small (M, < 2000) and large molecules
(2000 < M, < 100 000) can be accomplished. Due to the
high efficiency achieved in capillary zone electrophoresis,
separation of molecules having only minute differences in
their charge-to-mass ratio can be effected. Thia separation
mode also allows the separation of chiral compounds by
addition of dural selectors to the separation buffer.

OPTIMISATION
Optimisation of the separation is a complex process where
several separation parameters can playa major role.
The main factors to be considered in the development of
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separations are instrumental and electrolytic solution
parameters.

Instrumental parameters
Voltage A Joule heating plot is useful in optimising the
applied voltage and capillary temperature. Separation time is
inversely proportional to applied voltage. However, an
increase in the voltage used can cause excessive heat
production, giving rise to temperature and, as a result
thereof, viscosity gradients in the buffer inside the capillary.
This effect causes band broadening and decreases resolution.

Polarity Electrode polarity can be normal (anode at the
inlet and cathode at the outlet) and the electro-osmotic flow
will move toward the cathode. If the electrode polarity is
reversed, the electro-osmotic flow is away from the outlet and
only charged analytea with electrophoretic mobilities greater
than the electro-osmotic flow will pass to the outlet.

Temperature The main effect of temperature is observed
on buffer viscosity and electrical conductivity, and therefore
on migration velocity. In some cases, an increase in capillary
temperature can cause a conformational change in proteins,
modifying their migration time and the efficiency of the
separation,

Carnllary The dimensions of the capillary (length and
internal diameter) contribute to analysis time, efficiency of
separations and load capacity. Increasing both effective length
and total length can decrease the electric fields (working at
constant voltage) which increases migration time. For a given
buffer and electric field, heat dissipation, and hence sample
band-broadening) depend on the internal diameter of the
capillary. The latter also affects the detection limit,
depending on the sample volume injected and the detection
system employed.

Since the adsorption of the sample components on the
capillary wall limits efficiency, methods to avoid these
interactions should be considered in the development of a
separation method. In the specific case of proteins, several
strategies have been devised to avoid adsorption on the
capillary wall. Some of these strategies (use of extreme pH
and adsorption of positively charged buffer additives) only
require modification of the buffer composition to prevent
protein adsorption. In other strategies, the internal wall of the
capillary is coated with a polymer, covalently bonded to the
silica, that prevents interaction between the proteins and the
negatively charged silica surface. For this purpose, ready-to
use capiJIaries with coatings consisting of neutral-hydrophilic,
cationic and anionic polymers are available.

Electrolytic solution parameters
Buffer"type and concentration Suitable buffers for
capillary electrophoresis have an appropriate buffer capacity
in the pH range of choice and low mobility to minimise
current generation.

Matching buffer-ion mobility to solute mobility, whenever
possible, is important for minimising band distortion.
The type of sample solvent used is also important to achieve
on-column sample focusing, which increases separation
efficiency and improves detection.

An increase in buffer concentration (for a given pH)
decreases electro-osmotic flow and solute velocity.

Buffer pH The pH of the buffer can affect separation by
modifying the charge of the analyte or additives, and by
changing the electro-osmotic flow. In protein and peptide
separation, changing the pH of the buffer from above to
below the isoelectric point (PI). changes the net charge of the
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solute from negative (0 positive. An increase in the buffer pH
generally increases the electro-osmotic flow.

Organic solvents Organic modifiers (methanol,
acetonitrile, etc.) may he added to the aqueous buffer to
increase the solubility of the solute or other additives and/or
to affect the degree of ionisation of the sample components.
The addition of these organic modifiers to the buffer
generally causes a decrease in the electro-osmotic flow.

Additioes jor chiral separations For the separation of
enantiomers, a chiral selector is added [Q the separation
buffer. The most commonly used chiral selectors are
cyclodextrins, but crown ethers, polysaccharides and proteins
may also be used. Since crural recognition is governed by the
different interactions between die chiral selector and each of
the enantiomers, the resolution achieved for the chiral
compounds depends largely on the type of chiral selector
used. In this regard) for the development of a given
separation it may be useful to test cyclodextrins having a
different cavity size (c-, Jh or y-cyclodextrin) or modified
cyclodextrins with neutral (methyl, ethyl, hydroxyalkyl, etc.)
or ionisable (aminomethyl, carboxymethyl, sulfobutyl ether,
etc.) groups. When using modified cyclodextrins, balch-to
batch variations in the degree of substitution of the
cyclodextrins must he taken into account since it will
Influencethe selectivity. Other factors controlling the
resolution in dural separations are concentration of chiral
selector) composition and pH of the buffer and temperature.
The use of organic additives, such as methanol or urea Can
also modify the resolution achieved.

CAPILLARY GEL ELECTROPHORESIS
PRINCIPLE
In capillary gel electrophoresis, separation takes place inside a
capillary filled with a gel that acts as a molecular sieve.
Molecules with similar charge-to-mass ratios are separated
according to molecular size since smaller molecules move
more freely through the network of the gel and therefore
migrate faster than larger molecules. Different biological
macromolecules (for example, proteins and DNA fragments),
which often have similar charge-to-mass ratios) can thus be
separated according £0 their molecular mass by capillary gel
electrophoresis.

CHARACTERISTICS OF GELS
2 types of gels are used in capillary electrophoresis:
permanently coated gels and dynamicaUy coated gels.
Permanently coated gels, such as cross-linked polyacrylamide,
are prepared inside the capillary by polymerisation of the
monomers. They are usually bonded to the fused-silica wall
and cannot be removed without destroying the capi.Uary.
If the gels are used for protein analysis under reducing
conditions, the separation buffer usually contains sodium
dodecyl sulfate and the samples are denatured by heating in a
mixture of sodium dodecyl sulfate and 2-mercaptoethanol or
dithiothreitol before injection. When non-reducing conditions
are used (for example, analysis of an intact antibody),
2-mercaptoethanol and dithiothreitol are not used.
Separation in cross-linked gels can be optimised by
modifying the separation buffer (as indicated in the capillary
zone electrophoresis section) and controlling the gel porosity
during the gel preparation. For cross-linked polyacrylamide
gels, the porosity can be modified by changing the
concentration of acrylamide and/or the proportion of cross
linker. As a rule, a decrease in the porosity of the gel leads to
a decrease in the mobility of the solutes. Due to the rigidity
of these gels, only electrokinetic injection can be used.
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Dynamically coated gels are hydrophilic polymers, such as
linear polyacrylamide, cellulose derivatives, dextran, etc.,
which can be dissolved in aqueous separation buffers giving
rise to a separation medium that also acts as a molecular
sieve. These separation media are easier to prepare than
cross-linked polymers. They can be prepared in a vial and
filled by pressure in a wall-coated capillary (with no electro
osmotic flow). Replacing the gel before every injection
generally improves the separation reproducibility.
The porosity of the gels can be increased by using polymers
of higher molecular mass (at a given polymer concentration)
or by decreasing the polymer concentration (for a given
polymer molecular mass). A reduction in the gel porosity
leads to a decrease in the mobility of the solute for the same
buffer. Since the dissolution of these polymers in the buffer
gives low viscosity solutions, both hydrodynamic and
electrokinetic injection techniques can be used.

CAPILLARY ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING
PRINCIPLE
In isoelectric focusing, the molecules migrate under the
influence of the electric field, so long as they are charged, in
apH gradient generated by ampholytes having pI values in a
wide range (poly-aminocarboxylic acids), dissolved in the
separation buffer.

The three basic steps of isoelectric focusing are loading,
focusing and mobilisation.

Loading step
Two methods may be employed:
- loading in one step: the sample is mixed with ampholyrea

and introduced into the capillary either by pressure or
vacuum;

- sequential loading: a leading buffer, then the ampholytes,
then the sample mixed wilh ampholytes, again ~

ampholytes alone and finally the terminating buffer are
introduced into the capillary. The volume of the sample
must be small enough not to modify the pH gradient

Focusing step
When the voltage is applied, ampholytes migrate toward the
cathode or the anode, according to their net charge, thus
creating a pH gradient from anode (lower pH) to cathode
(higher pH). During this step the components to be
separated migrate until they reach a pH corresponding to
their isoelectric point (PI) and the current drops to very low
values.

Mobilisation step
If mobilisation is required for detection, use one of the
following methods.
- in the first method, mobilisation is accomplished during

the focusing step under the effect of the electro-osmotic
flow; the electro-osmotic flow must be smaU enough to
allow the focusing of the components;

- in the second method, mobilisation is accomplished by
applying positive pressure after the focusing step,

- in the third method, mobilisation is achieved after the
focusing step by adding salts to the cathode reservoir or
the anode reservoir (depending on the direction chosen
for mobilisation) in order to alter the pH in the capillary
when the voltage is applied. As the pH is changed, the
proteins and ampholytes are mobilised in the direction of
the reservoir which contains the added salts and pass the
detector.

The separation achieved, expressed as ApI, depends on the
pH gradient (dpH/dx), the number of ampholytes having
different pI values, the moJecular diffusion coefficient (D),
the intensity of the electric field (E) and the variation of the
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electrophoretic mobility of the analyte with the pH
(-dpjdpH):

OPTIMISATION
The main parameters to be considered in the development of
separations are:

Voltage
Capillary isoelectric focusing utilises very high electric fields,
300 Wcm to 1000 Wcm in the focusingstep.

Capillary
The electro-osmotic flow must he reduced or suppressed
depending on the mobilisation strategy (see above). Coated
capillaries tend (0 reduce the electro-osmotic flow.

Solutions
The anode buffer reservoir is filledwirh a solution Wlth a pH
lower than the pI of the most acidic ampholyte and the
cathode reservoir is filled with a solution with a pH higher
than me pI of the most basic ampholyte. Phosphoric acid for
the anode and sodium hydroxide for the cathode are
frequently used.

Addition of a polymer, such as methylcellulose, in the
ampholyte solution tends to suppress convective forces (if
any) and electro-osmotic flow by increasing the viscosity.
Commercial ampholytes are available covering many pH
ranges and may be mixed if necessary to obtain an expanded
pH range. Broad pH ranges are used to estimate the
isoelcctric point whereas narrower ranges are employed to
improve accuracy. Calibration can be done by correlating
migration time with isoelectric point for a series of protein
markers.

During the focusing step precipitation of proteins at their
isoelectric point can be prevented, if necessary, using buffer
additives such as glycerol, surfactanrs, urea or zwitterionic
buffers. However, depending on the concentration, urea
denatures proteins.

MICELLAR ELECTROKINETIC
CHROMATOGRAPHY (MEKC)
PRINCIPLE
In micellar electrokinetic chromatography, separation takes
place in an electrolyte solution which contains a surfactant at
a concentration above the critical micellar concentration
(eme). Thesolute molecules are distributed between the
aqueous buffer and the pseudo-stational)' phase composed of
micelles, according to the partition coefficient of the solute.
The technique can therefore be considered as a hybrid of
electrophoresis and chromatography. It is a technique that
can be used for the separation of both neutral and charged
solutes, maintaining the efficiency, speed and instrumental
suitability of capillary electrophoresis. One of the most widely
used surfaetants in MEKC is the anionic surfactant sodium
dodecyl sulfate, although other surfactants, for example
cationic surfactants such as cetyltrimethylammoniwn salts,
are also used.

The separation mechanism is as follows. At neutral and
alkaline pH, a strong electro-osmotic flow is generated and
moves the separation buffer ions in the direction of the
cathode. If sodium dodecyl sulfate is employed as the
surfactant, the electrophoretic migration of the anionic
micelle is in the opposite direction, towards the anode. As a
result, the overall micelle migration velocity is slowed down
compared to the bulk flow of the electrolytic solution. In the

number of theoretical plates for one of the solutes,
seltcliviry,
retention factors for both solutes, respectively

(k'" > k'J.

N
a
k' .. and II',

likewise, the resolution between 2 closely-migrating solutes
(R,) is given by:

case of neutral solutes, since the analyte can partition
between the micelle and the aqueous buffer, and has no
electrophoretic mobility, the analyte migration velocity will
depend only on the partition coefficient between the micelle
and the aqueous buffer. In the elecrropherogram, the peaks
corresponding to each uncharged solute are always between
that of the electro-osmotic flow marker and that of the
micelle (the time elapsed between these two peaks is called
the separation window). For electrically charged solutes, the
migration velocity depends on both the partition coefficient
of the solute between the micelle and the aqueous buffer,
and on the electrophoretic mobility of the solute in the
absence of micelle.

Since the mechanism in MEKC of neutral and weakly
ionised solutes is essentially chromatographic, migration of
the solute and resolution can be rationalised in terms of the
retention factor of the solute (hi), also referred to as mass
distribution ratio (DrrJ,which is the ratio of the number of
moles' of solute in the micelle to those in the mobile phase.
For a neutral compound, k ' is given by:

Similar, but not identical) equations give k' and R, values for
electricaUy charged solutes.

OPTIMISATION
The main parameters to be considered in the development of
separations by.MEKC are instrumental and electrolytic
solution parameters.

Instrumental parameters
Voltage Separation time is inversely proportional to applied
voltage. However, an increase in voltage can cause excessive
heat production that gives rise to temperature gradients and
viscosity gradients of the buffer in the cross-section of the
capillary. This effect can be significant with high conductivity
buffers such as those containing micelles. Poor heat
dissipation causes band broadening and decreases resolution.

Temperature Variations in capillary temperature affect the
partition coefficient of the solute between the buffer and the
micelles, the critical micellar concentration and the Viscosity
of the buffer. These parameters contribute to the migration
time of the solutes. The use of a good cooling system

'R migration time of me solute.
to analysis time of an unretained solute (determined by injecting

an electro-osmotic flow marker which does not enter the
micelle. for instance methanol),

t_ micelle migration lime (measured by injecting a micelle marker.
such as Sudan III. which migrates while continuously associated
in the micelle),

K partition coefficient of lite solute,
Vs volume of the micellar phase,
VM volume of the mobile phase.

D(dpHjdx)
E(-dpjdpH)

6pl =3 x

J
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p Hp

v H.

R, = -=-1."'l-=-S-ex-'C''''R2"".---=-,R''''e<)

Whl +Wh2

N = 5.54 x (::) 2

RESOLUTION
The resolution (Rs) between peaks of similar height of
2 components may be calculated using the expression:

tR2 > (RI

migration times or dis~ces along me baseline
from the point of injection to the perpendiculars
dropped from the maxima of two adjacent peaks.
peak widths at half-height.

QUANTIFICATION
Peak areas must be divided by the corresponding migration
time to give the corrected area in order to:
- compensate for the shift in migration time from run to

run, thus reducing the variation of the response,
- compensate for the different responses of sample

constituents with different migration times.

Where an internal standard is used, verify that no peak of the
substance to be examined is masked by that of the internal
standard.

CALCUlATIONS
From the values obtained, calculate me content of the
component or components being examined. When
prescribed, the percentage content of one or more
components of the sample to be examined is calculated by
detennining the corrected area(s) of the peak(s) as a
percentage of the total of the corrected areas of aU peaks,
excluding those due to solvents or any added reagents
(noonalisation procedure). The use of an automatic
integration system (integrator or data acquisition and
processing system) is recommended.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY
In order to check the behaviour of the capillary
electrophoresis system, system suitability parameters are
used. The choice of these parameters depends on the mode
of capillary electrophoresis used. They are: retention factor
(k') (only for micellar electrokinetic chromatography),
apparent number of theoretical plates (N), symmetry factor
(As) and resolution (Rs)' In previous sections, the theoretical
expressions for N and R, have been described, but more
practical equations that allow these parameters to be
calculated from the eleetropherograms are given below.

APPARENT NUMBER OF THEORETICAL PlATES
The apparent number of theoretical plates (N) may be
calculared using the expression:

IR migration time or distance along rhe baseline from me point of
inlecuon to me perpendicular dropped from the maximum of
the peak corresponding to me component,

11110 width of the peak at hBIf-height.

IRI and 1m

"' 101 and U'J02

When appropriate, the resolution may be calculated by
measuring the height of the valley (H.) between 2 partly
resolved peaks in a standard preparation and the height of
the smaller peak (Hp) and calculating the peak-to-valley ratio:

improves the reproducibility of the migration rime for the
solutes.

Capillary As in capillary zone electrophoresis, the
.dimensions of the capillary (length and internal diameter)
contribute to analysis time and efficiency of separations.
Increasing both effective length and total length can decrease
the electric fields (working at constant voltage), increase
migration time and improve the separation efficiency.
The internal diameter controls heat dissipation (for a given
buffer and electric field) and consequently the sample band
broadening.

Electrolytic solution parameters
Surfactant type and concentration The type of
surfactant, in the same way as the stationary phase in
chromatography, affects the resolution since it modifies .
separation selectivity. Also, the log k' of a neutral compound
increases linearly with the concentration of surfactant in the
mobile phase. Since resolution in lvlEKC reaches a
maximum when k ' approaches the value of .jt",,/ro,
modifying the concentration of surfactant in the mobile phase
changes the resolution obtained.

BlI/fer pH Although pH does not modify the partition
coefficient of non-ionised solutes, it can modify the electro
osmotic flow in uncoated capillaries. A decrease in the buffer
pH decreases the electro-osmotic flow and therefore increases
the resolution of the neutral solutes in lviEKC, resulting in a
longer analysis time.

Organlc solvents To improve MEKC separation of
hydrophobic compounds, organic modifiers (methanol,
propanol, acetonitrile, etc.) can be added to the electrolytic
solution. The addition of these modifiers usually decreases
migration time and the selectivity of the separation. Since the
addition of organic modifiers affects the critical micellar
concentration, a given surfactant concentration can be used
only within a certain percentage of organic modifier before
the micellisation is inhibited or adversely affected, resulting in
the absence of micelles and, therefore, in the absence of
partition. The dissociation of micelles in the presence of a
high content of organic solvent does not always mean that
the separation will no longer be possible; in some cases the
hydrophobic interaction between the ionic surfactant
monomer and the neutral solutes forms solvophobic
complexes that can be separated electrophoretically.

Additives for chiral separations For the separation of
enantiomers using lvlEKC, a chiral selector is included In the
micellar system, either covalently bound to the surfactant or
added to the micellar separation electrolyte. Micelles that
have a moiety with chiral discrimination properties include
salts of N-dodecanoyl-L-amino acids, bile salts, etc. Chiral
resolution can also be achieved using chiral discriminators,
such as cyclodextrins, added to the electrolytic solutions
which contain micellised achiral swfactants.

Other additives Several strategies can be carried out to
modify selectivity, by adding chemicals to the buffer.
The addition of several types of cyclodextrins to the buffer
can also be used to reduce the interaction of hydrophobic
solutes with the micelle, thus increasing me selectivity for this
type of compound.

The addition of substances able to modify solute-micelle
interactions by adsorption on the latter, is used to improve
the selectivity of the separations in MEKC. These additives
may be a second surfactant (ionic or non-ionic) which gives
rise to mixed micelles or metallic cations which dissolve in
the micelle and form co-ordination complexes with the
solutes.
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SYMMETRY FACTOR
The symmetry factor (A,) of a peak may be calculated using
the expression:

A _ WO.05
J - 2d

Wo.05 width of me peak at one-twentieth of the peak height,
d distance between the perpendicular dropped from the peak

maximum and the leading edge of the peak at one-twentieth of
the peak h~ght.

Tests for area repeatability (standard deviation of areas or of
me area/migration-time ratio) and for migration time
repeatability (standard deviation of migration time) are
introduced as suitability parameters. 1v1igration time
repeatability provides a test for the suitability of the capillary
washing procedures. An alternative practice to avoid the lack
of repeatability of the migration time is to use migration time
relative to an internal standard.

A test for the verification of the signal-to-noise ratio for a
standard preparation (or the determination of the limit of
quantification) may also be useful for the determination of
related substances.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
The detection limit and quantification limit correspond to
signal-to-noise ratios of 3 and 10 respectively. The signal-to
noise ratio (SIN) is calculated using the expression:

S 2H
N h

H height of the peak corresponding to the component concerned,
in Ihe electropberogram obtained with the prescribed reference
solution. measuredfrom the maximumof the peak (0 the
extrllpolated baseline of die signal observed over II distance
equal to twenty times the width u half-height.

h range of the background in an electropherogram obtained after
injection of a blank, observed over a distance equal to twenty
times the width at the half-height of the peak in the
elececeherogram obtained with the prescribed reference
solution and. ifpossible. situated equaUy around the place
where this peakwol.l!dbe found.

H. Supercritical Fluid Chromatography
(ph. Eur. method 2.2.45)

Supercriticailluid chromatography (SFC) is a method of
chromatographic separation in which the mobile phase is a
fluid in a supercritical or a subcritical state. The stationary
phase, contained in a column, consists of either finely divided
solid particles, such as a silica or porous graphite, a
chemically modified stationary phase, as used in liquid
chromatography, or, for capillary columns, a cross-linked
liquid film evenly coated on the walls of the column.

SFC is based on mechanisms of adsorption or mass
distribution.

APPARATUS
The apparatus usually consists of a cooled pumping system,
an injector, a chromatographic column, contained in an
oven, a detector, a pressure regulator and a data acquisition
device (or an integrator or a chart recorder).

Pumping system
Pwnping systems are required to deliver the mobile phase at
a constant flow rate. Pressure fluctuations are [0 be
minimised. e.g. by passing the pressurised solvent through a
pulse-damping device. Tubing and connections are capable
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of withstanding the pressures developed by the pumping
system.

Microprocessor controlled systems are capable of accurately
delivering a mobile phase in either constant or varying
conditions, according [0 a defined programme. In the case of
gradient elution, pumping systems which deliver solvent(s)
from several reservoirs are available and solvent mixingcan
be achieved on either the low or high-pressure side of the
pump(s).

Injectors
Injection may be carried out directly at the head of the
column using a valve.

Stadonary phases
Stationary phases are contained in columns which have been
described in the chapters on Liquid chroma/Ography (2.2.29)
(packed columns) and Gas chroma/Ography (2.2.28) (capillary
columns). A capillary column has a maximum internal
diameter (0) of 100 pm.

Mobile phases
Usually the mobile phase is carbon-dioxide which may
contain a polar modifier such as methanol, 2-propanol or
acetonitrile. The composition, pressure (density),
temperature and flow rate of the prescribed mobile phase
may either be constant throughout the whole
chromatographic procedure (isocraric, isodense, isothermic
elution) or may vary according to a defined programme
(gradient elution of the modifier. pressure (density).
temperature or flow rate).

Detectors
Ultraviolet/visible (INNis) spectrophotometers and flame
ionisation detectors are the most commonly employed
detectors. Light scattering detectors, infrared absorption
spectrophotometers, thermal conductivity detectors or other
special detectors may be used.

METHOD
Prepare the test solution(s) and the reference solution(s) as
prescribed. The solutions must be free from solid particles.

Criteria for assessing the suitability of the system are
described in the chapter on Chromatographic separation
techniques (2.2.46). The extent 10 which adjustments of
parameters of the chromatographic system can be made to
satisfy the criteria of system sui[ability are also given in this
chapter.

J. Isoelectric Focusing1

(ph. Eur. method 2.2.54)

GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Isoelectric focusing (lEF) is a method of electrophoresis tha[
separates proteins according to their isoelecttic point.
Separation is carried out in a slab of polyacrylamide or
agarose gel that contains a mixture of amphoteric electrolytes
(arnpholytes). When subjected 10 an electric field, the
ampholytes migrate in the gel to create a pH gradient.
In some cases gels containing an immobilised pH gradient.
prepared by incorporating weak acids and bases [Q specific
regions of the gel network during the preparation of the gel,
are used. When the applied proteins reach the gel fraction
that has a pH that is the same as their isoelectric point (PI),

l This chapter hasundergone phamloeoPQeiaJ hamumisarion. Su chapter
5.8 Pharmacopoeial harmonisation.
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their charge is neutralised and migration ceases. Gradients
can be made over various ranges of pH, according to me
mixture of ampholytes chosen.

THEORETICAL ASPECTS
When a protein is at the position of its isoelectric point, it
has no net charge and cannot be moved in a gel matrix by
the electric field. It may, however, move from that position
by diffusion. The pH gradient forces a protein £0 remain in
its isoelectric point position, thus concentrating it; this
concentrating effect is called "focusing", Increasing the
applied voltage or reducing the sample load result in
improved separation of bands. The applied voltage is limited
by the heat generated, which must be dissipated. The use of
thin gels and an efficient cooling plate controlled by a
thermostatic circulator prevents the burning of the gel whilst
allowing sharp focusing. The separation is estimated by
detennining the minimum pI difference (.6.pl), which is
necessary to separate 2 neighbouring bands:

Since D and - dd,u fora given protein cannot be altered, the
pH

separation can be improved by using a narrower pH range
and by increasing the intensity of the electric field.

Resolution between protein bands on an IEF gel prepared
with carrier amphclytea can be quite good. Improvements in
resolution may be achieved by using immobilised pH
gradients where the buffering species, which are analogous to
carrier ampholytes, are copolymerlsed within the gel matrix.
Proteins exhibiting pIs differing by as little as 0.02 pH units
may be resolved using a gel prepared with carrier ampholytes
while immobilised pH gradients can resolve proteins differing
by approximately 0.001 pH units.

PRACTICAL ASPECTS
Special attention must he paid to sample characteristics
andlor preparation. Having salt in the sample can be
problematic and it is best to prepare the sample, if possible,
in deionised water or 2 per cent ampholytes, using dialysis or
gel filtration if necessary.

The time required for completion of focusing in thin-layer
polyacrylamide gels is determined by placing a coloured
protein (e.g. haemoglobin) at different positions on the gel
surface and by applying the electric field: the steady state is
reached when all applications give an identical band pattern.
In some protocols the completion of the focusing is indicated
by the time elapsed after the sample application.

The IEF gel can be used as an identity test when the
migration pattern on the gel is compared to a suitable
standard preparation and IEF calibration proteins, the IEF
gel can be used as a limit test when the density of a band on
IEF is compared subjectively with the density of bands
appearing in a standard preparation, or it can be used as a
quantitative test when the density is measured using a
densitometer or similar instrumentation to determine the

Figure 2.2.54.-1 - Mould

relative concentration of protein in the bands subject to
validation.

7.5 per cent polyacrylamide gel
Dissolve 29.1 g of acrylamid, Rand 0.9 g of
methyknebisacrylamide R in 100 mL of waterR.
To 2.5 volumes of this solution, add the mixture of
ampholytes specified in the monograph and dilute to
10 volumes with waterR. Mix carefully and degas the
solution.

Preparadon of the mould
Place the polyester film on me lower glass plate, apply the
spacer, place the second glass plate and fit the clamps. Before
use, place the solution on a magnetic stirrer and add
0.25 volumes of a 100 gIL solution of ammonium persuljau R
and 0.25 volumes of UlrUm,thy1,thylenediamin, R.
Immediately /ill the space between the glass plates of the
mould with the solution.

APPARATUS
An apparatus for IEF consists of:
- a controllable generator for constant potential) current

and power; potentials of 2500 V have been used and are
considered optimal under a given set of operating
conditions; a supply of up to 30 W of constant power is
recommended;

- a rigid plastic IEF chamber that contains a cooled plate,
of suitable material, to support the gel;

- a plastic cover with platinum electrodes mat are
connected to me gel by means of paper wicks of suitable
width, length and thickness, impregnated with solutions
of anodic and cathodic electrolytes.

ISOELECTRIC FOCUSING IN POLYACRYLAMIDE
GELS: DETAILED PROCEDURE
The following m,thod isa d'l4i1ed description of an IEF procedure
in thickpoIyacrylamid' slab gels, which isusedunless otherwise
stated in the monograph.

PREPARATION OF THE GELS

Mould
The mould (see Figwe 2.2.54.-1) is composed of a glass
plate (A) on which a polyester film (B) is placed to facilitate
handling of the gel, one or more spacers (C), a second glass
plate (D) and clamps to hold the structure together.

D(dpH/dx)

E(-dl'/dpH)

diffusioncoefficientof fhe protein.

intensity of me electric field. in volts per centimetre,

pH gradient.

vanauon of me solute mobility wilh the pH in the region
close to the pl.

D

dpH
<ix.
E

dp
- dpH
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METHOD
Dismantle the mould and, making use of the polyester film,
transfer the gel onto the cooled support, wetted with a few
milfilitres of a suitable liquid, taking care to avoid fanning air
bubbles. Prepare the test solutions and reference solutions as
specified in the monograph. Place strips of paper for sample
application, about 10 mm x 5 mm in size, on the gel and
impregnate each with the prescribed amount of die test and
reference solutions. Also apply the prescribed quantity of a
solution of proteins with known isoelectric points as pH
markers to calibrate the gel. In some protocols the gel has
pre-cast slots where a solution of the sample is applied
instead of using impregnated paper strips. Cur 2 snips of
paper to the length of the gel and impregnate them with the
electrolyte solutions: acid for the anode and alkaline for the
cathode. The compositions of the anode and cathode
solutions are given in the monograph. Apply these paper
wicks to each side of the gel several miIlimetres from the
edge. Fit the cover so that the electrodes are in contact with
the wicks (respecting the anodic and cathodic poles). Proceed
with the isoelectric focusing by applying the electrical
parameters described in the monograph. Switch off the
current when the migration of the mixture of standard
proteins has stabilised. Using forceps, remove the sample
application strips and the 2 electrode wicks. Immerse the gel
in fixing ,oJulion for isoelectric focusing in polyacrylamide gelR.
Incubate with gentle shaking at room temperature for
30 min. Drain off me solution and add 200 mL of destaim·ng
,oJution R. Incubate with shaking for I h. Drain the gel, add
coomassie staining solution R. Incubate for 30 min. Destain the
gel by passive diffusion with de.staining solution R until the
bands are well visualised against a clear background. Locate
the position and intensity of the bands in the
electropherogram as prescribed in the monograph.

VARIATIONS TO THE DETAILED PROCEDURE
(SUBJECT TO VALIDATION)
Where reference to the general method on isoelectric
focusing is made, variations in methodology or procedure
may be made subject to validation. These include:
- the use of commercially available pre-cast gels and of

commercial staining and destaining kits,
- the use of immohilised pH gradients,
- the use of rod gels,
- the use of gel cassettes of different dimensions, including

ultra-thin (0.2 mm) gels,
- variations in the sample application procedure, including

different sample volumes or the use of sample application
masks or wicks other than paper,

- the USe of alternate running conditions, including
variations in the electric field depending on gel
dimensions and equipment, and the use of fixed
migration times rather than subjective interpretation of
band stability,

- the inclusion of apre-focusing step,
- the use of automated instrumentation,
- the use of agarose gels.

VALIDATION OF ISO-ELECTRIC FOCUSING
PROCEDURES
Where alternative methods to the detailed procedure are
employed they must be validated. The following criteria may
he used to validate the separation:
- fonnation of a stable pH gradient of desired

characteristics, assessed for example using coloured pH
markers of known isoelectric points,
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- comparison with the electropherogram provided with the
chemical reference substance for the preparation to be
examined,

- any other validation criteria as prescribed in the
monograph.

SPECIFIED VARIATIONS TO THE GENERAL
METHOD
Variations to the general method required for the analysis of
specific substances may be specified in detail in monographs.
These include:
- the addition of urea in the gel (3 M concentration is often

satisfactory to keep protein in solution but up to 8 M can
be used): some proteins precipitate at their isoelectric
point; in this case, urea is included in the gel formulation
to keep the protein in solution; if urea is used, only fresh
solutions should be used to prevent carbamylation of the
protein;

- the use of alternative staining methods;
- the use of gel additives such as non-ionic detergents

(e.g. octylglucoside) or zwinerionic detergents (e.g.,
CHAPS or CHAPSO), and the addition of ampholyte to
the sample, to prevent proteins from aggregating or
precipitating.

POINTS TO CONSIDER
Samples can be applied to any area on the gel, but to protect
the proteins from extreme pH environments samples should
not be applied close to either electrode. During method
development the analyst can try applying the protein in
3 positions on the gel (i.e. middle and both ends); the
pattern of a protein applied at opposite ends of the gel may
not be identical.

A phenomenon known as cathodic drift, where the pH
gradient decays over time, may occur if a gel is focused too
long. Although not well understood, eleetroendoosmosis and
absorption of carbon dioxide may be factors that lead to
cathodic drift. Cathodic drift is observed as focused protein
migrating off the cathode end of the gel. Inunobilised pH
gradients may be used to address this problem.

Efficient cooling (approximately 4 "C) of the bed that the gel
lies on during focusing is important. High field strengths
used during Isoelectric focusing can lead to overheating and
affect the quality of the focused gel.

K. Peptide Mapping1

(ph. Bur. method 2.1.55)

Peptide mapping is an identity test for proteins, especially
those obtained by rDNA technology. It involves the chemical
or enzymatic treatment of a protein resulting in the formation
of peptide fragments followed by separation and
identification of these fragments in a reproducible manner.
It is a powerful test that is capable of identifying almost any
single amino acid changes resulting from events such as
errors in the reading of complementary DNA (cDNA)
sequences or point mutations. Peptide mapping is a
comparative procedure because the infonnation obtained,
compared to a reference substance similarly treated, confinns
the primary structure of the protein, is capable of detecting
whether alterations in structure have OCCUrred, and
demonstrates process consistency and genetic stability. Each

I This chapleT has undergone phannaa>poeiaJ hannonisariQn. SeeCMpw
5.8 Phann(l(opoeial hannonisation.
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Table 2.2.55.-1. - Examples of ckavageagents

Appendix III K V-A255

Type Agent Specificity

Enzymatic Trypsin (Ee 3.4.21.4) C-tenninal side of Arg and L)'3

Chymotrypsin (EC 3.4.21.1) C-terminal side of hydrophobic residues (e.g. Leu. Mel, Ala,
aromatics)

Pepsin (EC 3.4.23.1 and 2) Non-specific digest

Lysyl endopeptidase (Lys-C endopeptidase) (Ee 3.4.21.50) C-terminBlside of L)"lI

Glutamyl endopeptidase (from S. aurem strain VB) C-tenninal side of Glu and Asp
rsc 3.4.21.19)

Peptidyl-Asp metallo-endopeptidase (endoproteinase Asp'" N-terminal side of Asp
N)

Clostripain (EC 3.4.22.8) C-Ienninal side of Arg

Chemical Cyanogen bromide C-tenninal side of Mel

2·Nitro-5-thio-cyMobenzoic acid N-tenninal side of Cys

D-Iodosobenzoic acid C-terminal side of Trp and Tyr

Dilute add Asp and Pro

BNPS-statole Tq>

protein presents unique characteristics which must be well
understood so that the scientific and analytical approaches
permit validated development of a peptide map that provides
sufficient specificity.

This chapter provides detailed assistance in the application of
peptide mapping and its validation to characterise the desired
protein, Co evaluate the stability of the expression construct of
cells used for recombinant DNA products and to evaluate
the consistency of the overall process) to assess product
stability as well as to ensure the identity of the protein, or to
detect the presence of protein variant.

Peptide mapping is not a general method, hut involves
developing specific maps for each unique protein. Although
the technology is evolving rapidly, there are certain methods
that are generaUy accepted. Variations of these methods will
he indicated, when appropriate, in specific monographs.

A peptide map may he viewed as a fingerprint of a protein
and is the end product of several chemical processes that
provide a comprehensive understanding of the protein being
analysed. 4 principal steps are necessary for the development
of the procedure: isolation and purification of the protein, if
the protein is part of a formulation; selective cleavage of the
peptide bonds; chromatographic separation of the peptides;
and analysis and identification of the peptides. A test sample
is digested and assayed in parallel with a reference substance.
Complete cleavage of peptide bonds is more likely to occur
when enzymes such as endoproteases (e.g., trypsin) are used,
instead of chemical cleavage reagents. A map must contain
enough peptides to be meaningful. On the other hand, if
there are too many fragments, the map might lose its
specificity because many proteins will then have the same
profiles.

ISOLATION AND PURIFICATION
Isolation and purification are necessary for analysis of bulk
drugs or dosage fonns containing interfering excipients and
carrier proteins and, when required, will be specified in the
monograph. Quantitative recovery of protein from the dosage
fcrm must be validated.

SELECTIVE CLEAVAGE OF PEPTIDE BONDS
The selection of the approach used for the cleavage of
peptide bonds will depend on the protein under test. This

selection process involves determlnarion of me type of
cleavage to be employed, enzymatic or chemical, and me
type of cleavage agent within me chosen category. Several
cleavage agents and their specificity are shown in
Table 2.2.55.-1. TIlls list is not all-inclusive and will be
expanded as other cleavage agents are identified.

Pre~eatmentofsaDlple

Depending on the size or the configuration of the protein,
different approaches in the pretreatment of samples can be
used. If trypsin is used as a cleavage agent for proteins with a
molecular mass greater than 100 000 Da, lysine residues
must be protected by citraconylation or maleylation;
otherwise, too many peptides will be generated.

Pretreatment of the cleavage agent
Pretreatment of cleavage agents, especially enzymatic agents,
might be necessary for purification purposes to ensure
reproducibility of the map. For example, trypsin used as a
cleavage agent will have to he treated with rosyl-t
phenylalanine chloromethyl ketone to inactivate
chymotrypsin. Other methods, such as purification of trypsin
by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) or
immohilisation of enzyme on a gel support, have been
successfuUy used when only a small amount of protein is
available.

Pretreatment of the protein
Under certain conditions, it might he necessary to
concentrate the sample or to separate the protein from
excipients and stabilisers used in formulation of the product,
if these interfere with the mapping procedure. Physical
procedures used for pretreatment can include ultrafiltration,
column chromatography and lyophilization. Other
pretreatments) such as the addition of chaotropic agents
(e.g. urea) can be used to unfold the protein prior to
mapping. To allow the enzyme to have full access to cleavage
sites and permit some unfolding of me protein, it is often
necessary to reduce and alkyJate the disulfide bonds prior to
digestion.

Digestion with trypsin can introduce ambiguities in the
peptide map due to side reactions occurring during the
digestion reaction, such as non-specific cleavage,
deamidation, disulfide isomerisarion, oxidation of methionine
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residues, or formation of pyroglutamic groups created from
the deamidaticn of glutamine at the N-renninal side of a
peptide. Furthermore, peaks may be produced by
autohydrolysis of trypsin. Their intensities depend on the
ratio of trypsin to protein. To avoid autohydrolysis, solutions
of proteases may he prepared at a pH that is not optimal
(e.g. at pH 5 for trypsin), which would mean that the
enzyme would not become active until diluted with the digest
buffer.

Establishment of optimal digestion conditions
Factors that affect the completeness and effectiveness of
digestion of proteins are those that could affect any chemical
or enzymatic reactions.

pH oj the reaction milieu The pH of the digestion
mixture is empirically determined to ensure the optimisation
of the performance of the given cleavage agent. For example,
when using cyanogen bromide as a cleavage agent, a higWy
acidic environment (e.g. pH 2, formic acid) is necessary;
however, when using trypsin as a cleavage agent, a slightly
alkaline environment (pH 8) is optimal. As a general rule, the
pH of the reaction milieu must not alter the chemical
integrity of the protein during the digestion and must not
change during the course of the fragmentation reaction.

Temperature A temperature between 25°C and 37 GC is
adequate for most digestions. The temperature used is
intended to minimise chemical side reactions. The type of
protein under test will dictate the temperature of the reaction
milieu, because some proteins are more susceptible to
denaturation as the temperature of the reaction increases.
For example, digestion of recombinant bovine somatropin is
conducted at 4 GC, because at higher temperatures it will
precipitate during digestion.

. Time If sufficient sample is available, a time course study:
is considered in order to determine the optimum time to
obtain a reproducible map and avoid incomplete digestion.
Time of digestion varies from 2 h to 30 h. The reaction is
stopped by the addition of an acid which does not interfere
in the map or by freezing.

Amount of cleavage agent used Although excessive
amounts of cleavage agent are used to accomplish a
reasonably rapid digestion time (i.e. 6-20 hours), the amount
of cleavage agent is minimised to avoid its contribution to the
chromatographic map pattern. A protein to protease ratio
between 20:1 and 200:1 is generally used. It is recommended
that the cleavage agent is added in 2 or more stages to
optimise cleavage. Nonetheless, the final reaction volume
remains small enough to facilitate the next step in peptide
mapping, the separation step. To sort out digestion artifacts
that might interfere with the subsequent analysis, a blank
determination is performed, using a digestion control with all
the reagents, except the test protein.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION
Many techniques are used to separate peptides for mapping..
The selection of a technique depends on the protein being
mapped. Techniques that have been successfully used for
separation of peptides are shown in Table 2.2.55-2. In this
section, a most widely used reversed-phase HPLC method is
described as one of the procedures of chromatographic
separation.

The purity of solvents and mobile phases is a critical factor in
HPLC separation. HPLC-grade solvents and water that are
commercially available, are recommended for reversed-phase
HPLC. Dissolved gases present a problem in gradient
systems where the solubility of the gas in a solvent may be
less in a mixture than in a single solvent. Vacuum degassing
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and agitation by sonication are often used as useful degassing
procedures. When solid particles in the solvents are drawn
into me HPLC system, they can damage the sealing of pump
valves or clog the top of the chromatographic column. Both
pre- and post-pump filtration is also recommended.

Table 2.2.55-2. - Techniques usedfor the separation of peptides

Reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLq

Ion-exchange cluomatography (lEC)

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (IDe)

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (pAGE). non-denaturating

Sodium dcdecyl sulfale polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)

Capillary electrophoresis (CB)

Paper chromatography-high Yollage (PCHV)

High voltage-paper electrophoresis (HYPE)

Chromatographic column
The selection of a chromatographic column is empirically
determined for each protein. Columns with 10 nm or 30 nm
pore size with silica support can give optimal separation.
For smaller peptides, oct:ylsilyl silicagelfor chromatographyR
(3-10 urn) and oaadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromalCgraphy R
(3-10 urn) column packings are mote efficient than ImtylsiiYI
silica gelfor chromatography R (5-10 urn).

Solvent
The most commonly used solvent is water with acetonitrile
as the organic modifier to which not more than 0.1 per cent
trifluoroacetic acid is added. Ifnecessary, add propyl alcohol
or isopropyl alcohol to solubilise the digest components,
provided that the addition does not unduly increase the
viscosity of the components.

Mohilephase
Buffered mobile phases containing phosphate are used to
provide some flexibility in the selection of pH conditions,
since shifts of pH in the 3.0-5.0 range enhance the separation
of peptides containing acidic residues (e.g. glutamic and
aspartic acids). Sodium or potassium phosphates, ammonium
acetate, phosphoric acid at a pH between 2 and 7 (or higher
for polymer-based supports),have also been used with
acetonitrile gradients. Acetonitrile containing trifluoroacetic
acid is used quite often.

Gradient
Gradients can be linear, nonlinear, or include step functions.
A shallow gradient is recommended in order to separate
complex mixtures. Gradients are optimised to provide clear
resolution of 1 or 2 peaks that will become "marker" peaks
for the test.

Isocratic elution
Isocratic HPLC systems using a single mobile phase are used
on the basis of their convenience of use and improved
detector responses. Optimal composition of a mobile phase
to obtain clear resolution of each peak is sometimes difficult
to establish. Mobile phases for which slight changes in
component ratios or in pH significantly affect retention times
of peaks in peptide maps must not be used in isocratic
HPLC systems.

Other parameters
Temperature control of the column is usually necessary to
achieve good reproducibility. The flow rates for the mobile
phases range from 0.1-2.0 mlzmin, and the detection of
peptides is perfonned with a UV detector at 200-230 om.
Other methods of detection have been used (e.g. post
column derivatisation), but they are not as robust or versatile
as UV detection.
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Validation
This section provides an experimental means for measuring
the overall performance of the test method. The acceptance
criteria for system suitability depend on the identification of
critical test parameters mat affect data interpretation and
acceptance. These critical parameters are also criteria that
monitor peptide digestion and peptide analysis. An indicator
that the desired digestion endpoint has been achieved is
shown by comparison with a reference standard, which is
treated in the same manner as the test protein. The use of a
reference substance in parallel with the test protein is critical
in the development and establishment of system suitabilicy
limits. In addition, a chromatogram is included with the
reference substance for additional comparison purposes.
Other indicators may include visual inspection of protein or
peptide solubility, me absence of intact protein, or
measurement of responses of a digestion-dependent peptide.
The critical system suitability parameters for peptide analysis
will depend on the particular mode of peptide separation and
detection and on me data analysis requirements.

When peptide mapping is used as an identification test, the
system suitability requirements for the identified peptides
cover selectivity and precision. In this case, as well as when
identification of variant protein is done, the identification of
the primary structure of the peptide fragments in the peptide
map provides both a verification of the known primary
structure and the identification of protein variants by
comparison with the peptide map of the reference substance
for the specified protein. The use of a digested reference
substance for a given protein in the determination of peptide
resolution is the method of choice. For an analysis of a
variant protein, a characterised mixture of a variant and a
reference substance can be used, especially if the variant
peptide is located in a Jess-resolved region of the map.
The index of pattern consistency can be simply the number
of major peptides detected. Peptide pattern consistency can
be best defined by the resolution of peptide peaks.
Chromatographic parameters, such as peak-to-peak
resolution, maximum peak width, peak area, peak tailing
factors, and column efficiency, may be used to define peptide
resolution. Depending on the protein under test and the
method of separation used, single peptide or multiple peptide
resolution requirements may be necessary.

The replicate analysis of the digest of the reference substance
for the protein under test yields measures of precision and
quantitative recovery. Recovery of the identified peptides is
generally ascertained by the use of internal or external
peptide standards. The precision is expressed as the relative
standard deviation (RSD). Differences in the recovery and
precision of the identified peptides are to be expected;
therefore, the system suitability Hmits will have [Q be
established for both the recovery and the precision of the
identified peptides. These limits are unique for a given
protein and will be specified in the individual monograph.

Visual comparison of the relative retentions, the peak
responses (the peak area or the peak height), the number of
peaks, and the overall elution pattern is completed initially.
It is then complemented and supported by mathematical
analysis of the peak response ratios and by the
chromatographic profileof a I: I (VII') mixture of sample
and reference substance digest. If all peaks in the sample
digest and in the reference substance digest have the same
relative retentions and peak response ratios, then the identity
of the sample under test is confirmed,

If peaks that initially eluted with significantly different relative
retentions are then observed as single peaks in the 1:1
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mixture, the initial difference would be an indication of
system variability. However, if separate peaks are observed in
the 1:1 mixture, this would be evidence of the
nonequivalence of the peptides in each peak. If a peak in the
1:1 mixture is significantly broader than the corresponding
peak in the sample and reference substance digest, it may
indicate the presence of different peptides. The use of
computer-aided pattern recognition software for the analysis
of peptide mapping data has been proposed and applied, but
issues related to the validation of the computer software
preclude its use in a compendial test in the near future.
Other automated approaches have been used that employ
mathematical formulas, models, and pattern recognition.
Such approaches are, for example, the automated
identification of compounds by IR spectroscopy and the
application of diode-array UV spectral analysis for
identification of peptides. These methods have limitations
due to inadequate resolutions, co-elution of fragments, or
absolute peak response differences between reference
substance and sample digest fragments.

The numerical comparison of the peak retention times and
peak areas or peak heights can be done for a selected group
of relevant peaks that have been correctly identified in the
peptide maps. Peak areas can be calculated using 1 peak
showing relatively small variation as an internal reference,
keeping in mind that peak area integration is sensitive to
baseline variation and likely to introduce error in the analysis.
Alternatively, the percentage of each peptide peak height
relative to the sum of all peak heights can be calculated for
the sample under test. The percentage is then compared to
that of the corresponding peak of the reference substance.
The possibility of auto-hydrolysis of trypsin is monitored by
producing a blank peptide map, that is, me peptide map
obtained when a blank solution is treated widt trypsin.

The minimum requirement for the qualification of peptide
mapping is an approved test procedure that includes system
suitability as a test control. In general, early in the regulatory
process, qualification of peptide mapping for a protein is
sufficient. As the regulatory approval process for the protem
progresses, additional qualifications of the test can include a
partial validation of the analytical procedure £0 provide
assurance that the method will perform as intended in the
development of a peptide map for the specified protein.

ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION OF PEPTIDES
This section gives guidance on the use 0/peptide mapping during
defJelopment in support 0/regulatory applications.
The use of a peptide map as a qualitative tool does not
require the complete characterisation of the individual
peptide peaks. However, validation of peptide mapping in
support of regulatory applications requires rigorous
characterisation of each of the individual peaks in the peptide
map. Methods to characterise peaks range from N-Ienninal
sequencing of each peak followed by amino acid analysis to
the use of mass spectroscopy (MS).

For characterisation purposes, when N-Ienninal sequencing
and amino acids analysis are used, the analytical separation is
scaled up. Since scale-up might affect the resolution of
peptide peaks, it is necessary, using empirical data, to assure
that there is no loss of resolution due £0 scale-up. Eluates
corresponding to specific peptide peaks are collected,
vacuum-concentrated, and chromatographed again, if
necessary. Amino acid analysis of fragments may be limited
by the peptide size. If the N-terminus is blocked, it may need
to be cleared before sequencing. C-tenninal sequencing of
proteins in combination with carboxypeptidase and matrix-
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assisted laser desorption ionisation coupled to time-of-flight
analyser (MALDI-TOF) can also be used for characterisation
purposes.

The use of MS for characterisation of peptide fragments is by
direct infusion of isolated peptides or by the use of on-line
LC-MS for structure analysis. In general, it includes
electrospray and ~DI-TOF-MS, as well as fast-atom
bombardment (FAB). Tandem MS has also been used to
sequence a modified protein and to determine me type of
amino acid modification that has occurred. The comparison
of mass spectra of the digests before and after reduction
provides a method to assign the disulfide bonds to the
various sulfydryl-containing peptides.

If .regions of the primary structure are not clearly
demonstrated by the peptide map, it might be necessary to
develop a secondary peptide map. The goal of a validated
method of characterisation of a protein through peptide
mapping is lO reconcile and account for at least 95 per cent
of the theoretical composition of the protein structure.

L. Amino Acid Analysis1

(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.56)

Amino acid analysis refers to the methodology used to
determine the amino acid composition or content of proteins,
peptides, and other pharmaceutical preparations. Proteins
and peptides are macromolecules consisting of covalently
bonded amino acid residues organised as a linear polymer.
The sequence of the amino adds in a protein or peptide
determines the properties of the molecule. Proteins are
considered large molecules that commonly exist as folded
structures with a specific confonnation, while peptides are
smaller and may consist of only a few amino acids. Amino
acid analysis can be used to quantify proteins and peptides,
to determine the identity of proteins or peptides based on
their amino acid composition, to support protein and peptide
structure analysis, to evaluate fragmentation strategies for
peptide mapping) and to detect atypical amino acids that
might be present in a protein or peptide. It is necessary to
hydrolyse a protein/peptide to its individual amino acid
constituents before amino acid analysis. Following
protein/peptide hydrolysis) the amino acid analysis procedure
can be the same as that practiced for free amino acids in
other pharmaceutical preparations. The amino acid
constituents of the test sample are typically derivatised for
analysis.

APPARATUS
Methods used for amino acid analysis are usually based on a
chromatographic separation of the amino acids present in the
test sample. Current techniques take advantage of the
automated chromatographic instrumentation designed for
analytical methodologies. An amino acid analysis instrument
will typically be a low-pressure or high-pressure liquid
chromatograph capable of generating mobile phase gradients
that separate the amino acid analytes on a chromatographic
column. The instrument must have post-column
derivatisation capability, unless the sample is analysed using
precolumn derivatisation. The detector is usually an
ultraviolet/visible or fluorescence detector depending on the
derivatisation method used. A recording device (e.g.,
integrator) is used for transforming the analogue signal from

I Thischapter has undergone phannacopoeiaJ hannDTIisaeion. Seechapter
5.8 Pharmacopoeial harmonisation.
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the detector and for quantitaticn. It is preferred that
instrumentation be dedicated particularly for amino acid
analysis.

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
Background contamination is always a concern for the
analyst in performing amino acid analysis. High purity
reagents are necessary (e.g., low purity hydrochloric acid can
contribute to glycine contamination). Analytical reagents are
changed routinely every few weeks using only high-pressure
liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade solvents. Potential
microbial contamination and foreign material that might be
present in the solvents are reduced by filtering solvents before
use) keeping solvent reservoirs covered) and not placing
amino acid analysis instrumentation in direct sunlight.

Laboratory practices can determine the quality of the amino
acid analysis. Place the instrumentation in a low traffic area
of the laboratory. Keep the laboratory clean. Clean and
calibrate pipets according to a maintenance schedule. Keep
pipet tips in a covered box; the analysts may not handle pipet
tips with their hands. The analysts may wear powder-free
latex or equivalent gloves. Limit the number of times a test
sample vial is opened and closed because dust can contribute
to elevated levels of glycine) serine, and alanine.

A well-maintained instrument is necessary for acceptable
amino acid analysis results. If the instrument is used on a
routine basis, it is to be checked daily for leaks, detector and
lamp stability) and the ability of the column to maintain
resolution of the individual amino acids. Clean or replace all
instrument filters and other maintenance items on a routine
schedule.

REFERENCE MATERIAL
Acceptable amino acid standards are commercially available
for amino acid analysis and typically consist of an aqueous
mixture of amino acids. When determining amino acid
composition, protein or peptide standards are analysed with
the test material as a control to demonstrate the integrity of
the entire procedure. Highly purified bovine serum albumin
has been used as a protein standard for this purpose.

CALffiRATION OF INSTRUMENTATION
Calibration of amino acid analysis instrumentation typically
involves analysing the amino acid standard, which consists of
a mixture of amino acids at a number of concentrations) to
determine the response factor and range of analysis for each
amino acid. The concentration of each amino acid in the
standard is known. In the calibration procedure) the analyst
dilutes the amino acid standard to several different analyte
levels within the expected linear range of the amino acid
analysis technique. Then, replicates at each of the different
analyte levels can be analysed. Peak areas obtained for each
amino acid are plotted versus the known concentration for
each of the amino acids in the standard dilution. These
results will allow the analyst to determine the range of amino
acid concentrations where the peak area of a given amino
acid is an approximately linear function of the amino acid
concentration. It is Important that the analyst prepare the
samples for amino acid analysis so that they are within the
analytical limits (e.g., linear working range) of the technique
employed in order to obtain accurate and repeatable results.

4 to 6 amino acid standard levels are analysed to determine a
response factor for each amino acid. The response factor is
calculated as the average peak area or peak height per
nanornole of amino acid present in the standard.
A calibration file consisting of the response factor for each
amino acid is prepared and used to calculate the
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concentration of each amino acid present in the test sample.
This calculation involves dividing the peak area
corresponding to a given amino acid by the response factor
for that amino acid to give the nanomoles of the amino acid.
For routine analysis, a single-point calibration may be
sufficient; however, the calibration file is updated frequently
and tested by the analysis of analytical controls to ensure its
integrity.

REPEATABILITY
Consistent high quality amino acid analysis results from an
analytical laboratory require attention to the repeatability of
the assay. During analysis of the chromatographic separation
of the amino acids or their derivatives, numerous peaks can
be observed on the chromatogram that correspond to the
amino acids. The large nwnber of peaks makes it necessary
to have an amino acid analysis system mat can repeatedly
identify the peaks based on retention time and integrate the
peak areas for quantitation. A typical repeatability evaluation
involves preparing a standard amino acid solution and
analysing many replicates (e.g., 6 analyses or more) of the
same standard. solution. The relative standard deviation
(RSD) is determined for the retention time and. integrated
peak area of each amino acid. An evaluation of the
repeatability is expanded to include multiple assays
conducted over several days by different analysts. Multiple
assays include the preparation of standard dilutions from
starting materials to determine the variation due to sample
handling. The amino acid composition of a standard protein
(e.g., bovine serum albumin) is often analysed as part of the
repeatability evaluation. By evaluating the replicate variation
(i.e., RSD)J the laboratory can establish analytical limits to
ensure that the analyses from the laboratory are under
control. It is desirable to establish the lowest practical
variation limits to ensure the best results. Areas to focus on
to lower the variability of the amino acid analysis include
sample preparation, high background spectral interference
due to quality of reagents and/or laboratory practices)
instrument performance and maintenance, data analysis and
interpretation, and analyst performance and habits.
All parameters involved are fully investigated in the scope of
the validation work.

SAMPLE PREPARATION
Accurate results from amino acid analysis require purified
protein and peptide samples. Buffer components (e.g., salts,
urea) detergents) can interfere with the amino acid analysis
and are removed from the sample before analysis. Methods
that utilise post-column derivatisation of the amino acids are
generally not affected by buffer components to the extent
seen with pre-column derivatisarlon methods. It is desirable
to limit me number of sample manipulations to reduce
potential background contamination, [0 improve analyte
recovery, and to reduce labour. Common techniques used to
remove buffer components from protein samples include the
following methods: (I) injecting the protein sample onto a
reversed-phase HPLC system) removing the protein with a
volatile solvent containing a sufficient organic component,
and drying the sample in a vacuum centrifuge; (2) dialysis
against a volatile buffer or water; (3) centrifugal ultrafiltration
for buffer replacement with a volatile buffer or water;
(4) precipitating the protein from the buffer using an organic
solvent (e.g., acetone); (5) gel filtration.

INTERNAL STANDARDS
It is recommended that an internal standard be used to
monitor physical and chemical losses and variations during
amino acid analysis. An accurately known amount of internal
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standard can be added to a protein solution prior to
hydrolysis. The recovery of the internal standard gives the
general recovery of the amino acids of the protein solution.
Free amino acids, however, do not behave in the same way
as protein-bound amino acids during hydrolysis, whose rates
of release or destruction are variable. Therefore, the use of an
internal standard to correct for losses during hydrolysis may
give unreliable results. It will be necessary to take this point
into consideration when interpreting the results. Internal
standards can also be added to the mixture of amino acids
after hydrolysis to correct for differences in sample
application and changes in reagent stability and flow rates.
Ideally, an internal standard is an unnaturally occurring
primary amino acid that is commercially available and
inexpensive. It should also be stable during hydrolysis, its
response factor should be linear with concentration) and it
needs [0 elute with a unique retention time without
overlapping other amino acids. Commonly used amino acid
standards include norleucine, nitrotyrosine, and
a-aminobutyric acid.

PROTEIN HYDROLYSIS
Hydrolysis ofprotein and peptide samples is necessary for
amino acid analysis of these molecules. The glassware used
for hydrolysis must be very clean to avoid erroneous results.
Glove powders and fingerprints on hydrolysis tubes may
cause contamination. To clean glass hydrolysis tubes, boil
tubes for I h in 1 M hydrocWoric acid or soak tubes in
concentrated nitric acid or in a mixture of equal volumes of
concentrated hydrochloric acid and nitric acid. Clean
hydrolysis tubes are rinsed with high-purity water followed by
a rinse with HPLC grade methanol, dried overnight in an
oven, and stored covered until use. Alternatively, pyrolysis of
clean glassware at 500°C for 4 h may also be used to
eliminate contamination from hydrolysis tubes. Adequate
disposable laboratory material can also be used.

Acid hydrolysis is the most common method for hydrolysing
a protein sample before amino acid analysis. The acid
hydrolysis technique can contribute to the variation of the
analysis due to complete or partial destruction of several
amino acids: tryptophan is destroyed; serine and threonine
are partially destroyed; methionine might undergo oxidation;
and cysteine is typically recovered as cystine (but cystine
recovery is usually poor because of partial destruction or
reduction to cysteine). Application of adequate vacuum (less
than 200 urn of mercury or 26.7 Pal or introduction of an
inert gas (argon) in the headspace of the reaction vessel can
reduce the level of oxidative destruction. In peptide bonds
involving isoleucine and valine the amido bonds of De-De,
Val-Val, TIe-Val, and Val-TIe are partially cleaved; and
asparagine and glutamine are deamidated, resulting in
aspartic acid and glutamic acid, respectively. The loss of
tryptophan, asparagine, and glutamine during an acid
hydrolysis limits quamitation to 17 amino acids. Some of the
hydrolysis techniques descnbed are used to address these
concerns. Some of the hydrolysis techniques described (i.e.,
Methods 4-11) may cause modifications to other amino
acids. Therefore, the benefits of using a given hydrolysis
technique are weighed against the concerns with the
technique and are tested adequately before employing a
method other than acid hydrolysis.

A time-course study (i.e., amino acid analysis at acid
hydrolysis times of 24 h, 48 hand 72 h) is often employed to
analyse the starting concentration of amino acids that are
partially destroyed or slow to cleave. By plotting the observed
concentration of labile amino acids (e.g., serine and
threonine) versus hydrolysis time, the line can be
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extrapolated to the origin £0 determine the starting
concentration of these amino acids. Time-course hydrolysis
studies are also used with amino adds that are slow to cleave
(e.g., isoleucine and valine), During the hydrolysis time
course, the analyst will observe a plateau in these residues.
The levelof this plateau is taken as the residue
concentration. If the hydrolysis time is too long, the residue
concentration of the sample will begin to decrease, indicating
destruction by the hydrolysisconditions.
An acceptable alternative to the time-eourse study is to
subject an amino acid calibration standard to the same
hydrolysis conditions as the test sample. The amino acid in
free form may not completely represent the rate of
destruction of labile amino acids within a peptide or protein
during the hydrolysis. This is especially true for peptide
bonds that are slow to cleave (e.g., De-Val bonds), However,
this technique will allow the analyst to account for some
residue destruction. Microwave acid hydrolysis has been used
and is rapid but requires special equipment as well as special
precautions. The optimal conditions for microwave hydrolysis
must be investigated for each individual proteinfpeptide
sample. The microwave hydrolysis technique typically
requires only a few minutes, but even a deviation of one
minute may give inadequate results (e.g., incomplete
hydrolysis or destruction of labile amino acids). Complete
proteolysis, using a mixture of proteases, has been used but
can be complicated, requires the proper controls, and is
typically more applicable to peptides than proteins.

During initial analyses of an unknown protein, experiments
with various hydrolysis time and temperature conditions are
conducted to determine th~ optimal conditions.

METHODl
Acid hydrolysis using hydrochloric acid containing phenol is
the most common procedure used for protein/peptide
hydrolysis preceding amino acid analysis. The addition of
phenol to the reaction prevents the halogenation of tyrosine.

Hydrolysis solution
6 M hydrochloric acid containing 0.1 per cent to
1.0 per cenr of phenol.

Procedure
Liquid phase hydrolysis Place the protein or peptide
sample in a hydrolysis rube, and dry (the sample is dried so
that water in the sample will not dilute the acid used for the
hydrolysis). Add 200 ~L of hydrolysis solution per 500 pg of
lyophilised protein. Freeze the sample tube in a dry ice
acetone bath, and flame seal in 'Vacuo. Samples are typically
hydrolysed at 110°C for 24 h in 'Vacuo or in an inert
attnosphere to prevent oxidation. Longer hydrolysis times
(e.g., 48 hand 72 h) are investigated if there is a concern
that the protein is not completely hydrolysed.

Vapour phase hydrolysis This is one of the most
common acid hydrolysis procedures, and it is preferred for
microanalysis when only small amounts of the sample are
available. Contamination of the sample from the acid reagent
is also minimised by using vapour phase hydrolysis. Place
vials containing the dried samples in a vessel that contains an
appropriate amount of hydrolysis solution. The hydrolysis
solution does not come in contact with the test sample.
Apply an inert attnosphere or vacuum (less than 200 J.1m of
mercury or 26.7 Pa) to the headspace of the vessel, and heat
to abour 110 'C for a 24 h hydrolysis time. Acid vapour
hydrolyses the dried sample. Any condensation of the acid in
the sample vials is to be minimised. After hydrolysis, dry the
test sample in vacuo to remove any residual acid.
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METHOD 2
Tryptophan oxidation during hydrolysis is decreased by using
mercaproethanesulfonic acid as the reducing acid.

Hydrolysis soludon
2.5 M mercaptoethanesulfonic acid solution.

Vapour phase hydrolysis
Dry about I ~g to I 00 ~g of the protein/peptide under test in
a hydrolysis rube. Place the hydrolysis rube in a larger rube
with about 200 1'1. of the hydrolysis solurion. Seal the larger
rube in vacuo (about 50 pm of mercury or 6.7 Pal to
vaporise the hydrolysis solution. Heat the hydrolysis tube to
170-185 'C for abour 12.5 min. After hydrolysis, dry the
hydrolysis tube in vacuo for 15 min to remove the residual
acid.

METHOD 3
Tryptophan oxidation during hydrolysis is prevented by using
thioglycollic acid (TGA) as the reducing acid.

HydrolysIs solution
7 M hydrochloric acid containing I per cent of phenol,
10 per cent of trifluoroacetic acid and 20 per cent of
thioglycollic acid.

Vapour phase hydrolysis
Dry about 10 ~g to 50 ~g of the protein/peptide under test in
a sample tube. Place the sample tube in a larger tube with
abour 200 ~L of the hydrolysis solution. Seal the larger rube
in vacuo (about 50 J.U11 of mercury or 6.7 Pa) to vaporise the
TGA. Heat the sample rube to 166 'C for about 15-30 min.
After hydrolysis, dry the sample tube in vacuo for 5 min to
remove the residual acid. Recovery of tryptophan by this
method may be dependent on the amount of sample present.

METHOD 4
Cysteine/cystine and methionine oxidation is performed with
performic acid before the protein hydrolysis.

Oxidation solution
Use perfonnic acid freshly prepared by mixing I volwne of
hydrogen peroxide solution (30 per cent) and 9 volwnes of
anhydrous formic acid and incubating at room temperature
for I h.

Procedure
Dissolve the protein/peptide sample in 20 1'1. of anhydrous
formic acid and heat at 50°C for 5 min; then add 100 J-IL of
the oxidation solution. Allow the oxidation to proceed for
10-30 min. In this reaction, cysteine is converted to cysteic
acid and methionine is converted to methionine-sulfone.
Remove the excess reagent from the sample in a vacuum
centrifuge. The oxidised protein can then be acid hydrolysed
using Method 1 or Method 2. This technique may cause
modifications to tyrosine residues in the presence of halides.

METHODS
Cysteine/cystine oxidation is accomplished during the liquid
phase hydrolysis with sodium azide.

Hydrolysis solution
To 6 M hydrochloric acid containing 0.2 per cent of phenol,
add sodium azide to obtain a final concentration of 2 gIL.
The added phenol prevents halogenation of tyrosine.

Liquid phase hydrolysis
Conduct the protein/peptide hydrolysis ar abour II 0 'C for
24 h. During the hydrolysis, the cysreinelcystine present in

, the sample is converted to cysteic acid by the sodium azide
present in the hydrolysis solution. This technique aUows
better tyrosine recovery than Method 4, but it is not
quantitative for methionine. Methicnine is converted to a
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mixture of me parent methionine and its 2 oxidative
products, methionine-sulfoxide and methionine-sulfone.

METHOD 6
Cysteine/cystine oxidation is accomplished with dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO).

Hydrolysis solution
To 6 M hydrochloric acid containing 0.1 per cent to
J.O per cent of phenol, add dimethyl sulfoxide to obtain a
final concentration of 2 per cent VIV.

Vapour phase hydrolysis
Conduct the protein/peptide hydrolysis at about 110 ·C for
24 h. During the hydrolysis, me cysteineJcystine present in
the sample is converted to cysteic acid by me DMSO present
in the hydrolysis solution. As an approach to limit variability
and compensate for partial destruction, it is recommended to
evaluate the cysteic acid recovery from oxidative hydrolysis of
standard proteins containing 1-8 mol of cysteine per mole of
protein. The response factors from protein/peptide
hydrolysates are typically abour 30 per cent lower than those
for non-hydrolysed cysteic acid standards. Because histidine)
methionine, tyrosine, and tryptophan are also modified, a
complete compositional analysis Is not obtained with this
technique.

METHOD 7
Cysteine/Cystine reduction and alkylation is accomplished by
a vapour phase pyridylethylation reaction.

Reducing solution
Transfer 83.3 pL of pyridine, 16.7 pL of 4-vinylpyridine,
16.7 pL of tributylphosphine, and 83.3 pL of water to a
suitable container and mix,

Procedure.
Add the protein/peptide (between I and 100 pg) to a
hydrolysis tube, and place in a larger tube. Transfer the
reducing solution to the large tube) seal in vacuo (about
50 JIm of mercury or 6.7 Pe), and heat at about 100°C for
5 min. Then remove the inner hydrolysis tube) and dry it in
a vacuum desiccator for 15 min to remove residual reagents.
The pyridylethylated sample can then be acid hydrolysed
using previously described procedures. The pyridylethylation
reaction is performed simultaneously with a protein standard
sample containing 1-8 mol of cysteine per mole of protein to
evaluate the pyridylethyl-cysteine recovery. Longer incubation
times for the pyridylethylation reaction can cause
modifications to the c-amino terminal group and the a-amino
group of lysine in the protein.

METHOD 8
Cysteine/cystine reduction and alkylation is accomplished by
a liquid phase pyridylethylation reaction.

Stock solutions
Prepare and filter 3 solutions: I M Tris-hydrocWoride
pH 8.5 containing 4 mM disodium edetate (stock
solution A») 8 M guanidine hydrochloride (stock solution B»)
and 10 per cent of2-mercaptoethanol (stock solution C).

Reducing solution
Prepare a mixture of 1 volume of stock solution A and
3 volumes of stock solution B to obtain a buffered solution of
6 M guanidine hydrochloride in 0.25 M tris-hydrochloride.

Procedure
Dissolve about 10 Jlg of the test sample in 50 JlL of the
reducing solution) and add about 2.5 J1L of stock solution C.
Store under nitrogen or argon for 2 h at room temperature in
the dark. To achieve the pyridylethylation reaction, add
about 2 JJL of 4-vinylpyridine to the protein solution) and
incubate for an additional 2 h at room temperature in the
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dark. Desalt the protein/peptide by collecting the
protein/peptide fraction from a reversed-phase HPLC
separation. The collected sample can be dried in a vacuum
centrifuge before acid hydrolysis.

METHOD 9
CysteineJcystine reduction and alkylation is accomplished by
a liquid phase carboxymethylation reaction.

Stock solutions
Prepare as directed for Method 8.

Carboxymethylatlon solution
Prepare a 100 gIL solution of iodoacetamide in alcohol.

ButTer solution
Use the reducing solution) prepared as described for
Method 8.

Procedure
Dissolve the test sample in 50 JJL of the buffer solution, and
add about 2.5 JJL of stock solution C. Store under nitrogen
or argon for 2 h at room temperature in the dark. Add the
carboxymethylation solution in a ratio 1.5 fold per total
theoretical content of thlols, and incubate for an additional
30 min at room temperature in the dark. If the thioJ content
of the protein is unknown, then add 5 pL of 100 mM
iodoacetamide for every 20 nmol of protein present.
The reaction is stopped by adding excess of
2-mercaptoethanol. Desalt the protein/peptide by collecting
the protein/peptide fraction from a reversed-phase HPLC
separation. The collected sample can be dried in a vacuum
centrifuge before acid hydrolysis. The S
carboxyamidomethyl-cysteine formed will be convened to
S-carboxymethyl-eysteine during acid hydrolysis.

METHOD 10
Cysteine/cystine is reacted with dithiodiglycolic acid or
dithiodipropionic acid to produce a mixed disulfide.
The choice of dithiodiglycolic acid or dithiodipropionic acid
depends on the required resolution of the amino acid analysis
method.

Reducing solution
A 10 gIL solution of dithiodiglycolic acid (or
dithiodipropionic acid) in 0.2 M sodium hydroxide.

Procedure
Transfer about 20 JJg of the test sample to a hydrolysis tube)
and add 5 pL of the reducing solution. Add 10 ul, of
isopropyl alcohol, and then remove all of the sample liquid
by vacuum centrifugation. The sample is then hydrolysed
using Method I. This method has the advantage that other
amino acid residues are not derivatised by side reactions) and
that the sample does not need to be desalted prior to
hydrolysis.

METHOD 11
Asparagine and glutamine are converted to aspartic acid and
glutamic acid) respectively, during acid hydrolysis. Asparagine
and aspartic acid residues are added and represented by Asx,
while glutamine and glutamic acid residues are added and
represented by Glx.Proteinslpeptides can be reacted with bis
(Ll-triftuoroacetoxyjlodobenzene (BTl) to convert the
asparagine and glutamine residues lO diaminopropionic acid
and diaminobutyric acid residues, respectively) upon acid
hydrolysis. These conversions allow the analyst to determine
the asparagine and glutamine content of a protein/peptide in
the presence of aspartic acid and glutamic acid residues.

Reducing solutions
Prepare and filter 3 solutions: a solution of 10 nu\-l.
triftuoroacetic acid (Solution A») a solution of 5 M guanidine
hydrochloride and 10 Illi'A rrifluoroacetic acid (Solution B),
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and a freshly prepared solution of dimethylformamide
containing 36 mg of BTl per millilitre (Solution C).

Procedure
In a clean hydrolysis tube, transfer about 200 J.Ig of the test
sample, and add 2 mL of Solution A or Solution B and
2 mL of Solution C. Seal the hydrolysis tube in ",","0. Heat
the sample at 60 °C for 4 h in the dark. The sample is then
dialysed with water to remove the excess reagents. Extract
the dialysed sample 3 times with equal volumes of butyl
acetate, and then lyophilise. The protein can rhea be acid
hydrolysed using previously described procedures. The a,p
diaminopropionic and ct.,y-diaminobutyric acid residues do
not typically resolve from the lysine residues upon ion
exchange chromatography based on amino acid analysis.
Therefore, when using ion-exchange as the mode of amino
acid separation, the asparagine and glutamine contents are
the quantitative difference in the aspartic acid and glutamic
acid content assayed with underivatised and BTI-derivatised
acid hydrolysis. The threonine, methionine, cysteine,
tyrosine, and histidine assayed content can be altered by BTI
derivatisation; a hydrolysis without BTI will have to be
performed-if the analyst is interested in the composition of
these other amino acid residues of the protein/peptide.

METHODOLOGIES OF AMINO ACID ANALYSIS:
GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Many amino acid analysis techniques exist, and the choice of
anyone technique often depends on the sensitivity required
from the assay. In general, about one-half of the amino acid
analysis techniques employed rely on the separation of the
free amino adds by ion-exchange chromatography followed
by post-column derivatisation (e.g., with ninhydrin or
o-phthalaldehyde). Post-column derivatisation techniques can
be used with samples that contain small amounts of buffer
components, (such as salts and urea) and generally require
between 5 Ilg and 10 Ilg of protein sample per analysis.
The remaining amino acid techniques typically involve pre
column derivatisation of the free amino acids (e.g., phenyl
isothiocyanate; 6-aminoquinolyl-N-hydroxysuccinimidyl
carbamate or c-phthalaldehyde; (dimethylamino)
azobenzenesulfonyl chloride; 9-fluorenylmethyl
chlorofonnate; and 7-fluoro-4-nitrobenzo-2-oxa-I,3-diazole)
followed by reversed-phase HPLC. Pre-column derivatisation
techniques are very sensitive and usually require between
0.5 pg and 1.0 JIgof protein sample per analysis but may be
influenced by buffer salts in the samples. Pre-eolumn
derivatisation techniques may also result in multiple
derivatives of a given amino acid, which complicates the
result interpretation. Post-column derivatisation techniques
are generally influenced less by performance variation of the
assay than pre-column derivatisation techniques.

The following methods may be used for quantitative amino
acid analysis. Instruments and reagents for these procedures
are available commercially. Furthermore, many modifications
of these methodologies exist with different reagent
preparations, reaction procedures, chromatographic systems,
etc. Specific parameters may vary according to the exact
equipment and procedure used. Many laboratories will use
more than one amino acid analysis technique to exploit the
advantages offered by each. In each of these methods, the
analogue signal is visualised by means of a data acquisition
system, and the peak areas are integrated for quantification
purposes.
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METHOD 1 - POST-COLUMN NINHYDRIN
DERIVATISATION
Ion-exchange chromatography with post-column ninhydrin
derivatisation is one of the most common methods employed
for quantitative amino acid analysis. As a rule, a lithium
based cation-exchange system is employed for the analysis of
the more complex physiological samples, and the faster
sodium-based cation-exchange system is used for the rncre
simplistic amino acid mixtures obtained with protein
hydrolysates (typically containing 17 amino acid
components). Separation of the amino acids on an ion
exchange column is accomplished through a combination of
changes in pH and cation strength. A temperature gradient is
often employed to enhance separation.

When the amino acid reacts with ninhydrin, the reactant has
a characteristic purple or yellow colour. Amino acids, except
imino acid, give a purple colour, and show an absorption
maximum at 570 run. The imino acids such as proline give a
yellow colour, and show an absorption maximum at 440 nm.
The post-column reaction between ninhydrin and amino
acids eluted from the column is monitored at 440 run and
570nm, and the chromatogram obtained is used for the
determination of amino acid composition.

The detection limit is considered to be 10 pmol for most of
the amino acid derivatives) but 50 pmol for the proline
derivative. Response linearity is obtained in the range of
20-500 pmol with correlation coefficients exceeding 0.999.
To obtain good composition data, samples larger than 1 }lg
before hydrolysis are best suited for this amino acid analysis
of protein/peptide.

METHOD 2 - POST-COLUMN OPA
DERIVATISATION
e-Phthalaldehyde (OPA) reacts with primary amines in the
presence of thiol compound, to form highly fluorescent
isoindole products. This reaction is used for the post-column
derivatisation in analysis of amino acids by ion-exchange
chromatography. The rule of the separation is the same
as Method I.
Although OPA does not react with secondary amines (imino
acids such as proline) to form fluorescent substances, the
oxidation with sodium hypochlorite or chloramine Tallows
secondary amines to react with OPA. The procedure employs
a strongly acidic cation-exchange column for separation of
free amino acids followed by post-column oxidation with
sodium hypochlorite or chloramine T and post-column
derivatisation using OPA and a thiol compound such as
N-acetyl-L-cysteine or 2-mercaptoethanol. The derivatisation
of primary amino acids is not noticeably affected by the
continuous supply of sodium hypochlorite or chloramine T.

Separation of the amino acids on an ion-exchange column is
accomplished through a combination of changes in pH and
cation strength. After post-column derivatisation of eluted
amino acids with OPA, tile reactant passes through the
ftuorometric detector. Fluorescence intensity of OPA
derivatised amino acids are monitored with an excitation
wavelength of 348 run and an emission wavelength of
450 mo.

The detection limit is considered to be a few tens of
picomole level for most of the OPA-derivatised amino acids.
Response linearity is obtained in the range of a few picomole
level to a few tens of nanomole level. To obtain good
compositional data) samples larger than 500 ng of
protein/peptide before hydrolysis are recommended.
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METHOD 3 - PRE-COLUMN PITC
DERIVATISATION
Phenylisothiocyanate (PITC) reacts with amino acids to Conn
phenylthiocarbamyl (PI'C) derivatives which can be detected
with high sensitivity at 254 om. Therefore, pre-column
derivatisation of amino acids with PITe followed by a
reversed-phase HPLC separation with UV detection is used
to analyse the amino acid composition,
After the reagent is removed under vacuum, the derivatised
amino acids can be stored dry and frozen for several weeks
with no significant degradation. If the solution for injection is
kept cold, no noticeable loss in chromatographic response
occurs after 3 days.
Separation of the PTe-amino acids on a reversed-phase
HPLC with an octadecylsilyl (ODS) colwnn is accomplished
through a combination of changes in concentrations of
acetonitrile and buffer ionic strength. PTe-amino acids
eluted from the column are monitored at 254 run.

The detection limit is considered to be 1 pmol for most of
the PTC-amino acids. Response linearity is obtained in the
range of 20-500 pmol with correlation coefficients
exceeding 0.999. To obtain good compositional data,
samples larger than 500 ng of protein/peptide before
hydrolysis are recommended.

METHOD 4 - PRE-COLUMN AQC DERIVITISATION
Pre-eolumn derivatisation of amino acids with
6-arninoquinolyl-N-hydroK)'succinirnidyl carbamate (AQC)
followed by reversed-phase HPLC separation with
fluorometric detection is used.

AQC reacts with amino acids to form stable, fluorescent
unsymmetric urea derivatives (AQC-amino acids) which are
readily amenable to analysis by reversed-phase HPLC.
Therefore, pre-eolumn derivatisation of amino acids with
AQC followed by reversed-phase HPLC separation with
fluorimetric detection is used to analyse the amino acid
composition.

Separation of the AQC-amino acids on a reversed-phase
HPLC with an ODS column is accomplished through a
combination of changes in concentrations of acetonitrile and
buffer ionic strengh. Selective fluorescence detection of the
derivatives with an excitation wavelength at 250 run and an
emission wavelength at 395 ron allows for the direct injection
of the reaction mixture with no significant interference from
the only major fluorescent reagent by-product,
6-aminoquinoline. Excess reagent is rapidly hydrolysed
(tl/2<15 s) to yield e-aminoquinoline, N-hydroxysuccinimide
and carbon dioxide, and after 1 min no further derivatisation
can take place.

Peak areas for AQC-amino acids are essentially unchanged
for at least 1 week at room temperature. Therefore AQC
amino acids have more than sufficient stability to allow for
overnight automated chromatographic analysis.

The detection limit is considered to range from about
40 fmol to 320 finol for each amino acid, except for cystein.
The detection limit for cystein is approximately 800 finol.
Response linearity is obtained in the range of 2.5-200 lIN!
with correlation coefficients exceeding 0.999. Good
compositional data can be obtained from the analysis of
derivatised protein hydrolysates derived from as little as
30 ng of protein/peptide.

METHOD 5 - PRE-COLUMN OPA DERIVATISATION
Pre-column derivatisation of amino acids with
o-phthalaldehyde (OPA) followed by reversed-phase HPLC
separation with fluorometrlc detection is used. This
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technique does not detect amino acids that exist as secondary
amines (e.g., proline).

OPA in conjunction with a thiol reagent reacts with primary
amine groups to form highly fluorescent isoindole products.
2-Mercaptoethanol or 3-mercaptopropionic acid can be used
as me thioJ. OPA itself does not fluoresce and consequently
produces no interfering peaks. In addition) its solubility and
stability in aqueous solution, along with the rapid kinetics for
the reaction, make it amenable to automated derivatisation
and analysis using an autosampler to mix the sample with the
reagent. However, lack of reactivity with secondary amino
acids has been a predominant drawback. This method does
not detect amino acids that exist as secondary amines (e.g.,
proline). To compensate for this drawback, this teclmique
may be combined with another technique described in
Method 7 or Method 8.

Pre-column derivatisation of amino acids with OPA is
followed by a reversed-phase HPLC separation. Because of
the instability of the OPA-amino acid derivative, HPLC
separation and analysis are performed immediately following
derivatisation. The liquid chromatograph is equipped with a
fluorometric detector for the detection of derivatised amino
acids. Fluorescence intensity ofOPA-derivatised amino acids
is monitored with an excitation wavelength of 348 om and an
emission wavelength of 450 nm.

Detection limits as low as 50 fmol via fluorescence have been
reported, ahhough the practical limit of analysis remains at
I pmol.

METHOD 6 - PRE-COLUMN DABS-CL
DERIVATISATION
Pre-column derivatisation of amino acids with
(dimethylamino)awbenzenesulfonyl chloride (DABS-CI)
followed by reversed-phase HPLC separation with visible
light detection is used.

DABS-CI is a cbromophoric reagent employed for the
labelling of amino acids. Amino acids labelled with DABS-Cl
(DABS-amino acids) are highly stable and show an
absorption maximum at 436 om.

DABS-amino acids, all naturally occurring amino acid
derivatives, can be separated on an ODS column of a
reversed-phase HPLC by employing gradient systems
consisting of acetonitrile and aqueous buffer mixture.
Separated DABS-amino acids eluted from the column are
detected at 436 om in the visible region.

This method can analyse the imino acids such as proline
together with the amino acids at the same degree of
sensitivity, DABS-CI derivatisation method permits the
simultaneous quantification of tryptophan residues by
previous hydrolysis of the protein/peptide with sulfonic acids
such as mercaptoethanesulfonic acid, p-toluenesulfonic acid
or methanesulfonic acid described in Method 2 under
Protein hydrolysis. The other acid-labile residues, asparagine
and glutamine, can also be analysed by previous conversion
into diaminopropionic acid and diaminobutyric acid,
respectively) by treatment of protein/peptide with BTl
described in Method II under Protein hydrolysis.

The non-proteinogenic amino acid norleucine cannot be used
as an internal standard in this method as this compound is
eluted in a chromatographic region crowded with peaks of
primary amino acids. Nurotyrosine can be used as an internal
standard because it is eluted in a clean region.

The detection limit of DABS-amino acid is about 1 pmol.
As little as 2-5 prnol of an individual DABS-amino acid can
be quantitatively analysed with reliability, and only 10-30 ng
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of the dabsylated protein hydrolysate is required for each
analysis.

METHOD 7 - PRE-COLUMN FMOC-CL
DERIVATISATION
Pre-colwnn derivatisation of amino acids with
9-ftuorenylmethyl chloroformate (FMOC-Cl) followed by
reversed-phase HPLC separation with fluorometric detection
is used.

FMOC-Cl reacts with both primary and secondary amino
acids to form highly fluorescent products. The reaction
proceeds under mild conditions in aqueous solution and is
completed in 30 s. The derivatives are stable, only the
histidine derivative showing any breakdown. Although
FMOC-CI is fluorescent itself, the reagent excess and
fluorescent side-products can he eliminated without loss of
FMOC-amino acids.

FMOC-amino acids are separated by a reversed-phase
HPLC using an ODS column. The separation is carried out
by gradient elution varied linearly from a mixture of
10 volumes of acetonitrile, 40 volumes of methanol and
50 volumes of acetic acid buffer to a mixture of 50 volumes
of acetonitrile and 50 volumes of acetic acid buffer and
20 amino acid derivatives are separated in 20 min. Each
derivative eluted from the column is monitored by a
fl.uorometric detector set at an excitation wavelength of
260 nm and an emission wavelength of 313 nm.

The detection limit is in the low ferntornole range. A linearity
range of 0.1-50 ~M is obtained for most of the amino acids.

METHOD 8 - PRE-COLUMN NBD-F
DERIVATISATION
Pre-column derivatisation' of amino acids with 7-fluoro-4
nitrcbenzo-z-oxa-La-dlazole (NBD-F) followed by reversed
phase HPLC separation with fluorometric detection is used.

NBD-F reacts with both primary and secondary amino acids
to form highly fluorescent products. Amino acids are
derivatised with NBD-F by heating to 60 "C for 5 min.

NBD-amino acid derivatives are separated on an ODS
column of a reversed-phase HPLC by employing a gradient
elution system consisting of acetonitrile and aqueous buffer
mixture, and 17 amino acid derivatives are separated in
35 min. t-Aminocaproic acid can be used as an internal
standard, because it is eluted in a clean chromatographic
region. Each derivative eluted from the column is monitored
by a fluorometric detector set at an excitation wavelength of
480 nm and an emission wavelength of 530 nm.

The sensitivity of this method is almost the same as for the
pre-column OPA derivatisation method (Method 5),
excluding proline to which OPA is not reactive, and might be
advantageous for NBD-F against OPA. The detection limit
for each amino acid is about 10 finol. Profile analysis can be
achieved with about 1.5 mg of protein hydrofysates in the
pre-column reaction mixture.

DATA CALCULATION AND ANALYSIS
When determining the amino acid content of a
protein/peptide hydrolysate, it should be noted that the acid
hydrolysis step destroys tryptophan and cysteine. Serine and
threonine are partially destroyed by acid hydrolysis, while
isoleucine and valine residues may be only partially cleaved.
Methionine can undergo oxidation during acid hydrolysis,
and some amino acids (e.g., glycine and serine) are conunon
contaminants. Application of adequate vacuum (Jess than
200 pm of mercury or 26.7 Pa) or introduction of inert gas
(argon) in the headspace of the reaction vessel during vapour
phase hydrolysis can reduce the level of oxidative dest.ruction.
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Therefore, the quantitative results obtained for cysteine,
tryptophan, threonine, isoleucine, valine, methionine, glycine,
and serine from a protein/peptide hydrolysate may be variable
and may warrant further investigation and consideration.

Amino Acid Mole Percent
This is the number of specific amino acid residues per
100 residues in a protein. This result may be useful for
evaluating amino acid analysis data when the molecular mass
of the protein under investigation is unknown. This
information can be used to corroborate the identity of a
protein/peptide and has other applications. Carefully identify
and integrate the peaks obtained as directed for each
procedure. Calculate the mole percent for each amino acid
present in the test sample using the formula:

IOOru
r

in which ru is the peak response, in nanomoles, of the amino
acid under test; and r is the sum of peak responses, in
nenomcles, for aU amino acids present in the test sample.
Comparison of the mole percent of the amino acids under
test to data from known proteins can help establish or
corroborate the identity of the sample protein.

Unknown Protein Samples
This data analysis t.echnique can be used to estimate the
protein concentration of an unknown prot.ein sample using
the amino acid analysis data. Calculate the mass, in
micrograms, of each recovered amino acid using the formula:

mM,
1000

in which m is the recovered quantity, in nanornoles, of the
amino acid under test; and Mr is the average molecular mass
for that amino acid, corrected for the mass of the water
molecule that was eliminated during peptide bond formation.
The sum of the masses of the recovered amino acids wiJIgive
an estimate of the total mass of the protein analysed after
appropriate correction for partially and completely destroyed
amino acids. If the molecular mass of me unknown protein is
available (l.e., by SDS-PAGE analysis or mass spectroscopy),
the amino acid composition of the unknown prot.ein can be
predicted. Calculate the number of residues of each amino
acid using the formula:

m

CO~~M)

in which m is the recovered quantity, in nanomoles, of the
amino acid under test; M is the total mass, in micrograms, of
the protein; and Mn is the molecular mass of the unknown
protein.

Known protein samples
This data analysis technique can be used to investigate the
amino acid composition and protein concentration of a
protein sample of known molecular mass and amino acid
composition using the amino acid analysis data. When the
composition of the protein being analysed is known, one can
exploit the fact that some amino acids are recovered well,
while other amino acid recoveries may be compromised
because of complete or partial destruction (e.g., tryptophan,
cysteine, threonine, serine, methionine), incomplete bond
cleavage (i.e., for isoleucine and valine) and free amino acid
contamination (l.e., by glycine and serine).

Because those amino acids that are recovered best represent
the protein, these amino acids are chosen to quantify the
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amount of protein. Well-recovered amino acids are, typically,
aspartate-asparagine, glutamate-glutamine, alanine, leucine,
phenylalanine, lysine, and arginine. This list can be modified
based on experience with one's own analysis system. Divide
the quantity, in nanomoles, of each of the well-recovered
amino acids by the expected number of residues for that
amino acid to obtain the protein content based on each well
recovered amino acid. Average the protein content results
calculated. The protein content determined for each of the
well-recovered amino acids should be evenlydistributed
about the mean. Discard protein content values for those
amino acids that have an unacceptable deviation from me
mean. Typicallygreater than 5 per cent variation from the
mean is considered unacceptable. Recalculate the mean
protein content from the remaining values to obtain the
protein content of the sample. Divide the content of each
amino acid by the calculated mean protein content to
determine the amino acid composition of the sample by
analysis.

Calculate the relative compositional error, in percentage,
using the formula:

100m

ms

in which m'is the experimentaUy determined quantity, in
nanomoles per amino acid residue, of the amino acid under
test; and ms is the known residue value for that amino acid.
The average relative compositional error is the average of the
absolute values of the relative compositional errors of the
individual amino acids, typically excluding tryptophan and
cysteine from this calculation. The average relative
compositional error can provide important infonnation on
the stability of analysis run over time. The agreement in the
amino acid composition between the protein sample and the
known composition can be used to corroborate the identity
and purity of the protein in the sample.

M. Glycan Analysis of Glycoproteins
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.59)

1 INTRODUCTION
Glycan analysis is a test to analyse glycan moieties of
glycoproteins. It may involve:
- whole glycoprotein analysis;
- separation and detection of protein glycofonns;
- analysis of glycopeptides obtained after enzymatic

treatment of the glycoprotein;
- analysis of released glycans obtained after chemical or

enzymatic treatment of the glycoprotein.

Monosaccharide analysis may complement infonnation
obtained by glycan analysis.

Glycosylation can playa predominant role in determining the
function, pharmacokinetics, phannacodynamics, stability, and
inununogenicity of biotherapeutics. Glycosylation, unlike
transcription, is a non-template-driven enzymatic
modification process that results in glycan heterogeneity.
The manufacturing procedure also has an influence on
glycan heterogeneity. Glycoprotein glycan analysis may
therefore be an important test to identify variations in the
glycosyJation pattern of the glycoprotein and/or monitor the
consistency of the glycosylation pattern during production.
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Glycan analysis can be a comparative procedure, because the
information obtained, compared to a similarly treated
reference substance, confirms product consistency.

This chapter provides approaches used for glycoprotein
glycan analysis and requirements for the application of
methods and validation of methods.

Glycan analysis is not a single general method, but involves
the application of specific procedures and the development of
specific glycan maps-for each unique glycoprotein. Specific
procedures are therefore indicated in relevant specific
monographs.

1-1 PROTElN GLYCOSYUTI0N
There are 3 main types of enzymatic glycosylation found in
proteins:
- N-g1ycosylation, which involves the addition of

oligosaccharides to the nitrogen on the terminal amide
group of asparagine;

- O-g1ycosylationJ which involves the addition of
oligosaccharides to the hydroxyl groups of serine,
threonine, and/or hydroxyproline;

- G-g1ycosylation, which involves the addition of an
e-manncpyranose to the Cz-caebon of the indole ring of
tryptophan.

Non-enzymatic additions, also known as glycation, can occur
when proteins are incubated with reducing sugars.

This chapter describes analytical methods for the N- and
O-linked glycosylations, which are the most commonly found
in glycoprotein medicinal products.

1-2 HETEROGENEITY OF THE PROTEIN
GLYCOSYUTlON
Different levels of glycan heterogeneity can appear during the
production of glycoproteins. This heterogeneity may result
from variations:
- in the degree of occupancy (full, partial, unoccupied);
- in the type of glycosylation (N- or O-linked);
- in the oligosaccharide structures (extensions, branching

and linkage).

This heterogenei ty in glycosylation results in a set of
glycofonns for one specific glycoprotein. These variations
arise because) unlike transcription and translation,
glycosyJation is a non-template post-translational modification
process. The glycosyJation pattern at a given site depends on
many factors inc1uding the cell-specific and/or growth
dependent availability of glycosyltransferases and exo
glycosidases found in the Golgi apparatus and endoplasmic
reticulum. Protein glycosyJation is also influenced by the
protein structure, the production process, the host-vector
expression system and the cell culture conditions.

2 GLYCAN ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Heterogeneity in glycosylation can be assessed by 4 distinct
and complementary approaches:
- analysis of the intact glycoprotein;
- analysis of glycopeptides;
- analysis of released glycans;
- monosaccharide analysis.

The present section provides methods and general
requirements used for glycan analysis of glycoproteins
containing N- and O-linked glycans.

Glycan analysis is usually a multistep process. There are
numerous methodologies for glycan analysis. This variety is a
consequence of the diversity and complexity of glycan
structures, of the available technologies and detection
systems, and of the wide range of approaches depending on
the level of information required.
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ANALYSIS OF INTACT GLYCOPROTEIN
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CE: Capilluy electrophoresis
HPAEC-PAD: High-pHanion-exchange chromatography whh pulsed
amperomebic detection
IEF: Iscelecuic forosing

Figure 2.2.59.-1. - Overview of glyron analysis proudures

Figure 2.2.59.-1 provides an overview of glycan analysis
analytical procedures that can be employed to apply the
chosen approach(es). Manyvariations of the same techniques
and conditions areavailable depending on the glycan
structures and origin.

Isolation and purification
Isolation and purification maybe necessary for analysis of
bulk drug substances or dosageforms containing interfering
excipients, and, when required, will be described in the
specific monograph.

LC: liquid chromatography
MS: Mus spectrometry
PGC: Porous graphite chromatogmphy
SOS-PAGE: Sodium dcdecyl sulfatepolyacrylamide gel eieeuophoresis

2-1 ANALYSIS OF INTACT GLYCOPROTEIN
Analysis of the intact glycoprotein provides information on
the overall pattern of g1ycosylation of the glycoprotein.
This approach provides limited infonnation whenthe
molecule is large and contains multiple g1ycosylation sites.
Methods such as capillary electrophoresis (eE) (2.2.47) and
mass spectrometry (MS) (2.2.43) can be used. Size-based
techniques, such as size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.3(1)
and sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (2.2.31), may provide
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information on the glycosylation status of a protein. If the
degree of sialylation significantly contributes to the biological
activity of the glycoprotein, ion-exchange chromatography
(2.2.46), isoelectric focusing (IEI') (2.2.54) or CE (2.2.47)
may be performed to monitor sialylation. The technique
must be chosen according to its suitability to provide a
reliable correlation between the degree of sialylation and the
bioactivity of the product.

2-2 ANALYSIS OF GLYCOPEPTIDES
Analysis of g1ycopeptides provides information on site-specific
glycosylation properties, on the degree of occupancy, and on
the oligosaccharide structures, It involves proteolytic
digestion of the glycoprotein. Approaches to site-specific
cleavage of the protein backbone are given in general chapter
2.2.55. Pep"de mapping.
After proteolysis of the glycoprotein, the following
approaches can be chosen.

Direct analysis by MS (2.2.43) Care should be taken that
the glycopeptide signal is not suppressed due £0 the presence
of other peptides, where glycopeptides represent a minor
portion of the total peptide mixture and where signal
intensities are lower than- those of non-glycosylated peptides.

Separation prior to analysis by MS This additional step
overcomes the problems raised above. Enrichment or
fractionation techniques can be used either in parallel wilh or
sequentially to direct analysis. Separation techniques such as
liquid chromatography (LC) (2.2.29) and CE (2.2.47) are
suitable. These techniques may be interfaced with MS £0

allow online MS measurements.

Deglycosylation of the glycopeptides Identification of
the different glycoaylation sites of a glycoprotein is made
possible by comparing peptide maps obtained by proteolytic
digestion of the intact glycoprotein to those obtained when
the glycoprotein is deglycosylated previously or following
proteolytic digestion. The peptide mass gives infonnation
about the glycosylation sites and by calculating the mass
difference between the intact glycopeptide and the
deglycosylated glycopeptide, it is possible to obtain
infonnation about the attached glycans concerning
composition and heterogeneity. Approaches to
deglycosylation of the protein backbone are given in section
2-3-1. A separation step can be performed after or before
deglycosylation.

2-3 ANALYSIS OF RELEASED GLYCANS
Analysis of released g1ycans provides a convenient way to
obtain information on the various populations of glyeans
present on the protein (bi-, tri-, and tetra-antennary profile).
The degree of sialylation can also be addressed at this stage.
Depending on the chosen method, prior
derivatisationllabelling may be needed to allow the detection
of the glycans.

Analysis of released glycans generally involves the release and
purification of glycans from me reaction mixture, followed by
the labelling/derivatisation of the glycans, where needed; the
glycans are men profiled (fractionation or separation).

2-3-1 Release of glycan.
The selection of the approach used for the release of glyeans
will depend on the glycoprotein under test. The cleavage
agent to be employed is chosen according to the type of
cleavage needed and level of information required. Enzymatic
or chemical cleavage may be used. Table 2.2.59.-1 gives a
non-exhaustive list of enzymatic cleavage agents and their
specificity.
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Digestion efficiency is generally dependent on the
accessibility of the glycans on the protein and hence the
protein can be denatured to maximise g1ycosylation site
exposure, unless it is desirable to distinguish between surface
and buried glycans.

Chemical cleavage agents might also be used, using for
example hydrazine or alkaline borohydride for J3-eJimination.

Table 2 2 59 -I - Examples of enzymatic c!lavage agents

Agents Specl8c1ty

N-llnked glyCBDs release

Hydrolysis ofan N1-(acetyl-p-n-
glucosamlnyl)asparagine residue
In which the glucosomlne

Peptide-~-(N-acetyl-fl- residue may be further
glucosamlnyl)asparaglne amldase glycosylatedJ to yield 0

(Ee 3.5.1.52) (subltltuted) N-acetyl-p-n~

glucOlamln)'lamlne and a
peptide containing an aspartate
residue

- Peptide N-glycosidase F
Release of N-glyan chain but no

(PNGase F)
reteese cr N-glycan chain containing
(cr:1-3)-liaked core fucose

- Peptide N-g1ycosidaseA Release of N-g1ycanchain
(PNGase A) containing (al-3)-linked core fucose

Endohydrolysis of the N.N'-
Mannosyl-glycoproteln endo-p-N-

diacetylch1toblosyl unit In h1gh-

acetylglucosamlnldase (EC
mannose glycopeptidesl

3.2.1.96)
glycoproteins ecntalnlng
the -[Man(GlcNAc)J]
Am structure

- End~P-N-accrylglucosaminidase F Rek8se of high-man nose, hybrid
(eodo F) and complex oligosaccharides

- Endo-lJ-N-acctylglucosaminidase H Release of high-mannose, hybrid
(endc H) oligosaccharides

O-Unked glycans release

Glycopeptide (J,MN- Hydrolysis of termInal n-
acetylgalactosamln1dase (Be galactosyl~N-acetyl-a-n-

3.2.1.97)* galBctosamlnldlc residues

...This ~nzyme has limited usage because of its high substrate specificity.

2-3-2 Analysl. of glycan.
Released glycans can be analysed or profiled by
chromatographic, electrophoretic and mass spectrometric
techniques, and in general by a combination of these
techniques. The choice of the method can be grouped
according to the nature of the glycans and level of
infonnation required.

Analysis of giycans provides information on the various
populations of glycans present on the protein (high-mannose,
hybrid, complex). Information on the relative amounts of
branched structures might be obtained by analysis of
desialylated glycans.

A separation step may be required. It implies the use of LC
(2.2.29) and eE (2.2.47) as intermediate techniques.
LC (2.2.29) can be used preparatively with individual
fractions being collected (usually labelling is required) or can
be directly coupled to MS (2.2.43).

2-3-2-1 Anaiysisof unlabelled glycans
Native g1ycans can be analysed by high-pH anion-exchange
chromatography. with pulsed amperometric detection
(HPAEC-PAD), porous graphite chromatography (PGC)
and MS (2.2.43).
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HPAEC-PAD has high sensitivity and can also separate some
linkage isomers. Response factors of the different signals are
not equal for the different oligosaccharide structures.
Absolute quantification of the glycan is not possible unless an
oligosaccharide referencelibrary is available. Quantification
can be obtained by comparison with a well-characterised
reference standard of the substance being tested, or by
relatingthe peak area of each glycan to me total peak area of
all glycans in the map. .

PGC can also be used to separate native glycans because of
its higher selectivity compared to the conventional non-polar
columns. A PGC-eleetrospray-ionisation-MS approach can
be applied for direct glycan analysis.

2-3-2-2 Analysisof labelled glycans
Labelling of glycans
The type of derivatisation carried out will depend on the
method used to detect glycans: UV or fluorescent.

Derivatisation with fluorescent labels is the most commonly
used technique for labelling glycans at their reducing end by
reductive amination. One label can be attached to every
single mono- and oligo-saccharide, allowing the
determination of molar quantities. Table 2.2.59.-2 gives a
non-exhaustive list of commonly used fluorescent labels and
suitable analytical techniques.

Table 2.2.59.-2. - Examples of f1uores<etlt/abe/s and suitable
techniques

Nam. Acronym AnalyticBl techniques

2-Aminobenzoic add 2-AA LC (2.2.29), MS (2.2.41)

2·Aminobenzamide 2-AB LC (2.2.29). MS (2.1.43)

2-Aminopyridine 2-AP LC (2.2.29), MS (2.2.41)

2-Amino·9(IOH)-acridinone AMAC Get ele<:uophoresis (1.2.21)

Trisodium 8-aminopyrene-
APrS CE (2.2.47)

1,3.6-trisulfonic acid

Pennethylation of glycans may also be used when MS
(2.2.43) is used alone for detection. It is based on the
methylation of the oligosaccharides.

Analysisof labelkdglycans
Labelled glycans can be analysed by analytical techniques
such as LC (2.2.29), CE (2.2.47) and MS (2.2.43).

According to the separation properties of the g1ycans, glycans
can be profiled and quantified by several LC (2.2.29) systems
using an appropriate label: reversed-phase (separation by
hydrophobicity), normal-phase (separation by size), and
anion-exchange (separation by charge) LC.

~4MONOMCCHARIDEA~LY~S

Monosaccharide analysis provides Information on the
monosaccharide composition of a glycoprotein. Analysis of
monosaccharides can be performed using either colorimetric
or separation methods.

2-4-1 Colorimetric method.
The colorimetric methods. which are based on chemical
staining, provide information on the quantity of specific
classes of sugars such as sialic acids, neutral sugars and
hexosamines.

2-4-2 Separation method.
The separation methods generate quantitative infonnation on
the overall monosaccharide composition. The methods
require acid hydrolysis pre-treatment of the oligosaccharide
chains of the intact glycoprotein or released glycans, prior to
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analysis. To release sialic acids. mild acid hydrolysis or
enzymatic treatment is employed. The hydrolysis step is a
significant source of variability and may require product
specific validation.

Methods for separation and quantification of
monosaccharides include:
- the use of HPAEC-PAD and PGC-MS, which allow the

determination of molar quantities of native
monosaccharides (sialic acids, neutral sugars and alcohol
sugars);

- fluorophore labelling of monosaccharides followed by
separation methods such as reversed-phase or ion
exchange chromatography, or CEo

3 EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Data obtained from analytical methods for the analysis of
glycans can be analysed and evaluated for 3 different
purposes:
- confinnation of identity of individual structures or

families of StIUCMesj
- confinnation of compliance of the substance being tested

with qualitative requirements;
--'- confinnation ofcompliance .of the .substance being- tested

with quantitative requirements.

Specific considerations with respect to reference standards
and method development of each level of analysis are set out
in sections 4 and 5 respectively.

3-1 CONFIRMATION OF lDENT11Y OF INDIVIDUAL
STRUCTURES OR FAMILIES OF STRUCTURES
The analytical target for a glycan analysis method may be an
individual monosaccharide (e.g, sialic acid. fucose). a defined
oligosaccharide structure (e.g. tetra-sialylated, tetra-antennary
glycan) or a family of StruCMCS sharing a common analytical
feature (e.g. tetra-sialylated glycans, tri-antennary glycans,
glycoprotein isofonns with the same charge). Confinnation of
the identity of the analytical target is an essential step in the
analysis and evaluation of data, and can be achieved
absolutely, by verification of molecular structure, or
comparatively. by comparison with an appropriate reference
standard.

3-1-1 Absolute confirmation ofidentity
Absolute confirmation of the identity of glycan structures is
typically achieved during product development, and should
not necessarily be the target of routine analysis. Identity of
the analytical target will be assigned by reference to a known
molecular property of the molecule. Such absolute
identification of individual structures can require multi-step
approaches using enzymatic and chemical reactions.
separation techniques and online or offline detection
methods. and will most commonly use the charge-to-mass
ratio of a molecular ion. determined using a suitable mass
spectrometric method as the final basis for structure
assignment.

3-1-2 Comparative confirmation ofidentity
During routine application of the analytical method, the
identity of the analytical target may be confirmed by
comparison with process or system suitability reference
standards. These may be generated from known. well
characterised glyccproteins, which may be of the same
general class as the product being tested (e.g. fetuin for
complex N-linked glycoproteins), or may be derived from a
well-characterised batch of the product being tested, which
has been established as a reference standard. The following
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considerations apply to comparative assignment of structural
identity:
- in the case of a validated high reproducibility of the

retention times, the absolute retention times can be used
for correct assignment;

- alternatively, a glycan marker can be injected at the
beginning and at the end of the testing sequence and
checked for any drifts in the retention times; based on
these reference chromatograms the glycans of the test
samples can be assigned;

- in cases where no standard is available to assign aU glycan
peaks in the test sample, absolute or normalised retention
times can be used to monitor and label unidentified
glycan peaks.

3-2 CONFIRMATION OF COMPLIANCE OF THE
SUBSTANCE BEING TESTED WITH QUAUTATIVE
REQUIREMENTS
At this level of evaluation, the analytical results obtained with
the product being tested are evaluated to demonstrate
compliance with specifications. Typically this is achieved by
comparison with data obtained in parallel using a reference
standard of the substance being tested, In evaluating the data
it is necessary:
- to establish that the analytical result obtained using the

reference standard is broadly comparable to the expected
result, to verify the suitability of the system; for example,
in a glycan mapping procedure, this would be achieved by
comparison of the map obtained with the reference
substance with a provided specimen map obtained during
establishment of the reference substance) and by ensuring
compliance with all stated system suitability criteria;

- to demonstrate similarity of the maps obtained with the
reference substance and the test substance, using any
specific compliance criteria given in the specific
monograph.

3-3 CONFIRMATION OF COMPLIANCE OF THE
SUBSTANCE BEING TESTED WITH QUANTITATIVE
REQUIREMENTS

3-3-1 Quantitative measurement of analyte levels and
expression of results
In some cases, e.g. measurement of sialic acid or other
monosaccharides, data can be expressed in order to obtain a
molar ratio of sialic acid to glycoprotein. Data is calculated
by reference to a reference standard for sialic acid and to a
validated method of protein determination. Either the
internal or external standard method may be used (see
general chapter 2.2.46. Chromatographic separation tuhniques).

3-3..2 Quantitative expressions of separation profile
Profiles or distribution patterns may be expressed numerically
in a number of ways) including the normalisation procedure;
the percentage content of each analytical target) e.g, glycan
entity) is calculated by determining the response of the glycan
entity as a percentage of the total response of all the entities,
excluding those due to solvents or any added reagents) and
those below the disregard limit. In addition) numerical
expressions such as the Z number, which are method- and
product-specific and defined in specific monographs, can be
used.

4 REFERENCE STANDARDS
Reference standards for glycan analysis serve 2 functions: the
verification of the suitability of the system and the
confirmation that the article under test complies with
specified requirements.

The reference standards used for system suitability may be:
~ a reference substance for the substance being tested;
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- glycan moities liberated from a fully characterised
reference standard of the substance being tested;

- well-characterised glycan moines liberated from
glycoprotein, (e.g. feruin, IgG);

- glycan markers characterised for identity and purity.

The reference standard used for compliance of the
glycoprotein under test is a preparation of the substances
being tested. It is noted that glycan analysis procedures
described in specific monographs prescribe the use of a
reference standard for the substance being tested and for
which the glycan analysis procedure has been validated.

5 POINfS TO CONSIDER IN METHOD
DEVELOPMENT
This section provides means for measuring the overall
performance of the method during development. The extent
of method development and analytical validation is selected
on the basis of their suitability for a specific product.
Depending on the chosen approach, several steps are
necessary for glycan analysis, for example:
- isolation and purification (or desalting) of the

glycoprotein;
- enzymatic .(or chemical) treatment of the glycoprotein to

selectively release either N- or O~Jinked glycans from the
protein backbone;

- isolation and purification of the released glycans;
- verification of released sialic acid and monosaccharide

residues;
- chromophore labelling of the released glycans;
- separation of the glycans, native or fluorescence labelled;
- glycan identification and quantification

(e.g. determination of the Z number);
- determination of site occupancy based on relative

quantities of glycosylated and non-glycosylated peptides.

Protein isoladon and purification
Isolation and purification of the glycoprotein from its matrix
may be necessary to remove all interfering substances
(e.g. excipients, salts) and, when required, will be specified in
the specific monograph. This must be performed in a
reproducible manner in order to guarantee a quantitative
recovery of the protein.

Release and isolation of ollgosaccharldes
The approach chosen for the release of glycans will depend
on the protein under test and will be based on the types of
glycosylation, i.e. N- or D-linked g1ycosylation. Non
compendial approaches available for the release of glycans
must be optimised in order to ascertain a quantitative
profiling of all glycan entities. Factors Ihat impact cleavage
efficiency, such as enzyme-to-protein concentration ratio,
temperature, reaction time course) and denaturation of
protein prior to digestion, must be optimised.

It is noteworthy that the enzymatic/chemical reaction must
not alter the glycan composition, e.g. not destroy sialic acid
residues. Where there is more than one glycoaylation site) the
enzymatic treatment should proportionally release all
oligosaccharide moieties attached to the protein, independent
of their structure and their individual position in the protein.
Reproducible recovery of all glycan entities from the reaction
mixture must be confirmed.

Derivatisation of released glycans
Derivatisation is usually carried out according to non
compendial protocols. Therefore, the reproducible
derivatisation of all glycan entities must be verified. This may
be achieved through optimisation of the reaction conditions
such as amount of the derivatisation reagent, reaction
temperature and lime. The derivatisation reaction must not
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Glycan analysis necessary for the glycoprotein

Design glycananalysismelhods

Small protein, IImlledglycosylation
and/or simple structures?

>_-...1 Analysis of inlacl glycoprotein (e.g.
mass spectrometricanalysis)

Yes L- "T" J

No

Large molecule,complex branched glycans and/or
multipleglycosylalionsites

Design methods for analysisof cleaved glycans (e.g.antennary
profile, Identificationof indMdual structure)

Negative chargecontentdelermination No
Sialic acid and/or monosaccharides

determination

Knowledgeof site-specific
glycosylatlonrequired?

No

Delalledglycan
analysis required?

Yes

Yes
Site-specificglycosylation analysis

Figure 2.2.59.-2. - Guidance on methods to be used when g!Y<an analysis is required

change the glycan composition) e.g. not destroy sialic acid
residues.

Separation, Identification and system suitability
The methods employed for glycan analysis must be capable
of detecting and separating different glycan moieties to
ascertain a reliable identification and quantification.

The acceptance criteria for system suitability, which also
COVer glycan cleavage, recovery and analysis, depend on the
critical test parameters that affect the outcome of the result.

A comparison between the glycan map of the substance
under test and that of a reference substance, being treated in
the same conditions) is an indicator to evaluate the
performance of the analytical procedure. In order to further
confirm the obtained results, the analyses may be repeated
with an orthogonal method. The use of a reference standard
(e.g. reference substance of the product being examined)
system suitability glycan marker) is essential, in the
establislunent of system suitability parameters and validation
of the analytical procedure.

Reproducibility of quantitative expression (e.g. Z number
estimation) of glycan profiles must be verified.

Determination of site occupancy based on relative
quantities of glycosylated and non-glycosylated
peptides
Where site occupancy is estimated by comparison of
glycosylated and non-g1ycosylated peptides from an
enzymatically digested glycoprotein, reproducible cleavage of
both forms of the peptide must be demonstrated.

6 GLYCAN ANALYSIS DECISION-MAKING
FRAMEWORK
This decision-making framework is given for information and
does not constitute a mandatory part of the European
Phannacopoeia.

The choice of procedures used to analyse g1ycans is
established according to the level of infonnation required to
ensure the quality of the glycoprotein and is set up during
the development phase of the product.

Figure 2.2.59.-2 provides guidance in the choice of methods
to be used when glycan analysis is required.
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Appendix IV
A. Clarity of Solution
(Ph. Eur. method1.1.1)

Opalescence is the effect of light being absorbed or scattered
by submicroscopic particles or optical density
inhomogeneities. The absence of any particles or
inhomogeneities in a solution results in a clear solution.

A liquid is considered clear if its clarity is the same as that of
waterR or of the solvent used, or if its opalescence is not
more pronounced than that of reference suspension I (see
Table 2.2.1.-1») when examined under the conditions
described below.

Requirements ln. monographs are expressed in terms of the
visual method by comparing with the defined reference
suspensions (see Table 2.2.1.-1). However, instrumental
methods may also be used for determining compliance with
monograph requirements once the suitability of the
instrument has been established as described below and
calibration with-reference suspensions I-Wand with water R
or the solvent used has been performed.

VISU~METHOD
Using idenrical test-tubes of colourless, transparent, neutral
glass with a flat base and an internal diameter of 15-25 ffiffi,

compare the liquid to be examined with a reference
suspension fresWy prepared as described below. Ensure that
the depths of the layers in the 2 test-tubes are the same
(about 40 mm).

Compare the liquids in diffused dayligbt 5 min after
preparation of the reference suspension, viewing vertically
against a black background.

System suitability The diffusion of light must be such
mat reference suspension I can readily be distinguished from
waterR, and that reference suspension II can readily be
distinguished from reference suspension I (see
Table 2.2.1.-1).

INSTRUMENTAL METHOD
The instrumental assessment of clarity and opalescence
provides a more discriminatory test that does not depend on
the visual acuity of the analyst. Numerical results are more
useful for process control and quality monitoring, especially
in stability studies. For example, previous numerical data on
stability can be extrapolated to determine whether a given
batch of a preparation will exceed shelf-life limits prior to the
expiry date.

TURBIDIMETRY AND NEPHELOMETRY
When a suspension is viewed at right angles to the direction
of me incident light, the system appears opalescent due to
the scattering of light by the particles of the suspension
(Tyndall effect). A certain portion of the ligbt beam entering
a turbid liquid is transmitted, another portion is absorbed
and the remaining portion is scattered by the suspended
particles. The light-scattering effect of suspended particles
can be measured either indirectly by observation of the
transmitted light (turbidimetry) or directly by measuring the
scattered light (nephelometry). Turbidimetry and
nephelometry are more reliable in low turbidity ranges, where
there is a linear relationship between turbidity values and
detector signals. As the degree of turbidity increases, not all
the particles are exposed to the incident light and the
scattered or the transmitted radiation of other particles is
hindered on its way to the detector.
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For quantitative measurements, the construction of
calibration curves is essential. Linearity must be based on at
least 4 levels of concentrations.. Reference suspensions must
show a sufficiently stable degree of turbidity and must be
produced under well-defined conditions.

MEASUREMENTS IN RATIO MODE
The determination of opalescence of coloured liquids is done
using instruments with ratio mode, since colour provides a
negative interference, attenuating both incident and scattered
light and lowering the turbidity value. The effect is so great,
even for moderately coloured samples, that conventional
nephelometers cannot be used.

In turbidimetry or nephelometry with ratio mode, the ratio of
the transmission measurement to the 90° scattered light
measurement is determined. This procedure compensates for
the ligbt that is diminished by the colour of the sample.
Instruments with ratio mode use as light source a tungsten
lamp with spectral sensitivity at about 550 nm operating at a
filament colour temperature of 2700 K. Other suitable light
sources may also be used. Silicon photodiodes and
photomultipliers are commonly used as detectors and record
changesIn-llghrscarteredor transmitted by the sample.
The light scattered at 90 ± 2.5" is measured by the primary
detector. Other detectors measure back and forward scaner
(reflected light) as well as transmitted ligbt. The results are
obtained by calculating the ratio of the 90° scattered light
measured to the sum of the components of forward scattered
and transmitted light values.

The instruments used are calibrated against standards of
known turbidity and are capable of automatic measurement
of turbidity. The test results are obtained directly from the
instrument and compared to the specifications in the
individual monograph.

Alternatively, the influence of the colour of the sample may
also be eliminated by using an infrared light-emitting diode
(IR LED) having an emission maximum at 860 om with a
60 run spectral bandwidth as the light source of the
instrument.

INSTRUMENT REQUIREMENTS
Instruments complying with the following characteristics and
verified using reference suspensions as described below may
be used instead of visual examination for determination of
compliance with monograph requirements.
- Measuring unit: NTU (nephelometric turbidity units).

NTU is based on the turbidity of a primary standard of
fonnazin. FTIJ (fonnazin turbidity units) or FNU
(fonnazin nephelometric units) are also used, and are
equivalent [0 NTU in regions of low turbidity (up to
40 NTU). These units are used in all 3 instrumental
methods (nephelometry, turbidimetry and in ratio mode).

- Measuring range: 0.01-1100 NTU.
- Resoluo'on: 0,01 NTU within the range 0-9.99 NTU;

0.1 NTU within the range 10.0-99.9 NTU; and 1 NTU
for the range> 100 NTU.

- Accuracy. ± (10 per cent of reading + 0.01 NTU) within
the range 0-20 NTU; ± 7.5 per cent within the range
20-1100 NTU.

- Repeatabl1ity: ± 0.05 NTU within the range
0-20 NTU; ± 2 per cent of the reading within the range
20-1100 NTU.

Instruments with measuring range or resolution, accuracy
and repeatability capabilities other than those mentioned
above may be used provided they are sufficiently validated
and are capable for the intended use.
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Measurements of reference suspensions I-IV in ratio mode
show a linear relationship between the concentrations and
measured NTU values (see Table 2.2.1.-2).

Table 2.2.1.-2

(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.2)

OA solution is colourless if it has the appearance of water R or
the solvent used for the preparation of the solution to be
examined, or's not more intensely coloured than reference
solution n,
Report the results together with the method used (method I,
method D or method ID).

VISUAL METHODS
The examination of the degree of coloration of liquids in the
range brown-yellow-red is carried out using one of the
2 methods below, as prescribed in the monograph.

METHOD I
Using identical tubes of COlourless,transparent, neutral glass
with an external diameter of 12 mm, compare 2.0 mL of the
liquid to be examined with 2.0 mL of water R) of the solvent
used for the preparation of the solution to be examined) or of
the reference solution (see Tables of reference solutions)
prescribed in the monograph. Compare the colours in diffuse
daylight, viewing horizontally against a white background.

METHOD II
Using identical tubes of COlourless,transparent, neutral glass
with a flat base and an internal diameter of 15-25 mm,
compare the liquid to be examined with water R) with the
solvent used for the preparation of the solution to be
examined, or with the reference solution (see Tables of
reference solutions) prescribed in the monograph) the depth
of the layer being 40 nun. Compare the colours in diffuse
daylight, viewing vertically against a white background.

PREPARATION OF REFERENCE SOLUTIONS

Primary solutions
YeUow solution Dissolve 46 g offeme ehloride R in about
900 mL of a mixture of 25 mL of hydrochloric acid Rand
975 mL of w.... R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
mixture. Titrate and adjust the solution to contain 45.0 mg
of FeCl,.6H20 per millilitre by adding the Same acidic
mixture. Protect the solution from light.

Titration. In a 250 mL conical flask fitted with a ground
glass stopper) Introduce 10.0 mL of the solution) 15 mL of

B. Colour of Solution1

Opalelcent values (NfU)

50.0 mL

50.0 mL

tV

3

6

IS

30
60

4000

30.0mL

70.0mL

ill

10.OmL

90.0 mL

tl

5.0mL

95.0mL

Table 2.2.1.-1

Standard of opalescence

W.... R

Formozin suspens!oll5

Reference suspension I

Reference suspension II

Reference suspension m
Reference suspension IV

Standard of opalescence

Primary opalesttnl suspension

REFERENCE SUSPENSIONS
Fonnazin has several desirable characteristics that make it an
excellent turbidity standard. It can be reproducibly prepared
from assayed raw materials. The physical characteristics make
it a desirable light-scatter calibration standard. The fonnazin
polymer consists of chains of different lengths, which fold
into random configurations. TI1is results in a wide variety of
particle shapes and sizes) which allows the analysis of
different particle sizes and shapes that are found in real
samples. Stabilised fonnazin suspensions that can be used to
prepare stable, diluted turbidity standards are commercially
available and may be used after comparison with the
standards prepared as described.

All steps of the preparation of reference suspensions as
described below are carried out at 25 ± 3 °C.

Hydrazlne sulfate solution
Dissolve 1.0 g of hydrazin. sulfate R in wa... R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent. Allow to stand for 4-6 h.

Primary opalescent suspension (formazin suspension)
In a 100 mL ground-glass-stoppered flask, dissolve 2.5 g of
hexamethylenetetramine R in 25.0 mL of water R.
Add 25.0 mL of the hydrazine sulfate solution. Mix and
allow to stand for 24 h. This suspension is stable for
2 months) provided it is stored in a glass container free from
surface defects. The suspension must not adhere to the glass
and must be mixed thoroughly before use.

Standard of opalescence
Dilute 15.0 mL of the primary opalescent suspension to
1000.0 mL with w.... R. This suspension is freshly prepared
and may be stored for up to 24 h.

Reference suspensions
Prepare the reference suspensions according to
Table 2.2.1.-1. Mix and shake before use.

CONTROL OF INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
- Calibration: performed with at least 4 reference

suspensions of formazin covering the measuring range of
interest. Referencesuspensions described in this chapter
or suitable reference standards calibrated against the
primary reference suspensions may be used.

- Suay hihr. < 0.15 NTU within the range 0-10 NTU;
< 0.5 NTU within the range 10-1100 NTU. Stray light
is defined as that light that reaches me nephelometric
detector without being a result of scatter from the sample.
Stray light is always a positiveinterference and is a
significant source of error in low-range turbidity
measurements. Sources of stray light include:
imperfections in and scratches on sample cells, internal
reflections of the optical system, contamination of the
optics or sample cell chamber with dust, and electronic
noise. InSb11I11ent design C3D also affect stray light.
The influence of stray light becomes negligible in ratio
mode measurements.

The test methodology for the specific substanceproducr [0

be analysed must also be verified to demonstrate its analytical
capability. The instrument and methodology shall be
consistent with the attributes of the substance to be
examined.

Measurements of standards and samples should be carried
out under the same temperature conditions, preferably
between 20 °C and 25 0C,

I This chapter heuundergone phannaropotiaI hannonisation. Seechapur
5.8. Phannaropoeial hannonisatiM.
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Table 2.2.2.-3. - Reference 'olutionsBY

Table 2.2.2.-2. - Reference solutions B

Table 2.2.2.-5. - Reference solutions GY

Volumes in mlliUltres

25.0

50.0

62.5

75.0

87.5

95.0

97.5

98.5

99.0

0.0

25.0

50.0

75.0

87.5

95.0

97.5

0.0

25.0

50.0

75.0

87.5

95.0

97.5

75.0

85.0

91.5

95.0

97.0

98.5

99.25

Hydrochlorlc acid
(10 glLHCQ

Hydrochloric acid
(10 glLHCQ

Hydrochloric acid
(10 gIL HCQ

Hydrochloric acid
(10 gIL HCQ

Volumes in rnllIilltres

Volumes in mUUUtres

75.0

50.0

37.5

25.0

12.5

5.0

2.5

1.5

1.0

Volumes in millUitres

100.0

75.0

50.0

25.0

12.5

5.0

2.5

Standanl solution B

StondlU'd solution Y

Standard solution BY

Standard solution GY

B,

B,
B,

B.
B,

B,
B,

B,
B,

Y,
Y,
Y,

Y.
Y,
Y.
Y,

BY. 100.0

BY2 75.0

BY) 50.0

BY.. 25.0

BYs 12.5

BY6 5.0

BY1 25

GY, 25.0

GY2 15.0

GY] 8.5

GY" 5.0

GY5 3.0

GY6 1.5

GY7 0.75

Reference solution

Reference solution

Reference solution

Reference solution

Table 2.2.2.-4. - Reference solutions Y

Table 2.2.2.-6. - Reference solutions R

waterR, 5 mL of hydrochloric acid Rand 4 g of potassium
iodide R, close the flask, allow (0 stand in the dark for 15 min
and add 100 mL of water R. Titrate the iodine released with
0.1 /v! sodium thiosulfate, using 0.5 mL of starch solution R,
added towards the end of the titration, as indicator.

1 mL of 0.1 i\{ sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 27.03 mg of
FeCI,,6H,O.
Red solution Dissolve 60 g of cobaltchloride R in about
900 mL of a mixture of 25 mL of hydrochloric acid Rand
975 mL of water R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
mixture. Titrate and adjust the solution to contain 59.5 mg
of CoCI2,6H20 per millilitte by adding the same acidic
mixture.

Titration. In a 250 mL conical flask fitted with a ground
glass stopper, introduce 5.0 mL of the solution, 5 mL of
dihue hydrogen peroxide solution R and 10 mL of a 300 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R. Boil gently for 10 min, allow
to cool and add 60 mL of dl1ute sulfuric acid Rand 2 g of
potassium IOdide R. Close the flask and dissolve the precipitate
by shaking gently. Titrate the iodine released with 0.1 M
sodium thiosulfate, using 0.5 mL of sUJrch solution RJ added
towards the end of the titration, as indicator. The end-point
is reached when the solution turns pink.

1 mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosul/ate is equivalent to 23.79 mg of
CoCI,,6H,O.
Blue primary solution Dissolve 63 g of toppersulfate
pentahydrate R in about 900 mL of a mixture of 25 mL of
hydrochloric acidRand 975 mL of waterR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same mixture. Titrate and adjust the
solution to contain 62.4 mg of CuS04,5H20 per millilitre by
adding the same acidic mixture.

Titration. Into a 250 mL conical flask fitted with a ground
glass stopper, introduce 10.0 mL of the solution, 50 mL of
water R, 12 mL of diluteacetic acidRand 3 g of potassium
iodide R. Titrate the iodine released with 0.1 M sodium
thiosulfate, using 0.5 mL of starch solution R, added towards
the end of the titration, as indicator. The end-point is
reached when the solution shows a slight pale brown colour.

I mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 24.97 mg of
CuSO.,5H,O.

Standard solutions
Using the 3 primary solutions, prepare the 5 standard
solutions as follows.

Table 2.2.2.-1.

Volumes In mllllUtres

Standard solution Yellow R.d Blue Hydrochloric
solution solution soludon acid (10 gIL HCI)

B (brown) '.0 '.0 ,.• I.,
BY (brownish·yellow) 2.4 1.0 0.4 '.2
Y (yoUow) 2.4 0.' 0.0 7.0

GY (greenish-yellow) 9.' 0.2 0.2 0.0

R (red) 1.0 2.0 0.0 7.0

Volwnes In mlllllliresReference solutions for Methods I and II
Using the 5 standard solutions, prepare the following
reference solutions.

Reference solution
Standard solution R

Hydrochloric acid
(to gIL HCQ

R,

R,
R,
R.,

R;...
R,

100.0

75.0

50.0

37.5

25.0

12.5

5.0

0.0

25.0

50.0

62.5

75.0

87.5

95.0
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Storage
For Method I, the reference solutions may be stored in
sealed tubes of colourless, transparent, neutral glass of
12 mm external diameter, protected from light.

For Method II, prepare the reference solutions immediately
before use from the standard solutlons.c

200 0

In practical calculations of tristimulus values, the integration
is approximated by a summation, as follows:

Figure 2.2.2.-1. - Mean se''''iimiy ol.he humon eye represented
by distribution coefficients, CIE :l' Standard Observer
(D = disuibution coefficient; A = wavelength in nanometres)

150

700600

spectrat rranermnence T.l of me material;
wavelength, in naoometres.

500400

50

X ~ k L T,x,S,IlJ.,

100

Y = k L TJy,SJ.ll).
J.

1>.
J.

INSTRUMENTAL METHOD - METHOD ill
PRINCIPLE
The observed colour of an object depends primarily on its
light-absorbing characteristics. However, a variety of
conditions such as light-source differences, spectral energy of
the illuminanr, visual sensitivity of the observer, size
differences, background differences and directional
differences affect the perception of colour. Hue, lightness (or
brightness) and saturation are 3 attributes of the colour.
Instrumental measurement under defined conditions allows
numerical expression of a colour. The base of any
instrumental measurement of colour is that me human eye
has been shown to detect colour via 3 types of receptors.

Instrumental methods for measurement of colour provide
more objective data than the subjective viewing of colours by
a small number of individuals. With adequate maintenance
and calibration, instrumental methods can provide accurate,
precise and consistent measurements of colour that do not
drift.with tinie. Through extensive colour-matching
experiments with human subjects having normal colour
vision, distribution coefficients (weighting factors) have been
established for each wavelength in the visible spectrum,
giving the relative amount of stimulation of each receptor
t)'pe caused by the light of that wavelength.

The International Commission on Illumination (eIE) has
developed models taking into account the light source and
the angle at which the observer is looking at the target (field
of view). In a visual test for coloration of solutions, there are
requirements that lead to the use of a 2° angle and diffuse
daylight (iliuminant C). The mean sensitivity of the human
eye is represented by the distribution coefficients Xh Y1 and
ii, (Figure 2.2.2.-1).

For any colour, the amount of stimulation of each receptor
type is defined by the set of tristimulus values (XYZ).

The relationship between the distribution coefficients and the
tristimulus values (X, Y and Z) is given by the following
equations, expressed in terms of integrals:

ro
X = k f l,x,S,dJ.

o 2 ~ k LT,z,S,IlA,

co

2 = k f j,z,S,dJ.
o

ro

k = 100/! y,S,dJ.
o

k~ 100
LS;y,llJ.
,

The tristimulus values can be used to calculate the cm Lab
colour space co-ordinates: L*(lightness or brightness)J a*(red
green) and b'(yeOow-blue); these are defined by:

L' = 116/(Y/Y.) - 16

k

s,

nonnalising constant characterising the
stimulation of one receptor type and the used
illumination;
relative spectral power dislribu[ion of me
ilIuminant:;
colour matching dismbution coefficients for
em 2~ Standard Observer;

0' = 500!f(X/X.) - I(Y/Y.)!

b' = 200!f(Y/Y.) - 1(2/2.)J

where X1\J Y,. and Zn are the tristimulus values of water R
and
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/(XIX.) ~ (XIX.)"'" XIX. >(6/29)'

olherni",/(X/X.) ~ 841/108(XIX.) H/29;

/(Y/Y.) ~ (YIY.)'" ;f YIY.> (6/29)'

othe";"'/(YIY.) ~ 841/108(YIY.) +4/29;

/(ZIZ.) ~ (ZIZ.),j' ;f Z/Z. >(6/29)'

otherni,,/(ZIZ.) ~ 841/108(ZIZ.) H/29.

In the spectrophotometric method, transmittance values are
obtained at discrete wavelengths throughout the visible
spectrum. These values are then used to calculate the
tristimulus values through the use of weighting factors X,;., Yh
and z). for a 2° Standard Observer and ern standard
iUuminant C (see me current International Commission on
Illumination publication, eIE).

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC METHOD
Using a suitable spectrophotometer according to the
manufacturer's instructions, determine the transmittance (1)
at least over the range 400-700 nrn, at intervals of not greater
than 100m. Express the result as a percentage. Calculate the
tristimulus values X, Y, and Z and the colour co-ordinates
L*, a* and b*.

DETERMINATION OF COLORATION
Calibrate the instrument according to the manufacturer's
recommendations. Carry out system performance tests prior
to each measurement or-at regular intervals, depending on
the use of the apparatus. For this purpose, use certified
reference materials within the measurement range.

Operate the apparatus according to the manufacturer's
instructions and test the sample solution and reference
solution(s) under the same conditions (e.g. path length of the
cuvette, temperature).

For transmittance measurements, use waur R as the
standard, assigning it a transmittance of 100.0 per cent at all
wavelengths in the visible spectrum. Then the weighting
factors X,h.5'l and Zl for crn standard illuminant C are used
£0 calculate the tristimulus values corresponding to colour
co-ordinates L* ;;;; 100, a* ;;;; 0 and b* =O.
Reference measurements can be made using the colour
co-ordinates of waterR or fresWy prepared pharmacopoeial
reference solutions, or using the respective colour
co-ordinates stored ln. the instrument manufacturer's
database, provided the latter have been obtained under the
same testing conditions.

If the test solution is turbid or hazy, it is filtered or
centrifuged. If the test solution is not filtered or centrifuged,
any haziness or turbidity is reported with the results.
Air bubbles are to be avoided or, where applicable, removed.

The instrumental method is used to compare 2 solutions in
terms of their colour or colour difference, or a deviation from
a defined colour. Calculate the colour difference (Mi"u)
between the test solution (l) and a reference solution (r)
using the following equation:

where 1iL*, da* and Ab* are the differences in colour
co-ordinates.
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The crn LCh colour co-ordinates may be used instead of the
crn Lab colour co-ordinates.

Assessment of location within the L*a*b* colour space
Instruments may provide information on the actual location
of the test solution wil:hin the L*a*b* colour space. Using
appropriate algorithms, correspondence to phannacopoeial
reference solutions (such as (test solution equals reference
solution XY', 'test solution close to reference solution XY· or
'rest solution between reference solutions XY and XZ') can
be obtained.
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Appendix V
A. Determination of Melting Point
Method I
(ph. Bur. method 2.2.14)

The melting point determined by the capillary method is the
temperature at which me last solid particle of a compact
column of a substance in a rube passes uno the liquid phase
(i.e. clear point). The melting point determined by this
method is specific to the methodology (e.g. heating rate)
described in this chapter. Similarly, whenever the use of
certified reference materials is required, their certified values
refer to the described analytical procedure.

When prescribed in the monograph, the same apparatus and
method are used for the determination of other factors, such
as meniscus formation or melting range, that characterise the
melting behaviour of a substance.

Equipment The equipment consists of a metal heating
block with I or more compartments rOJ capillary tubes, or of
a suitable glass vessel containing a liquid bath (e.g. water,
liquid paraffin or silicone oil) and fitted with a suitable means
of heating and stirring. The equipment is equipped with a
temperature sensor or a suitable certified thermometer
allowing readings at least to the nearest 0.1 °C.

Samples are introduced into the equipment in glass capillary
tubes. The dimensions are chosen according to the
manufacturer's requirements, typically with an external
diameter of 1.3-1.5 mm and a wall thickness of 0.1-0.3 mm.
In some equjpment glass slides are used instead of capillary
tubes.

The equipment is capable of heating samples at a rate of
1 °Clmin or less. The accuracy of the equipment is at most
± 0.5 "C.

Detection can be performed either visually or instrumentally.
In the case of instrumental detection, this is generally
performed by image recording and subsequent analysis or by
a phorodetector that measures the transmitted or reflected
light from the sample.

Method The substance is previously treated as described In
the monograph. Coarse crystals are to he avoided as they
might lead to false results. If necessary, samples are crushed
into a fine powder. Unless otherwise prescribed, dry the
finely powdered substance in vacuoover anhydrous silica gelR
for 24 h. Introduce a sufficient quantity uno a capillary tube
to give a compact column as described by the instrument
manufacturer (e.g. 4-6 mm in height). Raise the temperature
of the apparatus to about 5 °C below the presumed melting
point. Allow the temperature to stabilise and then introduce
the capillary tube into me instrument. Finally, adjwt the rate
of heating to about I °Clmin unless otherwise prescribed.

In the case of instrumental detection, follow the instrument
manufacturer's requirements for the determination of the
melting point. For visual detection, record the temperature at
which the last particle of the substance to be examined passes
into the liquid phase.

Samples can be measured in parallel if the instrument allows
multiple sample processing.

System suitabiUty Carry out a system suitability test
before the measurements for example by choosing a suitable
reference material with a melting point close to that expected
for the substance to be examined.

2022

Qualification I Calibration of the equipment The
qualification I calibration is carried out periodically according
to the instrument manufacturer's requirements, using at least
2 certified reference materials. These are selected to cover the
temperature range that is used on the equipment.
Use capillary tubes with the same dimensions as those used
for sample measurement.

Guidance on how to compare results obtained from certified
reference materials with values from the certificates can be
found on the European Reference Materials (EAAI) website
(Application note I).

Method II
(No Ph. Bur. method)

Apparatus
(a) A glass heating vessel of suitable construction and
capacity containing one of the following, or another suitable
liquid, to a height of not less than 14 em.

(i) A liquid paraffin of sufficiently high boiling point.

(ii) A silicone fluid of sufficiently high boiling point.

(iii) Waler.

(b) A suitable stirring device capable of rapidly mixing the
liquid.

(c) An accurately standardised thermometer suitable for the
substance being examined complying with the requirements
of British Standard 1365:1990 (Specification for short-range
short-stem thermometers) for thermometers designated by
one of the following Schedule Marks.

Schedule Range Graduated Diameter Overall
mark of stem length
at each

"C mm mm
(max)

SA 55CIBO -10 (0 55 0.5 0 5.5 to 8 200
SA 105C1BO 45 (0 105 0.5 0 5.5108 200
SA 155C1BO 95 10 155 0.5 0 5.5 to 8 200
SA 205C1BO 145 [0 205 0.5 0 5.5 to 8 200
SA 225CIBO 195 to 255 0.5 0 5.5 to 8 200
SA305C1BO 245 [0 305 0.5 0 5.5 to 8 200
SA 360CIBO 295 to 360 0.5 0 5.5 to 8 200

(d) Thin-walled capillary glass tubes of hard glass, closed at
one end, with a wall thickness of 0.10 to 0.15 nun, at least
12 em in length and of internal diameter 0.9 to 1.1 mm.
The tubes should preferably be kept sealed at both ends and
cut as required.

M.ethod Dry a small quantity of the finely powdered
substance at a temperature considerably below its melting
point or at a pressure of 2 kPa over a suitable desiccant,
unless otherwise directed. Transfer a portion to a dry
capillary tube and pack the powder by tapping on a hard
surface so as to form a tightly packed column 4 to 6 rom in
height. Heat a suitable liquid in the heating vessel and
regulate the rate of rise of temperature, prior to the
introduction of the capillary tube, to 30 per minute, unless
otherwise directed, stirring constantly. When the temperature
reaches 10° below the lowest figure of the range for the
substance being tested, adjust the height of the thermometer
so that the immersion mark is at the level of the surface of
the liquid and insert the capillary tube so that the closed end
is near me middle of the bulb of the thermometer. Note the
temperature at which the liquefaction of the substance
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where I, = correction to be added to the
observed temperature of the
melting point,

~ = mean temperature of the emergent
column when standardised,.. = mean-temperature·of-the·emergent
column at the observed melting
point,

n = number of °C over which the
exposed column extends.

I, =0.00016n(~- t,,)

occurs, which is indicated by the formation of a definite
meniscus OI, for substances lhat decompose, the temperature
at which frothing begins. Correct the observed temperature
for any error in the calibration of the thermometer and for
the difference, if any, between the temperature of the
emergent stem of the thermometer and the temperature of
me emergent stem under the conditions of standardisation of
the thermometer. The temperature of the emergent stem is
determined by placing the bulb of a second thermometer in
contact with the emergent stem at a point approximately
midway along the mercury thread in the emergent stem.

The correction to be applied is given by the following
equation:

Figure 2.2.17.-1. - Equipmentf'" the detennination
of drop point (dimensions in millimelTeS)

Method Prepare the substance to be examined as described
in the monograph. Fill the cup to the brim with the
substance to be examined. Remove the excess substance at
both ends of the cup with a spatula. When sheaths A and B
have been assembled, press the cup into its housing in
sheath B until it touches the supports. Remove with a spatula
the substance pushed out by the thermometer. Place the
equipment in the water-bath as described above. Heat the
water-bath and, when the temperature is at about 10°C
below the presumed drop point, adjust the heating rate to
about 1°C/min. Note the temperature at the fall of the first
drop. Carry out at least 3 determinations, each time with a
fresh sample of the substance. The difference between the
readings must not exceed 3°C. The mean of 3 readings is
the drop point of the substance.

METHOD B - AUTOMATED METHOD
Equipment The equipment (see Figure 2.2.17.-2) consists
of a cartridge assembly comprising a cup holder into which
the sample cup containing the sample is loosely fixed, and a
collector sleeve with a horizontal light slit, which is fixed
below the cup. This assembly is placed in a heating block.
The block is a metal cylinder with a cylindrical hole along its
vertical axis into which the cartridge assembly is placed.
There is another, narrower cylindrical vertical hole in which a
temperature sensor sits. This is positioned level with the
sample cup. The heating block is surrounded by an electrical
heating element. Below the heating block a lamp is mounted
such that a beam of light shines through the light slit in the
collector sleeve, and onto a photo-sensor mounted opposite.
The heating element is capable of maintaining the heating

The corrected temperature is regarded as the melting point
of the substance. When the melting point in the monograph
is expressed as a range, the melting point of the substance
being tested must fall within that range.

Method III
(Ph. Bur. method2.2.17)
The drop point is the temperature at which the first drop of
the melting substance to be examined faUs from a cup under
defined conditions.

When a monograph does not specify the method to be used,
apply method A. Any change from method A to method B is
validated.

METHOD A
Equipment The equipment (see Figure 2.2.17.-1) consists
of 2 metal sheaths (A and B) screwed together. Sheath A is
fixed to a thermometer. A metal cup is loosely fixed to the
lower part of sheath B by means of 2 tightening bands. Fixed
supports 2 mm long determine the exact position of me cup,
and in addition are used to centre the thermometer. A hole
pierced in the wall of sheath B is used to balance the
pressure. The draining surface of the cup must be flat and
the edges of the outflow orifice must be at right angles to it.
The thermometer has the form and size shown in
Figure 2.2.17.-1j it covers a range from 0 °C to 110°C and
on its scale a distance of 1 mm represents a difference of
1°C. The thermometer bulb has a diameter of
3.5 ± 0.2 mm and a height of 6.0 ± 0.3 mm.
The equipment is placed in the axis of a test-tube about
200 mrn long and with an external diameter of about
40 mm. It is fixed to the test-tube by means of a laterally
grooved stopper through which the thermometer passes.
The opening of the cup is placed about 15 mm from the
bottom of the test-rube. The whole device is immersed in a
beaker with a capacity of about 1 L, filled with water.
The bottom of the lest-tube is placed about 25 mm from the
bottom of the beaker. The water level reaches the upper part
of sheath A. A stirrer is used to ensure that the temperature
of the water remains uniform.

A. upper metal sheath C. pressure-balanaog
hole

B. lower metal sheath D. fixed!Upporu

E. tightening bands

F. metal sample cup
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Figure 2.2.17.-2. - Example 0/automated drop pointe<jUipment

block at a pre-defined temperature, and of heating at a slow
and steady, pre-defined rate.

Method Prepare me substance to be examined as described
in the monograph, then proceed as follows or according to
the manufacturer's instructions. Remove the excess substance
at both ends of the cup with a spatula. Press the cup into the
cup holder, and then press the collector sleeve onto the cup.
Place the cartridge assembly in the heating block. Set the
instrument to the initial isothermal conditions and the rate
for subsequent heating as described in me monograph. Start
the temperature programme. When the first drop of molten
sample falls through the hole at the bottom of the sample
cup, thus interrupting the light beam, a signal from the
photo-sensor causes the temperature of the heating block to
be recorded automatically.

CaUbrah'on Use the equipment according to the
manufacturer's instructions and carry out the prescribed
calibrations and system performance tests at regular Intervals,
depending on the use of the equipment and the substances to
be examined. Benzoic acid and benzophenone are usually
used as certified reference materials. Orner materials may be
used provided they show no polymorphism. Proceed as
follows or according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Prepare 3 sample cups for each of 2 certified reference
materials. Place the sample cups on a clean surface. Into
each sample cup, introduce a small quantity of the sample
and press it down wilh a rod (diameter about 4.5 nun).
Check that the opening is completely blocked. Fill the
sample cup about half full and compact the sample with a
rod (diameter about 9 mm). Fill the sample cup and
compact, adding more sample and compacting again if
necessary, until me sample cup is completely packed.

T,-F

mean drop point temperature of 3 samples. in "C;
compensation for the difference in temperature between the
sample and the point in the healing block where the
temperature is measured; lhis will vary depending upon the
design of !:he automatic drop point instrument and is provided
by me manufacmrer.

T,
F

Temperature programme for benzoic acid: start
temperature =118.0 °C; heating rate =0.2 °Clmin; end
temperature = 126.0 "C. After inserting the cup at 118 °C, a
waiting time of 30 s is set before heating starts.

Temperature programme for benzophenone: start
temperature =44.0 °C; heating rate =0.2 °Clmin; end
temperature =56.0 "C. After inserting the cup at 44 °C, a
waiting time of 30 s is set before heating starts.

Check the 3 single results: the test is valid if the 3 results are
within 0.3 °C of the mean value.

Calculate the corrected mean temperature (T2) using the
following expression:

r. + '"
2

Taking into account the drop point of the certified reference
material (To), me accuracy of the temperature scale is
satisfactory if IT2 -Tol is not greater than 0.3 "C.

Method IV
(Ph. Eur: me/fwd 2.2.15)

For certain substances, the following method is used to
determine the melting point (also referred to as slip point
and rising melting point when determined by this method).

Use glass capillary rubes open at both ends, about 80 mm
long, having an external diameter of 1.4 mm to 1.5 mm and
an internal diameter of 1.0 mm to 1.2 mm.

Introduce into each of 5 capillary tubes a sufficient amount
of the substance, previously treated as described, to fonn in
each rube a column about 10 mm high and allow the rubes
to stand for the appropriate time and at the prescribed
temperature.

Unless otherwise prescribed, substances with a waxy
consistency are carefully and completely melted on a water
bath before introduction into the capillary tubes. AUow the
tubes to stand at 2-8 °C for 2 h.

Attach one of the tubes to a thermometer graduated in
0.5 °C so that the substance is close to me bulb of the
thermometer, Introduce the thermometer with the attached
tube into a beaker so that the distance between the bottom of
the beaker and the lower part of the bulb of the thermometer
is 1 em. Fill the beaker with water to a depth of 5 em,
Increase the temperature of the water gradually at a rate of
1 °CJmin.

The temperature at which the substance begins to rise in the
capillary tube is regarded as the melting point

Repeal the operation with the other 4 capillary rubes aud
calculate me result as the mean of me 5 readings.

Method V
(ph. Bur. method 2.2.16)

The instantaneous melting point is calculated using the
following expression:

in which tl is the first temperature and l2 the second
temperature read under the conditions stated below.

J.cclkctcr
sleeve
K.
temper-nun:
probe

G. samplecup

H. photo-sensor

C. light E. cartridge
source assembly
D. light slit F. hearing

element

C

A.
cup holder
B. healing
block

B

A
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ApParatus The apparatus consists of a metal block
resistant to the substance to be examined, of good heat
conducting capacity, such as brass, with a carefully polished
plane upper surface. The block is uniformly heated
throughout its mass by means of a micro-adjustable gas
heater or an electric heating device with fine adjustment.
The block has a cylindrical cavity, which is wide enough to
accomodate a thermometer that is maintained in the same
position during the calibration of the apparatus and the
determination of the melting point of the substance to be
examined. The cylindrical cavity is parallel to the upper
polished surface of the block and about 3 mm from it.
The apparatus is calibrated using appropriate substances of
known melting point.

Method Heat the block at a suitably rapid rate (0 a
temperature about 10°C below the presumed melting
temperature, then adjust the heating rate to about 1°C/min.
At regular intervals drop a few particles of powdered and,
where appropriate, dried substance, prepared as for the
capillary tube method) onto the block in the vicinity of the
thermometer bulb, cleaning the surface after each test.
Record the temperature tl at which the substance melts
instantaneously for the first time in contact with the metal.
Stop the heating. During cooling drop a few particles of the
substance at regular intervals on the block, cleaning the
surface after each test. Record the temperature ta at which
the substance ceases to melt instantaneously when it comes
in contact with the metal.

Calibration 0/ the apparatus The apparatus may be
calibrated using melting point reference substances such as
those of the World Health Organization or other appropriate
substances.

B. Determination of Freezing Point
(Ph. Bur: method 2.2.18)

The freezing point is the maximwn temperature occurring
during me solidification of a supercooled liquid.

Apparatus The apparatus (see Figure 2.2.18.-1) consists
of a test-tube about 25 nun in diameter and 150 nun long
placed inside a test-tube about 40 mm in diameter and
160 mm long. The inner tube is closed by a stopper which
carries a thermometer about 175 mm long and graduated in
0.2 "C fixed so that the bulb is about 15 nun above the
bottom of the tube. The stopper has a hole allowing the
passage of the stem of a stirrer made from a glass rod or
other suitable material formed at one end into a loop of
about 18 mm overall diameter at right angles to the rod.
The inner tube with its jacket is supported centrally in aiL
beaker containing a suitable cooling liquid to within 20 mm
of the top, A thermometer is supported in me cooling bath.

l~lethod Place in the inner tube sufficient quantity of the
liquid or previously melted substance to be examined) to
cover the thermometer bulb and determine the approximate
freezing point by cooling rapidly. Place the inner rube in a
bath about 5 °C above the approximate freezing point until
all but the last traces of crystals are melted. FiJI the beaker
with water or a saturated solution of sodium chloride, at a
temperature about 5 °C lower than the expected freezing
point, insert the inner tube into the outer tube, ensuring that
some seed crystals are present, and stir thoroughly until
solidilication takes place. Note the highest temperature
observed during solidification.
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Figure 2.2.18.-1. - Apparatus/orthe determination o/freezing
point

Dimensions in millimetres

C. Determination of Distillation Range
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.11)

The distillation range is the temperature interval, corrected
for a pressure of 101.3 kl'a, within which a liquid or a
specified fraction of a liquid, distils under the following
conditions.

Apparatus The apparatus (see Figure 2.2.11.-1) consists
of a distillation lIask (A), a straight tube condenser (B) which
fits on to the side ann of the flask and a plain-bend adaptor
(C) attached to the end of the condenser. The lower end of
the condenser may, alternatively) be bent to replace the
adaptor. A thermometer is inserted in the neck of the flask so
that the upper end of the bulb is 5 mm lower than the
junction of the lower wall of the lateral rube.
The thermometer can be read to the nearest 0.2 °C and
covers a range of at least 50°C. During the determination,
the flask, including its neck, is protected from draughts by a
suitable screen.

Method Place in the lIask (A) 50.0 mL of the liquid to be
examined and a few pieces of porous material. Collect the
distiUate in a 50 mL cylinder graduated in millilitres. Cooling
by circulating water is essential for liquids distilling below
150 "C. Heat the lIask so that boiling is rapidly achieved and
note the temperature at which me first drop of distillate falls
into the cylinder. Adjust the heating to give a regular rate of
distillation of 2-3 mUmin and note the temperature when
the whole or the prescribed fraction of the liquid, measured
at 20°C, has distilled.
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Figure 2.2.11.-1. - Apponuusfor thedecerminaoim of dise.limim range
Dimensions in miJlimetrts

Correct the observedtemperatures for barometric pressure by
means of the formula:

'I =" + k(101.3 - b)

t l the corrected temperature,
~ the observed temperature, at the barometric pressure b.
k the correction factor taken from Table 2.2.11.-1 unless the

factor is given,
6 the barometric pressure. expressed in kilopascals. during the

distillation.

Table 2.2.11.-1. - Temperature correction in rdouon to the
pressure

Method Place in the flask (A) 20 mL of the liquid 10 be
examined and a few pieces of porous materiaI. Heat the flask
so that boiling is rapidly achieved and record the temperature
at which liquid runs from the side-arm into the condenser.

Correct the observed temperature for barometric pressure by
means of the formula:

11=" + k(101.3 - b)

II the corrected temperature,
~ the observed temperature at barometricpressureb.
k the correction factor as shown in Table 2.2.11.-1 under

DisliUalion Range,
b the barometric pressure, in kilopascals. at the lime of the

delennination.

D. Determination of Boiling Point
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.12)

The boiling point is the corrected temperature at which the
vapour pressure ora liquid is equal to 101.3 kPa.

Apparatus The apparatus is that used for distillation range
(2.2.11) with the exception that the thermometer is insetted
in the neck of the flask so that the lower end of the bulb is
level with the lower end of the neck of the distiUation flask
and that the flask is placed on a plate of isolating material
pierced by a hole 35 nun in diameter.

Distillation temperature

up to l00"C

above too"C up to 140 "C

above 140 "C up to 190 QC

above 190 "C up to 240"C

above 240"C

Correction factor k

0.30

0.34

0.38

OAI

0.45

E. Determination of Refractive Index
(ph. Bur. method 2.2.6)

The refractive index of a medium with reference to air is
equal to the ratio of the sine of the angle of incidence of a
beam of light In air to the sine of the angle of refraction of
the refracted beam in the given medium.
Unless otherwise prescribed, the refractive index is measured
at 20 ± 0.5 °C, with reference to the wavelength of the
D-Iine of sodium (;\, = 589.3 run); the symbol is then ng'.
Refractometera normally determine the critical angle. In such
apparatus the essential part is a prism of known refractive
index in contact with the liquid to be examined.

Calibrate the apparatus using certified reference materials.

When white light is used, the refractometer is provided with
a compensating system. The appararus gives readings
accurate to at least the third decimal place and is provided
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For solutions:

G. Determination of Weight per Millilitre,
Density, Relative Density and Apparent
Density

When the limits for optical rotation or specific optical
rotation are expressed as the dried substance, the anhydrous
substance or me solvent-free substance, the result must be
corrected for loss on drying (2.2.32), water content (2.5.12 or
2.5.32) or content of solvent as appropriate.

angle of rotation measured at temperature t and
wavelength A, in degrees;
pam length of [he polarimeter sample cell, in decimeues;
density detennined a[ die temperature of measurement t,
in grams per cubic cendmette; for the purposes of the
Phannacopoeia, density jg replaced by relatise density
(2.2.5),
concentration of me solution, in grams per litre.

[ ]
' _ 1000.',--I· c

I

'"

EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE
The accuracy of the scale is checked near the value to be
measured or over an appropriate range, usually by means of
certified quartz plates. Other certified reference materials may
also he suitable (e.g. sucrose solutions).

Optical rotation measurements may be used to quantify the
amount of an enantiomer or the ratio of enantiomers present
in a sample. For that purpose, the linearity must be checked,
for example using sucrose solutions.

PROCEDURE
Determine the zero of me polarimeter and the angle of
rotation of the liquid at a wavelength of 589 nm and a
temperature of20 ± 0.5 °C, unless otherwise prescribed.
The zero of the polarimeter is determined with the sample
cell closed.

For neat liquids) the zero is determined with an empty
sample cell.

For solutions, me zero is determined with the sample cell
filled with the same solvent as that used for the solution to
be examined and measured at the same temperature.
The sample preparation procedure is prescribed in the
monograph.

Calculate the specific optical rotation at temperature t and
wavelength A. using the following formulae.

For neat liquids, the density of the liquid is taken into
account:

Weight per milllIilre
(No Ph. Bur. method)

The weight permilHli... of a liquid is the weight in g of I mL
of a liquid when weighed in air at 20°, unless otherwise
specified in the monograph.

The weight permiJlih·... is determined by dividing the weight
in air, expressed in g, of the quantity of liquid that fills a
pycnometer at the specified temperature by the capacity,

with a means of operation at the temperature prescribed.
The thermometer is graduated at intervals of 0.5 DC or less.

F. Determination of Optical Rotation and
Specific Optical Rotation
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.7)

PRINCIPLE
Optical rotation (also known as optical activity) is the
property displayed by chlral substances of rotating the plane
of polarisation of linearly polarised light.

Optical rotation is considered (0 be positive (+) for
dextrorotatory substances (i.e, those that rotate me plane of
polarisation in a clockwise direction when viewed in the
direction facing the oncoming light beam) and negative (-)
for laevorotatory substances (i.e, anticlockwise rotation).

The angle of optical rotation IX of a liquid is me angle of
rotation of the plane of polarisation, expressed in degrees (")J
at the wavelength of the D-line of sodium (I. =589.3 om)
measured at 20°C through the liquid when using a path
length of 1.00 dm.

The specific optical rotation [et}:: of a substance in solution is
calculated from the angle of optical rotation, as defined
above, with reference to a path length of J.00 dm and a
concentration of the substance (0 be examined of 1 glmL.
The specific optical rotation of a substance in solution is
always expressed with reference to a given solvent and
concentration.

As some equipment may not use sodium lamps, the
wavelength of measurement is given as 589 nm instead of
589.3 om.
In certain cases specified in the monograph, the angle of
optical rotation is measured at other temperatures, other
wavelengths and/or in cells with a path length other than
1.00 dm.

In the conventional system adopted by the Pharmacopoeia,
the specific optical rotation is expressed by its value
without units; the actual units) degree millilitres per
decimetre gram [(").ml·dm-1'g-lj are understood.

EQUIPMENT
The polarimeter typically consists of:
- a light source, for example a sodium discharge lamp, a

light-emitting diode (LED) or another light source
capable of providing radiation at the desired wavelength
(589 om unless otherwise prescribed in the monograph);
if the light source is polychromatic, a means of isolating
the required wavelength is necessary, e.g. an optical filter;

- a polariser and an analyser;
- a sample cell with a path length of 1.00 dm, unless

otherwise specified in the monograph;
- a detection system to measure the angle of optical

rotation, which must be capable of giving readings to at
least the nearest 0.01°, unless otherwise specified in the
monograph;

- a temperature control system that indicates the
temperature with a readability of 0.1 °Cj it may be
embedded in the polarimeter (e.g. a Peltier system) or be
an external unit (e.g, a cycle-cryostat), and must be able
to maintain the temperature of the liquid to within
± 0.5 'C of that prescribed.
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Density
(No Ph. Eur. m,mod)

The density, P20) of a substance is me ratio of its mass to its
volume at 20°. It is expressed in kg m-3

•

The d'nsityis determined by dividing the weight in air of the
quantity of the liquid being examined that fills a pycnometer
at 20° by the weight in air of waterrequired [0 fiU the
pycnometer after making allowance for the thrust of the air.

The density is calculated from the expression

expressed in ml., of the pycnometer at the same temperature.
The capacity of the pycnometer is ascertained from the
weight in air, expressed in g, of the quantity of waterrequired
to fill the pycnometer at that temperature. The weight of a
litre of waterat specified temperatures when weighed against
brass weights in air of density 0.0012 g per mL is given in
the following table. Ordinal)' deviations in the density of air
from the abovevalue,here taken as the mean, do not affect
the result of a determination in the significant figures
prescribed for Phannacopoeial substances.

Temperature

·C

20
25
30

Weight ofa
litre of water

g

997.18
996.02
994.62

density bottle (solids or liquids), a hydrostatic balance
(solids), a hydrometer (liquids) or a digital density meter
with an oscillating transducer (liquids and gases). When the
determination is made by weighing) the buoyancy of air is
disregarded, which may introduce an error of I unit in the
300 decimal place. When using a density meter, the buoyancy
of air has no influence.

Oscillating transducer density meter The apparatus
consists of:
- a U-shaped tube, usually of borosdicate glass, which

contains the liquid to be examined;
- a magneto-electrical or piezo-electrical excitation system

that causes the tube to oscillate as a cantilever oscillator
at a characteristic frequency depending on the density of
the liquid to be examined;

- a means of measuring the oscillation period (1), which
may be converted by the apparatus to give a direct
reading of density, or used to calculate density using the
constants A and B described below.

The resonant frequency (j) is a function of thespring
constant (c) and the mass (m) of the system:

/' =~=!- x _I
T' m 4.'

Hence:

<f,. = 0.998230 x~

P,. = 0.999912 x d';' or d~ = 1.00003 X P,.

P,. = 0.998203 x~ or 4g = 1.00180 X P,.

Relative density or density is measured according to the
number of decimals prescribed in the monograph using a

mass of the lubej
inner volume of the tube.

M
V

The constants A and B are determined by operating the
instrument with the Ll-rube filled with 2 different samples of
known density, for example, degassed waterR and air.
Control measurements are made daily using degassed
waterR. The results displayed for the control measurement
using degassed waterR shall not deviate from the reference
value (pao = 0.998203 g-em-',~ = 1.000000) by more
than its specified error. For example, an Instrument specified
ro ± 0.0001 g-em"? shall display 0.9982 ± 0.0001 g.cm-' in
order to be suitable for further measurement. Otherwise a
re-adjustment is necessary. Calibration with certified
reference materials is carried out regularly. Measurements are
made using the same procedure as for calibration. The liquid
to be examined is equilibrated in a thermostat at 20°C
before introduction into the tube, if necessary, to avoid the
formation of bubbles and to reduce the time required for
measurement. "I

Factors affecting accuracy include:
- temperature uniformity throughout the tube;
- non-linearity over a range of density;
- parasitic resonant effects;
- viscosity, whereby solutions with a higher viscosity than

the calibrant have a density that is apparently higher than
the true value.

The effects of non-linearity and viscosity may be avoided by
using calibrants that have density and viscosity close to those
of the liquid to be examined (± 5 per cent for
density, ± 50 per cent for viscosity). The density meter may
have functions for automatic viscosity correction and for

Introduction of2 constants A = c/(4.' x V) and B ~ M/V,
leads to the classical equation for the oscillating transducer:

p=AxT'-B
weight in air (apparent mass) in grams of the
substance being examined,
weight in air (apparent mass) in grams of
wale'•.

the correction factor for the thrust of the air,
O.OOI2M:
the deos.iryor water at 20 0 mkg m-'.

.998.2(M, + A)
P20 = M +A

2

A

998.2

M,

M,

where

In most cases, the correction for the thrust of the air may be
disregarded.

Relative density
(Ph. Eur. mnhod 2.2.5)

The relative density d:~ of a substance is the ratio of the mass
of a certain volume of a substance at temperature tl to the
mass of an equal volume of water at temperature ~.

Unless otherwise indicated, the relative density J2~ is used.
Relative density is also commonly expressed as dfl.
Density pao, defined as the mass of a unit volume of the
substance at 20°C may also be used, expressed in kilograms
per cubic metre or grams per cubic centimetre
(I kg.m-' =10-' g-cm"), These quaotities are related by the
following equations where density is expressed in grams per
cubic centimetre:
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correction of errors arising from temperature changes and
non-linearity.
Precision is a function of the repeatability and stability of the
oscillator frequency, which is dependent on the stability of
the volume, mass and spring constant of the cell.

Density meters are able to achieve measurements with an
erroroftheorderofl x IO-3g.cm-3to 1 x l0--5 g·cm- 3

and a repeatability of 1 x 10-4 g-em"? to 1 x 10-6 g.cm-3
•

Apparent density
(No Ph. Eur. method)
The tenn •Apparent density' is used in me monographs for
Dilute Ethanols, Industrial Methylated Spirit and Industrial
Methylated Spirit (Ketone-free). It is defined as weight in air
per unit volume and expressed in kg m-3

• It is named
'density' in the Laboratory Akohol Table for Laboratory Use
(HM Customs and Excise 1979).

The apparent density is calculated from the following
expression:

apparent density =997.2 x~

wh.ere d;g is the. relative density?f the substance being
examinedand -997.2 is the weight in all' in kg of"f cubic
metre of water.

L

A

N

G

c

E

F

R

7S

25

120

300

p

v = Kr,

or the dynamic msrosiry (~) in millipascal seconds (mPa s)
from the expression:

The constant (K) of the instrument is determined using the
appropriate European Pharmacopoeia reference liquid for
viscometers.

Method II (Capillary Viscometer Method)
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.9)

PRINCll'LE
The determination of viscosity is carried out using a
suspended-level (Ubbelohde-type) capillary viscometer of
appropriate size at a temperature of 20.0 ± 0.1 "C, unless
otherwise prescribed. The time required for the level of the
liquid to drop from one mark to the other is measured.

rime in seconds for the meniscus to faU from E
toP,
mass/volume (g cm-') obtained by mull:iplying
the reldhve density, Appendix V G. of the fluid
being examined by 0.9982.

~ = Kpt,

p

Fig. SH-I
U-Tube Viscometer

whore

minimise wetting the tube above the mark. Place the rube
vertically in a water bath and when it has attained the
specified temperature, adjust the volume of the liquid so that
the bottom of the meniscus settles at the mark G. Adjust the
liquid to a point about 5 mm above the mark E. After
releasing pressure or suction, measure the time taken for the
bottom of the meniscus to fall from the top edge of mark E
to the top edge of mark F.
Calculate, as required, either the kinematicviscosity (v) in
square millimetres per second (mm2 S-I) from the expression:

H. Viscosity
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.8)

The dynamic viscosity or viscosity coefficient 11 is the tangential
force per unit surface, known as shearmg stress t and
expressed in pascals, necessary to move, parallel to the sliding
plane, a layer of liquid of 1 square metre at a rate (v) of J
metre per second relative to a parallel layer at a distance (x)
of 1 metre.

The ratio dvldx is a speed gradient giving the rate of shear D
expressed in reciprocal seconds (S-I), so that 11 = tiD.
The unit of dynamic viscosity is the pascal second (Pa-s).
The most commonly used submultiple is the millipascal
second (ml'a-s).

The kinematicviscosity v, expressed in square metres per
second, is obtained by dividing the dynamic viscosity q by
the density p expressed in kilograms per cubic metre, of the
liquid measured at the same temperature, i.e. v = qlp.
The kinematic viscosity is usually expressed in square
millimetres per second.

A capillary viscometer may be used for determining the
viscosity of Newtonian liquids and a rotating viscometer for
detennining the viscosity of Newtonian and non-Newtonian
liquids. Other vlscometers may be used provided that the
accuracy and precision are at least as satisfactory as those
obtained with me viscometers described in the related
chapters.

Method I
(No Ph. Eur. method)

Apparatus
The apparatus consists of a glass If-tube viscometer (Fig.5H
J) made of clear borosilicate glass and construct.ed in
accordance with the dimensions shown in the figure and In
Table 5H-l. The monograph states the size of viscometer to
be used.

l1fethod
Fill the viscometer with the liquid being examined through
tube L to slightly above the mark G, using a long pipette £0
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Table 5H-l U-Tube Vlscomcter - Dimensions

Size Nominal Kinematlc inside Outside Volume of Vertical Outside
viscometer viscosity diameter diameter of bulbC distance diameter of
constant range of tube R tubes! FloG bulbs A and C

LandP N
mrnZs,-2 mmae-t mm(±2%) mm mm(±5%) mm mmmm----

A2 0.003 0.9 103 0.50 8109 6 t07 5.0 91±4 21 to 23

B 0.01 2.0 'to 10 0.71 8 109 6107 5.0 87±4 211023

C 0.03 6 1030 0.88 8 to 9 6 t07 5.0 83±4 21 to 23

D 0.1 , 20 to 100 1.40 9 to 10 7108 10.0 78±4 25 to 27

B 0.3 60 10300 2.00 9 1010 1 to 8 10.0 73M 25 to 27

F 1.0 200 10 1000 2.50 9 to 10 7 t08 10.0 70M 25'027

G 3.0 600'to 3000 4.00 10 to II 9 to 10 20.0 60±3 321035

H 10.0 2000 10 10,000 6.10 10 10 II 9 to 10 20.0 50±3 32 to 35

'Use I to 1.25 mm wall tubing for L, N and P.
2300 • mInimum flow time;200 s minimum flow rimeforall otherSluB.

EQUIPMENT
The principal components ofan Ubbelohde-type capillary
viscometer'. areshown in Figure 2.2.9.-1.

L M N

B

A

Figure 2.2.9.-1. - Suspended-level (Ubbelohde-l)'[Je) cap~1ary

wanneter

PROCEDURE
Select a capillary viscometer of appropriate size to obtain a
minimum flow time of 200 s.

l Thl European Phannacopoeia dtscribts thesystem proposed by the
International Organization IQ1' SUJndardizafiqn (ISO)

Calibration
Capillary vlscometersarecalibrated at regular intervals as
defined in the quality management system and dictated by
the frequency of use of the equipment and the application.
Calibrate me instrument at me temperature used for the
measurement by usingat least2 certified reference materials
matching theviscosity range of the viscometer.
Calculate the viscometer constant (k) In square rnillimetrea
per second squared, using the following expression:

k=!L
pI

'I = dynamic viscosity of the certified reference material. in millipascal
seconds;

p densityor the eenifiedreference material, in milligrams per cubic
miUimettej
flow rime for the certitiedreferencematerial to dropfromthe upper
mark to the lowermark, in eeccods.

Calculate me mean of the values obtained.

Method
Charge the viscometer (Figure 2.2.9.-1) through tube L with
a sufficient quantity of the liquid to be examined (previously
brought 10 20 °C unless otherwise prescnbed) 10 fill bulb A
while ensuring that the level of liquid in bulb B is below the
exit to ventilation tube M. Immerse theviscometer in the
upright position in a water-bath at 20.0 ± 0.1 °C (unless
otherwise prescribed) and allowto stand fornot less than
30 min to allow the temperature to reach equilibrium. Close
tube M and draw the level of the liquid in tube N up to a
level about 8 nun above mark E. Keep the liquid at this level
by closing tube N and opening tube M. Open tube Nand,
usinga stopwatch, measure the timerequired, to at least the
nearest 1/5 of a second, for the level of the liquid to drop
from mark E to mark F.
The flow timeof the liquid to be examined is the meanof
3 consecutive measurements. The result is valid if the relative
standard deviation of the 3 measurements is not morethan
2.0 per cent

Calculation
Calculate the kinematic viscosity (v) (2.2.8), in square
millimetres per second, using the following expression:

,= kt
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- for cone-plates:

where A and B are constants for the instrument and are
calculated from the following expressions:
- for omcetuncnofoce:

k viscometer consram, in square millimetres per second squared;
flow time of the liquid to be examined. in seconds.

Calculate the dynamic viscosity (q) (2.2.8), in millipascal
seconds, using the following expression:

q=kp.

p density of the liquid to be examined at the temperature used for
the viscosity measurement, in miUigrams pee cubic millimetre.

A

Figure 2.2.10.-1

The density may be obtained by multiplying the relative
density of the liquid to be examined by 0.99820
(measurement at 20°C) or 0.99704 (measurement at
25 ·C).

Method III (Rotating Viscometer Method)
(ph. Eur. method 2.2.10)

The principle of the method is to measure the force acting
on a rotor (torque) when it rotates at a constant angular
velocity (rotational speed) in a liquid. Rotating viscometers
are wed for measuring the viscosity of Newtonian (shear
independent viscosity) or non-Newtonian liquids (shear
dependent viscosity or apparent viscosity). Rotating
viscometers can be divided in 2 groups, namely absolute and
relative viscometers. In absolute viscometers the flow in the
measuring geometry is well defined. The measurements result
in absolute viscosity values, which can be compared with any"
other absolute values. In relative viscometers the flow in the
measuring geometry is not defined. The measurements result
in relative viscosity values, which cannot be compared with
absolute values or other relative values if not determined by
the same relative viscometer method.

Different measuring systems are available for given viscosity
ranges as well as several rotational speeds.

APPARATUS
The following types of instruments are most common.

CONCENTRIC CYLINDER VISCOMETERS
(ABSOLUTE VISCOMETERS)
In the concentric cylinder viscometer (coaxial double cylinder
viscometer or simply coaxial cylinder viscometer), the
viscosity is determined by placing the liquid in the gap
between the inner cylinder and the outer cylinder. Viscosity
measurement can be perfonned by rotating the inner cylinder
(Searle type viscometer) or the outer cylinder (Couette type
viscometer), as shown in Figures 2.2.10.-1 and 2.2.10.-2,
respectively. For laminar flow, the viscosity (or apparent
viscosity) II expressed in pascal-seconds is given by the
following formula:

M

R,
No
R
h

•
r

t

3
A=2KR3

torque in Newton-metres acting on the cone or cylinder surface.
angular veiocilY in ndims per second,
radius in metres of the inner cylinder,
radius ill metres of the outer cylinder,
radius in metres of the cone,
height of immersion in metres of the inner cylinder in the liquid
medium,
angle in radians between the flat disk and the cone•
shear suess in pascals (Pa),
shear rate in reciprocal seconds (S-l).

co

M

R,

h

M

For non-Newtonian liquids it is indispensable to specify the
shear stress (t) or the shear rate (1) at which the viscosity is
measured. Under narrow gap conditions (conditions satisfied
in absolute viscometers), there is a proportional relationship
between 1\1 and r and also between OJ and y:

torque in newton-metres acting on me cytinder surface,
angular velocity in radians per second,
height of immersion in metres of the inner cylinder in lhe l)quid
medium.
radius in metres of the inner cylinder,
radius in metres of the outer cylinder.
constant of the apparatus. expressed in radians per cubic metre.

M

h

R,
R"
k

t=AM" ;=Bw

h

Figure 2.2.10.-2
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CONE-PUlTE VISCOMETERS (ABSOLUTE
VISCOMETERS)
In the cone-plate viscometer, the liquid is introduced into the
gap between a flat disc and a cone fanning a define angle.
Viscosity measurement can be performed by rotating the
cone or the flat disc, as shown in Figures 2.2.10.-3
and 2.2.10.-4, respectively. For laminar flow, the viscosity (or
apparent viscosity) '1 expressed in pascal-seconds ls given by
the following formula:

q= (:)(2:~')=k:

M torque in Newton-metres acting on the flat dis<: or cone surface,
(J) angular velocity in raWl1I1S per second.
01 angle in radians between the flatdisc and the cone,
R radius in metres or the cone,
k constant of the apparatus, expressed in radians per cubic metre.

Constants A, B of the apparatus (see under concentric
cylinder viscometers).

co

/\

Figure 2.2.10.-5

...,
I
I

ll)

r -,\1
I I I

Figure 2.2.10.-6

a

a

R

M

Figure 2.2.10.-3

R

M

Figure 2.2.10.-4

SPINDLE VISCOMETBRS (REUlTIVE
VISCOMETERS)
In the spindle viscometer, the viscosity is determined by
rotating a spindle (for example, cylinder- or disc-shaped, as
shown in Figures 2.2.10.-5 and 2.2.10.-6, respectively)
immersed in the liquid. Relativevaluesof viscosity (or
apparent viscosity) can be directly calculated using
conversion factors from the scale reading at a given rotational
speed.

In a general way, the constant k of the apparatus may he
determined at various speeds of rotation using a certified
viscometercalibration liquid. The viscosity 11 then
corresponds to the Cannula:

Mq=k
OJ

METIIOD
Measure the viscosity (or apparent viscosity) according to the
instructions for the operation of the rotating viscometer.
The temperature for measuring the viscosity is indicated in
the monograph. For non-Newtonian systems, the monograph
indicates the type of viscometer (0 be used and if absolute
viscometers are used the angular velocity or the shear rate at
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which the measurement is made. If it is impossible to obtain
the indicated shear rate exactly, use a shear rate slightly
higher and a shear rate slightly lower and interpolate.

With relative viscometecs the shear rate is not the same
throughout the sample and therefore it cannot be defined.
Under these conditions, the viscosity of non-Newtonian
liquids determined from the previous Cannula has a relative
character) which depends on the type of spindle and the
angular velocity as well as the dimensions of the sample
container (0 = minimum 80 mm) and the depth of
immersion of the spindle. The values obtained are
comparable only if the method is carried out under
experimental conditions that are rigorously the same.

Method IV (Failing Ball and Automatic Roiling Ball
Viscometer Methods)
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.49)

The determination of dynamic viscosity of Newtonian liquids
using a falling ball or rolling ball viscometer is performed at
20.0 ± 0.1 °C, unless otherwise prescribed in the
monograph. The time required for a test ball to faU or roU in
the liquid to be examined from one ring mark or sensor to
the other is detennined.

METHOD A - FALLING BALL VISCOMETER
Apparatus The falling ball viscometer consists of: a glass
tube enclosed in a mantle, which allows precise control of
temperature, 6 balls made of glass, nickel-iron or steel with
different densities and diameters. The tube is fixed in such a
way that the axis is inclined by 10 ± 10 with regard to the
vertical. The tube has 2 ring marks that define the distance
the ball has to fall. Commercially available apparatuses are
supplied with tables giving the constants, the density of the
balls and the suitability of the different balls for the expected
viscosity range.

Method Fill the clean, dry tube of the viscometer,
previously brought to 20.0 ± 0.1 °C, with the liquid to be
examined, avoiding bubbles. Choose the ball that is suitable
for the viscosity range of the liquid so as to obtain a falling
time (run time) not less than 30 s. Place it in the tube, close
the tube and maintain the solution at 20.0 ± 0.1 °C for at
lea" 15 min. Let the ball run through the liquid between the
2 ring marks once without measurement. Let it run again
and measure with a stop-watch, to at least the nearest 1/5 s,
the time required for the ball to fall from the upper to the
lower ring mark. Repeat the test run at least 3 times to
obtain a minimum of 4 run times. The result is only valid if
the relative standard deviation determined on the run times is
not greater man 2.0 per cent.

Use the mean of the run times to calculate the dynamic
viscosity (tI) in millipascal seconds using the formula:

q=k(p,-p,)x,
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temperature, balls made of stainless steel (optionally coated)
or other suitable materials, a motor drive that positions the
capillary at an inclination angle from 10.0 ± 0.20 to
80.0 ± 0.20 with regard to the vertical. The apparatus has at
least 2 sensors to measure the run time of the ball over a
predefined distance. Commercially available apparatuses are
supplied with tables giving the constants, the density of the
balls and the suitability of the different capillaries for the
expected viscosity range. Temperature control, control of the
inclination angie, run-time determination, repetitions of runs
and calculations of the mean and relative standard deviation
are performed by the apparatus software.

Method Set the instrument software to perform a
measurement with at least 4 run times (2 forwardlbackward
cycles) and a maximum relative standard deviation of
0.5 per cent. Choose the capillary, the ball and the
inclination angle that are suitable for the expected viscosity
range of the liquid to be examined so as to obtain a rolling
time (run time) not less than 20 s over the 100 mm distance
or a proportional time over other distances. If no digital
density meter is connected to the viscometer, ensure that the
density value of the liquid to be examined has been specified
in the apparatus software. Fill the clean, dry capillary of the
viscometer with the liquid to be examined, avoiding bubbles.
Start the measurement immediately after filling the capillary.

The instrument calculates automatically the dynamic
viscosity (tt) in millipascal seconds and the kinematic viscosity
(11) in square millimetres per second.

Additional points for monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia
The apparatus and methods described in Methods I and II
are in agreement in aU essentials with International Standards
ISO 3104-1994 and 3105-1994 (Methods for the
detennination of the viscosity of liquids).

J. Circular Dichroism
(ph. Eur. method 2.2.41)

The difference in absorbance of optically active substances
within an absorption band for left and right circularly
polarised light is referred to as circular dichroism.

Direct measurement gives a mean algebraic value:

M=Al-AR

M circular dichroic absorbance,
AL absorbance or left circularly polarised light.
AR absorbance or right circularlypolarised light.

Circular dichroism is calculated using the equation:

•
p,

constern, in square millimenes per second squared;
density of the ball used. in grams per cubic centimetre;

M
.de = tiL -fiR =-

cxl
P2 density of the liquid to be examined, in grams per cubic

centimetre. obtained by multiplying its relative density <c4:) by
O.9982j

mean of the run times or the ball, in seconds.

METHOD B - AUTOMATIC ROLUNG BALL
VISCOMETER
Apparatus The automatic rolling ball viscometer consists
of: several capillaries made of glass or other suitable materials
with different diameters enclosed in a thennostatically
controlled block, which allows precise control of the

'L

"c
I

molar circular dichroism or molar differential dichroic
absorptivity expressed in litre-mole-1.cm-\

molar absorplivity (Z.Z,Z5) or left: circularly polarised light,
molar absorptivity of right circularly polarised light.
ccncenrrarion of the test solution in mole-litre-I,

optical pam of Ihe cell in centimetres.
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Figure 2.2.41.-1. - Opli<a1 scheme of a dichrograph

The following units may also be used £0 characterise circular
dichroism:

Dissymmeuy factor.

11.,
g=

s

molar absorptivity (1.1.25).

Molar eUiptici~:

Certain types of instruments display directly the value of
ellipticity 0, expressed in degrees. When such instruments
are used, the molar ellipticity [el may be calculated using
the following equation:

e _ exM
I l> cxlxlO

(6] molar eUipticity, expressed in degrees.cm2-decimole-I,

13 value of eUiplicity given by the instrument,
M relativemolecular mass of the substance to be examined.
c concentration of die solution to be examined in g1mL,
I optical path of the cell in centimetres.

Molar ellipticity is also related to molar circular dichroism by
the following equation:

4500Ie]= 2.30311.,- ",330011.,

"
Molar ellipticity is often used in the analysis of proteins and
nucleic acids. In this case, molar concentration is expressed
in terms of monomeric residue, calculated using the
expression:

molecular mass

number of amino acids

The mean relative molecular mass of the monomeric residue
is 100 to 120 (generally 115) for proteins and about 330 for
nucleic acids (as the sodium salt).

Apparatus
The light source (S) is a xenon lamp (Figure 2.2.41.-1); the
light passes through a double monochromator (M) equipped
with quartz prisms (pI, P2).

The linear beam from the first monochromator is split into
2 components polarised at right angles in the second

monochromator. The exit slit of the monochromator
eliminates the extraordinary beam.

The polarised and monochromatic light passes through a
birefringent modulator (Cr): the result is alternating circularly
polarised light.

The beam then passes through the sample to he examined
(C) and reaches a photomultiplier (PM) followed by an
amplifier circuit which produces 2 electrical signals: one is a
direct current Vc and the other is an alternating current at
the modulation frequency Vac characteristic of the sample to
be examined. The phase gives the sign of the circular
dichroism. The ratio V.JVc is proportional to the differential
absorption AA which created the signal. The region of
wavelengths normally covered by a dichrograph is 170 om to
800 om.

Calibradon of the apparatus
Accuracy 01absorbance scale Dissolve 10.0 mg of
isoandroslerOne R in dioxan R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the
same solvent. Record. the circular dichroism spectrum of the
solution between 280 om and 360 DID. Measured at the
maximum at 304 run, /16 is + 3.3.

The solution of (1S)-(+)-l/kamphorsulfonic acid R may also
be used.

Linearityolmodulation Dissolve 10.0 mg of (lS)-(+)
lo-camphorsulfonic acid R in water Rand dilute 10 10.0 mL
with the same solvent. Determine the exact concentration of
camphorsulfonic acid in the solution by ultraviolet
spectrophotometry (2.2.25), laking the specific absorbance to
be 1.49 at 285 om.
Record the circular dichroism spectrum between 185 run and
340 nm. Measured at the maximum at 290.5 DID, /16 is
+ 2.2 to + 2.5. Measured at the maximum at 192.5 om, 11.,
is -4.3 to -5.

(lS)-(+)- Or antipodal (lR)-(-)-ammonium
l/kamphorsulfonate R can also be used.
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K. Approximate pH of Solutions
(ph. Eur. method2.2.4)

Determine the approximate pH using a pH indicator snip R.
Alternatively, pH indicators such as those described in
Table 2.2.4.-1 can be used.

Table 2.2.4.-1

Reuction pH Indicator

AIkalIn. > 8 Red llimw pajJR R

Slighdy alkaline 8-10 PlwwlphlJwkjn sdlllimr R

11Iymol bluejolution R

Strongly alkaline > 10 Phenolphthalein paper R

Thymolblue sohuion R

Neutrol 6-8 Metlt.Jl rtJ Jolutimr R

Phnw/redsdutioH R

Acid <6 Mahyl rtJ sdurit.m R

Bnmwthymol bllItsduticm RI

Slightly acid 4-6 MethylrtJ solution R

Bromocmoi grem sdutionR

Strongly acid <4 ~mJ"p<!R

L. Determination of pH Values
(Ph. Eur. me/hod2.2.3)

The pH of an aqueous solution is defined as the negative
logarithm of the activity .of its hydrogen ions, expressed
conventionally as the hydrogen ion concentration of the
solution. For practical purposes, its definition is an
experimental one. The pH of a solution to be examined is
related to that of a reference solution (PHs) by the following
equation:

E-E,
pH~pH'--k-

in which E is the potential, expressed in volts, of the cell
containing the solution to be examined and EJ is the
potential, expressed in volts, of the cell containing the
solution of known pH (PH,), k is the change in potential
per unit change in pH, expressed in volts and calculated
from the Nemst equation.

Table 2.2.3.-1. - Values of k at different temperatures

Tempeearuee ("C) II (V)

15 0.0572

20 0.0582

25 0.0592

30 0.0601

35 0.0611

The potentiometric detennination of pH is made by
measuring the potential difference between 2 appropriate
electrodes immersed' In the solution to be examined; I of
these electrodes is sensitive to hydrogen ions (usually a glass
electrode) and the other is the reference electrode
(e.g. a silver-silver chloride electrode). They are often
combined as I compact electrode, together with a
temperature probe.

Apparatus The measuring apparatus is usually ~ voltmeter
with an input resistance at least 100 times that of the
electrodes used. It is normally graduated in pH units and has
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a sensitivity such that discrimination of at least 0.05 pH unit
or at least 0.003 V may be achieved.

Recent pH meters are microprocessor-controlled and are
operated using the manufacturer's finnware or software,
according to given instructions.

Management of electrodes The electrodes are stored
appropriately and according to the manufacturer's
recommendations (e.g. in an electrolyte solution or a suitable
storage solution). Before measurement, the electrodes are
visually checked. Refillable electrodes are checked for the
absence of air bubbles in the glass bulb and to ensure that
the inner electrolyte solution level is satisfactory. The filling
orifice has to remain open during the measurement. It is also
recommended that the diaphragm of the reference electrode
is checked. Before first use, or if the electrode has been
stored out of electrolyte solution, it is usually necessary to
condition it, according to the recommendations of the
manufacturer. IfpH stabilisation is too slow (i.e. a long
response time), or a zero point shift) reduced slope or any
other difficulties in calibration are observed, the electrode will
probably need to be cleaned or replaced. The cleaning is
performed depending on the type of sample and as
prescribed in the manufacturer's manual. Regular cleaning is
recommended.

Calibmtion and measurement conditions Unless
otherwise prescribed in the monograph, all measurements are
carried out at the same temperature as that used for
calibration (± 2.5 ·C), usually between 20·C and 25 ·C.
Table 2.2.3.-2 shows the variation of pH with respect to
temperature of a number of reference buffer solutions used
for calibration. Follow the manufacturer's instructions for
temperature correction.

The calibration consists of the determination of the slope
(e.g. 95-105 per cent) and the offset of the measuring
system. Most commercial pH meters offer a "self test" or
"start-up test" where, for example, the slope and asymmetry
potential are tested and compared to the manufacturer's
specifications. The apparatus is calibrated using at least 2
buffer solutions chosen so that the expected pH value of the
solution to be examined lies between the pH values of the
buffer solutions. The range must be at least 2 pH units.
The pH of another buffer solution of intermediate pH, read
from the scale, must not differ by more than 0.05 pH units
from the value corresponding to that solution.

Reference buffer solutions are preferably commercially
available certified reference materials. Alternatively, buffer
solutions can be prepared in-house according to
Table 2.2.3.-2. These solutions must be traceable to primary
standards. Calibration has to be performed on a regular
basis, preferably each day of use or before each series of
measurements.

Immerse the electrodes in the solution to be examined and
take the reading in the same conditions as those applied for
the reference buffer solutions.

If suspensions, emulsions or solutions of non-aqueous or
partially non-aqueous character are measured on a system
calibrated as described above, the pH reading can only be
considered to be an approximation of the true value. Suitable
electrodes have to be used for pH measurements of such
mixtures.

PREPARATION OF REFERENCE BUFFER
SOLUTIONS
Potassium tetraoxalate 0.05 M
Dissolve 12.61 g of C..H,KO,,2H,O in carlxm dioxide-free
water R and dilute (0 1000.0 mL with the same solvent.
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Table 2.2.3.-2. - pH of reference buffer soluM'" at oarious temperatures
Temperature PotBSSlum Potassium Potassium Potassium PotassIum PotassIum Disodlum SodIum Calcium

Cq tetraoxalate hydrogen dlhydrogeo hydrogen dihydrogen dlhydrogen teuaboeare carbonate hydroxide,
a.05M .......te citrate phthalate phosphate phosphate O.OIM 0.025 M+ eaturared

saturated at a.05M a.05M 0.025 M+ 0.0087 M+ Sodium et 2SGC

2S °C Dlsodlum DIsodlum bIcarbonate
hydrogen hydrogen 0.025 M
phrnJphate phosphate

0.025 M 0.0303 M

C&HJK01, C4HJKOj\ CJl1KO, CaHsK°.. KH1PO..+ KH1PO..+ No1B..O" NB1COJ+ Ca(OHh
2U1O NalUPO.. Ns1HPO.. 10H1O NaHCOJ

IS 1.67 , .so '.00 6.90 7.45 9.28 10.12 12.81

20 1.68 3.79 ·1.00 6.88 7.43 9.23 10.06 12.63

25 1.68 3.56 3.78 4.01 6.87 Vii 9.18 10.01 12.45

'0 1.68 3.55 3.77 4.02 6.85 7.'10 9.14 9.97 12.29

35 1.69 355 3.76 4.02 6.84 7.39 9.10 9.93 12.13

ApJ{(l)
+ 0.001 -0.0014 -0.0022 + 0.0012 -0.0028 -0.0028 -0.0082 -0.0096

-0.034
~

(I) pH variation per degree Celsius.

Potassium hydrogen tartrate, saturated at 25 "O
Shake an excessof C4HsK06 vigorously with carbon dioxtt!e
.free water R at 25 °C. Filteror decant. Prepare immediately
before use.
Potassium dihydrogen citrate 0.05 M
Dissolve 1I.41 g of Ce.H7K07 in carbon dioxide-free waterR
and dilute to 1000.0 mL withthe samesolvent. Prepare
immediately before use.

Potassium hydrogen phthalate 0.05 M
Dissolve 10.13 g of C.H,KO" previously dried for I h at
110 ± 2°C, in carbon dio;''de-!ree water R and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solvent.

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate 0.025 M + Visodlum
hydrogen phosphate 0.OZ5 M
Dissolve 3.39 g ofKH2PO, and 3.53 g of Na,HPO" both
previouslydried for 2 hat 120 ± 2°C, in carbon dioxide-free
waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL withthe same solvent.

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate 0.0087 M + Visodlum
hydrogen phosphate 0.0303 M
Dissolve 1.18 g of KH2PO, and 4.30 g of Na,HPO" both
previouslydried for 2 h at 120 ± 2°C, in carbon dioxide-free
waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the samesolvent.
Disodlum tetraborate 0.01 M
Dissolve 3.80 g of Na,B,07,IOH,O in carbon dioxide-free
water R and dilute to 1000.0 mL withthe samesolvent.
Store protected from atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Sodium carbonate 0.025 M + Sodium hydrogen
carbonate O.OZS M
Dissolve 2.64 g of Na,CO, and 2.09 g of NaHCO, in carbon
dioxide-free waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same
solvent. Store protected from atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Calcium hydroxide, saturated at 25 °C
Shake an excess of calcium hydroxide R with carbon dioxide-free
water R and decant at 25 °C. Storeprotected from
atmospheric carbon dioxide.

STORAGE OF BUFFER SOLUTIONS
Store buffer solutions in suitable chemically-resistant, airtight
containers, such as typeI glass bottles or plastic containers
suitable for aqueous solutions.

Additional pointsfor monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia
[Suitableglasselectrodes and pH meters of both the
analogue and digital type are described in British Standards
2586:1979 and 3145:1978.)

M. Thermal Analysis1

(ph. Bur. medwd 2.2.34)

Thermal analysis is a group of techniques in which the
variation of a physical property of a substance is measured as
a function of temperature. The most commonly used
techniques are thosewhichmeasure changes in the mass or
energy of a sample of a substance.
These techniques havedifferent applications:
- determination of phase changes;
- determination of changes in chemical composition;
- determination of purity.

THERMOGRAVIMETRY
Thennogravimetry (TG) or thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) is a technique in which the mass of a sample of a
substance is recorded as a function of temperature according
to a controlled temperature prograrrune.

Instrument
The essential components of a thennobalance area device
forheating or coolingthe substance according to a given
temperature programme, a sample holderin a controlled
atmosphere, an electrobalance and a means of electronic
signal output to a recorder or a computer.

Temperature calibration
The temperature sensorclose to or in contact with the
sample is calibrated using the Curietemperature of a
ferromagnetic substance such as nickel. In the caseof an
instrument capable of simultaneously conducting TGffGA
and differential thermal analysis (DTA) or differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), the same certified reference
materials as those forDTA and DSC may be used, for
example, indium) tin and/or zinc.

I This chaplet hasundergone phannawpoeiaJ hannomsation. Seechaptet
5.8 Phannacopoeial harmonisation.
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Figure 2.2.34.-1. - Thermogram

Calibration of the electrohalance
Place an appropriate quantity of a suitable certified reference
material (e.g. calcium oxalate monohydrate CRS) in the sample
holder and record the mass. Set the heating rate according to
the manufacturer's instructions (e.g. 5 °Clmin) and start the
temperature increase. Record the thermogravimetric curve as
a graph with temperature or time on the abscissa, increasing
from left to right, and mass on the ordinate, decreasing
downwards. Stop the temperature increase at about 250 "C.
Measure the difference on the graph between the initial and
final mass-temperature or mass-time plateaux, which
corresponds to the loss of mass. The declared loss of mass
for the certified reference material is stated on the label.

Method
Apply the same procedure to the substance to be examined
using the conditions prescribed in the monograph. Calculate
the loss of mass of the substance to be examined from the
difference measwed in the graph obtained. Express the loss
of mass as Amlm (per cent).

If the instrument is in frequent use, carry out temperature
calibration regularly. Otherwise, calibration is carried out
before each measurement.

As the operating conditions are critical, the following
parameters are Doted for each measurement: pressure or flow
rate, gas composition, mass of the sample, heating rate,
temperature range and sample pre-treatment including any
isothermal period.

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a technique that
can be used (Q demonstrate the energy phenomena produced
during heating (or cooling) of a substance (or a mixture of
substances) and to determine the changes in enthalpy and
specific heat and the temperatures at which these occur.

The technique is used to determine the difference in heat
Row (with reference (Q the temperature) evolved or absorbed
by the test sample compared with the reference cell, as a
function of the temperature. Two types ofDSC instruments
are available, those using power compensation to maintain a
null temperature difference between sample and reference
and those that apply a constant rate of heating and detect
temperature differential as a difference in heat flow between
sample and reference.

Instrument
The instrument for power compensation DSC consists of a
furnace containing a sample holder with a reference cell and
a test cell. The instrument for heat flow DSC consists of a
furnace containing a single cell with a sample holder for the
reference crucible and the test crucible.

A temperature-programming device, thermal detector(s) and
a recording system which can be connected lO a computer
are attached. The measurements are carried out under a
controlled atmosphere.

CaIlbratlon of the Instrument
Calibrate the instrument for temperature and enthalpy
change, using suitable certified materials or reference
standards.

Temperature calibration It can be performed using
certified reference materials having an intrinsic thermal
property, such as the melting point of pure metals or organic
substances, or the phase transition point of crystalline
inorganic salts or oxides. Melting points of indium, tin and/or
zinc are usually employed for calibration.

Heat-quantity calibration For accurate estimation of the
quantity of heat change (enthalpic change) of a test sample,
caused by a certain physical change accompanying a
temperature change, it is necessary to calibrate the
instrument using suitable certified reference materials. Similar
to temperature calibration, heat-quantity calibration may be
performed using suitable certified reference materials showing
a known definite enthalpic change caused by physical
changes, such as the melting of pure metals and/or organic
substances, or the phase transition of crystalline inorganic
salts. The heats of fusion of indium, tin and/or zinc are
usually employed for calibration.

Operating procedure
Weigh in a suitable crucible an appropriate quantity of the
substance to be examined and place it in the sample holder.
Place an empty crucible in the reference holder. Set the
initial and final temperatures, and the heating rate according
to the operating conditions prescribed in the 'monograph.

Begin the analysis and record the DSC curve with the
temperature or time on the abscissa (values increasing from
left to right) and the energy change on the ordinate (specify
whether the change is endothermic or exothermic).

The temperature at which the phenomenon occurs (the onset
temperature) corresponds to the intersection (A) of the
extension of the baseline with the tangent at the point of
greatest slope (inflexion point) of the curve (see
Figure 2.2.34.-1). The end of the thermal phenomenon is
indicated by the peak of the curve.

The enthalpy of the phenomenon is proportional to the area
under the curve limited by the baseline; the proportionality
factor is determined from the measurement of the heat of
fusion of a known substance (e.g. indium) under the same
operating conditions.

Each thermogram may be accompanied by me following
data: conditions employed, record of last calibration, mass of
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Figure 2.2.34.-2. - Thermal diagrams according to purity
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the sample and identification (including thermal history),
container, atmosphere (identity, flow rate, pressure),
direction and rate of temperature change, instrument and
recorder sensitivity.

Appllcadons
Phase changes Determination of the temperature, heat
capacity change and enthalpy of phase changes undergone by
a substance as a function of temperature. The transitions that
may be observed include those shown in Table 2.2.34.-1.

Table 2.2.34.-1.

a per cent, give thermal diagrams that are visually distinct
(see Figure 2.2.34.-2).

The determination of molar purity by DSC is based on the
use of a mathematical approximation of the integrated form
of the van't Hoff equation applied £0 the concentrations (not
the activities) in a binary system [In(1 - Xl)'" - X, and
T x To'" nl. For low amounts of impurities (x, ~ I) and
for temperatures close to the melting point To the equation
can be written as follows, in which T and X2 are variables:

R'1T=To--xx,
filii

solid - solid transition:

solid - liquid transition:

solid - gas transition:

liquid - solid transition:

liquid - gas transition:

allotropy. polymorphism
desolvalion
amorphOU5-Cl')'Stlllline

melting
glass-transition

sublimationfre_
recrystallisatioo
glass-transition

evaporation

T
T.
R
filii
X,

temperature of the sample, in keivinSj
melting point of me chemicallypure substance, in kelvins;
gas constant for ideal gases, In joWes·kelvin-l·mole-1j
molar hear of fusion of the pure substance, in joules-mole-Ij
mole fraction of the impurity. i.e., the number of molecules of
the impurity divided by the total number of molecules in the
liquid pha.se (or molten phase) er temperamre T (expressed in
kelvins).

Changes in chemical composition Measurement of heat
and temperatures of reaction under given experimental
conditions, so that, for example, the kinetics of
decomposition or desolvation can be determined.

Application to phase diagrams Establishment of phase
diagrams for solid mixtures. The establishment of a phase
diagram may be an important step in the prefonnulation and
optimisation of the freeze-drying process.

Determination ojpurity The measurements of the
fraction of substance melted at a given temperature and the
heat of fusion by DSC enable the impurity content of a
substance to be determined from a single thermal diagram,
requiring the use of only a few milligrams of sample with no
need for repeated accurate measurements of the true
temperature.

In theory, the melting of an entirely crystalline, pure
substance at constant pressure is characterised by a heat of
fusion tlilf in an infinitely narrow range, corresponding to
the melting point To. A broadening of this range is a sensitive
indicator of impurities. Therefore, samples of the same
substance, whose impurity contents vary by a few tenths of

Hence, the detennination of purity by DSC is limited to the
detection of impurities forming a eutectic mixture with the
principal compound and present at a mole fraction of
typically less than 2 per cent in the substance to be
examined.

This method cannot be applied to:
- amorphous substances;
- solvates or polymorphic compounds that are unstable

within the experimental temperature range;
- impurities forming solid solutions with the principal

substance;
- impurities that are insoluble in the liquid phase or in the

melt. of the principal substance.

During the heating of the substance to be examined, the
impurity melts completely at the eutectic temperature. Above
this temperature, the solid phase contains only the pure
substance. As the temperature increases progressively from
the eutectic temperature to the melting point of the pure
substance, the mole fraction of the impurity in the liquid
phase decreases, since the quantity of liquefied pure
substance increases.
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For all temperatures above the eutectic point:

(2)
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PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT
Unless otherwise prescribed, osmolality is determined by
measuring the freezing-point depression (AT,) of a solution.
The relationship between osmolality and freezing-point
depression is given by the expression:

F
X;

molten medon of the analysed sample;
mole fraction of the impurity in the analysed sample.

Table 2.2.35.-1. - Referenusolutions for osmometer calibration

where hi is the molal cryoscopic constant, which is solvent
dependent. For water, the value of hj is 1.86 KJosmol
(i.e. adding 1 mol of. non-dissociating solute '0 1 kg of
water results in a decrease in freezing-point of 1.86 K).

EQUIPMENT
An osmometer for freezing-point depression measurement
typically consists of:
- an appropriate sample container;
- a means of cooling the sample;
- a temperature-sensitive resistor (thennistor), with an

appropriate current or potential difference measurement
device that can indicate a temperature depression or give
osmolality values directly;

- a means of mixing the sample and/or inducing
solidification when supercooling occurs.

PROCEDURE
CALIBRATION
Prepare reference solutions as specified in Table 2.2.35.-1, as
necessary, using dried sodium chloride R. Commercially
available certified solutions for osmometer calibration, with
osmolalities equal or similar to those listed in
Table 2.2.35.-1, may be used. Calibrate the equipment
according to the manufacturer's instructions using water R to
determine the zero value and at least 2 of the reference
solutions listed in Table 2.2.35.-1. Confirm the calibration
using at least one additional reference solution with a known
osmolality (see Table 2.2.35.-1). Select a reference solution
preferably with an osmolality within ± 50 mosmoVkg of the
expected value for the solution to be examined or close to
the centre of the expected osmolality range of the solutions to
be examined. It is recommended that the reading is within
± 4 mosmoVkg of the osmolality of the chosen reference
solution.

When the entire sample has melted, F = 1 and X2= X;.
If equation (2) is combined with equation (I), the following
equation is obtained:

Rn 1 •T=To---x-xx,sn, F

The value of the heat of fusion of the pure substance is
obtained by integrating the melting peak.

The melting point To of the pure substance is extrapolated
from the plot oftemperarure T (expressed in kelvins) versus
lIF. The slope a.of the curve (obtained after linearisation, if

.,., x·
necessary) corresponding to Rl0 4},1' allows xi to be
evaluated.

The fraction X; multiplied by 100 gives the mole fraction
in per cent for total eutectic impurities.

N. Osmolality
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.35)

PRINCIPLE
GENERAL
Osmolality is a measure of the total number of chemical
entities per kilogram of solvent, and thus provides an
indication of the osmotic pressure of the solution. Osmolality
is dependent on the molal concentration of the solute(s) in
the solution, on their dissociation and on the deviation of the
solution from ideal behaviour (Raoult's law).

The unit of osmolality is the osmole per kilogram (osmoVkg),
but the submultiple milliosmole per kilogram (mosmollkg) is
more commonly used.

The osmolality (';nJ of a solution containing i solutes is given
by the expression:

Vi number of entities formed by the dissociation of one molecule
of the f' solutej if the solute is non-ionic (non-dissociating), "i

equals 1,
m; molality of the r solute in Ihe solution, in moles per kilogram

of solvent,
l1».. i molal osmotic coefficient, a dimensionless factor.

Mass of sodillm chloride R Osmolallty, l;...
in water R (mosmoU kg)

(g/kg)

3.087 100

6.260 200

9.463 300

12.684 400

15.916 500

19.147 600

22.380 700

Freezing-point
depressIon, ATe

(K)

0.186

0.372

0.558

0.744

0.930

1.I16

1.302

The molal osmotic coefficient is a measure of the deviation
of the solution from ideal behaviour. For an ideal solution,
osmolality equals molality (11)= 1).

In the Caseof a real, non-ideal solution, the molal osmotic
coefficient is influenced by the interactions occurring
amongst the components (i.e. molecules, ions, solvent) of the
solution. The more complex the composition of the solution,
the harder it becomes to determine $.

For this reason, the measurement of a colligative property
such as the freezing-point depression is used as a practical
means of determining osmolality by obtaining an overall
measure of the contribution of the various solutes present in
a solution.

METHOD
Rinse the sample container with the solution to be examined
before each measurement. Programme the device inducing
solidification to start at a defined temperature below the
expected freezing-point of the solution to be examined.
Introduce an appropriate volume of the solution to be
examined into the sample container according to the
manufacturer's instructions, and start the cooling system.
The equipment indicates when equilibrium has been reached.

Perform the test under the conditions (cooling temperature
and volume) used to calibrate the equipment. Depending on
the type of equipment, the osmolality can be read directly or
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can be calculated from the measured freezing-point
depression.

The test is not valid unless the measured osmolality of the
solution to be examined lies within the calibrated osmolality
range.

2022

Another variable that influences conductivity measwements
is the fluid temperature. As fluid temperature increases, the
ion conductance increases, making this physico-chemical
phenomenon the predominant reason for the temperature
compensation requirement when testing conductive fluids.

The conductivity (IC) is proportional to the conductance (G),
of a fluid between 2 electrodes:

The resistivity p, expressed in ohm centimetres, of the fluid
is, by definition, the reciprocal of the conductivity:

EQUIPMENT
An eleetrlcal conductivity measwement consists of the
determination of resistance of the fluid between and around
the electrodes of the conductivity sensor. To achieve this
measurement, the primary instrwnentation is the resistance
measuring circuit and the conductivity sensor, and they are
usually connected by a cable when the sensor and the user
interface are separated.

The resistance measurement is made by applying an AC
(alternating current, meaning the Oowof electric charge
periodically reverses direction) voltage (or current) to the
electrodes, measuring the current (or voltage), and
calculating the resistance according to Ohm's law.
The alternating source is utilised to prevent polarisation
(collection of ions) at the electrodes. Depending on the
equipment) the frequency of the measuring system adjusts
automatically according to the measuring conditions of the
instrument, and there may be multiple resistance-measuring
circuits embedded in the measuring system. The resistance
measurement circuit may be embedded in the transmitter or
in the sensor.

The conductivity sensor consists of at least 2 electrical
conductors of a fixed size and geometry, separated by an
electrical insulator. The electrodes, insulator and any other
wetted components are constructed of materials that are
unreactive to fluids with which they may come into contact.
In addition, the sensor construction must be able to
withstand the environmental conditions (process or ambient
temperature, pressure, cleaning applications) that it would be
subjected to.

Most conductivity sensors have temperature devices such as a
platinum Rill (resistance temperature device) or NTC
(negative temperature coefficient) thermistor embedded
inside the sensor, although external temperature
measurement is possible. The purpose of the temperature
measurement is for temperature compensation of the
conductivity measurement.

O. Conductivity1

(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.38)

INTRODUCTION
This general chapter provides information on how to carry
out electrical conductivity measurements (hereafter referred
to as 'conductivity') of fluids, including pure liquids. It is
intended for fluid applications when conductivity is used to
measure, monitor or control chemical dispensing
(e.g. chemical purity or ionic concentration), and other
applications where the ionic character of the fluid needs to be
known or controlled.

Applications include, but are not limited to, solutions that
may be used in clean-in-place, chromatography detection,
ionic solution preparation, end point detection, dosing,
fermentation and buffer production. In some cases)
conductivity measurements can be extended to pure organic
fluids such as alcohols and glycols where a weak conductivity
signal exists, and the signal can be significantly increased if
the organic fluids become contaminated with water or salts.

Conductivity is the measurement of the ability of a fluid to
conduct electricity via its ions. The ability of any ion to
electrically conduct is directly related to its ion mobility.
Conductivity is directly proportional to the concentrations of
ions in the fluid according to the following equation:

tJ'ioou

K = 1000 L G,l,
;

II: conductivity, in siemens per centimetre;
C; concentralion of ion i. in moles per litre;
h specific molar conductance or ion i, in siemens square

centimetres per mole (S·cm2·mor1
) .

Although siemens per metre is the appropriate SI unit for
conductivity, historically the unit siemens per centimetre has
been selected by industry as the accepted unit.

Based on this equation, conductivity is not ion-selective
because it responds to aUions. Furthermore, the specific
molar conductance of each ion is different. As a result, unless
the percentage composition of ions in the solution is limited
and known, the precise concentrations of ionic species cannot
be determined from conductivity measurements. However,
for examples such as a solution of a single salt, acid or base
(e.g. a caustic solution used in cleaning) the precise
concentration can be directly determined. Despite the lack of
ionic specificity, conductivity is a valuable laboratory and
process tool for measurement and control of total ionic
content because it is proportional to the sum of the
concentrations of all ionic species (anions and cations) for
diluted solutions, as described in the equation above.
At higher concentrations, conductivity measurements are not
perfectly linear with concentration. Conductivity
measurements cannot be applied to solids or gases, but they
can be applied to the condensate ofgases.

I Thisgnreml chapter has unJergon~ pharmacopoeial harmonisation:
Seechapter 5.8. Pharmacopoeial harmonisation.

K

G
d
A
K

p

•
G
R

K

conductivity, in siemens pel centimetre;
conductance. in siemens;
distance between the electrodes, in centime rres;
area of the conducting electrodes, in square centlmclRSj
cell constant. in reciprocal centimetres, which is also equal to
the ratio of dJA.

1 1 R
P~-;=GxK=K

resistivity, in ohm cennmeuesj
conductivity, in siemens per centimetre;
conductance, in siemens;
resistance, in ohms, which is the reciprocal of the conductance
(G);
cell constant. in reciprocalcendmerres.
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CELL CONSTANT DETERMINATION
The purpose of the sensor's cell constant is to normalise the
conductance (or resistance) measurement for the geometrical
construction of the 2 electrodes.

The cell constant is determined by immersing the
conductivity sensor in a solution of known conductivity.
Solutions of known conductivity can be obtained by
preparation of specific recipes according to national
authoritative sources, or procurement of commercially
available certified and traceable standard solutions. These
recipes or certified solutions can range from 5 to
200 000 us-em" depending on the level of accuracy desired.
Alternatively, the cell constant is determined by comparison
to other reference conductivity measuring systems (also
available as an accredited calibration service). (NOTE:
conductivity measurements are not perfectly linear with
concentration.)

The measured cell constant of the conductivity sensor must
be within 5 per cent of the nominal value indicated by the
sensor certificate, unless otherwise prescribed.

Modem conductivity sensors nonnally do not change their
cell constant over their lifetime. If a change in the cell
constant is detected during calibration, cleaning of the sensor
accordingto the manufacturer's recommendations is
appropriate, followed by a repeat of the calibration
procedure. Sometimes 'memory effects' appear, particularly
when changing from high to low concentrations if the sensor
is not well flushed:

CALIBRATION OF TEMPERATURE
In addition to verifying the sensor's cell constant, the
embedded temperature device (or external temperature
device) must be appropriately calibrated for the application,
in order to apply the temperature compensation algorithm
accurately. The temperature accuracy that is required
depends on the criticality of the temperature to the
application. An accuracy of ± 1 °C typically suffices.

CALmRATION OF MEASUREMENT
ELECTRONICS
The measurement circuit of the system is fundamentally an
AC resistance measuring device. Appropriate verification
and/or calibration of the measuring circuit is required for
measurement systems with signal transfer via analog cable.
This is accomplished by disconnecting the measuring circuit
from the sensor's electrodes, attaching traceable resistors of
known value to the measuring circuit using the same
measurement system cable, and verifying that the measured
resistance agrees with the resistor value to an acceptable
level. A [)'pical acceptance criterion for the resistance
accuracy is below 2 per cent of the reading at resistances
greater than 1000, and increasing to 5 per cent at lower
resistances. However, it is recommended that the application
criticality ultimately determines the desired accuracy.

For conductivity systems that cannot have the resistance
measuring circuit disconnected from the electrodes
(e.g. measurement circuit and electrodes in 1 mutual
housing), it may be difficult to directly adjust or verify the
circuit accuracy, depending on the sensor design.
An alternative method of verifying the measurement system
integrity is a system calibration according to the procedures
for cell constant determination for each measuring circuit
that is intended to be used.

If verification/calibration of the sensor's cell constant,
temperature device and measuring circuit are done at the
same service interval, it is recommended to verify the
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measuring circuit first, the temperature device next and the
cell constant last. Because aUof these parameters are
typically very stable due to modem electronics and stable
sensor construction, frequent calibration (such as daily) is not
usually required. Comparison to qualified reference systems
is also a suitable means of calibration. Calibration is
performed at appropriate intervals as defined in the quality
management system.

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
As the conductivity of a fluid is temperature dependent,
temperature compensation of the conductivity measurement
is necessary unless otherwise prescribed (e.g. purified water,
water for injection). An appropriate temperature
compensation algorithm will ensure that changes in the
conductivity measurements can be ascribed to concentration
changes and not temperature changes. Conductivity
measurements are nonnally referenced to 25°C. A common
fonn of linear temperature compensation uses a temperature
coefficient according to the following equation:

[1 +a(T - 25)1

I(lj conductivity compensated to 25 °Cj
I(T conduclivity Bt 1";
/I temperature coefficient of conductivity;
T measured temperature.

A temperature coefficient of 2.1 per cent per degree Celsius
is commonly used for many salt solutions. Most salt-based
solutions have temperature coefficients of conductivity
ranging from 1.9 to 2.2 per cent per degree Celsius.
Depending on the fluid samples, other forms of temperature
compensation may be appropriate. Non-linear temperature
compensation data for a variety of solutions is widely
available, e.g, as described in ISO 7888 Water
Qualiry - Determination of e/eariazl conductivity. In cases of
very low conductivity (below 10 us-em"), for example,
purified water used for cleaning/rinsing purposes,
two compensations need to be made. One is for the intrinsic
conductivity of water, and me other is for the other ionic
species in water. These compensations are normally
combined and embedded in the microprocessor-controlled
conductivity measurement systems. This is not supplied in all
conductivity measurement technologies.

CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT OF FLUIDS
For off-line or at-line batch measurements, rinse the cleaned
sensor with the fluid to be measured, then perform the
measurement. Enswe that the position of the sensor in the
container does not impact the conductivity measurement, as
the container walls can impact the measurement for some
electrode designs. Record the temperature and the
temperature-compensated conductivity as required.

For continuous on-line or in-line measurements, install the
cleaned sensor'into the pipe, tank or other containment
vessel, and flush if necessary. Make sure proper installation
procedures are applied to prevent bubbles or particles from
collecting between the electrodes. Ensure that the position of
the sensor in the pipe or tank does not impact the
conductivity measurement, as the nearby surfaces can affect
the measurement for some electrode designs. Record the
temperature and the temperature-compensated conductivity
as required.

For all batch or continuous measurements, ensure that the
wetted components of the sensor are compatible with the
fluid and the temperature to be measured.
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P. Total Organic Carbon in Water for
Pharmaceutical Use
(ph. Bur. method 2.2.44)

Total organic carbon (TOC) determination is an indirect
measure of organic substances present in water for
pharmaceutical use. TOe determination can also be used to
monitor the performance of various operations in the
preparation ofmedicines.

A varietyof acceptable methods is available for determining
TOC. Rather than prescribing a given method to he used,
this general chapter describes the procedures used (0 qualify
the chosen method and the interpretation of results in limit
tests. A standard solution is analysed at suitable intervals)
depending on the frequency of measurements; the solution is
prepared with a substance that is expected to be easily
oxidisable (for example, sucrose) at a concentration adjusted
£0 give an instrument response corresponding to the TOe
limit to be measured. The suitability of the system is
determined by analysis of a solution prepared with a
substance expected to be oxidisable with difficulty (for
example, l,4-benzoquinon~).

The various types of apparatus used to measure TOe in
water for pharmaceutical use have in common the objective
of completely oxidising the organic molecules in the sample
water to produce carbon dioxide followed by measurement of
the amount of carbon dioxide produced, the result being
used to calculate the carbon concentration in the water.

The apparatus used must discriminate between organic and
inorganic carbon, the latter being present as carbonate.
The discrimination may b~ effected either by measuring the
inorganic carbon and subtracting it from the total carbon, or
by purging inorganic carbon from the sample before
oxidisation. Purging may also entrain organic molecules) but
such purgeable organic carbon is present in negligible
quantities in water for pharmaceutical use.

Apparatus Use a calibrated instrument installed either
on-line or off-line. Verify the system suitability at suitable
intervals as described below. The apparatus must have a limit
of detection specified by the manufacturer of 0.05 mg or less
of carbon per litre.

TOe watw Use highly purified water complying with the
following specifications:
- conductivity: not greater than 1.0 ~S·cm-l at 25°C,
- total organic carbon: not greater than 0.1 mgIL.

Depending on the [)'pe of apparatus used, the content of
heavy metals and copper may be critical. The manufacturer's
instructions should be followed.

Glassware preparation Use glassware that has been
scrupulously cleaned by a method that will remove organic
matter. Use TOG waterfor the final rinse of glassware.

Standard solution Dissolve sucrose R, dried at 105 "C for
3 h in TOG waterto obtain a solution containing 1.19 mg of
sucrose per litre (0.50 mg of carbon per litre).

Test solution Using aU due care to avoid contamination,
collect water to be tested in an airtight container leaving
minimal head-space. Examine the water with minimum delay
to reduce contamination from the container and its closure.

System suitability solution Dissolve 1,4-benzoquinone R
in TOC waterto obtain a solution having a concentration of
0.75 mg of 1,4-benzoquinone per litre (0.50 mg of carbon
per litre).
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TOC water control Use TOC waler obtained at the same
time as that used to prepare the standard solution and the
system suitability solution.

Control solutions In addition to the TOC waterrontrol,
prepare suitable blank solutions or other solutions needed for
establishing the baseline or for calibration adjustments
following the manufacturer's instructions; run the appropriate
blanks to zero the instrument.

System suitabiUty Run the foUowing solutions and record
the responses: TOG water(rw)j scandard solution (rJj system
suiraln1ity solution (r,s>. Calculate the percentage response
efficiency using the expression:

rss-rw x 100
rs - rw

The system is suitable if the response efficiency is not less
than 85 per cent and not more than 115 per cent of the
theoretical response.

Procedure Run the test solution and record the response
(rJ. The test solution complies with the test if ru is not
greater than rs - rw•

The method can also be applied using on-line
instrumentation that has been adequately calibrated and
shown to have acceptable system suitability. The location of
instrumentation must be chosen to ensure that the responses
are representative of the water used.

Q. Density of Solids
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.42)

The density of solids corresponds to their average mass
per unit volume and typically is expressed in grams per cubic
centimetre (gIcm:l) although the International Unit is the
kilogram per cubic metre (I glcm' =1000 kglm').

Unlike gases and liquids whose density depends only on
temperature and pressure, the density of a solid also depends
on its assembly and therefore varies with the crystal structure
and degree of crystallinity,

When a solid is amorphous or partially amorphous, its
density may further depend upon the history of preparation,
treatment and storage.

Therefore, unlike fluids, the densities of 2 chemically
equivalent solids may be different, and this difference reflects
a difference in solid-state structure, The density of
constituent particles is an important physical characteristic of
pharmaceutical powders.

The density of a solid particle can assume different values
depending on the method used to measure the volume of the
particle. It is useful to distinguish 3 levels of expression of
density:
- the nue densily, which only includes the solid fraction of

the material; in case of crystalline material) the true
density is also called crystal density;

- the particle density, which also includes the volume due to
intrapartlculate pores;

- the bulk densily, which further includes the interparticulate
void volume formed in the powder bed.

TRUE DENSITY
The true density of a substance is the ratio of the mass to the
volwne of the unit cell, exclusive of aU voids that are not a
fundamental part of the molecular packing arrangement. It is
an intrinsic property of the specified crystal structure of
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substance, and hence should he independent of the method
of determination. The true density is determined by
calculation.

It is obtained using crystallographic data (volume and
composition of the unit cell) from, for example, X-ray
diffraction data, either on a single crystal or by refinementof
the crystalline structure from X-ray powder diffraction data.

PARTICLE DENSITY
The particle density takes into account both the true density
and the imraparriculate porosity (sealed andlor
experimentally non-accessible open pores). Thus, particle
density depends on the value of me volume determined,
which in tum depends on the method of measurement.
The particle density can he determined using one of the 2
following methods.

The gas pycnometrU. density is determined by measuring the
volume occupied by a known mass of powder, which is
equivalent to the volume of gas displaced by the powder
using a gas displacement pycnometer (2.9.23}. In gas
pycnometric density measurements) the volume determined
excludes the volume occupied by open pores; however) it
includes the volume occupied by sealed pores or pores
inaccessible to me gas. Due to the high diffusivity of helium,
which i(the preferred choice of gas) most open pores are
accessible to the gas. Therefore) the gas pycnometric density
of a finely milled powder is generally not very different from
the true density. Hence) this density is the best estimate of
the true density of an amorphous or partially crystalline
sample and is therefore widely applicable for processed
pharmaceutical powder samples.

The mercury porosimeur 'density is also called granular density.
With this method the volume determined includes the
volume occupied by sealed pores or pores inaccessible to
mercury; however) it includes the volume only from open
pores smaller than some size limit. This pore-size limit or
minimal access diameter depends on the maximal mercury
intrusion pressure applied during the measurement) and
under normal operating pressures the mercury does not
penetrate the finest pores accessible to helium. Various
granular densities can be obtained from one sample since, for
each applied mercury intrusion pressure) a density can be
determined that corresponds to the pore-size limit at that
pressure.

BULK AND TAPPED DENSITY
The bulk density of a powder includes the contribution of
interparticulate void volume. Hence) the bulk density
depends on both the density of powder particles and the
spatial arrangement of panicles in the powder bed.

The bulk density of a powder is often very difficult to
measure with good reproducibility since the slightest
disturbance of the bed may result in a new density. Thus, it
is essential in reporting bulk density to specify how the
determination was made.

The bulk density and the tapped density are determined as
mentioned in chapter 2.9.34. Bulk density and tapped density.
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R. Detection and Measurement of
Radioactivity
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.66)

INTRODUCTION
Within the context of the European Pharmacopoeia) the term
'radioactivity' is used both to describe the phenomenon of
radioactive decay and to express the physical quantity of this
phenomenon. In the monographs on radiopharmaceutical
preparations, the detection and measurement of radioactivity
are performed for different purposes: verification of the
characters) identification, determination of radionuclidic and
radiochemical purity, as well as determination of the
radioactivity in a substance (assay).

Under these assumptions) the measurement can be
qualitative) quantitative or both, depending whether it is
directed to the identification of the radionuclide or the
determination of its activity (rate of decay) or both of them.

Radioactive sources can produce various types of emissions)
such as alpha particles, electrons) positrons) gamma- and
Xcrays, according to the radionuclidic composition.

Each radionuclide yields characteristic emissions, with
specific energies and relative intensities. Such radiations can
be detected as a result of their ionising properties in an
ionisation chamber but without further characterisation;
when they are detected and analysed using a spectrometer)
an energy spectrum is obtained. A detailed spectrum analysis
is typically used to identify radionuclides present in a sample.
Spectrometry can also be used for quantitative determination
of the radioactivity in sources made of a single radionuclide
or radionuclide mixtures or of the individual radionuclides
present.

A measurement of radioactivity is generally performed by
counting the number of detected decay events (emissions).
Therefore, the geometry of the sample during the
measurement of radioactivity and the acquisition time
strongly influence the result. In general) the measurement
geometry must correspond to a calibrated geometry and the
acquisition time must be long enough to reach sufficient
counting statistics.

A measurement of radioactivity can be done in a stand-alone
mode (e.g. using an ionisation chamber or a spectrometer) or
in combination with a separation technique
(e.g. radiochromatography) to account for relative
contributions from different radioactive chemical species that
may be present in a mixture.

MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY
A direct determination of the radioactivity of a given sample)
in becquere1 (Bq), may be carried out if the decay scheme of
the radionuclide is known) but in practice many corrections
are required to obtain accurate results, For this reason, it is
possible to carry out the measurement with the aid of a
primary standard source or by using measuring instruments
such as an ionisation chamber or a spectrometer calibrated
using suitable standards for the particular radionuclides.

A spectrometer is used when measuring the radioactivity of
radionuclides in a mixture, each radionudide being identified
by its emissions and their characteristic energies.

All measurements of radioactivity must be corrected for
dead-time losses and by subtracting the background signal
due to radiation in the environment and to spurious signals
generated in the equipment itself.
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The radioactivity of a preparation is stated at a given date.
If the half-life of the radionuclide is less than 70 days, the
time is also indicated. This statement of the radioactive
content must be made with reference to a specified time
zone. The radioactivity at other times may be calculated from
the exponential decay equation or from tables.

In general, a correct measurement of radioactivity requires
that consideration is given to some or aU of the following:

Dead-time losses
Due to the finite resolving time (dead time) of the detector
and its associated electronic equipment, it may be necessary
to correct for lossesby coincidence. The resolving time of a
counter is the minimum time interval required by the counter
to resolve 2 single pulses. Incident radiation events at shorter
intervals may not be detected or may be detected as a single
event with the summed energy. These losses are sometimes
referred to as 'dead-time losses'. For a counting system with
a fixed dead time r following each count, the true count rate,
per second, is calculated using the following expression:

The linear range of a radioactivity measurement assembly
can be determined by repeatedly counting a radioactive
sample in a fixed geometry as it decays from an activity level
that is above the linear range. After correction for the
background signal, the natural logarithm of the count rate
data is plotted against the elapsed time after the first
measurement (Figure 2.2.66.-1).
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With some equipment this correction is made automatically.
Corrections for losses by coincidence must be made before
the correction for background radiation.

Correction for decay during measurement
If the time period of an individual measurement, 1m, is not
negligibly short compared with the half-life of the
radlonuclide, TWlJ the decay during this measurement time
must be taken into account. For example, there is a
5 per cent cumulative loss of counts due to decay during a
counting period that is 15 per cent of the half-life of the
radionuclide.

After having corrected the instrument reading (count rate,
ionisation current, etc.) for background signals and, if
necessary, for losses due to electronic effects, the instrument
reading corrected to the beginning of the individual
measurement is calculated using the following expression:

R(A'm)
1-(. ',.)

R instturnenl reading before decay correction. but already
corrected for background signal. erc.;

). radionuclkle decay constant (In 21ToM;
base of narurallogllrilhmj

t.. measurement duration.

Statistics of radioactivity measurement
The results of determinations of radioactivity show variations
that derive mainly from the random nature of nuclear
transformations, Counting for any finite time can yield only
an estimate of the true rate of nuclear transformations.
A sufficient number of counts must be registered in order to
compensate for variations in the number of transformations
per time. In the case of measurement of radioactivity, the
standard deviation of the recorded counts is the square root
of the counts, so at least 10 000 counts are necessary to
obtain a relative standard deviation of not more than
1 per cent.

Linearity
The linearity of an instrument is the range of radioactivity for
a particular radionuclide over which its efficiency remains
constant.

Figure 2.2.66.-1. - PIo''hWJing the measured and extmpolat<d
coun' mte (natural logarithm of counts persecond (cpr)) from a
t«hnetium-99m source as a function oj time. starling with a level
0/radioactivity above the linear range of the measuring equipment

linear regression analysis of the central, linear portion of the
data set yields a slope which is the decay constant )., which
has a characteristic value for each radionuclide:

Incps=-Ar+c

c represents the natural logaritlun of the count rate at t -= 0
of a perfectly linear instrument.

The resulting regression equation is used to calculate the
theoretical count rate at each time that the actual data were
recorded. Where the deviation of the measured count rate
from the theoretical count rate is unacceptably high, the
linear range of the measuring equipment has been exceeded.

Alternatively, a series of dilutions can be made of a
radioactive solution of known radioactivity concentration.
Equal volumes of each of the dilutions are then counted
using standardised geometry and counter settings. The ratio
of the count rate for each sample (after correction for
background signals and decay) to the calculated radioactivity
of the respective sample in Bq is the counting efficiency.
The range over which this ratio is constant is the useable
range of the measuring equipment for the radionuclide
concerned.

The limit of detection and the limit of quantification for
equipment and procedures used for radioactivity
measurement must be established before their routine use.

Limit of detection
The limit of detection (LOD) of an individual procedure is
the lowest amount of radioactivity in a sample that can be
detected but not necessarily quantified as an exact value.
In practical terms this requires an estimate of the background
signal and its standard deviation. The LOD is usually
considered to be 3 times the standard deviation of the
background signal.
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Lhr.Utofquanrlficatlon
The limit of quantification (LOQ) of an individual procedure
is me lowest amount of radioactivity in a sample that can be
quantitatively determined with suitable precision and
accuracy. The LOQ is used particularly for the determination
of impurities and/or degradation products. In practical terms
the LOQ is usually considered to be 10 times the standard
deviation of the background signal.

MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY USING
IONISATION CHAMBERS

Apparatus
Ionisation chambers (including dose calibrators) are the most
common equipment for the measurement of radioactivity in
the practice of radiopharmacy. It generally can measure
activities from a few tens of kBq to hundreds of GBq.
It usuallycomprises a sealed well-typeionisation chamber
and built-in electronics to convert the detector signal to a
measure of radioactivity.

The chamber is filled with a gas across which an electrical
field is applied. When the gas is ionised by the radiation
emitted by the source, the resulting ionisation current is
measured and related to the radioactivity present in the
ionisation chamber. The ionisation current is influenced by
the applied voltage, the energy and the intensity of the
radiation and the nature and pressure of the gas.
The instrument settings (calibration factor) may be adjusted
(0 keep a direct relationship between the ionisation produced
by the radiation of a specific radionuclide and the
radioactivity value obtained for each measurement geometry.

As an ionisation chamber measures only the current resulting
from the overaU ionisation produced within the chamber, it
cannot discriminate between the emissions of different
radionuclides.

For an accurate measurement of the radioactivity of a specific
radlonuclide, the measurement must be corrected for the
contributions to the ionisation current caused by
radionuclidic impurities present in the preparation.

The activity levels t.obe measured are limited by saturation
considerations, the range of the amplifier and the design of
the chamber itself. The linearity range of the ionisation
chamber is established as described above under linearity.

The ionisation chamber must be shielded to minimise
background signals to an acceptable level.

Method
The sample is positioned inside the well of the ionisation
chamber at a given position, using a holder. After putting the
sample in the ionisation chamber, the activity reading is
made once the response is stable. Measuring the sample
under exactly the same geometrical conditions as the
calibration source will yield the most accurate results.
If necessary, dilute the preparation to be measured to the
same volume as that of t.he calibration source.

Calibration The ionisation chamber is calibrated taking
into account the shape, dimensions, material of me
container, volume and composition of the solution, the
position within the chamber and the radionuclide being
measured. Limits for uncertainty in calibration can be found
in national and international regulations.

Calibrate the ionisation chamber at least once a year, by
using sources of radionuclides traceable to national or
international standards in the appropriate containers (vial,
syringe) with regard to geometry, Establish and implement
subsidiary correction factors to take account of the differing
configurations of the radionuclides to be measured. Perform
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a linearity check of the instrument's response over the
complete range of energies and activities for which the
equipment is used.

For each setting and before each use (minimum once on
each day of use) perform a constancy check of the ionisation
chamber using standard sources of radionuclides with long
half-lives to verify its calibrated state. A check with a
reference source, such as caesium-I 37, must be performed
on each day of use to verify that the ionisation chamber is
still in its calibrated state.

MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY USING
SOLID-STATE DETECTORS
Solid-state detectors include scintillating plastic fluors and
crystals, and semiconductors. Further to their application in
spectrometry (see section Spectrometry), solid-state detectors
can be used for the measurement of radioactivity.
In particular, due to their high sensitivity, plastic and crystal
scintillation detectors are used in counting low levels of
radioactivity. Dead-time losses must be carefully considered
with these types of detectors. Semiconductor detectors are
used when a higher energy discrimination is required, for
example in mixtures of radionuclides or when there are
potential radionuclidic impurities with emissions of similar
energy.

Apparatus
The equipment consists of a shielded detector comprising a
plastic or crystal scintillator coupled to a photomultiplier, or
a semiconductor, which are connected to an amplifier and
counting electronics. The system may have an adjustable
energy window, used for selecting a counting region of the
radionuclide energy spectrum that may be adjusted by the
operator.

Instruments have different properties of energy resolution
and detection efficiency depending on the type of detector
and its volume and geometry. Lower efficiency requires a
longer counting time.

Samples to be measured may be placed in front. of the
detector or into the well of a well-type detector. Measuring
chambers may be enclosed in the detector shielding and
single samples may be introduced using lids or other
positioning systems to ensure correct measurement geometry.

A scintillation detector can be used for dynamic radioactivity
measurement when, for example, the eluate of a liquid
chromatograph is directed over or through a detector, see
section on Detection and measurement of radioactivity in
combination with a separation technique.

Method
Ensure that the sample radioactivity gives a counting rate in
the linearity range of the equipment. The measurement is
started after any shielding is in place or the weU cover is
replaced and the counting time is selected to reach sufficient
counts for a statistically significant value.

Calibration The detector has to be calibrated by
measuring its efficiency using a source of the radionuclide in
question traceable to national or international standards.
Calibration in terms of efficiency uses sources such as
caesium-137, cobalt-60, barium-133 and others covering the
desired energy range.

MEASUREMENT OF RADIOACTIVITY USING
LIQUID SCINTILLATION DETECTORS
Liquid scintillation counting is commonly used for beta
particle emitting samples, but is also used for alpha-particle
emitting samples. For the principles of the detection of
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radioactivity using liquid scintillation detectors see under
Beta-particle spectrometry below.

Calibration In order (Q take into account the loss of
counting efficiency due to quenching) the liquid scintillation
counter may make use of an external source, typically
barium-133 or europium-152, which is brought close to me
sample vial 10 release Compton electrons. The shape of the
resulting spectrum is analysed automatically to compute a
quench-indicating parameter. This parameter can then he
related to the counting efficiency measuring sources of
known activity at a determined level of quenching agent.
The obtained quench curve allows the determination of the
activity of an unknown sample knowing the count rate and
the value of the quenching parameter.

DETERMINATION OF HALF-UFE
The half-life is a characteristic of the radionuclide that may
be used for its identification. The half-life is calculated by
measuring the variation of radioactivity of a sample to be
tested as a function of time. Perform the measurements in
the linearity range of a calibrated instrument.

Apparatus
Half-life can be measured by using any type of quantitative
radioactivity detector provided it is used within a linearity
range throughout the range of activities that are present
during the measurement and the geometry is not changed
during the measurement.

For preparations containing a radionuclide with a short half
life and when stated in a monograph, determination of the
approximate half-life contributes to the identification.

Method
Half-life The preparation to be examined is used as such
or diluted or dried in a capsule after appropriate dilution.
The radioactive sample is prepared in a manner that will
avoid loss of material during handling. If it is a liquid
(solution), it is contained in a closed flask or a sealed tube.
If it is a residue from drying in a capsule, it is protected by a
cover consisting of a sheet of adhesive cellulose acetate or of
some other material.

The radioactivity of the sample must be high enough to allow
measurements over a period corresponding to 3 estimated
half-lives but must be, for each measurement, within the
linearity range of the equipment. Correction for dead-time
losses is applied if necessary.

The same source is measured in the same geometrical
conditions and at intervals usually corresponding to at least
half of the estimated half-life. Each value is tabulated against
the time interval from the initial measurement. To avoid
influence of decay during measurement, the counting time is
the same for all measurements.

A graph can be drawn with time as the abscissa and the
logarithm of the relative instrument reading (e.g, count rate)
as the ordinate. The half-life is calculated from the slope of
the best linear fit of the measured values against the time
corresponding to each measurement.

Approximate half-life For this purpose, not fewer than
3 measurements are made over a period of not less than 1/4
of the estimated half-life.
The sample to be examined and the instrument to be used
comply with the indications given above. The data are
processed in the same way as above.

SPECfROMETRY
Radionuclides can be identified by their emission spectrum.
Each type of emission (i.e. alpha particles, beta particles and
electrons, gamma- and X-rays) requires specific equipment to
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acquire an emission spectrum. Spectrometers must be
calibrated in order to work properly and the following
sections describe the different equipment and detail the
general procedures for a reliable measurement.

GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY

General principles
In gamma-ray spectrometry using a scintillation detector,
absorption of gamma- and X-rays results in production of
light, which is converted into an electrical pulse by a
photomultiplier. In gamma-ray spectrometry using a
semiconductor detector, absorption of gamma- and X-rays
results in the immediate production of an electrical pulse.

In both cases the pulse amplitude is proportional to the
energy of the absorbed radiation. The most common
detectors for gamrna- and X-ray spectrometry are thallium
activated sodium iodide (Naff'Tl) scintillation counters and
high-purity germaniwn (HPGe) semiconductor detectors.

A gamma-ray spectrum can be produced by collecting and
analysing a sufficient number of pulses.

Apparatus
A gamma-ray spectrometer usually comprises a shielded
measuring chamber where the sample is positioned, a
detector, an electronic chain and a multichannel analyser.

The shielding of the chamber must be able to reduce the
background signal to a level that allows the registration of a
correct gamma-ray spectrum.

The measurement chamber has a movable cover or a drawer
to allow the positioning of the sample. A sample holder may
be present lO ensure reproducible geometry between
measurements.
The duration of measurement is related to the radioactivity
of the target radionuclide and a long period of acquisition
may be required to achieve the necessary counting statistics.
Dead-time losses must be careMly considered with this type
of detector.
The sensitivity of a Nal(TI) detector is higher than that of a
germanium detector of the same size. In general, peaks in an
energy spectrum are identified with an uncertainty depending
upon the full width of the peak at its half-maximum height
(FWHM). The energy resolution of a solid-state scintillation
detector is much poorer than that of a semiconductor
detector and hence peaks obtained with a semiconductor
detector are much narrower than those obtained with a
scintillation detector. Figure 2.2.66.-2 shows a comparison of
the spectra obtained from the same source with the 2 types
of detector.

The different performances ofNal(fl) and HPGe detectors
may limit their use in some spectrometric analyses.

For the identification of the radionuclide(s) in a preparation
and determination of radionuclidic purity, a risk assessment
on the process of radionuclide production must assess the
potential presence of other radionuclides with photon
energies in the same range (± 10 per cent) as that. of the
radionuclide(s) present in the radiopharmaceutical.

In case radionuclidic impurities can be present that emit
gamma- or X-rays with an energy in the same range as that
of the photons emitted by the radionuclide in the
preparation, a measured peak energy within a maximum
interval of ± 2 keY or ± 2 per cent (whichever is the larger)
with respect to the nominal peak energy (see 5.7. Table of
physical characteristics of radionudides) is sufficient for peak
identification.

In the case where such impurities are not. expected to be
present, a maximum interval of ± 10 keVor ± 6 per cent
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(whichever is the larger) with respect to the nominal peak
energy is acceptable for peak identification.

Method
Ensure that me counting rate of the sample falls within the
linearity range of the equipment. For liquid samples this may
be achieved by appropriate dilution; for solid samples, by
increasing the source-to-detector distance or by using an
attenuating material. Introduce the preparation 10 be
examined in a container into the instrument chamber and
record the spectrum after closing the shielding.

Ensure chat the container used for quantitative measurements
is of the same shape, dimensions, volume and material as
that of the calibration standard.

Ensure that the composition of the solution and the position
of the container in the measuring chamber is the same for
the container for the quantitative measurement as for the
calibration standard.

Radionuc1ide ideruification Calibrate the spectrometer in
relation to energy. Determination of the correspondence of
the energy of the peaks detected from the sample to the
energies prescribed by a monograph is a valid identification
test.

Radionuclidic pun'ty Calibrate the spectrometer in
relation to efficiency and energy. Determine the LOQ and
resolution of the equipment and ensure that they are in line
with the limits of the radionuclides to be determined. Record.
the spectrum of the preparation.

Identify the radionucUdes present in the preparation to be
examined and determine their radioactivity with the aid of
chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical characteristics of radionudides.
Because the level of radionuclidic impurities, expressed as a
percentage of the total radioactivity, may increase or decrease
with time, the measured activity of each impurity must be
recalculated to the activity during the period of validity of the

preparation. The activities of aU radionuclidic impurities need
to be summed (taking into account the limit of
quantification) and related to the total radioactivity of the
preparation.

The sample is placed close to the detector or within a well
type detector. All the events within a pre-set energy range are
collected and displayed on a ratemeter as counts per second
or accumulated over a pre-set period of time. If there is
sufficient difference in photon energies emitted by the
radionuclide(s), a sodium iodide detector can be suitable,
given its high sensitivity. However, if there is a need to
discriminate emissions of similar energy, a HPGe detector or
another semiconductor detector is needed.

CaUlnoation Calibration in relation to energy is done by
using the peaks of known sources traceable to national or
international standards, such as cobalt-57, caesium-J37,
cobalt-60 and others covering the desired energy range.
A calibration in relation to efficiency can be simultaneously
obtained, so that not only the energy spectrum but also the
activity of the sample and the radionuclide impurities can be
further determined, The calibration of efficiency can be
performed with a traceable radionuclide source with energy
peaks covering the desired range or with the aid of a mixed,
traceable radionuclide standard with gamma-ray energies
covering the desired range,

To obtain the efficiency curve, the detector response as a
function of the energy has to be measured using each
separate sample/detector geometry. For this reason, it is
possible to cany out the measurement with the aid of a
primary standard source. Primary standards may not be
available for radionuclides with a short half-life, e.g. some
positron emitters. When measuring, the sample will mostly
have to be in a container and set at a defined position in
relation to the detector, The sample/detector geometry is
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The sample preparation is of crucial importance. After a
chemical separation of the radionuclide of interest, the
sample is electro-deposited on a stainless steel disk in the
fonn of a very thin layer of material to minimise self
absorption. The yield of the whole procedure can be
determined experimentally by adding a known amount of a
tracer, which will take into account the chemical separation
efficiency, the electro-deposition efficiency and the counting
efficiency.

For both types of detectors, the pulse amplitude is related to
the energy of the absorbed radiation. An alpha-particle
spectrum can be produced by collecting a sufficient number
of pulses.

Radionuc1ide identification Determination of the
correspondence of the energy of the peaks detected from the
sample to the energies prescribed by a monograph is a valid
identification test.

Calibration An alpha-particle spectrometer has to be
calibrated in relation to energy and efficiency. This is done
by using the peaks from known sources covering the desired
energy range, such as americiwn-241 and plutonium-242.
Not all-alpha particles emitted by. the source will produce a
count in the system. The probability that an emitted alpha
particle will interact with the detector material and produce a
count is the efficiency of the detector, which depends on the
geometry.

DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF
RADIOACTIVITY IN COMBINATION WITH A
SEPARATION TECHNIQUE
A radioactive preparation may contain the radionuclide in
different chemical fonns other than the intended one.
Therefore it is necessary to separate the different substances
containing the radionuclide and determine the percentage of
radioactivity due to the radionuclide concerned associated
with the stated chemical form and the contribution to the
total radioactivity due to the radionuc1ide concerned coming
from other substances. For this purpose, instruments for the
detection and measurement of radioactivity are used in
combination with a physico-ehemical separation technique.
In principle, any method of separation may be used.

Monographs for radiopharmaceutical preparations may
include the combined use of radioactivity measurement with
paper chromatography (2.2.26), thin-layer Chromatography
(2.2.27), gas chromatography (2.2.28), liquid
chromatography (2.2.29), size-exclusion chromatography
(2.2.311) or electrophoresis (2.2.31).

In aU cases the radioactivity of each analyte is measured after
the separation has been achieved using the stated method.

Radioactivity measurement may be performed using detectors
mounted in series with other detectors in analytical
instruments, such as liquid chromatographs, making in-line
detection of analytes, or performed off-line, i.e. after the
analytical separation has been completed, by measuring the
radioactivity of eluate fractions obtained after liquid
chromatographic separation of equal volume or as the
distribution of radioactivity on paper chromatography or
thin-layer chromatography supports.

IN-LINE DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF
RADIOACTIVI11' IN COMBINATION WITH LIQUID
CHROMATOGRAPHY

Apparatus
Liquid chromatography (see 2.2.29) may be used to separate
the principal radioactive substance of a radiopharmaceutical
preparation from radiochemical impurities or degradation
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then defined by the position of the sample relative to the
detector and the characteristics of the container and sample,
e.g. shape, volume and density. Figure 2.2.66.-3 shows a
typical HPGe detector efficiency curve obtained for a
cylindrical container placed on top of the detector.

Figure 2.2.66.-3. - Typical HPGe efficiency curvemeasured
using a dedicated container set on top of the daeaor

BETA-PARIICLE SPECTROMETRY
In the case of a beta-particle emitter, a beta-particle
spectrometer is necessary to determine the energy
distribution of the emitted beta particJes. It is analogous to a
gamma-ray spectrometer, but frequently uses liquid
scintillators to convert the energy of the beta particles into
detectable light, which can then be analysed. Beta-particle
spectrometry is mostly achieved by dissolving or suspending
the sample in a liquid scintillation cocktail in transparent or
translucent (glass or plastic) containers and subsequent
counting of the electrical pulses generated by a
photomultiplier from the emitted light. The pulse amplitude
is related to the energy of the absorbed radiation. A beta
particle spectrum can be produced by collecting a sufficient
number of pulses. The liquid scintillation cocktail is chosen
in such a way that counting errors due to quenching,
chemoluminescence, phosphorescence, etc., are minimised.
Coincidence counting with 2 or more photomultipliers is also
used to minimise counts from background radiation,
electronics, etc.

To differentiate between alpha- and beta-particle emissions,
pulse-shape discrimination is commonly used.

Radionuclide ident(fication Determination of the
correspondence of the mean and/or maximum energies in the
energy spectrum from the sample to the energies prescribed
by a monograph is a valid identification test.

Calibration A common method of energy calibration is to
use an unquenched reference sample to determine the
maximum energy of the beta particles emitted by the
radionuclide of interest.

ALPHA-PARTICLE SPECTROMETRY
For the identification and assay of alpha-particle emitters,
spectrometry using liquid scintillation is mostly used.
The principle is explained in the previous section on beta
particle spectrometry.

For the identification and determination of radionuclidic
purity of alpha-particle emitters, spectrometry using a silicon
diode semiconductor detector can be used. Using this
detector, the absorption of alpha particles results in the
immediate production of an electrical pulse. The movement
of electron-hole pairs created by the interaction of radiation
induces an electrical charge, which is amplified and
measured.
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products. In-line detection is usually obtained by using a
scintillation detector connected to a ratemeter and recording
device. The scintillating material of the detector is selected
on the basis of the emission to be detected) e.g. plastic
scintillator for beta-particle emissions or scintillation crystals
for gamma- and X-ray radiations. The addition of a liquid
scintillation cocktail before the eluate reaches the in-line
radioactivity detector may also be used in the case of beta
particle-emitting radionuclides.

The sUnuhaneous use of a radioactivity detector and other
detectors (UV, refractive index, conductimetric, etc.)
connected in series may be used to identify the substance)
e.g. in relation to the retention time of a known standard, to
determine the amount of the substance using a suitable
reference standard and to measure the radioactivity
associated with such a substance. When different detectors
are coupled in series, correct the experimentally obtained
retention times for the delay in time between the detectors.

In liquid chromatography some radiochemical impurities,
such as colloidal impurities) may be retained on the column.
In such cases a separate method is required for the
determination of the content of the retained radiochemical
impurities and the calculation formula for the expression of
the totalradiochemical purity takes into account the relative
amount-of the retained radiochemical impurities.

One possibility to evaluate such retention problems during
method validation is to evaluate the radioactivity recovery
from the column by measuring the total radioactivity
recovered from the chromatographic equipment with and
without the column.

Method
The sample is diluted if necessary and then applied to the
column in the prescribed volwne and conditions. In this
respect it is important to demonstrate the LaD and LOQ,
and the linearity of the detector throughout the range of
activities to be measured.

Flow-through detector A portion of the tubing where the
eluate containing the radioactive species is flowing is placed
in front of or within the detector. Counting efficiency may be
increased using a longer portion of the tube (e.g. making
multiple turns in front of or within the detector); however,
this will reduce the ability of the system to separate 2 closely
eluting peaks of radioactivity.

When the radiochemical purity test prescribes determination
of the total radiochemical impurities or there is a quantitative
determination of an individual impurity, it is important to
choose an appropriate threshold setting and appropriate
conditions for integration of the peak areas. In such tests the
disregard limit, i.e. the limit at or below which a peak is
disregarded, is dependent on the method and is related to the
limit of detection and limit of quantification. Thus, the
threshold setting of the data collection system corresponds to
at least half of the disregard limit.

Record the signal of the detectors as a function of time.

Identification of peaks in the radiometric signal
(radiochromatogram) is made on the basis of the retention
time of the analytes. The profile from other detectors may be
used for this purpose.

Quantification of the different components of chromatogram
and radiochromatogram profiles is made on the basis of peak
areas. Peak areas are usually obtained by direct integration of
the detector signal using commercially available software.
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OFF-LINE DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF
RADIOACTIVIIT
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Provided the retention
times of the various radiochemical species are reproducibly
consistent, an alternative method of radioactivity
quantification is to collect the liquid chromatography effluent
in a series of timed samples (fractions) for off-line analysis for
radioactivity content. The radioactivity in the fractions
corresponding to the peaks can be expressed as a percentage
of the total of the radioactivity in all fractions, taking into
account the limit of quantification.

Method
The sample is applied on the column in the prescribed
volume and conditions. Fractions are collected at the end of
the chromatographic line.

The volume between the detector used to identify the
retention time of the peaks and the collection point is
measured and a delay factor is calculated on the basis of the
effluent flow rate and applied to each peak to estimate the
time of elution of the peak at the point of collection.
The fractions are collected on the basis of a fixed time
interval or at the .time of appearance estimated from the
delay time so that any relevant peak is collected in one or
more fractions.

The radioactivity of each fraction is counted using a
calibrated instrument such as a dose calibrator or a
scintillation detector) taking into account the limit of
quantification and the linearity.

An elution profile is obtained tabulating the counts per
fraction against the elution time or volume. The activity of
fractions belonging to the same peak may be summed and
the relative percentage calculated to define radiochemical
purity.

Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) and paper
chromatography (2.2.26). Provided a thin-layer
chromatography or a paper chromatography analytical
method has been validated for the separation of components
of a radioactive preparation, the number and relative
intensities of the separated spots can be detected and
measured using a radioactivity detector that can relate the
radioactivity to a specific position on the chromatographic
support.

The positions of the spots (peaks) may permit chemical
identification by comparison with solutions of the same
chemical substances (non-radioactive), using a suitable
detection method.

Apparatus
Scanning device The apparatus generally comprises a
radioactivity detector) such as a position-sensitive
proportional counter or a collimated scintillation detector
placed at a fixed distance from a scanning platform where the
chromatographic support to be scanned is positioned.

The radioactivity of the sample applied to the
chromatography support must result in a counting rate in the
linearity range of the equipment and the sample may be
diluted if necessary. The area to be scanned is positioned at
the reference position so that the desired lane is aligned with
the detector scanning trip. Adjust the scanning time to allow
enough counting time during the ron.

The detector or the platform may be moved in-plane) along
the x-axis or the js-axis, so that the entire surface can be
scanned during a single run.
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The detector is connected to a suitable counting device, so
that the radioactivity revealed can he measured quantitatively
and the count rate related spatially to the surface scanned.

The radioactivity is automatically reported against the
development distance and the profile describes peaks having
an area proportional to the number of counts per unit of
distance.

Radioactivity counter In the case where a maximum of
only 3 radiochemical components needs to be identified and
they are fully separated, the support can be cut into equal
strips, each having a size not more than half the length of the
support corresponding to the difference between the
retardation factors of the 2 closest spots. Each single strip is
numbered starting from the origin side and counted
separately. Alternatively, for well-characterised systems the
support may be cut into 2 or more unequal portions, folded
if necessary to approximately equal geometry before
counting. An ionisation chamber or a scintiUation counter
can be used for this purpose, provided they are used within
the instrument's linearity range and above its LOQ.

Autoradiography This may also be used to acquire an
image of the radioactivity distribution on.the.
chromatographic support. In this case, the response of the
system used for the acquisition of the image) such as a
phosphor imager or a photographic film, must he shown to
be linear with respect to the radioactivity in the
chromatogram. Otherwise the system must be pre-calibrated
or exposed at the same time to a series of reference
radioactive sources, obtained by dilution from a calibrated
standard. solution, covering the expected radioactivity range
that may be present on the. support.

Method
Deposit the required amount of sample at the origin of the
chromatographic support, with drying if necessary to avoid
spreading of the spot. Develop the chromatogram according
to the prescribed method. A canier may be added when
prescribed in a particular monograph.

In paper and thin-layer chromatography, it is preferable not
to dilute the preparation to be examined but it is important
to avoid depositing such a quantity of radioactivity that
counting losses by coincidence (dead-time losses) occur
during measurement of the radioactivity.

After development, the support is dried and the positions of
the radioactive areas are detected by measurement of
radioactivity over the length of the chromatogram, using a
suitable coUimated counter) by autoradiography, or by
cutting the strips into portions and counting each portion.

Radioactivity may be measured by integration using an ,
automatic-plotting instrument or a digital counter.

The ratios of the areas under the peaks give the ratios of the
percentages of radioactivity due to the respective
radiochemical substances.

When the strips are cut into portions, the ratios of the
quantities of radioactivity measured give the ratio of
percentages of radioactivity due to the respective
radiochemical species".

Calibration It is important to demonstrate the limits of
detection and quantification, and the linearity of the detector
throughout the range of activities to be measured and in all
positions on the support of the chromatographic system. This
may be done by applying samples covering a range of
activities from 0.1 per cent to 100 per cent of the expected
range. Prepare the samples by dilution and apply equal
volumes of each, with drying ifnecessary. After examining
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the radioactivity profile using the equipment's standard
settings, the peak areas are integrated for comparison with
the calculated amount of radioactivity applied to each spot.
Verify that the response of the detector over the complete
length and width of the detector path is the same, as the
response may vary with the detector position.

The peak-resolving power is influenced by the size of the
spot, the total radioactivity of the radionuclide and the
detector equipment. It can be checked by applying 5 ~L

spots separated by distances increasing from 4 mm to 20 mm
in 2 mm increments. The approximate resolution of the
detection system can be determined from the radioactivity
profile as the distance between the 2 spots where the baseline
is only jUS[ clearly separated.
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Appendix VI
Qualitative Reactions and Tests
(ph. Bur. merhod 2.3.1)

Identification reactions of ions and functional groups

ACETATES
a) Heat the substance to be examined with an equal quantity
of oxalicacidR. Acid vapours with the characteristic odour of
acetic acid are liberated, showing an acid reaction (2.2.4).

b) Dissolve about 30 mg of the substance to be examined in
3 mL of waterR or use 3 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add successively 0.25 mL of lanthanum nitrate solution R,
0.1 mL of 0.05 M iodine and 0.05 mL of d,7ute ammonia R2.
Heat carefully to boiling. Within a few minutes a blue
precipitate is formed or a dark blue colour develops.

ACETYL GROUPS
In a test-tube about 180 mm long and 18 mm in external
diameter, place about 15 mg of the substance to he
eKa~e~) or rtI_~ prescribed qll_a!1~9'-" and 0.15 mL of
phosphoric acid R. Close the rube with a stopper through
which passes a small test-tube about 100 mm long and
10 nun in external diameter containing fl)(Jter R to act as a
condenser. On the outside of the smaller tube, hang a drop
of lanthanum nitrate solution R. Except for substances
hydrolysable only with difficulty, place the apparatus in a
water-bath for 5 min, then take out the smaller tube. Remove
the drop and mix it with 0.05 mL of 0.01 M iodine on a tile.
Add at the edge 0.05 mL of dilute ammonia Rl. After I min
to 2 min, a blue colour develops at the junction of the two
drops; the colour intensifies and persists for a short time.

For rubstane<.< hydrolysable onlywith difficulty heat the mixture
slowly to boiling over an open flame and then proceed as
prescribed above.

ALKALOIDS
Dissolve a few milligrams of the substance to be examined,
or the prescribed quantity, in 5 mL of waterR, add dilute
hydrochloric acidR until an acid reaction occurs (2.2.4), then
1 mL of potassium iodobismuthate solurian R. An orange or
orange-red precipitate is formed immediately.

ALUMINIUM SALTS
Dissolve about 15 mg of the substance to be examined in
2 mL of waterR or use 2 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add about 0.5 mL of dilute hydrochloric acid R and about
0.5 mL of thioacetamide reagent R. No precipitate is formed.
Add dropwise dilute sodium hydroxide ,olution R. A gelatinous
white precipitate is formed which dissolves on further
addition of dilute sodium hydroxide solution R. Gradually add
ammonium chloride solutUm R. The gelatinous white precipitate
is re-formed.

AMINES, PRIMARY AROMATIC
Acidify the prescribed solution with d,7ute hydrochloric acid R
and add 0.2 mL of sodium nitri" ,00u.ion R. After I min to
2 min, add 1 mL of p-naphthol solution R. An intense orange
or red colour and usually a precipitate of the same colour are
produced.

AMMONIUM SALTS
To the prescribed solution add 0.2 g of magnesium oxide R.
Pass a current of air through the mixture and direct the gas
that escapes just beneath the surface of a mixture of 1 mL of
0.1 M hydrochloric acidand 0.05 mL of methylredsolution R.
The colour of the indicator changes to yellow. On addition of
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1 mL of a freshly prepared 100 gIL solution of sodium
cobalu"nitnie R a yellow precipitate is formed.

AMMONIUM SALTS AND SALTS OF VOLATILE
BASES
Dissolve about 20 mg of the substance to be examined in
2 mL of waterR or use 2 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add 2 mL of dilute sodium hydroxide solution R. On heating,
the solution gives off vapour that can be identified by its
odour and by its alkaline reaction (2.2.4).

ANTIMONY COMPOUNDS
Dissolve with gentle heating about 10 mg of the substance to
be examined in a solution of 0.5 g of sodium pouissium
tartrate R in 10 mL of waUrR and allow to cool: to 2 mL of
this solution, or to 2 mL of the prescribed solution, add
sodium sulfide solution R dropwise; an orange-red precipitate is
fanned which dissolves on addition of dilute sodium hydroxide
solution R.

ARSENIC COMPOUNDS
Heat 5 mL of the prescribed solution on a water-bath with
an equal volume of hypophosphorous reagent R. A brown
precipitate isformed.

BARBITURATES, NON-NITROGEN SUBSTITUTED
Dissolve about 5 mg of the substance to be examined in
3 mL of methanol R, add 0.1 mL of a solution containing
100 gIL of cobalt nitrate R and 100 gIL of calcium chloride R.
Mix and add, with shaking, 0.1 mL of dilu" sodium hydroxide
solution R. A violet-blue colour and precipitate are formed,

BENZOATES
a) To 1 mL of the prescribed solution add 0.5 mL ofjerric
chloride solution Rl, A dull-yellow precipitate, soluble in
ether R, is fanned.

b) Place 0.2 g of the substance to be examined, treated if
necessary as prescribed, in a test-tube. Moisten with 0.2 mL
to 0.3 mL of mlfuric iUid R. Gently warm the bottom of the
tube. A white sublimate is deposited on the inner wallof the
rube.

c) Dissolve 0.5 g of the substance to be examined in 10 mL
of waUrR or use 10 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add 0.5 mL of hydrochloric acidR. The precipitate obtained,
after crystallisation from warm waterR and drying in wcuo,
has a melting point (2.2.14) of 120·C to 124 ·C.

BICARBONATES
a) Introduce into a test tube 0.1 g of the substance being
examined suspended in 2 mL of wateror use 2 mL of the
prescribed solution. Add 3 mL of 2M ace", add, close the
tube immediately using a stopper fitted with a glass tube bent
at two right angles. The solution or suspension effervesces.
Heat gently and collect the gas in 5 mL of a 4.73% w/v
solution of banum hydroxide. A white precipitateia produced
which dissolves on addition of an excess of 7M hydrochloric
add.
b) Treat a solution of the substance being examined with a
solution of magnesium sulfate; no precipitate is produced
(distinction from carbonates). Boil; a white precipitate is
produced.

c) A solution liberates carbon dioxide when boiled.

BISMUTH AND BISMUTH COMPOUNDS
a) To 0.5 g of the substance to be examined add 10 mL of
dilute hydrochloric acid R or use 10 mL of the prescribed
solution. Heat to boiling for 1 min. Cool and filter if
necessary. To 1 mL of the solution obtained add 20 mL of
water R. A white or slightly yellow precipitate is formed
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which on addition of 0.05 mL 10 0.1 mL of sodium sulfide
solution R turns brown.

b) To about 45 mg of the substance to be examined add
10 mL of dilute niuic acid R or use 10 mL of the prescribed
solution. Boil for 1 min. Allow to cool and filterif necessary.
To 5 mL of the solution obtained add 2 mL of a 100 gIL
solution of thiourea R. A yellowish-orange colour or an
orange precipitate is formed. Add 4 mL of a 25 gIL solution
of sodium fluoride R. The solution is not decolorised within
30 min.

BROMIDES
a) Dissolve in 2 mL of water R a quantity of the substance to
be examined equivalent to about 3 mg ofhromide (Br") or
use 2 mL of the prescribed solution. Acidify withdi1ute nitric
acidR and add 0.4 mL of silver ni'rate solution RI. Shake and
allowto stand. A curdled, pale yellow precipitate is formed.
Centrifuge and wash the precipitate with three quantities,
each of I mL, of waterR. Carry out this operation rapidly in
subdued light disregarding the fact that the supernatant
solutionmay not become perfectly clear. Suspend the
precipitate obtained in 2 mL of waler Rand 'add 1.5 mL of
ammonia R. The precipitate dissolves with difficulty.
b) Introduce into a small test-tube a quantity of the
substance to be examined equivalent to about 5 mg of
bromide (Br") or the prescribed quantity. Add 0.25 mL of
waterR, about 75 mg of leaddioxide R, 0.25 mL of ""eli<
acidR and shake gently. DIY the inside of the upper part of
the test-tube with a piece of filter paper and allow to stand
for 5 min. Prepare a strip of suitable filter paperof
appropriate size. Impregnate il by capillarity, by dipping the
lip in a drop of deaJ/Qrised fuchsin solution R and introduce the
impregnated partimmediately into the tube. Starting from
the tip, a violet colour appears within lOs that is clearly
distinguishable from the red colour of fuchsin, which may be
visible on a small area at the top of the impregnated partof
the paper strip.

CALCIUM AND CALCIUM SALTS
Formonographs from the European Pharmacopoeia, usetestsA
and B only.
a) To 0.2 mL of a neutral solution containing a quantity of
the substance to be examined equivalent to about 0.2 mg of
calcium (Ca'+) per rmllilitre or 10 0.2 mL of the prescribed
solution add 0.5 mL of a 2 gIL solution of
glyoxalhydroxyanil R in ethanol (96 per<enO R, 0.2 mL of
dilute sodium hydroxide solution R and 0.2 mL of sodium
carbona", solution R. Shake with I mL to 2 mL of
chloroform R and add I mL 10 2 mL of waterR.
The chloroform layer is coloured red.
b) Dissolve about20 mg of the substance to be examined or
the prescribed quantity in 5 mL of acetic acidR. Add 0.5 mL
of polaSSiumferrocYQnide solution R. The solution remains
clear. Add about 50 mg of ammonium chloride R. A white,
crystalline precipitate is formed.
c) To 5 mL of 0.4% wlv solution of the substance being
examined add 0.2 mL of a 2% wlvsolutionof ammonium
oxalate. A whiteprecipitate is produced which is only
sparingly soluble in 6M acetic add but is solublein
hydrochloric acid.

CARBONATES
a) Introduce into a test tube 0.1 g of the substance being
examined suspended in 2 mL of water or use 2 mL of the
prescribed solution. Add 3 mL of 2M acetic add, close the
tube immediately using a stopper fined with a glass tube bent
at two right angles. The solution or suspension effervesces
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evolving a colourless and odourless gas. Heat gentlyand
collect the gas in 5 mL of 0.1M barium hydroxide. A while
precipitate is producedwhich dissolves on addition of an
excess of 7Mhydrochloric acid.
b) Treat a solution of the substance being examined with a
solution of magnesium sulfate. A whiteprecipitate is produced
(distinction from bicarbonates).

CARBONATES AND BICARBONATES
Introduce into a test-tube0.1 g of the substance to be
examined and suspend in 2 mL of water R or use 2 mL of
the prescribed solution. Add 3 mL of dilute acetic acidR.
Close the tube immediately using a stopper fined with a glass
tube bent twice at right angles. The solutionor the
suspensionbecomes effervescent and gives off a colourless
and odourless gas. Heat gentlyand collect the gas in 5 mL of
barium hydroxide solution R. A whiteprecipitate is formed that
dissolves on additionof an excess of hydrochloric acidRI.

CHLORIDES
a) Dissolve in 2 mL of waterR a quantity of the substance to
be examinedequivalent to about 2 mg of chloride (Cl") or
use 2 mL of the prescribed solution. Acidifywith dilute nitric
acidR and add oAmL of silver mlratesolution RI. Shake and
allow to stand. A curdled, white precipitate is formed.
Centrifuge and wash the precipitate with three quantities,
each of 1 mL, of water R. Carry out this operation rapidly in
subduedlight, disregarding the fact that the supernatant
solutionmay not become perfectly clear. Suspend the
precipitate in 2 mL of wale/' R and add 1.5 mL of
ammonia R. The precipitate dissolves easilywith the possible
exception of a few largeparticles which dissolve slowly.
b) Introduce into a test-tube a quantity of the substance to
be examined equivalent to about 15 mg of chloride (Cl") or
the prescribed quantity. Add 0.2 g of poUlSSium dichromate R
and I mL of sulfuncacid R. Place a filter-paper strip
impregnated with 0.1 mL of diphenylcarbazide solution Rover
the opening of the test-rube. The paper turns violet-red.
The impregnated papermust not come into contactwith the
potassium dichromate.

CITRATES
For monographs from the European Pharmacopoeia, usetest A
only.
a) Dissolve in 5 mL of water R a quantity of the substance to
be examined equivalent to about 50 mg of citric acid or use
5 mL of the prescribed solution. Add 0.5 mL of sulfuric
add Rand 1 mL of potassium pennanganate solution R. Wann
until the colour of the pennanganate is discharged.
Add 0.5 mL of a 100 gIL solution of sodium nitroprusside R in
dilute sulfuric acidRand 4 g of su!famic acidR. Make alkaline
with concentrated ammonia R, addeddropwise until all the
sulfamic acidhas dissolved. Addition of an excess of
concentrated ammonia R produces a violetcolour, turning to
violet-blue.
b) To a neutral solution of the substance beingexamined
add a solutionof calcium chloride; no precipitate is produced.
Boil the solution; a white precipitate isproducedwhich is
soluble in 6M acetic acid.

ESTERS
To about 30 mg of the substance to be examined or the
prescribed quantity add 0.5 mL of a 70 gIL solution of
hydroxylamine hydrochloride R in methanol Rand 0.5 mL of a
100 gIL solution of poiassium hydroxide R in ethanol
(96 percenO R. Heal to boiling, cool, acidify with dilute
hydrochloric acidR and add 0.2 mL of ferric chloride
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solution RJ diluted ten times. A bluish-red or red colouris
produced.

IODIDES
a) Dissolvea quantity of the substance to he examined
equivalent to about 4 mg of iodide (I) in 2 mL of waterR or
use 2 mL of the prescribed solution. Acidifywith dilute niuic
acidR and add 0.4 mL of sihJer nioau solutUm RI. Shake and
allow to stand. A curdled, pale-yellow precipitate is fanned.
Centrifuge and washwith three quantities, each of 1 ml., of
waler R. Carry out thisoperation rapidly in subdued light
disregarding the fact that the supernatant solutionmay not
become perfectly clear. Suspend the precipitate in 2 mL of
waterR and add 1.5 mL of ammonia R. The precipitate does
not dissolve.
b) To 0.2 mL of a solutionof the substance to he examined
containing about 5 mg of iodide (I) per rnillilitre, or to
0.2 mL of the prescribed solution, add 0.5 mL of dl7ute
su(fun"c acidR, 0.1 mL of potassium dichromate solution R,
2 mL of waterR and 2 mL of chlor%nn R. Shake for a few
secondsand aUow to stand.The chloroform layer is coloured
violetor violet-red.

IRON AND mON SALTS
a) Dissolvea quantity of the substance to be examined
equivalent to about 10 mg of iron (Fe"+) in 1 mL of waterR
or use L'ml, of the prescribed solution. Add 1 mL of
potassium femcyanide solution R. A blue precipitate is formed
thatdoes not dissolve on addition of 5 mL of dilute
hydrochlori< acidR.
b) Dissolvea quantity of the substance to be examined
equivalent to about I mg of iron (Fe3+) in 30 mL of waterR.
To 3 mL of this solution or to 3 mL of the prescribed
solution, add I mL of dilule hydrochloric acidR and 1 mL of
potassium thiocyanate solution R. The solution is coloured red.
Take two portions, each of 1 mL, of the mixture. To one
portion add 5 mL of isoamyl alcohol R or 5 mL of ether R.
Shakeand aUow to stand.The organic layeris coloured pink.
To the other portion add 2 mL of mercuric chlond» solutian R.
The red colourdisappears.
c) Dissolvea quantity of me substance to be examined
equivalent to not less than I mg of iron (Fe3+) in I mL of
waterR or use I mL of the prescribed solution. Add 1 mL of
potassium fenocyanide solution R. A blue precipitate is formed
thatdoes not dissolve on addition of 5 mL of dilute
hydrochlori< acidR.

LACTATES
Dissolve a quantity of the substance to be examined
equivalent to about 5 mg of lacticacid in 5 mL of water R or
use 5 mL of the prescribed solution. Add I mL of bromine
waterRand 0.5 mL of dilute sulfuric add R. Heat on a water
bathuntil the colouris discharged, stirring occasionally with
a glass rod. Add 4 g of ammanium su/fale R and mix.
Add dropwise and without mixing 0.2 mL of a 100 gIL
solution of sodium nilroprusside R in dilule su/furi< acidR. Still
without mixing add I mL of concentrated ammonia R. Allow
to stand for 30 min. A dark greenringappears at the
junction of the two liquids.

LEAD AND LEAD COMPOUNDS
a) Dissolve0.1 g of the substance to be examined in 1 mL of
acetic acid R or use I mL of the prescribed solution.
Add 2 mL of potassium chromale solutian R. A yellow
precipitate is formed thatdissolves on addition of 2 mL of
strong sodium hydroxide solution R.
b) Dissolve50 mg of the substance to be examined in 1 mL
of acetic acid R or use I mL of the prescribed solution.
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Add 10 mL of waterRand 0.2 mL of potassium iodide
solution R. A yellowprecipitate is fonned. Heat to boiling for
1 min to 2 min. The precipitate dissolves. Allow to cool.
The precipitate is re-formed as glistening, yellowplates.

MAGNESIUM AND MAGNESIUM SALTS
For monographs from theEuropean Phannacopoeia, use test A
onlY.
a) Dissolve about 15 mg of the substance to be examined in
2 mL of waterR or use 2 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add 1 mL of dilute ammonia RI. A whiteprecipitate is
formed thatdissolves on addition of I mL of ammonium
chloride solution R. Add 1 mL of disodium hydragen phosphale
solution R. A white crystalline precipitate is formed.
b) To 0.5 mL of a neutral or slightly acidic solution of the
substance being examined add 0.2 mL of a 0.1% wlv
solutionof titan yellowand 0.5 mL ofO.IMsodium hydroxide.
A bright red turbidity is produced which gradually settles to
give a bright red precipitate.

MERCURY AND MERCURY COMPOUNDS
a) Place about 0.1 mL of a solution of thesubstance to be
examined911 w~U:,scram:d CQ~p~r_ fQil. A dark-grey stain that
becomesshinyon rubbing is formed. DIY the foil and heat in
a test-tube. The spot disappears.
b) To the prescribed solution add dilute sodium hydroxide
solutUm R until strongly alkaline (2.2.4). A dense yellow
precipitate is formed (mercuric salts).

NITRATES
To a mixture of 0.1 mL of nilrobenzene Rand 0.2 mL of
sulfuric acid R, add a quantity of the powdered substance
equivalent to about 1 mg of nitrate (N031 or the prescribed
quantity. Allow to stand for 5 min. Cool in iced waterand
add slowly and with mixing 5 mL of waterR, then 5 mL of
strang sodium hydroxide solution R. Add 5 mL of acetone R.
Shakeand allow to stand.The upper layer is coloured deep
violet.

PHOSPHATES (ORTHOPHOSPHATES)
a) To 5 mL of the prescribed solution, neutralised if
necessary, add 5 mL of silvernitrate solution RI. A yellow
precipitate is formed whosecolouris not changed by boiling
and which dissolves on addition of ammonia R.
b) Mix 1 mL of the prescribed solution with 2 mL of
molybdovanadic reagent R. A yellowcolour .develops.

POTASSIUM AND POTASSIUM SALTS
a) Dissolve 0.1 g of the substance to be examined in 2 mL of
waterR or use 2 mL of the prescribed solution. Add 1 mL of
sodium carbonate solution R andheat. No precipitate is
fonned. Add to the hot solution 0.05 mL of sodium sulfide
solution R. No precipitate is formed. Cool in iced waterand
add 2 mL of a 150 gIL solution of tartaric acidR. Allow to
stand.A white crystalline precipitate is formed,
b) Dissolve about 40 mg of the substance to be examined in
1 mL of water R or use 1 mL of me prescribed solution.
Add 1 mL of dilule acetic acidR and I mL of a freshly
prepared 100 gIL solution of sodium cobaltinitrite R. A yellow
or orange-yellow precipitate is formed immediately.

SALICYLATES
a) To I mL of the prescribed solution add 0.5 mL of/erric
chlonde solution RI. A violet colour is produced thatpersists
after the addition of O.fml, of acetic acidR.
b) Dissolve 0.5 g of the substance to be examined in 10 mL
of water R or use 10 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add 0.5 mL of hydrochloric acidR. The precipitate obtained,
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afterrecrystaUisation fromhot waterR and drying in vacuo,
has a melting point (2.2.14) of 156°C to 161 °C.

SILICATES
Mix the prescribed quantity of the substance (0 he examined
in a lead or platinum crucible by means of a copperwire
with about 10 mg of sodium fluoride R and a few drops of
sulfuric acid R to give a thin slurry. Cover the crucible with a
thin, transparent plateof plastic underwhicha drop of
waur R ls suspendedand warm gently. Within a short time a
white ring is rapidly formed around the drop of water.

SILVERAND SILVER COMPOUNDS
Dissolveabout 10 mg of the substance to be examined in
10 mL of waterR or use 10 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add 0.3 mL of hydrochloric acidR1. A curdled, white
precipitate is formed mat dissolves on additionof 3 mL of
dilute ammonia RJ.

SODIIlM AND SODIIlM SALTS
a) Dissolve0.1 g of the substance to he examined in 2 mL of
waterR or use 2 mL of the prescribed solution. Add 2 mL of
a 150 gIL solution of potassium carbonate R and heat to
boiling. No precipitate is formed. Add 4 mL ofpotassium
pyroanu·monar.e solution R and heat to boiling. Allow to cool in
iced water and if necessary rub the inside of the test-tube
with a glassrod. A dense whiteprecipitate is formed.
b) Dissolve a quantity of the substance to be examined
equivalent to about 2 mg of sodium (Na"} in 0.5 mL of
waterR or use 0.5 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add 1.5 mL of methoxyphenylaati< reagent R and cool in ice
water for 30 min. A voluminous, white, crystalline precipitate
is formed. Place in water at 20°C and stir for 5 min.
The precipitate does not disappear. Add I mL of dilu..
ammonia R1. The precipitate dissolves completely. Add I mL
of ammonium carbonate solutUm R. No precipitate is formed,

SULFATES
a) Dissolve about 45 mg of the substance to be examined in
5 mL of water R or use 5 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add I mL of dilu.. hydrochlmic acidR and I mL of barium
chloride solution RI. A whiteprecipitate is formed,
b) To the suspension obtained during reaction (a), add
0.1 mL of 0.05 M iodine. The suspension remains yellow
(distinction fromsulfitesand dithionites), but is decolorised
by adding dropwise stannQUS chloride solution R (distinction
from iodates). Boil the mixture. No colouredprecipitate is
formed (distinction from selenates and tungstates).

TARTRATES
a) Dissolveabout 15 mg of the substance to be examined in
5 mL of waterR or use 5 mL of the prescribed solution.
Add 0.05 mL of a 10 gIL solution of ferrous sulfa.. Rand
0.05 mL of dilu.. hydrogen peroxide so/UMn R. A transient
yellow colouris produced. After the colourhas disappeared
add dilute sodium hydroxide so/mum R dropwise. A violet or
purple colour is produced.
b) To 0.1 mL of a solution of the substance to be examined
containing the equivalent of about 15 mg of tartaric acid per
millilltre or to 0.1 mL of the prescribed solution add 0.1 mL
of a 100 gIL solution of potassium brouride R, 0.1 mL of a
20 gIL solution of resorcinol Rand 3 mL of sulfuric acidR.
Heat on a water-bath for 5 min to 10 min. A dark-blue
colour develops. Allow to cool and pour the solution into
waterR. The colour changes to red.

XANTHlNES
To a few milligrams of the substance to be examined or the
prescribed quantity add 0.1 mL of strong hydrogcn peroxide
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so/ution Rand 0.3 mL of diluze hydrochloric acidR. Heat to
dryness on a water-bath until a yellowish-red residue is
obtained. Add 0.1 mL of dilm" ammonia R2. The colour of
the residue changes to violet-red.

ZINC AND ZINC SALTS
Dissolve 0.1 g of the substance to be examinedin 5 mLof
water R or use 5 mL of the prescribed solution. Add 0.2 mL
of sU'Ong sodium hydroxide solution R. A white precipitate is
formed, Add a further 2 mL of slTOng sodium hydroxide
so/mum R. The precipitate dissolves. Add 10 mLof
ammonium chloride solution R. The solution remains clear.
Add 0.1 mL of sodium sulfide so/urion R. A flocculent white
precipitate is formed.

ODOUR
(ph. Bur. me/hod 2.3.4)
On a watch-glass 6 cm to 8 em in diameter, spread in a thin
layer 0.5 g to 2.0 g of the substance to be examined. After
15 min) determine the odour or verify the absenceof odour.
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Appendix VII
Limit Tests
Nessler CylInders
(No Ph. Eur. method)

Where the use of Nessler cylinders is prescribed in a test of the
Pharmacopoeia,Nessler cylinderscomplying with the
following requirements should be used.

Nessler cylinders comply with British Standard 612:1966
(Specification for Nessler cylinders). They are of clear glass
with a nominal capacity of 50 ml..; me overall height is about
15 em, the external height to the 50-mL mark 11.0 to
12.4 em, the thickness of the wall 1.0 to 1.5 mm and the
thickness of the base 1.0 to 3.0 mm. The external heights to
the 50-mL mark of cylinders used for a test must not differ
by more than 1 mm.

Tubes for Comparative Tests
(Ph. Eur. method 2.1.5)

Tubes used for comparative tests are matched tubes of
colourless glass with a uniform internal diameter. The base is
transparent and flat.

A column of the liquid is examined down the vertical axis of
the tube against a white background, or if necessary, against
a black background. The examination is carried out in
diffused light.

It is assumed that tubes with an internal diameter of 16 mm
will he used. Tubes with a larger internal diameter may be
used instead but the volume of liquid examined must then be
increased so that the depth of liquid in the tubes is not less
than where the prescribed volwne of liquid and tubes 16 nun
in internal diameter are used.
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mixing 10 mL of ammonium standard solution (1 ppm
NH<J R, 5 mL of worer Rand 0.3 mL of alkaline potassium
tetraiodomercurau solution R. Stopper the test-rubes.

After 5 min, any yellow colour in the test solution is not
more intense than that in the standard.

METHODB
In a 25 mL jar fitted with a cap, place the prescribed
quantity of the finely powdered substance to be examined
and dissolve or suspend in 1 mL of warer R. Add 0.30 g of
heavy magnesium oxide R. Close immediately after placing a
piece of silver manganese paper R 5 mm square, wetted with a
few drops of waterR, under the polyethylene cap. Swirl,
avoiding projections of liquid, and allow to stand at 40°C for
30 min. H the silver manganese paper shows a grey colour, it
is not more intense than that of a standard prepared at the
same time and in the same manner using the prescribed
volwne of ammonium standard solution (1 ppm Nfl.,) R, 1 mL
of waterRand 0.30 g of heavy magnesium oxide R.

Umit Test for Arsenic
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4.2)

--H-~-5

A

Figure 2.4.2.-1. - Appara,usfor rite /;'nli test for arsenic
(method A)

Dimensions in mil/imetres

METHOD A
The apparatus (see Figure 2.4.2.-1) consists of a 100 mL
conical flask closed with a ground-glass stopper through
which passes a glass tube about 200 mm long and about
5 mrn in internal diameter. The lower part of the rube tapers
to an internal diameter of I mm, and about 20 mm from its
tip is a lateral orifice 2-3 mm in diameter. When the tube is
in position in the stopper, the lateral orifice is at least 3 rom
below the lower surface of the stopper. A second glass tube
of the same internal diameter is connected to the first tube.

Limit Test for AIwnlnlum
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4.17)

Place the prescribed solution in a separating funnel and shake
with 2 quantities, each of 20 I11L, and then with one 10 mL
quantity of a 5 gIL solution of hydroxyquinoline R in
chloroform R. Dilute the combined chloroform solutions to
50.0 mL with chloroform R (test solution).

Prepare a standard in the same manner using the prescribed
reference solution.

Prepare a blank in the same manner using the prescribed
blank solution.

Measure the intensity of the fluorescence (2.2.21) of the test
solution (I,), of the standard (12) and of the blank (I,) using
an excitant beam at 392 nm and a secondary filter with a
transmission band centred on 518 run or a monochromator
set to transmit at this wavelength.

The fluorescence (/1-[3) of the test solution is not greater
than that of the standard (12- 1,).

Limit Test for Ammonium
(ph. Bur. method 2.4.1)

Unless otherwise prescn"bed, use method A.

METHOD A
Introduce the prescribed solution into a test-tube or dissolve
the prescribed quantity of the substance to be examined in
14 mL of waterR in a test-tube, Make the solution alkaline if
necessary by the addition of dilute sodium hydroxide solution R,
dilute to 15 mL with warer R and add 0.3 mL of olkaline
potassium tetmiodometcurate solution R. Prepare a standard by

A. Lead acetate paper/conon
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Figure 2.4.5.-1. - Apparatus for Iilmi test/orfluorides
Dimensions in miJ/imeaes

Umlt Test for fluorides
(ph. Eur. method 2.4.5)
Introduce into the inner tube of the apparatus (see
Figuse 2.4.5.-1) the prescribed quantity of the substance to
be examined, 0.1 g of acid-washed sand Rand 20 rnL of a
mixture of equal volumes of sulfuric acidR and waterR. Heat
the jacket containing tetrachloroethane R maintained at its
boiling point (146 °C). Heat the steam generator and distil,
collecting the distillate in a 100 mL volumetric flask
containing 0.3 rnL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide and 0.1 mL of
phenolphrhaleit, solution R. Maintain a constant volume
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The second rubeis bent twice at right angles and the free
end of the tube tapers to an internal diameter of 1 nun. This
end is immersed in a test-tube containing 3.0 mL of silver
diethyldithiocarbamau solution R. Other suitable equipment
may be used. Into the first tube insert 50-60 mg of lead
acetate cotton R, loosely packed, or a smallplug of cotton and
a rolled piece of leadacetate paperR weighing 50-60 mg.
In the conical flask, dissolve the prescribed quantity of the
substance to he examined in 25 mL of water R, or in me case
of a solutionadjust the prescribed volume to 25 mL with
waterR. Add 15 rnLof hydro<hloric acidR, 0.1 rnL of
stannous chloride solurion Rand 5 mL of polaSsium iodide
solution RJ allow to standfor 15 min and introduce 5 g of
activated zinc R. Assemble the 2 parts of the apparatus
immediately and immerse the flask in a water-bath at a
temperature such thata unifonn evolution of gas is
maintained. Prepare a standard in the samemanner, using
1 mL of arsenic standard solution (1 ppm As) R, diluted to
25 rnLwith waterR. IT foaming occurs, 1 mL of 2.propanol R
may be added to the flask.
After at least 2 h, the colour obtainedin the test-tube with
the test solutionis not more intense than that obtained with
the standard.
Suitability test The colour obtainedin the test-tube with
the standard is at leastas intensely colouredas 3 mL of a
mixture of 3.0 mL of yellow primary solution, 0.6 rnL of red
primary solution and 11.40 mL of a solution of hydro<hloric
acid R (10 gIL HCI) (2.2.2, Method I).

METHODB
Introduce the prescribed quantity of the substance to be
examined into a test-tube containing 4 mL of hydrochlork
acidR and about 5 mg ofpotassium iodide R and add 3 rnLof
hypophosphorous reagent R. Heat the mixture on a water-bath
for 15 min, shaking occasionally. Prepare a standard in the
same manner, using 0.5 mL of arsenic standard solution
(10 ppm As) R.

After heatingon the water-bath, the colour obtained in the
test-tube with the test solution is not more intense than that
obtained with the standard.

Umlt Test for Calcium
(ph. Eur. method 2.4.3)
All solu'ions usedfor thistestareprepared with dis.11ed waterR.
To 0.2 rnLof ak<Jholi< calcium standard solution
(100 ppm Co) R add 1 rnL of ammonium oxalate solution R.
After 1 min add a mixture of 1 rnLof dilute acetic add Rand
15 mLof me prescribed solution or of a solution containing
me prescribed quantity of the substance to be examined, and
shake. Prepare a standard in the same manner using a
mixture of 10 mL of aqueous calcium standard solution
(10 ppm Co) R, 1 rnLof dilute acetic add Rand 5 rnLof
distilled waterR.
After 15 min, any opalescence in the test solution is not
more intense than thatin the standard.

Umlt Test for Chlorides
(Ph. Bur. method 2.4.4)
To 15 rnL of the prescribed solution add 1 mL of dilute nitric
acidR and pour the mixture as a singleadditioninto a test
tubecontaining 1 mL of silver nitrate solutUm R2. Prepare a
standard in the same manner using 10 mL of chloride
standard solution (5 ppm CO R and 5 rnL of waterR. Examine
the rubes laterally against a black background.
After standing for 5 min protected from light, any
opalescence in the test solution is not more intense than that
in the standard.

V-A310 Appendix VII
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(20 mL) in the tube during distillation and ensure that the
distillate remains alkaline, adding 0.1 M sodium hydroxide if
necessary. Dilute the distillate (0 100 mL with waterR (test
solution). Prepare a standard in the same mannerby
distillation, using 5 mL ofjfuon"tk standard solulwn
(10 ppm F) R instead of the substance to be examined. Into
two glass-stoppered cylinders introduce 20 mL of the test
solution and 20 mL of the standard and 5 mL of
aminomethylalizarindUuetic acid reagent R.
After 20 min, any blue colour in the test solution (originally
red) is not more intense than that in the standard.

LimIt Test for Heavy Metals
(ph. Bur. method 2.4.8)
The methodsdescribed below require the use of thioacetamide
reagent R. As an alternative, sodium sulfide solution RJ
(0.1 mL) is usually suitable. Since tests prescribed in
monographs have been developed using thioacetamide
reagent R, if sodium sulfide so/uu'on Rl is used instead, it is
necessary to includealso for methods A, Band H a monitor
solution,prepared from the quantity of the substance to be
examined prescribed for the test, to which has been added
the volume of lead standard solution prescribed for
preparation of the reference solution.The test is invalid if the
monitorsolution is not at least as intense as the reference
solution.

METHOD A
Test solution 12 mL of the prescribed aqueous solutionof
the substance to be examined.
Reference solution (standard) A mixture of 10 mL of
leadstandard solution (1 ppm Pb) R or leadstandard solution
(2 ppm Pb) R, as prescribed, and 2 mL of the prescribed
aqueous solution of the substanceto be examined.
Blank solution A mixture of 10 mL of water Rand 2 mL
of the prescribed aqueoussolution of the substance to be
examined.
To each solution, add 2 mL of bll/fer solulion pH 3.5 R.
Mix and add to 1.2 mL of thioacttamide reagent R.
Mix immediately. Examine the solutions after2 min.
System suitability The reference solution shows a slight
brown colour compared to the blanksolution.
Result Any brown colour in the test solution is not more
intense than thatin the reference solution.
If the result is difficult to judge, filter the solutions through a
suitable membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 J1lII). Carry
out the filtration slowly and unjformfy, applying moderate
and constant pressure to the piston. Compare the spots on
the filters obtained with the different solutions.

METHODB
Test solution 12 mL of the prescribed solution of the
substance to be examinedprepared using an organic solvent
containing a minimum percentage of water (for example,
dioxancontaining 15 per cent of water or acetone containing
15 per cent of water).

Reference solution (standard) A mixture of 10 mL of
lead standard solution(lor 2 ppm Ph), as prescribed, and
2 mL of the prescribed solution of the substance to be
examined in an organic solvent. Prepare the lead standard
solution (I or 2 ppm Pb) by dilution of leadstondard solulion
(100 ppm Pb) R with the solvent used for the substance to be
examined.
Blank solution A mixture of 10 mL of the solventused
for the substance to be examinedand 2 mL of the prescribed
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solution of the substance to be examined in an organic
solvent.
To each solution, add 2 mL of buffer soluoon pH 3.5 R.
Mix and add to 1.2 mL of thioacetamide reagent R.
Mix immediately. Examine the solutions after2 min.
System suitability The reference solutionshows a slight
browncolour compared to the blank solution.
Result Any brown colour in the test solutionis not more
intense than thatin the reference solution.
If the result is difficult to judge,filterthe solutions through a
suitable membrane filter(nominal pore size 0.45 urn). Carry
out the filtration slowly and unifonnly, applying moderate
and constantpressure to the piston. Compare the spots on
the filters obtained with the different solutions.

METHODC
Test solution Place the prescribed quantity (not morethan
2 g) of the substance to be examined in a silicacrucible with
4 mL of a 250 gIL solution of magnesium sulfate R in dilute
sulfuric acidR. Mix using a fine glass rod. Heat cautiously.
If the mixture is liquid, evaporate gently to dryness on a
water-bath. Progressively heat to ignition and continue
heatinguntil an almostwhite or at most greyish residue is
obtained. Cany out the ignition at a temperature not
exceeding 800°C. Allow to cool. Moisten the residue with a
few drops of dilute sulfuric acid R. Evaporate, ignite again and
allow to cool. The total period of ignition must not exceed
2 h. Take up the residue in 2 quantities, each of 5 mL, of
dilute hydrochlari< acidR. Add 0.1 mL ofphenolphlhalein
solution R, then concentrated ammonia R until a pink colouris
obtained. Cool, add glacial acetic acidR until the solutionis
decolorised and add 0.5 mL in excess. Filterif necessary and
wash the filter. Dilute to 20 mL with water R.
Reference solution (standard) Prepare as described for
the test solution, using the prescribed volume of leadstandard
solulion (10 ppm Pb) R instead of the substance to be
examined. To 10 mL of the solution obtained add 2 mL of
the test solution.
Monitor solution Prepare as described for the test
solution, addingto the substance to be examined the volume
of leadstandard solulion (10 ppm Pb) R prescribed for
preparation of the reference solution.To 10 mL of the
solution obtained add 2 mL of the rest solution.
Blank solution A mixture of 10 mL of waterRand 2 mL
of the test solution.
To 12 mL of each solution, add 2 mL of bll/fer solution
pH 3.5 R. Mix and add to 1.2 mL of thioacetamide reagent R.
Miximmediately. Examinethe solutions after 2 min.
Systemsuitability.
- the reference solution shows a slightbrown colour

compared to the blanksolution,
- the monitorsolutionis at leastas intense as the reference

solution.
Result Any brown colour in the test solution is not more
intense than that in the reference solution.
If the resultis difficult to judge,filter the solutions through a
suitable membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 um). Carry
out the filtration slowlyand uniformly, applying moderate
and constantpressure to the piston. Compare the spots on
the filters obtained with me different solutions.

METHODD
Test solution In a silica crucible, mix thoroughly the
prescribed quantity of the substance to be examined with
0.5 g of magnesium oxide RI. Ignite to dull redness until a
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homogeneous whiteor greyish-white mass is obtained.
If after 30 minof ignition the mixture remains coloured,
allowto cool, mix usinga fine glassrod and repeat the
ignition. Ifnecessary repeat the operation. Heat at 800 °C for
about 1 h. Take up the residue in 2 quantities, each of 5 ml.,
of a mixture of equal volumes of hydrochlonc add Rl and
water R. Add 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein solution R and then
concentrated ammonia R untila pinkcolouris obtained. Cool,
add glacial acetic add R until the solution is decolorised and
add 0.5 mL in excess. Filterif necessary and wash the filter.
Dilute to 20 rnLwith water R.
Reference solution (standard) Prepare as described for
the test solutionusing the prescribed volumeof leadstandard
solution (10 ppm Pb) R instead of the substance to be
examined and drying in an oven at 100-105 "C. To 10 rnL
of the solutionobtained add 2 mLof the test solution.
Monitor solution Prepare as described for the test
solution,adding to the substance to be examined the volume
of leadstandard 'olution (10 ppm Ph) R prescribed for
preparation of the reference solution and dryingin an oven at
100-105 "C. To 10 rnL of the solution obtained add 2 rnLof
the test solution.
Blank solult'on A mixture of 10 rnL of water Rand 2 mL
of the test solution.
To 12 rnLof each solution, add 2 mL of buffer ,00utio"
pH 3.5 R. Mix and add to 1.2 mL of thioaatamide reagent R.
Mix immediately. Examine the solutions after 2 min.
Systemsuitability:
- the reference solution shows a slight brown colour

compared to the blank solution,
- the monitor solutionis at leastas intenseas the reference

solution.

Result ~ browncolour in the test solution is not more
intensethan that in the reference solution.
If the result is difficult to judge, filter the solutions through a
suitable membrane filter (nominal poresize 0.45 J.Im). Carry
out the filtration slowlyand uniformly, applying moderate
and constant pressure to thepiston. Compare the spots on
the filters obtained with the different solutions.

METHODE
Test solution Dissolve the prescribed quantity of the
substance to be examined in 30 rnL of water R or the
prescribed volume.
Reference solution (standard) Unless otherwise
prescribed, dilute the prescribed volume of lead standard
solution (1 ppm Pb) R to the same volume as the test solution.

Prepare the filtration apparatus by adapting the barrel of a
50 mL syringe without itspiston to a support containing) on
the plate) a membrane filter (nominal pore size 3 J.IIIl) and
above it a prefilter (Figure 2.4.8.-1).

Transfer the test solution into the syringe barrel) put the
pistonin place and then apply an even pressure on it until
the whole of the liquid has been filtered. In opening the
support and removing the prefilter, checkthat the membrane
filter remains uncontaminated with impurities. If this is not
the case replace it with another membrane filter and repeat
the operation under the same conditions.
To the prefiltrate or to the prescribed volume of the
prefiltrate add 2 rnL of btiffer solution pH 3.5 R. Mix and add
to 1.2 mL of thioacetamide reagent R. Mix immediately and
allowto stand for 10 min and again filter as described above,
but inverting the order of the filters, the liquid passing first
through the membrane filter before passing through the
prefilter (Figure 2.4.8.-1). The filtration must be carried out
slowlyand uniformlyby applying moderate and constant
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pressure (0 the piston of the syringe. After complete
filtration, open the support, remove the membrane filter, and
dry using filter paper.

In parallel, neat the reference solution in the same manner as
the test solution.

Result The colour of the spot obtained with the test
solution is not more intense than that obtained with the
reference solution.

METIlODF
Test solution Place the prescribed quantity or volume of
the substance to be examined in a clean, dry, 100 mL 100g
necked combustion flask (8 300 mL flask may he used if the
reaction foams excessively). Clamp the flask at an angle of
45°. If the substance to be examined is a solid, add a
sufficient volume of a mixture of 8 mL of sulfuric acidRand
10 mL of nitric add R to moisten the substance thoroughly;
if the substance to be examined is a liquid, add a few
milIilittes of a mixture of 8 mL of m!furicacid R and 10 mL
of niuicacidR. Wann gently until the reaction commences,
aUow the reaction to subside and add additional portions of
the same acid mixture, heating after each addition, until a
total of Iff mL of the acid mixture has been addedIncrease
the amount of heat and boil gently until the solution darkens.
Cool, add 2 mL of nimc add R and heat again until the
solution darkens. Continue the heating, followed by the
addition of niuicacidR until no further darkening occurs,
then heat strongly until dense, white fumes are produced.
Cool, cautiously add 5 mL of water R, boil gently until
dense, white fumes are produced and continue heating to
reduce to 2-3 mL. Cool, cautiously add 5 mL of waterRand
examine the colour of the solution. [f the colour is yellow,
cautiously add 1 mL of strong hydrogen peroxide solution Rand
again evaporate until dense, white fumes are produced and
reduce to a volume of 2-3 mL. H the solution is still yellow
in colour, repeat the addition of 5 mL of waterR and 1 rnL
of SlrOng hydrogen peroxide sdution R until the solution is
colourless. Cool, dilute cautiously with water R and rinse into
a 50 mL colour comparison tube, ensuring that the total
volwne does not exceed 25 mL Adjust the solution to
pH 3.0-4.0, using short range pH indicator paper as external
indicator, with concentrated ammonia RJ (diluteammoniaRl
may be used, if desired, as the specified range is
approached), dilute with waterR to 40 rnL and mix.
Add 2 mL of buffersolunm pH 3.5 R. Mix and add to
1.2 mL of thioacetamide reagent R. Mix immediately. Dilute
to 50 mL with waterR and mix.

Reference solution (standard) Prepare at me same time
and in the same manner as the test solution, using the
prescribed volume of lead standardsolution (10 ppmPb) R.

Monitor solution Prepare as described for the test
solution, adding to the substance to be examined the volume
of leadstandardsolution (10 ppm Ph) R prescribed for the
preparation of the reference solution.

Blank solution Prepare as descnbed for the test solution,
omitting the substance to be examined.

Examine the solutions vertically against a white background
after 2 min.

System suitability:
- the reference solution shows a brown colour compared to

the blank solution,
- the monitor solution is at least as intense as the reference

solution.

Result Any brown colour in the test solution is not more
intense than that in the reference solution.
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If the result is difficult to judge, filter the solutions through a
suitable membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn). Carry
out the filtration slowly and uniformly, applying moderate
and constant pressure to the piston. Compare the spots on
the filters obtained with the different solutions.

METIlOD G
CAUTlON: when using high-pressure digestion vessefs the safety
precauuons and operating instructions givenby themanufacturer
mus' befollowed. The digestion cycles have '" be elaborated
depending on the type ofmicrowave oven to be used (for example,
energy-controlled microwave O'VttI.$, wnperature-amtrolleJ
microwave ovensor high-pressure ovens). Thecyde mUSI ((mlonn
to the mtmujacturer's instructions. The digestion eyde is suitable if
a clear solution isobtained.

Test solution Place the prescribed amount of the
substance to be examined (not more than 0.5 g) in a
suitable, clean beaker. Add successively 2.7 mL of sulfuric
acidR, 3.3 mL of nilric acidRand 2.0 mL of strong hydrogen
peroxide solution R using a magnetic stirrer. Allow the
substance to react with a reagent before adding the next one.
Transfer the mixture to a dry high-pressure-resistant
digestion vessel (flucropolymer orquam glass).
Reference solution (standard) Prepare as described for
the test solution, using the prescribed volume of lead standard
solution (10 ppmPh) R instead of the substance to be
examined.

Monitor solution Prepare as prescribed for the test
solution, adding to the substance to be examined the volume
of leadstandard solution (10 ppm Ph) R prescribed for the
preparation of the reference solution.

Blank solution Prepare as described for the test solution,
omitting the substance to be examined.

Close the vessels and place in a laboratory microwave oven.
Digest using a sequence of 2 separate suitable programmes.
Design the programmes in several steps in order to control
the reaction, monitoring pressure, temperature or energy
depending on the type of microwave oven available. After the
first programme allow the digestion vessels to cool before
opening. Add to each vessel 2.0 mL of strong hydrogen
peroxide solution R and digest using the second programme.
After the second programme allow the digestion vessels to
cool before opening. If necessary to obtain a clear solution,
repeat the addition of strong hydrogen peroxide solution Rand
the second digestion progranune.

Cool, dilute cautiously with water R and rinse into a flask,
ensuring that the total volume does not exceed 25 mL
Using short-range pH indicator paper as external indicator,
adjust the solutions to pH 3.0-4.0 with concentrated
ammonia RJ (dilute ammoniaRl may be used as the specified
range is approached). To avoid heating of the solutions use
an ice-bath and a magnetic stirrer. Dilute to 40 rnL with
waterR and mix. Add 2 mL of buffersolution pH 3.5 R.
Mix and add to 1.2 mL of thioacetamide reagen, R.
Mix immediately. Dilute to 50 mL with water R, mix and
allow to stand for 2 min.

Filter the solutions through a suitable membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn). Carry out the filtration slowly
and uniformly, applying moderate and constant pressure to
the piston. Compare the spots on the filters obtained with
the different solutions.

Systemmitab,7ity:
- the spot obtained with the reference solution shows a

brown colour compared to the spot obtained with me
blank solution,
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- the spot obtained with the monitor solution is at least as
intenseas the spot obtained with the reference solution.

Result The brown colourof the spot obtained with the test
solution is not moreintense than thatof the spot obtained
with the reference solution.

METHODH
Test solution Dissolve the prescribed quantity of the
substance to be examined in 20 mL of the solvent or solvent
mixture prescribed. .
Reference solution Dilute the prescribed volume of/ead
srandard solution (10 ppm Pb) R to 20 mL with the solvent or
solvent mixture prescribed.
Blank solution 20 mL of the solvent or solvent mixture
prescribed.

To each solution, add 2 mL of blf!ferso/ution pH 3.5 R. Mix.
(In some cases precipitation OCCUr'S, in which case thespecific
monograph would describe re-diJsolution in a defined volume of a
given solvent) Add 10 1.2 mL of thioacetamide reagen' R.
Mix: immediately and aUow to stand for 2 min. Filter the
solutions through a suitable membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.-45 J.lIIl).:Compare -thespors on-the-filters-obtained -with
the different solutions.
System suitability The spot obtained with the reference
solution shows a brownish-black colour compared to the spot
obtained with the blank solution.
Result The brownish-black colour of the spot obtained
with the test solution is not more intense thanthatof the
spot obtained with the reference solution.

Limlt Test for Iron
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4.9)

Dissolve the prescribed quantity of the substance to be
examined in waterR and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent or use 10 rnL of the prescribed solution. Add 2 mL
of a 200 gIL solution of cimc acid monohydrale R and 0.1 mL
of lhioglycoUic acidR. Mix, make alkaline with ammonia R
and dilute to 20 mL with water R. Prepare a standard in the
samemanner, using 10 mL of iron standard solution
(I ppm Fe) R.
After 5 min, anypinkcolourin the test solution is not more
intense than thatin the standard.

Limlt Test for Lead In Sugars
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4./0)

Determine the leadby atomicabsorption spectrometry
(2.2.23, MelhodIi).
Test solution Dissolve 20.0 g of the substance to be
examined in a mixture of equal volumes of dilute aatic acidR
and water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the samemixture
of solvents. Add 2.0 mL of a clear 10 gIL solution of
ammonium pyrrolilh·nedithiocarbamale Rand 10.0 mL of melhyl
isobntyllurane R and then shake for 30 s protected from
bright light Allow the layers to separate and use the methyl
isobutyl ketone layer.
Reference solutions Prepare 3 reference solutions in the
samemanner as the test solution but adding 0.5 ml., 1.0 mL
and 1.5 mL respectively of leadstandard solution
(10 ppm Pb) R in addition to the 20.0 g of the substance to
be examined.
Set thezero of the instrument using methyl isobu~ ketone R
treated as described for the test solution without the
substance to be examined. Measure the absorbance at
283.3 om using a lead hollow-cathode lamp as source of
radiation and an air-acetylene flame.
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The substance to be examined contains not more than
0.5 ppm of lead, unlessotherwise prescribed.

Limlt Test for Magnesium
(ph. Eur. melhod 2.4.6)

To 10 mL of the prescribed solution add 0.1 g of disodium
tetraborate R. Adjust the solution, if necessary, to pH 8.8 to

pH 9.2 using dilu'e hydrochlmic aCid R or dilule sodium
hydroxide solution R. Shake with 2 quantities, each of 5 rnL,
of a I gIL solution of hydroxyquinoline R in chloroform R, for
I mineach time. Allow to stand. Separate and discard the
organic layer. To the aqueous solution add 0.4 mL of
butylamine Rand 0.1 mL of triethanolamine R. Adjust the
solution, if necessary, to pH 10.5 to pH 11.5. Add 4 mL of
the solution of hydroxyquinoline in chloroform, shake for
1 min,allow to standand separate. Use the lower layer for
comparison. Prepare a standard in the samemanner usinga
mixture of I mL of magnesium standard solution
(J 0 ppm Me! Rand 9 mL of walerR.
Anycolourin the solution obtained from the substance to be
examined is not more intense than thatin the standard.

Llmle Test for Magneslum~andAlkaline-earth
Metals
(ph. Eur. melhod 2.4.7)

To 200 mL of waterR add 0.1 g of hydroxylamine
hydrochloride R, 10 mL of ammonium chloride buffer soluoOO
pH 10.0 R, I mL of 0./ M zinc sulfale and about 15 mg of
mordant black 11 triturate R. Heat to about 40 °C. Titrate
with0.01 M sodium edetate until the violetcolour changes to
full blue. To the solution add the prescribed quantity of the
substance to be examined dissolved in 100 mL of waterR or
use the prescribed solution. If the colourof the solution
changes to violet, titrate with 0.01 M sodium edezate until the
full blue colour is again obtained.
The volumeof 0.01 M sodium edetate used in the second
titration does not exceed the prescribed quantity.

Limlt Test for Heavy Metals In Herbal Drugs and
Herbal Drug Preparations
(ph. Eur. melhod 2.4.27)
CA UTlON: when using closed high-pressure digestion vessels and
microwave /aborawry equipment, befami/lar with the safe~ and
operating instructions given by themanufacturer.

APPARATUS
The apparatus typically consists of the following:
- as digestion flasks, polytetrafluoroethylene,

perfluoroalkoxy polymer, quartz or glass flasks witha
volume of 20-150 rnL, fined with an airtight closure, a
valve to adjust the pressure inside the container and a
polytetrafluoroethylene tube to allow release of gas;

- a system to makeflasks airtight, usingthe same torsional
force foreach of them;

- a programmable microwave oven (e.g. with a magnetron
frequency of 2450 MHz, with a selectable output from
oto 1500 ± 70 W in I per cent increments), a
polytetrafluoroethylene-coated microwave cavity witha
variable speed exhaust fan, a rotating turntable drive
system and exhaust tubing to vent fumes;

- an atomic absorption spectrometer (2.2.23), an
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometer
(2.2.57), or an inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectrometer (2.2.58).

METHOD
Exantine by atomic absorption spectrometry (MS) (2.2.23),
inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
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(lCP-AES) (2.2.57), or inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectrometry (lCP-MS) (2.2.51f).

Deviations from the experimental parameters of the sample
preparation procedure and the methoddescription beloware
acceptable provided that me validation requirements aremet
and the system suitability test is fulfilled on the day of the
analysis.

Sample preparation
Cleanall the glassware and laboratory equipment with a
10 gIL solution of nitric acidR before use.
Test solution In a digestion flask, place the prescribed
quantity of the substance to be examined (about0.50 g of
powdered herbal drug (1400) (2.9.12». Add 4 mL of heavy
metal-free hydrochlaric acid Rand 6 mL of heavy metal-free
nitn"c acidR. Make the flask airtight.
Place the digestion flasks in the microwave oven. Carl}' out
the digestion in 3 steps according to the following
programme, used for7 flasks each containing the test
solution: 80 per cent power for 15 min, 100 per cent power
for 5 min, 80 per cent power for 20 min.

At the end of the cycle,allow the flasks to cool in airor
water. After cooling, open each digestion flask and introduce
the clear, colourless solution obtained into a 50 mL
volumetric flask. Rinse each digestion flask with2 quantities,
each of 15 mL, of heavy metal-free dilute nitricacidR, collect
the rinsings in the volumetric flask and dilute to 50.0 mL
with waterR. Modifiers (e.g. in the case of AAS with
electrothermal atomisarion, 1.0 mL of a 10 gIL solution of
magnesium nitrate Rand 1.0 mL of a 100 gIL solution of
ammonium dihydrogen phosphate R) and stabilising agents may
be used, if necessary.
Blank solution Mix 4 mL of heavy metal-free hydrochloric
acidRand 6 mL of heavy metal-free nitricacidR in a
digestion flask. Carryout the digestion in the samemanner
as for the test solution.

DETERMINATION OF ARSENIC, CADMIUM,
COPPER, NICKEL AND LBAD USING AAS (2.2.23)
WITH ELECl'ROTHERMAL ATOMISATlON
Measure the contentof arsenic, cadmium, copper, nickel and
lead by direct calibration (2.2.23, Mellwd I) or by the
standard additions method (2.2.23, Mellwd II), using
reference solutions of each heavy metal and the instrumental
parameters recommended in Table 2.4.27.-1.
The absorbance value of the blank solution is subtracted
from the value obtained with the test solution.

Table 2.4.27.-I. - Instrumental parameters for AAS with
electrothermal atomisation

As Cd C. NI Pb

Wa~length run 193.7 228.8 324.8 232 283.5

Slit width run 0.' 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.5

Lampcurrent rnA 10 6 7 10 s
Ignition ·c 1400 800 800 800 800
temperature

Atomisation ·c 2600 IBOO 2300 2'00 2200
temperature

Gas flowrate lJrnin 3 3 3 3 3

DETERMINATION OF ARSENIC AND MERCURY
USING AAS (2.2.23) WITH COLD-VAPOUR OR
HYDRIDE ATOMISATION
Measure the contentof arsenic and mercury by direct.
calibration (2.2.23, MethadI) or by the standard additions
method (2.2.23, Method ]l), usingreference solutions of
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arsenic or mercury and an automated continuous-flow
hydride vapour generation system.
The absorbance value of the blank solution is subtracted
from the value obtained with the test solution.
Arsenic
Sample solution To 19.0 mL of the test solution or of the
blank solution as prescribed above, add 1 mL of a 200 gIL
solution of potassium iodid« R. Allowthe test solution to stand
at room temperature forabout 50 min or at 70°C for about
4 min,

Add reagent Heavy metal-free hydrochlaric acidR.

Redudng reagent 6 gIL solution of sodium
tttrahydraborate R in a 5 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R.

The recommended instrumental parameters in
Table 2.4.27.-2 may be used.

Mercury
Sample solution Test solution or blank solution, as
prescribed above.
Add reagent 515 gIL solution of heavy metal-free
hydrochlari< acidR.

Redudng reagent 10 gIL solution of stannous chloride R in
heavy metal-free dilute hydrochloric acid R.
The recommended instrumental parameters in
Table 2.4.27.-2 may be used.

Table 2.4.27.-2. - Instrumental parameters for AAS wirh cald
vapour or hydride otomisation

As Hg

Wavelength nm 193.7 253.7
Slit width nm 0.2 0.5
Lamp current rnA 10 4
Acid reagent flow rate mUmin 1.0 1.0
Reducing reagent flow rate mUmin 1.0 1.0

Samplesolutionflow rate mUmin 7.0 7.0

Absoiptioncell QUUlZ QUUlZ
(heated) (unheated)

Nitrogenflow I1Ite Umin 0.1 0.1

DETERMINATION OF ARSENIC, CADMIUM,
COPPER, MERCURY, NICKEL AND LEAD USING
ICP-AES (2.2.57)
Measure the content of arsenic, cadmium, copper, mercury,
nickel and lead by direct calibration (2.2.23, MethodI), using
reference solutions of eachheavy metalor a mixture of all
measured metals, and the instrumental parameters
recommended in Table 2.4.27.-3.

The emission valueof the blank solution is subtracted from
the value obtained with the test solution.

DETERMINATION OF ARSENIC, CADMIUM,
COPPER, MERCURY, NICKEL AND LEAD USING
ICP-MS (2.2.58)
Measure the content of arsenic, cadmium, copper, mercury,
nickel and lead by direct calibration (2.2.23, Mellwd I) using
reference solutions of eachheavy metal and the analytical
isotopes and additional masses recommended in
Table 2.4.27.-4.

The signal intensity of the blank. solution is subtracted from
the value obtained with the test solution.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY
A system suitability test mustbe earned out on the dayof
the analysis to ensure thatthe sample preparation and
measurement systemare appropriate.
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Table 2.4.27.-3. <Instrumentalparameters for ICP-AES

A. Cd Cu Ha NI Pb

Wavelength nm 193.6961 214.'13&' 324.7541 184.9501 231.6041 220.3511

197.197/ 226.5021 327.396/ 253.6521 231.997/ 283.306/

189.042 228.802 224.700 0435.835 352.04504 168.215

Ax. Monitorline run 430.010 430.010 430.010 0430.010 430.010 0430.010

Plasma energy W .200 .200 1200 1200 1200 1200

Peak algorilhm with background
y" Y" Y" y<' Y" y"correction

Table 2.4.27.-4. - Recommended analvtical isotopes and
additional masses for IGP-MS

Acceptance criterion for preparation ofsample
solution A clear solution is obtained.

Acceptance criterion/or measurement system The
measured concentration of a standard solution of the metal at
a concentration within the range of the used calibration curve
does not differ from the actual concentration by more than
20 per cent.

VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS
The analytical procedwes used must be validated in
accordance with the relevant general methods AAS (2.2.23),
lCP-AES (2.2.57) and ICP-MS (2.2.58). Additionally, the
following criteria must be fulfilled.

SPECIFICI1Y
Specificity is the ability to ensure that the analytical
procedures for sample preparation and measurement allow a
reliable determination of the metal(s) in the presence of
components (e.g. carrier gas, impurities, matrix) that may be
expected to be present.

Acceptance criteria The procedure must be able to assess
unequivocally each heavy metal to be determined with this
procedure in the presence of components that may be
expected to be present, including other heavy metals, matrix
components and other sources of interference; specificity is
demonstrated by complying with the accuracy requirement
for the metal(s) to be determined,

RANGE
The calibration range of each metal is within the linear range
of the method; test solutions containing residues at a level
outside the calibration range may be diluted to
concentrations within the calibration range.

Acceptance criterion Range is demonstrated by
complying with the recovery requirement.

ACCURACY
Verify the accuracy using a certified reference material
(CRM) or by performing a test for recovery.

Recovery. Recovery may be determined on a sample of the
substance to be examined, spiked with a known quantity of a
reference standard of the metal (3 concentration levels in the
range of 50-150 per cent of the intended specification limit,
even if the original concentration of the reference standard is
at the specified value), in triplicate.

LIMIT OF DETECTION (ONLY APPLICABLE TO
LIMIT TESTS)
Determine the lowest concentration giving a signal clearly
distinct from that obtained with a blank solution.

Acceptance criterion The limit of detection is not more
than 0.1 times the concentration of the specification limit.

limit Test for Nickel In Polyols
(Ph. Bur. metlwd2.4.15)

Determine the nickel by atomic absorption spectrometry
(2.2.23, Me/hod II).

Test solution Dissolve 20.0 g of the substance to be
examined in a mixture of equal volumes of dilute auric acid R
and waterR and dilute to 100.0 rnLwith the same mixture
of solvents. Add 2.0 mL of a saturated solution of ammonium
pynvh'dinedithiocarbamale R (about 10 giL) and 10.0 mL of
methyl isobutyl ketone R and then shake for 30 s protected
from bright light. Allow the layers to separate and use the
methyl isobutyl ketone layer.

32

16

Iotennedlate
precJsJon (RSD)

(per cent)

20
10

Repeatability
(RSD) (per cenl)

Coocentradon
range of the metal

(mg/kg)

o.ot - 1

> I

Table 2.4.27.-5

Acceptance criterion Spike recovery is within 70 per cent
and 150 per cent for the mean of 3 replicates at each
concentration.

REPEATABILI1Y
Test samples Either 6 independent samples of the
substance to be examined spiked with a suitable reference
standard at the specified concentration level, or 3
concentration levels prepared in triplicate.

Acceptance criterion The relative standard deviation is in
both cases not greater than the value indicated in
Table 2.4.27.-5.

INTERMEDIATE PRECISION
The effect of random events (intra-laboratory variations) on
the analytical precision of the method must be established.
Acceptable experiments for establishing intermediate
precision include perfonning the repeatability analysis on
different days, or with different instrumentation, or with
different analysts. Only 1 of the 3 experiments is required to
demonstrate intermediate precision.

Acceptance criterion The relative standard deviation is
not greater than the value indicated in Table 2.4.27.-5.

LIMIT OF QUANTIFICATION
Determine the lowest concentration meeting the acceptance
criterion. Use the results from the accuracy study.

Acceptance criterion The limit of quantification is below
the specification limit.

Arsenic

Cadmium

Copper

M,«u<y

Nickel

Lead

Element ofloterestIsotope

75

106,108, III, 114

63,65

202

60,62

206. 207J 208
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Reference solutions Prepare 3 reference solutions in the
same manner as the test solution but adding 0.5 ID4 1.0 mL
and 1.5 mL respectivelyof nickel standard solution (10 ppm
Ni) R in addition to the 20.0 g of the substance to be
examined.
Set the zero of the instrument wing methylisobutyl ketone' R
treated as described for preparation of the test solution
omitting the substance to be examined. Measure the
absorbance at 232.0 nm using a nickel hollow-cathode lamp
as source of radiation and an air-acetylene flame.
The substance to be examined contains not more man
1 ppm of nickel, unless otherwise prescribed.

Limit Test for Phosphates
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4.11)
To 100 mL of the solution prepared and, if necessary,
neutralised as prescribed add 4 mL of sulfomolybdic
reagenl R3. Shake and add 0.1 mL of stannous chloride
solution RI. Prepare a standard in the same manner using
2 mL of phosphate standard solution (5 ppm PO.,) Rand
98 mL of waler R. After10 min, compare the colours using
20 mL of C;:;I~h SOIMU9.p..
Any colour in the test solution is normore intense than that
in the standard.

Limit Test for Potassium
(Ph. Bur. method &.4.12)
To 10 mL of the prescribed solution add 2 mL of a freshly
prepared 10 gIL solution of sodium telraphenylborate R.
Prepare a standard in the same manner using a mixture of
5 mL of potassium 'tandtsrd solu,ion (20 ppm K) Rand 5 mL
of water R.
After 5 min, any opalescence in the test solution is not more
intense than thatin the standard.

Limit Test for Sulfates
(ph. Eur. method 2.4.13)
AUsolutions usedfor this leslmust beprepared with distilled
water R.
Add 3 mL of a 250 gIL solution of barium chloride R to
4.5 mL of sulfate standard solution (10ppm SO.,) Rl. Shake
and allow to stand for 1 min. To 2.5 mL of this suspension
add 15 mL of the prescribed solution and 0.5 mL of acetic
addR. Prepare a standard in the same manner using 15 mL
of sulfate standard solurion (10 ppm SO.) R instead of the
prescribed solution.
After 5 min, any opalescence in the test solution is not more
intense than that in me standard.

Appendix VIII B V-A317

Appendix VIII
A. Non-aqueous Titration
(No Ph. Eur. method)

Method!
Dissolve the prescribed quantity of me substance being
examined in a suitable volume of anhydrous acetic add
previously neutralised using the indicator specified in the
monograph, warming and cooling if necessary, or prepare a
solutionas directed. When the substance is a salt of
hydrochloric or hydrobromic acid, add 15 mL of mercury(ll)
aUUlle solution beforeneutralising the solvent,unless
otherwise directed in the monograph. Titratewith O.lM
perthlon·c acid VS to the colour change of the indicator that
corresponds to the maximum absolutevalue of dEldV (where
E is the electromotive force and V is the volumeof titrant) in
a potentiometric titration, Appendix VITI B, of the substance
beingexamined. The indicator specified in the monograph is
also used for the neutralisation of the mercury(ll) acetate
solution and the standardisation of the titrant.
When the temperature (~) of the titrant at the time of the
assaydiffers from the temperature (II) of the titrant when it
was standardised, multiply the volume of the titrant required
by [1+0.0011(', - w] and calculate the result of the assay
from the corrected volume.
Carry out a blank titration when necessary.

Method II
The titrant, solventand, where necessary, the indicator to be
used arestated in the monograph.
Protect the solution and titrant from atmospheric carbon
dioxideand moisturethroughout the determination.
Dissolve the substance being examined in a suitable volume
of the solventpreviously neutralised to the indicator,
warming and cooling if necessary, or prepare a solution as
directed. Titrate to the colour changeof the indicator that
corresponds to the maximum absolute value of dB'dV (where
E is the electromotive force and V is the volumeof titrant) in
a potenu'ometn·c titration, Appendix VITI B, of the substance
under examination. The titrant is standardised using the
same solventand indicator as specified for the substance.
Carry out a blank titration when necessary.

B. Amperometric, Potentiometric and
Voltametric Titrations
Amperometrlc Titration
(Ph. Eur. method2.2.19)

In an amperometric titration, the end-pointis determined by
following the variation of the current measured between
2 electrodes (eitherone indicator electrode and one reference
electrode or 2 indicator electrodes) immersed in the solution
to be examined and maintained at a constant potential
difference as a function of the quantity of titrant added.
The potential of me measuring electrode is sufficient to
ensure a diffusion current for the eJectroactive substance.
Apparatus The apparatus comprises an adjustable voltage
sourceand a sensitive microamrneter; the detectionsystem
generally consistsof an indicator electrode (for example, a
platinum electrode, a rotating-disc electrode or a carbon
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electrode) and a reference electrode (for example, a silver
silver chloride electrode).

A three-electrode apparatus is sometimes used, consisting of
an indicator electrode, a reference electrode and a polarised
auxiliary electrode.

Method Set the potential of me indicator electrode as
prescribed and plot a graph of the initial current and the
values obtained during me titration as functions of the
quantity of titrant added. Add the titrant in not fewer than
3 successive quantities equal to a total of about 80 per cent
of the theoretical volume corresponding to me presumed
equivalence point The 3 values must fall on a straight line.
Continue adding the titrant beyond the presumed
equivalence point in not fewer than 3 successive quantities.
The values obtained must fall on a straight line. The point of
intersection of the 2 lines represents the end-point of the
titration.

For amperometric tltrations with 2 indicator electrodes, the
whole titration CUNeis recorded and used to determine the
end-point.

Potentiometric Titration
(ph. Eur. metlwd 2.2.20)

In a potentiometric titration (volumetric titration with
potentiometric end-point determination) the end-point is
determined by recording the variation of the potential
difference between 2 electrodes (either 1 indicator electrode
and 1 reference electrode, or a combined electrode)
immersed in the solution to be examined as a function of the
volume of titrant added.

Apparatus The apparatus used comprises It millivoltmeter.
Commercial autotitrator instruments may be used and are
operated in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions,
using electrodes recommended for the type of titration
described.

The indicator electrode to be used depends on the substance
to be determined and may be a glass or metal electrode
(e.g. platinum, gold or silver).

For acid-base titrations, a glass-silver-silver chloride electrode
combination is generally used.

Method Prepare the sample solution as described. Add the
titrant in suitable aliquots paying particular attention to the
rate of addition and the volume increments near the
end-point. Continue the titration beyond this point to allow a
clear detection of the end-point.

The end-point of the titration is reached when the maximum
change in potential occurs in a plot of potential versus
volume of titrant, and is expressed as the corresponding
volume of titrant. Recording the first or second derivative
curve can facilitate the determination of the end-point.
In potentiometric titrations of weak acids or bases using non
aqueous solvents, if necessary, either carry out a blank
determination or pre-neutralise the solvent mixture. Where it
is impracticable to use potentiometric detection for this
purpose, the solvent mixture can be pre-neutralised by
titration using a suitable indicator. Some examples are given
below:

Titrant

Perchloric acid

Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide

Emanolic sodium hydroxide

Indicator

CJ)'SUJI~t wluricm R

3 gIL solution of thymolblueR in
methanol R

Thymolphthaltill solution R

Voltametric Titradons
(ph. EUT. method 2.2.65)

In voltametric titration the end-point of the titration is
determined by following the variation of the voltage
measured between 2 electrodes (either 1 indicator electrode
and 1 reference electrode or 2 indicator electrodes) immersed
in the solution to be examined and maintained at a constant
current as a function of the quantity of titrant added.

Apparatus The apparatus comprises an adjustable current
source and a voltmeter; the .detection system generally
consists of an indicator electrode (for example, a platinum
electrode, a rotating-disc electrode or a carbon electrode) and
a 2nd electrode (for example, a platinum electrode, a rotating
disc electrode or a carbon electrode).

Method Set the current to the indicator electrode as
prescribed in the monograph and plot a graph of the initial
voltage and the values obtained during the titration as
funcrions of the quantity of titrant added. Add the titrant in
not fewer than 3 successive quantities equal to a total of
about 80 per cent of the theoretical volume corresponding to
the presumed equivalence point. The 3 values must fall on a
straight line. Continue adding the titrant- beyond the
presumed equivalence point in not fewer than 3 successive
quantities. The values obtained must fall on another straight
line. The point of intersection of the 2 lines represents the
end-point of the titration.

Using titration systems for voltametric titration with
2 indicator electrodes, the whole titration curve is recorded
and used to determine the end-point.

Determination ofPrimary Aromatic Amlno
nitrogen
(ph. Eur. melhod 2.5.8)

Dissolve the prescribed quantity of the substance to be
examined in 50 mL of dilute hydrochkJric add R or in another
prescribed solvent and add 3 g ofpotassium bronntk R. Cool
in ice-water and titrate by slowly adding 0.1 M sodium nitrite

.with constant stirring.

Determine the end-point electrometrically or by the use of
the prescribed indicator.

C. Oxygen-flask Combustion
(ph. EUT. method 2.5.10)

Unless otherwise prescribed the combustion flask is a conical
flask of at least 500 mL capacity of borosilicate glass with a
ground-glass stopper fined with a suitable carrier for the
sample, for example in platinum or platinum-iridium.

Finely grind the substance to be examined, place the
prescribed quantity in the centre of a piece of filter paper
measuring about 30 nun by 40 nun provided with a small
strip about 10 nun wide and 30 mm long. Ifpaper
impregnated with lithium carbonate is prescribed, moisten
the centre of the paper with a saturated solution of lithium
carbonate R and dry in an oven before use. Envelop the
substance to be examined in the paper and place it in the
sample carrier. Introduce into the flask water R or the
prescribed solution designed. to absorb the combustion
products, displace the air with oxygen by means of a tube
having its end just above the liquid, moisten the neck of the
flask with waterR and close with its stopper. Ignite the paper
strip by suitable means with the usual precautions. Keep the
flask finnly closed during the combustion. Shake the flask
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vigorously to completely dissolve the combustion products.
Cool and after about 5 min, unless otherwise prescribed,
carefully unstopper the flask. Wash the ground parts and the
wallsof the flask, as well as the sample carrier, widt water R.
Combine the combustion products and the washings and
proceed as prescribed in the monograph.

For Iodlne
(No Ph. Eur. method)
Bum the specified quantity of the substance being examined
in the prescribed manner using a mixture of 10 mL of water
and 2 mL of 1M sodium hydroxide as the absorbing liquid.
When the process is complete, add to the flask an excess of
acetic bromine solution (between 5 and 10 mL) and allow to
stand for 2 minutes. Remove the excess of bromine by me
addition offormic acid(about 0.5 to 1 mL), rinse the sides of
me flask with waterand displace any bromine vapour above
the liquid with a current of air. Add 1 g of potassium iodide
and titrate with O.02M sodium thiosulfate VS using starch
mucilage, added towards the end of the titration, as indicator.
Each mL of 0.02M sodium thiosulfate VS is equivalent to
0.4230 mg of I.

1 mL of 0.1 M sodium edetau is equivalent to 2.431 mg of
Mg.

LEAD
Introduce the prescribed solution into a 500 mL conical flask
and dilute to 200 mL with woterR. Add about 50 mg of
xylenol orange triturate Rand hexamelhy1enetetramine R until
the solution becomes violet-pink. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium
edeuue until the violet-pink colour changes to yellow,

1 mL of 0./ M sodium edeuue is equivalent to 20.72 mg of
Pb.

ZINC
Introduce the prescribed solution into a 500 mL conical flask
and dilute to 200 mL with waterR. Add about 50 mg of
xylenol orange triturate R and hexamethylenetetramine R until
the solution becomes violet-pink. Add 2 g of
hexamethylenetetramine R in excess. Titrate with 0.1 1\-1 sodium
edeoue until the violet-pink colour changes to yellow.

1 mL of 0.1 M sodium edetate is equivalent to 6.54 mg of Zn.

S = slope of the calibration curve of the electrode,

At a constant ionic strength, the following holds:

k , k
If: Eo+-Iog"f = Eo and S =-

Zj Zj

RT
E = Eo + 2.303-p Jog"a,z,

k
E = Eo + -log"fC;z,

molar concenceucn of the ion,
the activitycoefficient(a, =/C,),

RT
F•

'"f

the following holds: E = E~ + Slog,oC,

and for -log,oC; = pC;: E = E~ - SpC;.

The potentiometric detennination of the ion concentration is
carried out by measuring the potential difference between
two suitable electrodes immersed in the solution to be
examined; the indicator electrode is selective for the ion to be
determined and the other is a reference electrode.

ApParatus Use a voltmeter allowing measurements at least
to the nearest 0.1 millivolt and whose input impedance is at
least one hundred times greater than that of the electrodes
used.

Ion-selective electrodes may be primary electrodes with a
crystal or non-crystal membrane or with a rigid matrix (for

E. Potentiometric Determination of Ionic
Concentration Using lon-selective
Electrodes
(ph. Eur. method 2.2.36)

Ideally, the potential E of an ion-selective electrode varies
linearly with the logarithm of the activity OJof a given ion, as
expressed by the Nemst equation:

Eo pan or the constant potential due to the apparatus used,
R gas constant,
T absolute temperature,
F Panlday's number,
z. chargenumber or the ion including its sign.

D. Complexometric Titrations
(ph. Eur. method 2.5.1I)

ALUMINIUM
Introduce 20.0 mL of me prescribed solution into a 500 mL
conical flask, add 25.0 mL of 0.1 M sodium edaate and
10 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of a 155 fIL solution
of ammonium acetate R and dilute acetic acidR. Boil for 2 min,
then cool. Add 50 mL of ethanolRand 3 mL of a fresWy
prepared 0.25 gIL solution of dithiron. R in ethanol R. Titrate
the excess of sodium edetate with 0.1 M zincsulfate until the
colour changes from greenish-blue to reddish-violet.

I mL of O. / M 'odium edetate is equivalent to 2.698 mg of
AI.
BISMUTIf
Introduce the prescribed solution into a 500 mL conical
flask. Dilute to 250 mL with water R and then, unless
otherwise prescribed, add dropwise, with shaking, concentrated
ammonia R until the mixture becomes cloudy. Add 0.5 mL
of nioio add R. Heat to about 70 °C until the cloudiness
disappears completely. Add about 50 mg of xyleuol orange
triturate R and titrate with 0.1 M sodium edetate until the
colour changes from pinkish-violet to yellow.

1 mL of 0./ M sodium ederate is equivalent to 20.90 mg ofBi.

CALCIUM
Introduce the prescribed solution into a 500 mL conical
flask, and dilute to 300 mL with waterR. Add 6.0 mL of
strong sodium hydroxide solution R and about 200 mg of
ealronerorooxy& arid meurate R. Titrate with O. / M sodium
edelare until the colour changes from violet to full blue.

t mL of 0.11Wsodium edetate is equivalent to 4.008 mg of
Ca.

MAGNESIUM
Introduce the prescribed solution into a 500 mL conical flask
and dilute to 300 mL with waterR. Add 10 mL of
ammonium ehloride buffer solution pH /0.0 R and about 50 mg
of mordant black 1I meurate R. Heat to about 40 "C then
titrate at this temperature with 0.1 M sodium edetate until the
colour changes from violet to full blue.
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Temperature ("C) 11

or

METIlOD III (SINGLE STANDARD ADDITION)
To a volwne VT of the test solution prepared as prescribed
in the monograph) add a volume Vs of a reference solution
containing an amount of the ion to be determined known to
give a response situated in the linear part of the calibration
curve. Prepare a blank solution in the same conditions.
Measure at least three times the potentials of the test solution
and the blank solution, before and after adding the reference
solution. Calculate the concentration Or of the ion to be
analysed using the following equation and making the
necessary corrections for the blank:

F. Determination of Ethanol

Plot on a graph 10'1 (y-axis) against Vs (x-axis) and
extrapolate the line obtained until it intersects the x-axis.
At the intersection) the concentration Or of the ion to be
determined in the test solution is given by the equation:

VT volume of the test: sotution or ilie blank,
Gr concemration of the i.on 10 be detennined in me lest:solution,
Vs added volume of the reference solution,
Cs concentration of the ion 10 be determined in the reference

solution,
AE differencebetween the averagepot:entiabmeasured before and

after adding VSJ

S slope of the electrode determined experimemally,at ccnnant
temperature. by measuring the differencebetween me potentials
obtained from two reference solutions whoseconcentrations
differ by a factor of ten and are situated within the range where
the calibrationcurve is linear.

S sJope of the electrode determined experimentally,at constant
temperature, by measuring the differencebetween the potentials
obtained with two referencesolutions whose concentrations
differ by a factor of ten and are eimated wilhin the range where
me calibmtion curee is linear.

Use Method lor, where appropriate) Method Il unless
otherwise prescribed in the monograph.

Method I
(No Ph. Bur. method)

Carry out the method for gas chromatography)
Appendix ill B, using the following solutions. Solution (I)
contains 5.0% vlv of amol.", ethanoland 5.0% vlv ofpropcm
1-01 (internal standard). For solution (2) dilute a volume of
the preparation being examined with water to contain
between 4.0 and 6.0% vlv of ethanol. Prepare solution (3) in
the same manner as solution (2) but adding sufficient of the
internal standard to produce a final concentration of
5.0% v/v.

The chromatographic procedure may be carried out using a
column (I.5 m x 4 mm) packed with porous polymer beads
(100 to 120 mesh) (Porapak Q and Chromosorb 101 are
suitable) and maintained at 150· with both the inlet port and
the detector at 170°.

Calculate the percentage content of ethanol from the areas of
the peaks due to ethanol in the chromatograms obtained with
solutions (I) and (3).

0.0582

0.0592

0.0602

20
25
30

If the electrode system is used frequently, check regularly the
repeatability and the stability of responses, and the linearity
of the calibration curve or the calculation algorithm in the
range of concentrations of the test solution; if not) cany out
the test before each set of measurements. The response of
the electrode may be regarded as linear if the slope S of the
calibration curve is approximately equal to klzi> per unit of
pq.
METIlOD I (DIRECT CALffiRATION)
Measure at least three times in succession the potential of at
least three reference solutions spanning the expected
concentration of the test solution. Calculate the calibration
curve) or plot on a chart the mean potential E obtained
against the concentration of the ion to be determined
expressed as -loglo C j or pGi .

Prepare the test solution as prescribed in the monograph;
measure the potential three times and) from the mean
potential) calculate the concentration of the ion to be
determined using the calibration curve.

METHOD II (MULTll'LE STANDARD ADDmONS)
Prepare the test solution as prescribed in the monograph.
Measure the potential at equilibrium Er of a volume VT of
this solution of unknown concentration C:r of the ion to be
determined. Make at least three consecutive additions of a
volume Vs negligible compared to VT (Vs S 0.01 VT ) of a
reference solution of a concentration Cs known [0 be within
the linear part of the calibration curve..After each addition)
measure me potential and calculate the difference of potential
liE between the measured potential and Br. 6E is related to
the concentration of the ion to be determined by the
equation:

example, glass electrodes), or electrodeswith charged
(positive or negative) or uncharged mobile carriers, or
sensitised electrodes (enzymatic-substrate electrodes, gas
indicator electrodes). The reference electrode is generally a
silver-silver chloride electrode with suitable junction liquids
producing no interference.
Procedure Carry out each measurement at a temperature
constant to ± 0.5 °C, taking into account the variation of
the slope of the electrode with temperature (see
Table 2.2.36.-1). Adjust the ionic strength and possibly the
pH of the solution to be analysed using the buffer reagent
descnbed in the monograph and equilibrate the electrode by
immersing it in the solution to be analysed,under slow and
uniform stirring, until a constant reading is obtained.

(
GsVs)All = Slog.. 1+ OrVT

Table 2.2.36.-1. - Vahus of k at different umperatureS

VT volume of the test solution,
Gr concemration of the ion 10 be determined in the test soluuon,
Vs added volume of the referencesolution,
Cs concentration of the ion to be determined in the reference

solution,
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Method II
(No Ph. Eur. method)

For preparations in which, in accordance with theauthority
given in the monographs, Industrial Methylated Spirit has
been used, detennine the contentof ethanol as described in
Method I but using as solution (2) a volume of the
preparation beingexamined diluted with water to contain
between 4.0 and 6.0% vlv of total ethanol and methanol.

Determine the concentration of methanol in the following
manner. Carryout the chromatographic procedure described
underMethod I hut using the following solutions. Solution
(I) contains 0.25% vlv of methanol and 0.25% vlv of propan
1-<11 (internal standard). For solution (2) dilute a volume of
the preparation beingexamined with water to contain
between 0.2% and 0.3% vlv of methanol. Prepare solution
(3) in the same manner as solution (2) but adding sufficient
of the internal standard to produce a final concentration of
0.25% vlv.

The sum of the contents of ethanol and methanol is within
the range specified. in the monograph and the ratio of the
contentof methanol to thatof ethanol is commensurate with
Industrial Methylated Spirit having been used.

Method III
(ph. Eur. method2.9.10)

These methods are intended for theexamination 0/liquid
pharmaceutical preparations and their ingredients that contain
ethanol.
The ethanol conten' of a liquid is expressed as the number of
volumes of ethanol contained in 100 volumes oj ,he liquid, the
volumes being measured ilt 20 ± 0.1 "C. This is known as the
'percentage of ethanol by volume' (per cent VIIo? Thecon,.n'
may also beexpressed in grams of ethanol per 100 g of the liquid.
This is known as the 'percentage 0/ethanol by mass'
(per centmlm).

METHOD A
Where preparations contain dissolved substances, the
dissolved substances must be separated from the ethanol that
is ro be determined by distillation. Where distillation would
distilvolatile substances other than ethanol andwater, the
appropriate precautions are stated in the monograph.
The relation between the density at 20 ± 0.1 °C, the relative
density(corrected to vacuum) and the ethanol content of a
mixture of water and ethanol is given in the tables of the
International Organisation for Legal Metrology (1972),
International Recommendation No. 22.

Apparatus
The apparatus (see Figure 2.9.10.-1) consists of a round
bottomed flask (A) Iitted with a distillation head (B) with a
steam trap and attached to a vertical condenser (C).
The latter is Iitted at its lower part with a tube (D), which
carries the distillate into the lower part of a 100 mL or
250 mL volumetric flask. The volumetric flask is immersed
in a mixture of ice and water (E) during the disbUation.
A disc having a circular aperture 6 em in diameter is placed
underthe flask (A) to reduce the risk of charring any
dissolved substances.

Method
Pycnometer method/oscillating transducer density
meter method Transfer 25.0 mL of the preparation to be
examined, measured at 20 ± 0.1 °C, to the distillation flask.
Dilute with 100-150 mL of distiUed water R and add a few
pieces of pumice. Attach the distillation head andcondenser.
Distil and collect Dot less than 90 mL of distillate ln a
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100 mL volumetric flask. Adjust the temperature to
20 ± 0.1 'C and dilute to 100.0 mL with distilled water R at
20 ± 0.1 'c. Determine the relative density at 20 ± 0.1 "C
usinga pycnometer or an oscillating transducer density
meter.
The values indicated in Table 2.9.10.-1, colwnn 3, are
multiplied by 4 to obtain the percentage of ethanol by
volume (VIV) contained in thepreparation. After calculation
of the ethanol content usingthe table, roundoff the result to
I decimal place.

A

(t---c

F--D

E

Figure 2.9.10.-1. - Apparatusforthe determination of ethanol
content

Dimensions in milh"meem

Hydrometer method Transfer 50.0 mL of the preparation
to be examined, measured at 20 ± 0.1 °C, to the distillation
flask, add 200-300 mL of distilled water R and distil, as
described above, into a volumetric flask until at least 180 mL
has been collected. Adjust the temperature to 20 ± 0.1 °C
and dilute to 250.0 mL with distiHed water Rat 20 ± 0.1 'C.

Transfer the distillate to a cylinder whose diameter is at least
6 mm wider than the bulb of the hydrometer. If the volume
is insufficient, double the quantity of the sample and dilute
the distillate to 500.0 mL with distilled water R at
20 ± 0.1 'C.

Multiply the strength by 5 to allow for the dilution during
the determination. After calculation of the ethanolcoment
using Table 2.9.10.-1, round off the result to I decimal
place.
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Table 2.9.10.-1. - Relationship belween density, relative densi.y
and ethanol content

METIIODB
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Internal standard solution Dilute 1.0 mL of propanol RJ
to 100.0 mL with waterR. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to
20.0 mL with waterR.

Test solution Dilute a volume of the preparation to be
examined corresponding to 0.4 g of ethanol to 50.0 mL with
waterR. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 20.0 mL with
waterR. To 2.0 mL of this solution add 1.0 mL of the
internal standard solution and dilute to 20.0 mL with
water R. Transfer 2.0 mLof this solution into an injection
vial.
Reference solution (a) Dilute 5.0 mL of anhydrous
ethanolR to 100.0 mL with waterR. Dilute 25.0 mL of the
solution to 100.0 mL with water R. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to 20.0 mL with water R.
Reference salution (b) Ivlix 0.5 mL of reference
solution (a) and 1.0 rnL of the internal standard solutionand
dilute to 20.0 mL with waterR. Transfer 2.0 mL of this
solution into an injection vial.
Reference solu"'on (c) Mix 1.0 mL of reference
solution (a) and 1.0 mLof the internal standard solution and
dilute to 20.0 mL with water R. Transfer 2.0 mL of this
solution into an injection vial.
Referencesalution rd) Mix 1.5 mLofreference
solution (a) and 1.0 mL of the internal standard solution and
dilute to 20.0 mL with waterR. Transfer 2.0 mL of this
solution into an injection vial.
Reference solution re) Dilute 1.0 mL of methanol R2 to
100.0 mL with waterR. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to
20.0 mL with waterR.

Reference solutian (J) Mix 1.0 mL of the internal
standard solution) 2.0 mL of reference solution (a) and
2.0 mL of reference solution (e) and dilute to 20.0 mL with
water R. Transfer 2.0 mLof this solution into an injection
vial.

Close the vials immediately wich a tight rubber membrane stopper
coated wt"ch polytetrafluoroethylene andsecure with an aluminium
crimp cap.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.53 mm;
- statimtary phase: cyanopropy/(3)pheny/(3)merhy/(94)

polysiloxane R (film thickness 3 pm).

Carrier gas heliumfor chromatography R.

Flow rate 3 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:50.

Static head-space condition: tho: may beused:
- equilibratimt temperature: 85 "C;
- equilibration time: 20 min.
Temperature:

968.0

9685

969.0

9695
970.0

970.5

971.0

971.5

972.0

9125

973.0

973.5

974.0

9745

915.0

975.5

976.0

9765

977.0

917.5

978.0

978.5

979.0

979.5

980.0

980.5

981.0

981.5

982.0

982.5

983.0

983.5

984.0

984.5

985.0

985.5

986.0

986.5

987.0

981.5

988.0

988.5

989.0

989.5

990.0

990.5

991.0

991.5

992.0

992.5

993.0

993.5

994.0

994.5

995.0

995.5

996.0

996.5

997.0

997.5

998.0

Relative density of the
distlllete measured In air

Jig

0.9697

0.9702

0.9707

0.9712

0.9717

0.9722

0.9727

0.9733

0.9138

0.9743

0.9748

0.9753

0.9758

0.9763

0.9768

0.9713

0.9778

0.9783

0.9788

0.9793

0.9798

0.9803

0.9808

0.9813

0.9818

0.9ll'l3

0.9828

0.9833

0.9838

0.9843

0.9848

0.9853

0.9858

0.9863

0.9868

0.9873

0.9878

0.9883

0.9888

0.9893

0.9898

0.9903

0.9908

0.9913

0.9918

0.9923

0.9928

0.9933

0.9938

0.99<13

0.9948

0.9953

0.9958

0.9963

0.9968

0.9973

0.9978

0.9983

0.9988

0.9993

0.9998

Ethanol content In
per cent YIV

at 20 °c
25.09

24.64

24.19

23.74

23.29

22.83

22.37

21.91

21..015

20.98

20.52

20.05

19.59

19.12

18.66

18.19

17.13

17.25

16.80

16.34

15.88

15.43

14.97

14.52

14.07

13.63

13.18

12.74

12.31

11.87

11.4<1

11.02

10.60

10.18

9.76

9.35

8,94

8.53

8.13

7.73

7.34

6.95

6.56

6.17

5.79

5,42

5....

4.67

4.30

3.94

3.58

3.22

2.86

2.51

2.16

1.82

1.47

1.13

0.80

0.46

0.13

Column

Injection port

Detector

Time
(min)

0- 1.6

1.6 - 9.9

9.9· 13.6

13.6 - 20

Temperature

rCJ
40

40 65

65 175

175
200

200
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Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 1.0 JlL of the test solution and reference
solution (c), at least 3 times.
Elutt"on order Methanol, ethanol, propanol.
Relative retention With reference to ethanol (retention
time = about 5.3 min): methanol = about 0.8;
propanol = about 1.6.

System suitability Reference solution (c):

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 1.0 mL of the gaseous phaseof the test solution
and reference solutions (b), (c), (d) and (I), at least 3 times.

Elution order Methanol, ethanol, propanol.
Relative retention Withreference to ethanol (retention
time = about 5.3 min): methanol = about 0.8;
propanol =about 1.6.

System suitability Reference solution (I):
- resolution: minimum 5 between the peaksdue to methanol

and ethanol.

Establish a calibration curve with the concentration of
ethanol in reference solutions (b), (c), (d) and (I) as the
abscissa and the mean ratioof the peakarea of ethanol to the
peakarea of the internal standard in the corresponding
chromatograms as the ordinate.
Calculate the percentage content of ethanol in the
preparation to be examined.

METHODe
Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Internal standard solution Dilute 1.0 mL ofpropanol RJ
to 100.0 mL williWOw R.
Test solution Dilute a volume of the preparation to be
examined corresponding to 1 g of ethanol to 50.0 mL with
waterR. To 1.0 mL of this solution add 1.0 mL of the
internal standard solution and dilute (0 20.0 mL with
waurR.
Reference solution (a) Dilute 1.0 mL of anhydrous
.manol R to 50.0 mL with water R.

Reference solution (b). Dilute 1.0 mL of methond R2 to
100.0 mLwith waterR. Dilute 1.0 mLofthe solution to
20.0 mL with waterR.
Reference solution (c) Mix 1.0 mL of the internal
standard solution, 1.0 mL of reference solution (a) and
2.0 mL of reference solution (b) and dilute to 20.0 mL with
water R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I = 30 m, 0 = 0.53 mm;
- stationary phase: cyanqpropyl(3)phenyl(3)m.thyI(94)

poIysikxan. R (Iilm thickness 3 urn).

Carrier gas helium for chroma/Ography R.

Flow rate 3 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

Column

Injection pert

Detector

Time
(min)

0- 1.6

1.6 - 9.9

9.9 - 13.6

13.6 - 20

Temperature
CC)
40

40 -+ 65

65 ..... 175

175

200

200

- resolution: minimum 5 between the peaksdue to methanol
and ethanol.

Calculate the ethanolcontent in per cent VIV using the
following expression:

A,x[,xIOO

A2 x ] I X V I

AI areaof die peakdue to eihanol in die chromatogram obralned
with the test solution;

A2 = area or the peak due to ethanol in lite chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (c)j

I) areaof me peakdue to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution;

12 ares. or the peakdue to the inlernalstandlld in the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (c)j

VI volume or the preparation 10beexaminedin the test solution.
in rniUilitres.

G. Determination of Meth,mol 'mel
Propan-2-oi
(Ph. Bur. method2.9.11)

METHOD A
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Internal standard solution Dilute 1.0 mL of propanol Rl
to 100.0 mL with walti' R. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to
20.0 mL with water R.

Test solution Mix 1.0 mL of the internal standard
solution and 4.0 mL of the preparation to be examined and
dilute to 20.0 mL with waterR. Transfer 2.0 mL of this
solution into an injection vial.
Reference solution (a) Mix 1.0 mL of methanol R2 and
1.0 mL of 2-propanol R2 and dilute to 100.0 mL with
water R. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 20.0 mL with
waterR.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 5.0 mL of anhydrous
.manol R to 100.0 mL with walti' R. Dilute 25.0 mL of the
solution to 100.0 mL with wate, R. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to 20.0 mL with water R.
Reference solution (c) Mix 1.0 mL of the internal
standard solution, 2.0 mL of reference solution (a) and
2.0 mL of reference solution (b) and dilute to 20.0 mL with
water R. Transfer 2.0 mL of this solution into an injection
vial.
Close the vials immediately with a tightrnbber membrane stopper
coatedwith poIycetrajfuoroethylene and secure with an aluminium
cn'mp cap.
Colymn:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I = 30 m, 0 = 0.53 mm;
- stationary phase: cyanopropyl(3)phenyl(3)m.thyl(94)

poIysi/oxan. R (Iilm thickness 3 urn).

Carrier gas helium for chroma/Ography R.

Flow rate 3 rnUmin.

Split ratio 1:50.

Static head-space conditions mat may beused:
- equilibration temperature: 85°C;
- equilibration time: 20 min.
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Temperature:

Column

Injection port

Detector

Tim,
(min)

o· 1.6

1.6·9.9

9.9 - 13.6

13.6 - 20

Temperature

rc>
4.

40 ~ 65

65 -t 175

[75

200

'00

Calumn:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.53 mm;
- statianaryphase: cyanapropy/(3Jphenyl(3Jmethy/(94J

pa/ysiIoxane R (film thickness 3 urn).

Carrier gas heliumfar chramaltJgraphy R.

Flow rate 3 mUmin.
SplJ't ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

A[ xl,

Detection Flame ionisation.

IW'ectt'on 1.0 J.tL of the test solution and reference
solution (c), at least 3 times.

Elution order Methanol, ethanol, 2-propanoJ, l-propanol,

Relative retention With reference to ethanol (retention
time = about 5,3 min): methanol = about 0.8;
2-propanol =about 1.2; f-propanol =about 1.6.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- rewlution: minimum 5 between the peaks due to methanol

and ethanol.

CalcuJate the methanol content in per cent VIV using the
following expression:

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 1.0 mL of me gaseous phase of the [est solution
and reference solution (c), at least 3 times.

ElutJ'on order Methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol, I-propanol.

Relative retention With reference to ethanol (retention
time ::;about 5.3 min): methanol e about 0.8;
2-propanol ;;;; about 1.2; l-propanol > about 1.6.

System sut'tability Reference solution (c):
- resoluu'on: minimwn 5 between the peaks due to methanol

and ethanol.

Calculate the methanol content in per cent VIV using the
following expression:

AI area of the peakdue to methanol in the chromatogram obtained
widt the test solution;

A 2 IlI'e3 of the peakdue 10 methanol in the cltromatogram obtained
with reference solu.tion (e);

11 area of the peakdue to the internal standard in lbe
chromatogmn obtained with the teet soluucm

12 area of die peakdue to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (c).

Column

Injection port

Detector

Tim,
(min)

0-1.6

1.6 ·9.9

9.9 - 13.6

13.6 - 20

Tempersture
rC)

4.

40 --+ 65

65 --+ 175

ns
200
200

Calculate the 2-propanol content in per cent VIV using the
following expression:

AJ area of the peak due to 2-propanol in the chromatogram
obtained wilh the test solution;

A4 uea of the peak due to 2-propanol in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (c)j

II area of the peak due to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtained wilh Ihe ten solution;

12 area of the peak due to the internal standard in the
chromalogram obtained with reference solution (c).

AI arta of the peak due to melhanol in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to melhanol in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (c);

II area of the peak due to the internal standard. in the
chromatogram obtained wnh die test solution;

12 area of the peak due to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (c).

Calculate the 2-propanol content in per cent VIV using the
following expression:

METHODB
Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Internal standard solution Dilute 1.0 mL of propanol Rl
to 100.0 mL with water R.
Test solutian Mix 1.0 mL of the internal standard
solution and 4.0 mL of the preparation to be examined and
dilute to 20.0 mL with waterR.
Reference solution (oJ Mix 1.0 mL of methatwl R2 and
1.0 mL of 2-propanal R2 and dilute to 100.0 mL with
waterR. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 20.0 mL with
waterR.
Reference solutian (bJ Dilute 1.0 mL of anhydrous
ethanalR to 50.0 mL with water R.

Reference solution (cJ Mix 1.0 mL of the internal
standard solution, 1.0 mL of reference solution (b) and
2.0 mL of reference solution (a) and dilute to 20.0 mL with
waterR.

A,

I,

area of the peak due to 2-propanol in rhe chromatognun
obtained with the test solutionj
area of the peak due to 2·propanol in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (c)j
area of the peak due to Ihe internal standard in the
chromatogram cbteined wil:h. the lest solution;
area of the peak due to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtained wilh reference solution (c).
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H. Determination of Nitrogen
Method I
(ph. Eur. me/hod2.5.9)

SEMI-MICRO METHOD
Place a quantity of the substanceto be examined (m g)
containing about 2 mg of nitrogen in a combustionflask, add
4 g of a powdered mixture of 100 g of dipotassium sulfate R,
5 g of copper sulfau penrahydrau Rand 2.5 g of selenium R,
and three glass beads. Wash any adhering particles from the
neck into the flask with 5 mL of sulfuric acidR, allowing it to
run down the sides of the flask, and mix the contents by
rotation. Close the mouth of the flask loosely, for example by
means of a glassbulb with a short stem, to avoid excessive
loss of sulfuric acid. Heat gradually at first, then increase the
temperature until there is vigorous boiling with condensation
of sulfuric acid in the neck of the flask; precautions should he
taken to prevent me upper part of the flask from becoming
overheated. Continue the heatingfor 30 min, unless
otherwise prescribed. Cool" dissolve the solid material by
cautiously adding to the mixture 25 mL of waterR, cool
again and place in a steam-distillation apparatus. Add 30 mL
of strong sadium hydroxide solution R and distil immediately by
passing steam through the mixture. Collect about 40 mL of
distillate in 20.0 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acidand enough
wafer R to cover the tip of me condenser. Towardsthe end
of me distillation, lowerthe receiver so that the tip of the
condenseris above the surface of the acid. Take precautions
to preventany water on the outer surface of the condenser
from reaching the contentsof the receiver. Titrate me
distillate with 0.01 M sodium hydroxide, using methylredmixed
solution R as indicator (n, mL of 0.01 M sadium hydroxide).
Repeat the test using about 50 mg of glucose R in place of the
substance to be examined (n2 mL of 0.01 M sodium
hydroxide).

. 0.01401(n2 - nil
Content of nitrogen = per cent

m

Method II (Determination of Protein In Blood
Products)
(Na Ph. Bur. meeho4)
For dried blood products prepare a solution of me
preparation as directed in the monograph.
To a volume expected to contain about 0.1 g of protein add
sufficient saline solution to produce 20 mL To 2 mL of me
resulting solution, in a 75-mL boiling tube, add 2 mL of a
solution containing 75% vlv of mirogen-fiw sulfun'c acid,
4.5% wlv of potassium sulfau and 0.5% wlv of copper(lJ)
sulfate, mix and looselystopperme tube. Heat gradually to
boiling, boil vigorously for 1.5 hoursand cool. If the solution
is not clear add 0.25 mL of hydrogen peroxide solution
(20 vol), continueheatinguntil a clearsolution is produced
and cool. Duringheating, takeprecautions to ensuremat the
upper part of the tube is not overheated.
Transfer the solution to a distillation apparatus using three
3-mL quantities of waw, add 10 mL of 10Msadium hydroxide
and distil rapidly for 4 minutes, collectingthe distillate in a
mixture of 5 mL of a saturated solution of bmic acid and
5 mL of waterand keeping the tip of the condenser below
the level of the acid. Lower the collectionflask so that the
condensercan drain freely and continue me distillation for a
further 1 minute. Titrate with 0.02M hydrochwsic acid VS
using methylredmixedsolution as indicator (Vi ml.).

Appendix VIII K V-A325

To a further volume of the preparation beingexamined, or of
the solution prepared fromit, expected to contain about
0.1 g of protein, add 12 mL of saline solution, 2 mL of a
7.5% wlv solution of sodium molybdate and 2 mL of a mixture
of 1 volume of mirogen-.free su/juri< acidand 30 volumes of
water. Shake,allow to standfor 15 minutes, add sufficient
water (Q produce20 mL, shake againand centrifuge. Using
2 mL of the resulting clear supernatant liquidrepeat the
procedure described abovebeginning at the words 'in a
75-mL boiling tube ...• (V2 mL). Calculate the protein
content in mg per mL of the preparation beingexamined,
using the expression 6.25 x 0.280(V,-V,) and taking into
account the initial dilution.

J. Tetrazolium Assay of Steroids
(No Ph. Bur. melhod)

The coloured reaction products tendto adsorb ontothe nnface of
theglassware. To avoid low results, theglassware should be treated
with thecoloured reaction products before use. Thetreated
glassware should bereseruedfor this assayand should bewashed
onlywith water between assays.
Carry out the following procedure protected from light.
Dissolve a quantity of the substance beingexamined in
sufficient aldehyck-free absolute ethanol to produce a solution
containing 300 to 350 J.lg in 10 mL unless otherwise specified
in the monograph. Transfer 10 mL to a 25-mL graduated
flask) add 2 mL of triphenyltetrazolium chloride sohaion,
displace the air in me flask with oxygen-fru nilrogen,
immediately add 2 mL of dilute tetramethylammonium
hydroxide solution and again displace the air with oxygen-free
nitrogen. Stopperthe flask, mix the contents by gently
swirling and allow to stand in a water bam at 30 0 for I hour
unless otherwise specified in the monograph. Cool rapidly,
add sufficient aldehyde-.free absoluu ethanol to produce 25 mL,
mix and immediately determine the absorbance of the
resulting solution in a stoppered cell at the maximum at
485 run,Appendix II B, using in the reference cell a solution
prepared at the same time and in the same manner using
10 mL of aldehyde-.free absoluu ethanol. Repeat the operation
using the specified BPCRS or EPCRS in place of the
substance beingexamined ensuring that. the periodof time
thatelapsesbetween the addition of the
tetramethylammonium hydroxide solution and the
measurement of the absorbance is me same as for the test
solution.

K. Ethylene Glycol and Diethylene Glycol
in Ethoxylated Substances
(ph. Bur. me/hod 2.4.30)

Ethoxylated substances maycontain varied amounts of ethylene
g(yrol and diethylene glycal, as a result af the manufacturing
process. Thefollowing methad may beusedfor the quantitative
detmnination of these substances) in particular in the caseof the
following smfaaants: macrogolg/ycerol ricinoleau, macrogolgly..rol
hydroxystearate~ macrogol 15 hydroxystearate~ nonoxinol 9 and
mcu:rogol cewstearyl ether.
Gas chromatography (2.2.21f).
Internal standard solution Dissolve 30.0 mg of
1,2-penramdiol R in acetone R and dilute 10 30.0 mL with the
same solvent.Dilute 1.0 mL of thissolution to 20.0 mL with
acetone R.
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Detection Flameionisation.
Injection 2~.

Relative retention Withreference to 1J2-pentanediol
(retention time =about 19 min): ethylene glycol=about 0.1;
diethylene g1yool =about 1.3.

Test solution Dissolve 0.500 g of the substance (0 be
examined in the internal standard solutionand dilute to

10.0 mLwith the same solution.
Reference solution (a) Mix 30.0 mg of ethylene glyccl R
withacetone R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL to 10.0 mL with the internal standard
solution.
Reference solution (b) Prepare a solution of diethylene
glycol R witha concentration corresponding to the prescribed
limitand using the samesolvents as for the preparation of
reference solution (a).
Column:
- material: fusedsilica,
- size: I =30 m, 0 =0.53 rom,
- stationaty phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness I um).
Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 10 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:3.

Temperature:

L. Residual Solvents
(ph. Bur. method2.4.24)

The test procedures described in thisgeneral method maybe
used:
i. for the identification of the majority of Class I and Class 2
residual solvents in an active substance, excipient or
medicinal product when the residual solvents areunknown;
ii. as a limittest forClass 1 and Class 2 solvents when
present in an active substance, excipient or medicinal
product;
iii. for the quantification of Class2 solvents when the limits
are greater than 1000 ppm (0.1 per cent) or for the
quantification of Class 3 solvents when required.
Class I, Class 2 and Class 3 residual solvents are listed in
general chapter 5.4. Residual ,olveIllS.
Three diluents aredescribed forsample preparation and the
conditions to be applied forhead-space injection of the
gaseous sample onto the chromatographic system.
Two chromatographic systems areprescribed but System A is
preferred whilst SystemB is employed normally for
confirmation of identity. The choiceof sample preparation
procedure depends on the solubility of the substance to be
examined and in certain cases the residual solvents to be
controlled.
The following residual solvents arenot readily detected by
the head-space injection conditions described: formamide,
2-ethoxyethanol, 2-methoxyethanol, ethylene g1yool,

Column

In~tion port

Detector

Tiriie
(min)

0-40

40- 45
45 - 65

Temperature
("C)

80 200

200 230

230

2'0

2'0

N-methylpyrrolidone and sulfolane. 0 ther appropriate
procedures shouldbe employed for the control of these
residual solvents.
When the test procedure is applied Quantitatively to control
residual solvents in a substance, then it must be validated.

PROCEDURE
Examine by gas chromatography withstatic head-space
injection (2.2.28).

Sample preparation I
This is intended for the control of residual solvents in water
soluble substances.
Sample solution (1) Dissolve 0.200 g of the substance to
be examined in water R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Sample preparation 2
This is intended for the control of residual solvents inwater
insoluble substances.
Sample solution (2) Dissolve 0.200 g of the substance to
be examined in dimethylformamide R (DMF) and dilute to
20.0 mL with the samesolvent.

Sample preparation 3
This is intended for the control of N,N-dimethylacetamide
andlor N,N-dimethylfonnamide, when it is known or
suspected thatone or both of these substances arepresent in
the substance to be examined.
Sample solutJ'on (3) Dissolve 0.200 g of the substance to
be examined in 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazoHdinone R (DMI) and
dilute to 20.0 mL with the samesolvent.
In some casesnone of the above sample preparation
procedures are appropriate, inwhich case the diluent to be
used for the preparation of the sample solution and the static
head-space conditions to be employed must be demonstrated
to be suitable.
Soloont solution (a) To 1.0 mL of Glass 1 residual 'olvenr
solution GRS, add 9 mL of dimethyl sulfoxide R and dilute to
100.0 mL with waterR. Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to
100 mL with waterR. Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to
10.0 mL with waterR.
The reference solutions correspond to the following limits:
- benzene: 2 ppm;
- carbon tetrachloride: 4 ppm;
- 1,2-dicWoroethane: 5 ppm;
- l,l-dichloroethene: 8 ppm;
- Lf.t-trichloroethene: 10 ppm.
Solvent solution (b) Dissolve appropriate quantities of the
Class 2 residual solvents in dimemy! sulfoxide R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the samesolvent. Dilute in water R to givea
concentration of 1120 of the lintits stated in Table 2 (see 5.4.
Residual solvents).
Solvent solution (c) Dissolve 1.00 g of the solvent or
solvents present in the substance to be examined in dimethyl
sulfoxrik R or waterR, if appropriate, and dilute to 100.0 mL
with water R. Dilute to give a concentration of 1120 of the
limit(s) stated in Table I or 2 (see 5.4. Residual,olvents).
Blank solutum Prepare as described forsolvent
solution (c) but without the addition of solvent(s) (used to
verify the absence of interfering peaks).
Test solutiOn Introduce 5.0 mL of the sample solution
and 1.0 rnL of the blank solution into an injection vial.
Reference solution (a) (Class 1) Introduce 1.0 mL of
solvent solution (a) and 5.0 mL of the appropriate diluent
into an injection vial.
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Carrier gas: nitrogenfor chromallJgraphy R or heliumfor chromatography R at an
appropriate pressure

Reference solution (aJ (Class 1) Introduce 5.0 mL of
the sample solution and 1.0 mL of solvent solution (a) into
an injectionvial.
Reference solution (b) (Class 2) Introduce 1.0 mL of
solvent solution (b) and 5.0 mL of the appropriate diluent
into an injection vial.
Reference solution (c) Introduce 5.0 mL of the sample
solution and 1.0 mL of solvent solution (c) into an injection
vial.
Reference solution (d) Introduce 1.0 mL of the blank
solution and 5.0 mL of the appropriate diluent into an
injectionvial.
Close thevialswith a u"ght rubber membrane stopper tooted with
polytetrafluoroethylene and secure flJlih an aluminium oimp cap.
Shake to obtain a homogeneous solution.
The following static head-space injection conditions may be
used:

The chromatographic procedure may be carried out using:

SYSTIiMA
- a fused-silica capillary or wide-bore column 30 m long

and 0.32 mm or 0.53 nun in internal diameter coated
with cyanopropy/(3)phenyl(3)melhyl(94)pqlyti/oxane R (film
thickness 1.8 um or 3 pm);

- nitrogen fur chromaUJgraphy R or helium for
chromatography R as the carrier gas, split ratio 1:5 wilh a
linear velocity of about 35 cmls;

- a flame-ionisation detector (0 mass spectrometer may also
be used or an electron-capture detector for the
chlorinated residual solvents of Class 1);

maintaining the temperature of the column at 40°C for
20 min, then raising the temperature at a rate of 10°C
per min to 240°C and maintaining it at 240 QC for 20 min
and maintaining the temperature of the injection port at
140°C and that of the detector at 250 °C; or, where there is
interference from the matrix, use:

SYSTIiMB
- a fused-silica capillary or wide-bore column 30 m long

and 0.32 nun or 0.53 mm in internal diameter coated
with ma<rogol20 000R (film thickness 0.25 pm);

- mirogen for chromatography R or helium for
chromawgraphy R as the carrier gas, split ratio 1:5 with a
linear velocity of about 35 cmls;

- a flame-ionisation detector (a mass spectrophotometer
may also be used or an electron-capture detector for the
chlorinated residual solvents of Class 1);

maintaining me temperature of the column at 50°C for
20 min, men raising the temperature at a rate of 6 °C
per min '0165 °C and maintaining it a'165 °C for 20 min
and maintaining the temperature of the injection port at
140°C and that of the detector at 250 °G.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (a)
onto the column described in System A and record the

Sample preparation
procedure

t 2 3

chromatogram under such conditions that the signal-to-noise
ratio for 1,1,1-tricWoroethane can be measured. The signal
to-noise ratio must be at least 5. A typical chromatogram is
shown in Figure 2.4.24.-1.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (al)
onto the column described in System A. The peaks due to
the Class 1 residual solvents are still detectable.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (b)
onto the column described in System A and record the
chromatogram under such conditions that the resolution
between acetonitrile and dicWoromethane can be determined.
The system is suitable if the chromatogram obtained
resembles the chromatogram shown in Figure 2.4.24.-2 and
the resolution between acetonitrile and dicWoromethane is at
leas' 1.0.
Inject I mL of me gaseous phase of me test solution onto the
column described in System A. If in the chromatogram
obtained, there is no peak which corresponds to one of the
residual solvent peaks in me chromatograms obtained with
reference solution (a) or (b), then the substance to be
examined meets the requirements of the test. If any peak in
the ehromerogram obtained -..Viili the 'test solution
corresponds to any of the residual solvent peaks obtained
with reference solution (a) or (b) then System B is to be
employed.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (a)
onto the column described in System B and record the
chromatogram under such conditions that the signal-to-noise
ratio for benzene can be measured. The signal-to-noise ratio
must be at least 5. A typical chromatogram is shown in
Figure 2.4.24.-3.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (al)
onto the column described in System B. The peaks due to
the Class 1 residual solvents are still detectable.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (b)
onto the column described in System B and record me
chromatogram under such conditions that the resolution
between acetonitrile and I,I)2-tricWoroethene can be
determined, The system is suitable if the chromatogram
obtained resembles the chromatogram shown in
Figure 2.4.24.-4 and the resolution between acetonitrile and
l,I,2-trichloroethene is at least 1.0.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of the test solution onto the
column described in System B. H in the chromatogram
obtained, there is no peak which corresponds to any of the
residual solvent peaks in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution (a) or (b), then the substance to be
examined meets the requirements of the test. If any peak in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution
corresponds to any of the residual solvent peaks obtained
with reference solution (a) or (b) and confirms the
correspondence obtained when using System A, then proceed
as follows.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (c)
onto the column described for System A or System B.
If necessary, adjust the sensitivity of the system so that the
height of the peak corresponding to me identified residual
solvent(s) is at least 50 per cent of the full scale of the
recorder.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (d)
onto the column. No interfering peaks should be observed.

Inject 1 mL of the gaseous phase of the test solution and
1 mL of the gaseous phase of reference solution (c) on to the
column. Repeat these injections twice more.

3.
I

3.
I

80 105 80

60 45 45

85 110 105

3.
I

Operating parameters

EquiLlbnition temperature rC)
Equilibration lime (min)

Tmnsfer·line temperature ("C)

Pressurisaricn time (9)

Injection volume (mL)
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1. methanol
2. acetonitrile
3. dicltloromelhane

5. 1.2-dichloroethene 9. cydohexane
6. nittomethane 10. 1.2-dimethoxyethanc
7. tcrrahydrofuran 11. l.l,2-trichloroethene

13. 1,4-dioxane
14. pyridine
15. methylisobutylketone

17. methylbutylketone
18. chlorobenzene
19. xylenemix
a. ethylbenzene
b.p-xylene
c. m-xylene
d.o-xylene

20. cumene
21. tetraljn

4. hexane 8. chlorofonn 12. methylcyclohexane 16. toluene

Figure 2.4.24.-2. - Chromatogram of Class 2 solven" ('o!ven' ,00u'ion (b)) using theconditions described for System A and Procedure
1. Flame-ionisation detector
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I. 1,l-dkhIoroethene 2. 1,I,l-tridtJoroelhane

2

J.~ Ietraehloride

3 min

Figure 2.4.24.-3. - Chromatogram of Class 1 residual solvents using the conditions described for SystemBand Procedure 1. Flame-
ionisation deteaor .
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I. merhanol
2. acetonitrile
3. dichloromelhane

4. hexane

5. 1,2-dichloroethene
6. nftrcmethane
7. tel:rllhydrofunm

8. chIorofonn

9. cydohexane
10. 1,2-dimethoxyctbane
11. 1.1.2-lrichloroetbene

12. melhylcyclohexane

13. 1.4-dioxane
14. pyridine
15. methylisobuty)ketone

16. toluene

17. methylbutylkelone
18. chlorobenzene
19. xyltne mix
a. ethylbenzene
b. p-xytene
c. m-xylene
d.o-xylene

20. cumene
21. tetralin (rR = 27 min)

Figure 2.4.24.-4. - Typical chromatogram of Class 2 residual solvents (solvent solution (b)) using the conditions described for System B
and JlrtK.edure 1. Flame-ionisation detector
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Peak(s) corresponding
to a residualsolvent?

Yes

Peak(s)corresponding
to a residual solvent?

Yes

Preparation of lest
andreference solutions

Area of peak obtained
wtth thetestsolution

No

No

Passes test
No furtheraction

Passestest
No furtheraction

lessthan halfthearea of
thepeak obtained with
thereference solution

Passestest

2022

greater than half the area
of the peakobtained with

thereference solution

FaUs lest

Figure 2.4.24.-5. _ Diagram relating to the itkntification of residual solvents and the application of limit tests
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AT area of the peak due to ethylene oxide in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

A lt area of the peak due to ethylene oxide in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a)j

MT mass of the substance to be examined in the lest solution. in
grams;

Mit mass of the substance to be examinedin reference solution (a).
in grams;

G amount of ethylene oxide added to reference solution (a), in
micrograms.

Column:
- material: glass or fused silica;
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.32 mm;
- stationaryphase: methy/polysiloxane R (film thickness

1.0 urn).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R or nilrogen for
ehromawgraphyR.

Linear velocity 20 cm/s.

Split ratio 1:20.

Static head-space conditions that may be used:
- equilibrau"on temperature: 70°C (90°C for solutions in

dimethyJacetamide);
- equilibration time: 45 min;
- transfer-line temperature: 75°C (150 °C for solutions in

dimethylacetamide);
- earner gas: helium for chromatography Rj
- pressurisation time: 1 min;
- injection time: J2 s.

Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.

Itfiection A suitable volume, for example J.O mL, of the
gaseous phase of the test solution and of reference
solutions (a) and (b). Repeat the procedure twice more.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to

acetaldehyde and ethylene oxide;
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 5 for the peaks due to

ethylene oxide and dioxan.

Verification ofprecision
For each pair of injections) calculate for ethylene oxide and
for dioxan the difference in area between the peaks obtained
with the test solution and reference solution (a). The test is
not valid unless the relative standard deviation of the 3 values
obtained for ethylene oxide is not greater than 15 per cent
and the relative standard deviation of the 3 values obtained
for dioxan is not greater than 15 per cent. H the weighings
used for the test solution and reference solution (a) differ
from 1.00 g by more than 0.5 per cent) the appropriate
corrections must be made.

Calculate the content of ethylene oxide or dioxan in pans per
million from the following expressions:

ATxC

50

50 ~ 180

180 ~ 230

230

150

250

Temperature
("C)

TIme
(min)

0-5

5 - 31

31 - 32.5

32.5 ~ 37.5

Column

Injection port

Detector

M. Residual Ethylene Oxide and Dioxan
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4.25)

The-test-is- intended -for-the determination ofresidual
ethylene oxide and dioxan in samples soluble in water or
dimethylacetamide. For substances that are insoluble or
insufficiently soluble in these solvents, the preparation of the
sample solution and the head-space conditions to be
employed are given in the individual monograph.

Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28).

A. For samples soluble in or miscible with water, the
following procedure may be used.

Test solution Weigh i.oo g (MT) of the substance to be
examined in a 10 mL vial (other sizes may be used
depending on the operating conditions) and add 1.0 mL of
waler R. Close and mix to obtain a homogeneous solution.
Allow to stand at 70°C for 45 min.

Reference solution (a) Weigh 1.00 g (M,,) of the
substance to be examined into an identical 10 mL vial, add
0.50 mL of dioxan solution R2 and 0.50 mL of ethyleneoxide
solution R3. Close and mix to obtain a homogeneous solution.
Allow to stand at 70°C for 45 min.

Reference solution (b) To 0.50 mL of ethyleneoxide
solution R3 in a 10 mL vial add 0.1 mL of a freshly prepared
10 mgIL solution of aceraldehyde R and 0.10 mL of dioxan
rolution RI. Close and mix to obtain a homogeneous solution.
Allow to stand at 70°C for 45 min.

B. For samples soluble in or miscible with
dlmethylacetamide, the following procedure may be used.

Test soluUon Weigh 1.00 g (MT) of the substance to be
examined in a 10 mL vial (other sizes may be used
depending on the operating conditions) and add 0.20 mL of
water Rand 1.0 mL of dimethylaaramirk R. Close and mix to
obtain a homogeneous solution. Allow to stand at 90°C for
45 min.

Reference solution (a) Weigh 1.00 g (M,,) of the
substance to be examined into an identical 10 mL vial, add
0.10 mL of dioxan solutionRI, 0.10 mL of ethyleneoxide
solution R2 and 1.0 mL of dimethylacetamide R. Close and
mix to obtain a homogeneous solution. Allow to stand at
90 'C fat 45 min.

Reference solution (b) To 0.10 mL of ethyleneoxide
solution R2 in a 10 mL vial, add 0.1 mL of a freshly prepared
10 mgIL solution of acetaldehyde Rand 0.10 mL of dioxan
solution RI. Close and mix to obtain a homogeneous solution.
AUow to stand at 70°C for 45 min.

The mean area of the peak of the residual solvent(s) in the
chromatograms obtained with the test solution is not greater
man half the mean area of the peak of the corresponding
residual solvent(s) in me chromatogramsobtained with
reference solution (c). The test is not valid unless the relative
standard deviation of the differences in areas between the
analyte peaks obtained from 3 replicate paired injections of
reference solution (c) and me test solution, is at most
15 per cent.
A flow diagram of me procedure is shown in
Figure 2.4.24.-5.

When a residual solvent (Class 2 or Class 3) is present at a
level oCO.1 per cent or greater then the content may be
quantitatively determined by the method of standard
additions.
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DrxC

Dr area. of the peak due 10dioxanin the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

DR area of thepeakdue to dioxan in thechromatogram obLained
wnh reference solution(a);

C amountof dioxan added10 reference solution(a) in
""""",,",,.

N. N,Jl.LDimethylaniline
(ph. Bur. method2.4.26)

METHOD A
Examine by gas chromatography (2.2.28), using N,N
diethylamJine R as the internal standard.
Internal standard solution Dissolve 50 mg of NJN
dierhy/aniline R in 4 mL of 0.1 M hydrochlori£ acidand dilute
to 50 mL withwaw R. Dilute 1 mL of this solution to
100 mL with water R.
Test solutiim Dissolve ln a ground-glass-stoppered tube
0.50 g of the substance to be examined in 30.0 mL of
water R. Add 1.0 mL of the internal standard solution.
Adjust the solution to a temperature of 26-28 °C.
Add 1.0 mL of strong sodium hydroxide ,oIution R and ntix
until completely dissolved. Add 2.0 mL of trimerhy/pentane R.
Shake for2 min and allowthe phases to separate. Use the
upper layer.
Reference solution Dissolve 50.0 rng of N,N
dimethylaniHne R in 4.0 mLof 0.1 M hydrochlori< acidand
dilute to 50.0 mL with waterR. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to 100.0 mL with water R. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to 30.0 mL with waterR. Add 1.0 mL of the
internal standard solution and 1.0 mLof strong sodium
hydroxitk soiution R. Add 2.0 mL of trimethylpentane R. Shake
for2 min and allowthe phases to separate. Use the upper
layer.
The chromatographic procedure maybe carried out using:
- a fused-silica capillary column 25 m long and 0.32 rom in

internal diameter coated with pheny/(50)melhyl(50)
poIysiloxane R (film thickness 0.52 um),

- helium for chromatogrophy R as the carrier gas with a split
ratio 1:20, a column headpressure of 50 kPa and a split
vent of 20 mUmin,

- a flame-ionisation detector,
- a split-liner consisting of B columnabout 1 cm long

packed with diatomaceous earth for gaschromatography R
impregnated with 10 per cent mlm of methy/po/ysiloxane R,

maintaining the temperature of the columnat 150 °C for
5 min, thenraising the temperature at a rate of 20 °C
permin to 275°C and maintaining it at 275 °C for 3 min
and maintaining the temperature of the detector at 300 °C
and thatof the injection port at 220°C.
The retention timesare: N,N-dimethylaniline about3.6 min,
N,N-diethylaniline about 5.0 min.

Inject 1 pl, of the test solution and 1 J.lL of me reference
solution.

METHODB
Examined by gas chromatography (2.2.28), using
naphthalene R as the internal standard.
Internal standard solution Dissolve 50 mg of
naphthalene R in cyclohexane R and dilute to 50 mL with the
samesolvent. Dilute 5 mL of this solution to 100 mL with
cyclohexane R.

2022

Test solution To 1.00 g of the substance to be examined
in a ground-glass-stoppered tube add 5 mL of 1 M sodium
hydroxitk and 1.0 mL of the internal standard solution.
Stopper the tubeand shake vigorously for 1 min. Centrifuge
if necessary and use the upperlayer.
Reference solution To 50.0 mg of N,N-dimethylaniline R
add 2 mL of hydrochloric acidRand 20 mL of water R, shake
to dissolve and dilute to 50.0 mL with waterR. Dilute
5.0 mL of this solution to 250.0 mL with water R.
To 1.0 mL of the latter solutionin a ground-glass-stoppered
tube add 5 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide and 1.0 mL of the
internal standard solution. Stopper the tube and shake
vigorously for 1 min. Centrifuge if necessary anduse the
upper layer.
The chromatographic procedure maybe carried out using:
- a glass column2 m long and 2 mm in interna1diameter

packed with si/anised diatomaceous earth for gas
chromalOgraphy R impregnated with 3 per cent mlmof
phenyl(50)merhy/(50)poIysiloxane R,

- nitrogen for chromatography R as me carrier gas at a flow
rate of 30 mIJrnin,

- a flame-ionisation detector,
maintaining the temperature of the columnat 120 °C and
thatof the injection portand of the detector at 150°C.
Inject I JlL of the test solution and I ~L of the reference
solution.

O. 2·Ethylhexanoic Acid
(Ph. Bur. method 2.4.28)

Examine by gas chromatography (2.2.28), using
3-eyclohexylpropionic acid R as the internal standard.
Internal standard sohuion Dissolve 100 mg of
3-eyclohexylpropionic acidR in cyclohexane R and dilute to
100 mL withthe samesolvent.
Test solution To 0.300 g of me substance [0 be examined,
add 4.0 mL of a 33 per cent VIV solution of hydrochlori£
acid R. Shake vigorously for I min with 1.0 mL of the
internal standard solution. Allow the phasesto separate (if
necessary, centrifuge fora betterseparation). Use the upper
layer.
Reference solution Dissolve75.0 mg of 2-ethylhexanok
acid R in the internal standard solution and dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solution. To 1.0 mL of the solution
add 4.0 mL of a 33 per cent VIV solution of hydrochlori<
acidR. Shake vigorously for I min. Allow the pbases to
separate (if necessary, centrifuge for a betterseparation).
Use the upper layer.
The chromatographic procedure maybe carried out using:
- a wide-bore fused-silica column 10 m long and 0.53 rom

in internal diameter coatedwith macrogo[
20 000 2-nill'Oterephrhalote R (film thickness 1.0 JUIl),

- helium forchromalOgraphy R as the carrier gas at a flow
rate of 10 mIJrnin,

- a flame-ionisation detector,
with the following temperature programme:

Time Temperature Rate Comment
(min) rCl rClmln)

Colunm • - 2 4. isolbennal

2 - 7.3 40 -+ 200 3. linear gradienl
7.3 - 10.3 200 isothermal

Injection port 200
Detector 300
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Inject 1 ~L of the test solution and J ilL of the reference
solution.

The test is not valid unless the resolution between the peaks
due to 2-ethyUtexanoic acid (first peak) and the internal
standard is at least 2.0.

Calculate the percentage content of 2-ethylhexanoic acid
from the expression:

AT X IN x mRx 2
ARxITxmT

AT area. of the peak due to 2-t:thylliexanoic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with me lest solution,

AR area of the peak due to 2-ethylhexanoicacid in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

IT area of lIIepeak due to me internal standard in the
chromatogram obtained wilh the test solution,

l R area of lhe peak due to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution,

InT mass of the substance 10 be examined in the test solution. in
grams,

InR mass of 2-ethylhexanoicacid in the reference solution. in grams.

P. Total Protein
(Ph. Eu~ method 2.5.33)

Many of the assay methods described in this chapter can be
performed using kits from commercial sources.

METHOD 1
Protein in solution absorbs ultraviolet light at a wavelength of
280 om, due to the presence of aromatic amino acids, mainly
tyrosine and tryptophan) in the protein structure. This
property can be used for assay purposes. If the buffer used to
dissolve the protein has a high absorbance relative to that of
water, an interfering substance is present. This interference
may be obviated by using the buffer as compensation liquid
but if the interfering substance produces a high absorbance,
the results may nevertheless be compromised. At low
concentrations, protein adsorbed onto the cell may
significanr:lyreduce the content in solution. This can be
prevented by preparing samples at higher concentration or by
using a non-ionic detergent in the preparation.

Test solution Dissolve a suitable quantity of the substance
to be examined in the prescribed buffer to obtain a solution
having a protein concentration between 0.2 mglmL and
2 mglmL.

Reference solution Prepare a solution of a suitable
reference substance for the protein to be determined, in the
same buffer and at the same protein concentration as the test
solution.

Procedure
Keep the test solution, the reference solution and the
compensation liquid at the same temperature during the
performance of this test. Determine the absorbances (2.2.25)
of the test solution and the reference solution in quam ceUs
at 280 run, using the prescribed buffer as the compensation
liquid. The response must be linear in the range of protein
concentrations to be assayed to obtain accurate results.

Light scattering
The accuracy of the detennination of protein can be
diminished by the scattering of light by the test sample. If the
proteins in solution exist as particles comparable in size to
the wavelength of the measuring light (250 om to 300 om),
scattering of me light beam results in an apparent increase in
absorbance of the test sample. To calculate the absorbance at
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280 om due to light scattering, determine the ahsorbances of
the test solution at wavelengths of 320 run, 325 run, 330 run)
335 om, 340 om, 345 om and 350 om. Plot the logarithm of
the observed absorbance against me logarithm of the
wavelength and determine the standard curve best fitting the
plotted points by linear regression. Extrapolate the curve to
determine the logarithm of the absorbance at 280 nm.
The antilogarithm of this value is the absorbance attributed
to light scattering. Correct the observed values by subtracting
the absorbance attributed to light scattering from the total
absorbance at 280 run to obtain the absorbance value of the
protein in solution. Filtration with a 0.2 ).lID filter that does
not adsorb protein or clarification by centrifugation may be
performed to reduce the effect of light scattering, especially if
the solution is noticeably turbid.

Calculations
Use corrected values for the calculations. Calculate the
concentration of protein in the test solution (Cu) from the
following equation:

Cu = Cs(Au/As}

where Cs is the concentration of protein in the reference
solution and Au and As are the corrected absorbances of the
test solution and the reference solution, respectively.

METHOD 2
This method (commonly referred to as the Lowry assay) is
based on the reduction by protein of the
phosphomolybdotungstic mixed acid chromogen in the
phosphomolybdotungstic reagent, which results in an
absorbance maximum at 750 nm.
The phosphomolybdotungstic reagent reacts primarily with
tyrosine residues in the protein. Colour development reaches
a maximum in 20 min to 30 min at room temperature, after
which there is a gradual loss of colour. Because the method
is sensitive to interfering substances, a procedure for
precipitation of the protein from the test sample may be
used. Most interfering substances cause a lower colour yield;
however, some detergents cause a slight increase in colour.
A high salt concentration may cause a precipitate to fonn.
Because different protein species may give different colour
response intensities, the reference substance and test protein
must be the same. Where separation of interfering substances
from the protein in the test sample is necessary, proceed as
directed below for interfering substances prior to preparation
of the test solution. The effect of interfering substances may
be minimised by dilution, provided the concentration of the
test protein remains sufficient for accurate measurement.

Use distilled waterR 10 prepare all buffers and reagents used
for this method.

Test solution Dissolve a suitable quantity of the substance
to be examined in the prescribed buffer to obtain a solution
having a concentration within the range of the standard
curve. A suitable buffer will produce a solution of pH 10.0 to
10.5.

Reference solutions Dissolve me reference substance for
the protein to be determined in the prescribed buffer. Dilute
portions of this solution with the same buffer to obtain not
fewer than five reference solutions having protein
concentrations evenly spaced over a suitable range situated
between 5 pglmL and 100 pglmL

Blank Use the buffer used to prepare the test solution and
the reference solutions.

Copper sulfate reagent Dissolve 100 mg of wpper sulfare
pentahydrate Rand 0.2 g of sodium tartrare R in distilled
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waterRand dilute [0 50 mL with the samesolvent. Dissolve
10 g of anhydrous sodium carbonale R in distilled woW Rand
dilute to 50 rnL with the same solvent. Slowlypour the
sodium carbonate solution uno the coppersulfate solution
with mixing. Use within 24 h.

Alkaline copper reagent Mix 1 volume of coppersulfate
reagent, 2 volumes of a 50 gIL solution of sodium doduyl
sulfa" Rand 1 volume of a 32 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R. Store at room temperature and use within
2 weeks.
Diluted phosphomolybdotungslic reagent Mix 5 mL of
phosphomolybdotungstic reagent R with 55 mL of distiUed
water R. Store in an amber bottle, at room temperature.

Procedure
To 1.0 mL of eachreference solutlon, of me test solution
and of the blank, add 1.0 mL of alkaline copper reagent and
mix. Allow to stand for 10 min. Add 0.5 mL of the diluted
phosphomolybdotungstic reagent, mix and allow to stand at
room temperature for 30 min. Determine the absorbances
(2.2.25) of the solutions at 750 nm, using thesolution from
the blank as compensation liquid.

Calculations
The relationship of absorbance to protein concentration is
non-linear; however, if the rangeof concentrations used to
prepare the standard curveis sufficiently small, the latter will
approach linearity. Plot the absorbances of me reference
solutions against the protein concentrations and use linear
regression £0 establish the standard curve. From the standard
CUlVe and the absorbance of the test solution,determine the
concentration of proteinin the test solution.

Interfering substances
In the following procedure, deoxycholate-trichloroacetic acid
is added to a test sample to remove interfering substances by
precipitation of proteins before determination; this technique
can alsobe used to concentrate proteins from a dllute
solution.
Add 0.1 mL of a 1.5 gIL solution of sodium deoxy<holale R to
1 mL of a solution of the substance to be examined.
Mix using a vortexmixer and allow to stand at room
temperature for 10 min. Add 0.1 mL ofa 720 gIL solution
of tridllo1'fXUetic acidR and mixusing a vortex mixer.
Centrifuge at 3000 g for 30 min, decant the liquid and
removeany residual liquid with a pipette. Redissolve the
protein pellet in 1 mL of alkaline copper reagent,

METHOD 3
This method (commonlyreferred to as the Bradford assay) is
based on the absorption shift from 470 nm to 595 nm
observed when the acid blue 90 dye binds to protein.
The acid blue 90 dye binds most readily to arginine and
lysineresidues in the proteinwhich can lead to variation in
the response of the assay to different proteins. The protein
used as reference substance must therefore be the same as
the protein to be determined. There arerelatively few
interfering substances, but it is preferable to avoiddetergents
and ampholytes in the test sample. Highly alkaline samples
may interfere with the acidicreagent.
Use distilled water R to prepare aU buffers and reagents used
for this method.
Test solution Dissolve a suitable quantity of the substance
to be examined in the prescribed buffer to obtaina solution
havinga concentration within the range of the standard
curve.
Reference solutions Dissolve the reference substance for
the protein to be determined in the prescribed buffer. Dilute
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portions of this solutionwith me same buffer to obtain not
fewer than five reference solutions havingprotein
concentrations evenlyspacedover a suitable rangesituated
between 0.1 mglmL and I mglmL.
Blank Use the buffer used to prepare the test solution and
the reference solutions.
Acid blue 90 reagent Dissolve 0.10 g of acidblue 90 R in
50 mL of alcohol R. Add 100 mL of phosphoric acidR, dilute
to 1000 mL with distilled water R and mix. Filter the solution
and store in an amber bottleat room temperature. Slow
precipitation of the dye occurs during storage. Filter the
reagent before using.
Procedure
Add 5 mL of acid blue 90 reagent to 0.100 mL of each
reference solution, of the test solutionand of the blank.
Mixby inversion. Avoid foaming, which will lead to poor
reproducibility. Determine the absorbances (2.2.25) of the
standard solutions and of the test solution at 595 om, using
the blankas compensation liquid. Do not use quartz (silica)
spectrophotometer cells becausethe dye binds to this
material.
Calculations
The relationship of absorbance to protein concentration is
non-linear; however, if the range of concentrations used to
prepare the standard curve is sufficiently small, the latterwill
approach linearity. Plot the absorbances of the reference
solutions against protein concentrations and use linear
regression to establish the standard curve. From the standard
curveand the absorbance of the test solution, determine the
concentration of protein in the test solution.

METHOD 4
This method (commonlyreferred to as the bicinchoninic acid
or BCA assay) is basedon reduction of the cupric (Cu2+) ion
to cuprous (CuI~ ion by protein. The bicinchoninic acid
reagent is used to detect the cuprous ion. Few substances
interfere with the reaction. When interfering substances are
present their effectmay be minimised by dilution,provided
that the concentration of the protein to be determined
remains sufficient for accurate measurement. Alternatively,
the proteinprecipitation procedure given in Method 2 may
be used to removeinterfering substances. Because different
proteinspeciesmay give different colourresponse intensities,
the reference proteinand protein to be determined must be
the same.
Use distl7led waterR to prepare aU buffers and reagents used
for this method.

Test solution Dissolve a suitable quantity of the substance
to be examined in the prescribed buffer to obtaina solution
havinga concentration within the range of the concentrations
of the reference solutions.
Reference sotutions Dissolve the reference substance for
the protein to be determined in the prescribed buffer. Dilute
portions of this solutionwith the same buffer to obtain not
fewer than five reference solutions havingprotein
concentrations evenlyspacedover a suitable rangesituated
between 10 ~glmL and 1200 ~glmL.

Blank Use the buffer used to prepare the test solution and
the reference solutions.
RCA reagent Dissolve 10 g of disodium bidncJuminate R,
20 g of sodium carbonate monohydrate. R, 1.6 g of sodium
lamale R, 4 g ofsodium hydroxide R, and 9.5 g of sodium
hydrogen carbonate R in distilled water R. Adjust, if necessary,
to pH 11.25 with a solution of sodium hydroxide R or a
solution of sodium hydrogen carbonale R. Dilute to 1000 mL
with distiUed water R and mix.
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Copper-BCA reagent Mix I mL of a 40 gIL solution of
copper sulfate pen/ahydrate Rand 50 mL of BCA reagent.

Procedure
Mix 0.1 mL of each reference solution, of the (est solution
and of the blank with 2 mL of the copper-BCA reagent.
Incubate the solutions at 37 °C for 30 min, note the time
and allow the mixtures to cool to room temperature. Wirhin
60 min of me end of incubation, determine the absorhances
(2.2.25) of the reference solutions and of the test solution in
quartz cells at 562 nm, using the blank as compensation
liquid. After the solutions have cooled to room temperature,
the colour intensity continues to increase gradually.

Calculations
The relationship of absorbance to protein concentration is
non-linear; however, if the range of concentrations used to
prepare the standard cwve is sufficiently small, the latter will
approach linearity. Plot the absorbances of the reference
solutions against protein concentrations and use linear
regression to establish the standard curve. From the standard
curve and the absorbance of the test solution, determine the
concentration of protein in the test solution.

METHODS
This method (commonly referred to as the biuret assay) is
based en-the interaction of cupric (Cu2+) ion with protein in
alkaline solution and resultant development of absorbance at
545 run. TIlls test shows minimal difference between
equivalent IgG and albumin samples. Addition of the sodium
hydroxide and the biuret reagent as a combined reagent,
insufficient mixing after the addition of the sodiwn
hydroxide, or an extended time between the addition of the
sodium hydroxide solution and the addition of the biuret
reagent willgive IgG samples a higher response than albumin
samples. The trichloroacetic acid method used to minimise
the effects of interfering substances also can be used to
determine the protein content in test samples at
concentrations below 500 1!g1mL.
Use disu'Ued waterR to prepare all buffers and reagents used
for this method.

Test solution Dissolve a suitable quantity of the substance
to be examined in a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to
obtain a solution having a concentration within the range of
the concentrations of the reference solutions.

Reference solutions Dissolve the reference substance for
the protein to be detennined in a 9 gIL solution ofsodium
chloride R. Dilute portions of this solution with a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R to obtain not fewer than three
reference solutions having protein concentrations evenly
spaced over a suitable range situated between 0.5 mglmL
and 10 mglmL.

Blank Use a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.

Biuret reagent Dissolve 3.46 g of capper sulfate
pentahydrate R in 10 mL of hot diJri/led water R, and allow to
cool (Solution A). Dissolve 34.6 g of sodium citrate R and
20.0 g of anhydrous sodium carbonate R in 80 mL of hot
diJdUed water R, and allow to cool (Solution B).
Mix solutions A and B and dilute to 200 mL with diJtiUed
water R. Use within 6 months. Do not use the reagent if it
develops turbidity or contains any precipitate.

Procedure
To one volume of the test solution add an equal volume of a
60 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R and mix. Immediately
add biuret reagent equivalent to 0.4 volumes of the test
solution and mix rapidly. Allow to stand at a temperature
between 15 °C and 25 °C for not less than 15 min. Within
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90 min of addition of the biuret reagent, determine the
absorbances (2.. 2.25) of the reference solutions and of the test
solution at the maximum at 545 om, using the blank as
compensation liquid. Any solution that develops turbidity or
a precipitate is not acceptable for calculation of protein
concentration.

Calculadons
The relationship of absorbance to protein concentration is
approximately linear within the indicated range of protein
concentrations for the reference solutions. Plot. the
absorbances of the reference solutions against protein
concentrations and use linear regression to establish the
standard curve. Calculate the correlation coefficient for the
standard curve. A suitable system is one that yields a line
having a correlation coefficient not less than 0.99. From the
standard curve and the absorbance of the test solution,
determine the concentration of protein in the test solution.

Interfering substances
To minimise the effect of interfering substances, the protein
can be precipitated from the test sample as follows: add
0.1 volumes of a 500 gIL solution of ,ridll=tic acid R to
1 volume.of a solution.of.the test sample, withdraw.the
supernatant layer and dissolve the precipitate in a small
volume of 0.5 M sodium hydroxide. Use the solution obtained
to prepare the test solution.

METHOD 6
This fluorimetric method is based on the derivatisation of the
protein with a-phthalaldehyde, which reaets with the primary
amines of the protein (N-terminal amino acid and the
s-amino group of lysine residues). The sensitivity of the assay
can be increased by hydrolysing the protein before adding
a-phthalaldehyde. Hydrolysis makes the «-amino group of the
constituent amino acids available for reaction with the
phthalaldehyde reagent. The method requires very small
quantities of the protein. Primary amines, such as tris
(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane and amino acid buffers, react
with phthalaldehyde and must be avoided or removed.
Ammonia at high concentrations reacts with phthalaldehyde.
The fluorescence obtained when amine reacts with
phthalaldehyde can be unstable. The use of automated
procedures to standardise this procedure may improve the
accuracy and precision of the test.

Use distilled waterR to prepare aU buffers and reagents used
for this method.

Test solution Dissolve a suitable quantity of the substance
to be examined in a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to
obtain a solution having a concentration within the range of
the concentrations of the reference solutions. Adjust the
solution to pH 8 to 10.5 before addition of the
phthalaldehyde reagent.

Reference solutions Dissolve the reference substance for
the protein to be determined in a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R. Dilute portions of this solution with a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R to obtain not fewer than five
reference solutions having protein concentrations evenly
spaced over a suitable range situated between 10 J-lgfmL and
200 ~glmL. Adjust the solutions to pH 8 to 10.5 before
addition of the phthalaldehyde reagent.

Blank solution Use a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.

Borate buffer solution Dissolve 61.83 g of boric acid R in
diJtiUed water R and adjust to pH 10.4 with a solution of
potassium hydroxide R. Dilute to 1000 mL with distilled
waterR and mix.
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Phthalaldehyde stock solution Dissolve 1.20 g of
phlhataMehyde R in 1.5 mL of methanol R, add 100 mL of
borate buffer solution and mix. Add 0.6 mL of a 300 r/L
solutionof macrogol 23 lauryl ether R and mix. Store at room
temperature and use within 3 weeks.
Phthalaldehyde reagent To 5 rnL of phtbalaldehyde
stocksolution add 15 J.lL of 2-merroptoethanol R. Prepare at
least 30 min before use. Use within 24 h.

Procedure
Mix 10 pL of the test solution and of each of the reference
solutions with 0.1 mL of phthaJaldehyde reagent and allowto
stand at room temperature for 15 min. Add 3 mL of 0.5 M
sodium hydroxide and mix. Determine the fluorescent
intensities (2.2.21) of solutions from the reference solutions
and from the test solution at an excitation wavelength of
340 om and an emissionwavelength between 440 and
455 run. Measure the fluorescent intensity of a given sample
onlyonce, since irradiation decreases the ftuorescence
intensity.

Calculadons
The relationship of fluorescence to protein concentration is
linear. Plot the fluorescent intensities of the reference
solutions against protein concentrations and use linear
regression to establish the standard curve. From the standard
curve and me fluorescent intensity of the test solution,
determine the concentration of protein in me test solution.

METHOD 7
This method is basedon nitrogen analysis as a means of
protein determination. Interference causedby the presenceof
othernitrogen-containing substances in the test sample can
affect the detennination of protein by this method. Nitrogen
analysis techniques destroy the test sampleduringthe
analysis but arenot limited to protein presentation in an
aqueous environment.

Procedure A
Proceedas prescribed for the determination of nitrogen by
sulfuric aciddigestion (2.5.9) or use commercial
instrumentation for Kjeldahl nitrogen assay.

Procedure B
Commercial instrumentation is available for nitrogen analysis.
Mostnitrogen analysis instruments use pyrolysis
(i.e. combustion of the sample in oxygenat temperatures
approaching 1000 "C), which produces nitric oxide (NO)
and otheroxidesof nitrogen (NOx) from the nitrogen present
in the substance to be examined. Some instruments convert
the nitric oxides to nitrogen gas)which is quantified using a
thermal-conductivitydetector. Otherinstruments mix nitric
oxide (NO) with ozone (OJ) to produce excited nitrogen
dioxide (NO,'), which emits light when it decays and coo be
quantified with a chemiluminescence detector. A protein
reference material that is relatively pure and is similar in
composition to the test proteins is used to optimise the
injection and pyrolysis parameters and to evaluate
consistency in the analysis.

Calculations
The protein concentration is calculated by dividing the
nitrogen contentof me sample by the knownnitrogen
contentof the protein. The knownnitrogen content of the
protein can be determined from the chemical composition of
the protein or by comparison with a suitable reference
substance.

2022

Q. Acetic Acid in Synthetic Peptides
(Ph. Eur. method 2.5.34)

Examine by liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solut,'on Prepare as described in the monograph.
The concentration of peptide in the solution maybe adapted)
depending on the expectedamount of acetic acid in the
sample.
Reference solution Prepare a 0.10 gIL solution of glacial
acetic acid R in a mixture of 5 volumes of mobilephase B
and 95 volumes of mobile phase A.
The chromatographic procedure may be carried out using:
- a stainless steel column 0.25 m long and 4.6 mm in

internal diameter packed witb oetade<ylsilyl silica gelfor
chromatography R (5 urn),

- as mobile phaseat a flow rate of 1.2 mUmin:
Mobile phase A Dilute 0.7 mL of phosphoric acidR to
1000 mL witb wa"'rR; adjust tbe pH to 3.0 witb strong
sodium hydroxide solution R)
Mobile phase B MethanolR2,

Tim. Mobile phase A MobUe phose B
(min) (percent Vm (per cent VIJI)

0-5 95 5

5 - 10 95 -+ 50 5 ---> 50

10 - 20 50 50
20 - 22 50 -+ 95 50 ...... 5

22 - 30 95 5

- as detector a spectrophotometer set at 210 om.
Inject 10 It1. of tbe reference solution and 10 It1. of tbe test
solution. In the chromatograms obtained, the peak
corresponding to acetic acid has a retention timeof 3-4 min.
The baseline presents a steep rise afterthe start of the linear
gradient, which corresponds to tbe elution of tbe peptide
from the column. Determine the content of aceticacid in the
peptide.

R. Nickel in Hydrogenated Vegetable Oils
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4.31)

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method1).

The reagents magnesium nitrate R and ammonium dihydrogen
phospho"R must becontrolled for nickel before use. The actual
nickel amlenl is taken into account in thecalculation of the nickel
eon"'nt of thesampk.
Test solution Weigh 0.250 g (m) of tbe substance to be
examined into a suitable high-pressure-resistant digestion
vessel (f1uoropolymer or quartz glass), add 6.0 mL of nickel
free nitric add Rand 2.0 mL of strong hydrogen peroxide
solution R. Prepare a blanksolution in the same manner.
Place the closed vesselsin a laboratory microwave oven and
digest with an appropriate programme) e.g, 1000 W for
40 min. Allow the digestionvessels to cool before opening.
Add 2.0 mL of strong hydrogen peroxide solution R and repeat
the digestion step. Allow the digestion vessels to cool before
opening. Quantitatively transfer to a 25 mL flask) add
0.5 mL of a 10 gIL solution of magnesium nilrnte R and
0.5 mL of a 100 gIL solution of ammonium dihydrogen
phospho'" R, dilute to 25.0 mL witb watlrfor
chromatography R and mix.
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Detection Mass spectrometer asdescribed below; adjust
the detector settings so as to comply with the system
suitability criteria:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV)j
- massspectrometer parameters for the fragmentometric

mode (single-ion monitoring (SIM)) set as follows:

Substance mi. Duradon of
monitoring

Butyl melhanesulfonate (BMS) 56
IR between 7.0 min and

9.0 min

Methyl methanesulfunate (MMS) 80 IR between 2.0 min and
3.5 min

Ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) 79
IR between 4.0 minand

4.7 min

Isopropyl methanesulfonate (IMS) 123
tR between 4.7 min and

55 min

InjectIon 2 ~L
RetatJ'veretention With reference to the internal
standard (BMS) (retention time = about 7.6 min):
MMS =about 0.3; EMS =about 0.5; IMS =about 0.6.

System suitability:
- resolutiun: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due lO EMS

and IMS in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a);

- $;gnal-to-noise ratW: minimum 10 for the peaks due to
MMS, EMS and IMS in the chromatogram obtained
withreference solution (b).

internal standard solution. Allowto separate and transfer the
organic layer to a vial containing anhydrous sodium sulfate R.
Shake and filter.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 50 mg each of methyl
methanesulfonate R (MMS), ethylmethanesulfonate R (EMS)
and isopropyl methanesulfonare R (lMS) in the internal
standard solution and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same
solution. Dilute 74 ~L of the solution to 10.0 mL with the
internal standard solution. Dilute 100 ilL of thissolutionto
10.0 mL with the internal standard solution.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 3.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 10.0 mL withthe internal standard solution.
Column:
- mauna/: fused silica;
- size: 1= 15 m, 0 = 0.25 IDIDj

- stationary phase: methylpolysiloxane R (film thickness
I urn).

Carrier gas helium for chramatography R.
Flow rate 1 mUmin.
Pulsed splitless 250 kPa, 0.25 min.

Temperature:

55

55 --> 135

240

280

230

150

Temperature
("C)

0-'
1-9

Tbn.
(min)

transfer line

source

analyser

Column

Iniecrion pert

Detector:

c measured ceneenrraticn of NiJ in nanograms per millilitrej
I dilution factor of the test solutionj
m mass of the substance to be examined) in gnuns.

Reference solutions Into 4 volumetric flasks, introduce
25 ~L, 50 ~L, 75 ~L and 100 ~L of nickelstandard solulian
(5 ppmNO R. To each flask, add 0.5 mL of a 10 lVL
solution of magnesium nitrate R, 0.5 mL of a 100 gIL solution
of ammanium dihydragen phosphate Rand 6.0 mL of nickel-jree
nitric acid R and dilute to 25.0 mL with water for
chromarography R. Mix to obtainreference solutions
containing respectively 5 ng/mL, 10 ng/mL, 15 ng/mL and
20 ng/mL (Ppb) of nickel.

Zero solution In a volumetric flask, introduce 1.0 mL of a
10 lVL solution of magnesium nitrate R. 1.0 mL of a 100 lVL
solution of ammonium dihydragen phosphate Rand 12.0 mL of
nickeJ-jree nitric acidR. Dilute to 50.0 mL with water for
chromatography R and mix.
Method Detennine the absorbance of each solution at
232.0 nm using a suitable graphite furnace atomicabsorption
(GFAA) spectrometer equipped with a background
compensation system, a pyrolytically-coated tube and a nickel
hollow-cathode lamp. The optimal temperature programme
may be different foreachinstrument, so the programme
recommended by the spectrometer manufacturer may be
used. The following temperature parameters for GFAA
analysis are givenas an example: maintain the drying
temperature of the furnace at 120 °C for 35 s after a 5 s
ramp, the ashing temperature at 1100 °C for lOs after a 30 s
ramp, the coolingtemperature at 800 °C for5 s after a 5 s
decrease) and the atomisation temperature at 2600 °C for
7 s. Use the zero solution to set me instrument to zero.
Using the calibration curve, determine me concentrations of
the test solution and the blank solution from the
corresponding absorptions. If necessary) dilutewith the zero
solutionto obtain a reading within the calibrated absorbance
range.
Calculate the contentof Ni in micrograms pergram (ppm)
using the following expression:

cxf
mx40

S. Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl
Methanesulfonate in Methanesulfonic
Acid
(ph. Eur. method 2.5.37)

The following method has been validated for the methyl,
ethyl and isopropyl esters of methanesulfonic acidat
concentrations in the range of 0.5 ppm to 100 ppm.
If it is intended to be used to determine levels of
methanesulfonic acidestersoutside thisvalidated range, for
example in early steps of the synthesis prior to their removal,
the concentration of the test solution has to be adjusted
accordingly.

Gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43).

Internal standard solution Dilute 7 ~L of butyl
methanesulfonau CRS (BMS) to 10.0 mL with methylene
chloride R. Dilute 10 ~L of the solution to 100.0 mL with
methylene chloride R.
Test solution Add 0.74 g of the substance to be examined
to 10.0 mL of water R and extract with 10.0 mL of the
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Injection 1 mL of the gas phase of the test solution,
reference solutions (b) and (c) and the blank. solution.

Substance
Quantitalion Ion QuaUfication Ion

(mI-) (mI_)

Butyl iodide (BuI)*" 184 127

Methyliodide (Mel)* 142 127

Ethyliodide (Etl)* 15" 127

Isopropyl iodide (iPrI)* 170 127

*" formed fromBMS, MMS, EMS and IMS in the derivatisation reaction"

At the end of analysis, the temperature of the column is
raised to 240 °C and maintained at this temperature for
7 min.
Detection Mass spectrometer as described below; adjust
the detector settings so as to comply with the system
suitability criteria; alternatively a suitable electron-capture
detector maybe used:
- quadrupole massspectrometer equipped withan electron

impact Ionisation mode (70 eV)j
- massspectrometer parameters for the fragmentometric

mode (single-ion monitoring (S1M)) set as foUows:

to 5.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 50 ~L of the
solution to 25.0 mL with the internal standard solution.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 20 ~L of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with the internal standard solution.
Introduce 0.50 mL of this solution and 0.50 mL of
solution A into a 20 mL headspace vialand seal the vial
immediately with a polytetrafluoroethylene-coated silicon
membrane and an aluminium cap.
Reference solution (c) Dilute 500 pI. of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mLwiththe internal standard solution.
Introduce 0.50 mL of this solution and 0.50 mL of
solution A into a 20 mL headspace vial andseal the vial
immediately with a polytetrafluoroethylene-coated silicon
membrane and an aluminium cap"
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.25 1DDl;
- stalionary phase: pdor-deacduaud macrogol R (film

thickness I um).

Carrier gas helium forchromarography R.
The useof an inertinlet liner without glass wool significantly
reduces theeffut of,a~ between the injuu"om.

Flow rate 0.5 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:20.
Slau", head-space conditions that may be used:
- equilibration temperature: 60 °c;
- equIlibration time: 30 min;
- transfer-/ine temperature: 120 "C.

Temperature:

40

40 --> 130

220

280

250

200

Temperature
("C)

Time
(mln)

0-1

1-10

Column

Injection pon

Detector transfer line

source

analyser

T. Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl
Methanesulfonate in Active Substances

Al area of the peak due to MMS. EMS or IMS in Ihe
chromatogram obtained withreference solution(a);

A2 areaof the peak due to MMS. EMS or IMS in the
chromatogram obtained with the lest solution;

C percentage content of MMS, EMS or IMSj
11 area of thepeakdue to the internal standard in the

chromatogram obtainedwilh reference solution (8);
12 area of me peakdue to the internal standard in the

chromatogram obtainedwil:h the test solution;
WI mass of MMS, HMSor IMS used to prepare reference

solution (a), in milligrams;
W2 mass of the substanceto be examined in the test solution,in

milligrams;
0.148 dilutionfactor.

A 2 x h X WI xGxO.148

Atx]zxWz

Calculate the contentof MMS, EMS or II"-iS in parts per
million usingthe following expression:

(Ph. Bur. metlwd 2.5.38)

The following general methodhas been validated for the
determination of methyl, ethyl and isopropyl esters of
methanesulfonic acid (in concentrations between 0.2 ppm
and 5 ppm) in betahistine mesilate,

If it is intended to use the method forotheractive
substances, particularly those thatcontain different
concentrations of the methanesulfonic acidesters, the
concentrations of the test solution and reference solutions
must be adjusted accordingly and the method must be
suitably validated.

METHOD
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.21f) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43). Prepare the test solution and referent<
solutions immediately before use.
Solvent mixture waterR, amonitrik R (20:80 VIV). The
useof aceronitrik of appropriate purityis essentiaL
Solution A Dissolve with the aid of ultrasound 30 mg of
anhydrous sodium thiosulfa.. Rand 60.0 g of sodium iodide R in
water R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the samesolvent.
Internal standard solution Dilute 10 pI. of butyl
me/hanesulfona.. GRS (BMS) to 10.0 mL with the solvent
mixture. Dilute 20 ~L of the solution to 100.0 mL with the
solvent mixture.
Blank solution Introduce 0.50 mL of solution A and
0.50 mL of the internal standard solution into a headspace
vial andseal the vial immediately witha
polytetrafluoroethylene-coated silicon membrane and an
aluminium cap.
Test solution Weigh 25.0 mg of the substance to be
examined into a 20 mL headspace vial. Add 0.50 mL of
solution A and 0.50 mL of the internal standard solution and
seal me vial immediately with a polytetrafluoroethylene
coatedsilicon membrane and an aluminium cap.
Following the derfvatisation reaction, a predpitate may be
observed, hlYlJJ'Wr thisdoes not aff"t thevalidity of the
quantificau"on.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25.0 mg each of methyl
me/hanesulfona.. R (MMS), ethylmethanesulfonate R (EMS)
and isopropyl methanesulfimate R (lMS) in toluene R and dilute
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Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I;;;; 15 m, 0 ;;;; 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: methylpolysiloxane R (film thickness

I 1"'1).
Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 1 mUmin.

Pulsed splitless 60 kPa, 0.1 min.

Temperature:

At the end of analysis the temperature of the column is
raised to 270 °C and maintained at this temperature for
8 min,

Detection Mass spectrometer as described below; adjust
the detector settings so as to comply with the system
suitability criteria:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV);
- mass spectrometer parameters for the fragmentometric

mode (single-ion monitoring (SIM» set as follows:

Relative retention With reference to the internal standard
(Bul) (retention time =about 8.5 min): Mel;;;; about 0.51;
Etl = about 0.63; iPeI = about 0.68.

Systemsuitability:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to EtI and

iPrI in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (e);

- si'gnal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the peak due to each
alkyl iodide in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b).

Calculate the content in parts per million of each alkyl
methanesulfonate using the following expression:

A2 xl, X W, xCxO.05

Al xhx W2

AI area of the peak due to each alkyl iodide in the chromatogram
obtained with referencesolution (e)i

A2 area of the peak due to each alkyl iodide in the chromatogram
obtained wilh the test solution;

C percentage content of each esterj
I, area of the peak due to the internal standard in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (e)i
12 am oftJi.e-peak: due to the mteifililstandard In the

chromatogram obtained with me test solution;
WI moss of each ester used to prepare referencesolution (a). in

milligramsj
W2 mass of the substance to be examined in the lest solution, in

milligrams;
0.05 dilution factor.

CoI~

Iniecncn port

Detector: transfer line

source

anolyser

Time
(mln)

0-4
4-8

Temperature
rq
40

40 ..... 200

240

280

230

150

V. Methanesulfonyl Chloride in
Methanesulfonic Acid
(Ph. Eur. method 2.5.39)

The following method has been validated for the
determination of melhanesulfonyl chloride in
melhanesulfonic acid at concentrations in the range of
0.05 ppm to 50 ppm.

Gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.4Sj.

Internal standard solution Dissolve 7 J.lL of butyl
melhanesulfonate CRS (BMS) in methylene chloride Rand
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 5.0 mL of
this solution to 50.0 mL with methylene chloride R.
Test solution To 5 mL of waterR, add 7.4 g of the
substance to be examined and mix slowly. After cooling) add
5.0 mL of methylene chloride R and 100 ~L of the internal
standard solution and shake. Allow to separate and transfer
the organic layer to a vial containing I g of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R. Repeat the extraction twice with 5.0 mL of
melhylene chloride R each time) combine the organic layers
and filter.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 50.0 mg of
melhanetulfonyl chloride R in methylene chWride R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 10.0 mL with methylene chloride R. Dilute 300 ~L
of this solution to 10.0 mL with methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 500 ~L of reference
solution (a) and 100 tJL of the internal standard solution to
15.0 mL with methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (c) Dilute 25 tJL of reference
solution (a) and 100 ~L of the internal standard solution to
15.0 mL with methylene chloride R.

Substance mi. Duration of monitoring

Methanesulfonyl 7. tR between 3.3 min and 6.0 min
chloride

Butyl
meth.anesulfonate 56 fR between 6.0 min and 8.0 min
(BMS)

Injection 5 t-tL of the test solution) reference solutions (b)
and (c)} the internal standard solution and methylene
chloride R.
Relative retention With reference to the internal standard
(BMS) (retention time =about 7.2 min): methanesulfonyl
chloride = about 0.68.

System suitability:
- in the chromatogram obtained with the internal standard

solution} there is no peak with the same retention time as
methanesulfonyl chloride;

- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to
methanesulfonyl chloride and BMS in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b);

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the peak due to
methanesulfonyl chloride in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (c).

Calculate the content of methanesulfonyl chloride in parts
per million using the foUowing expression:

A 2 xl, x W, xCx 1.5

A 1 x ! 2 X W2

Al area of the peak due to methanesulfonyl chloride in rhe
chromatogram obtained with.reference solution (b);

A2 area of the peak due to meth.anesulfonyl chloride in the
chromatogram obtained with the (est solution;

C percentage content of methanesulfbnyl chloride;
II area of the peak due to BMS in the chromatogram obtained

with reference solution (b)j
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12 area of the peak due to BMS in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solutionj

WI mass of melhanesulfonyl chloride used ro prepare reference
solution (a), in milligramsj

W2 mass or the sample in the test solution, in milligrams;
1.5 dilution factor.

W. Determination of Elemental Impurities
(ph. Bur. method 2.4.20)

INTRODUCTION
Thls chapter describes the general approach for the
determination of elemental impurities in medicinal products
or substances for pharmaceutical use. As the chemical
composition of the considered samples and the specification
limits for the element(s) of interest vary considerably, it is not
possible to describe aUsuitable sample preparation and
measurement methods. Therefore.. any method that fulfils the
requirements described in this chapter may be used.

The results of the analysis are acceptable only if the system
suitability has been demonstrated by a suitable test. Before
the initial use of a method, the analyst must ensure that the
method is appropriate for the samples and instruments used.
This is accomplished by applying a validation procedure to
methods not described in the individual monograph or by a
system suitability test for methods which are described in the
monograph. Decision trees for the choice of the sample
preparation and the measurement procedures are presented
in Figures 2.4.20.-1 and 2.4.20.-2.

PROCEDURES
As a reference procedure is not provided for each element,
matrix and concentration, the choice of procedure according
to Figures 2.4.20.-1 and 2.4.20.-2, including sample
preparation, detection technique and instrument parameters,
is the responsibility of the user.

Use the flow chart in Figure 2.4.20.-1 to define the sample
preparation method and the flow chart in Figure 2.4.20.-2 to
define the measurement method. The sample preparation
method should yield a sufficient quantity of sample to allow
quantification of each element at the specified limit stated in
the individual monograph or the general chapter.

All suitable sample preparation methods and measurement
techniques (e.g. 2.2.22. Atbmic emission specJrometry (AES),
2.2.23. Atbm;,; absorption Sfmtramet'Y (AAS), 2.2.37. X-ray
fiuorescence spearommy (XRFS), 2.2.57. 1uducrive/y CQUpled
plasma-atomic emission Sfmtramet'Y (ICP-AES),
2.2.58. 1nducrive/y roupled plasma-mass spearometry (ICP-MS),
2.4.2. Arsenic, 2.4.8. Heavy metals, 2.4.9. Iron, 2.4.10. Lead in
sugars, 2.4.15. N;,;kel in polyols, 2.4.31. Nickel in hydrogenated
vegetable oils) can be used for the determination of elemental
impurities, if the method has been verified before the initial
use by a system suitability test or a validation procedure
according to this chapter.

Ifno sample preparation and/or measurement method is
described in the individual monograph, a suitable sample
preparation and/or measurement method must be developed
and validated (see Figures 2.4.20.-1 and 2.4.20.-2).

SAMPLE PREPARATION
Sample preparation is critical to the success of elemental
analysis. Many techniques not using direct measurement are
heavily dependent on sample transport.

If an atomisation system is used, the most conventional
means by which samples are introduced into the atomisation

2022

system is by solution nebulisation. In this case, solid samples
must be dissolved in order to be introduced into the
atomisation system. Samples may be dissolved in any
appropriate solvent. The use of aqueous or dilute nitric acid
solutions is strongly recommended, due to minimal
interferencewith these solvents compared to other solvents.
Hydrochloric acid) hydrofluoric acid, perchloric acid, sulfuric
acid and hydrogen peroxide, at various concentrations, can
be used to dissolve the samples. The viscosity of sulfuric acid
is greater than that of the other acids and is to be taken into
account as it can affect the overall fluidity of the solution.

The choice of solvents also includes, but is not limited tOJ

the use of dilute bases, straight or diluted organic solvents,
combinations of acids or bases, and combinations of organic
solvents.

Acids, bases) and hydrogen peroxide of high purity must be
used, especially when ICP-MS is employed. For aqueous
solutions, use deionised disn·lkJ waterR. Diluents must be
checked for interference if they are used in an analysis.
Because it is not always possible to obtain organic solvents
that are free from elemental impurities) organic solvents of
the highest purity possible w.ith regard to these contaminants
must be used. Specifically for Iep techniques, where samples
are introduced into the plasma via solution nebulisation, it is
important to consider the potential matrix effects and
interferences that might arise from the solvent. The use of an
appropriate internal standard and/or matching the standard
matrix with samples should be applied for ICP-AES and
ICP-MS analyses in cases where accuracy and precision are
not sufficient. In any case, the selection of an appropriate
internal standard should take into account the element(s) of
interest, ionisation energy, wavelengths or masses) and the
nature of the sample matrix.

Where a sample is found not to be soluble in any acceptable
solvent, a variety of digestion or incineration techniques can
be employed. These include hot-plate digestion, incineration
and microwave-assisted digestions, using an open- or closed
vessel.

The decision regarding the type of digestion technique to be
used depends on the nature of the sample being digested, as
well as on the elemenrts) of interest and the concentration
range of the elements to be quantified. Open-vessel digestion
is not recommended for the analysis of volatile elements.
The suitability of a digestion technique, whether open- or
closed-vessel, should be supported by spike recovery
experiments in order to verify that, within an acceptable
tolerance, volatile elements have not been lost during sample
preparation. The digestion cycle is suitable if a clear solution
is obtained.

It is important to consider the selection of the typeJ the
material of construction, the pretreatment, and the cleaning
of analyticallabware used in elemental analyses. The material
must be inert and, depending on the specific application,
resistant to caustics, acids, and/or organic solvents. For some
analyses) care must be exercised to prevent the adsorption of
elemental impurities onto the surface of a vessel, particularly
in ultra-trace analyses. Contamination of sample solutions by
elemental impurities and ions present in the container can
also lead to inaccurate results.

The use of volumetric glassware that does not comply with
Class A requirements of the appropriate International
Standard of the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) is acceptable if the validation or the
system suitability test of the method using such glassware
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Yes

No

Isthe
compound
soluble in

an aqueous
medium?

No

Are the
elements
volatile?

No

Yes

Yes
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Perform dosed
vesseldigestion

No

Prepare the
samplesolutions

AIe thesolutionsdear?

Yes

Verifyprocedure
and/orinstrument

No

Figure 2.4.20.-1. - Elemental impusities decision leu: ,ample preparation

have experimentally demonstrated that me method is suitable
for the intended purpose.
CAUTION: when using high-pmsure digestion vessels and
microuooe laborouny equipment, 'he ,afetyprecautions and
operating instructions givenby the manufacturer muse befoUawed.

MEASUREMENT

Method
The choice of me techniques depends mainly on the sample
matrix and the characteristics and specification limits of the
element(s) of interest. Analyse according to me instructions
of the manufacturer of the equipment regarding program and
wavelength.
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No
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L_-<:: e the validation
requirements mel

Perform the
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monograph procedure

Verify the
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system

y",

y", No

Figure 2.4.20.-2. - Elemental impun"lies decision tree:measumnent

System sultablIlty
A system suitability test must be carried out on the day of
the analysis to ensure that the sample preparation and
measurement system are appropriate.

Acceptance criterion for preparation ojsample
solution A clear solution is obtained.

Acceptance criterion for measurement system The
measured concentration of a standard solution of the element
at a concentration within the range of the used calibration
curve does not differ from the actual concentration by more
than 20 per cent.

Calculation
The blank value of reagents must be taken into account for
the calculation of the content. Upon completion of the
analysis, the concentration of a given element in the sample
is calculated by the software of the instrument from the
concentration of the element in the test solution. If no
calculation software is available or no indication for
calculation is given in the general chapter corresponding to
the method used, the concentration of a given element in the
sample can be calculated from the concentration of the
element in the solution using the following expression:

c

A

VI V,
C=Ax-x

m V,

concentration of element in the anal~ sample, in mkrograms
pee gram;
instrument reading of the cccceuration of the element in the
sample solution, in micrograms per millililre;

m mass of the sample in the initial sample solution, in gmIDS;
VI volume of the initial sample preparation. in millilitresj
Vz total volwne of any dilution perfunned, in milli1ib'eSj
V:J volume of initial sample preparation used in any dilution

perfunned, in millilitres.

VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS
Some validation requirements provided below may differ
from those provided in general chapters of the Ph. Eur.
(e.g. 2.2.22 (AES), 2.2.23 (AAS), 2.2.57 (ICP-AES), 2.2.58
(ICP-MS)).

Before me initial use of the selected procedure, the analyst
must ensure that the sample preparation and measurement
method are appropriate for the e1ement(s) of interest, sample
matrix and instrument used. This is accomplished by
following the validation procedure before the initial use and
the system suitability 'est on the day of the analysis.

For elemental impurities, validation of a limit test must
include specificity and limit of detection.

The following section defines the characteristics for the
acceptability of a quantitative procedure. It must be
demonstrated experimentally that such a procedure complies
wil:h the validation requirements, with an appropriate system
suitability test using material spiked with a suitable reference
material. The test materials must be spiked before any
sample preparation steps. For example, if a test material is to
be digested, the material must be spiked at the beginning of
the digestion procedure.
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SPECIFICITY
Specificity is the ability to ensure that the analytical
procedure (sample preparation and measurement) allows a
reliable determination of the element(s) of interest in the
presence of components (e.g, carrier gas, impurities, matrix)
that may be expected to he present.

Acceptance criteria The procedure must be able to assess
unequivocally each elemental impurity to be determined with
this procedure in the presence of components that may be
expected to be present, including other elemental impurities,
matrix components and other sources of interference;
specificity is demonstrated by complying with the accuracy
requirement for the element(s) to be determined.

RANGE
Acceptance criterion Range is demonstrated by
complying with the recovery requirement.

ACCURACY
Verify the accuracy using a certified reference material or by
perfonning a test for recovery. Elemental impun'cy
solutions CRS may be used.

The recovery may be determined on a sample of the
substance [0 be examined, spiked with a known quantity of a
reference standard of the element of interest (3 concentration
levels in the range of 50-150 per cent of the intended
specification limit) even if the original concentration of the
reference standard is at the specified value), in triplicate.

Acceptance crlterion Spike recovery is within 70 per cent
and 150 per cent for the mean of 3 replicates at each
concentration.

REPEATABILITY
Test samples Either 6 independent samples of the
substance to be examined spiked with a suitable reference
standard at the specified concentration level, or 3
concentration levels prepared in triplicate,
Acceptance criterion The relative standard deviation is in
both cases not more than 20 per cent.

INTERMEDIATE PRECISION
The effect of random events (intra-laboratory variations) on
the analytical precision of the method must be established.
Acceptable experiments for establishing intermediate
precision include performing the repeatability analysis on
different days, or with different instrumentation) or by
different analysts. Only 1 of the 3 experiments is required to
demonstrate intermediate precision.

Acceptance criterion The relative standard deviation is
not more than 25 per cent.

LIMIT OF QUANTIFICATION
Use the results from the accuracy study. Determine the
lowest concentration meeting the acceptance criterion.

Acceptance criterion The limit of quantification is below
the specification limit.

LIMIT OF DETECTION (ONLY APPLICABLE TO
LIMIT TESTS)
Determine the lowest concentration givinga signal clearly
distinct from that obtained with a blank solution.

Acceptance criterion The limit of detection is not more
than 0.5 times the concentration of the specification limit.
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X. Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl
Toluenesulfonate in Active Substances
(ph. Eur. method 2.5.40)

The foUowing general method has been validated for the
determination of methyl, ethyl and isopropyl esters of
toluenesulfonic acid (in concentrations between 0.2 ppm and
5 ppm) in sultamicillin tosilate dihydrate.

If it is intended to use the method for other active
substances, particularly those that contain different
concentrations of the toluenesulfonic acid esters, the
concentrations of the test solution and reference solutions
must be adjusted accordingly and me method must be
suitably validated.

METHOD
Head-space gas chromatography (2.1.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43). Prepare the test: solution and reference
solutions immediattly before use.
SolDent mixture waterR, acetonitrile R (20:80 VIV). The
use of aaronitrile of appropriate purity is essential.
Solution A Dissolve 30 mg of anhydrous sodium
thiosuIfau Rand 60.0 g of sodium iodide R in waterR using
sonication and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.

Internal standard solution Dilute 10 ~L of butyl
methanesulfonate CRS (EMS) to 10.0 mL with the solvent
mixture. Dilute 20 ~L of the solution to 100.0 mL with the
solvent mixture.

Blank solution Introduce 0.5 mL of solution A and
0.5 mL of the internal standard solution into a headspace vial
and seal the vial immediately with a polytetratluoroethylene
coated silicon membrane and an aluminium cap.

Test solution Weigh 25.0 mg of the substance to be
examined into a 20 mL headspace vial. Add 0.50 mL of
solution A and 0.50 mL of the internal standard solution and
seal the vial immediately with a polytetrafluoroethylene
coated silicon membrane and an aluminium cap.

FofWwing the den'vatisation reaction, a pre<ipitau may be
obseroed, howewr thisda<s not affu;t the Dalidity of the
quantification.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25.0 mg each of methyl
IQ/uenesulfonau R (MTS), ethyltaluenesulfonau R (ETS) and
isopropyl IQ/uenesulfonau R (ITS) in toluene R and dilute to
5.0 mL wilh the same solvent. Dilute 50 IJL of the solution
to 25.0 mL with the internal standard solution.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 40 ~L of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with the internal standard solution.
Introduce 0.50 mL of this solution and 0.50 mL of
solution A into a 20 mL headspace vial and seal the vial
immediately with a polytetratluoroethylene-eoated silicon
membrane and an aluminium cap.

Reference solution (c) Dilute 500 ~L of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with the internal standard solution.
Introduce 0.50 mL of this solution and 0.50 mL of
solution A into a 20 mL headspaee vial and seal the vial
immediately with a polytetrafluoroethylene-coated silicon
membrane and an aluminium cap.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.25 nun;
- stationary phase: poIar-<Jeaetioated mturogol R (film

thickness 1 um).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
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A, xII X WI xCxO.05
A 1 x ]2 X W2

Al area of the peak due [0 each alkyl iodide in the chromatogram
obtained with reference SQIUtioD (c)j

A2 area of me peak due to each alkyl iodide in the chromatogram
obtained with me test solution;

C percentage content ofeach ester;
II area of the peak due [0 the internal standard in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (c);

The use of an inert inlet liner withoutglass wool significantly
reduces theeffect of cany-overbetween the inj«tions.
Flow rate 0.5 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:20.

Static head-space conditians that may be used:
- equrlibration temperature: 60 "C;
- eqm7ibration time: 30 min;
- transfer-line temperature: 120 "C.

Temperature:

Substance Quanthation Ion QuaUftc8tlon Ion
(mi.) (mr.)

Butyl iodide (Bul)- '84 127

Methyl iodide (Mel)* 142 127

Ethyl iodide (EtI)* 15. 127

Isopropyl iodide (iPrl}il 170 127

* fonned from BMS. MTS, HTS and ITS in the derivalisation reaction.

12 area of the peakdue to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtained wirh me test solutionj

WI mass of each ester used to prepare reference solution (a), in
milligramsj

W2 mass of the substance to be examined in the lest solution. in
milligams:

0005 dilution factor.

Y. Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl
Benzenesulfonate in Active Substances
(ph. Bur. method 2.5.41)

The following general method has been validated for the
determination of methyl, ethyl and isopropyl esters of
benzenesulfonic acid (in concentrations between 2.5 ppm
and 40 ppm) in amlodipine besilate.

If it is intended to use the method for other active
substances, particularly those that contain different
concentrations of the benzenesulfonic acid esters, the
concentrations of the test solution and reference solutions
must-be adjusted-accordingly and-the method must-be
suitably validated.

This method is not suitable for clopidogrel besilate as it was
observed that methyl benzenesulfonate was obtained during
the gas chromatographic analysis as an artefact originating
from degradation.

METHOD
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43). Prepare the testsolution and reference
solutions immediatelY before we.
Solvent mixture water R, acewnitrile R (20:80 VIV). The
we of acettmitrile of appropriate puritYis essential:
Solution A Dissolve with the aid of ultrasound 30 mg of
anhydrous sodium thiosul/ate R and 60.0 g of sodium ioditk R in
water R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.

Internal standard solution Dilute 10 f1L of butyl
methanesulfonaa CRS (BMS) to 10.0 mL with the solvent
mixture. Dilute 20 ~L of the solution to 100.0 mL with the
solvent mixture.

Blank solution Introduce 0.5-0 mL of solution A and
0.50 mL of the internal standard solution into a headspace
vial and seal the vial immediately with a
polytetrafluoroethylene-coated silicon membrane and an
aluminium cap.

Test solution Weigh 25.0 mg of the substance to be
examined into a 20 mL headspace vial. Add 0.50 mL of
solution A and 0.50 mL of the internal standard solution and
seal the vial immediately with a polytetralluoroethylene
coated silicon membrane and an aluminiwn cap.

Following the denovQtisaiWn reaction, a predpjtale m~ be
obseroed, however 'his does not afleel the validilJl of the
quantification.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25.0 mg each of methyl
benzenesul/onare R (MBS), ethyl benzenesulfonate R (BBS) and
isopropyl methaneml/onate R (lMS) in toluene R and dilute to
5.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 50 ~L of the solution
to 25.0 mL with the internal standard solution.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 40 J.lL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with the internal standard solution.
Introduce 0.50 mL of this solution and 0.50 mL of
solution A into a 20 mL headspace vial and seal the vial
immediately with a polytetrafluoroethylene-eoated silicon
membrane and an aluminium cap.

40

40 --> 130

220

280

250

200

Temperature
re)

0-'
I - 10

Time
(min)

Iniection port

Detector transfer line

source

analyser

Column

At the end of analysis the temperature of the column is
raised to 240°C and mainrained at this temperature for
7 min. -

Detection Mass spectrometer as described below; adjust
the detector settings so as to comply with the system
suitability criteria:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV)j
- mass spectrometerparameters for the fragmentometric

mode (single-ion monitoring (SIl\1» set as follows:

Injection 1 mL of the gas phase of the test solution,
reference solutions (b) and (c) and of the blank solution.

Relative retention With reference to the internal standard
(BuI) (retention time = about 8.5 min): Mel = about 0.51;
Btl =about 0.63; iPrI =about 0.68.

System suitabilitY:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to Etl and

iPrI in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (e);

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the peak due to each
alkyl iodide in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b).

Calculate the content in parts per million of each alkyl
toluenesulfonate using the following expression:
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Substance
Quandtadon Ion Quallficotion Ion

(mi.) (mk)

Butyl iodide (BuI)* 'M 127

Methyl iodide (Mel)· 142 [27

Ethyl iodide (EtI). 15. [27

Isopropyl iodide (iPrl)· [70 127

~ formed from DMS. MBS. EBS and L\tS in the deriwtisation reaction.

At the end of analysis, the temperature of the colwnn is
raised to 240°C and maintained at this temperature for
7 min.

Detection Mass spectrometer as described below; adjust
the detector settings so as to comply with the system
suitability criteria:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV);
- mass spectrometer parameters for the fragmentometric

mode (single-ion monitoring (SIM» set as follows:

Injection 1 mL of the gas phase of the test solution,
reference solutions (b) and (c) and the blank solution.

Relative retention With reference to me internal standard
(Bul) (retention time =about 8.5 min): Mel =about 0.51;
Etl = about 0.63; iPrI = about 0.68.

System suitability:
- nsolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to Etl and

iPrI in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (c);

- signal-to-nuise ratio: minimum 10 for the peak due to each
, alkyl iodide in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b).

Reference solution (c) Dilute 500 !JL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with the internal standard solution.
Introduce 0.50 mL of this solution and 0.50 mL of
solution A into a 20 mL headspace vial and seal the vial
inunediately with a polytetratluoroethylene-coated silicon
membrane and an aluminium cap.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I;;;; 30 m, 0 =0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: polor-deactioaud macrogol R (film

thickness 1 pm).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
The use of an inert inlet liner withoutglass woolsignificantly
reduces the eff«.lof cany-overbetween the injections.
Flow rate 0.5 mlJntin.

Split ratio 1:20.

Static head-space conditions that may be used:
- eqUl1ibration temperature: 60 °Cj
- equilibration time: 30 min;
- trans/er-line temperature: 120°C.
Temperature:

AI area of the peak due to each alkyl iOdidein me chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (e);

A 2 area of the peak due to each alkyl iodide in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

C percentage content of each ester;
I. area of the peak due to the intemal standard in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (C)j
12 areaof the peak due to the internal standard in the

chromatogram obtained wilh the test solution;
WI mass of each ester used to prepare reference solution (a). in

milUgramsj
W2 mass of the substance to be examined in the test solution, in

milligramsj
0.05 dilution factor,

Z. Tetrabutylammonium in
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations
(Ph. Bur. method2.4.33 Tetrabutylammonium in
Radiophannac<ulical Preparations)

Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Solvent mixture anhydrous ethanol R, water R
(10:90 VIV).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve 0.86 g of tetrabutylammom'um
hydroxide R in the solvent mixture and dilute to 100 mL with
the solvent mixture. Dilute 1 mL of the solution to V with
the solvent mixture, V being the maximum recommended
dose in millilitres.

Plate TLC sHiea gelplateR; use a polyester plate.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: concentrated ammonia R, methanol R

(10:90 VIV);
- mobile phaseB: concentrated ammonia R, methanol R

(0.5: 100 VIV).

Use either mobile phase A or mobile phase B. The choice of
mobile phase depends on the matrix (for example, mobile
phase B is suitable for preparations stabilised with ascorbate).
Spiking experiments can be done to verify the suitability of
the mobile phase and to show that the sample matrix has no
influence on the results.

Application 2~.

Development Over 415 of the plate.

Drying At 50°C for maximum 30 S.

Detection Place 0.5 g of iodine R at the bottom of a
chromatographic tank; close the tank and heat it with a
stream of hot air (about 60-80 "C) until it is filled with pink
vapour; place the plate in the tank; leave the plate in contact
with the iodine vapour for 1 min; withdraw the plate.

System suitability:
- the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution

shows a clearly visible spot.

Limit:
- lelrabutylammonium: any spot due to retrabutylammonium

is not more intense than the corresponding spot in the
cbromatogram obtained with the reference solution
(2.6mglV).

Calculate the content in parts per million of each alkyl
benzenesulfonate using the following expression:

A2xI, x WI xCxO.05

A tx]zxW2
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Appendix IX
A. Determination of Sulfated Ash
Use Method I unless otherwise directed.

Method I
(No Ph. Eur. method)
Heat a platinum dish £0 redness for 10 minutes, allow to cool
in a desiccator and weigh. Unless otherwise specified in the
monograph, place 1 g of the substance being examined in the
dish, moisten with suf/urie acid, ignite gently, again moisten
with sulfuric acidand ignite at about 8000

• Cool, weigh again,
ignite for 15 minutes and repeat this procedure until two
successive weighings do not differ by more than 0.5 mg.

Method III
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4.14)
Ignite a suitable crucible (for example, silica, platinum,
porcelain or quartz) at 600 ± 50°C for 30 min, allow to
cool in a desiccator over silica gel or other suitable desiccant
and weigh. Place the prescribed amount of the.substance to
be examined in the crucible and weigh. Moisten the
substance to be examined with a small amount of sulfuric
acidR (usually 1 mL) and heal gently at as Iowa
temperature as practicable until the sample is thoroughly
charred. After cooling, moisten the residue with a smaU
amount of sulfuri< acidR (usually 1 mL), heat gently until
white fumes are no longer evolved and ignite at 600 ± 50°C
until the residue is completely incinerated. Ensure that flames
are not produced at any time during the procedure. Allow
the crucible to cool in a desiccawr over silica gel or other
suitable desiccant, weigh it again and calculate the percentage
of residue.
If the amount of the residue so obtained exceeds the
prescribed limit, repeat the moistening with sulfuric acid R
and ignition, as previously, for 30 min periods until
2 consecutive weighings do not differ by more than 0.5 mg
or until the percentage of residue complies with the
prescribed limb.

The amount of substance used for the test (usually 1-2 g) is
chosen so that at the prescribed limit the mass of the residue
(usually about 1 mg) can be measured with sufficient
accuracy.

B. Determination of Sulfur Dioxide
Method I
(No Ph. Eur. me/hod)

Apparatus A round-bottomed flask of 1000- 10 1500-mL
capacity is fitted with a water-cooled reflux condenser the
upper end of which is connected to two absorption tubes in
series. The flask is fitted with a gas inlet tube which reaches
nearly to the bottom of the flask. Each absorption tube
contains 10 mL of hydrogen peroxide solution (20 wi)
previously neutralised willt O.lM sodium hydroxide VS using
bromophenol bluesolution as indicator.

Method Place in lite flask 500 mL of warer and 20 mL of
hydrochloric acid. Pass through lite flask a steady current of
nitrogen or carbon dioxide that has been bubbled through di/uce

I Thischapter hasund~ phannacopoeiaJ hannonisation. S~ chapter
5.8 Phamuuqpoeial harmonisation.

2022

sodium carbonate solution and gradually heat the liquid until it
boils. Maintain the current of nitrogen or carbon dioxide, allow
the solution to boil for about J0 minutes and cool the flask
by gradual immersion in water. Introduce, while momentarily
removing the stopper of the flask, a weighed quantity of
50 to 100 g of the substance being examined, heat gently and
boil for 45 minutes. Disconnect the absorption tubes before
turning off the current of nitrogen or carbon dioxide and titrate
the combined contents with O.IMsodium hydroxide VS.
Each mL OrO.1M sodium hydroxide VS is equivalent to
3.203 mg of sulfur dioxide.

Repeat the operation without the substance being examined.
The solution in the absorption tubes remains neutral.

Method II
(ph. Eur. merhod 2.5.29)

EQUIPMENT
The apparatus as shown in Figure 2.5.29.-1 comprises:
- a ground-glass 3-neck round-bottomed flask (Al;
- a dropping funnel (B);
- a reflux condenser (G)j
- a receiving tube (D);
- a transfer tube (E);
- a gas pon.

PROCEDURE
Method
Introduce 150 mL of warer R into lite flask (A) and
equilibrate the whole system by passing carbon dioxide R for
15 min at a rate of about 100 mIJmin.

E

D

Figure 2.5.29.-1.- Appararus for the determination of su/fur
dioxide rontenl
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To 10 mL of dilute hydrogen peroxide solution R, add 0.15 mL
of a I gIL solution of bromophenol blue R in ethanol
(20 per cent V/~ R. Add 0.1 M sodium hydroxide until a
violet-blue colour is obtained, without exceeding the
end-point. Pour the solution into the receiving tube (D) and
moum the tube on the apparatus as shown in Figure
2.5.29.-1.

Without interrupting the stream of carbon dioxide, remove
the dropping funnel (B) and introduce into the flask (A)
25.0 g (m ) of the substance to he examined, rinsing with
100 mL of waterR. Replace the dropping funnel, close the
tap and pour 80 mL of dilute hydrochloric acidR into the
funnel. Open the tap to allow the hydrochloric acid solution
to flow into me flask. Make sure that no sulfur dioxide
escapesby closing the tap before the last few millilitres of
hydrochloric acid solution drain OU[. Boil for 1 h.

Open the tap of the dropping funnel then stop the flow of
carbon dioxide . Transfer the contents of the receivingtube
(D) to a 200 mL conical flask, rinsing the rube with a little
waterR. Heat on a water-bath for 15 min and allow to cool.
Add 0.1 mL of a I gIL solution of bromophenol blue R in
ethanol (20 per cent V/~ R and titrate with 0.1 M sodium
hydroxide until the colour changes from yellow to violet
blue (V,). Carry out a blank titration (V,).

Results
Calculate me content of sulfur dioxide, in parts per million,
using the following expression:

n
32 030x(V,- V,) x 

m

VI volume of tirranr used in the titration, in millilitresj
V2 volumeof titrant used in the blank urraucn, in miUilitresi
II molarityof the sodium hydroxidesolution used as titrant, in

moles per litrej
m mass of the sample. in gruns.

C. Determination of Water
Use Method IA unless otherwise directed.

Method I Semi-micro Determination ofWater
(Ph. Bur. manod 2.5.12)
The semi-micro determination of water is based upon the
quantitative reaction of water with sulfur dioxide and iodine
in a suitable anhydrous medium in the presence of a base
with sufficient buffering capacity.

APPARATUS
The apparatus consists of a titration vessel with:
- 2 identical platinum electrodes;
- tight inlets for introduction of solventand titrant;
- an inlet for introduction of air via a desiccant;
- a sample inlet fitted with a stopper Of, for liquids, a

septum.

Inlet systems for introduction of dry nitrogen or for
aspiration of solvents may also be fitted.

The titration is carried out according to the instrument
supplier's instructions. Care is taken throughout the
determination to avoid exposure of reagents and solvents to
atmospheric moisture. The end-point is determined using 2
identical indicator electrodes connected to an electrical
source that maintains between the electrodes either a
constant current (2.2.65. Voitametl'k titration) or a constant
voltage (2.2.19. Amperomerric tilration). Where direct titration
is used (method A), addition of titrant causes either a
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decrease in voltage where constant current is maintained or
an increase in current where constant voltage is maintained,
until the end-point is reached. Instruments with automatic
end-point detection are commonly used. Instrument
qualification is carried out according to established quality
system procedures, for example using a suitable certified
reference material (sodium aminosalicylau dihydraufor
C'/uipmen' qualifi<arion CRS may be used),

STANDARDISATION
To the titration vessel, add methanol R, dried if necessary, or
the solvent recommended by the supplier of the titrant.
Where applicable for the apparatus used) eliminate residual
water from the measurement cell or carry out a pre-titration.
Introduce a suitable amount of water in an appropriate form
(water R or a certified reference material) and carry out the
titration, stirring for the necessary time. The water equivalent
is not less than 80 per cent of that indicated by the supplier.
Standardise the titrant before the first use and at suitable
intervals thereafter.

Unless otherwise prescribed, use Method A.

METHOD A
Introduce into the titration vessel methanol R, or the solvent
indicated in the monograph or recommended by the supplier
of the titrant. Where applicable for the apparatus used,
eliminate residual water from the measurement ceU or carry
out a pre-titration. Introduce the substance to be examined
rapidly and cany out the titration, stirring for the necessary
extraction time.

METHODB
Introduce into the titration vessel methanol R, or the solvent
indicated in the monograph or recommended by the supplier
of the titrant. Where applicable for the apparatus used,
eliminate residual water from the measurement cell or carry
out a pre-titration. Introduce the substance to be examined
rapidly and in a suitable state of division. Add an accurately
measured volume of the titrant, sufficient to give an excess of
about 1 mL or the prescribed volume. Allow to stand
protected from light for 1 min or the prescribed time, with
stirring. Titrate the excess of reagent using methanol R or the
prescribed solvent, containing an accurately known quantity
of water.

SUITABIUTY
The accuracy of the detennination with the chosen titrant
must be verified for each combination of substance, titrant
and solvent to be examined. The following procedure, given
as an example, is suitable for samples containing 2.5-25 mg
of water.

The water content of the substance to be examined is
determined using the reagent/solvent system chosen.
Thereafter, in the same titration vessel, sequential known
amounts of water, corresponding to about 50-100 per cent of
the amount found in the substance to be examined, are
added in an appropriate fonn (at least 5 additions) and the
water content is determined after each addition. Calculate
the percentage recovery (r) after each addition using the
following expression:

w,
r=IOO

W,

WI amount of water added, in mllllgrams;
W2 amount of water found, in milligrams.
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Calculate the mean percentage recovery 0').
The reagem/solvent system isconsidered to be acceptable if' is
between 97.5 percentand 102.5 percen.
Calculate the regression line. The x-axis represents the
cumulative water added whereas the y-axis represents the
sum of the initial water content determined for the substance
(M) and the cumulative water determined after each
addition. Calculate the slope (b), the intercept with the y-axis
(a) and the intercept of the extrapolated calibration line with
the x-axis (d).

Calculate the percentage errors (el and ~ using the
following expressions: c

s
N
IU

a-Me, ~IOO-
M

e, = 1001dl~M

Q they-axis intercept. in milligrams of water,
d me x-axis intercept, in milligrams of water;
M Willer content l)f Ihe subsrance, in rni.Ulgnuns of water.

Figure 2.2.13.-1. - Apparatus for the detenninarion of waterby
disu"Ualion

Dimensions in mi//imeeres

Method III Coulometrlc TItration
(ph. Eur. method 2.5.32)

PRINCIPLE
The coulometric titration of water is based upon the
quantitative reaction of water with sulfur dioxide and iodine
in an anhydrous medium in the presence of a base with
sufficient buffering capacity. In contrast to the volumetric
method described in general chapter 2.5.12. Water: semi-micro
determination, iodine is produced electrochemically in the
reaction cell by oxidation of iodide. The iodine produced at
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The reagentfsolvent system is considered to be acceptable if:
- le,1 and le,l are not greater than 2.5 per cent;
- b is between 0.975 and 1.025.

Method II Determination of Water by Distillation
(Ph. Eur. method 2.2.13)

The apparatus (see Figure 2.2.13.-1) consists ofa glass
flask (A) connected by a tube (D) to a cylindrical tube (B)
filled with a graduated receiving tube (E) and reflux
condenser (G). The receiving tube (E) is graduated in
0.1 mL. The source of heat is preferably an electric heater
with rheostat control or an oil bath. The upper portion of the
flask and the connecting tube may be insulated.

Method Clean me receiving tube and the condenser of the
apparatus, thoroughly rinse with water, and dry.

Introduce 200 mL of toluene R and about 2 mL of waterR
into the dry flask. Distil for 2 h, then allow to cool for about
30 min and read the water volume to the nearest 0.05 mL.
Place in the flask a quantity of the substance, weighed with
an accuracy of 1 per cent, expected to give about 2 mL to
3 mL of water. H the substance has a pasty consistency,
weigh it in a boat of metal foil. Add a few pieces ofporous
material and heal the flask gently for 15 min. When the
toluene hegins to boil, distil at the rate of about two drops
per second until most of the water has distilled over, men
increase the rate of distillation to about four drops per
second. When the water has all distilled over, rinse the inside
of the condenser tube with toluene R. Continue the
distiUation for 5 min, remove the heat, aUow the receiving
tube to cool to room temperature and dislodge any droplets
of water which adhere to the walls of the receiving tube.
When the water and toluene have completely separated, read
the volume of water and calculate the content present in the
substance as millilitres per kilogram, using the formula:

m the mass in grams of the substance to be examined,
R. the number of millilitres of water obtained in the lint:

distiUauon.
R2 the total number of millilitres of water obtained in the 2

distillations.
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the anode reacts immediately with the water and the sulfur
dioxide contained in the reaction cell. The quantity of water
in the substance is directly proportional to the quantity of
electricity (in coulombs), corresponding to electric current (in
amperes) multiplied by time (in seconds), used for iodine
generation up until the titration end-point. When all of the
water in me reaction cell has been consumed, the end-point
is reached and thus an excess of iodine appears. 1 mole of
iodine corresponds to 1 mole of water, an amount of
electricity of 10.71 C corresponds to 1 mg of water.

Moisture is eliminated from the reaction cell by pre-titration,
i.e. the electrolyte reagent is titrated to dryness before starting
the sample analysis. Individual determinations can be carried
out successively in the same reagent solution) under the
following conditions:
- each component of the test mixture is compatible with

me other components;
- no other reactions take place;
- the volume and the water capacity of the electrolyte

reagent are sufficient.

Coulornetric titration is intended for the quantitative
determination of small quantities of water (from 10-llg),
however a working range of 100 J.tg to 10 mg of water is
recommended for reproducibility reasons.

Accuracy and precision of the method are predominantly
governed by the sample preparation and the extent to which
atmospheric moisture is excluded from the system. Control
of the system must be monitored by measuring the amount
of baseline drift.

APPARATUS
The apparatus consists of a reaction cell, electrodes and a
magnetic stirrer. The reaction cell consists of a large anode
companment and a smaller cathode compartment.
Depending on the design of the electrode, both
compartments can be separated by a diaphragm. Each
compartment contains a platinum electrode. liquid or
solubilised samples are introduced through a septum, using a
syringe. Alternatively, an evaporation technique may be used
in which me sample is heated in an oven and the water is
evaporated and carried into the cell by means of a stream of
dry inert gas. The introduction of solid samples into the cell
should in general be avoided. However, if it has to be done it
is effected through a sealable port; appropriate precautions
must be taken to avoid the introduction of moisture from air,
such as working in a glove box in an atmosphere of dry inert
gas. The analytical procedure is controlled by a suitable
electronic device, which also displays the results.

Instrument qualification is carried out according to
established quality system procedures, for example using a
suitable certified reference material. Sodium aminosalicylau
dihydrate for equipmen, qualification CRS may be used when
proceeding by direct or liquid sample introduction, whereas
amoxicilJin lrihydrate for performance verifica.wn CRS may be
used with the evaporation technique.

METIIOD
Fill the compartments of the reaction cell with e/e<lrolyte
reagent for the micro determination 0/ WtUer' R according to the
manufacturer's instructions and perform the coulometric pre
titration to a stable end-point. Introduce the prescribed
quantity of the substance to be examined into the reaction
cell and titrate again to a stable end-point, stirring for at least
30 s, unless otherwise indicated in the monograph. If an oven
is used, me prescribed quantity of sample is introduced into
the oven and heated. After evaporation of the water from the
sample into the reaction cell, the titration is started.
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Alternatively, the evaporated moisture is immediately titrated
while heating the sample in the oven to avoid loss of
evaporated water already collected in the reagent solution
during prolonged heating. Read the value from the
instrument's output and calculate ifnecessary me percentage
or quantity of water that is present in the substance. When
appropriate to the type of sample and the sample
preparation, perform a blank titration.

VERIFICATION OF ACCURACY
At appropriate intervals, such as at least at the beginning and
the end of a series of sample titrations, introduce a defined
quantity of water, in the same order of magnitude as the
quantity of water in the sample, using a suitable certified
reference material and perform the coulometric titration.
The recovery is within the range of 97.5 per cent to
102.5 per cent for an addition of 1000 ~g of H20 and within
the range of 90.0 per cent to 110.0 per cent for the addition
of 100 ~g of H 20 .

D. Determination of Loss on Drying
(Ph. Eur. method2.2.32)

PRINCIPLE
Loss on drying is the loss of mass after drying under
specified conditions, calculated as a percentage (mlm).

Drying to constant mass means that 2 consecutive weighings
do not differ by more than 0.5 mg, the 2nd weighing
following an additional period of at least 30 min of drying
under the conditions prescribed for the substance to be
examined.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment typically consists of:
- weighing bottles that are made of suitable inert material

and can easily be dried to constant mass; their diameter is
large enough so that the layer of the substance to be
examined does not exceed about 5 mm;

- an analytical balance by which it is possible to determine
a change in mass of 0.1 mg;

- depending on the procedure to be applied, a desiccator) a
vacuum cabinet, a vacuum oven or an ordinary laboratory
oven; in any case, the temperature of ovens is adjustable
to the specified temperature ± 2 °Cj vacuum ovens in
which the pressure can at least be reduced to about 2 kPa
are suitable; ovens are qualified according to established
quality system procedures, for example by using a suitable
certified reference material (sodium aminosalicylate
dihydrate for equipment qualificalion CRS may be used).

Equipment using other means of drying such as microwaves)
halogen lamps, infrared lamps or mixed technologies may be
used provided they are demonstrated to be fit for purpose.

PROCEDURE
It is recommended to perform the test in an environment
that has minimal impact on sample measurement
(e.g. humidity).

Weigh an empty weighing bottle that has been previously
dried under the conditions prescribed for me substance to be
examined for at least 30 min, then weigh the weighing bottle
filled with the prescribed quantity of substance to be
examined. Dry to constant mass or for the prescribed time.
Where the drying temperature is indicated by a single value
rather than a range, drying is carried out at the prescribed
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temperature ± 2°C. Use one of the following procedures,
unless otherwise prescribed in the monograph.
- In a desiccator: the drying is carried out over about 100 g

of molecular sieve R at atmospheric pressure and at room
temperature.

- In vacuo: the drying is carried out over about 100 g of
molecular sieve-R-at-a pressure not exceeding 2.5 kPa, at
room temperature or at the temperature prescribed in the
monograph.

- In an oven at a specified temperature: the drying is
carried out at annospheric pressure in an oven at the
temperature prescribed in the monograph.

After drying in an oven, allow the weighing bottle and the
sample to cool to room temperature in a desiccator and
weigh the weighing bottle containing the dried sample.

The mass of the sample is the difference between the mass of
the filled weighing bottle and the mass of the dried empty
weighing bottle.

The loss on drying is the difference in the mass of the sample
before and after drying, expressed as a percentage) mlm being
implicit.

E. Limit Test for Carbon Monoxide in
Medicinal Gases
(ph. Bur. method2.5.25)

METHOD I
Apparatus The apparatus (Figure 2.5.25.-1) consists of
the foUowing parts connected in series:
- • Ll-tube (U,) containing anhydrous ri&a gelR

impregnated with chromium trWxide Rj
- a wash bottle (F,) containing 100 mL of a 400 gIL

solution of potassium hydroxide R;
- a Uctube (U2) containing pellets of poUlSSium hydroxide R;
- a U-tube (U.) containing diphosphoTUS pemoxide R

dispersed on previously granulated, fused pumice;

- a If-tube (U,) containing 30 g of reaystallised iodine
pentoxide R in granules, previously dried at 200°C and
kept at a temperature of 120 °C (1) during the test; the
iodine pentoxide is packed in the robe in 1 ern columns
separated by 1 em columns of glass wool to give an
effective length of 5 cm;

- a reaction tube (F2) containing 2.0 mL of poeassium iodide
solution Rand 0.15 mL of starch solutUm R.

Method Flush the apparatus with 5.0 L of argon R and, if
necessary, discharge the blue colour in the iodide solution by
adding the smallest necessary quantity of freshly prepared
0.002 M sodium thiosulfate. Continue flushing until not more
than 0.045 mL of 0.002 M sodium thiosul/a,. is required after
passage of 5.0 L of argon R. Pass the gas to be examined
from the cylinder through the apparatus, using the prescribed
volume and the flow rate. Flush the last traces of liberated
iodine into the reaction tube by passing through the
apparatus 1.0 L of argon R. Titrate the liberated iodine with
0.002 M sodium thiosulfate. Carry out a blank test, using the
prescribed volume of argon R. The difference between the
volumes of 0.002 M sodium thiosulfate used in the titrations is
not greater than the prescribed limit.

METHODD
Gases absorb light at one or more specific wavelengths. This
property is widely used to aUowhighly selective measurement
of their concentrations.

Description and principle of measurement
The concentration of carbon monoxide in other gases can be
determined using an infrared analyser.

The infrared analyser generally consists of a light source
emitting broadband infrared radiation, an optical device, a
sample cell and a detector. The optical device may be
positioned either before or after the sample cell; it consists of
one or several optical filters, through which the broadband
radiation is passed. The optical device in this case is selected
for carbon monoxide. The measurement light beam passes
through the sample cell and may also pasa througb a
reference cell if the analyser integrates such a feature (some
use an electronic system instead of a reference cell).
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Figure 2.5.25.-1. - Apparatus for thedetermination of carbon monoxide
Dimensions in millimetres
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When carbon monoxide is present in the sample cell,
absorption of energy in the measurement light beam will
occur according to the Beer-Lambert law and this produces a
change in the detector signal. This measurement signal is
compared to a reference signal to generate an output related
to the concentration of carbon monoxide. The generated
signal is linearised in order to obtain the carbon monoxide
concentration. To prevent the entry of particles into the
sensors, which could cause stray-light phenomena, the
apparatus is fitted with a suitable filter.

Required technical specifications
When used for a limit test, the carbon monoxide infrared
analysermeets me following technical specifications:
- lim;' 0/detection: (generaUy defined as a signal-to-noise

ratio of 2) maximum 20 per cent of me maximum
admissible concentration;

- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of
10 per cent of the maximum admissible concentration,
determined on 6 measurements;

- linean'ty: maximum 10 per cent of the maximum
admissible concentration.

The technical specifications must be met in the presence of
the other gas impurities in the sample.

F. Determination of Carbon Dioxide in
Medicinal Gases
(Ph. Eur. method 1.5.24)

Gases absorb light at one or more specific wavelengths, This
property is widely used to allow highly selective measurement
of their concentrations,

Descrlpdon and principle of measurement
The concentration of carbon dioxide in other gases can be
determined using an infraredanalyser.

The infrared analyser generally consists of a light source
emitting broadband infrared radiation, an optical device, a
sample cell and a detector. The optical device may be
positioned either before or after the sample cell and it
consists of one or several optical filters, through which the
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broadband radiation is passed. The optical device in this case
is selected for carbon dioxide. The measurement light beam
passes through the sampJe cell and may also pass through a
reference cell if the analyser integrates such a feature (some
use an electronic system instead of a reference ceJl).

When carbon dioxide is present in the sample cell,
absorption of energy in the measurement light beam will
occur according to the Beer-Lambert law and this produces a
change in the detector signal. This measurement signal is
compared to a reference signal to generate an output related
to the concentration of carbon dioxide, The generated signal
is linearised in order to obtain the carbon dioxide
concentration. To prevent the entry of particles into the
sensors, which could cause stray-light phenomena, the
apparatus is fitted with a suitable filter.

Required technical specifications
When used for a Jimit test, the infrared analyser meets the
following technical specifications:
- limit of detection: (generally defined as a signal-to-noise

ratio of 2) maximum 20 per cent of the maximum
admissible concentration;

- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of
] 0 per cent of the maximum admissible concentration,
determined on 6 measurements;

- linean·ty: maximum J0 per cent of the maximum
admissibJe concentration.

The technical specifications must be met in the presence of
the other gas impurities in the sample.

G. Determination of Nitrogen Monoxide
and Nitrogen Dioxide in Medicinal Gases
(ph. Eur. method 1.5.16)

Nitrogen monoxide and nitrogen dioxide in gases are
determined using a chemiluminescence analyser
(Figure 2.5.26.-1).

The apparatus consists of the following:
- a device for filtering, checking and controlling the flow of

the gas to be examined,

Samplenowcontrol
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Converter
N02~ NO

Filter 10eliminate
ozone

Ozone generator
system

Reaction chamber
Opllcal filler

IRefrigeraled chamber
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plier lube
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. Controls

- NO - (NO+NO,) cycle

Figure 2.5.26.-J. - Chemiluminescence analyser

NO (NO+NO,) NO,
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- a converter that reduces nitrogen dioxide (0 nitrogen
monoxide) [Q determine the combined content of nitrogen
monoxide and nitrogen dioxide. The efficiency of the
convener has to be verified prior to use,

- a controlled-flow-rate ozone generator; the ozone is
produced by high-voltage electric discharges across two
electrodes; the ozone generator is supplied with pure
oxygen or with dehydrated ambient air and the
concentration of ozone obtained must greatly exceed the
maximum content of any detectable nitrogen oxides,

- a chamber in which nitrogen monoxide and ozone can
react,

- a system for detecting light radiation emitted at a
wavelength of 1.2 JIm, consisting of a selective optical
filter and a photomultiplier tube.

H. Determination of Oxygen in Medicinal
Gases
(ph. Bur. method 2.5.27)

Oxygen in gases is determined using a paramagnetic analyser.

The principle of the method is based on the high
paramagneticsensitivity of the oxygen molecule. Oxygen
exerts a strong interaction on magnetic fields, which is
measured electronically, amplified and converted to a reading
of oxygen concentration. The measurement of oxygen
concentration is dependent upon the pressure and
temperature and, if the analyser is not automatically
compensated for variations in temperature and pressure, it
must be calibrated immediately prior to use. As the
paramagnetic effect of oxygen is linear, the instrument must
have a suitable range with a readability ofO.t per cent or
better,

Calibration of the instrument Make the setting in the
following manner:
- set the zero by passing nitrogen RJ through the instrument

until a constant reading is obtained;
- set the scale 10 100 per cent by passing oxygenR through

the instrument at the same flow rate as for nitrogen RJ
until a constant reading is obtained.

Assay Pass the gas to he examined through the instrument
at a constant flow rate until a constant reading is obtained.
Record the concentration of oxygen in the gas to be
examined. .

J. Determination of Water in Medicinal
Gases
(ph. Bur. method 2.5.28)

Water in gases is determined using an electrolytic
hygrometer, described below.

The measuring cell consists of a thin film of diphosphorus
pentoxide, between 2 coiled platinum wires which act as
electrodes. The water vapour in the gas to be examined is
absorbed by the diphosphorus pentoxide, which is
transformed to phosphoric acid, an electrical conductor.
A continuous voltage applied across the electrodes produces
electrolysis of the water and the regeneration of the
diphosphorus pentoxide. The resulting electric current, which
is proportional to the water content in the gas to be
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examined, is measured. This system is self-calibrating since it
obeys Faraday's law.

Take a sample of the gas to be examined. Allow the gas to
stabilise at room temperature. Purge the cell continuously
until a stable reading is obtained. Measure the water content
in the gas to be examined, making sure that the temperature
is constant throughout the device used to introduce the gas
into the apparatus.

The electrolytic hygrometer achieves accurate sample flows
by using a mass flow controller to deliver a constant
volumetric flow rate to ensure that the water content is
determined accurately. The calibration of the mass flow
controller is normally performed using nitrogen. When using
gases other than nitrogen for calibration, consult the
manufacturer's instructions for the appropriate conversion
factors and ensure that the correct cell is used for the type of
gas to be examined.

K. Gas Detector Tubes
(Ph. Bur. method 2.1.6)

Gas detector tubes are cylindrical) sealed tubes consisting of
an inert transparent material and are constructed to allow the
passage of gas. They contain reagents adsorbed onto inert
substrates that are suitable for the visualisation of the
substance to be detected and, if necessary, they also contain
preliminary layers and/or adsorbent filters to eliminate
substances that interfere with the substance to be detected.
The layer of indicator contains either a single reagent for the
detection of a given impurity or several reagents for the
detection of several substances (monolayer tube or multilayer
tube).

The test is carried out by passing the required volume of the
gas to be examined through the indicator tube. The length of
the coloured layer or the intensity of a colour change on a
graduated scale gives an indication of the impurities present.

The calibration of the detector tubes is verified according to
the manufacturer's instructions.

Operating conditions Examine according to the
manufacturer's instructions or proceed as follows.

The gas supply is connected to a suitable pressure regulator
and needle valve. Connect the flexible tubing fitted with a
Y-piece to the valve and adjust the flow of gas to be
examined to purge the tubing in order to obtain an
appropriate flow (Figure 2.1.6.-1). Prepare the indicator tube
and fit to the metering pump, following the manufacturer's
instructions. Connect the open end of the indicator tube to
the short leg of the tubing and operate the pump by the
appropriate number of strokes to pass a suitable volume of
gas to be examined through the tube. Read the value
corresponding to the length of the coloured layer or the
intensity of the colour on the graduated scale. If a negative
result is achieved, indicator tubes can be verified with a
calibration gas containing the appropriate impurity.

In view of the wide variety of available compressor oils, it is
necessary to verify the reactivity of the oil detector tubes for
the oil used. Information on the reactivity for various oils is
given in the leaflet supplied with the tube. If the oil used is
not cited in the leaflet, the tube manufacturer must verify the
reactivity and if necessary provide a tube specific for this oil.

Arsine detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
supports for the gold salt or other appropriate indicator.
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The minimum value indicated is 0.25 ppm or less, with a
relative standard deviation of at most 20 per cent.

Carbon dioxide detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
supports for hydrazine and crystal violet indicators.
The minimum value indicated is 100 ppm with a relative
standard deviation of at most 15 per cent.

Carbon monoxide detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
supports for di-iodine pentoxide, selenium dioxide and
fuming sulfuric acid indicators. The minimum value
indicated is 5 ppm or less, with a relative standard deviation
of at most 15 per cent.

Hydrogen sulfide detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
supports for an appropriate lead salt indicator. The minimum
value indicated is 0.2 ppm or less, with a relative standard
deviation of at most 10 per cent.

Nitrogen monoxide and nitrogen dioxide detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
support. for an oxidelng layer (Cr(Vl) salt) and the
diphenylbenzidine indicator. The minimum value indicated is
0.5 pp~ with a relative standard deviation of at most
15 per-cent.

Oil detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
supports for the sulfuric acid indicator. The minimum value
indicated is 0.1 mglm3 with a relative standard deviation of at
most 30 per cent.

Phosphine detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
supports for the gold salt or other appropriate indicator.
The minimum value indicated is 0.2 ppm or less, with a
relative standard deviation of at most 20 per cent.

Sulfur dioxide detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
supports for the iodine and starch indicator. The minimum
value indicated is 0.5 ppm with a relative standard deviation
of at most 15 per cent.

Water vapour detector tube
Sealed glass tube containing adsorbent filters and suitable
supports for the magnesium perchlorate indicator.
The minimum value indicated is 67 ppm or less, with a
relative standard deviation of at most 20 per cent.

L. Determination of Nitrous Oxide in
Gases
(ph. Eur. method 2.5.35)

Gases absorb light at one or more specific wavelengths. This
property is widely used to allow highly selective measurement
of their concentrations.

Description and principle of measurement
The concentration of nitrous oxide in other gases can be
determined using an infrared analyser.

The infrared analyser generally consists of a light source
emitting broadband infrared radiation) an optical device, a
sample cell and a detector. The optical device may be
positioned either before' or after the sample cell and it
consists of one or several optical filters, through which the
broadband radiation is passed. The optical device in this case
is selected for nitrous oxide. The measurement light beam
passes through the sample cell and may also pass through a
reference cell if the analyser integrates such a feature (some
use an electronic system instead of a reference cell).

When nitrous oxide is present in the sample cell, absorption
of energy in the measurement light beam will occur
according to the Beer-Lambert law and this produces a
change in the detector signal. This measurement signal is
compared to a reference signal to generate an output related
to the concentration of nitrous oxide. The generated signal is
linearised in order to obtain the nitrous oxide concentration.
To prevent the entry of particles into the sensors) which
could cause stray-light phenomena) the apparatus is fitted
with a suitable filter.

M. Water-Solid Interactions:
Determination of Sorption.Deso~tion
Isotherms and of Water Activity
(Ph. Eur. method 2.9.39)

INTRODUCTION
Pharmaceutical solids as raw materials or as constituents of
dosage forms most often come in contact with water during
processing and storage. This may occur (a) during ,
crystallisation, Iyophilisation, wet granulation) or spray
drying; and (b) because of exposure upon handling and
storage to an atmosphere containing water vapour or
exposure to other materials in a dosage fonn that contain
water capable of distributing it to other ingredients. Some
properties known to be altered by the association of solids
with water include rates of chemical degradation in the
"solid-state", crystal growth and dissolution, dispersibility
and wetting) powder flow, lubricity, powder compactibility,
compact hardness and microbial contamination.

Although precautions can be taken when water is perceived
to be a problem, i.e. eliminating all moisture, reducing
contact with the atmosphere) or controlling the relative
humidity of the atmosphere, such precautions generally add
expense to the process with no guarantee that during the life
of the product further problems associated with moisture will
be avoided. It is also important to recognise that there are
many situations where a certain level of water in a solid is
required for proper performance) e.g. powder compaction.

6

4

5. Indicator tube
6. Indicator rube pump
7. End open to atmosphere

32

I. Gas supply
2. Pressure regulator
3. Needle valve
4. V-pioce

Figure 2.1.6.-1. - Apparatus fqr gasdetector tubes
I 17Iis chapterhas undergoneph~a1 harmtmisation. Su chapter
5.8. Pharmacopoeial hannonisotion.
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It is essential for both reasons, therefore, that as much as
possible is known about the effects" of moisture on solids
before strategies are developed for their handling) storage and
use.
Some of the more critical pieces of required information
concerning water-solid interactions are:
- total amount of water present;
- the extent to which adsorption and absorption occur;
- whether or not hydrates form;
- specificsurface area of the solid, as well as such

properties as degree of crystallinity, degree of porosity,
and glass transition and melting temperature;

- site of water interaction, the extent of binding, and the
degree of molecular mobility;

- effects of temperature and relative humidity;
- essentially irreversible hydration;
- kinetics of moisture uptake;
- various factors that might influence the rate at which

water vapour can he taken up by a solid;
- for water-soluble solids capable of being dissolved by the

sorbed water, under which conditions dissolution will take
place.

PHYSICAL STATES OF SORBED WATER
Water can physically interact with solids in different ways.
It can interact at the surface (adsorption) or it can penetrate
the bulk solid structure (absorption). When both adsorption
and absorption occur, the term sorption is often used.
Adsorption is particularly critical in affecting the properties of
solids when the specific surface area is large. Large values of
specific surface area are seen with solids having very small
particles, as well as with solids having a high degree of
intraparticle porosity. Absorption is characterised by an
association of water per gram of solid that is much greater
than that which can form a monomolecular layer on the
available surface, and an amount that is generally
independent of the specific surface area.

Most crystalline solids will not absorb water into their bulk
structures because of the close packing and high degree of
order of the crystal lattice. Indeed, it has been shown that the
degree of absorption into solids exhibiting partial crystallinity
and partial amorphous structure is often inversely
proportional to the degree of crystallinity. With some
crystalline solids, however, crystal hydrates may form. These
hydrates may exhibit a stoichiometric relationship, in terms of
water molecules bound per solid molecule, or they may be
non-stoichiometric. Upon dehydration, crystal hydrates may
either retain their original crystal structure, or lose their
crystallinity and become amorphous, or transform into a new
anhydrous or less-hydrated crystal form.

Amorphous or partially amorphous solids are capable of
taking up significant amounts of water because there is
sufficient molecular disorder in the solid to permit
penetration, swelling or dissolution. Such behaviour is
observed with most amorphous polymers and with small
molecular-mass solids rendered amorphous during
preparation, e.g. by lyophilisation, or after milling.
The introduction of defects into highly crystalline solids will
also produce this behaviour. The greater the chemical affinity
of water for the solid, the greater the total amount that can
be absorbed. When water is absorbed by amorphous solids,
the bulk properties of the solid can be significantly altered.
It is well established, for example, that amorphous solids,
depending on the temperature, can exist in at least one of
2 states, "glassy" or "fluid"; the temperature at which one
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state transforms into the other is the glass transition
temperature, T,.
Water absorbed into the bulk solid structure, by virtue of its
effect on the free volume of the solid, can act as an efficient
plasticiser and reduce the value of Ts: Since the rheological
properties of "fluid" and "glassy" states are quite different,
i.e. the "fluid" state exhibits much less viscosity as one goes
increasingly above the glass transition temperature, it is not
surprising that a number of important bulk properties
dependent on the rheology of the solid are affected by
moisture content. Since amorphous solids are metastable
relative to the crystalline fonn of the material, with small
molecular-mass materials, it is possible for absorbed moisture
to initiate reversion of the solid to the crystalline form,
particularly if the solid is transfonned by the sorbed water to
a "fluid" state. This is the basis of "cake collapse)! often
observed during the lyophilisation process. An additional
phenomenon noted specifically with water-soluble solids is
their tendency to deliquesce, i.e. to dissolve in their own
sorbed water, at relative humidities, RHi, in excess of the
relative humidity of Q saturated solution of the solid, RHo.
DeliqYel!~~~e arises because of me l1J@water solqbijity of
the solid and the significant effect it has on the colligative
properties of water. It is a dynamic process that continues to
occur as long as RHj is greater than RHo.
The key to understanding the effects water can have on the
properties of solids, and vice versa, rests with an
understanding of the location of the water molecule and its
physical state. More specifically, water associated with solids
can exist in a state that is directly bound to the solid, as well
as in a state of mobility approaching that of bulk water. This
difference in mobility has been observed through such
measurements as heats of sorption, freezing point, nuclear
magnetic resonance, dielectric properties and diffusion. Such
changes in mobility have been interpreted as arising because
of changes in the thermodynamic state of water as more and
more water is sorbed. Thus, water bound directly to a solid
is often thought as unavailable to affect the properties of the
solid, whereas larger amounts of sorbed water may become
more clustered and form water more like that exhibiting
solvent propenies. In the case of crystal hydrates, the
combination of Intermolecularforces (hydrogen bonding)
and crystal packing can produce very strong water-solid
interactions. Recognising that the presence of water in an
amorphous solid can affect theglass transition temperature
and hence the physical state of the solid, at low levels of
water, most polar amorphous solids are in a highly viscous
glassy state because of their high values of Tg • Hence, water
is "frozen" into the solid structure and is rendered immobile
by the high viscosity, e.g. 1013 Pa-s. As the amount of water
sorbed increases and Tg decreases) approaching ambient
temperatures, the glassy state approaches that of a "fluid"
state and water mobility along with the mobility of the solid
itself increases significantly. At high RH, the degree of water
plasticisation of the solid can be sufficiently high so that
water and the solid can now achieve significant amounts of
mobility. In general, therefore, this picture of the nature of
sorbed water helps to explain the rather significant effect
moisture can have on a number of bulk properties of solids
such as chemical reactivity and mechanical deformation.
It suggests strongly that methods of evaluating chemical and
physical stability of solids and solid dosage forms take into
account the effects water can have on the solid when it is
sorbed, particularly when it enters the solid structure and
acts as a plasticiser.
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H. Flow control module
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Figure 2.9.39.-1. - Exampl« of an appara'us for thednermination of .he watersorp,ion (other tksigns arejJOSSIbk)

Rates of water uptake
The rate and extent to which solids exposed to the
atmosphere might either sorb or desorb water vapour can be
a critical factor in the handling of solids. Even the simple act
of weighing out samplesof solid on an analytical balanceand
the exposure, therefore, of a thin layer of powder to the
atmosphere for a few minutes can lead to significant error in,
for example) me estimation of losson dryingvalues. It is well
established that water-soluble solids exposed to relative
humidities above that exhibited by a saturated solution of
that solid will spontaneouslydissolve via deliquescence and
continue (Q dissolve over a long time period. The rate of
water uptake in general depends on a number of parameters
not found to be critical in equilibrium measurements because
rates of sorption are primarily mass-transfer controlled with
some contributions from heat-transfer mechanisms. Thus,
factors such as vapour diffusion coefficients in air and in the
solid, convective airflow, and the surface area and geometry
of the solid bed and surrounding environment, can play an
important role. Indeed, the method used to make
measurements can often be the rate-determining factor
because of these environmental and geometric factors.

DETERMINATION OF SORPTION-DESORPTION
ISOTHERMS
Principle
The tendency to take up water vapour is best assessed by
measuring sorption or desorption as a function of relative
humidity, at constant temperature, and under conditions
where sorption or desorption is essentially occurring
independently of time, i.e. equilibrium. Relative humidity)
RH, is defined by the following expression:

P, x 100
Po

P, pressure of water vapour in the system;
Po saturation pressure of water vapour under the same conditions.

The ratio PjPo is referred to as the relative pressure.
Sorption or water uptake is best assessed starting with dried
samples and subjecting them to a known relative humidity.
Desorption is studied by beginning with a system already .
containing sorbed water and reducing the relative humidity.
As the name indicates, the sorption-desorption isotherm is
valid only for the reference temperature, hence a special
isotherm exists for each temperature. Ordinarily, at
equilibrium, moisture content at a particular relative
humidity must be the same, whether determined from
sorption or desorption measurements. However, it is
common to see sorption-desorption hysteresis.

Methods
Samples may be stored in chambers at various relative
hwnidities (Figure 2.9.39.-1). The mass gained or lost for
each sample is then measured. The major advantage of this
method is convenience, while the major disadvantages are the
slow rate of reaching constant mass, particularly at high
relative humidities, and the error introduced in opening and
closing the chamber for weighing.

Dynamic gravimetric water sorption systems allow the on-line
weighing of a sample in a controlled system to assess the
interaction of the material with moisture at various
progranunable levels of relative humidity at a constant
temperature. The major benefit of a controlled system is that
isothermal conditions can be more reliably established and
that the dynamic response of the sample to changing
conditions can be monitored. Data points for me
determination of the sorption isotherm (e.g. from 0 per cent
to approximately 95 per cent RH, non condensing) are only
taken after a sufficiently constant signal indicates that the
sample has reached equilibrium at a given level of humidity,
In some cases (e.g, deliquescence), the maximum time may
be restricted although the equilibrium level is not reached.
The apparatus must adequately control the temperature to
ensure a good baseline stability as well as accurate control of
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the relative humidity generation. The required relative
hwnidities can be generated, e.g. by accurately mixing dry
and saturated vapour gas with flowcontrollers.
The electrostatic behaviour of the powder must also be
considered. The verification of the temperature and the
relative humidity (controlled with, for example, a certified
hygrometer, certified salt solutions or deliquescence points of
certified salts over an adequate range), must be consistent
with the instrument specification. The balance must provide
a sufficient mass resolution and long term stability.

It is also possible to measure amounts of water uptake not
detectable gravimetrically using volumetric techniques.
In some cases, direct analysis of water content by different
methods such as detennination of the boilingpoint,
determination of water by dlstillation, loss on drying or gas
chromatography may be advantageous. In the case of
adsorption, to improve sensitivity, one can increase the
specific surface area of me sample by reducing particle size or
by using larger samples to increase the total area. It is
important, however, that such comminution of the solid does
not alter the surface structure of me solid or render ir more
amorphous or otherwise less ordered in crystallinity,
For absorption, where water uptake is independent of specific
surface area, only increasing sample size will help. Increasing
sample size, however, will increase the time to establish some
type of equilibrium. To establish accurate values, it is
important to get desolvation of the sample as thoroughly as
possible. Higher temperatures and lower pressures (vacuum)
facilitate this process; however, one must be aware of any
adverse effects this might have on the solid such as
dehydration, chemical degradation or sublimation. Using
higher temperatures to induce desorption, as in a
thermogravimetric apparatus, likewise must be carefully
carried our because of these possible pitfalls.

Report and interpretation of the data
Sorption data are usually reported as a graph of the apparent
mass change in per cent of the mass of the dry sample as a
function of relative humidity or time. Sorption isotherms are
reported both in tabular fonn and as a graph.
The measurement method must be traceable with the data.

Adsorption-desorption hysteresis can be interpreted, for
example, in terms of the porosity of the sample, its stare of
agglomeration (capillary condensation), the formation of
hydrates, polymorphic change, or liquefying of the sample.
Certain types of systems, particularly those with micro porous
solids and amorphous solids, are capable of sorbing large
amounts of water vapour. Here, the amount of water
associated with the solid as relative humidity is decreased, is
greater than the amount that originally sorbed as the relative
humidity was increased. For microporous solids, vapour
adsorption-desorption hysteresis is an equilibrium
phenomenon associated wilh the process of capillary
condensation. This rakes place because of the high degree of
irregular curvature of the micropores and the fact mat they
"fill" (adsorption) and "empty" (desorption) under different
equilibrium conditions. For non-porous solids capable of
absorbing water, hysteresis occurs because of a change in the
degree of vapour-solid interaction due to a change in the
equilibrium state of the solid, e.g. conformation of polymer
chains, or because the time scale for structural equilibrium is
longer than the time scale for water desorption. In measuring
sorption-desorption isotherms, it is therefore important to
establish that something close to an equilibrium state has
been reached. Particularly with hydrophilic polymers at high
relative humidities, me establishment of water sorption or
desorption values independent of time is quite difficult, since
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one is usually dealing with a polymer plasticised into its
"fluid" state, where the solid is undergoing significant
change.

In the case of crystal hydrate formation, the plot of water
uptake versus pressure or relative humidity will in these cases
exhibit a sharp increase in uptake at a particular pressure and
the amount of water taken up will usually exhibit a
stoichiometric mole:mole ratio of water to solid. In some
cases, however, crystal hydrates will not appear to undergo a
phase change or the anhydrous fonn will appear amorphous.
Consequently, water sorption or desorption may appear more
like that seen with adsorption processes. X-ray
crystallographic analysis and thermal analysis are particularly
useful for the study of such systems.

For situations where water vapour adsorption occurs
predominantly, it is very helpful to measure the specific
surface area of the solid by an independent method and to
express adsorption as mass of water sorbed per unit area of
solid surface. This can be very useful in assessing the possible
importance of water sorption in affecting solid properties.
For example, 0.5 per cent mlm uptake of water could hardly
cover the bare surface of 100 m2/g

J while for 1.0 m2/g this
amounts to 100 times more surface coverage. In the case of
pharmaceutical solids which have a specific surface area in
the range of 0.01 m2/g to 10 m2/g, what appears to be low
water content could represent a significant amount of water
for the available surface. Since the "dry surface area" is not a
factor in absorption, sorption of water with amorphous or
partially amorphous solids can be expressed on the basis
of unit mass corrected for crystallinity, when the crystal fonn
does not sorb significant amounts of water relative to the
amorphous regions.

DETERMINATION OF THE WATER ACTIVITY
Principle
Water activity, A"" is the ratio of vapour pressure of water in
the product (P) to saturation pressure of water vapour (Po) at
the same temperature. It is numerically equal to 1/100 of the
relative humidity (RH) generated by the produer in a closed
system. RH can be calculated from direct measurements of
partial vapour pressure or dew point, or from indirect
measurement by sensors whose physical or electric
characteristics are altered by the RH to which they are
exposed. Ignoring activity coefficients, the relationship
between Am and equilibrium relative humidity (ERH) are
represented by the following equations:

P
A IlJ = 

Po

ERH (per cent) = Am X 100

Method
The water activity is determined by placing the sample in a
small airtight cup inside which the equilibrium between the
water in the solid and the headspace can be established.
The volume of the headspace must be small in relation to the
sample volume in order not to change the sorption state of
sample during the test. The equilibration as a
lhennodynamic process takes time but may be accelerated by
forced circulation within the cell, The acquired water activity
value is only valid for the simultaneously determined
temperature. 'Ibis requires a precise temperature-measuring
device as part of the equipment. Furthermore, the probe
must be thermally insulated to guarantee a constant
temperature during the test. The sensor measuring the
humidity of the headspace air above the sample is a key
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component. Theoretically, aU types of hygrometers can he
used, but for analytical purposes miniaturisation and
robustness are a precondition. The A", measurement may be
conducted using the dew point/chilled mirror method"
A polished, chilled mirror is used as a condensing surface.
The cooling system is electronically linked to a photoelectric
cell into which light is reflected from the condensing mirror.
An air stream, in equilibrium with the test sample, is directed
at the mirror, which cools until condensation occurs on the
mirror. The temperature at which this condensation begins is
the dew point from which the BRH is determined.
Commercially available instruments using the dew
poinllchilled mirror method or other technologies need to be
evaluated for suitability, qualified, and calibrated when used
to make water activity determinations. These instruments are
typically calibrated over an adequate range, for example,
using some saturated salt solutions at 25 °C such as those
listed in Table 2.9.39.-1.

Table 2 9 39 -I - Standardsa,"Tated sal. solutions

Saturated salt!l solutions ERH A.at 25 ·C (per cent)

Potassium sulfate
97.3 0.973

1K,sO.J.,
Banum chloride

90.2 0.902
(Ba02)

Sodium chloride
75.3 0.753

(NaC!)

Magnesium nitrate
52.9 0.529

(Mg(NO,),)

Magnesium chloride
32.8 0.328

(MgCl,)

Lithium chloride
1l.2 0.112

(liCQ

2 AOAC Intemational Official Metlwd 978.18.
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Appendix X
A. Acetyl Value
(No Ph. Bur. me/hod)

The acetyl value of a substance is the number of mg of
potassium hydroxide required to neutralise the acetic acid
liberated by the hydrolysis of I g of the acetylared substance.

Determine the saponificalion value, Appendix X G.

Acetylate by the following method. To 10 g in a 200-mL
Kjeldahl flask add 20 mL of autic anhydride. Support the
flask on a sheet of heat resistant material in which a hole
about 4 em in diameter has been cut and heat with a small,
naked flame, not more than 25 mm in height and whichdoes
not impinge on the bottom of the flask. Boil gently under a
reflux air condenser for 2 hours, allow to cool, pour into
600 mL of water contained in a large beaker, add 0.2 g of
pumice powderand boil for 30 minutes. Cool, transfer to a
separating funnel and discard the lower layer. Wash the
acetylated product with three or more 5o-rnL quantities of a
warm, saturated solution of sodium chloride until the washings
are no longer acidic to litmus paper. Finally shake with 20 mL
of wann waterand remove the aqueous layer as completely as
possible. Pour the acetylated substance into a small dish, add
I g of powdered anhydrous sodium sulfate) stir thoroughly and
filter through a dry, pleated filter paper. Determine the
saponification valueof the acetylated substance.
Calculate the acetyl value from the expression 1335(b
a)/(I335-a) where a is the saponification value of the
substance and b is the saponification value of the acetylated
substance.

B. Acid Value
(Ph. Bur. method2.5.1)

The acid value h is the number that expresses, in milligrams
the quantity of potassium hydroxide required to neutralise
the free acids present in I g of the substance.

Dissolve 10.00 g of the substance to be examined, or the
quantity prescribed, (m g), in 50 mL of a mixture of equal
volumes of ethanol (96 per cen.) R and light petroleum R3,
previously neutralised with 0.1 M potassium hydroxide or
0.1 M sodium hydroxide, unless otherwise specified, using
0.5 mL ofphenolphthalein solution R1 as indicator.
If necessary, heat to about 90°C to dissolve the substance to
be examined. When the substance to be examined has
dissolved, titrate with 0.1 M potassium hydroxitle or
0.1 M sodium hydroxide until the pink colour persists for at
least 15 s (n mL of titrant). When heating has been applied
to aid dissolution, maintain the temperature at about 90°C
during the titration.

C. Ester Value
(Ph. Bur. method2.5.2)

The ester value In is the number that expresses in milligrams
the quantity of potassium hydroxide required to saponify the
esters present in I g of the substance. It is calculated from
the saponification value Is and the acid value IA :

I E=ls - h
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D. Hydroxyl Value
(Ph. Bur. method 2.5.3)

The hydroxyl value JOH is the number thatexpresses in
milligrams the quantity of potassiumhydroxide required to

neutralise the acid combinedby acylation in 1 g of the
substance.

METHOD A
Introduce the quantity of the substance to be examined
shown in Table 2.5.3.-1 (m g) into a 150 mL acetylation
flask fined with an aircondenser,unless another quantity is
prescribed in the monograph. Add the quantity of autre
anhydride solution Rl stated in Table 2.5.3.-1 and attach the
aircondenser.

Table 2.5.3.-1
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The hydroxyl value is thengivenby the equation:

Iou = (hydroxyl value as determined) - 3l.1y

E. Iodine Value
(ph. Bur. metlwd2.5.4)

The iodinevalue I. is the number that expresses in grams the
quantity of halogen, calculated as iodine, that can be fixed in
the prescribed conditions by 100 g of the substance.
When the monograph does no' specifl ,he methodUJ be used,
method A isapplied. A'!V change from method A UJ methodB is
volidated:

METHOD A
Unless otherwise prescribed, use the following quantities
(Table 2.5.4.-1) for the determination.

Heat the flask in a water-bath for I h keeping the level of the
water about 2.5 em above the level of the liquid in the flask.
Withdraw the flask and allow to cool. Add 5 mL of waterR
through the upperend of th~ condenser. If a cloudiness
appears add sufficient pyridineR to clear it, noting the
volume added. Shake the flask and replace in the water-bath
for 10 min. Withdraw the flask and allow to cool. Rinse the
condenser and the walls of the flask with 5 mL of alcohol R,
previously neutralised to phenolphthalein solution Rl. Titrate
with 0.5 M alcoholic potassium hydroxide using 0.2 mL of
phenolphthalein solution Rl as indicator (n, mL of 0.5 M
alcoholic potassium hydroxide). Carry out a blank test under
the same conditions (nz mL of 0.5 M alcoholic potassium
hydroxide).

Introduce the prescribed quantity of the substance to be
examined (m g) into a 250 mL flask fitted with a ground
glass stopper and previously dried or rinsed with glacialacetic
acid R, and dissolve it in 15 mL of chloraform Runless
otherwise prescribed. Add vel}' slowly 25.0 mL of iodine
bromide solution R. Close the flask and keep it in the darkfor
30 minunlessotherwise prescribed, shaking frequently.
Add 10 mL of a 100 f!L solution of potassium iodide R and
100 mL of waterR. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate,
shaking vigorously until the yellowcolouris almost
discharged. Add 5 mL of starch solution R and continue the
titration adding the 0.1 M sodium 'hiosulfate dropwise until
the colour is discharged (n, mL of 0.1 M sodium ,hiosulfate).
Carry out a blank. test under the same conditions (n2 mL of
0.1 M sodium thiosulfate).

Presumed value lou

10 - 100

100- 150

150 - 200

200·250

250 - 300

300 - 350

350 - 700

700 - 950

Quandty ohampte
(g)

2.0
1.5

1.0

0.75

0.60 or 1.20

1.0

0.75

0.5

Volume of
acetylaLl.og reagent (mL)

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0

5.0 or 10.0

10.0

15.0

15.0

Table 2.5.4.-1

Presumed value II

less than 20

20- 60
60·100

more than 100

Quantity of sample (g)

1.0

0.5 - 0.25

0.25 - 0.15

0.15 - 0.10

METHODB
Unless otherwise prescribed, use the following quantities
(Table 2.5.4.-2) for the determination.

Table 2.5.4.-2

1
28.05(n2 - nIl I

OH = + Am

METHODB
Introduce the prescribed quantity of the substance to be
examined (m g) into a perfectly dry 5 mL conical flask fitted
with a ground-glass or suitable plastic stopper and add
2.0 mL of propionic anhydride reagent R. Close the flask and
shakegently to dissolve the substance. Allow to stand for 2 h
unless otherwise prescribed. Remove the stopper and transfer
the flask and its contents into a wide-mouthed 500 mL
conical flask containing 25.0 mL of a 9 gIL solutionof
am·line R in cyclohexane Rand 30 mL of glacial acetic acid R.
Swirl the contents of the flask, allow to standfor 5 min, add
0.05 mL of crys<a/ ,,",le,solution R and titrate with 0.1 M
perch/OTic acid until an emerald-green colour is obtained
(n, mL of 0.1 M perchloric acid). Carty out a blank test under
the same conditions (n2mL of 0.1 M perchloric acid).

lou = 5.61O(nl - n2)
m

To take accountof anywaterpresent,determine this
(y per cent) by the semi-micro determination of water
(2.5.12).

Presumed value Mass (g)
I. (corre!lpondlng

to lin excess of
150 per cent ICI)

<3 10

3 8.4613

5 5.0770

10 25384

20 0.8461

40 0.6346

60 0.4321

80 0.3173

100 0.2538

120 0.2115

140 0.1813

160 0.1587

180 0.1410

200 0.1269

Mass (g)
(corresponding to

an excess of
100 per cent ICI)

10

10.5760

6.3460

3.1730

1.5865

0.7935

0.5288

0.3966

0.3173

0.2644

0.2266

0.1983

0.1762

0.1586

Iodine cl1lorlde
solution (mL)

25
25

25
20
20

20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20

20
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METHODB
Ca!'Y ~t tfte. ~l!'o.!!! ~~f4i!!g ~~~ l5'.f!f~jlif.lig!Lt..

Place 50 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of m·melhylpentane R
and 3 volumes of g/adalacetic acid R in a conical flaskand
replace the stopper. Swirl the flask until the substance to be
examined (m g; see Table 2.5.5.-1) has dissolved. Using a
suitable volumetric pipette, add 0.5 mL of saturated potassium
Mide solution R and replace the stopper, Allow the solution
to standfor 60 ± 1 s, thoroughly shaking the solution
continuously) then add 30 mL of water R.

METHOD A
Place 5.00 g of the substance to be examined (m g) in a
250 mL conical flask fitted with a ground-glass stopper.
Add 30 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of chloroform R and
3 volumes of g/a~ial aceticacid R. Shake to dissolve the
substance and add 0.5 mL of saturated potassium iodide
solution R. Shakefor exactly 1 min then add 30 mL of
water R. Titrate with 0.01 M sodium 'hiosulfate, adding the
titrant slowlywith continuous vigorous shaking) until the
yellowcolour is almost discharged. Add 5 mL of swrth
solution R and continue the titration, shaking vigorously) until
the colour is discharged (n, mL of O. 01 M sodium thiosulfate).
Carry out a blanktest under the same conditions (n2 mL of
0.01 M sodium 'hiosulfate). The volume of 0.01 M sodium
thiosulfate used in the blank. titration must not exceed
0.1 mL

5.00 to 2.00

2.00 to 1.20

1.20 to 0.80

0.800 to 0.500

0.500 to 0.300

Mass of eubetence
to be examined (g)

o to 12

12 to 20

20 to 30

30 to 50

50 co90

Expected peroxide
value Ip

Table 2.5.5.-1

Titrate the solution with 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate (VI mL),
addingit gradually and with constant, vigorous shaking, until
the yellow iodine colour has almost disappeared. Add about
0.5 mLof SMyth solution IU and continue the titration, with
constant shaking especially near the end-point, to liberate all
of the iodine from the solvent layer. Add the sodium
thiosulfate solution dropwise until the blue colour just
disappears.
Depending on the volume of 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate used,
it may be necessary to titrate with 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate.
NOTE There is a 15 s to 30 s delay in neutralising the
starch indicator for peroxidevalues of 70 and greater, due to
the tendency of trimethylpentane to float on the surface of
the aqueous medium and the time necessary to adequately
mix the solvent and the aqueous titrant, thus liberating the
last traces of iodine. It is recommended to use 0.1 M sodium
thiosulfate for peroxide valuesgreater than 150. A small
amount (0.5 per cent to 1.0 percent mlm) of high HLB
emulsifier (for example polysorbate 60) may be added to the
mixture to retard the phase separation and decrease the time
lag in the liberation of iodine.
Carry out a blank determination (VO mL). If the result of the
blank detennination exceeds 0.1 mL of titration reagent)
replace the reagents and repeat the determination.

The mass of the sample is such that there will be an excess
of iOdine chloride solution R of 50 per cent to 60 per cent of
the amount added, i.e. 100 per cent to 150 per cent of the
amount absorbed.
Introduce the prescribed quantity of me substance to be
examined (m g) into a 250 mL lIask fitted with a ground
glass stopperand previously rinsedwithglacial acetic acidR
or dried,and dissolve it in 15 mL of a mixture of equal
volumes of cydohexane R and glacial acetic acidR, unless
otherwise prescribed. If necessary, melt the substance before
dissolution (melting point greater than 50 ·C). Add very
slowly the volume of iodine chloride solutiM'J R stated in
Table 2.5.4.-2. Close the lIask and keep it in the dark for
30 min, unless otherwise prescribed, shaking frequently.
Add 10 mL of a 100 gIL solution of potassium iodide Rand
100 mL of water R. Titrate with D.IlW sodium thiosulfate,
shaking vigorously until the yellowcolouris almost
discharged. Add 5 mL of starch solution R and continue the
titration adding the 0.1 M sodium 'hiosulfate dropwise until
the colour is discharged (n, mL of 0.1 M sodium 'hiowlfate).
Carry out a blanktest under the same conditions (n2 mL of
0.1 M sodium thiosulfate).

Iodine Monochloride Method
(No Ph. Bur. method)

When the use of iodine flasks is prescribed, use flasks with a
nominal capacity of 250 mL and complying with British
Standard 2735:1956 (Specification for iodine lIasks), unless
otherwise specified.
Dissolve the specified quantity of the substance being
examined in 10 mL of dichloromethane in a dry iodine flask.
Add 20 mL of iodine monoch/oride solution, insert the stopper,
previously moistened with dilute potassium iodide solution, and
allow to stand in the darkat 15° to 250 for 30 minutes. Place
15 mL of dl1ute potassium iodide rolu,ion in the top cup,
carefully removethe stopper,rinsethe stopperand the sides
of the flask with 100 mL of water, shake and titrate with
O.IM sodium thiosulfate VS using search mucilage, added
towards the end of the titration, as indicator. At the same
time carry out the operation in exactly the same manner, but
without the substance being examined.
Calculate the iodine value from the expression 1.269 vlw
where 'V is the difference, in mI..., between the titrations and
w is the weight, in g, of the substance taken.
The approximate weight, in g, of the substance to be taken
may be calculated by dividing 20 by the highest expected
iodine value. If more thanhalf of the available halogenis
absorbed) the test must be repeated, usinga smaller quantity
of the substance.

(Ph. Bur. method 2.5.5)

F. Peroxide Value

The peroxide value I p is the numberthatexpresses in
milliequivalems of activeoxygen the quantity of peroxide
contained in 1000 g of the substance) as determined by the
methods described below.
When the monograph does no' specify the method", be used,
methodA isapplied. AllY change from method A to method B is
validared.
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I
p

= 1000(V, - Vo)c
m H. Unsaponifiable Matter

c concentration of the sodium thiosulfate scluticn, in moles per
litre.

Is = 28.05(n2 - n,)
m

Method II
(ph. Bur. metlwd2.5.6)

The saponification valueIs is the number that expresses in
mdligrams the quantity of potassium hydroxide required to

neutralise the freeacids and to saponify the esterspresentin
1 g of the substance.
Unless otherwise prescribed, use the quantities indicated in
Table 2.5.6.-1 for the determination.

Introduce the prescribed quantity of the substance to be
examined (m g) into a 250 mL borosilicate glass flask fitted
with a reflux condenser. Add 25.0 mL of 0.5 M alcoholic
potassium hydroxide and a few glass beads. Attach the
condenser and heat underreflux for 30 min, unless otherwise
prescribed. Add 1 mL of phenolph'halein ,olution RI aod
titrate immediately (while stin hot) with 0.5 M Jrydrochfori<
acid(n, mL of 0.5 M hydrochloric acid). Carry out a blank
test under the same conditions ("" mL of 0.5 M hydrochlori<
acid).

The unsaponifiable matter is the percentage content,w/w, of
material not volatile at 1000 to 1050 that is obtained by
extraction with an organic solvent from the saponified
substance being examined.
Use MethodI unless orhewise specified in the monograph.
Use ungreased graund-glass glassware for each method.

Method I
(No Ph. Bur. method)
To 2.0 to 2.5 g of the substance being examined in a
250-mL flask add 25 mL of O.5M ethanolic potassium
hydroxide and boil under a reflux condenser in a water-bath
for 1 hour, swirling the contents frequently. Washthe
contentsof the flask into a separating funnelwith the aid of
50 mL of water and, while the liquid is still slightly warm,
extract by shaking vigorously with three 50-rnLquantities of
peroxide-free ether, rinsing the flask with the first quantity of
ether. Mixthe ethersolutions in a separating funnel
containing 20 mL of water. (If the ethersolutions contain
solid suspended matter, filter them into the separating funnel
through a fat-free filterpaperand wash the filter paper with
peroxide-free ether.) Gently rotate the separating funnel for a
few minutes withoutviolentshaking) allow the liquids to

separate and discard the aqueous layer. Wash the ether
solution by shaking vigorously with two 20-mL quantities of
water and then treat with three2G-mL quantities of
O.5M potassium hydroxide, shaking vigorously on each
occasion,each treatment being followed by washing with
20 mL of water. Finally wash with successive 20-mL
quantities of wateruntil the aqueous layer is no longer
alkaline to phenolphtho/ein solution RI. Transfer the ether
extract to a weighed flask, rinsing the separating funnel with
peroxide-free ether, distil the ether and add 3 mL of aatone to
the flask. With the aid of a gentle current of air, removethe
solventcompletely from the flask, which is almostentirely
immersed in boiling water and preferably held obliquely and
rotated. Dry to constantweightat a temperature not
exceeding 800 and dissolve the contents of the flask in 10 mL
of freshly boiled ethanol (96%), previously neutralised to
phenolphthalein solution RI. Titrate with O.IM ethanoli< sodium
hydroxide VS using phenolphthalein solution RI as indicator.

If the volume of O.IM ethanoli< sodium hydroxide VS required
does not exceed 0.1 ml., the amount of residue weighed is to
be taken as the unsaponifiable matter. Calculate the
unsaponifiable matter as a percentage of the substance being
examined.
If the volume of O.IM ethanoli< sodium hydroxide VS required
exceeds0.1 ml., the amount of residue weighed cannotbe
taken as the unsaponifiable matterand the test must be
repeated.

Method II
(ph. Bur. method 2.5.7)
The term "unsaponifiable matter" is applied to the
substances non-volatile at 100-105 DC obtained by extraction
with an organic solventfrom the substance to be examined
after it has been saponified. The resultis calculated
as per cent mlm.
Use ungreased graund-glass glassware.
Introduce the prescribed quantity of the substance to be
examined (m g) into a 250 mL flask fitted with a reflux
condeoser. Add 50 mL of 2 M akoholi< potassium hydroxide R
and heat on a water-bath for 1 h, swirling frequently. Cool to
a temperature below 25 DC and transfer the contentsof the

20
1210 15

8 to 12

5 to 8

3 t05

25 to 3

1 to 2

0.5 to I

Quandty ofsample (g)

<3
3 to 10

10 to 40

401060

60 to 100

100 to 200

200 to 300

300 to 400

Presumed value Is

Table 2.5.6.-1

G. Saponification Value
The saponification value is the number of mg of potassium
hydroxide required to neutralise the freeacids and to
saponify me estersin 1 g of the substance.
Use Method I unlessotherwise specifiedin the monograph.

Method I
(No Ph. Bur. method)
Dissolve 35 to 40 g of potassium hydroxicle in 20 mL of water
and add sufficient ethanol (96%) to produce 1000 mL. Allow
to standovernight and pour off the clear liquid.
Weigh 2 g of the substance into a 200-mL flask, add
25.0 mL of the ethanolic solution of potassium hydroxide
and boil undera reOux condenser for 1 hour, rotating the
contents frequently. While the soJution is still hot, titrate the
excess of alkali with O.5M hydrochlori< acid VS using 1 mL of
phenolphthalein solution RJ as indicator. Repeat the operation
without the substance being examined.
Calculate the saponification value from the expression 28.05
v1wwheref) is the difference, in mL, betweenthe titrations
and w is the weight, in g, of substance taken.
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flask to a separating funnel with the aid of 100 mL of
water R. Shake the liquid carefully with 3 quantities, each of
100 mL, of peroxide-free etherR. Combine the ether layers in
another separating funnel containing 40 mL of waurR, shake
gently fora few minutes, allowto separate and reject the
aqueous phase. Wash the etherphasewith 2 quantities, each
of 40 mL, of waterR then wash successively with 40 mL of a
30 gIL solution ofporassium hydroxide R and 40 mL of
waterR; repeat this procedure 3 times. Washthe ether phase
several times, each with40 mL of water R, until the aqueous
phase is no longer alkaline to phenolphthalein. Transfer the
etherphase to a tared flask, washing the separating funnel
with peroxide-free ether R.
Distil off the etherwith suitable precautions and add 6 mL
of acetone R to the residue. Carefully remove the solvent ina
current of air. Dry to constant mass at 100-105 °C. Allow to
cool in a desiccator and weigh (a g).

. 100a
Unsaporufiable matter =-- percent

m

Dissolvethe residue in 20 mL of a1aJhol R, previously
neutralised to phenolphthalein ,olu,ion Rand titrate with 0.1 M
ethanolic sodium hydroxide. If the volume of 0.1 M ethanolic
sodium hydroxide used is greater than 0.2 ml., the separation
of the layers has been incomplete; the residue weighed
cannotbe considered as "unsaponifiable matter'. In case of
doubt, the testmustbe repeated.

J. Determination of Cineole
(ph. Bur. method 2.8.11)

Weigh 3.00 g of the oil, recently dried with anhydrous sodium
sulfat< R, into a dry test-tube and add 2.10 g of melted
cresol R. Place the tube in the apparatus for the determination
of freezing poinr (2.2.18) and allow to cool, stirring
continuously. Whencrystallisation takes place mere is a small
risein temperature. Note the highest temperature reached
(I,).

Remelt the mixture on a water-bath at a temperature that
does not exceed tl by more than5 °C and place the tube in
the apparatus, maintained at a temperature 5 °C below tt.
Whencrystallisation takes place,or when the temperature of
the mixture has fallen 3 °C below th stircontinuously. Note
the highest temperature at which the mixture crystallises (c,).
Repeat the operation until 2 highest values obtained for h. do
not differ by morethan0.2 °C. If supercooling occurs,
inducecrystallisation by adding a small crystal of the
complex consisting of 3.00 g of cineole Rand 2.10 g of
melted cresol R. If 12, is below 27.4 °C, repeat the
determination after the addition of 5.10 g of the complex.
The contentof cineolecorresponding to the highest
temperature observed (t,) is given in Table 2.8.11.-1.
If 5.10 g of the complex has been added, calculare the
cineolecontentper cent mlm from the expression:

2(A - 50)

where A is the valuefound in Table 2.8.11.-1.

The contentof cineole, corresponding to the highest
temperature observed (tV, is obtained, where necessary, by
interpolation.
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Table 2.8.11.-1

I, clneoJe I, cineole I, cineole I. cineole
'C per cent 'C per cent 'C per cent 'C per cent

mIm mIm mIm mIm

24 45.5 32 56.0 4. 67.0 48 82.0
25 "7.0 33 57.0 4' 68.5 4. 84.0
2. 48.5 " 58.5 42 70.0 5. 86.0
21 49.5 35 60.0 43 72.5 51 88.5
28 50.5 3. 61.0 44 74.0 52 91.0
2. 52.0 37 62.5 45 76.0 53 93.5
3. 53.5 38 63.5 4. 78.0 54 96.0
31 54.5 3. 65.0 41 80.0 55 99.0

K. Determinat10n of Aldehydes
(No Ph. Bur. merJwd)

To I g of the oil in a glass-stoppered tube (approximarely
150 mm x 25 mm) add 5 mL of wluene and 15 mL of
akohohc hydroxylamine so/ulian, shakevigorously and titrate
immediately with O.5M potassium hydroxide in ethanol (60%)
VS untilthe red colourchanges to yellow. Continue shaking
andneutralising until the full yellowcolourof the indicator is
permanent in the lowerlayer after shaking vigorously for
2 minutes and allowing to separate; the reaction is complete
in about 15 minutes. This procedure gives an approximate
value for the aldehyde contentof the oil.
Repeat thisprocedure, using as the colourstandard for the
end poinr of the titration the titrared liquid of the first
determination with the addition of 0.5 mL of O.5M potassium
hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS. Calculate the conrent of
aldehydes from the second determination, using the
equivalent givenin the monograph.

L. Oxidising Substances
(Ph. Bur. method2.5.30)

Transfer 4.0 g ro a glass-stoppered, 125 mL conical flask and
add 50.0 mL of waterR. Insert the sropper and swirl for
5 min. Transfer to a glass-stoppered 50 mL centrifuge tube
andcentrifuge. Transfer 30.0 mL of the clear supernatant to
a glass-stoppered 125 mL conical flask. Add I mL of glaciol
acetic acidRand 0.5 g ro 1.0 g of potassium iodide R. Insert
the stopper, swirl, and allow[0 stand for 25 min to 30 min
in the dark. Add I mL of'tarch ,olutian R and titrate with
0.002 M ,odium thiosulfat< until the search-iodine colour
disappears. Carry out a blank determination. Not morethan
1.4 mL of 0.002 M sodium 'hiosulfat< is required
(0.002 per cenr, calculated as H,O,).

1 mL of 0.002 M sodium rhiosulfat< is equivalent to 34 ~g of
oxidising substances, calculated as hydrogen peroxide.

M. Essential Oils
Fatty 0118 and Resinified Essential OUs In Essential
Oils
(ph. Bur. method 2.8.7)

Allow 1 drop of the essential oil to fall onto filter paper.
The drop evaporates completely within 24 h without leaving
any translucent or greasy spot.
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Foreign Esters in Essential Oils
(ph. Eur. merhod 2.8.6)

Heat 1 mL of the essential oil for2 min on a water-bath with
3.0 mL of a freshly prepared 100 gIL solution of potassium
hydroxide R in alcohol R. No crystals are formed within
30 min, even after cooling.

Odour and Taste of Essential Oils
(Ph. Eur. method 2.8.8)
Mix 3 drops of the essential oil with 5 mL of akohol
(90 poreem VI,,? R and stir in 10 g of powdered ,""rose R.
The odourand tasteare similar to mat of the plantor parts
of the plant from which the essential oil has been obtained.

Residue on Evaporation ofEssential Oils
(ph. Eur. method2.8.9)
The residue on evaporation of an essential oil is the
percemage by mass of the oil whichremains after evaporation
on a water-bath underthe conditions specified below.
Apparatus The apparatus (see Figure 2.8.9.-1) consists of:
- water-hath witha coverhaving holes of 70 mm diameter;
- evaporating dish of heat-resistant glass which is inert to

the contents;
- desiccator.

86

70

Figure 2.8.9.-1

Dimensions in millimerres

Method Weigh the evaporating dish after having heated it
on the water-bath for 1 h and cooled it in the desiccator.
Weigh into the evaporating dish 5.00 g of the essential oil,
unless otherwise prescribed. Evaporate the oil by heating on
a water-bam in a draught-free atmosphere for the prescribed
time. Allow to cool in the desiccator and weigh.
Duringthe test, the level of water in the bathis maintained
about 50 mm beneath the levelof the cover.

Solubility in Alcohol ofEssential Oil.
(Ph. Bur. me/hod 2.8.10)

Place 1.0 mL of the essential oil in a 25 mL or 30 mL glass
stoppered cylinder. Place In a constant temperature device,
maintained at a temperature of 20 ± 0.2 °C. Using a burette
of at least 20 mL capacity, add the alcohol of thestrength
prescribed in the monograph by increments of 0.1 mL until
solution is completeand then continue adding by increments
of 0.5 mL to a total of 20 ml., shaking frequently and
vigorously. Record the volumeof alcohol addedwhen a clear
solution has been obtained and, if the solution becomes
cloudy or opalescent before 20 mL of alcohol has been

2022

added, record the volwne addedwhen the cloudiness or
opalescence appears and, where applicable) thevolwne added
when the cloudiness or opalescence disappears.
Ifa clear solution has not been obtained when20 mL of
alcohol of the prescribed strength has been added, repeat the
test using thenext highest concentration of alcohol.
An essential oil is said to be "soluble in n volwnesand more
of alcohol of given strength (f when the clear solution in n
volumes remains clear whencompared with the undiluted oil
after further addition of alcohol of the samestrength up to a
total of 20 volumes of alcohol.

An essential oil is said to be "soluble in n volumes of alcohol
of givenstrength I, becoming cloudywhendiluted" when the
clear solution in n volwnes becomescloudy in nl volumes (nl
less than20) and stays so after further gradual addition of
alcohol of the samestrength up to a total of 20 volumes of
alcohol.

An essential oil is said to be "soluble in n volwnesof alcohol
of given strength I withcloudiness between nl and
n2 volumes" when the clear solution in n volumes becomes
cloudy in nl volwnes (nl less than20) and stays so after
further gradual addition of alcohol of the samestrength up to

a total of n2 volwnes of alcoholand then becomes clear (112
less than 20).

An essential oil is said to be "soluble withopalescence" when
the alcoholic solution showsa bluish tinge, similar to that of
a standard of opalescence freshly prepared as foHows: mix
0.5 mL of silver nitrate soiution R2 and 0.05 mL of nitric
acidR; add 50 mL of a 12 mgIL solution of wdium
chloride Ri mix and aUow to stand protected from light for
5 min.

Water in Essential Oils
(Ph. Eur. me/hod2.8.5)
Mix 10 drops of the essential oil with I mL of carbon
disulfide R. The solution remains clear on standing.

N. Fixed Oils
Alkaline impurities in Fatty Oil.
(ph. Eur. m"hod Z.4.19)

In a test-tube mix 10 mL of recently distilled acetone Rand
0.3 mL of water R and add 0.05 mL of a 0.4 gIL solution of
bromophenol blue R in akoholR. Neutralise the solution if
necessary with 0.01 M hydrochloric acidor 0.01 M sodium
hydroxide. Add 10 mL of the oil to be examined, shake and
allow to stand. Not more than 0.1 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric
acid is required to change the colourof the upper layer to
yellow.

Identification of Fixed Oil. by Thin-layer
Chromatography
(ph. Bur. merhod 2.3.2)

METHOD A
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Unless otherwise prescribed) dissolve about
20 mg (I drop) of the fatty oil in 3 mL of methylene
chloride R.

Reference solution Dissolve about 20 mg (I drop) of
maizeoilR in 3 mL of methylene chloride R.
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Plate A suitable octadecylsilyl silica gel for high
performance thin-layer chromatography as the coating
substance.

Mobile phase:
- mob~e phase A: ether R;
- mob~e phase B: methylene chloride R, glacial acetic acidR,

acewne R (20:40:50 VIVIV).

Application I ~L.

Development Twice over a path of 0.5 em with mobile
phaseA, then twice over a path of 8 em with mobile
phase B.
/Jryt'ng In air.

Detection Spray with a 100 gIL solution of phosphomolybdic
acidR in ethanol (96 percen!! R. Heat the plate at 120°C for
about 3 min and examine in daylight.
The chromatogram obtained typically shows spots
comparable to those in Figure 2.3.2.-1.

METHODB
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Unless otherwise prescribed, dissolveabout
20 mg (I drop) of the fatty oil in 3 mL of methylene
chloride R.

Reference solution Dissolve about 20 mg (I drop) of
maizeo~ R in 3 mL of methylene chloride R.

Plate A suitable octadecylsilyl silica gel for high
performance thin-layer chromatography as the coating
substance.
Mobile phase methylene chloride R, glaciJ:ll acetic acid R,
acewne R (20:40:50 VIVIV).

Appla'cation 1 J.lL as bands of 8 mm. A suitable automated
apparatus may be used.
Development Over a path of 7 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 100 gIL solution of phosphomolybdic
acidR in ethanol (96 percen!! R. Heat the plate at 120°C for
3 min and examine in daylight.
The chromatogram obtained typically shows zones
comparable to those in Figure 2.3.2.-2.

Test for Foreign Oils by ThIn-layer
Chromatography
(Ph. Eur. method 2.4.21)

Examine by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) using
kieselguhr GRas the coating substance. Impregnatea plate
by placing it in a chromatographic tank containing the
necessaryquantity of a mixture of 10 volumes of liquid
paraffin Rand 90 volumes of light petroleum R so that the
plate dips about 5 mm beneath the surface of the liquid.
When the impregnation mixture has risen by at least 12 em
from the lower edge of the plate, remove the plate and allow
me solventto evaporate for 5 min. Carry out the
chromatography in the same direction as the impregnation.
Preparntion qf the mixture qffatly acids Heat 2 g of
the oil with 30 mL of 0.5 M alcoholic potassium hydroxide
under a reflux condenser for 45 min. Add 50 mL of waterR,
allow to cool, transfer to a separatingfunnel and extractwith
three quantities, each of 50 mL, of ether R. Discard the ether
extracts, acidify the aqueous layer with hydrochlon"c acid R
and extractwith three quantities, each of 50 mL, of ether R.
Combine the etherextracts and wash with three quantities,
each of J0 mL, of water R; discard the washings, dry me
ether overanhydrous sodium sulfate R and filter. Evaporate the
etheron a water-bath. Use the residue to prepare the test
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solution.The fatty acids may also be obtained from the soap
solution prepared during the determinationof the
unsaponifiable matter.
Test solution Dissolve 40 mg of the mixture of fatty acids
obtainedfrom the substance to be examined in 4 mL of
chloroform R.

Reference solution Dissolve 40 mg of the mixture of fatty
acids obtainedfroma mixture of 19 volumes of maize oilR
and I volume of rapeseed~ R in 4 mL of chloroform R.
Applyto the plate 3 p.L of each solution. Develop over a
path of 8 cm using a mixture of 10 volumes of water R and
90 volumes of glaciJ:ll acetic acid R. Dry the plate a' 110 °C
for 10 min. Allow to cool and, unlessotherwise prescribed)
place the plate in a chromatographic chamber, with a tightly
fitting lid, that has previously been saturated with iodine
vapour by placing iodine R in an evaporating dish at the
bottom of the chamber. After some time brown or yellowish
brown spots become visible. Remove the plate and allow to
stand for a few minutes, When the brown background colour
has disappeared, spray with starch solution R. Blue spots
appear which may become brown on drying and again
become blue afterspraying with waterR. The chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solutionalways shows a spot with an
Rp of about 0.5 (oleic acid) and a spot with an Rp of about
0.65 (linoleic acid) corresponding to the spots in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution. With
some oils a spot with an RF of about 0.75 maybe present
(linolenicacid). By comparison with the spot in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, verify
the absence in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution of a spot withan Rp of about 0.25 (erucicacid).

Test for Foreign Oils by Gas Chromatography
(Ph. Eur. method2.4.22)

The test for foreign oils is carried out on the methylesters of
the fattyacids contained in the oil to be examinedby gas
chromatography (2.2.28).

METHOD A
This method is not applicable 10 oils that contain glycerides offatlY
acids with an epoxy-, hydroepoxy-, hydroperoxy-, cyc/opropyl or
cyclopropenyl group, or those that contain a large proponion of
fauy acidrof chain length less than 8 carbon aWms or to oils with
an acid valuegreater than2.O.
Test solution Whenprescribed in the monograph) drythe
oil to be examined before the methylation step. Weigh 1.0 g
of the oil into a 25 mL round-bottomed flask with a ground
glassneck fitted witha reflux condenser and a gas port into
the flask. Add 10 mL of anhydrour melhanol Rand 0.2 mL of
a 60 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R in methanol R.
Attach the reflux condenser, passnitrogen R through the
mixture at a rate of about 50 mIJmin, shake and heat to
boiling. When the solution is clear(usually after about
10 min), continue heating for a further 5 min. Cool the flask
under running water and transfer the contents to a separating
funnel. Rinse the flask with 5 mL of heptane R and transfer
the rinsings to the separating funnel and shake. Add 10 mL
of a 200 gIL solution of sodium chloride R and shake
vigorously. Allow to separate and transfer the organic layer to
a vial containing anhydrous sodium sulfate R. Allow to stand,
then filter.
Reference solution (a) Prepare 0.50 g of the mixture of
calibrating substances with the composition described in one
of the 2.4.22 tables, as prescribed in the individual
monograph (if the monograph does not mention a specific
solution,use the composition described in Table 2.4.22.-1).
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1. arncltisoil
2. sesame oil
3. maize oil
4. rapeseed oil

5. soya.-bean oil
6. rapeseed oil (erucic acid-free)

7. linseed oil
8. oliveoil

9. sunRoweroil
10. almond oil
11. wheat-genn oil
12. borage oil

13. evening primrose oil
1.01. saftlower oil (type 1)
15. saffloweroil (type m
16. hydrogenated Arachis oil

Figure 2.3.2.-1. - Chromalogramsforthe itknuJication Offalty oils (method A)

1. arachis oil
2. sesame oil
3. maize oil
4. rapeseed oil

5. soya-bean oil
6. rapeseed oil (erucic acid-free)
7. linseedoil
8. oliveoil

9. sunfloweroil
10. almond oil
11. wheat-germ oil
12. borage oil

13. evening primrose oil
14, safl\oweroil (type 1)
15. safflower oil (type m
16. hydrogenated arachis oil

Figure 2.3.2.-2. - Chromatograms for ,he identification offa,ty oils (method B)

Dissolve in heptane R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 10.0 mL with heptane R.
Reference solution (c) Prepare 0.50 g of a mixture of
fatty acid methyl esters that corresponds in composition to
the mixture of fatty acids indicated in the monograph of the
substance to be examined. Dissolve in heptane R and dilute
(0 50.0 mL with the same solvent. Commercially available
mixtures of fatty acid methyl esters may also be used.

Column:
- material: fused silica, glass or quartz,
- size: 1= 10-30 m, 0 = 0.2-0.8 mm;
- stationary phase: maerogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.1-0.5 11m) or another suitable stationary phase.

Carrier gas helium for chromawgraphy R or hydrogen for
ehromawgraphy R.
Flow rate 1.3 mUmin (for a column 0 =0.32 mm).

SpUt ratio 1:100 or less, according to the internal diameter
of the column used (1:50 when 0 =0.32 mm).

Tempera ...:
- column: in isothermal conditions, 160-200 "C, according

to the length and type of column used (200 °C for a
column 30 m long and coated with a layer of matrOgol
20000 R); if a linear temperature programming is
necessary, raise me temperature of the colwnn at a rate of
3°C/min from 170°C to 230 °C, for example;

- inj«tion port. 250°C;
- deucwr. 250 °C.

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1 ~L.
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Table 2.4.22.-2. - Mixtureof calibrating substances (for gas
chromatogmphy with capillary column and spIi, inla system, i, is

. recommended tho, the component wich che longest chainlength of
the mixture to beexamined be addedto thecalibration mixture,
when thequalitative analysis isdone using calibration curves)

System suitability When using the mixture of calibrating
substances in Table 2.4.22.-1 or Table 2.4.22.-3:
- resolution: minimum 1.8 between the peaks due to methyl

oleate and methyl stearate in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

- signal-co-noise ratio: minimum 5 for the peak due to
methyl myristate in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b)j

- number of rheoreti<af plates: minimum 30 000, calculated
for the peak due to methyl stearate in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a).

Syswm suitability When using the mixture of calibrating
substances in Table 2.4.22.-2:
- re.soluu·on: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due to methyl

caprylate and methyl decanoare in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 5 for the peak due to
methyl caproate in me chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b);

- number of theoreti<a1 pia",: minimum 15 000, calculated
for the peak due to methyl decanoate in the
chromatogram obtained wirh reference solution (a).

ASSESSMENT OF CHROMATOGRAMS
Avoid working conditions [ending to give masked peaks
(prese~ of constituents with smaU differences between
retention limes, for example linolenic acid and arachidic
acid).

Qualitative analysis
Identify the peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (c) (isothermal operating conditions or
linear temperature progtamming).

When using isothermal operating conditions, the peaks may
also be identified by drawing calibration curves using the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a) and the
information given in Tables 2.4.22.-1, 2.4.22.-2 or 2.4.22.-3.

Table 2.4.22.-1. - Mixtureof calibrating substances (forgas
chromatography Wlih capillary column and split inletsystem) it is
recommended that ,he component with the /Qnges, chainlength of
the mixture to beexamined beaddedto the calibration mixture,
when thequalitative analysis is done using calibration curves)

Table 2.4.22.-4. - Equivalent chain lengths (chis value, whi<h is
to becalculared usingcalibration curves, isgiven asan example
for a column of macragol 20 000 R)

Table 2.4.22.-3. ~ Mixture of calibraring subslances (forgas
chromatography with capillary column and split inlet system, it is
recommended rhatthe component wi<h the longest chain length of
the mixtureto be examinedbeaddedto the caJibrau·on mixture,
when thequalitative analysis is done usingcalibration curves)
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10

15

20
20

10

10

10

6.0

S.O

10.0

12.0

14.0

16.0

16.3

17.0

18.0

18.3

18.8

19.0

19.2

20.0

20.2

21.2

22.0

22.2

22.7

23.9

23.9

24.0

24.2

Equivalent chain length

Methyl myrisltlle R

MeJhyl palmitouR

Methyl flUJrare R

MeI1ryI oradridare R
MethyloleateR

Methyleia>smoale R

Mahyl behQ1Q1e R

Methyilign«mJ.te R

Mixture of the following substances

Caproic acid

Caprylicacid

Capric acid.

Lauric acid
Myristicacid

Palmitic acid

Palmitoleic acid

Margaricadd

Stearic acid

Oleic acid

linoleic acid

Gamma-llaolenicacid

Alpha-linolenic acid

Arachidic acid

Bkosenolc acid (gondoic acid)

Arachidonicacid

Behenicacid

Brucie acid

tz-Oxosteeric acid

Ricinoleic acid

12-Hydroxystearic acid

Iignoceric acid

Nervonic acid

Fatty acid

The logarithms of"R of unsaturated acids are situated on
this line at points corresponding to non-integer values of
carbon atoms known as 'equivalent chain lengths'; the
equivalent chain length is the length of the theoretical
saturated chain that would have the same t'R as the fatty acid
to be identified. For example, linoleic acid has the same t'R
as the theoretical saturated fatty acid having 18.8 carbon
atoms.

Identify the peaks in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution by means of the straight line and the reduced
retention times. Equivalent chain lengths are given in
Table 2.4.22.-4.

Measure the reduced retention time (t'm of each peak in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a). t'R is the
retention time measured from the solvent peak and nor from
the time of injection. Plot me strafght line:

10gI0(t'R) = f(equivalent chain length)

10

10

20
20

40

5

5

10

20
40

20

Composldon
(per cent mhn)

Composllion (per cent mhn)

MtlhylloU1l2u R

M~ myrUfOu R
Methylpalmi/ateR

Mahyl stNrau R

Methylol'fU},jdate R

Methylo/eale R

MIxture of the following substances

Mixture of the following substances

Mahyl coproau R

MeJhyl caWote R
Medtyld«anaare R

Methyllaurale R
Mahyl myrU/Ole R

Quantitative analysis
In general, the nonnalisation procedure is used in which the
sum of me areas of the peaks in me chromatogram, except
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thatof the solvent, is set at 100 per cent. The contentoCa
constituent is calculated by determining the area of the
corresponding peak as a percentage of the sum of the areas
of all the peaks. Disregard. any peak with an area less than
0.05 per cent of the total area.

In certain cases, for example in the presence of fatty acids
with 12 or less carbon atoms, correction factors can be
prescribed in the individual monograph to convert peak areas
in per cent mlm.

METIIODB
This method is no' apph'cable '" oils ,ha, contain glycerides offauJi
acids with an epoxy-, hydroepo>;y-, hydroperoxy-, cy<lapropyl or
cycIapropenyi group or to oils with an acidvaluegreater than 2.0.
Test solution Introduce 0.100 g of the substance to be
examined into a 10 mL centrifuge tube with a screwcap.
Dissolve with I mL of heptane Rand 1 mL of dimethyl
carbonate R and mix vigorously undergentleheating
(50'60 "C). Add, while still warm, I mL of a 12 giL solution
of sodium R in anhydrous methanol R, prepared with the
necessary precautions, and mix vigorously for about 5 min.
Add 3 mL of distilled waterR and mix vigorously for about
30 s, Centrifuge for IS min at 1500 g. Inject I flL of the
organic phase.
Reference solutions and assessment of
chromatograms Where there is no specific prescription in
the individual monograph, proceed as described under
Method A.
Column:
- material: fused sjlica;
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.25/fi1l1;
- stationary phase: macrogol20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 um),

Carrier gas helium for chroma"'grophy R.
Flow rate 0.9 rnIlmin.
Splil ratio 1:100.
Temperature:

2022

upperphase, wash with 3 quantities, each of 2 ml., of
waterR and dry over anhydrous sodium sulfate R.

Reference solutions} chromatographic procedure and
assessment of chromatograms Where there is no
specificprescription in the individual monograph, proceed as
described under Method A.

O. Anisidine Value
(Ph. Eur. method2.5.36)

The anisidine valueis defined as 100 times the optical
densitymeasured in a 1 cm cell of a solution containing I g
of the substance to be examined in 100 mL of a mixture of
solvents and reagents according to the following method.
Carryour the operanims as rapidly as possible, awiding exposure
to actinic light.
Tesl solution (a) Dissolve 0.500 g of the substance to be
examinedin trimethylpentane R anddilute to 25.0 mL with
the same solvent.
Tesl solution (b) To 5.0 mL of test solution (a> add
1.0 mL of a 2.5 giL solution of p-anisidine R in glacial acetic
acidR, shakeand store protected from light.
Reference solution To 5.0 mL of ,rimethy/pentane R add
l.0 mL of a 2.5 giL solution of p-anisidine R in glacial acetic
add R) shake and storeprotected from light.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of test solution (a> at the
maximum at 350 nm using trimethylpentane R as the
compensation liquid. Measure the absorbance of test
solution (b) at 350 run exactly 10 min after its preparation,
usingthe reference solutionas the compensation liquid.
Calculate the anisidine valuefrom the expression:

25 X (l.2A, - A2 )

m

Column

Injection port

Detector

Time
(min)

0-15

15 - 36

36 - 61

Temperature
ee)
100

100 _ 225

225

250

2'0

Al absorbance of lest solution (b) It 350 run,
11.2 absorbance of test solution (a) at 350 run,
m massof the substance to be examined in test solution (0), in

grams.

P. Oils Rich in Omega·3·acids
Detection Flameionisation.
Injection I flL.
METIIOD C
This method is no' apph'cable to oils that contain glycerides of fal/Jl
acids williepo>;y-, hydroepm.;y-, hydroperoxy-, aldehyde, ketone,
cyclapropyl and cyciapropenyl groups, and conjugated
polyunsaturated andautyleniccompounds because ofpartialor
complete destruction of these groups.
Test solution Dissolve 0.10 g of the substance to be
examined in 2 mL of a 20 giL solution of sodium hydroxitkR
in methanol R in a 25 mL conical flask and boil undera
reflux condenser for 30 min. Add 2.0 mL of boron trifluoride
methanol solution R through the condenser and boil for
30 min. Add 4 mL of heptane R through the condenser and
boil for 5 min. Cool and add 10.0 mL of sattlrated sodium
chloride solution R, shake for about 15 s and add a quantity of
saturaced sodium chloride solution R such that the upper phase
is brought inro the neck of the flask. Collect 2 mL of the

1. Composition nfFatty Acirls
(ph. Eur. method2.4.29)

The assay may be usedfor quantitauve deremn'nation of the
eicosapemaenoic acid (EPA), docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and
",tal omega-3-acids «mtent in products fromfish oil «mtaining
omega-3 acids in different concentrations. The method is applicable
to triglycerides or ethylesters. Thefarmer intludes fish oiIsljish-liver
oilsandomega-3-roncemrates in triglyceride fonn. The results are
expressed as triglycerides or ethylesters, respectively.

EPAANDDHA
Gas chromatography (2.2.28). Carry our the operations as
rapidly aspossible} awiding exposure to aetink light. oxidising
agents} oxidation catalysts (forexample) copper and iron) and air.
The assay is carried out on the methyl esters (after
derivatisation of triglycerides - see step B below) or ethyl
esters of (all-Z)-eicosa-5,8,ll,14,17-pentaenoic acid (EPA;
20:5 n-s) and (aU-Z)-<1ocosa-4,7,IO,13,16,19-hexaenoic acid
(DHA; 22:6 n-3) in the substance to be examined.
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Internal standard methyltwsanoate R.

Test solutions Prepare aU lest solutions in duplicate.
Step A
- Testsolution (a). Dissolvea quantity of thesample to be

examined according to Table 2.4.29.-1 and 10.0 mg of
the internal standard in a 50 mgIL solution of
butylhydroxytoluene R in minemylpentane R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solution. Gentle heating (up to
60°C) may be applied to dissolve the internal standard.
Ethyl esters are now readyfor analysis. For triglycerides
continue as described in step B.

Test so/mum (b). Dissolve a quantity of the sample to be
examined according to Table 2.4.29.-1 in a 50 mglmL
solution of butylhydroxywluene R in trimerhytpen,ane Rand
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solution. Ethyl estersare
now ready for analysis. For triglycerides continue as
described in step B.

StepH

Introduce 2.0 mL of test solutions (a) and (b) obtained in
step A into separate quartz tubes and evaporate the solvent
with a gentle current of ni,rogen R. Add 1.5 mL of a 20 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R in methanol R, cover with
nitrogen R, cap tightly with a polytetralluoroethylene-lined
cap, mix and heat on a water-bath for 7 min. Allow to cool.
Add 2 mL of boron tridlioride-memanol ,olUlum R, cover with
nitrogen R, cap tightly, mix and heaton a water-bath for
30 min. Cool ro 40-50 °C, add 1 mL of trimerhytpentane R,
cap and shake vigorously for at least30 s. Immediately add
5 mL of a saturated sodium chloride solution R, coyer with
nitrogen R, cap and shake thoroughly for at least 15 s.
Transfer the upper layerto a separate rube. Shake the
methanol layer once more with 1 mL of tn"methylpemane R.
Wash the combined trimethylpentane extracts with
2 quantities, each of 1 OIL, of water R and dryover anhydrous
sodium ,ulfau R.
Reference solutions Prepare reference solutions (at) and
(ae) in duplicate; reference solution (e) only has to be
prepared for triglycerides, and only if tetracos-15-enoic acid
methylester is not clearly observedin the chromatogram
obtainedwith test solution (a).
- Reference ,oJUlum (aJ. Dissolve 10.0 mg of the internal

standard and 90.0 rng of eicosopemaenoic acidemy!
ester CRS in a 50 rngIL solution of butylhydroxytduene R
in m"melhylpentane R and dilute to 10.0 rnLwith the same
solution. Gentle heating (up to 60°C) may be applied to
dissolvethe internal standard,

- Rqerenu ,oJuticn (az!. Dissolve 60.0 mg of docosahexaenaic
acidemylesurCRS and 10.0 rng of the internal standard
in a 50 mgIL solution of bUIy/hydroxy,oJuene R in
trimerhytpenrane Rand dilure to 10.0 mL with the same
solution. Gentle heating (up to 60°C) may be applied to
dissolve me Internal standard.

For ethyl ester samples, reference solutions (al) and (a2) are
ready for analysis. For analysis of triglycerides, continuewith
step B in me same manneras for test solutions (a) and (b).
- Rqerenu ,oJulion (b). Dissolve 0.300 g of methyl

arachidate R, 0.300 g of merhyt behenau R, 0.300 g of

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 1 JtL.
Sysum suitability:
- in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b),

multiplythe area of the peaksdue to methyl palmitate,
methyl stearate, methylarachidate and methylbehenate
by the corresponding responsefactors in Table 2.4.29.-2j
normalise the corrected areas of the peaks of the fatty
acid methyl esters to a sum of 100 per cent; the
normalised area percentage of each fatty acid methyl ester
is to be within ± 1.0 percentage units of the
corresponding weightpercentage;

methylpalmitauRand 0.300 g of methylSlearate R in a
50 rngIL solution of butylhydroxytoluene R in
trimelhylpentane R and dilute to 10.0 mL withthe same
solution.

- Reference solution (c). Dissolve a mixturecontaining
55.0 mg of docosohexaenoic acidmerhyt ester Rand 5.0 mg
of IelraCQS-I 5-enoic acidmethylesler R in a 50 mgIL
solution of butylhydroxytoluene R in trimerhytpentane Rand
dilute to 10.0 mL withthe same solution.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- dimensions: I= at least 25 m, '" = 0.25 mm;
- ,talianary phase: ma<rogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.2 urn).

Carrier gas hydrogen for chroma,ography R or helium for
chromalOgraphy R.
Flow rate I mUmin.
Split ratio I:200, alternatively splitlesswith temperature
control (samplesolutions need to be diluted 11200with a
50 mgIL solution of butylhydroxytoluene R in
tn"methylpenwne R beforeinjection).
Ifnecessary, adapt the split ratio and/or sampledilution to
obtain a symmetry factor 0£0.8-1.5 for the peaks due to the
methyl or ethyl estersof eicosapentaenoic acid and
docosahexaenoic acid, while at the same time observing that
for test solution (b) any peaks due to the corresponding
estersoflinolenic acid (CI8:3; n-3), stearidonic acid (CI8:4j
n-j), eicosatetraenoic acid (C20:4; n-S), heneicosapemaenoic
acid (C21:5; n-3), and docosapentaenoic acid (C22:5; n-3)
are clearly detectable. If both requirements are unachievable,
then the cleardetection of the corresponding esters
mentioned above for test solution (b) takesprecedence.
If necessary, adapt the split ratioand/or sampledilution to
obtain a symmetry factor of 0.8-1.5 for the peaks due to the
components of reference solution (b).

Temperam,,:

Time Temperature
(min) rC)

0·2 90
2~4.7 90 ...... 170

4.7 - 28 170 --> 240

28 - 30 240

90·250""

270

Splitless injection

Colwnn 0 - 2 l70

2 - 25.7 170 --> 240

25.7 - 28 240

SpUt JnJection

Time Temperature
(min) rC)

-90 "C foron-colwnn injection

Injection port 250

Detector 270

0.4 - 0.5

0.3

0.25

Mass of sample to be examIned
(0)

30 - 50

50 - 70

70 - 90

Approximate sum EPA + DHA
(pel' cent)

Table 2.4.29.-1
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Table 2.4.29.-2

Fotty acid metbyl ester Theoretical response factor

BPA+ DHA + A._, (BPA+ DHA)
AEPA +ADHA

response factor for BPA and OHA as givenby the
expression:

Ethylesters: C = 1.00j
Triglycerides: C =0.954 (or EPA;

C = 0.957 for ORA.

~Xxml xRfxCx 100
1 xm2

Ax" X mx,r

A x r X mx 3, ,

2, Total Cholesterol in Olls Rich in Omega-3-Acids
(Ph. Bur. method 104.31)
This method may be usedfOT thequantitatioe detmnination of the
sum of free and es..riftedcholeste",l in products of fish oils rich in
omega-3 acids (as ethylesltl'S or tn'glycerides).
Gas chromatography (1.1.18).

Internal standard stock solution Dissolve 0.15 g of
(5«)-<holes,ane R in heptane R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
same solvent.The solution may be storedin a deep-freeze for
up to 6 months.
Internal standard working solution. Prepare the
solution immediately before use Dilute 1.0 mL of the
internal standard stock solution to 10.0 rnL withheptane R.
Cholesterol stock solution Dissolve 50.0 mg of
choles«rol R in heptane R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent. The solution may be storedin a deep-freeze for
up to 6 months.
Cholesterol working solution. Prepare the solution
s'mmediately before use Dilute 1.0 mL of the cholesterol
stock solution to 10.0 mL with heptane R.
Cholesterol and a-tocopherol stock solution Dissolve
50.0 mg of choles«rol R and 50.0 mg of a-rocopherol R in
heptane R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
The solutionmay be storedat room temperature for up to
3 months.

Reference solution. Prepare the solution on the day of
use Dilute 1.0 mL of the cholesterol and e-tocopberol
stock solution to 100.0 mL with heptane R.
CalibratIOn solutions See Table 2.4.32.-1. Prepare !he
solutions on the day of use. Dilute each solution to 20.0 rnL
with a 10 per cent VIV solution of emy/lU<Ita" R in
heptane R.
For high levels of cholesterol (3.0-20.0 mg/g), use aU
5 calibration solutions.
For low levels of cholesterol (0.2-3.0 mglg), use the following
calibration solutions: 0.2 mg/g, 1.0 mg/g and 3.0 mg/g.

Test soiution Weigh 0.100 g of the substance to be
examined into a 15 mL quartz tube (for fish oils and cod
liver oils, shake the oil to be examined vigorously in a
suitable container) allowto standfor 10-15 min and while
maintaining the container upright) remove a sample fromthe
middle layer of the oil for weighing). Add 1.0 mL of the
internal standard working solution. Evaporate the solventon
a heatingblockat 50 °C under a gentle stream of nitrogen R.
Add 0.5 mL ofa 50 per cent mlm solution of potassium
hydroxide Rand 3.0 mL of emanol (96 per cen,) R.Fill the
tube with nitrogen RJ cap and homogenise. Heat on the
heating block at 100°C for I h. Cool for about 10 min, add
6.0 mL of distilled waterR and homogenise. Condition a
20 mL solid phase extraction (SPE) column containing I g
of end-<apped oaade<ylsilyl silica gelfor chromarography R

EPA percentage contentof EPA;
DHA percentage contentof DHAj
A....l = sum of the areasof the peaks due to linolenic acid (CI8:3j

n-3), stearidonic acid (CI8:4j n-3). eicesetetraenoic acid
(C20:4j 0-3). heneicosapentaenoic add (CZI:5j n-3). and
docosapentaenoic acid (C22:5j n-3) in the chromatogrnm
obtainedwithtestsolution (b)j

Au", area of the peakdue to BPA esterin the chromatogrllm
obtained with test solution(b)i

AD KA areaof the peakdue to OHA esterin the chromatogram
obtainedwithtestsolution(b).

1.049

1.029

1.013

1.000

Melbyl palmitate

Methylstearate

Methylarachidate
Methylbehenare

- resolution:
- ethyl esters: minimum 1.2 between the peaks due to

methyl tricosanoate and heneicosapentaenoic acid
ethyl esterinthe chromatogram obtained with test
solution (a);

- tn'glycerides: minimum 1.2 between the peaks due to
docosahexaenoic acidmethyl esterand tetracos-Ifi
encic acidmethyl esterin the chromatogram obtained
with test solution (a) or with reference solution (e);

- in the chromatogram obtained with (est solution (a), me
peaksdue to methyl rricosanoare and any
heneicosapentaenoic acid methyl esterpresent when
compared with the chromatogram obtained with lest
solution (b) areclearly separated.

Calculate the percentage content of EPA andDRA usingthe
following expression and taking into account the assigned
valueof the reference substances:

ml mass of tile internal standard in test solution(a), in
milligramsj

nil = mass of the sampie to be examined in test: solution(a), in
milligrams;

m".l massof the internal standard in reference solution(a.) (EPA
detennination), or in reference solution(lI2l (DHA
determination), in milligrams;

nI".r massof eioosopmral7loK acidallyl eJleTCRS in reference
solution(a.) or d«JJUJhuamoic acidethyl U/.er CRSin
reference solution(a:0.in milligramsj

A" areaof the peakdue to eicosapemaenoic add esteror
docosahexaenoic acidesterin lhe chromatogram obtained
withtest solution(a);

A".r areaof thepeakdue to eiccsapenteeuoie add esterin the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution(al) or
dooosahexaenoic acidester in the chromatogram obtained
withreference solution(a2lj

A I areaof the peakdue to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtained whh test solution(a);

A>;l areaof the peakdue to the internal standard in the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution(al) (BPA
detennination) or wnh reference solution(iii) (ORA
determination);

C conversion faelMbetween ethylesterand triglya:rides:

TOTAL OMEGA-3 ACIDS
From the assay for EPA and DHA) calculate the percentage
contentof the totalomega-3 acidsusing the following
expression andidentifying the peaks from the
chromatograms:
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Table 2.4.32.-1. - Preparation of calibration solutions

Calibration solutions
Cholesterol stock Cholesterol working Internsl standard

Cholesterol concentration Cholesterol concentration solution (roL) solution (mL) ~r~gswutiOD(mL)

(mglmL) (mg/g)(1I)

0.1 20.0 4.0 1.0

0.05 10.0 2.0 1.0

0.015 3.0 0.60 1.0

0.005 1.0 2.0 1.0

0.001 0.2 0.40 1.0

(a)Based on a sample weight orO.l00 g of the substance to be examined,

(particles with a diameter of 55 Jimand a pore size of 7 run)
with 5 mL of a 50 per cent VIV solution of ethanol
(96 per ren!! R in distilled waterR. Transfer 5.0 mL of <he
saponified sampleto the SPE column ensuring that the
column does not dry out. Wash the colwnn with 5.0 mL of a
50 per cent VIV solution of ethanol (96 perren!! R in distilled
water R. Elute <he column using 20.0 mL of a
10 percent VIVsolution of ethylacetate R in heptane R.
Collect the eluate and use it as the test solution.

Column:
- malen"a]: fused silica;
- size; 1= 15 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- stationary ph.,.: pheny/(5)methy/(95)po/ysi/Qxane R (film

thickness 0.25 pm).

Carrier gas helium for chromalOgraphy R.
Pressure 48 kPa (corresponding to a flow rate of about
0.6 mUmin at 200°C and about 0.4 mUmin at 330°C).

Split ratio 1:5.

Temperature:

Prior to analysis, heat the column at 340 DC for at least
30 min using the indicated pressure.
Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection I ~L
Retention time (5cx)-choleSlane:::;; about 7.5 min;
cholesterol = about 9 min.
Plot the calibration curve. The x-axis represents the nominal
concentration of cholesterol in milligrams per gramof the
substance to be examinedin each calibration solution.
The y-axis represents the ratioof the area of the peakdue to
cholesterol to <he area of <hepeak due to (5a)-choleslane in
the chromatogram obtainedwith each calibration solution.
Calculate <he slope (S) and <heintercept with <he y-axis (Y).

Systemsuitability:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between me peaksdue to

cholesterol and a-tocopherol in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;

- the coefficient of determination (1'1 of the calibration
curve is not less than 0.995.

Calculate the contentof total cholesterol) expressed in
milligrams of cholesterol per gram of substance to be

examined) using the following expression:

areaor thepeakdue 10 cholesterol in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.
area of-the peakdue 10 (5a:)-ebolesllnein the chromatogram
obtained with the lest sotutioo;
mass of Lhe substance to be examined in the test solution, in
grams;
interceptor the calibration curve with they-axis;
slope of the calibration curve, in grams per milligram.

A,

m,

A,

y
S

Q. Sterols in Fatty Oils
(Ph. Bur. method2.4.23)

When the monograph does not specify the method 10 be used,
method A is applied. At(lI change from method A 10 methodB
must bevalidated.

METHOD A
Separation of the sterol fraction (TI.C)
Prepare the unsaponifiable matterand then isolatethe sterol
fraction of <hefatty oil by <bin-layerchromatography
(2.2.27), using a TLC silica gelplateR with a 0.2 mm to
0.5 mm layer.

Test solution (a) In a 150 mL lIask lilted with a reflux
condenser) place a volume of a 2 gIL solutionof betulin R in
methylene chloride R containing betulincorresponding to
about 10 per cent of the sterolcontent of the sampleused for
<he determination (e.g. in <hecase of olive oil add 500 ~L, in
<hecase of other vegetable oils add 1500 ~ of <hebetulin
solution). If the monograph requires the percentage content
of the individual sterols in the sterol fraction) the addition of
betulin may be omitted. Evaporate to dryness undera
current of nitrogen R. Add 5.00 g (m) of <he substance to be
examined. Add 50 mL of 2 M alcoholl< potassium hydroxide R
and heat on a water-bath for I h, swirling frequently. Cool to
a temperature below 25°C and transfer the contentsof the
lIask to a separating funnel with 100 mL of water R. Shake
<he liquid carefully with 3 quantities, each of 100 mL, of
peroxide-free etherR. Combine the etherlayers inanother
separating funnel containing 40 mL of water R) shakegently
for a few minutes, allow to separate and reject the aqueous
phase. Wash the etherphase with several quantities) each of
40 mj., of water R) untillhe aqueousphase is no longer
alkaline to phenolphthalein. Transfer the ether phase to a
tared lIask, washing the separating funnel with peroxide-free
ether R. Distil off the etherwith suitable precautions and add
6 mL of acelOne R to the residue. Carefully remove the

200

200 ---> 330

330

250

340

Temperature
("C)

Time
(min)

0- I

1·75

75·10

Column

Injectionport

Detector
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(1) 'Ibis sterolmay also be referred to as A7-stigmasterol in literature,

Table 2.4.23.-1. - Relative mentions of sterols with reference to
P-sitosterol for 2 different colamns

A = areaof the peakdue 10 me component to be detennined;
S sumof the areas of the peaks due to thecomponentsindicated

in Table 2.4.23.-1;~ the peak due to betulin.

0.63

0.71

0.80

0.81

0.82

0.87

0.92

0.95

0.96

I

1.02

1.03

1.08
1.12

1.16

1.4

Phenyl(S)methyl
(9S)polysUoxane

0.64

0.70

0.79

0.82

0.83

0.87

0.93

0.95

0.96

1

1.01

1.03

1.09

1.13

1.18

1.4

Cyanopropyl
(7)(phenyl)

(1)(m.thyl)(86)
polyllUoxane

Cholesterol

BIllS5kasterol

24-Methykn«holesterol

CllIIlpesterol

CampeslllJ10l

Stigmasterol

A7-Campesterol

M,23-Stigmastadieno!

Clerosterol

jl-Sitoslerol

Sitosranol

A5-Avenasterol

A5,24-Stigrnastadienol

A7-5tigmastenol(Q

A7-Avenasterol

Betulin

The pea k due to the internal standard (betulin) must be
clearly separated from the peaks due to the sterols to be
determined.

For the chromatogram obtained with the test solution,
identify the peaks and calculate the percentage content of
each sterol in the sterol fraction of thesubstance to be
examined using the following expression:

- size; 1= 20-30 m, 0 = 0.25-0.32 mrn;
- stationary phase: phenyi(5)methyl(95)polysiloxane R or

cyanopropy/(7)phenyl(7)methy/(86)polysiloxane R (film
thickness 0.25 urn).

Carrier gas hydrogen for chromatography R or heliam for
chromatography R.

Linear velocity 30-50 cmls (hydrogen) or 20-35 cmls
(helium).

Split ratio 1:50 (hydrogen) or 1:100 (belium).

Temperature:
- colamn: 260 "C;
- inj«tion port: 280 "C;
- detector: 290 "C.

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection I pL.

ldentlfication ofpeaks The chromatogram obtainedwith
reference solution (a) shows 4 principal peaks corresponding
to cholesterol, brassicasterol, campesterol and p-sitosterol and
the chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (b) shows
4 principal peakscorresponding to carnpesterol, stigmasterol,
p-sitosterol and li.7,;,stigmastenol. The relative retentions of
the sterols with reference to Beitosterol (main peak) are
given in Table 2.4.23.-1.

If required in the monograph, calculate the content of each
sterol in milligrams per 100 grams of thesubstance to be
examined using the following expression:

solvent in a current of nitrogen R. Dry to constantmass at
lOa-105°C. Allow to cool in a desiccator and weigh.
Transfer the residueto a small test tube with methylene
chloride R. Evaporate undera streamof nitrogen R to a
volwne of about 1 mL. Depending on the unsaponifiable
content of theoil, adapt the final concentration of the
solution to 25-50 mgfmL.

Test solution (b) Treat 5.00 g of rapeseed oil R as
prescribed for the substance to be examined, beginning at the
words "Add 50 mL of 2 M akohol;,; potassium hydroxide R".
Test solution (c) Treat 5.00 g of sunflower oil R as
prescribed for the substance to be examined, beginning at the
words "Add 50 mL of 2 M akoholic potaSsiam hydroxide R".
Reference solution Dissolve 25 mg of cholesterol Rand
10 mg of betulin R in I mL of melhylene chloride R.
Use a separate plate for each test solution. Apply as a band
of 10 mm, at 20 mrn from the base and 10 mrn from the left
edge, J0 tJL of the reference solution and as bands of
150 mm, at 20 mm from the base, 0.5 mL of test
solutions (a), (b) or (c). Develop over a path of 17 em using
a mixture of 35 volumes of ether -R and 65 volwnes of
hexane R. Dry the plates in a current of nitrogen R. Spray the
plateswith a 2 gIL solution of dichlorofluorescein R in
anhydrous ethanol R and examine in ultraviolet light at
254 am. The chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solutionshows bands due to cholesterol and betulin.
The chromatograms obtained with the test solutions show
bands withsimilar Rp values due to sterols. From each of the
chromatograms, removean area of coatingcorresponding to
the area occupied by the sterol bands and additionally the
area of the zones 2-3 mm above and below the visible zones
corresponding to the reference solution. Place separately
in three 50 mL flasks. To each flask add 15 mL of methykne
chloride R and heat underrefluxwith stirring, for 15 min.
Filter each solution through a sintered-glass filter (40) (2.1.1)
or suitable filter paper and wash each filter with 3 quantities,
each of 15 rnL, of melhylene chloride R. Place the combined
filtrate and washings from each filterseparately in 3 flasks,
evaporate under a stream of nitrogen R to 5-10 mL. Transfer
to a small test tube and evaporate to dryness under a stream
of ni""genR.
Determination of the sterols (GC)
Gas chromatography (2.2.28). Cany oa' the opesarions
prote<Ud from hamidity and prepare the solations .mmediardy
before use.
Test solution To the sterolsseparated from the substance
to be examined by thin-layer chromatography add a freshly
prepared mixture of 0.04 mL of chlorotrimethyls#ane R,
0.1 mL of hexamethyldisilazane Rand 0.5 mL of anhydrous
pyridine R. Allow to stand for at least 5 min and use the
liquid phase.

Reference solution (a) To 9 parts of the sterols separated
from rapeseed oil R by thin-layer chromatography add I part
of cholesterol R. To the mixture add a freshly prepared
mixture of 0.04 mL of chlorotrimethylsilane R, 0.1 mL of
hexamethyldisilazane Rand 0.5 mL of anhydrous pyridine R.
Allow to stand for at least 5 min and use the liquid phase.
Reference solution (b) To the sterols separated from
sunflower oilR by thin-layer chromatography add a freshly
prepared mixture of 0.04 mL of chlorotrimethylsilane R,
0.1 mL of hexamethyldisilazane Rand 0.5 mL of anhydrous
pyridine R. Allow to stand for at least 5 min and use the
liquid phase.

Colamn:
- material: fused silica;
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A
S x 100

A area of the peakdue to the component to be determined;
S sum of the areas oflhe peaks due LO me components indicated

in Table 2.4.23.-1. except betulin.

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1-3 J1L (depending on me expected amount of
sterols in the substance to be examined).

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution to identify the peaks due to
campesterol, stigmasterol, JJ-sitosterol and li.7-stigmastenol
Identify the peaks due to the sterols in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution using the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution and the relative
retentions with reference to p-sitosterol (main peak) given in
Table 2.4.23.·1.

System suitabUity Reference solution:
- re.so/utian: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due to

campesterol and stigmasterol.

Calculate the percentage content of each sterol in the sterol
fraction of the substance to be examined using the following
expression:

Reference solution Dissolve the residue of the sterol
fraction obtained with the reference solution in the previous
LC step in 0.2 mL of anhydrous pyridine Rand 0.2 mL of a
mixture of 1 volwne of chlorotrimethylsilane R and 99 volumes
of N,O-bis(m'methy/silyl),rifluoro<Uetamide R. Stopper the tube
tightly and heat: at 80°C for 20 min. Allow to cool and use
the liquid phase.

A standard of cholesterol (cholesrerol R) may also be used,
alone or as a mixture with the sterol fraction of sunflower oil.
Proceed with derivatisation as described. for the test solution.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: / =30 m, 12) = 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: phenyl(5)methyl(95)po(ysiIoxane R (film

thickness 0.25 urn).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.

Flow rate 2.6 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:25.

Temperature:

260
260 ...... 290

290

290

290 v,

Temperature
("C)

Tbne
(min)

0-38
38 - 44
4-1 - 49

Column

Injection pon

Detector

Axm'xlOO

A'xm

METHODB
Preparation of the unsaponifiable matter
Prepare the unsaponifiable matter according to the method
stated in the test for unsaponifiable mauer of me monograph
on the substance to he examined. Failing this, prepare the
unsaponifiable matter according to the method described in
chapter 2.5.7. Unsoponlfiable mauer, After the final
neutralisation step, evaporate the ethanol, then add 6 mL of
acetom R and evaporate the solvent Dry the residue at
100-105 "C. It is not necessary to dry to constant mass.

Simultaneously prepare under the same conditions the
unsaponifiable matter of sunflower 017 R. This will in
particular serve to locate the sterol fraction to be collected.

Separation of the sterol fraction (I.C)
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Take up the residue willI 3 quantities, each
of 4 mL, of the solvent used during the preparation of the
unsaponifiable matter (generally ether R or light petroleum R)
and transfer to a 15 mL tube. Evaporate to dryness under a
current of nitrogen R. Dls~olYe the residue in a volume of
mobile phase sufficient to obtain a solution with an
approximate concentration of 40 mglmL. Add a few drops of
2-propanol Rl to improve the solubility (3 drops are normally
sufficient to ensure complete solubilisation). Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Reference solution Proceed as described for the test
solution with the unsaponifiable matter obtained with
sunflower oilR.

Precolumn:
- size: 1= 5 mm, 12) =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: silira gelfor chromatography R (5 pm) with

a pore size of 6 nm.

Column:
- size: I=. 0.25 m, 12) =. 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: silira gelfor chromatography R (5 um) with

a pore size of 6 nm.

Mobile phase 2-propano/ Rl, hexane R (I :99 VIl').

Flow ~ate I mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 om.

Injection 50 pL.

Identification of the peaks due to sterols The sterol
fraction elutes at the end of the chromatogram. Locate the
fraction to be collected using the chromatogram obtained
with me reference solution, which shows 2 principal peaks
eluting approximately between 23 min and 32 min. Collect
the fraction at the detector outlet in a 15 mL tube with a
screw cap. Evaporate the solvent under a current of
nitrogen R.

Determination of the sterols (GC)
Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Test solution Dissolve the residue of the sterol fraction
obtained with the test solution in the previous LC step in
0.2 mL of anhydrous pyridine Rand 0.2 mL of a mixture of
I volume of ch/orotrimethy/si/ane Rand 99 volumes ofN, O-bis
(trimelhy/si/y/)trifluoroautamide R. Stopper the tube tightly
and heat at 80°C for 20 min. Allow [0 cool and use the
liquid phase.

A area of the peak due to the component to be determined;
A' area of the peak due to betulin;
m mass of the sample of the substance to be examined. in gnmsj
m' mass of benthir R added. in milligrams.
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Appendix XI
A. Total Solids
(No Ph. Eur. method)

The term 'total solids' is applied to the residue obtained
when the prescribed amount of the preparation is dried to
constant weight under the conditionsspecified below.

APPARA1VS

A shallow, flat-bottomed, flanged dish, about 75 mm in
diameter and about 25 mm deep, made of nickel or other
suitable metal of high heat conductivity and low specific heat
and which is not affected by boiling water. Suitable dishes
are described in British Standard 1742:1951 (Methods for
the chemical analysis of condensed milk).

METHOD

Place the quantity stated in the monograph in a tared dish)
evaporate at as Iowa temperature as possible until the
ethanol is removed and heat on a water-bath until the residue
Is apparently dry. Transfer to an oven operating without a
fan and dry to constant weight at 1050 unless otherwise
stated in the monograph. It may be necessary, for residues of
a hygroscopic nature, to use a dish provided with a weU
fitting cover and to cool in a desiccator.

81. Ethanol-soluble Extractive
(No Ph. Eur. method)
Macerate 5 g of the air-dried drug, coarsely powdered, with
100 mL of ethanolof the specified strength in a closed flask
for 24 hours, shaking frequendy during the first 6 hours and
then allowing to stand for 18 hours. Filter rapidly, taking
precautions against loss of ethanol, evaporate 20 mL of the
filtrate to dryness in a tared, flat-bottomed, shallow dish and
dry at 1050 to constant weight. Calculate the percentage of
ethanol-soluble extractive with reference to the air-dried
drug.

82. Water-soluble Extractive
(No Ph. Bur. mellwd)
To 5 g of the powdered drug (710) add 200 mL of boiling
water. Allow to stand for 10 minutes, shaking occasionally.
Allow to cool, dilute to 200 mL with water and filter.
Evaporate 20 mL of the filtrate to dryness on a water-bath.
Dry the residue in an oven at 1000 to 1050 for 15 minutes.

C. Swelling Index
(Ph. Eur. merhod 2.8.4)

The swelling index is the volume in millilitres occupied by
1 gram of a drug, including any adhering mucilsge, after it
has swollen in an aqueous liquid for 4 h.

In a 25 mL ground-glass stoppered cylinder graduated over a
height of 125 ± 5 nun in 0.5 mL divisions, place 1.0 g of
the drug, whole or of the degree of comminution prescribed
in the monograph. Unless otherwise prescribed, moisten the
drug with 1.0 mL of o/cohol R. add 25 mL of woterRand
close the cylinder. Shake vigorously every 10 min for 1 h.

2022

Allow to stand for 3 h. At 90 min after the beginning of the
test, release any large volumes of liquid retained in the layer
of the drug and any particles of the drug f1oatiog at the
surface of the liquid by rotating the cylinder about a vertical
axis. Measure the volume occupied by the drug, including
any adhering mucilage. Carry out 3 tests at the same time.

The swelling index is given by the mean of the 3 tests.

D. Foreign Matter
(Ph. Eur. method2.8.2)

Herbal drugs should be free from moulds, insects and other
animal contamination.

Foreign matter is material consisting of any or all of the
following:

1) foreign organs: matter coming from the source plant but
not defined as the herbal drug,

2) foreign elements: matter not coming from the source plant
and of either vegetable or mineral origin.

DRIED PLANTS
SamplIng and sample preparation
Apply general chapter 2.8.20. Herbol drngs: sampling and
somple preparOlUm.

Determination of foreign matter
Weigb 100-500 g of the sample, or the minimum quantity
prescribed in the individual monograph, and spread it out in
a thin layer. Examine for foreign matter by inspection with
the unaided eye or by use of a lens (6 x). Separate foreign
matter, weigh it and calculate the percentage present.

FRESH PLANTS
Where general chapter 2.8.20. Herbal drngs: sompling ond
sample preparatkm cannot be applied, use one of the foUowing
methods, as appropriate: use method A when the test can be
carried out on me whole batch; use method B when the test
cannot be carried on the whole batch.

METHOD A

Sampling and sample preparation
Carry out the test on the whole batch.

Detennination of foreign matter
Spread the batch out in a thin layer and examine for foreign
matter by inspection with the unaided eye or by use of a lens
(6 x). Separate foreign matter, weigh it and calculate the
percentage present.

METHODB

SamplIng and sample preparation
If it is not possible to inspect the whole batch, proceed as
follows.

Bulk sample Prepare the bulk sample as described in
general chapter 2.8.20. Hebel drngs: sampling ond sompie
preparation.

Test sample Use the bulk sample or. where the bulk
sample is greater than 1 kg, reduce it to a mass of
500-1000 g by a suitable method which retains the
representative nature of the bulk sample.

Determination of foreign matter
Use the sample, or me minimum quantity prescribed in the
individual monograph, and spread it out in a thin layer.
Examine for foreign matter by inspection with the unaided
eye or by use of a lens (6 x). Separate foreign matter, weigh
it and calculate the percentage present.
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Mark b

t ~

1lII3mL J
t

~

Mark a

- a tube (JL) graduated in 0.01 mL;
- a bulb-shaped swelling (L) with a capacity of abour

2 mL;
- a 3-way tap (M);
- a junction (B) situated at a level 20 rom higher than

the uppermost graduation of tube JL;
- a suitable heating device, allowing fine temperature

control;
- a vertical support with a horizontal ringcovered with

insulating material.

PROCEDURE
Use a thoroughly cleaned apparatus. Carry out the
detennination according to the nature of the herbal drugto
be examined. Place the prescribed volumeof distillation
liquid in the flask) add a few pieces of porous porcelain and
attach the condenser assembly. Introduce waterR through
the filling funnel (N) until it reaches level B. Remove the
stopper (K') and introduce the prescribed quantity of the
solvent indicated in the monograph usinga pipette with its
tipplaced at the bottomof rube K. Re-insert the
stopper (K') and ensure that the vent is unobstructed. Heat
the liquid in the flask to boiling and adjust the distillation
rate to 2-3 mlzmin, unless otherwise prescribed.
Determination of the rate of distillation
During distillation) determine the rateof distillation by
lowering the level of the water by means of tap M until the
meniscus reaches the level of the lowermark (a) (see Figure
2.8.12.-2). Close tap M and measure the time taken for the
liquid to reach the upper mark (b). ModiJY the heat to obtain
the target distillation rate. If the distillation rate is stillnot
within the prescribed range) repeat the operation. If the
distillation conditions arenot changed) it is sufficient to

determine the distillation rate at regular intervals rather than
before each test.

Figure 2.8.12.-2

Determination of the solvent volume after blank
distillation
If using xylene R or trimethy/pentane R, distil for 30 min.
Ensure that tubes BM andJM areconnected via tapM
during distillation. Stop heating and wait at least 10 min
before reading the volumeof solvent in the graduated tube.
If using 1)2)4-trimelhylbenzene R) the 30 min blank distillation
step is not necessary. Stop heating after adjusting the
distillation rate and wait at least 10 min before reading the
volume of solvent in the graduated tube.

Detennlnatlon of the essential oll In the herbal drug
Introduce the prescribed quantity of the herbal drug into the
flask and continue distillation as described above for the time
and at the rate prescribed. Stop heating) read the volume of
liquid collected in the graduated tube after IO min and
subtract the volume of the solvent previously noted.
The difference represents the quantity of essential oil in the
sample. Calculate the result in millilitres per kilogram of
herbal drug.

o
~

~,
g

b--__!i
Ja------ 0 mL

N

8-

A

150

Figure 2.8. I 2.- I. - Apparalw for the determination of essential
oils in herbal drugs
Dimensions in miJ/imetres

E. Essential Oils in Herbal Drugs
(Ph. Bur. method 2.8.1Z)

PRINCIPLE
The determination of essential oils in herbal drugs is carried
out by steam distillation in a special apparatus under the
conditions descnbed below.The distillate is collected in the
graduated tubeusing the solvent prescribed in the
monograph (usually xylene R, trimethylpentane R or 1,2,4
trimethyfbenzene R) to take up the essential oil; the aqueous
phase is automatically returned to the distillation flask.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment typically consists of:
- a suitable round-bottomed flask with a short,ground-glass

neck that has an internal diameter of about 29 nun at the
wide end;

- a condenser assembly (see Figure 2.8.12.-1) that closely
fits the flask, the different parts beingfused. into 1 piece
and madeof glass with a low coefficient of thermal
expansion:
- a vented stopper (K') with an openingabout 1 mm in

diameter) and a rube (K) the wide end of which is
made of ground-glass and has an internal diameter of
10 mm;

- a pear-shaped swelling (JJ with a capacity of 3 mL;
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Recovery of the mixture of solvent and essential oil
When the essential oil is to be used for other analytical
purposes, the water-free mixture of solvent and essential oil
may be recovered as follows: remove the stopper (K') and
introduce 0.1 mL of a 1 FfL solution of sodium
fluoresceinale Rand 0.5 mL of water R. Run the mixture of
solvent and essential oil into the bulb-shaped swelling (L) by
opening tap M, allow to stand for 5 min and lower the level
of me mixture slowly until it just reaches the level of tap M.
Open tap M clockwise so that the water flows out of the
connecting tube (BM). Wash the tube with aatone R
introduced through the filling runnel CN}. Tum tap M anti
clockwise in order to recover the mixture of solvent and
essential oil in an appropriate flask.

F. 'Continuous Extraction of Drugs
(No Ph. Bur. method)

Where the process of maceration or percolation is specified in a
monograph, carry out the following procedures with any
modification indicated in the monograph.

MACERATION

Place the solid materials with the whole of the menstruum in
a closed vessel and allow to stand for 7 days, shaking
occasionally. Strain, press the marc and mix the liquids
obtained. Clarify by subsidence or filtration.

PBRCOI.A.TION

Moisten the solid materials with a sufficient quantity of the
menstruum, allow to stand for 4 hours in a well-closed
vessel, pack in a percolator and add sufficient of me
menstruum to saturate the materials. When the liquid begins
to drop from the percolator, close the outlet, add sufficient of
the menstruum to leave a layer above the drug and allow to
macerate for 24 hours. Allow percolation to proceed slowly
until the percolate measures about three-quarters of the
required volume. Press the marc, mix the expressed liquid
with the percolate and add sufficient of the menstruum to
produce the required volume. Clarify by subsidence or
filtration.

Continuous extraction of a drug for the purpose of an assay
consists of percolating the drug with the solvent stated in the
monograph at a temperature approximately that of the
boiling point of the solvent.

The apparatus described below, or any similar apparatus,
may be used, provided that it permits the uniform
percolation of the drug and the regular flow of the vapour of
the solvent around the percolator.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. IIF-I. A is an outer tube of
stout glass; the wider part is about 18 cm long and has an
internal diameter of 4.8 to 5 ern; the lower end C is about
5 em long and has an external diameter of about 1.6 em. B
is a straight glass tube open at both ends, about 9 em long
and with an external diameter of about 3.8 ern; over its
lower, flanged end is tied firmly a piece of calico or other
suitable material. D is a glass coil which supports the margin
of the tube B and prevents it from resting in contact with the
outer tube A. The lower end C of the outer tube A is fitted
by a cork or ground-glass joint to the distillation flask E, in
which a suitable quantity of the solvent has been placed.
The drug to be extracted, previously moistened with the
solvent or subjected to any preliminary treatment required, is
introduced into the inner tube B, whichis supported so that
the percolate drops into the outer tube. A pad of absorbent
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cotton G is placed on the top of the drug, the inner tube is
lowered into position and the outer tube connected by means
of a suitable cork or ground-glass joint with the tube of a
reflux condenser F. The flask is heated and the extraction
continued as directed.

A

B

Fig. l1F-l Apparatus for the Continuous Bxttaction oCDrugs

G. Complete Extraction of Alkaloids
(No Ph. Bur. mel1w<j)

Complete extraction is indicated by the following tests.

BXTRACTION WITH AN AQUEOUS OR ALCOHOLIC LIQUID

After extracting at least three times with the liquid, add to
0.1 to 0.2 mL of the next portion, after acidifying with
2M hydrochloric acidif necessary, 0.05 mL ofpotassium
tetraiodomercurate solution or, for solanaceous alkaloids,
0.05 mL of potassium iodobismulha18 sdutionRI.
No precipitate or turbidity is produced.

6XTRACTION WITH AN IMMISCIBLE SOLVENT

After extracting at least three times with the solvent, add to
1 to 2 mL of the next portion 1 to 2 mL of O.IM hydrochloric
add, remove the organic solvent by evaporation, transfer the
aqueous residue to a test tube and add 0.05 mL of potassium
tetraiodomercunue solution or, for solanaceous alkaloids,
0.05 mL of potassium iodobismuthale ,0/urion Rl or, for
emetine, 0.05 mL of iodinated potassium iodide solution.
Not more than a very faint opalescence is produced.

CONTINUOUS EXTRACTION

After percolating for at least 2 hours, collect 1 to 2 mL of the
effluent and carry out the procedure described under
'Extraction with an aqueous or alcoholic liquid' or
'Extraction with an immiscible solvent', as appropriate.
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H. Stomata
(ph. Bur. method 2.8.3)

STOMATA
There are several types of stomata (see Figure 2.8.3.-1),
distinguished by the fonn and arrangement of the
surrounding cells:

(I) The anomocy,ic (irregular-celled) type: the stoma is
surrounded by a varying number of cells in no way differing
from those of the epidermis generally,

(2) The anisocytic (unequal-celled) type: the stoma is usually
surrounded by 3 subsidiary cells, of which one is markedly
smaUer than the albers,

(3) The diaey,ic (cross-celled) type: the stoma is accompanied
by 2 subsidiary cells, whose common wall is at right angles to
the guard cells,

(4) The paraeytic (parallel-celled) type: the stoma has on each
side one or more subsidiary cells parallel to the long axis of
the pore and guard celJs.

STOMATAL INDEX

IOOxS
Stomatal Index= --S

E+
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water, collect the residue on an ashless filter paper, incinerate
the residue and filter paper, add the filtrate, evaporate to
dryness and ignite at a temperature not exceeding 4500

•

Calculate the percentage of ash with reference to the air
dried drug.

FOR OrnER SUBSTANCES

Carry out the above method using 1 gJ unless otherwise
stated. Calculate the percentage of ash.

Method II
(ph. Bur. method2.4.16)

Heat a silica or platinum crucible to redness for 30 min,
allow to cool in a desiccator and weigh. Unless otherwise
prescribed, evenly distribute 1.00 g of the substance or the
powdered herbal drug to be examined in the crucible. Dry at
100 DC to 105 DCfor 1 h and ignite to constant mass in a
muffle furnace at 600 DC ± 25 DC, allowing the crucible to
cool in a desiccator after each ignition. Flames should not be
produced at any time during the procedure. If after
prolonged ignition the ash still contains black particles, take
up with hot water, filter through an ashless filter paper and
ignite the residue and the filter paper. Combine the filtrate
with the ash, carefully evaporate to dryness and ignite to
constant mass.

S
E

the number of stomata in a given area of leaf,
the number of epidermal cells (including trichomes) in me same
area of leaf.

K. Acid-insoluble Ash
For each sample of leaf, make not fewer than
JO determinations and calculate the mean.

Figure 2.8.3.-1

J. Ash
Use Method I unless otherwise directed in the monograph.

Method I
(No Ph. Bur. me/hod)

FOR HERBAL DRUGS

Incinerate 2 to 3 g of the ground drug in a tared platinum or
silica dish at a temperature not exceeding 4500 until free
from carbon, cool and weigh. If a carbon-free ash cannot be
obtained in this way, exhaust the charred mass with hot

Use Method I unless otherwise directed in the monograph.

Method I
(No Ph. Bur. method)
Boil the ash for 5 minutes with 25 mI of 2M hydrochkJric acid,
collect the insoluble matter in a sintered-g1ass crucible or on
an ashless filter paper, wash with hot water and ignite.
Calculate the percentage of acid-insoluble ash with reference
to the air-dried drug.

Method II
(Ph. Eur. method2.8.1)
Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid is the residue obtained
after extracting the sulfated or total ash with hydrochloric
acid, calculated with reference to 100 g of drug.

To the crucible containing the residue from the
determination of sulfated or total ash, add 15 mL of water R
and 10 mL of hydrochlon'c add RJ cover with a watch-glass,
boil the mixture gently for 10 min and ajlow to cool. Filter
through an ashless filter, wash the residue with hot water R
until the filtrate is neutral, dry, ignite to dull redness, allow
to cool in a desiccator and weigh. Reheat until the difference
between 2 consecutive weighings is not more than 1 mg.

L. Pesticide Residues
(ph. Bur. method2.8.13)

Definition
For the purposes of the Pharmacopoeia, a pesticide is any
substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing,
destroying or controlling any pest, unwanted species of plants
or animals causing harm during or otherwise interfering with
the production, processing, storage, transport or marketing of
herbal drugs. The item includes substances intended for use
as growth-regulators, defoliants or desiccants and any
substance applied to crops, either before or after harvest, to
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The limits for pesticides in herbal drug preparations are
calculated using the following expressions:

The competent authority may grant total or partial
exemption from the test when the complete history (nature
and quantity of the pesticides used, date of each treatment
during cultivation and after the harvest) of the treatment of
the batch is known and can be checked precisely according
to good agricultural and collection practice (GACP).

Table 2.8.13.-1

protect the commodity from deterioration during storage and
transport. Pesticide residues can be present and are
controlled in herbal drugs and herbal drug preparations.

Umits
Unless otherwise indicated in the monograph, the herbal
drug to be examined at least complies with the limits
indicated in Table 2.8.13.-1. The limits applying to
pesticides that are not listed in Table 2.8.13.-1 and whose
presence is suspected for any reason comply with the limits
(levels) cross-referred to by Regulation (EC) No. 39612005,
including annexes and successive updates. Limits for
pesticides that are not listed in Table 2.8.13.-1 or in
European Union texts are calculated using the following
expression:

Umll
(mg/kg>

0.1

0.3

0.•

1

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.2

0.05

0.01

0.1

0.5

0.2

0.5

0.01,
0.'

0.05

3

0.05

4

1.5

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.1

1

0.5

0.1

2

3
0.05

2

0.05

0.1

0.5

0.03

0.05

0.1

0.1

0.05

3

0.05

I

0.02

0.05

0.3

0.4

Dichlofluanid

Dichlorvos

Dicofol

Dlmethoate and omethcate (sum of)

Dithiocarbamares (expressed as CS2)

Endosulfan (sum of isomers and endosulfan sulfate)

Endrin

Ethion

Etrimphos

Fencblorophos (sum of fenchlorophos and fenchlorophos
oxon)

Feniuothion

Fenproparhein

Fensulfothion (sum of fensulfothion. feneulfcthion-oxcn,
fensulfothion-oxonsulfon and fensulfothion-sulfon)

Penlhion (sum of Ienthion, fenthion-oxon, fenthion-oxon
sulfon, femmon-oxon-!ulfoxid, fenthion-sulfon and fenlhion
sulfoxid)

Fenvelerate

Flueytrinate

t-F1uvalinole

Fonophos

Heptachlor (sum of heptachlor. cis-heptachlorepoxide and
lnIm-heplI.chIorepoxide)

Hexachlorbenzene

Hexachlorocyclohexane (sum of isomers (1;-. ~, &-and E)

Lindan (y-hexachlorocyclohexane)

Malathion and malaoxon (sum on

M<eart>am
Methaaiphos

McthamIdophos

Methidathion

Methoxychlor

Mirex

Monocrotophos

Parathion-ethyl and paraoxon-cmyl (sum of)

Paralhion-methyland paraoxon-methyl (sum of)

Pendimethalin

Pentachloranlsol

Pennethrin and isomers (sum of)

Pbosalone

Pboemet

Piperonyl butoxide

Pirim"bos-elhyl

Plrimiphes-merhyl (sum ofpirimiphos-methyl and N-desetbyl~

pirimiphos-methyl)

Procymidone

Profenophos

Prothiophos

Pyrethrum (sum of cinerin I. cinerin Il, jasmolin I,
jasmolinIl, pyrethdn J and pyrethrin m

Quinalphos

Quintozene (sum of quintoaene, pentachloraniline and methyl
penthacblorphenylsulfide)

S421

Tecnazene

Tetradifon

Vindozolin

Substance

Sampling of herbal drugs
Sampling is done according to general chapter 2.8.20. Herbal
dmgs: sampling and sample preparation.

Qualitative and quantitative analysis of pesticide
residues
The analytical procedures used are validated (e.g. according
to Document No. SAt'lCO/l023212006 or any subsequent

0.1

0.05

0.05

0.1

I

0.05

0.05

3

0.05

0.5

0.2

0.1

0.01

0.1

I

I

I

0.5

0.5

lJm11
(ing/l<g)

MRLHDxDER

ADIxM
MDDHPxlOO

maximum residue limit of the pesticide in the herbal drug
as given in Table 2.8.13.-1 or in Ell texts or calculated
using the expression mentioned abovej
druglexuaet ratio. i.e. me ratio between me quantity of
herbal drug used in me msnufacnrre of 8 hemal drug
preparation and the quantity of herbal drug preparation
obtainedj
daily dose of the herbal drug preparation, in kilograms.

ADIxM

acceptable daily intake. as published by FAD-WHO. in
milligramsper kitogmn of body maSSj

body mass in kilograms (60 kg)j
daily dose of the herbal drug, in kilograms.

If DER:$ 10:

If DER > 10:

ADl

DER

Substance

Acephate

Alachlor

Aldrin and dieldrin (sum 00
Azinphos-ethyl

Azinphos-merhyl

Bromophos-ethyl

Brcmcphos-methyl

Brompropylate

Chlordane (sum of ds-, mJnl' - and oxychlordane)

Chlorfenvinphos

Chlorpyriphos-ethyl

Chlorpyriphos-methyl

CblOrthal-dimethyi

Cyflulhrin (sum of)

l..-Cyhalothrin

Cypennelhrin and isomers (sum of)

DDT (sum of o.p'~DDE, p,p'~DDE. o,p'-DDT, p,p'-DDT. 0.

pi-IDE andpJP'~mE)

Deltamethrin

DilIzinon
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revisions of this document), In particular, they satisfy me
following criteria:
- the chosen method, especially the purification steps, is

suitable for the combination pesticideresidue/substance to
be examined, and not susceptibleto interference from
co-extractives;

- natural occurrence of some constituents is considered in
the interpretation of results (e.g. disulfide from crucifers);

- the concentration of test and referencesolutions and the
setting of the apparatus are such that the responses used
for quantification of the pesticide residues are within the
dynamic range of the detector; test solutions containing
pesticide residuesat a level outside the dynamic range,
may he diluted within the calibration range, provided that
the concentration of the matrix in the solution is adjusted
in the case where the calibration solutions must be
matrix-marched;

- between 70 per cent to 110 per cent of each pesticide is
recovered;

- repeatability of the method: RSD is not greater than the
values indicated in Table 2.8.13.-2;

- reproducibility of tile method; RSD is not greater than
the values indicated in Table 2.8.13.-2.

Table 2.8.13.-2

Concentration range of RepeB.tabWty (RSD) ReproduciblUty (RSD)
the pesticide (per cent) (per cent)

(mg/I<g)

0.001 ·0.01 30 60

> 0.01 - 0.1 20 040

> 0.1 - I 15 30

> I 10 20

M. Tannins in Herbal Drugs
(Ph. Bur. method 2.8.14)

Carryou' all theextraction and dilution operations prouaed from
/igh<
In the case of a herbal drug or a dry extract, to the stated
amount of the powdered drug (180) (2.9.12) or the extract in
a 250 mL round-bottomed flask add 150 mL of waterR.
Heat on a water-bath for 30 min. Cool under running water
and transfer quantitatively to a 250 mL volumetric flask.
Rinse the round-bottomed flask and collect the washings in
the volumetric flask, then dilute to 250.0 mL with waterR.
Allow the solids to settle and filter the liquid through a filter
paper 125 mm in diameter. Discard the first 50 mL of the
filtrate.

In the case of a liquid extract or a tincture) dilute the stated
amount of the liquid extract or tincture to 250.0 mL with
waterR. Filter the mixture through a filter paper 125 nun in
diameter. Discard the first 50 mL of the filtrate.

Total poiyphenols Dilute 5.0 mL of the filtrate to
25.0 mL with waterR. Mix 2.0 mL of this solution with
1.0 mL of phosphomolybdotungsti< reagent Rand 10.0 mL of
waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with a 290 f!!L solution of
sodium carbonate R. After 30 min measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) at 760 run (AI), using water R as the compensation
liquid.

Polyphenols not adsorbed by hide powder To 10.0 mL
of the filtrate, add 0.10 g of hide powder CRS and shake
vigorously for 60 min. Filter and dilute 5.0 mL of the filtrate
to 25.0 mL with waterR. Mix 2.0 mL of this solution with
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1.0 mL of phosphomolybdotungsti< reagent Rand 10.0 mL of
waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with a 290 f!!L solution of
sodium carbonate R. After 30 min measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) at 760 run (A2) , using waterR as the compensation
liquid.

Standard Dissolve immediately before use 50.0 mg of
pyrogallol R in waterR and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to 100.0 mL with
waterR. Mix 2.0 mL of this solution with 1.0 mL of
phosphomolybdOlUngsti< reagent Rand 10.0 mL of waterR and
dilute to 25.0 mL with a 290 f!!L solution of sodium
carbonate R. After 30 min measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at
760 om (A3») using waltr R as the compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of tannins expressed as
pyrogaUo! from the expression:

62.5(A I -A,)m,

A3 x m l

ItII mass of the sample to be examined, in grams;
1112; mass of pyrogaUol. in grams.

N. Bitterness Value
(ph. Bur. method2.8.15)

The bitterness value is the reciprocal of the dilution of a
compound, a liquid or an extract that still has a bitter taste.
It is determined by comparison with quinine hydrochloride,
the bitterness value of which is set at 200 000.

Detennination of the coneaion factor

A taste panel comprising at least 6 persons is recommended.
The mouth must be rinsed with water R before tasting.

To correct for individual differences in tasting bitterness
amongst the panel members it is necessary to determine a
correction factor for each panel member.

Stock solution Dissolve 0.100 g of quinine hydrochloride R
in water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to 100.0 mL with waterR.
Reference solutions Prepare a series of dilutions by
placing in a first tube 3.6 mL of the stock solution and
increasing the volume by 0.2 mL in each subsequent tube to
a total of 5.8 mL,; dilute the contents of each tube to
10.0 mL with waterR.
Determine as follows the dilution with the lowest
concentration that still has a bitter taste. Take 10.0 mL of
the weakest solution into the mouth and pass it from side to
side over the back of the tongue for 30 s. IT the solution is
not found to be bitter) spit it out and wait for 1 min. Rinse
the mouth with waterR. After 10 min, use the next dilution
in order of increasing concentration.

Calculate the correction factor k for each panel member from
the expression:

n
k= 5.00

,. number or millili[res of the stock solution in the dilution of
lowest concennarion that is judged to be bitter.

Persons who are unable to taste any bitterness when using
the reference solution prepared from 5.8 mL of stock
solution have to be excluded from the panel.
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Sample preparation
If necessary, reduce the sample to a powder (710) (2.9.12).
To 1.0 g of sample add 100 mL of boiling water R. Heat on
a water-bath for 30 min)stirring continuously. Allow to cool
and dilute to 100 mL with water R. Shake vigorously and
filter, discarding the first 2 mL of the filtrate. The filtrate is
labelled C-I and has a dilution factor (DF) of 100.

If liquids have to be examined, I mL of the liquid is diluted
with a suitable solvent to 100 mL and designated C-1.

Daermination of the bitterness 'Value

A-

5

Calculate the bitterness value of the sample to be examined
as the average value for aU panel members.

(YXk)
XxO.l

SolutionD (mL) 1.2 1.5 2.0 3.0 6.0 8.0

WOler R (mL) 8.8 8.5 8.0 7.0 '.0 2.0

Starting with dilution C-4 each panelmemberdetermines the
dilution which sriU has a bitter taste. This solution is
designated D. Note the DF of solution D is Y.

Starting with solutionD prepare the following sequenceof
dilutions:

s-

F

e-
m

~

I I-'---

45c

(DP = 1000)
(OF = 10000)
(DP = 50000)
(DP = \00 000)

Test solutloDSI
10.0 mL orC-1 is dilutedwith UKlUT R to 100 mL: C-2
10.0 mL ofC-2 is diluted withlOOterR to 100 mL: C·3
20.0 mLofC-3 is dilutedwith tDaler R to 100 mL: C-3A
10.0 mL ofC-3 is dilutedwilh water R to 100 roL:C-4

Determine the number of millilitres of solution D which,
when diluted to 10.0 mLwith water R, still has a bitter
taste 00.
Calculate the bitterness value for each panel member from
the expression:

O. Foam Index
(Ph. Bur. method 2.8.24)

PRINCIPLE
The foam index is determined by measuring the heightof the
foam produced by the equivalent of I g of herbal drug or
herbal drug preparation underthe statedtest conditions.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment (see Figure 2.8.24.-1) typically consists of
- a pipette stand;
- a 50 mL class A pipette with a rubber filler bulb;
- a 250 mL glass measuring cylinder with 2 mL

graduations and an internal diameter of 38 ± 3 mm,
Mount the pipetteon its stand so that the tip willbe located
45 ern from the base of the cylinder placedunder it. Position
the cylinder so that the pipette tip is aligned with its centre.
Before performing the test, fill me pipette and cylinder with
water to check that the liquid dispensed from the pipette
runsint.o the centre of the measuring cylinder. Mark the
location of the measuring cylinder.

A. rubberpipette flUer
B. 50 mL class A pipette
C. 250 mLglassmeasuring cylinder with. 2 mLgraduations and an internal
diameterof 38 ± 3 mm

Figure 2.8.24.-1. - Apparatus suitable for measuring thefoam
index

PROCEDURE
Preparation of the test solution
Introduce the quantity of powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) or herbal drug preparation prescribed in the
monograph into a 250 mL beaker. Add 50 mL of dis,aled
waterR and allow to standfor 30 min) mixing3-5 timeswith
a spatula during this period to disperse the powder without
producing any foam. Rinse the spatula and the internal walls
of the beaker with a further 50 mL of distilJed water R to
ensure thatas much of the herbal drug or herbal drug
preparation as possibleis contained within the liquid. Allow
to stand undisturbed for 30 min. Filter through a filter paper
125 mm in diameter, Use the filtrate as the test. solution.

Method
Mount the pipette on the stand. Take up 50.0 mL of the test.
solutionusing the pipette. Rinse the measuring cylinder with
distilled water R to wet its walls) then Introduce the remaining
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volume of test solution, taking care not to produce any foam.
Positionthe measuring cylinder on its mark underthe
pipette. Open pipette filler valveE to allow die solution to
run fromthe pipette into the measuring cylinder. Record the
maximum heightof the foam before it starts to collapse.
Repeatthe test twice, carefully rinsing the pipetteand the
measuring cylinder with distilled water R between tests.

Results
Determine the foam index (Ip) using the following equation:

H
Ie=-

m

H heightof the resulting foam, in eentlmetresj
m mass of the herbal drug or herbal drugpreperauon used to

prepare the(est solution, ingrams.

Record the average of 3 detenninations as the result.
This result represents the height of the foam for a test
solutionwith a theoretical concentration of 1 g in 100 nIL

P. Dry Residue of Extracts
(Ph. Eur. method2.8.16)

In a flat-bottomed dish about 50 mm in diameter and about
30 mm in height. introduce rapidly 2.00 g or 2.0 mL of the
extract to be examined. Evaporate to dryness on a water-bath
and dry in an oven at 100-105 °C for 3 h. Allow to cool in a
desiccator overdiphospholUS penlOxide R or anhydrous silica
gelR and weigh. Calculate the result as a mass percentage or
in grams per litre.

Q. Loss on Drying of Extracts
(Ph. Eur. method 2.8.17)

In a flat-bottomed dish about 50 mm in diameter and about
30 mm in height. weigh rapidly 0.50 g of the extract to be
examined) finely powdered. Dry in an oven at 100-105 °C
for3 h. Allow to cool in a desiccator overdiphosphorns
penUJxide R or anhydrous silica gelR and weigh. Calculate the
resultas a mass percentage.

R. Test for Aristolochic Acids in Herbal
Drugs
Use Method RI unless otherwise directed in the monograph.

RI. Test for Aristolochic Acids in Herbal Drugs
(Ph. Eur. method 2.8.21)

CAUTION: arisUJkxhic adds arevery UJXi< and carcirwgenic.
Petform manipuJatWns in a fume cupboard whenever possible.
Take particular precautions, such as use ofa glove box, when the
substance is in dry 101m because of its electrostatic properties and
the tendency UJ disperse through the working areas,
MethodsA and B are intended to be cross-referenced in
monographs on herbal drugs that, according to
chemotaxonomic knowledge, areexpectedto be freefrom
aristolochic acids, but thatmay be subject to adulteration or
substitution withplant material containing anstolochic acids.
Methods A and B are intended to be used in the screening of
herbal drugs for aristolochic acids at the stated limits and will
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usually be complemented by macroscopic and/or microscopic
tests to excludeplantmaterial containing aristolochic acids.
Method C will not be used in specific monographs but is
provided as a method to confirm the presence of arisrolochic
acid I at levels equal to or greater than2 ppm. It may be
applied if chromatographic data suggests thepresenceof
aristolochicacid I.
These methods arenot designed for inclusion as assay
methods in monographs on thosedrugs that produce
aristolochic acidsas secondary metabolites; for these, a more
sensitive) validated method is required.

METIfOD A: SCREENING TEST FOR
ARlSTOLOCmC ACIDS
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Solvent mixture anhydrous formic acid R, waterR,
methanol R (I :9:40 VIVIV).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture, sonicate for
10 min and centrifuge.
Reference solution (a) Disperse an amount of
aristolochia HRS corresponding to 0.10 ing of eristolochic
acid I in 20.0 mL of the solventmixture, sonicate for 10 min
and centrifuge.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 25.0 mL with methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelF254 pial< R (2-10 1IJ1l).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR. wa,erR, ethyl
acetal< R, toluene R (3:3:30:60 VIVIVIV); use the upper layer.

Application 20 IlL as bands of 8 mm.
Development Over a pathof 6 em.
Drying In a current of cold airfor 5 min.
Detection Spray with a 100 gILsolution of stannous
chloride R in dilul< hydrochloric acid R until the plate is slightly
wet, heat at 100°C for 1 min and examine in ultraviolet light
at 365 run.

Sysl<m suitabiliry:
- the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)

shows 2 greenish-blue zones due to aristolochic acidsI
and II between Rp =0.35 and Rp =0.55, which may not
be completely separated;

- me chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
shows at least 1 of these zones (corresponding to 2 ppm
of aristolochic acid I).

Results In the chromatogram obtained withthe test
solutionno zone is similar in positionand fluorescence to
any of the zones due to aristolochic acids in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a).
If the chromatogram obtained with me test solution shows
any zones similar in positionand fluorescence to any of the
zones due to aristolochic acids I andII in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a), apply method B.

METIfOD B: LIMIT TEST FOR ARlSTOLOCmC
ACID I
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture aceUJnitrile R, waterR (50:50 VIV).
Test solution Weigh 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug
(710) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL, brown, screw-cap bottle and
add 100.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Stir for 30 min at
about 300 rlmin and filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 um).
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Reference solution (a) Dissolve thecontentsof a vialof
aristolochic add I CRS in the solvent mixture to obtain a
concentration of 0.04 J.1g/mL of aristolochic acidI.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve the contentsof a vial of
a,;,rolochic acidfor syswn suitability CRS (containing
aristolochic acidsI and II) in the solventmixture and dilute
(0 20.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Column:
- size: 1== 0.15 m, 0 = 2.1 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsi/y/ si/itagelfor chromatagraphy R

(3.5 pm);
- temperature: 40 "C.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: .rifluoroac<tic acidR, water R

(0.1:99.9 VIII);
- mobile phase B: lrifluoroacetic acidR, acetonitrile R

(0.1:99.9 VIII);

Tim,
(min)

0-25

25 - 30

30-3]

MobUe phase A
(per cent I'll')

85...., 35

35 0

0 85

MobUe phase B
(per cent I'm

15 -+ 65

65 --t lOO

100 -+ 15

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: anhydrous fonnic acidR, 1 gIL solution of

ammonium acetal< R in wow R (0.1:99.9 VIII);
- mobile phase B: anhydrous formic acid R, 1 gIL solution of

ammonium acetal< R in melhanol R (0.1:99.9 VIII);

Time Moblle phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIII) (per cent VIII)

0- 15 70 -;0 0 30 -;0 100

15 - 16 0 100

16 - 17 o ...... 70 100 -+ 30

Flow rate 0.4 mUmin.
In.jection 20 J.lL;: inject reference solution (a) twice, the test
solution twice,reference solution (a) twice, then reference
solution (b) twice.
Detection Massdetector as described belowunderA or B.
Adjust the flow rate) the temperature and the detector
settings so as to complywith the systemsuitability criterion.
A. Ion-trap massspectrometer equipped with an
electrospray ionisation (ESI) interface and MSn analyser.
Set the massspectrometer parameters for the MSj mode as
follows:

Flow rate 0.3 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 390 om.

Infection 25 ~L.

Syswn suitability.
- resolution: minimum 3.0 betweenthe peaks due to

aristolochic acids I and IT in the chromatogram obtained
withreference solution (b);

- signal-w-noise ratio: minimum 10 for thepeak due to
aristolochic acidI in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

Limit.:
- the sample complies with the test if the chromatogram

obtainedwith me test solutionshowsno peakwith the
same retention time as the peakdue to erisrolocblc acidI
in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
(2 ppm).

METHOD C, CONFIRMATORY TEST FOR
ARISTOLOCmC ACID I
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43).

Solvent mixture acetonilri/e R, waW R (50:50 VIII).

Test solution Weigh 2.0 g of the powdered herbal
drug (710) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL, brown, screw-cap bottle
and add 100.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Sonicate for
30 min and filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 um),

Reference solution (a) Dissolve the contents of a vial of
arnlOlodm acidI CRS in the solvent mixture to obtain a
concentration of 0.04 ~g/mL of aristolochic acid I.
Reference solution (b) Prepare a solution according to
the instructions suppliedwith amwlochic acidI CRS to obtain
a concentration of 0.45 IIg of aristolochic acidI in 10.0 mL
of the test solution.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 2.1 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsi/y/ si/ilagelfor chromatography R

(3.5 ~m);

- temperature: 40 "C.

Mod, Parent (111/%)
Isolation Relative collisionenergy

width (mi.) (pe'c eem)

MS' 359 2.0 30[M+NH4l+

MS' 298 2.0 35

- full scan of product ions: from m1z 80 to m1z 370;
- product ions to be monitored: m1z 252, m1z 268 and

m1z 281.
Syswn suitabih·ty:

- signol-to-noise ratio: minimum 100 for the monitored
product ions in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution(a);

- matrix interference test: the average of the 2 ratios of
reference solution (b) is inside the ± 40 per cent
interval of the average of the 2 ratios of reference
solution (a); otherwise it is necessary to adjust me
detector settings.

Results Evaluate the average ratios (252/268 and 281/268)
of the relative intensity of the 3 product ions of aristolochic
acidI in the test solution; evaluate the average of the 2 ratios
of the signals at the retention time of aristolochic acid I in
reference solution (a); if theaverage of the 2 ratios of the test
solution is within the ± 40 percent interval of the average of
the 2 ratios of reference solution (a), aristolochic acid I is
present in the test solution.
B. Triple-quadrupole massspectrometer equipped with an
ESI interface andMSn analyser.
Set the massspectrometer parameters for the MS2 mode as
follows:

- precursor ion: m1z 359 [M + NH.,)+;
- product ions to be monitored: mJz 265, m1z 281 and

m1z 296.

Syswn suitability:
- signal-lO-noise raw: minimum 100 for the monitored

product ions in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a);

- manix interfereme test: the average of the 2 ratios of
reference solution (b) is inside the ± 40 per cent
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interval of the average of the 2 ratios of reference
solution (3); otherwise it is necessary (0 adjust the
detector settings.

Results Evaluate the average ratios (265/281 and 296/281)
of the relative intensity of the 3 product ions of aristolochic
acid I in the test solution, evaluate the average of the 2 ratios
of me signals at the retention time of aristolochic acid I in
reference solution (a)j if the average of the 2 ratios of the test
solution is within the ± 40 per cent interval of the average of
the 2 ratios of reference solution (a), aristolochic acid I is
present in the (est solution.

H2. Test for Aristolochlc Acids I and II in Herbal
Drugs
(No Ph. Eur. Method)
CAlITION Aristolochic acids have been shown to behighly toxic
and carcinogenic. Extraordinary care should be taken in any
procedure in whidl rhcy areused.
In line with the prohibition of the use of ArislOlochia species
in unlicensed herbal medicines in the United Kingdom, a test
for absence of aristolochic acids I and II in herbal drugshas
been includedin the British Pharmacopoeia. The limit of
detection has been shown to be 0.00078 mg/mL
(approximately I ppm of aristolochic acids I and 11). It is
advised that the limit of detection for the system-in-use is
determined by the analyst. Aristolochic acids I and II arenot
confined to the genusAristolochia. The acids are also
reported as present in certain species of Asarom.

Sample preparation
Unless otherwise specified in the monograph, weigh 2 g of
the ground herbal drug into a centrifuge tube. Add 10 mL of
O.JM sodium hydroxide, shake for at least 2 hours and
centrifuge the mixture for 10 minutes at approximately
4000 revolutions per minute. Filter the supernatant layerif
visible particles remain in the suspension. Pass a 1.0 mL
portion of the sample solution with the aid of vacuum
through a solid-phase extraction column of 1 mL capacity
and containing 30 mg of divinylbcnzene and viny/f'YIl'OIidone
copolymer for chromwgraphy (30 urn) (Waters Oasis HLB,
30 mg/mL or Phenomenex StrataX, 30 mgImL is suitable)
previously washedwith 1 mL of methanol, followedby 1 mL
of water. Washthe columnwith 1 mL of O.IM sodium
hydroxide followed by I mL of a mixture containing
2 volumes of glacial acetic acid, 28 volumes of waterand
70 volumes of methanol. Elute the sample with 0.25 mL of a
mixture containing 98% of methanol and 2% of concentrated
ammonia. Evaporate the extract to dryness at 40° undera
stream of nitrogen and dissolve in O.?5 mL of methanol. If a
larger samplevolume is required then a larger capacity solid
phase extraction column maybe used.
Use this as solution (1) for the identification method
described below.

Identification
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix ill D, using the following solutions. Prepare
solution (1) as described above under Samplepreparation.
Solution (2) contains 0.01% w/v of aristolochic acidBPCRS in
methanol.
The chromatographic procedure may be carried out using
(a) a stainless steel column (25 cm x 4.6 mm) packed with
base-deactivated octade<y/silyl silica gelfor chromatography
(4 urn) (Genesis CI8 is suitable) maintaining the column
temperature at 30°, (b) a mixture of 45 volumes of 0.1% v/v
of onhophosphoric acidand 55 volumes of acewnilrile as the
mobile phase with a flow rateof 1.3 mL per minute and (c)
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a detection wavelength of 225 om. The identity of any peaks
suspected to be due to arisotolochic acids I and II may be
clarified by use of the UV spectrum recorded with a diode
array detector.
Inject I0 ~L of solution (2) and allow the chromatography to
proceed for 10 minutes. The test is not valid unless the
resolution factorbetween the peakscorresponding to
aristolochic acid II (retention time about 6 minutes) and
aristolochic acid I (retention time about7 minutes) is at least
3.0. Injectsolution (2) six times. The relative standard
deviation of the areas of the peaksis at most 1.5%.
Inject I 0 ~L of solution (I) and allow the chromatography to
proceed for 30 minutes. In the chromatogram obtainedwith
solution (1) the peaks due to aristolochic acid I and
aristolochic acidn areabsent.

S. Determination of Mycotoxins in Herbal
Drugs
I. Determination of Aflatoxin B, in Herbal Drugs
(Ph. Eur. method2.8.18)

CAUTION: aflatoxins arevery toxic and carcinogenic. Perfonn
manipulati()tlS in a fumecupboard whenever possible. Take
particular precautions, such as useof a glovebox,when roxins are
in dry form because of .heirelcarostalic properties and me
tendency ro disperse rhrough the working areas. Decontamination
procedure, for laboratory was'" of aflatoxins were developed by
me lmemationol Agencyfor Research on Cancer (lARC).
Aftatoxins arenaturally occurring mycotoxins produced
mainly by AspergiUus flavus and AspergiUus paras/liens. These
fungi are common and widespread in nature and are most
often found when certain grains aregrownunder conditions
of stress such as drought. The mould occurs in soil, decaying
vegetation, hay, and grains undergoing microbial spoilage,
and invades aU types of organic substrates whenever and
wherever the conditions are favourable for its growth.
Favourable conditionsinclude high moisture content and
high temperature. At least 13 different types of aflatoxin are
producedin nature and most of these are known to be highly
toxic and carcinogenic. Aflatoxin B1 is considered the most
toxic. Herbaldrugs that aresubject to contamination by
aflatoxins are tested by a validated method.
Unless otherwise indicated in the monograph, herbaldrugs
containnot more than2 p.gIkg of aflatoxin B1•

The competent authority may also require compliance with a
limit of 4 Jlg/kg for the sum of aflatoxins BIJ B2, G1 and G2 .

The method described below is cited as an exampleof a
method that has been shown to be suitable for devll's claw
root, gingerand senna pods. Its suitability for other herbal
drugsmust be demonstrated or another validated method
used.

METIIOD
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Aflatoxins aresubj«t to lighr dcgrodarion. Cany out me
determination proucted from daylight by using UV-ab,orl>ing foil
on windows in combination wjth subdued light, or curtains or
blinds in combination with anificiallight (fluorescent tubes are
a=plahle). Prorcer afiatoxin-comaining solnt"'ns from daylight.
Rinse glassware beforeuse with a 10 per cent VIV solutionof
sulfuric acid R and then rinse carefully with disrilled warer R
until no more acid is present.
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Table 2.8.18.-1. - AflatoxinB, standard solutions

Calibration curve Prepare the calibration curve using
aflatoxin B1 standard solutions 1 to 5) which covera range
equivalent to 1-8 ~gIkg of aflatoxin B, in the herbal drug.
Check me plot for linearity. If the contentof aflatoxin B1 in
the sample to be examined is outside of the calibration range,
the test solutionmust be diluted to an aflatoxin content that
is appropriate for the established calibration curve.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: octade<y/siIYI silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 pm),

Mobile phase:
- mobikphase A (forpost-column derivatisation with

photochemical reactor or pyridinium bromide):
autonitri1e R, methanol R, water R (2:3:6 VIVIV);

- mobile phase B (forpost-column derivatisation with
electrochemically derived bromine): add 0.12 g of
potassium bromide Rand 350 ~L of dilute nitric
acid RI per litre of mobile phaseA.

Flow Tate 1 mlJrnin.
Detection Fluorescence detector with a 360 run excitation
filter and a 420 run cut-offemission filter, or equivalent.
Recommended settings for adjustable detectors are365 run
(excitation wavelength) and 435 om (emission wavelength).
Injection 500 ~L.

Pou-cdumn derivatisation withpyridinium hydrolm»niJe
perbromide (PBPB):
- pulselesspump;
- T-piece withzerodead volume;
- polytetrafluoroethylene reaction rube) I = 0.45 rn,

0= 0.5 mm;
- mobile phaseA;
- post-column derivatisation reagent: dissolve 50 mg of

pyridinium hydrobromide perlmnnide R in 1000 mL of
water R (store protected from lightand use within
4 days);

- flow rateof the derivatisation reagent: 0.4 mUmin.
Post-eolumn den'vatisation with photochemical reactor (PHRED)
- reactor unitwith one 254 run lowpressure mercury UV

bulb (minimum 8 W);
- polishedsuppon plate;
- knitted reactor coil: polytetrafluoroethylene tubing knitted

tightly around the UV bulb, I =25 m, 0 =0.25 mm,
nominal void volume 1.25 mL;

- exposure time: 2 min;
- mobile phase A.

Post-eolumn den"vawau'on with elearochemica/ly generated
bromine (KOBRA):
- KOBRA-cell: electrochemical cell thatgenerates a reactive

formof bromine for derivatisation of aflatoxins, resulting
in enhanced fluorescence; available from various
commercial suppliers;

- Derivation direct-current supply in series with the
KOBRA-cell, providing a constant current of about
1001"\;

Test solution Use an immunoaffinlry column containing
antibodies against aflatoxin B1 with a capacity of not less
than 100 ng of aflatoxin B1 and which givesa recovery of not
less than80 per cent when a solution of 5 ng of aflatoxin B1

in a mixture of 12.5 mL of me/hanoi R and 87.5 mL of
water R is passed through. Allow the irnmunoaffinity column
to reach roomtemperature. To 5.00 g of the powdered drug
(500) (2.9.12) add 100 mL of a mixture of 30 volumes of
waterR and 70 volumes of methanol R and extract by
sonication for 30 min. Filter through folded filter paper.
Pipette 10.0 mL of the clear filtrate into a 150 mL conical
flask. Add 70 mL of water R. Pass 40 mL through the
immunoaffinity colwnn at a flow rateof 3 mUmin (not
exceeding 5 mlJrnin). Wash the column with 2 volumes,
each of 10 011.., of water R at a flow ratenot exceeding
5 mUmin and dty by applying a slight vacuum for 5-10 s or
by passing air through the immunoaffinity column by means
ofa syringe for 10 s. Apply 0.5 mL of methanol R to the
column and allow to pass through by gravity. Collect the
eluate in a 5 mL volumetric flask. After 1 min) apply a 2nd

portion of 0.5 mL of methanol R. After a further 1 min, apply
a 3rd PQrtiPJJ. of 0.5 mL of methanol R. Collect most of the
applied elution solvent by pressing air through or applying
vacuum to the column. Dilute to 5 mL with waterR and
shake well. IT the solution is clearit can be used directly for
analysis. Otherwise, pass it through a disposable filter unit
prior to injection. Use a disposable filterunit (e.g. 0.45 urn
poresize polyteuafluoroethylene filter) thathas been shown
not to cause loss of aflatoxin by retention.

Aflatoxin B1 primary stoch solution Dissolve aflatoxin
B1 R in a mixture of2 volumes of acetonitrile Rand
98 volumes of teI..ne R to give a 10 ~g/mL solution.
To determine the exactconcentration of aflatoxin B. in the
stock solution, record the absorption curve(2.2.25) between
330 om and 370 om in quartz cells.

Calculate the aflatoxin B. mass concentration, in micrograms
per millllitre, usingthe following expression:

AxMx 100

exl

A absorbance determined at the maximum of the absorption
curvet

M molar mass oraftatoxin 8 1 (312 gfmol)j
E molarabsorptivity ofROatoxin HI in Ihetoluene-acetonilrile

mfxrure (1930 m2/mol)j

optical path length ohhe cell (I em).

Aflatoxin B} secondary stock solution Prepare a
secondary stocksolutioncontaining 100 nglmL aflatoxin B1

by diluting aflatoxin B1 primary stock solutionwith a mixture
of 2 volumes of aceronitrik Rand 98 volumes of teluene R.
Wrap the flask tightly in aluminium foil and store it below
4°C. Before use, do not remove the aluminium foil until the
contents havereached room temperature. If the solution has
to be stored for a long period(forexample, I month), weigh
the flask andrecord the mass before and after each use of the
solution.
Aflatoxin B, standard solutions Place the volumes of
aflatoxin secondary stock solution indicated in
Table 2.8.18.-1 in separate 250 mL volumetric flasks. Pass a
stream of nitrogen through at room temperature until the
solvent has justevaporated. To each flask, add 75 mL of
methanol R) allow the aflatoxin BI to dissolve and dilute (Q

250 mL with waw R.

Standard solution

I

2

3

4

5

Volume of secondlll')'
stock solution (v.L)

125

250

500

750

1000

Final concentration of
standard solution

(ng/mL)

0.05

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
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Table 2.8.22.-1. - Ochratoxin A standard solutions

Calibration curve Prepare the calibration curve using
ochratoxinA standard solutions 1 to 7J which cover a range
equlvelent '0 0.5-250 ~g/kg of ochratoxin A in the herbal
drug. Check the plot for linearity. If the content of
ochratoxin A in the sample to be examined is outside of the
calibration range, the test solution must be diluted to an
ochratoxinA content that is appropriate for the established
calibration curve.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 rom;
- srotionary phase: ocrodecylsilyl siJi<a gelfor chromawgraphy R

(5 urn);
- temperature: 45°C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: water R adjusted to pH 2.3 with phosphoric

acidR;

3 mUmin (do not exceed 5 mUmin). Wash the column first
with 10 mL buffer solution pH 7.4 R then with 2 quantities,
each of 10 mI.., of water R at a flow rate not exceeding
5 mUmin and dry hy applying a slight vacuum for 5-10 s or
by passing air through the immunoaffinity column by means
of a syringe for 10 s. Apply 0.5 mL of methanol R to the
column and allow to pass throughby gravity"
Collect the eluate in a 4 mL glass vial. After30 s, applya 2nd

quantiry of 0.5 mL of methonol R and allow '0 pass through
the column by gravity into the same glass vial. After a further
30 s, repeatwith a 3m portion of 0.5 mL of melhanol R.
Collect any solvent retained on the column by pressing air
through or applying vacuum to the column. Evaporate the
combined eluates completely to drynessusing a thermal
block with a nitrogen blanket (40°C). Dissolve the residue in
0.5 mL (V:z) of solution A. If the solution is clear it can be
used directly for analysis. Otherwise, pass it througha
disposable filterunit prior to injection. Use a disposable
filter unit (e.g. 0.45 pm pore size polytetrafluoroethylene
filter) that has been shown not to cause loss of ochratoxinA
by retention.

O~bx~~o#n Apr!",!JJY ~~Q~~ solution Dilute 1.0 mL of
ochratoxin A solution R '0 100.0 mL with methonol Rand
shake thoroughly.

Ochratoxin A secondary stock solution Dilute 10.0 mL
of ochratoxinA primary stock solution to 100.0 mL with
methanol R and shake thoroughly.

Ochratoxin A standard solutions Place the volumes of
ochratoxin A primary stock solution or ochratoxin A
secondarystock solution indicated inTable 2.8.22.-1 into
separate flasks and make up to 50.0 mL with solution A.

0.5

0.1

SO
25

10

5

25

Final concentration
ofochratoxin A In
standard solution

(ng/mL)

Final concentration
of ochratoxin A In
stondlll'd solution

(ng/mL)

500
100

5000
2500

1000

500
250

Volume of
ochratoxin A primary

stock solution (JiL)

Volume of
ochratoxin A secondary

stock solution (J1L)

6

7

1

2

3

•
5

Standanl solution

Standard. solution

In massof the herbal drug taken foranalysis, in~i
VI volume of the solvent used for extraction, in millilitres;
Vi aliquot taken for inununooffinity clean-up,in miUilitrcsj
Vl final volumeof solution8fl:er elutionfromthe immunoaffinity

columnand dilution, in millilitresj
C measuredaflatoxin 8, concentration of the test solution,

in nanograms permillilitre.

- polytetrafluoroethylene reaction tube, I = 0.12 m,
0= 0.25 mm;

- mobile phase B.
Elution order Aflatoxin G21 aflatoxinGh aflatoxin Bb

aflatoxin HI'
Calculation Calculate the calibration curve y = ax + b,
with aflatoxin B1 concentration (ng/mL) on the x-axisand
the signal (51 on they-axis. The aflatoxinB1 concentration
(C) in a measured solution is equal to S;1J.

Calculate the aflatoxin B1 contentof the herbal drug, in
nanograms per gram, using the followingexpression:

The presenceof aflatoxin B1 may be confirmedby recording
the chromatogram without post-column derlvatisation, which

~ leads '0 a large decrease (greater than 10-fold) in the
response due to aflatoxin B I •

2. Determination of Ochratoxin A in Herbal Drug.
(ph. Bur. method 2.8.22)

CAUTION:ochratoxin A is nephratoxic and nephrocarcinogenic,
Poform manipulations in a fume cupboard. Takeparticular
precautions, such as use oj a glove box, when toxins are in dry
form buause of theirelectrosta,", propenks and the tendency w
disperse through the working areas. Decontamination proudures
for laboratory glassware containing ochratoxin A are n«mary
(see apjJ<ndix).
Herbal drugs that are subject to contamination by
ochratoxin A are tested by a validated method.
The method describedbelow is cited as an example of a
method that has been shown to be suitable for liquorice
extract and liquorice root. Its suitability forotherherbal
drugs must be demonstrated or another validated method
used.

METHOD
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Use brown glassware that is free from detergentresidues.
If necessary rinse glassware before use with a 10 per cent VIV
solution of m1jurie acid R and then rinse carefully with distiUod
waterR until no more acid is present.
Solution A l\1.ix 80 volumes of waterR, previously adjusted
'0 pH 2.3 with anhydrous fonnie acidR, and 20 volumes of
acetom"triJe R.
Test solution Use an immunoaffinity colwnn containing
antibodies against ochratoxin A with a capacityof not less
than 100 ng of ochratoxin A and which gives a recovery of
not less than70 per cent. Allow the immunoaffinity column
to reach room temperature.
To 2.00 g of the powdered drug (250) (2.9.12) add 80 mL
of a 30 gIL solution of sodium hydrogen carbonate Rand
extractby sonicationfor 30 min (change water of ultrasonic
bath after 15 min). Cool to room temperature and dilute to
100.0 mL (V,) with the same solution. Centrifuge.
Mix thoroughly 5.0 mL (V;) of the clear supernatant with
30 mL buffer solution pH 7.4 R and pass the whole solution
through the immunoaffinity colwnn at a flow rate of
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- mobile phase B: acetonitn"le R; Nwnber ofcontainers in batch (N)
Number of centainers to

be sompled (II)

NOTE: if the mass of the batch is greater than 25 000 kg, it is divided into
scb-betcbes, and the procedure is applied to each sub-batch as though it were
a homogeneous batch.

* sub;«lto a minimum total mass of 125 g for the bulk samplej if this
minimum requirement represents more than 10.0 per cenl of the mass of
herbal drug in the batch, the whole bitch may be used as the sample.

Take one sample from each container to be sampled.
The sample is taken from the upper, middle or lower section
of the container, such that the samples taken are
representative of different parts of the containers. In the Case
of large bales or bags, samples must be taken from a depth of
at least 10 cm. The mass of the material taken from each
container is such that the total mass of the bulk sample
complies with the following values.

NOTE: quartering consislS of placing the bulk sample, thoroughly
mixed, as a 1eveJ and square-shaped heapand dividing it
diagonally imo 4 equalparts. 2 opposite quarters areretained and
carefully remixed. The process is repeated as necessary until the
required minimum mass isobtained for the leSt sample.
Mill the test sample in a single pass through a 1 nun screen
or the screen size specified in the monograph. The use of a
milling machine is recommended.

Pass the milled sample through a 1 nun standard sieve or the
sieve specified in the monograph. The residue retained on
the sieve must not be more than 10 per cent of the total

Prepare the bulk sample by combining and thoroughly
mixing the samples taken from each of the randomly selected
containers (see Table 2.8.20.-1).

TESTSAMPLE
Unless otherwise prescribed in the monograph, prepare the
test sample as follows.

Reduce the size of the bulk sample by quartering (see Note
below) or by any other method that produces a
homogeneous sample, making sure that each retained portion
remains representative of the whole, until the minimum
retained quantity complies with the following conditions.

~I

11*= IN +1

1.00*

050

0.25

O~~Q

0.18

0.15

0.10

0.08

0.05

Minimum mass of somples 8S 8

percentage of the mass of the
balch of herbal dmg

500 g or mass of whole sample if bulk
sample is less than 500 g

250 g or mass of whole sample ifbulk
sample is less than 250 g

125 g

MInImum weight of test sample

> 3

1-3

< 50

50 - lOll

> 100-250

> .250.=0 500

> 500 - 1000

> 1000 - 2500

:> 2500 - 5000

> 5000· 10 000

> 10000-25000

Mass of herbal dmg In the batch
(kg>

* round II up 10 the next integer

Type of herbal dnJg

Roots, rhizomes. bark, herbs

Leaves. flowers, seeds, fruilS

Broken or fragmented drugs (where
average mass of the pieces is less rhan
0.5 g)

Time Moblle pha.se A MobUe phase B
(mln> (per cent VIP) (per cent V/J?

0-30 80 -oJ 40 20 -l> 60

30·35 40 -+ 20 60 ..... 80

35 - 37 20 80

31- 40 20 -0 80 80 ---> 20

Rinse glassware with methanol R and decontaminate by
immersion in strong sodium hypochhm·ce solution R for at least
2 h, then wash thoroughly with water.

T. Herbal Drugs: Sampling and Sample
Preparation
(Ph. Bur. method 2.8.20)

In order to reduce the effect of sampling in qualitative and
quantitative analysis, it is necessary to ensure that the
composition of me sample used is representative of the batch
of material being examined. The following procedures are the
minimum considered applicable for herbal drugs. NOTE:
other prrxeJures may be usedif they can bedemonstrated to
product represen""ive batch sampks..

BULK SAMPLE
Where external examination of containers, markings and
labels of a batch indicate that it can be considered to be
homogeneous, sample the number of randomly selected
containers indicated below. Where a batch cannot be
considered to be homogeneous, divide it into sub-batches
that are as homogeneous as possible, then sample each sub
batch as a homogeneous batch using, as a minimum, the
number of randomly selected containers indicated below.

APPENDIX: DECONfAMINATION
PROCEDURES FOR LABORATORY
GLASSWARE

Flow rate 0.8 mUmin.
Detection Fluorescence detector; recommended settings
for adjustable detectors are 330 run (excitation wavelength)
and 460 nm (emission wavelength).

lniection 20 ~L

Calculation Calculate the calibration curve y =ax + b,
with ochratoxin A concentration (in nanograms per millilitre)
on the x-axis and the signal (S) on the y-axis. The ochratoxin
A concentration (G) in a measured solution is equal to s;".
Calculate the ochratoxin A content of the herbal drug, in
nanograms per gram, using the following expression:

VI x V'2XC
mx V;.

m mass of the herbal drug used to prepare the test solution, in
grams;

VI volume of dilution, in miUilitre!lj
Vi aliquot taken for immunoaffinity dean-up, in millilitres;
V2 volume in which the residue is taken up, in millilitresj
C measwcd oduatoxin A ccocenaaecn of the test sofuuon, in

nanograms per miUilitre.
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Table 2.8.20.-1. - Operation of thesompling procedure in order to obtain theprescribed bulk sample
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MI1SS ofherbal
drogln 0.5 1 5

conto.lner (kg)

Total moss of No. of No. of Total No. of No. of Total No. of No. of Total
herbal drug in containers containen '""" of contolners containers mass of containers containers mass of
the batch (kg) in batch to be sample! in batch to be samples in batch to be sample!

sampled (g) sampled (0) sampled (0)

0.5 1 1 .2> - - - - - -

1 2 2 125 I I 125 - - -

5 10 5 125 5 4 125 1 1 125

10 20 6 125 10 5 125 2 2 125

2> - - - 2> 6 250 5 4 250

100 - - - 100 II 500 20 6 500

2>0 - - - - - - 50 9 625

500 - - - - - - 100 II 1000

MBSS ofherbal
drogln 25 125 500

contalner (kg)

Total mass of No. of No. of Total No. of No. of Total No. of No. of Total
herbul drug in containers containers man of contoiners containers mauor conto.lners conlslnen mass of
the batch (kg) in batch to he samplCl In botch to be samples in batch to he samples

sampled (g) sampled (g) sampled (g)

25 1 1 2>0 - - - - - -

100 4 3 500 - - - - - -

250 10' 5 625 2 2 625 - - -

500 20 6 1000 4 3 1000 1 I 1000

1000 40 8 1800 8 4 1800 2 2 1800

2000 80 10 3000 16 5 3000 4 3 3000

3000 120 12 3000 24 6 3000 6 4 3000

5000 200 16 5000 40 8 5000 '0 5 5000

10000 400 21 8000 80 10 8000 20 6 8000

25000 800 30 12500 160 14 12500 40 8 12500

mass of the milledsample, of which not morethan
2 per cent of the total mass of the milled sample may be of a
particle size greater than J.5 nun or 1.5 times the specified
particle size in the monograph. If these conditions aremet,
the sample and residue are to be well mixed to fonn the test
sample foranalysis.
In those caseswhere theserequirements arenot met, the test
sample foranalysis is composedof the 2 parts measured
separately. Therefore, the quantity required foreach analysis
is derived by weighing proportional quantities of the powder
and the residue.
NOTE: fordetermination of mkroscapic characters} a portion of
the milledtest sample is re-miUed through a 0.355 mm screen.

U. Microscopic Examination of Herbal
Drugs
(Ph. Bur. method2.8.23)

The microscopic examination of herbal drugs is carried out
on the powdered drug (355) (2.9.12) unless otherwise
prescribed in the monograph.

Chluralhydrare solution R is the most commonly prescribed
reagent. However, certain features arenot visible or not easily
seen after mounting in this reagent. In thiscase} other
reagents are used, forexample, a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glycerol R} which makes it possible to visualise starch
granules. It may alsobe necessary to prescribe specific
reagents in a monograph} for example: lactic reagent R which
is used to show the presence of various features} 10 percent
VIV alcoholic solution ofphloroglucinol R'and hydro<hlorie
acid R} which are used to identify the presence of lignin in
ceUs or tissues, ruthenium redsouuion R) which is used to
showthe presence of mucilage in cells or glycmJl R used [Q

showthe presence of starch and inulin.
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Examination under polarised light (betweencrossednicol
prisms) is used to identify starch granules (black cross
phenomenon),calcium oxalate crystals (refringence) or
lignified structures.

MOUNTING IN cm.ORAL HYDRATE SOLUTION
Place 2-3 drops of chloral hydrate 'olulion R on a glass
microscope slide. Disperse a verysmaU quantity of the
powdered drugin the liquid and cover the preparation with a
cover slip. Heat the preparation verygently to boiling on a
hot plateor a micro gas burner. Maintain gentle boiling for a
short time. Make surethat the quantity of mounting fluid is
sufficient. H necessary, add more fluid using a tapered glass
pipette. Allow to cool and then examineundera microscope.
Repeat the heating until thestarchgranules and the water
soluble contentsof the cells areno longervisible. Examine
undera microscope.
Chloral hydrate tends to crystallise as long needles.To avoid
this, proceed as follows: after heating, removethe coverslip;
to the preparation add 1 drop of a 10 per cent VIV mixture
of chloral hydmte solution R in glycerol R; place a clean cover
slip on the preparation; examine undera microscope.

MOUNTING IN A 50 PER CENT VIV SOLUTION OF
GLYCEROL
Place 2 drops of a 50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R on a
glassmicroscope slide.Dispersea very smallquantity of the
powdered drugin the liquid and cover the preparation with a
coverslip. Examine undera microscope.

MOUNTING IN A 10 PER CENT VIV ALCOHOLIC
SOLUTION OF PHLOROGLUCINOL AND
HYDROCm.ORIC ACIQ
Place a very small quantity of the powdered drug on a glass
microscope slide. Add 1-2 drops of a 10 per cent VIV
alcoholic solution of phloroglucinol R. Mix and allow the
solventto evaporate almost completely. Add 1-2 drops of
hydrochlmit. acidR and cover the preparation with a cover
slip. Examine immediately under a microscope. The red
colourindicates the presence of lignin.

MOUNTING IN LACTIC REAGENT
Place 2-3 drops of llUn"c reagent R on a glassmicroscope
slide. Dispersea very smallquantity of the powdered drug in
the liquidand coverthe preparation with a coverslip. Heat
the preparation very gently to boiling. Mainrain gentle boiling
for a short time. Make surethat the quantity of mounting
fluid is sufficient. If necessary, add more fluid using a tapered
glasspipette. Allowto cool and then examine undera
microscope. Lignified structures stainbright yellow;
structures containing cellulose remain colourless. Starch
granules stain moreor less violet; certain secretions (e.g.,
essential oils, resins, oleoresins) stainorange and corkstains
red.

MOUNTING IN RUTHENIUM RED SOLUTION
Place 2 drops of ruthenium red solution R on a glass
microscope slide.Disperse a verysmallquantity of the
powdered drugin the liquid and coverthe preparation with a
coverslip. After about 1 minute, allowa drop of distilled
waterR to be taken up between the slide and the coverslip.
Examine under a microscope. The mucilage stains violetred.
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V. Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) Based
Identification Techniques for Herbal
Drugs
1. INTRODUCTION
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) barcoding has been widely
usedas a molecular method for the identification of herbal
drugs. This method uses short regions of DNA with species
specific sequencesas barcodes for recognition. Within the
British Pharmacopoeia, selectedbarcode sequences will he
the basisfor any molecular identification technique. Where a
DNA-based method is specified within a monograph as an
identification method, the identified region and its species
specific sequencewill be published as pan of the monograph.
An example of a barcoding protocolis given belowand
contains the methodology and the sequence of the region
identified as specific to Ocimum unuiflolUm.
DNA barcoding of plant material is achieved by a multistage
procedure involving DNA extraction, polymerase chain
reactions (PCRs) and Sanger sequencing. DNA-based
ldentifkation t~cm!i<lU-es for herbal drugs utilise PCR in the
following two applications:
(a) to sequencea target region of DNA thatcontains key
characters for species identification,
(b) the use of a species specific PCR for a larget DNA
sequence andsubsequent detectionof the amplicon.
The principles and quality requirements for thesetwo
applications are described. Alternate methods may be used if
they comply with the quality requirements described below.

2. SCOPE OF METHOD
To establish the requirements for DNA extraction from
herbal drug material and the use of this extracted DNA for
either:
(a) amplification and sequencing of a target region of the
extracted DNA for the purposes of speciesidentification; or,
(b) amplicon production and detection techniques to
demonstrate the presence of a defined DNA sequence as
indicated in (a) and (b) under INTRODUCTION.

3. PRINCiPLE OF THE METHOD
DNA sequences for the identification of herbal drugs can he
detected by eitherdirectDNA sequencing or speciesspecific
amplification. Both techniques relyon the complementary
base pairing of DNA. PCR must be utilised to amplify the
target region.

KEY STAGES OF PCR ARE:
- double stranded DNA is denatured at high temperature

to fonn singlestranded DNA;
- two primers bind specifically to regions flanking the

sequence to be amplified, one on either strand of DNA;
- a thermo-stable polymerase enzyme constructs the

complementary DNA sequencestarting fromthe primer
binding positions;

- the three processes described above arerepeated as
required by the protocol, (typically between 30 and
40 times) to result in the formation of millions of copies
of the sequencebetween the primer binding positions;
this is the amplicon;

- the amplicon is detected by various means andcan be
used as the template for Sanger sequencing.

KEY STAGES OF SANGER SEQUENCING ARE:
- the amplicons are denatured at high temperature to form

single stranded DNA amplicons;

.. -- .-.
-~~~.--~----
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- one primer is used (this may be one used in the original
PCR) and binds specifically to one end of the single
stranded amplicons;

- a thermo-stable polymerase enzyme constructs the
complementary DNA sequence) starting from the primer
binding position;

- at random positionsthe construction of the
complementary DNA sequence is halteddue to the
Incorporation of a ftuorescently labelled
di-deoxynucleotide (ddNTP);

- amplicons are formed of every possiblelength, each with
a fluorescentJy labelled ddNTP terminal end;

- amplicons areseparated by capillary electrophoresis
according to their length, and the fluorescent label
recorded using a laser;

- the nucleotide identity at each base position of the
ampliconis ascertained;

- this process is repeated with another primer (this may be
one used in the original PCR) that binds specifically to
the oppositeend of the single stranded amplicons.

4. LABORATORY SET-UP REQillREMENTS
Becauseof the high risk of contamination of the working
materials with environmental, user or different sample DNA,
segregation of working areas by time and/orspace is an
effective method of reducing this risk. The movementof
people and materials betweenworking areas should be kept
to a minimum and be monitored. All areas should be suitably
decontaminated beforeand aftereach use and safeguards
introduced to prevent cross contamination of samples.
Recommended working areas include:
- DNA extraction fOF the use of reagents and equipment

used to extract DNA from plant materials;
- Pre~PCR exclusively for the use of reagents, equipment

and materials thathave not encountered amplicons;
- peR equipment positionedin a dedicated area for the

amplification processwhich occurs in a closed system;
- post~PCR dedicated to amplicon detectionmethods, as

for instance gel electrophoresis and UV transillumination.

5. DNA EXTRACTION
Pure DNA must be isolated from the herbal drug to be
tested. Several methods areavailable for this purpose,
including those basedon commercial kits. Representative
samples mustbe taken from each batch to be tested to
ensure consistency, Appendix XI T. Herbal Drugs: Sampling
and SamplePreparations. DNA extraction using 200 mg of
herbal drugas a superfine powderis suitable for the test.
DNA extraction should also be performed on herbal drug
mixed with tmH-psbA BP Nucleic Acid Reference Material
(BPNARM). The efficiency of the extraction shan be
confirmed by PCR amplification of the tmH-psbA BPNARM
and herbal drug DNA.

Many constituents presentin herbal drugsare inhibitory to
enzyme driven reactions such as peR. Caremust be taken to
ensure thatDNA used for testing is pure and sufficiently free
from inhibitors. Inlubitors extracted wil.h DNA can be
removed by the use of purification procedures, an example is
given under: DNA-BASED IDENTIFICATION OF
OCIMUM TENUlFLORUM LINN (Holy Basil); 2.
DNA PURIFICATION.

6. AMPLIFICATION
peR amplification is conducted using definedcycling
parameters, including denaturation and binding
temperatures. Manydifferent commercial enzymes and kits
are available whichcan be used once validated for the
intended purpose. When commercial kils are used the
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manufacturers' guidelines for optimisation should be
followed.
The concentrations shown below may be used as a generic
starting point for method optimisation: Polymerase buffer
(Ix), MgCl2 (2.5 mM.), DNA polymerase (I Unit), Prime rs
(0.1 ~M each), dNTPs (0.1 ~M each), DNA (10 ng may be
suitable) and water MB.

To conduct a PCR the numberof reactions required must be
known. From each DNA extraction, 2 PCRs are required
together with a positiveand a negative control reaction.
All common components should be measured and combined
together to createa master mix, usually thiswill containall
solutions except the DNA. The master mix is dividedequally
between each reaction tube and the DNA is added
individually.

All PCR tests should includerelevant positive and negative
controls. To the positive control reaction validated DNA
should be added. A solution of t",H-psbA BPNARM is
recommended. To the negative control, waler MB should be
added in place of the DNA.

7. DETECTION
Specificamplicons may be detected based on their size or
composition.
Detection by size can be achieved by agarose gel
electrophoresis or capillary electrophoresis.
Detection by sequence can be achieved by probe
hybridisation or enzymecleavage. Amplicon size and
sequence both contribute to melt-curve analyses.
A valid test is only achieved if the positivecontrol reaction(s)
gives an unambiguously positive result and the negative
controlreaction gives an unambiguously negative result.
A positiveresult can be shown by the presence of e-band of
the expectedsize using agarose gel electrophoresis.
A negative resultwill be the absenceof a band.

8. SEQUENCING
Sangersequencingcan be conductedusingvarious
commercially available kits andlor service providers.
Any validated protocolmay be followedand manufacturers"
guidelines may be used with commercial kits. A minimum of
two readsmust be produced for each DNA amplification,
with at least one in eitherdirection, and assembled into a
contig. The contig should have an overall Phred score of at
least 20; a value of 30 and over is preferable.
The leXt below isprovided for information and describes the
application of DNA-Based Identification techniques to a herbal
drug,

DNA-BASED IDENTIFICATION OF OCIMUM
TENUIFLORUM LINN. (HOLY BASIL)
I. DNA EXTRACTION
Follow the procedure described in Appendix XI V, 5.
DNA EXTRACTION.

2. DNA PURIFICATION
Care should be taken to ensure thatinhibitory substances
commonlyfound in Ocimum tenuiflornm herbal drug are
removed from DNA subsequent to extraction. Many
methods are available for this, as for instance the method
using propan-z-ol MB described below:
- to 50 It1. of DNA extraction solution add 35 ~L of

propan-2-o1 MB at 4°, mix by pipetting;
- centrifuge at 14,000 revolutions per minutefor

30 minutes at 4°;
- remove the supernatant, taking carenot to disturb the

pelletwhich may not be visible;
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- re-suspend the pellet in 200 ~L of ethanol (70%) ar
ambient temperature;

- centrifuge at 14,000 revolutions per minutefor
10 minutes at ambient temperature;

- remove the supernatant liquid taking care not to disturb
the pellet, allow any excess ethanol to evaporate at
ambient temperature for at least 25 minutesor until dry.

- dissolve the pellet in 50 ~L of tris-EDTA bufferpH 8.0;
- dilute 1 volume of the DNA solution with 9 volumes of

tris-EDTA blliferpH 8.0 immediately prior to testing.

3. AMPUFICATION
Prepare as described in Appendix XI V, 6.
AMPUFICATION.

Amplification of the tmH-psbA region of the plastid genome
is achieved using the following primers and cycling
programme.

Cycling programme:

initial denaturation step at 95° for 5 minutes,
35 cycles consistingof
- 95° for 1 minute;
- 30 seconds at touchdowntemperature;
- 72° for 1 minute;

final extension period at 72° for 7 minutes;
The touchdown temperature begins at 58° and is reduced by
10 per cycle until 480

, then continued at 480 for the
remainder of the program. .
H amplification is unsuccessful after purification and dilution
of the DNA sample, secondary PCR using I ~L of the initial
amplification as the template for a second is acceptable using
the same parameters.

4. AMPUCON DETECTION
Any validated method may be used for this purpose; agarose
gel electrophoresis incorporating a DNA specificdye is
suitable. Recommended parameters area 1.0% wlv gel made
with O.5x TBE blliferMB, run at 60V for I hour and
subsequently visualised in an appropriate systemsuch as a
UV transilluminator.
A positive resultis shown by the presenceof a band of the
expected size (approximately 400 bp); a DNA ladder should
be run adjacent £0 the samples to show size separation.
A negative resultis shown by the absenceof a band at this
positionon the gel.

S. SEQUENCING
The amplicon is sequenced using the amplification primers
and is conductedas described underAppendix XI V, 8.
SEQUENCING

6. OCIMUM TENUIFLORUM TRNH-PSBA REGION
SEQUENCE
The sequenceof the tmH-psbA spacerregionfor Ocimum
tenuiflomm is given below, with the bases shown in lower case
text being the key bases for identification. These must be
checked against all contigs produced usingmultiple
alignment software (Clustal Omega may be suitable).

>Ocimom_trnH-psbA_reference_sequence
GTTATGCATGAACGTAATGCTCATAACTTCCCTCTAGACCTAGCTGCTAT
TGAAGCTCCAACAAATGGCTAAGacttqttCTTGGTGTGTAGAAGTTTTT
GAAATATAGATAAATATAAGGAGCAATAAACCCT'l'TCTTGTTCTATCAAA
AGAGGGTTTATTGCTCCTTTCTTT'I'CTTTTCAATTATGAGTcctttTCTA
TT'TTTCTaqtAGTATTGGACTTACCTAGACTT'l'TCTTTCCATAAAAGAAA
GAAGATAAAAAAAATGATTGAAATTTTATCTTTTGTTTTACAATTT1'GCA
AAAAAAATTCAAATTGAAAAAGTGAATTCGTaaataAATAGAAAATTTTC
T'l"TTTAGATTTTTAGAGTAGAGGGGCGGATG'I'AGCCAAGTGGATCAAGGC
AGTGGattgtGAATCCACCCATGCGCG

7. SEQUENCE MATClDNG
n-nH-psbA sequences for the identification of Odmum
tenuifiorum samples must be a minimum of 300 bp in length,
and must cover the key basesfor identification. Overall
matchingof the sequences shouldbe above 95%, and the key
bases must match 100% with no gaps.

DNA-BASED IDENTIFICATION OF ANETHUM
GRAVEOLENS SOWA
1. DNA EXTRACTION
Pellow the procedure described in Appendix XI V, 5.
DNA EXTRACTION.

Z. DNA PURIFICATION
DNA extracted from Anethum graveolens Sowa does not
require further purification; however, a 1:10 dilution in Ttis
EDTA bllifer pH 8.0 can enhance results.

3. AMPUFICATION
Prepare as described in Appendix XI V, 6.
AMPUFICATION.

Amplification of the ITS2 region of the nuclear genome is
achievedusing the following primers and cyclingprogramme.

Sequence (5' to 3')
ATGCGATACITGGTGTGAAT
GACGClTcrcCAGACTACMT

Primername
ITS2 FOIWard
ITS2 Reverse

Cycling programme:
- initial denaturation step at 95° for 5 minutes;
- 40 cycles consisting of
- 950 for 30 seconds;
- 560 for 30 seconds;
- 720 for 45 seconds;
- final extension period at 720 for 10 minutes.

4. AMPUCON DETECTION
Any validated method,which incorporates a DNA ladder,
may be used for this purpose; agarose gel electrophoresis
incorporating a DNA specific dye is suitable. Recommended
parameters area 2.0% wlv gel made with O.sx TBE buffer
MB, run at 60 V for 1 hourand subsequently visualised in
an appropriate systemsuch as a UV transilluminator,

A positive resultis shown by me presenceof a bandof the
expected size (approximately 480 bp); a DNA ladder should
be run adjacent to the samples [0 show size separation.
A negative result is shown by me absence of a bandat this
position on the gel.

5. SEQUENCING
The ampUcon is sequenced using the amplification primers
and is conducted as described underAppendix XI V, 8.
SEQUENCING

6. ANETHUM GRAVEOLENS SOWA ITSZ REGION
SEQUENCE
The sequenceof the ITS2 region forAnethum graTJeQlens
Sowa is given below, with the basesshown in lowercase [ext
being the key bases for identification. These must be checked

Sequence (5' to 3')
CGCGCATGGTGGATfCACAATCC
GTIATGCATGAACGfAATGCTC

Primer name
tmH
p,bA
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against aU comigs produced using multiple alignment
software (Clustal Omega may be suitable).

>Anethum_9raveolens_Sowa_ITS2_reference_sequence
TTTGCTTGCCCCAACCACTCACTCCT'FGATGAGATGTGCTGGTTTTTGGG
CGGAAATTGGCCTCCCGTGCCTTGTTGTGCGGTTGGTGCAAAAGCGAGTC
TCCGGCGTTGGACGTCGTGACATCGGTGGTTGTAAAAGA.CCCTCTTGACT
TGTCGCACGAATCCTCGTCATCTAAGTGAGCTCTAGGACCCTr999cacc
acACAATCTGTTTGCCCTAACTGTGACCCCAGGTCA.GGCG

7. SEQUENCEMATClllNG
ITS2 sequences for the identification of Anethum graveolens
Sows samples must be a minimum of 240 bp in length, and
must coverthe key basesfor identification. Overall matching
of the sequencesshould be above 95%, and the keybases
must match 100% withno gaps.

DNA-BASED IDENTIFICATION OF TRIBULUS
TERRESTRIS FRUIT
1. DNA EXTRACTION
Follow the procedure described in Appendix XI V, 5.
DNA EXTRACTION.

2. DNA PURIFICATION
DNA extracted from Tribulus terresris Fruitdoes not require
further purification.

3. AMPUFICATION
Prepare as described in Appendix Xl V, 6.
AMPUFICATION.

Amplification of the ITS2 region of the nuclear genome is
achieved usingthe following primers and cycling programme.
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>Tribulus_terrestris_ITS_reference_sequence
CACtcgygcgATGCGTTCCACGctctccaCGGGGACTTGgccaccgcgcg
tTGCTTTATCGGATCATAACAAACCCCGGCGCGGAATGCGTCAAGGAATC
TtwaaATGCGTCGGCACGGCCTTGTGACCCTATCGCAGGGCGTCAGTGCC
AGTGCACTATTactACACGAACGACTCTCGGCAACGGATATCTCGGCTCT
CGCATCGATGAAGAACGTAGCGAAATGCGATACTT

7. SEQUENCE MATClllNG
Amplification of the ITS regionfor the identification of
Tribulus tern"''':' samples yields a product of approximately
700 bp, within the amplification product lies the reference
sequence whichmust be a minimum of 235 bp in length,
and must coverthe key basesfor identification. Overall
matching of the sequences shouldbe above 95%J and the key
bases must match 100% withno gaps.

Primer name
ITS I Fonvard
ITS4 Reverse

Sequence (5' to 3')
TCCGTAGGTGAACCTGCGG
TCCTCCGCITATIGATATGC

Cycling programme:
- initial denaturation step at 95° for 5 minutes;
- 35 cyclesconsisting of
- 95° for 60 seconds;
- 60° for 30 seconds;
- 72° for 60 seconds;
- final extension periodat 72° for 7 minutes.

4. AMPUCON DETECTION
Any validated method, whichincorporates a DNA ladder,
may be used for this purpose; agarose gel electrophoresis
incorporating a DNA specificdye is suitable. Recommended
parameters are a 2.0% wlv gel made with O.5x THE briffer
MB, ron at 60 V for 1 hour and subsequently visualised in
an appropriate systemsuch as a UV transilluminator.
A positive result is shown by the presence of a band of the
expected size (approximately 700 bp); a DNA ladder should
be ron adjacent to the samples to show size separation.
A negative result is shown by the absence of a band at this
position on the gel.

S. SEQUENCING
The amplicon is sequencedusing the amplification primers
and is conducted as described under Appendix XI V, 8.
SEQUENCING

6. TRIBULUS TERRESTRIS FRUIT ITS REGION
SEQUENCE
The sequenceof the ITS region for Ttibulus terrestris Fruit is
given below, with the basesshown in lower case textbeing
the key bases for identification" These must be checked
against all contigsproduced usingmultiple alignment
software (Clustal Omega may be suitable).
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Definltion
The DNA product of a PCR.
The copying of DNA during a PCR
The identification of a DNA base by sequencing software.
The complementary pairing of two nucleotides, A&Tor G&C, whichforms the
unit of measurement for the lengthof a DNA molecule.
British Pharmacopoeia Nucleic Acid Reference Material.
The productof the combining of several individual DNA sequencing reads,
providing a consensus of the correct sequence.
A set of overlapping DNA sequencing reads fromone sample whichcan be used
to produce a"consensus sequence.
The monomeror individual unitof DNA; Adenine (A), Cytosine (e), Guanine
(G) and Thymine (T).
A modified formof the DNA monomerwithoutan -OH group present on the 3'
carbon of the deoxyribose sugarwhichis required to bind a subsequent
nucleotide.
Deoxyribonucleic Acid, a double stranded, helical molecule.
Mixture of DNA moleculesof known base pair length. These provide a measure
of how far a DNA molecule travels during gel electrophoresis.
The spacer DNA situated between the small-subunit ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
and large-subunit rRNA genes in the chromosome or the corresponding
transcribed region in the polycistronic rRNAprecursor transcript
Drawing up and expelling a substance up to ten times usingan automatic
pipette, with the aim of mixing the solutions.
A mixture containing the common components for several PCRs, this is made in
a large batchor master mix which is then divided betweenindividual reactions.
Master mixes contain enoughreagents for the required number of tests, typically
plus one to allow for piperting errors.
Drawing up and expelling a substance up to ten timesusing an automatic
pipette,with the aim of mixing the solutions.
Polymerase Chain Reaction - an enzymedriven reaction whereDNA molecules
arereplicated.
The likelihood thata base call in a DNA sequenceis incorrect, a scoreof 20 has
• I in 100 probability of being an incorrect call, 30 is I in 1000 etc.
A reaction comprising aU commonpeR components and a known DNA sample,
thereby proving the suitability of aU reagents.
A short single stranded DNA molecule which binds to the DNA to be amplified
in a PCR. This enables the enzyme to conunence replication, and therefore the
binding positions define the start and finish point of the peR.
The complementary binding of an oligonucleotide to a target DNA molecule
causing a measurable response.
The method by whicha DNA sequenceis resolved, developed by Frederick
Sanger and colleagues.
Identifying the order of the nucleotide sequence of DNA.
Tris-borate-EDTA Buffer Solution pH 8.4 MB
The machine that performs the cycling of temperatures required for a PCR.
Deionised, filtered and autoclaved water.

Contig

GLOSSARY
TWs glossary of terms relating to Appendix XI V is published for information only
Table XI V-I
Term
Amplicon
Amplification
Base caU
Base pair (bp)

Deoxynucleotide (dNTP)

BPNARM
Consensussequence

di-deoxynucleotide (ddNTP)

DNA
DNA ladder

Internal transcnbed spacer (ITS)

Master mix

Mix by pipettiog

PCR

Mix by pipettiog

Phred score

Positive control

Primer (oligonucleotide)

Sanger sequencing

Probe hybridisation

Sequencing
TBE buffer MB
Thermal cycler
Water MB
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W. High-Performance Thin-Layer
Chromatography of Herbal Drugs and
Herbal Drug Preparations
(ph. Eur. method 2.8.25)

High-performance thin-layer chromatography (HPTLC) is
used for qualitative analysis of herbal drugs and herbal drug
preparations. It is a thin-layer chromatographic technique
(2.2.27) that usually uses a glass plate coated with a uniform,
porous layer (average pore size 6 run), typically 200 urn
thick, of irregular particles of silica gel between 2 um and
10 pm in size and with an average size of 5 Jim, a polymeric
binder and a fluorescence indicator (Fuv. The results are
qualified using a system suitability test.

EQUIPMENT
The equipment used for qualitative HP11..C typically consists
of:
- glass plates, as described above, usually 20 x 10 em in

size;
- devices suitable for the application of specified volumes of

solutions as bands and allowing control of the dimensions
and position of application;

- a device suitable for conditioning the stationary phase at
the prescribed relative humidity;

- a suitable chromatographic tank (for example, a twin
trough chamber);

- a device suitable for the reproducible drying of the
developed plate;

- devices suitable for me application of reagents to, and
heating of, the plate liS part of the derivatisation
procedure;

- a system suitable for the electronic documentation of
chromatograms under 254 om UV, 366 om UV and
white light.

NOTE Nonnal thin-layer chromatographic methods using
glass plates or sheets coated with particles of 5-40 urn or
HPTLC aluminium-backed sheets may be used, provided
that the results obtained fullil the general system suitability
criteria that the bands develop perpendicular to the lower
edge of the plate and the solvent front is parallel to the upper
edge of the plate, and satisfy the system suitability test stated
in the individual monograph.

METHOD
Preparation of test solution
The test solution is prescribed in the individual monograph
and is usually prepared as follows.

For dry herbal drugs or dry herbal extracts, mix 0.5 g of the
powdered herbal drug or 0.1 g of the dry herbal extract with
5.0 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 15 min; filter or
centrifuge and use the filtrate or supernatant as the test
solution.

For essential oils, dissolve 50 J.lL of the essential oil in
1.0 mL of toluene R and use this solution as the test solution.

Preparation of reference soludons
Reference solutions are prescribed in the individual
monograph and are usually prepared as follows. Prepare a
I mglmL solution (identified as IR' in the chromatograms
associated with the monograph) of suitable reagent(s) or
reference standard(s) in melhanol R Of, for essential oils, in
toluene R. Prepare a second reference solution (diluted
reference solution, identified as 'RII4' in the chromatograms
associated with the monograph) by mixing 1 volume of this
solution and 3 volumes of the same solvent (in some cases a
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different diluted reference solution, e.g. 'R1/20', may be
prescribed instead). Both solutions are used as intensity
references.

Intensity marker
Use one or more of the substances in the reference solution
and in the diluted reference solution as intensity marker(s)
for the evaluation of the chromatogram.

Preparation of system suitability test solution
Prepare the system suitability test (SST) solution as stated in
the individual monograph.

Sample application and plate layout
Samples are usually applied as narrow bands 8 mm in length
at a distance of 8 mm from the lower edge of the plate.
The centre of the first track, which is used for the system
suitability test solution, is positioned 20 mrn from the left
edge of the plate. The minimum distance between tracks
(centre to centre) is II mrn. A maximum of 15 tracks are
applied onto a standard plate. Ifno electronic solvent front
detection device is used, the development distance is marked
with a pencil close to the right or left edge of the plate.

Conditioning of the plate
Following sample application and unless otherwise stated in
the individual monograph, expose the plate to air with a
suitable relative humidity obtained using a saturated solution
of magnesium chloride R (for example, by allowing the plate to
stand in a closed chamber containing such a solution for 1 h
or by using preconditioned air).

Preparation of the tank and development of the plate
Unless otherwise stated in the individual monograph, the
chromatographic separation is performed in a saturated tank.
Where a twin trough chamber is used, place a piece of filter
paper in the rear trough. Load the tank with a sufficient
quantity of mobile phase to wet the filter paper completely
and achieve a level of 5 mm in both troughs. With the lid
dosed, leave the tank for 20 min for saturation. Introduce
the plate in a vertical position into the front trough of the
tank so that the coating layer faces the filter paper. When the
mobile phase has reached the prescribed distance (usually
70 mm from the lower edge of the plate), remove the plate
from the tank and dry in a vertical position in a stream of air
at room temperature. Other tank configurations and
development distances may be specified in an individual
monograph.

NOTE Other tanks may be employed if the results
obtained fulfil all of the system suitability criteria.

Visualisation
Chromatograms on the plate are visualised as stated in the
individual monograph under Detection. Where derivatisation
reagents are used, typically 3.5 mL of reagent solution is
homogenously sprayed onto a plate of size 20 x 10 em, or
the plate is immersed into the reagent solution, typically at a
speed of 5 mmls for a dwell time of I s. Observation may be
performed under 254 om UV, 366 om UV or while light
prior to and/or after derivatisation. When pictures are
digitally recorded, exposure time should be adjusted based on
the track used for the system suitability test solution.

System sultability test
This test is based on the separation of 2 substances that have
similar retardation factors (Rp values) but that are barely
separable under the specified chromatographic conditions
(for example, chlorogenic acid and hyperoside in
chromatographic systems used for flavonoids). The results for
the test and reference solutions are only valid when the
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system suitability test solution satisfies the separation
requirement stated in the individual monograph.

Visual evaluation
The chromatograms obtained with the test and reference
solutions are compared with the descriptions in the results
section of the individual monograph) with respect to zone
position and colour, as well as intensity for the (est solution.
Zones of the test solution described as 'equivalent' or without
an indication of intensity have intensities similar to the zone
of the intensity marker in the reference solution (R). Zones
described as 'intense' are visually more intense than the zone
of the intensity marker in the reference solution; zones
described 8S 'faint' are visually less intense than the zone of
the intensity marker in the reference solution, but equal to or
more intense than the zone of the intensity marker in the
diluted reference solution (RI/4, Rl120, etc.); zones
described as 'very faint' are visually less intense than the zone
of the intensity marker in the diluted reference solution.
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Appendix XII
A. Disintegration
1. Disintegradon of Tablets and Capsules'
(Ph. Bur. method 2.9.1)

This test is provided to determine whether tablets or capsules
disintegrate within the prescribed time when placed in a
liquid medium under the experimental conditions presented
below.

For the purposes of this test, disintegration does not imply
complete dissolution of the unit or even of its active
constituent. Complete disintegration is defined as that state
in which any residue of the unit, except fragments of
insoluble coating or capsule shell, remaining on the screen of
the test apparatus or adhering to the lower surface of the
discs, if used, is a soft mass having no palpably firm core.

tUse apparatus A for tablets and capsules that are not
greater than 18 nun long. For larger tablets or capsules use
apparatus B.•

-TESTA- TABLETS AND GAPSULES OF NORMAL
SIZE
Apparatus
The apparatus consists of a basket-rack assembly, aIL, low
form beaker, 149 ± 11 nun in height and having an inside
diameter of 106 ± 9 nun for the immersion fluid, a
thermostatic arrangement for heating the fluid between 35 "C
and 39 °C, and a device for raising and lowering the basket
in the immersion fluid at a constant frequency rate between
29 and 32 cycles per minute, through a distance of
55 ± 2 nun. The volume of the fluid in the vessel is such
that at the highest point of the upward stroke the wire mesh
remains at least 15 nun below the surface of the fluid, and
descends to not less than 25 nun from the bottom of the
vessel on the downward stroke. At no time should the top of
the basket-rack assembly become submerged. The time
required for the upward stroke is equal to the time required
for the downward stroke, and the change in stroke direction
is a smooth transition, rather than an abrupt reversal of
motion. The basket-rack assembly moves vertically along its
axis. There is no appreciable horizontal motion or movement
of the axis from the vertical.

Basket-rack assembly The basket-rack assembly consists
of 6 open-ended transparent tubes, each 77.5 ± 2.5 mm
long and having an inside diameter of 21.85 ± 1.15 mm and
a wall 1.9 ± 0.9 mm thick; the tubes are held in a vertical
position by 2 plates, each 90 ± 2 mm in diameter and
6.75 ± 1.75 mm in thickness, with 6 holes, each
24 ± 2 mm in diameter, equidistant from the centre of the
plate and equally spaced from one another. Attached to the
under surface of the lower plate is a woven stainless steel
wire cloth) which has a plain square weave with
2.0 ± 0.2 rom mesh apertures and with a wire diameter of
0.615 ± 0.045 mm. The parts of the apparatus are
assembled and rigidly held by means of 3 bolts passing
through the 2 plates. A suitable means is provided to
suspend the basket-rack assembly from the raising and
lowering device using a point on its axis.

The design of the basket-rack assembly may be varied
somewhat provided the specifications for the glass tubes and
the screen mesh size are maintained. The basket-rack

I Thischapter hasundergone phamraropoeial hannonisatiQII. Su chapter
5.8 Pharmacopoeial harmonUation.
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Figure 2.9.1.-1. - Disintegration apparatus A
Dimensions in ml1/imetre.s

assembly conforms to the dimensions shownin
Figure 2.9.1.-1.

Discs The use of discs is permitted onlywhere specified or
allowed. Each tube is provided with a cylindrical disc
9.5 ± 0.15 mm thick and 20.7 ± 0.15 mm in diameter.
The disc is made of a suitable" transparent plastic material
having a specific gravity of 1.18-1.20. 5 parallel 2 ± 0.1 mm
holes extend between the ends of the cylinder. One of the
holes is centered on the cylindrical axis. The otherholes are
parallel to the cylindrical axis and centered 6 ± 0.2 mm

from the axis on imaginar:y linesperpendicular (0 the axis
and to each oilier, as defined in Figure 2.9.1.-1. 4 identical
trapezoidal-shaped planesare cut into the wall of the
cylinder, nearly perpendicular to the ends of the cylinder.
The trapezoidal shape is symmetrical; irs parallel sides
coincide with the ends of the cylinder and areparallel to an
imaginary line connecting the centres of 2 adjacent holes
6 mm from the cylindrical axis. The parallel side of the
trapezoid on the bottomof the cylinder has a length of
1.6 ± 0.1 mm and its bottomedges lie at a depth of 1.5 mm
to 1.8 mm from the cylinder's circumference. The parallel
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Figure 2.9.1.-2. - Disintegration apparatus B
Dimensions in miJIimetreS

side of the trapezoid on the top of the cylinder has a length
of 9.4 ± 0.2 nun and its centrelies at a depth of
2.6 ± 0.1 mm from thecylinder's cirewnference.
All surfaces of the disc are smooth.
If the use of discs is specified, add a disc to each tube and
operate the apparatus as directed underProcedure. The discs
conform to the dimensions shownin Figure 2.9.1.-1.
The use of automatic detection employing modified discs is
permitted where me use of discs is specified or allowed. Such
discs must complywil:h the requirements of density and
dimension given in this chapter.

Procedure
Place 1 dosageunitin each of the 6 tubes of the basket and,
if prescribed, add a disc. Operate the apparatus using the
specified medium,maintained at 37 ± 2 "C, as the
immersion ft.uid. At the end of the specified time, liftthe
basketfromthe fluid and observe the dosageunits: aU of the
dosageunits havedisintegrated completely. If 1 or

G
d'...

.....0 3.15±O.1
-»

31.4±0.13

o

2 dosageunits fail to disintegrate, repeat the test on
12 additional dosageunits. The requirements of the test are
met if not less than 16 of the 18 dosage units testedhave
disintegrated.

tTEST B - LARGE TABLETS AND LARGE
CAPSULES
Apparatus
The main part of the apparatus (Figure 2.9.1.-2.) is a rigid
basket-rack assembly supporting 3 cylindrical transparent
tubes 77.5 ± 2.5 mm long, 33.0 mm ± 0.5 mm in internal
diameter, and with a wall thickness of 2.5 ± 0.5 mm. Each
tube is provided with a cylindrical disc 31.4 ± 0.13 mm in
diameter and 15.3 ± 0.15 rom thick, made of transparent
plastic with a relative density of 1.18-1.20. Each disc is
pierced by 7 holes, each 3.15 ± 0.1 romin diameter, I in
the centre and the other6 spaced equally on a circle of
radius 4.2 mID from the centre of the disc. The tubes are
held vertically by 2 separate andsuperimposed rigid plastic
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Figure 2.9.2.-1. - Apparatus/or disinregrarion 0/suppasirories
and pessaries
Dimensions in millimetres

t
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stainless metal discs each containing 39 holes 4 mm in
diameter; the diameter of the discs is similar to that of the
interior of the sleeve; the discs are about 30 mm apart.
The test is carried out using three such apparatuses each
containing a single sample. Each apparatus is placed in a
beaker with a capacity of at least 4 L filledwith water
maintained at 36-37 °C, unless otherwise prescribed.
The apparatuses may also be placed together in a vessel with
a capacity of at least 12 L. The beaker is fitted with a slow
stirrer and a device that will hold the cylinders verticaUy not
less than 90 mrn below the surface of thewater and allow
them to be invened without emerging from the water.

Method Use three suppositories or pessaries. Place each
one on the lower disc of a device, place the latter in the
sleeve and secure. Invert the apparatuses every 10 min.
Examine the samples after the period prescribed in the
monograph. To pass the test:all the samples must have
disintegrated.

plates 97 rom in diameter and 9 mm thick, with 3 holes.
The holes are equidistant from me centre of the plate and
equally spaced. Attached to the under side of the lower plate
is a piece of woven gauze made from stainless steel wire
0.63 ± 0.03 nun in diameter and having mesh apertures of
2.0 ± 0.2 mm. The plates are held rigidly in position and
77.5 nun apart by vertical metal rods at the periphery.
A metal rod is also fixed to the centre of the upper plate to
enable the assembly to be attached to a mechanical device
capable of raising and lowering it smoothly at a constant
frequency of between 29 and 32 cycles per minute, through a
distance of 55 ± 2 nun.

The assembly is suspended in the specified liquid medium in
a suitable vessel) preferably alL beaker. The volume of the
liquid is such that when the assembly is in the highest
position the wire mesh is at least 15 mm below the surface of
the liquid) and when the assembly is in the lowest position
the wire mesh is at least 25 mm above the bottom of the
beaker and the upper open ends of the tubes remain above
the surface of the liquid. A suitable device maintains the
temperature of the liquid at 35-39 "C.

The design of the basket-rack assembly may be varied
provided the specifications for the tubes and wire mesh are
maintained.

Method
Test 6 tablets or capsules either by using 2 basket-rack
assemblies in parallel or by repeating the procedure. In each
of the 3 tubes, place 1 tablet or capsule and, if prescribed,
add a disc; suspend the assembly in the beaker containing
the specified liquid. Operate the apparatus for the prescribed
period, withdraw the assembly and examine the state of the
tablets or capsules. To pass the test) aU 6 of the tablets or
capsules must have disintegrated.•

2. Disintegration Test for Suppositories and
Pessaries
(ph. Bur. mellwd 2.9.2)

The disintegration test determines whether the suppositories
or pessaries soften or disintegrate within the prescribed time
when placed in a liquid medium in the experimental
conditions described below.

Disintegration is considered to be achieved when:

a) dissolution is complete,

b) the components of the suppository or pessary have
separated: melted fatty substances collect on the surface of
the liquid) insoluble powders fall to the bottom and soluble
components dissolve, depending on the type of preparation,
the components may be distributed in one or more of these
ways,

c) there is softening of the sample that may be accompanied
by appreciable change of shape without complete separation
of the components) the softening is such that the suppository
or pessary no longer has a solid core offering resistance to
pressure of a glass rod,

d) rupture of the gelatin sheU of rectal or vagioal capsules
occurs allowing release of the contents,

e) no residue remains on the perforated disc or if a residue
remains, it consists only of a soft or frothy mass having no
solid core offering resistance to pressure of a glass rod
(vagioal tablets).

Apparatus The apparatus (Figure 2.9.2.-1) consists of a
sleeve of glass or suitable transparent plastic) of appropriate
thickness, to the interior of which is attached by means of
three hooks a metal device consisting of two perforated
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Recommendations on Dissolution
Testing
(Ph. Bur. general texts 5.17.1)

This general chapter is non-mandatory; it provides in/onnau·on on
dissolution testing, on recommended dissolutWn media and on the
expression of dissolution spe<ijicalWns for oraldosoge fonns (sa
general chapter Z.9.3. Dissolution res, for solid dosage fonns). This
injonnation represents generally accepted parameters usedin the
field of dissolution.

Monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia
The following additional points apply to monographs of the
British Pharmacopoeia.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

For moulded suppositories, disintegration occurs in not more
than 30 minutes for fat-based suppositories and in not more
than 60 minutes for water-soluble suppositories, unless
otherwise justified and authorised.

For moulded pessaries, disintegration occurs in not more
than 60 minutes unless otherwise justified and authorised.

For rectal capsules and vaginal tablets and capsules,
disintegration occurs in not more than 30 minutes.

METHOD OF OPERATION FOR VAGINAL
TABLETS
Use me apparatus described above, arranged so as to rest on
the hooks (see Figure 2.9.2.-2). Place it in a beaker of
suitable diameter containing water maintained at 36-37 °C
with the level just below the upper perforated disc. Using a
pipette, adjust the level with water at 36-37 °C until a
uniform film covers the perforations of the disc. Use three
vaginal tablets. Place each one on the upper plate of an
apparatus and cover the latter with a glass plate to maintain
appropriate conditions of humidity. Examine the state of me
samples after the period prescribed in the monograph.
To pass the test aU the samples must have disintegrated.

In the determination of the dissolution rate of the active
substance(s) of a solid dosage form, the following are to be
specified:
- the apparatus to be used, and in cases where the flow

through apparatus is specified, which flow-through cell is
to be used;

- the composition, the volume and the temperature of the
dissolution medium;

- the rotation speed or the flow rate of the dissolution
medium;

- the time, the method and the amount for sampling of the
test solution or the conditions for continuous monitoring;

- the method of analysis;
- the acceptance criteria.

The choice of apparatus to be used depends on the physico
chemical characteristics of the dosage form. When a large
quantity of dissolution medium is required to ensure sink
conditions, or when a change of pH is necessary, the flow
through apparatus may be preferred.

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING CONDITIONS
The use of the basket and the paddle apparatus and the
reciprocating cylinder apparatus is generally based on the
principle of operating Wider sink conditions, i.e. in such a
manner that the material already in solution does not exert a
significant modifying effect on the rate of dissolution of the
remainder. Sink conditions nonnaUy occur in a volume of
dissolution medium that is at least 3-10 times the saturation
volume.

In general, an aqueous medium is used. The composition of
the medium is chosen on the basis of the physico-chemical
characteristics of the active substance(s) and excipient(s)
within the range of conditions to which the dosage form is
likely to be exposed after its administration. This applies in
particular to the pH and the ionic strength of the dissolution
medium.

The pH of the dissolution medium is usually set between
pH I and pH 8. In justified cases, a higher pH may be
needed. For the lower pH values in the acidic range, 0.1 M
hydrochlom add is normaUy used. Recommended dissolution
media are described hereafter.

Water is recommended as a dissolution medium only when it
is proven that the pH variations do not have an influence on
the dissolution characteristics.

In specific cases, and subject to approval by the competent
authority, dissolution media may contain enzymes,
surfactanrs, further inorganic substances and organic
substances. For the testing of preparations containing poorly
aqueous-soluble active substances, modification of the
medium may be necessary. In such circumstances, a low
concentration of surfactant is recommended; it is
recommended to avoid the use of organic solvents.

Gases dissolved in the dissolution medium can affect the
results of the dissolution test. This is true in particular for the
flow-through apparatus, where de-aeration of the medium is
necessary to avoid the formation of gas bubbles in the flow
through cell. A suitable method. of de-aeration is as follows:
heat the medium while stirring gently to about 41°C,
inunediately filter Wider vacuum using a filter with a porosity
of 0.45 urn or less, with vigorous stirring, and continue
stirring under vacuum for about 5 min. Other de-aeration
techniques for removal of dissolved gases may be used.

Using the paddle or basket apparatus, the volume of
dissolution medium is normally 500-1000 mL. A stirring
speed of between 50 rlmin and 100 rlmin is normally chosen;
it must not exceed 150 r/min.

D. water
B. dish, beaker

IE
i

A. glass plate
B. vaginaltablet
C. water surface

Figure 2.9.2.-2.
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For the flow-through apparatus, the liquid flow rateis
normally set between 4 mUmin and 50 mUmin.

RECOMMENDED DISSOLUTION MEDIA
The following dissolution media may be used.

Table 5.17.1.-1. - Examples of dissoluo'on media

pH Dissolution media

pH 1.0 Hel

pH 1.2 NBCI,HCI

pH 1.5 NaCI.HCI

pH45 Phosphate or acetatebuffer

pH 5.5 and pH 5.8 Phosphate or acetatebuffer

pH 6.8 Phosphate buffer

pH 7.2 and pH 7.5 Phosphate buffer

The composition and preparation of these various media are
indicated below.

Hydrochloric acid media
- 0.2 Mhydrochloric acid.
- 0.2 M,odium chloride. Dissolve 11.69 g of sodium

chloriiitiR in waterR and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the
same solvent.

For preparing mediawith the pH values indicated in
Table 5.17.1.-2, mix 250.0 mL of 0.2 M sodium chloride
and the specified volume of 0.2 M hydrochloric acid, and
dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.

Table 5 17 I -2 - Hydrochloric acidmedia

pH HCl (mL)

1.2 425.0

1.3 336.0

1.4 266.0

1.5 201.0

1.6 162.0

1.7 130.0

1.8 102.0

I.. 81.0

2.0 65.0

2.1 51.0

2.2 39.0

The hydrochloric acid media may also be prepared by
replacing sodium chloride with potassium chloride.

Acetate buffer solutions
- 2 M aao'c acid. Dilute 120.0 g ofglacial aceo'c acidR to

1000.0 mL with waterR.
- Awate buffer solution pH 4.5. Dissolve 2.99 g of sodium

aatate R in waterR. Add 14.0 mL of2 M acetic acid and
dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.

- Aatate buffer solution pH 5.5. Dissolve 5.98 g of sodium
aatate R in waterR. Add 3.0 mL of 2 M acetic acid and
dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
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- Acetatebuffer solution pH 5.8. Dissolve 6.23 g of sodium
aatate R in waterR. Add 2.1 mL of 2 M acetic acid and
dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.

Phosphate buffer solutions
For preparing buffers with me pH values indicated in
Table 5.17.1.-3, mix 250.0 mL of 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen
phosphate R and the specified volume of 0.2 M sodium
hydroxide, and dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.

Table 5.17.1.-3. - Phosphate buffer solutiatlS

pH 5.8 6.0 6.2 6.4 6.6 6.8

NaOH
18.0 28.0 40.5 58.0 82.0 112.0(mL)

pH 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.6 7.8 8.0

NaOH
145.5 173.5 195.5 212.0 222.5 2305

(mL)

Other phosphate buffer solutions
- Phosphate buffer solutian pH 4.5. Dissolve 13.61 g of

potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in 750 mL of waterR.
Adjust the pH if necessary with 0.1 1\1 sodium hydroxide or
with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid. Dilute to 1000.0 mL with
waterR.

- Phosphate buffersolution pH 5.5 R.
- Phosphate buffer solution pH 6.8 RI.
- Buffer solution pH 7.2 R.
- 0.33 M phosphate buffer soluo'on pH 7.5 R.

Simulated Intestinal fluid pH 6.8
Mix 77.0 mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide, 250.0 mL of a
solution containing 6.8 g ofpotassium dihydrogen phosphate R,
and 500 mL of waterR. Add 10.0 g of pancreas powder R,
mix and adjust the pH if necessary, Dilute to 1000.0 mL
with waterR.

Simulated gastric fluid
Dissolve 2.0 g of sodium chloride Rand 3.2 g of pepsin
powder R in waterR, add 80 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acidand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR. If required, pepsin powder
may be omitted.

Increasing pH
For a test involving increasing pH, one of the following
sequences may be used:

TUne (h) 0- I 1-2/2.313-414.515-616-717

pH 1.0

pH 1.2 6.8

pH 1.2 2.5 I 4.5 I 7.0 I 7.5

pH 1.5 4.5 I 7.2

To achieve thispH variation, it is possible either:
- to substitute one buffer solution for another (whole

substitution);
- to removeonly halfof the mediumeach time (halfchange

method) and replace it with a buffer solution of
higherpH: the initial pH is 1.2 and the second solution is
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.5; or,

- to an initial solution at pH 1.5, to add a dose of a powder
mixture containing tris(hydroxymelhyl)aminomethane Rand
anhydrous sodium acetate R to obtain pH 4.5 and a second
dose to obtain pH 7.2, as described below:
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- hydrochloric acidpH 1.5: dissolve 2 g of sodium
chloride R in waw R, add 31.6 mL of 1 M hydrochloric
acid and dilute to 1000.0 mL with waW R;

- buffer solution pH 4.5: mix 2.28 g of tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane R with 1.77 g of anhydrous sodium
acetate R; dissolve this mixture in the hydrochloric
acid pH 1.5 described above;

- buffersolution pH 7.Z: mix 2.28 g of tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane R wirh 1.77 g of anhydrous sodium
acetate R; dissolve this mixture in the buffer solution
pH 4.5 described above.

The flow-through cell may be used for the continuous
change of pH.

QUAIJFlCATION AND VALIDATION
Due [0 the nature of the test method, quality by design is an
important qualification aspect for in vitro dissolution test
equipment. Any irregularities such as vibration or undesired
agitation by mechanical imperfections are to be avoided.

Qualification of the dissolution test equipment has to
consider the dimensions and tolerances of the apparatus.
Critical test parameters, such as temperature and volume of
dissolution medium, rotation speed or liquid flow rate,
sampling probes and procedures, have to be monitored
periodically during the periods of use.

The performanceof the dissolution test equipment may be
monitored by testing a reference product that is sensitive to
hydrodynamic conditions. Such tests may be performed
periodically or continuously for comparative reasons with
other laboratories.

During testing, critical inspection and observation are
required. This approach is especially important to explain
any outlying results.

Validation of automated systems, whether concerning the
sampling and analytical part or the dissolution media
preparation and test performance, has to consider accuracy,
precision, and the avoidance of contamination by any
dilutions, transfers, cleaning and sample or solvent
preparation procedures.

EXPRESSION OF DISSOLUTION SPECIFICATIONS
FOR ORAL DOSAGE FORMS
The dissolution specification is expressed in terms of the
quantity (Q) of active substance dissolved in a specified time,
expressed as a percentage of the content stated on the
product label.

Conventional-release dosage forms
In most cases, when tested under reasonable and justified test
conditions, the acceptance criteria at level St are that at least
80 per cent of the active substance is released within a
specified time, typically 45 min or less. This corresponds to a
Q value of 75 per cent, since, as referred to in
Table 2.9.3.-1, for level 8, the individual value of each of the
6 units tested is not less than Q+ 5 per cent, i.e. not less
than 80 per cent.

Typically, a single-point acceptance criterion is sufficient to
demonstrate that the majority of the active substance has
been released, although in certain circumstances it may be
necessary to test at additional time point(s), in order to
demonstrate adequate dissolution.

Prolonged-release dosage forms
The dissolution test acceptance criteria for prolonged-release
dosage forms is nonnally expected to consist of 3 or more
points. The I" specification point is intended to prevent
unintended rapid release of the active substance (tdose
dumping). It is therefore set after a testing period
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corresponding to a dissolved amount typically of 20 per cent
to 30 per cent. The 2nd specification point defines the
dissolution pattern and so is set at around 50 per cent
release. The final specification point is intended to ensure
almost complete release, which is generally understood as
more than 80 per cent release.

Delayed-release dosage forms
A delayed-release dosage form may release the active
substance(s) fractionaUy or totally according to the
formulation design when tested in different dissolution
media, e.g. in increasing pH conditions. Dissolution
specifications therefore have to be decided on a case-by-case
basis.

Gestro-resistant dosage forms require at least 2 specification
points in a sequential test and 2 different specifications in a
parallel test. In a sequential test, the 1St specification point
represents an upper limit and is set after I h or 2 h in acidic
medium, and the 2nd after a pre-set time period of testing in
an adequate buffer solution (preferably pH 6.8).

In most cases the acceptance criteria at level B1 are that at
least 80 per cent of the active substance is released. This
corresponds to a Q value of 75 per cent, since, as referred to
in Table 2.9.3.-4, for level B! the individual value of each of
the 6 units tested is not less than Q + 5 per cent, I.e. not less
than 80 per cent.

B. Dissolution
I. Dissolution Test for Tablets and Capsules
(Dissolution Test for Solid Dosage Forms)!
(Ph. Bur. method Z. 9.3)

This test is provided to determine compliance with the
dissolution requirements for solid dosage forms administered
orally. In this chapter, a dosage unit is defined as 1 tablet or
1 capsule or the amount specified.

APPARATUS
Apparatus I (Basket apparatus)
The assembly consistsof the following: a vessel, which may
be covered, made of glass or other inert, transparent
materiae; a motor; a drive shaft; and a cylindrical basket
(stirring element). The vessel is partially immersed in a
suitable water-bath of any convenient size or heated by a
suitable device such as a heating jacket. The water-bath or
heating device permits maintaining the temperature inside the
vessel at 37 ± O.5·C during the test and keeping the
dissolution mediwn in constant, smooth motion. No part of
the assembly, including the environment in which the
assembly is placed, contributes significant motion, agitation,
or vibration beyond that due to the smoothly rotating stirring
element. Apparatus that permits observation of the
preparation and stirring element during the test is preferable.
The vessel is cylindrical, with a hemispherical bottom and a
capacity of I L. Its height is 160-210 mm and its inside
diameter is 98-106 nun. Its sides are flanged at the top.
A fitted cover may be used to retard evaporation). The shaft
is positioned so that its axis is not more than 2 mm at any
point from the vertical axis of the vessel and rotates smoothly

I This chapter hasundergqne p/uJrmacopoeial harmonisatWn. Seechapter
5.8 Ph4rmacopoeial harmtmis4tion.
2 17u materials must nor sorb. react. orinterfere with ,he prejJararUm to be
'<sud.
3 ifa ewer is wed. Ii proWIes sufficient openings to allowready .memOn of
therhermomeur andwithdrawal of samples.
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Figure 2.9.3.-1. - Apparatus 1~ Basket stimng element

Dimensions in millimetres

between 240 mlJh and 960 mlJh, with standard flow rates
of 4 mUmin, 8 mUmin, and 16 mUntin. It must deliver a
constant flow (± 5 per cent of the nominal flow rate}; the
flow profile is sinusoidal with a pulsation of
120 ± 10 pulses/min. A pump without pulsation may also be
used. Dissolution test procedures using the flow-through cell
must be characterised with respect to rate and any pulsation.

The flow-through cell (see Figures 2.9.3.-5 and 2.9.3.-6) of
transparent and inert material is mounted vertically, with a
filter system that prevents escape of undissolved particles
from the top of the cell; standard cell diameters are 12 mm
and 22.6 nun; the bottom cone is usuallyfilled with small
glass beads of about I mm diameter, with I bead of about

Clear opemng
20.2 ± 1.0

1) Screen wilh welded.seam: 0.22-0.31 mm wire
diameter with wire opening or 0.36-0.44 mm.
Mer welding the screen mlY be slighty altered.
2) Maximum allowable runout at HAN is 1.0 mm
when the pan is rotated on center line axis with
basket mounted.

Sere
22.

and without significant wobble that could affect the results.
A speed-regulating device is used that allows the shaft
rotation speed to he selected and maintained at a specified
rate, within ± 4 per cent.
Shaft and basket components of the stirring element are
fabricated of stainless steel, type 316 or equivalent, to the
specifications shown in Figure 2.9.3.-1.

A basket having a gold coating of about 2.5 urn
(0.0001 inch) thick may be used. The dosage unit is placed
in a dry basket at the beginning of each test. The distance
between the inside bottom of the vessel and the bottom of
the basket is maintained at 25 ± 2 mm during the test.

Apparatus 2 (paddle apparatus)
Use the assembly from Apparatus 1, except that a paddle
formed from a blade and a shaft is used as the stirring
element. The shaft is positioned so that its axis is not more
man 2 mm from the vertical axis of the vessel, at any point,
and rotates smoothly without significant wobble that could
affect the results. The vertical center line of the blade passes
through the axis of the shaft so that the bottom of the blade
is flush with the bottom of the shaft. The paddle conforms to
the specifications shown in Figure 2.9.3.-2. The distance of
25 ± 2 mm between the bottom of the blade and the inside
bottom of the vessel is maintained during the test.
The metallic or suitably inert) rigid blade and shaft comprise
a single entity. A suitable two-part detachable design may be
used provided the assembly remains firmly engaged during
the test. The paddle blade and shaft may be coated with a
suitable coating so as to make them inert. The dosage unit is
allowed to sink to the bottom of the vessel before rotation of
the blade is started. A small, loose piece of non-reactive
material, such as not more than a few turns of wire helix,
may be attached to dosage units that would otherwise float.
An alternative sinker device is shown in Figure 2.9.3.-3.
Other validated sinker devices may be used.

Apparatus 3 (RecIprocating cylinder)
The assembly consists of a set of cylindrical) flat-bottomed
glass vessels; a set of glass reciprocating cylinders; inert
fittings (stainless steel type 316 or other suitable material)
and screens that are made of suitable nonsorbing and
nonreactive material, and that are designed to fit the tops
and bottoms of the reciprocating cylinders; a motor and drive
assembly to reciprocate the cylinders vertically inside the
vessels, and if desired, index the reciprocating cylinders
horizontally to a different row of vessels. The vessels are
partially immersed in a suitable water-bath of any convenient
size that permits holding the temperature at 37 ± O.5·C
during the test. No part of the assembly, including the
environment in which the assembly is placed, contributes
significant motion, agitation, or vibration beyond that due to
the smooth, verticaUy reciprocating cylinder. A device is used
that allows the reciprocation rate to be selected and
maintained at the specified dip rate, within ± 5 per cent.
An apparatus that permits observation of the preparations
and reciprocating cylinders is preferable. The vessels are
provided with an evaporation cap that remains in place for
the duration of the test. The components conform to the
dimensions shown in Figure 2.9.3.-4 unless otherwise
specified.

Apparatus 4 (Flow-through cell)
The assembly consists of a reservoir and a pump for the
dissolution medium; a flow-through cell, a water-bath that
maintains the dissolution medium at 37 ± 0.5 °C. Use the
specified cell size.
The pwnp forces the dissolution medium upwards through
the flow-through cell. The pump has a delivery range
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A and B dimensions do not vary more than 0.5 mm when part is rotated on center line axis. Tolerances
are ± 1.0 mm unless otherwise stated.

Figure 2.9.3.-2. - Apparatus 2, Paddle stirring element
Dimensions in mil/imetre.s

5 nun positioned at the apex to protect the fluid entry tube;
a tablet holder (see Figures 2.9.3.-5 and 2.9.3.-6) is available
for positioning of special dosage fonns. The cell is immersed
in a water-bath, and the temperature is maintained at
37 ± 0.5 ·C.
The apparatus uses a clamp mechanism and 2 O-rings for
the fixation of the cell assembly. The pump is separated from
the dissolution unit in order to shield the letter against any
vibrations originating from the pump. The position of the
pump must not be on a level higher than the reservoir flasks.
Tube connections are as short as possible. Use suitably inert
robing, such as polytetrafluoroerhylene, with a 1.6 mm inner
diameter and inert flanged-end connections.
Apparatus suitalnUty The determination of suitability of
the apparatus to perform dissolution testing must include

conformance to the dimensions and tolerances of the
apparatus as given above. In addition, critical test parameters
that have to be monitored periodically during use include
volume and temperature of the dissolution medium, rotation
speed (Apparatus 1 and 2), dip rate (Apparatus 3), and flow
rate of medium (Apparatus 4).

Determine the acceptable performance of the dissolution test
assembly periodically.

PROCEDURE
APPARATUS 1 AND 2

Conventional-release solid dosage forms
Procedure Place the stated volume of the dissolution
medium (± 1 per cent) in the vessel of the specified
apparatus. Assemble the apparatus, equilibrate the dissolution
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Figure 2.9.3.-3. - Alternative sinker
Dimensions in millimecres

medium to 37 ± 0.5 "C, and remove the thermometer, OThe
test may also be carried out with the thermometer in place,
provided it is shown that results equivalent to those obtained
without the thermometer are cbtained.e

Place I dosage unit in the apparatus, taking care to exclude
air bubbles from the surface of the dosage unit Operate me
apparatus at the specified rate. Within the time interval
specified, or at each of me times stated, withdraw a specimen
from a zone midway between the surface of the dissolution
medium and the top of the rotating basket or blade, not less
than J em from the vessel wall. Where multiple sampling
times are specified, replace the aliquots wilhdrawn for
analysis with equal volumes of fresh dissolution medium at
37°C or, where it can be shown that replacement of the
medium is not necessary, correct for the volume change in
the calculation. Keep the vessel covered for the duration of
the test and verify the temperature of the medium at suitable
times. Perform the analysis using a suitable assay method".
Repeat the test with additional dosage units.

If automated equipment is used for sampling or the
apparatus is otherwise modified, verification that the
modified apparatus will produce results equivalent to those
obtained with the apparatus described in this chapter, is
necessary.

Dissolution medium A suitable dissolution medium is
used.' The volume specified refers to measurements made
between 20°C and 25 °C. If the dissolution medium is a
buffered solution) adjust the solution so mat its pH is within
0.05 units of the specified pH. Dissolved gases can cause
bubbles to form, which may change the results of the test.
In such cases) dissolved gases must be removed prior to
testing",

Time Where a single time specification is given, the test
may be concluded in a shorter period if the requirement for
minimum amount dissolved is met. Samples are to be

4 Test specimens ere filtered immuJiauly upon sampling unIm filtration is
demonstrated to be unnecessary. Use an inert filter that does not cause
adsorption of the aaiw substance orcontain txrraaable substances that
would interfere with theanalysis.
5 A method of detzero.tion isasfollows: hootthemediwn) while stirring
gently, '0 about 41 °c, immediauly fil,er undervacuum usinga filterhaving
a porosity oj 0.45 Ilm or less, wilhvigorous stirring, andamn"'lUe stirring
undervacuum lorabout 5 min. Other fJaiiJaled deaenuion techniques jor
rert/()1J(J/ of dissolved gases may beused.

withdrawn only at the stated times) within a tolerance of
± 2 per cent.

Prolonged-release soUd dosage forms
Procedure Proceed as described for conventional-release
dosage forms.

Dissolution medium Proceed as described for
conventional-release dosage forms.

Time The test-time points, generaUy 3) are expressed in
hours.
Delayed-release solid dosage forms
Procedure Use Method A or Method B.
Method A
- Acid s"'Ke. Place 750 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid in the

vessel) and assemble the apparatus. Allow the medium to
equilibrate to a temperature of 37 ± 0.5 "C. Place
I dosage unit in the apparatus) cover the vessel and
operate the apparatus at the specified rate. After 2 h of
operation in 0.1 M hydrochloric acid,withdraw an aliquot
of the fluid and proceed inunediately as directed under
Buffer stage. Perform an analysis of the aliquot using a
suitable assay method.

- Bufferstage. Complete the operations of adding the buffer
and adjusting the pH within 5 min. With the apparatus
operating at the rate specified, add to the fluid in the
vessel 250 mL of a 0.20 M solution of trisodium phosphat<
doc/ecahydrate R that has been equilibrated to
37 ± 0.5 "C. Adjust, if necessary, with 2 M hydrochloric
acid R or 2 M sodium hydroxide R to a pH of 6.8 ± 0.05.
Continue to operate the apparatus for 45 min) or for the
specified time. At the end of the time period) withdraw an
aliquot of the fluid and perform the analysis using a
suitable assay method.

Method B
- Acid Stage. Place 1000 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid in

the vessel and assemble the apparatus. Allow the medium
to equilibrate 10 a temperature of 37 ± 0.5 "C. Place
1 dosage unit in the apparatus) cover the vessel) and
operate the apparatus at the specified rate. After 2 h of
operation in 0.1 M hydrochlom add) withdraw an aliquot
of the fluid) and proceed immediately as directed under
Buffer stage. Perform an analysis of the aliquot using a
suitable assay method.

- Bufferstage. For this stage of the procedure use buffer
that has previously been equilibrated to a temperature of
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Figure 2.9.3.-4. - Apparatus 3, glass vessel and reciprocating
cylinder
Dimensions in millimetres

37 ± 0.5 °C. Drain the acid from the vessel and add
1000 mL of pH 6.8 phosphate buffer, prepared by mixing
3 volumes of 0.1 M hydrochloric acidwith I volume of a
0.20 M solution of trisodium phosphate dodecahydmu R
and adjusting, if necessary, with 2 M hydrochloric acidR or
2 M sodium hydroxide R 10 a pH of 6.8 ± 0.05. This may
also be accomplished by removing from the apparatus the
vessel containing the acid and replacing it with another
vessel, containing the buffer and transferring the
dosage unit to the vessel containing the buffer. Continue
to operate the apparatus for 45 min, or for the specified
time. At the end of the time period, withdraw an aliquot
of the ftuid and perform the analysis using a suitable assay
method.

Time All test times stated are to be observed within a
tolerance of ± 2 per cent, unless otherwise specified.

APPARATUS 3

Conventional-release solid dosage forms
Procedure Place the stated volume of the dissolution
medium (± 1 per cent) in each vessel of the apparatus.
Assemble the apparatus, equilibrate the dissolution medium
to 37 ± 0.5 °C, and remove the thermometer. Place 1
dosage unit in each of the reciprocating cylinders, taking care
to exclude ak bubbles from the surface of each dosage unit,
and inunediately operate the apparatus as specified. During
the upward and downward stroke, the reciprocating cylinder
moves through a total distance of9.9-10.l em. Within the
time interval specified, or at each of the times stated, raise
the reciprocating cylinders and withdraw a portion of the
medium from a zone midway between the surface of the
dissolution medium and the. bottom of each vessel. Perform
the analysis as directed. Ifnecessary, repeat the test with
additional dosage units.

Replace the aliquot withdrawn for analysis with equal
volumes of fresh dissolution medium at 37°C or, where it
can be shown that replacement of the medium is not
necessary, correct for the volume change in the calculation.
Keep the vessel covered with the evaporation cap for the
duration of the test and verify the temperature of the
medium at suitable times.

Dissolution medium Proceed as described for
conventional-release dosage forms under Apparatus 1 and 2.

Time Proceed as described for conventional-release dosage
forms under Apparatus I and 2.

Prolonged-release dosage forms
Procedure Proceed as described for conventional-release
dosage forms under Apparatus 3.

Dissolution rnediurn Proceed as described for prolonged
release dosage forms under Apparatus 1 and 2.

Time Proceed as described for prolonged-release dosage
forms under Apparatus I and 2.

Delayed-release dosage forms
Procedure Proceed as described for delayed-release dosage
forms, Method B, under Apparatus 1 and 2, using one row
of vessels for the acid stage media and the following row of
vessels for the buffer stage media, and using the volume of
medium specified (usually 300 mL).

Time Proceed as directed for delayed-release dosage Conns
under Apparatus I and 2.

APPARATUS 4

Convendonal-release dosage forms
Pracedure Place the glass beads into the cell specified.
Place 1 dosage unit on top of the beads Of, if specified, on a
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Figure 2.9.3.-5. - Apparatu: 4, large cell for tablets and capsules (top), 'able, holder for the large cell (bottom)

Dimensions in m17h"metres unless otherwise specified
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Figure 2.9.3.-6. - Apparatus 4, smaU cdlfor tablelS and capsules (rop), table, holder for the smaU cell(botrom)
Dimensions in milh"metres unless otherwise specified

wire carrier. Assemble the Iilter head and fix the parts
together by meansof a suitable clamping device. Introduce
by the pump riledissolution medium warmed to
37 ± 0.5 "C through the bottom of the cell to obtain the
flow rate specified andmeasured with an accuracy of
5 percent. Collect the eluateby fractions at each of the
timesstated. Perform the analysis as directed. Repeat the test
with additional dosage units,

Dissolution medium Proceed as described for
conventional-release dosage forms under Apparatus 1 and 2.
Time Proceedas described forconventional-release dosage
forms underApparatus I and 2.

Prolonged-release dosage fonns
Procedure Proceed as described for conventional-release
dosage forms underApparatus 4.
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Table 2.9.3.-3

Acceptance crheriaLevel Number
tested

A, 6

A, 6

A, 12

No individual value exceeds 10 per cent dissolved.

The average value of the 12 units (A, +Au is not more
than 10 per cenedissolved. and no individual unit is
greater than 25 per cent dissolved.

The average value of the 24 units (AI +Az +AJl is not
more than 10 per cent dissolved, and no individual unit
is greater than 25 pel" cent dissolved.

Delayed-release dosage forms
Acid stage Unless otherwise specified, the requirements of
this portion of the test are met if the quantities, based on the
percentage of the labelled content of active substance
dissolved from the units tested confonn to Table 2.9.3.-3.
Continue testing through the 3 levels unless the results of
both acid and buffer stages confonn at an earlier level.

Buffer stage Unless otherwise specified, the requirements
are met if the quantities of active substance dissolved from
the units tested confonn to Table 2.9.3.-4. Continue testing
through the ~ levels unless the results of both stages conform
at an earlier level. The value of Q in Table 2.9.3.-4 is
75 per cent dissolved unless otherwise specified.
The quantity, Q, is the specified total amount of active
substance dissolved in both the acid and buffer stages,
expressed as a percentage of the labelled content.
The 5 per cent. 15 per cent and 25 per cent values in the
Table are percentages of the labelled content so that these
values and Q are in the same tenns.

Level Number Acceptance criteria
tested

Dissolution medium Proceed as described for
conventional-release dosage forms under Apparatus 4.

Time Proceed as described for conventional-release dosage
forms under Apparatus 4.

Delayed-release dosage forms
Procedure Proceed as described for delayed-release dosage
forms under Apparatus 1 and 2, using the specified media.

Time Proceed as described for delayed-release dosage
forms under Apparatus 1 and 2.

INTERPRETATION
Conventional-release solid dosage forms
Unless otherwise specified, the requirements are met if die
quantities of active substance dissolved from the dosage units
tested conform to Table 2.9.3.-1. Continue testing through
the 3 levels unless the results conform at either SI or S2_
The quantity Q, is the specified amount of dissolved active
substance, expressed as a percentage of the labelled content;
the 5 per cent, IS per cent, and 25 per cent values in the
Table are percentages of the labelled content so that these
values and Q are in the same terms.

Table 2.9.3.-1

SI 6 Each. unit is not less than Q+ 5 per cent.

Sr 6 Average of 12 units (Sl + S2) is equal to or greater
than Q.and no unit is less than Q -15 per cent.

S) 12 Average of 24 units (S, + ~ +Sl) is equal to or greater
than Q.not more than 2 units are less than
Q -15 per cent. end no is less than Q -25 per cent.

Table 2.9.3.-4

Acceptance criteriaLevel Number
tested

B. 6

B, 6

B, 12

Recommendations on dissolua'on testing aregiven in general
chap{Q 5.17. J.

2. Dissolution Test for Patches
(Ph. Eur. method 2.9.4)

This test is used to determine the dissolution rate of the
active substance(s) of patches.

The disk assembly method, the cell method or the rotating
cylinder method may be used, as suitable, according to the
composition, dimensions and shape of the patch.
A membrane may be used for the purpose of the test.
The membrane material (inert porous cellulose, silicone, etc.)
must not affect the release kinetics of the active substance(s)
from the patch. It must also be free of substances that may
interfere with the performaoce of the patch (e.g. grease).
The membrane may be suitably treated before the tests, for
example by maintaining it for 24 h in the medium to be used
in the test. The membrane is applied over the release surface
of the patch in such a way as to avoid the formation of air
bubbles.

No unit is less than Q+ 5 per cent.

The average value of the 12 units (81 +1Ji) is equal to
or greater than Q.and no unit is less than
Q -15 per cent.

The average value of the 24 unlta (B I +~ + 8J ) is
equal to or greater than Q.not more than 2 units are less
than Q -15 per cent, and no unit is less than
Q -25 per cent.

Level Number Acceptance criteria
tested

L I 6 No individual value lies outside each of the slated ranges
and no individual value is less than the stated amount at

the final test time.

L:z 6 The average value of the 12 units (L I + L:z) lies within
each of the stated ranges and is not less then the stated
amount at the final test time; none is more than
10 per cent of labeUed content outside each of the Slated
rangesj and none is more than 10 per cent of labelled
content below the stated amount al the final test time.

~ 12 The average value of the 24 units (L I +~ + L» lies
within each of the slated ranges. and i! not less man the
stated amount lit the final test time; not more than 2 of
the 24 units are more than 10 per cent of labeUed
content outside each of the staled ranges; not more
than 2 of the 24 units are more than 10 per cent of
labeUed content below the stated amount at the final test
time, and none of the units is more than 20 per cent of
labeUed content outside each of the stated ranges or
more than 20 per cent of labelled content below the
stated amount at the final test time.

Prolonged-release dosage forms
Unless otherwise specified, the requirements are met if the
quantities of active substance dissolved from the dosage units
tested conform to Table 2.9.3.-2. Continue testing through
the 3 levels unless the results conform at either L1 or Lz.
Limits on the amounts of active substance dissolved are
expressed in terms of the percentage of labelled content.
The limits embrace each value of Qu the amount dissolved at
each specified fractional dosing interval. Where more than
one range is specified) the acceptance criteria apply
individually to each range.

Table 2.9.3.-2
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Figure 2.9.4.-1. - Disk assembly

SSDA flat at the bottomof the vessel with the release surface
facing upwards. Immediately rotate the paddle, at 100 r/min
forexample. At predetermined intervals) withdraw a sample
from the zone midway between the surface of the dissolution
medium and the top of the paddle blade, not less than I em
from the vessel wall.
Perform the assay on each sample, correcting for any volume
losses, as necessary. Repeat the test with additional patches.

Dissolution vessel

Paddle

mm

:l
A

.--

-, /
)

2St2

tJ.3 mm

Diskassembly

Figure 2.9.4.-2. - Paddle and disk

I
A

1. DISK ASSEMBLY METHOD
Equipment
Use the paddle and vessel assembly from the paddle
apparatus described in the dissolution test forsolid oral
dosage fonns (2.9.3) with the addition ofa stainless steel disk
assembly (SSDA) in the form of a net with an aperture of
125 I1II1 (see Figure 2.9.4.-1).

The SSDA holds the system at the bottom of the vessel and
is designed to minimise anydead volume between the SSDA
and the bottom of the vessel. The SSDA holds the patch flat,
with the release surface facing upwards andparallel to the
bottom of the paddle blade. A distance of 25 ± 2 mm
between the bottomof the paddleblade and the surface of
the SSDA is maintained during the test (see Figure 2.9.4.-2).
The temperature is maintained at 32 ± 0.5 °C. The vessel
maybe covered during the test to minimise evaporation.
Procedure
Place the prescribed volumeof the dissolution medium in the
vesseland equilibrate the medium to the prescnbed
temperature. Apply the patch to the SSDA, ensuring that the
release surface is as flat as possible. The patchmay he
attached to the SSDA by a prescribed adhesive or by a strip
of a double-sided adhesive tape. The adhesive or tape are
previously testedfor the absence of interference with the
assay and of adsorption of the active substance(s). Press the
patch, release surface facing upwards) onto the side of the
SSDA made adhesive. The applied patch must not overlap
the borders of the SSDA. For this purpose and provided that
the preparation is homogeneous and uniformly spread on the
backing layer, an appropriate and exactly measured piece of
the patchmay be cut and used to test the dissolution rate.
TIllsprocedure may alsobe necessary to achieve appropriate
sinkconditions. 'Ibis procedure mustnot be applied to
membrane-type patches. Place the patch mounted on the
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Figure 2.9.4.-3. - Extraction cell

2. CELL METIIOD
Equipment
Use the paddle and vessel assembly from the paddle
apparatus described in the dissolution test for solidoral
dosage forms (2.9.3) with the addition of the extraction cell
(ceIJ).

The cellis madeof chemically inert materials and consists of
a support, a coverand, if necessary, a membrane placed on the
patch to isolate it from the medium mat may modify or
adversely affect the physico-chemical properties of the patch
(see Figure 2.9.4.-3).

Support The central partof the support forms a cavity
intended to hold the patch. The cavity has a depth of
2.6 mm and a diameter that is appropriate for the size of the
patch to be examined. The following diameters can be used:
27 mm, 38 mm, 45 mm, 52 nun, corresponding to volumes
of 1.49 mL, 2.95 mL, 4.14 mL, 5.52 mL, respectively.

Gover The cover has a central openingwith a diameter
selectedaccording to the size of the patch to be examined.
The patchcan thus be precisely centred, and its release
surface limited. The following diameters may be used:
20 mm, 32 nun, 40 rnm, 50 nun corresponding to areas of
3.14 em", 8.04 em", 12.57 em", 19.63 ern", respectively.
The coveris held in placeby nuts screwed onto bolts
projecting from the support. The cover is sealed to the
support by a rubber ring set on the reservoir.

Extraction cell The cellholds the patch Hat, with the
release surface facing upwards andparallel to the bottomof
the paddle blade. A distance of 25 ± 2 mm is maintained
between the lowersurface of the paddle blade and the upper
surface of the cell (see Figure 2.9.4.-4). The temperature is
maintained at 32 ± 0.5 °C. The vessel maybe covered
during the test to minimise evaporation.

Procedure
Place the prescribed volumeof the dissolution medium in the
vessel and equilibrate the medium to the prescribed
"temperature. Precisely centre the patchin the ull with the
release surface facing upwards. Close the cell, if necessary
applying a hydrophobic substance (for example, petrolatum)
lO the flatsurfaces to ensure the seal,and ensure that the
patch stays in place. Introduce the cell flat into the bottomof
thevesselwith the cover facing upwards. Immediately rotate
the paddle, at 100 r/min for example. At predetermined
intervals, withdraw a sample from me zone midway between
thesurface of the dissolution medium and the top of the
paddle blade,not less than 1 em from the vesselwall.
Perform the assayon each sample, correcting for anyvolume
losses, as necessary. Repeat the testwith additional patches.

3. ROTATING CYLINDER METIIOD
Equipment
Use the assembly of the paddle apparatus described in the
dissolution test for solid oral dosage forms (2.9.3). Replace
thepaddle and shaft with a stainless steel cylinder stirring
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3. Dissolution Test for Llpoph111c Solid Dnseage
Forms
(ph. Bur. method 2.9.42)

APPARATUS
The apparatus (see Figure 2.9.42.-1) consists of:
- A reservoir for the dissolution medium.
- A pump that forces the dissolution medium upwards

through the flow-through cell.
- A flow-through cell shown in Figure 2.9.42.-2 specifically

intended for lipophilic solid dosage forms such as
suppositories and soft capsules. It consists of
3 transparent parts which fit into each other. The lower
part (1) is made up of 2 adjacent chambers connected to
an overflow device.

The dissolution medium passes through chamber A and is
subjected to an upwards flow. The flow in chamber B is
downwards directed to a small-size bore exit which leads
upwards to a filter assembly. The middle part (2) of the cell
has a cavity designed to collect lipophilic excipients which
float on the dissolution medium. A metal grill serves as a
rough filter, The upper part (3) holds a lilter unit for paper,
glass fibre or cellulose filters.
- A water-bath that will maintain the dissolution medium at

37 ± 0.5 "C.

Dissolution medium
If the dissolution medium is buffered, adjust its pH lO within
± 0.05 units of the prescribed value. Remove any dissolved
gases from the dissolution medium before the test since they
can cause the formation of bubbles that significantly affect
the results,

METHOD
Place 1 unit of the preparation to be examined in
chamber A. Close the cell with the prepared lilter assembly.
At the beginning of the test, chamber A requires air removal
via a small orifice connected to the filter assembly. Heat the
dissolution medium to an appropriate temperature taking the
melting point of the preparation into consideration. Using a
suitable pump, introduce the warmed dissolution medium
through the bottom of the cell to obtain a suitable
continuous flow through an open or closed circuit at the
prescribed rate (± 5 per cent). When the dissolution
medium reaches the overflow, air starts to escape through the
capillary and chamber B fills with the dissolution medium.
The preparation spreads through the dissolution medium
according to its physico-chemical properties.

In justified and authorised cases, representative fractions of
large volume suppositories may be tested.

±2mm
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Figure 2.9.4.-4. - Paddle over earaaion cell

element (cylinder) (see Figure 2.9.4.-5). The parch is placed
on the cylinder at the beginning of each test. The distance
between the inside bottom of the vessel and the cylinder is
maintained at 25 ± 2 rom during the test. The temperature
is maintained at 32 ± 0.5 °C. The vessel is covered during
the test to minimise evaporation.

Procedure
Place the prescribedvolume of the dissolutionmedium in the
vessel and equilibrate the medium to the prescribed
temperature. Remove the protective liner from the patch and
place the adhesive side on a piece of suitable inert porous
membrane that is at least 1 em larger on all sides than the
patch. Place the patch on a dean surface with the membrane
in contact with this surface.Two systems for adhesion to the
cylinder may be used:
- apply a suitable adhesive to the exposed membrane

borders and, if necessary, to the back of the patch;
- apply a double-sided adhesive tape to the external wall of

the cylinder.
Using gentle pressure, carefully apply the non-adhesive side
of the patch to the cylinder, so that the release surface is in
contact with the dissolution medium and the long axis of the
patch fits around the circumference of the cylinder.
The system for adhesion used is previously tested for absence
of interference with the assay and of adsorption of the active
substance(s).

Place the cylinder in the apparatus and immediately rotate the
cylinder, at 100 rfmin for example. At predetermined
intervals, withdraw a sample from the zone midway between
the surface of the dissolution medium and the top of the
rotating cylinder, not less than 1 cm from the vessel wall.

Perform the assay on each sample, correcting for any volume
withdrawn, as necessary. Repeat the test with additional
patches.

4. INTERPRETATION
The requirements are met if the quantity of active
substance(s) released from the patch, expressed as the
amount per surface area per time unit, is within the
prescribed limits at the defined sampling times.
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Interference fit
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TOLERANCES: ± 0.0127

FINISH: Degrease before final
assembly or rod and cylinder

I
I
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f
3.670

This adaptor
section is to
be used for
larger systems

MATERIAL: Stainless steel

!- 2.222-/

Figure 2.9.4.-5. - Cylinder,tiningelement
Dimensions in centimetres

SAMPLING AND EVALUATION
Samples arealways collected at the outletof the cell,
irrespective of whether the circuit is openedor closed.
Filter the liquid removed using an inert filter of appropriate
poresize thatdoes not cause significant adsorption of the
active substance from the solution and does not contain
substances extractable by the dissolution medium that would
interfere with the prescribed analytical method. Proceed with
analysis of the filtrate as prescribed.
The quantity of the active substance dissolved in a specified
timeis expressed as a percentage of the contentstated on the
label.

4. Dissolution Test for Medicated Chewing Gum
(ph. Bur. method 2.9.25)

PRINCIPLE
The test is used to determine the dissolution rate of active
substances in medicated chewing gums. This is done by
applying a mechanical kneading procedure to a piece of gum
placed in a small chamber designed to simulate the process
of chewing.
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Figure 2.9.25.-2 - Funnel
Dimensions in milh"melTeS

APPARATUS A.
Chewing apparatus A (Figure 2.9.25.-1) consists of:
- 1 chewingchamber;
- 1 vertical piston;
- 2 horizonral pistons with O-rings and sealing rings.

The chewingchamber consistsof 4 individual parts:
- 1 central chamber;
- I funnel (Figure 2.9.25.-2);
- 2 guides with bushes (Figure 2.9.25.-3).

024.95

The funnel and guides are mounted on the central chamber.
The O-rings are incorporated in the pistonrecesswith the
sealing ringaround it; the sealing rings ensure that the
chamber is watertight. The horizontal pistons are placed in
the chewing chamber through the guides.

The gwn is artificially chewed by the horizontal pistons, and
thevertical pistonensures that thegum stays in me right
placebetweenchews.
Machine speed is controlled to ensure a constantcycle.
One cycle (chew) is defined as follows: the horizontal pistons
start from their outermost position,move to their innennost
positionthen return to their outermost position. Withinone
cycle, the vertical pistonmoves fromits lowestposition to its
uppermost position and back to its lowest position.
Each horizontal pistonhas a stroke of 25.0 rom.
The maximum distance between these 2 pistons is 50 rom.
The minimum distance between the 2 horizontal pistons is
0.1 mm to 1.0 mm. The vertical pistonhas a stroke of
22.0mm.

Horizontal piston movement is controlledso that the
2 pistons are at their innermost position at the same time.
Vertical piston movement is controlled so that it does not
conflict with the movement of the horizontal pistons.
If necessary, the machine can be constructed so that the
horizontal pistons rotate around their own axes in opposite
direction to each otherby the end of the chew in orderto
obtain maximum chewing.
All parts of the apparatus that may come into contactwith
the preparation or the dissolution medium arechemically
inertand do not adsorb, reactwith or interfere with the
sample.

APPARATUSB
Chewing apparatus B (Figure 2.9.25.-4) consists of:
- 1 test cell (Figure 2.9.25.-5 or 2.9.25.-6);
- 1 vertical axle withupperchewing surface (Figures

2.9.25.-7 and 2.9.25.-8);
- 1 base chamber with lowerchewingsurface (Figures

2.9.25.-9 and 2.9.25.-10);
1 devicefor up-and-down chewing motion;

- 1 revolving device for the vertical axle.

Figwe 2.9.25.-3 - Guide (seaton G-G)

Dimensions in mil/imetres

036

(2)

(3)

Melal grid

(1)

Capillary lube

Sievewith
polnl

'"'" '"'"

Figure 2.9.42.-2. - Flow-through cell
Dimensions in miJ!imetres
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Figure 2.9.25.-1 - Apparatus A - Chewing chamber and piston:
Dimensions in millimetres

The gum is artificially chewedbythe lower and upper
chewing surfaces. Machine speed is controlled to ensure a
constant cycle. The distance between the lower arid upper
chewing surfaces maybe set up to 5 mm. The turning angle
of rile revolving deviceis about20°.
The test cellsmay alsohe equipped with 1 or 2 glass
sampling tubes, comingthrough the thermostatic double
wall. These tubes alsomake it possible to havean external
sink, which maybe necessary to achieve sinkconditions for
sparingly soluble substances.
The gum is usually sandwiched between 2 circular plastic
nets to prevent disintegration.
Nets made from nylon (PA6) with an aperture of 1.4 mm
and a wire diameter of 0.405 mm maybe used.
All parts of the apparatus thatmaycome into contact with
the preparation or the dissolution medium are chemically
inert and do not adsorb, react withor interfere with the
sample.

PROCEDURE
For eachdetermination, the following information is needed:
- apparatus used (type A or type B);
- composition, volumeand temperature of the dissolution

medium;
- number of chewsperminute;
- timeand sampling method;
- whether the analysis is performed on thegum residue or

on the dissolution medium;
- method of analysis.
Place the prescribed volume of dissolution medium in the.
chewing chamber, usually 20 mL of pho,phate buffer ,00u'ion
pH 6.0 R2. Maintain the medium temperature at
37 ± 0.5 °C usingan electrical devicewith external control
(apparatus A) or with a thermostat (apparatus B). Set the
machine speed at the prescribed number of chewsperminute
(typically up to 60). Accurately weigh a portion of gum or
the wholegum, put it into the chewing chamber and start the
machine.
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SAMPLING AND EVALUATION
Stop the apparatus at the prescribed time. Remove the gum
residue and take a sample of the dissolution medium.
Determine the content of active substance(s) by a suitable
method. Mediwn replacement may be made after each
sampling procedure; compensation by calculation of medium
volume change or sample dilution is needed. Alternatively,
determine the content of active substance(s) remaining in the
gum residue. Carry out the test successively on 6 medicated
chewing gums.
The quantity of active substance(s) dissolved in a specified
time is expressed as a percentage of the content stated on the
label.
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5. intrinsic Dissolution
(Ph. Eur. me/hod 2.9.29)

The test is intended to determine the intrinsic dissolution
rate of pure solid substances following compaction. It is
carried out under specified experimental conditions such that
a practical measure of the intrinsic dissolution rate is
obtained.

The intrinsic dissolution rate is a theoretical value referring to
pure solid substances having null porosity, but, practically,
intrinsic dissolution rate is determined on substances having
a minimal porosity.

PRINCIPLE
The intrinsic dissolution rate is defined as the dissolution rate
of pure substances following compaction under the condition
of constant surface area. Its assessment is useful in the
characterisation of active substances and excipients,
The dissolution rate of pure substances can be affected by all
the solid state properties such as crystal habit, crystallinity,
amorphism, polymorphism, pseudo-polymorphism, particle
size and specific surface area. In addition, it can also be
influenced by extrinsic factors (test conditions), such as
hydrodynamics, temperature, viscosity, pH, buffer strength
and ionic strength of me dissolution mediwn.

The assessment of intrinsic dissolution rate of a solid
substance involves me preparation of a compact. Assurance

F. lowerchewingsurface
G. base chamber
H. device for up-and-down chewing
motion

E.upperch~surtaceA. revolving devicefor the upper
chewingsurface
B. stand
C. test cell
D. axle

Figure 2.9.25.-4 - Apparatus B
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Figure 2.9.25.-10 - Lowerchewing swfcce
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of appropriate compaction properties of the powder to be
tested is needed prior to performing the test.
The intrinsic dissolution rateis determined by exposing a
constantarea of the compacted substance to an appropriate
dissolution medium,while maintaining constant stirring rate,
temperature, ionic strength and pH.
The intrinsic dissolution rate is expressed in tenns of
dissolved mass of substance per time per exposedarea,
typically in milligrams perminutepersquare centimetre
(mg.min-1.cm-2) .

APPARATUS
A typical apparatus consistsof a punch anddie fabricated
out of hardened steel. The base of the die has 3 threaded
holes for the attachment of a surface plate made of polished
steel, providing a mirror-smooth basefor the compact.
The die has a 0.1-1.0 cm diameter cavity into which a
measured amount of the powderto be tested is placed.
The punch is then inserted in the die cavity and the material
is compressed, generally using a benchtop hydraulic press.
A hole through the head of the punch allows insertion of a
metalrod £0 facilitate removal from the die after the test.
A compact is formed in the cavity with a single face of
defined area exposedon the bottom of the die
(Figure 2.9.29.-1). The bottom of the die cavity is threaded
so thatat least 50-75 per cent of the compact can dissolve
without falling out of the die. The top of the die has a
threaded shoulder thatallows it to be attached to a holder.
The holderis mountedon a laboratory stining device, and
the entiredie, with the compact still in place) is immersed in
the dissolution medium and rotated by the stirring device.

PROCEDURE
Weighthe material onto a piece of weighing paper. Attach
the surface plate to the underside of the die, andsecureit
with the 3 provided screws. Transfer the sample of powder
tested into me die cavity. Place the punch into the chamber)
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Figure 2.9.25.-8 - Upper ch.ewing sur/au
Dimensions in millimelreS

Figure 2.9.25.-9 - Bas, chamber
Dimensions in millimeaes
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Figure 2.9.29.-1. - Typical apparatus usedto obtain thecompact/or 'he determination 0/the intrinsk dissolution
Dimensions in millimetre:

and secure the metal plate on the top of the assembly.
Compress the powder using a hydraulic press by applying a
suitable pressure for a sufficient dwell time to ensure a stable
compact wirh minimal porosity; me disintegration of the
compact has to be prevented as far as possible, since it would
cause an increase in surface area and hence in dissolution
rate. Detach the surface plate, and screw the die with punch
still in place into the holder. Tighten securely. Remove all
loose powder from the surface of the die by blowing
compressed air or nitrogen across the surface of the compact.

Slide the die-holder assembly into the dissolution test chuck
and tighten. Position the shaft in the spindle so that when
the test head is lowered, the exposed surface of the compact
will be 3.8 ern from the bottom of the vessel. The disc
assembly is aligned to minimise wobble and air bubbles are
not allowed to form as this could decrease the compact
surface in contact with the dissolution medium. Ifpossible,

sink conditions are maintained throughout the test. However,
in order to obtain detectable concentrations of solute, the use
of a relatively small volume of medium may be necessary as a
consequence of the limited surface available for dissolution.

Warm the dissolution medium to the temperature chosen for
the test. Lower the test head into position before rotation.
Care should be taken to ensure that air bubbles are excluded
from the surface of the compact as this could decrease the
compact surface in contact with the dissolution medium.
Operate the apparatus immediately at the speed of rotation
chosen for the test.

Collect samples at fixed time intervals and assay them by
meansof an analytical method of suitable sensitivity and
accuracy.
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ASSESSMENT OF THE RESULTS
The data for the cumulative amount dissolved at each time
point are corrected for sampling losses. To calculate the
intrinsic dissolution rate, plot the cumulative amount of
sample dissolved per unit area of the compact against time.
The cumulative amount dissolved per unit area is given by
the cumulative amount dissolved at each time point divided
by the surface area exposed. Linear regression is then
performed on the-normalised experimental data relevant to
an appropriate time interval preceding the possible
disintegration of the compact. The intrinsic dissolution rate
of the substance tested, expressed in milligrams per minute
per square centimetre, is determined from me slope of the
regression line. The result for intrinsic dissolution rate must
be accompanied by a statement of me precise conditions of
compact preparation and test method (dissolution medium,
volume of medium used, stirring rate, temperature etc.),

NOTE When necessary and justified, an apparatus with a
different configuration may be used, such as a die holder mat
holds the compact in a fixed vertical position, with agitation
provided by a paddle positioned at a defined distance from
me surface of me compact.

6. Apparent Dissolution
(Ph. Eur. metlwd 2.9.43)

This method is mainly used to determine me apparent
dissolution rate of pure solid substances. It may also be used
for the determination of the apparent dissolution rate of
active substances in preparations presented as powders or
granules.

APPARATUS
AU parts of the apparatus that may come into contact with
the sample or the dissolution medium are chemically inert
and do not adsorb, react with, or interfere with the test
sample. No part of the assembly or Its environment
contributes significant motion) agitation or Vibration beyond
that resulting from the flow-through system.

Apparatus that permits observation of the sample is
preferable.

The apparatus (see Figure 2.9.43.-1) consists of:
- a reservoir for the dissolution medium;
- a pump that forces the dissolution medium upwards

through the flow-through cell;
- a flow-through cell, preferably of transparent material,

mounted vertically with a filter system preventing escape
of undissolved particles;

- a water-bath that will maintain the dissolution medium at
the chosen temperature (generally 37 ± 0.5 "C).

A B

A. reservoir ror B. pump
dissolution
medium

c 0

C. thermostatically D. collectingvessels
controlled f1ow- for analysis
through cell and filter

The flow-through cell shown in Figure 2.9.43.-2 consist.s of
3 pans that fit. into each other. The lower part supports a
system of grids and filters on which the powder is placed.
The middle part, which fits onto the lower part) contains an
insert that sieves the sample when the dissolution medium
flows through the cell. This insert is made up of 2 parts: a
conical sieve that. is placed on the sample and a clip placed
midway down the middle part to hold the sieve in place
when the dissolution medium passes through. A 2nd fibration
assembly (grid and filter) is placed on top of the middle part
before fitting the upper part through which the dissolution
medium flows out of the cell.

DISSOLUTION MEDIUM
If the dissolution medium is buffered, adjust its pH to within
± 0.05 units. Remove any dissolved gases from the
dissolution medium before the test, since they can cause the
formation of bubbles, which significantly affect the results.

METHOD
Place a bead of 5 ± 0.5 mm diameter at the bottom of the
cone of the lower part followed by glass beads of suitable
size, preferably of 1 ± 0.1 rom diameter. Place a sieve (with
0.2 mm apertures), a suitable filter and a 2nd sieve on top of
the lower part. Fit the middle part onto the lower part.
Weigh the assembly. Place the sample on the filtration
assembly and weigh the sample in the cell. Place the sieve of
the insert) cone upwards, on the sample, and position the
clip midway down the middle part. Place a sieve (with
0.2 rom apertures) and a suitable filter on top of the middle
part. Fit the upper part. Heat the dissolution medium to the
chosen temperature. Using a suitable pump, introduce the
dissolution medium through the bottom of the cell to obtain
a suitable continuous flow through an open or closed circuit
at the prescribed rate ± 5 per cent

SAMPLING
Samples of dissolution medium are collected at. the out:let of
the cell, irrespective of whether the circuit. is opened or
closed.

Immediately filter the liquid removed using an inert filter of
appropriat.e pore size that does not cause significant
adsorption of the substances from me solution and does not
contain substances extractable by the dissolution medium
that would interfere with the prescribed analytical method.
Proceed with the analysis of the filtrate as prescribed.

ASSESSMENT OF THE RESULTS
When the test. is performed for batch release purposes, an
adequate number of replicates is carried out.

The results are expressed as:
- the amount. of dissolved substance by time unit (if the

dissolution is linear);
- the dissolution time of the whole sample and at

appropriate intermediate stages.

Monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia
The following additional points apply to monographs of the
British Pharmacopoeia.

APPARATIJS

The choice of the apparatus to be used depends on the
physico-chemical characteristics of the dosage form. When
this Appendix. is invoked in an individual tablet or capsule
monograph of the British Pharmacopoeia, use Apparatus I
unless otherwise directed.

Figure 2.9.43.-1. - FWw-through apparatus
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Figure 2.9.43.-2. - FIow-through edl
Dimensions in mil/imelref
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Table 2.9.5.-1

Not more than 2 of the individual masses deviate from the
average mass by more than the percentage deviation shown
in Table 2.9.5.-1 and none deviates by more than twice that
percentage.

For capsules and powders for parenteral administration,
proceed as described below.

CAPSULES
Weigh an intact capsule. Open the capsule without losing any
part of the shell and remove the contents as completely as
possible. For soft shell capsules, wash the shell with a
suitable solvent and allow to stand until the odour of the
solvent is no longer perceptible. Weigh the shell. The mass of
the contents is the difference between me weighings. Repeat
the procedure with another 19 capsules.

Average Mnss Percentage
deviatlon

80 mg or less 10

More than 80 mg and less
7.'than 250 rug

250 mg or more s

Lesschan300 mg 10

300 mg or more 7.5

More Ihan 40 mg 10

AU masses ,
Less than 300 mg 10
300 mg or more 7.5

Powders for e~rops and
powders for eye lotions (single
doee)

Suppositories and pessaries

Tablets (uncoated and lilm
coated)

Capsules. granules (uncoated,
singJe-dose) and powders
(single-dose)

Powders for parenteral
administra.rion'* (single--dose)

Phermaceudcaf Form

F

E

c

B

A

E. middle pact
F. upper part

C. clip
D.lnsen

A. towerpart
B. sieve

PROCEDURE

The dissolution medium is that specified in the individual
monograph. Unless otherwise indicated in the monograph,
withdraw samples at 45 minutes.

Where one tablet or capsule is directed to be placed in the
apparatus, for each of the six tablets or capsules tested the
amount of active ingredient in solution is not less than 70%
of the prescribed or stated amount, unless otherwise specified
in the monograph, except that if one fails this requirement a
further six may be tested. individually and aU must comply.
Where two or more tablets or capsules are directed to be
placed together in the apparatus, a total of six replicate tests
are carried out. In each test the amount of active ingredient
in solution per tablet or capsule is not less than 70% of the
prescribed or stated amount, unless otherwise specified in the
monograph. No retesting is permitted.

Where capsule shells interfere with the analysis, remove the
contents of no fewer than six capsules as completely as
possible and dissolve the empty capsule shells in the specified
volume of dissolution medium. Carry out the test as directed
in the individual monograph and make any necessary
correction. Correction factors should not be greater than
25% of the labelled content.

C. Consistency of Formulated
Preparations
1. Unlfonnity of Weight (Mass)
(Ph. Eur. method 2.9.5)

Weigh individually 20 units taken at random or, for single
dose preparations presented in individual containers, the
contents of 20 units, and determine the average mass.

'*When the average mast is equal to or below 40 mg. the preparaLion is not
submitted to the test for unifonnit)' of mass but to the test for unifonnit)' of
content of single-dosepreparations (2.9.6).

POWDERS FOR PARENTERAL ADMINISTRATION
Remove any paper labels from a container and wash and dry
the outside. Open the container and without delay weigh the
container and its contents. Empty the container as
completely as possible by gentle tapping, rinse it ifnecessary
with waterR and then with akoholR and dry at 100-105 ·C
for 1 h, or, if the nature of the container precludes heating at
this temperature, dry at a lower temperature to constant
mass. Allow to cool in a desiccator and weigh. The mass of
the contents is the difference between the weighings. Repeat
the procedure with another 19 containers.

2. Unifonnity of Weight (Mass) of Delivered Doses
from Mulddose Containers
(Ph. Eur. method2.9.27)

Thefollowing leSt is intended for oraldosage forms suchas
granules) powders for o~l useand liquids for oral use) which are
supplied in multidose comainen provided at manufadurewith a
measuring device.
Weigh individually 20 doses taken at random from one or
more containers with the measuring device provided and
determine the individual and average masses. Not more than
2 of the individual masses deviate from the average mass by
more than 10 per cent and none deviates by more than
20 per cent.

3. Unifonnity of Content
(ph. Eur. method 2.9.6)

The test for unifonnity of content of single-dose preparations
is based on the assay of me individual contents of active
substance(s) of a number of single-dose units to determine
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whether the individual contents are within limits set with
reference to the average content of the sample.

The test is not required for multivitamin and trace-element
preparations and in other justified and authorised
circumstances.

Method Using a suitable analytical method, determine the
individual contents of active substance(s) of 10 dosage units
taken at random.

Apply me criteria of test A, test B or test C as specified in
the monograph for the dosage fonn in question.

TESTA
The preparation complies with me test if each individual
content is between 85 per cent and 115 per cent of the
average content. The preparation fails to comply with the test
ifmore than one individual content is outside these limits or
if ODe individual content is outside the limits of 75 per cent
to' 125 per cent of the average content.

Ifone individual content is outside the limits of 85 per cent
to 115 per cent but within the limits of 75 per cent to
125 per cent) determine the individual contents of another 20
dosage units taken at random. The preparation complies with
the test if not more than one of the individual contents of the
30 units is outside 85 per cent to liS per cent of the average
content and none is outside the limits of 75 per cent to
125 per cent of the average content.

TESTB
The preparation complies with the test if not more than one
individual content is outside the limits of 85 per cent to
115 per cent of the average content and none is outside the
limits of75 per cent to 125 'per cent of the average content.
The preparation fails to comply with the test if more than
3 individual contents are outside the limits of 85 per cent to
115 per cent of the average content or if one or more
individual contents are outside the limits of 75 per cent to
125 per cent of the average content.

H 2 or 3 individual contents are outside the limits of
85 per cent to 115 per cent but within the limits of
75 per cent to 125 per cent) determine the individual
contents of another 20 dosage units taken at random.
The preparation complies with the test ifnot more than
3 individual contents of the 30 units are outside the limits of
85 per cent to 115 per cent of the average content and none
is outside the limits of 75 per cent to 125 per cent of the
average content.

TESTC
The preparation complies with the test if the average content
of the 10 dosage units is between 90 per cent and
110 per cent of the content stated on the label and if the
individual content of each dosage unit is between 75 per cent
and 125 per cent of the average content.

4. Uniformity of Dosage Units'
(ph. Eur. method 2.9.40)

To ensure the consistency of dosage units) each unit in a
batch should have an active substance content within a
narrow range around the label claim. Dosage units are
defined as dosage forms containing a single dose or a part of
a dose of an active substance in each dosage unit. OUnless
otherwise steted.e the uniformity of dosage units specification
is not intended to apply to solutions) suspensions, emulsions
or gels in single-dose containers intended for local action

I This chapter has undergone phann(UOpQ~ial hannonisation. Su chapter
5.8 Phamracopoeio} hannonisation.
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following cutaneous administration. OThe test for content
Uniformity is not required for multivitamin, single-vitamin
and trace-element preparations.O

The term 'uniformity of dosage unit' is defined as the degree
of uniformity in the amount of the active substance among
dosage units. Therefore, the requirements of this chapter
apply to each active substance being comprised in
dosage units containing 1 or more active substances) unless
otherwise specified elsewere in this Pharmacopoeia.

The uniformity of dosage units can be demonstrated by
either of 2 methods: content uniformity or mass variation
(see Table 2.9.40.-1).

The test for content unifonnity of preparations presented in
dosage units is based on the assay of the individual contents
of active substance(s) of a nwnber of dosage units to
determine whether the individual contents ace within the
limits set. The content unifonnity method may be applied in
aU cases.

The test for mass variation is applicable for the following
dosage forms:

(1) solutions enclosed in single-dose containers and in soft
capsules;

(2) solids (including powders, granules and sterile solids) that
are packaged in single-dose containers and contain no added
active or inactive substances;

(3) solids (including sterile solids) that are packaged in
single-dose containers, with or without added active or
inactive substances, that have been prepared from true
solutions and freeze-dried in the final containers and are
labelled to indicate this method of preparation;

(4) hard. capsules) uncoated tablets) or film-coated tablets,
containing 25 mg or more of an active substance comprising
25 per cent or more) by mass) of the dosage unit or, in the
case of hard capsules, the capsule contents, except that
uniformity of other active substances present in lesser
proportions is demonstrated by meeting content uniformity
requirements.

The test forcontent uniformity is required for aUdosage
forms not meeting the above conditions for the mass
variation test. +Altematively, products that do not meet the
25 mg/25 per cent threshold limit may be tested for
uniformity of dosage units by mass variation instead of the
content uniformity test on the following condition: the
concentration Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) of the
active substance in the final dosage units is not more than
2 per cent) based on process validation data and development
data) and if there has been regulatory approval of such a
change. The concentration RSD is the RSD of the
concentration per dosage unit (mlm or mfJl) where
concentration per dosage unit equals the assay result per
dosage unit divided by the individual dosage unit mass.
See the RSD formula in Table 2.9.40.-2.•

CONTENT UNIFORMITY
Select not fewer than 30 units) and proceed as follows for the
dosage fonn designated. Where different procedures are used
for assay of the preparation and for the content uniformity
test) it may be necessary to establish a correction factor to be
applied to the results of the latter.

Solid dosage forms
Assay 10 units individually using an appropriate analytical
method. Calculate the acceptance value (see
Table 2.9.40.-2).
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Table 2.9.40.-1. - Apptication of Contem Uniformity (CU) and Mass Variation (MI-? testfor dosage forms

Dotage forms Type Sub-Type Dose and ratio of active substance

~ 25 mg and;::: 25 per cent < 25 mg or < 25 per cent

Tablets uncoated MV CU

coated film-coated MV CU

ethers CU CU

Capsules .on! MV CU

..a suspensions. emulsions. gels CU CU

solutions MV MV

Solids in single-dose
single component MV MV

containers

muhiple components
solution freeze-dried in final MV MV
container

others CU CU

Solutions enclosed in MV MV
single-dose comainers

Others: dosage forms not CU CU
addressed by the other
categoriei in this table
ineluding'bul Dot limited
to suppositories,
transdermal patches and
semi-solid preparations
applied cutaneously and
intended Cor systemic
distribution of the active
substance

Liquid or semi-solid dosage forms
Assay 10 units individually using an appropriate analytical
method. Carry out the assay on me amount of well-mixed
material that is removed from an individual container in
conditions of normal use. Express the results as delivered
dose. Calculate the acceptance value (see Table 2.9.40.-2).

Calculadon of Acceptance Value
Calculate the Acceptance Value (AJI) using the formula:

IM-XI+ks

for which the terms are as defined in Table 2.9.40.-2.

MASS VARIATION
Carry our an assay for the active substance(s) on a
representative sample of the batch using an appropriate
analytical method. This value is result A, expressed as
percentage of label claim (see Calculation of Acceptance
Value). Assume that the concentration (mass of active
substance per mass of dosage unit) is uniform, Select not
fewer than 30 dosage units, and proceed as follows for the
dosage Conn designated.

Uncoated or fibn-coated tablets
Accurately weigh 10 tablets individuaUy. Calculate the active
substance content, expressed as percentage of label claim, of
each tablet from the mass of the individual tablets and the
result of the assay. Calculate the acceptance value.

Hard capsules
Accurately weigh 10 capsules individually, taking care to
preserve the identity of each capsule. Remove the contents of
each capsule by suitable means. Accurately weigh the
emptied shells individually, and calculate for each capsule the
net-mass of its contents by subtracting the mass of the sheD

from the respective gross mass. Calculate the active substance
content in each capsule from the mass of product removed
from the individual capsules and the result of me assay.
Calculate the acceptance value.

Soft capsules
Accurately weigh 10 intact capsules individually to obtain
their gross masses, taking care to preserve the identity of each
capsule. Then cut open the capsules by means of a suitable
clean, dry cutting instrument such as scissors or a sharp open
blade, and remove the contents by washing with a suitable
solvent. Allow the occluded solvent 10 evaporate from the
shells at room temperature over a period of about 30 min,
taking precautions to avoid uptake or loss of moisture. Weigh
the individual shells, and calculate the net contents. Calculate
the active substance content in each capsule from the mass of
product removed from the individual capsules and the result
of the assay. Calculate the acceptance value.

Solid dosage Conns other than tablets and capsules
Proceed as directed for hard capsules, treating each unit as
described therein. Calculate the acceptance value.

Liquid Oor semi-solidO dosage fonns
Accurately weigh the amount of liquid or semi-solid that is
removed from each of 10 individual containers in conditions
of normal use. Ifnecessary, compute the equivalent volume
after determining the density. Calculate the active substance
content in each container from the mass of product removed
from the individual containers and the result of the assay.
Calculate the acceptance value.

Calculation of Acceptance Value
Calculate the acceptance value (A V) as shown in content
uniformity, except that the individual contents of the units
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Variable Definition Condldcns Volue

X Mean of individual contents (Xh X2> ••••
x.). expressed as a percentage of the

label claim

"I. X2""J x" Individual cements of lhe
dosage units tested. expressed as a

percentage of the label claim

• Sample size (nWllber of dosage units
in a sample)

k AC(:cptability constant If II = 10, then 2.•

If " = 30. then 2.0

, Sample standard deviation

[t.<x; -Xl'r
.-1

RSD Relative standud deviation 100,
X

M (case 1) Referencevalue If M=X
To be applied when T:5: 101.5 98.5 percem:5:)(:5: 1015 percent. (IIV = Iu)

men

IfX < 98.5 per cent. then M = 98.5 per cent
(.tV = .8.5 -X +Iu)

IfX> 101.5 per cent. then M = 101.5 per cent
(AV = X -101.5 + ks)

M (case 2) Referencevalue If 98.5 per cent :5: X :S: T. then M=X
To be applied when T> 101.5 (IIV= Iu)

IfX < 98.5 per cent, then M =98.5 per cent
CAV= 98.5 -}{ + ks)

IfX> T. then M = Tper cent
(AV=X-T+ks)

Acceprencevalue VIy) General formula:

IM-XI+1u
Calculations are specified above for

the different cases.

LI Maximum allowed acceptancevalue LI = 15.0 unless otherwisespecified

L2 Maximum allowed range for deviation On the low side. 00 dosage unit result L2 = 25.0 unless otherwise specified
of each dosage unit tested from the can be iess than 0.75 M while on the

calculated value of M high side. no dosage unit reseh can
be greater than 1.25 M (This is based

00 L2 value of 25.0)

T Target content per dosage unit at
time of manufacture, expressed as a

percentage of the label claim. Unless
otherwise stated. T is equal to

100 per cent Or Tis the
manufacturer's approved target

content per dosage unit
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where

are replaced with the individual estimated contents defined
below.

fll'1o lO:z••••• ftI"

A

w

individual estimated contents of the dosage units
lested;

A
Xj=WjX=

W

individual masses of the dosage units tested;
content of active substance (pemntage of label claim)
obtained using an appropriate analytical method
(assay);

mean.of individualmasses (RlIJ Wzt•••• to.).

more may be detennined by opening them and emptying the
contents directly into the graduated cylinder or tared beaker.

The volume is not less than the nominal volume in case of
containers examined individually, or, in case of containers
wilh a nominal volume of 2 mL or less, is not less than the
sum of the nominal volumes of the containers taken
collectively.

MULTIDOSE CONTAINERS
For injections in multidose containers labelled to yield a
specific number of doses of a stated volume, select one
container and proceed as directed for single-dose containers
using the same number of separate syringe assemblies as the
number of doses specified.

The volume is such that each syringe delivers not Jess than
the stated dose.

CRITERIA
Apply the following criteria, unless otherwise specified.

Solid, semi-solid and liquid dosage forms
The requirements for dosage uniformity are met if the
acceptance value of the first 10 dosage units is less than or
equal to Ll per cent. If the acceptance value is greater
than LI per cent, test the next 20 dosage units and calculate
the acceptance value. The requirements are met if the final
acceptance value of the 30 dosage units is less than or equal
to Ll per cent and no individual content of the dosage unit
is less than (I -L2 x O.OI)M or more than (I + L2 x 0.01)
k1 in calculation of acceptance value under content
uniformity or under mass variation. Unless otherwise
specified, LI is 15.0 and L2 is 25.0.

5. Extractable Volume ofParenteral Preparations'
(Testfor Extraaab/e Volume 01Parenteral Preparations, Ph. Bur.
method 2.9.17)

Suspensions and emulsions are shaken before withdrawal of
me contents and before the determination of the density.
Oily and viscous preparations may be warmed according to
the instructions on the label, if necessary, and thoroughly
shaken immediately before removing me contents.
The contents are then cooled to 20-25 °C before measuring
the volume.

SINGLE-DOSE CONTAINERS
Select J container if the nominal volume is 10 mL or more,
3 containers if me nominal volume is more than 3 mL and
less than 10 ml., or 5 containers if the nominal volume is
3 mL or less. Take up individually the total contents of each
container selected into a dry syringe of a capacity not
exceeding 3 times the volume to be measured, and fitted
with a 21-gauge needle not less than 2.5 em in length. Expel
any air bubbles from the syringe and needle, then discharge
the contents of the syringe without emptying the needle into
a standardised dry cylinder (graduated to contain rather than
to deliver the designated volumes) of such size that the
volume to be measured occupies at least 40 per cent of irs
graduated volume. Alternatively, the volume of the contents
in millilitres may be calculated as the mass in grams divided
by the density.

For containers with a nominal volume of 2 mL or less, me
contents of a sufficient number of containers may be pooled
to obtain the volume required for the measurement provided
that a separate, dry syringe assembly is used for each
container. The contents of containers holding J0 mL or

2 ThischapleT has undergone pharma«JpoeiaJ harmonisariwI. Seechapter
5.8 PJwrmacopoeio/ harmonisation.

CARTRIDGES AND PREFILLED SYRINGES
Select 1 container if the nominal volume is 10 mL or more,
3 containers if the nominal volume is more than 3 mL and
less than 10 ml., or 5 containers if the nominal volume is
3 mL or less. Ifnecessary, fit the containers with the
accessories required for their use (needle, piston, syringe) and
transfer the entire contents of each container without
emptying the needle into a dry tared beaker by slowly and
constantly depressing the piston. Determine the volume in
millilitres calculated as the mass in grams divided by the
density.

The volume measured for each of the containers is not less
than the nominal volume.

PARENTERAL INFUSIONS
Select one container. Transfer the contents into a dry
measuring cylinder of such a Capacity that the volume to be
determined occupies at least 40 per cent of the nominal
volume of the cylinder. Measure the volume transferred.

The volume is not less than the nominal volume.

7. Preparations for Inhalation: Aerodynamic
Assessment of Fine Particles
(ph. Eur. method 2.9.18)

This test is used to determine the fine particle characteristics
of the aerosol clouds generated by preparations for
inhalation.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, one of the
following apparatus and test procedures is used.

Stage mensuration Is performed periodically together
with confirmation of other dimensions critical to the effective
operation of the impactor.

He-entrainment (for apparatus D and B) To ensure
efficient particle capture, coat each plate with glycerol,
silicone oil or similar high viscosity liquid) typically deposited
from a volatile solvent. Plate coating must be part of method
validation and may be omitted where justified and
authorised.

Jlfass balance The total mass of the active substance is
not less than 75 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of
the average delivered dose determined during testing for
uniformity of delivered dose. This is not a test of the inhaler
but it serves to ensure that the results are valid.

APPARATUS A· GLASS IMPINGER
The' apparatus is shown in Figure 2.9.18.-1 (see also
Table 2.9.18.-1).

Procedure for nebulisers
Introduce 7 mL and 30 mL of a suitable solvent into me
upper and lower impingement chambers, respectively.
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Procedure for powder inhalers
Introduce 7 mL and 30 mL of a suitable solvent into the
upper and lower impingement chambers, respectively.

Connect aU the component parts. Ensure that the assembly is
vertical and adequately supported and that the jet-spacer peg
of the lower jet assembly just touches the bottom of the
lower impingement chamber. Without the inhaler in place,
connect a suitable pump to the outlet of the apparatus.
Adjust the air flow through the apparatus, as measured at the
inlet to the throat, to 60 ± 5 Umin.

Prepare the inhaler for use and locate the mouthpiece in the
apparatus by means of a suitable adapter. Switch on the
pump for 5 s. Switch off the pump and remove the inhaler.
Repeat the discharge sequence. The number of discharges
should be minimised and typically would not be greater
than 10. Dismantle the apparatus.

Wash the inner surface of the inlet tube to the lower
impingement chamber and its outer surface that projects into
the chamber with a suitable solvent, collecting the washings
in the lower impingement chamber. Determine the content
of active substance in this solution. Calculate the amount of
active substance collected in the lower impingement chamber
per discharge and express the results as a percentage of the
dose stated on the label.

Figure 2.9.18.-1. - Apparatus A: glass impinger
Dimensions in m,1limelTeS (tolerances ± 1 mm unless otheru.nse
jmScribed)

Connect aU the component parts. Ensure that the assembly is
vertical and adequately supported and that the jet spacer peg
of the lower jet assembly just touches me bottom of the
lower impingement chamber. Connect a suitable pump fitted
with a filter (of suitable pore size) to the outlet of the
apparatus. Adjust the air flow through the apparatus, as
measured at the inlet to the throat) to 60 ± 5 Umin.

Introduce the liquid preparation for inhalation into the
reservoir of the nebuliser. Fit the mouthpiece and connect it
by means of an adapter to the device.

Switch on the pump of the apparatus and after 10 s switch
on the nebuliser.
After 60 s, unless otherwise justified, switch off the nebuliser,
wait for about 5 s and then switch off the pump of the
apparatus. Dismantle the apparatus and wash the inner
surface of the upper impingement chamber collecting me
washings in a volumetric flask. Wash the inner swface of the
lower impingement chamber collecting the washings in a
second volumetric flask. Finally, wash the filter preceding the
pump and its connections to the lower impingement chamber
and combine the washings with those obtained from the
lower impingement chamber. Determine the amount of
active substance collected in each of the 2 flasks. Express the
results for each of the 2 parts of the apparatus as a
percentage of the total amount of active substance.

Procedure for pressurised inhalers
Place the actuator adapter in position at the end of the throat
so that the mouthpiece end of the actuator, when inserted to
a depth of about 10 nun, lines up along the horizontal axis of
the throat and the open end of the actuator, which accepts
the pressurised container, is 'uppermost and in the same
vertical plane as the rest of the apparatus.

Introduce 7 rnL and 30 rnL of a suitable solvent into the
upper and lower impingement chambers, respectively.

Connect all the component parts. Ensure that the assembly is
vertical and adequately supported and that the lower jet
spacer peg of the lower jet assembly just touches the bottom
of the lower impingement chamber. Connect a suitable pump
to the outlet of the apparatus. Adjust the air flow through the
apparatus, as measured at the inlet to the throat, to
60 ± 5Umin.
Prime the metering valve by shaking for 5 s and discharging
once to waste; after not less than 5 s, shake and discharge
again to waste. Repeat a further 3 times.

Shake for about 5 s, switch on the pump to the apparatus
and locate the mouthpiece end of the actuator in the adapter,
discharge once immediately. Remove the assembled inhaler
from the adapter, shake for not less than 5 s, relocate the
mouthpiece end of the actuator in the adapter and discharge
again. Repeat the discharge sequence. The number of
discharges should be minimised and typically would not be
greater than 10. Mer the final discharge wait for not less
than 5 s and then switch off the pump. Dismantle the
apparatus.

Wash the inner surface of the inlet tube to the lower
impingement chamber and its outer surface that projects into
the chamber with a suitable solvent, collecting the washings
in the lower impingement chamber. Determine the content
of active substance in this solution. Calculate the amount of
active substance collected in the lower impingement chamber
per discharge and express the results as a percentage of the
dose stated on the label.
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Figure 2.9.18.-4. -Apparatus C: multi-stage liquid impinger

through which a metal inlet jet tube (A) with its impaction
plate (0) is protruding. A glass cylinder (E) with sampling
port (F) forms the vertical wall of the stage, and a lower
horizontal metal partition wall (G) through which the
tube (II) connects to the next lower stage. The tube into
stage 4 (U) ends in a multi-jet arrangement. The impaction
plate (D) is secured in a metal frame Q) which le fastened by
2 wires (1<) to a sleeve (L) secured on the jet tube.
The horizontal face of the collection plate is perpendicular to
the axis of the jet tube and centrally aligned. The upper
surface of the impaction plate is slightly raised above the
edge of the metal frame. A recess around the perimeter of
the horizontal partition wall guides the position of the glass
cylinder. The glass cylinders are sealed against the horizontal
partition walls with gaskets (M) and clamped together by
6 bolts (N). The sampling ports are sealed by stoppers.
The bottom-side of me lower partition wall of stage 4 has a
concentrical protrusion fined with a rubber O-ring (P) which
seals against the edge of a filter placed in the filter holder.
The filter holder (R) is constructed as a basin with a
concentrical recess in which a perforated filter support (S) is
flush-fitted. The filter holder is dimensioned fo.r 76 mm
diameter fillers. The assembly of impaction stages is damped
onto the filler holder by 2 snap-locks (1). Connect an
induction port (see Figure 2.9.18.-7) onto the stage 1 inlet
jet tube of the impinger. A rubber O-ring on the jet tube
provides an airtight connection to the induction port.
A suitable mouthpiece adapter is used to provide anairtight
seal between the inhaler and the induction port, The front

Table 2.9.1 8.-1. - Component specification for apparatus A in
Figure 2.9.18.-1

Code [tern Description Dimen-
slons*

A Mouthpiece Moulded rubber adapter for
adaptor actuator mourhplece.

B Throat Modified round-bottomed flask.: 50mL

- ground-glass in/a socket 29/32

- ground-glass owk, «me 24/2.

C N«. Modified glass adapter:

~ gmuntl-glass jnJn SlKku 24129

- grfmnd-glau omkt cone 24/2.

Lower outlet section of precision-
bore glass robing:

- boNdianuur I'
Selected bore light-wall glass
tubing::

- Ulernat diomeur 17

D Upper Modified round-bottomed flask IOOmL

impingement - ground-gloss inletwcker 24/2.

chamber - lf1UIInt/·gkw OUlle, cone 24/2.

I! Coupling tube Mediwn-waIl glass tubing:

- gnnmd-giosscone 14123

Bent secdon and upper vertical
secdon:

- exlD7fai diammr 13

Lower vertical section:

- external dl"amtuT 8

F Screwthreed, Plastic screw cap 28113

side-ann Silicone rubber ring 28111

adaptor PTFE washer 28/11

Glass screwthread:

- threadfize 28

Side-ann outlet to vacuum pump:

- minimumbore diamaer 5

G Lower jet Modified polypropylene filter holder see
assembly connected to lower vertical section Figure

of coupling tube by PIFE tubing. 2.9.18.·1

Acetal circular disc with the centres
of four jets arranged on a projected
circle of diameter 5.3 mm wid) an
integral jet spacer peg: 10

- pegdiamtJer 2

- pegprotnuimr 2

H Lower Conical flask 250mL

impingement - ground-g/aJs l'nklsocJut 24/29

chamber

• Dimensions in milIimelreSJ unless othenvise stated.

FINE PARTICLE DOSE AND PARTICLE
SIZE DISTRIBUTION
APPARATUS C - MULTI-STAGE LIQUID
IMPINGER
The multi-stage liquid impinger consists of impaction
stages I (pre-separator), 2, 3 and 4 and an integral filter
stage (stage 5), see Figures 2.9.18.-416. An impaction stage
comprises an upper horizontal metal partition wall (B)
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Figure 2.9.18.-5. - ApparatusC: detaIls 0/jet tube aud impa<oon pia". Inserts showendof mulo-jet tnbe U leading to stage 4.
(Numbers and kxoercaee leuen refer to Table 2.9.18.-3 and uJ>f>erWse I.."" refer to Figure 2.9.18.-4).

face of the inhaler mouthpiece must be flush with the front
face of the induction port.

Procedure for pressurised inhalers
Dispense 20 mL of a solvent,capable of dissolving the active
substance into eachof stages 1 to 4 and replace the stoppers.
Tilt the appararus to wet the stoppers, thereby neutralising
electrostatic charge. Place a suitable filter capable of
quantitatively collecting the active substance in stage5 and
assemble the apparatus. Place a suitable mouthpiece adapter
in position at the end of the induction portso that the
mouthpiece end of the actuator, when inserted) lines up
along the horizontalaxisof the induction portand the
inhaler is positioned in the same orientation as intended for
use. Connecta suitable vacuum pump to the outlet of the
apparatus and adjust the airflow through the apparatus, as

measured at the inlet to the induction port, to

30 Umin (± 5 per cent), Switchoff the pump.
Unless otherwise prescribed in the patient instructions, shake
the inhaler for 5 s and discharge 1 delivery 10 waste. Switch
on the pump to me apparatus, locatethe mouthpiece end of
the actuator in the adapter and discharge the inhaler into the
apparatus, depressing the valve fora sufficient timeto ensure
complete discharge. Waitfor5 s before removing the
assembled inhaler from the adapter. Repeat the procedure.
The number of discharges should be minimised and typically
wouldnot be greater than 10. The number of discharges is
sufficient to ensure an accurate andprecise determination of
the fine particle dose. After the finaldischarge, wait for 5 s
and then switch off the pump.
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Table 2.9.18.-2. - Component specification lor apparatus C in
Figures 2.9.18.-4/6

coo,- Item D~pdon Djmea-
lions....

A)l J« oW< Metal tube saewed OIKO partition wall iecF~

scakd by gasket (C). polilbed inn« 2.9.18.-5.""-
B,G Partidon \¥til Cirallu mao pllte

- """""' 120

- ......, ~F_

2.9.18.-5

C e;"", e.g. PTFE to fil jet tube

D "-"" Porosil)' 0 Sinlered-gilliSd.i:lk

plue - .....~
see""""2.U8.·5

E Gb.u qiinder Plane pobshcd CUI g\a!II tube

- luig., incJudUw .f'IIhu ..
- OIIItrrlia_r. 100

- -nl1Jid,Iltf, s.s
- ~porr (F) ditmte,,, 18

- l~rUr MlIIIJI/UJg I'M ISO 24125

r Me!a1lhme L-profikd cimllar fnme wiI:h slil:

- inJUrdiDnll,. 10 fit-pk.

- ..... •
- ~SJof~ UCliDII 0.'

- rlridr.lI8lSofwtritdll«tif.r 2

K W~ Steel wife iDlCttOllDeCtiol metalfnme
and 5keYl:' (2 CO£ each frame)

- """""'
,

L """ Metll sleeve~ on jet tube by.-
- imMr ditlnMUI' 10 fit jet tWe

- '0gIu
,

- .......u ,
M e;"", e.g. silicone to fitgI;u.t

"""'«

N Bol, Metal bolt with nUl (6 pain)

- - 20'

- .....~ •
p 0 ..... Rubber O-ring

- JimMtu X Ihi<:bAl 66.34 )< 2.62

Q O-riug Rubber o-ring

- dianlelU x lhicJures, 29.1 x 1.6

R Filler bolder Metal.housiOSwith stand and outlel: seeFigl=
2.9.18.-6

S Filrer support Perforated !heel men.

- .....~ "
- Ac&ditutu_ ,
- dilltJMt~1toIeJ (ce~) •

T SIIIIp-loeb

U Multi-jet rube Jetrube (H) ending in multi-jet seciD$e1U
:mangemcnL F_

2.9.18.-5

~ Refers10 FJgUre 2.9.18.-4.
~. Measures in milimelJ'eSwidllolermces acoxding to ilia2768-m unkss ownrise
tlllred.
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Table 2.9.18.-3. - Dimens;ons(J) oljet tubewith impaction plate
ofapparatus C

Typ, coo," Staa::e 1 Stage 2 Stage J Stage 4 FUter-

(,lage S)

Dinance I 9-' ,-' '.0 ,~ U ••

(-.0-+.5) (-.0+.5) (-.0-+.5) (-.0+.5)

""- 2 ae " " ,os 0

Dinance , 8 , s , ,
Dilitantt • , , , , n.a.

Dinance , 0 , , , ,
Distance ,0' 20 25 25 25 25

Distance 7 n.a. ~. ~. 8-' n.a,

Diameter e 25 " 8.0 21 "(± .1)

Diameter d '0 so 20 ao U .a,

Diameter e 27.9 16.5 10.5 23.9 n.a.

Diameter f 31.75 22 " " 22
(-.0+.5)

Diameter • 25.4. 21 " '0 21

Diameter h ~. n.a. n•. 2.70 U .a,

(± 5)

DiemC'l.er j n•. u- n.a. s.r n.a.

Diameter • ~- n.lI. n.l. [2.6 n.'

RadiuI("l , 16 22 27 '" 0

Radius • .. .. .. .. n.a.

Radius ,
~. '0 '0 '0 50

Aug!< • '0' 53' 53' ", 53'

Aug!< u ~. n.a. n.a, .,. n.a,

Aug!< • n.a. n.a. n.lI. ... n.••

(I) Mear.um in millimettes wHh[okrmcel ittording [0 ISO 2768-m unIes.1. otherwise
stared
(2) Refu 10 Figure 2.9.18.-5
(3) Including gasket
(4) RclII:iYe «n~line ofstage compartmcnt
n.e. = nOC Ipplicable

081

060

p

Figure 2.9.18.-6. - Apparatus C: details 01thefilter stage
(stage 5). Numbers reler to dimensious (II' = diameter).
Uppercase letters reler to Table 2.9.18.-Z.

Dimensions in milh"metres unless otherwise stated

Dismantle the filter stage of the apparatus. Carefully remove
the filter and extract the active substance into an aliquot of
the solvent. Remove the induction port and mouthpiece
adapter from the apparatus and extract the active substance
into an aliquot of me solvent. If necessary, rinse the inside of
the inlet jet tube to stage 1 with solvent, allowing the solvent
to flow into the stage. Extract me active substance from the
inner walls and the collection plate of each of the 4 upper
stages of me apparatus into me solution in the respective
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31.8

38

J

l

.....--4----

79

97

apparatus. Connect the apparatus to a flowsystemaccording
to the scheme specified in Figure 2.9.18.-8 and
Table 2.9.18.-4. Unless otherwise defined, conduct the test
at the flow rate, Qouo used in the test for uniformity of
delivered dose, drawing 4 L of air from the mouthpieceof
the inhaler and through the apparatus.
Connect a flowmeter to the induction port. Use a flowmeter
calibratedfor the volumetric flow leaving the meter, or
calculate the volumetric flow leaving the meter (Q,~) using
the idealgas law. For a meter calibrated for the entering

31.75~~O~
25.4

38

Isometric view of induction port

M-4 socket
head cap screw

Joinl muslbe leakUghl

Do not break edge

/
/

/
/

Drill, counter-bore and lap
for an M-4 cap screw.
Note:use minimum clearance
for screw In the lower part to aid
in precisealignment.

stage by carefully tilting and rotating the apparatus, observing
that no liquid transferoccurs between me stages.
Using a suitable method of analysis, determine the quantity
of activesubstance contained in each of the aliquots of
solvent.
Calculate the fine particle dose (see Calculations).

Procedure for powder inhalers
Place a suitable lowresistancefilter capableof quantitatively
collecting the activesubstance in stage 5 and assemblethe

2022

Figure 2.9.18.-7. - Induc"on port
Dimensions in millimetres unless otherwise srated

1. Material may be IIluminium. stainlesssteel or other suitable material.

2. Machine from 38 mm bar stock.
3. Bore 19 mm hole through bar.
4. Cut tube to exact 0450 as shown.
5. The inner bores and tapers should be smooth - surface roughness Ra appros. 0.'1 urn.
6. MiUjoining cads of stock to provide 8. liquid tighlleak-free seal.
7. Set up a holding fixturefor aligning the inner 19 mm bore and for drilling and tapping Mol )( 0.7 threads. There must be virtuaUyno mismatch of the inner

bores in the miter joint.

V-A426 Appendix XII C
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volumetric flow (Q;,,), use the following expression:

Po atmospheric pressure,
AP pressure drop over the meter.

Q,;,xPo
Po-M'

Table 2 9 18 4 Component specification for Figure 2 9 18 -8- -

Cod, Item Description

A Connector ID ;::-: 8 mm, e.g., short metal coupling, with
low-diameter branch to P3.

B Vacuum tubing A length of suieable tubing having an
ID ~ 8 mm and an internal volume of
25 ± 5mL.

C 2-way solenoid A 2-way, 2-pon solenoid valve having a
vajve minimum airflow resistance orifice with

ID ~ 8 mm and an opening time .:5 100 ms.
(e.g. type 2j6.A08, Biirken GmbH,
D·74653 Ingelfingen), or equivalent.

D Vacuwnpump Pump must be capable of drawing the required
flow rate through the assembled apparatus wnh
the powder inhaler in the mouthpkce adapter
(e.g. product type 1023, 1423 or 2565, Gast
Manufacturing Inc., Benton Harbor, MI
49022), or equivalent. Connect the pump to
the 2-way solenoid valve using shon and/or
wide (ID;::-: 10 mrn) vacuum tubing and
connectors to minimise pump capacity
requirements.

E Tuner Timer capable to drive the 2-way solenoid
valve for the required duration (e.g. type G814.
RS Components International, Corby,
NNl7 9RS. UK), or equivalent.

P2 P3 Pressure Determine under steady-state flow condition
measurements with an absolute pressure transducer.

F Flow control Adjustable regulating valve with maximum
..lve c, ~ I. (e.g. type 8fVI2LNSS. Parker

Hannifin plc., Bamstaple. RX31 INPJ UK), or
equivalent.

APPARATUS D - ANDERSEN CASCADE
IMPACTOR
The Andersen 1 ACFM non-viable cascade impactor consists
of 8 stages together with a final filter. Material of
construction may be aluminium, stainless steel or other
suitable material. The stages are clamped together and sealed
with O-rings. Critical dimensions applied by the
manufacturer of apparatus D are provided in
Table 2.9.18.-5. In use, some occlusion and wear or holes
will occur. In-use mensuration tolerances need to be justified.
In the configuration used for pressurised inhalers
(Figure 2.9.18.-9) the entry cone of the impactor is
connected to an induction port (see Figure 2.9.18.-7).
A suitable mouthpiece adapter is used to provide an airtight
seal between the inhaler and the induction port. The front
face of the inhaler mouthpiece must be flush with the front
face of the induction port.

In the configuration for powder inhalers, a pre-separator is
placed above the top stage to collect large masses of non
respirable powder. It is connected to the induction port as
shown in Figure 2.9.18.-10. To accommodate high flow rates
through the impactor, the outlet nipple, used to connect the
impactor to the vacuum system is enlarged to have an
internal diameter of greater than or equal to 8 mm.

Procedure for pressurised inhalers
Assemble the Andersen impactor with a suitable filter in
place. Ensure that the system is airtight. In that respect,
follow the manufacturer's instructions. Place a suitable
mouthpiece adapter in position at the end of the induction
port so that the mouthpiece end of the actuator, when
inserted, lines up along the horizontal axis of the induction
port and the inhaler unit is positioned in the same orientation
as the intended use. Connect a suitable pump to the outlet of

Impactor

A

E

Two-wayrFlow r
Solenoid Con/rol

Valve Valve
C F .

C
Vacuum Tubing

onnector
B

D

Vacuum
pump

Adjust the flow control valve to achieve steady flow through
the system at the required rate, Q... (± 5 per cent). Switch
off the pump. Ensure that critical flow occurs in the flow
control valve by the following procedure.

With the inhaler in place and the test flow rate established,
measure the absolute pressure on both sides of me control
volve (pressure reading points P2 and P3 in
Figure 2.9.18.-8). A ratio P31P2 of less than or equal to 0.5
indicates critical flow. Switch to a more powerful pump and
re-meaaure the lest flow rate if critical flow is not indicated.

Dispense 20 mL of a solvent. capable of dissolving the active
substance into each of me 4 upper stages of the apparatus
and replace the stoppers. Tilt the apparatus to wet the
stoppers, thereby neutralising electrostatic charge. Place a
suitable mouthpiece adapter in position at the end of the
induction port.

Figure 2.9.18.-8. - Experimental set-upfor ",ting powder
inhalers

Prepare the powder inhaler for use according to patient
instructions. With the pump running and the 2-way solenoid
valve closed, locate the mouthpiece of the inhaler in the
mouthpiece adapter. Discharge the powder into the
apparatus by opening the valve for the required time, T
(± 5 per cent). Repeat the procedure. The number of
discharges should be minimised and typically would not be
greater than 10. The number of discharges is sufficient to
ensure an accurate and precise determination of fine particle
dose.

Dismantle the filter stage of the apparatus. Carefully remove
the filter and extract the active substance into an aliquot of
the solvent. Remove the induction port and mouthpiece
adapter from the apparatus and extract the active substance
into an aliquot of the solvent. If necessary, rinse the inside of
the inlet jet tube to stage I with solvent, allowing the solvent
to flow into the stage. Extract the active substance from the
inner walls and the collection plate of each of the 4 upper
stages of the apparatus into the solution in the respective
stage by carefully tilting and rotating the apparatus, observing
that no liquid transfer occurs between the stages.

Using a suitable method of analysis, determine the amount of
active substance contained in each of the aliquots of solvent.

Calculate the fine particle dose (see Calculations).
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Figure 2,9.18,-9, - Appara,us D: Andersen cascade impac",r
used forprwurised inhalers

Table 2.9,18.-5. - Critical dimensions for apparalUS D

Descripdon Number Dimension (mm)

Stage 0 nozzlediameter 9. 255 ± 0.025

Stage I nome diameter 9. 1.89 ± 0.025

Stage 2 nozzle diameter 400 0.914 ± 0.0127

Stage 3 nozzle diameter 400 0.711 ± 0.0127

Stage 4 nozzle diameter 400 0.533 ± 0.0127

Stage 5 nozzle diameter 400 0.343 ± 0.0121

St1Ige 6 nozzle diameter 400 0.254 ± 0.0127

Stage 7 nozzlediameter 201 0.254 ± 0.0127

me apparatus and adjust the air flow through the apparatus,
as measured at the inlet to the induction port, to
28.3 Umin (± 5 per cent). Switch off the pump.

Unless otherwise prescribed in the patient instructions, shake
the inhaler for 5 s and discharge one delivery to waste.
Switch on the pump to the apparatus, locate the mouthpiece

2022

end of the actuator in the adapter and discharge the inverted
inhaler inro the apparatus, depressing the valve for a
sufficient time to ensure complete discharge. Wait for 5 s
before removing the assembled inhaler from the adapter.
Repeat the procedure. The number of discharges should be
minimised and typically would not be greater than 10.
The number of discharges is sufficient to ensure an accurate
and precise detennination of the fine particle dose. After the
final discharge, wait for 5 s and then switch off the pump.

Dismantle the apparatus. Carefully remove the filter and
extract the active substance into an aliquot of the solvent.
Remove the induction port and mouthpiece adapter from the
apparatus and extract the active substance into an aliquot of
the solvent. Extract the active substance from the inner walls
and the collection plate of each of the stages of the apparatus
into aliquots of solvent. .

Using a suitable method of analysis, determine the quantity
of active substance contained in each of the aliquots of
solvent.

Calculate the fine particle dose (see Calculations).

PrQ~~dqre for powder inhalers
The aerodynami<: eu,-offdiame<ers of .he individual Slages of this
apparatus arecumntly not well-established acflow raleS other
than 28.3 Umin. Users must justify and validate the use of
the impactor in the chosen conditions, when flow rates
different from 28.3 Umin are selected.

Assemble the Andersen impactor with the pre-separator and
a suitable filter in place and ensure that the system is airtight.
Depending on the product characteristics) the pre-separator
may be omitted, where justified and authorised. Stages 6
and 7 may also be omitted at high flow rates, if justified.
The pre-separator may be coated in the same way as the
plates or may contain 10 mL of a suitable solvent. Connect
the apparatus to a flow system according to the scheme
specified in Figure 2.9.18.-8 and Table 2.9.18.-4.

Unless otherwise defined, conduct the test at the flow rate,
~D used in the test for uniformity of delivered dose drawing
4 L of air from the mouthpiece of the inhaler and through
the apparatus.

Connect a flowmeter to the induction port. Use a flowmeter
calibrated for the volumetric flow leaving the meter, or
calculate the volumetric flow leaving the meter (Q".J using
the ideal gas law. For a meter calibrated for the entering
volumetric flow (Q..,J, use the following expression:

Q,., = Q;. x Po
Po -liP

Po aunospheric pressure,
liP pressure drop over the meter.

Adjust the flow control valve to achieve steady flow through
the system at the required rate) Qo." (± 5 per cent). Ensure
that critical flow occurs in the flow control valve by the
procedure descrihed for Apparatus C. Switch off the pump.

Prepare the powder inhaler for use according to the patient
instructions. With the pump running and the 2-way solenoid
valve closed, locate the mouthpiece of the inhaler in the
mouthpiece adapter. Discharge the powder into the
apparatus by opening the valve for the required time,
T (± 5 per cent). Repeat the discharge sequence.
The number of discharges should be minimised and typically
would not be greater than 10. The number of discharges is
sufficient to ensure an accurate and precise determination of
fine particle dose.
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Cross-section

Material: aluminium. staInless steel
orothersuitable material.

R44

l,---- R38.3 ~ g.2
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R15
+00

~-- R15.87 - o.os
+-- R14.4
I~--Groove forO-ring

R8

R8.70 ± 0.03

R12.7 ----.J
b"'9f'=:::,.J...--

Interior bore surface roughness Ra
approx. 0.4 pm.

SuTface tobe cleanmachine - tooled finish.

O-ring: nominal dimensions: 10 29 mm,
OD 32 mm, width 1.8 mm.

R12.7

'00R15.87 -0.05

Exceptwherenoted, aftedges tobe broken
andbun»removed.
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Side view

R6.70 ± 0.03

Do not break edge

Figure 2.9.18.-10. - Connection of 'he induction port to thepreseporator of 'he Andersen cascade impactor
Dimensions in miJJimetres unless othtmJise stated

Dismantle the apparatus. Carefully remove the filter and
extract the active substance into an aliquot of the solvent.
Remove the pre-separator, induction port and mouthpiece
adapter from the apparatus and extract the active substance
into an aliquot of the solvent. Extract the active substance
from the innerwalls and the collection plate of eachof the
stages of the apparatus into aliquots of solvent.
Using a suitable methodof analysis) determine the quantity
of active substance contained in each of the aliquots of
solvent.
Calculate the fine panicle dose (see Calculations).

APPARATUSE
Apparatus E is a cascade impactor with7 stages and a micro
orifice collector (MOC). Overthe flow rate range of
30 Umin to 100 Umin the 50 percent-efficiency cut-off
diameters (D50 values) range berweenO.24 J..Im to 11.7 J..Im)
evenly spaced on a logarithmic scale. In this flowrange) there

are always at least 5 stages withDso values between 0.5 J.lm
and 6.5 11m. The collection efficiency curves foreach stage
aresharp and minimise overlap between stages.
Material of construction may be aluminium) stainless steel or
othersuitable material.
The impactor configuration has removable impaction cups
with all the cups in one plane (Figures 2.9.18.-11/14). There
are 3 mainsections to the impactor, the bottom frame that
holds the impaction cups, the seal body thatholds the jets
and the lid thatcontains the interstage passageways
(Figures 2.9.18.-11/12). Multiple nozzles are used at all but
the first stage (Figure 2.9.18.-13). The lIow passes through
the impactor in a saw-tooth pattern.
Critical dimensions are provided in Table 2.9.18.-6.

In routine operation) the seal body and lid are held together
as a singleassembly. The impaction cups areaccessible when
this assembly is openedat the end of an inhaler test.
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Induction port

Pre-separator

Figure 2.9.18.-11. - Apparatus E (shown with the pre-separator in pia",)

Impaclor body

Airflow outlet

Clamping mechanism
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The cups are held in a support tray, so thatall cups can be
removed from the impactor simultaneously by lifting out the
tray.

An induction portwith internal dimensions (relevant to the
airflow path) defined in Figure 2.9.18.-7 connects to the
impactor inlet.A pre-separator can be addedwhen required,
typically with powder inhalers, and connects between the
induction port-and the impactor. A suitable mouthpiece
adapter is used to provide an airtight seal between the inhaler
and me induction port.
Apparatus E contains a terminal Micro-Orifice
Collector (MOC) that for most formulations will eliminate
the need for a final filter as determined by methodvalidation.
The MOC is an impactor plate with nominally 4032 holes,
each approximately 70 Jim in diameter. Most particles not
captured on stage7 of the impactor willbe captured on the
cup surface below the MOe. For impactors operated at
60 Umin, the MOC is capable of collecting 80 per cent of
0.14 prn particles. For formulations with a significant fraction
of particles not captured by the MOC, there is an optional
filter holder that can replace the MOC or be placed
downstream of the MOC (a glass fibre filter is suitable).

Procedure for pressurised inhalers
Placecups into the apertures in the cup tray. Insert the cup
tray into the bonom frame, andlowerinto place. Close the
impactor lid with the seal body attached and operate the

handle to lock the impactor together so that the system is
airtight.

Connect an induction portwith internal dimensions defined
in Figure 2.9.18.-7 to the impactor inlet. Place a suitable
mouthpiece adapter in position at the end of the induction
port so that the mouthpiece end of the actuator, when
inserted, linesup along the horizontal axis of the induction
port. The front face of the inhaler mouthpiece mustbe flush
with the front face of me induction port. When attached to
the mouthpiece adapter, the inhaler is positioned in the same
orientation as intended foruse. Connecta suitable pump to
the outlet of the apparatus and adjust the air flow through
the apparatus, as measured at the inlet to the induction port,
to 30 Umin (± 5 per cent). Switch off the pump.

Unless otherwise prescribed in the patient instructions, shake
the inhaler for 5 s and discharge I delivery to waste. Switch
on the pumpto the apparatus. Prepare the inhaler foruse
according to the patient instructions, locate the mouthpiece
end of the actuator in the adapter and discharge theinhaler
into the apparatus, depressing the valve fora sufficient time
to ensure a complete discharge. Waitfor 5 s before removing
the assembled inhaler from the adapter. Repeat the
procedure. The number of discharges should be minimised,
and typically would not be greater than 10. The number of
discharges is sufficient to ensure an accurate and precise
detennination of the fine particle dose. After the final
discharge, walt for 5 s and men switch off thepump.
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Stage 1 nozzle

Figure 2.9.18.-12. - Apparatus E showing component parts

Table 2 9 18 -6 - Critical dimensions for apparatus E

Description DImension

<mm>
Pre-separator (dimension a - see Figure 2.9.18.-15) 12.8 ± 0.05

Stage I" Nozzle diameter 14.3 ± 0.05

Stage 2* Nozzle diameter 4.88 ± 0.04

Stage 3* Nozzle diameter 2.185 ± 0.02

Stage 4* N07ZIe diameter 1.201 ± 0.01

Stage 5* Nozzle diameter 0.608 ± 0.01

Stage 6i1: Nome diameter 0.323 ± 0.01

Stage 7* Nozzle diameter 0.206 ± 0.01

MOC" approx. 0.010

Cup depth (dimension b - see Figure 2.9.18..I4) 14.625 ± 0.10

Collection cup surface roughness (Ra) 0.5 - 2 JUD

Stage I nozzle to seal body distanceu - dimension c o ± 1.18

Stage 2 nozzle to seat body distance*"'- dimension c 5.236 ± 0.736

Stage 3 nozzle to seal body distance*'" - dimension c 8.445 ± 0.410

Stage 4 nozzle[0 seal body distance"''' - dimension c 11.379 ± 0.237

Stage 5 nozzle [0 seal body distanceu - dimension c 13.176 ± 0.341

Stage 6 nozzleto seal body distance'" - dimension c 13.999 ± 0.071

Stage 1 naule (0 seal body distance" - dimension c 14.000 ± 0.071

Moe nozzle to seal body distanceu - dimension c 14.'129 to
1<1.571

ir See Figwe 2.9.18.-13
H See Figure 2.9.18.-14

Dismantle me apparatus and recover me active substance as
follows: remove the induction port and mouthpiece adapter
from the apparatus and recover the deposited active
substance into a-D aliquot of solvent. Open the impactor by

Appendix XII C V-A431

Interstagepassageway

Micro-orifice
collector (MOC)

Lid with seal
body attached

Locationpin

~~~~r----- location pin recess

~ Bottomframewith
cup lrayInplace

releasing the handle and lifting the lid. Remove the cup tray,
with the collection cups, and recover the active substance in
each cup into an aliquot of solvent.

Using a suitable method of analysis, determine the quantity
of active substance contained in each of the aliquots of
solvent.
Calculate the fine particle dose (see Calculations).

Procedure for powder inhalers
Assemble the apparatus with the pre-separator
(Figure 2.9.18.-15). Depending on the product
characteristics, the pre-separator may be omitted, where
justified.
Place cups uno the apertures in the cup tray. Insert the cup
tray into the bottom frame, and lower into place. Close the
impactor tid with the seal body attached and operate the
handle to lock the impactor together so that the system is
airtight.

When used, the pre-separator should be assembled as
follows: assemble the pre-separator insert into the pre
separator base. Fit the pre-separator base to the impactor
inlet. Add 15 mL of the solvent used for sample recovery to
the central cup of the pre-separator insert. Place the pre
separator body on top of this assembly and close the
2 catches.
Connect an induction port with internal dimensions defined
in Figure 2.9.18.-7 to the impactor inlet or pre-separator
inlet. Place a suitable mouthpiece adapter in position at the
end of the induction port so that the mouthpiece end of the
inhaler, when inserted, lines up along the horizontal axis of
the induction port. The front face of the inhaler mouthpiece
must be flush with the front face of the induction port. When
attached to the mouthpiece adapter, the inhaler is positioned
in the same orientation as intended for use. Connect the
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Figure 2.9.18.-13. - Apparatus E: nozzleconfiguration
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Figure 2.9.18.-14. - Apparatus E: cqnfiguration 0/i.,.,S/agepassageways

apparatus to a flow systemaccording to the scheme specified
in Figure 2.9.18.-8 and Table 2.9.18.-4.

Unless otherwise prescribed, conductthe test at the flow
rate, Q-, used in the test foruniformity of delivered dose
drawing 4 L of air from the mouthpiece of the inhaler and
through the apparatus. Connecta flowmeter to the induction
port. Use a flowmeter calibrated for the volwnetric flow
leaving the meter, or calculate thevolumetric flow leaving the
meter«(kJ using the ideal gas law. For a metercalibrated
for the entering volumetric flow (Q..,,), use the following
expression:

Q _ Q",xPo
... - Po-AP

Po atmospheric pressure,
M' pressure dropoverthe meter.

Adjust the flow control valve to achieve steady flow through
the system at the required rate, Q.- (± 5 percent). Ensure
that critical flow occurs in the flow control valve by the
procedure described for Apparatus C. Switch off the pump.

Prepare thepowderinhaler for use according to the patient
instructions. With the pump running and the 2-waysolenoid
valve closed, locate the mouthpiece of the inhaler in the
mouthpiece adapter. Discharge the powder into the

apparatus by opening the valve for the required time,
T (± 5 per cent). Repeat the discharge sequence.
The number of discharges should be minimised and typically
would not be greater than 10. The number of discharges is
sufficient to ensurean accurate andprecise determination of
fine particle dose.
Dismantle the apparatus and recover the active substance as
follows: remove the induction portandmouthpiece adapter
fromthe pre-separator, when used, andrecover the deposited
active substance into an aliquot of solvent. Whenused,
remove the pre-separator from the impactor, being careful to
avoidspilling the cup liquid into the impactor. Recover the
active substance from the pre-separator.
Open the impactor by releasing the handle and lifting the lid.
Remove the cup tray,wil:h the collection cups, and recover
the activesubstance in each cup into an aliquot of solvent.
Using a suitable method of analysis) determine the quantity
of active substance contained in each of the aliquots of
solvent.
Calculate the line particle dose (see Calculations).

CALCULATIONS
From the analysis of the solutions) calculate the massof
active substance deposited on each stage perdischarge and
the massof activesubstance per discharge deposited in the

J
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Figure 2.9.18.-15. - Apparatus E: pre-separator configuration

induction port, mouthpiece adapter and when used, the pre
separator.

Starting at the final collection site (filter or MOC), derive a
table of cumulative mass versus cut-off diameter of the
respective stage (see Tables 2.9.18.-7 for
Apparatus C, 2.9.18.-8 for Apparatus D, 2.9.18.-9 for
Apparatus E). Calculate by interpolation the mass of the
active substance less than 5 pm. This is the Fine Particle
Dose (FPD).

If necessary, and where appropriate (e.g., where there is a
log-normal distribution), plot the cumulative fraction of
active substance versus cut-offdiameter (see
Tables 2.9.18.-7/9) on log probability paper, and use this
plot to determine values for the Mass Median Aerodynamic
Diameter (MMAD) and Geometric Standard
Deviation (GSD) as appropriate. Appropriate computational
methods may also be used.

8. Preparations for Nebullsation: Characterisation
(ph. Eur. method 2.9.44)

Products used for nebulisation and intended for pulmonary
delivery are characterised using the following tests:
- Active substance delivery rate and total active substance

delivered;
- Aerodynamic assessment of nebulised aerosols.

These tests standardise the approach given to the assessment
of the dose that would be delivered to a patient but are not
intended to provide assessment of the nebuliser device itself,
which is described in the European standard
EN 13544-1:2007+AI:2009, Respiratory therapy
equipment - Part 1: Nebulizing systems and their
components.

The mass- rather than me number-weighted size distribution
is more appropriate to evaluate product performance, Indeed)
active substance mass as a function of aerodynamic diameter
is more indicative of therapeutic effect within the respiratory
tract.

ACTIVE SUBSTANCE DELIVERY RATE AND
TOTAL ACTIVE SUBSTANCE DELIVERED
These tests are performed to assess the rate of delivery to the
patient and the total active substance delivered to the patient,
using standardised conditions of volumetric flow rate. It is
essential that breath-enhanced and breath-actuated nebulisers
be evaluated by a breathing simulator) as the output of these
types of device is highly dependent on inhalation flow rate.
The methodology below describes the use of a standard
breathing pattern defined for adults. Should a particular
product for nebulisation only be indicated for paediatric
(i.e. neonate, infant or child) use, then paediatric breathing
panern(s) must be used. Breathing patterns are used, rather
than continuous flow rates) to provide a more appropriate
measure of the mass of active substance that would be
delivered to patients.

Active substance delivery rate and total active substance
delivered are appropriate characteristics because they allow
the mass delivered to be characterised in a standard way
regardless of the nehuliser used. Accordingly, the test
methodology described below allows that the mass of active
substance delivered in the I" period (typically 1 min) is
measured (consequently giving an assessment of active
substance delivery rate) as well as capturing the total mass of
active substance delivered.
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Table 2.9.18.-7. - Calculations for Apparatus C. Use q = ,j(60/Q), when! Q is the ""flow rate in litres perminute (Q"",forpowder
inhalers)

Cut-off dJameter Mass of active substance deposited Cumulative m858 of active substance Cumulative fraction of active substance
(Jun) per discharge deposited. per d19charge (per cent)

c:4 = 1.7 x q mass from stage 5. ffij-l: (:..= m, 4 = (cJc) x '00

dJ=3.lxq mass from stage 4. IIl..t c)=c.+ll4 f, = (c)!c) x 100

dz=6.8 x q mass from stage 3, ffil <::2=c,+rn) £3 = (ctJc) x 100

mal! from stage 2, rnl c=Cz+ml too

:II Stage 5 is the fillerSlage

Table 2.9.18.-8. - Calculations for Apparatus D when used at a flow rateof 28.3 limin

Cul-off diameter
(Jun)

d7 = 0,4

~ =0.7

d j = 1.1

d.. = 2.1

d, = 3.3

d.:! = 4.7

d, = 5.8

do= •.0

Mass ofactive substance deposited
per dlllcharge

mass from stage 8, ffis

mass from stage 7J ID7

mass from stBge 6. Il1(;

mass from stage 5. ms

mass from stage 4, m..
mass from stage 3, ffi,

mass from stage 2. mz

mISSfrom stage t, mr

mass from stage O. mo

Cumulative mou of active substance
deposited per dlseharge

c) =c..+Il'Lt

~=c,+m,

CI=Czt-mz

eo=c.+ml

Cumulative fraction of active substance
(per cent)

f7 = (e~c) x 100

~ = (cJe) x 100

fj = (e';e) x 100

iq, = (cJc) x 100

f, = (c,lc) x 100

Cz = (c,jc) x 100

f l = (elle) x 100

fo = (cdc) x 100

100

Table 2.9.18.-9. - Calculations for Apparatus E. Use q = (60IQJ', where Q is ,he ""flow rate in litres perminute,and x islisted in
the table

Cut-off dJameter x Mass of active substance Cumulative man ofactive substance Cumulative fraction of active
(Jun) deposIted per dlscbarge deposited per discharge substance (per cent)

d7 = 0.34 x q 0.67 mass from MOC or terminal C7 = D1a F7 = (ole) x 100
filter. rna

d,=0.55 x q 0.60 mass from stage 7, ffi7 C6=C7+1D7 F, = (cJe) x 100

d j = 0.94 x q 0.53 mass from stage 6. I1t{; e,=CfI+D1(, F, = (cdc) x 100

dt= 1.66 x q 0.41 mISS from stage 5, m, c.. =c,+ms F.. = (cJc) )( 100

d, = 2.82 x q 0.50 mass from stage 4. IIlt cs = c..+ lIlt F) = (eye) x 100

dz = 4.46 x q 0.52 mass from stage 3. m, C:!=c)+m, F2 = (cJe) x lOll

dl =8.06 x q 054 mass from Slage2, m2 cl=c.z+m2 F I = (clle) x 100

mass from Slage I, mt c=cl+mt 100

TKfal volume 500mL 25mL 50mL 155 mL

Frequency 15 cycles/min 40 cycles/min 30 cycles/min 25 cycles/min

Wavefonn sinusoidal sinusoidal sinusoidal sinusoidal

Inhalation! 1:1 1:3 1:3 I"
exhalation

ratio

APPARA1VS

Breathing simulator
A conunerciaUy available breathing simulator, which is able
to generate the breathing profiles specified in
Table 2.9.44.-1, is used for the test. The breathing profile
indicated for adults is used unless the medicinal product is
specificallyintended for use in paediatrics, where alternate
patterns should be used, as indicated in Table 2.9.44.-1.

Table 2.9.44.-1. - Breathing simulator specifications

Item

Adult

Speclficntion

Neonate Infant Child

Filter system
A suitably validated low-resistance filter, capable of
quantitatively collecting the aerosol and enabling recovery of
the active substance with an appropriate solvent, is used for
the test. The dead volume of the filter casing does not exceed
10 per cent of the tidal volume used in the breath simulation.

METHOD
Attach the filter (contained in the filter holder) (A) '0 the
breath simulator (B) according '0 Figure 2.9.44.-1. Fill the
nebuliser (C) with the volume of the medicinal product as
specified in the patient instructions. Attach the mouthpiece
of the nebuliser to the inhalation filter using a mouthpiece
adapter if required, ensuring that connections are airtight.
Make sure the nebuliser is positioned in the same orientation
as intended for use; this may require tilting the breathing
simulator and filter holder. Set the breathing simulator to
generate the specified breathing pattern.

Start the breathing simulator then, at the beginning of an
inhalation cycle, start the nebuliser. Operate the nebuliser for
a defined initial time period. The time chosen, usually
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c

A. inhalation filter and filter holder

A B

B. breathing simulator' c. nebuliser

Figure 2.9.44.-1. - Experimental "'-Up for breathing simulator testing

60 ± 1 5, must allow sufficient active substance deposition
on the inhalation filter to allow quantitative analysis. If the
quantity of active substance deposited on the inhalation filter
in 60 s is insufficient for this analysis, the length of the time
interval for aerosol collection can be increased. H the filter is
soaked with the preparation, this time can be decreased.
At the end of this initial period) stop the nebuliser.

Place a fresh filter and filter holder in position and continue
until nebulisation ceases. Interrupt nebulisation and exchange
filters ifnecessary, (0 avoid filter saturation.

RESULTS
Using a suitable method of analysis) determine the mass of
active substance collected on the filters and filter holders
during each time interval. Determine the active substance
delivery rate by dividing the mass of active substance
collected on the first inhalation filter by the time interval
used for collection. Determine the total mass of active
substance delivered by swnming the mass of active substance
collected on all inhalation filters and filter holders.

AERODYNAMIC ASSESSMENT OF NEBULISED
AEROSOLS
Nebulised products need to be size-characterised at flow rates
lower than the range that is normallyused for powder
inhalers and metered-dose inhalers. A flow rate of 15 Umin
is recommended in the European standard because this value
represents a good approximation to the mid-inhalation flow
rate achievable by a tidally breathing healthy adult (500 mL
tidal volume).

Although low-angle laser light scattering instruments (laser
diffractometers) can provide rapid size-distribution
measurements of nebuliser-generated aerosols, these
techniques do not detect the active substance; rather they
measure the size distribution of the droplets irrespective of
their content. TIlls may not he a problem with homogeneous
solutions, but can result in significant eCTOr if the product to
be nebulised is a suspension, or if droplet evaporation is
significant as can be the case with certain nebuliser types.
Cascade impactors enable the aerosol to he characterised
unambiguously in terms of the mass of active substance as a
function of aerodynamic diameter. Laser diffraction may be
used if validated against a cascade impaction method.

Apparatus E (see below under Apparatus), a cascade
impactor, has been calibrated at 15 Umin specifically to
meet the recommendation of the European standard, and is
therefore used for this test. Determining mass balance in the
same way as for powder inhalers and metered-dose inhalers is
not straightforward, in that the dose is being captured as a
continuous ourpur, and hence is not included. Aspart of
method development, recovery experiments must be
performed to validate the method.

It is also recognised that the control of evaporation of
droplets produced by nebulisera may be critical to avoid bias
in the droplet size assessment process. Evaporation can be
minimised by cooling the impactor to a temperature of about
5°C, typically achieved by cooling the impactor in a
refrigerator for about 90 min. Typically, at least after each
day of use, the apparatus must be fully cleaned, including the
inter-stage passageways, in view of the greater risk of
corrosion caused by the condensation/accumulation of saline
containing droplets on inter-stage metalwork associated with
cooling the impactor. It is recommended to dry aU surfaces
of the apparatus after each test, for example with compressed
air. Note: the micro-orifice collector (MOC) should not be
dried with compressed air.

APPARATUS
A derailed description of Apparatus E and the induction porr
is contained in general chapter 2.9.18, and includes details of
critical dimensions and the qualification process for the
impactor (stage mensuration).

A back-up filter in addition to the micro-orifice
collector (MOC) must be used to ensure quantitative
recovery of active substance from the nebulised aerosol at the
specified flow rate of 15 Umin. The filter is located below
the MOC (internal filter option) or a filter in holder, external
to the impactor, is used to capture any fine droplets that pass
beyond the last size fractionating stage.

A pre-separator is not used for testing nebuliser-generated
aerosols.

METHOD VAliDATION

Impactor stage overloading
During method development and validation, it is important
to confirm that the volume of liquid sampled from the
nebuJiser does not overload the impactor. Visual inspection
of the collection surfaces on stages collecting most of the
droplets may reveal streaking if overloading has occurred.
This phenomenon is usually also associated with an increase
in mass of active substance collected on the final stage and
back-up filter. Reducing the sampling period (To) is the most
effective way to avoid overloading in any given system,
balancing overloading with analytical sensitivity.

Re-entrainment
Droplet bounce and re-entrainment are less likely with
nebuliser-produced droplets than with solid particles from
inhalers and for that reason coating would not nonnally be
required.

METHOD
Pre-cool the assembled impactor and induction port in a
refrigerator (set at about 5°C) for not less than 90 min and
start the determination within about 5 min of removal of the
impactor from the ~fPg~r.ltor. Oilier methods tha_t maintain
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A

I
c

I
D

E

A. nebuliser B. induction port c. impaClor(apparatus B) D. flowcontrol valve E. vacuum source

Figure 2.9.44.-2. - AppammsB for measuring thesizedisl,ibulwn of prepamoons for n<bulisanOn

Table 2.9.44.-2. - CUI-of/sizes for Appamms E al 15 Umin

mcornp mass associated with the component under evaluation;
M tocal mass collected by the system.

_mp
Fm,oomp=~

H necessary) and where appropriate) determine values for the
mass median aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) and the
geometric standard deviation (GSD)) as appropriate.

9. Demonstration ofUnifonnlty of Dosage Units
Using Large Samples Sizes
(ph. Bur. method 2.9.47)

The procedure isintended for, bu, no' limittd WJ the evaluation of
medicinal products tIUJt are ma",gactured using proemanarytical
technology (pAl) metlwdolcgy.

14.1

8.61

5.39

3.30

2.OS

1.36

0.98

Cut-off diameter Wm)

I

2

3

•
5

•
7

Stage

Present Fm,comp ~ order of location within the measurement
equipment) beginning at the induction port and ending with
the back-up filter of the impactor (see Figure 2.9.44.-3).
Where appropriate, Fm,comp for adjacent stages of me
impactor may be combined in order to report me mass
fraction collected on a group of stages as a single value.

Determine the cumulative mass-weighted particle-size
distribution of the aerosol size-fractionated by the impactor
in accordance with the procedure given in general chapter
2.9.18. Starting at the filter, derive a cumulative mass versus
effective cut-off diameter of the respective stages (see
Table 2.9.44.-2 for the appropriate cut-off diameters at
15 Umin). Plot the cumulative fraction of active substance
versus cut-off diameter in a suitable format, for example
logarithmic or log-probabdity format. Where appropriate)
determine by interpolation the fraction either below a given
size or between an upper and a lower size limit.

the impactor at a constant temperature (for example, use of a
cooling cabinet) can also be employed when validated.

Set up the nebuliser with a supply of driving gas (usually air
or oxygen), or use a compressor, at the pressure and flow
rate specified by the manufacturer of the nebuliser. Take
precautions to ensure that the gas supply line does not
become detached from the nebuliser when under pressure.
Fill the nebuliser with the volume of the medicinal product
as specified in the patient instructions.

Remove the impactor from the refrigerator. Attach the
induction port to the impactor, and connect the outlet of the
impactor/external filter to a vacuum source that is capable of
drawing air through the system at 15 Umin as specified in
Figure 2.9.44.-2. Tum on the flow through the impactor.

Connect a flow meter, calibrated for the volumetric flow
leaving the meter, to the induction port. Adjust the flow
control valve located between the impactor and the vacuum
source to achieve a steady flow through the system at
15 Umin (± 5 per cent). Remove the flow meter.

Make sure the nebuliser is positioned in the same orientation
as intended for use then attach the mouthpiece of the
nebuliser to the induction port) using a mouthpiece adapter if
required) ensuring that connections are airtight. Switch on
the flow/compressor for the nebuliser. Sample for a
predetermined time (To). Once determined, this time (To)
must be defined and used in the analytical method for a
particular medicinal product to ensure that mass fraction
data can be compared. At the end of the sampling period)
switch off the driving gas flowlcompressor to the nebuliser,
remove the nebuliser from the induction port and switch off
the flow from the vacuum source to the impactor.

Dismantle the impactor and) using a suitable method of
analysis, determine the mass of active substance collected in
the induction port) on each stage and on the back-up
filter/external filter as described for Apparatus E in general
chapter 2.9.18. Add the mass of active substance collected in
the Moe to that deposited on the back-up filler/external
filter and treat as a single sample for the purpose of
subsequent calculations.

Calculate the mass fraction (Fm•comp) of the active substance
deposited on each component of the impactor, commencing
with the induction port and proceeding in order through the
impactor) using the following expression:
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Figure 2.9.44.-3. - Example of mass fraction of droplets presented in terms of location within thesampling system

Compliance with general chapter 2.9.40. Uniformity of
_dosags_ units can be demonstrated by the following procedure,

when large samples (sample size n ~ 100) areevaluated.
Application of this chapter does not constitute a mandatory
requirement. It presents 2 alternative tests (Alternative 1 and
Alternative 2). Fulfilling the requirements of either of the
2 ahematives is considered as evidence that the medicinal
product testedcomplies with general chapter 2.9.40.
The 2 alternatives areconsidered equivalent in their
demonstration of compliance with general chapter 2.9.40.

ALTERNATIVE 1 (pARAMETRIC)
Select not fewer than 100 units according to a predefined
sampling plan.

The consistency of dosageunitsis evaluated bycontent
uniformity or mass variation as prescribed inTable 2.9.40.-1.
Calculate the acceptance value (A II) using the following
expression:

IM-XI+ks

for which the terms are defined in Table 2.9.40.-2, but using
the sample size-dependent value for k defined in
Table 2.9.47.-1.

CRITERIA
Apply the following criteria, unless otherwise specified.

The requirements for dosageform uniformity aremet if:

1. the acceptance value(AJ1 is less thanor equal to Lli and
2. in thecalculation or eeceptancevatue{AJ1 undercontentuniformity or

undermassvllriation. the numberof individual dosageunitsoutside
(l ± L2 x O.Ol)M is less thanor equalto d as defined fora given
samplesize" inTable 2.9..47.-1.

Unless otherwise specified, L1 is 15.0 and L2 is 25.0.

Table 2.9.47.-1. is to be interpreted as follows:
- for a sample size of n = 400, enterme table at n ~ 385:

k = 2.23 and c2 = 3;
- for a samplesize of n =450, enterthe table at n 2: 407:

k =2.24 and c2 =3;
- for a sample size of n = 500, enterme [ableat n 2: 490:

k = 2.24 and c2 = 4.

ALTERNATIVE 2 (NON-PARAMETRIC)
Select not fewer than lOO units according to a predefined
sampling plan.
The consistency of dosageunits is evaluated by content
uniformity or massvariation as prescribed in Table 2.9.40.-1.
Assayindividually or weigh the units and calculate individual
contentsas prescribed in general chapter 2.9.40. Count the
number of individual dosage unitswith a contentoutside
(1 ± L1 x O.OI)Tand the number of individual
dosage units with a content outside (1 ± L2 x O.Ol)T.
Evaluate if the values arewithin the limitsdefinedin
Table 2.9.47.-2.

CRITERIA
Apply the foUowing criteria, unless otherwise specified.
The requirements for dosage form uniformity are met if:

1. the numberof individual dosageunits outside (I ± LI x O.OI)T is less
thanor equal to elj and

2. the numberof individual dosage unitsoutside (1 ± I:l. x O.Ol}Tisless
thanor equal to c2.

c1 and c2 for a givensamplesize n are defined in
Table 2.9.47.-2. Unless otherwise specified, LI is 15.0 and
L2 is 25.0.

Table 2.9.47.-2 is to be interpreted as follows:
- for a samplesize of n = 400, enter the table at n ~ 394:

c1 =11 and c2 =3;
- for a sample size of n =450, enter the tableat n ~ 434:

cl =12 and c2 =3;
- for a sample size of n = 500, enter the table at n 2: 490:

c1=13andc2=4.

10. Content of active ingredient on actuation of the
valve test
Thefollowing leU condiu"ons arefor use in Preparations for
Inhalation of theBritish Pharmacopoeia. Specifically .he
melhoddogy should beapplied to P>essurised Inhalation products.

Content of active ingredient delivered by actuation of
the valve
Remove the pressurised container from the actuator and
remove aU labels and markings which maybe presenton the
container with a suitable solvent.Dry the container, replace
in its actuator) shake for about 30 seconds and prime the
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n~ k c2 n (1:) k c2 n (1:) k c2 n~ k c2 n (1:) k c2 n (1:) k c2

100 2.15 804 2.26 2480 2.29 23 4366 2.30 41 6252 2.31 59 8243 2.31 78

7

105 2.16 905 2.27 2585 2.29 24 4471 2.30 42 6357 2.31 60 8347 2.31 79

120 2.17 0 908 2.27 8 2690 2.29 25 4576 2.30 43 6462 2.31 61
8452 2.31 80

139 2.18 1013 2.27 9 2794 2.29 26 4680 2.30 44 6566 2.31 62
8557 2.31 81

161 2.19
1118 2.27 10 2899 2.29 27 4785 2.30 45 6671 2.31 63

8662 2.31 82

1223 2.27 3004 2.29 28 4890 2.30 46 6776 2.31 64

176 2.19 11 8767 2.31 83

1276 2.28 3109 2.29 4995 2.30 47 6881 2.31 65
189 2.20 29

1 1328 2.28 12 3171 2.30 5099 2.30 48 6985 2.31 66
8871 2.31 84

224 2.21

1432 2.28 13 3~f3 2.30 30 5204 2.30 49 7090 2.31 67 8976 2.31 85

270 2.22
1537 2.28 14 3318 2.30 31 5309 2.30 50 7195 2.31 68 9081 2.31 86

280 2.22
2 1642 2.28 15 3423 2.30 32 5414 2.30 51 7300 2.31 69 9186 2.31 87

328 2.23
1747 2.28 16 3528 2.30 33 5519 2.30 52 7404 2.31 70 9290 2.31 88

385 2.23
3 1851 2.28 3633 2.30 34 5623 2.30 53 7509 2.31 71

17
9395 2.31 89

407 2.24
1918 2.29 3737 2.30 35 5728 2.30 54 7614 2.31 72

9500 2.31 90
490 2.24

4
1956 2.29 18 3842 2.30 36 5833 2.30 55 7719 2.31 73

516 2.25
9605 2.31 91

2061 2.29 19 3947 2.30 37 5938 2.30 56 7824 2.31 74

594 2.25 2166 2.29 20 4052 2.30 38 6042 2.30 7928
9710 2.31 92

2.31 75

5 57

672 2.26 2270 2.29 21 4156 2.30 39 6136 2.31 8033 2.31 76 9814 2.31 93

699 2.26 6 2375 2.29 22 4261 2.30 40 6147 2.31 58 8138 2.31 77 9919 2.31 94

Table 2.9.47.-1. - AcUj>labi/ily conslant (k) and acceptable number 0/dosage unirs with a content outside (J ± £2 x O.Ol)M (= c2)

for a given sample size tl

metering valve as follows. Discharge once to waste, wait for
not less than 5 seconds and discharge againto waste.
Remove the pressurised container from its actuator, clean the
valve stem (internally and externally) and the valve ferrule by
washing with a suitable solvent. Dry the complete valve
assembly using an air line fitted with an appropriate narrow
jet to ensure thatall solvent is removed from the inside of the
valve stem.
Place a stainless steel base plate thathas three legs and a
central circular indentation wil:h a hole about 1.5 mm in
diameter in a small vessel suitable for shaking and add me
volwne of solvent specified in the monograph. The size of
the vessel is such thatwhen the pressurised inhalation is
discharged into the specifiedvolumeof solventas described
below the discharge takesplace not less than 25 mm below
the surface of the solvent.
Shake the pressurised container for about 30'seconds and
place it inverted in the vessel. Discharge 10 deliveries below
theswface of the solventactuating the valveat intervals of
not less than 5 seconds, maintaining the pressurised

container in the vertical planeand discharging the pressurised
inhalation through the hole in the centre of the base plate. (It
may be necessary because of the nature of the formulation to
shake the pressurised container between each actuation of the
valve; where this is the case shaking shouldbe carried out
without removing the pressurised container from its inverted
position in the vessel.) Remove the pressurised container,
wash it with the specified solventand dilute the combined
solution and washings to the volumespecified in the
monograph. Determinethe amountof active ingredient by
the method described under the Assay and calculate the
amount delivered from each actuation of the valve.
The resultlies within the range for the contentof active
ingredient stated in the monograph.
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np-) cl c2 np-) c1 c2 np-) 01 c2 np-) 01 02 np-) c1 02 np-) 01 c2 np-) 01 02

100 3 1432 35 2899 67 4366 98 5833 129 7300 160 8767 191

123 4 0 1476 36 13 2935 68 27 4377 99 41 5835 130 7304 161 8780 192 83
55 69

159 5 1521 37 2981 69 4424 100 5883 131 7351 162 8828 193

178 5 1537 37 3004 69 4471 101 5930 132 7399 183
8871 193

196 6 1566 38 14 3027 70 28 4518 102 42 5938 132 7404 183

1 1611 39
8875 194

234 7 3073 71 4565 103 5977 133 56 7447 164 70 84

1642 39 3109 71 6024 134 7494 165
8923 195

273 8 4576 103

8
1656 40 3120 72 4612 43 6042 134 7509 165 8971 198

260 15 29
104

9
1701 41 3166 73 4656 6072 135 57 7542 166 71 8976 196

313 2 105
1746 42 3212 74 6119 136 7589 167 9019 197 85

353 10 4680 105
1747 42 3213 74 6147 136 7614 167

365 10 4705 106 44 9066 198

1791 43 16 3259 75 30 6166 137 56 7637 168 72
394 11 4752 107 9681 198

3 1836 44 3305 76 6214 138 7884 169
434 12 4785 107 9114 199 66

1851 44 3318 76 6252 138 7719 169
476 13 4799 108 45

1882 45 17
9162 200

490 13
3351 77 31 4846 109

6261 139 7732 170 73

1927 46
59

3398 78 6308 140 7779 171
9186 200

517 14 4 4890 109
1958 46 3423 78 8355 141 7824 171 9210 201 87

559 15 4893 110
1972 47 19 46 9257 2023444 79 32 6357 141 7827 172

594 15 2018 48
4940 111 74

3491 80 6403 142 60 7875 173 9290 202
801 16 2061 48 4987 112

5 3528 80 8450 143 7922 174 9305 203 88
644 17 2063 49 4995 112

19 3537 81 8462 143 7928 174 9353 204
686 18 2109 50 33 5034 113 47

3584 92 6498 144 61 7970 175 75

699 18 2154 51 5081 114 9395 204
3630 83 6545 145 8017 176

729 19 6 2166 51 5899 114 9401 205
3633 83 6586 145 6033 176 89

772 20 2200 52 20 5128 115 46 9449 206
3677 84 34 6592 146 62 8065 177 76

804 20 2246 53 5175 116 9496 207
3723 85 6640 147 8113 179

915 21 2270 53 5204 116
7 3737 85 6671 147 8138 178 9500 207

858 22 2291 54 21 5222 117 49
3770 66 35 6687 148 63 8160 179 77 9544 208 90

902 23 2337 55 5269 118

2375
3817 87 6734 149 8208 180 9582 209

908 23
55 5309 118

2383
3842 87 8776 149 8243 180 9605 209

56 5317 119945 24 8 22 82563863 88 36 50 8782 150 181 78
2429 57 64 9640 210 91

989 25 3910 89
5364 120

6829 151 8303 182
2475 58 5411 9686 211

1013 25 121
2480 58

3947 89 6877 152 8347 182

1033 26 9 3956 90
5414 121 6881 152 8351 183

9710 211

2520 59 23 37 79
1077 27 4003 91

5458 122 51 6924 153 65 8399 184 9735 212 92
2566 60

1118 27 4050 92 5505 123 6972 154 8446 185 9783 213
2565 80

1121 26 4052 92 5519 123 6965 154 8452 185 9814 213
10 2812 61 24

1185 29 4097 93 38 5552 124 52 7019 155 66 8494 166 60
2658 62 9931 214 93

1209 30 2690 62 4143 94 5598 125 7067 156 8542 187 9879 215

1223 30 2704 63 25 4156 94 5623 125 7090 156 8557 187
9919 215

1253 31 11 2750 64 4190 95 39 5647 126 53 7114 157 67 8589 188 81

5694 127
9927 216

1298 32 2794 64 4237 96 7161 158 8637 189

1328 32 4261 96 5728 127 7195 158 8662 189
9975 217 94

2796 65
26 5741 54 10023 218

1342 33 12 2843 66 4284 97 40 128 7209 159 68 8685 190 82

1367 34 . 2889 67 4330 98 5788 129 7258 180 8732 191 10070 219

Table 2.9.47.-2. -s Acceptoble number of individual dosage uniu wi,h a romemoutside (l ± L1 x O. OJ) T (= c1) and
(l ± L2 x O.OJ)T (= c2) respe<,ive1y, for a given sample size n
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Appendix XIII
A. Particulate Contamination: Sub-visible
Particles'
(ph. Bur. method 2.9.19)

Particulate contamination of injections and infusions consists
of mobile, undissolved particles, other than gas bubbles, that
are unintentionally present. OParticu1atecontamination may
originate from various sources and is to be minimised,
independent of its type. The level of particulate
contamination in parenteral preparations must be controlled.O

For the determination of particulate contamination,
2 procedures, Method 1 (light obscuration particle count
test) and Method 2 (microscopic particle count rest), are
specified hereinafter. When examining injections and
infusions for sub-visible particles, Method 1 is preferably
applied. However, it may be necessary to test some
preparations by the light obscuration particle count test
followed by the microscopic particle count test to reach a
conclusion on conformance to the-requirements.

Not all parenteral preparations can be examined for sub-visible
particles by one or both or these methods. When Method 1 is
not applicable, e.g. in case ofpreparations having reduced
clarity or increased viscosity, the test is carried out according
10 Method 2. Emulsions, colloids, and liposomal preparations
are examples. Similarly, products that produce air or gas
bubbles when drawn into the sensor may also require ¢Specific
precautions during sample preparation and/orO microscopic
particle count testing. If the viscosity of the preparation to be
tested is sufficiently high so as to preclude its examination by
either test method, a quantitative dilution with an appropriate
Oparticie-freeOdiluent may be made to decrease viscosity, as
necessary, to allow the analysis to be performed.

The results obtained in examining a discrete unit or group
of units for particulate contamination cannot be extrapolated
with certainty to other units that remain untested. Thus,
statistically sound sampling plans must be developed ifvalid
inferences are to be drawn from observed data to characterise
the level of particulate contamination in a large group
or units.

METHOD 1. LIGHT OBSCURATION PARTICLE
COUNT TEST
Use a suitable apparatus based on the principle of light
blockage which allows an automatic detennination of the size
of particles and the number of particles according to size.

The apparatus is calibrated using suitable certified reference
materials consisting of dispersions of spherical particles of
known sizes between 10 J.1II1 and 25 um, These standard
particles are dispersed in partide-free waterR. Care must be
taken to avoid aggregation of particles during dispersion.

General precautions
The test is carried out under conditions limiting particulate
contamination, preferably in a laminar-flow cabinet.

Very carefully wash the glassware and filtration equipment
used, except for the membrane filters, with a wann detergent
solution and rinse with abundant amounts of water to
remove all traces of detergent. Immediately before use, rinse
the equipment from top to bottom, outside and then inside,
with partic1<-jm warer R.

I ThiscIMPler hasundergom phannaoopoeiaJ hamlonisation. Su chapter
5.8 PharmaropoeiaJ harmonisation.
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Take care not to introduce air bubbles into the preparation
to be examined, especially when fractions of the preparation
are being transferred to the container in which the
determination is to be carried. out.
In order to check that the environment is suitable for the
test) that the glassware is properly cleaned and that the water
to be used is particle-free, the following test is carried out:
determine the particulate contamination of 5 samples of
partid<-jm water R, each of 5 mL, according to the method
described below. If the number of panicles of 10 J-I-m or
greater size exceeds 25 for the combined 25 mL, the
precautions taken for the test are not sufficient.
The preparatory steps must be repeated until the
environment, glassware and water are suitable for the test.

Method
Mix the contents of the sample by slowly inverting the
container 20 times successively. Ifnecessary, cautiously
remove the sealing closure. Clean the outer surfaces of the
container opening using a jet ofpartide-free waterRand
remove the closure, avoiding any contamination of the
contents. Eliminate gas bubbles by appropriate measures
such as allowing the sample to stand for 2 min or sonicating.
For large-volume parenterals, single units are tested.
For small-volume parenterals less than 25 mL in volume, the
contents of 10 or more units are combined in a cleaned
container to obtain a volume of not less than 25 mL; where
justified and authorised, the test solution may be prepared by
mixing the contents of a suitable number of vials and diluting
to 25 mL with particle-fru waterR or with an appropriate
solvent without contamination of particles when particle-free
waterR is not suitable. Small-volume parenterals having a
volume of 25 mL or more may be tested individually.
Powders for parenteral administration are reconstituted with
paYU"de-fiu waterR or with an appropriate solvent without
contamination of particles when particle-free waterR is not
suitable.
The number of test specimens must be adequate to provide a
statistically sound assessment. For large-volume parenterals
or for small-volume parenterala having a volume of 25 mL or
more, fewer than 10 units may be tested, based on an
appropriate sampling plan.
Remove 4 portions, each of not less than 5 ml., and count
the number of particles equal to or greater than 10 urn and
25 urn. Disregard the result obtained for the first portion,
and calculate the mean number of particles for the
preparation to be examined.

OAlrernalive method
This method is intended to improve the applicability of the
test [0 biological preparations. However, it can be used for
any type of preparation.
Clean the outer surfaces of the container(s) using a jet of
particle-free waterR, avoiding any contamination of the
contents. Samples are tested under in-use conditions, as
directed in the instructions for use (e.g. expelled syringe
contents).
For parenteral preparations that have a sufficient volume
(i.e. a volume large enough to permit testing), testing of
individual units is often preferred.
If the volume is not sufficient, take a suitable number
of units, mix each one carefuJly and thoroughly and then
combine the contents in a separate container to obtain the
volume required for a single test, depending on the
instrument capability and the properties or the sample.
Powders for parenteral administration are reconstituted with
partide-free water R or with an appropriate particle-free
solvent when particle-free waterR is not suitable.
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Figure 2.9.19.-1. - Circular diameter graticule
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Eliminate gas bubbles by appropriate- measures such as
allowing the sample to stand, applying a gentle vacuwn or
sonicating. Sonication of preparations containing proteins is
not recommended.
The number of test specimens must he adequate to provide a
statistically sound assessment. For large- and small-volume
parenterals, an adequate volume of sample must be provided
for analysis; however,single units may be tested based on a
statistically sound sampling plan.

Remove 4 approximately equal portions, typically 5 mL each,
and count the number of particles equal to or greater than
10 um and 25 um, Disregard the result obtained for the first
portion, and calculate the mean number of particles for the
preparation to he examined. Volumes smaller than 5 mL can
also be tested, provided that this amount is appropriately
justified. In general, for parenteral preparations that do not
have a sufficient volume (e.g. less than 25 ml.), performing
the test using a volume of 1 mL to 5 mL may be acceptable
ifpermitted by the insnument.O

Evaluation
For preparations supplied in containers with a nominal
volume of more than 100 ml., apply the criteria of test l.A.
For preparations supplied in containers with a nominal
volume ofless than 100 mL, apply the criteria of test LB.

+For preparations supplied in containers with a nominal
volume of 100 mL, apply the criteria of test LB .•

H the average number of particles exceeds the limits, test the
preparation by the microscopic particle count test.

Test 1.A - Solutums for infusion or solutions for injection supplied
in containers with a nominal content of more than J00 mL
The preparation complies with the test if the average number
of particles present in the units tested does not exceed 25 per
mi11ilitre equal to or greater than 10 urn and does not exceed
3 per millilitre equal to or greater than 25 um,

Test 1.B - Solutions for infusWn or solutions for injlXtion supplied
in containers with a nominal content of less than 100 mL
The preparation complies with the test if the average number
of particles-present in the units tested does not exceed

6000 per container equal to or greater than 10 urn and does
not exceed 600 per container equal to or greater than 25 um.
METHOD 2. MICROSCOPIC PARTICLE COUNT
TEST
Use a suitable binocular microscope, filter assembly for
retaining particulate contamination and membrane filter for
examination.
The microscope is equipped with an ocular micrometer
calibrated with an objective micrometer, a mechanical stage
capable of holding and traversing the entire filtration area of
the membrane filter, 2 suitable illuminators to provide
episcopic illumination in addition to oblique illumination)
and is adjusted to 100 ± 10 magnifications.

The ocular micrometer is a circular diameter graticu1e (see
Figure 2.9.19.-1.) and consist. of a large circle divided by
crosshairs into quadrants) transparent and black reference
circles 10 JIm and 25 Jim in diameter at ]00 magnifications)
and a linear scale graduated in 10 prn increments. It is
calibrated using a stage micrometer that is certified by either
a domestic or an international standard institution. A relative
error of the linear scale of the graticule within ± 2 per cent
is acceptable. The large circle is designated the graticu1e field
of view (GFOV).
2 illuminators are required. One is an episcopic brightfield
illuminator internal to the microscope, the other is an
external) focusable auxiliary illuminator adjustable to give
reflected oblique illumination at an angle of 10~20°.

The filter assembly for retaining particulate contamination
consists of a filter holder made of glass or other suitable
material, and is equipped with a vacuum source and a
suitable membrane filter.
The membrane filter is of suitable size) black or dark grey in
colour, non-gridded or gridded, and 1.0 um or finer in
nominal pore size.

General precautions
The test is carried out under conditions limiting particulate
contamination) preferably in a laminar-flow cabinet.
Very carefully wash the glassware ~d filter assembly used,
except for the membrane filter, with a wann detergent
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solution and rinse with abundant amounts of water to
remove all traces of detergent. Immediately before usc, rinse
both sides of the membrane filter and the equipment from
top to bottom, outside and then inside, with partide-.ftu
water R.
In order to check that the environment is suitable for the
test, that the glassware and the membrane filter are properly
cleaned and that the water to he used is particle-free, the
following test is carried out: determine the particulate
contamination of a 50 mL volume of particle-free waterR
according to the method described below. H more than
20 particles 10 J.lDl or larger in size or if more than 5 particles
25 prn or larger in size are present within the filtration area,
the precautions taken for the test are not sufficient.
The preparatory steps must be repeated until the
environment, glassware, membrane filter and water are
suitable for the test.

Method
Mix me contents of the samples by slowly inverting the
container 20 times successively. If necessary, cautiously
remove the sealing closure. Clean the outer swfaces of the
container opening using a jet ofpartide-free water R and
remove the closure, avoiding any contamination of the
contents.

For large-volume parenterals, single units are tested.
For small-volume parenterals less than 25 mL in volume, the
contents of 10 or more units are combined in a cleaned
container; where justified and authorised, the test solution
may be prepared by mixing the contents of a suitable number
of vials and diluting to 25 mL with particle-fluwaterR or
with an appropriate solvent without contamination of
particles when particle-fluwaterR ie not suitable. Small
volume parenterals having a volume of 25 mL or more may
be tested individually.

Powders for parenteral administration are constituted with
partide-.free water R or with an appropriate solvent without
contamination of particles when partidt-fru waterR is not
suitable.

The number of test specimens must be adequate to provide a
statistically sound assessment. For large-volume parenterals
or for smaU-volume parenterals having a volume of 25 mL or
more, fewer than 10 units may be tested, based on an
appropriate sampling plan.

Wet the inside of the filter holder fitted with the membrane
filter with several millilitres of partide-frte waterR. Transfer to
the filtration funnel the total volume of a solution pool or of
a single unit, and apply vacuum. If needed, add stepwise a
portion of the solution until the entire volume is filtered.
After the last addition of solution, begin rinsing the inner
walls of the filter holder by using a jet ofponide-free Waler R.
Maintain the vacuum until the surface of the membrane filter
is free from liquid. Place the filter in a Petti dish and allow
the filter to air-dry with the cover slightly ajar. After the filter
has been dried, place the Petri dish on the stage of the
microscope, scan the entire membrane :filter under the
reflected light from the illuminating device, and count the
number of particles that are equal to or greater than 10 ).lID

and the number of particles that are equal to or greater than
25 urn. Alternatively, partial :filtercount and determination of
the total filter count by calculation is allowed. Calculate the
mean number of particles for the preparation to be
examined.

The particle sizing process with the use of the circular
diameter graticule is carried out by transforming mentally the
image of each particle into a circle and then comparing it to
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the 10 ).Ull and 25 pm gratieule reference circles. Thereby the
particles are not moved from their initial locations within the
graticule field of view and are not superimposed on the
reference circles for comparison. The inner diameter of the
transparent graticule reference circles is used to size white
and transparent particles, while dark particles are sized by
using the outer diameter of the black opaque graticule
reference circles.

In performing the microscopic particle count test do not
attempt to size or enumerate amorphous, semi-liquid, or
otherwise morphologically indistinct materials mat have the
appearance of a stain or discolouration on the membrane
filler. These materials show little or no surface relief and
present a gelatinous or film-like appearance. In such cases
the interpretation of enumeration may be aided by testing a
sample of the solution by the light obscuration particle count
test.

OAtternalive me/hod
This method is intended to improve the applicability of the
test to biological preparations. However, it can be used for
any type of preparation.

Clean the outer surfaces of the container(s) using a jet of
partide-jree water R, avoiding any contamination of the
contents. Samples are tested under in-use conditions, as
directed in the instructions for use (e.g. expelled syringe
contents).

For parenteral preparations that have a sufficient volume
(i.e. a volume large enough to permit testing), testing of
individual units is often preferred.

If the volume is not sufficient, take a suitable number
of units, mix each one carefully and thoroughly and then
combine the contents in a separate container to obtain the
volume required for a single test, depending on me
instrument capability and the properties of the sample.

Powders for parenteral administration are reconstituted with
partide-flu water R or with an appropriate particle-free
solvent when partide-ftu water R is not suitable.

The number of test specimens must be adequate to provide a
statistically sound assessment. For large- and small-volume
parenterals, an adequate volume of sample must be provided
for analYSlsj however, single units may be tested based on a
statistically sound sampling plan.

Continue as described under Method 2 above, starting from
"Wet the inside ...".0

Evaluadon
For preparations supplied in containers with a nominal
volume of more than 100 mL, apply the criteria of test 2.A.

For preparations supplied in containers with a nominal
volume of less than 100 mL, apply the criteria oftest2.B.

tFor preparations supplied in containers with a nominal
volume of 100 mL, apply the criteria of test 2.B .•

Test 2.A - Solutions for infusWn orsolutions for injection supplied
in containers with a nominalcontent of more than 100 mL
The preparation complies with the test if the average number
of particles present in the units tested does not exceed 12 per
millilitre equal to or greater than 10 um and does not exceed
2 per millilitre equal to or greater than 25 pm.

Test 2.B - Solutions for infusWn orsolutions for irrjeclion supplied
in containers with a nominalconeent of less than 100 mL

The preparation complies with the test if the average number
of panicles present in the units tested does not exceed
3000 per container equal to or greater than 10 pm and does
not exceed 300 per container equal to or greater than 25 urn.
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B. Particulate Contamination: Visible
Particles
(ph. Bur. me/hod 2.9.20)

Particulate contamination consists of mobile undissolved
substances, other than gas bubbles, unintentionally present in
liquid preparations.

The test is intended to provide a simple procedure for the
visual assessment of the quality of liquid preparations, if
applicable after reconstitution,as regards visible particles.

EQUll'MENT
The equipment (see Figure 2.9.20.-1) consists of a viewing
station comprising:
- a malt black panel (A) of appropriate size held in a

vertical position;
- a non-glare white panel (B) of appropriate size held in a

vertical position next to me black panel;
- a non-glare while panel (C) of appropriate size held in a

horizontal position next to (A) and (B);
- a larnpholder (0) fitted with a suitable, shaded, white

light source and with a suitable light diffuser
(e.g. a viewing illuminator containing two 13 W
fluorescent tubes, each 525 mID in length, or an
appropriate light-emitting diode (LED) light source).
Theintensity ofiUumination at the viewing point is
maintained between 2000 lux and 3750 lux, although
higher values may be required for coloured glass or plastic
containers and for coloured or turbid preparations.

D

A

c

Figure 2.9.20.-1. - Equipment for visible partides

METHOD
Adequate visual inspection of the container and contents is
necessary, which may require the removal of any adherent
labels from the container. Gently swirl or invert the
container, ensuring that air bubbles are not introduced, and
observe without magnification for about 5 s in front of the
white panel (B), although longer observation times may be
required for coloured glass or plastic containers and for
coloured or turbid preparations. Where inspection in the
primary container is not possible, the contents may be
transferred for inspection into a sample container that is free
from visible particles, taking precautions to prevent
contamination during transfer. Repeat the inspection in front
of the black panel (A). Record the presence of any visible
particles.

Appendix XIV A V-A443

Appendix XIV
Biological Assays and Tests
General guidana concerning biological assqys and tests isprovi<kd
in Supplementary Chapter I H.

A. Microbiological Assay of Antibiotics
(Ph. Bur. method2.7.2)

The potency of an antibiotic is estimated by comparing the
inhibition of growth of sensitive micro-organisms produced
by known concentrations of the antibiotic to be examined
and a reference substance.

The reference substances used in the assays are substances
whose activity has been precisely determined with reference
to the corresponding international standard or international
reference preparation.

The assay must be designed in a way that will permit
examination of the validity of the mathematical model on
which the potency equation is based. H a parailel-line model
is chosen, the 2 log dose-response (or transformed response)
lines of the preparation to he examined and the reference
preparation must be parallel; they must be linear over the
range of doses used in the calculation. These conditions must
be verified by validity tests for a given probability, usually
P = 0.05. Other mathematical models, such as the slope ratio
model, may be used provided that proof of validity is
demonstrated.

Unless otherwise stated in the monograph, the confidence
limits (P =0.95) of the assay for potency are not less than
95 per cent and not more than 105 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Carry out the assay by method A or method B.

A. DIFFUSION METHOD
Liquefy a medium suitable for the conditions of the assay
and inoculate it at a suitable temperature, for example 48°C
to 50 °C for vegetative forms, with a known quantity of a
suspension of micro-organisms sensitive to the antibiotic to
be examined, such that clearly defined zones of inhibition of
suitable diameter are produced with the concentrations of the
antibiotic used for the assay. Immediately pour into Petri
dishes or large rectangular dishes a quantity of the inoculated
medium to form a unifonn layer 2-5 mm thick. Alternatively,
the medium may consist of 2 layers, only the upper layer
being inoculated.

Store the dishes so that no appreciable growth or death of
the micro-organisms occurs before the dishes are used and so
that the surface of the medium is dry at the time of use.

Using the solvent and the buffer solution indicated in
Table 2.7.2.-1, prepare solutions of the reference substance
and of the antibiotic to be examined having known
concentrations and preswned to be of equal activity. Apply
the solutions to the surface of the medium, for example, in
sterile cylinders of porcelain, stainless steel or other suitable
material, or in cavities prepared in the agar. The same
volume of solution must be added to each cylinder or cavity.
Alternatively, use sterile absorbent paper discs of suitable
quality; impregnate the discs with the solutions of the
reference substance or the solutions of the antibiotic to be
examined and place on the surface of the agar.
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In order to assess the validityof the assay, use not fewer than
3 doses of the reference substance and 3 doses of the
antibiotic to be examined having the same presumed activity
as the doses of the reference substance. It is preferable to use
a series of doses in geometric progression. In routine assays
when the linearity of the system has been demonstrated over
an adequate number of experiments using a three-point
assay, a two-point assay may he sufficient, subject to
agreement by the competent authority. However, in aU cases
of dispute, a three-point assay as described above must he
applied.

Arrange the solutions on each Petri dish or on each
rectangular dish according to a statistically suitable design,
except for small Petri dishes that cannot accommodate more
than 6 solutions, arrange me solutions of the antibiotic to be
examined and the solutions of the reference substance in an
alternate manner to avoid interaction of the more
concentrated solutions.
Incubate at a suitable temperature for about 18 h. A period
of diffusion prior to incubation, usuaUy 1-4 h, at room
temperature or at about 4°C, as appropriate, may be used to
minimise the effectsof the variation in time between the
application of the solutions and to improve the regression
slope.
Measure the diameters to the nearest 0.1 mm or the areas of
the circular inhibition zones to the nearest 0.01 and calculate
the potency using appropriate statistical methods.
Use in each assay the number of replications per dose
sufficient to ensure the required accuracy and precision.
The assay may be repeated and the results combined
statistically to obtain the required accuracy and precision and
to ascertain whether the potency of the antibiotic to be
examined is not less than the minimum required.

B. TURBIDIMETRIC METHOD
Inoculate a suitable medium with a suspension of the chosen
micro-organism having a sensitivity to the antibiotic to be
examined such that a sufficiently large inhibition of microbial
growth occurs in the conditions of the test. Use a known
quantity of the suspension chosen so as to obtain a readily
measurable opacity after an incubation period of about 4 h.

Use the inoculated medium immediately after its preparation.
Using the solvent and the buffer solution indicated in
Table 2.7.2.-2 prepare solutions of the reference substance
and of the antibiotic to be examined having known
concentrations presumed to be of equal activity.
In order that the validityof the assaymay be assessed, use
not fewer than 3 doses of the reference substance and
3 doses of the antibiotic to be examined having the same
presumed activity as the doses of the reference substance.
It is preferable to use a series of doses in geometric
progression. In order to obtain the required linearity, it may
be necessary to select from a large number 3 consecutive
doses, using corresponding doses for the reference substance
and the antibiotic to be examined.
Distribute an equal volume of each of the solutions into
identical test-tubes and add to each tube an equal volume of
inoculated medium (for example) 1 mL of the solution and
9 mL of the medium). For the assay of tyrothricin add
0.1 mL of the solution £0 9.9 mL of inoculated medium.
Prepare at the same time 2 control tubes without antibiotic}
both containing the inoculated medium and to one of which
is added immediately 0.5 mL offll17tlaldehyde R. These rubes
are used to set the optical apparatus used to measure the
growth.
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Place all the rubes} randomly distributed or in a Latin square
or randomised block arrangement} in a water-bath or other
suitable apparatus fitted with a means of bringing all the
tubes rapidly to the appropriate incubation temperature and
maintain them at that temperature for 3-4 h, taking
precautions to ensure uniformity of temperature and identical
incubation time.
After incubation} stop the growth of the micro-organismsby
adding 0.5 mL offll17tlaldehyde R to each rube or by heat
treatment and measure the opacity to 3 significantfigures
using suitable optical apparatus. Alternatively use a method
which allows the opacity of each tube to be measured after
exactly the same period of incubation.
Calculate the potency using appropriate statistical methods.

Linearity of the dose-response relationship} transformed or
untransformed, is often obtained only over a very limited
range. It is this range which must be used in calculating the
activityand it must include at least 3 consecutive doses in
order to permit linearity to be verified. In routine assays
when me linearity of the system has been demonstrated over
an adequate number of experiments using a three-point
assay) a two-point assay may be sufficient} subject to
agreement by the competent authority. However} in aU cases
of dispute} a three-point assay must be applied.
Use in each assay the number of replicationsper dose
sufficient to ensure the required accuracyand precision.
The assaymay be repeated and the results combined
statistically[0 obtain the required accuracyand precision and
to ascertain whether the potency of the antibiotic to be
examined is not less than the minimum required.
The following section ispublished for infll17tlation.

RECOMMENDED MICRO-ORGANISMS
The following text details the recommended micro-organisms
and the conditions of use. Other micro-organisms may be
used provided that they are shown to be sensitive to the
antibiotic to be examined and are used in appropriate media
and appropriate conditions of temperature and pH.
The concentrations of the solutions used should be chosen so
as to ensure that a linear relationshipexists between the
logarithm of the dose and the response in the conditions of
the test.

Preparation of inocula
BacjJlus cereus var. mycoidesj Bad/lus subrilisj Bacillus puml1us.
Spore suspensions of the organisms to be used as inocula are
prepared as follows.
Grow the organism at 35-37 °C for 7 days on the surface of
a suitable medium to which has been added 0.001 gIL of
manganese sulfate R. Using sterile wattr R} wash off the
growth} which consists mainly of spores. Heat the suspension
at 70°C for 30 min and dilute to givean appropriate
concentration of spores, usually lOx 106 to 100 x 106 per
millilitre. The spore suspensions may be stored for long
periods at a temperature not exceeding4 °C.
Alternatively, spore suspensions may be prepared by
cultivating the organisms in medium C at 26 °C for 4-6 days,
then adding, aseptically, sufficient manganese sulfate R to give
a concentration of 0.001 gIL and Incubating for a further
48 h. Examine the suspension microscopically to ensure that
adequate spore formation has taken place (about 80 per cent)
and centrifuge. Re-suspend the sediment in sterile water R to
give a concentration of lOx 106 to 100 x 106 spores per
millilitre, and then heat to 70 °C for 30 min. Store the
suspension at a temperature not exceeding4°C.
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Table 2.7.2.-1. - Diffusion assay

V-A445

Reference
Solvent to be used In

Mlcro- MedJumand
IncubationAntiblodc prepRrlng the stock Buffer solution (PH) final pH (± 0.1substance

solution
organIsm

pH unit)
temperature

Amphotericin B for SaedwRmlYUS

Amphotericin B miaobiologiaJl DimahylSUIfoxidI R pH 10.5 (0.2 M)
urwisiae

F - pH 6.1 35-37°C
ATCC9763fWc:l)I'CRS
IP 1432-83

Miaoc.o«ut IK~U

Bacitracin ZlnC &cicrocin zincCRS
0.01 M hyt/rodlltnic

pH 7.0 (0.05 M)
NcrG1743 A-pH7.0 35-39°Cacid CIP 53.160
ATCC 10240

Bleomycin M,ycobo€IDium

sull"ate
8J«mIydn sulfateCRS WoterR pH 6.8 (0.1 M) U1UgnrtUU G~ pH 7.0 35-37°C

ATCC 607

&mku/la B-pH7.3 35-39°C
bronenistpfka
NCTC8344
CIP 53.157

ColisLimethate Co/istimm.aJe
WaurR pH 6.0 (0.0' M) ATCC4617

sodium s«liWII CRS
Bfelraichia cdi B - pH 7.3 35-39 ·C
NCIMB 8879
CIP 54.127
ATCC 10536

&mkull. B-pH7.3 35-39°C
".'. bmrdiuplica

NCfC8344

Colistin sulfatefor CIP 53.157

Colistin sulfate microbiologiall WaterR pH 6.0 (0.05 M) ATCC4617

atSayeRS EsdJtridJia all; B -pH 7.3 35_39°C
NCIMB8879
CIP 54.127
ATCC 10536

Bacillw wJni1iJ E-pH7.9 30-37 °C
NCfC 10400
CIP 52.62

Pramycctin Fromycetin
WaurR pH 8.0 (0.05 M) ATCC 6633

sulfate suI/aleeRS
Bat:ilJus pumilus E -pH 7.9 30-37°C
NCfC 8241
CIP 76.18

BadI/w pW7l/7us A - pH 7.9 35-39°C
HCfC 8241
CIP 76.18

Gentamicin GDlumJirin Waft'J"R pH 8.0 (0.05 M) SUlph)l«c«us A-pH7.9 35-39°C
sulfate sul/ate CRS epidennidu

NCIMB8853
CIP 68.21
ATCC 12228

Bacillus subMs

Josamycin Josamycm CRS
MetJraMl R (see Ihe

pH 5.6 ClP 52.62 A-pH6.6 35-37°Cmonograph) ATCC 6633
NCfC 10400

&KiJ/us subrrlu
Josamycin Josamycin Mdhanol R (see the

pH 5.6
CIP 52.62

A-pH6.6 35-37°Cpropionate propimuu4 CRS monograph) ATCC 6633
NCfC 10400

Bacillus JubtJis A- pH 7.9 30-37°C
Kanamycin xcrc 10400
monosujjate ClP 52.62

ATCC 6633
Kanamya"n

WaurR pH 8.0 (0.05 M)
mmlOSUlfatt CRS StophyiO«J«US A-pH7.9 35-39°C

Kanamycin acid .""'"
xcrc 7447

sulfate
CIP 53.156
ATCC 6538P
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Reference
Solvent to be used in Micro-

Medium. and Incubation
AntibIotic substance

preparing the stock Buffer solution (PH) organIsm
finBl pH (± 0.1

solution pH unit)
temperature

Bacilluspumll115 E-pH1.9 30-37°C

NCfC8241

Ntomya"nsld/ou for
CIP 76.18

Neomycin
sulfate

mkrobiologtrol Watn- R pH 8.0 (0.05 M) Ba£i11us subli/is B-pH7.9 30-37 de
lJ$S(lYCRS Mere 104.00

CIP 52.62
ATCC 6633

S,.--.
Netilmicin Nailmicin sulfaleeRS WatuR pH 8.0 ± 0.1 0""'" A-pH7.9 32.35 -c
sulfate ATCC 6538P

CIP 53.156

Candido uopioolis F-pH6.0 30-37 -c
CIP 1433-83
Neye 1393

pH 6.0 (0.05 M)

NystBlin N)ljUJUnCRS Dimdhyl.fqmramUU R containing 5 per cent VIV SaaJuJlwrym F-pH6.0 36-32 de
of dimahylformamitk R cerwisioe

NeyeS?
CIP 1432-83
ATCC9763

Ba«kulk

Polymyxin B
Polyrnyrin B JlIlfotl bnmdl~

lor microbioWgical WaItT R pH 6.0 (0-05 M) NCfC8344 B - pH 7.3 35-39°e
scjjate auayCRS CIP 53.157

ATCC4617

Microo?ccw IuIelU

Rifamycin Rifamycin MtWJwlR pH 7.0 (0-05 M)
MCfe 8340 A-pH 6.6 35-39 -c

sodium sodium CRS CIP 53.45
ATCC9341

Badlus sublw

Spiramycin S~'ramycin CRS MaJumol R pH 8.0 (0.05 M)
NCfC 10400 A-pH7.9 30-32 °C
CIP 52.62
ATCC6633

Bacillus subrilis A~pH7.9 30-37°C

NCfC8236
CIP 1.83

Streplomycin Srnptomydn W(lterR pH 8.0 (0.05 M)
sulfate sulfafe CRS &ci/lus subtilis A-pH7.9 30-37°C

NCTC (0400
CIP 52.62
ATCC 6633

Bocillwsubh7is

Tcicoplanin Tekopionin CRS pH 6.0 (0.05 M) pH 6.0 (0.05 M)
NCTC 10400 H - pH 7.8-8.0 35_37°C
CIP 52.62
ATCC 6633

Tylosin for
veterinary use 2.5 per cent VIV

A mixture of 40 volumes MJCmco«w luttus
Tylosin solution of metJunUJI R

of methCDlOl R and NCTC8340
phosphate for T~osjllCRS in 0.1 M phosphau

60 volumes of 0.1 M CIP 53.45
A-pH8.0 32-35°C

veterinary use buffer wluribn pH 7.0 R
phosphate buffer wlurion ATCC9341

Tylosin rartrare pHS.OR

for veterinary use

BtlCilhuwbtiliJ

VllIlcomycin Vancomydll
W"""R pH 8.0

NCTC 10400 A-pH8.0 37-39°C
hydrochloride ~CRS CIP 52.62

ATCC 6633

Bordetella bronchiseptica. Grow the test organism on
medium Bat 35-37 ·C for 16-18 h. Wash off the bacterial
growth with sterile water R and dilute to a suitable opacity.

Staphylococcus auretlS; Kkbs;eUa pneumoniae; Escherichia cd;;
Microwc<us luleU!; Sraphy/oaJ«us epidermidis. Prepare as
described above for B. brom:hisepIica but using medium A
and adjusting the opacity to one which has been shown to
produce a satisfactory dose-response relationship in the
turbidimetric assay, or to produce clearly defined zones of

inhibition of convenient diameter in the diffusion assay, as
appropriate.
Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Candida tropicalis. Grow the test
organism on medium F at 30-37 ·C for 24 h. Wash off the
growth with a sterile 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.
Dilute to a suitable opacity with the same solution.
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Turbidimetric assayTable 212-2... -

Reference Solvent to be
Buffer solution Medium Bod flnal

IncubationAnUblodc used In preparing Micro-organism pH (± 0.1substance
lhe stock solution (PH)

pH unit)
temperature

EsdJtrjchiacdi
Colistimethete Cc/Utinltrhau

Wa'trR pH 7.0 NCIMB 8666
C·pH7.0 35-37°Csodium sodiumGRS CIP 2.83

ATCC 9637

Colistin suJj(Jtt for BsdIeridJia eeli
NCIMB8666Colistinsulfate micmbiological Wattr R pH 7.0 en-2.83

C-pH7.0 35-37°C
4W:IyCRS

ATCC 9637

Staphylococau QUTtUS

Framycetinsulfate
Framycetin

WaitTR pH 8.0 NCTC 7447
C-pH7.0 35-37°Cndlote CRS elP 53.156

ATCC 6538 P

Sraphyloromu OUMLS

Gentamicinsulfate Gt:1Itamicin
Waler R pH 7.0 NCTC 7447

C~pH7.0 35-37 "Csulfate CRS ClP 53.156
ATCC 6538 P

Bnlt:ro«1«W hiroe
elP 58.55

Gramiodin GRS Methanol R pH 7.0" ATCC 10541 C-pH1.0 35-37 ·C

Gramicidin Staphyltx«cw aumu
ATCC 6538P

*Addition of a detergent may be necessary to avoid adsorption on the material during the dilutions, for example 0.1 mglmL of
poIysorbare 80 R

Sraphy/«otcw auretU

Josamycin Jow.mycin eRS
Methanol R (see the

pH 5.6
en-53.156

C-pH8.0 35-37°C
monograph) ATCC 6538P

NCTC 7447

Srapltyloco«us aunw
Josamycin ]ofQmyan Mahatwl R (see the

pH 5.6
CIF 53.156

C-pH8.0 3.5-37°Cpropionate propWII<JU CRS monograph) ATCC 6538P
NCTC7447

Kanamycin Staphy/««au aurtUS
monosulfllte Kanamycin

W..... R pH 8.0
NCTC7447

C-pH7.0 35-37°C
Kanamycin acid Incmosuljare CRS CIP 53.156
sulfate ATCC 6538 P

Neomycin sulfare for
Sldphy/«o«us awms
xcrc 7447

Neomycin sullate mi<:robicJUJgi«d Wcuer'R pHS.O
CIF 53.156

C-pH7.0 35-37°C
assayCRS

ATCC 6538P

EsdJerichia cdi

Rifamycin sodium
Rifamycin

Mahanol R pH 7.0
NCIMB 8879

C-pH7.0 35-37 QC
sodium CRS CIP 54.127

ATCC 10536

S/aPhyltXOlXUS Qltre!U

Spiramycin Spiramycin CRS MelhanoiR pH 7.0
NCTC 7447

C-pH7.0 35-37 QC
CIP 53.156
ATCC 6538 P

Klebsiella fJMUmOIIUu
Streptomycin Strtpromycin

WaItT R pH 8.0
NCTC 7427

C-pH7.0 35-37 "C
sulfale wljateCRS CIP 53.153

ATCC 10031

Tylosin for 25 per cent VIV
veterinary use solution of Srop/r:yl««auQumu

Tyhsill CRS
mtdranol R in

pH 7.0
NCTC 6571

C-pH7.0 37 "C
Tylosin tartrate for 0.1 M phosphore ATCC9144

veterinary use buffer' solution CIP 53.154
pH7.0R

Tyrothricin Gramicidli. CRS AhlhoiR A1a>hoI R
EnlertXO«US hirtU

C-pH7.0 37°C
ATCC 10541

Vancomycin Vallwlllydn
Sraphylooxcus QUTeUS

Warer R pH 8.0 ClP 53J56 C-pH7.0 37_39°C
hydrochloride _.&>ride CRS

ATCC 6538 P
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ButTer solutions
Buffer solutions having a pH between 5.8 and 8.0 are
prepared by mixing 50.0 mL of 0.2 M potassium dihydrogen
phosphate R with the quantity of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide
indicated in Table 2.7.2.-3. Dilute with freshly prepared
disti/kdwaterR to produce 200.0 mL.

Table 2.7.2.-3

pH 0.2 M Sodium hydroxide (mL)

MediumD

Heartextract
Yeast extract
Peptone-casein
Glucosemonohydrate
Sodiumchloride
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate
Potassium nitrate
Water

1.5 g
1.5 g
5.I.

3.5 g
3.68g
1.32 g

2.
to 1000 mL

The polysorbate 80 is added to the hot solutionof the other
ingredients after boiling, and immediately before adjusting to
volume.
Medium C

These buffer solutions are used for all microbiological assays
shown in Table 2.7.2.-1 withthe exception of bleomycin
sulfate and amphotericin B.
For bleomycin sulfate, prepare the buffer solution pH 6.8 as
follows: dissolve 6.4 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate Rand
18.9 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate R in
water R and dilute to 1000 mL with water R.
For amphotericin B, prepare the 0.2 M phosphate buffer
solution pH 10.5 as follows: dissolve 35 g of dipotassium
hydrogen phosphate R in 900 mL of water R, add 20 mL of
1 M sodium hydroxide and dilute to 1000.0 mL with water R.

Culture media
The following media or equivalent mediamay be used.
Medium A

The disodium hydrogen phosphate is added as a sterile
solution after sterilisation of the medium.
Medium F

pH 7.8 - 8.0 adjusted with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide.

Monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia
The following additional information and guidance apply to
monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia.
The required minimwn precision for an acceptable assay of
anyparticular antibiotic or preparation is definedin the
appropriate monograph in the paragraph on the Assay. TWs
degree of precision is the minimum acceptable for
determining thatthe final product complies with the official
requirements. It may be inadequate for a decisionabout the
potency thatshouldbe stated on the labelor used as the
basis for calculating thequantity of an antibiotic to be
incorporated in a preparation. In such circumstances, assays
of greater precision may be desirable with, for instance,
fiducial limits of error of the order of 98 to 102%. With this
degree of precision, the lowerfiducial limit lies close to the
estimated potency. By usingthis limit) instead of the
estimated potency, to assign a potencyto the antibiotic either
for labelling or for calculating the quantity to be included in
a preparation, there is less likelihood of the final preparation
subsequently failing to comply with the official requirements
for potency.

5.
3.

26.9 g
10.

to 1000 mL

9.4 g
4.71
2.48

10.0 g
10.Og
23.5 g

to 1000 mL

10.
10.
10.
3.

15.
to 1000 mL

5.0 g
15.0 g
3.0 g

to looomL

MediumE
Peptone
Meal extract
Disodiumhydrogen phosphate,12H.zO
A....
Water

Peptone
Yeast extract
Beef extract
Sodium chloride
Glucose monohydrate
A....
Water

MediumG

Glycerol
Peptone
Meat extract
Sodiumchloride
Ago,
Water

Peptone
A....
Beefextract powder
Water

pH 7.0 ± 0.1 after sterilisation.

MediumH

6.
4.

1.5 g
3.
I.

15.
to 1000 mL

17.
3.
5.

2.5 g
2.5 g
15.
10.

to 1000 mL

6.
1.58
3.

3.5 g
I •

3.68g
1.32 g

10lOOOmL

3.72

5.70

8.60

12.60

11.80

23.65

29.63

35.00

39.50

42.80

45.20

46.80

5.8

6.0

6.2

6.4

6.6

6.8

7.0

7.2

7.4

7.6

7.8

8.0

MediumB

Peptone
Pancreatic digestof casein
Beef extract
Yeastextract
Glucosemonohydrate
Aga<
Water

Pancreatic digest of casein
Papale digest of soya bean
Sodiumchloride
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate
Glucosemonohydrate
Ago,
Polysorbate 80
Water

Peptone
Beefextract
Yeastextract
Sodiumchloride
Glucose monohydrate
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate
Water
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Culture Media The following media or equivalent media
may be used.

V-A449

MedlumI
o-Gluccse
Tryptone
Yeastextract'"
Waterto produtt

10.
6.
2.
1000 mL

Adjust lO pH 8.0 with 1M sodium hydroxide or
O.IM orthophosphori< acid.
(*Ardamine yeast extract supplied by Champlain Industries
Inc., Clifton, NJ 07012, USA is suitable.)
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Method A. Diffusion Method
Table 2.7.2.-1 -Diffusion Ass'l)/; Additionol Seaion for Monographs of the Bririfh Pharmacopoeia

2022

Antibiotic Reference Solvent to Buffer Micro-organism Mediumand Incubation
substance be used in solution final pH (± 0.1 temperature

preparing (PH) pH unil)
the steek
Solution

Erythromycin Bacilluspumilus A; 7.9 30 - 37"
Bstolate NCTC8241

CIP 76.18
Erythromycin Ethyl Erythromycin Methanol pH 8.0
Succinate EPCRS (0.05M) Bacillussubtths A; 7.9 30 - 37"

NCTC 10400
Erythromycin CIP 52.62
Stearate ATCC6633

Lymecycline Lymecycline pH 5.8 Bacilluspumilus A; 6.6 37 - 39"
200 Int. Ref.. NCTC8241
1971 CIP 76.18

Polymyxin B Polymyxin B Waler pH 6.0 Bordetella B; 7.3 35 - 39"
Sulphate Sulphate EPCRS (0.05M) bronchiseplica

NCTC8344
CIP 53.157
ATCC4617

Method B. Turbidinwtric Method
Tahle 2.7.2.-2 -Turbidimetric Ass'l)/; Additional Section for Monographs of theBririfh Pharmacopoeia

Antibiotic Reference Solvent to Buffer Micro-organism Medium and Incubation
substance be used In solution final pH (± 0.1 temperature

preparing (PH) pH unit)
the stock
Solution

Apramycin ApramycinBPCRS • Salmonella I; 8.0 37"
cholerasuis

Erythromycin Klebsiella D;7.0 35 - 37"
Bstclate pneumonfae

NCTC7427
Erythromycin Ethyl Erythromycin Methanol pH 8.0 CIP 53.153
Succinate EPCRS ATCC 10031

C;7.0 35 - 37"
Erythromycin Staphylococcus
Stearate aurem

NCTC7447
CIP 53.156
ATCC6538P

* Solution prepared by dissolving 16.73 g of dipotassium hydrogen onhophosphare and 0.523 g of potassium dihydrogen
onhophosphare in about 750 ml of water, if necessary adjusting '0 pH 8.0 with O.IM sadium hydroxide or O.IM orrhophosphoric
acid, and diluting to 1000 ml with water.
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B. Immunochemical Methods
(Ph. Eur. method 2.7.1)

Immunochemical methods are based on the selective,
reversible and non-covalent binding of antigens by
antibodies. These methods are employed to detect or
quantify either antigens or antibodies. The formation of an
antigen-antibody complex may be detected, and the amount
of complex formed may be measured by a variety of
techniques. The provisions of this general method apply to
inununochemical methods using labelled or unlabelled
reagents, as appropriate.

The results of immunochemical methods depend on the
experimental conditions and the nature and quality of the
reagents used. It is essential (0 standardise the components of
an immunoassay and to use, wherever available, international
reference preparations for immunoassays.
The reagents necessary for many immunochemical methods
are available as commercial assay kits, that is) a set including
reagents (particularly the antigen or the antibody) and
materials intended for the in vio»estimation of a specified
substance as well as instructions for their-proper use.
The kits are used in accordance with the manufacturers'
instructions; it is important to ascertain that the kits are
suitable for the analysis of the substance to be examined,
with particular reference to selectivity and sensitivity.
Guidance concerning immunoassay kits is provided by the
World Health Organization, Technical Report Series 658
(1981).

METHODS IN WlDCH A LABELLED ANTIGEN OR
A LABELLED ANTIBODY IS USED
Methods using labelled substances may employ suitable
labels such as enzymes, fluorophores, lwninophores and
radioisotopes. Where the label is a radioisotope, the method
is described as a "radio-immunoassay".
The recommendations for the measurement of radioactivity
given in the monograph on Radiqpharmaceuti<a1 Preparations
(0125) are applicable to inununoassays involving
radioisotopes. All work with radioactive materials must be
carried out in conformitywith national legislation and
internationaUy accepted codes of practice for protection
against radiation hazards.

METHODS IN WlDCR AN UNLABELLED ANTIGEN
OR ANTmODY IS USED
Immunoprecipitation methods
Immunoprecipitation methods include flocculation and
precipitation reactions. When a solution of an antigen is
mixed with its corresponding antibody under suitable
conditions, the reactants form flocculating or precipitating
aggregates. The ratio of the reactants which gives the shortest
flocculation time or the most marked precipitation is called
the optimal ratio, and is usually produced by equivalent
amounts of antigen and antibody. Inununoprecipitation can
be assessed visually or by light-scattering techniques
(nephelometric or turbidimetric assay). An increase in
sensitivity can be obtained by using antigen- or antibody
coated particles (e.g. latex) as reactants.

In flocculation methods, stepwise dilutions of one of the
reactants is usually used whereas, in inununodiffusion (ID)
methods, the dilution is obtained by diffusion in a gel
medium: concentration gradients of one or both of the
reactants are obtained, thus creating zones in the gel medium
where the ratio of the reactants favours precipitation. While
flocculation methods are performed in tubes,
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immunodiffusion methods may be performed using different
supports such as tubes, plates, slides, cells or chambers.

Where the inununoprecipitating system consists of one
antigen combining with its corresponding antibody, the
system is referred to as simple; when it involves related but
not serologically identicaJ reactants, the system is complex and
where several serologically unrelated reactants are involved,
the system is multiple.
In simple diffusion methods, a concentration gradient is
established for only one of the reactants diffusing from an
external source into the gel medium containing the
corresponding reactant at a comparatively low concentration.

Single radial immunodiffwn·on (SRID) is a simple
quantitative immunodiffusion technique. When the
equilibrium between the external and the internal reactant
has been established, the circular precipitation area,
originating from the site of the external reactant, is directly
proportional to the amount of the antigen applied and
inversely proportional to the concentration of the antibody in
the gel.

In double diffusion methods, concentration gradients are
established for both reactants. Both antigen and antibody
diffuse from separate sites into an initially immunologically
neutral gel.

Comparauue double diffusion methods Are used for
qualitatively comparing various antigens versus a suitable
antibody or vice versa. The comparison is based on the
presence or absence of interaction between the precipitation
patterns. Reactions of identity, non-identity or partial identity
of antigens/antibodies can be distinguished.

Immunoelectrophoretic methods
Inununoelectrophoresis (IE) is a qualitative technique
combining 2 methods: gel electrophoresis followed by
immunodiffusion.

Crossed immunoelectrophoresis Is a modification of the
IE method. It is suitable both for qualitative and quantitative
analysis. The first part of the procedure is an ordinary gel
electrophoresis, after which a longitudinal gel strip,
containing the separated fractions to be determined, is cut
out and transferred to another plate. The electrophoresis in
the second direction is carried out perpendicular to the
previous electrophoretic run in a gel containing a
comparatively low concentration of antibodies corresponding
to the antigens. For a given antibody concentration and gel
thickness, the relationship between the area of the respective
precipitation peaks and the amount of the corresponding
antigen is linear.

Blectroimrmmoassay Often referred to as rocket immuno
electrophoresis is a rapid quantitative method for determining
antigens with a charge differing from that of the antibodies or
vice versa. The electrophoresis of the antigen to be
determined is carried out in a gel containing a comparatively
lower concentration of the corresponding antibody. The test
material and dilutions of a standard antigen used for
calibration are introduced into different wells in the gel.
During electrophoresis, migrating peak-shaped precipitation
zones originating from the wells are developed. The front of
the precipitate becomes stationary when the antigen is no
longer in excess. For a given antibody concentration, the
relationship between the distance travelled by the precipitate
and the amount of antigen applied is linear.

Counter-immunoelectrophoresis Is a rapid quantitative
method allowing concentration gradients of external antigen
and external antibody to be established in an electric field
depending on the different charges. Dilutions of a standard
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Proceed by any of the 6 methods for the test. In the event of
doubt or dispute) the final decision is made based upon
method A unless otherwise indicated in the monograph.

The test is carried out in a manner that avoids endotoxin
contamination.

Significant non-parallelism indicates that the antibody or
antigen discriminates between test and standard, and the
results are not valid.

In displacement immunoassays, the values for non-specific
binding and maximum displacement at high test or standard
concentration must not be significantly different. Differences
may indicate effects due to the matrix, either inhibition of
binding or degradation of tracer.

C. Test for Bacterial Endotoxins (LAL
Test)1
(Baaenol Endotoxins, Ph. Eur. method2.6.14)

The test for bacterial endotoxins (BET) is used to detect or
quantify endotoxins from gram-negative bacteria using
amoebocyte lysate from the horseshoe crab (Limu/us
polyphemus or Tachyp/eus lridematuS). There are 3 techniques
for this test: the gel-clot technique, which is based on gel
formation; the turbidimetric technique) based on the
development of turbidity after cleavage of an endogenous
substrate; and the chromogenic technique) based on the
development of colour after cleavage of a synthetic peptide
chromogen complex.

The following 6 methods are described in the present
chapter:

1. APPARATUS
Depyrogenate aUglassware and other heat-stable apparatus in
a hot-air oven using a validated process. A commonly used
minimum time and temperature is 30 min at 250°C.
If employing plastic apparatus, such as microtitre plates and
pipette tips for automatic pipetters, use apparatus shown to
be free of detectable endotoxin and which does not interfere
in the test.

NOTE: in thischapter, the term 'tube' includes aU!lIPes of
receprades, for example microtitre platewells.

2. REAGENTS, TEST SOLUTIONS
(1) Amoebocyte lysate
Amoebocyte lysate is a lyophilised product obtained from
amoebocyte lysate from the horseshoe crab (Umulus
polyphemus or TIUhyp/eus lridentatuS). This reagent refers only
to a product manufactured in accordance with the
regulations of the competent authority.

NOTE: amoeboc;yte lysate relUts with some p-g1w:ans in addition
to endotoxins. Amoebocyte lysate preparations which do not react
with glucans areavailable; they areprepared by remooing from
amoebo<;yte lysate the G faaor, which rtaClS with g1w:ans, orby
inhibiting ,,,. G factor reaamgsystem of amoebocyte lYsate. These

Gel-ciot method: limit test
Gel-clotmethod: quanutarive ten
Twbidimelric kineticmethod
Chromogenic kinetic method
Chromogenic end-point method
Turbidlmejric end-point method

Method A.
Method B.
Method C.
Method D.
Method E.
Mel:hCMl F.

for calibration and dilutions of the test material are
introduced into a row of wells in a gel and a fixed amount of
the corresponding reactant is introduced into an opposite row
of wells. The titre of the test material may be determined as
the highest dilution showing a precipitation line.

A number of modifications of crossed immunoelectrophoresis
and elecuoimmunoassay methods exist.

Other techniques combine separation of antigens by
molecular size and serological properties.

Visuallsadon and characterisation of
immunoprecipltation Unes
These may be performed by selective or non-selective stains,
by fluorescence, by enzyme or isotope labelling or other
relevant techniques. Selective staining methods are usually
perfonned for characterisation of non-protein substances in
the precipitates.

In translucent gels such as agar or egarose, the precipitation
line becomes clearly visible in the gel, provided that the
concentration of each of the reactants is appropriate.

VALIDATION OF THE METHOD
ValIdatiQQ criteria
A quantitative immunochemical method is not vaHd unless:

1) The antibody or antigen does not significantly discriminate
between the test and standard. For a labelled reactant, the
corresponding reactant does not significantly discriminate
between the labelled and unlabelled compound,

2) The method is not affected by the assay matrix, that is,
any component of the test sample or its excipients, which can
vary between samples. These may include high
concentrations of other proteins, salts, preservatives or
contaminating proteolytic activity)

3) The limit of quantitatlon is below the acceptance criteria
stated in the individual monograph)

4) The precision of the assay is such that the variance of the
results meets the requirements stated in the individual
monographs,

5) The order in which the assay is performed does not give
rise to systematic errors.

Validation methods
In order to verify these criteria, the validation design includes
the following elements:

1) The assay is performed at least in triplicate)

2) The assay includes at least 3 different dilutions of the
standard preparation and 3 dilutions of sample preparations
of presumed aetivil)' similar to the standard preparation)

3) The assay layout is randomised,

4) If the test sample is presented in serum or formulated with
other components, the standard is likewise prepared)

5) The test includes the measurement of non-specific binding
of the labelled reactant)

6) For displacement immunoassay:

(a) maximum binding (zero displacement) is determined,

(b) dilutions cover the complete response range from values
close to non-specific binding to maximum binding) preferabJy
for both standard and test preparations.

STATISTICAL CALCUlATION
To analyse the results, response curves for test and standard
may be analysed by the methods described in 5.3. Statistical
Analysis of Results of BilJlogicai Assaysand Tests.

I This chapter hasundergone pharmacopoeial hannqnisation. See chapuT
5.8 PhanntKOfJOdai hannonisalion.
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preparations may be used If»" endotoxin testing in thepresence oj
g/ucans.

(2) Lysate soludon
Dissolve amoebocyte lysate in water for BET or in a buffer,
as recommended by the lysate manufacturer, by geode
stirring. Store the reconstituted lysate, refrigerated or frozen,
as indicated by the manufacturer.

(3) Water for BET (water for bacterial endotoxins test)
Waterfor injet:lions R or water produced by other procedures
that shows no reaction with the lysate employed at the
detection limit of the reagent.

3. PREPARATION OF THE STANDARD
ENDOTO~STOCKSOLUTION

The standard endotoxin stock solution is prepared from an
endotoxin reference standard that has been calibrated against
the International Standard, for example endotoxin
standard BRP.

Endotoxin is expressed in International Units (IU).
The equivalence in IU of the International Standard is Slated
by the World Health Organization.

NOTE: 0"' Intemational Unir (IIJ) of endotoxin is equal to one
Endotoxin Unit (E.U.).

Follow the specifications in the package leaflet and on the
label for preparation and storage of me standard endotoxin
stock solution.

4. PREPARATION OF THE STANDARD
ENDOTO~SOLUTIONS
After vigorously mixing the standard endotoxin stock
solution, prepare appropriate serial dilutions of this solution
using water for BET.
Use the solutions as soon as possible to avoid loss of activity
by adsorption.

S. PREPARATION OF THE TEST SOLUTIONS
Prepare the test solutions by dissolving or diluting active
substances or medicinal products using water for BET. Some
substances or preparations may be more appropriately
dissolved or diluted in other aqueous solutions. Ifnecessary,
adjust the pH of the test solution (or dilution thereof) so that
the pH of the mixture of the lysate and test solution falls
within the pH range specified by the lysate manufacturer,
usually 6.0 to 8.0. The pH may be adjusted by the use of
acid, base or a suitable buffer, as recommended by the lysate
manufacturer. Acids and bases may be prepared from
concent.rates or solids with water for BET in containers free
of detectable endotoxin. Buffers must be validated to be free
of detectable endotoxin and interfering factors.

6. DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM VALID
DILUTION
The Maximum Valid Dilution (MVD) is the maximum
allowable dilution of a sample at which the endotoxin limit
can be deterntined. Deterntine the MVD using the following
fonnulae:

MVD = endotoxin limit )(concentration of lest solution
I.

Endotoxin limit The endotoxin limit for active substances
administered parenterally, defined on the basis of dose, is
equal to:
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K
M

K threshold pyrogenic dose ot endorosin per kilogram of body
mass,

M maximum recommended bolus dose of product per kilogram of
body mass.

When the product is to be injected at frequent intervals or
infused continuously, M is the maximum total dose
administered in a single hour period.

The endotoxin limit for active substances administered
parenterally is specified in units such
as IU/mI.., IU/mg, IUlUnit of biological activity, etc., in
monographs.

Conanmuion of test solution:
- mglmL if the endotoxin limit is specified by mass

(IU/mg),
- UnitslmL if the endotoxin limit is specified by unit of

biological activity (lUlUnit),
- mUmL if the endotoxin limit is specified by volume

(lU/mL).

). me labelled lysate sensitivity in the gel-clot technique (lU/mL)
or the lowest concentration used in the standard curve of the
turbidimetric or chromogenic techniques.

7. GEL-CLOT TECHNIQUE (METHODS A AND B)
The gel-clot technique allows detection or quantification of
endotoxins and is based on clotting of the lysate in the
presence of endotoxins. The minimum concentration of
endotoxins required to cause the lysate to clot under
standard conditions is the labelled lysate sensitivity.
To ensure both the precision and validity of the test, confirm
the labelled lysate sensitivity and perform the test for
interfering factors as described under 1. Preparatory testing.

1. PREPARATORY TEST1NG

(I) Confirmadon of the labelled lysate sensldvity
Confirm in 4 replicates the labelled sensitivity ).., expressed
in IU/mL, of the lysate solution prior to use in the test.
Confirmation of the lysate sensitivity is carried out when a
new Jot of lysate is used or when there is any change in the
test conditions which may affect the outcome of the test.

Prepare standard solutions of at least 4 concentrations
equivalent to 2A, A, O.5A and 0.25A by diluting the standard
endotoxin stock solution with water for BET.

.Mixa volume of the lysate solution with an equal volume of
1 of the standard solutions (such as 0.1 mL aliquots) in each
tube. When single test vials or ampoules containing
lyophilised lysate are employed, add solutions of standards
directly to the vial or ampoule. Incubate the reaction mixture
for a constant period according to the recommendations of
the lysate manufacturer (usually at 37 ± I °C for
60 ± 2 min), avoiding vibration. Test the integrity of the gel:
for tubes, take each tube in tum directly from the incubator
and invert it through approximately 1800 in one smooth
motion. If a firm gel has formed that remains in place upon
inversion, record the result as positive. A result is negative if
an intact gel is not formed.

The test is considered valid when the lowest concentration of
the standard solutions shows a negative result in all replicate
tests.
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Table 2.6.14.-1
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Solution

A

B

c

D

Endotoxin concentrationlSolutioD to which
endotoxin Is added

None/Test solution

2A1Tesi solution

2"AJWarer for BIIT

NoneIWater for BEr

Diluent

Test solution

Water for BET

DllutiOD foetor EndotoxIn Nwnber of repllcates
concentration

•
I 21 •2 IA •• 0.5). •
8 0.251 •, 21 2
2 IA 2

• 0.5). 2
8 0.25). 2

2

Soluncn A = solution of the preparation being examined that is freeof detectable endotoxjns.
Solution B = test for interference.
Solulion C = control of the labelled lysate sensitivity.
Solution D = negative conuo! (wake for BEl).

The end-point is the lowest concentration in the series of
decreasing concentrations of standard endotoxin that clots
the lysate. Determine the geometric mean end-point
concentration by calculting the mean of me logarithmsof the
end-point concentrations of the 4 dilution series, take the
antilogarithm of this value, as indicated by the following
expression:

Geometric mean end-point concentrarion e antilog~ e

E e sum of the Jogl O end-point concentrations of the dilution series
used,

f number of replicates.

. The geometric mean end-point concentration is the
measured sensitivity of the lysate solution (lU/mL). If this is
no' less than 0.5 .. and not more than 21., the labelled
sensitivity is confirmed and is used in the tests performed
with this lysate.

(il) Test for Interfering factors
Prepare solutions A, B, C and D as shown in
Table 2.6.14.-1, and use the test solutions at a dilution less
than me MVD, not containing any detectable endotoxins,
operating as described under I. Preparatory testing, (i)
Confinnation of me labelled lysate sensitivity.

The geometric mean end-point concentrations of solutions B
and C are determined using the expression described in
I. Preparatory testing, (i) Confirmation of the labelled lysate
sensitivity.

The test for interfering factors must be repeated when any
changes are made to the experimental conditions that are
likely to influence the result of the test.

The test is considered valid when aU replicates of solutions A
and D show no reaction and the result of solution C
confirms the labelled lysate sensitivity.

If the sensitivity of the lysate determined with solution B is
not less than 0.5). and not greater than 2)., me test solution
does not contain interfering factors under the experimental
conditions used. Otherwise, the test solution interferes with
the test.

If me preparation being examined interferes with the test at a
dilution less than the MVD, repeat the test for interfering
factors using a greater dilution, not exceeding the MVD.
The use of a more sensitive lysate permits a greater dilution
of the preparation being examined and this may contribute to
the elimination of interference.

Interference may be overcome by suitable validated
treatment, such as filtration, neutralisation, dialysis or heat
treatment. To establish that the treatment chosen effectively
eliminates interference without loss of endotoxins, repeat the
test for interfering factors using the preparation-being
examined to which the standard endotoxin has been added
and which has then been submitted to the chosen treatment.

2. LIMIT TEST (METHOD A)

(I) Procedure
Prepare solutions A, B, C and D as shown in
Table 2.6.14.-2, and perform the test on these solutions
following the procedure described under I. Preparatory
testing, (i) Confinnation of the labelled lysate sensitivity .

Table 2.6.14.-2

Solution Endotoxin concentration/Solution Number of replicates
to wblch endotoxin Is added

A NoneIDiluted test solution 2

B 2)JDiluted test solution 2

C 2;vw'ater for BET 2

D NoneJWater for BIrr 2

Prepare solution A and solution B (positive product control)
using a dilution not greater than the MVD and treatments as
described in I. Preparatory testing, {ii} Test for interfering
factors. Solutions Band C (positive controls) contain the
standard endotoxin at a concentration corresponding to twice
the labelled lysate sensitivity. Solution D (negative control)
consists of water for BET.

(il) Interpretation
The test is considered valid when both replicates of
solution Band C are positive and those of solution D are
negative.

When a negative result is found for both replicates of
solution A, the preparation being examined complies with the
test.

When a positive result is found for both replicates of
solution A, the preparation being examined does not comply
with the test.

When a positive result is found for one replicate of
solution A and a negative result is found for the other, repeat
the test. In the repeat test, the preparation being examined
complies with the test if a negative result is found for both
replicates of solution A. The preparation does not comply
with.the test if _a positive result is found for one or both
replicates of solution A.
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Table 2.6.14.-3
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Solution

A

B

c

D

Endotoxin concentration/Solution to whIch
endotoxin Is added

Nonetrest solution

2lIfest solution

2lIWater for BET

NoneIWater for BET

DUuent

Water for BET

Water for BET

DUndon factor

1
2
4
8

1
2
4
8

Endotoxin
concentration

n
I~

O.5l.
0.25).

Number of replicates

2
2
2
2

2

2
2
2
2

2

Solution A = test soluLion at me dilution, not exceeding the MVD, with which the test for interfering factors was carried out. Subsequent dilution oftbe lest
solution must not exceed rhe MVD. Use water for BET to make a dilution series of 4 rubes containing me test solution at concentrations of I, 112, 114and 1/8,
relative to the dilution used in the test for interfering factors. Other dilutions up to the MVD may be used as appropriate.
Solution B = solution A coniahullg standard endotoxin at a concentration of2l. (positive product control).
Solution C = a dilution series of 4 tubes of water for BET CODloining the standard endotoxin at concentrations of 2;\, ;\, 0.51 end 0.251.
Solution D = Wiler for BET (negative control).

However) if the preparation does not comply with the test at
a dilution less than the MVD) the test may be repeated using
a grearer dilution) not exceeding the MVD.

3. QUANTITATIVE TEST (METHOD B)

(I) Procedure
The test quantifies bacterial endotoxins in the test solution
by titration to an end-point. Prepare solutions A) B) C and D
as shown in Table 2.6.14.-3, and test these solutions
according to the procedure described under I. Preparatory
testing) (i) Confinnation of the labelled lysate sensitivity.

(U) Calculation and Iaeerpretadon
The test is considered valid when the following 3 conditions
are met:

(a) both replicates of solution D (negative control) are
negative,

(b) both replicates of solution B (positive product control)
are positive,
(c) the geometric mean end-point concentration of
solution C is in the range of 0.5). to 2)..

To determine the endotoxin concentration of solution A)
calculate the end-point concentration for each replicate, by
multiplying each end-point dilution factor by ~.

The endotoxin concentration in the test solution is the
end-point concentration of the replicates. If the test is
conducted with a diluted test solution) calculate the
concentration of endotoxin in the original solution by
multiplying the result by the dilution factor.

Ifnone of the dilutions of the test solution is positive in a
valid test) report the endotoxin concentration as less than A
(or) if a diluted sample was tested) report as less than the
lowest dilution factor of the sample x A). If all dilutions are
positive) the endotoxin concentration is reported as equal to
or greater than the largest dilution factor multiplied by ~

(e.g. in Table 2.6.14.-3, the initial dilution factor x 8 x ~).

The preparation being examined meets the requirements of
the test if the endotoxin concentration in both replicates is
less than that specified in the monograph.

8. PHOTOMETRIC QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES
(METHODS C, D, E AND F)
1. TURBIDIMETRIC TECHNIQUE (METHODS C
ANDF)
This technique is a photometric test to measure the increase
in turbidity. Based on the test principle employed) this

technique may be classified as being either me end-point
turbidimetric test or the kinetic-turbidimetric test.

The end-point-turbidimetric test (Method F) is based on the
quantitative relationship between the endotoxin concentration
and the rurbidity (absorbance or transmission) of the reaction
mixture at the end of an incubation period.

The kinetic-turbidimetric test (Method C) is a method to
measure either the time (onset time) needed for the reaction
mixture to reach a predetermined absorbance or
transmission) or the rate of turbidity development.

The test is carried out at the incubation temperature
recommended by the lysate manufacturer (usually
37 ± 1°C).

2. CHROMOGENIC TECHNIQUE (METHODS D AND
E)
This technique is used to measure the chromophore released
from a suitable chromogenic peptide by the reaction of
endotoxins with the lysate. Depending on the test principle
employed) this technique may be classified as being either the
end-point-chromogenic test or the kinetic-chromogenic test.

The end-point-chromogenic test (Method E) is based on the
quantitative relationship between the endotoxin concentration
and the quantity of chromophore released at the end of an
incubation period.

The kinetic-ehromogenic test (Method D) measures either
the time (onset time) needed for the reaction mixture (Q

reach a predetermined absorbance) or the rate of colour
development.

The test is carried out at the incubation temperarure
recommended by the lysate manufacturer (usually
37 ± 1°C).

3. PREPARATORY TESTING
To assure the precision or validity of the turbidimetric and
chromogenic techniques) preparatory tests are conducted to
show that the criteria for the standard curve are satisfied and
that the test solution does not interfere with the test.

Validation of the test method is required when any changes
are made to the experimental conditions that are likely to
influence the result of the test.

(I) Assurance of criteria for the standard curve
The test must be carried out for each lot of lysate reagent.

Using the standard endotoxin solution) prepare at least
3 endotoxin concentrations within the range indicated by the
lysate manufacturer to generate the standard curve; Perform
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the test using at least 3 replicates of each standard endotoxin
solution as recommended by the lysate manufacturer (volume
ratios, incubation time, temperature, pH, etc.),

If the desired range is greater than 2 loglo in the kinetic
methods, additional standards must be included to bracket
each 10gl0 increase in the range of the standard CUIVe.

The absolute value of the correlation coefficient, I r IJ must
be greater than or equal to 0.980, for the range of endotoxin
concentrations set up.

(II) Test for interfering factors
Select an endotoxin concentration at or near the middle of
the endotoxin standard curve.

Prepare solutions A, B, C and D as shown in
Table 2.6.14.-4. Perform the test on at least 2 replicates of
these solutions as recommended by the lysate manufacturer
(volume of test solution and lysate solution, volume ratio of
test solution to lysate solution, incubation time, etc.),

Table 2.6.14.-4
Solution Endotoxin Solution to whIch Number of

concentration endotoxin is replicates
adllli!

A None Test solution Not less than 2

B Middle concentration Test solution Not less than 2
of the standard CUIYe

C At least 3 Water for BET Each concentration
concentrations (lowest not less than 2

concentration is
designated ).)

D None Water for BET Not less than 2

Solution A = test solution, that may be diluted not to exceed the MVD.
Solution B = preparation to be examined at the same dilution as solution A,
containing added endotoxin at a concentration equal 10 or near the middle of
the standard curve.
Solution C = slandard endotoxin solution at the concentrations used in the
validation of the method as desmbed under 3. Preparatory testing.
(i) Assurance of criteria for the standanl curve (positive controls).
Solution D = water for BET (negative control).

The test is considered valid when the following conditions
are met:
- the absolute value of the correlation coefficient of the

standard curve generated using solution C is greater than
or equal to 0.980;

- the result with solution D does not exceed the limit of the
blank value required in the description of the lysate
reagent employed, or it is less than the endotoxin
detection limit of the lysate reagent employed.

Calculate the mean recovery of the added endotoxin by
subtracting the mean endotoxin concentration in the solution
(if any) (solution A, Table 2.6.14.-4) from that in the
solution containing the added endotoxin (solution H,
Table 2.6.14.-4).
The test solution is considered free of interfering factors if
under the conditions of the test, the measured concentration
of the endotoxin added to the test solution is within
50-200 per cent of the known added endotoxin
concentration, after subtraction of any endotoxin detected in
the solution without added endotoxin.

When the endotoxin recovery is out of the specified range,
the test solution is considered to contain interfering factors.
Repeat me test using a greater dilution, not exceeding
the MVD. Furthermore, interference of the test solution or
diluted test solution not to exceed the MVD may be
eliminated by suitable validated treatment, such as filtration,
neutralisation, dialysis or heat treatment. To establish that
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the treatment chosen effectively eliminates interference
without loss of endotoxins, repeat the test for interfering
factors using the preparation being examined to which the
standard endotoxin has been added and which has then been
submitted to the chosen treatment.

4. TEST

(I) Procedure
Follow the procedure described in 3. Preparatory testing,
(ii) Test for interferingfactors.

(II) Calculation
Calculate the endotoxin concentration of each replicate of
solution A using the standard curve generated by the positive
control solution C.

The test is considered valid when the following 3
requirements are met:

(I) the results obtained with solution C complywith the
requirements for validation defined under 3. Preparatory
testing, (i) Assurance of criteria for the standard curve,
(2) the endotoxin recovery, calculated from the endotoxin
concentration found in solution H after SUbtracting the
endotoxin concentration found in solution A, is within the
range of 50-200 per cent,

(3) the result obtained with solution D (negative control)
does not exceed the limit of the blank value required in the
description of the lysate employed, or it is less than the
endotoxin detection limit of the lysate reagent employed.

(Ill) Interpretation
The preparation being examined complies with the test if the
mean endotoxin concentration of the replicates of solution A,
after correction for dilution and concentration, is less than
the endotoxin limit for the product.

GuidtJims on the testfor bacterial endmoxins a~ given in general
chapter 5.1.10.

2.6.32. Test for Bacterial Endotoxin. using
Recombinant Factor C
(ph. Bur. general text 2.6.32)
The test for bacterial endotoxins using recombinant factor C
(rFC) is carried out to quantify endotoxins from gram
negative bacteria. It is performed using rFC based on the
gene sequence of the horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus,
Tcu:hypleus tn·denlatus, Tachypleus gigas or Carcinoscorpius
rotundicauda), using a fluorimetric method.

The test is carried out in a manner that avoids bacterial
endotoxin contamination.

1. EQUIPMENT
Depyrogenate all glassware and other heat-stable equipment
in a dry-heat oven using a validated process. A commonly
used minimwn time and temperature is 30 min at 250 "C.
Where plastic equipment (such as micrctitre plates and
pipette tips for automatic pipettes) is employed, it must be
shown to be free of detectable endotoxin and net to interfere
with the test.

2. REAGENTS
Reagents
Recombinant factor C is based on the gene sequence of the
horseshoe crab (Limulus polyphemus, Tachypleus uidenuuus,
Tcu:hypleus gigas or Carcinoscorpius roumdiazr.«ul). All reagents,
including the fluorogenic substrate and assay buffer, must be
free of detectable endotoxin.
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). ::: the IOMS!concentrericn used in the standard curve.

7. FLUORIMETRIC QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUE
This technique is used to measure the fluorescence (relative
fluorescence units; RFU) emitted by a fluorescent substrate
(reagent) after cleavage by endotoxin-activated factor C. It is
used as an end-point-fluorescent test.

The end-point-fluorescent test is based on the quantitative
relationship between the endotoxin concentration and the
fluorescence of the reagent mixture at the end of the
incubation period, expressed for example as ARPU:

When the product is to be injected at frequent intervals or
infused continuously, lW is the maximum total dose
administered in a single hour period.

The endotoxin limit for active substances administered
parenterally is specified in units such
as IU/mI.., IU/mg, IDfUnit of biological activity, etc., in
monographs.

Concenrration 0/test solution:
- mg/mL if the endotoxin limit is specified by mass

(IU/mg);
- UnitslmL if the endotoxin limit is specified by unit of

biological activity (IUlUnit);
- mUmL if the endotoxin limit is specified by volume

(IU/mL).

fluorescence of the reagent mixture at the end of lhe
incubation period;
fluorescence of the reagent mixlure at the start of the
incubation period.

RFU~

RFU1~

The test is carried out at the incubation temperature
recommended by the test kit manufacturer (usually
37 ± 1 .c).

8. PREPARATORY TESTING
Preparatory tests are conducted to ensure that the
fluorometric technique is valid. These tests demonstrate that
the criteria for the standard curve are satisfied (8-1) and that
the test solution does not interfere with the test (8-2).

Validation of the test method is required when any changes
are made to the experimental conditions that are likely to
influence the result of the test.

8-1 ASSURANCE OF CRITERIA FOR THE
STANDARD CURVE
The test must be carried out for each lot of recombinant
factor C reagent.

Instrument sensitivity must be adjusted in accordance with
the recommendations of the test kit manufacturer.

Using the standard endotoxin solution, prepare at least 3
endotoxin concentrations within the range indicated by the
test kit manufacturer to generate the standard curve. If the
desired range exceeds the range indicated by the
manufacturer by more than 2 10glO, additional standards
must be included to bracket each log increase in the range.
Perform the test using at least 3 replicates of each standard
endotoxin solution as reconunended by the manufacturer
(volume ratios, incubation time, temperature, pH, erc.).

The absolute value of the correlation coefficient, I r I, must
be greater than or equal to 0.980, for the range of endotoxin
concentrations prepared.

4. PREPARATION OF THE STANDARD
ENDOTOXlNSOLtnITONS
After vigorously mixing the standard endotoxin stock
solution, prepare appropriate serial dilutions of this solution
using water for BET.

Use the solutions as soon as possible to avoid loss of activity
by adsorption.

5. PREPARATION OF THE TEST SOLUTIONS
Prepare the test solutions by dissolving or diluting active
substances or medicinal products using water for BET. Some
substances or preparations may be more appropriately
dissolved or diluted in other aqueous solutions. If necessary,
adjust the pH of the test solution (or dilution thereof) so that
the pH of the mixture of the reagent(s) and test solution falls
within the pH range specified by the test kit manufacturer,
usually 6.0 to 8.0. The pH may be adjusted by the use of
acid, base or a suitable buffer, as recommended by the test
kit manufacturer. Acids and bases may be prepared from
concentrates or solids with water for BET in containers free
of detectable endotoxin. Buffers must be validated to be free
of detectable endotoxin and interfering factors.

6. DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM VALID
Dll.UTION
The maximum valid dilution (1\-lVD) is the maximum
allowable dilution of a sample at which the endotoxin limit
can be detemtined. Detemtine the MVD using the following
formula:

K
M

endotoxin limit x amcentration 0/ USt solutUm
l

Reagent solutions
If necessary, prepare the reagents according to the test kit
manufacturer's instructions. Store the reagents, refrigerated
or frozen, as indicated by the manufacturer.

Water for BET (water for bacterial endotoxins test)
Water for injections R or water produced by other procedures
that shows no reaction with the reagent employed at the
detection limit of the reagent

3. PREPARATION OF THE STANDARD
ENDOTOxm STOCK SOLUTION
The standard endotoxin stock solution is prepared from an
endotoxin reference standard that has been calibrated against
the International Standard, for example endotoxin
standardBRP.

Endotoxin is expressed in International Units (IU).
The equivalence in IU of the International Standard is stated
by the World Health Organization.

NOTE: 1 Imemational Unit (IU) of endoroxin is equal",
1 Endotoxin Uni, (EU).

Follow the specifications in the package leatlet and on the
label for preparation and storage of the standard endotoxin
stock solution.

Bndotoxin limit The endotoxin limit for active substances
administered parenterally, defined on the basis of dose, is
equal to:

K threshold p~nic dose of endotoxin per kilogramof body mass;
M maximum recommended bolusdose of product per kilogram of

body mass.
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Table 2.6.32.-1

Solution A = lest solution, which may be diluted but not exceedingthe MVD.
Solulion B (positiveproduct conuol) = preparntion to be esemlned at the
same dilution as solution A, containing added endotoxin at a concentration
equal to or near the middle of we standard curve
Solution C = Standardendotoxin solution 81we concentrations used in the
validationof the method as described in section 8-1.
Solulion D (nqative control) = water for BET.

8-2 INTERFERING FACTORS
As factor G is absent from the test kit, false-positive results
due to p-g1ucan activation are not expected to occur. This
must be taken into account when the method is compared to
other bacterial endotoxin quantification methods.

Select an endotoxin concentration at or near me middle of
the endotoxin standard curve.

Prepare solutions A, B, C and D as shown in
Table 2.6.32.-1. Perform the test on at least 2 replicates of
these solutionsas recommended. by the test kit manufacturer
(volume of test solution and reagent test kit mixture, volume
ratio of test solution to reagent test kit mixture, incubation
time, etc.).

SolutioD

A

B

c

D

Endotoxin Solution to whIch Number of
concentration endotoxin is added repUcate9

Non' Test solution Not leu than 2

Middle Test solution Not less [han 2
concentration of lhe

standard curve

At least 3 Water for BET Each ecncemration
concentrations nor less than 2

(lowest
coucemratlon is
designated 1.)

Non' Water for BET Not less than 2

interfering factors using the preparation being examined to
which the standard endotoxin has been added and which has
then been submitted to the chosen treatment,

9. TEST
9-1 PROCEDURE
Follow the procedure described in section 8-2.

9-2 CALCUlATION
Calculate the endotoxin concentration of each replicate of
solution A using the standard curve generated by the
standard. endotoxin solution C.

The test is considered valid when the following 3
requirements are met:

(I) the results obtained with solution C comply with the
requirements for validation defined in section 8-1;
(2) the endotoxin recovery) calculated from the endotoxin
concentration found in solution B after subtracting the
endotoxin concentration found in solution A) is within the
range of 50-200 per cent;

(3) the result obtained with solution D (negative control)
does not exceed the limit of the blank value required in the
description of the reagent mixture employed) or it is less than
the endotoxin detection limit of the rFC employed.

9-3 INTERPRETATION
The preparation being examined complies with the test if the
mean endotoxin concentration of the replicates of solution A)
after correction for dilution and concentration) is less than
the endotoxin limit for the product.

Guidelines on m. Ies' for bauerial endotoxins aregiven in general
chap"" 5.1.10.

The test is considered valid when the following conditions
are met:
- the absolute value of the correlation coefficient of the

standard curve generated using solution C is greater than
or equal to 0.980;

- the result with solution D does not exceed the limit of the
blank value required in the description of the reagent
mixture employed, or it is less than the endotoxin
detection llmit of the rFe employed.

Calculate the mean recovery of the added endotoxin by
subtracting the mean endotoxin concentration in the solution
(if any) (solution A, Table 2.6.32.-1) from that in the
solution containing the added endotoxin (solution B,
Table 2.6.32.-1).

The test solution is considered free of interfering factors if,
under the conditions of the test, the measured concentration
of the endotoxin added to the test solution is within
5Q.-200per cent of the known added endotoxin
concentration, after subtraction of any endotoxin detected in
the solution without added endotoxin.

When the endotoxin recovery is outside the specified range,
the test solution 1S considered to contain interfering factors.
Repeat the test using a greater dilution, not exceeding the
MVD. Furthermore, interference of the test solution or
diluted test solution (not exceeding the MVD) may be
eliminated by suitable validated treatment) such as filtration)
neutralisation) dialysis, heat treatment or endotoxin-specific
binding steps (enrichment of endotoxin from the test solution
prior to detection in the absence of the interfering matrix).
To establish that the treatment chosen effectivelyeliminates
interference without loss of endotoxins, repeat the test for

D. Test for Pyrogens
(Ph. Eur. method 2.6.8)

The test consists of measuring the rise in body temperature
evoked in rabbits by the intravenous iniection of a sterile
solution of the substance to be examined.

Selection of animals
Use healthy) adult rabbits of either sex weighing not less than
1.5 kg) fed a complete and balanced diet not containing
antibiotics) and not showing loss of body mass during
the week preceding the test. A rabbit is not to be used in a
pyrogen test if:
a) it has been used in a negative pyrogen test in the
preceding 3 days; or

b) it has been used in the preceding 3 weeks in a pyrogen
test in which the substance under examination failed to pass
the test.

Animals l quarters
Keep the rabbits individually in a quiet area with a unifonn
appropriate temperature. Withhold food from the rabbits
overnight and until the test is completed; withhold water
during the test. Carry out the test in a quiet room where
there is no risk of disturbance exciting the animals and in
which the room temperature is within 3 °C of that of the
rabbits' living quarters) or in which the rabbits have been
kept for at least 18 h before the test.

Materials
Thoroughly wash all glassware) syringes and needles with
water for injections and heat in a hot-air oven at 250°C for
30 min or at 200 °C for I h.
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Interpretation of results
Having carried out the test In on a group of 3 rabbits, repeat
if necessary on further groups of 3 rabbits to a total of
4 groups) depending on the results obtained. If the summed
response of the 1Sf group does not exceed the figure given in
the 2nd column of Table 2.6.8.-1) the substance passes the
test. If the summed response exceeds the figure given in the
2nd column of the table but does not exceed the figure given
in me 3rd column of the table, repeat the test as indicated
above. If the summed response exceeds the figure given in
the 3rd column of the table) the product fails the test.

Rabbits used in a test for pyrogens where the mean rise in
the rabbits' temperature has exceeded 1.2 °C are
permanently excluded.

In accordance with the provisions of the European
Convention for the Protection ofVenebrate Animals used for
Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes, tests must be
carried out in such a way as to use the minimum number of
animals and to cause the least pain, suffering, distress or
lasting hann. Wherever possible and after product-specific
validation) the pyrogen test is replaced by the monocyte
activation test (2.6.3fJ).

F. Test for Depressor Substances
(Depreuor Subsumas, Ph. Bur. method 2.6.11)

Carry out the test on a cat weighing not less than 2 kg and
anaesthetised with chloralose or with a barbiturate that allows
the maintenance of uniform blood pressure. Protect the
animal from loss of body heat and maintain it so that the
rectal temperature remains within physiological limits.
Introduce a cannula into the trachea. Insert a cannula filled
with a heparinised 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride into the
common carotid artery and connect it to a device capable of
giving a continuous record of the blood pressure. Insert into
the femoral vein another cannula) filled with a heparinised
9 f!IL solution of sodiwn chloride, through which can be
injected the solutions of histamine and of the substance to be
examined. Determine the sensitivity of the animal to
histamine by injecting intravenously at regular intervals, doses
of histamine solution R corresponding to 0.1 ~g and 0.15 ~g of
histamine base per kilogram of body mass. Repeat the lower
dose at least 3 times. Administer the second and subsequent
injections not less than 1 min after the blood pressure has
returned to the level it was at immediately before the
previous injection. The animal is used for the test only if a
readily discernible decrease in blood pressure that is constant
for the lower dose is obtained and if the higher dose causes
greater responses. Dissolve the substance to be examined in
sufficient of a 9 gfL solution of sodium chloride or other
prescribed solvent, to give the prescribed concentration.
Inject intravenously per kilogram of body mass 1.0 mL of
histamine solueWn R:J followed by 2 successive injections of the
prescribed amount of the solution to be examined and)

Retaining boxes
The retaining boxes for rabbits whose temperature is being
measured by an electrical device are made in such a way that
the animals are retained only by loosely fitting neck-stocks;
the rest of the body remains relatively free so that the rabbits
may sit in a normal position. They are not restrained by
straps or other similar methods that may hann the animal.
The animals are put into the boxes not less than 1 h before
the 1st recording of the temperature and remain in them
throughout the test.

Thermometers
Use a thermometer or electrical device that indicates the
temperature with a resolution of 0.1 °C and insert into the
rectum of the rabbit to a depth of about 5 em. The depth of
insertion is constant for any 1 rabbit in any 1 test. When an
electrical device is used it may be left in position throughout
the test.

PreUminary test
After selection of the animals, 1-3 days before testing the
product to be examined, treat those animals that have nor
been used during the previous 2 weeks by intravenous
injection of 10 mLper kilogram of body mass ora pyrogen
free 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R warmed to about
38.0 °C,' Record the temperatures of the animals, beginning
at least 90 min before injection and continuing for 3 h after
the injeclion of the solution. Any animal showing a
temperature variation greater than 0.6 °C is not used in the
main test.

Main test
Carry out the test using a group of 3 rabbits.

Preparation and inJection of the product Wann the
liquid to be examined to approximately 38.0 °C before the
injection. The product to be examined may be dissolved in,
or diluted with, a pyrogen-free 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R or another prescribed liquid. Inject the solution
slowly into the marginal vein of the ear of each rabbit over a
period not exceeding 4 min, unless otherwise prescribed in
the monograph. The amount of the product to be injected
varies according to the product to be examined and is
prescribed in the monograph. The volume injected is not less
than 0.5 mL per kilogram and not more than 10 mL per
kilogram of body mass.

Determination of the initial and maximum
temperatures The 'initial temperature' of each rabbit is
the mean of 2 temperature readings recorded for that rabbit
at an interval of 30 min in the 40 min immediately preceding
the injection of the product to be examined. The 'maximum
temperature' of each rabbit is the highest temperature
recorded for that rabbit in the 3 h after the injection. Record
the temperature of each rabbit at intervals of not more than
30 min, beginning at least 90 min before the injection of the
product to be examined and continuing 3 h after the
injection. The difference between the maximum temperature
and the initial temperature of each rabbit is taken to be its
response. When this difference is negative) the result is
counted as a zero response.

Rabbits showing a temperature variation greater than 0.2 °C
between 2 successive readings in the determination of the
initial temperature are withdrawn from the test. In any 1 test,
only rabbits having initial temperatures that do not differ
from one another by more than 1 °C are used. AU rabbits
having an initial temperature higher than 39.8 °C or less than
38.0 °C are withdrawn from the test.

Table 2.6.8.-1

Number of .rabbits Product passes If
summed response does

Dot exceed

3 U5°C

6 2.80°C

9 4.45·C

12 6.60°C

Product faUslfsummed
response exceeds

2.65 ·C

4.30°C

5.95 ·C

6.60°C
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equivalent in micrograms of histamine base from the dilution
determined as above.

The quantity so determined does not exceed the quantity
prescribed in the monograph.

If the solution to be examined does not produce a
contraction, prepare a fresh solution adding a quantity of
histamine corresponding to the maximum tolerated in the
monograph and note whether the contractions produced by
the preparation with the added histamine correspond to the
amount of histamine added. If this is not the case) or if the
contractions caused by the substance to be examined are not
reproducible or if subsequent responses to "high" and «low"
doses of histamine are diminished, the results of the tests are
invalid and the test for depressor substances (2.6.11) must be
carried out.

Solution A

Solution B should be freshly prepared and used within 24 h.

H. Monocyte-Activation Test
(ph. Eur. method 2.6.30)

I INTRODUCTION
The monocyte-activation test (MAT) is used to detect or
quantify substances that activate human monocytes or
monocytic cells to release endogenous mediators such as pro
inflammatory cytckines, for example tumour necrosis factor
alpha (TNF«), interleukin-I bera (IL-I~) and interleukin-
6 (lL-6). These cytokines have a role in fever pathogenesis.
Consequently) the MAT willdetect the presence of pyrogens
in the test sample. The MAT is suitable) after a product
specific validation, as a replacement for the rabbit pyrogen
test.

Pharmaceutical products that contain non-endotoxin
pyrogenic or pro-inflammatory contaminants often show very
steep or non-linear dose-response curves in comparison with
endotoxin dose-response curves. Preparations that contain or
may contain non-endotoxin contaminants have to be tested
at a range of dilutions that includes minimum dilution.

The following 3 methods are described in the present
chapter.

Method A. Quantitative test

Method B. Semi-quantitative test

Method C. Reference lot comparison test

In addition, further useful infonnation on practical aspects of
the tests can be found in the 'Guidance notes' section at the
end of this general chapter.

The test is carried out in a manner that avoids pyrogen
contamination.

finally, 1.0 mL of histamine solution R. The second, third and
fourth injections are given not less than 1 min after me blood
pressure has returned to the level h was at immediately
before the preceding injection. Repeat this series of injections
twice and conclude the test by giving 1.5 mL of histamine
solution R per kilogram of body mass.
!fthe response to 1.5 mL of histamine soluMn R per kilogram
of body mass is not greater than that to 1.0 mL the test is
invalid. The substance to be examined fails the test if the
mean of theseries of responses to the substance is greater
than me mean of the responses to 1.0 mL of histamine
solution R per kilogram of body mass or if anyone dose of
the substance causes a greater depressor response than the
concluding dose of the histamine solution. The lest animal
must not be used in another test for depressor substances if
the second criterion applies or if the response to the high
dose of histamine given after the administration of the
substance to be examined is less than the mean response to
the low doses of histamine previously injected.

G. Test for Histamine
(Histamine, Ph. Eur. method 2.6.10)

Euthanise a guinea-pig weighing 250 g 10 350 g that has
been deprived of food for the preceding 24 h. Remove a
portion of the distal small intestine 2 em in length and empty
the isolated part by rinsing carefully with solution B
described below using a syringe. Attach a fine thread to each
end and make a small transverse incision in the middle of the
piece of intestine. Place it man organ bath with a capacity of
10 mL to 20 mL, containing solution B maintained at a
constant temperature (34°C to 36 °C) and pass through the
solution a current of a mixture of 95 parts of oxygen and
5 parts of carbon dioxide. Attach one of the threads near to
the bottom of the organ bath. Attach the other thread to an
isotonic myograph and record the contractions of the organ
on a kymograph or other suitable means of giving a
permanent record. If a lever is used, its length is such that
the movements of the organ are amplified about 20 times.
The lension on the intestine should be about 9.8 mN (I g)
and it should be adjusted to the sensitivity of the organ.
Flush out the organ bath with solution B. Allow it to stand
for 10 min. Flush 2 or 3 times more with solution B.
Stimulate a series of contractions by the addition of
measured volumes between 0.2 mL and 0.5 mL ofa solution
of histamine dihydroch/oritk R having a strength which
produces reproducible submaximal responses. This dose is
termed the "high dose". Flush the organ bath (preferably by
overflow without emptying the bath) 3 times with solution B
before each addition of histamine. The successive additions
should be made at regular intervals allowing a complete
relaxation between additions (about 2 min). Add equal
volumes of a weaker dilution of histamine dihydrochloritk R
which produces reproducible responses approximately half as
great as the "high dose". 'Ibis dose is termed the "low dose".
Continue the regular additions of "high" and "low" doses of
histamine solution as indicated above, and alternate each
addition with an equal volume of a dilution of the solution to
be examined, adjusting the dilution so that the contraction of
the intestine, if any, is smaller than that due to the "high
dose" of histamine. Determine whether the contraction, if
any, is reproducible and that the responses to the "high" and
"lew" doses of histamine are unchanged. Calculate the
activity of the substance to be exainined in terms of its

Sodiwn chloride
Potassiumchloride
Calcium chloride, anhydrous
Magnesiumchloride, anhydrous
Disodiwn hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate
W(.Ifa for inj«rions R

Solution B

Solution A
Atropine sulfate
Sodiwn hydrogen carbonate
Glucose monohydrate
W(.IU'Tforinj«tiOIlS R

160.0 g
4.0g
2.0g
1.0 g

0.10g
to 1000 mL

50.0 mL
O.5mg

1.0 g
0.5 g

to looOmL
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2 DEFINITIONS
The maximum valid dilution (MVD) is the maximum
aUowable dilution of a sample at which the contaminant limit
can be determined, The calculation of the MVD is based on
the endotoxin reference standard. Determine the MVD using
the following expression:

CLCxC
LOD

CLC . contaminant limit concentration;
C concentration of test solution;
Lon limitof detection,

As the LOD is not always available in advance, an estimated
LOD based on historical data can be used to calculate the
MVD.

The acceptance criterion for a pass/fail decision is the
contaminant limit concentration (CLC), which is expressed
in endotoxin equivalents pee milligram or millilitre or
per units of biological activity of the preparation being
examined.

The CLC is calculated using the following expression:

K
M

K thresholdpyrogenic dose per kilogram of body mass;
M maximwn recommended bolus dose of product per kilognm of

body mass.

When the product is to be injected at frequent intervals or
infused continuously, M is the maximum total dose
administered in a single hour period.

Where an endotoxin limit concentration (ELC) has been
specified for a product, the CLC is the same as the ELC,
unless otherwise prescribed. In this case, the concentration of
test solution is expressed in mglmL if the endotoxin limit is
specified by mass (lU/mg). in UnitslmL if the endotoxin
limit is specified by unit of biological activity (lUlUnit),
in mUmL if the endotoxin limit is specified by volume
(lU/mL).
Endotoxin equivalents are values for the contaminant
concentration read off the standard endotoxin dose-response
curve (Method A) or estimated by comparison with
responses to standard endotoxin solutions (Method B).
The standard endotoxin stock solution is prepared from an
endotoxin reference standard that has been calibrated against
the International Standard, for example endotoxin
standard BRP.
The LOD is determined using the endotoxin standard curve.
It is the concentration of endotoxin corresponding to the cut
off value. For the purpose of me test, the LOD is expressed
as endotoxin equivalents per millilitre. The cut-off' value is
expressed in units appropriate to the read-out (e.g. for an
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (EUSA), use the
optical density).

The cut-off value may be calculated using the following
expression:

:<+3s

X mean of the " replicates for the responses to the blank (Ro);

standard deviation of the 4 replicates of the responses to the
blank (Ro).
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3 GENERAL PROCEDURE
A solution of the preparation being examined is incubated
with a source of human monocytes or human monocytic
cells, e.g. from human heparinised peripheral blood that is
preferably not more than 4 h old, or a monocyte-containing
fraction of that blood, such as human peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) isolated, e.g. by density-gradient
centrifugation, or a human monocytic cell line. Human
heparinised peripheral blood is usually diluted with culture
medium or saline e.g. to 2-50 per cent VIV (final
concentration). PBMC or monocytic cell lines, in culture
medium and with either the donor's own plasma or AB
serum, are typically used at a final cell density of
0.1-1.0 x 106 cells per well, tube or other receptacle.
For monocytic cell lines) heat-inactivated foetal bovine serum
may be substituted for AB serum. The cell culture is carried
out at 37 ± 1 DC, in an atmosphere appropriate for the
culture medium, e.g. 5 per cent CO2 in humidified air.
The duration of the culture is sufficient to allow
accumulation of the chosen read-out. The responses of the
chosen read-out, e.g. a pro-inflammatory or pyrogenic
cytokine, to a solution of the preparation being examined are
compared with responses to standard endotoxin or to a
reference lot of the preparation being examined.

4 APPARATUS
Depyrogenate all glassware and other heat-stable apparatus in
a hot-air oven using a validated process. A commonly used
minimum time and temperature is 30 min at 250 DC.
If employing plastic apparatus, such as microtitre plates and
pipette tips for automatic pipeuers, use apparatus shown to
be free of detectable pyrogens and which do not interfere
with the test.

5 CELL SOURCES AND QUALIFICATION
5-1 WHOLE BLOOD
Whole blood is obtained from single donors or from pooled
whole blood which are qualified according to the
requirements described under sections 5-3, 5-4, 5-5 and
where applicable, section 6-3.

5-2 PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELLS
(PBMC)
PBMC are isolated from blood obtained from single donors
or from pooled whole blood which are qualified according to
the requirements described under sections 5-3, 5-4, 5-5 and
where applicable, section 6-3.

5-3 QUAliFICATION OF BLOOD DONORS
Blood donors are to satisfy the following qualification criteria,
together with other requirements in force that relate to
consent, health and safety and ethical considerations. Blood
donors are to describe themselves as being in good health, as
not to be suffering from any bacterial or viral infections and
to have been free from the symptoms of any such infection
for a period of at least 1 week prior to the donation of blood.
Blood donors are not to have taken non-steroidal anti
inJIammatory drugs during the 48 h prior to donating blood
and steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs during the 7 days prior
to donating blood. Individuals who have been prescribed
immunosuppressant or other drugs known to influence the
production of the chosen readout are not to serve as blood
donors. Blood donations are to be tested for infection
markers according to national requirements for transfusion
medicine.

5-4 QUALIFICATION OF CELLS POOLED FROM A
NUMBER OF DONORS
Pools (of whole blood or blood fractions, e.g. PBMC), must
consist of donations from a minimum of 4 individual donors
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but preferably 8 or more donora, where practicable, laking
from each donation an approximately equal volume of blood,
or cells from an approximately equal volume of blood.
For the qualification of pooled cells proceed as follows:
within 4 h of collection of blood, generate dose-response
curves from the pool using standard endotoxin with at least
4 geometrically diluted endotoxin concentrations, e.g, in the
range of 0.01 IU/mL to 4 IU/mL The dose-response curves
are to meet the 2 criteria for the endotoxin standard curve
described under section 6-1. H the pool is to be used for the
detection of non-endotoxin contaminants, pools are to be
qualified as described in section 6-3. Where cells are pooled,
the averaging effect is 10 be considered when setting me
pass/fail specification for a given product.

5-5 QUAliFICATION OF CRyo-PRESERVED CELLS
The cell source intended for use in a MAT, e.g. human
whole blood, blood fractions, such as PBMC or monocytic
cell lines, may be cryo-preserved, Pools of cryo-preserved
cells are obtained by pooling before freezing, or by pooling
single cryo-preserved donations inunediately after thawing.
Qualification of cryo-preserved blood or cells is performed
immediately after thawing (and pooling ifnecessary). Dose
response curves for the cryo-preserved blood or cells are to
comply with the 2 criteria for the endotoxin standard curve
descnbed under section 6-1. Qualification of the cryo
preserved blood or cells is to be performed according to
section 6-3 if the intended use is for the detection of non
endotoxin contaminants.

5-6 MONOCYTIC CONTINUOUS CELL LINES
Monocytic cell lines are appropriate for the detection of
bacterial endotoxlns, but haye limited use for the detection of
non-endotoxin pyrogens.

A human monocytic cell line is cultured in order to ensure a
sufficient supply for the MAT. To optimise the method,
clones derived from the cell line can be used.

Cells must be maintained under aseptic conditions and
regularly tested for the presence of mycoplasma
contamination. Additionally, cells must be regularly checked
for identity (e.g. doubling time, morphology, and function)
and stability. The functional stability of a cell line is assessed
by monitoring its performance in relation to the number of
passages during routine testing. Criteria for functional
stability are to be established and may include growth
criteria, maximum signal obtained in the test, background
noise and receptor expression. The receptor expression may
be tested with specific ligands e.g, lipopolysaccharide (LPS)
for toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), lipoteichoic acid (LTA) for
toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2») synthetic bacterial lipoprotein
for TLR2-TLRI, synthetic bacterial lipoprotein for TLR2
TLR6 or lIagellin.

The dose-response curves are to meet the 2 criteria for the
endotoxin standard curve described. under section 6-1. If the
cells are to be used for the detection of non-endotoxin
contaminants, they are to be qualified as described in
section 6-3.

6 PREPARATORY TESTING
To ensure both the precision and validity of the test,
preparatory tests are conducted, to assure that the criteria for
the endotoxin standard curve are satisfied, that the solution
does not interfere with the test, that the test detects
endotoxins and non-endotoxins contaminants and that the
solution does not interfere in the detection system.

A test for interfering factors is required when any changes are
made to the experimental conditions that are likely to
influence the result of the test.
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6-1 ASSURANCE OF CRITERIA FOR THE
ENDOTOXIN STANDARD CURVE
Using the standard endotoxin solution, prepare at least
4 endotoxin concentrations to generate the standard curve.
Perform the test using at least 4 replicates of each
concentration of standard endotoxin.

The basal release of the chosen read-out (blank) in me
absence of added standard endotoxin is optimised to be as
low as possible (e.g, an optical density below 0.1 when using
an EUSA).

There are 2 acceptance criteria for the standard curve:
- the regression of responses (appropriately transformed if

necessary) on 10gl0dose shall be statistically significant
(p < 0.01);

- the regression of responses on loglo dose must not deviate
significantly from linearity (p > 0.05) (see chapter 5.3.
Statistical analysis).

6-2 TEST FOR INTERFERING FACTORS
To assure the validity of the test, preparatory tests are
conducted to ensure that the preparation being examined
does not interfere with the test. Using an appropriate diluent,
dilute the preparation being examined in geometric steps,
with all dilutions not exceeding the MVD. Make the same
dilutions of the preparation being examined and add
endotoxin at a justified concentration. Alternatively, use a
diluent containing added endotoxin at a justified
concentration. In both cases, this concentration is usually
equal to or near the estimated middle of the endotoxin
standard curve (Method A) or twice the estimated LOD
(Method B). Test these dilution series in parallel in the same
experiment. Use the endotoxin standard curve to calculate
the concentration of endotoxin-equivalents in each solution.
Calculate the mean recovery of the added endotoxin by
subtracting the mean concentration of endotoxin equivalents
in the solution (if any) from that in the solution containing
the added endotoxin. The test solution is considered free of
interfering factors if, under the conditions of the test, the
measured endotoxin equivalents in the test solution to which
endotoxin is added is within 50-200 per cent of the added
concentration, after subtraction of any endotoxin equivalents
detected in the solution without added endotoxin. When this
criterion is not met, Method C is to be preferred over
Methods A and B.

In Method C, the dilutions of the test and reference lots
depend on the type of analysis used to make the comparison
between the two. The type of analysis is to be justified and
validated for each product, and is to include assay validity
criteria. In an example, a solution of the preparation being
examined is tested at 3 dilutions: the highest concentration
(lowest dilution) that stimulates the greatest release of the
chosen read-out and the 2-fold dilutions immediately below
and above the chosen dilution. Since the concentration that
stimulates the greatest release of the chosen read-out may be
donor-dependent as well as batch-dependent, the product
specific validation is to be performed in at least
3 independent tests, each using cells from different donors.
The highest concentration (lowest dilution) that stimulates
the greatest release of the chosen read-out in the majority of
donors, and the 2-fold dilutions immediately below and
above that dilution are deemed to be validated for further
testing. ITundiluted test solution stimulates the greatest
release of the chosen read-out, subsequent testing is to be
performed using undiluted test solution and also test solution
diluted in the ratios 1:2 and 1:4 before its addition to the
monocytic cells. The dilution factors for these 3 solutions are
designatedfJ,f> and!,.
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If the pyrogen content of the product is inherently high, it
may be more appropriate to carry out, for example, a
parallel-line analysis on the dose-response curves for the test
and reference lots. In this situation, solutions of the
preparations are tested at 3 or more geometric dilutions
which cover the range of the dose-response curve used for
the validated analysis (see chapter 5.3. Statisticalanalysis).

6-3 METHOD VALIDATION FOR NON-ENDOTOXIN
MONOCYTE-ACTIVATING CONTAMINANTS
The preparatory testing is also to show that the chosen test
system detects, in addition to bacterialendotoxins, 000

endotoxin pro-inflammatory or pyrogenic contaminants.
The suitability of the method for the particular product has
to be verified. TIlls can be achieved using historic batches
found to be contaminated with non-endotoxin contaminants
that caused positive responses in the rabbit pyrogens test or
adverse drug reactions in man. Where such batches are not
available, me preparatory testing is to include validation of
the test system using at least 2 non-endotoxin ligands for toIl
like receptors, e.g. peptidoglycans, lipoteichoic acids,
synthetic bacterial lipoproteins, flagellin and crude bacterial
whole cell extract, at least 1 of which is to be spiked into the
preparation being examined. The choice of non-endotoxin
pyrogens used should reflect the most likely contaminant(s)
of the p.i"eparation being examined.

6-4 INTERFERENCE IN THE DETECTION SYSTEM
Once the optimum dilution of the solution of the preparation
being examined for funher testing has been identified, this
dilution is tested for interference in the detection system
(e.g. EliSA) for the chosen read-out. The agreement
between a dilution serie.s of the standard for the chosen read
out, in the presence and absence of the preparation being
examined) is to be within, for example ± 20 per cent of the
optical density.

7 METHODS
7-1 METHOD A.. QUANTlTAl1VE TEST
Method A involves a comparison of the preparation being
examined with a standard endotoxin dose-response curve.
The contaminant concentration of the preparation being
examined is to be less than the CLC to pass the test.

7-1-1 Test procedure
Using the validated test method, prepare the solutions shown
in Table 2.6.30.-1 and culture 4 replicates of each solution
with the qualified cells.

Solution A =solution of the preparation being examined at
the dilution) here designated,/, at which the test for
interfering factors was carried out, Le. the highest
concentration (lowest dilution) for which the endotoxin
recovery is within 50-200 per cent.

Solution B = 2-fold dilution of solution A, not exceeding the
MVD.
Solution C =2-fold dilution of solution B, not exceeding the
MVD.
Solution AS = solution A spiked with standard endotoxin at
a concentration equal to the middle dose from the endotoxin
standard curve (R,).

Solution BS = solution B spiked with standard endotoxin at
a concentration equal to the middle dose from the endotoxin
standard curve (R,).

Solution CS = solution C spiked with standard endotoxin at
a concentration equal to the middle dose from me endotoxin
standard curve (R3)'

Solution Ro· ;;;;. negative control.
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Table 2.6.30.-1

Solution SolutIon
Added endotoxin Number of

(IV/mL) replicates

A Test solutionlf None 4

B Test solutionf2 x I None 4

C Test solution/4 x I Non, 4

Middle dose from

AS Test solutionlf
endotoxin

4
standard curve

(R,)

.\liddle dose from

BS Test solutionl2 x f endotoxin
4

standard curve
(R,)

l\1.iddledose from

CS Test solution/.01 x f endotoxin
4

standard curve
(R,)

... Pyrogen-free saline None (negative
4

or lest diluent control)

Pyrogen-free saline
4 concentrations

4 of each
RrR. of standard

or test diluent
endotoxin

concenttation

Solutions R1-R.t ;;;; solutions of standard endotoxin at the
concentrations used in the test for interfering factors.

7-1-2 Calculation and interpretation
All data to be included in the data analysis are to relate to
cells for which the 2 criteria for the endotoxin standard curve
are satisfied. For each different cell source, e.g. individual
donation, donor pool, or cell line, use the endotoxin standard
curve R1-Rt to calculate the concentration of endotoxin
equivalents in each of the replicates of solutions A, B and C
and solutions AS, BS and CS. The recovery of endotoxin
equivalents calculated from the endotoxin equivalents
concentration found in solutions AS, BS and CS after
subtracting the endotoxin equivalents concentration found in
solutions A, Band C is within the range of 50-200 per cent.
Dilutions not fulfilling the spike recovery argument are not
valid and are therefore excluded from further evaluation.
The preparation being examined complies with the
requirements of the test for a given cell source if the mean
concentrations of endotoxin equivalents measured in the
replicates of solutions A, Band C, after correction for
dilution and concentration, are all less than the CLC
specified for me preparation being examined. One valid
dilution is the minimum required for a valid test.

7-1-3 Pass/fall criteria of the preparation
When cells from individual donors are used, the preparation
being examined is required to comply with the test with the
cells from each of 4 different donors. If the preparation being
examined passes the test with cells from 3 of the 4 donors,
the test is continued with cells from a further 4 donors, none
of whom provided cells for me 1S[ test, and the preparation
being examined is required to pass the test with cells from 7
of the 8 different donors (i.e. a maximum of I positive
reaction in 8 donors is allowed). When the source of
monocytes consists of cells pooled from a number of
individual donors, the preparation being examined is required
to pass the test with 1 pool of cells. Where a human
monocytic cell line is used for the test) the preparation being
examined is required to pass me test with 1 qualified passage
of cells.
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7-2 METHOD B. SEMI-QUANTITATIVE TEST
Method B involves a comparison of the preparation being
examined with standard endotoxin. The contaminant
concentration of the preparation being examined is (0 be less
than the CLC to pass the test. Solution A must be chosen
for the pass decision) unless otherwise justified and
authorised.

7-2-1 Test procedure
Using the validated test method, prepare the solutions shown
in Table 2.6.30.-2 aod culture 4 replicates ofeach solution
with the qualified cells.

Table 2.6.30.-2

Added
Number of

Solution Solution endotoxln
replicates

(IU/mL)

A Test solutiool{ None 4

B Test solution/II None 4

C Test solutionl/2 None 4

Sta!J~
endotoxin at

AS Test solutionlf 2 x estimated 4
LOD for the test

system

Standard
endoLOxin at

OS Test solution/I. 2 x estimated 4
LOD for the test

system

Standard
endotoxin at

CS Test solutionf/2 2 x estimated 4
LOD for the test

system

"-
Pyrogen-freesaline None (negative

4
or test diluent ""'Iron

Standard

Pyrogen-freesaline
endotoxin at

R, 0.5 x eaumared 4
or test diluent

LOD tor the test
system

Standard

Pyrogen-tree saline
endotoxin at

R, 1 x estimated 4
or test diluent

LOD tor the test
system

Standard

Pyrogen-free saline
endotoxin at

R, 2 x estimated 4
or test diluent

LOD fot the lest
system

Standard

Pyrogen-free saline
endotoxin at... 4 x estimated 4

or test diluent
LOD for the test

system

Solution A = solution of the preparation being examined at
the dilution, here designated f, at which the test for
interfering factors was completed.

Solution B ::;;; solution of the preparation being examined at a
dilution, here designated f., not exceeding the MVD, chosen
after a review of data from the produet-specific validation,
e.g. 1:2 x MVD (i.e. 2 times less diluted than the MVD).
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Solution C = solution of the preparation being examined at a
dilution, here designatedhi not exceeding the MVD, chosen
after a review of data from the product-specific validation,
e.g. MVD.

Solution AS =solution A spiked with standard endotoxin at
2 x estimated LaD for the test system (as determined in
preparatory testing),

Solution BS = solution B spiked with standard endotoxin at
2 x estimated LOD for the test system.

Solution CS =solution C spiked with standard endotoxin at
2 x estimated LaD for the test system.

Solution Ro ::;; negative control.

Solution R. = standard endotoxin at 0.5 x estimated LaD
for the test system.

Solution Ra =standard endotoxin at 1 x estimated LOD for
the test system.

Solution R3 =standard endotoxin at 2 x estimated LOD for
the test system.

Solution Rt = standard endotoxin at 4 x estimated LOD for
the test system.

7-2-2 Calculation and Interpretation
All data to be included in the data analysis are to relate to
cells for which mean responses to solutions Ro-Rot increase
progressively. The mean response to Ro may be equal to the
mean response to RI • For each different cell source, the
mean response to solution Ra is to be greater than a positive
cut-off value. Data below this cut-off value are considered
negative. If the mean response to R1 or Rz exceeds the cut
off value, the response to the solution chosen for the pass/fail
decision must be negative (= pass). For each negative
solution of the preparation being examined (A, B and C), the
mean response to me corresponding spiked solution (AS, BS
or CS respectively) is compared with the mean response
to R] to determine the percentage spike recovery.
The contaminant concentrationof the preparation being
examined is less than the CLC for a given cell source if the
solution of the preparation being examined designated for the
pass/fall-decision and the dilutions below aU give negative
results and the endotoxin spike recovery is within the range
of 50-200 per cent.

7..2-3 Pass/fail criteria of the preparation
The criteria are the same 8S for method A (see 7-1-3).

7-3 METHOD C: REFERENCE LOT COMPARISON
TEST
Method C involves a comparison of the preparation being
examined with a validated reference lot of that preparation.
The type of analysis selected to compare the two is to be
justified and validated for each product and is to include
assay validity criteria. The reference lot is also selected
according to criteria that have been justified and authorised.
The test is intended to be performed in cases where a
preparation being examined shows marked interference but
cannot be diluted within the MVD to overcome the
interference or because it contains or is believed to contain
non-endotoxin contaminants. Responses to non-endotoxin
contaminants may dilute out more rapidly than responses to
endotoxin, which makes it necessary to perform the test at a
range of dilutions that include minimum dilution. The test
procedure is described below and includes an example of a
type of analysis used for the comparison of a test lot and
reference lot.
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7-3-1 Test procedure
Using the validated test method, prepare the solutions shown
in Table 2.6.30.-3 and culture 4 replicates of each solution
with the qualified cells.

Table 2.6.30.-3

Solution
SolutlonldllutiOD

Number ofrepUcates
factor

A
Solution of reference

4
lotffL

B
Solution of reference

4
10"12

C
Solution of reference

4
lotfh

D
Solution of preparation

4
being examinedfJj

E
Solution of preparation

4
being examinedlh

F
Solution of preparation

4
being examined/f)

G
Positive control

4
(standard endotoxin)

.
Ro

Diluent (negative
4

control)

Solutions AJ Band C are solutions of the reference lot
diluted by the dilution factors'!lJh andfJ, determined in the
test for interfering factors.

Solutions D, E and F are solutions of me preparation being
examineddiluted by the dilution factors, fh 12and f'jJ
determined for the reference lot in the test for interfering
factors.
Solution G is the positive test control for the viability of the
ceJIs and is a standard endotoxin concentration that gives a
clear positive response.

Solution Ro is the diluent used to dilute the preparation
being examined and serves as the test blank.

7-3-2 Calculation and Interpretation
All data to be included in the data analysis are to relate to
cells for which solution G and at least one of solutions A, B
and C give a response that is greater than the basal release of
the read-out (Solution Ro). For each different cell source,
e.g. individual donation, donor pool, or cell line, use the
standard curve for the read-out (a calibration curve in
duplicate with a blank and at least 4 geometrically diluted
concentrations of the standard for the chosen read-out) and
calculate the mean responses of the replicates of solutions A
F. Sum the mean responses to solutions A, Band C and
sum the mean responses to solutions D, E and F. Divide the
sum of the mean responses to solutions D, E and F by the
sum of the mean responses to solutions At B and C.
The preparation being examined complies with the test for a
given cell source if the resulting value complies with a
defined acceptance criterion not exceeding a justified value,
e.g. 2.5.

7-3-3 Pass/fan criteria of the preparation
The criteria are the same as for method A (see 7-1-3).

To quantify more closely the level of contamination,
Methods A, Band C may be performed using other dilutions
of the solution of the preparation being examined not
exceeding the MVD.
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Thefollowing section is published for information only.

GUIDANCE NOTES
1 INTRODUCTION
The monocyte-activation test (MA1') is primarily intended to
be used as a replacement for the rabbit pyrogen test.
The MAT detects pyrogenic and pro-inflammatory
contaminants, including endotoxins from gram-negative
bacteria and 'non-endotoxin' contaminants, including
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (pAMPs), derived
from gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria, viruses and
fungi, and product-related and process-related biological or
chemical entities.

Since non-endotoxin contaminants are a physico-chemically
diverse class of molecules, and usually the nature of the
contaminant in a preparation being examined is unknown,
the level of contamination is expressed either in endotoxin
equivalent units, derived by comparison with responses to
standard endotoxin, or by comparison with a reference lot of
the preparation being examined.

In the MAT, responses to standard endotoxin usually dilute
out over approximatively 1 10glO and responses to products
contaminated with non-endotoxin contaminants (alone or in
combination with endotoxins) often show very steep dose
response curves, usually over only 1 or 2 dilution steps when
tested for their capability to stimulate monocytes. Frequently,
the largest response to such contaminated products is
obtained with undiluted solutions of preparations being
examined or small dilutions of the preparations being
examined. For this reason test solutions of preparations being
examined that contain or may contain non-endotoxin
contaminants have to be tested at a range of dilutions that
includes minimum dilution.

2 METHODS
2-IINFORMATlON REGARDING THE CHOICE OF
METHODS
Methods A, B and C, are not nonnaUy applied where a
preparation being examined has the intrinsic activity of
stimulating the release of the chosen read-out or where the
preparation being examined is.contaminated with the chosen
read-out. In both cases, this fact is to be addressed by
modifying and validating the chosen method accordingly.
The product-specific validation of the chosen method would
be expected to identify the frequency of non-responders to a
particular product/contaminant(s) combination and to
identify steps to address this, e.g, screening of donors,
increasing the number of donors per test, and setting pass/fail
criteria of appropriate stringency to maximise the likelihood
of detecting contaminated batches. Method A is not
appropriate if the results of different dilutions (endotoxin
equivalents per millilitre) show that the dose response curve
is not parallel to the standard endotoxin cwve. Method B is
a semi-quantitative test that can be applied when responses
to dilutions of a preparation being examined are not parallel
to responses to dilutions of standard endotoxin.

Method C, the reference lot comparison test, was developed
to address extreme donor variability in responses to certain
product/contaminant(s) combinations. In this regard, it
should be noted that, while monocytes from most donors
respond in a broadly similar manner to bacterial endotoxin,
responses of monocytes from different donors to non
endotoxin contaminants can differ markedly, so that it is
possible to identify non-responders along with low and high
responders to certain product/contaminanus) combinations.
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K
M

K threshold pyrogenicdose per kilogramof body massj
M maximum recommended bolus dose of product per kilogramor

body mISS.

When the product is to be injected at frequent intervals or
infused continuously, 1\1 is the maximum total dose
administered in a single hour period.

The CLC depends on the product and its route of
administration and is stated in some monographs.

Values for K are suggested in Table 2.6.30.-4.

2-2 CALCUUTION OF CONTAMINANT LIMIT
CONCENTRATION
The acceptance criterion for a pass/fail decision is the
contaminant limit concentration (CLC), which is expressed
in endotoxin equivalents per milligram or millilitre or in units
of biological activity of the preparation beingexamined.
Where an endotoxin limit concentration (ELC) has been
specified for a product, the CLC is the same as the ELC,
unless otherwise prescribed. The CLC is expressed in terms
of endotoxin equivalents. The CLC is calculated using the
following expression:

together with the validation experiments for the test for
bacterial endotoxins (BET) using the same 3 batches. Cross
validation should be repeated on 3 batches if important
process parameters have changed, as potential contamination
by non-endotoxin pyrogens cannot be ruled out.

The rabbit pyrogen test (see general chapter 2.6.8. JYrogens)
must only be performed for cross validation if none of the
MAT methods (A, B or C) can be validated for a certain
product.

3 REPLACEMENT OF THE RABBIT PYROGEN
TEST BY THE MONOCYTE ACTIVATION TEST
As noted above, MAT is primarily intended to be used as a
replacement for the rabbit pyrogen test. Monographs on
pharmaceutical products intended for parenteral
administration that may contain pyrogenic contaminants
require either a test for bacterial endotoxins or a monocyte
activation test.

As a general policy:
- in any individual monograph, when a test is required,

only 1 test is included, either that for bacterial endotoxins
or the .MAT. Before including the MAT in a monograph,
evidence is required that 1 of the 3 methods described in
the MAT chapter can be applied satisfactorily to the
product in question;

- the necessary information is sought from manufacturers.
Companies are invited to provide any validation data that
they have conceming the applicability of the MAT to the
substances and formulations of interest. Such data include
details of sample preparation and of any procedures
necessary to eliminate interfering factors. In addition, any
available parallel data for rabbit pyrogen testing that
would contribute to an assurance that the replacement of
a rabbit pyrogen test by the MAT is appropriate, is to be
provided.

4 VALIDATION OF ALTERNATIVE METIlODS
Replacement of a rabbit pyrogen test, or replacement of a
method for detecting pro-inflammatory/pyrogenic
contaminants by another method, is to be regarded as the
use of an alternative method in the replacement of a
pharmacopoeial test, as described in the General Notices.

The following procedures are suggested for validating a
method for the MAT other than the one indicated in the
monograph:
- the procedure and the materials and reagents used in the

method should be validated as described for the test
concerned;

- the presence of interfering factors (and, if needed, the
procedure for removing them) should be tested on
samples of at least 3 production batches.

MAT should be applied to all new products intended for
parenteral administration that have to be tested for the
presence of non-endotoxin pyrogens according to the
requirements of the European Phannacopoeia.

I. Assay of Pancreatin
The free protease, lipase and amylase activities of pancreatin
are determined by the following methods.

Standard preparation and units
The Standard Preparation is the appropriate PIP Standard
which has been adopted as an official preparation by the
European Pharmacopoeia Commission and is available as

K

5.0 IU of endotoxin per kilogram of
body mass

2.5 IU of endotoxin per kilogramof
body mass

0.2 IU of endotoxin per kilogramof
body mass

100 IU/m2

Intravenous

Route of admlnlstration

Table 2.6.30.-4

Intravenous, for radiopharmaceuticals

Intrathecal

Parenteral fonnulations administered
per square metre of body surface

2-3 INFORMATION REGARDING CRYO
PROTECTANTS
The influence of cryc-protectants, e.g. dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), and their residues in thawed cells, is to
be considered: DMSO is toxic to cells in culture and, even
when cells have been washed thoroughly, cryo-preservation
may have altered cell properties, e.g. cell membrane
permeability.

2-4 INTERFERENCE TESTING
Where practicable, interference testing is performed on at
least 3 different lots of the preparation being examined.
Preparations being examined that show marked batch-to
batch variation, that effectively renders each batch unique for
the purposes of interference testing, are to be subjected to
interference testing within each individual test,
i.e. concomitant validation.

Interference testing is preferably performed on batches of the
preparation being examined that are free of endotoxins and
other pyrogenic/pro-inflammatory contaminants and, where
this is not practicable, none of the batches are to be heavily
contaminated. If only 1 batch is available the validation has
to be performed on that batch in 3 independent tests.
Precision parameters for reproducibility, e.g, ± 50 per cent,
are to be fulfilled.

2-5 CROSS-VAUDATION
General chapter 5.1./0. Guidelines for u,ing the lest for bacun"al
endotoxim, states that an MAT should be performed on
products where the presence of non-endotoxin pyrogenic
substances cannot be ruled out. It is therefore-recommended
to perform cross-validation experiments with the MAT
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pancreas powder (protease) EPBRP or pancreas powder (amylase
and lipase) EPBRP as appropriate.

The Unit of protease activity is contained in that amount of
the Standard Preparation that, under the conditions of the
assay, hydrolyses casein at an initial rate such that there is
liberated per minute an amount of peptides not precipitated
by trichloroacetic acid that gives the same absorbance at
275 run as one mkromole of tyrosine. The Unit of lipase
activity is contained in that amount of the Standard
Preparation that, under the conditions of the assay, liberates
one micro-equivalent of acid per minute at pH 9.0 and 37°.
The Unit of amylase activity is contained in that amount of
the standard preparation mat, under the conditions of the
assay, decomposes starch at an initial rate such that one
micro-equivalent of glycosidic linkage is hydrolysed per
minute.

1. Free protease activity

Method
Solution a/the standard preparation Triturate for
5 minutes a quantity of me Standard Preparation containing
approximately 100 Units of protease activity with 25 mL of
calcium chloride solution cooled to 5~. Dilute-to 100 mL with
the cooled calcium chloride solution and then dilute a sufficient
quantity-of the resulting suspension to 100 mL with borate
bufferpH7. 5, cooled to 5°. so thar I mL of the final solution
contains 0.065 Units of protease activity.

Solution of the substance being examined Triturate for
5 minutes a quantity of the substance being examined
containing approximately 100 Units of protease activity with
25 mL of calcium chloride solution cooled to 5°. Dilute to
100 mL with the cooled calcium chlmide solution and then
dilute a sufficient quantity of the resulting suspension to
100 mL with borate bufferpH 7.5, cooled to 5°, so that the
estimated free protease activity corresponds approximately to
the activity of the solution of the Standard Preparation.

Label 16 lest rubes with the following identification in
duplicate; s., S2' S3' SIB, S2B, S3B, U and UB. To tubes 8 1

and SIB add 2.0 mL and to rubes S,. S,B, U and UB,
1.0 mL of borate buffer pH 7.5. Then to tubes SI and SIB
add 1.0 mL, 10 tubes S, and S,B, 2.0 mL and to tubes S3
and S3B, 3.0 mL of the solution of the Standard Preparation.
Add 2.0 mL of the solution of the substance being examined
to tubes U and UB. To each of the control tubes (SIB, S2B,
S3B and UB) add 5.0 mL of a 5% wlv solution of
ttichloroacetic acid and mix. Place a stirring rod in each tube
and warm to, and maintain at, 35° in a water bath.
Add 5.0 rnL of concentrated casein substrate to each of the
control tubes and mix.

At accurately timed intervals add 5.0 mL of concentrated
casein substrate, previously warmed to 35°, to tubes Sh S2' S3
and U and mix immediately. After exactly 30 minutes, in the
same order, stop the reaction in tubes Si, S21 S3 and U by
adding 5.0 mL of a 5% wlv solution of trichloroacetic acidand
mix thoroughly. Remove all the test tubes from me water
bath and allow to stand at room temperature for 20 minutes.
Filter the contents of the tubes through suitable filter paper' ,
collect the filtrates and refilter through the same paper.
The filtrates must be free from haze.

I A suitable filterpaper CQ11IpI~ with thefollowing test: Filter5 mL of a
5% wlv solution 0/trichloroaatic acid through a sampleof thepaper and
mt4SUrt the absorbance of thefiltrate at 275 um, Appendix II B J wing the
unfiltered 5% wlv so/urion of tn·chloroateUc add in 1Mreferen~ cell.
The absorbance isnOl more than 0.04.

Appendix XN I V-A467

Measure the absorbances of the filtrates at the maximum at
275 nm, Appendix II B, using in the reference cell a mixture
of 6.0 mL of borate buffer pH 7.5 and 5.0 mL of the 5% wlv
solution of tnchioroacetic add that has been filtered in the
same way. Correct the mean absorbances of the filtrates from
tubes S h S2 and S3 by subtracting the mean absorbances of
the filtrates from the corresponding control tubes SIB, S2B
and S3B.

Prepare a reference curve by plotting the mean corrected
ahsorbances against the potency of the dilution of the
solution of the Standard Preparation used. Calculate the
corrected mean absorbance of the substance being examined
by subtracting the mean absorbance of the filtrates from
tubes UB from that of the filtrates from tubes U. Using the
corrected mean absorbance, determine the potency of the
solution of the substance being examined from the reference
curve and calculate the free protease activity per mg of the
substance being examined by taking into account the dilution
factors.

The test is not valid unless the corrected absorbances are
between 0.15 and 0.60.

2~. Lipase activity

Apparatus
Use a reaction vessel of about 50 mL capacity fitted with a
device that will maintain a temperature of36.5° to 37.5°, a
magnetic stirrer and a lid with holes for the insertion of
electrodes, the tip of a burette, a tube for the admission of
nitrogen and the introduction of reagents. An automatic or
manual titration apparatus may be used. In the latter case,
the burette is graduated in 5-J.lLdivisions and the pH meter
is provided with a wide reading scale and glass and calomel
electrodes. After each test the reaction vessel is evacuated by
suction and washed several times with water, the washings
being removed each time by suction.

Method
Carry out the assay under nitrogen. In a small mortar cooled
to 0° to 4° triturate careMly an amount of the substance
being examined containing approximately 2500 Units of
lipase activity with 1 mL of cooled lipase solvent until a very
fine suspension is obtained (about 10 minutes). Dilute with
cooled lipase soloem transfer quantitatively to a graduated
flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with the cooled solvent; use
immediately.

Transfer 29.5 mL of olive oil substrate emulsion to the
assembled reaction vessel equilibrated at 36.5° to 37.5° and
adjust the pH to 9.2 with O.IM sodium hydroxide. Add about
0.5 mL of the suspension of the preparation being examined
and record the time at which the pH reaches 9.0.
Add continuously from a micrometer syringe sufficient O.lM
sodium hydroxide VS to maintain the pH at 9.0. Record the
volume of O.lM sodium hydroxide VS consumed at I-minute
intervals for 5 minutes. Discounting the first reading,
calculate the mean rate of alkali consumption U. H necessary,
dilute with sufficient lipase solvent to produce an average
alkali consumption of 0.08 10 0.16 mL of O.IM sodium
hydroxide VS per minute. Repeat the procedure using the
Standard Preparation in place of the substance being
examined and calculate the mean rate of alkali consumption,
S. Calculate the potency (PrJ of the substance being
examined in Units per mg from the expression:

u Wsrc =-x-xR
S IV
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Calculate the potency of me preparation being examined
using me averageof three separate titrations for both the
substance being examined and the Standard Preparation.

3. Amylase activity

Method
Triturate an amount of the preparation being examined
containing approximately 1500 Units of amylase activity with
60 mL of O.2M mixedphosphate buffer pH 6.8 for 15 minutes
and add sufficient O.2M mixedphosphate buffer pH 6.8 to
produce 100 mL. To a stoppered tube (200 mm x 22 rom)
add 25.0 mL of stan:h sub"rate. 10.0 mL of O.2M mixed
phosphate buffer pH 6.8 and 1.0 mL of O.2M sodium chloride.
Stopper the tube) mix the contents and place in a water bath
at 24.9° to 25.1 0

• When the temperature of the mixture has
reached 25° add 1.0 mL of the solution of the substance
being examined and record the time of addition.
Mix thoroughly and replace in the water bath. After exactly
10 minutes add 2 mL of I M hydrochloric acid to stop the
reaction. Transfer me contents of the tube to a stoppered
300 mL lIask. While shaking continuously add 10.0 mL of
O.05M iodine VS followed immediately by 45 mL of O.lM
sodium hydroxide. Allow to stand in me dark at a temperature
of 15' to 25' for 15 minutes. Add 4 mL of a mixture of
1 volume of sulfuric acid and 4 volumes of water and titrate
with O.lMsodium thiosulfate VS. Repeat the procedure but
add the 2 mL of 1Mhydrochloric acid before the addition of
the solution of the substance being examined. Prepare a
solution of the Standard Preparation in the same manner as
described for the solution of the substance being examined
and repeat the procedure beginning at the words 'To a
stoppered tube ... ' but using 1.0 mL of this solution in
place of the solution of the substance being examined.

Calculate the potency (PA ) of the preparation being
examined in Units per mg from the expression:

Where U

Wh'",

s

..
",
R

...

....
B

B.

Q

..

...

the mean volume in mL of O.IMsodium hydroxide
VS used pee minute in the titration of the
substance being examined,
the mean volume in mL of O.IMsodium hydroxide
VS used per minute in the titration of the Standard
Preparation,
weight in mg of the substance being examined,
weight in mg of the Standard Preparation,
potency of the Standard Preparation in Units
per mg.

(B-A)w, xQ
( Bs-A,)w

volume in mL ofO.1M sodium thiosulfate VS used
in the titration of the substance being examined,
volume in mL of a1MscJium thiosulfale VS used
in the titration of the Standard Preparation
volume in mL ofO.1M wdium thiMulftlle VS used
in the titration of me eubsrencebeing examined
inactivated by the addition of 1M hydrochloric
acid.
volume in mL ofO.1M sodium thiMulfate VS used
in the titmtion of the Standard Preparation
inactivated by the addition of 1M hydrochloric
acid,
potency of the Standard Preparation in Ume per

rna
total weight in mg of the substance being
examined in the solution prepared for assay,
total weight in mg of the Standard Preparation in
the solution prepared for assay.

J. Blood and Related Products
Coagulants

AI. Assay of Human Coagulation Factor II
(Ph. Bur. method 2.7.18)
Human coagulation factor ITis assayed following specific
activation to form factor ITa. Factor IIa is estimated by
comparing its activity in cleaving a specific chromogenic
peptide substrate with the same activity of the International
Standard or of a reference preparation calibrated in
International Units.

The International Unit is the factor U activity of a stated
amount of the International Standard which consists of a
freeze-dried concentrate of human blood coagulation
factor n.The equivalence in International Units of the
International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.

The chromogenic assay method consists of 2 steps: snake
venom-dependent activation of factor IT, followed by
enzymatic cleavage of a chromogenic factor ITa substrate to
form a chromophore that can be quantified
spectrophotometrically. Under appropriate assay conditions,
there is a linear relation between factor ITa activity and the
cleavage of the chromogenic substrate.

REAGENTS
Viper venom specifU: factor II activator (ecarin).
A protein derived from the venom of the saw-scaled viper
(&his carinatus) which specifically activates factor II.
Reconstitute according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Store the reconstituted preparation at 4 °C and use within
I month.

Factor lIa chromogenic substrate Specific chromogenic
substrate for factor ITasuch as: H-D-phenylalanyl-L-pipecolyl
L-arginine-4-nitroanilide dihydrochloride, 4-toluenesulfonyl
glycyl-prolyl-L-arginine4-nitroanilide, H-o-cyclohexylglycyl
rt-aminobutyryl-L-arginine-4-nilIoanilide, o-cyclohexylglycyl
L-a1anyl-L-arginine-4-nitroanilide diacetate, Reconstitute
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Dilution bqffer Solution containing 6.06 gIL of Iris
(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane R, 17.53 gIL of sodium
chloride R and I gIL of bovine albumin R or human albumin R.
Adjust to pH 8.4 if necessary, using hydrochloric acidR.

METHOD
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
dilution buffer to obtain a solution containing 0.015 IU of
factor Il per millilitre. Prepare at least 3 further dilutions in
dilution buffer.

Reference solution Dilute the reference preparation to be
examined with dilution buffer to obtain a solution containing
0.015 IU of factor II per millilitre. Prepare at least 3 further
dilutions in dilution buffer.

Warm all solutions to 37 DC in a water-bath shortly before
the test.

The following working conditions apply to microtitre plates.
If the assay is carried out in tubes, the volumes are adjusted
while maintaining the proportions in the mixture.

Using a microtitre plate maintained at 37 DC, add 25vL of
each dilution of the test solution or the reference solution to
each of a series of wells. To each well add 125 ~L of dilution
buffer, then 25 p.Lof eearin and incubate for exactly 2 min.
To each well add 25 J.IL of factor ITa chromogenic substrate.

Read the rate of change of absorbance (2.2.25) at 405 om
continuously over a period of 3 min and obtain the mean
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Step 2

chromogenic substrate factor Xa ... peptide + chromophore

Both steps employ reagents that may be obtained
commercially from a variety of sources. Although the
composition of individual reagents may be subject to some
variation, their essential features are described in the
following specification.

REAGENTS
The coagulation factor reagent comprises purified proteins
derived from human or bovine sources. These include
factor X and thromboplastin tissue factor/phospholipid as
factor VII activator. These proteins are partly purified and do
not contain impurities that interfere with the activation of
factor VII or factor X. Factor X is present in amounts giving

rate of change of absorbance (AAlmin). If continuous
monitoring is not possible, read the absorbance at 405 run at
suitable consecutive intervals, for instance 40 s, plot the
absorbances against time on a linear graph and calculate
AAlmin as the slope of the line. From the Mmin valuesof
each individual dilution of standard and test preparations,
calculate the potency of the preparation to be examined and
check the validity of the assay by the usual statistical methods
(5.3).

Al. Assay ofHuman Coagulation Factor vn
(Ph. Bur. me/hod 2.7.10)

Human coagulationfactor VII is assayed by irs biological
activity as a factor Vila-tissue factor complex in me
activation of factor X in the presence of calcium ions and
phospholipids. The potency of a factor vn preparation is
estimated by comparing the quantity necessary to achieve a
cenain rate of factor Xa formation in a test mixture
containing the substances that take part in the activation of
factor X, and the quantity of the International Standard, or
of a reference preparation calibrated in International Units,
required to produce the same rate of factor Xa formation.

The International Unit is the factor VII activity of a stated
amount of the International Standard, which consists of
freeze-dried plasma. The equivalence in International Units
of the International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.

Human coagulation factor VII concentrate BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard.

The chromogenic assay.method consists of 2 consecutive
steps: the factor Vll-dependent activation of factor X reagent
mixture containing tissue factor, phospholipids and calcium
ions, followed by enzymatic cleavage of a chromogenic
factor Xa substrate into a chromophore that can be
quantified speetrophotometrically. Under appropriate assay
conditions, there is a linear"relation between the rate of factor
Xa formation and the factor VII concentration. The assay is
summarised in the following scheme.

Step 1

a) faclorVIl

b) faclor X

Ilssuefactor, Ca2+

factor Vila, Ca2•

Iissue faclor/phosphollpld

a final concentration during the first step of the assay of
10-350 nmollL, preferably 14-70 nmoVL. Thromboplastin
from natural sources (bovine or rabbit brain) or synthetic
preparations may be used as the tissue factor/phospholipid
component. Thromboplastin suitable for use in prothrombin
time determination is diluted 1:5 to 1:50 in buffer such that
the final concentration of Ca2+ is 15-25 mmollL. The final
factor Xa generation is performed in a solution containing
human or bovine albumin at a concentration such that
adsorption losses do not occur and which is appropriately
buffered at pH 7.3-8.0. In the final incubation mixture,
factor VII must be the only rate-limiting component and
each reagent component must lack the ability to generate
factor Xa on its own.

The second step comprises me quantification of me formed
factor Xa employing a chromogenic substrate that is specific
for factor Xa. Generally this consists of a short peptide of
between three and five amino acids, bound to a chromophore
group. On cleavage of this group from the peptide substrate,
its absorption maximum shifts to a wavelength allowing its
spectrophotometric quantification. The substrate is usually
dissolved in water R and used at a final concentration of
0.2-2 mmollL. The substrate may also contain appropriate
inhibitors to stop further factor Xa generation (addition of
edetate).

ASSAY PROCEDURE
Reconstitute the entire contents of one ampoule of the
reference preparation and the preparation to be examined by
adding the appropriate quantity of water R; use within I h.
Add sufficient prediluent to the reconstituted preparations to
produce solutions containing between 0.5 ill and 2.0 ill of
factor VII per millilitre,
Prepare further dilutions of reference and test preparations
using an isotonic non-chelating buffer containing 1 per cent
of bovine or hwnan albumin, buffered preferably between
pH 7.3 and 8.0. Prepare at least three separate, independent
dilutions for each material, preferably in duplicate. Prepare
the dilutions such that the final factor VII concentration is
below 0.005 ID/mI.

Prepare a control solution that includes all components
except factor VD.

Prepare all dilutWns in plastic lUbes and usewithin1 h.

Step 1
Mix dilutions of the factor VII reference preparation and the
preparation to be examined with an appropriate volwne of
the prewanned coagulation factor reagent or a combination
of its separate constituents, and incubate the mixture in
plastic tubes or microplate wells at 37 "C.
The concentrations of the various components during the
factor Xa generation must be as specified above under the
description of the reagents.

Allow the activation of factor X to proceed for a suitable
time, usually terminating the reaction before the factor Xa
concentration has reached its maximal level in order to
obtain a satisfactory linear dose-response relationship.
The activation time is also chosen to achieve linear
production of factor Xa in time. Appropriate activation times
are usually between 2 min and 5 min, but deviations are
permissible if acceptable linearity of the dose-response
relationship is thus obtained.

Step 2
Terminate the activation by the addition of a prewarmed
reagent containing a chromogenic substrate. Quantify the rate
of substrate cleavage, which must be linear with the
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chromogenic substrate factorxa.. peptide+ chromophore

concentration of factor Xa formed, by measuring me
absorbance change at an appropriate wavelength using a
spectrophotometer, either monitoring the absorbance
continuously, thus allowing the initial rate of substrate
cleavage to be calculated, or terminating the hydrolysis
reaction after a suitable interval by lowering the pH by the
addition of a suitable reagent, such as acetic acid (500 gIL
C2H,O,) or a citrate solution (1 mollL) at pH 3. Adjust the
hydrolysis time to achieve a linear development of
chromophore with time. Appropriate hydrolysis times are
usually between 3 min and 15 min, but deviations are
permissible if better linearity of me dose-response relationship
is thus obtained.

Check the validity of the assay and calculate the potency of
the test preparation by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3).

A3. Assay ofFactor VITI Fraction (Human
Coagulation Factor VITI)
(ph. Bur. method Z.7.4)

Human coagulation factor VIII is assayed by its biological
aetivilY a_s a CQ(aCt9r in the activation of factor X ~y activated
factor IX (factor IXa) in the presence of calcium ions and
phospholipid. Factor VIII activity may be measured in
plasma preparations and therapeutic concentrates (plasma
derived and recombinant). The potency of a factor VIII
preparation is estimated by comparing me quantity necessary
to achieve a certain rate of factor Xa formation in a test
mixture containing the substances that take part in the
activation of factor X, and the quantity of the International
Standard, or of a reference preparation calibrated in
International Units, required to produce the same rate of
factor Xa formation.

Quantification of factor VIII activity in plasma preparations is
expressed in International Units defined by the International
Standard for blood coagulation factor VIII in plasma, and
coagulation laclan V, VIIl, XI and XIII plasma BRP is suitable
for use as a reference preparation. Quantification of
factor VIII activity in therapeutic concentrates is expressed in
International Units defined by the International Standard for
blood coagulation factor VITI concentrate, and human
ooagulation factor VIII e<mtentrale BRP is suitable for use as a
reference preparation.

The chromogenic assay method consists of 2 consecutive
steps: the factor VID-dependent activation of factor X in a
coagulation-factor reagent composed of purified components,
and the enzymatic cleavage of a chromogenic factor Xa
substrate to yield a chromophore that can be quantified
spectrophorometrically, Under appropriate assay conditions,
there is a linear relation between the rate of factor Xa
formation and the factor vm concentration. The assay is
summarised by the following scheme.

Step 1

factorX

Step 2

(activaled) faclorVIII • factorXa

factor IXa,phospholipid, Ca2'

Both steps employ reagents that may be obtained
commercially from a variety of sources. Although the
composition of individual reagents may be subject to some
variation, their essential features are described in the
following specification. Deviations from this description may
be permissible provided that it has been shown, using the
appropriate International Standard for blood coagulation
factor vm as the standard, that me results obtained do not
differ significantly.

It is important to demonstrate by validation the suitability of
the kit used, notably by checking the time course of
factor Xa generation in order to determine the time taken to
reach 50 per cent of the maximal factor Xa generation.

REAGENfS
The coagulation factor reagent comprises purified proteins
derived from human or bovine sources. These include
factor X, factor IXa, and a factor VIII activator, usually
thrombin. These proteins are partly purified, preferably to at
least 50 per cent, and do not contain impurities that interfere
with the activation of factor vm or factor X. Thrombin may
be present in its precursor form prothrombin, provided that
its activation in-the reagent is sufficiently rapid-to give almost
instantaneous activation of factor VllI in the assay.
Phospholipid may be obtained from natural sources or be
syntheticaUy prepared, and must, to a substantial extent,
consist of the species phosphatidylserine. The components of
the complete reagent are usually divided into at least
2 separate reagents, each lacking the ability to generate
factor Xa on its own. One of the reagents contains calcium
ions. After reconstitution, the reagents may be combined
provided that no substantial amounts of factor Xa are
generated in the absence of factor WI. In the final
incubation mixture, factor vm must be the only rate-limiting
component.

The 2nd step comprises the quantification of the formed
factor Xa, employing a chromogenic substrate that is specific
for factor Xa. Generally this consists of a derivatised short
peptide of between 3 and 5 amino acids) joined to a
chromophore group. On cleavage of this group from the
peptide substrate, its chromophoric properties shift to a
wavelength allowing its spectrophotometric quantification.
The substrate must also contain appropriate inhIbitors to
stop further factor Xa generation, e.g. chelating agents, and
to suppress thrombin activity.

ASSAY PROCEDURE
For the assay of therapeutic concentrates, add sufficient
prediluent to the reference and test preparations to produce
solutions containing 0.5-2.0 IU/mL. The prediluent consists
of haemophilia A plasma, or of an anificially prepared
reagent that contains sufficient von Willebrand factor and
that gives results that do not differ significantly from those
obtained employing haemophilia plasma. The prediluted
materials must be stable beyond the time required for the
assay. Pre-dilution in haemophilia A plasma is not required
for the assay of factor vm in plasma preparations.

Prepare dilutions of the pre-diluted reference and test
concentrate preparations (or the reference and test plasma
preparations) using a non-chelaring, appropriately buffered
solution, for example, tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane or
imidazole, containing 1 per cent of human or bovine
albumin. Prepare at least 2 dilution series of at least 3 further
dilutions for each material. Prepare the dilutions such that
the final factor vm concentration in the reaction mixture is
preferabl}' below 0.01 IU/mL, during the step of factor Xa
generation.
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Prepare a control solution mat includes aU components
except factor VIII.
Prepare all dilutions in plastic tubes and use immediately,

Step 1
Mix prewanned dilutions of the factor VITI reference
preparation and of the preparation to he examined with an
appropriate volume of the prewanned coagulation factor
reagent or a combination of its separate constituents, and
incubate the mixture in plastic rubes or microplate wells at
37 "C. Allow the activation of factor X to proceed for a
suitable time, terminating the reaction (step 2) when the
factor Xa concentration has reached approximately
50 per cent of the maximal (plateau) level. Appropriate
activation times are usually between 2 min and 5 min.

Step 2
Terminate the activation by addition of a prewanned reagent
containing a chromogenic substrate. Quantify the rate of
substrate cleavage) which must be linear with the
concentration of factor Xa formed) by measuring the
absorbance change at an appropriate wavelength using a
spectrophotometer) either monitoring the absorbance
continuously) thus allowing the initial rate of substrate
cleavage to be calculated, or terminating the hydrolysis
reaction-after a suitable interval by lowering the pH by
addkion'of a suitable reagent) such as a 50 per cent VIV
solution of acetic acid) or a I M pH 3 citrate buffer solution.
Adjust the hydrolysis time to achieve a linear development of
chromophore over time. Appropriate hydrolysis times are
usually between 3 min and 15 min) but deviations are
permissible if better linearity of the dose-response relationship
is thus obtained.

Calculate me potency of the test preparation by the usual
statistical methods (for example) 5.3).

A4. Assay of Factor IX Fraction (Human
Coagulation Factor IX)
(Ph. Bur. method Z. 7./1)

The principle of the assay is to measure the ability of a
factor IX preparation to reduce the prolonged coagulation
time of factor IX-deficient plasma. The reaction is
accelerated by addition of a reagent containing phospholipid
and a contact activator) e.g. kaolin) silica or ellagic acid.
The potency is assessed by comparing the dose-response
curve of the preparation to be examined to that of a
reference preparation, calibrated in International Units.

The International Unit is the factor IX activity of a stated
amount of the International Standard) which consists of a
freeze-dried concentrate of human coagulation factor IX.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Standard is stated by the World Health Organization.

Human coagulation factor IX concentrate BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International_
Standard.

Reconstitute separately the preparation to be examined and
the reference preparation as stated on the label and use
immediately. Where applicable) determine the amount of
heparin present (2.7.12) and neutralise the heparin, for
example by addition of protamine sulfate R (10 ug of
protamine sulfate neutralises 1 IU of heparin). Predilute the
preparation to be examined and the reference preparation in
factor IX-deficient plasma (for example plasma,ub,trateRZ)
to produce solutions containing 0.5-2.0 IU/mL. Prepare at
least 3 dilutions for each material, preferably in duplicate)
usinga suitablebuffer solution {for example 'imidazole ~_uffer
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sduuon pH 7.3 R) containing 10 gfL of bovine or hwnan
albumin. Use these dilutions immediately.

Use an apparatus suitable for measurement of coagulation
times or carry out the assay with incubation tubes maintained
in a water-barb at 37°C. Place in each tube 0.1 mL of
factor IX-deficient plasma (for example plasmasubstrate R2)
and 0.1 mL of one of the dilutions of the reference
preparation or of the preparation to be examined. Add to
each tube 0.1 mL of a suitable Activated Partial
1bromboplastin Time (APT!) reagent containing
phospholipid and contact activator and incubate the mixture
for a recommended time at 37°C. To each tube, add
0.1 mL of a 3.7 gfL solution of calcium chloride R previously
heated to 37°C. Using a timer, measure the coagulation
time) Le. the interval between the moment of the addition of
the calcium chloride and the first indication of the fonnation
of fibrin. The volumes given above may be adapted to the
AP'IT reagent and apparatus used. Calculate the potency
using the usual statistical methods (for example) 5.3).

A5. Assay ofHuman Coagulation Factor X
(Ph. Bur. methodZ.7.19)

Hwnan coagulation factor X is assayed following specific
activation to form factor Xa. Factor Xa is estimated by
comparing irs activity in cleaving a specific chromogenic
peptide substrate with the same activity of the International
Standard or of a reference preparation calibrated in
International Units.

The International Unit is the factor X activity of a stated
amount of the International Standard which consists of a
freeze-dried concentrate of human coagulation factor X.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Standard is stated by the World Health Organization.

The chromogenic assay method consists of 2 steps: snake
venom-dependent activation of factor X) followed by
enzymatic cleavage of a chromogenic factor Xa substrate to
fonn a chromophore that can be quantified
spectrophotometrically. Under appropriate assay conditions)
there is a linear relation between factor Xa activity and the
cleavage of the chromogenic substrate.

REAGENTS
RusseU's viper venom specific/actor X activator
(RVV). A protein derived from the venom of Russell's viper
(V,pera russelh) which specifically activates factor X.
Reconstitute according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Store the reconstituted preparation at 4 °C and use within
1 month.

Factor Xu chromogenic substrare Specific chromogenic
substrate for factor Xa such as: N-a.-benzyloxycarbonyl-o
arginyl-L-glycyl-L-arginine-4-nitroaniIide dihydrochloride,
N-benzoyl-L-isoleucyl-L-glutamyl-glycyl-L-arginine-4
nitroanilide hydrochloride, methanesulfonyl-o-leucyl-glycyl-L
arginine-t-nitroanilide, methoxycarbonyl-o-cyclohexylalanyl
g1ycyl-L-arginine-4-nitroanilide acetate. Reconstitute
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Dilution buffer Solution containing 3.7 gfL of tris
(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane R, 18.0 gfL of ,odium
chl.lideR, 2.1 gfL of imidazole R, 0.02 gfL of hexadimethrine
bromide R and 1 gfL of booine albumin R or human albumin R.
Adjust to pH 8.4 ifnecessary using hydrochloric acidR.

METHOD
Test solutt'on Dilute the preparation to be examined with
dilution buffer to obtain a solution containing 0.18 ill of
factorXper.millilitre. .Prepare at least 3-further-dilutions-in
dilution buffer.
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Reference solution Dilute the reference preparation to be
examined with dilution buffer to obtain a solution containing
0.18 ill offactor X per millilitre. Prepare at least 3 further
dilutions in dilution buffer.

Warm all solutions to 37°C in a water-barn shortly before
the test.

The following working conditions apply to microtitre plates.
If the assay is carried out in tubes, the volumes are adjusted
while maintaining the proportions in the mixture.

Using a mlcrotlrre plate maintained at 37°C, add 12.5 IJL of
each dilution of the test solution or the reference solution [Q

each of a series of wells. To each well add 25 1'1- ofRVV
and incubate for exactly 90 s. To each well add 150 ~L of
factor Xa chromogenic substrate, diluted 1 in 6 in dilution
buffer.

Read the rate of change of absorbance (2.2.25) (at 405 nm
continuously over a period of 3 min and obtain the mean
rate of change of absorbance (AA1min). If continuous
monitoring is not possible, read the absorbance at 405 om at
suitable consecutive intervals, for instance 40 s, plot the
absorbances against time on a linear graph and calculate
AAlmin as the slope of the line. From the Mmin values of
each individual dilution of standard and test preparations,
calculate the potency of the preparation to be examined and
check me validity of the assay by me usual statistical methods
(5.3).

A6. Assay of Human Coagulation Factor XI
(Ph. Eur. metlwd2.7.22)

The principle of the assay is to measure the ability of a
factor XI preparation to reduce the prolonged coagulation
time of factor Xl-deflcient plasma. The reaction is
accelerated by addition of a reagent containing phospholipid
and a contact activator, e.g, kaolin, silica or eUagicacid.
The potency is assessed by comparing the dose-response
curve of the preparation to be examined to that of a
reference plasma calibrated against the International
Standard for blood coagulation factor XI in plasma.

Reconstitute separately the preparation to be examined and
the reference preparation as stated on the label and use
immediately. Coagulation facum V, VIII, XI and X1I1
plasmaBRP is suitable for use as a reference preparation.
Where applicable, determine the amount of heparin present
(2. 7.12) and neutralise the heparin, for example by addition
of protamine sulfate R (10 ~g of protamine sulfate neutralises
I ill of heparin). Predilute the preparation to be examined
and the reference preparation in factor Xl-deficient plasma
(for example plasmasubstrate R3) to produce solutions
containing 0.5-2.0 units/mI... Prepare at least 3 appropriate
dilutions for each material, preferably in duplicate, using a
suitable buffer solution (for example imidazole buffer solutitm
pH 7.3 K) containing 10 gIL of bovine or human albumin.
Use these dilutions immediately.

Use an apparatus suitable for measurement of coagulation
times or perform the assay with incubation tubes maintained
in a water bath at 37 °C. Place in each tube 0.1 mL of
factor Xl-deficient plasma (for example plasmasubstrate R3)
and 0.1 mL of one of the dilutions of the reference
preparation. or of the preparation to be examined. Add lO

each tube 0.1 mL of a suitable Activated Partial
Thromboplastin Time (APTf) reagent containing
phospholipid and contact activator and incubate the mixture
for a recommended time at 37 °C. To each tube, add
0.1 mL of a 3.7 gIL solution of calcium chloride R previously
heated to 37°C. Using a timer, measure the coagulation
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time, i.e. me interval between the moment of the addition of
the calcium chloride and the first indication of the formation
of fibrin. The volumes given above may be adapted to the
AYIT reagent and apparatus used. Calculate the potency
using the usual statistical methods (for example, 5.3).

A7. Activated Coagulation Factors
(ph. Bur. method 2.6.22)
Where applicable, determine the amount of heparin present
(2.7.1l) and neutralise the heparin, for example by addition
of protamine sulfate R (10 ~g of protamine sulfate neutralises
I ill of heparin). Prepare 1 to 10 and I to 100 dilutions of
the preparation to be examined using tris(hydroxymelhyl)
aminomethane buffersolution pH 7.5 R. Place a series of
polystyrene tubes in a water-bath at 37°C and add to each
tube 0.1 mL of platelet-poor plasma Rand 0.1 mL of a
suitable dilution of a phospholipid preparation to act as a
platelet substitute. Allow to stand for 60 s. Add to each tube
either 0.1 mL of I of the dilutions or 0.1 mL of the buffer
solution (control tube). To each tube add immediately
0.1 mL of a 3.7 gIL solution of calcium chloride R previously
heated to 37 °C, and measure, within30 min of preparing
the original dilution, the time that elapses between addition
of the calcium chloride solution and the formation of a clot.
The test is not valid unless the coagulation time measured
for the control tube is 200 s to 350 s.

AS. Assay of Human von Willebrand Factor
(Ph. Bur. metlwd2.7.21)
The biological functions of human von Willebrand factor are
numerous. At present, its ristocetin cofactor activity and its
collagen binding activity can be utilised for assays.
The potency of human von Willebrand factor is determined
by comparing, in given conditions, its activity with the same
activity of a reference preparation calibrated against the
International Standard, in International Units where
applicable.

The International Unit is the activity of a stated amount of
the International Standard, which consists of a freeze-dried
human von Willebrand factor concentrate. The equivalence
in International Units of the International Standard is stated
by the World Health Organization (WHO).

RISTOCETlN COFACTOR ASSAY
The ristocetin cofactor activity of von Willebrand factor is
determined by measuring agglutination of a suspension of
platelets in the presence of ristocetin A. The assay can be
carried out for quantitative detenninations by using
automated instruments, or for semi-quantitative
determinations by visually assessing the endpoint of
agglutination in a dilution series. Quantitative assays are
preferred.

REAGENTS
Suspension ofplatelets Use standardised and, for
example, formaldehyde- or paraformaldehyde-fixed
preparations of freshly isolated and washed human platelets.
The suspension may also be freeze-dried. An appropriate
amount of ristocetin A is added if necessary. Some platelet
reagents may already contain ristocetin A.
Reference preparation The reference preparation for von
Willebrand factor is the WHO International Standard for von
Willebrand factor concentrate.

METHOD
Semi-quantitat.ve assay Prepare suitable dilutions of the
preparation to be examined and of the reference preparation,
using as diluent a solution containing 9 gIL of sodium
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chloride Rand 10-50 gIL of human albumin R. Add to each
dilutionan appropriate amount of the suspension of platelets
and, if necessary, of ristocetin A. Mix on a glass slide by
moving it gently in circlesfor 1 min. Allow to standfor a
further 1 min and read the result against a dark background
with side lighting. The last dilutionwhich clearly shows
visible agglutination indicates the ristocetin cofactor titre of
the sample. Use diluent as a negative CODII'OI.

Quantitative Assay Reconstitute the entire contents of
1 ampouleof the reference preparation and the preparation
to be examined by adding the appropriate quantity of the
recommended diluent (for example waterR); use
immediately. Add sufficient prediluent to me reconstituted
preparations to producesolutions containing 0.5-2.0 ill/mL.
The prediluent consists of an isotonic non-chelating buffer
containing, for example, 1-5 per cent of human or bovine
albumin, and tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane or
imidazole, appropriately buffered.
The test is performed in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions with at least 2 dilutionseries with as many
dilutions as areneeded to obtaina totalof at least 3 different
concentrations in the linearrangeof the assay.
Check the validity of the assay and calculate the potency of
the test preparation using the usual statistical methods (for
example, "5.3).

COLLAGEN-BINDING ASSAY
Collagen-binding is determined by an enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assayon collagen-coated microtitre plates.
The method is based on the specificbindingof von
Wiliebrand factor to collagen fibrils and the subsequent
binding of polyclonal anti-von Wiliebrand factor antibody
conjugated to an enzyme, which on addition of a
chromogenic substrate yields a product that can be
quantitated spectrophotometrically. Under appropriate
conditions, there is a linear relationship betweenvon
Wmebrand factor collagen-binding and absorbance.

REAGENTS
Collagen Use native equine or human fibrils of collagen
type I or m. For ease of handling, collagen solutions may be
used.
Collagen diluent Dissolve 50 g of glucose R in waterR,
adjust to pH 2.7-2.9 with I M hydrochloric acidand dilute to
1000 mL with water R.
Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) Dissolve 8.0 g of
sodium chloride R, 1.05 g of dirodium hydrogen phosphate
dihydrate R, 0.2 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate Rand 0.2 g
ofpotassium chloride R in waterR. Adjust to pH 7.2 using
1 M sodium hydroxide or I M hydrochlori< acid and dilute to
1000 mL with waterR.
Washing buffer PBS containing 1 gIL of polysorbate 20 R.

Blocking reagent PBS containing 1 gIL of
polysorbate 20 Rand 10 gIL of bovine albumin R.
Dilution buffer PBS containing 1 gIL ofpolysorbate 20 R
and 50 gIL of bovine albumin R.
Conjugate Rabbit anti-human von Willebrand factor
serumhorseradish peroxidase conjugate. Use according to
the manufacturer's instructions.
Substrate solution Immediatelybeforeuse, dissolve a
tabletof o-phenylenediamine dihydrochloride and a tablet of
urea hydrogen peroxide in 20 mL of waterR or use a suitable
volume of hydrogen peroxide. Protect from light.
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Microlitre plates Flat-bottomed polystyrene plates with
surface properties optimised for enzymeimmunoassay and
high protein-binding capacity.

METHOD
Test solutions Reconstitute the preparation to be
examinedas stated on the label. Dilute with dilutionbuffer
to produce a solution containing approximately 1 ill of von
Willebrand factor. Prepare 2 seriesof at least 3 further
dilutions using dilution buffer.
Reference solutions Reconstitute the reference
preparation as directed. Dilute with dilutionbuffer to

producea solutioncontaining approximately 1 ill of von
Willebrand factor. Prepare 2 series of at least 3 further
dilutions using dilution buffer.
Allow the solutionof collagen to warm to room temperature.
Dilute with collagen diluent to obtaina solution containing
30-75 ~g/mL of collagen, mix gently to produce a uniform
suspension of collagen fibrils. Pipette 100 IJL into each well
of the rnicrotitreplate. Cover the plate with plastic film and
incubate at 37°C overnight. Empty the wells of the collagen
coatedplate by inverting and draining on a paper towel.
Add 250 ~L of washing buffer, Empty the wells of the plate
by inverting and draining on a paper towel. Repeat this
operation 3 times. Add 250 ll1. of blocking reagent to each
well, cover the platewith plastic film and incubateat 37°C
for 1 h. Empty the wells of the plate by inverting and
draining on a paper towel. Add 250 ~L of washing buffer.
Emptythe wells of the plate by inverting and draining on a
paper towel. Repeat this operation 3 times.
Add 100 IlL each of the test solutions or reference solutions
to the wells. Add 100 IJL of dilution buffer (Q a seriesof
wells to serveas negative control, Coverthe plate with plastic
film and incubate at 37 ·C for 2 h. Empty the wells of the
plate by inverting and draining on a paper towel.
Add 250 ~L of washing buffer. Empty the wells of the plate
by inverting and draining on a paper towel. Repeat this
operation 3 times.
Prepare a suitable dilution of the conjugate (for example, a
dilution factor of 1 to 4000) with PBS containing 5 gIL of
bovine albumin R and add 100 ll1. to each well. Cover the
plate with plastic film and incnbate at 37 ·C for 2 h. Empty
the wells of the plate by inverting and draining on a paper
towel. Add 250 ~L of washing buffer. Empty the wells of the
plate by inverting and draining on a paper towel. Repeat this
operation 3 times.
Add 100 J1L of substrate solution to each of the wells and
incubate at room temperature for 20 min in the dark.
Add 100 ~L of 1M hydrochlori< acidto each of the wells.

.Measure the absorbance at 492 om. Use the absorbance
values to estimate the potencyof the preparation to be
examinedusing the usual statistical methods (5.3).
The assayis invalid if the absorbances measured for the
negative controls are greater than0.05.

A9. Test for Prekalllkrein Activator
(Ph. Bur. method 2.6.15)
PrekaUikrein activator (PKA) activates prekaUikrein to
kallikrein and may be assayed by its ability to cleave a
chromophore from a syntheticpeptidesubstrate so that the
rate of cleavage can be measured specrrophotometrically and
the concentration of PKA calculated by comparison with a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units.
The International Unit is the activity of a stated amount of
the International Standard, which consists of freeze-dried
prekaUikrein activator. The equivalence in International Units
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of the International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.

REAGENTS
PrekaOikrein activator in albumin BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard.

Buffer A Dissolve 6.055 g of lris(/oldroxymetlryl)
aminomerhane R, 1.17 g of sodium chloride R, 50 mg of
hexadimethtine bromide R and 0.100 g of sodium azide R in
waterR. Adjust to pH 8.0 with 2 M hydrochloric acid R and
dilute to 1000 mL with water R.
Buffer B Dissolve 6.055 g of lris(/oldroxymethyl)
aminomethane Rand 8.77 g of sodium ehloride R in waterR.
Adjust to pH 8.0 with 2 M hydrochloric acidR and dilute to
1000 mL with water R.

PREPARATION OF PREKALLIKREIN SUBSTRATE
To awid coagulation activation, blood orplasmaused for rhe
preparation ofprekallikrein must come into amtaa only with
plastiaor silicone-treated glass surfaces.
Draw 9 volumes of human blood into I volume of
anticoagulant solution (ACD) CPD or a 38 gIL solution of
sodium citra'" R) to which I mglmL of hexadimerhrine
bromide R has been added. Centrifuge the mixture at 3600 g
for 5 min. Separate the plasma and centrifuge again at
6000 g for 20 min to sediment platelets. Separate the
platelet-poor plasma and dialyse against 10 volumes of buffer
A for 20 h. Apply the dialysed plasma to a chromatography
column containing agarose-DHAE for ion-exchange
chromatography R that has been equilibrated in buffer A and
is equal to twice the volumeof the plasma. Elute fromthe
column with buffer A at 20 mIlcm21h. Collect the eluate in
fractions and record the absorbance at 280 urn (2.2.25). Pool
the fractions containing the IS[ protein peak so that the
volume of the pool is about 1.2 times the volume of the
platelet-poor plasma.
Test the substrate pool for absence of kallikrein activity by
mixing I part with 20 parts of the pre-warmed chromogenic
substrate solution to be used in the assay and incubate at
37 °C for 2 min. The substrate is suitable if the increase in
absorbance is less than0.001 per minute. Add to the pooled
solution 7 gIL of sodium chloride Rand liIter through a
membrane filter (nominal poresize 0.45 JllI1). Freeze the
filtrate in portions and storeat -25 °Cj me substrate may be
freeze-dried beforestorage.
Carry out all procedures from the beginning of the
chromatography to freezing in portions during a single
working day.

METHOD
The assay may be carried out using an automated enzyme
analyser or a suitable microtitre platesystemallowing kinetic
measurements, with appropriate software for calculation of
results. Standards, samples andprekaUikrein substrate may
be diluted as necessary usingbuffer B.
Incubate diluted standards or samples with prekallikrein
substrate for 10 min such that thevolume of the undiluted
sampledoes not exceed 1110 of the total volume of the
incubation mixture to avoid errors caused by variation in
ionic strength and pH in the incubation mixture. Incubate
the mixture or a part thereof with at leastan equalvolume of
a solution of a suitable synthetic chromogenic substrate,
known to be specific for kallikrein (for example, N-benzoyl-L
prolyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-arginine 4-nitroanr7ide aceta'" R or D

ptolyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-arginine 4-nillOanilide
dihydrochloride R), dissolved in buffer B. Record the rate of
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change in absorbance per minutefor 2-10 min at me
wavelength specific for the substrate used. Prepare a blank
foreach mixture of sampleor standard usingbuffer B instead
of prekallikrein substrate.

Depending on the method used, Mlmin has to be corrected
by subtracting the value obtained for the corresponding blank
without the prekaUikrein substrate. The results maybe
calculated using a standard curve, a parallel-line or a slope
ratio assay or any othersuitable statistical method. Plot a
calibration curve usingthe values thus obtained for the
reference preparation and the respective concentrations; use
the curve to determine the PAA activity of the preparation to
be exainined. During method validation, the spiking
experiments must show that the sample matrix hasno
influence on the results. High blank. values may impact assay
validity and should be appropriately investigated.

AIO. Assay of Human Plasmin Inhlbitor
(Ph. Eur. method 2.7.25)
Humanplasmin inhibitor, also calledhumanCL2-antiplasmin,
is a plasma protein that inhibits the plasmin (a serine
protease) pathway of fibrinolysis by rapidly forming a
complex with free plasmin. Furthermore, upon blood
coagulation, humanplasmin inhibitor is cross-linked to fibrin
strands by factor Xlll, and interferes with binding of the
proenzyme plasminogen to fibrin.
The potencyof human plasmin inhibitor is estimated by
comparing the ability of the preparation to be examined to
inhibit the cleavage of a specific chromogenic substrate by
plasmin with the same ability of a reference standard of
human plasmin inhibitor. Plasmin cleavage of the
chromogenic substrate yields a chromophore thatcan be
quantified spectrophctometricalfy.

The individual reagents for the assay may be obtained
separately or in commercial kits. Both end-point andkinetic
methods are available. Procedures and reagents mayvary
between different kits and the manufacturer's instructions are
followed. The essential features of the procedure are
described in the following example of a microtitre-plate
kinetic method.

REAGENTS
Dilution b""er pH 7.5 According to the manufacturer's
instructions, a suitable buffer is used. Adjust the pH if
necessary.
Plasmin A preparation of humanplasmin thatdoes not
contain significant amounts of otherproreases is preferably
used. Reconstitute and storeaccording to the manufacturer's
instructions.
Plasmin chromogenic substrate A suitable specific
chromogenic substrate for plasmin is used: H-o
cyclohexylalanyl-norvalyl-lysyl-p-nittoaniline hydrochloride
(H-J>-CHA-Nva-Lys-pNA.HCI) or t-pyroglutamyl-r
phenylalanyl-L-Iysyl-p-nittoaniline hydrocWoride (Glp-Phe
Lys-pNA.HCl). Reconstitute in waterR to give a suitable
concentration according to the manufacturer's instructions.

METHOD
Varying quantities of me preparation to be examined are
mixed witha givenquantity of plasmin and the remaining
plasmin activity is determined usinga suitable chromogenic
substrate.
Reconstitute or thaw the preparation to be examined
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Dilute with
dilution buffer pH 7.5 and prepare at least 2 independent
series of 3 or 4 dilutions for both the preparation to be
examined and the reference standard.
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Mix 0.020 mL of each dilution with 0.020 mL of dilution
buffer pH 7.5 and warm to 37 ·C. Add 0.040 mL of a
plasmin solution (test concentration in the range of
0.2 nkatlmL to 1.6 nkatlmL) previously heated to 37 ·C and
leave at 37 ·C for I min. Add 0.020 mL of the chromogenic
substrate solution, previously heated to 37 "C, to each
mixture. Immediately start measurement of the change in
absorbance at 405 urn (2.2.25) using a microtitre plate
reader. Calculate the rate of change of absorbance (ANmin).
Alternatively, an end-point assay might he used by stopping
the reaction with acetic acid and measuring the absorbance at
405 urn.

In both cases the duration of the cleavage of the chromogenic
substrate should he chosen to produce a linear increase in
absorbance at 405 run, before substrate depletion becomes
significant. If the assay is performed in test tubes or cuvettes
using a spectrophotometric method, the volwnes of reagent
solutions are changed proportionally.

Substract the optical density of the blank (prepared with
dilution buffer pH 7.5) from the optical density of the
preparation (0 he examined. Check the validity of the assay
and calculate the potency of the preparation to be examined
by the usual statistical methods (5.3).

Anticoagulants

Bl. Assay ofHeparin in Coagulation Factors
(Ph. Eur. method 2.7.12)
Heparin is assayed as a complex with antithrombin ill (AT)
via its inhibition of coagulation factor Xa (anti-Xa activity).
An excess of AT is maintained in the reaction mixture to
ensure a constant concentration of the heparin-AT complex.
Factor Xa is neutralised by the heparin-AT complex and the
residual factor Xa hydrolyses a specific chromogenic peptide
substrate to release a chromophore. The quantity of
chromophore is inversely proportional to the activity of the
heparin.

Factor Xa chromogenic substrate Specific chromogenic
substrate for factor Xa such as: N-benzoyl-L-isoleucyl-L
g1utamyl-g1ycyl-L-arginine-4-nitroanilide hydrochloride.
Reconstitute according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Dilution buffer 6.05 gIL solution of tris(hydroxymelhyl)
aminomethane R. Adjust to pH 8.4 if necessary using
hydrodlloric acidR.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
dilution buffer to obtain a solution expected to contain
0.1 ill of heparin per millilitre.

Reference solution Dilute the heparin reference
preparation with dilution buffer to obtain a solution
containing 0.1 ill of heparin per millilitre.

The following working conditions apply to microtitre plates.
If the assay is carried out in tubes, the volumes are adjusted
while maintaining the proportions in the mixture.

Warm all solutions to 37 °C in a water-bath shonty before
the test.

Distribute in a series of wells, 20 ul, of normal human
plasma and 20 ~L of antithrombin 111 ,oIution Rl. Add 10 the
wells a series ofvolumes (20 JI1., 60 ~L, 100 1'1. and 140 ~L)

of the test solution or the reference solution and make up the
volume in each well to 200 ilL using dilution buffer
(0.02-0.08 ill of heparin per millilitre in the final reaction
mixture).

End-point method Transfer 40 1'1. from each well 10 a
second series of wells, add 20 ilL of bovine/actor Xa
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solution R and incubate at 37 ·C for 30 s. Add 40 ~L of a
1 mmollL solution of factor Xa chromogenic substrate and
incubate at 37 °C for 3 min. Terminate the reaction by
lowering the pH by the addition of a suitable reagent, such as
a 20 per cent VIV solution ofglacial aatic acid Rand
measure the absorbance at 405 nm (2.2.25). Appropriate
reaction times are usually between 3 min and 15 min, but
deviations are permissible if better linearity of the dose
response relationship is thus obtained.

Kinetic method Transfer 40 ~L from each well to a
second series of wells, add 20 J.lL of bovine factor Xa
solution Rand Incubate at 37 ·C for 30 s. Add 40 1'1. of a
2 mmollL solution of factor Xa chromogenic substrate,
incubate at 37 °C and measure the rate of substrate cleavage
by continuous measurement of the absorbance change at
405 urn (2.2.25), thus allowing the initial rate ofsubstrale
cleavage to be calculated. This rate must be linear with the
concentration of residual factor Xa.

Check the validity of the assay and calculate the heparin
activity of the test preparation by the usual statistical
methods for a slope-ratio assay (for example, 5.3).

B2. Assay ofHeparin
(Ph. Eur. method 2.7.5)

The anticoagulant activity of heparin is determined in vitroby
its ability to accelerate the inhibition of thrombin, factor IIa
(anti-lla assay), by antithrombin. The International Unit is
the activity contained in a stated amount of the International
Standard for unfractionared heparin. Repan'nsodium BRP,
calibrated in International Units by comparison with the
International Standard using the 2 assays given below, is
used as the reference preparation.

The assay of anti-factor Xa activity is carried out to
determine the ratio of anti-factor Xa activity to anti-factor ITa
activity.

For anti-Ila and anti-Xa assays, carry out the assay by
determining the absorbance (end-point method) or the
change of absorbance per minute (kinetic method).

ANTI-FACTOR IIA ACTIVITY
Reference and test solutions
Prepare 4 independent series of 4 dilutions each of the
substance to be examined and of heparin sodium BRP in tris
(hydraxymethyl)aminometham-EDTA buffer ,oIution pH 8.4 Rl;
a concentration range within 0.005 ill and 0.03 IU per
millilitre is suitable. The dilutions chosen must give a linear
response when results are plotted as absorbance against log
concentration.

Procedure
Label 16 tubes for the dilutions of the substance to be
examined and 16 tubes for the dilutions of the reference
preparation: T lJ T 2' T 3' T 4. for each of the 4 series of
dilutions of the substance to be examined and SIJ S2' S3' Sol
for each of the 4 series of dilutions of the reference
preparation. To each of the 32 tubes add 100 1'1. of
antithrombin III ,olution R5 and 50 ~L of the appropriate
dilution of the substance to be examined or the reference
preparation. After each addition, mix but do not allow
bubbles to form. Treating the tubes in 2 subsequent series in
the order Sh Sz, S3) Sob T h T 2, T 3, T'h T IJ Tz, T 3J T4.' s.,
S21 S3' S4' allow to equilibrate at 37°C (water-bath or
hearing block) for at least I min and add to each tube 25 ~L

of human thrombin solution R2. Incubate for exactly 1 min and
add 50 ilL of a chromogenic substrate specific to factor ITa at
a concentration suitable for the assay (for example, D

phenylalanyl-L-pipecolyl-L-arginine-4-nitroanilide
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dihydrocWoride dissolved in waterR to give a 1.25 mM
solution).
For the kinetic method, transfer the mixtures to semi-micro
cuvenesand measure the change in absorbance per minute
(2.2.25) at 405 run using a suitable reading device.

For me end-point method, stop the reaction after exactly
4 min by adding 50 ~L of a 20 per cent VIV solution of
glacial acetic acidR. Assess whether exactly 4 min of
incubation with the chromogenic substrate yields the optimal
absorbance reading and, if necessary, adjust the incubation
time to give the best dose-response curve. Then, transfer the
mixtures to semi-micro cuvettes and measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) at 405 run using a suitable reading device.

Determine the blank amidolytic activity at the beginning and
at the end of the procedure in a similar manner, using ttis
(hydroxymethyl)aminomelhane-BDTA blffler solution pH 8.4 Rl
instead of the reference and test solutions; the 2 blank values
do not differ significantly.

Calculate theregression of the absorbance on log
concentrations of the solutions of the substance to be
examined and of heparin sodium BRP, and calculate the
potency of the substance to be examined in International
Units per millilitre usingthe usual statistical methods for
parallel-line assays (5.3).

ANTI-FACTOR XA AC1lVITY
Reference and test soludons
Prepare 4 independent series of 4 dilutions each of the
substance to be examined and of heparin sodium BRP in Iris
{hyd""lYff/ethyl)aminomethane-BDTA bIffIer solution pH 8.4 Rl,
a concentration range within 0.03 IU and 0.375 IU per
millilitre is suitable. The dilutions chosen mustgive a linear
response whenresults areplaned as absorbance against log
concentration.
Procedure
Label 16 tubes for the dilutions of the substance to be
examined and 16 tubes for the dilutions of the reference
preparation: T" T2t T3JT4 foreach of the 4 series of
dilutions of the substance to be examined and 5 It Sa, 53J54
foreach of the 4 series of dilutions of the reference
preparation. To each of the 32 tubes add 50 ~L of
an/lihrombin lJI soluIIOn R6 and 50 ~L of the appropriate
dilution of the substance to be examined or the reference
preparation. After each addition, mix but do not allow
bubbles to form. Treating the tubes in 2 subsequent series in
the order 51J52J53JS4J T IJT2JT3, T4JTit T2JT3JT4J s.,
52J53JS4J allow to equilibrate at 37 °C (water-bath or
heating block) for I min and add to each tube I00 ~L of
bovine factor Xa solution R2. Incubate for exactly 2 min and
add 100 J.lL of a chromogenic substrate specific to factor Xa
at a concentration suitable for the assay (for example,N-«
benzyloxycarbonyl-n-arginyl-L-g1ycyl-L-arginine-4-nilSoanilide
dihydrocltloride dissolved in waterR to give a I mM
solution).
For the kinetic method, transfer the mixtures to semi-micro
cuvettes and measure the change in absorbance per minute
(2.2.25) at 405 run using a suitable reading device.

For the end-point method, stop the reaction after exactly
4 min by adding 50 ~L of a 20 per cent VIV solution of
glacial acetic acidR. Assess whether exactly 4 min of
incubation with the chromogenic substrate yields the optimal
absorbance reading and, if necessary, adjust the incubation
time to give the best dose-response curve. Then, transfer the
mixtures to semi-micro cuvettes and measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) at 405 run using a suitable reading device.
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Determine the blank amidolytic activity at the beginning and
at the end of the procedure in a similar manner, using tris
(hyd""lYff/ethyl)ominomethane-BDTA buffer solution pH 8.4 Rl
instead of the reference and test solutions; the 2 blank values
do not differ significantly.

Calculate the regression of the absorbance on log
concentrations of the solutions of the substance to be
examined and of heparin sodium BRPJ and calculate the
potency of the substance to be examined in International
Units permillilitre using theusualstatistical methods for
parallel-line assays (5.3).

B3. Aaaay ofHuman Antithrombin III
(ph. Bur. method 2.7.17)

The antithrombin ill contentof the preparation to be
examined is determined by comparing its ability to inactivate
thrombin in the presence of an excessof heparin with the
sameability of a reference preparation of human
antithrombin ill concentrate calibrated in Intematicnal
Units. Varying quantities of the preparation to be examined
aremixed with a givenquantity of thrombin and the
remaining thrombin activity is determined usinga suitable
chromogenic substrate.
The International Unit is the activity of a stated amount of
the International Standard for human antithrombin ill
concentrate. The equivalence in International Units of the
International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.

Method Prepare 2 independent series of 3 or 4 dilutions in
the range 1n5 to 11200 from I IU/mI., for both the
preparation to be examined and the reference preparation,
using tris-BDTA BSA blffJer solution pH 8.4 R containing
15 IU of heparin per millilitre,

Wann 200 ~L of each dilution at 37·C for 1-2 min. Add to
each dilution 200 ~ of a solution of bo'IJjne thrombin R
containing 2 IUlmL in 'ris-BDTA BSA blffler solution
pH 8.4 R. Mix and maintain at 37·C for exactly 1 min.
Add 500 ~L of a suitable chromogenic substrate (for
example, n-phenylaianyl-L-pipecolyl-L-arginine-4-nilSoanilide,
reconstituted in water R to give a solution containing
4 mmollLand further diluted to a concentration suitable for
the assay using tris-BDTA BSA biffle,solution pH 8.4 R
without albumin). Immediately start measurement of the
change in absorbance at 405 run (2.2.25), cootinuing the
measurement for at least30 s. Calculate the rate of change of
absorbance (AAlmin). (Ahemativefy, an end-point assay may
be used by stopping the reaction with aceticacidand
measuring the absorbance at 405 run.)
The rate of change of absorbance (AAlmin) is inversely
proportional to antithrombin ill activity.
Check the validity of the assay and calculate the potency of
the test preparation by the usual statistical methods (5.3).

B4. Assay of Human Protein C
(ph. Bur. methad 2.7.30)

J. CHROMOGENIC ASSAY
Humanprotein C is a vitamin K-dependent plasma protein
that, upon activation to activated protein C (APC), can
inbtbit blood coagulation through the proteolytic cleavage of
factors Va and VIlla. Human protein C activity is estimated
usinga two-step method: in the 1st step,human protein C in
the preparation is activated by a specific activator from snake
venom; in the 2Dd step, APC cleaves a specific chromogenic
substrate to form a chromophore thatcan be quantified
speetrophotometrically.
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Step 1

human prolein C activator
human prolein C • APC

The potency of human protein C is estimated by comparing
the ability of the preparation to be examined to cleave a
chromogenic substrate with the same ability of a reference
standard of human protein C calibrated in International
Units. The International Unit is the activity of a stated
amount of the International Standard for human protein C.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Standard is stated by the World Health Organization.

Individual reagents may he obtained separately or in
commercial kits. Both end-point and kinetic methods are
available. Procedures and reagents may vary between
different'kits and the manufacturer's instructions are
followed-The essential features of the procedure are
described in the following example of a microtitre plate
end-point method.

REAGENTS
Dilution bl4fer pH 8.4 Dissolve 6.055 g of tris
{hydroxyrnerhyl)aminomethane Rand 16.84 g of caesium
chloride R in waterR and adjust the pH if necessary. Dilute to
1000.0 mL with wafer R.
Human protein C activator Protein isolated from the
venom of the viper Agkistrodon comomix contontix that
specifically activates human protein C. Reconstitute and store
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Dilute to 0.25
U/mL with waterR before use in the assay.

Activated protein C chromogenic substrate Specific
chromogenic substrate for APC, for example L-pyroglutamyl
L-prolyl-L-arginyl-p-nittoaniline hydrochloride (pyroGlu-Pro
Arg-pNA.HCI). Reconstitute with water R to give a
concentration of 4.5 mmollL. Further dilute to 1.1 rnmollL
with dilution buffer pH 8.4 before use in the assay.

METiiOD
Reconstitute or thaw the preparation to be examined
according {Q the manufacturer's instructions. Dilute with
waterR to produce at least 3 separate dilutions for each
preparation in the range 0.050-0.200 IU/mL, preferably in
duplicate.

Step 1
Mix 0.025 mL of each dilution with 0.050 mL of the human
protein C activator, both previously heated to 37°C, and
leave at 37 °C for exactly 10 min. For each dilution, prepare
a blank in the same manner, using water R instead of the
human protein C activator.

Step 2
Add 0.150 mL of diluted chromogenic substrate, previously
heated to 37°C, to each mixture and leave at 37 °C for
exactly 10 min. The incubation time must he adjusted, if
necessary, to ensure a linear development of chromophore
with time. Terminate me reaction by adding 0.050 mL of a
50 per cent VIV solution ofgladal acetic add R.

Cleavage of the chromogenic substrate by.APC causes release
of the chromophore pNAJ in proportion to the concentration

SIep2

chromogenic substrate APC • peptide + chromophore

of human protein C in the preparation. Measure the optical
density at a wavelength of 405 nm. Subtract the optical
density of the blank from the optical density of the test
sample. Check the validity of the assay and calculate the
potency of the preparation to be examined using the usual
statistical methods (5.3).

2. CLOTllNG ASSAY
Human protein C activity is estimated following cleavage to
APC by a specific activator extracted from the venom of the
viper Agkistrodon contortrix contotttix. The resulting APC
inactivates factors Va and Villa, and thus prolongs the
AP1T (Activated Partial Thromboplastin Time) of a system
in which aU the coagulation factors are present, constant and
in excess, except for human protein C, which is derived from
the preparation being tested. Prolongation of the clotting
time is proportional to the concentration of human protein C
in the preparation.

The potency of human protein C is estimated by comparing
the ability of the preparation to be examined to prolong the
clotting time with the same ability of a reference standard of
human protein C calibrated in International Units.
The International Unit is the activity of a stated amount of
the International Standard for human protein C.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Standard is stated by the World Health Organization.

Individual reagents may be obtained separately or in
commercial kits. Procedures and reagents may vary between
different kits and the manufacturers instructions are
followed. The essential features of the procedure are
described in the following example.

REAGENTS
Dilution buffer pH 7.4 Isotonic non-chelating buffer.

Human protein C-deficient plasma Citrated human
plasma with no measwable human protein C content.
Reconstitute and store according to the manufacturer's
instructions.

Human protein C activator Protein isolated from the
venom of the viper Agkistrodon comottnxcontonrix that
specifically activates human protein C. Reconstitute and store
according to the manufacturer's instructions,

Coagulation activator A suitable AYIT reagent
containing phospholipids and a contact activator may be
used. It may be combined with the human protein C
activator.

METiiOD
Reconstitute or thaw the preparation to be examined
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Dilute with
dilution buffer pH 7.4 to produce at least 3 separate dilutions
for each preparation in the range 0.010-0.150 lU/mL,
preferably in duplicate.

Mix 1 volume of each dilution with 1 volume of human
protein C-deficient plasma and 1 volume of the human
protein C activator (combined with the AYIT reagent where
appropriate), aU previously heated to 37 "C. Add 1 volume of
0.025 M calcium chloride solution R previously heated to
37°C, and record the clotting time.

The clotting time is proportional to the concentration of
human protein C in each dilution. Check the validity of the
assay and calculate the potency of the preparation to be
examined using the usual statistical methods (5.3),
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BS. Assay of Human Protein S
(Ph. Eur. metlwd2.7.31)

Human protein S is a vitamin K-dependent plasma protein
that acts as a cofactor for the anticoagulant functions of
activated protein C (APC). Humao protein S activity may be
determined by the clotting assay described below, which is
sensitive to the ability of human protein S to accelerate the
inactivation of factor Va by APe. In practice, the assay
involves the addition of hwnan protein S to a reagent
mixture containing APe, factor Va and human protein S
deficientplasma. Prolongationof the clotting time is
proportional to the concentration of human protein S in the
preparation. Methods in which APC is added directly as a
reagent are preferred to those in which APe is generated
during the assay by the addition of a specific humao
protein C activator purified from snake venom. Activation of
coagulation is initiated by the addition of an activating
reagent such as thromboplastin or activatedfactor X,
together with phospholipids and calcium chloride. During the
assay;factor Va is generated from factor V in the human
protein S-deficient plasma following the activation of
coagulation, The, assay procedure must ensure that human
protein S is the only limiting factor.

The potency of human protein S is estimated by comparing
the ability of the preparation to be examined to prolong the
clotting time with the same ability of a reference standard of
human protein S calibrated in International Units.
The International Unit is the activity of a stated amount of
the International Standard for human protein S.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Standard is stated by the World Health Organization.

Individual reagents may be obtained separately or in
commercial kits. Procedures and reagents may vary between
different kits and the manufacturer's instructions are
followed. The essential features of the procedure are
described in the following example.

REAGENTS
Dilution btiffer pH 7.4 Isotonic non-chelating buffer
prepared as foUows: dissolve 6.08 g of Iris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane Rand 8.77 g of sodium chloride R in waler R
and adjust the pH if necessary; add 109 of bovine albumin R
or human albumin R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with waterR.
Human protein S-dlifident pkmna Citrated humao
plasma with no measurable human protein S content and,
preferably, also free of C4b-binding protein.

Coagulation activator This reagent is used to initiate
coagulation in the human protein S-deficient plasma) and
thereby also provides a source of activated factor V.
The activator may consist of tissue factor, activated factor X)
or an agent capable of directly activating factor X that may
be purified from the venom ofRusseU's viper ("'»era rnsselh).
The reagent also contains APC) phospholipids and calcium
chloride R) or) alternatively) calcium chloride may be added
separately after a timed activation period.

METHOD
Reconstitute or thaw the preparation to be examined
according to the manufacturer's instructions. Dilute with
dilution buffer pH 7.4 to produce at least 3 separate dilutions
for each preparation in the range 0.020-0.100 IU/mL,
preferably in duplicate.

Mix 1 volume of each dilution with 1 volume of human
protein S-deficient plasma) both previously heated to 37°C.
Add 2 volumes of the coagulation activator) previously heated
to 37°C, and record the clotting time.
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Alternative procedures may use a coagulation activator
without calcium chloride, and require a precisely timed
activation period before the addition of calcium chloride and
the measurement of clotting time.

The clotting time is proportional to the concentration of
humao protein S in each dilution. Check the validity of the
assay and calculate me potency of the preparation to be
examined using the usual statistical methods (5.3).

Immunoglobulins

Ct. Test for Fc Function of Immunoglobulin
(Ph. Eur. method2.7.9)
The testlor Fcfunction of immunoglobulin isearnedour using
methodA or B. Mel1wd B is an adaptation of the proadure of
methodA for the use ofmicroture plates for the measurement of
compiement-meduued haemolysis. Differences in the test procedures
between methods A and B areaddressed in the tesl.

REAGENTS
Stabilised human blood Collect group 0 humao blood
into ACD anticoagulant solution. Store the stabilised blood
at 4 °C for not more than 3 weeks.

Phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.2 Dissolve 1.022 g of
anhydrous disadium hydrogen phosphate R, 0.336 g of anhydrous
sodium dihydrogen phosphate Rand 8.766 g of sodium
chloride R in 800 mL of water R and dilute to 1000 mL with
the same solvent.

Magnesium and calcium stock solution Dissolve
1.103 g of calcium chloride Rand 5.083 g of magnesium
chloride R in waur R and dilute to 25 mL with the same
solvent.

Barbital btiffer stock solution Dissolve 207.5 g of ,odium
chloride R aod 25.48 g of barbital sodium R in 4000 mL of
waterR and adjust to pH 7.3 using 1 M hydrochfori,; add.
Add 12.5 mL of magnesium and calcium stock solution and
dilute to 5000 mL with waterR. Store at 4 °C in transparent
containers.

Albumin barbital buffer solution Dissolve 0.150 g of
bovine albuminR in 20 mL of barbital buffer stock solution
and dilute to 100 mL with waterR. Prepare immediately
before use.

Tannic acid solution Dissolve 10 mg of tannic add R in
100 mL of phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.2. Prepare
immediately before use.

Gu"nea-pig complement Prepare a pool of serum from
the blood of not fewer than 10 guinea-pigs. Separate the
serum from the cloned blood by centrifugation at about
4°C. Store me serum in small amounts below -70°C.
Immediately before starting complement-initiated haemolysis,
dilute to 125-200 CH,. per millilitre with albumin barbital
buffer solution and store in an ice-bath during me test.

Rubella antigen Suitable rubella antigen for
haemagglutination-inhibition titre (HIT).
Titre> 256 HA units.

Preparation of tanned human red blood cells
Separate humao red blood ceUs by centrifuging an
appropriate volume of stabilised human blood) wash the cells
at least 3 times with phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.2 and
suspend at 2 per cent VIV in phosphate-buffered saline
pH 7.2. Add 0.2 mL of tannic acid solution to 14.8 mL of
phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.2. Mix I volume of the
freshly prepared dilution with I volume of the human red
blood cell suspension and incubate at 37°C for 10 min.
Collect the ceUs by centrifugation (800g for 10 min), discard
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the supernatant and washthe cells once with phosphate
buffered saline pH 7.2. Resuspend the tanned cells at
I per cent VIV in phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.2.

Antigen coatlng of tanned hwnan red blood celIs
Take a suitable volwne (V,) of tanned cells, add 0.2 mL of
rubella antigen per 1.0 mL of tanned cells and incubate at
37 'C for 30 min. Collect the cells by centrifugation (800 g
for 10 min) and discard the supernatant. Add a volume of
albumin barbital buffer solution equivalent to the discarded
supernatant, resuspend and collect the cells as described and
repeat the washing procedure. Resuspend with albumin
barbital buffer solution usinga volumeequivalent to 3/4
of V.. thereby obtaining the initial volwne (VJ. Mix 900 J1l.
of albumin barbital buffer solution with I 00 ~L of Vu which
is thereby reduced to the residual volume (~), and
determine the initialabsorbance at 541 nm (A). Dilute ~ by
a factor equal to A usingalbumin barbital buffer solution,
thereby obtaining the final adjusted volwne V, =V, x A of
sensitised human red bloodcells and adjusting A to
1.0 ± 0.1 for a tenfold dilution.

Antibody binding of antigen-coated tanned hwnan red
blood cells
Prepare the following solutions in succession and in
duplicate, usingfor each solution a separate half-micro
cuvette (forexample, disposable type) or test-tube.
(1) Testsolutions. If necessary, adjust the immunoglobulin to
be examined to pH 7.
Where method A is performed, dilute volumes of the
preparation to be examined with albumin barbital buffer to
obtain 30 mg and 40 mg of immunoglobulin and adjust the
volwne to 900 ~L with albwnin barbital buffer.

Where method B is performed) dilute volumes of the
preparation to be examined with albumin barbital buffer to
obtain 15 mg and 30 mg of immunoglobulin and adjust the
volwne to 1200 ~L with albwnin barbital buffer.

(2) Reference solutions. Prepare as for the test solutions using
human immunoglobulin furFeJunaion BRP.
(3) Compiemen: CQllIroi. Albwnin barbital buffer solution.

Where method A is performed, add to each cuvette/test-tube
100 ,..L of sensitised human red blood cells and mixwell.
Allow to stand for 15 min, add I000 ~L of albumin barbital
buffer solution, collect the cells by centrifugation (1000 g for
10 min) of the cuvette/test-tube and remove 1900 ~L of the
supernatant. Replace the 1900 ~L with albwnin barbital
buffer solution and repeat me wholeof the washing
procedure, finally leaving a volwne of 200 J1l.. Test samples
maybe stored in sealedcuvettesltest-tubes at 4 °C for not
longer than 24 h.

Where method B is performed, add to each test-tube 300 ~L

of sensitised human red blood cells and mix well (the final
immunoglobulin concentration is in the range of
10-20 nWmL). Allow to stand for 15 min, add 1500 ~L of
albumin barbital buffer solution and stirgentlyuntil
homogeneous. Collect the cells by centrifugation (1000 g for
10 min) of the test-tube) remove the supernatant and add
approximately 3 mL of albwnin barbital buffer solution.
Repeat thisoperation up to 4 timesin total, leaving a final
volume of 300 pl., Test samples maybe storedin sealed test
tubes at 4 °C fornot longer than 24 h.
Complement..lnldated haemolysis
To measure haemolysis where method A is performed, add
600 ~L of albwnin barbital buffer solution warmed to 37 'C
to the test sample, resuspend the cells carefully by repeated
pipetting (not fewer than 5 times) andplace the cuvette in
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the thermcstatted cuvette holderof a spectrophotometer.
After 2 min, add 200 pL of diluted guinea-pig complement
(125-200 CH,clmL), mix thoroughly by pipening twice and
start immediately after the second pipetting the time
dependent recording of absorbance at 541 om) using
albumin barbital buffer solutionas the compensation liquid.
Stop the measurement if absorbance as a function of time
has clearly passed the inflexion point.
To measure haemolysis where method B is performed, add
900 ~L of albumin barbital buffer solution warmed to 37 'C
to each test-tube and resuspend the cells carefully by
repeated pipetting (not fewer than5 times). The microtitre
platemust be prewanned to 37°C before starting the test.
Transfer 240 ilL of each solution into 4 microtitre plate wells
then incubate the microplate at 37°C for6 min, stirring
gently every 10 s. To each nticrotitre plate well add 60 J1l. of
diluted guinea-pig complement (150 CH,clmL). Mix for 10 s
and immediately start recording the absorbance at 541 nm at
37°C, measuring every 20 s. Stop the measurement if the
absorbance as a function of time has clearly passed the
inflexion point.

Evaluadon
For eachcuvette!test-tubelwell, determine the slope (S) of
the haemolysis curve at the approximate inflexion point by
segmenting the steepest section in suitable timeintervals (for
example, AI = 1 min), and calculate S between adjacent
intersection points, expressed as AA perminute. The largest
value for S serves as Sexp. In addition) determine the
absorbance at the start of measurement (A,) by extrapolating
the curve, whichis almost linear andparallel to the timeaxis
within the first few minutes. Correct Sexp using the
expression:

Calculate the arithmetic mean of the values of S' foreach
preparation (test andreference solution). Calculate the index
of Fe function (IF.;) from the expression:

I _100x(Si-Si,)
Fc- S'.-S'. ,

Sf arithmt:tic meanof the corrected slope[or Ihepreparation to be
examinedj

s: arithmetic meanof the corrected slope for thereference
preparation;

Sf arithmt:tic meanof the corrected slopefor thecomplement
control.

Calculate the index of Fe function for the preparation to be
examined: the value is not less than thatstated in the leaflet
accompanying the reference preparation.

C2. Test for Andcomplementary Acdvity of
Immunoglobulin
(Ph. Bur. method 2.6.17)

For the measurement of anticomplementary activity (ACA)
of immunoglobulin, a defined amount of test material
(10 mg of immunoglobulin) is incubated with a defined
amount of guinea-pig complement (20 CHso) and the
remaining complement is titrated; the anticomplementary
activity is expressed as the percentage consumption of
complement relative to the complement control considered as
100 per cent.
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The haemolytic unit of complement activity (CH50) is the
amountof complement that, in the given reaction conditions,
will produce the lysis of 2.5 x 10· out of a total of 5 x 10·
optimally sensitised red blood cells.

Magnesium and calcium stock solution Dissolve
1.103 g of calcium chloride Rand 5.083 g of magnesium
chloride R in water R and dilute to 25 mL with the same
solvent.
Barbital buffer stock solution Dissolve 207.5 g of sodium
chloride Rand 25.48 g of barbital sodium R in 4000 mL of
waUl' R and adjust to pH 7.3 using 1 M hydrochlori< acid.
Add 12.5 mL of magnesium and calcium stock solution and
dilute to 5000 mL with waterR. Filter through a membrane
filter (nominal pore size 0.22 1'111). Store at 4 'C in glass
containers.
Gelatin solution Dissolve 12.5 g of gelatin R in about
800 mL of waterR and heat to boiling in a water-bath. Cool
to 20 'C and dilute to 10 L with waUl' R. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.22 urn). Store at 4°C.
Use clearsolutions only.
Citrate solution Dissolve 8.0 g of sodium citrate R, 4.2 g of
sodium chloride Rand 20.5 g ofgluCQse R in 750 mL of
waterR. Adjust to pH 6.1 using a 100 gIL solutionof citric
acidmonohydmte R and dilute to 1000 mL with water R.
Gelatill barbital buller solulioll Add 4 volumes of
gelatin solution to I volume of barbital buffer stock solution
and mix. Adjust to pH 7.3, ifnecessary, using 1 M sodium
hydroxide or 1 M hydrochloric acid. Maintain at 4 ·C. Prepare
fresh solutionsdaily.
Stabilised sheep blood Collect I volume of sheep blood
into I volume of citrate sotutionand mix. Store at 4 °C for
net less than 7 days and not more than 28 days. (Stabilised
sheep blood and sheep red blood cells are available from a
numberof commercial sources.)
Haemolys"n Antiserum against sheep red blood cells
prepared in rabbits. (Such antisera areavailable from a
numberof commercial sources.)
GUJ·nea-jn"g complement Prepare a pool of serumfrom
the blood of not fewer than 10 guinea-pigs. Separate the
serumfrom the cloned blood by centrifugation at about
4°C. Store the serumin small amounts below -70°C.

METHOD
Preparation of standardised 5 per cent sheep red blood
cell suspension
Separate sheep red blood cells by centrifuging an appropriate
volumeof stabilised sheep blood and wash the cells at least
3 times with gelatin barbital buffer solutionand prepare a
5 per cent VIV suspension in the same solution. Measure the
cell densityof the suspension as follows: add 0.2 mL to
2.8 mL of waterR and centrifuge the lysedsolution for 5 min
at 1000g; the ceU density is suitable if the absorbance
(2.2.25) of the supernatant at 541 om is 0.62 ± 0.01.
Correct the cell density by adding gelatin barbital buffer
solutionaccording to the followingequation:

Vi xA
Vr = 0.62

VI finaladjus[ed volume;
V, the initial volume;
A absorbance of the original suspension at 541 nm.

The adjusted suspension containsabout I x 109 cells/mL.

Haemolysin titration
Prepare haemolysin dilutions as shown inTable 2.6.17.-1.
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Table 2.6.17.-1

Required Prepared using
dilution of
haemolysln

Geladn blll'bltal
Hoemolysln

butTersolution

Volume Dilution Volume
(mL) (1/...) (mL)

7.5 0.65 undiluted 0.1

10 0.90 undiluted 0.1

75 1.80 7.5 0.2

100 1.80 10 0.2

150 1.00 75 1.0

200 1.00 100 1.0

300 1.00 150 1.0

400 1.00 200 1.0

600 1.00 300 1.0

.00 1.00 400 1.0

1200 1.00 600 1.0

1600 1.00 .00 1.0
2400 1.00 1200 1.0

3200· 1.00 1600 1.0

4800" 1.00 2400 1.0

,. discard 1.0 mL of the mixture.

Add 1.0 mL of 5 per cent sheep red blood cell suspension to
each tube of the haemolysin dilution series, starting at the
Ins dilution) and mix. Incubate at 37°C for 30 min.
Transfer 0.2 mL of each of these" incubated mixtures to new
tubes and add 1.10 mL of gelatin barbital buffer solution and
0.2 mL of diluted guinea-pig complement (for
example, 1/150). Perform this in duplicate.

As the unhaemolysed cell control, prepare 3 tubes with
1.4 mL of gelatin barbital buffer solution and 0.1 mL of
S per cent sheep red blood cell suspension.
As the fully haemolysed control, prepare 3 tubes with 1.4 mL
of water Rand 0.1 mL of 5 per cent sheep red cell
suspension.
Incubate all tubes at 37°C for 60 min and centrifuge at
1000 g for 5 min. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the
supernatants at 541 om and calculate the percentage degree
of haemolysis in each tubeusing the following expression:

A. -A, x 100
A,-A1

All absorbance of tubeswithhaemolysin dilution;
A, meanabsorbance of the 3 rubeswith fun haemclysis;
AI meanabsorbance of the 3 oobes with no haemolysis.

Plot the percentage degree of haemclysis as the ordinate
against the corresponding reciprocal valueof the haemolysin
dilutionas the abscissa on linear graph paper. Determine the
optimal dilution of the haemolysin from the graph by
inspection. Select a dilution such thatfurther increase in the
amount of haemolysin does not cause appreciable change in
the degree of haemolysis. This dilution is definedas
I minimal haemolytic unit (I MHU) in 1.0 mL. The optimal
haemolytic haemolysin dilution for preparation of sensitised
sheep red blood cells contains 2 MHU/mL.
The haemolysin titration is not valid unless the maximum
degree of haemolysis is 50 per cent to 70 per cent. If the
maximum degree of haemolysis is not in thisrange, repeat
the titration with more or less diluted complement solution.
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Test for anticomplementary activity
Prepare a complement dilution having 100 CH,oImL by
diluting titrated guinea-pig complement with gelatin barbital
buffer solution. Depending on the immunoglobulin to be
examined and based on validation data, a pH adjustment to
7 may be necessary. Prepare incubation mixtures as follows
for an immunoglobulin containing SO rng/rnl.:

Preparation of optimised sensitised sheep red blood
cells (haemolytic system)
Prepare an appropriate volwne of diluted haemolysin
containing 2 MHU/mL and an equal volwne of standardised
5 per cent sheep red hlood cell suspension. Add the
haemolysin diJution to the standardised cell suspension and
mix. Incubate at 37°C for 15 min, store at 2 °C to 8 °C and
use within 6 h.

Titration of complement
Prepare an appropriate dilution of complement (for
example 11250) with gelatin barbital buffer solution and
perform the titration in duplicate as shown in
Table 2.6.17.-2.

Table 2.6.17.-2

Table 2.6.17.-3

Immunoglobulin (50 mgImL)

Gelatin barbital buffer

Complement

Immunoglobulin
to be examined

0.2mL

0.6mL

0.2mL

CODlplernentconuol
(In dupUcate)

0.8mL

0.2mL

Tube nwnber

I

2

3.
4

s

•
7

8

•
10

II

12

3 tubes as cell control
atO per cent
hacmolysls

3 tubes at
100 per cent
haemolysis

Volwne of diluted
complement

(for example InSO)(mL)

0.1

0.2
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.s
0.7

0.8

0.'
1.0
1.1

1.2

Volwne of gelatin
barbital butrer solution

(mL)

1.2

1.1

1.0

0.'
0.8

0.7

0.•

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2
0.1

1.3

1.3 mL or water

Cany out the test on the immunoglobulin to be examined
and prepare ACA negative and positive controls using human
immunoglobulin for anucomplementary activityBRP, as
indicated in the leaflet accompanying the reference
preparation. Higher or lower volumes of sample and of
gelatin barbital buffer solution are added if the
immunoglobulin concentration varies from 50 mg/ml.; for
example) 0.47 mL of gelatin barbital buffer solution is added
to 0.33 mL of immunoglobulin containing 30 mglmL to give
0.8 mL. Close the rubes and incubate at 37°C for 60 min.
Add 0.2 mL of each incubation mixture to 9.8 mL of gelatin
barbital buffer solution to dilute the complement. Perform
complement titrations on each tube as described above to
determine the remaining complement activity
(Table 2.6.17.-2). Calculate the anticomplementary activity
of the preparation to be examined relative to the complement
control considered as 100 per cent, using the following
expression:

a-b
x l OO

a

Add 0.2 mL of sensitised sheep red blood cells to each rube,
mix well and incubate at 37°C Cor 60 min. Cool the tubes in
an ice-bath and centrifuge at 1000 g for 5 min. Measure the
absorbance of the supernatant at 541 nm and calculate the
degree of haemolysis (Y) using the foUowing expression:

A.. absorbance oftubes 1 to 12;
Ab mean absorbanceof tubes with 100 per cent haemolysui
AI mean absorbance of cell conlrOls with 0 per cent hlleJDolysis.

Plot YI( 1-1') as the abscissa against the amount of diluted
complement in millilitres as the ordinate on log-log graph
paper. Fit the best line to the points and determine me
ordinate for the 50 per cent haemolytic complement dose
where Y/(I - Y) = 1.0. Calculate the activity in
haemolytic units (CH,oImL) using the following expression:

Cd reciprocal value of the complement dilution;
C.. volume of diluted complement resulting in 50 per cent

haemolysis. in millilitres;
5 scaling factor to take account of the nwnber of red blood cells.

The test is not valid unless the plot is a straight line between
15 per cent and 85 per cent haemolysis and the slope is
0.15 to 0.40, andpreferably 0.18 to 0.30.

tI mean complement activity (CHsdmL) of complement control;
b complement activity (CHso'mL) of tested sample.

The test is not valid unless:
- the anticomplementary activities found for ACA negative

control and ACA positive control are within the limits
stated in the leaflet accompanying the reference
preparation;

- the mean complement activity of complement control (a)
is in the range 80 CH,oImL to 120 CH,oImL.

C3. Assay ofHuman And-D Immunoglobulin
(Ph. Bur. me/hod 2.7.13)

METHOD A
The potency of human anti-D immunoglobulin is determined
by comparing the. quantity necessary to produce agglutination
of D-positive red blood cells with the quantity of a reference
preparation, calibrated in International Units, required to
produce the same effect.

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Reference Preparation.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Reference Preparation IS stated by the World Health
Organization.

Human anti-D immunoglobuh'n BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard and intended for use in the assay of human anti-D
immunoglobulin.

Use pooled D-positive red blood cells, collected not more
than 7 days earlier and suitably stored) obtained from not
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fewer than 4 group 0 R1R1 donors.To a suitable volume of
the cells, previously washed 3 times witha 9 gILsolution of
sodium chloride R, add an equal volumeof bromelains
solution R, allow to stand at 37 °C for 10 min, centrifuge,
remove die supernatant and wash3 times whh a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R. Suspend20 volumes of the red
blood cells in a mixture of 15 volumes of inertserum,
20 volumes of a 300 gIL solution of bovine albumin R and
45 volumes of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R. Stand the
resulting suspension in iced water, stirring continuously.
Using a calibrated automated dilutor, prepare suitable
dilutions of the preparation to be examined and of the
reference preparation using as diluenta solution containing
5 gIL of bovine albumin Rand 9 gIL of sodium chloride R.
Use a suitable apparatus for automatic continuousanalysis.
The following protocol is usually suitable: maintain the
temperature in the manifold, except for the incubation coils,
at 15.0 "C. Pump into the manifold of the apparatus the red
blood cell suspension at a rate of 0.1 mUmin and a 3 gIL
solution of melhylcellulou 450 R at a rate of 0.05 mllmin.
Introduce the dilutions of the preparation to be examined
and the reference preparation at a rate of 0.1 mUmin for
2 min, followedby the diluentsolution at a rateof
0.1 mIJmin for 4 min beforethe next dilution is introduced.
Introduce airat a rate of 0.6 mUmin. Incubate at 37°C for
18 min and thendisperse the rouleaux by introducing at a
rate of 1.6 mllmin a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R
containing a suitable wetting agent (for example,
polysorbate 20 R at a final concentration of 0.2 gIL) to prevent
disruption of the bubblepattern. Allow the agglutinates to
settle and decant twice, fir&t at 0.4 mIJmin and then at
0.6 mUmin. Lyse the unagglutinated red blood cells with a
solution containing 5 gIL of ocraxinol lOR, 0.2 gIL of
potassium femcyonide R, 1 gIL of sodium hydrogen carbonate R
and 0.05 gIL of potassium cyanide R at a rate of 2.5 mllmin.
A to-minute delaycoil is introduced to allow for conversion
of the haemoglobin. Continuously record the absorbance
(2.2.25) of the haemolysate at a wavelength between 540 urn
and 550 nm. Determine the range of antibody concentrations
over which there is a linear relationship between the
concentration and the resultant changein absorbance (M).
From the results, prepare a standard curve and use the linear
portionof the curve to determine the activity of the
preparation to be examined.
Calculate the potencyof the preparation to be examined
using the usual statistical methods (5.3).

METHODB
The potencyof human anti-D inununoglobulin is determined
bycompetitive enzyme-linked immunoassay on erythrocyte
coatedmicrotitre plates. The method is basedon the
competitive binding between a polyclonal anti-D
immunoglobulin preparation and a biotinylated monoclonal
anti-D antibody directed against a D-antigen-specific epitope.
The activity of the preparation to be examined is compared
with a reference preparation calibrated in International Units.
The International Unit is the activity of a stated amount of
International Reference Preparation. The equivalence in
International Units of the International Reference
Preparation is statedby the World Health Organization.
Human ami-D immunoglobuHn BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard and intended for use in the assay of human anti-D
immunoglobulin.
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MATERIALS
Reagents not specifiedareof analytical grade.
PBS (Phosphate-buffered saline) Dissolve 8.0 g of
sodium chloride R, 0.76 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen
phosphore R, 0.2 g of potassium chloride R, 0.2 g of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate Rand 0.2 g of sodium aeide R in water R
and dilute to 1000 mL with the same solvent.
TBS (Tria-buffered saline) Dissolve 8.0 g of sodium
chloride Rand 0.6 g of tris(hydroxymelhyQaminomethane R in
waterR. Adjust to pH 7.2 with 1 M hydrochloric acid and
dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
Papain solution Prepare a solutionby stirring 1 g of
papoin R at 37 "C for 30 min in 10 mL of 0.067 M phosphote
buffer solution pH 5.4 R, centrifuge at 10 000 g for 5 min and
filter through a membrane filter (nominalporesize 0.22 um).
To activate,combine I mL of the filtrate with 1 mLof a
48.44 gIL solution of L-eysteine Rand 1 mL of a 3.72 gIL
solutionof sodium edetate R and dilute to 10 mL with
0.067 M phosphate blf!fer solution pH 5.4 R. Freeze in aliquots
at -20°C or below.
Red blood cells Use pooled D-positive red blood cells
obtained from not fewer than 3 group 0 R,Rz donors. Wash
the cells 4 times with PBS. Centrifuge the cells at 1800 g for
5 min, mix a suitablevolume of prewanned packed cells with
a suitable volumeof prewanned papain solution (2 volumes
to I volumehas been found suitable) and incubate at 37°C
for 10 min. Wash the cells 4 times with PBS. Storeat 4 °C
in an appropriate stabiliser for up to I week.
Biotinylated Brad-S Use according to instructions.
Alhahne phosphatase-conjugated a",'dinlstrejJkn,,'din
reagent Preferably modified to combine high specific
activity with low non-specific binding. Use according to
instructions.
Substrate solution Use para-nitrophenyl phosphate
according to instructions.
CeUfixation btiffer Dissolve 18.02 g of glucose R, 4.09 g
of wdium chloride R, 1.24 g of boric acid R, 10.29 g of sodium
citrote R and 0.74 g of sodium edetare R in water R. Adjust to
pH 7.2-7.3 using I M sodium hydroxide or I M hydrochloric
acid, and dilute to 1000 mL with water R. Use directly from
storage at 4°C.
Glutaraldehyde solution Immediately beforeuse, add
750 Il1. of a 250 gIL solution of glutaraldehyde R to 50 mL of
cold PBS.

Mkrotitre plates Plates to be coated with red blood cells
are flat-bottomed polystyrene plates withsurface properties
optimised forenzyme immunoassay and high protein-binding
capacity. Plates used to prepare immunoglobulin dilutions
are U- or V-bottomed polystyrene or poly(vinylchloride)
plates.

METHOD
Prepare a 0.1 per cent VIV suspension of papain-treated red
blood cells in cold cell-fixation buffer. Pipette 50 ~L into
each well of the flat-bottomed microtitre plate.
Centrifuge the plate at 350 g for 3 min, preferably at 4 "C.
Without removing the supernatant, gentlyadd 100 J.lL of
glutaraldehyde solution to each well and leave for 10 min.
Drain the wells by quickly inverting the plate and wash
3 times with 250-300 ~L of PBS. This may be done
manually or using a suitable automated platewasher. Either
carry out the assayas described below, or store the plate at
4 "C afier draining off the PBS and adding 100 Il1. of cell
fixationbuffer per. well and sealing with plastic film, Plates
can be storedat 4 °C for up to 1month;
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Test solutions For freeze-dried preparations, reconstitute
as stated on the label. Prepare 4 independent replicates of
5 serial 2-fold dilutions starting with 30 IU/mL in PBS
containing 10 gIL of bouine albumin R. If necessary, adjust
the starting dilution to obtainresponses falling in me linear
portionof the dose-response curve.
Reference solutions Reconstitute the reference
preparation according to instructions. Prepare 4 independent
replicates of 5 serial 2-fold dilutions starting with 30 IU/mL
in PBS containing 10 gIL of bovine albumin R..
Using U- or V-bottomed microtitre plates, add 35 p.L of each
of the dilutions of me test solution or reference solution to
each of a series of wells. To each well add35 J.lL of
biotinylated Brad-5 at 250 ngimL.

Empty the wells of the red cell-coated plate by inverting and
draining on a paper towel. Add 250 1'1. of PBS containing
20 gIL of bovine albumin R and leave at room temperature for
30 min.

Empty the wells of the red cell-coated plate by inverting and
draining on a papertowel and transfer SO J.lL from each of
the dilutions of the test solution or reference solution
containing biotinylated Brad-5 into the wells. Use 50 1'1. of
PBS containing 10 gILof boume albumin R as negative
control. Seal the platewith plastic film and incubate at room
temperature for 1 h.
Remove the liquid from the wells of the red cell-coated plate
and wash 3 times with 250-300 ~L of TBS.

Dilute the alkaline phosphatase-conjugated avidin/streptavidin
reagent in TBS containing 10 gIL of bovine albumin R and
add 50 J.1L to each well. Incubate for 30 min at room
temperature.

Remove the liquid from the wells of the red cell-coatedplate
and wash 3 times with 250-300 ~L ofTBS.

Add 100 J.1L of substrate solution to each of the wells and
incubate at room temperature for 10 min in me dark.
To stop the reaction, add 50 JlL of 3 M sodium hydroxide to
each of the wells.
Measure the absorbances at 405 nm and substract the
negative control reading. Use the absorbance valuesin the
linear range of the titration curve to estimate the potencyof
the preparation to be examined by the usual statistical
methods (5.3).

METHODe
The potency of human anti-D immunoglobulin is determined
by flow cytometry in a microtitre plate format. The method
is based on the specificbindingbetween anti-D
immunoglobulin and D-positive red blood cells. The activity
of the preparation to be examined is compared with a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units.
The International Unit is the activity of a statedamount of
International Reference Preparation. The equivalence in
International Units of the International Reference preparation
is stated by the World Health Organization.
Human ami-D immunoglobuli'n BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard and intended for use in the assay of human anti-D
immunoglobulin.

MATERIALS
Reagents not specified are of analytical grade.
PBS Dissolve 8.0 g of sodium ,hlaride R, 0.76 g of disodium
hydrogen phosphore dodecahydrate R, 0.2 g of potassium
chloride Rand 0.2 g ofpotassium dihydrogen phosphore R in
waterR and dilute to 1000 mL with the same solvent.
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PBS-BSA solution PBS containing 10.0 gIL of bovine
albumin R.
Red blood cells Use D-positive red blood cells obtained
from a group 0 R1R1 donor within 2 weeksof collection.
Store if necessary in an appropriate stabiJiser at 4°C. Wash
the cells at least twice with PBS-BSA solution and prepare a
suspension containing 1 x 104 cells per microlitre but not
more man 5 x 104 cells per microlitte in PBS-BSAsolution.
Use D-negativered blood cells obtainedfrom a group 0 rr
donor and prepared similarly.
Secondary antibody Use a suitable fluorescent dye
conjugated anti-IgGantibody fragment specificfor human
IgG or pans of it. Store and use according to the
manufacturer's instructions.
MI·crotitres plates Use flat-bottomed plateswithout
surface treatment for enzyme immunoassays.

METHOD
Test solutions For freeze-dried preparations, reconstitute
as stated on the label. Prepare at least 3 independent
replicates of at least3 serial 1.5- or 2-fold dilutions starting
with a concentration in the range of 1.2-0.15 IU/mL using
PBSIBSA solution as diluent. If necessary, adjust the starting
dilution to obtain responses falling in the linear portionof the
dose-response curve,

Reference solutions Reconstirute me reference
preparation according to instructions. Prepare at least
3 independent replicates of at least 3 serial 1.5- or 2-fold
dilutions starting with a concentration in the range of
1.2-0.15 IU/mL using PBS-BSA solution as diluent.
If necessary, adjust the starting dilution to obtain responses
falling in the linearportion of the dose-response curve.
Distribute 50 ~L of the D-positive red blood cells into each
well of a microtitre plate. Add 50 ~L of each of the dilutions
of the test solution or reference solution to each of a seriesof
wells. Use 50 1'1. of PBS-BSA solution as negative control.
Distribute 50 JlL of the D-negativered blood cells into
4 wells of the Same microtitre plate and add 50 ~L of the
lowest dilutionof the test preparation. To monitorspurious
reactions, distribute 50 JlL of the D-positivered blood cells
into 4 wells of the same microtitre plate and add 50 JlL of
PBS-BSA solution. Seal with plastic film and incubate at
37°C for 40 min.

Centrifuge the plates at 50 g for 3 min, discard the
supernatant and wash the cells with 200-250 ~L of PBS-BSA
solution. Repeat this at least once.
Centrifuge the plates at 50 g for 3 min, discard the
supernatant and add 50 ~L of the secondary antibody diluted
with PBS-BSA solution to a suitable protein concentration.
Seal with plasticfilm and incubate, protected fromlight, at
room temperature for 20 min.
Centrifuge the plates at 50 g for 3 min, discard the
supernatant and wash the cells with 200-250 ~L of PBS-BSA
solution. Repeat this at least once.
Centrifuge the plates at 50 g for 3 min, resuspend the cells
into 200-250 ~L of PBS. Transfer the cell suspension into a
tube suitable for the flow-cyromerry equipment available and
further dilute by adding PBS to allow a suitable flow rate.

Proceed immediately with measurement of the median
fluorescence intensity in a flow cytometer. Record at least
10 000 events withoutgatingbut excluding debris.
Use the median fluorescence intensity in the linear range of
the dose-response cUIVe to estimate me potencyof the
preparation to be examined by the usual statistical methods
(5.3).
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If using stored cells, wash the cells at least twice in PBS or
until the supernatant is clear before proceeding.

Microtitre ptates Use v-bottomed rigid microtitre plates.

Reference standards Immunoglobulin {ami-D antibodies
test) BRP and Immunoglobulin (anri-D antibodies test nega#ve
control) BRP are suitable for use as the positive control and
negative control, respectively.

METiiOD
The test described in this chapter is performed at room
temperature On the positive control solutions, the negative
control solutions and the test solutions at the same time and
under identical conditions.

Reference solutlons Reconstitute the positive control and
the negative control according to the instructions.
The inununoglobulin G (lgG) concentration is 50 gIL in
each of the reconstituted preparations. Make a 2-fold dilution
of each reconstituted preparation with PBS-BSA solution to
obtain solutions containing IgG at 25 gIL. Prepare 7 further
serial 2-fold dilutions of each preparation using PJJS-BSA
solution to extend the dilution range to 1/256

C4. Test for Anti-D Antibodies in Human
lnununog\obulln
(ph. Eur. method 2.6.26)

MATERIALS
Phosphore-buffered saline (PBS) Dissolve 8.0 g of
sodium chloride R, 0.76 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen
phosphate R, 0.2 g of po/ossium chloride Rand 0.2 g of
potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in water Rand dilute 10

1000 mL with the same solvent. If the solution has to be
kept for several days, 0.2 g of sodium azideR may be added
in order to avoid microbial contamination.

PBS-BSA solution PBS containing 2 gIL of bOfJine
albumin R (Cabo Fraction V, for BUSA). Store the solution
at 2-8 °C but allow it to reach 19~25 °C before use.

Papain solution Use serological-grade papain from a
commercial source, the activity of which has been validated.

Red blood cells Use pooled D-positive red blood cells
from not fewer than 3 donors, preferably of group OR2R2 •

Dcpositive red blood cells may also be obtained from OR,R,
or OR1R2 donors. Mixing phenotypes has not been tested
and is therefore not recommended.

Use pooled D-negative red blood cells, preferably from
3 donors of group Orr. When only J donor of group Orr is
available) D-negative red blood cells from only 1 donor may
be used.

Wash the cells 4 times with PBS or until the supernatant is
clear. Each wash consists of suspending the cells in a
minimum of 2 volwnes of PBS, centrifuging the cells at
1800 g for 5 min to pack, and discarding the supernatant.
Treat me packed cells with papain solution according to the
manufacturer's instructions and wash the cells 4 times with
PBS.

Red blood cells may be stored for not more than 1 week in a
preservative solution at 2-8 °C. A preparation of the
following composition is appropriate:

Trisodium citrate
n-glucese
Citric acid
Sodium chloride
Inosine
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
Chloramphenicol
Neomycin sullate

8"'"20 ".,.
0,5 ".,.
4.2 ".,.

0.938 gIL... ".,.
0.34 oIL
0.1 ".,.

(0. J95 gIL IgG)' Add 20 ~L of each dilution of each
preparation in duplicate to the microtitre plate.

Test solutions Dilute the preparation to be examined with
PBS-BSA solution to obtain a starting IgG concentration of
25 gIL. For 50 gIL preparations, this is a 2-fold dilution;
adjust the dilution factor accordingly for preparations with an
IgG concentration other than 50 gIL to obtain a starting
concentration of 25 gIL for testing. This 25 gIL solution is
assigned a nominal 2-fold dilution factor for comparison with
the reference solutions, even if this does not reflect the true
dilution factor used to achieve 25 gIL. Prepare 7 further
serial 2-fold dilutions of the preparation using PBS-BSA
solution to extend the nominal dilution range to 1/256
(0. J95 gIL IgG) for comparison with the reference
preparations over the same IgG concentration range.
Add 20 ~L of each dilution in duplicate to the microritre
plate.

Prepare 3 per cent VIV suspensions of papain-treated
D-positive (preferably OR2R2, but OR1R1 or OR 1R2 may
also be used) and Dcnegative (Orr) red blood cells in PBS
BSA solution. Add 20 ~L ofD-positive red blood cells 10 J
dilution series of each of the preparation to be examined, the
positive control and the negative control, and 20 J.1L of
D-negative red blood cells to the other dilution series.
Mix by shaking the plate on a shaker for 10 s (or until the
cells are resuspended).

Centrifuge the plate at 80 g at room temperature for 1 min
to pack the cells. Place the plate at an angle of approximately
70°. Read after 4-5 min or when the negative controls (D
negative red blood cells and negative control solution) have
streamed. A cell button at the bottom of the well indicates a
positive result. A stream of cells represents a negative result.

Record the endpoint titre as the reciprocal of the highest
dilution that gives rise to a positive result.

The positive control has a nominal titre of 8 and the negative
controls (D-negative red blood cells and negative control
solution) must not show agglutination at the starting dilution
of 1 in 2. Users must validate their own test conditions, and
investigate their assay conditions and reagents in the event of
results being significantly different from those expected,
Failure to obtain negative reactions with the negative controls
may indicate that, for example, insufficient time has elapsed
for the cells to stream, or that reagents have been used
directly fro~ cold storage.

The titre of the preparation to be examined must not be
greater than the titre of the positive control when both
preparations are titrated from 25 gIL.

CS. Anti-A and Anti-B Haemagglutinins
(ph. Bur. merhod 2.6.20)

METiiOD A: INDIRECT METiiOD
Prepare in duplicate serial dilutions of the preparation to be
examined in a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R. To each
dilution of 1 series add an equal volwne of a 5 per cent VIV
suspension of group AI red blood cells previously washed
3 times with the sodiwn chloride solution. To each dilution
of the other series add an equal volume of a 5 per cent VIV
suspension of group B red blood cells previously washed
3 times with the sodiwn chloride solution. Incubate the
suspensions at 37°C for 30 min then wash the cells 3 times
with the sodium chloride solution. Leave the cells in contact
with a polyvalent anti-human globulin reagent for 30 min.
Without centrifuging, examine each suspension for
agglutination under a microscope.
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If using stored cells, wash the cells at least twice in PBS or
until the supernatant is clear before proceeding.

Mlcrotitre plates Use V-bottomed rigid microtitre plates.

Reference standards Immunoglobulin (anti-A, anti-B
antibodies res, pori""" control) BRP and Immunoglobulin (anti
A, ami-B antibodies test negative control) BRP are suitable for
use as the positive control and negative control, respectively,
and should be used as guides for operators establishing and
performing the direct method for anti-A and anti-B
haemagglutinins.

Immunoglobulin for anti-A and ami-B antibodies timit test BRP
defines the recommended maximum limits permissible for
batches of human immunoglobulin and must be used only
for comparison with batches of human immunoglobulin that
have higher titres than the positive control.

METHOD
The test described in this chapter is performed at room
temperature on the positive control solutions, the negative
control solutions and the test solutions at the same time and
under identical conditions. Whenever necessary, a further test
is performed with Immunoglobuh"n for anti-A and anti-B
antibodies limittest BRP.

Reference solutions Reconstitute the positive control and
the negative control according to the instructions.
The immunoglobulin G (lgG) concentration is 50 f!IL in
each of the reconstituted preparations. Make Ii 2-fold dilution

METHOD B: DIRECT METHOD
MATERIALS
Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) Dissolve 8.0 g of
sodium chloride R, 0.16 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen
phosphate R, 0.2 g of potassium chloride R and 0.2 g of
potassium dihydrogen phosphore R in water R and dilute to
1000 mL with the same solvent. If the solution has to be
kept for several days, 0.2 g of sodium azideR may be added
in order (Q avoid microbial contamination.

PBS-BSA solution PBS containing 2 f!IL of bovine
albumin R (Cohn Fraction V, for ELISA). Store the solution
at 2-8 °C but allow it to reach 19-25 °C before use.

Papain solut,'on Use serological-grade papain from a
commercial source, the activity of whichhas been validated.

Red blood cells Use pooled D-negative AI (Alrr),
D-negative B (Brr) and D-negalive 0 (Orr) red blond cells
from preferably 3 donors. When Immunoglobulin for anti-A
and ami-B antibodies limit test BRP is used, 3 donors are [Q be
used. A2 red blood cells are not recommended as they give
weaker reactions.
Wash the cells 4 times with PBS or until the supernatant is
clear. Each wash consists of suspending the cells in a
minimum of 2 volumes of PBS, centrifuging the cells at
1800 g for' 5 min to pack, and discarding the supernatant.
Treat the-packed cells with papain solution according to the
manufacturer's instructions and wash the cells 4 times with
PBS.

Red blood cells may be stored for not more than 1 week in a
preservative solution at 2-8 DC. A preparation of the
following composition is appropriate:

Trisodium citrate
p-gluccse
Citric acid
Sodium chloride
Inosine
Adenosine mphosphate (ATP)
Chloramphenicol
Neomycin sulfate

8 gIL
20 gIL

0.5 gIL
4.2 g/L

0.938 gIL
0.4 gIL

0.34 g/L
0.1 gIL

of each reconstituted preparation with PBS-BSA solution to
obtain solutions containing 19G at 25 f!IL. Prepare 1 further
serial 2-fold dilutions of each preparation using PBS-BSA
solution to extend the dilution range 10 1/256 (0.195 f!IL
IgG). Add 20 ~L of each dilution of each preparation in
triplicate to the micro titre plate.

Test solutions Dilute the preparation to be examined with
PBS-BSA solution to obtain a starting IgG concentration of
25 f!IL. For 50 f!IL preparations, this is a 2-fold dilution;
adjust the dilution factor accordingly for preparations with an
IgG concentration other than 50 gIL to obtain a starting
concentration of 25 f!IL for testing, This 25 f!IL solution is
assigned a nominal 2-fold dilution factor for comparison with
the reference solutions, even if this does not reflect the true
dilution factor used to achieve 25 gIL. Prepare 7 further
serial 2-fold dilutions of the preparation using PBS-BSA
solution to extend the nominal dilution range to 1/256
(0.195 f!IL 19G) for comparison with the reference
preparations over the same IgG concentration range.
Add 20 J.lL of each dilution in triplicate to the microtitre
plate.

For preparations with an IgG concentration lower than
25 gI4 dilute to a starting concentration corresponding to
the nearest lower concentration of the reference solutions.
This solution is assigned the same nominal dilution factor as
the corresponding reference soJution having the same IgG
concentration. Proceed with the preparation of the
appropriate 2-fold dilution series as described above.

Prepare 3 per cent VIV suspensions of papain-treated
D-negative AI> B and 0 red blond cells in PBSIBSA
solution. Add 20 II!. of D-negative AI> B and 0 red blood
ceUs respectively to the I", the 2nd and the 3m dilution series
of each of the preparation to be examined, the positive
control and the negative control. Mix by sbaking the plate on
a shaker for 10 s (or until the cells are resuspended).

Centrifuge the plate at 80 g at room temperature for 1 min
to pack the cells. Place the plate at an angle of approximately
70 D. Read after 4-5 min or when the negative controls (D
negative 0 red blood ceUsand negative control solution)
have streamed. A cell button at the bottom of the well
indicates a positive result. A stream of cells represents a
negative result.

Record. the endpoint titre as the reciprocal of the highest
dilution that gives rise to a positive result.

The positive control has nominal anti-A and anti-B titres of
32 (range 32-64 for anti-A; range 16-32 for anti-B) and the
negative controls (D-negative 0 red blood cells and negative
control solution) must not show agglutination at the starting
dilution of 1 in 2. Users must validate their own test
conditions, and investigate their assay conditions and
reagents in the event of results being significantly different
from those expected. Failure to obtain negative reactions
with the negative controls may indicate that, for example,
insufficient time has elapsed for the cells to stream, or that
reagents have been used directly from cold storage.

If the nominal anti-A or anti-B titre of the preparation to be
examined is greater than the titre of the positive control, the
test preparation is to be compared with Immunoglobulin 1M
ami-A and ami-B antibodies limit test BRP.
The maximum aUowable titre is 64.
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Other blood-related components

D1. Assay ofHuman a-I-proteinase Inhibitor
(Ph. Eur. method2.7.32)
Human ee-l-proteinase inhibitor (also known as «-1
antitrypsin or a-l-antiproteinase) content is determined by
comparing the ability of the preparation to be examined to
inactivate the serine protease elastase (porcine pancreatic
elastase or human neutrophil elastase) with the same ability
of a reference standard of human c-f-prcteinese inhibitor
calibrated in milligrams of active (functional) u-l-proteinase
inhibitor. Varying quantities of the preparation to be
examined are mixed with a given quantity of elastase and the
remaining elastase activity is determined using a suitable'
chromogenic substrate. The method described below is given
as an example.

REAGENTS
Tris-albumin buffer solution Dissolve 24.23 g of
trometamd R in water R, adjust to pH 8.0 ± 0.3 using
hydrochloric acidRI and dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.
To 100 mL of this solution add 0.5 mL of a 20 per cent
solution of humanalbumin R or bwine albumin R.
Buffer solution containing human or bovine albumin must he
prepared fresh on the day of its use; otherwise, it can be
conserved by sterile filtration (0.2 urn) and stored at 2-8 "C
for up to 2 weeks.

METHOD
Prepare 2 series of 4 or 5 dilutions in an appropriate human
«-f-proteinase inhibitor concentration range, for both the
preparation (0 be examined and the reference standard, using
the tris-albumin buffer solution.

Transfer 50 J1L of the reference solution dilutions into the
wells of a microtitre plate and to each well, add 150 !1L of a
porcine pancreatic elastase solution diluted to an appropriate
concentration with the tris-albumin buffer solution. Incubate
for a defined period of time, 3-10 min, at room temperature.
Since the activity of the solutions of me different porcine
pancreatic elastases may vary, the concentration of elastase
can be adjusted by evaluation of blank values containing
elastase but no human a-I-proteinase inhibitor, to exhibit a
suitable change of absorbance at 405 nm under the actual
assay conditions.

Add to each well 100 J.1L of a solution of chromogenic
substrate N-succinyl-ni-L-alanyl 4-p-nitroanilide (Suc-A1a
A1a-Aia-pNA), reconstituted in dimethyl 'ulfoxide R to give a
solution containing 4.5 mglmL, then further diluted with the
tris-albumin buffer solution to a concentration of
0.45 mglmL. Immediately start measurement of the change
in absorbance (2.2.25) at 405 nm using a microtitre plate
reader, continuing the measurement for at least 5 min.
Calculate the tate of change of absorbance (l\AImin).
Alternatively, an end-point assay may be used by stopping
the reaction with acetic acid and measuring the absorbance at
405 om. If the assay is performed in test tubes using
spectrophotometers for monitoring the change in absorbance
at 405 nm, the volumes of reagent solutions are changed
proportionally.

The rate of change of absorbance (ANmin) is inversely
proportional to human n-f-proteinase inhibitor activity.

Check the validity of the assay and calculate the potency of
the test preparation by the usual statistical methods (5.3).
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D2. Assay ofHuman CI-Esterase Inhibitor
(ph. Eur. method 2.7.34)

The human C j-estcrasc inhibitor content of the preparation
to be examined is determined by comparing its ability to
inhibit Cf-esterase with that of a reference preparation
calibrated in International Units. The International Unit is
the activity of a stated amount of the International Standard
for human plasma-derived CI-esterase inhibitor concentrate.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Standard is stated by the World Health Organization.
Varying quantities of the preparation to be examined are
mixed with an excess of C f-esterase and the remaining
CI-esterase activity is determined using a suitable
chromogenic substrate.

Individual reagents may be obtained separately or in
commercial kits. Procedures and reagents may vary between
different kits and the manufacturer's instructions are
followed. The essential features of the procedure are
described in the following example of a micrctitre-plate
kinetic method.

Reconstitute the preparation as stated on the label. Prepare
an appropriate series of at least 3 dilutions, from I IV/mL of
Ct-esterase inhibitor, for both the preparation to be
examined and the reference preparation, using a suitable
pH 7.4 buffer solution containing 9 gIL of sodium chloride R
and either 10 gIL of human albumin R or 10 gIL of bovine
albumin R. Warm all solutions to 37°C. Place a suitable
quantity of I of the dilutions of the reference preparation or
of the preparation to be examined in microtitre plate wells
and incubate at 37°C. To each well add a suitable quantity
of CI-esterase solution and incubate at 37°C for 5 min.
Add an appropriate quantity of a suitable specific
chromogenic substrate such as methoxycarbonyl-L-lysyl(E
benzyloxycarbonyl)-g1ycyl-L-arginine-4-nitroanilide. Read the
rate of increase of absorbance (M/min) at 405 om.
A positive control, using the pH 7.4 buffer solution instead
of the C I-esterase inhibitor, is included. For preparations
that may exhibit proteolytic activity, a test is carried out on a
suitable blank composed of the preparation to be examined,
the pH 7.4 buffer solution and the chromogenic substrate.

Calculate the C f-esterase inhibitor content using the usual
statistical methods, for example slope ratio (5.3).

K. Immunological Products
1. Assay of Diphtberia Vaccine (Adsorbed)
(Ph. Eur. method 2.7.6. An alternative in ww method (Method
B) in which thePOlenCY is determined Irycomparing the dose
necessary to protect guinea-pigs against the lethalefficl of a
subcutaneous inje<lion of dipththeria toxinwith the do,. of a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units necessary to
give thesameprotection isalso dtscn·beJ in the European
Pbarmacopoeia.)

The potency of diphtheria vaccine is determined by
administration of the vaccine to guinea-pigs followed either
by challenge with diphtheria toxin (method A or B) or by
detennination of the titre of antibodies against diphtheria
toxin or toxoid in the serum of guinea-pigs (method. C).
In both cases, the potency of the vaccine is calculated by
comparison with a reference preparation, calibrated in
International Units.

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard) which consists of a
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quantity of diphtheria toxoid adsorbed on aluminium
hydroxide. The equivalence in International Units of the
International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization (WHO).

Diphlhen'a vaccine (adsorbed) BRP is suitable for use as a
reference preparation.

The method. chosen for the assay of diphtheria vaccine
(adsorbed) depends on the intended purpose. Method A
or B is used:

1. during development of a vaccine, to assay batches
produced to validate the production;

2. wherever revalidation is needed following a significant
change in the manufacturing process.

Method A or B may also be used for the routine assay of
batches of vaccine, but in the interests of animal welfare,
method C is used wherever possible.

Method C may be used, except as specified under 1 and 2
above, after verification of the suitability of the method for
the product. For this purpose, a suitable number of batches
(usuaUy 3) are assayed by method C and method A or B.
Where different vaccines (monovalent or combinations) are
prepared from diphtheria toxoid of the same origin) and with
comparable levels (expressed in LUmL) of the same
diphtheria toxoid) suitability demonstrated for the
combination with the highest number of components can be
assumed to be valid for combinations with fewer components
and for monovalent vaccines. Any combinations containing a
whole-cell pertussis component or containing haemophilus
type b conjugate vaccine with diphtheria toxoid or CRM 197
diphtheria protem as carrier in the same vial must always be
assessed separately. .

For combinations containing diphtheria and tetanus
components) the serological assay (method C) can be
performed with the same group of animals used for the
serological assay of the tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8)
when the common inununisation conditions for the
diphtheria and the tetanus components (for example, doses)
duration) have been demonstrated to be valid for the
combined vaccUne.

The design of the assays described below uses multiple
dilutions for the test and reference preparations. Once the
analyst has sufficient experience with this method for a given
vaccine, it is possible to apply a simplified model such as a
single dilution for both test and reference preparations. Such
a model enables ,the analyst to determine whether the
potency of the test preparation is significantly higher than the
minimum required) but does not give infonnation on
linearity) parallelism and the dose-response curve.
The simplified model allows for a considerable reduction in
the number of animals required and must be considered by
each analyst in accordance with the provisions of the
European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate
Animals Used for Experimental and Other Scientific
Purposes.

Where a single-dilution assay is used) production and test
consistency over time are monitored via suitable indicators
and by carrying out a full multiple-dilution assay periodically)
for example every 2 years. For serological assays) suitable
indicators to monitor test consistency are:
~ the mean and standard deviation of relative antitoxin

titres or scores of the serum samples obtained after
administration of a fixed dose of the vaccine reference
preparation;

- the ~otitQlQQ titr~sor Scores of run controls (positive and
negative serum samples);
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~ the ratio of antitoxin titres or scores for the positive serum
control to the serum samples corresponding to the
reference vaccine.

METHOD A, INTRADERMAL CHALLENGE TEST
IN GUINEA-PIGS
SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEST
ANIMALS
Use in the test healthy) white guinea-pigs from the same
stock and of a size suitable for the prescribed number of
challenge sites, the difference in body mass between the
heaviest and the lightest animal being not greater than 100 g.
Use guinea-pigs of the seme sex or with males and females
equally distributed between the groups. Distribute the
guinea-pigs in not fewer than 6 equal groups; use groups
containing a number of animals sufficient to obtain results
that fulfil the requirements for a valid assay prescribed below.
H the challenge toxin to be used has not been shown to be
stable or has not been adequately standardised, include
5 guinea-pigs as unvaccinated controls.

SELECTION OF THE CHAllENGE TOXIN
Select a preparation of diphtheria toxin -contalnlng 67 to
1331r1100 in I U and 25 000 to 50 000 minimal reacting
doses for guinea-pig skin in 1 Lf. If the challenge toxin
preparation has been shown to be stable) it is not necessary
to verify the activity for every assay,

PREPARATION OF THE CHALLENGE TOXIN
SOLUTION
Immediately before use) dilute the challenge toxin with a
suitable diluent to obtain a challenge toxin solution
containing about 0.0512 U in 0.2 mL Prepare from this a
further series of 5 four-fold dilutions containing about
0.0128,0.0032,0.0008,0.0002 and 0.00005 Uin 0.2 ml.,

DILUTION OF THE TEST AND REFERENCE
PREPARATIONS
Using a 9 gIL solution of sodium chlmide R, prepare dilutions
of the vaccine to be examined and of the reference
preparation, such that for each) the dilutions form a series
differing by not mote than 2.5-fold steps and in which the
intermediate dilutions) when injected subcutaneously at a
dose of 1.0 mL per guinea-pig, will result in an intradermal
score of approximately 3 when me animals are challenged.

IMMUNISATION AND CHALLENGE
Allocate the dilutions, J to each of the groups of guinea-pigs)
and inject subcutaneously 1.0 mL of each dilution into each
guinea-pig in the group to which that dilution is allocated.
After 28 days) shave both flanks of each guinea-pig and inject
0.2 mL of each of the 6 toxin dilutions intradennally into
6 separate sites on each of the vaccinated guinea-pigs in such
a way as to minimise interference between adjacent sites.

DETERMINATION OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE
CHAllENGE TOXIN
Ifnecessary, inject the unvaccinated control animals with
dilutions containing 80) 40) 20) 10 and 5 x 10-6 U of the
challenge toxin.

READING AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Examine all injection sites 48 h after injection of the
challenge toxin and record the incidence of specific
diphtheria erythema. Record also the number of sites free
from such reactions as the intra-dermal challenge score.
Tabulate the intradermal challenge scores for all the animals
receiving the same dilution of vaccine and use those data
with a suitable transformation, such as (score)" or
arcsin «(scoref6)2» to obtain an estimate of the relative
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potency for each of the test preparations by parallel-line
quantitative analysis.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID ASSAY
The test is not valid unless:
- for both the vaccine to be examined and the reference

preparation) the mean score obtained at the lowest dose
level is less than 3 and the mean score at the highest dose
level is more than 3;

- where applicable) the toxin dilution that contains
40 x 10-6 Ugives a positive erythema in at least
80 per cent of the control guinea-pigs and the dilution
containing 20 x 10-6 U gives a positive erythema in less
than 80 per cent of the guinea-pigs (if these criteria are
not met a different toxin has to be selected);

- the confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less man
50 per cent and not more than 200 per cent of the
estimated potency;

- the statistical analysis shows no deviation from linearity
and parallelism. .

The test may be repeated but when more than 1 test is
performed the results of all valid tests must be combined in
the estimate of potency.

METHOD C. DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODIES
IN GUINEA-PIGS
SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEST
ANIMALS
Use in the test healthy guinea-pigs from the same stock, each
weighing 250-350 g. Use guinea-pigs of the same sex or with
males and females equally distributed between the groups.
Distribute the guinea-pigs in not fewer than 6 equal groups;
use groups containing a number of animals sufficient to
obtain results that fulfil the requirements for a valid assay
prescribed below. Use a further group of non-vaccinated.
guinea-pigs of the same origin to provide a negative serum
control. If test consistency has been demonstrated, a
reference negative serum control may be used.

REFERENCE PREPARATION
Use a suitable reference preparation such as diphtheria uaccine
(adsorbed) BRP or a batch of vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical studies, or a batch representative thereof, and which
has been calibrated in International Units with reference to
diphtheria uaccine (adsOlVed) BRP or the International
Standard for diphtheria toxoid (adsorbed).

DILUTION OF THE TEST AND REFERBNCE
PREPARATIONS
Using a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R as diluent, prepare
serial dilutions of the vaccine to be examined and the
reference preparation; series differing by 2.5- to 5-fold steps
have been found to be suitable. Use not fewer than
3 dilutions within the range of, for example, 0.5-16 IU/mL
for the reference vaccine and within the range of, for
example, 1:2 to 1:125 for the vaccine to be examined.
Use the dilutions for immunisation preferably within 1 h of
preparation. Allocate 1 dilution to each group of guinea-pigs.

IMMUNISATION
Inject subcutaneously to each guinea-pig 1.0 mL of the
dilution allocated lO its group.

BLOOD SAMPLING
35-42 days after immunisation, take a blood sample from
each vaccinated and control guinea-pig using a suitable
method.
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PREPARATION OF SERUM SAMPLES
Avoid frequent freezing and thawing of serum samples.
To avoid microbial contamination, it is preferable to carry
out manipulations in a laminar-flow cabinet.

DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODY TITRE
Determine the relative antibody titre or score of each serum
sample by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).
The methods shown below (enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA) and Vero cell assay) have been found to be
suitable.

CALCULATION OF POTENCY
Calculate the potency of the vaccine to be examined in
International Units relative to the reference preparation,
using the usual statistical methods (for example, 5.3).

REQUIREMBNTS FOR A VALID ASSAY
The test is not valid unless:
- the confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than

50 per cent and not more than 200 per cent of me
estimated potency;

- the statistical analysis shows a significant slope and no
deviation from linearity and parallelism of the dose
response curves (chapter 5.3 describes possible
alternatives if significant deviations are observed).

The test may be repeated but when more than 1 test is
performed the results of all valid tests must be combined in
the estimate of potency.

Thefof/owing section ispublishedfor information.

ASSAY OF DIPHTHERIA VACCINE
(ADSORBED): GUIDELINES
METHOD C. DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODIES
IN GUINEA-PIGS
PREPARATION OF SERUM SAMPLES
For the preparation of serum samples, the following
technique has been found to be suitable. Invert the tubes
containing blood samples 6 times and allow to stand at
37°C for 2 h, then at 4 °C for 2 h. Centrifuge at room
temperature at 800 g for 20 min. Transfer the serum to
sterile tubes and store at a temperature below -20°C.
At least a 40 per cent yield of serum is obtained by this
procedure.

DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODY TITRE
The EliSA and Vero cell assays shown below are given as
examples of immunochemical methods that have been found
to be suitable for the determination of antibody tin-e.

Determlnatlon ofantibody titre in guinea-pig serum by
enzyme-linked Immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
Dilutions of test and reference sera are made on EliSA
plates coated with diphtheria toxoid. A positive guinea-pig
serum control and a negative guinea-pig serum control are
included on each plate to monitor the assay performance.
Peroxidaae-cenjugated rabbit or goat annbody directed
against. guinea-pig-IgG is added, followed by a peroxidase
substrate. Optical density is measured and the relative
antibody titre is calculated using the usual statistical methods
(for example, 5.3).

Reagents and equipment
- EUSA pia"': 96 wells, columns 1-12, rows A-H.
- Diphtheria guinea-pig anlisemm (forvaccines-human use)

(positive control serum), obtained by immunisation of
guinea-pigs using diphtheria vacdne (adsorbed) BRP.

- Peroxidase conjugate. Peroxidase-conjugated rabbit or goat
antibody directed against guinea-pig IgG.

- Diphtheria toxoid.
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- Carbonate coating buff" pH 9.6. Dissolve 1.59 g of
anhydrous sodium carbonate Rand 2.93 g of sodium
hydrogen carbonate R in 1000 mL of waterR. Distribute
into 150 mL bottles and steriliseby autoclaving at 121°C
for 15 min.

- Phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.4 (PBS). Dissolve with
stirring 80.0 g of sodium chloride R, 2.0 g ofpotassium
dihydrogen phosphate R, 14.3 g of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dihydrate Rand 2.0 g ofpotassium chloride R in
1000 mL of water R. Store at room temperature to
preventcrystallisation. Dilute to 10 times its volume with
walerR before use.

- Citn'c add solution, Dissolve 10.51 g of dmc acid
monohydrate R in 1000 mL of warer R and adjust the
solution to pH 4.0 with a 400 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R.

- Washing buffer. PBS containing 0.5 gIL of
palysorbate 20 R.

- Diluent blocking buffer. PBS containing 0.5 gIL of
paiysorbate 20 Rand 25 gIL of dried skimmed milk.

- Peroxidase substrate. Shortlybeforeuse, dissolve 10 mg of
diammonium 2J2'-azinobis(3-ethylhenzolhiazoline-6

sulfonate} R (ABTS) in 20 mL of citric acid solution.
Immediately before use add 5 ~L of strong hydrogen
peroxide solution R.

Method
The descriptionbelow is given as an example of a suitable
plate layout but others may be used. Wells lA-H arefor
negative control serum and wells 2A-H and 12A-H arefor
positive control serum for assay monitoring. Wells 3-11A-H
arefor test samples.
Coat each well of the ELrSA plates with 100 ~L of
diphtheria toxoid solution (0.5 LflmL in carbonate coating
buffer pH 9.6). Allow to stand overnight at 4 °C in a humid
atmosphere. To avoid temperature gradient effects,do not
stack more than 4 plates high. On the following day, wasb
the plates thoroughly with washing buffer. Block the plates
by addition of 100 ~L of diluent block buffer to each well.
Incubate in a humid atmosphere at 37 DC for 1 h. Washthe
plates thoroughly with washing buffer. Place I00 ~L of
diluent block buffer in each well of the plates, except those of
row A. Prepare suitable dilutions of negative controlserum,
positive controlserum (fromabout 0.01 IU/mL) and test
sera. Allocate the negative control serumto colwnn 1,
positive control serum to columns 2 and 12 and lest sera to
columns 3-11 and add I00 ~L of each serum to the first
2 wellsof the colwnn to which it is allocated. Using a
multichannel micropipette, make twofold serial dilutions from
row B, down the plate to row H, by transferring 100 J1L
from one well to the next well. Discard )00 ~L from the last
row so that all wells contain 100 J1L. Incubateat 37 DC for
2 h. Wash thoroughly with washing buffer. Prepare a suitable
dilution (a 2000-fold dilution has been found to be suitable)
of peroxidase conjugate in diluent blockbuffer and add
I 00 ~ to each well. Incubate at 37°C in a humid
atmosphere for I b. Wasb the plates thoroughly with washing
buffet. Add 100 ~ of peroxidase substrate to each well.
Allow to stand at room temperature, protected from light, for
30 min. Read the plates at 405 nm in the same order as
addition of substrate was made.

Determlnadon of andbody titre In guinea-pig serum by
Vero cell assay
The method used relies eitheron metabolic inhibition
(method I) or on cytotoxicity (method 2) as the end point,
and 9P eitlJ~I' microscopicf~U .mcrphclogy} o~ visual
(colour) inspectionof the cells.
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The limit of detectionis specificfor each antitoxin and is
usually between 0.015 IU/mL (method I) and 0.05 IU/mL
(method 2).

The endpoint is taken as the highestserumdilution
protecting cells from the diphtheria toxin effect.
The antitoxin activity is calculated with respect to guinea-pig
or WHO reference standard, and expressed in International
Units per millilitre.
Rwgentsand equipment
- Flat-bottomed tissue culture plates: 96 wells, columns 1-12,

rows A-H.
- 75em2 tissue culture flasks.
- Diphtheria toxin.
- Diphthen'a guinea-pig amiserum (for'Vaccines-human use)

(positive controlserum),obtainedby immunisation of
guinea-pigs with diphthena vaccine (adsorbed) BRP.

- Vero cells (African Green Monkey kidney cells). Cell
passages from P2 to P 15 aresuitable for use.

Method 1 The diphtheria toxin causes a cytopathogenic
effecton Vero cells leading to cellular lysis. Antibodies
directed against diphtheria toxinmay inhibitthis
cytopathogenic effect. Consequently, the potency of a
diphtheria vaccine may be indirectly determined with the
help of thiscell culture systemif different serum dilutions
from immunised animals arecultured with a constant toxin
concentration. In the Vero cell assay, yellowcolour indicates
viablecells, red colour dead cells. When only pan of the cells
aredead, the colour may be orange.
Rwgentsand equipment
- Modified MEM. Minimum Essential Medium (MEM)

with Earle's Salts, without L-g1utamine and sodium
bicarbonate.

- Modifiedmedium199. Medium 199, with Hanks' Solution
and t-glutamine, without sodium bicarbonate.

- Foetal bovine serum.
- Sodium bkarbonate 7.5 percentsolution.
- Trypsin solution: trypsin 2.5 per cent solution.
- EDTA solutWn: EDTA 0.02 pet cent (Versene 1:5000)

solution.
- ModifiedD-PBS. Dulbecco's phosphate buffered saline

(D-PBS), withoutcalcium, or magnesium.
- L-glutamine 200mMsolution.
- Penicillinlstrepromycin salution.
- Primary culture medium. To 50 mL of modified MEM add

440 mL of waterR, 5 mL of L-glutamine 200 mM
solution, and 10 mL of sodium bicarbonate 7.5 per cent
solution. To 25 mL of this medium add 1.25 mL of
foetal bovine serum.

- Maintenance culture medium. Similar to the primary culture
medium except that 0.5 mL instead of 1.25 mL offoetal
bovine serumis added to 20 mL of the enriched MEM
medium.

- Medium A. To 50.0 mL of modified medium 199 add
440.0 mL of water R, 5.0 mL of L-glutamine 200 mM
solution and 10.0 mLofsodium bicarbonate 7.5 per cent
solution.

- Medium B. To 150.0 mL of medium A add 3.0 mL of
foetal bovineserum and 0.3 mL of penicillin/streptomycin
solution.

- Medium C. To 22.0 mL of medium A add 0.44 mL of
foetal bovine serwn and 0.44 mL of
penicillin/streptomycin solution.

Verocells are cultured in tissue culture flasks (for example
75 cm2/250 mL) in an incubator at 36 ± 1 DC,
5 per cent CO2 and 90 per cent relative humidity. Verocells
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arefirst grown in the primary culture medium. After 2-3 days
of growth, the primary culture medium is replaced bythe
maintenance culture medium. When a confluent monolayer
is obtained, the culture supernatant is discarded and the cell
layer washed gently with modified D-PBS. Add a mixture of
1 volwne of trypsin solution and 1 volume of EDTA solution
to the "ask. Swirl the flask gently and incubate in the CO2

incubator for about 3 min until the cells stan to break from
me monolayer. Vigorously tap the side of the flask to make
the cells fall. Resuspend the cells in 5-6 mL of fresh
medium C to obtain a homogeneous suspension. Prepare a
cell suspension in medium C containing approximately
I x 10' cellsimL.

Place 25 pi. of medium B in each well except those of
column I. Place 25 pi. of the diphtheria guinea-pig
antiserum (forvaccines-human use) (positive controlserum,
working dilution in medium B of 0.40 IU/mL) in wells AI,
A2 and A II. Place 25 ~L of guinea-pig serum samples in
wells B-G of columns I, 2 and I I. Place 25 ~L of negative
control seruin in row H of columns I, 2 and 11. Using a
multichannel micropipette, make twofold serial dilutions
across the plate (from column 2 up to column 10 forrowsA
G and up to column 8 for row H). Discard 25 pi. from the
wells in column 10 in rowsA-G, and from wellH8.

Reconstitute the diphtheria toxinwith saline solutionto give
a solution of 50 IU/mL. Prepare a 50-fold dilution of tltis
diphtheria toxindilution in mediumB to obtain a working
solution of 1.0 IU/mL. Add 25 ~L of tltis working solution to
wells AI2 and BI2 (toxin control). Make twofold serial
dilutions by tranferring 25 JlL fromone well to the next,
from well BI2 down to H12. Change the tip between each
dilution. Discard 25 ~L from well H12. Add 25 pi. of
medium B to wells B12-H12. Then, place 25 ~L of the
working dilution of the diphtheria toxin (1.0 IU/mL) in each
well ofrows A-H, from column 1-10, exceptin wellsH9
and HlO (cellsonly, without serum end without toxin).
Cover the plateswithlids or sealer andshake gently.
Incubate the plates for at least 2 h in a humidcontainer in a
CO2 incubator at 37 ·C. Add 200 ~L of cell suspension
containing I x 105 cellslmLto all the wells. Coverthe plates
with sealer. Incubate at 37°C for 5 days. Checkfor
microbial contamination by microscopic examination.
Yellowwells arerecorded as negative and red wells indicate
dead cells and arerecorded as positive. A colourbetween
yellowand red indicates a mixture of viable and dead cells
and is recorded as positive/negative. The results basedon the
change in colourcan be confinned by reading viable and
dead cells under the microscope.
The potency of me guinea-pig antiserum samples is obtained
by comparing the last well of the standard preparation
showing complete neutralisation of the toxin,with the last
well of the sample demonstrating the same effect.
For calculations of potency,it must be remembered that the
endpoint may be between a negative well and a
positive/negative well.
Method 2 Thiazolyl blue MIT is reduced to a bluelblack
formaaan product by the mitochondrial dehydrogenase of
viable cells, and thusserves as a quantitative measure of
living cells present, indicating when the toxin has been
neutralised by the antitoxin. Whiteor colourless wells
indicate absence of viable cells due to insufficient antitoxin to
neutralise the toxin.
Reagents and equipmen:
- MEM (Minimal Essential Media).
- Newbom calf serum.
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- Antibiotic solution (containing 10 000 units of penicillin,
10 mg of streptomycin and 25 p.g of amphotericin B per
millilitre).

- L-glutamine 200mM solution.
- Trypsin-EDTA.
- Thiazolyl blue MIT [3-(4,5-dimethylthia201-2-yl)-2,5-

diphenyltetrarolium bromide].
- 1 M HEPES buffer pH 8.1. Dissolve 18.75 g ofHEPES in

82.5 mL of waterRand 30.0 mL of 2 M sodium
hydroxide R.

- Gluccsesoluu'on (10 per cent).
- CompJeu culture medium. Mix 200 mL of MEM with

10 mL of newborn calf serum, 3.0 mL of I M HEPES
buffer pH 8.1, 2.0 mL of glucose solution (10 per cent),
2.0 mL of antibiotic solution and 2.0 mL of t-glutamine
200mM solution.

- Phosphore-buffered saline pH 7.4 (PBS). Dissolve 10.0 g of
sodium chloride R, 0.75 g of potassium chloride R, 1.44 g of
disodium hydrogen phosphare dodecahydrare R, and 0.125 g
of potassium dihydrogen phosphore R in water R, and dilute
to 1000.0 rnL with the same solvent. Adjust the pH if
necessary. Autoclave at 120°C for 15 min.

- Thiazolyl blue MIT solulion. Dissolve 0.1 g of!hiarolyl
blue MIT in 20 mL of PBS. Sterilise by filtration
(0.2 ~) and store in dark bottle.

- pH adjuster solution. Mix 40 mL of acetic acidR with
1.25 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acidand 8.75 mL of water R.

- Exrraction buffer pH 4.7. Dissolve 109 of sodium
lauri1su1fare R in water R and add 50 mL of
dimethylfom/amide R, and dilute to 100 mL with waterR.
Adjust the pH with an appropriate volume of pH adjuster
solution.

Vero cells are cultured in tissueculture flasks (forexample
75 cm2/250 mL) in an incubator at 36 ± 1°C, 5 percent
CO2 and 90 per cent relative humidity. Verocells aregrown
in the completeculture medium. After 6-7 daysof growth) a
confluent monolayer is obtained, the culture supernatant is
discarded and the cell layer is washed 3 times with trypsin
BDTA: gently pipette out the medium, add 0.5-1 mL·of
trypsin-BDTA, swirl the flask and tip the trypsin out. Do tltis
twice, and the 3rd time, place the flask in the incubator for
5 minuntil the cells start to break from the monolayer.
Vigorously tap the side of the flask to make the cells fall.
Resuspend the cells in 6-25 mL of fresh complete culture
medium to obtain a homogeneous suspension. Prepare a cell
suspension in completeculture medium containing
approximately 4 x 10' cellsimL.

Place 50 J.tL of completeculture medium in each wellexcept
those of column I. Place 100 ~L of diphtheria guinea pig
antiserum (for vaccines-human use) (positive control serum,
working dilution in completeculture medium of
0.12 IU/mL) in well Al and 50 pi. in well All. Place
100 J1L of guineapig test serumsamples, diluted if necessary,
in wells BI-GI. Add 50 ~L of the same sample to wells BII
Gil in the corresponding row. Place 100 pi. of negative
control serum in well HI and 50 ~L in well HI I. Using a
multi-channel micropipette, make twofold serial dilutions by
transferring 50 p.L from one well to the next working across
the plate (from column 1-10 for rows A-G and from column
1-8 for row H).

. Diphtheria toxin of knownactivity and Lf content is diluted
to a suitable working stock containing at least 4 minimum
cytopathic doses in complete culture medium. Add 50 ~L of
the diluted toxin to each well except H9 and HIO (cell
control), All-Hll (serum control) and A12-H12 (toxin
control). Add 100 ~L of diluted toxin to wellAlz and make
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twofold serial dilutions by transferring 50 ~L from one well
to the next working down the plate (from well AI2-HI2).
Discatd 50 ~L from well H12. Add 50 ~L of complete
medium to wells H9 and HIO.

Cover the plates with a lid or sealer and leave for 1 h at
room temperature to allow toxin neutraHsation to occur.
50 J.tL of cell suspension containing approximately
4 x 10' cellslmL is added to each well. The plates are
sealed and incubated at 37°C for 6 days. Check for
microbial contamination by microscopic examination. 10 J.lL
of thyazolyl blue MIT solution is added to each well.
The plates are incubated at 37°C for a further 2-4 h. Then,
the medium is removed and 100 J.lL of exnaction buffer
pH 4.7 is added to each well. The plates are incubated at
37°C and left overnight to aid the extraction process. Once
extraction and soIubilisation is complete, plates are visually
examined or read at 570 run.

BJuelblack wells are recorded as negative (all the cells are
afive, toxin neutralisation by antitoxin) and white or
colourless wells indicate dead cells (no toxin neutralisation)
and are recorded as positive.

The potency of the test antitoxin is obtained by comparing
the last well of the reference antitoxin preparation showing
neutralisation of the toxin) with the last well of the antitoxin
preparation demonstrating the same effect. The neutraUsing
antibody titre of the sample being examined can be
calculated by multiplication of the dilution factor with total
number of Intemational Units per mlililitre of the reference
preparation at the end point. The test is valid if aU the cells
in the toxin control are dead and reference antitoxin gives a
neutralisation in at leastthe first 2 dilutions tested.

2. Assay of Pertussis Vaccine (Whole Cell)
(Ph. Bur. method 2.7.7)

The potency of pertussis vaccine (whole cell) is determined
by comparing the dose necessary to protect mice against the
effects of a lethal dose of Bordetella pertussis, administered
lntracerebrally, with the quantity of a reference preparation)
calibrated in International Units) needed to give the same
protection.

The International Unit is me activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard which consists of a
quantity of dried pertussis vaccine. The equivalence in
International Units of the International Standard is stated by
the World Health Organization.

Selection and distribution of the test animals
Use in the test healthy mice less than 5 weeks old of a
suitable strain from the same stock, the difference in mass
between the heaviest and the lightest being not greater than
5 g. Distribute the mice in 6 groups of not fewer than 16 and
4 groups of 10. The mice must all be of the same sex or the
males and females distributed equally between the groups.

Selection of the challenge strain and preparation of the
challenge suspension
Select a suitable strain of B. pertussis capable of causing the
death of mice within 14 days of intracerebral injection.
If more than 20 per cent of the mice die within 48 h of the
injection the strain is not suitable. Make one subculture from
the strain and suspend the harvested B. pertussis in a solution
containing 10 gIL of casein R hydrolysate and 6 gIL of sodium
chloride R and having a pH of7.0 to 7.2 or in another
suitable solution. Determine the opacity of the suspension.
Prepare a series of dilutions in the same solution and allocate
each dilution to a group of 10 mice. Inject intracerebrally
into each mouse a dose (0.02 mL or 0.03 mLl of the
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dilution allocated to its group. After 14 days, count the
number of mice surviving in each group. From the results,
calculate the expected opacity of a suspension containing
100 LDso in each challenge dose. For the test of the vaccine
to be examined make a fresh subculture from me same strain
of B. pertussis and prepare a suspension of the harvested
organisms with an opacity corresponding to about 100 LDso
in each challenge dose. Prepare 3 dilutions of me challenge
suspension.

Detennination of potency
Prepare 3 serial dilutions of the vaccine to be.examined and
3 similar dilutions of the reference preparation such that in
each the intermediate dilution may be expected to protect
about 50 per cent of the mice from the lethal effects of the
challenge dose of B. penussis. Suggested doses are 118, 1140
and 11200of the human dose of the vaccine to be examined
and 0.5 ill, 0.1 IU and 0.02 IU of the reference preparation,
each dose being contained in a volume not exceeding
0.5 mL. Allocate the 6 dilutions, one to each of the groups of
not fewer than 16 mice, and inject intraperitoneally into each
mouse one dose of the dilution allocated to its group. After
14 - 17 days inject intracerebraUy into each animal in the
groups of not fewer than 16, one dose of the challenge
suspension. Allocate the challenge suspension and the
3 dilutions made from it) one to each of the groups of
10 mice, and inject intracerebrally one dose of each
suspension into each mouse in the group to which that
suspension is allocated. Exclude from consideration any mice
that die within 48 h of challenge. Count the number of mice
surviving in each of the gmups after 14 days. Calculate the
potency of the vaccine to be examined relative to the potency
of the reference preparation on the basis of the numbers of
animals swviving in each of the groups of not fewer than 16.

The test is not valid unless:
- for both the vaccine to be examined and the reference

preparation, the 50 per cent protective dose lies between
the largest and the smallest doses given to the mice;

- the number of animals that die in the 4 groups of 10
injected with the challenge suspension and its dilutions
indicates that the challenge dose is approximately
100 l.D50 ; and

- the statistical analysis shows no deviation from linearity or
parallelism.

The test may be repeated but when more than one test is
performed the results of aU valid tests must be combined.

3. Assay ofTetanus Vaccine (Adsorbed)
(ph. Bur. method 2.7.8)

The potency of tetanus vaccine is determined by
administration of the vaccine to animals (guinea-pigs or
mice) followed either by challenge with tetanus toxin
(method A or B) or by determination of the titre of
antibodies against tetanus toxoid in the serum of the guinea
pigs (method C). In both cases, the potency of the vaccine is
calculated by comparison with a reference vaccine, calibrated
in International Units. For methods A and B, in countries
where the paralysis method is not obligatory, the
LD50 method may be used. For the l.D5o method, the
number of animals and the procedure are identical to those
described for the paralysis method, but the end-point is the
death of the animal rather than paralysis.

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard for tetanus toxoid
(adsorbed). The equivalence in International Units oCthe
International Standard is stated by the Wotld Health
Organization.
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Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) BRP is calibrated in International
Units with reference to the International Standard.

The method chosen for the assay of tetanus vaccine
(adsorbed) depends on the intended purpose. Method A
or B is used:

I. during development of a vaccine, to assay hatches
produced to validate the production;

2. wherever revalidation is needed following a significant
change in the manufacturing process.

Method A or B may also he used for the routine assay of
hatches of vaccine,but in the Interestsof animal welfare,
method C is used wherever possible.

Method C may he used, except as specified under 1 and 2
above, after verification of the suitability of the method for
the product. For this purpose, a suitable number of batches
(usually 3) are assayed by method C and method A or B.
Where different vaccines (monovalent or combinations) are
prepared from tetanus toxoid of the same origin and with
comparable levels (expressed in LflmL) of the same tetanus
toxoid, suitability demonstrated for me combination with the
highest number of components can be assumed to be valid
for combinations with fewer components and for monovalent
vaccines. Any combinations containing a whole-cell pertussis
component or containing haemophilus type b conjugate
vaccine with tetanus toxoid in the same vial must always be
assessed separately.

For combinations containing diphtheria and tetanus
components, the serological assay (method C) can be
performed with the same group of animals used for the
serological assay of the diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (1.7.6)
when the common immunisation conditions for the tetanus
and the diphtheria components (for example, doses,
duration) have been demonstrated to be valid for the
combined vaccine.

The design of the assays described below uses multiple
dilutions for the test and reference preparations. Based on
the potency data obtained in multiple-dilution assays, it may
be possible to reduce the number of animals needed to
obtain a statistically significant result by applying a simplified
model such as a single dilution for both test and reference
preparations. Such a model enables the analyst to determine
whether the potency of the test preparation is significantly
higher than the minimum required, but does not give
information on the dose-response curves and their linearity,
parallelism and significant slope. The simplified model allows
for a considerable reduction in the number of animals
required and must be considered by each analyst in
accordance with the provisions of the European Convention
for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used for
Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes.

Where a single-dilution assay is used, production and test
consistency over time are monitored via suitable indicators
and by carrying out a full multiple-dilution assay periodically,
for example every 2 years. For serological assays, suitable
indicators to monitor test consistency are:
- the mean and standard deviation of relative antitoxin

titres or scores of the serum samples obtained after
administration of a fixed dose of the vaccine reference
preparation,

- the antitoxin titres or scores of om controls (positive and
negative serum samples),

- the ratio of antitoxin titres or scores for the positive serum
control to the serum samples corresponding to the
reference vaccine.
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METHOD A. CHALLENGE TEST IN GUINEA-PIGS
SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEST
ANIMALS
Use in the test healthy guinea-pigs from the same stock, each
weighing 250-350 g. Use guinea-pigs of the same sex or with
males and females equally distributed between the groups.
Distribute the guinea-pigs in not fewer than 6 equal groups,
use groups containing a number of animals sufficient to
obtain results that fulfil the requirements for a valid assay
prescribed below. If the activity of the challenge toxin has to
be determined, include 3 further groups of 5 guinea-pigs as
unvaccinated controls.

SELECTION OF THE CHALLENGE TOXIN
Select a preparation of tetanus toxin containing not less than
50 times the 50 per cent paralytic dose per millilitre. If the
challenge toxin preparation has been shown to be stable, it is
not necessary to verify the paralytic dose for every assay.

PREPARATION OF THE CHALLENGE TOXIN
SOLUTION
Immediately before use, dilute the challenge toxin with a
suitable diluent (for example, peptone buffered saline
:w.lution_pJ:l7,4) to obtgin a stable challenge toxin solution
containing approximately 50 times the 50 per cent paralytic
dose per millilitre. If necessary, use portions of the challenge
toxin solurion diluted 1 to 16, 1 to 50 and Ito 160 with the
same diluent to determine the activity of the toxin.

DILUTION OF THE TEST AND REFERENCE
PREPARATIONS
Using a 9 yJL solution of sodium chlonde R, prepare dilutions
of the vaccine to be examined and of the reference
preparation, such that for each, the dilutions form a series
differing by not more than 2.5-fold steps and in which the
Intermediate dilutions, when injected subcutaneously at a
dose of 1.0 mL per guinea-pig, protect approximately
50 per cent of the animals from the paralytic effects of the
subcutaneous injection of the quantity of tetanus toxin
prescribed for this test.

IMMUNISATION AND CHALLENGE
Allocate the dilutions) 1 to each of the groups of guinea-pigs,
and inject subcutaneously 1.0 mL of each dilution into each
guinea-pig in the group to which that dilution is allocated.
After 28 days, inject subcutaneously into each animal 1.0 mL
of the challenge toxin solution (containing 50 times the
50 per cent paralytic dose).

DETERMINATION OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE
CHALLENGE TOXIN
If necessary) allocate the 3 dilutions made from the challenge
toxin solution, 1 to each of the 3 groups of 5 guinea-pigs,
and inject subcutaneously 1.0 mL of each solution into each
guinea-pig in the group to which that solution is allocated.
The activity and stability of the challenge toxin are
determined by carrying out a suitable number of
determinations of the 50 per cent paralytic dose. It is then
not necessary to repeat the determination for each assay.

READING AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Examine the guinea-pigs twice daily. Remove and euthanise
all animals showing definite signs of tetanus paralysis. Count
the number of guinea-pigs without paralysis 5 days after
injection of the challenge toxin. Calculate the potency of the
vaccine to be examined relative to the potency of the
reference preparation on the basis of the proportion of
challenged animals without paralysis in each group of
vaccinated guinea-pigs, using the usual statistical methods
(for example, 5.3).
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REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID ASSAY
The test is not valid unless:
- for both the vaccine to be examined and the reference

preparation, the 50 per cent protective dose lies between
the largest and smallest doses of the preparations given (0

the guinea-pigs;
- where applicable, the number of paralysed animals in the

3 groups of 5 iniected with the dilutions of the challenge
toxin solution indicates that the challenge was
approximately 50 times the 50 per cent paralytic dose;

- the confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
50 per cent and not more than 200 per cent of the
estimated potency;

- the statistical analysis shows a significant slope and no
deviation from linearity and parallelism of the dose
response curves (chapter 5.3 describes possible
alternatives if significant deviations are observed).

The test may be repeated but when more than 1 test is
performed the results of aU valid tests must be combined in
the estimate of potency.

METIlOD B. CHALLENGE TEST IN MICE
SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEST
ANIMALS
Use in the test healthy mice from the same stock, about
5 weeks.old and from a strain shown to be suitable.
Use mice of the same sex or with males and females equally
distributed between the groups. Distribute the mice in not
fewer than 6 equal groups; use groups containing a nwnber
of animals sufficient to obtain results that fulfil the
requirements for a valid assay prescribed below. If the
challenge toxin to be used has not been shown to he stable
or has not been adequately standardised, include 3 further
groups of not fewer than 5 mice to serve as unvaccinated
controls.

SELECTION OF THE CHALLENGE TOXIN
Select a preparation of tetanus toxin containing not less than
100 times the 50 per cent paralytic dose per millilitre. IT the
challenge toxin preparation has been shown to he stable, it is
not necessary to verify the paralytic dose for every assay.

PREPARATION OF THE CHALLENGE TOXIN
SOLUTION
Immediately before use) dilute the challenge toxin with a
suitable diluent (for example, peptone buffered saline
solution pH 7.4) to obtain a stable challenge toxin solution
containing approximately 50 times the 50 per cent paralytic
dose in 0.5 mL. If necessary, use portions of the challenge
toxin solution diluted 1 to 16, 1 to 50 and 1 to 160 with the
same diluent lO determine the activity of the toxin.

DILUTION OF THE TEST AND REFERENCE
PREPARATIONS
Using a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R, prepare dilutions
of the vaccine to be examined and of the reference
preparation, such that for each, the dilutions form a series
dilfering by not more than 2.5-fold steps and in which the
intermediate dilutions, when injected subcutaneously at a
dose of 0.5 mL per mouse, protect approximately
50 per cent of the animals from the paralytic effects of the
subcutaneous injection of the quantity of tetanus toxin
prescribed for this test.

IMltfUNISATION AND CHALLENGE
Allocate the dilutions, 1 to each of the groups of mice, and
inject subcutaneously 0.5 mL of each dilution into each
mouse in the group to which that dilution is allocated. After
28 days, inject subcutaneously into each animal 0.5 mL of
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the challenge toxin solution (containing 50 times the
50 per cent paralytic dose).

DETERMJ.NATION OF THE ACTIVITY OF THE
CHALLENGE TOXIN
If necessary, allocate the 3 dilutions made from the challenge
toxin solution, 1 to each of the 3 groups of not fewer than
5 mice, and inject subcutaneously 0.5 mL of each solution
into each mouse in the group to which that solution is
allocated.

READING AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Examine the mice twice daily. Remove and euthanise all
animals showing definite signs of tetanus paralysis. Count the
nwnber of mice without paralysis 4 days after injection of the
challenge toxin. Calculate the potency of the vaccine to be
examined relative to the potency of the reference preparation
on the basis of the proportion of challenged animals without
paralysis in each group of vaccinated mice, using the usual
statistical methods (for example, 5.3).

REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID ASSAY
The test is not valid unless:
- for both the vaccine to be examined and the reference

preparation, the 50 per cent protective dose lies between
the largest and smallest doses of the preparations given to
the mice;

- where applicable, the number of paralysed animals in the
3 groups of not fewer than 5 injected with the dilutions of
the challenge toxin solution, indicates that the challenge
dose was approximately 50 times the 50 per cent paralytic
dose;

- the confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
50 per cent and not more than 200 per cent of the
estimated potency;

- the statistical analysis shows a significant slope and no
deviation from linearity and parallelism of the dose
response curves (chapter 5.3 describes possible
alternatives if significant deviations are observed).

The test may be repeated but when more than 1 test is
performed the results of aU valid tests must be combined in
the estimate of potency.

METHOD C. DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODffiS
IN GUINEA-PIGS
SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE TEST
ANIMALS
Use in the test healthy guinea-pigs from the same stock, each
weighing 250-350 g. Use guinea-pigs of the same sex or with
males and females equally distributed between the groups.
Distribute the guinea-pigs in not fewer than 6 equal groups;
use groups containing a number of animals sufficient to
obtain results that fulfil the requirements for a valid assay
prescribed below. Use a further group of non-vaccinated
guinea-pigs of the same origin to provide a negative serum
control. H test consistency has been demonstrated, a
reference negative serum control may be used.

REFERENCE PREPARATION
Use a suitable reference preparation such as tetanus vaccine
(adsorbed) BRP or a balch of vaccine shown 10 be effective in
clinical studies, or a batch representative thereof, and which
has been calibrated in International Units with reference to
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) BRP or the International Standard
for tetanus toxoid (adsorbed).

DILUTION OF THE TEST AND REFERENCE
PREPARATIONS
Using a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R as diluent, prepare
serial dilutions of the vaccine to be examined and the
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reference preparation; series differing by 2.5- to 5-fold steps
have been found to be suitable. Use not fewer than
3 dilutlons within the range of, for example, 0.5-16 IU/mL
for each series. Use the dilutionsfor immunisation preferably
within 1 h of preparation. Allocate 1 dilution to each group
of guinea-pigs.

IMMUNISATION
Injectsubcutaneously to each guinea-pig 1.0 mL of the
dilutionallocated to its group.

BLOOD SAMPliNG
35-42 days afterimmunisation, takea blood. samplefrom
each vaccinated and control guinea-pig usinga suitable
method.

PREPARATION OF SERUM SAMPLES
Avoid frequent freezing and thawing of serumsamples.
To avoid microbial contamination) it is preferable to carry
OUt manipulations in a laminar-flow cabinet.

DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODY TITRE
Determine the relative antibodytitre or scoreof each serum
sample by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).
The methodsshown below (enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (EUSA) and toxin-binding inhibition (ToBI)) have
been found to be suitable.

0UCUUTIONOFPOTENCY
Calculate the potency of the vaccine to be examined in
International Units relative to the reference preparation,
using the usual statistical methods (for example, 5.3).

REQUIREMENTS FOR A VALID ASSAY
The test is not valid unless:
- the confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than

50 per cent and not more than 200 per cent of the
estimated potency;

- the statistical analysis shows a significant slope and no
deviation from linearity and parallelism of the dose
response curves (chapter5.3 describes possible
alternatives if significant deviations are observed).

The test may be repeated but when more than 1 test is
performed the results of all valid testsmust be combined in
the estimate of potency.
The following section is published for "nformatiml.

ASSAY OF TETANUS VACCINE
(ADSORBED): GUIDELINES
METHOD A. CHALLENGE TEST IN GUINEA-PIGS
READING AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
In order to minimisesuffering in the test animals, it is
recommended to note the degree of paralysis on a scale such
as thatshown below. The scale gives typical signs when
subcutaneous injection of the challenge toxinis made mid
ventrally, directly behind the sternum with the needle
pointing towards the neck of the guinea-pig. Grade T3 is
taken as the end-point,but with experience grade T2 canbe
used instead. Tetanus toxin produces in at least 1 of the
forelimbs paralysis that can be recognised at an early stage.
The tetanus grades in guinea-pigs are characterised by the
following signs:
- TI: slight stilfness of I forelimb, but diflicultlO observe;
- T2: paresis of 1 forelimb which still can function;
- T3: paralysis of 1 forelimb. The animal moves reluctantly)

the body is often slightly banana-shaped owing to
scoliosis;

- T4: the forelimb is completelystiffand the toes are
immovable. The muscular contraction of the forelimb is
verypronounced and usually scoliosis is observed;
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- T5: tetanus seizures, continuous tonic spasm of muscles;
- D: death.

METHOD B. CHALLENGE TEST IN MICE
READING AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
In order to minimise suffering in the test animals) it is
recommended to note the degree of paralysis on a scale such
as that shown below. The scale gives typical signs when
injection of the challenge toxin is made in the dorsal region)
close to one of the hind legs. GradeT3 is taken as the
end-point, but with experience grade T2 can be used instead.
Tetanus toxin produces in the toxin-injected hind leg paresis
followedby paralysis that can be recognised at an early stage.
The tetanus grades in mice arecharacterised by the following
signs:
- TI: slight stiffness of toxin-injected hind leg, only

observed when the mouse is liftedby the tail;
- T2: paresis of the toxin-injected hind leg, whichstillcan

function for walking;
- '1'3: paralysis of the toxin-injected hind leg) which does

not function forwalking;
- T4: the toxin-injected hind leg is completely stiff with

immovable toes;
- T5: tetanus seizures) continuous tonic spasm of muscles;
- D: death.

METHOD C. DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODIES
IN GUINEA-PIGS
PREPARATION OF SERUM SAMPLES
For the preparation of serum samples, the following
technique has been found to be suitable. Invert the tubes
containing blood samples 6 times and allow to standat
37°C for 2 h) then at 4 °C for 2 h. Centrifuge at room
temperature at 800 g for 20 min. Transfer the serumto
sterile tubes and store at a temperature below -20°C.
At least a 40 per cent yield of serum is obtained by this
procedure.

DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODY TITRE
The EUSA and ToBI tests shown below aregiven as
examples of immunochemical methods thathave been found
to be suitable for the detennination of antibody titre.

Determination of antibody titre In guinea-pig serum by
enzyme-Ilnked Immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
Dilutions of test and reference seraaremade on EUSA
plates coatedwith tetanus toxoid. A positiveguinea-pig
serumcontrol and a negative guinea-pig serum controlare
included on each plate to monitor the assay performance.
Peroxidase-conjugated rabbit or goat antibody directed
against guinea-pig-IgG is added, followedby a peroxidase
substrate. Optical density is measured and the relative
antibody titre is calculated using the usual statistical methods
(for example, 5.3).

Reagents and equipment
- ELISA pkltes: 96 wells, columns 1-12, rows A-H.
- Clostridium tetani guinea-pig antiserum (for vaccmes-hunum

use) BRP (positive control serum).
- Peroxidase amjugate. Peroxidase-conjugated rabbit or goat

antibody directed against guinea-pig IgG.
- Tetanus U>XOid.
- Carlxmate coating buffer pH 9.6. Dissolve 1.59 g of

anhydrous sodium carbonate R and 2.93 g of sodium
hydrogen carlxmate R in 1000 mL of water R. Distribute
into 150 mL bottles and sterilise by autoclaving at 121°C
for 15 min.

- Plwsphate-buffered saline pH 7.4 (PBS). Dissolve with
stirring 80.0 g of sodium chloride R, 2.0 g of potassium
dihydrog,n plwsphate R, 14.3 g of d~odium hydrogen
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phosphate dihydrate Rand 2.0 g of potassium chloride R in
1000 mL of water R. Store at room temperature to
prevent crystallisation. Dilute to 10 times its volume with
water R before use.

- Ciuicacid solution. Dissolve 10.51 g of citric acid
monohydrate R in 1000 mL of waterR and adjust the
solution to pH 4.0 with a 400 gILsolution of sodium
hydroxide R.

- Washing buffer. PBS containing 0.5 gIL of
polysorbate 20 R.

- Diluent block buffer. PBS containing 0.5 gIL of
polysorbate 20 Rand 25 gIL of dried skimmed milk.

- Peroxidase substrate. Shortly before use, dissolve 10 mg of
diammonium 2,21-azinobis(3-elhy/benzothiazoline-6

sulfonate) R (ABTS) in 20 mL of citric acid solution.
Immediately before use add 5 JILof strong hydrogen
peroxide solution R.

Methad
The description below is given as an example of a suitable
plate layout but ethers may be used. Wells IA-H are for
negative control serumand wells2A-H and 12A-H arefor
positive control serum forassay monitoring. Wells 3-11A-H
are for test samples.
Coat each well of the EUSA plates with 100 ~L of tetanus
toxoid solution (0.5 Lf1mL in carbonate coating buffer
pH 9.6). Allow to stand overnight at 4 °C in a humid
atmosphere. To avoid temperature gradient effects, do not
stackmore than 4 plates high. On the following day, wash
the plates thoroughly with washing buffer. Block the plates
by addition of 100 ~L of diluent block buffer to each well.
Incubate in a humid atmosphere at 37°C for 1 h. Washthe
plates thoroughly with washing buffet. Place 100 ~L of
diluent block buffer in eachwell of the plates, except those of
row A. Prepare suitable dilutions of negative control serum,
positive control serum (from about 0.01 IU/mL) and test
sera. Allocate the negative control serum to column 1,
positive control serum to columns 2 and 12 and test sera to
columns 3-11 and add I00 ~L of each serum to the first
2 wells of the column to whichit is allocated. Using a
multichannel micropipette, make twofold serial dilutions from
tOW B down the plate to row H, by transferring 100 J!L from
one well to the next. Discard 100 pL fromthe lastrow so
that all wells contain 100 ~L Incubate at37 °C for 2 h.
Wash thoroughly with washing buffet. Prepare a suitable
dilution (a 2000-fold dilution has been found to be suitable)
of peroxidase conjugate in diluentblockbuffer and add
100 ~L to each well. Incubate at 37°C in a humid
atmosphere for 1 h. Wash the plates thoroughly with washing
buffer. Add 100 J!L of peroxidase substrate to each well.
Allow to standat room temperature) protected from light) for
30 min. Read the plates at 405 run in the same order as
addition of substrate was made.

Determination of antibody titre In guinea-pig serum. by
toxin· or toxoid-binding Inhibition (ToBl)
Tetanus toxin or toxoid is addedto serial dilutions of test
and reference sera, the serum/antigen mixtures areincubated
overnight. To determine unbound toxinor toxoid) the
mixtures are transferred to an EliSA platecoated with
tetanus antitoxin. Peroxidase-conjugated equine anti-tetanus
IgG is added followed by a peroxidase substrate. Optical
density is measured and the antibody titre is calculated using
the usualstatistical methods (for example) 5.3). A positive
control serumand a negative control serum are included on
each plate to monitorassay performance.
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Reagents and equipment
- Round-bouomed, rigidpolystyrene microlitre plates.
- Plat-bouomedEliSA plates.
- Tetanus toxin or teUlnus toxoid.
- Clostridium teumi guinea-pig antiserum (forvaccines-human

use) BRP (positive controlserum).
- Equine onti-teumus IgG.
- Peroxidase-conjugated equine anti-tetanus 19G.
- Carbonate bufferpH 9.6. Dissolve 1.5 g of anhydrous

sodium carbonate R, 2.39 g of sodium hydrogen carbonau R
and 0.2 g of sodium azide R in 1000 mL of waterR,
adjust to pH 9.6 and autoclave at 121°C for 20 min.

- Sadium acetate bufferpH 5.5. Dissolve 90.2 g of anhydrous
sodium autate R in 900 mL of water R) adjust to pH 5.5
using a saturated solutionof ame add monohydrate Rand
dilute to 1000 mL with waterR.

- Phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.2 (PBS). Dissolve 135.0 g
of sodium chloride R, 20.55 g of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dihydrate Rand 4.80 g of sadium dihydrogen
phosphate monohydrate R in waterR and dilute to 15 L
with the same solvent. Autoclave at 100°C for 60 min.

- Diluentbuffer. PBS containing 5 gIL of bovine albumin R
and 0.5 gIL of polysorbate 80 R.

- Block buffer. PBS containing 5 gIL of bovine albumin R.
- Tetramethylbenzidine solution. 6 gIL solution of

tetramethy/benzidine R in ethanol (96 per cen!) R.
The substance dissolves within 30-40 min at room
temperature.

- Peroxidase substrate. Mix 90 mL of waterRJ 10 mL of
sodium acetate buffer pH 5.5, 1.67 mL of
terramerhylbenzidine solution and 20 ~L of strong
hydrogen peroxide solution R.

- Washing solution. Tap water containing 0.5 gIL of
polysorbate 80 R.

Melhad
Block the micro titre platesby placing in each well 150 ).lL of
block buffer. Cover the plateswith a lid or sealer. Incubate in
a humid atmosphere at 37°C for 1 h. Wash the plates
thoroughly with washing solution. Place 100 J!L of PBS in
each well. Place 100 j.lL of reference guinea-pig tetanus
antitoxin in the first well of a row. Place 100 j.lL of undiluted
test serain the first well of the required numberof rows.
Using a multichannel micropipette, make twofold serial
dilutions across the plate (up to column 10), by transferring
100 ~L from one well to the next. Discard 100 J!L from the
last colwnn so thatall wellscontain 100 J.1L. Prepare a
0.1 LfImL solutionof tetanus toxinor toxoid usingPBS as
diluent. Add 40 JiL of this solution to each well except those
of column 12. The wells of colwnn 11 are a positive control.
Add 40 ~L of PBS to the wells of column 12 (negative
control). Shake the platesgentlyand coverthem with lids.
Coat the EUSA plates: immediately before use make a
suitable dilutionof equine anti-tetanus IgG in carbonate
buffer pH 9.6 and add 100 ~L to each well. Incubate the
2 seriesof plates overnight in a humidatmosphere at 37 "C.
To avoid temperature gradient effects, do not stackmore
than 4 plates high. Cover the plates with lids. On the
following day, wash the EUSA plates thoroughly with
washing solution. Block the platesby placing in each well
125 ~L of block buffer. Incubate at 37°C in a humid
atmosphere for 1 h. Wash the plates thoroughly with washing
solution. Transfer 100 J1L of the pre-incubation mixture from
the polystyrene plates to the corresponding wells of the
EUSA plates) starting with column 12 and then continuing
from 1 to 11. Coverthe plateswith a lid. Incubate at 37 °C
in a humid atmosphere for 2 h. Wash the EUSA plates
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thoroughly with washing solution. Make a suitable dilution
(a 4000-fold dilution has been found to be suitable) of the
peroxidase-conjugated equine anti-tetanus IgG in diluent
buffer. Add 100 pI. of the dilution to each well and cover the
plates with a lid. Incubate at 37°C in a humid atmosphere
fur 1.5 h. Wash the EUSA plates thoroughly with washing
solution. Add 100 JlL of peroxidase substrate to each well.
A blue colour develops. Incubate me plates at room
temperature. Stop the reaction at a given time (within
10 min) by the addition of 100 ~L of a 2 M solution of
sulfuric acid prepared from sulfwU acid R to each well in the
same order as the addition of substrate. The colour changes
from blue to yellow. Measure the absorbance at 450 nm
immediately after addition of the sulfuric acid or maintain
the plates in the dark until reading.

4. Assay of Hepatitis A Vaccine
(Ph. Bur. me/hod 2.7.14)

The assay of hepatitis A vaccine is carried out either in vitro,
by an .immunochemical determination of the antigen content
(method A), or in tJifJO, by comparing under given conditions
its capacity to induce specific antibodies in mice with the
same capacity of a reference preparation (method B).

METHOD A. IN VITRO ASSAY
Carry out an immunochemical determination (2.7.1) of the
hepatitis A antigen content.

Enzyme-linked inununosorbent assay (EUSA) using
monoclonal antibodies specific for the detection of a
hepatitis A epitope that induces neutralisingantibodies has
been shown to be suitable.

Suitable numbers of dilutions of the vaccine to be examined
and me reference preparation are used, and the potency of
the vaccine to be examined is calculated using the usual
statistical methods (5.3).

The antigen content is within the limits approved for the
particular product.

Hepatitis A vaccine (ina<tivated, non-adsorbed) BRP is
calibrated in International Units and may be used as a
reference preparation.

METHOD B. IN VIVO ASSAY
The test in mice shown below is given as an example of a
method that has been found suitable for a given vaccine;
other validated methods may also be used.

Selection and distribution of the test animals
Use in the test healthy mice from the same stock, about
5 weeks old and from a strain shown to be suitable.
Use animals of the same sex. Distribute the animals in at
least 7 equal groups of a number suitable for the
requirements of the assay.

Detennination of potency of the vaccine to be
examined
Using a 9 gIL solution of sodium ch/oritk R containing the
aluminium adjuvant used for the vaccine, prepare at least
3 dilutions of the vaccine to be examined and matching
dilutions of the reference preparation. Allocate the dilutions
one to each of the groups of animals and inject
subcutaneously not more than 1.0 mL of each dilution into
each animal in the group to which that dilution is allocated.
Maintain a group of unvaccinated controls, injected
subcutaneously with the same volume of diluent. After
28-32 days, anaesthetise and bleed aU animals, keeping the
individual sera separate. Assay the individual sera for specific
antibodies against hepatitis A virus by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1).
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Calculations
Carry out the calculations by the usual statistical methods for
an assay with a quantal response (5.3).

From the distribution of reaction levels measured on aU the
sera in the unvaccinated group, determine the maximum
reaction level that can be expected to occur in an
unvaccinated animal for that particular assay. Anyresponse
in vaccinated animals that exceeds this level is by definition a
seroconversion.

Make a suitable transformationof the percentage of animals
showing seroconversion in each group (for example, a probit
transformation) and analyse the data according to a parallel
line log dose-response model. Determine the potency of the
test preparation relative lO the reference preparation.

Validity conditions
The test is not valid unless:
- for both the test and the reference vaccine, the ED50 lies

between the smallest and the largest doses given to the
animals;

- the statistical analysis shows no significant deviation from
linearity or parallelism;

- the confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
33 per cent and not more than 300 per cent of the
estimated potency.

Potency requirement
The upper confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
relative potency is not less than 1.0.

5. Assay ofHepatitis B Vaccine (rDNA)
(ph. Bur. merhod 2.7.15)

The assay of hepatitis B vaccine (rDNA) is carried out either
in vivo, by comparing in given conditions its capacity to
induce specific antibodies against hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg) in mice or guinea-pigs with the same capacity of a
reference preparation, or in vitro, by an immunochemica1
determination of the antigen content.

IN VIVO ASSAY
Selection and distribution of the test animals
Use in the test healthy mice from the same stock, about
5 weeks old. The strain of mice used for this test must give a
significant slope for the dose-response curve to me antigen;
mice with haplotype H-2 q or H_2d are suitable. Healthy
guinea-pigs weighing 300 g to 350 g (about 7 weeks old)
from the same stock are also suitable. Use animals of the
same sex. Distribute the animals in at least 7 equal groups of
a number appropriate to the requirements of the assay.

Determlnadon of potency of the vaccine to be
examined
Using a 9 'ilL solution of sodium chlc»;de R containing the
alwninium adjuvant used for the vaccine or another
appropriate diluent, prepare at least 3 dilutions of the vaccine
to be examined and matching dilutions of the reference
preparation. Allocate the dilutions, 1 to each of the groups of
animals, and inject inttaperitoneally not more than 1.0 mL of
each dilution into each animal in the group to which that
dilution is allocated. One group of animals remains
unvaccinated and is injected intraperitoneally with the same
volume of diluent. After an appropriate time interval (for
example, 4-6 weeks), anaesthetise and bleed the animals,
keeping the individual sera separate. Assay the individual sera
for specific antibodies against HBsAg by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Calculations
Calculations are carried out by the usual statistical methods
for an assay with a quanta) response (5.3).
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From the distribution of reaction levels measured on all the
sera in the unvaccinated group, the maximum reaction level
that can he expected to occur in an unvaccinated animal for
that particular assay is determined. Anyresponse in
vaccinated animals that exceeds this level is by definition Q

seroconversion.
Make a suitable transfonnation of the percentage of animals
showing seroconversion in each group (for example, a probit
transformation) and analyse the data according to a parallel
line log dose-response model. Determine the potency of the
test preparation relative to the reference preparation.

Validity conditions
The test is not valid unless:
- for both the test and the reference vaccine, the ED50 lies

between the smallest and the largest doses given to the
animals;

- the statistical analysis shows no significant deviation from
linearityor parallelism;

- the confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
33 per cent and not more than 300 per cent of the
estimated potency,

Potency. requirement
The upper confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
relative potency is Dot less than 1.0.

IN VITRO ASSAY
Carry out an immunochemical determination (2.7.1) of
antigen content with acceptance criteria validated against the
in vivo test.

Enzyme-linked inununosorbent assay (BUSA) and radio
immunoassay (RIA) using monoclonal antibodies specific for
protection-inducing epitopes of HBsAg have been shown to
be suitable. Suitable numbers of dilutions of the vaccine to
be examined and the reference preparation are used and a
parallel-line model is used to analyse the data, which may be
suitably transformed. Kits for measuring HBsAg in fJirro are
commerciallyavailable and it is possible to adapt their test
procedures for use as an in fJliro potency assay.

The acceptance criteria are approved for a given reference
preparation by the competent authority in light of the
validation data.

6. Assay ofPertussis Vaccine (Acellular)
(Ph. Bur. method2.7.16)
The assay of acellular pertussis vaccine measures the capacity
of the vaccine to induce the formation of specific antibodies
in mice or guinea-pigs. Antibody titres for each antigen are
determined using a suitable immunochemical method (2.7. I)
such as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (EUSA).

The assay results can be expressed:
- either as a ratio of the geometric mean titre (GMl) of

antibodies produced following administration of the test
vaccine to the GMT of antibodies produced following
administration of a reference vaccine examined in parallel
(relative potency assay);

- or directly as a GMT of antibodies induced by the test
vaccine (geometric mean unit assay or GMU assay).

For combinations containing pertussis components together
with diphtheria and tetanus components, the serological assay
in guinea-pigs can be performed with the same group of
animals used for the serological assay of diphtheria vaccine
(adsorbed) (2.7.6) and of tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.1f)
when the common immunisation conditions for all
components (for example, doses, duration) have been
demonstrated to be _Yl!cU4. f9i -'J1~cQ~~JQ-~4 vaccine.
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The guinea-pig model allows for a further reduction in the
number of animals required and must be considered by each
analyst in accordance with the provisions of the European
Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used
for Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes.

Methods A and B described below are developed by testiog
multiple dilutions of the test vaccine and the reference
vaccine or internal control (see Glossary), to determine which
dilutions are suitable. Once the suitable dilutions have been
confirmed for a given vaccine, it is recommended, in
accordance with 3R principles (Replacement, Reduction,
Refinement), to apply a simplified model such as a single
dilution for both the test vaccine and the reference vaccine or
internal control. Such a model enables the analyst to
determine whether the inununogenicity of the test vaccine is
satisfactory.

Suitable indicators to monitor the perfonnance of the
serological assay (single or multiple dilutions) are:
~ the geometric mean and geometric standard deviation of

antibody three in the serum samples obtained after
administration of a fixed dose of the reference vaccine or
internal control;

- the antibody titres of run controls (positive control and
negative serum samples).

It may be necessary to reconfirm the suitability of the
selected dilution with a multiple-dilution assay, e.g. after
major process changes or for investigational pwposes.

METHOD A. SEROLOGY IN MICE
Thefollowing us, model isgiven as an example of a multiple
dilution assaywhichmayjorm the basis for the establishment of a
single-dilution assay.

Selection and distribution of the test animals
Use healthy mice (for example, CDI strain from the same
stock and more than 5 weeks old). Distribute the animals
into not fewer than 6 equal groups; use groups containing a
number of animals sufficient to meet the pre-defined criteria
for variability of the antibody responses prescribed under
Calculations and validity criteria. Use serial dilutions of the
test vaccine and the reference vaccine or internal control and
allocate each dilution to a group of mice. During validation
studies a further group of mice may be used as a negative
control by injecting the animals with diluent alone.

Inununlsatlon
Inject inttaperitoneally or subcutaneously into each mouse
0.5 mL of the dilution allocated to its group.

Collection of serum samples
4-5 weeks after vaccination, bleed the mice individually
under anaesthesia. Store the sera at -20 °C until used for
antibody determination. Avoid frequent freezing and thawing
of serum samples.

Reference antiserum
A reference antiserum of assigned activity serves as the basis
for calculation of the antibody titres in the test sera. BordeieJJa
pertUSSis mouse antiserum BRP is suitable for use as a reference
antiserum.

Antibody determination
Assay the individual sera for content of specific antibodies
against each acellular pertussis antigen using a validated
method such as the EUSA test shown below.

EUSA test
Microtitre plates (poly(vinyl chloride) or polystyrene as
appropriate for the specific antigen) are coated with the
purified antigen at a concentration of 100 ng per well. After
washing, unreacted sites are blocked by incubating the plates
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with a solution of bovine serum albumin and then washed.
2-fold dilutions of sera from individual mice immunised with
the test vaccine or either the reference vaccine or the internal
control are prepared on the plates. Reference antiserum is
included on each plate. After incubation at 22-25 °C for 1 h,
the plates are washed. A suitable solution of enzyme
conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody is added to each well
and incubated at 22-25 °C for 1 h. After washing, a
chromogenic substrate is added from which the bound
enzyme conjugate liberates a chromophore that can be
quantified by measurement of absorbance (2.2.25).

METHOD B. SEROLOGY IN GUINEA-PIGS
Thefollowing test model isgiven as an example of a multiple
dilution assaywhich may form 'he basis for 'he establishmen' of a
slngle-dilution assay.

Selection and distribution of the test anImals
Use healthy guinea-pigs from the same stock, each weighing
250-350 g. Use guinea-pigs of the same sex or with males
and females equally distributed between the groups.
Distribute the guinea-pigs into not fewer than 6 equal
groups; use groups containing a number of animals sufficient
to meet the pre-defined criteria for variability of the antibody
responses prescribed under Calculations and validity criteria.
During validation studies a further group of guinea-pigs may
be used as a negative control by injecting the animals with
diluent alone.

Dilution of the test and reference preparations
Using a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R as diluent, prepare
serial dilutions of the test vaccine and the reference vaccine
or internal control; series differing by 2.5- to 5-fold steps
have been found to be suitable. Use not fewer than 3
dilutions within the range found to be suitable for all the
components in the test vaccine. Use the dilutions for
immunisation preferably within 1 h of preparation. Allocate 1
dilution to each group of guinea-pigs.

Immunisation
Inject subcutaneously into each guinea-pig 1.0 mL of the
dilution allocated to its group.

Collection of serum samples
5-6 weeks after immunisation, take a blood sample from each
vaccinated and negative control guinea-pig using a suitable
method. Store the sera at -20°C until used for antibody
detennination. Avoid frequent freezing and thawing of serum
samples.

Reference antiserwn
An in-house guinea-pig reference antiserum of assigned
activity serves as the basis for calculation of the antibody
titres in the test sera.

Antibody detennlnatlon
Assay the individual sera for content of specific antibodies
against each acellular pertussis antigen using a validated
method such as the EUSA test shown below.

EUSA test
Suitable 96-well microtitre plates are coated with the purified
antigens (e.g. pertussis toxin (PT), pertactin (PRN),
filamentous haemagglutinin (FHA) andlor fimbrial
agglutinogens (FUn 2/3» representing components in the
combined vaccine at a concentration of 200-400 fig per well.
After washing, unreacted sites are blocked by incubating the
plates with a suitable blocking buffer and then washed. 2-fold
dilutions of sera from individual guinea-pigs Immunised with
the test vaccine or either the reference vaccine or the internal
control are prepared on the plates. Reference antiserum is
included on each plate. After incubation at 37°C for 1 h, the
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plates are washed. A suitable solution of enzyme-conjugated
anti-guinea-pig IgG antibody is added to each well and
incubated at 37°C for 1 h. After washing, a chromogenic
substrate is added from which the bound enzyme conjugate
liberates a chromophore that can be quantified by
measurement of absorbance (2.2.25).

CALCULATIONS AND VALIDITY CRITERIA
Relative potency assay
The antibody titres in the sera of mice or guinea-pigs
immunised with the test and reference vaccines are
determined for each acellular perrussis antigen using the
reference antiserum. From the values obtained, the GMT
ratio of the test vaccine in relation to the reference vaccine is
calculated for each antigen.

The relative potency assay is not valid unless:
- the number of responder animals for the test and

reference vaccines meets the pre-defined criteria;
- the GMT for the reference vaccine is within the limits of

the control chart;
- the variability of the antibody responses meets the pre-

defined criteria.

GMUassay
The antibody titres in the sera of mice or guinea-pigs
imrnunised with the internal control and test vaccine are
determined for each acellular pertussis antigen using the
reference antiserum, and the GMTs are calculated for each
antigen.

The GMU assay is not valid unless:
- the number of responder animals for the test vaccine and

internal control meets the pre-defined criteria;
- me GMT for the internal control is within the limits of

me control chart;
- the variability of the antibody responses meets the pre

defined criteria.

GLOSSARY
Internal control for GMU assay
A batch of vaccine shown to be representative of the current
manufacturing process and whose response in mice or guinea
pigs has been appropriately measured. The stability of the
internal control shall be monitored and documented.

Reference vaccine for relative potency assay
A batch of vaccine shown to be effective in clinical trials or a
batch representative thereof. The stability of the reference
vaccine shall be monitored and documented.

Responder animals
Immunised animals producing antibodies at a titre greater
than a threshold defined during the development and
validation of the method.

Thefollowing seaion is published for informasion.

ASSAY ,OF PERTUSSIS VACCINE
(ACELLULAR): GUIDELINES
METHOD B. DETERMINATION OF ANTIBODIES
IN GUINEA-PIGS
The EUSA shown below is given as an example of an
immunochemical method that has been found to be suitable.

Detennlnation of antibody titre by EUSA method for
pertussIs toxin (PT), filamentous
haemagglutlnln (FHA), fimbria! agglutinogen. (Fim
2/3) and pertactln (PRN)
2-fold dilutions of sera from test and reference vaccine or
internal control are made on EUSA plates coated with
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acellular pertussis antigens (pRN, PI', FHA or Fim 2/3).
A guinea-pig reference antiserum and a negative guinea-pig
serum are included on each plate. Peroxidase-conjugated
rabbit or goat antibody directed against guinea-pig IgG is
added, foUowed by a peroxidase substrate.

Reagents and equipment:
- BLiSA plaleS: 96 wells, colwnns 1-12, rows A-H.
- Reference ondserum (guinea-pig).
- Peroxidase conjugate. Peroxidase-conjugated rabbit or goat

antibody directed against guinea-pig IgG.
- Bordetella pertussis antigens (PRN, PT, FHA or Fim 213).
- Carbonate coating buffir pH 9.6. Dissolve 1.59 g of

anhydrous sodium carbonate R and 2.93 g of rodium
hydrogen carbonate R in 1000 mL of waterR. Distribute
into 150 mL bottles and sterilise by autoclaving at 121 "C
for 15 min.

- Phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.4 (PBS). Dissolve with
stirring 80.0 g of sodium chloride R, 2.0 g ofpotassium
dihydrogen phosphate R, 14.3 g of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dihydrate Rand 2.0 g of potassium chlonde R in
1000 mL of waterR. Store at room temperature to
prevent crystallisation. Dilute IO-fold with water R before
use.

- Cilric add solution. Dissolve 10.51 g of citric acid
monohydrate R in 1000 mL of water R and adjust to
pH 4'0 with a 400 giL solution of sodium hydroxide R.

- Washing buffer. PBS containing 0.5 grl, of
palysorbate 20 R.

- Diluentblock buffer. PBS containing 0.5 giL of
polysorbate 20 Rand 25 giL of dried skinuned milk.

- Peroxidase substrate. Shortly before use, dissolve 10 mg of
diammonium 2}2'-azinobis(3-ethy/benzothiazolim-6
su!fonate) R (ABTS) in 20 mL of the cilric acid solution.
Immediately before use add 5 1'1. of strong hydrogen
peroxide solution R.

Method
The description below is given as an example of a suitable
plate layout but others may be used. Wells lA-H are used for
negative control serwn. Wells 2-12 A-H are used for guinea
pig reference antiserum (usually in 2 positions) and
individual sera from guinea-pigs immunised with the test
vaccine, or elther the reference vaccine or the internal
control.

Coat each well of the EUSA plates with 100 1'1. of the
appropriate antigen solution (YT, FHA and Fim 2/3 at
2 ~g/mL and PRT at 4 ~g/mL, in carbonate coating buffer
pH 9.6). Allow to stand overnight at 4 °C in a hwnid
atmosphere. To avoid temperature gradient effects) do not
stack more than 4 plates high. On the following day, wash
the plates thorougbly with the washing buffer. Block the
plates by addition of 150 ~L of the diluent block buffer to
each well. Incubate in a humid atmosphere at 37 QCfor 1 h.
Wash the plates thorougbly with the washing buffer. Place
100 ~L of the diluent block buffer in each well of the plates,
except those of row A. Prepare suitable dilutions of
individual test and reference vaccine or internal control
serum samples, reference antiserum and negative control
serum samples. Allocate the negative control serum to
column 1, the reference antiserum to at least 2 other
columns and individual test and reference vaccine or internal
control sera to the remaining columns and add 100 J.tL of
each serum to the first 2 wells of the column to which it is
allocated. Using a multichannel micropipette, make 2-fold
serial dilutions from row B down the plate to row H, by
transferring 100 p.Lfrom one well to the next. Discard
100 ~L from the last row so that all wells contain 100 1'1..,
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Incubate at 37°C for 2 h. Wash thoroughly with the washing
buffer. Prepare a suitable dilution of the peroxidase conjugate
in the diluent block buffer and add 100 ~L to each well.
Incubate at 37 °C in a humid atmosphere for I h. Wash the
plates thorougbly with the washing buffer. Add 100 ~L of the
peroxidase substrate to each weU. Allow to stand at room
temperature, protected from light, for 30 min. Read the
plates at 405 nm in the same order as the addition of
substrate was made.

7. In vivo Assay of Poliomyelids Vaccine
(Inactivated)
(Ph. Bur. method 2.7.20)
The capacity of the vaccine to induce the formation of
neutralising antibodies is determined in vivo by one of the
following methods.

TEST IN CmCKS OR GUINEA-PIGS
Prepare a suitable series of not fewer than 3 dilutions of the
vaccine to be examined using a suitable buffered saline
solution. Distribute either guinea-pigs weighing 250-350 g or
3-week-old chicks into groups of 10, and allocate a group to
each dilution of the vaccine. Inject intramuscularly into each
animal 0.5 ml, of the ailillian iriteficled fo,its group. Bleed
the animals after 5-6 days and separate the sera. Examine the
sera for the presence of neutralising antibodies, at a dilution
of I in 4, to each of the human poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3.
Mix 100 CCID,. of virus with the dilution of serum and
incubate at 37 °C for 4.5-6 h. Keep at 5 ± 3°C for 12-18 h
where necessary for consistency of results. Inoculate the
mixtures into cell cultures for the detection of unneutralised
virus and read the results up to 7 days after inoculation.
For each group of animals, note the number of sera that have
neutralislng antibodies and calculate the dilution of the
vaccine that gives an antibody response in 50 per cent of the
animals. Carry out in parallel a control test using a suitable
reference preparation. The vaccine complies with the test if a
dilution of I to 100 or more produces an antibody response
for each of the 3 types of virus in 50 per cent of the animals.

TEST IN RATS
A suitable in vivoassay method consists of intramuscular
injection into the hind limb(s) of not fewer than 3 dilutions
of the vaccine to be examined and a reference vaccine, using
for each dilution a group of 10 specific pathogen-free rats of
a suitable strain. Use of 4 dilutions is often necessary to
obtain valid results for all 3 serotypcs. The number of
animals per group must be sufficient to obtain results that
meet the validity criteria; groups of 10 cats are usually
sufficient, although valid results may be obtained with fewer
animals per group. H animals of different sex are used, males
and females are evenly distnbuted between all groups.
A weight range of 175-250 g has been found to be suitable.
An inoculum of 0.5 mL per rat is used. The dose range is
chosen such mat a dose response to all 3 poliovirus types is
obtained. Bleed the animals after 20-22 days. Neutralising
titres against all 3 poliovirus types are measured separately
using 100 CCIDjo of the Sabin strains as challenge viruses,
Vero or Hep2 as indicator cells, and neutralisation conditions
of3 h at 35-37 °C followed by 18 h at 2-8 °C where
necessary for consistency of results. Results are read following
fixation and staining after 7 days of incubation at 35 °C.
For a valid antibody assay, the titre of each challenge virus
must be shown to be within the range 10 CCIDjo to
1000 CCID,. and the neutralising annbody titre of a control
serum must be within 2 twofold dilutions of the geomenic
meantitre of the serum. The potency is calculated by
comparison of the proportion of responders for the vaccine to
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be examined and the reference vaccine by the probit method
or, after validation) using a parallel-line model. For the probit
method it is necessary to establish a cut-off neutralising
antibody titre for each poliovirus type to define a responder.
Due to interlaboratory variation, it is not possible to define
cut-off values that could be applied by all laboratories.
Rather, the cut-off values are determined for each laboratory
based on a minimum series of 3 tests with the reference
vaccine. The mid-point on a logz scale of the minimum and
maximum geometric mean titres of the series of 3 or more
tests is used as the cut-off value. For each of the 3 poliovirus
types. the potency of the vaccine is DOl significantly less than
that of me reference preparation. The test is not valid unless:
- for both the vaccine to be examined and the reference

vaccine, the ED50 lies between the smallest and me
largest doses given to the animals;

- the statistical analysis shows no significant deviation from
linearity or parallelism;

- the confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
25 per cent and not more than 400 per cent of the
estimated potency,

ThefolWwing section ispublished for infonnation.

GUIDELINE ON WAIVING OF THE IN
VIVO ASSAY OF POLIOMYELITIS
VACCINE (INACTIVATED) AND ITS
COMBINATIONS
Thisguideline applies 10 vacdnes derived from wild 'ITaimof
poliovirus. The 'lJalidation described should becarried out for ea<h
product before waivingof the in vivo QSSClY, and ,hould be
repeated wherever there isa substantial change UJ the
manuf€Utun'ng proass that may affect thein vitro orin vivo
assays,
The European convention on the protection of vertebrate
animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes
requires that tests in animals shall not be carried out if a
scientifically satisfactory alternative is reasonably and
practically available. The aim of this guideline is therefore to
promote waiving of the in vivoassay wherever it can be
shown for a given product that me in vilrO assay (D-antigen
determination) gives sufficient assurance of satisfactory
potency for routine batch control,

For the in vivo assay, the test in rats is considered to be the
method of choice. For vaccines that are assayed using chicks
or guinea-pigs and that have an established record of
production history, the in vivo assay may be waived if the rat
assay is also applied to the batches included in the validation
study described below. For vaccines not yet approved, the
results of the rat assay on all final bulks should be included
in all data generated for demonstration of consistency of
production before waiving of the in 'Vivo assay,

Once the in m"w assay has been waived, batches of vaccine
will be released on the basis of the in m·lrO assay, and the in
vivo assay should not be used as an alternative for the release
of a batch that fails the in uitro assay. Repetition of the in
vitro assay may be performed according to an authorised
procedure,

PROCEDURE
The following conditions should be met before performance
of the validation study:
- appropriate experience of the rat assay;
- full validation of the D-antigen assay (linearity,

repeatability, intermediate prectsion. accuracy and limitsof quantilication); - - - -
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- establishment of acceptance criteria for the Dcantigen
assay based on a suitable number of consecutive finallotsj

- establishment of production consistency on recent final
bulks using the currently-approved in vivo assay; the final
bulks should correspond to the final lots used to establisb
the acceptance criteria for the D-antigen assay and should
represent different inactivated harvests of each of the 3
l}'Pes of poliovirus.

The validation study should be performed on:
- a final bulkllot that is representative of the current

production method;
- 2 sub-potent batches prepared, for example, by heating

normal vaccine or mixing it with heat-treated vaccine; the
sub-potent batches should have expected titres of about
half that of the representative final bulklIot.

These batches are assayed using as reference standard a
homologous production batch:
- by the currently approved in vivoassay for the vaccine;
- by the rat assay where this is not the currently approved

in w'w assay;
- by the D-antigen assay.

Waiving of the in vivo assay is acceptable if the representative
final bulk/lot complies with the in mw and in vitro assays and
the sub-potent batches fail to comply. If a sub-potent batch
fails to comply with the D-antigen assay but complies with
the in viw assay, the latter may be repeated.

8. Flncculation Value (Lt) of Diphtheria and
Tetanus Toxins and Toxoids (Ramon Assay)
(Ph. Bur. method2.7.27)

The content of toxin or toxoid in a sample can be expressed
as a flocculation value (Lf) using the Ramon assay. In this
assay, antitoxin is added in increasing concentrations to a
series of tubes containing a constant amount of toxin or
toxoid. At the equivalence point of toxin/toxoid and
antitoxin, flocculation occurs in 1 or more tubes. The first
tube in which flocculation occurs is used to determine the U
value of the sample.

The U value of a toxin or toxoid is determined by the
number of units of antitoxin that, when mixed with the
sample, produces an optimally flocculating mixture (Ramon
assay).

Practical experience has shown that the results of the
calibration of antitoxins in International Units (IU), for
example by comparison to international antitoxin standards,
depends on the immunochemical method used. For this
reason, antitoxins used for the Ramon assay must be directly
calibrated against the international biological reference reagents
for diphthcria or Utanus toxoid for f/o«u/alkm USIS, using the
principles described below. The concentration thus
determined may be indicated in U-equivalents per millilitre
(l1-eq.lmL).

By definition, 1 U is the quantity of toxin or toxoid that
flocculates in the shortest time with I Lf-eq, of specific
antitoxin,

A range of volumes of the reference standard of antitoxin
adjusted to a concentration of 100 U-eq.lmL is dispensed
into a series of, for example, 7 em x 1 em flocculation
tubes. A sufficient quantity of a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chluriJe R is added to each tube to give a constant total
volume of, for example, 1 mL. The test sample is diluted to
give an expected concentration of approximately 50 LflmL,
and, for example, 1 rnL afiquots of this dilution are
dispensed into each of the tubes containing antitoxin.
The tubes are properly mixed by shaking, then placed in a
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water-bath at a constant temperature between 30°C and
52 "C, and observed at regular intervals for the first
appearance of floccules. This may require the use of a
magnifying lens and strong illumination.

The first and the second mixtures to flocculate are recorded
as well as the time taken for the first flocculation to appear.
2 tubes may flocculate simultaneously.

The first tube to flocculate is the one that contains the
amount of antitoxin closest in equivalence to the amount of
antigen in the sample. The antitoxin content of this tube can
be used to calculate the Uvalue of the sample. If2 tubes
flocculate at the same time, the mean from the tubes are
given as the result.

The time taken for the first tube to flocculate (Kf) is a useful
indicator of me quality of the antigen. If at a given
temperature and concentration of toxoid and antitoxin the
Kf value is increased compared with normal, this indicates
that the antigen has been damaged. The Kf value may also
change with the quality of the antitoxin used.

Example

Tube A B C D E F

Antitoxin added 40 45 50 55 60 65
(li-<q.)

Antitoxin added 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.65
(mL)

Saline added 0.60 0.55 0.50 0.45 0.40 0.35
(mL)

Diluted sample 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
added

If in this example the first tube to flocculate is tube C then
the Uvalue of the diluted sample is 50 LflrnL. However, if
the first tube to flocculate is tube A or tube F this does not
indicate equivalence at that level. It would be necessary to
perform a repeat test using either a different dilution of test
sample or selecting a different range of doses of reference
antitoxin.

More precision can be obtained by making allowance for the
sequence of flocculation after the first tube. Thus, in the
example quoted, if the second tube to flocculate had been
tube D, the final value for the diluted sample would be 52,
whereas if the second tube to flocculate was tube B, the final
value would be 48. The test may be performed in duplicate
with slightly different dilutions of the test sample.

If there is no indication of the expected U value of the
sample available, it is advisable to obtain a rough estimate by
use of a wider range of antitoxin content in the tubes before
proceeding to the final test.

Example

Tube A B C D E F

Antitoxin 20 30 45 70 100 150
content (l.f.
eq.)

The level of toxin or toxoid and antitoxin concentration in
the test may be varied, but this will markedly affect the
flocculation time, so that at very low levels the test will take
too long, whilst at a high concentration the onset of
flocculation may be so rapid as to make it difficult to
distinguish the first and second tubes to flocculate.

Assay of low concentradons by blend flocculadon
For very low concentrations, it is preferable to measure toxin
or toxoid bythe method ·of blend flocculation. TIlls involves
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comparison of the Lf value of a known toxin or toxoid and
that of a mixture of the sample with that toxin or toxoid.

When a toxin or toxoid with a known U value and a toxin or
toxoid with an unknown Uvalue are flocculated together,
the mixture will flocculate as the swn of their values if they
are homogeneous. If non-homogenous toxins or toxoids are
mixed they will produce an aberrant pattern with
2 flocculation maxima.

9. Residual Pertussis Toxin
(Ph. Eur. method2.6.33)
The test for residual pertussis toxin is performed in vitro,
using a Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cell-based assay, and
is intended for the assay of non-adsorbed purified pertussis
components.

Pertussis toxin BRP is suitable as a reference pertussis toxin
preparation.

The CHO cell-clustering assay (CHO assay) is based on the
induction of clusters in non-confluent eRO cell cultures by
active pertussis toxin. The cultures are then examined under
a microscope and any clusters present are counted. The assay
may be used as a quantitative test or as a limit test with the
sensitivity determined within each assay using dilutions of a
reference pertussis toxin preparation.

The sensitivity of the CRO assay to pertussis toxin is verified
with pertussis toxin BRP or a suitable reference preparation
calibrated in International Units using a suitable eHO assay.
The assay sensitivity is defined as the lowest concentration in
the reference preparation dilution series to produce a positive
response, i.e, at least 10 eRO cell clusters. A suitable assay
has a sensitivity of at least 5 mIU/mL.
The following met/wdisgivenas an example.

Reagents and equipment
- Pertussis toxin BRP.
- CHO-KI cellline (ATCC No. CCL-61 or ECACC

No. 85051005).
- Kaighn's modified Ham's F-12K medium.
Media that have a slightly different composition from that in
Table 2.6.33.~1 may also be used. Proline is an essential
component of the medium. Adjust to pH 7.2 ± 0.2 if
necessary.

Table 2.6.33.-1. - Kaighn'smodified Ham's F-12K medium

AmIno acids

L-AJanine 18.0mg

L-Arginine hydrochloride 0.4220 g

L-Aspamgine monohydrate 30.0 mg

L-Aspartic acid 26.6 mg

t-Cysteine hydrochloride 70.0mg
monohydrate

L-Glutamic acid 29.0 mg

t-Glutamine 0.2920 g

Glycine 15.0mg

t-Histidine hydrochloride 45.8 mg
monohydrale

t-Jsoleucine 7.88 rng

L-l.eucine 26.2 mg

L·Lysine hydrochloride '13.0 mg
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AmIno acids

L·Meiliionine 8.96 mg

L-Phenylalanmc 9.92 mg

t-Prollne 69.0 mg

L-Serine 21.0 mg

1.-Threonine 23.0 mg

t-Tryptephan 4.1 mg

t-Tyresine disodium salt dihydI3.te 13.5 mg

lrVaiine 23.0 mg

Vhomlns

Biotin 70",

o-Calcium pantothenate 0.5 mg

Choline chloride 1".Dmg

Folic acid 1.3 mg

myo-In03itol 18.0mg

Nicotinamide "'"
Pyridoxine hydrochloride 60 ~g

Riboflavin 4.0",g

Thiamine hydrochloride 0.3 mg

Vitamin BI2 1.4 mg

Inorganlc sales

Calcium chloride, anhydrous 0.1020 g

Cupric sulfate pentahydrate 2.g

Disodium hydrogen phosphate, 0.1155 g
anhydrous

Ferric sulfone heptahydnuc D.8mg

Magnesium chloride, anhydrous 49.7 mg

Magnesium sulfate, anhydrous O. 1920g

Potassium chloride 0.2850 g

Sodium bicarbonate 2.5000 g

Sodium chloride 7.5300 g

Zinc sulfate heptahydrate 0.14.. mg

Other components

o-Gtucose 1.2600 g

Hypoxanthine sodium salt ".Omg

[jpoic acid 0.21 mg

Phenol red 3.0 mg

Putrescine dihydrochloride 0.32 mg

Sodium pyruvate 0.2200 g

Thymidine O.7.mg

Water to 1000 mL

- CHO cellculmre medium. Supplement Kaighn's modified
Ham's F-12K medium with foetal bovine serum to obtain
a finalconcentration of_lO_p~r_~~n~_YIV._Adda suflicient
quantity of 0.2 M L-glutamine solution to obtaiD -a filla-I
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concentration of 1 per cent VIV. An antibiotidantimycotic
solution may be added if required. Adjust to
pH 7.2 ± 0.2 if necessary. Store at 5 ± 3 ·C for a
maximum of 3 weeks, protected from light.

- Trypsin-EDTA solution (trypsin 0.25 per cent).
- Phosphale-buffered saline pH 7.4 (PBS), without calcium or

magnesium. Dissolve 9.0 g of sodium chloride R, 0.144 g
of potassium dihydrogetl phosphale Rand 0.795 g of
disodium !rydrogetl phosphale hepta!rydrale R in water R, and
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same solvent. Adjust the
pH if necessary.

- 24-wei1 f1at-bouomed <Way plates with lid.
- 75 cm2 tissue culture flasks.
- UJw prolein binding polypropylene micrombes.

CHO cell culture
The cells are obtained from a cell bank and used between
defined passage levels. CHO cells are cultured in tissue
culture flasks containing 20 mL of CHO cell culture medium
in a humidified incubator set at 37°C and 5 per cent C02 0

The cells are passaged at a ratio of 1:5 to 1:20 as they
approach confluence.

Before use, allow all reagents to reach room temperature or
warm to 37°C.
To passage the cells, remove the CHO cell culture medium.
Wash the cell layer gently by rinsing briefly 2-3 times with
PBS. Remove the PBS and add 2 mL of trypsin-EDTA
solution to the flask, allowing it to cover the monolayer for
20 s. Remove the uypsin-EDTA solution by aspiration.
Immediately observe the culture using phase-contrast
microscopy. When the cells begin to contract, tap the side of
the culture flask firmly to dislodge the cells. When the
majority of cells are free-floating, add 10 mL of CHO cell
culture mediwn to stop the trypsin digestion. Trypsinisation
used for cell detachment must be carefully controlled to
avoid over-digestion which causes cleavage of either pertussis
toxin receptors or cell adherence proteins, or both.

Determine the cell concentration and viability using trypan
blue exclusion or another appropriate method. The cell
viability must be greater than 95 per cent to continue.
Transfer a sufficient volume of the cell suspension to a fresh
flask for a 1:5 to 1:20 passage ratio and add CHO cell
culture medium to bring me volume to 20 mL. Incubate the
cells in a humidified incubator set at 37 "C and 5 per cent
CO2 for at least 48 h prior to use in me CAO assay.

Seeding density for CHO assay
Prepare a suspension of CAO cells using the uypsinisation
procedure described above. Count and dilute the cell
suspension to between 4 x 104 and 8 x 104 CHO cellslmL
in CHO cell culture medium. The cell concentration selected
must allow clusters to be identified at the end of the
stimulation period. Transfer 250 J.l.L of the cell suspension
into each well of the 24-well plates. Store the seeded plates
in a humidified incubator set at 37 "C and 5 per cent CO2

while the reference preparation and test sample are prepared.

Preparation of pertussis toxin reference
Reconstitute pertmsis toxin BRP as stated in the leaflet
accompanying the reference preparation. Prepare 7 two-fold
serial dilutions in CAO cell culture medium, in such a way
that the assay end-point occurs in the middle of the dilution
series. The dilutions are prepared in low protein binding
polypropylene microtubes. One dilution series for the
reference preparation is included in each assay plate.
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Preparation of non-adsorbed pwified pertussis
component samples
Dilute the test sample in CHO cell culture medium to obtain
the highest concentration of the test sample which does not
significantly dilute the nutrients of me medium, in order to
maximise the sensitivity of the assay. Prepare a dilution series
as described for me reference preparation.

Stimulation of CHO cells
Transfer 250 t-tL from each tube of the reference preparation
dilution series into me assigned wells of me assay plates
seeded with CHO cells. Similarly, traosfer 250 ~L of each
dilution of me test sample into the assigned welles). Transfer
250 ~L of CHO cell culture medium into the negative
control wells. Return the assay plates to a humidified
incubator set at 37°C and 5 per cent CO2 for 48 h.

Scoring and interpretation of results
Observe the cell cultures using phase contrast microscopy at
a magnification of 4 x or 10 x . In all wells the cell cultures
must not be confluent and must have sufficient growth space
to allow any clusters present to be counted. Assign a positive
score when 10 or more CRO cell cluster fonnations are
clearly evident within a single well. Assign a negative score to
wells containing fewer than 10 clusters. The end-point
concentration is the lowest concentration at which there is a
positive score.

Assay valIdity
The test is not valid unless:
- the negative control wells show no evidence of clustering.
- wells containing the reference toxin preparation at a

concentration greater than or equal to 5 mIU/mL exhibit
a positive response (i.e. 10 or more CHO cell clusters).

- a clear end-point dilution is observed for the reference
preparation.

- replicate values for the end-point of the reference
preparation do not differ by more than one 2-fold dilution
within one assay.

Calculadon
Calculate the residual pertussis toxin activity in the test
sample in International Units per millilitre, relative to the
reference preparation, using the following expression:

GM(end - point), A
. X R

GM(end - pomt)R
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Table 2 6 33 -2 - Reference preparation dilutions and scores

Reference prepaeatfon Score
dJlution

Rep. J Rep. 2

1:100 000 + +

1:200 000 + +

1:400 000 + +

1:800 000 + -
1:1 600 000 - -

1:3200 000 - -
1:6400 000 - -

End-polot dllUtlODS 1:800000 1:400 000

Reciprocalof end-point dilutions 800 000 400 000

GM(end-poinl)R 565685

Table 2 6 33 -3 - Test sampl» dilutions and scores

Test sample dilution Score

Rep. I Rep. 2

1:100 + +

1:200 + +

1:400 + +

1:800 + +

1:1600 + -
1:3200 - -
1:6400 -

End-point dUUtlODS 1:1600 1:800

Reciprocalof end-point dilutions 1600 800

GM(end-po"nt)s 1131

The residual pertussis toxin activity in the test sample can be
determined as follows: (1131/565685) x 1000 = 2 IU/mL.

Bxamp"
Series of 7 two-fold dilutions were prepared for the reference
preparation and test sample. In this example, the reference
stock solution has an activity of 1000 IU/mL. The scores
observed at each dilution of the reference preparation and
test sample) the reciprocal end-point dilutions and the
geometric means of reciprocal end-point dilutions are shown
in Tables 2.6.33.-2 and 2.6.33.-3.

GM(end-poinVs geometric mean or the reciprocal of me
end-point dilutions (last dilution at which there
is a positivescore) for the test sample;
geometric mean or the reciprocalof the
end-point dilutions Oastdilution at which there
is a positivescore) for the reference prepamtion;
activityof the reference preparation (Slock
solution), in International Units per millilitre.

L. Nucleic Acid Amplification Techniques
(Ph. Bur. method 2.6.21)

1. INTRODUCTION
Nucleic acid amplification teclmiques are based on
2 different approaches:

1. amplification of a target nucleic acid sequence using, for
example, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), ligase chain
reaction (LCR») or Isothermal ribonucleic acid (RNA)
amplification;

2. amplification of a hybridisation signal using) for example,
for deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the branched DNA
(bDNA) method; in this case signal amplification is achieved
without subjecting the nucleic acid to repetitive cycles of
amplification.

In this general chapter, the PCR method is described as the
reference technique. Alternative methods may be used, if
they comply with the quality requirements described below.
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2. SCOPE
This section establishes the requirements for sample
preparation, in vitroamplificationof DNA sequences and
detection of the specific PCR product. With the aid of PCR,
defined DNA sequences can be detected. RNA sequences
can also be detected following reverse transcription of the
RNA to complementary DNA (eDNA) and subsequent
amplification.

3. PRINCll'LE OF THE METHOD
peR is a procedure that allowsspecific in vitro amplification
of segments of DNA or of RNA after reverse transcription
into eDNA.
Following denaturation of double-stranded DNA into single
stranded DNA, 2 synthetic oligonucleotide primers of
opposite polarity anneal to their respective complementary
sequences in the DNA (0 be amplified. The shan double
stranded regions that form as a result of specific base pairing

. between the primers and the complementary DNA sequence
border the DNA segment to be amplified, and serve as
starting positions for in vitroDNA synthesis by means of a
heat-stable DNA polymerase.

Amplification of the DNA occurs in cycles consisting of:
- heat denaturation of the nucleic acid (target sequence)

into 2 single strands;
- specific annealing of the primers to the target sequence

under suitable reaction conditions;
- extension of the primers, which are bound to both single

strands, by DNA polymerase at a suitable temperature
(DNA synthesis).

Repeated cycles of heat denaturation, primer annealing and
DNA synthesis results in an exponential amplification of the
DNA segment limited by the primers.

The specific PCR product known as an arnplicon can be
detected by a variety of methods of appropriate specificity
and sensitivity.
Multiplex PCR assays use several primer pall's designed for
simultaneous amplification of different targets in one
reaction.

4. TEST MATERIAL
Because of the high sensitivity of PCR, the samples must be
protected against external contamination with target
sequences. Sampling, storage and transport of the test
material are performed under conditions that minimise
degradation of the target sequence. In the case of RNA target
sequences, special precautions are necessary since RNA is
highly sensitive to degradation by ribonucleases. Care must
be taken since some added reagents, such as anticoagulants
or preservatives, may interfere with the test procedure.

S. TEST METHOD
5.1. Prevention of contamlnation
The risk of contamination requires a strict segregation of the
areas depending on the material handled and the technology
used. Points to consider include movement of personnel,
gowning, material flow and air supply and decontamination
procedures.

The system should be sub-divided into compartments such
as:
- master-mix area (area where exclusively template-free

material is handled, e.g. primers, buffers, etc.);
- pre-PCR (area where reagents, samples and controls are

handled);
- PCR amplification (amplified material is handled in a

closed system);
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- post-PCR detection (the only area where the amplified
material is handled in an open system).

If closed systems are used, the strict segregation of areas is
not required.

5.2. Sample preparation
When preparing samples, the target sequence to be amplified
needs to be efficiently extracted or liberated from the test
material in a reproducible manner and in such a way that
amplification under the selected reaction conditions is
possible. A vatiety of physico-chentical extraction procedures
and/or enrichment procedures may be employed.

Additives present in test material may interfere with PCR.
The procedures described under 7.3.2. must be used as a
control for the presence of inhibitors originating from the test
material.
In the case of RNA-templates, care must be taken to avoid
ribonuclease activity.

5.3. Amplification
PCR amplification of the target sequence is conducted under
defined cycling conditions (temperature profile for
denaturation of double-stranded DNA J annealing and
extension of primers; incubation times at selected
temperatures; ramp rates). These depend on various
parameters such as:
- the length and base composition of primer and target

sequences;
- the type of DNA polymerase, buffer composition and

reaction volume used for the amplification;
- the type of thermocycler used and the thermal

conductivity rate between the apparatus, reaction tube
and reaction fluid.

5.4. Detection
The amplicon generated by PCR may be identified by size,
sequence, chemical modification or a combination of these
parameters. Detection and characterisation by size may be
achieved by gel electrophoresis (using agaroseor
polyacrylamide slab gels Ot capillary electrophoresis) or
column chromatography (for example, liquid
chromatography). Detection and characterisation by sequence
composition may be achieved by the specific hybridlsation of
probes having a sequence complementary to the target
sequence or by cleavage of the amplified material reflecting
target-specific restriction-enzyme sites. Detection and
characterisation by chemical modification may be achieved
by, for example, incorporation of a fluorophore into the
amplicons and subsequent detection of fluorescence following
excitation.

Detection of amplicons may also be achieved by using probes
labelled to permit a subsequent chemilumlnescent,
radioisotopic or immune-enzyme-coupled detection.

6. EVALUATION AND INTERPRETATION OF
RESULTS
A valid result is obtained within a test only if the positive
control(s) is unambiguously positive and the negative
control(s) is unambiguously negative. Due to the very high
sensitivity of the PCR method and the inherent risk of
contamination, it is necessary to confirmpositive results by
repeating the complete test procedure in duplicate, where
possible on a new aliquot of the sample. The sample is
considered positive if at least one of the repeat tests gives a
positive result As soon as a measurable target threshold is
defined, a quantitative test system is required.
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7. QUALITY ASSURANCE
7.1. Validation of the PCR assay system
The validation programme must include validation of
instrumentation and the peR method employed. Reference
should be made to the ICH guideline Q2(RI) Validation of
Analytical Procedures: Text and Methodology.

Appropriate official working reference preparations or
in-house reference preparations calibrated against
International Standards for the target sequences are used for
validation of a peR test, when available.

7.1.1. Detennination of 'he positive cul-ofl point
During validation of qualitative tests, the positive cut-off
point must be determined. The positive cut-off point is
defined as the minimum number of target sequences per
volume sample that can he detected in 95 per cent of test
runs. The positive cut-off point depends on interrelated
factors such as the volume of the sample extracted and the
efficacy of the extraction methodology, the transcription of
the target RNA into eDNA, the amplification process and
the detection.

To define the detection limit of the assay system, reference
must be made to the positive cut-off point for each target
sequence and the test performance above and below the
positive cut-off point.

7.1.2. 'Quantitative assaysystems
For a quantitative assay, the following parameters are
determined during validation: accuracy, precision, specificity,
quantitation limit, linearity, range and robustness.

7.2. Quality control of reagents
All reagents crucial for the methodology used have to be
controlled prior to use in routine applications. Their
acceptaocelwithdrawal is based on pre-defined quality
criteria.
Primers are a crucial component of the PCR assay and as
such their design, their purity and the validation of their use
in a PCR assay require careful attention. Primers may be
modified (for example, by conjugation with a fluorophore or
antigen) in order to permit a specific method of detection of
the amplicon, provided such modifications do not inhibit
accurate and efficient amplification of the target sequence.

7.3. Run controls
7.3.1. Bxumal Cl»ltroIs

In order to minimise the risk of contamination and to ensure
adequate sensitivity, the following external controls are
included in each peR assay:
- positive control: this contains a defined number of target

sequence copies, the number being close to the positive
cut-off value, and determined individually for each assay
system and indicated as a multiple of the positive cut-off
value of the assay system;

- negative control: a sample of a suitable matrix already
proven to be free ofthe target sequences.

7.3.2. Internal control
Internal controls are defined nucleic acid sequences
containing, unless otherwise prescribed, the primer binding
sites. Internal controls must be amplified with defined
efficacy, and the amplicons must be clearly discernible.
Internal controls must be of the same type of nucleic acid
(DNNRNA) as the material to be tested. The internal
control is preferably added to the test material before
isolating the nucleic acid and therefore acts as an overall
control (extraction, reverse transcription, amplification,
detection).
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7.3.3. Threshold control

The threshold control for quantitative assays is a test sample
with the analyte at a concentration that is defined as the
threshold not to be exceeded. It contains the analytesuitably
calibrated in International Units and is analysed in parallel in
each run of a quantitative assay.

7.4. External quality assessment
Participation in external quality assessment programmes is an
important PCR quality assurance procedure for each
laboratory and each operator.

Thefollowing sections arepublished for information.

VALIDATION OF NUCLEIC ACID
AMPLIFICATION TECHNIQUES (NA1)
FOR THE DETECTION OF HEPATITIS C
VIRUS (RCV) RNA IN PLASMA POOLS:
GUIDELINES
1. SCOPE
The majority of nucleic acid amplification analytical
procedures are qualitative (quantal) tests for the presence of
nucleic acid-with some quantitative tests (either in-house or
commercial) being available. For the detection ofHCV RNA
contamination of plasma pools, qualitative tests are adequate
and may be considered to be a limit test for the control of
impurities as described in the Pharmeuropa Technical Guide
for the elaboration of monographs, December 1999, Chapter
ill 'Validation of analytical procedures'. These guidelines
describe methods to validate only qualitative nucleic acid
amplification analytical procedures for assessing HCV RNA
contamination of plasma pools. Therefore, the
2 characteristics regarded as the most important for
validation of the analytical procedure are the specificity and
the detection limit. In addition, the robustness of the
analytical procedure should be evaluated.

However, this document may also be used as a basis for the
validation of nucleic acid amplification in general.

For the purpose of this document, an analytical procedure is
defined as the complete procedure from extraction of nucleic
acid to detection of the amplified products.

Where commercial kits are used for part or all of the
analytical procedure, documented validation points already
covered by the kit manufacturer can substitute for the
validation by the user. Nevertheless, the performance of the
kit with respect to its intended use has to be demonstrated by
the user (e.g. detection limit, robustness, cross
contamination).

2. SPECIFICITY
Specificity is the ability to assess unequivocally nucleic acid
in the presence of components ·that may be expected to be
present.

The specificity of nucleic acid amplification analytical
procedures is dependent on the choice of primers, the choice
of probe (for aoalysis of the final product) aod the stringency
of the test conditions (for both the amplification and the
detection steps).

When designing primers and probes, the specificity of the
primers and probes to detect only HCV RNA should be
investigated by comparing the chosen sequences with
sequences in published data banks. For HCY, primers (aod
probes) will normally be chosen from areas of the 5' non
coding region of the HCY genome which are highly
conserved for all genotypes.
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The amplified product should be unequivocally identified by
using one of a number of methods such as amplification with
nested primers, restriction enzymeanalysis, sequencing, or
hybridisation with a specific probe.

In order to validate the specificity of the analytical procedure,
at least 100 HCV RNA-negative plasma pools should be
tested and shown to he non-reactive. Suitable samples of
non-reactive pools are available from the European
Directorate for the Quality of Medicines &
HealthCare (EDQM).

The ability of the analytical procedure to detect all HCV
genotypes will again depend on the choice of primers, probes
and method parameters. This ability should be demonstrated
using characterisedreference panels. However, in viewof the
difficulty in obtaining samples of some genotypes
(e.g. genotype 6), the most prevalent genotypes
(e.g. genotypes 1 and 3 in Europe) should be detected at a
suitable level.

3. DETECTION LIMIT
The detection limit of an individual analytical procedure is
the lowest amount of nucleic acid in a sample mat can be
detected but not necessarily quantitated as an exact value.

The nucleic acid amplification analytical procedure used for
the detection of HCV RNA in plasma pools usually yields
qualitative results. The number of possible results is limited
to 2: either positive or negative. Although the determination
of the detection limit is recommended, for practical purposes,
a positive cut-off point should be determined for the nucleic
acid amplification analytical procedure. The positive cut-off
point (as defined in the general chapter 2.6.21) is the
minimum number of target sequences per volume sample
that can be detected in 95 per cent of test runs. This positive
cut-off point is influenced by the distribution of viral
genomes in the individual samples being tested and by
factors such as enzyme efficiency, and can result in different
95 per cent cut-off values for individual analytical test runs.

In order to determine the positive cut-off point, a dilution
series of a working reagent or of the hepatitis C tJirns BRP,
which has been calibrated against the WHO HCV
International Standard, should be tested on different days to
examine variation between test runs. At least 3 independent
dilution series should be tested with a sufficient number of
replicates at each dilution to give a total number of 24 test
results for each dilution, to enable a statistical analysis of the
results.

For example, a laboratory could test 3 dilution series on
different days with 8 replicates for each dilution, 4 dilution
series on different days with 6 replicates for each dilution, or
6 dilution series on different days with 4 replicates for each
dilution. In order to keep the number of dilutions at a
manageable level, a preliminary test (using, for example,
10glO dilutions of the plasma pool sample) should be carried
out in order to obtain a preliminary value for the positive
cut-off point (i.e. the highest dilution giving a positive signal).
The range of dilutions can then be chosen around the
predetermined preliminary cut-off point (using, for example,
a dilution factor of 0.5 10giO or less and a negative plasma
pool for the dilution matrix). The concentration of HCY
RNA that can be detected in 95 per cent of test runs can
then be calculated using an appropriate statistical evaluation.

These results may also serve to demonstrate the intra-assay
variation and the day-to-day variation of the analytical
procedure.
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4. ROBUSTNESS
The robustness of an analytical procedure is a measure of its
capacity to remain unaffected by small but deliberate
variations in method parameters and provides an indication
of its reliability during normal usage.

The evaluation of robustness should be considered during
the development phase. It should show the reliability of the
analytical procedure with respect to deliberate variations in
method parameters. For NAT, small variations in the
method parameters can be crucial. However, the robustness
of the method can be demonstrated during its development
when small variations in the concentrations of reagents
(e.g. MgCI2, primers or dNTP) are tested. To demonstrate
robustness, at least 20 HCV RNA negative plasma pools
(selected at random) spiked with HCV RNA to a final
concentration of 3 times the previously determined
95 per cent cut-off value should be tested and found positive.

Problems with robustness may also arise with methods that
use an initial ultracentrifugation step prior to extraction of
the viral RNA. Therefore, to test the robustness of such
methods, at least 20 plasma pools containing varying levels of
HCV RNA, but lacl<iDg HCV-specific antibodies, should be
tested and found positive.

Cross-contamination prevention should be demonstrated by
the accurate detection of a panel of at least 20 samples
consisting of alternate samples of negative plasma pools and
negative plasma pools spiked with high concentrations of
HCY (at least 102 times the 95 per cent cur-off value or at
least 10' IU/rnL).

5. QUALITY ASSURANCE
For biological tests such as NAT, specific problems may arise
that influence both the validation and the interpretation of
results. The test procedures must be described precisely in
the form of standard operating procedures (SOPs). These
should cover:
- the mode of sampling (type of container, etc.);
- the preparation of mini-pools (where appropriate);
- the conditions of storage before analysis;
- the exact description of the test conditions, including

precautions taken to prevent cross-contamination or
destruction of the viral RNA, reagents and reference
preparations used;

- the exact description of the apparatus used;
- the detailed formulae for calculation of results, including

statistical evaluation.

The use of a suitable run control (for example, an
appropriate dilution of hepauiis G "irus BRP or plasma spiked
with an HCV sample calibrated against the WHO HCV
International Standard) can be considered a satisfactory
system-suitability check and ensures that the reliability of the
analytical procedure is maintained whenever used.

Technical qualification An appropriate installation and
operation qualification programme should be implemented
for each critical piece of the equipment used.
For confinnation of analytical procedure performance after a
change of critical equipment (e.g. thermocycters), the change
should be documented by conductirig a parallel test on
8 samples of a plasma pool that is spiked with HCV RNA to
a final concentration of 3 times the previously determined
95 per cent cut-off value. All results should be positive.

Operator qualification An appropriate qualification
programme should be implemented for each operator
involved in the testing.
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VALIDATION OF NUCLEIC ACID
AMPLIFICATION TECHNIQUES (NAT)
FOR THE QUANTIFICATION OF B19
VIRUS (BI9V) DNA IN PLASMA POOLS:
GUIDELINES
1. SCOPE
The European Pharmacopoeia requires that plasma pools
used for manufacture of certain products are tested for the
presence ofBI9 virus (B19V) DNA with a threshold
concentration that must not be exceeded. In order to comply
with these requirements, quantitative NAT tests are
preferred. The characteristics regarded as the most important
for validation of the quantitative NAT procedure are
accuracy, precision, specificity, quantitation Iimit, linearity
and range. In addition) the robustness of the analytical
procedure should be evaluated.

This guideline descrihes methods to validate NAT analytical
procedures for assessing B19V DNA contamination of
plasma pools based on the ICH guidelines. However, this
document may also be used as a basis for the validation of
quantitative NAT ln. general.

For the purpose of this document, an analytical procedure is
defined as the complete procedure from extraction of nucleic
acid to detection of the amplified products.

Where commercial kits are used for part or all of the
analytical procedure, documented validation points already
covered by lite kit manufacturer can substitute for the
validation by the user. Nevertheless, the performance of the
kit with respect to its intended use has to be demonstrated by
the user (e.g. precision-accuracy, range, robustness).

2. ACCURACY
Accuracy expresses me closeness of agreement between me
value mat is accepted as either a conventional true value or
an accepted reference value and the value found.
The accuracy of an assay is dependent on the calibration of
the assay and on the variance of the different assay steps.
Though it is recommended to establish the accuracy across
the specified range of the analytical procedure, the most
important assessment of accuracy is in the range of the
threshold concentration. In the case ofBI9V NAT assays for
investigation of plasma pools it is recommended to assess the
accuracy of the calibrated assay by assaying at least
5 concentrations (dilution factor of 0.5 10glO) of B19 'flilUS

DNA for NAT testing BRP or another material, suitably
calibrated in International Units against the actual WHO
BI9 DNA International Standard, covering the range of the
currently recommended threshold concentration of
10.0 IUI~L B19V DNA (e.g. 10' ill/mI., 10'" ill/mI.,
10' IU/mL, 10'.5 ill/mL and 10' ill/mL), with at least 3
replicates for each dilution. Accuracy should be reported for
the different concentrations in terms of percentage
determined compared with the known amount of Bl9V
DNA. It should reflect the level of technology of the
respective assays, which should also be defined, for example
in collaborative studies.

3. PRECISION
Precision expresses the closeness of agreement between a
series of measurements, obtained from multiple sampling of
the same homogenous sample. The precision is defined at
3 levels:
- repeatability expresses the precision under the same

operating conditions over a short interval of time (intra
assay predsion); it is assessed by using: 1.assay and testing
3 replicates ofapproprlatedij,;tionsof a BI9V DNA: -
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positive sample suitably calibrated in International Units
and covering the whole quantitative range of the assay;
the coefficient of variation for the individual samples is
calculated (intra-assay variability);

- Intermediate precision expresses the intra-laboratory
variations (inter-assay precision); it is established by
assaying replicates (as routinely used for the assay) of
appropriate dilutions of a B 19V DNA-positive sample
suitably calibrated in International Units covering the
whole quantitative range of the assay under different
circumstances (e.g. different days, different analysts,
different equipment, different reagents); the coefficient of
variation for the individual samples is calculated;

- reproducibility expresses the precision between different
laboratories (inter-laboratory precision); it is assessed by
participation in quantitative collaborative studies on B19V
DNA-NAT assays, e.g. under the Proficiency Testing
Scheme (PTS), including the comparative analysis of the
obtained quantitative results, where appropriate.

4. SPECIFICITY
Specificity expresses the ability to assess unequivocally
nucleic acid in the presence of components that may be
expected to be present. The specificity of NAT analytical
procedures is dependent on the 'choice of primers, the choice
of probe (for analysis of the final product) and the stringency
of the test conditions (for both the amplification and the
detection steps).

When designing primers and probes, the specificity of the
primers and probes '0 detect only human BI9V DNA should
be investigated by comparing the chosen sequences with
sequences in published data banks. There should be no
major homology found with sequences unrelated to BI9V.

The amplified product should be unequivocaUy identified by
using one of a number of methods such as amplification with
nested primers, restriction enzyme analysis, sequencing, or
hybridisation with a specific probe.

In order to examine the specificity of the analytical
procedure, at least 20 B19V DNA-negative plasma pools
should be tested and shown to be non-reactive.

PaNJOfJJ'nut B19 genotypes The International Comminee
on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) has classified
representatives of the 3 genotypes as strains of human
parvovirus B19. Genotype I represents prototype BI9V,
genotype 2 represents viral sequences like A6, and genotype
3 represents V9-like sequences. By perfonning sequence
alignment with respective B19V genotype sequences available
from nucleic acid sequence databases, primers and probes
should be designed to detect and quantify consistently the
different human parvovirus B19 genotypes. Reference
materials should be used to check the approach chosen.
Since biological reference preparations reflecting some
genotypes might be difficult to obtain, respective plasmid
preparations or synthetic nucleic acids may also serve as a
characterised target sequence source. However, those cannot
be used to validate the extraction procedure.

S. QUANTITATION LIMIT
The quantitation limit is the lowest amount of nucleic acid in
a sample that can be determined quantitatively with suitable
precision and accuracy. The quantitation limit of the Bl9V
NAT assay is assessed during the repeatability and
intermediate-precision studies by limiting dilution analysis.
The lowest concentration of target nucleic acids that is
quantitated with suitable precision and accuracy is defined.
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6. LINEARITY
The linearity of an assay is its ability to obtain test results
that are directly proportional to the concentration of the
nucleic acid. The linearity of the BI9V NAT assay is
assessed during the repeatability and intennediate-precision
studies by testing replicates of diluted samples with the
concentrations covering the whole quantitative range.
The interval between the upper and me lower concentration
of the target nucleic acid where test results are directly
proportional £0 the concentrations is defined.

7. RANGE
The range of an assay is the interval between the upper and
the lower concentration of nucleic acid in the sample for
which it has been demonstrated that me procedure has a
suitable level of precision, accuracy and linearity. The range
of the BI9V NAT assay is assessed during the repeatability
and intermediate-precision studies by testing replicates of
diluted samples. The interval between the upper and the
lower concentration that can be expressed with an acceptable
degree of accuracy and precision is defined.

8. ROBUSTNESS
The robustness of an analytical procedure is a measure of its
capacity to remain unaffected by small but deliberate
variations in method parameters and provides an indication
of its reliability during normal usage. The evaluation of
robustness should be considered during the development
phase. It should show the reliability of the analytical
procedure with respect to deliberate variations in method
parameters. For NAT, small variations in the method
parameters can be crucial. Nonetheless, the robustness of
NAT can be demonstrated' during the development of the
method when small variations in the concentrations of
reagents, for example MgCI2,) primers or dNTP, are tested.
To demonstrate robustness, at least 20 Bl9VDNA-negative
plasma pool samples spiked with BI9V DNA at the
threshold concentration should be tested and found to have
acceptable quantitative values.

Cross-contamination prevention should be demonstrated by
the accurate detection of a panel of at least 20 samples
consisting of alternate samples of plasma pools without B19V
DNA or with levels below the threshold concentration
(10 samples) and plasma pools spiked with high
concentrations ofBl9V DNA (at least ]02 times the
threshold tevet, 10 samples).

9. QUALITY ASSURANCE
For biological tests such as NAT, specific problems may arise
that may influence both the validation and the interpretation
of results. The test procedures must be described precisely in
the form of standard operating procedures (SOPs). These
should cover:
.:..- the mode of sampling (type of container, etc.);
- the preparation of mini-pools by manufacturers (where

appropriate);
- the conditions of storage before analysis;
- the exact description of the test conditions including

precautions taken to prevent cross-contamination or
destruction of the viral nucleic acids, reagents and
reference preparations used;

- the exact description of the apparatus used;
- the detailed formulae for calculation of results, including

statistical evaluation.

The inclusion of an appropriate threshold control (for
example) plasma spiked with a B19V DNA sample suitably
calibrated in International Units, such as BI9 virus DNA for
NAT testing BRP) is considered to be a satisfactory system-
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suitabllity check and ensures that the reliability of the
analytical procedure is maintained whenever used.

Technical qualification An appropriate instaUation and
operation qualification programme should be implemented
for each critical piece of the equipment used.
For confirmation of analytical procedure performance after a
change of critical equipment (e.g. thermocyclera), the change
should be documented by conducting a parallel test on
8 samples of a plasma pool that is spiked with a
concentration ofBI9V DNA around the threshold
concentration. AU results should be acceptable and reflect the
features of the assay as determined during the validation
phase.

Operator qualificah'on An appropriate qualification
programme should be implemented for each operator
involved in the testing,

M. Assay of Interferons
(Ph. Bur. general texts 5.6)

Thefol/owing chapter ispublished for information.

I. INfRODUCTION
Monographs on human interferons generally contain a
bioassay based on the inhibitory activity of the interferon on
the cytopathic action of a virus on a cell line in culture.
In most cases, however, the virus, cell line and the assay
details are not specified, in order to allow the appropriate
flexibility, where the monograph covers more than one sub
class of interferon.

The present text is intended to provide outline information
for me analyst on how to design, optimise and validate such
an assay once an appropriate combination of cell line and
cytopathic virus has been identified. A detailed procedure for
a particular cytopathic antiviral assay is described as an
example of a suitable method, together with information on
other virus-cell line combinations and guidance on how to
adapt and validate the procedure for these other
combinations.

2. ANTIVIRAL (CYTOPATHIC EFFECT.
REDUCTION) ASSAYS
The antiviral assay of human interferons is based on the
induction of a cellular response in human cells) which
prevents or reduces the cytopathic effect of an infectious
virus. The potency of interferon is estimated by comparing its
protective effect against a viral cytopathic effect with the
same effect of the appropriate reference preparation
calibrated in International Units.

3. INfERFERON ASSAY USING HEP2C CELLS AND
INFECTIOUS ENCEPHALOMYOCARDITIS VIRUS
The antiviral assay of human interferons described is of the
cytopathic effect reduction type. It uses human Hep2c cells
infected by encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) to measure
the potencies of different human interferon test preparations.
This assay has been used in three World Health Organization
(WHO) international collaborative studies of candidate
International Standards for human interferon alpha) human
interferon beta and human interferon gamma and has
repeatedly been demonstrated to be sensitive, reliable and
reproducible for potency estimations of the different types of
human interferon.

For the culture of mammalian cells, all procedures are
carried out using standard operating procedures for the
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maintenance of such cell lines in culture. Volumes of
reagents are indicated for cell cultures carried out in 75 cm2

flasks. Other types of containers (flasks or plates) may be
used but volumes must be adapted accordingly.

3.1. MAINTENANCE AND PREPARATION OF HEP2C
CELLS
Hep2c cells are maintained and passaged in culrure
mediumA.
Cells are stored as frozen stocks using standard operating
procedures. Growing cells may be maintained in culture up
to a permitted passage number of 30, after which new
cultures are established from frozen stocks.
At the beginning of the assay procedure, harvest the cells
from the flasks showing 90 per cent confluent monolayers
using the trypsin-treatment procedure described below.
- Remove the culture medium from the flasks.
- To each flask, add 5 mL of trypsin solution heated at

37°C (a trypsin stock solution contains 4 mg/mL of
trypsin R and 4 mg/mL of sodium edeuue R; immediately
before use) dilute 50 times with phosphate buffered
saline). Swirl the capped flask to wash the cell monolayer.
Remove the excess of trypsin solution.

- Incubate the flasks for 5 min to 10 min at 37°C.
Microscopically or visually observe the cells for signs of
detachment. When viewed microscopically, the cells
appear rounded up or detached and free-floating. Shake
the flask vigorously to detach all the cells) add
approximately 5 mL of culture medium A. Shake
vigorously to yield a suspension of single cells.

- To prepare the cell suspensions for the assay procedure)
carefully disperse me cells by pipetting up and down to
disrupt cell aggregates) count the cells and resuspend at a
concentration of 6 x 105 ce1lslmL.

3.2. PROPAGATION OF ENCEPHALOMYOCARDITIS
VIRUS
Encephalomyocarditis virus is propagated in mouse
lr929 cells in order to produce a stock of progeny virus.
lr929 cells are maintained by trypsin treatment and passage
as described for Hep2c ceUs (NOTE: it may bt necessary to
substitute neonatal calf serum Wlih foetal bovine serum if thecells
show poor growth).

Take several flasks containing confluent cultures of
L-929 cells. Pour off the medium from the flasks. Inoculate
with 2 mL of the EMCV suspension appropriately diluted in
culture medium B so that it contains approximately
2.5 x 108 plaque forming units (PFU) per millilitre. Each
flask will contain 4-6 x 107 L-929 ceUs and therefore the
multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) will be approximately
10 PFU/cell. Carefully swirl the virus suspension over the
entire cell monolayer and return the flasks to the incubator
for approximately 1 h. Maintain the medium at pH 7.4 to
7.8.
After adsorption of the EMCV, add approximately 40 mL of
culture medium B to each flask and return the flasks to the
incubator at 37 DC for about 30 h. Maintain the medium at
pH 7.4 to 7.8 to obtain a maximum virus yield. Remove the
culture fluid and store at approximately 4 DC.

Place the flasks at -20 DC to freeze me cell monolayer. Then
thaw to room temperature. Add approximately 5 mL of
culture medium and shake the flask to disrupt the cell walls.
Transfer the contents of each flask to the container of culture
fluid. Transfer the culture fluid containing the EMCV to
50 mL plastic centrifuge tubes and centrifuge at
approximately 500 g for about 10 min to remove cell debris.
Dispense the clarified culture fluid into glass screw-capped
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bottles, in quantities of20 mL, 10 mL, 5 mL, 1 mL, 0.5 mL
or 0.2 ml., as appropriate. Store at -70 DC. Larger volumes
can be thawed) dispensed into smaller quantities and
re-frozen when required. The EMCV stock will retain its
original titre if stored permanently at approximately -70 DC,
but repeated freeze-thaw cycles or storage at higher
temperatures) e.g, at approximately -20°C) results in
progressive loss of titre.

33. ASSAY PROCEDURE

3.3.1. Determlnatlon of the dose-response range
Preparation of thesolutions

Dilute the appropriate standard for interferon (for example a
specific WHO sub-type interferon standard) in culture
medium A) in 10-fold dose increments) to give doses
covering the range of 1000 - 0.00I IUlmL. Carry out the
assay procedure in 96-well microtitre plates. To each well
add 100 ~ of culture medium A. Add approximately
JOO J!L of each dilution of the reference preparation to each
well except for those intended for virus controls. Using a
multichannel pipette set at I00 ~L, mix the contents of the
wells.

Dispensing ofthe tell suspension
Pour the cell suspension of Hep2c cells, which has been
adjusted to contain approximately 6 x 105 cellslrnL of
culture medium A) into a plastic Petri-dish. Dispense the cell
suspension from the Petri-dish into each well of the
rnicrotitre plates, using a multichannel pipette set at 100 ~L.

Incubate the plates for about 24 h in an incubator set at
37°C and 5 per cent CO2•

V~'raJ infection
At this stage, using an inverted microscope) check that the
monolayers of Hep2c cells are confluent, that they show a
relatively even distribution of cells, that they have correct
morphology and that they are healthy.

Remove most of the culture medium from the wells by
inverting the plate and shaking it and blotting on a paper
towel (proceed in an identical way when discarding fluids
from micro-titre plates as described later). Dilute the EMCV
stock with fresh culture medium A to a titre of approximately
3 x 107 PFU/mL (NOTE: eachplate requires approximately
20 mL ofdiluted virus, plus 5 per cenc to 10 per <entofextra
wlume). Dispense the diluted suspension from a 9 em sterile
Petri-dish using a multichannel pipette set at 200 JJL to all
wells including virus controls) but. excluding cell controls.
Add approximately 200 ~ of culture medium A without
virus to each of the cell control wells.

Return the plates to the incubator set at 37°C and
5 per cent CO2 for approximately 24 h.

Staining
Examine the plates microscopically lO check dIat. the EMCV
has caused a cytopathic effect (c.p.e.) in the virus controls.
The time interval for maximum c.p.e. may vary from one
assay to the next because of inherent variation of Hep2c cells
to virus challenge over a given period of continuous
cultivation.

Remove most of the culture medium from the wells by
discarding into an appropriate decontaminating solution
(sodium hypochlorite is suitable). Dispense phosphatebuffered
salinepH 7.4 R into each weU.Discard the phosphate buffered
saline pH 7.4 R into a decontaminating solution. Dispense
into each well 150 j.tLof staining solution. Stain the cells for
approximately 30 min at room temperature. Discard the
staining solution into a decontaminating solution. Dispense
approximately 150 ~L of fixing solution. Fix for 10 min at
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43. STATISTICAL VALIDATION
As with all paraUelline bioassays, the assay must satisfy the
usual statistical criteria of linearity of response, parallelism
and variance.

4.4. VALIDATION OF ASSAY IAYOUT
As with all microtitre plate assay procedures, attention must
be given to validating the assay layout. In particular, bias due
to non-random pipetting order or plate edge effects must be
investigated and eliminated, by randomising the assay layout,
or by avoiding the use of edge wells.

REAGENIS AND eULTURE MEDIA
Cul..re medium A (lO percent neonatal rolf ",um)

Nt Numeration of CD341CD45+ Cells in
Haematopoietic Products
(Ph. Eur. method 2.7.23)

This chapter describes immunolabelling and analysis by flow
cytometry (2.7.24) to determine the number of
CD341CD45+ cells contained in haematopoieticproducts.
The determination is carried out by a singleplatform method
using calibrated fluorospheres, after lysis of the sample red
blood cells if necessary.

This method applies to all types ofpreparations and whole
blood. However, the characteristics of this method make it
particularlysuitable Cor preparations containing very low
percentages of CD341CD4S+ cells.

Graft quallty assessment by CD341CD4S+ cell
enumeradon
A variety of studies have established that the 1-3 per cent of
cells in the bone marrow that express the CD34 cell swface
antigen are capable of reconstituting long-term, multilineage
haematopoiesis after myeloablarive therapy.
CD341CD4S+ cells are also found in the peripheral
circulation of normal individualsbut are extremelyrare
(0.01-0.1 per cent). However, CD341CD4S+ cells may also
be mobilisedfrom marrow to the peripheral circulation in
greater numbers by haematopoieticcytokines such as
granulocytecolony-stimulating factor and/or Chemotherapy.

room temperature. Discard the fixing solution into a
decontaminating solution and wash the cell monolayers by
immersing the assay plates in a plastic box containing
running water. Discard the water and superficially dry the
plates with paper towels. Dry the assay plates at 20°C to
37 QC until all moisture has evaporated.
Add ISO~ of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide to each well. Elute
the stain by gentle agitation of the plates or by hitting them
against the palm of the hand. Make sure that the stain is
evenly distributed in all wells before making
spectrophotometric readings.

Read the absorbance at 610 om to 620 run, using a
microtitre plate reader, taking as a blank a well or a COIUIIU1

of wells containing no cells and approximately ISO pL of
0.1 M sodium hydroxide.
Estimate the concentrations of interferon standard that give
the maximum and minimum reduction of cytopathic effect.
This is the dose response corresponding to the working range
of the assay.

3.3:2. Assay procedure
Carry out the assay as described above, using:
- as test solutions) the substance to be examined, diluted in

two-fold increments with culture medium A to give
nominal concentrations covering the workingrange of the
assay,

- as reference solutions, the appropriate standard for
interferon (for example, a specific WHO sub-type
interferon) in culture medium A, diluted in two-fold
increments to givenominal concentrations covering the
working range of the assay.

3.3.3. Data analysis
Results of the cytopathic effect reduction assaygenerally fit a
sigmoidaldose-responsecurve, when the interferon
concentration (the log of the reciprocalof the interferon
dilution) is plotted versus stain absorbance.
Plot the interferon concentration (log reciprocalof dilution)
versus the stain absorbance for the interferon reference
preparation and for the interferon test solutions. Using the
linear portion of the curve, calculate the concentration of
interferon in the sample by comparing the responses for test
and referencesolutions, using the usual statisticalmethods
for a parallel line assay.

4. VALIDATION OF OTHER PROCEDURES
4.1. CHOICE OF CELL LINE AND VIRUS
A number of other combinations of cell line and virus have
been used in anti-viral assays for interferons. For example,
EMCV has been used in combination with the AS49
epitheliallung carcinoma cell line, SemlikiForest virus or
Sindbis virus have been used with hwnan fibroblasts, and
vesicularstomatitis virus has been used with either human
diploid fibroblasts, the human arrmion WISH cell line or the
Madin-Darby bovine kidney cell line. In each case the choice
of the celllineJviruscombination is usually based on that
which givesthe most sensitive response to the interferon
preparation to be assayed, and gives parallelresponses when
comparing the test preparation and interferonstandard.

4.2. CHOICE OF RESPONSE
The staining procedure described above measures remaining
viablecells. A number of other responses have been used,
including methyl violet or crystal violet staining, or the
thiazolyl blue (MTT) conversionprocedure. In each case, the
method is selected on the basis of producing a suitably linear
and sensitive relationshipbetween response colour and viable
cell count.

RPMI 1640 culture medium, supplemented with anubioncs if
necessary (peniciUin 10 000 IU/mL; streptomycin 10 ndmL)
r-Gluumroe, 200 mM, sterile
Neonatal ceffserum

Cul..re medium B (2 per cent foetal booine,erum)

RPI\U 1640 culture medium, supplemented with anribloncs ir
necessary (penicillin 10 000 1U/mL; streptomycin 10 nwroL)
L-Glutmnine, 200 mM, sterile
Foetal bovine serum

StainingsolutUm

Naphthalene black
Acetic add. glacial
Sodium acetate. anhydrous
Water

Fixingsolution

Formaldehyde, 40 per cent
Acetic acid. glacial
Sodium acetate. anhydrous
Water

450 mL

5mL
50mL

490mL

5mL
IOmL

0.5 g
90mL

8.2 g
to 1000 mL

IOOmL
90mL

8.2g
to 1000 mL
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The technique used for enumeration of CD341CD45+ cells
must meet the following requirements:
- high sensitivity, since haematopoietic stem cells are rare

events;
- accuracy, to provideclinically relevant results;
- reproducibility, to provide clinically reliable results;
- speed, to provide real-time analysis.

Selection of parameters
The flow cytometry assayuses commercially available,
directly conjugated fluorochrome-labelled monoclonal
antibodies, routine staining and whole blood lysing
procedures, and a gatingstrategy using light scatter and
immunofluorescence analysis using a pan-CD45/CD34
monoclonalantibody combination.
It is possible to determine CD341CD45+ cell viability by
appropriate nucleic acid staining with a stain that does not
cross the intactcell membrane (for example, with
7-aminoactinornycin D).

Selection of monoclonal antibodies
CD34 antibodies Use class ill CD34 antibodies that
detect all glycosylation variants of the molecule (for example,
clone 8G12 or 581). To detect rare events, use an antibody
conjugated to the brightest fluorochrome excitable using an
argon laser-based flow cytometer, for example
phycoerythrin (PE).

CD4S antibodies Pan-CD45 antibodies that detect all
isofonns and all glycofonns of thisstructure arerequired.
A CD45 antibody conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) fluorochrome is generally used (for example, J33,
HLeI,2Dl).

Isotypic or isoclonic controls A negative control is
analysed to detect any non-specific signal in the PE
tluorescence region. If using an isotypic control (8
monoclonal antibody to an irrelevant antigenof the same
isotype as the CD34 antibody employed), the PB--conjugated
isotype is combined with CD45-FlTC (or PerCP). If using
an lsoclonlc control, the unconjugated (in excess) and
PE-conjugated CD34 identical monoclonal antibody is
combinedwith conjugated CD45. Alternative combinations
may be used.

Absolute count of CD34/CD4S+
Calibratedfluorospheres Depending on the technique
used, the internal standard eitherconsistsof calibrated beads
in suspension or is directly introduced into the associated
tubes by the manufacturer.
The absolute count of the CD341CD45+ cells per microlitre
is calculated using the following expression:

A-xC
B

A numberof CD34ICD45+ cellacounted;
B numberof fluorosphen: singlets counted;
C knownf1uorosphere concentration.

Gadng strategies
The purpose of sequential gating is to select the population
of interest and simultaneously minimise interference from
debris and mature cells to which Antibodies can bind non
specifically. If using a commercial kit, apply the gating
recommended by the manufacturer. If using an in-house
assay, it is preferable to apply a currently recommended
strategy. A gatingstrategy that uses lightscattering
parameters and CD341CD45 fluorescence will aid in the
accurate identificationand enumeration of
CD341CD45+ cells.
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Number of events analysed
A sufficient numberof events areanalysed to maintain
acceptable accuracy and precision, for example not fewer
than Joo CD34+ events and not fewer than
60 000 CD45+ events; the total number of cells counted
maybe greater if the percentage of CD34 is 0.1 per cent or
less.

Specimen collection
Acid citrate dextrose (AGD) formula Ais the anticoagulant
used in apheresis procedures. This anticoagulant allows both
an automated leucocyte count and flow cytometry evaluation
to be performed on the same specimen. Edetic acid (EDTA)
is the anticoagulant of choice forperipheral blood sampling.

Specimen transport
Transport conditionsguarantee the physical and thermal
safety of samples.

Specimen integrity and storage
Fresh (less than 24 hold) apheresis products, whole blood
samples, umbilical cord blood specimens or bone marrow
samples can be processed. Old specimens (morethan 24 h
old) and specimens thathave been frozen and thawed are
stained with a viability dye. On receipt, the temperature
within the package is verified.

TECHNIQUE
Sample preparation
Ensure that the concentration of leucocytes is suitable prior
to staining with monoclonal antibodies. H necessary, dilute
the sample with medium that is compatible with the product
to be tested and the lysingsystem. Recordthe dilution factor.
It is reconunended to perfann the test with a negative
control.

Flow cytometry analysis
AUlOSwndardirati'on
For analysis of cells labelled with a commercially available
kit, manufacturers have developed some quality tools for
settingthe flow cytometer. These settings are then
automatically transferred on protocolanalysis of samples.
Specificfluorospheres are used to set the photomultiplier
tube (PMT) on target values, compensation is set and the
systemis checked using a controlpreparation.
Sysum settings
- Discriminator/threshold: the forward angle light scatter

threshold is set to excludedebris (low forward scatter)
but not small lymphocytes from the light-scatter plot.

- PMT high voltage settings: these must be consistent with
cell-surface marker analysis and established within each
laboratory so thatnegative and positivecell populations of
moderate antigen densitycan be distinguished; Pft.tlT
voltages arereviewed and adjusted periodically according
to standardised laboratory procedures.

- Compensation: this must be acceptable for the colour
spectra overlap (for example, FffCJPE) encountered in
cell-surface marker analysis; colourcompensation is
analysed and adjusted according to standardised
laboratory procedures.

- Flow rate: this must be consistent withroutine cell-surface
marker analysis.

- Gating regions: the gatingregions established for the
CD341CD45 samples are maintained unaltered for the
analysis of the negative region.

Calculation of absolute number of CD34fCD4S+ cells
The absolute number of CD341CD45+ cells is calculated
using the following expression:
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Results are reported as both the percemage of
CD341CD45+ cells and the absolute nwnber per microlitre,
They may alsobe reported as the absolute number per
kilogram of recipient body mass) wherethis is possible.

N2. Colony-forming Cell Assay for
Human Haematopoietic Progenitor Cells
(Ph. Bur. method2.7.28)

The haematopoietic systemrepresents a continuum of cells
whosephenotype and properties change as theyprogress
from stem cells to differentiated cells.
Haemaropcietic progenitor cells (HPCs) arecapable of
forming colonies or 'cell clusters' in cultures grown in semi
solid media and aresaid to be 'clonogenic'.
The determination of the number of colony-forming cells
(CFCs) in a cellular product is an indicator of the functional
capacity of theprogenitor cells and is a predictor of
haematopoietic reconstitution. The measured number of
CFCs correlates with the minimwn number of progenitors
present in the sample.

CELL-SURFACE MARKERS
The capacity of colony-forming cells to give rise to
haematopoietic colonies in vitro and/or to reconstitute the
haematopoietic systemhas been correlated with the
expression of specific cell-surface antigens. The expression of
the membrane antigen CD34 is an accepted marker formost
of the haematopoietic progenitors and stem cells.

COLONY ASSAY SPECIFICITY
Colony-fonning cells are identified with a nomenclature
based on the lineages of mature cellspresent in the colony
(for example, CFU-Mix, CFU-GEMM, CFU-GM, CFU-G,
CFU-M. BFU-B, CFU-B, CFU-Meg) and are a population
of progenitors able to give rise to colonies containing one or
morelineages of haematopoietic cells.No or low capacity for
self-renewal has been ascribed to thispopulation of human
HPCs compared with the most immature stem cells.
The amount and type of growth factors supplied during the
culture modulate the type and size of colonies thatwill be
formed.

Greater specificity on the general classof HPCs and on their
relative proliferative potential is provided by the time
required to differentiate in vitro intomature cells.The time
required by post-natal colony-fonning cells to give rise to a
colonyformed of mature cells in vitro is 10-14 days.

QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR A CFC ASSAY
It is paramount for the overall quality of the colony-forming
cell assay to apply a strictly standardised approach. It is
therefore recommended to carry out intra- and inter
laboratory validations. The source of the materials, including
reagents, growth factors and disposables, is identified.
The mainfactors affecting variability in the CFC assay are
the number of cellsplatedand the identification of colonies.
Up to 15 per cent intra-laboratory variability may be
observed for the same test. H it is necessary to evaluate the
number of colony-fonning cells in a purified cell population)
it is possible to use a limiting dilution approach where the

•
D
V

nxDxV

totalnumberof CD34JCD45+ cells permicroline;
dilutionfactoIj
volumeof the productto be tested. in microlitres.

number of wellspositive for cell proliferation is measured
with an automated system.
The othermainsource of variability stems from the use of
undefined materials (forexample) foetal bovine serum or
bovine serumalbumin) in the CFC assay. These products
derive from pools of source materials andprovide a non
specific stimulation of cellular proliferation. However) it is
not uncommon to havebatches with particular characteristics
that selectively stimulate the proliferation of specific
haematopoietic lineages.
Finally, a low level of endotoxins (less than O.OIlU/mL or
less than 0.01 IU/mg) in all the materials used for the
clonogenic assay is advisable) as higher levels result first in a
progressive skewing of the haematopoietic lineages expression
in the cultures) and afterwards in a moregeneral inhibition of
cell proliferation and cfonogenesis.

CFC CLONOGENIC ASSAY
The CFC assay is based on the capacity of progenitor cells to
form a colony whenplated in a semi-solid medium or in a
gel in the presence of specific growth factors, Different types
of semi-solid media maybe used (forexample,
methylcellulose, collagen) agar and plasma-clot) depending
on the desired readout. Commercially available mediausually
give morereproducible results.

MATERIALS
A validation is performed at leastfor the following critical
materials.

Growth factors
Both multilineage (suchas Kit-ligand or stem cell factor
(SCF), interleukin-3, granulocyte-macrophage colony
stimulating factor (GM-CSF» and lineage-specific
(erythropoietin, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G
CSF» growth factors are required to obtain the highest
nwnber of colonies from a cell suspension containing a
mixed population of HPCs.

Other media components
Media may be supplemented by serwn (notably by foetal
bovine serum) and/or albumin.
CELL CULTURE

Cells
The sample placed in culture must be representative of the
cellular product injected. Cell suspensions are required for
this assay. In the case of bone marrow aspirates, such
suspensions can be obtained by forcing the bone marrow
through a sieveor through progressively smaller calibre
needles. Repeated passages through a 21-gauge needle are
usually sufficient to disperse cell clusters into a cell
suspension.

PlATING AND SCORING
The cells diluted in the culture medium aremixed in the
semi-solid medium. It is common to plate 1 mLof the
mixture in an untreated sterile Petri dish (0 35 rom).

Becauseof the viscosity of the medium, the solution cannot
be platedwith air displacement pipettes and the use of
syringes equipped with large bore (:'0 l8-gauge) needles is
required.
The nwnber of cells to be plated depends on the HPC
concentration in the sample to be tested. So thatno colonyis
derived from 2 different HPCs) the number of cells plated
must allow between 40 and 80 colonies per plate (0 35 rom)
to be counted. The 'target' number of colonies perplate may
be obtained either from the percentage of CD34+ (or
concentration of CD34+ cells/rnL) determined by How
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cytometry (2.7.24) or from different dilutions of the cell
suspension (usually 2 concentrations ace tested).

The plates are incubated in aerobic conditions with a carbon
dioxide concentration of 5 per cent, at 37°C in a humid
(saturated) atmosphere for 10-14 days, and the number of
colonies is then scored under an inverted microscope. Care
must be taken when manipulating the dishes containing the
colonies as me methy1ceUulose-based medium is viscous but
not jellilied. An inclined plate will result in mixed and
'comet'-shaped colonies making the scoring likely to be
incorrect.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE COLONIES
The size and structure of me colonies depend on the type of
mature ceUs mat are their constituents. 50 cells per colony is
usually considered a minimum. The presence of
haemoglobinised cells identifies progenitors of the erythroid
lineage. As the amount of mature cells for each lineage
largely depends on the growth factors added to the cultures.
performing differentiated counts is not recommended unless
otherwise prescribed.

EXPRESSION OF THE RESULTS
The results of CFC culture are usually expressed as me
arithmetic mean of me number of colonies counted in at
least 3 plates in the test. The mean number of colonies is
then related to 104 or 105 viable nucleated cells placed in
culture.

N3. Nucleated Cell Count and Viability
(Ph. Bur. method 2.7.29)

The detennination of the quality of cell suspensions requires
accurate measurements of both cell concentration and
percentage of viable cells, These data are essential to the
decision-making process for preparing cellular products and
for maintaining optimum culture conditions. The cell count
may be expressed as the number of cells per volume of cell
suspension and the cell viability as the number of viable cells
per volume of cell suspension. The cell-count procedure may
be performed manually (haemocytometer) or with an
automated apparatus (for example, particle counter, flow
cytometer). Other methods than that described below may be
used.

CELL NUMBER
MANUAL COUNTING
Description of the apparatus and test principle The
following materials are required:
- a haemocyrometer; a specialised, microscope counting

chamber available in different designs. It consists of a
thick slide and a coverslip mounted to delimit a chamber
with a specific volume for each design. The thick slide of
the various haemocytometers consists of counting
chambers separated by deep grooves to avoid cross-filling.
The counting chamber is etched in the glass and contains
a grid which is specific for each model;

- a light microscope - low power 10 x to 40 x
magnification;

- pipettes of a suitable volume range.

The haemccytometer is used to quantify me number of cells
in a given solution by calculation of the cell concentration
per millilitre (C) using the following expression:
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a number of «Us counted;
d dilution factor (where applicable)j
n factor varying with me volume of the haemocytometer chamber.

It is possible to distinguish between mixed cell populations
provided they differ in size or pigmentation (for example,
leukocytes and erythrocytes).

Preparation of the counting chamber and analysis
Mount the coverslip (slightly moistened on the edges) on the
slide. Move the coverslip back and forth over me slide,
pressing slightly on the sides. Prepare a suitable dilution of
the cell suspension in isotonic buffer or in haemolysis buffer.

Add an appropriate volume of the dilution to the counting
chamber. The liquid is added to the border of the coverslip
and is drained inside the chamber by capillarity. Carefully
place the haemocytometer under the microscope and focus.
Count the cells in a zone of the grid. Calculate the cell
concentration in the diluted and original samples.

To increase the accuracy of the measurement, it is important
to respect the following basic precautions: .
- use only suitably thickened coverslips;
- wherever possible, count more than 100 cells (if

necessary, count more areas);
- where cell clustering is detected (i.e. lhe cell suspension is

not monocellular), resuspend the cells before sampling
and count again;

- avoid underfiUing or overflowing the chamber, otherwise
the volume will no longer be accurate.

AUTOMATED COUNTING METHODS
Particle counters based on conduct,'fJity variation
Electronic particle counting devices measure the size and
number of particles in a solution.

Particle counters are calibrated before use with a solution of
particles of known concentration and size. To allow the
counting of larger particles, tubes fitted with differently
calibrated orifices are available. These apparatuses do not
allow the discrimination between dead and live cells. As cell
debris may also generate pulses that may cause errors,
counters are also fitted with a threshold control allowing only
larger particles to be counted.

The apparatus must be qualified for the counting of cellular
products (in terms of linearity, accuracy, etc.).

Particle counters based on flow cytometry (2.7.24).
The flow cytometer is calibrated with reference particles of
known concentration and size to give an absolute cell
number per volume. However, a calibrating solution is no
longer necessary in instruments using 2 electrodes inserted in
the sampling chamber where the fixed size of the sampling
chamber and distance between the 2 electrodes allow the
measurement of the content of a fixed volume. This type of
instrument rarely needs to be calibrated after the initial
setting.

VIABILITY
This section applies to cell staining by viability dyes and
manual or automated analysis, under a light microscope or
by flow cytometry, of a cell suspension in order to determine
the percentage of viable cells.

Depending on the type of cells and the method used, the
results may differ.

MANUAL DYE-EXCLUSION METHOD
Test principle This test is based on the exclusion of the
dye from viable cells whereas dead or damaged cells absorb
the dye and are coloured. It provides infomiation on the
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cytoplasmic membrane integrity but its results do not
necessarily reflect cell functionality. Recently trypsinised or
thawed viable cells may have leaky membranes, causing them
to absorb the dye.

Dye Trypan blue is the stain most commonly used to
distinguish between viable and non-viable cells, hut other
suitable dyes such as erythrosin B or nigrosin may also be
used. It is an acid dye (iW(" 961), an anion wirh 4 sulfonate
groups that can easily bind to proteins; therefore the protein
concentration of the preparation [Q be tested must be as low
as possible.

Test conditions Dye fixation is strongly influenced by pfl,
within a range of 6.6 to 7.6. Fixation is optimal at pH 7.5.
The other conditions, such as the dye concentration and the
staining time are validated.

Storage conditions of the dye GeneraUya 0.4 or
0.5 per cent trypan blue solution in sterile phosphate
buffered saline is used. Store protected from light and air.

Test preparat,·on and analysis Stain the cell suspension
at the required dilution (usually in phosphate-buffered saline)
with, for example, a trypan blue solution having a final
concentration of 0.1 to 0.2 per cent. M.ix gently. Incubate for
not more than 2-4 min at room temperature. Mix gently and
place a suitable volwne in a counting chamber. Count
without delay.

Determine the percentage of viable cells from the ratio of the
number of unstained cells to the total number of cells under
a light microscope, considering all stained cells as dead cells.
Viability (l') is calculated as a percentage using the foUowing
expression:

~ x 100
N

n Dumber of unstained (viable) cells;
N [otal Dumber of cells (stained and unstained).

It is essential that the incubation time be not more than
4 min as the nwnber of stained cells may increase
significantly afterwards. For a new determination, it may
therefore be necessary to prepare a new test.

AUTOMATED METHODS

Flow cytometry
Test principle The test is based on the ability of certain
dyes to cross damaged membranes and bind to DNA by
intercalating between bases so that dead cells may fluoresce
and be detected by flow cytometry (2.7.24). Non-viable cells
are evaluated and discriminated by focusing on positive
staining whereas viable cells remain unstained. This analysis
is generally performed with 7-aminoaetinomycin D (7-AAD)
or propidium iodide (PI) but other suitable dyes may also be
used.

Dye 7-AAD and PI are given as examples of membrane
irnpermeants that may be used as viability dyes.

7-AAD is an analogue of actinomycin D that contains a
substituted amino group at position 7 of the chromophore.
It intercalates between cytosine and guanine DNA bases.
The spectral properties of 7-AAD make this molecule
particularly suitable for flow-cytometry analysis.
The maximum absorption of the 7-MDIDNA complex is
situated in the green spectral region and is thus suitable for
an argon laser-equipped cytometer (excitation wavelength of
488 nm). The deep red ft.uorescence emission of the 7-AAD
viability dye (635 nm to 675 nm) eases the use of the probe
iri combination with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FlTC)-and
phycoerythrin (PEl-conjugated antibodies, because in
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contrast to PI, the 7-AADIDNA complex shows minimal
overlap with FITC and PE.

PI binds to double-stranded DNA by intercalating between
bases with little or no sequence preference and with a
stoichiometry of 1 dye molecule per 4-5 DNA base pairs.
Once the dye is bound to nucleic acids) its fluorescence is
enhanced 20- to 3Q-fotd, the fluorescence excitation
maximum is shifted around 30-40 run towards the red and
the fluorescence emission maximum (615 nm) is shifted
around 15 nm towards the blue. Although its absorptivity is
quite low, PI exhibits a sufficiently large Stokes shift to aUow
simultaneous detection of nucleic acids and fluorescein
labelled antibodies, provided that the suitable optical filters
are used.

Storage conditions ofnucleic acid dye solution
5 ± 3 "C..

Test preparation and analysis In the case of
haematopoieuc cells, the dye may be added after CD45
labelling to obtain a better separation of cells from debris and
platelets with a side scalier (SS)/CD45+ gating region.
The incubation conditions of the cell suspension with the dye
are validated previously.

Incubation is performed at room temperature protected from
light. Where necessary, lysis of red blood cells is performed
using) for example, ammonium chloride. If not, add buffer
alone.

Percentages of viable cells are directly given by the Row
cytometer and deduced from the analysis of positive cells
(dead cells) in the SSJ7-AAD or SSIPI cytogram (dot plots).

Positive controls may consist of stabilised cells (dead cells)
mixed with freshviable cells at a target value.

Digital imaging of stained cells
Digital imaging allows the automation of dye-exclusion
methods. The cell suspension and viability-dye solution are
directly mixed by a machine. The system, which allows
sample aspiration) reagent handling, and subsequent
instrument cleaning is fully automated. Once the cellular
suspension has been aspirated and mixed with the dye
solution, it is pumped to the flow cell for imaging.
The stained cell suspension is aspirated through a chamber
where stroboscopic light allows a camera to photograph the
flowing cells. The images are digitalised and the number of
dead or live cells counted by the software.

O. Host-cell Protein Assays
(ph. Bur. me/hod 2.6.34)

Thisgeneral chapter provides guidance for thedevelopment and
valida.ion of host-cell protein (HCP) assays used to leSt products
obtained by recombinant DNA t«hnology. It does no. exclude the
use 01 alternative approaches thal area«ejJUlble 10 thecompetent
authority.

INTRODUCTION
Host-cell proteins (Hf'Ps) are process-related impurities
derived from the host organism used for the production of a
medicinal product by recombinant DNA technology.
In order to mitigate their potential adverse effects
(e.g. immunogenlcity), HCP content is expected to be
reduced to the lowest possible level.

HCP clearance during the purification process must be
assessed and the HCP content determined using an Rep
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assay that has been evaluated and validated for a given
product.

The Hep acceptance limit, typically expressed in nanograms
ofHep per milligram of active substance (ppm), must be
justified with regard to the RCP clearance capacity of the
purification process and with regard to the potential impact
of residual Rep on patients, taking into account the worst
case quantity of RCP that could be administered with the
product.

Heps are generally measured using an immune-based assay
containing, as reagents, the Hep antigen preparation
(hereinafter erne Hep antigens') or Hep referencestandard
and the corresponding polyclonal antibodies (antisera).
Antisera must cover a broad spectrum of Heps
representative of the product concerned.
Sandwich-typeenzyme-linked immunosorbent assays
(EUSA) are the most commonly employed assays to assess
quantitatively the level of RCPs. It should be noted that
Rep content measured by RUSA does not represent
absolute HCP mass content. The sensitivity is the result of
the observed cumulative responses of many individual HCPs
in comparison [Q the response of an HCP reference standard.
The use of orthogonal analytical methods
(e.g. electrophoresis, HPLC, Western blot, mass
spectrometry) to characterise the various HCPs in the
product is recommended to support the development and
selection of the assay.

ASSAY SELECTION
Several types of assay are available, with selection taking Inro
account several factors, including the stage of development of
the product, the natureof the host cell and the protein
immunogenicity, the expression mode, the manufacturing
process, and prior knowledge. When selecting and developing
the assay, its Hfe cycle (e.g. reagent supply, consistency, assay
validation, process change) must also be considered.

TYPES OF ASSAY

Process-specific assays
Process-specific HCP assays (also called product-specific
HCP assays) are developed and validated taking into account
the specificity of the production process, and using the same
host organism expressing the recombinant product.

The HCP antigens are derived from a mock run of the active
substance manufacturing process (or a process representative
of it) up to a step capable of generating a broad spectrum of
HCPs in sufficient quantities.

The antisera raised must cover a broad range of HCPsJ in
order to detect as many different HCPs as possible and also
to accommodate process variations.

Platform assays
Platform assays are developed by individual manufacturers
and customised for the processes and host organism used by
the manufacturer for production. The same sets of reference
standards and reagents may be used to monitor HCPs in
several products manufactured in the same host organism,
provided that upstream processes (and downstream, if
relevant) are sufficiently similar for these products.
The suitability of me antiserum should be evaluated as
described above for process-specific assays.

Generic assays
Commercially available HCP test kiEs are commonly referred
to as generic HCP assays. They are intended to work. broadly
across similar expression hosts. Detailed infonnation on me
preparation of the reagents may not be disclosed by the
vendor. For instance, the HCP antigens may be derived from
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a combination of strains of an expression host species, and
the process{es) used may not mimic the process applied for
the product of interest. The suitability of the antiserum
should be evaluated as described above for process-specific
assays.

CRITERIA FOR ASSAY SELECTION
In view of the potential safety issues associated with residual
HCPs in the active substance, a risk assessment is performed
to support the choice between a generic, a platform or a
process-specific strategy, taking into account the stage of
development of the product.

For early development a generic assay or a platform assay
may be used. For later development phases, process-specific
assays must be considered, as they are generally regarded as
superior, especially when compared to generic assays. This is
because process-specific assays are more likely to show
immunoreactivity against representative HCPs.

Platform or generic assays may be used, provided that the
assay is appropriately characterised and validated against
process-specific HCPs.

PRODUCTION AND TESTING OF THE HCP
ANTIGEN PREPARATION
The RCP reagents (RCP antigens and anti-RCP antibodies)
are produced in such a way as to facilitate replication of the
production when a replenishment for the RCP assay is
needed.

The HCP antigens are used to generate the polycional
antibody reagent for me HCP immunoassay by immunising
one or more suitable animal species. In addition, they serve
as me HCP reference standard in the HCP immunoassay.

As far as possible, me HCP antigens must cover me relevant
RCP population expected to be derived from the
manufacturing process of the protein of interest.

The HCP population must also be broad enough to cover
worst-case purification scenarios and to provide robustness
against potential manufacturing process changes during the
life cycle of the product.

PROCESS-SPECIFIC ASSAYS

Null cell lIne
Development of a process-specific assay involves the selection
of a null ceHline that does not contain the expression gene
for the product of interest and is derived from the same cell
line that has been used to establish the production cell line.
This null cell line may be non-transfected or mock
transfeeted. A mock-transfected cell line is created by
transfecting the parental cell line with a blank plasmid,
i.e. the plasmid used to create the production cell line, but
missing the gene coding for the protein of interest.

Mock producdon process
Upstream
The antigens produced for process-specific assays are
obtained by a mock production process that mimics the
intended manufacturing process, using the null cell line and,
as far as possible, the same operating conditions.

As for any mock production, the process used represents an
approximation of the intended manufacturing process and
leads to differences (e.g. different scale, operating parameters,
product interaction). However, the impact of those
differences needs to be considered carefully because they may
affect the composition of the HCP population.

For example, a mock fermentation of an inclusion body
manufacturing process may not deliver the desired inclusion
bodies if the product is not present. Therefore, depending on
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the null cell line used (e.g. mock-transfected or not), the
antigens may need to be isolated differently compared to the
intended manufacturing process.
In some situations, operating parameters for the mock
production may be adjusted to cover wont-case scenarios
(e.g. to deliverantigens coveringa broad spectrum of
different Hep species). For example, the antigen-containing
cell culture supernatant may he harvested beyond the
minimum levelof cell viability in order to include more
cytosolic proteins, which are released by additional cell lysis.

Downstream
The HCP antigens derived from the upstream process are
usually only minimally processed (filtration, concentration),
in order to obtain a representative spectrum of Heps.
Further purification is generally not recommended as there
willbe a risk of losing Hep species.
However, in caseswhere the antigens are not representative
(e.g. resulting in low coverage), mixing of mock materials
from different processing steps can be considered.
Enrichment may also be achieved by pooling materials from
mock fermentation or purification rune using different
operating conditions, or from selective purification steps
(e.g. to reduce large amounts of the few immunodominant
HCPs).

Cross-contamination with the protein of interest
The HCP antigens must be produced in a manner that
avoids contamination with even minute traces of the product
in order to avoid cross-reactivity with the polyclonal
antibodies.
To achieve this goal, dedicated or single-use equipment is
used as much as possible.. Where multi-purpose equipment is
used, it must be cleaned appropriately. In addition, the risk
of contamination when filling or handling the antigens in the
laboratory environment must also be considered.

Characterisadon and testing
Before using the HCP antigens for immunisation, the protein
content is assessed (total protein assay) and the absence of
the protein of interest verified.
Comparison of the HCP population with the mock and the
intended production process is performed, typically by SDS
PAGE and/or two-dimensional (2D) electrophoresis wirh a
high sensitivity stain. The aim of this comparison is to show
that the RCP antigens resulting from the mock production
process contain most of the representative RCP species of
the intended manufacturing process. Where necessary,
complementary information may be gathered by orthogonal
methods, e.g. mass spectrometry.

PlATFORM ASSAYS
Null cell line
Development of a platform assay involves a null cell line that
does not contain the expression gene for the product of
interest, and uses the same host species. This null cell line
may be non-transfected or mock-transfecred, and may be
used for the production ofHCP antigens for products from a
given company's manufacturing platform.

Mock production process
Upstream
The RCP antigens produced for platform assays are obtained
by a mock production process that mimics the platform
upstream process that is used for several products, and
typically uses the same media components. As for any mock
production, the process used represents an approximation of
the intended manufacturing process) which may impact the
composition of the RCP population (see process-specific
assays).
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DownslTeam
As for other assays) the Rep antigens derived from the
upstream process are, in general, only minimally processed
(e.g. no or limited number of purification steps) to obtain a
broad spectrum of HCPs, although mixing and pooling
strategies may also be used to widen the spectrum ofHCP
species.

Characterisation and testing
As for process-specific assays, both the protein content and
the absence of the protein of interest are tested. Comparison
of rhe HCP population wirh rhe mock and rhe inrended
production process is performed.

GENERIC ASSAYS
Generic assays are commercially available and are developed
by the vendor.

Detailed information on the preparation of the reagents may
not be disclosed by the vendor. For instance, the null cell
line may be derived from a combination of strains of an
expression host species, and the process(es) used may not
mimic the process applied for the product of interest.

Nevertheless, the generic assay must be selected with
consideration given to the intended manufacturing process
(e.g. appropriate host cell line), and be appropriately
validated for the product of interest and phase of
development. As a consequence, if generic assays are used in
later stages of development or during commercial
manufacturing, it is recommended to validate the assay and
control lot-to-lot reagent consistency using either appropriate
upstream fractions from the production process or a mock
preparation generated using a null cell line.

PRODUCTION AND CHARACIERISATION OF
THE ANTI-HCP ANTIBODY REAGENT
PROCESS-SPECIFIC AND PlATFORM ASSAYS

Immunisation
One of the challenges of the immunisation step is to generate
polyclonal antibodies that are higWy specific and sensitive for
each of the antigenic proteins in the complex mixture of
HCPs used as an immunogen. An animal's immune response
must be stimulated against both the stronger and the weaker
antigens.

An animal host that yields a sufficient quantity and diversity
of HCP-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) is selected.

Where horh rhe polyclonal capture and rhe polyclonal
detection antibodies are from the same source, it can be
assumed that they recognise different epitopes on the same
HCP in rhe assay. Alrematively, polyclonal anti-HCP
antibodies from different animal species may be used. Using
several animals for a given species may reduce the impact of
individual variations in immune competence and provide
additional response diversity, resulting in maximised antibody
coverage against the HCP antigens.

An immune response to a limited number of HCP antigens
may be obtained rapidly, particularly when adjuvants are
used to boost the immune response. However, in complex
mixtures, differential enhancement of the inunune response
towards weaker antigens or those at lower concentrations
may be necessary.

It usuaUy takes several immunisations to reach a maximum
immunological response and, depending on the frequency of
immunisation, the process can take 3-6 months to complete.

The immune response against the HCPs for a given
immunisation scheme has to be monitored by determining
the antibody titre using, for example, an :ailSA, and by
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comparing the results of 1D or 2D electrophoresis after
protein staining and a Western blot, where the polyclonal
anti-Hr.P antibodies are used as primary antibody.
In practice, some minor proteins that elicit a strong immune
response may not he visible in the protein-stained gel, and
some poorly antigenic proteins that are detectable by protein
staining may not elicit a detectable immune response.
To achievesample-dilution linearity in complexmulti-analyte
immunoassays, it is essential that the immune reagent
simultaneously and specifically recognises as many individual
analytesas possible in an assay sample and that it is present
in stoichiometricexcess. For this purpose, a series of sample
dilutions from different process steps may he tested by
EUSA using purified anti-HCP antibodies from bleedings
that have shown suitable coverage by Western blot.

Finally, based on the results of the tests described above,
antisera from different animals are pooled, retested and
purified.

Purification and preparation
The RCP antibodies must be purified before an assay can be
developed.

Typically, this is achieved by protein A- or protein
G-chromatography andlot HCP antigen affinity
chromatography. In the case of HCP antigen affinity
chromatography, the antigens used for immunisation are
immobilised on column chromatography media and the
specific antibodies are captured by applying the antisera onto
the column.
Additional purification to remove potential aggregates might
be required by gel permeation chromatography.

For the EUSA, a part <ifthe purified anti-HCP antibodies is
conjugated to a detection label (e.g, biotin or horseradish
peroxidase) .

The purified anti-HCP antibodies and the sera must be
stored at a temperature that ensures their stability.

Characterisadon and testing
The suitability of the derived HCP assay reagent is assessed
by demonstrating the coverage of the HCPs representative of
the manufacturing process by the anti-HCP antibodies.

For this purpose, 2D electrophoresis of the HCP antigens is
performed. The protein pattern of the immunostain is
compared with the protein pattern of the total stain.
The anti-HCP antibodies must recognise a broad range of
HCPs over the fuJI range of charge and molecular size. Other
methods using native conditions may be considered.

GENERIC ASSAYS
Immunisation, purification and preparation of the anti-RCP
antibody reagent are carried out by the vendor and details
may not be available.

Characterisation and testing of anti-RCP antibodies are
performed as for other assay types. Typically, there is limited
control over lot-to-lot reagent consistency. Appropriate
comparative lot testing is therefore required.

VALIDATION OF THE HCP ASSAY
The HCP EUsA is developed to detect and quantify a
heterogeneous mixture of antigens at varying concentrations,
and with a reagent containing antibodies that are not
represented at a one-to-one ratio. The section below is
intended to target the specifics in development and validation
of this type of EUSA.

HCP assays such as EUSA are validated with regard to
accuracy, specificity, precision, quantitation and detection
limits, linearity, range and robustness.
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During the life cycle of the product, a full or partial
revalidation of the assay may be required, for example when
implementing a manufacturing process change that may
impact the suitability of the RCP reagent.

Accuracy
Accuracy is demonstrated by spike/recovery analysis of the
HCP reference standard in a relevant background matrix
(e.g. the active substance or a sample from a relevant
purification step).

Specificity
Specificity is demonstrated by the absence of interference
from the matrix background (including the active substance).
For instance, data from the accuracy study can be used to
assess specificity.

Precision
As for any other quantitative assay, repeatability) intermediate
precision and reproducibility are appropriately demonstrated.

Quantitation and detection limits
Sensitivity is usually in the ppm range and is normally
described through the quantitation limit (QL). QL is typically
determined by HCP spike recovery studies in the active
substance or an appropriate sample matrix, and is calculated
from the minimal spike providing a response with predefined
accuracy and precision from replicate analyses.

Detection limit (DL) is often not determined (optional
validation parameter).

Linearity
The linearity of the HCP assay is demonstrated using
dilution series of the HCP standard and spike/recovery
experiments (accuracy study).

Additionally, due to the nature of HCP assays, the multiple
HCP analytes and polyclonal anti-HCP antibodies, sample
dilution non-linearity may be observed, i.e. back-calculated
results increase with increasing dilutions of samples, which in
most cases is related to the excess of one or more individual
HCPs in the sample when compared to the available
antibodies in the Hep immunoassay, As a consequence)
dilution linearity must be properly assessed for the relevant
process steps by comparison of target versus measured HCP
concentrations at varying sample dilutions. Dilution linearity
is demonstrated if the acceptance criteria for assay variation
are met for different sample dilutions. Studies demonstrating
dilution linearity can be carried out either during method
development or at the latest during method validation.

If a sample shows dilution non-linearity, multiple sample
dilutions are prepared beyond the range where non-linear
behaviour is observed.

The final HCP value is typically reported as the average
HCP concentration obtained for a minimum of 2 dilutions
within the linear dilution range. If justified, 1 dilution may be
sufficient.

Range
The range of the assay is typically defined by the HCP
concentrations for which a suitable level of precision,
accuracy and linearity has been demonstrated.

Robustness
The evaluation of robustness is considered during the
development phase.

CHANGE OF HCP ASSAY AND/OR REAGENT
The quantities of antigens and antibodies must be large
enough to supply the HCP assay for several years. Therefore,
the supply, quality and consistency of reagents must be
appropriately managed throughout the life cycle of the assay.
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Table 2.6.34.-1
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Depleted reagents
Process change

HCP reference standard Anti-Hep antibody

Reagent cheracterisauon The protein concentration of the new Total protein concentration of me new The effects of precess changes that have
referencesrandeedis determined antibody is determined. The final assay the potential to impact the HCP
preferably using die same method as for concentration must be limited for the new composition are ana¥ed by suitable
the current reference standard to ensure lot in order to achievea similar standard methods (e.g. ID-/2D-PAGB, Western
that the protein concentrations are curve as for the current IOL bbt, HCP assay).
comparable. For detection antibodies, the detection If the process change does not lead to a
Using suitable methods (e.g. ID-I2D- label: protein stoichiometry is controlled relevant change in HCr compcsifien, the
PAGE. 2D-DIGB). !he similarity in and ensured to be similar to the current current HCP reagents are also suitable for
protein composition between the new and antibody lot. the new process.
current HCP reference standards is Immunoreactivity of the new anlibody it If the process change does lead to a
assessed, compared qualitalivtly (by visual relevant change in Hep compceition, but

comparison) or semi-quanlitatively the suitability of the current HCP reagents
(coverage detennination) against the was demonstrated. she current HCP
current lot by suitable methods reagents are abo suitable for the new
(e.g. 10 or 2D Western blot). Due to the process,
variability of the method, it is particularly If the process change does lead to a
advisable to perform this characterisation relevant change in HCP composition, but
side-by-side with ihe current antibody lot. the current HCP reagents were shown to

be unsuitable for the new process, a new
assay must to be developed including a
mock fennentation aeccrdlng to the new
process and a new immunisation.

Testing of reagents in The new HCP reference standard is Siandard curves obtained when using new A mock ron harvest from the new process
Hep assays quantitatively tested against the current versus current antibody lots are compared. is reseed for spike recovery using the

reference standard for spike recovelY at A bridging study is performed with testing current Hep assay.
different concentrations covering the of relevant process samples Relevant process samples (e.g. purification
validated assay range. (e.g. purification steps from harvest to the steps from harvest to the final active
Standard curves obtained with the new final active substance). In a side-by-side substance) from the new and the previous
versus the current reference standard are experiment, new antibodies must detect process are tested sKie-by-side.
assessed for similarity. HCP levels at different process steps

equaUy or with an improved quantitatlon
limit.

Assessment of validation If reagent characterisation and BliSA If reagent characterisation and BUSA If, for the new process, the antibody shows
status testing demonstrate suitability of me new testing demonstrate that the new antibody similar or higher immunoreactivity

HCP reference standard. the current is suitable, the current ann'body can be compared to the previous process. and me
reference Standard can be replaced. replaced. No revatidlltion of lhe tesr HCP assay shows adequate recovery from
No revalidation of the lest method is method. is required. the mock harvest of me new process and
required. If the new antibody differs significantly in abo similar or higher sensitivity for
If the new Hep reference standard differs Western blot immunoreactivity or samples from the relevant process steps,
significa.nllyin protein composition and/or lmmunollssay sensitivity and/or assay then the current assay and reagents are
assay perfonnance from the current performance compared to the current considered suitable for the new process.
reference mndard. revilidation is anLibody, revalidation is required. No revalidation of the test method is
required. rcquirtd.

If reagentll appear suitable to detect HCP
from the new process. but the BliSA
indicates significant differences in spike
recovery of the mock sample or ofHCP
levels at relevant process steps, then
rewHdation is required. The process
change might also impacl dilution linearity
of test samples from certain process steps;
if thesesteps are essential for the HCP
control strategy, rcvalidaLi.on or even
generation of new antibody reagents might
be required.
In case of a major change in
HCP composition with lite new process
that leads to either a mismatch in protein
composition compared to the current assay
standard, reduced immunoreactivity of the
antibody. or SignifiCllDdy decreased
immunoassay sensitivity. then new assay
reagent! are prepared and the HCP assay
is validated with the new reagents.

PAGE: polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
DlGE: differential gel electrophoresis
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For generic HCP assays, in order to ensure the consistency
and quality of the reagents, recharacterisation or revalidation
of the assay may be required for each new batch of reagent,
as their quality may change from one batch to another.

For process-specific and for platform assays, there are
generaUy 2 situationswherenewRep assayreagentsmay be
required:
- the Hep reference standard. and/or antibody are depleted;

antibody may then be purified from a frozen serum stock
or a new immunisation is required;

- a manufacturingprocesschangecan impact the HCP
composition for the purification intermediates or the final
product; the assay reagent may not be properly suited to
detect and quantify the mudified HCPs; a manufacturing
process change can therefore render the reagents
unsuitable for assay use.

Newly prepared reagents must be thoroughly characterised
(e.g. by 2D-SDS-PAGElWestem blot for coverage, 2D-SDS
PAGFJdilferential gel electrophoresis (DIGE)/identifieation
by MS). Afterwards, the validation status of the assay using
the new reagents must be assessed. It is recommended to
perform these experiments side-by-side with the currently
used reagents.
Table 2.6.34.-1 outlines a recommendation for reagent
characterisation and assessment of inununoassay validation,
as a consequence of a depletion of assay reagents or a process
change.

02. QuantificatIon and CharacterisatIon ofResidual
Host-cell DNA
(ph. Eur. method 2.6.35)
This general chapter describes analytical methods that m'!JI be used
to measure the content and 10 characrerise the size of residual host
cellDNA in bioIogkal produas produced in ceilsub'trates. It does
not exdude the use of alternatWe approaches that areacceptable 10

the competent authority.

INTRODUCTION
Several sensitive analytical methods exist for the
quantification of residual host-cell DNA, including real-time
quantitative PCR (qPCR) (Method A) and an
immunoenzymatic method (Method B).

qPCR may also be used to assess the residual host-cell DNA
size distribution, as a characterisation test depending on the
nature of the cell substrate (e.g. continuous cell lines) and on
the amount of residual host-cell DNA.

A suitable method is selected depending on the nature of the
biological product to be tested and taking into account the
characteristics and limitations of each method as summarised
in Table 2.6.35.-1.

Table 2.6.35.-1 - Comparisotl of the characteristics of qPCR and
immunoenzymalic methods

Characterbtica qPCR Ioununoenzymatlc method
(Method A) (Method B)

Can be used to
assessDNA size y" No
distribution

limit of
quantification
(mayoory
lhpending 011 l1Ie 0.01-1.0pglmL 2-10 pglmL
matrix. mttJuxl and
interfering
substanus)
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Characteristics qPCR Immunoenermaue method
(Method A) (Method B)

Specificity (total
DNA versus Specific DNA ToralDNA
specific DNA)

ImeIfering
Proteins Detergents'proteinsfsolventsIRNA

substances

Not applicable for DNA-based
prcduce.

The DNA content is
underestimated for fragments below

Fragments
1000 base pairs (bp).

smaUer than the Delectability depends on DNA size.

Limitations
PCR product

Undetectable short DNA fragments
can not be

detected and
(beJow 80 nucleotides) can interfere

quantified.
with lhe assay through reagent

consumption.

Products must be free of bacterial
DNA.

Narrow quantification range:
5·150 pglweU.

SAMPLE PREPARATION
The concentration of residual host-cell DNA may vary
depending on the type of biological product and the DNA
clearance capacity of the manufacturing process.

Depending on the sample matrix, pretreatment of the sample
may be necessary to ensure appropriate recovery of the
residual host-cell DNA.

When analysing highly purified protein samples such as
recombinant proteins or monoclonal antibodies, simple
digestion with proteinase or affinity chromatography may be
sufficient to recover the residual host-cell DNA. For more
complex matrices such as viral vaccines and viral vectors, an
additional virus lysis step may be required to release the
residual host-cell DNA from the viral particles.

The immunoenzymatic method is especially sensitive to
interference from proteins. This can be avoided by
perfonning an initial pretreatment step, which may include
digestion with proteinase K and sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS). This step may suffice to recover the residual host-cell
DNA. However, in other cases, the residual host-cell DNA
may be bound to the sample components, and/or soluble
interfering substances may be present, in which case it may
be necessary to extract the residual host-ceil DNA from the
sample.

The DNA can be extracted using protocols which have
demonstrated a satisfactory recovery rate during spiking
experiments. Several suitable methods exist, including DNA
precipitation or DNA-specific binding to a matrix
(e.g. magnetic beads or silica columns). Commercial kits can
be used to extract residual host-cell DNA samples. Some of
these kits use a chaotrope (sodium iodide) and a detergent
(sodium lauroylsarcosinate) to disrupt the association
between the residual host-cell DNA and the sample
components. The residual host-cell DNA in the sample is
then recovered by co-precipitation with a carrier molecule
such as glycogen in the presence of ethanol or 2-propanoJ.
Several independent extraction procedures may be required,
depending on the reproducibility of the spike recovery.
Negative controls must be included in each extraction
procedure. In some cases, dilution of the samples may be
recommended to reduce the matrix effect. A correction factor
may also be applied to take into account the recovery rate of
the spike.
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METHOD A - REAL-TIME QUANTITATIVE PCR
(QPCR)
This method can be used to quantify a cellular DNA target
sequence from a varietyof samples. For the quantificationof
residual host-cell DNA, qPCR targeting either a stable
sequence within a highly conserved host-cell region or
targeting repetitive elements to enhance the sensitivity of the
test can be used. When repetitive elements are targeted, it
may he difficult to eliminate potential background noise due
to environmental DNA (e.g. when using Alu hwnan
sequences). The specificity of the qPCR method must be
established during the validation studies by demonstrating,
the absence of cross-reactivity with unrelated sequences.

Alternatively, digital peR methods may be used.

qPCR amplification
The detection and quantification of residual host-cell DNA
by qPCR may involve the use of either a non-specific
fluorescent dye that intercalates with any double-stranded
DNA, or sequence-specific DNA probes. The qPCR
principle described in general chapter 2.6.21. Nucleic acid
amplification techniques applies.
The number of cycles required for the fluorescent
measurement to exceed a threshold value (Ct or Cp)
correlates to the starting amount of residual host-cell DNA in
the sample.
If several extractions are performed, the resulting samples
must be analysed at an appropriate dilution.
PCR negative controls are used.
A standard curve is plotted using serial dilutions of host-cell
genomic DNA in order to aUow residual host-cell DNA
levels in biological products to be determined based on their
Ct or Cp values. The use of carefully characterised
representative genomic DNA extracted from the cells used
for the production of the biological product is reconunended
for the preparation of the standard.
The same methodology is applied for residual host-cell DNA
size evaluation. At least 2 sets of primers can be designed to
amplify overlapping fragments of different sizes in the target
sequence.

Suitability criteria
Control samples In order to control the risk of
contamination and to ensure adequate sensitivity, each PCR
assay includes the following controls:
- a negative control for qPCR and a negative amtrolfor

extraction, composed of a sample of a suitable matrix
already proven to be free of the target sequence(s);

- a posiu"ve control for qPCR, which contains a defined
number of target sequence copies or a defined DNA
concentration which is determined individually for each
assay system;

- a control for exlracu·on, typically an internal control added
to the test material as a defined concentration or number
of target-sequence copies. In this case, the amplicons
must be clearly discernible and may be detected in a
separate qPCR Alternatively, an external control
consisting of test sample spiked with a well-characterised
level of genomic DNA may be used.

Extraction recovery must fall within predetermined values
based on the performance of the assay as demonstrated
during assay validation.

Genomic DNA standard CUl'Ve The standard curve is
linear over the chosen range.

The coefficient of determination If associated with the
standard curve must be greater or equal to 0.98. The PCR
efficiency falls within pre-established limits.
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The coefficient of variation for the different extracts or
replicates is not higher than a predefined criterion.

Calculation
If several extractions are performed, each extracted sample is
analysed individually. The residual host-cell DNA content is
calculated from the genomic standard curve by averaging the
values obtained for the different extractions or replicates.
A correction factor may also be applied to take into account
the recovery rate for total DNA quantification in the samples.

For the characterisation of residual host-cell DNA size, the
distribution of the overlapping fragments of different sizes is
calculated as the ratio of the number of copies for each
amplicon size to the number of copies of the smallest
amplicon size.

METHOD B - IMMUNOENZVMATIC METHOD
The immunoenzymatic method is a non-specific technique
for the quantification of residual host-cell DNA (regardless of
its origin). It is therefore also a total DNA assay, and
consequently, it is not only critical to avoid contamination
through environmental DNA, but all materials and reagents
used must be DNA-free. The samples to be tested must be
free of microbial contamination and all samples, controls and
standards must be processed under controlled conditions
until the denaturation step.

By design, the method detects single-stranded DNA.

Principle
This total DNA assay consists of 4 steps:
- denaturation andfonnation of complexes, where the DNA is

denatured into single-stranded DNA by heating the
sample. The denatured DNA is mixed with a single
reagent that contains a single-stranded DNA-binding
protein conjugated to streptavidin and a monoclonal anti
DNA antibody conjugated to urease. The DNA-binding
protein and the monoclonal antibody are specific for
single-stranded DNA but are not sequence-specific.
The liquid phase, in the presence of streptavidin,
facilitates the formation of a complex with the single
stranded DNA from the sample.

- filtration, where the complex is filtered through a
biotinylated nitrocellulose membrane. The biotin in the
membrane captures the complexes by binding to
streptavidin, The membrane is washed to remove any
unbound reagents. Non-specific binding is avoided by the
use of an albumin-coated nitrocellulose membrane.

- deuaion, where the membrane is placed in a reader,
which contains a urea solution that reacts with the urease
in the DNA complex and produces ammonia.
The associated change in pH is measured by a
potentiometric sensor in p.V/s and is directly proportional
to the amount of DNA in the sample.

- analysis, where the raw data from the sample and from
the standard cUIVe are analysed using appropriate
software to determine me residual host-cell DNA content
in the sample.

All samples and negative controls are tested spiked and
unspiked. The spike solution (1000 pglmL) is prepared by
dilution of a concentrated standard (calf thymus DNA) at
5000pglmL.

Suitability criteria
Conrrol sompks
- the amount of DNA in the positive control falls within

the range indicated on the batch certificate provided by
the supplier;
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- spike recovery in the negative control is between
80 per cent and 120 per cent.

Samples
- when several replicates are analysed, the coefficient of

variation for the different replicates is not higher than a
predefined criterion;

- spike recovery is between 80 per cent and 120 per cent.

Calculation
The content of residual host-cell DNA is calculated in
picogramsper millilitte using the following expression:

IDx(C-A)
V

ID ratio for dilution and sampling;
C law mean value (in picograms per tube) for the lest tubes

containing lite diluted sample;
A raw mean value (in picograms per tube) for the ten tubes

containing the negative control;
V volumein the test tube. in miUilitres (usuany0.5 mL per rube).

Where necessary, this result may be corrected by the
extraction recovery (e.g. mean recovery Cora given product).

P. Determination of Bactericidal,
Fungicidal or Yeasticidal Activity of
Antiseptic Medicinal Products
(Ph. Bur. methad 5.1.11)

Thisgeneral chapter tksmbes a test that can be usedfor the
determination of amimkrobiallKtifJiol in amiseptk medicinal
produasthat aremiscible with water and intended for
administration by dir«t comactwith the skin or murous
membranes. Theextentaf testing is dependent on thededored
anu"microbial activityof the product.
The USt determines whether a product exhibits bacten'cickJl,
fungicidal oryeasticidalac~ and camplies with an established
specification for suchacn'vity.
This testcannot replace or confirm the assessment of the dinicaJ
efficacy of such preparations.

1 PRINCIPLE
Antimicrobial activity is determined by adding (est
suspensions of micro-organisms (bacteria, fungi or yeasts,
separately) to me sample antiseptic product. The mixture is
maintained at 33 ± I QC for contact times of 5 min for
bactericidal activityand 15 min for fungicidal or yeasticidal
activity. Additional contact times may be chosen, according
to me stated use of the antiseptic medicinal product. At the
end of the contact time, an aliquot is taken and the
antimicrobial activity in this aliquot is immediately stopped
by a validated method. 2 methods are available: dilution
neutralisation and membrane filtration.

The procedure is validated to verify irs ability to demonstrate
the required reduction in me count of viable micro-organisms
by the use of appropriate controls.

2 TEST MICRO-ORGANISMS AND GROWTH
CONDITIONS
Prepare standardised stable suspensions of test strains as
stated in section 2-1. Seed-lot culture maintenance
techniques (seed-lot systems) are used so that the viable
micro-organisms used for inoculation are not more than 5
passages removed from_the original master seed-lot. Grow
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each of the microbial test strains separately as described in
Table 5.1.11.-1.

Table 5 111 -I - Testmicro-organisms and growth conditions

Strains for bactericldal activIty testing

Staphylococcus Qureua such as ATCC 6538. NCL\IB
9518, CIP 4.83, NBRC 13216

EllterocomlS hiroe such as ATCC 10541. NCIMB
8192, CIP 5855, DSM 3320

EsdIeridJia aJIi such 85 NCIMB 10083, CIP 54.117,
Mere 10538, DSM 11250

PseudomolUlf amlginosa such as ATCC 15442, NCIMB
8626, ClP 103467, NBRC 13275

BacterIal growth conditions

Casein soya bean digest agaror number ofCFU in lest suspension:
casein soya bean digest broth 1-5 x 10' CFU/mL
- for preparation of test strains:
30-35 QC, 1&-24h and subculture at
least twice
- for testing of Ihe product and
validation of the test:
36-35 QC,s 3 days

Strain for yeastIcldal activity testing

Candida olbKans such as ATCC 10031. NCPF 3179,
CIP 48.72, NBRC 1594

Yeast growth conditions

sabcuraud-cemose agar or nwnber ofeFU in test swpension:
Sabouraud-dext:rose broth 1·5 x 107 CFU/mL
- for preparation of test sttains:
20-25 QC,2-3 days and subculture
al least Mice
- for tesling of the product and
validation of lite rest:
26-25 ·C. ~ 5 days

Strains for fungicidal activity testing

Candida olbicam such as ATCC 10231. NCPF 3179.
CIP 48.72, NBRC 1594

AJPergl71UJ brw/7iensir such as ATCC 16404. IMI 149007.
CIP 1431.83, NBRC 9455

Fungal growth conditions

Sabouraud-dextrose agar or nwnber of CFU in test suspension:
Ssbouraud-dextrose broth 1-5 x 107 CFU/nIL
- for preparation of lest suspension
ofC. Q/bicans: 20-25 QC, 2-3 days
- for preparation ohest suspension
ofA. brasiliensis spores: 26-25 ·C, at
least 5 days until good sporulation
• for testing of Ihe product and
validation of the test with c. okans
and A. brasiliensis:
2(1..25 QC.s 5 days

The recommended solutions and media are described in
general chapter 2.6.13. Purified water is used. All reagents
are sterile prior to use.

The test for bactericidal, fungicidal or yeasticidal activity is
performed with the designated strains as described in
Table 5.1.11.-1. In addition to these micro-organisms, it may
be necessary to add other bacterial or fungal strains that
represent the indications of the antiseptic medicinal product
tested.
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Single-strain challenges are used. The COUDts are performed
in duplicate and the arithmetic mean of the results is
calculated and expressed in CFU/rnL.

2-1 PREPARATION OF TEST SUSPENSION
For harvesting the micro-organisms use a sufficient volume of
a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R (fur bacteria and
C. a/Means) or a solution containing 9 gIL of sodium
chloride Rand 0.5 gIL of polysorbate 80 R (fur A. brasiliensis),
to obtain a test suspension with the number of CFU
described in Table 5.1.11.-1. Use the suspension within 2 h
or within 24 h if stored at 2-8 ·C.

2-2 PREPARATION OF ANTISEPTIC PRODUCT
TEST SOLUTION
The concentration of the antiseptic product test solution shall
be) if possible, J.25 times the in-use test concentration
because it is diluted to 80 per cent during the test and the
method validation.

2-3 NEUTRALISlNG AGENTS
Neutralising agents are used to neutralise the antimicrobial
activity of the antiseptic product. The common neutralising
agents are listed in Table 2.6.12.-2 of general chapter 2.6./2.
Microbiological examination of non-sterile products: murobial
enumeration leSts. The neutralisation time is not less than 10 s
and not more than 60 s.

3METIIODS
Prior to testing, equilibrate the temperature of all reagents to
33 ± I ·C.

3-1 DILUTION-NEUTRALISATION METHOD
Transfer 1.0 mL of a 3 gIL solution of bovine Qlbumin R into
a tube, add 1.0 mL of the test suspension and maintain at
33 ± I ·C for 2 min. Add 8.0 mL of the antiseptic product
test solution and maintain at 33 ± 1 °C for the chosen
contact time. Then, take a 1.0 mL sample of the test mixture
and transfer into a tube containing 1.0 mL of water Rand
8.0 mL of the neutralising agent and maintain at 33 ± 1 °C
for the appropriate neutralisation time. Take 1.0 mL of the
neutralised test mixture, in duplicate, and inoculate using the
pour-plate or surface-spread method. For incubation
conditions, see Table 5.1.11.-1. After incubation, perform
the count.

3-1-1 Sultablllty of the test/controls
For all methods) prepare a validation suspension containing
100-1000 CFU of the test micro-orgaoisms per mil1ilitre.
3-1-1-1 Experimental conditions control

Transfer 1.0 mL of a 3 gIL solution of bovine albumin R into
a rube, add 1.0 mL of the validation suspension and
maintain at 33 ± I ·C for 2 min. Add 8.0 mL of water R
and maintain at 33 ± 1 °C for the chosen contact time.
Take 1.0 mL of this mixture) in duplicate, and inoculate
using the pour-plate or surface-spread method.
For incubation conditions, see Table 5.1.1 I.-I. After
incubation, perfonn the count. The number of CFU
recovered following incubation is not less than
0.5 x (number of CFU in the validationsuspension)/I0.
3-1-1-2 Neulralising agentcontrol

Transfer 1.0 mL of a 3 gIL solution of bovine albumin R into
a tube, add 1.0 mL of the validation suspension and 8.0 mL
of the neutralising agent used In the test and maintain at
33 ± 1 °C for the appropriate neutralisation time. Take
1.0 mL of this mixture, in duplicate, and inoculate using the
pour-plate or surface-spread method. For incubation
conditions, see Table 5.1.11.-1. After incubation, perform
the count. The number of CFU recovered following
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incubation is not less than 0.5 x (number of CFU in the
validation suspension)110.

3-1-1-3 Dilution-neutralisation method control
Transfer 1.0 mL of a 3 gIL solution of bovine albumin R into
a tube, add 1.0 mL of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chWride R
and 8.0 mL of the product test solution and maintain at
33 ± 1 °C for the chosen contact time. Transfer 1.0 mL of
this mixture into a tube containing 8.0 mL of the neutralising
agent and maintain at 33 ± 1 °C for the appropriate
neutralisation time. Then add 1.0 mL of the validation
suspension and mix. After 30 min, take a sample of 1.0 mL
of the mixture, in duplicate, and inoculate using the pour
plate or surface-spread method. For incubation conditions,
see Table 5.1.11.-1. After incubation, perform the count
The number of CFU recovered following incubation is not
less than 0.5 x (number of CPU in the validation
suspension)/10.

3-2 MEMBRANE FILTRATION METHOD
Proceed as described in section 3-1, carrying out immediately
the filtration step in place of the neutralisation step.

Use membrane filters having a nominal pore size not greater
than 0.45 urn. The type of filter material is chosen such that
the microbe-retaining efficiency is not affected by the
components of the sample to be investigated. For each of the
micro-organisms listed, a single membrane filter is used.
Approprialely dilute 0.1 mL of the test solution and
immediately filter the total volume, then rinse the membrane
filter with an appropriate volume of the diluent. Perform the
test in duplicate. For incubation conditions, see
Table 5.1.11.-1. After incubation) perform the count.

3-Z-1 Verification of the selected experimental
conditions and of the membrane filtration method
3-2-1-1 Experimental conditions control

Proceed as described in section 3-1-1-1, except at the end of
the contact time, take the sample in duplicate, and transfer
into a separate membrane filtration apparatus. Filter
immediately and then transfer each of the membrane filters
to the surface of separate plates. For incubation conditions)
see Table 5.1.11.-1. After incubation, perform the count.
The number of CPU recovered following incubation is not
less than 0.5 x (number of CFU in the validation
suspension)/10.

3-2-1-2 Membranefillration methodcontrol

Proceed as described in section 3-1-1-3, except at the end of
the chosen contact time, take that sample in duplicate, and
transfer into a separate membrane filtration apparatus. Filter
and rinse as described in section 3-2, then cover the
membranes with rinsing liquid and add a sample of the
validation suspension. Filter again and transfer each of the
membrane filters to the surface of separate plates.
For incubation conditions, see Table 5.1.11.-1. After
incubation, perform the count. The number of CPU
recovered following incubation is not less thm
0.5 x (number of CFU in the validation suspension)/I0.

4 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the preparation
has a:
- bactericidal activity if the defined number of CFU is

reduced by at least 5 IOglO;
- fungicidal activity if the defined number of CFU is

reduced by at least 4 loglo;
- yeasticidalactivity if the defined number of CFU is

reduced by at least 4 IOgIO.
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Appendix XV
Production and Testing of Vaccines

A. Terminology used in Monographs on
Biological Products
(Ph. Eur. generaltexts 5.2.1)

Tenninology: Vaccines
For some items, alternative terms commonly used in
connection with veterinaryvaccines are shown in parenthesis.
Seed..lot system
A seed-lot system is a system according to which successive
batches of a product are derived from the same master seed
lot. For routine production, a working seed lot may he
prepared from the master seed Jot. The origin and the
passage history of the master seed lot and the working seed
lot are recorded.

Master seed lot
A culture of a micro-organism distributed from a single bulk
into containers and processed together in a single operation
in such a manner as to ensure uniformity and stabillry and to
prevent contamination. A master seed lot in liquid fonn is
usually stored at or below -70 °C. A freeze-dried master seed
lot is stored at a temperature known to ensure stability.

Working seed lot .
A culture of a micro-organism derived from the master seed
lot and intended for use in production. Working seed lots are
distributed into containers and stored as described above for
master seed lots.

Cell-bank system (Cell-seed system)
A system whereby successive final lots (batches) of a product
are manufactured by culture in cells derived from the same
master cell bank (master cell seed). A number of containers
from the master cell bank (master cell seed) are used to
prepare a working cell bank (working cell seed). The ceIl
bank system (cell-seed system) is validated for the highest
passage level achieved during routine production.

Master cell bank (Master cell seed)
A culture of cells distributed into containers in a single
operation, processed together and stored in such a manner as
to ensure uniformity and stability and to prevent
contamination. A master cell bank (master cell seed) is
usually stored at -70°C or lower.

Working cell bank (Working cell seed)
A culture of cells derived from the master cell bank (master
cell seed) and intended for use in the preparation of
production cell cultures. The working cell bank (working cell
seed) is distributed into containers, processed and stored as
described for the master cell bank (master cell seed).

Primary cell cultures
Cultures of cells obtained by trypsination of a suitable tissue
or organ. The cells are essentially identical to those of the
tissue of origin and are no more than 5 invitro passages from
the initial preparation from the animal tissue.

Cell lines
Cultures of cells that have a high capacity for multiplication
in vitro. In diploid cell lines, the cells have essentially the
same characteristics as those of the tissue of origin.
In continuous cell lines) the cells are able to multiply
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indefinitely in culrure and may be obtained from healthy or
tumoral tissue. Some continuous cell lines have oncogenic
potential under certain conditions.

Producdon cell culture
A culture of cells intended for use in production; it may be
derived from one or more containers of the working cell bank
(working cell seed) or it may be a primary cell culture.

Control cells
A quantity of cells set aside, at the rime of virus inoculation,
as uninfected cell cultures. The uninfected cells are incubated
under similar conditions to those used for the production cell
cultures.

Single harvest
Material derived on one or more occasions from a single
production cell culture inoculated with the same working
seed lot or a suspension derived from the working seed lot,
incubated, and harvested in a single production run.

Monovalent pooled harvest
Pooled material containing a single strain or type of micro
organism or antigen and derived from a number of eggs) cell
culture containers etc. that are processed at the same time.

Final bulk vaccine
Material that has undergone all the steps of production
except for the final filling. It consists of one or more
monovalent pooled harvests, from cultures of one or more
species or types of micro-organism, after clarification, dilution
or addition of any adjuvant or other auxiliary substance. It is
treated to ensure its homogeneity and is used for filling the
containers of one or more final lots (batches).

Final lot (Batch)
A collection of closed, final containers or other :final
dosage units that are expected to be homogeneous and
equivalent with respect to risk of contamination during filling
or preparation of the final product. The dosage units are
filled, or otherwise prepared, from the same final bulk
vaccine, freeze-dried together (if applicable) and closed in
one continuous working session. They bear a distinctive
number or code identifying the final lot (batch). Where a
final bulk vaccine is filled and/or freeze-dried on several
separate sessions, there results a related set of final lots
(batches) that are usuaUy identified by the use of a common
part in the distinctive number or code; these related final lots
(batches) are sometimes referred to as sub-batches, sub-lots
or filling lots.

Combined vaccine
A muJticomponent preparation formulated so that different
antigens are administered simultaneously. The different
antigenic components are intended to protect against
different strains or types of the same organism and/or
different organisms. A combined vaccine may be supplied by
the manufacturer either as a single liquid or freeze-dried
preparation or as several constituents with directions for
admixture before use.

B. Aluminium in Adsorbed Vaccines
(ph. Eur. method 2.5.13)

Homogenise the preparation to be examined and transfer a
suitable quantity, presumed to contain 5 mg to 6 mg of
aluminium, to a 50 mL combustion flask. Add I mL of
sulfuric acidR, 0.1 mL of nitric acidR and some glass beads.
Heat the solution until thick, white fumes are evolved.
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If there is charring at this stage add a few more drops of
mineacidR and continueboilinguntil the colourdisappears.
Allowto cool for a few minutes, carefully add 10 mL of
water R and boil until a clearsolutionis obtained. Allow to
cool, add 0.05 mL of methylorange ,olunOn R and neutralise
with strong sodium hydroxide 'olution R (6.5 mL 10 7 mL). If a
precipitate forms dissolve it by adding, dropwise, sufficient
dilnte ../furi< acidR. Transfer the solution to a 250 mL
conical flask, rinsing the combustion flask with 25 mL of
water R. Add 25.0 mL of 0.02 M sodium <detate, 10 mL of
a""tate buffer 'olution pH 4.4 R and a few glass bead. and boil
gently for 3 min. Add 0.1 mL of pyridylazonaphthol 'olnnon R
and titrate the hot solutionwith 0.02 M copper suI/ate until
the colourchanges lO purplish-brown. Carry out a blank
titration omittingthe vaccine.
1 mL of 0.02 M sodium <detate Is equivalent 10 0.5396 mg of
AI.

C. Calcium in Adsorbed Vaccines
(Ph. Bur: method 2.5.14)

All ,olutions usedfor thistestmust be prepared using water R.

Determine the calcium by atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.22, Method 1). Homogenise the preparation to be
examined. To 1.0 mL add 0.2 mL of dilme hydro<hlori<
acidR and dilute to 3.0 mL with water R. Measure the
absorbance at 620 nm,

D. Free Formaldehyde
(ph. Eur. method 2.4.18)

Use methodA, unless otherwise prescribed. MethodB is
suitable for vaccines wheresodiummetabisulfite has been
used to neutralise excess fonnaldehyde.

METHOD A
For vaccines for humanuse, prepare a 1 in 10 dilution of the
vaccine to be examined. For bacterial toxoids forveterinary
use, prepare a 1 in 25 dilution of thevaccine to be examined.
To 1 mL of the dilution, add 4 mL of water Rand 5 mL of
autylauume reagent RJ. Place the tubein a water-bath at
40°C for 40 min. Examine the tubesdown their vertical
axes. The solutionis not more intensely coloured thana
standard, prepared at the same time and in the same
manner, using 1 mL of a dilution of formaldehyde 'olunOn R
containing 20 ~g of formaldehyde (CH20 ) per millllitre,
instead of the dilution of the vaccine to be examined.

METHODB
Test sotutio« Prepare a 1 in 200 dilution of the vaccine to
be examined with water R. If the vaccine is an emulsion,
prepare an equivalent dilutionusingthe aqueous phase
separated by a suitable procedure (see below). H one of the
methods described below is used for separation of the
aqueous phase, a 1 in 20 dilutionof the latter is used.
Reference sohuions Prepare solutions containing
0.25 WI., 0.50 WI., 1.00 WL and 2.00 WL of CH20 by
dilution of formaldehyde sonuion R with water R. Prepare a 1
in 200 dilution of each solutionwith water R.
To 0.5 mL of the test solutionand of each of thereference
solutions in test-tubes, add 5.0 mLof a freshly prepared
0.5 gIL solution of methylbenzothiazolone hydrazone
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hydrochloride R. Close the tubes, shake and allowto stand for
60 min. Add 1 mL of ferric chloride-sulfarnic acid reagent R
and allow to standfor 15 min. Measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) of the solutions at 628 om. Calculate the content of
formaldehyde in the vaccine to be examined fromthe
calibration curveestablished using the reference solutions.
The test is invalid if the correlation coefficient (r) of the
calibration curveis less than 0.97,

Emulsions If the vaccine to be examined is an emulsion)
theaqueous phase is separated usinga suitable procedure
and used for preparation of the test solution. The following
procedures have been found suitable.
(a) Add 1.0 mL of the vaccine to be exantined 10 1.0 mL of
isopropyl myristate R and mix. Add 1.3 mL of 1 M hydro<hloric
acid, 2.0 mL of chloroform Rand 2.7 mL of a 9 WL solution
of sodium chloride R. Mix thoroughly. Centrifuge at 15 000 g
for 60 min. Transfer the aqueous phase to a 10 mL
volumetric flask and dilute to volumewithwaler R. If this
procedure fails to separate the aqueous phase, add 100 gILof
polysorbate 20 R to the sodium chloride solution and repeat
the procedure but centrifuge at 22 500 g.

(b) Add 1.0 mL of the vaccine 10 be examined to 1.0 mL of
a 100 WL solution of sodium chloride R and mix. Centrifuge
at 1000 g for 15 min. Transfer the aqueous phase to a
10 mL volumetric flask and dilute to volumewith water R.
(c) Add 1.0 mL of the vaccine to be examined to 2.0 mL of
a 100 WL solution of sodium chloride R and 3.0 mL of
chloroform R and mix. Centrifuge at 1000 g for 5 min.
Transfer the"aqueous phase to a 10 mL volumetric flask and
dilute to volume with water R.

E. Phenol in Immunosera (Antisera) and
Vaccines
(Ph. Eur. method 2.5.15)

Homogenisethe preparation to be examined Dilute an
appropriate volume with water R so as to obtain a solution
presumed to contain 15 p.g of phenolpermillilitre. Prepare a
series of reference solutions withphenol R containing 5 ug,
10 ~g, 15 ~g, 20 ~g and 30 ~g of phenol per millilitre
respectively. To 5 mL of the solutionto be examined and to
5 mL of each of the reference solutions respectively) add
5 mL of buffer 'olunonpH 9.0 R, 5 mL of aminopyrazolone
solution Rand 5 mL of potassium ferrieyanide 'olution R. Allow
to standfor 10 min and measure the intensity of colour at
546 om.
Plot the calibration curve and calculate thephenolcontent of
the preparation to be examined.

F. Neurovirulence
Test for Neurovlrulence of Live Virus Vaccines
(ph. Eur. method 2.6.18)

For each test) use not fewer than ten monkeys that are
seronegative for the virus to be tested. For eachmonkey)
inject not more than0.5 mL of the material to be examined
into the thalamic regionof each hemisphere) unlessotherwise
prescribed. The totalamountof virus inoculated in each
monkey must be not less than the amount contained in the
recommended singlehuman dose of the.vaccine. As a check
against the introduction of wild neurovirulent virus, keep a
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group of not fewer than four control monkeys as cage-mates
or in the immediate vicinity of the inoculated monkeys.
Observe the inoculated monkeys for 17 to 21 days for
symptoms of paralysis and other evidenceof neurological
involvement; observe the control monkeys for the same
period plus 10 days. Animals that die within 48 h of injection
are considered to have died from non-specific causes and
may be replaced. The test is not valid if: more than
20 per cent of the inoculated monkeys die from nonspecific
causes; serwn samples taken from the control monkeysat the
time of inoculation of the test animals and 10 days after the
latter are euthanised show evidence of infection by wild virus
of the type to be tested or by measles virus. At the end of the
observation period) carry out autopsy and histopathological
examinations of appropriate areas of me brain for evidence of
central nervous system involvement. The material complies
with the test if there is no unexpected clinical or
histopathological evidence of involvement of the central
nervous system attributable to the inoculated virus.

G. Composition of Polysaccharide
Vaccines
Protein
(Ph. Bur. method 2.5.16)

Test solution Use a volumetric flask with a suitable
volume for preparation of a solution containing about 5 mg
per millilitre of dry polysaccharide. Transfer the contents of a
container quantitatively' to the flask and dilute to volume with
waterR. Place 1 mL of the solution in a glass tube and add
0.15 mL of a 400 y/L solution of trichloroacetic acidR. Shake,
allow to stand for 15 min, centrifuge for 10 min at
5000 r/min and discard the supernatant. Add 0.4 mL of
0.1 M sodium hydroxide to the centrifugation residue.

Reference solutions Dissolve 0.100 g of bovine albumin R
in 100 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (stock solution
containing 1 g of protein per litre). Dilute 1 mL of the stock
solution to 20 mL with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (working
dilution 1: 50 mg of protein per litre). Dilute 1 mL of the
stock solution to 4 mL with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (working
dilution 2: 250 mg of protein per litre). Place in 6 glass mbes
0.10 mL, 0.20 mL and 0.40 mL of working dilution 1 and
0.15 mL, 0.20 mL and 0.25 mL of working dilution 2. Make
up the volume in each tube to 0.40 mL using 0.1 M sodium
hydroxide.
Prepare a blank using 0.40 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide.
Add 2 mL of capri-umosic solution R3 to each tube, shake
and allow to stand for 10 min. Add to each tube 0.2 mL of a
mixture of equal volumes of phosphomo(ybdDrungstic reagent R
and water R, prepared inunediately before use. Stopper the
tubes) mix by inverting and allow to stand in the dark for
30 min. The blue colour is stable for 60 min. If necessary,
centrifuge to obtain clear solutions.

Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at 760 om
using the blank as the compensation liquid. Draw a
calibration curve from me absorbances of the 6 reference
solutions and the corresponding protein contents and read
from the curve the content of protein in the test solution.

Nucleic Acids
(Ph. Bur. meshod 2.5.17)
Test solution Use avolwnetric flask with a suitable
volume for preparation of a solution containing about 5 mg
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per rnillilitre of dry polysaccharide. Transfer the contents of a
container quantitatively to me flask and dilute to volume with
waterR.
Dilute the test solution if necessary to obtain an absorbance
value suitable for the instrument used. Measure the
absorbance (2.2.25) at 260 run using warer R as the
compensation liquid.

The absorbance of a 1 gIL solution of nucleic acid at 260 om
is 20.

Phosphorus
(ph. Bur. method2.5.18)
Test solution Use a volumetric flask with a suitable
volwne for preparation of a solution containing about 5 mg
per millilitre of dry polysaccharide. Transfer the contents of a
container quantitatively to the flask and dilute to volume with
waterR. Dilute the solution so that the volume used in the
test (1 mL) contains about 6 ug of phosphorus. Transfer
1.0 mL of the solution to a 10 mL ignition tube.

Reference solutions Dissolve 0.2194 g of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate R in 500 mL of waterR to give a
solution containing the equivalent of 0.1 mg of phosphorus
per millilitre. Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to 100.0 mL with
water R. Introduce 0.5 mL, 1.0 mL and 2.0 mL of the dilute
solution into 3 ignition tubes.

Prepare a blank solution using 2.0 mL of water R in an
ignition tube.

To all the tubes add 0.2 mL of ,ulfuric acidR and heat in an
oil bath at 120 ·C for 1 h and then at 160 ·C until white
fumes appear (about 1 h). Add 0.1 mL ofpen:hlonc acidR
and heat at 160°C until the solution is decolorised (about
90 min). Cool and add to each tube 4 mL of waterR and
4 mL of ammonium molybdate reagent R. Heat in a water-bath
at 37 ·C for 90 min and cool. Adjust the volume to 10.0 mL
with water R. The blue colour is stable for several hours.

Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at 820 om
using the blank solution as the compensation liquid. Draw a
calibration curve with the absorbances of the 3 reference
solutions as a function of the quantity of phosphorus in the
solutions and read from the curve the quantity of phosphorus
in the test solution.

O-Acetyl Groups
(Ph. Bur. method2.5.19)
Test solution Use a volumetric flask with a suitable
volume for preparation of a solution containing about 5 mg
per millilitre of dry polysaccharide. Transfer the contents of a
container quantitatively to me flask and dilute to volume with
water R. Dilute the solution so that the volumes used in me
test contain 30 ~g to 600 ~g of acetylcholine chloride (0
acetyl). Introduce 0.3 mL, 0.5 mL and 1.0 mL in duplicate
into 6 tubes (3 reaction solutions and 3 correction solutions).

Reference solutions Dissolve 0.150 g of acetylcholine
chloride R in 10 mL of water R (stock solution containing
15 g of acetylcholine chloride per litre). Immediately before
use, dilute I mL of me stock solution to 50 mL with water R
(working dilution 1: 300 ~g of acetylcholine chloride per
millilitre). Immediately before use, dilute I mL of the stock
solution to 25 mL with wat" R (working dilution 2: 600 ~g

of acetylcholine chloride per millilitre). Introduce 0.1 mL and
0.4 mL of working dilution 1 in duplicate (reaction and
correction solutions) into 4 tubes and 0.6 mL and 1.0 mL of
working dilution 2 in duplicate (reaction and correction
solutions) into another 4 tubes.

Prepare a blank using 1 mL of water R.
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1vlake up the volume in each tube to I mLwith waterR.
Add 1.0 mL of a 4 M solution of hydrochloric acid prepared
from hydrochlon'c acid R [0 each of the correction tubes and
to the blank. Add 2.0 mL of alkaline hydroxylamine solution R
to each tube.AUow the reaction to proceed for exactly 2 min
and add 1.0 mL of the 4 M solution of hydrochloric acid to
each of the reaction tubes. To each tube, add 1.0 mL of a
100 gIL solution of/erne chloride R in a 0.1 M solution of
hydrochloric acid prepared from hydrochlori< acidR, stopper
the tubes and shake vigorously to remove bubbles.

Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of eachsolution at 540 run
usingme blank as the compensation liquid. For eachreaction
solution, subtract the absorbance of the corresponding
correction solution. Draw a calibration curve from the
corrected absorbances for the 4 reference solutions and the
corresponding contentof acetylcholine chloride and read
from the curve the contentof acetylcholine chloride in the
test solutionforeachvolume tested. Calculate the meanof
the 3 values.
1 mole of acetylcholine chloride (181.1 g) is equivalent to
1 mole of O-acetyl (43.05 g).

Hexosamines
(ph. Bur. method 2.5.20)

Test solution Use a volumetric flask witha suitable
volumefor preparation of a solution containing about 5 mg
per millilitre of drypolysaccharide. Transfer the contents of a
container quantitatively to the ftask and dilute to volumewith
water R. Dilute the solutionso thatthe volumes usedin the
test contain 125 ug to 500 ug ofglucosamine (hexosamine).
Introduce 1.0 mL of the diluted solution into a graduated
tube.

Reference solutions Dissolve 60 mg ofg/ucosamine
hydrochloride R in 100 mL of water R (stock solution
containing 0.500 g of glucosamine per litre). Introduce
0.25 mL, 0.50 mL, 0.15 mL, and 1.0 mL of the working
dilution into 4 graduated tubes.
Prepare a blank using 1 mL of waterR.
Make up the volume in each tube to 1 mL with waterR.
Add 1 mL of a solution of hydrochloric acidR (292 gIL) to
each tube. Stopper the tubesandplacein a water-bath for
I h. Cool to room temperature. Add to each tube 0.05 mL
of a 5 gIL solution of thymalphlhalein R in akoholR; add a
solution of sadium hydroxide R (200 gIL) until a blue colour is
obtained and then 1 M hydrochlon'c acid until the solution is
colourless. Dilute the volume in each tube to 10 mL with
waterR (neutralised hydrolysates).

In a second series of 10 mL graduated tubes, place 1 mL of
each neutralised hydrolysate. Add I mL of acerylacetone
reagent (a mixture) prepared immediately before use, of
I volume of acetylaarone Rand 50 volumes of a 53 gIL
solution of anhydrous sodium carbonate R) to each tube.
Stopper the tubes andplace in a water-bath at 90°C for
45 min. Cool to room temperature. Add to each tube
2.5 mL of alcoholRand 1.0 mL of
dimethylaminobenzaldehyde solution (immediately before use
dissolve 0.8 g of dimethylaminobenzaldehyde R in 15 mL of
alaJhol R and add 15 mL of hydrochlori< acidR) and dilute
the volume in each tube to 10 mL with alaJhol R. Stopper
the tubes,mixby inverting and allow (Q stand in the dark for
90 min. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at
530 om using the blank as the compensation liquid.

Drawa calibration curve from the absorbances for the 4
reference solutions and the corresponding contentof
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hexosamine and read from the curve the quantity of
hexosamine in the test solution.

Methylpentoses
(Ph. Bur. method 2.5.21)

Test solution Use a volumetric flask with a suitable
volume forpreparation of a solution containing about 5 mg
per rmllilitre of dry polysaccharide. Transfer the contentsof a
container quantitatively to the flask and dilute to volumewith
water R. Dilute the solution so thatthe volumes used in the
test contain 2 ~g to 20 ~g of rhamnose (methylpentoses).
Introduce 0.25 mL, 0.50 mL and 1.0 mL of the diluted
solutioninto 3 tubes.
Reference solutions Dissolve 0.100 g of rhamnose R in
100 mL of warer R (stock solution containing I g of
methylpentose per litre). lnunediately before use, dilute 1 mL
of the stocksolution to 50 mL withwater R (working
dilution: 20 mg of methylpentose per litre). Introduce
0.10 mL, 0.25 mL, 0.50 mL, 0.15 mL and 1.0 mL of the
working dilution into 5 tubes.
Prepare a blank using I mL of waterR.
Makeup the volume in eachtube to 1 mL with waterR.
Place the tubes in iced water and add dropwise and with
continuous stirring to each tube4.5 mL of a cooled mixture
of 1 volume of waterR and 6 volumes of su!fum acid R.
Wann the tubes to room temperature and place in a water
bath fora few minutes. Cool to room temperature. Add to
each tube 0.10 mL of a 30 gIL solution of cysteine
hydrochloride R, prepared inunediately before use. Shake and
allow to stand for2 h.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at 396 nm
and at 430 run using the blank as compensation liquid.
For each solution, calculate the difference between the
absorbance measured at 396 run and thatmeasured at
430 nm. Drawa calibration curve from the absorbance
differences for the 5 reference solutions and the
corresponding contentof methylpentose and read from the
curve the quantity of methylpentose in the test solution for
eachvolume tested. Calculate the mean of the 3 values.

Uronlc Acids
(ph. Bur. method 2.5.22)

Test solution Use a volumetric flask with a suitable
volumefor preparation of a solution containing about 5 mg
per millilitre of dry polysaccharide. Transfer the contents of a
container quantitatively to the flask and dilute to volumewith
water R. Dilute the solution so that the volumes used in the
test contain 4 ~g to 40 ug of glucuronic acid (uronic acids).
Introduce 0.25 mL, 0.50 mL and 1.0 mL of the diluted
solution into 3 tubes.
Reference solutions Dissolve 50 mg of sodium
glueuronar.e R in 100 mL of waterR (stock solution containing
0.4 g of glucuronic acidperlitre). Inunediately before use,
dilute 5 mL of the stock solution to 50 mL with waterR
(working dilution: 40 mg of glucuronic acid per litre).
Introduce 0.10 mL, 0.25 mL, 0.50 mL, 0.15 mL, and
1.0 mL of the working dilution into 5 tubes,

Prepare a blank using 1 mL of waterR.
Make up the volume in each tube to 1 mL withwaterR.
Place the tubes in iced water and adddropwise and with
continuous stirring to each tube 5.0 mL of borate solution R.
Stopper the tubes and place in a water-bath for 15 min. Cool
to room temperature. Add 0.20 mL of a 1.25 gIL solution of
carbazole R in ethanol R to each tube. Stopper the tubes and
place in a water-bath for 15 min. Cool to room temperature. _
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Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at 530 nm
using the blank as the compensation liquid.

Draw a calibration curve from the absorbances for the 5
reference solutions and the corresponding content of
glucuronic acid and read from the CUNe the quantity of
glucuronic acid in the test solution for each volume tested.
Calculate me mean of the 3 values.

Sialic Acid
(ph. Bur. method 2.5.23)

Test solution Transfer quantitatively the contents of one
or several containers to a volumetric flask of a suitable
volume that will give a solution with a known concentration
of about 250 ~g per millilitre of polysaccharide and dilute 10

volume with water R. Using a syringe, transfer 4.0 mL of this
solution to a 10 mL ultrafiltration cell suitable for the
passage of molecules of relative molecular mass less than
50 000. Rinse the syringe twice with waterR and transfer the
rinsings to the ultrafiltration ceU. Carry out the ultrafiltration,
with constant stirring, under nitrogen R at a pressure of about
150 kPa. Refill the cell with waterR each time the volume of
liquid in it has decreased to 1 mL and continue until
200 mL has been filtered and the remaining volume in the
cell is about 2 mL. Using a syringe, transfer this residual
liquid to a 10 rnL volumetric flask. Wash the cell with
3 quantities, each of 2 ml., of water R, transfer the washings
10 the flask and dilute to 10.0 mL with water R (lest
solution). In each of 2 test-tubes place 2.0 mL of the test
solution.

Reference solutions Use the reference solutions
prescribed in the monograph.

Prepare 2 series of 3 test-tubes, place in the tubes of each
series 0.5 mL, 1.0 mL and 1.5 mL respectively, of the
reference solution corresponding to the type of vaccine to be
examined and adjust the volume in each tube to 2.0 rnLwith
waterR.
Prepare blank solutions using 2.0 rnL of water R in each of
2 test-tubes.

To all the tubes add 5.0 mL of resorcinol rtagentR. Heat at
105 °C for 15 min, cool in cold water and transfer the tubes
to a bath of iced water. To each tube add 5 rnL of isoamyl
alcohol R and mix thoroughly. Place in the bath of iced water
for 15 min. Centrifuge the tubes and keep them in the bath
of iced water until the examination by absorption
spectrophotometry. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each
supernatant solution at 580 run and 450 run using isoamyl
alcohol R as the compensation liquid. For each wavelength,
calculate the absorbance as the mean of the values obtained
with 2 identical solutions. Subtract the mean value for the
blank solution from the mean values obtained for the other
solutions.

Draw a graph showing the difference between the
absorbances at 580 run and 450 run of the reference
solutions as a function of the content of N-acetylnewaminic
acid and read from the graph the quantity of
N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid) in the test solution.

Ribose
(Ph. Eur. method 2.5.31)

Test solution Use a volumetric flask with a suitable
volume for preparation of a solution containing about 5 mg
per millilitre of dry polysaccharide. Transfer the contents of a
container quantitatively to the flask and dilute to volume with
water R. Dilute the solution so that the volumes used in the
test contain 2.5 ~g 10 25 ~g of ribose. Introduce 0.20 mL
and 0.40 mL of the diluted solution into tubes in triplicate.
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Reference solutions Dissolve 25 mg of ribose R in waterR
and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent (stock solution
containing 0.25 gIL of ribose). Immediately before use, dilute
I mL of the stock solution 10 10.0 mL with waterR (working
dilution: 25 mgIL of ribose). Introduce 0.10 mL, 0.20 mL,
0.40 mL, 0.60 mL, 0.80 mL and 1.0 mL of the working
dilution into 6 tubes.

Prepare a blank using 2 mL of walerR.
Make up the volume in each tube to 2 mL with water R.
Shake. Add 2 mL of a 0.5 gIL solution offemc chloride R in
hydra<hlaric acidR to each tube. Shake. Add 0.2 mL ora
100 WL solution of orcinol R in ethanolR. Place the tubes in
a water-bath for 20 min. Cool in iced water. Measure the
absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at 670 run using the
blank as the compensation liquid. Draw a calibration curve
from the absorbance readings for the 6 reference solutions
and the corresponding content of ribose and read from the
curve the quantity of ribose in the test solution for each
volwne tested. Calculate the mean of the 3 values.

H. Chicken Flocks Free from Specified
Pathogens for the Production and
Quality Control of Vaccines
(ph. Eur. method 5.2.2)

Where specified, chickens, embryos or cell cultures used for
the production or quality control of vaccines are derived from
eggs produced by chicken flocks free from specified
pathogens (SPF). The SPF status of a flock is ensured by
means of the system described below. The list of micro
organisms given is based on current knowledge and will be
updated as necessary.

A flock is defined as a group of birds sharing a cornmon
environment and having their own caretakers who have no
contact with non-SPF flocks. Once a flock is defined, no
non-SPF birds are added 10 it.

Each flock is housed so as to minimise the risk of
contamination. The facility in which the flock is housed must
not be sited near to any non-SPF flocks of birds with the
exception of flocks that are in the process of being
established as SPF flocks and that are housed in facilities and
conditions appropriate to SPF flocks. The SPF flock is
housed within an isolator or in a building with filtered air
under positive pressure. Appropriate measures are taken to
prevent entry of rodents, wild birds, insects and unauthorised
personnel.

Personnel authorised to enter the facility must have no
contact with other birds or with agents potentially capable of
infecting the flock. It is advisable for personnel to shower and
change clothing or to wear protective clothing before entering
the controlled facility.

Wherever possible, items taken into the facility are sterilised.
In particular it is reconunended that the feed is suitably
treated to avoid introduction of undesirable micro-organisms
and that water is at least of potable quality, for example from
a chlorinated supply. No medication is administered to birds
within the flock that might interfere with detection of any
disease.

A permanent record is kept of the general health of the flock
and any abnormality is investigated. Factors to be monitored
include morbidity, mortality, general physical condition, feed
consumption, daily egg production and egg quality, fertillty
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and hatchability. Records are maintained for a period of at
least 5 years. Details of any deviation from normal in these
performance parameters or detection of any infection are
notified to the users of the eggs as soon as practicable.
The tests or combination of tests described below must have
suitable specificity and sensitivity with respect to relevant
serotypes of the viruses. Samples for testing are taken at
random.
A positive result for chicken anaemia virus (CAV) does not
necessarily exclude use of material derived from the flock,
hut live vaccines for use in birds less than 7 days old shaU be
produced using material from CAY-negative flocks.
Inactivated vaccines for use in birds less than 7 days old may
be produced using material from flocks that have not been
shown to be free from CAY, provided it has been
demonstrated that the inactivationprocess inactivates CAY.

ESTABLISHMENT OF AN SPF FLOCK
A designated SPF flock is derived from chickensshown to be
free from vertically-transmissible agents listed in
Table 5.2.2-1. This is achieved by testing of 2 generations
prior to the designated SPF flock. A general scheme for the
procedure to be followed in establishing and maintaining an
SPF flock is shown diagrammatically in Table 5.2.2.-2.
In order to establisha new SPF flock, a series of tests must
be conducted on 3 generations of birds. All birds in the 1st

generation must be tested at least once before the age of
20 weeks for freedomfrom avian leucosisgroup-antigen and
tested by an enzyme immunoassay (EIA) or by virus
neutralisation (VN) for freedom of antibodies to avian
leucosis virussubtypes A, Band J. All birds must also be
tested for freedom from antibodies to the vertically
transmissible agents listed in Table 5.2.2-1. From the age of
8 weeks the flock is tested for freedom from Sa/momUa.
Clinical examination is carried out on the ft.ock from 8 weeks
of age and the birds must not exhibit any signs of infectious
disease. The test methods [0 be used for these tests are given
in the table and further guidance is also given in the section
below on routine testing of designated SPF flocks. From
20 weeks of age, the flock is tested as described under
Routine testing of designated SPF flocks. All stages of this
testing regime are also applied to the subsequent
2 generations, except the testing of every bird before lay for
vertically-transmissible agents. All test results must indicate
freedom from pathogens in all 3 generations for the flock
consisting of the 3rd generation to be designated as SPF.

SPF embryos derived from another designated SPF flock
contained within a separate facility on me same site may be
introduced. From 8 weeks of age, these replacement birds are
regarded as a flock and are tested in accordance with test
procedures described above.

INITIAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUBSEQUENT GENERATIONS DERIVED FROM A
DESIGNATED SPF FLOCK
Where a replacement flock is derived exclusively from a fully
established SPF flock the new generation is tested prior to
being designated as SPF. In addition to the tests for
Salmonella and monitoring of the general health and
performance of the flock, further specffic testing from the age
of 8 weeks is required. Tests are performed on two
5 per cent samples of the flock (minimum 10, maximum 200
birds) taken with an interval of at least 4 weeks between the
ages of 12-16 weeks and 16-20 weeks.

All samples are collected and tested individually. Blood
samples for antibody tests and suitable samples for testing for
leucosis antigen are collected. The test methods to be used
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are as described under Routine testing of designated SPF
flocks. Only when all tests have confirmed the absence of
infection may the new generation be designated as SPF.

ROUTINE TESTING OF DESIGNATED SPF
FLOCKS
General examination and necropsy Clinical
examination is carried out at least once per week throughout
the life of the flock in order to verify that the birds are free
from fowl-pox virus and signs of any other infection. In the
event of mortality exceeding 0.2 per cent per week, necropsy
is performed on aU available carcasses to verify that there is
no sign of infection. Where appropriate, histopathological
and/or microbiologicaVvirological studies are performed to
confinn diagnosis. Specific examination for tuberculosis
lesions is carried out and histological samples from any
suspected lesions are specifically stained to verify freedom
from Mycobaceen"um avium. Caecal contents of aU available
carcasses are examined microbiologically for the presence of
Salmonella spp. using the techniques described below. Where
appropriate, caecal samples from up lO 5 birds may be
pooled.

Cultural tIN/lingJar Salmonella spp Cultural testing for
Salmonella spp. is performed either by testing samples of
droppings or cloacal swabs or by testing of drag swabs.
Where droppings or cloacal swabs are tested, a total of
60 samples within each 4-week period is tested throughout
the entire life of the flock. Tests may be performed on pools
of up to 10 samples. Where drag swabs are tested, a
minimum of 2 drag swabs are tested during each 4-week
period throughout the entire life of the flock. Detection of
SaimoneUa spp. in these samples is performed by pre
enrichment of the samples followed by culture using
SalmoneUa-selective media.

Tests for avian leucosis antigen Prior to the
commencement of laying, cloacal swabs or blood samples
(using buffy coat cultivation) are tested for the presence of
group-specific leucosis antigen. A total of 5 per cent
(minimum 10, maximum 200) of the flock is sampled during
each 4-week period. During lay, albumen samples from
5 per cent (minimum 10, maximum 200) of the eggs are
tested in each 4-week period. Tests are performed by EIA for
group-specific antigen using methods that are capable of
detecting antigen from subgroups AJ Band J.
Test/or antibodies to other agents Tests for antibodies
to all agents listed in Table 5.2.2.-1 are performed
throughout the laying period of the flock. In each 4-week
period, samples are taken from 5 per cent (minimum 10,
maximum 200) of the flock. It is recommended that
1.25 per cent of the flock is sampled each week since some
test methods for some agents must be conducted on a weekly
basis. Table 5.2.2.-1 classifies the agents into those that
spread rapidly through the flock and those that spread slowly
or may not infect the entire flock. For those agents listed as
slowly spreading, each sample is tested individually.
For those agents listed as rapidly spreading, at least
20 per cent of the samples collected in each 4-week period
are tested- individually or, where serwn neutralisation or
EUSA tests are employed, aU of the samples may be tested
individually or by preparing pools of 5"samples, collected at
the same time.

Suitable methods to be used for detection of the agents are
shown in Table 5.2.2.-1. Subject to agreement by the
competent authority, other test methods may be used
provided they are shown to be at least as sensitive as those
indicated. and of appropriate specificity.
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Table 5.2.2.-1

AgeD[

Avianadenoviruses,group I

Avianencephalomyeliris virus

Avianinfectious bronchitis virus

Avian infectious laryngotracheitis virus

Avianleucosisviruses

Aviannephritis virus
Avian crrbcrecvircses

Avianrericuloendotheliosis virus

Chickenanaemia virus

Egg drop syndrome virus

Infectiousbursal diseasevirus

Influenza A virus
Marek's diseasevirus

Newcastlediseasevirus
Turkeyrhioouacbeiris virus

Myroplasl1l<J galIiseplicuJII

Mycoplasma 5)'MUitu

Salmb1leJJa puJlonmr

T",'
to be used"

AGP, EIA

AGP. EIA

HI, RIA

VN. EIA
RIA forvirus.

VN. BIA for antibody

IS

IS, EIA

AGP,IS. EIA
IS. EIA.VN

HI, EIA

Serotype I: AGP. BIA. VN
Serotype 2: VN

AGP. EIA, HI

AGP

HI. EIA

ElA

Agg and HI to confirm a positive
test,

EIA,ill

Agg IJ1d HI to confirma positive
test,

EIA. H1

Agg

Vertical
transmission

y"
y"
no

no

y"

no

y"
y"
y"
y"
no

no
no

no
no

y"

y"

y"
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Raphllslow
spread

slow

rapid

rapid

slow

slew

slow
stew

slew

dow

slow

rapid

rnpid

rapid

rapid

slow

stow

rapid

slow

lIT: haemaggletinetion inhibition
IS: immunostaunng
VN: virus neutrnlisaoon

Agg:agglutination
AGI':agargel precipitation; the techniqueis suitablewhere testingis carried OUt

weekly
EIA: enzymeimmunoassay
>l:/rSubject to agreement by the competent authority. other typesof testmay be used provided they are at lean as sensitiveas those indicated andof appropriate
specificity.

Table 5 2 2-2 - Schematic descriptwn of the establishment and maimenonce of SPF flocks

NEW STOCK Establishfreedomfrom vertically-transmissible agl:nts

Test aU birdsfor avianleucosisantigenand antibodies prior10 20 weeksof age

Test for SalmcmdJa spp. and perform generalclinicalobservation from8 weeksof age

Carryout routinelesting forspecifiedagents from 20 weeks. of age

20d GENERATION Test all birdll for avian leucosis antigenand ann"bodies prior10 20 weeks of age

Test for SalnroneIla spp. and perfonngeneralclinical observation from8 weeksof age

Carry out routinetestingfor specifiedagentsfrom20 weeksof age

3<d GENERATION Test all birdsfor avian leucosisantigenand antibodies priorto 20 weeksof age

Test for SalmontI/Q spp. and perform generalclinicalobservation from 8 weeksof age

DESIGNATE FLOCK AS SPF IF AlL TESTS ARB SATISFACfORY

3M GENERATION Carry out routinetestingfor speclfled agenlS from 20 weeksof age

Carry out post-laytestingfor vertically-transmissible agents

SUBSEQUENT GENERATIONS Test rwo 5 percent samplesfor avianleucosisantigenand for antibodies againSl: speci6ed agentsbetween 12 and
20 weeksof age

Test for StlbnOlldla spp. and perfonngeneralclinical observation from8 weeksof age

Carry out routinetestingforspecifiedagentsfrom 20 weeksof age

Carryout post-laytestingfor verrically-ttansmissible agents

TESTS TO BE CONDUCTED AT THE END OF THE
LAYING PERIOD
Following the lastegg collection, final testing to confirm the
absence of vertically-transmissible agents indicated in
Table 5.2.2.-1 is performed. After the last egg collection, a
minimum of 5 percent of the flock(minimum 10, maximum

200) is retained for at least 4 weeks. Blood samples are
collected from every bird in the group during the 4-week
period with at least 1.25 per cent of the birds (25 per cent of
the sample) being bled not earlier than 4 weeks after the final
egg collection. Serum samples are tested for vertically
transmissible agents (as defined by Table 5.2.2.-1) using the
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mel:hods indicated. Where sampling is performed on a weekly
basis, at least 1.25 per cent of the birds (25 per cent of the
sample) are tested each week during this period.
Alternatively, within 4 weeks of the final egg collection blood
and/or other suitable sample materials are collectedfrom at
least 5 per cent of the flock and tested for the presence of
vertically-transmissible agents using validated nucleic acid
amplification techniques (2.6.21).

ACTION TO BE TAKEN IN THE EVENT OF
DETECTION OF A SPECIFIED AGENT
If evidence is found of contamination of the flock by an
agent listed as slowly spreading in Table 5.2.2.-1, all
materials derived from the flock during the 4-week period
immediately preceding the date on which the positive sample
was collected are considered unsatisfactory. Similarly, if
evidence is found of contamination of the flock by an agent
listed as rapidly spreading in Table 5.2.2.-1, all materials
derived from the flock during the 2-week period immediately
preceding the date on which the positive sample was
collected are considered unsatisfactory. Any product
manufactured with such materials, and for which the use of
SPF materials is required, is considered unsatisfactory and
must be discarded; any quality control tests conducted using
the materials are invalid.

Producers must notify users of all eggs of the evidence of
contamination as soon as possible following the outbreak.

Any flock in which an outbreak. of any specified agent is
confirmed may not be redesignated as an SPF flock.
Any progeny derived from that flock during or after the
4-week period prior lO the last negative sample being
collected may not be designated as SPF.

J. Cell Substrates for the Production of
Vaccines for Human Use
(ph. Bur. general teas 5.2.3)

This general chapter deals with diploid cell lines and
continuous cell lines used as cell substrates for the
production of vaccines for human we; additional issues
specifically related to vaccines prepared by recombinant
DNA technology are covered by the monograph Products of
recombmam DNA t«lmology (0784). The testing to be carried
out at the various stages (cell seed, master cell bank (MCB),
working cell bank (WCB), end of productions cells (EOPC)
or extended cell bank (ECB) corresponding to cells at or
beyond the maximum population doubling level used for
production) is indicated in Table .5.2.3.-1. General provisions
for the use of cell lines and test methods are given below.
Where primary cells or cells that have undergone a few
passages without constitution of a cell bank are used for
vaccine production,"requirements arc given in the individual
monograph for the vaccine concerned.

Diploid celllincs
A diploid cell line has a higb but finite capacity for
multiplication invitro.
Condnuous ceJ1lines
A continuous cell line has the capacity to multiply
indefinitely in vitro; the cells often have differences in
karyotype compared to the original cells; they may be
obtained from healthy or tumour tissue either from mammals
or from insects.
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There are perceived theoretical risks associated with the use
of continuous cell lines, especially if their tumorigenic
potential has been demonstrated experimentally. These risks
are linked to the potential biological activity of the residual
host-cell DNA present in the vaccine. The residual host-cell
DNA may be associated with an infectivity risk if the genome
of a DNA virus or a provirus is present in the cellular DNA
(either integrated or extra chromosomal). In addition) there is
a potential risk of oncogenicity if the cell substrate is
tumorigenic.

For vaccines produced in continuous cell lines,whether
tumorigenic or not, risk assessment and risk mitigation must
be performed to evaluate the suitability of the cell substrate,
to define the acceptable criteria for residual host-cell DNA in
the final product and to evaluate the consistency of host-cell
proteins.

Cell-bank system
Production of vaccines in diploid or continuous cell lines is
based on a cell-bank system. The in miro age of the cells is
counted from the MCB. Each WCB is prepared from one or
more containers of the MeR The use, identity and
inventory control of the containers is carefully documented.

Media and substances of human or animal origin
The composition of media used for isolation and all
subsequent culture is recorded in detail, and if substances of
human or animal origin are used they must be free from
extraneous agents (2.6.16) and must comply with general
chapter 5.1.7. Viral safely.
If human albumin is used, it complies with the monograph
Human albumin soltaWn (0255).

If bovine serum is used, it complies with the monograph
Bovinesernm (2262).

Unless of recombinant origin, trypsin used for the
preparation of cell cultures is tested by suitable methods and
shown to be sterile and free from mycoplasmas and viruses.

Cell seed
The data used to assess the suitability of the cell seed
comprises information) where available, on source, history
and characterisation.

SOUrcB of the cell seed For human cell lines, the
following information concerning the donor is recorded:
ethnic and geographical origin; age; sex; general physiological
condition; tissue Or organ used; results of any tests for
pathogens.

For animal cell lines, the following information concerning
the source of the cells is recorded: species; strain; breeding
conditions; geographical origin; age; sex; general physiological
condition; tissue or organ used; results of any tests for
pathogens.

Cells of neural origin, such as neuroblastoma and P 12 cell
lines arc not used for vaccine production since they may
contain substances that concentrate agents of spongifonn
encephalopathies.

History of tire cell seed The following information is
recorded: the method used to isolate the cell seed; culture
methods; any other procedures used to establish the MCB)
notably any that might expose the cells to extraneous agents.

Full information may not be available on the media
ingredients used in the past for cultivation of cells, for
example on the source of substances of animal origin; where
justified and authorised, cell banks already established using
such media may be used for vaccine production.

Characterisation of the ceUseed The following
properties are investigated:
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(J) the identity of the cells, using methods such as isoenzyme
analysis, in fJliro immunochemical assays, nucleic acid
fingerprinting and nucleic acid amplification techniques
(NA1);

(2) the growth characteristics of the cells and their
morphological properties (optical and electron microscopy);

(3) for diploid cell lines, karyotype;

(4) for diploid cell lines, the in 'Vitro life span in terms of
population doubling level.

Cell substrate stablllty
Suitable viability of the cell line in the intended storage
conditions must be demonstrated. For a given product to be
prepared in the cell fine, it is necessary to demonstrate that
consistent production can be obtained with cells at passage
andlor population doubling levels at the beginning and end
of the intended period of use.

Infectious extraneous agents
FOI cell lines for vaccine production, the testing for infectious
extraneous agents must be carried. out based on a risk
assessment. The origin of the cell substrate as wen as the
potential extraneous agents that may be inadvertently
introduced during production processes or through the use of
animal or plant derived raw materials must be taken into
account 'in the choice of suitable permissive cells. One such
strategy'Ts given in Table 5.2.3.-1, but alternative strategies
could focus on more extensive testing at the MeB or WeB
level. In any case, any strategy must be justified and lead to
the same level of safety as outlined in Table 5.2.3-1. New,
sensitive molecular techniques with broad detection
capabilities are available, including massive parallel
sequencing (MPS) methods, degenerate polymerase chain
reaction (peR) for whole virus families or random-priming
methods (associated or not with sequencing), hybridisation to
oligonucleotide arrays and mass spectrometry. These
methods may be used either as an alternative to in vivoor
specific NAT tests or as a supplemenrlaltemative £0 in vitro
culture tests, in agreement with the competent authority.
The capacity of the process to removefmactivate specific
viruses must take into account the origin and culture history
of the cell line and adventitious viruses that are known to
persistently infect the species of origin, for example, simian
virus 40 in rhesus monkeys, Flock house virus in insect cells
or viruses that may inadvertently be introduced during
production processes or through the use of raw materials of
animal or plant origin. For ceHlines of insect origin, tests for
specific viruses relevant to the species of origin of the insect
cells and for arboviruses (arthropod-borne viruses) are carried
out. The panel of viruses tested is chosen according to the
current state of scientific knowledge. For cell lines shown to
express endogenous retroviral particles (e.g. rodent cells), the
test for reverse transcriptase is not needed because it is
expected £0 be positive, and thus infectivity tests must be
performed £0 determine whether these endogenous retroviral
particles are infectious or not.

Cell lines that show the presence of infectious retroviruses are
not acceptable for production of vaccines, unless otherwise
justified and authorised.

Tumorigenicity
Tumorigenicity is defined as the potential of a given cell line
to induce a tumour after injection of intact live cells into
immunodeficient/immunosuppressed animals (usually
rodents). The tumorigenicity test is carried out using cells at.
or beyond the maximum population doubling level mat will
be used for vaccine production.
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The NIRC-5, WI-38 and FRhL-2 cell lines are recognised as
being non-tumorigenic and further testing is not necessary.
Known tumorigenic cell lines (e.g, CHO) do not need to be
documented further.

When a previously uncharacterised cell line is tumorigenic,
an oncogenicity study must be performed using purified
DNA from the cell line and/or cell line lysate to demonstrate
the absence of oncogenic components. The results are used
as part of the risk analysis performed to support the use of
the cell line for vaccine production. The determination of the
TPD50 (tumour-producing dose in 50 per cent of animals)
and the capacity to form metastases are characteristic
properties mat must be determined as part of the risk
analysis.

Despite the difficulty in demonsrrating a perfect and
conclusive correlation with a tumorigenic phenotype,
additional in vitro characterisation tests may be performed to
document other cell substrate properties, such as the ability
to grow in soft agar gels, the ability to induce invasive cell
growth in muscle and/or the ability of the cell substrate to
induce transfonnation of 3'1'3 cells.

Residual host-cell DNA
For each particular vaccine produced on continuous cell
lines, residual host-cell DNA content must be tested and an
acceptable upper limit, based on a risk assessment, must be
established in the final product taking into consideration:

(1) the nature of the cell substrate (non-tumorigenic, level of
tumorigenicity) and its origin (human/non-human);

(2) the presence in the production process of any steps to
inactivate the potential biological activity (oncogenicity,
infectivity) of the residual host-cell DNA (e.g. chemical
agents such as betepropiolactone and/or DNase treatment);

(3) the capacity of the process to reduce the amount and size
of the contaminating residual host-cell DNA;

(4) the intended use of the vaccine (e.g. route of
administration);

(5) the method used to measure the residual host-cell DNA.

In general, a purification process for parenteral vaccines is
able to reduce residual host-cell DNA in final products to
less than 10 ng per dose, but me acceptance limits must. be
approved by the competent authority.

Once validation studies (e.g. spiking studies using an
adequate size distribution of DNA) have been performed and
me reproducibility of the production process in reducing
residual host-cell DNA to the level expected has been
demonstrated, residual host-cell DNA testing may be omitted
after agreement from the competent authority.

Chromosomal characterisation
Diploid cell lines shall be shown to be diploid. More
extensive characterisation of a diploid cell line by karyotype
analysis is required if the removal of intact cells during post
harvest processing has not been validated. Samples from 4
passage levels evenly spaced over the life span of the cell line
are examined. A minimum of 200 cells in metaphase are
examined for exact chromosome count and for the frequency
of hyperploidy, hypoploidy, polyploidy, breaks and structural
abnormalities.

The MRC-5, WI-38 and FRhL-2 cell lines are recognised as
being diploid and well characterised; where they are not
genetically modified, further characterisation is not necessary.
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Table 5.2.3.-1. - Testing of cdllines

T,,' Cell seed
Master cell benk

(MCB)
Worldng cell bank

(WCB)
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EOPClECB (Cens at or
beyond the maximum

population doubHng level
used for production)

Morphology

Identification

Karyotype (diploid celliincs)

life span (diploid cell lines)

Bacterial and fungal contamination

Mycohlcteria

Mycoplasmas
Spiroplasmas(l)

EIecrronmicroscopy

Tens for extraneous agents in cell cultures (with viable
cells or equivalent cell lysate)

Tests in sucklingmice and eggs

Test for specific viroses by NAT

Test for viruses using broad molecularmethods

Retroviruses

Tumorigenicity

1. IDENTITY AND PURlTI

+ + +
+ + +
+ + +(1)

+ +
2. EXTRANEOUS AGENTS

+ +
+m +(2)

+ +
+ +

+(~)

+ +

+'"
+(6) +(6)

+m +m +m
+'"

3. TUMORIGENICITY
+"9)

(I) The diploid character is established for each weBbut using cells at or beyond the maximum population doubling level used for produClion.

(2) If the cells are susceptibleto infectionwith Mycobaamum tIlbemd»is or oilier species.

(3) Ifinseet cells or raw materials of plant origin are used.

(4) Tesling is carried out Cor the MeR. but using cells at or beyond the maximum population doubling level used for production.

(5) Testing is carried out for each WCB, but using cells at or beyond the maximum population doubling level used for production.

(6) Specific cests for possible contaminants (e.g. viruses) defined according Coa risk assessment based on the origin of the cells and on me porenual extraneous
agents inadvertently introduced during production prottsses or through the use of animal or plant derived raw materials. The appropriate testing stages should be
selected based on ihe risk assessment.

(7) These methods msy be used either as alternative to in tliw tests and specific NAT or as supplement or alternative to in vUro culture tests based on the risk
assessment and in agreement with the competent authority. The appropriate testing stages should be selected based on the risk assessment.

(8) The MRC-5. WI-38 and FRhL-2 cell lines are recognised as being non-tumorigenic and they do not need to be tested. Tests are not carried out on cell tina
that are known or assumed to be tumorigenic, for example CHO and BHK-21.

(9) Testing is carried out on the cell seed, but using cells at or beyond the maximum population doubling level used Cor production.

TEST METHODS FOR CELL CULTURES
Morphology
The morphology of the cells is adequately described and
documented.

Identification
Nucleic acid fingerprint analysis and a relevant selection of
the following are used to establish the identity of the cells:

(1) biochemical characteristics (isoenzyme analysis);

(2) immunological characteristics (histocompatibility
antigens, in vitro immunochemical assays);

(3) cytogenetic markers;

(4) NAT.

Contamlnadng cells
The nucleic acid fingerprint analysis carried out for
identification also serves to demonstrate freedom from
contaminating cells.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The MCB and each WeB comply with the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using, for each medium, 10 mL of
supernatant from cell cultures. Carry out the test on
1 per cent of the containers, with a minimum of 2
containers.

Mycobacteria
If the cells are susceptible to infection with Mycobatttninn
tubertUlosis or other species, the MCB and each WCB comply
with the test for mycobacteria (2.6.2). NAT (2.6.21) may be
used as an alternative to this culture method provided such

an assay is validated and shown to be comparable to the
culture method.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
The MCB and each WCB comply with the test for
mycoplasmas. Use one or more containers for the test.

Splroplaamas
Spiroplasmas may be introduced into cell substrates through
contamination of raw materials of plant origin or when insect
cell lines are used. When appropriate, the MCB and each
WCB are demonstrated to be free of spiroplasmas using a
validated method approved by the competent authority.
NAT methods for detection of mycoplasmas (2.6.7) may be
used to detect spiroplasrnas after validation and agreement
from the competent authority. Use one or more containers
for the test.

Electron microscopy
The MCB is examined by electron microscopy for the
presence of extraneous agents. Cell lines are maintained at
the temperature routinely used for production and taken at
or beyond the maximum population doubling level used for
production. In addition, insect cell lines are maintained at
temperatures above and below those routinely used for
production and may also be subjected to other treatments
such as exposure to chemical stressors. For insect cell lines
the maintenance temperatures and treatments used are
agreed with the competent authority, along with the number
of sectioned cells to be examined.
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Test for extraneous agents in cell cultures
For mammalian cells, viablecells (at least 107 cells) or the
equivalent cell lysate, in their culture supernatant, areeither
co-cultivated (for viable cells) or inoculated (for cell lysate)
onto monolayer cultures of:
(I) human diploid cells;

(2) continuous simian kidney cells; and

(3) for cell substrates otherthanhumanor simian,cells of
that species, from a separate batch.

For insect cell lines, cell lysates are inoculated onto
monolayer cultures of othercell systems, including human,
simian and, in addition, at least 1 cell line that is different
from that used in production, is permissible to insectviruses
and allows detection of human arboviruses (e.g. BHK-2I).

The resulting co-cultivated cell culture (for viable cells) or
inoculated cell cultures (for ceil lysate) are observed for
evidence of viruses by cytopathic effect for at least 2 weeks.
If the cell line is known to he capable of supporting the
growth of humanor simiancytomegalovirus, the human
diploid cuhures aceobserved for at least4 weeks.
The extended 4-week cell culture of human diploid cells, for
the purpose of detectinghumanor simiancytomegalovirus,
can be replaced by the use of NAT (2.6.21). In cases where
it is difficult to keep the cell cultures healthy for the
additional 2 weeks, it may be necessary to introduce fresh
medium or to subculture after2 weeksonto fresh cultures in
order to be able to detect viral agents. At the end of the
observation period, carry om testson the cell culture
supernatants for haemagglutinating viruses, or on the viable
cells for haemadsorbing viruses using guinea-pig red blood
cells. If the guinea-pig red blood ceUs have been stored, they
shall have been storedat 5 ± 3 °C for not more than 7 days.
Analyse half of the cultures after incubation at 5 ± 3 ·C for
30 min and the other half after incubation at 20-25 ·C for
30 min. The test for haemagglutinating viruses is not valid
for arboviruses.
The test is not valid unless at least80 per cent of the cell
culturesremain viable. The cell substrate complieswith the
test if no evidenceof any extraneous agent is found.

Retroviruses
If the cell line is not known to produce retroviral particles,
examine for the presence of retroviruses using:
(I) product-enhanced reverse transcriptase (pERT) assay
(2.6.21) cartied out for cell bank supernatants using cells at
or beyond the maximum population doublinglevel thatwill
be used for production;
(2) transmission electronmicroscopy.
If tests (1) and/or(2) give a positive result, infectivity assays
are carried out on permissible humancells with a PERT
assay end-pointon the supernatant.
If the cell line is shown to produce retroviral particles
(e.g. rodent cell lines), examine for the presence of
retroviruses using:
- transmission electron microscopy;
- infectivity assays carried out on permissible human cells

and on relevant additional cells (e.g. Mus dunn; cells or
SC-I cells for CHO cell substrate) with a PERT assay
end-pointon the supernatant, except when the
amplification cells are positive for reverse rranscriptase, in
whichcase the readout is performed using plaqueassay or
a fluorescent focus assay.

Since the sensitivity of PERT assays is veryhigh,
interpretation of a positivesignal maybe equivocal and a
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decisionon the acceptability of a cell substrate is based on all
available data.

Tests in suckling mice
The test is carried out if a risk assessment indicates thatit
provides a risk mitigation taking into account the overall
testing package applied to a given cell substrate.
Inject 107 viablecells or the equivalent cell lysate, in their
culture supernatant into 2 litters of suckling mice less than
24 h old, comprising not fewer than 10 animals;
Inject at least 0.1 mL intraperitoneally and 0.01 mL
intracerebrally.

Observe the suckling mice for at least 4 weeks. Investigate
suckling mice that become sick or show any abnormality to
establish the cause of illness.The cell substrate complies with
the test if no evidenceof any extraneous agent is found.
The test is invalid if fewer than 80 per cent of the suckling
mice in each groupremain healthy and survive to the end of
the observation period.

Tests In eggs (only required for avian cell substrates)
The test is carried out if a riskassessment indicates that it
provides a riskmitigation taking into account the overall
testingpackage applied to a given cell substrate. Inject an
inoculum of 106 viable cells or the equivalent cell lysate, in
their culture supernatant, into the allantoic cavityof ten 9- to
II-day-old SPF embryonated hens' eggs (5.2.2) and into the
yolksac of ten 5- to 7-day-oldSPF embryonated hens' eggs.
Incubate fornot less than 5 days. Test the allantoic fluids for
the presenceof haemagglutinins using mammalian and avian
red blood cells; carry out the test at 5 ± 3 ·C and 20-25 ·C
and readthe results after 30-60 min. The cell substrate
complieswith the test if no evidence of any extraneous agent
is found. The test is invalid if fewer than80 per cent of the
embryos remain healthy and survive to theend of the
observation period.

Tests for specific viruses
The list of specificviruses to be tested is definedbased on a
viral contamination risk assessment in accordance with the
principles detailed in general chapter 5.1.7. Viral SafefJ', and
takes into account (but is not limited to) the originof the
cells and the potential sourcesof viral contamination
(e.g. raw material of animal or plant origin). NAT tests
(2.6.21) arecarried out with or withoutprior amplification in
cells. For cell lines of rodent origin, NAT (2.6.21) or
antibody production tests in mice, rats or hamsters areused
to detect species-specific viruses.

Tests for viruses using broad molecular methods
In agreement with the competentauthority, broadmolecular
methods (e.g, High Throughput Sequencing) may be used
eitheras an alternative to in vivo tests and specificNAT or as
a supplement or alternative to in vitro culture tests basedon
the risk assessment.
For both NAT (2.6.21) and broad molecular methods, the
stage at which testingis to be conducted (e.g, MCB, WeB,
EOPClECB) is also based on the risk assessment and
dependson the steps whereviral contaminants may be
introduced. In case of positiveresults with eitherbroad
molecular methods or NAT tests, a follow-up investigation
must be conducted to determine whether detected nucleic
acids are due to the presenceof infectious extraneous agents
and/or are known to constitute a riskto humanhealth.

Tests for tumorigenicity in vivo
The test establishes a comparison between the continuous
cell line and a suitable positivecontrol cell line as reference
(for example, HeLa or Hep2 cells).
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Animal systems that have been shown to be suitable for this
test include:

(I) athymic mice (NulNu genotype);

(2) newborn mice, rats or hamsters that have been treated
with antithymocyte serum or globulin;

(3) thymeetomised and irradiated mice that have been
reconstituted (I, B+) with bone marrow from healthy mice.

Whichever animal system is selected, the cell line and the
positive control cells are injected into separate groups of
10 animals each. In both cases, the inoculum for each animal
is 107 cells suspended in a volwne of 0.2 mL, and the
injection may be given by the intramuscular or the
subcutaneous route. Newborn animals are treated with
0.1 mL of antithymccyte serum or globulin on days 0, 2, 7
and 14 after birth. A potent serum or globulin is one that
suppresses the immune mechanisms of growing animals to
the extent that the subsequent inoculum of 107 positive
control cells regularly produces tumours and metastases.
Severely affected animals showing evident, progressively
growing tumours are euthanlsed before the end of the test (0

avoid unnecessary suffering.

At me end of the observation period all animals, including
the positive control group, are euthanised and examined for
gross and microscopic evidence of the proliferation of
inoculated cells at the site of injection and in other organs
(for example) lymph nodes, lungs, kidneys and liver).

In all test systems) the animats are observed and palpated at
regular intervals for the formation of nodules at the sites of
injection. Any nodules formed are measured in
2 perpendicular directions) the measurements being recorded
regularly to determine whether mere is progressive growth of
the nodule. Animals showing nodules that begin to regress
during the period of observation are euthanised before the
nodules are no longer palpable) and processed for histological
examination. Animals with progressively growing nodules are
observed for 1-2 weeks. Among those without nodule
formation, half are observed for 3 weeks and half for
12 weeks before they are euthanised and processed for
histological examination. A necropsy is performed on each
animal and includes examination for gross evidence of
tumour formation at the site of injection and in other organs
such as lymph nodes) lungs, brain) spleen, kidneys and liver.
AU tumour-like lesions and the site of injection are examined
histologically. In addition, since some cell lines may give rise
to metastases without evidence of local tumour growth, any
detectable regional lymph nodes and the lungs of all animals
are examined histologically.

The test is invalid if fewer than 9 of the 10 animals injected
with the reference positive-control cells show progressively
growing tumours.

For a new tumorigenic cell line, in order to document the
level of tumorigenicity, a dose range of cell substrate
(e.g. dose of cells in the range of 10', 106 and 107

) is
injected in different groups of 10 animals. The nwnber of
animals showing progressively growing nodules within the
animal groups is monitored to calculate the TPD50 .
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K. Carrier Proteins for the Production of
Conjugated Polysaccharide Vaccines for
Human Use
(ph. Bur. general rext 5.2.11)

The useof alternative carrier proteins) production methods and
terts areacceptable pravided theyhave been authorised~ the
competent authority.
Bacterial polysaccharides are not able to induce a T -eell
dependent B-cell immune response, which is needed to
obtain an immunological memory response) and are generally
poorly immunogenic in children under 2 years of age.
The limitations are overcome by conjugating polysaccharides
to carrier proteins. Carrier proteins are highly irrununogenic
and) when conjugated to bacterial polysaccharides) increase
the capacity of polysaccharides to induce a protective
response in infants.

Carrier proteins currently used in polysaccharide vaccines for
human use are toxoids, non-toxic mutated toxins) surface or
outer membrane proteins extracted from micro-organisms.
Micro-organisms used for the production of the protein may
be of genetically modified origin.

The production method used for a carrier protein shall have
been shown to yield consistently batches suitable for
conjugation of the carrier protein to a polysaccharide antigen.

Appropriate acceptance criteria for low bioburden before
conjugation with me polysaccharide may be established. It is
a prerequisite that the carrier protein is filtered through a
bacteria-retentive filter prior to storage and that adequate
measures are in place to avoid contamination and growth of
micro-organisms during storage.

The production of carrier proteins is based on a seed-lot
system. The seed lots are shown to be free from
contamination using suitable methods of appropriate
sensitivity. The culture may be inactivated and the carrier
protein is purified by a suitable method.

The protein is characterised by one or more suitable
method(s) (such as SDS-PAGE, isoelectric focusing, HPLC,
size-exclusion chromatography with multiple-angle laser light
scattering detection (MALLS), amino-acid analysis) amino
acid sequencing, circular dichroism) fluorescence
spectroscopy) peptide mapping and mass spectrometry) and
its purity is verified by a suitable method. Suitable tests are
carried out) for validation or routinely) to demonstrate that
where applicable, the product is free from specific toxins.
Ifpurification steps are present) the reduction of selected
process-related impurities and residuals is monitored to
establish consistency of me purification process. In the case
of recombinant carrier proteins, tests for at least the following
impurities are also carried out:
- residual host-cell proteins) including proteins derived from

the expression vector;
- residual cellular DNA.

Only a carrier protein that complies with the following tests
may be used in the preparation of the conjugate.

Identification
The carrier protein is identified using a suitable method.

pH (2.2.3)
Where applicable, the pH of the carrier protein prior to
conjugation is monitored and is within the limits approved
for the particular product.
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Protein content (2.5.16)
The content of the carrier protein is determined using a
suitable method and is within the limits approved by the
competent authority,

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
The content is within the limits approved for the particular
product.

In addition, the following requirements apply for me carrier
proteins listed below.

Diphtheria toxoid
It is produced as described in the monograph Diphtheri4
vaccine (adsorbed) (0443) and complies with the requirements
prescribed therein for bulk purified toxoid, except that the
test for sterility (2.6./) is not required.

Tetanus toxoid
It is produced as described in the monograph TelOnus vaccine
(adsorbed) (0452) and complies with the requirements
prescribed therein for bulk purified toxoid, except that the
antigenic purity is not less than 1500 U per milligram of
protein nitrogen and mat the test for sterility (2.6.1) is not
required.

CRM 197 diphtheria protein
It may be prepared from the growth of genetically modified
(C7/pI91) or non-genetically modified (mCRM)
Corynebairen"um diphtheriae or prepared by recombinant DNA
technology in organisms such as Escherichia coli. The culture
supernatant may be concentrated by ultrafiltration and
purified by successive precipitation) filtration, and
chromatography steps. When it is produced on the same
premises as diphtheria toxin, CRM 197 diphtheria protein
should be distinguished from the active toxin by a suitable
method. The purity is not less than 90 per cent of diphtheria
protein.

OMP (Neissen'a mening"t,.dis group B outer
membrane protein complex)
Neisseria meningit,'dls group B outer membrane protein
complex is extracted from bacterial cell cultures with a buffer
containing a detergent. Cell debris is first removed.
The membrane protein complex may be concentrated and
purified by successive filtration and additional suitable
purification steps. The lipopolysaccharide content does not
exceed 8 per cent. The relative quantity of the major OMP is
set and approved by the competent authority, The OMP
complex complies with the test for pyrogens (2,6.8): inject
into each rabbit 0.25 ~g of OMP per kilogram of body mass.

Recombinant protein D
Protein D is a surface protein of nontypable Haemopbdus
injluenzae. It is produced using a specific strain of E. coli
carrying a plasmid containing the coding sequence for
protein D. In order to express protein D) the modified strain
is grown in a suitable liquid medium. At the end of
cultivation) a purification step is carried out. The purity of
the product is not less than 95 per cent of protein D.

L. Immunonephelometry for Vaccine
Component Assay
(Ph. Eur. method 2.7.35)

GENERAL PRINCll'LE
The general principle of nephelometry is described in general
chapter 2.2.1. Clarity and degree of opo1es<ence oflitJuids.
Immunonephe1ometry measures turbidity that is mainly due
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to immune complexes formed by the antigen-antibody
reaction. Although immunonephe1omeuy is applicable for the
quantification of both antibodies and antigens) this general
chapter describes the quantification of antigens as vaccine
components.

APPARATUS
The nephelometer used is described in general chapter 2.2.1.
Clarity and degree of opalescence of litJuids. However the
measurement may be made at a non-zero angle different
from 90°.

METHODS
In general, the progress of the reaction measured by fight
scattering can be described in 3 steps.

Initially) a baseline level of light scattering due to the reaction
medium is detected. After the 15l reagent (antigen) is added)
an increase in the signal is observed followed by a plateau.
When the 2nd reagent (antibody) is added) a 2nd increase of
the signal is observed with a 2nd plateau followed by a final
increase in the intensity of the signal, which continues until a
3m plateau is reached. The measurement zone starts from the
addition of the 2nd reagent until the higher intensity of light
scattering (the 3m plateau) is reached depending on the
concentrations of the component to be assayed.

The following methods can be used to quantify the lmmune
complexes formed during this type of reaction.

END-POINT NEPHELOMETRY
The light scattering is measured after the immune complex
has formed, i.e. after about 60 min. The value of the
end-point is in this case directly proportional to the content
of the component to be assayed when an excess of antibodies
is used. A blank is necessary in order to subtract the value of
nonspecific scattering due to the reaction mixture and to the
reaction/measurement cell.

RATE NEPHELOMETRY
Rate nephelometry is based on the rate of immune complex
formation (rate of increase in light scattering), which is
proportional to the concentration of the component to be
assayed.

There are 2 types of rate nephelometry.

Fixed-time rate nephelometry
A 1st measurement of light scattering is carried out a few
seconds after the last reagent has been added. A 2nd

measurement is carried out after a fixed time interval
established during development of the method.
The difference between the 2 values is proportional to the
quantity of the component to be assayed.

Rate nephelometry using the peak of the first derivative
The formation of the immune complex is described by the
curve of the first derivative of the variation in light scattering
with time (den/dt). Two successive peaks are observed due
to the addition of the I" and then the 2nd reagent.

The height of the 3'" peak of the first derivative is
proportional to the quantity of component to he assayed in
the reaction medium. Successive measurements are carried
out a few seconds after the 2nd reagent has been added.

In this case) the light scattered by the reaction medium) the
component and the reagent does not affect the initial value of
the derived signal.

OPERATING CONDITIONS
REAGENTS AND REFERENCE STANDARDS
The reagents) diluents and samples to he examined must be
clear and free from any suspended particles. To this end) a
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preliminary filtration or centrifugation step may be
considered.

The antisera or antibodies are selected based on their
specificity, their precipitating capacity and their avidity for
the antigen. Indeed, high avidity results in clearly detectable
signals being generated rapidly, which thus improves me
quality of the results.

In addition, it is important to define the range of antigen
concentrations to be assayed with an excess of antibodies and
to verify the absence of a zone effect in this range.

It is recommended to ensure that the profiles of response will
be similar to that of an appropriate reference standard.

PRE-TREATMENT OF THE SAMPLES TO BE
EXAMINED
An appropriate pre-treatment could be envisaged to eliminate
an adjuvant or another interfering substance.

ASSAY
Ensure that aU the reagents are at a suitable temperature [0

optimise the reaction.

To the samples diluted with a suitable mediwn in the
reaction measurement cell, add a fixed quantity of antibodies.
Carry out several detenninations of the dilution being
examined.

In some cases, the progress of the reaction may be improved
by introducing additional substances into the reaction
medium (e.g, polyethylene glycol).

The reference standards and samples must be treated in the
same manner.

PERFORMANCE OF A BUNK TEST
To ensure that the assays"arespecific, only the scattering due
to immune complexes must be measured. Other particles, the
matrix of the sample, the reagents or the reaction
measurement cell may interfere. In this case and if the
end-point method is used, it is necessary to carry out a blank
test to avoid taking non-specific scattering into account.

CALIBRATION
The calibration curve is obtained by preparing a set of
dilutions of a reference standard. The concentrations are
chosen in order to encompass the working range.

METHODS OF CALCUUTION
The parallel line method (see general chapter 5.3) or a
calibration curve is used for the calculations.

VALIDITY OF THE TESTS
VALIDITY OF THE CALIBRATION CURVES
Only calibration curves that comply with the defined validity
criteria may be used.

The following parameters are examples to be used to define
validity criteria:
- minimum of light scattering units (LSU) obtained for the

lowest concentration point of the calibration curve;
- coefficient of variation for me LSU measured for each

point on the curve;
- coefficients of regression or of correlation of the

calibration curve;
- slope and intercept of the calibration curve.

VALIDITY OF THE RESULTS
The following criteria are examples of validity criteria of the
samples to be assayed:
- coefficient of variation or the range of values for the

determinations carried out on the sample;
- assay of an in-house reference standard with trend

monitoring or a control chart.
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M. Substitution of in Vivo Method(s) by
in Vitro Method(s) for the Quality
Control of Vaccines
(ph. Bur. general ""'IS 5.2.14)

PURPOSE
The purpose of this general chapter is to provide guidance to
facilitate the implementation of in vitro methods as
substitutes for existing in tJiw methods, in cases where a
typical one-to-one assay comparison is not appropriate for
reasons unrelated to the suitability of one or more in wtro
methods. This general chapter will not discuss the details of
assay validation as such, since those principles are described
elsewhere.

The general chapter applies primarily to vaccines for human
or veterinary use, however the principles described may also
apply to other biologicals such as sera.

CONTEXT
The test methods used for routine quality control of vaccines
are intended to monitor production consistency and to
ensure comparability of the quality attributes between
commercial batches and those batches originally found to be
safe and efficacious in clinical studies or, for veterinary
vaccines, in the target species.

While the in viw potency and safety assays described within
Ph. Bur. vaccine monographs have historically played a
central role in safeguarding the quality of vaccines, the
inherent variability of tn oiooassays can make them less
suitable than appropriately designed in flitro assays for
monitoring consistency of production and for assessing the
potential impact of manufacturing changes. As a result, it is
essential continually to challenge the scientific value and
relevance of these in tJivo test methods. When in viw tests
are found to be of limited or no value, it is imperative to
eliminate them, given the ethical considerations and the
obligations under the relevant conventions. In addition, there
is a substantial effort to develop in wiro methods (including
immunological, molecular and physico-chemical tests) to
replace the animal tests. In several cases this has led to the
successful introduction of new in vitro methods in vaccine
monographs. The use of appropriate in vitro methods not
only reduces the use of animals while maintaining or
improving the scientific relevance of the assays involved, but
also substantially reduces assay variability and the time and
resources required, and enhances the predictability of the
release of safe and effective vaccine lots for use.

In addition to the benefits resulting from the substitution of
appropriate in 'Vitro methods for existing in 'lJiw methods,
under the European Convention for the Protection of
Vertebrate Animals Used for Experimental and Other
Scientific Purposes, the Ph. Bur. Commission has committed
to the reduction of animal usage wherever possible in
pharmacopoeial testing. Under the convention, those
associated with the work of the European Pharmacopoeia are
encouraged to develop and/or implement in wtro procedures,
and the General Notices support the introduction of
alternatives to in fJiw methods described in Ph. Bur.
monographs.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
One of the consequences associated with the inherent
variability of in vivoassays is the problem this poses with
their replacement by the more-consistent in 'Vitro methods,
which typically requires one-to-one assay comparison. This
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can be a challenge in some cases as repeated efforts through
multicentre international collaborative srudies can fail due to
me variability inherent in the in oioo methods. Another
consideration is that many of the legacy in vivo safety and
potency assays for vaccines were generally shown to be fit for
purpose and have historically proven their value in ensuring
the efficacy and safety of vaccines. However, this was in an
era when validation requirements, such as ICH Q2 (Rl) or
VICH GL2 guideline, were not in place, making a formal
one-to-one comparison challenging or even impossible in
some cases. Since precision, reproducibility, limits of
detection and quantification were not established for the in
vivo method, the comparability of one method to anomer
becomes difficult to evaluate. It should also be noted that,
because Ph. Eur. methods are considered validated under the
General Notices, it is not only impractical and excessively
costly now to undertake a retrospective ICHIVICH validation
of these methods, but it would also be unethical given the
above-mentioned convention on animal use in
pharmacopoeial testing.

When considering the transition from an in viw-based to an
in vitro-based quality control assay system, it is important to
understand what in vivoassays can and cannot offer.
Although properly established in viw potency assays in
laboratory animals have the potential to measure complex
functional responses for demonstrating proof of concept,
these do not necessarily predict the actual responses in the
target population. In addition, in vitro bioassays have the
potential to mimic specific elements of complex in vivo
responses with generally lower variability and higher
sensitivity.

Another key consideration is that when an in viw test for a
given product is to be replaced with an in flitro test, the
quality anriburets) of the product will likelybe assessed
differently. Examples include: the derermlnation of antigen
content or a functional response (e.g. virus or toxin
neutralisation) in an in vitro bioassay instead of in viw
potency; molecular consistency instead of in tn·vo
neurovirulence or attenuated phenotype; absence of the
extraneous agent genomes using molecular methods instead
of absence of micro-organisms through in vioo testing: and
demonstration of toxin binding and enzyme activity instead
of in viw specific toxicity. As a consequence, a
demonstration of agreement between the 2 methods is
generally not scientifically justified and should not always be
expected. Even where pass/fail results from the 2 test
procedures are in agreement, the correlation between
2 quantitative methods across the assay range may still be
low. Regardless, the in vitro method(s) or testing strategy
must provide at least the same confidence that the key
quality attributes, which are necessary to ensure me
consistency of a product's safety and effectiveness, are
adequately controlled.

While the focus of this general chapter is on the replacement
of existing methods for approved products, it is important to
consider the use of in vitro methods for quality control during
product development and to understand mat the use of in
vivo assays is not mandatory.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES FOR THE
SUBSTITUTION OF IN VIVO METHODS
The primary focus for the implementation of any proposed in
vitro methods within a quality control system should be the
scientific relevance of in vitro assays for control of the
relevant quality attributes. Additionally, any in vuro methods
will have to meet the current validation requirements.
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In the Ph. Eur., in vivoassays for vaccines are typically
replaced by in vitro assays following multicentre collaborative
studies, but this should not be a prerequisite for in fliwassay
replacement initiatives for individual products. Additionally,
while it may be desirable to have assays that are widely
applicable to a class of products, this should not be a
requirement

As explained in the guidance below, in some cases an
existing method may need to be substituted by more than
1 in vilro test, in order to characterise the key qualitative and
quantitative attributes measured by the existing test.

POTENCY TESTS
When it is not possible to show agreement between the
in vitro and in viw methods due to low discriminating power
and/or high variability of the in viw assay, the following
approach can be used. It is assumed that the product under
consideration has a well-established safety and efficacy
profile, with consistent manufacturing.

The in vitro testes) should be able to detect differences that
are relevant to the control of the production process as
justifiedscientifically, This should be supported by data
demonstrating the capability of the proposed assay(s) to
control key quality attributes of the vaccine and maintain the
link between the quality of the batches to be released and
those batches found to be safe and efficacious through
clinical studies or routine use. With the setting of appropriate
specifications) the consistency of manufacturing with the
in vitro me&:hod(s) will be maintained.

The design of an assay/assay system for vaccine quality
control needs to reflect both antigen content and
functionality. If a single method is used, it should preferably
measure the content and integrity of the antigen by targeting
epitope(s) relevant to the protection offered by the vaccine.
An example of this would be a monoclonal antibody or
monoclonal antibodies against an epitope or epitopes as the
main target for generating neutralising antibodies.
The epitope or epitopes should preferably he confonnational
in order to have a stability-indicating assay (as is the case for
rabies vaccine). In some cases, a single in vitro method may
not adequately reflect the content and functionality. This can
be remedied through the use of multiple assays, as is the case
with conjugate polysaccharide vaccines, where molecular size,
conjugate integrity, and total and free polysaccharides are
examples of relevant measures.

To establish quantitative measurements with an in vitro
method, samples that differ in the magnitude of the response
will be needed. In most cases, samples that are below the
minimum approved potency specification with the in vioo
method will not be available because production consistency
is generally well maintained, and potency between batches
does not differ significantly and/or the precision of the in vioo
assay is such that it cannot discriminate between batches
unless the difference is very large. Therefore, initial assay
evaluation should be performed with samples at different
concentrations, which could be followed by testing of
samples subjected to different types of stress conditions to
assess further the stability-indicating potential of the new
method. The inability to demonstrate agreement between an
in vitro and an in vivo method does not necessarily mean that
the in vitro method is not suitable/relevant. In many cases, an
in vitro method will detect changes in the product profile that
would not be detected by the in flivo method. In such cases,
the in vitro method may be considered superior for
monitoring the consistency of production and may be more
relevant to assess the impact of manufacturing changes.
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SAFETY TESTS

Specific toxicity
An in mtro method for detection of residual toxic components
should be specific and at least as sensitive as the existing in
viw method. Where possible, a fully functional in vitro
system should he used (e.g. toxin-sensitive cell line). Where
no functional in vitro system is available, an in vitro testing
strategy could he based on the detectionlmeasurement of
more than 1 parameter, sequentially where relevant, that
together reflect the mode of action for the toxic components
in question. Examples include the use of assays with
inununological and biochemical steps to detect receptor
binding and enzyme activity. In most cases, where an invivo
assay is to be replaced there will he data available on the
sensitivity of that model for detection of the toxin in
question. Therefore, new in 'Vitro methods can be
characterised to demonstrate that they are sufficiently
sensitive using spiking experiments and referring to historic
data for the invivo assay. Such assays, in conjunction with
the appropriate time and temperature conditions, could also
be used (Q demonstrate the absence of reversion of a specific
toxoid.

Molecular consistency by deep sequencing versus the
neurovirulence test
An in 'vitro genotypic method to assess the molecular
consistency of a viral vaccine has the potential to replace an
existing in viw neurovirulence test. A prerequisite for any in
'Vitro genotypic method is an in-depth knowledge of the
molecular markers responsible for the attenuation of the live
viral vaccine (as is the case for oral poliovirus vaccine, for
example). In such a case) monitoring me consistency of the
vaccine lots would be achieved by confirming the presence of
the required molecular attenuation markers and percentage of
mutants with methods such as deep sequencing.

Detection ofviral extraneous agents by novel molecular
methods
Detection of viral extraneous agents in cell banks, seed lots
and cell culture harvests is currently conducted using a panel
of in tnVo and in vitro methods at different stages of the
manufacturing process. Novel, sensitive molecular techniques
with broad detection capabilities are available, including deep
sequencing or high-throughput sequencing methods,
degenerate polymerase chain reaction (peR) for whole virus
families or random-priming methods (associated or not with
sequencing), hybridisation to oligonucleotide arrays and mass
spectrometry. The use of these new molecular methods has
highlighted gaps in the existing testing strategy by identifying
previously undetected viral contaminants in final product, the
cell banks from which it was produced and intermediate
manufacturing stages. These new molecular methods
(e.g. deep sequencing or high-throughput sequencing) detect
genomes while the existing in vivo methods are based on
observations of the effects viruses have on experimental
animals. The implementation of such new molecular
methods as substitutes for in 'lJivo methods requires a
comparison of the specificity (breadth of detection) and the
sensitivity of the new and existing methods. For this purpose,
an appropriate panel of representative, well-characterised
model viruses should be used to assess the ability of the new
method to detect viruses that are (or are not) detected' by the
in vivo methods, and to determine if the sensitivity is at least
equivalent to the sensitivity of the in 'IJioo methods. This last
element is particularly complex since these new molecular
methods do not detect me same characteristic of the viral
contaminant (genome for molecular methods versus
infectious virus for in vivo methods) and also since no or
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limited validation data exist for the in vivo methods.
It should also be emphasised that the outcome of the new
molecular methods is not the final result since the detection
of a genome or fragments of a genome does not necessarily
indicate the presence of an infectious virus.
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5.8 Phannatopoeial ho.mwnisan·on.

Mix the t-cystine, agar) sodium chloride, glucose, water
soluble yeast extract and pancreatic digest of casein with the
water R and heat until solution is effected. Dissolve the
sodium thioglycoUate or thioglycollic acid in the solution and,
if necessary, add 1 M sodium hydroxide so that, after
sterilisation, the solution will have a pH ot7.1 ± 0.2.
H filtration is necessary, heat the solution again without
boiling and filter while hot through moistened filter paper.
Add the resazurin sodium solution, mix and place the
medium In suitable vessels which provide a ratio of surface to
depth of medium such that not more than the upper half of
the medium has undergone a colour change indicative of
oxygen uptake at the end of the incubation period. Sterilise
using a validated process. H the medium is stored, store at a
temperature between 2 °C and 25°C in a sterile, airtight

Appendix XVI
A. Test for Sterility
Sterillty'
(ph. Eur. method 2.6.1)

The tes: isapplied to substances" preparations or anides whkh,
a«<Jrding 10 the Pharmacopoeia, are required to bestetile.
However, a saris/awry result only indicates that no contaminating
micro-organism has been found in the sample examined in the
conditions of the test.

PRECAUllONS AGAINST MICROBIAL
CONTAMINATION
The lest for sterility is carried out under aseptic conditions.
In order 10 achieve such conditions, the test environment has
[0 be adapted to the way in which the sterility test is
performed. The precautions taken to avoid contamination are
such that they do not affect any micro-organisms which are
to be revealed in me test. The working conditions in which
the tests are performed are monitored regularly by
appropriate sampling of the working area and by carrying out
appropriate controls.

CULTURE MEDIA AND INCUBATION
TEMPERATURES
Mediafor the leSt may beprepared as described below, or
equi"alent commercial media mt1Jl be usedprovided thiu 'hey
cqmp/ywith the growth promotion tesr.
The following culture media have been found to be suitable
for the test for sterility..Fluid thioglycoUate medium is
primarily intended for the culture of anaerobic bacteria;
however, it will also detect aerobic bacteria. Soya-beancasein
digest medium is suitable for the culture of both fungi and
aerobic bacteria.

Fluid thloglycoUate medlum

Dissolve the solids in waterR, wanning slightly [Q effect
solution. Cool the solution to room temperature. Add 1 M
sodium hydroxide, if necessary, so that after sterilisation the
solution will have a pH of 7.3 ± 0.2. Filter, if necessary, to
clarify, distribute into suitable vessels and sterilise using a
validated process. Store at a temperature between 2 °C and
25°C in a sterile well-closed container, unless it is intended
for immediate use. Do not use the medium for a longer
storage period than has been validated.

Soya-bean casein digest medium is to be incubated at
2<l-25 ·C.

The media used comply with the following tests, carried out
before or in parallel with the test on the product to be
examined.

17.0g
3.0 g
5.0g
2.5 g

2.5 gf2.3 g
1000 mL

Pancreatic digest of casein
Papale digest of soya-bean meal
Sodium chloride
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate
Glucose monohydrate/Glucose
WaleTR
pH after sterilisation7.3 ± 0.2

container. If more than the upper one-third of the medium
has acquired a pink colour, the medium may be restored
once by heating the containers in a water-bath or in free
flowing steam until the pink colour disappears and cooling
quickly, taking care to prevent the introduction of non-sterile
air into the container. Do not use the medium for a longer
storage period than has been validated.

Fluid thioglycoUate medium is to be incubated at 30-35 °C.

For products containing a mercurial preservative that cannot
be tested by the membrane-filtration method, fluid
thioglycoUate medium incubated at 20-25 °C may be used
instead of soya-bean casein digest medium provided that it
has been validated as described in growth promotion test.

Where prescribed or justified and authorised, the following
alternative thioglycoUate medium may be used. Prepare a
mixture having the same composition as that of the fluid
thioglycollate medium) but omitting the agar and the
resazurin sodium solution, sterilise as directed above.
The pH after sterilisation is 7.1 ± 0.2. Heat in a water-bath
prior to use and incubate at 30-35 °C under anaerobic
conditions.

Soya-bean casein digest medium

Sterillty
Incubate portions of the media for 14 days. No growth of
micro-organisms occurs,

Growth promotion test of aerobes, anaerobes and fungi
Test each batch of ready-prepared medium and each batch
of medium prepared either from dehydrated medium or from
ingredients. Suitable strains of micro-organisms are indicated
in Table 2.6.1.-1.

Inoculate portions of fluid thioglycollate medium with a small
number (not more than 100 CFU) of the following micro
organisms, using a separate portion of medium for each of
the following species of micro-organism: Clostridium
sporogenes, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aurtUS.
Inoculate portions of soya-bean casein digest medium with a
small number (not more than 100 CFU) of the following
micro-organisms, using a separate portion of medium for
each of the following species of micro-organism: Asptrginus
brasih"ensis, Bacillus subtiJis, Candida olbicans, Incubate for not
more than 3 days in the case of bacteria and not more than
5 days in the case of fungi.

1000 mL

0.5 g
0.75 g

2.5 g
5.5 rJ5.0 g

5.0g
15.0g
0.5 g

O.3mL
J.OmL

L-Cystine
Ago,
Sodium chloride
Glucose monohydrareJGtucose
Yeasr extract (waler-soluble)
Pancreatic digest of casein
Sodium Ihioglycollate or
Tbiogly<:ollic acid
Resazurin sodium solution (l gfL of resazurin
sodium), freshlyprepared
WQU'T R
pH after slerilisation 7.1 ± 0.2
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Table 2 6 1 1 Strains of the USt micro-organisms suilable for use in thegrowth promotion test and the methodsuitabih"'Y test.. - -

Aerobic bacteria

Swphyloco«us ourem ATCC 6538, CIP 4.83, NCTC 10788, NCIMB 9518, NBRC 13276

Biuillus Jubn1is ATCC 6633, CIP 52.62. NCIMB 8054. NBRC 3134

Puudomonas atrugillOSQ ATCC 9021. NCL\lB 8626. CIP S2.HS, NBRC 13275

Anael'Obic bacterium

Closm"dilun IPfJrogmes ATCC 19404. CIP 79.3. NCTC 532, ATCC 110437, NBRC 14293

Fungi

CondidtJ albiuvu ATCC 10231, IP 48.72.. NePF 3179, NBRC 1594

AsJIe1l:I1lus 6ron1imsis ATCC 16404.IP 1431.83. 1M! 149007. NBRC 9455

Seed lot culture maintenance techniques (seed-lot systems)
are used so that the viable micro-organisms used for
inoculation are Dot more man 5 passages removed from the
original master seed-lot.

The media are suitable if a clearly visible growth of the
micro-organisms occurs.

METHOD SUITABILITY TEST
Carry out a test as described below under Test for sterility of
the product to be examined using exactly the same methods
except for the following modifications.

Membrane filtration
After transferring the contents of the container or containers
to be tested to themembrane add an inoculum of a small
number of viable micro-organisms (not more than 100 CFU)
to the final portion of sterile diluent used to rinse the filter.

Direct inoculation
After transferring the content of the container or containers
to be tested (for catgut and other surgical sutures for
veterinary use: strands) to the culture mediwn add an
inoculwn of a small number of viable micro-organisms (not
more than 100 CFU) to the medium.

In both cases use the same micro-organisms as those
described above under Growth promotion test of aerobes,
anaerobes and fungi. Perform a growth promotion test as a
positive control. Incubate all the containers containing
medium for not more than 5 days.

If clearly visible growth of micro-organisms is obtained after
the incubation, visually comparable to that in the control
vessel without product, either the product possesses no
antimicrobial activity under the conditions of the test or such
activity has been satisfactorily eliminated. The test for sterility
may then be carried out without further modification.

If clearly visible growth is not obtained in the presence of the
product to be tested, visually comparable to that in the
control vessels without product, the product possesses
antimicrobial activity that has not been satisfactorily
eliminated under the conditions of the test. Modify the
conditions in order to eliminate the antimicrobial activity and
repeat the method suitability test.

This method suitability test is perfonned:

a) when the test for sterility has to be carried out on a new
product;

b) whenever there is a change in the experimental conditions
of the test.

The method suitability test may be performedsimultaneously
with the test for sterility of the product to be examined.

TEST FOR STERILITY OF THE PRODUCT TO BE
EXAMINED
The test may be carried out using the technique of
membrane filtration or by direct inoculation of the culture
media with the product to be examined. Appropriate negative
controls are included. The technique of membrane filtration
is used whenever the nature of the product permits, that is,
for filterable aqueous preparations, for alcoholic or oily
preparations and for preparations miscible with or soluble in
aqueous or oily solvents provided these solvents do not have
an antimicrobial effect in the conditions of the (est.

Membrane filtration
Use membrane filters having a nominal pore size not greater
than 0.45 urn whose effectiveness to retain micro-organisms
has been established. Cellulose nitrate filters, for example, are
used for aqueous, oily and weakly alcoholic solutions and
cellulose acetate filters, for example, for strongly alcoholic
solutions. Specially adapted filters may be needed for certain
products, e.g. for antibiotics.

The technique descnbed below asswnes that membranes
about 50 nun in diameter will be used. If filters of a different
diameter are used the volwnes of the dilutions and the
washings should be adjusted accordingly. The liltration
apparatus and membrane are sterilised by appropriate means.
The apparatus is designed so that the solution to be
examined can be introduced and filtered under aseptic
conditions; it permits the aseptic removal of the membrane
for transfer to the medium or it is suitable for carrying out
the incubation after adding the medium to the apparatus
itself.

Aqueous solutions If appropriate, transfer a small quantity
of a suitable, sterile diluent such as a 1 gIL neutral solution
of meat or casein peptone pH 7.1 ± 0.2 onto the membrane
in the apparatus and filter. The diluent may contain suitable
neutralising substances and/or appropriate inactivating
substances for example in the case of antibiotics.

Transfer the contents of the container or containers to be
tested to the membrane or membranes, if necessary after
diluting t.o the volwne used in the method suitability test
with the chosen sterile diluent but in any case using not less
than the quantities of the product to be examined prescribed
in Table 2.6.1.-2. Filter immediately. If the product has
antimicrobial properties, wash the membrane not less than
3 times by liltering through it each time the volume of the
chosen sterile diluent used in the method suitability test.
Do not exceed a washing cycle of 5 times 100 mL per filter,
even if during the method suitability test it has been
demonstrated that such a cycle does not fully eliminate the
antimicrobial activity. Transfer the whole membrane to the
culture medium or cut it aseptically into 2 equal parts and
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Table 2.6.1.-2. - Minimum quantityto be used/or each medium

Appendix XVI A V-A541

Quantity per container
i\Un1mum quanlity to be used for each medium unless otherwise

Jwtlfied and authorised

liquUh

- less than I mL The whole contents of each container

- 1-40 mL Half the contents of each container but not less than I mL

- greater than 40 mL and not greater than 100 mL 20mL

- greater than ] 00 mL 10 per cent of the contents of the container hut not less than 20 mL

Antibiotic liquiM 1 mL

lnsoluble prepararions. creams and oi"tmmu to besuspmJeJor emulJifitd Use lite contents of each container to provide not less than 200 mg

SoM<

- less than 50 rng The whole contents of each container

- 50 mg or more but less than 300 mg Half the contents of each container but not less than 50 mg

- 300mglo5g 150mg

- greater than 5 g 500mg

Catgul and owr slugiaJl sururesfor wterinary rut 3 sections of a strand (each 30 em long)

transfer.one half to each of 2 suitable media. Use the same
volume -rif each medium as in the method suitability test.
Alternatively) transfer the medium onto the membrane in the
apparatus. Incubate the media for not less than 14 days.

Soluble solids Use for each medium not less than the
quantity prescribed in Table 2.6.1.-2 of the product dissolved
in a suitable solvent sum as the solvent provided with the
preparation) water for injections) saline or a 1 gIL neutral
solution of meat or casein peptone and proceed with the test
as described above for aqueous solutions using a membrane
appropriate to the chosen solvent.

Oils and oily solutions Use for each medium not less
than the quantity of the product prescribed in Table 2.6.1.-2.
Oils and oily solutions of sufficiently low viscosity may be
filtered without dilution through a dry membrane. Viscous
oils may be diluted as necessary with a suitable sterile diluent
such as isopropyl myristate shown not to have antimicrobial
activity in the conditions of the test. Allow the oil to
penetrate the membrane by its own weight then filter)
applying the pressure or suction gradually. Wash the
membrane at least 3 times by filtering through it each time
about 100 mL of a suitable sterile solution such as 1 gIL
neutral meat or casein peptone containing a suitable
emulsifying agent at a concentration shown to be appropriate
in the method suitability test) for example polysorbate 80 at a
concentration of 10 gIL. Transfer the membrane or
membranes to the culture medium or media or vice versa as
described above for aqueous solutions, and incubate at the
same temperatures and for the same times.

Ointments and creams Use for each medium not less
than the quantities of the product prescribed in
Table 2.6.1.-2. Ointments in a fatty base and emulsions of
the water-in-oil type may be diluted to 1 per cent in
isopropyl myristate as described above) by heating, if
necessary, to not more than 40°C. In exceptional cases it
may be necessary to heat to not more than 44 °C. Filter as
rapidly as possible and proceed as described above for oils
and oily solutions.

Direct inoculation of the culture medium
Transfer the quantity of the preparation to be examined
prescribed in Table 2.6.1.-2 directly into the culture medium

so that the volume of the product is not more than
10 per cent of the volume of the medium) unless otherwise
prescribed.

If the product to be examined has antimicrobial activity,
carry out the test after neutralising this with a suitable
neutralising substance or by dilution in a sufficient quantity
of culture medium. When it is necessary to use a large
volwne of the product it may be preferable to use a
concentrated culture medium prepared in such a way that it
takes account of the subsequent dilution. Where appropriate,
the concentrated medium may be added directly to the
product in its container.

Oily liquids Use media to which have been added a
suitable emulsifying agent at a concentration shown to be
appropriate in the method suitability test) for example
polysorbate 80 at a concentration of 10 gIL.

Ointments and creams Prepare by diluting to about I in
10 by emulsifying with the chosen emulsifying agent in a
suitable sterile diluent such as a 1 gIL neutral solution of
meat or casein peptone. Transfer the diluted product to a
mediwn not containing an emulsifying agent.

Incubate the inoculated media for not less than 14 days.
Observe the cultures several times during the incubation
period. Shake cultures containing oily products gently each
day. However when fluid thiogIycoUate medium is used for
the detection of anaerobic micro-organisms keep shaking or
mixing to a minimum in order to maintain anaerobic
conditions.

Catgut and other surgical sutures for veterinary use
Use for each medium not Jess than the quantities of the
product prescribed in Table 2.6.1.-2. Open the sealed
package using aseptic precautions and remove 3 sections of
the strand for each culture medium. Carry out the test on
3 sections, each 30 em long, cut off from the beginning) the
centre and the end of the strand. Use whole strands from
freshly opened cassette packs. Transfer each section of the
strand to the selected medium, Use sufficient medium to
cover adequately the material to be tested (20 mL to
150 mL).
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Table 2.6.1.-3. -Minimum number of items 10 be tested

2022

Number of hem. in the batch·
Mlnlmum number of Items to be tested for each medium, unless

otherwise jwdfied and authorised.....

Partn,,:rol prtfJOrotions

- Not more than 100 containers 10 per cent or" comainers, whicbeYl:f is the greater

- More than 100 but not more than 500 containers 10 containers

- More than 500 containers
2 per cent or 20 containers (10 containers (or lerge-volome puenterals)
whicheveris less

OpluMbni& and 0Ihernon-injectable ~rrl.lit»"

- Not more than 200 containers 5 per cera or 2 containers. whichever is the greater

- More than 200 containers 10 containers

- If the product is presented in the Conn of singk-dose containers. apply the
scheme shown above for preparations for parenteral adminisaaLion

Catgutand OIlIer surgical WhIM" forWlerin(U}' me
2 per cenr or 5 packages whichever is the greater, up to a maximum total of 20
packages

Bulk solid protllKU

- Up to " containers Each container

- More than 4 containers but not more than 50 containers 20 per cent or 4 containers, whicheYl:fis the greater

- More than 50 containers 2 per cent or 10 containers, whleheeer is the greater

-I: If me batch size is nOIknown, use the maximum number of items prescnbed.
Hlf the contents of one container art enough 10 inoculate the 2 media. Ibis colwnn gives the number of ccntemers needed for both the media together.

OBSERVATION AND INTERPRETATION OF
RESULTS
At intervals during the incubation period and at its
conclusion, examine the media for macroscopic evidence of
microbial growth. If the material being tested renders the
mediwn turbid so that the presence or absence of microbial
growth cannot be readily determined by visual examination,
14 days after the beginning of incubation transfer portions
(each not less than I mL) of the medium to fresh vessels of
the same medium and then incubate the original and transfer
vessels for not less than 4 days.

If no evidence of microbial growth is found, the product to
be examined complies with the test for sterility. If evidence of
microbial growth is found the product to be examined does
not comply with the test for sterility, unless it can be clearly
demonstrated that the test was invalid for causes unrelated to
the product to be examined. The test may be considered
invalid only if one or more of the following conditions are
fulfilled:

a) the data of the microbiological monitoring of the sterility
testing facility show a fault;

b) a review of the testing procedure used during the test in
question reveals a fault;

c) microbial growth is found in the negative controls;

d) after determination of the identity of the micro-organisms
isolated from the test, the growth of this species or these
species may be ascribed unequivocally to faults with respect
to the material and/or the technique used in conducting the
sterility test procedure.

If the test is declared to he invalid it is repeated with the
same nwnber of units as in the original test.

If no evidence of microbial growth is found in the repeat test
the product examined complies with the test for sterility.
If microbial growth is found in the repeat test the product
examined does not comply with the test for sterility.

APPUCATION OF THE TEST TO PARENTERAL
PREPARATIONS, OPHTHALMIC AND OTHER
NON-INJECTABLE PREPARATIONS REQUIRED
TO COMPLY WITH THE TEST FOR STERILITY
When using the technique of membrane filtration, use,
whenever possible, the whole contents of the container, but
not less than the quantities indicated in Table 2.6.1.-2,
diluting where necessary to about 100 mL with a suitable
sterile solution, such as I gfL neutral meat or casein peptone.

When using the technique of direct inoculation of media, use
the quantities shown in Table 2.6.1.-2, unless otherwise
justified and authorised. The tests for bacterial and fungal
sterility are carried out on the same sample of the product to
be examined When the volume or the quantity in a single
container is insufficient to carry out the tests, the contents
of 2 or more containers are used to inoculate the different
media.

MINIMUM NUMBER OF ITEMS TO BE TESTED
The minimum number of items to be tested in relation to the
size of the batch is given in Table 2.6.1.-3.

Guidelines on the us, for ,"';lily are given in general
chapur 5.1.9.
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B. Microbiological Examination of Non
sterile Products
I. Test for Specified Micro-organisms·
(Ph. Eur. method 2.6.13)

I INTRODUCTION
The tests described hereafter will allow determination of the
absence or limited occurrence of specifiedmicro-organisms
mat may be detected under the conditions described.

The tests are designed primarily to determine whether a
substance or preparation complies with an established
specification for microbiological quality. When used for such
purposes, follow the instructions given below, including the
number of samples to he taken, and interpret the results as
stated below.

Alternative microbiological procedures, including automated
methods, may be used, provided that their equivalence to the
Pharmacopoeia method has been demonstrated.

2 GENERAL PROCEDURES
The preparation of samples is carried out as described in
general chapter 2.6.12.

If the product to be examined has antimicrobial activity} this
is insof~s possible removed or neutralised as described in
general chapter 2.6.12.
If surface-active substances are used for sample preparation}
their absence of toxicity for micro-organisms and their
compatibility with inactivators used must be demonstrated as
described in general chapter 2.6.12.

3 GROWfH-PROMOTING AND INlDBITORY
PROPERTIES OF THE MEDIA, SUiTABIUTY OF
THE TEST AND NEGATIVE CONTROLS
The ability of the test to detect micro-organisms in the
presence of the product to be tested must he established.
Suitability must be confirmed if a change in testing
performance, or the product} which may affect the outcome
of the test is introduced.

3-1 PREPARATION OF TEST STRAINS
Use standardised stable suspensions of test strains or prepare
them as stated below. Seed lot culture maintenance
techniques (seed-lot systems) are used so that the viable
micro-organisms used for inoculation are not more than
5 passages removed from the original master seed-lot.

3-1-1 Aerobic micro-organisms
Grow each of the bacterial test strains separately in casein
soya bean digest broth or on casein soya bean digest agar at
30-35 "C for 18-24 h. Grow the test strain for Candida
albicans separately on Sabouraud-dextrose agar or in
Sabouraud-dextrose broth at 20-25 "C for 2-3 days.
- Staphyloro<cus aureus such as ATCC 6538, NCIMB 9518,

CIP 4.83 or NBRC 13276;
- Pseudomonas aeruginosa such as ATCC 9027)

NCIMB 8626, CIP 82.118 or NBRC 13275;
- Eschen"chia cali such as ATCC 8739, NCIMB 8545,

CIP 53.126 or NBRC 3972;
- Salmonella entetica subsp. entetica serovar Typhimurium,

such as ATCC 14028 or} as an alternative) SalmoneUa
emerica subsp. entenca serovar Abony such as
NBRC 100797, NCTC 6017 or CIP 80.39;

- Candida a/biro", such as ATCC 10231, NCPF 3179,
IP 48.72 or NBRC 1594.

I Thischapurhas umIergone pharm<UOpoeiaJ harmonisation. Seechapter
5.8 Pharmaropoeial harmonisation:
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Use buffered sodium chloride-peptone solution pH 7.0 or
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.2 to make test suspensions.
Use the suspensions within 2 h or within 24 h if stored at
2-8 'C.

3-1-2 Clostridia
Use Clostridium sporogenes such as ATCC 11437 (NBRC
14293, NCIMB 12343, CIP 100651) or ATCC 19404
(NCTC 532 or CIP 79.03). Grow the clostridial test strain
under anaerobic conditions in reinforced medium for
clostridia at 30-35 ·C for 24-48 h. As an alternative to
preparing and then diluting down a fresh suspension of
vegetative cells of C. sporogmes, a stable spore suspension is
used for test inoculation. The stable spore suspension may be
maintained at 2-8 °C for a validated period.

3-2 NEGATIVE CONTROL
To verify testing conditions} a negative control is performed
using the chosen diluent in place of the test preparation.
There must be no growth of micro-organisms. A negative
control is also performed when testing the products as
described in section 4. A failed negative control requires an
investigation.

3-3 GROWTH PROMOTION AND INHIBITORY
PROPERTIES OF THE MEDIA
Test each batch of ready-prepared medium and each batch
of medium prepared either from dehydrated medium or from
ingredients.

Verify suitable properties of relevant media as described in
Table 2.6.13.-1.

Test for growth promoting properties, liquid media
Inoculate a portion of the appropriate medium with a small
number (not more than 100 CFO) of the appropriate micro
organism. Incubate at the specified temperature for not more
than the shortest period of time specified in the test. Clearly
visible growth of the micro-organism comparable to that
previously obtained with a previously tested and approved
batch of medium occurs.
Test for growth promoting properties, solid media
Perform me surface-spread method) inoculating each plate
with a small number (not more than 100 CFO) of the
appropriate micro-organism. Incubate at the specified
temperature for not more than the shortest period of time
specified in the test. Growth of the micro-organism
comparable to that previously obtained with a previously
tested and approved batch of medium occurs.

Test/or inhibitory properties, liquid or solid media
Inoculate the appropriate medium with at least 100 CFU of
the appropriate micro-organism. Incubate at the specified
temperature for not less than the longest period of time
specified in the test. No growth of the test micro-organism
occurs.

Test for indicative properties Perform the surface-spread
method, inoculating each plate with a small number (not
more than 100 CFU) of the appropriate micro-organism.
Incubate at the specified temperature for a period of time
within the range specified in the test. Colonies are
comparable in appearance and indication reactions to those
previously obtained with a previously tested and approved
batch of medium.

3-4 SUITABILITY OF THE TEST METHOD
For each product to be tested) perform the sample
preparation as described in the relevant paragraph in section
4. Add each test strain at the time of mixing) in the
prescribed growth mediwn. Inoculate the test strains
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Table 2.6.13 -1 - Growth promoting, inhibitory and indicative propenies of media
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Medium Property Test stralns

Test for bile-tolerant gram-negative Enterobacteria enrichment broth- Growth promoting B.roh
bacteria M"""I P. aemginoStJ

Inhibitory S. QIImU

Violei red bile glucose agar Growth promoting + indicarive E. coli
P. anvginosa

Test for Eschtrichia coli MacConkey broth Growthpromoling E.coIi

Inhibitory S. aumu

MacConkey agar Growth promoting + indicalive E.«JIi

Test for Salmontlta Rappapon Vassiliadis Salmond/a Growth promoting Salmonella emer'i«J scbsp. tntnW
enrichment broth serovar Typhimuriwn or SabmmelJa

emmce subsp. t1lttrj(4 serovar Abony

Inhibitory S. tJUll'1U

Xylose, lysine,deoxycholafe agar Growth promoting + indkarive So!JH()lIe/la U1teri«J subsp. nlltriat

serovar Typhimurium or Salmonella
DlUtUa subsp. enuriur serovar Abony

Test for PseutIomonaJ anugimna Celrimide agar Growth promoting P. aemgiMMl

InhIbitory E.C()/i

Test for SMpIry/tJ«J«w aumu Mannitol salt agar Growth promoting + indicative S. aUlmf

Inhibitory B.roh

Test for clostridia Reinforcedmedium for clostridia Growth promoting c. sJ'OR>gmu

Columbia agar Growth promoting C. spmogmn

Test for Candida o/bicans Sabouraud dextrose broth Growth promoting C. albkons

Sabouraud dextroseagar Growth promoting + indicative C. albittJm

individually. Use a number of micro-organisms equivalent to
not more than 100 CFU in the inoculated test preparation.

Perform the test as described in the relevant paragraph in,
section 4 using the shortest incubation period prescribed.

The specified micro-organisms must be detected with the
indication reactions as described in section 4.

Any antimicrobial activity of the product necessitates a
modification of the test procedure (see 4-5-3 of general
chapter 2.6.12).

If for a given product the antimicrobial activity with respect
to a micro-organism for which testing is prescribed cannot be
neutralised, then it is to be assumed that the inhibited micro
organism will not be present in the product.

4 TESTING OF PRODUCTS
4-1 BILE-TOLERANT GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA

4-1-1 Sample preparation and pre-incubation
Prepare a sample using a 1 in 10 dilution of not less than I g
of the product to be examined as described in general
chapter 2.6.12, but using casein soya bean digest broth as the
chosen diluent, mix and incubate at 20-25 °C for a time
sufficient to resuscitate the bacteria but not sufficient to
encourage multiplication of the organisms (usually 2 h but
not more than 5 h).

4-1-2 Test for absence
Unless othenvise prescribed, use the volume corresponding
to I g of the product, as prepared in 4-1- I, (Q inoculate
enterobacteria enrichment broth-Mossel. Incubate at
30-35 'C for 24-48 h. Subculture on plates of violet red bile
glucose agar. Incubate at 30-35 'C for 18-24 h.

The product complies with the test if there is no growth of
colonies.

4-1-3 Quantitative test
4-1-3-1 Selection and subculture. Inoculate suitable
quantities of enterobacteria enrichment broth-Mossel with
the preparation as described under 4-1-1 and/or dilutions of
it containing respectively 0.1 g, 0.01 g and 0.001 g (or
0.1 mL, 0.01 mL and 0.001 mL) of the product to be
examined. Incubate at 30-35 'C for 24-48 h. Subculture
each of the cultures on a plate of violet red bile glucose agar.
Incubate at 30-35 'C for 18-24 h.

4-1-3-2 Interpretation. Growth of colonies constitutes a
positive result. Note the smallest quantity of the product that
gives a positive result and the largest quantity that gives a
negative result. Determine from Table 2.6.13.-2 the probable
number of bacteria.

Table 2.6 13 -2 - Interpretation of results

Results for each qU8l1tity of product Probable
number of

0.1 g or 0.01 g or 0.001 Bor bacteria per
O.lmL 0.01 mL 0.001 mL gnun 0'

mU1llltre of
product

+ + + > .0'

+ + - < 10>and
> 10~

+ - - < 102 and > 10

- - - < '0
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4-2 ESCHERICHIA COLI

4-2-1 Sample preparation and pre-incubation
Prepare a sample using a 1 in 10 dilution of not less than I g
of the product to he examined as described in general
chapter 2.6.12, and use 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to 1 g or 1 mL to inoculate a suitable amount (determined as
described under3-4) of casein soya bean digest broth, mix
and incubate at 30-35 "C for 18-24 h.

OWhen testing orodispersible films, filter the volumeof
sample corresponding to I film of the preparation described
under 4-5-1 in general chapter 2.6.12 through a sterile filter
membrane andplace in 100 mL of casein soya beandigest
broth. Incubate at 30-35 "C for 18-24 h.O

4-2..2 Selection and subculture
Shake the container, transfer 1 mL of caseinsoya bean digest
broth to 100 mL of MacConkey broth and incubate at
42-44 "C for 24-48 h. Subculture on a plate of MacConkey
agar at 30-35 "C for 18-72 h.

4-2-3 Interpretation
Growth of coloniesindicates the possible presence of B. coli.
This is confirmed by identification tests.
The product complies with the test if no colonies are present
or if the identification tests arenegative.

4-3 SACMONELL4.

4-3-1 Sample preparation and pre-incubation
Prepare the product to be examined as described in general
chapter 2.6.12, and use the quantity corresponding to not
less than 109 or 10 mL to inoculate a suitable amount
(determined as described under3-4) of casein soyabean
digest broth, mix and incubate at 30-35 "C for 18-24 h.

4-3-2 Selection and subculture
Transfer 0.1 mL of casein soya bean digest brothto 10 mL
of Rappaport Vassiliadis Salmonella enrichment broth and
incubate at 30-35 "C for 18-24 h. Subculture on plates of
xylose, lysine, deoxycholate agar. Incubate at 30-35 °C for
18-48 h.

4-3-3 Interpretation
The possible presence of Salmonella is indicated by the
growth of well-developed, red colonies, with or without black
centres. This is confirmed by identification tests.
The product complies with the test if colonies of the types
described are not presentor if the confirmatory identification
tests arenegative.

4-4 PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA

4-4-1 Sample preparation and pre-incubadon
Prepare a sample using a 1 in 10 dilution of not less than 1 g
of me product to be examined as described in general
chapter 2.6./2, and use 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to 1 g or 1 mL to inoculate a suitable amount (determined as
described under 3-4) of casein soya bean digest broth and
mix. When testing transdennal patches Oar orodispersible
filmsO, filter the volumeof samplecorresponding to 1 parch
Oor I filmO of the preparation described under 4-5-1 in
general chapter 2.6.12 through a sterile filter membrane and
place in 100 mL of casein soya beandigest bromo Incubate
at 30-35 "C for 18-24 h.

4-4-2 Selection and subculture
Subculture on a plateof cetrimide agar and incubate at
30-35 "C for 18-72 h.

4-4-3 Interpretation
Growth of coloniesindicates the possible presence of P.
aeruginosa, This is confirmed by identification tests.
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The product complies with the test if colonies are not present
or if the confirmatory identification testsarenegative.

4-5 STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS

4-5-1 Sample preparation and pre-incubation
Prepare a sampleusing a I in 10 dilution of not less than 1 g
of the product to be examined as described in general
chapter 2.6.12, and use 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to I g or 1 mL to inoculate a suitable amount (determined as
described under 3-4) of casein soya bean digest broth and
mix. When testingtransdennal patches Oar orodispersible
filmsO, filter the volumeof samplecorresponding to I patch
Oor I filmO of the preparation described under 4-5-1 in
general chapter 2.6.12 through a sterile filter membrane and
place in 100 mL of casein soya beandigest broth. Incubate
at 30-35 "C for 18-24 h.

4-5-2 Selection and subculture
Subculture on a plate of mannitol saltagar and incubate at
30-35"C for 18-72 h.

4-5-3 Interpretation
The possiblepresence of S. Duma is indicated by the growth
of yellow/white coloniessurrounded by a yellowzone. This is
confirmed by identification tests.
The productcomplies with the test if colonies of the types
described arenot present or if the confinnatory identification
testsare negative.

4-6 CLOSTRIDIA

4-6-1 Sample preparation and heat treatment
Prepare a sample USLng a 1 in 10 dilution (witha minimum
total volwne of 20 mL) of not less than 2 g or 2 mL of the
product to be examined as described in general chapter
2.6.12. Divide the sample into 21'0rtions of at least 10 mL.
Heat 1 portionat 80 °C for 10 minandcool rapidly. Do not
heat the otherportion.

4-6-2 Selection and subculture
Use 10 mL or the quantity corresponding to I g or I mL of
the product to be examined of both portions to inoculate
suitable amounts (determined as described under 3-4) of
reinforced mediumfor clostridia. Incubate under anaerobic
conditions at 30-35 °C for 48 h. After incubation, make
subcultures fromeach container on Columbia agar and
incubate underanaerobic conditions at 30-35 °C for 48-72 h.

4-6-3 Interpretation
The occurrence of anaerobic growth of rods (with or without
endospores) givinga negative catalase reaction indicates the
presence of clostridia. This is confirmed by identification
tests.
The product complies with the test if colonies of the types
described arenot present or if the confinnatory identification
tests arenegative.

4-7 CANDIDA ALBICANS

4-7-1 Sample preparation and pre-Incubation
Prepare the productto be examined as described in general
chapter 2.6.12, and use 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to not less than I g or I mL to inoculate 100 mL of
Sabouraud-dextrose broth and mix. Incubate at 30-35 "C for
3-5 days.

4-7-2 Selection and subculture
Subculture on a plateof Sabouraud-dextrose agar and'
incubate at 30-35 "C for 24-48 h.

4-7-3 Interpretation
Growth of whitecoloniesmay indicate thepresence of C.
a/lijcans. This is confirmed by identification tests.
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Adjust the pH so that after sterilisation it is 5.6 ± 0.2 at
25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave using a validated cycle.

Enterobacteria enrichment broth-Mossel

Adjust the pH so that after heating it is 7.2 ± 0.2 at 25 'C.
Heat at 100°C for 30 min and cool immediately.

Violet red bile glucose agar

The product complies with the test if such colonies are not
present or if the confirmatory identification tests are negative.

Thefollowing section isgiven for in/ormation.

S RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS AND CULTURE
MEDIA
The following solutions and culture media have been found
to be satisfactory for the purposes for which they are
prescribed in the test for microbial contamination in the
Phannacopoeia. Other media may he used provided that
their suitability can be demonstrated.

Stock buffer solution Place 34 g of potassium dihydrogen
phosphate in a 1000 mL volumetric flask, dissolve in 500 mL
of purified water, adjust to pH 7.2 ± 0.2 with sodium
hydroxide, dilute to 1000.0 mL with purified water and mix.
Dispense into containers and sterilise. Store at 2-8 "C.

Phosphate buffer solution pH 7.2 Prepare a mixture of
stock buffer solution and purified water (I :800 VII') and
sterilise.

Buffered sodium chloride-peptone soludon pH 7,0

Sabouraud-dextrose broth

D"""",
Mixture of peptic digest of animBl tissue and pancreatic
digest of casein (L:I)
Purified water

Pancreeuc digest of gelatin
Glucose monohydrate
Dehydrated ox bile
Potassium dihydrcgen phosphate
Disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrale
BriUiant green
Purifiedwater

20.0g
10.0 g

1000 mL

1O.0g
5.0g

20.0g
2.0g
8.0g

15 mg
lOOOmL

Adjust the pH so that after sterilisation it is 7.3 ± 0.2 at
25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave using a validated cycle.

Casein soya bean digest agar

Adjust the pH so that after sterilisation it is 7.3 ± 0.2 at
25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave using a validated cycle.

Sabouraud-dextrose agar

Adjust the pH so that after sterilisation it is 5.6 ± 0.2 at
25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave using a validated cycle.

Potato dextrose agar

3.6g
7.2 g, equivalent to 0.067 M

phosphate
4.3g
1.0 g

1000mL

3.0g
7.0g
1.5 g
5.0g

10.0 g
L5.0g
30mg
2mg

1000 mL

20.0g
10.Og
5.0g

10 mg
1000 mL

L7.0g
3.0g

1O.0g
5.0g
1.5 g

13.5g
30.0 mg

I mg
1000 mL

45 g
29.0 g
8.0g
0.4 g
0.6g

0.036 g
1000 mL

Yeast extract
Pancreatic dige$l. of gelatin
Bile salts
Sodium chloride
Glucose monohydrate
Aga,
Neutral red
Crystal violet
Purified water

Pancrearic digest ofgelatin
Lectose mooohydrue
Dehydrated ox bile
Bromocresolpurple
Purifiedwater

Pancreatic digest of gelatin
Peprcnee (meat and casein)
Lactose monohydrate.
Sodium chloride
Bile sailS
A.."
Neutral red
Crystal violet
Purified water

Soya peptone
Magnesium chloride hexahydrate
Sodium chloride
Dipotassium phosphate
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate
M.ala-chile green
Purified water

Adjust the pH so that after heating it is 7.4 ± 0.2 at 25 'C.
Heat to boiling; do not heat in an autoclave.

MacConkey broth

Adjust the pH so that after sterilisation it is 7.3 ± 0.2 at
25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave using a validated cycle.

MacConkey agar

Adjust the pH so that after sterilisation it is 7.1 ± 0.2 at
25°C. Boil for 1 min with constant shaking then sterilise in
an autoclave using a validated cycle.

Rappaport Vassilladis Salmonella enrichment broth

40.0g
10.Og

17.0 g
3.0 g
5.0g
2.5.
2.5g

1000 mL

15.0 g
5.0g
5.0g

15.0 g
1000 mL

15.0 g
,ooomL

200 g
20.0g
15,0 g

'000 mL

Potassium dihydrogen phosphate
Disodium hydrogen phosphate
dihydrate
Sodium chloride
Peptone (meat or casein)
Purifiedwater

Pancreatic digest of casein
Papaic digest ohoya bean
Sodium chloride
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate
Glucose monohydrate
Purified water

Sterilise in an autoclave using a validated cycle.

Casein soya bean digest broth

Pancrealic digest of casein
Papaic digest of soyabean
Sodium chloride
Ago<
Purifiedwater

D",,,=
Mixture of peptic digest of animal tissue and pancreatic
digest of casein (1:1)
Aga,
Purifiedwater

Infusion from potatoes
D",,,=
Agar
Purified water

Adjust the pH so that after sterilisation it is 5.6 ± 0.2 at
25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave using a validated cycle.

Dissolve, warming gently. Sterilise in an autoclave using a
validated cycle) at a temperature not exceeding 115°C.
The pH is to be 5.2 ± 0.2 at 25 'C after heating and
autocJaving.
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Adjust the pH so that after heating it is 7.4 ± 0.2 at 25°C.
Heat to boiling, cool to 50 °C and pour inro Petri dishes.
Do not heat in an autoclave.

Heat to boiling for I min with shaking. Adjust the pH so that
after sterilisation it is 7.4 ± 0.2 at 25°C. Sterilise in an
autoclave using a validated cycle.

Reinforced medium for clostridia

Heat to boiling for I min with shaking, Adjust the pH so that
after sterilisation it is 7.2 ± 0.2 at 25°C. Sterilise in an
autoclave using a validated cycle.

Mannitol salt agar

Hydrate the agar, dissolve by heating to boiling with
continuous stirring. ITnecessary, adjust the pH so that after
sterilisation it is 6.8 ± 0.2 at 25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave
using a validated cycle.

Columbia agar

Hydrate the agar, dissolve by heating to boiling with
continuous stirring. ITnecessary, adjust the pH so that after
sterilisation it is 7.3 ± 0.2 at 25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave
using a validated cycle. Allow to cool to 45-50 °C; add,
where necessary, gentamicin sulfate corresponding to 20 mg
of gentamicin base and pour into Petri dishes.

2. Microbial Enumeration Tests'
(Ph. Bur. method 2.6.12)

I INTRODUCTION
The tests descnbed hereafter willallow quantitative
enumeration of mesophilic bacteria and fungi that may grow
under aerobic conditions.

The tests are designed primarily to determine whether a
substance or preparation complies with an established
specification for microbiological quality. When used for such
purposes follow the instructions given below, including the
number of samples to be taken, and interpret the results as
stated below.

The methods are not applicable to products containing viable
micro-organisms as active ingredients.

Alternative microbiological procedures, including automated
methods, may be used) provided that their equivalence to the
Phannacopoeia method has been demonstrated.

2 GENERAL PROCEDURES
Carry out the determination under conditions designed to
avoid extrinsic microbial contamination of the product to be

. examined. The precautions taken to avoid contamination
must be such that they do not affect any micro-organisms
that are to be revealed in the test.

If the product to be examined has antimicrobial activity, this
is insofar as possible removed or neutralised. If inactivators
are used for this purpose, their efficacy and their absence of
toxicity for micro-organisms must be demonstrated.

If surface-active substances are used for sample preparation,
their absence of toxicity for micro-organisms and their
compatibility with inactivators used must be demonstrated.

3 ENUMERATION METHODS
Use the membrane filtration method or the plate-count
methods, as prescribed. The most-probable-number (MPN)
method is generally the least accurate method for microbial
counts) however) for certain product groups with a very low
bioburden, it may be the most appropriate method.

The choice of method is based on factors such as the nature
of the product and the required limit of micro-organisms.
The chosen method must allow testing of a sufficient sample
size to judge compliance with the specification.
The suitability of the method chosen must be established.

4 GROWTH PROMOTION TEST, SillTABILITY OF
THE COUNTING METHOD AND NEGATIVE
CONTROLS
4-1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The ability of the test to detect micro-organisms in the
presence of product to be tested must be established.

Suitability must be confirmed if a change in testiog
performance, or the product, which may affect the outcome
of the test is introduced.

4-2 PREPARATION OF TEST STRAiNS
Use standardised stable suspensions of test strains or prepare
them as stated below. Seed lot culture maintenance

3.5 g
5.0 g
7.5 g
7.5 g
5.0g
3.0g

80mg
13.5g
2.5 g
6.8 g
0.8g

1000mL

20.0 g
1.4 g

10.Og
0.3 g

13.6 g
IOOOmL
1O.OmL

5.0g
5.0g
1.0g

10.Og
75.0g
15.0g

0.025 g
1000 mL

10.Og
10.Og
3.0 II:
1.0 II:
5.0 g
05 g
5.0g
3.0 g
0.5 g

1000 mL

1O.0g
5.0 g
3.0 g
5.0 g
1.0 g
5.0g

10.0-15.0 g
1000 mL

Xylose) lysine, deoxycholate agar

Xylose
t-Lyslne
Lactose monohydrate
Sucrose
Sodium chloride
Yeast extra(l
Phenol red
Aga<
Sodium deoxycholate
Sodium lhiosulfate
Ferric ammonium citrate
Purified water

Cetrlmide agar

Pancreatic digest of gelatin
Magnesium chloride
Dipotassium sulfate
Cetrimide
A..,
Purified water
Glycerol

Pancreatic digest of casein
Peptic digest of animallissue
Beef extract
o-Mannitol
Sodium chloride
Aga<
Phenol red
Purified water

Beef extract
Peptone
Yeast extract
Soluble starch
Glucose monohydrate
Cysteine hydrochloride
Sodium chloride
Sodium acetate
Aga<
Purified water

Pancreatic digt'rt of casein
Meat peptic digest
Heart pancreatic digest
Yeast extract
Maizestarch
Sodium chloride
Agar. according to gelling power
Purifiedwater

2 This chapw hasundergone phannacopoeial harmoniuuion. Seechapter
5.8 Pharmacopoeial hannonisation.
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Table 2.6.12.-1. - Preparation and use of testmicro-organisms

2022

Mlcro-orgo:nlsm Preparation of test Growth promotion SultabUity ofcounting method In the presence
.lraln of the product

Total oerobJc Total yeasts and Total aerobic Total yeasts and
mIcrobial count moulds count mlcroblal count mould! count

Sw.phy/oaxatJ aureIU Casein soya bean digest Casein soya bean digest Cascin soya bean digest
such as: agar or casein wya bean agar and casein soya agariMPN casein soya

ATCC 6538 digest broth bean digest broth bean digest brolh
NCIMB 9518 30-35°C :$: lOOCFU

-
.$. 100eFU -

eIP 4.83 18-24 h 30-35 -c 30-35 "C
NBRC 13276 .$. 3 days .53 days

Pseltdomonas (Urngi_ Casein soya bean digest Casein soya bean digest Casein soya beandigest
such as: agar or casein soya bean agar and casein soya agadMPN casein soya

ATCC 9027 digest broth bean digest broth bean digest broth
NCIMB 8626 30-35 "C 5100CFU

- ::5 100 CFU -
eIP 82.H8 18-24 h 30-35 "C 30-35 "c

NBRC 13215 .53 days .$.3 days

Bacillus sub,w such as: Casein soya bean digest Casein soya bean digest Casein soya bean digest
ATCC 6633 agar or casein soya bean agar and casein soya agarJM.PN casein soya

NCIMB 8054 digest broth beandigeSl broth bean digest broth
CTP 52.62 30-3.5 -c 5: 100 CPU - S; 100 CFU

-
NBRC 3134 18-24 h 30-35°C 30-35°C

.5 3 days $. 3 days

QJndidaalbictJns Sabouraud-dextrose Casein soya bean digest Sabcuraud-dextrcse Casein soya bean digest Sabouraud-dextrose agar
such as: agar or Sabouraud- .... • gM •gar $. IOOCFU

ATCC 10231 dextrose broth 20-25 "C 5: 100 CPU :S: 100 CFU .5100CFU 20-25 -c
NCPF3179 2-3 days 30-35°C 20-25 "C 30-35 -c $. 5 days

IP 48.72 5:5 days :S:.5 days :S:.5 days
NBRC 1594 MPN: not applicable

Aspergillus brwi/iensis Sebouraud-dextrcse Casein soya bean digest Sabouraud-dextrcse Casein soya bean digest Sabouraud-dextrose agar
such as: agar or potato-dextrose .go, agar • gar s IQOCFU

ATCC 16404 .... .5 100 CFU .5100CFU 5: 100 CFU 20-25 "C
IMl149007 20-25 -c 30-35 "C 20-25 "C 30-35 "c :S: 5 days
IP 1431.83 5·7 days, or until good s 5 days S; 5 days s 5 days

NBRC9455 sporulalion La achieved MPN: not applicable

techniques (seed-lot systems) are used so that the viable
micro-organisms used for inoculation are not more than
5 passages removed from the original master seed-lot. Grow
each of the bacterial and fungal test strains separately as
described in Table 2.6.12.-1.

Use buffered sodium chloride-peptone solution pH 7.0 or
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.2 to make test suspensions;
to suspend A. brasiliensis spores, 0.05 per cent of
polysorbate 80 may be added to the buffer. Use the
suspensions within 2 h or within 24 h if stored at 2-8 "C.
As an alternative to preparing and then diluting a fresh
suspension of vegetative cells of A. brasiliensis or B. subti/is, a
stable spore suspension is prepared and then an appropriate
volume of the spore suspension is used for test inoculation.
The stable spore suspension may be maintained at 2-8 "C for
a validated period of time.

4-3 NEGATIVE CONTROL
To verify testing conditions, a negative control is performed
using the chosen diluent in place of the test preparation.
There must be no growth of micro-organisms. A negative
control is also performed when testing the products as
described in section 5. A failed negative control requires an
investigation.

4-4 GROWTH PROMOTION OF THE MEDIA
Test each batch of ready-prepared medium and eacb batch
of medium, prepared either from dehydrated medium or
from the ingredients described.

Inoculate portions/plates of casein soya bean digest broth and
casein soya bean digest agar with a small number (not more
than 100 Cpu) of the micro-organisms indicated in

Table 2.6.12.-1, using a separate portion/plate of medium for
each. Inoculate plates of Sabouraud-dextrose agar with a
smaDnumber (not more than 100 CFU) of the micro
organisms indicated in Table 2.6.12.-1, using a separate plate
of medium for each. Incubate in the conditions described in
Table 2.6.12.-1.

For solid media, growth obtained must not differ by a factor
greater than 2 from the calculated value for a standardised
inoculum. For a freshly prepared inoculum, growth of the
micro-organisms comparable to that previously obtained with
a previously tested and approved batch of medium occurs.
Liquid media are suitable if clearly visible growth of the
micro-organisms comparable to that previously obtained with
a previously tested and approved batch of medium occurs.

4-5 SUITABILI1Y OF THE COUNTING METHOD IN
THE PRESENCE OF PRODUCT

4-5-1 Preparadon of the sample
The method for sample preparation depends upon the
physical characteristics of the product to be tested. If none of
the procedures described below can be demonstrated to be
satisfactory, an alternative procedure must be developed.

Water-soluble products Dissolve or dilute (usually a 1 in
10 dilution is prepared) the product to be examined in
buffered sodium chloride-peptone solution pH 7.0,
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.2 or casein soya bean digest
broth. H necessary, adjust to pH 6-8. Further dilutions,
where necessary, are prepared with the same diluent.

Non-fatly products insoluble in water Suspend the
product to be examined (usually a 1 in 10 dilution is
prepared) in buffered -sodium chloride-peptone solution
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pH 7.0, phosphate buffer solution pH 7.2 or casein soya
bean digest broth. A surface-active agent such as 1 gIL of
polysorbate 80 may be added to assist the suspension of
poorly wettable substances. If necessary, adjust to pH 6-8.
Further dilutions, where necessary, are prepared with the
same diluent.
Fatty products Dissolve in isopropyl myristate, sterilised
by filtration or mix the product to be examined with the
minimum necessary quantity of sterile polysorbate 80 or
another non-inhibitory sterile surface-active agent, heated if
necessary to not more than 40 "C, or in exceptional cases lO

not more than 45 "C. Mix carefully and if necessary maintain
the temperature in a water-bath. Add sufficient of lhe pre
warmed chosen diluent to make a 1 in 10 dilution of the
original product. Mix carefully whilst maintaining the
temperature for the shortest time necessary for the fonnation
of an emulsion. Further serial tenfold dilutions may be
prepared using the chosen diluent containing a suitable
concentration of sterile polysorbate 80 or another non
inhibitory sterile surface-active agent.

Fluids or soiids in aerosol form Aseptically transfer the
product into a membrane filter apparatus or a sterile
container for funher sampling, Use either the total contents
or a defined number of metered doses from each of the
containers tested.

Transdermal patches Remove the protective cover sheets
('release liners') of the transdennal patches and place them,
adhesive side upwards, on sterile glass or plastic trays. Cover
the adhesive surface with a sterile porous material) for
example sterile gauze, to prevent the patches from sticking
together, and transfer the patches to a suitable volume of the
chosen diluent containing lnactivators such as polysorbate 80
and/or lecithin. Shake the preparation vigorously for at least
30 min.

OOrodispersibie films. Dissolve 10 lilms 10 be examined in
buffered sodium chloride-peptone solution pH 7.0,
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.2 or casein soya bean digest
broth. It may be necessary to heat the preparation to not
more than 40°C, or in exceptional cases to not more than
45 °C, with or without shaking, to achieve dissolution.
If necessary, adjust to pH 6-8. Further dilutions, where
necessary, are prepared with the same diluenr.c

4-5-2 Inoculation and dilution
Add 10 the sample prepared as described above (4-5-1) and
to a control (with no test material included) a sufficient
volume of the microbial suspension to obtain an inoculum of
not more than 100 CFU. The volume of the suspension of
the inoculum should not exceed I per cent of the volume of
diluted product.

To demonstrate acceptable microbial recovery from the
product, the lowest possible dilution factor of the prepared
sample must be used for the test. Where this is not possible
due to antimicrobial activity or poor solubility, further
appropriate protocols must be developed. If inhibition of
growth by the sample cannot otherwise be avoided, the
aliquot of the microbial suspension may be added after
neutralisation, dilution or filtration.

4-5-3 Neutralisation/removal of antimicrobial activity
The number of micro-organisms recovered from the prepared
sample diluted as described in 4-5-2 and incubated following
the procedure described in 4-5-4, is compared to the number
of micro-organisms recovered from the control preparation.

If growth is inhibited (reduction by a factor greater than 2),
then modify the procedure for the particular enumeration test
to ensure the validity of the results. Modification of the
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procedure may include, for example, (1) an increase in the
volume of the diluent or culture medium, (2) incorporation
of specific or general neutralising agents into the diluent, (3)
membrane filtration, or (4) a combination of the above
measures.

Neutralising agents Neutralising agents may be used to
neutralise the activity of antimicrobial agents
(Table 2.6.12.-2). They may be added 10 the chosen diluent
or the medium preferably before sterilisation. If used, their
efficacy and their absence of toxicity for micro-organisms
must be demonstraled by carrying out a blank with
neutraliser and without product.

Ifno suitable neutralising method can be found, it can be
assumed that the failure to isolate the inoculated organism is
attributable to the microbicidal activity of the product. This
infonnation serves to indicate that the product is not likely to
be contaminated with the given species of the micro
organism. However, it is possible that the product only
inhibits some of the micro-organisms specified herein, but
does not inhibit others not included amongst the test strains
or for which the latter are not representative. Then, perform
the test with the highest dilution factor compatible with
microbial growth and the specific acceptance criterion.

Table 2.6.12.-2. - Common neutralising agents/or inteifenng
substances

Interfering substance Potential neutralblng
method

Glutaraldehyde, mercariae Sodium hydrogensulfite
(sodium bisulfite)

Phenolics. alcohol. aldehydes, sorbate Diluoon

Aldehyds Glycine

Quaternary Ammonium CompoUllds Lecithin
(QACs), parahydroxybenzoalcs (puabens),
bis-biguanides

QACs. iodine, Plll"lbens Polysorbate

Mercuriak Thiogtycollale

Meocurials. halogens. aldehydes Thiosulfate

ROTA (edetate) Mi+ or Ca2+ ions

4-S-4 Recovery of micro-organism in the presence of
product
For each of the micro-organisms listed, separate tests are
performed, Only micro-organisms of the added test strain are
counted.

4-5-4-1 Membrane filtration. Use membrane filters having a
nominal pore size not greater than 0.45 pm. The type of
filter material is chosen such that the bacteria-retaining
efficiency is not affected by the components of the sample to
be investigated. For each of the micro-organisms listed, one
membrane filter is used.

Transfer a suitable amount of the sample prepared as
described under 4-5-1 [04-5-3 (preferably representing I g
of the product, or less if large numbers of CPU are expected)
to the membrane filter, filter immediately and rinse the
membrane filter with an appropriate volume of diluent.

For the determination of total aerobic microbial count
(TAMC), transfer the membrane filter to the surface of
casein soya bean digest agar. For the determination of total
combined yeasts/moulds count (lYMC), transfer the
membrane to the surface of Sabouraud-dextrose agar.
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Incubate the plates as indicated in Table 2.6.12.-1. Perform
the counting.
4-5-4-2 Piau-count methods. Perform plate-count methods
at least in duplicate for each medium and use the mean
count of the result

4-5-4-2-1 Pour-plate method

For Petri dishes 9 em in diameter, add to the dish I mL of
the sample prepared as described under 4-5-1 to 4-5-3 and
15-20 mL of caseinsoyabean digest agar or Sahouraud
dextrose agar, both media being at not more than 45 "C.
If larger Petri dishes are used, the amount of agar medium is
increased accordingly. For each of the micro-organisms listed
in Table 2.6.12.-1 J at least 2 Petri dishes are used. Incubate
the plates as indicated in Table 2.6.12.-1. Take the
arithmetic mean of the counts per medium and calculate the
number of eFU in the original inoculum.
4-5-4-2-2 Surface-spread method

For Petri dishes 9 em in diameter, add 15-20 mL of casein
soya bean digest agar or Sabouraud-dextrose agar at about
45 ·C to each Petri dish and allow to solidify. If larger Petri
dishes are used, the volume of the agar is increased
accordingly. Dry the plates, for example in a laminar-air-flow
cabinet or an incubator. For each of the micro-organisms
listed in Table 2.6.12.-1, at least 2 Petri dishes are used.
Spread a measured volwne of not less than 0.1 mL of the
sample prepared as described under 4-5-1 to 4-5-3 over the
surface of the medium. Incubate and count as prescribed
under 4-5-4-2-1

4-5-4-3 Mos<-probable-number (MPN) method.
The precision and accuracy of the MPN method is less than
that of the membrane filtra"tion method or the plate-count
method. Unreliable results are obtained particularly for the
enumeration of moulds. For these reasons the MPN method
is reserved for the enumeration ofTAMC in situations where
no oilier method is available. If the use of the method is
justified, proceedas follows.
Prepare a seriesof at least 3 serial tenfolddilutions of the
product as described under 4-5-1 to 4-5-3. From each level
of dilution,3 aliquots of 1 g or 1 mL are used to inoculate3
tubes with 9-10 mL of casein soya bean digest bromo
H necessary, a surface-active agent such as polysorbate 80 or
an inactivator of antimicrobial agents may be added to the
medium. Thus, if 3 levels of dilution are prepared, 9 tubes
are inoculated.

Incubate aU tubes at 30-35 °C for not more than 3 days.
If reading of the results is difficult or uncertain owing to the
nature of the product to be examined, subculture in the sante
broth, or in casein soya bean digest agar, for 1-2 days at the
same temperature and use these results. Determine the most
probable number of micro-organisms per gram or millilitte of
the product to be examined from Table 2.6.12.-3.

4-6 RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
When verifying the suitability of the membrane filtration
method or the plate-count method, a mean count of any of
the test organisms not differing by a factor greater than 2
from the value of the control de1ined in 4-5-2 in the absence
of the product must be obtained. When verifying the
suitability of the MPN method the calculated value from the
inoculum must be within 95 per cent confidence limits of the
results obtained with the control.

If the above criteria cannot be met for one or more of the
organisms tested with any of the described methods, the
method and test conditions that come closest to the criteria
are used to test the product.
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Table 2.6.12.-3. - Most-probable-number 'lJaIues of micro
organisms

Observed comblnlldon.t ofnumben ohubes
tbowiog growlh In ellChsel

MPNper
95 per cent

Number of rnuna or mUIillbU ofproduet per
gram or peT

eOQRdenee
mlllllitre of"b, product llinI"

0.1 0.01 0.001

0 0 0 c a 0-9 ....

0 0 1 3 0.1-9.5

0 1 0 3 0.1-10

0 1 1 6.1 1.2-17

0 2 0 6.2 1.2·17

0 3 0 ••• :U-35

1 0 0 3.6 0.2-17

1 0 1 7.2 1.2-17

1 0 2 11 '-35

I t 0 7.' U-20

I I 1 11 4-35

I 2 0 11 4-35

1 2 I 15 s-",

1 3 0 16 s-se

2 0 0 '.2 1.5-35

2 0 1 " 4-35

2 0 2 20 s-se

2 1 0 IS 4-'"

2 1 I 20 s-se

2 I 2 27 ,."
2 2 0 21 S....

2 2 1 2S '."
2 2 2 3S ,."
2 3 0 29 ....
2 3 I 36 9-"

3 0 0 " s·"

3 0 1 sa 9-104

3 0 2 .. 16-181

3 1 0 43 9·18l

3 1 1 7S 17-199

3 1 2 120 30-3".

3 1 3 160 3O-lSO

3 2 0 93 18·J60

, 2 I ISO 30-380

3 2 2 210 30-400

3 2 3 290 .0-990

3 3 0 240 ...990

3 3 I .60 90-1980

3 3 2 1100 21XHOOO

3 3 3 > 1100
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5 TESTING OF PRODUCTS
5-1 AMOUNT USED FOR THE TEST
Unless otherwise prescribed, use 10 g or 10 mL of the
product to be examined taken with the precautions referred
to above. For fluids or solids in aerosol form, sample 10
containers. For transdermal patches, sample 10 patches. OFoc
orodispersiblefilms, sample 10 films.O
The amount to be tested may be reduced for active
substances that will he Cannulated in the following
conditions: the amount per dosage unit (e.g. tablet, capsule,
injection) is less than or equal to 1 mg or the amount per
gram or millilitre (for preparations not presented in
dose units) is less than 1 mg. In these cases) the amount £0

be tested is not less than the amount present in 10
dosage units or 109 or 10 mL of the product.

For materials used as active substances where sample
quantity is limited or batch size is extremely small (i.e. less
than 1000 mL or 1000 g), the amount tested shaU be
1 per cent of the batch unless a lesser amount is prescribed
or justified and authorised.

For products where the total number of entities in a batch is
less than 200 (e.g. samples used in clinical trials), the sample
size may be reduced to 2 units, or 1 unit if the size is less
than 100:·

Select thnample(s) a' random from the bulk material or
from the available containers of the preparation. To obtain
me required quantity, mix the contents of a sufficient
number of containers to provide the sample.

5-2 EXAMINATION OF THE PRODUCT

5-2-1 Membrane filtration
Use a filtration apparatus designed to allow the transfer of
the filter to the medium. Prepare the sample using a method
that has been shown suitable as described in section 4 and
transfer the appropriate amount to each of 2 membrane
filters and filter immediately. Wash each filter following the
procedure shown to be suitable.

For the determination ofTAMC, transfer one of the
membrane filters to the surface of casein soya bean digest
agar. For the deterrnination ofTYMC) transfer the other
membrane to the surface of Sabouraud-dextrose agar.
Incubate the plate of casein soya bean digest agar at
30-35 "C for 3-5 days and the plate of Sabouraud-dextrose
agar a'20-25 "C for 5-7 days. Calculate the number of CPU
per gram or per millilitre of product.

When examining transdennal patches Oar orodispersible
filmse, filter lO per cent of the volume of the preparation
described under 4-5-1 separately through each of2 sterile
filter membranes. Transfer one membrane to casein soya
bean digest agar for TAM.C and the other membrane to
Sabouraud-dextrose agar for TY~lC.

5-2-2 Plate-count methods
5-2-2-1 Pour-plate method
Prepare the sample using a method that has been shown to
be suitable as described in section 4. Prepare Cor each
medium at least 2 Petri dishes for each level of dilution.
Incubate the plates of casein soya bean digest agar at
30-35"C for 3-5 days and the plates of Sabouraud-dextrose
agar at 20-25 "C for 5-7 days. Select the plates
corresponding to a given dilution and showing the highest
number of colonies less than 250 for TAMC and 50 for
TYMC. Take the arithmetic mean per culture medium of
the counts and calculate the number of CFU per gram or per
millilitre of product.
5-2-2-2 Surface-spread method
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Prepare the sample using a method that has been shown to
be suitable as described in section 4. Prepare at least 2 Petri
dishes for each medium and each level of dilution.
For incubation and calculation of the number of CFU
proceed as described for the pour-plate method.

5-2-3 Most-probable-number method
Prepare and dilute the sample using a method that has been
shown to be suitable as described in section 4. Incubate all
tubes at 30-35 °C for 3-5 days. Subculture if necessary) using
the procedure shown to be suitable. Record for each level of
dilution the number of tubes showing microbial growth.
Determine the most probable number of micro-organisms
per gram or millilitre of the product to be examined from
Table 2.6.12.-3.

5-3 INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
The total aerobic microbial count (TAMC) is considered to
be equal to the number of CFU found using casein soya
bean digest agar; if colonies of fungi are detected on this
medium, they are counted as part of the TAMe. The total
combined yeasts/mould count (TYMC) is considered to be
equal to the number of CPU found using Sabouraud
dextrose agar; if colonies of bacteria are detected on this
medium) they are counted as part of the TYMC. When the
TYMC is expected to exceed the acceptance criterion due to
the bacterial growth) Sabouraud-dextrose agar containing
antibiotics may be used. If the count is carried out by the
MPN method the calculated value is the TAMC.
When an acceptance criterion for microbiological quality is
prescribed it is interpreted as follows:

101 CFU: maximum acceptable count =20;
- 102 CFU: maximum acceptable count = 200;
- 103 CFU: maximum acceptable count = 2000, and so

forth.
The recommended solutions and media are described in
general chapter 2.6.13.

3. Test for Absence of Mycoplasmas
(ph. Bur. me/hod1.6.7 as applied 10 oacdnes for human use)

Where the test for mycoplasmas is prescribed for a master
cell bank) for a working cell bank) for a virus seed lot or for
control cells) both the culture method and the indicator cell
culture method are used. Where the test for mycoplasmas is
prescribed for a virus harvest) Cor a bulk vaccine or for the
final lot (batch), the culture method is used. The indicator
cell culture method may also be used) where necessary) for
screening of media.

Nucleic acid amplification techniques (NA1') may be used as
an alternative to one or both of the other methods after
suitable validation.

CULTURE METHOD
CHOICE OF CULTURE MEDIA
The test is carried out using a sufficient number of both solid
and liquid media to ensure growth in the chosen incubation
conditions of small numbers of mycoplasmas that may be
present in the product to be examined. Liquid media must
contain phenol red. The range of media chosen is shown to
have satisfactory nutritive properties for at least the micro
organisms shown below. The nutritive properties of each new
batch of medium are verified for the appropriate micro
organisms in the list. When testing for mycoplasmas in the
product to be examined) at least I of the foUowing species
will be included as a positive control:
- Achokplasma /aiJIawii (vaccines for human and veterinary

use where an antibiotic has been used during production);
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- Mycoplasma gaUisepUcum (where avian material has been
used during production or where the vaccine is intended
for use in poultry);

- Myroplasma hyorhinis (non-avian veterinary vaccines);
- Mycoplasma orale (vaccines for human and veterinary use);
- Mycoplasma pneumoniae (vaccines for human use) or other

suitable species of n-glucose fermenter such as
Mycoplasma /ennentans;

- Mycoplasma synoviae (where avian material has been used
during production or where the vaccine is intended for
use in poultry).

The test strains are field isolates having undergone a limited
number of subcultures (not more than 15), and are stored
frozen or freeze-dried. After cloning, the strains are identified
as being of the required species by comparison with type
cultures, for example:

A. ltJidlawii NcrC 10116 CIP 15.27 ATCC 23206
M. ga/liupficum NCTCI01l5 CIP 104967 ATCC 19610
M.jmnenums NcrClOl17 ClP 105680 ATCC 19989
M. hyqrhiniJ NCTC 10130 CIP 104968 ATCC 17981
M.orak xcrc IOH2 CIP 104969 ATCC 23714
M. pnN11Wnj~ xcrc 10119 CIP 103766 ATCC 15531
M. synoui~ NcrC 10124 CIP 104970 ATCC25204

Acholeplasma laidlawii BRP, Mycoplasma fermenums BRP,
Mycoplasma hyorhinis BRP, Mywp/asma orale BRP and
Mycoplasma synw;ae BRP are suitable for use as low-passage
reference strains.

INCUBATION CONDITIONS
Incubate liquid media in tightly stoppered containers at
35-38 "C. Incubate solid media in microaerophilic conditions
(nitrogen containing 5-10 per cent of carbon dioxide and
sufficient humidity to prevent desiccation of the agar surface)
at 35-38 ·C.

NUTRITIVE PROPERTIES
Carry out the test for nutrit1"ve properliu for each new
batch ojmedium Inoculate the chosen media with the
appropriate test micro-organisms; use not more than
100 CFU per 60 nun diameter plate containing 9 mLof
solid medium and per 100 mL container of liquid medium;
use a separate plate and container for each species of micro
organism. Incubate the media and make subcultures from
0.2 mL of liquid medium to solid medium at the specified
intervals (see below under Test for mycoplasmas in the
product to be examined). The solid medium complies with
the test if adequate growth is found for each test micro
organism (growth obtained does not differ by a factor greater
than 5 from the value calculated with respect to the
inoculum). The liquid medium complies with the test if
growth on agar plates subcultured from the broth is found
for at least 1 subculture for each test micro-organism.

INHIBITORY SUBSTANCES
The test for inhibitory substances is carried out once for a
given product and is repeated whenever there is a change in
production method that may affect the detection of
mycoplasmas.

To demonstrate absence of inhibitory substances) carry out
the test for nutritive properties in the presence and absence
of the product to be examined. If growth of a test micro
organism occurs more than 1 subculture sooner in the
absence of the product to be examined than in its presence,
or if plates directly inoculated with the product to be
examined have fewer than 1/5 of the number of colonies of
those inoculated without the product to be examined,
inhibitory substances are present and they must be
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neutralised or their effect otherwise countered, for example
by passage in substrates not containing inhibitors or dilution
in a larger volume of medium before the test. If dilution is
used, larger medium volumes may be used or the inoculum
volume may be divided among several 100 mL flasks.
The effectiveness of the neuttalisation or other process is
checked by repeating the test for inhibitory substances after
neutralisation.

TEST FOR MYCOPLASMAS IN THE PRODUCT TO
BE EXAMINED
Inoculate 10 mL of the product to be examined per 100 mL
of each liquid medium. If it has been found that a significant
pH change occurs upon the addition of the product to be
examined, the liquid medium is restored to its original pH
value by the addition of a solution of either sodium
hydroxide or hydrocWoric acid. Inoculate 0.2 mL of the
product to be examined on each plate of each solid medium.
Incubate liquid media for 20-21 days. Incubate solid media
for not less than 14 days, except those corresponding to the
20-21 day subculture, which are incubated for 7 days. At the
same time incubate an uninoculated 100 mL portion of each
liquid medium and agar plates, as a negative control.
On days 2-4 after inoculation, subculture each liquid
medium by inoculating 0.2 mL on at least 1 plate of each
solid medium. Repeat the procedure between the 6th and
Sib days, again between the 13l:h and 15th days and again
between the 19th and 21st days of the test. Observe the liquid
media every 2 or 3 days and if a colour change occurs,
subculture. If a liquid medium shows bacterial or fungal
contamination, the test is invalid. The test is valid if at least
1 plate per medium and per inoculation day can be read.
Include in the test positive controls prepared by inoculation
of not more than 100 CPU of at least 1 test micro-organism
on agar medium or into broth medium. Where the test for
mycoplasmas is carried out regularly and where possible, it is
reconunended to use the test micro-organisms in regular
rotation. The test micro-organisms used are those listed
under Choice of culture media.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
At the end of the prescribed incubation period, examine all
inoculated solid media microscopically for the presence of
mycoplasma colonies. The product complies with the test if
growth of typical mycoplasma colonies has not occurred.
The product does not comply with the test if growth of
typical mycoplasma colonies has occurred on any of the solid
media. The test is invalid if 1 or more of the positive controls
do not show growth of mycoplasmas on at least 1 subculture
plate. The test is invalid if I or more of the negative controls
show growth of mycoplasmas. If suspect colonies are
observed, a suitable validated method may be used to
determine whether they are due to mycoplasmas.

Thefollowing section ispublished for infannalion.

RECOMMENDED MEDIA FOR THE CULTURE
METHOD
The following media are recommended. Other media may be
used, provided that their ability to sustain the growth of
mycoplasmas has been demonstrated on each batch in the
presence and absence of the product to be examined.
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HAYFLICK MEDIA (RECOMjWENDED FOR THE
GENERAL DETECTION OF MYCOPLASMAS)

Uquld medium

Beef heart infusion broth (1)
Horse serum (unheated)
Yeast extract (250 &fl.)
Phenol red (0.6 'lfL solution)
Penicillin (20 000 IU/mL)
Deoxyribonucleic acid (2 gIL solution)

90.0mL
20.0 rnL
lO.OmL
5.0mL

0.25 rnL
1.2mL

(I} Beefheartinfusion broth

Beefhean (foe preparnUon or the infusion)
Peptone
Sodium chloride
DistiUed water

Sterilise by autoclaving.

(2) Essential vitamins

500 g
109
5g

to IOOOmL

Adjust to pH 7.8.

Solld medium
Prepare as described above replacing beef heart infusion
broth by beef heart infusion agar containing i5 gIL of agar.

FREY MEDIA (RECOMMENDED FOR THE
DETECTION OF M. SYNOVIAE)

Liquid medium

Biotin
Calcium pantothenate
Choline chloride
Folic acid
i-Inositol
Nicotinamide
Pyridoxal hydrochloride
Riboflavine
'Thiamine hydrochloride
Distilled water

100 mg
IOOmg
lOOmg
100 mg
200mg
IOOmg
100 mg

IOmg
100mg

101000 mL

Mix the solutions of p-nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and
cysteine hydrochloride and after 10 min add to the other
ingredients. Adjust to pH 7.8.

Solld medium

(3) Agar, purified

A highly refined agar for use in microbiology and
immunology, prepared by an ion-exchange procedure that
results in a product having superior purity, clarity and gel
strength, It contains about:

Beef heart infusion broth (I)
Essential vitamins (2)
Glucose monohydrate (500 yJL solution)
Swine serum (maetiwled at 56°C for 30 min)
P-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (10 'ifL solution)
C)'Slcine hydrochloride(10 gfL solution)
Phenol red (0.6 gIL solution)
Penicillin (20 000 IUfmL)

Beefheart infusion broth (1)
Agar, purified(3)

Adjust to pH 7.8, sterilise by autoclaving then add:

Essential vitamins (2)
Glucose monohydrate (500 gIL solution)
Swine serum (unheated)
f1-Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotkle (lO gIL solution)
Cysteine hydrochloride (l0 gIL solution)
Phenol red (0.6 r/L solution)
Penicillin (20 000 WlmL)

90.0mL
O.025mL

2.0mL
12.0 mL

l.OmL
I.OmI.
5.0mL

0.25 mL

90.0mI.
1.4 I

0.025 mL
2.0mL

12.0mL
1.0mL
J.OmL
5.0mL

0.25 mL

Water
Aili
Acid-insoluble ash
Chlorine
Phosphate (calculated as P20 , )
Total nitrogen
Coppee
Iron
Calcium
Magnesium

(4) Hanks' balanced ,aI. solution (modified)

Sodium chloride
Potassium chloride
Magnesium sulfate heptahjdeate
Magnesium chloride hexahydrate
Calcium chloride. anhydrous
Disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydrate
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate, anhydrous
Distilled water

12.2 per cent
15 per cent
0.2 per cent

o
0.3 per cent
0.3 pee cent

8 ppm
170 ppm

0.28 pee cent
0.32 per cent

6.4 g
0.32 g
0.08g
0.08g

O.ll2g
0.0596 g
0.04.8 g

to 800 mL

Mix well and sterilise by autoclaving. Cool to 100 "C. Add to
i740 mL of liquid medium as described above.

INDICATOR CELL CULTURE METHOD
Cell cultures are stained with a fluorescent dye that binds to
DNA. Mycoplasmas are detected by their characteristic
particulate or filamentous pattern of fluorescence on the cell
surface and, if contamination is heavy, in surrounding areas.
Mitochondria in the cytoplasm may be stained but are readily
distinguished from mycoplasmas.

FRlIS MEDIA (RECOMMENDED FOR THE
DETECTION OF NON-AVIAN MYCOPLASMAS)

Uquid medium

Hanks' balanced salt solution (modified) (4)
DistiUed water
Brain heart infusion (5)
PPLO Broth (6)
Yeast extract (170 gIL)
Bacitracin
Meticillin
Phenol red (5 gIL)
Horse senun
Swine serum

Adjust to pH 7.40-7.45.

Solld medium

Hanks' balanced salt solution (modified) (4)
DEAE-dexuan
Agar, purified (3)

800mL
67mL

135mL
248mL
60mL

250mg
250 mg
4.5mL
165 mL
165mL

200mL
200mg
15.65 g

(5) Brain heartinfusion

Calf-brain infusion
Beef-heart infusion
Proteose peptone
Glucose monohydrate
Sodium chloride
Disodium hydrogen phosphate, anhydrous
Distilled water

(6) PPLO broth

Beef-heart infusion
Peptone
Sodium chloride
Distilled water

200g
250g

109
2g
5g

25 g
to 1000mL

50g
109
5g

to 1000 mL
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If for viral suspensions the interpretation of results is affected
by marked cytopathic effects, the virus may be neutralised
using a specific antiserum that has no inhibitory effects on
mycoplasmasor a cell culture substrate that does not aUow
growth of the virusmay be used. To demonstrate the
absence of inhibitoryeffectsof serum, carry out the positive
control tests in the presence and absence of the antiserum.

VERIFICATION OF THE SUBSTRATE
Use Vero cells or another cell culture (for example, the
production cell line) that is equivalent in effectiveness for
detecting mycoplasmas. Test the effectiveness of the cells to
be used by applying the procedure shown below and
inoculating not more than 100 CFU or CFU-Iike micro
organisms of suitable reference strains of M. hyorhinis and M.
orale. The following strains have been found to be suitable:

The cells are suitable if both referencestrains are detected.
The indicator cellsmust be subcultured without an antibiotic
before use in the test.

TEST METHOD
1. Seed the indicator cell culture at a suitable density (for
example, 2 x 10' to 2 X 10' cellsimL, 4 x 10' to
2.5 x 10' cells/em') that will yield confluence after 3 days of
growth. Inoculate 1 mL of the product to be examined into
the cell culture vessel and incubate at 35-38 °C.
2. After at least 3 days of incubation, when the cells have
grown to confluence, make a subculture on cover slips in
suitable containers or on some other surface (for example,
chambered slides) suitable for the test procedure. Seed the
cells at low density so that they reach 50 per cent confluence
after 3-5 days of incubation. Complete confluence impairs
visualisation of mycoplasmasafter staining and must be
avoided.

3. Remove the medium and rinse the indicator cells with
phosphate brifftred saline pH 7.4 R, then add a suitable fixing
solution (a freshly prepared mixture of 1 volume ofglacial
autk add Rand 3 volumes of methanol R is suitable when
bisbenzimide R is used for staining).
4. Remove the fixing solution and wash the cells with sterile
waterR. Dry the slides completely if they are to be stained
more than 1 h later (particular care is needed for staining of
slides after drying owing to artefacts that may be produced).

5. Add a suitable DNA stain and allow to stand for a suitable
time (bisbenzimide _king solution R and a standing time of
10 min are suitable).

6. Remove the stain and rinse the monolayerwith waterR.
7. Mount each coverslip,where applicable (a mixture of
equal volumes ofg!Ycerol R and phosphate-citrate briffer solution
pH 5.5 R is suitable for mounting). Examine by fluorescence
(for bisbenzimide stain a 330 nrnI380 run excitation filter and
an LP 440 run barrier filter are suitable) at
400 x magnificationor greater.
8. Compare the microscopic appearance of the test cultures
with that of the negativeand positivecontrols, examining for
extranuclear fluorescence. Mycoplasmas produce pinpoints or
filaments over the indicator cell cytoplasm. They may also
produce pinpoints and filaments in the intercellular spaces.
Multiple microscopicfields are examined according to the
protocol established during validation.

M. hyorlJinis
M. orak xcrc 10112 CIP 104969

ATCC 29052
ATCC 23714

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The product to be examined complieswith the test if
fluorescence typicalof mycoplasmas is not present. The test
is invalid if the positive controls do not show fluorescence
typical of mycoplasmas. The test is invalidif the negative
controls show fluorescence typical of mycoplasmas.

NUCLEIC ACID AMPUFICATION TECHNIQUES
(NAT)
NAT (2.6.2/) may be used. for detection of mycoplasmas by
amplification of nucleic acids extracted from a test sample
with specific primers that reveal the presence of the target
nucleic acid. NAT indicate the presence of a particular
nucleic acid sequence and not necessarily the presence of
viable mycoplasmas. A number of different techniques are
available. This general chapter does not prescribe a particular
method for the test. The procedure applied must be
validated as described, taking account of the guidelines
presented at the end of this section. Where a commercial kit
is used, certain elements of the validationmay be carried out
by the manufacturer and infonnation provided [0 the user
but it must be remembered that full infonnation on the
primers may not be available and that production of the kit
may be modified or discontinued.
NAT are applied where prescribed in a monograph. They
may also be used instead of the culture method and the
indicator cell culture method after suitable validation.
Direct NAT Can be applied in the presence of cytotoxic
material and where a rapid method is needed.
Celt-culture enrichmentfoUowed by NAT The lest
sample and a suitable cell substrate (as described under the
indicator cell-culture method) are cultured together for a
suitable period; the nucleic acids are then extracted from
cells and supernatant and used for detection by NAT.

VALIDATION
Referencestandards are required at variousstages during
validation and for use as controls during routine application
of the test. The referencestandards may be mycoplasmas or
nucleic acids.
For validationof the limit of detection, the following species
represent an optimal selection in terms of the frequency of
occurrence as contaminants and phylogenetic relationships:
- A. laid/awn;
- M. fennenrans;
- M. hyorhinis (where cell-cultureenrichment is used, a

fastidious strain such as ATCC 29052 is included);
- M. orale;
- M. pneumoniae or M. gaUiseptkum;
- M. synodae (where there is use of or exposure to avian

material during production);
- Mycoplasma QrgJ"nini;
- Spiroplasma cirri (where there is use of or exposure to

insect or plant material during production).
Demonstration of specificity requires the use of a suitable
range of bacterial speciesother than mycoplasmas. Bacterial
genera with close phylogenetic relation to mycoplasmas are
most appropriate for this validation; these include Closoidium,
UulObaciOus and S/reP/OC(}C(;us.

Comparability studies for use ofNAT as an alternative
method For each mycoplasma lest species:
- as an alternative to the culture method: the NAT test

system must be shown 10 detect 10 CFU/mL;
- as an alternative to the indicator cell culture method: the

NAT test system must be shown to detect 100 CFU/mL;
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or an equivalent limit. of detection in terms of the number of
copies of mycoplasma nucleic acid in the test sample (using
suitable reference standards of mycoplasma nucleic acid).

CONTROLS

Internal controls
Internal controlsare necessary for routine verification of
absence of inhibition. The internal control may contain the
primer binding-site, or some other suitable sequence may be
used. It is preferably added to the test material before
isolating the nucleic acid and therefore acts as an overall
control.(extraction, reverse transcription, amplification,
detection).

External controls
The external positive control contains a defined number of
target-sequence copies or CFUs from 1 or more suitable
species of mycoplasma chosen from those used during
validation of the test conditions. 1 of the positive controls is
set close to the positive cut-off point to demonstrate that the
expected sensitivity is achieved. The external negative control
contains no target sequence but does not necessarily
represent the same matrix as the test article.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The primers used may also amplify non-mycoplasmal
bacterial nucleic acid, leading to false positive results.
Procedures are established at the time of validation for
dealing with confirmation of positive results, where necessary.

Thefollowing sulion ispublished for informalion.

VALIDATION Of NUCLEIC ACID
AMPLIFICATION TECHNIQUES (NAT)
FOR THE DETECTION OF
MYCOPLASMAS: GUIDELINES
1 SCOPE
Nucleic acid amplification techniques (NAT) are either
qualitative or quantitative tests for the presence of nucleic
acid. For the detection of mycoplasma contamination of
various samples such as vaccines and cell substrates,
qualitative tests are adequate and may be considered to be
limit tests.

These guidelines describe methods to validate qualitative
nucleic acid amplification analytical procedures for assessing
mycoplasma contamination. They may also be applicable for
real-time NAT used as limit tests for the control of
contaminants.

The 2 characteristics regarded as the most important for
validation of the analytical procedure are the specificity and
the detection limit. In addition, the robustness of the
analytical procedure should be evaluated.

For the purpose of this document, an analytical procedure is
defined as the complete procedure from extraction of nucleic
acid to detection of the amplified products.

Where commercial kits are used for part or aU of the
analytical procedure, documented validation points already
covered by the kit manufacturer can replace validation by the
user. Nevertheless, the performance of the kit with respect to
its intended use has to be demonstrated by the user
(e.g. detection limit, robustness, cross-detection of other
classes of bacteria).

NAT may be used as:
- a complementary test (for example, for cytotoxic viral

suspensions) or for in-process control purposes;
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- an alternative method to replace an official method
(indicator cell culture method or culture method).

These guidelines will thus separate these 2 objectives by
presenting first a guideline for the validation of the NAT
themselves, and second, a guideline for a comparability study
between NAT and official methods.

2 GUIDELINE FOR MYCOPLASMA NAT
VALIDATION
3 parameters should be evaluated: specificity, detection limit
and robustness.

2-1 Specificity
Specificity is the ability to unequivocally assess target nucleic
acid in the presence of components that may be expected to
be present.

The specificity of NAT is dependent on the choice of
primers, the choice of probe (for analysis of the final
product) and the stringency of the test conditions (for both
the amplification and detection steps).

The ability of the NAT to detect a large panel of
mycoplasma species will depend on the choice of primers,
probes and method parameters, This ability should be
demonstrated using characterised reference panels
(e.g, reference strains provided by the EDQM). Since NAT
systems are usually based on a mix of primers) the theoretical
analysis of primers and probes by comparison with databases
is not recommended, because interpretation of the results
may be quite complex and may not reflect the experimental
results.

Moreover, as it is likely that the primers will detect other
bacterial species, the potential cross-detection should be
documented in the validation study. Bacterial genera such as
gram-positive bacteria with close phylogenetic relation to
mycoplasmas are most appropriate for this validation; these
include Clostridium, LaaobaciJlus and StrepW«J«US. However,
this is not an exhaustive list and species to be tested will
depend on the theoretical ability (based on primelSiprobes
sequences) of the NAT system to detect such other species.

Based on the results from this validation of the specificity, if
a gap in the specificity of the method is identified (such as
detection of non-mycoplasmal bacterial nucleic acid), an
appropriate strategy must be proposed in the validation study
to aUow interpretation of positive results on a routine basis.
For example, a second test may be perfunned using an
alternative method without this specificity gap or using an
official method.

2-2 Detection limit
The detection limit of an individual analytical procedure is
the lowest amount of target nucleic acid in a sample that can
be detected but not necessarily quantitated as an exact value.

For establishment of the detection limit, a positive cut-off
point should be determined for the nucleic acid amplification
analytical procedure. The positive cut-off point (as defined in
general chapter 2.6.21) is the minimum number of target
sequence copies per volume of sample that can be detected
in 95 per cent of test runs. This positive cut-off point is
influenced by the distribution of mycoplasmal genomes in the
individual samples being tested and by factors such as
enzyme efficiency, and can result in different 95 per cent cut
off values for individual analytical test runs.

To determine the positive cut-off point, a dilution series of
characterised and calibrated (either in eFUs or nucleic acid
copies) in-house working strains or EDQM standards should
be tested on different days to examine variation between test
runs.
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For validation of the limit of detection, the foUowing species
represent an optimal selection in terms of the frequency of
occurrence as contaminants and phylogenetic relationships:
- A. laidJawii;
- M. fmnentans;
- M. hyorhinis;
- M. orale;
- M. pneumoniae or M. gaJliseptuum;
- M. synoviae (where there is use of or exposure to avian

material during production);
- M. arginini;
- S. citri (where there is use of or exposure to insect or

plant material during production).

For each strain, at least 3 independent 10-fold dilution series
should be tested, with a sufficient number of replicates at
each dilution to give a total number of 24 test results for
each dilution, to enable a statistical analysis of the results.

For example, a laboratory may test 3 dilution series on
different days with 8 replicates for each dilution) 4 dilution
series on different days with 6 replicates for each dilution, or
6 dilution series on different days with 4 replicates for each
dilution. In order to keep the number of dilutions at a
manageable level, a preliminary test should be performed to
obtain a preliminary value for the positive cut-off point
(l.e. the highest dilution giving a positive signal). The range
of dilutions can then be chosen around the predetermined
preliminary cut-off point. The concentration of mycoplasmas
(CFUs or copies) that can be detected in 95 per cent of test
runs can then be calculated using an appropriate statistical
evaluation.

These results may also serve .to evaluate the variability of the
analytical procedure.

2·3 Robuslness
The robustness of an analytical procedure is a measure of its
capacity to remain unaffected by small but deliberate
variations in method parameters, and provides an indication
of its reliability during normal usage.

The evaluation of robustness should be considered during
the development phase. It should show the reliability of the
analytical procedure with respect to deliberate variations in
method parameters. For NAT, small variations in the
method parameters can be crucial. However, the robustness
of the method can be demonstrated during its development
when small variations in the concentrations of reagents
(e.g. MgCh, primers or deoxyribonucleotides) are tested.
Modifications of extraction kits or extraction procedures as
well as different thennal cycler types may also be evaluated.

Finally, robustness of the method can be evaluated through
collaborative studies.

3 GUIDELINE FOR COMPARABILITY STUDY
NAT may be used instead of official methods (indicator cell
culture method and/or culture method). In this case a
comparability study should be carried out. This comparability
study should include mainly a comparison of the respective
detection limits of the alternative method and official
methods. However, specificity (mycoplasma panel detected,
putative false positive results) should also be considered.

For the detection limit, acceptability criteria are defined as
follows:
- if me alternative method is proposed to replace me

culture method, the NAT system must be shown to
detect 10 CFU/mL for each mycoplasma test species
described in paragraph 2-2;

- if the alternative method is proposed to replace the
indicator cell culture method, the NAT system must be
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shown to detect 100 CFU/mL for each mycoplasma test
species described in paragraph 2-2

For both cases, suitable standards calibrated for the number
of nucleic acid copies and the number of CFUs may be used
for establishing that these acceptability criteria are reached.
The relation between CFUs and nucleic acid copies for the
reference preparations should be previously established to
compare the performance of the alternative NAT method
with the performance of the official methods.

1 of the following 2 strategies can be used to perfonn this
comparability study:
- perform the NAT alternative method in parallel with the

official methodes) to evaluate simultaneously the detection
limit of both methods using the same samples of
calibrated strains;

- compare the performance of the NAT alternative method
using previously obtained data from official method
validation. In this case, calibration of standards used for
both validations as well as their stabilities should be
documented carefully.

Comparability study reports should describe all the validation
elements described in section 2 (specificity) limit of detection
and variability, as well as robustness) in order to assess all
the advantages and/or disadvantages of the alternative NAT
method compared to official methods.

4. Mycobacteria
(Ph. Eur. method2.6.2)

If the sample to be examined may be contaminated by
micro-organisms other than mycobacteria, treat it with a
suitable decontamination solution, such as acetylcysteine
sodium hydroxide solution or sodium laurilsulfate solution.

Inoculate 0.2 mL of the sample in triplicate onto each of
2 suitable solid medIa (Lowenstein-Iensen medium and
Middlebrook 7HIO medium are considered suitable).
Inoculate 0.5 mL in triplicate into a suitable liquid medium.
Incubate all media at 37 "C for 56 days.

Establish the fertility of the media in the presence of the
preparation to be examined by inoculation of a suitable strain
of a Myrobcuterium sp. such as BCG and if necessary use a
suitable neutralising substance.

If contaminating micro-organisms develop during the first
8 days of incubation, repeat the test and carry out at the
same time a bacteriological sterility test.

If at the end of the incubation time no growth of
mycobacteria occurs in any of the test media, the preparation
complies with the test.

S. Extraneous Agents In Viral Vaccines
(ph. Bur: method2.6.16)

INTRODUCTION
A strategy for testing extraneous agents in viral vaccines must
be developed based on a risk assessment following the
principles of viral contamination risk detailed in general
chapter 5.1.7. Viral ,a/ety. This strategy includes a full
package of suitable tests that are able to detect different
families of extraneous agents that may infect the source of
virus strains including cell substrates and raw material of
animal or plant origin. It also takes into account the capacity
of the manufacturing process to remove or inactivate viruses.
The list of tests summarised in Table 2.6.16.-1 must be
adapted depending on the extraneous agents that have the
potential to contaminate the product: for in vitro tests, the
risk assessment may allow, with the agreement of the
competent authority, the use of other permissive cell lines or
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molecular biology methods depending on the manufacturing
process and the incubation temperature for the growth of
particular viruses. If in vivo tests are more relevant than in
vitro tests for the detection of some adventitious viruses
(e.g. suckling mice for the vesicular stomatitis virus and
fertilised SPF eggs for the influenza virus) the decision to
maintain or to introduce such invivo assays in a testing
strategy must he justified by me risk assessment.

New, sensitive molecular methods with broad detection
capabilities are available. These new approaches include
high-throughput sequencing (HTS) methods, nucleic acid
amplification techniques (NAT) (e.g. polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), reverse transeriptase PCR (RT-PCR),
product-enhanced reverse transcriptase (pERT) assays) for
whole virus families or random-priming methods (associated
or not with sequencing), hybridisation to oligonucleotide
arrays, and mass spectrometry with broad-spectrum peR
These methods may be used either as an alternative to in
vivo tests and specific NAT or as a supplement/alternative to
in vitro culture tests based on the risk assessment and with
the agreement of the competent authority.

In tests that require prior neutralisation of the virus, use
specific antibodies of non-human) non-simian origin; if the
virus has. been propagated in avian tissues, the antibodies
must ejsc be of non-avian origin. To prepare antiserum, we
an immunising antigen produced in cell cultures from a
species different from that used for the production of the
vaccine and free from extraneous agents. Where the use of
SPF eggs is prescribed, the eggs are obtained from a flock
free from specified pathogens (5.2.2).

TEST METHODS
Relevant tests for extraneous agents to be carried out at
various production stages are indicated in Table 2.6.16.-1
using the methods described below, based on the risk
assessment.

Take samples at the time of harvesting, and if not tested
immediately, keep at a temperature below -40°C.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Each virusseed lot and virusharvest complies with the test
for sterility (2.6.1).

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
Each virus seed lot and virus harvest complies with the test
for mycoplasmas.

Splroplasmas
Spiroplasmas may be introduced into virus seed lots through
contamination of raw materials of plant origin or when insect
cell lines are used for virus propagation. When appropriate,
virus seed lots are demonstrated to be free of spiroplasmas
using a validated method approved by the competent
authority. NAT methods for detection of mycoplasmas
(2.6.7) may be used to detect spiroplasmas after validation
and agreement from the competent authority.

Mycobacteria (2.6.2)
A 2.7 mL sample of each virus seed lot and each virus
harvest is tested for the presence of Mycobacten·um spp.
by culture methods known to be sensitive for the detection of
these organisms. NAT (2.6.21) may be used as an
alternative, provided such an assay is validated and shown to
be comparable to the culture method.

Test in suckling mice
Each virus seed lot is tested in suckling mice if the risk
assessment indicates that this test provides a risk mitigation)
taking into account the overall testing package. Inoculate no
fewer than 20 suckling mice, each less than 24 hold,
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Table 2.6.16.-1. - Reieuam testsfor extraneous agents at various
production stages

Production of culture

Virus Virus substrates

seed lots harvests Control Control
",n, eggs

Bacterialand fungal
+ + - -

contamination

Mycoplasmas + + - -
SpiroplasmBs(lJ + - - -

Mycobacteria + + -
Ten in suckling mice(2) + - - -

Avianvirust'sO) + + - -

Test for extraneous
agents in cell cultures(4) + + + +

Insect viruses(5) + + -
Test on control cells
(microscopic - - + -
examination)

Haemadsorbing viruses - - + -
Test on control egg1
(haemagglutinating - - - +
agents)

Avian leucusis virust,(61 - - + +

Test for specific viruses + + - -
by NA'fOJ

Test roc viruses using
broad molecular + + - -
methods(1)

(I) If insect cells or raw materials or plant origin are used.
(2) If the risk assessment indlcaree that thiJ test provides a risk mitigation
taking into account the overall testing package.
(3) Uthe virus is propagated in avian or primary avian tissues. If the risk
assessment indicates that this tcst provides a risk mitigation laking into
account the OVCt1lU testing package.
(4) Test performed in sWEable permasive cell cultures. Based on a risk
assessment.
(5) If the virus is propagated in insect cells.
(6) If Lhevirusis propagated in primary avian tissues or in eggs.
(7) Based on a risk assessment.
(8) These methods may be used either as an alternative to in tIiw rests and
speclflc NAT or as a supplement/alternative to in vitro culture tests based on
the risk assessment and in agreement with the competent authority.

intracerebrally with 0.01 mL and intraperitoneally with at
least 0.1 mL of the virus seed lot. Observe the suckling mice
daily for at least 4 weeks. Carry out an autopsy of aU suckling
mice that die after the first 24 h of the test or that show signs
of illness, and examine for evidence of viral infection by
direct macroscopical observation. The virus seed lot passes
the test if no suckling mice show evidence of infection
attributable to the seed lot. The test is not valid unless at
least 80 per cent of the original inoculated suckling mice
survive the observation period.

Avian viruses
Each virus seed lot propagated in avian tissues and each virus
harvest propagated in primary avian tissues is tested for avian
viruses if the risk assessment indicates that this test provides
a risk mitigation taking into account the overall testing
package. Neutralise a sample equivalent to 100 human doses
of vaccine or 10 ml., whichever is the greater. Using 0.5 mL
per egg, inoculate a group of fertilised SPF eggs, 9-11 days
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old, by the allantoic route and a second group, 5-7 days old,
into the yolk sac. Incubate for 7 days. The virus seed lot or
harvest complies with the test if the allantoicand yolksac
fluids show no sign of the presence of any haemagglutinating
agent and if all embryos and chorio-allantoic membranes
examined for gross pathology, are normal. The test is not
valid unless at least 80 per cent of me inoculated eggssurvive
for 7 days.

Test for extraneous agents in cell cultures
For each virus seed lot) each virus harvest and each
production cell culture (control cells or control eggs), tests
for other extraneous agents must be carried out based on a
risk assessment. The origin of the cell substrate and virus
strain, as well as the potential extraneous agents that may be
inadvertently introduced during production processes or
through the use of animal- or plant-derived raw materials,
must be taken into account when choosing suitable
permissive cells.

For each virus seed lot and virus harvest) neutralised
samples) equivalent (unless otherwise prescribed) to 500
human doses of vaccine or 50 ml., whichever is the greater)
are tested for the presence of extraneous agents by
inoculation into continuous simian and human cell cultures.
If the virus is grown in simian or human cells) the neutralised
virus harvest is tested on a separate culture of these cells.
If the virus is grown in a mammalian cell system other than
simian or human, or in avian cells) cells of that species) but
from a separate batch) are also inoculated. The cells are
incubated at 36 ± I °C and observed for a period of
14 days. If the production cell culture is maintained at a
temperature other than 36 ~ 1 "C, a supplementary test for
extraneous agents is carried out at the production
temperature using the same type of cells used for growth of
the virus. A subculture of 14 days is carried out followed by
a haemadsorbing test. The virus seed lot or harvest passes
the tests if none of the cell cultures show evidence of the
presence of any extraneous agents after 14 and 28 days of
incubation) and no evidence of any haemadsorbing viruses
after 28 days. The test is not valid unless at least 80 per cent
of the cell cultures remain viable.

Insect viruses
Each virus seed lot and virus harvest propagated in insect
cells is tested for insect viruses. Neutralised samples)
equivalent (unless otherwise prescribed) to 500 human doses
of vaccine or 50 mI.., whichever is the greater, are tested for
the presence of extraneous agents by inoculation into at least
I cell culture different from that used in production and
permissible to insect viruses, and that also allows detection of
human arboviruses (e.g. BHK-21). The choice of cells is
approved by the competent authority and takes into account
the origin of the production cells and the likely contaminants
that may be detected by the chosen cells. The cells are
incubated at an appropriate temperature and observed for a
period of 14 days. A subculture of 14 days is carried out
followed by a haemadsorbing test. The virus seed lot or
harvest passes the tests if none of the cell cultures show
evidence of the presence of any extraneous agents after 14
and 28 days of incubation) and no evidence of any
haemadsorbing virus after 28 days. The test is not valid
unless at least 80 per cent of the cell cultures remain viable.

Tests on control cells
Where cell culrures are used for virus production) examine
the control cells microscopically for the absence of any virus
causing cytopathic degeneration throughout the incubation
time of the inoculated production cell cultures or for no less
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than 14 days beyond the time of inoculation of the
production vessels)whichever is the longer. The test is not
valid unless at least 80 per cent of the control cell cultures
survive to me end of the observation period.

At 14 days or at the time of the last virus harvest, whichever
is the longer) pool the supernatant fluids from the control
cells and examine for the presence of extraneous agents over
a period of J4 days as described above for the virus seed lot
and the virus harvest by inoculation of relevant cell cultures
depending on the type of cells used for virus growth.

Haemadsorbing viruses
Where cell cultures are used for virus production) a
microscopic examination of the control cells is carried out as
described above for the test for extraneous agents in cell
cultures. At 14 days or at the time of the last virus harvest)
whichever is the longer, examine no fewer than 25 per cent
of me control cultures for the presence of haemadsorbing
viruses by the addition of guinea-pig red blood cells. If the
test for haemadsorbing viruses is not feasible) carry out a test
for haemagglutinating viruses. If the guinea-pig red blood
cells have been stored, they shall have been stored at
5 ± 3·C for not more than 7 days. Read half of the cultures
after incubation at 5 ± 3 °C for 30 min and the other half
after incubation at 20-25 °C for 30 min. No evidence of
haemadsorbing agents is found.

Tests on control eggs
Where eggs are used for virus production) examine 0.25 mL
of the allantoic fluid from each control egg for
haemagglutinating agents by mixing directly with chicken red
blood cells and after a passage in SPF eggs carried out as
follows: inoculate a 5 mL sample of the pooled amniotic
fluids from the control eggs in 0.5 mL volumes into the
allantoic cavity and into the amniotic cavity of SPF eggs.
The control eggs comply with the test ifno evidence of the
presence of haemagglutinating agents is found in either test.

In addition) inoculate 5 mL samples of the pooled amniotic
fluids from the control eggs into suitable permissive cells
including human, simian and avian cells. Observe the cell
cultures for 14 days at a suitable incubation temperature.
The control eggs comply with the test if no evidence of the
presence of extraneous agents is found. The test is not valid
unless 80 per cent of me inoculated cultures survive to the
end of me observation period.

Avian leucosis viruses
For each virus propagated in primary avian cell tissues or in
eggs, the production cell culture (control cells or control
eggs) is tested for avian leucosis viruses. When cell cultures
are used for virus production, a microscopic examination of
the control cells is carried out as described above for the test
for extraneous agents prior to the test for avian leucosis
viruses. At 14 days or at me time of the last virus harvest)
whichever is the longer) carry out the test for avian leucosis
viruses on DF-I cells or leucosis-free chick-embryo cell
cultures with amplification through 5 passages using at least
5 mL of the supernatant fluid from the control cells or at
least 10 mL of a sample of the pooled amniotic fluids from
the control eggs. PERT assay end-point can be used after
DF-l amplification for detection of exogenous avian
retroviruses (including avian leucosis virus). For specific
detection of avian leucosis virus, several end-points can be
used such as immunostaining, enzyme-linked inununosorbent
assay (EUSA) or complement fixation for avian leucosis
(COFAL). Control ceUs or control eggs comply with the test
if there is no evidence of the presence of any avian leucosis
virus.
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decrease in the number of micro-organisms with time, vary
for different types of preparations according to the degree of
protection intended (see Tables 5.1.3.-1/213).

Tesl micro-organisms

Single-strain challenges are used and the designated micro
organisms are supplemented, where appropriate, by other
strains or species mat may represent likely contaminants to
the preparation. It is recommended, for example, that
Escherichia CQ/i (ATCC 8739; NCIMB 8545; CIP 53.126) is
used for all oral preparations and Zygosaccharomyces rouxii
(NCYC 381; IP 2021.92) for oral preparations containing a
high concentration of sugar.

Preparation of inoculum
Preparatory to the test, inoculate the surface of casein soya
bean digest agar (2.6.12) for bacteria or Sabouraud-dextrose
agar without the addition of antibiotics (2.6.12) for fungi,
with the recently grown stock culture of each of the specified
micro-organisms. Incubate the bacterial cultures at 30-35 GC
for 18-24 h, the culture of C. albicans at 20-25 °C for 48 h,
and the culture ofA. brasiliensis at 20-25 °C for 1 week or
until good sporulation is obtained. Subcultures may be
needed after revival before the micro-organism is in its
optimal state, but it is recommended that their number be
kept to a minimum.

To harvest the bacterial and C. albicans cultures, use a sterile
suspending fluid, containing 9 gIL of sodium chloride R, for
dispersal and transfer of the surface growth into a suitable
vessel. Add sufficient suspending fluid to reduce the
microbial count to about 108 micro-organisms per rnillilitre.
To harvest the A. brasiliensis culture, use a sterile suspending
fluid containing 9 WL of sodium chloride Rand 0.5 WL of
polysorbate 80 R and adjust the spore count to about 108 per
millilitre by adding the same solution.

Remove immediately a suitable sample from each suspension
and determine the number of colony-fonning units per
millilitre in each suspension by plate count or membrane
filtration (2.6.12). This value serves to determine the
inoculum and the baseline to use in the test. The suspensions
shall be used immediately.

METHOD
To count the viable micro-organisms in the inoculated
products, use the agar medium used for the initial cultivation
of the respective micro-organisms.

Inoculate a series of containers of the product to be
examined, each with a suspension of one of the test
organisms to give an inoculum of 105 to 106 micro-organisms
per millilitre or per gram of the preparation. The volume of
the suspension of inoculum does not exceed I per cent of the
volume of the product. Mix thoroughly to ensure
homogeneous distribution.

Maintain the inoculated product at 20-25 "C, protected from
light. Remove a suitable sample from each container,
typically 1 mL or 1 g; at zero hour and at appropriate
intervals according to the type of me product and determine
the number of viable micro-organisms by plate count or
membrane filtration (2.6.12). Ensure that any residual
antimicrobial activity of the product is eliminated by dilution,
by filtration or by the use of a specific inaetivator. When
dilution procedures are used, due allowance is made for the

Tests for specific viruses by NAT
Based on a risk assessment related to the manufacturing
process, each virus seed lot and each virus harvest may he
tested by NAT (2.6.21) for specific viruses that are not
detected by conventional in vivoor cell culture assays.

Test for viruses using broad molecular methods
With the agreement of the competent authority, broad
molecular methods (e.g. HTS) may be used either as an
alternative to in vivo tests and specific NAT, or as a
supplement/alternative to in vitro culture tests based on the
risk assessment.

Both NAT (2.6.21) and broad molecular methods are carried
out with or without prior amplification in suitable permissive
cells. In cases of positiveresults with either broad molecular
methods or NAT, a follow-up investigation must he
conducted to determine whether detected nucleic acids are
due to the presence of infectious extraneous agents and/or
are known to constitute a risk to human health.

C. Efficacy of Antimicrobial Preservation
(Ph. Em.:. general texts 5.1.3)

If a pharmaceutical preparation does not Itself have adequate
antimicrobial activity) antimicrobial preservatives may be
added, particularly to aqueous preparations) to prevent
proliferation or to limit microbial contamination which,
during normal conditions of storage and use, particularly for
multidose containers, could occur in a product and present a
hazard to the patient from infection and spoilage of the
preparation. Antimicrobial preservatives must not he used as
a substitute for good manufacturing practice.

The efficacy of an antimicrobial preservative may he
enhanced or diminished by the active constituent of the
preparation or by the formulation in which it is incorporated
or by the container and closure used. The antimicrobial
activity of the preparation in its final container is investigated
over the period of validity to ensure that such activity has not
been impaired by storage. Such investigations may he carried
out on samples removed from the final container immediately
prior to testing.

During development of a phannaceutical preparation, it shall
be demonstrated that the antimicrobial activity of the
preparation as such or, ifnecessary, with the addition of a
suitable preservative or preservatives provides adequate
protection from adverse effects that may arise from microbial
contamination or proliferation during storage and use of the
preparation.

The efficacy of the antimicrobial activity may be
demonstrated by the test described below. The test is not
intended to be used for routine control purposes.

TEST FOR EFFICACY OF ANTIMICROBIAL
PRESERVATION
The test consists of challenging the preparation, wherever
possible in its final container, with a prescribed inoculum of
suitable micro-organisms, storing the inoculated preparation
at a prescribed temperature, withdrawing samples from the
container at specified intervals of time and counting the
organisms in the samples so removed.

The preservative properties of the preparation are adequate
if, in the conditions of the test, there is a significant fall or no
increase, as appropriate, in the number of micro-organisms in
the inoculated preparation after the times and at the
temperatures prescribed. The acceptance criteria, in terms of

Puudomonas 04ruginosa
Staphy/oro«us QUMIS

Candida albican.s
ASpRgiUu.s brasilimsis

ATCC 9027; NClMB 8626j CIP 82.118.
ATCC 6538; NCTC 10788;
NCIJ\-ffi9518j CIP 4.83.
ATCC 10231; NCPF 3179j IP 48.72.
ATCC 16404; JMI 149OO7j IP 1431.83.
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Logl O reduction

NI: no increase in number of viablemicro-organisms compared to the previous
reading.

N): no increase in number of viablemicro-organisms compared to lite previous
reading.

The above criteria express the recommended efficacy to be
achieved.

D. Microbiological Quality of Non-sterile
Pharmaceutical Preparations and
Substances for Pharmaceutical Use1

(ph. Bur. general texts 5.1.4)

OThis chapter does not apply to products containing viable micro
organisms as acuVe ingredients.O
The presence of certain micro-organisms in non-sterile
preparations may have the potential to reduce or even
inactivate the therapeutic activityof the product and has a
potential to adversely affect the health of the patient.
Manufacturers therefore have to ensure a low bioburden of
finished dosage forms by implementing current guidelines on
Good Manufacturing Practice during the manufacture,
storage and distribution of pharmaceutical preparations.
Microbial examination of non-sterile products is performed
according to the methods given in general chapters 2.6.12
and 2.6.13. Acceptance criteria for non-sterile pharmaceutical
products based upon the total aerobic microbial count
(fAMC) and the total combined yeasts/moulds count
(TYMC) are given in Tables 5.1.4.-1 and 5.1.4.-2.
Acceptance criteria are based on individualresults or on the
average of replicate counts when replicatecounts are
performed (e.g. direct plating methods).

When an acceptance criterion for microbiological quality is
prescribed it is interpreted as follows:
- 10l CPU: maximum acceptable count =20;
- 102 CPU: maximum acceptable count =200;
- 103 CPU: maximum acceptable count = 2000, and so

forth.

Table 5.1.4.-1 includes a list of specified micro-organisms for
which acceptance criteria are set. The list is not necessarily
exhaustiveand for a given preparation it may be necessary to
test for other micro-organismsdepending on the nature of
the starting materials and the manufacturing process.
If it has been shown that none of the prescribed tests will
allowvalid enumeration of micro-organisms at the level
prescribed, a validated method with a limit of detection as
close as possible to the indicated acceptance criterion is used.
In addition to the micro-organisms listed in Table 5.1.4.-1,
the significance of other micro-organisms recovered is
evaluated in terms of:
- use of the product: hazard varies accordingto the route of

administration (eye, nose, respiratory tract);
- nature of the product: its ability to support growth, the

presence of adequate antimicrobial preservation;
- method of application;
- intended recipient: risk may differ for neonates, infants,

the debilitated;
- use of immunosuppressive agents, corticosteroids;
- presence of disease, wounds, organ damage.
Where warranted, a risk-based assessmentof the relevant
factors is conducted by personnel with specialised training in
microbiology and the interpretation of microbiological data.

.For raw materials, the assessment takes account of processing
to which the product is subjected, the current technology of
testing and the availability of materials of the desired quality.

Nt

Nt

28.

Log l O reduction

3

[4.

Log lO reduetlon

6h 24h 7. t4. 28.

Bacteria A 2 3 NR

B 1 3 Nt

Fungi A 2 N[

B Nt

2d 7. 14. 28.

Bacteria A 2 3 Nt
B 3 Nt

Fungi A 2 Nt
B [ Nt

The A criteria express the recommended efficacy to be
achieved. In justifiedcases where the A criteria cannot be
attained, for example for reasons of an increased risk of
adverse reactions, the B criteria must be satisfied.

The A criteria express the recommended efficacy to be
achieved. In justifiedcaseswhere the A criteria cannot be
attained, for examplefor reasons of an increased risk of
adverse reactions, the B criteria must be satisfied.

NR: no recovery.
NI: no increase in number of vilble micro-organisJrul compared to theprevious
reading.

reduced sensitivity in the recovery of small numbers of viable
micro-organisms. When a specific inactivator is used, the
ability of the system to support the growth of the test
organisms is confirmedby the use of appropriate controls.
The procedure is validated to verifyits ability to demonstrate
the required reduction in count of viable micro-organisms.

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
The criteria for evaluation of antimicrobial activity are given
in Tables 5.1.3.-1/2/3 in terms of the 10glO reduction in the
number of viable micro-organisms against the value obtained
for the inoculum.

Table 5.1.3.-2. - Ear preparaft'ons, nasal preparations,
preparations forcutaneous appli«Jdon andpreparations for
inhalation

Table 5.1.3.-1. - Parenteral preparations, <rye preparations,
intrauterine preparatUms and imramammaty preparations

Table 5.1.3.-3. - Oral preparations, oromucoso! preparations and
retial preparations

Bacteria

Fungi

I This c1uIpur has undergoM phannacopoeiaJ harmonisatiml. Seechapter
5.8 Pharmacopoeial hannonisadon.
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Table 5.1.4.-1. - Acaptance criteria for miarJbioiogical quality of non-sterile dosage forms

Route of administration
TAM.C TYMC

SpecIfied micro-organisms(CFU/g or CFU/mL) (CFU/g or CFU/mL)

Non-aqueous preparntions for oral use 10' 10' Absence of &hericJlia coli(I g or I roL)

Aqueous preparations for oral use 10' 10' Absence of lkhtric1liaccIi (I g or I roL)

Rectal use 10' 10' -

Oromucosal use
Gingival use Absence of S,ap/JyI««au Glln'lU (I g or I mL)
Cutaneous use 10' 10'
Nasaluse

Absence of Pseudomonas aerugiwsa (l g or I mL)

Auricular use

Absence of Puudomonas mrugifllna (l g or I mL)
Vaginaluse 10' 10' AbseIKcof Staphy/tx«au oumu (I g or I roL)

Absence of Candida albicmu (I g or I roL)

Tnmsdennal patches (limits for 1 patch including 10' 10' Absence of Srap/lyI«ocau QlIMlS (I patch)
adhesive layer and backing) Absence of PuuJmnomu aeruginosa (I patch)

Absence of Esdu:ridIia coli(l fihn)
OOrodispersible films (limns Ior 1 film) 10' 10' Absence of SUJphy/oco«;w QUrew (I film)

Absence of PseudomonaJ amqillDStJ (I fiIm)O

Absence ofSklphy/«c«w ourew (I g or I roL)
Inhajaticn use (special requirements apply to

10' 10'
Absence of &udomOllQS amtgli/OSQ (I g or I mL)

liquid p~paratioRS for nebulisation) Absence of bile-tolerant gmrn-negatiw: bacteria (I g or
I mLl

tSpeciai Ph. Bur. provision for oral dosage forms
Not more than 102 CFU of bile-tolerant gram-negative

containing raw materials of natural (animal,
bacteria (I g or I mL)

vegetal or mineral) origin for which antimicrobial 10' 10' Absence of SahnondJa (10 g or 10 mL)
pretreatment is not feasible and for which the

Ab$ence of EsdJerichia eeli(I II or I mL)
competent authority accepts TAMC of the raw
material exceeding 10' CFU/g or CFU/mL

Absence of S,aphy/oc«cusaureus(I g or I mL).

.Special Ph. Eur. provision for premixes for Not more than 104 CFU ofbile-tokrant gram-negative
medicated feeding stuffS for veterinary use using

10' 10' bacteria (I g or I mL)
exclplemsof plant origin for which antimicrobial Amence of EscJr_hiacdi (I g or I mL)
treatment is not feasible. Absence of SafnwneJla (25 g or 25 mL).

Table 5.1.4.-2. - Acceptance criteria for mia'obioiogicaJ quality of
non-sterile substances for phannauuiUal use

tRea»nmended acceptance criteria for miarJbioIogicaJ quality of
herbal medicinal products for oraluse and extracts used in their
preparation aregiven in general chapter 5.1.8.•

E. Microbiological Examination of Cell
based Preparations
(ph. Eur. method2.6.27)

This chapter does not concern the examination of human blood or
blood components, which iscouered by Directive 2oo21981EC of
the European Parliament and of the Courn;a of 27 January 2003
and Commission Directive 20041331EC of 22 March 2004
implementing Directive 20021981EG.

1 INTRODUCTION
The approaches to microbiological examination of cell-based
preparations outlined in this general chapter take into
account the characteristics and limitations of these
preparations, in particular their shelf-life, which may not
always allow for completion of conventional microbiological

TAMC TYMe
(CFUlg or CFU/mL) (CFU/g or CFU/mL)

examination tests before administration to the patient, as well
as the amounts available for testing and sampling-related
issues. These approaches may be applied when the test for
sterility, described in general chapter 2.6.1. Seen·li~, is
required but cannot be performed for technical reasons or
due to the characteristics of the specific cell-based
preparation.

1-1 SHELF-UFE
The shelf-life of cell-based preparations is dependent on the
cell characteristics and on the preservation conditions.
For non-cryopreserved cell-based preparations, the shelf-life
usually does not exceed 3-4 days and sometimes not more
than a few hours. In such cases the microbiological status of
the final preparation cannot be determined, according to
general chapter 2.6.1, before the time of administration.

1-2 SAMPLE COMPOSITION
Microbial contaminants may be found either inside or on the
surface of ceUs or other components of the cell-based
preparation and may not be detected if only supernatants,
such as culture or transport media, are analysed. The sample
tested must be representative of all of the components of the
cell-based preparation, unless otherwise justified.

1-3 SAMPLE SIZE
Due to constraints surrounding the use of a single donor or
manufacturing-related capacities, the sample volwne available
for testing at the end of the production process may be
limited. Nevertheless, with regard to me sampling error,
which may lead to microbial contamination not being

10'10'
Substances for
pharmaceutical use
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foc example. ATCC 6538. CIP 4.83.
NCTC 10788. NCIMB 9518

for example. ATCC 6633, CIF 52.62,
NCIMB 8054

for example. ATCC 9027. NClMB 8626,
CIP 82.118

for example. ATCC 10231. IP 48.72.
NCPF 3179

foc esemple, ATCC I64M,1P 1431.83, IMI
149007

fer example, ATCC 194M, CIP 79.3.
NCTC 532 or ATCC 11431

forexample. ATCC 25285, en- 17.16,
NCTC9343

Aerobic medium

Pseudomonas anugimna

&cilhu subtilis

SlO.phy/oco«us alfrtus

Anaerobic medium

CandidaalbKanJ

Table 2.6.27.-1. - Micro-<Jrganisms wed/or growth pronwri(JfJ
rest

At least 2 suitable culture media intended for detection of
fungi and aerobic and anaerobic bacteria are used. Each
batch of sterile medium is tested for its growth-promoting
capacities by inoculating duplicate test containers of each
medium with not more than 100 CFU of each of the strains
listed in Table 2.6.27.-1, and incubating for a maximum of
7 days for detection of microbial growth at the temperature
defined for testing (see Table 2.6.27.-3). The lest media are
satisfactory if there is clear evidence of growth in aU
inoculated media containers within this incubation period.

3-1-2 Method suitability
For a validated automated growth-based method only a
confirmation of the suitability of themethod for the given
cell-based preparation must be performed with respect to
specificity (absence of false positive results), sensitivity,
reproducibility and robustness. Regardless of the type of cell
based preparation, the manufacturing process, the sample
volume analysed or the type of test system, the suitability of
the method is to be confirmed in the presence of the test
sample. During the confirmation of the suitability of the
method, particularly to determine sensitivity, the test is
carried out using the micro-organisms listed in
Table 2.6.27.-2. Sensitivity is meant as the capacity to detect
100 CFU or less. Not more than 100 CFU of the chosen
micro-organisms are inoculated into the medium in the
presence of the test sample, using at least 3 replicates.
The microbial count in the micro-organism suspensions used
for inoculation is determined by streaking an appropriate
sample on agar plates. If between 1 and 100 CFU are
detected for each strain within the duration of the assay, the
method is suitable for the intended test sample.

It may be necessary to modify the list of micro-organisms in
Table 2.6.27.-2 depending on the origin of the cells and any
micro-organisms previously found or associated with the
particular type of cells.

In some cases, the cell-based preparation itself can inactivate
contaminating micro-organisms. Appropriate measures must
be taken to ensure the suitability of any additional microbial
strains used for confirmation of method suitability.
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detected, the sample size must be sufficient to ensure suitable
sensitivity and specificity of the chosen test method.

1-4 RATIONALE FOR METHOD SELECTION
Method selection must he based on the characteristics of the
final preparation and the manufacruring process. To ensure
safety for the intended use, the choice of method or
combination of methods could be supported by a risk
analysis of the potential exposure (0 microbiological
contaminants, and the characteristics and intended use of the
cell-based preparation. The media and incubation times used
in these methods must be chosen taking into account the
properties of the source material and the conditions during
the manufacturing process that may support growth of
specific micro-organisms (e.g. psychrophilic, thermophilic or
fastidious bacteria or fungi). The composition of the cell
based preparation may impede certain test methods for
physical reasons such as initial turbidity of the culture media
after addition of the test sample.

The following approaches to microbiological examination
may be applied:
- automated growth-based methods;
- a combination of preculturing and detection by alternative

methods (5.1.6);
- direct detection by alternative methods (5.1.6);
- methods based on the sterility test prescribed in general

chapter 2.6.1.

2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
2-1 GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
The test is carried out under aseptic conditions according to
current regulations for potentially infective material.
The precautions taken to avoid contamination are such that
they do not affect any micro-organisms that are to be
revealed in the test. The test is petfbrmed under working
conditions that are monitored regularly by appropriate
sampling of the working area and by carrying out appropriate
controls. Testing shaD take account of the potential for the
presence of inhibitory substances in the sample that may
affect the outcome of the test.

2-2 HANDLING CONSTRAINTS

2-2-1 Shelf-life
'Negative-to-date' is understood as an intennediate reading
of a test method (2.6.1 or an automated growth-based
method) that has not yet been completed. Where cell-based
preparations have limiting shelf-lives, 'negative-to-date'
results may be used as the readout, where justified. Based on
the risk analysis of the characteristics and intended use of the
cell-based preparation, results from additional microbiological
in-process control may be needed at the time of use.

2-2-2 Sampling
The test sample must be representative of all of the
components of the cell-based preparation and be taken from
the final preparation. Where this is not possible, surrogate
testing may be performed, for example on the liquids last in
contact with the cells being processed.

3 METHODS FOR MICROBIOLOGICAL
EXAMINATION OF CELL-BASED PREPARATIONS
3-1 AUTOMATED GROWTH-BASED METHOD

3-1-1 Growth promotion test
This section outlines the conditions for confirming the
suitability of the culture media used for microbiological
examination.
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3-1-3 Testing of the preparation to be examined
Sample A sample that is representative of the
characteristics of the cell-based preparation is tested.
The sample is added to the culture medium as soon as
possibles-If it is necessary to store samples) the impact of the
storage 6-0 potential contaminants is evaluated.

For cell-based preparations where the total volume (JI) of the
batch is between 1 mL and 1 L in a single container, the
following table indicates the inoculation volume to be used.

For other volumes or multiple containers) alternative
approaches should be used and have to be justified (see
section 2-2-2). Enlargement of the total volume by means of
dilution may be envisaged to assure complete inoculation of
sample volumes of 100 pL. For preparation volumes less
than J mL, where final sampling is not possible) surrogate
testing) in-process testing or other appropriate testing should
be used and has to be justified.

Analysis Samples are inoculated into containers of culture
medium as soon as possible and incubated for not less than
7 days. Depending on the results obtained during method
suitability testing and considering relevant micro-organisms)
the incubation period may be extended up to 14 days.
Selection of incubation temperatures should enable detection
of a broad range of micro-organisms. This is typically in the
range of 30-37 °C; however, for cell-based preparations with
a very short shelf-life) a growth-accelerating temperature of
not less than 35°C may be more appropriate to obtain a
relevant 'negative-to-date' readout of the test. In addition, for
preparations where there is a significant risk of contamination
from the environment, 2 temperature ranges of, for example,
20-25 'C (for aerobic) and 30-37 'C (for anaerobic) are
used, in order to cover both environmental and clinical
micro-organisms.

Table 2.6.27.-3 lists possible alternative approaches for the
choice of incubation temperatures. The temperature and time
for incubation are based on the results of the suitability study
for the specific cell-based preparation.

30-35 ·C (automated system)

Anoerobic lacubaticn

35·37 ·C (automated system)

30-32 ·C (automated system)

35-37 ·C (automated system)

Aerobic Incubadnn

20-25 ·C (automated system). if
necessary30-35 °C (automated

system)

35-37 ·C (automated system)j
where «levant, addilional

incubation at • lower
temperature (manual method)

30-32 °C (automated system)

30-32 ·C (automated system)

Option I

Option 2

Oplion 3

Option 4

Table 2.6.27.-3. - Possible temperature seuings in automated
culturing systems usedatone or in combination with manual
testing

3-1-4 Observation and interpretation of results
Media are examined, visually or with automated systems, at
least daily and at the end of the observation period for
evidence of microbial growth. If no growth is observed
during or at the end of the observation period, the product is
'culture negative'. If growth is observed in a valid test, the
product is 'culture positive'.
If the inoculated bottles are stored for more than 12 h before
being placed into the automated culturing system, a
subculture of each incubated bottle is performed to check for
false negatives. This addresses cases in which, where a micro
organism is fast-growing and the conditions are optimal,
micro-organisms may start to proliferate during storage. As a
consequence, there may not be a significant increase in the
relevant parameters at the time of testing and microbial
contaminants may not be recognised by the system (false
negative result).

3-2 ALTERNATIVE METHODS
3-2-1 Combloation of preculturlog and detection by
alternative methods
The samples to be tested are incubated in both aerobic and
anaerobic liquid cultivation media or equivalent solid media
for a short period of time (e.g. 12-24 h depending on the
sensitivity of the alternative approach used). An alternative
method suitable for rapid detection of micro-organisms is
then performed (e.g. nucleic acid amplification techniques
(2.6.21), /low cytometry (2.7.24), bioluminescence (5.1.6».

3-2-2 Direct detectlon by alternative methods
(5.1.6)
Where a cell-based preparation has a very short shelf-life
(e.g. a few hours) or where standard methods do not provide
satisfactory detection of micro-organisms, non-growth-based,
direct detection methods may be carried out for
microbiological examination (e.g. nucleic acid amplification
techniques (2.6.21), /low cytometry (2.7.24),
bioluminescence (5.1.6».
This approach enables a result to be obtained within a very
short time, although at the expense of lower sensitivity, in
comparison to growth-based methods. Depending on the
approach used, both viable and non-viable micro-organisms
may be detected.

3-2-3 Method validation
Validation is carried out according to the general
recommendations of general chapter 5.1.6 and according to
the recommendations specific to cell-based preparations in
section 3-1-2 for automated growth-based methods.
The sensitivity of these approaches must be validated
considering the doubling times of potentially contaminating
micro-organisms during pre-incubation.

- Where relevant, incubate in addition at 8 temperature between 20 ·C and
30 ·C. Incubation can be performed using commercially available
microbiological media, either aerobic bonks intended for automated systems
or casein soya bean digest broth.

I per cent of total volume of
preparation to be tested

100 ,.L
Not applicable

Tetal lncculum volume (divided
belWeeo aeroblc ODdanaerobic

boltle.)

for example, ATCC 164M, IP 1431.83, IMI
149007

for example, ATCC 6633. CIP 52.62,
NCIMB 8054

fur example, ATCC 10231. IP 48.72,
NePF 3179

for example, ATCC 9027, NCIMB 8626,
elr 82.118

for example, ATCC 6538, CIP 4.83.
NCTC 10788. NelMB 9518

for example, ATCC 19615, eIP 1042.26,
NelMB 13285

for example. ATCC 700405

for example. ATCC 194M, CIP 79.3,
NCTC 532 or ATCC 11437

for example, ATCC 11827

15V<1O
V<l

10:::; V:$ 1000

Tolal cell-based preparodon
volume (mL) .

AerobIc medium

BaciUus subrilis

AlpergiDus brosiliemu

Psrudomonos anugillO$a

Candidaal1RaJns

Screptocc«w pyogtna

Microcomu sp.

Anaerobic medium

Cun"baaerilml acnu
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F. Microbiological Examination of Herbal
Medicinal Products for Oral Use and
Extracts used in their Preparation
(ph. Eur. m"hod 2.6.31)

1 MICROBIAL ENUMERATION TESTS
Total aerobic microbial count (TAMC)
Perform as described in general chapter 2.6.12.

Total combined yeasts/moulds count (TYMC)
Perform as described in general chapter 2.6.12. Due to the
natural high biohurden in the products covered by general
chapter 5.1.8, use of Sabouraud-dextrose agar containing
antibiotics is suitable.

2 TEST FOR SPECIFiED MICRO-ORGANISMS
2-1 INTRODUCTION
The tests described hereafter will allow determination of the
absence or limited occurrence of specified micro-organisms
that may be detected under the conditions described.

The tests are designed primarily to determine whether a
product, substance or preparation (hereinafter referred to as
'the product') complies with an established specification for
microbiological quality. When used for such purposes, follow
the instructions given below, including the number of
samples to be taken, and interpret the results as stated below.

Alternative microbiological procedures, including automated
methods, may be used, provided that their equivalence to the
Pharmacopoeiamethod has been demonstrated.

2-2 GENERAL PROCEDURES
The preparation of samples' is carried out as described in
general chapter 2.6.12.

If the product to be examined has antimicrobial activity, this
is as far as possible removed or neutralised as described in
general chapter 2.6.12.

H surface-active substances are used for sample preparation)
their absence of toxicity for micro-organisms and their
compatibility with inaetivators used must be demonstrated as
descnbed in general chapter 2.6.12.

2-3 GROWTH-PROMOTING AND INHIBITORY
PROPERTIES OF THE MEDIA, SUlTABIU1Y OF
THE TEST AND NEGATIVE CONTROLS
The ability of the test to detect micro-organisms in the
presence of the product to be examined must be established.
Suitability must be confirmed if a change in testing
performance, or the product, which may affect the outcome
of the test is introduced.

2-3-1 PREPARATION OF TEST STRAINS

Use standardised stable suspensions of test strains or prepare
them as stated below. Seed lot culture maintenance
techniques (seed-lot systems) are used so that the viable
micro-organisms used for inoculation ,are not more than
5 passages removed from the original master seed lot.

2-3-1-1 Aerobic micro-organisms
Grow each of the bacterial test strains separately in casein
soya bean digest broth or on casein soya bean digest agar at
30-35 °C for 18-24 h.
- Staphyloc«cw aureus such as ATCC 6538, NCIMB 9518,

CIP 4.83 or NBRC 13276;
- Pseudomonas aeruginosa such as ATCC 9027)

NCIMB 8626, CIP 82.118 or NBRC 13275;
- Escherichia colisuch as ATCC 8739, NCIMB 8545,

CIP 53.126 or NBRC 3972;
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- Salmonella enteriw. subsp. emerita serovar Typhimurium
such as ATCC 14028 or, as an alternative, S. emerica
subsp. entetica serovar Abony such as NBRC 100797,
NCTC 6017 or CIP 80.39;

- Bacillus mbtilis such as ATCC 6633, NCIMB 8054,
CIP 52.62 or NBRC 3134.

Use buffered sodium chloride-peptone solution pH 7.0 or
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.2 to make test suspensions.
Use the suspensions within 2 h, or within 24 h if stored at
2-8 "C. As an alternative to preparing and then diluting a
fresh suspension of vegetative cells of B. subtilis) a stable
spore suspension is prepared and then an appropriate volume
is used for test inoculation. The stable spore suspension may
be maintained at 2-8 "C for a validated period of time.

2-3-2 NEGATIVE CONfROL

To verify testing conditions, a negative control is performed
using the chosen diluent in place of the test preparation.
There must be no growth of micro-organisms. A negative
control is also performed when testing the products as
described in section 2-4. A failed negative control requires an
investigation.

2-3-3 GROWTH~PROMOTh"'fGAND INHIBITORY PROPERTIES

OF THE MEDIA

Test each batch of ready-prepared medium and each batch
of medium prepared either from dehydrated medium or from
the ingredients described.

Verify suitable properties of relevant media as described in
Table 2.6.31.-1.

Test for growth-promoting properties, liquid media
Inoculate a portion of the appropriate medium with a small
number (not more than 100 Cpu) of the appropriate micro
organism. Incubate at the specified temperature for not more
than the shortest period of time specified in the test. Incubate
the casein soya bean digest broth at 30-35 "C for not more
than 3 days. Clearly visible growth of the micro-organism
comparable to that obtained with a previously tested and
approved batch of medium occurs.

Test for growth-promoting properties) solid media
Perform the surface-spread method, inoculating each plate
with a small number (not more than 100 Cpu) of the
appropriate micro-organism. Incubate at the specified
temperature for not more than the shortest period of time
specified in the test. Growth of the micro-organism
comparable to that obtained with a previously tested and
approved batch of medium occurs.

Test for inhibitory properties, liquid or solid media
Inoculate the appropriate medium with at least 100 CPU of
the appropriate micro-organism. Incubate at the specified
temperature for not less than the longest period. of time
specified in the test. No growth of the test micro-organism
occurs.

Test for indicadve properties
Perform the surface-spread method, inoculating each plate
with a small number (not more than 100 Cpu) of the
appropriate micro-organism. Incubate at the specified
temperature for a period of time within the range specified in
the test. Colonies are comparable in appearance and
indlcatlon reactions to those obtained with a previously tested
and approved batch of medium.

2-3-4 SUITABILITY OFTHE TESTMETHOD

For each. product to be examined, perform the sample
preparation as described in the relevant paragraph in
section 2-4. Add each test strain at the time of mixing) in the
prescribed growth medium (casein soya bean digest broth or
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Table 2.6.31.-1. - Growth-promoting, inhibitory and indirotive
propel1Ws of media

Medium Property Test strains

Casein soya bean Growth
S. QlutW

P. amlgllJosa
digest broth promoting

B. lublilU

Ten for bile- Enterobacteria Growth E.«>6

tolerant gram- enrichment
promoting P. aerngillOJQ

negativebacteria broth-Mcssel
Inhibitory S. aumu

Violet red bile
Growth E.«>6

glucose agar
promoting P. oernginosa+ indicative

Casein soya bean Growth S. 0""'"
P. anug;noSQ

digest broth promoling
B. fubtllir

Growth E.«>6Test for MacConkey promoting
Escherichia coli broth

Inhibitory S. tJumu

Growth
MacConkey Bgar promoting E.«>6

+ indicative

-'
S. enurica eubsp.
enurico serovar

Buffered peptone Growth Typhimurium or
medium promoting S. emeritasubsp.

enrenea serovac
Abony

S. enteri&a subsp.
eRlmea serovar

Rappaport Growth Typhimuriuin or
Test for Vassitiadis promoting S. etltefiaJ

Salmond/a So/monel/a subsp. mlnito
enrichment broth serovarAbony

Inhibitory S. allTtW

S. enuriuJ subsp.

Xylose,lysine. Growth
e"UTica serovar

Typhimuriwn or
deoxycholate promoting

S. enrmca..., + indicative
subsp. muriuJ
serovarAbony

buffered peptone medium). For the enumeration method for
bile-tolerant gram-negative bacteria) inoculate E. eeliand
Pcaetuginosa individually. For the tests for E. coli and
Sa/monti/a, inoculate the specified micro-organism
individually.

Any antimicrobial activity of the product necessitates a
modification of the test procedure (see section 4-5-3 of
general chapter 2.6.12).

If for a given product the antimicrobial activity with respect
to a micro-organism for which testing is prescribed cannot be
neutralised) then it is to be assumed that the inhibited micro
organism will not be present in the product.

2-3-4-1 Test for absence
Use a number of micro-organisms equivalent to not more
than 100 CFU in the inoculated test preparation. Perform
the test as described in the relevant paragraph in section 2-4
using the shortest incubation period prescribed. The specified
micro-organisms must be detected with the indication
reactions as described in section 2-4.

2-3-4-2 Enumeration test
Semi-quantitative test (probable-number method).
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Use a number of micro-organisms equivalent to not more
than 100 CFU per gram or millilitre of product. Perform the
test as described in the relevant paragraph in section 2-4
using the shortest incubation period prescribed. The dilution
corresponding to 0.1 g or 0.1 mL of product must be
positive.

2-4 TESTING OF PRODUCTS
2-4-1 BILB-TOLERAJ.Vf GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA

2-4-1-1 Enumeration test
Semi-quantitative test (probable-number method).

2-4-1-1-1 Sample preparation and p..-incubauon, Prepare a
sample using a IO-fold dilution of not less than 1 g of the
product to be examined as described in general
chapter 2.6.12) but using casein soya bean digest broth as the
chosen diluent, mix and incubate at 20-25 °C for a time
sufficient to resuscitate the bacteria but not sufficient to
encourage multiplication of the organisms (2-3 h).

2-4-1-1-2 Selection and subculture. Inoculate suitable
quantities of enterobacteria enrichment broth-Mossel with
me preparation as described above and/or) depending on the
limit applied for the particular product) with 3 of the 4
dilutions of the preparation) which contain respectively 0.1 g,
0.01 g, 0.001 g and 0.0001 g (or 0.1 mL, 0.01 mL,
0.001 mL and 0.0001 mL) of the product to be examined.
Incubate at 30-35'C for 24-48 h. Subculture each of the
cultures on a plate of violet red bile glucose agar. Incubate at
30-35 'C for 18-24 h.

2-4-1-1-3 lmerpmotion. Growth of colonies constitutes a
positive result. Note the smallest quantity of the product that
gives a positive result and the largest quantity that gives a
negative result.

Determine from Table 2.6.31.-2 the probable number of
bacteria.

Table 2 6 31 -2. -Interpretation of results

Results for each quantity efproduct Probable
number of

bacteria
0.18 or 0.01 g or 0.001 g or 0.0001 g or per gram
0.1 mL 0.01 mL 0.001 mL 0.0001 mL or mI1llUtre

of product

+ + + + > 104

< 104 and >+ + + - to'

< 101 and>
+ + - -

10'

< 102 and >+ - - 10

- - - < 10

2-4-2 ESCHERICHIA cou
2-4-2-1 Test for absence
2-4-2-1-1 Sample preparation and pre-incubation. Prepare a
sample using a lO-fold dilution of not less than 1 g of the
product to be examined as described in general
chapter 2.6.12) and use 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to 1 g or 1 mL to inoculate a suitable amount (determined as
described in section 2-3-4) of casein soya bean digest broth)
mix and incubate at 30-35 °C for 18-24 h.

2-4-2-1-2 Selection and subculture. Shake the container,
transfer 1 mL of casein soya bean digest broth to 100 mL of
MacConkey broth and incubate at 42-44 'C for 24-48 h.
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Adjust the pH so thataftersterilisation it is 7.0 ± 0.2 at
25°C. Sterilise in an autoclave using a validated cycle.

TAMC(UI2) Acceptance criterion: 101 CFU/g
Maximum acceptablecount: 50 000 000 CFU/g

TYMC(UI2) Acceptance criterion: 105 CFUlg
Maximum acceptable count:500 000 CFU/g

EKhtridJia ccli
Acceptance criterion: IcY CFU/g

(l.~JJ)

Salmond/a (2.6.11) Absence (25 g)

Thefollowing section is given for infomlazion.

RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS AND CULTURE
MEDIA
The solutions and culture mediamentioned in this chapter
and described in general chapter 2.6.13 and the following
buffered peptone mediumhave been found to be satisfactory
for the purposes for which they areprescribed in this chapter.
Other media may be used provided that their suitability can
be demonstrated.
Buffered peptone medium

G. Microbiological Quality of Herbal
Medicinal Products for Oral Use and
Extracts Used in their Preparation
(Ph. Bur. general 1eX/$ 5.1.8)

This general chapler presents recommended acceptance criten"a for
the microbiologi<al quality of bo.h herbal medicinal products for
oral use andtm extracts thatare used in tlrejr preparation.
Microbial examination of non-sterile products is performed
according to the methodsgiven in general chapters 2.6.12,
2.6.13 and 2.6.31. Acceptance criteria based upon the total
aerobic microbial count (fAMe) and the total combined
yeasts/moulds count (TYMC) are given below.

Acceptance criteria arebased on individual results or on the
average of replicate counts when replicate counts are
performed (e.g. direct plating methods).

A list of specified micro-organisms forwhich acceptance
criteria areset can be found below. The list is not necessarily
exhaustive and for a given preparation it may be necessary to
test for othermicro-organisms depending on the nature of
the starting materials, the manufacturing processand the
intendeduse.
Medicinal products containing live yeasts (live biotherapeutic
products) arenot within the scope of this general chapter.

HERBAL MEDICINAL PRODUCTS
A. Herbal medicinal products containing herbal
drugs, with or without exclplents, intended for the
preparadon of infusions and decoctions using boiling
water (for example herbal teas, with or without added
flavourings)

1.5g
9.0 g
5.0g

10.0 II
IOOOmL

Potll$Sium dihydrogen phosphate
Disodiumhydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate
Sodium chloride
Peptone
Purified water

Results for each qURDtity of product Probable
number of

bacteria per

0.18 or 0.1 mL
0.01 g or 0.001. or gram or
0.01 mL 0.001 mL millllllre of

product

+ + + > 103

+ < to3 and >
+ 10'

+ . - < 1cr' and > to

- - . <10

Table 2631.-3 -lnrerpretation ofresul/$

2-4-3 SALMONELlA

Z-4-3-1 Test for absence
2-4-3-1-1 Sample preparanon and pre-incubation. Use 25 g
or 25 mL of the productto be examinedto inoculate
225 mL of buffered peptone medium and mix
(e.g. homogenise in a filter bag by using a blender). Incubate
at 30-35 ·C for 18-24 h.

2-4-3-1-2 Sel«non and subculture. Transfer 0.1 mL of
buffered peptone medium to 10 mL of Rappaport Vassiliadis
Salmonella enrichment broth and incubateat 30-35 °C for
18-24 h. Subculture on plates of xylose, lysine and
deoxycholate agar. Incubate at 30-35 ·C for 18-48 h.

2-4-3-1-3 /nrerpretation. The possible presence of
Salmonella is indicated by the growth of well-developed, red
colonies, with. or withoutblackcentres. This is confirmed by
identification tests.
The product complieswith the test if colonies of the types
described arenot presentor if the identification testsare
negative.

Subculture on a plate of MacConkey agar at 30~35 °C for
18-72 h.

2-4-2-1-3 Interpretation. Growth of colonies indicates the
possible presence of B. celi. This is confirmed by
identification tests.
The product complieswith the test if no colonies arepresent
or if me identification tests arenegative.

Z-4-Z-Z Enumeration test
Semi-quantitative test (probable-number method).
2-4-2-2-1 Sample preparanon and pre-incuba.ion. Prepare a
sample using a 10-fold dilution of not less than 1 g of the
productto be examined as described in general
chapter 2.6.12, and use the quantities corresponding
respectively to 0.1 g, om g and 0.001 g (or 0.1 mL,
0.01 mL and 0.001 mL) to inoculate a suitable amount
(determined as described in section 2-3-4) of casein soya
bean digest broth, mix and incubate at 30-35 ·C for 18-24 h.

2-4-2-2-2 Selettion and subculture. Shake the container,
transfer 1 mL of casein soya bean digest broth to 100 mL of
MacConkey broth and incubate at 42-44 ·C for 24-48 h.
Subculture on a plate of MacConkey agar at 30-35 ·C for
18-72 h.

2-4-2-2-3 lmerpretanon. Growth of colonies indicates the
possible presence of B. coli. This is confirmed by
identification tests.
Note the smallestquantity of the productthatgives a positive
resultand the largest quantity that gives a negative result.
Determine from Table 2.6.31.-3 the probable number of
bacteria.
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B. Herbal medicinal products containing, for
example, extracts aud/or herbal drugs, with or without
exclplents, where the method of processing (for
example, extraction) or, where appropriate, in the case
of herbal drugs, of pre-treatment reduces the levels of
organisms to below those stated for this category

TAMC (2.6.11) AcceptllDCe criterion: 10· CFUlg or CFU/mL
Maximwn acceptable ccum: 50 000 CFU/g
orCFU/mL

TYMe (2.6.11) Acceptance criterion: JIi CPU/, or CEVJmL
Maximum acceprable counr: 500 CFU/g
orCFU/mL

Bile-tolerant gram-
negativebacteria Acceprllnce criterion: 102 CFU/g or CFU/mL
(2.6.11)

E1dJetidlia aii
Absence (I g or I mL)

(2.BI)

SalmbneJJa (2.6.11) Absence (25 I or 25 mL)

C. Herbal medicinal products containing, for
example, extracts and/or herbal drugs, with or without
exclpie.hts, where it can be demonstrated that the
method. of processing (for example, extraction with
low-strength ethanol or water that Is not boiling, or
low-temperature concentration) or, in the case of
herbal drugs, of pre-treatment, would not reduce the
level of organisms sufficiently to reach the criteria
required under B

TAMC (2.~11) Acceptance criterion: lO' CFU/g or CFU/mL
Maximwn acceptable count: 500 000 CFU/g
or CFU/mL

TYMC(nl2j Acceptance criterion: 104 CFU/g or CFU/mL
Maximwn acceptable counn 50 000 CFU/g
orCFU/mL

Bile-tolerant gram-
negative bacteria Acceptance ceitericn: 10" CFUlg or eFU/mL
(2.HI)

EsduridJia coli
Absence (I g or I mL)

(2.6.11)

Salmonella (2.6.3/) Absence (25 g or 25 mL)

EXTRACTS
Extracts should fulfill the acceptance criteria for category B
herbal medicinal products. However, where it can be
demonstrated that the method of processing would not
reduce the level of micro-organisms sufficiently to reach the
category B criteria, the extracts shall meet the requirements
for category C herbal medicinalproducts.
The recommended acceptance criteria apply to extracts that
are to be incorporated into herbal medicinal products for oral
use. More-stringent acceptance criteria may be required for
extracts that are to be incorporated into pharmaceutical
preparations to be administered by other routes in order to
satisfy the acceptance criteria for the intended route of
administration (5.1.4).

It is recognised that for some herbal medicinal produasand
extracts usedin theirpreparation thectitetia given above for
TAiWC, TYMG and bile-tolerant gram-negative bactetia cannot
be met because of the Iypic.allevel of microbial contamination.
Less-stringent acceptance ctitena may be applied on the basis of a
riskassessment that takesaa<1Unt of qualitative and quantitative
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charaaetisation of the microbial contamination and the intended
use of the herbal medicinal product or extract.
If it has been shown that noneof theprescribed US" for a herbal
medicinal product or extract will allow valid enumeration of micro
organisms at the levelprescn°bed, a validated methodwith a limit
of detection asdoseaspossible to the indicated acceptance cruetion
is used.

H. Microbiological Examination of Live
Biotherapeutic Products
Microbiological Examination of Live Blotherapeutic
Products: Tests for Enumeration of Microbial
Contaminants
(Ph. Eur. method 2.6.36)

I. INTRODUCTION
The tests described hereafter will allow enumeration of live
biotherapeutic product (LBP) contaminants: mesophilic
bacteria and yeasts/moulds that may grow under aerobic
conditions.

The tests are designed primarily to determine whether an
LBP substance or preparation complies with the established
specifications for microbial contamination.

Alternative microbiological procedures (5.1.6), including
automated methods, may be used, provided that their
equivalence to the Pharmacopoeia method has been
demonstrated.

2. GENERAL PROCEDURES
Carry out the determination under conditions designed to
avoid extrinsic microbial contamination of the LBP to be
tested. The precautions taken to avoid contamination must
be such that they do not affect any contaminant micro
organisms that are to be revealed in the test.

If the LBP to be tested prevents the enumeration of
contaminant micro-organisms, apply the decision tree shown
in Figure 2.6.36.-1.
If components other than the active substance
(i.e. the micro-organism) of the LBP to be tested have
inhibitory activity, this is insofar as possible removed or
neutralised as described in general chapter 2.6.12.
If inactivators are used for this purpose, their efficacy and
their absence of toxicity for the target contaminant micro
organisms must be demonstrated.

H surface-active substances are used for sample preparation,
their absence of toxicity for the target contaminant micro
organisms and their compatibility with inactivators used must
be demonstrated.

3. ENUMERATION METHODS
Use the plate-count or the most-probable-number (MPN)
method. The MPN method is generally the least accurate
method for microbial counts.

The choice of method is based on factors such as the nature
of the LBP and the required limit of microbial
contamination. The chosen method must allow testing of a
sufficient sample size to judge compliance with the
specification. The suitability of the method chosen must be
established.
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Yes

Is the enumeration
method for contamination

described in this chapter suitable
(meancount of any of the test organisms not differing

by a factor greater than 2 from
the value of the control)

for the LBP?

No

Modification of the method may include:

- increase in the volume of diluent or culture medium;

- incorporate a neutrahslng agent, surface-active agentor
solublllsing agent into the diluent or medium;

- combination of the above measures.

Verifythe sUilabiIity of the method in presenceof the LBP.

Yes Isgrowth still inhIbited
(reduction bya factorgreater than 2)?

No

ModificaUonof the procedure may include:
- modify the growth condiHons (temperature. time.
pH, etc.),
- use micro-organism growth inhibitors;
- useother suitable medlar
- combination of the abovemeasures.

Examples"of
approachesare

given in
section 6.

valldate the test procedure byverifylng the appropriateparameters
depending on the extent of the modificationswhUe ensuring that

the modificationsdo not reduce (he AMCC or the YMCC.

No
Are the valldation requirements met?

Yes Perform the test with the modifiedmethod
and roceed as described in section 5,

Perform the testusing the validatedmethod. Followthe procedure
descnbed in sections3. "
and 5,

.1his section should be understood asinformative suggestion. Otherprocedures arepossible asfar a.s they arejustified.

Figure 2.6.36.-1. - Decision tree/orthe mkrobial comamination enumeration methods

4. GROWfH PROMOTION TEST, SUITABILITY OF
THE COUNI1NG METHOD AND NEGATIVE
CONTROLS
4-1. GENERAL CONSIDERATlONS
The ability of the test to detect microbial contamination in
the presence of the LBP to be tested must be established.
Suitability must be confirmed if a change in testing
performance, or in the LBP, which may affect the outcome
of the test is introduced.

4-2. PREPARATlON OF TEST STRAINS
Use standardised stable suspensions of test strains or prepare
them as stated below. Seed lot culture maintenance
techniques (seed-lot systems) are used so that the viable
micro-organisms used Cor inoculation are not more than
5 passages removed from the original master seed-lot. Grow
each of the bacterial and fungal test strains separately as
described in Table 2.6.36.-1.
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Use buffered sodium chloride-peptone solution pH 7.0 or
phosphate buffer solution pH 7.2 to make lest suspensions;
to suspend A. brasiliensis spores, 0.05 per cent of
polysorbate 80 may be added 10 the buffer. Use the
suspensions within 2 h or within 24 h if stored at 2-8 "C.
As an alternative to preparing and then diluting a fresh
suspensionof vegetative cells of A. brasiliensis or B. sublilis, a
stable spore suspension is prepared and then an appropriate
volume of the spore suspension is used for test inoculation.
The stable spore suspension may be maintained at 2-8 °C for
a validated period of time.

4-3. NEGATIVE CONTROL
To verify testing conditions, a negative control is performed
using the chosen diluent in place of the test preparation.
There must be no growth of micro-organisms. A negative
control is also performed when testing the LBP as described
in section 5. A failed negative control requires an
investigation.

4-4. GROWTH PROMOTION OF THE MEDIA
Test each batch of ready-prepared medium and each batch
of medium, prepared ehher from dehydrated medium or
from the ingredients described.

Inoculate portions/plates of casein soya bean digest broth and
casein soya bean digest agar with a small number (not more
than 100 CFU) of the micro-organisms indicated in
Table 2.6.36.-1, using a separate portion/plate of medium for
each. Inoculate plates of Sabouraud-dextrose agar with a
small number (not more than 100 CFU) of the micro
organisms indicated in Table 2.6.36.-1, using a separate plate
of medium for each. Incubate in the conditions described in
Table 2.6.36.-1.

For solid media, growth obtained must not differ by a factor
greater than 2 from the calculated value for a standardised
inoculum. For a freshly prepared inoculum, growth of the
micro-organisms comparable to that previously obtained with
a previously tested and approved batch of medium occurs.
liquid media are suitable if clearly visible growth of the
micro-organisms comparable to that previously obtained wilh
a previously tested and approved batch of medium occurs.

4-5. SUITABILI1Y OF THE COUNTING METHOD IN
THE PRESENCE OF THE LBP TO BE TESTED

4-5-1. Preparatlon of the sample
The method for sample preparation depends upon the
physical characteristics of the LBP to be tested. If none of
the procedures described below can be demonstrated to be
satisfactory, an alternative procedure must be developed.

Prepare a homogenous suspension of the LBP to be tested
(usually a I in 10 dilution is prepared) in buffered sodium
chloride-peptone solution pH 7.0, phosphate buffer solution
pH 7.2 or casein soya bean digest broth. A surface-active
agent such as a 1 gIL solution of polysorbate 80 may be
added to assist the suspension of poorly wettable substances.
If necessary, adjust to pH 6-8. Further dilutions, where
necessary, are prepared with the same diluent.

4-5-2. Inoculatlon and dllution
Add 10 the sample prepared as described above (4-5-1) and
(0 a control (with no test material included) a sufficient
volume of the microbial suspension to obtain an inoculum of
not more than 100 CFU. The volume of the suspension of
the inoculum should not exceed 1 per cent of the volume of
diluledLBP.

To demonstrate acceptable recovery of the test micro
organisms from the LBP, the lowest possible dilution factor
of the prepared sample must be used for the test. Where this
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is not possible due to inhibitory activity of the LBP, further
appropriate protocols must be developed (see decision tree
shown in Figure 2.6.36.-1). If inhibition of growth by the
sample cannot otherwise be avoided, the aliquot of the test
micro-organisms may be added after neutralisation or
dilution.

Inhibitory activity The number of micro-organisms
recovered from the prepared sample diluted as described in
4-5-2 and incubated following the procedure described in
4-5-3, is compared to the number of micro-organisms
recovered from the control preparation.

If growth is inhibited (reduction by a factor greater than 2),
follow the decision tree shown in Figure 2.6.36.-1 and
modify the procedure for the particular enumeration test to
ensure the validity of the results ..Modification of the
procedure may include, for example, (1) an increase in the
volume of the diluent or culture medium, (2) incorporation
of specific or general neutralising agents into the diluent, (3)
membrane filtration, or (4) a combination of the above
measures.

If growth is still inhibited (reduction by a factor greater than
2) continue to follow the decision tree shown in
Figure 2.6.36.-1.

A new approach needs to be validated using the appropriate
parameters depending on the extent of modification, while
ensuring that the modifications do not reduce the AM.CC or
theYMCC.

4-5-3. Recovery of the test micro-organisms in the
presence of an LBP
For each of the test micro-organisms listed, separate tests are
performed, Only micro-organisrns of the added test strain are
counted.

4-5-3-1. Plate-count methods Perform plate-count
methods at least in duplicate for each medium and use the
mean count of the result.

4-5-3-1-1. Pour-plate method

For Petri dishes 9 em in diameter, add to the dish 1 mL of
the sample prepared as described under 4-5-1 and 4-5-2, and
15-20 mL of casein soya bean digest agar or Sabouraud
dextrose agar, both media being at not more than 45°C.
ITlarger Petri dishes are used, the amount of agar medium is
increased accordingly. For each of the micro-organisms listed
in Table 2.6.36.-1, at least 2 Petri dishes are used. Incubate
the plates as indicated in Table 2.6.36.-1. Take the
arithmetic mean of the counts per medium and calculate the
number of CFU in the original inoculum.

4-5-3-1-2. Surface-spread method

For Petri dishes 9 em in diameter, add 15-20 mL of casein
soya bean digest agar or Sabouraud-dextrose agar at about
45 ·C 10 each Petri dish and allow to solidify. Iflarger Petri
dishes are used, the volume of the agar is increased
accordingly. Dry the plates, for example in a laminar-air-flow
cabinet or an incubator. For each of the micro-organisms
listed in Table 2.6.36.-1, at least 2 Petri dishes are used.
Spread a measured volume of not less than 0.1 rnL of the
sample prepared as described under 4-5-1 and 4-5-2 over the
surface of the medium. Incubate and count as prescribed
under 4-5-3-1-1.

4-5-3-2. Most-probable-number (M.PN) method The
precision and accuracy of the .MPN method is less than the
plate-count method. Unreliable results are obtained
particularly for the enumeration of moulds. For these reasons
the .MPN method is reserved for the enumeration of A!\l.CC
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Table 2 6 36 -1 - Preparation and use of test micro-organisms..
MJcro-organlsm Prepe.radon of test Growth promotion SuJtabllity oCcounting method In the presence

steeln aCtbe LBP

AerobIc mlcrobla.l Yeastll and moulds Aerobic mlcroblsl Yeas" and moulds
contamination count contamination count contamination count contomlnation count

(AMCC) (YMCC) (AMCC) (YMCC)

StaphylOC«Q.lf QUMlS such
Casein soya bean digest

Casein lOya beandigest Casein soya bean digest
as: agar and casein soya agarIMPN: casein soya

ATCC 6538
agar or casein soya bean

bean digest broth bean digest brojh
NClMB 9518

digest broth s 100 CPU
-

:$ {OOeFU -

CIP 4.83
30-35 ·C 30-35 ·C 30-35 ·C

NBRC 13276
18-24 h

:$ 3 days s 3 days

Pseudomonas atmgill()M
Casein soya bean digest

Casein soya bean digest Casein soya bean digest
such as: agar and casein soya agarlMPN: casein soya

ATCC 9027
agaror casein soya bean bean digest broih bean digest broth

NCIMB 8626
digest broth s 100 eFU - s IOOCFU

-

en-82.118
30-35 ·C 30-35 ·C 30-35 ·C

NBRC 13275
18-24 h :::; 3 days 5.3 days

BaciJlw subtilis such as: Casein soya bean digest
Casein soya bean digest Casein soya bean digest

agar and casein soya agarlMPN: casein soya
ATCC 6633 agar or casein soya bean

bean digest broth bean digest broth
NCIMB 8054 digest broth :5. 100CFU - s 100 CFU

-
ClP 52.62 30-35 ·C

30-35°C 3().35°C
NBRC 3134 18-24 h :5. 3 days :53 days

Candida albitans such as: Sabouraud- dextrose Casein soya bean digest Sabouraud- dextrose
Casein soya bean digest

Sabounud-dex~ose

ATCC 10231 agar or Sabounlud- ..... .go, ."" .""NCPF 3179 dextrose broth :5 100 CFU :5 100 CPU
:5. (00 CPU

5: IOOCFU
30-35°C

IP48.72 20-25°C 30-35°C 20-25°C
:55 days

2().25 'C
NDRe 1594 2-3 days :5. 5 days 5:5 days

MPN: not applicable
:55 days

Atpngillus bnJSiJiouis such Sabouraud- dextrose
Casein soya bean digest Sabouraud- dextrose

Casein soya bean digesl
Sabouraud- dextrose." agaror potato-dextrose agar

ATCC 16404 agar ...' ...r :5 100 CPU
•gar

:5. 100 csu :5 100 CFU :5 100 CPU
IMJ 149007 20-25 ·C

30-35 "c 20-25 -c 30-35 'C
20-25 "C

IP 1431.83 5-7 days. or until good 5: 5 days :5. 5 days
:5. 5 days :5. 5 da}'l

NBRC9455 sporu~rionisadlleved MPN: not applicable

in situations where no oilier method is available. If the use of
the method is justified, proceed as follows.

Prepare a series of at least 3 serial tenfold dilutions .of the
LBP as described under 4-5-1 and 4-5-2. From each level of
dilution, 3 aliquots of 1 g or 1 mL are used to inoculate
3 tubes with 9-10 mL of casein soya bean digest broth.
If necessary, a surface-active agent such as polysorbate 80
may be added to the medium. Thus, if 3 levels of dilution
are prepared, 9 rubes are inoculated.

Incubate aU tubes at 30-35 °C for not more than 3 days.
If reading of the results is difficult or uncertain owing to the
nature of the LBP to be tested, subculture in the same broth,
or in casein soya bean digest agar, for 1-2 days at the same
temperature and use these results. Determine the most
probable number of micro-organisms per gram or millilitre of
the LBP to be tested from Table 2.6.36.-2.

4-6. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
When verifying the suitability of the plate-count method, a
mean count of any of the test organisms not differing by a
factor greater than 2 from the value of the control defined in
4-5-2 in the absence of the LBP must be obtained. When
verifying the suitability of the MPN method the calculated
value from the inoculum must be within 95 per cent
confidence limits of the results obtained with the control.

If the above criteria cannot be met, foUow the decision tree
shown in Figure 2.6.36.-1 and modify the procedure for the
particular enumeration test to ensure the validity of the
results.

S. TESTING OF UVE BIOTHERAPEUTIC
PRODUCTS
5-1. AMOUNT USED FOR THE TEST
Unless otherwise prescribed, use 109 or 10 mL of the LBP
to be tested taken with the precautions referred to above.

For LBP where the total number of entities in a batch is less
than 200 (e.g, samples used in clinical trials), the sample size
may be reduced to 2 units) or 1 unit if the size is less than
100.

Select the sample(s) at random from the bulk material or
from the available containers of the preparation. To obtain
the required quantity, mix the contents of a sufficient
number of comainers to provide the sample.

Table 2.6.36.-2. - Most-probable-number values of micro
organisms

ObllerYI:d comblnadoae of numben of MPNper 95 per cent
tubes showing growth In each set gram or confidence

por UmI..
Numbuof~oruillllill~ofLBP mIWlItre of

per tube LBP

0.1 0.01 0.001

0 0 0 <3 0-9.4

0 0 1 3 0.1 ·9.5

0 1 0 3 0.1 - 10

0 I I 6.1 1.2 - 17

0 2 0 6.2 1.2 - 17
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Observed combinntions of numbers of MPNper 9S per cent
tubes showing growth in each set gram or confidence

p~ Hrnlta
Number of graII19 or mUlllltres of LBP mlllllitre of

per tube LOP

0.1 0.01 0.001

0 3 0 9.4 3.5 - 35

I 0 0 3.6 0.2 ~ 17

1 0 I 1.2 1.2-17

I 0 2 II ,,- 35

I 1 0 1.4 1.3 - 20

I I I II 4 - 35

t 2 0 II 4 - 35

I 2 I 15 5 - 38

I 3 0 16 ') - 38

2 0 0 9.2 1.5 - 35

2 0 I 14 4"· 35

2 - 0 2 20 5 - 38

2 " 1 0 15 4 - 38

2 I I 20 5·38

2 t 2 27 9 - 94

2 2 0 21 5 - 40

2 2 t 28 9 - 94

2 2 2 35 9 - 94

2 3 0 29 9 - 94

2 3 I 36 9 - 94

3 0 0 23 ') - 94

3 0 I 38 9 - 104

3 0 2 64 16· 181

3 I 0 43 9 - lSI

3 I I 15 17 - 199

3 t 2 120 30 - 360

3 I 3 100 30 - 380

3 2 0 93 18 - 360

3 2 I 150 30 - 380

3 2 2 210 30 - 400

3 2 3 290 90 - 990

3 3 0 240 40·990

3 3 I 400 90·1980

3 3 2 1100 200 - 4000

3 3 3 > 1100

5-2. EXAMINATION OF THE LBP

5-2-1. Plate-count methods
5-2-1-1. Pour-plate method Prepare the sample using a
method that has been shown to he suitable as described in
section 4. Prepare for each medium at least 2 Petri dishes for
each level of dilution. Incubate the plates of casein soya bean
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digest agar at 30-35 'C for 3-5 days and the plates of
Sabouraud-dextrose agar at 20-25 °C for 5-7 days. Select the
plates corresponding to a given dilution and showing the
highest number of contaminating colonies less than 250 for
AMCC and 50 for YMCC. Take the arithmetic mean per
culture medium of the-counts and calculate the number
of CFU per gram or per miIlilitre of LBP.

5-2-1-2. Surface-spread method Prepare the sample
using a method that has been shown to be suitable as
described in section 4. Prepare at least 2 Petri dishes for each
medium and each level of dilution. For incubation and
calculation of the number of contaminant CFU proceed as
described for the pour-plate method.

5-2-2. Most-probable~number method
Prepare and dilute the sample using a method that has been
shown to be suitable as described in section 4. Incubate aU
tubes at 30-35 °C for 3-5 days. Subculture if necessary, using
the procedure shown to be suitable. Record for each level of
dilution the number of tubes showing microbial growth.
Determine the most probable number of contaminant micro
organisms per gram or millilitre of the LBP to be tested from
Table 2.6.36.-2.

5-3. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS
The aerobic microbial contamination count (AMCC) is
considered to be equal to the number of contaminating CFU
found using casein soya bean digest agar; if colonies of
contaminating yeasts/moulds are detected on this medium,
they are counted as part of the AMCC. The combined
yeasts/moulds contaminants count (YMCC) is considered to
be equal to the number of CFU found using Sabouraud
dextrose agar; if colonies of contaminating bacteria are
detected on this medium, they may be excluded from the
YMCC. When the YMCC is expected to exceed the
acceptance criterion due to bacterial growth, Sabouraud
dextrose agar containing antibiotics can be used (see decision
tree shown in Figure 2.6.36.-1). If the count is carried out by
the MPN method the calculated value ls the AMCC.

When an acceptance criterion for microbial contamination is
prescribed it is interpreted as follows:

101 CFU: maximum acceptable count =20;
- 102 CFU: maximum acceptable count =200;
- 10' CFU: maximum acceptable count =2000.

The recommended. solutions and media are described in
general chapter 2.6.13.

6. APPROACHES FOR ENUMERATION OF
MICROBIAL CONTAMINANTS IN THE PRESENCE
OF INHmmON DUE TO THE LBP
This section should be understood as informative suggestion.
Other procedures are possible as far as they are justified.
Examples of approaches for enumeration of microbial
contaminants for LBP inhibiting the microbial contamination
enumeration are indicated below.

Each approach needs to be validated using the appropriate
parameters depending on the extent of modification, while
ensuring that the modifications do not reduce the AMCC or
the YMCC.

The test strains indicated in Table 2.6.36.-1 are used.
Preparation of test strains is performed as described in 4-2.
Negative control is performed as described in 4-3. Growth
promotion and suitability of new culture media chosen is
carried out by inoculating each batch of the medium with a
small number (not more than 100 Cpu) of the micro
organisms. Growth obtained does not differ by a factor
greater than 2 from the calculated value for a standardised
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inoculum counted on casein soya bean digest agar (AMCe)
or Sabouraud-dextrose agar (YMCC).

6-1. ENUMERATION OF AEROBIC MICROBIAL
CONTAMINANTS
LBP containing lactic acid bacteria may be tested for aerobic
microbial contamination on sugar-free agar plates incubated
aerobically at 30-35 °C for 72 h. Lactic acid bacteria grow
slowlyas pinpointcolonies, while contaminants can easily be
detectedas larger colonies and are fast growing.
Alternatively, the aerobic microbial contamination may be
tested on casein soya bean digest agar platessupplemented
with 5 per cent of sheep blood at 30-35 ·C for 44-48 h.
The addition of blood enhances growth of contaminants and
formation of distinctive colony morphology that are better
discriminated in the presenceof lactic acid bacteria.
For LBP containing Bacillus daus;; spores, the aerobic
microbial contamination may be enumerated on sporulating
agar. The medium, by promoting the sporulation of BacJl/us
clausn, inbibits the vegetative growth of the LBP micro
organism, making the detection of contaminants possible.
Plates are incubated at 33-37 °C for 48 h.
LBP containing Saccharomyces cereuisiae, var. boo/ardii may be
tested foraerobicmicrobial contamination on caseinsoya
bean digest agar containingcycloheximide, a suitable
inhibitor of Saccharomyces. Plates are incubated at 30-35 ·C
for 3-5 days.
For LBP for whichsuitablemedia and growth conditions to

enumerate aerobic microbial contamination arenot available)
not only the absenceof specificcontaminants (Escherichia
coli, SUlphyloco«us aureU5, Pseudomonas aernginosa, Sa/nwnella
spp. and bile-tolerant Gram-negative bacteria) is verified
using the method described in general chapter 2.6.38, and
tests for other contaminating micro-organisms arecarried out
basedon a risk assessment (e.g. specificenvironmental
contaminants).
6-2. ENUMERA170N OF YEAST AND MOULD
CONTAMINANTS
For LBP containingbacteria, the test may be carried out
with Sabouraud-dextrose agar containing antimicrobials
(e.g. chloramphenicol) incubated at 20-25 ·C for 5-7 days.
For LBP containing StUXharomyces cereoisae, Vat. boulardii,
yeastsand moulds may be determined usingseveral media
(Sabouraud-dextrose agar supplemented with
chloramphenicol and cycloheximide, Czapek-Dox agar,
potatodextrose agar).

Microbiological Examlnadon of Uve Blotherapeudc
Products: Tests for Specified Micro-organlams
(Ph. Eur. method2.6.38)

I. INTRODUCTION
The tests described hereafter are intended fordetermination
of the absence or limitedoccurrence of specified micro
organisms that may be detected under the conditions
described. The tests are designedprimarily to determine
whether a live biotherapeutic product (LBP) complies with
the established specification for microbiological quality.
Alternative microbiological procedures, including automated
methods, may be used, providedthat their equivalence to the
Pharmacopoeiamethod has been demonstrated.

2. GENERAL PROCEDURES
The preparation of samples is carried out as described in
general chapter 2.6.36.
If the LBP to be tested prevents the detection of specified
micro-organisms applythe decision tree shown in Figure
2.6.38.-1.
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If componentsother than the active substance
(i.e. the micro-organism) of the LBP to be tested have
inhibitory activity against the target contaminant micro
organisms, this is insofar as possibleremoved or neutralised
as described in general chapter 2.6.36.
If surface-active agents are usedfor sample preparation, their
absenceof toxicity for the target contaminant micro
organisms and their compatibility with inactivatora used must
be demonstrated as described in general chapter 2.6.36.

3. GROWfH-PROMOTING AND INlDBITORY
PROPERTIES OF THE MEDIA, SillTABIUTY OF
THE TEST AND NEGATIVE CONTROLS
The ability of the test to detect the target micro-organisms in
the presenceof the LBP to be tested must be established.
Suitability must be confinned if a change is introduced in the
testingprocedure or the LBP, whichmay affect the outcome
of the test.

3-1. PREPARATION OF TEST STRAINS
Use standardised stable suspensions of test strains or prepare
them as statedbelow. Seed lot culture maintenance
techniques (seed-lotsystems) areused so that the viable
micro-organisms used for inoculation are not more than
5 passages removed from the original master seed-lot.

3-1-1. Aerobic micro-organisms
Grow each of the bacterial test strains separately in casein
soya bean digestbrothor on caseinsoya bean digestagar at
30-35 ·C for 18-24 h. Grow the test strain for Candida
a/bicans separately on Sabouraud-dextrose agar or in
Sabouraud-dextrose broth at 20-25 'C for 2-3 days.
- StaphylOC(}C(;US au..us such as ATCC 6538, NCIMB 9518,

CIP 4.83 or NBRC 13276;
- Pseudomonas aeruginosa such as ATCC 9027,

NCIMB 8626, CIP 82.118 or NBRC 13275;
- Escherichia colisuch as ATCC 8739, NCIMB 8545,

CIP 53.126 or NBRC 3972;
- Sa/maneRa entenca subsp. emerica serovar Typhimurium,

such as ATCC 14028 or, as an alternative, Salmonella
emeica subsp. enterica serovar Abonysuch as
NBRC 100797, NCfC 6017 or CIP 80.39;

- C.ndid. albicans such as ATCC 10231, NCPF 3179,
IP 48.72 or NBRC 1594.

Use buffered sodium chloride-peptone solutionpH 7.0 or
phosphate buffer solutionpH 7.2 to maketest suspensions.
Use the suspensions within 2 h or within 24 h if stored at
2-8 'C.

3-1-2. Anaerobic mlcro-organisms
Clostridia. Use a Clostridium sporogenes strain such as
ATCC 11437 (NBRC 14293, NCIMB 12343, CIP 100651)
or ATCC 19404 (NCfC 532 or CIP 79.03) or
NBRC 14293. Grow the clostridial test strain under
anaerobic conditions in reinforced mediumfor Clostridia at
30-35 ·C for 24-48 h. As an alternative to preparing and
then diluting down a fresh suspension of vegetative cells of C.
sporogems, a stablesporesuspension is used for test
inoculation. The stablesporesuspension may be maintained
at 2-8 ·C for a validated period.

3-2. NEGATIVE CONTROL
To verify testingconditions, a negative control is performed
using the chosen diluentin place of the test preparation.
There must be no growth of micro-organisms. A negative
control is also performed when testing the LBP as described
in section 4. A failed negative control requires an
investigation.
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Modification of the method may include:

- increase in the volume of diluent or culture medium;

- incorporate a neutralislngagent, surface-active agent or
solnbillslngagent into the diluent or medium;

- membrane filtration;

. " - combination of the abovemeasures.
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No
Is the method

for the detection of a specified
micro-organismdescribed in this chapter

suitablefor the LBP?
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Ves

Verifythe suitabilityof the method in presenceof the lBP.

Ves Isgrowth stlll lnbtbnedi No

Modification of the procedure may Include:
- modify the growth conditions (temperature. time.
pH, eLc.);

- use micro-organism growth inhibItors;
- use other suitablemedia;
- combination of'the abovemeasures.

Examples" of
approachesare

given in
section 5.

ValIdate the test procedure byverlfying the appropriateparametersdepending
on the extent of the modificationswhileensuring that the same result

(presence/absence) Isachievedfor the speclfiedmicro-organism.

Are the validation requirements met?
Ves Perform the test for absencewith the modified

method and proceed as described In (hechapter.

Performthe test using the validated method. Perform the test for
absenceasdescribed

in this chapter.

• Thissectionshouldbe understoodas informative suggestion. other proceduresare possible asfar as theyare justified.

Figure 2.6.38.-1. - Decision tree for thetestfor spedfied miuo-organisms

3-3. GROWTH PROMOTION AND INHIBITORY
PROPERTIES OF THE MEDIA
Test each batch of ready-prepared medium and each batch
of medium prepared either from dehydrated medium or from
ingredients.

Verify suitable properties of relevant media as described in
Table 2.6.38.-1.

3-3-1. Test for growth promoting properties, liquid
media
Inoculate a portion of the appropriate medium of the same
volume to he used in the test (see sections 3-4 and 4) with a
small number (not more than 100 Cpu) of the appropriate
micro-organism. Incubate at the specified temperature for not
more than the shortest period of time specified in the test.
Clearly visible growth of the micro-organism comparable to

i!..... rf
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that previously obtained with a previously rested and
approved hatch of medium occurs.

3-3-2. Test for growth promoting properties, solid
media .
Perform the surface-spread method, inoculating each plate
with a small number (not more than 100 CFU) of the
appropriate micro-organism. Incubate at the specified
temperature for not more than the shortest period of time
specified in the test. Growth of the micro-organism is
comparable £0 that previously obtained with a previously
tested and approved hatch of medium and does not differ by
a factor greater than 2.

3-3-3. Test for inhibitory properties, liquid or solid
media
Inoculate the appropriate medium with at least 100 CFU of
the appropriate micro-organism. Incubate at the specified
temperature for not less than the longest period of time
specified in the test. No growth of the test micro-organism
occurs.
3-3-4. Test for indicative properties
Perform the surface-spread method, inoculating each plate
with a small number (not more than 100 Cpu) of the
appropriate micro-organism. Incubate at the specified
temperature for not more than the shortest validated period
of time specified in the test. Colonies are comparable in
appearance and indication reactions to those previously
obtained with a previously tested. and approved. batch of
medium.

3-4. SUITABIliTY OF THE TEST METHOD
For each LBP to be tested, perfonn the sample preparation
as described in the relevant paragraph in section 4. Inoculate
the test strains individually. Add each test strain at the time
of mixing, in the prescribed growth medium. Use a number
of micro-organisms equivalent to not more than 100 CFU in
the inoculated test preparation. The inoculum should not
exceed I per cent of the volume of the growth medium.
Perform the test as described in the relevant paragraph in
section 4 using for each step of the test the shortest
incubation time to he used in the test.

The specified micro-organisms must be detected with the
appearance and indication reactions described in section 4.
If non-eharaeteristic colonies and reactions are obtained, the
method may still be suitable provided that all colony types
are identified when performing the test.

Any inhibitory activity of the LBP against the target micro
organisms necessitates a modification of the test procedure
(see decision tree shown in Figure 2.6.38.-1) and then the
suitability for the LBP must be confirmed.

4. TESTING OF UVE BlOTIIERAPEUTIC
PRODUCTS
4-1. BILE-TOLERANT GRAM-NEGATIVE BACTERIA

4-1-1. Sample preparation and pre-incubation
Prepare a sample using a I in 10 dilution of not less than I g
or I mL of the LBP to he tested as described in general
chapter 2.6.36, hut using casein soya bean digest broth as the
chosen diluent, mix and incubate at 20-25 "C for a time
sufficient to resuscitate the bacteria but not sufficient to
encourage multiplication of the micro-organisms (usually 2 h
but not more than 5 h).

4-1-2. Test for absence
Unless otherwise prescribed, use the volume corresponding
to I g of the LBP, as prepared in 4-1-1, to inoculate
enterobacteria enrichment broth-Mossef. Incubate at
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Table 2.6.38.-1. - Growth pronwting, inhibilOry and indicative
propel1iesofmedia

Medium Property Test strains

Enterobacteria Growili B. coli

enrichment
promoling P. aernginosa

Test (or bile- brcth-Mossel Inhibitory S. altmlS
tolerant Gram-

negative bacteria Growili
Violet red bile

promoting
B.cdi

glucose agar + indkaLive
P. aerngillbsa

Growili
R<di

MacConkey promoting
broth

Test for Inhibitory S. aurew
Es<hoidliacoli

Growth
MacConkeyagar promoting B. coli

+ indicative

Sa/moda
elllmcasump.

Rappaport
elllerica seroWl'

Vassiliadis Growili Typhimurium or

Salmond/a
promo ling SoImon.uo

enrichment
tllteriM subsp,

broth mrerica serovar
Abony

Test for
Inhibitory S. auttus

SoImondIa

Salmond/a
enreriro subsp.

Xylose.lysine.
Growth mteri£a 5eCOVBf

promoting Typhimuriwn or
deoxycholate

+ SabnoneJJa
.S" indicative mtritJ subsp.

entniea serovar
Abon)'

Test for
Growili P. aeruginoyJ

PuvJama.... Cetrintide agar
promoting

a-" Inhibitory H.mi

Growili

Test for
promoting

S. aurew
Staphy(OOD«US

Mannitol salt +..."" - indicative

Inhibitory R<di

Reinforced Growili
medium for

promoting
C. 5porogem:s

Test for Clostridia
Clostridia

Columbia agar
Growili C.sporogenes

promoting

Sabounmd- Growili
C. albic.ans

dextrose brodi promoting

Test for Candida Growili
albicans

Sebouraud- promoting G.afbkans
dextrose agar +

indicative

30-35 ·C for 24-48 b. Subculture on violet red bile glucose
agar. incubate at 30-35 ·C for 18-24 h.

The LBP complies with the test if there is no growth of
colonies.

4-2. ESCHERICHIA COli

4-2-1. Sample preparation and pre-enrichment
Prepare a sample using a I in 10 dilution of not less than I g
or I mL of the LBP to be tested as described in general
chapter 2.6.36 and use 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to J g or I mL to inoculate a suitable amount (determined as
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described under 3-4) of casein soya bean digest boom) mix
and incubate at 30-35 ·C for 18-24 h.

"4-2-2. Selection and subculture
Shake the container, transfer 1 mL of the casein soyabean
digest broth to 100 mL of MacConkey broth and incubate at
42-44 ·C for 24-48 h. Subculture on MacConkey agar at
30-35 ·C for 18-72 h.

4-2-3. Interpretation
Growth of colonies indicates the possiblepresenceof E. wi.
This is confirmed by identification tests.
The LBP complies with me test if colonies arenot present or
if the confirmatory identification testsare negative.

4-3. SALMONELLA

4-3-1. Sample preparation and pre-enrichment
Prepare the LBP to be tested as described in general
chapter 2.6.36 and use the quantity corresponding to Dot less
than 10 g or 10 mL to inoculate a suitable amount
(determined as described under 3-4) ofcasein soya bean
digest broth, mix and incubate at 30-35·C for 18-24 h.

4-3-2. Selection and subculture
Transfer 0.1 mL of the casein soya bean digest brothto
10 mL of Rappaport Vassiliadis Salmonella enrichment broth
and incubate at 30-35 ·C for 18-24 h. Subculture on xylose,
lysine, deoxycholate agar. Incubate at 30-35 ·C for 18-48 h.

4-3-3. Interpretation
Growthof well-developed, red colonies, with or without
black centres indicates the possible presence of Salmonella.
This is confirmed byidentification tests.
The LBP complies with the test if coloniesof the types
described arenot present or if the confinnatory identification
tests arenegative.

4-4. PSEUDOMONAS AERUGINOSA

4-4-1. Sample preparation and pre-enrichment
Prepare a sample using a 1 in 10 dilution of not less than 1 g
or I mL of the LBP to be tested as described in general
chapter 2.6.36 anduse 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to 1 g or 1 mL to inoculate a suitable amount (determined. as
described under 3-4) of casein soya bean digest broth and
mix. Incubate at 30-35 ·C for 18-24 h.

4-4-2. Selection and aubculture
Subculture on cetrimide agar and incubate at 30-35 °C for
18-72 h.

4-4-3. Interpretation
Growthof coloniesindicates the possible presence of P.
aeruginosa. This is confirmed by identification tests.
The LBP complies with the test if colonies are not present or
if the confinnatory identification testsarenegative.

4-5. STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS

4-5-1. Sample preparation and pre-enrichment
Prepare a sample using a 1 in 10 dilution of not less than 1 g
or I mL of the LBP to be tested as described in general
chapter 2.6.36 anduse 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to 1 g or 1 mL to inoculate a suitable amount (determined as
described under 3-4) of casein soya bean digest broth and
mix. Incubate at 30-35 ·C for 18-24 h.

4-5-2. Selection and subculture
Subculture on mannitol salt agar and incubate at 30-35 °C
for 18-72 h.

4-5-3. Interpretation
Growthof yellow/white colonies surrounded by a yellowzone
indicates the possible presenceof S. aureus. This is confirmed
by identification tests.
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The LBP complies with the test if colonies of the types
described arenot presentor if the confirmatory identification
testsare negative.

4-6. CLOSTRIDIA

4-6-1. Sample preparation and heat treatment
Prepare a sample using a 1 in 10 dilution (with a minimum
total volume of 20 mL) of not less than 2 g or 2 mL of the
LBP to be tested as described in general chapter 2.6.36.
Divide the sampleinto 2 portions of at least 10 mL. Heal I
portion at 80°C for 10 min and cool rapidly. Do not heat
the otherportion.

4-6-2. Selection and subculture
Use 10 mL Orthe quantity corresponding to I g or I rnLof
the LBP to be tested of both portions to inoculate suitable
amounts (determined as described under3-4) of reinforced
mediumfor Clostridia. Incubate underanaerobic conditions
at 30-35 °C for 48 h. After incubation, make subcultures
from each container on Columbia agar and incubate under
anaerobic conditions at 30-35 °C for 48-72 h.

4-6-3. Interpretation
The occurrence of anaerobic growth of rods (with or without
endospores) giving a negative catalase reaction may indicate
the presence of Clostridia. This is confirmed by identification
tests.
The LBP complieswith the test ifcolonies of the types
described arenot present or if the confinnatory identification
tests arenegative.

4-7. CANDIDA ALB/CANS

4-7-1. Sample preparation and pre-enrichment
Prepare the LBP to be testedas described in general
chapter 2.6.36 and use 10 mL or the quantity corresponding
to not less than I g or I mL to inoculate 100 mL of
Sabouraud-dextrose brothand mix. Incubate at 30-35 °C for
3-5 days.

4-7-2. Selection and aubculture
Subculture on Sabouraud-dextrose agar and incubate at
30-35 ·C for 24-48 h.

4-7-3. Interpretation
Growth of whitecoloniesmay indicate thepresence of C.
albkans. This is confirmed by identification tests.
The LBP complies with the test if colonies of the types
described are not present or if the confirmatory identification
tests arenegative.

5. APPROACHES FOR TESTING SPECIFIED
MICRO-ORGANISMS AND ADDmONAL TESTING
TIlls section should be understood as informative suggestion.
Other procedures are possible as far as they are justified.
If the detection of the specified micro-organism is inhibited
by the LBP, its detection is carried out under conditions that
neutralise the inhibition or limit the growth of the LBP
micro-organisms. The modified test for specified micro
organisms is validated using the appropriate validation
parameters depending on the extentof the modifications
whileensuring that the same result (presence/absence) is
achieved for the specified micro-organism.
A suitable combination of antibiotics may be used to inhibit
the LBP and detect the specified micro-organism.
For example, for LBP samples containing S. cereuis;ae, Vat.

boulardii, pre-enrichment and selective media (Sabouraud
dextrose brothand agar) can be supplemented with
chloramphenicol and cycloheximide to detectcontaminant
C. albicans.
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Alternative pre-enrichment media (e.g. buffered peptone
medium for SalmonelJa - see general chapter 2.6.31), media
and test/growth conditions may be used to support growth of
the target micro-organisms while limiting growth of the
micro-organisms of the LBP.

LBP containing Bacillus daw;; spores are tested for
contaminating Bacillus cereus on chromogenic selective agar
media plates. Incubation time and temperature depends on
the specific medium.

A proposed approach to detect Bacillus cereus is descrihed
below.

Prepare a sample using a 1 in 10 dilution of not less than 1 g
or 1 mL of the LBP to be tested and use 10 mL or the
quantity corresponding to 1 g or 1 mL to inoculate a suitable ..
amount of casein soya bean digest broth, mix: and incubate at
35-37 ·C for 18-24 h. Subculture on selective media (e.g, B.
cereus Mossel agar). For each LBP to be tested, validate
incubation time and temperature. The appearance of
B. cereus colonies depends on the medium used. The LBP
complies with the test if no B. cereus colonies are present.

For LBP containing E. colJ~ use Bmenxoccus faecalis and
Enterococcus faecium as microbial indicators of faecal
contamination to replace me test for absence of E. coli.
Use selective or differential chromogenic media and, for each
LBP to be tested, validate incubation time and temperature.
The LBP compJies with the test when there is no growth of
Enterococcus spp.

A search for pathogenic E. colistrains may be carried out by
suitable methods (e.g. molecular methods for the detection of
gene stx or eae) based on risk-assessment.

6. RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS AND CULTURE
MEDIA
The solutions and culture media mentioned in this chapter
and described in chapter 2.6.13 have been found satisfactory
for bile-tolerant Gram-negative bacteria, E. coll~ P. aeruginosa,
S. aurem, Clostridia, SalmoneOa and C. a/bilans. Other media
may be used provided that their suitability can be
demonstrated and the analytical method where they are used
is validated with me appropriate validation parameters.
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Appendix XVII
A. Particle Size of Powders
1. Particle Size Classification ofPowders (Sieve
Test)
(ph. Eur. method2.9.12)

The degree of fineness of a powder may be expressed by
reference to sieves that comply with the specifications for
non-analytical sieves (2.1.4).

Where the degree of fineness of powders is determined by
sieving, it is defined in relation to the sieve number(s) used
either by means of the following terms or, where such terms
cannot be used, by expressing the fineness of the powder as a

. percentage mlmpassing the sieve(s) used.

The following terms are used in the description of powders:

Coarse powder
Not less than 95 per cent by mass passes through a number
1400 sieve and not more than 40 per cent by mass passes
through a number 355 sieve.

Moderately fine powder
Not less than 95 per cent by mass passes through a number
355 sieve and not more than 40 pee cent by mass passes
through a number 180 sieve.

Fine powder
Not less than 95 per cent by mass passes through a number
180 sieve and not more than 40 per cent by mass passes
through a number 125 sieve.

Very fine powder
Not less than 95 per cent by mass passes through a number
125 sieve and not more than 40 per cent by mass passes
through a number 90 sieve.

If a single sieve number is given, not less than 97 per cent of
the powder passes through the sieve of that number, unless
otherwise prescribed.

Assemble the sieves and operate in a suitable manner until
sifting is practically complete. Weigh the separated fractions
of the powder.

Additional points for monographs other than those
of the European Pharmacopoeia
Within the monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia, the
above terms may be used to specify the degree of coarseness
or fineness of a medicinal or pharmaceutical substance in
powder form that is to be incorporated into a formulated
preparation. The following terms may also be used for such
purposes.

When the use of sieves is inappropriate, the definition is
expressed in terms of the particle size as determined by
suitable microscopical examination.

Moderately coarse powder Not less than 95% by weight
passes through a number 710 sieve and not more than 40%
by weight passes through a number 250 sieve.

Mkrofine powder Nor less than 90% by weight passes
through a number 45 sieve.

Supetfine powder Not less than 90% by number of the
particles are less than 10 J.1m in size.
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2. Powder Fineness!
(Ph. Bur. me/hod 2.9.35)

Particle-size distribution is estimated by analytical
sieving (2.9.38) or by application of other suitable methods
where appropriate. A simple descriptive classification of
powder fineness is provided in this chapter. For practical
reasons, sieves are commonly used to measure powder
fineness. Sievingis most suitable where a majorityof the
particles are larger than about 75 urn, although it can he
used for some powders having smaller particle sizes where
me method can be validated. Light diffraction is also a
widely used technique for measuring the size of a wide range
of particles.

Where me cumulative distribution has been determined by
analyticalsievingor by application of other methods, particle
size may be characterised in the following manner:

X9(I pllrti.c1e size corresponding to 90 per cent or the cumulative
undersize dislribution;

X50 median particle size (i,e. 50 per cent of the panicles are smaller
and 50 per cent of the particles are larger);

XIO particle size corresponding to 10 per cent of the cumulative
undersize dislriburWn.

It is recognised that the symbol d is also widely used to
designate-these values. Therefore, the symbols d90, ~o, dlO

may be used.

The following parameters may be defined based on the
cumulative distribution.

Q..(x) = cumulative distribution of particles with a dimension
less than or equal to x where the subscript r reflects the
distribution type.

r Distribution type

0 Number

I Length

2 Are.

S Volume

B. Sieves and Filters
r, Sieves
(ph. Bur. method 2.1.4)

Sieves are constructed of suitable materials with square
meshes. For purposes other than analytical procedures, sieves
with circular meshes may be used, the internal diameters of
which are 1.25 times the aperture of the square mesh of the
corresponding sieve size. There must be no reaction between
the material of the sieve and the substance being sifted.
Degree of comminution is prescribed in the monograph using
the sieve number, which is the size of the mesh in
mlcromerres, given in parenthesis after the name of the
substance (Table 2.1.4.-1).

Maximum rolcrance' for an aperture (+ X): no aperture size
shall exceed the nominal size by more than X, where:

X = 2(",0.75) + 4(",0.25)
3

to =width of aperture.

Tolerance for mean aperture (± Y): the average aperture
size shall not depart from the nominal size by more
than ± Y, where:

.,p.9'
Y=27+1.6

Intermediary tolerance (+ Z): not more than 6 per cent of
the total number of apertures shaU have sizes between
"nominal + X.. and "nominal + Z", where:

Wire diameter d: the wire diameters given in Table 2.1.4.-1
apply to woven metal wire cloth mounted in a frame.
The nominal sizes of the wire diameters may depart from
these values within the limits dmu. and dmin' The limits define
a pennissible range of choice ± 15 per cent of the
recommended nominal dimensions. The wires in a test sieve
shall be of a similar diameter in warp and weft directions.

Therefore, by definition:

Q.(x} =0.90 when x ="90

Q.(x} =0.50 when x =sse
Q.(x} =0.10 when x =XIO

An alternative but less informative method of classifying
powder fineness is by use of the descriptive terms in
Table 2.9.35.-1.

Table 2 9 35-1..
Classlficodon ofpowdet'll by fineneu

Cumulative
Deeeelptfve term Xso (pm) dbtrlbudon by

volume hom, C1J(X)

C..". > 355 Q,(S55) < 0.50

Moderately fine 180 - 355
(h(180) < 050 and

(h(355) ~ 0.50

rme 125 - ISO
~(I25) < 0.50 and

Q,(l80) ~ 0.50

Veryfine s 125 Q,(la5) " 0.50

I St4 lheIntm/atJ"onol Standard ISO 1110/1 (1975).
I See the InurnatiQnal Sto",lord ISO 111011 (1975).
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Table 2 1.4.-1 (valUiS in micrometers)
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Sieve Tolerances for apertures Wire diameters
numben
(Nominal Maxlm= Tolerance for Intermediary Recommended Admls$ible Umlts

dimensions of tolerance for mean aperture tolerance nomInal

apertures) an aperture dimensions

+X ±y +Z d d".. 4.

11200 770 350 560 2500 2900 2100

8000 600 250 .'0 2000 2300 1700

5600 .70 180 320 1600 1900 1300

.000 '70 130 250 1400 1700 1200

2800 290 90 190 1120 1300 950

2000 230 70 150 900 1040 770

1400 180 50 110 710 820 .00

1000 1.0 30 90 560 640 .80

7'0 112 25 .9 .50 520 380

500 89 18 54 315 360 270

355 72 13 ., 22. 260 190

250 58 9.9 3. 160 190 130

180 .7 7.• 27 125 150 106

125 38 5.8 22 90 104 77

90 32 ••• 18 .3 72 54

• 3 2• 3.7 15 .5 52 38

.5 i2 3.1 13 32 37 27

'8 - - - 30 35 2.

2. FUters'
(Ph. EUT. method 2.1.2)

Table 2.1.2.-1

PorosIty MaxImum Germany Fmnce United
number diameter of KIngdom

(ph. Bur.») pores In
mlcrometresI.. less than 1.6 51

I - 2.5 5 5

• 1.6 - <I.-. 5

10 4·10 .1 •
I. 10 - 16 • •
.0 16 - 40 3 3 3

40 - 50 2

100 40 - 100 2 2
100 - 120

160 ]00·160 I I

150 - 200 0 0

250 160 - 250

200 - 500 00

2 The giwn limits aTe onlyapproxim(J~
J The. Europtan PhamklCDpOeia hasadbptedthesystem propoud by thl
lntnnational Organization 1M SrandardizatiM (ISO).

Spedal Uses
DUlnuzteTS IOn ml"cronwtt'U

< 2.5 Bacteriological filtration
" - 10 Ultra-fine 6lmtioo, separationofmic.fo.orgmisms of large

diameter
10 - 40 Analytical filtration. very fine filrration of mercury,veryfine

dispersionofgases
40 - 100 Flne fihration. filtration ormerccw, fine dispersion ofgues
100 -160 Filtrationofcoarse materials. dispersion And washingofgues.

supportforother filtermaterials
160 - 500 Pilnation of very coarsematerials, dispersion and washingof

...es.

3. Particle-sjze Distribution Estimation by
Analytical Sieving·
(Ph. Eur. method 2.9.38)

Sievingis one of me oldest methodsof classifying powders
and granules by particle-size distribution. When using a
woven sieve cloth, the sievingwillessentially sort the particles
by their intennediate size dimension (i.e. breadth or width).
Mechanical sievingis most suitable where the majority of the
particles are larger than about 75 J.1m. For smaller particles,
their lightweightprovides insufficient force during sievingto
overcome the surface forces of cohesion and adhesion that
cause the particles to stick to each other and to the sieve, and
thus cause particles thatwould be expected to pass through
me sieve to be retained. For such materials other means of
agitation such as air-jet sieving or sonic-sifter sieving may be
moreappropriate. Nevertheless, sieving can sometimes be

-I This chaptnhasundergone pharmacopoeial harmonisation. Su chapter
5.8 PharmacopoeiaJ harmonisation.
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used for some powders or granules having median particle
sizes smaller than 75 pm where the method can be validated.
In pharmaceutical terms, sieving is usually the method of
choice for classification of the coarser grades of single
powders or granules. It is a particularlyattractive method in
that powders and granules are classified only on the basis of
particle size, and in most cases the analysis can be carried
out in the dry stale.
Among the limitations of the sieving method are the need for
an appreciable amount of sample (normally at least 25 g,
depending on the density of me powder or granule, and the
diameter of the test sieves) and the difficulty in sieving oily or
other cohesive powders or granules that tend to clog the sieve
openings.The method is essentially a two-dimensional
estimate of size because passage through me sieve aperture is
frequently more dependent on maximum width and thickness
than on length.

This method is intended for estimation of the total particle
size distribution of a single material. It is not intended for
determination of the proportion of particles passing or
retained on 1 or 2 sieves.

Estimate the particle-size distribution as described under Dry
sieving method, unless otherwise specified in the individual
monograph. Where difficulty is experienced in reaching the
endpoint (i.e. material does not readily pass through the
sieves) or when it is necessary to use the finer end of the
sieving range (below 75 J.1m)J serious consideration must be
given to the use of an alternative particle-sizing method.

Sieving is carried out under conditions that do not cause the
test sample to gain or lose moisture. The relative humidity of
the environment in which the sieving is carried out must be
controlled to prevent moisture uptake or loss by the sample.
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, analytical test
sieving is nonnally carried out at ambient humidity.
Any special conditions that apply to a particular material
must be detailed in the individual monograph.

Principles of analytical sieving
Analytical test sieves are constructed from a woven-wire
mesh, which is ofsimple weave that is assumed to give nearly
square apertures and is joined to the base of an open
cylindrical container. The basic analytical method involves
stacking the sieves on top of one another in ascending
degrees of coarseness, and then placing the test powder on
the top sieve. The nest of sieves is subjected to a
standardised period of agitation) and then the mass of
material retained on each sieve is accurately determined,
The test gives the mass percentage of powder in each sieve
size range.

This sieving process for estimating the particle-size
distribution of a single pharmaceutical powder is generally
intended for use where at least 80 per cent of the particles
are larger than 75 pm. The size parameter involved in
detennining particle-size distribution by analytical sieving is
the length of the side of the minimum square aperture
through which the particle will pass.

TEST SIEVES
Test sieves suitable for pharmacopoeial tests conform to the
current edition of ISO 3310-1: Te" sieves - Technical
requirements and testing - Pan 1: Test sieves of maal wire dolh
(see Table 2.9.38.-1). Unless otherwise specified in the
monograph, use those ISO sieves listed as principal sizes in
Table 2.9.38.-1 that are recommended in the particular
region.

Sieves are selected to cover the entire range of particle sizes
present in the test sample. A nest of sieves having a ..;2
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progression of the area of the sieve openings is
recommended. The nest of sieves is assembled with the
coarsest screen at the top and the finest at the bottom.
Use micrometres or millimetres in denoting test sieve
openings.

Test sieves are made from stainless steel or, less preferably,
from brass or another suitable non-reactive wire.

Calibration and recalibration of test sieves is in accordance
with the current edition of ISO 3310-1. Sieves are carefully
examined for gross distortions and fractures, especially at
their screen frame joints, before use. Sieves may be calibrated
optically to estimate the average opening size) and opening
variability, of the sieve mesh. Alternatively, for the evaluation
of the effective opening of test sieves in the size range of
212-850 um,standard glass spheres are available. Unless
otherwise specified in the individual monograph, perform the
sieve analysis at controlled room temperature and at ambient
relative humidity.

Croaning test sieues Ideally) test sieves are cleaned using
only a low-pressure air jet or a liquid stream. If some
apertures remain blocked by test particles, careful gentle
brushing may be used as a last resort.

Test sample
If the test sample mass is not given in the monograph for a
particular material, use a test sample having a mass of
25-100 g, depending on the bulk density of the material, for
test sieves having a 200 mm diameter. For 76 nun sieves, the
amount of material that can be accommodated is
approximately In that which can be accommodated by a
200 mm sieve. Determine the most appropriate mass for a
given material by test sieving accurately weighed samples of
different masses, such as 25 g, 50 g and 100 g, for the same
time period on a mechanical shaker (note: if the test results
are similar for the 25 g and 50 g samples, but the 100 g
sample shows a lower percentage through the finest sieve) the
100 g sample size is too large). Where only a sample of
I0~25 g is available, smaller diameter test sieves conforming
to the same mesh specifications may be substituted, but the
endpoint must be redetermined. The use of test samples
having a smaller mass (e.g. down to 5 g) may be needed.
For materials with low apparent particle density) or for
materials mainly comprising particles with a highly iso
diametrical shape, sample masses below 5 g for a 200 mm
screen may be necessary to avoid excessive blocking of the
sieve. During validation of a particular sieve-analysis method,
it is expected that the problem of sieve blocking willhave
been addressed.

If the test material is prone to absorbing or losing significant
amounts of water with varying humidity) the test must be
carried out in an appropriately controlled environment.
Similarly, if the test material is known to develop an
electrostatic charge, careful observation must be made to
ensure that such charging does not influence the analysis.
An antistatic agent) such as colloidal silicon dioxide and/or
aluminum oxide, may be added at a 0.5 per cent (mlm) level
to minimise this effect. If both of the above effects cannot be
eliminated) an alternative particle-sizing technique must be
selected.

Agitation methods
Several different sieve and powder-agitation devices are
commercially available, all of which may be used to perform
sieve analyses. However, the different methods of agitation
may give different results for sieve analyses and endpoint
determinations because of the different types and magnitudes
of the forces acting on the individual particles under test.
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Table 2 9 38-1

ISO Nominal Aperture VS Reecm- Bueo- Japan·

Princlpal SupplcmcnlBr')'
Sleve mended P'~ 'R
N•• VS. SI~ Sieve.au .hu

SIeves N•• N••
(pm)

R201J .70 .",,,
lI.20mm 11.20mm 1I.20mrn 11200

IO.OOmm

9.50 nun

9.00 mm

8.00mm 8.00mm 8.00 mm

7.10mm

6.70mrn

6.JOmm

5.60mm 5.60 nun S.60mm 5600 3"

5.00mm

4.7Smm •
4.50 mm

4.00mm 4.00mm 4.00mm 5 .000 .000 '.7

3.55 nun

3.35 mm. • 5.5

J.15mm

2.80= 2.80 rom 2.80mm 7 2800 2800 '.5

2.50mm

2.36mm • 7.5

2.24 mm

2.oo~ 2.00 mm 2.00rnm '0 2000 2000 •••
1.80mm

1.70mm 12 '0

1.60mm

1.40mm 1.40mm 1.40mm I< reco 1<00 12

1.25 mm

1.18 mIn I' ..
1.12nun

'.oo~ 1.00mm l.OOmm ,. '000 .000 16

900 pm

850 pm 20 ••
800pm

710pm 7101J1D 71°tJID 25 710 710 22

.10 pm

"'pm 10 26

560 pm

500 pm 500 pm 500 pm J5 500 500 50

.50 pm

42ipm .0 J6

.00 pm

3S5pm 355 pm 355 pm " J55 355 42

315 pm

300 pm 50 50

260pm

250 pm 250 pm 250 pm 60 230 250 60

224 pm

212 pm 30 70

200 pm

'60 pm '60 pm '60 pm .0 '60 '60 8J

'60 pm

.50 pm '00 '00

2022

ISO Nom1D.B1 Apc:r1Ut'e US Rccoro- Buro- Japan·

Prindpal Supplementary
Sieve mended P'~ 'R
N•. USP Sieve Sieve

'hu sbe. SI_ No, N~

(pm)

.'011 .70 R4013

'40 pm

(2ipm 125 pm Ilipm 120 125 125 "'
112 pm

'''pm '40 1<0

'00 pm

"pm 90 pm "pm 170 .. 90 '66

60 pm

75 pm 200 200

71 pm

"pm "pm "pm 210 " " 235

56 pm

53 pm 170 282

50 pm

"pm "pm "pm J25 " " 310

40 pm

'.pm J8 391

Mel:hods using mechanical agitation or electromagnetic
agitation, and that can induce either a vertical oscillation or a
horizontal circular motion, or tapping or a combination of
both tapping and horizontal circular motion are available.
Entrainment of the panicles in an air stream may also be
used. The results must indicate which agitation method was
used and the agitation parameters used (if they can be
varied), since changes ln. the agitation conditions will give
different results for the sieve analysis and endpoint
determination, and may be sufficiently different to give a
failing result under some circumstances.

Endpoint determination
The test sieving analysis is complete when the mass on any
of the test sieves does not change by more than 5 per cent or
0.1 g (10 per cent in the case of 76 mm sieves) of the
previous mass on that sieve. If less than 5 per cent of the
total sample mass is present on a given sieve, the endpoint
for that sieve is increased to a mass change of not more than
20 per cent of the previous mass on that sieve.
If more than 50 per cent of the total sample mass is found
on anyone sieve, unless this is indicated in the monograph,
the test is repeated, but with the addition to the sieve nest of
a more coarse sieve intermediate between that carrying the
excessive mass and the next coarsest sieve in the original
nest, i.e. addition of the ISO series sieve omitted from the
nest of sieves.

SIEVING METHODS
Mechaolcal agitation (Dry sleving method)
Tare each test sieve to the nearest 0.1 g. Place an accurately
weighed quantity of test sample on the top (coarsest) sieve,
and replace the lid. Agitate the nest of sieves for 5 min, then
carefully remove each sieve from the nest without loss of
material. Reweigh each sieve, and determine the mass of
material on each one. Determine the mass of material in the
collecting pan in a similar manner. Re-assemble the nest of
sieves, and agitate for 5 min. Remove and weigh each sieve
as previously described. Repeat these steps until the endpoint
criteria are met (see Endpoint determination under Test
sieves). Upon completion of the analysis, reconcile the
masses of material. Total loss must not exceed 5 per cent of
the mass of the original test sample.
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Figure 2.9.14.-1. - Permeability cdI

Dimensions in millimetres

consisting of particles less than a few micrometres is not
taken into account in the equation used to calculate the
specific surface area.

APPARATUS

The apparatus consists of the following parts:

(a) a permeability cdI (see Figure 2.9.14.-1), which consists of
a cylinder with an inner diameter of 12.6 ± 0.1 mm (A),
constructed of glass or non-corroding metal. The bottom of
the cell forms an airtight connection (for example) via an
adapter) with the manometer (Figure 2.9.14.-2). A ledge
0.5-1 mm in width is located 50 ± 15 mm from the top of
the ceU. It is an integral part of the cell or firmly fixed so as
to be airtight. It supports a perforated metal disk (B),
constructed of non-corroding metal. The disk has a thickness

Repeat me analysis with a fresh sample, but using a single
sieving time equal to that of the combined times used above.
Confinn that this sieving time conforms to the requirements
for endpoint determination. When this endpoint has been
validated for a specific material, then a single fixed time of
sieving may he used for future analyses, providing the
particle-size distribution falls within normal variation.
If there is evidence that the particles retained on any sieve are
aggregates rather than single particles, the use of mechanical
dry sieving is unlikely to give good reproducibility, and a
different particle-size analysis 'method must he used.

Air-entrainment methods (Air-Jet and sonic-sifter
sieving)
Different types of commercial equipment that use a moving
air current are available for sieving. A system that uses a
single sieve at a time is referred to as air-jet sieving. It uses
the same general sieving methodology as that described
under Dry sieving method, but with a standardised air jet
replacing the normal agitation mechanism. It requires
sequential analyses on individual sieves starting with the
finest sieve to obtain a particle-size distribution. Air-jet
sieving often includes the use of finer test sieves than used in
ordinary dry sieving. This technique is more suitable where
only oversize or undersize fractions are needed.

In the sonic-sifter method, a nest of sieves is used, and the
test sample is carried in a vertically oscillating column of air
that lifts the sample and then carries It back against the mesh
openings at a given number of pulses per minute. It may be
necessary to lower the sample amount to 5 g when sonic
sifting is employed.

The air-jet sieving and sonic-sifter sieving methods may be
useful for powders or granules when the mechanical sieving
techniques are incapable of giving a meaningful analysis.
These methods are highly dependent upon proper dispersion
of the powder in the air current. This requirement may be
hard to achieve if the method is used at the lower end of the
sieving range (i.e. below 75 urn), when the particles tend to
be more cohesive, and especially if there is any tendency for
the material to develop an electrostatic charge. For the above
reasons endpoint detennination is particularly critical, and it
is very important to confirm that the oversize material
comprises single particles and is not composed of aggregates,

INTERPRETATION
The raw data must include the mass of the test sample) the
total sieving time, the precise sieving methodology, and the
set values for any variable parameters, in addition to the
masses retained on the individual sieves and in the pan.
It may be convenient to convert the raw data into a
cumulative mass distribution, and if it is desired to express
the distribution in terms of a cumulative mass undersize, the
range of sieves used must include a sieve through which aU
the material passes. If there is evidence on any of the test
sieves that the material remaining on it is composed of
aggregates formed during the sieving process, the analysis is
invalid.

C. Specific Surface Area by Air
Permeability
(ph. Bur. method 2.9.14)

The test is intended for the determination of the specific
surface area of dry powders expressed in square metres per
gram in the sub-sieve region. The effect of molecular flow
(vslip flow") which may be important when testing powders
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METHOD
Ifprescribed, dry the powder to be examined and sift
through a suitable sieve (for example no. 125) to disperse
agglomerates. Calculate the mass (M) of the powder to be
used from the following expression:

of 0.9 ± 0.1 mm and is perforated with 30 to 40 holes
1 rom in diameter evenly distributed over this area.
The plunger (C) is made of non-corroding metal and fits into
the cell with a clearance of not more than 0.1 mm.
The bottom of the plunger has sharp square edges at right
angles to the principal axis. There is an air vent 3 mm long
and 0.3 mm deep on one side of the plunger. The top of the
plunger has a collar such that when the plunger is placed in
the cell and the collar is brought into contact with the top of
the cell, the distance between the bottom of me plunger and
the top of the perforated disk (B) is 15 ± I mm.
The filter paper disks (D) have smooth edges and the same
diameter as the inside of me cell.
(b) a U-tube manometer (E) (Figure 2.9.14.-2) is made of
nominal 9 mm outer diameter and 7 mm inner diameter
glass tubing with standard walls. The top of one ann of the
manometer forms an airtight connection with the
permeability cell (P). The manometer arm connected to the
permeability cell has a line etched around the tube at
125-145 mm below the top of the side outlet and three other
lines at distances of 15 mm, 70 mm and 110 mm above that
line (G). The side outlet, 250-305 mm above rhe bottom of
the manometer, is used to evacuate the manometer arm
connected to the permeability cell. A tap is provided on the
side outlet not more than 50 mm from the manometer arm.
The manometer is mounted firmly in such a manner that the
arms are vertical. It is filled to the lowest mark with the
liquid recommended by the manufacturer of the equipment
or water.

V bulk volume of lhe compacted bed of powder,
p density of the substance to be examined in grama per millilit:re,
e porosity of the compacted bedof powder.

Assume first a porosity of 0.5 and introduce this value in
expression (I) to calculate the mass (M) of the powder to be
examined.

Place a filter paper disk on top of the perforated metal
disk (H). Weigh the calculated mass (M) of the powder to be
examined to the nearest 1 mg. Carefully transfer the powder
into the cleaned, tared permeability cell and carefully tap the
cell so that the surface of the powder bed is level and cover it
with a second filter paper disk. Slowly compact the powder
by means of the plunger, avoiding rotary movement.
Maintain the pressure until the plunger is completely inserted
into the permeability cell. If this is not possible, decrease the
quantity of the powder used. If, on the contrary, there is not
enough resistance) increase the quantity of the powder.
In this case calculate the porosity again. After at least 10 s,
remove the plunger.

Attach the permeability cell to the tube of the manometer by
means of an airtight connection. Evacuate the air from the
manometer by means of a rubber bulb until the level of the
coloured liquid is at the highest mark. Close the tap and
check that the apparatus is airtight by closing the upper end
of the cell) for example with a rubber stopper. Remove the
stopper and, using a timer, measure the time taken for the
liquid to fall from the second 10 the third mark.

Figure 2.9.14.-2. - Manometer
Dimensions in millimetres

Using the measured flow time, calculate the specific surface
area (S), expressed in square metres per gram, from the
following expression:

(2)
Kx.fii x,fi

px(l-l)X/ii

flow time in seconds,
" dynamic vi9cosity of air in millipascal seconds (see

Table 2.9.14.-1),
K appanltus constant determined according to expression (4),
p density of me substance to be examined in grams per millilitre,
e porosity of the compacted bedof powder.

CALffiRATION OF THE APPARATUS
Bulk volume of rhe compacted powder bed
It is determined by the mercury displacement method as
follows:

Place two filter paper disks in the permeability cell, pressing
down the edges with a rod slightly smaller than the cell
diameter until the filter disks lie flat on the perforated metal
disk; fill the cell with mercury, removing any air bubbles
adhering to the wan of the cell and wipe away the excess to
create a plane surface of mercury at the top of the cell. If the
cell is made of material that will amalgamate, grease the cell
and the metal disk first with a thin layer of liquid paraffin.
Pour out the mercury into a tared beaker and determine the
mass (MA ) and the temperature of the mercury.

(I)Vxpx(l-£)
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The density of mercury and the viscosity of air over a range
of temperatures are shown in Table 2.9.14.-1.

S., Slated specific surface area or the reference powder,
p density or lite substance to be examined in grams per miUilitre.
£ porosity of the compacted bed or powder.
, flow time in seconds.
" dynamic viscosity or air in millipascal seconds (see

Table 2.9.14.-1).

Make a compacted bed using the reference powder and again
fill the cell with mercury with a planar surface at the top of
the cell. Pour out the mercury in a tared beaker and again
determine the mass of the mercury (MB ) . Calculate the bulk
volume (II) of the compacted bed of powder from the
following expression:

Nozzle 1,20r3
enlarged

Nozzle Diameter Cd)of the outflow
opening (mllUrnelres)

I 10 ± 0.01

2 15 ± 0.01

3 25 ± 0.01

METHOD
Into a dry funnel, whose bottom opening has been blocked
by suitable means, introduce without compacting a test
sample weighed with 0.5 per cent accuracy. The amount of
the sample depends on the apparent volume and the
apparatus used. Unblock the bottom opening of the funnel
and measure the time needed for the entire sample to flow
out of the funnel. Cany out three determinations.

EXPRESSION OF RESULTS
The flowability is expressed in seconds and tenths of
seconds, related (0 100 g of sample.

The results depend on the storage conditions of the material
to be tested.

Figure 2.9.16.-1. - FIowfunnel and nozzle: Nozzle ismodeof
nointess, add-resiuan: sreel (V4A,GrNi)
Dimensions in miUimetres

030.2'~1

0110

I

APPARATUS
According to the flow properties of the material to be tested,
fwmels with or without stem, with different angles and orifice
diameters are used. Typical apparatuses are shown in
Figores 2.9.16.-1 and 2.9.16.-2. The funnel is maintained
upright by a suitable device. The assembly must be protected
from vibrations.

(4)

0.1342

0.1344

0.1345

0.1347

0.1349

0.1351

0.1353

0.1354

0.1356

0.01800

0.01805

0.01810

0.01815

0.01819

0.01824

0.01829

0.01834

0.01839

Vhcosity of aIr ('1>
(mPa·s)

difference between the determined masses or
mercury in grams,

(3)

density of mercury at the determined temperature in
grams per miUilitre.

13.56

1356

1355

13.55

13.55

13.54

13.54

13.54

13.54

S.xpx(I~()(';;;

,filx.;i

Density of mercury
«ImL)

I.
17

18I.
20

21

22

23

24

M.4- M s

Temperature
ee)

Repeat the procedure twice, changing the powder each time;
the range of values for the calculated volwne (V) is not
greater than 0.01 mL Use the mean value of the three
determined volumes for the calculations.

Apparatus constant (I<)
It is determined using a reference powder with known
specific surface area and density as follows:

Calculate the required quantity of the reference powder to be
used (expression (I)) using the stated density and the
determined volume of the compacted powder bed
(expression (3».
Homogenise and loosen up the powder by shaking it for
2 min in a 100 mL bottle. Prepare a compacted powder bed
and measure the flow time of air as previously described.
Calculate the apparatus constant (10 from the foUowing
expression:

Table 2.9.14.-1.

E. Flowability
(Ph. Bur. Merhod 2. 9.16)

The test for flowability is intended to determine the ability of
divided solids (for example, powders and granules) to flow
vertically under defined conditions.
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Figure 2.9.9.-1. - Penarometer
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Figure 2.9.16.-2

Dimensions in mil/imetres

The results can be expressed as the following:

a) me mean of the determinations, if none of the individual
values deviates from the mean value by more than
10 per cent;
b) as a range, if the individual values deviate from me mean
value by more than 10 per cent;
c) as a plot of the mass against the flow time;
d) as an infinite time, if the entire sample fails to flow
through.

F. Measurement of Consistency and
Texture Analysis
1. Measurement of Consistency by Penetrometry
(ph. Bur. method 2.9.9)

This test is intended to measure, under determined and
validated conditions, the penetration of an object into the
product to be examined in a container with a specified shape
and size.

APPARATUS
The apparatus consists of a penetrometer made up of a stand
and a penetrating object. A suitable apparatus is shown in
Figure 2.9.9.-1.
A. Scale showing the depth of penetration, graduated in
tenths of millimetres.
B. Vertical shaft to maintain and guide me penetrating
object.
C. Device to retain and to release the penetrating object
automatically and for a constant time.
D. Device to ensure that me penetrating object is vertical
and that the base is horizontal.
E. Penetrating object (see Figures 2.9.9.-2 and 3).
F. Container.
G. Horizontal base.
H. Control for the horizontal base.

The stand is made up of:
- a vertical shaft to maintain and guide the penetrating

object;
- a horizontal base;
- a device lO ensure that the penetrating object is vertical;
- a device to check that the base is horizontal;
- a device to retain and release the penetrating object;
- a scale showing the depth of penetration, graduated in

tenths of a millimetre.

The penetrating object, made of a suitable material, has a
smooth surface, and is characterised by its shape, size and
mass (m).

Suitable penetrating objects are shown in Figures 2.9.9.-2
. and 2.9.9.-3.

PROCEDURE
Prepare the test samples according to one of the following
procedures.

A. Carefully and completely fill 3 containers, without
forming air bubbles. Level if necessary to obtain a flat
surface. Store the samples at 25 ± 0.5 °C for 24 h, unless
otherwise prescribed.

B. Store 3 samples at 25 ± 0.5 'C for 24 h, unless
otherwise prescribed. Apply a suitable shear to the samples
for 5 min. Carefully and completely fill 3 containers, without
forming air bubbles, and level ifnecessary to obtain a flat
surface.
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Figure 2.9.9.-2. _ Cone (m =102.5 ± 0.05 g), suitoble container (d =102 mm or 75 mm; h ? 62 mm)
and shaft (I =162 mm; m =47.5 ± 0.05 g).
Dimensions in millimetres
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Figure 2.9.9.-3 - Micro-cone (m = 7.0 g), "';toblecontainer and shaft (I = 116 mm; m = 16.8 g)

Dimensions in mu/;melTeS
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Travelling arm moves probe up or down

Probe

Sample stage

Fig. 17F-1 TextureAna/yser

c. Melt 3 samples and carefully and completelyfill
3 containers, without fanning air bubbles. Store the samples
at 25 ± 0.5 "C for 24 h, unless otherwise prescribed.
Determination of penetration
Place the test sample on the base of the penetrometer. Verify
that its surface is perpendicular to the vertical axis of the
penetrating object. Bring the temperature of the penetrating
object to 25 ± 0.5 °C and then adjust its position such that
its tip just touches the surface of the sample. Release the
penetrating object and hold it free for 5 s. Clamp the
penetrating object and measure the depth of penetration.
Repeat the test with the 2 remaining containers.

EXPRESSION OF THE RESULTS
The penetration is expressed in tenths of a millimetre as the
arithmetic mean of.the 3 measurements. H any of the
individual results differ from the mean by more than
3 per cent, repeat the test and express the results of the 6
measurements as the mean and me relative standard
deviation.

2. Texture Analysis of Semi-solids or Gels
(No Ph. Eur. me/hod)
This test determines, under defined conditions, me force
required to penetrate a semi-solid or gel sample.

This test applies to samples consisting of a 'Semi solid or ge1
like mass which retains its form. It is not applicable to
suspensions consisting of fine solid particles in a liquid.

Apparatus A suitable texture analyser, (see Fig. "17F-l)
consisting of:
- a suitable platform or device to hold the sample being

examined,
- a mobile arm mat can be moved in a vertical direction

towards or away from the sample,

- a probe attachment, which may be of various shapes such
as a platen, a cylinder, a cone, a needle, a sphere or a
wire,

- a load cell capable of measuring the load or tensile forces
experienced by the probe as the mobile ann moves up or
down.

CalibratJ·on The apparatus is calibrated using a suitable
certifiedweight.
Method Check that the apparatus is vertical.

Place the sample being examined in a suitable holder as
specified in the monograph. Programme the apparatus in
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications to move
the probe up or down at a defined speed or force as specified
in the monograph. Measure the forces experienced by the
probe through the sample.
The maximum peak force (in g) required to penetrate the
sample is measured by the load cell,
Carry out each measurement six times.

G. Friability
1. Uncoated Tablets·
(ph. Eur. methodZ.9.7)

This chapter provides guidelines for the friability
determination of compressed, uncoated tablets. The test
procedure presented in this chapter is generally applicable to
most compressed tablets. Measurement of tablet friability

I This chajJler has lltUkrgone phamrawpo~ia/ hannonisation. S~ chapter
5.8 PhannacopoeiaJ harmonisan"on.
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g 10.0 ± 0.1 mm

g 25.0 ± 0.5 mm

g 302.5 ± 4.0 mm

g 287.0 ±4.0 mm
(in!.)

156.0 ± 2.0 mm

Drop
helghl

38.0 ±2.0mm

Figure 2.9.7.-1. - Tabk,jriabi/ir» apparatus

supplements other physical strength measurements, such as
tablet breaking force.
Use a drum, with an internal diameter between283~291 mm
and a depth between 36-40 mm, of transparent synthetic
polymer with polishedinternal surfaces, and subject to
minimum static build-up (see Figure 2.9.7.-1.). One side of
the drum is removable. The tablets are tumbled at each tum
of the drumby a curved projection with an inside radius
between 75.5-85.5 mm that extends from the middle of the
drum to the outer wall. The outer diameter of the central
ring is between 24.5-25.5 mm. The drum is attached to the
horizontal axisof a device that rotates at 25 ± I clmin.
Thus, at each tum the tablets rollor slide and fall onto the
drum wallor onto each other.
For tablets with 8 unit mass equal to or less than650 mg,
take a sample of whole tablets corresponding as near as
possible to 6.5 g. For tablets with a unit mass of more than
650 mg, take a sample of 10 whole tablets. The tablets are
carefully dedusted prior to testing. Accurately weigh the
tabletsample, and place the tablets in the drum. Rotatethe
drum 100 times, and remove the tablets. Remove anyloose
dust from the tablets as before,and accurately weigh.
Generally, the test is run once. If obviously cracked, cleaved,
or broken tablets are present in the tablet sample after
tumbling, the sample fails the test. If theresults are difficult
to interpret or if the weight loss is greater than the targeted
value, the test is repeated twice and the mean of the 3 tests
determined. A maximum loss of mass (obtained from a single
test or from the mean of 3 tests) not greater than
1.0 per cent is considered acceptable formostproducts.
If tablet size or shapecauses irregular tumbling, adjust the
drum base so that the base forms an angleof about 100 with
the horizontal and the tablets no longer bind together when

lyingnext to each other, which prevents themfrom falling
freely.

Effervescent tablets andchewable tablets mayhave different
specifications as faras friability is concerned. In the caseof
hygroscopic tablets, a humidity-controlled environment is
required for testing.
A drum with dual scooping projections, or apparatus with
morethan one drum, for the running of multiple samples at
one time, arealso permitted.

2. Granules and Spheroids
(Ph. Eur. method 2.9.41)

This chapUT" tkscriJJes 2 methods for dete""inatWn of the friabihiy
ofgranules and spheroids, which may beusedduring development
studies. It is recognised, however, thatmanymethods with equal
suitabi/it,y may be used:
This test is intended to determine), under defined conditions)
the friability of granules and spheroids. Friability is defined as
a reduction in the massof the granules or spheroids or in the
fonnation of fragments of granules or spheroids) occurring
when the granules or spheroids aresubjected to mechanical
strain during handling (rumbling, vibration, fluidisation, etc.).
Examples of changes are abrasion, breakage or deformation
of granules or spheroids.

METHOD A
Apparatus (ftuldised-bed apparatus)
The apparatus (see Figure 2.9.41.-1) consists of a glass
cylinder (A) with a conical lower part. The cylinder is
provided with a sieve lid (B) having an aperture size of
500 urn or anyothersuitable sieve. The conical end is
connected to a V-shaped glass tube (C) that can be
disconnected from the cylinder forremoval of the granules or
spheroids. The If-tube is attached to a T-coupling (D).
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Figure 2.9.41.-1. - Fluidised-bed apparatus
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Figure 2.9.41.-2. - Oscillating apparatus

Frequency
107 ± 3 mLglass container,
42.0 ± Q.5 mmininternal diameter
and 85.0 ± 1 mm in height,
with a twist-off cap.

One inletof the T-coupling is joined by a siliconetube to a
manometer for regulating the compressed-air flow (use
compressed aircomplying with the test for water in the
monograph Medicinal air (1238), the other one is connected
via a silicone tube to a by-pass flowmeter (E)
(0.10-1.00 m3·h-I

) .

Procedure
The following procedure is usually suitable Remove
the fineparticles by sieving (sievehaving an aperture size of
710 JIm or any other suitable sieve). Introduce about
8.0 g (ml) of granules or spheroids into the cylinder (A).
Close the apparatus with the sieve lid (B). Adjust the flow
rate of the compressed air to 0.45 m3·h-l

. After 15 min,
remove the granules or spheroids from the apparatus by
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F mability;
T1 percentage loss on drying before the test (mean of

2 determinations);
T2 percentage loss on drying after the (esl (mean of

2 detenninations)j
ml mass of the granules or spheroids before the test, in gr.lITlSj

m2 mass of the granules or spheroids after the test, in grams.

disconnecting the U-tube and weigh again (m2)' Test
3 samples and calculate the mean value. It is recommended
to spray the inside of the apparatus with an antistatic agent
every 3 detenninations in order to prevent electrostatic
charging.

Loss on drying Dry in an oven at 105°C, unless
otherwiseprescribed. Alternatively, other drying conditions as
described in general chapter 2.2.32 may be used.

Calculation

F
m,(lOO - T,) - m2(100 - T2) x 100

m,

are perpendicular to the direction of movement.
The crushing surfaces of the jaws are flat and larger than the
zone of contact with the tablet. The apparatus is calibrated
using a system with a precision of 1 newton.

OPERATDNGPROCEDURE
Place the tablet between the jaws) taking into account) where
applicable) the shape) the break-mark and the inscription; for
each measurement orient the tablet in the same way wil.h
respect to the direction of application of the force. Carry out
the measurement on 10 tablets, taking care that all fragments
of tablets have been removed before each determination.

This prowluredoes nOl apply whenfuUy auunnaw equipmenl is
used.

EXPRESSION OF RESULTS
Express the results as the mean, minimum and maximum
values of the forces measured, all expressed in newtons.

Indicate the type of apparatus and) where applicable) the
orientation of the tablets.

METHODB
Apparatus (oscillating apparatus)
The apparatus (see Figure 2.9.41.-2) consists of a glass
container, containing the granules or spheroids to be
examined, which is subjected to horizontaloscillations.
The frequency and duration of the oscillations can be varied
continuously. The frequency can be adjusted) using a scale)
to a value in the range 0-400 oscillations/min. The duration
can be set to a value in the range 0-9999 s.

Procedure
TheJollowing procedure is usuallY suitable Remove
the tine particles by sieving (sieve having an aperture size of
355 pm or any other suitable sieve). In the glass container)
weigh about 10.00 g (ml) of the granules or spheroids. Install
the container in the apparatus. Shake for 240 s at the highest
frequency for hard granules or spheroids) or for 120 s at a
lower frequency (e.g, 140 oscillations/min) for soft granules
or spheroids. Sieve (355 JUIl) or the same sieve as used
previously) and weigh the granules or spheroids again (m2)'
Test 3 samples and calculate the mean value.

Loss on dry,'ng Dry in an oven at 105 °C) unless
otherwise prescribed. Alternatively) oilier drying conditions as
described in general chapter 2.2.32 may be used.

Calculation

F = m.(IOO - TI ) - m2(I00 - T2) x 100
m,

F friability;
T, percentage loss on drying before me lest (mean of

2 determinenons);
T2 percentage loss on drying after me (C$I (mean of

2 determinations);
In, mass of the granules or spheroids before the test, in grams;
m2 mass of me granules or spheroids after the rest, in grams.

H. Resistance to Crushing of Tablets
(Ph. Bur. method 2.9.8)

This test is intended to determine, under defined conditions)
the resistance to crushing of tablets) measured by the force
needed to disrupt them by crushing.

APPARATUS
The apparatus consists of 2 jaws facing each other) one of
which moves towards the other. The flat surfaces of the jaws

J. Softening Time Determination of
Lipophilic Suppositories
(ph. Bur. method 2.9.22)

The test is intended to determine, under defined conditions,
the time which elapses until a suppository maintained in
water softens to the extent that it no longer offers resistance
when a defined weight is applied.

APPARATUS A
The apparatus (see Figure 2.9.22.-1) consists of a glass tube
15.5 nun in internal diameter with a flat bottom and a length
of about 140 mm. The rube is closed by a removable plastic
cover having an opening 5.2 mm in diameter. The apparatus
comprises a rod 5.0 mm in diameter which becomes wider
towards the lower end) reaching a diameter of 12 nun.
A metal needle 2 mm in length and 1 mm in diameter is
fixed on the flat underside.

The rod consists of 2 parts) a lower part made of plastic
material and an upper part made of plastic material or metal
with a weight disk. The upper and lower parts are either
fitted together (manual version) or separate (automated
version), The weight of the entire rod is 30 ± 0.4 g.
The upper part of the rod carries a sliding mark ring. When
the rod is introduced into the glass tube so that it touches
the bottom) the mark ring is adjusted to coincide with the
upper level of the plastic cover.

Method
Place the glass tube containing 10 mL of water in a water
bath and equilibrate at 36.5 ± 0.5 ·C. Fix the glass rube
vertically and immerse to a depth of at least 7 em below the
surface but without touching the bottom of the water-bath.
Introduce a suppository) tip first) into the tube followed by
the rod with the free gliding plastic cover into the glass tube
until the metal needle touches the flat end of the suppository,
Put the cover on the tube (beginning of time measurement).
Note the time which elapses until the rod sinks down to the
bottom of the glass tube and the mark ring reaches the upper
level of the plastic cover.
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Figure 2.9.22.-2. - Appara,us B for measuring thesoftening nine
of lipophilic supposiunies
Dimensions in mil/imetres

Figure 2.9.22.-1. - ApparatuS A for measuring the softening time
of lipophilic supposiunies
Dimensions in mil/imstres

APPARATUSB
The apparatus (see Figure 2.9.22.-2) consists of a water
bath (B) into which an inner tube (A) is inserted and fixed
witha stopper. The innertube is closedby a stopper at the
bottom. The apparatus is fitted with a thermometer. 2 insets
are available:
- a glass rod (CI) in the form ora tube sealed at both

ends, carrying a rim at its lowerend weighed with lead
shot, which has a weight 000 ± 0.4 g,

- a penetration inset(C2) consisting ofa rod (7.5 ± 0.1 g)
in a tube which has an enlargement for the suppository,
both made of stainless steel.

Method
Pour 5 mL of water at 36.5 ± 0.5 ·C into the inner
tube (A), introduce a suppository with the tip downwards
and onto that, place the inset (CI or C2). Note the lime
which elapses between this moment and the momentwhen
the lower, rimmed end of the glass rod (CI) or the steel
rod (C2) reaches the narrowed part of the inner glass tube.
Meltingor dissolution is then considered as complete.

=1 I
~
,015.5

K. Pycnometric Density of Solids1

(ph. Eur. method 2.9.23)

Gas pycnomenic density is determined by measuring the
volume occupied by a known massof powder, which is
equivalent to thevolume of gas displaced by the powder
using a gas displacement pycnometer. In gas pycnometric
density measurements, thevolumedetermined excludes the
volumeoccupied by openpores; however, it includes the
volumeoccupiedby sealed poresor pores inaccessible to the
gas.

Usually,helium is used as a test gas due to its high diffusivity
into small open pores.H gasesother than helium areused,
different values wouldbe Obtained, since the penetration of
the gas is dependent on the size of the poreas well as the
cross-sectional area of the gas molecules.
The measured density is a volume-weighted average of the
densities of individual powder particles. It is called the
panicle density, distinct from the truedensity of a solid or
the bulk density of a powder. The density of solids is
expressed in grams percubiccentimetre (gIcm3

) , allhough
the International Unit is the kilogram percubic metre
(I g/cm3 = 1000 kg/m3

) .

APPARATUS
The apparatus (see Figure 2.9.23.-1) consists of the
following;
- a sealed test cell, with empty cell volume Vc) connected

through a valve to an expansion cell, withvolume V,;
- a systemcapable of pressurising the test cell with me

measurement gas until a defined pressure (P) indicated by
a manometer;

I This chaputhas~ pharmeuopoeial Junmonisation. Seechapter
5.8. Phannaropoeial harmonisation.
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- the system is connected to a source of measurement gas,
preferably helium, unless another gas is specified.

The gas pycnometric density measurement is performed at a
temperature between 15°C and 30 °C that does not vary- by
more than 2 °C during the course of measurement.

The apparatus is calibrated, which means that the
volumes Vc and Vr ace determined using a suitable calibration
standard whose volume is known to the nearest 0.001 ern'.
The procedure described below is followed in 2 runs, firstly
with an empty test cell, and secondly with the calibration
standard placed in me test cell. The volumes "V;: and V, are
calculated using the equation for the sample volume (VJ,
taking into account that ~ is zero in the first run.

shown in Figure 2.9.23.-1, follow me instructions of me
manufacturer of the pycnometer.

EXPRESSION OF THE RESULTS
The sample volume (VJ is given by the equation:

The density (P) is given by the equation:

m
p=-

II;

I This choPIn' hasundergone phannacopoeia/ honnonisotWn. Seechaptet
5.8 Phannawpoe;al hannonisarion.

A value of Va is measured at each of not less than 3 values of
PIPo-

(I)
C-l P 1

x-+
V.,C p. V.,C

The sample conditioning is indicated with the results.
For example, indicate whether the sample was tested as is or
dried under specific conditions such as those described for
loss on drying.

M. Specific Surface Area by Gas
Adsorption1

(ph. Bur. method 2.9.26)

INTRODUCTION
The specific surface area of a powder is determined by
physical adsorption of a gas on the surface of the solid and
by calculating the amount of adsorbate gas corresponding to
a monomolecular layer on the surface. Physical adsorption
results from relatively weak forces (van der Waals forces)
between the adsorbate gas molecules and the adsorbent
surface of the test powder. The determination is usually
carried out at the temperature of liquid nitrogen.
The amount of gas adsorbed can be measured by a
volumetric or continuous flow procedure.

BRUNAUER, EMMETT AND TELLER (BEl)
THEORY AND SPECIFIC SURFACE AREA
DETERMINATION
MULTI-POINT MEASUREMENT
The data are treated according to the Brunauer, Emmett and
Teller (BET) adsorption isotherm equation:

P partial vapour pressure of adsorbate gas in equilibrium wirh the
swface at 77.4 K (b.p. of liquid nitrogen). in pascals,

P" saturated pressure of adsorbate gas, in pascals,
V" volume of gas adsorbed lit standard temperature and pressure

(STP) [273.15 K and almOSpheric pressure (1.013 x 105 Pa)).
in milhlitree,

V., = volume of gas adsorbed at SIP to produce an apparent
monolayer on the sampkl surface, in millilitres,

C dimensionless constant thu is related to the enthalpy of
adeerpuon of the adsorbate gas on the powder sample.

Figure 2.9.23.-1. - Schematic diagram oj a gas pycnometer

METHOD
Volatile contaminants in the powder are removed by
degassing the powder under a constant purge of helium prior
to me measurement. Occasionally, powders may have to be
degassed under vacuum. Because volatiles may be evolved
during the measurement, weighing of me sample is carried
out after the pycnometric measurement of volume.

Weigh the test cell of the pycnometer and record the mass.
Fill me test cell with a given mass of powder of me substance
to be examined. Seal the test cell in the pycnometer. Record
the system reference pressure (~) as indicated by the
manometer while the valve that connects the expansion cell
with the test cell is open. Close the valve to separate the
expansion cell from the test ceU. Pressurise the test cell with
the gas to an initial pressure (PJ and record me value
obtained. Open the valve to connect the expansion cell with
the test cell. Record the final pressure <l}). Repeat the
measurement sequence for the same powder sample until
consecutive measurements of the sample volume (V,) agree
to within 0.2 per cent. Unload the test cell and measure the
final powder mass (m), expressed in grams. H the
pycnometer differs in operation or construction from the one

A valve;
V, expansion volume. in cubic centimetres;
v~ cell volume. in cubic centimetres;
V. sample volume, in cubic centirnetres;
M manometer.

M
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1

(4)

error associated with the single-point method can be reduced
or eliminated by using the multiple-point method to evaluate
C for one of the samples of the series from the BET plot)
from which C is calculated as (1 + ,lopelint<IUjJt). Then Vm is
calculated from the single value of Va measured at a single
value of PIPo by the equation:

The specific surface area is calculated from V", by
equation (2) given above.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
This section describes the methods to be used for the sample
preparation, the dynamic flow gas adsorption technique
(Method /) and the volumetric gas adsorption technique
(M,tIwd II).

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Outgassing
Before the specific surface area of the sample can be
determined, it. is necessary to remove gases and vapours that
may have become physically adsorbed onto the surface after
manufacture and during treatment, handling and storage.
If outgassing is not achieved, the specific surface area may be
reduced or may be variable because an intermediate area of
the surface is covered with molecules of the previously
adsorbed gases or vapours. The outgassing conditions are
critical for obtaining the required precision and accuracy of
specific surface area measurements on pharmaceuticals
because of the sensitivity of the surface of the materials.

Conditions The outgassing conditions must be
demonstrated to yield reproducible BET plots. a constant
weight of test. powder, and no detectable physical or chemical
changes in the test powder.

The outgassing conditions defined by the temperature,
pressure and time should be chosen so that the original
surface of the solid is reproduced as closely as possible.
Outgassing of many substances is often achieved by applying
a vaCUUDlJ by purging the sample in a flowing stream of a
non-reactive, dry gas, or by applying a desorption-adsorption
cycling method. In either case, elevated temperatures are
sometimes applied to increase the rate at which the
contaminants leave the surface. Caution should be exercised
when outgassing powder samples using elevated temperatures
to avoid affecting the nature of the surface and the integrity
of the sample.

Y heating is employed, the recommended temperature and
time of outgassing are as low as possible to achieve
reproducible measurement of specific surface area in an
acceptable time. For outgassing sensitive samples, other
outgassing methods such as the desorption-adsorption cycling
method may be employed.

Adsorbate
The standard technique is the adsorption of nitrogen of
analytical quality at liquid nitrogen temperature.

For powders of low specific surface area « 0.2 m2.g
-I) the

proportion adsorbed is low. In such cases the use of krypton
at liquid nitrogen temperature is preferred because the low
vapour pressure exerted by this gas greatly reduces error.
The use of larger sample quantities where feasible (equivalent
to 1 m 2 or greater total surface area using nitrogen) may
compensate for the errors in determining low surface areas.

All gases used must be free from moisture.

(2)

(3)

s= V.Na
mx22400

is plotted against FlPo according to equation (1). This plot
should yield a straight line usuaUy in the approximate relative
pressure range 0.05 to 0.3. The data are considered
acceptable if me correlationcoefficient, r, of the linear
regression is not less than 0.9975; that is, ,;z is not less than
0.995. From the resulting linear plot, the slope, which is
equal to (C -1)IVmC, and the intercept, which is equal to
ltVmC, are evaluated by linear regression analysis. From
these values, V"' is calculated as lI(s/ope+ intercept), while C
is calculated as (,lopelint<IUjJ') + I. From the value of Vmso
determined, the specific surface area, S, in m2.g-J

, is
calculated by the equation:

A minimum of 3 data points is required. Additional
measurements may be carried cut, especially when non
linearity is obtained at a PlPo value close to 0.3. Because
non-linearity is often obtained at a PlPo value below 0.05J

values in this region are not recommended. The test for
linearity, the treatment of the data, and the calculation of the
specific surface area of the sample are described above.

SINGLE-POINT MEASUREMENT
Normally, at least 3 measurements of Va each at different
values of PlPo are required for the detennination of specific
surface area by the dynamic flow gas adsorption technique
(Metlwd I) or by volumetric gas adsorption (Method II).
However, under certain circumstances described below, it
may be acceptable to determine the specific surface area of a
powder from a single value of Va measured at a single value
of PIP. such as 0.300 (corresponding to 0.300 mole of
nitrogen or 0.001038 mole fraction ofktypton), using the
following equation for calculating Vm :

The specific surface area is then calculated from the value of
Vm by equation (2) given above.

The single-point method may be employed directly for a
series of powder samples of a given material for which the
material constant C is much greater than unity. These
circumstances may be verified by comparing values of
specific surface area determined by the single-point method
with that determined by the multiple-point method for the
series of powder samples. Close similarity between the single
point values and multiple-point values suggests that IIC
approaches zero.

The single-point method may be employed indirectly for a
series of very similar powder samples of a given material for
which the material constant C is not infinite but may be
assumed to be invariant. Under these circumstances, the

N Avogadro constant (6.022 x IOU mol-I).
(J effeclive cross-sectional area of one adsorbate molecule, in

square metres (0.162 nm 2 fer nitrogen and 0.195 nm2 for
krypton).

m mass of tcst powder, in grams.
22400 volume occupied by 1 mole of me adsorbate gas at STP

eUowingfor minor departures from the ideal. in millilitres.

Then the BET value
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Figure 2.9.26.-1. - Schematic diagram 01,he dynamicjlow method apparatus

Quandty ofsample
Accurately weigha quantity of the test powder suchthatthe
totalsurface of the sample is at least 1 m2 when the
adsorbate is nitrogen and 0.5 m2 whenthe adsorbate is
krypton. .

Lowerquantities of sample may be used after appropriate
validation.
MEASUREMENTS
Because the amount of gas adsorbed undera given pressure
tends to increase on decreasing the temperature, adsorption
measurements areusually made at a low temperature.
Measurement is performed at 77.4 K, the boiling point of
liquid nitrogen.

Method I: the dynamic flow method
Principle

In the dynamic flow method (see Figure 2.9.26.-1), the
recommended adsorbate gas is drynitrogen or krypton, while
helium is employed as a diluent gas, whichis not adsorbed
underthe recommended conditions.
A minimum of 3 mixtures of the appropriate adsorbate gas
with helium are required within the PIP. range 0.05 to 0.30.

The gas detector-Integrator shouldprovide a signal that is
approximately proportional to the volume of the gas passing
through it under defined conditions of temperature and
pressure. For thispurpose, a thermal conductivity detector
with an electronic integrator is one among various suitable
types. A minimum of 3 data points within the recommended
range of 0.05 to 0.30 for PIP. is to be determined.

Procedure
A known mixture of the gases,usually nitrogen and helium,
is passed througb a thermal conductivity cell, througb the
sample, again through the thermal conductivity cell and then
to a recording potentiometer.

Inunerse the sample cell in liquid nitrogen, then the sample
adsorbs nitrogen from the mobile phase. This unbalances the
thermal conductivity cell, and a pulseis generated on a
recorder chart.

Remove from the coolant; this givesa desorption peakequal
in area and in the opposite direction to the adsorption peak.
Since this is betterdefined than the adsorption peak, it is the
one used for the determination.

To effect the calibration, injecta known quantity of
adsorbate into the system, sufficient to givea peak of similar
magnitude to the desorption peakand obtain the proportion
of gas volume perunit peakarea.
Use a nitrogenlheliwn mixture fora single-point
determination and several such mixtures or premixing
2 streams of gas for a multiple-point determination.

Calculation is essentially the same as for the volumetric
method.

Melbod n: the volumetric melbod
Principle

In the volumetric method (see Figure 2.9.26.-2), the
recommended adsorbate gas is nitrogen which is admitted
into the evacuated spaceabove the previously outgassed
powder sample to give a defined equilibrium pressure, P, of
the gas. The use of a diluent gas) such as helium, is therefore
unnecessary, although heliummay be employed for other
purposes, such as to measure the dead volume,
Since only pureadsorbate gas. instead of a gas mixture, is
employed, interfering effects of thermal diffusion areavoided
in this method.

Plvadure

Admit a smallamountof drynitrogen into the sample tube
to prevent contamination of the cleansurface, remove the
sample tube, insert the stopper, and weigh it. Calculate the
weigbt of the sample. Attach the sample tube to the
volumetric apparatus. Cautiously evacuate the sample down
to the specified pressure (e.g. between 2 Pa and 10 Pal.
Alternatively, some instruments operate by evacuating to a
defined rate of pressure change (e.g. less than 13 Pal30 s)
and holding for a defined period of time before commencing
the next step.
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Figure 2.9.26.-2. - Schematic diagram of thevoIumet,i,method apparatus

If the principle of operation of the instrument requires the
determination of the dead volume in the sample tube, for
example, by the admission of a non-adsorbed gas, such as
helium, this procedure is carried out at this point, followed
by evacuation of the sample. The determination of dead
volume may be avoided using difference measurements, that
is, by means of reference and sample tubes connected by a
differential transducer. The adsorption of nitrogen gas is then
measured as described below.

Raise a Dewar vessel containing liquid nitrogen at 77.4 K up
to a defined point on the sample cell. Admit a sufficient
volume of adsorbate gas to give the lowest desired relative
pressure. Measure the volume adsorbed, Va' For multipoint
measurements, repeat the measurement of Va at successively
higher PlPo values. When nitrogen is used as the adsorbate
gas, PlPg values of 0.10,0.20, and 0.30 are often suitable.

REFERENCE MATERIALS
Periodically verify the functioning of the apparatus using
appropriate reference materials of known surface area, such
as a-alumina, which should have a specific surface area
similar to that of the sample to be examined.

Nt. Powder Flow1

(Ph. Bur. melhod 2.9.36)

The widespread use of powders in the pharmaceutical
industry has generated a variety of methods for characterising
powder flow. Not surprisingly, scores of references appear in
the pharmaceutical literature, attempting to correlate the
various measures of powder flow to manufacturing
properties. The development of such a variety of test
methods was inevitable; powder behavior is multifaceted and
thus complicates the effort to characterise powder flow.

I Thischapter hasundergone pharmaropoeial hannonisation. Seechapter
5.8 Pharmacopoeial hannonisarion.

The purpose of this chapter is to review the methods for
characterising powder flow that have appeared most
frequently in the pharmaceutical literature. In addition, while
it is clear that no single and simple test method can
adequately characterise the flow properties of pharmaceutical
powders, this chapter proposes the standardisation of test
methods that may be valuable during phannaceutical
development.

4 commonly reponed methods for testing powder flow are:
- angle of repose,
- compressibility index or Hausner ratio,
- flow rate through an orifice,
- shear ceU.

In addition, numerous variations of each of these basic
methods are available. Given the number of test methods
and variations, standardising the test methodology, where
possible, would be advantageous.

With this goal in mind, the most frequently used methods
are discussed below. Important experimental considerations
are identified and recommendations are made regarding
standardisation of the methods. In general, any method of
measuring powder Dowmust be practical, useful,
reproducible and sensitive, and must yield meaningful results.
It bears repeating that no simple powder flow method will
adequately or completely characterise the wide range of flow
properties experienced in the pharmaceutical industry.
An appropriate strategy may well be the use of multiple
standardised test methods to characterise the various aspects
of powder flow as needed by the pharmaceutical scientist.

ANGLE OF REPOSE
The angle of repose has been used in several branches of
science to characterise the flow properties of solids. Angle of
repose is a characteristic related to interparticulate friction, or
resistance to movement between particles. Angle of repose
test results are reported to be very dependent upon the
method used. Experimental difficulties arise due to
segregation of material and consolidation or aeration of the
powder as the cone is formed, Despite its difficulties, the
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Table 2.9.36.-1. - Flowproperties and corresponding angl<s of
repose2

Experimental conslderadons for angle of repose
Angle of repose is not an intrinsic property of the powder,
that is to say, it is very much dependent upon the method

method continues to be used in the pharmaceutical industry,
and a number of examples demonstrating its value in
predicting manufacruring problems appear in the literature.

The angle of repose is the constant, three-dimensional angle
(relative to the horizontal base) assumed by a cone-like pile
of material formed by any of several different methods,
described briefly below.

Basic methods for angle of repose
A variety of angle of repose test methods are described in the
literature. The most common methods for determining the
static angle of repose can be classified based on 2 important
experimental variables:
- the height of the 'funnel' through which the powder

passes may be fixed relative to the base, or the height may
be varied as the pile forms;

- the base upon which the pile forms may be of fixed
diameter or the diameter of the powder cone may be
allowed to vary as the pile forms.

Variations in angle of repose methods
Variations of the ahove methods have also been used to some
extent in the pharmaceutical literature:
- drained angle of repose: this is determined by allowing an

excess quantity of material positioned above a fixed
diameter base to 'drain' from the container. Formation of
a cone of powder on the fixed diameter base allows
determination of the drained angle of repose;

- dynamic angle of repose: this is determined by filling a
cylinder (with a dear, flat cover on one end) and rotating
it at a specified speed. The dynamic angle of repose is the
angle (relative to the horizontal) formed by the flowing
powder. The internal. angle of kinetic friction is defined
by the plane separating those particles sliding down the
top layer of the powder and those particles that are
rotating with the drum (with roughened surface).

General scale of flowability for angle of repose
While there is some variation in the qualitative description of
powder flow using the angle of repose, much of the
phannaceutical literature appears to be consistent with the
classification by carl. which is shown in Table 2.9.36.-1.
There are examples in the literature of formulations with an
angle of repose in the range of 40-50 degrees that
manufactured satisfactorily. When the angle of repose
exceeds 50 degrees, the flow is rarely acceptable for
manufacturing purposes.

Compressibllity Index = 100 x Vo - VI
Vo

height
0.5 x base

tan(a)

used to fonn the cone of powder. On this subject, the
existing literature raises these important considerations:
- the peak of the cone of powder can be distorted by the

impact of powder from above. By carefully building the
powder cone, the distortion caused by impact can be
minimised;

- the nature of the base upon which the powder cone is
formed influences the angle of repose. It is recommended
that the powder cone be formed on a 'common base',
which can be achieved by forming the cone of powder on
a layer of powder. This can be done by using a base of
fixed diameter with a protruding outer edge to retain a
layer of powder upon which the cone is formed.

Reconunended procedure for angle of repose
Perm the angle of repose on a fixed base with a retaining lip
to retain a layer of powder on the base. The base must be
free of vibration. Vary the height of the funnel to carefully
build up a symmetrical cone of powder. Care must be taken
to prevent vibration as the funnel is moved. The funnel
height is maintained at approximately 2-4 cm from the top of
the powder pile as it is being formed in order to minimise the
impact of falling powder on the tip of the cone. If a
symmetrical cone of powder cannot be successfully or
reproducibly prepared, this method is not appropriate.
Determine the angle of repose by measuring the height of the
cone of powder and calculating the angle of repose, ct., from
the following equation:

COMPRESSffiILlTY INDEX AND HAUSNER RATIO
In recent years the compressibility index and the closely
related Hausner ratio have become the simple, fast, and
popular methods of predicting powder flow characteristics.
The compressibility index has been proposed as an indirect
measure of buJk density, size and shape, surface area,
moisture content, and cohesiveness of materials, because aU
of these can influence the observed compressibility index.
The compressibility index and the Hausner ratio are
determined by measuring both the bulk volume and tapped
volume of a powder.

Basic methods for compressiblllty index and Hausner
ratio
While there are some variations in the method of determining
the compressibility index and Hausner ratio, the basic
procedure is to measure the unsettled apparent volume, (Vo),
and the final tapped volume, (V,), of the powder after
tapping the material until no further volume changes occur.
The compressibility index and the Hausner ratio are
calculated as follows:

Hausner Ralio = Vo
VI

Alternatively, the compressibility index and Hausner ratio
may be calculated using measured values of bulk density
(p..,.) and tapped density (p",."..> as follows:

Compressibilliy Index = 100 x P- - Pbul.
P",-

25-30

31-35

36-40

011-45

016-55

56-65

> 66

Angle of repose (degrees)

Excellent

Good

Fair (aid not needed)

Passable (may hang up)

Poor (must agitate, vibrate)

Very poor

Very, very poor

Flow property

2 CasrRl: Evaluating flow properties of solids. Chern. Eng·1965j
72:161-168.

Hausner Ratio= P,(IjIptJ
Pbulk
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3 CarrRL EooliJahng flow properties of solids. Chern. Eng 1965;
72:163-/68.

In a variation of these methods, the rate of consolidation is
sometimes measured rather than, or in addition to, the
change in volume that occurs on tapping. For the
compressibility index and the Hausner ratio, the generally
accepted scale of flowability is given in Table 2.9.36.-2.

Table 2.9.36.-2. - Scale of jlowabililf

Experimental considerations for the compressibility
index and Hausner ratio
Compressibility index and Hausner ratio are not intrinsic
properties of the powder, that is to say, they are dependent
upon the methodology used. The existing literature points
out several important considerations affecting the
determination of the unsettled apparent volume, VOl of the
final tapped volwne, V" of the bulk density, p,,,,,, and of the
tapped density, P,opps.f.
- the diameter of the cylinder used,
- the number of times the powder is tapped lO achieve the

tapped density,
- the mass of material used in the test,
- rotation of the sample during tapping.

Recommended procedure for compressibility index and
Hausner ratio
Use a 250 mL volumetric cylinderwith a test samplemass of
100 g. Smaller amounts and volumes may he used, but
variations in the method must be described with the results.
An average of 3 determinationsis recommended.

FLOW THROUGH AN ORIFICE
The flow rate of a material depends upon many factors, some
of which are particle-related and some related to the process.
Monitoring the rate of flow of material through an orifice has
been proposed as a better measure of powder f1owability.
Of particular significance is the utility of monitoring flow
continuously, since pulsating flow patterns have been
observed even for free-flowing materials. Changes in flow rate
as the container empties can also be observed. Empirical
equations relating flow rate to the diameter of the opening,
particle size) and particle density have been determined.
However) determining the flow rate through an orifice is
useful only with free-flowing materials.

The flow rate through an orifice is generally measured as the
mass per time flowing from any of a number of types of
containers (cylinders) funnels) hoppers). Measurement of the
flow rate can be in discrete increments or continuous.

Basic methods for flow through an orifice
There are a variety of methods described in the literature.
The most common for determining the flow rate through an
orifice can be classified based on 3 important experimental
variables:
- the type of container used to contain the powder.

Common containers are cylinders, funnels) and hoppers
from production equipment;

Compreuiblllty Index
(per cent)

1-10

11·15

16-20

21-25

26-31

32·37

> 38

Flow character

E=Ikn,

Good

Parr
Passable

Poor

Very poor

Very, very poor

HaUllDerratio

1.00-1.11

1.12·1.18

1.19-1.25

1.26-1.34

1.35-1.45

1.46-1.59

> 1.60

- the size and shape of the orifice used. The orifice
diameter and shape are critical factors in detennining
powder flow rate;

- the method of measuring powder flow rate. Flow rate can
be measured continuously using an electronic balance
with some SOrt of recording device (strip chart recorder)
computer). It can also be measured in discrete samples
(for example) the time it takes for 100 g of powder to
pass through the orifice to the nearest tenth of a second
or the amount of powder passing through the orifice in
10 s to the nearest tenth ora gram).

Variations in methods for flow through an orifice
Either mass flow rate or volume flow rate can be determined,
Mass flow rate is the easier of the methods) but it biases the
results in favour of high-density materials. Since die fill is
volumetric) determining volume flow rate may be preferable.
A vibrator is occasionaUy attached to facilitate flow from the
container) however, this appears to complicate interpretation
of results. A moving orifice device has been proposed to
more closely simulate rotary press conditions. The minimum
diameter orifice through which powder flows can also be
identified.

General seale of flowablllty for flow through an orifice
No general scale is available because flow rate is critically
dependent on the method used to measure it. Comparison
between published results is difficult.

Experimental consideradons for flow through an
orifice
Flow rate through an orifice is not an intrinsic property of
the powder. It is very much dependent upon the
methodology used. The existing literature points out several
important considerations affecting these methods:
- the diameter and shape of the orifice)
- the type of container material (metal) glass) plastic),
- the diameter and height of the powder bed.

Recommended procedure for flow through an orifice
Flow rate through an orifice can be used only for materials
that have some capacity to flow. It is not useful for cohesive
materials. Provided that the height of the powder bed (the
'head' of powder) is much greater than the diameter of the
orifice) the flow rate is virtually independent of the powder
head. It is advisable to use a cylinder as the container)
because the walls of the container must have little effect on
flow. This configuration results in flow rate being determined
by the movement of powder over powder) rather than
powder along the wall of the container. Powder flow rate
often increases when the height of the powder colwnn is less
than twice the diameter of the column. The orifice must be
circular and the cylinder must be freeof vibration. General
guidelines for dimensions of the cylinder are as follows:
- diameter of the opening greater than 6 times the diameter

of the particles)
- diameter of the cylinder greater than twice the diameter

of the opening.

Use of a hopper as the container may be appropriate and
representative of flow in a production situation. It is not
advisable to use a funnel) particularly one with a stem)
because flow rate will be determined by the size and length
of the stem as well as the friction between the stem and the
powder. A truncated cone may be appropriate) but flow will
be influenced by the powder-wall friction coefficient) rhus,
selection of an appropriate construction material is
important.

For the opening in the cylinder) use a flat-faced bottom plate
with the option to vary orifice diameter to provide maximum
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After consolidation, the powder is relieved of the
consolidation stress (0'1) and the hollow cylinder is removed.
The consolidated cylindrical powder sample is subsequently
loaded with an increasing vertical compressive stress and, at a
certain stress, the sample fails along the shear plane and the
powder starts to flow. The compressive strength (cre), or
unconfined yield strength, is defined as the stress causing
failure. Since the powder fails only at a sufficiently large
vertical stress, there is a specific yield limit for the powder.

The yield limit of a powder is dependent on its stress history,
i.e, its previous consolidation. The greater the consolidation
stress (u,) the greater the bulk density (Pt.) and compressive
strength (crJ. Thus, uniaxial compression tests conducted at
different consolidation stresses (oI) yield different pairs of
values (a lJ crd and (alJ Ph). Plotting these pairs of values as
points in a (crlJ crJ diagram and a (crlJ Pt.) diagram,
respectively, and drawing in each diagram a curve through
these points) usually results in curves similar to those shown
for product A in Figure 2.9.49.-2, where bulk density (Pt.)
and compressive strength (crc) typically increase with
consolidation stress (oj), Very rarely a progressive slope
similar to that of the Jeft part of curve B is observed.
The graph of cre versus al is called the flow function.

/

--
'///// /

/ areaA

~~

Figure 2.9.49.-1. - Uniaxial compression us,

equipment, and an approach commonly used to characterise
these properties is to submit the powder to shear tests, which
are experiments designed to determine the flow properties of
the powder by applying different states of stress and strain to
it. Using these tests, a wide variety of parameters describing
the flow properties of a powder can be studied, including the
yield locus, the angle of internal friction, the compressive
strength, the tensile strength, and a variety of derived
parameters such as the flowability ratio. Because of the ability
to control experimental parameters precisely, flow properties
can also be determined as a function of consolidation load,
time, and environmental conditions such as temperature and
humidity.

Many suitable shear cell configwations and test methods are
available; the most widely used are those based on me
lenike-type shear cell or on ring shear cells such as the
Schulze-typering shear tester.

PRINCIPLE
UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST
The uniaxial compression test illustrates the concept of
flowability. As shown in Figure 2.9.49.-1, a hollow cylinder
(cross-sectional area A, internal wall assumed as frictionless)
is filled with a powder. The powder is loaded by the
consolidation stress (a I) in the vertical direction. The more
the volume of the powder can be reduced, the more
compressible the powder is. In addition to the increase in
bulk density (Pb) from the consolidation stress, an increase in
the strength of the powder is also observed. Hence) the
powder is both consolidated and compressed through the
effect of the consolidation stress.

flexibility and better ensure a powder-over-powder flow
pattern. Rate measurement can be either discrete or
continuous. Continuous measurement using an electronic
balance can more effectively detect momentary flow rate
variations.

SHEAR CELL METHODS
In an effort to put powder flow studies and hopper design on
a more fundamental basis, a variety of powder shear testers
and methods that permit more thorough and precisely
defined assessmentof powder flowproperties have been
developed. Shear cell methodology has been used extensively
in the study of pharmaceutical materials. From these
methods, a wide variety of parameters can be obtained,
including the yield loci representing the shear stress-shear
strain relationship, the angle of internal friction, the
unconfined yield strength, me tensile strength, and a variety
of derived parameters such as the flow factor and other
flowabiHty indices. Because of the ability to control
experimental parameters more precisely, flow properties can
also be determined as a function of consolidation load, time,
and other environmental conditions. These methods have
been successfully used to determine critical hopper and bin
parameters.

Basic methods for shear ceU
One type of shear cell is the cylindrical shear cell which is
split horizontally, forming a shear plane between the lower
stationary base and the upper moveable portion of the shear
cell ring. After powder bed consolidation in the shear cell
(using a well-defined procedure), the force necessary to shear
the powder bed by moving the upper ring is determined,
Annular shear cell designs offer some advantages over the
cylindrical shear cell design, including the need for less
material. A disadvantage, however, is rhar because of its
design, the powder bed is not sheared as unifonnly because
material on the outside of the annulus is sheared more than
material in the inner region. A third type of shear cell (plate
type) consists of a thin sandwich of powder between a lower
stationary rough surface and an upper rough surface that is
moveable.

All of the shear cell methods have their advantages and
disadvantages, but a detailed review is beyond the scope of
this chapter. As with the other methods for characterising
powder flow, many variations are described in the literature.
A significant advantage of shear cell methodology in general
is a greater degree of experimental control. The methodology
generally is rather time-consuming and requires significant
amounts of material and a well-trained operator.

Recommendations for shear cell
The many existing shear cell configurations and test methods
provide a wealth of data and can be used very effectively to
characterise powder flow. They are also heJpful in the design
of equipment such as hoppers and bins. Because of the
diversity of available equipment and experimental procedures,
no specific recommendations regarding methodology are
presented in this chapter. It is recommended that the results
of powder flow characterisation using shear cell methodology
include a complete description of equipment and
methodology used.

N2. Powder Flow Properties by Shear Cell Methods
(Ph. Eur. method 2.9.49)

The methodology in this general chapter is based on
standard lest methods ASTM 06773-08 and
ASTM D6128-14.

Powder flow properties play an important role in the design
of formulations, processes and pharmaceutical production
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A: consolidaUonB,:inciplenllkm
0'2=0

'r

Furthermore, the flow function may change depending on
the consolidation time, for example, at the same 0'1 level,
higher O'c values may be obtained with longer consolidation
times; this is known as the time consolidation effect. Possible
mechanisms are solid or liquid bridges, solid crystallisation,
viscoelastic or viscoplastic deformation, or chemical reactions
at me particle contacts.

YIELD LIMIT AND MOHR STRESS CIRCLE
Asswning that the force of gravity and wall friction effects
can be disregarded, the uniaxial compression test can be
represented as shown in Figure 2.9.49.-4, in a (0', r) diagram
where 0' is the normal stress and r is the shear stress, In such
a diagram, all pairs of values (0', 't) form a circle representing
the stresses in the powder; this is called a 'Mohr stress circle'.
The Mohr stress circle is centred on the sigma axis. The two
intersect points with the sigma axis are called the minor and
major principal stresses. Figure 2.9.49.-4 shows the Mohr
stress circles corresponding to the uniaxial compression test
and a possible yield limit of the sample (the real course of
the yield limit cannot be determined with only the uniaxial
compression test).

Mohr stress circle A describes the stresses in the powder
sample at consolidation. Since no shear stress is applied, 0'1

corresponds to the normal stress or vertical stress (O'v) and 0'2

corresponds to the horizontal stress (O'iJ.

Figure 2.9.49.-4. - Measuremem of compressive Stmlgth and
corresponding (a, t) diagram

In the second part of the test shown in Figure 2.9.49.-1, the
sample is loaded with increasing vertical stress after it has
been relieved of the consolidation stress and the hollow
cylinder has been removed. As the vertical load increases, the
stress states at different load steps are represented by stress
circles with increasing diameter (stress circles BlJ B2 , B3 in
Figure 2.9.49.-4). The minor principal stress, i.e. the
horizontal stress, is equal to zero for aUstress circles since the
lateral surface of the sample is uncovered and not loaded.

Mohr stress circle B3 represents the stresses in the powder
sample at failure of the sample. Since me load corresponding
to this Mohr stress circle causes incipient flow of the sample,
Mohr stress circle B3 must be tangential to the yield limit in
the (a, r) diagram.

H, during me second part of the experiment shown in
Figure 2.9.49.-1 (i.e. the measurement of compressive
strength), a constant horizontal stress O"h> 0 were also
applied lO the sample in addition to the vertical stress (O'v),
stress circles that indicate failure of the sample and are
tangential to the yield limit (e.g, stress circle C in Figure
2.9.49.-4) would likewise be found. Thus the yield limit is

-
'A

ftc =4

cohesive

a,~

ff = 10•
free-flowing

easy·flowing

nor flowing

verycohesive

cohesive

easy-flowing

free-Rowing

nalRowing

o

a, ..
t

..-..-
""
-B

a. /

'A

ff,,< I

1<6;:<2

2<ft<4

4 < n,< 10

10 < ffc

Figure 2.9.49.-3 shows the flow function A taken from the
(a" aJ diagram in Figure 2.9.49.-2. AdditionaDy, the
boundaries of the ranges of the classifications listed above are
shown as straight lines, each representing a constant value of
the flowability ratio (1fJ. This diagram clearly shows that the
ftowability ratio (ffJ of a specific powder is dependent on the
consolidation stress (crt) applied.

The larger the it, the better a powder flows. The ffc value
can be used to classify the flow behaviouras follows:

NUMERICAL CHARACTERISATION OF
FLOWABILITY
The flow function can be used to characterise the flow
behaviour of a powder in terms of the flowability ratio (ffJ)
which is givenby: .

Figure 2.9.49.-2. - Bulk density (p,,) and compressive stmlgth
(aJ as o funaion of consolidation stress (aJ

o

t
a.

Figure 2.9.49.-3. - Flow funaion and lin" of constant
flowabiJity ratio
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Figure 2.9.49.-5. - Principle of shear deformation in a shear cell

the envelope of aUstress circles that indicate failure of a
powder sample.

MEASUREMENT WITH A SHEAR TESTER
PRINCIPLE
The test sample must be representative of the powder with
respect to particle-size distribution, moisture, temperature
and other properties that may have an influence on the flow
behaviour. The test sample is filled into a shear cell of
circular or annular cross-section, depending on the type of
tester used. In order to achieve a homogenous and
representative powder bed, filling should be carried out
unifonnly in smaU horizontal layers using a spoon or spatula,
without applying force to the surface of the material, until the
cell is slightly overfilled. Excess powder is then removed by
scraping off with a blade until the powder is flush with the
top of the shear cell. The shear cell is then completed with a
lid placed on top of the sample. The latter step may vary
with the type of apparatus and is therefore earned out
according to the manufacturer's instructions to achieve a
homogenous and representative powder bed.

In general, a shear test measures the yield limit of a
consolidated powder bed. 'This yield limit is also called the
yield locus. It depends to a certain extent on the apparatus
and experimental conditions. Typically the yield locus is
measured immediately after consolidation of the powder bed.
Ifhowever the yield locus is measured after a certain
consolidation time, then it is called the time yield locus.
When running a shear test, a normal stress (0') is applied
vertically to the powder in the shear cell. A shear
deformation of the sample is then induced by moving the lid
of the shear cell relative to the bottom of the shear cell in a
horizontal direction with constant velocity (V) (see Figure
2.9.49.-5). 'This results in a horizontal shear stress (t), which
develops due to the friction between the particles in the

..

shearing plane. The lid of the shear cell is allowed to move
vertically in order to adjust to changes in the sample's bulk
density.

When a point of a yield locus is measured, as in the uniaxial
compression test, 2 steps are necessary: first the powder
sample is consolidated in a preshear step, and then a point of
the yield locus is measured in a shear or shear-to-failure step.

PRESHEAR STEP
For preshear, the powder sample is loaded in the vertical
direction under a well-defined normal stress (0' = O'p,J, and
is then sheared. Preshear is stopped when steady-state flow,
characterised by constant shear stress ('tprJ, is achieved.

The pair of values of normal stress and shear stress at steady
state flow (O'p~, tp~ is plotted in a normal stress - shear
stress diagram «0', t) diagram, Figure 2.9.49.-6, right). Point
(O'prv tp~) is called the preshear point.

SHEAR-TO-FAILURE STEP
After the powder has been consolidated by the preshear
procedure, the shear stress (r) is reduced to zero by reversing
the relative motion of the lid with respect to the bottom of
the shear cell.

For the next step of the test procedure, the so-called shear or
shear-to-failure step, the normal stress acting on the sample
is decreased to a value O'sJu which is less than the nonnal
stress at preshear (0'0«>.

If the consolidated sample is sheared under the normal stress
O'sh < O'prv it will start to flow when a sufficiently large shear
stress (tm> is attained. At that point particles start to move
against each other. The material will start to dilate,
Le. decrease in bulk density and shear resistance, and thus
shear stress will decrease. The maximum shear stress (tsw
characterises incipient flow. The corresponding pair of values
(0'"" t,,,) is a point of the yield locus in the (0', t) diagram
(Figure 2.9.49.-6, right). Such a point is called a sbear point
or a point of incipient flow.

In order to measure the course of the yield locus, several of
the tests described above must be performed, where the
samples must first be consolidated at the same normal stress
(O'p«> preshear). Then the samples are sheared to failure
under different normal stresses ash < O'pre' The yield locus
follows a curve plotted through all measured shear points
(Figure 2.9.49.-6, right). In general, at least 3 shear points
should be measured.

ve constant

lid of shearcell

.... .
.• ~ 0." .... .

powdersample

yield locus

tt tt shearpoints preshearpoint

Incipient flow (incipient flow) (steady flow)

/-- -- - ___ t.. -,
/ -- -- Ito.

Isteady-state
flow

I
0 0

-I I--- 0 <:> •.. a
Preshear shear .. time a..

(a..) (ash< O'prv.) next test 0 ..

Figure 2.9.49.-6. - Plotof shear stress VtmlS time (left) and corresponding yieldlocus (right)
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With the Jenike-type shear cell a new sample has to be
prepared for each shear point (indicated as 'next test' in
Figure 2.9.49.-6). However, with ring shear testers a
complete yield locus is usually measured with 1 sample.
In addition, with the Schulze-type ring shear tester the bulk
density is measured during the test, depending on the
consolidation stress applied.

DATA EVALUATION
Parameters that describe the flow properties can be
determined from the yield locus as shown in
Figure 2.9.49.-7.

o 0,

Iinearised yield locus
(slope ~.. )

yield locus

effectiveyield locus

0- 0,

The cohesion (tJ is the value of the shear stress where the
yield locus intersects with the t-axis) l.e. at normal stress
a = O. The uniaxial tensile strength (crt> is the normal stress
at the left.end of the yield locus at shear stress t = O. As it is
difficult to measure the yield locus at small and negative
stress levels, cohesion may be obtained by extrapolating the
yield locus to the intersection with the t-axis. Due to the
pronounced non-linearity of the yield locus at low stresses)
the cohesion obtained in this way is less accurate than the
compressive strength, and it is hardly possible to determine
tensile strength by extrapolation.

If several yield loci are measured at different stress levels)
i.e. with different normal stresses at preshear (crprJ) each
yield locus represents another state of consolidation and
anomer bulk density. The above-mentioned flow properties)
namely compressive strength) effective angle of internal
friction or slope angle of the linearised yield locus) can be
indicated as functions of the consolidation stress (O't), similar
to Figure 2.9.49.-2 where bulk density and compressive
strength are plotted versus consolidation stress.

Figure 2.9.49.-8. - Yield locus and characteristic uolues forflow
properties

01. Optical Microscopy1
(ph. Eur. method 2.9.37)

Optical microscopy for particle characterisation can generally
be applied to particles of 1 pm and greater. The lower limit
is imposed by the resolving power of the microscope.
The upper limit is less definite and is determined by the
increased difficulty associated with the characterisation of
larger particles. Various alternative techniques are available
for particle characterisation outside the applicable range of
optical microscopy. Optical microscopy is particularly useful
for characterising particles that are not spherical. This
method may also serve as a base for the calibration of faster
and more routine methods that may be developed.

Apparatus
Use a microscope that is stable and protected from vibration.
The microscope magnification (product of me objective
magnification; ocular magnification) and additional
magnifying components) must be sufficient to allow adequate
characterisation of the smallest particles to be classified in the
test sample. The greatest numerical aperture of the objective
is sought for each magnification range. Polarising filters may
be used in conjunction with suitable analysers and
retardation plates. Colour filters of relatively narrow spectral
transmission are used with achromatic objectives) and are

,

.0••••.........•....•.,:
.::: ·.1
t:t..:.~ ..
;,.~, ..

\
end polnl of !he yield locUs

,

Figure 2.9.49.-7. - Yield locus, MohrSIrtSS circles and analogy
withuniaxUzl compression ItSC

The consolidation stress (0'1) is equal (0 the major principal
stress of the Mohr stress circle, which is tangential to the
yield locus, and intersects at the point of steady-state flow
(<Jpw 'tpee). This stress circle represents the stress distribution
in me sample at me end of the consolidation procedure
(stresses at steady-state flow). It corresponds to me stress
circle at me end of consolidation in me uniaxial compression
test.

The compressive strength (aJ is determined from the stress
circle that is tangential to me yield locus and runs through
the origin (minor principal stress a2 =0). This stress circle
represents a similar stress state to me one that prevails in the
second step of the uniaxial compression test.

A straight line through the origin of the (a, t) diagram,
tangent to the greater Mohr circle, is the effective yield locus)
shown as a broken line in Figure 2.9.49.-7. It encloses the
a-axis with the effective angle of internal friction (<pol.
Because the largest Mohr stress circle indicates a state of
steady-state flow) the angle <Pc can be regarded as a measure
of the internal friction at steady-state flow.

Further flow properties can be determined from the yield
locus as illustrated in Figure 2.9.49.-8.

For many applications the yield locus is linearised as the
tangent to both Mohr circles. The linearised yield locus is
characterised by its slope angle <Plin'

o
o"'--_.lL- -'-__--::- _=__

steady-stale flow

I This chopm hasundugone phannocopoeiol hannonisation. Seechaput'
5.8 PhannawpoeioJ harmonisation.
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preferable with apochromars; they are required for
appropriate colour rendition in photomicrography.
Condensers, corrected at least for spherical aberration are
used in the microscope substage and with the lamp.
The numerical aperture of the substage condenser matches
mat of the objective under the conditions of use; this is
affected by the actual aperture of the condenser diaphragm
and the presence of immersion oils.

Adjusbnent
The precise alignment of all elements of the optical system
and proper focusing are essential. The focusing of the
elements is done in accordance wirh rile recommendations of
the microscope manufacturer. Critical axial alignment is
recommended.

illumination
A requirement for good illumination is a unifonn and
adjustable intensity of light over the entire field of view;
Kohler illumination is preferred. With colouredparticles,
choose the colour of the filters so as to control the contrast
and detail of the image.

Visual characterisadon
The magnification and numerical aperture must be
sufficiently high to allow adequate resolution of the images of
the particles to be characterised. Determine the actual
magnification using a calibrated stage micrometer to calibrate
an ocular micrometer. Errors can be minimised if the
magnification is sufficient that the image of the particle is at
least 10 ocular divisions. Each objective must be calibrated
separately. To calibrate the ocular scale, the stage micrometer
scale and the ocular scale must be aligned. In this way, a
precise determination of-the distance between ocular stage
divisions can be made. Several different magnifications may
be necessary to characterise materials having a wide particle
size distribution.

Photographic characterlsadon
If particle size is to be determined by photographic methods,
take care to ensure that the object is sharply focused at the
plane of the photographic emulsion. Determine the actual
magnification by photographing a calibrated stage
micrometer, using photographic film of sufficient speed,
resolving power, and contrast. Exposure and processing must
be identical for photographs of both the test sample and the
determination of magnification. The apparent size of a
photographic image is influenced by the exposure)
development, and printing processes as well as by the
resolving power of the microscope.

Preparadon of the mount
The mounting medium will vary according to the physical
properties of the test sample. Sufficient, but not excessive,
contrast between the sample and the mounting medium is
required to ensure adequate detail of the sample edge.
The particles must rest in one plane and be adequately
dispersed to distinguish individual particles of interest.
Furthermore) the particles must be representative of the
distribution of sizes in the material and must not be altered
during preparation of the mount. Care must be taken to
ensure that this important requirement is met. Selection of
the mounting medium must include a consideration of the
analyte solubility.

Crysta1Ilnlty characterisation
The crystallinity of a material may be characterised to
determine compliance with the crystallinity requirement
where stated in the individual monograph of a drug
substance. Unless otherwise specified in the individual
monograph, mount a few particles of the sample in mineral
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oil on a clean glass slide. Examine the mixture using a
polarising microscope: the particles show birefringence
(interference colors) and extinction positions when the
microscope stage is revolved.

Limit test of particle size by microscopy
Weigh a suitable quantity of the powder to be examined (for
example, 10-100 mg), and suspend it in 10 mL of a suitable
medium in which the powder does not dissolve) adding) if
necessary, a wetting agent. A homogeneous suspension of
particles can be maintained by suspending the particles in a
medium of similar or matching density and by providing
adequate agitation. Introduce a portion of the homogeneous
suspension into a suitable counting cell, and scan under a
microscope an area corresponding to not less than 10 Jig of
the powder to be examined. Count all the particles having a
maximum dimension greater than the prescribed size limit.
The size limit and the permitted number of particles
exceeding the limit are defined for each substance.

Pardc1e size characterisation
The measurement of particle size varies in complexity
depending on the shape of the particle, and the number of
particles characterised must be sufficient to ensure an
acceptable level of uncenainty in the measured parameters.
Additional infonnation on particle size measurement) sample
size, and data analysis is available) for example, in ISO 9276.
For spherical particles, size is defined by the diameter.
For irregular particles, a variety of definitions of particle size
exist. In general) for irregularly shaped particles,
characterisation of particle size must also include information
on the type of diameter measured as well as infonnation on
particle shape. Several commonly used measurements of
partide size are defined in Figure 2.9.37.-1.

t-.---------ll-J Ferel's diameter

Martin's diameter

Projected area
diameter

Maximum horizontal interce

Figure 2.9.37.-1. - Commonly usedmeasurements of partidesize

- Feret's diameter. the distance between imaginary parallel
lines tangent to a randomly oriented particle and
perpendicular to the ocular scale,

- Martin's diameter: the diameter of the particle at the point
that divides a randomly oriented particle into 2 equal
projected areas)

- projeaed area diameter: the diameter of a circle that has the
same projected area as the particle,

- length: the longest dimension from edge to edge of a
particle oriented parallel to the ocular scale)

- width: the longest dimension of the panicle measured at
right angles 10 the length.
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Figure 2.9.37.-2. - CommonlY useddescriptions of partid, shape

Particle shape characterisation
For irregularly shaped particles, characterisation of particle
size must also include information on particle shape.
The homogeneity of the powder must be checked using
appropriate magnification. The following defines some
commonly used descriptors of particle shape (see
Figure 2.9.37.-2).
- acicular: slender, needle-like particleof similar width and

thickness,
- columnar: long, thin particle with a width and thickness

that are greater than those of an acicular particle,
- flahe: thin, Oat particle of similar length and width,
- plate: Oat particle of similar length and width but with

greater thickness than a 'flake particle,
- lath: long, thin, blade-like particle,
- equant: particle of similar length, width, and thickness;

both cubical and spherical particles are included.

General observations
A particle is generally considered to be the smallest
discrete unit. A particle may be a liquid or semi-solid droplet;
a single crystal or polycrystajline, amorphous or an
agglomerate. Particles may be associated. This degree of
association may be described by the following terms:
- lamellar:. stacked plates,
- aggregau: mass of adhered particles,
- agglomerau: fused or cemented particles,
- conglomerate: mixture of 2 or more types of particles,
- sphenJite: radial cluster,
- drusy: particle covered with tiny particles.
Panicle condition may be described by the following tenns:
- edges: angulary-rcunded, smooth, sharp, fractured,
- optical: color (using proper color balancing filters),

transparent, translucent, opaque,
- defects: occlusions, inclusions.
Surface characteristics may be described as:
- cnuked: partial split, break, or fissure,
- smooth: free of irregularities, roughness, or projections,
- porous: having openings or passageways,
- rough: bumpy, uneven, not smooth,
- pitted: small indentations.

02. Scanning Electron Microscopy
(ph. Eur. method 2.9.52)

This general chapter focuses on scanning electron microscopy
applied to pharmaceuti<al materials, from research to quality
control.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a powerful imaging
technique that is superior to and complements light

microscopy in terms of resolution, magnification and depth
of field.
In addition, by exploiting the different interactions between
the electrons and the specimen, it provides topographical and
compositional information and can thus also be used as an
analytical tool. When it is combined with elemental X-ray
microanalysis, in particular, chemical analysis can be
performed (see general chapter 2.2.37. X-ray fluorescence
spearom,tly).
SEM is a well-established technique and, increasingly, it is
being applied to examine and characterise a wide range of
pharmaceutical materials in solid form but also, with the use
of specialised specimen preparation methods) in semi-solid
and liquid fonn.

PRINCIPLE
To produce magnified images, a scanning electron
microscope uses a finely-focused beam of accelerated
electrons instead of light; the specimen is scanned (rastered)
in a rectangular pattern with the electron beam. TIlls
technique exploits the interactions between the electron beam
and the specimen using different types of detectors. Due to
the nature of these interactions, a variety of signals are
produced and these can be used to provide characteristic
information about the specimen at and from just below its
surface.

INTERACTION WITH THE SPECIMEN
As the surface of the specimen is scanned by the electron
beam, these electrons (also known as primary electrons)
interact with the specimen and can penetrate to a depth of
up to a few tens of micrometres. Electrons are scattered and
absorbed within a teardrop-shaped volume just below the
surface of the specimen, known as the interaction volume
(Figure 2.9.52-1). The depth to which the electron beam
penetrates is direcdy proportional to the beam voltage (a
high-energy beam will penetrate deeper than a low-energy
beam) and inversely proportional to the average atomic
number of the constituent elements of the specimen (the
beam will penetrate much deeper into a specimen rich in
light elements 'than into one rich in heavy elements).

Types of emitted signals
Figure 2.9.52-1 illustrates the sources of the principal
emitted signals, which are described as follows:
- seamdary el«trons are low-energy electrons that are ejected

from just below the specimen surface as a result of the
inelastic scattering of the incident electrons;

- bcu:kscanered electrons are high-energy electrons that result
from the elastic scattering of incident electrons deeper in
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Figure 2.9.52-2. - Schemm;'; diagram of a scanning ele<tron
microscope

- an electron gun that is housed at me top of an electron
optical column (electron column) and emits a beam of
electrons; the electrons are accelerated down the colwnn
under the influence of a high voltage that is typically
variable from 100 V to 30 kV;

- an electron column, which contains various components
used to control and focus the electron beam:
- a condenser lens system that controls the diameter

and energy of the electron beam;
- scan coils that are used to move the beam in a raster

fashion across a rectangular area on the specimen;

texture, porosity and shapes of the crystals. This information
can be correlated with dissolution behaviour, bioavailability
and the crystallinity of the components in solid dosage forms.
SEM has particular value in supporting the development and
optimisation of manufacturing processes for most solid
dosage forms, such as tablets, powder mixtwes for oral
suspensions) granules, powders for Inhalation, spray- or
freeze-dried powders) and powders for injections.

SPECIFICITIES OF THE TECHNIQUE
SEM offers many distinct advantages over conventional
optical light microscopy because specimens can be examined
at higher magnifications (250 000 x compared to 1000 x,
for example) with greater lateral resolution (3 run or better
compared to about 200 nm) and superior depths of field.
However, the interaction between me electrons and the
specimen could induce a strong charging effect due to the
accumulation of electrical charge on its surface. Specific
preparation procedures may thus be required for non
conducting specimens so mat the accumulated charges can
be dissipated.

Therefore, the ultimate perfonnance of an electron
microscope depends upon a number of factors, with the
nature of the specimen having a major influence on the
quality of the final image.

EQUIPMENT
Figure 2.9.52-2 is a schematic diagram of an electron
microscope. It typically consists of:

condenser
lens

electron
gun

...

cathodoluminescence
(lIghl)

~
~
~

\,

primary
electron
beam

backscattered
electrons

secondary
electrons

Figure 2.9.52-1. - Schematic diagram showing the signals
generawlfrom a uordrop-shoped intemaion volume

the interaction volume; as a consequence, backscattered
electron images typically have a lower spatial resolution
than secondary electron images and show less surface
detail;

- characteristic X-rays are produced when the incident
electron beam interacts with the elements in the
specimen;

- cathodoluminescence is the emission of photons in the
visible spectrum when atoms and molecules deep within
the interaction volume return to their ground state after
being excited by the electron beam.

APPliCATIONS
SEM is used to support many pharmaceutical processes
during the Connulation and analytical development,
manufacturing and quality control of medicinal products.
Its applications include:
- physical and chemical analysis of samples;
- comparison of raw materials from different suppliers;
- support for the development of particle sizing methods;
- particle size analysis (using image analysis);
- characterisation of the surface roughness of tablet film

coatings;
- investigation of complaints;
- analysis and identification of particulate matter .

contamination;
- trouble-shooting of manufacturing problems;
- examination of falsified products.

SEM is used to examine a wide range of materials) such as
active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs), excipients, powder
blends, solid dosage forms, medical devices, primary and
secondary packaging materials and contaminants.
The examination of SEM images permits the qualitative and
quantitative assessment of the homogeneity and consistency
of powders as raw materials or after processing
(e.g. compressed into tablets), with respect to the shapes,
sizes and size distributions of particles in powders and of the
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- an objective lens that focuses the beam to a fine point
and directs it towards the specimen;

- a specimen chamber positioned at the bottom of the
electron column; it contains me specimen and an array of
detectors that collect the emitted signals;

- a system of pumps that maintains the electron gun
chamber and electron column under high vacuum to
preserve the reliability and stability of the electron source.

VACUUM IN THE SPECIMEN CHAMBER
Conventional SEM is performed with the electron column
and specimen chamber maintained at a high vacuum so that
conductive specimens can he examined. However, recent
developments have enabled the examination of 000

conductive specimens and hydrated materials either in a
humid or wet atmosphere using environmental SEM
(ESEM), or in a dry partial vacuum using variable pressure
SEM (VPSEM) at pressures ranging from 10 Pa to 10' Pa.
A differential vacuum pumping system keeps the gun
chamber at a high vacuum relative to the low vacuum
(sometimes close to atmospheric pressure) in the specimen
chamber. An advantage of using ESEM or VPSEM is that
the microscope can also be operated in high vacuum mode.

ELECTRON EMIITERS
There are 2 main types of electron sources:
- thennionic emission. A widely-used thermionic source

consists of a filament, usually a tungsten wire, heated by
passing an electrical current directly through it.
An alternative is a lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) emitter,
which consists of an indirectly heated single crystal; it has
a much greater electron yield and is much brighter than a
tungsten emitter.

- field emission (FE). Electrons are emitted from the ultra
sharp tip of a fine-pointed tungsten wire inunersed within
an intense electrostatic field. Used in high-resolution
electron microscopes, FE emitters give an intensely
bright, smaU-diameter and low-current electron beam.
They are very stable and have an operating life of many
thousands of hours. FE-SEM offers significant
advantages, because' it produces high-resolution images at
low accelerating voltages (down to a few hundreds of
volts), with increased signal-to-noise ratios (giving low
noise, high-quality images) and with a superior depth of
field.

DETECTORS
A cluster of different detectors (see Figure 2.9.52-2) are
positioned at optimised distances close to the specimen and
collect the variety of signals emitted during interaction with
the electron beam.

Secondary electron detectors
Most high-vacuum electron microscopes are fitted with an
Everhart-Thornley (E-T) detector positioned to one side of
the specimen. E-T detectors are sensitive to the low-energy
secondary electrons that originate from a shallow depth
(typically less than 50 om) below the surface of a specimen.

The E-T detector has a positively biased wire grid in front of
it to attract electrons towards a scintillator which converts the
secondary electrons into flashes of light that are directed into
a photomultiplier. Secondary electrons can follow curved
paths from areas on specimens that may not be in the direct
line of sight of the detector. As a consequence, secondary
electron images tend to have high contrast and show
considerable surface details that emphasise topographical
features and variations in surface roughness across specimens.

In addition to secondary electrons, E-T detectors are also
sensitive to backscattered electrons emitted from areas on the
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specimen that happen to be in the direct line of sight of the
detector. As a consequence, secondary electron images
include contributions from both secondary electrons and
backscattered electrons and it is this combination that
produces the three-dimensional effect that is a distinctive
characteristic of secondary eleetron images.

An E-T detector cannot be used in ESEM or VPSEM
because secondary electrons emitted from a specimen are
scattered and absorbed by the gas molecules in the chamber.
To observe secondary electron images in ESEM or VPSEM,
a detector that is sensitive to the small amount of light that is
emitted from the ionised gas molecules surrounding the
specimen (a process called gas luminescence) in the specimen
chamber is used. It is this cloud of positive ions around the
specimen that also neutralises any negative charge
accwnulation.

Backscattered electron detectors
Backscattered electrons have higher energies than secondary
electrons and are emitted over a broad angular range.
Consequently, the detector is positioned close to and above
the specimen. Most high-vacuum and low-vacuum electron
microscopes are fitted with a dedicated backscattered electron
detector that uses either a scintillator or solid-state diodes.

Scintillator detectors work in the same way as E-T secondary
electron detectors by detecting electrons as flashes of light,
but have no biased grid to attract electrons towards them.
Solid-state backscattered electron detectors consist of an
annulus having 4 or 5 separate photodiodes arranged as an
array of segments. The diodes can be turned on or 011in
different combinations to allow topographic imaging,
compositional imaging or both together.

The emission of backscattered electrons increases with the
average atomic number of the various components (pure or
composite) of the specimen. This behaviour can be exploited
to examine the spatial distribution and homogeneity of
components containing light and heavy atoms in mixtures
such as powder blends, compressed tablets and specimens
contaminated with foreign matter. Backscattered electron
compositional images do not reveal which elements are
present in a specimen but they do show where high atomic
number materials are relative to low atomic number
materials. Materials consisting mainly of heavy atoms
(e.g. iron, bromine) appear brighter than those having lighter
atoms (e.g. carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, aluminium).
To determine which elements are actually present, elemental
X-ray microanalysis is used.

Unlike secondary electron detectors, backscattered electron
detectors are not greatly affected by electrical charging at the
specimen surface. Therefore, non-conducting specimens can
be imaged in high-vacuum mode and in low-vacuum mode
using a backscattered electron detector.

Both scintillator and solid-state backscattered electron
detectors are also very sensitive to visible light and can
therefore also function as cathodoluminescence detectors.

Cathodoluminescence detectors
The weak-intensity light emitted from cathodoluminescent
materials is collected by a retractable paraboloidal mirror and
directed into a light-sensitive scintillator detector (not shown
in Figure 2.9.52-2). The mirror is inserted just above the
specimen and is retracted when not in use. The electron
beam passes through a small hole in the minor so that it
strikes the specimen to induce the emission of visible light.

In its simplest form, the detector does not discriminate
between different wavelengths of light and greyscale images
are produced with cathodoluminescent areas on a specimen
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being shown as bright. More complex detectors have the
capability to select different wavelengths of light being
emitted to produce monochromatic images tuned to a single
wavelength that represents a specific material.
Cathodoluminescencespectral analysis is achievedby passing
polychromatic light emitted from the specimen into a
spectrometer where it is dispersed to produce a visible light
spectrum.

Spectral analysis of the emitted light is not widely used but
has applications in the examination and characterisationof
some organic and incrganic materials. It can be used (0

acquire diagnostic infonnation about the chemistry and
structure of single materials and spectral imaging can be used
for analysing mixtures of materials.

Elemental X-ray microanalysis detectors
An X-ray analyser fitted to the specimen chamber of an
electron microscope enables the rapid and non-destructive
elemental analysis of materials being examined. 2 main
detector types are available and these detect either the
dispersed energies (energy-dispersive X-ray microanalysis,
EDX) or the dispersed wavelengths (wavelength-dispersive
X-ray microanalysis, WDX) of the characteristic X-rays
emitted from specimens (for more details, see general
chapter 2.2.37).

PROCEDURE
SPECIMEN PREPARATION/PRESENTATION
Prior to preparing a specimen for examination by SEM, the
purpose of the examination must be considered because this
can affect the way the sample is treated.

In addition, the electrical conductivity of the specimen must
be considered to minimise charge accumulation as the
electron beam scans across the specimen. Numerous
methods have been developed to prepare specimens to
maintain integrity whilst minimising artefacts.
The preparation of most pharmaceutical samples is simple
and quick and does not require specialised equipment or
complex processes.

Specimen holders, called stubs, are used to support powders,
single particles, tablets, freeze-dried cakes, capsules and
beads. Rapid-curing, vacuum compatible glue or electrically
conductive silver or carbon paints are ideal for holding large
objects that are up to a few miI1imetres in diameter. Fine
powders and small objects can be attached to stubs on
double-sided adhesive tape or on sticky tabs. Large samples
may have to be reduced in size to fit onto a stub or into the
specimen chamber and tablets can be broken open to expose
their cores before being attached securely to a stub.

Powders can be simply sprinkled or poured onto a stub that
has had a thin layer of adhesive applied to it and excess loose
powder is then tapped off or blown off with a gentle stream
of inert compressed gas. A rapid and simple method for
powders is to attach double-sided adhesive tape onto a stub
and dip it gently into the powder so that a thin layer sticks to
the tape, and excess powder is then blown off (taking care
not to inhale the airborne powder).

When preparing powder samples, cross-contamination must
be avoided because the presence in the specimen of just a
single particle from another material can lead to an incorrect
interpretation of an image or chemical analysis. For this
reason, it is not good practice to disperse powder particles
onto a specimen stub using a brush, because the brush must
be decontaminated or discarded after a single use.
For microanalysis, the use of inert/plastic tools (needles,
spatulas, tweezers, etc.) is preferred for sample manipulation
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since contaminant particles could potentially be released from
metal tools.

SPECIMEN COATING
Most pharmaceutical materials are readily examined without
the need for prolonged and complicated preparation
techniques. However, such materials tend to be electrically
non-conductive and so specimens that are examined using
high-vacuum SEM need to be coated with an ultra-thin layer
of conductive material. Without a conductive coating,
specimens will acquire a net negative charge as the electron
beam scans across them; this causes the specimen to glow
brightly and, when i, discharges, disturbing flashes and bright
streaks will be seen in the image. Suitable conductive
materials for coating include metals, such as platinum and
gold, and these can be applied to rough and smooth
specimen surfaces using a plasma sputter coater. If carbon is
to be used, it needs to be evaporated in a very high vacuum
because it cannot be sputtered. In addition to reducing
charging effects, a conductive coating will increase the
emission of secondary electrons to give brighter images and
will also transfer localised electron beam-induced heat away
from the specimen. Some powders consisting of very small
particles (such as colloidal silica) may need to be sputter
coated 3 or 4 times to prevent charging because the coating
material initially fails to fonn a continuous conductive layer.

Some beam-sensitive specimens, such as semi-solids or wet
materials, may have to be cooled or frozen using a cooling
stage to minimise degradation or evaporation. With respect
to this, FE-5EM allows the surfaces of labile specimens to be
examined with an electron beam that has a very low energy
(e.g. 500 volts or less), and this can help to minimise or even
eliminate beam-induced degradation.

Specimens to be analysed by elemental X-ray microanalysis
are typically not coated with metal because the coat would
add extra peaks to the X-ray spectrum and this could
interfere with the analysis or even obscure minor amounts of
some elements, thereby precluding the possibility of
quantitative detenninations of unknowns. Most elemental
analysers are capable of detecting light elements, so even a
thin carbon coat could hinder the interpretation of the
spectrum. To minimise or exclude potential problems and
artefacts associated with specimen coating, non-conductive
materials can be examined uncoated using ESEM or
VPSEM. Software correction for any coating may need to be
applied.

OPERATION
The electron microscope is operated with a beam
accelerating voltage that is appropriate to produce images
that reveal the information of interest about a specimen.
For example, a low voltage (e.g. less than 5 kV) can be used
to image surface details and a higher voltage (e.g. greater
than 10 kV) increases the resolving power and can be used
for the analysis of a wide range of elements, The most useful
accelerating voltage range is about 2 kV to 20 kV because
most elements of interest can be ionized by electrons with
energies in this range.

Adiusunent of the objective lens focuses the beam on the
specimen over a wide range of working distances to
accommodate large and small specimens. The depth of field
can also be increased by selecting smaller beam apertures to
enable the full depth of thick specimens to be in acceptable
focus simultaneously.

When SEM is used to examine specimens in a high vacuum,
very high magnifications in excess of 10 000 x can be
achieved to resolve fine detail down to about 3 om,
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depending upon the specimen. This is possible because the
electron beam can be focused wilhout being scattered by gas
molecules. For ESEM or VPSEM, a consequence of gas or
water vapour being present in the specimen chamber is that
the electron beam suffers some lateral scattering (called
skirting). This scattering can inhibit high-resolution imaging
because the beam cannot be focused as finely as it would he
in a high vacuum. By selecting a shorter working distance
and optimising the gas pressure, this adverse effect can be
minimised.
Lateral spatial resolutions of 1 om or bener become possible
(depending upon the specimen being examined) when using
FE-SEM. To achieve this high resolving power, a beam
accelerating voltage in excess of about 15 kV may be
required, hut a high beam voltage could damage beam
sensitive materials. For most organic solids, the electron
beam will penetrate many micrometres into the specimen and
surface detail will be lost due to the scattering and absorption
of the emitted electrons. In order to reveal the surface details
of specimens, the electron microscope must be operated at a
much lower voltage, and this is at the expense of resolution.
Most pharmaceutical specimens srudied by SEM are likely to
be examined at a magnification less than 10 000 x and so a
high resolving power is typically not needed.

COMBINATION OF SEM AND X-RAY
MICROANALYSIS
This combination enables the identification of the elemental
compositions of specimens and elemental mapping to
visualise the distributions of elements, for example in tablets
and blends.

Element maps are easily and quickly generated to visualise
the spatial distribution of the elements present in a specimen
at low and high magnifications. Cross-sections cut or
fractured through tablet cores and powders that have been
lightly pressed flat can be mapped to reveal the relationships
between their components. This technique is useful to
compare the differences between samples to indicate why
some perform better than others. It is important to have
surfaces that are not rough because emitted X-rays follow
straight paths and so may not be detected in areas (effectively
in shadows) that are not in direct line of sight of the X-ray
detector. This artefact can be reduced by tilting the specimen
towards the detector.

X-ray microanalysis is also used for the investigation of
particulate matter. Black spots in tablets, for example, are
often caused by particles of metal or rubber debris, caused by
the wearing of tablet presses, that have subsequently been
incorporated into the tablet as a visible defect. SEM-EDX is
an ideal technique to identify them because it is non
destructive and can often be used to distinguish between
different metals so that the source and root cause can be
identified. Also, particles in vials and syringes of solutions for
injection can be examined and analysed after they have been
isolated by filtration or removed using a micropipette.

EQUll'MENT PERFORMANCE
SEM user requirements, in addition to manufacturer's
recommendations, provide a basis for the system
performance evaluation. For size measurements, accuracy of
the displayed scale bar represents a critical parameter that
should be checked at both low and high magnifications using
certified calibration test specimens (available from SEM
accessory suppliers). As accuracy of scale can be influenced
by instrumental parameters, such as accelerating voltage and
working distance, or by the specimen itselt it should be
checked under different operating conditions to allow for
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instrument variations using, for example) a bracketing
concept. Accuracy of scale should be checked in orthogonal
directions and the typical accuracy of the displayed scale
should be 10 per cent or better. If justified, other acceptance
criteria) such as image resolution, might be applied.

For elemental analysis by EDX, the accuracy and
reproducibility of the energy scale over a specific energy
range (e.g, 0-5 keY or 0-20 keY) represents a parameter that
should be checked and calibrated according to the
manufacturer's instrument operating instructions using
suitable reference materials (see general chapter 2.2.37).
These single element materials are used because they have
multiple X-ray emission peaks at well-defined energies and
intensities across the spectral range being calibrated.
The intensities of the emitted X-rays can be influenced by
other instrumental parameters, such as accelerating voltage or
the working distance, and should be checked for relevant
instrumental parameters using, for example, a bracketing
concept. If justified, other acceptance criteria (such as
detector resolution) might be used.

P. Particle Size Analysis by Laser Light
Diffraction1

(Ph. Eur. method 2.9.11)

The method is based on the ISO standards 13320-1 (1999)
and 9216-1(1998).

INTRODUCTION
The laser light diJIraction technique used for the
determination of particle-size distribution is based on the
analysis of the diffraction pattern produced when particles are
exposed to a beam of monochromatic light. Historically, the
early laser diffraction instruments only used scattering at
small angles. However, the technique has since been
broadened to include laser light scattering in a wider angular
range and application of the Mie theory, in addition to the
Fraunhofer approximation and anomalous diffraction.

The technique cannot distinguish between scattering by
single particles and scattering by clusters of primary particles,
i.e. by agglomerates or aggregates. As most particulate
samples contain agglomerates or aggregates and as the focus
of interest is generally on the size distribution of primary
panicles, the clusters are usually dispersed into primary
particles before measurement.

For non-spherical particles, an equivalent sphere-size
distribution is obtained because the technique assumes
spherical particles in its optical model. The resulting particle
size distribution may differ from those obtained by methods
based on other physical principles (e.g. sedimentation,
sieving).

This chapter provides guidance for the measurement of size
distributions of particles in different dispersed systems, for
example, powders, sprays, aerosols, suspensions. emulsions,
and gas bubbles in liquids, through analysis of their angular
light-scattering patterns. It does not address specific
requirements of particle size measurement of specific
products.

I Thischapter has undergom phannatopoeial hannonisauOn. Seechapter

5.8. PJumnoCQpoeial harmonisation.
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Figure 2.9.31.-1. - Example of a set-up of a laser light diffraction instrument

PRINCIPLE
A representative sample, dispersed at an adequate
concentration in a suitable liquid or gas, is passed through a
beam ofmonochromatic light, usuaUy a laser. The light
scattered by the panicles at variousangles is measured by a
multi-element detector. Numerical values representing the
scattering pattern are then recorded for subsequent analysis.
These scattering pattern values are then transformed, using
an appropriate optical model and mathematical procedure, to
yield the proportion of total volume to a discrete number of
size classes, forming a volumetric particle-size distribution.

INSTRUMENT
The instrument is located in an environment where it is not
affected by electrical noise, mechanical vibrations,
temperature fluctuations, humidity or direct bright light.

An example of a set-up of a laser light diffraction instrument
is given in Figure 2.9.31.-1. Other equipment may be used.

The instrument comprises a laser light source, beam
processing optics, a sample measurement region (or cell), a
Fourier lens, and a multi-element detector for measuring the
scattered light pattern. A data system is also required for
deconvolution of the scattering data into a volumetric size
distribution and associated data analysis and reporting.

The particles can enter the laser beam in 2 positions. In the
conventional case the particles enter the parallel beam before
the collecting lens and within its working distance.
In so-called reversed Fourier optics the particles enter behind
the collecting lens and thus, in a converging beam.
The advantage of the conventional set-up is that a reasonable
path length for the sample is allowed within the working
distance of the lens. The second set-up allows only small
pam lengths but enables measurement of scattered light at
larger angles, which is useful when submicron particles are
present.

The interaction of the incident light beam and me ensemble
of dispersed particles results in a scattering pattern with
different light intensities at various angles. The total angular
intensity distribution, consisting of both direct and scattered
light, is then focused onto a multi-element detector by a lens
or a series of lenses. These lenses create a scattering pattern
that, within limits, does not depend on the location of the
particles in the light beam. Hence, the continuous angular
intensity distribution is 'converted into a discrete spatial
intensity distribution on a set of detector elements.

It is asswned that the measured scattering pattern of the
particle ensemble is identical to the sum of the patterns from
all individual single scattering particles presented in random
relative positions. Note that only a limited angular range of
scattered light is collected by the lenstes) and, therefore, by
the detector.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE METHOD
The measurement of particle size by laser diffraction can give
reproducible data, even in the sub-micron region, provided
the instrument used and the sample tested are carefully
controlled to limit variability of the test conditions
(e.g. dispersion medium, method of preparation of the
sample dispersion).

Traditionally, the measurement of particle size using laser
diffraction has been limited to particles in the range of
approximately 0.1 urn to 3 mm, Because of recent advances
in lens and equipment design, newer instruments are capable
of exceeding this range routinely. Wh:h the validation report
the user demonstrates the applicability of the method for its
intended use.

Sampling
The sampling technique must be adequate to obtain a
representative sample of a suitable volume for the particle
size measurement. Sample splitting techniques such as
rotating riffler or the cone and quartering method may be
applied.

Evaluation of the dispersion procedure
Inspect the sample to be analysed, visually or with the aid of
a microscope, to estimate its size range and particle shape.
The dispersion procedure must be adjusted to the purpose of
the measurement. The purpose may be such that it is
preferable to deagglomerate clusters into primary particles as
far as possible, or it may be desirable to retain clusters as
intact as possible. In this sense, the particles of interest may
be either primary particles or clusters.

For the development of a method it is highly advisable to
check that comminution of the particles does not occur, and
conversely, that dispersion of particles or clusters is
satisfactory. This can usually be done by changing the
dispersing- energy and monitoring the change of the particle
size distribution. The measured size distribution must not
change significantly when the sample is weU dispersed and
the particles are neither fragile nor soluble. Moreover, if the
manufacturing process (e.g. crystallisation, milling) of the
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material has changed, the applicability of the method must
be verified (e.g. by microscopic comparison).

Sprays, aerosols and gas bubbles in a liquid should be
measured directly, provided that their concentration is
adequate, because sampling or dilution generally alters the
particle-size distribution.

In other cases (such as emulsions, pastes and powders),
representative samples may be dispersed in suitable liquids.
Dispersing aids (wetting agents, stabilisers) and/or
mechanical forces (e.g. agitation, sonication) are often
applied for deagglomeration or deaggregation of clusters and
stabilisation of the dispersion. For these liquid dispersions, a
recirculating system is most commonly used, consisting of an
optical measuring cell, a dispersion bath usually equipped
with stirrer and ultrasonic elements, a pump, and tubing.
Non-recirculating, stirred cells are useful when only small
amounts of a sample are available or when special dispersion
liquids are used.

Dry powders can also be converted into aerosols through the
use of suitable dry powder dispersers, which apply
mechanical force for deagglomeration or deaggregation.
Generally, the dispersers use the energy of compressed gas or
the differential pressure of a vacuum to disperse the particles
to an aerosol, which is blown through the measuring zone,
usually into the inlet of a vacuum unit that collects the
particles. However, for free flowing, coarser particles or
granules the effect of gravity may be sufficient to disperse the
particles adequately.

If the maximum particle size of the sample exceeds lite
measuring range of the instrument, the material that is too
coarse can be removed by sieving and the mass and
percentage of removed material are reported. However, after
pre-sieving, note that the sample is DO longer representative,
unless otherwise proven.

Optimisation of the liquid dispersion
Liquids, surfactanrs, and dispersing aids used to disperse
powders must:
- be transparent at the laser wavelength and practically free

from air bubbles or particles;
- have a refractive index that differs from that of the test

material;
- be non-solvent of the test material (pure liquid or pre

filtered, saturated solution);
- not alter me size of the test materials (e.g. by solubility,

solubility enhancement, or recrystallisation effects);
- favour easy formation and stability of the dispersion;
- be compatible with the materials used in the instrument

(such as O-rings, gaskets, tubing, etc.);
- possess a suitable viscosity to facilitate recirculation,

stirring and filtration.

Surfactants and/or dispersing aids are often used to wet the
particles and to stabilise the dispersion. For weak acids and
weak bases, buffering of the dispersing medium at low or
high pH respectively can assist in identifying a suitable
dispersant.

A preliminary check of the dispersion quality can be
performed by visual or microscopic inspection. It is also
possible to take fractional samples out of a well-mixed stock
dispersion. Such stock dispersions are formed by adding a
liquid to the sample while mixing it with, for example, a glass
rod, a spatula or a vortex mixer. Care must be taken to
ensure the transfer of a representative sample and that
settling of larger particles does not occur. Therefore a sample
paste is prepared or sampling is carried out quickly from a
suspension maintained under agitation.
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Optimisation of the gas dispersion
For sprays and dry powder dispersions, a compressed gas
free from oil) water and particles may be used. To remove
such materials from the compressed gas, a dryer with a filter
can be used. Any vacuum unit should be located away from
the measurement zone, so that its output does not disturb
the measurement.

Determination of the concentradon range
In order to produce an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio in the
detector, the particle concentration in the dispersion must
exceed a minimum level. Likewise, it must be below a
maximum level in order to avoid multiple scattering.
The concentration range is influenced by the width of the
laser beam, the path length of lite measurement zone, the
optical properties of the particles, and the sensitivity of the
detector elements.

In view of the above, measurements must be performed at
different particle concentrations to determine the appropriate
concentration range for any typical sample of material. (Note:
in different instruments, particle concentrations are usually
represented by differently scaled and differently named
numbers, e.g. obscuration, optical concentration,
proportional number of total mass).

DetermInation of the measuring time
The time of measurement, the reading time of the detector
and the acquisition frequency are determined experimentally
in accordance with the required precision. Generally, the
time for measurement permits a large number of detector
scans or sweeps at short time intervals.

Selection ofan appropriate optical model
Most instruments use either the Fraunhofer or the Mie
theory, though other approximation theories are sometimes
applied for calculation of the scattering matrix. The choice of
lite theoretical model depends on the intended application
and the different assumptions (size, absorbance, refractive
index, roughness) crystal orientation, mixture, etc.) made for
the test material. If the refractive index values (real and
imaginary parts for the used wavelength) are not exactly
known, then the Fraunhofer approximation or the Mie theory
with a realistic estimate of the refractive index can be used.
The former has the advantages that it is simple and it does
not need refractive index values; the latter usually provides
less-biased particle-size distributions for small particles.
For instance, if the Fraunhofer model is used for samples
containing an appreciable amount of small, transparent
particles, a significantly larger amount of small particles may
be calculated. In order to obtain traceable results, it is
essential to document the refractive index values used, since
small differences in the values assumed for the real and
imaginary part of the complex refractive index may cause
significant differences in the resulting particle-size
distributions. Small values of the imaginary part of the
refractive index (about 0.01-0.1 i) are often applied to allow
the correction of the absorbance for the surface roughness of
the particles. It should be noted, in general, that the optical
properties of the substance to be tested, as weU as the
structure (e.g. shape, surface roughness and porosity); bear
upon the final result.

Validation
Typically, the validityof a procedure may be assessedby the
evaluation of its specificity, linearity, range, accuracy,
precision and robustness. In panicle-size analysis by laser
light diffraction, specificity as defined by ICH is not
applicable as it is not possible to discriminate between
different components in a sample, nor is it possible to
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discriminate agglomerates from dispersed particles unless
properly complemented by microscopic techniques. Exploring
a linear relationship between concentration and response, or
a mathematical model for interpolation, is not applicable to
this procedure. Ramer than evaluating linearity, Ibis method
requires the definition of a concentration range within which
the result of the measurements does not vary significantly.
Concentrations below that range produce an error due to a
poor signal-to-noise ratio) while concentrations ahove that
range produce an error due to multiple scattering. The range
depends mostly on the instrument hardware. Accuracy
should be confirmed through an appropriate instrument
qualification and comparison with microscopy, while
precision may be assessed by means of a repeatability
detennination.

The anainable repeatability of the method mainly depends
on the characteristics of the material (milled/not milled,
robust/fragile, width of its size distribution, etc.), whereas the
required repeatability depends on the purpose of the
measurement Mandatory limits cannot be specified in this
chapter, as repeatabilities (different sample preparations) may
vary appreciably from one substance to another. However, it
is good practice to aim at acceptance criteria for repeatability
such as Std :$ 10 per cent [n = 6] for any central value of the
distributihn (e.g. for x,.). Valuesat the sides of the
distriburl1m (e.g. XIO and ~o) are oriented towards less
stringent acceptance criteria such as Sl'el :$ 15 per cent
[n =6). Below10 IUD, these valnesmust be doubled.
Robustness may be tested during the selection and
optimisation of the dispersion media and forces. The change
of the dispersing energy may be monitored by the change in
the particle-size distribution.

MEASUREMENT
Precautions
The instructions given in the instrument manual are
followed:
- never look into the direct path of the laser beam or its

reflections;
- earth aU instrument components to prevent ignition of

solvents or dust explosions;
- check the instrument set-up (e.g, warm-up, required

measuring range and lens, appropriate working distance,
position of the detector, no direct bright daylight);

- in the case of wet dispersions, avoid air bubbles,
evaporation of liquid, schlieren or other inhomogeneities
in the dispersion; similarly, avoid improper mass-flow
from the disperser or turbulent air-flow in the case of dry
dispersions; such effects can cause erroneous particle-size
distributions.

Measurement of the light scattering of dispersed
sample(s)
After proper alignment of the optical part of the instrument,
a blank measurement of the particle-free dispersion medium
must be performed using the same method as that used for
the measurement of the sample. The background signal must
be below an appropriate threshold. The detector data are
saved in order to substract them later from the data obtained
with the sample. The sample dispersion is measured
according to the developed method.

For each detector element, an average signal is calculated,
sometimes together with its standard deviation.
The magnitude of the signal from each detector element
depends upon the detection area, the light intensity and the
quantum efficiency. The co-ordinates (size and position) of
the detector elements together with the focal distance of the
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lens detennine the range of scattering angles for each
element. Most instruments also measure the intensity of the
central (unscanered) laser beam. The ratio of the intensity of
a dispersed sample to that in its absence (a blank
measurement) indicates the proportion of scattered light and
hence the particle concentration.

Conversion of scattering pattern into particle-size
distribution
This deconvolution step is the inverse of the calculation of a
scattering pattern for a given particle-size distribution.
The assumption of spherical particle shape is particularly
important as most algorithms use the mathematical solution
for scattering from spherical particles. Furthermore, the
measured data always contain some random and systematic
errors, which may vitiate the size distributions. Several
mathematical procedures have been developed for use in the
available instruments. They contain some weighting of
deviations between measured and calculated scattering
patterns (e.g. least squares), some constraints (e.g. non
negativity for amounts of particles), and/or some smoothing
of the size distribution curve,
The algorithms used are specific to each make and model of
equipment, and are proprietary. The differences in the
algorithms between different instruments may give rise to
differences in the calculated particle-size distributions.

Replicates
The number of replicate measurements (with individual
sample preparations) to be performed depends on the
required measurement precision. It is recommended to set
this number in a substance-specific method.

REPORTING OF RESULTS
The particle-size distribution data are usually reponed as
cumulative undersize disttibution and/or as density
distribution by volume. The symbol x"isused to denote the
particle size, which in tum is defined as the diameter of a
volume-equivalent sphere. Q3(x) denotes the volume fraction
undersize at the particle size x. In a graphical representation,
x is plotted on the abscissa and the dependent variable Q3
on the ordinate. Most common characteristic values are
calculated from the panicle-size distribution by interpolation.
The particle sizes at the undersize values of 10 per cent,
50 per cent, and 90 per cent (denoted as XIO) X50, and ,;(go

respectively) are frequently used. X50 is also known as the
median particle size. It is recognised that the symbol d is also
widely used to designate the particle size, thus the symbol x
may be replaced by d.

Moreover, sufficient infonnation must be documented about
the sample, the sample preparation, the dispersion
conditions, and the cell type. As the results depend on the
particular instrument, data analysis program, and optical
model used, these details must also be documented.

CONfROL OF TIIE INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
Use the instrument according to the manufacturer's
instructions and carry out the prescribed qualifications at an
appropriate frequency, according to the use of the instrument
and substances to be tested.

Calibration
Laser diffraction systems, although assuming idealised
properties of the particles. are based on first principles of
laser light scattering. Thus, calibration in the strict sense is
not required. However, it is still necessary to confinn that me
instrument is operating correctly. This can be undertaken
using any certified reference material that is acceptable in
industrial practice. The entire measurement procedure is
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examined, including sample collection, sample dispersion,
sample transport through the measuring zone, measurement,
and the deconvolution procedure. It is essential that the total
operational procedure is fully described.

The preferred certified reference materials consist of spherical
particles of a known distribution. They must be certified as
to the mass-percentage size distribution by an absolute
technique, if available, and used in conjunction with an
agreed, detailed operation procedure. It is essential that the
real and imaginary pans of the complex refractive index of
the material are indicated if the Mie theory is applied in data
analysis. The representation of the particle-size distribution
by volume will equal that of the distribution by mass,
provided that the density of the particles is the same for all
size fractions.

The response of a laser diffraction instrument is considered
to meet the requirements if the mean value of xso from at
least 3 independent measurements does not deviate by more
than 3 per cent from the certified range of values of the
certified reference material. The mean values for XIO and X9Q

must not deviate by more than 5 per cent from the certified
range of values. Below 10 pm, these values must be doubled.

Although the use of materials consisting of spherical particles
is preferable, non-spherical particles may also be employed.
Preferably, these particles have certified or typical values from
laser diffraction analyses performed according to an agreed,
detailed operating procedure. The use of reference values
from methods other than laser diffraction may cause a
significant bias. The reason for this bias is that the different
principles inherent in the various methods may lead to
different sphere-equivalent diameters for the same non
spherical particle.

Although the use of certified reference materials is preferred,
other well-defined reference materials may also be employed.
They consist of substances of typical composition and
particle-size distribution for a specified class of substances.
Their particle-size distribution has proven to be stable over
time. The results must comply with previously determined
data, with the same precision and bias as for the certified
reference material.

QuaIlficadon of the system
In addition to the calibration, the performance of the
instrument must be qualified at regular time intervals or as
frequently as appropriate. This can be undertaken using any
suitable reference material as mentioned in the previous
paragraph.

The qualification ofthe system is based on the concept that
the equipment, electronics, software and analytical operations
constitute an integral system, which can be evaluated as an
entity. Thus the entire measurement procedure is examined,
including sample collection, sample dispersion, sample
transport through the measuring zone, and the measurement
and deconvolution procedure. It is essential that the total
operational procedure is fully described.

In general, unless otherwise specified in the individual
monograph, the response of a laser diffraction instrument is
considered to meet the requirements if the XjO value does not
deviate by more than 10 per cent from the range of values of
the reference material. Ifoptionally the values at the sides of
the distribution are evaluated (e.g, XIO and -'"90), then these
values must not deviate by more than 15 per cent from the
certified range of values. Below 10 11m, these values must be
doubled.

NOTE: for calibration of the instrument, stricter requirements are
laiddown in the paragraph CaJibra.on.
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Q. Characterisation of Crystalline and
Partially Crystalline Solids by X-ray
Powder Diffraction (XRPD)1

(ph. Eur. method 2.9.33)

Every crystalline phase of a given substance produces a
characteristic X-ray diffraction pattern.

Diffraction patterns can be obtained from a randomly
oriented crystalline powder composed of crystallites or crystal
fragments of finite size. Essentially 3 types of infonnation can
be derived from a powder dilliaction pattern; angular
position of diffraction lines (depending on geometry and size
of the unit cell); intensities of diffraction lines (depending
mainly on atom type and arrangement, and particle
orientation within the sample), and diffraction line profiles
(depending on instrumental resolution, crystallite size, strain
and specimen thickness).

Experiments giving angular positions and intensities of lines
can be used for applications such as qualitative phase analysis
(for example, identification of crystalline phases) and
quantitative phase analysis of crystalline materials.
An estimate of the amorphous and crystalline fractionsf can
also be made.

The X-ray powder diffi:action (XRPD) method provides an
advantage over other means of analysis in that it is usually
non-destructive in nature (specimen preparation is usually
limited to grinding [0 ensure a randomly oriented sample).
XRPD investigations can also be carried out under in siiu
conditions on specimens exposed to non-ambient conditions)
such as low or high temperature and humidity.

PRINCIPLE
X-ray diffraction results from the interaction between X-rays
and electron clouds of atoms. Depending on the atomic
arrangement, interferences arise from the scattered X-rays.
These interferences are constructive when the path difference
between 2 dilliacted X-ray waves differs by an integral
number of wavelengths. This selective condition is described
by the Bragg equation, also called Bragg's law (see
Figure 2.9.33.-1):

The wavelength ). of the X-rays is of the same order of
magnitude as the distance between successive crystal lattice
planes, or dh~ (also called 'd-spacinga'}. a,.,., is the angle
between the incident ray and the family of lattice planes, and
sin~ is inversely proportional to the distance between
successive crystal planes or d-spacings.

The direction and spacing of the planes with reference to
the unit cell axes are defined by the Miller indices {hkl}.
These indices are the reciprocals, reduced to the next-lower
integer, of the intercepts that a plane makes with the unit cell
axes. The unit cell dimensions are given by the spacings a,b
and, and the angles between them, a, p, and y.
The interplanar spacing for a specified set of parallel hkl
planes is denoted by d"". Each such family of planes may

L Thischapter hasundergqne phannacopoeial hannonisatiqn. SeechapuT
5.8. Phamraropoeia/ ha171lqnisanon.
2 Thm are manyother apph"ootiom of 'he X-raypowder diffmaion
tedmique rhat can beapplild to crystalline pharmauuueal sulmanussucJr
CIS: duermina,itm ofayswl slnletum) refinemtnt of crystal st1UaUrtS)
cktmninatiqn ofCfJ'SUJUographk puniyof crystJJ1Jine phast.S) cJraracurisatitm
of crystallographic UXlUre, etc. T/ItSlappliC4tWns are nor described in this
chaptet'.
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Figure 2.9.33.-1. - Diffraction of X-rays by a crystal according '" Bragg's taw
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show higher orders of diffraction where the d values for the
related families of planes nh, nk, nJare diminished by the
factor lIn (n being an integer: 2, 3, 4, etc.),

Every set of planes throughout a crystal has a corresponding
Bragg diffraction angle, 9hld.1 associated with it (for a specific
wavelength A).
A powder specimen is assumed to be polycrystaUine so that
at any angle ~Id there are always crystallites in an orientation
allowing diffraction according [0 Bragg's la~. For a given
X-ray wavelength, the positions of the diffraction peaks (also
referred to as 'lines', 'reflections' or 'Bragg reflections) are
characteristic of the crystal lattice (d-spacings), their
theoretical intensities depend on the crystallographic unit cell
content (nature and positions of atoms), and the line profiles
on the perfection and extent of the crystal lattice. Under
these conditions the diffraction peak has a finite intensity
arisingfrom atomic arrangement, type of atoms, thermal
motion and structural imperfections,as well as from
instrument characteristics.
The intensity is dependent upon many factors such as
structure factor, temperature factor, crystallinity, polarisation
factor, multiplicityand Lorentz factor.
The main characteristicsof diffraction line profiles
are 29 position, peak height, peak area and shape
(characterised by, for example, peak width or asymmetry,
analytical function, empirical representation). An example of
the type of powder patterns obtained for 5 different solid
phases of a substance are shown in Figure 2.9.33.·2.

:J An 'idetd'powder for diffraaionexperiments romistsof a large numberof
smaU, randomlyoriented spherical crysraJljtes (cohemltly diffroCling
ctystalh"ne domajllJ). If thisnumber issufficiently large~ there arealways
enough cryJtalh"tes in allYdiffracting orientation togive reproducible
diffraction pauems.

In addition to the diffractionpeaks, an X-ray diffraction
experiment also generates a more-or-Iess uniform
background, upon which the peaks are superimposed. Besides
specimen preparation) other factors contribute to the
background)for instance the sample holder, diffuse scattering
from air and equipment, other instrumental parameters such
as detector noise, general radiation from the X-ray tube) etc.
The peak-to-background ratio can be increased by minimising
background and by choosingprolonged exposure times.

INSTRUMENT
Instrument set-up
X-ray diffraction experiments are usuallyperformed using
powder diffractometers or powder cameras.
A powder diffractometergenerally comprises 5 main parts: an
X-ray source; incident beam optics)which may perform
monochromatisation, filtering, collimation and/or focusing of
the beam; a goniometer;diffraction beam optics)which may
perform monochromarisatlon, filtering, collimation and
focusingor parallelising of the beam; and a detector. Data
collectionand data-processing systems are also required and
are generally included in current diffraction measurement
equipment.
Depending on the type of analysis to be performed (phase
identification, quantitative analysis, latticeparameters
determination, etc.), different XRPD instrument
configurations and performance levels are required.
The simplest instruments used to measure XRPD patterns
are powder cameras. The replacement of photographic film
as the detection method by photon detectors has led to the
design of diffracrometers in which the geometricarrangement
of the optics is not truly focusing but parafocusing, such as in
the Bragg-Brentano geometry.The Bragg-Brentano
parafocusingconfigurationis currently the most widelyused
and is therefore brieflydescribed here.
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Figure 2.9.33.-2. - X-1'l\Y powderdiffr"".on pauems colleered/or 5 different solid phases 0/a substance
(the intensities are nonnalised)

A given instrument may provide a horizontal or vertical
9/29 geometry or a vertical 9/9 geometry. For both
geometries, the incident X-raybeamfonns an angle9 with
the specimensurface plane and the diffracted X-raybeam
forms an angle 29 with the direction of the incident X-ray
beam (an angle 9 with the specimen surface plane).
The basicgeometric arrangement is represented in
Figure 2.9.33.-3. The divergent beam of radiation from the
X-ray tube (the so-called 'primal)' beam') passes through the
parallel plate collimators and a divergence slit assembly and
illuminates the flat surface of the specimen. All the rays
diffracted bysuitably oriented crystallites in the specimen at
an angle20 converge to a line at the receiving slit. A second
set of parallel plate collimators and a scatter slit maybe
placedeither behind or before the receiving slit The axesof
the line focus and of the receiving slit areat equal distances
from the axis of the goniometer. The X-ray quanta are
counted by a radiation detector, usually a scintillation

counter, a sealed-gas proportional counter, or a position
sensitive solid-state detector such as imaging plateor CCD
detector. The receiving slit assembly and the detector are
coupled together and move tangentially to the focusing circle.
For 0/29scansme goniometer rotates the specimen about the
sameaxis as thatof the detector, but at half the rotational
speed, in a 9120 motion.The surface of the specimen thus
remains tangential to the focusing circle. The parallel plate
collimator limits the axial divergence of the beam and hence
partially controls the shape of the diffracted line profile.

A diffractometer mayalso be used in transmission mode.
The advantage with this technology is to lessenthe effects
due to preferred orientation. A capillary of about 0.5-2 mm
thickness can also be used forsmall sample amounts.
X-ray radiation
In the laborarory, X-rays are obtained by bombarding a
metal anode with electrons emined by the thermionic effect
and accelerated in a strong electric field (using a high-voltage
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Figure 2.9.33.-3. - GtQm8tJU ammgememof the Bragg-Bmttano parafocusing geometry

generator). Most of me kinetic energy of the electrons is
converted to heat, which limits the power of the tubes and
requires efficient anode cooling. A 20- to 30-fold increase in
brilliance can be obtained using rotating anodes and by using
X-ray optics. Alternatively, X-ray photons may he produced
in a large-scale facility (synchrotron).

The spectrum emitted by an X-ray tube operating at
sufficient voltageconsists of a continuous background of
polychromatic radiation and additional characteristic
radiation mat depends on the type of anode. Only this
characteristic radiation is used in X-ray diffraction
experiments. The principal radiation sources utilised for
X-ray diffraction are vacuum tubes utilising copper,
molybdenum, iron, cobalt or chromium as anodes; copper,
molybdenum or cobalt X-rays are employed most commonly
for organic substances (the use of cobalt anodes can be
especially preferred to separate distinct X-ray lines).
The choice of radiation to be used depends on the
absorption characteristics of the specimen and possible
fluorescence by atoms present in the specimen.
The wavelengths used in powder diffraction generally
correspond to the I<a radiation from the anode.
Consequently, it is advantageous to make the X-ray beam
'monochromatic' by eliminating aU the other components of
the emission spectrum. This can be partly obtained using Kp
filters, i.e. metal filters selected as having an absorption edge
between the K" and Kpwavelengths emitted by the tube.

Such a filter is usuaUy inserted between the X-ray tube and
the specimen. Another, more-and-more-conunonly used way
to obtain a monochromatic X-ray beam is via a large
monochromator crystal (usually referred to as a
'monochromator'). This crystal is placed before or behind
the specimen and diffracts the different characteristic peaks

of the X-ray beam (i.e. K" and Kp) at different angles, so
that only one of them may be selected to enter into the
detector. It is even possible to separate 1<:.1 and I.<:.2
radiations by using a specialised monochromator.
Unfortunately, the gain in getting a monochromatic beam by
using a filter or a monochromator is counteracted by a loss in
intensity. Another way of separating K" and Kpwavelengths
is by using curved X-rays mirrors that can simultaneously
monochromate and focus or parallelise the X-ray beam.

RADMTION PROTECTION. Exposure of any pan of the
human bodyto X-rays «In be injurious to henlth. It is therefore
essential that whenever X-ray equipment is used, adequate
precautions are taken to protea theoperator and any otherperson
in the vkinity. Recommended practice for radiation proteaion as
well as limits for the levels of X-radialion exposuro oro those
established by nationallegislarion in each country. If there a~ no
official regulations or recommendations in a country, the latest
recommendations of the International Commission on RadWlogiall
Proteaion should be applied.

SPECIMEN PREPARATION AND MOUNTING
The preparation of the powdered material and mounting of
the specimen in a suitable holder are critical steps in many
analytical methods, and are particularly so for XRPD
analysis, since they can greatly affect the quality of the data
to be collected". The main sources of error due to specimen
preparation and mounting are briefly discussed here for
instruments in Bragg-Brentano parafocusing geometry.

4 SimilarlyJ changtS in W speeimen canoccur during datacoIJ«tion in 1M
COS!! of a non-equilibrium specimen (temperaturtJ humidity).
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SPECIMEN PREPARATION
In general, the morphology of many crystalline particles tends
(0 give a specimen that exhibits some degree of preferred
orientation in the specimen holder. This is particularly
evident for needle-like or plate-like crystals when size
reduction yields finer needles or platelets. Preferred
orientation in me specimen influences the intensities of
various reflections, so that some are more intense and others
are less intense, compared to what would be expected from a
completely random specimen. Several techniques can be
employed to improve randomness in me orientation of
crystallites (and therefore to minimise preferred orientation),
but further reduction of particle size is often the best and
simplest approach. The optimum number of crystaUites
depends on the diffractometer geometry, the required
resolution and thespecimen attenuation of the X-ray beam.
In some cases, particle sizes as large as 50 11m will provide
satisfactory results in phase identification. However, excessive
milling (crystallite sizes less than approximately 0.5 urn) may
cause line broadening and significant changes to the sample
itself such as:
- specimen contamination by particles abraded from the

milling instruments (mortar, pestle, balls, etc.);
- reduced degree of crystallinity;
- solid-state transition to another polymorph;
- chemical decomposition;
- introduction of internal stress;
- solid-state reactions.

Therefore, it is advisable to compare the diffraction pattern
of the non-ground specimen with that corresponding to a
specimen of smaller particle size (e.g. a milled specimen).
If the XRPD pattern obtained is of adequate quality
considering its intended use, then grinding may not be
required.

It should be noted that if a sample contains more than one
phase and if sieving is used to isolate particles to a specific
size, the initial composition may be altered.

SPECIMEN MOUNTING

Effect of specimen displacement
A specimen surface that is offset by D with reference to the
diffractometer rotation axis causes systematic errors that are
very difficult to avoid entirely; for the reflection mode, this
results in absolute D·cos9 shifts5 in 29 positions (typically of
the order of 0.01° in 20 at low angles (cosO", I) for a
displacement D = IS pm) and asymmetric broadening of the
profile towards low 20 values. Use of an appropriate internal
standard allows the detection and correction of this effect
simultaneously with that arising from specimen transparency.
This is by far the largest source of errors in data collected on
well-aligned diffractometers.

Effect of specimen thickness and transparency
When the XRPD method in reflection mode is applied, it is
often preferable to work with specimens of 'infinite
thickness'. To minimise the transparency effect, it is
advisable to use a' non-diffracting substrate (zero background
holder), for example a plate of single crystalline silicon cut

5 Note thata gtmiomerer zero aJignment shift would mult in consranr shift
onanobsenJtd 20-h"ne posiriom, in other words, thewhole diffraction jJauem
is in thiscase cranslattd by an olfut of Z' in 28.
6 In rM rose ofa thinspecimen wilh tow anenuaticm, acatrat.e
measurements of line positiom canbemade withfoamngdiffraaomuer
W1figurations in eilher lTammission orreflecuon geometry. AceuroU!
mt4SUrtments of line positions on specimens with low anenmm"on an!'
pn!'ftmbly made using di/fracumreters wilhparoOtJ beam optics. This helps to

reduce theeffects ofspecimen thiekness.
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parallel to the 510 lattice planes", One advantage of the
transmission mode is that problems with sample height and
specimen transparency are less important. The use of an
appropriate internal standard allows the detection and
correction of this effect simultaneously with that arising from
specimen displacement.

CONTROL OF THE INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
Goniometers and the corresponding incident and diffracted
X-ray beam optics have many mechanical parts that need
adjustment. The degree of alignment Or misaligrunent
directly influences the quality of the results of an XRPD
investigation. Therefore) the different components of the
diffractometer must be carefully adjusted (optical and
mechanical systems, etc.) to minimise adequately systematic
errors, while optimising the intensities received by the
detector. The search for maximum intensity and maximum
resolution is always antagonistic when aligning a
diffractometer. Hence, the best compromise must be sought
whilst performing the alignment procedure. There are many
different configurations and each supplier's equipment
requires specific alignment procedures.

The overall diffractometer performance must be tested and
monitored periodically using suitable certified reference
materials. Depending on the type of analysis, other well
defined reference materials may also be employed, although
the use of certified reference materials is preferred.

QUAliTATIVE PHASE ANALYSIS
(IDENTlFlCATION OF PHASES)
The identification of the phase composition of an unknown
sample by XRPD is usually based on the visual or computer
assisted comparison of a portion of Its XRPD pattern to the
experimental or calculated pattern of a reference material.
Ideally, these reference patterns are collected on well
characterised single-phase specimens. This approach makes it
possible in most cases to identify a crystalline substance by
its 29 diffraction angles or d-spacings and by its relative
intensities. The computer-aided compartson of the diffraction
pattern of the unknown sample to the comparison data can
be based either on a more-or-less extended 29-range of the
whole diffraction pattern or on a set of reduced data derived
from the pattern. For example, the list of d-spacings and
normalised intensities (/mxoJ, a so-called (d, InonrJ-list
extracted from the pattern, is the crystallographic fingerprint
of the material, and can be compared to (d, InomJ-lists of
single-phase samples compiled in databases.

For most organic crystals, when using Cu K, radiation, it is
appropriate to record the diffraction pattern in a 20-range
from as near 0° as possible to at least 40 0

• The agreement in
the 20-diffraction angles between specimen and reference is
within 0.2° for the same crystal form, while relative intensities
between specimen and reference may vary considerably due
to preferred orientation effects. By their very nature, variable
hydrates and solvates are recognised to have varying unit cell
dimensions and as such shifting occurs in peak positions of
the measured XRPD patterns for these materials. In these
unique materials, variance in 29-positions of greater than 0.2°
is not unexpected. As such, peak position variances such as
0.2° are not applicable to these materials. For other types of
samples (e.g. inorganic salts), it may be necessary to extend
the 29-region scanned to well beyond 40°. It is generally
sufficient to scan past the 10 strongest reflections identified
in single phase XRPD database files.

It is sometimes difficult or even impossible to identify phases
in the following cases:
- non-crystallised or amorphous substances;
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- me components to be identified are present in low mass
fractions of the analyte amounts (generally less than
10 per cent mlm);

- pronounced preferred orientation effects;
- the phase has not been filed in the database used;
- formation of solid solutions;
- presence of disordered structures that alter the unit ceU;
- the specimen comprises too many phases;
- presence of lanice deformations;
- structural similarity of different phases;

QUANTITATIVE PHASE ANALYSIS
If the sample under investigation is a mixture of 2 or more
known phases, of which not more than 1 is amorphous, the
percentage (by volume or by mass) of each crystalline phase
and of the amorphous phase can, in many cases, be
determined. Quantitative phase analysis can be based on the
integrated intensities, on the peak heights of several
individual diffraction lines", or on the full pattern. These
integrated intensities) peak heights or full-pattern data points
are compared to the corresponding values of reference
materials. These reference materials shall be single-phase or a
mixture of known phases. The difficulties encountered during
quantitative analysis are due to specimen preparation (the
accuracy. and precision of the results require in particular
homogeneity of all phases and a suitable particle size
distribution in each phase) and to matrix effects.
In favourable cases, amounts of crystalline phases as small as
10 per cent may be determined in solid matrices.

POLYMORPHIC SAMPLES
For a sample composed of 2 polymorphic phases a and b) the
following expression may be used to quantify the fraction Fa
of phase a:

1
1 + K(I./I.)

The fraction is derived by measuring the intensity ratio
between the 2 phases, knowing the value of the constant K.
K is the ratio of the absolute intensities of the 2 pure
polymorphic phases 1../1... Its value can be detennined by
measuring standard samples.

METHODS USING A STANDARD
The most commonly used methods for quantitative analysis
are:
- the'external standard method';
- the 'internal standard method';
- the 'spiking method' (often also called the 'standard

addition method').

The 'external standard method' is the most general method
and consists of comparing the X-ray diffraction pattern of the
mixture) or the respective line intensities. with those
measured in a reference mixture or with the theoretical
intensities of a structural model, if it is fully known.

To limit errors due to matrix effects) an Internal reference
material with crystallite size and X-ray absorption coefficient
comparable to those of the components of the sample) and
with a diffraction pattern that does not overlap at all that of
the sample to be analysed) can be used. A known quantity of
this reference material is added to the sample to be analysed
and to each of the reference mixtures. Under these

7 If the crystal struaum of aUcomponellu areknown, eMRimJtldmanod
COli be usedto quantifythem fJIilh gooda«UrtU;)'. If the crystal SfTUaum of
the c01njJOnenu arenot knovnr, the Pawleyor leastsquares muJwds can be
used.
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conditions, a linear relationship between line intensity and
concentration exists. This application, called the (internal
standard method') requires a precise measurement of
diffraction intensities.

In the (spiking method' (or 'standard addition method'),
some of the pure phase a is added to the mixture containing
the unknown concentration of a. Multiple additions are made
to prepare an intensity-versus-concentration plot in which the
negative x intercept is the concentration of the phase a in the
original sample.

ESTIMATE OF THE AMORPHOUS AND
CRYSTALLINE FRACTIONS
In a mixture of crystalline and amorphous phases) the
crystalline and amorphous fractions can be estimated in
several ways. The choice of the method used depends on the
nature of the sample:
- if the sample consists of crystalline fractions and an

amorphous fraction of different chemical compositions,
the amounts of each of the individual crystalline phases
may be estimated using appropriate standard substances
as described above) the amorphous fraction is then
deduced indirectly by subtraction;

- if the sample consists of one amorphous and one
crystalline fraction, either as a I-phase or a 2-phase
mixture) with the same elemental composition) the
amount of the crystalline phase ('the degree of
crystallinity') can be estimated by measuring 3 areas of
the dilfractogram:

A total area of the peaks arising from dlffractlon from lhe
~Ialline fraction of the sample;

B total area below area Ai
C bRckground area (due to air scattering, fluorescence, equipment,

etc).

When these areas have been measured, the degree of
crystallinity can be roughly estimated using the following
fonnula:

%crystallinity = (OOA/(A +B - C)

It is noteworthy that this method does not yield absolute
degree-of-erystallinity values and hence is generally used for
comparative purposes only.

More sophisticated methods are also available, such as the
Ruland method.

SINGLE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
In general, the determination of crystal structures is
performed from X-ray diffraction data obtained using single
crystals. However, crystal structure analysis of organic crystals
is a challenging task) since the lattice parameters are
comparatively large) the symmetry is low and the scattering
propenies are normally verylow.

For any given crystalline form of a substance, knowledge of
the crystal structure allows the calculation of the
corresponding XRPD pattern, thereby providing a 'preferred
orientation-free' reference XRPD pattern, which may be used
for phase identification.
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R. Porosity and Pore-size Distribution of
Solids by Mercury Porosimetry
(ph. Bur. method 2.9.32)

INTRODUCTION
In general, different types of pores may be pictured as
apertures, channels or cavities within a solid body, or as
space (i.e. intersticesor voids)between solid particles in a
bed, compact or aggregate. Porosity is a term that is often
used to indicate the porous nature of solid material, and is
more precisely defined as the ratio of me volume of
accessible pores and voids to the total volume occupied by a
given amount of the solid. In addition to the accessible pores,
a solid may comain closed pores) which are isolated from the
external surface and into which fluids are not able to
penetrate. The characterisation of closedpores, i.e. cavities
with no access to an external surface, is not covered in this
chapter.

Porous materials may take the form of fine or coarse
powders, compacts, estrudates, sheets or monoliths. Their
characterisation usually involves the determination of the
total pore volume or porosity as well as the pore-size
distribution.

It is well established that the performance of a porous solid
(e.g. its strength, reactivity, permeability or adsorbent power)
is dependent upon its pore structure. Many different
methods have been developed for the characterisation of pore
structure. In view of the complexity of most porous solids, it
is not surprising to find that the results obtained are not
always in agreement and that no single technique can be
relied upon to provide a complete picture of the pore
structure. The choice of the most appropriate method
depends on the application of the porous solid, its chemical
and physical nature and the range of pore-size.

This chapter provides guidance for measurement of porosity
and pore-size distribution by mercury porosimetry, It is a
comparative test, usually destructive, in which the volume of
mercury penetrating a pore or void is determined as a
function of an applied hydrostatic pressure, which can be
related to a pore diameter. Other information such as pore
shape and inter-connectivity, the internal and external surface
area, powder granulometry, bulk and tapped density could
also be inferred from volume-pressure curves; however, these
aspects of the technique do not fall under the scope of this
chapter.

Practical considerations presently limit the maximum applied
absolute pressure reached by some equipment to about
400 MPa, corresponding to a minimum equivalent pore
diameter of approximately 0.003 pm. The maximum
diameter will be limited for samples having a significant
depth due to the difference in hydrostatic head of mercury
from the top to the bottom of the sample. For most purposes
this limit may be regarded as 400 pm.
Inter-particle and intra-particle porosity can be determined,
but the method does not distinguish between these porosities
where they co-exist.

The method is suitable for the study of most porous
materials. Samples that amalgamate with, mercury, such as
certain metals, may be unsuitable for this technique or may
require a preliminary passivation. Other materials may
deform or compact under the applied pressure. In some cases
it may be possible to apply sample-compressibility corrections
and useful comparative data may still be obtained.
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Mercury porosimetry is considered to be comparative, as for
most porous media a theory is not available to allow an
absolute calculation of results of pore-size distribution.
Therefore this technique is mainly recommended for
development studies.

Mercury is toxic. Appropriate precautions must be observed
to safeguard the health of the operator and others working in
the area. Waste material must also be disposed of in a
suitable manner, according to local regulations.

PRINCIPLE
The technique is based on the measurement of the mercury
volume intruded into a porous solid as a function of the
applied pressure. The measurement includes only those pores
into which mercury can penetrate at the pressure applied.

A non-wetting liquid penetrates into a porous system only
under pressure. The pressure to be applied is in inverse
proportion to the inner diameter of the pore aperture. In the
case of cylindrical pores, the correlation between pore
diameter and pressure is given by the Washburn equation:

4·0'
dp = --- cos8

P

dp pore diameter. in rnerres;
G surface tension, in newtons per melle;
a contact angle or mercury on the sample. in degrees;
p applied pressure, in pascals.

APPARATUS
The sample holder. referred to as penetrometer or
dilatcmeter, has a calibrated capillary tube, through which
the sample can be evacuated and through which mercury can
enter. The capillary tube is attached to a wider tube in which
the test sample is placed. The change in the volume of
mercury intruded is usually measured by the change in
capacitance between the mercury colwnn in the capillary
tube and a metal sleeve around the outside of the capillary
tube. Ifprecise measurements are required the expected total
void and pore volume of the sample should be between
20 per cent and 90 per cent of the internal volume of the
capillary tube. Since different materials exhibit a wide range
of open porosities, a number of penetrometers with different
capillary tube diameters and sample volumes may be
required. A typical set-up for a mercury porosimeter
instrument is given in Figure 2.9.32.-1. The porosimeter may
have separate ports for high- and low-pressure operation, or
the low-pressure measurement may be carried out on a
separate unit.

The pressure range is typically 4-300 kPa for low-pressure
operation and above 300 kPa for high-pressure operation,
depending on the design of the particular apparatus and on
the intended use.

METHOD
Sample preparation
The sample is pre-treated to remove adsorbed material that
can obscure its accessible porosity, for example by heating
and/or evacuation, or by flowing inert gas. It may be possible
to passivate the surface of wettable or amalgam-fonning
solids, for example by producing a thin layer of oxide, or by
coating with stearate.

The sample of the pre-treated solid is weighed and
transferred to the penetrometer. The pore system of the
sample is then degassed in a vacuum to a maximum residual
pressure of 7 Pa,
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Figure 2.9.32.-1. - Example of the set-up of a mercury porosimeter instrument

Figure 2.9.32.-2. - Volume-pmsure curve as semilogarilhmic plot
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shown in Figure 2.9.32.-2.
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REPORTING OF RESULTS
The pressure readings can be converted to pore diameters by
means of the Washburn equation or by another model.
The surface tension of mercury (a) depends not only on the
temperature, but also, in the case of markedlycurved
surfaces areas, on the radius of curvature. In general, values
between 0.41 N·m-1 and 0.52 N·m-1 are measured at room
temperature. H the value is not known, a =0.48 Nm-1 can
be used.
The contact angle of mercury (9) in mOSI cases is more
than 900

• It may be determined using a contact angle
instrument. If the value is not known. 9 =1300 can be used.
The values of contact angle and surface tension and the
model used in the calculationare reponed.
Visualisation of the data can be done with several types of
graphs. Frequently, in a graphical representation the pore
diameter is plotted on the abscissa and the intruded volwne

Fllllng the penetrometer with mercury
The mercury used is of analytical quality. Overlay the sample
with mercury under vacuum. The vacuum is required to
ensure the transfer of mercury from the reservoir to the
penetrometer. In a filled penetrometer the filling pressure
comprises the applied pressure plus the pressure contribution
created by the head of mercury contacting the sample.
A typicalfilling pressure would be about 4 kPa.
The hydrostatic pressure of the mercury over the sample may
be minimised by filling the penetrometer in the horizontal
position.

Low-pressure measurement
Admit air or nitrogen in a controlled manner to increase the
pressure either in stages corresponding to the particular pore
sizesof interest, or continuously at a slow rate.
The concomitant change in the length of the mercury
column in the capillary tube is recorded. When the
maximum required pressure has been reached, return to
atmosphericpressure.

High-pressure measurement
After measurement at low pressure, the penetrometer filled
with mercury is transferred to the high-pressureport or unit
of the instrument and overlaid with hydraulic fluid. Mercury
is intruded into the pore system via the hydraulic fluid.
Increase the pressure in the system to the maximum pressure
reached in the low-pressure measurement and record the
intrusion volume at this pressure, since subsequent intrusion
volumesare calculated from this initial volume. Increase the
pressure either in stages corresponding to the particular pore
sizesof interest, or continuously at a slow rate. The fall in
the mercury column is measured up to the maximum
required pressure. H required the pressure may be decreased
either in stages or continuously at a slow rate to determine
the mercury extrusion curve.
Corrections are made to take account of changes in the
volume of the mercury, the penetrometer and other
components of the volume detector system under elevated
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Figure 2.9.32.-3. - Pore-size distribution as semi/ogarithmic plots o/the cumulative and the normalised density distribution

per sample mass on the ordinate to give the pore-size
distribution. It is appropriate here to choose a logarithmic
scale for the abscissa (see Figure 2.9.32.-3). The spaces
between the particles of the solid sample are included as
pores in the calculation.If the pores differ in size from the
voids, me latter can be separated by choosing the appropriate
pore-sizerange.
Extrusion curves may not be used for calculating the pore
size distribution (for hysteresis, see Figure 2.9.32.-2), because
an intruded part of the mercury always remains in the pore
system. The retention ratio may however be useful for the
qualitative characterisation of pores that are only accessible
via narrow openings ('ink-bottle pores').

Most common characteristic values, such as the total
intruded specific volume and the mean and median pore
diameters, are calculated from the pore-size distribution.
Moreover, sufficient information must be documented about
the sample, the sample preparation, the evacuation
conditions and the instrument used.

CONTROL OF INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE
As mercury porosimetty is considered to be used as a
comparative test, no details are given in this chapter.
However, it is recommended that a stable comparison
material is tested on a regular basis to monitor instrument
calibration and performance,

S. Bulk Density and Tapped Density of
Powders1

(Ph. Eur. method 2.9.34)

BULK DENSITY
The bulk density of a powder is the ratio of the mass of an
untapped powder sample to its volume, including the
contribution of the Interparticulate void volume. Hence, the
bulk density depends on both the density of powder particles
and the spatial arrangement of particles in the powder bed.
The bulk density lSexpressed in grams per millilitre despite
the International Unit being kilogram per cubic metre
(I g1mL =1000 kglm'), because the measurements are made
using cylinders. It may also be expressed in grams per cubic
centimetre.

The bulking properties of a powder are dependent upon the
preparation, treatment and storage of the sample, i.e. how it
has been handled. The particles can be packed to have a
range of bulk densities and, moreover, the slightest
disturbance of the powder bed may result in a changed bulk
density. Thus, the bulk density of a powder is often very
difficult to measure with good reproducibility and, in .
reporting the results, it is essential to specify how the
determination was made.

The bulk density of a powder is determined either by
measuring the volume ofa known mass ofpowder sample,
which may have been passed through a sieve, in a graduated
cylinder (Method I), or by measuring the mass of a known
volume of powder that has been passed through a volumeter
into a cup (Method 2) or has been introduced into a
measuring vessel (Method 3).

Methods 1 and 3 arefooowed:
METHOD I: MEASUREMENT IN A GRADUATED
CYLINDER
Procedure Pass a quantity of powder sufficient to
complete the test through a sieve with apertures greater than
or equal to 1.0 mm, if necessary) to break up agglomerates
that may have formed during storage; this must be .done
gently to avoid changing the nature of the material. Into a
dry, graduated, 250 mL cylinder (readable to 2 mL), gently
introduce, without compacting, approximately 100 g (m) of
the test sample weighed with 0.1 per cent accuracy,
If necessary, carefully level the powder without compacting;
and read the unsettled apparent volume (Vo) to the nearest
graduated unit. Calculate the bulk density in grams per
millilitre using the formula m1Vo. GeneraUy, replicate
determinations are desirable for the determination of this
property.

If the powder density is too low or too high, such that the
test sample has an untapped apparent volume of more than

,250 mL or less than 150 mL, it is not possible to use 100 g
of powder sample. In this case, a different amount of powder
is selected as the test sample, such that its untapped apparent
volume is between 150 mL and 250 mL (apparent volume
greater than or equal to 60 per cent of the total volume of
the cylinder); the mass of the test sample is specified in the
expression of results.

For test samples having an apparent volumebetween 50 mL
and 100 mL, a 100 mL cylinder readable to I mL can be
used; the volume of the cylinder is specified in the expression
of results.

I This chapter has undergone pharmacopotial hamwnisatitm. Su chapter
5.8. Phannacopoeial harmonisatWn.
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METHOD 2: MEASUREMENT IN A VOLUMETER
ApparatllS The apparatus (Figure 2.9.34.-1) consists of a
tOP funnel fitted with a 1.0 mm sieve, mounted over a baffle
box containing 4 glass baffles over which the powder slides
and bounces as it passes. At the bottom of the baffle box is a
funnel that collects the powder and allows it to pour into a
cup mounted directly below it. The cup may be cylindrical
(25.00 ± 0.05 mL volume with an inremal diameter of
30.00 ± 2.00 mm) or cubical (16.39 ± 0.20 mL volume
with internal dimensions of 25.400 ± 0.076 mm).

Procedure AUow an excess of powder to flow through the
apparatus into the sample receiving cup until it overflows,
using a minimum of 25 em" of powder wirh the cubical cup
and 35 em' of powder with the cylindrical cup. Carefully,
scrape excess powder from the top of the cup by smoothly
moving the edge of the blade of a spatula perpendicular to
and in contact with the top surface of the cup, taking care to
keep the spatula perpendicular to prevent packing or removal
of powder from the cup. Remove any material from the side
of the cup and determine the mass (M) of the powder to the
nearest 0.1 per cent. Calculate the bulk density in grams per
millilitre using the formula NUVo (where Vo is the volume of
the cup) and record the average of 3 detenninations using
3 different powder samples.

A

B

c

o

E

F

A. 1.0 mm sieve
B. powder funnel
C. loading funnel
D. bafflebox

Figure 2.9.34.-1. - Volumeur

e. glass baffle
F.cup
G. stand

G

METHOD 3: MEASUREMENT IN A VESSEL
Apparatus The apparatus consists of a 100 mL cylindrical
vessel of stainless steel with dimensions as specified in
Figure 2.9.34.-2.

D
~;;:~- f [~:::~]- f

52.0 50.0

2+ ! lOt 54.0 !
i I

Figure 2.9.34.-2. - Measuring vessel (left) and cap (righV
Dimensions in ml1/imetre.s

Procedure Pass a quantity of powder sufficient to
complete the test through a 1.0 mm sieve, if necessary, to
break up agglomerates that may have formed during storage,
and allow the obtained sample to flow freely into the
measuring vessel until it overflows. Carefully scrape the
excess powder from the top of the vessel as described under
Method 2. Derermine the mass (Mo) of the powder ro rhe
nearest 0.1 per cent by subtracting the previously determined
mass of the empty measuring vessel. Calculate the bulk
density in grams per millllitre using rhe formula MoIIOO and
record the average of 3 determinations using 3 different
powder samples.

TAPPED DENSITY
The tapped density is an increased bulk density attained after
mechanically tapping a receptacle containing the powder
sample.

The tapped density is obtained by mechanically tapping a
graduated measuring cylinder or vessel containing the powder
sample. After observing the initial powder volume or mass)
the measuring cylinder or vessel is mechanically tapped, and
volume or mass readings are taken until little further volume
or mass change is observed. The mechanical tapping is
achieved by raising the cylinder or vessel and allowing it to
drop, under its own mass, a specified distance by one of
3 methods as described below. Devices that rotate the
cylinder or vessel during tapping may be preferred to
minimise any possible separation of the mass during tapping
down.

METHODl
ApparatllS The apparatus (Figure 2.9.34.-3) consists of
the following:
- a 250 mL graduated cylinder (readable to 2 mL) with a

mass of 220 ± 44 g;
- a settling apparatus capable of producing, per minute,

either nominally 250 ± 15 taps from a height of
3 ± 0.2 mm, or nominally 300 ± 15 taps from a height
of 14 ± 2 mm. The support for the graduared cylinder,
with its holder, has a mass of 450 ± 109.

Procedure Proceed as described above for the
determination of the bulk volume (Vo). Secure the cylinder
in the support. Carry out 10, 500 and 1250 taps on the same
powder sample and read the corresponding volumes VIOJ
V500 and V1250 to the nearest graduated unit. If the
difference between V500 and Vl 2 50 is less than or equal to
2 ml., VI 2SO is the tapped volume. If the difference between
V500 and VI 250 exceeds 2 mL, repeat in increments of) for
example, 1250 taps, until the difference between successive
measurements is less than or equal to 2 nIL Fewer taps may
be appropriate for some powders, when validated. Calculate
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Figure 2.9.34.-3. - Sell/ing deviu for powder samples
Dimensions in millimetres

the tapped density in grams per millilitre using the
fonnula mlV, (where V, is the final tapped volume).
Generally, replicate detenninations aredesirable for the
determination of this property. Specify the drop height with
the results.
If it is not possibleto use a 100 g test sample,use a reduced
amount and a suitable 100 mL graduated cylinder (readable
to 1 mL) weighing 130 ± 16 g and mounted on a support
weighing 240 ± 12 g. If the difference between V,oo and
V1250 is less thanor equal to 1 ml., V1250 is the tapped
volume. If the difference between V500 and V1250 exceeds
1 mL, repeat in increments of, for example, 1250 taps,until
the difference between successive measurements is less than
or equal to 1 mL. The modified test conditions are specified
in the expression of me results.

METHOD 2
Procedure Proceed as directed under Method 1 except
that the mechanical tester provides a fixeddrop of
3 ± 0.2 mm at a nominal rateof 250 tapsper minute.

METHOD 3
Procedure Proceedas descnbed underMethod 3 for
measuring the bulkdensity,using the measuring vessel
equipped with the cap shown in Figure 2.9.34.-2.
The measuring vesselwith the cap is lifted 50-60 times per
minuteby theuse of a suitable tapped density tester. Carry
out 200 taps, remove the cap and carefully scrape excess
powder from the top of the measuring vessel as described
under Method 3 for measuring the bulk density. Repeat the
procedure using 400 taps. If the difference between the
2 masses obtained after 200 and 400 tapsexceeds 2 percent,
repeat the test using 200 additional taps until the difference
betweensuccessive measurements is less than 2 percent.
Calculate the tapped density in grams per millilitre using the
formula MJIOO (where Mfis the mass of powder in the
measuring vessel). Record the average of 3 determinations
using3 different powdersamples. The test conditions,
including tapping height, arespecified in the expression of
the results.
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MEASURES OF POWDER
COMPRESSIBILITY
Because the Interparticulate interactions influencing the
bulking properties of a powder are also the interactions mat
interfere wilh powder flow, a comparison of the bulk and
tapped densitiescan givea measure of the relative
importance of these interactions in a given powder. Such a
comparison is often used as an index of the abilityof the
powder to flow, for example the compressibility index or the
Hausner ratio.
The compressibility index and Hausner ratio are measuresof
the propensity of a powder to he compressed as described
above. As such, they are measures of the powder's ability to
settle, and they permit an assessment of the relative
importance of interpartieulate interactions. In a free-flowing
powder, such interactions are less significant, and the bulk
and tapped densities will he closer in value. For more-poorly
flowing materials, mere are frequently greater interparticulate
interactions) and a greater difference between me bulk and
tapped densities will be observed. These differences are
reflected in me compressibility index and me Hausner ratio.

Compressibility index:

IOO(Vo - Vt)
Vo

Vo unsettled apparent volume;
V, final tipped volume.

Hausner Ratio:

Depending on the material, me compressibility index can be
determined using VI O instead of Vo. If VIO is used, it is
clearly stated with the results.

T. Wettability of Porous Solids Including
Powders
(Ph. Eur. me/hod 2.9.45)

INTRODUCTION
The wettability of solid surfaces is commonly characterised
by direct or indirect contact angle measurements.
The contact angle (a) between a liquid and a solid is the
angle naturally formed when a drop of a liquid is placed on a
solid surface. This is depicted in Figure 2.9.45.-1. For a
given liquid, wettable solids show a low contact angle and
non-wettable solids show a contact angle of 90° or more.

Figure 2.9.45.-1. - CIJTlIaCI angle (9) of a sessile drop obseroe<f
on a non-porous surface

2 methods for the detennination of wettability are descnbed
below. The methods are capable of measuring me wenability
of porous solids like powders or granules. Both methods
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express the werrebility by a contact angle measurement
between me porous solid and a given liquid.

The sessile drop method is based on direct measurement of a
contact angle of a sessile drop on a compacted powder disc.

With the Washburn method the contact angle is indirectly
measured. The method is based on me capillary effect of the
powder pores. The effect (mass gain) is recorded by special
electronic balances starting the moment when me powder
sample touches the surface of a liquid, preferably not
dissolving or poorly dissolving the sample. The measurement
has very little or no effect on the state of me powder.

Anypre-treatment of the sample to be examined is
disadvantageous, since me properties may be significantly
altered. For example, me compaction of a powder as a disc
may decrease the surface free energy when the crystalline
state of the powder is changed (e.g. metastable forms), or
may increase surface free energy by creating crystal defects
(disadvantage of me sessile drop method since compacted
powder discs are tested).

The methods are usually applied to examine the following
parameters:
- batch-to-batch consistency of samples in terms of

wettability;
- effect of liquid viscosity on wettability;
- effect of surface tension of a liquid on weuability,
- alteration of surface properties of samples.

SESSILE DROP METHOD
This method may be used to characterise directly me
wettability of coatings and compacted formulations such as
tablets. Moreover, it is sometimes possible to use me sessile
drop instrument in a dynamic measurement (dynamic
contact angle measurement, Figure 2.9.45.-2) of porous
solidlliquid systems where the contact angle decreases.
By taking several contact angle measurements as a function
of time, the rate of spreading accompanied by penetration of
a liquid droplet into a slightly porous solid may be studied.

Figure 2.9.45.-2. - Sessile drop determination with visual
inspection of the dropkt

Under equilibrium conditions the contact angle of a sessile
drop depends on 3 interrelated surface tensions and is
determined using Young's equation (see Figure 2.9.45.-2,
I" part):

surface tension of lite solid with airj
interfacial tension of the solid with the liquidj
surface tension of the liquid with air.
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, .,
m =.:4

m mass of liquid sucked into the solidj
rimeelapsed since thesolid and the liquid were brought into
contact,

A constant, dependent on the propenies of the liquid and the
solid to be examined.calculated using the following equation:

PROCEDURE
Since powders are unable to fonn a completely flat surface,
the powder is usually compacted as a disc in an attempt to
make the surface smoother. A liquid drop with a given
volume is placed on the disc (see Figure 2.9.45.-2) allowing
direct measurement of the contact angle using a goniometer
fitted with an eyepiece protractor, or by geometric
construction on a photomicrograph. Other physical and
mathematical procedures of data analysis may also be
appropriate. The drop volwne may influence the result.
Several determinations of the contact angle (a) (n = 6) are
usually carried out and the average is calculated.

WASHBURN METIIOD
The Washburn method is able to measure the contact angle
of porous solids with a contact angle in the range of 0-90°.

The tested material is me combination of the sample, the
holder and the filter system. Therefore, an estimation or
determination of the true value is not possible and only
apparent values of me contact angle can be determined.
However, the contact angle of the sample is the functional
property on which the result is significantly dependent.
The outcome of the test is a ranking order listing the
wettabilityof different substances or formulations
characterised by an apparent contact angle.

PRINCIPLE
H a porous solid is brought into contact with a liquid, such
that the solid is not submerged in the liquid, but rather is
just touching the liquid surface) then the rise of liquid into
the pores of the solid due to capillary action will be governed
by the following equations:

(4)

If a Washburn determination is performed with a liquid
considered to have a contact angle of 0° (cos 0° =1) on the
solid, then the solid material constant (c) is the only
remaining unknown in equation (3) and can thus be
determined. a-Heptane is the liquid of choice for determining
material constants because of its low surface tension
(20.14 mN·m-1 at25 "C). a-Hexane may also be used
(18.43 mbl-m-1 at 25°C) but is more volatile. H the powder
dissolves too quickly in these liquids, hexamethyldisiloxane
may be used instead (15.9 mbl-m-I at 25 "C). Replicate
determinations are performed (0 =6) and me average value
calculated.

Once the material constant (c) has been determined for the
solid to be examined, a sample of the solid can be tested for
wettability by another liquid. The material constant
determined by the n-heptane test is used in the Washburn
equation, in combination wirh the capillary penetration
rate (!!ij-) data obtained while testing the substance to be
examined in the prescribed liquid. This aUows calculation of
the contact angle.

NOTE: if a series of liquids (at least 2 liquids in addition to
the liquid used to determine the material constant) is tested
against a given solid then the resultant contact angle data can
be used to calculate the surface energy of the porous solid.

APPARATUS
Figure 2.9.45.-3 shows the principal components of the
apparatus. The main device is an electronic balance with a
suitable processor ensuring a suitable resolution in force
measurement and a suitable resolution in lifting up the
immersion liquid towards the sample.

r average capillary radius within the porous solld;
N number of capillariell per volumetricunit.

(I)

(2)
A •cxp2xyxcos8

fl viscosity of the liquidj
p densityof the liquid;
., surface tension of me liquidj
9 contact angle between the solid and the liquid;

material constant, dependent on the porous texture of the solid.

In setting up a Washburn determination, a liquid with known
density (p), viscosity (11), and surface tension (y) is used.
Under these conditions, when the mass of liquid rising into
the porous solid is monitored as a function of time (such that
capillary penetration rate (!f-) is the experimental data),
2 unknowns remain according to equation (3): the contact
angle (a) of the liquid on the solid, and the solid material
constant (c).

Determlnadon of the material constant (c)
The material constant for a porous solid is determined by the
following equation) considering cylindrical pores:

Figure 2.9.45.-3. - Apparatusfur contact angle measurement by
the Washburn method

E. immersion liquid
F.1ift

-F

A electronic balance C. sample holder
B. computer D. filter

(3)
m' •cos8=-x--
t cxp2xy

Equations (1) and (2) lead to equation (3):
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osmosis) is recommended because of its high porosity and
minimum flow resistance.

Place a known amount of powder into the cell.
The reproducibility of material constants and contact angles
will depend on the ability to weigh out the same amount of
powder for each test when a sufficient and adjusted amount
of powder is compacted in a uniform way
(i.e. tapping/compaction of the powder).

For most powders, a correct amount is in the range of a few
grams, typicallyfilling about 2/3 of the capacity of the holder.
Place a second piece of filter paper on top of the powder in
the cell, This will prevent powder from rising through the
holes in the piston during the compaction process and/or
during the determination.

Tapping/compaction of the powder
A bulk powder bed is very porous and thus very sensitive to
small influences that can easily alter the porosity and
consequently the c-constant.Therefore a tapped powder may
be advantageous and will show more reproducible results.
The appropriate number of taps must first be evaluated:
50-100 taps are usually appropriate.

If the aluminium sample holder is used then it may be
mounted in the cylinder of a stamp volumeter, which can run
the evaluated number of taps.

If tapping is not appropriate, the powder bed is compacted
by screwing the piston of the aluminium sample holder
applying a specified pressure.

A further possibility is centrifugation under defined
conditions. Where applicable, a compacted disc of the
powder sample may also be mounted on the electronic
balance. A sample holder is omitted in this case.

After connecting, to the balance, the sample holder is
positioned with the porous solid just above the surface of the
liquid (see Figure 2.9.45.-3), using the lift.
The liquid is raised further until it just touches the bottom of
the porous sample. Mass-versus-time data is then collected as
liquid penetrates into the solid. Data can be presented in
either graphical or tabular format, The apparatus may
perform the whole determination automatically.

CRITICAL PARAMETERS
The following points must be considered.

Sample properties:
- water content of the sample;
- crystalline Or solid-state properties of the sample

(polymorphic form, type of solvate).

Sample preparation:
- homogeneity of any powder blend to be examined,
- particle-size distribution; before testing it is sometimes

advisable to sieve the sample (e.g. using a 250 Jim sieve);
- the optimal compaction parameters (amount of sample,

number of taps or piston mass) must be determined;
- the compaction state of the different powder samples

must be unifonn;
- the sample holder or, if used, the glass frit must be

carefully cleaned;
- uniformity of the results is improved by using a sample

holder made of aluminium.

Immersion liquid:
- specifications of the immersion liquid must be indicated.

0- 210 g

IOlig

E. capillary holes
F. capillary holes

View of apparatusbottom

> 110 rom

O.I~

0.099 • 500 mm1min

C.tluft.d
D. plunger

___ B _

E

A.lWng
B. cover

Viewof plungerbottom

Range

Resolution

Speed

D

Table 2.9.45.-1 indicates parameters of the electronic balance
mat are generally consideredsuitable.

Sample holders
The sample holder may be a smaU glass cylinder with a
sintered-glass filter at one end.

Powder material holders (see Figure 2.9.45-4) may also be
made of aluminium; they are less fragile than those made of
glass and have small holes in the bottom that render them
easier to clean than a sintered-glass filter. The cover for the
cell is equipped with 2 screw threads. One connects it with
the sample chamber while the other allows the user to guide
a piston down onto the sample itself and compact it.
The apparatus is similar to an automatic tensiometer, except
for the sample holder.

Table 2.9.45.-1. - T«hnical parameters of the elearonic balance

Lift Mass measurement

III_----A - - - __III

c

Figure 2.9.45.-4. - Example of ,ampleholder with plunger for
compaction of a powder

PROCEDURE

Filling of the sample holder
Place a disc of filter paper in the bottom of the aluminium or
glass sample holder. This prevents powder from leaking Out
of the bottom of the cell. The filter does not have to be made
of paper, but it must be a material that is easily wetted by the
liquid to be tested. A black-band filter (used for reverse
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U. Crystallinity
(Ph. Eur. general texts 5.16)

This chapter prooides general irformation on crysUllliniry and
reters to .he various techniques described in the European
Pharmacopoeia that are used for irsdetmnination.

INTRODUCTION - THE CONCEPT OF
CRYSTALLINITY
Most organic and inorganic compounds of pharmaceutical
relevance exist as a solid material, which can be characterised
by a structure located between a perfectly ordered crystal and
an amorphous material.

Real crystals lie somewhere between an ideal crystal state and
the amorphous state. The position of a crystal on a scale
bounded by these 2 extremes is termed its crystallinity,

A perfectly ordered crystal is an ideal state that is seldom if
ever, achieved. The structural units of a crystal, termed unit
cells, are repeated regularly and indefinitely in 3 dimensions
in space. The unit cell has a definite orientation and shape
defined by the translational vectors Q, band e, and the angles
lX, pand y, and hence has a definite volume, V, that contains
the atoms and molecules necessary for forming the crystal.
A crystalline system is defined by 3 long-range order
symmetry operators (translational, orientational and
confonnational); the various mesophases (liquid crystals,
crystals and plastic crystals) have I or 2 of the long-range
symmetry operators and the ideal amorphous state is defined
by the absence of all 3 operators.

Each crystal can be classified as a member of one of
7 possible crystal systems that are defined by the
relationships between the iridividual dimensions a, band c
and between the individual angles IX, fl and y of the unit cell.
The structure of a given crystal may be classified according
to one of the 7 crystal systems, to one of the 14 Bravais
lattices and to one of the 230 space groups. All the 230
possible space groups, their symmetries and the symmetties
of their diffraction patterns are compiled in me International
Tables for Crystallography,

Many substances are capable of crystallising in more than
one type of crystal lattice, which is known as polymorphism.
The occurrence of polymorphism is a common phenomenon
among organic molecules, giving rise to different physico
chemical properties. Crystalline polymorphs have the same
chemical composition but different internal crystal structures
and) therefore, possess different physico-chemical properties.
The different crystal structures in polymorphs are due to
different atomic packing arrangements and/or different
conformations of the molecules (see chapter 5.9.
Polymorphism).
The other extreme of a crystal state is the ideal or true
amorphous state, where all long-range order is lost. For most
organic systems certain short-range order remains, but this is
not expected to extend over distances much larger than
nearest neighbour (NN) or next nearest neighbour (NNN)
interactions, which are typically less than 2-2.5 nm for small
organic molecules.

Amorphous material is characterised by the absence of
distinct reflections in the X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD)
pattern (2.9.33).

The crystallinity of a real powder can be considered by
2 models of crystallinity. In the l-state model all particles will
be of the same crystallinity whereas in the 2-state model each
particle can be either crystalline or amorphous, such that the
actual crystallinity of the powder is the weighted average of
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these 2 extreme crystallinities. Such a powder is obtained
w~en pure cry.stalline and amorphous phases are physically
mixed, In reality, a powder probably contains particles with
different degrees of crystallinity, just as it may contain
particles with different sizes and shapes.

The extent of disorder in a crystalline solid can affect many
physico-chemical properties of substances for pharmaceutical
~se. Because of the great relevance of these properties, it is
Important to be able to assess the extent of disorder or the
crystallinity of a solid by a suitable quantitative method.

METHODS FOR MONITORING AND
DETERMINING CRYSTALLINITY
Various methods are available for determining the
crystallinity of a solid. Many techniques cannot detect or
quantify these properties independently; for this reason it is
useful to combine several of the methods described below.
Such methods often do not give accurate results and limits of
quantitation are usually much greater than those for chemical
impurities. In addition, certain assumptions have to be made
about the relationship between standards used for calibration
which are typically mixtures of crystalline and amorphous '
particles (2-state model), and the samples to be analysed that
are likely to have at least a small component of material
exhibiting L-state model behaviour. Finally, the lack of well
defined standards for 100 per cent crystalline or 100 per cent
amorphous material complicates the validation of such
methods. As explained above, it is obvious that different
amorphous or non-crystalline phases exist and even co-exist
in a solid powder. These different non-crystalline forms of a
solid can give different responses depending on the
techniques used for determining the degree of crystallinity.

X-ray powder diffraction (2.9.33)
XRPD is still the most commonly used method for
determining the degree of crystallinity, although this method
suffers from some limitations due to peak broadening,
amorphous halo and preferred orientation, which make
interpretation and quantitation difficult.

XRPD alone is often insufficient to distinguish between the
different non-crystalline phases. The X-ray diffraction pattern
of a purely amorphous and nanocrystalline phase is
characteristic of a broad diffuse halo. In-depth analysis of the
X-ray diffraction patterns will show that the diffuse halo in
the pattern of nanocrystalline material shows some
correlation to the pattern of the parent crystalline phase
while in the case of a pure amorphous phase such a '
correlation does not exist. Additional techniques may be
required to establish the true nature of X-ray amorphous
materials.

Thermal analysis
Thermal analysis (2.2.34) of crystalline materials exhibits a
melting transition that is often accompanied by
decomposition or evaporation of solvents. In the case of true
amorphous materials, thermal analysis reveals a glass
transition, whereas only a melt would be expected for a
nanocrystalline material.

Mlcrocalorlmetry (2.2.61)
It is a highlysensitive technique which allows the
determination of the rate and extent of chemical reactions,
changes of phase or changes of structure. Amorphous parts
o~ a substance can recrystallise by subjecting the sample to
higher relative humidity or an atmosphere containing organic
vapour. The measurement of the heat of recrysrallisation
enables the amorphous content to be determined from the
enthalpy of recrystaUisation. By relating the output from the
microcalorimeter for a sample to that obtained for an
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amorphous standard) it is possible to quantify the amorphous
content of the sample. The range of amorphous content
covered by this method depends on the individual substance
to be tested; in favourable cases limits of detection below
1 per cent can be reached.

Solution calorimetry (2.2.61)
Solution calorimetry provides a means of detennining
enthalpy of solution for a solid substance. The crystallinity of
me solid sample to be examined is given by me enthalpy of
solution of the solid sample (Mfi> minus the enthalpy of
solution of me chosen reference standard of the same
substance CAH') when determined under the same
conditions. Because the reference standard is usually chosen
for irs perceived high crystallinity) its enthalpy of solution is
usually algebraically greater (more endothermic or less
exothermic) than mat of the solid sample to be examined in
the same solvent. Consequently, the crystallinity determined
is a negative quantity with the SI units kJ/mol or Jig G/kg is
avoided because of its unwieldiness and potential for error).
The preference for a negative value with respect to a highly
crystalline reference standard recognises the fact that most
samples have a lower crystallinity than this reference
standard.

Near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy
Near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy (2.2.40) is another
technique used to measure the degree of crystallinity, and has
also been proven to be useful in studies of polymorphism.
The NIR spectrum of a sample contains both physical and
chemical information. Being non-invasive, non-destructive
and operable at room temperature, the method is a valuable
tool to assess changes in the amorphous and crystalline state.

Infrared absorption spectrophotometry and Raman
spectroscopy
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24) and Raman
spectroscopy (2.2A!!) are other techniques used to measure
the degree of crystallinity, and have also been proven to be
useful in studies of polymorphism. The IR spectrum and
Raman spectrum of a sample contain both physical and
chemical information.

Solld-state NMR
Solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry (ss
NMR) (2.2.33) can be used to provide information about
polymorphism and related relative molecular conformations.
However, some caution has to be exercised in the
interpretation of results, since it is not always simple to
distinguish between samples that comprise a mixture of
different physical forms (z-stete model) and those that
comprise crystals having disorder with exchange that is slow
on the NMR timescale. Similarly, samples that contain
defects arising from different molecular conformations or
slightly different packing arrangements (f-state model) may
show additional signals in the spectra. Solid-state NMR may
be quite sensitive to this, even if lattice parameters are hardly
affected and, consequently, little or no change is observed by
XRPD. It is evident that the crystallinity of substances for
pharmaceutical use can be complex, and both crystalline
defects and amorphous material may co-exist.

Optical microscopy
A method to detect whether or not particles are crystalline is
to use a polarising microscope (2.9.37), where particles show
birefringence and extinction positions when the microscope
stage is revolved.
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V. Characterisation of Crystalline Solids
by Microcalorimetry and Solution
Calorimetry
(Ph. Bur. method 2.2.61)

Forthepurpose of this chapter, crysllllline material, partially
crystalline material and amorphous material areconsidered as
solids.

INTRODUCTION - THE CONCEPT OF
CRYSTALLINITY
The perfectly ordered crystal lattice with every molecule in its
expected lattice positionis an ideal that is seldom, if ever,
achieved. The other extreme is the amorphous state, in
which a solid contains the maximum possible density of
imperfections (defects of various dlmenslonaliries), such that
all long-range order is lost while only the short-range order,
imposed by its nearest neighbours, remains. Real crystals lie
somewhere between these 2 extremes. A crystal's position on
a scale bounded by these 2 extremes is termed crystallinity.

All real crystals, even in the pure state, possess some lattice
imperfections or defects, which increase both the energy
(enthalpy under conditions of constant atmospheric pressure)
and the disorder (expressed as the entropy) of the crystal
lattice. A crystal with a relatively low density of imperfections
is said to be highly crystalline and to possess a high
crystallinity. By contrast, a particle with a relatively high
density of imperfections is said [Q be partially amorphous and
to possess a low crystallinity. In ideal terms, a totally
amorphous particle corresponds to zero crystallinity.
Amorphous particles may contain somewhat ordered
domains that can act as nuclei for crystallisation; such
so-called amorphous particles are said to possess a low-level
but finite crystallinity.

The ability to detect and to quantify the amount of
amorphous material within a highlycrystalline substance is of
great importance during the development and subsequent
manufacture of a pharmaceuticaJ preparation.

In reality, a powder probably contains particles with different
degrees of crystallinity, just as it may contain particles with
varying sizes and shapes. The lower the crystallinity of a
solid, the greater its enthalpy and entropy. The increase in
enthalpy is never totally compensated for by the increase in
entropy; therefore, the Gibbs free energy, which reflects the
balance between them, actually increases. Hence, the lower
the crystallinity of a material (powder), and consequently the
greater its amorphous character, the greater its apparent
intrinsic solubility and dissolution rate, but the lower its
thermodynamic stability. Because of the great relevance of
these properties, crystallinity is also an important property
and requires measurement by a suitable method.

In the following chapter, -thecrystallinity or the content of
amorphous parts of a powder are measured by calorimetric
methods such as microcalorimetry or solution calorimetry,
although other methods could be used (e.g. see general
chapter 2.9.33. Characterisation of crystalline and pamafly
crystalline solids /ry X-ray fN>Wder diffraction (XRPD).

Many substances are capable of crystallising in more than
one type of crystal lattice, which is known as polymorphism.
If water or a solvent is incorporated in the crystal lattice the
crystals are termed hydrates or solvates. Because of the
different crystal packing, and/or molecular conformation and
lattice energy, they usually exhibit different physical
properties. For simplicity, calorimetry measurements for
degree of crystallinity determination discussed here assume
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microcalorimeter for a sample to that obtained from an
amorphous standard, it is possible to quantify the amorphous
content of the sample. The range of amorphous content
covered by this method depends on the individual substance
to be tested; in favourable cases limits of detection below
I per cent can be reached.

RecrystalHsation can be initiated by subjecting the sample to
higher relative humidity or an atmosphere containing organic
vapour. The sample is typically placed in an ampoule which
also contains a small test-tube containing an aqueous
saturated salt solution, an organic solvent, or a solvent
mixture.

The heat of recrystaUisation is typically measured using a
fixed sample mass placed in a glass or steel vessel, The test
tube containing a saturated salt soJution or an organic solvent
is chosen to be large enough to allow a full saturation of the
atmosphere above the sample. The mass of the sample and
the nature of the vapour atmosphere above the sample are
chosen so that recrystallisation occurs in such a way that a
distinct peak is observed, clearly separated from initial
thermal events caused by introduction of the sample.

The conditions under which the transition of the amorphous
phase to a thermodynamically more stable crystalline state
occurs will have a significant impact on the time of
recrystaUisation. In particular, physical mixtures of purely
amorphous and crystalline material will behave differently
from a partiaUy crystalline material. These effects should be
considered when developing a method.

A typical response for the recrystallisation of a mainly
amorphous material is shown in Figure 2.2.61.-1. The first
part of the curve represents several concurrent processes
taking place simultaneously, such as the absorption of water
vapour into the amorphous parts of the powder and the
generation of water vapour from the test-tube. After this
initial response there is a large exothermic response caused
by the recrystallisation of the amorphous material. Also
included, but not seen, are the expulsion of excess water
from the recrystallised parts and its condensation. Thus, the

Time (Hours)

Figure 2.2.61.-1. - Typical microcaltJrimeuic output01power
(in pW? as afunction oltime (in hours): amorphous wl/apse
peak (I) and crystallisation peak (II) lor mainlyamorplwus
laaose at 25 "C and 75 percentrelative humidity

only one solid crystalline form present in the material of
interest. The theory and experimental technique can be easily
expanded to polymorphic systems with proper consideration
of the enthalpy differences among the polymorphs.

METHOD 1 - MICROCALORIMETRY
(DETERMINATION OF AMORPHOUS CONTENI)
Most chemical, physical and biological processes are
associatedwith the exchangeof heat. Microcalorimetry is a
highly sensitive technique to monitor and quantify both
exothermic (heat producing) and endothermic (heat
absorbing) changes associated with those processes.
The technique allows the determination of the rate and
extent of chemical reactions, changes of phase or changes of
structure.

Thermal events producing only a fraction of a microwatt can
be observed using microcalorimetry. This means that
temperature differences less than 10-6 K must be detectable.
Microcalorimetry typicaDy uses the heat ftow(heat leakage)
principle, where the heat produced (or absorbed) in a
thennally defined vessel flows away (or into) in an effort to
re-establish thermal equilibrium with its surroundings.
Exceptional thermal stability with its surrounding has to be
achieved either by a heat sink or an electronically regulated
surrounding.
Heat energy from an active sample in the reaction vessel is
channelled typically through Peltier elements; they act as
thennoeleetric generators using the Seebeck effect. The heat
energy is converted into a voltage signal proportional to the
heat flow.

Results are typically presented as a measure of the thermal
energy produced per unit of time (Watt) as a function of
time.

APPARA1VS
Microcalorimeters are typically designed as twin systems with
a measuring vessel and a reference vessel. Vessels are
rypically made of glass or stainless steel. For certain
applications specially designed vessels which allow the
addition of a gas, a liquid or a solid material may be used.

CALIBRATION
The micro calorimeter is calibrated Cor heat flow (energy per
time unit) using either calibrated external or internal
electrical heat sources or a suitable standard reaction.

SENSITIV11Y
The sensitivity of the microcalorimetric method can be
assessed based on an appropriate standard sample analysed
according to the corresponding method in conjunction with
the determination of the instrument baseline noise.

PROCEDURE
Weigh in a suitable vessel an appropriate quantity of the
substance to be examined. Close me vessel carefully to avoid
any evaporation of solvents and place the vessel in the sample
holder. H appropriate, allow the vessel to equilibrate at the
temperature of the measurement before placing it in the
measuring position.

Begin the analysis and record the heat flow, with the time on
the abscissa and the heat flow on the ordinate (specify the
direction of exothermic or endothermic heat flow).

DETECTION AND QUANTIFICATION OF
AMORPHOUS CONTENT IN POWDERS
The amorphous state is metastable with respect to the
crystalline state; recrystalllsaticn may therefore occur.
The measurement of the heat of recrystallisation enables the
amorphous content to be determined by the area of the
recrystallisation peak. By relating the output from the
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area under this exothermic recrystallisation response is
proportional to the heat of recrystaUisation.

METHOD 2 • SOLUTION CALORIMETRY
(DETERMINATION OF CRYSTALLINITY)
Solution calorimetry provides a means of determining
enthalpy of solution (i.e. heat of solution under constant
atmosphericpressure) of a substance. Enthalpy of solution is
defined as the enthalpy of the substance dissolved in the
solution to a defined concentration minus the enthalpy of the
original substance. The solvent for the dissolutionprocess
must be such that the mass of solid dissolves within a time
frame that matches the response time of the calorimeter, as
discussed below. The enthalpy of solution is proportional to
the amount of solid being dissolved. This amount may be
defined as 1 mol for molar enthalpy or as I g for specific
enthalpy. If the substance possesses adequate purity (as
determined by the degree of accuracy required) and if its
molecular mass is known, the molar enthalpy is preferred,
otherwise the specific enthalpy must be used. The enthalpy
of solution is weakly dependent on both the temperature,
which is usually 25.0 °C, and the final concentration of the
dissolved solute.
It is usually preferred to express the crystallinity, PQ of a
substance on a percentage scale. This procedure requires
2 reference standards, namely a highly crystalline sample
assuming J00 per cent crystallinity and having a measured
enthalpy of solution of AH:, and an amorphous sample
assuming 0 per cent crystallinity and having a measured
enthalpy of solution of AH;. From these values and from the
measured enthalpy of solution, AH:, of the solid under study,
me percentage crystallinity of the solid, Pd may be calculated
as follows:

P,(%) = 100(lJ.H; - lJ.H:)/(lJ.H: - lJ.H:)

Clearly, crystallinity expressed on a percentage scale depends
on 3 measured values and the enthalpies of solution may be
replaced by oilier corresponding physical quantities mat
depend on crystallinity. The value of the percentage
crystallinity of a sample, however, depends not only on the
nature and method of preparation of the 2 reference
standards, but also on the choice of the physical quantity that
is measured.

The enthalpy of solution is measured either by an isoperibol
(constant perimeter, i.e. jacket) solution calorimeter or by an
isothermal (constant temperature) solution calorimeter.
Typically, at least 3 measurements are made with each
sample. The mean of these values is then calculated.
The exact requirements will depend upon the equipment
capability and degree of accuracy needed.

ISOPERIBOL SOLUTION CALORIMETRY
In the isoperibol solution calorimeter, the heat change during
the solution process causes a corresponding change in
temperature of the solvent-solute system (i.e. solution). This
temperature change is measured by a temperature sensor,
whichis wired to an electrical circuit that records an
electrical signal corresponding to the temperature change.
Typically, this temperature change in an electronic form is
measured at precisely defined time intervals to produce
temperature-time data that are collected, analysed by a
computer, and then plotted. A blank run without addition of
the solid solute to the solvent normally shows no discernible
change in the slope of the temperature-time plot.

For isoperibol solution calorimeters, response is fairly rapid,
but corrections must be made for any heat losses to or heat
gains from the bath. Therefore, isoperibol solution
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calorimeters are more advantageous than isothermal solution
calorimeters when the solution process is relatively fast.
For all measurements of enthalpy of solution using isoperibol
solution calorimeters, the choice of solvent is critical.
The nature and mass of the solvent and the mass of sample
allow the total heat change, corresponding to total dissolution
of the solid, to proceed to completion within 5 min under
vigorous stirring at a constant rotational speed within the
range of 400-600 r/min.

The effective heat capacity of the calorimeter cell and its
contents is determined for every calorimeter run. This
determination is accomplished by electrical heating of the
contents of the calorimeter cell. The effective heat capacity is
determined according 10 I of 2 protocols: either by making I
determination after ampoule breakage or by making
I determination before and a 2nd determination after
ampoule breakage and then averaging the 2 results.
The accuracy and reliability of the electrical heating are
esrablished by the accuracy and reliability of the
aforementioned chemical calibrations.

ISOTHERMAL SOLUTION CALORIMETRY
In the isothermal (constant temperature) solution
calorimeter, the heat change during the solution process is
compensated for by an equal but opposite energy change)
such that the temperature of the solvent-solute system
(i.e. solution) remains essentially constant. This equal but
opposite energy change is measured and, when its sign is
reversed, provides the enthalpy of solution. For isothennal
calorimeters) response is relatively slow, but the
compensation process eliminates the effects of heat losses to
or heat gains from the bath. Therefore, isothermal solution
calorimeters are more advantageous than isoperibol solution
calorimeters when the solution process is relatively slow.

SOLUTION CALORIMETER CALIBRATION
To ensure the accuracy of the calorimeter, chemical
calibrations must be performed on a regular basis. For an
endothennic solution process, the calibration of the
calorimeter is checked by measuring the heat absorbed
during the dissolution of potassium chloride in distilled water
at 298.15 K (25.0 .C). The established enthalpy change in
this endothermic process is 235.5 Jig (17.56111/mol). For an
exothermic solution process, the calorimeter is checked by
measuring the heat evolved during the dissolution of 5 g per
litre of tromethamine [lris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane,
TRAM] in a 0.1 moVL aqueous hydrochloric acid solution
ar 298.15 K (25.0 .C). The established hear for the
aforementioned process is -246.0 Jig (-29.80 III/mol).

SAMPLE HANDLING
The chemical and physical stability of solids may decrease
with decreasing crystallinity. In particular, solids of low
crystallinity, especially amorphous solids, tend to sorb water
vapour from the atmosphere, leading to crystallisation and a
corresponding gain in crystallinity. For these reasons,
anhydrous samples whose crystallinity is to be determined
must be stored at zero humidity or below critical humidity
levels in sealed chambers containing a desiccant, preferably
containing an indicator of effectiveness. If crystallinity
humidity studies are to be carried out, the sample is stored in
a sealed chamber containing a saturated salt solution to
provide a defined relative humidity.
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Appendix XVIII
Methods of Sterilisation
Methods of Sterilisation
(Methods oj Preparation oj Sterile Products, Ph. Bur. geuera/
texts 5.1.1)

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Sterilityis the absence of viablemicro-organisms, as defined
by a sterility assurance level equal to or less than 10- 6.

Sterility is a critical quality attribute for a wide variety of
human and veterinary preparations, including but not
restricted £0:

- preparations required to he sterile due to their route of
administration, such as parenteral, ophthalmic and
intramammary preparations, and some inhalation,
irrigation and intrauterine preparations;

- preparations applied to severely injured skin, such as
semi-solid preparations for cutaneous application.

The achievement of sterility for anyone item in a population
of items submitted to a sterilisation process can neither be
guaranteed nor demonstrated. It is essential to study the
effect of the chosen sterilisation procedure on the product
(including its final container) to ensure its effectiveness and
the integrity of the product) and to validate the procedure
before it is applied in practice. Failure to follow meticulously
a validated process introduces the risk of a non-sterile and/or
deteriorated product.

Sterile products are prepared under appropriate conditions
and are packed in suitable containers. It is recommended
mat the choice of container permits application of the
optimum sterilisation process for the product. The container
and closure system are required to maintain the sterility of
the product throughout its shelf life.

Sterilisation process conditions are chosen to achieve the
highest level of sterility assurance compatible with the drug
product and) wherever possible) a process in which the
product is sterilised in its final container (terminal
sterilisation) is chosen. When a fully validated terminal
sterilisation method by steam (moist heat), dry heat or
ionising sterilisation is used) parametric release
(i.e. the release of a batch of sterilised items based on process
data rather than submission of a sample of me items to
sterility testing) may be carried out, subject to the approval of
the competent authority. If terminal sterilisation is not
possible) aseptic assembly or filtration through a bacterial
retentive filter is used. Wherever possible) an appropriate
additional treatment (e.g. heating) of the product in its Iinal
container is applied to further ensure the sterility assurance
level.

Requirements for the use of biological indicators for
validation of sterilisation processes are given in general
chapter 5.1.2.
The present general chapter provides guidance on conditions,
validation and control of sterilisation processes. The methods
described here apply mainly to the inactivation or removal of
bacteria) yeasts and moulds. For biological products of
animal or human origin) or in cases where such material has
been used in.the production process) it is necessary to
demonstrate during validation that the process is capable of
the removal or inactivation of any relevant viral
contamination. Further guidance is provided in general
chapter 5.1.7. Viral safety.
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The efficacy of a sterilisation process is dependent on its
nature, the processing conditions (e.g. time) temperature)
moisture» the pre-sterilisation microbial contamination and
the formulation of the product. The inactivation of micro
organisms by physical or chemical means follows an
exponential law and hence there is always a non-zero
probability that a micro-organism may survive the
sterilisation process.

Sterility assurance level (SAL)
In the methods described, reference is made to a sterility
assurance level (SAL) where appropriate. The SAL for a
given sterilisation process is expressed as the probability of
micro-organisms surviving in a product item after exposure to
me process. An SAL of ]0- 6, for example) denotes a
probability of not more man 1 non-sterile item in 1 x 106

sterilised items of the final product. The SAL of a process for
a given product is established by appropriate validation
studies. Microbial contamination may be described by the
number) type and resistance of any micro-organisms present.
Microbiological monitoring and setting of suitable limits is
therefore essential for all components of sterile preparations.
Steps designed to reduce microbial contamination) such as
filtration prior to sterilisation) willcontribute significantly to
sterility assurance. The composition of a product can affect
the behaviour of micro-organisms present in the product)
which in tum can affect the efficacy of the sterilisation
process. The water activity (A ao» the pH and the presence of
compounds with antimicrobial activity are examples of factors
that can influence the resistance of any micro-organisms
present. The water activity or the product formulation
(including the presence of nutrients) can affect the number of
micro-organisms) which in tum can affect the efficacy of the
membrane-filtration process.

METHODS AND CONDITIONS OF STERILISATION
Sterilisation may be carried out by one of the methods
described hereafter. Modifications to) or combinations of,
these methods may be used, provided that the chosen
procedure is validated with respect both to its effectiveness
and to the integrity of the product including its container.
For all sterilisation methods) the critical parameters of the
procedure are monitored in order to confinn that any
previously determined requirements or conditions are
respected throughout the batch during the entire sterilisation
process. This applies in all cases) including those where the
reference conditions are used. Guidance concerning
validation of a steam sterilisation process using the Fo
concept is described in general chapter 5.1.5. Biological
indicators of sterilisation are used to develop and validate
sterilisation processes and also to monitor gas sterilisation
processes. Guidance on the use of biological indicators is
provided in general chapter 5.1.2.

Precautions shall be taken to prevent contamination of the
sterilised articles after the sterilisation phase.

STEAM STERIliSATION

PrInciple
Steam sterilisation is achieved by heat transfer during
condensation of water from a saturated vapour phase on the
surfaces of the sterilised items. Where items (open or
wrapped) are sterilised in direct contact with steam, the
hydrating effect of the condensate adds to me sterilising
effect. For direct steam exposure) it is essential that the items
are fullypenetrated by saturated steam) i.e. free of ale and
other non-condensable gases. Where items are sterilised in
closed-containers) the chamber of the steriliser serves as a
steam jacket. Condensation on the surface of the containers
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sliU servesas a highly effective mechanism for energy
transfer, but has no additional sterilising effect on its own.
In closed-container sterilisation, the sterilising effect is
determined by the conditions reached within the closed
containers, where sterilisation must be achieved in the
product itself and in the head-space.

Equipment
Steam sterilisation is performed in autoclaves, l.e. pressure
vessels designed to admit or generate steam continuously and
to remove condensate from the chamber to maintain the
pressure and temperature at controlled levels.

For equipment used to perform direct steam exposure cycles,
the supply of saturated steam) free of non-condensable gases,
is assured. In autoclaves intended for the sterilisation of
closed containers) steam-air mixtures or a superheated water
spray can be used (0 achieve heat transfer, Suitable
autoclaves are qualified to achieve homogeneous conditions
within the chamber and the load. The principles of operation
are appropriate for the items to be sterilised and the loading
configuration. The suitability of the equipment for the items
to be sterilised and its performance in the chosen cycle is
demonstrated in autoclave performancequalification studies.
Temperature profiles in the slowest-to-heat items are
recorded.

Suitable' '~utoclaves are equipped with temperature and
pressuresensors of appropriate sensitivity that are placed in
relevant positions to ensure effective process control.
Chamber temperature and pressure profiles are recorded for
each cycle. There is at least 1 independent thermal probe
that controls the load temperature at the slowest-to-heat
position or in the slowest-to-heat closed container of the
load.

Cooling water sprayed into the chamber at the end of a
sterilisation process for closed containers is of sufficient
quality not to impact negatively the sterility of the sterilised
items.

Sterilisation cycle
Suitable sterilisation cycles are chosen to be compatible with
the items to be sterilised and the loading configuration.
Where air is displaced from the chamber by gravity, the items
to be autoclaved are designed to allow the removal of air and

.are arranged within the autoclave to prevent the formation of
inaccessible air pockets. Where air is removed by vacuum
cycles followed by steam pulses, it is assured that the items
are not affected by the evacuation process. For pressure
sensitive products in closed containers, saturated steam
sterilisation may not be possible. Steam-air mixtures may be
applied to the chamber in order to balance pressure
conditions inside the closed containers. Steam penetration is
assured by choosing suitable cycles to remove air from
porous loads or hollow bodies. Steam penetration is verified
during cycle development by, for example, the use of
physical/chemical indicators, while the biological effectiveness
of the cycle is verified by the use of biological indicators
(5.1.2). Appropriate loading patterns are specified.

Cycle effectiveness
The reference cycle for steam sterilisation is 15 min at
121 °C in saturated steam determined in the coldest position
of the chamber. Product- and load-specific cycles,
e.g. applying another combination of time and temperature,
may be adopted based on cycle development and validation.
The minimum temperature acceptable for a steam
sterilisation process is 110 °C. The minimum Fo, calculated
in the slowest-to-heat position of the load is not less than
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8 min. The calculation of sterilisation effectiveness by the Fo
concept is performed according to general chapter 5.1.5.

Calculated effectiveness from physical parameters (Fph,.) is
correlated with biological effectiveness (Fbio) . Fbio expresses
the lethality, in minutes, provided by the process in terms of
destruction of the biological indicators used. Fbio is calculated
by the following equation:

Fbio = DI2I(10&10 N. - 10&,. N)

D121 is the D-value of the biological indicator at an exposure
temperature of 121 °C, No is the number of viable micro
organisms in the biological indicator before exposure, and N
is the number of viable micro-organisms in the biological
indicator after exposure.

In cycle validation, the relevant positions in the load that are
the most difficult to sterilise are determined and adequate
biological effectiveness is verified by exposure of biological
indicators (5.1.2) in these positions or products, whichever is
relevant. Protection of spores from the sterilising effect
(e.g. by physical occlusion of steam or by the protective
properties of the product) are suitably addressed. The Fbio
determined for the most-difficult-to-sterilise position is used
to define the parameters necessary to achieve reliably the
required SAL equal to or less than 10- 6 for the chosen
cycle.

Routine control
Autoclave cycles are monitored by physical determination of
chamber pressure and temperature profiles, at a minimum, in
the coldest position of the chamber. For each cycle, pressure,
time and temperature are recorded and, ifpossible, Fo is
calculated and recorded.

DRY HEAT STERIUSATION

PrInciple
Dry heat sterilisation is a terminal sterilisation method based
on the transfer of heat to the articles to be sterilised. Heat
may be transferred by means of convection, radiation or
direct transfer.

Equipment
Dry heat sterilisation is carried out in an oven with forced air
circulation or using other equipment specifically designed for
this purpose, e.g. a tunnel.

Sterilisation cycle
The steriliser is loaded in such a way that the specified or
required temperature is achieved throughout the load.
Knowledge of the temperature within the steriliser during the
sterilisation cycle is obtained by means of temperature
sensing elements suitably placed in or on representative items
situated in the coolest part (as previously established) of the
loaded steriliser. The time and temperature throughout each
cycle is suitably recorded.

Cycle effectiveness
The reference conditions for this method of sterilisation are a
minimum of 160 °C for at least 2 h. Other combinations of
time and temperature may be used if it has been satisfactorily
demonstrated that the process chosen delivers an adequate
and reproducible level of lethality when operated within the
established tolerances. The procedures and precautions
employed are such as to achieve an SAL equal to or less than
10- 6. Dry heat sterilisation processes are validated using a
combination of temperature mapping and biological indicator
studies (5.1.2).

Dry heat at temperatures greater than 220 °C, for a validated
time, is frequently used for depyrogenation of glassware.
In this case, demonstration of a 3 10glO reduction in heat-
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resistant endotoxin can be used as validation criteria and
biological indicators will not be needed.

Routine control
Dry heat sterilisation cycles are monitored by determination
of temperature profiles, at a minimum, in the coldest position
of the chamber. TUne and temperature are recorded for each
cycle.

IONISING RADIATION STERIliSATION

Principle
Sterilisationby irradiation is achieved by exposure of the
product to ionising radiation in the fonn of either gamma
rays from a suitable isotopic source (such as cobalt 60), a
beam of electrons energised by a suitable electron accelerator,
or X-rays resulting from bombarding a suitable target with
energised electrons. Ionising radiation may be used for the
terminal sterilisation of finished dosage forms) the microbial
inactivationof tissues and cells, or the sterilisation of
materials or containers to be employed in aseptic processing.
Low-energy electrons may be used for the surface sterilisation
of materials upon entry to isolators used in the preparation of
sterile products.

Cycle effectiveness
For this method of sterilisation, the reference absorbed dose
is 25 kGy. Other doses may be used it during validation of
the sterilising dose, it has been satisfactorily demonstrated
that the dose chosen delivers an adequate and reproducible
level of lethality when the process is operated routinely within
the established tolerances. The procedures and precautions
employed are such as to achieve an SAL equal to or less than
10- 6. Biological indicators may be required for the
development and validation- of the sterilisation of tissues and
cell products. They may also be required for products with a
potential to prevent spore inactivation.

Routine control
During the, sterilisation process, the sterilisation dose
delivered is monitored using a dosimetry system,
measurements from which are traceable to national
standards.

GAS STERIliSATION (VAPOR PIIASE
STERILISATION)

Principle
Gas sterilisation of surfaces may be used for the sterilisation
of primary packaging materials, equipment and some
pharmaceuticals.

It is essential that penetration by gas and moisture into the
material to be sterilised is ensured, and mat it is followed by
a process whereby the gas is eliminated under conditions that
have been previously established as sufficient to ensure that
any residues of gas or related transformation by-products are
below concentrations that could give rise to toxic effects
during product use.

Sterilising agents
There are 2 main categories of gaseous sterilising agents as
distinguished by their antimicrobial action: alkylating agents
and oxidising agents.

Alkylal''''g agents Alkylaling agents are bighly reactive
compounds and interact with many components, such as
amino, sulfhydryl and hydroxyl groups in proteins and purine
bases in nucleic acids.

Ethylene oxide is an alkylating agent that is associated with
cytotoxic, carcinogenic and mutagenic effects.

Oxidising agents Oxidising agents are highly reactive,
toxic compounds. Such compounds currently used as
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sterilising agents include hydrogen peroxide and peracetic
acid.

Development and validation of sterilisation processes
Gas sterilisation is performed by exposure of the product to
the sterilising agent in a leak-proof chamber under specified
conditions.

A typical gas sterilisation process consists of 3 phases: (pre)
conditioning, sterilisation and aeration. The parameters
necessary for these phases to produce the required SAL are
established during process development. A combination of
physical and biological methods is used to determine the
optimum sterilisation conditions. The cycle shall not
compromise the functionality of either product or the
container.

Sterillsadon cycle
Specialised equipment may be required for the monitoring of
temperature, humidity and gas concentration during both
validation and routine operation.

Cycle effectiveness
Validation of microbiological performance shaU confirm the
elJectiveness of the defined process for the productlload
combination in the steriliser. The lethality of the cycle may
be determined by using an appropriate approach: after time
graded exposures, the rate of inactivation (D-value) of the
test organisms can be established by construction of a
survivor curve or by using a fraction-negative method.

Biological indicators shall be shown to be, at a minimum, as
resistant to the sterilising agent as the microbiological
contaminants of the product to be sterilised. They shall be
placed within the product at locations where sterilising
conditions are most difficult to achieve.

The effectiveness of the process is dependent on a number of
parameters, including gas concentration, temperature,
humidity, exposure time, load configuration and
characteristics of the product and its packaging materials.
The effect on the process effectiveness of any change in one
or more of these parameters shall be investigated.

Routine control
The relevant cycle process parameters (including the results
of the biological indicator test) are recorded.

MEMBRANE FILTRATION

Principle
Membrane filtration is used for reduction of viable and non
viable particles in gases and fluid products that are not
amenable to sterilisation by heat or irradiation. In contrast to
other sterilisation methods, the principle of membrane
filtration is not inactivation but removal of microorganisms
from the product. Removal is achieved by a combination of
sieving and surface interaction.

Equipment
Membrane filters are available as flat stock (discs) in
appropriate holders or as cartridges. Pore size ratings are
based on the correlation between microbial retention and
diffusion characteristics or bubble-point measurement. Many
factors contribute to the effectiveness of the filtration process,
e.g, shape, pore size, structure, surface properties, the
structure and arrangement of the filter unit, interaction of the
filter matrix with the product, applied pressure, flow and
duration of me process. Filter characteristics have to be
determined in a product-specific validation. Suitable integrity
test procedures (e.g, diffusive flow measurement, bubble
point determination or water-intrusion testing) are employed,
as recommended by filter manufacturers. Chemical and
physical compatibility of the membranes with the product to
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be filtered and the conditions of the filtration process are
demonstrated in development studies. The filter size is
suitable for the volume of the product to be filtered and the
bioburden.

For sterilisation of process gases, an appropriate frequency
for physical integrity testing is established.

Flltration effectiveness
Microbial challenge tests with a suitable model system shall
demonstrate the effectiveness of the filtration process. Where
testing with the product is not possible (e.g. due to the
antimicrobial properties of the product), a fluid that is
representative of the product shall be used, or the test
conditions are modified.

It is recommended that the filtration process is carried out as
close as possible to the filling point.

Sterlllsation of membrane filters
Membrane filters may be sterilised off-line or in-line.
If sterilisation is off-line, steam penetration is verified and the
filter is suitably protected against contamination.
The sterilised filter is aseptically assembled in the production
line by means of a validated procedure. For in-line
sterilisation, steam penetration throughout the filtration
equipment is assured and the pressure difference across the
membrane; is controlled to prevent damage to the membrane
itself. ';\

Flltration process
Sterilisation by membrane filtration is performed by passage
of the product through a microporous membrane with a
nominal pore size not greater than 0.22 J.UIl.

The pre-sterilisation microbial contamination is determined
for each batch of product and process parameters are applied
as established and validated in the development of the
filtration process.

Where multiple bioburden-reduction filters are used to
increase the efficacy of the filtration process, the filter closest
to the filling point in the final container is characterised as
the sterilising filter.

The sterility and integrity of the equipment downstream from
the point of filtration, the qualified environmental conditions
and the validated aseptic procedures applied in the handling
of the filtered product all contribute to preventing
recontamination of the product. This is addressed in the
section on aseptic assembly.

Routine control
Filtration processes are monitored by physical and
microbiological determination of parameters established
during validation studies. These parameters include the
following: pre-sterilisation microbial contamination) pre
filtration integrity test results, duration of filtration) volume
filtered) differential pressure and post-filtration integrity test
results.

ASEPTIC ASSEMBLY
Principle
The objective of aseptic assembly is to maintain the sterility
of a product that is assembled from components, each of
which has been sterilised by one of the above methods. This
is achieved by using conditions and facilities designed to
prevent microbial contamination.

Aseptic processing may include aseptic filling of products into
container/closure systems, freeze-drying under aseptic
conditions, aseptic blending of fonnulations followed by
aseptic filling, and aseptic packaging.
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Development and valldation of aseptic assembly
In order to maintain the sterility of the components and the
product during assembly, careful attention needs to be given
to the following:
- environment;
- personnel;
- critical surfaces;
- container/closure sterilisation and transfer procedures;
- the maximum holding period of the product before filling

into the final container.

Process validation includes appropriate checks on all of the
above and also regular checks on the process, which are
carried out by means of process simulation tests using
microbial growth media that are then incubated and
examined for microbial contamination (media fill rests).
In addition) a suitable sample of each batch of any product
that is aseptically processed is tested for sterility (2.6.1).

Biological Indicators of Sterlllsation
(Biologiea/Indica",rs and RelaudMicrobia/ Preparations usedin
the Manufacture of Srerile Products, Ph. Eur. general texu 5.1. Z)

I INTRODUCTION
The use of biological indicators in this general chapter is
intended to cover the sterilisation of finished products and
relevant related sterilisation processes i.e. sterilisation
processes for items coming into direct contact with the final
sterilised product. Other uses of biological indicators to
validate the sterilisation of other non-terminal units is outside
the scope of this general chapter.

Biological indicators are test systems containing viable micro
organisms (usually spores of bacteria) that provide a defined
challenge to verify the required effectiveness of a specified
sterilisation process.

Biological indicators are intended for the development and
validation of the sterilisation processes and not for routine
monitoring unless otherwise stated in this general chapter.

The validity of the sterilisation process and the validity of the
biological indicators can be assured by the use of reduced
sterilisation process conditions, whereby a small proportion of
the micro-organisms within the biological indicator will be
shown to survive. However, when the validated sterilisation
process is used, there will be no surviving viable micro
organisms (see section 3-1-2).

Bacterial spores are resistant fOnTIS of life) they can be
produced and standardised, and may be stored for long
periods of time under appropriate conditions.

Commercially available biological indicators typically contain
a standardised population of spores of a suitable bacterium.
In cases where no suitable commercial biological indicators
are available to characterise the sterilising effect in the
product or at a position difficult to penetrate by the sterilant,
custom-made biological indicators may be used. Such
biological indicators can be prepared by inoculating a
standardised spore suspension onto or into the item or
product to be sterilised, such action may change the
characteristics of the biological indicator.

A suspension of vegetative bacterial cells is used to validate
the bacterial retention capability of sterilising grade filters
when applied as a sterilisation step in an aseptic production
process.

2 BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS FOR STERILISATION
PROCESSES
In addition to the physical sterilisation parameters, the
effectiveness of a sterilisation process as described in general
chapter 5.1.1 is dependent on a large number of variables,
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which may include, but is not necessarily restricted to, the
number and resistance of contaminating micro-organisms,
penetration of the sterilant, time, temperature, concentration,
pH, moisture content, and the chemical composition of the
product or item being sterilised.

To validate a sterilisation process, physical conditions are
chosen that are expected to sterilise the items in the load to
achieve a sterility assurance level (SAL) equal to or less than
10-6 as described in general chapter 5.1.1. In a physical
validation process it is demonstrated that these conditions are
delivered homogeneously to all parts and positions DC me
load. It is the aim of biological validation to demonstrate the
correlation between the predicted effect of the physical
conditions applied during the process and the observed
biological effect on biological indicators. Using process
parameters that have been demonstrated to deliver the
required biological effect will ensure sterility of the resulting
product in routine processing.

The selection of the type of biological indicator used will
depend on:
- the nature of the sterilising agent (e.g. heat, gas or

radiation);
- the expected effectiveness of the treatment (e.g. the Fphys

-calculated from the process parameters),
- the process conditions (e.g. temperature, time, relative

humidity, gas concentration, radiation dose);
- the characteristics of the pharmaceutical product or item

(e.g. product in final container, packaging material,
utensils such as tubes or pumps) to be sterilised.

In the development of a sterilisation process, the load and the
product should be assessed to determine the most difficult
position to sterilise (e.g. cold spots, vial-stopper interface,
difficult to penetrate areas). When choosing the optimum
biological challenge to a sterilisation process, the conditions
in the most difficult position to sterilise in the load and the
product should be simulated as closely as possible.

Spores inoculated into a product or onto surfaces are known
to react differently to sterilising conditions as compared to
biological indicator units. In these cases, commercially
available biological indicator units may not be suitable to test
sterilisation effectiveness and an inoculated test produetlitem
prepared from a well-characterised spore suspension may be
a better model to evaluate the effectiveness of the sterilisation
cycle.

2-1 DESCRIPTION OF BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS
FOR STERIliSATION PROCESSES
Depending on the process to be characterised, a suitable
biological challenge may consist of biological indicators
presented as test micro-organism suspensions, inoculated
carriers, or self-contained biological indicators. The user
must establish a high level of confidence in the
manufacturer's compliance to quality standards for the
biological indicator (e.g, by means of auditing) in order to
rely on the characteristics stated by the manufacturer (see
section 2-2). Alternatively, the labelled characteristics of
biological indicators shall be verified by the user or by an
independent, contract laboratory that is formally approved by
the user. For custom-made biological indicators (see
section 2-1-4), the characteristics shall be verified by the user
or by a contract laboratory.

2-1-1 Inoculated carriers
Inoculated carriers consist of a defined population of
bacterial spores inoculated into or onto a suitable carrier, and
in most cases, in a protective envelope. The type of carrier
(and the envelope if used) may influence the resistance of the
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bacterial spores and must be compatible with the chosen
steriJisation process (e.g. strips of filter paper in glassine
envelopes are frequently used for steam and ethylene oxide,
while metal discs packaged in non-woven fibre envelopes are
used for hydrogen peroxide vapour). After exposure to the
sterilisation process, the carrier is aseptically handled
according to the manufacturer's Instructions, transferred to a
suitable culture medium and incubated for a sufficient period
of time at the appropriate temperature.

2-1-2 Self-contained biological Indicators
A self-contained biological indicator may be, for example:
- a system consisting of an inoculated carrier and a

container (e.g. ampoule) with a nutrient medium suitable
for the test micro-organism used; the system is designed
in such a way that the sterilising agent comes into contact
with the inoculated carrier (e.g. through a tortuous path
or a filter) while the growth-promoting propenies of the
nutrient medium are not adversely affected by the
sterilisation process. After sterilisation, the carrier is
brought into contact with the nutrient mediwn by simple
manipulation. This type of biological indicator system
may be used to characterise moist heat sterilisation
processes including assurance of the penetration of steam
into the system;

- a container (e.g. ampoule) of a population of the test
micro-organism in an appropriate nutrient medium. After
sterilisation, the container is incubated without further
manipulation. This type of biological indicator is sensitive
only to an exposure time and temperature and may be
used primarily to monitor sterilisation of aqueous fluids.
In order to facilitate detection of growth, the medium
may contain an indicator (e.g. a pH indicator).

Self-contained biological indicators might not be suitable for
the validation of certain sterilisation processes.

2-1-3 Characterised spore suspensions
Characterised spore suspensions consist of a defined
population of bacterial spores, prepared from a clearly
characterised and suitably maintained strain of a spore
forming bacterial species (e.g. of the genera Bacillus or
Clostridium) in a stable suspension.

2-1-4 Custom-made biological Indicators
Custom-made biological indicators are test items (e.g. rubber
stoppers), or products, inoculated with a suitable test micro
organism, usually from a characterised spore suspension but
also from spore suspensions prepared from isolates from
environmental monitoring or other microbiological testing
using a well-defined procedure designed to give satisfactory
sporulation. The D-value (time for 90 per cent reduction of
micro-organisms under the stated conditions) and, when
appropriate, the a-value (see section 3-1-1) of the spore
suspension must be determined, Also the D-value and
z-value (if appropriate) of the spores of the inoculated test
items! products must be determined as this may be different
from the spores in suspension.

After exposure to the sterilisation cycle, the custom-made
biological indicator is enumerated or tested for the
presence/absence of surviving test micro-organisms using a
validated, appropriate microbiological technique.

2-2 QUAli1Y REQUIREMENTS FOR BIOLOGICAL
INDICATORS
The following are required to be known by the user per
delivery of each batch:
- genus and species of the micro-organism (including the

type culture collection nwnber where applicable);
- unique reference (e.g. batch number);
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The exposure time in minutes where all units are expected to
be inactivated (average of 10-4 surviving spores per unit) is
calculated by equation (2).

The objective of a validation study is to demonstrate that the
sterilisation effectiveness anticipated from the physical
process parameters is equivalent to the biological sterilisation
effectiveness. As part of that objective, the exposure time
during validation tw shall not exceed tk' If a too high teA is
chosen, even a relatively large increase in the D-value would
still result in biological indicator units with no surviving
micro-organisms. In this case, the suboptimal sterilising
conditions would not be detected. It is considered reasonable
to choose a lvl not higher than required to expect 1 in
1000 biological indicator units having surviving micro
organisms. However, too short a t«shall not be chosen. If a
tvl is chosen such that 50 per cent of the biological
indicator units have surviving micro-organisms, changes in
the sterilising conditions (e.g. time, temperature) could still
result in 100 per cent of the biological indicator units having
surviving micro-organisms, and the test would be
meaningless. For these reasons, a tu is chosen such that a
theoretical survival rate between 10-1 and 10-3 is expected,
thus:

3 BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS FOR HEAT
STERILISATION
3-1 PARAMETERS OF BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS
FOR HEAT STERIUSATION

3-1-1 a-Value
Sterilisation processes can be operated at temperatures lower
than me standard 121 °C (for longer exposure times) or at
higher temperatures (for shorter exposure times). The a-value
(the temperature difference that leads to a 10-fold change in
the D-value of the biological indicator) is used to compare
the efficacy of 2 cycles operated at different temperatures.
For a z-value determination, the D-value must be determined
at 3 or more temperatures. The intended process
temperature should be within the range of the
3 temperatures. The 10giO of me Devalue is plotted against
the temperature in degrees Celsius. The z-value is equal to
the negative reciprocal of the slope of the best-fit linear curve
as determined by 10glO-linear regression analysis.

3-1-2 Establishment of validation cycle
The characteristics of the sterilisation process (e.g. time
temperature combination, level of sterility assurance or Fo
required) are the basis for the choice of the biological
indicator (type of biological indicator, test micro-organism,
and initial viable count).

Inactivation of micro-organisms under sterilising conditions
can be described by lethality kinetics and statistical
probabilities. For a number of biological indicator units with
an initial population of No micro-organisms per unit and a
given D-value, the exposure time in minutes where all units
are expected to carry survivors (average of 100 surviving
spores per unit) is calculated by equation (1).

- logarithm of the viable spore count expressed to
1 decimal place in scientific notation;

- recoverymethod used;
- type of carrier;
- type of packaging (e.g, envelope);
- composition of the recovery medium, ifneeded

(e.g. in case of self-contained biological indicators);
- type of indicator (e.g. pH indicator) for growth, if

relevant;
- type of sterilisation process(es) and the conditions for

which the biological indicator has been characterised;
- resistance (D-value) per batch of finished biological

indicator against the specified sterilisation processes
throughout the labelled shelf-life; the D-value should be
stated in applicable units (e.g. time or dose) and
expressed to 1 decimal place, together with a 95 per cent
confidence intervalif feasible;

- method (inactivation kinetics or fraction negative method)
used to determine the resistance (D-value); parameters to
verify e.g. exposure conditions, number of replicates
tested, medium and incubation conditions used for
recovery after exposure, etc.;

- the z-value (where relevant) for the biological indicator
stated in temperature units expressed to 1 decimal place
in scientific notation, including the range of temperatures
usedto determine the a-value;

- the storage conditions and the expiry date.

2-2-1 User requirement specification (URS)
The particular sterilisation process (moist heat, dry heat, gas,
or ionising radiation) is considered as the basis for the choice
of the biological indicator. This choice includes the selection
of the test micro-organism, the type of biological indicator
(inoculated carrier, self-contained, or custom-made), the
D-value, and the initial spore count. Moreover, the resistance
of the test strain is suitable for the particular sterilisation
method and is great compared to the resistance of micro
organisms potentially contaminating the product

2-2-2 Quality control
Quality control for biological indicators consists of testing for
purity, identity and estimation of the number of viable cells.
The biological indicator should be compliant with the URS.
Users employing biological indicators outside of the
manufacturer's labelled recommendations should thoroughly
characterise the biological indicators for the particular
sterilisation process.

Purity
Examination of the micro-organisms on a suitable culture
medium incubated under appropriate conditions shall not
show any evidence of contamination.

Identificaoon
Colony morphology and homogeneity of the population are
verified, as appropriate.

Viable count
The viable count is performed according to the
manufacturer's instructions or by any other validated
method.

2-2-3 Suitability for purpose
The user shall ensure that the biological indicator is
inactivated to the expected survival rate by the particular
range of sterilisation conditions used.

t, = Dx (/og-loNo - 2)

I. survival time

'"= D x (logloNo+4)

'Jr kill time

(I)

(2)
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D x (1ogloNo + I) S t." S D x (1qg1ONo+ 3) (3)

In general" biological indicators are subjected to the intended
sterilisation process. However, for highly effective sterilisation
processes, the calculated effectiveness of the cycle may be
such that the tk is exceeded by a wide margin. In such
instances, biological validation is carried out with reduced
sterilisation cycles. Such reduced cycles may be shorter in
time (e.g. half cycle) or be performed at a lower temperature.
In the latter case the a-value for the test micro-organism
under the actual sterilising conditions shall be known.
A reduced cycle is chosen such that the temperature is not
more than J a-value below the reference sterilisation process
temperature. Biological indicators of an appropriate resistance
for that cycle show an expected micro-organism survival rate
within a window between the lower lvtand the tit (see
equation (3». A decision not to perform this test must be
justified.

Depending on the D-value of the test micro-organism and
the twchosen, biological indicators having surviving micro
organisms can be expected with a low frequency (not more
than I in 10). If it can be demonstrated that the frequency of
biological indicators having surviving micro-organisms is
within the expected range and is not due to inappropriate
sterilising conditions, the process can be accepted.

Following a full sterilisation cycle, aU biological indicators in
a validation study must be inactivated, thereby proving at
least a 106 reduction in micro-organisms. It can then be
concluded, from the resistance of the spore preparation used,
that the process has delivered sufficient lethality to achieve
the required sterility assurance level.

3-2 BIOWGICAL INDICATORS FOR MOIST HEAT
STERILISATION

3-2-1 Test micro-organisms
GeobociOus stearOlhennophilus is the most widely accepted
biological indicator micro-organism for moist heat
sterilisation processes. Reported D l 2 l oC-values for its spores
are in the range of 1.5 min to about 4.5 min, depending on
spontlation conditions, the carrier material on which the
spores are inoculated, the primary package surrounding the
inoculated carrier, and the environment during sterilisation.
Strains ATCC 7953, NCfC 10007, CIP 52.81,
NCIMB 8157 and ATCC 12980 (equivalent to NRRL B
4419) have been found to be suitable. Other strains may be
used, provided equivalent performance has been
demonstrated. It is recognised that a 105 or 106 population
of Goobacil/us ,rearothermophilus may not be suitable for
sterilisation processes delivering an Fo between 8 and 15,
therefore a lower spore number (i.e. 103 or 104

) or a
different test micro-organism may be used. Where a test
micro-organism other than GeobacilJus suarothennophilus
(e.g. Bacillus ,ubti/is ATCC 35021) is used, the resistance of
the test micro-organism is evaluated to ensure its suitability
for the process.

3-3 BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS FOR DRY HEAT
STERILISATION
The reference conditions are stated in general chapter 5.1.1.
Heat transfer is less effective with dry heat than with steam,
and temperature distribution in dry heat sterilisers is less
homogeneous compared to steam sterilisers,
For example, biological indicators available for dry heat
sterilisation have DI60DC-values within a range of 1 to 5 min.
When exposed to the reference cycle of 2 h at 160 "C, a
biological indicator with a DIWC-value of 2.5 min would be
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inactivated by 48 Jog1o scales. For dry-heat sterilisation
processes, z-values of about 20 "C are typically assumed in
calculations of equivalence of cycle effectiveness (FH 

calculations). FH is the equivalent time in minutes at a
temperature of 160 "C delivered by the sterilisation process
to the product in its final container. For a biological indicator
with a Dl60"c-value of 5 min, the DI500C-value would be
about 16 min, and inactivation in the reference cycle would
be 7.5 10glO scales. The use of a sterilisation process at a
temperature reduced from the target temperature by 10 "C
would give an expected 1 in 30 biological indicator units
having swviving micro-organisms.

3..3..1 Test micro-organisms
Spores ofB<Ui//us arrophaeus (e.g. ATCC 9372,
NCIMB 8058, NRRL B-4418, or CIP 77.18) have been
found to be suitable for use as biological indicators for dry
heat sterilisation processes performedat temperatures
between 160 "C and 180 "C. Where a test micro-organism
other than Bad/Ius atrophaeus is used, to ensure its suitability,
the resistance of the test micro-organism for the sterilisation
process is evaluated as described in section 3-1-2

4 BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS FOR GAS
STERILISATION
The use of biological indicators is necessary for the
development, validation and monitoring of all gaseous
sterilisation processes. Gas sterilisation is a multi-factorial
process: gas concentration, humidity, temperature, time,
surface characteristics interact in a complex manner.
A number of gas sterilisation processes are currently used,
including ethylene oxide, hydrogen peroxide and peracetic
acid or combinations of the latter.

Gas surface disinfection is widely used for medical devices)
isolators, chambers) etc. Use for such purposes is outside the
scope of the European Pharmacopoeia but the use of
biological indicators as described in this general chapter may
assist in the validation of such disinfection processes.

4-1 TEST MICRO-ORGANISMS

4·1·1 Ethylene oxide sterlllsatlon
The use of spores of B<Ui/1us arrophaeus (e.g. ATCC 9372,
NCIMB 8058, NRRL B-4418, or CIP 77.18), or other
strains of micro-organism having demonstrated equivalent
performance, is reconunended for ethylene oxide sterilisation.
The number of viable spores is greater than or equal to 106

per carrier. Test micro-organisms shaU have D-values
relevant to the process to be validated. These biological
indicators are used routinely during each sterilisation cycle
thus allowing the effectiveness of the process to be checked.

4-1-2 Other processes
It is the responsibility of the user to define the sterilisation
cycle and the suitability of any biological indicator used.
GeobaciUus stearothermophilus has been found suitable for
vaporised hydrogen peroxide processes.

5 BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS FOR IONISING
RADIATION STERILISATION
Unless otherwise indicated) biological indicators are not
generaUy considered necessary for validation of the sterilising
dose for radiation sterilisation. The use of biological
indicators may however be required for the development and
validation of ionising radiation sterilisation e.g. of tissues, cell
preparations or other specific cases (e.g. products with a
potential for spore protection).

5-1 TEST M1CRO-ORGANISMS
Spores of Bacillus purnilus (e.g. ATCC 27142, NCfC 10327,
NCIMB 10692 or CIP 77.25) or other strains of micro-
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organisms having demonstrated equivalent or better
performance are recommended.

6 MICROBIAL PREPARATIONS FOR
STERILISATION GRADE FILTRATION
As stated in general chapter 5.1.1, certain products that
cannot be sterilised in their final container may be sterilised
by a filtration process. In contrast to the biological indicators
discussed in the previous sections, which assesskill-based
sterilisation, the biological chaUenge assesses the retention of
micro-organisms by the filters,
To validate the sterilisationprocess, it must he demonstrated
that the filtration process (usually in a scaled-downmodel) is
capable of completely retaining a microbial challenge of at
least 107 CPU per square centimetre of effective filter surface
using a suitable test micro-organism. This test should mimic
the actual filtration process as closely as possible. Where
feasible, the test is carried out in the product using the
specified filtration conditions. If this is not possible,
e.g. due to the antimicrobial properties of the product, a
medium as similar as possible to the product must be used in
the test.

6-1 TEST MICRO-ORGANISMS
For processes using a filtration system with a nominal pore
size not greater than 0.22 pm, a suspension of Brevundimonas
diminuui-(ATCC 19146, NCIMB 11091 or CIP 103020) is
recommended. The Brevundimonas diminuta suspension must
be prepared in order to achieve predominantly single cells of
the smallest possible size. Other micro-organisms, for
example natural flora isolated from the product or process in
question, may be used if presenting a stronger challenge to
the sterile filtration system than Brevundimonas diminuta.
For filtration systems with a nominal pore size of 0.1 JllI1 or
less, a suspension of Acholeplasma laid/awn (ATCC 23206)
may be used.

Methods of Sterilisation
(Application of the F Concepts 10 Heal Sterilisation Processes,
Ph. Bur. general texts 5.1.5)
Thefollowing chapter ispublished for information.

INTRODUCTION
Heat sterilisation can be differentiated into 2 types: moist
heat sterilisation using saturated steam or water heated to the
sterilisation temperature; and dry heat sterilisation using hot
air with a moisture content so low as to have an insignificant
biological activity.

DEFINITIONS
The D-value (or decimal reduction value) is the time in
minutes required at a defined temperature to reduce the
number of viable test micro-organisms by 90 per cent. It is
only of significance under precisely defined experimental
conditions.

The a-value is the change in temperature in degrees Celsius
required to alter the D-value by a factor of 10 (the a-value
relates the resistance of a micro-organism to changes in
temperature). The z-value is calculated using the following
equation:

D 1 D-value of me micro-organism ar temperature T1;

D2 D-value or the micro-orga.nism at temperature T2;

T temperature.

The F-value of a heat sterilisation process (Fo for moist heat
sterilisation or FH for dry beat sterilisation) is the lethality
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expressed in terms of the equivalent time in minutes at the
reference temperature delivered by the process to the
sterilisation load, with reference to micro-organisms
possessing the relevant theoretical a-value in Table 5.1.5-1.

The total F of a process takes into account the heating and
cooling phases of a cycle and can be calculated by integration
of lethal rates with respect 10 time at discrete temperature
intervals above the minimum temperature specified in
Table 5.1.5-1.
The following mathematical relationships apply:

Fo = DI 2I (IogloNo -IogloN)

DI2I D-VBlue of the reference spores (5.1.1) at 121 °C;
DI60 D-value or ihe referencespores (5.1.1) at 160 °Cj
No initial number of viabJe micro-organisms;
N fina.l number ofvia.ble miao-organisms.

Table 5.1.5.-I - Parameters for mois« healand dryheal
sten'lisation

Theeeeticef e-
Reference MInlmum

SterUJaation F
value rC)

lemperature temperature

rCl re)

Moist heat F. 10 121 110

Dry heat FH 20 160 140

For both dry and moist heat sterilisation cycles, the relevant
F-value is used to demonstrate that the ~uired sterility
assurance level of equal to or less than 10- is consistently
achieved.
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Appendix XIX
A. Containers Introduction
(Ph. Bur. general text: 3.2)

ThisAppendixprwides requirements, guidanu and information
on containers for phannaceutical use. Additional guidance is
provickd in a number of British Standards, Attention isdrawn in
partkular to British Standards 1679-5: 1973, 1679-6: 1994,
1679-7: 1968 and 1679-8: 1992. The expression 'tamper-e"idem
container' means a dosedcontainer fitted with a deuice that
reveals inwem"bly whether the container has been opened,
whereas, tire expression 'tamper-proof container' means a dosed
container in which access to the contents isprevented undernormal
conditions of use. The two terms areconsidered 10 besynonymous
try the European Pharmacopoeia Commission.
A container for pharmaceutical use is an anicle that contains
or is intended-to contain a product and is, or may be, in
direct contact with it. The closure is a part of the container.

The container (see General Notices section 1.3) is so
designed that the contents may be removed in a manner
appropriate to the intended use of the preparation.
It provides a varying degree of protection depending on the
nature of the product and the hazards of the environment,
and minimises the loss of constituents. The container does
not interact physicaUy or chemicaUy with the contents in a
way that alters their quality beyond the limits tolerated by
official requirements.

Single-dose container A single-dose container holds a
quantity of the preparation intended for total or partial use
on 1 occasion only.

Multidose container A multidose container holds a
quantity of the preparation suitable for 2 or more doses.

Well-closed container A well-closed container protects
the contents from contamination with extraneous solids and
liquids and from loss of contents under ordinary conditions
of handling, storage and transport.

Airtight container An airtight container is impenneable to
solids, liquids and gases under ordinary conditions of
handling, storage and transport. If the container is intended
to be opened on more than 1 occasion, it must be so
designed that it remains airtight after re-closure.

Sealed container A sealed container is a container closed
by fusion of the material of the container.

Tamper-evident container A tamper-evident container is
a closed container fitted with a device that reveals irreversibly
whether the container has been opened.

Child-proofcontainer A container that is fitted with a
closure that prevents opening by children.

B. Glass Containers for Pharmaceutical
Use
(Ph. Eur. me/hod 3.2.1)

Glass containers for pharmaceutical use are glass articles
intended to come into direct contact with pharmaceutical
preparations.

Colourless glass Is highly transparent in the visible
spectrum.
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Coloured glass Is obtained by the addition of small
amounts of metal oxides, chosen according to the desired
spectral absorbance.

Neutral glass Is a borosilicate glass containing significant
amounts of boric oxide, aluminium oxide, alkali metal oxides
and/or alkaline earth oxides in the glass network. Due to its
composition, neutral glass has a high hydrolytic resistance
and a high thermal shock resistance.

Soda-lime-silica glass Is a silica glass containing alkali
metal oxides, mainly sodium oxide, and alkaline earth oxides,
mainly calcium oxide, in the glass network. Due to its
composition, soda-lime-silica glass has only a moderate
hydrolytic resistance.

The hydrolytic stability of glass containers for pharmaceutical
use is expressed by the resistance to the release of soluble
mineral substances into water under the prescribed
conditions of contact between the inner surface of the
container or glass grains and water. The hydrolytic resistance
is evaluated by titrating released alkali reacting ions.
According to their hydrolytic resistance, glass containers are
classified as follows:
- type I glass containers: neutral glass, with a high

hydrolytic resistance due to the chemical composition of
the glass itself;

- type Il glass containers: usually of soda-lime-silica glass
with a high hydrolytic resistance resulting from suitable
treatment of the inner surface;

- type m glass containers: usuaUy of soda-lime-silica glass
with only moderate hydrolytic resistance.

The following italicised statements constitute general
recommendations concerning the type of glass container that
may be used for different types of pha.rmaceutical
preparations. The manufacturer of a pharmaceutical product
is responsible for ensuring the suitability of the chosen
container.

Type I glass containers aresuitable for mostpreparations whether
or notfor parenteral administration.
Type II glass containers aresuitable for most acidic and neutral,
aqueous preparations whether or no,for parenteral administration.
TypeIII glass containers are in general suitable for non-aqueous
preparations for parenteral adminislTation, for powders for
parenteral administration (except for.freeze-dritd proparations)
andfor preparations no' for parenteral administration.
Glass containers with a hydrolytic resistance higher than that
recommended above for a particular type of preparation may
generally also be used.

The container chosen for a given preparation shall be such
that the glass material does not release substances in
quantities sufficient to affect the stability of the preparation
or to present a risk of toxicity. In justified cases, further
detailed information may be necessary to assess the impact
on chronic use and for vulnerable patient groups.

Preparations for parenteral administration are normally
presented in colourless glass, but coloured glass may be used
for substances known to be light-sensitive. Colourless or
coloured glass is used for the other pharmaceutical
preparations. It is recommended that all glass containers for
liquid preparations and for powders for parenteral
administration permit the visual inspection of the contents.

The inner surface of glass containers may be specially treated
to improve hydrolytic resistance, to confer water-repellency,
etc. The outer surface may also be treated, for example to
reduce friction and to improve resistance to abrasion.
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HYDROLYTIC RESISTANCE

The test is carried out by titration of the extraction solutions
obtained under the conditions described for tests A, B
and C. Test C is performed if there are uncertainties whether
the container is type I or type II.

EQUIPMENT

- An autoclave or steam steriliser capable of withstanding a
pressure of 2.5 x 105 N/m 2 (equivalent to
0.25 MPa =2.5 bar) or more and capable of carrying out
the heating cycle described under Autoclaving process.
Preferably it is equipped with a constant-pressure
regulator or other suitable means in order to maintain the
temperature at 121 ± 1 QC. The autoclave vessel is
equipped with a heating device, a thermometer integrated
in the autoclave, a pressure gauge, a vent cock (for
manually operated autoclaves only) and a tray of
sufficient capacity to accommodate, above the water level,
the number of containers needed to carry out the test.
The autoclave has the possibility to connect a calibrated
resistance thermometer or a calibrated thermocouple from
the inner chamber to an external measuring device to
allow a temperature measurement independent from the
autoclave system.

The autoclave vessel and all ancillary equipment must be washed
thoroughly W1ih waterR before use.
- A calibrated resistance thermometer or calibrated

thermocouple connected to a suitable temperature
measuring device.

- Burettes with a suitable capacity.
~ One-mark volumetric flasks, with a capacity of 1000 mL.
- Pipettes and beakers.
- Conical flasks with capacities of 100 mL and 250 mL.
- A water-bath.
- Metal foil (e.g. ahuniaium, stainless steel).

Flasks and beakers must already have been used for the test
or have been filled with waterR and kept in an autoclave at
121 QC for at least I h before being used.

DETBRMINATION OF THE FILLlNG VOLUME

The filling volume is the volume of water to be introduced
into the container for the purpose of the test. For vials and
bottles the filling volume is 90 per cent of the brimful
capacity. For ampoules it is the volume up to the height of
the shoulder.

Vials and bottles
Select, at random, 6 containers from the sample lot, or 3 if
their capacity exceeds 100 mL, and remove any debris or
dust. Weigh the empty containers with an accuracy of 0.1 g.
Place the containers on a horizontal surface and fiji them
with water R until about the rim edge, avoiding overflow and
introduction of air bubbles. Adjust the liquid levels to the
brimful line. Weigh the filled containers to obtain the mass of

The outer treatment is such that it does not contaminate the
inner surface of the container.

Except for type I glass containers, glass containers for
pharmaceutical preparations are not to be re-used.
Containers for human blood and blood components must
not be re-used.

PRODUCTION
When glass containers for pharmaceutical use are
manufactured under stressed conditions (e.g. temperature
time profile) and/or are placed in contact with particularly
aggressive pharmaceutical preparations, they may undergo
delamination, i.e the separation of the inner glass surface into
thin layers called lamellae or flakes. Glass delamination may
be the result of a chemical attack that occurs according to
well-known glasscorrosion mechanisms) such as dissolution
by hydrolysis and ion exchange (leaching) as a function of
the pH. The process of interaction between the glass surface
and the pharmaceutical preparation requires incubation time,
and flaking may only become visible a number of months
after filling.

Several risk factors are known to increase the propensity of a
glass to delaminate. The chemical composition of the
pharmaceutical preparation, the presence of buffers like
citrate or j>hosphate, which are known to corrode glass, and
the ionic strength of the liquid medium may aUstrongly
favour delamination. The manufacturing process of the
container, chemical treatments of the inner surface, and
terminal sterilisation and processing at the pharmaceutical
filling lines are other important risk factors to be considered.
It is recommended that the user of the container assesses the
compatibility of the glass container and the pharmaceutical
preparation on a case-by-ease basis, considering for example
the dosage form, properties of the formulation and glass
quality.

The propensity to delamination of glass containers from
different sources can be assessed and ranked by exposing the
container to accelerated degradation testing, carried out at
specified temperatures for a short time and using the
solutions associated with the actual pharmaceutical
preparation as extraetants. The presence of particles in the
extraction solution, the occurrence of phase separation on the
inner surface, and the steep increase of silica concentration in
the extraction solution are aUindicators of a potential
propensity for delamination. Accelerated degradation testing
can be used as a predictive tool to select the most
appropriate container for the intended preparation, but the
full compatibility of the active substance with the glass
leachate can only be assessed by a stability test under normal
conditions of use.

TESTS
Glass containers for pharmaceutical use comply with the
relevant test or tests for hydrolytic resistance. When glass
containers have non-glass components, the tests apply only to
the glass part of the container.

To define the quality of glass containers according to the
intended use, one or more of the following tests are
necessary.

Tests for hydrolytic resistance are carried out to define the
type of glass (1, II or III) and to control its hydrolytic
resistance.

In addition, containers for aqueous parenteral preparations
are tested for arsenic release and coloured glass containers
are tested for spectral transmission.

Table 3.2.1.-1. - Types of glass

Type of container

Type I and type II glass containers (to
distinguish from type In glass
containers)

Type I glass containers (to distinguish
(rom type II and type III glass
containers)

Type I and type II glass containers (if
there ace doubts whether the high
hydrol)'l:ic resistance is due (0 the
chemical composition or 10 the surface
treatment)

Test to be performed

Test A (surface ten)

Test B (gIau grains test) or test C
(etching lest)

Tests A and B, or tests A and C
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Figure 3.2.1.-1. - Filling wlume ofampoules (up rapointA)

A.

Cleaning
Remove any debris or dust. Shortly before the lest, fill each
container to the brim with waterR and allow to stand, filled

with water, for 20 ± 5 min. Empty the containers, carefully
rinse twice with waterR and once with waterRl and allow to
drain.

Closed ampoules are not rinsed before testing. Closed
ampoules may be warmed on a water-bath or in an oven at
about 40°C for approximately 2 min before opening to avoid
underpresswe when opening.

FlI1Ing
Fill the coutainers with water Rl up to the IiIling volume.

Loosely cap each container with an inert material, for
example with inverted beakers of such a size that the bottoms
of the beakers fit snugly down on the rims of the sample.
Ampoules and vials capped with clean aluminium foil are
further examples. Place syringes and cartridges in a beaker
and cover the beaker with clean aluminium foil.

Containers of a volume of 2 mL or less, in which the water is
not sufficiently retained during the autoclaving process, may
be closed in a suitable way, e.g. with a stopper or plug of
inert material, such as silicone, and fixed using a plunger or a
stable fixing or clamping device.

Place the samples, gathered in groups in glass dishes or in
beakers or other suitable holders, on the rack in the autoclave
containing waurR at room temperature. Ensure that they are
held above the level of the water in the autoclave.

Autoclaving process
Riferenu thermal cyde

The autoclave is run in such a way that the temperature in
the containers to be tested follows a thermal cycle with the
following characteristics: temperature raised from room
temperature to 100°C within 20~30 min; temperature
maintained at 100 ± 1 °C for 10 ± 1 min; temperature in
the containers raised from 100°C to 121°C within
20-22 min; temperature maintained at 121 ± 1 °C for
60 ± 1 min; temperature cooled to 100°C within
40-44 min.

Autoclave calibration
Before being used for the first time, the autoclave and the
temperature measuring system are calibrated to ensure that
the autoclave settings are suitable to guarantee that the
temperature inside the containers is 121 ± 1°C.

NOTE: significant dijferenus may be obseroed beuoeen the
temperature measured in the aut«lave chamber and inside the
containers.
Take a set of containers of intermediate capacity (l0 mL for
instance) and fill them with waur Rt, Select a sufficient
number of containers to fill completely the tray within the
autoclave chamber. Insert the end of the calibrated resistance
thermometer or calibrated thermocouple into one of the
containers through a hole in the closure having approximately
the same diameter as the probe and connect it to the external
measuring device. H the container is too small to insert a
thermocouple, place the thermocouple in a similar container
of suitable size filled with water Rt, Close the autoclave door
or lid securely and run the autoclave to achieve the target
thermal cycle in the containers. Where a manual autoclave is
run, leave the vent cock open. Heat the autoclave at a regular
rate so that steam issues vigorously from the vent cock after
20-30 min, and maintain a vigorous evolution of steam for a
further 10 min.

Close the vent cock, follow the temperature increase on the
calibrated thennocouple measuring device by comparison
with readings taken from the autoclave thermometer and
adjust the autoclave settings accordingly in order to match

25.0 1

50.0 2

100.0 2

100.0 3

Volume of test UquId Number oftltratlons
for 1 titration (mL)

the water expressed to 2 decimal places for containers having
a nominal volume less than or equal to 30 ml., and
expressed to 1 decimal place for containers having a nominal
volume greater than 30 mL Calculate the mean value of the
brimful capacity in millilitres and multiply it by 0.9. This
volume, expressed to 1 decimal place, is the filling volume
for the particular container lot.

Ampoules
Place at least 6 dry ampoules on a flat, horizontal surface and
fill them wil:h water R from a burette, until the water reaches
point A, where the body of the ampoule declines to the
shoulder (see Figure 3.2.1.-1). Read the capacities (expressed
£0 2 decimal places) and calculate the mean value. This
volume, expressed to I decimal place, is the filling volume
for the particular ampoule lot. The filling volume may also
be determined by weighing.

Syringes and cartridges
Select 6 syringes or cartridges. Close the smaU opening
(mouth of cartridges and needle and/or Luer cone of
syringes) using an inert material (e.g. a tip cap) or any other
suitable means to prevent water leakage. Determine the mean
brimful volume in accordance with the procedure described
under Vials and bottles and multiply it by 0.9. This volume,
expressed to 1 decimal place, is the filling volume for the
particuJar container lot.

TESTA. HYDROLY17C RESISTANCE OF THB INNER SURFACES OF

GLASS CONTAINERS (SURFACB TEST)

The determination is carried out on unused containers.
The volumes of the test liquid necessary are indicated in
Table 3.2.1.-2.

Table 3.2.1.-2. - Volume ofust liljuid and number ojtitrations

Up to 3

Above 3 and up (0 30

Above 30 and up (0 I00

Above 100

Filllng volume (mL)
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Table 3.2.1.-3. - Limit values in the test for surface hydro/yu'c
resistance

- a set of 3 square-mesh sieves of stainless steel) mounted
on frames of the same material and consisting of the
following:

(a) sieve no. 710j
(b) sieve no. 425j

(c) sieve no. 300j
- a mechanical sieve-shaker or a sieving machine may be

used to sieve the grains;
- a permanent magnet;
- metal foil (e.g. aluminium, stainless steel);
- a hot-air oven, capable of maintaining a temperature of

140 ± 5 "C;
- a balance, capable of weighing up to 500 g with an

accuracy of 0.005 g;
- a desiccator;
- an ultrasonic bath.

Method
Rinse the containers to be tested with water R and dry in the
oven. Wrap at least 3 of the glass articles in clean paper and
crush to produce 2 samples of about 100 g each, in pieces
not more than 30 mm across.

Where a mortar) pestle and hammer are used, place in the
mortar 30-40 g of the pieces 10-30 nun across taken from
I of the samples) insert the pestle and strike it heavily, once
only, with the hammer. Transfer the contents of the mortar
to sieve (a), the coarsest of the set. Repeat the operation until
all fragments have been transferred to the sieve. Shake the set
of sieves for a short time by hand and remove the glass that
remains on sieves (a) and (b). Submit these portions to
further fracture, repeating the operation until about 109 of
glass remains on sieve (a). Reject this portion and the portion
that passes through sieve (c). Reassemble the set of sieves
and shake for 5 min. Transfer to a weighing bottle those
glass grains that pass through sieve (b) and are retained on
sieve (c).

Where a ball mill is used, place in the ball mill beaker about
50 g of the pieces 10-30 mm across taken from I of the
samples, add the balls and crush thin-walled glass (wall
thickness up to 1.5 mm) for up to 2 min and thick-walled
glass (wall thickness greater than 1.5 mm) for up to 5 min.
Transfer the grains to sieve (a), sieve for about 30 sand
collect the grains retained on sieve (e). Transfer the glass
from sieves (a) and (b) into the ball mill and crush and sieve
again as indicated above. Combine the grains retained on
sieve (c).

Types I and II glass Type III gJan
contalnen containers

Maximum volume of 0.01 M Hel per
100 mL of test solution (mL)

30,0

20.0

17.6

16.1

13.2

10.2

8.1

6.1

<.8

3.8

2.'
2.2

3.0

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.3

1.0

0.80

0.60

050

0040

0.30

0.20

FIllIng volume (mL)

Up to 0.5

Above0.5 and up to I

Above I and up to 2

Above 2 and up to 3

Above 3 and up to 5

Above 5 and up 10 10

Above 10 and up to 20

Above20 and up to 50

Above 50 and up to 100

Above 100 and up 10200

Above 200 and up to 500

Above 500

the target thermal cycle. Keep the temperature ramp as
smooth as possible.

Using the calibrated thermocouple measuring device, ensure
that deviations from the holding temperature of 121 ± I "C
are within the tolerance. When cooling down, vent to prevent
the formation of a vacuum. For safety reasons (boiling
retardation) do not open the autoclave before the water in
the containers has reached a temperature of 95 °C. Remove
the hot samples from the autoclave and cool cautiously to
room temperature within 30 min.

Record the autoclave settings used to carry out the thermal
cycle and use these settings for routine autoclave runs.

At regular intervals verify the validation of the calibration.
Establish a re-calibration plan based on quality assurance
criteria, recallbrate as appropriate and keep records.

Routine autoclave runs
Use the autoclave settings established during the calibration
stage and follow the same thermal cycle described above.
Container sets of different capacity can be tested during the
same run. Keep the glass load very similar in size and mass
to the load used during the calibration stage. The use of the
calibrated thermocouple is no longer necessary provided the
calibration is proved to be valid over a defined time span.

At-the end of the cycle, remove the hot samples from the
autoclave and cool them cautiously to room temperature
within 30 min.

NOTE: depending on the type or sizeof the asuodcoe the heat
transfer and thus theresulting thermal cycle in the containers may
"ary with the "'ta/Ioad of the autadave. It may therefore be
neassary so adjust the autoclave load.

Method
Carry out the titration within 1 h of removal of the
containers from the autoclave. Combine the liquids obtained
from the containers and mix. Introduce the prescribed
volume (Table 3.2.1.-2) into a conical flask (test solution).
Place the same volume of waterRl into a 2nd similar flask as
a blank. Add to each flask 0.05 mL of methylred solution R
for each 25 mL of liquid. Titrate the blank with 0.01 M
hydrochloric acid. Titrate the test solution with the same acid
until the colour of the resulting solution is the same as that
obtained for the blank. Subtract the value found for the
blank titration from that found for the test solution and
express the results in rmllilitres of 0.01 M hydrochkmc acid per
100 mL Express titration values of less than 1.0 mL to
2 decimal places and titration values of more than or equal to
1.0 mL to I decimal place.

Limits
The results, or the average of the results ifmore than I
titration is performed, is not greater than the values stated in
Table 3.2.1.-3.

TEST B. HYDROLYTIC RESISTANCH OF GLASS GRAINS (GLASS

GRAINS TES1)

Check that the anides as received have been annlOW to a
cqmmereiaJ/y acuprable qualify.
The test may be performed on me canes used for the
manufacture of tubing glass containers or on the containers.

Equipment
- a mortar) pestle (see Figure 3.2.1.-2) and hammer made

of tempered) magnetic steel;
- as an alternative to the mortar, pestle and hammer, a ball

mill can be used; the ball mill is made of agate, zirconia
or stainless steel with a volume of 250 mL; 2 balls with a
diameter of 40 rom or 3 balls with a diameter of 30 nun
are suitable;
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Figure 3.2.1.-2. - Mortarandpesde apparatus forglass grains
method (dimensions in millimelreS)

Repeat the crushing and sieving procedure with the other
glass sample arid thus 2 samples of grains, each of which
shall be in excess of 109, are obtained. Spread each sample
on a piece of clean glazed paper and remove any iron
particles by passing the magnet over them. Transfer each
sample into a beaker for cleaning. Add to the grains in each
beaker 30 mL of acetone R and SCOur the grains by suitable
means, such as a rubber- or plastic-coated glass rod. After
scouring the grains, allow to settle and decant as much
acetone as possible. Add another 30 mL of acetone R, swirl,
allow to settle and decant again, and add 30 mL of aatone R.
Fill the bath of the ultrasonic vesselwith water at room
temperature, then place the beaker in the rack and immerse
it until the level of the acetone is at the level of the water;
apply the ultrasound for 1 min. Swirl the beaker, allow to
settle and decant the acetone as completely as possible, add
30 mL of tueUme R and repeat the ultrasonic cleaning
operation. H a fine turbidity persists, repeat the ultrasonic
cleaning and acetone washing until the solution remains

2022

clear. Swirl and decant the acetone then dry the grains, first
by putting the beaker on a wann plate to remove excess
acetone and then by heating at 140°C for 20 min in the
drying oven. Transfer the dried grains from each beaker into
separate weighing bottles, insert the stoppers and cool in the
desiccator. Weigh 10.00 g of the cleaned and dried grains
into 2 separate conical flasks. Add 50 mL of waterRl into
each by means of a pipette (test solutions). Pipeue 50 mL of
waterRl into a 3m conical flask as a blank. Distribute the
grains evenly over the flat bases of the flasks by gentle
shaking. Close the flasks with neutral glass dishes or
aluminium foil rinsed with water R, or with inverted beakers
so that the inner surface of the beakers fit snugly down onto
the top rims of the flasks. Place all 3 flasks in the rack in the
autoclave containing the water at room temperature, and
ensure that they are held above the level of the water in the
vessel. Carry out the autoc1aving procedure in a similar
manner to that described under test A, but maintain the
temperature of 121 ± I ·C only for 30 ± I min. Do not
open the autoclave until it has cooled to 95 "C. Remove the
hot samples from the autoclave and cool the flasks in running
tap water as soon as possible, avoiding thermal shock.
To each of the 3 flasks add 0.05 mL of methylred solution R.
Titrate the blank solution immediately with 0.02 M
hydrochloric add then titrate the test solutions with the same
acid until the colour matches that obtained with the blank
solution. Subtract the titration volume for the blank solution
from that for the test solution.

NOTE: where necessary to obtain a sharp end-poim, the clear
solution is /Q be decanted imo a separate 250 mL flask. Rinse the
grains with 3 quanlilies, each of 15 mL, of waterRJ by swirling
and add the washings /Q the main SolUlion. Add 0.05 mL of
methylre4 solution R. Ti""'" and calculate as described below.
In 'his case also add 45 mL of water RJ and 0.05 mL of methyl
redsolution R /Q the blanksolution:
Calculate the mean value of the results in millilitres of
0.02 M hydrrxhloric acidper gram of the sample and if
required its equivalent in alkali extracted, calculated as
micrograms of sodium oxide per gram of glass grains.

I mL of 0.02 M hydrrxhloric acid is equivalent to 620 pg of
sodium oxide.

Repeat the test if the highest and lowest observed values
differ by more than 20 per cent.

Limits
Type I glass containers require not more than 0.1 mL of
0.02 M hydrochloric acidper gram of glass, type II and
type mglass containers require not more than 0.85 mL of
0.02 M hydrochloric acidper gram of glass.

TEST c. TO DBTERMINB WHETHER THE CONTAINERS HAVE BHHN

SURFACE-TRElJTBD (BTCHING TBS1)

H there are uncertainties whether a container has been
surface-treated, and/or to distinguish between type I and
type II glass containers, test C is used in addition to test A.
Alternatively, tests A and B may be used. Test C may be
carried out either on unused samples or on samples
previously used in test A.

VIals and bottles
The volumes of test liquid required are shown in
Table 3.2.1.-2.

Rinse the containers twice with water R, fill to the brimful
point with a mixture of I volume of hydrofluoric acidRand
9 volumes of hydrochlorit acidR and allow to stand for
10 min. Empty the containers and rinse carefully 5 times
with waterR. Immediately before the test, rinse once again
with waterR. Submit the containers thus prepared to the
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Table 3.2.1.-4. - Distinction between type I and type II glass
containers

same autoclaving and determination procedure as described
in Test A for surface hydrolytic resistance. If the results are
considerably higher than those obtained from the original
surfaces (by about a factor of 5 to 10), the samples have
been surface-treated.

Ampoules, cartridges and syringes
NOTE: ampoules, cartridges and syringes madefrom glass tubing
art not normally subjected to internal smface treatment because
theirhighchemical resistance isdependent upon the chernita'
composition of the glass as a material.
Apply the test method as described above for vials and
bottles. If the ampoules are not surface-treated, the new
values are slightly lower than those obtained in previous tests.

Distinction between type I and type n glass containers
The results obtained in Test C are compared to those
obtained ln. Test A. The interpretation of the result is shown
in Table 3.2.1.-4.

ARSENIC
The test applies 10 glass containers for aqueous parenteral
prepamtibns.
Hydride generation atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23)
MethodI).
Test solution Use the extraction solution obtained from
containers of types I and IT, after autoclaving at 121°C for
1 h as described under Test A for snrface hydrolytic
resistance. Transfer 10.0 mL 10 a 100 mL volumetric flask.
Add 10 mL of hydrochloric acidR and 5 mL of a 200 f!IL
solution of potassium iodide R. Heat on a water-bath at 80°C
for 20 min, allow to cool and dilute to 100.0 mL with
waterR.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
a"enic standard solution (l ppm As) R. Add 10 mL of
hydrochlori< acidR and 5 mL of a 200 f!IL solution of
potassium ;odide R. Heat on a water-bath at 80°C for 20 min,
allow to cool and dilute to 100.0 mL with water R.
The concentration range of the reference solutions is typically
0.005-0.015 ppm of As.

Acid reservoir Hydrochloric acid R.
Reducing reserooir Sodium utrahydroborau reducing
solution R.
Use a hydride generation device to introduce the test solution
into the cuvette of the spectrometer. Establish and
standardise instrumental operating conditions according to
the manufacturer's instructions, optimise the uptake rate of
the peristaltic pump, then connect it to the acid reservoir, the
reducing reservoir and the test solution.

Source Hollow-cathode lamp.

Wauelength 193.7 om.

Atomisation device Air-acetylene flame.

Limit Maximum 0.1 ppm of As.

Table 3.2.1.-5. - Limitsof spectral transmissWnforcdoured glass
containers for parenteral preparatimu

25
20
15

13

12

10

Ccntalners with
closures

50

45

40

35

30
25

Flame-sealed
containers

Maximum percentage ofapeclral
IrB.DlIDl.1ulon et any wavelength between

290 nm. end 450 nm.

Up to I

Above 1 and up to 2

Above 2 and up to 5

Above 5 and up to 10

Above 10 and up to 20

Above 20

NomInal volume (mL)

ANNEX - TEST FOR SURFACE
HYDROLYTIC RESISTANCE
DETERMINATION BY FLAME
SPECTROMETRY
The staface hydrolytic resisumce of glass of types I and II may be
detennined fry analysis of the leaching solution fry flame
spectrometry. A number of elements that, whenpresent as oxides in
glass) contribute to the alkalinityof the solution, aredetennined
and usedto express an alkaliequitJa/ent The tpecoomeoic method
has the aduantage of aHowing the use of a mud: smaller sample of
extraa so that it can be applied rosmallindividual containers.
This enables an evaluation of the unijonnity of the containers in a

SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION FOR COLOURED
GUSS CONTAINERS

Equipment
A UV-Vis spectrophotometer, equipped with a phorodlode
detector or equipped with a photomultiplier tube coupled
with an integrating sphere.

Preparation of the specimen
Break the glass container or cut it with a circular saw fitted
with a wet abrasive wheel, such as a carborundum or a
bonded-diamond wheel. Select sections representative of the
wall thickness and trim them as suitable for mounting in a
spectrophotometer. If the specimen is too small to cover the
opening in the specimen holder, mask the uncovered portion
with opaque paper or tape, provided that the length of the
specimen is greater than that of the slit. Before placing in the
holder, wash, dry and wipe me specimen with a lens tissue.
Mount the specimen with the aid of wax, or by other
convenient means, taking care to avoid leaving fingerprints or
other marks.

Metbod
Place me specimen in the spectrophotometer with its
cylindrical axis parallel to the slit and in such a way that the
light beam is perpendicular to the surface of the section and
that the losses due 10 reflection are at a minimwn. Measure
the transmission of the specimen with reference 10 air in the
spectral region of 290-450 nm, continuously or at intervals of
20nm.

LImits
The observed spectral transmission for coloured glass
containers for preparations that are not for parenteral
administration does not exceed 10 per cent at any
wavelength in the range of 290-450 run, irrespective of the
type and the capacity of the glass container. The observed
spectral transmission in coloured glass containers for
parenteral preparations does not exceed the limits given in
Table 3.2.1.-5.

Type II

The values gready exceed mose found in
the tcst (or surface hydrolytic resistance
and are similar to but not larger than
those (or type m glass containers.

The values are dosely similar to
those found in the test for surface
hydrolytic reslsrence for type I glass
conraioers.

Type!
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Table 3.2.1.-6. - Number of containers to be examined for the
spectrometric method

given batch where this is en"tical. The results of thismeasurement
arenot equivalent to those of titrimetry and the 2 methods cannot
beconsidered interchangeable. A correlation between the 2 is
dependent on the typeof glass and the size and ,hape of the
container. The ti,n"memc method is the reference method of the
Pharmacopoeia, the spectrometric method may be usedin justified
and authorised cases.
A method ,uitablefor this type of analysis isshown below.
The determination is carried out on unused containers.
The number of containers to be examined is indicated
in Table 3.2.1.-6.

Instructions on determination of the filling volume, cleaning
of the containers, filling and heating are given above under
Hydrolyticresistance and Test A.

SOLUTIONS
Spectrochemical buffer solution Dissolve 80 g of caesium
clUoride R in about 300 mL of water Rl, add 10mL of
6 M hydrochlori< acid R, dilute to 1.0 L with water Rl and
mix.
Stock solutions:
- sodium oxide, c(Na20) = 1 mglmL;
- potassium oxide, C(1<20) = 1 mglmL;
- calcium oxide, c(CaO) =I mglmL.

Commercially available stock solutions may also be used.

Standard solutions Prepare standard solutions by diluting
the stock solutions with waterRl to obtain concentrations
suitable for establishing the reference solutions in an
appropriate manner, e.g. with concentrations of 20 J.1g1mL of
sodium oxide, potassium oxide and calcium oxide,
respectively. Commercially available standard solutions may
also be used.

Reference soluUons Prepare the reference solutions for
establishing the calibration graph (set of calibration solutions)
by diluting suitable concentrated standard solutions with
water Rl, so that the normal working ranges of the specific
elements are covered, taking into account the instrument
used for the measurement. Typical concentration ranges of
the reference solutions are:
- for determination by atomic emission spectrometry of

sodium oxide and potassium oxide: up to 10 J.1g1mL;
- for determination by atomic absorption spectrometry of

sodium oxide and potassium oxide: up to 3 J.1g1mL;
- for determination by atomic absorption spectrometry of

calcium oxide: up to 7 ~glmL.

Use reference solutions containing 5 per cent VIV of the
spectrochemical buffer solution.

METHOD
Carry out preliminary measurements of the potassium oxide
and calcium oxide concentrations on one of the extraction
solutions. If, for one container type, the concentration of
potassium oxide is less than 0.2 J.1g1mL and the concentration
of calcium oxide is less than 0.1 J.1g1mL, the remaining

Table 3.2.1.-7. - Limit values in the ten for sutfare hydrolYtic
resistance Iry flame spe<trometry, for type 1and type 11glass
containers

750

5.00

4,SO

4.10

3.20

2.50

2.00

150

1.20

1.00

0.75

0.50

Llmlt values for the concentration of
oxides, expressed 8! sodium oxide

(j>g/mL)

Up to 05

Above 05 and up to I

Above I and up to 2

Above 2 and up to 3

Above 3 and up to 5

Above 5 and up to 10

Above 10 and up to 20

Above 20 and up to 50

Above 50 and up to 100

Above 100 and up to 200

Above 200 and up to 500

Above 500

Filling volume (mL)

extraction solutions of this container type need not be
analysed for these ions. Aspirate the extraction solution from
each sample directly into the flame of the atomic absorption
or atomic emission instrument and determine the
approximate concentrations of sodium oxide (and potassium
oxide and calcium oxide, if present) by reference 10

calibration graphs produced from the reference solutions of
suitable concentration.

FlNAL ANALYSIS
If dilution is unnecessary, add to each container a volume of
the spectrochemical buffer solution equivalent to 5 per cent
of the filling volume) mix well and determine sodium oxide,
calcium oxide and potassium oxide, by reference (Q

calibration graphs. For the determination of me calcium
oxide concentration by flame spectrometry, a nitrous
oxide/acetylene flame is used.

If dilution is necessary, determine sodium oxide, calcium
oxide and potassium oxide, ifpresent, following me
procedures as described above. The solutions shaU contain
5 per cent VIV of the spectrochemical buffer solution.
Concentration values less than 1.0 J.1g1mL are expressed to
2 decimal places, values greater than or equal to 1.0 J.1g1mL
(Q 1 decimal place. Correct the result for me buffer addition
and for any dilution.

DETERMINATION
Determine the mean value of the concentration of individual
oxides found in the samples tested, in micrograms of the
oxide per millilitre of the extraction solution, and calculate
the sum of the individual oxides, expressed as micrograms of
sodium oxide per millilitre of the extraction solution, using
the following mass conversion factors:
- 1 ~g of potassium oxide corresponds to 0.658 ~g of

sodium oxide;
- I J.lg of calcium oxide corresponds 10 1.105 J.1g of sodium

oxide.

Limits
The mean value is not greater than the value given in
Table 3.2.1.-7.

2

2

2

I

I

Addidonal containers
for prellmlnary
measurements

20

15

10

5

3

Number of containers
to be measured

separately

Uplo2

Above 2 and up to 5

Above 5 and up to 30

Above 30 and up to 100

Above 100

Filllng volume (mL)
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C. Plastic Containers and Closures
(Ptostic Containers and Closures for Pharmaceutical Use,
Ph. Bur; method 3.2.2)

A plastic container for pharmaceutical use is a plastic anicle
which contains or is intended to contain a pharmaceutical
product and is) or may be) in direct contact with it.
The closure is a pan of me container.

Plastic containers and closures for pharmaceutical use are
made of materials in which may be included certain
additives; these materials do not include in their composition
any substance that can be extracted by the contents in such
quantities as to alter the efficacy or the stability of the
product or to present a risk of toxicity.

The most commonly used polymers are polyethylene (with
and without additives), polypropylene, poly(vinyl chloride),
poly(ethylene terephthalate) and poly(ethylene-vinyl acetate),

The nature and amount of the additives are determined by
the type of the polymer, the process used to convert the
polymer imo the container and the intended purpose of the
container. Additives may consist of antioxidants, stabilisers,
plasticisers, lubricants, colouring matter and impact
modifiers. Antistatic agents and mould-release agents may be
used only' for containers for preparations for oral use or for
external use for which they are authorised. Acceptable
additives are indicated in the type specification for each
material described in the Pharmacopoeia. Other additives
may be used provided they are approved in each case by the
competent authority responsible for the licensing for sale of
the preparation.

For selection of a suitable plastic container, it is necessary to
know the full manufacturing formula of the plastic, including
all materials added during formation of the container so that
the potential hazards can be assessed. In justified cases,
further detailed information may be necessary to assess the
impact on chronic use and for vulnerable patient groups.
The plastic container chosen for any particular preparation
should be such that:
- the ingredients of the preparation in contact with the

plastic material are not significantly adsorbed on its
surface and do not significantly migrate into or through
the plastic,

- the plastic material does not release substances in
quantities sufficient to affect the stability of the
preparation or to present a risk of toxicity.

Using material or materials selected to satisfy these criteria, a
number of identical type samples of the container are made
by a well-defined procedure and submitted to practical
testing in conditions that reproduce those of the intended
use, including, where appropriate, sterilisation. In order to
confirm the compatibility of the container and the contents
and to ensure that there are no changes detrimental to the
quality of the preparation, various tests are carried out such
as verification of the absence of changes in physical
characteristics, assessment of any loss or gain through
permeation, detection of pH changes) assessment of changes
caused by light, chemical tests and, where appropriate,
biological tests.

The method of manufacture is such as to ensure
reproducibility for subsequent bulk manufacture and the
conditions of manufacture are chosen so as to preclude the
possibility of contamination with other plastic materials or
their ingredients. The manufacturer of the product must
ensure mat containers made in production are similar in
every respect to the type samples.
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For the results of the testing on type samples to remain valid,
it is important that:
- there is no change in the composition of the material as

defined for the type samples,
- there is no change in the manufacturing process as

defined for the type samples, especially as regards the
temperatures to which the plastic material is exposed
during conversion or subsequent procedures such as
sterilisation,

- scrap material is not used.

Recycling of excess material of well-defined nature and
proportions may be permitted after appropriate validation.

Subject to satisfactory testing for compatibility of each
different combination of container and contents) the
materials described in the Pharmacopoeia are recognised as
being suitable for the specific purposes indicated, as defined
above.

Plasllc Containers for Aqueous Solullons for
Parenteral Infusions
(P/asn"c Containers for Aqueous Solutions JorInfusion, Ph. Bur.
method 3.2.2.1)

DEFINITION
Plastic containers for aqueous solutions for infusion are
manufactured from one or more polymers, ifnecessary with
additives. The containers described in this section are not
necessarily suitable for emulsions. The polymers most
commonly used are polyethylene, polypropylene and
poly(vinyl chloride). The specifications of this text are 10 be
read in conjunction with section 3.2.2. Plauic containers and
closures for phannaceuticaJ use.

The containers may be bags or bottles. They have a site
suitable for the attachment of an infusion set designed to
ensure a secure connection. They may have a site that allows
an injection to be made at the time of use. They usually have
a part that allows them to be suspended and which will
withstand the tension occurring during use. The containers
must withstand the sterilisation conditions to which' they will
be submitted. The design of the container and the method of
sterilisation chosen are such that all parts of the containers
that may be in contact with the infusion are sterilised.
The containers are impermeable to micro-organisms after
closure. The containers are such that after filling they are
resistant to damage from accidental freezing which may occur
during transport of the final preparation. The containers are
and remain sufficiently transparent to allow the appearance
of the contents to be examined at any time, unless otherwise
justified and authorised.

The empty containers display no defects mat may lead to
leakage and the filled and closed containers show no leakage.

For satisfactory storage of some preparations, the container
has to be enclosed in a protective envelope. The initial
evaluation of storage has then to be carried out using the
container enclosed in the envelope.

TESTS
Solullon S
Use solution S with,'n 4 h ofpreparation Fill a
container to its nominal capacity with water R and close it, if
possible using the usual means of closure; otherwise close
using a sheet of pure aluminium. Heat in an autoclave so
that a temperature of 121 ± 2°C is reached within 20 min
to 30 min and maintain at this temperature for 30 min.
H heating at 121°C leads to deterioration of the container,
heal at 100 'C for 2 h.
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Blank Prepare a blank by heating waterR in a borosilicate
glass flask closed by a sheet of pure aluminium at the
temperature and for the time used for the preparation of
solution S.

Appearance of solution S
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Method 1/).

Acidity or alkalinity
To a volume of solution S corresponding to 4 per cent of the
nominal capacity of the container add 0.1 mL of
phenolphthalein sofuoon R. The solution is colourless.
Add 0.4 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide. The solution is
pink. Add 0.8 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acidand 0.1 mL of
methylred soluticm R. The solution is orange-red or red.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Measure the absorbance of solution S from 230 nm to
360 nm, using the blank (see solution S) as the
compensation liquid. At these wavelengths, the absorbance is
not greater than 0.20.

Reducing substances
To 20.0 mL of solution S add I mL of di/Ole sulji1ric acidR
and 20.0 mL of O. 002 M potassium pennanganate. Boil for
3 min. Cool immediately. Add I g of porassium iodide Rand
titrate immediately with 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate, using
0.25 mL of starch solution R as indicator. Carry out a titration
using 20.0 mL of the blank. The difference between the
titration volumes is not greater than 1.5 mL.

Transparency
Fill a container previously used for the preparation of
solution S with a volume equal to the nominal capacity of
the primary opalescent suspension (2.2.1) diluted I in 200
for a container made from 'polyethylene or polypropylene and
1 in 400 for other containers. The cloudiness of the
suspension is perceptible when viewed through the container
and compared with a similar container filled with water R.

LABELLING
The label accompanying a batch of empty containers
includes 8 statement of:
- me name and address of the manufacturer,
- 8 batch number which enables the history of the container

and of the plastic material of which it is manufactured to
be traced.

D. Containers for Blood and Blood
Components
I. Sterile Plastic Containers for Human Blood and
Blood Components
(ph. Bur. me/hod 3.3.4)

Plastic containers for the collection, storage, processing and
administration of blood and its components are
manufactured from one or more polymers, if necessary with
additives. The composition and the conditions of
manufacture of the containers are registered by the
appropriate competent authorities in accordance with the
relevant national legislation and international agreements.

When the composition of the materials of the different parts
of the containers corresponds to the appropriate
specifications, their quality is controlled by the methods
indicated in those specifications (see 3.1. Materials usedfor the
manufacture of containers and subsections and 3.3. Containers
for human blood and blood components, and materials usedin
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theirmanufacture; transfusion sets and materials usedin their
mamifacture; syn"nge.s and subsections).

Materials other than those described in the Phannacopoeia
may be used provided that their composition is authorised by
the competent authority and that the containers
manufactured from them comply with the requirements
prescribed in this general chapter.

In normal conditions of use the materials do not release
monomers, or other substances, in amounts likely to be
hannful nor do they lead to any abnormal modifications of
the blood.

Components of inks, glues or adhesives used for marking or
on the labels do not migrate into the contents of the
container in quantities sufficient to affect the stability of the
contents or to present a risk of toxicity.

The containers may contain anticoagulant solutions,
depending on their intended use, and are supplied sterile.

Each container is fitted with attachments suitable for the
intended use. The container may be in the form of a
single unit or the collecting container may be connected by
one or more tubes to one or more secondary containers to
allow separation of the blood components to be effected
within a closed system.

The outlets are of a shape and size allowing for adequate
connection of the container with the blood-giving equipment.
The protective coverings on the blood-taking needle and on
the appendages must besuch as to ensure the maintenance
of sterility. They must be easily removable but must be
tamper-evident.

The capacity of the containers is related to the nominal
capacity prescribed by the national authorities and to the
appropriate volume of anticoagulant solution. The nominal
capacity is the volume of blood to be collected in the
container. The containers are of a shape such that when
filled they may be centrifuged.

The containers are fitted with a suitable device for
suspending or fixing which does not hinder the collection,
storage, processing or administration of the blood.

CHARACTERS
The container is sufficiently transparent to allow adequate
visual examination of its contents before and after the taking
of the blood and is sufficiently flexible to offer minimum
resistance during filling and emptying under normal
conditions of use. The container contains not more than
5 mL of air.

TESTS
Solution S,
Fill the container with 100 mL of a sterile, pyrogen-free
9 gIL solution of sodium chloridt R. Close the container and
heat it in an autoclave so that the contents are maintained at
110 ·C for 30 min.

H the container to be examined contains an anticoagulant
solution, first empty it, rinse the container with 250 rnL of
waterR at 20 ± 1 °C and discard the rinsings.

Solution S2
Introduce into the container a volume ofwaur R
corresponding to the intended volume of anticoagulant
solution. Close the container and heat it in an autoclave so
that the temperature of the water is maintained at 110°C for
30 min. After cooling, add sufficientwattr R to fill the
container to its nominal capacity.

If the container lO be examined contains an anticoagulant
solution, first empty it and rinse it as indicated above.
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Resistance to centrifugation
Introduce into the container a volume of waterR, acidified by
the addition of 1 mL of dilutehydrochloric acidR, sullicient to
fill it to its nominal capacity. Envelop the container with
absorbent paper impregnated with a I in 5 dilution of
bromophenol blue solution RJ or other suitable indicator and
then dried. Centrifuge at 5000 g for 10 min. No leakage
perceptible on the indicator paper and no permanent
distortion occur.

Resistance to stretch
Introduce into the container a volume of waterR, acidified by
the addition of I mL of dilutehydrochlori< acidR, sullicient to
fill it to its nominal capacity. Suspend the container by the
suspending device at me opposite end from the blood-taking
tube and apply along the axis of this tube an immediate force
of 20 N (2.05 kgl). Maintain the traction for 5 s. Repeat the
test with the force applied to each of the parts for filling and
emptying. No break and no deterioration occur.

Leakage
Place the container which has been submitted to the stretch
test between two plates covered with absorbent paper
impregnated with a 1 in 5 dilution of bromophenol blue
solution RJ or other suitable indicator and then dried.
Progressiyely apply force to the plates to press the container
so that itS· internal pressure (i.e. the difference between the
applied pressure and atmospheric pressure) reaches 67 kPa
within 1 min. Maintain the pressure for 10 min. No signs of
leakage are detectable on the indicator paper or at any point
of attachment (seals, joints, etc.).

VapourpenneabUlty
For a container containing an anticoagulant solution, fill with
a volume of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R equal to the
volume of blood for which the container is intended.

For an empty container, fill with the same mixture of
anticoagulant solution and sodium chloride solution. Close
the container, weigh it and store it at 5 ± 1 °C in an
atmosphere with a relative humidity of (50 ± 5) per cent for
21 days. At the end of this period the loss in mass is not
greater than 1 per cent.

Emptying under pressure
Fill the container with a volume of water R at 5 ± 1 °C
equal to the nominal capacity. Attach a transfusion set
without an intravenous cannula to one of the connectors.
Compress the container so as to maintain throughout the
emptying an internal pressure (i.e the difference between the
applied pressure and atmospheric pressure) of 40 kPa.
The container empties in less than 2 min.

Speed of filling
Attach the container by means of the blood-taking tube fitted
with the needle to a reservoir containing a suitable solution
having a viscosity equal to that of blood, such as a 335 gIL
solution of sucrose R at 37°C. Maintain the internal pressure
of the reservoir (i.e. the difference between the applied
pressure and atmospheric pressure) at 9.3 kPa with the base
of the reservoir and the upper part of the container at the
same level. The volume of liquid which flows into the
container in 8 min is not less than the nominal capacity of
the container.

Resistance to temperature variadons
Place the container in a suitable chamber having an initial
temperature of 20-23 °C. Cool it rapidly in a deep-freeze to
-80°C and maintain it at this temperature for 24 h. Raise
the temperature to 50°C and maintain for 12 h. Allow to
cool (0 room temperature. The container complies with the
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tests for resistance to centrifugation, resistance to stretch,
leakage, vapour permeability emptying under pressure and
speed of filling prescribed above.

Transparency
Fill the empty container with a volume equal to its nominal
capacity of the primary opalescent suspension (2.2.1) diluted
so as to have an absorbance (2.2.25) at 640 nm of 0.37 to
0.43 (dilution factor about 1 in 16). The cloudiness of the
suspension must be perceptible when viewed through the
bag, as compared with a similar container filled with water R.

Extractable matter
Tests are carried out by methods designed to simulate as far
as possible the conditions of contact between the container
and its contents which occur in conditions of use.

The conditions of contact and the tests to be carried out on
the eluates are prescribed, according to the nature of the
constituent materials, in the particular requirements for each
type of container.

Haemolytic effects in buffered systems
Stock buffer solution Dissolve 90.0 g of sodium chloride R,
34.6 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate Rand
2.43 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate R in WQter R and dilute
to 1000 mL with the same solvent.

Buffer solution Ao To 30.0 mL of stock buffer solution
add 10.0 mL of water R.
Buffer solution Bo To 30.0 mL of stock buffer solution
add 20.0 mL of waterR.

Buffer solution Co To 15.0 mL of stock buffer solution
add 85.0 mL of WQter R.

Introduce 1.4 mL of solution S2 into each of three centrifuge
tubes, To tube I add 0.1 mL of buffer solution A", '0 tube Il
add 0.1 mL of buffer solution Ho and '0 tube ill add 0.1 mL
of buffer solution Co. To each tube add 0.02 mL of fresh,
heparinised human blood, mix well and wann on a water
bath a' 30 ± I °C for 40 min. Use blood collected less than
3 h previously or blood collected into an anticoagulant
citrate-phosphate-dextrose solution (CPD) less than 24 h
previously.

Prepare three solutions containing, respectively:

3.0 mL of buffer solution A" and 12.0 mL of waterR
(solution A,),

4.0 mL of buffer solution Ho and 11.0 mL of waterR
(solution BI ) ,

4.75 mL of buffer solution Ho and 10.25 mL of waterR
(solution CI).

To tubes I, Il and ill add, respectively, 1.5 mL of
solution AI> 1.5 mL of solution HI and 1.5 mL of
solution Ct. At the same time and in the same manner,
prepare three other tubes, replacing solution Sz by water R.
Centrifuge simultaneously the tubes to be examined and the
control tubes at exactly 2500 g in the same horizontal
centrifuge for 5 min. After centrifuging, measure the
absorbances (2.2.25) of the liquids at 540 nm using the stock
buffer solution as compensation liquid. Calculate the
haemolytic value as a percentage from the expression:

Aexp x 100
A lOo

A100 absorbance of tube illj
Aup absorbance of rube I or II or of the corresponding control

tabes.

The solution in tube I gives a haemolytic value not greater
than 10 per cent and the haemolytic value of the solution in
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tube II does not differby more than 10 per cent from that of
the corresponding control tube.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The containers complywith the test for sterility. Introduce
aseptically into the container 100 mL of a sterile 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride and shake the container to
ensure that the internal surfaces havebeen entirely wetted.
Filterthe contentsof the container through a membrane
filter andplace the membrane in the appropriate culture
medium, as prescribed in the test for sterility.

Pyrogens (2.6.8)
Solution8 1 complieswith the test for pyrogens. Inject10 mL
of the solution per kilogram of the rabbit's mass.

STORAGE
Containers are enclosed in sealed,protective envelopes.
Protective envelopesare sealed in such a manner that they
cannotbe opened and re-closed without leaving visible traces
that the seal has been broken.

LABELLING
The labelling complies with the relevant national legislation
and international agreements.

2. Empty Sterile Containers of Plastlclsed Poly(vlnyl
chloride) for Human Blood and Blood Components
(ph. Bur. method 3.3.5)

This general chapter ispublished for infonnation.

DEFINITION
Unless otherwise authorised as described in general chapter
3.3.4. Sterile plastic containers for human blood and blood
components, the nature and'composition of the material from
whichthe containers aremade complywith the requirements
in general chapter 3.3.2. Mazerials based on plasticised
poly(vinyl chloride) for contaIners for humanblood and blood
components.

TESTS
They complywith the tests prescribed in general chapter
3.3.4. Sterile plastic containers for human blood and blood
components and with the foUowing tests.

Reference soludon
Heat waterR in a borosilicate-glass flask in an autoclave at
110 °C for 30 min.

Acidity or alkalInity
To a volume of solution 82 (see 3.3.4) corresponding to
4 per cent of the nominal value of the container add 0.1 mL
of phenolphlhalein solution R. The solutionremains colourless.
Add 0.4 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide. The solution is
pink. Add 0.8 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acidand 0.1 mL of
methyl red solution R. The solution is orange-red or red.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Maximwn 0.30, determined betweenwavelengths of 230 om
and 250 nm on solution 82 (see 3.3.4f; maximum 0.10,
determined between wavelengths of 251 run and 360 run on
solution 82, Use the reference solutionas the compensation
liquid.

Reducing substances
Immediately afterpreparation of solution 82 (see 3.3.4),
transfer to a borosilicate-glass flask a volume corresponding
to 8 percent of the nominal value of the container. At the
same time, prepare a blankusing an equal volume of the
freshly prepared reference solution in another borosilicate
glass flask. To each solution add 20.0 mL of 0.002 M
potassium pennanganate and I mL of dUute sulfuric acidR.
AUow to stand protected from light for 15 min. To each
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solution add 0.1 g of potassium iodide R. AUow to stand
protected from light for 5 min and titrate immediately with
0.01M sodium thiosulfate, using 0.25 mL of 'tarch solution R
as indicator. The difference between the 2 titrations is not
greater than 2.0 mL.

Plastic additives 01, 24, 25, 26 and 27
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43).

Internal standard solution S3 1 mglmLsolution of di-n
oetyl phthalate R in te<rahydrofuran for chromaUJgraphy R.
Internal standard solution S4 5 ~g/mL solution of di-n
IXty/phthalate R in anhydrous ethanol R.

Test solution Cut 0.2 g of the material to be examined
into pieces about0.5 em in length. Dissolve the pieces in
12.5 mL of internal standard solution 83 using a
polytetrafluoroethylene magnetic stirring bar. Complete
dissolution of the material to be examined is obtained after
stirring for about 20-30 min. The poly(vinyl chloride) is
precipitated as a white powder by adding dropwise 37.5 mL
of anhydrous ethanol R. Centrifuge, then dilute 1.0 mL of the
supernatant to 50.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R. The final
concentration of the internal standard in the test solution is
5 ~g/mL.

The stocksolutions may be storedat 4 °C for up to 2 weeks.
Stock solution (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic
addilive 01 CRS in internal standard solution84 anddilute to
20.0 mL with internal standard solution84.
Stock solution (b) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic
additive 24 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 mL with internal standard solution S4.
Stock solution (e) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic
additive25 CRS in internal standard solution84 and dilute to

20.0 mL with internal standard solution S4.
Stock solution (d) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic
add,;ive 26 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 mL with internal standard solution S4.
Stock solution (e) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic
addi.ive 27 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 mL with internal standard solution S4.
Reference solutions (al)-(aS) Dilute stock solution (a)
with internal standard solution84 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing 1().-40 ~g/mL of plastic nddi.·ve 01 CRS.
Reference solutions (bl)-(b5) Dilute stock solution (b)
withinternal standard solution 84 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing I0-40 ~g/mL of plastic additive 24 CRS.
Reference solutions (el)-(c5) Dilute stock solution (c)
with intemal standard solutionS4 to obtain5 reference
solutions containing I0-40 ~g/mL of plastic addi.'ve 25 CRS.
Reference solutions (dl)-(dS) Dilute stock solution (d)
with internal standard solution 84 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing I ().-40 ~g/mL of plastic additive 26 CRS.
Reference solutions (el)-(eS) Dilute stock solution (e)
with internal standard solution 84 to obtain5 reference
solutions containing 1().-40 ~g/mL of plastic ndditive 27 CRS.
Column:
- maleria/: fused silica;
- size: I =30 m, 0 =0.25 mm;
- 'tationary phase: phenyl(5)methy/(95)polysiloxan, R (film

thickness 0.25 [UIl).

Carrier gas helium for chromarography R.
Flow rate I mUmin.
Split ratio 1:20.
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System suitability:
- resolution: if plastic additive 27 is tested, minimum 1.5

between the peaks due to the internal standard and
plastic additive 27;

- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of
1.0 per cent for the retention time of the peakdue to the
plastic additive, determined on 6 injections of a reference

Substance Ion 1 Ion 2 [on]

[mi.] Imhl [m1aJ

Plasticadditive 01 149 167 279

Plasticaddilive 24 155 127 299

Plasticadditive 25 71 213 315

Plasticadditive 26 305 193 323

Plastic additive 27 . 261 149 167

Door (internal 149 279 167
standard)

Substance [on 1 [on 2 Jon 3 [on rallo Ion ralio
[mi.] [mi.] [mi.] '" 3/1

CIo) ("A)

Plasticadditive 0 I 149 167 279 50 30

Plauic additive 24 155 127 299 30 13

Plastic a.dditive 25 71 213 315 45 20

Plasticadditive 26 305 193 323 35 20

Plasticadditive 27 261 149 167 130 85

DnOP (internal 149 279 167 I /
stllndard)

Detection Massspectrometer as described below; adjust
the detector settings so as to complywith the system
suitability criteria:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV);
- ion SOUIU temperature: 230 °Cj
- acquisition system: performed on full-scan (mlz =40-350)

and on single-ion monitoring (81M.) modes;
- solvent delay: 2.5 min;
- mass spectrometerparameters for the fragrnentometric

mode (SIM) set as follows:

solution of each plastic additive tested situated in the
middle of the calibration range (e.g. 20 ~g1mL);

maximum relative standard deviation of 3.0 per cent for
the ratio of the area of the peakdue to theplastic additive
to thatdue to the internal standard, determined on
6 injections of a reference solution of eachplasticadditive
tested situated in the middle of the calibration range
(e.g. 20 ~g1mL).

From the calibration curveobtained with the reference
solutions, calculate the percentage contentof plasticadditives
in the material to be examined.
Limits:
- plastic additive 01: maximum 40 percent;
- plastic additive 24: maximum 45 percent;
- plastic additive 25: maximum 45 percent;
- plastic additive 26: maximum 45 per cent;
- plastic addiu"ve 27: maximum 45 percent.

Chlorides (2.4.if)
Maximum 0.4 ppm, determined withsolution S2 (see 3.3.4).
Prepare the standard using a mixture of 1.2 mL of chlon'de
standard solution (5 ppm CD Rand 13.8 mL of water R.

Residue on evaporation
Evaporate to dryness 100 mL of solutionS2 (see 3.3.4) in a
borosilicate-glass beaker of appropriate capacity, previously
heated to 105 °C. Evaporate to dryness in the same
conditions 100 mL of the reference solution (blank test).
Dry to constant mass at 100-105 °C. The residue from
solution S2 weighs a maximum of 3 mg, taking into account
the blank test.

STORAGE
See general chapter 3.3.4. Stetile plastic rontainers for human
blood and blood components.

LABELLING
See general chapter 3.3.4. Surik plastic containers/or human
blood and blood components.

3. Sterile Containers of Plastlelsed Poly(vInyl
chloride) for Human Blood Conlalnlng
Anticoagulant Solution
(Ph. Eur. mahod 3.3.6)

This general chapter ispublished for information.

DEFINITION
Sterile plasticcontainers containing an anticoagulant solution
complying with the monograph AntiaJaguiant and preservative
,oIutions for human blood (0209) are used for the collection,
storage and administration of blood. Before filling they
complywith the description and characters given in general
chapter 3.3.5. Emply ,terile containers of plasticised pa/y(fJinyi
chloride) for human blood and blood components.
Unless otherwise authorised as described ingeneral chapter
3.3.4. Sterile plastic containers for human blood and blood
components, the nature and composition of the material from
which the containers are made comply with the requirements
prescribed in general chapter 3.3.2. Materiais based on
plasticised pa/y(vinylchloride) for containers for human blood and
blood components.

TESTS
They complywith the testsprescribed in general chapter
3.3.4. Sterile plastic containers for human blood and blood
components and with the following tests.

100 ---> 200

200 -+ 250

250

250 --> 270

270

210 ..... 320

320

300

Temperature

CCJ
Time
(nUn)

o ~ 3.3

3.3 - 20

20 - 225

22.5 - 23

23 - 25

25 - 25.6

25.6·30.6

Column

Temperature:

Injection pert

Injection I pL.

Relat,'ve retention Withreference to dl-e-octyl phthalate
(retention time = about 22 min): plastic
additive 01 = about 0.80; plastic additive
24 = about 0.95-1.09; plastic additive 27 = about 1.02;
plasticadditive 25 = about 1.14; plastic additive
26 = about 1.34.

The specificiry of the detectionis checked by monitoring 3
different ions for each substance usinga massspectrometer
in SIM mode. Ion ratios aredetermined fromthe peakareas
after the injection of a standard solution. The ratios in the
table belowaregivenfor information.
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Volume of anticoagulant solution
Empty me container, coUecting the anticoagulant solutionin
a graduated cylinder. The voJume does not differby more
than ± 10 per cent from the statedvolume.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Measure the absorbance of me anticoagulant solution
removed fromthe container between 250 om and 350 nm,
using as the compensation liquid an anticoagulant solution of
the same composition thathas not been in contact with a
plastic material. The absorbance at the maximum at 280 run
is not greater than0.5.

Plastic additives 01, 24, 25, 26 and 27
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43).

Carefully remove me anticoagulant solution bymeans of the
flexible transfer tube. Using a funnel fitted to the tube,
completely fill the container with waterRJ leave in contactfor
1 min while squeezing the container gently, then empty
completely. Repeatthe rinsing. The container, emptiedand
rinsed in thismanner) complies with the test for plastic
additives 01) 24) 25) 26 and 27 prescribed in general chapter
3.3.5. Empty ,terile containen of plas,icised poIy(vinyl chloride)
for human blood and blood componenu.

STORAGE
See general chapter 3.3.4. Sterile plastk containers for human
blood and blood components.

LABELLING
See general chapter 3.3.4. Surileplaslic ""'tainersfor human
blood and blood components.

E. Rubber Closures for Containers for
Aqueous Parenteral Preparations
(Rubber Closures for Containers forAqueous Parenural
Preparations for Pow<krs andfor Fruze-dn"ed Powders, Ph. Eur.
medwd3.2.9)

Rubber closures for containers for aqueous parenteral
preparations) for powders and for freeze-dried powders are
elastomers made of materials obtained by vulcanisation
(cross-linking) of macromolecular organic substances) using
appropriate additives. They coverall types of rubber closures
including stoppers for vials, sealing disks and plunger
stoppers forcartridges) as well as rubber tip caps) needle
shields and plunger stoppers for syringes. The elastomers are
polymers) obtained by chemical synthesis) or arepolymers of
natural origin. The choice of the principal components and
of the various additives (forexample, vulcanisers,
accelerators) stabilisers) pigments) depends on the properties
required for the finished article. The specifications apply to
rubber closures made fromrubber of 1 kindonly) to coated
closures) to bi-layerseals and to lubricated closures. Coated
closures consistof a bulkof rubber) bearing on its surface or
pan of its swface a layer of a different polymer. Hi-layer seals
are composedof 2 different layers of rubber) 1 of which
exhibits a higher levelof chemical purity and is intended for
contact with a pharmaceutical preparation; the other layer
exhibits a higher levelof elasticity and is intended to improve
self-sealing and fragmentation resistance of the seal.
Lubricated rubber closures areclosures treated wilh silicone
oil (3.1.8) or other lubricants, for example materials
chemically or mechanicallybonded to the closures.
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If closures arelubricated theycomplyin lubricated statewith
the requirements as defined in this general chapter.
The specifications do not apply to closures made from
siliconeelastomer (whicharedealtwith in general chapter
3.1.9. Silicone elastomer for closures and ,ubing).

Rubber closures may be classified in 2 types: typeI closures
meet the strictest requirements and arepreferred; type IT
closures havemechanical properties suitable for special uses
(forexample) multiple piercing) and cannotmeet
requirements as severeas for type I closures because of their
chemical composition.
The closures chosen for use with a particular preparation are
such that:
- the components of the preparation in contact with the

closures arenot adsorbed onto the surface of the closures
and do not migrate into or through the closures to an
extent sufficient to affect the preparation adversely;

- the closures do not release substances in quantities
sufficient to affect thestability of thepreparation or to
presenta riskof toxicity;

- the closures arecompatible with the preparation for
which they are used throughout its period of validity.

The manufacturer of the preparation must obtain fromthe
supplier an assurance that the composition of the closure
does not vary and that it is identical to thatof the closure
used during compatibility testing. If the supplier infonns the
manufacturer of the preparation thatchanges have been
made to the composition) a risk assessment should be applied
to detennine the need to repeat me compatibility testing,
totally or partly) depending on the nature of the changes.
The closures are washed and may be sterilised before use.

CHARACTERS
Rubber closures areelastic. They are translucent or opaque
and haveno characteristic colour) the latter depending on the
additives used. They are practically insoluble in
tetrahydrcfuran, in which) however) a considerable reversible
swelling may occur. They arehomogeneous and practically
freefromflash and adventitious materials (forexample,
fibres, foreign particles) waste rubber).

IDENfIFICATION
Identification of ,he type ofrobber used for the closures is no'
wi,hin the scope of thisspedficacon: The identification ",,, given
below distinguish between closures made from robber and those
madefrom $Ili"",e elastomer andp/aslic materia4 bu, th no,
dijferentinu aU types of robber. Other identity "''' m~ becarried
ou, with the aim of derating dijferenw in a batdl ccmpored with
the closures used for eompauln/ity "'ring. One ormore of ,he
following analytical methods m~ be applied for thispurpose:
detetmmation of relative density) determination of sulfated ash)
detennination of sulfur conzent, thin-layer chromatography camed
out on an extract" ultraviolet absorption SjJeCerophotometry of an
exum; infrared absorp,ion ,pecrrophoromelty of a pyro/ysau or
arrenuated totalreflectance (AT~.

A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).
Examine by attenuated total reflectance (ATR).

Ifnecessary) cut the sample alongan appropriate axis and
examine the cut swface. For coated) bi-layer and lubricated
closures, perform the test for each different partof the
closure. This is not required forsiliconeoil used as lubricant.
Identification of silicone oil can be performed prior to it
beingused.
Comparison Type sample.
If direct ATR measurement on the surface is not feasible
(mainly rubber closures filled with carbon black), heat an
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In addition to the use of platinum and silica crucibles
described in general chapter 2.4.16, porcelain crucibles may
be used..The sample may be ignited usinga microwave oven
instead of a muffle furnace.

appropriate amount of rubber in a heat-resistant test-tube
over an open flame to dry the sample and continue heating
until pyrolysate vapours arecondensed nearthe top edge of
the test-tube. Examine the pyrolysate of the sample by ATR
and compare the spectrum wirh thatobtained with the
pyrolysate of the type sample.

B. Total ash (1.4.16).

If the sample has not been subjected to steamsterilisation,
drying at 100-105 ·C can be omined. Determine the
percentage contentof totalash in the sample to be examined
and compare with the percentage contentof total ashin the
type sample (A,,). The total ash content falls within the
following ranges depending on the total ash content of the
typesample, or, if not available, in the range defined as the
target for the specific rubber type.

TESTS
Soludon S
Placea number of uncut closures with a total surface area of
about 100 em' in a wide-necked flask (type J glass, 3.1.1),
add 200 mL of water R and weigh. Cover the mouth of the
flask with a borosilicate-glass beaker. Heat in an autoclave so
thata temperature of 121 ± 2 °C is reached within
20-30 min and maintain at this temperature for 30 min.
Immerse the temperature probe for the autoclave
programme-control in water in a container compamble to
thatused for the sample. Cool to room temperatureover
about30 min. Makeup to the original mass with water R.
Shake and decant the solutionimmediately. Shake solution S
before each test. Ifusing a tightly closed flask (type I glass,
3.1.1) with an inert closure instead of a wide-necked flask
covered with a borosilicate-glass beaker, it is not necessary to
make up to the original mass.
Blank solution Prepare a blank solution in the same
manner using 200 mL of water R.

Appearance of soludon S
SolutionS is not moreintensely coloured thanreference
solution GY, (1.1.1, Method 11). For type J closures,
solution S is not more opalescent than reference
suspension IT (2.2.1) and for typeIT closures, solution S is
not more opalescent thanreference suspension ill. In case of
nephelometric determination, the limit for typeI closures is
6 NTU and the limit for type IT closures is 18 NTU.

Acidity or alkalinity
To 20 mL of solution S add 0.1 mL of bromothymol blue
solution RI. Catty out a titration using 20.0 mL of the blank
(see solution S). Not more than 0.3 mL of 0.01 M sodium
hydroxide or 0.8 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric add is required to
change the colourof the indicator to blue or yellow,
respectively. IT after adding the indicator the solution is
green, it is neutral and no titration is needed.

Absorbance
Carry out the test within 5 h ofpreparation of solution S. Filter
solution S through a membrane filter (nominalpore size

Tota.l ash In the type sample, Ao
(per cent)

Ao .s 5.0

5.0 < Ao.$ 10

Ao> 10

Llmlt for total ash in the sample
(per cent)

("'0 -0.75) to (1\0 + 0.75)

CAg -1.0) (0 (1\0 + 1.0)

(1\0 -2.0) to (1\0 + 2.0)

0.45 pm), rejecting the first few millilhres of filtrate. Measure
the absorbance (1.1.15) of the filtrate at wavelengths from
220-360 nm using the blank (see solution S) as
compensation liquid: absorbance within the 220-360 run
range does not exceed0.2 for typeI closures or 4.0 for type
IT closures. If necessary, dilute the filtrate before
measurement of the absorbance andcorrect the result for the
dilution.
Reducing substances
Cany ou' the us, within 4 h of prepanuion of solution S.
To 20.0 mL of solution S add I mL of dilute sul/uncacidR
and 20.0 mL of 0.001 M potassium permanganate. Boil for
3 min. Cool. Add I g of poumium iodide R and titrate
immediately with 0.01 M sodium 'hiosulfate, using 0.25 mL of
starch solution R as indicator. Carry out a titration using
20.0 mL of the blank (see solution S). The difference
between the titration volumes is not greater than 3.0 mL for
type I closures and 7.0 mLfor type II closures.

Ammonium (1.4.1, Method A)
Maximum 2 ppm.

Dilute 5 mL of solution S to 14 mL with wa'er R.

Extractable zinc
Maximum 5 ug of extractable Zn permillilitre of solution S.
Atomic absorption spectrometry (1.1.13, Method 1).

Test solution Use solution S. Ifresults areoutside the
calibration range, dilute 10.0 mL of solution S to an
appropriate volume with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
zincstandard solmum (10 ppm Zn) R diluted with 0.1 M
hydrochlori< acid.
SouYC€ Zinchollow-cathode lamp.
Wavelength 213.9 nm.
Atomisation device Air-acetylene flame.

Extractable heavy metals (1.4.1f)
Maximum 2 ppm.

Solution S complies with test A. Prepare the reference
solution using leadstandard solution (1 ppm Ph) R.

Residue on evaporation
Evaporate 50.0 mLof solution S to dryness on a water-bath
anddry at 100-105°C. The residue weighs not more than
2.0 mg for type I closures and not more than 4.0 mg for type
IT closures.

Voladle snlfides
Placeclosures, cut if necessary, with a total surface area of
20 ± 2 em' in a 100 mL conical flask and add 50 mL of a
20 g/l. solution of citric acid monohydrate R. Placea pieceof
lead acetate paperR overthe mouthof the flask and maintain
the paper in position by placing overit an inverted weighing
bottle. Heat in an autoclave at 121 ± 2 °C for30 min.
Any black stain on the paper is not more intense thanthatof
a standard, treated in the same manner, prepared by mixing
50 mL of a 20 gIL solution of cUrie acidmonohydrate Rand
5.0 mL of a freshly prepared 0.0308 gIL solution of sodium
sulfide R.

The testsforpenetrability, fragmentation and self-sealing are
performed on whole closures.
Forthe USIS for petlelrabl1i1y, fragmentation and self-sealing, <rea,
non-stetihsed closures as described for thepreporation of solution S
andaOow to dry. To perfann these 3 tests, use foreach
closure a new, lubricated, long-bevel' (bevelangle 12 ± 2)
hypodermicneedle with an external diameter of 0.8 nun and

I Sete ISO 7864, Stm7e hypodennic IUttIlts forsingle we.
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pierce the closures with me needle perpendicular (0 the
surface without rotating the needle.

Penetrabllity
For closures intended to be pierced by a hypodennic needle,
carry out the following test. Fill 10 suitable vials to the
nominal volume with walei' R, fit the closures to he examined
and secure with a cap. The force required for piercing,
determined with an accuracy of ± 0.25 N, is not greater
than ION for each closure.

Fragmentation
For closures intended to be pierced by a hypodermicneedle,
carry out the following test. If me closures are to be used for
aqueous preparations, introduce in J2 clean vials a volume of
waterR corresponding to the nominal volume minus 4 ml.,
close the vialswith the closures to be examined, secure with
a cap and allow to stand for 16 h. If the closures are to he
used with dry preparations, close 12 clean vials with the
closures to be examined. Using a needle fined to a clean
syringe, inject into the vial 1 mL of water R and remove
1 mL of air; carry out this operation 4 times for each closure,
piercing the closure each time at a different site. Use a new
needle for each closure and check mat the needle is not
blunted during the test. Pass the liquid in the vials through a
filter with a pore size of 0.5 11m. Count the fragments of
rubber visible to the naked eye. The total number of
fragments does not exceed 5. This Hmit is based on the
assumption that fragments with a diameter equal to or
greater than 50 J1II1 are visible to the naked eye; in cases of
doubt or dispute, the fragments are examined with a
microscope to verify their nature and size.

Self-sealing test
For closures intended to be used with multidose containers,
carry out the following test. Fill 10 vials matching the design
of thestopper to the nominal volume with warer R, fit the
closures to be examined, secure with a cap and crimp tightly.
Pierce each closure 10 times) piercing the closure each time
at a different site. Inunerse the vials upright in a 1 gIL
solution of methylene blue R and reduce the external pressure
by 27 kPa for 10 min. Restore atmospheric pressure and
leave the vials immersed for 30 min. Rinse the outside of the
vials. None of the vials contains any trace of coloured
solution.

F. Sets for the Transfusion of Blood and
Blood Components
(Ph. Bur. me/hod 3.3.7)

Thisgeneral chapter ispublished for information.

DEFINITION
Sets for the transfusion of blood and blood components
consist principally of plastic tubing to which are fined the
parts necessary to enable the set to be used for transfusion in
the appropriate manner. Sets include a closure-piercing
device, a blood filter, a drip chamber, a flow regulator, a
Luer connector and, usually) a site that allows an injection to
be made at the time of use. When the sets are to be used
with containers requiring an air filter, this may be
incorporated in the closure-piercing device or a separate air
inlet device may be used. The chamber enclosing the blood
filter) the drip chamber and the main tubing are transparent.
The materials chosen and me design of the set are such as to
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ensure absence of haemolytic effects. The sets comply with
current standards regarding dimensions and performance.

All parts of the set that may be in contact with blood. and
blood components are sterile and pyrogen-free. Each set is
presented in an individual package that maintains the sterility
of the contents. The sets are not to be re-sterilised or
re-used.

Sets for the transfusion of blood and blood components are
manufactured within the framework of a suitable quality
system and in accordance with any relevant national
regulations.

TESTS
Carry OUl the tests on sten1ised selS.

Solution S
Make a closed circulation system from 3 sets and a 300 mL
borosilicate-glass vessel. Fit to the vessel a suitable thermostat
device that maintains the temperature of the liquid in the
vessel at 37 ± I "C. Circulate 250 mL of waterR through
the system in the direction used for transfusion for 2 h at a
rate of 1 Ub (for example using a peristaltic pump applied to
as short a piece of suitable silicone elastomer tubing as
possible). Collect the whole of the solution and allow to cool.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and coloutless (2.2.2, Method II).

Acidity or alkalinity
To 25 mL of solution S add 0.15 mL of BRP indicator
solu.ion R. Not more than 0.5 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide
is required to change the colour of the indicator to blue.
To 25 mL of solution S add 0.2 mL of methylorange
solution R. Not more than 0.5 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid
is required to reach the beginning of the colour change of the
indicator.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.30, determined between wavelengths of 230 run
and 250 run on solution S; maximum 0.15, determined
between wavelengths of 251 nm and 360 nm on solution S.

Reducing substances
Carry out the test within 4 h ofpreparation of
solution S To 20.0 mL of solution S add I mL of dilute
sulfuric acidRand 20.0 mL of 0.002 M potassium
permanganate. Boil under a reflux condenser for 3 min and
cool immediately. Add 1 g ofpotassium iodide R and titrate
with 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate using 0.25 mL of starch
solution R as indicator. Carry out a blank titration using
20.0 mL of waterR. The difference between the 2 titration
volumes is not greater than 2.0 mL
Ethylene oxide
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43). Cany out the teston each plastic part of
the setfor transfusion and prepare the rejerenu solutions
immediately before use.
Test sample For hard plastic materials (e.g. cyclo-olefin
polymers and copolymers), crush the sample into fine
panicles. For soft plastic materials (e.g. silicone or plasticised
poly(vinyl chloride», cut the sample into pieces not greater
than 0.5 ern" in size. In both cases, weigh 0.10-3.00 g of the
sample, depending on the amount of ethylene oxide residue
expected in the plastic part tested, into a 20 mL injection vial
and close the vial. For low ethylene-oxide-releasing plastic
materials (e.g. cydo-olefin polymers and copolymers), heat
the vial in an oven at 120°C for at least 15 h (pre-thermal
extraction step) before the I" injection.
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•
EO= '[)mixCi)/M

j=:l

EO fatal amountof ethyleneoxide, in ppm;
mi massof each plasticpartof the set for lrllnsfusion, in grams;
Ci cumulative amountof ethyleneoxide duennined in the

corresponding plasticpart, in micrograms per gram;
M massof rhe set for transfusion, in grams.

Limit IT the label states that ethylene oxide has been used
for sterilisation:
- UJuzl (sum of amounts of ethylene oxide quantified in each

plastic partof thesetfor transfusion): maximum 10 ppm.

Extraneous particles
Fill the set via the normal inlet with a 0.1 gILsolution of
sodium laun"lsu(fate R, previously filtered through a sintered
glass filter (16) (2.1.Z) and heated to 37 ·C. Collect the

Detection Mass spectrometer; the following settings have
been found to be suitable:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV);
- acquisinon system: single-ion monitoring (SIM) for

ethylene oxide quantification and complete spectrum
mode (mlz = 10-350) for ethylene oxide identification;

- mass spectrometer parameters for the fragmentometric
mode (SIM.) set as follows: mlz =44 as ethylene oxide
quantitation ion; mlz = 29 and mlz =15 as ethylene oxide
qualification ions.

Injection I mL of the test sample and reference
solutions (c), (d), (e), (I), (g), (b) and (j).

After injection of the test sample, remove the cap from the
vial in a fume cupboard and purge the vial with dry nitrogen
for 30 s. Close the vial with the cap and a new septum and
repeat the heating and injection to exhaustion. Exhaustionis
achievedwhen the amount of ethylene oxide extractedis less
than 10 per cent of the lSI extraction or when no analytically
significant increasein the cumulative residue levels is
detected.
System suitabilit;y:
- resolulion: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

ethylene oxide and acetaldehyde in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (j);

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the peak due to
ethylene oxide in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (h).

Verify the absence of peaks interfering with the peak due to
ethylene oxide by carrying out the test on an unsterilised
sample.
Calculation ofcontent Establisha calibration curve with
the mass of ethylene oxide in each referencesolution as the
abscissa and the corresponding peak areas as the ordinate.
For sets for transfusion, the total amount of ethylene oxide is
calculated using the following formula:

100

100 -+ 225

225

160

260

230

150

Temperature
('C)

Tlme
(min)

0-2

2·8.25

8.25 ~ 13.25

source

anal~[

transfer line
Injection port

Detector:

Column

Temperature:Reference solution (a) Dilute 1.0 mL of ,thy/en, oxide
stock solution RJ to 50.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R
(1000 ~g of ethylene oxide per millilitre).Jf the solution is
prepared using commercial ethylene oxide standardfrom a
previously opened container, it should be nored rhalsome ethylene
oxidemay have been lostowing to itshighvolatility.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 10 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20 mL with anhydrous ,thanolR (500 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre).
Reference solution (c) Dilute 8.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ,thanolR (400 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre). Transfer 20 J.IL of reference
solution (c) into an injection vial andclose immediately.
Reference solution (d) Dilute 6.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R (300 ~g of
ethylene oxide per milliJitre). Transfer20 JlL of reference
solution (d) into an injection vial and close immediately.

Reference solution (e) Dilute 4.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ,thanolR (200 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre).Transfer20 f.lL of reference
solution (e) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Reference solution (j) Dilute 2.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ,thanolR (100 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre). Transfer 20 ~L of reference
solution (I) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Reference solution (g) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ethatWI R (50 ~g of
ethylene oxide per milliJitre). Transfer 20 ~L of reference
solution (g) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Reference solution (h) Dilute 0.5 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ,thanolR (25 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre). Transfer 20~ of reference
solution (h) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Reference soluuon (i) Dilute 100 mg of acewfd,hyde R to
100 mL with anhydrous ethanol R (1000 ~g of acewldel!)'de R
per millilitre).

Reference soluuon (j) Transfer 10 ~L of reference
solution (i) and 20 ~L of reference solution (b) into an
injection vial, mix and close immediately.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 30 m, '" = 0.32 nun;
- swtionary phase: porous silica for ehromatography R (film

thickness 4 urn).

A particle trap may be used to preventparticles that are
dislodged from the column from damaging the detector.
Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 1.0 mUntin.

Split ratio 1:50.
Static head-space conditions that may beused:
- equilibration temperature: 80 ·C for plasticised poly(vinyl

chloride); 120 ·C for cycle-olefin polymers and
copolymers,and polyurethane; 160°C for silicone;

- equilibration time: 60 ntin;
- transfer-line temperature: 130°C;
- pressurisation lime: 0.5 min;
- injection time: 3 min;
- shaking mode: high agitation.
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liquid via the Donna! outlet. When examined under suitable
conditions of visibility, the liquid is clear and practically free
from visible particles and filaments (it is assumed that
particles and filaments with a diameter equal to or greater
than 50 urn are visible to the naked eye).

Flow rate
Pass through a complete set with the flow regulator fully
open 50 rnL of a solution having a viscosity of 3 mpa-s
(3 cP) (for example a 33 gIL solution of macrogol4000 R at
20 °C) under a static head of I m. The time required for
passage of 50 mL of me solution is not greater than 90 s.

Resistance to pressure
Make tight the extremities of the set and any air-inlet device.
Connect the set to a compressed air outlet fitted with a
pressure regulator. Immerse the set in a tank of water at
20-23 "C. Apply progressively an excess pressure of 100 kPa
and maintain for 1 min. No air bubble escapes from me set.

Transparency
Use as reference suspension the primary opalescent
suspension (2.2.1) diluted 8-fold for sets having tubing with
an external diameter less than 5 mm and diluted l6-fold for
sets having tubing with an external diameter of 5 nun or
greater. Circulate the reference suspension through the set
and compare with a set from the same batch filled with
waterR. The opalescence and presence of bubbles are
discemible.

Residue on evaporation
Evaporate 50.0 mL of solution S to dryness on a water-bath
and dry to constant mass in an oven at 100-105 "C. Carry
out a blank test using 50.0 mL of wa"" R. The residue
obtained with solution S weighsnot more than 1.5 mg,
taking into account the blank test.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The sets complywith the test for sterility. If the sets are
Slated to be sterile only internally, pass 50 mL of buffered
sodium chloride-peptone solution pH 7.0 (2.6.11) through
the set and use the solution to carry out the test by the
membrane filtration method.

If the sets are stated to be sterile both internally and
externally, open the package with the necessary aseptic
precautions and:
- for the direct inoculation method, place the set or its

components in a suitable container containing a sufficient
quantity of the culture medium to ensure complete
immersion;

- for me membrane filtration method, place the set or its
components in a suitable container containing a sufficient
quantity of buffered sodium chloride-peptone solution
pH 7.0 (2.6.12) to allow total rinsing for 10 min.

Pyrogens (2.6.8)
Connect together 5 sets and pass through the assembly, at a
flow rate not exceeding 10 mlJrnin, 250 mL of a sterile,
pyrogen-free, 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R. Collect the
solution aseptically in a pyrogen-free container. The solution
complies with the test for pyrogens. mject per kilogram of
the rabbit's mass 10 mL of the solution.

LABELLING
The label states, where applicable, mat the set has been
sterilised using ethylene oxide.
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G. Sterile Single-use Plastic Syringes
(ph. Bur. method3.3.8)

Thisgeneral chap,.,. is published for information.

DEFINITION
Sterile single-use plastic syringes are medical devices intended
for immediate use for the administration of injectable
preparations. They are supplied sterile and bacterial
endotoxin-free and are not to be re-sterilised or re-used.
They consist of a syringe barrel and a piston that may have
an elastomer sealing ring; they may be fitted with a needle
that may be non-detachable. Each syringe is presented with
individual protection for maintaining sterility.
The barrel of the syringe is sufficiently transparent to permit
dosages to be read without difficulty and allow air bubbles
and foreign particles to be discerned.
The plastics and elastomer materials of which the barrel and
piston are made comply with appropriate specifications or
with requirements of the competent authority. The most
commonly used materials are polypropylene and
polyethylene. The syringes comply with current standards
regarding dimensions and performance.
Silicone oil (3.1.8) may be applied to the internal wall of the
barrel, in which case there remains no excess capable of
contaminating the contents at the time of use. The inks,
glues and adhesives for the marking on the syringe or on the
package and, where necessary, the assembly of the syringe
and its package, do not migrate across the walls.

TESTS
Solution S
Prepare the solution in a manner that avoids contamination
by foreign particles. Using a sufficient nwnber of syringes to
produce 50 rnL of solution, fill the syringes to their nominal
volume with waterR and maintain at 37°C for 24 h.
Combine the contents of the syringes in a suitable
borosilicate-glass container.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Method 11)
and is practically free from foreign solid particles.

Acidity or a1Ita1inity
To 20 mL of solution S add 0.1 mL of bromotlrymol blue
,oIution R1. Not more than 0.3 mL of 0.01 M sodium
hydroxide or 0.01 M hydroch1olU acidis required to change the
colour of the indicator.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.40, determined between wavelengths of 220 run
and 360 om on solution S.

Ethylene oxide
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43). Prepare the ref"""" solutions
immediare/y before use.
Test sample Crush the sample into fine particles. Weigh
0.10-3.00 g of the sample, depending on the amount of
ethylene oxide residue expected, into a 20 mL injection vial
and close the vial. For low ethylene-oxide-releasing plastic
materials (e.g. cyclo-olefin polymers and copolymers), heat
the vial in an oven at 120°C for at least 15 h (pre-thermal
extraction step) before the I$l injection.

Reference solution (a) Dilute 1.0 mL of ethylene oxide
stod:solution R1 to 50.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R
(1000 ug of ethylene oxide per millilitre). 1fthe solution is
prepared usingcommercial ethylene oxide standard from a
previously opened container, it should be notedthat rome ethylene
oxide may have been lost owingto its high volatih"ty.
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Reference solution (6) Dilute 10 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20 mL with anhydrous ..hanoi R (500 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre).

Reference solution (c) Dilute 8.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R (400 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre). Transfer 20 ~L of reference
solution (e) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Reference solution (d) Dilute 6.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R (300 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre). Transfer 20 ~L of reference
solution (d) into an injection vialand close immediately.
Referena! solution (e) Dilute 4.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrousethanol R (200 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre). Transfer 20 ~L of reference
solution (e) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Reference solution (J) Dilute 2.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R (100 ~g of
ethylene oxide permillilitre). Transfer 20 pL of reference
solution(t) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Reference solution (g) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrous ethanolR (50 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre), Transfer 20 ~L of reference
solution.(g) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Rtiferena! solution (h) Dilute 0.5 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with anhydrousethanol R (25 ~g of
ethylene oxide per millilitre). Transfer 20 ~L of reference
solution (h) into an injection vial and close immediately.
Reference solution (i) Dilute 100 mg of ""'!laldehyde R to
100 mL with anhydrous ethanol R (1000 ~g of acetaldehyde
per millilitre).

Referena! solution 6) Transfer I0~ of reference
solution (i) and 20~ of reference solution (h) into an
injection vial,mixand close immediately,

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- me: I; 30 m, 0 ; 0.32 mm;
- stationaryphase:porous silicafor chromatography R (film

thickness 4 um),

A particle trap may be used to prevent panicles thatare
dislodged from the column fromdamaging the detector.
Carrier gas heliumfor chromatography R.

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:50.
Stark head-space conditions that may be used:
- equilibration temperature: 80 "C for plasticised poly(vinyl

chloride); 120 "C for cycle-olefin polymers and
copolymers, and polyurethane; 160°C for silicone;

- equilibration time: 60 min;
- transfer-line temptramre; 130°C;
- pressurisation time: 0.5 min;
- inJection time: 3 min;
- shaking mode: high agitation.
Temperature:

Column

Injection pon

Detector: transfer line

source

anll1yser

Tim.
(min)

0-2

2 - 8.25

8.25· 13.25

Temperature
eel
100

100 -lo 225

225
[60

260
230

150

Detection Mass spectrometer; the following settings have
been found to be suitable:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV)j
- acquisition system: single-ion monitoring (81M) for

ethylene oxide quantification andcomplete spectrum
mode (mlz; 10-350) for ethylene oxide identification;

- mass spectrometer parameters for the fragmentometric
mode (SIM) set as follows: mi. ; 44 as ethylene oxide
quantitation ion; m/z = 29 and m/a=15 as ethylene oxide
qualification ions.

Injection 1 mL of the test sample and reference
solutions (c), (d), (e), (I), (g), (h) and (j).

Afterinjection of the test sample, remove the cap fromthe
vial in a fume cupboard, andpurge the vial withdrynitrogen
for 30 s. Close the vial with the cap and a new septumand
repeat the heatingand injection to exhaustion. Exhaustion is
achieved when the amountof ethylene oxideextracted is less
than 10 per cent of the 1s t extraction or whenno analytically
significant increase in the cwnulative residue levels is
detected.
System suitabilily:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between thepeaks due to

ethylene oxide and acetaldehyde in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (J);

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the peakdue to
ethylene oxide in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (h).

Verify the absence of peaks interfering with the peak due to
ethylene oxide by carrying out the test on an unsterilised
sample.
Calculation ofcontent Establish a calibration curve with
the mass of ethylene oxide in each reference solutionas the
abscissa and the corresponding peakareas as the ordinate.
Limit If the labelstates thatethylene oxidehas been used
for sterilisation:
- ethylene oxide: maximum 10 ppm.

Silicone oll
Calculate the internal surface area of a syringe in square
centimetres using the foUowing expression:

V nominal volume of the syringe, in cubiccentimetres;
11 height of the graduation, in centimetres.

Take a sufficient numberof syringes to givean internal
surface area of 100 cm2 to 200 cm2

• Aspirate into each
syringe a volume of methykne ch/Qride R equal to half the
nominal volume and make up to the nominal volume with
air. Rinse the internal surface corresponding to the nominal
volumewith the solventby inverting the syringe 10 times in
succession with the needle finingclosed by a finger covered
by a plasticfilm inertto methylene chloride. Expel the
extracts into a tared dish and repeat the operation. Evaporate
the combinedextracts to dryness on a water-bath. Dryat
100-105 "C for I h. The residue weighs not more than
0.25 mg per square centimetre of internal surface area.
Examine the residue by infrared absorption
spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Comparison silicone oil CRS.

Reducing substances
To 20.0 mL of solution S add I mL of dilutesulfuric acid R
and 20.0 mL of 0.002 M potassium permanganate. Boil under
a reflux condenser for 3 minand cool immediately. Add 1 g
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of potassium iodide R and titrate immediately with 0.01 M
sodium thiosulfate using0.25 mL of starch solution R as
indicator. Carry out a blank titration using20.0 mL of
water R. The difference betweenthe 2 titration volumes is
not greater man 3.0 mL.

Transparency
Fill a syringe with water R (blank) and fill another with a
lO-fold dilution of primary opalescentsuspension (2.2.1).
Use primary opalescent suspension thathas been allowed to
stand at 20 ± 2 ·C fur 24 h before use. Compare with the
naked eye in diffused light against a dark background.
The opalescence of the suspension is detectable when
compared with the blank.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Syringes slated to be sterile comply with the test for
sterility carried out as follows Using aseptic technique)
open thepackage, withdraw the syringe, separate the
components and placeeach in a suitable container containing
sufficient culturemedia to coverthe partcompletely.
Use both the recommended media (2.6.1).
Syringes slated to be sterile only internally comply
with the test for sterility carried out asfollows Use
50 mL of inoculation mediumfor each test syringe. Using
aseptic technique, remove the needle protector and submerge
the needle in the culture medium. Flush the syringe 5 times
by withdrawing the plunger to its fullest extent.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 0.5 IU/mL, determined on 10 syringesfilled with
an extraction volume of 40 mL of water for BET, unless
otherwise justified and authorised.

LABEUJNG
The labelstates, where applicable, that the syringe has been
sterilised usingethylene oxide.
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Appendix XX
Materials Used for the Manufacture of
Containers
(ph. Eur. metlwd 3.1)

The materials described in this chapter are used for the
manufacture of containers forpharmaceutical use. Their use
may also be considered for the manufacture of partor aU of
objects used for medico-surgical purposes.
Materials andpolymers otherthan thosedescribed in the
Pharmacopoeia may be used subject to approval in each case
by the competent authority responsible for the licensing for
sale of the preparation in the container.

TransmissIble spongiform encephalopathies (5.2.8)
A riskassessment of the product with respect to transmissible
spongifonn encephalopathies is carried out, and suitable
measures are taken to minimise any such risk.

Materials for Containers for Human
Blood and Blood Components
(Ph. Eur. method 3.3.1)

This general chapter ispublished for infonnatUm.
NOTE: for materials based on plasticised paly(vinylchloride) for
tmJtainers foraqueous solutions for intravenous infusion, see text
3.1.14.
Plastic containers for the collection, storage, processing and
administration of blood. and its components may be
manufactured from one or morepolymers, if necessary with
certain additives.
If aU or partof the container consists of a material described
in a text of the Pharmacopoeia, the quality of the material is
controlled by the methods indicated in that text. (See 3.3.2.
Materials based on plastkised paly(vinylchloride) for containers
for human blood and blood componencs)
In normal conditions of use the materials and containers
madefrom such materials do not release monomers, or other
substances, in amounts likely to be harmful nor do theylead
to anyabnormal modifications of the blood or blood
components.

1. Materials Based on Plasticised Poly(vinyl
chloride) for Containers for Human Blood and
Blood Components
(Ph. Eur. me/hod 3.3.2)
Thisgeneral chapter ispublished for informalian.

DEFINITION
Materials based on plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) contain
not less than 55 per cent of poly(vinylchloride) and contain
various additives, in addition to the high-molecular-mass
polymer obtained by polymerisation of vinylchloride.
Materials based on plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) for
containers for human blood and blood components are
defined by the nature and the proportions of the substances
used in their manufacture.

PRODUCTION
Materials based OD plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) are
produced by polymerisation methods thatguarantee a
residual vinyl chloride contentof less than 1 ppm.
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Vinyl chloride
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Internal standard solution Using a microsyringe, inject
10 pL of ether R into 20.0 mL of dimethy/aalamide R,
immersing the tip of the needle in the solvent. Inunediate1y
before use, dilute thesolution IOOO-fold with
dimethy/acetamide R.
Test solution Place 1.000 g of the material to he examined
in a 50 mL vial and add 10.0 mL of the internal standard
solution. Close the vial and secure the stopper. Shake,
avoiding contactbetween the stopper and the liquid. Place
the vial in a water-bath at 60 ± I "C for 2 h.

Vinyl chloride primary solution Prepare in a fume
cupboard. Place 50.0 mL of dimethyJacetamide R in a 50 mL
vial,stopper the vial, secure the stopper and weigh [0 the
nearest 0.1 mg. Fill a 50 mL polyethylene or polypropylene
syringe withgaseous vinyl chloride R, aUow the gas to remain
in contact with lhe syringe for about3 min, empty the
syringe and fill again with 50 mL of gaseous "inyl chloride R.
Fit a hypodennic needle to the syringe and reducethe
volume of gas in the syringe from 50 mL to 25 mL. Inject
the remaining 25 mL of vinyl chloride slowly into the vial
shaking gently and avoiding contactbetweenthe liquidand
the needle. Weigh the vial again; the increase in mass is
about 60 mg (1 J.tL of the solution thus obtained contains
about [:2 pg of vinyl chloride). Allow io stand for 2 h. Keep
the primary solution in a refrigerator.
Vinyl chloride standard solution Vinyl chloride primary
solution, dimethyJacetamide R (1:3 VIV).
Reference solutions Place 10.0 mL of the internal
standard solution in eaeh of six 50 mL vials. Close the vials
and secure the stoppers. Inject I pI., 2 pi., 3 pi., 5 pL and
10 pI., respectively, of the vinyl chloride standard solution
into 5 of the vials. The 6 solutions thusobtained contain,
respectively, 0 pg, about 0.3 pg, 0.6 pg, 0.9 pg, 1.5 pg and
3 J.lg of vinyl chloride. Shake,avoiding contactbetween the
stopper and the liquid. Place the vialsin a water-bath at
60 ± I "C for 2 h.

Column:
- material: stainless steel;
- size:/=3m,0=3mm;
- stationary phase: si/anised diatomaceous earth for gas

chromatography R impregnated with 5 per cent mlm of
dimethyls<earamide Rand 5 per cent mlm of macrogol
400R.

Carrier gas nitrogen for chromatography R.
Flow rate 30 mUmin.

Temperature:
- column: 45°C;
- injmion porr. 100 "C;
- detector: 150°C.
Detection Flameionisation.
Injection 1 mL
Limit:
- fJinyl chloride: maximum I ppm.

Additives
Dependingon the intended use of the polymers, theycontain
additives to optimise their processing or their chemical,
physical andmechanical properties. Unless otherwise justified
and authorised, these additives arechosen from the following
list, which specifies for each substance the maximum
permitted content:
- di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (plastic additive 01): maximum

40 percent;
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- zinc octanoate (zinc 2-ethyIhexanoate) (plastic
additive 02): maximum 1 per cent;

- calcium stearate or zinc stearate: maximum I per cent or
1 per cent of a mixture of the two;

- N,N'-diacylethylenediamines (plastic additive 03):
maximum 1 per cent;

~ one of the following epoxidised oils: maximum
10 per cent or 10 per cent of a mixture of the two:
- epoxidised soya oil (plastic additive 04), of which the

oxiran oxygen content is 6 percent to 8 per cent and
the iodine value is not greater than6;

- epoxidised linseed oil (plastic additive 05), of which
the oxiran oxygen content is not greater than
10 per cent and the iodinevalueis not greater than 7;

- cydohexane 1,2-dicarboxylic acid, diisononyl ester (plastic
additive 24): maximum 45 per cent;

- butyryl tri-n-hexyl citrate (plastic additive 25): maximum
45 per cent;

- tris(2-ethylhexyl) trimeliitate (plastic additive 26):
maximum 45 per cent;

- bis(2-ethylhexyl) terephthalate (plastic additive 27):
maximum 45 per cent.

The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample is satisfactory for each production batch.
Blood and blood componentshavedifferent requirements,
for example with respectto gas exchange) storage
temperature and the mechanical properties of the containers.
In addition, the stability and the quality of blood or blood
components stored in containers can be influenced by the
plasticisersladditives present in the materials used in the
composition of the containers. To ensure the stability of
blood and blood components during their manufacture and
storage) the materials from which the containers are
composedmust be carefully selectedaccording to the
intended use.

CHARACTERS
Almostcolourless or pale yellowpowder, beads,granules or,
after transfonnation, ttanslucent sheets of varying thickness,
with a slightodour. On combustion it givesoff dense, black
smoke.

IDENTIFICATION
If necessary, cut thesampltsof the material to beexamined into
pieces where the maximum sizeof a side is 1 em.
To 2.0 g of the material to be examined add 200 mL of
peroxide-flu ether R and heat undera reflux condenser for
8 h. Separate the residue (residue B) and the solution
(solution A) by filtration.

Evaporate solution A to dryness under reduced pressure in. a
water-bath at 30°C. Dissolve the residue in 10 mL of
toluene R (solution AI). Dissolve residue B in 60 mL of
ethylene chloride R, heatingon a water-bath undera reflux
condenser. Filter. Add the solution obtained dropwise and
with vigorous shaking to 600 mL of heptane R heated almost
to boiling. Separate the coagulum (coagulum BI) and the
organic solution by hot filtration. Allowthe latter to cool;
separate the precipitate thatforms (precipitate B2) and filter
through a tared sintered-glasa filter (40) (2.1.2).

A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation Dissolve coagulum BI in 30 mL of
tetrahydrofuran R and add, in small volumes with shaking,
40 mL of anhydrous ethanol R; separate the precipitate
(precipitate B3) by filtration and dry in VlUUO at a
temperature not exceeding 50°C overdiphosphorns
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pentoxick R; dissolve a few milligrams of precipitate B3 in
I mL of utTahydrofuran R, place a few drops of the solution
obtained on a sodium chloride plateand evaporate to dryness
in an oven at 100-105 "C.
Comparison paly(vinylchloride) CRS.

B. Plastic additives 01, 24, 25, 26 and 21 (see Tests).

TESTS
If necessary, cut the samples of the material w beexamined imo
pieces where the maximum size of a side is 1 em.

Solution SI
Place 5.0 g of the material to be examined in a combustion
flask. Add 30 mL of su!fUne acid R and heat until a black,
syrupy mass is obtained. Cool and add carefully 10 mL of
strong hydrogen peroxide solution R. Heat gently. Allow to cool
and add I mL of strong hydrogen peroxide solution R; repeat by
alternating evaporation and addition of hydrogen peroxide
solution until a colourless liquid is obtained. Reduce the
volume to about 10 mL. Cool and dilute to 50.0 mL with
waterR.
Solution S2
Place25 g of the material to he examined in a borosilicate
glass flask. Add 500 mL of water R and cover the neck of the
flask with a borosilicate-glass beaker. Heat in an autoclave at
121 ± 2 "C for 20 min. Allow to cool, decant the solution
and dilute to 500 mL with water R.

Appearance of solution 82
Solution S2 is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Methad Ii).

Acidity or alkalinity
To 100 mL of solution S2 add 0.15 mL of BRP indicatur
solution R. Not more than 1.5 mL of 0.01 M sadium hydroxide
is required to changethe colourof the indicator to blue.
To 100 mL of solution S2 add 0.2 mL of methyl urange
solution R. Not more than 1.0 mL of 0.01 M hydro<hlori< acid
is required to initiate the colour change of the indicator from
yellowto orange.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Evaporate 100.0 mL of solution S2 to dsyness. Dissolve the
residue in 5.0 mL of hexane R. From 250 run to 310 run the
absorbance is not greater than 0.25.

Reducing substances
Ca..." out the test witMn 4 h ofpreparation of
solution S2 To 20.0 mL of solution S2 add I mL of diluu
su!fUri< acid Rand 20.0 mL of 0.002 M potassium
permanganace. Boil undera reflux condenser for 3 min and
cool immediately. Add I g ofpotassium iodide R and titrate
immediately with 0.01 M sodium thiosuIfau, using 0.25 mL of
starch solution R as indicator. Carryout a blank titration using
20 mLof water R. The difference between the 2 titration
volumes is not more than 2.0 mL.

Primary aromatic amlnes
Maximum 20 ppm.

To 2.5 mL of solution Al obtained during the identification,
add 6 mL of water Rand 4 mL of 0.1 M hydroch/orU; acid.
Shake vigorously and discard the upper layer. To the
aqueous layer add 0.4 mL ofa freshly prepared 10 gIL
solution of sodium nitrite R. Mix and allow to standfor
I min. Add 0.8 mL of a 25 gIL solution of ammonium
sulfamau R, allow to stand for 1 min andadd 2 mL of a
5 gIL solution of naphthylethylmediamine dihydro<hloritk R.
After 30 min, any colourin the solution is not moreintense
than that in a standard prepared at the sametime andin the
samemanner, replacing the aqueous layer with a mixture of
I mL of a 0.0 I gIL solution of naphll'Ylamine R in 0.1 M
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hydrochlari< acid, 5 mL of water Rand 4 mL of 0.1 M
hydro<hlari< acid.
Plastic additives 01, 24, 25, 26 and 21
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43).

Internal standard solution S3 I mglmL solution of di-n
Odyiphthalau R in utrahydrofuran fur chromaUJgraphy R.
Internal standard solution S4 5 ~g1mL solution of di-n
ocJyl phthalauR in anhydrous ethanol R.
Test solution Cut 0.2 g of the material to be examined
into pieces about0.5 em in length. Dissolve the pieces in
12.5 rnLof internal standard solution S3 using a
polytetrafluoroethylene magnetic stirring bar. Complete
dissolution of the material to be examined is obtained after
stirring for about 20-30 min. The poly(vinyl chloride) is
precipitated as a white powder by adding dropwise 31.5 mL
of anhydrous ethanol R. Centrifuge, then dilute 1.0 mL of the
supernatant to 50.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R. The final
concentration of the internal standard in the test solution is
5 ~g1mL.

The stock solutions may be stored at 4 °C for up to 2 weeks.
Stock soluuon (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg ofplastic
additi'fJe 01 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 mL with internal standard solution S4.

Stock solution (b). Dissolve 20.0 mg of plasri< additive
24 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to

20.0 mL with internal standard solution S4.

Stock solution (c) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic
addi've 25 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 mL with intemal standard solution S4.

Stock soluuon (d) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plasti<
additive 26 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 mL with internal standard solution S4.

Stock solution (e) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic
additive 27 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 mL with internal standard solution S4.

Reference solutions (al)-(o5) Dilute stock solution (a)
with internal standard solution 54 to obtain5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g1mL of plastic additive 01 CRS.
Reference solutions (b1)-(b5) Dilute stock solution (b)
with internal standard solution S4 to obtain5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g1mL of plastic additive 24 CRS.
Reference solutions (el)-(eS) Dilute stock solution (c)
with internal standard solution S4 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g1mL of plastic additive 25 CRS.
Reference solutions (d1)-(dS) Dilute stock solution (d)
with internal standard solution S4 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g1mL of plasti< addiaVe 26 CRS.
Reference solutions (e1)-(e5) Dilute stock solution (e)
with internal standard solution S4 to obtain5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g1mL of plasti< additive 27 CRS.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I = 30 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- slaaimary phase: phenyl(5)methy/(95)polysilexane R (lilm

thickness 0.25 pm).

Carrier gas helium for chramaUJgraphy R.
Flow rate I rnUmin.
Split ratio 1:20.
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SubstBnce Ion I [mI_] Ion 2 [mi.] Ion 3 [mi.]

Plastic additive 01 149 167 279

Plastic additive 24 155 127 299

Plastic additive 25 71 213 315

Plastic additive 26 30' 193 323

Plastic addluve 27 261 149 167

DoOP (internal etandard) 149 279 167

System SU;/(lbi/ity:
- resoludon: ifplastic additive 27 is tested, minimum 1.5

between the peaks due to the internal standard and
plastic additive 27;

- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of
1.0 per cent for the retention time of the peak due to the
plastic additive, determined on 6 injections of a reference
solution of each plastic additive tested situated in the
middle of the calibration range (e.g. 20 ~g1mL);

Subetanee [on 1 Ion 2 Ion 3 IOD tOD

[mI_] (.....] [,,11_) ratio Ul ratio 311
(%) CIo)

Plastic additive 0 I 149 167 279 50 30

Plastic additive 24 155 127 299 30 13

Plastic additive 25 71 213 JI5 4' 20

Plastic additive 26 30' 193 323 55 20

Plastic additive 27 261 149 167 130 8'
DnOP (inlernal 149 279 167 I /
standard)

Detection Mass spectrometer as described below; adjust
the detector settings so as to comply with the system
suitability criteria:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV);
- ion source temperature: 230 °Cj
- acquisition system: performed on full-scan (mlz =40-350)

and on single-ion monitoring (81M) modes;
- solvent delay: 2.5 min;
- mass spectrometerparameters for the fragmentornetric

mode (SIM) set as follows:

maximum relative standard deviation of 3.0 per cent for
the ratio of the area of the peak due to the plastic additive
to that due to the internal standard, determined on
6 injections of a reference solution of each plastic additive
tested situated in the middle of the calibration range
(e.g, 20 ~g1mL).

From the calibration curve obtained with the reference
solutions, calculate the percentage content of plastic additives
in the material to be examined.

Limits:
- plank additive 01: maximum 40 per cent;
- plastic additive 24: maximum 45 per cent;
- plasa"c additive 25: maximum 45 per cent;
- plastic additiVe 26: maximum 45 per cent;
- plasa"c additive 27: maximum 45 per cent.

Plastic additive 03
Wash precipitate B2 obtained during the identification and
contained in the tared sinrered-glass filter (40) (2.1.1) with
anhydrous ethanol R. Dry to constant mass over di'phosphoros
pentoxide R and weigh the filter. The residue weighs not more
than 20 mg.

Iofrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation The residue obtained above. When the
amount of residue is insufficient to prepare a disc, record the
spectrum of the residue placed between 2 plates transparent
to infrared radiation or examine by attenuated total
reflectance (ATR).

Comparison plasticadditive 03 CRS.

Plastic additives 04 and 05
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Reference solutions Prepare 10 mglmL solutions of plastk
addi"... 04 CRS and pUUlic additi... 05 CRS, respectively, in
toluene R.
Plate TLC silicagelPm plare R.

Mobile phase toluene R.

Application 0.5 mL of solution Al obtained during the
identification, as a band 30 nun by 3 mm, and 5 pL of each
reference solution.

Deuelopment Over 2J3 of the plate.

Drying In air.
Detection Expose the plate to iodine vapour for 5 min.
Examine the chromatogram and locate the zone
corresponding to plastic additives 04 and 05 (Rp = 0).
Remove the area of silica gel corresponding to this zone.
Similarly remove a corresponding area of silica gel as a blank
reference. Separately shake both samples for 15 min with
40 mL of methanol R" Filter, rinse with 2 quantities, each of
10 mL, of methanol R, add the rinsings to the filtrate and
evaporate to dryness. The difference between the masses of
both residues is not more than 10 mg.

Barium
Maximum 5 ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test sotuuon Ignite 1.0 g of the material to be examined
in a silica crucible. Take up the residue with 10 mL of
hydrochloric acid R and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath.
Take up the residue with 20 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid.

Reference solution A solution containing 0.25 ppm of
bariwn prepared by dilution of ban"um standard solution
(50 ppm Bo) R with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid.

100 -+ 200

200 -+ 250

2'0

250 ..... 270

270

270 --> 320

320

300

Temperoture
Cq

o ~ 3.3

3.3 - 20

20 - 22.5

22.5 - 23

23·25

25 - 25.6

25.6 - 30.6

Tim.
(min)

Temperature:

Column

Injection PO"

Injection 1 JlL.

Relative retention With reference to di-n-cetyl phthalate
(retention time ;;;; about 22 min): plastic
additive 0 I = about 0.80; plastic additive
24 =about 0.95-1.09; plastic additive 27 =about 1.02;
plastic additive 25 = about 1.14; plastic additive 26 = about
1.34.
The specificity of the detection is checked by monitoring
3 different ions for each substance using a mass spectrometer
in SIM mode. Ion ratios are determined from the peak areas
after the injection of a standard solution. The ratios in the
table below are given for information.
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Wavelength Use the emission of barium at 455.40 nm, me
spectral background being taken at 455.30 om.

Verify the absence of barium in the hydrochloric acid used.

Cadmium
Maximum 0.6 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method l).

Test solution Evaporate 10 mL of solutionSl [0 dryness.
Take up the residue using 5 mL of a 1 per cent VIV solution
of hydro<hlori< acidR, filter and dilute the filtrate to 10.0 mL
with the same acid solution.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
codmium standard ,olution (0.1 per cent Cd) R, diluting with a
I per cent VIV solution of hydrochlori< acidR.

Source Cadmium hollow-cathode lamp.
Wauelength 228.8 nm.

Atomisation device Air-acetylene flame.
Verify the absence of cadmium in the hydrochloric acid used.

Calcium
Maximum 0.07 per cent.
Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test SO/UII'on Use the test solutionprepared for the
determination of barium.
Reference solution A solution containing 50.0 ppm of
calcium prepared by dilution of calcium standard solution
(400 ppm Co) R with 0.1 M hydrochlori< acid.
WafJelength Use the emissionof calcium at 315.89 DDl)

the spectral background being taken at 315.60 om.

Verify the absence of calcium in thehydrochloric acid used.

Tin
Maximum 20 ppm.

Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Dilute solution SIlO-fold with water R
immediately before use.
Reference solution Introduce 2 mL of tin standard solution
(5 ppm Sn) R into a 50 mL ftask containing 5 mL of a
20 percent VIV solutionof sulfun'c acid R anddilute to
50 mL with water R immediately before use.

Wavelength Use the emission of tinat 189.99 run, the
spectral background being taken at 190.10 om.

Verify the absence of tin in the sulfuric acid used.

linc
Maximum 0"2 percent.
Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method l).

Test solution Dilute solution SI 100-fold with 0.1 M
hydrochlori< acid.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
zinc standard ,olution (100 ppmZn) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrodJlori< acid.
Source Zinchollow-cathode lamp.
Wauelength 213.9 om.

Atomisation deoice Air-acetylene flame.
Verify the absence of zinc in the hydrochloric acid used.

Heavy metals (2.4.8)
Maximum 50 ppm.

To 10 mL of solution SI add 0.5 mL of phenolphthalein
solution R and then strong sodium hydroxide solution R until a
palepinkcolour is obtained. Dilute to 25 mL withwater R.
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12 mL of the solution complies with testA. Prepare the
reference solution using leod standard sonaion (2 ppmPb) R.

Water extractable substances
lvlaximum 0.3 per cent.
Evaporate 50 mL of solution 52 to dryness on a water-bath
and dry in an oven at 100-105 °C to constant mass" Carry
out a blank test with 50.0 mL of waterR. The residue weighs
not more than 7.5 mg taking into account the blank. test.

ASSAY
Carry out the oxygen-ftask method (2.5.10) using 50.0 mg of
the material to be examined. Absorb the combustion
products in 20 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide. To the solution
obtained add 2.5 mL of nitric acidR. Titrate with 0.1 M
siJwrnitrate) determining the end-point potentiometrically
(2.2.20). Carry out a blank titration.

1 mL of 0.1 M silvernitrate is equivalent to 6.25 mg of
poly(vinyl chloride).

Additional testsfor sten7e plastic containers for human blood and
blood components aredescribed in chapter 3.3. Containers for
human blood andblood components, and materials used in their
manufacturtj transfusion sets and materials used in their
manuftUturtj syn"nges and relevant subseaions,
An additional testfor the absorbance of an anticoagulant soluu"on
is described in general chapter 3.3.6. Stnik containers of
plasticised poly(uinyl chloride) for human blood COtI/(lining
anu'coagulam solution.

2. Materials Based on Plastlclsed Poly(vlnyl
chloride) for Tubing Used In Sets for the
Transfusion of Blood and Blood Components
(ph. Bur. mClhod 3.3.3)

Thisgeneral chap..r is published for information.

DEFINITION
Materials based on plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) contain
not less than55 per cent of poly(vinyl chloride) andcontain
various additives, in addition to the high-molecular-mass
polymer obtained by polymerisation of vinyl chloride.

Materials based on plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) for tubing
used in sets for the transfusion of blood and blood
components aredefinedby the nature and the proportions of
the substances used in theirmanufacture.
Connecting ports are also to be considered as tubing.

PRODUCTION
Materials based on plastlcised poly(vinyl chloride) are
produced by polymerisation methodsthatguarantee a
residual vinyl chloride contentof less than I ppm.

Vinyl chloride
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Internal standard solution Using a microsyringe, inject
IO ~L of ether R into 20.0 mL of dimethylace/(lmide R,
immersing the tip of the needle in the solvent. Inunediately
before use)dilute the solution l000-fold with
dimethylace/(lmide R.
Test solution Place 1.000 g of the material to be examined
in a 50 mL vial and add 10.0 mL of the internal standard
solution. Close the vialand secure the stopper. Shake)
avoiding contact between the stopper and the liquid. Place
the vialin a water-bath at 60 ± 1 °C for 2 h.
Vinyl chloride primary solution Prepare in a fume
cupboard. Place 50.0 mL of dimetlrylace/(lmide R in a 50 mL
vial) stopper the vial) secure the stopper and weigh to the
nearest 0.1 mg. Fill a 50 mL polyethylene or polypropylene
syringe withgaseousvinylchloride R) allow the gas to remain
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in contactwith the syringe for about 3 min, empty the
syringe and fill again with 50 mL of gaseous vinyl chloride R.
Fit a hypodermic needle to the syringe and reduce the
volwne of gas in the syringe from 50 mL to 25 mL. Inject
the remaining 25 mL of vinylchloride slowlyinto the vial
shaking gentlyand avoiding contact between the liquid and
the needle. Weigh the vial again; the increase in mass is
about 60 mg (I ,..L of the solution thus obtainedcontains
about 1.2 pg of vinyl chloride). Allow to stand for 2 h. Keep
the primary solution in a refrigerator.
Vinyl chloride standard solution Vinyl chloride primary
solution, dimethy/autamide R (1:3 VIV).
Reference solutions Place 10.0 mL of the internal
standard solution in each of six 50 mLvials. Close the vials
and secure the stoppers. Inject 1 pI., 2 pI., 3 pI., 5 pL and
101-11., respectively, of the vinyl chloride standard solution
into 5 of the vials. The 6 solutions thus obtainedcontain
respectively, 0 pg, about 0.3 pg, 0.6 pg, 0.9 ug, 1.5 ug and
3 J.lg of vinyl chloride. Shake, avoiding contact betweenthe
stopper and the liquid. Place the vials in a water-bath at
60 ± I°Cfor2h.

Column:
- material: stainless steel;
- size: 1= 3 m, 0 = 3 rom;
- sIan·onary phase: silanised diatomaMJUS earth for gas

chromawgraphy R impregnated with 5 per cent mlmof
dimethyisuaramiJe Rand 5 per cent mlmof macrogol
400R.

Carrier gas nitrogen for chroma",graphy R.

Flow rate 30 mUmin.

Temperature:
- column: 45°C;
- injection port: 100°C;
- detector: 150 "C.

Detection Flame ionisation.
Infection 1 mL.

Limir.
- vinyl chloride: maximwn 1 ppm.

Additives
Depending on the intendeduse of the polymers, theycontain
additives to optimise their processing or theirchemical,
physical and mechanical properties. Unless otherwise justified
and authorised, these additives arechosen from the following
list, whichspecifiesfor each substance the maximum
permitted content:
- di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (plastic additive 01): maximum

40 per cent;
- cyclohexane 1,2-dicarboxyUc acid, diisononyl ester (plastic

additive 24): maximum 45 per cent;
- butyryl tri-n-hexyl citrate (plastic additive 25): maximwn

45 per cent;
- tris(2-ethylhexyl) trlmellitate (plastic additive 26):

maximum45 per cent;
- bis(2-ethylhexyl) terephthalate (plastic additive 27):

maximum 45 per cent.
The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample is satisfactory for each production batch.
Blood and blood components havedifferent requirements,
for example with respect to gas exchange, storage
temperature and the mechanical properties of the tubing.
In addition, the stability and the quality of blood or blood
components duringtransfusion can be influenced by the
plasticisersladditives present in the materials used in the
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compositionof the tubing. To ensure the stability of blood
and blood components during transfusion, the materials from
which the tubing is composed mustbe carefully selected
according to the intended use.

CHARACTERS
Almost colourless or pale-yellow material in the form of
powder, beads, granules or, after transformation, tubes with a
slightodour. On combustion it gives off dense, blacksmoke.

IDENTIFICATION
If neussary, cut thesamples of the motoia! to beexamined into
pitas where the maximum size of a side is 1 em.

A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation To 0.5 g of the material to be examinedadd
30 mL of tetrahydrofuran R. Heat with stirring on a water
bathin a fume cupboard for 10 min; the material dissolves
completely. Add muhanol R dropwise withstirring; a granular
precipitate is fanned. Filter the precipitate and dey at 60°C.
Examine the precipitate by infrared absorption
spectrophotometry (2.2.24). Dissolve 50 mg in 2 mL of
cetrahydrofuran R and pouron a glassslide.Dry in an oven at
80°C, remove the film and 6x on a suitable mount. Examine
by infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Comparison poly(vinylchlorUk) CRS.
B. Plastic additives 01, 24, 25, 26 and 27 (see Tests).

TESTS
If n«essary, cut thesamples of the material to beexamined into
pieces where the maximum size of a side is 1 em.

Solution SI
Place 5.0 g of the material to be examined in a combustion
flask. Add 30 mL of sulfurie aeidR and heat until a black,
syrupy mass is obtained. Cool and add carefully 10 mL of
strong hydrogen peroxide solulUm R. Heal gently. Allow to cool
and add 1 mL of strong hydrogen peroxide SolUlion R; repeal by
alternating evaporation and addition of hydrogen peroxide
solutionuntil a colourless liquid is obtained. Reduce the
volwne to about 10 mL. Cool and dilute to 50.0 mL with
walel'R.

Solution S2
Place 25 g of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask. Add 500 mL of walei' R and cover the neck of the
flask with a borosilicate-glass beaker. Heat in an autoclave at
121 ± 2 "C for 20 min. AUow to cool. Decant the solution
and dilute to 500 mL with walel'R.

Appearance of solution 82
Solution S2 is clear (2.2.1) and coloutiess (2.2.2, MethodII).

Plastic additives 01, 24, 25, 26 and 27
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43).

Internal standard solution S3 I mglmLsolution of di-n
ocl)'! phthalate R in mrahydrofuran for chroma"'graphy R.

Internal standard solution S4 5 pg/mL solution of di-n
oayIphthalate R in anhydrous emano! R.
Test solution Cut 0.2 g of the material to be examined
into pieces about 0.5 cm in length. Dissolvethe pieces in
12.5 mL ofintemal standard solution 53 using a
polytetrafluoroethylene magnetic stirring bar. Complete
dissolution of the material to be examined is obtainedafter
stirring for about 20-30 min. The poly(vinyl chloride) is
precipitated as a white powder by adding dropwise 37.5 mL
of anhydrous ethanol R. Centrifuge, then dilute 1.0 mL of the
supernatant to 50.0 mL with anhydrous emonol R. The final
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Detection Mass spectrometer as described below; adjust
the detector settings so as to complywith the system
suitability criteria:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV);
- ionsouru temperature: 230 °e;
- acquisition system: performed on full-scan (mlz = 40-350)

and on single-ion monitoring (81M) modes;
-' solvent delay: 2.5 min;

concentration of the internal standard in the test solution is
5 ~g/mL.

The stock solutions may be stored at 4 °C for up to 2 weeks.

Stock solution (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg ofplastic
addiu've 01 CRS in internal standard solution84 and dilute to
20.0 rnL with internal standard solution S4.

Stock solution (b) Dissolve 20.0 mg ofplastic addiove
Z4 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 rnL with internal standard solution S4.

Stock solutz'on (c) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plas,it; addi.",
25 CRS in internal standard solution S4 and dilute to
20.0 rnL with internal standard solution S4.

Stock solution (d) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plas/it; addi.ve
26 CRS in internal standard solution 84 and dilute to
20.0 rnL with internal standard solution S4.

Stock solution (e) Dissolve 20.0 mg ofplas,it; addu'"
27 CRS in internal standard solution84 and dilute to
20.0 mL with internal standard solution84.
Reference solutJ'ons (al)-(aS) Dilute stock solution (a)
with internal standard solution84 to obtain5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g/rnL of plastic additz've 01 CRS.

Reference soluticms (b1)-(b5) Dilute stock solution (b)
with internal standard solution84 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g/rnL of p/OJtic addi.", 24 CRS.

Reference solutz'ons (el)-(eS) Dilute stock solution (c)
with internal standard solution 84 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g/rnL of plastic addio", 25 CRS.

Reference solutz'ons (dl)-(dS) Dilute stock solution (d)
with internal standard solution84 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing 10-40-~g/rnL of plastic addiove 26 CRS.

Reference solutions (el)-(eS) Dilute stock solution (e)
with internal standard solution84 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 ~g/rnL ofplastic addio", 27 CRS.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I = 30 m, 0 = 0.25 mD1;
- staoanaryphOJe: phetrY/(5)methyl(95)polysiloxan, R (film

thickness 0.25 pm).

Carrier gas heliumfor chromatography R.

Flow rate 1 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:20.

Temperature:

Column

Injection port

Tim.
(min)

0-3.3

3.3 - 20
20 - 22.5

22.5 ~ 23

23 - 25

25 - 25.6

25.6 - 30.6

Temperature
("C)

100 -+ 200

200 -+ 250

250

250 -+ 270

270

270 -+ 320

'20
300

- massspectrometer parameters for the fragmentometric
mode (SIM) set as follows:

Substance Ion I [mI_) Ion 1 [mh] Ion 3 [mh)

Plaslicadditive 01 1.9 167 279

Plasticadditive24 155 127 299

Plasticadditive25 71 2" 315

Plasticaddilive26 'OS .93 '"Plasticadditive 21 261 "9 167

DnOP (internal standard) 1.9 279 167

Injectz'on 1 ~L.

Relatiue retention Withreference to dl-s-octyl phthalate
(retention time = about22 min): plastic
additive 01 = about 0.80; plastic additive
24 = about 0.95-1,09; plastic additive 27 = about 1.02;
plastic additive 25 = about 1.14; plastic additive
26 = about 1.34.

The specificity of the detection is checked by monitoring 3
different ions for each substance using a massspectrometer
in SIM mode. Ion ratios are determined fromthe peak areas
after the injection of a standard solution. The ratios in the
table belowaregivenfor information.

Substance Ion 1 Ion 1 Ion 3 ton ton
[mI_] [mI_) [mi.] ratio 211 ratio 311

("A.) ("Ie)

Plasticaddilive01 "9 167 279 50 '0
Plasticadditive 24 155 127 299 '0 n
Plasticadditive 25 71 2" 315 .5 20

Plaslk additive 26 '05 19' 3" 55 20

Plasticadditive 27 261 149 167 no 85

DnOP (internal 1'9 279 167 I I
slandard)

System suitability:
- resolution: if plasticadditive 27 is tested, minimum 15

between the peaks due to the internal standard and
plastic additive 27;

- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of
1.0 per cent for the retention timeof the peakdue to the
plastic additive, determined on 6 injections of a reference
solution of each plastic additive tested situated in the
middle of the calibration range (e.g. 20 ~g/mL);

maximum relative standard deviation of 3.0 per cent for
the ratio of the area of the peakdue to the plastic additive
to that due to the internal standard, determined on
6 injections of a reference solutionof each plasticadditive
tested situated in the middle of the calibration range
(e.g. 20 ~g/rnL).

Fromthe calibration curve obtained with the reference
solutions, calculate the percentage contentof plasticadditives
in thematerial to be examined.
Limits:
- plastk additive 01: maximum 40 percent;
- plastk additive 24: maximum 45 percent;
- plastk additive 25: maximum 45 percent;
- p/as~ additive 26: maximum 45 percent;
- plastk additive 27: maximum 45 percent.

Barium
Maximum 5 ppm.

Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Ignite 1.0 g of the material to be examined
in a silica crucible. Take up the residue with 10 mL of
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hydrochloric acid R and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath.
Take up the residue with 20 mL of O. / M hydro<h/on'c acid.
Reference solution A solution containing 0.25 ppm of
barium prepared bydilutionof barium standard solution
(50 ppm Ba) R with O. / M hydro<hlori< acid.

Wavelength Use the emission of barium at 455.40 run, the
spectral background being taken at 455.30 nm.

Verify the absence of bariwn in the hydrochloric acid used.

Cadmium
Maximwn 0.6 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.21, Method1).

Test solution Evaporate 10.0 mL of solution 81 to
dryness. Take up the residue using 5 mL of a 1 per cent VIV
solution of hydrochlon"c acidR, filterand dilute the filtrate to
10.0 mL with the same acid.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutionsusing
cadmium standard solution (0. / per cent Cd) R, diluting with a
1 per cent VIV solution of hydrochloric acid R.
Source Cadmiwn hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavelength 228.8 nm.
Atomisation device Air-acetylene flame.
Verify the absence of cadmium in the hydrochloric acidused.

Tin
Maximwn 20 ppm.

Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emissionspectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Dilute solution SIlO-fold withwaterR
immediately beforeuse.
Reference solution Introduce 2 mL of tin standard solution
(5 ppm Sn) R into a 50 mL flask containing 5 mL of a
20 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric acidR and dilute to
50 mL with water R immediately before use.
Wavelength Use the emission of tin at 189.99 run, the
spectral background being taken at 190.10 run.

Verify the absence of tin in the sulfuric acid used.

Heavy metal. (2.4.8)
Maximwn 50 ppm.

To 10 mL of solution 81 add 0.5 mL of phenolphthalein
soluu·on R and then strong sodium hydroxide solution R until a
pale pink colouris obtained. Dilute to 25 mL with water R.
12 mL of the solution complies with test A. Prepare the
reference solution using leadstandard solution (2 ppm Ph) R.

ASSAY
To 0.500 g of the material to be examined add 30 mL of
utrahydrofuran R and heat withstirring on a water-bath in a
fume cupboard. for 10 min. The material dissolves
completely. Add 60 mL of methanol R dropwise with stirring.
A granular precipitate of poly(vinyl cWoride} is formed.
AUow to standfor a few minutes. Continue addition of
methanol R untilno furthe'r precipitation is observed. Transfer
to a sintered-glass filter (40) (2./.2), using 3 small quantities
of methanol R to aid transfer and to wash the precipitate.
Dry the filter and the precipitate to constant mass at 60°C
and weigh.
Additionaltestsfor sterilised sets aF\'! desctibed in general chapter
1.1.7. Setsfor the transfusion of blood and blood components.
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3. Material. Based on Non-plasticlsed Poly(Vlnyl
Chloride} for Containers for Non-Injectable,
Aqueous Solutions
(Ph. Eur. methad1.t. /0)

DEFINlTION
Materials based on non-plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) that
complywilh the following specifications are suitable for the
manufacture of containers fornon-injectable aqueous
solutions. They may also be used for solid forms for oral
administration and in some cases)subject to special studies
on the compatibility of the container with its contents, these
materials may be suitable for the preparation of containers
for suppositories. They consist of 1 or morepoly(vinyl
chloride/vinyl acetate} or of a mixtuse of poly(vinyl cWoride}
and poly(vinyl acetate} or of poly(vinyl chloride}.

The chlorine content expressed as poly(vinyl chloride) is not
less than80 per cent.
They may contain not more than 15 per cent of copolymers
basedon acrylic and/or methacrylic acids and/or theiresters,
and/oron styrene and/orbutadiene.

PRODUCTION
Materials based on non-plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) are
produced by polymerisation methods thatguarantee a
residual vinylchloride content of less than I ppm.
The manufacturing process is validated to demonstrate that
the product complieswith the following test.

Vinyl chloride
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.2/!).

Internal standard solution Using a microsyrlnge, inject
10 IlL of ether R into 20.0 mL of dimethylaceramide R,
immersing the tip of the needle in the solvent. Immediately
before use, dilute the solution 1000-foldwith
dimethylaetramide R.

Test solution Place 1.000 g of the material to be examined
in a 50 mL vial and add 10.0 mL of the internal standard
solution. Close the vialand secure the stopper. Shake,
avoiding contact between the stopper and the liquid. Place
the vial in a water-bath at 60 ± 1 ·C for 2 h.

Vinyl chloride primary solution Prepare in a fume
cupboanI. Place 50.0 mL of dimethylaetramide R in a 50 mL
vial, stopperthe vial, secure the stopper and weigh to the
nearest 0.1 mg. Fill a 50 mL polyethylene or polypropylene
syringe with gaseousvinylchloride R, allowthe gas to remain
in contactwith the syringe for about 3 min, empty the
syringe and /ill again with 50 mL of gaseous vinyl chloride R.
Fit a hypodennic needle to me syringe and reduce the
volume of gas in the syringe from 50 mL to 25 mL. Inject
these 25 mL of vinyl chloride slowlyinto the vial, shaking
gently and avoiding contact between me liquid and the
needle. Weigh the vial again; the increase in mass is about
60 mg (1 J.1L of the solution thus obtained contains about
1.2 ~g of vinyl cWoride). Allow to stand for 2 h. Keep the
primary solution in a refrigerator.
Vinyl chloride standard solution Vinyl cWoride primary
solution, dimethyiaceramide R (1:3 VIV).
Reference solutions Place 10.0 mL of the internal
standard solution in each of six 50 mL vials. Close the vials
and secure the stoppers. Inject 1 ~L, 2 ~L, 3 ~L, 5 ~L and
10 J.tl., respectively, of the vinyl chloride standard solution
into 5 of the vials. The 6 solutions thus obtained contain
respectively, 0 ~g, about 0.3 ~g, 0.6 ~g, 0.9 ~g, 1.5 ~g and
3 J.1g of vinyl chloride. Shake,avoiding contactbetween the
stopper and the liquid. Place the vials in a water-bath at
60 ± 1 ·C for 2 h.
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Co/umn:
- material: stainless steel;
- size: I::: 3 m, 0:= 3 mm;
- stationary phase: manued diatomaceous eanhfor gas

chromatography R impregnated with 5 per cent mlm of
dimethy/suaramide Rand 5 per cent mlm of
meurogol 400 R.

Carrier gas nitrogen for chromatography R.
Flow rate 30 mllrnin.
Temperature:
- column: 45°C;
- injuu"on port: 100°C;
- detector. 150 "C.

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1 mL of the head space.

Limit:
- vinyl chloride: maximum I ppm.

Additives
Depending on the intended use of the polymers, they may
contain additives to optimise their processing or their
chemical, physical and mechanical properties. These
additives are chosen from the following list, whichspecifies
for each substance the maximum allowable content:
- epoxidised soya oil of which the cxiran oxygen content is

6 per cent to 8 per cent and the iodine value is not
greater than 6: maximum 8 per cent;

- calcium salt or zinc salts of aliphatic fatty acids with more
than 7 carbon atoms: maximum 1.5 per cent or
maximum 1.5 per cent of their mixture;

- liquid paraffin: maximum 1.5 per cent;
- waxes: maximwn 1.5 per cent;
- hydrogenated oils or esters of aliphatic fatty acids:

maximum 2 per cent;
- macrogol esters: maximum 1.5 per cent;
- sorbitol: maximwn 1.5 per cent;
- 2,4-<linonylphenyl phosphite, or di(4-nonylphenyl)

phosphite or tris(nonylphenyI) phosphite: maximum
1 per cent.

They may contain one of the following groups of stabilisers
(where isooctyl is, for example, 2-ethylhexyl):
- tin as di(isooetyI) 2,2'-[(dioctylstannylene)bis

(thicfjdiacetare containing about 27 per cent of tri
(isooetyI) 2,2',2"-[(monooctylstannylidyne)tris(thio»)
triacetate: maximum 0.25 per cent;

- tin as a mixture containing not more than 76 per cent of
di(isooctyl) 2,2'-[(dimethyIstannylene)bis(thio»)diacetate
and not more than 85 per cent oftri(isooctyl) 2,2',2"
[(monomethylstannylidyne)tris(thio»)triacetate: maximum
0.25 per cent;

- I-phenyleicosane-1,3-dione (benzoylstearoylmethane) or
2-(4-dodecylphenyl)indole or didodecyI
1,4-dihydmpyridine-2,6-dimethyl-3,5-dicarboxylate:
maximum 1 per cent or 1 per cent of a mixture of 2 of
these.

Colouring materials may be added, provided that the safety
of the material is demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
competent authority. The material may be opacified with
titanium dioxide.

The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample is satisfactory for each production batch.
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CHARACTERS
Appearance
Powder, beads, granules, sheets of varying thicknesses or
samples taken from finished objects.

Solub111ty
Practically insoluble in water, soluble in tetrahydrofuran,
slightly soluble in methylene chloride, insoluble in anhydrous
ethanol.

They bum with an orange-yellow flame edged with green,
giving oII thick black smoke.

IDENfIFICATION
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation Dissolve residue A (see Tests: solution 82) in
5 mL of tetrahydrofuran R. Apply a few dmps of the solution
to a sodium chloride plate and evaporate to dryness in an
oven at 100-105 "C.

Absorption maxima (tolerance ± 5 cm'"): at 2910 em-I J

1425 cm'", 1330 cm', 1252 cm'", 958 ern"! and 690 cm-I.

The spectrum obtained is identical to that of the material
selected for the type sample.

TESTS
If necasary, CUI. the samples of the material to beexaminedinto
pieces with a maximum dimension on a side of notgreater than
1 em.
Solution SI
Place 25 g of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask. Add 500 mL of waterR and cover the neck of the
flask with a borosilicate-glass beaker. Heat in an autoclave for
121 ± 2 °C for 20 min. Allow to cool) decant the solution
and make up to 500 mL with waterR.

Solution S2
Dissolve 5.0 g of the material to be examined in 80 mL of
tetmhydrofuran R and dilute to 100 mL with the same
solvent. Filter ifnecessary (the solution may remain
opalescent). To 20 mL of the solution add, clropwise and
with gentle shaking, 70 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R. Cool in
ice for I h. Filter or centrifuge (residue A). Wash residue A
with ethanol (96 percenl) R, add the washings to the filtrate
or the centrifugation liquid and dilute to 100 mL with ethanol
(96 per <enl) R.

Solution 83
Place 5 g of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 100 mL of O. J M
hydrochloric acidand boil under a reflux condenser for 1 h.
Allow to cool and allow the solids to settle.

Appearance of soludon 81
Solution 81 is not more opalescent than reference
suspension II (2.2.1) and is colourless (2.2.2, Me/hod11).

Absorbance of solution SI (2.2.25)
Evaporate 100 mL of solution 81 to dryness. Dissolve me
residue in 5 mL of hexaneR. Filter if necessary through a
filter previously rinsed with hexane R. Al wavelengths from
250 nm to 310 DOl, the absorbance of the filtrate is not
greater than 0.25.

Absorbance of solution S2 (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.2 for tin-stabilised materials or 0.4 for other
materials determined between wavelengths of 250 run and
330 om on solution 82.

Extractable barium
Maximum 2 ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).
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Test solution Solution 83.

Reference solution A solution containing 0.1 ppm of
barium prepared by dilutionof batium standard solulion
(50 ppm Ba) R with 0.1 M hydrochlori< acid.
Wavelength Use the emissionof barium at 455.40 nrn, the
spectral background being taken at 455.30 om.

Verify the absence of barium in the hydrochloric acidused.
Examined at 455.40 om, the emissionof the test solutionis
not greater than thatof the reference solution.

Extractable cadmium
Maximum 0.6 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, MethodI).

Test solution Solution 83.

Reference solution A solution containing 0.03 ppm of
cadmium prepared by diluting cadmium standard solution
(0.1 per unt Cd) R with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid.
Verify the absenceof cadmium in the hydrochloric acid used.
Examined at 228.8 om, the absorbance of the test solution is
not greater than thatof the reference solution.

Tin-stabilised materials
Maximum 0.25 per cent of Sn.
Tin stock solution Dilute 81 109 ofplasti< addi'i"e 23 CRS
to 100.0 mL with tetrahydrofuran R.
Tin standard solution Dilute 20 mL of the tin stock
solution to 100.0 mL with ethanol (96 per«n!! R.
To 0.10 mL of solution S2 in a test tube add 0.05 mL of
1 M hydrochfqri< acid, 0.5 mL of pouusium iodide solution R
and 5 mL of ethanol (96 per un!! R. Mix thoroughly and wait
for 5 min. Add 9 mL of water Rand 0.1 mL of a 5 gfL
solution of sodium sulfite heptahydrau R and mix thoroughly.
Add 1.5 mL of dithizone solution R freshly diluted 100-fold
with methylene chloride R, shake for 15 s and allow to stand
for 2 min. At the same time prepare a reference solution in
the same manner using 0.1 mL of the tin standard solution.
Any violet colourin the lowerlayer obtained withsolution 82
is not more intense than matobtained with the reference
solution. The greenish-blue colourof dithizone solution turns
pink in the presence of tin.

Non-tin stabilised materials
Maximum 25 ppm of Sn.

To 5 mL of solution S2 in a test tube add 0.05 mL of 1 M
hydroch1ori< acid and 0.5 mL of potassium iodide snIutwn R.
Mix thoroughly and wait for 5 min. Add 9 mL of water R
and 0.1 mL ofa 5 gfL solution of sodium su!fite
heptahydrau R and mix thoroughly. H the solution obtained is
not colourless, add the sodium sulfite solution in 0.05 mL
fractions. Add 1.5 mL of dithizone solution R freshly diluted
100-fold with methylene chloride R, shake for 15 s and allow
to standfor 2 min. At the same time prepare a reference
solution in the same manner using 0.05 mL of the tin
standard solution (see test above).
Any violet colourin the lower layer obtained with solution 82
is not more intense than thatobtained with the reference
solution.

Extractable heavy metals (2.4.8)
Maximum 20 ppm.

J2 mL of solution S3 complies with lest A. Prepare the
reference solution using 10 mL of lead standard solution
(l ppm Pb) R.

Exttactable zinc
Maximum 100 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Me/hod I).
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Test solution Solution S3 diluted 10-fold with water R.
Reference solution A solutioncontaining 0.50 ppm of
zinc prepared by dilution of zinc standard soluuon
(5 mglmLZ,,) R with 0.01 M hydrochloric acid.

Verify the absence of zinc in the hydrochloric acid used.
Examinedat 214.0 om) the absorbance of the test solutionis
not greater than thatof the reference solution.

Sulfated ash (2.4. (4)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, determined on 1.0 gj maximum
4.0 per cent when the materials are opacified with titanium
dioxide.

ASSAY
Carry out the oxygen-flask method (2.5. ((I) using 50.0 mg of
the material to be examined. Absorb the combustion
products in 20 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide. To the solution
obtained add 2.5 mL of "itric acid R. Titrate with 0.1 M
si/ver nimue, determining the end-point potentiometrically
(2.2.21J). Carry out a blank titration.

1 mL of 0.11\-1 rovernitrate is equivalent to 6.25 mg of
poly(vinyl chloride).

4. Materials based nn Non-Plasticlsed Poly(Vinyl
Chloride) for Cnntainers for Solid Dosage Forms for
Oral Administration
(ph. Eur. method 3.1.11)

DEFINlTION
Materials based on non-plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) for
containers for solid dosage forms for oral administration are
suitable for the manufacture of sheets or containers) and
consist of 1 or more poly(vinyl chloridelvinyl acetate) or of a
mixture of poly(vinyl chloride) and poly(vinyl acetate) or of
poly(vinyl chloride).

The chlorine content expressed as poly(vinyl chloride) is not
less than 80 per cent.
They may contain not more than 15 per cent of copolymers
based on acrylic and/or rnethacrylic acids and/or theiresters,
andloron styrene and/or butadiene.

PRODUCTION
Materials based on non-plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) are
produced by polymerisation methods that guarantee a
residual vinyl chloride content of less than 1 ppm.
The manufacturing process is validated to demonstrate that
the productcomplieswith the following test for vinyl
chloride.

Vinyl chloride
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Internal standard solution Using a microsyringe, inject
10 ~L of ether R into 20.0 mL of dimet/ol/aatamide R,
immersing the tip of the needle in the solvent, Immediately
beforeuse, dilute the solution IOOo-fold with
dim"hylaeetamide R.
Test solution Place 1.000 g of the material to be examined
in a 50 mL vial and add 10.0 mL of the internal standard
solution. Close the vialand securethe stopper. Shake,
avoiding contact betweenthe stopper and the liquid. Place
the vial in a water-bath at 60 ± I °C for 2 h.

Vlnyl chloride pn"tnary solution Prepare in a fume
cupboard. Place 50.0 mL of dimet/ollaeetamide R in a 50 mL
vial) stopper the vial, secure the stopperand weigh to the
nearest 0.1 mg. Fill a 50 mL polyethylene or polypropylene
syringe with gaseous vinyl chlorUk RJ allow the gas to remain
in contact with the syringe for about 3 min, empty the
syringe and fill again with 50 mL of gaseous vinyl chloride R.
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Fit a hypodermic needle (Q the syringe and reduce the
volume of gas in the syringe from 50 rnL 10 25 rnL Inject
the 25 rnL of vinyl chloride slowly into the vial, shaking
gently and avoiding contact between the liquid and the
needle.Weigh the vial again; the increase in mass is about
60 mg (l tlL of the solution thus obtained contains about
1.2 ~g ofvinyl chloride). Allow to stand for 2 h. Keep the
primary solution in a refrigerator.
Vinyl chloride standard solution Vinyl chloride primary
solution, dim,thy/autamid, R (1:3 VIV).
Reference solutions Place 10.0 mL of me internal
standard solution in each of six 50 mL vials. Close the vials
and secure the stoppers. Inject I ~L, 2 ~L, 3 ~L, 5 ~L and
10 tll..., respectively, of the vinylchloride standard solution
into 5 of the vials. The 6 solutions thus obtained contain
respectively, 0 pg, about 0.3 ug, 0.6 ~g, 0.9 ug, 1.5 ~g and
3 tlg of vinyl chloride. Shake, avoiding contact between the
stopper and the liquid. Place the vials in a water-bath at
60 ± I·Cfor2h.

Column:
- material: stainless steel;
- size: I = 3 ID, 0 =3 mm;
- stationary phase: silanised diatomaceous earth fur gas

chrtmJawgraphy R impregnated with 5 per cent mlm of
dimethylstearamide R and 5 per cent mlm of matrOgoi
400R.

Carrier gas nitrogen fur chromarography R.
Flow ra te 30 rnIlmin.
Temperature:
- column: 45 °c;
- injIXu'on port: 100 °c;
- d,uewr. 150 ·C.

Detection Flame ionisation.

liljection 1 mL of the head space.

Limit:
- vU!Yl chloride: maximum I ppm.

Additives
Depending on the intended use of the polymers, they may
contain additives to optimise their processing or their
chemical, physical and mechanical properties. These
additives are chosen from the following list, which specifies
for each substance the maximum allowable content:
- epoxidised soya oil of which the moran oxygen content is

6 per cent to 8 per cent and the iodine value is not
greater than 6 for tin-stabilised materials: maximum
2 per cent;

- epoxidised soya oil of which the oxiran oxygen content is
6 per cent to 8 per cent and the iodine value is not
greater than 6 for non-tin-stabilised materials: maximum
3 per cent;

- calcium, magnesium or zinc salts of aliphatic fatty acids
with more than 7 carbon atoms: maximum 1.5 per cent
or maximum 1.5 per cent of their mixture;

- waxes: maximum 4 per cent;
- liquid paraffin: maximum 1.5 per cent;
- hydrogenated oils or esters of aliphatic fatty acids:

maximum 2 per cent;
- the percentage sum of the 3 lubricants above:

maximum 4 per cent;
- macrogol esters: maximum 1.5 per cent;
- sorbitol: maximum 1.5 per cent;
- 2,4-dinonylphenyl phosphite, 01 di(4-nonylphenyl)

phosphite or tris(nonylphenyl) phosphite:
maximum I per cent;
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- calcium carbonate: maximum 1 per cent;
- silica: maximum 1 per cent.

They may contain one of the following groups of stabilisers
(where isooctyl is, for example) 2-ethylhexyl):
- tin as di(isooctyl) 2,2 '-[(dioctylstannylene)bis

(thio)]diacetale containing about 27 per cent of tri
(isooctyl) 2,2'2"-[(monooctylstannylidyne)tris(thio)]
triacetate: maximum 0.25 per cent;

- tin as tri(isooctyl) 2,2'2"-[(monooctyISlannylidyne)tris
(thio)]triacelale: maximum 0.25 per cent;

- tin as a mixture containing not more than 76 per cent of
di(isooctyl) 2,2'-[(dimethylstannylene)bis(thio)]diacetate
and not more than 85 per cent oftri(isooetyl) 2,2'J211



[(monomethyISlannylidyne)tris(thio»)triacetate: maximum
0.25 per cent;

- f-phenyleicosane-La-dione (benzoylstearoylmethane):
maximum 1 per cent

Colouring materials may be added) provided that the safety
of the material is demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
competent authority. The material may be opacified with
titanium dioxide.

The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample is satisfactory for each production batch.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Powder) beads, granules, sheets of varying thicknesses or
samples taken from finished objects.

Solublllty
Practically insoluble in water, soluble in tetrahydrofuran,
slightly soluble in methylene chloride, practically insoluble in
anhydrous ethanol.

They bum with an orange-yellow flame edged with green,
giving off thick black smoke.

IDENTIFICATION
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation Dissolve residue A (see Tests: solution S2) in
5 rnL of te.rahydrofuran R. Apply a few drops of the solurion
to a sodium chloride plate and evaporate to dryness in an
oven at 100-105 °C.

Absorption maxima (tolerance ± 5 em"): at 2910 em",
1425 cm", 1330 cm', 1252 cm", 958 cm- I and 690 ern",
The spectrum obtained is identical to that of the material
selected for the type sample.

TESTS
If nectSSary, cut the samples of me matenal to be examined into
pieas with a maximum dimension on a side oj notgreater than
1 em.
Solution SI
Place 25 g of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask. Add 500 rnL of water R and cover the neck of the
flask with a borosilicate glass beaker. Heat in an autoclave for
121 ± 2 °C for 20 min. Allow to cool, decant the solution
and make up to 500 rnL with waterR.

Solution S2
Dissolve 5.0 g of the material to be examined in 80 mL of
tetrahydrofuran R and dilute to 100 rnL with the same
solvent. Filter if necessary (the solution may remain
opalescent). To 20 mL of the solution add) dropwise and
with gentle shaking, 70 rnL of etho..' (96 per cen.) R. Cool in
ice for I b. Filler or centrifuge (residue A). Wash residue A
with ,thanol (96 percen!> R, add the washings to the filtrate
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or the centrifugation liquid and dilute to 100 mL with ethanol
(96 percent) R.

Solution S3
Place 5 g of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 100 mL of 0.1 M
hydroch/ori< acidand boil under a reflux condenser for 1 h.
Allow to cool and allow the solids to settle.

Appearance of solution SI
SolutionS1 is not more opalescent than reference
suspension II (2.2.1) snd is coloudess (2.2.2, Method II).

Absorbance ofsolutlon SI (2.2.25)
Evaporate 100 mL of solution SI to dryness. Dissolve the
residue in 5 mL of hexane R. Filterif necessary through a
filter previously rinsed with hexane R. At wavelengths from
250 am to 310 om, the absorbance of the filtrate is not
greater than 0.3.

Absorbance of solution S2 (2.2.25)
Maximum 1.0, determined betweenwavelengths of 250 run
and 330 om on solution S2 for material that does not
contain I-phenyleicosane-I,3-dionej maximum 0.4,
determined betweenwavelengths of 250 om and 330 run on
a IO-fold dilution of solution S2 in ethanol (96 percen!> R for
material thatcontains I-phenyleicosane-l,3-dione.

Tin-stabilised materials
Maximum 0.25 per cent of So.
Tin stock solution Dilute 81 mg of plastic additive 23 CRS
to 100.0 mL with telTahydrofuran R.
Tin standard solution Dilute 20 mL of the tinstock
solution to 100.0 mL with ethanol (96 per cen!> R.
To 0.10 mL of solution' S2 in a test-tube add 0.05 mL of
1 M hydroch/ori< acid, 0.5 mL ofpotassium iodide solution R
and 5 mL of ethanol (96 percen!> R. Mix thoroughly and wait
for 5 min. Add 9 mL of waterRand 0.1 mL of a 5 gfL
solution of sodium sulfite heptahydrate R and mix thoroughly.
Add 1.5 mL of dithizone solution R freshly diluted 100-fold
with methylene chloride R, shake for 15 s and allow to stand
for 2 min. At the same time prepare a reference solution in
the same manner using 0.1 mL of the tin standard solution.
Any violet colour in the lower layer obtained withsolution 82
is not more intense than that obtainedwith the reference
solution. The greenish-blue colour of dithizone solutionturns
pink in the presenceof tin.
Non..tin..stabllised materials
Maximum 25 ppm of Sn.

To 5 mL of solution S2 in a test-tube add 0.05 mL of 1 M
hydrochlori< acidand 0.5 mL of potassium iodide solution R.
Mix thoroughly and wait for 5 min. Add 9 mL of water R
and 0.1 mL of a 5 gfL solution of sodium sulfite
heptahydrate R and mix thoroughly. H the solution obtained is
not colourless, add the sodium sulfitesolution in 0.05 mL
fractions. Add 1.5 mL of dithizone solution R freshly diluted
100-fold with methylene chloride R, shake for 15 s and allow
to stand for 2 min. At the same time prepare a reference
solution in the same mannerusing 0.05 mL of the tin
standard solution (see test above).
Any violetcolour in the lowerlayer obtained with solution82
is not more intense than that obtained with the reference
solution.

Extractable heavy metals (2.4. ff)
Maximum 20 ppm.

12 mL of solution 83 complieswith test A. Prepare the
reference solutionusing 10 mL of leadstandard solution
(l ppm Ph) R.
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Extractable zinc
Maximum 100 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, MethodI).

Test solution Solution S3 diluted 10-fold with water R.

Reference solution A solution containing 0.50 ppm of
zinc prepared by dilutionof zinc standard solution
(S mglmL Zn) R with 0.01 M hydroch/ori< acid.
Verify the absence of zinc in the hydrochloric acid used.
Examined at 214.0 nm, the absorbance of'the test solution is
not greater than that of the reference solution.

Sulfated ash (2.4.1<f)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, determined on 1.0 g; maximum
4.0 per cent when the materials are opacified with titanium
dioxide.

ASSAY
Carry out the oxygen-flask method (2.S.1U) using 50.0 mg of
the material to be examined. Absorb the combustion
products in 20 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide. To the solution
obtained add 2.5 mL of nitric acid R. Titrate with 0.1 M
silver nitrate, determining the end-pointpotentiometrically
(2.2.2U). Carry out a blank titration.

1 mL of O. J M si/vernitrate is equivalent to 6.25 mg of
poly(vinyl chloride).

S. Materials Based on Plastlclsed Poly(Vlnyl
Chloride) for Containers for Aqueous Solutions for
Intravenous Infusion
(Ph. Eur. method3.1.14)

DEFINITION
Materials based on plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) contain
not less than 55 per cent of poly(vinyl chloride) and contain
various additives, in addition to the high-molecular-mass
polymer obtained by polymerisation of vinyl chloride.

Materials based on plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) for
containers for aqueous solutions for intravenous infusion are
definedby the nature and the proportions of the substances
used in their manufacture.

PRODUCTION
Materials based on plasticised poly(vinyl chloride) are
produced by polymerisation methods that guarantee a
residual vinyl chloridecontent of less than I ppm.

Vinyl chloride
Head-space gas chromatography (2.2.21J).

Internal standard solution Using a microsyringe, inject
10 pL of ether R into 20.0 mL of dimethylacetamide R,
immersing the tip of the needle in the solvent. Immediately
before use, dilute the solution 1000-fold with
dimethy/acetamide R.

Test solution Place 1.000 g of the material to be examined
in a 50 mL vial and add 10.0 mL of the internal standard
solution. Close the vial and secure the stopper. Shake,
avoiding contact between the stopper and the liquid. Place
the vial in a water-bath at 60 ± I 'C for 2 h.

Vinyl chloride primary solution Prepare in a fume
cupboard. Place 50.0 mL of dimethyiacetamide R in a 50 mL
vial,stopper the vial, secure the stopper and weigh to the
nearest 0.1 mg. Fill a 50 mL polyethylene or polypropylene
syringe withgaseous vinyl ch/on(k R, aUow the gas to remain
in contactwith the syringe for about3 min, empty the
syringe and fill again with 50 mL of gaseous vinyl chloride R.
Fit a hypodermicneedle to the syringe and reduce the
volumeof gas in the syringe from 50 mL to 25 mL. Inject
the remaining 25 mLof vinyl chloride slowlyinto the vial
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shaking gentlyand avoiding contactbetween me liquidand
the needle. Weighthe vial again; the increase in mass is
about 60 mg (l J.lL of the solutionthus obtained contains
about 1.2 ~g of vinyl chloride). Allow to stand for 2 h. Keep
the primary solution in a refrigerator.
Vinyl chloride standard solution Vinyl chloride primary
solution, dimerhytautamide R (1:3 VIV).
Reference solutions Place 10.0 mL of the internal
standard solutionineach of six 50 mL vials. Close the vials
and secure the stoppers. Inject I 1'4 2 ~L, 3 ~L, 5 pL and
10 ~L, respectively, of the vinyl chloride standard solution
into 5 of the vials. The 6 solutionsthus obtained contain,
respectively, 0 ~g, about 0.3 ~g, 0.6 ~g, 0.9 ug, 1.5 ~g and
3 I!g of vinyl chloride. Shake, avoiding contact between the
stopper and the liquid. Place the vials in a water-bath at
60 ± I ·Cfor2h.

Column:
- material; stainless steel;
- size: I:;;; 3 m, 0 =. 3 mm;
- stationary phase: siJanised diatomaceous eanh forgas

chromatography R impregnated with 5 per cent mlm of
di'melhylsuaram,"de Rand 5 per cent mlm of
macrogot 400 R.

Carrier gas nitrogen for chromarography R.

Flow rate 30 mUntin.

Temperature:
- column: 45 ·C;
- ini«tion port: 100 °c;
- detector. 150 ·C.

Detection Flame ionisation.
ltifection I mL of the head-space.

Limir.
- vinyl chloride: maximum I ppm.

Additives
Depending on the intended use of the polymers, they contain
additives to optimise their processing or their chemical,
physical and mechanical properties. Unless otherwise justified
and authorised, these additives arechosenfrom the following
list, whichspecifies foreach substance me maximum
permitted content:
- di(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate (plastic additive 01): maximum

40 per cent;
- zinc octanoate (zinc 2-ethyIhexanoate) (plastic

additive 02): maximum 1 per cent;
- calcium stearate or zinc stearate: maximum 1 per cent or

1 per cent of a mixture of the two;
- N,N'-diacylethylenediarnines (plastic additive 03):

maximum 1 per cent;
---'- maximum 10 per cent of one of the following epoxidised

oils or 10 per cent of a mixture of the two:
- epoxidised soya oil (plastic additive 04) of which the

oxiran oxygencontent is 6 per cent to 8 per cent and
the iodine valueis not greater than 6;

- epoxidised linseed oil (plastic additive 05) of which
the oxiran oxygencontent is Dot greater than
10 per cent and the iodine value is not greater than7.

When colouring materials areadded,ultramarine blue
(plastic additive 06) is used. Other colouring materials may
be added, provided that the safety of the material is
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the competent authority.
The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample is satisfactory for each production batch.
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CHARACTERS
Colourless, slightly blue or pale yellowpowder,beads,
granules Of, after transformation, translucent sheets of
varying thickness, with a slight odour. On combustion it gives
off dense, blacksmoke.

IDENI1FICATION
Ifn«essary, CUI thesamples of thematerial to be examined imo
pieces where the maximum sizeof a side is 1 em.
To 2.0 g of the material to be examined add 200 mL of
peroxide-.fru ether R and heat under a reflux condenser for
8 h. Separate the residue (residue B) and the solution
(solution A) by filtration.

Evaporate solutionA to dryness underreduced pressure ina
water-bath at 30 "C. Dissolve residue in 10 mL of toluene R
(solution AI). Dissolve residue B in 60 mL of ethylene
chloride R, heatingon a water-bath undera reflux condenser.
Filter. Add the obtainedsolution dropwise and withvigorous
shaking to 600 mL of heptane R heated almost to boiling.
Separate by hot filtration the coagulum (coagulum BI) and
the organic solution. Allow the latter to cool; separate the
precipitate that forms (precipitate B2) and filter through a
tared sintered-glass filter (40) (2.1.2).

A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation Dissolve coagulum BI in 30 mL of
lelrahydrofuran R and add, in small volumeswithshaking,
40 mL of anhydrous ethanol R; separate the precipitate
(precipitate B3) by filtration and dry in vacuo at a
temperature not exceeding 50°C overdiphosphorns
penwxide R; dissolve a few milligrams of precipitate B3 in
I mL of retrahydrofuran R, place a few drops of the solution
obtained on a sodium chloride plate and evaporate to dryness
in an oven at 100-105 °C.

Comparison poIy(vinyl chloride) CRS.
B. Plastic additive 01 (see Tests).

TESTS
Ifneassary, cut thesamples of the malerial to beexamined Into
pieces whe~ themaximum sizeof a side is 1 em.

Solution SI
Place 5.0 g of the material to be examined in a combustion
flask. Add 30 mL of sulfuric add R and heat until a black,
syrupy mass is obtained. Cool and add carefully 10 mL of
strong hydrogen peroxide ,oIurian R. Heat gently. Allow to cool
and add I mL of strong hydrogen peroxide ,oIurian R; repeat by
alternating evaporation and additionof stronghydrogen
peroxide solution until a colourless liquidis obtained. Reduce
the volume to about 10 mL. Cool and dilute to 50.0 mL
withwaterR.

Solution S2
Place 25 g of the material to be examinedin a borosilicate
glass flask. Add 500 mL of warer R and cover the neck of the
flask with a borosilicate-glass beaker. Heat in an autoclave at
121 ± 2°C for 20 min. AUow to cool, decant the solution
and make up to 500 mL with warer R.
Appearance of solution S2
Solution S2 is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Me/had 11).

Acidity or alkalinity
To 100 mL of solution S2 add 0.15 mL of BRP indicator
,oIurion R. Not more than 1.5 mL of 0.01 M 'odium hydroxide
is required to change the colour of the indicator to blue.
To 100 mL of solution S2 add 0.2 mL of merhy/ orange
,oIurian R. Not more than 1.0 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric add
is required to initiate the colour changeof the indicator from
yellow to orange.
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Sublltonce [on 1 [on 2 Ion 3
ImIa] [mIa] [mIa]

Plaslic additive 01 14' 167 27.

DnOP (internal standard) I.' 27. 167

Sublltance Ion I Ion 2 Ion 3 Ion Ion
(mI,a'] [mI_] [mI_] ratio 211 ratio 3/1

rot.) (%)

Plastic additive 01 ... 167 27' 50 30

DnOP {internal I.' 27. 167 I I
slandard)

Injection 1 IlL.
RelatIve retention With reference to di-n-octyl phthalate
(retention time =about 22 min): plastic
additive 01 = about 0.80.

The specificity of the detection is checked by monitoring 3
different ions for each substance using a mass spectrometer
in 81M mode. Ion ratios are determined from the peak areas
after the injection of a standard solution. The ratios in the
table below are given for information.

Detection Mass spectrometer as described below; adjust
me detector settings so as to comply with the system
suitability criteria:
- quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with an electron

impact ionisation mode (70 eV);
- ion source temperature: 230 °C;
- acquisitiou system: performed on full-scan (mlz =40-350)

and on single-ion monitoring (81M) modes;
- solvent delay: 2.5 min;
- mass spectrometer parameters for the fragmentometric

mode (SlM) set as follows:

100

100 200

200 250

25.
250 ..... 270

27.

270 ..... 320

32.

300

Temperature
("C)

Time
(min)

o
o ~ 3.3

3.3 - 20

20 - 225

22.5 - 23

23 - 25

25 - 25.6

25.6 - 30.6

Temperature;

Colwnn

Injedion port

System suitability:
- repeatability; maximum relative standard deviation of

1.0 per cent for the retention time of the peak due to
plastic additive 01, determined on 6 injections of a
reference solution situated in the middle of the calibration
range (e.g. 20 llg/mL); maximum relative standard
deviation of 3.0 per cent for the ratio of the area of the
peak due to plastic additive 01 to that due to the internal
standard, determined on 6 injections of a reference
solution situated in the middle of the calibration range
(e.g. 20 llg/mL).

From the calibration curve obtained with the reference
solutions, calculate the percentage content of plastic
additive 01 in the material to be examined.

Limit:
- plastic additive 01: maximum 40 per cent.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Evaporate J00.0 mL of solution S2 to dryness. Dissolve the
residue in 5.0 mL of hexane R. From 250 nm to 310 om the
absorbance is not greater than 0.25.

Reducing substances
Carry out the test within 4 h ofpreparation of
solution S2 To 20.0 mL of solution S2 add 1 mL of d,7ute
sulfuric acidRand 20.0 mL of 0.002 M potassium
permongaruue. Boil under a reflux condenser for 3 min and
cool immediately. Add 1 g of potassium iodide R and titrate
immediately with 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate, using 0.25 mL of
starch solution R as indicator. Carry out a blank titration using
20 mL of water R. The difference between the 2 titration
volumes is not greater than 2.0 mL.
Primary aromatic amine!
Maximum 20 ppm.

To 2.5 mL of solution Al obtained during the identification,
add 6 mL of water Rand 4 mL of 0.1 M hydrochlom acid.
Shake vigorously and discard the upper layer. To the
aqueous layer add 0.4 mL of a fresbly prepared 10 gIL
solution of sodium nitrite R. .Mix and allow to stand for
1 min. Add 0.8 mL of a 25 gIL solution of ammonium
su/famate RJ allow to stand for 1 min and add 2 mL of a
5 gIL solution of naphthy1ethykuediamine diJu'drochlorilk R.
After 30 min, any colour in the solution is nor more intense
man mar in a standard prepared at the same rime and in the
same manner, replacing the aqueous layer with a mixture of
I mL of a 0.01 gIL solution of naphthy/amine R in 0.1 M
hydrochlori< acid, 5 mL of water Rand 4 mL of 0.1 M
hydrochlom acid.

Plastic addldve 01
Gas ebromatography (2.2.21f) coupled with mass
spectrometry (2.2.43).

Internal standard eotution S3 1 mglmL solution of di-n
octyIphthalate R in tetrahydrofuran for chromatQgraphy R.
Internal standard solution S4 5 llg/mL solution of di-n
octyIphthalate R in anhydrous ethawl R.
Test solution Cut 0.2 g of the material to he examined
into pieces about 0.5 em in length. Dissolve the pieces in
12.5 mL of internal standard solution S3 using a
polytetrafluoroethylene magnetic stirring bar. Complete
dissolution of the material to be examined is obtained after
stirring for about 20-30 min. The poly(vinyl chloride) is
precipitated as a white powder by adding dropwise 37.5 mL
of anhydrous ethanol R. Centrifuge, then dilute 1.0 mL of the
supernatant to 50.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R. The final
concentration of the internal standard in the test solution is
5 1lg/rnL.
The stock solution may be stored at 4 °C for up to 2 weeks.

Stock solution Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic addin've 01 CRS
in internal standard solution 84 and dilute to 20.0 mL with
the internal standard solution 84.

Reference solutions (al)-(aS) Dilute the stock solution
with internal standard solution 84 to obtain 5 reference
solutions containing 10-40 llg/mL ofp1aJtic additive 01 CRS.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size; 1= 30 m, 0 =0.25 mm;
- stationary phase; phenyl(5)methyl(95)polysiloxane R (film

thickness 0.25 11m).

Carrier gas helium for chromatQgraphy R.

Flow rate 1 mUmin.

Split raUo 1:20.
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Plastic additive 03
Wash precipitate B2 obtained during the identification and
contained in the tared sintered-g1ass filter (40) (2.1.2) with
anhydrous ethanol R. Dry to constant massoverdiphosphoms
pentoxide R and weigh the filter. The residue weighsnot more
than 20 mg.

Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation The residue obtained above. When the
amountof residueis insufficient to prepare a disc, record the
spectrum of the residue placedbetween 2 plates transparent
to infrared radiation or examine by attenuated total
reflectance (ATR).

Comparison plastic additive 03 CRS.

Plastic additives 04 and 05
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Reference solutions Prepare 10 mglmL solutions of plastic
additive 04 CRS and plastic addia", 05 CRS, respectively, in

.to/uene R.

Plaw TLC SIlica gelF254 plate R.
Mobile phase toluene R.
Applt'cat,'on 0.5 mL of solurion Al obtained during the
identification, as a band 30 mm by3 mm, and 5 J.1L of each
reference solution.
Development Over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In air.

Detection Expose the plate to iodinevapour for 5 min.
Examine the chromatogram and locate the zone
corresponding to plastic additives 04 and 05 (RF ~ 0).
Remove the area of silicagel corresponding to this zone.
Similarly removea corresponding area of silica gel as a blank
reference. Separately shake both samples for 15 min with
40 mL of methanol R. Filter, rinsewith 2 quantities, each of
10 mL, of methanol R, add the rinsings to the filo:ate and
evaporate to dryness. The difference between the masses of
both residues is not more than 10 mg.

Barium
Maximum 5 ppm.

Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Ignite 1.0 g of the material to be examined
in a silica crucible. Take up the residue with 10 mL of
hydrochloric add R and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath.
Take up the residue with 20 mL of 0.1 M hydrochlmic acid.
Reference solution A solution containing 0.25 ppm of
barium prepared by dilution of barium standard solution
(50 ppm Ba) R with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid.
Wavelength Use the emission of barium at 455.40 run, the
spectral background being taken at 455.30 om.

Verify the absence of barium in the hydrocWoric acid used.

Cadmium
Maximum 0.6 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Methad 1).

Test solution Evaporate 10 mL of solutionSl to dryness.
Take up the residue using 5 mL of a 1 percent VIV solution
of hydrochloric acidR, filter and dilute the filo:ate to 10.0 mL
with the same acid solution.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
cadmium standard so/utian (0. I per cent Cd) R, diluting with a
1 per cent VIV solution of hydrochloric acid R.
Source Cadmium hollow-eathode lamp.

Wavelength 228.8 om.
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Atomisation device Air-acetylene flame.
Verify the absence of cadmium in the hydrochloric acid used.

Calcium
Maximum 0.07 per cent.
Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emissionspectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use the test solution prepared for the
determinationof barium.
Reference solution A solutioncontaining 50.0 ppm of
calcium prepared by dilution of cakium standard soluu"on
(400 ppm Cal R with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid.
Wavelength Use the emission of calcium at 315.89 om,
the speco:al background being taken at 315.60 om.

Verify the absence of calcium in the hydrochloric acid used.

Tin
Maximum 20 ppm.

Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Dilute solution 81 Iu-fold with waterR
immediately before use.
Reference sotution Introduce 2 mL of un standard solution
(5 ppm Sn) R into a 50 mL flask containing 5 mL of a
20 percent VIV solutionof ndfun"c acid R and dilute to
50 mL with waterR immediately before use.
Wavelength Use the emission of tin at 189.99 run, the
spectral background being taken at 190.10 om.

Verify the absence of tin in the hydrocWoric acid used.

Zinc
Maximum 0.2 percent.
Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method 1).

Test solution Dilute solution 81 laO-fold with 0.1 M
hydrochloric acid.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
zinc standard solution (J00 ppmZn) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrochlmic acid.
Source Zinc hollow-cathode lamp.
Wavelength 213.9 om.

Atmnisation device Air-acetylene flame.
Verify the absence of zinc in the hydrocWoric acid used.

Heavy metals (2.4.8)
Maximum 50 ppm.

To 10 mL of solution SI add 0.5 mL ofphenolphthalein
so/ution R and then strong sodium hydroxide so/utian R until a
pale pink colour is obtained. Dilute to 25 mL with waterR.
12 mL of the solution complies with test A. Prepare the
reference solution using leadstandard so/utian (2 ppm Pb) R.

Water extractable substances
Maximum 0.3 per cent.
Evaporate 50.0 mL of solutionS2 to dryness on a water-bath
and dryin an oven at 100-105 °C to constant mass. Carry
out a blank test with 50.0 mL of waur R. The residue weighs
not more than7.5 mg taking into account the blank test.

ASSAY
Carry out the oxygen-flask method (2.5.10) using 50.0 mg of
the material to be examined. Absorb the combustion
products in 20 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide. To the solution
obtained add 2.5 mL of nitric acidR. Titrate with 0.1 M
silver nitrate, determining the end-point potentiometrically
(2.2.20). Carry out a blank titration.
1 mLof 0.1 M SIlver ntirate is equivalent to 6.25 mg of
poly(vinyl chloride).
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8. Polyolefins
(Ph. Eur. me/hod1./.1)

DEFINITION
Polyolefins are obtained by polymerisation of ethylene or
propyleneor by copolymerisation of these substanceswith
not more man 25 per cent of higher homologues (C4 to CIO)
or of carboxylic acids or of esters. Certain materials may he
mixtures of polyolefins.

PRODUCTION
Depending on the intended use of the polymers, they may
contain additives to optimise their processing or their
chemical, physical and mechanical properties. Unless
otherwise justified and authorised, these additives are chosen
from me following list, whichspecifies for each substance the
maximum permitted content.

Polyolefins may contain at most 3 antioxidants, 1 or several
lubricants or antiblocking agents as well as titanium dioxide
as an opacifying agent when the material must provide
protection from light.
- butylhydroxytolnene (plastic additive 07):

maximum 0.125 per cent;
- pentaerythrityltetrakis[3-(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4

hydroxyphenyl)propionate] (plastic additive 09):
maximwn 0.3 per cent;

- 1,3,5-tris(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-hydroxybenzyl)-S-triazine
2,4,6(IH.3H,5H)-trione (plastic additive 13):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- octadecyl 3-(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propionate
(plastic additive 11): maximum 0.3 per cent;

- ethylene bis[3,3-bis[3-(I,I-dimethylethyl)-4
hydroxyphenyl)butanoate) (plastic additive 08): maximum
0.3 per cent;

- dioetadecyl disulfide (plastic additive 15):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- 4,4',4"-(2,4,6-trimethylbenzene-l ,3,5-triylttismethylene)
tris[2,6-bis(I,I-dimethylethyl)phenol) (plastic
additive 10): maximum 0.3 per cent;

- 2,2'-bis(octadecyloxy)-5,5'-spirobi[I,3.2
dioxaphosphinane] (plastic additive 14): maximum
0.3 per cent;

- didodecyl 3,3'-thiodipropionate (plastic additive 16):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- dioctadecyI3,3'-thiodipropionate (plastic additive 17):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- tris[2,4-bis(I,I-dimethylethyl)phenyl) phosphite (plastic
additive 12): maximum 0.3 per cent;

- plastic additive 18: maximum 0.1 per cent;
- copolymer of dimethyl succinate and (4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-

tetramethylpiperidin-I-yl)ethanol (plastic additive 22):
maximum 0.3 per cent.

The total of antioxidant additives listed above does not
exceed 0.3 per cent.
- hydrotalcite: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- aIkanamides: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- alkenamides: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- sodium silica-aluminate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- silica (natural or synthetic) coated or uncoated):

maximum 0.5 per cent;
- sodium benzoate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- fatty acid esters or salts: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- trisodium phosphate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- liquid paraffin: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- zinc oxide: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- talc: maximum 0.5 per cent;
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- magnesium oxide: maximum 0.2 per cent;
- calcium stearate or zinc stearate or a mixture of both:

maximum 0.5 per cent;
- titanium dioxide: maximum 4 per cent.

The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample (see chapter 3.2.2. Plastic containers and closures for
pharmaceutical use for the definition of <type sample') is
satisfactory for each production batch.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Powder, beads, granules or, after transformation, sheets of
varying thickness or containers.

Solubility
PracticaUy insoluble in water, soluble in hot aromatic
hydrocarbons, practically insoluble in anhydrous ethanol, in
hexane and in methanol.

They soften at temperatures between 65 °C and 165 "C.
They bum with a blue flame.

IDENTIFICATION
If neussaty, cut the samples of I1re maserial to beexaminedbuo
pieces of maximum dimension on a side of nOI greater than 1 em.
A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation To 0.25 g add 10 mL of tdueneR and boil
under a reflux condenser for about 15 min. Place a few drops
of the solution on a sodiwn chloride slide or on a disc of
potassium bromide R and evaporate the solvent in an oven at
80 'C.
Alternatively, the spectrum may be recorded directly on a cut
piece of suitable size (sheets), granules or hot pressed films
by attenuated total reflection (ATR).

The spectrum obtained is identical to that obtained with the
material selected for the type sample.

B. It complies with the supplementary tests corresponding
to the additives present (see Tests).

C. (To bepeifonnedonlyon opacified mautial.) In a platinum
crucible, mix about 20 mg with 1 g of potassium hydrogen
sulfate R and heat until completely melted. Allow to cool and
add 20 mL of dilute sulfuri< acidR. Heat gently. Filter the
resulting solution. To the IiItrate add I mL of phosphoric
acidR and I mL of strong hydrogen peroxide solution R. If the
substance is opacified with titanium dioxide, an orange
yellow colour develops.

TESTS
If neassary, cut the samples of the material to beexamined into
pieces of maximum dimension ona side of nOI gTUlter than 1 em.

Solution SI
Place 25 g in a borosilicate-glass flask with a ground-glass
neck. Add 500 mL of waterR and boil under a reflux
condenser for 5 h. Allow to cool and decant. Reserve a
portion of the solution for the test for appearance of solution
and filter the rest through a sintered-glass IiIter (16) (2.1.2).
Use within 4 h of preparation.

Solution S2
Place 2.0 g in a conical borosilicate-glass flask with a ground
glass neck. Add 80 mL of toluene R and boil under a reflux
condenser, for 90 min with constant stirring. Allow to cool to
60 'C and add, with constant stirring, 120 mL of melhano/ R.
Filter the solution through a sintered-glass IiIter (16) (2.1.2).
Rinse the flask and the filter with 25 mL of a mixture of
40 mL of wlue.. Rand 60 mL of methanol R. add the
rinsings to the filtrate and dilute to 250 rnL with the same
mixture of solvents. Prepare a blank solution.
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Solution S3
Place 100 g in a conical borosiJicate-glass flask with a
ground-glass neck. Add 250 mL of 0.1 M hydrochlork add
and boil undera reflux condenser for 1 h with constant
stirring. Allow to cool and decant the solution.

Appearance of soludon
Solution SI is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, MethodII).

Acidity or a1ka1inlty
To 100 mL of solution SI add 0.15 mL of BRP indicator
,00ution R. Not more than 1.5 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxilk
is required to change the colour of the indicator to blue.
To 100 mL of solution SI add 0.2 mL of methyl",ange
,00Ulion R. Not more than 1.0 mL of 0.01 M hydrodllork acid
is required to initiate the colour change of the indicator from
yellow to orange.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Maximwn0.2, determined betweenwavelengths of 220 nm
and 340 run on solution 81.

Reducing substances
To 20 mL of solution SI add I mL of dilute suljuric add R
and 20 mL of 0.002 M potassium permanganate. Boil under a
reflux condenser for 3 minand cool immediately. Add 1 g of
potassium iodide R and titrate inunediately with 0.01 M sodium
lhiotuJfate, using0.25 mL of sklrch solution R as indicator.
Carry out a blank titration. The difference between the
titration volumesis not more than 3.0 mL

Extractable aluminium
Maximum I ppm.
Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use solution 83.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutionsusing
aluminium standard ,00ulion (200 ppm AQR, diluting with
0.1 M hydrodllori< add.

Wavelength Use the emission of aluminium at 396.15 om)
the spectral background being taken as 396.25 urn.
Verify the absence of aluminium in the hydrochloric acid
used.
Extractable titanium (notfor materials opacified with
titanium dioxide)
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use solution 83.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
titanium standard solution (100 ppm Til R, diluting with O. I M
hydrochlork acid.
Wavelength Use the emission of titanium at 336.12 DID,

the spectral background being taken as 336.16 urn.
Verify the absence of titanium in the hydrochloric acid used.

Extractable zinc
Maximum I ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method I).

Test solution Use solution 83.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
zinc standard solution (10 ppmZn) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrodllork add.

Source Zinc hollow-cathode lamp.
Wavelength 213.9 urn.
Atomisation device Air-acetylene flame.
Verify the absence of zinc in the hydrochloric acid used.
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Extractable heavy metals (2.4.8)
Maximum 2.5 ppm.

Evaporate 50 mL of solution 53 to about 5 mL on a water
bath and dilute to 20.0 mL with water R. 12 mL of the
solutioncomplies with test A. Prepare the reference solution
using 2.5 mL of lead'tandard,olution (10 ppm Pb) R.

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, determined on 5.0 g. This limit does
not apply to material that has been opacified with titanium
dioxide.

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS
These tests are to becarried out, in whole or inpart, only if
required by thestatedromposinon '" the use of the material

Phenolic antioxidants
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture Il<e"",itrile R, tetrahydrafuran R
(50:50 VIP).

Test solution S21 Evaporate 50 mL of solution52 to
dryness in VlUUO at 45 "C. Dissolvethe residue in 5.0 mL of
the solventmixture. Prepare a blank solution from the blank
solutioncorresponding to solution S2.
Test solutl'on S22 Evaporate 50 mL of solution S2 to
dryness in 'VaauJ at 45 "C. Dissolvethe residue in 5.0 mL of
a mixture of equalvolumes of lUtwm·tri/e R and a 10 gIL
solution of rert-butYlhydroperoxide R in te""hydrafwan R. Close
theflask and allow to standfor 1 h. Prepare a blank solution
using the blank of solution S2.

Of thefollowing teferenc« ,00utions, prepare anly those tho: are
necessary for the analysis of thephenolic antWxidanrs statedin the
composition of thesubstance to beexamined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25.0 mg of
butylhydroxytoluene CRS (plastic additive 07) and 60.0 mg of
pltrstic addinve 08 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL ofthis solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 60.0 mg of pltrstic
additive 09 CRS and 60.0 mg of pltrstic additive 10 CRS in
10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this
solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (c) Prepare immediately bqore use.
Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic additive II CRS and 60.0 mg of
pltrstic addinve 12 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution (d) Dissolve 25.0 mg of
butylhydroxytoluene CRS (plastic additive 07) in 10.0 mL of
the solventmixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to
50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (e) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
addinve 08 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (f) Dissolve 60.0 mg of pltrstic
addiu've 13 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL withthe solventmixture.
Reference solution (g) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
additive 09 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (h) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
additive 10 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (i) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plasn'c
additive 11 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL withthe solvent mixture.
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Reference solution (j) Prepare immediately before use.
Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic additive 12 CRS in 10.0 mL of the
solvent mixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 rnL
with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (Il) Dissolve 20.0 mg of plastic
additi", 18 CRS in 10.0 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of
aceumitrile R and a 10 gIL solution of tert-butylhydroperoxide R
in tetrahydrofuran R. Allow to stand in a closed container for
I h. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the
solventmixture.
A. If the substance to be examined contains plastic
additive 07 and/orplastic additive 08, proceedas follows.
Column:

- size: I :::::; 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mrn;
- ,,,,,ionary phase: octadecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 um).

Mobile phase water for chromatography R, acewnitrile R
(30:70 VIII).

Flow rate 2 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 run.
Injection 20 J.lL of test solution821, the corresponding
blanksolution, reference solution (a), and either the
reference solution (d) or (e) or reference solutions (d)
and (e).

Run time 30 min.
System miUlbility:

- resolution: minimum5.0 between the peaksdue to
plastic additive 07 and plastic additive 08 in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a).

The chromatogram obtained with test solution 821 only
shows peaksdue to antioxidants statedin the composition
and minorpeaks that also appear in the chromatogram
obtained with the blank solution.

Calculation 01percentage contents:
For plastic additive 07 and/or08, use the concentration of
the corresponding reference substance in reference
solutions (d) and/or (e).

Limits:
- plastic additive 07: maximum 0.125 per cent;
- plastic additWe 08: maximum 0.3 per cent.

B. If the substance to be examined contains one or more of
the following antioxidants:

- plastic additive 09;
- plastic additive 10;
- plastic additive 11;
- plastic additive 12;
- plastic additive 13;

proceedas described above with the following modifications.
Mobile phase W<lter for chromatography R,
tetrahydrofuran R, acetonitrile R (10:30:60 VIVIII).

Flow rate I. 5 mUmin.

Injection 20 J.IL of test solution S21, the corresponding
blank. solution,reference solution (b), reference solution (c)
and the reference solutions of the antioxidants in the list
above that arestated in the composition.
System suitability:

- resolution: minimum 2.0 betweenthe peaks due to
plastic additive 09 and plastic additive lOin the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b);
minimum2.0 between the peaks due to plastic
additive 11 and plasticadditive 12 in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (c).
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The chromatogram obtained with test solutionS21 only
shows peaksdue to antioxidants stated in the composition
and minorpeaks that also appear in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the blanksolution.
Calculation of percentage contents:
For plastic additive 09. 10, 11, 12 and/or 13)use the
concentration of the corresponding reference substance in
reference solutions (g), (h), (i), (j) and/or (0.

Limits:
- plastic additive 09: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastkadditive 10: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastkadditive /1: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastitaddiu've 12: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastic aJdiu've 13: maximum 0.3 per cent.

C. If the substance to be examined containsplastic
additive 18)proceedas described for plastic additive 07
and/orplastic additive 08 with the following modifications.
Mobile phase tetrahydrofuran R. acetonitrile R (20:80 VIV).
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 270 nm.
Injection 20 J.IL of test solution S22, the corresponding
blanksolution and reference solution (k).
Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied
with plastic additive 18 CRS and the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (k) to identify the peaks due to plastic
additive 18.

Retention time Of the 2 principal peaks due to plastic
additive 18:about 3.3 min and about 6.6 min.
The chromatogram obtainedwith test solutionS22 shows
2 principal peaks due to plastic additive 18. The sum of the
areas of thesepeaks is not less than 50 per cent of the sum of
the areas of all the peaks due to plastic additive 18.

System suitability:
- resolution: minimum6.0 betweenthe 2 principal peaks

in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (k).

The chromatogram obtained with test solution 822 only
shows peaksdue to antioxidants stated in the composition
and minorpeaks thatalso appear in the chromatogram
obtained with the blank solution.

Calculation of percenrage contenr.
- sum up the areas of all the peaksdue to plastic

additive 18 elutingbetween 2.0 min and 9.5 min; use
the concentration of plastic additive 18 CRS in
reference solution (k).

Limir:
- sum of the areas of thepeaks due toplastic additive 18:

maximum 0.1 per cent; disregard anypeak withan
area less than0.3 per cent of the total area.

Non-phenolic antioxidants
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution S23 Evaporate 100 mL of solution 82 to
dryness in vacuo at 45°C. Dissolve the residue in 2 mL of
acidified methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (I) Dissolve 60 mg of plastic
additi", 14 CRS in 10 mL of methylene chloride R. Dilute
2 mL of this solution to 10 mL with acidified methylene
chloride R.
Reference solution (m) Dissolve 60 mg of plastic
additi", 15 CRS in 10 mL of methylene chloride R. Dilute
2 mLofthis solution to 10 mLwith acidified methylene
chloride R.
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Reference solution (n) Dissolve 60 mg ofplastk
additive /6 CRS in 10 mL of methylene chloride R. Dilute
2 mL of this solution to 10 mL with acidified methylene
chloride R.
Reference solution (0) Dissolve 60 mg ofplastk
addi,ive /7 CRS in 10 mL of methylene chlfJride R. Dilute
2 mL of this solution 10 10 mL with acidified methylene
chloride R.
Reference solution (p) Dissolve 60 mg of plastic
odditive /6 CRS and 60 mg of plastil; additive /7 CRS in
10 mL of methylene chloride R. Dilute 2 mL of this solution 10

10 mL with acidified methylene chloride R.
Plate TLC silka gel F254 plate R.

Mobile phase A hexane R.
Mobile phase B methylene chloride R.
Application 20 JlL of test solution 823, reference
solution (P) and the reference solutionscorresponding to all
the' phenolicand non-phenolicantioxidants mentioned in the
type composition of the material to be examined.
Deoelopment A Over a path of 18 em with mobile
phase A.

Drying A In air.

Deoelopment B Over a path of 17 em with mobile
phase B.
Drying B In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet Hght at 254 run; spray
with alcoholic iodine solution R and examine in ultraviolet light
at 254 om after 10-15 min.

System sultability Reference solution (p):
- the chromatogram shows 2 clearly separated Spots.

Limit Any spots in the chromatogram obtainedwith test
solution 823 are not more intense thanthe spots in the
corresponding positions in the chromatograms obtained with
the reference solutions.

Plasdc additive 22
liquid chromarography (1.1.1'l).

Test solution Evaporate 25 mL of solution S2 to dryness
invacuo at 45°C. Dissolve the residue in 10 mL of toluene R
and 10 mL of a 10 gIL solution of telJUlnllylammonium
hydroxide R in a mixture of 35 volumes of toluene Rand
65 volumes of anhydrous ethanol R. Boil under a reflux
condenser for 3 h. Allow to cool and filter if necessary.
Reference solution Dissolve 30 mg of plastic
addiu've 22 CRS in 50 mL of roIUnle R. Add I mL of this
solution to 25 mL of blanksolution S2 and evaporate to
dryness in vacuo at 45°C. Dissolve the residue in 10 mL of
roIuene R and 10 mL of a 10 gIL solution of
tetrabuty/ammonium hydroxide R in a mixture of 35 volumesof
toluene Rand 65 volumes of anhydrous ethanol R. Boil under
a reflux condenser for 3 h. Allow to cool and filter if
necessary.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, (£) = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: aminopropylsilyl silka gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase anhydrous ethanol R. hexane R (11:89 VII').

Flow rate 2 rnIlrnin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 227 om.
Injection 20 ~L.

Run time 10 min.
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System suitability:
- resolution: minimum 7 between me peaksdue to the 'diol'

componentand to the diluentof the reference solution.
Limit The areaof the peakdue to the 'dioi' component
from plasticadditive 22 in me chromatogram obtained with
the test solution is less than the corresponding peakin the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Amides and stearates
Thin-layer chromatography (1.1.17).

Test solution Use test solution S23 described in the test
for non-phenolic antioxidants.
Reference solution (q) Dissolve 20 mg of stearic acidCRS
(plastic additive 19) in 10 mL of methylene chloride R.
Reference solution M Dissolve 40 mg of oleamide
(plastil; odditive 10 CRS) in 20 mL of methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (s) Dissolve 40 mg of erucamide
(Plas'ic addiu've 1/ CRS) in 20 mL of methylene chloride R.
Plate TLC silica gel F254 plate R (2 plates).

A. Mobile phase: anhydrous ethanol R, 'rimethy/pentane R
(25:75 VII').

Application 10 p.L of test solutionS23 and reference
solution (q).

Deoelopment Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with a 2 gILsolution of
dkhlorophenolindophencI, sodium sal'R in anhydrous ethanol R
and heat in an oven at 120°C for a few minutes to intensify
the spots.
Limit Any spot corresponding to plastic additive 19 in the
chromatogram obtained with test solutionS23 is similar in
position (Rp = about 0.5) but not more intensethan the
corresponding spot in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (q).

B. Mobile phase A: hexane R.
Mobile phase B methanol R, methylene chloride R
(5:95 VII').

Application 10 Il1. of the test solution S23 and the
reference solutions (r) and (s).

Deoelopment A Over a path of 13 em with mobile
phase A.

Drying A In air.

Development B Over a path of 10 em withmobile
phase B.

Drying B In air.

Detection Spray with a 40 gIL solution of phosphomoIybdk
acidR in anhydrous ethanol R. Heat in an oven at 120°C
until spots appear.
Limits Any spots corresponding to plastic additive 20 or
plastic additive 21 in the chromatogram obtained with test
solution S23 are similar in position (Rp =about 0.2) bUI not
more intense than the corresponding spots in the
chromatograms obtained withreference solutions (r) and (8).
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C. Polyethylene
l. Polyethylene Without AdditIves for Containers for
Parenteral Preparations and for Ophthalmic
Preparations
(Ph. Eur. method 3.1.4)

DEFINITION
Polyethylene withoutadditives is obtained by polymerisation
of ethyleneunderhigh pressure in the presence of oxygenor
free-radical-forming initiators as catalyst.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Beads,granules, powder or, after transformation, translucent
sheets of varying thickness or containers.

Solublllty
PracticaUy insoluble in water, soluble in hot aromatic
hydrocarbons, practically insoluble in anhydrous ethanol, in
hexane and in methanol.
It softens at temperatures beginning at 65°C.

Relative density
0.910 to 0.937.

IDENllFICATION
If necessary, cut thesamples of the malen"al to beexamined into
pieces ofmaximum dimension on a sideof notgmlter than 1 em.
A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation To 0.25 g add 10 mL of toluene R and boil
undera reflux condenserfor about 15 min. Place a few drops
of the solution on a sodium chloride slide or on a disc of
porassium bromide R and evaporate the solvent in an oven at
80°C.
Alternatively, the spectrum may be recorded directly on a cut
piece of suitable size (sheets), granules or hot pressed films
by anenuated total rellection (ATR).

Absorption maxima at some of thefollowing wawnumbers
(tolerance: ± 5 em-I): at 2915 cm'", 2848 cm', 1471 cm',
1465 em", 729 cm-1 and 719 em".
The spectrum obtainedis identical to thatobtained with the
material selected for the type sample (see chapter 3.2.2.
Plastic containers andclosures forpharmauutical use for the
definition of 'type sample').

B. Additives (see Tests).

TESTS
If necessary, cut thesamples of themateria/tobeexamined into
pitas of maximum dimension on a sideof nor greater than 1 em.

Solution Sl
Place 25 g in a borosilicate-glass flask with a ground-glass
neck. Add 500 mL of waterR and heat under a rellux
condenser for 5 h. Allow to cool and decant. Keep partof
the solution for the test for appearance of solution. Filterthe
rest through a sintered glass filter (16) (2.1.2). Use within
4 h of preparation.

Solution S2
Place 2.0 g in a conical borosilicate-glass flask with a ground
glass neck. Add 80 mL of toluene R and boil under a rellux
condenser withconstantstirring for 90 min. Allow to cool to
60°C and add, with contant stirring, 120 mL of methanol R.
Filter the solution through a sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2).
Rinse the lIask and the filter with 25 mL of a mixture of
40 mL of toluene Rand 60 mL of methanol R, add the
rinsings to the filtrate and dilute to 250 rnLwith the same
mixture of solvents. Prepare a blank solution.
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Solution S3
Place 100 g in a conical borosilicate-glass flask with a
ground-glass neck. Add 250 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid
and boil WIder a reft.ux condenser with constant stirring for
1 h. Allow to cool and decant the solution.

Appearance of soludon
Solution SI is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Method II).

Acidity or alkalinity
To 100 mL of solution SI add 0.15 mL of BRP imlicaU1r
solutum R. Not more than 1.5 mL of O. 01 M sodium hydro:<ide
is required to change the colour of the indicator to blue.
To 100 mL of solution Sl add 0.2 mL of methylorange
solution R. Not more than 1.0 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid
is required to reach the beginning of the colour changeof the
indicator fromyellow to orange.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.2, determined betweenwavelengths of 220 run
and 340 run on solution S1.

Reducing substances
To 20 mL of solution SI add I mL of dilute sulfuric acidR
and 20 mL of O. 002 M potassium.permangimme. Boil under a
reflux condenserfor 3 min and cool immediately. Add I g of
potassium iodide R and titrate immediately with 0.01 M sodium
thiosulfate, using 0.25 rnLof starch solution R as indicator.
Carry out a blank titration. The difference between the
titration volumes is not more than0.5 mL.

Additive.
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Evaporate 50 rnLof solution 82 to dryness
in vacuoat 45°C. Dissolve the residue in 5 mL of methylene
chloride R. Prepare a blanksolution from the blanksolution
corresponding to solution 82.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg ofplastic
addi""" 15 CRS and 20 mg of plastic additive 08 CRS in
methylene chloride Rand dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.
Plate TLC silica gel G plate R.
Mobile phase A hexane R.
Mobile phase B methanol R, methylene chloride R
(5:95 VIV).

Application 10 ~L.

Development A Over a path of 13 em with mobile
phase A.

Drying A In air.
Development B Over a path of 10 em withmobile
phase B.

Drying B In air.
Detection Spray with a 40 gIL solution ofplrospiwmolybdic
acidR in ethanol (96 perrene) R and heat at 120°C until the
spots appear in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.
System suitabUity Reference solution:
- the chromatogram shows 2 separated spots.
Limit No spot appears in me chromatogram obtained with
the test solution, except for a Spotwhichmay be at the
solvent front from the first development and which
corresponds to oligomers. Disregard any spots corresponding
to those obtainedin the chromatogram with the blank
solution.

Extractable heavy metals (2A.1I)
Maximum 2.5 ppm.
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Evaporate 50 mL of solution 83 to about 5 mL on a water
bath and dilute to 20 mL with WOUr R. 12 mL of solution
complies with test A. Prepare the reference solution using
2.5 mL of lead standard ,olulion (10 ppm Ph) R.

Snlfated ash (2.4.14)
Maximum 0.02 per cent, determined on 5.0 g.

2. Polyethylene With Additives for Containers for
Parenteral Preparations and for Opthalmic
Preparations
(Ph. Eur. metlwd 3.1.5)

DEFINITION
Polyethylene with additives is obtained by polymerisation of
ethylene under pressure in the presence of a catalyst or by
copolymerisation of ethylene with not more than 25 per cent
of higher alkene homologues (C, to Cto) .

PRODUCTION
Depending on the intended use of the polymers, they may
contain additives to optimise their processing or their
chemical, physical and mechanical properties. Unless
otherwise justified and authorised, these additives are chosen
from the following list, whichspecifies for each substance the
maximum permitted content.

Polyethylene may contain at most 3 antioxidants, 1 or several
lubricants or antiblocking agents as wellas titanium dioxide
as an opacifying agent when the material must provide
protection from light.
- butylhydsoxytoluene (plastic additive 07): maximum

0.125 per cent;
- penraerythrityltetrakis[3-(3,5-di-rm-butyl-4

hydsoxyphenyl)propionble) (plastic additive 09):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- 1,3,5-lris(3.5-<1i-rm-butyl-4-hydroxybenzyl)-S
triazine2,4,6(IH,3H,5H)-trione (plastic additive 13):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- octadecyl 3-(3,5-di-rm-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propionate
(plastic additive II): maximum 0.3 per cent;

- ethylene bis[3,3-bis[3-(I,I-dimethylethyl)-4
hydroxyphenyl]buranoate) (plastic additive 08): maximum
0.3 per cent;

- dioetadecyl disulfide (plastic additive 15): maximum
0.3 per cent;

- 4,4',4'I-(2,4,6-trimethylbenzene-l,3J5-triylttismethylene)

tris[2,6-bis(I,I-dimethylethyl)phenol) (plastic
additive 10): maximum 0.3 per cent;

- 2,2'-bis(ocradecyloxy)-5,5'-spirobi[I,3,2
dioxaphosphinane] (plastic additive 14): maximum
0.3 per cent;

- didodecyI3,3'-thiodipropionate (plastic additive 16):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- dioctadecyI3,3'-thiodipropionate (plastic additive 17):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- tris [2,4-bis(I,I-dimethylethyl)phenyl] phosphite (plastic
additive 12): maximum 0.3 per cent.

The total of antioxidant additives listed above does not
exceed 0.3 per cent.
- hydrotalcite: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- alkanamides: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- alkenamides: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- sodium silico-alwninate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- silica (natural or synthetic, coated or uncoated):

maximum 0.5 per cent;
- sodium benzoate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- fatty acid esters or salts: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- trisodium phosphate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
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- liquid paraffin: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- zinc oxide: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- magnesium oxide: maximum 0.2 per cent;
- calcium stearate or zinc stearate or a mixture of both:

maximum 0.5 per cent;
- titanium dioxide only for materials for containers for

ophthalmic use: maximum 4 per cent.

The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample (see chapter 3.2.2. Plastic containers and closures for
phamraceulioo/ usefor the definition of 'type sample') is
satisfactory for each production batch.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Powder, beads, granules or, after transformation, translucent
sheets of varying thicknesses or containers.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water, soluble in hot aromatic
hydrocarbons, practically insoluble in anhydrous ethanol, in
hexane and in methanol.

It softens at temperatures between 70 °C and 140 °C.

Relative density: 0.890 to 0.965.

IDENTIFICATION
q near,ary, cut the ,amples of themaurial rabeexamined inra
pitas of maximum dimension on a side of notgreater than 1 em.

A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation To 0.25 g add 10 mL of raluene R and boil
under a reflux condenser for about 15 min. Place a few drops
of the solution on a sodium chloride slide or on a disc of
potassium bromide Rand evaporate the solvent in an oven at
80·C.

Alternatively, the spectrum may be recorded directly on a cut
piece of suitable size (sheets), granules or hot pressed films
by attenuated total reflection (ATR).

AbsM'PUon maxima at some of the following
wavenumbers (tolerance: ± 5 em-I): at 2915 em",
2848 cm'", 1471 em", 1465 cm', 729 em" and 719 em".

The spectrum obtained is identical to that obtained with the
material selected for the [}'Pesample.

B. It complies with the supplementary tests corresponding
to the additives present (see Tests).

C. (To beperformed onlyon opacified maurial.) In a platinum
crucible, mix about 20 mg with] g of potassium hydrogen
sulfau R and heat until completely melted. Allow to cool and
add 20 mL of diluu sulfuric acid R. Heat gently. Filter the
resulting solution. To the filtrate add I mL of phosphoric
acidR and I mL of ,mmg hydrogen peroxide ,o/mUm R. H the
substance is opacified with titanium dioxide, an orange
yeUow colour develops.

TESTS
q neassaryJ cut the samples of the material to beexamined into
pieces of maximum dimension on a side of notgreater than 1 em.

Solulion SI
Place 25 g in a borosilicate-glass flask with a ground-glass
neck. Add 500 mL of wow R and boil under a reflux
condenser for 5 h. Allow to cool and decant. Reserve a
portion of the solution for the test for appearance of solution
and filter the rest through a sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2).
Use within 4 h of preparation.

Solution S2
Place 2.0 g in a conical borosilicate-glass flask with a ground
glass neck. Add 80 mL of raluene R and boil under a reflux
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condenser for 90 min with constantstirring. Allow (0 cool to
60°C and add with continued stirring 120 mL of
methanol R. Filterthe solution through a sintered-glass filter
(16) (2.1.2). Rinse the flask and the filter with 25 mL of a
mixture of 40 mL of toluene Rand 60 mL of methanol R. add
the rinsings to the filtrate and dilute to 250 mL with the
same mixture of solvents. Prepare a blank solution.

Solution S3
Place 100 g in a conicalborosilicate-glass flask with a
ground-glass neck. Add 250 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid
and boil undera reflux condenser for 1 h with constant
stirring. Allow to cool and decant the solution.

Appearance of soludon
Solution SI is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, MemodIf).

Acidity or alkalinity
To 100 mL of solution SI add 0.15 mL of BRP indi<awr
,olUlwn R. Not more than 1.5 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide
is required (0 change the colour of the indicator to blue.
To 100 mL of solution SI add 0.2 mL of melhylorange
,olution R. Not more than 1.0 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid
is required to reach the beginning of the colour change of the
indicator from yellow to orange.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.2, determined betweenwavelengths of 220 om
and 340 nm on solution S1.

Reducing substances
To 20 mL of solution SI add I mL of dilute sulfuric acidR
and 20 mL of 0.002 M potassium pennanganate. Boil under a
reflux condenser for3 min and cool immediately. Add 1 g of
potassium iodide Rand titrate immediately with 0.01 M sodium
mUisulfatt, using 0.25 .;r.of starch soluti... R as indicator.
CarryOUl a blanktitration. The difference betweenthe
titration volumes is not more than0.5 mL.

Extractable aluminium
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use solution 83.
Reference soluhons Prepare the reference solutions using
aluminiutn standard ,olU/ion (200 ppm AD R, diluting with
0.1 M hydrochloric acid.
Wavelength Use the emission of aluminium at 396.15 nm,
the spectral background being taken as 396.25 urn.
Verify the absenceof aluminium in the hydrochloric acid
used.

Extractable chromium
Maximum 0.05 ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomicemissionspectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use solution 83.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutionsusing
chromium standard ,olution (100 ppm Cr) R. diluting with a
mixture of 2 volumes of hydrochloric acidRand 8 volumes of
waterR.
Wavelength Use the emission of chromium at 205.55 run)
the spectral background being taken as 205.50 nm.

Verify the absence of chromium in the hydrochloric acid
used.

Extractable titanium
(notfor materials opacified with titanium dioxide)
Maximum I ppm.
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Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emissionspectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use solution 83.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
titanium standard ,oluoon(100 ppm Til R. diluting with 0.1 M
hydrochloric acid.
Wavelength Use the emission of titanium at 336.12 run)
the spectral background being taken as 336.16 nm.

Verify the absenceof titanium in the hydrochloric acid used.

Extractable vanadium
Maximum 0.1 ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emissionspectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use soJution S3.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
vanadium standard,olution (1 giL V) R, diluting with a
mixture of 2 volumes of hydrochloric acidR and 8 volumes of
water R.
Wavelength Use the emission of vanadium at 292.40 om)
the spectral background being taken as 292.35 urn.
Verify the absenceof vanadium in the hydrochloric acid
used.

Extractable zinc
Maximum I ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Methodf).

Test solution Use solution 83.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
zinc srandard ,olution (10 ppm Zn) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydraciJloric acid.
Source Zinc hollow-cathode lamp.
Wavelength 213.9 urn.
Atomisation device Air-acetylene flame.
Verify the absenceof zinc in the hydrochloric acid used.

Extractable zirconium
Maximum 0.1 ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emissionspectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use solution83.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutionsusing
zirconiutn 'tandard sdution (1 giL ZIj R, diluting with a
mixtwe of 2 volumes of hydrochloric acidRand 8 volumes of
water R.
Wavelength Use the emission of zirconium at 343.82 nm,
the spectral background being taken as 343.92 urn.
Verify the absenceof zirconium in the hydrochJoric acid
used.

Extractable heavy metals (2.4.8)
Maximum 2.5 ppm.

Evaporate 50 mL of solution83 to about 5 mL on a water
bath and dilute to 20.0 mL with waterR. 12 mL of the
solution complieswith test A. Prepare the reference solution
using 2.5 mL of leadstandard sdtuion (10 ppm Ph) R.

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Maximum 1.0 per cent)determined on 5.0 g. This limitdoes
not applyto material opacified with titanium dioxide.

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS
These tests are to becomed out. in whole or inpart, only if
l'e'Juired by me ,tated compositi... of me materiaL

Phenolic antioxidants
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
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Solvent mixture aaumitriJe R, letrohydrofuran R
(50:50 VIV).
Test solution S21 Evaporate 50 mL of solution S2 to
dryness in vacuoat 45 DC. Dissolve me residue in 5.0 mLof
the solvent mixture. Prepare a blank solution from the blank
solution corresponding lO solution S2.
Of thefollowing referenu solutions, onlY prepare those rhar are
necessary for the analYsis of thephenoite antioxidants stated in the
composition of the substance to beexamined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25.0 mg of
butylhydroxywluene CRS (plastic additive 07) and 60.0 mg of
plasric addirive 08 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 60.0 mg ofplastic
addirive 09 CRS and 60.0 mg of plasric addi.ve 10 CRS in
10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this
solutionto 50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (c) Prepare immedia<ely befare use.
Dissolve 60.0 mg ofplastic additive 11 CRS and 60.0 mg of
plas.c addirive 12 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution (d) Dissolve 25.0 mg of
butylhydroxywluene CRS (plastic additive 07) in 10.0 mL of
the solventmixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to
50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Reference solution (e) Dissolve 60.0 rng of plastic
additive 08 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Reference solution (f) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
additive 13 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solutionto 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (g) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plaslic
additive 09 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of thissolution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (h) Dissolve 60.0 mg ofplastic
addilive 10 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (i) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
additive 11 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (j) Prepare immedia<ely before use.
Dissolve 60.0 mg ofplastic additive 12 CRS in 10.0 mL of the
solventmixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL
with the solventmixture.
A. If the substance to be examined contains plastic
additive 07 and/or plastic additive 08, proceed as follows.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: ocu<elecy1si1y1 silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase woM'for chromatography R, acetonitrile R
(30:70 VIV).
Flow rate 2 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 om.

Injection 20 JAL of test solution S21) thecorresponding
blank solution) reference solution (a), and either reference
solution (d) or (e), or reference solutions (d) and (e).

Run time 30 min.
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System suitability:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

plasticadditive 07 and plastic additive 08 in the
chromatogram obtained withreference solution(a).

The chromatogram obtained with test solution 821 only
showspeaks due to antioxidants stated in the composition
andminor peaks that also appear in the chromatogram
obtained with the blanksolution.
Calcularion of peruntage contents:
For plasticadditive 07 and/or 08) use the concentration of
the corresponding reference substance in reference
solutions (d) and/or (e).

limits:
- plastic additive 07: maximum 0.125 percent;
- plastic additive 08: maximum 0.3 per cent.

B. If the substance to be examined contains one or more of
the following antioxidants:

- plasticadditive 09;
- plastic additive 10;
- plasticadditive 11;
- plasticadditive 12;
- plasticadditive 13;

proceed as described above with the followingmodifications.

Mobile phase WOM' for chromatography R,
tetrahydrofuran R, autonirrikR (10:30:60 VIVIV).
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

In,jection 20 JtL of test solution821, the corresponding
blank solution) reference solution (b), reference solution (c)
and the reference solutions of the antioxidants in the list
above thatarestatedin the composition.
Systenl soliabuily.

- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to
plastic additive 09 and plastic additive 10 in the
chromatogram obtained withreference solution (b);
minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to plastic
additive 11 and plastic additive 12 in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (c).

The chromatogram obtained with test solution 521 only
showspeaks due to antioxidants stated in the composition
and minorpeaks that also appear in the chromatogram
obtained with the blank solution.
Calculation ofpercentage contents:
For plasticadditive 09) 10) 11, 12 and/or 13)use the
concentration of the corresponding reference substance in
reference solutions (g), (h), (i), (j) and/or (f).

Limits:
- plastic addiu'w 09: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastic additive 10: maximum 0,3 per cent;
- plaJtic additive 11: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastic additive /2: maximum 0.3 percent;
- plastic additive 13: maximum 0.3 per cent.

Non-phenolic antioxidants
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution S22 Evaporate 100 mL of solution 52 to
dryness in vacuo at 45°C. Dissolve the residue in 2 mL of
acidified methylene chlorid< R.
Reference solution (h) Dissolve 60 mg of plasric
addiu"" 14 CRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 10 mL
with acidified methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (1) Dissolve 60 mg of plastic
additive 15 CRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL
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with the same solvent. Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 10 mL
with acidified methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (m) Dissolve 60 mg ofplastic
additive 16 GRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent. Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 10 mL
with acidified methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (n) Dissolve 60 mg of plastk
additive 17 GRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 10 mL
with acidified methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (0) Dissolve 60 mg ofplastk
additive 16 GRS and 60 mg of plastic additive 17 GRS in
methylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 10 mL with acidift<d
methylene chloride R.

Plate TLG silica gelFm plate R.

Mobile phase A hexane R.

Mobile phase B methylene chloride R.
Application 20 J.lL of test solution822, reference
solution (0) and reference solutions corresponding to all the
phenolic and non-phenolic antioxidants mentioned in the
type composition of the material to be examined.
Development A Over a path of 18 em with mobile
phase A;

Drying A In air.

Development B Over a path of 17 em with mobile
phase B.

Drying B In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om, spray
with alcoholic iodine solution R andexamine in ultraviolet light
at 254 om after 10-15 min.
System suitability Reference solution (0):
- the chromatogram shows 2 clearly separated spots.
Limits Any spots in the chromatogram obtained with test
solution822 arenot more intense than the spots in the same
positions in the chromatograms obtained with the reference
solutions.

Amides and stearates
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutt'on Use test solution 822 described in the test
fornon-phenolic antioxidants,
Reference solution (p) Dissolve 20 mg of stearic acidGRS
(plastic additive 19) in methylene chloride R and dilute 10
10 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (q) Dissolve 40 mg of plastk
additive 20 GRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 20 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (r) Dissolve 40 mg of plastic
additive 21 GRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 20 mL
with the same solvent.
Plates TLG silica gel Fl 54 plate R (2 plates).

A. Mobile phase: anhydrous emanol R, mmethylpenrane R
(25:75 VIJI).

Application 10 ul, of test solution S22 and reference
solution (P).

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with a 2 gIL solutionof
dichlorophenolindophenol, sodium sal.R in anhydrous emanol R
and heat in an oven at 120 °C for a few minutes to intensify
the spots.
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Limit Anyspot corresponding to plasticadditive 19 in the
chromatogram obtained with test solution S22 is similar in
position (Rp = about 0.5) but not more intense than the
corresponding spot in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (p).

B. Mobile phase A: hexane R.
Mobile phase B memanol R, methylene chloride R
(5:95 VIV).

Application 10 pL of test solution822 and reference
solutions (q) and (r).

Development A Over a path of 13 em with mobile
phase A.
Drying A In air.

Development B Over a path of 10 em with mobile
phase B.
Drying B In air.

Detection Spray with a 40 gIL solution of phosphomolybdic
add R in anhydrous ethanol R and heat in an oven at 120 °C
until spots appear.
Limits Any spots corresponding to plastic additive 20 or
plasticadditive 21 in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution 822 aresimilar in position (Rp = about 0.2) but
not more intense thanthe corresponding spots in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solutions (q) and (r).

D. Polypropylene for Containers and
Closures for Parenteral Preparations and
Ophthalmic Preparations
(ph. Eur. method 3.1.6)

DEFINITION
Polypropylene consistsof the homopolymer of propylene or
of a copolymer of propylene with not more than25 per cent
of ethylene or of a mixture (alloy) of polypropylene with not
more than 25 per cent of polyethylene. It may contain
additives.

PRODUCTION
Depending on the intended use of the polymers, they may
containadditives to optimise their processing or their
chemical, physical and mechanical properties. Unless
othenvisejustified and authorised, these additives are chosen
from the following list, which specifies for eachsubstance the
maximwn permitted content.
Polypropylene may containat most 3 antioxidants, 1 or
several lubricants or antiblocking agents as well as titanium
dioxide as an opacifying agentwhen the material must
provide protection from light.
- butylhydroxytoluene (plastic additive 07): maximum

0.125 per cent;
- pentaerythrityltetrakis[3-(3,5-di-le7t-butyl-4

hydroxyphenyl)propionate) (plastic additive 09):
maximwn 0.3 per cent;

- 1,3,5-tris(3,5-<Ii-Ie7t-butyl-4-hydroxybenzyl)-s-triazine
2,4,6(lH,3H,5H)-trione (plastic additive 13): maximum
0.3 per cent;

- octadecyJ 3-(3,5-di-le7t-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propionate,
(plastic additive 11): maximum 0.3 per cent;

- ethylene bis[3,3-bis[3-(l,I-dirnethylethyl)-4
hydroxyphenyl)butanoate) (plastic additive 08): maximum
0.3 per cent;
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- dioetadecyl disulfide (plastic additive 15): maximum
0.3 per cent;

- 2,2',2 fI ,6,6 ',6"-hexa-tert-butyl-4,4',4"-[(2,4,6-trimethyl
1,3,5-benzenetriyl)trismethylene)triphenol (plastic
additive 10): maximum 0.3 per cent;

- 2,2'-bis(octadecyloxy)-5,5'-spirobi[I,3,2
dioxaphosphinane] (plastic additive 14): maximum
0.3 per cent;

- didodecyl 3,3'-thiodipropionate (plastic additive 16):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- dioetadecyl3,3'-thiodipropionate (plastic additive 17):
maximum 0.3 per cent;

- tris(2,4-di-tert-butylphenyl) phosphite (plastic
additive 12): maximum 0.3 per cent.

The total of antioxidant additives listed above does not
exceed 0.3 per cent.
- hydrotalcite: maximum 0.5 per cent;
_ alkanamides: maximum 0.5 per cent;
."...- alkenamides: maximwn 0.5 per cent;
- sodium silica-aluminate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- silica (natural or synthetic, coated or uncoated):

maximum 0.5 per cent;
- sodium benzoate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- fatty acid esters or salts: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- trisodium phosphate: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- liquid paraffin: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- zinc oxide: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- talc: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- magnesium oxide: maximum 0.2 per cent;
- calcium stearate or zinc stearate or a mixture of both:

maximum 0.5 per cent;
- titanium dioxide, only for materials for containers for

ophthalmic use: maximum 4 per cent.

The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample (see chapter 3.2.2. Plastic containers and dosuws for
phannaceutical usefor the definition of 'type sample') is
satisfactory for each production batch.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Powder, beads, granules or, after transformation, translucent
sheets of varying thicknesses or containers.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water, soluble in hot aromatic
hydrocarbons, practically insoluble in anhydrous ethanol, in
hexane and in methanol.

It softens at temperatures beginning at about 120°C.

IDENTIFICATION
If n«t;5sary, cut the samples of material to beexamined intopieces
01maximum dimension on a sideof notgreater than [ em.
A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation To 0.25 g add 10 mL of teluene R and boil
under a reflux condenser for about 15 min. Place a few drops
of the solution on a sodium chloride slide or on a disc of
potassium bromide R and evaporate the solvent in an oven at
80 ·C.
Alternatively, the spectrum may be recorded directly on a cut
piece of suitable size (sheets), granules or hot pressed films
by attenuated total reflection (ATR).

Absorption maxima at some of the fol/oWl'ng
wavenumbers (tolerance: ± 5 em") At 1375 cm',
1170 cm'", 995 em"! and 973 ern".
The spectrum obtained is identical to that obtained with the
material selected for the type sample.
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B. It complies with the supplementary tests corresponding
to the additives present (see Tests).

C. (To beperformed onO! on opacified material) In a platinum
crucible, mix about 20 mg with 1 g of potassium hydrogen
sulfate R and heat until completely melted. Allow to cool and
add 20 mL of dilute sulfuric acidR. Heat gently. Filter the
resulting solution. To the filtrate add 1 mL of phosphoric
acidR and I mL of strong hydrogen peroxide solution R. IT the
substance is opacified with titanium dioxide, an orange
yellow colour develops.

TESTS
If n«t;5sary, cut the samples of material UJbe. examined intopieces
of maximum dimension on a side of notgreater than 1 em.

Solution SI
Place 25 g in a borosilicate-glass flask with a ground-glass
neck. Add 500 mL of water R and boil under a reflux
condenser for 5 h. Allow to cool and decant. Reserve a
portion of the solution for the test for appearance of solution
and filter the rest through a sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2).
Use within 4 h of preparation.

Solution S2
Place 2.0 g in a conical borosilicate-glass flask with a ground
glass neck. Add 80 mL of teluene R and boil under a reflux
condenser for 90 min, with constant stirring. Allow to cool to
60 DC and add, with constant stirring, 120 mL of methanol R.
Filter the solution through a sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2).
Rinse the flask and the filter with 25 mL of a mixture of
40 mL of toluene Rand 60 mL of methanol R, add the
rinsings to the filtrate and dilute to 250 mL with the same
mixture of solvents. Prepare a blank solution.

Solution S3
Place 100 g in a conical borosilicate-glass flask with a
ground-glass neck. Add 250 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid
and boil under a reflux condenser with constant stirring for
I h. Allow to cool and decant the solution,

Appearance of solution
Solution 81 is not more opalescent than reference
suspension II (2.2.1) and is colourless (2.2.2, MethodII).

AcIdity or alkalinlty
To 100 mL of solution SI add 0.15 mL of BRP indicawr
solution R. Not more than 1.5 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide
is required to change the colour of the indicator to blue.
To 100 mL of solution SI add 0.2 mL of methylorange
solution R. Not more than 1.0 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid
is required to reach the beginning of the colour change of the
indicator from yellow to orange.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.2, determined between wavelengths of 220 run
to 340 run on solution 81.

Reducing substances
To 20 mL of solution SI add I mL of dilute sulfun'c acidR
and 20 mL of 0.002 M powssium pennanganat<. Boil under a
reflux condenser for 3 min and cool immediately. Add 1 g of
potassium wdide R and titrate inunediately with 0.01 M sodium
thiosulfate, using 0.25 mL of starch soluu·on R as indicator.
Carry out a blank titration. The difference between the
titration volumes is not more than 0.5 mL.

Extractable aluminium
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use solution 83.
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Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
aluminium standard solucum (200 ppm AI! R, diluting with
0.1 M hydroch/Qric acid.
Wavelength Use the emission of aluminium at 396.15 om,
the spectral background being taken as 396.25 nm.

Verify the absence of aluminium in the hydrochloric acid
used.

Extractable chromium
Maximum 0.05 ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).
Test solution Use solution 83.

Reference solutions Prepare me reference solutions using
chromium standard solucion (100 ppm Ci) R, diluting with a
mixtuse of 2 volumes of hydrochloric acidRand 8 volumes of
water R.
Wavelength Use the emission of chromium at 205.55 run,
the spectral background being taken as 205.50 nm.

Verify the absence of chromium in thehydrochloric acid
used.

Extractable titanium
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57);

Test solution Use solution 83.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
titanium standard solmion (100 ppm Ti) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrochloric acid.
Wavelength Use me emission of titanium at 336.12 run,
the spectral background being taken as 336.16 nm.

Verify the absence of titanium in the hydrochloric acid used.

Extractable vanadium
Maximum 0.1 ppm.
Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Use solutionS3.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
vanadium standard solucitm (I giL VI R, diluting with a
mixture of 2 volumes of hydrochloric acidRand 8 volumes of
water R.
Wavelength .Use the emission of vanadium at 292.40 run,
the spectral background being taken as 292.35 nm.

Verify the absence of vanadium in thehydrochloric acid
used.

Extractable zinc
Maximum I ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, MethodI).

Test solution Use solutionS3.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
zinc srandard solutian (10 ppm Zn) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrochloric acid.
Source Zinc hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavekngth 213.9 nm.

Atomisatr'on device Air-acetylene flame.
Verify the absence of zinc in the hydrochloric acid used.

Extractable heavy metals (2.4.8)
Maximum 2.5 ppm.
Evaporate 50 mL of solution S3 to about 5 mL on a water
bath and dilute to 20.0 mL with water R. 12 mL of the
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solutioncomplies with test A. Prepare the reference solution
using 2.5 mL of leadstandard solution (10 ppm Pb) R.

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, determined on 5.0 g. This limit does
not apply to material thathas been opacified with titanium
dioxide.

SUPPLEMEJIiTARY TESTS
These tests are to be earned out, in whole or in pan,only if
required by the Slated composition of the material.

PhenollcantioDdanB
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

SolfJentmixture acetonitrile R, ulrahydrofuran R
(50:50 VIV).

Test solution S21 Evaporate 50 mL of solutionS2 to
dryness in vacuoat 45 DC. Dissolve the residue in 5.0 mL of
the solventmixture. Prepare a blank solution from the blank
solutioncorresponding to solutionS2.
Of thefollowing reference solutions, o,,1y prepare those that are
necessary for theanalysis of thephenolic antioxidants stated in the
composilllm of thesubsumce to beexamined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25.0 mg of
buty/hydroxyUJIuene CRS (plastic additive 07) and 60.0 mg of
plastic additive 08 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
addi.ive 09 CRS and 60.0 mg of plauic adduive 10 CRS in
10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this
solution to 50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (c) Prepare immediately before use.
Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic additive 11 CRS and 60.0 mg of
plastic additive 12 CRS in 10 mL of the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution (d) Dissolve 25.0 mg of
butylhydroxytolucme CRS (plastic additive 07) in 10.0 mL of
the solventmixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solution to
50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (e) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plas,ic
additive 08 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (f) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
additive 13 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solventmixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solutionto 50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (g) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
additive 09 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
additive 10 CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Reference solutio" (i) Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic
additive II CRS in 10.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Dilute
2.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Reference solutio" (j) Prepare immediately before use.
Dissolve 60.0 mg of plastic additive 12 CRS in 10.0 mL of the
solvent mixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of this solutionto 50.0 mL
with the solventmixture.
A. If the substance to be examined contains plastic
additive 07 and/or plastic additive 08, proceed as follows.
Column:

- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
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- stationary phase: oaadecylsily/silica gelfor
chromawgraphy R (5 urn).

Mobile phose waterfor chromawgraphy R, oawnimk R
(30:70 VIV).
Flow rate 2 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 om.

Injection 20 pL oftest solution 821, the corresponding
blank solution) reference solution (a), and either reference
solution (d) or (e), or reference solutions (d) and (e).

Run time 30 min.
System suitability:

- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaksdue to
plastic additive 07 and plastic additive 08 in the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution(8).

The chromatogram obtainedwith test solution 821 only
shows peaks due to antioxidants stated in the composition
and minor peaks that also appear in the chromatogram
obtained withthe blanksolution.
Calculation of percentage canten,,:
For plastic additive 07 and/or 08, use the concentration of
the corresponding reference substance in reference
solutions (d) and/or (e).

Limits:
- plastic additive 07: maximum 0.125 per cent;
- plastic additive 08: maximum 0.3 per cent.

B. If the substance to be examined containsone or more of
me following antioxidants:

- plastic additive 09;
- plasticadditive 10;
- plasticadditive 11;
- plasticadditive 12;
- plastic additive 13;

proceed as described above with the following modifications.
Mobile phose water for chromawgraphy R,
tetrahydrofuran R, acewnitrile R (10:30:60 VIVIV).
Flow rate 1.5 mllmin.
Injection 20 ~ of test solution 821, the corresponding
blank. solution,reference solution (b), reference solution (c)
and the reference solutions of the antioxidants in the list
abovethat are stated in the composition.
System suitability:

- resolution: minimum2.0 between the peaksdue to
plastic additive 09 and plastic additive 10 in the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (b)j
minimum 2.0 between the peaksdue to plastic
additive II and plastic additive 12 in the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (c).

The chromatogram obtainedwith test solution 821 only
showspeaksdue to antioxidants stated in the composition
and minorpeaks thatalso appear in the chromatogram
obtained with the blank solution.

Calculation ofpercentage canten":
For plastic additive 09, 10, II, 12 and/or 13) use the
concentration of 'the corresponding reference substance in
reference solutions (g), (h), (i), (j) and/or (f).

Limits:
- plastic additive 09: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastic additifJe 10: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastic additive 11: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- pkrstic additive 12: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- plastic additive 13: maximum 0.3 per cent,
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Non-phenolic andoxidants
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution S22 Evaporate 100 mL of solution 82 to
dryness in vacuo at 45 "C. Dissolve the residue in 2 mL of
acidified melhy/ene chloride R.
Reference solution (h) Dissolve 60 mg of plastic
additive 14 CRS in melhylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.Dilute 2 mL of the solution to 10 mL
with acidified melhyknechloride R.
Reference solution (I) Dissolve 60 mg of plastic
additive 15 CRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent. Dilute 2 mL of the solution to 10 mL
with acidified melhyknechloride R.
Reference solution (m) Dissolve 60 mg ofplastic
additrue 16 CRS in melhy/nte chloride R and dilute to 10 mL
withthe same solvent. Dilute 2 mL of the solution to 10 mL
with acidified methylene chloride R.
Reference solution (n) Dissolve 60 mg of plastic
additive 17 CRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.Dilute 2 mL of the solutionto 10 mL
with acidified melhyknechloride R.
Reference solution (0) Dissolve 60 mg of plastic
additive 16 CRS and 60 mg of pkrstic additive 17 CRS in
methylene chwride R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 2 mL of the solution to 10 mL with acidified
melhylene chloride R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R.
Mobile phose A hexane R.

Mobile phose B methylene chloride R.
Application 20,..L of test solution822, reference
solution (0) and reference solutions corresponding to aU the
phenolic and non-phenolic antioxidants mentioned in the
type compositionof the material to be examined.
Deuelopment A Over a path of 18 em with mobile
phase A.
Drying A In air.
Development B Over a path of 17 em with mobile
phase B.

Drying B In air.
Detection Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 om; spray
withakoholk iodine solution R and examine in ultraviolet light
at 254 urn after 10-15 min.

System suitability Reference solution (0):
- the chromatogram shows 2 clearly separated spots.
Limits Any spots in the chromatogram obtained with test
solution 822 arenot more intense thanthe spots in me same
positions in the chromatograms obtained with the reference
solutions.

Amides and stearates
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Use test solution 822 described in the test
for non-phenolic antioxidants.
Reference solution (P) Dissolve 20 mg of .team acidCRS
(plastic additive 19) in methylene chloride R and dilute to
10 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (q) Dissolve 40 mg of plastic
addi.rue 20 CRS in methylene chloride R and dilute to 20 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (r) Dissolve 40 mg of plastic
addiaVe 21 CRS in melhylene chloride R and dilute to 20 mL
withthe same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelFZ54 plate R (2 plates).
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A. Mob.e phase: anhydrous ethanol R, trimethy/pemane R
(25:75 VII').

Application 10 J1l. of solution 822 and reference
solution (P).

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with a 2 gIL solution of
di<hkJrophenolindophenol, sodium saltR in anhydrous ethanol R
and heat in an oven at 120 °C for a few minutes to intensify
the spots.
Limit Any spot corresponding to plastic additive 19 in the
chromatogram obtained with test solution 822 is similar in
position (Rp = about 0.5) but not more intense than me
corresponding spot in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (P).

B. Mob.e phase A: hexane R.

Mobile phase B methanol R, methylene chloride R
(5:95 VII').

Application 10 J.1L of solution 822 and reference
solutions (q) and (r).

Development A Over a path of 13 em with mobile
phase A.

n.ying A In air.

Development B Over a path of 10 em with mobile
phase B.
Drying B In air.

Detection Spray with a 40 WL solution of phosphomolybdic
add R in anhydrous ethanol R; heat in an oven at 120°C until
spots appear.

Limit» Any spots corresponding to plastic additive 20 or
plastic additive 21 in the chromatogram obtained with test
solution 822 are similar in position (RF =about 0.2) but not
more intense than the corresponding spots in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solutions (q) and (r).

E. Poly(Ethylene • Vinyl Acetate) for
Containers and Tubing for Total
Parenteral Nutrition Preparations
(Ph. Eur. method 3.1.7)

DEFINITION
Poly(ethylene - vinyl acetate), complying with the following
requirements, is suitable for the manufacture of containers
and tubing for total parenteral nutrition preparations. It is
obtained by copolymerisation of mixtures of ethylene and
vinyl acetate.

Content of vinyl acetate:
- material usedfor containers: a defined quantity of not more

than 25 per cent;
- material usedfor lubing; a defined quantity of not more

than 30 per cent.

PRODUCTION
Depending on the intended use of the polymers, they may
contain additives to optimise their processing or their
chemical, physical and mechanical properties. Unless
otherwise justified and authorised, these additives are chosen
from the following list, which specifies for each substance the
maximum permitted content.

Poly(ethylene - vinyl acetate) may contain not more than 3 of
the following antioxidants:
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- butylhydroxytoluene (plastic additive 07): maximum
0.125 per cent;

- pentaerythrityl letrakis[3-(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4
hydroxyphenyl)propionale) (plastic additive 09):
maximum 0.2 per cent;

- cctadecyl 3-(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)propionale
(plastic additive 11): maximum 0.2 per cent;

- lris(2.4-di-ren-butylphenyl) phosphite (plastic
additive 12): maximum 0.2 per cent;

- 2,2',2",6,6',6"-hexa-wt-butyl-4,4',4"~[(2,4,6-trimethyJ
1,3,5-benzenetriyl)trismethylene)lriphenol (plastic
additive 10): maximum 0.2 per cent.

It may also contain:
- oleamide (plastic additive 20): maximum 0.5 per cent;
- erucamide (plastic additive 21): maximum 0.5 per cent;
- calcium stearate or zinc stearate or a mixture of both:

maximum 0.5 per cent;
- calcium carbonate or potassium hydroxide: maximum

0.5 per cent;
- coUoidal silica: maximum 0.2 per cent.

The supplier of the material must be able to demonstrate
that the qualitative and quantitative composition of the type
sample (see chapter 3.2.2. Plastic comainers and closures/or
pharmaceutical usefor the definition of 'type sample') is
satisfactory for each production batch.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Beads, granules or, after transfonnation, translucent sheets or
tubing of varying thickness or samples of finished objects.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water, soluble in hot aromatic
hydrocarbons, practically insoluble in anhydrous ethanol, in
methanol and in hexane, which dissolves, however, low
molecular mass polymers.

It bums with a blue flame.

The temperature at which the substance softens changes with
the vinyl acetate content: from about 100°C for contents of
a few per cent to about 70°C for contents of 30 per cent.

IDENTIFICATION
If newsary, cu' thesamples of the material ta beexamined into
pieas of maximum dimension on a side of not greater man J em.
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Preparation To 0.25 g add 10 mL of tduene R and boil
under a reflux condenser for about 15 min. Place a few drops
of the solution on a sodium chloride slide or on a disc of
potassium bromide R and evaporate the solvent in an oven at
80 'C.
Alternatively, the spectrum may be recorded directly on a cut
piece of suitable size (sheets), granules or hot pressed films
by attenuated total reflection (ATR).

Absorption maxima {tolerance: ± 5 em-1) Al 2920 
2850 cm", 1740 cm'", 1240 em", 1020 cm', 720 em"
and 610 em-I.

The spectrum obtained is identical to that obtained with the
material selected for the type sample.

TESTS
If necessary, cut me samples of thematerial to beexaminedinto
pieces of maximum dimension on a side of nOI greater than J em.

Solution SI
Place 2.0 g in a conical borosilicate-glass flask with a ground
glass neck. Add 80 mL of taluene R and boil under a reflux
condenser for 90 min, with constant stirring. Allow to cool to
60 QC and add, with constant stirring, 120 mL of mezhanol R.
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Filter the solution through a sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2).
Rinse the flask and the filter with 25 mL of a mixture of
40 mL of tdueneRand 60 mL of methanol R, add the
rinsings to the filtrate and dilute to 250 mL with the same
mixture of solvents.

Solution S2
Place 25 g in a borosilicate-glass flask with a ground-glass
neck. Add 500 mL of water R and boil under a reflux
condenser for 5 h. Allow to cool and decant. Reserve a
portionof the solution for the test for appearance of solution
and filter the rest through a sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2).
Use within 4 h of preparation.

Appearance of solution
Solution S2 is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, MethodII).

Acidity or alka1lnity
To 100 mL of solution S2 add 0.15 mL of BRP indicator
solution R. Not more than 1.0 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide
is required to change the colour of the indicator to blue.
To 100 mL of solution S2 add 0.2 mL of methylorange
solution R. Not more than 1.5 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid
is required to reachthe beginning of the colour change of the
indicator fromyellow to orange.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.2, determined betweenwavelengths of 220 run
and 340 runon solutionS2.

Reducing substances
To 20 mL of solution S2 add I mL of dilute mlfuric acid R
and 20 mL of 0.002 M potassium permanganate. Boil under a
reflux condenser for 3 min and cool immediately. Add 1 g of
potassium iodide R and titrate inunediately with 0.01 M sodium
thiosulfate, using0.25 mL of starch solution R as indicator.
Carry out a blank titration. The difference betweenthe
titration volwnes is not more than 0.5 mL
Amides and stearates
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutt"on Evaporate 100 mL of solution81 to dryness
in vacuo at 45 ClC. Dissolve the residue in 2 rnL of addified
methylene ch/QTide R.

Reference solution (0) Dissolve 20 mg of stearic acidCRS
(plastic additive 19) in 10 mL of methylene chWride R.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 40 mg of plastk
oddiu"e 20 CRS in 20 mL of methylene chloride R.
Reference sotuuon (c) Dissolve 40 mg ofplastk
addiu"e 21 CRS in 20 mL of methylene chWride R.
Plates TLC silica gelPm plate R (2 plates).

A. Mobile phase: anhydrous ethanol R. trimerhy/pentane R
(25:75 VIY).
AppHcation 10 ~L
Development Overa pathof 10 ern.
Drying In air.
Detection Spray with a 2 gIL solution of
dkhlarophenolindophenol, sodium saltR in anhydrous ethanol R
and heat in an oven at 120°C for a few minutes to intensify
the spots.
Limit Any spot corresponding to plastic additive 19 in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution is not more
intense thanthe spot in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).
B. Mobile phase A: hexane R.

Mobile phase B methanol R, methylene chloride R
(5:95 VIV).
Applicatiem 10 ur,
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Development A Over a path of 13 em with mobile
phase A.
Drying A In air.
Development B Over a path of 10 em with mobile
phase B.
Drying B In air.
Detection Spray with a 40 gIL solution of phosphamolybdk
acidR in anhydrous ethanol R and heat at 120 °C until spots
appear.

Limit Any spots corresponding to plastic additive 21 or
plastic additive 20 in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution arenot more intense thanthe spots in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solutions (b) and (c)
respectively.

Phenolic antioxidants
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture auumitriJe R) tetrahydrofuran R
(50:50 VIV).

Test solution (a) Evaporate 50 mL of solution SI to
dryness in'Vacuo at 45°C. Dissolve the residue in 5.0 mL of
the solventmixture.
Test solution (b) Evaporate 50 mL of solution SI to
dryness in 'Vacuo at 45 ClC. Dissolve the residue in 5.0 mL of
methylene ch/QTide R.

Reference solutiem (0) Dissolve 25.0 mg of
butylhydroxytduene CRS (plastic additive 07), 40.0 mg of
plassic additive 10 CRS, 40.0 mg of plastic additive 09 CRS
and 40.0 mg of plastic add,iioe 11 CRS in 10 mL of the
solventmixture. Dilute 2 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with
the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 40.0 mg of plastic
odd,iive 11 CRS and 40.0 mg of plastic adduioe 12 CRS in
10 mL of methylene chloride R. Dilute 2 mL of the solution to
50.0 mL with methylene chloride R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m; 0 = 4.6 mm;
- srationary phase: octadecy/silyl silica gel forchromatography R

(5 um).

Mobile phase water R, telrahydrofwan R, acetonitrile R
(1O:30:60 VIVIY).
Flow rate 1.5 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 run.
Injection 20 J.lL of test solution(a) andreference
solution (a).

Syswm suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 betweenthe peaks due to plastic

additive 09 and plastic additive 10;
- number of theoretical plates: minimum 2500, calculated for

the peak due to plastic additive 07.
Limits:
- the chromatogram obtained with test solution (a) shows

only principal peaks corresponding to the peaks in the
chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a) witha
retention time greater than 2 min;

- the areas of the peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
test solution (a) arenot greater than thoseof the
corresponding peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a» except forthe last peakeluted in
the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a).

If the chromatogram obtained with testsolution (a) shows a
peakwith the same retention time as the last antioxidant
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eluted from reference solution (a), carry out the test as
described with me following modifications.
Mobile phase waterR, 2-propanol R, melhanol R
(5:45:50 VIVIJI).

Injection 20 JlL of test solution (b) and reference
solution (b).

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to plastic

additive 11 and plastic additive 12.

Limits:
- the chromatogram obtained with test solution (b) shows

only principal peaks corresponding to the peaks in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) with a
retention time greater than 3 min;

- the areas of the peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
test solution (b) are not greater than those of the
corresponding peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b).

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Maximum 1.2 per cent) determined on 5.0 g.

ASSAY
Introduce 0.250 g to 1.000 g of the substance to be
examined, according to the vinyl acetate content of the
copolymer to be examined, into a 300 mL conical flask with
a ground-glass neck containing a magnetic stirrer.
Add 40 mL of xylene R. Boil under a reflux condenser with
stirring for 4 h. Stirring continuously, allow to cool until
precipitation begins before slowly adding 25.0 mL of akoholi<
potassium hydroxide solulicn R1. Boil again under a reflux
condenser with stirring for 3 h. Allow to cool with continued
stirring, rinse the condenser with 50 mL of waurR and add
30.0 mL of 0.05 M sulfum acid to the flask. Transfer the
contents of the flask into a 400 mL beaker; rinse the flask
with 2 quantities, each of 50 mL, of a 200 gIL solution of
anhydrous sodium suIfate Rand 3 quantities, each of 20 mL,
of water R and add all the rinsings to the beaker containing
the initial solution. Titrate the excess sulfuric acid with 0.1M
sodium hydroxide, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.20). Carry out a blank titration.

I mL of 0.05 M sulfum acidis equivalent to 8.609 mg of
vinyl acetate.

F. Silicone
I. Silicone Oil Used as a Lubricant
(ph. Eur. method3.1.8)

CH~ CHj CH,I , ,
H.)C-Si O-SI 0-SI-CH3, , ,

c~ c~ n CH3

DEFINITION
Silicone oil used as a lubricant is a poly(dimethylsiloxane)
obtained by hydrolysis and polycondensation of
dichlorodimethylsiJane and cWorotrimethylsiiane. Different
grades exist which are characterised by a nwnber indicating
the nominal viscosity placed after the name.

Silicone oils used as lubricants have a degree of
polymerisation (n = 400 to 1200) such that their kinematic
viscosities are nominally between 1000 mm2·s- t and
30 000 nuna·s-'.
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CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless liquid of various viscosities.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water and in methanol, very slightly
soluble in anhydrous ethanol, miscible with ethyl acetate,
with methyl ethyl ketone and with toluene.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Kinematic viscosity at 25 ·C (see Tests).

B. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Comparison silicone oil CRS.
The region of the spectrum from 850-750 em" is not taken
into account since it may show slight differences depending
on the degree of polymerisation.

C. Heat 0.5 g in a test-tube over a small flame until white
fumes begin to appear. Invert the tube over a 2nd tube
containing 1 mL of a 1 gIL solution of chromotropic add)
sodium saltR in sulfuric acid R so that the fumes reach the
solution. Shake the 2nd tube for about 10 s and heat on a
water-bath for 5 min. The solution is violet.

D. In a platinum crucible, prepare the sulfated ash (2.4.1</)
using 50 mg. The white powder obtained gives the reaction
of silicates (2.3.1).

TESTS
Acidity
To 2.0 g add 25 mL of a mixture of equal volwnes of
anhydrous emanolR and ether R) previously neutralised to
0.2 mL of bromolhymol bluesolU/ion Rl, and shake. No, more
than 0.15 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide is required to
change the colour of the solution to blue.

Viscosity (2.2.10)
Determine the dynamic viscosity at 25 ·C. Calculate the
kinematic viscosity taking the relative density to be 0.97.
The kinematic viscosity is within the range 95 per cent to
105 per cent of the nominal viscosity stated on the label.

MInerai oils
Place 2 mL in a test-tube and examine in ultraviolet light at
365 run. The fluorescence is not more intense than that of a
solution containing 0.1 ppm of quinine sulfate R in 0.005 M
sulfuric add examined in the same conditions.

Phenylated compounds
The refractive index (2.2.6) is not greater than 1.410.

Heavy metals
Maximum 5 ppm.

SolfJent mixture dilute ammonia R2, 2 gIL solution of
hydroxylamine hydrochloride R (I:9 VIV).
Mix 1.0 g with methylene chlcride R and dilute to 20 mL with
the same solvent. Add 1.0 mL of a freshly prepared 0.02 gIL
solution of dithizone R in methylene chloride R, 0.5 mL of
waterRand 0.5 mL of the solvent mixture. At the same
time, prepare the reference solution as follows: to 20 mL of
methylene chloride R add 1.0 mL of a freshly prepared
0.02 gIL solution of dithizone R in melhyiene chloride R,
0.5 mL of leadstandard solution (10 ppm Pb) Rand 0.5 mL
of me solvent mixture. Immediately shake each solution
vigorously for 1 min. Any red colour in the test solution is
not more intense than that in the reference solution.

Voladle matter
Maximum 2.0 per cent, determined on 2.00 g by heating in
an oven at 150°C for 24 h. Carry out the test using a dish
60 mm in diameter and 10 mm deep.
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LABELLING
The label states:
- the nominal viscosity by a numberplaced after the name

of the product;
- that the contents areto be used as a lubricant.

2. Silicone Elastomer for Closures and Tubing
(Ph. Eur. method 3.1.9)

DEFINITION
Siliconeelastomer complying with the following requirements
is suitable for the manufacture of closures and tubing.
Siliconeelastomer is obtained by cross-linking a linear
polyslloxane constructed mainly of dimethylsiloxy units with
smallquantities of methylvinylsiloxy groups; me chainends
are blocked by trimethylsiloxy or dimethylvinylsiloxy groups.

The general Cannula of the polysiloxene is:

The cross-linking is carried out in the hot state:
- either wilh:

- 2,4-dichlorobenzoyl peroxide for extruded products;
or

- 2,4-dichlorobenzoyl peroxide or dicumylperoxide or
Oo-(I,I-dimethylethyl) Odsopropyl
monoperoxycatbonate or 2,5-bis[(I,I-dimethylethyl)
dioxy]-2,5-dimethylhexane for mouldedproducts;

- or by bydrosilylation by means of polysiloxane with -SiR
groups using platinum as a catalyst

In all cases, appropriate additives areused such as silica and
sometimes small quantities of organosilicon additives (a,ro
dihydroxypolydimethylsiloxane).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Transparent or translucent material.

Solublllty
Practically insoluble in organic solvents, some of which, for
example cyclohexane, hexane and methylene chloride, cause
a reversible swelling of the material.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24) by the
multiple reflection method for solids.
Comparison silicone elastomer CRS.
B. Heat 1.0 g in a test-tube over a small flame untilwhite
fumes begin to appear. Invert the tube overa 2nd tube
containing I mL of a I gIL solutionof ehromotropic acid,
sodium saltR in sulfuric add R so that the fumes reach the
solution. Shake the 2nd tube for about 10 s and heat on a
water-bath for 5 min. The solutionis violet.
C. 50 mg of the residue of combustion gives the reaction of
silicates (2.3.1).

TESTS
If neus.sary, cut the material imopieces of maximum dimension
on a side ofnotgreater than 1 em.

2022

Solution S
Place 25 g in a borosilicate-glass flask with a ground-glass
neck. Add 500 mL of waterR and boil under a reflux
condenser for 5 h. Allow to cool and decantthe solution.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1).

Acidity or alkalinity
To 100 mL of solution S add 0.15 mL of bromothymol blue
solution R1. Not more than 2.5 mL of 0.01 M sodium
hydroxide is required to changethe colour of the indicator to
blue. To a further 100 mL of solution S, add 0.2 mL of
methylorange solu"on R. Not more than 1.0 mL of 0.01 M
hydrochloric acidis required to reach the beginning of the
colourchange of the mdicator from yellow lO orange.

Relative density (2.2.5)
1.05 to 1.25, determined using a density bottlewith
anhydrous ethanol R as the immersion liquid.

Reducing substances
To 20 mL of solution S add I mL of dilute sulfuric acid R
and 20 mL of O. 002 M potassium pemumganate. Allow to
stand for IS min. Add I g of potassium iodide R and titrate
immediately with 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate using 0.25 mL of
stan::h solution R as indicator. Carry out a blank titration using
20 mL of water R instead of solution S. The difference
betweenthe titration volumes is not more than 1.0 mL.

Substances soluble in hexane
Maximum 3 per cent.
Evaporate 25 mL of the solutionobtained in the test for
phenylated compounds in a glassevaporating dish on a
water-bath and dry in an oven at 100-105 'C for I h.
The residue weighsnot more than 15 mg.

Phenylated compounds
Place 2.0 g in a borosilicate-glass flask with a ground-glass
neck and add 100 mL of hexane R. Boil under a reflux
condenser for 4 h. Cool, then filter rapidly through a
sintered-glass filler (16) (2.1.2). Collect the filtrate and close
the container immediately to avoid evaporation.
At wavelengths from250 nm to 340 nm, the absorbance
(2.2.25) is not greater than 0.4.

MInerai oils
Place 2 g in a 100 mL conical flask containing 30 mLof a
mixture of 5 volumesof ammonia Rand 95 volumes of
pyridine R. Allowto stand for 2 h, shaking frequently. Decant
the pyridine solutionand examine in ultraviolet lightat
365 run. The fluorescence is not greater than that of a
solution containing 1 ppm of quinine sulfate R in 0.005 M
sulfuric acid examined in the same conditions.

Volatile matter
Maximum 0.5 per cent for siliconeelastomer prepared using
peroxides; maximum 2.0 percent for silicone elastomer
prepared using platinum.
Weigh 10.0 g of the substance previously stored for 48 h in a
desiccator overanhydrous ca/dum chloride R. Heat in an oven
at 200 °C for 4 h, allow to cool in a desiccator andweigh
again.

Silicone elastomer prepared usingperoxides ecmp/ies with the
following additional tat:

Residual peroxides
Maximum 0.08 per cent calculated as dichlorobenzoyl
peroxide.
Place 5 g in a borosilicate-glass aask, add ISO mL of
methylene chloride R and close the flask, Stir with a
mechanical stirrer for 16 h. Filterrapidly, collecting the
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filtrate in a flask with a ground-glass neck. Replace the air in
the container wil:h oxygen-free nitrogen R, introduce 1 mL of a
200 gIL solution of sodium iodide R in anhydrous acetic acidR,
close the flask, shake thoroughly and allow to stand protected
from light for 30 min. Add 50 mL of water R and titrate
immediately with 0.01 M sodium thiosu!fatt, using 0.25 mL of
starch solution R as indicator. Carry our a blank titration.
The difference between the titration volumes is not greater
than 2.0 mL
Silicone elastomer prepared wing platinumromp/its wilh the
following addilional ItSI:

Platinum
Maximum 30 ppm.

In a quartz crucible, ignite 1.0 g of me material to be
examined, raising me temperature gradually until a white
residue is obtained. Transfer the residue to a graphite
crucible. To the quartz crucible add 10 mL of a freshly
prepared mixture of 1 volume of nun·, add Rand 3 volumes
of hydrochloric acidR, heat on a water-bath for 1-2 min and
transfer to the graphite crucible. Add 5 mg of potassium
chloride Rand 5 mL of hydrof/uom acidR and evaporate to
dryness on a water-bath. Add 5 mL of hydrofluoric acidRand
evaporate to dryness again; repeat this operation twice.
Dissolve the residue in 5 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid,
warming-on a water-bath. Allow to cool and add the solution
to 1 mL of a 250 gIL solution of srannous chloride R in 1 M
hydrochloric acid) rinse the graphite crucible with a few
millilitres of 1 M hydrodlloric acid and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the same acid.

Prepare simultaneously the reference solution as follows: to
1 mL of a 250 gIL solution of stannous chloride R in 1 M
hydrochloric acid, add 1.0 mL of plalinum ,eandarrl ,oIution
(30 ppm PI) R and dilute to 10.0 mL with 1 M hydrodlloric
acid.
The colour of the test solution is not more intense than that
of the standard.

LABELLING
The label states whether the material was prepared using
peroxides or platinum.

G. Plastic Additives
(ph. Eur. method 3.1.13)

DEFINITION
Plastic additives are chemical substances that are intentionally
added lO plastic materials to achieve a physical or chemical
effect during processing of the plastic or in the final material
or container. They may consist of a single chemical
substance, a polymeric substance or a defined mixture of
different components. Additives are intended to be present in
the final material or container.

Substances present that have not been added intentionally
are considered to be impurities and include reaction and
degradation products, which may be limited by a suitable
specification.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Each plastic additive and, if likely to be present in the final
material or container, its impurities and reaction and
degradation products, must be toxicologically qualified,
taking into account the maximum potential exposure as a
result of leaching into the contents of the container and
product contamination.
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Acceptance criteria must be specified for the identity,
physico-chemical characteristics, impurities and the assay for
each component.

A plastic material contains no more than the strict minimwn
of additives, at the lowest effective concentration for the
intended use and to ensure the stability and quality of the
final material or container.

Additives specified for plastic materials described in the
European Pharmacopoeia are stated below. Plastic additives
other than those described in the Pharmacopoeia may be
used subject to agreement on a case-by-ease basis by the
competent authority.

LIST
NOTE The nomenclature according to 1UPACrules is given
fint. The symmym in bold corresponds to the namegiven in the
texts of Chapter 3. The synonym a«ording to Chemical
Ab'tracts (CA) Index rules is abogiven.

plastic additive 01
Cz.H"O•. [117-81-7).

"s eplmer al C·
and its enanliomer

bis[(2RS)-2-ethylhexyl) benzene-l,2-dicarboxylate

synonyms: - dI(Z-ethylhexyl) phthalate,

- 1,2-benzenedicarboxylic acid, bis(2
ethylhexyl) ester,

- DEHP.

plastic additive OZ
C,,;f!,.O,Zn. [136-53-8).

o 0

~ ~. .I, Zn J--. /"0.. /"0..
H3C' <;»: j( '0'" "'0 j\__-t:_ c~

H3C~ H H CH3

Its epImer at C· and its enanUomer

zinc bis[(2RS)-2-ethylhexanoate]

synonyms: - zinc octanoate,

- hexanoic acid, 2-ethyl, zinc salt (2: 1),

- zinc z-ethylcaproare.
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plastic additive 03
[05518-18-3]/[00 II0-30-5].

2022

plastic additive 08
C,oH••Os. [32509-66-3].

o
HC~~~N~' ..C~

3 I 1"0 H""- rfm
o

N,N'_(ethane_I,2-<1iyl)diaicanamide (with nand m = 14 or
16)

synonyms: - N,N'-diacylethylenediamlnes,

_ N,N'-diacylethylenediQrnine (in thiscontext
acylmeans in particular palmitoyl and
stearoyl).

HO

H,C

H,C

ethane-I,2-diyl bis[3,3-bis(3-urt-butyl-4
hydroxyphenyl)butanoate]

CH,

plastic additive 04
[8013-07-8].

epoxidised soyaoil
plastic additive OS
[8016-11-3].

epoxidised linseed oil
plastic additive 06
[57455-37-5]fTSCA)/[101357-30-6] (ElNECS)/Pigment
blue 29 (CI 77007)

ultramarine blue
plastic additive 07
C 15H..O. [128-37-0]

synonyms: - ethylene bis[3,3-bls[3-(I,I
dlmethylethyl)-4-hydroxyphenyl]
butanoate],

- benzenepropanoic acid, 3-(1,1
dimethylethyl)-~[3-(I,I-dimethylethyl)-4

hydroxyphenyl]-4-hydroxy-~methyl-, 1,1'
(1,2-ethanediyl) ester,

- ethylene bis[3,3-bis(3-ten-butyl-4
hydroxyphenyl)butyrate].

plastic additive 09
C73H 1OS0 12' [6683-19-8].

2,6-di-urt-butyl-4-methylphenol

t':-OR
ROJ.---OR

synonyms: - butylhydroxytoluene,

- phenol, 2,6-bis(I,I-dimethylethyl)-4 methyl-

_ 2,6-bis(I,I-<limethylethyl)-4-methylphenol.

2,2_bis[[[3_(3,5-di_urt_butyl_4_hydroxyphenyl)propanoyljoxy]
methyl]propan-I,3-<1iyl bis[3-(3,5-di-urt-butyl-4
hydroxyphenyl)propanoate]

synonyms: - pentaerythrityl tetra1ds[3-(3,S-dl-tert
butyl-4-hydroxyphenyl)proplonate],

_ benzenepropanoic acid, 3,5-bis(1,1
dimethylethyIH-hydroxy-, 1,1 '-[2,2-bi.[[3
[3,5-bis(I, l-dimethylethyl)-4
hydroxyphenyl]-I-oxopropoxy]methyl]-1,3
propanediyl] ester,

- 2,2-bis[[[3-[3,5-bi.(1,1-dimethylethyl)-4
hydroxyphenyl]propllI1oyl]oxy]methyl]
propane-I,3-<1iyI3-[3,5-bis(I,I
dimethylethyl)-4-hydroxyphenyl)propanoate,

- 2,2-bis(hydroxymethyl)propane-I,3-diol
tetrakis[3-(3,5-di-urt-butyl-4
hydroxyphenyl)propionatel-
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plastic addltive 10
C"H

"O,.
[1709-70-2].
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plastic addltive 12
C"H.,O,P. [31570-04-4].

4,4' ,4"_[(2,4,6_trimethylbenzene_l ,3,5-triyl)tris
(methylene)]tris(2.6-di-tert-butylphenoJ)

R

H,CyYCH'

R¥R
CH,

R-

synonyms: - 2,2',2",6,6',6/-hexa-tert-butyl-4,4' ,4"
[(2,4,6_bimethyl_I.3.5_benzenetrlyl)
trlsmethylene]trlphenol,

- phenol, 4,4',4"-[(2,4,6-trimemyi-l,3,5
benzenetriyl)tris(methylene)]tris[2,6- bis(1,1
dimethylethyJ)-,

_ 1,3,5-tris[3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-hydroxybenzyl]
2,4,6-binnethylbenzene.

tris(2,4-di-tert-butylphenyl) phosphite

synonyms: - trls(2,4-dl-tert-butylphenyJ) phosphite,

- phenol, 2,4-bis(1,I-dimethylethyl)-, 1,1',1"
phosphite,

_ 2,4-bis(I,I-<1imethylethyl)phenyl, phosphite.

plastic addltive 11
C"H.20,. [2082-79-3].

plastic addltive 13
CeaH•.,N,O•. [27676-62-6].

R-

octadecyl 3_(3,5_di_tert_butyl-4_hydroxyphenyl)propanoate 1,3,5-tris[(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-hydrnzyphenyl)methyl)-1,3,5
triazlne-2,4,6(lH,3H,5H)-trione

synonyms: - octadecyI3-(3.5-dl-tert-butyl-4
hy<1roxyphenyl)proplonate,

- benzenepropanoic acid, 3,5-bis(l,1
dimethylethyl)-4-hydroxy-. octadecyl ester.

synonyms: - 1,3,5-trls(3,5-dl-tert-butyl-4
hydroxybenzyl)-s-trlazlne-2,4.6
(lH,3H.5H)-trlone,

- 1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6(JH,3H,5H)-trione,
I,3.5-tris [[3,5-bis(I, l-dimethylethyJ)-4
hydroxyphenyl]methyl]-.
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plastic additive 14
C4 IH.20 . P 2 ' [3806-34-6].

3,9-bis(octadecyJoxy)-2,4,8,1O-tetraoxa-3,9-diphosphaspiro
[5.5]undecane

synonyms: - 2,2'-bis(octadecyloxy)-5,5'-splrobl[1,3,2
dioxaphosphinane],

_ 2.4,8,1G-tetraoxa-3,9-diphosphaspiro[5.5]
undecane,3,9-bis(octadecyloxy)-.

plastic additive 15
C3oH,.S2' [2500-88-1].

2022

plastic additive 17
C.2H.20 . S. [693-36-7J.

dioctadecyl 3,3'-sulfanediyldipropanoate

synonyms: - dioctadecy13,3'-thiodipropionate,

- propanoic acid, 3,3'-thiobis-, 1,1'
dioctadecyl ester,

- srearyl thiodipropionate.

plastic additive 18
[119345-01-6].
mixture of 7 products corresponding to reaction product of
di-tert-butyl phosphonite withphosphorous trichloride,
reaction products with I,l'-biphenyl and 2,4-di-tm
butylphenol:

s,
s

(octadecyldisulfanyl)octadecane

synonyms: - dioctadecyl disulfide,

- octadecane, l,l'-dithio-.

plastic additive 16
C3oH" O.S. [123-28-4].

CH,

CH,

component I

RO -0-0- OR, ,
,P P,

RO - OR

o 0

H,Col.y...O~S~O/'l. .l-CH,
rl~ l-ll0

didodecyI3,3'-sulf.nediyldipropanoate

synonyms: - didodecy13,3' ..th1odipropionate,

_ propanoic acid, 3,3'-rhiobis-, 1,1'-didodecyl
ester,

- lauryl thiodipropionate.

tetrakis(2,4-di-tert-butylphenyl) ([1,1 '-biphenyl)-4,4'-diyl)bis
(phosphonite)

component 11

RO,
P-OR

RO;p ~ r-<.
RO~

tetrakis(2,4-di-tert-butylphenyl) ([1,1'-biphenyl]-3,4'-diyl)bis
(phosphonite)

component III

RO,
y-d-OR

RO-P,
OR

tetrakis(2,4-di-tert-butylphenyl) ([1,1'-biphenyl)-3,3'-diyl)bis
(phosphonite)
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component IV
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plastic additive 21
C22HuNO. [112-84-5].

o
"'c' ,~, ,I

'H; l1;,'N~

bis(2,4-di-rert-butylphenyl) ([I, I ' -b iphenyl]-4-yl)phosphonite

componetu V
(132)-docos-13-enantide

synonyms: - erucamlde,

OR
RO-P~ - j j-docosenemide, (13Z)-,

OR
- 13-cU-dooosenamide.

tris(2,4-di-rert-butylphenyl) phosphite

component VI

RO -0-0- OR, ,
P P,

I II OR
RO - 0

bis(2,4-di-rert-butylphenyl) 4'-[bis(2,4-di-rert-butylphenoxy)
phosphanyl)([ I, I '-biphenylJ-4-yl)phosphonate

component VII
R-OH: 2,4-di-rert-butylphenol

plastic additive 19
C,SH360 2 • [51-11-4J.

octadecanoic acid

synonyms: - stearic acid.

plastic additive 20
C,aH"NO. [301-02-0].

o
H,C' ,~, ,J[
~ ~"NH2

(92)-oetadec-9-enantide

synonyms: - oleamlde,

- 9-oetadecenamide, (9Z)-,

- 9-cir-oleamide.

plastic additive 22
[65441-11-0].

copolymer of dimethyl butanedioate and 1-(2-hydroxyethyl)
2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-o1

synonyms: - copolymer of dhnethyl succinate and
(4-hy(b,o>;y-2,2,6,6
tetramethylplperidin-l-y1)ethanol,

- butanedioic acid, l,4-dimethyl ester,
polymer with 4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-letramethyl
I-piperidineethanol.
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plastic additive 23
mixture of component I and about 27 per cent of
component II

plastic additive 25
C2sH,oOs. [82469-79-2].

R • ·ICH2Is·cH,

trihexyI2_(butaooyloxy)propaoe-I,2,3-tricarboxylate

_ butyryl tri-n-hexyl citrate,synonyms:

- acetic acid, 212'-[(dioctylstannylene)bis

(thiojlbls-, 1,1'-diisooctyl ester.

R-S S-R, ,
H,cBsnJ ~CH, -R

t M,

bis[(2RS)-2-ethylhexyl) [(dioctylstannanetriyl)bis(sulfaoediyl))

diacetate
synonyms: - di(lsooctyl) 2,2'-

[(dioctylstannylene)bis(thlo»)diacetate,

component I 126401-97-81

component 11126401-86-51

-R

CH,

Ii, <H
• -CyOJM,CH'

o and enanUomer

_ l,2,3-propanetricarboxylic acid, 2-(1
oxoburoxyj-, 1,2,3-trihexyl ester.

plastic additive 26
C,,H,.O•. [3319-31-1].

tris[(2RS)-2-ethylliexyl][(octylstannaoetriyl) tris(sulfanediyl)]

triacetate
synonyms: - tti(isooctyl) 2,2',2"-

[(monooctylstannylldyne)tris(thlo»)
rrlacetate,

- acetic acid, 2,2',2"-[(octylstannylidyne)tris
(thio)]tris-, 1,1',l"~triisooctyl ester.

CH,
( H

<, ~CH3Ii, ,
andenaotiomef

tris[(2RS)-2-ethylliexyl] beD2ene-I,2,4-tricarboxylate

plastic additive 24
C2oH.sO•. [166412-78-8]. synonyms: _ tris(2-ethylhexyl) trimellltate,

o

C¢ _R
• 0
• 0 R, R'= ooostituUonal isomers of CgHI9

'R'

o

_ l,2,4-benzentricarboxylic acid, 1,2,4-tris
(2-ethylliexyl] estertricarboxylate.

plastic additive 27
C2J1,sO,. [6422-86-2].

mixture of constitutional isomers of diisononyl OS,2£)
cyclohexane-l,2-dic3rhoxylate.

synonyms: _ cyclohexane l,2-dlcarboxylic acid,
diisononyl ester,

CH,
( H

<, \/1 I CH)
c/I-..f,
H,
andenaoliomer

_ 1,2-cyclohexanedicarboxylic acid,
1,2-diisononyl ester. bis[(2RS)-2-ethylliexyl] beD2ene-I,4-dicarboxylate

synonyms: _ bls(2-ethylhexyl) terephthalate,

_ 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid,

_ 1,4-bis(2-ethylliexyl) ester.
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H. Polyethylene Terephthalate for
Containers for Preparations not for
Parenteral Use
(Ph. Bur. method 3.1.15)

r 0 n=100-200

to~OYV 1.
DEFINITION
Polyethylene terephthalate is obtained from the
polymerisation of terephthalic acid or dimethyl terephthalate
with ethylene glycol. Isophthalic acid, dimethyl iscphthalate,
1,4-bis(hydroxymethyl)cyc1ohexane (cyc1ohexane-1,4
dimethanol) or diethylene glycol may be used in the
poIymerisation. It may containnot more than 0.5 per cent of
silica or silicates and colouring matter approved by the
competent authority.

PRODUCTION
The manufacturing process is validated to demonstrate that
the residual acetaldehyde content is not greater than 10 ppm
in the granules.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear or opaquegranules.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water) in ethanol (96 per cent) and in
methylene chloride. It is hydrolysed by strong bases.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Place 0.10 g of the material to be examined into a
borosilicate glass flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 25 mL
of a 200 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R in a
50 per cent VIVsolution of anhydrous ethanolR. Reflux for
30 min. Allow to cool and dilute to 100 mL with waterR.
Filter if necessary. Dilute 1.0 mL of the filtrate to 100 mL
with waterR. Examined between 210 om and 330 nm
(2.2.25), me solutionshows an absorption maximum at
240 om.

E. Dissolve 0.05 g of the material to be examinedin 2 mL
of 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexaftuoropropan-2-o1 R. Apply to a glass plate
on a water-bam in a fume cupboard several drops of the
solution to produce a film of about 15 mm by 15 nun. Allow
the solvent to evaporate and remove the film using a stream
of water and a scraper. Dry in an oven at 100-105 °C for
1-2 h. Examine the film by inIrared absorption
spectrophotometry (2.2.24). The spectrum of the material to
be examined shows maxima in particular at 1725 em",
1410 em", 1265 em", 1120 em", 1100 em", 1020 cm',
875 cm', 725 em-I. The spectrum obtained, in addition, is
identical to that of the material selectedfor the type sample.

TESTS
If neussary, cutout samples fur testing to a maximum size of
1 emper side.

Solution SI
Place 10.0 g of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 200 mL of waterR
and heat at 50°C for 5 h. Allow to cool and decant the
solution. Use solution SI within 4 h of its preparation.
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Solution S2
Place 109 of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 100 mL of ethanol
(96 per cen!! R and heat at 50°C for 5 h. Allow to cool and
decant the solution. Use solution SZ within 4 h of its
preparation.

Solution S3
Place 20 g of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 50 mL of 0.1 M
hydrochlOlic acidand heat at 50°C for 5 h. Allow to cool and
decant the solution. Use solution S3 within 4 h of its
preparation.

Solution S4
Place 20 g of the material to be examined into a borosilicate
glass flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 50 mL of 0.01 M
sodium hydroxide and heat at 50°C for 5 h. Allowto cool and

. decant. Use solution S4 within 4 h of itspreparau"on.

Appearance of solution 81
Solution SI is clear (2.2.1).

Appearance of solution 82
Solution S2 is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, MethodII).

Acidity or alkallnlty
To 50 mL of solution Sl add 0_15 mL of BRP indiauor
solutitm R. The solution turns yellow. Not morethan 0.5 mL
of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide is required to change the colour
of the indicator to blue. To another 50 mL of solutionSl
add 0.2 mL of methylorange solution R. The solution turns

yellow. Not more than 0.5 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acidis
required to reach the beginning of the colourchangeof the
indicator to orange.

Ahsorbance of solutlon SI (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.20 between 220 om and 340 om. In addition,
for coloured polyethylene terephthalate: maximum 0.05
between 400 om to 800 om.

Absorbance of solution S2 (2.2.25)
Maximum 0.05 between 400 om and 800 om.

Reducing substances
Add 2 mL of 0;5 M su/june acidand 20.0 mL of 0.002 M
potassium permanganate to 20.0 mL of solurion SI. Boil for
3 min. Cool immediately to ambient temperature. Add 1 g of
potassium iodide R, 0.25 mL of starch solutUm R as indicator
and titrate with 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate. Perform a blank
titration using 20.0 mL of waterR. The difference in volume
used in the 2 titrations is not greater than0.5 mL
Substances soluble in dJoxan
Maximum 3 per cent.
Place 2 g of the material to be examined in a borosilicate
glass flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 20 mL of dioxan R
and heat under reflux for 2 h. Evaporate 10 mL of the
solution to dryness on a water-bath and thendry the residue
at. 100-105 °C. The residue weighs a maximum of 30 mg.

Extractable a1urn1n1um
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupledplasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Solution S3.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
aluminium standard solution (200 ppm AQ R, diluting with
0.1 M hydrochloric acid.
Wavelength 396.15 om, the spectral background being
taken at 396.25 nm.
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Verify the absence of aluminium in the 0.1 M hydrochloric
add used.
Extractable antimony
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emissionspectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Solution 84.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
antimony standard solution (100 ppm Sb) R, diluting with
0.01 M sodium hydroxide.
Wavelength 231.15 nrn or 217.58 nrn, the spectral
background being taken at 231.05 nm.

Extractable bariwn
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Solution 83.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
barium standard solulion (50 ppm Ba) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrochlori< acid.
Wavelength 455.40 urn, the spectral background being
taken at 455.30 nrn.

Verify the absence of barium in the 0.1 M hydrochlori< acid
used.
Extractable cobalt
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Solution 33.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
cobal, standard solution (100 ppm Co) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrochlori< acid.
Wavelength 228.62 urn, the spectral background being
taken at 228.50 nrn.

Verify the absence of cobalt in the 0.1 M hydrochlori< acid
used.
Extractable germanium
Maximum I ppm.
Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Solution 34.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
germanium standard solution (100 ppm Ge) R, diluting with
0.01 M sodium hydroxide.
Wavelength 206.87 nrn or 265.12 run, the spectral
background being taken at 206.75 nrn.

Extractable manganese
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test 801"l1'on Solution S3.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
manganese 'tandardsolution (100 ppm Mn) R, diluting with
0.1 M hydrochlori< acid.
Wavelength 257.61 nm, the spectral background being
taken at 257.50 nrn.

Verify the absence of manganese in the 0.1 M hydrochlori<
acidused.
Extractable titanium
Maximum I ppm.

2022

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).
Test solution Solution 83.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
,itaniumstandard solution (100 ppm TO R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrochlori< acid.
Wavelength 323.45 urn or 334.94 nrn, the spectral
background being taken at 323.35 nrn.

Verify the absence of titanium in the O.IM hydrochloric acid
used.
Extractable zinc
Maximum I ppm.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Solution 83.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
zinc standard solution (100 ppm Zn) R, diluting with 0.1 M
hydrochlori< acid.
Wavelength 213.86 nm, the spectral background being
taken at 213.75 urn.

Verify the absence ofzinc in the 0.1 M hydrochlori< acidused.

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Maximum 0.5 per cent determined on 1.0 g.
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Appendix XXI
A. Abbreviated Titles
In accordance with the General Notices the main title of
each monograph may be abbreviated using the following
abbreviations. An abbreviated tide has the same significance
as the main title.

Cations

Inf.
Inj.
Lin.
Lot.
Mixt.
Oint.
Pess.
Soln.
Suppos.
Tabs.
Tinct.
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Infusion
Injection
Liniment
Lotion
Mixture
Ointment
Pessaries
Solution
Suppositories
Tablets
Tincture

Alum.
Ammon.
Bism.
Calc.
Ferr.
Mag.
Pot.
Sod.

Anions

Acet.
Benz.
Brom.
Chlor.
Cit.
Dihydrochlor.
Fumar.
Hydrobrom.
Hydrochlor.
Hydrox.
Iod.
Lact.
Mal.
Methonit.
Methylsulf.
Metilsulf.
Nit.
Ox.
Phenylprop.
Phos.
Prop.
Succin.
Sulf.
Tart.

Adjectives

Ammon.
Arom.
Camph.
Co.
Cone.
Cryst.
Efferv.
Emulsif.
Liq.
Prep.
Simp.

Preparations

Applic.
Caps.
Ext.

Aluminium
Ammonium
Bismuth
Calcium
Ferrous
Magnesium
Potassium
Sodium

Acetate
Benzoate
Bromide
Chloride
Citrate
Dihydrochloride
Fumarate
Hydrobromide
Hydrochloride
Hydroxide
Iodide
Lactate
Maleate
Methonitrate
Methylsulfate
Metilsulfate
Nitrate
Oxide
Phenylpropionate
Phosphate
Propionate
Succinate
Sulfate
Tartrate

Ammoniated
Aromatic
Camphorated
Compound
Concentrated
Crystalline
Effervescent
Emulsifying
Liquefied; Liquid
Prepared
Simple

Application
Capsules
Extract

B. Approved Synonyms
Where the English title at the head of a monograph in the
European Pharmacopoeia is different from thatat the head of
the text incorporated into the British Pharmacopoeia or the
British Pharmacopoeia (Veterinary), an Approved Synonym
(or Approved Synonyms) is created on the recommendation
of the British Pharmacopoeia Commission.
In accordance with the General Notice on Titles, the name
or namesgiven in the right-hand column of the list below are
Approved Synonyms for the name at the head of the
monograph of the European Phannacopoeia givenin the left:
hand column. Where there is more than one entry in the
right-hand column, the first entryis used as the title of the
monograph in the British Pharmacopoeia or the British
Pharmacopoeia (Veterinary) and the remaining entries are
included as subsidiary titles.
Approved Synonyms and subsidiary titles have the same
significance as the main title and are thus official titles.
Names made by changing the orderof the words in an
Approved Synonym,with the addition of a preposition when
necessary, arealso Approved Synonyms.
Where square brackets areused in a title these maybe
replaced by round brackets, and via vena. The words
'per cent' may be replaced by the symbol '%'.
Where the word 'Injection' appears in the titleor synonymof
a monograph in the EuropeanPharmacopoeia, the
abbreviation 'Inj. J is declared to he an Approved Synonym
for that part of the title.
Monographs includedin the British Pharmacopoeia
(Veterinary) are identified by means of a superscript
number: I.
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE IAPPROVED SYNONYM

Medicinal Substances and Formulated Preparations

Il-Acetyldigoxin Aceryldigoxin

Acetylsalicylic Acid Aspirin

N-Acetyltryptophan Acetyltryptophan

N-Acetyltyrosine Acetylryrosine

AdrenaHne Tartrate Adrenaline Acid Tartrate I Epinephrine AcidTartrate

Medicinal Air Medical Air

Synthetic Medicinal Air Synthetic Air

Alimemazine Hemitartrate Alimemazine Tartrate

Hydrated Aluminium Oxide Dried Aluminium Hydroxide

Hydrated Aluminium Phosphate Dried Aluminium Phosphate

4-Aminobenzoic Acid Aminobenzoic Acid

Concentrated Ammonia Solution Strong Ammonia Solution

Ammonium Glycyrrhizate Ammonium Glycyrrhizinate

Arrunonium Hydrogen Carbonate Anunonium Bicarbonate

Amphotericin B Amphotericin

Amprolium Hydrochloride for VeterinaryUse Amprolium Hydrochloride'

Relined Arachis Oil Arachis Oil

Azapercne for Veterinary Use Azaperone'

Benzylpenicillin (Benzathine)Tetrahydrate Benzathine Benzylpenicillin Tetrahydrate

RefinedBorage (Starftower) Oil Refined Borage Oil
Refined StarftowerOil

Butyl Parahydroxybenzoate Butyl Hydroxybenzoate
Butylparaben

Butylhydroxyanisole Butylated Hydroxyanisole

Burylhydroxytoluene Burylated Hydroxytoluene

Caffeine Monohydrate Caffeine Hydrate

o-Camphor Natural Camphor

CaprylicAcid Octanoic Acid

Carprofen forVeterinary Use Carprofen!

CefepimeDihydrochloride Monohydrate Cefepime Hydrochloride Monohydrate

Cellulose Acetate Phthalate Cellacefate

Cetirizine Dihydrochloride Cetirizine Hydrochloride

Chlorhexidine Diacetate Chlorhexidine Acetate

Chlorhexidine Digluconate Solution Chlorhexidine Gluconate Solution

CWorhexidine Dihydrochloride CWorhexidine Hydrochloride

Cholecalciferol Colecalciferol
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE IAPPROVED SYNONYM

MedicJn~Substances and Formulated Preparations

Cholecalciferol Concentrate (Oily Form) Colecalciferol Concentrate (Oily Form)

Cholecalciferol Concentrate (powderFonn) Colecalciferol Concentrate (powder Form)

Clazuril for Veterinary Use Clazuril!

Clodronate Disodium Tetrahydrate Sodium Clodronate Tetrahydrate

Closantel Sodium Dihydrate for Veterinary Use Closantel Sodium Dihydrate!

Refined Coconut-oil Coconut Oil

Codeine HydrocWoride Dihydrate Codeine Hydrochloride

Codeine Phosphate Hemihydrate Codeine Phosphate

Cyproheptadine HydrocWoride 1.5-Hydrate Cyproheptadine Hydrochloride

Cysteine Hydrochloride Monohydrate Cysteine HydrocWoride

Deferoxamine Mesilate Desferrioxamine Mesilate

DembrexineHydrochloride Monohydrate for Veterinary Dembrexine Hydrochloride Monohydrate'
Use

Detomldine Hydrochloride for Veterinary Use Detomidine Hydrochloride'

Dibrompropamidine Diisetionate Dibrompropamidine Isetionate

Diclazuril for Veterinary Use Diclaauril'

Dilloxacin Hydrochloride Trihydrate for Veterinary Use Dilloxacin Hydrochloride Trihydrate!

Dihydrocodeine Hydrogen Tartrate Dihydrocodeine Tartrate

Dihydrostreptomycin Sulfate for Veterinary Use Dihydrostreptomycin Sulfate'

Dipotassium Phosphate Dipotassium Hydrogen Phosphate

Disodiurn Phosphate Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate

Disodium Phosphate Dihydrate Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate Dihydrate
Sodium Phosphate Dihydrate

Disodium Phosphate Dodecahydrate Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate Dodecahydrate
Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate
Sodium Phosphate

Dopexamine Dihydrochloride Dopexamine Hydrochloride

Doxylamine Hydrogen Succinate Doxylamine Succinate

Emedastine Difumarate Emedastine Fumarate

Enilconazole for Veterinary Use Enilconazole'

Enrofloxacin for Veterinary Use Enrofloxadn I

Equine Serum Gonadotrophin for Veterinary.Use SerumGonadotrophin'

Erythromycin Ethylsueeinate Erythromycin Ethyl Succinate

Anhydrous Ethanol Ethanol
Absolute Alcohol
Dehydrated Alcohol

Ethyl Parahydroxybenzoate Ethyl Hydroxybenzoate
EthyJparaben

Febantel forVeterinary Use Febantel'

Fenbendazole forVeterinary Use Fenbendazole'
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE IAPPROVED SYNONYM

Medicinal Substances and Formulated Preparations

Fipronil for VeterinaryUse Fipronil!

Flunixin Meglumine for Veterinary Use Flunixin Meglumine'

FlupentixolDihydrochloride Flupentixol Hydrochloride

Fluphenazine Dihydrochloride Fluphenazine Hydrochloride

Fonnaldehyde Solution (35 per cent) Formaldehyde Solution
Fonnalin

Foscamet Sodium Hexahydrate Foscamet Sodium

Solutions for Haemofiltrationand Haemodiafiltration Haemofiltrationand Haemodiafiltration Solutions

Low-molecular-mass Heparins Low-molecular-weight Heparins

Hexamidine Diisetionate Hexamidine Isetionate

Concentrated HydrochloricAcid HydrochloricAcid

Hydrocodone Hydrogen Tartrate 2.5-Hydrate Hydrocodone Hydrogen Tartrate Hydrate

lmidacloprid forVeterinary Use Imidacloprid'

Insulin ZincInjectable Suspension Insulin Zinc Suspension
Insulin Zinc Suspension (Mixed)

Insulin Zinc Injectable Suspension (Amorphous) Insulin Zinc Suspension (Amorphous)

Insulin Zinc Injectable Suspension (Crystalline) Insulin Zinc Suspension (Crystalline)

Soluble Insulin Injection Insulin Injection
Neutral Insulin
Neutral Insulin Injection
Soluble Insulin

Kanamycin Monosulfate Kanamycin Sulfate

Kerotifen Hydrogen Fumarate Ketotifen Fumarate

Liquid Lactulose Lactulose Solution

Levamisole for Veterinary Use Levemlsolc'

Lufenuron for Veterinary Use Lufenurcrr'

DL-Lysine Acetylsalicylate Aspirin Lysine

Macrogolglycerol Hydroxystearate Hydrogenated Polyoxyl Castor Oil

Macrogolglycerol Ricinoleate Polyoxyl Castor Oil

Magnesium Aspartate Dihydrate Magnesium Aspartate

Magnesiwn Chloride 4.5-Hydrate PartiallyHydrated Magnesiwn Chloride

Marbofloxacin for Veterinary Use Marbofloxacin'

Meclozine Dihydrochloride Medozine Hydrochloride

Metamizole Sodium Monohydrate Dipyrone

Methyl Parahydroxybenzoate Methyl Hydroxybenzoate
Methylparaben

MethyleneChloride Dichloromethane

Methyihydroxyethylcellulose Hydroxyethylmethylcellulose

N-Methylpyrrolidone MethylpyrroJidone
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE IAPPROVED SYNONYM

Medicinal Substances and Formulated Preparations

Milbemycin for Veterinary Use Milbemycin Oxime'

Morantel Hydrogen Tartrate for Veterinary Use MoramelTartrate"

Moxidectin for Veterinary Use Moxidectm'

Naftidrofuryl Hydrogen Oxalate Naftidrofuryl Oxalate

Naloxone Hydrochloride Dihydrate Naloxone Hydrochloride

Nitrofural Nitrofurazone

Noradrenaline HydrocWoride Noradrenaline Hydrochloride / Norepinephrine Hydrochloride

Noradrenaline Tartrate Noradrenaline Acid Tartrate I Norepinephrine Acid Tartrate

Omega-3-Acid Triglycerides Omega-3 Marine Triglycerides

Ocbifloxacin for Veterinary Use Orbifloxacin I

Oxfendazole for Veterinary Use Oxfendawle'

Pancreas Powder PancreaticExtract

Pelloxacin Mesilare Dihydrate Pefloxacin Mesilate

PentamidineDiisetionate Pentamidine Isetionate

Pentoxyverine Hydrogen Citrate Pentoxyverine Citrate

Pepsin Powder Pepsin

Perindopril terl-Butylamine Perindopril Erbumine

Concentrated Phosphoric Acid Phosphoric Acid

Pimobendan for Veterinary Use Ptmobendsn'

Pirenzepine Dihydrochloride Monohydrate Pirenzepine Hydrochloride

Potassium Hydrogen Carbonate Potassium Bicarbonate

Primaquine Diphosphate Primaquine Phosphate

Propyl Parahydroxybenzoate Propyl Hydroxybenwate
Propylparaben

Racemic Ephedrine Hydrochloride Racephedrine Hydrochloride

Racemic Menthol Racementhol

Racemic Phytomenadione Phytomenadione

Selamectin for Veterinary Use SelamectinI

SeleniumDisulfide Selenium Sulfide

Sodium Ethyl Parahydroxybenzoate Ethyl Hydroxybenzoate Sodium
Ethylparaben Sodium

Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate Sodium Bicarbonate

Sodium Laurilsulfute Sodium Lauryl Sulfate
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate

Sodium Methyl Parahydroxybenzoate Sodium Methyl Hydroxybenzoate
Sodium M.ethylparaben

Hydrated Sodium Perborate Sodium Perborate

Sodium Propyl Parahydroxybenzoate Sodium Propyl Hydroxybenwate
Sodium Propylparahen
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE IAPPROVED SYNONYM

Medicinal Substances and Formulated Preparations

Sodium Sulfate Decahydrate Sodium Sulfate
Glauber's Salt

Hydrogenated Soya-bean Oil Hydrogenated Soya Oil
Hydrogenated Soyabean Oil

Refined Soya-bean Oil Refined Soya Oil
Refined Soyabean Oil

Spectinomycin Sulfate Tetrahydrate for Veterinary Use Spectinomycin SulfateTetrahydrate!

Liquid Sucrose Syrup

Sulfadimethoxine Sodium for Veterinay Use Sulfadimelhoxine SodiumI

Sulfamethoxypyridazine for Veterinary Use Sulfametoxypyridazine'

Talc Purified Talc

Theophylline-Ethylenediamine Aminophylline

Theophylline-Ethylenediamine Hydrate Aminophylline Hydrate

Theophylline Monohydrate Theophylline Hydrate

Thiopental Sodium and Sodiwn Carbonate Thiopental Sodium

Tiamulin for Veterinary Use Tiamulin!

Tiamulin Hydrogen Fumarate for Veterinary Use TiamulinHydrogen Fumarate'

ad-rec-c-Tocopherol all-me-Alpha Tocopherol

all-rac-e-Tccopheryl Acetate all-roe-A1pha Tocopheryl Acetate

a-Tocopheryl Acetate Concentrate (powder Fonn) Alpha Tocopheryl Acetate Concentrate (powder Fonn)

m-c-Tocopheryl HydrogenSuccinate Alpha Tocopheryl Hydrogen Succinate

RRR-«-Tocopherol RRR-Alpha Tocopherol

RRR-«-Tocopheryl Acetate RRR-Alpha Tocopheryl Acetate

RRR-«-Tocopheryl HydrogenSuccinate RRR-Alpha Tocopheryl Hydrogen Succinate

Tri-a-butyl Phosphate Tributyl Phosphate

'Triclabendazole for Veterinary Use Triclabendazole I

Trimetazidine Dihydrochloride Trimetazidine Hydrochloride

Trolamine Triethanolamine

Tylosin for Veterinary Use Tylosin'

Tylosin Phosphate Bulk Solution for Veterinary Use Tylosin Phosphate}

Tylosin Phosphate Bulk Solution for Veterinary Use Tylosin Phosphate Bulk Solution'

TylosinTartrate For Veterinary Use Tylosin Tartrate'

Undecylenic Acid Undecenoic Acid

Valnemulin Hydrochloride for Veterinary Use Valnemulin Hydrochloride'

Vedaprofen forVeterinary Use Vedaprofen'

Synthetic Vitamin A Concentrate (Oily Fonn) Synthetic Retinol Concentrate (Oily Form)

Synthetic Vitamin A Concentrate (powderForm) Synthetic Retinol Concentrate (powderFOI1Il)
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE APPROVED SYNONYM

Medicinal Substances and Formulated Preparations

Synthetic VitaminA Concentrate (Solubilisate I Synthetic Retinol Concentrate, Solubilisate I Emulsion
Emulsion) Synthetic Retinol Concentrate (Water-dispersible Fonn)

Xylazine Hydrochloride for Veterinary Use Xylazine Hydrochloride'

Zinc Acetate Dihydrate Zinc Acetate

Zinc Undecylenate Zinc Undecenoare

EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE IAPPROVED SYNONYM

Herbal Drugs

Abelmoschi Corolla Abelmoschus Flower

AngelicaSinensis Root Processed Angelica Sinensis Root

Balcal Skullcap Root Scurellariae Baicalensis Root

Standardised Belladonna LeafTincture Belladonna Tincture

Dried Bilberry Fruit Dried Bilberry

Fresh Bilberry Fruit Fresh Bilberry

Caraway Fruit Caraway

Roman Chamomile Flower Chamomile Flowers

Narrow-leaved ConeflowerRoot Echinacea Angustifolia Root

Pale ConeflowerRoot Echinacea Pallida Root

Purple ConeflowerHerb Echinacea Purpurea Herb

Purple ConeflowerRoot Echinacea Purpurea Root

Devil's Claw Root Devil's Claw
Harpagophytum

Equiseturn Stem Horsetail

Fourstamen Stephania Root Stephania Tetrandra Root

Gastrodia Rhizome Gastrodia Elata Rhizome

Gentian Root Gentian

Goldenseal Rhizome Goldenseal Root

Horse-Chestnut Horse-Chestnut Fruit

Ipecacuanha Root Ipecacuanha

Liquorice Root Liquorice

Matricaria Flower Matricaria Flowers

Melissa Leaf Lemon Balm

Melissa Leaf Dry Extract Lemon Balm Dry Extract

Panly Dementholised Mint Oil Dementholised Mint Oil

Raw Opium Opium

Bitter-Orange Epicarp and Mesocarp Dried Bitter-Orange Peel

Bitter-Orange Epicarp and Mesocarp Tincture Orange Tincture
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE APPROVED SYNONYM

Herbal Drugs

Wild Pansy (Flowering Aerial Parts) Wild Pansy

Ribwort Plantain Plantain

Pygeum Africanum Bark PygeumBark

Sage Lear (Salvia oJlicinalis) Sage Lear

Clary Sage Oil Sage Oil

Sanguisorba Root Greater BurnetRoot

Common Selfheal Fruit-spike Selfueal Fruit-Spike

Serratula Coronata Herb Serratula Herb

Ligbtyellow Sophora Root SophoraFlavescensRoot

Valerian Root Valerian

Cut Valerian Root Cut Valerian

. EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE APPROVED SYNONYM

Homoeopathlc Preparations

Arsenicum Albumfor Homoeopathic Preparations Arsenious Trioxide for Homoeopathic Preparations

Aurum Chloratum Narronarum for Homoeopathic Sodium 'Tetrachloroaurate Dihydrate for Homoeopathic
Preparations Preparations

Barium Chlorarum for Homoeopathic Preparations Barium Chloride Dihydrate forHomoeopathic Preparations

Cadmium Sulfuricum for Homoeopathic Preparations Cadmium Sulfate Hydrate forHomoeopathic Preparations

Calcium Iodatum forHomoeopathic Preparations Calcium IodideTetrahydrate for Homoeopathic Preparations

Cocculus for Hornoeopathic Preparations Cocculus Indicus for Homoeopathic Preparations

Cuprum Aceticwn for Homoeopathic Preparations Copper Acetate Monohydrate forHomoeopathic Preparations

Cuprum Metallicum for Homoeopathic Preparations Copper forHomoeopathic Preparations
Copper for Homoeopathic Use

Ferrum MetaUicum for Homoeopathic Preparations Ironfor Homoeopathic Preparations
Iron for Homoeopathic Use

Kalium Bichromicum for Homoeopathic Preparations Potassium Dichromate forHomoeopathic Preparations

Magnesium Phosphorieum for Homoeopathic Magnesium Phosphate for Homoeopathic Preparations
Preparations

EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE APPROVED SYNONYM

Blood-related Products

Anticoagulant and Preservative Solutions for Human Anticoagulant andPreservative Solutions forBlood
Blood

Human Albumin Solution Albumin Solution
Albumin
Human Albumin

Human Anti-D Immunoglobulin Anti-D <Rho) Immunoglobulin
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE IAPPROVED SYNONYM

Blood-related Products

Human Anti-D Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Ami-D Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Use
Administration

Human Antithrombin III Concentrate Antithrombin III Concentrate

Human Coagulation Factor vn Dried Factor VII Fraction

Human Coagulation Factor VIla (eDNA) Concentrated Factor VIla (eDNA) Concentrated Solution
Solution

Human Coagulation Factor vrn Dried Factor VITI Fraction

Human Coagulation Factor vrn (rDNA) Dried Factor VIII (rDNA)

Human Coagulation Factor IX Dried Factor IX Fraction

Human Coagulation Factor IX (eDNA) Concentrated Factor IX (eDNA) Concentrated Solution
Solution

Human Coagulation Factor Xl Dried Factor XI Fraction

Human Fibrinogen Dried Fibrinogen

Human Hepatitis A Immunoglobulin Hepatitis A Immunoglobulin

Human Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin

Human Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Use
Administration

Human Measles Immunoglobulin Measles Immunoglobulin

Human Normal Immunoglobulin for Intramuscular Normal Immunoglobulin for Intramuscular Administration
Administration Normal Immunoglobulin

Normal Inununoglobulin Injection

Human Normal Immunoglobulin for Subcutaneous Normal Inununoglobulin for Subcutaneous Administration
Administration

Human Normal Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Normal Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Use
Administration

Human Plasma for Fractionation Plasma for Fractionation

Human Plasma (Pooled and Treated for Virus Plasma (Pooled and Treated for Virus Inactivation)
Inactivation)

Human Prothrombin Complex Dried Prothrombin Complex

Human Rabies Immunoglobulin Rabies Immunoglobulin

Human Rubella Immunoglobulin Rubella Immunoglobulin

Human Tetanus Immunoglobulin Tetanus Immunoglobulin

Human Varicella Immunoglobulin Varicella Immunoglobulin

Human Varicella Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Varicella Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Use
Administration

Human von Willebran~.Factor von Willebrand Factor
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE IAPPROVED SYNONYM

Immunological Products (Human)

BeG Vaccine, Freeze-dried Bacillus Calmette-Guerin Vaccine
BeG Vaccine

Diphtheria and Tetanus Vaccine (Adsorbed) Adsorbed Diphtheria and Tetanus Vaccine

Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis (Acellular Component) Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis (Acellular
Vaccine (Adsorbed) Component) Vaccine

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular Component) Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular Component)
and Haemophilus Type b Conjugate Vaccine (Adsorbed) and Haemophilus Type b Conjugate Vaccine

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular Component) Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular Component)
and Hepatitis B (rDNA) Vaccine (Adsorbed) and Hepatitis B (rDNA) Vaccine

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular Component) Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular Component)
and Poliomyelitis (Inactivated) Vaccine (Adsorbed) and Inactivated Poliomyelitis Vaccine

Diphtheria Vaccine (Adsorbed) Adsorbed Diphtheria Vaccine

Hepatitis A Vaccine (Inactivated, Adsorbed) Inactivated Hepatitis A Vaccine

Hepatitis A (Inactivated) and Hepatitis B (rDNA) Hepatitis A (Inactivated) and Hepatitis B (rDNA) Vaccine
Vaccine (Adsorbed)

Influenza Vaccine (Split Virion, Inactivated) Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Split Virion)

Influenza Vaccine (Surface Antigen, Inactivated) Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Surface Antigen)

Influenza Vaccine (Whole Virion, Inactivated) Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Whole Virion)

Measles Vaccine (Live) Measles Vaccine, Live

Measles, Mumps and Rubella Vaccine (Live) Measles, Mumps and Rubella Vaccine, Live

Mumps Vaccine (Uve) Mumps Vaccine, Live

Tuberculin for Human Use, Old Old Tuberculin

Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular Component, Adsorbed) Adsorbed Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular Component)

Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular, Co-purified, Adsorbed) Adsorbed Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular, Co-purified)

Poliomyelitis Vaccine (Inactivated) Inactivated Poliomyelitis Vaccine

Poliomyelitis Vaccine (Oral) Poliomyelitis Vaccine, Live (Oral)

Rabies Vaccine for Human Use Prepared in Cell Cultures Rabies Vaccine

Tetanus Antitoxin for Human Use Tetanus Antitoxin

Tetanus Vaccine (Adsorbed) Adsorbed Tetanus Vaccine

Tick-borne Encephalitis Vaccine (Inactivated) Tick-borne Encephalitis Vaccine, Inactivated

Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative for Human Use Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative
Tnberculin P.P.D.

Typhoid Vaccine (Live, Oral, Strain Ty 21a) Typhoid (Strain Ty 21a) Vaccine, Live (Oral)

Yellow Fever Vaccine (Live) Yellow Fever Vaccine, Live

Immunological Products (Veterinary)
il1.onographs included in the British Pharmacopoeia (Veterinary)

Anthrax Spore Vaccine (live) for Veterinary Use Anthrax Vaccine, living

Aujeszky's Disease Vaccine (Inactivated) for Pigs Aujeszky's DiseaseVaccine, Inactivated
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Inununological Products (Veterinary)
JUanographs included In the British Pharmacopoeia (Veterinary)

Aujeszky's Disease Vaccine (live) for Pigs for Parenteral Auieszky's Disease Vaccine, Living
Administration

Avian Infectious Bronchitis Vaccine (Live) Avian Infectious Bronchitis Vaccine, Living

Avian Infectious Bursal Disease Vaccine (Inactivated) Infectious Bursal Disease Vaccine, Inactivated
Gumboro Disease Vaccine, Inactivated

Avian Infectious Bursal Disease Vaccine (Live) Infectious Bursal Disease Vaccine, Living
Gumboro Disease Vaccine, Living

Avian Infectious Encephalomyelitis Vaccine (Live) Infectious Avian Encephalomyelitis Vaccine, Living Epidemic
Tremor Vaccine, Living

Avian Infectious Laryngotracheitis Vaccine (live) Laryngotracheitis Vaccine, Living

Avian Paramyxovirus 3 Vaccine (Inactivated) for Turkeys Avian Paramyxovirus 3 Vaccine for Turkeys, Inactivated

Bovine Parainfluenza Virus Vaccine (Live) Bovine Parainfluenza Virus Vaccine, Living

Bovine Respiratory Syncytial Virus Vaccine (live) Bovine Respiratory Syncytial Virus Vaccine, Living

Infecrious Bovine Rhinotracheitis Vaccine (Uve) Infectious Bovine Rhinotracheitis Vaccine] Living

Brucellosis Vaccine (Live) (Brucella Melitensis Rev. Brucella Melitensis (Strain Rev. I) Vaccine, Living
I Strain) for Veterinary Use

Canine Adenovirus Vaccine (Inactivated) Canine Adenovirus Vaccine, Inactivated

Canine Adenovirus Vaccine (Live) Canine Adenovirus Vaccine, Living

Canine Distemper Vaccine (Live) Canine Distemper Vaccine, Living

Canine Parvovirosis Vaccine (Inactivated) Canine Parvovirus Vaccine, Inactivated

Canine Parvovirosis Vaccine (Live) Canine Parvovirus Vaccine, Living

Clostridium Botulinum Vaccine for Veterinary Use Clostridium Botulinum Vaccine
Botulinum vaccine

Clostridium Chauvoei Vaccine for Veterinary Use Clostridium Chauvoei Vaccine
Blackleg Vaccine

Clostridiwn Novyi (Type B) Vaccine for Veterinary Use Clostridium Novyi Type B Vaccine
Black Disease Vaccine

Clostridium Perfringens Vaccine for Veterinary Use Clostridium Perfringens Vaccines

TypeB Clostridium Perfringens Type B Vaccine
Lamb Dysentery Vaccine

TypeC Clostridium Perfringens Type C Vaccine
Struck Vaccine

TypeD Clostridium Perfringens Type D Vaccine
Pulpy Kidney Vaccine

Clostridium Septicum Vaccine for Veterinary Use Clostridium Septicum Vaccine
Braxy Vaccine

Distemper Vaccine (Live) for Mustelids Ferret and Mink Distemper Vaccine, Living

Egg Drop Syndrome '76 Vaccine (Inactivated) Egg Drop Syndrome 76 (Adenovirus) Vaccine

Equine Herpesvirus Vaccine (Inactivated) Equine Herpesvirus Vaccine, Inactivated

Equine Influenza Vaccine (Inactivated) Equine Influenza Vaccine, Inactivated

Feline Calicivirosis Vaccine (Inactivated) Feline CaJicivirus Vaccine, Inactivated

Feline Calicivlrosis Vaccine (Live) Feline Calicivirus Vaccine] Living
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Immunological Products (Veterinary)
Monographs included in the British Pharmacopoeia (Veterinary)

Feline Infectious Enteritis (Feline Panleucopenia) Vaccine Feline Infectious Enteritis Vaccine, Inactivated
(Inactivated) Feline Panleucopenia Vaccine, Inactivated

Feline Infectious Enteritis (Feline Panleucopenia) Vaccine Feline Infectious Enteritis Vaccine, Living
(live) Feline Panleucopenia Vaccine, Living

Feline Leukaemia Vaccine (Inactivated) Feline Leukaemia Vaccine, Inactivated

Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis Vaccine (Inactivated) Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis Vaccine, Inactivated

Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis Vaccine (Live) Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis Vaccine, Living

Poor-and-Mouth Disease (Ruminants) Vaccine Foot and Mouth Disease (Ruminants) Vaccine
(Inactivated)

Fowl-pox Vaccine (Live) Fowl Pox Vaccine, Living

Furunculosis Vaccine (Inactivated, Oil-adjuvanred, Furunculosis Vaccine for Salmonlds, Inactivated
Injectable) for Salmonids

Marek's Disease Vaccine (Live) Marek's Disease Vaccine, Living
Marek's Disease Vaccine (Turkey Herpes Virus)
Marek's Disease Vaccine, Living (HVf)

Neonatal Piglet Colibacillosis Vaccine (Inactivated) Porcine E. Coli Vaccine, Inactivated
Porcine Escherichia Coli Vaccine, Inactivated

Neonatal Ruminant Colibacillosis Vaccine (Inactivated) Ruminant E. Coli Vaccine, Inactivated
Ruminant Escherichia Coli Vaccine, Inactivated

Newcastle Disease Vaccine (Inactivated) Newcastle Disease Vaccine, Inactivated

Newcastle Disease Vaccine (Uve) Newcastle Disease Vaccine, Living

Porcine Actinobacillosis Vaccine (Inactivated) Porcine Actinobacillosis Vaccine, Inactivated

Porcine Influenza Vaccine (Inactivated) Swine Influenza Vaccine, Inactivated

Porcine Parvovirosls Vaccine (Inactivated) Porcine Parvovirus Vaccine, Inactivated

Porcine Progressive Atrophic Rhinitis Vaccine Porcine Progressive Atrophic Rhinitis Vaccine, Inactivated
(Inactivated)

Rabies Vaccine (Inactivated) for Veterinary Use Rabies Veterinary Vaccine, Inactivated

Swine Erysipelas Vaccine (Inactivated) Swine Erysipelas Vaccine, Inactivated

Tetanus Antitoxin for Veterinary Use Clostridium Tetani Antitoxin
Tetanus Antitoxin (Veterinary)

Tetanus Vaccine for Veterinary Use Clostridium Tetani Vaccines
Tetanus Toxoids (Veterinary)
Thefollowing titles may be usedfor vacdneswith an appropn'ate
potency:
Clostridium Tetani Vaccine for Equidae
Tetanus Toxoid for Equidae

Vibriosis (Cold-water) Vaccine (Inactivated) for Cold-water Vibriosis Vaccine for Salmcnids, Inactivated
Salmonids

Vibriosis Vaccine (Inactivated) for Salmonids Vibriosis Vaccine for Salmonids, Inactivated

Enteric Redmouth Disease Vaccine (Inactivated) for Enteric Redmouth Disease Vaccine for Rainbow Trout
Rainbow Trout (Inactivated)
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EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE APPROVED SYNONYM

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations

Human Albumin Injection, Iodinated e25I) Iodinated ( 1251) Albumin Injection

Technetium ('9"'TC) Human Albumin Injection Technetium (99moyC) Albumin Injection

\Vhen used in the practice of homoeopathy, certain substances that are the subject of a monograph in the European
Pharmacopoeia have been known traditionally by a name other than that at the head of the Ph. Eur. monograph. The name or
names given in the right-hand column of the list below are Approved Synonyms that may be used only in relation to
homoeopathic preparations for the name at the head of a monograph in the European Pharmacopoeia given in the left-hand
column.

EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA TITLE APPROVED SYNONYM FOR HOMOEOPATHIC USE

Substances used in Homoeopathy

Ammonium Chloride Ammonium Muriaticum

Atropine Sulfate Atropinum Sulfuricum

Caraway Fruit Carum Carvi

Cascara Cascara Sagrada

Cholesterol Cholesterinum

Cinchona Bark China

Cinnamon Cinnamomwn

Eucalyptus Leaf Eucalyptus

Bitter Fennel Foeniculum Vulgare

Lithium Carbonate Lithium Carbonicum

Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate Magnesium Muriaticum

Magnesium Sulfate . Magnesium Sulfuricum

Mercuric Chloride Mercurius Sublimatus Corrosivus
Mercurius Corrosivus

Potassium Chloride Kali Muriaticum

Quinine Sulfate Chininum Sulfuricum

Rhatany Root Ratanhia

Rhubarb Rheum Palmatum

Senega Root Senega

Silver Nitrate Argentum Nitricum

Sodium Carbonate Monohydrate Natrium Carbonicum

Sodium Chloride Natrium Muriaticum

Anhydrous Sodium Sulfate Natrium Sulfuricum

Valerian Root Valeriana

Zinc Sulfate Zincum Sulfuricum
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C. Eye drops
Codes for eye drops in single-dose containers
The following codes areapproved for use on singleunit doses of eye drops where me individual container may be too small to
bear all of the appropriate labelling information (see the general monograph for Eye Drops).
The inclusion of a preparation in this list does not necessarily meanthat a monograph is or willbe included in the British
Pharmacopoeia.

Eye Drops Code Eye Drops

Adrenaline I Epinephrine ADN I EPN Lidocaine and Fluorescein
Apraclonidine ACD Metipranolol
Atropine Sulfate ATR Moxisylyte
Betamethasone BET Neomycin
Carbachol CAR Oxybuprncaine
Castor Oil CASOIL Phenylephrine
Chloramphenicol CPL Phenylephrine and Cyclopentolate
Cocaine CCN Pilocarpine
Cyclopentolate eye Povidone-Iodine
Diclofenac DICL Prednisolone
Fluorescein FLN Proxymetacaine
Dexamethasone Sodium Phosphate DSP Prcxymetacaine and Fluorescein
Gentamicin GNT Rose Bengal
Homatropine HOM Sodium Chloride
Hydrocortisone HeaR Sodium Cromoglicate
Hydcoxyethylcellulose and Sodium HECL Sulfacetamide
Chloride Tetracaine
Hyoscine RYO Timolol
Hypromellose HPRM. Tropicamide
Lachesine lAC Zinc Sulfate

I The term (Saline' indicates the contents of the container are a 0.9% wlv solution of Sodium Chloride.

Code

LIDFLN
MPR
MOX
NEO
OXB
PHNL
PHNCYC
PIL
PVI
PRED
PROX
PROXFLN
ROS
SALINE'
SCG
SULF
TET
TIM
TRO
ZSU
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Appendix XXII
A. Viral Safety
(Ph. Eur. general texts 5.1.7)

This chapter provides general requirements concerning the
viral safety of medicinal products whose manufacture has
involved the use of materials of human or animal origin.
Since viral safety is a complex issue, it is important that a risk
assessment is carried out. Requirements to be applied to a
specific medicinal product are decided by the competent
authority.

Where the risk of viral contamination exists, complementary
measures are used as appropriate to assure the viral safety of
medicinal products, based on:
- selection of source materials and testing for viral

contaminants;
- testing the capacity of the production process to remove

and/or inactivate viruses;
- testing for viral contamination at appropriate stages of

production.

Where appropriate, one or more validated procedures for
removal or inactivation of viruses are applied.

Further detailed recommendations on viral safety, including
validation studies, are provided, in particular, by the Notefor
guidance on virusvalidation studies: the design, contribution and
interpretation of studies validating the inactivation and removal of
viroses (CPMPIBWPI268195) of the Committee for
Proprietary Medicinal Products, and the ICH guideline Q5A:
Viralsafetyevaluation of b,iozechnoloJij products detioed from cell
lines of human or animal ongin (including any subsequent
revisions of these documents).

Requirements concerning immunological products for
veterinary use are dealt with in the monographs VtUcines for
veten·nary use (0062) and lmmunoseraforveten·nary use (0030)
and related general chapters.

EUsk assess~ent

A risk assessment with respect to viral safety is carried out
where materials of hwnan or animal origin are used as
ingredients of medicinal products or in the manufacture of
active substances, excipients or medicinal products.

The principle of the risk assessment is to consider various
factors that may influence the potential level of infectious
particles in the medicinal product and factors related to the
use of the medicinal product that determine or influence the
viral risk to the recipients.

The risk assessment takes into consideration relevant factors,
for example:
- the species of origin;
- the organ, tissue, fluid of origin;
- the potential contaminants in view of the origin of the

raw material and the history of the donorts), preferably
including epidemiological data;

- the potential contaminants from the manufacturing
process (for example, from risk materials used during
manufacture);

- the infectivity and pathogenicity of me potential
contaminants for the intended recipients of the medicinal
product, taking account of the route of administration of
the medicinal product;

- the amount of material used to produce a dose of
medicinalproduc4

- controls carried out on the donorts), on the raw material,
during production and on the final product;
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- the manufacturing process of the product and its capacity
to remove and/or inactivate viruses.

The risk assessment can be based mainly on the
manufacturing conditions if these include rigorous
inactivation steps (for example, for gelatin etc., and products
terminally sterilised by steam or dry heat as described in the
general texts on sterility (5.1)).

B. Minimising the Risk of Transmitting
Animal Spongiform Encephalopathy
Agents Via Human and Veterinary
Medicinal Products
(ph. Eur. general texts 5.2.8)

This chapter is identical with theNote for Guidance on
l\1iminising the Risk of Transmitting Animal Spongiform
Encephalopathy Agentsvia Human and VeterinalY Medicinal
Products - Revision 3, (EMA141010l rev. 3).

CONTENTS

I. INTRODUCTION

I-I. Scientific background

1-2. Regulatory compliance

2. SCOPE

3. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

3-1. Scientific principles for minimising risk

3-2.~al source

3-2-1. Geographical sourcing

3-2-1-1. Bovine materials

3-2-1-2. Sheep and goats (small ruminants)

3-2-2. BSE negligible risk (closed) bovine herds

3-3. Animal parts, body fluids and secretions as starting
material

3-4. Age of animals
3-5. Manufacturing Process

4. RISK ASSESSMENT OF MATERIALS OR
SUBSTANCES USED IN THE MANUFACTURE AND
PREPARATION OF A MEDICINAL PRODUCT IN THE
CON1EXT OF REGUlATORY COMPLIANCE

5. BBNEFITIRISKEVALUATION

6. SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS
6-1. Collagen

6-2. Gelatin

6-3. Bovine blood and blood derivatives

6-4. Tallow derivatives

6-5. Animal charcoal

6-6. Milk and milk derivatives

6-7. Wool derivatives

6-8. Amino acids

6-9. Peptones

1 INTRODUCTION
1-1 SCIENTIFIC BACKGROUND
Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathies (fSEs) are
chronic degenerative neIVOUS diseases characterised by the
accumulation of an abnormal isofonn of a cellular
glycoprotein (known as PrP or prion protein). The abnormal
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isoform of PcP (PCpTSE) differs from normal PcP (PcPc) in
being highly resistant to protease and heat denaturation
treatments. PrpTSE is considered to be the infective agent
responsible for transmitting TSE disease.

TSE diseases in animals include:
- bovine spongifonn encephalopathy (BSE) in cattle,
- scrapie in sheep and goats,
- chronic wasting disease (CWD) in cervids (deer and elk),
- transmissible mink encephalopathy (TME) in farmed

mink,
- feline spcngiform encephalopathy (FSE) in fellds

(specifically domestic cats and captive large cats), and
- spongiform encephalopathy of exotic ungulates in zoos.

In humans, spongifonn encephalopathies include different
forms of Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD), Kuru,
Gersrmann-Straussler-Scheinker Syndrome (GSS), and Fatal
Familial Insomnia (FFI).

Iatrogenic transmission of spongiform encephalopathies has
been reported. In sheep, scrapie has been accidentally
transmitted by the use of Louping III vaccine prepared from
pooled, formaldehyde treated ovine brain and spleen in
which material from scrapie-infected sheep had been
inadvertently incorporated. Also, transmission of scrapie to
sheep and goats occurred following use of a forrnol
inactivated vaccine against contagious agalactia, prepared
with brain and mammary gland hornogenates of sheep
infected with Mycoplasma agalactiae. In man, cases of
transmission of CJD have been reported which have been
attributed to me parenteral administration of growth
hormone and gonadotropin derived from hwnan cadaveric
pituitary glands. Cases of CJD have also been attributed to
the use of contaminated instruments in brain surgery and
with me transplantation of human dura mater and cornea.

Interspecies TSE transmission is restricted by a number of
natura.l barriers, transmissibility being affected by the species
of origin, the prion strain) dose, route of exposure and, in
some species, the host allele of the PRNP gene. Species
barriers can be crossed under appropriate conditions.

BSE was first diagnosed in the United Kingdom in 1986 and
a large number of cattle and individual herds have been
affected. It is clear that BSE is a food borne disease
associated with feed (e.g. meat and bone meal) derived from
TSE affected animals. Other countries have experienced
cases of BSB, either in animals imponed from the United
Kingdom or in indigenous animals. There is convincing
evidence to show that the variant fonn of CJD (vCJD) is
caused by the agent which is responsible for BSE in cattle.
Therefore) a cautious approach continues to be warranted if
biological materials from species naturally affected by TSE
diseases, especia lly bovine species) are used for the
manufacture of medicinal products.

In the course of active surveillance programs, two previously
unrecognized forms of atypical BSE (BSE-L, also named
BASE, and BSE-H) have been identified in race sporadic
cases from Europe, North America) and Japan. The 'L' and
'H' identify the higher and lower electrophoretic positions of
their protease-resistant PrPTSE isofonns. It is noteworthy that
atypical cases have been found in countries that did not
experience classical BSE so far) like Sweden, or in which only
few classical BSE cases have been found like Canada or
USA. The atypical BSE agent has been experimentally
transmitted to transgenic mice expressing the human prion
protein and to a cynomolgus monkey.

Scrapie occurs worldwide and has been reponed in most
European countries. It has the highest incidence in Cyprus.
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While humans have been exposed to naturally occurring
scrapie for over 250 years, there is no epidemiological
evidence directly linking scrapie to spongiform
encephalopathies in humans'. However, mere remains a
theoretical and currently unquantifiable risk that some BSE
contaminated protein supplement may have been fed to
sheep. Further, it should also be assumed that any BSE
agent introduced into the small ruminant population via
contaminated feed is likely to be recycled and amplified'',

There is interest in infecting cells with TSE agents to develop
assays and for basic scientific reasons. Some success has been
reponed) usually but not always with neural cell lines.
The conditions needed to infect a cell are not well
understood and the process is difficult requiring particular
combinations of agent and cell. It is not considered
appropriate to make specific recommendations in terms of
cell substrates to be used for production of
biologicallbiotechnology-derived substances. Nevertheless, the
possibility of infection of cell lines with TSE agents should be
taken into account in risk assessments.

1-2 REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

Risk assessment
Since the use of animal-derived materials is unavoidable for
the production of some medicinal products and that
complete elimination of risk at source is rarely possible, the
measures taken to manage the risk of transmitting animal
TSEs via medicinal products represent risk minimisation
rather than risk elimination. Consequently, the basis for
regulatory compliance should be based on a risk assessment,
taking into consideration all pertinent factors as identified in
this chapter (see below).

Legal basis
The note for guidance is published by the European
Commission following
- Annex I, part I, module 3, section 3.2: Content: bask

principles and requirements, point (9) of
Directive 2001l83IEC of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 6 November 2001 on the Community
code relating to medicinal products for human use3

, as
amended, and

- Annex I) Title I, pan 2) section C Produaion and control of
starting material of Directive 2001/82IEC of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 6 November 2001 on
the Community code relating to veterinary medicinal
products", as amended.

These directives require mat applicants for marketing
authorisation for human and veterinary medicinal products
must demonstrate that medicinal products are manufactured
in accordance with the latest version of this note for guidance
published in the Official Joumal of the European Union. This is
a continuing obligation after the marketing authorisation has
been granted.

By definition, the principle of Specified Risk Materials as
defined in Regulation (Be) No 999/2001 of the Ewopean
Parliament and of the Council" does not apply to medicinal

I This iscurrenlly beingassessed by EFSA and EeDe. Forupdated
injormamm. please refer to thefollowing link:http://tegUW'Ofqumions.efsa.
europa.euIroqFnmrmdlqllestionsListliJaderJmandate=M-2009-0221
2 In January2005, afterconfimJaWm of BSE in a goot in Fram:e,
additional legislative measures were taken reJaud to moniron·nc and an
increased ustingof small ruminants. The increaud suTW/1Ja"u didnor
identifyaddjtiOlUlI cases of BSE in sheep and goatsin theBU.
, OJ L 311, 28.11.2001, p. 67.
, OJ L 3/1. 28.11.2001, p. I.
5 OJ L 147, 31.5.2001, p. J.
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products. However, Regulation (EC) No 177412002 of the
European Parliament and of the Council", which applies
since I" May 2003, lays down health rules concerning
animal by-products not intended for hwnan consumption.
As a general rule, and unless properly justified, aU animal
by-products used as starting materials in the manufacture of
medicinal products should be 'Category 3 (i.e. safe) materials
or equivalent', as defined in Regulation (EC) No 177412002.
Justification for the use of substances derived from other,
high infectivity materials must follow an appropriate
benefit/risk evaluation (see furth~r below).

The note for guidance should be read in conjunction with
the various ED legal instruments including Commission
decisions progressively implemented since 1991. Where
appropriate, references to these decisions are given in the
text. Position statements and explanatory notes made by the
Committee for Medicinal Products for Hwnan Use (CHiVIP)
and Committee for Medicinal Products for Veterinary Use
(CVMP) are still applicable for the purpose of regulatory
compliance unless otherwise superseded by the note for
guidance.

The general monograph Products wlih risk of transmitting
agents of animal spongifonn encephalopathies of the European
Pharmacopoeia refers to this chapter, which is identical with
the note for guidance. The monograph forms the basis for
issuing Certificates of Suitability as a procedure for
demonstrating TSE compliance for substances and materials
used in the manufacture of hwnan and veterinary medicinal
products.

Clarification of note for guidance
As the scientific understanding of TSEs, especially the
pathogenesis of the diseases, is evolving, from time to time
CHMP and its Biologics Working Party in collaboration with
CVMP and its Immunologicals Working Party may be
required in the future to develop supplementary guidance in
the fonn of position statements or explanatory notes for the
purpose of clarifying the note for guidance.
The supplementary guidance shall be published by the
Commission and on the website of the European Medicines
Agency and taken into consideration accordingly in the scope
of the certification of the European Directorate for the
Quality of Medicines & HealthCare (EDQM).

2 SCOPE
TSE-RELEVANT ANIMAL SPECIES
Cattle, sheep, goats and animals that are naturally susceptible
to infection with transmissible spongifonn encephalopathy
agents or susceptible to infection through the oral route other
than humans7 and non-human primates are defined as
C<TSE-relevant animal speciesv".

MATERIALS
This chapter is concerned with materials derived from "TSE
relevant animal species" that are used for the preparation of:
- active substances,

6 OJ L 273) 10.10.2002)p. 1. Regulation (EC) 177412001 har been
repookdby Regl/lalion (BC) 106912009 that willapplyfrom 4 March 201I
(OJ L 300, 14.11.2009,p. 1).
7 Regulatory guidanu and position papers hatlebeen issued by the
Commiuee for MedicinaJ Products for Human Use and itsBioWgics Working
Pany on human tissue derived media"naJ products in relation to GJD and
vCJD. Such guidance can befound on hup:llwww.ema.europo,eu
a Pigsand birds, whichare animal speci4.s oj particular inteml for tilt
production oj medicinal produas) are nOl nalUrolly susceptible soinjeaio" via
theoralroute. Therefore they are 1101 TSE-ffltfXJnt animalspecies within the
meaningof thischapter. Also dogs) rabbits andfish are non TSE-reJevant
animalspecies within the meaning oj this chapter.
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- excipients and adjuvants, and
- raw and starting materials and reagents used in

production (e.g. bovine serum albumin, enzymes, culture
media including those used to prepare working cell banks,
or new master cell banks for medicinal products which
are subject to a new marketing authorisation).

This chapter is also applicable to materials that come into
direct contact with the equipment used in manufacture of the
medicinal product or that come in contact with the medicinal
product and therefore have the potential for contamination.

Materials used in the qualification of plant and equipment,
such as culture media used in media fill experiments to
validate the aseptic filling process, shaU be considered in
compliance with this chapter provided that the constituent or
constituents are derived from tissues with no detectable
infectivity (category IC tissues), where the risk of cross
contamination with potentially infective tissues has been
considered (see section 3-3) and where the materials are
sourced from countries with negligible BSE risk or controlled
BSE risk (Categories A and B, respectively - see section 3-2).
Such infonnation shall be provided in the dossier for a
marketing authorisation and verified during routine
inspection for compliance with Good Manufacturing Practice
(GMP).

Other materials such as cleaning agents, softeners and
lubricants that come into contact with the medicinal product
during its routine manufacture or in the finishing stage or in
the primary packaging are considered in compliance with this
chapter if they are tallow derivatives prepared using me
rigorous physicochemical processes as described in section 6.

SEED LOTS, CELL BANKS AND ROUTINE
FERMENTATION/PRODUCTION'
For the purpose of regulatory compliance, master seeds or
master cell banks in marketing authorisation applications
lodged after 1 July 2000 (for human medicinal products) or
1 October 2000 (for veterinary medicinal products) shall be
covered by the note for guidance.

Master seeds and master cell banks,
- for vaccine antigens,
- for a biotechnology-derived medicinal product as

described in the Annex to Regulation (EC) No 726/2004
of the European Parliament and of the Council LO, and

- for other medicinal products using seed lots or cell
banking systems in their manufacture,

that have already been approved for the manufacture of a
constituent of an authorised medicinal product shall be
considered in compliance with the note for guidance even if
they are incorporated in marketing authorisation applications
lodged after 1 July 2000 (for human medicinal products) or
1 October 2000 (for veterinary medicinal products).

Master cell banks and master seeds established before
1 July 2000 (for human medicinal products) or
1 October 2000 (for veterinary medicinal products), but not
yet approved as a constituent of an authorised medicinal
product shall demonstrate that they fulfil the requirements of
the note for guidance. If, for some raw or starting materials
or reagents used for the establishment of these cell banks or
seeds, full documentary evidence is no longer available, the

9 See also: Poslrlon paper on the assessment oj the riskoj transmission oj
animalspongJJorm encephalopathy agents by master seedmaterials usedin
theproduction of tJeten'nary vaccines (EMEAICVMPIOJ910J-February 200J
adopurJ by the Committee forMedidum Products forVeterinary
U", (CVMP) inJuly 2001, (OJ C 286, 12.10.2001, p. 12)).
10 OJ L 116, 30.4.2004, p. I.
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applicant should present a risk assessment as described in
Section 4 of the note for guidance.

Established working seeds or cell banks used in the
manufacture of medicinal products authorised before
I July 2000 (human medicines) or I October 2000
(veterinary medicines), which have been subjected to a
properly conducted risk assessment by a Competent
Authority of the Member States or the European Medicines
Agency and declared to be acceptable, shall also he
considered compliant.

However, where materials derived from the "TSE-relevant
animal species" are used in fermentation/routine production
processes or in the establishment of working seeds and
working cell banks, the applicant must demonstrate that they
fulfil the requirements of the note for guidance.

3 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
3-1 SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES FOR MINIMISING
RISK
When manufacturers have a choice, the use of materials from
"non TSE-relevant animal species" or non-animal origin is
preferred. The rationale for using materials derived from
"TSE-relevant animal species" instead of materials from
"non-TSE-relevant species" or of non-animal origin should
he given. If materials from c<TSE-relevantanimal species"
have to be used, consideration should be given to aU the
necessary measures to minimise the risk of transmission of
TSE.

Readily applicable diagnostic tests for TSE infectivity in vivo
are not yet available. Diagnosis is based on post-mortem
confirmation of characteristic brain lesions by histopathology
and/or detection ofPrpTs~ by Western blot or immunoassay.
The demonstration of infectivity by the inoculation of suspect
tissue into target species or laboratory animals is also used for
confirmation. However, due to the long incubation periods of
all TSEs, results of invivo tests are available only after
months or years.

Several immunochemical tests have been developed for the
detection of prpTSE in post-mortem samples and some are
now considered to be extremely sensitive. However, their
ability [0 detect an infected animal depends on the timing of
sample collection in relation to timing of exposure, the type
of tissue collected and infectious dose acquired, together with
consequential timing of onset of clinical disease. There is
currently insufficient information on how this might be
affected by strain variations.

Although screening of source animals by in vitro tests may
prevent the use of animals at late stages of incubation of the
disease and may provide information about the
epidemiological status of a given country or region, none of
the tests are considered suitable to unambiguously confirm
the negative status of an animal.

Minimising the risks of transmission ofTSE is based upon
three complementary parameters:
- the source animals and their geographical origin,
- nature of animal material used in manufacture and any

procedures in place to avoid cross-contamination with
higher risk materials,

- production process(es) including the quality assurance
system in place to ensure product consistency and
traceability.

3-2 ANI1HAL SOURCE
The source materials used for the production of materials for
the manufacture Ofmedicinal products shall be derived from
animals fit for human consumption following ante- and post-
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mortem inspection in accordance with EU or equivalent
(third country) conditions, except for materials derived from
live animals, which should be found healthy after clinical
examination.

3-2-1 Geographical sourcing
3-2-1-1 Bouine nuuenals
The World Organisation for Animal Health (OlE)lI lays
down the criteria for the assessment of the status of countries
in the chapter of the International Animal Health Code on
bovine spongifonn encephalopathy. Countries or regions are
classified as follows:

A. countries or regions with a negligible BSE risk;

B. countries or regions with a controlled BSE risk;

c. countries or regions with an undetermined ESE risk.

As stipulated in Commission Regulation (HC) No 99912001,
as amended':', the classification of countries or regions
thereof according to their BSE risk, based on the rules laid
down by OlE, is legally binding in the EU since I July 2007.
Commission Decision 2007/453IECl J as amended, provides
the classification of countries or regions according to their
BSE risk.

Previously, the European Commission Scientific Steering
Committee (SSC)14 had established a temporary system for
classifying the countries according to their geographical ESE
risk (GBR)I5.

For the purposes of this chapter the ESE classification based
on the OlE rules should be used. If a country, which was
previously classified in accordance to the SSC GBR criteria,
has not been classified yet according to the OlE rules, the
GBR classification can be used until OIE classification has
taken place, provided that there is no evidence of significant
change in its BSE risk 16

•

Where there is a choice, animals should be sourced from
countries with the lowest possible BSE risk (negligible BSE
risk countries (Category A» unless the use of material from
countries with a higher BSE risk is justified. Some of the
materials identified in Section 6, "Specific Conditions" can
be sourced from countries with controlled BSE risk
(Category B) and, in some cases, from countries with

II hup:flwww.oie.inrlengISlatltsIBSElmJ]SBJree.htm
12 Regulation (BG) No 72212007 (OJ L 164, 26.6.2007, p. 7)
" OJ L 172, 30.6.2007, p. 84
14 The Scientific Sreen"ng Commiuee established by Commission
Derision 971404JEC (OJ L 169J 27.6.1997, p. 85) shaD assist the
Commission to oblain the bestscientific advice. available on manen rtlating
to consumer health. Since May 2001, its tasks have been taken O't-'ef by the
European FoodSafety Autlwrily (EFSA): hnp:llwww.efsa.europa,ell
15 The European Scientific Steering Committee dassificatWnfor geogmphital
BSE ,uk (GBR) givesall indiaJlion of the levelof likelihood of thepresence
oj one or more cattledinically orpre...dinial11y infuud widr BSE in a given
country orregion. A definition of mefourcategories isprovided in the
folknmng T.bk.

GBR level Presence ofone or more cattle clinically or pre-cUnlcaUy
Infected with BSH In 8 geogmphical regloolcountry

I Highly unlikely

II Unlikelybut not excluded

III Likely but not confirmed or confinned at a lower level

IV Confinned at a higher level C?: 100 cases/I Million adult cattle
per year)

Reporu of the GBR assessment of tlu counmes areatIQ17abk on the SSG
website (hnp:II«.europa.euJfoodJfslsclmlouccome_m.hnnQ
16 Experts consider that the GBR dassificatitm syStml isSlab/emough, so
mat it canct»lc;ntle to be used, during the interim period, for the
demonstration of compliance with this chapter.
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undetermined BSE risk (Category C), provided that the
controls and requirements as specified in the relevant sections
below are applied. Apart from these exceptions, animals must
not be sourced from countries with undetermined ESE risk
(Category C), and justifications for the use of animals from
countries with undetermined BSE risk (Category C) must
always be provided.

3-2-1-2. Sheep andgoalS (smallrumimmts}
Naturally occurring clinical scrapie cases have been reponed
in a number of countries worldwide. As BSE in sheep and
goats could possibly be mistaken for scrapie, as a
precautionary measure, sourcing of materials derived from
small ruminants shall take into account the prevalence of
born BSE and scrapie in the country and the tissues from
which me materials are derived.

The principles related to «BSE negligible risk (closed) bovine
herds" (see section 3-2-2) could equally be applied in the
context of small ruminants in order to develop a framework
to define the TSE status of a flock of small ruminants.
For sheep, because of the concern over the possibility of BSE
in sheep) the use of a genotype(s) showing resistance to
BSFJscrapie infection could be considered in establishing
TSE free flocks'". However, the possibility that genotypes
resistant to scrapie could be susceptible to BSE (experimental
oral exposure) or atypical scrapie (natural cases) should also
be taken into account. Goats have not been studied
sufficiently with regard to a genotype specific sensitivity.

Material of small ruminant origin should preferably be
sourced from countries with a long history of absence of
scrapie. Justification shall be required if the material is
sourced from some other origin.

3-2-2 BSE negligible rI.k (closed) bovine herds
The safest sourcing is from countries or regions with a
negligible risk (Category A countries). Other countries may
have or have had cases of BSE at some point in time and the
practical concept of "Negligible risk (closed) bovine herds"
has been developed by the SSC and endorsed by the CHMP
and CVMP. Criteria for establishing and maintaining a "BSE
negligible risk (closed) bovine herd" can be found in the SSC
opinion of 22-23 July 1999 18

•

For the time being it is not possible to quantify the reduction
of the geographical BSE risk for cattle from BSE 'negligible
risk (closed) bovine herds'. However, it is expected that this
risk reduction is substantial. Therefore, sourcing from such
closed bovine herds shall be considered in the risk assessment
in conjunction with the OIE classification of the country.

3-3 ANIMAL PARTS, BODY FLUIDS AND
SECRETIONS AS STARTING MATERIAL
In a TSE infected animal, different organs and secretions
have different levels of infectivity. If materials from 'TSE
relevant animal species' have to be used, consideration
should be given to use materials of the lowest category of
risk. The tables given in the Annex of this chapter'?

17 Opinion of the Scienti}it; Pantlon Biological Hazardson 'the breeding
programme for TSE resistance in sheep': hup:llwww.efta.europa.
euJEFSAlefiajlxd1e-1178620753812_1J78620775678.htm
18 sse Scientific Opinion on the CQ1Iditicm related to ''BSE Negligible Risk
(Closed) BovineHerds" adtJpted at the meeting of 22-23 July 1999.
hnp:llec.europa.eulfoodlfslsclssclour56_en.hunl
19 The tissue claSSlJication tables arebased upon the mostnant WHO
Guidelines on Tissue lnf«tivity Disrn1JUtWtl in Transmissible Spongifonn
Encephalopathies (2010) http://www.who.
intlbloddprodw:tsltableuissueinf«tivity·pdf
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summarise current data about the distribution of infectivity
and PrPTS E in cattle with BSE, and in sheep and goats with
scrapie2o

•

The information in the tables is based exclusively upon
observations of naturally occurring disease or primary
experimental infection by the oral route (in cattle) but does
not include data on models using strains of TSE that have
been adapted to experimental animals, because passaged
strain phenotypes can differ significantly and unpredictably
from those of naturally occurring disease. Because
immunohistochemical and/or Western blot detection of
misfolded host protein (PrPTSE) have proven to be a
surrogate marker of infectivity) PrpT SE testing results have
been presented in parallel with bioassay data. Tissues are
grouped into three major infectivity categories, irrespective of
the stage of disease:

Category IA HIgh-Infectivity tissues

central nervous system (CNS) tissues that attain a
high titre of infectivity in the later stages of all TSEsJ

and certain tissues that are anatomically associated
with the CNS

Categorym Lower-infectivity tissues

peripheral tissues that have tested positive for infectivity
and/or prpT'SE in at least one form ofTSE

Category IC Tissues with no detectable infectivity

tissues that have been examined for infectivity, without any
infectivity detected, and/or PrPTSE, with negative results

Category IA tissues and substances derived from them shall
not be used in the manufacture of medicinal products, unless
justified (see Section 5).

Although the category oflower risk tissues (category ill
tissues) almost certainly includes some (e.g. blood) with a
lower risk than others (e.g. lymphoreticular tissues), the data
about infectivity levels in these tissues are too limited to
subdivide the category into different levels of risk. It is also
evident that the placement of a given tissue in one or another
category can be disease and species specific, and subject to
revision as new data emerge.

For the risk assessment (see section 4), manufacturers and/or
marketing authorisation holders/applicants shall take into
account the tissue classification tables in the Annex to this
chapter.

The categories in the tables are only indicative and it is
important to note the following points.
- In certain situations there could be cross-contamlnatton

of tissues of different categories of infectivity.
The potential risk will be influenced by the circumstances
in which tissues were removed, especially by contact of
tissues with lower-infectivity tissues or no detectable
infectivity (categories ill and IC tissues) with high
infectivity tissues (category IA tissues). Thus, cross
contamination of some tissues may be increased if
infected animals are slaughtered by brain stunning
(penetrative or non penetrative) or if the brain and/or
spinal cord is sawed. The risk of cross-contamination will
be decreased if body fluids are collected with minimal
damage to tissue and cellular components are removed,
and if foetal blood is collected without contamination

20 A ScientrJic opinion on BSEITSB infuli'f/ily in smallruminanttissuts is
currendybeingreviewed by EFSA (Question No EFSA-Q-2010-052).
For updated information please jof/ow this/ink: hRp:llregi$terojquestions.efta.
mropa.eulroqPTOrIlmdlquestiomListLoader?mandate=M-201o-0041
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from other maternal or foetal tissues including placenta,
amniotic and allantoic fluids. For certain tissues, it is very
difficult or impossible to prevent cross-contamination with
category IA tissues (e.g. skull). This has to he considered
in the risk assessment.

- For certain classes of substances the
stunning/slaughtering techniques used may be
important in determining the potential ris~1 because of
the likelihood of disseminating the brain particles into the
peripheral organs, particularly to the lungs.
Stunning/slaughtering techniques should be described as
well as the procedures to remove high infectivity tissues.
The procedures to collect the animal tissues/organs to be
used and the measures in place to avoid cross
contamination with a higher risk material must also he
described in detail.

- The risk of contamination of tissues and organs with
BSE-infectivity potentially harboured in central nervous
material as a consequence of the stunning method used
for cattle slaughtering depends on the following factors:
- the amount of BSE-infectivity in the brain of the

slaughtered animal,
- the extent of brain damage,
- the dissemination of brain particles in the animal

body.

These factors must be considered in conjunction with the
OIFIGBR classification of me source animals, the age of the
animals in the case of cattle and the post-mortem testing of the
cattle using a validated method.

The underlying principles indicated above would be equally
applicable to sheep and goats.

The risk posed by cross-contamination will be dependent on
several complementary factors including:
- measures adopted to avoid contamination during

collection of tissues (see above),
- level of contamination (amount of the contaminating

tissue),
- amount and type of materials collected at the same time.

Manufacturers or the marketing authorisation
holders/applicants should take into account the risk with
respect to cross-contamination.

3-4 AGE OF ANIMALS
As the TSE infectivity accumulates in bovine animals over an
incubation period of several years, it is prudent to source
from young animals.

Presence of infectious material has essentially been reported
in the central nervous system and related tissues, as well as in
the lymphoreticular system, depending on the TSE agent
(BSE in cattle or scrapie in sheep and goat). The exact time
course of infectivity in the respective body parts and tissues,
from the date of infection, is not known in both species and,
as such, it is difficult to give clear guidance on the age above
which the various tissues may be infected and should not be
collected. The initial recommendation to collect tissues in the
youngest age is still valid. In addition, it is noteworthy that
the age criteria depend also on the geographical origin. Age is
a more important parameter for materials from countries
where the risk is higher (Category Band C countries), than

';!I sse opinion on srunning methods and EsE risk (The,uk of
dissemination of brain panicles intothe blood and C4mJSS when applying
catam stunning methods), adopted al themwing of 10-11 Ja"uary 2002.
hup:llu.europa.eulfoodlftlsclmlout2453n.pdf. Report of the EFSA Workmg
group on BSE riskfrom dissemination of brain panicles in bIbod and C4ralSS.

Question No EFSA-Q-2003-122, adopted on 21 October 2004,http://www.
efta. europa, euIEFSAlefsa_loaJle-1178620753812_J178620777397.hIm
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from countries with a negligible BSE risk (Category A
countries).

3-5 MANUFACTURING PROCESS
The assessment of the overall TSE risk reduction of a
medicinal product shall take into account the control
measures instituted with respect to:
- sourcing of the raw/starting materials, and
- the manufacturing process.

Controlled sourcing is a very important criterion in achieving
acceptable safety of the product, due to the documented
resistance of TSE agents to most inactivation procedures.

A quality assurance system, such as ISO 9000 certification,
HACCp22 or GMP, must be put in place for monitoring the
production process and for batch delineation (i.e. definition
of batch, separation of batches, cleaning between batches).
Procedures shall be put in place to ensure traceability as well
as self-auditing and to auditing suppliers of raw/starting
materials.

Certain production procedures may contribute considerably
to the reduction of the risk of TSE contamination, .
e.g. procedures used in the manufacture of tallow derivatives
(see section 6). As such rigorous processing cannot be
applied to many products, processes involving physical
removal, such as precipitation and filtration to remove prion
rich material, are likely to be more appropriate than chemical
treatments. A description of the manufacturing process,
including in-process controls applied, shall be presented and
the steps that might contribute to reduction or elimination of
TSE contamination should be discussed. Whenever different
manufacturing sites are involved, the steps performed at each
site shall be clearly identified. The measures in place in order
to ensure traceability of every production batch to the source
material should be described.

Cleaning process
Cleaning of process equipment may be difficult to validate
for the elimination of TSE agents. It is reported that after
exposure to high titre preparations of TSE agent, detectable
infectivity can remain bound to the surface of stainless steel.
The removal of all adsorbed protein by the use of I M
sodium hydroxide or chlorine releasing disinfectants
(e.g. 20 000 ppm chlorine for I h) have been considered
acceptable approaches where equipment that cannot be
replaced has been exposed to potentially contaminated
material. Milder treatments with limited concentrations of
alkali or stabilized bleach, when properly formulated with
detergents and used at specified temperatures, have been
shown to exhibit similar efficiency for removing prions as did
classical NaOH orchlorine treatments. A system based on
vaporised hydrogen peroxide also appeared to be efficient for
inactivating TSE agents. These new treatments are more
compatible with delicate materials and may be suitable for
practical use23

•

If risk materials are used in the manufacrure of a product,
cleaning procedures, including control measures, shall be put
in place in order to minimise the risk of cross-contamination
between production batches. This is especially important if
materials from different risk categories are handled in the
same plant with the same equipment. In the case of using

22 HazardAnalysis Cn'tical Ccmtrol Poim.
2J W'HO.GuideJines on Tissue Inf«tj1Jity Distriblllion in Transmissible
Spcngijoml Bnuphalopalhies (2006) hUjXllwww.who.
intlbloodprOOuculrseIWHO%20TSE%20Guidelines%20FlNAL-22%
2OJuneu~reJNLpdf
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category IA materials in me manufacture of a product,
dedicated equipment shall be used, unless otherwise justified.

Further research is needed to develop and validate new
decontamination procedures to lower the risk of cross
contamination for material and devices which are not
compatible with WHO-recommended procedures.

RemovalJInactivation validation
Validation studies of removaVinactivation procedures for
TSEs can be difficult [0 interpret. It is necessary to take into
consideration the nature of the spiked material and its
relevance to the natural situation, the design of the study
(including scaling-down of processes) and the method of
detection of the agent (in vitro or in vivo assay). Further
research is needed to develop an understanding of the most
appropriate "spike preparation" for validation studies.
Therefore, validation studies are currently not generally
required. However, if claims are made for the safety of the
product with respect to TSEs based on the ability of
manufacturing processes to remove or inactivate TSE agents,
they must be substantiated by appropriate investigational
studies24

•

In addition to appropriate sourcing, manufacturers are
encouraged to continue their investigations into removal and
inactivation methods to identify steps/processes that would
have benefit in assuring the removal or inactivation ofTSE
agents. In any event, a production process wherever possible
shall be designed taking account of available information on
methods which are thought [0 inactivate or remove TSE
agents.

For certain types of products (see section 6-3 Bovine blood
and blood derivatives), where validated removaVinactivation
is not readily applicable, process evaluation might be
required. This should be based on the starting material and
any published data on TSE risk.

4 RISK ASSESSMENT OF MATERIALS OR
SUBSTANCES USED IN THE MANUFACTURE AND
PREPARATION OF A MEDICINAL PRODUCT IN
THE CONTEXT OF REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
The assessment of the risk associated with TSE needs careful
consideration of all of the parameters as outlined in section
3-1 (Scientific Principles for Minimising Risk).
As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, regulatory
compliance is based on a favourable outcome from a risk
assessment. The risk assessments, conducted by the
manufacturers and/or the marketing authorisation holders or
applicants for the different materials or substances from
"TSE-relevant animal species" used in the manufacture of a
medicinal product shall show that all TSE risk factors have
been taken into account and, where possible, risk has been
minimised by application of the principles described in this
chapter. TSE Certificates of suitability issued by the EDQM
may be used by the marketing authorisation holders or
applicants as the basis of the risk assessments.

An overall risk assessment for the medicinal product,
conducted by the marketing authorisation holders or
applicants, shall take into account the risk assessments for all
the different materials from "TSli-relevanr animal species"
and, where appropriate, TSE reduction or inactivation by the
manufacturing steps of the active substance and/or finished
product.

The final determination of regulatory compliance rests with
the competent authority.

24 Guideline 011 the j1/1Jestjgation of manufaauringprocess1M p/asma
derived medicinal products urich regard to ,/,;CJD risk CPAfPJBWPJ513610J
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It is incumbent upon the manufacturers and/or the marketing
authorisation holders or applicants for both human and
veterinary medicinal products to select and justify the control
measures for a given "TSE-relevant animal species"
derivative, taking into account the latest scientific and
technical progress.

5BENEFITnuSKEVALUATION
In addition to the parameters as mentioned in sections 3
(that may he covered by a TSE Certificateof Suitability
issued hy the EDQM) and 4, the acceptability of a particular
medicinal product containing materials derived from a "TSE
relevant animal species", or which as a result of manufacture
could contain these materials, shall take into account the
following factors:
- route of administration of the medicinal product,
- quantity of animal material used in the medicinal

product,
~ maximum therapeutic dosage (daily dose and duration of

treatment),
- intended use of the medicinal product and its clinical

benefit,
- presence of a species barrier.

High-infectivity tissues (category IA tissues) and substances
derived thereof shall not be used in manufacture of medicinal
products, their starting materials and intermediate products
(including active substances, excipients and reagents), unless
justified. A justification why no other materials can be used
shall be provided. In these exceptional and justified
circumstances, the use of high-infectivity tissues could be
envisaged for the manufacture of active substances, when,
after performing the risk assessment as described in Section 4
of this chapter, and taking into account the intended clinical
use, a positive benefit/risk assessment can be presented by
the marketing authorisation applicant. Substances from
category IA materials, if their use is justified, must be
produced from animals of countries with negligible BSE risk
(Category A).

6 SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS
The following materials prepared from "TSE-relevant animal
species" are considered in compliance with this chapter
provided that they meet at least the conditions specified
below. The relevant infonnation or a certificate of suitability
granted by the EDQM shall he provided by the marketing
authorisation applicantlholder.

6-1 COLIAGEN
Collagen is a fibrous protein component of mammalian
connective tissue.

For collagen, documentation to demonstrate compliance with
this chapter needs to be provided taking into account the
provisions listed in sections 3 (Q 5. In addition, consideration
should be given to the following.
- For collagen produced from bones, the conditions

specified for gelatin are applicable (see below). Lower
inactivation capacity is expected from the collagen
manufacturing process than from that of gelatin.
Therefore, sourcing becomes a more critical aspect to
consider.

- Collagen produced from tissues such as hides, skins,
tendons and sinews do not usually present a measurable
TSE risk provided that contamination with potentially
infected materials, for example spillage of blood and/or
central nervous tissues, is avoided during procurement.
Therefore, hides represent a safer raw material for human
implants derived from collagen. However, cross
contamination with brain material released during the
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slaughtering process that may have dried on the surface of
hides would be difficult to eliminate. This is another
aspect to consider in the evaluation of safety of this
source material.

The collagen manufacturing process can have some steps in
common with me manufacture of gelatin such as alkaline and
sodium sulphate treatment, calcium hydroxide and sodium
hydroxide treatments or enzyme treatment. However, even
these common steps can differ in duration and pH condition
which can result in significant differences in their inactivation
capacity..Manufacturers should at least conduct a process
evaluation based on me similarities of the collagen processing
steps, as compared to known inactivation steps in the
manufacture of gelatin, in order to support the safety of the
product In addition to processing, differences also exist in
the final use of the material and, consequently, in their risk
assessment, while gelatin is widely used for oral
administration, many collagen applications are in the form of
surgical implants. This aspect should also be considered in
the final risk assessment.

6-2 GELATIN
Gelatin is a natural, soluble protein, gelling or non-gelling)
obtained by the partial hydrolysis of collagen produced from
bones, hides and skins of animals.

For gelatin, documentation to demonstrate compliance with
this chapter needs to be provided taking into account the
provisions listed in sections 3 to 5. In addition, consideration
should be given to the following2

'i .

The source material used
Gelatin used in medicinal products can be manufactured
from bones or hides.

Hides as the starting material On the basis of current
knowledge, hides used for gelatin production represent a
safer source material as compared to bones. However, it is
highly recommended that measures should be put in place to
avoid cross-contamination with potentially infected materials
during procurement.

Bones as the starting material Where bones are used to
manufacture gelatin, the quality of the starting materials
needs to be controlled as an additional parameter to ensure
thesafety of the finalproduct. Therefore, the foUowing
should be applied.

1. Skulls and spinal cord shall be removed from the
collected bones (raw/starting material) independent of the
age or the country of origin of the cattle.

2. Vertebrae shall be removed from the raw/starting
materials from cattle over 30 months from countries with
a controlled or an undetermined BSE risk (Categories B
or C).

3. Gelatin for parenteral use should only be manufactured
from bones coming from countries with a negligible or a
controUed BSE risk (Category A and B, respectively).
Gelatin for oral use can be manufactured from bones
from countries with a negligible, a controlled or an
undetermined BSE risk (Category A, Band C,
respectively).

25 Basedon the Opinion 0/ me Scienujic Panel on Biological Hazards o/the
European Food SafelyAuthority on the 'Quantitan"w assessment of the
humanBSB risk posed bygt/au·ne wirh rtSput to residual BSE risk'.
TheBFSA Journal, 312, (1-28). hap:/Iwww.efta.europa.
",IEFSAf'fiaJc«>l..1178620753812-'1786207761 07. him
The requirements for source material u/«tion andmanu/acwre are
appropriau lor oral orparenural gelatin forwe in human andwenitary
medicinal products.
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4. Gelatin shall be manufactured using one of the
manufacturing methods described below.

Manufacturing methods
Hides No specific measures with regard to the processing
conditions are required for gelatin produced from hides
provided that control measures are put in place to avoid
cross-contamination both during the procurement of the
hides and during the manufacruring process.

Bones Where bones are used as the starting material, the
mode of manufacture will be the second parameter that will
ensure the safety of gelatin.
- Gelatin can be manufactured from bones from countries

with a negligible, a controlled or an undetermined BSE
risk (Categories A) B or C) sourced in accordance with
the conditions described in section 6-2 under The source
material used, using the acid, alkaline or heat/pressure
manufacturing process.

- The manufacturing process shall be taken into
consideration when performing the risk assessment as
described in Section 4 of this chapter. Both the acid and
the alkaline manufacturing methods have shown similar
overall inactivation/removal ofTSE infectivity in the
gelatin validation experiments. Studies have shown that
an additional alkaline treatment (pH 13, 2 h) of the
bones/ossein further increases the TSE
inactivation/removal capacity of me manufacturing
process. Orner processing steps such as filtration, ion
exchange chromatography and UfIT sterilisation also
contributes to the safety of gelatin.

- For a typical alkaline manufacturing process, bones are
finely crushed, degreased with hot water and
demineralised with dilute hydrochloric acid (at a
minimum of 4 per cent and pH < 1.5) over a period of at
least 2 days to produce the ossein. This is followed by an
alkaline treatment with saturated lime solution (pH at
least 12.5) for a period of ar least 20 days.

- Bovine bones may also be treated by an acid process.
The liming step is then replaced by an acid pre-treatment
where the ossein is treated at pH < 3.5 for a minimum of
10 hours.

- A "flash" heat treatment (sterilisation) step at 138°C
minimum for 4 s at least is applied to both acid and
alkaline manufacturing process.

- In the heat/pressure process, the dried degreased crushed
bones are autoclaved with saturated steam at a pressure
greater than 3 bar and a minimum temperature of
133°C, for at least 20 min, followed by extraction of the
protein with hot water.

The finishing steps are similar for the alkaline} acid and
heat/pressure process and include extraction of the gelatine,
washing, filtration and concentration.

6-3 BOVINE BLOOD AND BLOOD DERIVATIVES
Foetal bovine serum is commonly used in cell cultures.
Foetal bovine serum should be obtained from foetuses
harvested in abattoirs from healthy dams fit for human
consumption and the womb should be completely removed
and the foetal blood harvested in dedicated space or area by
cardiac puncture into a closed collection system using aseptic
technique.

Newborn calf serum is obtained from calves under 20 days
old and calf serum from animals under the age of 12 months.
In the case of donor bovine serum, given that it may be
derived from animals less than 36 months old, the TSE
negative status of the donor herd shall be well defined and
documented. In all cases} serum shall be collected according
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to specified protocols by personnel trained in these
procedures to avoid cress-contamination with higher risk
tissues.

For bovine blood and blood derivatives, documentation to
demonstrate compliance with this chapter needs (0 be
provided taking into account the provisions listed in
sections 3 to 5. In addition, consideration should be given to
the following. .

Traceability
Traceability to the slaughterhouse must be assured for each
batch of serum or plasma. Slaughterhouses must have
available lists of farms from which the animals are originated.
If serum is produced from living animals, records must he
available for each serum batch which assures the traceability
to the farms.

Geographical origin
Whilst tissue infectivity of ESE in cattle is more restricted
than scrapie, as a precautionary measure bovine blood should
be sourced from Category A countries. Bovine blood from
Category B countries is also acceptable provided that there is
no risk for cross-contamination of blood with brain material
from the slaughter of animals over 21 months'" of age.

Stunning methods
ICit is sampled from slaughtered animals, .the method of
slaughter is of importance to assure the safety of the material.
It has been demonstrated that stunning by captive bolt
stunner with or without pithing as well as by pneumatic
stunner, especially if it.injects air, can destroy the brain and
disseminate brain material into the blood stream. Non
penetrative stunning is no more considered as an alternative
to penetrative stunning because contamination of blood with
brain material has been demonstrated". Negligible risk can
be expected from electro-narcosis'", but this even does not
provide strict safety because) when unsuccessful, animals may
have to be additionally stunned. The stunning methods must
therefore be described for the bovine blood collection
process.

Whenever a risk of cress-contamination of blood with brain
cannot be avoided at routine slaughtering in countries with a
controlled BSE risk (Category B), safety measures such as
restriction of the age of the cattle and/or reduction of
infectious agents during manufacture have to be applied.

Age
For countries with a controlled BSE risk (Category B), a
precautionary age limit of 2J months shall apply for bovine
blood or blood derivatives where no significant reduction of
TSE agents can be assumed from manufacture. An age limit
of 30 months is considered sufficient for blood derivatives
where significant reduction ofTSE agents can be
demonstrated as described below.

Reduction of TSE agents during manufacture
For blood derivatives, the capacity of the manufacturing
process to reduce/eliminate TSE agents should be estimated
from investigational studies. The estimation may be based on

26 Opinionof the Sdtmific Panelon BioIogic¢ Haza,w on the assessment
oj the agelimit in cattlefor the removal of catain Specified Risk Materials
(SRM). Q.,,';OIINo EFSA-Q-2oo4-I46, adopted 011 28ApnJ 2005
21 17Ie tissue classification uzbksart based UjlO1' the mOSt reant WHO
Guidelines on Tissue Infectivity Distnoution in Transmissible Spongiform
EncephaWpathies (2010; http://www.who.
j"t1b1ooJproduets/uzbleslissueinfeaiviry.pdf
28 Report oj the EFSA Working Groupon BSS risk/rom dissemination of
brain partidesin blood and carcass; Question No EFSA-Q-2001-II2,
adopled on 2l October 2004, http://www.eIsa.europa.
cllltmlsciencebiohazlbiohaz_opinionslopiniQ1cannexesI713.hrml
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published data or in house data whenever it can be shown
that such data is relevant to the specific manufacturing
process. If it cannot be concluded that the reduction capacity
is comparable, it is recommended that manufacturers
undertake product-specific investigational studies.
Investigations using biochemical assay may be sufficient if
there is scientific evidence that this assay correlates with
infectivity data. General guidance for investigational studies
on reduction of TSE agents has been outlined29

• Brain
derived spike preparations are appropriate for studies
investigating the risk from brain-contaminated blood.

6-4 TALLOW DERIVATIVES
Tallow is fat obtained from tissues including subcutaneous)
abdominal and inter-muscular areas and bones. Tallow used
as the starting material for the manufacture of tallow
derivatives shall be 'Category 3 material or equivalent', as
defined in Regulation (EC) No 177412002 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 3 October 2002 laying
down health rules concerning animal by-products not
intended for human consumption.

Tallow derivatives, such as glycerol and fatty acids,
manufactured from tallow by rigorous processes are thought
unlikely to be infectious and they have been the subject of
specific consideration by CHMP and CVMP. For this
reason, such materials manufactured under the conditions at
least as rigorous as those given below shall be considered in
compliance for this chapter, irrespective of the geographical
origin and the nature of the tissues from which tallow
derivatives are derived. Examples of rigorous processes are:
- trans-esterification or hydrolysis at not less man 200 °C

for not less than 20 min under pressure (glycerol) fatty
acids and fatty acid esters production),

- saponification with 12 M NaOH (glycerol and soap
production):
- batch process: at not less than 95 °C for not less than

3 h,
- continuous process: at not less than J40 °C, under

pressure for not less than 8 min, or equivalent,
- distillation at 200 °C.

Tallow derivatives manufactured according to these
conditions are unlikely to present any TSE risk and shall
therefore be considered compliant with this chapter.

Tallow derivatives produced using other conditions must
demonstrate compliance with this chapter.

6-5 ANIMAL CHARCOAL
Animal charcoal is prepared by carbonisation of animal
tissues, such as bones, using temperatures higher than
800 °C. Unless otherwise justified, the starting material for
the manufacture of animal charcoal shall be Category 3
material or equivalent, as defined. in Regulation (EC)
No 177412002 of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 3 October 2002 laying down health rules
concerning animal by-products not intended for human
consumption. Irrespective of the geographical origin and the
nature of the tissue) for the pwpose of regulatory
compliance, animal charcoal shall be considered in
compliance with this chapter.

Charcoal manufactured according to these conditions is
unlikely to present any TSE risk and shall therefore be
considered compliant with this chapter. Charcoal produced
using other conditions must demonstrate compliance with
this chapter.

29 Guideline on the investigation of manufaaun"ng process for p/dsma
derived medicinal prodlKrs wich regard 10 t;CJD riskCPMPJBWPJ5116103.
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Table 5.2.8 -1. - Concept for acceptance of bovine blood/sera and derwatiues
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Product Foetal bovine Donor calf Adult bovine Calf serum Aduh bovine Adult bovine Adult bovine Adult bovine
serum serum donor serum serum I plasma serum I plasma "rum "rum

I "rum derivative derivative
derivative

Geographical origin of Cat. A and B Cat. A and B Cat. A and BI Cat. A and B Cat. A Cat. B Cal. A Cat. B
caule

Age of cattle unborn < I year < 36 mornhs < I year No Iimh < 21 months2 No limit < 30 months

Slaughtering/cress- No risk of cross-contamination Risk of cross-ccmamination
contamination of blood

with eNS material

Demonstration of Prion No No V",
reduction during

manufacture

1. When sourced U1 Category B countries, cattle should be from well-defined and documented herds.
2. A higher age may be allowed if cross-contamination of blood with eNS material can be dearly ruled OUt (e.g, bala! slaughter).
3. Demonstration of prion reduction may not be required if cross-contamination of blood with eNS material can be dearly ruled out (e.g. halal slaughter).

6-6 MILK AND MILK DERIVATIVES
In the light of the current scientific knowledge and
irrespective of the geographical origin) bovine milk is unlikely
to present any risk of TSE contamination'".
Certain materials) including lactose) are extracted from whey)
the spent liquid from cheese production following
coagulation. Coagulation can involve the use of calf rennet)
an extract from abomasum) or rennet derived from other
ruminants. The CHMP/CVMP have performed a risk
assessment for lactose and other whey derivatives produced
using calf rennet and concluded that the TSE risk is
negligible if the calf rennet is produced in accordance with
the process described in the risk assessment report" I.

The conclusion was endorsed by the SSC32 which has also
performed an assessment of the TSE risk of rennet in
generef".
Bovine milk derivatives manufactured according to the
conditions described below are unlikely to present any TSE
risk and shall therefore be considered compliant with this
chapter.
- The milk is sourced from healthy animals in the same

conditions as milk collected for human consumption, and
- no other ruminant materials) with the exception of calf

rennet, are used in the preparation of such derivatives
(e.g. pancreatic enzyme digests of casein).

Milk derivatives produced using other processes or rennet
derived from other ruminant species must demonstrate
compliance with this chapter.

6-7 WOOL DERIVATIVES
Derivatives of wool and hair of ruminants) such as lanolin
and wool alcohols derived from hair shall be considered in

30 FormIlkand milk derivatWu from smaH ruminants. pleasesee EFSA
opinion on QlUscion No EFSA-Q-2008-310. adopted on 22 Oaober 200s,
http://www.efta.europa.eulenlsaloalscdocI849.hun
31 Committee for Medicinal Produas for Human Use and irsBiologia
Working Party conduaed a mk and regulatory assessment of lactose prepared
using calfrt1Inet. The risk ossasment induded 'he source of lhe animals, the
excision of theabomasums and theavailabl1ily 0/wdJ-Jejined quah"ty
assurcmu prow/ures. Thequaliey of any milk replacers used asfeed for the
animals from which abomasums areobtained isparticularfy important.
Thereport canbefoundOn hup:llwww.ema.europtJ.
eu/pdftlhumanlp""lpusI057102.pdf
32 Provisional suuement on thesafety 0/calf-derived rennet for the
manufacture ol'aclose, aoopted by the sseat itsmeeting 0/4-5 April2002
(hllp:llec.europa.eulfoodljslsclsscloul25Len.pdf)
33 The sse issued an opinion on the safety 0/animalrenner in regard to
rUM /rom animal TSE and BSE in particular, adopted at its meeh'ng of
16 May 2002 (http://ec.europa.eulftxxllfslscfssc!our2653n.pJfj

compliance with this chapter, provided the wool and hair are
sourced from live animals.

Wool derivatives produced from wool which is sourced from
slaughtered animals declared "fit for human consumption"
and the manufacturing process in relation to pH)
temperature and duration of treatment meets at least one of
the stipulated processing conditions listed below are unlikely
to present any TSE risk and shall therefore be considered
compliant with this chapter.
- Treatment at pH 2: 13 (initial; corresponding to a NaOH

concentration of at least 0.1 M NaOH) at 60 °C for at
least 1 h. This occurs normally during the reflux stage of
the organic-alkaline treatment

- Molecular distillation at ~ 220 °C under reduced
pressure.

Wool derivatives produced using other conditions must
demonstrate compliance with this chapter.

6-8 AMINO ACIDS
Amino acids can be obtained by hydrolysis of materials from
various sources.

Unless otherwise justified) the starting material for the
manufacture of amino acids shall be 'Category 3 material or
equivalent', as defined in Regulation (BC) No 177412002 of
the European Parliament and of the Council of
3 October 2002 laying down health rules concerning animal
by-products not intended for human consumption.

Amino acids prepared using the following processing
conditions are unlikely to present any TSE risk and shall be
considered compliant with this chapter:
- amino acids produced from hides and skins by a process

which involves exposure of the material to a pH of 1 to 2)
followed by a pH of > 11, followed by heat treatment at
140 'C for 30 min at 3 bar,

- the resulting amino acids or peptides must be filtered
after production) and

- analysis is performed using a validated and sensitive
method to control any residual intact macromolecules,
with an appropriate limit set.

Arilino acids prepared using other conditions must
demonstrate compliance with this chapter.

6-9 PEPTONES
Peptones are partial hydrolysates of protein) achieved by
enzymic or acid digestion. They are used in microbiological
culture media to support the nutritional requirements of
micro-organisms) which might be used as seed stocks or in
industrial scale fermentations for the production of human
and veterinary medicinal products) including vaccines. There
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is considerable interest in the use of vegetable protein as an
alternative to animal sourced protein. However:
_ where gelatin is used as the protein source material,

reference is made to section 6-2 Gelatin, of this chapter,
_ where casein is used as the protein source material,

reference is made to section 6-6 Milk and milk
derivatives, of this chapter,

_ where tissue of TSE-relevant animal species is the protein
source material, the tissue must be sourced from animals
fit for consumption (see section 3-2 Source animals, of
this chapter) with a maximum age of 30 months old for
cattle from countries with a controlled BSE risk
(Category B). The age of animals is of minimal concern
for animals from countries with a negligible BSE risk
(Category A).

ANNEX: MAJOR CATEGORIES OF
INFECTIVITY
The tables below are taken from the WHO Guidelines on
Tissue Infectivity Distribution in Transmissible Spongifoml
Encephalopathies (2010).
Data entries are shown as follows:

+ Presence of infectivity or PrP
TSIl

Absence of detectable infectivity or PrPTSE

NT Not rested
NA Not applicable
? Uncertain interpretation
a Limited or preliminary data
(] Infectivity or PrPTSEdata based exclusively on bicasseys in

transgenic (Tg) mice over-expressing the PrP---encoding gene or
PRPTSE amplific::aoon methods

Appendix XXII B V-A?1?
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Category lA: High-infectivity tissues

Tissue Cattle Sheep and goats Elk and deer
BSE Scrapie CWD

Infectivity' PrpTSE Infectivity' Prp'ISE Infectivity' PrPTSE

Brain + + + + + +
Spinalcord + + + + NT +
Retina + NT NT + NT +
Optic nerve1 + NT NT + NT +
Spinalganglia + + + + NT +
Trigeminal ganglia + + NT + NT

Pituitary gland' NT + + NT +
Dura mater NT NT NT NT NT NT

Category IB:Lower-infectivity tissues
Tissue Cattle Sheep and goats Elk and deer

BSE Scrapie CWD
Infectivity' PrPTSE lnfectiYitl PrpTSE Infectivity' PrPTSIi

Peripheral nervous system

Peripheral nerves [+1 + + + NT +
Auioncmic ganglia" NT + NT + NT +
Lymphoreticular tissues

Spleen + + NT +
Lymphnodes + + NT +
Tonsil + + + NT +
Nictitatingmembrane + [+J + NT +
Thymus NT + + NT

Allmentary traer

Oesophagus NT [+1 + NT +
Fore-stomachs (ruminants NT [+1 + NT +
only)

Stomach/abomasum NT [+] + NT +
Duodenum [+] + NT +
Jejunum7 + [+1 + NT NT

I1eum7 + + + + NT +
Appendix NA NA NA NA NA NA
Colon/caecum1 + + NT +
Rocrum NT NT NT + NT +
Reproductive tissues

PlacentaS NT + + NT

0,,"'" NT NT

Uteros' NT NT
OLher L1ssues

Mammary gland/udder' NT + NT NT
Skin" 10 ·NT + [+1 [+]
Adipose tissue NT NT NT [+1 NT
Heart/pericardium NT NT NT +
Lung NT NT +
Live~ NT + NT
Kidn~·ll [+1 + NT +
Adrenal [+1 + + NT +
Pancreas' NT + NT NT +
Bone merrow" [+1 NT + NT NT
Skeletal muscle" [+1 NT [+1 + [+1
Tongue'" NT [+1 + NT

Blood vessels NT NT + NT

Nasal mucosa" NT + + NT +
Salivary gland NT + NT

Comea l 6 NT NT NT NT NT NT

Body fluIds l aecredon and excretions

CSF NT + NT NT

Bloodl 1 ? + , + ?
Saliva NT NT NT + [-J
Milk1s + [+1 NT NT

Urine l9 NT -[+1 [+1
Peces'" NT NT -[+J NT
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Category Ie: Tissues with no detectable infectivity

Appendix XXII B V-A719

Tissue Cattle
BSE

Reproductlvetusues
Testis NT

ProstateJEpididymisi NT
Seminal vesicle

Semen NT

Placenta fluids NT

Foetus20 NT

Embryos20 NT

Musculo-skeletal tissues

Bone NT

Tendon NT

Other tissues

Gingival tissues NT

Dental pulp NT

Trachea

Thyroid gland NT

Body fluids, secretions and excretions

Cclosrrum'" (-)

Cord blood"

Sweat NT

T~n NT
Nasal mucus NT

Bile NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

Sheep and goats Elk and deer
Scrapie CWD

Infectivity' PrPTSE Infectivity' PrPTSH

NT

NT

NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT (-)

NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT NT NT

NT NT

(I) NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

NT NT NT NT

1. Infectivity bioassays of human tissues have been conducted in either primates or mice (or both). bioassays of cattle tissues have been conducted in either cattle or
mice (or born), and most bioassays of sheep and/or goat tissues have been conducted only in mice. In regard LO sheep and goats Dot aU results are consistent for
both species, for example. two goats {but no sheep) have contracted BSB naturally [Eurosurveillance. 2005. Jeffrey er 9.1., 2006]. Similarly. most of the resuhs
described for CWD were derived from studies in deer, and findings may not be identical in elk or other cervids.

2. In experimental models ofTSE, the optic nerve has been shown to be a route ef neurolnvasion, and contains high titres ofinfectivil)'.

3. No experimental data about infectivity in pituitary gland or dura mater in hwnans with. aU forms of human TSE have been reponed, but cadaveric dura mater
parches, and growth honnone derived from cadaveric pituitaries have transmitted disease to hundreds of people and therefore must be included in the category of
high-risk tissues. PrPTS S was detected by immunoblot In the dura mater ofa vCJD patient who died In the US after an unusuaUy long incubation period (see also
Table IB for other positive tesues: skin. kidney, liver. pancreas, ovary and uterus) [Notari er at, 2010). It must be mentioned that earlier studies of numerous cases
examined in the UK reponed all of lhese tissues to be negative [Ironside et a1.• 2002, Head et al., 2004].

4. In cattle. PrPTSB is reported to be inconsistently present in the enteric plexus in the distal ileum, but immunohistochemical examination of tissues from a single
'fallen stock' case of BSE in Japan suggested (albeit equivocally) involvement of myenteric plexuses throughoutlhe small and large intestine (Kimura and Haritani,

20081.
5. In vCJD, PrPTSE is limited to gut-associated lymphoid and nervous tissue (mucosa, muscle. and serosa are negative).

6. Ruminant fore stomachs (reticulum. rumen, and omasum) are widely consumed. as is the true stomach (abomasum). The abomasum of cattle (and sometimes
sheep) is also a source of rennet.

7. When a large BSE oral dose was used to infect cattle experimentally. infectivity was detected in the jejunum and the ileo-caecum junction in Tg mice
overexpressing PrP [courtesy of Dr M Groschup]. PrpT'SB was detected at low incidence in lymphoid tissue of ileum [Ten)' et el., 2003] and has been detected at
an even lower frequency in jejunal lymphoid tissue of cattle similarly infected by the oral route {EFSA. 2oo9J.

8. A single report of transmission of sporadic CJD infectivity from human placenta has never been confirmed and is considered improbable.

9. PrPTSE has been detected in scrapie-infected sheep wilh. chronic mastitis, but Dot from infected sheep without mastitis (Ugios et al., 2005).

10. Studies in hamsters orally infected with scrapie revealed that Prrn E deposition in skin was primarily located within small nerve fibres. Also, apical skin 'velvet'
from the antlers of CWD-infected deer is reported to contain PrPTS B and infectivity (Angers er al., 2009].

11. Per TS !! detected by immunocytochemistry in the renal pelvis of scrapie-infected sheep (Siso et al.• 2006], and in lymphoid foUicleswithin connective tissue
adjacent to the renal pelvis in CWD-infe<;ted mule deer (Fox et al.• 2006].

12. A single positive marrow in multiple transmission attempts from cattle orally dosed with BSE!-infected brain [WeUs et al., 1999, Wells et al., 2005, SOM er al.,

2009J.

13. Muscle homogenates have not transmitted disease to primates from hwnans with sporadic CJD. or to cattle from cattle with. BSE!. However. intra-cerebral
inoculation of a semilendinosus muscle homogenate (including nervous and lymphatic elements) from a single cow with clinical BSE has transmitted disease to
transgenic mice that overexpress PrP at a rate indicative of trace levels or infectivity (Buschmann and Groschup, 2oo5J. Also, recent published and unpublished
studies have reported the presence ofPrPTS!! in skeletal muscle in experimental rodent models ofscn.pie and vCJD [Beekes et al., 2005], in experimental and
natural scrapie infections of sheep and goats [Andreolelti et aI., 2004], in sheep orally dosed with BSE [Andreolelti, unpublished data], and in humans with
sporadic, iatrogenic, and variant forms of CJD [Glatzel et aI., 2003, Kovacs et at, 2004. Peden et al.• 2006]. Bioassays of muscle in transgenic mice expressing
cervid PrP have documented infectivity in CWD-infected mule deer [Angers er aI., 2oo6J, and experirnenta are underway 10 determine whether detectable PrPTSB in
other forms or TSE is also associated with infectivity.

14. In cattle, bioassay of infectivity in the tongue was negative, but the presence of infectivity in palatine tonsil has raised concern about possible infectivity in
lingual tonsillar tissue at the base of the tongue mat may not be removed at slaughter [Wells et aI., 2005, EFSA, 2008]. In sheep naturally infected with scrapie.
1 of 10 animals had detectable PrPTSB in the tongue [Casalone el al., 2005, Corona er al., 2006].

15. Limited chiefly to regions involved in olfactory sensory reception.

16. Because only one case of iatrogenic CJD has been certainly attributed to a corneal transplant among hundreds of thousands of recipients (one additional case is
considered probable, and another case only possible), cornea has been categorized as a lower-risk tissue, other anterior chamber tissues (lens, aqueous humour, iris,
conjunctiva) have been tested with a negative result both in vCJDand other human TSEs, and there is no epidemiological evidence that they have been associated
with iatrogenic disease transmission.
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17. A wealth of data from studies of blood infectivity in experimental rodent models ofTSE have been extended by recent studies documenting infectivity in me
blood of sheep with narurafjy occurring scrapie and in sheep transfused with blood from 8SE-infected cattle [Houston et aI., 2008), of deer with naturally occurring
CWD (Mathiason er al., 2006], and (from epidemiological observations) in the roo cell fraction (which includes significant amounts ofboth plasma and leukocytes)
of four blood donors in the pre-clinical phase of veJD infections [reviewed in Brown, 2006, Hewitt et al., 2006}. Plasma Factor Vln administration has also been
potentially implicated in a subclinical case ofvCJD in a haemophilia patient [Peden et al., 2010]. Blood has not been shown to transmit disease from hwnans with
any form of 'classical' TSE (Dorsey et el., 20091, or from cattle with 8SE (including fetal calf blood). A number of laboratories using new, highly sensitive methods
to detect PrpTIi B are reporting success in a variety of animal and human TSEs. However. several have experienced difficulty obtaining reproducible results in
plasma. and it is not yet clear that positive results imply a potential for disease transmissibility, either because of false positives, or of 'true' positives that are due to
sub-transmissible concentrations of PrpTIiE. Because of these considerations (and the fact that no data are yet available on blinded testing of specimens from
naturally infected humans or animals) the expert group felt that it was still too early to evaluate the validity of these tests with sufficient confidence to permlr either
a negative or positive conclusion.
18. Evidence that infectivity is not present in milk from BSE-infeded bovines includes temporo-spatial epidemiologic observations failing to detect maternal
trammission to calves suckled for long periods, clinical observations of over a hundred calves suckled by infected cows that have not developed BSH, and
experimental observations that milk from infected cows reared 10 an age exceeding the minimum incubation period has nor transmitted disease when administered
intra-cerebrally or orally to mice [Middleton and Barlow, 1993. Taylor er aI., 1995]. Also, PePTSEhas not been detected in milk from cattle incubating BSE
following experimental oral challenge {SEAC, 2005]. However, low levels (vg 10 ngIL) ofnonnal PeP have been detected in milk from both animals and humans
{Franscini er al. 2oo6J. PerTSE has been detected in the mammary glands of scrapie-infected sheep wilh chronic mastitis [Ugios et al., 2005J, and very recently it
has been reported that milk (which in some cases also contained colosuum) from scrapie-infected sheep transmitted disease to healthy animals [Konold et a!., 2008,
Lacroux er al.• 2008).
19. A mixed inoculum or urine and faeces from naturally infected CWD deer did not transmit disease during an 18-monlh observation period after inoculation of
healthy deer with a heterozygous (96 GIS) PRNP genotype {Mathiason er el., 2006]. However, recent bioassays in Tg mice have transmitted disease from both
urine {Haley er al., 2oo9J and faeces [Tamgtiney et al., 2009]. In addition, mice with lymphocytic nephriris that were experimentally infected with scrapie shed both
PrPTSE and infectivity in urine. when bioassayed in Tg mice [Seegeret al., 2(05). Very low levels ofinfeaivity have also been detected in ihe urine (and
histologically normal kidneys) of hamsters experimemaHy infected with scrapie [Gregori and Rohwer, 2007. Gonzalez-Romero et el., 2008). Finally. in an
experimental scrapie-hamster model. oral dosing resulted in infectious faeces when bioassayed in Tg mice over-expressing PrP (Safar et al., 2008].
20. Embryos from BSE-affected cartje have not transmitted disease to mice, bur no infectivity measuremems have been made on fetal calf tissues other than blood
(negative mouse bioassay) [Fraser and Foster, 1994). Calves born of dams that received embryos from BSE- affected cattle have survived for observations periods of
up to seven yean, and examination of the brains of bolh the unaffected dams and their offspring revealed no spongiform encephalopathy or PrPTSE [Wcathall er aI.,
2002].
21. Early reports of transmission of sporadic CJD infe<:livity from human cord blood and colostrum have never been conlinned and are considered improbable.
A bioassay from a cow with SSE in transgenic mice over-expressing bovine PrP gave a negative result [Buschmann and Groschup, 2005), and PrPTSE has not been
detected in colostrum from cattle incubating BSE following experimental oral challenge [SEAC, 2005J.
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Appendix XXIII
Weights and Measures

B. Conversion Tables for Commonly Used Units
The following tables are included for the convenience of users. Table 23-5 gives the conversions from parts per rnillion,
Table 23-6 gives commonly used concentrations and their conversions.

Table 23-5 Parts Per Million (ppm) Conversions

Parts per billion Parts per million ~g/g Fraction Decimal Percentage w/w
(Ppb) (ppm)

1 0.001 0.001 1/1 000 000 000 0.000000001 0.0000001%
10 0.01 0.01 1/100 000 000 0.00000001 0.000001%
100 0.1 0.1 1/10 000 000 0.0000001 0.00001%
1000 I 1 1/1 000000 0.000001 0.0001%
5000 5 5 5/1 000000 0.000005 0.0005%
10 000 10 10 1/100 000 0.00001 0.001%

20 20 21100000 0.00002 0.002%
50 50 5/100000 0.00005 0.005%
100 100 1/10 000 0.0001 0.01%
200 200 2110 000 0.0002 0.02%
1000 1000 1/1000 0.001 0.1%
5000 5000 5/1000 0.005 0.5%

Table 23-6 Concentration Conversions

~g/ml mg/ml g/ml g/100 ml
(% wlv)

1 0.001 0.000001 0.0001
10 0.01 0.00001 0.001
20 0.02 0.00002 0.002
50 0.05 0.00005 0.005
100 0.1 0.0001 0.01
200 0.2 0.0002 0.02
500 0.5 0.0005 0.05
1000 1 0.001 0.1
10000 10 0.01 1
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Appendix XXIV
Abbreviations
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ATCC'
BPCRS
BRP
BS
CCID,.

CIP'
CRS
DNA
EID50

EPBRP
EPCRS
PIP
g
HN
ID50

1M!'
IP'
ISO
IU
IUPAC
LD50

MID
Mill
MRI
NCIMB'
NCPF'
NCTC'
NCYC'
PO,.
ppm
SI
SN,.

SSI
THM
THMP
VS
~kat

American Type Culture Collection.
BritishPharmacopoeia Chemical ReferenceSubstance (see AppendixI E).
Biological reference preparation (see Appendix I E).
British Standard.
Cell culture infectivedose (the dose of the micro-organism that infects 50% of the cell cultures
inoculated).
Collection de Bacteries de I'Insritut Pasteur.
Chemicalreference substance (see Appendix I E).
Deoxyribonucleic acid.
Egg embryos infective dose (the dose of the micro-organism that infects 50% of the embryonated
eggs inoculated).
European Pharmacopoeia Biological Reference Preparation (see Appendix I E).
EuropeanPharmacopoeia Chemical Reference Substance (see AppendixI E).
International Pharmaceutical Federation.
Acceleration due to gravity.
Human immunodeficiency virus
Infectivedose 50 (the dose of the micro-organism that infects 50% of the animals inoculated).
Commonwealth Mycological Institute.
Collection Nationale de Culturesde Microorganlsmes (CNCM).
International Organization for Standardization.
International Unit
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.
Lethal dose 50 (the dose of the preparation or organism that kills 50% of the animals
inoculated).
Minimum infective dose.
Minimum lethal dose.
Magneticresonance imaging.
National Collection of Industrial and MarineBacteria.
National Collection of Pathogenic Fungi.
National Collection of Type Cultures.
National Collection of Yeast Cultures.
Protectivedose 50 (the dose of the preparation that protects 50% of the animals inoculated).
Parts per million by weight.
International System of Units.
Serum neuttalisingdose 50 (the amount of serum that will protect 50% of the cultures against
the specified amount of virus).
Statens Serum Institut (Copenhagen).
Traditional HerbalMedicine.
Traditional HerbalMedicinal Product.
Volumetric solution (see Appendix I B).

. Microkatal: the enzyme activity that, under defined conditions, produces 1 micromole of the
reactionproduct per second or conswnes one micromole of the reaction substrate per second.

*Strains of the micro-organisms referred to in the Pharmacopoeia may be obtained from:

ATeC American TypeCulture Cdleaion, 10801 Unive";ly Boulevard, Manassas, Virginia 20110-2209, USA.

CIP Co/lucian de Bacuries de l'lmtiuu Pasteur, BP 52, 25 Ruedu Dr-Roux, F-75724, Paris Cedex 15,
France.

IM1

1P

NCIMB

NCPF

NCTe

NCYC

International Mycologi<al Inslitute, Bakeham Lane, SUlTltY TW20 9TY, England.

Servia de la CoIleai<m Nationale a. Culture de Micraorganismes (CNCM), lnstiuu Pasteur, 25 Rue de
Dr Roux, F-75724, Paris Cedex 15 France.

National Colleaion of Industrial and ManneBacteria Ltd, 23 ScMachar Dn"ve, Aberdeen, AB24 3RY,
Scotland.

NationalCollection of Parhogenic Fungi, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel SIreet,
London WCIE 7HT, England.

NationalCoIkction of TypeCultures, Central Public Health Laboratory, Colindale Avenue, London
NW9 5HT, England.

NationalCoIleai<m of Yeast Cultures, AFRC FoodResearch Instiuue, Coiney Lane, Norwich NR4 7UA,
England.
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Appendix XXV
Names, Symbols and Atomic Weights of Elements
The following atomicweights are thosepublished in 2001 by the International Union of Pure andApplied Chemistry (Pure
Appl. Chern. 2003, 75, 1107).

Element Symbol Atomic Weight Element Symbol Atomic Weight

Actinium Ao [227J Molybdenum Mo 95.94

Alwninium Al 26.981538 Neodymium Nd 144.24

Americium Am [243J Neon N, 20.1797
Antimony Sb 121.760 Neptunium Np [2371
",""n AI 39.948 Nickel Ni 58.6934

Arsenic A, 74.92l60 Niobium Nb 92.90638
Astatine A, [210J Nirrogen N 14.(1067

Barium B, 137.327 Nobelium No [259}
Berkelium Bk [247] Osmium 0, J9O.23
Beryllium B, 9.012182 Oxygen ° 15.9994

Bismuth Bi 208.98038 Palladium Pd 106.42

Bohrium Bh [26'1 Phosphorus P 30.973761

Boron B 10.811 Platinum P, 195.078

Bromine B, 79.904 Plutonium Po [2"J
Cadmium Cd 112.411 Polonium Po (209)

Caesium C, 132.90545 Potassium K 39.0983

Calcium C, 40.078 Praseodymium P, 140.90765

Cahtomium Cf [251J Promethium Pm [l45J
Carbon C 12.0107 Protactinium P, 231.03588

Cerium C, 140.116 Radium IU [2261
Chlorine cr 35.453 Radon Rn [222J
Chromium C, 51.9961 Rhenium Re 186.207

Cobalt Co 58.933200 Rhodium Rh 102.90550

Copper Cu 63.546 Roentgenium R" [272]

Curium Cm [247J Rubidium Rb 85.4678

Darmsradnum D, [281J Ruthenium Ru 101.07

Dubnium Db [262J Rutherfordium Rf [261J
Dysprosium Dy 162.500 Samarium Sm 150.36

Einsteinium E, [252] Scandium So 44.955910

Erbium E, 167.259 Seaborgium S, [266J

Europium En 151.964 Selenium se 78.96

Fermium Fm [257} Silicon Si 28.0855

Fluorine F 18.9984.032 Silver A, 107.8682

Francium F, [223J Sodium N. 22.989770

Gadolinium Gd 157.25 Strontium S, 87.62

Gallium G. 69.723 Sub S 32.065

Germanium G, 72.64- Tantalum T. 180.94?9

Gold Au 196.96655 Technetium To (98]

Hafnium Hf 178.49 Tellurium T, 127.60

Hassium H, [277J Terbium Th 158.92534

Helium H, 4.002602 Thallium 11 204.3833

Holmium Ho 164.93032 Thorium Th 232.0381

Hydrogen H 1.00794 Thulium Tm 168.93421

Indium In 114.818 Tm Sn 118.71

Iodine I 126.90447 Thanlum Ti 47.867

Iridium IT 192.217 Tungsten W 183.84

Iron F, 55.845 Ununbium Unb [285J

Krypton K< 83.798 Ununhexium Uuh
Lanthanum La 138.9055 Ununocriom Uuo
Lawrencium 1.< [262] Ununquadium Uuq [289]

l.<.d Pb 207.2 Uranium U 238.02891

Lithium L [6.941] Vanadium V 50.9415

Lutetium Lu 174.967 Xenon X, 131.293

Magnesium M, 24.3050 Ytterbium Vb 173.04

Manganese Mn 54.938049 yttrium Y 88.90585

Meitnerium ,\\, [268J linc Zn 65.409

Mendelevium Md (258) Zirconium Z, 91.224

M,rouy H, 200.59
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Introduction

Supplementary Chapters contain no standards, tests or assays nor any other mandatory
specifications with respect to airy Pharmacopoeial article. They comprise explanatory and
other ancillary texts and areprovidedfor the assistance and information of users of the

Pharmacopoeia.
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Supplementary
Chapter I
Basis of Pharmacopoeial Requirements
Introduction
This chapter provides explanatory text and guidance on the
pharmacopoeial approach to a range of subjects.
Separate, lettered sections of this chapter explain me current
approach to a particular aspect of pharmacopoeial control
and, where appropriate, give an indication of future
developments. The British Pharmacopoeia Commission's
policies continue to evolve and these sections will he updated
as and when necessary [0 reflect further developments.

While these texts outline general policies that are adopted in
the Pharmacopoeia, each monograph is considered
individually. Departures from the general role are accepted
where justified and are accommodated by appropriate
statements in the Individual monographs.

In providing these texts to users of the Pharmacopoeia it is
emphasised that the specifications of the Pharmacopoeia are
one facet of the overall control of the quality of medicinal
products and their constituents. Those concerned with the
manufacture of medicinal substances and those responsible
for their incorporation into pharmaceutical dosage forms
must also pay due attention to the requirements and
recommendations of other competent authorities. Within the
European Community the information required Cor
marketing authorization is laid down in the relevant
Directives, Notice to Applicants and associated Notes for
Guidance available from the Commission of the European
Communities as the series 'The Rules Governing Medicinal
Products in the European Community'.

Dialogue with users is an essential element of
phannacopoeial development and the British Pharmacopoeia
Commission hopes that this chapter will provide insight into
certain features of phannacopoeial requirements.
The Commission places great value on the assistance it
receives from manufacturers and others with the necessary
knowledge to assist it in its work. It welcomes suggestions for
improvement of published texts and constructive comment
on any issues of interest and concern to users.

General considerations
1. A proper understanding of the basis on which the
requirements of the Phannacopoeia are established is
essential to the correct interpretation of the requirements.

2. The Pharmacopoeia contributes significantly to the overall
control of the quality of medicinal products and provides a
publicly available statement concerning the quality that a
product or a component of a product is expected to meet at
any time during its period of use. Pharmacopoeial
specifications are used within licensing systems and by
manufacturers, suppliers, purchasers and those acting on
behalf of consumers of medicinal products.

3. A manufacturer must recognise that a product or material
may be challenged at any time during its claimed period of
use by the methods of the Pharmacopoeia and that it must
then comply with the pharmacopoeial requirements. These
requirements allow for acceptable levels of change that may
occur during storage and distribution and reject articles
showing unacceptable levels of change. Frequently a
manufacturer will need to apply more stringent test limits at
the time of release of a batch of me product or material in

Supplementary Chapter I V-A731

order to ensure compliance. As stated in the General
Notices, a manufacturer may assure himself that the
requirements of the Pharmacopoeia will be met by means
other than routinely performing all of the tests prescribed in
the Pharmacopoeia. It is emphasised that the circumstances
under which, and the frequency with which, tests of the
Pharmacopoeia should be performed by a manufacturer as
part of his overaU quality assurance are ultimately matters for
agreement between the manufacturer and the competent
authority.

4. The requirements included in a monograph, other than
any instructions given under the side-heading Production, are
designed to provide the means by which an independent
judgement can be made as to the overall quality of a
particular anicle. A manufacturer in possession of detailed.
knowledge of the manufacturing process may have no need
to carry out certain tests. The example of some impurity tests
in monographs for formulated preparations is discussed in
more detail in section A of this chapter. The methods
described in the Pharmacopoeia must be robust because they
are intended to be used by analysts in a wide range of
laboratories, sometimes on an infrequent basis.
Understandably, a manufacturer may wish to use other
methods that may be more suitable for frequent use or
automation and is entitled to do so. However in the event of
any doubt or dispute as to whether or not a material is of
pharmacopoeial quality, as the General Notice on Assays and
Tests makes clear, the methods of the Pharmacopoeia alone
are authoritative.

5. This view of pharmacopoeial requirements is also
significant when considering the size of sample to be taken
for test. In an overall programme designed to give assurance
of quality of a manufactured product, the statistical validity
of any sampling programme must be beyond doubt.
The standards of the Pharmacopoeia, on the other hand, are
intended to apply to the sample available, perhaps the
container of dispensed tablets provided [Q a patient in
accordance with a prescription. The Pharmacopoeia requires
that twenty of those tablets should meet the test for
Uniformity of weight. A manufacturer establishing a sampling
and testing protocol designed to ensure ultimate compliance
with the pharmacopoeial requirements will need to operate at
a level designed to show with an acceptable degree of
confidence that any twenty tablets, taken at random from a
given batch, will meet the requirements.

6. Pharmacopoeial methods and limits are set with the
intention mat they should be used as compliance
requirements and not as requirements to guarantee total
quality assurance. An article is not of pharmacopoeial quality
if any sample of the size stipulated in the monograph taken at
any time during storage, distribution and use within the
accepted shelf-life fails to meet all of the requirements.

7. Arising from this it may be useful to underline that
compliance of a product with pharmacopoeial requirements
demands that the product meets aU mandatory aspects of the
appropriate monograph and that those requirements shall be
interpreted in the light of any relevant General Notices.
In certain cases individual requirements of particular tests
may seem to be incompatible with those of other tests; where
this is apparently the case such requirements have been
framed intentionally. For example, the requirement for the
overall content of active ingredient in a tablet preparation, as
determined on a powdered sample of twenty tablets, might
be 95.0 to 105.0% of the stated amount. Thus an assay
result of 96.0% would indicate compliance. For the
Uniformity of content test a further ten tablets might be
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individually examined, each tablet being required £0 contain
between 85 and 115% of the mean value, with the possibility
of a single exception between 75 and 125%. Thus if nine out
of [en tablets fall within the range (assuming me mean to be
96.0%) 81.6 and 110.4% and the tenth falls within the range
72.0 to 120.0% then the tablets examined comply with that
requirement. For the Dissolution test each tablet examined
might be required to yield at least 70% of the labelled claim
into solution within 45 minutes. It has been suggested that
since a single outlier tablet might contain as little as 72.0% of
the labelled claim and yet still fall within the acceptance
limits for content, the requirements for dissolution should be
relaxed to take this into account. In framing requirements,
however, the view is taken that it is neither realistic nor
profitable to attempt to compound the results of various tests
in this way. Each test in a pharmacopoeial monograph and
the acceptance limit is therefore framed as an individual
entity with requirements based on values encountered in
practice; compliance with the monograph requires
compliance with each and every test.

8. The philosophy outlined above has an important bearing
on the construction of a monograph for the Pharmacopoeia.
To achieve maximwn benefit from the examination of a
product the recommended approach is that, wherever
possible, a variety of different analytical techniques should be
employed. The monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia
are, therefore, usually constructed to use fundamentally
different procedures for assay and for the examination for
impurities. For a medicinal substance the general approach
has been to employ spectrophotometric or other appropriate
techniques for identification, chromatographic techniques for
the control of impurities and a precise) albeit non-specific
method for assay. It has been held that this approach confers
greater confidence in the verification of the identity and
quality of the substance and in the detection of unexpected
impurities than would be the case in using, for example, a
single stability-indicating liquid chromatographic method for
all three purposes. The British Pharmacopoeia Commission
recognises, however, that as chromatographic methods
become more precise it will become increasingly possible to
use them for assay purposes thereby combining precision
with specificity and economising upon analytical effort and
time. For dosage forms this concept has already been
adopted and more specific assay methods, such as those
employing liquid chromatography, are being employed
increasingly.

9. A discussion of the basis of pharmacopoeial requirements
would be incomplete without reminding users that any article
described by a name at the head of a monograph in the
current edition of the Pharmacopoeia) whelher or not it is
referred to as fJJP', must comply with that monograph.
The name at the head of a monograph is to be interpreted in
accordance with the General Notice on Titles. In particular)
a formulated preparation that is labelled with a tide that
includes the full nonproprietary name of the active
ingredient, where this is not included in the title of the
monograph, must also comply with the monograph. Thus)
for example, a preparation labelled Labetalol Hydrochloride
Tablets must comply with the monograph for Labetalol
Tablets.

2022

A. Control of Impurities
Thissection provides a guide to thepharmacopoeial approach to
the control of impurities in medicinal substances and formulated
preparations. Otherguidance relevant to manufacturers isprovided
in, for example, 1Ga guidelines on impunues in newdrug
substances (Q3A) and newdrugpreparations (Q3B) and VICH
guidelines on impurities in new vaerinorydrngsubstances (GL10)
and new veterinary medicinal products (GLlI).
1. This section relates primarily to totally synthetic organic
medicinal substances and those substances obtained by
synthetic modification of a naturally-produced precursor. It is
not necessarily applicable to other organic substances (e.g.,
those of plant or animal origin), inorganic substances and
excipients.

Certain additional information of specific relevance to
impurity control in the formulated preparation monographs
of the British Pharmacopoeia is also provided.

2. The control provided by chemical tests limiting the levels
of particular impurities or classes of impurities is often
augmented by physical tests such as absorbance, specific
optical rotation, melting point and clarity and colour of
solution and, for a liquid, refractive index, boiling point range
and weight per mL.

3. Tests such as sulfated ash and loss on drying are non
specific but they contribute to an assurance of the general
quality of the material, the use of good pharmaceutical
manufacturing practice in its production, the avoidance of
contamination especially by inorganic substances and the
removal of volatile solvents. Typical limits are 0.1 % for
sulfated ash and 0.5% for loss on drying.

4. Tests for purity are intended to provide appropriate
limitation of known potential or actual impurities rather than
to provide against all possible impurities. The tests are not
necessarily designed to detect any adventitious contaminants
or adulteration. Material found to contain an impurity not
detectable by means of the prescribed tests is not of
pharmacopoeial quality if the nature or amount of the
impurity found is incompatible with good pharmaceutical
practice.

5. Some medicinal substances are mixtures of closely related
compounds. Where these components have similar activity
they are not usually regarded as impurities and may indeed
contribute to the result obtained in the assay. Examples
include Erythromycin, Gentamicin Sulfate and Sodium
Lauryl Sulfate. It may however be appropriate to control the
relative amounts of such components, e.g., gentamicins C Il

C ILl C 2J C 2 l! and C Zb in Gentamicin Sulfate in order to
ensure batch to batch consistency for material from one
manufacturer and uniformity between supplies of the same
substance from different manufacturers.

6. Many medicinal substances already on the market have
been made available as racemic mixtures with little or
nothing known about the biological activities of the separate
isomers. This has been reflected in the monograph in the
Pharmacopoeia and a test to show that the substance is the
racemic mixture has not usually been included unless it was
known that at least one of the separate enantiomers was also
available commerciaUy. Nevertheless, with increasing concern
by regulatory authorities for substances to be made available
as single isomers, tests for enantiomeric composition will
become more common. When a medicinal substance is a
racemate, an indication is given by means of the graphic
fonnuJa [see also Supplementary Chapter I K;
Stereochemistry].
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Related Substances
7. It is usual to include a test for related substances in a
monograph for a medicinal substance. These may be
manufacturing impurities (intermediates or by-products) or
degradation products or both. When preparation of a
monograph is initiated the manufacturer is asked to provide
information concerning the nature of such impurities, the
reason for their presence, the amounts that may be
encountered in material prepared under conditions of good
pharmaceutical manufacturing practice and the manner in
which proportions may vary on storage, together with an
indication of the toxicity of any impurities in relation to that
of the substance itself. Where there is only one manufacturer
of a substance, pharrnacopoeiallimits are set in the
knowledge that the level of impurities in production batches
of the substance willhave been accepted by the registration
authority after a full consideration of the toxicity studies and
clinical trials carried out before the granting of a licence.
Such studies and trials will have heen carried out on material
with an impurity profile that is qualitatively and quantitatively
similar to that of subsequent production batches.
Any subsequent changes to the manufacturing process by the
original manufacturer or the introduction of material from
another manufacturer utilising a different route of synthesis
will be subject to the need to demonstrate essential similarity
Or to provide equivalent data to the relevant registration
authority. In some cases a change in production or source
may give rise to impurities that are not adequately controlled
by the published pharmacopoeial monograph. Appropriate
revision of the monograph will be carried out provided that
the pharmacopoeial authority is notified of the need and that
it is supplied with the relevant information [see paragraph 28
below].
8. Tests for related substances may be specific or general.

9. Specific tests for named impurities A specific test is
included where a particular impurity arising from the
manufacturing process or from degradation needs to be
limited on grounds of toxicity or for another special reason.
Where an impurity is known to be particularly toxic, this is
taken into account in setting the limit; for example, a limit of
1 ppm is specified for hydrazine in the monograph for
Povidone.

9.1 Such specific tests usually employ a chromatographic or
colorimetric comparison with a sample of the named
substance, for example, 4-chloroaniline in
Chlorhexidine Irrigation Solution and 4-aminophenol in
Benorilate Tablets.

9.2 Where a specimen of the impurity is required in the
test, this will be made available as a Chemical
Reference Substance unless it is known that specimens
of the requisite quality can readily be obtained through
the usual suppliers of chemical reagents.

9.3 Specific control may be included within a more general
test controlling other impurities; an example is
4-epianhydrotetracycline in the monograph for
Lymecycline.

9.4 In other cases) an absolute method is more appropriate.
Such a test may be for a group of potentially toxic
impurities, e.g., polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in
Liquid Paraffin.

9.5 Sometimes an impurity may be named in the
Pharmacopoeia because it is necessary to use a named
substance in its control for analytical reasons, such as
different response factors in the specified test method.
Examples are iminodibenzyl in Imipramine Tablets, and
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dibenzosuberone in Amitriptyline Tablets. Typical
wording is as follows:

Any spotcorresponding to [xl in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (1) isnot more intense than thepn'ncipal spot
in the chromatogram obtained wlih solution (2). (Solution
(I) contains the substance being examined and solution (2)
contains a namedimpun"ty [x].]

10. General tests for unnamed impurities It is unusual
for the Pharmacopoeia to require the absence of a visible
spot in a thin-layer chromatogram or the absence of a peak
in a liquid chromatogram. Reasons for this include the
difficulty of interpreting and defining absence that is a
consequence of variations in the sensitivity of a method when
performed in different laboratories by different analysts. It is
more usual to limit the levels of impurities. This may be
done in a simple test by comparison with a spot or peak
obtained with a dilute solution of the substance being
examined. An example is Methyl Nicotinate:

A1UJ secondary spotin the chromatogram obtained with
sdiaion (l) isnot more intense than the spot in the
chromatogram obtained Wlth so/utian (2). [Solutions (1)
and (2) contain the substance being examined at high and
low concentrations resputively.]

10.1 In the absence of evidence that the limit for a particular
impurity needs to be set on the basis of its toxicity,
control is often provided by a two-level test requiring,
say, not more man one related substance at a nominal
concentration of up to 0.5% and any others at nominal
concentrations of up to 0.1%. The aetuallimits may be
chosen on the basis of batch data for material
manufactured in accordance with good pharmaceutical
manufacturing practice and will take account of a
number of factors, including the dose regimen of the
substance and the number of impurities conunonly
present. An example is Oxetacaine:

Any secondary spotin the chromatogram obtained with
solution (1) isnot more intense than the SPOl in the
chromatogram obtained with so/utian (2) (0.5%) and not
more than onesuch spotismore intense than the spotin the
chromatogram obtained with so/urion (3) (0.1%).

Another example, with different limits, is Phenindione:

Any secondary spotin the chromatogram obtained with
solution (1) isnot more intense than thespotin the
chromatogram obtained with solution (2) (2%) and not
more than one such spotismore intense than the spotin the
chromatogram obtained with so/ution (3) (0.5%).

10.2 Where it is known that several impurities are likely to
be present at significant concentrations, a three-level
test may be appropriate. An example is Pentazocine
Injection:

By each methodof visualisaticn, in thechromatogram
obtained wzih SolU1Um (1) any secondary spotis not more
intense than the spot in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) (1%), not more than onesuch spotis more
intense than the spotin the chromatogram obtained with
solulion (3) (0.5%) and not more thanfour such spots are
more intense than the spotin thechromatogram obtained
with solution (4) (0.25%).

10.3 General tests with an 'open' design such as those
described above have the great advantage that they
provide a means of limiting the levels of related
substances that may arise from modified or alternative
synthetic routes not in use at the time the test was
elaborated. In this context, thin-layer chromatography
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has the advantage over liquid chromatography and gas
chromatography that it allows detection of impurities
completely retained or those not retained at aU by the
stationary phase.

II. Total impurity limits In gas chromatographic and
liquid chromatographic tests, it is increasingly common to
limit the total areas of peaks due to related substances.
In monographs currently in force the limit for the sum is
commonly in the range 1 to 2% but these values are
applicable at the end of the shelf-life. This procedure is rarely
adopted in thin-layer chromatographic tests, because of the
semi-quantitative nature of estimating individual spots and
resulting imprecision in expressionof results for the (mats.
This apparent drawback to the use of thin-layer
chromatography is largely overcome by means of two- and
three-level tests as described in paragraphs 10.1 and 10.2,
above.

12. In response to requests from users of the Pharmacopoeia,
statements of the approximate real or nominal levels of
impurities controlled by tests for impurities have been widely
introduced, where appropriate, for infonnation [see
paragraphs 14 and 15 below]. Confonnity with the
requirements will still be determined on the basis of
compliance or otherwise with the stated test.

Test design and expression of limits
13. For identified impurities, several aspects are taken into
account in designing the test. These include the nature of the
impurity, its toxicity and the levels likely to be found in
routine production. Analytical considerations such as the
correction factor (defined in paragraph 16) for the
impurity and practical issues such as availability of the
impurity as a reference material or reagent also influence the
test design.

14. If a major and/or toxic impurity in a material is known to
have a significantly different response (more than ±25%)
from that of the main peak in the substance being examined
in the conditions of the test, the preferred manner of limiting
this impurity is to use a reference substance of the impurity.
If this is not possible, a reference solution of the substance
being examined containing a known amount of the
impurity may be used. Using either of these approaches, the
concentration limit indicated in the monograph for
information in parentheses expresses the approximate limit as
a real percentage of the impurity in question. This is also
referred to as % wlw. When neither of these approaches is
possible, a dilution of the solution of the substance being
examined may be used as a reference solution. This approach
is also commonly used in tests where an impurity that is
known (but not named within the test) has a response within
±25% of that of the main peak in the substance being
examined.

15. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, an indication of the
approximate concentration limit provided in any test where a
dilution of the substance being examined is used as the
reference solution should be interpreted as an expression in
terms of a nominal percentage of the substance being
examined (in accordance with the General Notices) rather
than as a real percentage of the impurity.

16. No reference is made in a test to a correction factor for
an identified impurity unless unavoidable. When used, the
term is defined as follows:

The correction factor (11k) is a relative term, being the
reciprocal of the peak response of equal concentrations
of one substance relative to that of another in the
conditions described in the test.
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In the context of a related substances test where a correction
factor is quoted for an impurity, unless otherwise stated, this
is the expected correction for that impurity in relation to a
response of unity for the substance being examined. The way
in which a correction factor is to be used in any subsequent
calculation is stated in the monograph.

17. Correction factors of less than 0.2 or more than 5 are not
generally used. If the difference between the response of an
impurity and that of the substance being examined is outside
these limits, a different method of determination, such as a
different detection wavelength (A.) or a different method of
visualisation, is used.

18. For a correction factor quoted in a pharmacopoeial test,
the following points are observed:

(a) the peak to which the factor applies is identified
unambiguously, recognising the difficulties associated
with such identification in chromatograms showing
peaks of similar retention times [the use of a sample
containing an unquantified amount of the relevant
impurity can sometimes be used to assist such
identification],

(b) the correction factor quoted is a confirmed value and
preferably is based on relative peak areas of equal
concentrations of the impurity and the sample under
the conditions of the test [alternatively the reciprocal of
an absolute figure based on the A(l%, J cm) for the
detection wavelength used (or similar for other methods
of detection) of the impurity and the sample may be
used],

(c) the correction factor is stated in a way that does not
imply an unrealistic or misleading degree of precision
[declaration to several significant figures is not
meaningful when placed in context of the nature of the
test and the amount of the impurity likely to be present
(typically, less than 0.5%) (e.g., 1.4,2.5,3.0,0.5) or
I decimal place (e.g., 1.4,7.5) are generally
appropriate],

(d) older monographs of the BP may contain the term
response factor. The term will be revised to correction
factor as these monographs are updated.

19. Identification of peaks is generally not based on absolute
retention times since these may be too <system dependent';
however, advice such as <the principal peak has a retention
time of about x minutes' may be given. In some cases, for
example, where a simple chromatogram is expected to show
a limited number of impurities, an expected relative retention
may be given to designate impurities. In other cases where
potential impurities have similar retention, a sample
containing the components of interest and a sample
chromatogram may be provided.

20. Unidentified impurities may be limited by reference to
a dilution of the solution of the substance being examined
used as a reference solution together with an open design of
statement limiting <any'or 'any other' secondary pmk or spot.
Such a reference solution may be used in addition to those
containing named impurities (any other secondary peak/spot)
or, in some simple tests, control of unspecified and specified
(but unnamed) impurities may be exerted by means of a
comparison between the sample solution and a dilution of
this solution (any secondary peak/spot).

21. An indication of the approximate limit concentration for
an unidentified impurity would only be given in terms of a
nominal percentage of the substance being examined (see
paragraph 15) since no assumption can be made about the
response of an unidentified impurity. While such nominal
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limits are not quantitatively fully transparent and caution is
needed in attempting to use them to set a total
impurity limit, their use is less misleading than quoting an
arbitrary/assumed correction factor of 1 for an unidentified
impurity.

Formulated Preparations
22. Many monographs for formulated preparations in the
British Pharmacopoeia and the British Pharmacopoeia
(Veterinary) also include tests for impurities. In general,
wherever possible a test for impurities based on that in the
monograph for the active ingredient is included with any
necessary modification.

23. Wider limits and/or additional controls may be required
for impurities arising on manufacture or storage of the dosage
form.

24. Tests for impurities in monographs for formulated
preparation are used to control not only degradation
products but also by-products of the synthetic route used for
manufacture of the active ingredient. It has been argued, for
example in the ICH guideline Q3B, that by-products of
synthesis have been controlled already during examination of
the substance before formulation and that further testing for
these impurities is unnecessary. Clearly it would be
repetitious and wasteful of resources for tests, often complex
in nature, to be repeated routinely simply to demonstrate
acceptably low levels of impurities that could arise only
during synthesis (as opposed to degradation) of the active
ingredient. However, this information is available only to
those who know the detailed attributes of the active raw
material that has been used. For an analyst who has access
only to the dosage form, the profile of synthesis-related
impurities offers one means of establishing whether or not
the dosage form has been prepared from an active ingredient
of pharmacopoeial quality. It is for this reason mat such tests
are included in British Pharmacopoeia and British
Pharmacopoeia (Veterinary) monographs for formulated
preparations [see paragraph 3 of General considerations in
the introduction to Supplementary Chapter I).

Current and future developments
25. Transparency A statement giving the identities of
impurities that are known to be limited by me specifications
is being added to appropriate monographs for medicinal
substances and formulated preparations. For example the
monograph for Diamorphine Hydrochloride contains the
following information at the end of the monograph:

IMPURITIES The impuniy limited by the thismonograph
is: 6-0-acetylmorphone

This increase in the transparency of pharmacopoeial
specifications is of assistance to licensing authorities and
others when considering whether the standards in the
monograph are appropriate to a new source of supply. It is
emphasised that other, unnamed impurities may also be
limited. The Commission is actively seeking information that
will allow the statements to be extended in future.

26. System suitability In chromatographic tests increasing
use is being made of system suitability tests to enable the
analyst to confirm that performance of the chosen column or
plate is satisfactory under the chosen conditions. In liquid
chromatographic and gas chromatographic tests, peak
separation betweenimpurities and the substance being
examined is generally considered to offer the best indication
of performance of the system.

27. Residual solvents A general test for residual solvents
has been included in me European Pharmacopoeia
(Appendix vm L) together with guidelines on its application
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(Supplementary Chapter IV D). At present, a test for solvent
residues is included in a specific monograph only where
variation in levels of known solvents requires control, e.g.,
methanol in Gentamicin Sulfate.

28. The British Pharmacopoeia Commission welcomes
suggestions for improving the monographs. In particular,
where it is found that significant impurities are not controlled
by the monograph, the Commission would be glad to receive
details of validated methods that can be considered for
adoption.

B. Polymorphism
I. Polymorphism (the occurrence of more than one morphic
form) is a function of the internal structure of crystalline
solids. Its occurrence cannot be predicted and, as it can be
induced in many materials in appropriate conditions, its
absence is difficult to demonstrate using a single, specific
test. Different polymorphs may exhibit different
physicochemical properties such as melting point, dissolution
rate and infrared absorption spectrum. In some cases these
may affect the handling characteristics of the material, the
stability of formulated preparations and bioavailability.
Control of morphic form by a manufacturer is necessary
during processing of active ingredients and excipients and
during production of a formulated product to ensure the
correct physical characteristics of the product. Its main
imporrance to the control of medicinal products is in the
areas of bioavailability and stability.

2. The morphic form of a readily soluble starting material
that is incorporated into a solution, for example, an injection,
an oral solution or eye drops, is not usually important. (An
exception to this statement might be if the concentration of
the solution is such that it is close to the limit of solubility of
one of the possible polymorphs.) The morphic form may be
important when the material is included in a solid dosage
fonn or as a suspension in a liquid dosage form when the
characteristics of the different polymorphs are such as to
affect the bioavailability of the material.

3. Pharmaceutical and medicinal substances For most
substances it will not usually be appropriate or necessary for
the monograph to control the morphic form. There are,
however, a few monographs that restrict the substance to a
single form. This may be done by permitting no deviation
from the spectrum/form of the reference substance"prescribed
or by restricting the melting point range. An example is
Carbamazepine where the infrared spectrum is determined
without prior treatment of the sample and the melting range
permitted excludes the polymorph of lower melting point.

4. Where it is known that the substance exists in more than
one morphic form a statement is frequently included in the
monographs of the Pharmacopoeia under Characteristics, for
example, the monographs for Dextropropoxyphene Napsilate
and Spironolactone. In the absence of such a statement, the
existence of polymorphism may sometimes be deduced from
the tests of the monograph. The most common example is
found in infrared identification tests where the analyst may
be instructed (0 prepare a solution spectrum or recrystallise
the sample if me spectrum obtained is not concordant with
the reference spectrum or spectrum of a reference substance,
for example, Prednisolone Sodium Phosphate. This
procedure recognises polymorphism but does not limit the
form permitted.
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5. It is intended to extend the inclusion of explicit statements
in monographs for pharmaceurical and medicinal substances
as information on the occurrence of polymorphism becomes
available. The Commission would welcome information from
users of the Pharmacopoeia in order that such statements can
be added in appropriate cases.

6. Formulated preparations Polymorphism is a potential
problem in solid dosage forms, such as tablets, or in liquid or
semi-solid preparations where the active ingredient is present
as a solid, for example, in oral suspensions. In most cases it
is difficult to demonstrate that the material contains the
desired polymorph as the process of extracting a sufficient
sample of the material in question for analysis may itself
change the fonn of the material. For a solid dosage form
where the active ingredient is known to exist in forms with
significant differences in solubility, a dissolution test may be
the method of choice.

7. Where the active ingredient is known to exist in more than
one morphic form and the choice of polymorph is critical
with regard to bioavailability and/or stability, the method of
manufacture should ensure the presence of the correct
amount of the desired polymorph in the preparation.
In future the side heading 'Production' will be used to draw
attention to control of morphic form during manufacture in
cases where control of morphic form is known to be
important.

8. Such Production statements might also include reference
to the need during product development to examine drug
sensitivity to polymorphic change due to granulation
conditions or compressional forces and to make appropriate
processing adjustments l? control potential variation.

9. The Commission would find it helpful to be advised of
instances where control of morphic form is important so that
a suitable Production statement may be added. In such cases
it would also appreciate receiving details of any validated test
methods that will appropriately limit the undesirable form.

C. Bacterial Endotoxin Testing
This seaion provides an exposition oj the Commission's policyand
inJonnation on its implementation. Theguidelines of the European
Pharmacopoeia are indudedas anAnnex.
The test for bacterial endotoxins of the European
Pharmacopoeia (ph Bur) is included as Appendix XN C of
the British Pharmacopoeia. This text has been prepared in
collaboration with the Japanese Pharmacopoeia and the
United States Pharmacopeia.

1. This in vitro test is being progressively applied in
appropriate monographs of both the British and European
Pharmacopoeia in place of the in vivo test for pyrogens.

2. Methods for the detection of Gram-negative bacterial
endotoxins are based on the use of a lysate of amoebocytes
from the horseshoe crab (Umulus polyphemus or Tachypleus
tridentalus). Addition of endotoxin to this lysate may result in
gelation) precipitation or turbidity. The method used in the
monographs of the European and British Pharmacopoeias is,
unless otherwise stated, that using a gelation end-point.

3. A European Pharmacopoeia Biological Reference
Preparation (BRP) of Endotoxin calibrated in International
Units (IU) has been established for use in this test.
The current BRP (batch 5) was established following an
international collaborative study. It consists of endotoxin
from the same bulk as the Third International Standard
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established by the World Health Organization and the
current standard established by the Food and Drug
Administration and the United States Pharmacopeia for use
in the United States of America (EC-7). Following adoption
of the recommendations in the report of the collaborative
study! global harmonisation of endotoxin unltage has been
maintalned", that is, the FDNUSP Endotoxin Unit (Ell) is
equivalent to the International Unit (IU).

General policy
4. In any individual monograph only one test is required,
either that for pyrogens or that for bacterial endotoxins.

5. In the absence of evidence to the contrary, the test for
bacterial endotoxins is preferred, since it is considered usually
to provide equal or better protection [0 the patient.

6. Before including a test for bacterial endotoxins in a
monograph, evidence is required that a test, as described in
Appendix XIV C, can be applied satisfactorily to the item in
question.

7. The necessary information is sought from manufacturers.
Companies are invited to provide any validation data that
they have concerning the applicability of the test for bacterial
endotoxins to the substances and formulations of interest.

7.1 Such data should include details of sample preparation
and of any procedures necessary to eliminate interfering
factors.

7.2 In addition, any available parallel data for rabbit
pyrogen testing that would contribute to an assurance
that the replacement of a rabbit pyrogen test by the test
for bacterial endotoxin is appropriate, should be
provided.

7.3 For formulated preparations, a distinction should be
made between any sample treatment necessitated by
excipients included in a particular product and any
required due to the nature of the active constituent.
Attention should also be drawn to any manipulation
normally required for the active constituent that is
rendered redundant by the composition of the
formulation, for example, pH adjustment.

8. In order to set an appropriate limit for bacterial
endotoxins it is necessary to know the intended route of
parenteral administration (in particular, if the substance may
be administered intrathecally) together with the maximum
dose as recommended in relevant product data sheets.
The limit for a given material or preparation is expressed as
the endotoxin limit (EL) or endotoxin limit concentration
(EL). The EL may be expressed in IV of endotoxin per
millilitte for a defined solution of the material or preparation,
or, for some medicinal substances, in IU of endotoxin in
relation to a defined quantity of the material (that is, per
milligram or, for biologically assayed materials, per IU) of
material. The limit, which is stated in the monograph, is
usuaUy established on the following basis:

EL=K/M

8.1 K, sometimes referred to as the minimwn pyrogenic
dose, is the maximum number of IU of endotoxin
which the patient may receive without suffering toxic

1 Poole, S., Dawson, P., GoineJ Das. R.B. (1997). Second imemational
seandam for endotoxin: calibration in an in/emational cdlooorative snuJy.
JoumaJ of Endotoxin Research 4 (3), 221-231.
2 Poole, S. el aL (2012). WHO intemationalstat/dam/orendotoxin: repon
o{an intemational collaborative study to evaluate three preparations of
endotoxin for thei,. suirabih"1y W seroe as the third jntemational standard for
baaerialendotoxin. World Reallh Orgollisaticn.
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Type of product Route of administration
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K

per person per kg

AIl parenteral preparations Intrathecal'
Radiophannaceuticals Intravenous
All parenteral preparations except All parenteral routes except

intrathecal radiophannaceuticaJs

14
175
350

0.2

2.5
5.0

l\Vhere a product.can be administer~ both Intrathecally and by another parenteral route, the more stringent
value ofK for the intrathecal route will be taken as the basis of establishing the ELC.

reactions. The appropriate value for K will be taken
from the table below.

8.2 Al is the maximum dose of the drug substance per
person (or per kg) per hour. This is interpreted as the
maximum amount that might be administered within
one hour. For subcutaneous eSC), intramuscular (1M)
or bolus intravenous (IV) injections this will be an
entire single dose. For intravenous infusions given over
a prolonged period it is the proportion of the dose that
would be infused during one hour and depends upon
the rate of infusion. The value used is the maximum
dose recommended by the manufacturer and stated in
the relevant product data sheet. It is accepted that in
exceptional circumstances this dose may be exceeded at
the discretion of the physician; such use is outside the
scope of the Pharmacopoeia.

Implementation
9. The British Phannacopoeia Commission is seeking (0

replace the test for pyrogens by that for bacterial endotoxins
wherever possible in the Pharmacopoeia. The European
Pharmacopoeia Commission has a similar policy and has
indicated that, for monographs already published, the change
will be carried out, where appropriate, whenever the
monograph in question is revised.

9.1 The test for bacterial endctoxms is now specified in the
European Pharmacopoeia monograph for Water for
Injections and in many other monographs including a
range of antibiotics (for example, Doxorubicin
Hydrochloride aod Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride),
biological materials (for example, Somatropin and
Heparin) and radiopharmaceutical preparations.

9.2 Revision of the European Pharmacopoeia monograph
for Parenteral Preparations (0 permir the use of the test
for bacterial endotoxins in defined circumstances
opened the way for the test for pyrogens to be replaced
by that for bacterial endotoxins in individual
monographs for parenteral preparations in the British
Pharmacopoeia. The necessary change has already been
made in a wide range of monographs including those
for certain biological fonnulations such as Protamine
Sulfate Injection and in the monographs for a number
of widely used intravenous infusions such as Sodium
Chloride Intravenous Infusion. Appropriate data are
being sought from manufacture.rs for the remaining
monographs for which a test for pyrogens is specified.

Annex
Guidelines concerning the test for Bacterial endotoxins have been
published as an Annex to the method text 2.6.14 in the European
Pharmacopoeia and arereproduced here.
Thefollowing section ispublished for information.

Guidelines for using the Test for
Bacterial Endotoxins
(ph. Eur. general texts 5.1.10)

L INTRODUCTION
Endotoxins from gram-negative bacteria are the most
conunon cause of (Oxic reactions resulting from
co~taminationof pharmaceutical products with pyrogens;
their common pyrogenic activity is much higher than that of
other known pyrogenic substances. These endotoxins are
lipcpolysaccharides. Although there are a small number of
pyrogens that possess a different structure, the conclusion is
generally justified that the absence of bacterial endotoxins in
a substance or product implies the absence of pyrogenic
components, provided the presence of non-endotoxin
pyrogenic substances can be ruled out. The monocyte
activation test (2.6.30) is a suitable method to use to rule out
the presence of non-endotoxin pyrogens in substances or
products.

The presence of endotoxins in a substance or product may
be masked by factors interfering with the reaction between
the endotoxins, the test reagents and the amoebocyte lysate.
Also, the ability to detect endotoxins may be affected by
storage conditions or storage time. Hence, the analyst who
wishes to implement a test for bacterial endotoxins or to
replace the pyrogen test by a test for bacterial endotoxins has
to demonstrate that a valid test can be carried out on the
substance or product concerned; this may entail a procedure
for removing interference.

As indicated in general chapter 2.6.14. Bacterial endotoxins,
information must be available on the following 2 aspects
before a test on a sample can be regarded as valid.
- The suitability of the material to be used for the test has

to be established. The absence of endotoxins in the water
for BET (water for bacterial endotoxins test) and in the
other reagents and consumables must be assured and the
sensitivity of the amoebocyte lysate must be checked to
confirm the sensitivity declared by the manufacturer.

- As the substance or product to be examined may interfere
with the test, the sensitivity of the amoebocyte lysate is
determined in the presence and in the absence of the
substance or product to be examined. There must be no
difference between the 2 sensitivity values.

General chapter 2.6.14. Bacterial endoioxms indicates methods
for removing interfering factors; in the case of interference,
another test must be carried out after such a method has
been applied to check whether the interference has indeed
been neutralised or removed.

This general chapter explains the reasons for the
requirements in the test for bacterial endotoxins, then deals
with reading and interpretation of the results.
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Replacement of the rabbit pyrogen [est required in a
pharmacopoeial monograph by an amoebocyte lysate test, or
by other methods such as the monocyte-activation test or a
test using recombinant factor C reagent as a replacement for
the amoebocyte lysate, constitutes the use of an alternative
method of analysis and hence requires demonstration that the
method is appropriate for the given substance or product and
gives a result consistent with that obtained wil:h the
prescribed method as described in the General Notices (see
also section 13).
The prescribed method for bacterial endotoxias may be
stated in the monograph on a given substance or product.
The use of a method other than the method prescribed in the
monograph is considered as the use of an alternative method.
Where no method is stated, any of methods A to F of
general chapter 2.6.14. Bacterial endotoxins can be used.

2. METHOD AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
2-1 METHODS AND PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN
The addition of endotoxins to amoebocyte lysate may result
in turbidity, precipitation or gelation (gel-clot); initially only
the gel-clot method was used in the Pharmacopoeia as an
evaluation criterion in the test for bacterial endoroxins.
The advantage was the simplicity of basing the decision to
pass or fail the substance or product to be examined on the
absence or presence of a gel-clot, visible with the naked eye.
The quantitative methods C, D, E and F were developed
later: they require more instrumentation, but they are easier
to automate for the regular testing of large numbers of
samples of the same substance or product.

Endotoxins may be adsorbed onto the surface of tubes or
pipettes made from certain plastics or types of glass.
Interference may appear due to the release of substances
from plastic materials. Hence, the materials used must be
checked.

2-2 ENDOTOXIN LIMIT CONCENTRATION
The decision to use the test for bacterial endotoxins as a
limit test implies firstly that an endotoxin limit concentration
must be defined for the substance or product to he
examined, and secondly that the objective of the test is to
know whether the endotoxin concentration in the sample to
be examined is below or above this limit. The quantitative
methods C) D, E and F make it possible to determine the
endotoxin concentration in the sample to he examined, but
for compliance with the Pharmacopoeia and in routine
quality control the final question is whether or not this
concentration exceeds a defined limit.

The dose of the substance or product to be examined must
be taken into account in setting the endotoxin limit
concentration: the limit is set so as to ensure that, as long as
the endotoxin concentration in the substance or product
remains below this limit, even the maximal dose administered
by the intended route per hour does not contain sufficient
endotoxin to cause a toxic reaction.

When the endotoxin concentration in the substance or
product exactly equals the endotoxin limit concentration,
gelation will occur, as is the case when the endotoxin
concentration is much higher, and the substance or product
will fail the test, because the all-or-none character of the test
makes it impossible to differentiate between a concentration
exactly equal to the endotoxin limit concentration and one
that is higher. It is only when no gelation occurs that the
analyst may conclude that me endotoxin concentration is
below the endotoxin limit.

For substances or products in the solid state, this endotoxin
limit concentration per mass unit or per International Unit
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(10) of substance or product has to be converted into a
concentration of endotoxin per millilitre of solution to be
examined, as the test can only be carried out on a solution.
The case of substances or products that already exist in me
liquid state (such as infusion fluids) is discussed below.

2-3 CALCUIATION OF THE ENDOTOXIN LIMIT
The endotoxin limit for active substances administered
parenterally) defined on the basis of dose) is equal to:

K
M

K threshold pyrogenic dose of endotoxin per kilogram of body
mass;

M maximum recommended bolus dose of product per kilogram of
body mass.

When the product is to be injected at frequent intervals or
infused continuously, M is the maximwn total dose
administered per hour.

The endotoxin limit depends on the product and its route of
administration and may be stated in the monograph. Values
for K are suggested in Table 5.1.10.-1.

For other routes, the acceptance criterion for bacterial
endotoxins is generally determined on the basis of results
obtained during the development of the preparation.

Table 5.1.10.-1

Route of admInistration K

Intravenous 5.0 IV of endotoxin per kilogram
of body mass

Intravenous for radiophannaceulicaIs 2.5 IV of endotoxin per kilogram
of body mass

Intrathecal 0.2 IU of endotoxin per kilogram
of body mass

Parenteral formulations administered per 100 IV of endo[oxinlm2

square metre of body surface

2-4 CONSIDERATIONS WHEN ESTABLISHING AN
ENDOTOXIN LIMIT FOR A SPECIFIC SUBSTANCE
OR PRODUCT
The endotoxin limit for a substance or product is established
with consideration of the following aspects.

Calculated endotoxin 1hnIt
The endotoxin limit is calculated as described in section 2-3.
This represents a safety limit not to be exceeded if the
product is to be administered to hwnans.

Limit prescribed in an individual substance
monograph
The limit stated in an individual substance monograph
frequently reflects what is achievable in a controlled
production environment. The limit prescribed in a
monograph can therefore be lower than the calculated
endotoxin limit. However a manufacturer may specify a limit
that is more stringent than that stated in the monograph.

Process capability
The capability of the process to reduce or remove bacterial
endotoxins during manufacture might result in lower
endotoxin limits for specific processes.

Additional safety requirements
Precautions are taken in consideration of patient population
(such as paediatric use, malnourished or cachectic patients,
etc.), specific local requirements (e.g. countries might wish to
operate with a lower average body weight of 60 kg instead of
70 kg frequently employed in Europe) or any additional
safety margins requested by the competent authority.
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Formulation of the product
The limit must take into consideration any theoretical
bacterial endotoxin load introduced by any other components
used for reconstitution and/or dilution of the product
(e.g. water for injections) or introduced by starting materials
and/or raw materials.

2-5 MAXIMUM VALID DILUTION
Which dilution of the substance or product is to be used in
the test to obtain maximal assurance that a negative result
means that the endotoxin concentration of the substance or
product is less than the endotoxin limit and that a positive
result means that the lysate detected an endotoxin
concentration equal to or greater than the endotoxin limit?
This dilution depends on the endotoxin limit and on the
sensitivity of the lysate; it is called the maximum valid
dilution (.MVD) and its value may be calculated using the
following expression:

endotoxin limit x conantration of test solution
.l

Concentration of testsolution:
- in mg/ml; if the endotoxin limit is specified by mass

(lU/mg);
- in Units/mL if the endotoxin limit is specified by unit of

biological activity (lUlUni.);
- in mUmL if the endotoxin limit is specified by volume

(lU/mL).

). me labelled lysate sensitivity in the gel-clot technique (lUlmL) or
the lowest concentration used in the standard curve of the
turbidimetric or c~mogenic techniques.

When the value of the MVDis not a whole number, a
convenient whole number smaller than the MVD may be
used for routine purposes (which means preparing a solution
of the substance or product that is less diluted than the
MVD indicates). In this case, a negative result indicates that
the endotoxin concentration of the substance or product lies
below the limit value. However, when the endotoxin
concentration of the substance or product in such a test is
less than the endotoxin limit but high enough to make the
reaction with the lysate result in a clot, the test may be
positive under these conditions. Hence, when a test with this
'convenient' dilution factor is positive, the substance or
product is diluted to the MVD and the test is repeated.
In any case of doubt or dispute, the MVD must be used.

This stresses the importance of the confirmation of the
sensitivity of the lysate.

Example
A 50 mglmL solution of phenytoin sodium (intended for
intravenous injection) has to be tested. Determine the MVD,
given the following variables:

M maximum human dose = 15 mg per kilogram of body mass;
c 50 mglmL;
K 5 IV of endotoxin per kilogram of body mass;
;1.. 0.4 IU of endotoxin per millilitre.

5 X 50 I
MVlJ =15 X 0.4 = 41.67

For routine tests on this product, it may be expedient to
dilute 1 mL of the solution [Q be examined to 20 mL
(MVD/2 rounded to the next lower whole number).
However, if this test result is positive the analyst will have to
dilute 1 mL to 41.67 mL and repeat the test. A dilution to
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41.67 mL is also necessary when the test is performed to
settle a dispute.

3. RISK ASSESSMENT
As stated in section 1 of this general chapter, the conclusion
is generally justified that the absence of bacterial endctoxins
in a substance or product implies the absence of pyrogenic
components, provided the presence of non-endotoxin
pyrogenic substances can be ruled out. To rule out the
presence of non-endotoxin pyrogens in substances or
products, the use of the monocyte-activation test (2.6.30) is
recommended at release or during development of the
production process; if any changes are made to the
production process that could influence the quality of the
product regarding pyrogenicity, the monocyte-activation test
is repeated. Examples of such changes include the use of
different raw materials, a different production site and
different process parameters.

The decision [Q use the test for bacterial endotoxins as the
sole pyrogenicity test is to be made after careful evaluation of
the risk of the substance or product containing non
endotoxin pyrogens, The risk assessment is made with
consideration given to any factor that could result in the
inclusion of pyrogens not detected by the test for bacterial
endotoxins. The items below constitute a non-exhaustive list
of factors to be considered in the risk assessment.

Production process
(chemical synthesis, fermentation, biotechnological method).
For products of fermentation, the expression system is to be
considered (prokaryotic, eukaryotic) and, for a prokaryotic
expression system, whether gram-positive or gram-negative
bacteria are used. Also, the culture media components are
examined with consideration given to their origin (synthetic,
animal, plant).

Bioburden
The potential presence of gram-positive bacteria and fungi as
contaminants of the active substance, excipients or starting
materials and raw materials used in the production of the
medicinal product, and the origin of the caw materials
(synthetic, animal, plant) have (0 be taken into consideration.
The quality of the water plays an important role on the
overall evaluation.

Capability of the downstream process
It must be verified whether bacterial endotoxin removal steps
are part of the downstream process.

Safety
The target population and the route of administration
(e.g. intravenous, intrathecal) have to be taken into account
in the risk assessment.

Stability of the detectable endotoxin.
It has to be considered that the ability to detect endotoxins
can be affected by interaction with certain components,
storage conditions or storage time, temperature and handling
of the test sample. Procedures that demonstrate stability of
the detectable endotoxin content have to be established for
storing, handling and mixing of samples.

4. REFERENCE MATERIAL
Endotoxin standard BRP is intended for use as the reference
preparation. It has been assayed against the WHO
International Standard for Endotoxin and its potency is
expressed in International Units of endotoxin per vial.
The International Unit of endotoxin is defined as the specific
activity of a defined mass of the International Standard.

For routine purposes, another preparation of endotoxin may
be used, provided it has been assayed against the
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International Standard for Endotoxin or the BRP and its
potency is expressed in International Units of endotoxin.

NOTE: 1 lnumational Unit (JU) ofendotoxin isequal w
1 Endotoxin Unit (EU).

5. WATER FOR BET
Water for BET is sterile water that is free of detectable levels
of endotoxin. Usually it is commercially available and
certified.

General chapter 2.6.14. Bacterial endaoxins indicates that
methods other than triple distillation may be used to prepare
water for BET. Reverse osmosishas been used with good
results; some analysts may prefer to distil the water more
then 3 times. Whatever method is used, the resultant product
must he free of detectable bacterial endotoxins.

6. PH OF THE MIXTURE
In the test for bacterial endotoxins, optimum gel-elm occurs
for a mixture at pH 6.0-8.0. However, the addition of the
lysate to the sample may result in a lowering of the pH.

7. VALIDATION OF THE LYSATE
It is important to follow the manufacturer's instructions for
the preparation of the solutions of the lysate.

The positive end-point dilution factors in gel-clot methods A
and B are converted to logarithms. The reason is that if the
frequency distribution of these logarithmic values is plotted,
it usually approaches a normal distribution curve much more
closely than the frequency distribution of the dilution factors
themselves; in fact it is so similar that it is acceptable to use
the normal frequency distribution as a mathematical model
and to calculate confidence limits with Student's r-test,

8. PRELIMINARY TEST FOR INTERFERING
FACTORS
Some substances or products cannot be tested directly for the
presence of bacterial endotoxins because they are not
miscible with the reagents, they cannot be adjusted to
pH 6.0-8.0 or they inhibit or activate enzymatic reaction
(such as f!-D-glucans).

Therefore a preliminary test is required to check for the
presence of interfering factors; when these are found the
analyst must demonstrate that the procedure to remove them
has been effective and that by applying this procedure, any
bacterial endotoxins present have not been removed.

The object of the preliminary test is to test the null
hypothesis that the sensitivity of the lysate in the presence of
the substance or product to be examined does not differ
significantly from the sensitivity of the lysate in the absence
of the product. A simple criterion is used in methods A
and B: the null hypothesis is accepted when the sensitivity of
the lysate In the presence of the product is at least 0.5 times
and not more than twice the sensitivity of the lysate by itself.

The test for interfering factors in gel-clot methods A and B
requires the use of a sample of the substance or product in
which no endotoxins are detectable. This presents a
theoretical problem when an entirely new product has to be
tested. Hence, a different approach was designed for
quantitative methods C, D, E and F.
Note that methods D and EJ which use a chromogenic
peptide, require reagents that are absent in methods A, B, C
and F, and hence compliance of methods A, B, C or F with
the requirements for interfering factors cannot be
extrapolated to method D or method E without further
testing.
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9. REMOVAL OF INTERFERING FACTORS
The procedures to remove interfering factors must not
increase or decrease (for example, by adsorption) the amount
of endotoxin in the substance or product to be examined.
The correct way of checking this is to apply the procedures
to a spiked sample of the substance or product to be
examined, that iSJ a sample to which a ImOMl amount of
endotoxin has been added, and then to measure the recovery
of the endotoxin after the removal process has been
conducted.

Methods C and D
If the nature of the product to be examined results in an
interference that cannot be removed by classical methods
(e.g. dilution or centrifugation), it may be possible to
determine the standard curve in the same type of substance
or product freed from endotoxins by appropriate treatment or
by dilution of the substance or product. The endotoxins test
is then carried out by comparison with this standard curve.

Ultrafiltration with cellulose triacetate asymmetric membrane
filters has been found to be suitable in most cases. The filters
must be properly validated, because under some
circumstances cellulose derivatives (rJ-D-glucans) can cause
false positive results.

Another option to remove interfering factors is a 2-step
procedure in which 1) endotoxin within me interfering
sample is fixed on a solid phase, and 2) after removal of the
interfering substance (e.g. by washing) the endotoxin is
detected unimpaired under suitable testing conditions.

10. THE PURPOSE OF THE CONTROLS
The purpose of the control made up with water for BET and
the reference preparation of endotoxin at twice the
concentration of the labelled lysate sensitivity is to verify the
activity of the lysate at the time and under the conditions of
the test (for method A and B). The purpose of the negative
control is to verify the absence of a detectable concentration
of endotoxin in the water for BET.
The positive control, which contains the product to be
examined at the concentration used in the test, is intended to
show the absence of inhibiting factors at the time and under
the conditions of the test.

11. READING AND INTERPRETATION OF
RESULTS
Minute amounts of bacterial endotoxin in the water for BET,
or in any other reagent or material to which the lysate is
exposed during the test, may escape detection as long as they
do not reach the sensitivity limit of the lysate. However, they
may raise the amount of bacterial endotoxin in the solution
containing the substance or product to be examined to just
above the sensitivity limit and cause a positive reaction.

The risk of this happening may be reduced by testing the
water for BET and the other reagents and materials with the
most sensitive lysate available, or at least one that is more
sensitive than the one used in the test on the product. Even
then, the risk of such a 'false positive result' cannot be ruled
out completely.

12. IMPLEMENTATION OF METHODS
DESCRIBED IN THE PH. EUR.

As Slated in the General Notices, the test methods given in
monographs and general chapters have been validated in
accordance with accepted scientific practice and current
recommendations on analytical validation. The methods
described in general chapters 2.6.14. Bactetial endotoxins,
2.6.30. Monocyte-a<.vation testand 2.6.32. Testfor bacterial
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endotoxins using recombinant factor C therefore do not have to
be re-validated per se, other than in consideration of their use
for a specific substance or product in a specific analytical
environment.
The procedure and the materials and reagents used in the
method must be validated as described for the test
concerned.
The absence of interfering factors (and, if necessary, the
procedure for removing them) is verified on samples of at
least 3 production batches.
As stated in general chapter 2.6.30. Monocya-aaioation test,
the monocyte-activation test is primarily intended as a
replacement of the rabbit pyrogen test. Guidelines on which
methods to use CA, B or C) and on how to validate the
monocyte-activation test are described in general chapter
2.6.30. kfonocyte-actiwuUm lest.

13. REPLACEMENT OF A METHOD PRESCRIBED
IN A MONOGRAPH
13-1 REPlACEMENTBY ANOTHER METHOD
DESCRIBED IN THE PH. EUR.
Replacement of a method prescribed in a monograph by
another method described in the Ph. Ern. is to he regarded
as the use of an alternative method in the replacement of a
pharmacopoeial test, as described in the General Notices.

. The analyst has to demonstrate that a valid test can be
carried out on the substance or product concerned.
The alternative method does not have to be re-validated per
se, other than in consideration of its use for a specific
substance or product in a specific analytical environment and
of its equivalence to the prescribed method.

13-2 REPlACEMENT BYA METHOD NOT
DESCRIBED IN THE PH. EUR.
Replacement of a method prescribed in a monograph by a
method not described In the Ph. Eur. is to be regarded as the
use of an alternative method in the replacement of a
pharmacopoeial test, as described in the General Notices.

D. Excipients
1. The General Notice on Excipients states that 'any
substances added in preparing an official preparation shall ...
not interfere with the assays and tests of the Pharmacopoeia',
2. The British Pharmacopoeia Commission wishes to stress
that any preparation described by a name at the head of a
monograph in the current edition of the Pharmacopoeia,
whether or not it is referred U1 as BP, is not of pharmacopoeial
quality unless it meets all of the requirements of the
monograph when tested by the methods set down.

3. It is recognised that new fonnulations of existing
preparations may from time to time be developed and that
the excipients and other ingredients used might result in.
interference with the official assays and tests. In such cases
the Commission is prepared to consider modification of
methods to overcome the difficulties thus caused.

4. When seeking modification manufacturers are invited to
submit details of the nature of the interference together with
proposals for change that willallow the valid testing) by an
independent analyst, not only of the proposed new
formulation bulalso of all similar preparations already on the
market. Practical evaluation in the Laboratory will usually be
necessary before any amendments to a British
Pharmacopoeia monograph can be considered. It is therefore
in me interests of a manufacturer to submit any proposals at
the earliest possible date.
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E. Dissolution Testing of Solid Oral
Dosage Forms
This section provides information on thepharmacopoeial
dissolution lest and guidance on ;IS function and application in
individual monographs of the Bn·tish Pharmacopoeia for tablets
and capsules.

1. Hannonisation
1.1 The dissolution test for solid oral dosage forms in

Appendix Xl[ HI of the British Pharmacopoeia is that
of the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph. Bur. method
2.9.3). It is a harmonised text prepared by the
Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group (pDG). The PDG is
comprised of representatives of the European
Pharmacopoeia) Japanese Pharmacopoeia and the
United States Pharmacopeia. Although the test is
largely hannonised, some regional differences remain.

1.2 The British Pharmacopoeia has committed to
modernising Monographs containing dissolution
acceptance criteria that are not currently harmonised
with the test in Appendix XII BI. Appendix XII BI
contains a section entitledklonographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia which provides requirements for
monographs for tablets and capsules of the BP that are
yet to be updated. Taking account of permissible assay
ranges and content uniformity, this pharmacopoeial
(that is, shelf-life) dissolution requirement is considered
to offer an acceptable degree of assurance of 'complete
dissolution'. The choice of a time is, of necessity,
somewhat arbitrary but 45 minutes is considered
satisfactory for the majority of conventional-release
(non-modified-release) products.

2. Apparatus
2.1 Four types of apparatuses are now described in the

British and European Pharmacopoeias; the basket) the
paddle, the reciprocating cylinder and the flow-through
cell. The descriptions are concordant with those
published in the United States Pharmacopeia (USP).

2.2 Of the two established apparatuses (basket and paddle)
the paddle is now the apparatus of choice for many
preparations. However) where a published test uses the
basket) work to validate a change to the paddle method
is not contemplated. The reciprocating cylinder is useful
for pH profiling studies while the flow-through cell may
be appropriate for preparations of poorly soluble active
ingredients (see Appendix XII B Annex).

J. Test conditions and acceptance criteria
3.1 Test conditions The hannonised test conditions

included in Appendix XII BI will be applied to all
monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia over time.
Where an individual monograph prescribes the use of
the requirements stated under Monographs of the Bn"tish
Pharmacopoeia in Appendix XII BI, the following
conditions using me basket or paddle apparatus are
preferred.

- rotation speed: 100 tpm (basket), 50 rpm (paddle)
- dissolution medium volume: 900 mL
- dissolution medium composition: aqueous, commonly

O.IMhydrochlori< acidor phosphate buffers of pH 6.8 to
7.6

- number of units tested: 6 (plus 6) if a retest is required).
- The number of units tested is specified in

Appendix XII Bl; other conditions are specified in the
relevant individual monographs.
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In situations where it has been demonstrated that the
hannonised criteria are not applicable (e.g. low solubility
preparations, 'coning' of material in the vessel. low
concentration of analyte), modifications may be made to the
test conditions, such as, adding a surfactant, increasing the
paddle rotation speed or using a modified vessel and
reducing the volwne of dissolution medium used.

3.2 Acceptance criteria For monographs for
conventional-release preparations, unless otherwise
stated, the harmonised acceptance criteria C"Q}I values)
in Appendix xn Bl should be applied.
For monographs mat are yet to be updated to "Q"
values, the established BP criteria using either the
basket or the paddle apparatus are specified under
'Monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia' in
Appendix xn B I.

3.3 Standardised conditions and limits are considered
appropriate for a pharmacopoeial test that is intended
to apply to monographs covering products from
different manufacturers. It might be argued that non
standardised conditions and limits would be more
discriminatory but 'tailor-made' test conditions and
limits may introduce product bias and may discriminate
unnecessarily between products mat are equally
acceptable from a clinical view-point. Similarly with
sufficient manipulation of the test conditions,
dissolution of almost any product can be achieved.
Ideally the test should reflect clinically significant
differences in bioavailability arising from differences in
dissolution in such a way that clinically acceptable
formulations will pass whereas clinically unacceptable
formulations will fati.

3.4 Another issue that has been considered in relation to
test conditions and criteria is that of multiple-point
dissolution profiles as opposed to single-point
dissolution tests. It has been concluded that for
conventional-release preparations such an extension of
testing is not generally necessary or appropriate for
pharmacopoeial purposes.

4. Function
4.1 The ultimate Objective of dissolution testing may be

descnbed as ensuring adequate and reproducible
bioavailability without recourse [Q routine ;n-VJ'w
testing. On some occasions, this may be achieved by
dissolution testing of a particular product for which in
vitrolin vivo correlation has been demonstrated.

4.2 A more cornmon objective of dissolution testing is to
obtain information about me drug release characteristics
of a particular formulation or batch of product under
standardised in vitro testing conditions.

4.3 Dissolution testing may also be carried out during
product development studies and is a useful tool in
optimising fonnulation and manufacturing parameters.
It is usually required by the Competent Authority as
pan of a marketing authorisation application.

4.4 Once a product is licensed, dissolution testing may be
required routinely as part of quality control to
demonstrate consistency of manufacture before the
release of each batch of the finished product or, when
necessary, lO provide evidence to support. changes in
manufacture such as minor changes in formulation or
process, changes in site or changes In immediate
packaging materials.
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5. Application
5.1 The British Pharmacopoeia Commission has not

adopted a policy of universal application of the
dissolution test and, therefore, a dissolution requirement
will not be included automatically in every capsule and
tablet monograph. The International Conference on
Harmonisation (lCH) guideline on Test Procedures and
Acceptance Criteria for New Drug Substances and New
Drug Products (ieH Q6A) contains guidance on the
application of dissolution testing to drug products and
this will be used as a basis for deciding whether [Q

include a dissolution test in an individual monograph.

5.2 As a general guideline, it is expected that aU new
monographs for conventional-release capsules and
tablets will contain a dissolution requirement except (i)
where the solubility of the active ingredient at 37 ±
OS is high throughout the physiological pH range
(dose/solubility volwne <250 mL at pH 1.2 to 6.8); (ii)
where the dissolution of the dosage form is greater than
80% in 15 minutes at pH 1.2) 4.0 and 6.8; (iii) where a
relationship has been determined between disintegration
and dissolution, or when disintegration has been
observed to be more discriminatory than dissolution.
In circumstances where conditions (i) to (iii) have been
satisfied, the dissolution test may be replaced by the
disintegration testfor tablets and capsules,
Appendix xn AI.

5.3 If challenged, a product would be expected to comply
with the test for dissolution specified in the individual
monograph, or ifnone is specified, with the Test
conditions and acceptance criteria outlined in section 3.

5.4 Dissolution tests have been added to a considerable
number of monographs in the British Pharmacopoeia.
While the objective is to include a 'standard'
pharmacopoeial test wherever appropriate, the
circumstances for each preparation are considered
individually in consultation with the manufacturers.
It should be appreciated, however, that the retrospective
addition of dissolution tests is not without its
difficulties. The problems are most acute for those well
established preparations that are manufactured by a
wide range of companies, each with its own dissolution
specification. A pragmatic approach is being taken to
developing compromise test procedures in these
circumstances.

6. Bioavailability and Bicequtualence
6.1 Compliance with the standard British Pharmacopoeia

requirement for dissolution provides an assurance that
most of the active ingredient will be dissolved in a
reasonable amount of time when the preparation is
subjected to mild agitation.

6.2 It should be noted that compliance with the
pharmacopoeial dissolution test does not by itself
guarantee bioavailability and is not necessarily an
adequate basis for judging bioequivalence between
preparations. Preparations having similar dissolution
characteristics may not be bioequivalent and vice vena.

7. Application ofharmonised dissolution limits (f(Q"
values)
7.1 Since me harmonisation of the dissolution test through

the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group and the adoption
of hannonised dissolution criteria ("Q values") between
the European, United States and Japanese
Pharmacopoeias, the BP Commission has received
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Since units 1 and 3 are less than (Q+5)% (i.e. 80%), the
batch fails at S1. A further six units must then be tested.

In order to pass SI, aU units must be greater than or equal to
(Q + 5)% (i.e. 80%). Hence, the above batch passes at Sl.

7.4 An immediate-release tabletformulation has a limitof
Q = 75%. Six units are tested.

Because unit 12 is less than (Q - 15)% (i.e. 60%) the batch
fails at S2. A further twelve units must then be tested.

Since unit 5 is less than (Q - 25)% (i.e. 50%), the batch
would fail at S3. Testing further units will not enable this
batch to pass the test.
7.7 An immediate-release capsule formulation has a Ilmltof

Q =75%. 24 units have been tested.

Result (% of stated amount)
79
83
67
84
80
82
78
85
84
81
83
88

Result (% of stated amount)
83
82
80
79
49
77

Unit
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6

In order to pass 83, the mean of 24 units must be greater
than or equal to Q , not more thantwo units can be less
than (Q - 15)% (i.e. 60%) and no unit can be less than (Q
25)% (i.e. 50%). The mean of the 24 units is 80% so this
passes at S3. Only unit 12 is less than (Q - 15)% and none
are less than (Q - 25)% so this batch passes at S3.

7.6 An immediate-release capsuleformulation has a limit of
Q = 75%. Six units are tested.

Result (% of stated amount)
83
87
80
88
90
82

Result (% of stated amount)
77
87
70
88
90
82

Result (% of stated amount)
78
85
79
84
87
85

many queries regarding the application of limits to
dissolution tests.
As an aid to analysts several worked examples are
provided as an illustrative guide below.
An immediate-release tabletformulation has a limitof
Q = 75%. Six units are tested.

7.3

7.2

Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6

Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6

Unit
7
8
9
10

11
12

Since units 1, 3, 5 and 6 are less than (Q+5)% (i.e. 80%),
the hatchfails at S 1. A further six units must then be tested

In order to pass 82, the mean of twelve units must be greater
than or equal to Q and no unit can be less than (Q - 15)%
(i.e, 60%). The mean of me twelveunits is 83% so this
passes at 82 and, units 1 and 3, whilstfailing at SI, are not
less than (Q - 15)%,so this batchpassesat S2.
7.4 An immediate-release tabletformulation has a limit of

Q = 75%. Six units are tested.

All the units aregreater than (Q - 15)% (i.e. 60%), however;
because the mean (73%) is less than Q, this batchfails at 83.

Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6

Unit
7
8
9
10
11
12

Result (% of stated amount)
77
87
70
88
76
79

Result (% of stated amount)
73
85
79
84
87
58

Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Result (% of stated amount)
76
82
80
79
70
77
65
69
77
73
68
71
79
65
70
72
67
83
63
68
74
71
75
70
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F. Declaration of Content
This section describes the way in which the ccnterlt of active
substance in a preparation is declared and the method adopted 10

express the contmt of the medicinal substances themselves.
A proper understanding of such statements isessential to their
corea interpretation.

Medicinal substances
1. The purpose of me assay in monographs for medicinal
substances, taken in conjunction with the tests for impurities,
is to determine the purity of the medicinal substance and the
limits are therefore usually stated in terms of the molecular
entity (salt, ester, etc.) and calculated with reference to the
anhydrous or dried substance as appropriate (depending on
whether the monograph includes a test for water or for loss
on drying).

2. One advantage of this form of expression in 'parent'
monographs is that it gives an indication 'at a glance' of the
purity of the substance. For example (albeit an extreme
example) the purity of Amitriptyline Bmbonate is stated as
not less man 98.5% of (C2oH23N)2'~3HI606calculated
with reference to the anhydrous substance rather than as not
less than 57.9% of C2oH23N calculated with reference to the
anhydrous substance.

3. The mode of expression chosen for the 'parent'
monograph in no way circumscribes that which may be used
in the monograph for a preparation. There is no reason why
the two should be the same and there is frequently good
reason why they should be different. In the example of
Amitriptyline Embonate, the assay limits for the preparation
Amitriptyline Oral Suspension are stated in terms of
amitriptyline, C,oH"N in the BP 2000.

Formulated preparations
4. The purpose of the assay in monographs for formulated
preparations is to determine whether the content of the active
ingredient is within acceptable limits of the labelled claim
and me limits are therefore of necessity stated in terms of the
moiety declared on the label as established by the
manufacturer.

5. Every effort is made in the British Pharmacopoeia to
achieve internal consistency within monographs, that is, to
use the same terms for content statement, assay and label.
The British Pharmacopoeia Commission, however, has no
means of achieving external (inter-monograph) consistency
since, unless it perceives there to be a potentially serious risk,
it would not seek to obtain a change in a manufacturer's
established practice. Problems arise when a manufacturer is
not consistent or does not state clearly to what the strength
refers and, in particular, when different manufacturers of the
same preparation express the content in different terms.

6. Ideally in many cases where several salts or hydrated forms
of the same drug substance are available, the label and dose
(and therefore all monograph statements) should be in terms
of the anhydrous free base or acid, that is, the active moiety,
In order to facilitate comparison and equivalent dosage.

7. Implementation of such a policy would clearly require that
each case should be judged on its merits since there would
be instances when, for example, a different salt is considered
as a different active moiety or where it would be misleading
to suggest that two different fOnDS are therapeutically
equivalent. Nevertheless it is strongly recommended that as a
general rule for new dmg substanas, doses and strengths of
preparations should be expressed in terms of the active
moiety.
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8. Meanwhile, for established materials the Pharmacopoeia
will continue to reflect current practice. In this respect it
should be noted that the labelling requirements of the
Pharmacopoeia are not comprehensive. Thus a monograph
requirement to state the content of active ingredient in tenus
of the entire drug substance molecule does not preclude an
additional indication of the content expressed in terms of the
active moiety where such an indication is considered
desirable.

G. Labelling
This section provides guidance on the status and interpretation of
pharmacopoeial labelling sections.
1. The General Notice on Labelling distinguishes between
the mandatory status of those Pharmacopoeial labelling
statements that are necessary to demonstrate compliance with
the monograph and the advisory status of other labelling
statements included in the Pharmacopoeia.

2. This distinction, which is consistent with the approach
adopted in the European Pharmacopoeia, is made in
recognition of me complexity of the statutory and advisory
framework within which the labelling of medicines is
determined. It is hoped that by thus restricting mandatory
pharmacopoeial labelling statements to those that are
essential for pharmacopoeial purposes, the potential for
conflict between pharmacopoeial and other statutory
provisions will be minimised.

3. Within the context of any particular monograph, it should
be apparent which of the labelling statements are necessary
to demonstrate compliance with the monograph and are thus
mandatory. As guidance, a labelling statement is considered
essential for a medicinal substance

(i) where a test or assay requirement is expressed in
relation to a declared value, the 'labelled claim' (for
example, the apparent viscosity of Carmellose Sodium
or the potency of Calcitonin (Salmon»;

(ii} where different test requirements or limits apply to
materials derived from different sources (for example,
the requirements for matter insoluble in 5M ammonia
depend on the botanical source of Podophyllum Resin),
or intended for different purposes (for example, the
sterility of Benzylpenicillin Sodium when intended for
use in the manufacture of a parenteral dosage form
without a further sterilisation process);

(iii) in other special circumstances.

4. likewise a labelling statement is considered. essential for a
formulated preparation

(i) where a test requirement is expressed in relation to a
declared value, the (labelled claim';

(ii) where the content of active ingredient is required to be
expressed in terms other than the weight of the official
medicinal substance used in making the formulation
(for example, Primaquine Tablets contain Primaquine
Phosphate but the content is expressed in terms of the
equivalent amount of primaquine base);

(iii) where different test requirements or limits apply to the
formulated preparation manufactured from different
bulk drug substances (for example, Heparin Injection
manufactured from Heparin Calcium or Heparin
Sodium) or intended. for different purposes (for
example, Isosorbide Dinitrate Tablets intended to be
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chewed before swallowing or allowed to dissolve in the
mouth);

(iv) in oilier special circumstances.

5. Advisory labelling statements for formulated preparations
may be included either in the general monograph or in the
monograph for me individual preparation, as appropriate.
Such statements conunonly relate to features such as the
expiry date, the storage conditions, me name and amount of
any excipienrs and the directions for making the final
preparations. Additional advisory labelling statements may
relate to the directions for using the preparation or the
precautions relating to the handling and use of the
preparation.

H. Biological Assays and Tests
This section provides infonnation and guidance concerning the
biological assays and tests of the Pharmacopoeia and the standard
preparations requiredfor them.
1. Biological, including biochemical or immunochemical,
methods are described for the determination of potency or
other specific properties of certain substances and
preparations where these properties cannot be adequately
determined by chemical or physical means. The principle
applied wherever possible throughout these methods is that
of comparison with a standard preparation so as to determine
how much of a sample being examined produces the same
effect as a given quantity, the Unit, defined by the standard
preparation. It is an essential condition of such methods that
the tests on the standard preparation and on the sample, the
potency or other property of which is being determined, shall
be carried out at the same time and, in all other respects,
under strictly comparable conditions.

2. Standard Preparations, as defined in the biological assays
and tests of the Pharmacopoeia, are of two kinds: primary
standards which are established, held and distributed by the
appropriate international or national organisation and
secondary (working) standards which are preparations the
potencies of which have been determined by an adequate
nwnber of comparative tests in relation to the relevant
primary standard.

3. A primary standard is a selected representative sample of
the substance for which it is to serve as a basts of
measurement. It is essential that primary standards shall be
of uniform quality and as stable as possible. These conditions
are usually ensured by providing the preparations in the dry
state, dispensing them in sealed containers free from
moisture and oxygen and storing them continuously at a low
temperature and in the absence of light.

For the majority of biological assays of the Pharmacopoeia,
the primary standards are the International Standards and
Reference Preparations, established by the World Health
Organization.

Laboratories in the United Kingdom may obtain these for
the purposes of the biological assays described in the
Pharmacopoeia from the National Institute for Biological
Standards and Control, Blanche Lane, South Mimms,
Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 3QG, England.

In October 2005 the European Directorate for the Quality of
Medicines & HealthCare (EDQM) was designated as the
International Collaborative Centre for the establishment and
distribution of WHO International Standards for Antibiotics
(lSA) , replacing the National Institute for Biological
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Standards and Control (NIBSC) in this role. These
standards may be obtained from the Sales Section, EDQM 
Council of Europe, 7 allee Kastner, CS 30026, 67081
Strasbourg, France. Further information can be found on the
EDQM website (www.edqm.eu).

For me assay of certain enzymes in the Pharmacopoeia the
Standard Preparations, as defined in the appropriate method,
are the primary standards established by the International
Commission on Pharmaceutical Enzymes of the International
Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP). These standards may be
obtained from the Centre for Standards, Wolterslaan 12, B
9000, Ghent, Belgium or, where these standards have been
established in co-operation with, and adopted as official
preparations by, the European Pharmacopoeia Commission,
they may be obtained from the EDQM address shown above.

4. As a measure of economy in the use of the primary
standards it is recommended that working standards should
be prepared and used in those biological methods of the
Pharmacopoeia where the definition of the Standard
Preparation is so worded as to permit this. However, in some
instances the complexity or lack of precision of the method
or difficulties associated with the preparation of a secondary
standard render such a practice inadvisable and in any
country in which a particular assay is controlled by law it
may be necessary to obtain the approval of the appropriate
authority for the use of working standards. The biological
properties of the samples selected as working standards
should conform as closely as possible to those of the primary
standard and an assurance that these conditions have been
fulfilled is usually obtained by comparing the behaviour of
the two samples under varying conditions of comparative
testing. In such tests a detailed study of the dose-response
curves may indicate whether the sample selected to serve as a
working standard is a suitable preparation. For the assay of
certain biological materials in the Pharmacopoeia, for
example oxytocin, European Pharmacopoeia Biological
Reference Preparations have been established and are
recommended for use as the working standards. Such
preparations may be obtained from the European
Pharmacopoeia Commission (address as above).

5. Wherever possible the primary standard is the
International Standard, and the biological activity is
expressed in International Units (IV). In other cases, where
Units are referred to in the official assays and tests, the Unit
for a particular substance is, for the United Kingdom, the
specific biological activity contained in such an amount of the
respective primary standard as the appropriate international
or national organisation indicates. The necessary information
is provided with the samples of the primary standard.

6. For enzymes in the Pharmacopoeia, where the assay is
such that the stoichiometry of the reaction is known, for
example, where the substrate is a synthetic ester, the activity
is measured in micrckatals or nanokatals. A microkatal is
defined as the enzyme activity that under defined conditions,
produces one micromole of the reaction product per second
or alternatively consumes one micromole of Ute reaction
substrate per second. For other enzymes in the
Pharmacopoeia, where the reaction involved in the assay is
more complex, for example, where the substrate is a naturally
occurring macromolecule such as a protein, the activity is
measured in Units as previously defined.

7. The methods of biological assay described in the
Pharmacopoeia have been found satisfactory but will not
necessarily be the best methods for use in all circumstances.
In most instances they may be replaced by other methods if
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it can be shown that such methods are at least equally
accurate and precise and provide a measurement of the same
active principles.

8. Any estimate of potency derived from a biological assay is
subject to random error due to the inherent variability of
biological responses and calculations of error should be
made, if possible, from the results of each assay and recorded
with the potency estimate even when the official method of
assay is used. Guidance on the design of assays, me statistical
analysis of results and the calculation of potency is provided
in general text 5.3 of the European Pharmacopoeia
(Supplementary Chapter N G). The methods described
therein take account of the inherent random error but
aSSWTIe that systematic errors, for example, errors in weighing
or dilution, will not represent a major source of variation in
me potency estimates. Alternative assay designs and methods
of calculation may be used provided that they are not less
reliable.

9. Where an immunoassay, that is an assay procedure based
on the reversible and non-covalent binding of an antigen by
antibody, is described in the Pharmacopoeia for detecting or
quantifying either an antigen or an antibody, the
considerations described in Appendix XIV B apply in
addition to the general points referred to above.

J. Efficacy of Antimicrobial Preservation
Thissection provides batkground informau·on on thepurpose and
scope of the testfor efficacy of antimicrobial preservation.
The Annex to this section prrnJides guidance on some practicol
aspects of testing.
1. The test for efficacy of antimicrobial preservation,
included in Appendix XVI C, has been accorded non
mandatory status in the Pharmacopoeia. This status is
reflected in the test's inclusion as a general text in section 5
of the European Pharmacopoeia and in the form of reference
to the test within Production sections of relevant general
monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia. Non
mandatory status provides a degree of flexibility consistent
with me intended purpose of the pharmacopoeial test.

2. The pharmacopoeial test is intended to serve as a model
offering a manufacturer guidance concerning this aspect of
quality and a foundation on which he can build to meet his
own particular needs. The testing procedure is intended to
serve as a means whereby, during product development, a
manufacturer can assess the efficacy of any antimicrobial
preservative included in the product. Within the context of
the British Pharmacopoeia, Appendix XVI C serves to define
what is meant by the term 'suitable antimicrobial
preservative' In accordance with the relevant Notice in Part 2
of the General Notices.

3. If during development a fully quantitative, comparative
evaluation of different preservative systems would be useful,
the procedure described in the Appendix could be extended.
For example, the incorporation of additional sample times
would allow an estimation of microbial death rates.

4. The test is intended for application to those products that
may support the growth or viability of microbial
contaminants. It is based on the premise that preservatives
are used primarily to protect products from in-use microbial
contamination but also recognises their role in reducing the
bioburden of 'non-sterile' products. In-use contamination is
of relevance to multidose products, both sterile and non-
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sterile. Bioburden is of relevance to non-sterile products,
both multidose and single dose.

5. The present European Pharmacopoeia text provides
criteria for parenteral, ophthalmic, topical and oral
preparations. The criteria for ear preparations are equivalent
to those specified for topical preparations thus maintaining
parity between these two types of product.

6. An unusual feature of the European Pharmacopoeia text is
the inclusion of two sets of criteria (A and B) for parenteral
and ophthalmic preparations and for topical preparations.
The A criteria express the recommended efficacy to be
achieved, that is, they represent generally applicable 'target'
criteria.

7. It is recognised that for certain products, for example,
some antacids and certain biological products, these target
criteria are unlikely to be achieved except at the expense of
some other property of equal or greater importance.
The alternative criteria to be met in these circumstances are a
matter for agreement between the manufacturer and the
competent authority and should take account of any special
considerations relevant to the specific product. The B criteria
for parenteral and ophthalmic products and for topical
products were adopted by the European Pharmacopoeia
Commission in deference to those member states that wanted
published guidance on the minimum values below which any
alternative criteria should not fall.

8. As noted in paragraph 2 above, the pharmacopoeial test is
intended to provide a framework within which to develop a
test suitable for the particular product being examined.
Detailed descriptions of all aspects of testing are therefore
inappropriate within the pharmacopoeial test itself.
The following Annex draws attention to some key features of
the test and offers additional guidance on certain practical
aspects of testing.

Annex
9. Several features have been identified as sources of
procedural variation in the test that may contribute to
variation in the outcome of the test. A clearly written and
sufficiently detailed test protocol is therefore essential. Some
of these features are discussed in this Annex.

10. Test organisms; culture maintenance Potential
sources of variation to which attention should be given
include the source, age and storage of the microbial culture
and the number of passages between the freeze-dried strain
collection culture (repository culture) and the suspension of
organisms used to inoculate the product (the test
suspension). It is recommended that the repository culture is
cultured and aliquots freeze-dried or stored under liquid
nitrogen. It is also recommended that the sub-culture used as
the test suspension should be no more than 5 passages from
the repository culture.

11. Product inoculation Potential sources of variation to
which attention should be given include the culture media
and method used to prepare the inoculum, the inoculum:
product ratio and the homogeneity of the inoculum-product
mixture. Appendix XVI C states that the test suspension
shall be used immediately. It is recommended that this is
interpreted to mean that, once prepared, the test suspension
should not be stored but may be used over a period of
8 hours provided that it is kept at a temperature ol2° to go.

12. Test container It is emphasised that, as indicated in. the
Appendix, wherever possible, the product should be
inoculated and incubated in its original container (market
pack). Where, however, it is necessary to transfer the product
to some other container, for example, in order to achieve
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homogeneous distribution of the inoculum, careful
consideration needs to be given to the choice of test
container. Features of such a container that will influence its
suitability as a test container include the material from which
it is made) its shape and size (volume) and the type of
closure. The material from which the container is made
should not affect the product) for example, by leaching or by
sorption of ingredients. Particular attention should be paid to
possible changes in product pH since these can markedly
affect preservative activity. A container with smooth surfaces
and a wide neck mat will allow ease of access and mixing is
recommended for creams and other viscous preparations.

13. Test procedure Test conditions such as storage
temperatures and sample times are given in
Appendix XVI C. \Vorking at a temperature within the stated
range of 20° to 25°, it is advisable, wherever possible, 10

minimise the temperature difference from test to test

14. Counting survivors The Appendix specifies that the
count obtained for the inoculwn is used as the baseline for
calculating the reduction in viable micro-organisms.

15. Preservative inactivation When residual antimicrobial
activity is removed either by the use of an inactivating agent
or by dilution, it is necessary to confirm the ability of the
system to support the growth of the test organisms by me use
of appropriate controls. These controls should simulate test
conditions and allow validation of the counts. In designing
such controls an appropriate target recovery efficiency, for
example 70% recovery, should be set.

16. Interpretation of results Where a test criterion is given
as 'no increase' this is intended to be interpreted as no
increase above the counts obtained at the previous specified
sample time. It is expected that) having achieved the required
reduction in counts at the shorter time interval specified) the
preservative will maintain the microbial population at or
below this lower level.

K. Stereochemistry
This section describes the way in which the stereochemistry of a
substance is indicated in thechemical definih'ons and graphic
formulae of the British Pharmacopoeia and the way it may be
identified and/or controlled within the tests in a monograph.
1. Many medicinal substances that contain one or more
chiral centres and that are already on the market have been
made available for pharmaceutical use as racemic mixtures
with little known about the biological activities of the
separate isomers. This has been reflected in the monograph
in the Pharmacopoeia and a test to show that the substance
is the racemic mixture has not usually been included unless it
was known that at least one of the separate enantiomers was
also available commercially. Nevertheless, with increasing
concern by regulatory authorities for substances to be made
available as single isomers) tests for enantiomeric composition
will become more common (see section on tests below).

Chemical definition
(monographs other than tlwse of the European Pharma<opoeia)
2. In the case of substances containing a single dural centre,
the descriptor '(RS)-' is included at the appropriate position
in the chemical definition of the substance to indicate a
racemic mixture.

3. For substances containing multiple chiral centres and
comprising a mixture of aU possible stereoisomers the term
'all-rac-' has been used) for example Isoaminile. In those few
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substances existing as diastereoisomeric mixtures) that is
where in one or more centres the stereochemistry is explicit
but in other centres it is not, each centre is defined either as
the specific (R)- or (S)- configuration) or as racemic (RS)-)
respectively.

Graphic formulae
4. When a medicinal substance is a racemate) an indication is
given by means of the graphic formula.

5. Because in graphic formulae there is no generally accepted
convention for depicting a racemate, each racemic substance
with one chiral centre is shown in the (R)- form with the
appended text 'and enantiomer' for example, Carteolol
Hydrochloride. For the all-rae- mixtures) such as Docusate
Sodiwn and Alpha Tocopheryl Acetate) non-stereospecific
graphic formulae are drawn and the legend 'mixture of n
stereolsomers' added beneath (where n is the number of
possible stereoisomers); the stereogenic carbon atoms
concerned are identified by means of asterisks.

6. In diastereoisomeric mixtures) the unique configuration
centres are drawn as such, while each racemic centre (wich
equal amounts of the (R) and (S) configuration) are
indictated by an asterisk and the legend 'racemic at C*'
appended. For example, CarbeniciUin Sodium is drawn in
this way; me chiral atoms in the penicillanic acid ring each in
their single specific configuration and the phenylmalonyl side
chain chiral atom marked with an asterisk.

Tests
7. In future, when a monograph describes an enantiomer, it
will include both a test for specific optical rotation under
Identification and a test, using methods such as chiral
chromatography) to control enantiomeric purity.

8. When both the racemic mixture and the enantiomer are
available, the monograph for the racemic mixture will) where
appropriate, specify a test for angle of rotation together with
a cross reference under Identification. The test for angle of
rotation will normally specify low, symmetrical limits about
zero where this has been shown to limit the presence of
optically active impurities and demonstrate approximately
equal proportions of the enantiomers.

9. When only the racemic mixture is available, the
monograph for the racemic mixture may, where appropriate,
specify a test for angle of rotation,

L. Microbiological Assay of Antibiotics
This section provides guidance on interpretation of statements in
the Pharmacopoeia concerning centent limits for those antibiotics
and theirpreparations for which the monograph specifies a
microbiological assay:
I. The statements in the Pharmacopoeia concerning the
potency of antibiotics are framed to provide a control analyst
with the means whereby he can ascertain whether or not the
material or preparation in question is satisfactory, that is,
they provide criteria appropriate to a 'check assay'.

2. In order to be confident that) when assayed by a control
analyst, a material or preparation would meet the
pharmacopoeial criteria a manufacturer would himself need
to work to criteria appropriate to a 'release assay'.

3. The need for different criteria for check and release assay
purposes arises from the inherent variability of biological
systems which precludes assigning an exact value to the true
potency. It is possible only to give a range of values within
which the true potency can be expected to lie with a defined
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degree of confidence (95%; P = 0.95 for pharmacopoeial
purposes). In such circumstances the fiducial limits of error
computed for the assay in question define the lower and
upper limits within which the true potency of the sample lies,
with a probability of 95%.

4. The required minimum precision for an acceptable assay
of any particular antibiotic or preparation is defined in the
appropriate monograph in the paragraph entitled Assay. This
degree of precision is the minimum acceptable for
determining that the final product complies with the official
requirements. It may be inadequate for a decision about the
potency that should be stated on the label or used as the
basis for calculating the quantity of an antibiotic to be
incorporated in a preparation. In such circumstances, assays
of greater precision may be desirable with, for instance,
fiducial limits of error of the order of 98 to 102%. With this
degree of precision, the lower fiducial limit lies close to the
estimated potency. By using this limit, instead of the
estimated potency) to assign a potency to the antibiotic either
for labelling or for calculating the quantity to be included in
a preparation, there is less likelihood of the final preparation
subsequently failing to comply with the official requirements
for potency. Greater precision can be achieved by statistically
combining the results of two or more independent assays.

Bulk antibiotic
5. In a monograph for a bulk antibiotic a minimwn potency
in IU is given under the heading Definition and this is to be
interpreted in accordance with the second paragraph of the
General Notice on Biological Assays and Tests. TIlls states
that 'The material is not of pharmacopoeial quality if the
upper fiducial limit of error is less than the stated potency.
For such antibiotics the required precision of the assay is
stated in terms of the fiducial limits about the estimated.
potency.'

6. Taking Amphotericin, the monograph for which has a
defined minimum potency of not less than 750 ill per mg, as
an example of a bulk antibiotic: a control analyst would
judge the material unsatisfactory with respect lO potency only
if the upper fiducial limit of error (UFLE] obtained in his
assay was less than 750 IV per mg, calculated with reference
to the dried substance. A manufacturer, on the other hand,
would consider suitable for release only those batches for
which the lower fiducial limit of error [LFLE] obtained in his
assay was greater than 750 ill per rng, calculated with
reference to the dried substance.

Bulk antibiotic (Fig. scu-u
Probability = 0.95,

Precision e 95-105%

Let X be the monograph value for the minimum potency of
the bulk antibiotic [750 IV per rng, for example, for
Amphotericin].

Let R t , R2J Rj be the estimated potency found by the
manufacturer in the release assay.

To ensure (with 95% confidence) that the true potency of his
bulk substance is not less than the desired minimum [ie
that R not <X], the manufacturer releases only a batch such
as R1 for which the lower fiducial limit of error of the
estimated potency is 2:X; he rejects batches such as R2

and R j for which the lower fiducial limit of error is <X.

Let C h C2J C3, Col be the estimated potency found by the
control analyst in the check assay.

Only when the upper fiducial limit of error of the estimated
potency is <X can the control analyst conclude (with 95%
confidence) that the true potency of the sample being
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examined is less than the desired minimum value. He would
fail a batch with estimated potency C4 .

Formulated preparation
7. In a monograph for a formulated preparation the lower
and upper limits of content are given under the heading
Assay and are given as the values (stated in terms of
percentage of labelled claim) within which the fiducial limits
of error of the estimated potency obtained in the Assay must
lie.
8. For a formulated preparation the results of the Assay and
the content, or strength, stated on the label are given in
terms of IU unless specific instruction to calculate a 'weight
equivalent' is given as, for example, in the monograph for
Streptomycin Injection. Such a 'weight equivalent.' cannot be
given for certain antibiotics, in. particular those like Neomycin
Sulfate which consist of a variable mixture of components.

9. Taking Neomycin Eye Ointment, the monograph for
which requires the upper fiducial limit of error to be not less
than 90% and the lower fiducial limit of error to be not more
than 115% of the stated amount, as an example of a
formulated preparation: a control analyst would judge a
product unsatisfactory with respect to content only if the upper
fiducial limit of error obtained in the check assay was less
than 90% or if the lower fiducial limit of error was greater
than 115% of the amount expected in accordance with the
strength stated on the label. A manufacturer, on the other
hand, would consider suitable for release only those batches
of the product for which the lower fiducial limit of error
obtained in his assay was greater than 90% and for which the
upperfiducial limit of error was less than 115% of the amount
expected in accordance with the strength stated on the label.

Formulated preparation (Fig. SCIL-2)
Probability =0.95,
Precision = 95 - 105%
Let Y be the Slated content/strength [labelled claim] of the
preparation [3500 ill per g of ointment, for example, for
Neomycin Eye Ointment].

Let R., R2, R j l R.t, R.s be the estimated content/strength
found by the manufacturer in the release assay.

To ensure (with 95% confidence) that the true
content/strength is not less than the specified minimum [ie
that R not <90% Y]J the manufacturer releases only batches
such as R 1 and R2 for which the lower fiducial limit of error
of the estimated potency is ~90% Y; he rejects batches such
as R j and R.. for which the lower fiducial limit of error is
<90% Y. To ensure (with 95% confidence) that the true
content/strength is not greater than the specified maximum
[ie that R not> 115% Y]) the manufacturer also rejects
batches such as Rs; for which the upper fiducial limit of error
is > 115% Y. In order to avoid possible problems of
compliance with monograph assay limits at the end of shelf
life for those antibiotics where stability is an issue)
manufacturers are advised to exercise caution in releasing
batches such as R2 for which the lower fiducial limit of error
is less than the value stated on the label. The advice given in
paragraph 4 may be of assistance in these circumstances.

Let ClJ C2, C j , Col' c; Co be the estimated content/strength
found by the control analyst in the check assay.

Only when the lower fiducial limit of error of the estimated
content/strength is > 115% Y or when the upper fiducial
limit of error of the estimated content/strength is <90% Y
can the control analyst conclude (with 95% confidence) that
the true content/strength is outside the specified range;
he would fail batches with estimated content/strength C4 and

C6 •
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It is important to recognise that) for the reasons explained in
paragraph 3, a batch giving the estimate R.t in a release assay
may give the estimate C4 in a check assay withoutany change
in the emepotency.

Definitions
Assay A single test carried out for the purpose of
estimating the potency of a material/preparation or the
pooled results of two or more such tests.

Tru. potency The actual potency of the
material/preparation' at the time of assay. In practice this
value can never be exactly evaluated.

Stated or labelled potency This is often a nominal value
assigned to a Cannulated preparation from knowledge of the
potency of the bulk material. In the case of bulk materials, it
may be calculated from assay data.

Estimated potency The potency calculated from assay
data. It is misleading to refer to a 'best estimate' [see under
fiducial limits below].

Fiduciallim-its [confidence interval] These are limits to
the true potency of the materiaVpreparation and are
calculated on the assumption that there is no bias in the
assay system. They may be calculated for any desired level of
probability; for pharmacopoeial purposes a level of 0.95 is
applied. The concept is that, if the assay could be repeated
many times, the true potency would lie within the fiducial
limits in 95% of assays. Thus, in any particular assay, the
true potency could be anywhere within the fiducial range
(and occasionally outside it) and the estimated potency is no
better measure of the true potency than any other value in
the range.

Release and check assays A release assay is an assay
carried out by those responsible for assigning a potency to a
material or declaring a content or strength for a preparation
(manufacturers]. A check assay is an assay carried out by
those responsible for checking the potency of a material or
the content or strength of a preparation [control authorities,
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independent analysts and purchasers of bulk materials].
The use of these two terms does not imply a fundamental
difference in the design or execution of an assay but rather in
the interpretation of the results obtained. A check assay only
enables a control analyst [0 say unequivocally when a
material/preparation is unsatisfactory [see illustration above].

M. Microbial Contamination
This section of Supplementary Chapter I provides information on
the status and applialtion of the texts on microbial contamination
indudedin AppendixXVI. These texts) which are takenfrom the
European Pharmacopoeia (Ph Eur), areusedboth to satisfy
mandatory requirements of the Pharmacopoeia and as guidelines
for thepurposes of mkrobiological monitormg. This chapter
pYO"Uides clanJicarion on the apph'cation and imerpreuuion of the
lestmethods and criteria in thedifferent situations.
I. Appendix XVI B and Appendix XVI F comprise several
sub-sections describing tests for detecting different types of
microbial contamination and Appendix XVI D and
Appendix XVI G provide guidance on the microbial quality
of pharmaceutical preparations and herbal_medicinal
products.

2. The tests for specified micro-organisms, included as
Appendix XVI BI, are those included as method 2.6.13 of
the Ph Eur. These tests describe the methods used to set
mandatory requirements in monographs for certain bulk
materials of natural origin. For example, the monograph for
Dried Aluminium Hydroxide specifies me absence of
Eschen"chia coli and from bile-tolerant gram-negative bacteria
and that for Pancreatin specifies 1 g is free from Bschenchia
cd; and 109 is free from Salmonella. These methods are also
used to support the relevant non-mandatory
recommendations made within the guidelines on the
microbiological quality of pharmaceutical preparations and
herbal medicinal products (see paragraph 9 below).

3. The tests for total viable aerobic count, included as
Appendix XVI B2, are those included as method 2.6.12 of
the Ph Eur. These quantitative tests are used in two contexts
within the Ph Eur. In addition to being invoked to set
mandatory limits for a range of bulk. materials of natural
origin, the methods are also used to support the non
mandatory guidelines on the quality of pharmaceutical
preparations and herbal medicinal products (see paragraph 9
below).

4. In Appendix XVI B2 of the British Pharmacopoeia (BP),
an introductory paragraph states that the tests are designed
primarily to determine whether a substance or preparation
complies with an established specification for microbiological
quality. For example, the monographs for Agar and for Dried
Aluminium Hydroxide specify total aerobic microbial counts
of not more than 103 micro-organisms per gram and total
combined yeast/mould counts of not more than 102 micro
organisms per gram. The method indicates that, when used
for such purposes, it is to be carried out in accordance with
the instructions in the general text, including the number of
samples to be taken, and the results are to be interpreted as
stated.

5. When the tests are used by a manufacturer for monitoring
raw materials and/or finished products or for process
validation, the sampling plans for microbiological
examination and the method of interpretation of the results
ate matters for agreement between the manufacturer and the
competent authority. (See also Basis of Pharmacopoeial
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Requirements in the Introduction to Supplementary Chapter
1.)

6. The testfor absence of mycoplasmas, included as
Appendix XVI B3, is method 2.6.7 of the Ph Bur as applied
to vaccines for human use. This test is invoked as a
mandatory requirement in the relevant parts of the
Production section of certain monographs for viral vaccines
produced in cell cultures or in eggs, for example, Inactivated
Influenza Vaccine (Surface Antigen). (The test as applied to
veterinary vaccines is reproduced in the BP (Veterinary).)

7. The test for mycobtuun·a, included as Appendix XVI B4, is
method 2.6.2 of the Ph Eur. Reference to this method is
made under the tests for extraneous agents in viral vaccines
(see paragraph 8 below).

8. The testsfor extraneous agents in viral -uaaines, included as
Appendix XVI B5, are those included as method 2.6.16 of
the Ph Eur. These tests are invoked as mandatory
requirements in the relevant parts of the Production section
of certain monographs for viral vaccines.

9. As indicated in the general monograph for Pharmaceutical
preparations, recommendations on the microbiological
quality of non-sterile pharmaceutical preparations are
provided in Appendix XVI D and Appendix XVI G of the
BP.

The text on Microbiologieal Qualityof Non-st<rile
Pharmaceutical Preparations, included as Appendix XVI D, is
general text 5.1.4 of the Ph Eur. As described in the General
Notices: 'General chapters become mandatory when referred
to in a monograph, unless such reference is made in a way
that indicates that it is not the intention to make the text
referred to mandatory but rather to cite it for information'.
Where general text 5.1.4 is referred to in a general
monograph as giving recommendations on microbiological
quality, different acceptance criteria may be justified.

The general monograph for Oral Liquids, for example, has a
mandatory Production requirement that 'In the manufacture,
packaging, storage and disttibution of liquid preparations for
oral use, suitable measures are taken to ensure their
microbial quality' the following statement 'recommendations
on this aspect are provided in the text on Microbial Qualityof
Pharmaceutical Preparations (5.1. 4)' clearly constitutes a non
mandatory recommendation.

The text on Microbwlogieal Qualityof Herbal Medi<inal
Produas for Oral Use, included as Appendix XVI G, is general
text 5.1.8 of the Ph Eur. This text is described as
'recommended acceptance criteria for microbiological quality
of herbal medicinal products'.

10. The texts of Appendix XVI D and Appendix XVI G are
intended to provide guidance to those concerned with this
important aspect of quality assurance of final dosage forms
and herbal medicinal products for oral use. The advisory
limits for products in both texts should be used by
manufacturers for process validation and may be used as part
of a general microbial monitoring programme to identify
needs for corrective action. The availability of authoritative
guidelines provides a useful yardstick for official control
laboratories when conducting surveys of products on the
market. It is emphasised that the inclusion of advisory limits
in the Pharmacopoeia is not intended to imply the need for
end-product microbiological testing on a batch-to-batch
basis. Such testing would be inconsistent with the principles
of good manufacturing practice and the analytical burden
imposed by such testing could not be justified for the
majority of products.
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N. Particulate Contamination
This section of Supplementary ChapterI provides in/onnadon on
the status and application of the texts on particulate contamination
included in AppendixXlII. Guidance is also offered on limits for
visible ponides in small-volume injections.
I. Appendix XIII comprises two methods for determining
particulate contamination:- Sub-visible particles and Visible
particles. Of these two methods, only that for sub-visible
particles is currently invoked as a mandatory requirement
within the monographs of the Pharmacopoeia.

2. The test for sub-visible particles included as
Appendix XIII A is method text 2.9.19 of the European
Pharmacopoeia, The criteria are invoked by means of the
revised Ph Eur general monograph for Parenteral
Preparations. The statements previously included in certain
individual monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia such as
Sodium Chloride Intravenous Infusion have therefore been
deleted and reliance placed on the general monograph.

3. The test for visible particles included as
Appendix xrn B is method text 2.9.20 of the European
Pharmacopoeia. This text describes standardised viewing
conditions but sets no criteria of acceptance. Contamination
by visible particles is governed instead by the requirement of
the Ph Eur general monograph for Parenteral Preparations
that injections and intravenous infusions that are solutions
are required to be 'clear and practically free from particles'.
It is recognised that this latter requirement can give rise to
problems of interpretation. These problems could, perhaps,
be overcome by providing simple criteria for the test for
visible particles suitable for application as a pharmacopoeial
'check-test', that is, for application by an independent
analyst, for example, a hospital quality control pharmacist, as
a means of judging the quality of a particular parenteral
preparation.

4. The need to set limits is based on the premise that an
expectation of total absence of visible particles from all
containers from a batch of an injectable preparation is
unreasonable and unrealistic. An attributes-based test using a
small sample together with simple pass/fail criteria would be
consistent with the needs and constraints of a check test.
The criteria chosen would need to be capable of detecting a
batch that was grossly contaminated while representing an
acceptably low chance of condemning batches of satisfactory
quality through a small sample being unrepresentative.
It would, of course, be unlikely that, if a sample failed such a
test, consequent action would be initiated by the competent
authority on the result of a single test. In such circumstances
the competent authority would investigate the occurrence
further with the manufacturer.

5. The following criteria are offered as generally suitable for a
check test for small volume injections that are solutions.
For guidance, it is suggested that in total 20 containers are
examined as described in Appendix XDI B and any particles
recorded. It is suggested that the preparation being examined
should be considered to have failed the test if one or more
particles are found in more than one container.

6. It is emphasised that these criteria are not intended for use
by a manufacturer for batch release purposes. It is expected
that a manufacturer would obtain assurance of the quality of
his product with respect to visible particulate matter by
J00% inspection or by other appropriate means in
accordance with good pharmaceutical manufacturing practice
(GMP).
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5.17.2. Recommendations on Testing of Particulate
Contamination: Visible Particles
(ph. Eur. general text 5.17.2)

Thisgeneral chapter islion-mandatory; it provides isformation on
visible particle testing of liquid preparations that refer to general
chapter 2.9.20. Particulate contamination: visible ponides in their
monographs. This injonnation represents considerations usedin the
field of visual inspection and in the control of visible partides in
medicinal products. Thischapter isnot intended to elaborate on
goodmanufacturing practice requirements, but sho-uld be readin
conjunction with such requirements.

INTRODUCTION
Particulate contamination in liquid preparations consists of
mobile, undissolved particles, oilier than gas bubbles, that are
unintentionally present. Particulate contamination may
originate from various sources and is to be minimised
independent of its type. The level of particulate
contamination in preparations must be controlled.
Depending on the size of the particles, particulate
contamination may be in the visible or the sub-visible size
range. In products such as parenteral preparations, although
there is little supporting evidence generated by clinical
studies, visible particles are considered (Q be a potential
safety concern, and their presence should therefore be
minimised as far as possible in any product intended for
parenteral administration to humans or animals. As visible
particles can be assumed to be heterogeneous and non
uniformly distributed across a given product batch, it is
important to use sufficiently large sample sizes. Whilst the
presence of such particles in general is random, i[ can
nonetheless be a sign of a systematic issue; the occurrence of
particles must therefore be assessed and appropriate measures
taken to eliminate any source of particulate contamination
and/or improve the formulation, primary packaging or
manufacturing process, as required.

Particles may be extrinsic (deriving from the environment,
equipment, primary packaging or personnel) or intrinsic
(related to the formulation, including active substances and
excipients, process residuals or contaminants, or resulting
from interactions between the formulation and primary
packaging). Examples of extrinsic particles include cellulose
fibres, glass, paint flakes, hair and insect parts. Examples of
intrinsic particles include proteinaceous particles, silicone
droplets, inorganic precipitates such as barium sulfate or
alwninium sulfate, fatty acid particles from the degradation
of pclysorbates, and glass lameUae. It is sometimes only
possible to detect particles during storage, i.e. during stability
srudies on the product, hence the importance of particulate
contamination monitoring using appropriate test methods,
such as that described in general chapter 2.9.20 for visible
particles or those described in general chapter 2.9.19 for sub
visible particles. The assessment of particles should be based
on the safety considerations related to the product and the
route of administration.

In some cases, for example in cell therapy medicinal products
or dispersions, particles may be the active substance itself and
be intentionally present. However, with the exception of
these cases, visible particles of any kind are unwanted in
medicinal products, including biotechnology-derived
products, and effort must be made to avoid or at least
minimise their presence.

Additionally, it is recommended that end-users check for
visible particles before administering the medicinal product.
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VISUAL INSPECTION: GENERAL
CONSIDERATIONS
The intrinsic characteristics of some medicinal products may
render visual inspection for particles difficult. This is the
case, for example, for opalescent (turbid) solutions or
dispersions, coloured solutions or lyophilisates, opaque or
coloured containers, and parenteral preparations such as
suspensions and cell therapy products in which particles are
naturally present. Measures must be taken to ensure that
visual inspection operators are able to detect particulate
matter during a 100 per cent inspection of a batch followed
by an acceptable quality level (AQL) or equivalent sampling
plan method and subsequent visual inspection within quality
control testing. One such measure is the use of defect sets
that are representative of the product and contain a variety of
potential visible particle defects together with negative and
positive controls. Operators must also receive in-depth
training using performance limits for defect detection and
unjustified rejects. Non-destructive measures to improve
inspection techniques may also be required, for example the
use of a light intensity higher than 3750 lux, inspection of
each container for more than 5 s and against both black and
white backgrounds. Destructive measures are used only for
quality control purposes, for example dilution of the product
with visible-particle-free water or another suitable diluent.
In addition, when the container hampers inspection, it may
be necessary to transfer the contents to a suitable clear
container.

VISUAL INSPECTION DURING PRODUCTION
rNSPECTION SCHEMES
Each container of a liquid. preparation (e.g. vial, syringe,
ampoule) is visually inspected after filling and closure.
During this 100 per cent inspection, containers in which any
particulates are observed are removed (culled) from the batch
and rejected. An additional spot check is also often
performed according to a sampling plan based on a pre
defined AQL; the sample size and the acceptance number
can be deduced using the tables included in ISO 2859-1 or
by other statistical means. The AQL confirms the suitability
of the inspection to ensure an acceptable quality level.

Suitable AQL limits for defect categories (e.g. minor, major
or critical defect) must be defined. The presence of visible
particles in a container is classified as at least a 'major
defect'. An investigation is usually triggered if the AQL limit
is exceeded or if atypical particles are detected.

ASPECTS TO CONSIDER
During me 100 per cent inspection, visual inspection for
particles is performed according to the method provided in
general chapter 2.9.20. This process can be manual or, if
adequately validated against the manual inspection method,
semi-automated or fully automated. Validation of automated
or semi-automated methods against manual visual inspection
typically comprises evaluation of rejected units against
predefined acceptance criteria, including the false reject rate,
using representative samples and defect sets. The defect set
used for qualification of Inspection operators should contain
a range of defects, including units presenting typical
particulate contamination, as mentioned above. The defect
set itself should be appropriately stable over the intended
period of use.

Typically, operators are unable) by visual inspection alone, to
classify particulates into different categories and materials,
and thus allow root-cause analysis.

The detection of visible particles is probabilistic by nature
and depends on various factors such as: light intensity;
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inspection conditions; use and type of magnification;
observation time; inspection background; distance from
samples; type and speed of rotation; fill volume; primary
packaging material) size and type; operator and equipment
capability; and the size, number, type and refractive index of
particles. Consequently, whilst the goal of a lOOper cent
inspection followed by AQL testing is to eliminate all
containers containing any visible particles, some of these may
escape detection due to poor detecrabitiry and visibility.
Every visual inspection system is therefore characterised by
an accepted statistical probability to detect units with visible
particles and an accepted statistical probability to miss units
with visible particles. All containers found to contain visible
particles or presenting any defects considered as unacceptable
are excluded from the acceptable part of the batch, unless
otherwise authorised or justified. In the case of freeze-dried
products undergoing 100 per cent inspection followed by
AQL testing, only the visible part of the cake and the
primary packaging components can be examined. Particles
originally present in the solution may become embedded in
the cake during manufacture and remain undetected.

VISUAL INSPECTION FOR QUALITY CONTROL
Visible particle inspection for quality control is also
conducted as described in general chapter 2.9.20. This
inspection is typically performed manually.

ASPECTS TO CONSIDER
Visual inspection for quality control is performed on either
liquid products or reconstituted solutions of dried products
such as lyophilisates. Inspection of visible particles in freeze
dried products is performed as part of quality control testing
for batch release using destructive methods. Whereas the
100 per cent visual inspection and AQL testing are carried
out on sample units without further preparation
(e.g. reconstitution), samples of freeze-dried product for
quality control testing are reconstituted under conditions
simulating those of actual use by the patient or healthcare
professional. In order to avoid potential contamination with
particles, sample preparation for quality control testing
should be conducted under appropriate conditions. Sample
sizes should be determined based on statistical
considerations, for example special sampling plans for
destructive testing in ISO 2859-1.

Testing single units only is not recommended. However) the
sample size available for quality control may be limited due
to the size of the batches and other considerations, for
instance in the case of biological products. In general
practice, a sample size of 10-20 units is common.

Visible particle requirements are applicable until the product
reaches the end of irs shelf-life. Thus, quality control testing
for visible particles should be performed regularly during
long-term stability studies and preferably also during
accelerated degradation studies. The emphasis is on stability
indicating attributes such as precipitation, agglomeration)
discouloration and glass from delamination, and not on
potential extrinsic particle contaminants. Any particles
observed during stability testing that are considered indicative
of a systematic issue, rather than single particles found in
stability studies, should be identified to assess their possible
root-cause and define suitable corrective actions.
If investigation confirms a systematic issue, such as protein
particles due to the formulation or glass from delamination,
the formulation, primary packaging or manufacturing process
of the medicinal product should be addressed to mitigate the
occurrence of particles, unless otherwise authorised or
justified.
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ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA
An additional quality cameo] test for visible particles
(e.g. for batch release testing) may be omitted for liquid
preparations subjected to 100 per cent visual inspection
followed by AQL testing. A successful AQL inspection
indicates that the batch complies with the requirement
'practically free from visible particles'. However, destructive
quality control testing cannot be avoided for Iycphilisates,
since it is performed on the reconstituted product, whereas
both the 100 per cent visual examination and AQL testing
are carried out on the dried material.

Quality control acceptance criteria often refer to me
occurrence of visible panicles per unit) across the number of
samples analysed. For example) a few small particles in
1 unit out of a set of 10-20 samples analysed may not be of
any significant concern. Significant amounts of particles in a
single unit would, however, be a concern.

Establishing acceptance criteria for visible particles in
single units is a difficult task and it is unreasonable [Q expect
numerical values to be set. Whilst 'zero particles' remains the
goal, it is not considered to be a realistic quality control
acceptance criterion since the probabilistic nature and
random occurrence of visible particles often leads to the
discovery of single particles in single units. Appropriate
approaches must be defined for each product. A universal
recommendation is not suggested.

'Practically free from visible particles' reflects the capability of
the manufacturing and testing process. The term is
applicable at the batch level of a medicinal product, not for
single units examined individually. However unrealistic, a
'zero particles' product is nonetheless a worthy goal.

Products administered using a filter
With some parenteral products, for example products for
which there is insufficient product knowledge, filters may be
used to reduce the risks related to particles that may form
during storage. However, the use of such filters does not
constitute acceptance of particles after manufacture or allow
particulate contamination per se. If justified and authorised,
products administered using a filter can be exempt from the
'practically free from particles' requirement, providing it has
been demonstrated that the filter delivers a filtrate that
complies.

O. Inhaled Products
Formulated Preparations: Specific Monographs
The following policy applies to BP monographs for inhaled
products. BP monographs contribute to the safety and
efficacy of inhaled products through the provision of quality
specifications in line with current best practices and test
methodology.

1. Alignment of BP terminology and test methodology
with those used in the European Pharmacopoeia
(ph. Eur.)

a. Titles for BP monographs for inhaled products should use
the relevant European Directorate for the Quality of
Medicines and Healthcare (EDQM) full Standard Term for
the dosage form, with the BP legacy title included as a
subsidiary title for revised monographs.

b. The requirements should be consistent with those
specified in the Ph. Eur.
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2. Alignment of BP monographs for inhaled products
with the Ph. Eur. general monographs for Preparations
for Inhalation and Pharmaceutical Preparations.

a. Fine Particle Dose No tests for Fine Particle Dose tests
will he included for specific BP finished inhaled product
monographs under this revised policy, but a Production
statement indicating that a test and limits should be agreed
with the competent authority will be included in line with the
Preparations for Inhalation General Monograph (with the
exception of nebuliser preparations).

b. Uniformity of delivered dose The Unifonnity of
delivered dose test should be aligned with the Ph. Eur.
General Monograph for Preparations for Inhalation and
should he included in BP monographs for inhaled products
with me exception of preparations intended for nebulisation.

c. Uniformity requirements for nebuliser preparations
Appropriate Uniformity of content tests should be included
in BP finished product monographs for preparations intended
for nebulisation, to harmonise with the specifications of
available products.

d. Assay An appropriate Assay (content of active
requirement) for all BP monographs for inhaled product
monographs is required. The type of Assay included in the
monograph should follow the approach taken by the
innovator product and the other established products in
order to ensure a consistent approach. This is particularly
important for preparations that are not intended for
nebulisation. Where the average of the results of the
Unifonnity of delivered dose are used as an Assay, the
content limits should be aligned with the Preparations for
Inhalation general monograph, to hannonise with the
specifications of licensed products.

3. Preparations for Inhalation of the British
Pharmacopoeia This general monograph will be omitted
for a future BP publication and suitable validated alternative
methodology for the Content of active ingredient on
actuation of the valve test will be established for existing
product monographs when available. The Content of active
ingredient on actuation of the valve test methodology from
this general monograph will be moved to an Appendix and a
cross-reference to this Appendix will be included in finished
product monographs until alternative Assay methodology
becomes available.

4. Water If control of water content has been shown to be
important during product development, a requirement to
determine water content should be included in a Production
statement in BP monographs for inhaled products, which are
not intended for nebulisation, to harmonise with the
merhodology and specifications used for established products.

5. Labelllng With the exception of nebuliser preparations,
where appropriate, Labelling statements should be added to
BP monographs for finished inhaled products to reflect the
label claim of the licensed products in terms of either the
pre-metered dose, the metered dose or the delivered dose, as
appropriate.

6. Inhalation Powder, Pre-Metered Where the expression
«the pre-metered unit is loaded into a dry-pouder inhaler to
generate an aerosol" appears in individual BP monographs for
Inhalation Powders, Pre-Metered, the term "pre-metered uni('
refers [0 the single-dose pre-metered dosage unit, consisting
of one or more powders of (a) solid active substance(s),
presented in a suitable pharmaceutical form other than a
hard capsule. The pre-metered unit is loaded into a dry
powder inhaler to generate an aerosol.
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Supplementary
Chapter II
Names of Medicinal Substances and
Preparations
This Supplementary Chapter provides information on
Pharmacopoeial monograph titles, on the construction of
titles for formulated preparations and on the structures and
nomenclature of substances of natural or semi-synthetic
origin.

Introduction
British Approved Names are devised or selected by the
British Pharmacopoeia Commission and published by the
Health Ministers on the reconunendation of the Commission
on Human Medicines. British Approved Names [BANs] are
nonproprietary names established interalia to provide suitable
titles for monographs for medicinal substances in the
Pharmacopoeia. The issue of a British Approved Name,
however, does not imply that the substance will necessarily
be included in the Pharmacopoeia. The guiding principles
that are used in devising or selecting new British Approved
Names are stated in the current edition of the British
Approved Names book.

Where a Recommended International Nonproprietary Name
[rlNN) has been established by the World Health
Organization, this name is now invariably adopted as the
BAN and used as me title of the monograph, if any, in the
Pharmacopoeia. In the past there were occasional differences
between the rINN and the corresponding BAN. Many, but
not all, of these differences were minor changes in speUing to
accommodate normal English pronunciation and usage.
Implementation of Directive 92/27/EEC, however, requires
the use of rINN in the labelling of medicinal products
throughout the member states of the European Community.
In consequence, the relevant BANs have been modified to
accord. with the English version of the rINN. These changes
were made by means of Supplement No. 4 to British
ApprovedNames 1997 and were reflected, where relevant, in
the titles of the monographs in the 1998 edition and
subsequent editions of the Pharmacopoeia as described in
section A of this chapter.

The tides of monographs for medicinal preparations combine
the British Approved Name with an appropriate term for the
dosage form in question as described in section B of this
chapter.

A. Changes in Monograph Titles
1. Certain changes in monograph titles were made in the
British Pharmacopoeia 1998 in order to bring me titles in the
British Pharmacopoeia in line with me names (recommended
International Nonproprietary Names [rINNs]) that
manufacturers were required to use on product labels and
leaflets in accordance with EC Directive 92/27/EEC.
The changed monograph titles remain in line with the rINNs
manufacturers are required to use on product labels and
leaflets in accordance with the Human Medicines
Regulations 2012) as amended.

2. Normal practice within the British Pharmacopoeia when
changing the title of a monograph is to retain the former title
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as a subsidiary title for a period of at least five years. This
was not possible for these changes since use of the former
name would no longer be permitted on product labels, ett.
In order to provide continuity, a statement was therefore
included in all affected monographs in. the British
Pharmacopoeia 1998 in the form 'When [former title] is
prescribed or demanded, [current title] shall be dispensed or
supplied.'. These statements were deleted from the British
Pharmacopoeia 2003.

3. For substances for which there was a rINN, it was
necessary to omit any subsidiary titles from the British
Pharmacopoeia J998. For example) the 'Vitamin C'
subsidiary titles were omitted from the monographs for
Ascorbic Acid, Ascorbic Acid Injection and Ascorbic Acid
Tablets. Statements of the type described above
(incorporating the name used in the former subsidiary title)
were included and have been retained in subsequent editions,
where appropriate, to provide continuity.

4. With the exception of Adrenaline and Noradrenaline, the
practice of ,dual-labelling' (two names presented on separate
lines) was discontinued in the British Pharmacopoeia 2003.
In order to comply with EC Directive 92127IEEC, the tides
of all such affected monographs were replaced by the rINNs.
A statement in the form 'The name [/onner title]wasfonnerly
usedin the UnitedKingdom' was included in all affected
monographs in the British Pharmacopoeia 2003 and
subsequent publications. These statements were deleted from
the British Pharmacopoeia 2009.

5. Adrenaline and Noradrenaline are the terms used in the
titles of monographs in the European Pharmacopoeia and are
thus the official names in use in the Member States party to
the Convention on the Elaboration of a European
Pharmacopoeia.

B. Monograph Titles for Formulated
Preparations
1. The titles of monographs for formulated preparations
combine the appropriate drug substance name and
pharmaceutical form.

2. The drug substance name is a British Approved Name
[BAN] which in general is also the recommended
International Nonproprietary Name [rINN]. In cases where
the drug substance name is a British Approved Name
(Modified), the modifying term is omitted from the tide for
the formulated preparation except where there exist two or
more formulations containing different forms (salts, hydrates
erc.) of the drug substance. In such cases the modifying term
is retained in the monograph title. Thus, for example, the
title of the monograph for tablets containing Clonidine
Hydrochloride is Clonidine Tablets since tablets containing
clonldine are formulated only with the hydrochloride.
The title of the monograph for tablets containing Isosorbide
Dinitrate, on the other hand, is Isosorbide Dinitrate Tablets,
since tablets formulated with the mononitrate are also
available.

3. The terms for the pharmaceutical form are either (i)
derived from the relevant General Monograph; or (li) terms
in established use in the UK.

4. When the pharmaceutical form is described as the term in
established use in the UK, reference to the pharmaceutical
fonn from the relevant General Monograph will be provided
as a Subsidiary Title and incorporated into the Definition
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section of the monograph. For Codeine Linctus, for example,
the tide of the monograph and therefore the nonproprietary
name of the preparation remains as Codeine Linctus, but the
monograph contains the subsidiary tide 'Codeine Oral
Solution' and the Definition states that 'Codeine Linctus is
an oralsolution containing ... '.
5. Standard Terms, as published by the Council of Europe,
are to be used for describing the pharmaceutical form in the
Summary of Product Characteristics (Smf'C), Patient
Information Leaflet (PILl and labelling of medicinal products
receiving a European Community authorisation. Member
States may use different product names for national
authorisations.
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C. Structures and Nomenclature of Substances of Natural or Semi-synthetic Origin
These notes provide a guide to the semi-systematic chemical nomenclature of certain groups of natural and semi-synthetic
products. The following literature should be consulted for further information.

1. The definitive rules of the International Union of Puce and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) for organic substances are
contained in Nomenclature of Organic Chemistry, Section A to F and H, Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1979.

2. The IUPAC rules for inorganic substances are given in Nomendature of Inorganic Chemistry, BlackweUs, Oxford, 1990.

3. Biochemical Nomenclature and Relaid Documents, The Biochemical Society for the International Union of Biochemistry
(IUB), 2nd edn, London, 1992. The following topics are included.

Stereochemistry (Nomenclature of Organic Chemistry, Section E)

Natural products and related compounds (Nomenclature of Organic Chemistry, Section F)

Abbreviations and Symbols

Amino acids, peptides, peptide hormones and immunoglobulins

Steroids

Carotenoids and tocopherols

Carbohydrates and cyclitols

Vitamins

A. Aminoglycoside Antibiotics

A.I The aminoglycoside antibiotics are conveniently named by reference to z-n-deoxysrrepramine, 1, in which name the
configuration and numbering shown are implicit.

I-O~OH, .
'OH 1

3 2

~

N~

1

A,2 The aminoglycoside antibiotics commonly carry glycosyl radicals on the oxygen atoms attached to C-4 and C-6.
The configuration and numbering shown in 1 should be strictly observed if confusion is to be avoided.

A.3 When one glycosyl radical is linked to another the names are separated by two Iocants which indicate the respective
positions involved in this glycosidic union; these locants are enclosed in parentheses and separated by an arrow (pointing
from the Iocant corresponding to the glycosyl carbon atom to the locant corresponding to the hydroxylic carbon atom
involved).

B. Cephalosporin Antibiotics

B.l The cephalosporin antibiotics are conveniently named by reference to either cephalosporanic acid (2, R = CH 20Ac,
X =H) or cephem-4-carboxylic acid (2, R =X =H).

xjfJ
a Y'R

caaH
2 3

B.2 When names are based on cephalosporanic acid or cephem-carboxylic acid the traditional numbering shown in 2 is used.

B.3 Cephalosporanic acid is systematically named as (6R)-3-acetoxymethyl-8-oxo-5-thia-l-azabicyc1o[4.2.0)oct-2-ene-2
carboxylic acid. Compounds that are named systematically use the numbering and orientation shown in 3.

B.4 The cephalosporin antibiotics bear an acylamino group (X) at position 7 (under both numbering systems).
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C. Ergot Alkaloids

C.I Members of the ergoline group of substances are conveniently named by reference to either ergoline itself, 4, or to
n-lysergamlde, 5. When names are so based the traditional numbering shown in 4 is used. In 9,lO-dihydro compounds
the configuration at position-lO needs to be specified.

4 5 6

C.2 Members of the ergotamine group of substances are conveniently named by reference to ergotaman, 6. Ergotamine itself is
(5 f R)-5'-benzyl-12'-hydroxy-2'-methyl-lB-oxoergotaman-3',6'-dione.

D. Morphioes

D.I Members of the morphine and codeine group of substances have traditionally been named with reference to morphine
itself, 7, using the numbering shown. However, names may he based more conveniently on either morphinan, 8, or
ent-morphinan, 9.

H

7 8 9

D.2 Morphine, 7, is (5R, 6S)-4,5-epoxy-9a-methyl-7,8-didehydromorphinan-3,6-diol.

D.3 In certain morphine derivatives, an ethenc or ethano bridge is present joining positions 6 and 14 and a hydroxyalkyl side
chain is present at position 7.

E. PeniclIlln Antibiotics
E.l The penicillin antibiotics are conveniently named by reference to penicillanic acid (10, X =H) when the classical

numbering shown is used.

x~~~
_r~IJ"ICOOH
o H

10

o dOH
7 2

1111"Hx.,+r. 3 We
H H S We

11

E.2 Penicillanlc acid is systematically named as (2S, 5R)-3,3-dimethyl-7-oxo-4-thia-i-azabicyclo[3.2.0)heptane-2-carboxylic
acid. Compounds that are named systematically use the orientation and numbering shown in 11.

E.3 The penicillin antibiotics are usually 6-acylamino penicillanic acid derivatives in which the configuration at position 6 is R.
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F. Polypeptides

F.l The following a-letter and l-letter symbols for amino acids, authorised by the IUPAC-IUB Joint Commission on
Biochemical Nomenclature, are used for representing the sequences of polypeptides:

Alanine Ala A Leucine Leu L
Arginine Arg R Lysine Lys K
Asparagine Asn N Methionine Met M
Aspartic Acid Asp D Phenylalanine Phe F
Cysteine Cys C Proline Pro P
Glutamine Gin Q Serine Ser S
Glutamic add Glu E Threonine Thr T
Glycine Gly G Tryptophan TIJ' W
Histidine His H Tyrosine Try Y
Isoleucine lie I Valine Val V

F.2 The following symbols recommended by the Joint Commission are also used:

Z-Aminohexanoic acid
Sarcosine
Pyrogluramic acid
tert-Buroxycarbony/

Ahx
Sar
<Glu
Boc

F.3 When interpreting sequences of amino-acid residues, the hyphen should he considered as part of the symbol. Its use to
separate the individual residues or radicals may be illustrated by the following example:

Gly
Gly
-aly
-Gly-
and thus,
Gly-Gly-Gly

NH,CH,COOH
NH,CH,Co
-NHCH,COOH
-NHCH,Co-

NH,CH,CONHCH,CONHCH,COOH

CH:l

H
.,••••~COOH

HO"'" A
H

12

H
"...... /'0.. /'0.. ,COOH
,"7~ ~ ............... '

8

The residues are conventionally written with the amino group to the left and the carboxyl group to the right. This is implicit in
the symbolism.
FA Where peptide sequences are shown using 3-1etter symbols aU amino acids except glycine have the IL_' configuration

unless otherwiseindicated.

G. ProstaglandIns

G.t Members of the prostaglandin group of substances are conveniently named by reference to prostanoic acid, 12, using the
numbering shown. Prostanoic acid may be systematically named as 7-[(lS, 2S)-2-octylcyclopentyl]heptanoic acid.
Dinoprost, 13, may therefore be named as (SZ,12E)-(9S, llR, 155')-9, 1l,15-trihydroxyprosta-5,13-dienoic acid.

H
HO",

"

G.2 A ~'onvenient trivial nomenclature exists by which prostaglandins (pG) are classified into groups A to F according to the
substitution pattern in the cyclopentane ring (shown below). The subscript numerals 1, 2 and 3 refer to the number of
double bonds found in the side-chains and subscript a refers to the configuration of the C-9 hydroxy group. Thus) 13 is
referred to as PGF2a•

A B c D E F
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H. Steroids
H.I Steroids are drawn and numbered, and the rings lettered, as shown in 14.

2'

24'

21
2.

2.
23 2'

27

H

14 H 15

H.2 Steroids are named with reference to certain basic carbocycles some of which are defined in Table I. When so drawn,
dotted bonds are regarded as lying below the plane of the paper and are designated a, thickened bonds are regarded as
lying above the plane of me paper and are designated b and bonds of unknown configuration are shown by a wavy line
and are designated x.

H
16

H.3 When the hydrogen atom at C-5 is present, its configuration is always specified, eg Sa-pregnane, 5b-androstane.
The configuration at centres, 8,9,10,13,14 and 17 is assumed to be as shown in 15 unless otherwise specified.

H.4 When inversion of the normal configuration occurs, the positions concerned are specified; and thus 16 is named
5b,17a-pregnane.

H.5 When inversion occurs at aU of the defined asymmenic centres, the original name is preceded by the italicised prefix ent-.
Racemates are indicated by use of the Iralicised prefix rac-,

H.6 Further fundamental carbocycles are defined thus:

Table II

Side-chain

Cholane

Cholestane

Brgostane

carbon positions present

20 - 24

20 - 27

20 - 27,241

In addition Co retaining the configuration shown in 15, C-20 has an R-configuration in each carbocycle and C-24 in
ergostane has an S-configuration. However, additional substituents at positions C-17, C-20, C-21 may alter the Rand S
propriety descriptions without any change at C-20.

H.7 A large number of therapeutically active steroids bear a carbonyl group at position 3 and unsaturation across positions 4
and 5. Ring A is often aromatic in estrogens.
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J. Tetracyclines

1.1 The tetracycline antibiotics areconveniently named by reference to tetracycline itself, 17, (R = H), which maybe defined
as (4S,4aS,5aS,6S,12aS)-4-dimethylamino-l,4,4a,Sa,6,11,12a-ocrahydro-3,6,10,12,12a-pentahydroxy-6-methyl-l,11
dioxonaphrhacene-2-carboxamide.

OH 0

CONK"

OH

17

J.2 When analogues of tetracycline are named the srereodescriprors Rand S may be subject to change even though the steric
configuration usually remains unchanged. For example, in oxytetracycline, the hydroxyl group at position 5 imposes
assignment inversions at positions 43 and Sa from S to R although the steric configuration at these positions remains
unchanged.

Table III

Position

4 4a S Sa 6 12a

Chlortetracycline S S S S S
Clomocycline S S S S S
Demeclocycline S S S S S
Doxycycline S R S R R S
Meclocycline S R S R S
Methacycline S R S R S
Minocycline S S R S
Oxytetracycline S R S R S S
Tetracycline S S S S S

J.3 When fully systematic names basedon naphthacene-2-carboxamide areused, the stereodescriptora given in Table ill
should he used.

K. Tropanes
K.l Members of the tropane group of substances are conveniently namedby references to tropane itself, 18, when the

numbering and orientation shownareused. Tropane is defined as (8r)-N-methyl-8-azabicyc1o[3.2.1]octane.

18

H

~OH
o

19
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K.2 Atropine, 19, is (lR,3r,5S,8r) tropan-3-yl (RS)-lropate where the term tropate represents 3-hydroxy-2-phenylpropionate.

K.3 In the (-)-series the tropoyl side-chain has the (S) configuration, 20.

K.4 In y-tropane compounds, 21, the configuration at position-S is designated as (38'.

K.5 In hyoscine and other atropine derivatives bearing a 6,7-epoxy bridge, the configuration is as shown in 22.

I 1-\ Ph

O~OH

° 20

(/ H Ph'to'(C0H
21

Me

~
22

L. Xanthines
Members of the xanthine group of substances are conveniently named by reference to purine, 23, when the non-systematic

numbering shown is used.
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Supplementary
Chapter III
Pharmacopoeial Organisation
This Supplememary Chapter provides information that may be
helpful to those wishing to communicate with theBritish
Pharmacopoeia Commission.

At Contact Points
The following tablegives an indication of the memberof the
British Pharmacopoeia Secretariat responsible forparticular
areas of the Commission's work. The contact nwnber is
+44 (0)20 3080 followed by the extension listed in the table
below.

Organic Chemicals''

Pharmaceutical aspects

Radioactive materials
Reagents
Surgical materials
Unlicensed Medicines

Website

www.phannacopoeia.com

MsHComs
Mr P Crowley
Mr A Evans
Mr L Elanganathan
Mr S Maddocks
Ms H Asbtaf
Dr H Bowden
MsA Thomson
Mr S Young
Mr S Maddocks
M.r A Evans
Mr A Evans
Mr S Maddocks
Dr F J Swanson
Mr P Crowley

DrGKemp
!10k L Elanganathan

6642
6126
6565
6879
6678
7020
7057
6000
6790
6678
6565
6565
6678
6567
6126

7259
6879

British Pharmacopoeia Chemical Reference
Substances (BPCRS)

BPCRS sales Ms F Chughtai
Mr B Delahunty
MsJPaine
MsNBegum

BPCRS technical queries Mr S Young

bpcom@mhra.gov.uk

bpcrs@mhra.gov.uk

A2. Expert Advisory Groups
The following tablegives an indication of the members of the
British Pharmacopoeia Secretariat responsible for particular
areas within the remitof the Expert Advisory Groups of the
British Pharmacopoeia Commission. Contacttelephone
numbers areprovided InSupplementary Chapter ill AI.6430

6790
Expert Advisory Class Secretariat
Group
MCI: Medicinal Aromatic Synthetics MsHComs
Cbemicals Heterocyclic MrL

synthetics Elanganathan
6745 Alkaloids and
6144 synthetic analogues
6470 MC2: Medicinal Aromatic Synthetics MsHComs
6415 Chemicals Sulfonamides DrH Bowden
6790 Phenothiazines MsA Thomson

MC3: Medicinal Steroids and Mr A Evans
Chemicals pseudosteroids Ms H Asbrsf

Barbiturates
6144 Carbohydrates
6126 Tricyclics;

6000 Benzodiazepines
6790 Quaternary
6224 ammonium
6185 compounds
7259 Vitamins
7118 ABS: Antibiotics Antibacterials MrP Crowley

7020 Antibiotics Ms A Thomson
6565 BID: Biological Biological Products MrAGibb
6000 and MrRSmith

6678 Biotechnological Dr G Kemp

6790 Products
7020 HCM: Herbal and Crude Drugs Mr S Young
6567 Complementary Homoeopathic Ms H Asbrsf

7118 Medicines preparations
6642 Traditional Herbal

Materials
6565
6567

inventednames@mhra.gov.uk

www.phannacopoeia.com

!10k B Delahunty
Mr P Crowley
MsA Thomson
Mr S Young
MrM Whaley
MrA Gibb
Dr G Kemp
Mr R Smith
Ms H Ashraf
Mr A Evans
MsA Thomson
Mr S Maddocks
Mr SYoung
Ms H Asbrsf
Dr F JSwanson
!10k R Smith
MsHComs

Mr A Evans
Dr F J Swanson

MrAGibb
. MrSYoung

E-mail (for reference
substances)
E-mail (for general
enquiries)
E-mail (for invented
names)
Website

Editor-in-Chief
Head of Analytical
Science

Monographs

General enquiries
Antibiotics

Analytical methods
(general)
Biologicals

European Pharmacopoeia
(general maners)!

General monographs
Herbalmedicines

Inorganic chemicals
Microbiological aspects
New monographs
(general matters) 1

Nomenclature

I For spedfic maten see under relevant subju:r entry 2 See table in Supplemenrary Chapter IIIA2
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Mr S Maddocks
Mr A Evans
Dr F J Swanson
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PCN: Pharmacy
and Nomenclature

Unlicensed
Medicines

Pharmaceutical
aspects and
techniques
General and dosage
form monographs
Nomenclature
Invented names
Pharmacological
aspects
General monographs Dr F J Swanson
Formulated Mr P Crowley
Preparations
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11. Support for relevant EC directives.

12. A request is received from official bodies [such as the
World Health Organization (WHO)].

13. Orner circumstances considered on a case-by-case basis.

It should be noted that compliance with any of the above
criteria will not necessarily mean that a monograph will be
included in the British Pharmacopoeia. The British
Pharmacopoeia Commission may decide not to elaborate a
monograph for a number of reasons, including a lack of
interest from stakeholders, resource limitations or other
circumstances, decided on a case-by-case basis.

Thediagram provides a simplified~ schematic representation of the
development of a monograph for a medicinal substance or an
associated fonnulated preparation.

B. Monograph Development: Mechanism
Thefollowing Supplement.,y Chapter provides an outline of the
mechanism by which monographs areselected and developed for
inclusion in theBritish Pharmacopoeia:
The British Pharmacopoeia Commission wil1 not usually
develop monographs for drug substances or excipients. These
willusually be elaborated by the European Pharmacopoeia
Commission.

The British Pharmacopoeia Commission will consider a
monograph for inclusion in the British Pharmacopoeia in the
following circumstances:

1. The formulation is widely used (for example: products in
the top 500 list of prescribed items; products in the top 100
list of items used in hospitals; Pharmacy (P) and General
Sale List (GSL) products that are widely used, taking into
account seasonal fluctuations; veterinary products that are
widely used or where a need is identified).

2. The innovator product is approaching or past its patent
expiry date (monographs will usually only he prepared in the
two years preceding patent expiry. However there may he
circumstances where it is justified to prepare a monograph at
an earlier stage. These will be considered by the British
Pharmacopoeia Commission individually).

3. There is a particular need based on the therapeutic
category and/or the importance of the material concerned;
the latter being particularly relevant to small patient
populations.

4. Unlicensed products that are produced to meet particular
patient needs (generally "specials" manufacture or
extemporaneous preparation) (see also Supplementary
Chapter V A).
5. The product/preparation is a widely used traditional herbal
medicine.

6. The legal classification of the product has been changed
from POM (prescription only medicine) to P or from P to
GSL.

7. The product falls within a "family" of product
presentations, of which there are already published
monographs and/or monographs on me work programme.

8. Drug substances or excipients which are not on the
European Pharmacopoeia work programme, hut for which
there is a specific UK need.

9. A request is received from the Competent Authority
[Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency
(MHRA)I.

10. A request is received from a manufacturer for one of
their own products.

C. Monograph Development: Guidance
to Manufacturers
Bulk drug substances
Each monograph, taken as a whole, should provide a reliable
basis for making an independent judgement as to me quality
of the substance in me interests of the protection of the
public. General guidance as to the types of test required and
the level of control considered appropriate can be obtained
by reference to current BP monographs for similar chemical
entities where such are available. In general any monograph
for a bulk drug substance should include the features listed
below.

Attention is drawn to the General Notices of the
Pharmacopoeia, to the general methods described in the
Appendices, to the basis of pharmacopoeial requirements as
described in Supplementary Chapter I and to other
information provided in the Supplementary Chapters of the
Pharmacopoeia.

1. De:finJtionlCharacteristics Brief description of physical
form of material; whether hygroscopic. It would be helpful if
infonnation concerning polymorphism could be provided (see
Supplementary Chapter I B).

2. Solubility Solubility in water, alcohol and at least one
common organic solvent, expressed quantitatively or using
defined BP terms.
3. Identification Qualitative tests capable of unequivocally
establishing the identity of the substance. Infrared
spectrometry is preferred, or if this is not possible, 2 or 3
identification tests to identify different characteristics of the
substance may be used. A test for the counter ion should be
included where appropriate.

4. Impurities (see also Supplementary Chapter I A) Both
related substances and any other impurities that may be
present in the substance as a result of the method of
manufacture or from degradation on storage. It would be
helpful to know the nature of such impurities, the reason for
their presence (for example, by-product of synthesis,
hydrolysis product, etc.), me amounts that may be
encountered in material prepared under conditions of Good
Manufacturing Practice and the manner in which the
proportions may vary on storage. An indication of the toxicity
of any impurities in relation to that of the substance itself
and methods for their detection and control would enable the
Committee preparing the monograph to decide whether
control tests are necessary and, if so, the methods and limits
to be applied. In many cases, it is possible to limit impurities
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BP Laboratory'~' .
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BP Commission

Draft monographs Feedback

in chromatographic tests using a dilute solution of the
substance being examined, and this is me preferred
approach, wherever possible. In other cases, for example,
where the response factor of an impurity is significantly
different from that of the substance (outside the range 0.8 to
1.2), or where a stringent limit is necessary for toxicity
reasons) a reference material is required (see paragraph 11
below and Supplementary Chapter III E).

Impurities other than related substances that might require
control include inorganic impurities and residues of solvents
and reagents used during synthesis and purification. Non
specific purity tests such as light absorption, specific optical
rotation and sulfated ash should also be considered.

5. Transparency In keeping with BP policy on monograph
transparency a suitable statement will be added to
appropriate new monographs for medicinal substances giving

the identities of impurities known to be limited by the
specifications .. It is to be emphasised that such statements are
not intended to be exclusive and other, unnamed impurities
may also be limited. Manufacturers are requested to provide
information for such statements (see paragraph 4 above).

6. Assay Method and proposed limits calculated with
reference to the anhydrous, dried or solvent-free material as
appropriate. For bulk drug substances) it has been BP policy
generally to use a robust and precise method of assay (such as
titration) rather than a specific, but sometimes less precise,
stability-indicating method (such as liquid chromatography).
Wherever possible, control of potential impurities is provided
separately by means of specific impurity tests (see paragraph
4 above). It is appreciated, however, that a manufacturer may
use, and therefore propose, a chromatographic method for
both related substances and assay. In such circumstances,
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each case is judged on its merits on the basis of the data
provided, which must relate to validated methods. Such
methods normally require the establishment of a reference
material of the substance with a declared content (see
paragraph II below aod Supplementary Chapter III E).
Adequate means of demonstrating system suitability will need
to be included in the monograph so that the analyst has an
assurance that the results are accurate. As stated above, each
monograph, taken as a whole, should provide a reliable basis
for making an independent judgement as to the quality of the
substance.

7. Other tests A test for water or for loss on drying is
usually required.

8. Storage Any special storage conditions such as protection
from light.

9. Labelling Any special labelling statements (see
Supplementary Chapter I G).

10. Preparations Pharmaceutical dosage forms normally
available and information on dose.

II. Samples A quantity of the material sufficient to carry
out in duplicate aU the tests and the assay in the proposed
specification should be supplied (10 g is usually suitable}.
This sample should be taken from a typical production
batch, that is, it should not be specially purified. In addition
appropriate amounts of possible impurities should be
supplied (0.1 to 0.5 g is usually suitable).

Many monographs require the use of one or more reference
substances (BPCRS); these are established by the Laboratory
before publication of the monograph (see Supplementary
Chapter ill E). If a reference substance for assay pwposes is
required (see paragraph" 6 above) or for impurity control (see
paragraph 4 above), please indicate if adequate supplies will
be available. About 50 g of material is required to establish a
reference material for an assay standard and about 10 g of a
named impurity (see also Supplementary Chapter III E). If it
is perceived that an ongoing supply of sufficient quantities of
material(s) will not be possible, this should be drawn to the
attention of the BP Secretariat so that an alternative
approach may be considered.

When sending samples, Material Safety Data Sheets that
comply with COSHH Regulations should be supplied for all
materials including Impurities, so that Pharmacopoeia staff
are aware of possible hazards when handling these materials.

12. Supporting data Appropriate and relevant validation
data relating to the proposed analytical procedures and
methodology should be provided (see Supplementary
Chapter ill F). In particular, data to demonstrate the
stability indicating nature of methods (i.e, forced degradation
studies) and infonnation identifying both synthetic impurities
and degradation products should be provided. Additionally,
appropriate and relevant hatch and stability data to support
the proposed specifications should be provided. This
infonnation will be kept confidential to the BP Secretariat
and Laboratory and to the relevant Expert Advisory Group(s)
of the British Pharmacopoeia Commission.

13. Advice The BP Secretariat is pleased to provide advice
to manufacturers on the nature and extent of data required.
It is appreciated that for some older products information on
the identity of impurities and/or validation data for methods
is not as substantial as that which is required for new
chemical entities and advice in these cases is available. A list
of contact points in the Secretariat is to be found in
Supplementary Chapter ill A.
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Formulated preparations
Each monograph, taken as a whole, should provide a reliable
basis for making an independent judgement as to the quality
of the preparation in the interests of the protection of the
public. General guidance as to the types of test required and
the level of control considered appropriate can be obtained
by reference to current BP monographs for the same dosage
fonn of similar chemical entities where such are available.
Reference should also be made to any general monograph for
the dosage form in question for general requirements and any
exceptions to, or modifications of, those requirements noted.
In general any monograph for a formulated preparation
should include the features listed below.

Attention is drawn to the General Notices of the
Pharmacopoeia, to the general methods described in the
Appendices, to the basis of pharmacopoeial requirements as
described in the Introduction and Supplementary Chapter I
and to other information provided in the Supplementary
Chapters of the Pharmacopoeia.

1. DefinitionIDescriptlon A definition of the preparation in
terms of the active ingredient(s) together with information on
its presentation.

For sterile preparations (parenteral, ophthalmic and others)
this should include information on the nature of the vehicle;
the nature of any additives (eg antimicrobial preservatives,
buffers) present; the method of sterilisation. In addition, for
parenteral preparations infonnation should be provided on
whether it is a solution) a suspension, a dry powder or a
concentrate for dilution.

For topical semi-solid preparations this should include
infonnation on the type of basis (water-in-oil, oil-in-water,
etc) and the particle size of the active ingredient, if
significant.

For tablets this should include whether or not they are
coated. Where tablets are coated, the reason for coating
should be provided.

Information concerning polymorphism should be included
where relevant (see Supplementary Chapter I B).

2. Content statement Proposed limits as a percentage of
the sooted content of the active ingredient in the terms
declared on the label (see Supplementary Chapter I F).

The purpose of the assay in preparation monographs is to
determine whether the content of the active ingredient is
within acceptable limits of the labelled claim and the limits
are therefore of necessity stated in terms of the moiety declared
on the label. That is, the same method of expression is used in
the content statement as under the headings Assay and
Labelling. The preferred means of expression is in terms of
the therapeutically active part of the molecule. It should be
noted that the mode of expressions chosen for the assay
limits in the monograph for the bulk drug substance in no
way circumscribes that which may be used in me monograph
for the formulation.

3. Identification Identification tests should be based on
those for the parent drug substance where applicable, with
details of any necessary preliminary treatment such as
extraction. Infrared spectrometry is preferred. A single liquid
chromatographic method. for Identification, control of
impurities, and Assay should be supplemented by an
additional test for identification.

4. Impurities [As under Bulk drug substances] Additional
information on any impuriries arising on manufacture or
storage of the dosage form.
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In addition appropriate amounts of possible impurities
(arising from synthesis or degradation) should be supplied
(approximately 200 to 500 mg, unless the impurity is
required for use as a reference standard, see below)

Many monographs require the use of one or more reference
substances (BPCRS); these are established by the Laboratory
before publication of the monograph (see Supplementary
Chapter ill E). If a reference substance is required for assay
purposes (see paragraph 6 above), or for impurity control
(see paragraph 4 under bulk drug substances), please indicate
if adequate supplies will be available. About 50 g of material
is required to establish a reference material for an assay

The tests applied to the bulk drug substance, including those
for impurities arising in manufacture of the bulk drug
substance, should be applied, wherever possible - with any
necessary modification - in order to demonstrate that
material of pharmacopoeial quality has been used in making
the formulation.

5. Transparency In keeping with BP policy on monograph
transparency a suitable statement will be added to
appropriate new monographs for fonnuJated preparations
giving the identities of impurities known to be limited by the
specifications. It is (0 he emphasised that such statements are
not intended to be exclusive and other, unnamed impurities
may also be limited. Manufacturers are requested to provide
infonnation for such statements (see paragraph 4 above).

6. Assay The method of assay will not necessarily be that
used for the bulk drug substance. For formulated
preparations a specific, stability-indicating method is
preferred. Such methods normally require the establishment
of a reference material of the substance with a declared
content (see paragraph 11 below and Supplementary Chapter
mE).

7. Other tests Tests such as pH and clarity and colour of
solution may be necessary depending on the type of dosage
form. In addition, for single-dose preparations a test for
uniformity of content and, in the case of solid dosage forms,
a dissolution test may be required (see Supplementary
Chapter I E).

8. Storage Any special storage conditions/containers.

9. Labelling Any special labelling statements (see
Supplementary Chapter I G).

Please provide sample labels, outer packages, leaflets and a
copy of me relevant Surrunary of Product Characteristics
(SmPC) or data sheet.

10. Strengths availablelDose While no longer included in
the published monograph, this information is of assistance
during monograph development.

J I. Samples A quantity of the formulation sufficient to carry
out in duplicate all the tests (including those under
paragraph 7) and the assay in the proposed specification
should be supplied. Samples should be taken from a typical
production batch.

The following suggested quantities are provided as a rough
guide of the order of sample size for each strength of
different dosage forms:

Liquid formulations

Solidsingledose formulations (Tablets, Capsules,etc)

D. Monograph Development: Methods of
Analysis
1. This Supplementary Chapter concerns me methods
described in the Pharmacopoeia for the analysis of medicinal
and pharmaceutical substances, pharmaceutical dosage forms
and other articles. It provides information on the
development, validation and use of pharmacopoeial methods
so that users of the Pharmacopoeia may understand the
purpose and limitations of a monograph and to guide
manufacturers and other users when participating in the
development of new monographs and the revision of existing
monographs.

2. For further information regarding the elaboration of
European Pharmacopoeia monographs, users may also
consult the "Technical guide for the elaboration of
monographs", which is published by the European
Pharmacopoeia.

3. The Chapter does not set out the nature and extent of
validation required in particular instances. Guidelines on
such matters with respect to product registration are available
from other sources such as the International Conference on
Harmonisation (ICH) and are published as guideline Q2
(Rl), "Validation of Analytical Procedures: Text and
Methodology". The terms used, and illustrations of the data
requirements to demonstrate that a method satisfies the
definitions, are provided in Supplementary Chapter ill F.

Method origin
3. Proposals for new or revised methods for inclusion are
often provided by manufacturers and other users of the
Pharmacopoeia either in response to a request from the
Secretariat or Laboratory or, for revised methods, when a
published method bas been found to be unsuitable for any
reason. A method may become unsuitable when, for
example, a reagent or piece of apparatus is no longer readily
available, knowledge of the material has increased, regulatory

standard and about 10 g of a narned impurity (see also
Supplemental}' Chapter Ill B).

When sending samples, Material Safety Data Sheets that
comply with COSHH Regulations should be supplied for all
materials including impurities, so that Pharmacopoeia staff
are aware of possible hazards when handling these materials.

12. Supporting data Appropriate and relevant validation
data relating to the proposed analytical procedures and
methodology should be provided (see Supplemental}'
Chapter ill F). In particular, data to demonstrate the
stability indicating nature of methods (i.e. forced degradation
studies) and information identifying both synthetic impurities
and degradation products should be provided. Additionally,
appropriate and relevant batch and stability data to support
the proposed specifications should be provided. This
information will be kept confidential to the BP Secretariat
and Laboratory and to the relevant Expert Advisory Group(s)
of the British Pharmacopoeia Commission.

13. Advice The BP Secretariat is pleased to provide advice
to manufacturers on the nature and extent of data required.
It is appreciated that for some older products information on
the identity of impurities and/or validation data for methods
is not as substantial as that which is required for new
chemical entities and advice in these cases is available. A list
of contact points in the Secretariat is to be found in
Supplemental}' Chapter Ill A.

IOOmL
50mL
50 to 100 g

100 units

Topical and Oml fonnulations
Parenteral formulations
Semi-solid rcpkal formulations

i)
ii)
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requirements have altered or a more specific or sensitive test
has been developed.

4. Any method that is to be considered for inclusion in a
monograph has to he suitable for pharmacopoeial purposes
and, wherever possible, be accompanied by appropriate
supporting data.

4.1 Guidance on the suitability or any method for inclusion
in the Pharmacopoeia may be obtained by reference to
the General Notices (in particular, those dealing with
official standards, excipients, identification and assays
and tests) and Supplementary Chapter I concerning the
basis of pharmacopoeial requirements. Each
monograph, taken as a whole, should provide a reliable
basis for making an independent judgement as to the
quality of an article in me interests of the protection of
the public.

4.2 A pharmacopoeial monograph applies throughout the
shelf-life of a formulated preparation or throughout the
period of use of a medicinal or pharmaceutical
substance and the monograph when taken as a whole
must be stability indicating and must be able to assure
me quality of the substance throughout irs claimed. shelf
life. Methods for inclusion in the Pharmacopoeia should
therefore have been shown to be stability indicating
where appropriate by means of forced. degradation
srudies.

4.3 Other than in exceptional circumstances, methods
should not specify the use of apparatus that is not
widely available in reasonably equipped laboratories nor
should they require extensive additional training of
laboratory staff. Reagents and reference materials
required for a proposed pharmacopoeial method should
be generally available from the common sources of
supply in the United Kingdom or a manufacturer
should be able to supply sufficient quantity for use as a
British Pharmacopoeia Chemical Reference Substance
(BPCRS). The method should be described in sufficient
detail that a competent analyst is able to repeat it.

4.4 Methods proposed by manufacturers should have been
adequately validated in accordance with appropriate
guidelines (paragraph 2 refers). Exceptionally, full
validation data may not be available in some
circumstances. For example, not all contributors to the
Pharmacopoeia are able to demonstrate the specificity of
a test method for application to a monograph for a
formulated preparation since the nature of the
excipients may be unknown; in this case a note of the
extent of any validation carried out, with irs limitations,
is helpful.

4.5 It is of particular importance that method proposals
include a robust and reliable identity testes) for the
active component in a substance or formulated
preparation. Infrared spectrophotometry is preferred.

4.6 It is also of particular importance that any
phannacopoeial method is robust and reproducible. Data
that demonstrate the transferability of a method are,
therefore, especiaUy helpful.

Method elaboration
5. All proposals for new and revised methods for publication
are carefully examined. The nature and extent of the
evaluation is determined by a number of factors including the
following:
- whether the proposal is for a new monograph or for

revision of an existing monograph,
- extent of validation and batch data available,
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- how many specifications and/or samples are available for
examination,

- complexity of the proposed method.

6. The evaluation of methods is carried out by the
Commission's Expert Advisory Groups and Panels of
Experts, the Secretariat and the Laboratory; practical
evaluation is included in many cases. Ifnecessary, more
extensive practical work is carried out in consultation with
the proposer of the method. Such practical work may be
necessary, for example, where a proposed method is not
directly applicable to other sources of the material or
preparation or is shown to be insufficiently robust for
phannacopoeial use.

7. After initial evaluation, the method is drafted in the style
of the Pharmacopoeia and those known to have an interest in
the material or preparation are invited to comment.
If necessary, further modifications may be made to the
method and the consultation process repeated before the
method is published. A diagrammatic representation of the
process of monograph elaboration is provided as
Supplementary Chapter ill B.

Published methods
8. The user can expect that published methods:

are suitable for the purpose for which they are described
in the Pharmacopoeia, have been evaluated and, where
necessary, modified as described in the preceding
section,

have been shown to be adequately validated, as
appropriate to the type of test, and include tests to
demonstrate the continuing suitability of the method,
where necessary,

are described in sufficient detail that a competent
analyst can perform the test using readily available
apparatus and reagents and that any necessary reference
materials are available, will be reviewed and revised
when experience shows this to be necessary.

9. The user cannot, however, assume that a method forming
part of a pharmacopoeial monograph will have been applied
to all sources of a raw material or to all fonnulations of a
dosage fonn currently available. The user is responsible for
confirming that the method is applicable to the particular
material being examined. It is essential that a manufacturer
carries out sufficient checks to demonstrate that, for example,
impurities arising from a new route of synthesis are
controlled by the methods described in the monograph or
that the excipients in a formulated preparation do not
interfere with any of the tests in a monograph. It should be
noted that an article cannot claim to be of pharmacopoeial
quality unless it can be shown to comply with aU of the tests
specified in a monograph (see General Notice on Official
Standards).

Feedback
The British Pharmacopoeia Commission welcomes
constructive comments from users on the tests of the
Pharmacopoeia and it is through such feedback that revision
of the tests is initiated. A list of contact points in the
Secretariat is to be found in Supplementary Chapter ill A.
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E. British Pharmacopoeia Chemical
Reference Substances (BPCRSj
I. The current list of BPCRS may be found on the BP's
website at wano.pharmacopoeia.com. The quantity of material
supplied is sufficient to carry out in duplicate each of the
tests in which it is used in anyone monograph.

Requirement
2. The establishment of a new BPCRS is based on scientific
necessity following advice from the British Pharmacopoeia
Commission's Expert Advisory Groups. A reference
substance for the medicinal substance is usually required for
specific, stability-indicating assays and may also be required
for identification purposes. A reference substance for an
impurity is required when control using a dilute solution of
the substance being examined is not possible or is
undesirable. Such cases include those where the response
factor of the impurity is significantly different from that of
the substance) or where it is necessary to limit a named
impurity (see Supplementary Chapter I A).

The following criteria are taken into account when
determining whether a new BPCRS is required.

Availability of the material A commercially available
reagent is specified wherever it is found to be suitable and
justified.

Analytical convenience Wherever possible) either the
same EPCRS or the same BPCRS is specified throughout
anyone monograph.

Establishment
3. Manufacturers who have. contributed to the development
of the monograph(s) are asked to supply material for use as
reference substances. Normally) about 50 g is required for an
Assay standard and about 109 for an impurity. In some
cases it is possible to use a quantity of the medicinal
substance admixed with smaller quantities of the impurities
as an impurity reference standard. It would be helpful if
manufacturers could indicate the likely availability of
reference materials at an early stage during monograph
development.

4. The materials are tested by the Laboratory to confirm
their suitability for the intended purpose and are made
available not later than me effective date of the monograph in
which they are used.

Monitoring and replacement
5. All substances used for quantitative analyses are re-tested
every three years and materials used for qualitative analysis
every five years unless experience has shown that more
frequent testing is necessary.

6. When a BPCRS is due for replacement (because of a fall
in quality or exhaustion), a review of the use of the material
and the number of units supplied is carried out.

Continued availablIIty
7. When a monograph is omitted from the Pharmacopoeia
the last published monograph remains the legal standard.
As the usual reason for omission is low and declining use or
withdrawal of the material from the market, demand for any
associated reference substances from within the United
Kingdom is normally low.

8. It is not possible to maintain reference substances for
omitted materials indefinitely and, for materials no longer
marketed in the United Kingdom) it is difficult to obtain
replacement stocks. As a service to analysts) reference
substances for monographs omitted from the current edition
of the Pharmacopoeia are normally retained for about five
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years from the date of publication of the current edition
unless the material becomes unsatisfactory or the supply is
exhausted. before that date.

9. Demand is monitored and any significant increase in
demand for a reference substance for an omitted monograph
is noted. If such increased demand appears to stem from a
renewed interest in me medicinal or pharmaceutical product)
consideration may be given to reinstating the monograph in
the Pharmacopoeia.

F. Validation of Analytical·Procedures
Introduction
Validation of an analytical procedure is performed in order to
demonstrate that the procedure is suitable for its intended
use. Validation is performed in order to show that the
resulns) generated by a panicular analytical procedure are
reliable and accurate.

The principles and practices of validation of analytical
procedures are covered by the International Conference on
Harmonisation (lCH), ate published as guideline Q2(R1),
"Validation of Analytical Procedures: Text and
Methodology" and are available from www.ich.org. A full
discussion of the terms and methodology applicable to
validation of analytical procedures is provided in the ICH
documents.

Types of procedures to be validated
The objective of validauon of an analytical procedure is lO

demonstrate that it is suitable for its intended purpose.
A tabular summation of the characteristics applicable to
identification, control of impurities and assay procedures is
included.

Spedfidty
Specificity is the ability to assess unequivocally the analyte in
the presence of components that may be expected to be
present. TypicaUy these might include impurities) degradanrs,
matrix) etc.

Specificity may often be expressed. as the degree of bias of
test results obtained by analysis of samples containing added
impurities) degradation products) related chemical
compounds) or placebo ingredients when compared to test
results without added substances.

Specificity isusually demonstrated by measuring the response
of the sample matrix and any expected or known species (for
example excipients, impurities or degradation products).
It would normally be expected that no significant response
would be obtained. that interferes with the measurement of
the analyte(s). However it is not always possible that an
analytical procedure is specific for a particular analyte. In this
instance a combination of two or more analytical procedures
may be necessary to achieve the required discrimination.

Linearity
The linearity of an analytical procedure is its ability (within a
given range) to obtain test results that are directly
proportional to me concentration (amount) of analyte in the
sample.

Linearity is usually demonstrated by visual inspection of a
plot of signals as a function of analyte concentration or
content. If there is a linear relationship) test results should be
evaluated by appropriate statistical methods) for example, by
calculation of a regression line by the method of least
squares. In some cases) [0 obtain linearity between assays and
sample concentrations) the test data may need [0 be
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Type of analytical IDENTIFICATION TESTING FOR IMPURITIES ASSAY
procedure - dissolution

(measurement only)

- contenUpotency

characteristics quantitat. limit

Accuracy - + - +

Precision

Repeatability - + - +

Interm. Precision - + (1) - + (1)

Specificity (2) + + + +

Detection Limit - - (3) + -

Quantitation Limit - + - -

Linearity - + - +

Range - + - +

- signifies that this characteristic is not normally evaluated
+ signifies that this characteristic is normally evaluated
(1) in cases where reproducibility has been performed) intermediate precision is not needed
(2) lack of specificity of one analytical procedure could be compensated by other supporting analytical procedure(s)
(3) may be needed in some cases

subjected to a mathematical transformation prior to the
regression analysis. Data from me regression line itself may
be helpful to provide mathematical estimates of the degree of
linearity.

The correlation coefficient, y-intercept, slope of the
regression line and residual swn of squares should be
calculated. A plot of the data should be included.
In addition, an analysis of the deviation of the actual data
points from the regression line may also be helpful for
evaluating linearity.

A minimum of five concentrations is recommended. Other
approaches should be justified.

Accuracy
The accuracy of an analytical procedure expresses the
closeness of agreement between the value which is accepted
either as a conventional true value or an accepted reference
value and the value found. This is sometimes termed
trueness.

Accuracy should be established across the specified range of
the analytical procedure.

Accuracy is usually demonstrated by adding known amounts
of analyte(s) to the sample matrix and determining the
measured result using the analytical procedure. The recovery
of measured against actual amounts is then calculated.
Usually a minimum of three determinations at each of three
concentrations across the intended range is recommended.

Accuracy may also be demonstrated by the method of
standard additions, or by cross-correlation of results with a
second, independent, procedure. Accuracy may be inferred
once precision, linearity and specificity have been established.

Precision
The precision of an analytical procedure expresses the
closeness of agreement (degree of scatter) between a series of
measurements obtained from multiple sampling of the same
homogeneous sample under the prescribed conditions.
Precision may he considered at three levels: repeatability,
intermediate precision and reproducibility.

Precision should he investigated using homogeneous,
authentic samples. However, if it is not possible to obtain a
homogeneous sample it may be investigated using artificially
prepared samples or a sample solution.

The precision of an analytical procedure is usually expressed
as the variance, standard deviation or coefficient of variation
of a series of measurements.

Repeatab-iUty (intra-assay precision)
Repeatability expresses the precision under the same
operating conditions over a short interval of time.
Repeatability is also termed intra-assay precision.

Repeatability is usually demonstrated by repeated
measurements of a single sample (e.g. use of the analytical
procedure within a laboratory over a short period of time
using the same analyst with the same equipment).
A minimum of three determinations at each of three
concentrations across the intended range) or a minimum of
six determinations at the test concentration is recommended.

Intermed-iate Precision
Intermediate precision expresses within-laboratory variations:
different days, different analysts or equipment, etc.

Intermediate precision is usually demonstrated by repeated
measurements of the sample used in the repeatability
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experiment within the same laboratory. Usually the
repeatability experiment is repeated on the same sample by a
different analyst, on a different day, using different
equipment if possible.

Reproducibility
Reproducibility expresses the precision between laboratories
(collaborative studies, usually applied to standardisation of
methodology).

Reproducibility is usually demonstrated by means of an inter
laboratory trial.

Detection Limit
The detection limit of an analytical procedure is the lowest
concentration of analyte in a sample that can be detected hUI
not necessarily quantitated as an exact value.

The detection limit is usually expressed as the concentration
of analyte (e.g., percentage) parts per billion) in the sample.

The detection limit is usually demonstrated by measuring low
concentrations of the analyte and showing that a response is
obtained.

Quantitation Limit
The quanthation limit of an individual analytical procedure is
the lowest amount of analyte in a sample which can be
quantitatively determined with suitable precision and
accuracy. The quantitation limit is a parameter of
quantitative assays for low levels of compounds in sample
matrices, and is used particularly for the determination of
impurities and/or degradation products.

It is usually expressed as the concentration of analyte
(e.g. percentage, parts per billion) in the sample.

The quantitation limit is usually demonstrated by measuring
low concentrations of the analyte and showing that a
repeatable response is obtained.

Robustness
The robustness of an analytical procedure is a measure of its
capacity to remain unaffected by small but deliberate
variations in method parameters and provides an indication
of its reliability during normal usage.

Robustness is usually demonstrated by making small
deliberate changes to one of the operating parameters of the
method, analysing samples and comparing the results to
those obtained using the prescribed method.

Range
The range of an analytical method is the interval between the
upper and lower concentration (amounts) of analyte
(including these concentrations) for which it has been
demonstrated that the analytical procedure has a suitable
level of precision, accuracy and linearity.

The specified range is normally derived from linearity studies
and depends on the intended application of the procedure.
It is established by confirming that the analytical procedure
provides an acceptable degree of linearity, accuracy and
precision when applied to samples containing amounts of
analyte within or at the extremes of the specified range of the
analytical procedure.

For assays the range is usually not less than 80 to 120% of
the test concentration.

For determination of content uniformity the range is usually
not less than 70 to 130% of the test concentration.

For determination of impurities the range is usually not less
than the reporting limit of the impurity to 120% of the
specification.

For dissolution testing the range is usually +/- 20% over the
expected concentrations.
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Range is usually demonstrated by confirming that the
analytical procedure provides an acceptable degree of
linearity, accuracy and precision when applied to samples
containing amounts of analyte within or at the extremes of
the specified range.

System SuitalnUty Testing
System suitability testing is an integral part of many
analytical procedures. The tests are based on the concept
that the equipment, electronics, analytical operations and
samples to be analyzed constitute an integral system that can
be evaluated as such. System suitability test parameters to be
established for a particular procedure depend on the type of
procedure being validated.

Criteria for assessing the suitability of chromatographic
systems are described in the chapter on Chromatographic
separation techniques (Appendix ill (Ph. Bur. me/fwd
2.2.46). The extent to which adjustments of parameters of
the chromatographic system can be made to satisfy the
criteria of system suitability are also given in this chapter.
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Supplementary
Chapter IV
European Pharmacopoeia
This Supplementary Chapter provides infonnation concerning the
European Pharmacopoeia.

A. Membership of the European
Pharmacopoeia Commission
In addition to the United Kingdom, the MemberStatesparty
to the Conventionon the Elaboration of a European
Pharmacopoeia are as follows: Albania, Austria, Belgium,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, The
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland,Ireland, Italy. Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, The
Netherlands, Nonvay, Poland, Portugal, Republic of
Moldova, Romania, Serbia, SlovakRepublic, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, The FormerYugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, Turkeyand Ukraine. The European Union is
also partyto the Convention.
Observers to the European Pharmacopoeia Commission at
the time of publication are: Algeria, Argentina, Armenia,
Australia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Brazil, Canada, China,
Georgia, Guinea, India, Israel, Japan) Kazakhstan, Republic
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of Korea, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, The
Russian Federation, Senegal,Singapore, South Africa, Syria,
Tunisia, the United States of America, Uzbekistan, the
Taiwan Food and Drug Administration (TFDA) and the
World Health Organization (WHO).

The United Kingdom delegation to the European
Pharmacopoeia Commission up to 31 December 2021 was as
follows:

Professor A Davidson
Mr J Pound

Professor K Taylor
Alternate members of the United Kingdom delegation up to
31 December 2021 wereas follows:
MrAGibb

Dr RHorder

"'Ir S Young

UK Membership of Groups of Experts of the European
Pharmacopoeia Commission
The United Kingdomis represented in aU of the major
Groups of Experts of the European Pharmacopoeia
Commission. The UK membership of the Groups on I
January 2021 is as listed in the table below.

I Microbiology MrMWhaley

6 Biological Substances DrB Cowper

6B Human Blood and Blood Products Dr C Thelwell

7 Antibiotics MrJSumal

9G Medicinal Gases Mr P Henrys (Chainnan)

lOA Organic Chemistry (Synthetic Products) Mr D Malpas .(Spedalist)

lOB Organic Chemistry (Synthetic Products) DrE Bush

IOC Organic Chemistry (Synthetic Products) Dr J Mckendrick

IOD Organic Chemistry (Synthetic Products) Mr C T Goddard

II Organic Chemistry (Natural Products) MsH Corns

12 Dosage Fanus and Methods Dr R Horder (Chainnan)
Dr E Gray

13B Phytochemistry B Mr P Anderson

14 Radioactive Compounds Dr R D Pickett

15 Sera and Vaccines Dr P Stickings
Dr S Schepelmann (Spedalist)

15V Veterinary Sera and Vaccines Dr A-M Brady (Specialist)
Dr R Cooney

17 Medicinal Products containing Chemically Mr S Young
Defined ActiveSubstances

P4 Procedure 4 Me A Evans
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UK Membership of Working Parties of the European
Pharmacopoeia Commission
The UK membership of the Working Parties on 1 January
2021 is as follows.

Alkyl Mesilates
Bacterial Endotoxins Test
Cell Therapy Products
Chromacographk Separation Tedmiques
Excipient Performance
Extracts
General Methods
Gene Therapy
Host-cell Proteins
Inhalanda
Monoclonal Antibodies

Mycoplasma
Paediatric Fonnulary
Pyrrolizidine Alkaloids
P4 Procedure 4 for Biologicals

Raw Materials Jarthe Production of
Cellular and GeneTherapy Products
Rules of Procedure
Spedal Revision Programme
StandardTerms
Statistics

Vacant
Dr Karin Nordgren
MsK Cornish
Mr S Young
VlUant
Dr M Pires
DrE Gray
DrY Zhao
DrAKippen
Professor K Taylor
Dr S Prior
Dr P Varley
DrM Wadhwa
MrRHawkins
Dr K Boon
Ms S Macdonald
DrLBoth
DrM Wadhwa
Dr L Bisset

MrAGibb
MrA Evans
DrMAhmed
Dr R Gaines Das

B. Dates of Implementation
Under the 1964 Convention! on the Elaboration of a
European Pharmacopoeia the standards of the European
Pharmacopoeia are required to take precedence over the
standards of the national pharmacopoeias of the contracting
parties, thus ensuring a common standard.
In addition to the United Kingdom the countries party to the
Conventionare: Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, The Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France) Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Iceland,Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Malta, Montenegro, The Netherlands, Norway,Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, The Fonner Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, Turkeyand Ukraine. The European Union is
also party to the Convention.
The lOth Edition, published in July 2019, came into force on
1 January 2020 and will be amended by Supplements 10.1 10

10.8. The publication remains in force until 31 December
2022 and the supplements arenon-cumulative.
The date of entry into force of each publication is agreed by
the members of the Convention. For new texts and
monographs the agreed date is the latest date by whichall
memberstates must haveimplemented the standard but for
replacement texts and monographs the standard enters into
force on the same day in all statesparty to the Convention.
The dates of entryinto force of the monographs in the 10lb

Edition and Supplements aregiven in theTable below.

PnbHcation
10lb Edition
Supplement 10.1
Supplement 10.2
Supplement 10.3
Supplement lOA
Supplement 10.5
Supplement 10.6
Supplement 10.7
Supplement 10.8

Implementation Date
1 January 2020
1 April 2020
1 July 2020
1 January 2021
1 April 2021
1 July 2021
1 January 2022
1 April 2022
1 July 2022

To providethe user of the British Pharmacopoeia with a
comprehensive reference to pharmacopoeial standards
applicable in the United Kingdom, monographs of the
European Pharmacopoeia, as amended by the Supplements,
are included in the British Pharmacopoeia or the British
Pharmacopoeia (Veterinary}, as appropriate (see the General
Notice on the European Pharmacopoeia).
Where the titleof the monograph entry included in the
British Pharmacopoeia is different from the English titleof
the European Pharmacopoeia monograph, an approved
synonymhas been created by the British Pharmacopoeia
Commission (see Appendix XXI B).

I The Convenu"on on the Elaboration of a European Phannawpoeia
(Europeo.n Treaty Series No. 50,. UK Treaty Series No.3Z (1974) CMND
5763) as amended by theProM:ol (European Treaty Sen·es No. 134,.
UK T""o/ Series No. MISCI6 (1990) CMND 1133).
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C. Certification Scheme
1. The scheme is operated in accordance with the procedures
described in Council of Europe Resolution AP-CSP(07) I.
Additional information, including a list of certificates granted,
is published regularly in Phanneuropa.

2. The scheme has been extended by means of Resolution
AP-CSP(07)1 and the Human Medicines Regulations 2012,
as amended, to cover active substances or exciplents (organic
or inorganic, obtained by synthesis, extraction or
fermentation), any product with transmissible spongifonn
encephalopathy (ISE) risk, or herbal products used in the
production or preparation of pharmaceutical products.

3. For the established process, the certificate is a 'Certificate
of Suitability of a Monograph of the European Pharmacopoeia'.
It certifies that the relevant Ph. Eur. monograph adequately
controls the substance as manufactured by the company
concerned at the time that the certificate is granted (mainly
that the impurity tests are adequate to control the
impurity profile associated with me particular source/route of
synthesis). It is tlota certificate of compliance. It does not
certify that the substance, as manufactured by the company
concerned at the time that the certificate is granted, complies
with the requirements of the relevant Ph. Eur. monograph.

4. The Certification Scheme is recognised by aUsignatory
states of the European Pharmacopoeia Convention. Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Tunisia and Morocco also recognise
the scheme.

5. The certificate is intended to facilitate the licensing
process. It can be used to simplify the data required within
the Control of startingmaterials section of an application as
stated in the Human Medicines Regulations 2012, as
amended. The Certification Scheme is intended to operate in
an analogous fashion to that for European Drug Master Files
(EDMFs) for which it is the preferred alternative. Its general
purpose is to avoid duplication of work by marketing
authorisation applicants in preparing dossiers and by the
authorities in the assessment process. The scheme also assists
in eliminating differences in the interpretation of Ph. Eur.
monographs by various competent authorities. The operation
of me scheme provides the European Pharmacopoeia
Commission with a mechanism for updating monographs, for
example, [0 cover substances made by different
manufacturing methods.

6. The scope of the procedure was extended by means of
Resolution AP-CSP(07) 1. It now covers substances produced
by fermentation as indirect gene products, which are
metabolites of microorganisms) irrespective of whether or not
the microorganisms have been modified by traditional
procedures or r-DNA technology and products with risk of
transmitting agents of animal spongiform encephalopathies
(ISE).

Substances which are direct gene products) such as' proteins,
and substances obtained from human tissues, vaccines and
blood products and preparations remain excluded from the
Certification procedure.

The final decision on eligibility of an application for a
certificate of suitability for a material of animal origin is taken
by the relevant board of the procedure if necessary.
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D. Residual Solvents
(ph. Eltr. general texts 5.4)

LIMITING RESIDUAL SOLVENT LEVELS
IN ACTIVE SUBSTANCES, EXCIPIENTS
AND MEDICINAL PRODUCTS
The International Council for Harmonisation of Technical
Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (JClI)
has adopted Impurities Guidelines for Residual Solvents
which prescribes limits for the content of solvents which may
remain in active substances, excipients and medicinal
products after processing. This guideline, the text of which is
reproduced below, excludes existing marketed products.
The European Pha.rmacopoeia is, however, applying me same
principles enshrined in the guideline to existing active
substances, excipients and medicinal products whether or not
they are the subject of a monograph of the Pharmacopoeia.
All substances and products are to be tested for the content
of solvents likely to be present in a substance or product.

Where the limits to be applied comply with those given
below, tests for residual solvents are not generally mentioned
in specific monographs since the solvents employed may vary
from one manufacturer to another and the requirements of
this general chapter are applied via the general monograph
on Substancesfor Pharmaceutical Use (2034). The competent
authority is to be informed of the solvents employed during
the production process. This information is also given in the
dossier submitted for a certificate of suitability of the
monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia and is
mentioned on the certificate.

Where only Class 3 solvents are used, a test for loss on
drying may be applied or a specific determination of the
solvent may be made. If for a Class 3 solvent a justified and
authorised limit higher than 0.5 per cent is applied, a specific
determination of the solvent is required.

When Class 1 residual solvents or Class 2 residual solvents
(or Class 3 residual solvents which exceed the 0.5 per cent)
are used, the methodology described in the general method
(2.4.24) is to be applied wherever possible. Otherwise an
appropriate validated method is to be employed.

When a quantitative determination of a residual solvent is
carried out, the result is taken into account for the
calculation of the content of the substance except where a
test for drying is carried out.

~URrnES:GurnoEL~SFOR

RESIDUAL SOLVENTS
(CHMPJICHl82260/2006)
1 INTRODUCTION
2 SCOPE OF THE GUIDELINE
3 GENERAL PRINCIPLES
3.1 ClASSIFICATION OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS BY
RISKASSESSMENT

3.2 METHODS FOR ESTABLISHING EXPOSURE
LIMITS

33 OPTIONS FOR DESCRIBING LLI1ITS OF ClASS
2 SOLVENTS

3.4 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

3.5 REPORTING LEVELS OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS
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4 LIMITS OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS

4.1 SOLVENTS TO BE A VOJDED

4.2 SOLVENTS TO BE LIMITED

4.3 SOLVENTS WITH LOW TOXIC POTENTIAL

4.4 SOLVENTS FOR WHICH NO ADEQUATE
TOXICOLOGICAL DATA WAS FOUND

GLOSSARY

APPENDIX I. LIST OF SOLVENTS INCLUDED IN
THE GUIDELINE

APPENDIX 2. ADDmONAL BACKGROUND

A2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION OF
ORGANIC VOLATILE SOLVENTS

A2.2 RESIDUAL SOLVENTS IN PI1ARMACEUTICALS

APPENDIX 3. METHODS FOR ESTABLISHING
EXPOSURE LIMITS

llNTRODUCTION
The objective of this guideline is to recommend acceptable
amounts of residual solvents in pharmaceuticals for the safety
of the patient. The guideline recommends the use of less
toxic solvents and describes levels considered to be
toxicologically acceptable for some residual solvents.
Residual solvents in pharmaceuticals are defined here as
organic volatile chemicals that are used or produced in the
manufacture of active substances or excjpients, or in the
preparation of medicinal products. The solvents are not
completely removed by practical manufacturing techniques.
Appropriate selection of the solvent for the synthesis of active
substance may enhance the yield, or determine characteristics
such as crystal form, purity; and solubility. Therefore, the
solvent may sometimes be a critical parameter in the
synthetic process. This guideline does not address solvents
deliberately used as excipients nor does it address solvates.
However, the content of solvents in such products should be
evaluated and justified.
Since there is no therapeutic benefit from residual solvents,
all residual solvents should be removed to the extent possible
to meet product specifications, good manufacturing practices,
or other quality-based requirements. Medicinal products
should contain no higher levels of residual solvents than can
be supported by safety data. Some solvents that are known to
cause unacceptable toxicities (Class I, Table 1) should be
avoided in the production of active substances, exclpients, or
medicinal products unless their use can be strongly justified
in a risk-benefit assessment. Some solvents associated with
less severe toxicity (Class 2, Table 2) should be limited in
order to protect patients from potential adverse effects.
Ideally, less toxic solvents (Class 3, Table 3) should be used
where practical. The complete list of solvents included in this
guideline is given in Appendix 1.
The lists are net exhaustive and other solvents can be used
and later added to the lists. Recommended limits of Class I
and 2 solvents or classification of solvents may change as new
safety data becomes available. Supporting safety data in a
marketing application for a new medicinal product containing
a new solvent may be based on concepts in this guideline or
the concept of qualification of impurities as expressed in the
guideline for active substances (Q3A, Impurities in New
Active Substances) or medicinal products (Q3B, Impurities
in New Medicinal Products), or all three guidelines.

2 SCOPE OF THE GUIDELINE
Residual solvents in active substances, excipients, and in
medicinal products are within the scope of this guideline.
Therefore, testing should be performed for residual solvents

2022

when production or purification processes are known to
result in the presence of such solvents. It is only necessary to
test for solvents that are used or produced in the
manufacture or purification of active substances, excipients,
or medicinal product. Although manufacturers may choose to
test the medicinal product, a cumulative method may be
used to calculate the residual solvent levels in the medicinal
product from the levels in the ingredients used to produce
the medicinal product. If the calculation results in a level
equal to or below that recommended in this guideline, no
testing of the medicinal product for residual solvents need be
considered. If however, the calculated level is above the
recommended level, the medicinal product should be tested
to ascertain whether the formulation process has reduced the
relevant solvent level to within the acceptable amount.
Medicinal product should also be tested if a solvent is used
during its manufacture.
This guideline does not apply to potential new active
substances, excipients, or medicinal products used during the
clinical research stages of development, nor does it apply to
existing marketed medicinal products.
The guideline applies to all dosage forms and routes of
administration. Higher levels of residual solvents may be
acceptable in certain cases such as short term (30 days or
less) or topical application. Justification for these levels
should be made on a case by case basis.
See Appendix 2 for additional background infonnation
related to residual solvents.

3 GENERAL PRlNCll'LES
3.1 CLASSIFICATION OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS BY
RISKASSESSMENT
The term "tolerable daily intake" (rOI) is used by the
International Program on Chemical Safety (!peS) to
describe exposure limits of toxic chemicals and "acceptable
daily intake" (ADI) is used by the Wotld Health
Organization (WHO) and other national and international
health authorities and institutes. The new term "permitted
daily exposure" (PDE) is defined in the present guideline as
a pharmaceutically acceptable intake of residual solvents to
avoid confusion of differing values for ADI's of the same
substance.
Residual solvents assessed in this guideline are listed in
Appendix 1 by common names and structures. They were
evaluated for their possible risk to human health and placed
into one of three classes as follows:

Class 1 solvents: solvents to be avoided
Known human carcinogens, strongly suspected human
carcinogens, and environmental hazards.

Class 2 solvents: solvents to be limited
Non-genotoxic animal carcinogens or possible causative
agents of other irreversible toxicity such as neurotoxicity or
teratogenicity.
Solvents suspected of other significant but reversible
toxicities.

Class 3 solvents: solvents with low toxic potential
Solvents with low toxic potential to man; no health-based
exposure limit is needed. Class 3 solvents have PDEs of
50 mg or more per day.

3.2 METHODS FOR ESTABLISHING EXPOSURE
LIMITS
The method used to establish permitted daily exposures for
residual solvents is presented in Appendix 3. Summaries of
the toxicity data that were used to establish limits are
published in Pharmeuropa, Vol. 9, No.1, Supplement April
1997.
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3.3 OPTIONS FOR DESCRIBING LIMITS OF
ClASS 2 SOLVENTS
Two options are available when setting limits for Class 2
solvents.

Option 1
The concentration limits in parts per million stated in
Table 2 can be used. They were calculated using
equation (1) below by assuming a product mass of 10 g
administered daily.

Supplementary Chapter IV D V-A775

contains two excipients. The composition of the medicinal
product and the calculated maximum content of residual
acetonitrile is given in the following table.

Component Amount in Acetonitrile Daily exposure
formulatlon content

Activesubstance 0.3 g 800 ppm 0.24 rng

Exdpient 1 0.9 g 2000 ppm 1.80mg

Excipient 2 3.8 g 800 ppm 3.04 mg

Medicinal product 5.0g 1016 ppm 5.08 mg

Component Amount in Acetonitrile Dally exposure
formulation content

Al;:rive substance 0.3 g 800 ppm 0.24 mg

Excjpient 1 0.9 g 400 ppm 036rng

Excipient 2 3.8g 800 ppm 3.04 mg

Medicinal product 5.0g 728 ppm 3.64 mg

Excipient I meets the Option I limit, but the active
substance, excipient 2, and medicinal product do not meet
the Option I limit. Nevertheless, the product meets the
Option 2 limit of 4.1 mg per day and thus conforms to the
recommendations in this guideline.

Consider another example using acetonitrile as residual
solvent. The maximum administered daily mass of a
medicinal product is 5.0 gJ and the medicinal product

Here, PDE is given in terms of mg/day and dose is given
in g/day.

These limits are considered acceptable for aU substances,
excipients, or products. Therefore this option may be applied
if the daily dose is not known or fixed. If all excipients and
active substances in a formulation meet the limits given in
Option 1, then these components may be used in any
proportion. No further calculation is necessary provided the
daily dose does not exceed 10 g. Products that are
administered in doses greater than 109 per day should be
considered under Option 2.

Option 2
It is not considered necessary for each component of the
medicinal product to comply with the limits given in
Option I. The PDE in terms of mglday as stated in Table 2
can be used with the known maximum daily dose and
equation (I) above to determine the concentration of residual
solvent allowed in a medicinal product. Such limits are
considered acceptable provided that is has been
demonstrated that me residual solvent has been reduced to
the practical minimum. The limits should be realistic in
relation to analytical precision, manufacturing capabilityJ
reasonable variation in the manufacturing process, and the
limits should reflect contemporary manufacturing standards.

Option 2 may be applied by adding the amounts of a residual
solvent present in each of the components of the medicinal
product. The sum of the amounts of solvent per day should
be less than that given by the PDE.

Consider an example of the use of Option 1 and Option 2
applied to acetonitrile in a medicinal product. The permitted
daily exposure to acetonitrile is 4.1 mg per day; thus, the
Option 1 limit is 410 ppm. The maximum administered daily
mass of a medicinal product is 5.0 gJ and the medicinal
product contains two excipients. The composition of the
medicinal product and the calculated maximum content of
residual acetonitrile are given in the following table.

. 1000 x PDE
Concentration (ppm) = dose (I)

In this example, the product meets neither the Option I nor
the Option 2 limit according to this summation.
The manufacturer could test the medicinal product to
determine if the formulation process reduced the level of
acetonitrile. If the level of acetonitrile was not reduced during
formulation to the allowed limit, then the manufacturer of
the medicinal product should take other steps to reduce the
amount of acetonitrile in the medicinal product. If all of
these steps fail to reduce the level of residual solvent, in
exceptional cases the manufacturer could provide a summary
of efforts made to reduce the solvent level to meet the
guideline value, and provide a risk-benefit analysis to support
allowing the product to be utilised containing residual solvent
at a higher level.

3.4 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
Residual solvents are typically determined using
chromatographic techniques such as gas chromatography.
Any harmonised procedures for determining levels of residual
solvents as described in the pharmacopoeias should be used,
if feasible. Otherwise, manufacturers would he free to select
the most appropriate validated analytical procedure for a
particular application. If only Class 3 solvents are present, a
non-specific method such as loss on drying may be used.

Validation of methods for residual solvents should conform
to ICH guidelines "Text on Validation of Analytical
Procedures" and "Extension of the ICH Text on Validation
of Analytical Procedures".

3.5 REPORTING LEVELS OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS
Manufacturers of phannaceutical products need certain
information about the content of residual solvents in
excipients or active substances in order to meet the criteria of
this guideline. The following statements are given as
acceptable examples of the information that could be
provided from a supplier of excipients or active substances to
a pharmaceutical manufacturer. The supplier might choose
one of the following as appropriate:
- only Class 3 solvents are likely to be present. Loss on

drying is less than 0.5 per cent;
- only Class 2 solvents XJ YJ ... are likely to be present.

All are below the Option 1 limit;

(Here the supplier would name the Class 2 solvents
represented by X, Y, ...)
- only Class 2 solvents XJ YJ ... and Class 3 solvents are

likely to be present. Residual Class 2 solvents are below
the Option I limit and residual Class 3 solvents are below
0.5 per cent.

If Class 1 solvents are likely to be present, they should be
identified and quantified. "Likely to be present" refers to the
solvent used in the final manufacturing step and to solvents
that are used in earlier manufacturing steps and not removed
consistently by a validated process.

If solvents of Class 2 or Class 3 are present at greater than
their Option I limits or 0.5 per cent, respectively, they
should be identified and quantified.
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4.2 SOLVENTS TO BE LIMITED
Solvents in Table 2 should be limited in pharmaceutical
products because of their inherent toxicity. PDEs are given to
the nearest 0.1 mg/day, and concentrations are given to the
nearest 10 ppm. The stated values do not reflect the
necessary analytical precision of determination. Precision
should be determined as part of the validation of themethod.

4 LIMITS OF RESIDUAL SOLVENTS
4.1 SOLVENTS TO BE AVOIDED
Solvents in Class 1 should not be employed in the
manufacture of active substances, excipients, and medicinal
products because of their unacceptable toxicity or their
deleterious environmental effect. However, if their use is
unavoidable in order to produce a medicinal product with a
significant therapeutic advance, then their levels should be
restricted as shown in Table 1, unless otherwise justified.
l,l,l-Trichloroethane is included in Table J because it is an
environmental hazard. The stated limit of 1500 ppm is based
on a review of the safety data.

Table 1. - Glass 1 solvenlS in phannaceutical products
(solvents that shouldbeavoided)

Table 3. - Class 3 solvents which shouldbe limitedby GMP or
other quality-based requirements

4.3 SOLVENTS WITH LOW TOXIC POTENTIAL
Solvents in Class 3 (shown in Table 3) may be regarded as
less toxic and of lower risk to human health. Class 3 includes
no solvent known as a human health hazard at levels
normally accepted in pharmaceuticals. However, there are no
long-term toxicity or carcinogenicity studies for many of the
solvents in Class 3. Available data indicate that they are less
toxic in acute or short-term studies and negative in
genotoxicity studies. It is considered that amounts of these
residual solvents of 50 mg per day or less (corresponding to
5000 ppm or 0.5 per cent under Option I) would be
acceptable without justification. Higher amounts may also be
acceptable provided they are realistic in relation to
manufacturing capability and good manufacturing practice.

Heptane

Isobutyl. acetate

Isopropyl acetate

Methyl acetate

3-Methyl-t-butanol

Methylemylketone

2-Methyl-l-propanol

Pentane

l-Pentenol

I-Propanol

2-Propanol

Propyl acetate

Triethylamine

Acetic acid

Acetone

Anisole

I-Butanol

2-Butanol

Butyl acetate

tm-Butylmethyl ether

Dimethyl sulfoxide

Ethanol

Ethyl acetate

Ethyl ether

Ethyl formate

Formic acid

Concern

Carcinogen

Toxic and environmental hazard

Tollie

Toxic

Environmenlal hazard

2

4

5

8

1500

Concentration
funlt

(ppm)

Solvent

Benzene

Carbonte~ddoride

1.2-Dicbloroethane

1J I-Dichloroethene

1,1.I-Trichloroethane

Table 2. - Class 2 solvents in pharmaceutical products

"'usually 60 per cent m-xylene, 14 per cent p-xylene, 9 per cent e-xylene with
17 per cent elbyl benzene.

Solvent PDB ConcentratioD llmlt
(mglday) (ppm)

4.4 SOLVENTS FOR WHICH NO ADEQUATE
TOXICOLOGICAL DATA WAS FOUND
The following solvents (Table 4) may also be of interest to
manufacturers of excipients, active substances, or medicinal
products. However, no adequate toxicological data on which
to base a PDE was found. Manufacturers sbould supply
justification for residual levels of these solvents in
pharmaceutical products.

Table 4. - Solvents for whith no adequate toxU.ologilXll data was
found

Methylisopropytketone

Methyltelrllhydtofuran

Petroleum ether

TrichlOIOKetic acid

Trifluoroacetic acid

l,l-Dietboxypropane

l,l-Dimelhoxymethane

2J2-Dimelhoxypropane

Iscocrane

Isopropyl ether

GLOSSARY
Genotoxic carcinogens Carcinogens which produce
cancer by affecting genes or chromosomes.

LOEL Abbreviation for low",-<Jbserved effectlevel.

Lowes t-obeerved effect level The lowest dose of
substance in a study or group of studies that produces
biologically significant increases in frequency or severity of
any effects in the exposed humans or animals.

Modifying factor A factor determined by professional
judgement of a toxicologist and applied to bioassay data to
relate that data safely to humans.

Neurotoxicity The ability of a substance to cause adverse
effects on the nervous system.

NOEL Abbreviation for no-obseroed-effea level.

No-observed-effect level The highest dose of substance
at which there are no biologically significant increases in

4.1 410

3.6 360

0.6 60

0.7 70

38.8 3880

18.7 1870

6.0 600
1.0 100

10.9 1090

8.8 880

3.8 380

1.6 160

6.2 620

2.2 220

2.9 290

30.0 3000

0.5 50

0.5 50

11.8 1180

45.0 4500

5.3 530

0.5 50

2.0 200

1.6 160

7.2 720

1.0 100

8.9 890

0.8 80

21.7 2170

2-Ethoxyethanol

Blhyleneglycol

Formamide

Hexane

Melhanol

2-Methoxyethanol

Methylbutylkelone

Methykydohexane

Methylisoburylkelone

N-Methylpyrrolidone

Acelonitrile

Chlorobenzene

Chloroform

Cwnene

Cydohexane

1.2-Dichloroethene

Dicbloromethane

1.2-Dimethoxyethape

N.N-Dimethylacetamide

N.N·Dimethylformamide

l,4-Dioxane

Nitromethane

Pyridine

Sulfolane

TeLmhydrofuran

Tetralin

Toluene

1,1,2-Trichloroethene

Xylene~
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frequency or severity of any effects in the exposed humans or

animals.
PDE Abbreviation for permitted dailyexposure.
Permitted daily exposure The maximum acceptable
intake per day of residual solvent in pharmaceutical products.

Reversible toxicity The occurrence of hannful effects that
are caused by a substance and which disappear after
exposure to the substance ends.
Strongly suspected human carcinogen A substance for
which there is no epidemiological evidence of carcinogenesis
but there are positive genotoxicity data and dear evidence of
carcinogenesis in rodents.
Teratogenicity The occurrence of structural
malformations in a developing foetus when a substance is
administered during pregnancy.
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APPENDIX 1. UST OF SOLVENTS INCLUDED IN THE GUIDELINE

Solvent Other Names Structure CIo",

Acetic acid Elhanoic acid CHleOOH Class 3
Acetone 2-Propanone CH1COCH1 Class 3

Propan-2-one

Acetonitrile CHleN Class 2

Anisole Merhoxybenzene aaCH, Class :3

14'
Benzene Benzol

0
Class I

I-Burenol s-Buryl alcohol CHJ[CHzhOH Class 3
Butan-I.ol

z-Burancl .sec-Butyl alcohol CH1CHtCH(OH)CHJ Class :3
Butan-2-o1

BUIyIacetate Acetic acid butyl ester CH)COO[CHzhCH1 Class 3

lc7t-Butylmethyl ether 2-Memoxy-2-memylpropane (CHJhCOCH, Class 3

Carbon tetrachloride Tetrachloromethane CC4 Class I

Chlorobenzene

a
CI Class 2

Chloroform Trichloromethane CHGll Class 2
Cumene Jsopropylbenzene CH, Class 2

(l-Methylemyl)benzene (i'CH'
Cyclohexane Hexamelhylene

0
Class 2

1.2-Dkhloroethane .5)'m-Dichloroethane CH2CICHzCI Class 1
Ethylene dichloride
Elhylene chloride

I.l·Dkhloroethene I,I-Dichloroelhylene H2C=CC~ Class I
Vinylidene cbloride

t.z-Dichtcroerhene 1,2-Dichloroethylene ClHC=CHCI Class 2
Acetylene dichloride

Dichloromerhane Melhylene chloride CH2CIz Class 2

1,2-Dimelhoxyethane Ethyleneglycol dimethyl ether H,COCH2CHzOCH] Class 2
Monoglyme
Dimethyl ceUosotve

N,N-Dimemylacetamide DMA CH]CON(CH.}h Class 2

N.N·Dimelhylfonnamide DMF HCON(CHJh Class 2

Dimethyl sulfoxide Methylsulfinylmethane (CHlhSO Class 3
Methyl sulfoxide
DMSO

1,4-Dioxane p-Dioxane () Class 2
[I,4]Dioxane a

Emanol Ethyl alcohol CH)CHlOH Class 3

2-Erhoxyethanol CeUosolve CH)CH2OCHlCHlOH Class 2

Ethyl acetate Acetic acid ethyl ester CH,COOCHlCH, Class 3

Ethyleneglycol l,2-Dihydroxyethane HOCH2CHzOH Class 2
1,2-Ethanediol

Ethyl ether Diethyl ether CH)CHzOCHlCH) Class 3
Elhoxyethane
1,1 '-Oxybisethane

Ethyl formate Fonnic acid ethyl ester HCODCHzCH) Class 3

Formamide Methanamide HCDNH l Class 2

Formic acid HCDDH Class 3

Heptane a-Heptane CH)[CHzhCHl Class 3

Hexane It-Hexane CH,{CH2]~CH, Class 2

Isobutyl acetate Acetic add isobutyl ester CHlCOOCHlCH(CHv2 Class 3

Isopropyl acetate Acetic acid isopropyl ester CH,CDDCH(CHJh Class 3

Methanol Melhyl alcohol CH"OH Class 2

2·Methoxyethanol Methyl ceUosolve CH)OCHzCHlOH Class 2

Methyl acetate AcetK: acid methyl ester CHlCODCH) Class 3
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Solvent

3-Methyl-l-butllool

Methylbutylketone

Methylcyclohexane

Methylethylketone

Melhylisobutylketone

2-Methyl-l-propanol

N-Memylpyrrolidone

Nitromelhane

Pentane

l-Pemanol

I-Propanol

2-Propanol

Propyl acetate

Pyridine

Sulfonane

Tetrahydrofuran

Tetralin

Toluene

1,1,1-Trichloroethane

J.I,2-Trichloroelhene

Trier:hylamine

Xylene"

Oilier Names

Isoamyl akohol
Isopenrylalcohol
3-Melhylbutan-l-01

z-Hexanone
Hexan-2-one

Cydohexylmelhane

z-Burancne
MEK
Buren-z-one

4-Methylpentan-2-one
4-MemyI-2-pentanone
MlBK

Isobutyl alcohol
2-Memylpropan-I-01

I-Methylpyrrolidin-2-one
I~Methyl-2·pynolidinone

u-Pentane

Amyl alcohol
Pentan-f-ol
Pentyl alcohol

Prcpan-f-ol
Propyl akohol

Propan-2-o1
Isopropyl alcohol

Acetic acid propyl ester

Tetrahydrothiopbene Ll-dioxide

Tetr.uTlelhyiene oxide
Oxacydopentane

1.2,3,4-Tetrahydronaphthalene

Methylbenzene

Methylchloroform

Trichloroelhene

N~-Diethyletbanamine

Dimethybenzene
Xylol

Structure

CH,
I

(yo
CH,N02

CHj[CH 2hCH,

CHj[CH2hCH20H

o
° °6
o

CO
fY'.CH'
V

CHjCCh

HCIC=CCI2

N(CH2CH~j

r""'YCH,
H,CV

Class

Class 3

Class 2

Class 2

Class 3

Class 2

Class 3

Class 2

Class 2

Class 3

Class 3

Class 3

Class 3

Class 3

Class 2

Class 2

Class 2

Class 2

Class 2

Class I

Class 2

Class 3

Class 2

*usually 60 per cent m-xylene. 14 per cent p-xylene, 9 per cent o-xylene with 17 per cent ethyl benzene.

APPENDIX 2. ADDmONAL BACKGROUND
A2.I ENVIRONMENTAL REGUlATION OF
ORGANIC VOlATILE SOLVENTS
Several of the residual solvents frequently used in the
production of pharmaceuticals are listed as toxic chemicals in
Environmental Health Criteria (EHC) monographs and the
Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS). The objectives of
such groups as the International Programme on Chemical
Safety (IPCS), the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) and the United States Food and Drug
Administration (USFDA) include the determination of
acceptable exposure levels. The goal is protection of human
health and maintenance of environmental integrity against
the possible deleterious effects of chemicals resulting from

long-term environmental exposure. The methods involved in
the estimation of maximum safe exposure limits are usually
based on long-term studies. When long-term study data are
unavailable, shorter term study data can be used with
modification of the approach such as use of larger safety
factors. The approach described therein relates primarily to
long-term or life-time exposure of the general population in
the ambient environment, i.e. ambient air, food, drinking
water and other media.

A2.2 RESIDUAL SOLVENTS IN PHARMACEUTICALS
Exposure limits in this guideline are established by referring
to methodologies and toxicity data described in EHC and
IRIS monographs. However, some specific assumptions
about residual solvents to be used in the synthesis and
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Table A3.-I. - Values usedin the calculations in this document

S =kmO.61

Fl takes into account the comparative surface area: body
weight ratios for the species concerned and for man. Surface
area (S) is calculated as:

in which m = body mass) and the constant k has been taken
to be 10. The body weight used in the equation are those
shown below in Table A3.-1.

42'i g

330 •

28.

JO.

500.

2.5 kg

'kg
rr.s kg

290 Uday

43 Uday

1440 Uday

430 Uday

28800 Uday

9000 Uday

ll'iOUday

'i mIlday

30 mUday

30 glday

Rat body weight

Pregnant rat body weight

Mouse body weight

Pregnant mouse body weight

Guinea-pig body weight

Rhesus monk.ey body weight

Rabbit body weight (pregnant or not)

Beagle dog body weight

Rat respiralory volume

Mouse respiratory volume

Rabbit respiralory volume

Guinea-pig respiratory volume

Human respiratory volume

Dog respiralOry volume

Monkey respiratory volume

Mouse water consumpLion

Rat water consumption

Rar food consumption

F I 3 for extrapolation from monkeys to humans;
FI 5 for extrapolation from rats to humans;
FI 10 for extrapolation from other animals to humans;
FI 12 for extrapolation from mice 10humans.

F2 a factor of 10 to account for variability between individuals.
A factor of 10 is generajly given for all organic solvents, and 10 is
used consislenlly in this guideline.

F3 B variable factor (0 account for toxicity srudies of short-term
exposure:

F3 I for studies that last at least one half-lifetime (l year for
rodents or rabbits; 7 years foc cars, dogs and monkeys);

Fl I for reproductive studies in which the whole period of
organogenesis is cevered;

F3 2 for a 6 month study in rodents, or a 35 year study in
non-rodents;

F3 'i for a 3 month study in rodents. or a 2 year study in
non-rodents;

F3 10 for studies of a shorter duration.

formulation of pharmaceutical products should be taken into
account in establishing exposure limits. They are:
1) Patients (not the general population) use pharmaceuticals
to treat their diseases or for prophylaxis [0 prevent infection
or disease.
2) The assumption of life-time patient exposure is not
necessary for most pharmaceutical products bur may be
appropriate as a working hypothesis to reduce risk to human
health.
3) Residual solvents are unavoidable components in
pharmaceutical production and will often be a part of
medicinal products.

4) Residual solvents should not exceed recommended levels
except in exceptional circumstances.

5) Data from toxicological studies that are used to determine
acceptable levels for residual solvents should have been
generated using appropriate protocols such as those described
for example, by OECD, EPA, and the FDA Red Book.

APPENDIX 3. METHODS FOR ESTABLISJDNG
EXPOSURE LIMITS
The Gaylor-Kodell method of risk assessment (Gaylor, D.
W. and Kodell, R. L. Linear Interpolation algorithm for low
dose assessment of toxic substance. J. Environ. Pathology, 4,
305) 1980) is appropriate for Class I carcinogenic solvents.
Only in cases where reliable carcinogenicity data are available
should extrapolation by the use of mathematical models be
applied to setting exposure limits. Exposure limits for Class 1
solvents could be determined with the use of a large safety
factor (i.e., 10 000 to 100000) with respect to the
no-observed-effect level (NOEL). Detection and
quantification of these solvents should be by state-of-the-art
analytical techniques.

Acceptable exposure levels in this guideline for Class 2
solvents were established by calculation of PDE values
according to the procedures for setting exposure limits in
pharmaceuticals (Phamraropeia/ Porum, Nov-Dec 1989») and
the method adopted by !PCS for Assessing Human Health
Risk of Chemicals (Environmental HealthCriteria 170, WHO,
1994). These methods are similar co those used by the
USEPA (IRIS) and the USFDA (Red Book) and others.
The method is outlined here to give a better understanding
of the origin of the PDE values. It is not necessary to
perform these calculations in order to use the PDE values
tabulated in Section 4 of this document.

PDE is derived from the no-observed-effect level (NOEL), or
the lowest-observed effect level (LOEL), in the most relevant
animal study as follows:

PDE ~ NOEL x Weight Adjustment
Fl xF2xF3xF4xF5

The PDE is derived preferably from a NOEL. If no NOEL is
obtained, the LOEL may be used. Modifying factors
proposed here) for relating the data to humans) are the same
kind of "uncertainty factors" used in Environmental Health
Criteria (Environmental Health Criteria 170, World Health
Organization) Geneva) 1994), and "modifying factors" or
"safety factors" in Phannacopoeial Forum, The assumption of
100 per cent systemic exposure is used in all calculations
regardless of route of administration.

The modifying factors are as follows:

In all cases, me higher factor has been used for study
durations between the time points, e.g. a factor of 2 for a
9 month rodent study.

F4 II factor that may be applied in cases of severe toxicity, e.g, non
genotoxic carcinogenicity. neurotoxicity or teratogenicity.
In studies of reproductive toxicity, the foUowing factors are used:

F4 1 for foetal toxicity associated wirh maternal toxicityj
F4 'i for foetal toxicity without maternal toxicityj
F4 'i for a teratogenic effect with maternal toxicity;
F4 10 for a teratogenic effect wnhour maternal toxicity.

Fl a factor to account for extrapolation between species:
F5 a variable factor that may be applied if lhe no-effect level was not

established.

FI 2 for extrapolation from dogs to hwnans;
FI 2.5 for extrapolation from rabbits to humans;
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In this example,

The relationship 1000 L = I m3 is used to .convert to mglm 3
•

FI 12 to account for the extrapolation from mice to humans;
F2 10 to account for differences between individual humans;
F3 5 because the duration of the study was only 13 weeks;
F4 I because no severe toxicitywas encountered;
F5 I because the no-effect level was detennined.

The equation for an ideal gas, PV = nRT, is used to convert
concentrations of gases used in inhalation studies from units
of ppm to units of mg/L or rng/m", Consider as an example
the rat reproductive toxicity study by inhalation of carbon
tetrachloride (molecular weight 153.84) summarised in
Phanneuropa, Vol. 9, No. I, Supplement, April 1997,
page S9.

E. Alcoholimetric Tables
(Ph. Bur. general texIS 5.5)

The general formula agreed by the Council of the European
Communities in its Directive of 27 July J976 on
alcoholimetry served as the basis for establishing the
following tables.

Yo YIV 8/0 m/in j)]a(kglm1

0.0 0.0 998.20

0.1 0.08 998.05

0.2 0.16 997.90

0.3 0.24 997.75

0.4 032 991.59

0.5 0.'10 991.44

0.6 0.'17 991.29

0.7 0.55 997.14

0.8 0.63 996.99

0.' 0.71 996.85

1.0 0.79 996.70

1.1 0.87 996.55

1.2 0.95 996.40

1.3 1.03 996.25

'.4 1.11 996.11

1.5 U9 995.96

1.6 1.27 995.81

1.7 1.35 995.67

1.8 1.43 995.52

I., 1.51 995.38

2.0 1.59 995.23

2.1 1.61 995.09

2.2 1.75 994.94

2.3 1.82 994.80

2.4 l.90 994.66

2.5 1.98 994.51

2.6 2.06 99437

2.7 2.14 994.23

2.8 2.22 994.09

2.' 2.30 993.95

3.0 2.38 993.81

3.1 2.46 993.66

3.2 2.54 993.52

3.3 2.62 993.38

3.4 2.70 993.24

3.5 2.78 993.11

3.6 2.86 992.97

3.7 2.94 992.83

3.8 3.02 992.69

3.' 3.10 992.55

4.0 3.18 992.41

4.1 3.26 992.28

4.2 3.34 992.14

4.3 3.42 992.00

4.4 3.50 991.87

4.5 3.58 991.73

4.6 3.66 991.59

4.7 3.74 991.46

4.8 3.82 991.32

4.' 3.90 991.19

46.15 mg

24.45 L

_S-,-0-,-.7.::m",gc:k",g'c-_' ccd",aY,---,..'_x-cS_O_k-"g 4 22 d-I- =. mg ay
12 x 10 x 5 x 1 x 1

PDE

When only a LOEL is available, a factor of up to 10 can be
used depending on the severity of the toxicity.

The weight adjustment assumes an arbitrary adult human
body weight for either sex of 50 kg. This relatively low
weight provides an additional safety factor against the
standard weights of 60 kg or 70 kg thar are often used in this
type of calculation. It is recognised that some adult patients
weigh less than 50 kg; these patients are considered to be
accommodated by the built-in safety factors used to
determine a PDE. If the solvent was present in a formulation
specifically intended for paediatric use, an adjustment for a
lower body weight would be appropriate.

As an example of the application of this equation, consider
the toxicity study of acetonitrile in mice that is summarised
in Phanneuropa, Vol. 9. No.1, Supplement, April 1997,
page S24. The NOEL is calculated to be 50.7 rng kg-I day".
The PDE for acetonitrile in this study is calculated as
follows:

n P 300xI0-6atmxI53840mgmol- 1

=-=
V RT 0.082 L atm K 'mol I x 298 K

= 1.89 mg/L
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0/. VIV '10 mlm P20 (kg/m1 0/0 VIV "/.,1'lh11 PlO (tgIml
)

5.0 3.98 991.06 11.0 8.83 983.52

5.1 4.06 990.92 11.1 8.91 983.40

5.2 4.14 990.79 11.2 8.99 983.29

5;3 4.22 990.65 11.3 9.07 983.11

5.4 .30 990.52 11.4 9.15 983.05

5.5 4.38 990.39 11.5 9.23 982.94

5.• 4.46 990.26 11.6 9.32 982.82

5.7 4.54 990.12 11.7 9.40 982.70

5.8 4.62 989.99 n.s 9.48 98259

5.9 4.70 989.86 11.9 9.56 982.47

e.0 4.78 989.73 12.0 9." 982.35

~.l 4.86 989.60 12.1 9.72 982.24

•. 2 4.95 989.47 12.2 9.80 982.12.., 5.03 989.34 12.3 9.89 982.01

••• 5.11 989.21 12.<1 9.97 981.89

e.5 5.19 989.08 12.5 10.05 981.78

••• 5.27 988.95 12.6 10.13 981.67

•.7 5.35 988.82 12.7 10.21 981.55

•.8 5.43 988.69 12.8 10.29 981.44

•.9 5.51 98856 12.9 10.37 981.32

7.0 5.59 988.43 13.0 10.46 981.21

7.1 5.67 988.30 13.1 10.54 981.10

7.2 5.75 988.18 13.2 10.62 980.98

7.' 5.83 988.05 13.3 10.70 980.87

7.4 5.91 987.92 13.4 10.78 980.76

7.5 5.99 987.79 13.5 10.87 980.64

7.• 6.07 987.67 13.6 10.95 980.53

7.7 6.15 987.54 13.7 11.03 980.42

7.8 6.23 987.42 13.8 lUI 980.31

7.9 6.32 987.29 13.9 11.19 980.19

8.0 6.40 987.16 14.0 11.27 980.08

8.1 6.48 987.04 14.1 11.36 979.97

8.2 6.56 986.91 14.2 11.44 979.86

8.3 6.64 986.79 14.3 11.52 979.75

8.4 6.72 986.66 14.4 11.60 979.64

8.5 6.80 986.54 14.5 11.68 979.52

8.• 6.88 986.42 14.6 11.71 979.41

8.7 6.96 986.29 14.7 11.85 979.30

8.8 7.04 986.17 14.8 11.93 979.19

8.9 7.12 986.05 14.9 12.01 979.08

9.0 7.20 985.92 15.0 12.09 978.97

9.1 7.29 985.80 15.1 12.17 978.86

9.2 7.37 985.68 15.2 12.26 978.75

9.3 7.45 985.56 15.3 12.34 978.64

9.4 7.53 985.44 15.4 12.42 97853

9.5 7.61 985.31 15.5 12.50 978.42

9.• 7.69 985.19 15.6 12.59 978.31

9.7 7.77 985.07 15.7 12.67 978.20

9.8 7.85 984.95 15.8 12.75 978.09

9.9 7.93 984.83 15.9 12.83 971.98

10.0 8.01 984.71 16.0 12.91 971.87

10.1 8.10 984.59 16.1 13.00 977.76

10.2 8.18 984.47 16.2 13.08 977.65

10.3 8.26 984.35 16.3 13.16 977.55

10.4 8.34 984.23 16.4 13.24 971.44

10.5 8.42 984.11 16.5 13.32 977.33

10.6 850 983.99 [6.6 13.41 977.22

10.7 8.58 983.88 16.7 13.49 977.11

10.8 8.66 983.76 16.8 13.57 977.00

10.9 8.75 983.64 16.9 13.65 976.89
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% VIV %mIrn Pzo(kgIrn) %VIV %mlm p" (kg/m')

17.0 13.14 976.79 23.0 18.71 970.31

)7.1 13.82 976.68 23.1 18.19 970.20

17.2 13.90 976.57 23.2 18.87 970.09

17.3 13.98 976.46 23.3 18.96 969.98

17.4 14.07 976.35 23.4 19.04 969.87

17.5 14.15 976.25 23.5 19.13 969.76

17.6 14.23 976.14 23.6 19.21 969.65

17.7 14.31 976.03 23.7 19.29 969.54

17.8 14.40 975.92 23.8 19.38 969.43

17.9 14.48 975.81 23.9 19.46 969.32

18.0 14.56 975.71 24.0 19.54 969.21

18.1 14.64 975.60 24.1 19.63 969.10

18.2 14.73 975.49 24.2 19.71 968.99

18.3 14.81 975.38 24.3 19.79 968.88

18.4 14.89 975.28 24.4 19,88 968.77

18.5 14.97 975.17 24.5 19.96 968.66

18.6 15.06 975.06 24.6 20.05 968.55

18.7 15.14 974.95 24.7 20.13 968.43

18.8 15.22 974.85 24.8 20.21 968.32

18.9 15.30 974.74 24.9 20.30 968.21

19.0 15.39 974.63 25.0 20.38 968.10

19.1 15.47 974.52 25.1 20.47 967.99

19.2 15.55 974.42 25.2 20.55 967.87

19.3 15.63 914.31 25.3 20.63 967.76

19.4 15.72 974.20 25.4 20.72 967.65

19.5 15.80 974.09 25.5 20.80 967.53

19.6 15.88 973.99 25.6 20.88 967.42

19.7 15.97 973.88 25.7 20.97 967.31

19.8 16;05 973.77 25.8 21.05 967.19

19.9 16.13 973.66 25.9 21.14 967.08

20.0 16.21 973.56 26.0 21.22 966.97

20.1 16.30 973.45 26.1 21.31 966.85

20.2 16.38 973.34 26.2 21.39 966.74

20.3 16.46 973.24 26.3 21.47 966;62

20.4 16.55 973.13 26.4 2J.56 966.51

20.5 16.63 973.02 26.5 21.64 966.39

20.6 16.71 972.91 26.6 21.73 966.28

20.7 16.79 972.80 26.7 21.81 966.16

20.8 16.88 972.70 26.8 21.90 966.05

20.9 16.96 972.59 26.9 21.98 965.93

21.0 17.04 972.48 27.0 22.06 965.81

21.1 17.13 972.37 27.1 22.15 965.70

21.2 17.21 972.27 27.2 22.23 965.58

21.3 17.29 972.16 27.3 22.32 965.4.6

21.4 17.38 972.05 27.4 22.40 965.35

21.5 17.46 971.94. 27.5 22.49 965.23

21.6 17.54 971.83 27.6 22.57 965.11

21.7 17.62 971.73 27.7 22.65 964..99

21.8 17.71 971.62 27.8 22.74 964.88

21.9 17.79 971.51 27.9 22.82 964.76

22.0 17.87 971.40 28.0 22.91 964.64

22.1 17.96 971.29 28.1 22.99 964.52

22.2 18.04 971.18 28.2 23.08 964..40

22.3 18.12 971.08 28.3 23.16 964.28

22.4. 18.21 970.97 28.4 23.25 964.16

22.5 18.29 970.86 28.5 23.33 964.04

22.6 18.37 970.75 28.6 23.42 963.92

22.7 18.46 970.64 28.7 23.50 963.80

22.8 18.54 970.53 28.8 23.59 963.68

22.9 18.62 970.42 28.9 23.67 963.56
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%VIV -I. mhl1 P10 (kgI'm1 % VIV %mhn PlO (kgIm)

29.0 23.76 963.44 35.0 28.91 95559

29.1 23.84 963.32 35.1 28.99 955.45

29.2 23.93 963.20 35.2 29.08 955.30

29.3 24.01 963.07 35.3 29.17 955.16

29.4 24.10 962.95 35.4 29.26 955.02

29.5 24.18 962.83 35.5 29.34 954.88

29.6 24.27 962.71 35.6 29.43 954.73

29.1 24.35 962.58 35.7 29.52 954.59

29.8 24.44 962.46 35.8 29.60 954.44

29.9 24.52 962.33 35.9 29.69 954.30

30.0 24.61 962.21 36.0 29.78 954.15

30,1 24.69 962.09 36.1 29.87 954.01

30.2 24.78 961.96 36.2 29.95 953.86

30.3 24.86 961.84 36.3 30.04 953.72

3004 24,95 961.71 36.4 30.13 953.57

30.5 25.03 961.59 36.5 30.21 953.42

30.6 25.12 961.46 36.6 30.30 953.28

30.7 25.20 961.33 36.7 30.39 953.13

30.8 25.29 961.21 36.8 30.48 952.98

30.9 25.38 961.08 36.9 30.56 952.83

31.0 25.46 960.95 37.0 30.65 952.69

31.1 25.55 960.82 37.1 30.74 952.54

31.2 25.63 960.70 37.2 30.83 952.39

31.3 25.72 960.57 37.3 30.92 952.24

31.4 25.80 960.44 37.4 31.00 952.09

31.5 25.89 960.31 37.5 31.09 951.94

31.6 25.97 960.18 37.6 31.18 95l.79

31.7 26.06 960,05 37.7 31.27 951.63

31.8 26.15 959.92 37.8 31.35 951.48

31.9 26.23 959.79 37.9 31.44 951.33

32.0 26.32 959.66 38.0 31.53 951.18

32.1 26.40 959.53 38.1 31.62 951.02

32.2 26.49 959.40 38.2 31.71 950.87

32.3 26.57 959.27 38.3 31.79 950.72

32.4 26.66 959.14 38.4 31.88 950.56

32.5 26.75 959.01 38.5 31.97 950.41

32.6 26.83 958.87 38.6 32.06 950.25

32.7 26.92 958.74 38.7 32.15 950.10

32.8 27.00 958.61 38.8 32.24 949.94

32.9 27.09 958.47 38.9 32.32 949.79

33.0 27.18 958.34 39.0 32.41 949.63

33.1 27.26 958.20 39.1 32.50 949.47

33.2 27.35 958.07 39.2 32.59 949.32

33.3 27.44 957.94 39.3 32.68 949.16

:33.4 27.52 957.80 39.4 32.77 949.00

335 27.61 957.66 39.5 32.86 948.84

33.6 27.69 95753 39.6 32.94 948.68

33.7 27.78 957.39 39.7 33.03 94852

33.8 27.87 957.26 39.8 33.12 948.37

33.9 27.95 957.12 39.9 33.21 948.21 1

34.0 28.04 956.98 40.0 33.30 948.05

34.1 28.13 956.84 40.1 33.39 947.88

34.2 28.21 956.70 40.2 33,48 947.72

34.3 28.30 95657 40.3 33.57 947.56

34.4 28.39 956.43 4004 33.66 947.40

34.5 28.47 956.29 40.5 33.74 947.24

34.6 28.56 956.15 40.6 33.83 947.08

34.7 28.65 956.01 40.7 33.92 946.91

34.8 28.73 955.87 40.8 34.01 946.75

34.9 28.82 955.73 40.9 34.10 946.58
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% VlV %wlm P10 (kg/m) % YIV % ,nlin PlO (kglm)

41.0 34.19 946.42 47.0 39.64 935.88

41.1 34.28 946.26 47.1 39.73 935.70

41.2 34.37 946.09 47.2 39.82 935.51

41.3 34.46 945.93 47.3 39.91 935.32

41.4 34.55 945.76 47.4 40.00 935.14

41.5 34.64 94559 47.5 40.10 934.95

41.6 34.73 945.43 47.6 40.19 934.76

41.7 34.82 945.26 47.7 40.28 93457

41.8 34.91 945.09 47.8 40.37 934.38

41.9 35.00 944.93 47.9 40.47 934.19

42.0 35.09 944.76 48.0 40,56 934.00

42.1 35.18 944.59 48.1 40.65 933.81

42.2 35.27 944.42 48.2 40.75 933.62

42.3 35.36 944.25 48.3 40.84 933.43

42.4 35.45 944.08 48.4 40.93 933.24

42.5 35.54 943.91 48.5 41.02 933.05

42.6 35.63 943.74 48.6 41.12 932.86

42.1 35.72 943.51 48.7 41.21 932.67

42.8 35.81 943.40 48.8 4£030 932.47

42.9 35.90 943.23 48.9 41.40 932.28

43.0 35.99 943,06 49.0 41.49 932.09

43.1 36.08 942.88 49.1 41.58 931.90

43.2 36.17 942.71 49.2 41.68 931.70

43.3 36.26 942.54 49.3 41.77 931.51

43.4 36.35 942.37 49.4 41.86 931.31

43.5 36,44 942.19 49.5 41.96 931.12

43.6 36.53 942.02 49.6 42.05 930.92

43.7 36.62 941.84 49.1 42.14 930.73

43.8 36.11 941.67 49.8 42.24 930.53

43.9 36.80 941.49 49.9 42.33 930.34

44.0 36.89 94[.32 50,0 42.43 930.14

44.1 36.98 941.14 50.1 42.52 929.95

44.2 37.07 940.91 50.2 42.61 929.15

44.3 37.16 940.79 50.3 42.71 929.55

44.4 37.25 940.61 50.4 42.80 929.35

44.5 37.35 940,43 50.5 42.90 929.16

44.6 37.44 940.26 50.6 42.99 928.96

44.7 37.53 940,08 50.7 43.08 928.76

44.8 37.62 939.90 50.8 43.18 928.56

44.9 37.71 939.72 50.9 43.27 928.36

45.0 37.80 939.54 51.0 43.37 928.16

45.1 37.89 939.36 51.1 43,46 927.96

45.2 37.98 939.18 51.2 43.56 927.77

45.3 38.08 939.00 51.3 43.65 927.57

45.4 38.17 938.82 51.4 43.74 927.36

45.5 38.26 938.64 51.5 43.84 927.16

45.6 38.35 938.46 51.6 43.93 926.96

45.7 38,44 938.28 51.7 44.03 926.76

45.8 38.53 938.10 51.8 44.12 926.56

45.9 38.62 937.91 51.9 44.22 926.36

46.0 38.72 937.73 52.0 44.31 926.16

46.1 38.81 937.55 52.1 44.41 925.95

46.2 38.90 937.36 52.2 44.50 925.75

46.3 38.99 937.18 52.3 44.60 925.55

46.4 39.08 937.00 52.4 44.69 925.35

46.5 39.18 936.81 52.5 44.79 925.14

46.6 39.27 936.63 52.6 44.88 924.94

46.7 39.36 936.44 52.7 44.98 924.73

46.8 39.45 936.26 52.8 45.07 924.53

46.9 39.54 936.07 . 52.9 45.J7 924.32
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-I. VIJ' %mlm P20 (kgImi % VIV 0/0 mlm P2o(kgJm1

53.0 45.26 924.12 59.0 51.10 911.33

53.1 45.36 923.91 59.1 51.19 911.11

53.2 45.46 923.71 59.2 51.29 910.89

53.3 45.55 923.50 59.3 51.39 910.67

53.4 45.65 923.30 59.4 51.'19 910.45

53.5 45.74 923.09 59.5 5159 910.23

53.6 45.84 922.88 59.6 51.69 910.01

53.7 45.93 922.68 59.7 51.79 909.78

53.8 46.03 922.47 59.8 5l.89 909.56

53.9 46.13 922.26 59.9 51.99 909.34

54.0 46.22 922.06 60.0 52.09 909.11

54.1 46.32 921.85 60.1 52.19 908.89

54.2 46.41 921.64 60.2 52.29 908.67

54.3 46.51 921.43 60.3 52.39 908.44

54.4 46.61 921.22 60.4 52.49 908.22

54.5 46.70 921.01 60.5 52.59 908.00

54.6 46.80 920.80 60.6 52,69 907.77

54.7 46.90 920.59 60.7 52.79 907.55

54.8 46.99 920.38 60.8 52.89 907.32

54.9 47.09 920.17 60.9 52.99 907.10

55.0 47.18 919.96 61.0 53.09 906.87

55.1 47.28 919.75 61.1 53,19 906.64

55.2 47.38 919.54 61.2 53.29 906.42

55.3 47.47 919.33 61.3 53.39 906.19

55.4 47.57 919.12 61.4 53.49 905.97

55.5 47.67 918.91 61.5 53.59 905.74

55.6 47.77 918.69 61.6 53.69 905.51

55.7 47.86 918.48 61.7 53.79 905.29

55.8 47.96 918.27 61.8 53.89 905.06

55.9 48.06 918.06 61.9 53,99 904.83

56.0 48.15 917.84 62.0 54.09 904.60

56.1 48.25 917.63 62.1 54.19 904.37

56.2 48.35 917.42 62.2 54.30 904.15

56.3 48.45 917.20 62.3 54.40 903.92

56.4 48.54 916.99 62.4 54.50 903.69

56.5 48.64 916.77 62.5 54.60 903.46

56.6 48.74 916.56 62.6 54.70 903.23

56.7 48.84 916.35 62.7 54.80 903.00

56.8 48.93 916.13 62.8 54.90 902.77

56.9 49.03 915.91 62.9 55.00 902.54

57.0 49.13 915.70 63.0 55,11 902.31

57.( 49.23 915.48 63.1 55.21 902.08

57.2 49.32 915.27 63.2 55.31 901.85

57.3 49.42 915.05 63.3 55.41 901.62

57.4 49.52 914.83 63.4 55.51 901.39

57.5 49.62 914.62 63.5 55.61 90Ll5

57.6 49.72 914.40 63.6 55.72 900.92

57.7 49.81 914.18 63.7 55.82 900.69

57.8 49.91 913.97 63.8 55.92 900.'16

57.9 50.01 913.75 63.9 56.02 900.23

58.0 50.11 913.53 64.0 56.12 899.99

58.1 50.21 913.31 64.1 56.23 899.76

58.2 50.31 913.09 64.2 56.33 899.53

58.3 50.'10 912.87 64.3 56.43 899.29

58.4 50.50 912.65 64.4 56.53 899.06

58.5 50,60 912,43 64.5 56.64 898.83

58.6 50.70 9l2.22 64.6 56.74 898.59

58.7 50.80 912.00 64.7 56.84 898.36

58.8 50.90 911.78 601.8 56.94 898.12

58.9 51.00 911.55 64.9 57.05 897.89
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% VIV % m/m Pzo (kglm) %VIV °/.m/m PZG (kgIm
3

)

65.0 57.15 897.65 71.0 63.46 883.06

65.1 57.25 897.42 71.1 63.56 882.81

65.2 57.36 897.18 71.2 63.67 882.56

65.3 57.46 896.94 71.3 63.78 882.31

65.4 57.56 896.71 71.4 63.89 882.06

65.5 57.67 896.47 71.5 63.99 881.81

65.6 51.77 896.23 71.6 64.10 881.55

65.7 57.87 896.00 71.7 64.21 881.30

65.8 57.98 895.76 71.8 64.32 881.05

65.9 58.08 895.52 71.9 64.43 880.79

66.0 58.18 895.28 72.0 64.53 88054

66.1 58.29 895.05 72.1 64.64- 880.29

66.2 58.39 894.81 72.2 64.75 880.03

66.3 58.49 894.57 72.3 64.86 879.78

66.4 58.60 894.33 72.4 64.97 879.52

66.5 58.70 894.09 12.5 65.08 879.27

66.6 58.81 893.85 72.6 65.19 879.Dl

66.7 58.91 893.61 72.7 6529 878.75

66.8 59.01 893.37 12.8 65.40 878.50

66.9 59.12 893.13 72.9 65.51 878.24

67.0 59.22 892.89 73.0 65.62 877.99

67.1 59.33 892.65 73.1 65.73 877.73

67.2 59.43 892.41 73.2 65.84 877.47

67.3 59.54 892.17 73.3 65.95 877.21

67.4 59.64 891.93 73.4 66.06 876.96

67.5 59.74 891.69 73.5 66.17 876.70

67.6 59.8'i 891.45 73.6 66.28 876.44

67.7 59.9'i 891.20 73.7 66.39 876.18

67.8 60.06 890.96 73.8 66.50 875.92

67.9 60.16 890.72 73.9 66.61 875.66

68.o 60.27 890.48 74.0 66.72 875.40

68.1 60.37 890.23 74.1 66.83 875.14

68.2 60.48 889.99 74.2 66.94 874.88

68.3 60.58 889.75 74.3 67.05 874.62

68.4 60.69 889.50 74.4 67.16 874.36

68.5 60.80 889.26 74.5 67.27 874.10

68.6 60.90 889.01 74.6 67.38 873.84

68.7 61.01 888.77 74.7 67.49 873.58

68.8 61.11 888.52 74.8 67.60 873.32

68.9 61.22 888.28 74.9 67.7J 873.06

69.0 61.32 888.03 75.0 67.82 872.79

69.1 61.43 887.79 75.1 67.93 872.53

69.2 61.54 887.54 75.2 68.04 872.27

69.3 61.64 887.29 75.3 68.15 872.00

69.4 61.75 887.05 75,4 68.26 871.74

69.5 61.85 886.80 75.5 68.38 871.48

69.6 61.96 886.55 75.6 68,49 871.21

69.7 62.07 886.31 75.7 68.60 870.95

69.8 62.17 886.06 75.8 68.71 870.68

69.9 62.28 885.81 75.9 68.82 870.42

70.0 62.39 885.56 76.0 68.93 870.15

70.1 62,49 88'i.31 76.1 69.04 869.89

70.2 62.60 885.06 76.2 69.16 869.62

70.3 62.71 884.82 76.3 69.27 869.35

70.4 62.81 884.57 76.4 69.38 869.09

70.5 62.92 884.32 76.5 69.49 868.82

70.6 63.03 884.07 76.6 69.61 868.55

70.7 63.13 883.82 76.7 69.72 868.28

70.8 63.24 883.57 76.8 69.83 868.02

70.9 63.35 883.32 76.9 69.94 867.75
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% I'll' '%omltn P,O (kg/m)) 0/. VIV %mlm p,,(I<gIm')

77.0 70.06 867.48 83.0 77.00 850.74

77.1 70.17 867.21 83.1 77.12 850.45

77.2 70.28 866.94 83.2 77.24 850.16

77.3 70.39 866.67 83.3 77.36 849.87

77.4 70.51 866.40 83.4 77.48 849.58

17.5 70.62 866.13 83.5 77.60 849.29

77.6 70.73 865.86 83.6 77.72 848.99

77.7 70.85 865.59 83.7 77.84 848.70

77.8 70,96 865.32 83.8 77.96 848.41

77.9 7l.07 865.05 83.9 78.08 SolS.II

78.0 71.19 864.78 84.0 78.20 847.82

78.1 71.30 86450 84.1 78.32 841.53

78.2 71.41 864.23 84.2 78.44 847.23

78.3 71.53 863.96 84.3 78.56 846.93

78.4 71.64 863.69 84.4 78.68 846.64

78.5 7l.76 863.41 84.5 78.80 846.34

78.6 71.87 863.14 84.6 78.92 846.05

78.7 71.98 862.86 84.7 79.04 845.75

78.8 72.10 862.59 84.8 79.16 845A5

78.9 72.21 862.31 84.9 79.28 845.15

79.0 72.33 862.04 85.0 79.40 844.85

79.1 72.44 861.76 85.1 79.53 844.55

79.2 72.56 861.49 85.2 79.65 844.25

79.3 72.67 861.21 85.3 79.77 843.95

79.4 72.79 860.94 85.4 79.89 843.65

79.5 72.90 860.66 85.5 80.01 843.35

79.6 73.02 860.38 85.6 80.14 843.05

79.7 73.13 860.10 85.7 80.26 842.75

79.8 73.25 859.83 85.8 80.38 842.44

79.9 73.36 85955 85.9 80.50 842.14

80,0 73,48 859.27 86.0 80.63 841.84

80.1 73.60 858.99 86.1 80.75 841.53

80.2 73.71 858.7) 86.2 80.87 841.23

80.3 73.83 858.43 86.3 81.00 840.92

80,4 73.94 858.15 86.4 81.12 840,62

80.5 74.06 857.87 86.5 81.24 840.31

80.6 74.18 857.59 86.6 81.37 840.00

80.7 74.29 857.31 86.7 81.49 839.70

80.8 74.41 857.03 86.8 81.61 83939

80.9 74.53 856.75 86.9 81.74 839.08

81.0 74,64 856,46 87.0 81.86 838.77

81.1 74.76 856.18 87.1 81.99 838,46

81.2 74.88 855.90 87.2 82.11 838.15

81.3 74.99 855.62 87.3 82.24 837.84

81.4 75.J I 855.33 87,4 82.36 837.52

81.5 75.23 855.05 87.5 82,49 837.21

81.6 75.34 854.76 87.6 82.61 836.90

81.7 75,46 854,48 87.7 82.74 83659

81.8 75.58 854.19 87.8 82.86 836.27

81.9 75.70 853.91 87.9 82.99 835.96

82.0 75.82 853.62 88.0 83.11 835.64

82.1 75.93 853.34 68.1 83.24 835.32

82.2 76.05 853.05 88.2 83.37 835.01

82.3 76.17 852.16 88.3 83,49 834.69

82.4 76.29 852.48 88,4 83.62 8)4.37

82.5 76.41 852.19 88.5 83.14 834.05

82.6 16.52 851.90 88.6 83.81 833.73

82.7 76.64 851.61 88.7 84.00 833.41

82.8 76.16 851.32 88.8 84.13 833.09

82.9 76.88 85l.03 88.9 84.25 832.77
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% VIP 0/. mlm Pn (kg/m1 '/. VIV %»lIm Pllt (kglm).
89.0 84.38 832.45 95.0 92.41 811.38

89.1 84.51 832.12 95.1 92.55 810.99

89.2 84.64 831.80 95.2 92.69 810.60

89.3 84.76 831.48 95.3 92.83 810.21

89.4 84.89 831.15 95.4 92.98 809.82

89.5 85.02 830.82 95.5 93.12 809.42

89.6 85.15 830.50 95.6 93.26 809.02

89.7 85.28 830.17 95.7 93.41 808.63

89.8 85.4J 829.84 95.8 93.55 808.23

89.9 85.54 829.51 95.9 93.69 807.82

90.0 85.66 829.18 96.0 93.84 807.42

90.1 85.79 828.85 96.1 93.98 807.01

90.2 85.92 828.52 96.2 94.13 806.61

90.3 86.05 828.19 96.3 94.27 806.20

90A 86.18 827.85 96.4 94.42 805.78

90.5 86.31 821.52 96.5 94.57 805.37

90.6 86.44 827.18 96.6 94.71 804.96

90.7 86.57 826.85 96.7 94.86 80454

90.8 86.71 826.51 96.8 95.01 804.12

90.9 86.84 826.17 96.9 95.16 803.70

91.0 86.97 825.83 97.0 95.31 803.27

9l.l 87.10 825.49 97.1 95.45 802.85

91.2 87.23 825.15 97.2 95.60 802.42

91.3 87.36 824.81 97.3 95.75 801.99

91.4 87.49 824.47 97.4 95.90 801.55

91.5 87.63 824.13 97.5 96.05 80l.l2

91.6 87.76 823.78 97.6 96.21 800.68

91.7 87.89 823.44 97.7 96.36 800.24

91.8 88.02 823.09 97.8 96.51 799.80

91.9 88.16 822.74 97.9 96.66 799.35

92.0 88.29 822.39 98.0 96.81 798.90

92.1 88,42 822.04 98.1 96.97 798.45

92.2 8856 821.69 98.2 97.12 798.00

92.3 88.69 821.34 98,3 97.28 797.54

92.4 88.83 820.99 98.4 97.43 797.08

925 88.96 820.63 98.5 97.59 796.62

92.6 89.10 820.28 98.6 97.74 796.15

92.7 89.23 819.92 98.7 97.90 795.68

92.8 89.37 81957 98.8 98.06 795.21

92.9 8950 819.21 98.9 98.22 794.73

93.0 89.64 818.85 99.0 98.38 794.25

93.1 89.77 818.49 99.1 98.53 793.77

93.2 89.91 818.12 99.2 98.69 793.28

93.3 90.05 817.76 99.3 98.86 792.79

93.4 90.18 817.40 99.4 99.02 792.30

93.5 90.32 817.03 99.5 99.18 791.80

93.6 90.46 816.66 99.6 99.34 791.29

93.7 90.59 816.30 99.7 99.50 790.79

93.8 90.73 815.93 99.8 99.67 790.28

93.9 90.87 81555 99.9 99.83 789.76

94.0 91.01 815.18 100.0 100.0 789.24

94.1 91.15 814.81

94.2 91.29 814.43

94.3 91.43 814.06

94.4 91.56 8lJ.68

94.5 91.70 813.30

94.6 91.84 812.92

94.7 91.98 812.54

94.8 92.13 8J2.15

94.9 92.27 811.77
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F. Pharmacopoeial Harmonisation
(ph. Eur. general texts 5.8)

Thisgeneral chapter is included for guidance of users.
The chapter does not affect in any way the status of the
monographs and general chapters as the authoritative
reference in case of doubt or dispute, where compliance with
the European Pharmacopoeia is required.
The European Pharmacopoeia Commission recognises the
utility of working with other pharmacopoeial bodies to
develop harrnonised monographs and general chapters. Such
harmonisation is fully compatible with the declared aims of
the Commission and has benefits of different kinds, notably
the simplification and rationalisation of quality control
methods and licensing procedures. Such harmonisation also
enhances the benefits of the work of the International
Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for
Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (lCR) and the International
Cooperation on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements
for Registration of Veterinary Medicinal Produces (VICH),
since some of the guidelines developed depend on
pharmacopoeial general chapters for their application.

Work on harmonisation is carried out by a well-defined but
informal process in the Pharmacopoeial Discussion Group
(pDG), in which the European Pharmacopoeia, the Japanese
Pharmacopoeia and the United States Pharmacopeia are
associated. Pharmacopoeial harmonisation has the following
2 aims:
- for general chapters, the aim is to arrive at

interchangeable methods or requirements so that
demonstration of compliance using a general chapter from
one of the 3 pharmacopoeias implies that the same result
would be obtained using the general chapter of either of
the other pharmacopoeias, when a formal declaration of
interchangeability has been recommended by ICH, the
corresponding information is available on the ICH
website;

- for monographs, the aim is to arrive at identical
requirements for aU attributes of a substance; for most
substances it can be extremely difficult to achieve
complete harmonisation, for example because of
differences in legal status and interpretation; it has
therefore appeared worthwhile to the PDG to approve
and publish monographs in which as many attributes as
possible are harrnonised.

Any non-harmonised attributes/provisions and any local
requirements (i.e. attributes/provisions that are present only
in the Ph. Eur. text) are indicated in the relevant Ph. Eur.
general chapters and monographs: the non-hannonised
attributes/provisions are placed between black diamonds (••),
while the local requirements are placed between white
diamonds (00).

The non-mandatory Functionality-related characteristics
section is specific to the Ph. Eur.; it is not subject to
pharmacopoeial harmonisation and is therefore not placed
between black or white diamonds.

Harmonisation is not achieved until the text becomes official
in all 3 pharmacopoeias.

It remains the ultimate responsibility of the user to venfy the
current content of the texts in force in the respulive
pharmacopoeias:
The 3 pharmacopoeias have undertaken not to make
unilateral changes to harmonised monographs and general
chapters but rather to apply the agreed revision procedure
whereby all partners adopt a revision simultaneously.
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G. Statistical Analysis of Results of
Biological Assays and Tests
(Ph. Eur. general tex, 5.3)

1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides guidance for the design of bioassays
prescribed in the European Pharmacopoeia (ph. Eur.) and
for analysis of their results. It is intended for use by those
whose primary training and responsibilities are not in
statistics, but who have responsibility for analysis or
interpretation of the results of these assays, often without the
help and advice of a statistician. The methods of calculation
described in this annex are not mandatory for the bioassays
which themselves constitute a mandatory part of the Ph. Eur.
Alternative methods can be used and may be accepted by the
competent authorities, provided that they are supported by
relevant data and justified during the assay validation process.
A wide range of computer software is available and may be
useful depending on the facilities available tOJ and the
expertise of, the analyst.

Professional advice should be obtained in situations where: a
comprehensive treatment of design and analysis suitable for
research or development of new products is required; the
restrictions imposed on the assay design by this chapter are
not satisfied, for example particular laboratory constraints
may require customized assay designs, or equal numbers of
equally spaced doses may not be suitable; analysis is required
for extended non-linear dose-response curves, for example as
may be encountered in immunoassays. An outline of
extended dose-response curve analysis for one widely used
model is nevertheless included in Section 3.4 and a simple
example is given in Section 5.4.

1.1. GENERAL DESIGN AND PRECISION
Biological methods are described for me assay of certain
substances and preparations whose potency cannot be
adequately assured by chemical or physical analysis.
The principle applied wherever possible throughout these
assays is that of comparison with a standard preparation so as
to determine how much of the substance to be examined
produces the same biological effect as a given quantity, the
Unit, of the standard preparation. It is an essential condition
of such methods of biological assay that the tests on the
standard preparation and on the substance to be examined
be carried out at the same time and under identical
conditions.

For certain assays (determination of virus tirre for example)
the potency of the test sample is not expressed relative to a
standard. This type of assay is dealt with in Section 4.5.

Any estimate of potency derived from a biological assay is
subject to random error due to the inherent variability of
biological responses and calculations of error should be
made, if possible, from the results of each assay, even when
the official method of assay is used. Methods for the design
of assays and the calculation of their errors are, therefore,
described below. In every case, before a statistical method is
adopted, a preliminary test is to be carried out with an
appropriate number of assays, in order to ascertain the
applicability of this method.

The confidence interval for the potency gives an indication of
the precision with which the potency has been estimated in
the assay. It is calculated with due regard to the experimental
design and the sample size. The 95 per cent confidence
interval is usually chosen in biological assays. Mathematical
statistical methods are used to calculate these limits so as to
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warrant the statement that there is a 95 per cent probability
that these limits include the true potency. Whether this
precision is acceptable to the European Pharmacopoeia
depends on the requirements set in the monograph for the
preparation concerned.
The terms "mean" and "standard deviation" ace used here as
defined in most current textbooks of biometry.
The terms "stated potency" or "labelled potency", "assigned
potency", "assumed potency", "potency ratio" and
"estimated potency" are used In this section to indicate the
following concepts:
- "stated potency" or "labelled potency": in the case of a

formulated product a nominal value assigned from
knowledge of the potency of the bulk material; in the case
of bulk material the potency estimated by the
manufacturer;

- "assigned potency": me potency of the standard
preparation;

- "assumed potency": the provisionally assigned potency of
a preparation to be examined which forms the basis of
calculating the doses that would be equipotent with the
doses to be used of the standard preparation;

- "potency ratio" of an unknown preparation; the ratio of
equipotent doses of the standard preparation and the
unknown preparation under the conditions of the assay;

- "estimated potency": the potency calculated from assay
data.

Section 9 (Glossary of symbols) is a tabulation of the more
important uses of symbols throughout this annex. Where the
text refers to a symbol not shown in this section or uses a
symbol to denote a different concept, this is defined in that
part of the text. .

2. RANDOMISATION AND INDEPENDENCE OF
INDIVIDUAL TREATMENTS
The allocation of the different treatments to different
experimental units (animals, tubes, etc.) should be made by
some strictly random process. Any other choice of
experimental conditions that is not deliberately allowed for in
the experimental design should also be made randomly.
Examples are the choice of positions for cages in a laboratory
and the order in which treatments are administered.
In particular) a group of animals receiving the same dose of
any preparation should not be treated together (at the same
time or in the same position) unless there is strong evidence
that the relevant source of variation (for example, between
times, or between positions) is negligible. Random allocations
may be obtained from computers by using the built-in
randomisation function. The analyst must check whether a
different series of numbers is produced every time the
function is started.
The preparations allocated to each experimental unit should
be as independent as possible. Within each experimental
group, me dilutions allocated to each treatment are not
normally divisions of the same dose, but should be prepared
individuaUy. Without this precaution, the variability inherent
in the preparation will not be fully represented in the
experimental error variance. The result will be an under
estimation of the residual error leading to:

1) an unjustified increase in the stringency of the test for the
analysis of variance (see Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4),

2) an under-estimation of the true confidence limits for the
test, which, as shown in Section 3.2.5, are calculated from
the estimate of l, the residual error mean square.
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3. ASSAYS DEPENDING UPON QUANTITATIVE
RESPONSES
3.1. STATISTICAL MODELS
3.1.1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
The bioassays included in the Ph. Eur. have been conceived
as "dilution assays", which means that the unknown
preparation to be assayed is supposed to contain the same
active principle as the standard preparation, but in a different
ratio of active and inert components. In such a case the
unknown preparation may in theory be derived from the
standard preparation by dilution with inert components.
To check whether any particular assay may be regarded as a
dilution assay, it is necessary to compare the dose-response
relationships of the standard and unknown preparations.
If these dose-response relationships differ significantly, then
the theoretical dilution assay model is not valid. Significant
differences in the dose-response relationships for the standard
and unknown preparations may suggest that one of the
preparations contains, in addition to the active principle,
other components which are not inert but which influence
the measured responses.

To make the effect of dilution in me theoretical model
apparent, it is useful to transform the dose-response
relationship to a linear function on the widest possible range
of doses. 2 statistical models are of interest as models for the
bioassays prescribed: the parallel-line model and the slope
ratio model.
The application of either is dependent on the fulfilment of
the following conditions:
1) the different treatments have been randomly assigned to
the experimental units,
2) the responses to each treatment are nonnaJly distributed,

3) the standard deviations of the responses within each
treatment group of both standard and unknown preparations
do not differ significantly from one anomer.

When an assay is being developed for use, the analyst has to
determine that the data collected from many assays meet
these theoretical conditions.
- Condition 1 can be fulfilled by an efficient use

of Section 2.
- Condition 2 is an assumption which in practice is almost

always fulfilled. Minor deviations from this asswnption
will in general not introduce serious flaws in the analysis
as long as several replicates per treatment are included.
In case of doubt, a test for deviations from normality
(e.g. the Shapir<>-Wilk' lest) may be performed.

- Condition 3 can be checked with a test for homogeneity
of variances (e.g. Bartlett's2 test, Cochran's" test).
Inspection of graphical representations of the data can
also be very Instructive for this purpose (see examples in
Section 5).

When conditions 2 and/or 3 are not met, a transformation of
the responses may bring a better fulfilment of these
conditions. Examples are In y, ..;Y, 1'.
- Logarithmic transformation of the responses y to In y can

be useful when the homogeneity of variances is not
satisfactory. It can also improve the normality if the
distribution is skewed to the right.

I Wllk, M.B. and Shapiro, S.S. (1968). Thejointassessment of nOT11lali1y
of several independent samples, Tedmomeaict 10, 825-819.
2 Bartlen, M.S. (1937). Properties of sufficiency and statisu"calusts, Pnx.
Roy. Soc. London, Sen"es A 160, 28Q-282.
J Cochran, J.v.G. (1951). Testing a linearrelation amOllg variances,
Biomeoia 7, 17-12.
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- The transformation ofy lO .;y is useful when the
observations follow a Poisson distribution i.e. when they
are obtained by counting.

~ The square transformation ofy to y. can be useful if, for
example) the dose is more likely to be proportional to the
area of an inhibition zone rather than me measured
diameter of that zone.

For some assays depending on quantitative responses, such
as immunoassays or cell-based in 'Vitro assays, a large number
of doses is used. These doses give responses that completely
span the possible response range and produce an extended
non-linear dose-response curve. Such curves are typical for
aU bioessays, hut for many assays the use of a large number
of doses is not ethical (for example) in vivo assays) or
practical, and the aims of the assay may be achieved wirh a
limited number of doses. It is therefore customary to restrict
doses to that part of the dose-response range which is linear
under suitable transformation, so that the methods of
Sections 3.2 or 3.3 apply. However, in some cases analysis of
extended dose-response curves may be desirable. An outline
of one model which may be used for such analysis is given in
Section 3.4 and a simple example ls shown in Section 5.4.
There is another category of assays in which the response
cannot be measured in each experimental unit, but in which
only the fraction of units responding to each treatment can
be counted. This category is dealt with in Section 4.

3.1.2. ROUTINE ASSAYS
When an assay is in routine use, it is seldom possible to
check systematically for conditions 1 to 3, because the
limited number of observations per assay is likely to influence
the sensitivity of the statistical tests. Fortunately, statisticians
have shown that, in symnietrical balanced assays, small
deviations from homogeneity of variance and normality do
not seriously affect the assay results. The applicability of the
statistical model needs to be questioned only if a series of
assays shows doubtful validity. It may then be necessary to
perform a new series of preliminary investigations as
discussed in Section 3.1.1.

Two other necessary conditions depend on the statistical
model to be used:
- for the parallel-line model:
4A) the relationship between the logarithm of the dose and
the response can be represented by a straight line over the
range of doses used,

SA) for any unknown preparation in the assay the straight
line is parallel to that for the standard.
- for the slope-ratio model:

4B) the relationship between the dose and the response can
be represented by a straight line for each preparation in the
assay over the range of doses used,

5B) for any unknown preparation in the assay the straight
line intersects the y-axis (at zero dose) at the same point as
the straight line of the standard preparation (i.e. the response
functions of all preparations in the assay must have the same
intercept as the response function of the standard).

Conditions 4A and 4B can be verified only in assays in which
at least 3 dilutions of each preparation have been tested.
The use of an assay with only 1 or 2 dilutions may be
justified when experience has shown that linearity and
parallelism or equal intercept are regularly fulfilled.

After having collected the results of an assay, and before
calculating the relative potency of each test sample, an
analysis of variance is performed, in order to check whether
conditions 4A and 5A (or 4B and 5B) are fulfilled. For this,
the total sum of squares is subdivided into a certain number
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of sum of squares corresponding to each condition which has
to be fulfilled. The remaining sum of squares represents the
residual experimental error (0 which the absence or existence
of the relevant sources of variation can be compared by a
series of F-ratios.

When validity is established) the potency of each unknown
relative to the standard may be calculated and expressed as a
potency ratio or converted to some unit relevant to the
preparation under test e.g. an International Unit. Confidence
limits may also be estimated from each set of assay data.

Assays based on the parallel-line model are discussed in
Section 3.2 and those based on the slope-ratio model in
Section 3.3.

If any of the 5 conditions (I, 2, 3, 4A, 5A or 1) 2) 3, 4B) 5B)
are not fulfilled, the methods of calculation described here
are invalid and an investigation of the assay technique should
be made.

The analyst should not adopt another transformation unless
it is shown that non-fulfilment of the requirements is not
incidental but is due to a systematic change in the
experimental conditions. In this case, testing as described in
Section 3.1.1 should be repeated before a new transformation
is adopted for the routine assays.

Excess numbers of invalid assays due to non-parallelism or
non-linearity, in a routine assay carried out to compare
similar materials, are likely to reflect assay designs with
inadequate replication. This inadequacy commonly results
from incomplete recognition of all sources of variability
affecting the assay, which can result in underestimation of the
residual error leading to large F-ratios.

It is not always feasible to take account of all possible sources
of variation within one single assay (e.g. day-to-day
variation). In such a case) the confidence intervals from
repeated assays on the same sample may not satisfactorily
overlap, and care should be exercised in the interpretation of
the individual confidence intervals. In order to obtain a more
reliable estimate of the confidence interval it may be
necessary to perform several independent assays and to
combine these into one single potency estimate and
confidence interval (see Section 6).

For the purpose of quality control of routine assays it is
recommended to keep record of the estimates of the slope of
regression and of the estimate of the residual error in control
charts.
- An exceptionally high residual error may indicate some

technical problem. This should be investigated and, if it
can be made evident that something went wrong during
the assay procedure, the assay should be repeated.
An unusually high residual error may also indicate the
presence of an occasional outlying or aberrant
observation. A response that is questionable because of
failure to comply with the procedure during the course of
an assay is rejected. H an aberrant value is discovered
after the responses have been recorded, but can then be
traced to assay irregularities, omission may be justified.
The arbitrary rejection or retention of an apparently
aberrant response can be a serious source of bias.
In general, the rejection of observations solely because a
test for outliers is significant, is discouraged.

- An exceptionally low residual error may once in a while
occur and cause the F-ratios to exceed the critical values.
In such a case it may be justified to replace the residual
error estimated from the individual assay, by an average
residual error based on historical data recorded in the
control charts.
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3.1.3. CALCUlATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
According to general principles of good design the following
3 restrictions are normally imposed on the assay design. They
have advantages both for ease of computation and for
precision.
a) Each preparation in the assay must he tested with the
same number of dilutions.

b) In me parallel-line model, the ratio of adjacent doses must
be constant for all treatments in the assay; in the slope-ratio
model, the interval between adjacent doses must be constant
for aU treatments in the assay.
c) There must he an equal number of experimental units to
each treatment.
If a design is used which meets these restrictions, the
calculations are simple. The formulae are given in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3. It is recommended to use software
which has been developed for this special purpose. There are
several programs in existence which can easily deal with all
assay-designs described in the monographs. Not all programs
may use the same formulae and algorithms, but they should
all lead to the same results.
Assay designs not meeting the above mentioned restrictions
may be both possible and correct, but the necessary formulae
are too complicated to describe in this text A brief
description of methods for calculation is given in Section 7.1.
These methods can also be used for the restricted designs) in
which case they are equivalent with the simple formulae.
The formulae for the restricted designs given in this text may
be used, for example, to create ad hoc programs in a
spreadsheet. The examples in Section 5 can be used to clarify
the statistics and to check whether such a program gives
correct results.

3.2. THE PARALLEL-LINE MODEL
3.2.1. INTRODUCTION
The parallel-line model is illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.-1.
The logarithm of the doses are represented on the horizontal
axis with the lowest concentration on the left and the highest
concentration on the right. The responses are indicated on
the vertical axis. The individual responses to each treatment
are indicated with black dots. The 2 lines are the calculated
In(dose)-response relationship for the standard and the
unknown.

• Standard
•

• Test sample
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

In dose (x)

Figure 3.2.1.-1. - Theparallel-line model far a 3 + 3 assay
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Note The natural logarithm (In or 10gJ is used throughout
this text. Wherever the term «antilogarithm" is used, the
quantity if is meant. However, the Briggs or "common"
logarithm (log Or 10glO) can equally well be used. In this case
the corresponding antilogarithm is 10"".

For a satisfactory assay the assumed potency of the test
sample must be close to the true potency. On the basis of
this assumed potency and the assigned potency of the
standard) equipotent dilutions (if feasible) are prepared,
i.e. corresponding doses of standard and unknown are
expected to give the same response. If no infonnation on the
assumed potency is available, preliminary assays are carried
out over a wide range of doses to determine the range where
the curve is linear.

The more nearly correct the assumed potency of the
unknown, the closer the 2 lines will be together, for they
should give equal responses at equal doses. The horizontal
distance between the lines represents the "true" potency of
the unknown, relative to its assumed potency. The greater
the distance between the 2 lines, the poorer the assumed
potency of the unknown. If the line of the unknown is
situated to the right of the standard, me assumed potency
was overestimated, and the calculations will indicate an
estimated potency lower than the assumed potency. Similarly)
if the line of the unknown is situated to the left of the
standard, the assumed potency was underestimated, and the
calculations will indicate an estimated potency higher than
the assumed potency.

3.2.2. ASSAY DESIGN
The following considerations will be useful in optimising the
precision of the assay design:

1) the ratio between the slope and the residual error should
be as large as possible,

2) the range of doses should be as large as possible,

3) the lines should be as close together as possible,
i.e. the assumed potency should be a good estimate of the
true potency.

The allocation of experimental units (animals, tubes, etc.) to
different treatments may be made in various ways.

3.2.2.1. Completely randomised design
If the totality of experimental units appears to be reasonably
homogeneous with no indication that variability in response
willbe smaller within certain recognisable sub-groups, the
allocation of the units to the different treatments should be
made randomly.

If units in sub-groups such as physical positions or
experimental days are likely to be more homogeneous than
the totality of the units, the precision of the assay may be
increased by introducing one or more restrictions into the
design. A careful distribution of the units over these
restrictions permits irrelevant sources of variation to be
eliminated.

3.2.2.2. Randomised block design
In this design it is possible to segregate an identifiable source
of variation, such as the sensitivity variation between litters of
experimental animals or the variation between Petri dishes in
a diffusion microbiological assay. The design requires that
every treatment be applied an equal number of times in every
block (litter or Petti dish) and is suitable only when the block
is large enough to accommodate all treatments once. ills is
illustrated in Section 5.1.3. It is also possible to use a
randomised design with repetitions. The treatments should
be allocated randomly within each block. An algorithm to
obtain random permutations is given in Section 8.5.
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3.2.2.3. Latin square design
This design is appropriate when the response may he affected
by two different sources of variation each of which can
assume k different levels or positions. For example, in a plate
assay of an antibiotic the treatments may be arranged in a
k x k array on a large plate, each treatment occurring once
in each row and each column. The design is suitable when
the Dumber of rows, the number of columns and the number
of treatments are equal. Responses are recorded in a square
formal known as a Latin square. Variations due to differences
in response among the k rows and among the k columns may
be segregated, thus reducing the error. An example of a Latin
square design is given in Section 5.1.2. An algorithm to
obtain Latin squares is given in Section 8.6. More complex
designs in which one or more treatments are replicated
within the Latin square may be useful in some
circumstances. The simplified formulae given in this Chapter
are not appropriate for such designs, and professional advice
should be obtained.

3.2.2.4. Cross-over design
This design is useful when the experiment can be sub
divided into blocks but it is possible to apply only 2
treatments to each block. For example, a block may be a
single unit that can be tested on 2 occasions. The design is
intended to increase precision by eliminating me effects of
differences between units while balancing the effect of any
difference between general levels of response at the 2
occasions. If 2 doses of a standard and of an unknown
preparation are tested, this is known as a twin cross-over test.

The experiment is divided into 2 parts separated by a
suitable time interval. Units are divided into 4 groups and
each group receives 1 of the 4 treatments in the first part of
the test. Units that received one preparation in the first part
of the test receive the other preparation on the second
occasion, and units receiving small doses in one part of the
test receive large doses in the other. The arrangement of
doses is shown in Table 3.2.2.-1. An example can be found
in Section 5.1.5.

Table 3.2.2.-1. - Arrangement of doses in cross-owr design

Group of wdts Thnel Time II

I S, T,

2 S, T,

3 T, S,

• T, S,

3.2.3. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
This section gives formulae that are required to carry out the
analysis of variance and will be more easily understood by
reference to the worked examples in Section 5.1. Reference
should also be made to the glossary of symbols (Section 9).

The formulae are appropriate for symmetrical assays where
one or morepreparations to be examined (T, UJ etc.) are
compared with a standard preparation (S). It is stressed that
me formulae can only be used if the doses are equally
spaced, if equal numbers of treatments per preparation are
applied, and each treatment is applied an equal number of
times. It should not be attempted to use the formulae in any
other situation.

Apart from some adjustments to the error term, the basic
analysis of data derived from an assay is the same for
completely randomised, randomised block and Latin square
designs. The formulae for cross-over tests do not entirely fit
this scheme and these are incorporated into Example 5.1.5.
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Having considered the points discussed in Section 3.1 and
transformed the responses, if necessary, the values should be
averaged over each treatment and each preparation, as shown
in Table 3.2.3.-1. The linear contrasts, which relate to the
slopes of the In(dose)-response lines, should also be formed.
3 additional formulae, which are necessary for the
construction of the analysis of variance, are shown in
Table 3.2.3.-11.

The total variation in response caused by the different
treatments is now partitioned as shown in Table 3.2.3.-111
the swns of squares being derived from the values obtained
in Tables 3.2.3.-1 aud 3.2.3.-11. The sum of squares due to
non-linearity can only be calculated if at least 3 doses per
preparation are included in the assay.

The residual error of the assay is obtained by subtracting the
variations allowed for in the design from the total variation in
response (Table 3.2.3.-1V). In this table y represents the
mean of all responses recorded in the assay. It should be
noted that for a Latin square the number of replicate
responses (n) is equal to the number of rows, columns or
treatments (dh).

The analysis of variance is now completed as follows. Each
sum of squares is divided by the corresponding number of
degrees of freedom to give mean squares. The mean square
for each variable to be tested is now expressed as a ratio to
the residual error (I) and the significance of these values
(known as F-ratios) are assessed by use oCTable 8.1 or a
suitable sub-routine of a computer program.

3.2.4. TESTS OF VALIDITY
Assay results are said to be "statistically valid" if the outcome
of the analysis of variance is as follows.

1) The linear regression term is significant, i.e. the calculated
probability is less than 0.05. If this criterion is not met, it is
not possible to calculate 95 per cent confidence limits.

2) The term for non-parallelism is not significant,
i.e. the calculated probability is not less than 0.05. This
indicates that condition 5A, Section 3.1, is satisfied.

3) The term for non-linearity is not significant,
i.e. the calculated probability is not less than 0.05. This
indicates that condition 4A, Section 3.1, is satisfied.

A significant deviation from parallelism in a multiple assay
may be due to the inclusion in the assay-design of a
preparation to be examined that gives an In(dose)-response
line with a slope different from those for the other
preparations. Instead of declaring the whole assay invalid, it
may then be decided to eliminate all data relating to that
preparation and to restart the analysis from the beginning.

When statistical validity is established, potencies and
confidence limits may be estimated by the methods described
in the next section.

3.2.5. ESTIMATION OF POTENCY AND
CONFIDENCE LIMITS
If I is the In of the ratio between adjacent doses of any
preparation, the common slope (b) for assays with d doses of
each preparation 1S obtained from:

b=HdLs+LT+ ...)
Inh

and the logarithm of the potency ratio of a test preparation,
for example T, is:

(3.2.5.-2)
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Table 3 2 3 -I - Formulae for parallel-line assays with d doses of each preparation

Standard I"· Test sample 2nd Te3t somple
(5) (1) (U, etc.)

Mean response lowest
S, T,d.,e U,

Mean response 2Dd dose S, T, U,

... ... ... ...
Mean response highest

S, T,d.,e U,

Total preparation Ps=S.+Sz+ ...+SJ PT=T1+T2 +... +TJ
Pu = ...etc.

I I Lu = ...elc.
LInear contrast Ls = lSI +~ +... +dS" -2(d+ l)Ps LT=IT1+2T2 + ...+dTJ-"2(d+l)PT

K 1J(Ps +Pr+ ··l
hd

Table 3.2.3.-ll. - Additional fonnulae for Ihec...c::OIlS.::::'.c"'.cc.cu.c0n::....:of'-'--th"ec...0c...n"a"'iY"SIS,,·-'of'--'v.::a::na.::n.c<e::....:_-,- ----,

I Hp~~ I__-----l--__

Table 3 2 3 -III - Pormu;ae to <alalia", the sum of squares and degrees of freedom

Source ofvarlatlon Degrees of freedom (/') Sum.ofsquares

Preparations h-I SSp., ~ Hp(P§ +Pi- +...J- K

LInear regresslon
I

I SSres = "HdLs+Lr + ...)2

Non-parallelism h-I SSpar = HL(Ll +L} +...) - ss...

Non-llnearity* h(d-2) SSIia =SS'....1 - SSp..p - SSIOI - SSp.r

Treeeneces hd-I SS~1 = II(S: +... +sJ + Tt +... + 1']+ ...)-K

., Not calculated for 2-dose assays

Table 3.2.3.-N. - Estimation of the residual e"or

Source ofvarlation Degrees of freedom Sum of squares

Blocks (rows)- 0-1 SSMd = hJ(Rf+..+R~)-K

Columns" 0-1 SS'" ~ hd(G1+...+c;) - K

I
Completely random1sed hJ(II-I) SSm =SS"" - SS_

Residual error'"kIr Randomlsed block (hd - 1)(0 - I) SS... =SS"" - SS_ - SS!hI-

Latin square (hd-2)(0-l) SS""= SS. - SS",,. - SS6h>tl - SSaJ

Total nhd+n-l SS,. ~LlY- j)'

For Latin square designs, these fonnulae are only applicable if n = lid
• Not calculated for completely nmdomised designs
H Only calculated for Latin square designs
...* Depends on the type of design

The calculated potency is an estimate of the "true potency"
of each unknown. Confidence limits may be calculated as the
antilogarithms of:

CM~±,;(C-I)(CMf +2VJ

SSrrg SSrq
where C = SS,'1 _ ilr2 and V = b'ldn

(3.2.5.-3)

The value of, may be obtained from Table 8.2 for p = 0.05
and degrees of freedom equal to the number of the degrees
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of freedom of the residual error. The estimated potency (RT)

and associated confidence limits are obtained by multiplying
the values obtained by AT after antilogarithms have been
taken. If the stock solutions are not exactly equipotent on me
basis of assigned and assumed potencies, a correction factor
is necessary (See Examples 5.1.2 and 5.1.3).

3.2.6. MISSING VALUES
In a balanced assay, an accident totally unconnected with the
applied treatments may lead to the loss of one or more
responses) for example because an animal dies. If it is
considered that the accident is in no way connected with the
composition of the preparation administered, the exact
calculations can still be performed but the formulae are
necessarily more complicated and can only be given within
the framework of general linear models (see Section 7.1).
However, there exists an approximate method which keeps
the simplicity of the balanced design by replacing the missing
response by a calculated value. The loss of information is
taken into account by diminishing the degrees of freedom for
the total sum of squares and for the residual error by the
number of missing values and using one of the formulae
below for the missing values. It should be borne in mind that
this is only an approximate method, and that the exact
method is to be preferred.

Ifmore than one observation is missing, the same formulae
can be used. The procedure is to make a rough guess at all
the missing values except one, and to use the proper formula
for this one, using all the remaining values including the
rough guesses. Fill in the calculated value. Continue by
similarly calculating a value Cor the first rough guess. After
calculating all the missing values in this way the whole cycle
is repeated from the beginning, each calculation using the
most recent guessed or calculated value for every response to
which the formula is being applied. This continues until
2 consecutive cycles give the same values; convergence is
usually rapid.

Provided that the number of values replaced is small relative
to the total number of observations in the full experiment
(say less than 5 per cent), the approximation implied in this
replacement and reduction of degrees of freedom by the
number of missing values so replaced is usually fairly
satisfactory. The analysis should be interpreted with great
care however, especially if there is a preponderance of
missing values in one treatment or block, and a biometrician
should be consulted if any unusual features are encountered.
Replacing missing values in a test without replication is a
particularly delicate operation.

Completely randomised design
In a completely randomised assay the missing value can be
replaced by the arithmetic mean of the other responses to me
same treatment.

Randomised bled< design
The missing value is obtained using the equation:

, nl1+kT'-G
Y (n-l)(A-l)

where B' is the sum of the responses in the block containing
the missing value, T the corresponding treatment total and
G/ is the sum of all responses recorded in the assay.

Latin square design
The missing value yl is obtained from:

A(B'+C' + 7"') - 2(;'
Y'

(A I)(A 2)
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where B' and C' are the sums of the responses in the row
and column containing the missing value. In this case k ;:;; n.
Cross-over design
If an accident leading to loss of values occurs in a cross-over
design, a book on statistics should be consulted (e.g. D.].
Finney, see Section 10), because the appropriate formulae
depend upon the particular treatment combinations.

3.3. THE SLOPE-RATIO MODEL
3.3.1. INTRODUCTION
This model is suitable, for example, for some microbiological
assays when the independent variable is the concentration of
an essential growth factor below the optimal concentration of
the medium. The slope-ratio model is illustrated in
Figure 3.3. I.-I.

•
Standard

•

•
• •Test sample

•
• •

• •
•
•

Dose (x)

Figure 3.3.1.-1. - Theslope-ratio mode/fora Z x 3 + 1 aJSay

The doses are represented on the horizontal axis with
zero concentration on the left and the highest concentration
on the right. The responses are indicated on the vertical axis.
The individual responses to each treatment ere indicated with
black dots. The 2 lines are the calculated dose-response
relationship for the standard and the unknown under the
assumption that they intersect each other at zero-dose.
Unlike the parallel-line model, the doses are not transformed
to logarithms.

JUSt as in the case of an assay based on the parallel-line
model, it is important that the assumed potency is close to
the true potency, and to prepare equipotent dilutions of the
test preparations and the standard (if feasible). The more
nearly correct the assumed potency, the closer the 2 lines will
be together. The ratio of the slopes represents the "true"
potency of the unknown, relative to its asswned potency.
If the slope of the unknown preparation is steeper than that
of the standard, the potency was underestimated and me
calculations will indicate an estimated potency higher than
the assumed potency. Similarly, if the slope of the unknown
is less steep than that of the standard, the potency was
overestimated and me calculations will result in an estimated
potency lower than the assumed potency.

In setting up an experiment, all responses should be
examined for the fulfilment of the conditions 1, 2 and 3 in
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(3.3.5.1.-3)

The potency ratio of each of the test preparations can now
be calculated from:

(3.3.5.1.-1)

(3.35.1 .•2)

(2</+ 1)8+(2</- 3)ha

h(2d 3)+2J+I

The slope of the standard, and similarly for each of the other
preparations, is calculated from:

b' 6Ls ~ 3d(d + l)a'
s 2tP+3c:f2+d

3.3.3.2. The (hd)-design
The formulae are basically the same as those for the
(hd + 1)-design, but there are some slight differences.
- B is discarded from all formulae.

_ K~n(PS+PT+ ..l
hd

- SSbiank is removed from the analysis of variance.
- The number of degrees of freedom for treatments

becomes hd - I.
- The number of degrees of freedom of the residual error

and the total variance is calculated as described for the
parallel-line model (see Table 3.2.3.-lV).

Validity of the assay, potency and confidence Interval are
found as described in Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.

3.3.4. TESTS OF VALIDIIT
Assay results are said to be "statistically valid" if the outcome
of the analysis of variance is as follows:

I) the variation due to blanks in (hd + I)-designs is nor
significant, i.e, the calculated probability is not smaUer than
0.05. This indicates that the responses of the blanks do not
significantly differ from the common intercept and the linear
relationship is valid down to zero dose;

2) the variation due to intersection is not significant,
Le. the calculated probability is not less than 0.05. This
indicates that condition 5B, Section 3.1 is satisfied;

3) in assays including at least 3 doses per preparation, the
variation due to non-linearity is not significant,
i.e. the calculated probability is not less than 0.05. This
indicates that condition 4B, Section 3.1 is satisfied.

A significant variation due to blanks indicates that the
hypothesis of linearity is not valid near zero dose. If this is
likely to be systematic rather than incidental for the type of
assay, the (hd-design) is more appropriate. Any response to
blanks should then be disregarded.

When these tests indicate that the assay is valid, the potency
is calculated with its confidence limits as described in
Section 3.3.5.

3.3.5. ESTIMATION OF POTENCY AND
CONFIDENCE LIMITS

3.3.5.1. The (hd + I)-design
The common intersection a/ of the preparations can be
calculated from:

which has to be multiplied by A n the assumed potency of
the test preparation, in order to find the estimated
potency RT . If the step between adjacent doses was not
identical for the standard and the test preparation, the
potency has to be multiplied by IslJr. Note that, unlike the
parallel-line analysis, no antilogarithms are calculated.

Section 3.1. The analysis of variance to be performed in
routine is described in Section 3.3.3 so that compliance with
conditions 4B and 5B of Section 3.1 may be examined.

3.3.2. ASSAY DESIGN
The use of the statistical analysis presented below imposes
the following restrictions on the assay:

a) me standard and the test preparations must be tested with
the same number of equally spaced dilutions,

b) an extra group of experimental units receiving no
treatment may be tested (the blanks),

c) there must be an equal number of experimental units to
each treatment.

As already remarked in Section 3.1.3, assay designs not
meeting these restrictions may be both possible and correct,
but the simple statistical analyses presented here are no
longer applicable and either expert advice should be sought
or suitable software should be used.

A design with 2 doses per preparation and 1 blank, the
"common zero (2h + 1)-design", is usually preferred, since it
gives the highest precision combined with the possibility lO

check validity within the constraints mentioned above.
However, a linear relationship cannot always be assumed to
be valid down to zero-dose. With a slight loss of precision a
design without blanks may be adopted. In this case 3 doses
per-preparation, the "common zero (3h)-designJl, are
preferred to 2 doses per preparation. The doses are thus
given as follows:

I) the standard is given in a high dose, near to but not
exceeding the highest dose giving a mean response on the
straight portion of the dc:>se-response line,

2) the other doses are uniformly spaced between the highest
dose and zero dose,

3) the test preparations are given in corresponding doses
based on the assumed potency of the material.

A completely randomised, a randomised block or a Latin
square design may be used, such as described in
Section 3.2.2. The use of any of these designs necessitates an
adiustment to the error sum of squares as described for
assays based on the parallel-line model. The analysis of an
assay of one or more test preparations against a standard is
described below.

3.3.3. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

3.3.3.1. The (hd + I)-desIgn
The responses are verified as described in Section 3.1 and, if
necessary, transformed. The responses are then averaged over
each treatment and each preparation as shown in
Table 3.3.3.1.-1. Additionally, the mean response for
blanks (B) is calculated.

The sums of squares In. the analysis of variance are calculated
as shown in Tables 3.3.3.1.-1 to 3.3.3. I.-ill. The sum of
squares due to non-linearity can only be calculated if at least
3 doses of each preparation have been included in the assay.
The residual error is obtained by subtracting the variations
allowed for in the design from the total variation in response
(fable 3.3.3.1.-lV).

The analysis of variance is now completed as follows. Each
sum of squares is divided by the corresponding number of
degrees of freedom to give mean squares. The mean square
for each variable to be tested is now expressed as a ratio to
the residual error (i) and the significance of these values
(known as F-ratios) are assessed by use of Table 8.1 or a
suitable sub-routine of a computer program.
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Table 3.3.3.1.-1. - Fonnulae for slope-ratio assays with d doses of each preparation and a blank

2022

Standard lst Test sample 2nd Test ~ample
(S) (1) (UJ ete.)

Mean response lowest dose S, T, U,

Mean response 2Dd dose S, T, U,

... ... ... ...

Mean response hIghest dose S, T, U,

Totll1 preparation
PS=SI+~+ ..+84 PT=T1+T2+ .. +T4 Pu =...

LInear product Ls = IS. +2S2 + ...+cJS. Lr = ITt +212+ .. +dT,J Lu =...

Intercept value as = (4d + 2)Ps - 6Ls aT = (4d + 2)PT - 6LT au= ...

Slope value bs=2Ls-(d+ I)Ps br=2Lr-(d+I)Pr bu = ...

Treatment value
Gs=S~+···+SJ Gr=Tf+ ..·+Tl Gu= ...

Non-linearity· pj 3bi p' 31>} le »-»:Js=Os----- Jr=GT----.L---
d Ii'-d d tP-d

-I< Not calculated for 2-dose assays

Table 3 3.3.1 -II. - Additional fonnutae for the construction of the analysis of variance

nhlfl - riM
H, " as+OT+··

n(B+Ps + Pr + ·lHs 4d' 2J' U
a

h(d' d) Kh<P hd+4d+2 hd+1

Table 3.3.3.I.-ill. - Fomiulae to calculate the sum of squares and degrees of freedom

Source ofvarlation Degrees of freedom (j) Sum ofSqUlll'e1l

Regression h ss;.q = SStJal- SSbIuU. - SSm.: - ss..

BIanb 1 SSbIaat = HB(B _ a)2

Intersection h-I S~ =H,((a~+a}+ ..) -hId' -d)'a')

Non-linearity· hId-2) SSM = n(Js+Jr + ...)

Treatments hd SS~al = n(82 + Gs + Gr + ..)-K

~ Not calculated for 2-dose assays

Table 3 3.3.1 -N - Estimation of the residual error

Source of variation

Blocks (rows)"

Degrees of freedom

.-1

Sum of squares

SSIJ«J< = hd(R~+ ...+~)-K

Columns'"

Residual error......

Total

I
Completely randomlsed

Randomlsed block

Latin square

.-1

(hd+I)(,,-I)

hd(II-1)

(hd-I)(,,-I)

nhd+n-l

SSoJ =hd(C:+...+ C~) - K

SS~ ~ Ss.,. - Ss...

SS". = SSU/I - SS_ - SSWd

SS". = SSU/I - SS.... - SS/ihi - SS'"

For Latin square designs, these formulae are only applicable if n = hd
...Not calculated for completely randomised designs
u Only caku1ated for Latin square designs
........ Depends on the type of design
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The confidence interval for R/ is calculated from:

GJ(r -K'± /(G-I)(GJ(r2+ I) +K'(K' -2GJ(r)

(3.3.5.1.-4)

lIs2
whereC= lI. 22V andK'=(C-I)V2

s2 I I I

Vi and V2 are related to the variance and covariance of the
nwnerator and denominator of RT- They can be obtained
from:

V __6_(_1_ 3 )
,- ,,(2<1+ I) d(d+ I) + 2(2<1+ 1)+hJ(d I)

me vertical axis. The individual responses to each treatment
are indicated with black dots. The 2 curves are the calculated
In(dose)-response relationship for the standard and the test
preparation.

The general shape of the cwves can usually be described by
a logistic function but other shapes are also possible. Each
curve can be characterised by 4 parameters: The upper
asymptote (ct), the lower asymptote (8), me slope-factor (P),
and the horizontal location (1). TIlls model is therefore often
.referred to as a four-parameter model. A mathematical
representation of the Infdosej-response cwve is:

(3.35.1.·5)

y~ In ("-').-u

For a valid assay it is necessary that the curves of the
standard and the test preparations have the same slope
factor, and the same maximum and minimum response level
at the extreme parts. Only the horizontal location (1) of the
curves may be different. The horizontal distance between the
curves is related to the "true" potency of the unknown. If the
assay is used routinely, it may be sufficient to test the
condition of equal upper and lower response levels when the
assay is developed, and then to retest this condition directly
only at suitable intervals or when there are changes in
materials or assay conditions.

The maximum-likelihood estimates of the parameters and
their confidence intervals can be obtained with suitable
computer programs. These computer programs may include
some statistical tests reflecting validity. For example, if the
maximum likelihood estimation shows significant deviations
from the fitted model under the assumed conditions of equal
upper and lower asymptotes and slopes, then one or all of
these conditions may not be satisfied.

The logistic model raises a number of statistical problems
which may require different solutions for different types of
assays, and no simple summary is possible. A wide variety of
possible approaches is described in the relevant literature.
Professional advice is therefore recommended for this type of
analysis. A simple example is nevertheless included in
Section 5.4 to illustrate a "possible" way to analyse the data
presented. A short discussion of alternative approaches and
other statistical considerations is given in Section 7.5 .

If professional advice or suitable software is not available,
alternative approaches are possible: 1) if'lreasonable"
estimates of the upper limit (c) and lower limit (8) are
available, select for all preparations the doses with mean of
the responses (u) falling between approximately 20 per cent
and 80 per cent of the limits, transform responses of the
selected doses to:

and use the parallel line model (Section 3.2) for the analysis;
2) select a range of doses for which the responses (u) or
suitably transformed responses, for example In u, are
approximately linear when plotted against In(dose); the
parallel line model (Section 3.2) may then be used for
analysis.

4. ASSAYS DEPENDING UPON QUANTAL
RESPONSES
4.1. INfRODUCTION
In certain assays it is impossible or excessively laborious to
measure the effect on each experimental unit on a
quantitative scale. Instead, an effect such as death or

(3.35.1.-6)

(3.3.5.2.·2)

(3.3.5.2.•1)

(3.3.5.2.-3)

Test sample

In dose (x)

•
•

a=a

V
2

3(d+ I)
3(d+I)j-h(d I)

6 (I 3)
"d(2<I+ I) d+ 1+h(d-I)

V, 3d(d+l)
(3d + I)(d + 2) + hJ(d I)

•
•

v,

•
•

The confidence limits are multiplied by A n and if necessary
by I,//r.
3.3.5.2. The (hd)-design
The formulae are the same as for the (hd + I)-design, with
me following modifications:

3.4. EXTENDED SIGMOID DOSE-RESPONSE
CURVES
This model is suitable, for example, for some immunoassays
when analysis is required of extended sigmoid dose-response
curves. This model is illustrated in Figure 3.4.-1.

Figure 3.4.-1. - Thejour-parameter logistic curue model

The logarithms of the doses are represented on the horizontal
axis with the lowest concentration on the left and the highest
concentration on the right. The responses are indicated on
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(4.2.1.-9)

The common slope b can now be obtained as:

and the intercept a of the standard, and similarly for the test
preparations is obtained as:

Column (6) of the first working table can now be replaced by
Y = a + bx and the cycle is repeated until the difference
between 2 cycles has become smaU (e.g. the maximum

(4.2.1.-10)
a=y-bi

(8)
e-y 1/2 (4.2.1.-1)

z~--

./2ii
(9)

p-if> (4.2.1.-2)
y = Y +----z-

(10) .z' (4.2.1.-3)
w~--,

if>-if>

of the curve, and less weight to the more extreme parts of the
curve. This method, the analysis of variance, and the
estimation of the potency and confidence interval are
described below.

4.2.1. TABUlATION OF THE RESULTS
Table 4.2.1.-1 is used to enter the data into the columns
indicated by numbers:

(1) the dose of the standard or the test preparation,

(2) the number n of units submitted to that treatment)

(3) the number of units r giving a positive response to the
treatment,

(4) the logarithm x of the dose,

(5) the fraction p =tin of positive responses per group.

The first cycle starts here.

(6) column Y is filled with zeros at the first iteration,

(7) the corresponding value <1J =<1J(Y) of the cumulative
standard normal distribution function (see also Table 8.4).
The columns (8) to (10) are calculated with the following
formulae:

The colnmns (11) to (15) can easily be calculated from
columns (4), (9) and (10) as tuX, try, wx', wY' and W'\Y
respectively, and the sum (1:) of each of the columns (10) to
(15) is calculated separately for each of the preparations.

The sums calculated in Table 4.2.1.-1 are transferred to
columns (1) to (6) of Table 4.2.I.-ll and 6 additional
columns (7) to (12) are calculated as follows:

(7) Sn ~ Ew,'_lEw')' (4.2.1.-4)

Ew

(8) SJ:7=Ew.t;Y
(EwxIlE""j (4.2.1.-5)

Ew

(9) S» ~ E""" - (I;E;:l' (4.2.1.-6)

(10) i=Ewx (4.2.1.-7)

Ew

(11) y~ E"" (4.2.1.-8)

Ew

(12)

hypoglycaemic symptoms may be observed as either
occurring or not occurring in each unit, and the result
depends on the number of units in which it occurs. Such
assays are called quanta! or all-or-none.

The situation is very similar to that described for quantitative
assays in Section 3.1, but in place of n separate responses to
each treatment a single value is recorded, i.e. the fraction
of units in each treatment group showing a response. When
these fractions are plotted against the logarithms of the doses
the resulting curve will tend to be sigmoid (S-shaped) rather
than linear. A mathematical function mat represents this
sigmoid curvature is used to estimate the dose-response
curve. The most commonly used function is the cumulative
normal distribution function. This function has some
theoretical merit, and is perhaps the best choice if the
response is a reflection of the tolerance of the units. If the
response is more likely lO depend upon a process of growth,
the logistic distribution model is preferred, although the
difference in outcome between the 2 models is usually very
small.

The maximum likelihood estimators of the slope and location
of the curves can be found only by applying an iterative
procedure. There are many procedures which lead to the
same outcome, but they differ in efficiency due to the speed
of convergence. One of the most rapid methods is direct
optimisation of the maximum-likelihood function (see
Section 7.1), which can easily be performed with computer
programs having a built-in procedure for this purpose.
Unfortunately, most of these procedures do not yield an
estimate of the confidence interval, and the technique to
obtain it is too complicated to describe here. The technique
described below is not the most rapid, but has been chosen
for its simplicity compared to the alternatives. It can be used
for assays in which one or more test preparations are
compared to a standard. Furthermore, the following
conditions must be fulfilled:

1) the relationship between the logarithm of the dose and the
response can be represented by a cwnulative normal
distribution curve,

2) the curves for the standard and the test preparation are
parallel, i.e, they are identically shaped and may only differ in
their horizontal location,

3) in theory, there is no natural response to extremely low
doses and no natural non-response to extremely high doses.

4.2. THE PROBIT METHOD
The sigmoid curve can be made linear by replacing each
response, i.e. the fraction of positive responses per group, by
the corresponding value of the cumulative standard normal
distribution. This value, often referred to as "nermit", ranges
theoretically from -00 to + 00. In the past it was proposed to
add 5 to each nonnit to obtain "probits". This facilitated the
hand-performed calculations because negative values were
avoided. With the arrival of computers the need lO add 5 to
the nonnits has disappeared. The term "normit method"
would therefore be better for the method described below.
However, since the term "probit analysis" is so widely
spread, the term will, for historical reasons, be maintained in
this text.

Once the responses have been linearised, it should be
possible to apply the parallel-line analysis as described in
Section 3.2. Unfortunately, the validity condition of
homogeneity of variance for each dose is not fulfilled.
The variance is miIiimal at normit = 0 and increases for
positive and negative values of the normit. It is there fore
necessary to give more weight to responses in the middle part
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Table 4 2 I -I - Firs, working 'able
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(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) (14) (15)

d.., • r x p y .. Z y w wx "" wx' wy' w"'"

S

E= E= E= E= E= E=

T

E= E= E= E= E= E=

etc.

Table 4 2 I -II - Second working 'able

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12)

Ew Ewx E"" Ewx' Ewy' Ew"", S_ S~ S» • s •

S

T

etc,

E= E=

difference of Y between2 consecutive cycles is smaller
than IO-a).

4.2.2. TESTS OF VALIDIIT
Before calculating the potencies and confidence intervals,
validity of the assay must be assessed H at least 3 doses for
each preparation have been included, the deviations from
linearitycan he measured as follows: add a 13mcolumn to
Table 4.2.I.-II and fill it with:

(4.2.2.-1)

and the antilogarithm is taken. Now let r = 1.96 and s > 1.
Confidence limits are calculated as the antilogarithms of:

GM'T -(G-I)(xs -XT)±V(G- J)(vESn-+C(MT - XS+XT)2)

(4.2.3.-2)

where C

with h - I degrees of freedom.

4.2.3. ESTIMATION OF POTENCY AND
CONFIDENCE LIMITS
When there are no indications for a significant departure
from parallelism and linearity the In(potency ratio) M'T is
calculated as:

The colwnn total is a measure of deviations from linearity
and is approximately -/ distributed with degrees of freedom
equal to N - 2h. Significance of this value may be assessed
with the aid of Table 8.3 or a suitable sub-routine in a
computer program. If the value is significant at the
0.05 probability level, the assay must probably be rejected
(see Section 4.2.4).

When the above test gives no indication of significant
deviations from linear regression, the deviations from
parallelism are tested at the 0.05 significance level with:

M,_ar-as
r r- b

(4.2.2.-2)

(4.2.3.-1)

4.2.4. INVALID ASSAYS
If the test for deviations from linearity described in
Section 4.2.2 is significant, the assay should normally be
rejected. If there are reasons to retain the assay, the formulae
are slightly modified. , becomes the r-value (p =0.05) with
the same number of degrees of freedom as used in the check
for linearity and i becomes the X2 value divided by the same
number of degrees of freedom (and thus typically is greater
than I).

The test for parallelism is also slightly modified. The X2 value
for non-parallelism is divided by its nwnber of degrees of
freedom. The resulting value is divided by ,2 calculated
above to obtain an F-ratio with h - I and N - 2h degrees of
freedom, which is evaluated in me usual way at the 0.05
significance level.

4.3. THE LOGO' METHOD
As indicated in Section 4.1 me legit method may sometimes
be more appropriate. The name of the method is derived
from the logit function which is the inverse of the logistic
distribution. The procedure is similar to that described for
the probit method with the following modifications in the
formulae for tD and Z.
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4.4. OTIlER SHAPES OF TIlE CURVE
The probit and logit method are almost always adequate for
the analysis of quantal responses called for in the European
Pharmacopoeia. However, if it can be made evident that the
In(dose)-response curve has another shape than the 2 curves
described above, another curve lit may be adopted. Z is then
taken to be the first derivative of cD.
For example, if it can be shown that the curve is not
symmetric~ the Gomp.ertz ~stribution may be appropriate
(the gomg" method) m which case <I> = 1 - eO' and
Z=eY - t .

4.5. TIlE MEDIAN EFFECTIVE DOSE
In some types of assay it is desirable to determine a median
effective dose which is the dose that produces a response in
50 per cent of the units. The probit method can he used to
determine this median effective dose (ED50) , but since there
is no need to express this dose relative lO a standard, the
formulae are slightly different.

Note A standard can optionally be included in order to
validate the assay. Usually the assay is considered valid if the
calculated EDso of the standard is close enough to the
assigned EDso. What «close enough" in this context means
depends on the requirements specified in the monograph.

The tabulation of the responses to the test samples, and
optionally a standard, is as described in Section 4.2.1.
The test for linearity is as described in Section 4.2.2. A test
for parallelism is not necessary for this type of assay.
The EDso of test sample T, and similarly for the other
samples, is obtained as described in Section 4.2.3, with the
following modificatlons in formulae 4.2.3.-1 and 4.2.3.-2:

treatment are given in Table 5.1.1.-1. A graphical
presentation (Figure 5.1.1.-1) gives no rise to doubt the
homogeneity of variance and normality of the data, but
suggests problems with parallelism for preparation U.

Table 5.1.1.-1. Response melameler y: mass of ascorbic add (mg)
per 100 g of adrenol gland

Standard S Preparation T Preparatfan U

S, S, T, T, U, U,

300 2.9 310 230 250 236

310 221 290 210 268 213

330 267 360 2.0 273 2.3

290 236 341 261 240 269

364 250 321 241 307 251

32. 231 370 290 270 294

390 229 303 223 317 223

360 269 334 254 312 250

342 233 295 216 320 216

306 259 ns 235 265 265

M= 332.0 248.4 323.9 244.0 282.2 250.0

400
•

380

380 • ••

>0
340 • ••

*320 • I
E : • •
~300 • ••E • •• • •
$280 •

~
c
0 •16260 • •
'" •

240 • •I • ••
220 • • •• I•
200

81 82 T1 T2 Ul U2
180

Figure 5.1.1.-1.

The formulae in Tables 3.2.3.-1 and 3.2.3.-11 lead to:

Ps 580.4 Ls -41.8

PT 567.9 LT -39.95

Pu 532.2 Lu -(6.1

Hp 10 HL 120 = 202=5 6

The analysis of variance can now be completed with the
formulae in Tables 3.2.3-III and 3.2.3.-IV. This is shown in
Table 5.1.1.-11.

(4.3.-2)

(4.3.-1)

(4.5.-1)

<I>~_I
l+cY

where V = i"' and C is left unchanged

T

CM~ - (C-I)('r)±V(C - 1)(V~Sn+C(MT -.d')
(45.-2)

5. EXAMPLES
This section consists of worked examples illustrating the
application of the formulae, The examples have been selected
primarily to illustrate the statistical method of calculation.
They are not intended to reflect the most suitable method of
assay, if alternatives are permined in the individual
monographs. To increase their value as program checks,
more decimal places are given than would usually be
necessary. It should also be noted that other, but equivalent
methods of calculation exist. These methods should lead to
exactly the same final results as those given in the examples.

5.1. PARALLEL-LINE MODEL
5.1.1. TWO-DOSE MULTIPLE ASSAY WITH
COMPLETELY RANDOMISED DESIGN
An assay of corticotrophin by subcutaneous injutiotr in rats
The standard preparation is administered at 0.25 and
1.0 units per 100 g of body mass. Two preparations to be
examined are both assumed to have a potency of 1 unit per
milligram and they are administered in the same quantities as
the standard. The individual responses and means per
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Table 5.1.1.-ll. Analysisof variance

Table 5.1.1.-11I. Analysisof uariance withou' sample U

with the requirements with respect to both regression and
parallelism and so the potency can be calculated.
The formulae in Section 3.2.5 give:
- for the common slope:

The analysis confirms a highly significant linear regression.
Departure from parallelism, however, is also significant
(p = 0.0075) which was to be expected from: the graphical
observation that preparation U is nor parallel (0 the standard.
This preparation is therefore rejected and the analysis
repeated using only preparation T and the standard
(Tahle 5.1.1.-111).

S, T, T, S, S, T,

T, T, S, S, T, S,

T, S, S, S, T, T,

S, S, T, T, S, T,

S, T, S, T, T, S,

T, S, T, T, S, S,

P s 529.667 L s 35.833
P T 526.333 L T 39.333

6 ~=3H, 3=2 H, 24

2

3

4

5

6

The analysis of variance can now be completed with the
formulae in Tables 3.2.3.-11I and 3.2.3.-IV. The result is
shown in Table 5.1.2.-IV.

The analysis shows significant differences between the rows.
This indicates the increased precision achieved by using a
Latin square design rather than a completely randomised
design. A highly significant regression and no significant
departure of me individual regression lines from parallelism
and .linearity confirms that the assay is satisfactory for
potency calculations.

Table 5.1.2.-1. Distribution of treatments overthe plate
1 2 3 4 5 6

Multiplying by the assumed potency of preparation T yields a
potency of 1.11 units/mg with 95 per cent confidence limits
from 0.82 to l.51 units/mg.

5.1.2. THREE-DOSE lATIN SQUARE DESlGN
Antibiotic agardiffusiqn assay using a rectangular tray
The standard bas an assigned potency of 4855 IU/mg.
The test preparation has an asswned potency of 5600 IV/mg.
For the stock solutions 25.2 mg of the standard is dissolved
in 24.5 mL of solvent and 21.4 mg of the test preparation is
dissolved in 23.95 mL of solvent. The final solutions are
prepared by first diluting both stock solutions to 1/20 and
further using a dilution ratio of 1.5.

A Latin square is generated with me method described in
Section 8.6 (see Table 5.1.2.-1). The responses of this
routine assay are shown in Table 5.1.2.-ll (inhibition zones
in mm x 10). The treatment mean values are shown in
Table 5.1.2.-ill. A graphical representation of the data (see
Figure 5.1.2.-1) gives no rise to doubt the normality or
homogeneity of variance of the data.

The formulae in Tables 3.2.3.-1 and 3.2.3.-11 lead 10:

-58.970
b 20(-41.8-39.95)

In4x 10x2

Source of
Degrees

Sum. of M""D Proba-
of F~ratio

variation
freedom

squares square billly

Preparations 2 6256.6 3128.3

Regression 1 63830.8 63830.8 83.38 0.000

No&- 2 8218.2 4109.1 5.37 0.007
parajlejism

Treatments 5 78 305.7

Resklual 54 41340.9 765.57
error

Total 59 119 646.6

Source of
Degrees

SumoC M,an Probe-
of F-ratio

variation freedom squares square billly

Preparations 1 390.6 390.6

Regression 1 66830.6 66830.6 90.5 0.000

No&- 1 34.2 34.2 0.05 0.831
parnUelism

Treatments 3 67255.5

Residu8.1 36 26587.3 738.54
error

Total 39 93842.8

The anatysts wnnout preparation U results m compnance

- and In(confidence limits) are:

C 66 830.6 1.0476
66830.6 - 738.54 x 2.0282

1.0476 x 0.1060± ,,",0.0476x (1.0476)( 0.10602+2 x 0.9609)
=0.1l1O±0.3034

- the In(potency ratio) is:

.... 567.9 - 580.4 1060
ll1r 2x(-58.970) O.

178.5 =~

77.5 = Rs

18LO = R,

177.2 178.0 174.8 173.5
=C) =G.l =Gj =C,

161 160 178 187 171 194

151 192 150 172 170 192

162 195 174 161 193 151 1

194 184 199 160 163 171

176 181 201 202 ". 151 1

193 166 161 186 198 182

Table 5.1.2.-ll. Measured inhibition zones in mm x 10
] 2 3 4 5 6 Rowmean

175.2 = R1

171.2 = R2

72.7 = R,

2

3

4

5

6

Col. Mean 172.8 179.7
= C1 = C2

66830.6 0.9609
58.970)2 x 2 x 10

v

Table 5.1.2.-11I. Means of the 'realmen"

By taking the antilogarithms we find a potency ratio of 1.11
with 95 per cent confidence limits from 0.82-1.51.

Standard S Preparation T

S, S, S, T, T, T,

Mean 158.67 176.50 194.50 156.17 174.67 195,50
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A correction factor of:

Source of
Degrees

Sum.of Moan Probe-
of F-ratio

variation freedom
squares square bllity

Preparations I 11.llll n.uu

Regression I 8475.0417 8475.0417 408.1 0.000

Non- I 1l~.3750 18.3750 0.885 0.358
paraUelism

Non-linearity 2 5.4722 2.7361 0.132 0.877

Treatments 5 ssio

Row, 5 412 82.40 3.968 0.012

Columns 5 218.6667 43.73 2.106 0.107

Residual 20 415.3333 20.7667

" ror

Total 35 9556

Table 5.1.2.-N. Analysis ofwriam:e

210

200 •
•

~190 •
x •
E •E •-180
ill
"Ii! •
c:170 I

~ •
s: •
E; 160 • I

150 I •

Sl S2 S3 Tl
140

Figure 5.1.2.-I.

•
•
•

I

•

T2

•
•

T3

4855 x 25.2/24.5 0.99799
5600 x 21.4/23.95

is necessary because the dilutions werenot exactly equipotent
on the basis of the assumed potency. Multiplying by this
correction factor and the assumed potency of 5600 IU/mg
yields a potency of 5456 IV/mg with 95 per cent confidence
limits from 5092 to 5843 IV/mg.

5.1.3. FOUR-DOSE RANDOil11SED BLOCK DESIGN
AntWWl;C turbidimetric assay
This assay is designed to assign a potency in
international units per vial. The standard has an assigned
potency of 670 IU/mg. The test preparation has an assumed
potency of 20 000 IV/vial. On the basis of this information
the stock solutions are prepared as follows. 16.7 mg of the
standard is dissolved in 25 mLsolventand the contents of
one vial of the test preparation are dissolved in 40 mL
solvent.The finalsolutions areprepared by first diluting to
J/40 and further using a dilution ratio of 1.5. The tubes are
placed in a water-bath in a randomised block arrangement
(see Section 8.5). The responses are listed in Table 5.1.3.-1.

Inspection of Figure 5.1.3.-1gives no rise to doubt the
validity of the assumptions of normality and homogeneityof
variance of the data. The standard deviation of Sl is
somewhathigh but is no reason for concern.

Table 5.l.3.-I. Absorbanus of the suspensions (x 1000)

StandardS Prepuatlon T

Blotk S, S, s, S, T, T, T, T, M~

I 252 201 '68 "' m 206 ... 115 18Ll

2 249 20' .01 101 23. 197 '53 .02 179.0

, 247 '" 162 III 246 197 ... 104 176.0

4 250 207 '" 108 23. 191 15. 106 115.9

5 235 2.7 ... .. 232 •86 ... " 167.4

M~ 246.6 2OJ.O 162.4 107.4 237.4 195.4 1~.4 104.4

The formulae in Section 3.2.5 give:
- for the common slope: 275

b
3 x (35.833 +39.333)

46.346 250 •In(1.5)(6)(2 ••
225

- the In(potency ratio) is:

200 •
M'

526.333 - 529.667
0.023974 •T 3 x 46.346 0> • •c

8475.0417 _ 1.0108
~175 •c

8475.0417 - 20.7667 x 2.0862 ~15O • •.. •
V

8475.0417
0.2192

46.3462 x 3 x 6 125

- and 1n(confidence limits) are: •
100 • •

1.0108 x (-0.0240) ±VO,OIOS x (1.0108 x (-0.0240)2 + 2 x 0.2192)
75

= -O.O2423±O.O6878 Sl S2 S3 S4 Tl T2 T3 T4
50

The potency ratio is found by taking the antilogarithms, Figure 5.l.3.-I.
resulting in 0.9763 with 95 per cent confidence limits from
0.9112-1.0456. The formulae in Tables 3.2.3.-1 and 3.2.3.-II lead to:
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The analysis of variance is constructed with the formulae in
Tables 3.2.3.-ill and 3.2.3.-N. The result is shown in
Table 5.1.3.-II.

A significant difference is found between me blocks. This
indicates the increased precision achieved by using a
randomised block design. A highly significant regression and
no significant departure from parallelism and linearity
confirms that the assayis satisfactory for potency
calculations. The formulae in Section 3.2.5 give:
- for the common slope:

b= IX(-229.1-222) 111.255
1n{1.5)x 5 x 2

Dilution Staadard S Preparation T

i.ts ooo 0.043 0.045 0.051 0.097 0.097 0.094

1:8000 0.093 0.099 0.082 0.167 0.151 0.118

1:4000 0.159 0.154 0.166 0.321 0.355 0.345

1:2000 0.283 0.295 0.362 0.501 0.665 0.576

1:1000 0.514 0.531 0.545 1.140 1.386 1.051

DUution Preparation U Preparation V

1:16000 0.086 0.011 0.073 0.082 0.082 0.086

1:8000 0.127 0.146 0.133 0.145 0.144 0.173

1:4000 0.217 0.268 0.269 0.318 0.306 0.316

1:2000 0.586 0.489 0.546 0.552 0.551 0.624

1:1000 0.951 0.866 1.045 1.037 1.039 1.068

5.1.4. FIVE-DOSE MULTIPLE ASSAY WITH
COMPLETELY RANDOMISED DESIGN
An in-vitro assayof three hepatitis B vaccines against a standard
Three independent two-fold dilution series of 5 dilutions
were prepared from each of the vaccines. After some
additional steps in the assay procedure, absorbances were
measured. They are shown in Table 5.1.4.-1.

Table 5.1.4.-1. Optical densities

The logarithms of the optical densities are known to have a
linear relationship with the logarithms of the doses.
The mean responses of me In-transformed optical densities
are listed in Table 5.1.4.-ll. No unusual features are
discovered in a graphical presentation of the data (Figure
5.1.4.-1).

Table 5.1.4.-II. Means of the In-transformed absorbances

-229.1
-222

~=l
60

719.4
687.6

5
4" = 1.25

Ps
PT

u;

Table 5 1 3 -II Analysisof variance..
SOllJ'Ce of

Degrees
Sum of M~ Probe-

of F-rado
variation

freedom
squares square blllly

Preparations I 632.025 632,025

Regression I 101 745.6 101 745.6 1887.1 0.000

Non- I 25.205 25.205 0.467 0.500
paraUelism

Non-linearity 4 259.14 64.785 1.202 0.332

Treatments 7 102 662

Blocks 4 876.7> 219.188 4.065 0.010

Residual 2S 1509.65 53.916
error

Total 3. 105048.4

- the In(potency ratio) is:

G

AI. _ 681.6 -119.4 0.011451
T - 4x(-11I.255)

101 745.6
101 745.6 - 53.916 x 2.048'

V WI 745.6 004110
(-111.255)2 x 4 x 5

1.00223

S, -3.015 T, -2.344 U, -2.572 V, -2.485

S, -2.396 T, -1.789 U, -2.002 V, -1.814

S, -1.835 T, -1.073 U, -1.305 V, -I.I61

S. -1.166 T. -0.550 U. -0.618 V. -0.554

S, -0.635 T, 0.169 U, -0.048 V, 0.041

- and inCconfidence limits) are:
0.5

•
1.00223 xO.0115±

/0.00223 x (1.00223 x 0.01152+ 2 x 0.4110)

= 0.01162±0.04293

The potency ratio is found by taking the antilogarithms,
resulting in 1.0741 with 95 per cent confidence limits from
1.0291 to 1.1214. A correction factor of:

vuTs
-3.0

-0.5

0.0

-3.5 -'------'-----'------'------'

-2.5

'8-1.0
c

f'l
l1.5
s,
~

0.89512
670 x 16.7/25
20000 x 1/40

is necessary because the dilutions were not exactly equipotent
on the basis of the assumed potency. Multiplying by this
correction factor and the assumed potency of 20 000 IV/vial
yields a potency of 19 228 IU/vial with 95 per cent
confidence limits from 18 423-20 075 IU/vial.

Figure 5.1.4.-1.
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M'r

The formulae in Tables 3.2.3.-1 and 3.2.3.-11 give:

Ps --9.108 Ls 6.109
PT -5586 LT 6.264
Pu -6.544 Lu 6.431
Pv -6.027 Lv 6.384

3 ~=O.3n; 5" = 0.6 HL 120

The analysis of variance is completed with the formulae in
Tables 3.2.3.-II1 and 3.2.3.-N. This is shown in
Table 5.I.4.-III.

Table 5.IA.-III. Analysisaf variance

Source of
Degrees

Swnof M.an Peoba-
of F-nuio

variation
freedom

squares square billty

Preparations 3 4.475 1.492

Regression I 47.58 47.58 7126 0.000

Non-parallelism 3 0.0187 0.006 0.933 0.434

Non-linearity 12 0.0742 0.006 0.926 0.531

Treatments 19 52.152

ResiduB1 error 40 0.267 0.0067

Total 59 52.42

A highly significant regression and a non-significant
departure from parallelism and linearity confirm that the
potencies can be safely calculated. The formulae in
Section 3.2.5 give:
- for the common slope:

b 0.3 x (G.IOg + 6.264 + 6.431 + 6.384) 0.90848
In2x3x4

- the In(potency ratio) for preparation Tis:

-5.586 - (-9.108) 0.7152
5xO.90848

c = 47.58 1.00057
47.58 0.0067 x 2.0212

5.105. TWIN CROSS-OVER DESIGN
Assay of insulin by subcutaneou.s injection in rabbits

The standard preparation was administered at 1 unitand
2 units permillilitre. Equivalent doses of the unknown
preparation wereused basedon an assumed potencyof
40 units permillilitre. The rabbits received subcutaneously
0.5 mL of the appropriate solutions according to the design
in Table 5.1.5.-1and responses obtained areshown in
Table 5.1.5.-11 and Figure 5.1.5.-1. The large variance
illustrates thevariation between rabbits and the need to
employ a cross-over design.

Table 5.1.5.-1. Arrangements of treatments

Group of rabbits

• 2 3 4

Day I S, S, T, T,

Day 2 T, T, S, S,

Table 5.1.5.-11. Response y: sum af blood glucose readings
(mg/JOO mL) al 1 hand 2.5 h

Group 1 Group 1: Group :) Group 4

S, T, S, T, T, S, T, S,

112 104 65 72 105 91 118 144

126 ll2 116 160 83 67 119 149

62 58 73 72 125 67 42 51

86 63 47 93 56 45 64 107

52 53 88 1I3 92 84 93 Il7

110 113 63 71 10. 56 73 128

116 91 50 65 66 55 39 87

101 68 55 100 91 68 31 71

Moan 95.6 82.8 69.6 93.3 89.9 66.6 72.4 106.8

L.OOO57 x 0.7752±

- andIn(confidence limits) for preparation Tare:

Lower limit Estimate Upper limit

Vacdne T 40.5 43.4 46.5

Vaccine U 32.9 35.2 37.6

Vaccine J' 36.8 39.4 42.2

10.00057 x (1.00057 x 0.77522 + 2x 3.8436)

= 0.7756±O.0689

By taking the antilogarithms a potency ratio of 2.171 is
foundwith 95 per cent confidence limits from 2.027 to
2.327. All samples have an assigned potency of 20 ~g

proteinlmL and so a potency of 43.4 ~g proteinlmL is found
for test preparation T with 95 per cent confidence limits from
40.5-46.5 ~g proteinlmL
The sameprocedure is followed to estimate the potency and
confidence interval of the other testpreparations. The results
are listed in Table 5.1.4.-N.

Table 5.1.4.-N. Pinalpo,ency estimate: and 95 per cen'
confidence intmJau of 'he 'es' vaccines (in pg protein/mL)

O-'---------L.---------'

160 •
•

140 •

I •:::J12O • • •E I • •
0 • • •e100 •
0>

~ ~E-80$ • • • •c

i80 • •
• •

• • •
'" • •

I •40 •
•

20

81 82 T1 T2

Figure 5.1.5.-1.

The analysis of variance is more complicated for this assay
thanfor the other designs given because the component of
the sum of squares due to paraUelism is not independent of
the componentdue to rabbit differences. Testing of the

3.8436
V 47.58

O.90852x5x3
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parallelism of the regression lines involves a second error
mean-square term obtained by subtracting me parallelism
component and 2 "Interaction" components from the
component due to rabbit differences.

Three "Interaction" components are present in me analysis of
variance due to replication within each group:

days x preparation; days x regression; days x parallelism.

These terms indicate the tendency for the components
(preparations, regression and parallelism) to vary from day to
day. The corresponding F-ratios rhus provide checks on these
aspects of assay validity. H the values of F obtained are
significantly high, care should be exercised in interpreting me
results of the assay and, ifpossible, the assay should be
repeated.

The analysis of variance is constructed by applying the
formulae given in Tables 3.2.3.-1 to 3.2.3.-ill separately for
both days and for the pooled set of data. The formulae in
Tables 3.2.3.-1 and 3.2.3.-11 give:

Day 1: P, 165.25 Ls -13
PT 162.25 LT -8.75

u; ~=" HL
~=16

2 •
Day 2: P, 173.38 L, -20.06

Pi 176.00 LT -5.25

8 9.
u; -=4 H L -=16

2 •
Pooled: P, 169.31 L, -16.53

PT 169.13 LT -7.00

Hp
,. H L

192
"2=8 -=32•

and with the formulae in Table 3.2.3.-ill this leads to:

Supplementary Chapter IV G V-A807

Table 5 1 5 -nr Analysis of variance

Source of
V_a

Sum of M= ""'bo-.r P-n1do""".... 6:eedom
sq,Uaft. square bill.,.

Non-panUelism I 1453.5 14535 1.064 0.311

Days x Prep. 1 31.6 31.6 0.023 0.880

.Days x Regr. I 50.8 50.8 0.031 0.849

Residual Cm>I"
28 38258.8 1366.4

between nbbiu

Rabbits 31 39794.7 1283.7

Prqmatioos 1 0.l4 0.14 0.001 0.97')

R"""", 1 8859.5 8859.5 6-1.532 0.000

"'" 1 478.5 478.5 JA85 0.072

Ibys x DOn- I 446.3 446.3 3.251 0.082
par,

ReDdual error 2S 384'1.1 137.3
wilhin nbbiu

T"'" .J 53423.2

The analysis of variance confirms that the data fulfil the
necessary conditions for a satisfactory assay: a highly
significant regression, no significant departures from
parallelism, and none of the three interaction components is
significant.

The formulae in Section 3.2.5 give:
- for the common slope:

b 32x(-16.53-7) -33.95
In2x 16x2

DiY 1 DiY 2 Pooled - the In(potency ratio) is:

ss,.

18.000

3784.5

1445 ss,.

13.781

5125.8

1755.3 ss,.

0.141

88595

1453.5

M'T
169.13-169.31

2x( 33.95)
0.00276

The interaction terms are found as Day 1 + Day 2 - Pooled.

C 8859.5
88595 137.3 x 2.0482 1.0695

SS""",,,,,,, ~ 31.64

SS""",,,,, = 50.77

SSday5xpar = 446.27

In addition the sum of squares due to day-to-day variation is
calculated as:

1ss.ur- =2N(~+~) -K = 478.52

and the sum of squares due to blocks (the variation between
rabbits) as:

SSbbct. = 2 EB~ - K = 39794.7

where B, is the mean response per rabbit.

The analysis of variance can now be completed as shown in
Table s.r.s.rn.

V 8859.5 0.2402
(-33.95)2x2xI6

~ and In(confidence limits) are:

1.0695 x O.00276± ,",,0.0695 x (1.0695 x 0.002762 + 2 x 0.2402)
= 0.00295±O.l8279

By taking the antilogarithms a potency ratio of 1.003 with
95 per cent confidence limits from 0.835 to 1.204 is found.
Multiplying by AT =40 yields a potency of 40.1 units per
millilitre with 95 per cent confidence limits from
33.4-48.2 units per millilitre.

5.2. SLOPE-RATIO MODEL
5.2.1. A COMPLETELY RANDOMISED (0,3,3)
DESIGN
An assay offO£"" VIII

A laboratory carries out a chromogenic assay of factor VIII
activity in concentrates. The laboratory has no experience
with the type of assay but is trying to make it operational.
Three equivalent dilutions are prepared of both. the standard
and the test preparation. In addition a blank is prepared,
although a linear dose-response relationship is not expected
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and the analysis of variance is completed with the formulae
in Tables 3.3.3.1.-II1 and 3.3.3.I.-IV.

A highly significant regression and no significant deviations
from linearity and intersection indicate that the potency can
be calculated.

Slope of standard:

for low doses. 8 replicates of each dilution are prepared,
which is more than would be done in a routine assay.

A graphical presentation of the data shows clearly that the
dose-response relationship is indeed not linear at low doses.
The responses to blanks will therefore not be used in the
calculations (further assays are of course needed to justify
this decision). The formulae in Tables 3.3.3.1.-1 and
3.3.3.1.-11 yield:

0.6524 Pr 05651
1.4693 L r 1.2656
0.318 Or 0.318
0.329 br 0.271
0.1554 Gr 0.1156
4.17·10-8 lr 2.84. 10-6

0.300

0.350
S3

Table 5 2 1 -I Absorbane"...

Blank Standard S Preparation T
(In IUfmL) (In IU/mL)

Cone. B S, S, S, T, T, T,
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03

0.022 0.133 0.215 0.299 0.120 0.188 0.254

0.024 0.133 0.'215 0.299 0.119 0.188 0.253

0.024 0.131 0.216 0.299 0.118 0.190 0.255

0.026 0.136 0.218 0.297 0.120 0.190 0.258

0.023 0.137 0.220 0.297 0.120 0.190 0.257

0.022 0.136 0.220 0.305 0.121 0.191 0.257

0.022 0.138 0.219 0.299 0.121 0.191 0.255

0.023 0.137 0.218 0.302 0.121 0.190 0.254

Mom 0.0235 0.1351 0.2176 0.2996 0.1200 0.1898 0.2554
1.9764Ka' == 0.052980.09524

And

Ps
Ls
Os

bs
Gs
Js

b's 6 x 1.469 - 36 x 0.0530 0.0822
84

0.250 S2

13

Slope of test sample:

II 6 x 1.266~ 36 x 0.0530 0.0677
r 84

Sl

12

Formula 3.3.5.1.-3 gives:

R = 0.0677 =0.8
0.0822 23

0.100

0.050

11

c = 0.0822 2

0.0822 2 - 3.86·10 • X 2.018 2 x 0.0357
1.000083

B
O.OOOL---------------'

Figure 5.2.1.-1.

K 1 = 0.000083 x 0.75 = 0.000062
Table 5.2.1.-11. Analysisa/variance

and the 95 per cent confidence limits are:

0.823± JO.000083 x 1.678+0.000062 x ( 1.646)
=0.823 ±0.006

The potency ratio is thus estimated as 0.823 with 95 per cent
confidence limits from 0.817 to 0.829.

Source of Degrees
Sumo! "leon Probe-or F~rado

variation
freedom

squares square bUhy

Regression 2 0.1917 0.0958 24850 0.000

Intersection 1 3. (0-9 ,. 10-" 7·10""" 0.978

Non- 2 '2. 10-5 I . 10-5 2.984 0.061
linearity

Treatments 5 0.1917

Residual 42 1.62 . 10--4 3.86 . 10--6
error

Total 47 0.1919

5.2.2. A COMPLETELY RANDOM/SED (0,4,4,4)
DES/GN
An in-vilrO assayof influenzavaccines
The haemagglutinin antigen (HA) content of 2 influenza
vaccines is determined by single radial immunodiffusion.
Both have a labelled potency of 15 tJ,g HA per dose) which is
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Table 5 2 2 -I Zoneof precipitation area (mm')

A graphical presentation of the data showsno unusual
features (see Figure 5.2.2.-1). The formulae in
Tables 3.3.3.1.-1 and 3.3.3. I.-II yield:

equivalent witha content of 30 J1g HNmL. The standard has
an assigned content of 39 J.lg HNmL.

Standard and test vaccines areapplied in 4 duplicate
concentrations whichare prepared on the basis of the
assigned and the labelled contents. When the equilibrium
between the external and the internal reactant is established,
the zone of me annuJus precipitation area is measured.
The results are shown in Table 5.2.2.-1.

40 84
•

35
83 T4

30

~25m
0
~

"5pO
m
~ Tlc
~ 15

Ul

10

5

For vaccine U:

0.649± ';0.0056 x 1.423+0.0035 x (-1.301) = 0.649±0.058

0.955± ';0.0056 x 1.913+0.0035 x (-1.913) - 0.955±0.063

The HA content in ~g/dose can be found by multiplying the
potency ratios and confidence limits by the asswned content
of 15 ~g/dose. The results are given in Table 5.2.2.-III.

Figure 5.2.2.-1.

0"------------------'

14 785.8Ka' = 11.04

PT 103.85 Pu 85.8
LT 292.1 Lu 234.1
aT 116.7 au 139.8
bT 64.95 bu 39.2
GT 2909.4 Gu 1917.3

JT 2.227 Ju 0.083

Cone. Standard S Preparation T Preparation U

( .g/mL) I II I n I II

75 18.0 18.0 15.1 16.8 15..4 15.7

15.0 22.8 24.5 23.1 24.2 20.2 18.6

22.5 3004 30.4 28.9 27.4 24.2 23.1

30.0 35.7 36.6 34.4 37.8 27.4 27.0

Ps 108.2
Ls 301.1
as 141.0
bs 61.2
Gs 3114.3

Js 0.223

and

H, = 0.0093

6x301.1-60xII.04
Vs 180 6.356

and the analysis of variance is completed with the formulae
in Tables 3.3.3.J.-III and 3.3.3.J.-N. This is shown in
Table 5.2.2.-II.

A highly significant regression and no significant deviations
from linearity and intersection indicate that the potency can
be calculated.

Slope of stand ard:

Slope of T is:

/I. _6x292.I-60><1I.04
T - 180 6.056

Table 5 2 2 -II Analysisof variance

Source of
Degrees

Sum of M.~ Peoba-
af F-ratio

variation
freedom

squares square bill,>,

Regression 3 1087.7 362.6 339.5 0.000

Intersection 2 3.474 1.737 1.626 0.237

Non-linearity 6 5.(166 0.844 0.791 0.594

Treatments II 1096.2

Residual [2 12.815 1.068
error

Total 23 1109.0

This leads to a potency ratio of 6.056/6.356 =0.953 for
vaccine T and 4.123/6.356 =0.649 for vaccine U.

Slope of U is:

If, 6><234.I-60xII.04
u 180

4,)23

Table 5.2.2.-III. Estimates of HA content (pg/dose)

Lower limit Estimate Upper Umh

Vaccine T 13.4 14.3 J5.3

Vaccine U 8.9 9.7 10.6

And the confidence limits ate found with formula 3.3.5.1.-4.

For vaccine T:

C 6.356 2

6.3561 1.068:<2.1791 ><0.0444

K' = 0.0056 x 0.625 = 0.0035

1.0056

5.3. QUANTAL RESPONSES
5.3.1. PROBIT ANALYSIS OF A TEST PREPARATION
AGAINST A REFERENCE
An in-vivoassayof a diphthen'a vaccine

A diphtheria vaccine (assumed potency 140 IUlvial) is
assayed against a standard (assigned potency 132 IU/vial).
On the basis of this Information, equivalent doses are
prepared and randomly administered to groups of guinea
pigs.After a givenperiod, the animals are chaUenged with
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Table 5.3.1.-1. Raw data from a diphtheria assay in guinea-pigs

diphtheria toxin and the number of surviving animals
recorded as shown inTable 5.3.1.-1.

14.15'
(16.71 + 17.27) - -5- = 0.001

.89

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

~0.6

:5
~0.5
a.

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1
S T

0.0

Logit Gompit Angle*..
I y+!I _e-,r 1

I +e-Y - 5in
2 2

Z ,-v
ey_,r

I

(I +rY}2 2""
y

slope b 4.101 2.590 1.717

1: lin 2.15 3.56 1.50

"PM 0.0066 0.168 0.0010

Potency 162.9 158.3 155.8

Lower limit 121.1 118.7 122.6

Upperlimit 221.1 213.3 .200.7

Table 5.3.2.-1. Results by using alumarive curves

Figure 5.3.1.-1.

5.3.2. LOGlT ANALYSIS AND OTHER 1YPES OF
ANALYSES OF A TEST PREPARATION AGAINSTA
REFERENCE
Results willbe givenfor the situation where the logit method
Bod other "classical" methods of this family are applied to
the datain Section 5.3.l. This should be regarded as an
exercise rather than an alternative to theprobit method in
this specific case. Another shapeof the curve maybe adopted
only if this is supported by experimental or theoretical
evidence. See Table 5.3.2.-1.

.{ If Y;&II: Ihen c1l = Oand Z = O

If Y'211 then ~ = I andZ = 0

1.127

-1.721 - (-2.050) 0.137
2.401

M'r

c = 2.401 2 X5.893
2.401 2 x5.893 - 12 X1.9602

Standard (~ Test preparation (1)
Assigned potency Assumed potency

13ZIUMaI 140 IUMai

d.,. challenged protected d.,. challenged protected
(IUlmL) (LUlmL)

I.. 12 o I.. II •I.. 12 3 I.. 12 4

2.5 12 • 2.5 II 8

4.• II 10 4.• II 10

The observations are transferred to the first working table
and me subsequent columns are computed as described in
Section 4.2.1. Table 5.3.I.-ll shows the first cycle of this
procedure.
The sums of the last 6 columnsarethencalculated per
preparation and transferred (0 the secondworking table (see
Table 5.3.1.-ill). The results in the other columns are found
with formulae 4.2.1.-4 to 4.2.1.-10. This yields a common
slope b of 1.655.

The values for Y in the first working table arenow replaced
by a + bx and a second cycle is carried out (see Table 5.3.1.
N).

The cycle is repeated until the difference between
2 consecutive cycleshas become small. The second working
table should then appear as shown in Table 5.3.I.-V.

Linearity is testedas described in Section 4.2.2. The x2-value
with 4 degrees of freedom is 0.851 + 1.070 =1.921
representing a p-valueof 0.750 which is not significant.
Since thereareno significant deviations from linearity, the
test forparallelism can be carried out as described in the
samesection. The X2-valuewith 1 degree of freedom is:

representing a p-valueof 0.974 which is not significant.
The In(potency ratio) can now be estimated as described in
Section 4.2.3.

Further:

So In confidence limits are:

0.155- o.on± jO.127(0.649 +1.127 x 0.036') _ 0.142±0.288

The potency and confidence limits can now be found by
taking the antilogarithms and multiplying these by the
assumed potencyof 140 IV/vial. This yields an estimate of
160.6 IV/vial with 95 per cent confidence limits from
121.0-215.2 ill/vial.

5.3.3. THE EDs• DETERMINATION OF A
SUBSTANCE USING THE PROBIT METHOD
An in-oitro assayof oralpoliomyelitis vaccine
In an ED5(l assay of oral poliomyelitis vaccine with
10 different dilutions in 8 replicates of 50 ~L on an EllSA
plate) results were obtained as shown in Table 5.3.3.-1.
The observations are transferred (0 the first working table
and the subsequent columns are computed as described in
Section 4.2.1. Table 5.3.3.-ll shows the first cycle of this
procedure.
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Table 5.3.J.-ll. Firstworking table in thefint cycle

Supplementary Chapter IV G V-ASll

Vaccine Dose n r x p Y 01> Z y w wx wy wx' wy' W'O'

S 1.0 12 0 0.000 0.000 0 0.5 0.399 -1.253 7.64 0.00 -9.57 0.00 12.00 0.00

I.. 12 3 0.470 0.250 0 0.5 0.399 -0.627 7.64 3.59 -4.79 1.69 3.00 -2.25

2.5 12 • 0.916 0.500 0 0.5 0.399 0.000 7.64 1.00 0.00 6.41 0.00 0.00

4.0 Il 10 1.386 0.909 0 0.5 0.399 1.025 7.00 9.71 7.18 13.46 7.36 9.95

T 1.0 Il 0 0.000 0.000 0 0.5 0.399 -1.253 7.00 0.00 -8.78 0.00 11.00 0.00

I.. 12 4 0.470 0.333 0 0.5 0.399 --0.'118 7.64 3.59 -3.19 1.69 1.33 -1.50

2.5 Il 8 0.916 0.727 0 0.5 0.399 0.570 7.00 6.42 3.99 5.88 2.27 3.66

4.0 Il 10 1.386 0.909 0 0.5 0.399 1.025 7.00 9.71 7.18 13.46 7.36 9.95

Table 5 3 I -III Secondworking table in thefirst cy<k

Vacdoe rw rwx rwy rwx' rw.v' rw.,. s= s~ sn x j
a

S 29.92 20.30 -7.18 21.56 22.36 7.70 7.79 12.58 20.64 0.68 -0.24 -1.36

T 28.65 19.72 -0.80 21.03 21.97 12.11 7.46 12.66 21.95 0.69 -0.03 -1.17

Table 5.3.I.-N. First working tabk in the second cycle

Vaccine Dose n r x p Y 01> Z y w wx wy wx' w.v' w.,.

S 1.0 12 0 0.000 0.000 -1.36 0.086 0.158 -1.911 3.77 0.00 -7.21 0.00 13.79 0.00

I.. 12 3 0.470 0.250 -0.58 0.279 0.336 -0.672 6.74 3.17 -4.53 1.49 3.04 -a.n

2.5 12 • 0.916 0.500 0.15 0.561 0.394 -0.001 757 6.94 -0.01 6.36 0.00 -0.01

4.0 11 10 1.386 0.909 0.93 0.824 0.258 1.260 5.07 7.03 6.39 9.75 8.05 8.86

T 1.0 Il 0 0.000 0.000 -1.17 0.122 0.202 -1.769 4.20 0.00 -7.43 0.00 13.14 0.00

I.. 12 4 0.470 0.333 -0.39 0.349 0.370 -0.430 7.23 3.40 -3.11 1.60 1.34 -1.46

2.5 11 8 0.916 0.727 0.35 0.637 0.375 0.591 6.70 6.14 3.96 5.62 2.34 3.63

4.0 11 10 1.386 0.909 1.13 0.870 0.211 1.311 4.35 6.03 5.70 8.36 7.48 7.90

Table 5.3.I.-V. Second working table after sufficient cycles

Vaccine rw rwx rwy rw,,' rw.v' rw'O' s= s~ S" i j a

S 18.37 14.80 -2.14 14.85 17.81 5.28 2.93 7.00 17.56 0.81 -0.12 -2.05

T 17.96 12.64 -0.55 11.86 18.35 6.76 2.96 7.15 J8.34 0.70 -0.03 -1.72

Table 5.3.3.-1. Dilutions (lit pL of the undiluted vaccine)

-3.5 -4.0 -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 -6.0 -6.5 -7.0 -7.5 -8.0

+ + + +
+ + + + -

+ +
+ + + +
+ + +
+ + + + +
+ + + + + +
+ + + + +

The values for Y in the first working table are now replaced
by a + bx and a second cycle is carried out. The cycle is
repeated until the difference between 2 consecutive cycles has
become smaU. The second working table should then appear
as shown in Table 5.3.3.-N.

Linearity is tested as described in Section 4.2.2. The l-value
with 8 degrees of freedom is 2.711 representing a p-value of
0.951 which is not significant.

The potency ratio can now be estimated as described in
Section 4.5.

The sums of the last 6 colwnns are calculated and
transferred 10 the second working table (see Table 5.3.3.-lII).
The results in the other columns are found with formulae
4.2.1.-4 '04.2.1.-10. This yields a common slope b of
-0.295.

Further:

M'r
-(-7.931)

0.646
12.273
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Table 5.3.3.-ll. Fim working table in thejirst cycle

2022

Vaccine Dose n r x p Y .. Z Y w wx .... w>' wy' W'O'

T 10-1.5 8 0 -8.06 0.000 0.00 0.5 0.399 -1.253 5.09 -41.04 -6.38 330.8 8.00 51.4

10-1·0 8 0 -9.21 0.000 0.00 0.5 0.399 -1.253 5.09 -46.91 -6.38 432.0 8.00 58.8

10--4·5 8 I -10.36 0.125 0.00 0.5 0.399 -0.940 5.09 -52.17 -4.79 546.8 4.50 49.6

10- 5-0 8 2 -11.51 0.250 0.00 0.5 0.399 -0.627 5.09 -58.63 -3.19 675.1 2.00 36.7

10-5 5 8 6 -12.66 0.750 0.00 0.5 0.399 0.627 5.09 -64.50 3.19 816.8 2.00 --40.4

10-6.0 8 7 -13.82 0.815 0.00 0.5 0.399 0.940 5.09 -70.36 4.79 972.1 4.'i0 -66.1

10-6.5 8 7 -14.97 0.875 0.00 0.5 0.399 0.940 5.09 -76.23 4.79 1140.8 '.50 -71.7

10-7.0 8 8 -16.12 1.000 0.00 0.5 0.399 1.253 5.09 -82.09 6.38 1323.1 8.00 -102.9

10-1.5 8 8 -17.27 1.000 0.00 0.5 0.399 1.253 5.09 -87.95 6.38 1518.9 8.00 -110.2

10-8.0 8 8 -18.42 1.000 0.00 0.5 0.399 1.253 5.09 -93.82 6.38 1728.2 8.00 -117.6

Table 5 3 3 -ill Second working table in thejim cycle

Vaccine rw rwx r.... rw>' Iwy' r_ S~ S~ Sw • s a

T 50.93 -674.3 11.J7 9484.6 57.50 -312.32 556.92 -164.43 55.05 -13.24 0.219 -3.690

Table 5 3 3 -N Second working table aftersuffidentcycles

vecctne Ew rwx r.... rw>' rw,l Ew'O' S~ S~ Sw • s a

T 19.39 -238.2 0.11 2981.1 26.05 -37.45 55.88 -36.1 1 26.05 -12.28 0.006 -7.931

c (_0.646)2 X55.883

0.646}2x 55.883 _ 12XJ.9602 1.197 1.0 r-;::=::;==:;:::::---------,

I
V = 19.39 =0.052

So In confidence limits are:

-14.692 - (-2.420)± /0.197 x (2.882 + U97 x 0.0092)

= -12.272±O.754

This estimate is still expressed in terms of the In(dilutions).
In order to obtain estimates expressed in In(ED50)/mL the
values are transformed to:

0.9

0.8

0.7

,;;-0.6

~

~0.5
G

OA

0.3

0.2

0.1

• •

Since it has become common use to express the potency of
this type of vaccine in terms of 10glO(ED50)/mL, the results
have to be divided by In(IO). The potency is thus estimated
as 6.63 log\o(ED50)/mL with 95 per cent confidence Iimit8
from 6.30 to 6.96 !OglO(ED50)/mL.

O.O.L---------------."_o-l

Figure 5.3.3.-1.

SA. EXTENDED SIGMOID DOSE·RESPONSE
CURVES
5.4.1. FOUR-PARAMETER LOGISTIC CURVE
ANALYSIS
A serological assay of tetanus sera

As already stated in Section 3.4, this example is intended to
illustrate a "possible" way to analyse the data presented) but
not necessarily to reflect the "only" or the "most
appropriate" way. Many other approaches can be found in
the literature, but in most cases they should not. yield
dramatically different outcomes. A short discussion of

J
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alternative approaches and other statistical considerations is
given in Section 7.5.

A guinea-pig antiserum is assayed against a standard serum
(0.4 IU/mL) using an enzyme-linked inununosorbent assay
technique (EUSA). 10 two-fold dilutions of each serum were
applied on a 96-weU EUSA plate. Each dilution was applied
twice. The observed responses are listed in Table 5.4.1.-1.

y~p(rC')

<>=-l+,-Y

Source ofvarlatlen
Degrees of >' Probability

freedom

Preparntions I 0.529653 0.461

Regression I 6599.51 0.000

NOll-parallelism I 0.0458738 0.830

Non-linearity 16 8.89337 0.918

Treatments I. 6608.98 0.000

Residual error 20 20.0000

Total 39 6628.98

Table 5 4 1 -II Weighted analysis of variance

The resulting weighted analysis of variance of the
transformed responses (y) using weights (w) is shown in
Table 5.4.1.-11.

Table 5 4 1 I Observed responses-
StandardS Preplll'atioD to be examlned T

Dil. Db!. 1 Obs.2 Dil. Obs.l Obs.2

1110 2.912 2.917 IIlO 3.017 2.987

1120 2.579 2.654 1120 2.801 2.808

1140 2.130 2.212 If40 2.401 2.450

1180 1.651 1.638 1180 1.918 1.963

JIl60 1.073 0.973 1/160 1.364 1.299

11320 0.585 0.666 11320 0.861 0.854

11640 0.463 0.356 11640 0.497 0.496

111280 0.266 0.234 111280 0.340 0.344

112560 0.228 0.191 112560 0.242 0.217

1/5120 0.176 O.2Ei 1/5120 0.118 0.125

In addition, the estimated residual variance (t) is returned as
0.001429 with 20 degrees of freedom (within-treatments
variation) .

In order to obtain confidence limits) and also to check for
parallelism and linearity, the observed responses (u) are
linearised and submitted to a weighted parallel-line analysis
by the program. This procedure is very similar to that
described in Section 4.2 for probit analysis with the following
modifications:

For this example, it will be assumed that the laboratory has
validated conditions 1 to 3 in Section 3.1.1 when the assay
was being developed for routine use. In addition) the
laboratory has validated that the upper limit and lower limit
of the samples can be assumed to be equal.

No unusual features are discovered in a graphical
representation. A least squares method of a suitable
computer program is used to fit the parameters of the logistic
function, assuming that the residual error terms are
independent and identically distributed normal random
variables. In this case, 3 parameters (a, Jl and 3) are needed
to describe the common slope-factor and the common lower
and upper asymptotes. 2 additional parameters ("is and 'IT)
are needed to describe the horizontal location of the
2 curves.

The following estimates of the parameters are returned by
the program:

11=3.196

p= 1.125

0=0.145

'Is = -4.301

'IT = -4.684

There are no significant deviations from parallelism and
linearity and thus the assay is satisfactory for potency
calculations. If the condition of equal upper and lower
asymptotes is not fulfilled, significant deviations from
linearity and/or parallelism are likely to occur because the
tests for linearity and parallelism reflect the goodness of fit of
the complete four-parameter model. The residual error in the
analysis of variance is always equal [0 1 as a result of the
transformation. However, a heterogeneity factor (analogous
to that for me probit model) can becomputed.

The relative potency of the test preparation can be obtained
as the antilogarithm of 1s - 1T. Multiplying by the assigned
potency of the standard yields an estimate of
1.459 x 0.4 = 0.584 IU/mL. Formula 4.2.3.-2 gives
95 per cent confidence limits from 0.557-0.612 IU/mL.

6. COMBINATION OF ASSAY RESULTS
6.1. INTRODUCTION
Replication of independent assays and combination of their
results is often needed to fulfil the requirements of me
European Pharmacopoeia. The question then arises as to
whether it is appropriate to combine the results of such
assays and if so in what way.

Two assays may be regarded as mutually independent when
the execution of either does not affect the probabilities of the
possible outcomes of the other. This implies that me random
errors in all essential factors influencing the result (for
example) dilutions of the standard and of the preparation to
be examined, the sensitivity of the biological indicator) in
1 assay must be independent of the corresponding random
errors in the other one. Assays on successive days using the
original and retained dilutions of the standard therefore are
not independent assays.

There are several methods for combining the results of
independent assays, the most theoreticaUy acceptable being
the most difficult to apply. Three simple, approximate
methods are described below; others may be used provided
the necessary conditions are fulfilled.
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the inter-assay variation:

sl, = I/W

(6.2.2.-1)

(6.2.2.-2)

(6.2.2.~3)

- EWM
M~ EW

where Ute number of degrees of freedom of t equals the sum
of the number of degrees of freedom for the error mean
squares in the individual assays.

6.2.3. SEMI- WEIGHTED COMBINATION (BASED ON
THE INTRA- AND INTER-ASSAY VARIATION)
When results of several repeated assays are combined, the X2_

value may be significant. The observed variation is then
considered to have two components:
- the intra-assay variation:

" DM-Mj' E>l.
• (n'-I) n'

The standard error of the In (mean potency) is taken to be
the square root of the reciprocal of the [Oral weight:

where M is the unweighted mean. The intra-assay variation
varies from assay t.o assay whereas the inter-assay variation is
common to all M.

For each M a weighting coefficient is then calculated as:

and approximate confidence limits are obtained from the
antilogarithms of the value given by:

(6.2.1.-1)

Before potencies from assays based on the parallel-line or
probit model are combined they must be expressed in
logarithms; potencies derived from assays based on the slope
ratio model are used as such. As the fonner models are more
common than those based on the slope-ratio model, the
symbol M denoting in potency is used in the formulae in this
section; by reading R (slope-ratio) for M, the analyst may use
the same formulae for potencies derived from assays based
on the slope-ratio model. All estimates of potency must be
corrected for the potency assigned to the reference
preparation before they are combined.

6.2. COMBINATION OF INDEPENDENT ASSAY
RESULTS
This method can be used provided the following conditions
are fulfilled:

1) the potency estimates are derived from independent
assays;

2) for each assay C is close to 1 (say less than 1.1);

3) the number of degrees of freedom of the individual
residual errors is not smaller than 6, but preferably larger
than 15.

When these conditions are not fulfilled, an independent
combination of the results cannot be applied. The method
described in Section 6.3 may then be used to obtain the best
estimate of the mean potency to be adopted in further assays
as an assumed potency.

6.2.1. HOMOGENEITY OF POTENCY ESTIMATES
It is assumed that the results of each of the n' assays have
been analysed (0 give n' values of M with associated
confidence limits. For each assay the logarithmic confidence
interval L is obtained by subtracting the lower limit from the
upper. A weight W for each value of M is calculated from
equation 6.2.1.-1, where t has the same value as that used in
the calculation of confidence limits.

By squaring Ute deviation of each value of M from the
weighted mean, multiplying by the appropriate weight and
summing over aU assays, a statistic is obtained which is
approximately distributed as l (see Table 8.3) and which
may be used to test the homogeneity of a set of In potency
estimates:

If the calculated l is smaller than the tabulated value
corresponding to (n' - 1) degrees of freedom the potencies
are homogeneous and the mean potency and limits obtained
in Section 6.2.2 will be meaningful.

If the calculated value of this statistic is greater than the
tabulated value, the potencies are heterogeneous. This means
that the variation between individual estimates of M is
greater than would have been predicted from the estimates of
the confidence limits, i.e. that there is a significant variability
between the assays. Under these circumstances the equations
in Section 6.2.2 are no longer applicable. Instead, the
formulae in Section 6.2.3 may be used.

6.2.2. WEIGHTED COMBINATION (BASED ON THE
INTRA-ASSAY VARIATION)
The products W1H are formed for each assay and their sum
divided by me total weight for aU assays to give the logarithm
of the weighted mean potency.

W'~_I
sl,+r.

where t has (n' - 1) degrees of freedom. The number n'of
estimates of 1\-1 is usually small, and hence the value of t is
quit.e large.

(6.1.-1)

(63.-2)

" DM -M)' E'l.
• (,,'- I) n'

which replaces W in Section 6.2.2. where t is taken [0 be
approximately 2.

Note: if~ is negative, then it is replaced by O.

6.3. UNWEIGHTED COMBINATION OF ASSAY
RESULTS
The method described below may be used when the
conditions described in Section 6.2 are not fulfilled.

To combine the n' estimates of M from nJ assays, the mean
is calculated and an estimate of its standard error is obtained
by calculating:

and the limits are:

(6.2.1.-2)/;::: ~W(M-M)2whereM=1:~
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V\I - 2mvl2 + m2v22 - g(VII - ~~)

(I - g)

[
m _ gun +Y.

"" - b
mL, mu = ~-----'---,,----,----------'-

and VII, 1/22' 1/12 represent the variance multipliers for the
numerator, the denominator and their covariance multiplier
respectively. These are taken directly from (XTX)-I or
indirectly by noting that:Table 6.4.-1. - Potency estimates and confidence intervals of

6 independent ass~s

6.4. EXAMPLE OF A WEIGHTED MEAN POTENCY
WITH CONFIDENCE LIMITS
Table 6.4.-1 lists 6 independent potency estimates of the
same preparation rogether with their 95 per cent confidence
limits and the number of degrees of freedom of their error
variances. Conditions 1, 2 and 3 in Section 6.2. are met.
The In potencies and the weights are calculated as described
in Section 6.2.

Potency Lower Upper Degrees 10 Weight
estimate limit Iimlt of potency IV
(lUMal) (lUlvial) (lUMaI) freedom '"
18367 17 75S 19002 ,. 9.8183 3777.7

18 003 17415 18610 zo 9.7983 3951.5

18064 17 319 18838 zo 9.8017 2462.5

17 a32 17253 18429 ,. 9.7887 4003.0

18635 11959 19339 ze 9.8328 3175.6

18269 17 722 18834 zo 9.8130 4699.5

Homogeneity of potency estimates is assessed with
formula 6.2.1.-2 which gives a X' of 4.42 with 5 degrees of
freedom. This is not significant (p = 0.49) and thus, a
weighted mean potency is calculated with Cannula 6.2.2.-1.
which yields 9.8085.

Formula 6.2.2.-2 gives a standard error of 0.00673 and
approximate 95 per cent confidence limits of9.7951 and
9.8218 are calculated with formula 6.2.2.-3 where t has
120 degrees of freedom.

By taking the antilogarithms a potency of 18 187 JUlvial is
found with 95 per cent confidence limits from
17946-18431 JU/via!.

7. BEYOND mrs ANNEX
It is impossible to give a comprehensive treatise of statistical
methods in a pharmacopoeial text. However, the methods
described in this annex should suffice for most
pharmacopoeial purposes. This section tries to give a more
abstract survey of alternative or more. general methods that
have been developed. The interested reader is encouraged to
further explore the existing literature in this area. The use of
more specialised statistical methods should, in any case, be
left to qualified personnel.

7.1. GENERAL LINEAR MODELS
The methods given in this annex can be described in terms
of general linear models (or generalised linear models to
include the probit and logit methods). The principle is to
define a linear structure matrix X (or design matrix) in which
each row represents an observation and each column a linear
effect (preparation, block) column) dose). For example: the
Latin square design in example 5.1.2 would involve a matrix
with 36 rows and 13 columns. I column for each of the
preparations, 1 column for the doses) 5 columns for each
block except the first) and 5 columns for each row except the
first. All columns, except the one for doses, are filled with 0
or I depending on whether or not the observation relates to
the effect. A vector Y is filled with the (transformed)
observations. The effects are estimated with the formula
(XTX)-lXTYfrom which the potency estimate m can easily
be derived as a ratio of relevant effects. Confidence intervals
are calculated from Fieller's theorem:

Rod
Cov(al - a2, b)= Cov(a., b) - Cov(a2.b)

A full analysis of variance in which all components are
partitioned is slightly more complicated as it involves a
renewed definition of X with more columns to relax the
assumptions of parallelism and linearity, after which the
linear hypotheses can be tested. For assays depending upon
quantal responses the linear effects (intercepts as, aT etc.
and the common slope b are found by maximising the sum
over treatments of nln <1I(a; + bx) + (n - r)ln(I - <1I(a; + bx))
where x is the In(dose), <lJ denotes the shape of the
distribution and ; E {S, TJ ...}.

7.2. HETEROGENEITY OF VARIANCE
Heterogeneity of variance cannot always be solved by simply
transforming the responses. A possible way to cope with this
problem is to perform a weighted linear regression. In order
to obtain an unbiased estimate, the weight of the
observations is taken to be proportional to the reciprocal of
the error variances. Since the true error variance is not always
known, an iterative reweighted linear procedure may be
followed. However, the calculation of the confidence interval
involves new problems.

7.3. OUTLIERS AND ROBUST METHODS
The method of least squares described in this annex has the
disadvantage of being vel}' sensitive to outliers. A clear outlier
may completely corrupt the calculations. This problem is
often remedied by discarding the outlying result from the
dataset. This policy can lead to arbitrary rejection of data and
is not always without danger. It is not easy to give a general
guideline on how to decide whether or not a specific
observation is an outlier and it is for this reason that many
robust methods have been developed. These methods are less
sensitive to outliers because they give less weight to
observations that are far away from the predicted value.
New problems usually arise in computing confidence
intervals or defining a satisfactory function to be minimised.

7.4. CORRELATED ERRORS
Absolute randomisation is not always feasible or very
undesirable from a practical point of view. Thus, subsequent
doses within a dilution series often exhibit correlated errors
leading to confidence limits that are far too narrow. Some
methods have been developed that take account of this
autocorrelation effect.

7.5. EXTENDED NON-LINEAR DOSE-RESPONSE
CURVES
Analysis of extended non-linear dose-response curves raises a
number of statistical questions which require consideration,
and for which professional advice is recommended. Some of
these are indicated below.
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1) An example using the four-parameter logistic function has
been shown. However, models based on functions giving
other sigmoid curves may also be used. Models incorporating
additional asymmetry parameters have been suggested.

2) Heterogeneity of variance is common when responses
cover a wide range. If the analysis ignores the heterogeneity,
interpretation of results may not he correct and estimates
may be biased. Use of the reciprocal of the error variances 35

weights is unlikely [0 be reliable with limited numbers of
replicates. It may be appropriate to estimate a function which
relates variance to mean response.

3) The statistical curve-fitting procedures may give different
estimates depending on assumptions made about the
homogeneity of the variance and on the range of responses
used.

4) In principle, equality of upper and lower response limits
for the different preparations included in an assay can be
directly tested in each assay. However, interpretation of the
results of these tests may not be straightforward. The tests
for linearity and parallelism given by the simplified method of
analysis (Example 5.4.1) indirectly incorporate tests for
equality and accuracy of upper and lower limits.

5) Many assays include "controls" which are intended to
identify the upper and/or lower response limits. However,
these values may not be consistent with the statistically fined
upper and lower response limits based on the extended dose
response curve.

6) The simplified method of analysis given in Example 5.4.1
provides approximate confidence intervals. Other methods
may also be used, for example intervals based on lack-of-fit
of the completely specified model, For typical assay data,
with responses covering the complete range for each
preparation tested, all methods give similar results.

7.6. NON-PARALLEUSM OF DOSE-RESPONSE
CURVES
Similarity of dose-response relationships is a fundamental
criterion for assessing whether an assay may be regarded as a
dilution assay and hence whether the estimation of relative
potency is valid (see Section 3.1.1).

This criterion is frequently met by showing that dose
response curves for standard and test samples do not deviate
significantly from parallelism. Underestimation of the residual
error can lead to excess rejection of assays due to significant
deviations from parallelism and/or linearity. This is often an
artefact of inappropriate assay design or analysis..Minor
modifications to assay designs might in many cases
substantially improve the estimation of the residual error.
Analysis allowing for the actual level of replication may also
improve the situation, e.g, by accounting for multiple
applications of the same dilution or correlation of errors
between serial dilutions. If estimation of the relevant residual
error is not feasible for individual assays, for example because
it is impractical ,:[0 create independent doses and/or replicates,
it might be possible to obtain a more correct estimate of the
residual error during the assay validation process. In such a
case it may be justified to replace the residual error,
estimated from the individual assay, by an average (pooled)
residual error, determined during me validation process and
agreed by the competent authorities.

Where not specified by relevant procedures, curve similarity
may be assessed by another approach described as
"equivalence testing", whereby, during the validation process,
a range of the allowable difference between slopes or other
measures of curve similarity, an equivalence acceptance
criterion, is determined. If supported by appropriate
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documentation and agreed by the competent authorities,
meeting the equivalence acceptance criteria may be used to
satisfy the curve similarity requirement.

There may be cases where the assay system is sufficiently
precise to detect genuine non-parallelism. If there is true
non-parallelism this needs to be recognised and a suitable
solution adopted. A solution might, for example, require a
suitable standard that is similar in composition to, and
therefore parallel to, the test samples. If the assay system is
responding in a non-specific manner to extraneous
components of the standard or test samples, then a more
specific assay system that does not respond to the irrelevant
components may be the solution. No simple, generally
applicable statistical solution exists to overcome these
fundamental problems. The appropriate action has to be
decided on a case-by-case basis with the help of statistical
expertise.

8. TABLES AND GENERATING PROCEDURES
The tables in this section list the critical values for the most
frequently occurring numbers of degrees of freedom. If a
critical value is not listed, reference should be made (0 more
extensive tables. Many computer programs include statistical
functions and their use is recommended instead of the tables
in this section. Alternatively, the generating procedures given
below each table can be used to compute the probability
corresponding to a given statistic and number of degrees of
freedom.

8.1. THE F-DISTRlBUllON
If an observed value is higher than the value in Table 8.1.-1,
it is considered to be significant (upper lines, p =0.05) or
highly significant (lower lines, P =0.01). dfl is the number of
degrees of freedom of the numerator and dfl is the number
of degrees of freedom of the denominator.

Generating procedure Let F be the F-ratio and df 1 and
df2 as described above. Let pi = • = 3.14159265358979...
The procedure in Table 8.1.-IT will then generate the
p-value.

8.2. THE ,-DISTRIBUTION
If an observed value is higher than the value in Table 8.2.-1,
it is considered (0 be significant (p =0.05) or highly
significant (p = 0.01).

Table 8.2.-1 Critical values of the t-dismbution

dC P =0.05 P =0.01 df P =0.05 P =0.01

I 12.706 63.656 22 2.074 2.819

2 4.303 9.925 24 2.064 2.797

3 3.182 5.841 26 2.056 2.779

4 2.776 4.604 28 2.048 2.763

5 2.571 4.032 30 2.042 2.750

6 2.447 3.707 35 2.030 2.724

7 2.365 3.499 40 2.021 2.704

8 2.306 3.355 45 2.014 2.690

9 2.262 3.250 50 2.009 2.678

10 2.228 3.169 60 2.000 2.660

12 2.179 3.055 70 1.994 2.648

14 2.145 2.977 80 1.990 2.639

16 2.120 2.921 90 1.987 2.632

18 2.101 2.878 100 1.984 2.626

20 2.086 2.845 00 1.960 2.576

Generating procedures The p-value for a given t with df
degrees of freedom can be found with the procedures in
Section 8.1 where F =?-, dfl =I and df2 =de.
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Table 8.1.-1 eri"cal values of the F-distributwn
dn~ 2 3 4 , 6 • I' 12 IS 2' co
df:!j

10 4.965 4.103 3.708 3.418 3.326 3.217 3.072 2.978 2.913 2.845 2.774 2.538

10.044 7.559 6.552 5.994 5.636 5.386 5.057 4.849 4.706 4.558 4.405 3.909

12 4.747 3.885 3.490 3.259 3.106 2.996 2.849 2.753 2.687 2.617 2544 2.296

9.330 6.927 5.953 5.412 5.064 4.821 4.499 4.296 4.155 4.0lO 3.858 3.361

IS 4.543 3.682 3.287 3.056 2.901 2.790 2.641 2.544 2.475 2.403 2.328 2.066

8.683 6.359 5.417 4.893 4.556 4.318 4.004 3.805 3.666 3.522 3.372 2.868

2. 4.351 3.493 3.098 2.866 2.711 2.599 2.447 2.348 2.278 2.203 2.124 1.843

8.096 5.849 4.938 4.431 4.103 3.871 3.564 3.368 3.231 3.088 2.938 2.421

25 4.242 3.385 2.991 2.759 2.603 2.490 2.337 2.236 2.165 2.089 2.007 1.711

7.770 5.568 4.675 4.177 3.855 3.627 3.324 3.129 2.993 2.850 2.699 2.169

3. 4.l71 3.316 2.922 2,690 2.534 2.421 2.266 2.165 2.092 2.015 1.932 1.622

7.562 5.390 4.510 4.018 3.699 3.473 3.173 2.979 2.843 2.700 2.549 2.006

so 4.034 3.183 2.790 2.557 2.400 2.286 2.l30 2.026 1.952 1.871 1.784 1.438

7.171 5.057 4.199 3.720 3.408 3.186 2.890 2.698 2.563 2.419 2.265 1.683

3.841 2.996 2.605 2.372 2.214 2.099 1.938 1.831 1.752 1.666 1.571 1.000

6.635 4.605 3.782 3.319 3.017 2.802 2.511 2.321 2.l85 2.039 1.878 1.000

Table 8.I.-ll Generating procedure for the F-distribution

Ifdfl Is even

x=d.f1/(df1+df2/F}

s=l

'-I
for 1"'2 to(df1-2) step 2

t~t·x·Cdf2+i-2}/i

s=s+t

next i

JFs*(1-X)-(df2/2)

Ifdflls odd and df2 Is even

1l=df2/(df2+dfi*F)

8=1

t=1

for i=2 to(df2-2} step 2

t-t*x*Cdfl+1-2}/1

sBs+t

next 1

p=1-s*(1-x) -(d11!2)

Ifdfl end df2 are odd

xDatn(sqrCdf I*F/df2»

cs~eosCx)

sn=sln(x)

x=x/2

.-0

t=sn*cs/2...
~1

tor 1=2 to(dt2-0 step 2

s=s+t

t=t4<i/Cl+0*cs*cs

next i

for 1'"1 to(dfl-2) step '2

'FV+W

1I=w*(df2+i) /(H2) eenean

next 1

JFl+(t*df2*v-x-s)/pi*4.

The t-value (P = 0.05) for a given number of degrees of
freedom df can be found with the procedure in Table 8.2.-ll,
which should be accurate up to 6 decimal places.

Table 8.2.-ll Generating procedure for the t-distribution

t 1.959964+

2.37228/df+

2.82202/dt-2+

2.66449/df A3+

1.61956/de4+

1.02579/dr6+

O.44210/dl-7

8.3. THE l-DISTRIBUTION .~

Table 8.3.-1 Critical values of the /-dism'bution

df P = 0.05 P = 0.01 df P = 0.05

1 3.841 6.635 11 19.675

2 5.991 9.210 12 21.026

3 7.815 11.345 13 22.362

4. 9.488 13.277 14 23.685

5 11.070 15.086 15 24.996

6 12.592 16.812 16 26.296

7 14.067 18.475 20 31.410

8 15.507 20.090 25 37.652

9 16.919 21.666 30 43.773

10 18.307 23.209 40 55.758

P - 0.01

24.725

26.217

27.688

29.141

30.578

32.000

37.566

44.314

50.892

63.691
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Table 8 4 -I Values of the <P-distribution

Generating procedure Let x be the x-value.
The procedure ln. Table 8.4.-11 will generate the
corresponding «Il-value if 0 S x .$ 8.15. If x is greater than
8.15 the «Il-value can be set to 1. If x is negative, the formula
given above can be used. This procedure assumes that the
computer can represent about 15 decimal places. If less digits

In this procedure phi is the cumulative standard normal
distribution function <I> (see Section 8.4).

8.4. THE <!I-DISTRIBUTION (£HE CUMULATIVE
STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION)
The <I>-value for negative x is found from Table 8.4.-1 as
I - <!I(-x).

If an observed value is higher than the value in Table 8.3.-1,
it is considered to be significant (p = 0.05) or highly
significant (p =0.01).

Generating procedure Let X2 be the x2-value and df as
described above. The procedure in Table 8.3.-ll will then
generate the p-value.

Table B.3.-ll Generating procedure/or the i-distribution

s,

s,

s,

s,

s,

s,

T,

T,

T,

T,

T,

T,

T,

T,

T,

T,

T,

T,

s,

s,

s,

s,

s,

T,

T,

T,

T,

s,

s,s,

2. r= 2

3. S,

4. N=5

2. r =. 4

3. S,

•• N=4

2. r= 4

3. S,

4. N=. 3

2. r= I

3. S,

•• N=2

2. r= I

3. T,

4. N= I

Table 8.4.-II Generating proeedure for the <P-distribution

8.6. LATIN SQUARES
The following example shows how 3 independent
permutations can be used to obtain a Latin square.

1) Generate a random permutation of the N possible
treatments (see Section 8.5):

repeat

s=s+t

1=1+2

t=t*x.x/i

until t<1E-16

phi"'0. 5+seexp (-x*,,/2) /sqr(2*pi)

8.5. RANDOM PERMUTATIONS
Random permutations are needed in randornised block
designs. The following algorithm shows how the built-in
random generator of a computer can be used to create
random permutations of N treatments.

Step I. Write the N possible treatments down in a row.

Step 2. Obtain a random integer r such that 1$ r $ N.
Step 3. Exchange the r-th treatment with the N-th treatment
in the row.

Step 4. Let N =N - I and repeatsteps 2 to 4 until N =I.
An example with 6 treatments will illustrate this algorithm.

I. N=6 Sl S2 SJ T1 T2 TJ

or more digits can be represented, the procedure needs some
trivial modifications.

1=1

T,

2) A simple Latin square can now be constructed by
"rotating" this permutation to the right. This can be done as
follows. Write the permutation found in step 1 down on the
first row. The second row consists of the same permutation,
but with all treatments shifted to the right. The rightmost
treatment is put on the empty place at me left. This is
repeated for all the rows until all, the treatments appear once
in each column:

next i

Ifdfls odd

x=sqC<x2)

5=0

t.exeexp (-x2/2) I sqrfpil2)

for 1=3 to df step 2

s"'s+t

t=t*x2/i

p=1-s-2*phi(x)

Ifdf is even,..,
t~exp( -x2/2)

for 1=2 to df step 2

s=s+t

t"'t*x2!i

uaxt; i

x .. x .. x ..
0.00 0.500 1.00 0.841 2.00 0.977

0.05 0.520 1.05 0.853 2.05 0.980

0.10 0.540 1.10 0.864 2.l0 0.982

0.15 0.560 US 0.875 2.15 0.984

0.20 0.579 1.20 0.885 2.20 0.986

0.25 0.599 1.25 0.894 2.25 0.988

0.30 0.618 1.30 0.903 2.30 0.989

0.35 0.637 1.35 0.911 2.35 0.991

0.010 0.655 lAO 0.919 2040 0.992

0,45 0.674 lAS 0.926 2,45 0.993

0.50 0.691 1.50 0.933 2.50 0.994

0.55 0.709 1.55 0.939 2.55 0.995

0.60 0.726 1.60 0.945 2.60 0.995

0.65 0.742 1.65 0.951 2.65 0.996

0.70 0.758 t- 1.70, 0.955 2.70 0.997

0.75 0.773 1.75 0.960 2.75 0.997

0.80 0.788 1.80 0.964 2.80 0.997

0.85 0.802 1.85 0.968 2.85 0.998

0.90 0.816 1.90 0.971 2.90 0.998

0.95 0.829 1.95 0.974 2.95 0.998
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3) Generate 2 independent random permutations of the
figures 1 to N:

one for the rows:

4) The Latin square can now be found by sorting the rows
and columns of the simple Latin square according £0 the
2 permutations for the rows and columns:

3 4 • 2 5

2 T, S, S, T, T, S,
3 S, T, S, S, T, T,

• T, S, T, S, S, T,
1 T, T, S, T, S, S,
4 S, T, T, S, T, S,
5 S, S, T, T, S, T,

I
2 3 4 5 •

I S, T, T, T, S, S,
2 S, T, T, S, T, S,, T, S, S, T, T, S,
4 S, S, S, T, T, T,
5 T, T, S, S, S, T,

• T, S, T, S, S, T,

Deftnltion
Mean response to blanks in slope-ratio assays
Statistic used in lhe cakulatjon of

confidence intervals: C = -'-
l-g

Mean response to each column of a Latin square design
Mean response on time I or time 2 in the twin cross-over
design
Ratio of 2 independent estimates of variance following an
F-distnbution (Table 8.1.)
Treatment values used in the analysis of variance for slope
ratio assays
Multipliers used in the analysis of variance for parallel-line
assays
Multipliers used in the analysis of variance for slope-ratio
assays
In parallel-line assays, the In of the ratio between adjacent
doses. In slope-ratio assays, me interval between adiacem

d",""
Linearity values used in the analysis of variance for slope
ratio assays
Correction term used in the cakulalion of sums of squares
in the analysis of variance
Width of confidence interval in logarithms
linear contrasts of standard and test preparations
In potency
In potency ratio of a given test preparation
Total number oftrearments in the assay (= dh)
Sum of standard and rest prepersuons
Estimated potency of a given tesr preparation
Potency ratio of a given lest preparation
Mean response in each of rows I to 11 of a Latin square
design, or in each block of a randomised block design
Standard preparation
Mean response to the lowest dose 1 up lO the highest dose
d of the standard preparation S
Sum of squares due to a given source of variation
Test preparations
Mean response to the lowest dose I up to the highest dose
d of test preparation T
Variance coefficient in the calculation of confidence limits
Weighting factor in combination of assay results
linear structure or design matrix used in general linear
models
Vector representing LIte (tr.msforrned) responses in general
linear models
The first derivative of~
Upper asymptote of the In(dose)-response curve in four
parameter analysis
Slope-facteref the lutdosej-respcose curve in four
parameter analysis
The In(dose) giving 50 per cent response in the four
parameter analysis
Lower asymptote of the In(dose)-response curve in four
parameter analysis
3.141592653589793238...
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Symbol
B
C

F

GSJGn ...

K

L
LSJ Ln·
M
M'
N
PSJPT• ...
R
R'
R" ... ,R"

]SJJn ...

y

I

SS
T, U, V, ...
T

"
... , T,J

v
w
X

r

z

n

p

5

5

4

26

•

Definition
Intersection of linear regression of responses on dose or In
(dose)
Slope of linear regression of responses on dose or on In
(dose)
Number of dose levels for each preparation (excluding the
blank in slope-ratio assays)
Base of natumllogarithms (= 2.71828182845905 ..)
Statistic used in Fidler's theorem:

4

,
and one for the columns:
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T, S, S, T, T, S,

S, T, S, S, T, T,

T, S, T, S, S, T,

T, T, S, T, S, S,

S, T, T, S, T, S,

S, S, T, T, S, T,

2

,

9. GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

b

e

Symbol

•

d

s

h

"p

w
x
y
A

C-I
g =-----c-
Number of preparations in an assay, including me
standard preparation
Potency estimate obtained as a ratio of effects in general
linear models
Number of replicates for each treatment
Probability of a given statistic being larger than the
observed value. Also used as the ratio r1n in probit analysis
The number of ~sponding units per treatment group in
assays depending upon quantal responses
Estimate of standard deviation (= H)

Estimate of residual variance given by error mean square
in analysis of variance
Student's statistic (fable 8.2.)
Observed response in four-parameter analysis
(Co)variance multipliers for numerator and denominator
of ratio m in FieUer's theorem
Weighting coefficient
TIle In(dose)
Individual response or transformed response
Assumed potencies of test preparations when making up
doses

Cumulative standard normal distnbution function
(Table 8.4.)
Chi-square statistic (Table 8.3.)
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H. Materials Used in Chromatographic
Tests
Introduction
In pharmacopoeial monographs elaborated by the British
Pharmacopoeia Commission) the brand name of a
TLC plate, a chromatographic column or column packing
material that has been found to be suitable for the purpose is
usuaUy included in the text. The inclusion of such
information does not imply that a different but equivalent
commercial brand may not be used.

In monographs from the European Pharmacopoeia,
references to commercial sources of, inter alia,TLC plates
and chromatographic columns are not given. However,
records of the materials used during development of the
monograph are included when the draft monograph is
published for comment in Phanneuropa.

Liquid chromatographic .tests
Defining an appropriate chromatographic system for liquid
chromatographic tests is complicated by the existence of
numerous variants of stationary phases, particularly amongst
the chemically-bonded reverse phase materials for which not
only brand to brand, but also occasionally batch to batch
variations occur that can influence a separation. To assist
analysts in the choice of column, the European
Pharmacopoeia Commission has prepared a table of the
characteristics of different types of octadecylsilyl stationary
phases. The Table was published in the 3rd edition of the
Technical Guide to the Elaboration of Monographs [special
issue of Pharmeuropa; December 1999] and is reproduced
below. The Table lists columns that have been widely used
in the development of pharmacopoeial tests, but does not
imply that a different but equivalent column cannot be used.

J. Control of Impurities in Substances
for Pharmaceutical Use
(Ph. Bur. general texts 5.10)

Preamble
The monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia on
substances for pharmaceutical use are designed to ensure
acceptable quality for users. The role of the Pharmacopoeia
in public health protection requires that adequate control of
impurities be provided by monographs. The quality required
is based on scientific, technical and regulatory considerations.

Requirements concerning impurities are given in specific
monographs and in me general monograph Substances for
pharmaceutical use (2034). Specific monographs and the
general monograph are complementary: specific monographs
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prescribe acceptance criteria for impurities whereas the
general monograph deals with the need. for qualification,
identification and reporting of any organic impurities thai
occur in active substances.
The thresholds for reporting, identification and qualification
conmined in the general monograph Substances for
phannaceuticaJ use (2034) apply to all related substances.
However, if a monograph does not contain a related
substances test based on a quantitative method, any new
impurities occurring above a threshold may be overlooked
since the test is not capable to detect those impurities.

The provisions of the Related substances section of the
general monograph Subsumces for pharmaceutical use (2034),
notably those concerning thresholds, do not apply to
excjpients; also excluded from the provisions of this section
are: biological and biotechnological products;
oligonucleotides; radiopharmaceuticalsj fermentation
products and semi-synthetic products derived therefrom;
herbal products and crude products of animal and plant
origin. Although the thresholds stated in the general
monograph do not apply, the general concepts of reporting,
identification (wherever possible) and qualification of
impurities are equally valid for these classes.

Basis for the elaboration of monographs of the
European Pharmacopoeia
European Pharmacopoeia monographs are elaborated on
substances that are present in medicinal products that have
been authorised by the competent authorities of Parties to
the European Pharmacopoeia Convention. Consequently, these
monographs do not necessarily cover all sources of
substances for pharmaceutical use on the world market.

Organic and inorganic impurities present in those substances
that have been evaluated by the competent authorities are
qualified with respect to safety at the maximum authorised
content (at the maximum daily dose) unless new safety data
that become available following evaluation justify lower
limits.

European Pharmacopoeia monographs on substances for
pharmaceutical use are elaborated by groups of experts and
working parties collaborating with national pharmacopoeia
authorities, the competent authorities for marketing
authorisation, national control laboratories and the European
Pharmacopoeia laboratory; they are also assisted by me
producers of the substances and/or the pharmaceutical
manufacturers thai use these substances.

Control of impurities in substances for pharmaceutical
use
The quality with respect to impurities is controlled by a set
of tests within a monograph. These tests are intended to
cover organic and inorganic impurities that are relevant in
view of the sources of active substances in authorised
medicinal products.

Control of residual solvents is provided by the general
monograph SubS/anasfur pharmaceutical use (2034) and
general chapter 5.4. Residual so/vents. The certificate of
suitability of a monograph of the European Pharmacopoeia
for a given source of a substance indicates the residual
solvents that are controlled together with the specified
acceptance criteria and the validated control method where
this differs from those described in general chapter 2.4.24.
Identification and control of residual solvents.

Monographs on organic chemicals usually have a test entitled
"Related substances" that covers relevant organic impurities.
This test may be supplemented by specific tests where the
general test does not control a given impurity or where there
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Characteristics of DilTerenl Reverse-pltase (C-I8) Sili,a Columns foi' Liquid Chromarngrephy
Name Particle type Particle!1i7.e Specificsurface Pore $i~ (nm) % Carbon End capped Dasc

(jim) area(mali! deactivated

Bond.p.k Irregular 15 - 20 330 12.5 10 +
llon<lapak Irregular 15 - 20 100 30 3.5 +
Bondapak ~I) Im8\1Jar 10 330 12.5 9.8 +
O'ha-Pak 100 Sph,ri<lll Sand 15 300 10 17 +
Delta-Pak 300 Sph.rieal 5 and 15 125 30 6.8 +
Gen~b 4 and 3 300 12 18 + +
Hypersil Spherical 5 300 10 15.9 +
Hyp<rsil BOS Spherical 3 and 5 170 13 11 + +
Hyp,,,i1 OOS-1 Sph.rical 3,5 and 10 170 12 8.1
Hyp."il 00S-2 Spherical 3,:; and 10 170 12 9.1 +
In",aU OOS 1 Sphori ca1 5 350 10 14
1n.",1I00S2 Spb.rica1 5 320 15 18.5
Inensphcre Spheri..1 500 8 18 - 22
Intersll Irregular 5 540 6 18.5 +
Krcmasil Spherical 5 and 10 340 10 19 +
Llchrosorb Irre8\JlliT Jj and 10 300 10 16.2
l.Jcbrospber 100 Spherica1 5 and 10 350 10 21
Nova-lJak Spherical 4 and 6 120 6 7.3 +
Nod,.,iI Spherica1 3,5and 10 350 10 14 +
Nu<leo.iI Spherical 5 100 10 6.0 +
Pard.il ODS Irregular 10 350 8.5 5.0
p,ni,il 00S-2 Irregular 10 350 8.5 15 +
Par.,11 00S-3 Im:gular 5 and 10 350 85 10.5 +
Resolve Sph.ri<lll 5 and 10 200 9 10.2
Vyd.cHS Spherical 5 and 10 500 8 13.5 +
Vydax'fP Sph.rical 5 and 10 80 30 8 +
Walen Sph'risorb Spherical 3, 5 and 10 220 8 6.2
OOS
Wau:rsSphcrisorb Sph,,"ca1 3, 5 and 10 220 8 11.5 +
0052
Wawts Spherisorb Spherical 5 220 8 11.5 + +
OOSB
Zorba. Sph,"ca1 5 330 7.5 16 +

are particular reasons (for example, safety reasons) for
requiring special control.

Where a monograph has no Related substances (or
equivalent) test but only specific tests, the user of a substance
must nevertheless ensure that there is suitable control of
organic impurities; those occurring above the identification
threshold are to be identified (wherever possible) and) unless
justified, those occurring above the qualification threshold are
to be qualified (see also under Recommendations to users of
monographs of active substances).

Where the monograph covers substances with different
impurity profiles, it may have a single related substances test
to cover aU impurities mentioned in the Impurities section or
several tests may be necessary to give control of aU known
profiles. Compliance may be established by carrying out only
the tests relevant to the known impurity profile for the source
of the substance.

Instructions for control of impurities may be included in the
Production section of a monograph) for example where the
only analytical method appropriate for the control of a given
impurity is to be performed by the manufacturer since the
method is too technically complex for general use or cannot
be applied to the final drug substance and/or where
validation of the production process (including the
purification step) will give sufficient control.

Impurities section in monographs on active substances
The Impurities section in a monograph includes impurities
(chemical structure and name wherever possible), which are
usually organic, that are known to be detected by the tests
prescribed in the monograph. It is based on information
available at the time of elaboration or revision of the
monograph and is not necessarily exhaustive. The section
includes specified impurities and, where so indicated) other
detectable impurities.

Specified impurities Have an acceptance criterion not
greater than chat authorised by the competent authorities.

Other detectable impurities Are potential impurities with
a defined structure but not known to be normally present
above me identification threshold in substances used in
medicinal products that have been authorised by the
competent authorities of Parties to the Convention. They are
given in the Impurities section for information.

Where an impurity other than a specified impurity is found
in an active substance it is the responsibility of the user of
the substance to check whether it has to be
identified/qualified, depending on its content, nature,
maximwn daily dose 'and relevant identification/qualification
threshold, in accordance with the general monograph on
Substances for pharmaceutical use (2034), Related substances
section.
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It should be noted that specific thresholds are applied to
substances exclusively for veterinary use.

Interpretation of the test for related substances in the
monographs on active substances
A specific monograph on a substance for pharmaceutical use
is to be read and interpreted in conjunction with me general
monograph on Substances/or pharmaceutical use (2034).
Where a general acceptance criterion for impurities (vany
other impurity", "other impurities", "any impurity")
equivalent to a nominal content greater than me applicable
identification threshold (see the general monograph on
Substances for pharmaceutical use (2034) is prescribed, this is
valid only for specified impurities mentioned in the
Impurities section. The need for identification (wherever
possible), reporting, specification and qualification of other
impurities that occur must be considered according to the
requirements of the general monograph. It is the
responsibility of the user of the substance to determine the
validity of the acceptance criteria for impurities not
mentioned in the Impurities section and for those indicated
as other detectable impurities.

Acceptance criteria for the related substances test are
presented in different ways in existing monographs; the
decision tree (Figure 5.10.-1) may be used as an aid in the
interpretation of general acceptance criteria and their relation
with the Impurities section of the monograph.

General acceptance criteria for "other" impurities are
expressed in various ways in the monographs: "any other
impurity", "other impurities", "any impurity", "any spot",
"any band", etc. The general acceptance criteria may apply
to certain specified impurities only or to unspecified
impurities and certain specified impurities, depending on the
nature of the active substance and the applicable
identification threshold. Pending editorial adaptation of
already published monographs using unequivocal
terminology, the decision tree (Figure 5.10.-1) may be used
to determine the acceptance criterion to be applied.

Recommendations to users of monographs of active
substances
M.onographs give a specification for suitable quality of
substances with impurity profiles corresponding to those
taken into account during elaboration and/or revision of the
monograph. It is the responsibility of the user of the
substance to check that the monograph provides adequate
control of impurities for a substance for pharmaceutical use
from a given source, notably by using the procedure for
certification of suitability of the monographs of the European
Pharmacopoeia.

A monograph with a related substances test based on a
quantitative method (such as liquid chromatography, gas
chromatography and capillary electrophoresis) provides
adequate control of impurities for a substance from a given
source if impurities present in amounts above the applicable
identification threshold are specified impurities mentioned in
the Impurities section.

If the substance contains impurities other than those
mentioned in the Impurities section, it has to be verified that
these impurities are detectable by the method described in
the monograph, otherwise a new method must be developed
and revision of the monograph must be requested.
Depending on the contents found and the limits proposed,
the identification and/or the qualification of these impurities
must be considered.

Where a single related substances test covers different
impurity profiles, only impurities for the known profile from
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a single source need to be reponed in the certificate of
analysis unless the marketing authorisation holder uses active
substances with different impurity profiles.

Identification or impurities (peak assignment)
Where a monograph has an individual limit for an impurity,
it is often necessary to define means of identification, for
example using a reference substance, a representative
chromatogram or relative retention. The user of the
substance may find it necessary to identify impurities other
than those for which the monograph provides a means of
identification, for example to check the suitability of the
specification for a given impurity profile by comparison with
the Impurities section. The European Pharmacopoeia does
not provide reference substances, representative
chromatograms or information on relative retentions for this
purpose, unless prescribed in the monograph. Users will
therefore have to apply the available scientific techniques for
identification.

New impurities/Specified impurities above the specified
limit
Where a new manufacturing process or change in an
established process leads to the occurrence of a new
impurity, it is necessary to apply the provisions of the general
monograph on Substances for phannaceutical use (2034)
regarding identification and qualification and to verify the
suitability of the monograph for control of the impurity.
A certificate of suitability is a means for confirming for a
substance from a given source that the new impurity is
adequately controlled or the certificate contains a method for
control with a defined acceptance criterion. In me latter case
revision of the monograph will be initiated.

Where a new manufacturing process or change in an
established process leads to the occurrence of a specified
impurity above the specified limit, it is necessary to apply the
provisions of the general monograph on Substances for
pharmaceutical use (2034) regarding qualification.

Expression of acceptance criteria
The acceptance criteria for related substances are expressed
in monographs either in terms of comparison of peak areas
(comparative tests) or as numerical values.

Chromatographic methods
General chapter 2.2.46. Chromatographic separation techniques
deals with various aspects of impurities control.

Information is available via the EDQM website on
commercial names for columns and other reagents and
equipment found suitable during monograph development,
where this is considered useful.

GLOSSARY
Disregard limit
In chromatographic tests, the nominal content at or below
which peaks/signals are not taken into account for calculating
a sum of impurities. The numerical values for the disregard
limit and the reporting threshold are usually the same.

Identification threshold
A limit above which an impurity is to be identified.

Identified impurity
An impurity for which structural characterisation has been
achieved.

Impurity
Any component of a substance for pharmaceutical use that is
not the chemical entity defined as the substance.
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Yes

Is the general acceptancecriterion
less than or equal to the applicable

identification threshold?

No

No

Apply the Relatedsubstancessection
of the monograph Substances

for pharmaceuticaluse (2034)**

No

Yes

Yes
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The general acceptance criterion applies to:

- all unspecified impurities;

- specifiedimpurities,except those that
have their own specific acceptance
criterion in the monograph.

The general acceptance criterion applies to:

- all unspecified impurities;

- specified impurities. except those that
have their own specific acceptance
criterion in the monograph.

The general acceptance criterion applies to:

- specified impurities. except those that have
their own specific acceptance criterion in the
monograph.

For unspecified impurities. apply theRelated
substances section of the monograph
Substanres forpharmaceutical use (2034)"*

>I- The requirements of this section apply to activesubstances with the exception of:biologicaland biotechnological products;
oligonucleotides; radiopharmaceuticals, products of fermentation and semi-synthetic products derived therefrom; crude
products of animal or plant origin; herbal products.
** To apply the Relatedsubstances section of the monograph Substances for pharmaceutical use(2034):
- an individual acceptance criterion must be defined for any impurity that may be present above the identification threshold;
- any impurity with an acceptance criterion above the identification threshold must wherever possible be identified;
- any impurity with an acceptance criterion above the qualification threshold must be qualified.

Figure 5.10.-1. - Decision tree for interpretation of general acceptance cntetia for 'other' impurities in monographs

Nominal concentration
Concentration calculated on me basis of the concentration of
the prescribed reference and taking account of the prescribed
correction factor.

Other detectable impurities
Potential impurities with a defined structure that are known
to be detected by the tests in a monograph but not known to
be normally present above the identification threshold in
substances used in medicinal products that have been
authorised by the competent authorities of Parties to the
Convention. They are unspecified impurities and are thus
limited by a general acceptance criterion.

Potential impurity
An impurity that theoretically can arise during manufacture
or storage. It mayor may not actually appear in the

substance. \Vhere a potential impurity is known to be
detected by the tests in a monograph but not known to be
normally present in substances used in medicinal products
that have been authorised by the competent authorities of
Parties to the Convention, it will be included in the
Impurities section under Other detectable ;mpun·,ies for
information.

Qualification
The process of acquiring and evaluating data that establishes
the biological safety of an individual impurity or a given
impurityprofile at the level(s) specified.

Qualllication threshold
A limit above which an impurity is to be qualified.
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Related substances
Title used in monographs for general tests for organic
impurities.

Reporting threshold
A limit above which an impurity is to be reported. Synonym:
reporting level.

Specified Impurity
An impurity that is individually listed and limited with a
specific acceptance criterion in a monograph. A specified
impurity can be either identified or unidentified.

Unidentified Impurity
An impurity for which a structural characterisation has not
been achieved and that is defined solely by qualitative
analytical properties (for example) relative retention).

Unspecified Impurity
An impurity that is limited by a general acceptance criterion
and not individually listed with its own specific acceptance
criterion.

K. Characters Section in Monographs
(ph. Eur. general ttxlS 5.1I)

The General Notices indicate that the statements included in
the Characters section are not to be interpreted in a strict
sense and are not requirements. For information of users, the
methods recommended to authors of monographs as the
basis for statements concerning hygroscopicity, crystallinity
and solubility are given below.

HYGROSCOPICITY
This method is to be carried out on a substance that
complies with the test for loss on drying or water content of
the monograph. The method gives an indication of the
degree of hygroscopicity rather than a true determination.

Use a glass weighing vessel 50 nun in external diameter and
15 nun high. Weigh the vessel and stopper (m,). Place the
amount of substance prescribed for the test for loss on drying
or water in the vessel and weigh (m2)' Place the unstoppered
vessel in a desiccator at 25°C containing a saturated solution
of ammonium chloride or ammonium sulfate or place it in a
climatic cabinet set at 25 ± 1 °C and 80 ± 2 per cent
relative humidity. Allow to stand for 24 h. Stopper the
weighing vessel and weigh (mj).

Calculate the percentage increase in mass using the
expression:

The result is interpreted as follows:
- deliquescent: sufficient water is absorbed to fonn a liquid,
- 'Very hygroscopic: increase in mass is equal to or greater

than 15 per cent,
- hygroscopK: increase in mass is less than 15 per cent and

equal to or greater than 2 per cent,
- slightly hygroscopU: increase in mass is less than 2 per cent

and equal to or greater than 0.2 per cent.

CRYSTALLINITY
This method is employed to establish the crystalline or
amorphous nature of a substance.

Mount a few particles of the substance to be examined in
mineral oil on a clean glass slide. Examine under a polarising
microscope. Crystalline particles exhibit birefringence and
extinction positions when the microscope stage is revolved.
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SOLUBILITY
For this test a maximum of 111 mg of substance (for each
solvent) and a maximum of 30 mL of each solvent are
necessary.

Dissolving procedure
Shake vigorously for 1 min and place in a constant
temperature device, maintained at a temperature of
25.0 ± 0.5 DC for 15 min. If the substance is not completely
dissolved, repeat the shaking for 1 min and place the tube in
the constant temperature device for 15 min.

Method
Weigh 100 mg of finely powdered substance (90) (2.9.12) in
a stoppered tube (16 nun in internal diameter and 160 nun
long), add 0.1 mL of the solvent and proceed as described
under Dissolving Procedure. If the substance is completely
dissolved, it is very soluble.

If the substance is not completely dissolved, add 0.9 mL of
the solvent and proceed as described under Dissolving
Procedure. If the substance is completely dissolved, it is freely
soluble.
lf the substance is not completely dissolved, add 2.0 mL of
the solvent and proceed as described under Dissolving
Procedure. If the substance is completely dissolved) it is
soluble.

lf the substance is not completely dissolved, add 7.0 mL of
the solvent and proceed as described under Dissolving
Procedure. If the substance is completely dissolved, it is
sparinglY soluble.
If the substance is not completely dissolved, weigh 10 mg of
finely powdered substance (90) (2.9.12) in a stoppered tube,
add 10.0 mL of the solvent and proceed as described
under Dissolving Procedure. If the substance is completely
dissolved, it is slightly soluble.
If the substance is not completely dissolved, weigh 1 mg of
finely powdered substance (90) (2.9.11) in a stoppered tube,
add 10.0 mL of the solvent and proceed as described
under Dissolving Procedure. If the substance is completely
dissolved, it is very slightly soluble.

L. Alternative Methods for Control of
Microbiological Quality
(ph. Eur, general'exrs 5.1.6)

Thefollowing chapter ispublished for informatWn.

I GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The objective of this chapter is to facilitate the
implementation and use of alternative microbiological
methods where this can lead to efficient microbiological
control and improved assurance for the quality of
pharmaceutical products.

The microbiological methods described in the European
Phannacopoeia have been used for over a century and these
methods for detecting, enumerating and identifying micro
organisms still serve microbiologists well. Over the years,
these methods have been invaluable for the production of
microbiologically safe pharmaceutical products. However,
these microbiological methods are slow, and in the case of
sterility tests, results are not available before an incubation
period of 14 days. Consequently, the results from these
methods seldom enable proactive corrective action to be
taken.
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Alternative methods for the control of microbiological quality
have shown potential for real-time or near real-time results
with the possibility of earlier corrective action. These new
methods, ifvalidated and adapted for routine use, can also
offer significant improvements in the quality of testing.

Alternative methods may be used for in-process samples of
pharmaceutical products, particularly for the application of
Process Analytical Technology (PA'!), for environmental
monitoring and for industrial utilities (e.g. production and
distribution of water, steam erc.), thereby contributing (Q the
quality control of these products.

In this chapter, alternative microbiological methods for
pharmaceutical application are described. For each method,
the basic principle is stated and the advantages and
disadvantages of the method are discussed along with any
critical aspects to be considered. Potential uses that may be
envisaged based on the principles of the method concerned
are given, but it is not intended to suggest that such
applications have been realised or that the list provided is
exhaustive.

It is not the intention of this chapter to recommend one
method over another) nor is it the intention to provide an
exclusive or exhaustive list of alternative methods that can be
used for pharmaceutical microbiological control.
The information herein may be used, however, in the process
of choosing an alternative microbiological method as a
supplement or as an alternative to pharmacopoeial
microbiological methods and to give guidance on validation
of the chosen method. If a suitable method is described in
the Pharmacopoeia, this method is the reference method.
In this rapidly developing field, other methods are likely to
appear and the guidance offered herein may be equally
applicable in these cases.

There are 3 major types of determination specific to
microbiological tests:
- qualitative tests for the presence or absence of micro-

organisms;
- quantitative tests for enumeration of micro-organisms;
- identification tests".

1-1 QUAUTATIVE TESTS FOR THE PRESENCE OR
ABSENCE OF MICRO-ORGANlSMS
In conventional microbiological analysis, this type of test is
characterised by th.e use of turbidity or other growth-related
changes in a culture medium as evidence of the presence of
viable micro-organisms in the test sample. The most
common example of this test is the test for sterility (2.6.1).
Other examples include those tests designed to evaluate the
presence or absence of a particular type of viable micro
organism in a sample. The conventional sterility test may be
replaced by, for example, tests based on bioluminescence Or
solid phase cytornetry, gas detection or autofluorescence.
Nucleic acid amplification techniques (NA'!) (2.6.21) may
also be used for the detection of mycoplasmas (2.6.7).

1-2 QUANTITATIVE TESTS FOR ENUMERATION
OF MlCRO-ORGANISMS
Membrane fUtration and plate count methods are
conventional methods used to estimate the number of viable
micro-organisms present in a sample. The Most Probable
Number (MPN) method is another example of such methods
and was developed as a means of estimating the number of
viable micro-organisms present in a sample not amenable to
direct plating. Examples of alternative methods for
enumeration include autofluorescence, flow cytometry, direct
epifluorescent filter technique (DEFf) and solid phase
cytometry.
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1-3 IDENTIFICATION TESTS
Biochemical and morphological characterisation of an
unknown micro-organism is the classical approach to
identification. Recently developed methods have streamlined
and automated aspects of this identification, especially in the
areas of data handling, analysis and storage. Several
alternative approaches that have been integrated into these
methods include biochemical reactions, carbon substrate
utilisation) characterisation of fatty acid composition, mass
spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy, restriction
endonuclease banding patterns and the use of genome
sequencing methods such as 16S rRNA gene sequence
analysis for prokaryotes,

Traditional biochemical and phenotypic techniques have
been shown to be less accurate and precise than genotypic
methods.

Pure cultures are required for a precise identification and
such cultures must be fresh and cultivated in appropriate
media.

Databases are part of the systems and are included in the
primary validation. As identification methods depend on the
use of databases) the extent of coverage of the database with
respect to the range of micro-organisms of interest must be
taken into account during validation. Appropriate software
allows customisation of the database, thereby allowing the
user to add micro-organisms not previously included. This
possibility must be considered during the validation.

2 GENERAL PRINCWLES OF ALTERNATIVE
METHODS
Alternative microbiological methods employ direct and
indirect methods of detection; in some instances
amplification of the signal is achieved by enrichment
methods. In recognition of these differences, and for
convenience within this chapter, alternative methods for the
control of microbiological quality are divided into 3
categories:
- growth-based methods, where a detectable signal is

usually achieved by a period of culture;
- direct measurement, where individual cells are

differentiated and/or imaged;
- cell component analysis) where the expression of specific

cell components offers an indirect measure of microbial
presence and identification of micro-organisms.

In some instances, these distinctions are artificial, but enable
a working classification to be created.

2-1 GROWTH-BASED METHODS

2-1-1 General critical aspects of methods based on
early detection of growth
Such methods are critically dependent on microbial growth
in order to provide an indication of the presence and/or
number of micro-organisms. For the typically low levels of
microbial contamination seen in pharmaceutical products,
detection may take 24 h or longer. Increased sensitivity can
be achieved with filtered products. In this case, after
filtration, the membrane filter is incubated in or on the
medium and the result is expressed as presence or absence in
the quantity corresponding to the filtered volume. These
systems, if they use an incubation step in liquid media, do
not offer quantitative information, but a presence/absence
detennination in the quantity analysed. Analysis of more than
one sample quantity may offer a semi-quantitative estimation
(limit test). The major benefit of early detection methods
compared to classical methods is often the capacity to
simultaneously process a large number of samples and the
potential to obtain a result in a shorter time.
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The methods described below can be used for quantitative,
semi-quantitative or qualitative analyses. They are also non
destructive, therefore subsequent identification of the micro
organism is possible.

2-1-2 Electrochemical methods
Principles ofmeasurement Micro-organisms multiplying
and metabolising in appropriate growth media produce highly
charged ionic metabolites from weakly charged organic
nutrients leading to the modification of electrical properties
in such media. These changes In impedance (measured by
conductance or capacitance) are monitored with electrodes
included in me culture vessels and in contact with the culture
medium. The measurable end-point is the time taken (Q

detect a predetermined impedance change; for particular
types of micro-organisms) the detection time is inversely
proportional to the initial inoculum size. For yeasts and
moulds, which only produce small changes in electrical
impedance, an indirect measurement of conductance can be
used. Direct measurement of capacitance can also be carried
out.

Critical aspects There is no direct relationship between
the original microbial level and the detectable end-point.

Potential uses Microbiological assay of antibiotics, efficacy
of antimicrobial preservation and presenceJabsence testing.

2-1-3 Measurement of consumpdon or production of
gas
Principles ofmeasurement Appropriate growth media is
utilised by actively multiplying and metabolising micro
organisms, leading to the production of metabolites or the
elimination of specific nutrients. These methods detect
microbial growth either by changes in the electrical propenies
of a sensor in response to a change in gas composition or by
colorimetric changes of a sensor in response to physico
chemical changes in the growth medium in contact with that
sensor. The systems are based on non-destructive techniques
which enable subsequent identification or strain typing of the
micro-organisms. Bacteria and/or fungi may be grown in
closed containers and continuous monitoring can be
performed using automated instruments that measure gas
evolution (e.g. CO2) or consumption (e.g. O2 ) as surrogate
markers of microbial growth. Furthermore, the production of
metabolites or elimination of nutrients can lead to changes in
pH or redox potential. All of these changes can be measured
either directly or indirectly as changes in colorimetric markers
in the growth medium.

Critical aspects There is no direct relationship between
the original microbial level and the detectable end-point.
The incubation temperature, the physiological state and type
of micro-organism, the initial load and the algorithm for data
processing can significantly affect the results or the time to
detection.

Potential uses Presence/absence testing of filterable or
non-filterable samples (e.g. final drug products, in-process
control samples, media fill or container closure integrity
testing).

2~1-4 Bioluminescence
Principles ofmeasurement Adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) is a weU-documented marker of ceU viability. In this
method, ATP first needs to be released from the micro
organisms using an appropriate extractant, followed by an
assay using the luciferinfluciferase enzyme sysrem, which
emits light in proportion to the ATP present. The signal-to
noise ratio can be increased by addition of ADP and
converting this ADP into released ATP.
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Qualitative method: micro-organisms are cultivated in liquid
medium. The emitted light is measured with a
bioluminometer and is expressed in relative light units (RLU)
(e.g. bioluminescence in a tube or a well ofa microtit:re
plate). The RLU obtained from the sample is compared with
a pre-determined threshold value. The result is positive if the
RLU obtained with the analysed sample exceeds the
threshold value.

Quantitative method: micro-organisms are captured on a
membrane and cultivated by incubation on agar medium.
Using a charge coupled device (CCD) camera, the ATP
released from microcolonies can be detected by light
emission and a quantitative determination is possible.

Critical aspects If the sample has a high level of bacterial
contamination, the detection is rapid. For low levels of
contamination, it is necessary to increase the number of
micro-organisms using an incubation step in culture media
(liquid or solid). The yield of ATP varies from one micro
organism to another and can depend on several factors
including the species, the growth phase of the cell, the
nutritional status, the cellular stress or the cellular age.
Additional factors such as turbidity, sample colour or product
matrix effects can also influence bioluminescence
measurements. Extraction of ATP is generally a destructive
process which should be considered with respect to any
subsequent need for identification of detected micro
organisms.

Potential uses Presence/absence testing of filterable or
non-filterable samples (e.g. final drug products, in-process
control samples, media fill)J total aerobic microbial count
(TA.i\tlC).J environmental and water monitoring, testing for
efficacy of antimicrobial preservation.

2-1-5 TurbIdimetry
Principles ofmeasurement Microbial growth leads to
detectable changes in medium opacity, which can be
accurately quantified by optical density measurements at a
specified wavelength. In its simplest form, such
measurements are performed using a standard
spectrophotometer, generally over a wavelength range of
420-615 om. Alternative automated systems employ
microtitre plate readers offering a continuous readout with
early detection of optical density change.

Critical aspects Attempts have been made to extrapolate
the initial microbial contamination from the time to
detection, bur this is limited to healthy micro-organisms with
reproducible growth characteristics.

Potential uses By means of calibration graphs,
determination of the inoculum size of microbial suspensions
for use in pharmacopoeial tests. In automated mode,
microbiological assay of antibiotics and testing for efficacy of
antimicrobial preservation.

2-1-6 Growth detection using selective and/or indicative
media
Principles ofmeasurement The ability to detect the
presence of specific enzymes using suitable chromogenic
substrates has led to me development of a large nwnber of
methods for the identification of micro-organisms employing
either manual or automated techniques. The incorporation of
such substrates into a selective or non-selective primary
isolation medium can eliminate the need for further
subculture and biochemical testing for the identification of
certain micro-organisms. Consequently, chromogenic liquid
or solid culture media are designed to reveal specific
enzymatic activities for detection and differentiation of micro
organisms. In these particular media, defined substrates are
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introduced into the formulation and are metabolised by the
specific cell enzyme of a given bacterium or fungus during
growth. These substrates, which are linked to coloured
indicators, are chosen according [0 the diagnostic enzymatic
activity sought Furthermore, chromogenic broth can be used
for early or improved detection of contamination
(e.g. in media fill or broth-based detection methods).

The use of innovative media presents several advantages,
namely improved discrimination of colonies in a mixed
culture, ease of use and ease of interpretation. In addition,
response times are shorter as the growth and identification of
the micro-organism are simultaneous.

Critical aspects Validation of the media must be
undertaken carefully to ensure a combination of specificity,
selectivity and robustness. The quality of the signal is based
not only on Ute careful choice of Ute enzymes or indicators
used as Ute basis of detection (as these enzymes may be
present in different micro-organism genera), but also on the
physico-chemical characteristics of the medium, e.g. pH.

Potential uses Detection of specified micro-organisms and
qualitative testing (e.g. media fill and container closure
integrity testing) and quantitative testing (e.g. water testing).

2-2 DIRECT MEASUREMENT

2-2-1 Solid phase cytometry
Principles 0/ measurement Micro-organisms are stained
for viability by exposure to a conjugated, initially non
fluorogenic, tluorophore. An intact cellular membrane is
required to retain and accumulate the f1uorophore within the
cytoplasm. Inside metabolically-active microbial cells, Ute
conjugate is enzymatically cleaved and the fluorescent
derivative is released intiacellularly. Micro-organisms are
collected on a membrane filter either before or after viability
staining.

Membrane surfaces retaining vital-stained cells are then
scanned by a laser beam and epifluorescent excitation allows
the detection of single, viable fluorescent micro-organisms.
Appropriate software allows differentiation of viable micro
organisms from autofluorescentparticles. The high sensitivity
and rapidity of the method permit detection of microbial
contaminants within a few hours. Total cell counts (viable
and non-viable) can be obtained using fluorescent staining.

Critical aspects Metabolically active, fastidious and viable
non-culturable micro-organisms can all be detected. This
may result in reappraisal of the microbial limits established
for the samples under evaluation. Spores require initiation of
germination to enable detection. Single cell detection may be
achievable, but identification of isolates might not be
possible. False positives may occur due to autofluorescent
particles that can be difficult to differentiate from micro
organisms. Signal discrimination and enhancement can be
aided by microcoJony growth.

Potential uses Rapid and sensitive method for the non
specific evaluation of microbial contamination.

2-2-2 Flow cytometry
Principles ofmeasurement Fluorophore-Iabelled micro
organisms can be detected in suspension as they pass through
a flow cytometer. Viable micro-organisms can be
differentiated from non-viable particles by use of a viability
indicating fluorophore (see 2,.2-1). The cell suspension
stream is dispersed into a narrow channel and exposed to a
laser which excites the fluorophore. Micro-organisms and
particles are then counted in different channels depending on
whether Or not they contain a fluorescent cell.
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Critical aspects Direct flow cytometry may be applied to
the microbiological analysis of both filterable and non
filterable materials, and after possible enrichment in the case
of the low contamination levels. I[ gives near real-time
detection, but is not as sensitive as solid phase cytometry.
To increase sensitivity for use in the pharmaceutical field, it
is often necessary to add an incubation step in culture media,
in which case the method becomes a combination of a
growth-based method. and a direct detection method. Particle
size and number may have a significant effect on
performance, and samples may require serial dilution. With
Ute exception of filterability) similar considerations to those in
solid phase cytometry apply. Clumping of bacteria can be a
problem (e.g. StaphylOCfX<US aureus).

Potential uses In contrast to solid phase cytometry, this
method offers the potential to detect and enumerate
microbial contamination in materials containing particulate
matter and if the material cannot be filtered. If a pre
incubation step is needed, me method becomes a qualitative
determination.

2-2-3 Direct eplfluorescent filtration technique (DEFI)
Principles ofmeasurement This technique may be
considered a forerunner of solid phase cytometry. Micro
organisms, concentrated by filtration of the sample, are
stained with a fluorescent dye (formerly acridine orange and
now more commonly 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI», that can be detected by epifluorescent illumination.
Fluorescent vital staining techniques, as employed in solid
phase cytometry (see 2-2-1), are amenable to DEFT, and
fluorescent redox dyes such as 5-cyano-2,3-ditolylteo-azolium
chloride (CTC) can be used to highlight respiring cells.
Coupled with microscopy, the method allows rapid detection
of micro-organisms with an absolute sensitivity that is
dependent on the volume of product filtered and me number
of fields of view examined. Semi-automated auto-focusing
systems coupled to image analysis have served to improve the
utility of this method. A modification of the principle
involves sampling using an adhesive sheet (which permits
collection of cells from surfaces), subsequent staining on the
sheet itself, followed by direct observation using an
epifluorescence microscope.

Critical aspects The distribution of micro-organisms on
the membrane affects method robustness. The intensity of
fluorescence can be influenced by the staining process and
the metabolic status of the micro-organisms. Fluorescence is
not necessarily an indicator of viability. A brief period of
culture on the filter surface prior to staining allows
microcolony formation; these microcolonies stain readily, can
be easily enumerated and are demonstrable evidence of
viability.

Potential uses DEFf is generally limited to low viscosity
fluids, although pre-dilution or pre-filtration has occasionally
been applied to viscous or particulate products. Monitoring
of microbial contamination has been successfully applied to
aqueous pharmaceuticals.

2-2-4 Autofluorescence
Principles 0/ measurement The presence of endogenous
autofluorescent molecules and metabolites (e.g. NADPH,
flavoproteins) within micro-organisms allows the early
detection and quantitative enumeration of microcolonies or
single cells. For direct measurements, the laser-induced
autofluorescence of a single micro-organism is captured by a
detector, while for growth-based systems, automated
sequential imaging of the membrane surface on agar medium
over the incubation period is employed and image overlay
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allows differentiation of growing mlcrocolonles from
fluorescent particulates. The emitted light is detected by a
CCD camera. Non-destructive detection allows identification
of contaminants at the end of the incubation period.

Critical aspects For a non-growth based measurement,
viable, but non-culturable, micro-organisms might be
detected. It may be difficult to distinguish between culturable
micro-organisms, viable but non-culturable micro-organisms
and/or other particles.

Potential uses Environmental monitoring, filterable
in-process samples, water testing and product release for both
sterile and non-sterile applications.

2-3 CELL COMPONENT ANALYSIS

2-3-1 Phenotypic techniques
2-3-1-1 Immunological methods

Principles ofmeasurement Antibody-antigen reactions
can be employed to detect unique cellular determinants of
specific micro-organisms. These reactions can he linked to
agglutination phenomena and colorimetric or fluorimetric
end-points, which offer both quantitative and qualitative
detection. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (EUSA)
offer simple solid-phase methodologies.

Critical aspects Immunological detection methods depend
on the unique expression of specific identifiers, but do not
necessarily demonstrate the presence of viable micro
organisms.

Potential uses Detection and identification of specified
micro-organisms.

2-3-1-2 FatrY acidprofiles

Principles ofmeasurement The fatty acid composition
of micro-organisms is stable) well conserved and shows a
high degree of homogeneity within different taxonomic
groups. The isolate is grown on a standard medium and
harvested. The fatty acids are saponified, methylated and
extracted, and the occurrence and amount of the resulting
fatty acid methyl esters are measured using high-resolution
gas chromatography. The fatty acid composition of an
unknown isolate; is compared with a database of known
isolates for a possible match and identification.

Critical aspects The use of fany acid profiles for
microbial identification requires a high degree of
standardisation. It is critical for the fatty acid composition of
microbial cells that isolates are grown using standardised
media and standard incubation conditions. Standard
conditions for operation of the gas chromatograph must also
be employed, with frequent runs of calibration standards and
known isolates being very important.

Potential uses Identification or characterisation of
environmental and product microbial contamination (for
contaminant tracing and detection of specified micro
organisms).

2-3-1-3 Fourier transform infrared(FTIR) spectroscopy
Principles ofmeasurement A Fourier transformation of
the infrared spectrum of whole micro-organisms gives a
stable) recognisable pattern typical of the taxonomic groups
of micro-organisms. The analysis of the FI1R pattern can be
performed with commercially available instruments.
The isolate is grown on a standard medium and harvested.
Cell mass is transferred to a carrier) and the infrared
spectrum is recorded. The Fourier transformation is
calculated and the pattern is compared with a database of
known isolates for a possible match and identification.
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Critical aspects The use of FflR patterns for microbial
identification requires a high degree of standardisation. It is
critical for the FTIR pattern of microbial cells that isolates
are grown using standardised media and standard incubation
conditions. The cells must be in the same state of the growth
cycle when analysed, and particular attention must be paid to
this in the validation process.

Potential uses Identification or characterisation of
environmental and product microbial contamination (for
contaminant tracing and detection of specified micro
organisms).

2-3-1-4 Mass spectrometry
Principles ofmeasurement Ionised particles released by
exposing microbial isolates to a laser in a vacuum can be
analysed by mass spectrometry, providing characteristic
spectra. Similarly) intact microbial cells) when subject to
intense ionisation under matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionisation-time of flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry,
release a distinctive pattern of charged species. Such spectra
can be compared with known profiles.

Critical aspects The isolates must be cultured under
standardised conditions prior to analysis.

Potential uses Identification or characterisation of
environmental and product microbial contaminants (for
contaminant tracing and detection of specified micro
organisms).

2-3-1-5 Biochemical assays basedon physiological reactions

Principles ojmeasurement Systems capable of
performing biochemical assays based on physiological
reactions are used for the identification of micro-organisms.
In the presence of a pure colony, the five basic steps for these
assays are preparation, inoculation) incubation) readings and
interpretation. These steps are usually preceded by a
description of the colony morphology, a differentiation test
(e.g. Gram stain), a description of the cellular morphology
and/or other early biochemical differentiation tests
(e.g. oxidase, catalase, coagulase) in order to determine the
appropriate testing protocol.

The Gram stain is often a key characteristic upon which
further testing is based. Alternatives to the traditional staining
method include the potassium hydroxide (KOH) siring test,
the aminopeptidase test, a fluorescent staining method and a
limulus amoebocyte lysate (lAL) based assay. Test kits are
available for Ute latter 3 methods. The fluorescent staining
method requires a fluorescence microscope or a flow
cytometer.

Microbial cell suspensions are tested using biochemical
(assimilation or susceptibility) test kits (plates or snips).
Anaerobic and aerobic micro-organisms develop
characteristic reactions to selected biochemical substances.
They are also known to utilise specific carbon, nitrogen,
phosphorus and sulfur sources or to be inhibited by a specific
concentration of an antimicrobial agent. The results are
based on measurable changes (e.g. turbidity, chromogenic or
fluorogenic reaction) due to the growth or inhibition of the
micro-organism under investigation. Comparison of the
metabolic and/or antimicrobial resistance profile with a
database allows for identification of the culture. These
methods can be performed manually or by semi- or fully
automated instruments. Complementary tests can be
performed in cases of poor discrimination. Subcultures can
help in cases of indeterminate results.
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Critical aspects A fresh physiological culture is required.
The performance of the system is also dependent on the
selected phenotypic parameters, which must be stable,
significant and in sufficient number.

Potential uses Identification or characterisation of
environmental and product microbial contamination (for
contaminant tracing and detection of specified micro
organisms).

2-3-2 Genotypic techniques
Identification and detection of micro-organisms as well as
characterisation of strains belonging to the same species may
be achieved by direct detection of nucleotide target sequences
that are unique for a particular microbial species or microbial
group, and are targets of the genotypic (DNA or RNA
based) detection techniques. These detection techniques may
be separated into 3 broad categories: direct hybridlsation,
nucleic acid amplification and genetic fingerprinting.

2-3-2-1 Direct hybridisati..

General pn'nciples 0/ measurement DNA probes are
short, labelled, single-strand segments of DNA mat hybridise
with a complementary region of microbial DNA or RNA.
The probe or target DNA is usually labelled with either
radioactive, fluorescent or chromogenic molecules in order to
provide ahybridisation signal. Hybridisation assays include
fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) and microarray
based techniques.

General critical aspects Hybridisation generally requires
a large amount of the target DNA for analysis, which may
result in lower detection sensitivity. The availability of
suitable probes may be limited.

Potential uses Due to the high specificity of the sequence
based hybridisation reaction, this method may be used for
both detection and identification of micro-organisms.

2-3-2-2 Nucleic acid amplijicatinn techniques (NA1)

General pn'nciples ofmeasurement NAT relies on the
reiteration of the DNA polymerisation process, leading to an
exponential increase of a specific nucleic acid fragment.
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is the most widely
used method for target DNA amplification. In this cyclic
process, a specific DNA fragment is copied by a thermostable
DNA polymerase enzyme in the presence of nucleotides and
oligonucleotide primers, previously designed to flank the
target sequence and to hybridise with it (see also general
chapter 2.6.21). After PCR, the amplified nucleic acid targets
can be analysed using several methods of post-amplification
analysis: fragment size analysis in gel electrophoresis, DNA
sequencing or specific detection by hybridisation with a
fluorescent-labelled probe. Real-time PCR eliminates the
need for further post-amplification processing and offers the
additional advantage that the likelihood of cross
contamination is minimised. An important advantage of real
time PCR is the ability to quantify me starting amount of the
DNA target sequence in the original sample, in contrast to
conventional PCR techniques, which are based on end-point
detection. Since the amount of PCR product detected at the
beginning of the exponential phase of the amplification
reaction correlates with the initial starting amount of the
DNA target, modem real-time PCR techniques have been
developed to measure this exponential phase of the reaction.
Automated real-time PCR systems are commercially
available. For identification of species, either species-specific
probes or primers can be used.

RNA can also be amplified by both conventional and real
time PCR after transcription into cDNA using a reverse
transcriptase enzyme. This technique is known as reverse
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transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) and it enables detection and
identification of RNA viruses or viable organisms.
Alternatively, specific RNA-based amplification techniques,
for example nucleic acid sequence-based amplification or
transcription-mediated amplification, are available. Both
techniques produce RNA amplicons, in contrast to PCR
which only produces DNA amplicons, even when starting
from an RNA target.

Types of target to be amplified Regardless of the type of
NAT used, the specificity of the test is determined by the
target DNA sequence under evaluation.
For identification/characterisation purposes, the 16S or 23S
ribosomal RNA genes may be used as targets. The 16S
rRNA gene is an evolutionary-conserved gene present in all
bacterial species, and is a broad range target as it is a
universal marker for bacterial detection. The 23S rRNA gene
is not widely used as a single target, but the 16S-23S rRNA
transcribed intergenic spacer regions can be employed to
distinguish between certain closely [elated species and/or to
identify subtypes. Alternative broad-range targets include the
groEL and lufgenes. Apart from broad-range targets, species
specific sequences can be used as targets for micro-organism
identification. Depending on the species, either specific
surface antigens, virulence factors or genes which code toxins
may be amplified to detect and identify micro-organisms.

General critical aspects:
- the target and the primers chosen must be specific for a

particular micro-organism or group of micro-organisms;
- the sensitivity of the methods is higWy dependent on the

efficiency of the lysis protocol and how successfully the
DNA targets can be purified and concentrated in the
sample;

- the presence of inhibitors of the enzymatic process results
in false negative reactions;

- the procedures are prone to cross-contamination from
background DNA resulting in false positive results.

Depending on the aim, a choice must be made between
amplification of either a DNA or an RNA target, as this
target choice affects the correlation with viability.
DNA targets are generally more widely used for identification
purposes, but the use of DNA as a marker has the
disadvantage that dead micro-organisms can also be detected.
As mRNA is rapidly degraded in dead cells, it is considered a
marker for viability. Furthermore, mRNA is the obligatory
target for the identification of RNA viruses.

Critical aspects of (serni-) quantitative detection by
real-time PCR Quantification of the target requires
generation of appropriate standards and the use of
standardised procedures.

Critical aspects ofRT-PCR RNA is less stable compared
to DNA, so it requires more attention during processing.
Depending on the quality of the RNA isolation, the efficiency
of the cDNA synthesis can vary. RT-PCR can be used to
specifically detect RNA if DNA contamination of the RNA
sample is low.

Critical aspects 0/ using the 16S or 23S rRNA gene as a
target/or species identification 16S rRNA gene
sequencing is a valuable method for identification of bacteria
provided that appropriate universal primers from databases
are selected. Its discriminatory power depends on the
variability and the length of the 16S rRNA gene within a
certain species. Regarding the use of assays targeting the 16S
23S rRt"lA intergenic spacer regions, the choice of
appropriate species-specific primers/probes is of critical
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importance due to the potential polymorphism of such
regions.

Potential uses ofNAT Due to the high sensitivity and
specificity of amplification techniques, they are suitable for
beth detection and identification of micro-organisms. Real
time peR is needed for quantitative or semi-quantitative
analysis of the target. Besides quantitative determinations, the
real-time peR technique allows simultaneous detection of
multiple targets in a single sample, as long as appropriate
primers and probes that allow for multiplexing are employed.
The sequencing of different genes (e.g.16S rDNA,
235 rDNA, rpoB, Gyr) is best applied to the identification of
micro-organisms.

2-3-2-3 Genetic fingerprinting

Principles 01measurement Genetic fingerprinting is the
identification of a strain on the basis of its DNA profile (or
RNA for RNA viruses). Individual DNA profiles may be
different due to genetic diversity between strains of the same
species] and the aim of the fingerprinting methods is to
discriminate between these strains. The classical genetic
fingerprinting technique characterises micro-organisms using
restriction fragments oflchromosomal DNA from bacterial
and fungal genomes.

Different strains from the same species may exhibit different
patterns and these differences are referred to as restriction
fragment lengrh polymorphisms (RFLPs). As cutting the
chromosomal DNA with restriction enzymes generates too
many fragment bands to be efficiently and accurately
compared, several modifications of the conventional RFLP
based method have been developed. Examples of the kind of
technologies used are riboryping, pulsed-field gel
electrophoresis (pFGE) and amplified fragment lengrh
polymorphism (AFLP). Several other fingerprinting methods
use PCR to selectively amplify defined subsets of DNA
restriction fragments from the entire genome, for example
random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and variable
number tandem repeats (VNTR).

Critical aspects All fingerprinting techniques require that
the micro-organism is present as a pure culture. Depending
on the method, a preliminary enrichment cultivation step
may be necessary if a defined quantity or a specific DNA
preparation is required for the test, e.g. AFLP and PFGE.
The discriminatory power, the reproducibility, the expertise
needed and the labour-burden vary among techniques.
The major criticism of conventional RFLP analysis is the
complexity of the banding patterns. The discriminatory
power of ribotyping (based on patterns of rRNA genes) is
less than that of PFGE (based on patterns of the whole
genomic DNA) or some PeR-based methods, but it has the
advantage that it can be a highly automated system.
Although PFGE is one of the most highly discriminatory
fingerprinting methods, it is time-consuming and technically
demanding in the laboratory as it is not automated. It also
requires the use of standardised protocols. AFLP has high
reproducibility, but requires technical expertise and the
interpretation of results may need automated computer
analysis. The reproducibility of RAPD may be poor, so it
must be performed in a standardised way.

Potential uses Genetic fingerprinting methods are mainly
used for strain discrimination (characterisation below species
level). They are a powerful tool for investigating and tracing
the source and the spread of microbial contamination.
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3 VALIDATION OF ALTERNATIVE
MICROBIOLOGICAL METHODS
3-1 INTRODUCTION
Validation, whilst subject to a variety of context-specific
definitions, can be generally defined as a method to establish
docwnented evidence that a process will consistently achieve
its intended goal. Therefore, to validate an alternative
microbiological method, it is essential to understand and
define what the procedure is intended to achieve.

Typically, pharmaceutical microbiological methods use
specific characteristics of micro-organisms as indicators or
detection principles in order to determine microbiological
quality. The information generally sought is
presence/absence, number, viability and/or identity of micro
organisms in a given product or environment. Any given
method will usually provide an indirect and conditional
measure of microbiological quality. For example, the total
number and viability of micro-organisms can be indicated by
the number of colonies appearing under a certain set of
conditions of sample preparation, cultivation and incubation;
reproduction in classical microbiology is hence taken as me
general indicator for viability. There are other parameters,
however, that can be used as a viability measure, such as the
level of ATP or the accumulation or metabolism of substrates
in living cells. The results from different viability-indicating
methods may not always be idenricak micro-organisms may
not be able to reproduce on a given medium, but may still
accumulate and metabolise a substrate. Conversely, micro
organisms may be unable, at a given state of damage, to
accumulate a substrate, but may still be able to recover and
reproduce.

Similar considerations arise with the multiplicity of methods
used for identification of micro-organisms. Therefore, while
characterisation of the pattern of metabolic activity is
frequently used for species identification, alternative methods
also exist. Again, the outcomes obtained may not be fully
consistent for the different identification methods, as one
answer may be appropriate for the construction of a correct
phylogenetic correlation tree, while another may be more
useful in the context of pathogenicity or other property of the
differentiated micro-organisms.

3-2 VALIDATION PROCESS
. Two levels of validation must be envisaged for the
application of alternative microbiological methods, namely
primary validation and validation for the intended use.
The supplier of the alternative technology typically performs
primary validation of a method, whereas validation for the .
intended use, which is a verification of the suitability or
applicability of the method in a given situation, must be seen
as the responsibility of the user.

Where specific equipment is critical for the application of a
method, the equipment, including computer hardware and
software, must be fully qualified.

3-2-1 Description of the technique
In order to characterise a specific microbiological method,
the principle of detection must be clearly described by the
supplier. Through primary validation, the method must be
fully detailed with respect to the conditions required for
application, the materials and equipment needed and the
expected signal. The user shall critically review the available
information.

3-2-2 Risk-benefit analysis
For validation of specific alternative microbiological methods,
it is critical that the purpose of the quality assurance
procedure is precisely outlined, as this defines the type and
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depth of information needed. The information obtained by,
and the limitations of, the pharmacopoeial method and the
alternative method must be considered and compared in a
risk-benefit analysis.

The risk level in adopting an alternative method varies
depending on the technology considered, the methodology it
replaces, the nature of the measurements taken (qualitative,
quantitative or identification), the particular product or
process attribute being evaluated, the location of me
measurement in the manufacturing process chain and various
other factors.

Risk analysis tools may he utilised in order to determine
which alternative method is to be implemented, to assist in
the justification of its implementation or to better understand
the impact of implementation on production and/or product
quality. An alternative method can be justified for use if the
information obtained gives a scientifically sound measure of
microbiological quality, and if the limitations of the method
are not more severe than those of the pharmacopoeial
method.

3-2-3 Primary validation
The supplier, using a panel of test micro-organisms
appropriate for the intended use, must characterise the
principle of detection. Depending on the type of alternative
method, relevant validation criteria shall be selected from
those listed below:
- prerequisite treatment of sample or micro-organisms;
- type of response;
- specificity;
- detection limit;
- quantitation limit;
- range;
- linearity;
- accuracy and precision;
- robustness of the method in a model system.

3-2-4 Validation for the intended use
Validation for the intended use should encompass the entire
process, from the decision to change any aspects of a
microbiological testing programme to on-going routine use.
It should consist of the following phases:
- user requirement specification (URS);
- design qualification (DQ)j
- installation qualification (lQ);
- operational qualification (OQ);
- performance qualification (PQ).

The supplier and user have different tasks to perform with
regard to the validation and implementation of an alternative
method. These tasks are summarised in Table 5.1.6.-1.
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Table 5.1.6.-1 - Tasks to be undertaken during thevalidation
process

NonnaDy carried out by
Activity

Supplier User

Primary validation + _(I)

URS (instrument, applicalion) - +

Description of the technique + .(2)

Risk benefit analysis ,," +

Design qualification (DQ) , +

Installation qualification (lQ) _(4) +

Operational qualification (OQ) , l" +

Performance qualification (PQ):

- verification of primary validation data , +
given by the supplier;

- verification for the intended use , +
(e.g. sterility resting, TA.i\tCITYMC•
...);

- method suitability test , +

(1) The user performs primary validation if they employ the alternative
method for a use other than that defined by the supplier.
(2) The user shall critically review infonnarion provided by rhe supplier.
(3) As part of commercialisation, the supplier may list advanrages of the
alrernarive method over pharmacopoeial techniques.
(4) IQ/OQ for complex equipmem.lQ'OQ is often outsourced ro supplier.

3-2-4-1 User requirement specification (URS)
The DRS describes the functions that the method must be
capable of performing and will form the basis of the method
selection process. It is an essential document, as acceptance
testing will be based on the requirements detailed therein.
It is important to consider data management capabilities at
this stage, particularly within a regulatory context. The URS
shall at least address the following items:
- application of the instrument:

- the type of analysis to be performed (e.g. quantitative,
semi-quantitative, qualitative or identification).

- detection limit or quantitation limit (sensitivity):
- the detection limit may be linked to time to detection

(ITD);
- the required level of sensitivity, which will depend on

the current specification, the dilution regime and the
test sample size for the existing test method under
replacement.

- specificity:
- the ability of the alternative test method to selectively

detect the micro-organisms or classes of micro
organisms; this should be based on historical data
generated from the pharmacopoeial test method and
complemented by information from the supplier of the
alternative method;

- the ability to detect only the required viable micro
organisms;

- for identification methods, the extent of coverage of
the database with respect to the range of micro
organisms of interest.

- number and type of samples:
- the nature of samples to be. tested and the

manufacturing output per batch or work-shift.
time to detection (lTD) or time to result (TIR):
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- the TID or TfR is an important attribute for
alternative microbiological methods; for monitoring
purposes, a relatively short TID (e.g. a few hours)
aUows corrective actions to be taken at an early stage;
for quality control purposes, a short TID may be less
critical.

- data management capabilities:
- the new instrumentation may need to have laboratory

information management system (UMS) interface
capability and external server compatibility, and the
data management tools should be defined; evidence of
software validation and functional testing reports will
be required to support each part of the software and
firmware functions.

3-2-4-2 Design qualification (DQ)
The DQ provides documented evidence mat the design of
any associated equipment is suitable for correct performance
of the method. Most alternative method systems are based
on commercial off-the-shelf equipment. The DQ is most
suitably performed, therefore, by the instrument
developer/manufacturer. Nevertheless, the user shall verify
that the equipment meets the specifications laid down in the
URS for the intended application.

3-2-4-3 Installation qualification (IQ)
The IQ provides doewnented evidence that the equipment
has been provided and installed in accordance with its
specifications.

3-2-4-4 Operational qualification (OQ)
The OQ provides documented evidence that the installed
equipment operates within predetermined limits when used
in accordance with its operational procedures.

3-2-4-5 Peformance qualificarwn (PQ)

The PQ provides documented evidence that the method,
with the equipment installed and operated according to
operational procedures, consistently performs in accordance
with predetermined criteria and thereby yields correct results
for the method. ills is typically done with a panel of micro
organisms (e.g, pharmacopoeial test strains, in-house isolates
or stressed/slow-growing micro-organisms). This assures that
the conditions employed by the user laboratory make it
possible to satisfy the criteria described by the supplier of the
method in the model system used for the primary validation.

Verification ofprimary validation data given by the
supplier (see 3-2-3). The method is verified using the
panel of test micro-organisms given by the corresponding
pharmacopoeial chapter. The alternative method must be
applied according to the specified procedure of the supplier,
without the samples to be analysed under the responsibility
of the user, and must he shown to give comparable results as
characterised in the model system used by the supplier.

Verification/or the intended use (e.g. sten"lity testing,
total aerobic microbial count (TAMe)/total combined
yeasts/moulds count (TYMC), etc) The following
points, where applicable, should be addressed:
- compatibility of the response with the sample preparation

that the user normally performs for product testing
(method suitability testing);

- limit and range of detection of the method with regard to
sample size and sample availability;

- specificity of the response with regard to the influence of
the product ingredients;

- linearity of the response with regard to the types of
samples to be analysed;
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- accuracy and precision of the response with regard to the
types of samples to be analysed.

Acceptance criteria for the method will need to be defined as
a function of the application and the validation data.

3-3 TYPES OF MICROBIOLOGICAL TESTS
Validation of a microbiological method is the process
whereby it is experimentally established by the user that the
performance characteristics of the method meet the
requirements of the intended application. As microbiological
tests have 3 basic applications (qualitative, quantitative and
identification), 3 separate sets of validation criteria are
required. These criteria are described below and summarised
in Table 5.1.6.-2.

Table 5.1.6.-2 - Validation cruetia for qualitative, quantitative
and idendfication tests

Criterion
QuaUtative Quantitative Identification

test test t~t

A=mt'Y +(I) + +

Precision - +

Specificity + + +

Detection limit + _(2) -

Quantitation limit - + -

Linearity - + -
RAng, - + -

Robustness + + +

Suitability testing + + -

Equivalence testing + +

(1) Performing an accuracy test or the alternate method whh respect to me
phannacopoeial method can be used instead or the validation or the limit or
detection test.
(2) May be needed in some cases.

3..3..1 Validation of alternative qualltatlve tests for the
presence or absence ofmicro..organlsms
3-3-1-1 Specificity

The specificity of an alternative qualitative method is its
ability to detect only the required micro-organisms, i.e. does
not generate false positive results. This can be demonstrated
using a panel of appropriate micro-organisms. Where relevant
for the purpose of the test, mixtures of micro-organisms are
used during validation. For qualitative methods that rely on
growth to demonstrate presence or absence of micro
organisms, specificity is adequately addressed by
demonstrating the growth promotion properties of the media.
For those methods that do not require growth as an indicator
of microbial presence, the specificity assures that extraneous
matter in the test system does not interfere with the test.

3-3-1-2 Detection Limit
The detection limit of an alternative qualitative method is the
lowest number of micro-organisms in a sample that can be
detected under the stated analytical conditions.
A microbiological limit test determines the presence or
absence of micro-organisms in a defined quantity of the
sample under test. Due to the nature of microbiological tests,
the detection limit reflects the number of micro-organisms
present in the original sample before any dilution or
incubation steps. The detection limit of the alternative
method must not be a number greater than that of the
pharmacopoeial method.
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It is essential that the detection limit is determined using a
sufficient number of replicates and a number of independent
determinations.

3-3-1-3 Robustness

The robustness of an alternative qualitative method is a
measure of its capacity to remain unaffected by small but
deliberate variations in method parameters (e.g. incubation
period or incubation temperature range). Robustness is a
validation parameter best suited to determination by the
supplier of the method. Nevertheless, if the user modifies
critical parameters, any effect on robustness must be
evaluated. Robustness of a qualitative method is judged by its
ability to detect the test micro-organisms after deliberate
variations to the method parameters.

3-3-1-4 Sui'alrili,y,esting

The alternative method must be applied according to the
specified procedure and with the samples to be analysed
under the responsibility of the user. It must be shown that
the test sample does not interfere with the system's detection
capacity or microbial recovery. Specific points to be
addressed are:
- the ability of the test to detect micro-organisms in the

presence of the sample matrix;
- verifying if the sample matrix interferes with the

alternative system (e.g. background signal or inhibiting
chemical reactions).

Acceptance criteria for the method in routine use will need to
be defined as a function of the application and the validation
data.

3-3-1-5 Equiualence testing
Equivalence testing of 2' qualitative methods can be
conducted directly on the validation parameters. This
approach requires an adequate comparison experiment at low
levels of inoculation (e.g. less than 5 CFU) with sufficient
numbers of replicates for relevant strains of test micro
organisms. Alternatively, and in some cases additionally,
equivalence testing can be carried out by the parallel testing
of 3 predefined number of samples or for a predefined period
of time. This parallel testing can be justified based on a risk
assessment. The alternative method must enable an
unequivocal decision as to whether compliance with the
standards of the monographs would be achieved if the official
method was used.

3-3-2 Valldation of alternative quantitative tests for
enumeration of micro-organisms
3-3-2-1 Ac<ura<)'

The accuracy of an alternative quantitative method is the
closeness of the test results obtained by the alternative
method to those obtained by the pharmacopoeial method.
Accuracy must be demonstrated across the practical range of
the test. It is usually expressed as the percentage recovery of
micro-organisms by the alternative method compared to the
percentage recovery using the pharmacopoeial method, taking
into account statistical analysis.

Accuracy may be shown by preparing and testing a
suspension of micro-organisms at the upper end of the test
range and serially diluting to the lower end of the test range.
For example, if the alternative method is meant to replace
the pharmacopoeial plate count method for viable counts,
then a reasonable range might be 10°_106 CPU/mL.
If instead, it is a replacement for the MPN method, a much
narrower range may be used. At least I suspension for each
test micro-organism dilution must be analysed.
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The alternative method should be shown to recover at least
as many micro-organisms as the pharmacopoeial method
using appropriate statistical analysis.

The protocol used to check the linearity of the method (see
3-3-2-5) may also be used to check the accuracy.
The suspensions of micro-organisms prepared for the
alternative method are counted at the same time using the
pharmacopoeial method.

3-3-2-2 Precisian

The precision of an alternative quantitative method is the
degree of agreement between individual test results when the
procedwe is applied repeatedly to multiple samplings of
homogeneous suspensions of micro-organisms under the
prescribed conditions. Precision should be split into
repeatability and intermediate precision under normal or
routine operating conditions. Repeatability (also referred to
as within-run variability) refers to the use of the
microbiological method with the same sample (replicate) in
the same laboratory over a short period of time with the
same analyst and the same equipment. It gives the minimum
variability of the method. Intermediate precision (includes
run-to-run variability and within-run variability) refers to the
use of the microbiological method applied to different sample
preparations of the product under test in the same laboratory
with different analysts, equipment and/or on different days.
It gives the maxinlWn variability of the method.
The precision of a microbiological method is usually
expressed as the standard deviation or relative standard
deviation (coefficient of variation). At least 1 suspension in
the middle of the test range is analysed. The number of
replicates is chosen so that the entire test can be carried out
during the same working session, I.e, under the same
operating conditions and without any change in the
suspension of micro-organisms. For intennediate precision,
other working sessions are then carried out under conditions
of maximum variability (different reagents, operators and/or
days, etc.). The variance in the results observed In each of
the working sessions is calculated. If the variances are
homogeneous, the variance of the repeatability can be
calculated. The inter-group variance of the results is also
calculated and the resultant variance of the intermediate
precision is given as the sum of the variance of the
repeatability and the inter-group variance. The coefficient of
variation is then calculated. Alternative methods must
demonstrate precision comparable to that of the
pharmacopoeial methods.

3-3-2-3 Specificity

The specificity of an alternative quantitative method is its
ability to quantify only the required micro-organisms,
i.e, does not generate false positive results. This may be
demonstrated using a panel of appropriate micro-organisms.
Where relevant for the purpose of the test, mixtures of
micro-organisms are used during validation. For those
methods that do not require growth as an indicator of
microbial presence, the specificity ,assures that extraneous
matter in the test system does not interfere with the test.

3-3-2-4 Quant;tatWn /imu
The quantitation limit of an alternative quantitative method
is the lowest number of CFUs in a sample which can be
quantitatively determined with suitable precision and
accuracy. It is essential that the quantirarion limit is
determined from a number of replicates. The results of the
linearity and accuracy studies can also be used. In this case,
the lowest concentration in the linear range is considered to
be the quantitation limit of the method. The quantitation
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limit of the alternative method must not be greater than that
of the pharmacopoeial method.

3-3-2-5 Linearity
The linearity of an alternative quantitative method is its
ability (within a given range) to produce results that are
proportional to the concentration of micro-organisms present
in the sample. The linearity must be determined over a
reasonable range (e.g. 10°_10' CFU/mL) so as to correspond
to the purpose of the alternative method. One approach
would be to select different concentrations of each test
micro-organism and [est several replicates. For each
concentration, an appropriate number of replicates is chosen
to confirm linearity. The number of replicates is chosen so
that the entire test can be carried out during the same
working session. After checking the homogeneity of the
variances of the results obtained for each concentration, the
regression line is calculated. Linearity is demonstrated if the
estimated slope is significant and if the test for deviation from
linearity is non-significant (see general chapter 5.3).

3-3-2-6 Range
The range of an alternative quantitative method is the
interval between the upper and lower levels of micro
organisms as determined from the related studies of
precision, accuracy and linearity using the specified method;
it is dependent on the intended application.

3-3-2-7 Robusrness
The robustness of an alternative quantitative method is a
measure of its capacity to remain unaffected by small but
deliberate variations in method parameters (e.g. incubation
period or incubation temperature range). Robustness is a
validation parameter best suited to determination by the
supplier of the method. Nevertheless, if the user modifies
critical parameters, the effects on robustness must be
evaluated. Robustness of an alternative quantitative method
is judged by its ability to accurately enumerate the test
micro-organisms after deliberate variations to the method
parameters.

3-3-2-8 Sui'abuily testing
The alternative method must be applied according to the
specified procedure and with the samples to he analysed
under the responsibility of the user. It must be shown that
the test sample does not interfere with the system's
enumeration capacity or microbial recovery. Specific points
to be addressed are:
- the ability of the test to detect micro-organisms in the

presence of the sample matrix;
- verifying if the sample matrix interferes with the

alternative system (e.g. background signal or inhibiting
chemical reactions).

Acceptance criteria for the method are defined as a function
of the application and of the validation data.

3-3-2-9 Equiva/et/ce testing
Equivalence testing of 2 quantitative methods can be
conducted directly on the validation parameters. This
approach requires an adequate comparison experiment at low
levels of inoculation (e.g. less than 5 CFU) with sufficient
numbers of replicates for relevant strains of test micro
organisms. Alternatively, and in some cases additionally,
equivalence testing can be carried out by the parallel testing
of a predefined 'number of samples or for a predefined period
of time. This parallel testing can be justified based on a risk
assessment.

If the result of the alternative method can be expressed as the
number of CFUs per weight or per volume, statistical
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analysis of the results shall demonstrate that the results of the
ahernative method enable an unequivocal decision as to
whether compliance with the standards of the monographs
would be achieved if the official method was used.

If the result of the alternative method cannot be expressed as
the number of CFUs, equivalence testing is performed using
suitable parameters, followed by statistical analysis to
demonstrate that the results of the alternative method enable
an unequivocal decision as to whether compliance with the
standards of the monographs would be achieved if the official
method was used.

3-3-3 Validation of alternative identification tests
There is a large body of evidence that different methods vary
considerably in their ability to identify micro-organisms.
It must be accepted that a method of identification needs to
be internally consistent, but may differ from others in its
identification of micro-organisms.

3-3-3-1 A«uracy

The accuracy of an alternative identification method is its
ability to identify the desired micro-organism to the required
taxonomic level. It must be demonstrated using well
characterised reference micro-organisms, e.g. type strains.
Accuracy of the identification method is usually expressed as
the number of correct identifications divided by the total
number of identifications.

3-3-3-2 Specificity
The specificity of an alternative identification method is its
ability to discriminate micro-organisms actually present from
interfering factors that cause false identification results. Such
factors include chemical substances and mixtures of micro
organisms, which cause the test to identify micro-organisms
not actually present in the sample material (e.g. the presence
of mixtures of DNA material from 2 micro-organisms in a
sequencing test leading to the false identification of a third
micro-organism).

3-3-3-3 Robustness

The robustness of an alternative identification method is a
measure of its capacity to remain unaffected by small but
deliberate variations in method parameters (e.g. incubation
period or incubation temperature range). Robustness is a
validation parameter best suited to determination by the
supplier of the method. Nevertheless, if the user modifies
critical parameters, the effects on robustness have to be
evaluated. Robustness of an identification method is judged
by its ability to correctly identify the test micro-organisms
after deliberate variations to the method parameters.

M. Reference Standards
(ph. Bur. get/era! 'exts 5.12)

Thischapter ispublished/or information.

1 INTRODUCTION
'Reference standard' is used in this chapter as a general term
covering reference substances, reference preparations and
reference spectra.

Reference standards are frequently necessary to achieve
adequate quality control of medicinal products and their
components.

Reference standards are established using suitable procedures
and their continued suitability for use is monitored according
to a predefined programme. Where a reference standard is
needed, it is an integral part of the pharmacopoeial
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monograph or the manufacturer's specification. Where a
European Pharmacopoeia reference standard is referred to in
a monograph or general chapter, it represents the official
standard that is alone authoritative in case of doubt or
dispute.

2 TERMINOLOGY
Primary standard A standard designated or widely
acknowledged as having the highest metrological qualities
and whose property value is accepted without reference to
other standards of the same property or quantity, within a
specified context. This definition does not cover international
standards.

International standard A primary standard provided to
enable the results of biological or immunological assay
procedures to be expressed in me same way throughout me
world. The value assignment is in International Units (IV) or
another suitable unit. The unitage is normally assigned to a
first international standard by the World Health Organization
(WHO) in an arbitrary manner based on an international
interlaboratory study. Activities in International Units are
assigned to replacement international standards, where
appropriate, by comparing them with a previous standard.

Secondary standard A standard whose property value is
assigned by comparison with a primary standard of the same
propertyor quantity.

European Pharmacopoeia reference standard A
reference standard established under the aegis of and adopted
by the European Pharmacopoeia Commission.

European Pharmacopoeia chemical reference
substance (CRS) A substance or mixture of substances
intended for use as stated in a monograph or general chapter
of the European Pharmacopoeia. CRSs are in general
primary standards, except for those (notably antibiotics) that
are calibrated in International Units. The latter are secondary
standards traceable to the international standard.

European Pharmacopoeia herbal reference standard
(HRS) A herbal drug preparation (usually an exrracr) or a
herbal drug intended for use as stated in a monograph or
general chapter of the European Pharmacopoeia. Unless
otherwise specified, HRSs are designated as primary
reference standards for their intended use.

European Pharmacopoeia biological reference
preparation (BRP) A substance or mixture of substances
intended for use as stated in a monograph or general chapter
of the European Pharmacopoeia. BRPs are either secondary
standards calibrated in International Units or primary
standards, which may be used to define a European
Pharmacopoeia Unit (Ph. Eur. D.). Other assigned contents
may also be used, for example, virus titre or nwnber of
bacteria.

Reference material (RM) A material sufficiently
homogeneous and stable with respect to one or more
specified properties, which has been established to be fit for
its intended use in the measurement process.

Certified reference material (CRM) A reference material
characterised by a metrologically valid procedure for one or
more specified properties, accompanied by a certificate that
states the value of the specified property, its associated
uncertainty, and a statement of metrological traceability.

3 USE OF EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA
REFERENCE STANDARDS
European Pharmacopoeia reference standards are employed
in the identification, purity testing and assay of articles
subject to a European Pharmacopoeia monograph or general
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chapter. European Pharmacopoeia reference standards are
shown to be suitable for their intended purpose; they are not
necessarily suitable for other purposes. If a European
Pharmacopoeia reference standard is to be used for any
purpose other than that for which it has been established, its
suitability for the new use has to be fully demonstrated and
when applicable, to be described in the marketing
authorisation application. Any value assigned to a reference
standard is valid for the intended use and not necessarily for
other uses.

A European Pharmacopoeia reference standard with an
assigned content/potency for use in the assay of a substance
for pharmaceutical use (see general monograph Substances for
pharmaceutical use (2034)) may be suitable to determine the
content/potency of that substance in a pharmaceutical
preparation provided all of the following conditions are
fulfilled:
- the chromat.ographic assay method described in the active

substance monograph is employed;
- the applicability of the method to the particular

pharmaceutical preparation (absence of interference) is
verified by the user;

- any pre-treatment of me sample (e.g. extraction,
filtration) is validated for the particular pharmaceutical
preparation.

It is the policy of the European Pharmacopoeia to supply
reference standards in adequate quantities for immediate use
(i.e. the quantity needed to perform the testes) described in
the monograph or general chapter) after opening of the
container. Use in other conditions is the responsibility of the
analyst. If an unopened container is stored in the
recommended conditions, it remains suitable for use as long
as it is of the current batch. Information on current batch
numbers is provided in the European Pharmacopoeia
reference standards database (http://go.edqm.eulRS). Storage
of reconstituted or diluted solutions of reference standards is
not recommended unless suitability has been demonstrated
by the user.

Secondary standards A secondary standard is usually
established to reduce the use of the primary standard and
may be used for routine quality control purposes.
A secondary standard shall exhibit the same property or
properties as the primary standard. to which it is traceable.
It shall therefore be used for the same purpose as the primary
standard.

International standards are usually available in relatively
limited quantities and are intended to be used for the
characterisation and calibration of secondary standards; these
secondary standards may then be used as working standards.

4 ESTABUSHMENT OF REFERENCE STANDARDS
4-1 PRIMARY STANDARDS
A substance or preparation to be established as a primary
standard is characterised by a variety of analytical t.echniques
chosen to demonstrate its suitability for use.

For reference standards used for the control of medicinal
products and their components, relevant parts of the
following test programme are usually applied.

Test programme:
- Characterisation of the substance (structural elucidation)

by appropriate chemical attributes such as structural
formula, empirical formula, molecular mass or
composition. A number of techniques may be used
including:
- nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry;
- mass spectrometry;
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- infrared spectrophotometry;
- elemental analysis.

- Determination of purity:
- detennination of the content of related substances by

an appropriate separation technique and/or
spectrometricmethod, where applicable;

- quantitative determination of water;
- determination of the content of residual solvents;
- determinationof loss on drying, which may in certain

circumstances replace the determinations of water and
residual solvents;

- determination of inorganic impurities (e.g. sulfated
ash, atomic absorption spectrometry, inductively
coupled plasma spectrometry, X-ray fluorescence
spectrometry); the results are usually not used to
determine an assigned content, except where they
would have an appreciable impact upon it;

- determination of purity by an independent method
(e.g. quantitative nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometry, differential scanning calorimetry or
titration where appropriate; the results of these
determinations are usually used to support and
confirm the results obtained from separation
techniques; they are not used in the calculation of the
assigned content).

For biologicals, guidance is given in the WHO
recommendations for the preparation, characterisation and
establishment of international and other biological reference
standards (WHO Technical Report Series).

4-2 EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA CHEMICAL
REFERENCE SUBSTANCES
The extent of testing and the number of laboratories involved
in the establishment of a CRS depend on the use of the CRS
and are tailored to ensure fitness for purpose.

Where an interlaboratory study is carried out during
establishment, a protocol is provided for each participant and
only valid results derived according to the protocol are used
to determine an assigned content or otherwise confirm
suitability.

Relevant parts of the following programme are typically
applied.

4-2-1 Identification
In general, the candidate batch is shown to comply with the
relevant requirements of me monograph; full structural
elucidation is carried out for the first batch.

4-2-2 Related substances test
A CRS corresponding to an impurity is characterised for
identity and purity. Where a CRS is used to determine the
content of a given impurity, the preferred minimum content
is 95.0 per cent; where this is achieved the assigned content
of the CRS is not given and it is considered to be
j 00.0 per cent; this approximation is acceptable since there
will be no appreciable effect on the determination of
impurities. When this minimum content cannot be obtained,
an assigned content is given to the CRS.

CRSs used to determine the content of a given impurity are
normally in the same acid, base or salt form as the substance
that is the subject of the corresponding monograph. Where
this is not the case) unless otherwise justified, a
corresponding stoichiometric conversion factor is applied.

If an impurity is not available in a sufficient quantity to
establish a CRS, a number of other options exist:
~ preparation of a CRS that contains a mixture of the

compound(s) and the impurity or impurities;
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- preparation of a CRS containing a mixture of specified
impurities.

Where such a mixture is also used to determine the content
of a given impurity, the content of the impurity in the CRS is
determined by appropriate separation methods and a content
is assigned to the reference standard.

4-2-3 Assay
4-2-3-1 Chemical assay. When a CRS is to be used for
quantitative determination of a substance for pharmaceutical
use (assay standard), the extent of testing is greater than
when a CRS is used for other purposes. Unless the substance
is of high purity, several collaborating laboratories are usually
involved in testing. The results obtained are used to assign a
content. It is particularly important to quantify the impurities
if a selective assay is employed. In such a case, it is best to
characterise the candidate substance by additional analytical
procedures that are scientificaUy justified, including, where
possible, independent methods and methods based on
different principles.

For a European Pharmacopoeia chemical reference substance
established for assay purposes, the assigned content is usually
calculated from the values obtained from the analyses
performed for the determination of impurities (organic,
inorganic, water and solvents) by applying the principle of
mass balance; other suitable methods may also be used.
When possible, the assigned content is confirmed by
comparing with the result obtained by an independent
method.

If a CRS is required for a non-chromatographic assay
method (e.g. colorimetry or ultraviolet spectrophotometry),
the relative reactivity or relative absorbance of the impurities
present in a substance must be checked to ensure that they
are not markedly different from those of the substance.

Unless otherwise stated, an assigned content is given for the
substance or preparation as presented in the container Cas
is'), and the contents are not to be dried before use.
For assay standards prepared by lyophilisation, the content of
the pure substance is indicated in milligrams or International
Units per vial.

4-2-3-2 Microbiological assay. The potency is expressed in
International Units or in Ewopean Pharmacopoeia Units if
no international standard exists. The assigned potency
together with the confidence limits are calculated from
statistically valid results of an interlaboratory study, according
to the usual statistical procedures (5.3).

4-2-3-3 Assay of components of herbal drugs and herbal drug
preparations. Reference standards used in monographs on
herbal drugs vary in the extent of testing depending on the
type of reference standard.

An active component or marker constituent used as a CRS is
usually characterised and evaluated for identity and purity;
a value for content is assigned irrespective of the purity.

4-2-4 Establlshment report
A report containing the results of the establishment study as
well as information concerning the use of the CRS is
prepared by EDQM, approved by rhe relevanr group of
experts and adopted by the European Pharmacopoeia
Commission. The report for an assay standard indicates the
content assigned to the substance with the rationale for this
assignment, The estimated uncertainty of the assigned
content is calculated, and where it is less than a predefined
value, which is considered to be negligible in relation to the
acceptance criteria for the assay, then the study is accepted.
Otherwise, the study may be repeated, in whole or in part, or
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the limits defined for the pharmaceutical substance may be
widened. The uncertainty of the assigned content is usually
not given as part of the information provided wilh the CRS,
since the method performance and the uncertainty of the
content assigned to me CRS are taken into account when
setting the limit(s) in a monograph.

4-3 EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA HERBAL
REFERENCE STANDARDS
A HRS is used when the available quantity of pure
constituent to he assayed is considered either insufficient or
non-sustainable. HRSs may also be established for purposes
ocher than assays, notably for use in tests for adulteration or
for system suitability. A HRS is characterised by a variety of
analytical techniques chosen to demonstrate its suitability for
the intended use; relevant pans of the following test
programme may he applied.

Test programme:
- macroscOPYj
- microscopy;
- thin-layer chromatography;
- gas chromatography;
- liquid chromatography;
- quantitative determination of water;
- .content of residual solvents;
- loss on drying;
- foreign matter;
- assay of constituents (e.g. constituents with known

therapeutic activity, active markers, analytical markers)
relevant to the intended use of me reference standard.

The extent of testing and the number of laboratories involved
in the establishment of a HRS depend on its intended use.

For a European Pharmacopoeia herbal reference standard
used for assay purposes, the assigned content is usually
established by an interlaboratory study, using me assay
method specified in the individual monograph in which the
reference standard is intended to be used, comparing against
a suitable pure sample of the constituent or constituents for
which the content is to be assigned.

Establishment report
The establishment report for the HRS is prepared in the
same manner as CRSs (see section 4-2-4).

4-4 EUROPEAN PHARMACOPOEIA BIOLOGICAL
REFERENCE PREPARATIONS AND CHEMICAL
REFERENCE SUBSTANCES FOR BIOLOGICALS
Most BRPs and some CRSs used for the testing of biological
substances and preparations are established through the
Biological Standardisation Programme, under the aegis of the
Council of Europe and the European Commission. These
reference standards are usually secondary standards
calibrated against the corresponding WHO international
standard. Where no international standard is available, they
are primary standards with an assigned content/potency in
European Pharmacopoeia Units or another suitable unit.
They are established through interlaboratory studies where
participating laboratories test the candidate material(s) and
valid data are used to assign the official potencylcontent.
Some of these studies are jointly organised with other
organisations to establish a common material or batch of
material as standard. In these cases, although the material
constituting the European Pharmacopoeia reference standard
may be identical to the international standard and its use
may be validated through the same interlaboratory study, it is
considered as a secondary standard for use as a working
standard.
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The study reports are endorsed by the study participants and
approved by the relevant European Pharmacopoeia group of
experts, where applicable, and by the Steering Committee of
the Biological Standardisation Progranune. The study results
are then submitted to the European Pharmacopoeia
Commission. Reference standards/materials established
through the Biological Standardisation Programme are
officially adopted by the European Pharmacopoeia
Commission. The establishment reports are published in
Pharmeuropa Bio & Scimtijic Nares (http://pbanneuropa.edqm.
eolPhanneuropaBioSN).

4-5 SECONDARY STANDARDS
A secondary standard should exhibit the same property or
properties as the primary standard, relevant for the test(s) for
which it is established. The extent of testing may not be as
comprehensive as is required for the establishment of a
primary standard. The secondary standard is established by
comparison with the primary standard to which it is
traceable. An official primary standard is used wherever
possible for establishment of secondary standards.

5 MANUFACTURING, LABELLING, STORAGE AND
DISTRIBUTION OF EUROPEAN
PHARMACOPOEIA REFERENCE STANDARDS
5-1 MANUFACTURING
All operations are carried out according to the relevant best
practices to ensure the traceability and integrity of the
reference standard. The manufacturing record includes
information regarding filling, labelling and storage. Reference
standards are dispensed into containers under appropriate
filling and closure conditions to ensure the integrity of the
reference standard. The containers employed may be multi
use or single-use, but the latter is preferred to minimise the
risk of decomposition, contamination or water uptake.

5-2 LABELliNG
The label bears the name of the reference standard, the name
and address of the supplier, the batch number and unit
qnantity (quantity per vial/ampoule).

An accompanying leaflet, considered as part of the labelling,
is normally provided.

If used as an assay standard, the following information is also
given:
- the assigned percentage content;
- or, the content in milligrams or millilitres of the chemical

entity in the container;
- or, the assigned potency (for biological assays or

microbiological assays) in units either per milligram, per
millilitre or per vial/ampoule.

For European Pharmacopoeia reference standards, no re-test
or expiry date is given since the re-test programme (see
section 6) monitors continued fitness for use. A batch validity
statement (BVS) for each European Pharmacopoeia reference
standard is available from the European Pharmacopoeia
reference standards database (http://go.edqrn.euIRS).

5-3 STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION
Reference standards are to be stored and distributed in
conditions suitable CO ensure optimal stability.

Most European Pharmacopoeia reference standards are
stored in temperature-controlled rooms at 5 ± 3°C.
However, a number of reference standards are stored at 
20 ± 5 °C and some (e.g. live virus preparations) are stored
at - 80 ± 10 'C or at -196 'C to -170 'C under liquid
nitrogen.

Appropriate packaging is used to minimise the risk of damage
during transport, to keep the reference standard at the
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appropriate temperature when necessary and to comply with
the current transport regulations.

Reference standards that are stored at 5 ± 3 °C are normally
transported without cooling when short-term excursions from
the long-term storage temperature are not deleterious to the
reference standard. Some of them may nevertheless be sent
at + 5 "C, packed with cold packs in cases where an increase
in temperature is detrimental to their stability. Reference
standards stored at - 20°C are packed with cold packs or on
dry ice (solid carbon dioxide) and dispatched by express
courier or air freight Reference standards stored at - 80°C
or stored under liquid nitrogen are packed on solid carbon
dioxide.

Delivery conditions, dispatch and storage temperatures are
available in the Reference Standards Catalogue, the Terms of
Supply and the European Pharmacopoeia reference standards
database (http://go.edqm.euJRS).

6 RE-TEST PROGRAMME OF EUROPEAN
PHARMACOPOEIA STANDARDS
A system is established and implemented to ensure the
continued fitness-for-use of the European Pharmacopoeia
reference standards. Normally, a re-test programme is
applied, taking account of the known physico-chemical
properties and stability data for the reference standard.
Reference standards are periodically tested for stability during
storage. A monitoring programme is applied that is designed
to detect at an early stage any sign of degradation using
appropriate analytical techniques. The methods employed are
typically chosen from amongst those performed during
establishment of the reference standard so that baseline data
is available.

The periodicity and extent of re-testing reference standards
depends on a number of factors including:
- stability;
- container and closure system;
- storage conditions;
- hygroscopicity;
- physical form;
- intended usej
- presentation (single use/multiple use).

The re-test period may be lengthened with the support of
sufficient data. The maximum permitted variation from the
assigned content should be pre-defined, and if exceeded, the
batch should be re-established or replaced.

N. Gene Transfer Medicinal Products for
Human Use
(ph. Eur. general texts 5.14)

This general chapter ispublished for information:
Thisgeneral chapter contains a series of texts on gene transfer
medicinal products for human use. The texts provide a framework
of requirements applicable to the production and oontrol of these
products. For a specific medicinal product, application of these
requirements and the need for any further texts isdecided by the
competent authority. The texts aredesigned /0 beapplicable /0

approved products; the needfor application of partor all of rhe
texts to products usedduring the different phases af clinical trials is
decided by the competent authority. The provisions of the chapter
do not exdude the use of alternative production and control
methods that areacceptable to the competent authority.
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Further detailed recommendations on gene transfer medicinal
products for human use are provided by the Notefor Guidance on
the Quality, Preclinical and Clinical Aspects of GeneTransfer
Medicinal Products (CPMPIBWP13088199) and the Guideline on
Development and ,Manufacture of Lentioiral Veuon
(CHMPIBWPI2458103) of the Committee for Medicinal Producu
for Human Use (including any subsequent revisions of these
documents).

DEFINITION
For the purposes of this general chapter, gene transfer
medicinal product (GTMP) shall mean a product obtained
through a set of manufacturing processes aimed a! the
transfer, to be performed either in vivo or ex vivo, of a
prophylactic, diagnostic or therapeutic gene (i.e. a piece of
nucleic acid) to hwnanlanimal cells, and its subsequent
expression in vivo. The gene transfer involves an expression
system known as a vector, which can be of viral as well as
non-viral origin. The vector can also be included in a human
or animal cell.

Recombinant vectors, such as viral vectors and
plasmids Recombinant vectors are either injected directly
into the patient's body (in fJifJo gene transfer) or transferred
into host cells before administration of these genetically
modified cells to the patient (ex vivo gene transfer). Viral
vectors are derived from various viruses (for example)
adenoviruses, poxviruses, retroviruses, lentiviruses, adeno
associated-viruses) herpesviruses). These vectors can be
replicative, non-replicative or conditionally replicative.
Plasmid vectors include nucleic acids in a simple formulation
(for example, naked DNA) or complexed to various
molecules (synthetic vectors such as lipids or polymers).
Genetic material transferred by GTMPs consists of
nucleotide sequences, which may notably encode gene
products, antisense transcripts or ribozymes. Chemically
synthesised oligonucleotides are not within the scope of this
general chapter. After transfer, the genetic material may
remain either cytoplasmic or episomal, or may be integrated
into the host cell genome, depending on me integrating or
non-integrating status of the vector,
Genetically modified cells Genetically modified
eukaryotic or bacterial cells are modified by vectors to
express a product of interest.

PRODUCTION
Substances used in production
The raw materials used during the manufacturing process,
including viral seed lot and cell bank establishment, where
applicable, are qualified. Unless otherwise justified, all
substances used are produced within a recognised quality
management system using suitable production facilities.
Suitable specifications are established to control notably their
identity, potency (where applicable), purity and safety in
terms of microbiological quality and bacterial endotoxin
contamination. The quality of water used complies with the
relevant corresponding monographs (Purified water(0008),
Waterfor injections (0169). Where bovine serum is used, it
complies with the monograph Bonine sernm (2262). The use
of antibiotics is avoided wherever possible during production.

Viral safety
The requirements of chapter 5.1.7 apply.

Transmissible sponglform encephalopathies (5.2.11)
A risk assessment of the product with respect to transmissible
spongiform encephalopathies is carried out and suitable
measures are taken to minimise such risk.
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RECOMBINANT VECTORS
PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
For viral vectors, production is based on a cell bank system
and a virus seed-lot system, wherever possible.

For plasmid vectors, production is based on a bacterial cell
bank system.

The production method shall have been shown to yield a
vector of consistent quality. Unless otherwise justified and
authorised, the vector in the final product shall have
undergone no more passages or subcultures from the master
seed lot than were used to prepare the vector shown in
clinical trials to be satisfactory with respect to safety and
efficacy.

SUBSTRATE FOR VECTOR PROPAGATION
The substrates used comply with relevant requirements of the
European Pharmacopoeia (5.2.2, 5.2.3, and the section
Bacterial cells used for the manufacture of plasmid vectors
for human use).

CHARACTERISATION OF THE VECTOR
Historical records of vector construction are documented)
including the origin of the vector and its subsequent
manipulation) notably deleted or modified regions.

The vector is characterised using suitable and validated
methods.

The genetic stability of the vector at or beyond the maximum
passage level or the maximum number of cell doublings of
the cell line used for production is assessed by suitable
methods.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell banks and subsequent cell cultures
is done in an area where no other cells or vectors are handled
at the same time. Any material of human or animal origin
used in the preparation of cell suspensions and culrure media
is qualified. The purity of the harvest is verified by suitable
tests as defined in the corresponding specific sections.

PURIFIED HARVEST
The bulk of active substance is defined as a lot of purified
recombinant vectors (viral vectors) or naked or complexed
plasmids).

FINAL LOT
Unless otherwise justified and authorised) formulation and
distribution of the final bulk is carried out under aseptic
conditions using sterile containers (3.2).

The stability of the final lot is assessed using stability
protocols including the duration) storage conditions, number
of lots to be tested, test schedule and assays to be performed.

ASSAYS AND TESTS
The GTJ\olPs comply with assays and tests described in the
corresponding specific sections.

GENETICALLY MODIFIED CELLS
For cells to be modified with a recombinant vector) the data
related to the recombinant vector are documented above)
under Recombinant vectors.

PRODUCTION
CELL SUBSTRATE
For xenogeneic cell lines, including bacterial cells, a cell bank
system comprising a master cell bank and working cell banks
is established.
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For autologous and allogeneic cells, a cell banking system
comprising a master cell bank and working cell banks is
established wherever possible.

TRANSFECTION I TRANSDUCTION
Cells are transfected or transduced using a recombinant
vector (plasmid or viral vector) qualified as described under
Recombinant vectors; the process is validated. They are
handled under aseptic conditions in an area where no other
cells or vectors are handled at the same time. All reagents
used during cell manipulation steps are fully qualified.
Antibiotics are avoided unless otherwise justified and
authorised. Transfection or transduction is carried our under
aseptic conditions.

FINAL LOT
In the case of frozen storage, the viability of genetically
modified cells is assessed before freezing and after thawing.

If the cells are not used within a short period, stability is
determined by verifying cell viability and expression of the
genetic insert.

In the case of genetically modified cells encapsulated before
implantation in man, any encapsulating component used is
considered as part of the final product, and is therefore
quality-controlled and fully characterised (for example,
physical integrity, selective permeability, sterility).

ASSAYS AND TESTS
Controls of xenogeneic) allogeneic or autologous cells include
the following:
- identity, counting and viability of cells;
- overall integrity, functionality) copies per cell, transfer and

expression efficiency of the genetic insert;
- microbiological controls (2.6.1 or 2.6.27), endotoxin

content, mycoplasma contamination (2.6.7), adventitious
virus contamination and, where applicable) replicative
vector generation.

The competent authority may approve a reduced testing
programme where necessary because of limited availability of
cells. Where necessary because of time constraints, the
product may be released for use before the completion of
certain tests.

PLASMID VECTORS FOR HUMAN USE
DEFINITION
Plasmid vectors for human use are double-stranded circular
fonns of bacterial DNA that carry a gene of interest or a
nucleotide sequence encoding antisense sequences or
ribozymes and irs expression cassette; they are amplified in
bacteria extrachromosomally. They are used to transfer
genetic material into human somatic cells in 'Vivo or to
genetically modify autologous, allogeneic, xenogeneic or
bacterial cells before administration to hwnans. Plasmid
vectors may be presented as naked DNA or may be
formulated with synthetic delivery systems such as lipids
(lipoplexes), polymers (polyplexes) and/or peptide ligands
that facilitate transfer across the cell membrane and delivery
(Q the cell) or that target delivery via specific receptors.

Plasmids formulated with synthetic delivery systems are not
within the scope of this section.

PRODUCTION
PLASMID CONSTRUCTION
A typical plasmid vector is composed of:
- the plasmid vector backbone that contains multiple

restriction endonuclease recognition sites for insertion of
the genetic insert and the bacterial elements necessary for
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plasmid production, such as selectable genetic markers for
the identification of cells that carry the recombinant
vector,

- the required regulatory genetic elements to facilitate
expression of the genetic insert;

- the genetic insert;
- a polyadenylation signal.

A complete description of the plasmid DNA, including its
nucleotide sequence, is established with the identification,
source, means of isolation and nucleotide sequence of the
genetic insert. The source and function of component parts
of the plasmid, such as the origin of replication) viral and
eukaryotic promoters and genes encoding selection markers,
are documented.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Cell banks
Production of plasmid vectors is based on a bacterial cell
bank system with generation and characterisation of a master
cell bank (MCB), working cell banks (WCBs) and end-of
production cells (ROpes), which comply with the section
Bacterial cells used for the manufacture of plasmid vectors
for human use. The raw materials used during the
manufacturing process, including cell bank establishment, are
qualified.

Selection techniques
Uruess otherwise justified and authorised, antibiotic
resistance genes used as selectable genetic markers,
particularly for clinically useful antibiotics, are not included
in the vector construct. Other selection techniques for the
recombinant plasmid are preferred.

Reference standards
A suitable batch of rhe formulated plasmid, preferably one
that has been clinically evaluated, is fully characterised and
retained for use as a reference standard as necessary in
routine control tests.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
Plasmid DNA is transferred to host strain bacterial cells and
a single clone of transformed bacteria is expanded to create
rhe MCB. The WCB is rhen derived from rhe MCB.
The HOPCs are obtained from the weBby fermentation in
production conditions.

Plasmid DNA is isolated from harvested cells using an
extraction step and is purified to obtain the bulk product.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, caesium chloride
ethidiurn bromide density gradients are not used for
production.

PURIFIED PlASMID
The production process is optimised to remove impurities
consistently while retaining product activity. The requirement
to test for a particular impurity depends on the following:
- the demonstrated capability of the manufacture and

purification processes to remove or inactivate the
impurity through process validation, using specific
quantification methods;

- me potential toxicity associated with the impurity;
- me potential decrease of the efficacy of the genetic insert

product associated with the impurity.

If selective resistance to specific antibiotics has been used for
selection, data from validation studies of purification
procedures are required to demonstrate the clearance
capability for residual antibiotics.

Relevant in-process controls are performed to ensure that the
process is continuously under control, for example, amount
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and form of plasmid after the extraction steps and amount of
endotoxins after the extraction steps.

Only a batch of purified plasmid that complies with the
following requirements may be used.

Identity and integrity of the purified plasmid
Identity and integrity of the purified plasmid are established
by suitable methods such as sequencing or nucleic acid
amplification techniques (NAT) (2.6.21),; restriction enzyme
analysis may be used where it is sufficient [0 detect potential
critical modifications in the plasmid and confirm the plasmid
identity.

Plasmid DNA
The following indications are given as examples.

DNA concentrations greater than 500 nglmL may be
determined using absorbance measurement at 260 run.
A 50 ~glmL double-stranded DNA solution has an
absorbance of 1 (specific absorbance 200).

DNA concentrations less than 500 nglmL are determined
following incubation with fluorescent dyes that bind
specifically to double-stranded DNA, using a reference
standard of DNA to establish a calibration curve.

Liquid chromatography may also be used to determine the
concentration of plasmid DNA using a reference standard.
In some cases, capillary electrophoresis is also acceptable.

DNAfonns
Plasmid DNA is characterised in terms of the proportions of
supercoiled, multimeric, relaxed monomer and linear forms,
using suitable analytical methods, examples of which are
given below. For quantification of supercoiled forms, anion
exchange high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
or capillary electrophoresis may be used. Capillary
electrophoresis is also suitable for the quantification of other
forms,

ResIdual host-cell DNA
The content of residual host-cell DNA is determined using a
suitable method, unless the process has been validated to
demonstrate suitable clearance. Quantitative PCR is
recommended for its sensitivity and specificity, but other
suitable techniques may also be used.

Residual RNA
The content of residual RNA is determined, unless the
process has been validated to demonstrate suitable clearance.
Reverse-phase HPLC (RP-HPLC) may be used, or
quantitative reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) (2.6.21) when a lower limit of detection is
required.

Residual host-cell protein
The concentration of residual host-cell protein is determined
using standard protein assays (2.5.33), SDS-PAGE followed
by silver staining, or specific Immune-assays such as western
blot or EUSA, unless the process has been validated to
demonstrate suitable clearance.

Microbiological control
Depending on the preparation concerned, it compiles with
the test for sterility (2.6.1) or the bioburden is determined
(2.6.12).

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than the limit approved for the particular preparation.

FINAL BULK
Several purified harvests may be pooled during preparation of
the final bulk. A stabiliser and other excipients may be
added. The formulated product is filtered through a bacteria
retentive filter.
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Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of me final lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use.

- for freeze-dried preparations:
- the name and volume of the liquid to be added;
- the time within which the product is to be used after

reconstitution.

BACTERIAL CELLS USED FOR THE
MANUFACTURE OF PLASMID VECTORS
FOR HUMAN USE

~ EOPCs are cells with a passagenumber at least equivalent10 that used for
production. The analysis has to be done once to validateeach new WeB,
except for purity, which has to be tested for each fermentation.

Production of plasmid vectors for human use is based on the
use of a bacterial cell-bank system with generation and
characterisation of a master cell bank (MCB), working cell
banks (WCBs) and end-of-production cells (BOPCs).
A bacterial cell bank for the manufacture of plasmid vectors
is a collection of vials containing bacterial cells stored under
defined conditions, with uniform composition, and obtained
from pooled cells derived from a single clone of a
transformed host strain. The MeB has a known,
documented history; it is preferably derived from a qualified
repository source. The WeB is produced by expanding one
or more vials of the MCR Methods and reagents used to
produce the bank and storage conditions are documented.

MCBs and WeBs are qualilied by testing an aliquot of the
banked material or testing a subculture of the cell bank.

The following [able indicates the tests required at each stage
of production.

IDENTITY AND PURITY TESTING
Viability
The number of viable cells is determined by plating a diluted
aliquot of bacterial cells on an appropriate medium and
counting individual colonies.

Biochemical and physiological bacterial strain
characterisation
Depending on the bacterial strain used for production,
relevant biochemical and physiological characterisation is
performed to confirm cell identity at the species level.

Genotyplng I phenotyplng
The genotype of bacterial cells is verified by determination of
the suitable specific phenotypic markers or by appropriate
genetic analysis.

Presence of the plasmid
Sequencing The whole nucleotide sequence of the plasmid
is verified.

Copy number The plasmid DNA is isolated and purified
from a known number of bacteria and the copy number

Host MCB WeB EOPCs·
"rain

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+

+

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+

Assay

Identity and purity
Viability +
Bacterial strain characterisation +
Genotyping I phenotyping +
Presence of the plasmid

Sequence of the DNA plasmid

Copy number

Restrictionmap

Percentage of cells retaining
the plasmid

Advenmloua agents

Purity by plating +
Presence of bacteriophage +

IDENTIFICATION
The plasmid vector is identified by restriction enzyme
analysis or by sequencing. The test for biological activity also
serves to identify the product

TESTS
Tests carried out on the final lot include the following.

Appearance

pH (2.2.3)
Witllln the limits approved for the particular preparation.

Extractable volume (2.9.17)
It complies with the test for extractable volume.

Residual moisture (2.5.12)
Within the limits approved for the particular freeze-dried
preparation.

DNAfonns
The percentage of the specific monomeric supercoiled form
is determined as described for the purified plasmid.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than the limit approved for the particular preparation.

ASSAY
Plasmid DNA
Not less than the quantity stated on the label, determined,
for example, by I of the following methods.

DNA concentrations greater than 500 nglmL may be
determined using absorbance measurement at 260 ron.
A 50 ~glmL double-stranded DNA solution has an
absorbance of I (specific absorbance 200).

DNA concentrations less than 500 nglmL are determined
following incubation \vith fluorescent dyes that bind
specifically to double-stranded DNA, using a reference
standard of DNA to establish a calibration curve.

Liquid chromatography may also be used to determine the
concentration of plasmid DNA using a reference standard.
In some cases, capillary electrophoresis is also acceptable.

Biological activity
Wherever possible, biological activity is assessed through in
vitro or in vivo bioassays. A well-defined, representative
reference standard is required as a positive control for the
assay. Bioassays employed [0 assay plasmid vectors generally
involve transfection of a relevant cell line in vitro, followed by
some functional measure of the expressed genetic insert.
Such functional assays provide infonnation about the activity
of the product encoded by the genetic insert instead of the
expression level of the genetic insert itself.

It may be necessary to supplement the bioassay with westem
blot and EUSA assays to assess the integrity and quantity of
the expressed product.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the plasmid DNA concentration;
- the recommended human dose;
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determined by a suitable method such as quantitative peR
(2.6.21).

Restriction map Restriction endonuclease digestion is
performed with sufficient resolution to verify that the
structure of the plasmid is' unaltered in bacterial cells.

Percentage ofcells retaining the plasmid Bacterial
elements present in me plasmid, such as selectable genetic
markers, are used to define the percentage of bacteria
retaining the plasmid.

ADVENTITJOUS AGENTS AND ENDOGENOUS
VIRUSES
Purity by plating
Bacterial cells are streaked out onto suitable media and
incubated in the required conditions in order to detect
potential bacterial contaminants. In order to test for
inhibition of the growth of contaminating organisms)
additional tests in the presence of a definite amount of
relevant positive control bacteria are carried out A suitable
number of colonies is examined, no contamination is
detected.

Presence of bacteriophage
Bacterial cells are plated and incubated in a medium allowing
proliferation of bacteriophages, to test for bacteriophage
presence. The test is validated by the use of a reference
bacteriophage strain and permissive cells as positive controls.
A suitable number of colonies is examined; no contamination
is detected.

ADENOVIRUS VECTORS
FOR HUMAN USE
DEFlNJTION
Adenovirus vectors for human use are freeze-dried or liquid
preparations of recombinant adenoviruses, genetically
modified to transfer genetic material to human somatic cells
in vivoor ex vivo.

PRODUCTION
VECTOR CONSTRUCTION
There are different approaches for the design and
construction of an adenovirus vector. The purpose of clinical
use determines which approach is optimal. A method is
chosen that minimises the risk of generating replication
competent adenovirus vectors or that effectively eliminates
helper viruses that might be used during production.

VECTOR PRODUCTION
The production method shall have been shown to yield a
vector of consistent quality. Unless otherwise justified and
authorised, the vector in the final product shall have
undergone no more passages from the master seed lot than
were used to prepare the vector shown in clinical trials to be
satisfactory with respect to safety and efficacy.

The genetic and phenotypic stability of the vector at or
beyond the maximum passage level used for production is
assessed by suitable methods.

SUBSTRATE FOR VECTOR PROPAGATION
The vector is propagated in continuous cell lines (5.2.3)
based on a cell bank system. The occurrence of replication
competent adenoviruses may be significant when large
regions of homology exist between the viral genome and the
genome of the complementation cells. This occurrence may
be minimised by minimising the homology between both
genomes. The use of cells with no sequence homology with
the vector is recommended for production.
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VECTOR SEED LOT
Production of the vector is based on a seed-lot system.

The strain of adenovirus used is identified by historical
records that include information on its origin and its
subsequent manipulation, notably deleted or modified
regions. A detailed description of the genetic insert(s) and the
flanking control regions is established, including the
nucleotide sequence. The method by which the genetic insert
is introduced into the vector is documented.

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for vector production.

Identification
The vector is identified in the master seed lot and each
working seed lot by immunochemical methods (2.7.1), NAT
(2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.

Genetic and phenotypic characterisation
The following tests are carried out.
- The entire genome of the vector is sequenced at a passage

level comparable to a production batch and the
analytically determined sequence is compared to the
theoretical sequence based on vector construction and
available databases.

- Restriction enzyme analysis is performed on the vector
DNA of the master seed 10tJ each working seed lot and a
production batch. The viral DNA is extracted, purified
and digested with sufficient resolution. The digested
fragments are separated by gel electrophoresis or capillary
electrophoresis and the observed restriction pattern is
compared to me theoretical restriction pattern based on
vector construction.

- A suitable number of isolated sub-clones are tested for
expression of the genetic insert produet(s) and biological
activity at a passage level comparable to a production
batch. Sub-clones giving lower levels of expression or
biological activity need further characterisation.

Vector concentration
The titre of infectious vector or the concentration of vector
particles in the master seed lot and each working seed lot are
determined.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The master seed lot and each working seed lot comply with
the tests for extraneous agents.

Replication-competent adenoviruses
Replication-competent adenoviruses are generated by
homologous recombination between the recombinant viral
DNA and the adenovirus sequences integrated into the
genome of the complementation cells.

Detection of replication-competent adenoviruses is performed
by a suitable method approved by the competent authority.
It is generally performed by an infectivity assay on sensitive
detector cell lines, which are not able to complement for the
genes deleted from the vector. Other indicators of viral
replication may be used as appropriate.

When replication-eompetent adenoviruses are not supposed
to be present in the test sample, considering vector
construction and cell lines used, at least 2) but preferably 3
or 4 successive passages are performed on the detector cell
line, where applicable. Detection of a cytopathic effect at the
end of the passages reveals the presence of replication
competent adenoviruses in the preparation. Positive controls
are included in each assay to monitor its sensitivity.

When replication-competent adenoviruses are expected to be
present in the test sample, plaque-assays or limit dilution
assays on a detector cell line may be performed.
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PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done in an area with a suitable containment level where no
other cells or vectors are handled at the same time.
Any material of human or animal origin used in the
preparation of cell suspensions and culture media is qualified.
The cell culture medium may contain a pH indicator such as
phenol red and suitable antibiotics at the lowest effective
concentration, but it is preferable to have a substrate free
from antibiotics during production. Unless otherwise justified
and authorised, at no stage during production is penicillin or
streptomycin used. A portion of the production cell cultures
is set aside as uninfected cell cultures (control cells).

Each single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the purified
harvest.

Identification
The vector is identified by inununochemical methods (2.7.1),
NAT (2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.

Vector concentration
The titre of infectious vector and the concentration of vector
particles in single harvests are determined.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The single harvest complies with the tests for extraneous
agents.

Control cells
Control cells comply with a test for identification (5.2.3) and
a test for extraneous agents (2.6.16).

PURIFlED HARVEST
Several single harvests may be pooled before the purification
process. The purification process is validated to demonstrate
the satisfactory removal of impurities.

Purified harvests that comply wirh the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final bulk.

Identification
The vector is identified by immunochemical methods (2.7.1),
NAT (2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.

Genomic integrity
Genomic integrity of the vector is verified by suitable
methods such as restriction enzyme analysis.

Vector concentration
The titre of infectious vector and the concentration of vector
particles in purified harvests are determined.

Residual host-cell protein
The concentration of residual host-cell protein is determined
by a suitable inununochemical method (2.7.1), unless the
process has been validated to demonstrate suitable clearance.

Residual host-cell DNA
The content of residual host-cell DNA is determined using a
suitable method, unless the process has been validated [Q

demonstrate suitable clearance. Quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) is reconunended for its sensitivity and
specificity, but other suitable techniques may also be used.

Residual reagents
Where reagents are used during the production process, tests
for these substances are carried out on the purified harvest,
unless the process has been validated to demonstrate suitable
clearance.

Residual antibiotics
Where antibiotics are used during the production process,
their residual concentration is determined by a
microbiological assay (adapted from general method 2.7.2) or
by other suitable methods (for example, liquid
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chromatography), unless the process has been validated to
demonstrate suitable clearance.

FINAL BULl(
Several purified harvests may be pooled during preparation of
the final bulk. A stabiliser and other excipients may be
added. The formulated product is filtered through a bacteria
retentive filter.

Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use.

Provided that the tests for bovine serum albumin (when
bovine serum is used to manufacture the vector) and
replication-competent adenoviruses have been carried out
with satisfactory results on the final bulk, they may be
omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The vector is identified by immunochemical methods (2.7.1),
NAT (2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.

TESTS
Osmolality (2.2.35)
Within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

pH (2.2.3)
Within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

Extractable volume (2.9.17)
It complies with the test for extractable volume.

Residual moisture (2.5.12)
Within the limits approved for the particular freeze-dried
preparation.

Bovine serum albumin
Not more than the limit approved for the particular
preparation, determined by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1») where bovine serum has been used during
production.

Replication-competent adenovirus concentration
Within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

Vector aggregates
Vector aggregates are determined by suitable methods (for
example, light scattering).

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than the limit approved for the particular preparation.

Thermal stability
Maintain samples of the vector final lot at a temperature and
for a length of time that are adapted and authorised for the
particular preparation. Determine the total infectious vector
concentration after heating, as described below under Assay.
Determine in parallel the vector concentration of a non
heated sample. The estimation of the difference between the
total vector concentration without heating and after heating is
within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

ASSAY
Vector particle concentration
Physical titration is performed by a suitable technique (for
example, liquid chromatography, absorbance measurement or
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NAT (2.6.21». Use an appropriate vector reference standard
to validate each assay.

The vector particle concentration of the preparation [0 be
examined is not less than the concentration stated on the
label.

Infectious vector titre
Titrate the preparation to be examined by inoculation into
cell cultures. Titrate an appropriate vector reference standard
to validateeach assay.
The assay is invalid if:
- the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the logarithm of the

vector concentration is greater than a value authorised by
the competent authority;

- the infectious vector titre of the reference standard is
outside limit values defined by a control chart.

Ratio of vector particle concentradon to infectious
vector titre
Within me limits approved for the particular preparation.

Expression of the genetic insert product
The expression of the genetic insert produet(s) is determined
wherever possible, following inoculation of cell cultures with
the particular preparation at a predetermined multiplicity of
infection, by suitable immunochemical (2.7.1) or biochemical
assays or by flow cytometry (2.7.24).

Biological activity
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, biological activity is
determined by a suitable in vitro or in 'Vivo test.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the content of active substance;
- the recommended human dose) expressed in vector

particle concentration;
- for freeze-dried preparations:

- the name or composition and the volume of the
reconstituting liquid to be added;

- the time within which the product is to be used after
reconstitution.

POXVIRUS VECTORS FOR HUMAN USE
DEFINITION
Poxvirus vectors for human use are freeze-dried or liquid
preparations of recombinant poxviruses, genetically modified
to transfer genetic material to human somatic cells in vivo or
ex vivo.

PRODUCTION
VECTOR CONSTRUCTION
The general design of a poxvirus vector is currently as
foUows: the genetic insert is inserted downstream of a
poxvirus promoter. This expression cassette is inserted into
the poxvirus genome in such a manner that it interrupts a
viral gene non-essential for replication or is positioned
between 2 virus open reading frames.

In most strategies used so far for the construction of the
vector, the expression cassette is first inserted within the
target site of a virus DNA fragment cloned into a bacterial
plasmid. The plasmid is then introduced into host cells,
cultured in vitro, which are simultaneously infected with the
parental poxvirus. DNA recombination occurs within the
infected cells, between homologous sequences in the viral
genome and viral sequences in the plasmid so as to transfer
the genetic insert into the targeted site of the viral genome.
The correct targeting of the inserted DNA is checked by
restriction-enzyme mapping, NAT (2.6.21) and sequencing.
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Successive plaque-cloning steps are performed to purify the
recombinant poxvirus from the mixture of parental and
recombinant poxviruses. A variety of methods (for example,
foreign marker genes) DNA hybridisation, immunological
detection, phenotypic changes in the virus) are employed to
facilitate recognition and/or selection of the recombinant
poxvirus from the background of parental virus. Where
foreign marker genes have been transiently employed, they
are removed by appropriate methods from the final
recombinant poxvirus.

An alternative strategy for creating poxvirus vectors begins
with the in vitro construction of a full-length virus genome
harbouring the expression cassette within a chosen target site.
This recombinant genome is then introduced into host cells
simultaneously infected with a helper poxvirus that is unable
to multiply. The helper virus may be a poxvirus of the same
species whose ability to multiply has been inactivated) or
another poxvirus species that does not multiply in the host
cells.

The construction of non-replicative poxvirus vectors relies on
specific host cell lines or primary cells that are naturally
permissive, or on host cell lines that have been modified to
express an essential poxvirus gene. These cells fulfill the
general requirements for the production of medicinal
products (5.2.3) and do not allow the generation of
replicative vectors.

VECTOR PRODUCTION
The production method shall have been shown to yield a
vector of consistent quality. Unless otherwise justified and
authorised, the vector in the final product shall have
undergone no more passages from the master seed lot than
were used to prepare the vector shown in clinical trials to be
satisfactory with respect to safety and efficacy.

The genetic and phenotypic stability of the vector at or
beyond the maximum passage level used for production is
assessed by suitable methods.

SUBSTRATE FOR VECTOR PROPAGATION
The vector is propagated under aseptic conditions in human
diploid cells (5.2.3), in continuous cell lines (5.2.3) or in
cultures of chick-embryo cells derived from a chicken flock
free from specified pathogens (5.2.2). When the vector is
propagated in a continuous ceHline or in human diploid
cells) a cell-bank system is established.

VECTOR SEED LOT
Production of the vector is based on a seed-lot system.

The strain of poxvirus used is identified by historical records
that include information on its origin and its subsequent
manipulation, notably deleted or modified regions. A detailed
description of the genetic insert(s) and the flanking control
regions is established, including the nucleotide sequence.
The method by which the genetic insert is introduced into
the vector is documented.

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for vector production.

Identification
The vector is identified in the master seed lot and each
working seed lot by immunochemical methods (2.7.1) or
NAT (2.6.21).

Genetic and phenotypic characterisation
The following tests are carried out.
- The entire genome of the vector is sequenced at a passage

level comparable to a production batch and the
analytically determined sequence is compared to the
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theoretical sequence based on vector construction and
available databases.

- Restriction enzyme analysis is performed on the vector
DNA of the master seed lot, each working seed lot and a
production batch. The viral DNA is extracted, purified
and digested with sufficient resolution. The digested
fragments are separated by gel electrophoresis or capillary
electrophoresis and the observed restriction pattern is
compared to the theoretical restriction pattern based on
vector construction.

- A suitable number of isolated sub-clones are tested for
expression of the genetic insert productts) and biological
activity at a passage level comparable to a production
batch. Sub-clones giving lower levels of expression or
biological activity need further characterisation.

- The host range is verified by determining the replication
properties of the vector and comparing them with that of
the parental virus, at a passage level comparable to a
production batch.

Infectious vector titre
The titre of infectious vector in the master seed lot and each
working seed lot is determined.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The master seed lot and each working seed lot comply with
the tests for extraneous agents, except where cytopathic
strains cannot be neutralised and the vector causes
interference. Where a test cannot be performed, carry out a
suitable validated alternative.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area with a suitable
containment level where no other cells or vectors are handled
at the same time. Any material of human or animal origin
used in the preparation of cell suspensions and culture media
is qualified. The cell culture medium may contain a pH
indicator such as phenol red and suitable antibiotics at the
lowest effective concentration, but it is preferable to have a
substrate free from antibiotics during production. Unless
otherwise justified and authorised, at no stage during
production is penicillin or streptomycin used. A portion of
the production cell culture is set aside as uninfected cell
cultures (control cells).

Each single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the purified
harvest.

Identification
The vector is identified by immunochemical methods (2.7.1)
or NAT (2.6.21).

Infectious vector titre
The titre of infectious vector in single harvests is determined.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The single harvest complies with the tests for extraneous
agents, except where cytopathic strains cannot be neutralised
and the vector causes interference. Where a test cannot be
performed, carry out a suitable validated alternative.

Control cells
If hwnan diploid cells or a continuous cell line are used for
production, the control cells comply with a test for
identification (5.2.3). They comply with the tests for
extraneous agents (2.6.16).

PURIFIED HARVEST
Processing is carried out under aseptic conditions. Several
single harvests may be pooled before the purification process.
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The harvest is first clarified to remove cells and then, where
applicable, purified by validated methods.

Purified harvests that comply with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final bulk.

Identification
The vector is identified by immunochemical methods (2.7.1)
or NAT (2.6.21).

Genomic integrlty
Genomic integrity of the vector is verified by suitable
methods such as restriction enzyme analysis.

Infectious vector titre
The titre of infectious vector in purified harvests is
detennined.

Ratio of infectious vector titre to total protein
concentration
The total protein concentration is determined by a suitable
method (2.5.33). The ratio between infectious vector titre
and total protein concentration is calculated.

Residual host-cell protein
The concentration of residual host-cell protein is determined
by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1), unless the
process has been validated to demonstrate suitable clearance.

Residual host-cell DNA
The content of residual host-cell DNA is determined using a
suitable method, unless the process has been validated to
demonstrate suitable clearance. Quantitative peR is
recommended for its sensitivity and specificity, but other
suitable techniques may also be used.

Residual reagents
Where reagents are used during the production process, tests
for these substances are carried out on the purified harvest,
unless the process has been validated to demonstrate suitable
clearance.

Residual antibiotics
Where antibiotics are used during the production process,
their residual concentration is determined by a
microbiological assay (adapted from general method 2.7.2) or
by other suitable methods (for example, liquid
chromatography), unless the process has been validated to
demonstrate suitable clearance.

FINIILBULK
Several purified harvests may be pooled during preparation of
the final bulk. A srabiliser and other excipiems may be
added.

Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use.

Provided that the test for bovine serum albumin (when
bovine serum is used to manufacture the vector) has been
carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk, it may
be omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The vector is identified by immunochemical methods (2.7.1)
or NAT (2.6.21).

TESTS
Osmolality (2.2.35)
Within the limits approved for the particular preparation.
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pH (2.2.3)
Within me limits approved for the particular preparation.

Extractable volume (2.9.17)
It complies with the test for extractable volume.

Residual moisture (2.5.12)
Within the limits approved for the particular freeze-dried
preparation.

Bovine serum albumin
Not more than the limit approved for the particular
preparation, determined by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1), where bovine serum has been used during
production.

Sterility (2.6. I)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than the limit approved for the particular preparation.

Thermal stability
Maintain samples of me vector final lot at a temperature and
for a length of time that are adapted and authorised for the
particular preparation. Detennine the total infectious vector
concentration after heating, as described below under Assay.
Determine in parallel the vector concentration of a 000

heated sample. The estimation of the difference between the
total vector concentration without heating and after heating is
within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

ASSAY
Infectious vector titre
Titrate at least 3 vials of the preparation to be examined by
inoculation into cell cultures. Titrate a vial of an appropriate
vector reference standard to validate each assay.

The vector titre of the preparation to be examined is not less
than the minimum titre stated on the label.

The assay is invalid if:
- the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the logarithm of the

vector concentration is greater than a value authorised by
the competent authority;

- the infectious vector titre of the reference standard is
outside limit values defined by a control chart.

Expression of the genetic insert product
The expression of the genetic insert producus) is determined,
wherever possible, following inoculation of cell cultures with
the panicular preparation at a predetermined multiplicity of
infection, by suitable immunochemical (2.7.1) or biochemical
assays or by flow cytometry (2.7.24).

Biological activity
Unless otherwise justifed and authorised, biological activity is
determined by a suitable it. vitro or in vivo test.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the minimum vector titre per human dose;
- the recommended human dose;
- for freeze-dried preparations:

- the name or composition and the volume of the
reconstituting liquid to be added;

- the time within which the product is to be used after
reconstitution.

RETROVIRIDAE-DERIVED VECTORS FOR
HUMAN USE
DEFINITION
Retroviridae-derived vectors for human use are liquid or
freeze-dried preparations of recombinant retroviruses,
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lentiviruses or spumaviruses, genetically modified to render
them replication-incompetent) which are used to transfer
genetic material to human somatic cells in vivo or ex vivo.
This section applies to non-replicative vectors.

PRODUCTION
VECTOR CONSTRUCTION
A typical vector is composed of:
- the minimal genome from parental viruses containing the

structural genetic elements shown to be indispensable for
vector production;

- the required regulatory genetic elements for expression of
the genetic insert (for example, long terminal repeats
(LTRs));

- the genetic insert.

The vector construction is designed to prevent the generation
of replication-competent viruses.

VECTOR PRODUCTION
The production method shall have been shown to yield a
vector of consistent quality. Unless otherwise justified and
authorised) the packaging or producer cells shall have
undergone no more cell doublings from the master cell bank
(MCB) than were used to prepare the vector shown in
clinical trials to be satisfactory with respect to safety and
efficacy.
The genetic and phenotypic stability of the packaging or
producer cells at or beyond the maximum number of cell
doublings used for production is assessed by suitable
methods.

Vectors are produced in continuous cell lines (5.2.3) using a
cell-bank system. Production may involve either stably or
transiendy transfected cells.

DEFINITIONS

Packaging cells A source cell line stably transfected with
plasmids containing the viral genes necessary for production
of empty vector particles: gag,pol, emJ.

Producer cells Contain the viral genes and expression
cassette necessary for vector production.
- In stable production systems, the producer cells are

generated by stable transfeetion of the packaging cell line
by a transfer plasmid containing the sequence of interest.

- In transient production systems, the producer cells are
generated at the time of manufacture by simultaneous
transfection of the source cell line with both the viral
genes and the transgene expression plasmid, or by
transient transfection of the packaging cell line by a
transfer plasmid containing the sequence of interest.

PRODUCTION INTERMEDIATES

Packaging cells

Copy number
The genomic DNA is isolated and purified from a known
number of cells and the gag)pol and env genes copy number
is determined by a suitable method such as quantitative peR
(2.6.21).

Sequence integrity of the viral genes
Complete nucleotide sequencing of the inserted viral genes .
and their regulatory elements is performed.

Genetic stability
Genetic stability of the packaging cells is verified at or
beyond the maximum number of cell doublings used for
production.

Plasmid;

Production of the vector requires the use of plasmid
Intermediates. For each plasmid DNA used during
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production, a complete description is established, including
identification, source, means of isolation and nucleotide
sequence. The source and function of component parts of
these plasmids, such as the origin of replication, viral and
eukaryotic promoters and genes encoding selection markers,
are documented.

Production of plasmid intermediates is based on a bacterial
cell-bank system. The NiCE complies with the requirements
of me section Bacterial cells used for the manufacture of
plasmid vectors for human use. Plasmids are purified by
suitable techniques.

Only plasmid batches that comply with the following
requirements may be used for the production of the vector.

Identification
Plasmids are identified by restriction enzyme analysis,
sequencing or NAT (2.6.21).

Genomic integrity
Genomic integrity of the plasmid is verified by suitable
methods such as restriction enzyme analysis of the viral
genes, the genetic insert and their respective regulation
elements.

Plasmid DNA
The following indications are given as examples.

DNA concentrations greater than 500 ng/mL may be
determined using absorbance measurement at 260 run.
A 50 ~g/mL double-stranded DNA solution has an
absorbance of I (specific absorbance 200).

DNA concentrations less than 500 nglmL are determined
following incubation with fluorescent dyes that bind
specifically to double-stranded DNA, using a reference
standard of DNA to establish a calibration curve.

Liquid chromatography may also be used to determine the
concentration of plasmid DNA using a reference standard.
In some cases, capillary electrophoresis is also acceptable.

ResIdual host-cell DNA
The content of residual host-cell DNA is determined using a
suitable method, unless the production process has been
validated to demonstrate suitable clearance. Quantitative
peR is recommended for its sensitivity and specificity, but
other suitable techniques may also be used.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than the limit approved for the particular preparation.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Producer cells usedin a stable production system

Copy number
The copy number of the integrated viral genes and
expression cassette is determined by a suitable method.

Genetic stability
Genetic stability of the producer cells at or beyond the
maximum number of cell doublings used for production is
confirmed.

Sequence integrity of the viral genes and expression
cassette
Complete nucleotide sequencing of the inserted viral genes,
the expression cassette and their respective regulation
elements (for example, LTRs, promoters, psi sequence,
polyadenylation signal) is performed,

Replication-competent viruses
The detection of replication-competent viruses is performed
by suitable methods. Detection may be based on a
co-cultivation for several cell doublings of the producer ceJls
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with a permissive cell line, followed by detection (either by
observation of a cytopathic or haemadsorbing effect on
indicator cells like PG4 S+L-, by detection using indicator
cell lines by NAT (2.6.21) or by marker-rescue assay).
Positive controls are included in each assay to monitor its
sensitivity. No replication competent viruses are found.

PRODUCTION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done in an area with a suitable containment level where no
other cells or vectors are handled at the same time.
Any material of human or animal origin used in the
preparation of cell suspensions and culture media must be
qualified. It is preferable to have a substrate .free from
antibiotics during production. Unless otherwise justified and
authorised, at no stage during production is penicillin or
streptomycin used.

Each single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the purified
harvest.

Identification
The vector is identified by irnmunochemical methods (2.7.1),
NAT (2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.

Vector concentration
The titre of infectious vector and/or the concentration of
vector particles in single harvests is determined.

Extraneous agents
Each single harvest complies with the tests for extraneous
agents (2.6.16).

Control cells
Where a transient production process is used, control cells
comply with a test for identification (5.2.3) and a test for
extraneous agents (2.6.16).

PURIFIED HARVEST
Several single harvests may be pooled before purification.
Purified harvests that comply with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final bulk.

Identification
The vector is identified by immunochemical methods (2.7.1),
NAT (2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.

Genomic integrity
Genomic integrity of the vector is verified by a suitable
method.

Vector concentration
The infectious particle titre is determined bya suitable
method, for example infection of permissive cells followed by
quantitative NAT (for example, quantitative PCR), Southern
blot or protein expression. For lentivirus vectors, the physical
titre is measured, for example by EliSA (P24).

Replication-competent viruses
Detection of replication-competent viruses is performed by
suitable methods. It is generally performed by amplification
on permissive cells followed by NAT (2.6.21), by detection
of a viral antigen (for example, p24 by EUSA) or by marker
rescue assay. Positive controls are included in each assay to
monitor its sensitivity.

Detection of replication-competent viruses is performed on
the purified harvest or on the final lot. No replication
competent viruses are found.

Residual host-cell protein
The concentration of residual host-cell protein is determined
by a suitable irnmunochemical method (2.7.1), unless the
process has been validated to demonstrate suitable clearance.
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Residual host-cell DNA
The content of residual host-cell DNA is determined using a
suitable method, unless the process has been validated to
demonstrate suitable clearance. Quantitative peR is
recommended for its sensitivity and specificity, but other
suitable techniques may also be used.

Residual reagents
Where reagents are used during production, tests for these
substances are carried out on the purified harvest, unless the
process has been validated to demonstrate suitable clearance.

Residual antibiotics
Where antibiotics are used during the production process,
their residual concentration is determined by a
microbiological assay (adapted from general method 2.7.2) or
by other suitable methods (for example, liquid
chromatography), unless the process has been validated to
demonstrate suitable clearance.

Residual plasmids
Where a transient production process is used) the
concentration of residual contaminating plasmids must be
quantified.

FINAL BULK
Several purified harvests may be pooled during preparation of
the final bulk. A stabiliser and other excipients may be
added. The formulated product is filtered through a bacteria
retentive filter.

Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with each of me requirements
given below under Identification) Tests and Assay may be
released for use.

Provided that the tests for bovine serum albumin (when
bovine serum is used to manufacture the vector) and
replication-competent viruses have been carried out with
satisfactory results on the purified harvest, they may be
omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
Retroviridae-derived vectors are identified by NAT (2.6.21),
immunochemical methods (2.7.1) or restriction enzyme
analysis.

TESTS
Osmolality (2.2.35)
Within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

pH (2.2.3)
Within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

Extractable volume (2.9.17)
It complies with the test for extractable volume.

Residual moisture (2.5.12)
Within the limits approved for the particular freeze-dried
preparation.

Bovine serum albumin
Where bovine serum has been used during production) not
more than the limit approved for the particular preparation)
determined by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Replication-competent viruses
Detection of replication-competent viruses is performed by
suitable methods. It is generally performed by amplification
on permissive cells followed by NAT (2.6.21), detection of a
viral antigen (for example) p24 by EUSA) or marker-rescue
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assay. Positive controls are included in each assay to monitor
its sensitivity.

Detection of replication-competent viruses is performed on
the purified harvest or on the final lot. No replication
competent viruses are found.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than the limit approved for the particular preparation.

ASSAY
Vector-particle concentration
Physical titration is performed by a suitable technique (for
example) immunochemical methods (2.7.1) or NAT
(2.6.21». Use an appropriate vector reference standard to
validate each assay.

Infectious vector due
Titrate the preparation to be examined by inoculation into
cell cultures. Titrate an appropriate vector reference standard
to validate each assay.

The infectious vector titre of the preparation to be examined
is not less than the minimum titre stated on the label.

The assay is invalid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the logarithm of the

vector concentration is greater than a value authorised by
the competent authority;

- the infectious vector titre of the reference standard is
outside limit values defined by a control chart.

Ratio of vector-particle concentration to infectious
vector titre
Within the limits approved for the particular product) where
applicable.

Expression of the genetic insert product
The expression of the genetic insert product(s) is determined
wherever possible) following inoculation of cell cultures with
the product at a predetermined multiplicity of infection) by
suitable immunochemical (2.7.1) or biochemical assays or by
flow cytometry (2.7.24).

Biological activity
Unless otherwise justified and authorised) biological activity is
determined by a suitable in vitro or in vivo test.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the minimum vector titre per human dose;
- the recommended human dose;
- for freeze-dried preparations:

- the name or composition and the volume of the
reconstituting liquid to be added;

- the time within which the product is to be used after
reconstitution.

ADENO-ASSOCIATED-VIRUS VECTORS
FOR HUMAN USE
DEFINITION
Adeno-associated-virus (AAV) vectors for human use are
freeze-dried or liquid preparations of recombinant AAV
(rAAV») genetically modified to transfer genetic material to
human somatic cells in vivoor ex vivo.

PRODUCTION
VECTOR CONSTRUCTION
RAAV vectors are developed by replacement of the rep' and
cap genes with the genetic insert of interest. The inverted
terminal repeat (fIR) sequences are retained in the rAAV
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vector since these are the only AAV sequences absolutely
required in cis to function as the origin of replication. The rep
and cap genes are required in transand function for
replication and packaging respectively. In summary, the
eAAV vector contains the ITRs and the genetic insert.

Wild-type AAV normally replicate only in the presence of
helper functions, provided by a coinfectingadenovirus or
herpes virus. Therefore, there are different approaches to the
manufacture of an AAV vector. The manufacturing strategy
chosen is designed to minimise the risk for the generation of
replication-competent AAV vectors and effectively eliminate
helper viruses that might be used during production.

VECTOR PRODUCTION
The production method shall have been shown to yield a
vector of consistent quality and stability.
To produce AAV vectors, several strategies are currently
used, for example:
- transient co-transfection of a cell line with plasmids

containing the ITRs and the genetic insert, rep, and cap
.genes and helper functions;

- infection with a replication-deficient helper virus of a
producer cell line harbouring rep and capgenes, the ITRs
and the genetic insert;

- infection of a permissive cell line with 1 or several
production viruses encoding rep and/or capand/or the
genetic insert and the ITRs, and that mayor may not
provide helper functions (helper viruses and
baculoviruses, respectively).

Depending on the strategy used to produce AAV vectors,
different production intermediates are required (plasmids,
viruses used for production, packaging cells).

The occurrence of replication-competent AAV may be
significant when regions of homology exist between the
genomes of the production intermediates and the rAAV
vector. This occurrence may be minimised by reducing the
homology between these genomes to a minimum. The use of
production intermediates with no sequence, homology is
recommended for production.

The genetic and phenotypic stability of me vector at or
beyond the maximum number of passage levels used for
production is assessed by suitable methods.

PRODUcnON INTERMEDIATES

Viruses used for production and the rAAV vector are
produced in continuous cell Jines (5.2.3) using a seed lot and
a cell-bank system.

Packaging and producer cells

Copy number
The genomic DNA is isolated and purified from a known
number of cells and the copy number of the inserted viral
genes and of the expression cassette is determined by a
suitable method such as quantitative peR (2.6.21).

Sequence integrity of the viral genes and expression
cassette
Complete nucleotide sequencing of the inserted viral genes,
of their regulatory elements and where applicable, of the
expression cassette is performed.

Genetic stability
Genetic stability of the cells is verified at or beyond the
maximum number of cell doublings used for production.

Wild-type AAV
The absence of wild-type AAV is verified using NAT
(2.6.21).

Plasmids
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Production of the AAV vector by transient co-transfection
requires the use of plasmid intermediates. For each plasmid
DNA used during production, a complete description is
established, including identification, source, means of
isolation and nucleotide sequence. The source and function
of component parts of these plasmids, such as the origin of
replication, viral and eukaryotic promoters and genes
encoding selection markers) are documented.

Production of plasmid intermediates is based on a bacterial
cell-bank system. The master cell bank complies with the
requirements of the section Bacterial cells used for the
manufacture of plasmid vectors for human use. Plasmids are
purified by suitable techniques.

Only plasmid batches that comply with the following
requirements may be used for the production of the AAV
vector.

Identification
Plasmids are identified by restriction enzyme analysis,
sequencing or NAT (2.6.21) .

Genomic integrity
Genomic integrity of the plasmid is verified by suitable
methods such as restriction enzyme analysis of the region
corresponding to rep, capand the expression cassette.

Plasmid DNA
The following indications are given as examples.

DNA concentrations greater than 500 nglmL may be
determined using absorbance measurement at 260 run.
A 50 ~g1mL double-stranded DNA solution has an
absorbance of 1 (specific absorbance 200).

DNA concentrations less than 500 nglmL are determined
following incubation with fluorescent dyes that bind
specifically to double-stranded DNA, using a reference
standard of DNA to establish a calibration curve.

Liquid chromatography may also be used to determine the
concentration of plasmid DNA using a reference standard.
In some cases, capillary electrophoresis is also acceptable.

Residual host-cell DNA
The content of residual host-cell DNA is determined using a
suitable method, unless the production process has been
validated to demonstrate suitable clearance. Quantitative
peR is recommended for its sensitivity and specificity, but
other suitable techniques may also be used.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than the limit approved for the particular preparation.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Viruses usedfor produaion
Their production is based on a seed lot and a cell-bank
system or, where applicable (for example, for baculoviruses),
on, a transient system. The strain of virus used is identified
by historical records that include infonnation on its origin
and its subsequent manipulation, notably deleted or modified
regions. The nucleotide sequence of the viruses is
documented.

Only a virus used for production that complies with the
following requirements may be used.

Identification
Viruses used for production are identified by
immunochemical methods (2.7.1), NAT (2.6.21) or
restriction enzyme analysis.
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Genomic integrity
Genomic integrity of the virus used for production is verified
by suitable methods such as restriction enzyme analysis.
Where viruses are modified to express rep or cap genes or the
expression cassette, genomic integrity is assessed by
sequencing or by quantitative peR of these regions.

Genetic stability
Where a stable production system is used, genetic stability is
verified at or beyond the maximum number of cell doublings
used for production.

Virus titration
The infectious titre is determined by a suitable assay.

Wild-type AAY
Where applicable, the absence of wild-type AAV in helper
virus seed lots is verified using NAT (2.6.21).

Replication-competent viruses
Detection of replication-competent viruses is performed by
suitable methods. No replication-competent viruses are
found.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
It complies with the test for extraneous agents. In addition,
detection of potential contamination with specific insect
viruses is required where applicable.

PRODUCTION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done in an area with a suitable classilied space with
appropriate containment level where no other cells, viruses or

. vectors are handled at the same time. Any material of human
or animal origin used in the preparation of cell suspensions
and culture media is qualified. The cell culture medium may
contain a pH indicator such as phenol red and suitable
antibiotics at me lowest effective concentration. It is
preferable to have a substrate free from antibiotics during
production, and at no stage during production is penicillin or
streptomycin used. A portion of the production cell cultures
is set aside as uninfected cell cultures (control cells).

Each single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the purified.
harvest.

Identification
The vector is identified by inununochemical methods (2.7.1),
NAT (2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.

Vector concentration
The titre of infectious vector and the concentration of vector
particles in single harvests are determined.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The single harvest complies with the tests for extraneous
agents.

Control celIs
Control cells comply with a test for identification (5.2.3) and
a test for extraneous agents (2.6.16) and specific insect
viruses, where insect cell lines are used for production.

PURIFIED HARVEST
Several single, harvests may be pooled before the purification
process. The purification process is validated to demonstrate
satisfactory removal of impurities.

Purified harvests that comply with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final bulk.

Identification
The vector is identified by immunochemical methods (2.7.1),
NAT (2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.
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Genetic characterisation
The following tests are carried out.
- The entire genome of the vector is sequenced for a

suitable number of production runs at the level of the
purified harvest or final bulk and the analytically
determined sequence is compared to the theoretical
sequence based on vector construction and available
databases.

- Genomic integrity is checked on the vector DNA.
PCR analysis may be used.

Vector concentration
The titre of infectious vector and the concentration of vector
particles are determined.

Residual viruses used for production
Residual viroses used for production are assessed by plaque
assays or tissue culture infective dose 50 (TCID50) on
permissive cell lines or by quantitative peR, according to the
production system used.

Residual proteins
The concentrations of residual host-cell and/or viral proteins
are determined by a suitable immunochemical method
(2.7.1), unless the process has been validated to demonstrate
suitable clearance.

Residual DNA
The content of residual producer-cell DNA and of residual
DNA from intermediates such as plasmids and production
viruses where applicable, is determined using a suitable
method, unless the process has been validated to demonstrate
suitable clearance. Quantitative peR is recommended for its
sensitivity and specificity, but other suitable techniques may
also be used.

Residual reagents
Where reagents are used during production, tests for these
substances are carried out on the purified harvest, unless the
process has been validated to demonstrate suitable clearance.

Residual antibiotics
Where antibiotics are used during the production process,
their residual concentration is determined by a
microbiological assay (adapted from general method 2.7.2) or
by other suitable methods (for example, liquid
chromatography), unless the process has been validated to
demonstrate suitable clearance.

FINAL BULK
Several purified harvests may be pooled during preparation of
the final bulk. A stabiliser and other excipients may be
added. The formulated product is filtered through a bacteria
retentive filter.

Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Sterility (2.6. I)
It complies with the test for sterility.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use.

Provided that the tests for bovine serum albumin (when
bovine serum is used to manufacture the vector), replication
competent AAV and residual viruses used for production
have been carried out with satisfactory results on the final
bulk, they may be omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The vector is identified by immunochemical methods (2.7.1),
NAT (2.6.21) or restriction enzyme analysis.
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TESTS
Osmolality (2.2.35)
Within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

pH (2.2.3)
Within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

Extractable volume (2.9.17)
It complies with the test for extractable volume.

Residual moisture (2.5.12)
Within the limits approved for the particular freeze-dried
product.

Bovine serwn albwnin
Where bovine serum has been used during production, not
more than the limit approved for the particular preparation,
determined by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Replication-competent AAV concentration
Widlln the limits approved by the competent authority.

Detection of replication-competent AAV is performed by a
replication assay on a permissive cell line previously infected
with a helper virus and analysis of the replicative forms by
Southern blot on low-molecular-weight DNA, or by
detection of the rep gene by quantitative PCR.

Vector aggregates
Vector aggregates are determined by suitable methods (for
example, light scattering).

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than the Hmit approved for the particular preparation.

ASSAY
Vector-particle concentration
Vector-particle concentration is determined using a suitable
method such as quantitative peR by comparison with a
standard curve obtained using the recombinant AAV plasmid
or an AAV reference standard. This concentration is within
the limits approved for the particular product.

Infectious vector titre
Titrate the preparation to be examined by inoculation into
cell cultures. Titrate an appropriate vector reference standard
to validate each assay.

The infectious vector titre of the preparation to be examined
is not less than the minimum amount stated on the label.

The assay is invalid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the logarithm of the

vector concentration is greater than a value authorised by
the competent authority;

- the infectious vector titre of the reference standard is
outside limit values defined by a control chart.

Ratio ef'vector-partlcle concentration to infectious
vector titre
Within the limits approved for the particular product.

Expression of the genetic insert product
The expression of the genetic insert product is determined
wherever possible, following inoculation of cell cultures with
the product at a predetermined multiplicity of infection, by
suitable immunochemlcal (2.7.1) or biochemical assays or by
flow cytometry (2.7.24).

Biological activity
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, biological activity is
determined by a suitable in vitroor in vivo test.

LABELLING
The label states:
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- the content of active substance;
- the recommended human dose;
- for freeze-dried preparations:

- the name or composition and the volume of the
reconstituting liquid to be added;

- the time within which the product is to be used after
reconstitution.

O. Functionality-related Characteristics
of Excipients
(ph. Eur. general texts 5.15)

This chapter and the Functionality-related characteristics (FRes)
sections in individualmonographs arenot mandatory and are
published for infonnatum and guidance.

PREAMBLE
Excipients that have previously been evaluated for safety are
used in the formulation of pharmaceutical preparations to
bring functionality to the formulation. The intended function
of an excipient is [Q guarantee the required physico-chemical
and biophannaceutical properties of the pharmaceutical
preparation.

The functionality of an excipient is determined by its physical
and chemical attributes and, in some cases, also by its
content of by-products or of additives used to improve the
intended functionality. In addition, the functionality may
depend on complex interactions between the constituents of
the formulation and stresses related to the process. Excipient
functionality can therefore be evaluated only in the context of
a particular formulation and manufacturing process,
frequently by the use of a number of analytical methods.

Pharmaceutical development should be science-based and
ensure a quality medicinal product. It is defined in the
current ICH guideline Q8 Pharmaceutical Development.
Its purpose is to provide justification for the dosage form
selected, the qualitative and quantitative composition of the
medicinal product, the manufacturing process, the critical
quality attributes (CQAs) of the constituents and medicinal
product, and the critical process parameters (CPPs).
The 'quality by design' (QbD) concept described in the ICH
Q8 guideline requires a comprehensive understanding of the
chemical and physical nature of the individual active
substance(s) and excipienrs, and of the way their attributes
interact in the formulation and with the manufacturing
process.

Pharmaceutical development includes identification of which
excipient quality attributes are critical.

A CQA is a physical, chemical, biological or microbiological
property or characteristic that must be within appropriate
limits to ensure the desired medicinal product quality.

Monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia on excipients
are designed to ensure acceptable quality for users.
Information on the characters of the excipient, and
requirements concerning identity, chemical and
microbiological purity and physical characteristics associated
with the chemical structure, such as optical rotation, are
given in individual monographs and in the general
monograph Substances/or pharmaceutical use (2034).

Certain excipient attributes, such as the particle size of an
excipient intended for a solid dosage form or the molecular
mass of a polymeric material used as a viscosity-increasing
agent, may however relate to functionality in a more general
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sense. These attributes are called functionality-related
characteristics (FRes). When the pharmaceutical
development work of a specific product has identified the
existence of one or more critical FRCs for an excipient, they
are considered to be CQAs for that excipient and should be
controlled accordingly.

Knowledge of FRCs may facilitate the application of process
analytical technology (PAT).

FRCs are included in excipient monographs to aid excipient
manufacturers and users in establishing specifications based
on standard analytical methods. They provide a common
language to support the supply of excipients with specified
properties. FRes may be stated (in the certificate of analysis,
for. example) by me excipient manufacturer with a reference
to the Pharmacopoeia monograph, thus indicating the
method used to test a particular characteristic. The FRCs
section in individual monographs contains PRCs that are
known to have an impact on the functionality of the excipient
for the stated uses. The uses and the FRCs listed are not
exhaustive due to the multiple uses of many excipients and
the development of new uses.

REGULATORY GUIDANCE
According to current regulatory guidelines, for example the
ICH Q8 guideline, the marketing authorisation application
should discuss the excipients chosen, thei.r concentration, and
the attributes that can influence the medicinal product
quality or manufacturability relative to the respective function
of each excipient. The ability of excipients to provide their
intended functionality and to perform throughout the
intended medicinal product shelf life should also be
demonstrated. The information on excipient performance can
be used as appropriate to justify the choice and quality
attributes of the excipient.

During pharmaceutical development, the attributes that are
critical to the manufacturing process and quality of the
medicinal product are identified. Having identified the critical
attributes of the excipients, preferably by a risk-based
approach, pharmaceutical development may establish the
acceptable range of the critical material attributes including
both the physical and the chemical property variation.
The FRCs concerned may not be properties controlled by
the excipient manufacturer and could therefore be variable.
The design of a robust manufacturing process for the
medicinal product that limits the effect of the normal
excipient variability is preferable.

Evaluation of the physical and chemical grades and, where
appropriate, the setting of a specification for the critical
attributes and thus the critical FRCs, is part of the
pharmaceutical development irrespective of the non
mandatory character of FRCs. This evaluation should be
seen in light of regulatory guidance on pharmaceutical
development and the appropriate acceptance criteria should
be based on an understanding of the extent to which Ihe
variation of the critical PRCs can have an impact on the
quality of the medicinal drug product. An acceptable range of
FRCs may be established within the limits of the design
space. The design space may be described as a space in
which the quality attributes of the constituents and the
process parameters may vary without modification of the
quality of the medicinal product.

PHYSICAL GRADES
Excipients that are particulate solids can be available in a
variety of physical grades, for example with regard to particle
size distribution, which is usually controlled by the excipient
supplier. However, FRCs for these excipients may concern a
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wide range of properties, resulting from solid-state properties
and properties of the particulate solid, which may not be
controlled by the excipient supplier.

Properties of particulate solids include for example particle
size distribution, specific surface area, bulk density,
flowability, wetrabiliry and water sorption. Depending on the
size range, the particle-size distribution can be determined by
sieve analysis (see general chapter 2.9.38. Portide-size
distribution estimation by analytical sieving) or instrumental
methods, for example 2.9.31. Particle size analysis by laser light
diffra<timI. The method described in general chapter 2.9.26.
Specific sutface area by gas adsorption is based on the
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) technique. Methods to
characterise flowability and bulk density of powders are
described in general chapters 2.9.36. Powder flow and
2.9.34. Bulk density and lapped demity. Solid-state properties
may have an impact on the wettability (see general chapter
2.9.45. Wellab,1ity of porous solids including powders) and water
solid interactions (see general chapter 2.9.39. Water-solid
interactions: determination of sorption-desorption isotherms and of
wateractivity) of particulate solids.

Examples of solid-state properties to be considered in the
development of solid dosage fonns include polymorphism,
pseudopolymorphism, crystallinity and density. Techniques
to study them are given in general chapters 5.9.
Polymorphism, 5.16. CryslO1linilY and 2.2.42. Density of solids.

CHEMICAL GRADES
Excipients that are available in different chemical grades are
of natural, semi-synthetic or synthetic origin. Individual
monographs usually control the chemical composition of
excipients that are composed of a mixture of related
compounds, for example the composition of fatty acids in
vegetable oils or surfactants. There are, however, individual
monographs in the Pharmacopoeia each describing a class of
polymeric materials that may vary in their composition with
regard to the structure of hornopolyrners, block polymers and
copolymers, the degree of pclymerisation, the molecular mass
and mass distribution, the degree of substitution and in some
cases even different substituenta on the polymer backbone.
This variation may, however, have a profound effect on the
functionality of the excipient and should be subject to
investigations during the pharmaceutical development,
preferably to establish the acceptable range of each attribute
being critical to the manufacturing process and quality of the
medicinal product.

FUNCTIONALITY-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS
SECTION IN MONOGRAPHS
Monographs on excipients may have a section entitled
'Functionality-related characteristics'. This section is included
for information for the user and is not a mandatory part of
the monograph. The section gives a statement of
characteristics that are known to be relevant for certain uses
of the excipient. The use for which the characteristic is
relevant is stated. For other uses, the characteristic may be
irrelevant. For this reason, the section should not be seen
simply as a supplement to the monograph. It is the
responsibility of the manufacturer of the medicinal product to
decide how the information on PRCs will be applied in the
manufacturing process in light of the use of the excipient and
data from pharmaceutical development.

The infonnation on the FRCs may be given in different
ways:
- name of the FRC;
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- name of the FRC and a recommended method for its
determination, referring wherever possible to a general
chapter of the Pharmacopoeia;

- name of the FRe with a recommended method for its
determination and typical values, which may be in the
form of tolerances from the nominal value.

A given characteristic may be the subject of a mandatory
requirement in the monograph. If it is relevant for certain
uses) it is also referred to in the PRes section as a relevant
characteristic that the manufacturer of the medicinal product
may choose to specify for the grade used of a particular
pharmaceutical preparation.

The section on FRCs is intended to reflect current
knowledge related to the major uses of an excipient. In view
of the multiple uses of some excipienrs and the continuous
development of new uses, the section may not be complete.
In addition, me methods cited for the determination of a
particular characteristic are given as recommendations for
methods that are known to be satisfactory for the purpose,
and the use of other methods is not excluded.

PHARMACOPOEIAL HARMONISATION
A number of ex.cipient monographs are subject to
pharmacopoeial harmonisation among the European,
Japanese and United States pharmacopoeias (see general
chapter 5.-8. Pharmacopoeial harmonisation). Introduction of
the FRCs section in the monographs of the European
Pharmacopoeia means that the presentation of hannonised
monographs differs. Tests for physical and chemical
attributes regarded as both quality-related and functionality
related in the European Pharmacopoeia are, in the 2 other
pharmacopoeias, included only in the body of the
monograph. The different fermer has no implications on the
specification of excipient characteristics for the manufacturer
of the medicinal product. Current regulatory guidance
recommends the identification and specification of only such
critical attributes that impact the manufacturing process and
the quality of the medicinal product. The different legal
environments of the 3 pharmacopoeias allow for different
formats of the monographs without affecting the
pharmacopoeial harmonisation status.

GLOSSARY
Critical characteristic or critical quality attribute
(CQA)
A physical, chemical, biological or microbiological property
or characteristic that must be within appropriate limits or an
appropriate range or distribution to ensure the desired
product quality.

Critical process parameter (CPP)
A process parameter whose variability has an impact on a
critical quality attribute and therefore should be monitored or
controlled to ensure the process produces the desired quality.

Design space
The multidimensional combination and interaction of input
variables (e.g. material attributes) and process parameters
that have been demonstrated to provide assurance of quality.

Functionality-related characteristic (FRC)
A controllable physical or chemical characteristic of an
excipient that is shown to impact on its functionality.

Process analytical technology (PA1)
A system for designing, analysing and controlling
manufacturing through timely measurements (i.e. during
processing) of critical quality and performance attributes of
raw and in-process materials and processes with the goal of
ensuring final product quality.
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Quality by design (QbD)
A systematic approach to development that begins with
predefined objectives and emphasises product and process
understanding and process control, based on sound science
and quality risk management.

P. Guidelines for Using the Test for
Sterility
(Ph. Eur. general teas 5.1.9)

The purpose of the test for sterility (2.6.1), as that of aU
pharmacopoeial tests, is to provide an independent control
analyst with the means of verifying that a particular material
meets the requirements of the European Pharmacopoeia.
A manufacturer is neither obliged to carry out such tests nor
precluded from using modifications of, or alternatives to, the
stated method, provided he is satisfied that, if tested by the
official method, the material in question would comply with
the requirements of the European Pharmacopoeia.

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST MICROBIAL
CONTAMINATION
Aseptic conditions for performance of the test can be
achieved using, for example, a class A laminar-air-flow
cabinet located within a class B dean room, or an isolator

GUIDANCE TO MANUFACTURERS
The level of assurance provided by a satisfactory result of a
test for sterility (the absence of contaminated units in the
sample) as applied to the quality of the batch is a function of
the homogeneity of the batch, the conditions of manufacture
and the efficiency of the adopted sampling plan. Hence for
the purpose of this text a batch is defined as a homogeneous
collection of sealed containers prepared in such a manner
that the risk of contamination is the same for each of
the units contained therein.

In the case of tenninally sterilised products, physical proofs)
biologically based and automatically documented, showing
correct treatment throughout the batch during sterilisation
are of greater assurance than the sterility test.
The circumstances in which parametric release may be
considered appropriate are described under 5.1.1. Methods of
preparation of sterile products. The method of media-fill runs
may be used to evaluate the process of aseptic production.
Apart from that, the sterility test is the only analytical
method available for products prepared under aseptic
conditions and furthermore it is, in all cases, the only
analytical method available to the authorities who have to
examine a specimen of a product for sterility.

The probability of detecting micro-organisms by the test for
sterility increases with their number present in the sample
tested and varies according to the readiness of growth of
micro-organism present. The probability of detecting very
low levels of contamination even when it is homogenous
throughout the batch is very low. The interpretation of the
results of the test for sterility rests on the assumption that the
contents of every container in the batch, had they been
tested, would have given the same result. Since it is manifest
that every container cannot be tested, an appropriate
sampling plan should be adopted. In the case of aseptic
production, it is recommended to include samples filled at
the beginning and at the end of the batch and after
significant intervention.
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OBSERVATION AND INTERPRETATION OF
RESULTS
Conventional microbiologicallbiochemical techniques are
generally satisfactory for identification of micro-organisms
recovered from a sterility test. However, if a manufacrnrer
wishes to use condition (d) as the sole criterion for
invalidating a sterility test, it may be necessary to employ
sensitive typing techniques to demonstrate that a micro
organism isolated from the product test is identical to a
micro-organism isolated from the test materials and/or the
testing environment. While routine
microbiologicallbiochemical identification techniques can
demonstrate that 2 isolates are not identical, these methods
may not be sufficiently sensitive or reliable enough to provide
unequivocal evidence that 2 isolates are from the same
source. More sensitive tests, for example molecular typing
with RNNDNA homology, may be necessary to determine
mat micro-organisms are clonajly related and have a common
origin.

Q: Elemental Impurities
(Ph. Eur. general text 5.20)

The International Council for Harmonisation of Technical
Requirements for Pharmaceuricals for Human Use (ICH)
has adopted the ICH Q3D guideline for elemental impurities
in medicinal products.

The European Pharmacopoeia (ph. Bur.) applies this
guideline to medicinal products (referred to hereunder and in
the ICH Q3D guideline astdrug products'), with the
exception of products for veterinary use, unlicensed
preparations and products excluded from the scope of the
guideline. The guideline prescribes a permitted daily
exposure (PDE) according to the route of administration for
elements of toxicological concern which may be present in
medicinal products. The guideline also describes some
acceptable approaches to establishing concentrations of
elemental impurities in medicinal products or components
that would ensure that the PDEs for these impurities are not
exceeded.

Parts of the introduction and the scope of the guideline are
reproduced hereunder, and the full text is available from the
ICH website.

The drng produasconcaining purified proteins and polypeptides
(induding proteins aud polypeptilks produced from recombinant or
non-recombinant origins), their den"vatives, and products of tshich
they arecomponents (e.g., conjugates) are Wlihin the scope of the
guideline, as are drugproducts containing syntheticaHy produced
polypeptides, polynucleotides~ and oligosa«harides.

The guideline does not apply to herbal products,
radiophatmaceuticals, vaccines, cell metabolites, DNA products,
aHergenic extracts~ cells~ whole blood, cellular blood components or
blood derivatives indudingplasma and plasma den'vatives,
dialysate solutions not intendedfor systemic circukuion, and
elements that are intentionally included in the drugproduct for
therapeutic benefit. The guideline does noc applyco produas based
ongenes (gene therapy), cells (cell cherapy) and tissue (tissue
engineering). In some regions, these products areknownas
advanced therapy medicinal products.
Theguideline does not apply to drug products usedduring ch"nical
research stages of deveJopment. As thecommercial process is
deoeloped, theprinciples contained in theguideline can be useful in
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evaluating elemental impurities that may bepresent in a new drng
produce
Elemental in/pun'ties in drug products may arise from several
sources; they may be residual catalysts that were added
intentionally in synthesis or they may bepresent as impurities
(e.g., through interactions with processing equipment or
containerklosure systems or by being present in components of the
drug product). Because elemental impurities do not provide any
therapeutic benefit to the ptulem, theirlevels in the drugproduct
should be controlled within acceptable limits.
An applicant isnot expected to tighten the limits based on process
capability~ provided that the elemental impurities in drug products
do not exceed the PDEs. The PDEs estoblished in the guideline
are considered to beproteaiue of public health for allpatient
populations. In some cases, lower levels of elemental impun'ties
may bewanunted when leuels below toxicity thresholds have been
shown to have an impact on other quality autiinues of the drug
product (e.g., element coca/ysed degradation oj drngsubsrances).

R. Chemometric Methods Applied to
Analytical Data
(ph. Eur. general text 5.21)

TheJollowing chapter ispublished for injormation only. It is an
introduction to the use of chemometric techniques for processing
analytical data sets. The objective is to provide indications on good
chemometric practice and requirements.

I GENERAL ASPECTS
I-IINTRODUCTION

1-1-1 Scope oftlte chapter
This chapter is an introduction to the use of chemometric
techniques for the processing of analytical data sets, which is
an area of interest for research, quality control and
manufacturing in the pharmaceutical industry. The objective
is to provide information on the requirements for good
chemometric practice and to also present a selection of
established chemometric methods, but not an exhaustive
review of these techniques, as refinements and innovations
are constantly being introduced. The principles of the
proposed methods will be briefly described along with their
critical aspects and limitations. Mathemarlcat details and
algorithms are mostly omitted and a glossary is provided at
the end of the chapter.

1-1-2 Definltion
The actual definition of chernometrics is "the chemical
discipline that uses mathematical and statistical methods,
(a) to design or select optimal measurement procedures and
experiments, and (b) to provide maximum chemical
information by analysing chemical data".

From a more general point of view, chernornetrics is not
limited to chemical data and can contribute greatly to system
understanding by analysing data, when limited knowledge
and theory do not sufficiently explain observations and
behaviour. Chemometric methods consist mainly of
multivariate data-driven modelling techniques that result in
empirical mathematical models that are subsequently used for
the indirect prediction of properties of interest.

1-1-3 Background
Applications of chemometrics can be qualitative or
quantitative, and it can help the analyst to structure the data
set and to recognise hidden variable relationships within the
system. However, it should be stressed that although such
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1-2-1 Figures of merits for regression
In quantitative analysis, building a regression model involves
fitting a mathematical relationship to the corresponding
independent data (X) and dependent data (Y).
The independent data may represent a collection of signals,
i.e. responses from a number of calibration samples, while
the dependent data may correspond to the values of an
attribute, i.e. the property of interest in the calibration
samples. It is advisable to test the regression model with
internal and external test sets. The internal test set consists of

at random from a given population (i.e. non-designed data).
With designed data matrices, the variables are orthogonal by
construction and traditional multilinear statistical methods
are therefore well suired to describing the dam within.
However, in non-designed data matrices, the variables are
seldom orthogonal, but are more or less collinear, which
favours the use of multivariate data analysis.

1-1-5 Qualitative and quantitative data analysis
Qualitative data analysis can be divided into exploration, an
unsupervised analysis where data from a new system is to be
analysed, and classification, a supervised analysis where class
labels are predicted.

Unsupervised analysis
In exploratory data analysis, multivariate tools are used to
gather an overview of the data in order to build hypotheses,
select suitable analytical methods and sampling schemes, and
to determine how multivariate analysis of current and future
data of similar type can be performed. When the first
exploratory treatment is finalised, classification can be
subsequently carried out in the form of a secondary
treatment, where samples are organised into specific groups
or classes.

Supervised analysis
Classification is the process of detennining whether or not
samples belong [0 the same class as those used to build the
model. If an unknown sample fits a particular model well, it
is said to be a member of that class. Many analytical tasks
fall into this category, e.g. materials may be sorted according
to quality, physical grade and so on. Identity testing is a
special situation where unknown samples are compared with
suitable reference materials, either by direct comparison or
indirect estimation, e.g. using a chemometric model.

Quantitative data analysis, on the other hand, mainly consists
of calibration, foHowed by direct application to new and
unknown samples. Calibration consists of predicting the
mathematical relationship between the property to be
evaluated (e.g. concentration) and the variables measured.

1-2 GOOD CHEMOMETRIC PRACTICE
The following notation will be used in the chapter:

data-driven methods may be powerful, they would not
replace a verified or established theory if available.

Chemomerric methods have revolutionised near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIR) and such techniques are now integral
components of process analytical technology (PAT) and
quality by design (QbD) Cor use in improved process
monitoring and quality control in a variety of fields.
Chemometric methods can be found throughout me
scientific and technological community, with a principal but
non-exclusive focus on life and health sciences such as
agriculture, food, pharmacy, chemistry, biochemistry and
genomics, but also other industries such as petrochemicals,
textiles, sensors and cosmetics, with the potential to expand
even further into other domains.

The associated mathematical principles have been
understood since the early twentieth century, but
chemometries came of age with the development of digital
technology and the related progress in the elaboration of
mathematical algorithms. Many techniques and methods are
based on geometric data representations, transformations and
modelling. Later, mathematical and theoretical developments
were also consolidated.

1-1-4 Introducing chemometrics
In chemometrics, a property of interest is evaluated solely in
terms of the information contained in the measured samples.
Algorithms are applied directly to the data set, and
information of interest is extracted with models (modelling or
calibration step). Chemometrics is associated with
multivariate data analysis, which usually depends less on
assumptions about the distribution of the data than many
other statistical methods. since it rarely involves hypothesis
testing. During modelling the most sensitive changes in
properties of interest can be amplified, while the less relevant
changes in disturbing factors, whatever their origin,
i.e. physical, chemical, experimental or instrumental
variation, are minimised to the level of noise.

A model in chemometrics is a prediction method and not a
formal or simplified representation of a phenomenon from
physics, chemistry, etc. The ability of a model to predict
properties has to be assessed with regard to its performance.
The best model or calibration will provide the best
estimations of properties of interest. A useful model is one
that can be trusted and used for decision-making, for
example. Adoption of a model in decision-making must be
based on acceptable, reliable, and well-understood
assessment procedures.

In univariate analysis, identified variables in a system are
analysed individually. However, in reality, systems tend to be
more complex, where interactions and combination effects
occur between sample variables and cannot be separated.
Multivariate data analysis handles many variables
simultaneously and the relationship within or between data
sets (typically matrices) has to be rearranged to reveal the
relevant information. In multivariate methods, the original
data is often combined linearly to account as much as
possible for the explainable parr of the dam and ideally, only
noise will remain unmodelled. The model, when properly
validated, can be used in place of costly and time-consuming
measurements in order to predict new values.

Generally, projection techniques such as principal
components analysis (peA), principal components regression
(peR) or partial least squares regression (PLS) are
recommended. However, the approach will be different
depending on whether the data has been generated using
experimental design (i.e. designed data) or has been collected
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samples mat are used to build the model (or achieve
calibration) by applying resampling within the calibration
data and samples that are initially left out of the calibration
in order to validate the model. Use of the internal test set is
part of model optimisation and model selection. The external
independent test set represents data that normally is available
after the model has been fixed, thus the external test set
challenges the model and tests its robustness for the analysis
of future data.

1-2-1-1Root mean square error of prediction
The link between X and Y is explored through a common set
of samples (calibration set) from which both x and y-values
have been collected and are clearly known. For a second set
of samples (validation set) the predicted y-values are men
compared to the reference y-values, resulting in a prediction
residual that can be used to compute a validation residual
variance, i.e. a measure of the uncertainty of future
predictions, which is referred to as root mean square error of
prediction (RMSEP). This value estimates the average
uncertainty that can be expected when predicting y-values for
new samples. Since no assumptions concerning statistical
error distribution are made during modelling, prediction
error cannot be used to report a valuable statistical interval
for the predicted values. Nevertheless, RMSEP is a good
error estimate in cases where both calibration and validation
sample sets are representative of furure samples.

A confidence interval for predicted y-vahres would
be ± n x RMSEP, with n fixed by the operator. A common
choice is n =2. This choice should be dependent on the
requirements of the specific analytical method.

Chemometric models can end up with better precision than
the reference methods used to acquire calibration and testing
data. This is typically observed for water content
determinations by NIR and PLS where semi-micro
determination titration (2.5.12) is the reference method.

1-2-1-2Standard error of calibration and coefficient of
determination
Figures of merit can be calculated to help assess how well the
calibration fits the data. Two examples of such statistical
expressions are the standard error of calibration (SEC) and
the coefficient of determination (R2

) .

SEC has the same units as the dependent variables and
reflects the degree of modelling error, but cannot be used to
estimate future prediction errors. It is an indication of
whether the calculation using the calibration equation will be
sufficiently accurate for its intended purpose. In practice SEC
has to be compared with the error of the reference method
(SEL, StandardError of Laboratory, see Glossary). Usually
SEC is larger than SEL, in particular if modelling does not
account for all interferences in the samples or if other
physical phenomena are present.

The coefficient of determination (R2
) is a dimensionless

measure of how well the calibration fits the data. R2 can have
values between 0 and 1. A value close to 0 indicates that the
calibration fails to relate the data to the reference values and
as the coefficient of determination increases, the X-data
becomes an increasingly more accurate predictor of the
reference values. Where there is more than 1 independent
variable, adjusted R2 should be used rather than R2

, since the
number of independent variables in the model inflates the
latter even if the fraction of variance explained by the model
is not increased.

1-2-2 Implementation steps
The implementation of chemometric methods varies case by
case depending on the specific requirements of the system to
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be analysed. The following generic approach can be followed
when analysing non-designed data sets:
- in formulating the study problem, define the precise

objective of data collection and the expected analysis
results;

- investigate the origin and availability of the data. The data
set should cover the variation of the explored variable(s)
or attribute(s);

- if the available data does not cover the expected variation,
prepare and measure samples that fill the gap;

- variable selection: sometimes selecting the right variables
can give more robustness and also enhance model
accuracy;

- raw data may have to be transformed and mathematical
pre-treatments performed;

- elaborate me model through calibration and validation;
- challenge the model and check its performance on new

samples or data;
- validate the method according to current pharmaceutical

usage and requirements.

1-2-3 Data considerations
1-2-3-1 Sample qualicy
Careful sample selection increases the likelihood of extracting
useful information from the analytical data. Whenever it is
possible to actively adjust selected variables or parameters
according to an experimental design, the quality of the results
is increased. Experimental design (also referred to as design
of experiments, DoE) can be used to introduce systematic
and controlled changes between samples, not only for
analytes, but also for interferences. When modelling,
common considerations include the determination of which
variables are necessary to adequately describe the samples,
which samples are similar to each other and whether the data
set contains related sub-groups.

1-2-3-2Data tables) geomemcal representations
Sample responses result in a group of numerical values
relating [0 signal intensities (X-data), i.e. the independent
variables. However, it should be recognised that these
variables are not necessarily linearly independent
(i.e. orthogonal) according to mathematical definitions.
These values are best represented in data tables and by
convention each sample is associated with a specific row of
data. A collection of such rows constitutes a matrix, where
the columns are the variables. Samples can men be
associated with certain features reflecting their characteristics,
i.e. the value of a physical or chemical property or attribute
and these data are usually referred to as the y-date,
i.e. the dependent variables. It is possible to add this column
of values to the sample response matrix, thereby combining
both the response and the attribute of each sample.

When n objects are described by m variables the data table
corresponds to an n x m matrix. Each of the m variables
represents a vector containing n data values corresponding to
the objects. Each object therefore appears as a point in an
m dimensional space described by its m coordinate values
(l value for each variable in the m axes).

1-2-3-3Firstassessment of data
Before performing multivariate data analysis, the quality of
the sample response can be optionally assessed using
statistical tools. Graphical tools are recommended for the IS[
visual assessment of the data" e.g. histograms and/or boxplots
for variables for evaluation of the data distribution, and
scatter plots for detection of correlations. Descriptive
statistics are useful for obtaining a rapid evaluation of each
variable, taken separately, before starting multivariate
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analysis. For example, mean, standard deviation, variance,
median, minimum, maximum and lower/upper quartile can
be used to assess the data and detect out-of-range values and
outliers, abnormal spread or asymmetry. These statistics
reveal anomalies in a data table and indicate whether a
transformation might he useful or not. Two-way statistics,
e.g. correlation, show how variations in 2 variables may
correlate in a data table. Verification of these statistics is also
useful when reducing the size of the data table, as they help
in avoiding redundancies.

1-2-3-4 Outliers

An outlier is a sample that is not well described by the
model. Outliers can be X or Y in origin. They reflect
unexpected interference in the original data or measurement
error. The predicted data that is very different from the
expected value calls into question me suitability of the
modelling procedure and the range spanned by the original
data. In prediction mode, outliers can be caused by changes
in me interaction between the instrument and samples or if
samples are outside the model's scope. If this new source of
variability is confirmed and is relevant, the corresponding
data constitutes a valuable source of information.
Investigation is recommended to decide whether the existing
calibration requires strengthening (updating) or whether me
outliers should be ignored as uncritical or unrelated to the
process (i.e. operator error).
In the case of classification an outlier test should be
performed on each class separately.

1-2-3-5 Data en'OT

Types of data error include random error in the reference
values of the attributes, random error in the collected
response data and systematic error in the relationship
between the two. Sources of calibration error are problem
specific, for example, reference method errors and errors due
to either sample non-homogeneity or the presence of non
representative samples in the calibration set. Model selection
during calibration usually accounts for only a fraction of the
variance or error attributable to the modelled analytical
technique. However, it is difficult to assess if this error is
more significant than the reference method error or vice
versa.

1-2-3-6Pre-processing and vanable selection

The caw data may not be optimal for analysis and are
generally pre-processed before performing chemomerric
calculations to improve the extraction of physical and
chemical information.
Interferences, for example background effects, baseline shifts
and measurements in different conditions, can impede the
extraction of information when using multivariate methods.
It is therefore important to minimise the noise introduced by
such effects by carrying out pre-processing operations.
A wide range of transformations (scaling, smoothing,
normalisation, derivatives, etc.) can be applied to X-data as
well as Y-data for pre-processing prior to multivariate data
analysis in order to enhance the modelling. The main
purpose of these transformations is focussing the data
analysis on the pertinent variability within the data set.
For example, pre-processing may involve mean centering of
variables so that the mean does not influence the model and
thus reduce the model rank.
The selection of the pre-processing is mostly driven by
parameters such as type of data, instrument or sample, the
purpose of the model and user experience. Pre-processing
methods can be combined, for example standard normal
variate (SNV) with 1st derivative, as an empirical choice.
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1-2-4 Maintenance of chemometric models
Chemometric methods should be reassessed regularly to
demonstrate a consistent level of acceptable performance.
In addition to this periodical task, an assessment should be
carried out for critical parameters when changes are made to
application conditions of the chemometric model (process,
sample sources, measurement conditions, analytical
equipment, software, etc.).

The aim of maintaining chemometric models up-to-date is to
provide applications that are reliable over a longer period of
use. The extent of me validation required, including the
choice of the necessary parameters, should be based on risk
analysis, taking into account the analytical method used and
the chemometric model.

1-3 ASSESSMENTAND VALIDATION OF
CHEMOMETRIC METHODS

1-3-1 Introduction
Current use of the term 'validation' refers to the regulatory
context as applied to analytical methods, but the term is also
used to characterise a typical computation step in
chemometrics. Assessment of a chemometric model consists
of evaluating the performance of the selected model in order
to design the best model possible with a given set of data and
prerequisites. Provided sufficient data are available, a
distribution into 3 subsets should always be considered: I) a
learning set to elaborate models, 2) a validation set to select
the best model, i.e. the model that enables the best
predictions to be made, 3) an independent test set to
estimate objectively thenrerformance of the selected final
model. Introducing a 3 set for objective model performance
evaluation is necessary to estimate the model error, among
other performance indicators. An outline is given below on
how to perform a typical assessment of a chemometric
model, starting with the initialvalidation, followed by an
independent test validation and finally association/correlation
with regulatory requirements.

1-3-2 Assessment of chemometric models
1-3-2-1 Validation during modelling

Typically, algorithms are iterative and perform self
optimisation during modelling through an on-going
evaluation of performance criteria and figures of merit. This
step is called validation. The performance criteria are specific
to me chemometric technique used and to the nature of the
analytical data, as well as the purpose of the overall method
which includes both me analytical side and the chemometric
model. The objective of the validation is to evaluate the
model and provide help to select the best performing model.
Selected samples are either specifically assigned for this
purpose or are selected dynamically through reselection/re
use of data from a previous data set (sometimes called
resampling - for clarification, see Glossary). A typical
example of data reselection is cross-validation with specific
segments, for example 'leave-one-out' cross-validation when
samples are only a few, or 'leave-subset-out' cross-validation
(Figure 5.21.-1). Another type of resampling is
bootstrapping.

1-3-2-2 Assessmentof the model

Once the model matches the optimisation requirements,
fitness for purpose is assessed. Independent samples not used
for modelling or model optimisation are introduced at this
stage as an independent test-set in order to evaluate the
performance of the model. Ideally, when sufficient data are
available, the sample set can be split into 3 subsets
comprising I learning set for model computation, I
validation set for optimisation of the model, and 1 test set for
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Figure 5.21.-1. - Cross-validation with leavesubset of 3 out applied to linear regression. Regression modeldata = .0 Subsetused for
lest = o. The errors of fit (imerrupted lines) areco/leered toform the cumulated cross-validation error.

evaluation of the prediction ability, i.e. whether the model is
fit for purpose. The 3 subsets are treated independently and
their separation should be performed in such a way that
model computation is not biased. The aim is to obtain a
representative distribution of the samples within the 3 subsets
with regard to their properties and expected values.

1-3-2-3 Size andP!'r#ioning ~f dala sets
The size of the data set needed for building the calibration is
dependent on the number of analytes and interfering
properties that needs to be handled in the model. The size of
the learning data set for calibration usually needs to be larger
when the interfering variations are acquired randomly than
when all major interferences are known and they can he
varied according to a statistical experimental design.
The lowest possible number of samples needed to cover the
calibration range can be estimated from the corresponding
design. The size of the independent test set should be in the
order of 20-40 per cent of the samples used for the
calibration model. However, when representative samples are
abundant, the larger the test data set (above 40 per cent), the
more reliably the prediction performance can be estimated.
It is common practice to mix learning and model validation
sets and as a result, the definitive assessment of the model
relies on the separate test set.

1-3-3 Validation according to the regulatory framework
Validation principles and considerations are described in
established international guidelines and apply to the
validation of analytical methods. However, due to the special
nature of data treatment and evaluation, as carried out in
most chemometric methods, additional aspects have to be
taken into account when validating analytical procedures.
In this context, validation comprises both the assessment of
the analytical method performance and the evaluation of the
model. In some special cases, it might only be necessary to
validate the chemometric model (see section 1-2-4).

1-3-3-1 Quak'ta.Ve models
For validation of qualitative models, the most critical
parameters are specificity and robustness. When not
applicable, scientific justification is required.

Specificity

During validation it has to be shown that the model
possesses sufficient discriminatory capability. Therefore, a
suitable set of materials that pose a risk of mix-up must be
defined and justified. If, in addition to chemical
identification, other parameters (such as polymorphism,

particle size, moisture content, etc.) are relevant, a
justification for these parameters should also be included.
The selection of materials to be included when validating
specificity should be based on logistic considerations
(e.g. materials handled close to the process under review,
especially those with similar appearance), chemical
considerations (e.g. materials with similar structure) and also
physical considerations where relevant (e.g. materials with
different physical properties). After definition of this set of
materials, the discriminatory ability of the chemometric
method to reject them must be proven. Therefore, for each
material a representative set of samples covering typical
variance within the material has to be analysed and
evaluated. If the specificity of the chemometric model is
insufficient, the parameters of the model should be optimised
accordingly and the method revalidated.

Whenever new elements that may potentially affect
identification are introduced, e.g. new materials that are
handled at the same site and represent a risk of mix-up, a
revalidation of specificity should be carried out. This
revalidation can be limited to the new element and does not
necessarily need to encompass the complete set of elements,
whose constituents may not all be affected by the change.

Ifproperties of materials change over time (e.g. batches of
materials with lower or higher particle size, lower or higher
moisture content etc.) and these changes become relevant,
they should also be included as part of the validation. This
can be achieved for example, by an amendment to the
validation protocol and does not necessarily require a
complete revalidation of the chemometric model.

To assess specificity, the number of false-positive and false
negative errors can be evaluated by classification of the test
set.

Robustness

For validation of robustness, a comprehensive set of critical
parameters (e.g. process parameters such as temperature,
humidity, instrumental performance of the analytical
equipment) should be considered. The reliability of the
analytical method should be challenged by variation of these
parameters. It can be advantageous (Q use experimental
design (DoE) to evaluate the method.

To assess robustness the number of correct classifications,
correct rejections, false-positive and false-negative errors can
be evaluated by classification of samples under robustness
conditions.
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Elementary statistics
Principal Component Analysis - peA

----------... MUltivariate Curve Resolution - MeR
Clustering methods (k-means, Nearest Neighbour... )
Artificial Naural Network - ANN (SOM)

--+ Artificial Neural Network - ANN (MLFF)
Support vector Machine - SVM

Chernometrlc
methods

Supervised
Predictive

Qualitative
variable

Quantitative
variable

QuanlilaUve
or qualilative
variable

-- Linear Discriminant Analysis - LDA
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis - QDA
Partial Least Square Discriminant Analysis - PLSDA
Soft Independent Modelling or Class Analogy - SIMCA

Multivariate CUNe Analysis - MCR
Mulllple Linear Regression - MLR
Princfpal Component Regression - PCR
Partial least squares Regression - PLS

Figure 5.21.-2. - Map of chemometric methods discussed in the chapter

1-3-3-2 Q~antitalive models

The following parameters should be addressed unless
otherwise justified: specificity, linearity, range, accuracy,
precision and robustness.

Specijidty

It is important to detect that the sample chat is quantified is
not an outlier with respect to the calibration space. This can
be done using the correlation coefficient between the sample
and the calibration mean, as well as Horelling ~ among
others.

Linearity
Linearity should be validated by correlating results from the
chemomenic model with those from an analytical reference
method. It should cover the entire range of the method and
should involve a specifically selected set of samples that is not
part of the calibration set. For orientation purposes) a 'leave
subset-out' cross-validation based on me calibration set may
be sufficient, but should not replace assessment using an
independent test set. Linearity can be evaluated through the
correlation coefficient, slope and intercept of predicted values
versus reference values.

Range

The range of analyte reference values defines the range of the
chemometric model, and its lower limit determines the limits
of detection and quantification of the analytical method.
Controls must be in place to ensure mat results outside chis
range are recognised as such and identified. Within the range
of the model, acceptance criteria for accuracy and precision
have to be fulfilled.

A«UTacy

The accuracy of the chemometric model can be determined
by comparison of analytical results obtained from the
chemometric model with those obtained using a reference
method. The evaluation of accuracy should be carried out
over the defined range of the chemometric model using an
independent test set. It may also be helpful to assess the
accuracy of the model using a 'teave-subser-our' cross
validation, although, this should not replace assessment using
an independent test set. Accuracy can be evaluated through
the slope and intercept of predicted values versus reference
values.

Precision
The precision of the analytical method should be validated
by assessing the standard deviation of the measurements
performed through the chemometric model. Precision covers
repeatability (replicate measurements of the same sample by
the same person on the same day) and intermediate precision
(replicate measurements of the same sample by another
person on different days). Precision should be assessed at
different analyte values covering the range of the
chemometric model, or at least at a target value.

Robusmess
For validation of robustness, the same principles as described
for qualitative methods apply. Extra care should be taken to
investigate the effects of any parameters relevant for
robustness on the accuracy and precision of the chemometric
model. It can be an advantage to evaluate these parameters
using experimental design.

The chemometric model can also be investigated using
challenge samples, which may be samples with analyte
concentrations outside the range of the method or samples of
different identity. During the validation, it must be shown
that these samples are clearly recognised as outliers.

2 CHEMOMETRIC TECHNIQUES
A non-exhaustive selection of chemometrlc methods are
discussed below. A map of the selected methods is given in
Figure 5.21.-2.

2-1 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS ANALYSIS

2-1-1 Introduction
The complexity of large data sets or tables makes human
interpretation difficult without supplementary methods to aid
in the process. Principal components analysis (PCA) is a
projection method used to visualise the main variation in the
data. PCA can show in what respect 1 sample differs from
another, which variables contribute most to this difference
and whether these variables contribute in the same way and
are correlated or are independent of each other. It also
reveals sample set patterns or groupings within the data set.
In addition, PCA can be used to estimate the amount of
useful information contained in the data table, as opposed to
noise or meaningless variations.
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2-1-2 Principle
peA is a linear data projection method that compresses data
by decomposing it to so-called latent variables.
The procedure yields columns of orthogonal vectors (scores),
and rows of orthonormal vectors (loadings). The principal
components (PCs), or latent variables, are a linear
combination of the original variable axes. Individual latent
variables can be interpreted via their connection to the
original variables. In essence, the same data is shown hut in a
new coordinate system. The relationships between samples
are revealed by their projections (scores) on the PCS. Similar
samples group together in respect to PCS. The distance
between samples is a measure ofsimilarity/dissimilarity.

The original darn table is transformed into a new, rearranged
matrix whose structure reveals the relationships between rows
and colwnns that may be hidden in the original matrix
(Figure 5.21.-3). The new structure constitutes the explained
part of the original data. The procedure models the original
data down lO a residual error, which is considered the
unexplained part of the data and is minimised during the
decomposition step.

The underlying idea is to replace a complex dam table with a
simpler counterpart version having fewer dimensions, but still
fitting the original data closely enough to be considered. a
good approximation (Figure 5.21.-4). Extraction of
information from a data table consists of exploring variations
between samples, i.e. finding out what makes a sample
different from or similar to another. Two samples can be
described as simitar if they have similar values for most
variables. From a geometric perspective, the combination of
measurements for 1 sample defines a point in a
multidimensional space with as many dimensions as there are
variables. In the case of close coordinates the 2 points are
located in the same area or volume. With PCA) the number
of dimensions can be reduced while keeping similar samples
close to each other and dissimilar samples further apart in the
same way as in the multidimensional space, but compressed
into an alternate lower dimensional coordinate system.

The principle of PCA is to find the directions in the data
space mat describe the largest variation of the data set,
i.e. where the data points are furthest apart. Each direction is
a linear combination of the initial variables that contribute
most to the actual variation between samples.
By construction) principal components (PCs) are orthogonal
to each other and are also ranked so that each carries more
information than any of those that follow. Priority is therefore
given to the interpretation of these PCs, starting with the 1S[)

which incorporates the greatest variation and thereby
constitutes an alternative less complex system that is more
suitable for interpreting the data structure. Normally, only
the IS[ PCs contain pertinent information, with later PCs
being more likely to describe noise. In practice, a specific
criterion is used to ensure that noise is not mistaken for
information and this criterion should be used in conjunction
with a method such as cross-validation or evaluation of
loadings in order to determine the number of PCs to be used
for the analysis. The relationships between samples can then
be subsequently viewed in 1 or a series of score plots.
Residuals E keep the variation that is not included in the
model) as a measure of how well samples or variables fit that
model. If all PCs were retained, there would be no
approximation at all and the gain in simplicity would consist
only of ordering the variation of the PCS themselves by size.
Deciding on the number of components to retain in a PCA
model is a compromise between simplicity, robustness and
goodness of fit/performance.
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2-1-3 Assessment of mode!
Total explained variance If is a measure of how much of the
original variation in the data is described by the model.
It expresses the proportion of structure found in the data by
the model. Total residual and explained variances show how
well the model fits the data. Models with small total residual
variance (close to 0 per cent) or large total explained variance
(close to 100 per cent) can explain most of the variation in
the data. With simple models consisting of only a few
components, residual variance falls to 0; otherwise) it usually
means that the data contains a large amount of noise.
Alternatively, it can also mean that the data structure is too
complex to be explained using only a few components.
Variables with small residual variance and large explained
variance for a particular component are well defined by the
model. Variables with large residual variance for all or the
1st components have a small or moderate relationship with
other variables. If some variables have much larger residual
variance than others for all or the 1S[ components) they may
be excluded in a new calculation and this may produce a
model that is more suitable for its purpose. Independent test
set variance is determined by testing the model using dam
that was not used in the actual building of the model itself.

2-1-4 Critical aspects
PCA catches the main variation within a data set. Thus
comparatively smaller variations may not be distinguished.

2-1-5 Potential use
PCA is an unsupervised method, making it a useful tool for
exploratory data analysis. It can be used for visualisation,
data compression) checking groups and trends in the data,
detecting outliers) etc.

For exploratory data analysis, PCA modelling can be applied
to the entire data table once. However, for a more detailed
overview of where a new variation occurs, evolving factor
analysis (BFA) can be used and, in this case, PCA is applied
in an expanding or fixed window, where it is possible to
identify, for example, the manifestation of a new component
from a series of consecutive samples.

PCA also forms the basis for classification techniques such as
SlMCA and regression methods such as PCR. The property
of PCA to capture the largest variations in the Ist principal
components allows subsequent regression to be based on
fewer latent variables. Examples of utilising components as
independent data in regression are PCR, MeR, and ANN.

PCA is used in multivariate statistical process control
(M.sPC) to combine all available data into a single trace and
to apply a signature for each unit operation or even an entire
manufacturing process based on, for example, Hctelllng T
statistics, PCA model residuals or individual scores.
In addition to univariate control charts, 1 significant
advantage with PCA is that it can be used to detect
multivariate outliers) i.e. process conditions or process output
that has a different correlation structure than the one present
in the previously modelled data.

2-2 MEASURES BE1WEEN OBJECTS
The primaryuseof thefollowing algorithms is w measure the
degree of similarity between an object and a group or thecentre of
the data.

2-2-1 Similarity measures
Calculation of the correlation is the simplest statistical tool
used to compare data and to determine the degree of
similarity) provided the data sets have the same dimension)
e.g. spectral data. It is a measure of the linear association
between a pair of vectors. A correlation score between -1 and
+1 is calculated for the match, based. on the system below)
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Figure 5.21.-4. - Decomposition of the X-matrixfor principal components anarysis (PeA)

where a perfect match (mirror image) would have a score of
+1 and 2 lines mat are complete opposites would have a
score of -1 (Figure 5.21.-5).

Correlation is used to compare data sets in any of the
foUowing ways:
- comparison of 2 selected samples;
- comparison of 1 or more selected samples represented by

vectors with a reference data library (from a group or
class).

The reference data can he the average of a group of typical
characteristics.

Correlation r between 2 mean centred vectors x and y of the
same dimension can be calculated using the following
equation:

2..2-2 Distance measures
In the object space, a collection of objects will be seen as
points that are more or less close to each other and will
gather into groups or clusters. Measuring the distance
between points will express the degree of similarity between
objects. In the same way, measuring the distance of a point
to the centre of a group will give information about the
group membership of this object. The following algorithms
are given to illustrate the way objects can be compared.

2-2-2-1 Budidean distance

The Euclidean distance eJi,j between 2 points i and j can be
calculated as:

r
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Similarly, the Euclidean distance edj,c between the point i and
the centre c of the data can be calculated as the square root
of the sum of the squared differences of the coordinates of
point i to the mean value of the x-coordinates for each of me
m axes, which can be expressed by the following matrix
notation:

where Xi denotes the m values of coordinates describing the
point i and xdenotes the mean coordinates calculated for
the m variables. The superscript T indicates that the 2nd term
of the equation is transposed.

2-2-2-2Mahalanobis disrance
The Mahalanobis distance (mel) takes into account the
correlation between variables by using the inverse of the
variance-covariance matrix.
The variance-covariance matrix ex is calculated using the
following equation:

ex = (l/(n -l))XJXc

where Xc is the n x m data matrix centred over the mean of
each column. Thus C~ is a square matrix that contains the
variance of each variable over its diagonal and the covariance
between variables on both sides of the diagonal.
The Mahalanobis distance of point i to the centre c of the
data is given by the following equation:

The C~-I matrix is the inverse of the variance-covariance
matrix and C~C~-l =I, where 1 is the identity matrix.
The number of variables or principal components involved in
calculating the distance is designated p, and n is the number
of objects in the group or in the data set. Under the
assumption that the data is normally distributed, the random
variable (n-I)'tn x m<f is beta distributed with degrees of
freedom u = pl2 and" = (n-p-l)t2. Thus, if for a point Xi this
expression exceeds the (l - a)..quantile of the beta
distribution then the point can be classified as an outlier with
the significance level CJ. (i.e, CJ. is the probability of the type-I
error classifying the point as an outlier although it is not).

In the same way, the leverage effect (h) of a data point
located at the extremity of the X-space on the regression

parameters of a multivariate model can be calculated using
the following equation:

Data points with high leverage have a large influence on the
model.

2-2-2-3 Griri<al aspects
Euclidean distances only express the similarities or differences
between data points when the variables are strictly
uncorrelated. If correlations between variables exist they
contain at least partially me same information and the
dimensionality of data space is in fact smaller than the
number of variables. Mahalanobis distances allow for the
correction of correlations but their calculation supposes the
variance-covariance matrix to be invertible. In some instances
where there is high collinearity in the data set, this matrix is
singular and cannot be inverted. This is especially the case
with spectroscopic data where the high resolution of
spectrometers introduces redundancy by essentially
describing the same signal through measurements at several
consecutive wavelengths. Another constraint in variance
covariance matrix inversion is that the number of variables
has to be smaller man the number of objects (n> m).

Distances can be computed in the PC space, thus providing
the benefits of reduced dimensionality, orthogonality between
PCs and also PC ordering. As the I" PCs carry the
maximum amount of information, data reduction without
loss of infonnation can be achieved by eliminating the later
insignificant PCs.

If a sufficient number of PCs are used to closely model the
data, the Euclidean distance of data points to the centre of
the data set will be identical when calculated from PC scores
and from the coordinates on the original variables. This can
be understood by considering that PCA calculation does not
transfonn data but only extracts latent variables to describe
the data space without distorting it. The same applies when
using Mahalanobis distances, where the values are identical
whether the original data space or that of the PCs is used.
The only difference is the simplification of the calculation of
Mahalanobis distances. Due to the orthogonality between
PCs, Mahalanobis distances can be computed as the
Euclidean distances calculated over the range of the
normalised scores using the multiplication factor ~.

2-2-3 Linear and quadratic discriminant analysis
2-2-3-1 Principk

In Linear Discriminant Analysis and Quadratic Discriminant
Analysis (LDA, QDA), the assignment of a test object Xi to
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Figure 5.21.-6. - Plotrepresenting the 4 possible classijicalions of test objects in a tuo-dassSlMCA analysis (0 = unknown sample to

dalsify, d =dass 1 sample, 0 =dass 2 sample)

one of K predefined groups (or classes) identified in the data
set is determined by the. classification score, which is given in
the following equation for LDA:

where 1r:K is the prior probability of group K and is equal [0

the number of objects contained in group K divided by the
total number of objects in the training set. C is the variance
covariance matrix and ICI is its determinant.

2-2-3-2 Critical aspects
LDA assumes that the variance-covariance matrix for aU
classes is identical, while QDA estimates a variance
covariance matrix for each class. Hence in QDA far more
parameters need to be estimated which should only he done
if sufficient data are available.

2-2-3-3 Potential us,
It can be used in the case of straightforward classification
schemes.

2-3 SOFT INDEPENDENT M.ODELLING OF ClASS
ANALOGY

2-3-1 Introduction
Soft independent modelling of class analogy (SlMCA) is a
method. for supervised classification of data. The method
requires a training set, which consists of samples with known
attributes that have been pre-assigned to different classes.
S~ICA classes can be overlapping and share common
elements. Therefore, a sample can belong to 1, multiple or
none of the classes.

2·3-2 Principle
PCA models are 1S[ established for individual classes.
The samples of the training set have to be analysed by PCA

(see the section on peA) and for each class a distinct
principal components model is generated. The number of
relevant principal components can be adjusted for each class
of objects separately. According to this procedure the data
sees of each class can be reduced to the relevant principal
components models.
New objects are then classified based on the individual PCA
models. A new object is projected into each of these models
and assigned to a certain class when its residual distance
from this model is below the limit for this class (Figure
5.21.-6). Distances of objects to the respective classes can be
calculated by procedures such as either Euclidean or
Mahalanobis distance. Consequently an object may belong to
either 1 or multiple classes if the corresponding distances are
within the required threshold. If the distance of an object to
all of the SIMCA classes is above the threshold, then it will
be classified as an outlier.

2-3-3 Critical aspects
Since SIMCA is mainly based on PCA principles, the
validation of the method should follow thai of PCA.
In addition to this) the overlap of different classes must also
be taken into account. For example, a molecule can have
several chemical groups that appear in its spectroscopic
profile. Thus, grouping such data into chemical subgroups
results in overlap since separation is not possible.

2-3-4 Potential use
SIMCA is often used for the classification of analytical data
from techniques such as near-infrared (NIR) or mass
spectroscopy, and other analytical techniques such as
chromatography and chemical imaging. SIMCA is more
suitable than PCA for discriminating between classes that are
difficult to separate.

2-4 CLUSTERrNG

2-4-1 Introduction
A cluster consists of a group of objects or data points similar
to each other. Clustering tools can be used to visualise how
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Non-hierarchical clustering cannot be described and
categorised as easily as hierarchical clustering. Different
algorithms exist, which give rise to different classification
schemes. An overview of the different categories of
algorithms is given below ranging from simple distance based
methods such as the minimum spanning tree and the nearest
neighbour algorithms, to more sophisticated methods such as
the K-means algorithm (often cited as a classical partition
method), the expectation-maximisation algorithm (for
'model-based' methods) and DBSCAN for 'density-based'
algorithms and, also, the 'grid-based' methods which are
exemplified by the statistical information grid (STING)
algorithm.

Minimum spanning tree clustering, such as Kruskal's
algorithm, is similar to the graph theory algorithm as all the
data points are first of all connected by drawing a line
between the closest points. When aU data points are linked,
the lines of largest length are broken, leaving clusters of
closely connected points. For nearest neighbour clustering,
an iterative procedure is used to assign a data point to a
cluster when the distance between this point and its
immediate neighbour (that belongs to a cluster) is below a
pre-defined threshold value.

The K-means algorithm is one of the most popular and as
with partition algorithms, the number of clusters must be
chosen a pnori, together with the initial position of the cluster
centres. A squared error criterion measures the sum of the
squared distance between each object and the centroid of its
corresponding cluster. The K-means algorithm starts with a
random initial partition and progresses by reassigning objects
to clusters until the desired criteria reach a minimum. Some
variants of the K-means algorithm allow the splitting or
merging of clusters in order to find the optimum number of
clusters, even when starting from an arbitrary initial
clustering. Model-based clustering attempts to find the best
fit for the data using a preconceived model. An example of
this is the EM or expectation-maximisation algorithm, which
assigns each object to a particular cluster according to the
probability of membership for that object. In the EM
algorithm, the probability function is a multivariate Gaussian
distribution and that is iteratively adjusted to data by use of
the maximum-likelihood estimation. The EM algorithm is
considered as an extension of the K-means algorithm since
the residual sum of squares used for K-means convergence is
similar to the maximum-likelihood criterion.

Density-based (DB) clustering, sucb as the DBSCAN
algorithm, assimilates clusters to regions of high density
separated by regions of low or no density.
The neighbourhood of each object is examined to determine
the number of other objects that fit within a specified radius
and a cluster is defined when a sufficient number of objects
inhabit this neighbourhood.

Grid-based algorithms, such as STING, divide the data space
into a finite number of cells. The distribution of objects
within each cell is then computed in terms of mean, variance,
minimum, maximum and type of distribution. There are
several levels of cells, providing different levels of resolution
and each cell of a particular level corresponds to the union of
4 child cells from the lower level.

2-4-3 Critlcal aspects
Algorithms are sensitive to the starting conditions used to
initialise the clustering of data. For example, K-means needs
a pre-set number of clusters and the resultant partitioning
will vary according to the chosen number of clusters.
The metries used in distance calculation will also influence
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data points 'self-organise' into distinct groups or to highlight
the degree of similarity between data objects. Data points
from a particular cluster share some common characteristics
that differentiate them from those garnered in other clusters.
Clusters are characterised using 3 main properties; size,
shape and distance to the nearest cluster. Clustering is an
unsupervised method of data analysis and is used either for
explanatory or confirmatory analysis. It differs from
discriminant analysis, which is a supervised classification
technique, where an unlabelled object is assigned [0 a group
of pre-elassified objects.

2-4-2 Principle
Numerous data clustering approaches are available and are
typically classed as either hierarchical or non-hierarchical.
Hierarchical clustering leads to the classical dendrogram
graphical representation of the data, whereas non-hierarchical
clustering finds clusters without imposing a hierarchical
structure. Numerous algorithms are described in the
literature, where data is partitioned either in a specific way or
by optimising a particular clustering criterion. This simple
and exclusive distinction is incomplete since mixed
algorithms have similarities to both approaches. Hierarchical
clustering recursively finds clusters either in agglomerative
(bottom-up) or divisive (top-down) mode to form a tree
shaped structure. Agglomerative mode starts with defining
each data point as its own cluster and then merging similar
clusters in pairs before repeating this step until the complete
data set is classified (Figure 5.21.-7). Divisive mode starts by
considering the entire data set as a single cluster, which is
then recursively divided until only clusters containing a
unique data point are obtained. Algorithms differ in the way
they calculate the similarity between clusters. Complete link
and single link algorithms calculate the distance between all
pairs of objects that belong to different clusters in order to
evaluate the similarity between them. In the single link.
method, this distance corresponds to the minimum distance
separating 2 objects originating from 2 different clusters
whereas in complete link algorithm this distance corresponds
to the largest distance between 2 objects from 2 ditIerent
clusters. Ward's algorithm, also called the minimum variance
algorithm, calculates the similarity between clusters by means
of decreasing cluster variance when the 2 most similar
clusters are merged.

Figure 5.21.-7. - Dendrogram for agglomerative hierarchical
dustering until dusters containing a unique datapoint are
obtained .
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data clustering. For Euclidean distances, the K-means
algorithm will define spherical clusters whereas they could be
ellipsoidal when using Mahalanobis distances. The cluster
shape can he modified by data pre-treatments prior to cluster
analysis. DB algorithms can deal with arbitrarily shaped
clusters, but their weakness is their limitation in handling
high-dimensional data, where objects are sparsely distributed
among dimensions.

When an object is considered to belong to a cluster with a
certain probability, algorithms such as density based
clustering, allow a soft or fuzzy clustering. In this case, the
border region of 2 adjacent clusters can house some objects
belonging to both clusters.

2-4-4 Potential use
Clustering is an exploratory method of analysis that helps in
the understanding of data structure by grouping objects that
share the same characteristics and in addition, hierarchical
clustering allows for classification within data objects.
Clustering is used in a vast variety of fields, in particular for
information retrieval from large databases. For the latter, the
term 'data mining' is frequently used, where the objective is
to extract hidden and unexploited information from a large
volume of raw data in search of associations, trends and
relationships between variables.

2-5 MULTIVARIATE CURVE RESOLUTION

2-5-1 Introduction
Multivariate curve resolution (MCR) is related to principal
components analysis (PCA) but, where PCA looks for
directions that represent maximwn variance and are mutually
orthogonal, MCR strives to find contribution profiles
(i.e. MCR scores) and pure component profiles
(i.e. MCR loadings). MCR is also known as self-modelling
curve resolution (SMCR) or end-member extraction. When
optimising MCR parameters the alternating least squares
(ALS) algorithm is commonly used.

2-5-2 Principle
MCR-ALS estimates the contribution profiles C and me pure
component profiles S from the data matrix XJ i.e. X = CST
+ E just as in classical least squares (CLS). The difference
between CIS and ALS is that ALS is an iterative procedure
that can incorporate infonnation that is known about the
physico-chemical system studied and use this information to
constrain the components/factors. For example, neither
contribution nor absorbance can be negative by definition.
This fact can be used to extract pwe component profiles and
contributions from a well-behaved data set. There are also
other types of constraints that may be used, such as equaliry,
unimodality, closure and mass balance.

It is often possible to obtain an accurate estimation of the
pure component spectra or the contribution profiles and
these estimates can then be used as initial values in the
constrained Al.S optimisation. New estimates of the profile
matrix S and of the contribution profile C are obtained
during each iteration. In addition, the physical and chemical
knowledge of the system can be used to verify the result, and
the resolved pure component contribution profiles should be
explainable using existing knowledge. If the MCR results do
not match the known system information, then other
constraints may be needed.

2-5-3 Critical aspects
Selection of the correct number of components for the ALS
calculations is important for a robust solution and a good
estimate can be obtained using for example, evolving factor
analysis (BFA) or fixed-size moving window EFA.
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Furthermore, the constraints can be set as either 'hard' or
'soft', where hard constraints are strictly enforced while soft
constraints leave room for deviations from the restricted
value. Generally, due to inherent ambiguities in the solution
obtained, the MeR scores will need to be translated into, for
example, the concentration of the active pharmaceutical
ingredient, using a simple linear regression step. This means
that the actual content must be known for at least 1 sample.
When variations of 2 or more chemical entities are in some
way correlated, rank deficiency occurs, for example 1 entity is
formed while the other is consumed, or 2 entities are
consumed at the same rate to yield a third. As a result, the
variation of the individual substance is essentially masked and
in such cases, simultaneous analysis of data from
independent experiments using varied conditions or
combined measurements from 2 measurement techniques
generally results in better strategies than analysing the
experiments separately one by one.

2-5-4 Potential use
MCR can be applied when the analytical method produces
multivariate data for which the response is either linear or
can be linearised. This has tile advantage that only 1
standard. is needed per analyte, which is particularly
beneficial when the measurements are at least partly selective
between analytes. When linearity and selectivity is an issue,
more standards per analyte may be required for calibration.
When there is no pure analytical response for an analyte, it is
also possible to estimate starting vectors by applying PCA to
analyte mixtures together alongside varimax rotation of the
PCA coordinate system. ALS implementations of MCR may
also allow analyte profiles that are freely varied by the
algorithm, which can then be used to model a profile that is
difficult to estimate separately, for example a baseline.

2-6 MULTIPLE UNEAR REGRESSION

2-6-1 Introduction
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) is a classical multivariate
method that uses a combined set of x-vectors (X-data
matrix) in linear combinations that are fitted as closely as
possible to the corresponding single y-vector.

MLR extends linear regression to more than 1 selected
variable in order to perform a calibration using least squares
fit.

2-6-2 Principle
In MLRJ a direct least squares regression is performed
between the X- and the V-data. For the sake of simplicity,
the regression of only 1 column vector y will be addressed
here, but the method can be readily extended to a Pt-marrix,
as is common when Ml.R is applied to data from
experimental design (DoE), with multiple responses. In this
cese, single independent 1v1LR models for each y-variable can
be applied to the same X-matrix.

The following MLR model equation is an extension of the
normal univariate straight line equation; it may also contain
cross and square terms:

This can be compressed into the convenient matrix form:

y=Xb+f

The objective is to find tile vector of regression coefficients b
that best minimises the error term f This is where the least
squares criterion is applied to the squared error terms,
i.e. to find b-values so that y-residuals f are minimised.
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MLR estimates the model coefficients using the following
equation:

This operation involves the matrix inversion of the matrix
(XTX)0'. If any of the X-variables show any collinearity with
each other i.e. if the variables are not linearly independent,
then the MLR solution will not be robust or a solution may
not even be possible.

2-6-3 Critical aspects
MLR requires independent variables in order to adequately
explain the data set, but as pharmaceutical samples are
comprised of a complex matrix in which components interact
to various degrees, the selection of appropriate variables is
not straightforward. For example, in ultra-violet
spectroscopy, observed absorbance values are linked because
they may describe related behaviours in the spectroscopic
data set. When observing the spectra of mixtures, ccllinearity
is commonly found among the wavelengths, and
consequently, MLR will struggle to perform a usable linear
calibration,
The ability to vary the x-variables independently of each
other is a crucial requirement when using variables as
predictors with this method. This is why in DoE the initial
design matrix is generated in such a way as to establish this
independence (i.e. orthogonality) from the start. MLR has
the following constraints and characteristics:
- the number of X-variables must be smaller than the

number of samples (n> m), otherwise the matrix cannot
be inverted;

- in case of collinearity among X-variables, the
b-coefficients are not reliable and the model may be
unstable;

- MLR tends to over-fit.

To avoid overfitting MLR is often used with variable
selection.

The selection of the optimal number of X-variables can be
based on their residual variance, but also on the prediction
error.

2-6-4 Potential use
MLR is typically suited to simple matrices/data sets, where
there is a high degree of specificity and full rank. As matrices
become more complex, more suitable methods such as PLS
may be required to provide more accurate and/or robust
calibration. In these cases, MLR may be used as a screening
technique prior to the application of more advanced
calibration methodologies.

2-7 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS REGRESSION

2-7-1 Introduction
Principal components regression (PCR) is an expansion of
principal components analysis (PCA) for use in quantitative
applications. It is a two-step procedure whereby the
calibration matrix X is first of all transformed by PCA into
the scores and loadings matrices i and Prespectively. In the
following step, the score matrix for the principal components
is used as the input for an MLR model to establish the
relationship between the X- and the Y-data.

2-7-2 Principle
As in PCA, the calibration matrix is decomposed into scores
and loadings matrices in such a way as to minimise the
residual matrix E that ideally consists only of random errors,
i.e, noise. For quantitative calibration, an additional matrix Y
with the reference analytical data of the calibration samples is
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necessary. As the concentration information is contained in
the orthogonal score vectors of the i-matrix it can be
optimally correlated by multiple linear regression using the
actual concentrations in the Y-matrix via the matrix Q
(Figure 5.21.-8), while minimising the entries in the residual
matrix F.

2-7-3 Critical aspects
A crucial point in the development of a model is the selection
of the optimal number of principal components. In this
respect, the plot of the number of principal components
versus the residual V-variance is an extremely useful
diagnostic tool when defining the optimal number of PCS,
i.e. when the minimum of the residual V-variance observed
during model assessment has been reached. In most cases,
additional PCS beyond this point do not improve the
prediction performance but the calibration model falls into
overfitting.

Despite its value as an important tool when dealing with
collinear X-data, the weakness of peR lies in its independent
decomposition of the X and Y matrices. This approach may
take into account variations of the X-data that are not
necessarily relevant for an optimal regression with the V-data.
Also, V-correlated information may even get lost in higher
order principal components that are neglected in the above
mentioned selection process of the optimal number of PCS.

A stepwise principal component selection (e.g. selection of
pe2 instead of PCI) may be useful to improve the
performance of the calibration model.

2-7-4 Potential use
PCR is a multivariate technique with many diagnostic tools
for the optimisation of the quantitative calibration models
and the detection of erroneous measurements.
In spectroscopy for example, peR provides stable solutions
when dealing with the calibration data of either complete
spectra or large spectral regions. However, it generally
requires more principal components than PLS and in view of
the limitations and disadvantages discussed above, PLS
regression has become the preferred alternative for
quantitative modelling of spectroscopic data.

2-8 PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION

2-8-1 Introduction
Partial least squares regression (PLSR, generally known as
PLS and alternatively named projection on latent structures)
has developed into the most popular algorithm for
multivariate regression.

PLS relates 2 data sets (X and 1') irrespective of colfinearity.
PLS finds latent variables from X and Y data blocks
simultaneously, while maximising the covariance structure
between these blocks. In a simple approximation PLS can be
viewed as 2 simultaneous PCA analyses applied to the X and
Y-data in such a way that the structure of the Y-data is used
for the search of the principal components in the X-data.
The amount of variance modelled, i.e. the explained part of
the data, is maximised for each component. The non
explained part of the data set is made up of residuals, which
function as a measure of the modelling quality.

2-8-2 Principle
The major difference between PCR and PLS regression is
that the latter is based on the simultaneous decomposition of
the X and V-matrices for the derivation of the components
(preferably denoted as PLS factors, factors, or latent
variables). Consequently, for the important factors, the
infonnation that describes a maxiinum variation in X, while
correlating as much as possible with Y, is collected. This is
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Figure 5.21.-8. - Decomposition of the maoices forprindpoJ components regression (PCR)

precisely the infonnation that is most relevant for the
prediction of the Y-vaJues of unknown samples. In practice
PIS can be applied to either 1 Y-variable only (PISI), or to
the simultaneous calibration of several Y-variables (PLS2
model).
As the detailed PLS algorithms are beyond the scope of this
chapter, a simplified overview is insteadgiven -.
(Figure 5.21.-9). Arrows have been included between the T
and fj scores matrices in order to symbolise the interaction
of their elements in the process of this iteration. While the Y
matrix is decomposed into the loadings and scores matrices
Qand {j respectively, the decomposition of the X-m~trix .....
produces not only the loadings and scores matrices P and T,
but also a loading weights matrix W, which represents the
relationship between the X and V-data.

To connect the V-matrix with the X-matrix decomposition
for the first estimation of the i score values, the V-data are
used as a guide for the decomposition of the X-matrix.
By interchanging the score values of the fj and i matrices,
an interdependent modelling of the X and Y data is achieved,
thereby reducing the influence of large X-variations that do
not correlate with Y. Furthermore, simpler calibration models
with fewer PlS-factors can also be developed where, as is the

case for peR, residual variances are used during validation to
determine the optimal number of factors that model useful
infonnation and consequently, avoid overfitting.

2-8-3 Critical aspects
A critical step in PIS is the selection of the number of
factors. Selecting [00 few factors will inadequately explain
variability in the training data set, while too many factors will
cause overfitting and instability in the resulting calibration
(Figure 5.21.-10). The optimal number of factors is
estimated during validation of the calibration.
Figure 5.21.-10 shows the changes in the calibration error
(A) of a model and 2 cases of prediction errors (B, C)
according to the number of factors used in the model.
The ca1.lbration error decreases continuously as the number
of factors increases. In case B prediction error reveals that no
minimum can he observed; however, a minimum is observed
in case C. In the absence of a minimum, the number of
components can be chosen based on where no significant
decreasing of error is observed.

As far as the decision between PISI or PIS2 models is
concerned PLS 1 modelling is chosen if there is only 1 y
variable of interest In cases where there is more than 1 Y
variable of interest, either one PLS2 model or individual
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Figure 5.21.-9. - Decomposition of,he datamatrimfor PLS regression

PLSI modelsfor each Y-variable can be calculated.
In general, PLS2 is the preferred approach for screening
purposes and in casesof highly correlated V-variables of
interest; otherwiseseparate PLS1 models for the different Y
vanables willyieldmoresatisfactory prediction results.

2-8-4 Potential use
PLS has emerged as a preferable ahemative to peR for
quantitative calibration becauseit incorporates the
intervention of the V-data structure for the decomposition of
the calibration X-matrix. Consequently, information from the
most important factors is collected and is capable of
describing maximal variation in the X-data, while also
correlating as closely as possible with the Y-data. In general,
thisyields simpler modelswith fewer factors compared to
peR and alsoprovides superior interpretation possibilities
andvisualisation diagnostics for the optimisation of the

calibration performance. In addition PLS can handle
presence of noise in bothX- and Y-data.
PIB discriminant analysis (PIB-DA) is a special case of PIB
where X-matrix is regressed into a dummy Y-matrix
consisting of ones and zeroes. Ones andzeroesindicate the
class to which samples are belonging or not. PLS-DA is used
as a semi-quantitative method in, forexample, chemical
imaging estimating the pixel components.
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Figure 5.21.-10. - ElfeclS of adding facton to a model; the
calibration becomes more accurate i.e. theresidual error
diminishes, whilethepredictive pevformance of the model could
deteriorate as for prediction C. The optimum number of faaon
refieas a compromise.

procedure and they can be advantageously replaced by a
Kernel function.

2-9-3 Critical aspects
Numerous algorithms and different types of software can be
used to compute SVMs, which may lead to differing results.
Optimisation will vary depending on the algorithm used.
Control criteria may differ, thus leading either to divergence
during the iterations, or to unstable computations sensitive to
redundant and uninformative data.

During SVM computation training points that are well inside
their class boundaries have little or even no effect on the
position of the decision plane. The latter focusses mainly on
points that are difficult to separate and not on objects that
are clearly distinct. Thus, SVMs are sensitive to redundant
values and atypical points like outliers, for example. As a
consequence it may be pertinent to select or screen out
specific variables prior to perfonning SVM. The data should
be normalised and standardised to avoid having input data of
different scales, which may lead to poor conditions for the
boundary optimisation.

The best performing model must be adequately validated and
test data that is completely untouched during iterations is
required for this purpose. It should be ensured that this data
is well balanced in the sense that both easy and difficult
samples are equally represented in the training and validation
sets.

2-9-4 Potential use
SVMs are mainly used for binary supervised classification.
They can be generalised to multiclass classification or
extended to regression problems, though these applications
are not considered within the scope of this chapter. Objects
that are difficult to classify rather than those that are clearly
distinct drive the optimisation process in SVMs. SVMs can
be used for the separation of classes of objects, but not for
the identification of these objects. They operate well on large
data sets that are obtained, for example, by NIR
spectroscopy, magnetic resonance, chemical imaging or
process data mining, where PCA and related methods fail.
Their strength mainly lies in separation of samples featuring
higWy correlated signals, l.e. polymorphs, excipients, tracing
of adulterated substances, counterfeits etc.

2-10 ARTlFIClAL NEURAL NETWORKS

2-10-1 Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are general computational
tools, whose initial development was inspired by the need for
further understanding of biological neural networks and
which have since been widely used in various areas that
require data processing with computers or machines.
The methods for building ANN models and their subsequent
applications can be dramatically different depending on the
architecture of the neural networks themselves. In the field of
chemometrics, ANNs are generally used for multivariate
calibration and unsupervised classification, which is achieved
by using multi-layer feed-forward (MLFF) neural networks,
or self-organising maps (80M) respectively. As a multivariate
calibration tool, ANNs are more generally associated with the
mapping of non-linear relationships.

2-10-2 Principle
2-10-2-1 General
The basic data processing element in an artificial neural
network is the artificial neuron, which can be understood as a
mathematical function that uses the swn of a weighted vector
and a bias as the input. The vector is the 'input' of the
neuron and is obtained either directly from a sample in the
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2-9 SUP£ORT VECTOR MACHINES

2-9-1 Introduction
To achieve classification, multivariate techniques reduce the
dimensionality and complexity of the data set. Kernel
methods project data into higher dimensional feature spaces.

2-9-2 Principle
Support vector machines (SVMs) project X-data of the
training set into a feature space of usually much higher
dimension than the original data space. In the feature space a
hyperplane (also called decision plane) is computed that
separates individual points of known group membership
(Figure 5.21.-11). The best discriminating separation is
achieved by maximising the margin between groups.
The margin is defined by 2 parallel hyperplanes at an equal
distance from the decision plane. The optimum position of
the decision plane is obtained if the margin is maximal.
Points in the feature space that define the margin are called
support vectors.

For each training point the distance to the decision plane is
computed. In the case of a two-class separation for example,
the sign of the distance gives the group membership and the
value corresponds to the certainty of classification. During
modelling the distance between the training points and the
hyperplane contributes to the weight attributed to the point.
Very distant points will have a lesser weight, and to avoid
overfitting, distances smaller than a trade-off parameter will
not be considered.

For non-separable object groups overlapping is allowed to a
certain extent. So-called slack variables are added to objects,
with value 0 if correctly classified and a positive value
otherwise. The optimal hyperplane is found by maximising
the margin at the same time allowing for a minimum number
of training points to be misclassified (Figure 5.21.-12).
The proportion of misclassified points becomes a control
parameter during margin maximisation.

In practice SVM computation is extremely complex and
would be infeasible without simplifying of the optimisation
problem. To project X-data into the feature space the
original data is expanded by a set of basis functions.
Selecting particular basis functions makes it possible to
reformulate the whole optimisation procedure. Only products
of the expanded variables remain part of the optimisation
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data set or calculated from previous neurons. The user
chooses the form of the function (caUed transfer function).
The weights and bias are the coefficients of the ANN model
and are determined through a learning process using known
examples. An ANN often contains many neurons arranged in
layers,where the neurons in each layer are arranged in
parallel. They are connected to neurons in the preceding
layerfrom which they receive inputs and also [0 neurons in
the following layer where the outputs are sent (Figure
5.21.-13). The output of 1 neuron is therefore used as the
input for neurons in me following layer. The input layer is a
special layer that receives data directly from the user and
sends this information directly to the next layer without
applying a transfer function. The output layer is similar in
that its output is also directly used as the model output
without any additional processing. The unlimited possibilities

when connecting different numbers and layers of neurons, is
often called an ANN architecture, and provides the potential
for ANNs to meet any complicated data modelling
requirements.

2-10-2-2Multi-layerfeed-forward artificial neural netWOrk
A multi-layerfeed-forward network (MLFF ANN) contains
an input layer, an output layer and 1 or more layers of
neurons in-between called hidden layers. Even though there
is no limit on how many hidden layers may be included, an
MLFF ANN with only 1 hidden layer is sulliciently capable
of handling most multivariate calibration tasks in
chemometries. In an MLFF ANN, each neuron is fully
connected to aU the neurons in the neighbouring layers.
A hyperbolic tangent sigmoid transfer function is usuaUy
used in MLFF ANN, but other transfer functions, including
linear functions, can also be used.
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Hidden layer

Figure 5.21.-13. - Typical arrangements of neuron layers and
their inter-connections

The initial weights and biases can be set as small random
numbers, but can also be initialised using other algorithms.
The most popular training algorithm for determining the
final weights and biases is the back-propagation (BP)
algorithm or its related variants. In the BP algorithm, the
prediction error, calculated as the difference between the
ANN output and the actual value, is propagated backward to
calculate the changes needed to adjust the weights and biases
in order to minimise the prediction error.

An MLFF ANN must be optimised in order [Q achieve
acceptable performance. This often involves a number of
considerations including the number of layers, the number of
neurons in each layer, transfer functions for each layer or
neuron, initialisation of weights, learning rate, etc.

2-1{}-2-3Se/j-organising map
The aim of me self-organising map (SOM) is to create a map
where observations that are close to each other have more
similar properties than more distant observations.
The neurons in the output layer are usually arranged in a
two-dimensional map, where each neuron can be represented
as a square or a hexagon. 80Ms are trained using
competitive learning that is different from the above
described method using BP. The final trained SOM is
represented as a two-dimensional map of the observations.

2-10-3 Critical aspects
The 2 most common pitfalls of using ANNs are over-training
and under-training. Over-training means that an ANN model
can predict the training set very well but ultimately fails to
make good predictions. Under-training means that the ANN
training ended too soon and therefore the resultant ANN
model underperfonns when making predictions. Born of
these pitfalls should be avoided when using ANNs for
calibration. A representative data set.with a proper size,
i.e. more observations or samples chan variables, is required
before a good ANN model can be trained. Generally, since
the models are non-linear, more observations are needed
than for a comparable data set subjected to linear modelling.
As for other multivariate calibration methods, the input. may
need pre-processing to balance the relative influence of
variables. One advantage of pre-processing is the reduction in
the number of degrees of freedom of input. to the ANN, for
example by compression of the X-data to scores by PCA and
then using the resulting scores for the observations as input.
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2-10-4 Potential use
The advantage of MLFF A1~ in multivariate calibration lies
in its ability to model non-linear relationships. Since the
neurons are fully connected, all the interactions between
variables are automatically considered. It has been proven
that a MLFF ANN with sufficient hidden neurons can map
any complicated relationship between the inputs and outputs.

SOMs can be used to visualise high-dimensional data while
preserving the topology in the original data. They are based
on unsupervised learning, and are mainly useful as tools to
explore features in data sets where no prior knowledge of the
patterns and relationships of the samples exists.

The ANNs often have a large number of coefficients (weights
and biases) that give the ANN the potential to model any
complicated relationships in the data set but as a result, can
also make the interpretation of the coefficients more difficult.
However, when linear modelling methods are not flexible
enough to provide the required prediction or classification
accuracy, ANNs may be a good alternative.

3 GLOSSARY
~-d1stribution

Continuous probability distribution with density function

( " )_ I U-I( )v-I
jx.u.v -B(u,v)x I-x

where u > 0, v > 0 are shape parameters (degrees of
freedom) and B is the beta function,

I

B(II,v) = Jt'-I(I - tt-Idt

o

The y-quantile of the P(u,v)-distribution is denoted by P"',7
and it. is the value q such that the value of the distribution
function F is y:

,
F(x;u,v) = Jj(x;u,v)dx=y

o

Bootstrapping
A number of sample sets of size tl that is produced from an
original sample set of the same size n by means of a random
selection of samples with replacement.

Centring
A data set is mean centred by calculating the mean value of
each variable and subtracting the variable mean values from
each column of variables, in order to make the comparison
and interpretation of the data easier.

Collinear/non-collinear
A family of vectors is collinear if at least 1 of the vectors can
be represented as a linear combination of the other vectors.
Hence a family of vectors is non-collinear if none of the
vectors can be represented as a linear combination of the
others.

Component (or factor, latent variable)
In chemometries: underlying, non-observed, non-measured,
hypothetical variable that contributes to the variance of a
collection of measured variables. The variables are linear
combinations of the factors and these factors are asswned to
be uncorrelated with each other.

Data mining
Process of exploration, extraction and modelling of large
collections of data in order to discover a pnOri unknown
relationships or patterns.
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where p is the number of parameters in the model.

Standard error of calibration
A function of the predictive residual sum of squares to
estimate the accuracy considering the number of parameters:

where 1." is the predicted response for the ,tlJ sample of the
test data set and Yithe observed response of the ,'fh sample,
and n is the number of samples.

Sample
Object, observation, or individual from which data values are
collected.

Sample attribute
Qualitative or quantitative property of the sample.

Sample selection
The process of drawing a subset or a collection from a
population in order to estimate the properties of the
population.

Scores or factor score coefficients
Coordinates of the samples in the new coordinate system
defined by the principal components. Scores represent how
samples are related to each other's given the measurement
variables.

Score (normalised)
1'fh score value riJ of the ,Ui. sample divided by the norm of the
scores matrix:

Overfilling
For a model, overfltting is a tendency to describe too much
of the variation in the data, so that in addition to the
consistent underlying structure, some noise or non
infonnative variation is also taken into account and unreliable
predictions will be obtained.

Property
See variable.

Resampling
The process of impartial rearrangement and sub-sampling of
the original data set. This occurs during
optimisationlvalidation procedures that repeatedly calculate a
property and the error associared with it. Typical examples
are cross-validation and bootstrapping, which create
successive evaluation data sets by repeated sub-sampling.

Reselection
Reuse of samples (see resampling).

Residuals
A measure of the variation that is not taken into account by
the model or a deviation between predicted and reference
values.

Root mean square error of prediction
A function of the predictive residual sum of squares to
estimate the accuracy:

.-p

i» -Yil'
,'=1

•
t(>;-.M'
;=1

SEC=

RMSEP=

Dependent variable
Also a response, regressand: a variable that is related by a
formal (explicit) or empirical mathematical relationship to 1
or more other variables (typicaUy the Y-data).

Empirical model
A data-driven model established without asswning an explicit
mathematical relationship, or without a description of the
behaviour of a system based on accepted laws of physics.

Exploratory data analysis
The process for uncovering unexpected or latent patterns in
order to build future hypotheses.

Factor
See component.

HoteIling T statistics
Multivariate version of the t-statistic. In general, this statistic
can be used to test if the mean vector of a multivariate data
set has a certain value or to compare the means of the
variables. The ye statistic is also used for detection of outliers
in multivariate data sets. A multivariate statistical test using
the Hotelling ~ statistic can be done. A confidence ellipse
can be included in score plots (0 reveal points outside the
ellipse as potential outliers.

Independent variable
Input variable on which other variables are dependent
through a mathematical relationship (typically the X-data).

Indirect prediction
Process for estimating the value of a response on the basis of
a multivariate model and observed data.

Interference
Effect of substances, physical phenomena or instrument
artefacts, separate from the target analyte, that can be
measured by the chosen analytical method. Then there is a
risk of confusion between the analyte and interference if the
interference is not varied independently or at least randomly
in relation to the analyte.

Latent variable
See component.

Leave-one-out
In a cleave-one-out' procedure only I sample at a time is
removed from the data set in order to create a new data set.

Leave-subset-out
In a cleave-subset-out' procedure a subset of samples is
removed from the data set in order to create a new data set.

Leverage
A measure of how extreme a data point or a variable is
compared to the majority. Points or variables with a high
leverage are Hkely to have a large influence on the model.

Loadings
Loadings are estimated when information carried by several
variables is focussed onto a few components. Each variable
has a loading alongside each model component. The loadings
show how well a variable is taken into account by the model
components.

Orthogonal
2 vectors are orthogonal if their scalar product is o.
Orthonormal vectors
Orthogonal and normalised (unit-length) vectors.

Outlier
For a numerical data set, it relates to a value statistically
different from the rest. Also refers to the sample associated
with that value. Specific statistical testing for outliers may be
used.
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4 ABBREVIATIONS

where n is the numberof samples of the learning set, p the
number of parameters in the model to he estimated by using
the sample data, 1." the i'h fitted value in the calibration, and
Yi the ,'Ch reference value. In multiple regression with
m variables p == m + 1 (l coefficient foreach of the m
variables and 1 intercept).

Standard error of laboratory
Concerns to the intennediate precision or reproducibility,
whichever is applicable.

Supervised
Refers to modelling data labelled by classes or values.

Unsupervised (nen-supervlsed}
Refers to exploring data without prior assumptions.

Underfitting
The reverse of overfitting.

Variable
Property of a sample mat can be assessed (attribute,
descriptor, feature, property, characteristics).

Varimax rotation
Orthogonal analytical rotation of factors thatmaximises the
variance of squared factor loadings, thereby increasing the
large factor loadings and large eigenvalues and decreasing the
small ones in each factor.

ALS
ANN
BP
CLS
DB
DBSCAN

DoE
EFA
EM
LDA
MCR
MLFF
MLR
MSPC
NIR
PAT
PC
PCA
PCR
PLS
PLS-DA
PLSR
QbD
QDA
RMSEP
SEC
SBL
SIMCA
SMCR
SNV
SOM
STING
SVM

alternating leastsquares
artificial neural network
back-propagation
classical least squares
density-based
density-based spatial clustering of applications
withnoise
designof experiments
evolving factor analysis
expectation maximisation
linear discriminant analysis
multivariate curveresolution
multi-layer feed-forward
multiple linear regression
multivariate statistical process control
near-infrared
process analytical technology
principle component
principal components analysis
principal components regression
partial least squares regression
partial least squares discriminant analysis
partial least squares regression
quality by design
quadratic discriminant analysis
rootmean square error of prediction
standard error of calibration
standard error of laboratory
soft independent modelling of class analogy
self-modelling curveresolution
standard normal variate
self-organising map
statistical information grid
support vectormachine

S. Raw Materials of Biological Origin for
the Production of Cell-based and Gene
Therapy Medicinal Products
(ph. Bur. general texts 5.2.12)

Thisgeneral chapter ispublished for irformadon:
It contains sections on thequalityrequirements of raw materials
usedfor the production of cell-based and gene rherapy medicinal
products lor human use. Theprovisions of the chapter do na
exclude the useof different production and control methods. It is
the responsibility of the manufacturer 01 a raw material to qualify
(prove to be suitable for the intended use) theraw material in
ammfancewith the requirements given in this general chapter.
However~ it is ultimately the responsibility of theuser of a raw
material to ensure it is of suitable quality for the specific use.
The qualityof the raw materials may beconsidered according to
the stage of deoelopmem of the cell-based orgene therapy
medicinal product, thereby acknowledging the inherent eoolution of
the qualityprofile of theproduct during itspharmaceutical and
clinical development: Nevertheless, patienr safetyneeds to be
ensured in early phase dinical development. The aim is to have an
appropriate qualificati'on strategy for theraw materials when used
for theproduction of cell-based/gene rherapy medicinal products.
It should be notedthat changes in raw materials during the
life<ycle of the cell-based/gene therapy medicinal product may all«r
the qualityof the medicinal produa and thus require additional
studies to demonstrate CfJmporability.
The impactof the raw material on thequality~ safety and efficacy
01 the cell-based/gene therapy medicinal product is evaluared using
a risk-based approach. Raw materials areused in order TO

consistently yield an active substance or medicinal product of a
specified qualityin terms of, for example, biob>girol aaivity,
pun",ylimpun'ty profile, the risk of adventitious agents (bacteria,
oiruses, etc.) and stability.
From a riskperspective, theuseof raw materials flu /rom human
oranimalsubstances ispreferred.
The biob>gica1 natureof a raw marerial usedlor rhe production 01
cell-based/gene therapy medicinal products places special
requirements on iu quality. Examples of thecntical quality
atmbutesspecific UJ each class of raw material are given in this
general chapter.

I SCOPE
This general chapter applies to raw materials of biological
origin used for the production of cell-based/gene therapy
medicinal products. The rawmaterials used in the
manufacture of activesubstances are not intended to form
partof the activesubstance, The raw materials can be
extracted from various biological sources or produced by
recombinant DNA technology"
This general chapter applies to the following classes of raw
materials:
- sera and serum replacements;
- proteins producedby recombinant DNA technology such

as growth factors, cytokines, hormones,enzymes and
monoclonal antibodies;

- proteins extracted from biological material such as
enzymes and polyclonal antibodies;

- vectors.
The principles of thisgeneral chapter mayalso be applied to
otherclassesof biological raw materials where appropriate.
Medical devices,plastics and chemicaUy synthesised raw
materials, such as basal media (purely composed of
chemicals), synthetic peptides or synthetic polynuclectides,
arenot within the scope of this general chapter.
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2 mSK ASSESSMENT
Evaluation of the impact of the raw material on the quality,
safety and efficacy of ceU-based/gene therapy medicinal
products must be performed by the user of the raw material.
No single measure or combination of measures can guarantee
the quality, functionality and safetyof a raw material for its
intended use. Therefore) a risk assessment must consider me
biological origin and traceability of the raw material, the
production steps applied to it and the ability of the drug
product manufacturing process to control or remove the raw
material from the final medicinal product.

Any risk factor must be evaluated in relation to the clinical
henefitJrisk of the cell-based or gene therapy medicinal
product. When evaluating the risk posed by the raw material
to the final medicinal product, the exposure of a patient to
residual amounts of raw material with potential harmful
effects (e.g. adverse immune reactions) should be considered
in relation to the clinical benefitfrisk of the cell-based or gene
therapy medicinal product.

3 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
3-10R1G1N
The origin of the raw material and if relevant any biological
substances used for the production of the raw material must
be known. Special attention must be paid to risks related to
the sourcing (including pooling) of the substances used for
the production of the raw material. Depending on the source
of the raw material and the substances used in ilS production,
raw materials can be divided into 3 categories:

1) raw materials of human or animal origin;

2) raw materials produced using substances of human or
animal origin;

3) raw materials free from substances of human or animal
origin.

Traceability of all raw materials is required, with particular
attention to those materials with an inherent safety concern
i.e, those of human or animal origin.

Due to the inherent risk of transmitting adventitious agents,
it is recommended to minimise, wherever possible, the use of
raw materials of human or animal origin. If such raw
materials are required for the production of cell-based/gene
therapy medicinal products, appropriate measures are taken
to minimise the risks of transmitting adventitious agents such
as viruses, prions, bacteria and protozoa.

For human blood and tissue-derived materials, only carefully
evaluated donors who have been adequately tested for
infectious transmissible agents may be used. These materials
comply with appropriate EU and/or national legislation
applicable to transplantation and transfusion. Traceability
measures enable each donation to be followed from the
donation to the raw material and to the final product, and
vice-versa.

When raw materials of animal origin are used, these animals
fulfil specific health requirements and should be fit for
human consumption and reared under controlled conditions,
when applicable. If the origin of the animals is not fully
traceable (e.g. animals collected from the wild), information
on their geographic location at the time of sourcing should
be considered.

When vectors or proteins produced by recombinant DNA
technology are used as raw materials, traceability to the
master cell banklvirus seed lot ls required.

For all raw materials of human or animal origin, or raw
materials produced using substances of human or animal
origin, a viral risk assessment is performed according to the
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requirements of general chapter 5.1.7. Viralsafety. The extent
of viral safety testing is dependent on the results of the initial
risk assessment. In addition, a risk assessment with respect to
transmissible spongifonn encephalopathies is carried out and
suitable measures are taken to minimise such risks as
described in general chapter 5.2.8. Miminising tbe risk of
transmitting animalsponglfvnn enuphalopathy agents via human
and veten"nary medicinal products.
3-2 PRODUCnON
All raw materials are produced within a suitable quality
management system and production facilities.
Suitable in-process controls are in place to ensure that the
production process is under control and consistently
produces raw materials of defined quality.
Quality attributes for raw materials include identity, purity
and biological activity where applicable, and they are to be
demonstrated using appropriate, qualified control methods.
Relevant specifications in terms of identity,
purity/impurity profile and assays are to be established.
The production process is optimised to consistently minimise
and/or remove adventitious agents and harmful impurities,
whilst retaining the quality of the raw material. TIlls can be
achieved using one or a combination of the following
measures:
- using validated inactivation/removal procedures such as

gamma sterilisation or low pH during chromatography,
where possible;

- demonstrating the ability of a production process to
minimise, remove or inactivate adventitious agents or
harmful impurities;

- testing for adventitious agents or harmful impurities.
A raw material is sterile and produced under aseptic
conditions and/or subject to terminal sterilisation, unless
otherwise justified. If the raw material is not sterile, the level
of microbial contamination must be known.
Additives, such as stabilisers, may be added to the raw
material. In cases where antibiotics and stabilisers of
biological origin are used in the production of the raw
material, their presence is justified and careful consideration
is given to their selection, use, quality and concentration in
the raw material, as well as their impact on the actual raw
material itself.

3-3 GENERAL QUAU1Y REQUlREMENTS
Raw materials must meet pre-defined quality requirements
for identity, purity and biological activity. In order to ensure
the function of the raw material, it is subject to testing using
appropriately qualified methods. The identity test must
reflect the uniqueness of the raw material and distinguish it
from other related Or similar substances. Impurities include
both process-related substances (e.g. in the case of
recombinant proteins: host-cell-derived proteins (FIep), host
cell-derived DNA and vector-derived DNA (residual DNA),
oilier biological or chemical substances) and product-related
substances (e.g. aggregates and degradation products).
The content of a raw material may be expressed either in
absolute or relative terms, The assay for determination of
biological activity may be used to establish the content.

3-3-1 IDRlVIlFICATION

The identity tests are specific for the particular raw material
and address the molecular structure/composition or other
relevant physico-chemical, biological or immunochemical
properties. Methods used in the determination of biological
activity and purity may also serve to identify the raw
material. Identification may be carried out by comparison
with a defined reference material or a representative batch of
the raw material.
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3-3-2 TESTS
Tests that may be applicable to raw materials include the
following (see also the sections belowfor specific caw
materials):

Appearance
Liquid or reconstituted freeze-dried raw materials comply
with the limits defined for the particular raw material with
regard to degree of opalescence (2.2.1) and degree of
coloration (2.2.2).

Solubility
Freeze-dried raw materials dissolve completely in the
prescribed volume of reconstituting liquid within a specified
time, at a specified temperature, as defined for the particular
raw material.

Osmolallty (2.2.35)
\Vithin the limits defined for the particular raw material.

pH (2.2.3)
Within the limits defined for the particular raw material.

Elementallmpurldes
Within me limits defined for me particular raw material.

Total protein (2.5.33)
Within the limits defined for the particular raw material.

Related substances
The content of product-related substances is within the limits
defined for the particular raw material.

Microbiological control
Depending on the raw material concerned, it complies with
the test for sterility (2.6.1) or the microbial contamination is
determined (2.6.12).

Viral contaminants
Depending on the raw material concerned, relevant virus
contamination is determined.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than the limit defined for the particular raw material.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
Raw materials are free from mycoplasmas.

Stabl1lser
Where applicable, it complies with the limits defined for the
particular raw material.

Water (2.5.12)
Freeze-dried raw materials comply with the limits defined for
the particular raw material.

3-3-3 ASSAY

Content
The content (e.g, protein content)/composition of the raw
material is determined by an appropriate qualified method.

BIological acdvity
Where relevant, the biological activity is determined by a
suitable assay. Where relevant (e.g. for enzymes), the
biological activity is expressed pei milligram of total protein
(specific activity).

3 ..3 ..4 REFERENCE MATERIAL OR REFERENCE BATCH

An appropriate reference material or a representative batch of
the raw material is used to perform the above-mentioned
identification, tests and assay. Where available, the use of
established reference standards, such as European
Pharmacopoeia reference standards or WHO International
Standards, is recommended.

3-4 STORAGE
The shelf life and storage conditions are defined.
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3-5 lABELLING
The label states the expiry date, conditions for storage and
use and any code that may be required for traceability
including the biological origin of the raw material.

4 SERA AND SERUM REPLACEMENTS
4-1 DEFINITION
Sera from human or animal sources and serum replacements
(including platelet lysates and other undefined growth
additives, conditioned media, blood and other cellular
components) are used as growth additives for cell culture.
Sera and serum replacements used to promote cellular
growth are typically complex biological mixtures, whose exact
composition is not always possible to define. Due to this
complex nature, special attention is given to verifying the
consistency and performance of every batch.

Bovine serum
If bovine serum is used, it complies with the monograph
BovineSerum (2262).

Human serum and platelet Iysates
Human serum and platelet Iysates used as raw materials for
the production of cell-based/gene therapy medicinal products
are human blood-derived materials, which can originate from
the recipient (autologous) or from another individual
(allogeneic).

Condldoned media
Conditioned media, isolated and purified from cultured cell
supernatant, may also be used to enhance cell proliferation
due to various growth factors and cytokines secreted by the
cells into the medium.

Other growth addldves with undefined composidon
Cell and/or tissue lysates may be used as growth additives.

Composite media
Composite media contain growth additives such as bovine
serum, growth factors etc. The principles described in this
section of the general chapter apply to individual ingredients
of biological origin and/or biologically active ingredients of
the composite media.

4-2 PRODUCTION
Due to potential differences in quality between batches of
serum, cell or tissue lysate, suitable measures are
implemented to verify the consistency of each batch before
using them as raw materials for the production of cell
based/gene therapy medicinal products.

Because of the inherent risk of transmitting infectious agents
from pooled plasma, pooled sera, or other derivatives from
pooled allogeneic human blood or plasma, consideration is
given to limit the number of donations which are pooled,
unless sufficient methods for inactivation/removal of viruses
are applied during production, where applicable.

For conditioned media, a cell bank. system is preferred.
The removal of the cells from the media must be ensured
and potential impurities originating from these cells
determined ifpossible.

4-3 IDENTIFICATION
It is recognised that the exact qualitative composition of sera
and serum replacements may he difficult to determine.
However, the approximate protein composition in both cases
may be determined by, for example, protein electrophoresis.
Where relevant, tests for total protein content or any
chemical additives are performed. For human serum, the
electrophoretic pattern corresponds to that of an appropriate
serum reference batch. Alternatively, identity may be
determined by comparison of albumin content with an
appropriate serum reference batch. For serum replacements,
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the electrophoreticpattern or the use of markers secreted by
cells/platelets may be used. Hwnan origin is determined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1), unless otherwise
justified.

4-4 TESTS
See section 3-3-2.

Haemoglobin
Where relevant, within the limits defined for the particular
raw material.

Cell-derived impurities
Where relevant, within the limits defined for the particular
raw material.

Specific tests for viral contaminants
For bovine serum, the tests for viral contaminants specified
in the monograph Bovine '<rom (2262) apply. For human
serum, the tests for viral safety specified in the monograph
Human plasmafor fractionation (0853) apply.

4-5 ASSAY
The serum or serum replacement must show cell growth
promoting properties that are within the limits defined for the
particular raw material. More than one type of assaymay be
necessaryto show suitability for the intended use.

5 PROTEINS PRODUCED BY RECOMBINANT DNA
TECHNOLOGY
5-1 DEFTN1TlON
Proteins and peptides produced by recombinant DNA
technology, which are used as raw materials, include growth
factors, cytokines, hormones, enzymes and monoclonal
antibodies.

Growth factors} cytokines and hormones They are
substances typically used for stimulation or inactivation,
growth promotion or differentiation of cells in cell culture
systems.

Other proteins Enzymes (e.g. collagenasea), as raw
materials, may be used for extraction of active substances
from tissues and/or fluids. Other proteins (e.g. fibronectin)
may be used as culture supports or media components.

Monoclonal antibodies Used as raw materials} they
include immunoglobulins and fragments of an
immunoglobulin with defined specificity. Antibodies can
either be conjugated (chemically modified) or non
conjugated. Typical chemical modifications include
fluorescent labelling and conjugation to magnetic beads.
Antibodies, as raw materials, may be used for selection)
activation/stimulation} isolation or purification of cells in cell
culture.

5-2 PRODUCTION
Production of proteins using recombinant DNA technology is
based on a well-characterised host-vector system, using a
master cell bank and, if applicable, a working cell bank
derived from the master cell bank. The expressed protein is
extracted and purified using a variety of techniques) such as
extraction, precipitation, centrifugation, concentration,
filtration and/or chromatography.

During protein production using recombinant DNA
technology, process-related impurities including residual host
cell or vector DNA and host-cell proteins must be reduced to
acceptable levels. Particular attention must also be given to
product-related impurities.

5-3 IDENTIF1CATlON
Identity is established by appropriate, qualified methods,
such as electrophoresis (2.2.31), peptide mapping (2.2.55),
isoelectric focusing (2.2.54) or liquid chromatography
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(2.2.29). For antibodies, identification is based on
immunoglobulin class} isotype and/or specificity. In addition
to the above-mentioned methods, immunochemical methods
(2.7.1) and determination of activity are also considered
suitable for identification.

5-4 TESTS
See section 3-3-2.

Host-cell-derived proteins and residual host-cell or
vector DNA
Where relevant for the particular raw material, the content of
residual host-cell or vector DNA and/or protein is
determined using a suitable method unless the production
process has been qualified to demonstrate suitable clearance.
The content is within the limits defined for the particular raw
material.

Related proteins
Related proteins (e.g, polyclonal antibodies with undefined
specificities, glycofonns, degradation and oxidation products,
oligomers and aggregates) are determined using liquid
chromatography, electrophoretic or immunological methods
and are within the limits defined for the particular raw
material.

5-5 ASSAY

Content
The protein content is determined by an appropriate
qualified method, for example by liquid chromatography
(2.2.29) or UV spectrophotometry (2.2.25).

Biological activity
The biological activity of a recombinant protein is
determined using, for example} ceU proliferation, cell
differentiation or an enzyme assay. Several acceptable
bioassays may exist for a particular protein. For antibodies}
cell-based immunoassays and assays based on ligand-binding
and affinity may be used.

Where relevant, the biological activity is expressed per
milligram of total protein (specific activity).

6 PROTEINS EXTRACTED FROM BIOLOGICAL
MATERIAL
6-1 DEFTN1TION
Proteins extracted from biological material and used as raw
materials include enzymes (e.g. porcine - derived trypsin and
endonucleases), polyclonal antibodies, other proteins of
biological origin (e.g. albumin and transferrin) and peptides
of biological origin. They may be of human, animal} plant or
microbiological origin.

Proteins extracted from biological material are used in a wide
range of applications such as growth promotion,
differentiation or purification of cultured cells and extraction
of active substances from tissues and/or fluids.

6-2 PRODUCTlON
Proteins are extracted from the blood or tissue of animals or
humans, or from plant or microbiological sources using
mechanical and/or chemical techniques. They are then
subjected to further purification processes using a variety of
techniques such as centrifugation, filtration, chromatography
and concentration.

Polyclonal antibodies are produced by immunisation with a
specific antigen, followed by purification. Antibody
purification involves selective enrichment or specific isolation
of antibodies from serum based on physico-chemical
fractionation, class-specific affinity and/or antigen-specific
affinity.
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During production of these proteins, process-related
impurities, such as blood. components, tissue fragments or
contaminating proteins, must be reduced to acceptable levels.
Particular attention is given to product-related impurities.

6-3 IDENTIFICATION
Identity is established by appropriate, qualified methods,
such as electrophoresis (2.2.31), isoelectric focusing (2.2.54)
peptide mapping (2.2.55), liquid chromatography (2.2.29)
and immunochemical methods (2.7.1).

6-4 TESTS
See section 3-3-2.

Process-related impurities
Substances derived from the starting material (e.g. blood
components, tissue fragments or contaminating proteins) are
determined using suitable methods and are within the limits
defined for the particular raw material.

Related proteins
Related proteins (e.g. antibodies with undefined specificity,
degradation and oxidation products, oligomers and
aggregates) are determined using suitable methods and are
within the limits defined for the particular raw material"

6-5 ASSAY

Content
The protein content is determined using an appropriate
qualified method, for example by liquid chromatography
(2.2.29) or UV spectrophotometry (2.2.25).

Biological activity
Where relevant, the biological activity of a protein is
determined using, for example, enzyme assays, inununoassays
or assays based on cell proliferation/differentiation.
For trypsin, the assay may be performed as described in the
monograph Trypsin (0694).

Where relevant, the biological activity is expressed per
milligram of total protein (specific activity).

7 VECTORS
Vectors that may be used as raw materials in the production
of cell-based and gene therapy medicinal products include
DNA vectors (e.g. plesmids, transposon vectors) as well as
viral vectors and bacteria (e.g. modified l.Autococcus species).
Vectors are usually considered as starting materials, thus not
under the scope of this general chapter. In cases where
vectors are not considered as starting materials, such as
vectors used as helper plasmids or helper viruses, the
principles of this general chapter and the principles of
production and quality control as outlined in general chapter
5.14.Gene transfer medicinal products/or human use are to be
followed.

T. Depyrogenation of Items used in the
Production of Parenteral Preparations
(ph. Eur. general lex< 5.1.12)

Thisgeneral chapter covers pyrogen inactivation or removal from
items (pn"mary packaging materials and equipment) coming imo
direa contact with thefinal sterilised product.

Pyrogem aresubstances that have theabilil)! to induce fever when
infusedor injected into the body.

In this generalchopter, depyrogena,ion isdefined in terms of a
reduction in lipopolysaccharide (endotoxin), the mostpotent and
difficult-w-eliminaee of pyrogenit materials.
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I. DEPYROGENATION PROCESSES
1-1 DRY HEAT TREATMENT

1..1..1 Treatment conditions
DIY heat treatment is the most common depyrogenation
process for glassware and other non-heat-labile materials.

A common dry heat depyrogenation cycle consists of
subjecting the items to a temperature of at least 250°C for at
least 30 min; other validated combinations of temperature
and time may be used, but the minimum combination
required is 180 "C for 3 h.

1-1-2 Equipment
Dry heat treatment is carried out in an oven or tunnel with
forced air circulation or using other equipment specifically
designed for this purpose.

As a minimum, relevant dry heat depyrogenation parameters
(e.g. time, temperature and, where applicable, belt speed) are
monitored at the most difficult-to-heat position in me
chamber, which is defined during the qualification study on
the equipment.

1-1-3 Validation
All processes must be validated by adding suitable endotoxin
indicators to the load at me positions identified as being the
most difficult to heat (and therefore to depyrogenate) in
order to verify the efficacy of depyrogenation.

1-2 OTHER PROCESSES
Other processes may be used only when heat treatment is not
possible.

1-2-1 Physical treatment
Depyrogenation may also be achieved by rinsing the items
with an appropriate pharmaceutical-grade water such as
water for injections (WFI), with or without additional
physical means.

Items must be dried following cleaning.

1-2-2 Chemical treatment
Chemical reactions using strong oxidative, alkylating or
reducing agents, either liquids or vapour-phase gases, with or
without heat, capable of removing pyrogens, may be applied
and followed by finat rinses with WFI. At the end of the
treatment a verification test is carried out ro detect any
chemical residues.

1-2-3 Validation
All processes must be validated by adding suitable endotoxin
indicators to the load at the positions identified as being the
most difficult to depyrogenate in order to verify the efficacy
of depyrogenation.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF ENDOTOXIN
INDICATORS
Endotoxin indicators consist of purified bacterial endotoxins
(lipopolysaccharides). The following are required to be
known by the user:
- name of the producer;
- composition of the indicator system if applicable;
- genus and species of the micro-organism (including the

culture collection number if available) from which the
endotoxin is isolated;

- specific activity of the endotoxin, in International Units
per gram, per millilitre or per container;

- storage conditions and expiry date;
- batch number.

Depending on the nature of the item to be depyrogenated
(e.g. glass, stainless steel, plastic), a suitable endotoxin
indicator (ready-to-use or custom-made) is used during
validation of a depyrogenation process.
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2-1 READY-TO-USE ENDOTOXIN INDICATORS
These indicators are ampoules, vials or other carriers that
have been inoculated with a known amount of endotoxin and
are used to measure endotoxin reduction or inactivation in a
depyrogenaticn process.

The type of carrier used must be representative of the item
that is being depyrogenated as this may influence the
effectiveness of the depyrogenation process.

2-2 CUSTOM-MADE ENDOTOXIN INDICATORS
Custom-made endotoxin indicators are items (e.g. primary
packaging materials or equipment) that have been surface
inoculated with a suitable endotoxin solution (e.g. endotoxin
reference standard). Once dried, the inoculated item is used
to measure endotoxin reduction or inactivation in a
depyrogenation process.

3. TEST PROCEDURE
3-1 RECOVERY TEST PROCEDURE OF
ENDOTOXIN FROM ENDOTOXIN INDICATORS
The endotoxin recovery rate is determined on items (ready to
use or custom made indicators) that are not subjected to the
depyrogenation process in order to calculate the percentage
recovery and to check any interference from leachables before
assessing the effectiveness of a depyrogenation process.

The endotoxin recovery test must be validated.

If the endotoxin recovery rate is insufficient to demonstrate a
3.0 10g10 reduction, the amount of endotoxin used must be
adjusted accordingly.

3-2 ENDOTOXIN REDUCTION TEST PROCEDURE
Items mat have been artificially contaminated with a known
amount of endotoxin or ready-to-use endotoxin indicators are
placed in the load to be tested. Endotoxin levels are assessed
before (initial endotoxin level) and after (residual endotoxin
level) the depyrogenation process according to the same
validated method. The level of endotoxin per indicator and
the number of indicators used for the test must be
sufficiently high to allow accurate determination of the
reduction in endotoxin due to the depyrogenation process.

4. CRITERIA
Not less than a 3.0 10giO reduction in recoverable endotoxin
is used as the criterion for process validation. The loglo
reduction is calculated by determining the measured loglo of
recoverable endotoxin in the unprocessed item minus the
measured loglO of recoverable endotoxin remaining in the
processed item.

U. Multivariate Statistical Process
Control
(Ph. Eur. general text 5.28)

The following chapter ispublishedfor information on!Y. It isan
introduction to the useof multivariau statistical process
control(MSI'C) for monitoringand controlling manufacturing
processes. The obj"••e is to provide guidance on good practice;
This chaptercomplements generalchapter 5.21. Chemometric
methods applied to analytical dara.

I INTRODUCTION
In pharmaceutical manufacturing) Statistical process control
(SPC) is an established tool to control and improve process
performance and to reduce the variation of key parameters.
These parameters may be either critical performance
characteristics of the process or critical quality attributes
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(CQA) of the product, which are referred to in the rest of the
text as 'process variables' and 'product variables' respectively.
SPC is implemented by means of control charts that show
the changes in the values of these variables) measured from
samples or directly from the process and plotted against
sample number or time.

SPC applied to a single or a few independent variables
involves a univariate approach (each variable is analysed
separately). However) process perfonnance usually depends
on many parameters. Moreover) process analytical technology
(PAT) now makes it possible to measure directly many
variables at high frequency. Hence) the input measurements
for SPC are not necessarily simple scalar values (such as
temperature or pH)) but might also be more complex (such
as spectra or analytical data from several sources), Since the
set of aU measurements at a certain point in time
characterises one state of the process, interdependencies
among the many measurements are expected and hence the
measurement variables may be correlated.

Multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) can be
defined as the application of multivariate statistical
techniques in order to analyse complex process data with
potentially correlated variables. MSPC in combination with
automated data collection and analysis may be used to
generate control charts based on a multivariate
(chemometric) model. These control charts can be used to
monitor a process or adjust it. MSPC in combination with a
high degree of automation may facilitate continuous
manufacturing (eM) as well as real-time release testing
(RTRn. It can be combined with PAT (see general chapter
5.25. Process analyti<al t"hnology). quality by design (QbD)
and design of experiments (DoE), in line with relevant ICH
guidelines.

Many different activities in pharmaceutical manufacturing
may rely on MSPC) such as:
- process development;
- monitoring of production operations;
- process optimisation) liCecycle management;
- trouble shooting, fault detection) root cause analysis;
- improvement of process understanding.

2 STATISTICAL PROCESS CONfROL (SPC)
Allhough univariate SI'C isnot the subj'" of this chapur, aspects
of SI'C that are required to understand MSI'C are described
below.

2-1 DEFINITION
Univariate SPC uses measurements of a variable over time.
These measurements may be performedoff-line) in-line,
at-line) or on-line (see definitions in general chapter 5.25).
The aim is to characterise the time course of the variable
when the process is operating normally) which is referred to
as the in-control state. With this information, the process can
be monitored to ensure that the distribution of the monitored
variable does not change as the process NOS. If the variable
distribution stays constant, the process is said to be in
statistical control.

When the process is developed or significantly changed) the
variable distribution is not yet known, and process data
therefore have to be gathered 10 develop a model (phase 1).
In a retrospective analysis of these data, using trial control
charts) it is determined if the process was in control when the
data were collected. If the process was in control) the data
can be used to construct the final control charts. Ifnot, the
trial control charts are used to investigate atypical results and
outlying data points (root cause analysis) to bring the process
under control. Once the final control charts have been
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constructed with in-control process data (i.e. a clean set),
phase I ends and the monitoring phase starts (phase 11).
During this phase, control charts are used prospectively to
check whether the process is in control or whether action is
necessary to keep it in control.

2-2 DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL CHARTS
Control charts are constructed by collecting a set of samples
of n consecutive measurements (rational subgroups). For a
control chart of means (X), here taken as an example, the
averages Xi (i =I, ... , m) of each of the m subgroups are
computed next. Averages of sufficiently large subgroups likely
follow an approximately normal distribution, which facilitates
the setting of the control limits. The averages XI are then
plotted against sample number i or time Ii. The s-contrcl
chart consists of a baseline (or centre line) x equal to the
grand mean (x) value of the variable (e.g. the mean content
of the product) when the process is in statistical control,
There are 2 additional lines, one above and one below the
centre line, called the upper control limit (VeL) and the
lower control limit (LCL).

The control limits are set so that the average of a rational
subgroup xhas a very low probability of falling outside them
if the process is in control. If an average falls outside the
limits, this is an indication that the distribution of the
variable may have changed, in which case some kind of
action is necessary to bring the process back under control.

The control limits (eL) depend on the variable's standard
deviation and the size of the subgroups as follows:

_ iJ
CL=x±Lx '-

. yn

X grand mean. the mean of all the subgroup averages Xi in the
dean data set from phase Ij

iJ pooled standard deviation of the single measurements making
up the subgroups;

n size of she subgroups (constant sample size assumed here)j
L factor derived from the normal distribution that controls the risk

of a false alarm.

In this expression, the quotient .:n is the standard deviation

of the mean (X), also referred to as the standard error.
The control limits are set at ± L times this standard
deviation above and below the centre line. The choice of L
influences the risk of a false alarm when the process is in
control (false positive, error of the first kind). Wilh L = 3,
rhe risk offalse alanns is very low (0.27 per cent) if rhe
averages Xj actually follow a normal distribution.
The subgroup size n influences the risk of not detecting a
mean shift in the process (false negative). The sampling
frequency is also important since the time interval from the
occurrence of an event (i.e. an out-or-control signal) to its
detection depends on it.

The procedure described above using the x-control chart as
an example is also applicable to other types of control charts
of various statistical parameters. Control charts developed
according to these principles are often called Shewhart
control charts. However, many different extensions and
more-complex univariate control charts also exist, for
example control charts for dispersion measures such as the
standard deviation.
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3 MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL PROCESS
CONTROL (MSPC)
3-1 INTRODUCTION
A multivariate approach is necessary if several potentially
correlated variables need to be analysed simultaneously.
Theoretically, multivariate (high-dimensional) data could be
analysed by setting up a univariate control chart for each
variable. This approach is in principle correct if all
measurement variables are uncorrelated. However, this is
rarely the case. If some variables are correlated, the use of
many univariate control charts instead of one multivariate
chan increases the risk of not detecting an out-of-control
state (see Figure 5.28.-1). This is because the use of several
univariate control charts can only detect points outside the
whole data space, while correlated variables vary only within
a certain subspace of the whole dam space spanned by the
ranges of all individual variables. MSPC makes it possible to
find this subspace and identifies values that are outside this
subspace, I.e. samples chat do not follow the general
correlation pattern (see section 4. Theoretical background).
MSPC is therefore more sensitive for out-of-control signals
and is a better diagnostic tool in such situations.

3-2 DEFINITION
MSPC uses statistical procedures to monitor simultaneously
many interrelated variables, combined in a measurement
vector (see section 4. Theoretical background). These
variables may form a set of variables with a high level of
correlation (e.g. a spectrum), but some variables may also be
mutually uncorrelated. Importantly, the relationships
(correlations) existing between the different variables are
exploited in MSPC. Control charts based on multivariate
measurements follow the same principles as Shewhart control
chans. The main difference is that a summary statistic
considering the entire measurement vector is plotted against
time or sample number. That way, the multivariate input
data are transformed into a control statistic that can be
monitored much like the single parameter in a univariate
control chart. For instance, mean changes in a process can
be monitored in a chart by computing the distance between
measurement vectors for newly acquired data and the
in-control mean vector. Hotelling's ye and Q statistics
(squared prediction error or squared residuals) are the most
widely used distance measurements. Hotelllng's y'! takes the
deviation of all measurement variables from their process
mean into account, with each deviation weighted according
to the natural variation of that variable and its relationship to
all other variables. Q statistics can be used to complement T'
since it corresponds to the deviations that 'fl does not model.
By taking the relationships between variables into account,
unusual patterns in the deviations can be detected, which
result in large distances from the in-control mean.
The infonnation needed is obtained from the inverse of the
sample covariance matrix, where the latter needs to be
estimated from in-control process data. If each entry in the
multivariate measurement vector is nonnally distributed, and
if each measurement vector is independent of those taken at
other time points (or with other samples), the natural
variability of fl for a process in statistical control follows a
known distribution (see section 4. Theoretical background),
which can be used to derive the ueL. If fl is larger than the
VCL, the process is thought to be out-of-control. Since the
smallest conceivable value of ye is zero (i.e. the measurement
vector and the process mean vector coincide), which is
considered the ideal case, there is no LCL when using -r.
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Optimal application of MSPC may require a preliminary
evaluationof variables. If all variables cannot be considered
as equally important, weighting can be applied to variables.
Some variables might be of less importance and at the same
time trigger unnecessary signals that might increase the risk
of a false alarm. Furthermore, variables can fall into different
groups, e.g. raw material quality parameters or parameters
associated with different steps of the process. Rather than
merely grouping all variables into a single analysis, a separate
ye plot for each of the distinct groups of variables might be
more efficient.
MSPC is applicable to continuous as well as batch processes.
In both cases, me production process is monitored over time
using ye and Q statistics employing the specific control limits
for the different stages of production. These limits may be
established based on the variability of a set of batches or can
be based on the variability of a number of samples within a
certain time frame of a continuous process.
The computations for batch data are not described in this
chapter.

3-3 DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIVARIATE CONTROL
CHARTS
Method development of multivariate control charts is also
subdivided into phases] and n.Once again, phase I includes
planning, development and estimation of the model.
Preliminary data are collected under proper operational
conditions and examined for statistical control and potential
problems. Due to me high number of variables, preliminary
data analysis is far more extensive than in the univariate case.
Attention should be paid to data-collection procedures,
potential data-transmission errors, theoretical relationships
between the variables, necessary pre-processing of the
variables, potential for and handling of missing data,
detection of statistical outliers, handling of variable
correlations, and the potential for autocorrelared errors,
i.e. time-dependent, slowly varying error sources, which
would Cause a violation of the aforementioned independence
assumption. Once statistical control for the preliminary data
is established, they can be used to estimate the necessary
model parameters. In particular, computing r requires
estimating and inverting the covariance matrix for this sample
of data (to obtain the weighting factors, see above).
Estimating the many parameters of a covariance matrix
requires a large enough sample of in-control process data
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from phase I. Sample size particularly matters ifprocess
dispersion control charts are also to he constructed. These
charts display either the determinant (the so-called
generalised variance) or the trace of the covariance matrix
and require good estimates of the sample covariance matrix
to be usefuJ. Wiili highly correlated measurement data,
inverting the covariance matrix may not be possible or may
be numericallyunstable. In such cases, the raw measurement
data are first reduced in dimensionality by principal
component analysis (peA) or partial least squares regression
(PLS) (see general chapter 5.21). The raw data are then
replaced by peA or PlS scores after selection of the optimal
number of principal components or PLS factors. This
reduction step is the rule rather than Ute exception for high
dimensional measurement data and enables the computation
of control statistics such as 'J'! even for highly correlated data.

Once control chart development is finished, the chart can be
used in phase II for process monitoring. Here) a control
statistic such as r or Q is computed for newly acquired
measurements to determine if the process is in control. It is
plotted against time or sample number and compared with
its UCL. It should be noted that the value of the control
statistic depends on the entire measurement vector. When an
out-of-eontrol situation occurs, the measurement vector is
very different from the mean vector. To find out which
variable(s) caused the out-of-control signal, the contribution
of each variable to 'J'l or Q is computed. Variables with large
contributions are examined preferentially during root cause
analysis (see section 4. Theoretical background).

3-4 MAINTENANCE
Model maintenance ensures ongoing performance such as
maintaining a low risk of false alarms and false negatives.
Changes are required if the correlation structure or the mean
of some variables slowly change during long-term periods
without the control statistic falling outside the control limits.
Maintenance encompasses updating model parameters and
control limits. In the case of 'J'l charts, this amounts to
re-estimating the sample covariance matrix and adapting the
control limits to the sample size of the new phase I.
Maintaining the model can be done by periodicaUy
rebuilding the model off-line or by automatically updating it.
Setting the parameters for automatic methods is critical and
requires a deep understanding of me process, since automatic
updates may mask real trends in me process. Maintenance
may also be necessary if process conditions or raw materials
have changed or if instruments have been exchanged or
recalibrated.

4THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
4-1 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF MULTIVARIATE
CONTROL CHARTS
MSPC uses multivariate statistical procedures, the basic
principles of which are given in general chapter 5.21.
Chemometric methods applied to analytKaJ data. Key techniques
for MSPC are the latent variable methods PCA (general
chapter 5.21, section 2-1) and PlS (general chapter 5.21,
section 2-8») which reduce the dlmensionality of the raw
input data by projecting them onto a lower dimensional
subspace. This dimension reduction is possible whenever the
raw input data are correlated, which is almost always the
case. The signals monitored in the low dimensional space are
referred to as latent variables and can be thought of as source
signals of the process. Since the number of latent variables is
rarely known a prim;, another key technique for MSPC is the
data-driven choice of the number of latent variables, which is
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commonly accomplished by resampllng techniques such as
cross-validation (general chapter 5.21) section 1-3-2-1).

4-1-1 HotellIng's T
Let X be an n x m matrix that holds, for example, m process
variables measured at n different time points. Define the
vector x as the column means of X:

x = (XT I.) I n

and let X, be the column mean-centred measurement matrix:

X, = X-lnxT

The estimator of the sample covariance C is then given by:

C = _1_ (XT x,,)
n - 1 c

An important multivariate control chart is based on T':

T ' ( -)TC-I( -) T C-I= Xo-x Xo-x =xc,o xc,o

where x, is an m x I vector of raw measurements measured
at a new time point 0 and Xc,o is the corresponding mean
centred measurement vector. T' represents the squared
Mahalanobis distance of the new measurement vector x.,
from the process mean vector x. 'J'! can only be used directly
on the raw measurements for a few uncorrelated variables.
If the dimension m becomes large and the measurement
variables are correlated, matrix C becomes ill-conditioned or
singular and can no longer be inverted. If this happens, the
raw variables are replaced by latent variables. With PCA, the
raw data are replaced by the scores T or t.,:

T=x"P

r,= (x~t)p)T = pT XC,D

Here, the score matrix T and the score vector toare of
dimension n x q and q x 1 respectively (q < m), and the
principal component loadings matrix P is of dimension m x q.
The number of latent variables (q) is a hyperparameter of the
model and needs to be estimated, e.g, by cross-validation.
Postmultiplication of me raw process data X, (or xJo> by the
orthonormal matrix P projects them into a lower diffiensional
subspace where the main process characteristics can be
monitored. P holds the first q eigenvectors of the sample
covariance matrix C. It is chosen to capture all relevant
information of the process (i.e. common cause variation)
while omitting noise. With the substitution of the raw process
variables by me respective principal component scores, T' in
the process-relevant subspace becomes:

where A is the q x q diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the
sample covariance matrix C and ).j is the ,ut diagonal element
of A. In principal component space, r is defined in terms of
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the sample covariance
matrix. C. Here, Ai reflects the variance of the ,m score vector
Tj :

I T
.l; = n _ I (T; T;)

where T, is the ,m column of matrix T. In general) for -r to
be properly scaled in latent variable space, ).j has to reflect
the variance of the ,m score vector. This scaling is important
for the transition from PCA to PLS in order to keep the
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where Pkj is the loading of the krh latent variable for the lh
original variable and XOJ' and ~. are the corresponding
components of the measurement vector x, and the column
mean vector i. By plotting each individual normalised

summand (p.; x (x,; - .<;))'fl. against the corresponding

variable index j, the contribution of each measurement Xoj to
Tf can be displayed in order [0 identify highly inl\uential
variables. The variables causing the out-of-control signal will
be far from the corresponding variable mean in either

estimated, e.g. by cross-validation. Since the construction of
the Q statistics in PLS differs from PCA, the approximation
of the critical values also changes.

4-1..3 Linear and non..linear methods
In most cases) linear methods (such as those described here)
are sufficient for monitoring a process trajectory since small
process changes can be approximated reasonably well by
linear techniques. If certain measurement variables are non
linearly related to the process, it may be necessary to
re-express them by a transformation to obtain a better linear
relationship. Non-linear PCA is needed for applications
where the variables display non-linear interrelationships in
in-control state. In this case kernel PCA is often used in non
linear MSPC since determining the VCL for kernel PCA is
particularly straightforward.

4-1-4 Critical aspects
The latent variable methods described in this chapter are
sensitive to the scale of the variables. Process variables, or
even product variables, may have to be weighted differently.

Latent variables associated with a small variance of the SCOres
may easily cause out-of-control signals even though the
observed variation is practically negligible. This is because
small values for 1; in the denominator of r amplify small
(practically negligible) deviations in 10 .; , This fact emphasises
the importance of a careful selection of the number of latent
variables q.
'fl is intended to monitor changes in the process mean
characteristics. However, it measures shifts in mean and
variance of the recorded measurements simultaneously and is
very sensitive towards changes in variance (see above). While
it is important to know about shifts in variance, it would be
preferable to have separate control charts for location
(i.e. the process mean) and dispersion (i,e. the process
covariance matrix).

In the case of MSPC applied to batch production, it is
important to synchronise the monitoring of the various
batches, in terms of either the process time or the process
stage, to ensure that the batch trajectories are compared at
the same stages defined in physical chemical terms rather
than temporally.

4-2 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FAULT DIAGNOSIS
Latent variable methods provide process operators with tools
to diagnose which variables caused the out-of-control signal)
which in nun. may help to investigate the root cause (fault
diagnosis). For r charts, the scores where the out-of-control
signal manifests itself in to are first identified. This is done by
plotting the ,dJ normalised score l~ tIAI against i (i = 1, •.. ,
q), and those scores with high val~es are further inspected by
computing variable contributions. Let k he the dimension
where the score vector shows an unusually high value. It is
possible to re-express the kili contribution to r so that the
impact of each raw variable can be seen:

distributional properties of r compliant with the definition
of the VCL.

Under the assumption that the measurement vectors X
follow a multivariate normal distribution and the covariance
matrix has been estimated from phase I data, the critical
value 1'&Ct,I---<J for phase II (monitoring) follows an
F-distribunon:

, (n'-I)xq
TuCL•1_,= ( ) xF(q,n-q,l-a)nx n-q

where F(q, n - q, I - a) is the I - a percentile of the F
cumulative distribution function with q and n - q degrees of
freedom and a is the probability of an error of the firsr kind
(i,e. the risk of a false alarm). This critical value for the VCL
is valid under the assumption mat the sample covariance
matrix has been estimated in phase I and is thus independent
of the monitored measurement vector "0. Hence, the latter
critical value is valid for phase Il. For trial control charts in
phase IJ where this assumption is not fulfilled, the critical
value follows a beta distribution.

peA projects the raw process variables into a lower
dimensional subspace. However, the out-of-control signal
does not necessarily lie in that subspace. If it is known that
such a signal manifests itself in certain latent variables, then
these latent variables may be monitored individually in
addition ro r:
4-1-2 Q statistics (squared prediction error or squared
residuals)
In general, solely monitoring the process by 'fl is not
sufficient since an out-of-control process may move away
from the subspace being monitored. New events of this kind
can be detected by assessing how well the q-dimensional
score vector toapproximates the mean-centred measurement
vector Xe,o. This is done by projecting toback into the
original data space and comparing this approximation of the
measurement vector Xe,o to the actual Xc.o:

Here, lIali refers to the Euclidean norm of vector a. Q is the
squared prediction error ofx.c,o which is routinely monitored
in addition to 'fl. The control limit for Q is difficult to
obtain, hut different approximations can be found in the
literature.

Let Y be an n x r matrix. of r product variables measured at
the same n time points as the process variables in the
aforementioned matrix X. Using the X and Y data, PLS
makes it possible to extract latent variable scores T that
explain the process variables (matrix X) and are predictive
for the product variables (matrix Y).

Apart from the construction of the latent variable scores,
which is different in PLS compared with PCA, the variability
of novel data Xo is monitored in the same manner as when
the product variables are not considered (see previous
section). What changes is the way the data x, are projected
into the q-dirnensional subspace to yield to, since PLS uses
different criteria for doing this. In addition to the analogous
Q statistics for the process variables (X), in PLS there are
also Q statistics for the prediction error of the product
variables (Y):

where Yo c is a mean-centred new vector of product variables
and Yo,c is the prediction of the q-dimensional PLS model.
Again, q is a hyperparameter of the model, which needs to be

,
2 to)

T.=
l.

EJ." (p.; x (x,; - Xj»'
l.
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direction. The procedure for PLS is very similar. The loading
Pk,j needs to be replaced by the corresponding wei~t Wltj,

where WJr is the weight vector mat generates the k PLS
score vector tk = X, Who

For Q charts the contribution of ther variable is given by:

where xc,o,j and «: are the i h elements of the vectors Xe,o
and X'O, respectively. Again, the individual contributions can
be plotted against j to identify influential variables visually.

4-2-1 Critical aspects
Contribution plots help to identify variables or groups of
variables that contribute numerically to the out-or-control
signal. Hence, they highlight variables that are related to the
fault instead of revealing the actual cause of it. The root
cause still needs to be elucidated by finding the event that
caused the state of the highlighted variables.

Supplementary Chapter IV U V-A883
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Supplementary
Chapter V
Unlicensed Medicines
Thissection gives guidance to presoiben, manufacturers and
suppliers of unlicensed medicines on the legal and ethical
consideranons ofsuch medicines. II also provides guidance on the
standards for thepreparation and manufacture of unlicensed
medicines.

Introduction
The term "unlicensed medicine" means either a medicine
prepared under a Manufacturer's 'Specials' Licence or a
medicine that is prepared extemporaneously under the
supervision of a pharmacist.

Unless exempt, medicines for human use must have a
Marketing Authorisation (also known as a Product Licence)
before being placed on the market in the UK. There is an
exemption provided by the medicines legislation to allow the
supply of unlicensed medicines which are also known as
'Specials". A 'Special) may only be supplied to meet the
special needs of an individual patient and may only he
manufactured by the holder of a Manufacturer's 'Specials'
Licence. The decision on whether an individual patient has
special needs is made by the authorised healthcare
professional responsible for the patient's care.

The UK medicines legislation also aUows a pharmacist to
prepare an unlicensed medicine for supply in accordance
with an authorised healthcare professional's prescription'[.
Such circumstances can arise where no licensed product is
available or where the formulation of the licensed product is
not suitable. This activity is known as extemporaneous
preparation.

The use of unlicensed medicines in the UK is widespread,
mainly in the hospital sector and also in primary care. There
are a number of reasons for this including:

1. requirements for liquid formulations for paediatric and
geriatric populations;

2. discontinued supply of licensed medicines;

3. specialist products used in hospitals;

4. novel therapies in hospitals and clinics;

5. low demand critical care products.

An unlicensed medicine by its very nature will not have been
licensed by the UK licensing Authority or the European
Commission and, therefore, will not have been assessed by
them for its safety, quality or efficacy. Since 'Specials' are
manufactured in accordance with Good Manufacturing
Practice (GMP), in facilities licensed by the Medicines and
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), there is
some assurance of the manufacturing quality and hence the
safety related to quality. However, the intrinsic safety and
efficacy of 'Specials' are not assessed and are the
responsibility of the prescriber.

Legal Requirements

'Specials'
The legislative provision for the supply of unlicensed
medicines known as 'Specials' is contained within Regulation
167 of the Human Medicines Regulations 2012 ("Exceptions
to Requirement for Marketing Authorisation etc"). This
states imeralia that, in order to Mill special patient needs,
medicinal products supplied in response to a bonafide
unsolicited order, and formulated in accordance with the
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specifications of an authorised healthcare professional, and
for use by an individual patient under their personal
direction, may be excluded from the requirements to have a
Marketing Authorisation. Regulation 167 is subject to a
number of conditions which are:

(a) the product is supplied to a doctor, dentist, nurse
independent prescriber, pharmacist independent prescriber or
supplementary prescriber or for use in a registered pharmacy,
a hospital or a health centre under the supervision of a
pharmacist;

(b) no advertisement or representation relating to the product
is issued;

(c) the manufacture or assembly of the product is carried out
under the supervision of such stall and such precautions are
taken to ensure that the product meets the specifications of
the doctor, dentist, or supplementary prescriber who requires
it;
(d) written records as to the manufacture or assembly are
made and maintained and are available to the licensing
authority;

(e) the relevant medicinal product is manufactured or
assembled by the holder of a Manufacturer's 'Specials'
licence;

(f) the product is distributed by way of wholesale dealing by
the holder of a Wholesale Dealer's Licence.

It should also be noted that 'Specials' may be imported to
fulfil the special needs of an individual patient. Importation
should be in accordance with the 2012 regulations relating to
Manufacturing and Wholesale Dealing' and importers of
such products must hold the requisite licences. Imported
'Specials' are outside the scope of the General Monograph
on Unlicensed Medicines. However, where an individual
monograph exists for an imported 'Special', then the product
must comply.

Extemporaneous Preparations
The 1968 Medicines Act ("the Act") allows a pharmacist to
prepare or dispense a product which does not have a
Marketing Authorisation in response to a prescription from
an authorised healthcare professional. The exemptions which
apply to pharmacists are contained in Section 10 of the Act.
Under the exemptions, the licensing requirements of the
2012 Regulations for a Marketing Authorisation or relevant
Manufacturer's Licence do not apply when preparing or
dispensing a medicinal product in a registered pharmacy; a
hospital, a care home service or a health centre, by or under
the supervision of a pharmacist in accordance with a
prescription given by an authorised heahhcare professional.
Under Section 10 of me Act a pharmacist may also prepare a
stock of medicinal products for dispensing under the same
conditions and procure the preparation or dispensing of an
unlicensed product in accordance with the prescription of an
authorised healthcare professional.

In addition, Regulation 4 of the 2012 Regulations sets out
further provisions in relation to activities conducted under
Section 10 of the Act which pharmacists have to follow.
These provisions relate to information and labelling
provisions that must appear on the packaging of a pharmacy
prepared and dispensed medicine.

Ethical Considerations and Guidance
The underlying principle of medicines legislation is that,
subject to specific exemptions, no medicinal product may be
placed on the market without an appropriate Marketing
Authorisation. The exemptions from the fonnallicensing
requirement allow a practitioner to prescribe and a
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pharmacist [0 supply an unlicensed medicine subject to
certain conditions. However, in these circumstances both the
prescriber and the pharmacist have a duty of care £0 the
patient receiving the unlicensed medicine.

In developing an unlicensed medicine an appropriate risk
assessment should be undertaken, which includes
consideration of the suitability and fitness of purpose of the
drug product. The risk assessment should also consider the
contribution of the excipients to the safety profile of the
unlicensed medicine.

Following recommendations from the Commission on
Human Medicines restricting the amount of chloroform in oral
medicines) the use of chloroform as an ingredient in
unlicensed preparations should be avoided.

The MHRA have issued guidance on the supply of
Unlicensed Medicines known as 'Specials' in the UK which
advises on the manufacture, importation, distribution and
supply of such products". It also advises that where a suitable
licensed equivalent product is available, an unlicensed
product must not be used.

The Royal Pharmaceutlcal Society (RPSGB) has issued
guidance for registered pharmacies on preparing unlicensed
medicines, the procurement and supply of 'Specials' and on
me prescribing of cSpecials'5,6,7. This guidance aims to

support. pharmacists and their teams to work with
prescribers, patients and carers to ensure the safe and
appropriate procurement and supply of'Specials'.

Since there is a greater demand for unlicensed medicines for
the treatment of children, due to the lack of suitable licensed
formulations, a joint committee of the Royal College of
Paediatrics and Child Health (RCPCH) and the Neonatal
and Paediatric Pharmacists Group (NPPG) has published a
statement providing guidance to health professionals and
parents who prescribe, dispense or administer medicines for
cblldren". It recognises the need to use some unlicensed
medicines in paediatric practice since for many medicines
authorised for children there is no appropriate dosage form,
whilst for other medicines there is no paediatric authorisation
but their use is established. The RCPCH and NPPG Joint
Committee on Medicines have also produced infonnation
leaflets for parents and older children on the use of
unlicensed medicines".

Communications to those patients or carers of patients who
receive unlicensed medicines can be of paramount
importance. Patients need to be reassured that unlicensed
medicines are not "second-class" heahhcare products and
that the treatment has been carefully thought out by the
prescriber and is in the best interests of the patient. Where a
medicine has been manufactured in a licensed 'Specials'
facility, the manufacturing activities will have been approved
by the MHRA, thus providing some assurance of product
quality. Patients and carers may not always know that the
medicines they have received are unlicensed but both
prescriber and pharmacists should be prepared to discuss
these issues if they are raised.

Labelling of Unlicensed Medicinal Products
The labelling of medicines is a critical contributor to patient
safety. Licensed medicines must comply with the
requirements set out in Part 13 of the Human Medicines
Regulations in respect of their labelling and Patient
Information Leaflcts'". However, this regulatory requirement
does not extend to unlicensed medicines. There is a need for
a standard, consistent approach to the labelling of unlicensed
medicines so that purchasers and suppliers are aware of the
composition and status of the product and can make a more
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informed judgement with regard to their liabilities. This is
particularly relevant to those products produced on a batch
scale by licensed 'Specials' manufacturers.

Best practice guidance on the labelling and packaging of
licensed medicines advises that certain items of information
are deemed critical for the safe use of the medicine!'. These
critical items of information, which should be located
together on the pack and appear in the same field of view,
are: name, strength, route of administration, dosage and
warnings. This guidance is equally applicable to unlicensed
medicines. Advice on warning statements is also available
and may be applicable to unlicensed medicloes'".

Standards for Preparation and Manufacmre of
Unlicensed Medicines
In the UK unlicensed medicines will be prepared either by
the holder of a Manufacturer's 'Specials' Licence, within the
exemption provided by Regulation 167 of the 2012
Regulations, or under the supervision of a pharmacist, within
the exemption provided by Section 10 of the Act.

As a general rule, it is expected and advised that batch
manufacture of medicines for human use should be
undertaken in licensed manufacturing units and that
preparation under the Section 10 exemption will be of
individual products to fulfil the requirement of an authorised
healthcare professional's prescription. It is recognised,
however, that there will be overlap between these two
activities. Manufacturer's 'Specials' Licence holders can
manufacture single individual preparations and limited batch
preparation is possible under the exemption provided in
Section 10 of the Act. Manufacturer's 'Specials' Licence
holders are inspected regularly by MHRA GMP inspectors,
The continuation of their licence is conditional upon
compliance with GMP requirements. It is for this reason that
it is advised that batch manufacture of unlicensed medicines
is carried out in such licensed units. Unlicensed preparation
activities under the supervision of a pharmacist are not
inspected by the competent authority and are not
independently audited. The following guidance applies
equally well to products manufactured under a
Manufacturer's 'Specials' Licence and those prepared under
the exemption provided by Section 10 of the Act , but is
more relevant to preparation under the Section 10
exemption.

The manufacture or preparation of unlicensed medicines
should be in accordance with appropriate current standards
of GMP and, where applicable, good dispensing practice.

The manufacture or preparation of unlicensed medicines
should only be undertaken by competent staff within suitable
facilities and using equipment appropriate for the scale of
manufacture and specific dosage fonn.

Where such a monograph is available, the medicinal
substance and any excipients must comply with the specific
monograph requirements of the Pharmacopoeia.

The medicinal substance and any excipients must also
comply with the General Monograph for Substances for
Pharmaceutical Use and, where appropriate, the provisions of
Supplementary Chapter N J on the Control of Impurities in
Substances for Pharmaceutical Use and the General
Monograph for Products with Risk of Transmitting Agents of
Animal Spongiform Encephalopathies.

Unlicensed medicinal products must comply with the
requirements of the General Monograph for Pharmaceutical
Preparations, with the requirements of the General
Monograph for Unlicensed Medicines and with the
requirements of the relevant General Monograph for the
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specific dosage form. Where a BP monograph for a
Cannulated preparation is available, the product must
comply.

Further guidance on tests to be applied to the finished
dosage form is also contained in Supplementary Chapters ill
C (Monograph Development: Guidance to Manufacturers),
ill D (Monograph Development: Methods of Analysis) and
ill F (Validation of Analytical Procedures).
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A. Monograph Selection: Unlicensed
Medicines
Thisseatonprovides an outline of thecntetiaby which
monographs for unlicensed products that are produced to meet
particular patientneeds areselected for indusion in the British
Pharmacopoeia. Such products are manufa<tured under a
Manufacturer"s 'Specials' Licence orprepared extemporaneously
under the supervision of a phannacist.
The British Pharmacopoeia Commission will consider a
monograph for inclusion in the British Pharmacopoeia in the
following circumstances:

J. The fonnulation is widely used (for example: products in
the top 100 list of items used in hospitals; products identified
by members of the Expert Advisory Group on Unlicensed
Medicines).

2. There is a particular need based on the therapeutic
category and/or the importance of the material concerned;
the latter being particularly relevant to smaU patient
populations.

3. A request is received from the Competent Authority
[Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
(MHRA)].

4. A request is received from a Specials manufacturer for one
of their own products.
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5. A request is received from official bodies [such as the
World Health Organization (WHO)).

6. Other circumstances considered on a case-by-case basis.

It should be noted that compliance with any of the above
criteria will not necessarily mean that a monograph will be
included in the British Pharmacopoeia. The British
Pharmacopoeia Commission may decide not to elaborate a
monograph for a number of reasons, including resource
limitations or other circumstances) decided on a case-by-case
basis.

B. Preservative-free Unlicensed
Medicines
Pharmaceutical products that are intended for multiple-use
after opening are required to contain suitable preservatives
that will minimise the risk of microbiological contamination
during manufacture and storage, after opening and during
use. There is limited information on the acceptability and
safety of preservatives for neonates and young children.
In the first few months of life, immature physiology and
metabolism may mean that preservatives considered safe in
adults or older children are not appropriate for the very
young. One of the reasons mat an unlicensed form of a
licensed formulation is developed is the need for a
preservative-free preparation. Oral medicines for neonates
and children, eye drops and nebuliser solutions are examples
of these.

There are a number of situations where the use of
preservatives in certain patient populations has been shown
to cause adverse reactions and should be avoided. A risk
assessment should be undertaken on the use of the
preservative in me intended population. There should be
evidence of acceptability and safety; absence of evidence of
hann should not be taken to mean that a preservative is
acceptable.

In addition) for aqueous fonnulations the risks and benefits
of presenting the medicine in either single- or multi-dose
containers) with or without an antimicrobial preservative,
must be assessed.

Preservative-free Eye Drops
Eye drops are required to be sterile until opened and so
preservative-free eye drops must be manufactured as sterile
solutions. BP monographs for eye drops are open
monographs that do not specify a formulation or a
concentration and so will apply equally to preserved and
preservative-free preparations. In the absence of a
preservative, however, there is a risk of microbiological
contamination immediately after the container is opened.
Preservative-free eye drops should be for single patient use
within one clinical session. The product should be applied
immediately after opening and, subject to the above, any
remaining solution discarded unless an alternative procedure
has been justified and validated.

Preservative..free Oral liquids
It is widely recognised and accepted that ornlliquids for
children and neonates should not contain antimicrobial
preservatives, if possible. Toxic reactions have been reported
to aU of the commonly used preservatives. Fonnulation of
oral liquids for children is further complicated by the
preference for sugar-free and alcohol-free preparations.

Minimal risk is considered achieved for preservative-free oral
liquids if these are presented in single-dose containers, which
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have been subjected to a process that renders the contents
sterile, and the product is used immediately after first
opening. Where chis is not possible, appropriate means of
preparation, suitable packaging and storage conditions should
be defined that achieve and maintain the expected quality of
the product throughout its period of use.

In addition, suitable measures should he in place to ensure
that users of the product are aware of, and have knowledge
of, the optimum procedures for handling and storage of the
product in use to minimise the risk of microbial
contamination and the subsequent risks to patients.

The following options need to be considered to reduce the
risk of microbial contamination during manufacture and the
risk of microbial growth and contamination during storage
and in use.

To minimise microbial contamination with,'n the
product at the time ofpreparation:
1. Use constituents with low viable counts. Pay particular
attention to the microbial quality of water) exclpiems,
containers and closures. The total viable counts of aU
production batches should be controlled by tight limits that
have been justified.

2. Assess the potential for native pathogens to survive and
grow in the formulation.

3. Investigate the possibility of sterilisation of the final
product. This can lead to problems with stability of the
preparations and process validation, especially for more
complex formulations) but is often a viable option for less
complex formulations.

To minimise microbial growth Wf,'th,'n the product on
storage before first open,'ng:
4. Develop formulations with inherent bactericidal or
bacteriostatic properties) for example high osmotic pressure
solutions. However, such formulations may irritate the gut
and cause nausea/vomiting and have been associated with the
development of necrotising enterocolitis in neonates.
Consideration may be given to including directions to dilute
the preparation with liquid or food immediately before
administration and) if acceptable) this should be evaluated.

5. Store in a refrigerator (unless sterile).

To minimise microbial contamination and growth
within the product after first opening:
6. Provide the preparation in single-dose containers.

7. Store in a refrigerator.

8. Introduce a suitable expiry time after first opening)
supported by appropriate in use testing.

C. Bioequivalence of Oral Liquids
Patients receiving medicines with a low therapeutic index
may require their blood levels to be monitored to ensure they
remain within the required therapeutic range. This
therapeutic drug monitoring is essential for substances such
as those used for anticoagulant or neuroleptic therapy)
because of the potential for non-bioequivatence between
different products) and is particularly important in the case of
unlicensed oral suspensions.

Where the medicinal products are licensed, appropriate
information will be provided in the Summary of Product
Characteristics (Sml'C) and/or in the Patient Information
Leaflet (PIL). No such infonnation will be provided,
however) for unlicensed medicines.
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It is possible that different formulations of oral suspensions
may not be bioequjvalent, particularly if the particle size of
the active ingredient in the formulations is significantly
different. Differences may occur between batches of the same
product from a single source or between formulations from
different sources.

For unlicensed oral solutions and suspensions of
pharmaceutical substances where bioequivalence is a concern
and therapeutic drug monitoring is a routine practice) the
following statement has been included in relevant British
Pharmacopoeia monographs:

"Patients should be monitored in accordance withappropriate
clinical guide.nes. "

D. Storage and Stability of Unlicensed
Medicines
For many unlicensed medicines there will be little or no data
on the physico-chemical stability of the formulation that is
prepared. By contrast, products with a marketing
authorisation are required to have robust and validated
stability data to justify their shelf life and storage conditions.
Consequently) the assigned shelf life for unlicensed medicines
will) in many cases) be based on the professional judgement
of the person responsible for its preparation or manufacture)
using either available scientific information and published
data or a limited amount of stability testing data.

Assigning storage conditions for unlicensed medicines is a
complex issue for a number of reasons.

1. Degradation pathways for chemical actives are often
complex and are not always predictable.

2. Many unlicensed preparations require the reformulation of
solid oral dosage forms as oral liquids or suspensions to
facilitate their administration to paediatric and geriatric
populations and via naso-gastric tubes. Thus) environmental
and physicochemical factors such as heat) light) moisture,
and pH will become more criticat since) in many cases) very
little will be known about the stability profile of the active
substance in liquid formulations.

3. Whilst extemporaneous preparations will normally be
freshly prepared) the storage and shelf life during use needs
to be considered if it becomes impractical to prepare the
product each time) immediately prior to dispensing.

4. Excipients such as chemical and microbiological
preservatives that prolong the in-use shelf life of products are
sometimes deliberately omitted from unlicensed formulations
due to the possibility of adverse reactions. TIlls may limit the
period over which the product can be stored and used.

5. One of the reasons for the absence of a licensed medicinal
product can be that large scale batch manufacture is
impractical due to poor stability profiles and hence short
shelf life. The product, therefore) becomes uneconomical to
manufacture commercially, resulting in the need to prepare
an unlicensed version.

6. Whilst it might be possible to produce a stable formulation
under suitable controlled conditions prior to use, once the
container is opened the risk of degradation can increase
significantly} particularly where the in-use storage conditions
differ from those applied before opening.

7. The stability of an unlicensed medicine depends not only
on the intrinsic stability characteristics of the active substance
but also on the influence of formulation excipients and
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Mix the Dithranol with a portion of the Zinc and Salicylic
Acid Paste until a smooth, even dispersion is obtained and
gradually incorporate the remainder of the Zinc and Salicylic
Acid Paste.

Levomenthol Cream

Extemporaneous preparation
Grind the Levomenthol to a fine pouder. If necessary, a small
amount of Glycerol may be added to minimise the creation
of airborne menthol dust. Add the Aqueous Cream gradually
and mix until smooth.

E. Extemporaneous Preparations
Thissection prooides irifonnation and guidance on well-established
fonnulae for widely usedunlicensed medicines.
This section includes examples of well-established formulae
and/or methods that may be used to prepare a medicinal
product extemporaneously. Formulae other than those
specified in this section may also be available and -the
medicinal product may be prepared by other means.

An article intended for medicinal use that is described by
means of an official title must comply with the requirements
of the relevant monograph, regardless of how it is prepared.

The examples provided have been taken from former fixed
strength monographs of the British Pharmacopoeia. These
monographs have been amended to an open strength format
in order to aUow a single monograph to apply to the range of
strengths available.

Dithranol Paste

Extemporaneous preparation

potential interactions with me packaging components. These
factors may be especially complex in cases where a liquid
formulation is prepared from a previously formulated solid
dosage form.

8. The we and size of the container closure system, and the
number of doses h contains, should be consistent with the
known stability and dosage regimen of the product.

In the monographs for unlicensed medicines, a storage
statement has been included where data on the stability of
the formulation are available. Storage statements of the
British Pharmacopoeia are non-mandatory but give a
recommended shelf life under defined storage conditions.
Similarly, where information on the shelf life during use is
known, this is also included in the storage statement. As a
general rule the information in the storage statement relates
only to the physico-chemical stability of me formulation and
not to its microbiological quality. Such information applies
only (0 me product formulation described in the monograph.
Where a different formulation is used, it cannot be assumed
that the storage statement in the monograph will still apply.

Where no storage statement is given in the monograph no
assumptions should be made about the stability or shelf life
of the product. Pharmacopoeial monographs apply
throughout the shelf life of the product and so any assigned
storage conditions and shelf life should be validated by the
persons responsible for the preparation or manufacture of the
product, who should satisfy themselves that the product
complies with the monograph during storage and use, and
that any assigned shelf life is appropriate.

Melt the Wool Alcohols Ointment, gradually add the
Salicylic Acid and stir until cold.

20.
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Salicylic Acid Ointment

Extemporaneous preparation

SalicylicAcid, finelysifted
Wool Alcohols Ointment

Thissection provides general guidance on the Aseptic Preparation
of Unlicensed Medicines. It includes guiding principles that should
befollowed for all asepti<a1/y prepared unlicensed medicines. It also
includes specific infonnarion relaling ro Parenteral Nutrition
Solutions, Ready-to-Administer lnjeaionsand Intraocular
Injections.

1. GENERAL GUIDANCE

Introduction
It is now an accepted principle that the aseptic preparation of
medicines that are intended for parenteral administration
should be undertaken in specialised aseptic preparation units,
under me supervision of a pharmacist, and not in clinical
areas. The Breckenridge report, published in 1976,
recommended centralisation of IV additive services in
hospital phannacy units and the British National Formulary
(BNF) supports this advice. There is now a wide range of
diverse product types prepared in aseptic units. These can be
parenteral nutrition solutions (PN), cytotoxic preparations)
radiopharmaceutical injections and additives for parenteral
administration. As aseptic preparation services have
developed, the benefits of preparing these products in
specialised, dedicated facilities has been quickly recognised
and the demand for these products has increased. This has
led to some standardisation of treatments, enabling batch
preparation processes, and as a consequence commercial
units operating under Manufacturer's ('Specials') Licences
have been developed [Q meet this demand. Home parenteral
nutrition services that supply PN therapy direct to the
patients' homes, together with other homecare aseptic
therapy services, are a feature of this service development.

The benefits that result from the preparation of these
products in specialised facilities are well recognised: dose
calculations can be automated or checked and confirmed;
products are labelled correctly; documentation allows a
treatment audit trail; sterility assurance is increased. There
are, however, risks associated with centralisation of aseptic
preparation services. Process failures) particularly those that
result in product contamination can impact on a wider
population compared with individually prepared medicines
when a single individual patient is at risk. Furthermore,
centralisation of aseptic activities into a small number of
specialist facilities can significantly affect capacity and supply.
All aseptic units have a finite capacity and increasing supply
beyond this capacity, in response to increasing demand, may
impact upon product quality and compromise patient safety.
It is accepted, however, that the benefits of aseptic
preparation in specialised units outweigh the risks and so it is
now routine practice.

Aseptic preparation of unlicensed medicines is exempt from
the licensing requirements of the Human Medicines
Regulations 2012. This includes preparation for in.dividual

F. Aseptic Preparation of Unlicensed
Medicines

I g, or a sufficientquantity
Sufficient to produce 1000 g

Dithranol
Zinc and SalicylicAdd Paste
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patients and the preparation of stocks from which [Q dispense
to patients in accordance with a prescription. Nonetheless, it
is expected that aseptic preparation activities for stocks are
undertaken in units that possess a Manufacturer's ('Specials')
Licence that covers their activities. Aseptic preparation units
that are dispensing preparations for individual patients are
exempt from these requirements but should be operating in
accordance with good practice and appropriate guidance (for
example, the NHS guidelines on Quality Assurance of
Aseptic Preparation Services1).The guidance provided in this
Chapter applies (0 all products prepared aseptically for
administration to patients. PN, cytotoxic injections,
radiopharmaceuticals and additives for parenteral
administration are the most common examples but other
dosage fonns e.g. irrigations, eye drops, are also applicable.

Patient safety is of paramount importance for aseptic
preparation units. Incorrect dosage) inappropriate
administration, product degradation, product contamination
or lack of sterility can and has caused serious adverse
reactions in patients and in some cases has been fatal.
Published standards are needed for these high risk products.
This should include advice on their safe preparation and the
application of current guidelines including, where
appropriate) compliance with any general monographs that
define analytical requirements.

Standards for Aseptic Preparation Services
The following are the principles that should be followed in
order £0 ensure a comprehensive quality management system
(QMS) is implemented for aseptic preparation services that is
fit for purpose. There is an abundance of guidance
documents that should be referred to for the detail that the
QMS should include. These general principles will be the
basis for the QMS.

1. FACIliTIES

All aseptic manipulations should be performedin a
workstation with a controlled workspace environment
confonning to EC grade A. This should be sited in facilities
that protect and maintain the grade A environment during
use and when transferring materials into and out of the
workstation. Ideally, clean air devices should run
continuously. All rooms and equipment used for aseptic
preparation should be cleaned and disinfected regularly.
Equipment should have written operating instructions and be
part of a planned preventative maintenance programme.
The facilities should becommissioned when installed and
monitored at regular intervals.

2. FORMUlA nON AND STABlLTlY

The range of formulations encountered in aseptic preparation
units is very wide and can range from simple two component
systems to complex mixtures with in excess of 50
constituents. For a substantial nwnber of these) product
stability data is limited or not available. However, an
assessment of stability is needed to ensure the quality of the
product is suitable for the patient at the time of
administration. This assessment should include the chemical
and physical stability of the product's components, together
with potential incompatibilities with containers and materials
used during preparation. Where no assessment of stability
can be made, the decision to prepare the product should be
made in the context of the clinical needs of the patient, and
the shortest possible shelf life that is compatible with the
administration procedure and supply logistics should be
assigned.

Expiry periods given to products must be evaluated In
accordance with local conditions. Data obtained from the
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literature or from the manufacturer of the products used for
the preparation should be carefully assessed to ensure its
applicability and validity. As a general principle) the shortest
expiry date consistent with the usage pattern of the product
should be used.

Microbiological integrity must also form a part of the shelf
life assessment.

3. DOCUMENTATION

A comprehensive documentation system should be prepared
and approved. These documents should be clear and
detailed. They should include standard operating procedures
(SOPs) for aU the critical activities and functions that will
affect the quality of the product. A list of SOPs that should
be available can be found in the various guidance docwnents.

All products that are prepared in the unit should have their
own worksheet and labels that ensure product traceability
from preparation to administration and identify the person(s)
responsible for its preparation and release. Within anyone
unit, worksheets and labels should have a standardised style
and presentation. Batch worksheets should be reproduced
from an approved master document. The batch
documentation should be sufficiently detailed to allow
traceability of starting materials and components to establish
an audit trail for the product. Completed worksheets should
be retained for a sufficient period to satisfy regulatory
requirements. For example worksheets for paediatric
medicines should be retained for 30 years.

Operation, cleaning, maintenance and fault logs should be
maintained. All Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM)
and breakdown maintenance should be recorded. A permit 10

work system should be used.

4. PERSONNBL ANn TRAINING

An aseptic preparation service must be managed by a person
who has up-to-date practical and theoretical experience in
aseptic preparation. In unlicensed units this must be a
pharmacist, In NBS units the responsible pharmacist is
designated as the Accountable Pharmacist. Heishe should
have practical experience in Good Manufacturing Practice
(G.MP), formulation of aseptic preparations, validation of
aseptic processes and QMS.

All staff working in an aseptic preparation unit should have
the knowledge and skills required to perform their duties.
A documented training programme should record and
confirm the competencies of all staff working in the unit.
Staff should not work in the unir until training (or. retraining)
has been satisfactorily completed. There should be a system
of accreditation linked to specific activities for all staff
involved in aseptic preparation services.

Media fill trials should be used to validate and confirm the
competence of the operators in different aseptic activities.

5. MONITORING

Regular monitoring of the environment) processes and
finished products is an essential and fundamental part of the
QMS. Standards and guidelines are available for many of the
physical and microbiological aspects. Where definitive
standards do not exist it is important to set in-house
standards and action limits based on meaningful results and
monitoring trends.

Senior personnel within the aseptic preparation unit must
have an understanding of clean room technology, together
with a thorough knowledge of the design and operation of
their department e.g. ventilation systems) position and grade
ofHEPA filters, work stations, etc. A documented
programme of monitoring should be in place and should be
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adhered to. This will include test limits for environmental
monitoring both at rest and in use.
When the unit is in use, the critical zone of the controlled
workspace should he monitored continuously.

There should he a planned programme of physical, chemical
and microbiological monitoring of finished products to
further validate the aseptic processes. Samples may be
obtained from unused products, additional samples that are
specially prepared, or in process samples taken at the end of
the compounding procedure. Sampling of the final container
after completion of preparation and prior to issue may be a
threat to product integrity and is therefore not
recommended.

Media fill trials should be used to validate the process
initially and subsequently on a regular basis. These should
mirror the batch sizes in the unit and cover the number and
types of manipulations performed on the actual batch.

6. CLEANING AND DISINFECTION

All areas of an aseptic preparation unit should be regularly
cleaned and) where necessary disinfected) according to
written approved procedures and a log kept. Workstations
should be cleaned and disinfected before and after each work
session and appropriate measures put in place to prevent
chemical cross-contamination. The effectiveness of cleaning
and disinfection should be routinely demonstrated by
microbiological monitoring. The surfaces of aU items that are
to be used in the grade A workstation should be disinfected
by means of swabbing) spraying or irrunersion prior to their
introduction. A sporicidal agent should be used for the
transfer process. Gaseous sterilisation of enclosed isolator
workstations is also possible,

7. STARTING MATERIALS, COMPONENTS AND CONSUMABLES

Where available) starting materials should be licensed
products. Where unlicensed products are used, it is the
responsibility of the pharmacist to ensure that the product is
of an appropriate quality by means of Certificates of Analysis,
analytical testing, or a combination of both) in accordance
with appropriate Royal Pharmaceutical and GPhC Specials
guidance. Unlicensed materials should be obtained from a
supplier with a Manufacturer's ('Specials') Licence. Imported
products that are licensed in the country of origin may also
be used, subject to appropriate import controls.

Components, including reconstitution devices) syringes and
needles) and the product contact pans of filling systems)
transfer rubing and final containers) should be purchased
sterile from the manufacturer or sterilised prior to use.
All such products should be UKCA or CE marked.
Components should be packaged in such a way that they can
be transferred into the grade A workstation environment
without risk of contamination to the product or the
environment

8. STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION

A close examination should be made of aU stages between
product approval and product use to ensure that the quality
of the product is not compromised before its expiry.
Distribution should be controlled and validated as rigorously
as storage. Where necessary, the security of the cold chain
should be assessed and assured. Staff involved in storage and
distribution should be aware of their responsibilities and
trained appropriately. Distribution records of all products
should be kept to ensure that effective recall can take place if
necessary.

Management Principles for Aseptic Preparation Units
Aseptic preparation departments must ensure that the
products they supply are fit for their intended use and do not
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place patients at risk. Achieving this objective is the
responsibility of senior managers and pharmacy managers
and requires the commitment, understanding, and
participation of all staff who are involved in the ordering,
preparation, storage and supply of aseptic products. Some
units may not have the facilities, equipment or competencies
to do certain tasks and some products or processes may
present too high a risk for the resources available.
Appropriate controls are needed to manage this. There must
be a comprehensive and correctly implemented QMS.
It should be fully documented and its effectiveness
monitored. It is the responsibility of the management of the
aseptic unit to ensure that standards within the unit are
maintained and that any faults or deficiencies, once
identified, are rectified.

Senior managers should be aware of current Legislative and
Regulatory requirements for aseptic preparation services and
ensure that the unites) comply with these requirements.

Management of aseptic preparation services should be the
responsibility of a named Accountable Pharmacist.
Management of day-to-day functions can be delegated but aU
line-management responsibilities should be defined in the
QMS. Senior pharmacy managers and senior managers in the
organisation with management accountability for the aseptic
preparation service should be familiar with the QMS and
support the delivery of safe and effective aseptic products.

The prescribing physician must also understand hislher
responsibility for the clinical decision to prescribe an
unlicensed medicine and the liability for the efficacy of the
product.

J. QUALTlY MANAGEMENT SYS7EM

The QMS should fully document the procedures whereby
the standards for aseptic preparation outlined above will be
applied and achieved. All staff involved in the preparation
and supply of aseptically prepared products should have a
knowledge and understanding of the QMS and be able to
apply it to their areas of work. Evidence of staff competencies
in their fields of work should be documented and
continuously reviewed. The QMS should be continuously
reviewed and the outcome of the review documented and
implemented.

All departments undertaking aseptic preparation activities
should have a documented organisational structure which
indicates clearly the responsibilities and accountability of each
member of staff. All staff should be clear about their level of
responsibility.

2. PRODUCTAPPROVAL

A formal recorded decision of approval should be made by a
person authorised to do so before a preparation can be
released for use. The person who authorises the approval for
use, or his/her deputy, should be suitably trained and have
the appropriate knowledge to fulfil this role.

There should be a written procedure for dealing with
preparations that fail to comply with the required standard.
The investigation should be documented and senior
managers informed.

3. CAPACITY PLANNING

Managers must know and document the maximum capacity
at which their aseptic preparation units can operate. This will
vary depending upon staff resources, the size and design of
the unit and storage facilities, but managers need to
understand these variables and plan accordingly. No unit
should operate at more than 80% capacity for a sustained
period. There needs to be sufficient flexibility to
accommodate unplanned critical demand. Increasing output
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beyond capacity represents a critical risk to the integrity of
the product These decisions to operate at over-capacity are
normally taken to minimise costs or increase profits hut
neither of these reasons are justified at the risk of patient
safety. The QMS should define the capacity of the unit and
should be constantly updated to reflect changes in staff
numbers, staff competencies and facilities.

There should be a contingency plan in place to manage
situations when the risk assessment of an over capacity
concludes that the risk to product quality, product integrity
and patient safety is unacceptable. This should include
measures to maintain the supply chain until the capacity of
the facilities is restored. The plan should be documented and
approved through appropriate management structures and
developed with the agreement of pharmacy, medical and
nursing staff.

Diversity of supply is also an important aspect of capacity
management. Aseptic preparation covers a wide range of
product types as evidenced by Section 2 of this chapter.
These different product types have different requirements
regarding facilities design, equipment, preparation
procedures, storage and operator competencies. Activities are
not necessarily transferable between units. The capacity for
each type of activity should be individually defined in the
quality system.

4.INSPBCTION AND AUDIT

Internal and external audits should be carried out routinely.
Audits should cover all areas where aseptic products are
prepared, stored or distributed. They should include
examination of documentation, preparation and quality
control methods, validation, training and complaints and
recall procedures. The Accountable Pharmacist for the unit
should take responsibility for all remedial actions.

Internal audits are part of the QMS and should be catried
out at regular intervals. An external audit, performed by a
suitably trained and qualified person should be undertaken at
least every two years.

In the UKJ NBS hospitals collaborate in an independent
audit programme for aseptic preparation units, which was
initiated in 1997. This programme continues and the NHS
guidelines for aseptic preparation services provide the
standards against which the audits are performed.

2. TYPES OF FORMULATION

2.1 Parenteral Nutrition Solutions
Parenteral Nutrition Solutions are one of the most widely
prescribed, and one of the most frequently prepared,
unlicensed medicines. Due to the complexity of the
formulations, there is only limited routine testing performed
on these products. However, the demand for end-product
testing is increasing notwithstanding the challenges that
sampling of Parenteral Nutrition (PN) solutions presents.
The provision of a BP monograph provides a suitable
standard for such testing.

Parenteral Nutrition Solutions provide essential nutrition
requirements in the form of protein (amino acids),
carbohydrate (glucose), and fat (lipids), together with
essential elements, trace elements and vitamins.
The composition of PN solutions varies according to the
needs of the individual patient with regard to calorific
requirements, metabolic status, fluid and electrolyte balance,
acid-base status, as well as other specific PN requirements.
As a consequence, many are formulated uniquely to me
patient's requirements. PN solutions wdl rypically contain the
following components:
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Amino acids
Glucose

Lipids

Sodium
Potassium

Calcium
Magnesium

Acetate

Chloride

Phosphate

Trace elements (ZoJ co, MnJ ce, SeJ FlJ I)

Water-soluble vitamins

Fat-soluble vitamins

Antioxidants are not usually added to PN solutions.
However, ascorbic acid may be added in doses larger than
those required physiologically to act as an antioxidant and to
help stabilise the preparation.

The composition of PN solutions will vary significantly
depending upon individual patient needs. Requirements for
adult PN differ significantly from those for neo-natal and
paediatric populations. Therapeutic ranges and established
dosage regimens will limit the ranges for the various
components, but defining limits is not always possible or
practical. The upper range limits of some constituents may
be controlled by other factors, such as stability. For example,
interaction between phosphate and calcium will cause
precipitation above a certain concentration.

STANDARDS FOR PREPARATION

Starling Materials
All starting materials used in the preparation of parenteral
nutrition solutions should comply with relevant
pharmacopoeial standards (including the monographs for
Substances for Pharmaceutical Use and Pharmaceutical
Preparations). Llcensed preparations should be used, where
available. Any unlicensed preparations should have been
manufactured in a licensed Specials manufacturing unit in
compliance with the conditions of the licence.

AfanualPreparauon
Due to the complexity of the formulation, and the
preparation process, PN should be prepared or manufactured
in aseptic preparation facilities. No preparation should be
performed in uncontrolled environments and all processes
should be automated or semi-automated. Manual preparation
carries the greatest risk of error and should only be
undertaken in emergency situations.

Automated Systems
Automated compounding devices are routinely used for the
preparation of PN solutions. A number of containers can be
attached to such devices using specific, single-use tubing.
The system's information technology can control the identity
of products and components (bar codes), pump flow rates
and addition sequence. The systems also incorporate an audit
record to facilitate quality checks.

Automation of the preparation process for PN solutions
reduces the risk of microbiological contamination since the
numbers of manual manipulations are reduced, but increases
the risks of reconstitution or mixing errors because when
these occur they can affect a wider population. Such errors
can arise from:
- Incorrect solutions being used
- Incorrect volumes being set
- Incorrect strength of solutions being used
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- Incorrect sequence of addition of solutions
- Inappropriate mixing in the tubing set
- Incompatibilities

Fatalities due to the use of incorrect concentrations of
glucose and electrolytes have been reported.

These risks apply equally to manual preparation but are
multiplied in automated systems.

Validation of automated filling apparatus should he part of
the QMS and should be repeated at appropriate intervals.
Process checks should confirm the products and containers
are connected correctly.

lncompatibihties
Monovalent cations do not cause physical incompatibility of
PN solutions unless they are in high concentrations.
Positively charged divalent and trivalent ions neutralise the
zeta potential of lipid droplets leading to aggregation,
coalescence and phase separation.

Admixture of calcium and phosphate ions in PN solutions
may result in the precipitation of calcium phosphate,
similarly with magnesium and phosphate. The precipitate will
not normally be detected by visual examination in lipid
containing solutions and needs to be prevented by the
sequence and rate the ions are added to the solution, the
phosphate salt used, the phosphate concentration and the
volume of the PN solution. Organic complexes of calcium
and phosphate can reduce the risk of precipitation and may
be preferred.

It is not appropriate to make further additions to PN
solutions. The complexity of the formulation makes
assessment of interactions and incompatibilities very difficult.
There are reports confirming the use of some additives, these
include heparin, insulin) ranitidine and iron, but, in general,
all additions should be avoided.

PN solutions are packaged in plastic containers and so
container compatibility for PN solutions needs to be
considered. Interactions of PN solutions with the surfaces of
containers and administration devices can occur. PN solution
components can be adsorbed or absorbed to plastics, for
example vitamin A is absorbed hy PVC bags and tubing.
Components of the plastic material can leach into the
solution. There are a variety of specialised container-closure
systems for use with PN. The most appropriate should be
selected for the application concerned. Ethyl-vinyl-acetate
IJNA) bags are a better option than PVC, but multilayer
bags are now the preferred choice. These provide a barrier to
oxygen and therefore have the potential to improve stability.

PN solutions may be supplied in:
- flexible plastic containers with all components admixed in

a single container and administered together through an
intravenous line;

- a combination of two containers with the lipid emulsion
supplied in a separate container. The contents of the two
containers are mixed just prior to administration;

- a combination of three containers with the carbohydrate
solution) amino acid solution and lipid emulsion provided
in separate containers. The contents of the three
containers are mixed prior to administration by breaking
the separation seals between the three containers.

Stability
The large number of components (up to more than 50) and
the metastable lipid emulsion present significant challenges to
the stability of PN solutions. Physicochemical reactions that
will impact on the stability include:
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- Aggregation of lipid droplets; lipid coalescence; phase
separation of the emulsion

- Precipitation of calcium phosphate
- Complexation of trace elements
- Oxidation of oxygen-sensitive components
- Chemical degradation of amino acids (glutamine,

cysteine)
- Interaction between amino acids and glucose
- Oxidation of lipids, catalysed by trace elements
- Light-catalysed degradation of vitamins

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Aluminium in Parenteral Nutrition Solutions
Aluminium is a polyvalent cation and is found in its ionic
form in almost every animal and plant tissue. The general
population is exposed to aluminium from a variety of sources
including food, water, beverages, canned products, containers
and cooking utensils. Exposure to aluminium can also occur
through medication such as antacids) buffered analgesics and
through parenteral nutrition.

The body has a natural protective barrier to prevent systemic
absorption of aluminium. Both skin and lungs are effective in
limiting aluminium exposure as is the GI tract. However,
these protective mechanisms are bypassed when aluminium is
administered parenterally. In adults, 40% of aluminium that
is infused intravenously is retained; in neonates, this figure
increases to 75%2. Aluminium becomes bound to transferrin
and albumin and is eliminated via the kidneys. It follows,
therefore, that patients with reduced or impaired renal
function are at the greatest risk of aluminium toxicity.
Premature and neonatal babies who have immature renal
function are especially prone to aluminium toxicity.
No current UK guidelines are availsble on the daily limit for
aluminium exposure or aluminium content in parenterals.
However, in the US, to limit patients' exposure to
aluminium, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
restricted the alwninium content of large-volume parenterals
for PN to 25 J1g/L(but no limit currently exists for small
volume parenterals, although labelling of the aluminium
content is required)", Other publications refer to aluminium
toxicity following parenteral nutrition, particularly in
neonates4,5. Aluminium toxicity is more likely to occur in
patients with impaired kidney function, including premature
infants, who receive parenteral levels of aluminium at greater
than 4 to 5 ~glkg/day5.

The risk of aluminium exposure can increase substantially
due to abnormally high levels of aluminium in some
parenteral preparations. Calcium Gluconate Injection in glass
ampoules is one such product. Calcium Gluconare Injection
is routinely used as a source of calcium ions for PN
preparations. In September 2010, the MHRA published a
Public Assessment Report entitled "Calcium gluconace injection
100A in 10 mL glass containers: risk of aluminium exposure".
It reported that) when the aluminium content of Calcium
Gluconate Injection 10%, packed in 10 mL (type I) glass
ampoules, was compared to those packed in 10 mL plastic
ampoules) there was around 200 times more aluminium in
Calcium Gluconate Injection packed in glass ampoules than
in that packed in plastic ampoules. Type 1 glass ampoules
contain a significant amount of aluminium which may be
leached into Calciwn Gluconate-Injection during auroclaving
and storage. As a result of these data, the report made the
following recommendations:

1. Do not use Calcium Gluconate Injection packed in
small-volume (10 mL) glass containers for repeated or
prolonged treatment) including as an intravenous
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infusion, in children aged younger than J8 years or in
patients with renal impairment;

2. Do not use Calcium Gluconate Injection in small
volwne glass containers in the preparation of PN
solutions;

3. Use Calcium Gluconate Injection packed in plastic
containers to reduce the aluminiwn burden in
vulnerable patients.

High aluminium levels may also be found in other parenteral
products used as additives in PN solutions including
preparations containing magnesium or containing inorganic
phosphates.

2.2 Ready-to-Administer Injections
It is now routine practice to prepare injection solutions in
their administration device for direct administration to
patients. Examples include intravenous fluid (IV fluid) bags)
pre-filled capped syringes and ambulatory infusion pumps.
Initially, these were the most commonly reconstituted
powders for injection, or cytotoxic doses, but preparation
services have now extended to include a wider range of
ready-to-use injection solutions. Examples of these include
injections supplied as part of a home therapy programme and
injections provided in continuous ambulatory infusion

_ devices. A major advantage of preparing these medicines
within a properly managed aseptic preparation service is the
benefit to patient safety, product quality and operator
protection that can be achieved. There are also cost/efficiency
benefits in batch preparation of high value medicines such as
monoclonal antibodies. These benefits have been detailed in
the introductory section of this chapter and so will not be
restated. This section will focus on specific aspects of quality
and safety that relate to aseptic preparation of injections in a
ready-to-administer form. It is recognised that the
preparation of injections for immediate administration to
patients is also performed by healthcare professionals outside
the aseptic preparation unit as a part of their routine duties
and in accordance with the Summary of Product
Characteristics (SmPC). These will normally be single-dose
injections that are administered immediately after preparation
and are not intended to be stored for any length of time prior
to administration. This chapter is intended for aseptic
preparation units where products are prepared in anticipation
of demand and are" stored in a ready-to-administer form until
administered to the patient(s).

Standards for Preparation
Starting Materials
All materials used for the preparation of the injections must
be sterile licensed medicinal products. This applies to all
injection products, diluents and diluent aids that may be
used. In the UK aseptic manipulation of unlicensed materials
or any non-sterile solutions is considered as part of
manufacturing operations and, as such, must be undertaken
in a facility holding an appropriate manufacturing licence.

All administration devices used for the preparation of the
injection must be sterile and carry the appropriate UKCA or
CE mark. Since the injections are in a ready-to-administer
form, the injection device is also the container for the
product in its final presentation. Therefore, it must he able to
maintain the chemical and microbiological integrity of the
product throughout the assigned shelf life. Container integrity
must he validated for the intended shelf life of the product in
accordance with NHS guidance'',

All devices and equipment that are used for the manipulation
of the product during the aseptic preparation process, and
that come into contact with the product, must be sterile and
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carry the appropriate UReA or CE mark. This includes any
devices used for preparing and transferring the injection from
its original formulation into the final container for
administration.

Preparation
Generally, preparation of ready-to-administer injections will
be a manual operation. Economies of scale are possible
where multiple injections can be prepared from the same
container, for example in paediatric medicine or where bulk
products that allow the preparation of multiple injections
from one container are available, but these situations are
relatively rare. For the majority of these injections, manual
manipulation has been the norm.

This is changing with the introduction of automated filling
systems and robotic systems for the aseptic preparation of
injections. Robotics allow batch preparation of a single
product on a large scale but can also be used to prepare
individual single patient doses. Robotics reduce the need for
manual manipulations and so should improve sterility
assurance of the process. Batch processing does, however,
increase the size of the population at risk in the event of
process failure and so suitable controls should be in place to
mitigate this. These will include validation of the precision
and accuracy of the robotics operation.

Preparation can be a simple process of transferring a sterile
solution from one container to another or a more complex
process involving reconstitution, dilution, mixing and
transfer. Protocols for the training and validation of staff and
for process validation should cover the full range of products
and processes used in the aseptic preparation unit. Current
published guidance on standards for aseptic preparation
services should be followed.

Batch Preparation
Ready-to-administer injections will be unit dose
presentations. However, there are circumstances where the
preparation process produces multiple doses from the same
injection container, or more than one injection of the same
product is prepared as a single batch process from a number
of individual containers. Batch sizes can vary from 5-1000.

Although multiple preparations of injections from single
containers are considered as batch processes in the context of
aseptic preparation, within each batch the value of the quality
attributes for individual injections may vary. Within any
batch of licensed dry powder injection, the amount of active
ingredient will vary, within approved limits, and so the
concentration of the active ingredient in any batch of
reconstituted prepared injections will be different. This is the
reason why setting meaningfu1limits for the concentration of
active ingredient in unlicensed medicines prepared from dry
powder licensed products is difficult and must allow for the
uniformity of dose variation in the licensed product.
Furthermore, where the transfer of the injection into its final
container is a manual procedure, the sterility assurance for
each container within the batch will differ. Microbiological
data from a single container cannot be extrapolated to the
rest of the batch. It is for this reason that sterility tests should
be performed as part of an on-going quality assurance
programme rather than a product quality control test.

Dose banding of cytotoxic injections has been specifically
introduced to allow batch preparation of these injections
rather than individual preparation of specific patient doses.
For safety reasons cytotoxic injections should, as a minimum,
be prepared in a Class 2 safety cabinet or a negative pressure
isolator. Positive pressure isolators with demonstrable low
leakage rates are available, but need to be safely validated.
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Preparing individual patient doses for busy clinics creates a
heavy workload which can affect product quality and patient
safety. Dose banding regimes allow preparation and storage
in advance of its use. However, it introduces issues with
stabilityand compatibilityand integrityassociatedwith the
storage of the injection. National NHS specifications for
dose-banded cytotoxic injections are available7

•

Incompatibilities

Solutions of injections will usually be salts of weak acids or
bases. Others, like high molecular weight proteins, will
contain weak acid or base moieties. They are presented in
solution at a pH which maintains the physicochemical
stability of the injection and any change to the solution pH
will affect the solubility and stabilityof the injection
components. This applies both to me active ingredient and £0

any excipients.

Injections should be prepared as single component solutions.
Admixtures to form multiple product solutions in their final
container will affect the pH equilibrium and should be
avoided, due to the risk of both physical and chemical
instability. Nonetheless, admixtures are a convenient means
of administering multiple drugs and their use is increasing in
cytotoxic therapy (eg. vincristine and doxorubicin) and in
other commonly used drug combinations (e.g. fentanyl and
bupivacaine). In circumstances where multiple component
solutions are prepared, a full evaluation of the stability and
compatibility of the admixture must be perfonned. This
should include particle size analysis, including sub-visible
particles.
Injection solutions can also be incompatible with the
administration device and tubing used to administer them
and it is advised to refer to .information in the SmPC of the
licensed product. Licensed injections are normally supplied in
glass containers whereas the administration device will be
plastic or rubber. Absorption or adsorption of the active
ingredient onto the administration system is possible and can
result in the dose being reduced. Absorption is most
prevalent with PVC bags and tubing and, where absorption
does occur, the high surface area to volume ratio of the
narrow bore connective tubing will increase the degree of
absorption.

Leaching of extractable plastic components of containers and
administration devices may also be a potential source of
product contamination and be a risk to patient safety. This
will be particularly pertinent when storage times in
administration devices are extended beyond licenced
recommendations. Assessments of administration devices
should take account of assigned shelf lives and storage
conditions and consider the potential leaching of
contaminants into the injection solution.

Stability

Shelf lives for injections in ready-to-use preparations need to
be based on both the physicocbemical stabilityof the active
ingredient(s) and critical excipients, and the microbiological
stability of the final product. Dry powder injections are
usually fonnulated as such because of their instability in
solution. Furthermore, the product SmPC contains
recommendations on the stability and shelf life of injections
after preparation and advises that, following preparation, the
product should be used immediately. Extending the shelf life
beyond these recommendations transfers liability for the
quality and safety of the product to the user. If aseptic
preparation services are to operate economically, they must
be able to assign shelf lives that are relevant to the required
storage and use of the product. Suitable shelf lives may be
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assigned to enable effective provision of the service. This may
be longer than the SmPC recommendations, but should not
exceed 7 days unless justified. Allshelf lives for prepared
injections should be based upon robust validated data. Peer
reviewed published data can be used but, in the absence of
this, in-house studies should be performed. NHS standards
for the assessment and conduct of stability studies are now
avai.lable8,9 .

The physicochemical stability of injection solutions is
dependent upon a number of individual and interacting
factors, which should be taken into account during stability
studies and assignment of shelf life. These factors include,
but are not limited to:
~ Chemical stability in sohuion Injections that are presented

as aqueous solutions in their licensed formulation are
stable to the end of their assigned shelf life, when stored
in their original container, and are demonstrated as such
through the licensing process. On the other hand, stability
profiles for reconstituted dry powder injections will vary
significantly. Once removed from its licensed packaging,
and manipulated to prepare a ready-to-use injection, the
product composition will be altered and the licensed shelf
life will not be applicable.

- Concentration Dilution of the active ingredients can affect
their stability profile and increase degradation rate.
Excipients such as solubilising agents and antimicrobial
preservatives can become less effective.

- Oxygen Many injections are presented in oxygen-free
containers. Preparation introduces oxygen into the
solution which may significantly affect the stability.

- Light Products that are sensitive to light will be
protected from light in their licensedpackaging. This may
not apply to the packaging for injections in their ready-to
use form.

- Temperature) Storage) Administration Following
preparation, ready-to-use injections should be stored at
2_80

• There will be circumstances where this is either not
possible or is inappropriate. In these cases, suitable
storage should be defined and supported by evidence.
During administration, the temperature will increase. This
wi.ll rise to room temperature for some devices and for
continuous infusion pumps worn next to the body this
will be nearer to body temperature. Stability testing
protocols should take account of this variation and the
time outside refrigerated storage. Current regulatory
advice is to conduct stability studies for body-worn
devices at 320

•

- pH Aqueous solutions of injections are generally
unbuffered. Altering the pH of me solution can affect
both the chemical and the physical stabilityof the
product; solubility can be reduced and degradation fates
can change. Such changes can occur when using multi
component injection admixtures or can be due to the
dilution vehicle used for its preparation. This should be
considered during formulation development.

Microbiological stability refers to the ability to maintain the
microbiological integrity of the product from its preparation
to the point of its administration. Where the product has
been prepared in a controlled and validated aseptic
preparation unit, quality assurance programmes should
provide guarantees of product sterility at the point of release.
No aseptic process will be 100% effective but, for aseptic
preparation, sterility assurance levels of at least 10-3 would be
expected. During storage, the sterility of the preparation will
be determined by the integrity of the container-closure
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system and the storage conditions. These should have been
validated.
For cytotoxic preparations, information on the stability of
preparations is published in The Handbook of Cytotoxic
Medicines lO

. Part 1 of the Handbook is a series of chapters
on best practice for cytotoxic preparation services and Part 2
contains monographs on injectable cytotoxic medicines used
in cancer chemotherapy. The objective of the monographs
was to provide the user with information on the preparation,
administration and stability of cytotoxic injections and so
enable a valued judgement on the use of these products.
In addition to sections on the chemistry, clinical use and
preparation of injections there was a section on the stability
profile of the products. 'Ibis was a summary of the known
stability profile including degradation pathways, parameters
that influence stability after reconstitution and packaging,
incompatibilities, and container compatibilities. Although
some of the information in the Handbook is no longer
current, it remains a reference point for those products
covered by the monographs.

2.3 Intraocular Injections
Intraocular injections include intracameral injections that are
administered into the anterior chamber of the eye and
intravitreal injections that are administered into the vitreous
chamber of the eye. They also encompass sub-retinal
injections, corneal injections and intravitreal implants, but
these are outside the scope of the current chapter. Due to the
unique physiological composition of the eye, intraocular
injections have very specific requirements that would not
necessarily apply to other parenteral preparations. It is
important to recognise these differences and to apply quality
standards that are appropriate and achievable.

Intraocular injections must be free from preservatives and
from excipients that may cause toxicity (0 the corneal
epithelium, endothelium, lens or the retina.

Endotoxin levels, osmolality, isotonicity and pH are
particularly critical in these preparations.

PREPARATION

Preparation may involve manufacture from active
pharmaceutical ingredients or preparation from licensed
medicinal products, often followed by several dilution stages.
Preservative-free diluents should be used at all stages of
preparation. The diluent used will influence the osmolality
and pH of the final preparation, which should comply with
me requirements for Intraocular Injections stated under me
General Monograph for Unlicensed Medicines.

When withdrawing solutions from glass ampoules, a suitable
filter needle should be used to prevent spicules of glass
entering the preparation.

DOSH

Intracameral Injections
Intracarneral injections are administered into ~e aqueous
humour, which has a volume of 200 to 250 microlitres in
adults, Volumes of 0.1 mL are usually administered.
A volume of 0.1 mL is routine for administration that is left
in situ but larger volumes may be administered during
surgical procedures.

Intravitreal InjectJ"ons
Intravitreal injections are administered lnro the vitreous
humour, which has a volume of 4 mL in adults. Volumes of
0.05 to 0.1 mL are administered, although 0.2 mL may be
administered in virrecromlsed eyes.
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It may be necessary to adjust the dose in paediatric patients
due to the smaller volume of the vitreous humour in such
patients.

CONTAINER

Intraocular injections must be supplied in single-dose
containers. Silicone-free syringes are recommended. A pre
filled Luer lock syringe with a blind hub should be used,
preferably double wrapped. A sterile double wrap is
preferred, particularly for use during surgery.
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Supplementary
Chapter VI
Pharmacopoeial Quantitative Analysis

A. Pharmacopoeial Calculations
Introduction
This Chapter provides information on methods of calculating
nwnerical limits specified in monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia. To facilitate calculations, information on
Weights and Measures is included in Appendix XXIII.

The presentation of this Chapter follows the order in which
the tests appear in monographs for medicinal substances and
formulated preparations. The calculations will apply where
techniques are common for tests and assays. Examples
provided are those specified in the British Pharmacopoeia,
with varying degrees of complexity.

The majority of pharmacopoeial calculations use the ratio of
the measured sample response (that is, peak area, titration
volume, UV absorbance, etc) to the standard response
(measured, stoichiometric or a fixed value).

liMIT TESTS FOR ANIONS

Limit tests for anions are usually specified in pans per
miJlion(ppm) in British Pharmacopoeia monographs unless
the limit exceeds 500 ppm in which case the limits are
expressed in per cent weight in weight (% w/w).

The key to determining the nominal limit set in the test is to
calculate the weight of the sample in the same volume as the
standard solution and convert this to ug per g. It is also
helpful to associate parts per million in terms of the number
of Jlg of the impurity being limited perg of substance being
examined.

The standard solutions used as reference standards in limit
tests for anions are published in Appendix I C and their
concentrations are expressed in ppm. These concentrations
may more conveniently be considered in terms of Jlg per mL
so that the calculations are made in the same numerical value
or units and are based on the assumption that 1 g is
approximately equivalent to 1 mL in dilute aqueous solutions
since the density of water is about 1.0 g per mL
For example, in the Limit Test for Chlorides
(Appendix VII), the standard solution contains 50 ug of Cl
(10 mL of 5 ppm CI). Thus) if the sample solution contains
Ig of the substance being examined in the same volume as
the standard solution) the limit being set is 50 J.lg per g) that
is) 50 ppm.

As an illustration of the above) in the monograph for
Aluminium Glycinate, the test for Chlorides is as follows.

Dissolve 1.0 g in 10 mL of 2M nitric acid and dilute to
100 mL with water. 15 mL of the resulting solution complies
with the limit test for chlorides, Appendix vn (330ppm).

To calculate the limit, determine the actual weight of the
substance being examined. In the above example, it is:

(15 7 100) x 1.0 (the original weight taken for the
test) = 0.15 g.

This gives a sample weight of 0.15 g.

In order to compare like with like) 15 mL of the standard
solution in the limit test for Chlorides contains 10 mL of a
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5 ppm chloride solution equivalent to 50 J.lg of Cl. Therefore
1 g of the substance being examined contains:

(1 7 0.15) x 50 = 333.33 ~g (nominally 330 ppm).

An illustration of how to calculate the limit in tests where no
value is specified is given below using the test for Inorganic
phosphates in the monograph for Hydrocortisone Sodium
Phosphate.

Inorganic phosphate Dissolve 25 mg in 10 mL of wattrJ

add 4 mL of 1M su!JUric acid, 1 mL of a 10% wlv solution of
ammoniummolybdate and 2 mL of mahy/aminophenol-sulfitt
reagent and allow to stand for 15 minutes. Add sufficient
walei' (0 produce 25 mL and allow to stand for a further
15 minutes. The absorbance of a 4-emlayer of the resulting
solution at 730 run) Appendix II B) is not more than that of
a 4-cm layer of a solution prepared by treating 10 mL of a
0.0036% wlv solution ofpotassium dihydrogen onhophosphate
in the same manner) beginning at the words 'add 4mL ... '.

As a first step, determine the percentage content of
phosphate(pO..J in potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate
(KH2PO,) using the atomic weight of phosphate (PO..J (p +
0,; i.e. 30.97 + 64.00 = 94.97) and the molecular weight of
KH2PO,(136.10). Thus:

(94.97 -e- 136.1) x 0.0036 = 0,0025

0.0036% wlv of potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate is
equivalent to 0.0025% of phosphate. Therefore 10 mL of a
0.0036% wlv solution contains 0.00025 g of phosphate.

Ensure that the weights for comparison purposes are in the
same units. Therefore) convert the sample weight (25 mg) to
grams. Thus:

25 ~ 1000 = 0.025

The sample solution contains 0.025 gin 10 mL.

To calculate the percentage limit, use the values obtained
above, compare the weight of the standard solution with the
weight of the sample and multiply by 100. Thus:

(0.00025 -:- 0.025) x 100 = 1%

LIMn" TESTS FOR CATIONS

The principles for determining the limit for anions apply
when determining the limit for cations. The following
example is taken from the European Pharmacopoeia
monograph for Bismuth Subcarbonate.

Silver To 2.0 g add I mL of waterR and 4 mL of nitric
acidR. Heat gently until dissolved and dilute to 11 mL with
warerR. Cool and add 2 mL of 1M hydrochlori< acid. Allow to
stand for 5 min) protected from light. Any opalescence in the
solution is not more intense than that in a standard prepared
at the same time in the same manner using a mixture of
10 mL of silver standardsolution (5 ppm Ag) R, lmL of nitric
acidR and 2 mL of 1M hydrochloric acid (25 ppm).

In the reference solution, 10 mL of 5 ppm Ag is specified.
This is equivalent to 10 mL of a 5 ppm solution:

5 x 10=5011g

50 ug in 2 g is 25 ~g per gram which is 25 ppm.

The limit is calculated by dividing the maximum amount of
Ag permitted inmg by the weight of the sample taken in mg
and multiplying this by 1000000. Thus:

(0.05 ~ 2000) x I 000 000 = 25 ppm
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Note that, as a check, the calculated 'weight equivalent' of
the limit in ppm should be the same as the calculated weight
of impurity present in the reference solution.

REUTED SUBSTANCES

The key to determining the nominal limit set in the [est is to
compare the absolute concentrations (e.g. in mglmL or
% w/v) of the test solution and me limiting solution.
The relative concentration may then be calculated as a
percentage and this gives the limit.

Examples below are based on the various chromatographic
techniques used in British Pharmacopoeia monographs.

1. The following test is included in the monograph for
Choline TheophyUinate.

Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix III A, using silica gelHF254 as the coating
substance and a mixture of 95 volumes of ch/orofonn and
5 volumes of emanol (96%) as the mobile phase. Apply
separately to the plate 5 ~L of each of two solutions of the
substance being examined in elhanol(96%) containing (I)
1.0% w/v and (2) 0.010% wlv. After removal of the plate,
allow it to dry in air and examine under ultraviolet light
(254 nm). Any secondary spot in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (1) is not more intense than the spot in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (2) (1%).

To calculate the nominal limit, compare the concentration of
the limiting solution with the test solution prescribed and
multiply by 100 to obtain the percentage content of related
substances permitted. Thus, for the above example, the
calculation is as follows:

[Concentration of solution (2) -7- Concentration of solution
(I)] x 100

(0.010 + I) x 100 = 1% = nominallimil

2. The example below is an extract from the British
Pharmacopoeia monograph for Ethanolamine.
The chromatographic conditions included in the monograph
are not reproduced below.

Prepare a 0.1 % wlv solution of 3-aminopropan-J-ol (internal
standard) in dith/oromethalle (solution A). Carry out me
method for gaschromatography, Appendix III B, using the
following solutions prepared in suitable sealed reaction vials.
For solution (1) prepare a solution containing 0.05% w/v of
ethanolamine and 0.1 % w/v each of diethano/amine and
triethanolamine in solution A. To 0.5 mL of this solution add
0.5 mL of mftuoroocetic anhydride, mix and allow to stand for
10 minutes. For solution (2) prepare a 10% w/v solution of
the substance being examined in solution A. To 0.5 mL of
this solution add 0.5 mL of trifluoroacetic anhycln"de, mix and
allow to stand for JO minutes.

In me chromatogram obtained with solution (I) the peaks
eluting after the solvent peak in order of emergence are due
to (a) ethanolamine, (b) a-eminopropan-f-ol,
(c) diethanolamine and (d) triethanolamine. In the
chromatogram obtained with solution (2) calculate the
content of diethanolamine and triethanolamine by reference
to the corresponding peaks in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I). Calculate the content of any other
impurity by reference to the peak due to ethanolamine in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (1). The content of
diethanolamine and triethanolamine is not more than
1.0% w/w of each, the content of any other impurity is not
more than 0.5% w/w and the swn of the contents of all the
impurities is not more than 2.0% w/w.
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The limits are expressed in exactly the same way as
previously, by comparing the absolute concentrations of the
impurities in solution (I) to the concentration of solution (2).
Thus:

FOf ethanolamin.e:

(0.05 -7 10) x 100 = 0.5%

For diethanolamine and triethanolamine:

(0.1 ..:.. 10) x 100 = 1%

However, as this method includes an internal standard, the
ratios of the peak areas of the impurity and the internal
standard are determined before the results are calculated.

3. The following example is taken from me British
Pharmacopoeia monograph for Amamadine Capsules.
The chromatographic conditions included in the monograph
are not reproduced below.

Carry out the method for gaschromatography,
Appendix III B, using 1 J.lL or other suitable volume of the
following solution. Dissolve a quantity of the contents of the
capsules containing 0.1 g of Amantadine Hydrochloride in
2 mL of WQter, add 2 mL of a 20% w/v solution of sodium
hydroxide and 2 mL of chloroform and shake for 10 minutes.
Separate the chloroform layer, dry over anhydrous sodium
sulfate and filter.

The area of any secondary peak is not greater than 0.3% and
the sum of the areas of any secondary peaks is not greater
than 1% by normalisation.

The impurity content in the above example is determined by
normalisation. The percentage content of any secondary peak
is calculated by determining the area of the peak as a
percentage of the total area of all the peaks, excluding those
due to solvents or any added reagents.

% Impurity = [(Impurity response) -7 (rcral responses)] x 100

4. The following example is taken from the British
Pharmacopoeia monograph for Lormetazepam.
The chromatographic conditions included in the monograph
are not reproduced below.

Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix III D, using five solutions in methanol (70%)
containing (1) 0.25% wlv of the substance being examined,
(2) 0.0005% w/v of the substance being examined, (3)
0.00025% wlv of the substance being examined, (4)
0.0005% wlv of lormetazepam BPCRS and (5) 0.00025% wlv
each of lormetazepam BPCRS and lorazepam BPCRS.

In the chromatogram obtained with solution (I) the area of
any secondary peak is not greater than that of the principal

. peak in the chromatogram obtained with solution (2) (0.2%)
and not more than two such peaks have an area greater than
the area of the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (3) (0.1%). The sum of the areas of all such
peaks is not greater than 2.5 times the area of the principal
peak obtained with solution (2) (0.5%).

To calculate the first limit, compare the concentrations of the
two solutions specified, that is, solutions (I) and (2) and
multiply by 100 to obtain the percentage limit. Thus:

(Concentration of solution (2) -7- Concentration of solution
(I)] x 100%

(0.0005 -7 0.25) x 100 = 0.2%
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For the second limit, compare the concentrations of the two
solutions specified, that is, solution (1) and (3) and multiply
by 100 to obtain the percentage limit. Thus:

[Concentration of solution (3) --;- Concentration of solution
(1)] x 100%

(0.00025 -7- 0.25) x LOO = 0.1%

For the third limit, the value obtained for the first limit
multiplied by 2.5 will give the sum. Thus:

0.2 x 2.5 = 0.5%

Note that certain solutions specified within the test are not
used to calculate the limits but are used for system suitability
purposes.

COMMON SOLVENTS AND OTHER RESIDUES

The following example is taken from the British
Pharmacopoeia monograph for Azapropazone.

Acetic add Not more than 0.2%, determined by the
following method. Dissolve 10 g in 25 mL of methanol, add
75 mL of water and carry out a potentiometric turation,
Appendix VTII B, using 0.1M sodium hydroxide VS as titrant
to a pH of 5.9. Each mL ofO.1M sodium hydroxide VS is
equivalent to 6.005 mg of acetic acid, C2H40 2•

The formula to calculate the result is as follows:

[V x (6.005 x C I 0.1) I w) x 100

v = the volume used (mL)

C = the exact molarity of sodium hydroxide VS
w = weight in mg of the substance being examined

RESIDUE ON IGNITION

The following example is taken from the British
Pharmacopoeia monograph for Calamine.

68.0 to 74.0%, when ignited at a temperature not lower than
9000 until, after further ignition, two successive weighings do
not differ by more than 0.2% of the weight of the residue.
Use 1 g.

To calculate the percentage Residue on ignition in the
example above, the formula to use is as follows.

WI = weight in g of the ignited crucible and residue

W2 = weight in g of the crucible

wa = weight in g of the crucible and sample

B. Titrimetric Analysis
This Supplementary Chapter provides general guidance regarding
thepractice of titration in quantitative pharmaceutical analysis.
It isnot intended as an exhaustive guide to the underlying theory.

Basic concepts
Titration is the process of dissolving an analyte and reacting
with another species in a solution of known concentration
(titrant). Once the reaction between the analyte and the
titrant is well understood, the stoichiometry is characterised
and the point at which the titrant amount is equivalent to the
analyte amount (the equivalence point) is known, the exact
quantity of the analyte can be determined by simple
calculation.
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Acid-base titrations The determination is based on the
neutralisation reactions that occurs between an acid and a
base. A measured volume of an acid or base of known
concentration is reacted with a sample to the equivalence
point. The relative acidity (basicity) of an aqueous solution
can be determined using the relative acid (base) equivalents.
An acid equivalent is equal to one mole of H+ ions.
Similarly, a base equivalent is equal to one mole of OIr
ions. Some acids and bases are polyprotic, which means that
each mole of the acid or base is capable of releasing more
than one acid or base equivalent. Examples of monoprotic
acids are hydrochloric acid (Hel) and nitric acid (RNO).
Examples of polyprotic acids are sulfuric acid (H2S04) and
phosphoric acid (H,PO..l.

When the solution of known concentration and the solution
of unknown concentration are reacted to the point where the
nwnber of acid equivalents equals the number of base
equivalents (or vice versa), the equivalence point is reached.
The equivalence point of a strong acid or a strong base will
occur at pH 7. For weak acids and bases, the equivalence
point need not occur at pH 7. There will be several
equivalence points for polyprotic acids and bases.

Redox titrations The determination is based on the
transfer of electrons between a donor (reducing agent) and
an acceptor (oxidising agent). During the reaction, the
oxidising ion, whether it is the analyte or the titrant, is
reduced by gaming one or more electrons and the reducing
ion is oxidised, losing one or more electrons.

These reactions are less common than acidlbase reactions but
involve a wider range of titrants including oxidising agents
(such as iodine, potassium dichromate, potassium
permanganate solutions, ceriumnvj salts, hydrogen peroxide,
oxidised chlorine (for example CIO-, CIO), and reducing
agents (such as sodium thiosulfate, oxalic acid, ammonium
iron(D) sulfate C'Mohr's salt"), hydrogen peroxide,
phenylarsine oxide).

Complexometric tJ'trations The determination is based
on the formation of a complex usually between a chelating
agent and a metal cation. The most frequent use of complex
reactions is to determine the concentration of divalent cations
such as calcium, magnesium, copper, lead, zinc and
cadmium as well as other cations such as aluminium.

The most commonly used complexing reagents are
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and ethylenebis
(oxyethylenenitrilojterracetic acid (EGTA).

Although these reactions are easy to perform, it is necessary
to work within a well-defined pH interval.

Precipitation titrations The determination is based on
the formation of an insoluble salt under certain conditions.
During a titration, the end of the precipitation reaction
means that excess titrant is present and a coloured complex
appears immediately. They are performed in slightly acidic
conditions (pH about 4.5) and solvents such as ethanol or
acetone may be added to reduce the solubility of the
precipitate.

The most frequent use of precipitation reactions in analytical
chemistry is the titration of halides (in particular chloride
ions) with silver ions.

Direct titrations
In a direct or forward titration the analyte reacts directly with
the titrant. For example, a known volwne of a solution of
unknown acidity may be titrated with a base of known
concentration until complete neutralization has occurred.
This point is called the equivalence point and is generally
determined by observing a colour change in an added
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indicator such as phenolphthalein. From the volume and
concentration of added base and the volume of acid solution,
the unknown concentration of the solution before titration
can be determined.

Titrations can also be used to determine the number of
acidic or basic groups in an unknown compound. A specific
weight of the compound is titrated with a known
concentration of acid or base until the equivalence point has
been reached. From the volume and concentration of added
acid or base and the initial weight of the compound, the
equivalent weight, and thus the number of acidic or basic
groups) can be determined.

Examples of direct. titrations include me Assay for Fusidic
Acid and the Assay for Ketoconazole.

Back titrations
The term back titration is used when a titration is done
"backwards"; instead of titrating the original analyte, a
volumetric solution of a reagent is added to the solution to
react with the analyre, then the excess reagent is titrated.

Back ritrations are useful if the end point of the reverse
titration is easier to identify than the end point of the normal
titration. They are also useful if the reaction between the
analyte and the titrant is very slow. They may also be used
where direct titrations are unsuitable for technical reasons)
including: when the sample is not soluble in water) or when
the sample contains impurities that interfere with forward
titration.

Examples of back titrations include the Assay for Aspirin
Tablets and the Assay for Cloxacillin Benzathine.

Measuring the equivalence point
The equivalence point may be determined in a number of
ways. The most common is the use of an indicator that
shows a colour change at the equivalence point.

Alternatively) the pH or potential difference of the solution
can be planed against me amount of added acid or base on a
graph; such a plot is called a titration curve and is usually
sigmoid (Scshaped), with the inflection point where the curve
changes direction corresponding to me equivalence point.
From the pH at the equivalence point) the dissociation
constant of the acidic or basic group can be determined. If a
compound contains several different acidic or basic groups,
the titration curve will show several sigmoid-shaped curves
and the dissociation constant of each group can be obtained
from the pH at its corresponding equivalence point.

Indicators
Indicators are used to provide a visual determination of the
end point of a reaction. This may be by a change in colour
or the formation of a precipitate.

Because they are used in low concentrations, indicators do
not appreciably alter the equivalence point. Sometimes the
volume difference (error) is ignored; in other cases a
correction factor may be applied. Often a sensitivity test may
be used as a suitability check before an indicator is used.

Examples of indicators where sensitivity tests are specified
include Methyl Orange Solution) Phenolphthalein Solution,
Starch Solution and Thymol Blue Solution.

Acid/base Indicators Acid-base indicators are weak acids
or weak bases. The undissociated form of the indicator has a
different colour to the dissociated form. Indicators do not
change colour from pure acid to pure alkali at a specific
hydrogen ion concentration; rather the colour change occurs
over a range of hydrogen ion concentrations. This range is
often termed the colour change interval and is expressed as a
pH range.
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Acid-base indicators include Bromocresol Green, Cresol Red,
Crystal Violet, Methyl Orange, Phenolphthalein and Thymol
Blue.

An example of this type of titration is the Assay for Aspirin
Tablets.

Redox indicators Redox indicators undergo a definite
colour change at a specific electrode potential. As they have
different colours in their oxidised and reduced states, their
colour changes according to the redox potential of the
solution. As for those used in pH measurement, these
indicators have specific colour change intervals expressed in
mY. They may be dependant or independent of pH.

Redox indicators include Nitrophenanthroline,
Diphenylamine) Indigo Carmine) Methylene Blue and
Fermin.

An example of this type of titration is the Degree of
unsaturation test in the monograph for Undecenoic Acid.

Complexometric indicators Complexometric indicators
are ionochromic dyes that undergo a definite colour change
in the presence of specific metal ions. They form a weak
complex with the ions present in the solution, which has
significantly different colour than the uncomplexed form.
They are also called metallochromic indicators.

Complexometric indicators are water-soluble organic
molecules, including Eriochrome Black T, Xylenol Orange,
Murexide, Eriochrome Blue SE, Methylthymol Blue and
Naphthol Green B.
An example of this type of titration is the Assay in the
monograph for Hydrotalcire Tablets.

Precipitation 'indicators Precipitation indicators
precipitate from solutions in a readily visible form at or near
the equivalence point of a titration.

Precipitation indicators include Fluorescein and Eosin.

The colour change inrervals for several common indicators are
given in Supplementary Chapter VI C.

C. Indicator Colour Changes
This Supplementary Chapter provides a list of colour change
intervals for some COI1UtlOn indicaton, with approximate pKa
values and colours. It isprovided for theconvenience of the
analyst in selecting appropriate indicators for their applications.
Values given are approximate and are the modal or median
averages of several reponed figures. Where "not reponed" isstated
thevalue has not been reported in the sources consulted in the
compilation of the list:

ALIZARINS

~--.--r-..........,....~
c 5 EI 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 3.7-5.2

Colour of acid Conn: yellow

Colour of base form: red
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AUZARIN YEllOW GG CHWROPHENOL RED
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Approximate pKa: 11.0

Approximate pH range for colour change: 10.0-12.0

Colour of acid form: clear

Colour of base form: yellow

Approximate pKa: 6.0

Approximate pH range for colour change: 4.8-6.4

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base form: red

AUZARIN YELLOW R CUYTON YELLOW

,
• i•

,
ro

,
"

I
"

Approximate pKa: 11.0

Approximate pH range for colour change: 10.1-12.0

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base form: red

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 12.2-13.2

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base f01"111: amber

BRIUJANT YELLOW CONGO RED

~--.--r--r--r-,--,.----r,~
o 7891011121314 9 1(1 II 12 13 14

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 6.6-7.8

Colour of acid fonn: yellow

Colour of base form: orange

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 3.0-5.0
Colour of acid form: blue

Colour of base form: red

BROMOCRESOL GREEN CRESOL RED (IN ACID SOLUTION)

• 10 11 12 13 14
i
•

Approximate pKa: 4.7

Approximate pH range for colour change: 3.8-5.4

Colour of acid fonn: yellow

Colour of base form: blue

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 0.0-1.0
Colour of add form: red

Colour of base form: yellow

BROMOPHENOL BLUE CRESOL RED (IN BA.SIC SOLUTION)

,,~r-,"""""""':--r--T'--r',~
(I 1 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 149101112131.

Approximate pKa: 4.0

Approximate pH range for colour change: 3.0-4.6

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base form: blue

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 7.2-8.8

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base form: red

BROM011lYMOL BLUE

~-.,.....,.......--r~,.~
o 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

CRYSTAL VIOLET

10 11 12 13 14

Approximate pKa: 7.1

Approximate pH range for colour change: 6.0-7.6

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base form: blue

Approximate pKa: 0.8

Approximate pH range for colour change: 0.0-2.0

Colour of acid form: yellow-green

Colour of base form: blue
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DLHETHYL YELLOW METHYL GREEN

~i i 1f i I
0 , , a ro " " ta " 0 rc rt ta " "
Approximate pKa: 3.3

Approximate pH range for colour change: 2.9-4.0

Colour of acid form: red

Colour of base form: yellow

BRYfHROSINB (DISODIUM SALT)

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 0.2-1.8

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base form: blue

METHYL ORANGE

6 s to t t " ta "
i
io

i
"

i
ta

i
ra "

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 2.2-3.6

Colour of acid form: orange

Colour of base form: red

MALACHITE GREEN

Approximate pKa: 3.8

Approximate pH range for colour change: 3.0-4.4

Colour of acid form: red

Colour of base form: yellow

.HErHYLRED

~ ..-i ...
o 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14

j j-- i
10 I' 12

I ~
13 14

Approximate pKa: 1.0

Approximate pH range for colour change: 0.2-1.8

Colour of add form: yellow

Colour of base form: blue-green

METACRESOL PURPLE (INACID SOLUTION)

~"""'i.,..--,-...-r-~
0123 891011121314

Approximate pKa: 2.0

Approximate pH range for colour change: 1.2-2.8

Colour of acid form: red

Colour of base form: yellow

METACRESOL PURPUi (IN BASIC SOLUTION)

~-'I--r---r--r-r-"'"
0123 891011121314

Approximate pKa: 8.3

Approximate pH range for colour change: 7.4-9.0

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base form: purple

tHETANIL YELLOW

Approximate pKa: 5.0

Approximate pH range for colour change: 4.4-6.0

Colour of acid fonn: red

Colour of base fonn: yellow

PHENOLPHTHALEIN

Approximate pKa: 9.7

Approximate pH range for colour change: 8.3-10.0

Colour of aeld form: clear

Colour of base form: red-violet

PHENOL RED

~....,........,.-r--r---r-r-~
o 1 9 9 10 11 12 13 14

Approximate pKa: 7.4

Approximate pH range for colour change: 6.8-8.4

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base fonn: red

QUINALDINE RED

i
to

I
H

I
ra

i
ta " o rc tt ra ra "

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 1.2-2.4

Colour of acid form: red

Colour of base form: yellow

Approximate pKa: not reponed

Approximate pH range for colour change: 1.0-2.2

Colour of acid form: clear

Colour of base form: red
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o • 10 11 12 13 14

Approximate pKa: not reported

Approximate pH range for colour change: 3.8-6.4

Colour of acid form: orange

Colour of base form: violet

THYMOIPIrTHALEIN

i
s

Approximate pKa: 9.9

Approximate pH range for colour change: 9.3-10.5

Colour of acid form: colourless

Colour of base form: blue

THYMOL BLUE (IN ACID SOLlfflON)

~-""···i-,--,.......,..-,-......,....~
0123 91011121314

Approximate pKa: 1.7

Approximate pH range for colour change: 1.2-2.8

Colour of acid form: red

Colour of base form: yellow

THYMOL BLUE (IN BASIC SOLUflONj

..-, i~
o , 2 3 8 9 10 II 12 13 M

Approximate pKa: 8.9

Approximate pH range for colour change: 8.0-9.6

Colour of acid form: yellow

Colour of base form: blue
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Supplementary
Chapter VII
Traditional Herbal Medicines
This Supplementary Chapter provides injormation on Traditional
HerballYfedicines.

A. Traditional Herbal Medicines
Introduction
This Supplementary Chapter provides information to help
the users of the British Pharmacopoeia gain a greater
understanding of the process behind the elaboration of
monographs for traditional herbal medicines.

Traditional Herbal Medicinal Products (THMP) are classed
as medicines under Pan 7 of the Human Medicines
Regulations 2012, as amended. The publication of
monographs is intended to provide objective and publicly
available standards of quality. It is emphasised that, although
the monographs provide standards for quality, the British
Pharmacopoeia Commission has not assessed the safety or
efficacy of the herbal medicines.

British Pharmacopoeia monographs for traditional herbal
medicines are identified for development in accordance with
criteria referred to in Supplementary Chapter III B) in
particular the degree of use of a traditional herbal medicinal
product. .

Some commercially available samples of herbal materials are
processed herbal drugs. Where the herbal material is used in
the processed form, only the processed form is readily
available as an item of commerce in Europe. Where the
processed herbal drug is used and where it is possible to
obtain authenticated reference herbal samples for both the
unprocessed and the processed herbal materials, two separate
monographs have been elaborated. Processing methods may
have the ability to alter the physical characteristics and/or the
chemical constituents of a herbal drug. The two types of
monographs are distinguished by means of the monograph
titles. Monographs for the processed herbal drug include a
'Production statement' providing information on the method
of processing.

The ultimate aim is 10 ensure thai the quality of me
monographs for the unprocessed and processed herbal drugs
is of an equivalent standard to those of established
monographs for herbal drugs.

The herbal samples used for the development of the
monographs are authenticated independently. Specific limit
rests may be prescribed [0 detect potential contaminants in
processed herbal drugs. Orner than the monograph titles the
quality of the monographs for traditional herbal medicines
are the same as established pharmacopoeial monographs for
herbal drugs.

Monograph Titles
For traditional herbal medicinal ingredients) me monograph
title is usually a combination of the binomial name together
with a description of use (see me paragraph below).
A monograph carries the title of the herbal ingredient and
any appropriate synonyms. Because of regional variations in
names, spelling variations and the likelihood of existence of
other established terms in the countries of origin) Anglicised
versions of me traditional names, for example Pinyin names)
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Ayurvedlc names and also Chinese and Ayurvedic symbols
will not be included as monograph titles.

To distinguish between monographs for unprocessed and the
processed herbal drug, the word 'Processed' is included in
the relevant monograph title.

Control Methods
Where applicable) the control methods outlined below will be
applied:

(1) macroscopical and microscopical descriptions and
chemical/chromatographic tests for identification;

(2) tests for absence of any related species;

(3) microbial test to assure microbial quality;

(4) where appropriate, tests for inorganic impurities)
pesticides, aflatoxins and heavy metals;

(5) where appropriate, non-specific purity tests) including
extractive tests and sulfated ash;

(6) wherever possible) a method for assaying the active
constituent(s) or suitable marker substance(s);

(7) when more than one species/subspecies of the same plant
are included in me Definition, individual differences between
me two are indicated where possible.

Macroscopical Description The macroscopical
description includes those features mar can be seen by the
unaided eye or by the use of a hand lens.
Microscopical Description The microscopical description
of the powdered herbal drug gives information on the
diagnostic characters. Example micrographs are being
introduced on the website of the British Pharmacopoeia
(http://www.pharmacopoeia.com).
Chromatographic tests Diagrammatic representation of
the TLC plate will be included in the monograph as an aid
to identification of the various constituents.
Other tests In the tests for Acid-insoluble ash, Ash)
Extractive soluble in ethanol, Loss on drying) Sulfated ash,
Water) Water-soluble ash and Water-soluble extractive of
herbal drugs, the calculations will be made with reference to
the herbal drug that has not been specifically dried unless
otherwise prescribed in the monograph. Samples used for the
development of the monographs are free from moulds,
insects) decay) animal matter and animal excreta. Unless
otherwise prescribed the amount of foreign matter will not be
more than 2% w/w. Microbial contamination is such that a
traditional herbal medicinal product complies with the
acceptance criteria for the stated route of administration as
recommended in Appendix VII D and G.
Assay When determining the content of the active
constituents or the suitable marker substances measurements
are made with reference to the dried or anhydrous herbal
drug.

B. Names of Herbal Drugs Used in
Traditional Chinese Medicine
(Ph. Bur. general tex 5.22)

Thisgeneral chapter ispublished for information.
For transparency, this general chapter provides cross
references to the Chinese names in pinyin and in sinograms
for herbal drugs used in traditional Chinese medicine for
which a monograph is published in the Ph. Eur.

However) the titles in English, French and Latin are the only
official names; the samples of herbal drugs musr be labelled
with at least one official title.
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Monograph number Latin title English title Pinyin Slnogram

2827 Abelmoschi corolla Abelmoschicorolla lJuangshukuihua :II!iI'HE
2412 Acanthopanacisgracilistyli cortex Acanthopanax bark Wlqiapi IiImBi
2999 Achyr.mrhis bidenrarae radix Achyrnnthes bidentata root lIiuxi <fU
2472 AkebiaecauJis Akebiastem mU'UIlg *lli
2554 Amomi fructus Amomwn fruit 5naren ~t:

2555 Amomi fructus rotundus Round amomum fruit d4ukml Rll
2712 Androgmphidis herba Andrographis herb cIJl«JnxinJian !I'.(,l>
266/ Anemarrhenae asphodeloides rhizoma Anemarrhena asphodeloides rhizome zhimu lll"l
2556 Angelicae dahuncae radix Angelica dahurica root baizIJi 1'31£
2557 Angelicae pubescentis radix Angelica pubescens root dlUluo ~iIi

2558 Angelicae sinensis radix Angelica sinensis root danggui "lB
2435 Astragali mongholici radix Astragalus mongholicus root hl/angqi :Ill!,
2559 Arractyl:odis laneeae rhizoma Atraetylodes lancea rhizome rongzhll 1li*
2560 Atraetylodis macrocephalae rhizoma AII3crylodes rhizome, largehead baizhu 1'3*
1797 AuckJandiae radix Auddandia root J11llx;ang *fi'
2561 Belamcandae chinensis rhizome Belamcanda chinensis rhizome shegall liT
2184 Bistortae rhizoma Bjstort rhizome quafUhen ....
2562 Bupleuri radix Bupleurum root chalhl! llilll
2386 Carthami flos Safflower flower hcmghua lrlE
2713 Chaenomeles fructus Chaenomeles fruir MUGilil *JJl
2430 Citri reticula tile epicarpium et mesocarpium Mandarin epicarp and meeocarp thenpt" IIf.Bi
2463 Clematidis annandii caulis Clematis annandii srem thuamnuumg jll*lli
2714 Codonopsidis radix Codonopsis root dallgshOJ jl;,.
2454 Coicis semen Coix seed yiyire1J lI',:lt:
2715 Coptidis rhizoma Chinese goldthread rhizome huallg /ian >Ii!
2976 Corydalis rhizoma Corydalis rhizome yan husua 1'111"
2998 Cjathulae radix Cyathula root chuanm"uxi JiI<fU
2890 Dicscoreae nipponkae rhizoma Dioscorea nipponica rhizome thwrnhanlong J1w/t
2471 Dioscoreae opposil:i£oliae rhizoma Dioscorea oppositifolia rhizome thanyao wl'i
2563 Drynariae rhizoma Drynaria rhizome gwulbu 1I.m
2564 Ecllptae berba Edipta herb mohan/iall 1lI-"1!
2451 Ephedrae herba Ephedra herb ma IJluJ1Ig If!'jt
2412 Eucommiae cortex Eucommia bart:: duzhmw ttli'
2718 Evodiae fructus Evodia fruit wuzhuyu ~;l;~

2720 Fonythiae fructus Fcesythia fruit lianqiao ;ill!
2452 Fraxini ehinensis cortex Fraxinus chinensis bark qinpi ..Bi
1001 Ganodenna lucidum Ganoderma lingJ,i iii2:

(mslll) (il'2:)
2565 Gardeniae fructus Cape jasmine fruit zhizi iiii'
2721 Gastrodiae rhizoma Gastrodia rhizome Clanma :l<1Il
2722 Hounuyniae herba Hounuynia herb yuxingcao !!!fIlII<
2566 Isatidis radix Isatis root bonJangen llill'ttl
2614 Iigustici chuanxiong rhizoma Szechwan lovage rhizome . thuamclO1lg lilt;
2431 l...igusLici radix ec rhizoma ligusticum root and rhizome gaob<n .,*
2612 Lydi fructus Barbary woUberry[roil golJJlizi 1Il1ili'
2723 Lycopi herba L}'U)puslucidus herb won 11'''-
2742 Magnoliae biondii flee immaturus Magnolia biondii flower bud Xl"nyi "'"2567 Magnoliae officinalis cortex Magnolia officinalis bark lwupo IJlf
2568 Magnoliae offi.cinalis flos Magnolia officinalis flower Iwupohua IHflE
2977 Morindae officinalis radix Morinda root bajitlon Elll:l<
2474 Moutan cortex Moutan bark 11fudanpi tlJ'lBi
2183 Notoglnseng radix Notoginseng root romP :::'-t
1000 Ophiopogonis radix Dwarf lilyturf tuber maidong ,,~

2424 Paeoniae radix alba Peony root, white baishao B"i
2425 Paeoniae radix rubra Peony root, red chishao il'''i
2727 Persicariae tinetoriae folium Indigo plant leaf Iiaodaqingye -'*-Wllf-
2477 Piperis fructus Pepper huftao mill
2453 Piperis longi fructus Long pepper Mn' .<It
2660 Plaryccdenis radix Platycodon root jiegeng lIilil!
2724 Polygoni cuspidati rhizoma et radix Polygonum cuspidatum rhizome and root huzha1W !!Itt
2433 Polygoni mulriflori radix Fleeceflower root ",",,,,,,,,,, fofll'l
2726 Polygoni orientale fructus Polygonum orientale fruit shuilwnghuazhi *;rlEi'
2475 Poria Poria fu'ng lI1~

143? PruneUae spica Common selfheal fruit-spike riaklKao 11:1011<
2434 Puerariae lobaree radix Kudzuvine root gegen Jittl

ey,,,J (!lril)
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Monograph number Latin title

2483 Puerariae thomsonii radix

2569 Rehmanniae radix

2661 Salviae miltiorrhiaae radix er rhizoma

2385 Sanguisorbaeradix

2428 Schisandcae chillemis fructus

2438 Scutejlariae baicalensis radix

1450 Sinomenii caulis

2440 Sophorae flavescenlis radix

2639 Sophorae iaponicae 80s

2427 Sopborae japollkae flos immaturus

2478 Stephaniae tetrandrae radix

2937 Typhae pollia

2729 Uncariae rhynchophyllae ramulus cum uncis

2656 Zanthoxyli bungeani pericarpium

EngUsh title

Thomson lrudzuvine root

Rehmannia root

Salviamiltiorrhizaroot and rhizome

Sanguisorba root

Schisandra fruit

Baicalskullcap root

Orientvine stern

UghtyeUow sophora root

Sophora flower

Sophora flower-bud

Pourstamen stephanie root

Typhae pollen

Uncaria stem with hooks

Zanthoxylum bungeanum pericarp

PU>yln Sinogram

fenge Ill!!
dihuang JoIj{
daJlSmn ft..
diyu JoIIli
wurvei.ei .li!l'l'
(bei wllweizl) (jt.li!l'l'l
Jllumgqi" j{~

qingfengtellg 1fM
kushen i'iOl
huaihuo ttl<
hUQimi IU,
fenfallgji Ill!lic
(hOll/ansi') (&!lic)
puhll(Jllg iii.
golltmg lila
huajiao l<lli

C. Monographs on Herbal Drug Extracts
(Information Chapter)
(ph. Eur. general text 5.23)

Basis for elaboration of monographs on herbal drug
extracts
European Pharmacopoeia monographs on herbal drug
extracts are elaborated on the basis of extracts present in
medicinal products that have been authorised and/or
registered by the competent authorities of Parties to the
Convention on the Elaboration of a European
Pharmacopoeia. However, these monographs do not
necessarily cover all extracts which may be available on the
market.

European Pharmacopoeia monographs on herbal drug
extracts are elaborated by groups of experts and working
parties in collaboration with national pharmacopoeia
authorities} the competent authorities for marketing
authorisation, Official Medicines Control Laboratories
(OMCLs) and the EDQM laboratory; they are also assisted
by the producers of herbal drug extracts and/or the
pharmaceutical manufacturers that use these extracts.

During the elaboration of an extract monograph, the group
of experts works on the basis of a number of extracts from
the specified herbal drug that are incorporated into
authorised and/or registered medicinal products originating
from different sources. These extracts may have been
produced using different extraction solvents and/or extraction
processes and may include different types and contents of
excipients (added for technological purposes during
production of the extract).

Where the results from the analysis of the extracts indicate
that aU of the extracts are in compliance with all of the
quality parameters, the monograph is intended to apply to all
types of production of that specific herbal extract (for
example, Droi['s daw dry extract (871)} where differences in
the extraction solvent used, as stated in the Production
section of the monograph, and any differences between the
extracts in terms of their production process have no
significant effect on the quality parameters).

Where there is a definable difference in the quality
parameters between the extracts due to one or more aspects
of the production process, the monograph is presented as a
family monograph in which there will be a qualitative or
quantitative difference applicable to one or more analytical
parameters (for example, Boldo leafdry extrael (1816), where

differences in the extraction solvents used, as stated in the
Production section of the monograph, necessitates defining a
lower minimwn content of assayed constituents in the
aqueous extract in comparison with the minimum content in
the hydroalcoholiq extract; aU other quality parameters are
identical).

Where there is a significant difference in the quality
parameters between the extracts due to one or more aspects
of the production process, more than one extract monograph
is elaborated (for example, Valerian dry aquwusextrace (2400)
and Valerian dry hydroalrohoh'c extrace (1898), where
differences in the extraction solvents used and the processing
method, as stated in the Production section of the
monographs, necessitates defining different minimum values
for the assayed constituents and different chromatographic
profiles for the aqueous and the hydroalcoholic extracts).

Types of extract
The general monograph Hetbaldrng extraces (0765)
distinguishes different types of extracts. This classification is
based on the principles applied by European competent
authorities during the assessment of extracts in applications
for marketing authorisation/registration of medicinal
products. These principles are summarised in Table 5.23.-1.

This classification of extracts implies that, for each of these
types of extract, distinct principles of production and of
defining or adjusting the content of assayed constituents are
required by the general monograph Herbal drug exeracts
(0765).

Genuine {natiue} extract The concept of the genuine
(native) drug extract ratio (DERg ell uU14) (see the Glossary in
the monograph Herbal drng e"'races (0765)) was originally
devised for application to dry extracts where, after extraction
of the herbal drug, aU solvent is removed leaving only the
extracted dry matter from the herbal drug, that is, the
genuine (native) extract. However, this extracted dry matter
often requires additives (inert excipients as processing aids)
to produce a technologically suitable extract. Such extracts
made by different manufacturers from a given herbal drug
may have been produced using different solvents and
processing methods and contain different amounts of
excipients relative to the quantity of extracted dry matter.
In order to permit comparison of such extracts, the
declaration of the drug extract ratio (DER) on the basis of
the genuine (native) extract was introduced. Thus, for those
dry extracts which can be produced without excipients, the
DERuHu/ and the DERgfllui,ot are identical, but where excipients
are required, the DERfOlOJ and dIe DERgenuine are different.
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Extract concept
InfonnatioD available durlng Qllantitah've parameters
assessment 8.!1 regards

Extract type Extract adjWltmeDt
phormacologicaUtherapeutic Quantity ofgenuine (native)
relevence ofconstituents Constituent to be analysed extract that 11Included in

finished products

Constituents wid! known Standardised Constituents wilh known Variable I) By addition of inert excipients
therapeutic activity therapeutic activity (dty extracts) or solvents Qiquid

Constan, extraction preparations or soft
extracts)
2) By blending batches

Constituents which are generally Quanlified Active marker C<mstanl By blending batches
accepted to contribute to me Ran..
therapeutic activity

Constituenu chosen solely for Other Analyticalmarker Consranl No",
analytical purposes irrespective of Variable
any phannacological or therapeutic
activitywhich they may be reported
to possess

It was then thought necessary to apply this concept to soft
extracts and liquid extraction preparations where solvent and,
in some cases, other substances are present as an integral
part of the extract. For these extracts, the concept of basing
the DERgenlline on extracted dry matter was abandoned and
the extract in its entirety (including solvents, processing aids,
etc.) is considered to be the genuine (native) extract.
Therefore, for these extracts, the DER,lJIul and the DERgenuint
are identical. For the declaration of the active substance in
the finished product, only the DERgr:tfltjlft is to be used.

Consdtuents for assay
For the purposes of quality control, monographs of the
European Pharmacopoeia generally include an assay.
The choice of the constituent(s) to be assayed is linked,
wherever possible, to the regulatory process and is based
upon the following criteria:
- where constituents with known therapeutic activity are

present, these are selected for assay.
Constituents with known therapeutic activityare chemically
defined substances or groups of substances which are
generally accepted to contribute substantially to the
therapeutic activity of a herbal drug, a herbal drug
preparation or a herbal medicinal product.

- where constituents with known therapeutic activity are
absent, marker constituents are selected for assay.

Active markers are constituents or groups of constituents
which are generally accepted to contribute to the
therapeutic activity of an extract.

Analyticalmarkers are constituents or groups of
constituents that serve solely for analytical purposes,
irrespective of any pharmacological or therapeutic
activity which they may be reported to possess.

Use of anaIydcal markers in (other' extracts
The assay method described in an individual monograph:
- is usually derived from the method used to assay the

corresponding herbal drug;
- is considered appropriate 10 determine the content of the

chosen analytical marker;
- serves as a general analytical platformfor determining the

content of the marker in the individual extracts covered
by the monograph for the purpose of quality control.
The method may also be suitable for stability studies;

- may also be suitable as a basis for establishing assay
methods to quantify the content of an extract in a
finished medicinal product.

The minimum content of the analytical marker when using
the assay method:
- is established by assaying extracts used in authorised and

registered medicinal products;
- is given based on the final extract (genuine (native)

extract with, where present, excipients);
- and thus:

- represents the minimum value found in the extracts
used for establishing the monograph after
confirmation or modification following comments
received from users, producers or national authorities
during the public enquiry;

- is related to the minimum value as stated in the
corresponding herbal drug monograph;

- reflects the range of yields of that particular marker
from the extraction process as well as the stability of
that marker during manufacturing;

- is dependent on the amount of excipients added for
technological reasons.

Since the monograph may encompass a broad range of
extracts, the minimum value given for the analytical marker
is not regarded as a stand-alone quality criterion (as
compared to other minimum values given in the
Pharmacopoeia). However, it gives an indication of the
minimum values that can be expected when producing an
extract from a herbal drug compliant with its monograph.

Based on the information given above, manufacturers may be
requested by competent authorities to complement this
information with a minimum value for their own extract
depending on their individual manufacturing process and
excipients added.

NOTE: information on the charactetistia of the extracts (for
example, strength of extraction solvent, percentage of genuine
extract, etc.} analysed dunng the elaboration of an individual
extraCl monograph willbe madeavailable to tuen of 1M European
Pharmacopoeia in the Knowledge database on rhe EDQM
website.
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TABLE 2
CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTANCE

Pharmacopoeia Nucleic Acid Reference Materials
(BPNARM) will be available to end users. Reference
electrophoresis results (Figure 1) will be produced in the
leaflets for BPNARMs showing the pattern of banding that
satisfies the criteria for acceptance.

TABLE 1
REFERENCE ELECTROPHORESIS RESULTS

The suitability of the DNA extraction process used is shown
by the results in Lanes 1 to 3 by the banding pattern present.
More specifically the BPNARM band is shown in Lanes 2
and 3. As this marerial is provided as a known DNA sample
that amplifies with the method given, an absence of the 245
bp band in both Lanes 2 and 3 shows that the process has
not been completed satisfactorily. It is possible for
compounds present in the herbal drug to co-purify with the
DNA sample, inhibiting the PCR so that no band is formed.
Should this occur the subsequent banding pattern would
show no bands in Lane 2, due to inhibition, but a 245 bp
band in Lane 3, because no plant material is present and
therefore no inhibitory compounds. Without the use of the
BPNARM it is difficult to discern whether the DNA
extraction or the presence of inhibitory compounds has
caused the failure of the PCR Another possibility is that the
DNA in the herbal drug may be too degraded to amplifY;
this would result in the BPNARM bands being formed, but
no bands from the plant DNA (Lanes I and 2 in Figure I).
The suitability of the PCR chemistry and instrumentation
used is verified by the production of the 245 bp BPNARM
band in Lane 3. The reaction that produces the band in
Lane 3 is the peR positive control. H a band is not produced
from this reaction then there is a problem with either: the
components used to make up the reaction, the thermal cycler
or the program entered into it, or a user error in the
preparation of the reaction mixture.

The suitability of the working practices used to produce the
PCRs and the agarose gel electrophoresis system by which to
view the amplification products is verified by the presence of
a band from the positive control reaction and also by the
absence of any other unexplained banding. Lane 4 on Figure
I is the PCR 'negative control' for which the acceptance
criterion is the absence of a band. Should a band be formed
in Lane 4, this is likely to be due to contamination of the
PCR with extraneous DNA. Similarly, if an unexplained
band is found in any of the lanes, this may show
contamination of the PCR and/or the DNA extraction, or the
adulteration of the herbal drug from which the DNA was
extracted.

For the Ocimum tenuiflorom barcoding method specified in
Appendix XI V a reference material tmH-psbA BPNARM has
been developed and is listed in the BP Reference Standards

D. DNA Barcoding as a tool for
Botanical Identification of Herbal Drugs
This Supplementary Chapterconcerns the useof DNA barcoding
as a toolfor botanicoJ identification of herboJ drnK'. For the
purposes of .ikntijicaIUm, DNA barwdinghas been widely
acupud as sufficiently robust and is considered an appropriate
method for molecular identification of herbal maten"als.

INTRODUCTION
In generating the reference barcode sequences published for
a herbal drug, several barcode regions are examined
including the nuclear Internal Transcribed Spacer (nrITS)
and several plastid regions; tmH-psbA, rbeL, tmi-P and
malK. The most informative region is identified for each
herbal drug, based on the specificity of the DNA sequence to
the named species. The species specific sequence for that
region is published, highlighting the bases that are essential
for identification. Further barcode regions will be examined
when no species specific sequences occur in the regions
named above.

\Vhen a DNA-based identification technique is specified in a
monograph for a herbal drug, the identified barcode region
and its species specific sequence (reference sequence) will be
published 'as part of the monograph. Where the barcode
analysis for a herbal drug has been completed by the BP, but
the DNA-based identification technique is not specified as an
identification method in the monograph, the barcode region
and reference sequence will form part of this Supplementary
Chapter.

The usual method of obtaining a barcode sequence from
plant material is by UNA extraction, Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) and Sanger sequencing. Appendix XI V
'Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) Based Identification
Techniques for Herbal Drugs' provides further details. This
Appendix encompasses the theory of DNA-based techniques,
the infrastructure required, controls and general methods.
When a reference sequence is published in a herbal drug
monograph or in this Supplementary Chapter the chosen
barcode region and any deviations from the published
Appendix Xl V method for that barcode region will be given
either in the herbal drug monograph or in this
Supplementary Chapter, as applicable.

Sanger Sequencing: Application and Limitations

Sanger sequencing is the most widely used and easily
accessible form of DNA sequencing. However, there are
limitations to this technique when applied to herbal drugs,
including the inability to detect adulterants, lack of
infonnation on purity, potential problems of application to
degraded DNA samples, and higher cost, time and technical
skill requirements when compared with other DNA-based
techniques. To address these limitations, the feasibility of the
use of alternative techniques is being investigated and will be
applied when appropriate. For example, where adulteration is
known to be an issue, consideration will be given to
designing a technique that identifies and quantifies the target
species and the adulterant species simultaneously. This
Supplementary Chapter will be updated to reflect other
DNA-based methods as and when they are applied within
the BP.

REFERENCE MATERIAL - BRITISH
PHARMACOPOEIA NUCLEIC ACID REFERENCE
MATERIAL (BPNARM)
To confirm the suitability of the DNA extraction, the PCR
chemistry and working practices, appropriate British

lane!
lane 2

land

lane 4

lane!
lane 2

lane 3
lane 4

Amplification product from herbal drug
Amplification product showing both the herbal drug and
the BPNARM band. This is the DNA extraction control
Amplification product of the BPNARM alone. the peR
pcshive conuol
Negative control with no amplification product visible

Visible band from the plant DNA
2015 bp band from the BPNARM.. The band from the
plant DNA mayor may not be present
245 bp band from the BPNARM
No band
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Figure 1 - Reference electrophoresis results

TABLE 3
DEGENERATE DNA CODE

The matching of DNA sequences produced from samples
against a published BP Reference Sequence can be achieved
by me use of DNA sequence alignment software. Many
applications are available for this including internet based,
free access portals. Query sequences should be aligned with
the relevant BP Reference Sequence and the results are given
in both percentage similarity of sequences and full images of
the entire alignment. It is possible to upload query sequences
from multiple samples to be aligned with a BP Reference
Sequence simultaneously. Careful attention must be paid to

Catalogue. This is available through the BP Website
(http://www.pharmacopoeia.com). A BPNARM is not tied to
one species, but to the chosen DNA barcode region.
Therefore, the trnH-psbA BPNARM willbe applicable 10 aU
DNA-based identification techniques based on sequencing
the trnH-psbA plastid legion.

REFERENCE SEQUENCES
When reference DNA sequences are provided, either as one
of the identification methods in a monograph or in chis
Supplementary Chapter, they are published with the key
bases for identification indicated by lower case text In some
reference sequences the degenerate DNA code is used, this
gives information about the permitted bases at anyone
position when variation is known to occur. For example, in
sequences where variation is seen between a Cytosine (C)
and a Thymine (T) at a base position, the degenerate code Y
is shown. This means that either a Cytosine (C) or a
Thymine (I) would be permitted at me base position, but
rules out a Guanine (G) or an Adenine (A) base. The full
degenerate code is shown in Table 3.

Cod,
K
At
R
Y
S
W
B
V
H
D

Meaning
GorT
AorC
AorG
CorT
CorG
AorT
CorGorT
AorCorG
AorCorT
AorGorT
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the key bases for identification as these must match exactly
and be checked manually.

The BP Reference Sequences are provided along with any
additional information considered helpful to the analyst in
the analysis of samples using an Appendix Xl V method.
This will include adaptations to optimise DNA extraction
and purification methods, and details of sequencing primers.
Sequencing is often carried out using the peR amplification
primers, but it can be useful to use different primers at this
stage depending on the DNA sequence.

ITS BARCODE REGION REFERENCE SEQUENCES
TRIBULUS TERRESTRIS FRUIT
TRIBULUS TERRESTRIS L.
SEQUENCING PRIMERS
Forward 5' TCCGTAGGTGAACCTGCGG 3'
Reverse 5' TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC 3'

REFERENCE SEQUENCE'

>Tribulus_terrestris_ITS_reference_sequence
CACtcgygcgATGCGTTCCACGctctccaCGGGGACTTGgccaccgcgcg
tTGCTTTATCGGATCATAACAAACCCCGGCGCGGAATGCGTCAAGGAATC
TtwaaATGCGTCGGCACGGCCTTGTGACCCTATCGCAGGGCGTCAGTGCC
AGTGCACTATTactACACGAACGACTCTCGGCAACGGATATCTCGGCTCT
CGCATS~~TGAAGAACGTAGCGAAATGCGATACTT

\1',

ITS2 BARCODE REGION REFERENCE
SEQUENCES
ANETHUM GRAVEOLENS SOWA FRUIT
ANETHUM GRAVEOLENS SOWA
SEQUENCING PRIMERS
Forward 5' ATGCGATACTTGGTGTGAAT 3'
Reverse 5' GACGCTTCTCCAGACTACAAT 3'

REFERENCE SEQUENCE'

>Anethum_qraveolens_Sowa_ITS2_reference_sequence
TTTGCTTGCCCCAACCACTCACTCCTTGATGAGATGTGCTGGTTTTTGGG
CGGAAATTGGCCTCCCGTGCCTTGTTGTGCGGTTGGTGCAAMGCGAGTC
TCCGGCGTTGGACGTCGTGACATCGGTGGTTGTAAAAGACCCTCTTGACT
TGTCGCACGAATCCTCGTCATCTAAGTGAGCTCTAGGACCCTTqggcacc
acACAATCTGTTTGCCCTAACTGTGACCCCAGGTCAGGCG

GLEHNIA LITTORALIS ROOT
GLEHNIA LITTORALIS F. SCHMIDT EX MIQ.
SEQUENCING PRIMERS
Forward 5' ATGCGATACTTGGTGTGAAT 3'

Reverse 5' GACGCTTCTCCAGACTACAAT 3'

REFERENCE SEQUENCE,

>Glehnia litoralis ITS2 reference sequence
CGCATcqt~ttqcccacaaACCACTCACACCTGAGAAGTTGTGCCGGTTT
GGGGCGqaaactqGCCTCCCGTaccttqtcttgcGGTTGGCGGAAAAACG
AGTCTCCGGCqacggatqTCGCGGCATCGGTGGTTGTAAAAGACCCTCTT
GTCTTGTCGCGCGAATCCTCGTCATCYTAGHGAGCTCCAGGACCCttagg
cagcacacactctGTGCGCTTCGACTG

TRNH-PSBA BARCODE REGION REFERENCE
SEQUENCES
CLIVERS
GALJUM APARINE L.
SEQUENCING PRIMERS
tmH 5' CGCGCATGGTGGATTCACAATCC 3'

psbA 5' GTTATGCATGAACGTAATGCTC 3'

Supplementary Chapter VII D V-A909

REFERENCE SEQUENCE'

>Galium_aparine_trnH-psbA_reference_sequence
CTGCTATAGATGCTCCATCTATAAATGGATAAGACTtcaGTCTTATtttT
TATTGTATAATAAGCATAGgggTTTTtgaAAAagaAAATAAAGTAGCAAT
AAGAACCTCTTATTGCTACTTTATTTtctTTTTCTTATTTTACactTAtt
atTTacqaTAAATActqTTTTAAaatTTGTAAayctTAAAGAAAGCAAAA
TTTCCGATATTTTTTtgttqcATTTATTTTATTTTgcaaTAGTAAAACAT
TCAAAattGAAGTAGGGGCGGA

HOLY BASIL LEAF
OCIMUM TENUIFLORUM LINN.
SEQUENCING PRIMERS
tmH 5' CGCGCATGGTGGATTCACAATCC 3'
psbA 5' GTTATGCATGAACGTAATGCTC 3'

REFERENCE SEQUENCE,

>Ocimum_trnH-psbA_reference_sequence
GTTATGCATGAACGTAATGCTCATAACTTCCCTCTAGACCTAGCTGCTAT
TGAAGCTCCAACAAATGGCTAAGacttgttCTTGGTGTGTAGAAGT'l'TT'T
GAAATATAGATAAATATAAGGAGCAATAAACCCTTTCTTGT'l'CTATCAAA
AGAGGGTTTATTGCTCCTTTCTTTTCTTTTCAATTATGAGTcctttTCTA
TTTTTCTagtAGTATTGGACTTACCTAGACTTTTCTTTCCATAAAAGAAA
GAAGATAAAAAAAATGATTGAAATTTTATCTT'l'TGTTTTACMTTTTGCA
AA.AAAAATTCAAATTGAAAAAGTGAATTCGTaaataAATAGAAAATTTTC
TTTTTAGAT'I'T'l'TAGAGTAGAGGGGCGGATGTAGCCAAGTGGATCAAGGC
AGTGGattgtGAATCCACCCATGCGCG

NUTMEG
MYRISTICA FRAGRANSHOUTT.
SEQUENCING PRIMERS
tmH 5' CGCGCATGGTGGATTCACAATCC 3'
psbA 5' GTTATGCATGAACGTAATGCTC 3'

REFERENCE SEQUENCE,

>Kyristica_fragrans_trnH-psbA_reference_sequence
TACTTCGG'l'ATTAGTGTATACGAGTCATTGAAGGATCAGATCAATACCCa
gaagtGGGTAT'l'GATCTGGTTCACTAGTGGTTTACTCACATAAGATTTTT
TTTTTTCAATTTHAAAAAatattaattatttggtTCATGA'l'CGAACATCA
TACCT'lfiifTTTTATTTTAACTGATCTTCAGTTTATGTACATTCCTAAA
ATGCATTTTTTCCTATTGTCAATTTTATAAAGGGTATAAATTAGTATGAA
IW\AAAAAAAAA

PHELLODENDRON AMURENSE BARK
PHELLODENDRON AMURENSE RUPRECHT
Due to the presence of polysaccharides, DNA extraction is
optimal using less starting material, for example 2 mg rather
than 20 mg.

SEQUENCING PRIMERS
Forward 5' CCATGAAGATCGAAGGGCAC 3'
Reverse 5' GGGGGTCGGTATTAATCCGTT 3'

REFERENCE SEQUENCE:

>Phellodendron_amurense_trnH-psbA_reference_sequence
TATTWAATTAACTGTAAAAATTCAAAAATTAGAATCTAATTAATAAATTA
AKAAAATTAAAATTTTCTTAGTAGTATTAGCGCATACCAAATATATGATA
CTAAATCAAAGAAAAGAACGAAAAGCATAAAAATACTTCAAATTAAAATA
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAWGTAAATAAAAAACTACTAAAGAAACCGACTCAATA
ACGGATTAATACSGACCCCCCttgcGGGGGGTCGGTATTRATCCKTTWTT
TTTAAAl\ACTCGTCTACACAAAGATCAAAATCTTATCCATTTGTAGA'I'GG
A

Phellodendron chinense Schneid, a closely related species, is
known to occur as a substitute for or as an adulterant in
PhelWdendron amurense. The barcode reference sequence for
PheDodendron chinense is presented below.
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REFERENCE SEQUENCE:

>PhellodendroD_chinense_trnH-psbA_referencB_sequence
CTGTAAAAATTCAAAAATTAGAATCTAATTA,ATAAATTAAKAAAATTAAA
A'l'T'i'TYT'l'AGTAGTATTAGCGCATACCAAATATATGATAC1'AAATCAAAG
AAAAGAAHGAAAAGCATAAAAATACTTCAAATTAAAATAAAAAAAMAAA
GAKGTAAATAAAAAACTACTAAAGAAHCCGACTCAATAACGGATTAATAC
CGACCCCCCqcaaGGGGGGTCGGTATTRATCCGTTATTTTTAAA,AACTCG
'I'CTACACAAAGATCAAAATCTTATCCATTTGTAGAT

PHELLODENDRON CHINENSE BARK
PHELLODENDRON CHlNENSE SCHNEID
Due to the presence of polysaccharides, DNA extraction is
optimal using less starting material, for example 2 mg rather
than 20 mg.

SEQUENCINGPRUdERS
Forward 5' CCATGAAGATCGAAGGGCAC 3'
Reverse. 5' GGGGGTCGGTATTAATCCGTT 3'

REFERENCE SEQUENCE:

>Phellodendron_chinenee_trnH-psbA_roference_sequence
CTGTAAAAATTCAAAAATTAGMTCTAATTAATAAAT'l'AAKAAAATTAAA
ATTTTYTTAGTAGTATTAGCGCATACCAAATATATGATACTAAATCAAAG
AAAAGAAKGAAAAGCATAAAAATACTTCAAATTAAMTAAAAAAAAAAAA
GAKGTAAATAAAAAACTACTAAAGAAKCCGACTCAATAACGGATTAATAC
CGACCCCCC9caaGGGGGGTCGGTATTRATCCGTTATTTTTAAAAACTCG
TCTACACAAAGATCAAAATCTTATCCA'I'TTG1'AGAT

GLOSSARY
TABLE 4

2022

PheUodendron amurense Ruprecht, a closely related species, is
known to occur as a substitute for or as an adulterant in
PheJ/odendron chinense. The barcode reference sequence for
Phellodendron amurense is presented below.

REFERENCE SEQUENCE:

>Phellodendron_amurense_trnH-psbA_reference_sequence
TA'l"TKAATTAACTG'l'AAAAATTCAAAAATTAGAATCTM,TTAATAAAT'l'A
AKAAAATTAAAA'l'T'1"'I'CTTAG1'AGTATTAGCGCATACCAAATATATGATA
CTAAATCAAAGAAAAGAACGAAAAGCA1'AAAAATACTTCAAATTAAAATA
AAAAAAAAAAAAGAWGTAAATAMAAACTACTAAAGAAACCGACTClIATA
ACGGATTAATACSGACCCCCCttqcGGGGGGTCGGTATTRATCCKTTWTT
'l'TTI\AAAACTCGTC1'ACACAAAGATCAAMTCTTATCCATTTGTAGATGG
A

Tenn
Amplicon
Amplification
Bese call
Base pair (bp)

BPNARM
Consensus sequence

Contig

Dcoxynucleotide (dNTP)

di-deoxynucleotide (ddNTP)

DNA
DNA ladder

Master mix

Mix by pipetting

WaterMB
Negative control

PCR
Phred score

Pcshive control

Primer (oligonucleotide)

Probe hybridisaticn

Sanger sequencing
Sequencing
Thermal cycler

Definidon
The DNA product of a peR
The copying of DNA during a peR
The identification of a DNA base by sequencing software.
The complementary pairing of two nudeolides, A&T or G&C. which forms the unit of measurement
for the length of a DNA molecule.
British Pharmacopoeia Nudeic Acid Reference Material.
TIle product of the combining of several individual DNA sequencing reads, providing a consensus of
the correct sequence.
A stl of overlapping DNA sequencing reads from one sample whichcan be used to produce II
consensus sequence.
The monomer or individual unit of DNA; Adenine (A). Cytosine (C), Guanine (0) and Thymine
rn,
A modified Conn of the DNA monomer wilhout an -OR group present on the 3' carbon of the
deoxyn"bose sugar which is requiredto bind a subsequent nucleotide.
Deoxyribonucleic Acid, a double stranded, helical molecule.
Mixture of DNA molecules of known base pair length. These provide a measure of how far a DNA
molecule travels during gel electrophoresis.
A mixture containing the common componenu for several PCRs, this is made in a large batch or
master mix which is then divided between individual reactions. Master mixes contain enough reagents
for the required number of tests, typically plus one to allow for pipetting errors.
Drawing up and expelling a substance up 10 len times using an automatic pipette. with the aim of
mixing the solutiora.
Deionised,filtered and autoclaved water.
A reaction which comprises all but one essential component, thereby proving the necessity of die
absent substance.
Polymerase Chain Reaction - an enzyme driven reaction where DNA molecules are replicated.
The IiUlihood that a base call in a DNA sequence is incorrect, a score of 20 has a 1 in 100
probability of being an incorrect call, 30 is 1 in 1000 etc.
A reaction comprising all common PCR components and a known DNA sample, thereby proving !.he
suitability of all reagents.
A short single stranded DNA molecule which binds to Ihe DNA to be amplified in a peR 11I.is
enables the enzyme to commence replication. and therefore the binding positions define lhe start and
finish point of the PCR
The complementary binding of an oligonucleotide to a terget DNA molecule causing a measurable
response.
The method by whicha DNA sequence is resolved. developed by Frederick Sanger and colleagues.
Identifying the order of Ihe nucleotide sequence of DNA.
The machine thai performs me cycling of temperatures required for a peR
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E. Methods of Pretreatment for
Preparing Traditional Chinese Drugs:
General Information
(Ph. Eur. general text 5.18)

Thefollowing chapter on methods of pretreatment d/!lif;i) paozhi)
for preparing traditional Chinese drnK' ispublished for information
only.
On the European marhet, traditional Chinese drugs (herbal,
mineral or animaldrugs) exist in bothprtlTtllred and crnck forms.
Thedifferent forms may be covered by a single monograph or,
prefembly, by 'eparate monographs.
Regarding herbals, depending on thepretreatment methods used,
theproduas of pretreatment can beherbal drnK' or herbal drug
preparations. The strncture of the method daaipuons be/ow is not
related to any classification of the resulting products as herbal
dmgs orherbal drugs preparaticns. The compet!nl authoruies may
require a detailed descn"ption of the method ofpretreatment,
including infmmation on thequalityof the excipi'enlS used.
Terminology: theoriginal Chinese technical terms desaibing the
methods of pretreatment are used, with their English translation.
Sinograms and pinyin names (the latterexpressing thephonetic
transcn"ption) arekept in the text as a reference to guarantee the
correct translation of the original temu in case of translation eo
languages other thanFrench and English. The technical term
'processing', which is widely usedin intemationol luerature on
traditional Chinese medicine (TCA{)} cannotbe used in this
context, as it is misleading with respect to the definitions given in
the European laws.

I INTRODUCTION
In contrast to otherherbal drugs, drugsused by practitioners
of traditional Chinese medicine arerarely in the genuine
crude statebut in a pretreated form instead.
The pretreatment procedures aredifferent from the common
methods already described in the general monograph Herbal
drugpreparations (1434).

This chapter provides a briefdescription of the traditionally
used pretreatment procedures,as defined in the Chinese
Pharmacopoeia.

The major formulation in traditional Chinese therapy is the
decoction.
Due to the often very voluminousdrugmaterial but also due
to other reasons stated below, crude drugsare in manycases
not suitable as a raw material for decoctions, and are
pretreated before use.
Pretreatments may be used to:
- achieve drugs of consistent quality and size forgreater,

reproducible effect and better storabiliry (cutting or
fragmenting mainlyunder wet conditions followed by
drying procedures);

- reduce toxic effects or undesirable effectsof toxiccrude
drugs;

- modify the effect of the drug;
- increase the effect of the drug;
---:- modify the extractability of the drug material;
- increase stability and remove unpleasant taste;
- prepare new and modified drugmaterial by fermentation.
Only cleaneddrugsare to be used as raw material for
pretreatment.
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2 CLEANING AND REFINING PROCEDURES: (~if;iJ

]lNGZHl)
Cleaning and refining procedures include sorting (jJtii<
Iiooxuan), sifting (I$ii< ,haixuan), sorting by wind (}>i,ii<
fengxuan), sorting by rinsing with water (7J<ii< ,huixuan),
cutting <m jian), scraping (i\f! guo), paring (Ad xue), rejecting
foreign matter (~~ tkhu), fermenting (iltJl! meifa),peeling
(~i\ll bol,), pressing (fliBiftya), blanching and rubbing
(w chan), brushing (jj;~ ,hua), scrubbing (iii! cal, singeing
with f!re (j(Jl huoliao), throwing in boiling water (1~ tang),
crushmg (Ji zhuang), and deburring (1/ii!!Il zhanchuan).

3 CUTTING (tlJif;iJ Q1EZHl)
Unless cut in fresh or dry form, crude traditional Chinese
drugs are moistenedto soften them prior to cutting.
Moistening is preferable to soaking in water which should be
avoided in order to prevent the loss or reduction of active
principles. The crudedrugs are treated according to their
size, diameter and hardness} noting the temperature, quantity
of water and duration of treatment. The drugs aredried
directly after cutting. Dried crude traditional Chinese drugs
may be cut into slices, sections,pieces, slivers and other
fragments. Their size and thickness are generally as follows.
Slices Less than 0.5 nun in thickness for verythin slices;
1-2 rom in thickness for thin slices; 2-4 mm in thickness for
thickslices.
Sections 10-15 mm in length.
Pieces Cubes of 8-12 mm.

SHvers 2-3 mm in widthfor narrow slivers; 5-10 mm in
widthfor broad slivers.
Crude traditional Chinese drugs other than those treated by
cuttingareusually pounded or crushed.

4. TREATMENT BY HEATING
4-1 Dry-frying
(Xl> chao). This method can be divided into simple dry-frying
(tI!lXl> qingchao, 1t'-Xl> danchao) and dry-frying with excipients.
When dry-frying) stirconstantly underhomogeneousheating,
controlling the temperature} the duration and the condition
of individual drugs.

4-1-1 Simple dry-frying
(tI!l~j> qingchao, 1t'-~j> danchao). Clean crude drugs are placed
in a suitable container and dry-fried under gentle heat, taken
out and allowed to cool. Crude drugs that should be dry
fried to charring are treated at a relatively high temperature
until the surface of the drug turns brown and the fractures
become dark. Crude drugs that are inJIammable on dry
frying to charmay be sprayed with a small amountof water,
then dry-fried to dryness or dried in the sun.

4-1-2 Dry-frying with bran
(~~j> fuchao). Bran is put in a suitable, hot container and
heated until smoke appears; the clean crude drugs are added
and stirred quickly until theirsurface turnsyellow or dark,
then taken out. The bran is siftedout and the drugs allowed
to cool.
10-15 parts of bran are usually used for 100 parts of clean
crude drugs.

4-1-3 Dry-frying with sand
(1tP~5 shachao). Clean sand is put in a suitable container and
heated at high temperature until the sand can move
smoothly. The clean crude drugs are added and stirred until
the drugs become crisp or reach a specified condition, then
taken out. The sand is sifted our and the drugs allowed to

cool. The quantity of sand usually used is just enough to
cover the crude drugs. Drugs thatrequire tempering with
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vinegar are dipped into vinegar while hot until they become
crisp.

4-1-4 Dry-frying with powdered clam-shell
MeretricislCycUnae concha
(iil:tM1> gefenchao). Powdered and sifted clam-shell is put in a
suitable container and heated at medium temperature until
the powder can move smoothly. The clean crude drugs are
added and dry-fried until the droll' become crisp, their
surface becomesyellow or they reach a specified condition,
then taken out immediately. The powdered clam-shell is
sifted out and me drugs allowed to cool.

30-50 parts of powdered clam-shell are usually used for 100
parts of clean crude drugs.

4-1-5 Dry-frying with talc
(IIHifJH1> huashifen<hao). Talc is put in a suitable container
and heated at medium temperature until the powder can
move smoothly. The clean crude drugs are added and dry
fried until the drugs become crisp, their surface becomes
yellow or they reach a specified condition, then taken out
immediately. The talc is sifted out and the drugs allowed to
cool.

40-50 parts of talc are usually used for 100 parts of clean
crude drugs.

4-2 Frying
(~ zh.). The clean crude drugs are mixed with a liquid
excipient until they are moistened, then heated to a specified
condition.

4-2-1 Frying with wine
(Ii"i~ jiuzh.). The clean crude drugs are mixed with wine and
allowed to stand until they are completely moistened, then
placed in a suitable container and gently heated to a specified
condition, taken out and allowed to cool.

Yellow rice wine is usually used. 10-20 parts of wine are used
for 100 parts of clean crude drugs.

4-2-2 Frying with vinegar
(ftll~ cuebi). The clean crude droll' are mixed with vinegar
and allowed to stand until they are completely moistened,
then placed in a suitable container and gently heated to a
specified condition, taken out and allowed to cool.

Rice vinegar is usually used. 20 pans of vinegar are used for
100 parts of clean crude drugs.

4-2-3 Frying with salt-water
(.Mi~ yanzh,). The sodium chloride is dissolved in an
appropriate quantity of water and the solution is filtered.
The clean crude drugs are mixed with salt-water and allowed
to stand until they are completely moistened, then placed in
a suitable container and gently heated to a specified
condition, taken out and allowed to cool.

2 parts of sodium chloride are usually used for 100 parts of
clean crude drugs.

4-2-4 Frying with ginger juice
(~~ jiangzhl). 'The fresh ginger is crushed to a paste, water
is added and juice is obtained by squeezing. The operation is
repeated once and the juices combined. The yield of ginger
juice to fresh ginger is 1:1 (volume/mass). The clean crude
drugs are mixed well with the ginger juice, then gently heated
until the ginger juice is absorbed completely, or to a specified
condition, taken out and allowed to cool.

10 parts of fresh ginger are usually used for 100 parts of
clean crude drugs.

. 4-2-5 Frying with honey
(1i't~ mizh.). Refined honey is diluted in an appropriate
quantity of boiling water. The clean crude drugs are added,
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mixed and allowed (0 stand until they are completely
moistened, then placed in a suitable container and gently
heated to a specified condition, taken out and allowed to
cool.

25 parts of refined honey are usually used for 100 parts of
clean crude drugs.

4-2-6 Frying with fat
(iIIl~ youzh.). Fat is heated until it melts, the unmelted
residue is removed and the clean crude drugs added, mixed
well and gently heated until the fat is completely absorbed
and their surface is glossy. The drugs are spread out and
allowed to cool.

4-3 Carbonising
(fillY{ zhitan)

4-3-1 Carbonising by dry-frying
(t1>Y{ chaotan). The clean crude drugs are placed in a hot
suitable container and dry-fried at a high temperature until
the surface of the drugs turns brownish-black and the inner
parts turn dark brown, or to a specified condition, sprayed
with a small quantity of water, taken out and allowed to cool.

4-3-2 Carbonising by calcining
(1Ii!Y{ duantan). The clean crude drugs are placed in a
calcining pot, tightly closed, heated to a specified condition,
allowed to cool and taken out.

4-4 Calcining
(iii! duan). The clean crude droll' are calcined until they
become crisp and easily crushed.

4-4-1 Calcining openiy
(")jlli! mingduan). The clean crude drugs are fragmented to
small pieces, placed in a suitable container and calcined until
the drugs become crisp, brittle or red hot. They are taken
out, cooled and crushed to a powder.

Inorganic salts containing water of crystallisation are not
calcined to red hot, but the water of crystallisation is
completely evaporated or die drugs are calcined to
honeycomb-like, solid masses.

4-4-2 Calcining and quenching
(1Ii!1$ duanCUl). The clean crude drugs are calcined to red hot
and dipped quickly into a specified liquid until they become
crisp (the operation is repea_ted if necessary), taken out,
dried, and crushed to a powder.

4-5 Steaming
(1#. zheng). Water or liquid excipient is added to the clean
crude drugs, previously classified according to size; they are
mixed well and aUowed to stand until the drug is moistened.
The mixture is placed in a suitable container and steamed to
a specified condition. The drugs are taken out, cooled, mixed
with the steaming liquid, partly dried in air, cut into slices or
sections and allowed to dry.

20-30 parts of water or liquid excipient are usually used for
100 parts of clean crude drugs.

4-6 Boiling
(~ zhu). The clean crude drugs, classified according to size,
are boiled with water or liquid excipient until no white colour
is observed in the centre of the drugs, taken out, partly dried
in air, cut into slices and allowed to dry.

20-30 parts of water or liquid excipient are usually used for
100 parts of clean crude drugs.

4-7 Slewing
(tm dun). Water or liquid excipient is added to the clean
crude drugs. They are placed in a suitable container, tightly
closed, stewed thoroughly on a water bath or by steaming
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until the liquid is entirely absorbed, allowed to cool, taken
out, partly dried in air, cut into slices and allowed to dry.

20-30 parts of water or liquid excipientare usually used for
100 parts of clean crude drugs.

4-8 Roasting
Oil! Wei). The clean crude drugs are wrapped with wet lIour
or wet paper, or placed regularly between layers of oil
absorbent paper, and heated. Alternatively, the clean crude
drug is put togetherwith bran in a suitable container, gently
heated to a specified extent and allowed to cool.
50 parts of branareusually used for 100 parts of clean crude
drugs.

5. OTHER TREATMENTS
5-1 Blanchlng in bolling water
(;l'; chan). The clean crudedrugsare put in boilingwater,
stirred for a short time and taken out. Some seeds are
blanched until dIe wrinkled testaebecome extendedand
smooth and can be removed easily; they are then taken out
and soaked in cold water to remove the testae, and then
dried in the sun.

5-2 Defatted powder
($iJlIl zhishuang). The clean crude drugs are usually crushed
to a paste.heated gentlyand pressed. to removesome of the
oil, to makea fairly dispersible powder.

S..3 Aqueous trituration and flotation
(*1\ shuifel). Water is added (0 the clean crude drugs and
they arepulverised to fine particles. More water is added
and, afterstirring, the supernatant liquidis decanted.
The operation is repeated on the sediment several times, the
final sedimentis removed and the suspensions of fine
particles arecombined. and aUowed to settle. Settledparticles
areseparated, dried and reduced to a fine powder.

5-4 Sprouting
(.:t><Ji' jaya). The clean crude drugs are soaked in an
appropriate quantity of water, taken out and aUowed to
sprout to a specified extent at a suitable humidity and
temperature, then dried in the sun or at a low temperature.

5-5 Fermenting
(;\tM jaxiQQ). The clean crude drugs are mixed with specific
exciplents, given a specificshape and placed at a suitable
humidity and temperature to let micro-organisms grow until
the enzymecontent has reached a specified range. The drugs
are then dried in the SWl or at a low temperature.
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Supplementary
Chapter VIII
Materials for use in the Manufacture of
Homoeopathic Preparations
This Supplementary Chapter provides information on Materials
for use in the Manu/tuture of Homoeopathic Preparations.
Introduction
This Supplementary Chapter provides information ., helptheusers
of the Bn"tish Pharmacopoeia gain a greater understanding oj the
process for elaborating monographs for materials for use in the
manufacture of homoeopathic preparations.
Homoeopathic Medicinal Products are classed as medicines
under Pan 8 of the Human Medicines Regulations 2012, as
amended. Homoeopathic Medicinal Products are defined as
laItY medicinal produa prepared from substanuscalled
homeopathic stocks in Qcwrdarue with a manufacturing procedure
described by the European Pharmacopoeia or) in the absence
therecf, by thepharmacopoeias cumnt(y usedofficiaRy in the
Member States. A homeopathic medicinal produce may contain a
number ofpn"nciples.'. As stated in the British Pharmacopoeia
Supplementary Chapter III B concerning the circumstances
for selecting materials for monograph development, the
British Pharmacopoeia Commission's policy is ro support
relevant statutory instruments; this in particular relates to
parts 6 and 8 of the Hwnan Medicines Regulations 2012, as
amended.

The publication of British 'Pharmacopoeia monographs for
materials for use in the manufacture of homoeopathic
preparations is intended to provide official, objective and
publicly available standards of quality. It is emphasised mat,
although the monographs provide standards for quality, it is
not the role of the British Pharmacopoeia Commission to
assess the safety or efficacy of these materials.

To date, preparation of monographs for materials for use in
the manufacture of homoecpathic preparations has been
based on monographs present in the British Homoeopathic
Pharmacopoeia and have been prioritised in accordance with
the availability of these materials within the United Kingdom.

The ultimate aim is to ensure mat the quality of the
monographs for the herbal materials and chemicals for
homoeopathic use are of an equivalent standard to those of
established monographs for herbal drugs and chemicals.

Authenticated herbal samples should be used for the
development of monographs for materials for use in the
manufacture of homoeopathic preparations. When a plant
species chat is not part of the definition in the monograph is
known to be a substituent or adulterant, an absence or limit
test is included in the monograph where possible.

Monograph Titles
For materials for use in the manufacture of homoeopathic
preparations, the title, including any subsidiary titles, includes
, ... for Homoeopathic Preparations'. The main title of a
monograph for a chemical is the English name; the Latin
name, where appropriate, is given as the subsidiary title.

Control Methods
In cases where the bulk starting material and any exciplents
for dilution or trituration are covered by a BP or Ph Eur
monograph, the material and/or excipient must comply with
the relevant pharmacopoeial monograph. If the material is
not covered by an existing BP or Ph Eur monograph, tests to
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check the quality of the starting material are included in the
specific monograph for homoeopathic materials.

Characteristics References to odour are only included
where this is highly characteristic. References to taste are not
included.

Identification: (a) Herbal dnlgs Reliance for
identification of herbal homoeopathic materials is primarily
placed on the macroscopical description. In addition, a
microscopical description and thin-layer chromatographic test
may be included to strengthen the identification.

The macroscopical description includes those features that
can be seen by the unaided eye or by the use of a hand lens.

The microscopical description of the powdered herbal drug
gives information on the diagnostic characters.

(b) Chemicals Tests such as specific colour reactions are
included unless the raw material is already controlled within
the British Pharmacopoeia.

Tests The following tests are applied, where applicable, in
addition to the tests or .requirements given in the
monographs for Homoeopathic Preparations, Herbal Drugs
for Homoeopathic Preparations and Mother Tinctures for
Homoeopathic Preparations:

(1) tests for absence of any related species;

(2) microbial tests to assure microbial quality,

(3) where appropriate, tests for inorganic impurities,
pesticides, aflatoxins and heavy metals;

(4) non-specific purity tests, including extractive tests and
sulfated ash.

Monographs for mother tinctures The control of the
herbal drug is followed by a separate section entitled 'Mother
Tincture' that states the method of production followed by
the relevant control tests.

Monographslor chemical stocks The format and layout
is similar to that for mother tinctures above, whereby the
control of the chemical is followed by a separate heading
section entitled 'Production of Stock' that states the method
of production followed by the relevant control tests.

Production A cross-reference is made to the method of
manufacture given in the monograph entitled Methods of
Preparation of Homoeopathic Stocks and Potentisation.
If the method is not included, a general statement relating to
a suitable method is included in the specific monograph.
When a British Pharmacopoeia or European Pharmacopoeia
monograph exists for a vehicle or excipient, that vehicle or
excipient complies with the monograph.

Tests Identification tests are included for the mother
tincture or chemical stocks; vehicles and/or excipients used
are also identified. No testing is given for subsequent
dilutions or triturations owing to the difficulty in applying
analytical methodology to high dilutions. In the case of
mother tinctures thin-layer chromatography is usually
specified for me identification.

Assay When an assay is given for the bulk material, it is
also applied to the relevant mother tincture or chemical
stock. Where necessary, the method includes a means of
overcoming interference from excipients.
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Supplementary
Chapter IX
Similar Biological Medicinal Products
This Supplementary Chapter prwides a statement on the
Pharmacopoeial position in relation to similar biological medicinal
products and aspects for consideration concerning preparation of
relevant monographs.

Pharmacopoeial position

Introductr'on
The term 'similar biological medicinal product' is used for a
biological product that has been developed to be similar to
an authorised biological medicinal product ('reference'
product). The term 'bioslmilar' has been used
interchangeably with 'similar biological medicinal product'.
For Great Britain, reference for more information should be
made to the applicableED Guidance on similarbiological
medicinal products specifically referred to in the Human
Medicines Regulations 2012, as amended. For Northern
Ireland, reference for more information should be made to
the most recent Committee for Medicinal Products for
Human Use (CHMP) Guidelines on similar biological
medicinal products and other related position papers
published by the European Medicines Agency (EMA).

Consistent with the established principles set out in the
Hwnan Medicines Regulations 2012) as amended) biological
medicinal products) in view of their complexity) differ from
conventional medicinal products based on chemically
synthesised substances. Similar biological products cannot be
regarded as comparable to generic medicinal products. They
are likely to be derived from starting materials or
manufacturing processes different from those used for the
authorised reference biological product. Consequently) even
though a 'similar biological medicinal product' is developed
to be as close as possible in structure and activity to the
reference product) there may be differences in me detailed
structure of the active ingredient from that of the 'reference'
product. Any difference may result in altered properties that
impact on the immunogenicity and clinical performance,
Such differences have led to recommendations that similar
biological medicinal products should be prescribed by brand
only. Additional requirements for proof of safety and efficacy
have usually been required when compared to those expected
for generic products of chemical origin and before marketing
authorisation is granted.

British Pharmacopoeia: Monographs for biological
formulated preparations The general policy of the
British Pharmacopoeia Commission is that a monograph for
a single dosage fonn should be prepared to cover each
available medicinal product of a particular phanuaceutical
fonn containing the same active pharmaceutical ingredient
(API). Preparation of a product-specific monograph is
avoided where possible. However) similar biological medicinal
products present a different situation because, unlike other
APIs produced by chemical synthesis) the structures)
although very similar) may not be identical. This has an
impact on the approach used for the preparation of
pharmacopoeial specifications which depend on the degree of
similarity or otherwise: whether the differences are
translational or post-translational and whether or not test
methodology is available to distinguish between similar
biological medicinal products and the reference product.
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In certain cases a single monograph may be possible for the
'reference' product and any biological medicinal products
authorised subsequently whereas in other cases separate
monographs may be needed. Consequently the BP
Commission has acknowledged that similar biological
medicinal products should be considered on a case-by-case
basis as [0 whether a single monograph is sufficient or a
group monograph) that covers more than one subsequently
authorised product) or several individual monographs are
needed.

BP monographs for dosage forms assist in providing an
assurance on the quality expected for a medicinal product
during its shelf life and provide a framework for use by the
manufacrurer. However) the analytical tests used are limited
in their ability to detect all characteristics in a similar
biological medicinal product that may affect clinical efficacy
and safety. Aspects such as excipients, pf-l, buffers, exposure
to surfaces) freezing/thawing and mechanical stresses may
result in aggregation effects and/or chemical changes during
formulation and storage. These may impact on the
immunogenicity and clinical performance.

As with other pharmacopoeial monographs) it is recognised
mat revision of a published monograph for a dosage Conn
may become necessary in order to take account of additional
similar biological medicinal products as they become
available. Manufacturers are encouraged to infonn the BP
Secretariat of revisions considered necessary and to provide
constructive comments. A list of contact points in the
Secretariat is to be found in Supplementary Chapter ill A.

Monograph development for similar biological
medicinal bulk materials and products
The following aspects are considered when elaborating
monographs.

GROUP OR SINGLE MONOGRAPH

If possible) a single monograph is prepared for one or more
similar biological medicinal bulk materials and products that
have been granted marketing authorisations by comparison
with an appropriate reference material. The following points
are taken into consideration as to whether one or more
monographs are prepared.

1. Active substance with a protein backbone Where
the substance is a protein of known structure and amino acid
sequence without modification) a single monograph) or
modification of an existing monograph) for example to take
account of a new method of production) may suffice.

2. Active substance with translational differences
Where there is a difference in an amino acid sequence of the
protein backbone separate monographs will be needed for the
resulting substances whether or not similar products exist
e.g. monographs for Insulin Aspart and Insulin Lispro and
their relevant injection monographs. Identification methods
are needed to distinguish between the structurally related
active substances.

3. Active substance with post-translational
modifications Substances with identical amino acid
sequences in the protein backbone) but with post-translation
differences, may be encompassed by one group monograph.
The differences may be in the glycosylation, acetylation
and/or sulfation. The eryrhrcpoietins, a family of closely
related glycoproteins, having the same amino acid sequence
in the protein backbone and differences in their Isoform
compositions) are covered by the bulk material monograph
for Erythropoietin Concentrated Solution and a single
monograph for the injection.
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4. Glycosaminoglycans Separate monographs are usually
required e.g. for low molecular weight heparins, there is a
group (family) monograph for Low-Molecular-Weight
Heparins, that cross-refers to the API monographs for
Heparin Sodium and Heparin Calcium and to aU the low
molecular weight API monographs (such as Dalteparin
Sodium, Enoxaparin Sodium and Tinzaparin Sodium).
Injection monographs for these three low molecular weight
heparins are included in the British Pharmacopoeia.

Specffic considerations for BP monographs for
formulated preparatJ'ons
The main considerations needed for similar biological
medicinal products are equivalent to those used for other
biotechnologicaUy-produced biological formulations.
Monographs for formulated preparations are elaborated
taking into account points 1 to 4 above. The monographs are
prepared in line with the current BP Commission policy
relating to generic products where possible) as explained in
Supplementary Chapter ill D, and in accord with the
following statement given in the Chapter: Formulated
preparations: 'The testsapplied ro the bulk d1Ug substance,
including those for impurities arising in manufacture of the bulk
drugsubstance, should beapplied, wherever possible - with any
necessary modifiC{ltion - in order to demonstrate that maienolof
pharmacopoeial qualityhas been used in making thefonnulan·on.'.
For elaboration of a monograph, information is sought on
impurities arising from the manufacture and/or storage of the
dosage form.

The requirements of the API monograph are used as a basis
for the preparation of the first draft monograph for the
formulated preparation. However, not all tests may be
applicable, such as in the presence of excipients or when the
concentration the API is low. In such situations, alternative
procedures and/or methods of detection with increased
sensitivity are necessary and validated alternative methods are
sought from stakeholders. Any validation studies must take
into account the appropriate ICH Guidelines on the
validation of analytical procedures.

TEST MEFllODOWGY IN MONOGRAPHS

When elaborating monographs for similar biological
medicinal products consideration is given to inclusion of the
test methods that are specified in the Ph. Eur. monograph
for the API which are primarily as follows.

Identification Usually, two identity tests based on the
unique characteristics of the product, such as molecular size,
charge and structure are Included together with a cross
reference to the biological or physico-chemical assay are
included in Ute monograph. The test methodologies used in
the current specific monographs for formulated preparations
are predominantly reverse-phase liquid chromatography, size
exclusion chromatography, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
and capillary electrophoresis; their inclusion depends on the
characteristics of the molecule under investigation.

Tests Tests for heterogeneity, aggregation, impurities and
degradation products are considered for inclusion depending
on the characteristics of the API and formulated preparation.
As for identification, the methodology used is predominantly
reverse-phase liquid chromatography, size-exclusion
chromatography, polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and
capillary electrophoresis.

More than one method may be included for the same test in
circumstances where interference from an excipient may
occur in the drug product. An example of this is in the
monograph for Erythropoietin Injection where two methods,
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A and B, are given in the test for Dimers and related
substances of higher molecular weight.

Bacterial endotoxins For new monographs, control is
demonstrated by compliance with the requirements in the
General Monograph for Substances for Pharmaceutical Use.
Alternatively, where validated, a monocyte-activation test or
recombinant factor C test may be used. A test is included in
a monograph only where a specific method has to be
described; in these instances, no limit is specified.
For existing monographs, the test (and limit) may be retained
where it is an established and appropriate quality standard.

Assay The assay in the monograph for the medicinal
substance is included where possible.
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Supplementary
Chapter X
Supplementary Chapter on the use of
Analytical Quality by Design concepts
for analytical procedures
This supplementary chapter is intended to provide non-mandatory
irformation that may be of use to an analytkal scientists when
applying theprinciples of AnalvticalQualily by design to the
development of analvti<al methods.
1. Introduction

This chapter describes some principles for the application of
enhanced science- and risk-based approaches to Analytical
Methods. These approaches have been described as
Analytical Quality by Design (AQbD) I and this chapter
introduces some practical guidance intended to be helpful to
analytical scientists. The chapter covers:
- A discussion of Quality Risk Management (QRM)

- Risk identification tools: IshikawaIFishbone
- Risk analysis tools: FMEA
- Risk evaluation and control

- Establishment of method understanding
- Systematic method development and evaluation
- Experimental design
- Statistical approaches to support experimental design

- Analytical control strategy and ongoing trending of
analytical methods

Prior to the application of these concepts, the purpose of the
analytical procedure should be well defined and understood.
The required performance of the method should be defined
before undertaking QRM processes and method
understanding activities. See Appendix m. Chromatographic
Sepamdon Techniques for specific guidance on system
suitability requirements for a chromatographic procedure.

Application of any of the concepts described in this
supplementary chapter can support both the development of
validation or qualification of robust analytical methods
(pharmacopoeial or alternative methods), and also the use of
these methods during the product lifecycle to assure the
quality of a particular drug substance or its pharmaceutical
preparation.

Some of the terms used in this supplementary chapter carry
different meanings which depend on their application. Where
the following words are stated in this chapter, the intended
meaning is as follows:

Robustness Effects of changes to the procedure
related method parameters on the performance of the
method

Variable Any aspect of a procedure which may cause
variance.

Parameter A Variable specifically related to the
analytical method, eg: (HPLC Column temperature,
solution concentration etc ... )

Procedure Entire process, encompassing the method
resulting in a reportable value. This may also detail a

I https:IIWfIlUI.researchgare.netlprojileIJoachim_Ermeripub/iaui07l/
282481497_1mplicarions---fllld_opportltnjtJ"es_o/-applyinLQbD_principles_w_
analyticatmeasuremenuflinksI5799e3edOBae29e4feJ947c4Ilmplications-and
rJPPOrtUnitits-ofapplying-QbD-ptincipies-lo-analytical·measuremenu·pJf
erma et a~
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study design, a sampling plan, an analytical replication
sttate~, and calculations.

Method The operational components comprised of
instrumentation, reagents, standards, sample
preparations, calibrations, controls, and suitability
criteria.

OFAT (One Factor At a Time) An experimental
design process which adjusts a single parameter in a
stepwise fashion to leam the effect that this parameter
has on the performance of a method or process.

Reportable Value The numerical valuefs obtained
through foUowing set procedures. The reportable value
is the final result of the analytical procedure that is to
be compared to the acceptance criteria of the
specification

AQbD is an evolving area of analytical science and this
supplemental guidance chapter will be updated in future
editions of the BP. Additional guidance on the application of
the concepts to phannacopoeial methods and their role
within the analytical method lifecycle will be included as the
principles become more fully conceptualised.

2. Background

Quality by Design (QbD), as defined in ICH Q8, is a
'systematic approach to development that begins with
predefined objectives and emphasises product and process
understanding and process control, based on sound science
and quality risk management'. Principles described in ICH
guidelines Q8', Q9" Qro' and QU' can enhance achieving
the desired quality of the drug substances and medicinal
product, and application of the more systematic approaches
descnbed in these guidelines, including defining a control
strategy, could facilitate continual improvement and
innovation throughout the product lifecycle.

The development and control of an analytical method across
the product lifecycle is a key element of the overall product
control strategy. A number of key concepts relating to the
application of enhanced science-and risk-based approaches to
analytical methods have been described as Analytical Quality
by Design. The MHRA and British Pharmacopoeia have
explored the practical application of these concepts to a
pharmacopoeial assay procedure" and are applying the
learnings from this study to selected individual finished
product monographs where appropriate.

3. Application to the British Pharmacopoeia

In general, analytical method performance, and therefore the
results generated by an analytical method, are subject to
variability during routine use. Therefore it is important to
understand the impact of altering method parameters (e.g.,
temperature, solvent composition, etc. for an HPLC method)
on the results generated by the method, as weU as the effect
of typical changes in method conditions that can occur over

2 sa Enner~ J. and G. Agut, Precision 0/the reportable mult of LC assay.
Simulumwus optimisation of number of detenninatiom jqr sample and
reference standard. J. Chromatogr. A, 2014. 1158: p. 859-870
J IGH Q8(R2) - Phannauutica] Development: ht,ps:lldauzbau.ich.
O'!J1, im/<h!aulrlfih; IQ8Y 2_Gui<h};ne.pd!
4 IGH Q9 - Qualior Risk Management: hnps:/ldatabase.ich.
orglsitesldefaulrJfiIesIQ9%20Guide1ine.pdf
5 IGR QIO - Pharmaautical QualitySystem: hnps:lldatabase.ich.
orglntesldtfaulrJfifesIQlOOAl20Guide/ine.pdf
6 IGR QII _Development and Manufaaure 0/ DrugSubstances:
hnps:lldauzbase.~h.orglsitesldefauJlIfiIesIQII%20Guideljne.pdf

7 hnps:llwww.gqv.uklgooernmenrJconsuluzcionslconsultation~on-the

applicalion-of-analylica/...quality-by-design-aqbd-pn·nctples-w-pharmac.opoeiat
standards-/or·medicines
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time and across laboratories (i.e., instrument type/design,
reagent quality, sample shakers, analyst training, etc.).

Pharmacopoeial methods are intended to be applicable to a
wide range of available formulations. This process often
requires a review of registered methods to ensure they are
suitable for pharmacopoeial use

The aim of the MHRA's case study was to demonstrate that
AQbD can be used to ensure robust and fit-for-purpose
methods are induded in the BP. The case study achieved
these aims and showed the value of the application of AQbD
in building quality and efficiency into monograph
development.. The BP is continuing to further investigate the
principles to a range of phannacopoeial procedures.

The principles discussed in sections 4, 5 and 6 are intended
as complimentary, supplemental information £0 that included
in Supplementary Chapter I. Basis of Pharmacopoeial
Requirements and Supplementary Chapter ill C. Monograph
Development: Guidance to Manufacturers.
The concepts elaborated in this chapter may help to verify
that a published pharmacopoeial method is fit-for-purpose
and can be used for the specific product being examined.

The principles and practices discussed in this Supplementary
Chapter can be used alone or in combination where their
application will add value to the work of the analyst or
organisation.

4. Quality Risk Management for Analytical Procedures

The process of building method understanding begins during
method development and continues through the formal
validation (in line with conventional IcH Q2:
Method Validation)8) verification) method transfer exercises
and routine use) including with pharmacopoeial methods.
Historically) the BP has utilised risk management principles
to inform the laboratory evaluation of analytical methods.

Users of the pharmacopoeia may not have prior knowledge of
a given method, above and beyond what is detailed in the
pharmacopoeia. Prior knowledge, such as infonnation
contained within monographs, supplementary materials in
pharmacopoeias, or information in the literature can be used,
if available, as Qualiry Risk Management (QRM) tools.
These tools (See ICH Q9) provide a framework for
identifying, studying and understanding the risks to method
performance and the results generated by the method.
The QRM. tools are most effective when initiated during
method development or evaluation and applied iteratively.
This allows inclusion of the most recent knowledge and
reassessment of risks based on any new understanding.

Method development should involve a systematic screening
of method conditions, including sample preparation, to
identify a set of conditions as a starting point for further
evaluation via risk assessments and the QRM process. In the
case of a compendial method where formal method
development may have been performed by the collaborating
manufacturer or by an extemal labcratory. lnitial screening of
method conditions (for example, screening Design of
Experiments (DoEs) - see section 5) can aid in identifying
conditions to which the method is sensitive and inform the
subsequent risk assessment process. For certain procedures,
generic methods may be found suitable and specific method
development data may not be available.

8 leH Q2(Rl) - Va/idau"on of Analyti«ll Pnxedures..: hnps:lldalabase.idr.
orglsiresldefaultlfiksIQ2%28RJ%29%20GuiJe/ine.pdf
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4.1. QuaUty Risk JHanagenumt

The ICH Q9 'Quality Risk Management' guideline, which
reached Step 4 in 2005, noted that while there were some
limited. examples of the use of quality risk management
(QRM) in the pharmaceutical industry, QRM could make a
greater contribution and be a valuable component of an
effective quality system. One specific area where risk
management approaches are being used extensively is in the
development of robust control strategies for manufacturing
processes. Risk management principles can also be used to
develop control strategies for analytical methods. Adopting a
risk-based approach ensures that controls applied to
analytical methods are focussed on those parameters that are
most likely to impact the reliability of the analytical result.

4.2. Risk Identification
The risk process begins by systematically identifying the
potential variables associated with the analytical procedure.
It is useful to perform a structured) theoretical and practical
"walkthrough" of the procedure to identify and record all the
steps involved. Process mapping and flow charts tools can be
used to provide a pictorial presentation of all of the steps
involved (figure I).

For complicated procedures it can be useful to break the
steps down into different "unit operations" eg sampling,
measurement, reporting etc.

Based on the process map, each of the steps in the procedure
is reviewed and parameters that could potentially vary are
identified. Tools such as an IshikawaIFish Bone diagram can
be used to facilitate categorising the risks. (Figure 2).
A platform approach could also be adopted with the use of
templates for different types of analytical methods.

4.3. Risk Analysis
Risk Analysis involves estimating the risk associated with
each of the variables identified in the previous step.
It considers both the likelihood that the input may vary
(probability) and the impact any variation is likely to have on
the reportable result (severity). Numerous tools and
approaches can be used to facilitate me risk analysis step (see
ICH Q9 appendices for a range of examples).

A commonly used tool for perfonning a quantitative analysis
is Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) - an extract from
an example of which is shown in Table 1.

Table I' Example FMEA extract

Variable Severity Probabillty of RIsk score
(I = Low, variation
S = High) (1 = Low,

S = HIgh)

% 3 4 J2
Acetonimle
in dissolving
solvent

Sonication 4 3 12
Time (mins)

% 3 4 12
AcelOnitrile
in the
mobile phase

Wavelength 4 2 S

% Humidity 1 5 5

Equilibration I 2 2
time

www.webofpharma.com
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Figure 19
- Example of process map for an HPLC analysis

RoomHumidity

Acelonitrile I Source

WaterQuality
GlasswareQuality

Sample slability in solution

HPLC Vial type

Figure 210
- Example of IshikawaIFish Bone diagram for sample preparation for HPLC Analysis

FNlEA estimates are made for each input variable with
respect to the probability (likelihood) of variation and the
impact (severity) on the reponable result. As with identifying
potential variables, the effectiveness of the risk assessment
step is heavily dependent on the knowledge available to
support me estimates made. Where the knowledge of the
impact of a variable may have on the accuracy and/or
precision of the reportable result is limited, experimental

9 see figure 6 01USP 42(5) Stimuli to me revision proem: Analy"""
c{mr:rol Straugy: http3:/Iwww.usp.orglsiresldefaultlfiles/uspldocumenr/gu
intJOlved/siaAeholder-forums/stimuli-articks-analylical-amtro/-strategJr
analytical-rarger-profile-20J6-Jo-J3.pdf
10 see figu~ 7 of USP 42(5) Sn·muJi to the reWUm process: Analytical
control strategy: hrtps:IIW'WfIJ. IISp. orglsites/defaultlfilesluspldocumentlger
imxJivedJsraJuho/der-fonllns/stimuli-artides-onalylical-ecntroi-stTategy
analytiaJ,l-targer-profile-20J6-J0-J3.pdf

studies should be performed to provide this understanding.
Design of Experiments (DoE) is an approach that can be
used to identify effects of variables (separately and in
combination) and minimise the experimental work involved
in obtaining the necessary knowledge. When using an FMEA
approach it is useful to treat it as an iterative process and
update the assessment as more knowledge and understanding
becomes available.

4.4. Risk Bcatuouon and control
Once the risk associated with each input variable is
understood, an evaluation of the required controls is
performed. These controls should focus on the variables
which are most likely to impact the reportable result and
reduce the variability and/or mitigate the impact of any
variation. This is the first step in building an analytical
control strategy for a method (see section 5.l). When using

www.webofpharma.com
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an FMEA approach this means identifying steps that will
reduce the probability score so that the overall risk is
reduced. Once such steps have been identified, the risk score
should be reassessed with suitable controls in place.

Where the probability of variation cannot be reduced
significantly, consideration should he given to whether mere
are opportunities to detect unacceptable variation before the
reportable result is generated, such that it can he invalidated.
For example, if batch-to-batch variation in chromatographic
packing material cannot be eliminated, a resolution check
may he introduced to detect potential impact on the ability of
the method (0 resolve and accurately quantify analytes (see
section 6.2 for trending concepts). Ideally "system suitability"
tests can help to mitigate known risks by assuring that the
method is performing as designed.

S. Establishing method understanding

An analytical control strategy is a planned set of controls to
ensure the reportable value obtained from procedures are fit
for-purpose for the product, derived from an understanding
of the analytical procedure and the management of risk.

The effectiveness of a risk assessment, and ultimately the
analytical control strategy for a given method, is related to
the level of understanding of the relationship between
method parameters and the method output, i.e. the result for
the specific product being tested. Section 4 sets out
approaches to ensuring method understanding that can be
adopted throughout the product lifecycle.

The MHRA and British Pharmacopoeia case study has been
used to illustrate how the Pharmacopoeia may apply AQbD
concepts when assessing a method's suitability for
compendial use. It is not expected that all of the concepts are
used for assessment of the suitability of every method.

5.1. Systematic method development and evaluation
In support of risk assessments, experimental studies are
conducted to understand the impact of method parameters
and environment on method performance. These
experimental studies are usually designed to evaluate:

the influences of deliberate variations in procedure
related method parameters (solvent strength, pHJ

sample concentration, etc.)

the influences of 'noise' factors (analyst, column
batch etc.) which typically cannot be, or are
.preferred not to be controlled.

When investigating deliberate variations in procedure-related
method parameters multifactor empirical modelling (e.g.,
Doli's) is generally preferred compared to One factor at a
time (OFAT) experiments, though OFAT may be
appropriate in some cases. Mechanistic modelling, or
combined mechanistic and empirical modelling, have the
potential to reduce the experimental burden and can be
employed when demonstrated to be appropriate. The effect
of method changes on the results generated by the method
can be considered in addition to other key method attributes
(e.g. resolution, sensitivity, accuracy, etc.) to understand
method performance and to optimize method conditions.

'Noise' factors can often be the root cause of issues arising
through the routine use of analytical methods. It is possible
mat not all of these factors can be studied experimentally,
however through the systematic investigation of those that
can be studied, the risk of method failure may be reduced.
Investigations of noise factors typically require designs
applicable to parameters with discrete values (e.g. colwnn
temperature) and are used to challenge the method and
understand their effect on precision in the longer term.

2022

Identification of a noise factor having a large effect on the
variation of test results may indicate that control of additional
method parameters is needed.

The case study also investigated noise factors as it involved
the investigation of multiple product suppliers, which is
mainly applicable to pharmacopoeial use. A more typical
example of the study of noise factors in provided in section
5.2. By necessity, the case study explored these concepts
extensively and it would not necessarily be appropriate or
effective to unifonnly apply for all methods.

5.2. Utilising method developnumt tools and statistical
analysis
Analytical method parameters are factors related to the
operation of the method which can be specified within a
continuous range or at controllable, unique levels.
Experimentation which uses fractional factorial designs
(DoEs) to develop general purpose (linear) models describing
the effect of changes in analytical method parameters is
outlined below. These models are used to identify and/or
confirm (typically) a setpolnt and ranges for analytical
method parameters, which in combination assure robustness.
It is possible to define a wider operating region throughout
which the method may be used but this is not typically done.

As part of the practical application of AQbD to the
pharmacopoeial Assay procedure, DoEs were performed to
investigate sample extraction, chromatography and solution
stability. The two-level fractional factorial design for the
investigation of four mobile phase factors is illustrated in
Figure 3. A full two-level factorial design consists of all the
combinations of chosen low and high levels of the parameters
as represented by the comers of the cubes. A fractional
factorial design uses a specific set of points (fraction) - as
shown by the solid circles in this example. Here it is a half
fraction because the design uses 8 out of the possible 16 (24

)

combinations of low and high levels for the four factors.
In addition, centre points (mid value between low and high
and often the planned setpolnt for the method) are used to
estimate variability at the same conditions and assess whether
a linear model in the parameters is adequate. Fractional
factorial designs are very effective due to hidden replication
(half of the factorial points are performed at a level of a
parameter rather than just one for OFAT experiments) and it
is not necessary to run all factorial combinations (an
adequate model is usually obtained from the effects of single
factors or interactions between two).

Acelonflrlle", low Acetonitrile '" High

H H

;;; ;;;
.2 .2e e
} ~s:

J J
L L

Citric Add L QlricAcId
H

Figure 3: Fractional factorial design (solid circles) for four
factor mobile phase experiment

Whilst Figure 3 illustrates the concept; a design listing (see
Table 2) is used to describe the design. It is useful for any
number of parameters to be investigated and describes the
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Table 2' Design Listing for Mobile Phase Composition DoE

Supplementary Chapter X V-A92!

Factor A Factor B Factor C Factor D Response 1

Run Order Space Type Citric Add (g) pH Tetrahydrofuran Acetonitrile (mL) Alorvastatin
(mL) Taillng Factor

1 Factorial 8.66 3.8 130 175 1.12

2 Factorial 8.66 3.8 70 95 1.05

3 Cenre 9.62 4 100 135 1.07

4 Factorial 10.58 3.8 130 95 1.00

5 Factorial 10.58 4.2 70 95 1.00

6 Factorial 8.66 4.2 130 95 1.1

7 Factorial 8.66 4.2 70 175 1.09

8 Centre 9.62 4 100 135 1.1

9 Centre 9.62 4 100 135 1.08

10 Factorial 10.58 4.2 70 175 1.00

II Factorial 10.58 4.2 130 175 L.17

12 Centre 10.58 4 100 175 1.08

Half-Normal Plot
1.18-

0

"" 1.16 - 95
<II
Q)
a.
co 1.14 - E- 90
~ :6
1;; <II

~ 1.12
.D

800 e
~ n.

;j:: 70
~ 1.1 0 •U "iij
<II 0 EIL
tn 1.08 • • 0 50
~

Z

~ • ~
1.06- 0 0 0 I 30

20
0 10

1.04 - 0

I I I ITT IT
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

aCD

Ii:iI
C-Tetrahydrofuran

Ii:!I
D-Acelonitrile

lilia-pH

Run

0.000 0.010 0.019 0.029 0.038 0.048

Figure 4: Tailing factor for the Atorvestatin peak plotted
against run (centre points are shaded)

random order in which the design is to be run. The method
is operated under the condition for each run in tum and the
results recorded. For illustration, the tailing factor response is
listed in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 4.

The acceptance criteria for the tailing factor of the
Atorvastatin peak is 5 1.2. If aU the results from the DoE
runs had been far below the acceptance criteria a statistical
analysis may not be required) though if there is a wide range
between me factorial points it is useful to understand which
parameters may cause this. Here it is seen that one run had a
value of 1.17. Although this meets the criteria it is possible
that a combination of factor settings not explored in the
design may exceed 1.2. Also) it is noted that repeating the
same conditions will give variable results (see variation in the
centre points). Thus, a statistical analysis is desired.
The first step in the statistical analysis is to identify which are
the major parameter effects. Figure 5 illustrates one tool - a

Standardized Effect

Figure 5: Half-normal plot for model terms for Tailing
Factor for Atorvastatin peak

half-normal plot. Model terms are selected (represented by
small squares) which are greater than background noise (to
the right of the line through the triangles which represent the
background variability estimated from the four centre points).
Parameters Tetrahydrofuran (e), Acetonitrile (D) and pH
(B) have the largest effects. The fourth term selected is an
interaction between two parameters. Statistically it is not
possible from the design to know whether this is the
interaction between A and B or C and D. Since C and D are
the largest effects and this makes analytical sense me CD
interaction was also included in the model. The next term
was not included in the model. It was not statistically
significant, it is small and the design cannot distinguish
between the two possible interactions) BC and AD.

A statistical analysis will typically assess statistical significance
of terms identified for inclusion in the model and assess
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Effect of Tetrahydrofuran and
Acetonitrile at centre conditions of
pH (Citric acid not in model, circles
are values at centre points)
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Combined effect of pH, Tetrahydrofuran
and Acetonitrile (worst conditions circled)

Interaction

1.18 D: Acetonlfnle (mL)
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Figure 6: Effect of Parameters on Tailing Factor.

assumptions used in the modelling (linear model is adequate,
residuals are normally distributed and no outliers are
observed). The model is then used to predict the effect of
method parameters. Figure 6 shows the effect of
Tetrahydrofuran, Acetonitrile and pH on the mean tailing
factor.

Various system suitability responses were examined (tailing
factors, efficiencies, resolution, retention times). In addition,
the effect of method parameters on %Assay may be
examined. The %RSD of %Assay over the combinations
investigated may be useful in addition to a similar analysis to
that applied to the tailing factor.

H the model only contains linear terms for parameter effects
and any interactions then it is sufficient to establish that
results are acceptable at the limits of the parameter ranges (in
combination). If the model is more complex than linear
e.g. non-linear, or a mechanistic model, then evaluation
within the parameter ranges may be required. If a model with
linear terms is insufficient) response surface designs may be
used to include quadratic terms to model curvature. If the
results are not acceptable at the limits of the parameter
ranges) it may be possible to use the model to predict ranges
within those investigated) in which the method could be
satisfactorily operated or further experimentation may be
required to identify an acceptable region. Where mechanistic
models are available (e.g. chromatographic in-silico modelling
systems), designs appropriate to the model should be applied
(and in some cases little experimentation may be required).

Examples in literature' I provide a very comprehensive
explanation of full and fractional factorial designs and the

II hups://www.springer.crnn/gplbookI9780187891026-Mee,Robert.
A a;mprehensrve guide CQ factorial two-leue1 experimemacitm. Spnnger
Science & Business Media~ 2009.

c: 'Ielrahydrofuran (mL)

application of experimental design to analytical methods
(focused on chromarographyj'". The design should be
carefully chosen to meet the purpose of the study - is the
design intended to identify parameters having an effect or
optimise a method over a wide parameter region, or to assess
robustness around the setpoint. A limited evaluation of the
data could be gained from plotting the data and calculating
means at the low and high levels for each factor to establish
which has the largest effect. However) to understand
interactions between factors, assess statistical significance
(i.e. that effects seen are likely not to be due to chance) and
produce predictions) software that can fit general purpose
models with linear and quadratic terms in the parameters is
likely to be required. Software which combines functionality
for designing factorial type experimentation with
corresponding statistical analysis is particularly helpful.
The software may be integrated with a chromatographic
system) focused on designed experiments (either entirely or a
specific module) or more general statistical software.

53. Assessment ofvariation in method operating
conditione
The variations in method operating conditions considered
here are typical changes in method conditions that can occur
over time and across laboratories) (i.e., instrument type)
reagent quality) sample shakers, analyst training) etc.). These
are changes which are not specified or controlled as method
parameters- "noise factors". Studies are designed with the
purpose of challenging the method and to understand their
effect on precision in the longer term. Noise factors having a
large effect on the precision can be identified and further
investigated with the aim of improvement and/or control

12 https:llpubmed.ncbi."lm.nih.govI223134381-Hlbbert. D. Brynn.
"Experimental design in chromalOgraphy: a tutorial review. "Journal of
chromatography B 910 (2012): 2-13.
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Figure 7: Plot of assay results from a study of potential noise factors

where possible. In contrast to the designs for assessing the
effect of analytical method parameters which predominantly
evaluate continuous factors, the focus of these studies is on
factors with discrete levels) uncontrolled in the method
description e.g. analyst. It is often useful £0 perform such a
study as part of a method transfer as the two activities can be
combined saving resource and the use of two labs provides
more challenge to the method.

Figure 7 shows an example study - me design should be
chosen based on the risk assessment and the practicalities
which apply. The factors and chosen levels can be seen at the
bottom of the plot. Factors may be "crossed" or "nested" in
such a design. In the example analyst, HPLC and column
(col) are nested within lab, i.e. an analyst only occurs at one
site. Preparation level is nested within each analyst, HPLC
and column combination and CWo injections are performed
for each prep. However, analyst, HPLC and column are
crossed with each other i.e, an analyst uses more than one
HPLC equipment. It is desirable to use a reasonable number
of levels for aU factors in the design (not just preps and
injections) In order to better allow any effects/variation due to
the factor to manifest itself during the study (acknowledging
that there will be practical constraints).

The statistical analysis typically consists of visualising the
data and fitting models to estimate the variation due to each
noise source or their interactions (variance components).
This is usually a variance components or mixed model
analysis.

Figure 8 shows the results of a statistical analysis with the
estimated variance components shown for the various factors.
It is seen that the injection variation and analyst variation
contribute most to the variation. Some variability due to
HPLC is also seen but the column and preparation
contribute very little variability.

Figures 7 and 8 show the clear benefits of using data
visualisation to identify the causefs of variation. Figure 5
appears to show variation at all levels other than between
laboratories. This indicates a systematic issue with the
methodology, which is being replicated from Lab A to
Lab B. Digging deeper, figure 6 shows that the main
proportion of variance is from injection to injection and
analyst to analyst, rather than preparation, column or HPLC
instrument. This type of analysis can be key to both
identifying issues with procedures during validation as well as
during a root cause analysis on existing procedures, where an
issue may have occurred.

www.webofpharma.com
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Figure 8: Variance components from various noise factors
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Figure 9 - Example of control charts monitoring different aspects of ongoing method performance

The precision of the analytical measurement can be
calculated by summing the variance estimates, taking into
account any replication used in providing the reponed result.
For example, the intermediate precision (variance) for a
reported result from the mean of two preparations would be
found by summing the variance components for between
analytical run sources of variability (Analyst, HPLC,
Column, Run) and half of the preparation and injection
components of variance. Thus:

J 0.02 0.44
SD= 0.48+0.18+0.03+0+-

2-+-2-=0.96

The overall mean of the results was 98.0 giving:

'" 0.96 '"10RSD= 100 x 98.0 ~ 0.98/0

Additiona11iterature sources provide further details and
examples of such studies13. Performing the study and
plotting the data can be useful in its own right However) to
perform the statistical analysis to gain most information from
the study) software that can fit mixed models is likely to be
required (usually Restricted Maximum Likelihood - REML
is used).

13 https:llpubmed.ndn.nlm.nih.gooI21889624I-Borman, PhilJ.•Marion
J Chatfield. Ivana Damionou, and Patri€k Jadurm. "Method ntggedness
studies incorporating a risk-baud approach: a tutorial. " AnalytiCiJ chimica
acta 703, no. 2 (2011): 101-113.
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6. The analytical control strategy and its role in
ongoing monitoring of method performance.

6.1. AnalYtical Control Strategy
ICHQIO defines a control strategy as: a planned setof conlTOls
demiedfrom product and process understanding, that assures
process peiformance and product quality. TIre conlTOls can include
parameters and attn"butes related to drugsubstance and drug
produce materials and components, facility and equipment
operating conditions, in process controls, finished product
specifications and the associated methods and frequency of
monitoring andcontrol.

Clearly this definition applies to manufacturing processes
however the idea of a control strategy for analytical methods
mirrors the above if the output of the process is regarded as
the reportable result rather than a drug product. The key
point is that the control strategy should be comprehensive
and consider aU of the materials used, operating conditions,
system suitability checks, etc that ace required to assure the
quality of the reportable result.

Sections 4 and 5 detail the concepts one may adopt to
produce an analytical control strategy built on deep method
and product understanding. The MHRA case study
confirmed that to complete a suitable control strategy for the
atorvastatin tablets pharmacopoeial Assay method was to
follow system suitability criteria in me fonn of a minimwn
resolution between a critical pair (Atorvastatin and close
eluting related substance).

For a pharmacopoeial method, the chromatographic
conditions and permissible adjustments set out in
Appendix ill Chromatographic Separation Techniques are
complementary to the analytical control strategy developed in
line with the processes described in this supplementary
chapter.

6.2. Ongoing monitoring ofmethods
Monitoring of the results of analytical methods helps to build
process capability insights. However, additional trending of a
range of different method outputs is another strategy used to
identify areas of risk and alert users to take action before
method failure.

Monitoring an analytical method is helpful since it can alert
users to trends. There are different ways to conduct
monitoring - trending results, control sample results,
performance attributes (e.g. retention time of specific
enalyres, peak shape of principal peaks and more).
Monitoring of measurements for reference or standard
material repeatably analysed over time may also be useful.

Figure 9 is a simple model of additional parameters that may
require trending through the lifetime of a method (or in this
case) an individual column). Here you can see an inverse
relationship between the resolution of critical pair and the
peak shape of the drug substance. In this instance, an
increase in peak tailing is causing a loss in separation
between the drug substance and a major impurity.
Ultimately, the Assay value here is unaffected, however the
resolution is heading towards a failure of system suitability
criteria, as is the peak shape.

The BP appreciates that the modelling and subsequent
decision point to change a column, detailed above, is a small
and distinct use for the monitoring of an analytical method.
More detailed monitoring and change is likely to add benefit
to users'? and may be built on in future iterations of this

14 see Ermer, ]., et aT., Lifecyde management inpharmaautical analYsis:
HQW to e.stablish an efficienr and relevant continued performance mcmiton·ng
program. J Phaml Biomed Anal, 2020. 181: p. 113051

Supplementary Chapter X V-A925

supplementary chapter. It is noted that statistical techniques
may also be useful in monitoring the performance of system
suitability end/or reference measurements over time.
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A
Abacavir, 4
Abacavir and Lamivudine Tablets, 111-93
Abacavir Oral Solution, m-91
Abacavir Sulfate, 1-41
Abacavir Tablets, nr-sz
Abacavir, Zidovudine and Lamivudine

Tablets, m-9S
Abbreviated Adjectives, V-A693
Abbreviated Anions, V-A693
Abbreviated Cations, V-A693
Abbreviated Preparations, V-A693
Abbreviated Titles, V-A693
Abbreviated Titles of Monographs,

V-A693
Abbreviated Titles, Status of, 1-7, 1I-7,

III-7, IV-7, V-7
Abbreviations and Symbols, 1-20, 11-20,

111-20,IV-20, V-20
Abelmoschi Corolla, see Abelmoschus

Flower
Abelmoschus Flower, IV-53
About, definition of, 1-5, II-5, DI-5,

IV-5, V-5
Absolute Alcohol, see Ethanol
Absolute Ethanol, V-A?!
Absolute Ethanol, see Ethanol
Absorbent Cotton, IV-92S
Absorbent vtscose Wadding, IV-926
Absorption Spectrophotometry Infrared,

see Infrared SputropholOmetry
Absorption Spectrophotometry,

Ultraviolet and Visible, V-AI9I
Acacia)1-43) V-A23
Acacla, Dried Dispersion, 1-45
AcaciaSolution) V-A23
Acacia, Spray-dried, see A<:a~ia, Dried

Dispersion
Acamprosate Calcium, 1-46
Acamprosaee Gastro-reslstant Tablets,

III-97
Acanthopanax Bark, IV-55
Acarbose, 1-48
Accuracy) V-A769
Acebutolol Capsules, 111-99
Acehutolol Hydrochloride, 5, I-50,

V-A23
Acebutolol Tablets, 111-99
Aceclofenac, I-52
Acemetacin, I-54
Acenocoumarol, 5) I-56
Acenocoumarol Tablets, 111-100
Acesulfame Potassium) I-56
Acetal, V-A23
Acetaldehyde, V-A24
Acetaldehyde Ammonia Trimer

Trihydrate, V-A24
Acetaldehyde Standard Solution

(100 ppm C,H.O). V-A168
Acetaldehyde Standard Solution

(100 ppm C,H.O) RI, V-A168
Acetamide, V-A24
Acetate Buffer pH 2.8, V-A173
Acetate Buffer pH 2.45) V-A173
Acetate Buffer pH 3.4) V-A173
Acetate Buffer pH 3.5) V-AI13
Acetate Buffer pH 3.7, V-A173
Acetate Buffer pH 4.4, V-A113
Acetate Buffer pH 4.6, V-A113

Acetate Buffer pH 5.0, V-AI73
Acetate Buffer pH 6.0) V-A113
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.4) see

AcetateBufferpH 4.4
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.5) V-A173
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.7) V-A173
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 6.0, see

Ace.ateBufferpH 6.0
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.6, see

AcetateBufferpH 4.6
Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.7 Rt,

V-AI73
Acetate-edetate Buffer Solution pH 5.5,

V-AI73
Acetates, Reactions and Tests of)

V-AJ05
Acetazolamide, 5, I-58
Acetazolamide Oral Suspension, III-I00
Acetazolamide Tablets) 111-101
Acetic Acid, V-A24
Acetic Add, Anhydrous, V-A24
Acetic Acid, Dilute, V-A24
Acetic Acid, Dilute, see Acetic Acid

(6 percem)
Acetic Acid, Dilute Rl, see AceticAdd

(6 ptrcem)
Acetic Acid, Glacial) I-59, V-A24
Acetic Acid in Synthetic Peptides,

V-AJ36
Acetic Acid (6 per cent), 1-60) V-A24
Acetic Acid (33 per cent), 1-60
Acetic Acid VS, V-A162
Acetic Anhydride, V-A24
Acetic Anhydride Solution Rt, V-A24
Acetic Anhydride-Dioxan Solution,

V-A24
Acetic Anhydrlde--SulfuricAcid Solution)

V-A24
Acetic Bromine Solution, V-A41
Acetone) 1-61) V-A24
Acetone Solution, Buffered, V-A173
Acetonitrile) V-A24
Acetonitrile for Chromatography, V-A24
Acetonitrile Rl, V-A24
AcetoxyvalerenicAcid, V-A25
Acetyl Chloride, V-A25
Acetyl Groups, Reactions and Tests of)

V-AJ05
Acetyl Value) V-A357
Acetylacetamide, V-A25
Acerylacerone, V-A25
Acetylacetone Reagent Rl, V-A25
Acetylacetone Reagent R2, V-A25
4-Acetylbiphenyl, V-A25
N-Acetyl-&-caprolactam, V-A25
Acetylcholine Chloride, 1-62) V-A25
Acetylcysteine, 6) 1-63
Acetylcysteine Eye Drops) ill-l02
Acerylcysteine Injection, ill-l03
Acetyldigoxin,1-65
p-Acetyldigoxin, see Autyldigoxin
Acetylene, V-A25
Acetylene Intermix (l per cent) in

Nitrogen) 1-67
Aceryleugenol, V-A25
N-Acetylglucosamine) V-A25
N-Acetylhexane-6-1aetam, see N-Acetyl-e-

caprolactam
Acetyl-Ll-keto-Bcboswellic Acid, V-A25
N-Acetyl-L-cysteine, V-A25

N-Acetylneuraminic Acid, V-A25
Acetylsalicylic Acid, V-A25
Acetylsalicylic Acid, see Aspirin
Acetylsalicylic Acid Tablets) see ASjn"n·n

Tablets
Aceryltryptophan, 1-68
N-Acetylttyptophan, V-A25
Acetyltyrosine)1-70
Acetyltyrosine Ethyl Ester, O.2M, V-A25
Acetyltyrosine Ethyl Ester, V-A25
Achyranthes Bidentata Root, IV-56
Aciclovir,I-72
Aciclovir Cream, 111-104
Aciclovir Dispersible Tablets) III-ll0
Aciclovir Eye Ointment) III-lOS
Aciclovir Infusion, 111-106
Aciclovir Intravenous Infusion) see

AcicJovi,. Infusion
Aciclovir Oral Suspension) 111-108
Aciclovir Sodium for Infusion, 111-107
Aciclovir Sodium for Intravenous

Infusion) see Aciclovir Sodiumfor
Infusion

Aciclovir Tablets, 111-109
Acid Blue 74) see Indigo Carmine
Acid Blue 83) V-A26
Acid Blne 90, V-A26
Acid Blue 92) V-A26
Acid Blue 93, V-A26
Acid Blue 92 Solution, V-A26
Acid Blue 93 Solution, V-A26
Acid Gentian Mixture) IV-256
Acid Gentian Oral Solution) IV-256
Acid Potassium lodobismuthate

Solution) V-A123
Acid Value, V-AJ57
Acidlbase indicators) V-A899
Acid-base Titrations, V-A898
«I-Acid-gjycoproreln Silica Gel for

Chiral Separation, V-A26
Acidified Methanol, V-A97
Acid-insoluble Ash - Method I, V-A375
Acid-insoluble Ash - Method II, V-AJ75
Acid-insoluble Ash) Determination of,

V-AJ75
Acidum Picrinicum for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-557
Acidum Succinicum for Homoeopathic

Preparations) IV-S57
Acitretin,I-74
Acitretin Capsules, 111-111
Acknowledgements, f-xxxii
Acrylamide, V-A26
Acrylamide/blsacrylamlde(29:1)

Solution) 30 per cent, V-A26
Acrylamide!bisacrylamide (36.5:1)

Solution, 30 per cent) V-A26
Acrylic Acid) V-A26
Actein, V-A26
Acreoslde, V-A26
Action and Use Statement, Status 0(,

1-16,11-16, 1Il-16, IV-16, V-16
Activated Acid Aluminium Oxide) V-A2B
Activated Attapulgite, 1-236
Activated Charcoal) 1-520
Activated Coagulation Factors, V-A472
Active Moiety, V-A744
Active Substances) Methyl, Ethyl and

Isopropyl Benzenesulfonate in,
V-AJ44
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Active Substances, Methyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Methanesulfonate in,
V-A338

Active Substances, Methyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Toluenesulfonate in,
V-A343

Adamamane, V-A26
Adapalene, 1-75
Adapalene Cream, ill-U2
Adapalene Gel, ID-114
Additional Information for Reagents,

V-A23
Additions) List of, I-xxiv
Additions, List of Monographs) I-xxxiii
Additives, Plastic) V-A685
Adenine) 1-77, V-A26
Adenosine) 1-78, V-A26
Adipic Acid) 1-79) V-A26
Adjectives, Abbreviated, V-A693
Adonis Vernalis for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-SS8
Adrenaline I Epinephrine, 1-80
Adrenaline, V-A26
Adrenaline Acid Tartrate) V-A26
Adrenaline Acid Tartrate/Epinephrine

Acid Tartrate, 1-82
Adrenaline and Cocaine Intranasal

Solution, 111-121
Adrenaline (Epinephrine), 6
Adrenaline Eye DropslEpinephrine Eye

Drops, ill-US
Adrenaline Hydrochloride, V-A26
(±) Adrenaline Hydrochloride, V-A26
Adrenaline Injection, Bupivacalne and)

III-258
Adrenaline Injection, Dilute (l in

10,000), rrr-ns
Adrenaline Injection, Lidocaine and,

III-899
Adrenaline InjectionlEpinephrine

Injection, 111-116
Adrenaline SolutionlEpinephrine

Solution, W-120
Adrenaline Tartrate, see Adrenaline Acid

Tartrate/Epinephn"ne Acid Tanratt
Adrenaline Tartrate Injection, see

Adrenaline Inj~h"onIEpinephrine Injection
Adrenaline Tartrate Solution, see
. Adrenaline Solution/Epinephrine Solution

Adrenalone Hydrochloride, V-A26
Adsorbed Diphtheria and Tetanus

Vaccine, IV-686
Adsorbed Diphtheria and Tetanus

Vaccine for Adults and Adolescents,
see Diphthetia and Tetanus Vacdne
(AdsorbedReducedAnljgen(,) Content)

Adsorbed Diphtheria) Tetanus and
Pertussis (Acellular Component)
Vaccine, IV-690

Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus) Pertussis
(Acellular Component) and
Haemophilus Type b Conjugate
Vaccine, IV-693

Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis
(Acellular Component) and
Hepatitis B (rDNA) Vaccine, IV~696

Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis
(Acellular Component) and
Inactivated Poliomyelitis Vaccine,
IV-697

Adsorbed Diphtheria Vaccine, IV-683
Adsorbed Diphtheria Vaccine for Adults

and Adolescents, see Diphthen"a Vaccine
(Adsorbed, Reduced Amigen Content)

Adsorbed Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular
Component), IV-7SS

Adsorbed Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular,
Co-purified), IV-757

Adsorbed Tetanus Vaccine) IV-783
Adsorbed Vaccines, Aluminium in)

V-AS23
Adsorbed Vaccines, Calcium in, V-A524
Aerodynamic Assessment of Fine

Particles, Preparations for Inhalation)
V-A421

Aescjn, V-A26
Aflatoxin B h V-A27
Aflatoxin B1 in Herbal Drugs,

Determination of, V-A381
Agar, 1-84, V-A21
Agaricus Phalloides for Homoeopathic

Preparations) IV-559
Agarose for Chromatography, V-A27
Agarose for Chromatography, Cross

linked, V-A27
Agarose for Chromatography Rt, Cross

linked, V-A27
Agarose for Electrophoresis, V-A27
AgaroselCross-linked Polyacrylamide,

V-A27
Agarose-DEAE for Ion Exchange

Chromatography, V-A27
Agnus Cestus Fruit, IV-58
Agnus Cestus Fruit Dry Extract) IV-59
Agnuside, V-A27
Agrimony, IV-60
Air, Hydrocarbon-free, V-A27
Air Medicinal, 1-84
Air Permeability, Specific) Surface Area

by, V-A581
Air, Synthetic, 1-86
Akebia Stem, IV-61
Il-Alanine, V-A27
Alanine, 1-87, V-A27
L-Alanine, see Alanine
Albendazole, 1-89
Albumin, see Albumin Solution, Human
Albumin, seeAlbumin SolutIon
Albumin, Bovine, V-A27
Albumin) Bovine Rt, V-A27
Albumin, Human) V-A27
Albumin Solution, IV-613
Albumin Solution) Human, V-A21
Albumin Solution Rl, Human) V-A27
Alchemltla, IV-63
Alcohol) V-A27
Alcohol, see Ethanol (96%)
Alcohol, Aldehyde-free, V-A27
Alcohol) Aldehyde-free, seeEthanol

(96%), Aldehyde-fm
Alcohol (20 per cent), 1-978
Alcohol (2S per cent), 1-978
Alcohol (45 per cent), 1-978
Alcohol (50 per cent), 1-978
Alcohol (60 per cent), 1-978
Alcohol (10 per cent), 1-978
Alcohol (80 per cent) 1-978

.Alcohol (90 per cent), 1-978
Alcohol (96 per cent), see Ethanol

(96 percent)

Alcohol (x% v!v), V-A27
Alcoholic Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde

Solution, V-A63
Alcoholic Iodine Solution, DI-833
AlcohoJimetric Tables, V-A781
Alcwonium Chloride, 1-91
Aldehyde Dehydrogenase, V-A27
Aldehyde Dehydrogenase Solution,

V-A27
Aldehyde-free alcohol, see Ethanol (96%),

Akkhyd<-fm
Aldehyde-free Ethanol (96%), V-A71
Aldehydes, Determination of, V-A361
Aldrin, V-A27
Alendronate Sodiwn Tablets, see

Alendronic Acid Tablets
Alendronic Acid and Colecalciferol

Tablets, 111-124
Alendronic Acid Tablets, 111-122
Aleuritic Acid, V-A28
Alexandrian Senna Fruit, see Senna Pods
Alexandrian Senna Pods, see Senna Pods
Alfacalcidol, 1-92
Alfadex, 1-94
Alfemanil Hydrochloride, seeA/fentanil

Hydrochkmde Hydrate
Alfentanil Hydrochloride Hydrate, 1-95
Alfuzosin, 7
Alfuzosin Hydrochloride, 1-97
A1fuzosin Prolonged-release Tablets,

ur-ns
Alfuzosin Tablets, DI-127
Alginate Antacid Oral Suspension,

CompoUQd,lll-129
Alginate Oral Suspension, Raft-forming,

ill-130
Alginate Raft-fonning Oral Suspension,

m-ise
Alginic Acid, 1-98
Alimemazine, 7
Alimemazine Hemitartrate, see

Alimemazine Tanrate
Alimemazine Oral Solution, Paediatric)

m-m
Alimemazine Tablets, ID-132
Alimemazine Tartrate) 1-99
Alisma Plantago-Aquatica, IV-64
Alizarin Red S, see Alizarin S
Alizarin S, V-A28
Alizarin S Solution) V-A28
Alkaline Corallin Solution, V-A54
Alkaline Eye Drops, see HypromeJlose Eye

Drops
Alkaline Gentian Mixture, IV-256
Alkaline Gentian Oral Solution, IV-256
Alkaline Impurities in Fatty Oils)

V-A362
Alkaline Potassium Mercuri-iodide

Solution, V-Al23
Alkaline Tetrazolium Blue Solution)

V-AlSO
Alkali-washed Diatomaceous Support,

V-AS9
Alkaloids, V-A30S
Alkaloids, Complete Extraction of)

V-A374
Allantoin, 1-100, V-A29
Allergen Products, 1-101
Allergen Products, Animal Epithelia and

Outgrowths for, 1-187
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Allergen Products, Hymenoptera
Venoms for, 1-1289

Allergen Products, Mites for, 11-321
Allergen Products, Moulds for, 11-344
Allergen Products, Pollens for, 11-655
Allium Sativwn for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-56!
Allopurinol,I-103
Allopurinol Oral Suspension, 111-132
Allopurinol Tablets, m-134
all-rae-Alpha-Tocopherol, 11-1179
all-rac-Alpha-Tocopheryl Acetate,

11-1181
all-rac-e-Tocopherol, see all-rac-Alpha

TO<QjJherol
all-rac-c-Tccopheryl Acetate, see all-rae-

Alpha-Tocophery/ Acerate
4-Atlylanisole, see Esrragole
Almagate,l-I06
Almond Oil, see Virgin Almond Oil
Almond Oil Ear Drops, 111-134
Almond Oil, Refined, 1-108
Almond Oil, Virgin, 1-107
Almotriptan Malate, 1-108
Aloe Emodin, V-A2a
Aloes, Barbados, IV-65
Aloes, Cape, IV-66
Aloes Dry Extract, Standardised, IV-67
Alovudine, V-A2B
Alovudine eSF) Injection, IV-829
Alpha Tocopheryl Acetate Concentrate

(powder Form), 11-1184
Alpha Tocopheryl Hydrogen Succinate,

11-1185
Alpha Tocopheryl Succinate Tablets,

ill-1440
Alphacyclodextrin, see Alfadex
AJprazolam, 1-110
Alprenolol Hydrochloride, 1-112
Alprostadil, 1-113
Alteplase for Injection, 1-116
Alternative Methods for Control of

Microbiological Quality, V-AB24
Altizide, 1-119
Alum, 1-120
Alum, see Aluminium Potassium Sulfate
Aluminium, V-A28
Aluminium Acetate Ear Drops, 111-136
Aluminium Chloride, V-A28
Aluminium Chloride Hexahydrate, 1-121
Aluminium Chloride Reagent, V-A28
Aluminium Chloride Solution, i11-136,

V-A28
Aluminium Glycinate, 1-121
Aluminium Hydroxide and Magnesium

Trisilicate Tablets) Chewable) m-933
lJuminium Hydroxide Chewable

Tablets, 111-137
Aluminium Hydroxide) Dried, 1-123
Aluminium Hydroxide for Adsorption,

Hydrated,I-122
Aluminium Hydroxide Gel) V-A28
Aluminium Hydroxide Oral Suspension,

111-136
Aluminium Hydroxide Oral Suspension,

Magnesium Hydroxide and, 111-474
Aluminium Hydroxide Tablets)

Magnesium Hydroxide and, 111-474
Aluminium in Adsorbed Vaccines,

V-A523

Aluminium in Parenteral Nutrition
Solutions) V-A892

Aluminium Magnesium Silicate) 1-124
Aluminium Nitrate) V-A28
Aluminium Oxide) Activated Acid,

V-A28
Aluminium Oxide) Anhydrous) V-A28
Aluminium Oxide, Basic) V-A28
Aluminium Oxide) Deactivated, V-A28
Aluminium Oxide for Chromatography,

Deactivated, V-A28
Aluminiuni Oxide G, V-A28
Aluminium Oxide) Hydrated) see Dried

Aluminium Hydroxide
Aluminium Oxide, Neutral) V-A28
Alwninium Paste, Compound, 111-135
Aluminium Phosphate, Dried, 1-126
Aluminium Phosphate Gel, 1-127
Aluminium Phosphate) Hydrated) see

Dried Aluminium Phosphate
Aluminium Potassium Sulfate) V-A28
Aluminium Potassium Sulfate) see Alum
Aluminium Potassium Sulfate

Dodecahydrate, seeAluminium
Potassium Sulfate

Aluminium Potassium Sulphate) see Alum
Aluminium Potassium Sulphate, see

Aluminium Potassium Sulfate
Aluminium Potassium Sulphate

Dodecahydrare, see Aluminium
Potassium Sulfate

Aluminium Powder, 1-128
Aluminium Salts, Reactions and Tests

of, V-AJ05
Aluminium Sodium Silicate, 1-129
Aluminium Standard Solution

(2 ppm AI), V-AI 68
Aluminium Standard SoJution

(5 ppm AI), V-A168
Aluminium Standard Solution

(10 ppm AI), V-A16U
Aluminium Standard Solution

(25 ppm AI), V-A1611
Aluminium Standard Schrtion

(100 ppm AI), V-A168
Aluminium Standard Solution

(200 ppm AI), V-A168
Aluminium Stearate, 1-130
Alwninium Sulfate) 1-132, V-A28
Aluminiwn Sulphate) see Aluminium

Sulfate
Aluminium Test Strip, V-A29
Alverine Capsules, i11-137
Alverine Citrate, 7, 1-132
Amantadine Capsules, 111-139
Amantadine Hydrochloride) ]-134
Amantadine Oral Solution) In-I'W
Amaranth S) V-A29
Amaranth Solution, V-A29
Ambroxol Hydrochloride, 1-135
Americium-243 Spiking Solution) V-A29
Amethocaine Eye Drops, see Tetracaine

Eye Drops
Amfetamine Sulfate, 1-137
Amfetamine Sulphate, see Amfetamine

Sulfar<
Amido Black lOB, V-A29
Amido Black lOB Solution, V-A29
Arnidotrizoic Acid Dihydrate, 1-138
Amikacin, 1-140

Amikacin Injection, ID-140
Amikacin Sulfate) 1-142
Amikadn Sulphate, see AmilMcin Sulfate
Amiloride and Furosemide Tablets, see

Oo-amilofruse Tablets
Amiloride and Hydrochlorothiazide Oral

Solution, see Co-amilozide Oral Solution
Amiloride and Hydrochlorothiazide

Tablets, see Co-ami/ozide Tablets
Amiloride Hydrochloride, seeAmi/on"de

Hydrochkmde Dihydrar<
Amiloride Hydrochloride Dihydrate,

1-145
Amiloride Tablets) 11l-141
Amlnes, Primary Aromatic, Reactions

and Tests of, V-A305
Amino Acid Analysis) V-A258
Amino Acids, Use of Codes for) 1-8,

11-8) 111-8, IV-8) V-8
Aminoacetic Acid) see Glycine
4-Aminoantipyrine, V-A29
d-Aminoantipyrine Solution) V-A29
d-Aminoazobenzene, see Aminoazobenzene
Arninoazobenzene, V-A29
c-Amlnoazobenzene, see Aminoazobenzene
4-Aminobenzenesulphonamide) see

Sulfanilamide
2-Aminobenzoic Acid, see Anthranilic

Acid
3-Aminobenzoic Acid, V-A29
4-Aminobenzoic Acid, V-A29
4-Aminobenzoic Acid, see Aminobenzoic

·Acid
Aminobenzoic Acid, 1-146
4-Aminobenzoic Acid Solution, V-A29
(4-Aminobenzoyl)-L-glutamic Acid,

V-A29
N-(4-Aminobenzoyl)-L-glutamic Acid) see

(4-Aminobenzoyl)-Lwgluramic Acid
4-Aminobutanoic Acid, see 4-Amino-N-

butyricAcid
z-Aminobutan-f-ol, V-A29
Aminobutancl, see 2-Aminoburan-l-ol
4-Amino-N-butyric Acid, V-A29
6-Aminocaproic Acid, see

6-Aminohexanoic Aa"d
Aminocaproic Acid, 1-148
2-Arnino-S-chlorobenzophenone) V-A29
Aminochlorobenzophenone, see2-Amino-

5-chlorobenzophenone
4-Aminofolic Acid, see Aminoptetine
Aminoglutethimfde, 8, 1-149
6-Arninohexanoic Add) V-A29
Aminohippuric Acid) see p-Aminohjppun"c

Acid
p-Aminohippuric Acid, V-A29
Aminohippuric Acid Reagent) V-A29
2-Amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-I,3-

propanediol hydrochloride, see Ttis
(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Hydrochloride

4-Amino-3-hydroxynaphthalene-l
sulfonic Acid, V-A29

Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulfonic Acid)
see 4-Amino-3-hydroxynaphthalene-l
sulfonic Acid

AminohydroxynaphthalenesuHonic Acid
Solution, V-A29

AminohydroxynaphthalenesuJfonic Acid
Solution, Strong, V-A29
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Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulphonic
Acid Solution, see
Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulfonic Acid
Solution

Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulphonic
Acid Solution, Strong, see
Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulfonic Acid
Solution, Slrong

2-Amino-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)propionic
Acid, see t-Tyrosine

5-Aminoimidazole-4-carboxamide
Hydrochloride, V-A30

cis-Aminoindanol, V-A30
3-AminomethyJalizarin-N,N-diacetic

Acid, V-A30
Aminomethylalizarindiacetic Acid, see

3-Aminomelhylalizarin-N,N-diaceu·c
Acid

Aminomethylalizarindiacetic Acid
Reagent, V-A30

Aminomethylalizarindiacetic Acid
Solution, V-A30

4-Aminomethylbenzoic Acid, V-A30
2-Amino-2-methyJpropane, see

1,1-Dimethylethylamine
3-(Aminomethyl)pyridine, V-A30
l-Aminonaphthalene, see

I-Naphlhylamine
8-Aminonaphthalene-2-sulfonic Acid,

V-A30
8-aminonaphthalene-2-sulfonic Acid, see

8-Aminonaphthalene-2-sulfonk Acid
Aminonaphthalenesulfonic Acid

Solution, V-A30
8-Aminonaphthalene-2-sulphonic Acid,

see 8-Aminonaphthaiene-2-sul/onic Acid
AminonaphthaJenesulphonic Acid

Solution, see Aminonaphlhalenesulfonic
Acid Solution

2-Amino-5-nitrobenzophenone, V-A30
Aminonitrobenzophenone, see 2-Amino-5-

nierobenzophenone
f-Amino-ocrene, see Octylamine
6-Aminopenicillanic Acid, V-A30
4-Aminophenazone, see Am;nopyrazokme
Aminophenazone, V-A30
2-Aminophenol, V-AJO

. a-Amlnophcnol, V-A30
4-Aminopheool, V-A30
4-(4-Aminophenoxy)-N-

methylpicolinamide, V-A30
2-Amino-2-phenylacetic Acid) see DL-

Phenylg/ycine
Aminophylline, 1-150
Aminophylline Hydrate, 1-152
Aminophylline Injection, 111-142
Aminophylline Prolonged-release

Tablets, I1I-144
Aminophylline Tablets, ill-143
Aminopolyerher, V-A30
3-Amino-l-propanol, see

3-Aminopropionic Acid
3-Amino-l-propanol, see Propanolamine
3-Aminopropan-l-ol, see Propanolamine
3-Aminopropanol, see Propanolamine
3-Aminopropionic Acid) V-AJO
Amincprerine, V-A30
2-Aminopurin-6-one, see Guanine
Aminopyrazolone, V-A31
Aminopyrazolone Solution, V-A31

2-Aminopyridine, see 2-Pyridylamine
3-Aminosalicylic Acid, V-A31
4-Aminosalicylic Acid, V-A31
Amiodarone, 8
Amiodarone Concentrate, Sterile,

ill-145
Amiodarone Hydrochloride, 1-154
Amiodarone Infusion, 111-145
Amiodarone Intravenous Infusion, see

Amiodarone Infusion
Amiodarone Oral Suspension, m-146
Amiodarone Sterile Concentrate, ill-145
Amiodarone Tablets, 111-148
Amisulpride,9,1-156
Amisufpride Oral Solution, 111-149
Amisulpride Tablets, 111-150
Amitriptyline) 9
Amitriptyline Hydrochloride, 1-157
Amitriptyline Tablets, III-152
Amitripyline Oral Solution, ill-lSI
Amlodipine Besilate, 9, 1-159
Amlodipine Besilate Tablets) 111-155
Amlodipine Maleate, 10
Amlodipine Mesllate, 10
Amlodipine Oral Solution, 111-153
Ammonia, V-A31
Ammonia Buffer pH 10.0, V-AI73
Ammooia Buffer pH 10.9, V-AI73
Ammonia Buffer pH 10.9, Dilute,

V-AI 73
Ammonia, Chloride-free, V-A31
Ammonia, Concentrated, V-A31
Ammonia, Lead-free, V-A31
Ammonia, Merbanollc, V-A31
Ammonia (UN) Injection, IV-832
Ammonia Solution, Aromatic, ill-156
Ammonia Solution, Concentrated, see

Srrong Ammonia Solution
Ammonia Solution, Dilute, ill-IS7
Ammonia Solution, Strong, 1-161
Ammonia Spirit, Aromatic, ill-IS?
Ammoniacal Copper Oxide Solution,

V-A54
Ammonia R1, Concentrated, V-A3!
Ammonia R1, Dilute, V-A31
Ammonia R2, Dilute, V-A31
Ammonia R3, Dilute, V-A31
Ammonia R4, Dilute, V-A31
Ammoniated Ruthenium Oxychloride, see

Ruthenium Red
Ammonio Methacrylate Copolymer

(Type A), 1-162
Ammonio Methacrylate Copolymer

(Type B), 1-163
Ammonium Acetate, V-A31
Ammonium Acetate Buffer pH 4.5,

O.5M, V-AI73
Ammonium Acetate Solution, V-A31
Ammonium Acetate Solution, Strong,

I1I-158
O.IM Ammonium and Cerium Nitrate,

see O.lM Ammonium Cen'um(IV} Nimue
VS

Ammonium and Cerium Nitrate, see
Ammonium Cm·um(Jv) Nitrate

O.IM Ammonium and Cerium Sulfate,
see 0.1M Ammonium Cen·um{Iv} Sulfate
VS

Ammonium and cerium sulfate, sa
O.OlM Ammonium Cen"um(Iv) Sulfate
VS

Ammonium and Cerium Sulfate, see
Ammonium Cerium(lv) Sufjote

Ammonium Bicarbonate, 1-164
Ammonium Bicarbonate, see Ammonium

Hydrogen Carbtmare
Ammonium Bromide, 1-164
Ammonium Carbamate, V-A3!
Ammonium Carbonate, V-A31
Ammonium Carbonate Buffer Solution

pH 10.3, O.IM, V-AI73
Ammonium Carbonate Solution, V-A32
Ammonium Carbonate Solution, Dilute,

V-A32
Ammonium Carbonate Solution Rf,

V-A32
Ammonium Carbonicum for

Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-562
Ammonium Cerium(IV) Nitrate, V-A32
a.1M Ammonium Cerium(IV) Nitrate

VS, V-A162
Ammonium Ceriumtrv) Sulfate, V-A32
O.OIMAmmonium Ceriumnv) Sulfate

VS, V-A162
O.IM Ammonium Cerium(rv) Sulfate VS,

V-AI 62
Ammonium Chloride, 1-165, V-A32
Ammonium Chloride Buffer Solution

pH 9.5, V-AI73
Ammonium Chloride Buffer Solution

pH 10.4, V-AI73
Ammonium Chloride Buffer Solution

pH 10.7, V-Al13
Ammonium Chloride Buffer Solution

pH 10.0, see AmmoniaBufferpH 10.0
Ammonium Chloride Mixture, ill-ISS
Ammonium Chloride Oral Solution,

m-iss
Ammonium Chloride Solution, V-A32
Ammonium Citrate, V-A32
Ammonium Citrate Solution, V-A32
Ammonium Cobalrothlocyanate

Solution, V-A32
Ammonium Dihydrogen

Orthophosphate, V-A32
Ammonium Dihydrogen Phosphate, see

Ammonium Dihydrogen Orthophosphate
Ammonium Formate, V-A32
Ammonium Glycyrrhizate, see Ammonium

Glycyrrhizinate
Ammonium Glycyrrhizinate, 1-166
Ammonium Hexafluorogermanatefrv),

V-A32
Ammonium Hydrogen Carbonate,

V-A32
Ammonium Hydrogen Carbonate, see

Ammonium Bicarbonate
Ammonium Icbthosulphonate, see

Ichlhammol
Anunonium Ironfn) Sulfate, V-A32
Ammonium Iron(n) Sulfate VS, V-A162
Ammonium Iron(ll) Sulphate VS, see

Ammonium lron(JI) Sulfate VS
Ammonium Iron(m) Citrate, V-AJ2
Ammonium lron(m) Sulfate, V-A32
Ammonium Iron(m) Sulfate

Solution Rl, V-A32
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Ammonium Iron(lll) Sulfate
Solution R2, V-A32

Ammonium Ironun) Sulfate
Solution RS, V-A32

Ammonium Iron(m) Sulfate
Solution R6, V-A32

O.lM Anunonium Iron(m) Sulfate VS,
V-A162

Ammonium Ironlm) Sulphate
Solution Rl, see Ammoniumlron(m)
Sulfate Solution RJ

Ammonium Mercaptoacerate Solution,
V-A32

Ammonium Mercurithlocyanate Reagent,
V-A32

Ammoniwn Metavanadate, V-A32
Ammonium Metavanadate Solution,

V-A32
Anunonium Molybdate, V-A32
Ammonium Molybdate Reagent, V-A32
Ammonium Molybdate Reagent Rt,

V-A32
Anunonium Molybdate Reagent R2,

V-A32
Ammonium Molybdate Solution, V-A33
Ammonium Molybdate Solution R2,

V-A3L
Ammonium Molybdate Solution R3,

V-A33
Ammonium Molybdate Solution R4,

V-A33
Ammonium Molybdate Solution RS,

V-A33
Ammonium Molybdate Solution R6.

V-A33
Ammonium Molybdate-8ulfuric Acid

Solution, V-A33
Ammonium J'Aolybdate-Suiphuric Acid

Solution, seeAmmonium Molybdate
Sulfun"c Acid Solution

Ammonium Muriaticum, V-A705
Ammonium Nitrate, V-A33
Ammonium Nitrate Rl , V-A33
Ammonium Oxalate, V-A33
Ammonium Oxalate Solution, V-A33
Ammonium Peroxodisulfate, see

Ammonium Persulfare
Ammonium Peroxodlsulphate, see

Ammonium Penulfate
Ammonium Persulfate, V-A33
Ammonium Persulphate, see Ammonium

Persulfate
Ammonium Phosphate, see Diammonium

Hydrogen Orthophosphate
Ammonium Polysulfide Solution, V-A33
Ammonium Polysulphide Solution, see

Ammonium Polymlfide Solution \
Ammonium Pyrrolidinedithiocarbamate,

V-A33
Ammonium Pyrrolidinedithiocarbamate

Solution, V-A33
Ammonium Relneckate, V-A33
Ammonium Reineckate Solution, V-A33
Ammonium Salt, see (l~-(-)-

Ammonium lD-Camphorsulfonar.e
Ammonium Salts and Salts ofVolatiJe

Bases, Reactions and Tests of, V-A305
Ammonium Salts, Reactions and Tests

of, V-AJ05

Ammonium Standard Solution
(1 ppm NH4), V-A169

Anunonium Standard Solution
(2.5 ppm NH4), V-A168

Ammonium Standard Solution
(3 ppm NH4), V-A168

Ammonium Standard Solution
(100 ppm NH4), V-A168

Ammonium Sulfamate, V-A33
Ammonium Sulfate, V-A33
Ammonium Sulfide Solution, V-A33
Ammonium Sulphamate, see Ammonium

Sulfamate
Ammonium Sulphate, see Ammonium

Sulfate
Ammonium Sulphide Solution, see

Ammonium SulfideSolution
Ammonium

Tetramethyienedithiocarbarnate, see
Ammonium PyrrolidinedilhiO«lrbamar.e

Ammonium
Tetr1lthiocyanatodiamminochromate
(in) Monohydrate, see Ammonium
Reinectuue

Ammonium Thiocyanate, V-A33
Anunonium Thiocyanate Solution,

V-A33
O.IM Ammonium Thiocyanate VS,

V-A162
Ammonium Vanadate, see Ammonium

Metaf)anadale
Ammonium Vanadate Solution, see

AmmoniumMetavanadate Solution
Amobarbital, I-xxxiv
Amobarbital Sodium, I-xxxiv
Amomum Fruit, IV-68
Amorolfine Hydrochloride, 1-167
Amoxicillin and Potassium Clavulanate

Injection, see Co-amoxidavInjealon
Amoxicillin and Potassium Clavulanate

Oral Suspension, see Co-amoxidau Oral
Suspension

Amoxicillin and Potassium Clavulanate
Tablets, see Co-amoxidav Tablets

Amoxicillin and Potassium Clavulanate
Tablets, Dispersible, see Dispersible
Co-amoxidau Tablets

Amoxicillin Capsules, ID-1S8
Amoxicillin Injection, ID-1S9
Amoxicillin Oral Suspension, 111-161
Amoxicillin Sodium, 10, 1-169
Amoxicillin Sodium for Injection,

Ul-160
Amoxicillin Trihydrate, 111 1-171, V-A33
Amperometric and Pulsed

Electrochemical Detection, Direct,
V-A220

Amperometric, Potentiometric and
Voltametric Titrations, V-A317

Amperometric Titration, V-A311
Amphotericin,l-174
Amphotericin for Infusion, ITI-162
Amphotericin B, see Amphotericin
Ampicillin, 1-176
Ampicillin Capsules, ID-163
Ampicillin Capsules, F1ucloxaciJIin and,

see Co-fluampicil Capsules
Ampicillin Injection, ITI-16S
Ampicillin Oral Suspension, ID-166

Ampicillin Oral Suspension,
Flucloxacillin and, see Co-fiuampicil
Oral Suspension

Ampici.llin Sodium, 11,1-178
Ampicillin Sodium for Injection, m-165
Ampicillin Trihydrate, 11,1-181
Amyl Acetate, V-A33
Amyl Alcohol, V-AJ4
a-Amylase, V-A34
a-Amylase Solution, V-A34
Amylrnetacresol, 12,1-184
~-Amyrin,V-A34
Anacardium for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-563
Anaesthetic Ether, 1-981
Analysis, Thermal, V-A290
Analytical Data, Chemometric Methods

Applied to, V-A854
Analytical Procedures, Validation of,

V-A768
Analytical Quality by Design concepts

for analytical procedures,
Supplementary Chapter on the use of,
V-A917

Anasrroaole, 12, 1-185
Anastrozole Tablets, 111-167
Andrographis Herb, IV-70
Andrographolide, V-A34
Anemarrhena Asphodeloides Rhizome,

IV-72
Anethole, V-A34
Anelburn Graveolens L. Sowa Group, see

Anethum Graveolens SowaFroil
Anerhum Graveolens Sowa Fruit, IV-74
Angelica Archangelica Root, IV-7S
Angelica Dahurica Root, IV -77
Angelica Pubescens Root, IV-79
Angelica Sinensis Root, 1V-81
Angelica Sinensis Root, see Processed

Angelica Sinensis Root
Angelica Sinensis Root, Processed, IV-82
Anhydous Calcium Lactate, seeCalcium

Lactase .
Anhydrous Azapropazone, 14
Anhydrous Beclometasone Dipropionate,

see Bedomaasone Dipropionate
Anhydrous Caffeine, see Caffeine
Anhydrous Calcipotriol, see CalcjpolrWl
Anhydrous Calcium Gluconate, 1-398
Anhydrous Calciwn Hydrogen

.Phosphate, see Calcium Hydrogen
Phosphate

Anhydrous Chlorbutol, see Chlorobutanol
Anhydrous Chlorobutanol, see

ChlorobUianoi
Anhydrous Citric Acid, see Cim"c Acid
Anhydrous Colloidal Silica, V-A34
Anhydrous Copper Sulfate, seeCopper

Sulfate
Anhydrous Copper Sulphate, see Copper

Sulfate
Anhydrous Disodium Hydrogen

Phosphate, see Disodium Hydrogen
Phosphate

Anhydrous Docetaxel, see Docetaxel
Anhydrous Ephedrine, see Ephedrine
Anhydrous Ethanol, seeEthanol
Anhydrous Glacial Acetic Acid, see Acetic

Acid, Anhydrous
Anhydrous Glucose, see Glucose
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Anhydrous Iron(m) Chloride, V-A88
Anhydrous Lactose, see Lactose
Anhydrous Lanolin, see Wool Fat
Anhydrous Magnesium Citrate, see

Magnesium Citrate
Anhydrous Morphine, V-AI04
Anhydrous Nevirapine, see Nevirapine
Anhydrous Nickel Chloride, see Nicke/(ll)

Chlon"de
Anhydrous Niclosamide, see Nidosamide
Anhydrous Paroxetine Hydrochloride, See

Paroxetine Hydrochloride
Anhydrous Phloroglucinol, see

Phloroglucinol
Anhydrous Potassium Carbonate, see

Potassium Carbonate
Anhydrous Sodium Carbonate, see

Sodium Carbonate
Anhydrous Sodium Dihydrogen

Phosphate, see Sodium Dihydrogen
Onhophosphate, Anhydrous

Anhydrous Sodium Dihydrogen
Phosphate, see Sodium Dihydrogen
Phosphate

Anhydrous Sodium Sulfate, 11-960
Anhydrous Sodium Sulfite, see Sodium

Sulfile
Anhydrous Sodium Sulphate, see

Anhydrous Sodium Sulfate
Anhydrous Sodium Sulphite, see Sodium

Sulfile
Anhydrous Torasemide, see Torasemide
Anhydrous Trisodium Orthophosphate,

V-A34 .
Aniline, V-A34
Aniline Hydrochloride, V-A34
Aniline Hydrochloride Solution, V-A34
4/-anilinoazobenzene-3-sulfonic Acid

Sodium Salt, see Metanil YeJlow
Animal Epithelia and Outgrowths for

Allergen Products, 1-187
Animal Spongiform Encephalopathy

Agents Via Human and Veterinary
Medicinal Products, Minimising the
Risk of Transmitting, V-A707

Animals, Use of, 1-15 J II-IS, III-IS,
IV-I 5, V-15

Anion Exchange Resin, V-A34
Anion Exchange Resin for

Chromatography, Strongly Basic,
V-A34

Anion Exchange Resin, Strongly Basic,
V-A34

Anion Exchange Resin, Weak, V-A34
Anion Exchange Resin RI J V-A34
Anion Exchange Resin R2, V-A34
Anion Exchange Resin R3, V-A34
Anion-exchange Resin for

Chromatography, Strongly Basic RI J

V-A34
Anion-exchange Resin for

Chromatography, Strongly Basic R2J

V-A34
Anionic Emulsifying Wax, see Emulsifying

Wax
Anions, Abbreviated, V-A693
Anisaldebyde, V-A35
Anisaldehyde Solution, V-A35
Anisaldehyde Solution RI J V;,.A35
Anisaldehyde Solution R2 J V-A35

Anise, see Aniseed
Anise Ketone, V-A35
Anise Oil, IV-88
Anise Water, Concentrated, IV-90
Aniseed, IV-84
Aniseed Oil, see Anise Oil
p-Anisidine, V-A35
Anisidine Value, V-A366
Anolyre for Isoelectric Focusing pH 3 to

5, V-A35
Antazoline Hydrochloride, 1-188
Anthracene, V-A35
Anthranilic Acld, V-A35
Anthrax Vaccine for Human Use

(Adsorbed, Prepared from Culture
Filtrates), IV-677

Anthrone, V-A35
Anthrone Reagent, V-A35
Anti-A and Anti-B Haemagglutinins,

V-A484
Antibiotics, Microbiclogical Assay of,

V-A747
Antibiotics, Potency of, 1-14, Il-14,

1lI-14, 1V-14, V-14
Anticoagulant and Preservative Solutions

for Blood, IV-607
Anticoagulant and Preservative Solutions

for Human Blood, see Anticoagulant
and Praereatioe Solutions for Blood

Anticoagulants, V-A475
Anticomplementary Activity of

Immunoglobulin, Test for, V-A479
Anti-D Antibodies in Human

Immunoglobulin, Test for, V-A484
Anti-D Immunoglobulin for Intravenous

Use J IV-645
Anti-D (RhO) lnununoglobulin, 1V-644
Antimicrobial Preservation. Efficacy of

V-A559, V-A746
Antimicrobial Preservatives, Definition of

Suitable, 1-11, II-ll J 111-11, IV-Il J

V-ll
Antimony Compounds, Reactions and

Tests of, V-M05
Antimony Potassium Oxide (+)-tanrateJ

see AntimonyPotassium Tartrate
Antimony Potassium Tartrate, V-A35
Antimony Standard Solution (1 ppm

Sb), V-A169
Antimony Standard Solution (100 ppm

Sb), V-AI69
Antimony Trichloride, V-A35
Antimony Trichloride in Dlchloroethane

Solution, V-A35
Antimony Trichloride Solution, V-A35
Antisera, see lmmunosera
Anti-T Lymphocyte Immunoglobulin for

Human Use, Animal, IV-664
Antithrombin nr, V-M5
Antithrombin III Concentrate, IV-615
Antithrombin ill Solution RI J V-A35
Antithrombin III Solution R2J V-A35
Antithrombin III Solution R3J V-A35
Antithrombin III Solution R4 J V-A35
Antithrombin III Solution RS, V-A35
Antithrombin ill Solution R6, V-A36
Apigenin, V-A36
Apigenin-7-glucoside, V-A36
Apiole, V-A36

Apis for Homoeopathic Preparations,
1V-564

Apomorphine Hydrochloride for
Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-S6S

Apomorphine Hydrochloride
Hemihydrate, 1-189

Apomorphinum Muriaticum for
Homoeopathic Preparations, see
Apomorphine Hydrochloride for
Homoeopathic Preparations

Apparent Density, Determination of,
V-A283

Apparent Density, Welght per Millilitre,
Density and Relative Density,
Determination of, V-A281

Apparent Dissolution, V-A416
Appendices, I-xxvii
Appendices, Contents of the, V-A5
Appendices, Introduction, V-A3
Application of Dissolution limits,

V-A742
Application of the Fo Concept of Steam

Sterilisation of Aqueous Preparations,
see Methods of Sterilisation

Application of the F Concepts to Heat
Sterilisation Processes, see Methods of
Sten"lisarion

Approved Synonyms, V-A693
Approved Synonyms for Homoeopathlc

Use, V-A705
Approximate pH of Solutions, V-A289
Aprepitant, 1-190
Aprepitant Capsules, 111-169
Aprotinin, 1-192J V-A36
Aprotinin Concentrated Solution, 1-194
AQbD, see Supplementary Chapter on the

useoj AnalyticalQuality by Design
concepts for analytical procedures

Aqueous Calamine Cream, 1I1-268
Aqueous Cream, 111-171
Aqueous Cream, Menthol ln, see

LevomentholCream
Aqueous Iodine Oral Solution, 11l-833
Aqueous Nile Blue A Solution, V-A107
Aqueous Phenol Injection, 111-1173
Arabinose, see i.-Arabinose
L-Arabinose, V-A36
Arachidic Alcohol, V-A36
Arachidyl Alcohol, seeArachidic Akohol
Arachis Oil, 1-197, V-A36
Arachis Oil Enema, 111-171
Arachis Oil, Hydrogenated, 1-197
Arbutin, V-A36
Argentum Nitricum, V-A705
Arginine, 1-198, V-A36
u-Argmjne, see Arginine
Arginine Aspartate, 1-200
Arginine Hydrochloride, 12, 1-201
Arginine Hydrochloride Concentrate,

Sterile, II1-171
Arginine Hydrochloride Infusion, m-l72
Arginine Hydrochloride Intravenous

Infusion, III-In
Arginine Hydrochloride Oral Solution,

111-173
Arginine Hydrochloride Sterile

Concentrate, III-171
Argon, 1-202J V-A36
Argon for Chromatography, V-A36
Argon RI, V-A36
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Aripiprazole, 1-203
Aristolochic Acids I and II in Herbal

Drugs, Test for, V-A381
Arjuna Stem Bark, see Tenninalia Asjuna

Stem Bark
Arnica Flower, IV-90
Arnica Tincture, IV-93
Aromadendrene, V-A36
Aromatic Anunonia Solution, 111-156
Aromatic Anunonia Spirit, III-1S7
Aromatic Cardamom Tincture, IV-160
Aromatic Magnesium Carbonate

Mixture, 1II-929
Aromatic Magnesium Carbonate Oral

Suspension, see Aromatic Magnesium
Carbonate .Mixture

Aromatic Waters, 111-88
Aromatic-free Petroleum Spirit, (boiling

range, 40° to 60°), V-AI 15
Arsenazo ill, V-A36
Arsenic Compounds, Reactions and

Tests of, V-A305
Arsenic Standard Solution (0.1 ppm As),

V-AI 69
Arsenic Standard Solution (1 ppm As),

V-AI 69
Arsenic Standard Solution (10 ppm As),

V-A169
Arsenic Trioxide, V-AI6I
Arsenic Trioxide, see AneniousTrioxide
Arsenicum Album for Homoeopathic

Preparations, see Arsenious Trioxide fOT

Homoeopathic Preparations
Arsenious Trioxide, V-A36
Arsenious Trioxide, see Arsenic Tn·oxide
Arsenious Trioxide for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-565
Arsenite Solution, V-A36
Artemisia Cina for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-566
Articaine Hydrochloride, 1-205
Artichoke Leaf, IV-94
Artichoke Leaf Dry Extract, IV-95
Artificial Tears, see Hypromellose Eye

Drops
Ascorbic Acid, 1-207
L-Ascorbic Acid, V-A36
Ascorbic Acid Chewable Tablets, 111-175
Ascorbic Acid Injection, 111-174
Ascorbic Acid Solution, V-A36
Ascorbic Acid Tablets, 1II-174
Ascorbic Acid Tablets, Chewable,

111-174
Ascorbic Acid, see L-Ascorbk: Acid
Ascorbyl Palmitate, 1-209
Aseptic Preparation of Unlicensed

Medicines, V-A8BB
Aseptic Preparation Services, Standards

for, V-A889
Aseptic Preparation Units, Management

Principles for, V-A890
Ash, Determination of, V-A375
Ash, Determination of Acid-insoluble,

V-A375
Ash Insoluble in Hydrochloric Acid,

V-A375
Ash Leaf, 1V-96
Asiaticoside, V-A36
Asparagine, V-A37
Asparagine Monohydrate, 1-209

Aspartame, 1-211
Aspartame, see c.-Aspunyl-L-phenylalanine
Aspartic Acid, 1-212, V-A37
n-Aepanlc Acid, V-A37
r-Aspartyl-t-phenylalanine, V-A37
Aspirin, 1-215
Aspirin and Caffeine Tablets, TII-179
Aspirin and Codeine Tablets, see

Co-codaprin Tablets
Aspirin Dispersible Tablets, m-176
Aspirin Effervescent Soluble Tablets,

I1f-177
Aspirin Gastro-resistant Tablets, ID-178
Aspirin Lysine, 1-216
Aspirin Tablets, m-175
Assay of Antibiotics, Microbiological,

V-A443
Assay of Diphtheria Vaccine (Adsorbed),

V-A486
Assay of Factor IX Fraction (Human

Coagulation Factor IX), V-A47I
Assay of Factor VIII Fraction (Human

Coagulation Factor VII!), V-A470
Assay of Heparin, V-A475
Assay of Heparin in Coagulation Factors,

V-A475
Assay of Hepatitis A Vaccine, V-A496
Assay of Hepatitis B Vaccine (rDNA),

V-A496
Assay of Human Ami-D

Immunoglobulin, V-A481
Assay of Human Antithrombin ill,

V-A476
Assay of Human CI-Esterase Inhibitor,

V-A486
Assay of Human Coagulation Factor II,

V-A468
Assay of Human Coagulation Factor VII,

V-A469
Assay of Human Coagulation Factor X,

V-A471
Assay of Human Coagulation Factor XI,

V-A472
Assay of Human Plasmin Inhibitor,

V-A474
Assay of Human Protein C, V-A476
Assay of Human Protein S, V-A478
Assay of Human c-j-Proteinase

Inhibitor, V-A486
Assay of Human von WiUebrand Factor,

V-A472
Assay of Interferons, V-A508
Assay of Pancreatin, V-A466
Assay of Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular),

V-A497
Assay of Pertussis Vaccine (Whole Cell),

V-A491 •
Assay of Tetanus Vaccine (Adsorbed),

V-A491
Assay, Release and Check, V-A749
Assays and Tests, 1-12, 11-12, III-I2,

IV-12, V-12
Astragaloside I CRS, V-A181
Astragaloside II CRS, V-AIBI
Astragaloside IV, V-A3?
Astragaloside IV CRS, V-AIBI
Astragalus Mongholicus Root, IV-97
Atazanavir Sulfate, 1-219
ATCC, V-A722

ATCC. - American Type Culture
Collection, address of, 1-31, II-31,
1II-31, 1V-31, V-31

Arenolol, 13, 1-221, V-A37
Atenolol and Chlorralidone Tablets,

III-478
Atenolol Injection, ill-180
Atenolol Oral Solution, 111-181
Atenolol Tablets, ill-182
ATIll, see Antithrombin 111
Atomic Absorption Spectrometry,

V-A202
Atomic Emission Spectrometry, V-A198
Atomic Spectrophotometry, Emission

and Absorption, V-A 198
Atomic Weights, 1-6, 11-6, 111-6, IV-6,

V-6
Atomic Weights of Elements, Names,

Symbols and, V-A723
Atomoxetine Hydrochloride, 1-223
Atorvastatin Calcium Trihydrate, 1-225
Atovaquone, 1-227
AtracrylodeaLancea Rhizome, IV-99
Arracrylodes Rhizome, Largehead,

IV-IOI
Atracurium Besilate, 1-228
Atropine, 1-232
Atropine Eye Drops, 111-182
Atropine Eye Ointment, 111-183
Atropine Injection, 111-183
Atropine Oral Solution, ill-184
Atropine Sulfate, 1-233, V-A37
Atropine Sulphate, seeAtropine Sulfate
Atropine Tablets, m-18S
Anoplnum Sulfuricum, V-A705
Artapulgite, 1-235
Attapulgite, Activated, 1-236
Aucklandia Root, IV-I02
Aucubin, V-A37
Aurum Chloraturn Natrcnatum for

Hornoeopathic Preparations, see
Sodium Tetrachloroaurate Dihydratefor
Homoeopathic Preparations

Azadirachta Indica Leaf, IV-I04
Azadirachtin, V-A37
Azadirachtin A CRS, V-AI8l
Azapropazone, 13
~propazone, ~ydrous, 14
Azathioprine, 1-236
Azathioprine Oral Suspension, ill-18S
Azathioprine Tablets, 111-187
Azelastine Hydrochloride, 14, 1-238
Azithromycin, 1-239
Azithromycin Capsules, 111-188
Azlthromycin Eye Drops, Ill-189
Azithromycin for Infusion, Ill-190
Azithromycin Oral Suspension, ID-192
Azithromycin Tablets, ill-193
Azobenzene, V-A37
Azomethine H, V-A37
Azomethine H Solution, V-A37

B
Bacampicillin Hydrochloride, 1-243
Bacillus Calmette-Guerin Vaccine,

IV-679
Bacitracin, 1-24S
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Bacitracin Ointment, Polymyxin and,
1lI-1I99

Bacitracin Zinc, 1-249
Back Tltrations, V-A899
Baclofen, 1-2S4
Baclofen Oral Solution, III-19S
Baclofen Tablets, m-iss
Bacopa Monnieri, IV-lOS
Bacopaside I CRS, V-A181
Bacopaside II CRS, V-A181
Bacoside A CRS, V-AIBI
Bacterial Endotoxin Testing, V-A736
Bacterial Endotoxin Testing,

Supplementary Information, V-A736
Bacterial Bndoroxlns, see Test/or Baaevial

Endotoxins (lAL Test)
Bacterial Endcroxins (1.AL Test), Test

for, V-A452
Bactericidal Activity of Antiseptic

Medicinal Products, Determination of,
V-A521

Baical Skullcap Root, see Scutellatiae
Baicalensis Root

Baicalin, V-A37
Baltimore Paste, ill-US
Bambuterol Hydrochloride, 1-2S5
BAN, V-A754
Barbados Aloes, IV-6S
Barbaloin, V-A37
Barbary Wolfberry Fruit, IV-I06
Barbital, 1-256
Barbital, see Barbicone
Barbital Buffer Solution pH 7.4, see

Barbitone BufferpH 7.4 .
Barbital Buffer Solution pH 8.4, see

Barbitone BufferpH 8.4
Barbital Buffer Solution pH 8.6 Rt, see

Barbitone BufferpH 8.6 RI
Barbital Sodium, see Barbitone Sodium
Barbitone, V-A37
Barbitone Buffer pH 7.4, V-A173
Barbitone Buffer pH 8.4, V-A174
Barbitone Buffer pH 8.6 Rl, V-A174
Barbitone Sodium, V-AJ7
Barbiturates, Non-nitrogen Substituted,

Reactions and Tests of, V-AJ05
Barbituric Acid, V-A37
Barcoding protocol for Ocimum

tenuiflorum Linn" (Holy Basil), see
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) Based
Identification Techniques for Herbal
Drugs

Barium Acetate, V-A37
Barium Carbonate, V-A37
Barium Chlorarum for Homoeopathic

Preparations, see Barium Chloride
Dihydrate for Homoeopashic Preparations

Barium Chloride, V-A37
Barium Chloride Dihydrate for

Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-567
Barium Chloride Solution, V-A37
Barium Chloride Solution RI, V-A37
Barium Chloride Solution R2, V-A37
O.IM Barium Chloride VS, V-A162
Barium Hydroxide, V-A37
Barium Hydroxide Solution, V-A37
Barium Nitrate, V-A37
0.005M Barium Perchlorate VS, V-AI 62
O.05M Barium Perchlorate VS, V-A162
0.025M Barium Perchlorate VS, V-A162

Barium Standard Solution (0.1% Ba),
V-A169

Barium Standard Solution (2 ppm Ba),
V-A169

Barium Standard Solution (50 ppm Ba),
V-A169

Barium Sulfate, 1-257, V-A37
Barium Sulfate for Suspension, 1-258
Barium Sulfate Oral Suspension, 01-197
Barium Sulphate for Suspension, see

Barium Sulfate for Suspension
Barium Sulphate Oral Suspension, see

Barium Sulfate OralSuspension
Basic BurylaredMethacrylate

Copolymer, U-2S1
Basic Fuchsin Solution, V-A77
Basic Green 4, see Malachite Green
Basic Red 9, see Pararosaniline

Hydrochloride
Basic Violet 3, see Crystal Violet
Basic Violet 10, seeRhodamine B
Basil Leaf, Holy, IV-I0?
Batch Release, 1-9, II-9, III-9, IV-9, V-9
BCG for Immunotherapy, IV-680
BCG Vaccine, see Bacillus Oalmeue-

Guirin Vaccine
BCG Vaccine, Freeze-dried, see Barillus

Calmette-Gumn Vaccine
Bearberry Leaf IV-I09
Beclometasone Aqueous Nasal Spray,

1lI-202
Beclometasone Cream, 111-198
Beclometasone Dipropionate (I), 15
Beclometasone Dipropionate (2), 15
Bedometasone Dipropionate, 1-258
Beclometasone Dipropionate

Monohydrate, 15, 1-261
Beclometasone Inhalation Powder,

1lI-199
Beclometascne Inhalation Powder, pre

metered, ill-200
Beclometasone Nasal Spray, see

Bedometasone Aqueous Nasal Spray
Beclometasone Ointment, m-203
Beclometasone Powder for Inhalation,

Metered dose Powder Inhaler, see
Bedomerasone Inhalation Powder

Beclometascne Powder for Inhalation,
pre-dispensed, see Bedomeuuone
Inhalation Powder, pre-metered

Beclometasone Pressurised Inhalation,
1I1-201

Beeswax, White, 1-264
Beeswax, Yellow, 1-265
Belamcanda Chinensis Rhizome, IV-HI
Belerica Fruit, see Tenninalia Bderica
Belladonna for Homoeopathlc

Preparations, IV-S68
Belladonna Herb, sa Belladonna Leaf
Belladonna Leaf, IV-H3
Belladonna Leaf Dry Extract,

Standardised,IV-H6
Belladonna, Prepared, IV-U4
Belladonna Tincture, IV-117
Benazepril Hydrochloride, 1-266
Bendrofluazide Tablets, see

Bendrojlumethiazide Tablets
Bendroflumethiazide, 1-268
Bendroflumethiazide Oral Suspension,

ill-204

Bendroftumethiazide Tablets, III-20S
BenoriJate, 16
Benperidol, 1-269
Benserazide Hydrochloride, 1-270
Benserazide Hydrochloride and

Levodopa Capsules, seeGo-bene/dopa
Capsules

Benserazide Hydrochloride and
Levodopa Prolonged-release Capsules,
see Co-beneJdqpa Prolonged-release
Capsules

BenserazideHydrochloride and
Levodopa Tablets, Dispersible, see
Co-bene/dopa Dispersible TablelS

Bentonite, 1-272
Benzalacerone, see (E)-4-Phenylbul-3-en-

2-one
Benzaldehyde, 1-272, V-A3?
Benzalkonium Chloride, 1-273, V-A3?
Benzalkonium Chloride Solution, 1-275,

V-A37
Benzalphthalide, V-A3?
Benzathine Benzylpenicillin

Tetrahydrate, 1-277
Benzetropine Mesilate, 16, 1-279
Benzatropine Tablets, 111-207
Benzbromarcne, 1-280
Benzene, V-A3?
Benzene-l,3-diol, see Resorcinol
Benune-l,2,4-triol, V-A38
Benzethonium Chloride, 1-282, V-A38
0"004M Benzethonium Chloride VS,

V-AI62
Benzhexol Tablets, see Trihexyphenidyl

Tablets
2-[2-(4-benzhydryl-l-piperazinyl)ethoxy]

ethanol, see Dedoxizine Hydrochloride
Benzidine, V-A38
Benzil, V-A38
Benzoates, Reactions and Tests of,

V-A305
Benzocaine, 1-283, V-A38

• Benzohydrazide, V-A38
Benzoic Acid, 16,1-284, V-A38, V-A161
Benzoic Acid Ointment, Compound,

1lI-207
Benzoic Acid Solution, 111-208
Benzoin, V-A38
Benzoin, see SummraBenzoin
Benzoin Inhalation, IV-122
Benzoin Inhalation, Menthol and,

IV-363
Benzoin Inhalation Vapour, IV-122
Benzoin Inhalation Vapour, see Benzoin

Inhalation
Benzoin Inhalation Vapour, Menthol

and, IV-363
Benzoin Tincture, Compound, IV-121
Benzophenone, V-A38
1,4-Benzoquinone, V-A38
Benzoyl Cbloride, V-A38
Benzoyl Peroxide, V-A38
Benzoyl Peroxide and Clindamycin Gel,

1I1-208
Benzoyl Peroxide Cream, III-211
Benzoyl Peroxide Cream, Potassium

Hydroxyquinoline and, III-1206
Benzoyl Peroxide Cutaneous Suspension,

1I1-213
Benzoyl Peroxide Gel, III-212
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Benzoyl Peroxide, Hydrous, 1-285
BenzoylPeroxide Lotion, 111-213
Benzoylarginine Ethyl Ester

Hydrochloride, V-A38
Benzcylecgonine Hydrate, V-A38
N-Benzoyl-L-prolyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-

arginine 4-Nitroanilide Acetate, V-A38
3-Benzoylpropionic Acid, V-A38
2-Benzoylpyridine, V-A38
BenzoyJpyridine, see 2-Benzoylpyridine
Benzydamine Cream, III-214
Benzydamine Hydrochloride, 1-286
Benzydamine Hydrochloride, 17
BenzydamineMouthwash, 111-214
Benzydamine Oromucosal Spray, m-215
Benzyl Alcohol, 1-288, V-AJ8
Benzyl Benzoate, 1-290, V-A38
Benzyl Benzoate Application, IIl-216
Benzyl Ctnnamate, V-A38
Benzyl Cyanide, V-AJ8
Benzyl Ether, V-AJ8
Benzyl Hydrcxybenzoate, 17,1-290
3-Benzylidenephthalide, see

Benzalphtha/ide
Benzylparaben, see Benzyl

HydroJo/benzoate
Benzylpenicillin (Benzathine)

Tetrahydrate, seeBenzathine
Benzylpenicillin Tarahydnue

Benzylpenicillin Eye Drops, 111-217
Benzylpenicillin for Injection, 111-219
Benzylpenicillin Infusion, 111-218
Benzylpenicillin Potassium, 1-291
Benzylpenicillin, Procaine, see

Benzylpenicillin (Procaine) Monohydrate
Benzylpenicillin (procaine)

Monohydrate, 11-722
Benzylpenicillin Sodium, 1-293, V-A38
2-Benzylpyridine, V-AJ8
4-Benzylpyridine, V-AJ9
Benzyltrimethylammonium Chloride,

V-AJ9
Berberine Chloride, V-A39
Berberis Aristata, IV-122
Bergapten, V-A39
Betacarotene, 1-295
Betacyclodextrin, seeBetadex
Beta-cyclodextrin Derivative of Silica Gel

for Chiral Separation) V-A39
Beradex, 1-297
Betahistine Dlhydrochlorlde, 1-299
Berahistine Dihydrochloride Tablets,

III-221
Berahistine Mesltere, 1-300
Beramethasone, 17) 1-302, V-A39
Betamethascne Acetate, 1-304
Beramethasone and Clioquinol Cream,

III-22S
Beramethasone and Clioquinol

Ointment, 111-226
Betamethasone Cutaneous Foam)

Ca1cipotriol and, 111-269
Betamethascne Dlpropionate, 1-305
Betamethasone Eye Drops, 111-222
Beramethasone Gel) Calcipotriol and,

III-271
Betamethasone Injection, m-223
Betamethasone Ointment, Ca1cipotriol

and, III-272
Beramerhasone Sodium Phosphate, 1-307

Betamethasone Sodium Phosphate
Tablets, ID-227

Betumethasone Tablets, 111-224
Betamethasone Valerate) 1-309
Betamethascne Valerate and Coal Tar

Paste, UI-231
Betamethasone Valerate Cream, III-229
Betamethasone Valerate Cutaneous

Solution, III-229
Betamethasone Valerate Lotion, m-229
Betamethasone Valerate Ointment)

III-230
Betamethasone Valerate Scalp

Application, 111-228
Betaxolol Eye Drops) Solution, ID-232
Betaxolol Eye Drops, Suspension,

III-233
Betaxolol Hydrochloride) 1-311
Betiatide for Radiopharmaceutical

Preparations, IV-822
Betulin, V-A39
Bezafibrate, 18, 1-312
Bezafibrate Prolonged-release Tablets,

III-23S
Bezafibrate Tablets) 111-234
Bibenzyl, V-AJ9
Bicaluramlde, 18, 1-314
Bicalutamide Tablets, 111-236
Bicarbonates, Reactions and Tests of)

V-AJOS
Bifonazole, 1-315
Bilberry, Dried, IV-123
Bilberry, Fresh, IV-124
Bilberry Fruit, Dried, seeDriedBilberry
Bilberry Fruit Dry Extract, Refined and

Standardised Fresh, IV-126
Bilberry Fruit) Fresh, seeFresh Bilbeny
Bioavailability) V-A742
Bioequivalence, V-A742
Bioequivalence of Oral Liquids, V-A887
Biological Assays and Tests, V-A745
Biological Assays and Tests, Statistical

Analysis of Results of) V-A790
Biological Assays and Tests,

Supplementary Information, V-A745
Biological Indicators and Related

Microbial Preparations used in the
Manufacture of Sterile Products, see
Biological Indicators of Sterilisation

Biological Indicators of Sterilisation,
V-A631

Biological Medicinal Products, Similar,
V-A9IS

Biological Products) Terminology used in
Monographs on, V-A523

Biological Reference Materials, see
Reference Materials

Biological Reference Preparations, 1-15)
u-rs, llI-IS, IV-IS, V-IS

Biosimilar, see SimilarBiological Medicinal
Products

Biotin,I-317
Biperiden Hydrochloride, 1-319
Biphasic Insulin Aspart Injection, 111-819
Biphasic Insulin Injection, I-xxxiv
Biphasic Insulin Lisprc Injection, m-824
Biphasic Isophane Insulin, see Biphasic

lsophane Insulin Injection
Biphasic Isophane Insulin Injection,

1lI-820

Biphenyl, V-A39
Biphenyl-4-ol, V-A39
2,2 ,_Biquinoline-4-4 I -dicarboxylate

Disodium Salt, see Disodium
Bi'cinchoninate

Birch Leaf, IV-128
(-)-<x-Bisabolol, V-AJ9
1,3-bis(2-Acetyl-3-hyclroxyphenoxy)-2-

propanol, V-A39
Bisacodyl, 1-320
Bisacodyl Gastro-resistant Tablets,

III-238
Bisacodyl Suppositories, m-238
Bisacodyl Tablets, see Bisarodyl Gastro-

resistant Tableu
Bisbenzimide, V-A39
Bisbenzimide Stock Solution, V-A39
Bisbenzimide Working Solution, V-A39
Bis(diphenyhnethyl) Ether, V-A39
1,4-bis(2-ethylhexyl) Sulfobutanedioate

Sodium Salt, seeDioclylSodium
Sulfosuccinate

3,3-Bis(4-hydroxy-S-isopropyl-2
methylphenyljphthalide, see
Thymolphthalein

Bis(2-hydroxyphenylimino)ethane, see
Gry.xaIBu(2-hyd~an~

Bismuth and Bismuth Compounds,
Reactions and Tests of, V-A305

Bismuth Carbonate) see Bismuth
Subcarbonate

Bismuth Nitrate Pentehydrare, V-A39
O.OIM Bismuth Nitrate VS) V-A163
Bismuth Oxycarbonate, V-A39
Bismuth Oxynltrate, V-A39
Bismuth Oxynitrate Solution, V-A39
Bismuth Oxynltrate RI) V-A39
Bismuth Standard Solution

(100 ppm Bi), V-A169
Bismuth Subcarbonate, 1-322) V-A39
Bismuth Subcarbonate) see Bismuth

Oxycarbonate
Bismuth Subgallate, 1-323
Bismuth Subrutrate, see Bismuth

Oxynitrate
Bismuth Subsalicylate, 1-325
Bismuth Subnltrate RI, see Bismuth

Oxynitnue Rl
Bismuth Subnitrate Solution, see Bismuth

Gxynitnue Solution
BisoproloJ Fumarate, 1-326
Bisoprolol Tablets) III-240
Bistort Rhizome) IV-129
N,Q-Bis(trimethylsilyl)acetamide, V-A39
Bis(trimethylsilyl)trifluoroacetamide)

V-A40
N,Q-bis(frimethylsilyl)

trifluoroacetamide, see Bis
(rn"melhylsi/yQtrifluoroacetamide

Bis-tris Propane, V-A124
Bitter Fennel) IV-231
Bitter':'Fennel Fruit Oil, IV-233
Bitter-Fennel Herb Oil, IV-234
Bitterness Value, V~A377
Bitter-Orange Epicarp and Mesocarp, see

DriedBiuer-Orange Peel
Bitter-Orange Epicarp and Mesocarp

Tincture, see Orange Tincture
Bitter-Orange Flower, IV-393
Biuret, V-A40
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Biuret Reagent, V-A40
Black Cohosh, IV-l30
Black Currant, IV-l34
Black Curranr Syrup, IV-134
Black Horehound, IV-136
Blackcurrant Leaf, IV-134
Bladderwrack Fucus, see Kelp
Bleomycin Injection) ID-242
Bleomycin Sulfate) 18) 1-328
Bleomycin Sulfate for Injection) ID-242
Bleomycin Sulphate, see Bleomycin Sulfate
Bleomycin Sulphate for Injection, see

Bleomycin Sulfatefor Injeaion
Blocking Solution, V-A40
Blood, V-A644
Blood and Related Products) V-A468
Blood, Components, Containers for,

V-A644
Blood..Containers for) V-A644
Blue Deman 2000, V-MO
Blue Tetrazollum Salt) see Tetrazolium

Blue
Bogbean Leal, ]V-l37
Boiling Point, Determination of) V-A280
Boldine, ]-330) V-A40
Boldo Leaf, IV-138
Boldo Leaf Dey Extract) IV-139
Borage Oil, Refined, 1-331
Borate Buffer pH 7.5, V-A174
Borate Buffer pH 8.0, V-A174
Borate Buffer pH 9.0, V-A174
Borate Buffer pH 9.6, V-A174
Borate Buffer Solution pH 8.0) 0.OOI5M,

V-A174
Borate Buffer Solution pH 8.4, O.2M,

V-A174
Borate BufferSolution pH 7.5) see Borate

BufferpH 7.5
Borate Buffer Solution pH 10.0, V-A174
Borate Buffer Solution pH 10.4, V-A174
Borate Solution, V-A40
Borax, 1-332
Borax, see Sodium Tetraborate
Boric Add, 1-332, V-A40
Boric Acid Solution) V-A40
Boric Acid Solution) Cold Saturated)

V-MO
Boric BulTer pH 9.0, V-A174
Borneol) see o-Borneol
n-Bomecl, V-A40
Bcrnyl Acetate, see D-BomylAcetate
D-Bomyl Acetate, V-A40
Boron Trichloride, V-A40
Boron Trichloride-Methanol Solution,

V-MO
Boron Trifluoride, V-A40
Boron Trifluoride Solution, V-A40
Boron Trifluoride-methanol Solution) see

Boron Tnfluoride Solution
Botanical Identification of Herbal Drugs,

DNA Barcoding as a tool (or, see DNA
Barcoding as a toolfor Botanical
ldentificatwn of Herbal Drugs

Botulinwn Antitoxin, IV-667
Botulinum Toxin Type A for Injection,

1-332
Botulinum Toxin Type B for Injection)

1-334
Bovine Coagulation Factor Xa, V-A40
Bovine Factor Xa Solution, V-A40

Bovine Factor Xa Solution R1, V-A40
Bovine Factor Xa Solution R2, V-A40
Bovine Serum, 1-336
BP) 1-3) Il-3, III-3) IV-3) V-3
BPCRS, 1-15, 11-15, 111-15, IV-IS,

V-15, V-A722
BPCRS, see BritishPharmacopoeia

Chemical Reference Substances
Brilliant Blue) V-A40
Brilliant Green) V-A41
Brimonidine Tartrate) 1-337
British Approved Names, V-A754
British Pharmacopoeia Chemical

Reference Substances, V-A768
British Pharmacopoeia Commission, J-xi
Bromazepam, 1-339
Bromelains, V-A41
Bromelains Solution, V-A41
Bromhexine Hydrochloride, 1-340
O.0167M Bromide-bromate, see O.05M

Bromine VS
Bromides, Reactions and Tests of,

V-AJ05
Bromine) V-A41
Bromine Solution, V-A41
Bromine Solution, Acetic, V-A41
0.05M Bromine VS) V-A163
Bromine Water, V-A4l
Bromine Water nr, V-A41
Bromobenzene, V-A41
Bromocresol Green, V-A41
Bromocresol Green Solution) V-A41
Bromocresol Green-Methyl Red

Solution, V-A41
Bromocresol Purple, V-A41
Bromocresol Purple Solution) V-A41
Bromocriptine Capsules, 111-243
Bromocriptine Mesilate, 1-342
Bromocriptine Tablets) IT]-244
5-Bromo-2'-deoxyuridine, V-A41
Bromomethoxynaphthalene, V-A41
Bromophenol Blue) V-A41
Bromophenol Blue Solution, V-A41
Bromophenol Blue Solution Rl, V-A41
Bromophenol Blue Solution R2, V-A41
Bromophos, V-A41
Brcmophos-ethyl, V-A42
Bromothymol Blue) V-A42
Brcmothymol Blue Solution R1, V-A42
Bromothymol Blue Solution R2, V-A42
Bromothymcl Blue Solution R3, V-A42
Bromothymol Blue Solution R4, V-A42
Bromperidcl, 1-344
Bromperidol Decanoare, 1-346
Brompheniramine Maleate) 1-348
Bronopol, 19,1-349
Brorizclem, 1-350
BRP, 1-15) 11-15, III-IS) IV-15, V-15,

V-A722
BRP Indicator Solution) V-A42
Brucine) V-A42
BS, V-A722
Buckwheat Herb, IV-141
Buclizine Hydrochloride, 19, 1-351
Budesonide, 1-352
Budesonide Aqueous Nasal Spray)

1lI-245
Budesonide Inhalation Powder) 111-247
Budesonide Inhalation Powder, pre

metered) 111-249

Budesonide Nebuliser Suspension,
III-246

Budesonide Powder for Inhalation,
metered dose powder inhaler, see
Budtsonide. Inhalation Powder

Budesonide Powder for Inhalation, pre
dispensed units, see Budesonide
Inhalation Powder, pre-metered

Budesonide Pressurised Inhalation,
111-250

Bufexamac, 1-354
Buffer (Acetate) Solution pH 5.0,

V-A114
Buffer (HEPES) Solution pH 7.5,

V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 2.2, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 2.5, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 3.0, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 3.5, V-AI?4
Buffer Solution pH 3.5, seeAcetate Buffer

pH 1.5
Buffer Solution pH 3.7, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 5.2, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 5.5, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 6.5, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 6.6, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 7.0, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 7.2, V-A175
Buffer Solution pH 7.4, V-A175
Buffer Solution pH 8.0, V-A175
Buffer Solution pH 9.0) V-A175
Buffer Solution pH 9.0) see Borate Buffer

pH 9.0
Buffer Solution pH 10.9) see Ammonia

BufferpH 10.9
Buffer Solution pH II, V-A175
Buffer Solution pH 2.0, see Ghlon·de

BufferpH 2.0, O.IM
Buffer Solution pH 3.6, see Ptnhaiate

BufferpH 1.6
Buffer Solution pH 2.5 RI, V-A174
Buffer Solution pH 8.0 RI, V-A175
Buffer Solution pH 9.0 RI, seeBoric

BufferpH 9.0
Buffered Copper Sulfate Solution

pH 5.2, V-AI75
Buffered Copper Sulphate Solution

pH 5.2, see Buffered Copper Sulfare
Solution pH 5.2

Buffered Cream) III-251
Buffered Salt Solution pH 7.2, V-A175
Buffered Sodium Acetate Solution

pH 6.0, V-AI 79
Buflomedil Hydrochloride, 1-356
Bulk Density and Tapped Density of

Powders) V-A618
Bumetanide, 19) ]-357
Bumetanide and Potassium Prolonged-

release Tablets, ]IT-254
Bumetanide Injection, m-252
Bumetanide Oral Solution, 111-253
Bumetanide Tablets, 111-253
Bupivacaine, 20
Bupivacaine and Adrenaline Injection,

111-258
Bupivacaine and Dextrose Injection, see

Bupivacaine HMVY Injection
Bupivacaine and Diamorphine Injection)

m-259
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Bupivacaine and Epinephrine Injection,
'" BUp!"VlUaine and Adrenaline Injection

Bupivacaine and Fentanyl Injection,
1II-259

Bupivacaine and Glucose Injection, see
Bupivacaine Heavy Injection

Bupivacaine Heavy Injection, 111-256
Bupivacaine Hydrochloride, 1-358
Bupivacaine Injection, 111-256
Bupleurum Root, IV-142
Buprencrphine, 1-361
Buprencrphine Hydrochloride, 1-363
Buprenorphine Injection, 111-260
Buprenotphine Sublingual Tablets,

1II-262
Buprenorphine Transdennal Patches

III-261 •

Burnet Root, Greater, IV-144
Buserelin, 1-365
Buspirone Hydrochloride, 1-366
Busulfan, 20, 1-369
Busulfan Tablets, llI-263
Butanal, V-A42
l-Butanamine, see N-Bulylamine
i-Butane, V-A42
N-Butane, V-A42
Butane-l,3-dioI, V-A42
Butane-Ld-diol, V-A42
f-Butanesulfcnic Acid Sodium Salt see

Sodium Butanesulfonate )
t-Buranol, seeButan-l-ol
Butan-Lol, V-A42
Butan-2-01) V-A42
Butanol, see Buum-l-d
N-Butanol) seeBuum-l-ol
z-Butenol Rt, seeButan-2-of Rl
Butan-S-ol m, Y-A42
Buren-z-one, V-A42
Butcher's Broom, IV-145
Butyl Acetate) V-A42
Butyl Acetate ru, V-A42
N-Butyl Alcohol) see Butan-I-ol
ten-Butyl Alcohol, see 2-Merhylpropan-2-01
Butyl Chloride) see I-Chlorobutane
Butyl 4-hydroxybenzoate) V-A43
Butyl Hydroxybenzoate, 20) 1-369
Butyl Methacrylate, V-A43
rerr-Buryl Methyl Ether, V-A43
rerr-Buryl Methyl Ether) see

I,I-Dimelhylethyl Methyl Ether
Butyl Parahydroxybenzoate, V-A43
Butyl Parahydroxybenzoate, seeButyl

Hydroxybenzoate
Butylamine, see N-Butylamine
N-Butylamine) V-A42
ten-Butylamine, V-A42
rerz-Burylamine, see

I)l-Dimethylethylamine
4-(Butylamino)benzoic Acid, V-A42
Butylated Hydroxyaniscle, 1-371) V-A42
Butylated Hydroxytoluene, 1-372) V-A43
Butylated Polymethacrylate Gel, V-AI2l
Burylboronic Acid, V-A43
N-Butylbutan-l-amine) see Di-N-

butylamine
6-ten-Butyl-2,4-dimethylphenol, see

2,4-Dimemyl-6-ten-butylphenol
ten-Butylhydroperoxide) V-A43
Burythydroxanisole, see Butylated

Hydroxyanisole

Butylhydroxytoluene, V-A43
Burylhydroxytoluene, see Bury/ated

Hydroxytotuene
z-Buryloctanol, V-A43
Burylparaben, seeButyl Hydroxybenzoate
Butyric Acid, V-A43
N-But;yric Acid, see Butyric Add
Butyrolactone, V-A43

c
Cabergcline, 1-372
Cabergoline Tablets) ill-2M
Cadmium, V-A43
Cadmium Acetate, V-A43
Cadmium and Ninhydrin Solution,

V-A43
Cadmium Iodide, V-A43
Cadmium Iodide Solution, V-A43
Cadmium Nitrate Tetrahydrate, V-A43
Cadmium Standard Solution (0.1% Cd)

V-A 169 •
Cadmium Standard Solution

(10 ppm Cd), V-A169
Cadmium Sulfate Hydrate for

Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-569
Cadmium Sulfuricum for Homoeopathic

Preparations, seeCadmium Sulfate
Hydrase for Homoeopatbic Preparations

Caesium Chloride, V-A43
Caffeic Acid) V-A43
Caffeine, 1-374) V-A43
Caffeine Citrate Injection, ID-266
Caffeine Citrate Oral Solution) 111-267
Caffeine Hydrate, 1-375
Caffeine Monohydrate, see Caffeine

Hydrate
Caffeine Tablets, Aspirin and) 111-179
Caffeine Tablets, Paracetamol and,

II1-1145
Calamine, 1-377
Calamine and Coal Tar Ointment,

III-269
Calamine Cream, Aqueous, 111-268
Calamine Lotion, 111-268
Calamine Ointment, m-268
Calamine Ointment, Compound, 111-269
Calamine) Prepared, 1-377
Calcifedicl, seeCaldfeJwl Monohydrate
Calcifediol Monohydrate, 1-378
Calciferol) V-A43
Calciferol Tablets, see Colecalcrferol

Tablets or Ergocalciferol Tablets
Calcipotrioi, 1-379
Calcipotriol and Betamethasone

Cutaneous Foam, 111-269
Calcipotriol and Betamethasone Gel,

II1-271
Calcipotriol and Betamethasone

Ointment, 111-272
Calciporriol Cream, 111-274
CaJcipotriol Monohydrate, 1-382
Calcipotriol Ointment. 111-275
CaJcipotriol Scalp Application, ID-277
Calcitonin (Salmon) 1-384
Calcitonin (Salmon) Injection, 111-278
Calcitriol, 1-387
Calcitriol Capsules, 111-279
Calcium Acetate, 1-388, V-A43

Calcium Acetate) Dried, V-A43
Calcium and Calcium Salts) Reactions

and Tests of, V-A305
Calcium and Colecalciferol Chewable

Tablets, ID-280
Calcium and Colecalciferol Tablets

m-279 )

Calcium and Ergocalciferol Chewable
Tablets, III-283

Calcium and Ergocalciferol Tablets
II1-281 '

Calcium Ascorbate, 1-389
Calcium bis(fonnyl homotaurine) V-A43
CaJc~um Carbonate, 1-390. V-A4~
Calcium Carbonate and Heavy

Magnesium Carbonate Chewable
Tablets) ID-284

Calcium Carbonate Chewable Tablets
III-284 •

Calcium Carbonate Oral Suspension
III-285 '

Calcium Carbonate RI) V-A43
Calcium Chloride, V-A43
Calc~um Chloride) Anhydrous. V-A43
Calcium Chloride Dihydrate, 1-391
Calcium Chloride Dihydrate, see Calcium

Chloride
Calcium Chloride Hexahydrate) 1-392
Calcium Chloride Injection, ill-285
Calcium Chloride Intravenous Infusion

see Calcium Chloride Injection '
Calcium Chloride Solution, O.OlM

V-A43 '
Calcium Chloride Solution, O.02M

V-A44 •
Calcium Chloride Solution, O.025M
~A44 •

Calcium Chloride Solution, V-A43
Calcium Chloride Rl) V-A43
Calcium Dobesilate Monohydrate 1-392
Calcium Fluoratum for Homoeop~thic

Preparations, IV-570
Calcium Folinate, 21
Calcium Folinate, see Cakium Folinate

Hydrate
Calcium Fclinate for Injection, 1II-286
Calcium Fclinate Hydrate) 1-393
Calcium Folinare Injection, 111-285
Calcium Folinate Tablets, 111-287
Calc~um Glucoheptonate, 1-396
Calcium Gluconate, 1-397
Calcium Gluconate, Anhydrous 1-398
Calcium Gluconate Chewable Tablets

1lI-289 •
Calcium Gluccnate Effervescent Tablets

Ill-289 •
Calc~um Gluconate for Injection, 1-399
Calc~um Gluconate Injection, nl-288
Calcium Gluconate Tablets) 111-288
Calcium Glycerophosphate. 1-400
Calc~um Hydrogen Phosphate, 1-401
Calcium Hydrogen Phosphate Dihydrate

1-402 •

Calcium Hydroxide) 1-403, V-A44
Calcium Hydroxide Solution, m-289

V-A44 •
Calcium in Adsorbed Vaccines, V-A524
Calcium lodatum for Homoeopathic

Preparations) seeCalciumIodide
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Tetrahydnue for Homoeopathic
Preparations

Calcium Iodide Tetrahydrate for
Homoeopethic Preparations) IV-571

Calcium Lactate, 1-404, V-A44
Calcium Lactate, see Caldum Lactase

Pemahydrate
Calcium Lactate) Anhydous, see Calcium

Lactate
Calcium Lactate Monohydrate, 1-405
Calcium Lactate Pentahydrate, 1-405
Calcium Lactate Tablets, ill-290
Calcium Lactate Trihydrate, 1-406
Calcium LevofolinareHydrate, 1-407
Calcium Levofcllnate Pentahydrate, see

Calcium Levofolinate Hydrate
Calcium Levulinate Dihydrate) 1-409
Calcium Pantothenate) 1-410
Calcium Phosphate, 1-412
Calcium Phosphate Cor Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-571
Calcium Phosphate Monobasic

Monohydrate, V-A44
Calcium Phosphoricum for

Homoeopathlc Preparations, see
Calcium Phosphate for Homoeopathic
Preparations .

Calcium Polystyrene Sulfonate, 21, 1-413
Calcium Polystyrene Sulphonate, see

Calcium PolyslyTene Sulfonate
Calcium Standard Solution

(10 ppm Cal, V-A169
Calcium Standard Solution

(100 ppm Cal, V-A169
Calcium Standard Solution

(400 ppm Cal, V-A169
Calcium Standard Solution

(1000 ppm Cal, V-A169
Calcium Standard Solution

(100 ppm Cal, Alcoholic, V-A169
Calcium Standard Solution

(100 ppm Ca) RI, V-A169
Calcium Stearate, 1-414
Calcium Sulfate, V-A44
Calcium Sulfate Dihydrate, 1-416
Calcium Sulfate) Dried, 1-41S
Calcium Sulfate Solution, V-A44
Calcium Sulphate) seeCalcium Sulfate

Dihydrate
Calcium Sulphate, see Calcium Sulfate
Calcium Sulphate Hemlhydrate, see

Calcium Sulfate
Calcium Sulphate Solution, see Calcium

Sulfate Solution
Calcium Lactate) see Calcium Lactase

Pentahydrate
Calconcarboxylic Acid, V-A44
Calconcarboxylic Acid Triturate, V-A44
Calconecarboxylic Acid) see

Calumcarboxylic Acid
Calconecarboxylic Acid Triturate, see

Ca/umcarboxylic Acid Triturate
Calculations, Pharmacopoeial, V-A896
Calendula Flower, IV-146
Camphene) V-A44
Camphor, V-A44
n-Camphor, see Natural Camphor
Camphor, Racemic, 1-418
Camphor Water, Concentrated, 111-290
Camphorated Opium Tincture, IV-393

Camphorated Opium Tincture)
Concentrated,IV-393

IO-Camphorsulfonic Acid, see (lR)-(-)
Ammonium lO-CamphoT1ul/onate

IO-Camphorsulphonic Acid, see
(lR)-(-)-Ammonium
lO-Camphonuljonate

Candesartan, 21
Candesartan Cilexetil, 1-419
Candesartan Tablets, m-290
Cape Aloes, IV-66
Cape Jasmine Fruit, IV-148
Capecitabine, 1-421
Capecitabine Tablets, ID-292
Capillary Electrophoresis, V-A247
Capillary Viscometer Method -

Method 11, V-A283
Capital Initial Letters, Significance of)

1-8) 11-8, 111-8, IV-8, v-s
Capric Acid, V-A44
Capric Alcohol, see Capryl Alcohol
Capric Alcohol, see Decan-l-ol
Caproic Acid, V-A44
e-Caprolacram, V-A44
Capryl Alcohol, V-A44
Capryl Alcohol, see Decan-l-ol
Caprylic Acid, see Octanoic Acid
Caprylic Alcohol) see Oaan-l-ol
CapryJocaproyl Macrogolglycerides,

1-423
Capsaicin, V-A44
Capsicum, IV-ISO
Capsicum Oleoresin, Refined and

Standardised) IV-lSI
Capsicum Oleoresin, Standardised, see

Standardised Capsicum Oleoresin
Capsicum Soft Extract, Standardised,

IV-154
Capsicum Tincture, IV-ISS
Capsicum Tincture) Standardised)

IV-156
Capsules) m-42
Capsules and Tablets, Disintegration of,

V-A392
Capsules of the HP, ill-44
Capsules, Tablets and, Dissolution Test

for) (Dissolution Test for Solid Dosage
Forms), V-A398

CaptopriJ, 22, 1-424
CaptopriJ Oral Solution, [11-294
Captopril Powder for Oral Solution,

III-294
Captopril Tablets, 111-295
Caraway, IV-157
Caraway Fruit, see Caraway
Caraway Oil, IV-158
Carbachol, [-427
Carbamezepine, 22, 1-427
Carbarnazepine Chewable Tablets,

III-298
Carbamazepine Oral Suspension, 111-296
Carbamazepine Prolonged-release

Tablets) 111-298
Carbamazepine Tablets, 111-297
N-Carbamoyl-2-phenylbutanamide)

V-All?
Carbaryl, 22
Carbasalate Calcium, 1-429
Carbazole, V-A45
Carbenoxolone, 23

Carbidopa, 1-431
Carbidopa Tablets, Levodopa and,

III-446
Carbimazole, 23, 1-433
Carbimazole Tablets, ID-299
Carboclsreine, 1-434
Carbcmer, V-A45
Carbomer Eye Drops, 111-300
Carbomers, 1-435
Carbon Dioxide, 1-436, V-A45
Carbon Dioxide in Medicinal Gases,

Determination of, V-A351
Carbon Dioxide Rl, V-A45
Carbon Dioxide R2, V-A45
Carbon Disulfide, V-A45
Carbon Disulphide, see Carbon Disulfide
Carbon for Chromatography,

Graphitised, V-A45
Carbon for Chromatography,

Graphirised ni, V-A45
Carbon in Water for Pharmaceutical

Use, Total Organic, V-A296
Carbon Monoxide, 1-438, V-A45
Carbon Monoxide in Medicinal Gases,

Limit Test for, V-A350
Carbon Monoxide Intermix (5 per cent)

in Nitrogen, 1-439
Carbon Monoxide esO), IV-833
Carbon Monoxide Rt, V-A45
Carbon Tetrachloride, V-A45
Carbonate Buffer pH 9.7) V-A175
Carbonates and Bicarbonates, Reactions

and Tests of, V-A305
Carbonates) Reactions and Tests of,

V-A305
Carbophenothion, V-A45
Carboplatin, 1-440
Carboplatin Injection, 111-300
Carboprost Trometamol, 1-441
3-Carboxy-4-nhrophenyldisulphide) see

5J5'-Dith;obis(2-n;trobenzmc) Acid
5-Carboxyuracil, V-A45
Cardamom Fruit, IV-1S9
Cardamom Oil, IV-160
Cardamom Tincture) Aromatic) IV-160
Cardamom Tincture) Compound,

IV-160
Car-a-cne, V-A45
Carisoprodol, I-xxxiv
Carmellose, 1-442
Carmellose Calcium) 1-443
Carmellose Sodium, 1-443
Carmellose Sodium Eye Drops, 111-302
Carmellose Sodium) Low-substituted,

1-444
Carminic Acid, V-A45
Carmustine, 1-445
Carrlauba Wax) 1-447
Carob Bean Gum, V-A45
Carrageenan, 1-447
Carrier Proteins for the Production of

Conjugated Polysaccharide Vaccines
for Human Use, V-A534 .

Carteolol Eye Drops, 111-302
Carteolol Hydrochloride, 1-448
Carum Carvi, V-A705
Carvacrol, V-A45
Carvedilol, 23, 1-450
Carvedilol Tablets, 111-303
Carvecl, V-A45
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(-)-Carvone, V-A46
Cervone, V-A45
Carvone Rl, V-A46
Il-Caryophyllene, V-A46
CaryophyUene Oxide, V-A46
Cascara,IV-160
Cascara Dry Extract, Standardised,

IV-162
Cascara Sagrada, V-A705
Cascara Tablets, IV-163
Casein, V-A46
Casein Substrate, Concentrated, V-A46
Cassava Starch, 11-1008
Cassia Oil, IV-165
Cesticin, V-A46
Castor Oil, see Virgin Castor Oil
Castor Oil Cream, Zinc and, III-lSI7
Castor Oil, Hydrogenated, 1-451
Castor Oil, Hydrogenated Polycxyl,

1-453
Castor Oil Ointment, Zinc and, m-1S17
Castor Oil, Refined, 1-454
Castor Oil, Virgin, 1-455
Catalpol, V-A46
Catechin, V-A46
Catechol, V-A46
Catgut, Sterile, IV-927
Cathine Hydrochloride, V-A46
Cathclyte for Isoelectric Focusing

pH 3 to 5, V-A46
Cation Exchange Resin, V-A46
Cation Exchange Resin (Calcium Form),

Strong, V-A46 ,
Cation Exchange Resin (Sodium Form},

Strong, V-A46
Cation Exchange Resin) Strong, V-A46
Cation Exchange' Resin Rl, V-A46
Cation Exchange Resin R2, V-A46
Cation-exchange Resin, Weak, V-A46
Cationic Resin, Weak, V-A47
Cations, Abbreviated, V-A693
Caustic Potash, seePotassium Hydroxide
Caustic Soda, seeSodium Hydroxide
Caution Statements, 1-7, 11-7, 111-7,

IV-7, V-7
CClD,., V-A722
CCID5o, Definition of, 1-30, 11-30,

Ill-30, IV-30, V-30
CDCI3, see Deuterochlorofonn
C2D402, seeDeuteratedAcetic Acid
C~60, see Deuterated Acetone
CD40, see Deutemted JHelhanol
CZD60S, see Deuterated Dimethyl

Sulfoxide
CD341CD45+ Cells in Haematopoietic

Products, Numeration of, V-ASI0
Cedarwood Oil, V-A47
Cefaclor, 1-456
Cefaclor Capsules, 111-304
Cefaclor Oral Suspension, 111-306
Cefaclor Prolonged-release Tablets.

III-307
Cefaclor Tablets, Prolonged-release,

III-307
Cefadroxil Capsules, 111-308
CefadroxiJ Monohydrate, 1-458
Cefadroxil Oral Suspension, 1II-309
Cefalexin, 24
Cefalexin Capsules, III-310
Cefalexin Monohydrate, 1-460

Cefalexin Oral Suspension, 1II-312
Cefalexin Tablets, 111-313
Cefalotin Sodium, 1-461
Cefamandole Nafate, 1-463
Cefapirin Sodium, 1-465
Cefatrizine Propylene Glycol, 1-466
Cefazolin Injection, III-314
Cefazolin Sodium, 1-467
Cefazolin Sodium for Injection, 111-314
Cefepime DihydrocWoride Monohydrate,

see Cejepime Hydroc.hlon'de Monohydrate
Cefepime Hydrochloride Monohydrate,

1-470
Cefixime, 1-472
Cefoperazone Sodium, 1-473
Cefotaxime Injection, 111-315
Cefotaxime Sodium, 24, 1-475
Cefotaxime Sodium for Injection,

III-316
Cefoxitin Injection, 111-317
Cefoxitin Sodium, 24, 1-477
Cefoxitin Sodium for Injection, 111-317
Cefpodoxime Proxetil, 1-479
Cefprozil Monohydrate, 1-482
Cefradlne, 25, 1-484
Cefradine Capsules, 111-318
Cefradine for Injection, 111-321
Cefradine Injection, m-320
Cefradine Oral Suspension, 111-322
Ceftazidime, seeCeftasidime Pentahydrare
Ceftazidime Eye Drops, m-324
Ceftazidime for Injection, III-327
Ceftazidirne Infusion, see Ceftazidime

Injeaion
Ceftazidime Injection, 111-325
Ceftazidime Pentahydrare, 1-486
Ceftazidime Pentahydrate with Sodium

Carbonate for Injection, 1-489
Ceftriaxone Injection, 111-329
Ceftriaxone Sodium, 25, 1-491
Ceftriaxone Sodium for Injection,

III-329
Cefuroxime Axetil, 25, 1-493
Cefuroxime Axetil Oral Suspension,

Ill-334
Cefuroxime Axetil Tablets, m-33S
Cefuroxime Eye Drops, DI-330
Cefuroxime Injection, III-331
Cefuroxime Injection, Intracameral,

III-332
Cefuroxime Intracameral Injection,

III-332
Cefuroxime Sodium, 26, 1-494
Cefuroxime Sodium for Injection,

Ill-331
Celandine, Greater, IV-I66
Celecoxib, 26, 1-496
Celecoxib Capsules, 111-336
CeJiprolol Hydrochloride, 26, 1-497
Celiprolol Tablets) 111-337
Cell Substrates for the Production of

Vaccines for Human Use, V-A530
Cellacefate, 1~499
Cell-based and Gene Therapy Medicinal

Products, Raw Materials of Biological
Origin for the Production of, V-A873

Cell-based Preparations, Microbiological
Examination of, V-A561

Cellulose, V-A47
Cellulose Acetate, 1-507

Cellulose Acetate Butyrate, 1-508
Cellulose Acetate Phthalate, see

Cellacefate
Cellulose, Dispersible, 1-500
Cellulose F2'i4' V-A47
Cellulose for Chromatography, see

Cellulose
Cellulose, Microcrystalline, 1-500, V-A47
Cellulose Nitrate, seePyroxylin
Cellulose, Powdered, 1-504
Cellulose for Chromatography F2'i4) see

Cellulose F254

Cellulose for Chromatography RI, see
Cellulose, Microcrystalline

Celsius, Definition of 1-35, U-35,
III-35. IV-35. V-35

Centaury,IV-167
Centella, IV-168
Centigrade, Definition of I w 35, 11-35,

IlI-35, IV-35, V-35
Centrifugation, Definition of, 1-35, 11-35,

III-35, IV-35, V-35
Cephaeline Dihydrochloride, V-A47
Cephalin Reagent, V-A47
Ceric Sulfate, seeCen'um{JJI) Sui/ate
Ceric Sulphate, see Cerium(Jv) Sulfate
O.IM Ceriwn Sulfate, seeO.1M Cetium

(Iv) Sulfale VS
Cerium Sulfate, see Cerium(lV) Sulfate
Cerium Trinitrate Hexahydrate, see

Cen'um{lll} Nitrate
Cerium(rn) Nitrate, V-A47
Ceriurn(m) Nitrate Solution, V-A47
Ceriumfrv) Sulfate, V-A47
Ceriumfrv) Sulfate Tetrahydrare, see

Cerium(I~ Sulfate
O.IM Ceriumuv) Sulfate VS. V-A163
Cercus Nitrate, see Cen"um{lII) Nitrate
Certification Scheme, European

Pharmacopoeia, V-A773
Cetirizine Capsules, III-339
Cetirizine Dihydrochloride, seeCecirizine

Hydwxhloride
Cetirizine Hydrochloride, 27, 1-509
Cetirizine N-Oxide, V-A47
Cenrizine Oral Solution, III-340
Cetirizine Tablets, UI-341
Cetomacrogol Emulsifying Ointment,

III-343
Cetomacrogol Emulsifying Wax, 111-343
Cetostearyl Alcohol, 1-511, V-A47
Cetostearyl Alcohol, Emulsifying,

(Type A), 1-512
Cerostearyl Alcohol, Emulsifying,

(Type B), 1-513
Cetostearyl Isononanoate, 1-515
Cetrtmlde, 1-515, V-A47
Cetrimide Cream, UI-343
Cetrimide Cutaneous Solution, m-344
Cetrimide Cutaneous Solution, Sterile,

III-344
Cetrimide Emulsifying Ointment, JU-344
Cetrimide Solution, 111-344
Cetrimide Solution, Sterile, m-344
Cetrimide Solution, Strong, 1-516
Cetyl Alcohol, 1-517, V-A47
Cetyl Palmitate, 1-518
Cetylpyridinium Chloride, 1-519
Cetylpyridinium Chloride Monohydrate,

V-A47
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Cetylpyridinium Chloride VS, V-A163
Cetyltrimethylammcnium Bromide,

V-A47
Ceylon Cinnamon, see Cinnamon
Ceylon Cinnamon Bark Oil, IV-178
Ceylon Cinnamon Leaf Oil, IV-179
CFU, Definition of, 1-30, II-30, 111-30,

IV-30, V-30
Chaenomeles Fruit, IV-169
Chaenomeles Lagenaria, IV-169
Chaenomeles Speciosa, IV-169
Chalk,I-519
Chalk, Prepared, 1-519
Chamazulene, V-A47
Chamomile Flowers, IV-171
Changes in Monograph Titles, V-A754
Changes in Title of Monographs,

I-xxxviii
Changes, Indicator Colour, V-A899
Characterisation of Crystalline and

Partially Crystalline Solids by X-ray
Powder Diffraction (XRPD), V-A61O

Characterisation of Crystalline Solids by
Microcalorimeuy and Solution
Calorimetry, V-A625

Characterisation of Residual Host-cell
DNA, Quantification and, V-A519

Characterisation, Preparations for
Nebulisation, V-A433

Characteristics, Status of, 1-11, 11-11,
In-II, IV-II, V-II

Characters Section in Monographs,
V-A824

Charcoal, Activated, V-A47
C6H9D4Na02Si, see Deuterated Sodium

Tn"methylsilylpropionate
Chebula Fruit, see Terminalia Ghebula

Froit
Check Assay, V-A749
Chemical Abstracts Service Registry

Number, Status, 1-4, 11-4, 111-4, IV-4,
V-4

Chemical and Biological Reference
Materials, seeReference Maten"als

Chemical Formulae, 1-8, 11-8, 111-8,
IV-8, V-8

Chemical Imaging, V-A214
Chemical Precursors for

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
IV-807

Chemical Reference Materials, see
Reference Materials

Chemical Reference Substances, I-IS,
U-15,1lI-15,rv-15, V-15

Chemometric Methods Applied to
Analytical Data, V-A854

Chenodeoxycholic Acid, 1-521
Chewable Aluminium Hydroxide and

Magnesium Trisilicate Tablets, rn-933
Chewable Aluminium Hydroxide

.Tablets, seeAluminium Hydroxide
Chewable Tablets

Chewable Ascorbic Acid Tablets, see
Ascorbic Acid Chewable Tablets

Chewable Calcium and Colecalciferol
Tablets, see Calcium and Colecalcrjerol
GhewaOle Tablets

Chewable Calcium and Ergocalciferol
Tablets, seeCalcium and Ergocalcr]erol
Chewable Tablets

Chewable Calcium Carbonate and Heavy
Magnesium Carbonate Tablets, see
Calcium Carbonate and Heavy
},-fagrlesjum Carbonate Chewable Tablets

Chewable Calcium Carbonate Tablets,
seeCalcium Carbonate Chewable Tablets

Chewable Calcium Gluconate Tablets,
see Calcium Gluconate Chewable Tablets

Chewable Carbamazepine Tablets, see
Carbamazepine Chewable Tablets

Chewable Compound Magnesium
Trisilicare Tablets, 111-933

Chewable Heavy Magnesium Carbonate
and Calcium Carbonate Tablets, see
Calcium Carbonate and Heavy
Magnesium Carbonate Chewable Tablets

Chewable Magnesium Glycerophosphate
Tablets, seeMagnesium
Glycerophosphate Chewable Tablets

Chewable Magnesium TrisilLcate
Tablets, Aluminium Hydroxide and,
III-933

Chewable Magnesium Trisilicate
Tablets, Compound, rn-933

Chewable Montelukast Tablets, see
MomelukM{ Chewable Tablets

Chewable Piperazine Phosphate Tablets,
see PiperazinePhosphate Chewable
Tablets

Chewable Raltegravir Tablets, W-1261
Chewable Sildenafil Tablets, seeSildenafil

Chewable Tablets
Chewable Vitamin C Tablets, seeASCQrbic

Acid Chewable Tablets
Chicken Flocks Free from Specified

Pathogens for the Production and
Quality Control of Vaccines, V-A527

China, V-A705
Cbinese Goldthread Rhizome, IV-I72
Chininum Sulfuricum, V-A705
Chitosan Hydrochloride, 1-523
Chloral Hydrate, 1-524, V-A47
Chloral Hydrate Oral Solution, rn-344
CbJoral Hydrate Solution, V-A47
Chlorambucil, 1-524
Chlorambucil Tablets, ill-34S
Chloramine, seeChloramine T
Chloramine Solution, V-A47
Chloramine Solution RI, V-A47
Chloramine Solution R2, V-A47
Chloramine T, V-A48
Chloramphenicol, 1-526
Chloramphenicol Capsules, 111-345
Chloramphenicol Ear Drops, 111-346
Chloramphenicol Eye Drops, m-347
Chloramphenicol Eye Ointment, 111-348
Chloramphenicol Palmitate, 1-528
Chloramphenicol Sodium Succinate,

1-529
Chloramphenicol Sodium Succinate for

Injection, m-349
Chloramphenicol Sodium Succinate

Injection, 111-349
CWorcydizine Hydrochloride, 1-530
Chlordane, V-A48
Chlordiazepoxide, 1-531, V-A48
CbJordiazepoxide Capsules, m-350
Chlordiazepoxide Hydrochloride, 1-532
Chlordiazepoxide Hydrochloride Tablets,

seeChlordiazepoxide Tablets

Chlordiazepoxide Tablets, 111-352
Chlorfenvinphos, V-A48
Chlorhexidine, 27
Chlorhexidine Acetate, 1-533, V-A48
Chlorhexidine Diacetate, see

Chlorhexidine Acetate
Chlorhexidine Digluconate Eye Drops,

seeChlorhexidine Gluconate Eye Drops
Chlorhexidine Digluconate Solution, see

Chlorhexidine G/uconaee Solution
Chlorhexidine Dihydrochloride, see

Chlorhexidine Hydrochloride
Chlorhexidine Gel, Lidocaine and,

ITI-900
Chlorhexidine Gel, Lignocaine and, see

Lidocaine and Chlorhexidine Gel
Chlorhexidine Gluconate Dental Gel,

III-354
Chlorhexidine Gluconate Eye Drops,

II1-353
Chlorhexidine Gluconate Gel, see

Chlorhexidine Gluconate Denial Gel,
Chlorhexidine Gluconate Solution, 1-536
Chlorhexidine Hydrochloride, 1-539,

V-A48
Chlorhexidine Irrigation Solution,

I11-355
Chlorhexidine Mouthwash, 111-357
Chloride Buffer pH 2.0, O.lM, V-AI75
Chloride Dinitrate Trihydrate, see

Copper(ll) Nitrate
Chloride Standard Solution (5 ppm Cl),

V-AI 69
Chloride Standard Solution (8 ppm en,

V-A169
Chloride Standard Solution (50 ppm

CI), V-A169
Chloride-free Ammonia, V-A31
Chlorides, Reactions and Tests of,

V-A305
Chlorinated Lime, 1-541
Chlormadinone Acetate, 1-542
4'-Chloroacetanilide, V-A48
Chloroacetanilide, see 4'-Chloroacetanilide
Chloroacetic Acid, V-A48
3-Chloroaniline, V-A48
4-Chloroaniline, V,A48
Chloroaniline, see4-Chloroaniline
Chloroauric Acid, V-A48
Chloroauric Acid Solution, V-A48
Chlorcbenzene, V-A48
-l-Chlorobenzenesulfonamide, V-A48
-l-Chlorcbenzenesulphonamide, see

4-Chlorobenzenesu/fonamick
2-Chlorobenzoic Acid, V-A48
4-Chlorobenzoic Acid, V-A48
d-Chlorobenzophenone, V-A48
3-(4-Chlorobenzoyl)propionic Acid,

V-A48
p-Chlorobenzyhydrylpiperazine, V-A48
l-Chlorobutane, V-A48
Chlorobutanol, 1-544, V-A48
Chlorobutanol Hemihydrate, 1-545
4·Chloro- e-cresot, V-A48
Chlorocresot, 1-546
2-Chloro-2-deoxy-o-glucose, V-A48
2-Chloro-N-(2,6-<1imethylphenyl)

acetamide, V-A49
l-CWoro-2,4-dinitrobenzene, V-A48
2-Chloroethanol, V-A48
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2-Chloroethanol Solution, V-A48
Chloroethylamine Hydrochloride, V-A48
(2-ChloroethyJ)diethylamine

Hydrochloride, V-A48
Chloroform, V-A49
Chloroform, Acidified, V-A49
Chloroform, Ethanol-free, V-A49
Chloroform IR, V-A49
Chloroform Stabilised with Amylene,

V-A49
Chloroform Water, V-A49
Chloroform-d, seeDeuterochloroform
Chlorogenic Acid, V-A49
5-Ch1oro~8-hydroxyquinolineJ V-A49
3-Chloro-2-methylaniJine, V-A49
2-Chloronicotinic Acid, V-A49
2-Chloro-4-nitroaniline, V-A49
2-Chloro-5-Nitrobenzoioc Acid, V-A49
4-Chlorophenol, V-A49
Chlorophenol, see 4-Chlorophenof
2- [2-( -l-Chlorophenyljacetyl]benzoic

Acid, V-A49
Chloroplarlnic Acid Solution, V-A49
Chloroplatinlc Acid, see Chlorop!alinic{1v)

Acid
Chloroplarinicuv) Acid, V-A49
3-Chloropropane-l,2-diol, V-A49
I-Chloropropyl(dimethyl)amine

Hyrochloride, V-A49
Chloroquine, 27
Chloroquine Phosphate, 1-547
Chloroquine Phosphate Tablets, 111-357
Chloroquine Sulfate, 1-548
Chloroquine Sulfate Tablets, 111-358
Chloroquine Sulphate, see Chloroquine

Sulfa u
Chloroquine Sulphate Tablets, see

Chloroquine Sulfate Tablets
5-Chloroquinolin-8-ol, see 5-Chloro-8-

hydroxyquinoline
4-ChloIOresorcinol, V-A49
5-CWorosalicylic Acid, V-A49
4-Chlorosulfamoylbenzoic Acid, V-A50
Chlorothiazide, V-A50
Chlcrotrimethyisilane, see

Ttimetbykhlorosilane
Chlorotriphenylmethane, V-A50
Chloroxylenol, 28, 1-549
Chloroxylenol Solution, 111-359
Chlorphenamine Injection, llI-359
Chlorphenamine Maleate, 1-550
Chlorphenamine Oral Solution, 111-360
Chlcrphenamine Tablets, m-361
Chlorpheniramine Injection, see

Chlorphenamine Injection
Chlorpheniramine 01111 Solution, see

Chlorphenamine OralSolurion
Chlorpheniramine Tablets, see

Chlorphenamine Tablets
Chlorpromazine, 28, I-SSt
Chlorpromazine Elixir, 111-362
Chlorpromazine Hydrochloride, 1-551
Chlorpromazine Injection, 111-361
Chlorpromazine Oral Solution, 1II-362
Chlorpromazine Suppositories, III-362
Chlorpromazine Tablets) 11I~363

Chlorpropamide, 28
Chlorprothixene Hydrochloride, 1-553
Chlorpyriphos, V-A50
Chlorpyriphos-methyl, V-ASO

Chlortalidone, 29, 1-555
Chlortalidone Tablets, 111-363
Chlortalidone Tablets, Atenolol and,

I1I-478
Chlortetracycline Eye Ointment, 1II-364
Chlortetracycline Hydrochloride, 1-557,

V-A50
Chlortetracycline Ointment, ID-365
Chocolate Basis for Tablets, m-83
Cholecalciferol, see ColerolClJerol
Cholecalciferol Concentrate (Oily Form),

seeCol«alClJerol Concentrate (017y
Form)

Cholecalciferol Concentrate (powder
Form), see Co/ecald/erol Concentrate
(powder Form)

Cholera Vaccine (Inactivated, Oral),
IV-682

(5ct)-Cholestane, V-A50
Cholesterinum, V-A705
Cholesterol, 1-560, V-A50
Cholesterol for Parenteral Use, 1-561
Cholesteryl Benzoate, V-A50
Choline CWoride, V-A50
Choline (["C]Methyl) Injection, N-834
Choline Salicylate, 29
Choline Salicylate Ear Drops, 111-366
Choline Salicylate Oromucosal Gel,

I1I-366
Choline Salicylate Solution, 1-562
Choline Theophyllinate, 29, 1-563
Choline TheophyUinate Tablets, ill-366
Chondroitin Sulfate Sodium, 1-564
Chondroitin Sulphate Sodium, see

Chondroitin Sulfate Sodium
Chondroitinase ABC, V-A50
Chondroitinase AC, V-A50
Chorionic Gonadotrophin, 1-566
Chorionic Gonadotrophin for Injection,

I1I-367
Chorionic Gonadotrophin Injection,

1II-367
Chromatographic Separation

Techniques, V-A224
Chromatographic Tests, Materials Used

in, V-A820
Chromatography, Liquid, V-A238
Chromatography, Paper, V-A240
Chromatography, Supercritical Fluid,

V-A252
Chromazurol S, see Chrome Azurol S
Chrome Alum, see Chromium(llJ)

Potassium Sulfate
Chrome Azurcl S, V-A50
Chromic Acid Cleansing Mixture, see

Chromic-Sulfuric AcidMixture
Chromic Potassium Sulfate, see

Chromium(lll) Potassium Sulfate
Chromic Potassium Sulphate, see

Chromium(JJJ) Potassium Sulfate
Chromic-Sulfuric Acid Mixture, V-A50
Chromic-Sulphuric Acid Mixture, see

Cbromic-Stdfutic Acid Mixture
Chromium e'Cr) Edetate Injection,

N-835
Chromium Liposoluble Standard

Solution (1000 ppm Cr), V-A169
Chromium Standard Solution

(0.1% Cr), V-A169

Chromium Standard Solution
(0.1 ppm Cr), V-A169

Chromium Standard Solution
(100 ppm Cr), V-A169

Chromium Trioxide, see Chromium(vI)
Oxide

Chromium(m) Acerylecetonare, V-A50
Chromium(m) Potassium Sulfate, V-A50
Chromium(m) Potassium Sulphate, see

Chromium(llJ) Potassium Sulfate
Chromium(rn) Trichloride Hexahydrate,

V-A50
Chromium(VI) Oxide) V-A50
Chromogenic Substrate R4) V-A50
Chromogenic Substrate R5, V-A50
Chromogenic Substrate RI, see

Chromophore Substrate Rl
Chromogenic Substrate R2, see

Chromophore Substrate R2
Cluomogenic Substrate R3, see

Chromophore Substrate R3
Chromophore Substrate RI, V-A50
Chromophore Substrate R2, V-ASO
Cluomophore Substrate R3, V-A50
Chromorrope 2B, see Chromotrope JIB
Chromotrope 28 Solution, see

Chromotrope lIB Solution
Chromotrope lIB, V-A50
Chromotrope lIB Solution, V-A51
Chromotropic Acid, V·A51
Chromotropic Acid Sodium Salt, V-A5!
Chromctroplc Acid, Sodium Salt

Solution, V-A51
Chromotropic Acid Solution, V-A51
Chromotropic Acid-Sulfuric Acid

Solution, V-A5!
Chromotropic Acid-Sulphuric Acid

Solution, set Chromotropk Acid-8uljuric
Acid Solution

Chrysanthemin, V-A51
Chymotrypsin, 1-567
u-Chymotrypsln for Peptide Mapping,

V-A51
Ciclesonide, 1-568
Cicfopirox, 1-569
Ciclopirox Olamine, 1-571
CicJosporin, 30, 1-572
Ciclosporin Capsules, 111-368
Ciclosporin Concentrate, Sterile, m-369
CicJosporin Eye Drops, 111-370
Ciclosporin Oral Solution, III-371
Ciclosporin Sterile Concentrate, m-369
Cilastatin and Imipenem for Infusion,

I1I-372
Cilastatin Sodium, 1-574
Cilazapril, 1-576
Cimetidine, 30, 1-578
Cimetidine Hydrochloride, 1-580
Cimetidine Injection, ID-374
Cimetidine Oral Solution, 111-375
Cimetidine Oral Suspension) I11-376
Cimetidine Tablets, DI-377
Cimifugin, V-A51
Cinchocaine Hydrochloride, 1-582
Cinchona, see Cinchona Bark
Cinchona Bark, IV-!74
Cinchona Liquid Extract, Standardised,

N-176
Cinchonidine, V-AS!
Cinchonine, V-AS!
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lA-Cineole, V-AS!
Cineole, 1-583, V-AS1
Cineole, Determination of, V-A361
Cineole Type Niaouli Oil, IV-375
Cineraria Maritima for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-572
Cinnamaldehyde, V-ASI
Cinnamamide, V-AS1
Cinnamic Acid, 30, 1-584, V-ASI
trans-Cinnamic Acid, see Cinnamic Acid
Cinnamic Aldehyde, see Cinnamatdehyde
lTans-Cinnamic Aldehyde, V-ASI
Cinnamcmum, V-A705
Cinnamon, IV-177
Cinnamon Bark, see Cinnamon
Cinnamon Bark Oil, Ceylon, IV-178
Cinnamon Leaf Oil, Ceylon, IV-179
Cinnamon Oil, see Ceylon Cinnamon Bark

Oil
Cinnamon Water, Concentrated, IV-179
CinnamyJ Acetate, V-AS1
Cinnarizine, 31, 1-585
Cinnarizine Tablets, ill-377
CIP, V-A722
C.I.P. - Collection de Bacteries de

I'Instirut Pasteur, address of, 1-31,
1I-31, I1I-31, lV-31, V-31

Clprofibrate, 1-586
Ciprofloxacin, 1-588
Ciprofloxacin Ear Drops, 111-379
Ciprofloxacin Eye Drops, ID-380
Ciproftoxacin Hydrochloride, 1-589
Ciprofloxacin Hydrochloride Eye Drops,

1II-381 .

Ciprofloxacin Infusion, 111-382
Ciproftoxacin Intravenous Infusion, see

Ciprofloxadn Infusion
Ciprofloxacin Oral Suspension, ID-384
Ciprotloxacin Tablets) DI-385
Circular Dichroism, V-A287
cis-Anethole, V-A34
Cisatracurium Besilate, 1-591
Cisplann, 1-596
Cisplatin for Injection, ill-387
Cisplatin Injection, DI-386
Citalopram, 31
CitaJopram Hydrobromide, 1-598
Citalopram Hydrochloride, 1-599
Citalopram Oral Drops, ill-388
Citalopram Tablets, ill-389
Chral, V-AS2
Citrate Buffer Solution pH 3.0, 0.2SM,

V-A175
Citrate Buffer Solution pH 5.0, V-AJ 75
Citrate Buffered Saline, V-A52
Citrated Rabbit Plasma, V-A52, V-AI 19
Clrrates, Reactions and Tests of, V-MOS
Citric Acid, 1-601, V-A52
Citric Acid, Anhydrous, V-A52
Citric Acid Monohydrate, 1-602
Citric Acid Monohydrate, see Citric Acid
Citric-Molybdic Acid Solution, V-AS2
Citronella Oil, IV-180
Citronellal, V-A52
Citronellol, V-A52
Citronellyl Acetate, V-A52
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 4.5, V-A175
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 5.0, V-A175
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 6.0, V-A175
Citra-phosphate Buffer pH 6.5, V-AI7S

Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 6.8, V-A175
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 7.0, V-AI7S
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 7.2, V-A17S
Citro-phosphate Buffer pH 7.6, V-AI75
Citropten, V-A52
Citrullus Colocynthis Fruit for

Homoeopathic Preparations, lV-573
Cladribine, 1-603
Clarithromycin (A), 31
Clarithromycin, I-60S
Clarithromycin (B), 32
Clarithromycin for Infusion, m-392
Clarithromycin Granules for Oral

Suspension, 11l-390
Clarithromycin Prolonged-release

Tablets, 1Il-394
Clarithromydn Tablets, 111-393
Clarithromycin Tablets, Prolonged-

release, 111-394
Clarity of Solution, V-A271
Clary Sage Oil, see SageOil
Clavulanic Acid for Infusion, Ticarcillin

and, I1I-1418
Clavulanic Acid for Intravenous Infusion,

Ticarcillin and, see Ticarcillin and
Cknndanic Acid for Infusion

Clavulanic Acid Infusion, Ticarcillin and,
I1I-1418

Clavulanic Acid Intravenous Infusion,
Ticarcillin and, see Ticarcillin and
Clawlanic Acid Infusion

Cleavers, see ClifJers
Clebopride Malate, 1-607
Clemastine Fumarate, 1-609
Clemastine Hydrogen Fumarate, see

Clemassine Fumarate
Clemastine Tablets, m-ass
Clematis Armandii Stem, IV-181
Clenbuterol Hydrochloride, 1-611
Clindamycln Capsules, 11l-397
Clindamycin Cutaneous Emulsion, see

Clindamycin Lotion
Clindamycin Cutaneous Solution, see

C/indamycin Solution
Clindamycin Gel, m-398
Clindamycin Gel, Benzoyl Peroxide and,

1II-208
Clmdamycin Hydrochloride, 32, 1-612
Clindamycin Infusion, see C/indamycin

Injection
Clindamycin Injection, ill-400
Clindamycin Lotion, m-401
Clindamycin Phosphate, 1-614
Clindamycin Solution, ID-402
Clindamycin Vaginal Cream, 111-403
Clioquinol, 32, 1-617
Clloqulnol Cream, Hydrocortisone and,

I1I-777
Clioquinol Ear Drops, Flumetasone and,

1II-665
Cllvers, IV-182
Clobazam, 33, 1-618
Clobazam Oral Suspension, 111-405
Clobazam Tablets, m-406
Clcbetasol Cream, ill-407
Clobetasol Cutaneous Foam, m-408
Clobetasol Ointment, m-409
Clobetasol Propionate, 33, 1-619, V-A52
Clobetasol Scalp Application, ill-410
Clobetasol Shampoo, m-411

Clobetascne Butyrate, 1-621
Clobetasone Cream, 111-413
Clobetasone Ointment, 111-413
Clodronate Disodium Tetrahydrate, see

Sodium Ciodranate Tetrahydrate
Clofazimine, 33, 1-623
Clofazimine Capsules, m-414
Clofibrate, 1-624
Clomifene Citrate, 1-625
Clomifene Tablets, 111-414
Clomipramine Capsules, 111-415
Clomipramine Hydrochloride, 34, 1-627
Clomipramine Prolonged-release Tablets,

1II-416
Clonazepam, 34, 1-629
Clonazepam Concentrate, Sterile,

III-418
Clonazepam Injection, III-417
Clonazepam Oral Suspension, III-418
Clonazepam Tablets, ill-420
Clonidine Hydrochloride, 1-630
Clonidine Injection, 111-421
Clonidine Tablets, 111-422
Clopamide, 1-632
Clopidogrel Besilate, 1-633
Clopidogrel Hydrochloride, 1-635
Clopidogrel Hydrogen Sulfate, 1-637
Closures, Containers and, Plastic,

V-A643
Closures for Containers for Aqueous

Parenteral Preparations, Rubber,
V-A648

Clotrimazole, 1-639
Clotrimazole and Hydrocortisone Acetate

Cream, m-426
Clotrimazole Cream, ID-423
Clotrimazole Eye Drops, UI-424
ClotrimazoJe Pessaries, ill-425
CloU'imazole Vaginal Tablets, 111-426
Clotting Factor V Solution, see

Coagulation Factor V Sotution
Clove,IV-183
Clove Oil, lV-184
Cloxacillin Sodium, 1-640
Clozapine, 34, 1-642
Clozapine Oral Suspension, 111-428
Coagulants, V-A468
Coagulation Factor V Solution, V-AS2
Coagulation Factors, Activated, V-A472
Coal Tar, II-1082
Coal Tar and Salicylic Acid Ointment,

111-1394
Coal Tar and Zinc Ointment, i11-1394
Coal Tar Ointment, Calamine and,

1II-269
Coal Tar Paste) IU-1393
Coal Tar Paste, Betamethasone Valerate

and, IlI-231
Coal Tar Paste, Zinc and, ill-1518
Coal Tar Solution, 111-1394
Coal Tar Solution, Streng, ID-1394
Co-amilofruse Tablets, i11-429
Co-amilozide Oral Solution, 11l-430
Co-amilozide Tablets, ID-431
Co-amoxiclav Dispersible Tablets,

IIl-438
Co-amoxiclav for Injection, ill-432
Co-amoxiclav Injection, m-432
Co-amoxiclav Oral Suspension, III-434
Co-amoxiclav Tablets, ID-436
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Co-amoxiclav Tablets, Dispersible,
II1-438

Coated Homoeopathic Pillules, IV-SSS
Cobalt Chloride, seeCobalt(ll) Chlon·de
Cobalt Nitrate, seeCObO/I(ff) Nitrate
Cobalt Standard Solution (100 ppm Co),

V-A169
Coball(u) Acetate, V-A53
Cobalt(u) Chloride, V-A53
Cobalt(ll) Nitrate, V-A53
Cobaltous Chloride, see Cobalt(ll)

Chloride
Cobaltous Nitrate, see CObO/I(Il) Nitrate
Co-beneldopa Capsules, 111-439
Co-beneldopa Dispersible Tablets,

11I-442
Co-beneldopa Tablets, Dispersible,

III-442
Cocaine, 35, 1-643
Cocaine Eye Drops) 111-444
Cocaine Hydrochloride, 1-644
Cocaine Intranasal Solution, Adrenaline

and/Cocaine Intranasal Solution,
Epinephrine and, 111-121

Cocaine Paste, UI-445
Co-careldopa Tablets, UI-446
Cocculus for Homoeopathic

Preparations, see Cocculus Indicus for
Homoeopathic Preparations

Cocculua Indicus for Homoeopathic
Preparations, IV-574

Cochineal, 1-646
Cocoa Butter, IV-ISS .
Co-codarnol Capsules, m-447
Co-codamol Effervescent Tablets,

III-451
Co-codamol Tablets, 111-449
Co-codaprin Dispersible Tablets, 111-454
Co-codaprin Tablets, ID-453
Coconut Oil, 1-646
Cocoyl Caprylocaprate, 1-647
Co-cyprindiol Tablets, m-455
Co-danthrusate Capsules, m-457
Code of Practice, Lxiv, I-xxix
Codeine, 35, V-A53
Codeine, see Codeine lvfonohydrau
Codeine Hydrochloride, 1-650
Codeine Hydrochloride Dihydrate, see

Codeine Hydrochloride
Codeine Monohydrate, 1-647
Codeine Phosphate, 1-652, V-A53
Codeine Phosphate and Paracetamol

Effervescent Tablets, seeCo-codamol
Effervescent Tablets

Codeine Phosphate and Paracetamol
Tablets, see Oo-codomd Tablets

Codeine Phosphate Hemlhydrate, see
Codeine Phosphate

Codeine Phosphate Injection, m-458
Codeine Phosphate Oral Solution)

11I-459
Codeine Phosphate, Paracetamcl

Capsules and, see Co-codamol Capsules
Codeine Phosphate Sesquihydrate, [-655
Codeine Phosphate Tablets, ill-459
Codeine Tablets, Aspirin and) see

Co-codaprin Tablets
Codeine Tablets, Dispersible Aspirin

and, see Co-eodaprin Dispersible Tablets
Codergocrine Mesllare, 1-657

Codes for eye drops in single-dose
containers, V-A706

Codes for Single-dose Containers, Eye
Drops) V-A706

Co.-[.-(5,6-Dimethylbenzimidazolyl)]
Cofs-cyanocobamlde, see
Cyanocobalamin

Cod-liver Oil, Fanned) I R 659
Cod-liver Oil (Type A), 1-663
Cod-liver Oil (Type B), 1-668
Codonopsis Root, IV-186
Co-dydramol Tablets, 111-460
Co-fluampicil Capsules) ill-462
Co-fluampicil Oral Suspension, 111-463
Cob: Seed) IV-I87
Cola, 1V-189
Colchicine) 1-672
Colchicine Tablels, III-tl64
Colecalciferol, 1-674
Colecalciferol Chewable Tablets)

Calcium and) see Calcium and
Col«aJciferol Chewable Tablets

Colecalciferol Concentrate (Oily Form),
1-675

Colecalciferol Concentrate (powder
Fonn), 1-676

Colecalciferol Concentrate (\Vater-
dispersible Form), I-xxxiv

Colecalciferol Injection, 111-465
Colecalciferol Tablets) ill-466
Colecalciferol Tablets) Calcium and)

IlI-279
Cclestyramine, 35, 1-678
Colestyramine Oral Powder, m-467
Colistimethate Inhalation Powder, hard

capsule, 111-467
Colistimethate Sodium, 1-679
Colistimethate Sodium for Injection,

II1-469
Colistimethate Sodium Powder for

Nebuliser Solution, 111-470
Colistin Sulfate, 1-682
Colistin Sulphate, seeColistin Sulfate
Colistin Tablets, 111-471
2,4,6-Collidine, V-A53
Collodion) Flexible, 111-473
Collodion for the Preparation of Flexible

Collodion, IU-473
Collodions, ill-45
Colloidal Anhydrous Silica) 11-889
Colloidal Hydrated Silica, II-889
Colloidal Silver, 11-892
Colloidal Silver for External Use) see

Colloidal Silver
Colony-forming Cell Assay for Human

Haematopoietic Progenitor Cells,
V-A5l2

Colophony, 1V-190
Colour Change Interval, V-A899
Colour Changes, Indicator, V-A899
Colour Changes) Interval, V-A899
Colour of Solution, V-A272
Colouring Agents) Permitted

Alternatives, 1-11, II-l1, 111-11,
IV-II, V-ll

Columbin, V-A53
Co-magaldrox Oral Suspension, 111-474
Co-magaldrox Tablets, 111-474
Common Selfheal Fruit-Spike, see

Selfhea/Frui'-Spike

Common Stinging Nettle for
Homoeopathic Preparations, see Unica
Dioica for Homoeopathic Preparations

Competent Authority, Definition of) 1-5)
11-5, III-5, 1V-5. V-5

Complementary Medicines, Crude
Drugs; Traditional Herbal and, Status
of, 1-17, 11-17) IU-17, IV-I7, V-I7

Complexometric Indicators, V-A899
Complexometric Titrations, V-A3I9,

V-A898
Composition of Fatty Acids, V-A366
Composition of Fatty Acids by Gas

Chromatography, see Testfor Foreign
Oils by Gas ChromoU!graphy

Composition of Polysaccharide Vaccines)
V-A525

Compound Alginate Antacid Oral
Suspension, III-129

Compound Aluminium Paste, m-13S
Compound Benzoic Acid Ointment,

IlI-207
Compound Benzoin Tincture, IV-l2I
Compound Calamine Ointment, m-269
Compound Cardamom Tincture, IV-I60
Compound Docusate Enema, 111-565
Compound Gentian Infusion, IV-255
Compound Gentian Infusion,

Concentrated) IV-255
Compound Glucose) Sodiwn Chloride

and Sodium Citrate Oral Solution,
IU-737

Compound Magnesiwn Trisillcare
Chewable Tablets, m-933

Compound Magnesiwn Trisilicate
Mixture, see Magnesium Tnsilicate
Mixture

Compound Magnesiwn Trisilicate Oral
Powder, 111-933

Compound Magnesium Trisihcate
Tablets, Chewable, ID-933

Compound Orange Spirit, IV-397
Compound Podophyllin Cutaneous

Solution) IV-427
Compound Podophyllin Paint, IV-427
Compound Rhubarb Tincture) IV~444

Compound Sodium Bicarbonate Tablets,
II1-1340

Compound Sodium Chloride
Mouthwash, ill-J343

Compound Sodium Lactate Infusion,
11I-1351

Compound Sodium Lactate Injection,
III-1351

Compound Sodium Lactate Intravenous
Infusion, see Compound Sodium Lactate
Infusion

Compound Sodiwn Picosulfate Powder
for Oral Solution) Ill-1355

Compound Squill Linctus, 1V-486
Compound Tolu linctus, Paediatric)

1V-508
Compound Tolu Oral Solution)

Paediabic,IV-508
Compound Zinc Paste) 111-1516
Compressible Sugar, ll-l030
Compressible Sugar) 36
Concentrated Anise Water) IV-90
Concentrated Camphor Water, 111-290
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Concentrated Camphorated Opium
Tincture, IV-393

Concentrated Casein Substrate, V-A46
Concentrated Cinnamon Water, IV-179
Concentrated Compound Gentian

Infusion, IV-255
Concentrated Hydrochloric Acid, see

Hydrochloric Acid
Concentrated Orange Peel Infusion,

IV-398
Concentrated Phosphoric Acid, see

Phosphon·c Add
Concentrated Solutions for

Haemofiltration and
Haemodiafiltration,ID-754

Concentrated Solutions for Injections,
1II-72

Concentrations, Expression of, 1·6, 11-6,
m-e, IV-6, V-6

Conductivity, V-A294
Confidence Interval, V-A749
Congo Red, V-A53
Congo Red Fibrin, V-A53
Congo Red Paper, V-A53
Congo Red Solution, V-A53
Conjugated Estrogens, 1-961
Conjugated Oestrogens, see Conjugated

Estrogens
Conjugated Polysaccharide Vaccines for

Human Use, Carrier Proteins for the
Production of, V-A534

Consistency of Formulated Preparations,
V-MI7

Constant Weight, Definition of, 1-6, 11-6,
m-e, IV-6, V-6

Contact Points, V-A762
Containers and Closures for Parenteral

Preparations and Ophthalmic
Preparations, Polypropylene for,
V-A677

Containers and Closures, Plastic,
V-A643

Containers and Tubing for Total
Parenteral Nutrition Preparations, Poly
(Ethylene - Vinyl Acetate) for, V-A681

Containers for Aqueous Parenteral
Preparations, Rubber Closures for,
V-A648

Containers for Aqueous Solutions for
Intravenous Infusion, Materials Based
on Plasticised Poly(Vinyl Chloride)
for, V-A665

Containers for Aqueous Solutions for
Parenteral Infusions, Plastic, V-A643

Containers for Blood and Blood
Components, V-A644

Containers for Human Blood and Blood
Components, Materials Based on
Plaaticised Poly(vinyl chloride) for,
V-A654

Containers for Human Blood and Blood
Components, Materials for, V-A654

Containers for Non-injectable, Aqueous
Solutions, Materials Based on Non
plasticised Poly(Vinyl Chloride) for,
V-A661

Containers for Parenteral Preparations
arid for Ophthalmic Preparations,
Polyethylene Without Additives for,
V-A673

Containers for Parenteral Preparations
and for Opthalmic Preparations,
Polyethylene With Additives for,
V-A674

Containers for Pharmaceutical Use,
Glass, V-A636

Containers for Preparations not for
Parenteral Use, Polyethylene
Terephthalate for, V-A691

Containers for Solid Dosage Forma for
Oral Administration, Materials based
on Non-Plasticised Poly(Vinyl
Chloride) for, V-A663

Containers introduction, V-A636
Containers, Polyethylene, V-A673
Content of Active Ingredient in

Capsules, 111-44
Content of Active Ingredient of Tablets,

Ill-83
Content of Active Ingredient on

Actuation of the Valve Test, V-A437
Content, Standards for, 1-5, 11-5, 111-5,

IV-5, V-5
Contents of the Appendices, V-A5
Contents of the General Notices, 1-2,

11-2, 111-2, IV-2, V-2
Contents of the Supplementary

Chapters, V-A729
Continuous Extraction of Drugs, V-A374
Control of Impurities, V-A732
Control of Impurities in Substances for

Pharmaceutical Use, V-A820
Control of Microbiological Quality,

Alternative Methods for, V-A824
ConvaUatoxin, V-A53
Conversion Tables for Commonly Used

Units, V-A721
Coomassie Blue, V-A53
Coomassie Blue Solution, V-A53
Coomassie Blue Solution, seeAcid Blue

92 Solution
Coomassie Brilliant Blue G, see Acid Blue

90
Coomassie Staining Solution, V-A53
Coomassie Staining Solution Rl , V~A53
Co-operation Agreement, I-xxviii
Copovidone, 1-684
Copper, V-A53
Copper Acetate, see Copper{lJ) Acetate
Copper Acetate Monohydrate for

Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-576
Copper Carbonate, V-A53
Copper Chloride-Pyridine Reagent,

V-A54
Copper Edetate Solution, V-A54
Copper for Homoeopathic Preparations,

IV-S76
Copper for Homoeopathic Use, see

Copper for Homoeopathic Preparations
Copper Liposoluble Standard Solution

(1000 ppm Co), V-A169
Copper Nitrate, see Copper(fI) Nitrate
Copper Oxide Solution, Ammoniacal,

V-A54
Copper Standard Solution (0.1% Cu),

V-A169
Copper Standard Solution (0.1 per cent

Cu) for fCP, V-A170
Copper Standard Solution (0.1 ppm

Co), V-A170

Copper Standard Solution (10 ppm Cu),
V-A170

Copper Sulfate, 1-687
Copper Sulfate, seeCopper(IJ) Sulfate
Copper Sulfate, Anhydrous, V-A54
Copper Sulfate Pentahydrate, 1-688
Copper Sulfate Pentahydrate, see

Copper(lI) Sulfate
Copper Sulfate Solution, V-A54
Copper Sulfate Solution pH 2.0, V-A175
Copper Sulfate Solution pH 4.0,

Buffered, V-A115
Copper Sulfate Solution pH 5.2,

Buffered, V-A17S
Copper Sulfate Solution, Weak, V-A54
Copper Sulfate Solution Rl , V-A54
O.02M Copper Sulfate VS, V-A163
Copper Sulfate-Pyridine Reagent, V-A54
Copper Sulphate, see Copper(lI) Sulfate
Copper Sulphate Pentahydrate, see

CopperSulfate Pentahydrate
Copper Sulphate Solution, see Copper

Suljare Solution
Copper Sulphate Solution pH 2.0, see

Capper Sulfate Sa/utianpH 2.0
Copper Sulphate Solution pH 5.2,

Buffered, see Copper Sulfate Solution
pH 5.2, Buffered

Copper Sulphate Solution, Weak, see
Copper Sulfate Solution, Weak

Copper Sulphate-Pyridine Reagent, see
Copper Sulfate-Pyridine Reagent

Copper Tetramibi Tetrafluoroborate for
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
IV-836

Copper T etrammine, Ammoniacal
Solution of, V-A54

Coppenn) Acetate, V-A53
Copper(n) Chloride, V-A53
Copperur) Nitrate, V-A54
Coppenn) Sulfate, V-A54
Copper(n) Sulphate, see Copper(rJ)

Sulfate
Co-proxamol Tablets, 111-475
Corallin, V-A54
Corallin Solution, Alkaline, V-A54
Coriander, IV-190
Coriander Oil, IV-191
Correction Factor, Definition of, V-A734
Corresponds, definition of, 1-5, IT-5,

1lI-5, IV-5, V-5
Cortisone, V-A54
Cortisone Acetate, 1-688, V-A54
Cortisone Tablets, 111-477
Corydaline, V-A54
Corydalis Rhizome, IV-192
Costunolide, V-A54
Co-tenidone Tablets, 111-478
Co-triamterzide Tablets, 111-479
Co-trimoxazole Concentrate, Sterile,

llIc480

Co-trlmoxazole Dispersible Tablets,
1lI-483

Co-trimcxazole Infusion, 111-480
Cc-trimcxazole Intravenous Infusion,

III-480
Co-trimoxazole Oral Suspension, 1II-481
Co-trimoxazole Oral Suspension,

Paediatric, 111-482
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Co-trimoxazole Sterile Concentrate,
11I-480

Co-trimoxazole Tablets, ID-482
Co-trimoxezole Tablets, Paediatric,

11I-483
Cotton, Absorbent, IV-925
Cottonseed Oil, Hydrogenated, 1-690
Couch Grass Rhizome, IV-194
Coulometric Titration - Method ill,

V-A348
Coumaphos, V-A54
o-Coumaric Acid, V-A54
Coumarin, V-A54
Coumesrrol, V-A54
Cream of Tartar, see Potassium Hydrogen

Tartrate
Cream, Oily, 111-786
Creams, 111-79
Cresol, 1-691
Cresol, seeo-Cresol
m-Cresol, V-A54
o-Cresol, V-A54
p-Cresol, V-A54
m-Cresol Purple, V-A54
m-Cresol Purple Solution, V-ASS
Cresol Red, V-ASS
Cresol Red Solution, V-ASS
Crocus for Homoeopathic Preparations,

IV-S77
CroscanneUose Sodium, 1-692
Crospcvidoue, 1-693
Crotamiron, 1·695
Crotamiton Cream, 01-484
Crotamiton Cutaneous Suspension,

III-48S
Crotamiton Lotion, ill-48S
Crown-ether Silica Gel for Chiral

Separation, V-AU6
CRS, 1-15, II-IS, III-IS, IV-IS, V-IS,

V-A722
Crude Cresol, 1-691
Crude Drugs, Macroscopical

Characteristics of, 1-17, 11-17, 111-17,
IV-17, V-I7

Crude Drugs; Traditional Herbal and
Complementary Medicines, Status of,
1-17,11-17, Ill-I 7, IV-17, V-17

Crushing of Tablets, Resistance to,
V-A589

Crystal Violet, V-ASS
Crystal Violet Solution, V-ASS
Crystalline and Partially Crystalline

Solids by X-ray Powder Diffraction,
(XRPD), Characterisation of, V-A6IO

Crystalline Solids by Microcalorimetry
and Solution Calorimetry,
Characterisation of, V-A625

Crystallinity, V-A624
Crystallised Thicolchicoside, see

Thiocokhicoside Gryslallised from Ethanol
Cupric Acetate, seeCopper(lI) Acetale
Cupric Chloride, see Copper(l/) Chloride
Cupric Nitrate, seeCopper(IJ) Nitrate
Cupric Sulfate) seeCopper(JJ) Sulfate
Cupric Sulphate) seeCopper(l/) Sulfate
Cupri-citric Solution, V-ASS
Cupri-citric Solution RI, V-AS5
Cupriethylenediamine Hydroxide

Solution, V-AS5, V-A163
Cupri-tartaric Solution, V-ASS

Cupri-tartaric Solution ru, V-A5S
Cupri-tartaric Solution R2) V-ASS
Cupri-tartaric Solution R3, V-ASS
Cupri-tartaric Solution R4, V-As5
Cuprum Aceticum for Homoeopathic

Preparations, seeCopperAcetate
Monohydrate for Homoeopathic
Preparations

Cuprum Metallicum for Homoeopathic
Preparations, seeCopperfor
Homoeopathic Preparations

Curacao Aloes, seeBarbados Aloes
Curcumin, V-ASS
Cwcuminoids, V-ASS
Cut Valerian) IV-520
Cutaneous Application, Powders for, see

Topical Powders
Cyanoacetic Acid, V-ASS
Cyanocobalamin, 1-696) V-AS6
Cyanocobalamin e7Co) Capsules,

IV-837
Cyanocobalamin ('sCo) Capsules)

IV-838
Cyanocobalamin e7Co) Solution, IV-838
Cyanocobalamin ('sCo) Solution, IV-839
Cyanocobalamin Oral Solution) 111-486
Cyanocobalamin Tablets, m-487
Cyanogen Bromide Solution, V-AS6
L-Cyanoguanldine, V-AS6
Cyanoguanidine, see I-Gyanoguanidine
Cyanopropyl(3)phenyl(3)methyl(94)

polyslloxane, V-As6
Cyanopropyl(7)phenyl(7)methyl(86)

polysiloxane, V-AS6
Cyanopropylpolysiloxane, V-As6
Cyasterone, V-AS6
Cyathula Root, IV-195
Cyclizine, 36, 1-699
Cyclizine Hydrochloride, 36, 1-700
Cyclizine Injection, m-487
Cyclizine Tablets, 111-488
Cyclobutane-Ij l-dicarboxyllc Acid,

V-A56
P-Cyclodextrin, V-A56
c-Cyclodexrrin, V-AS6
--Cyclodexein, V-A56
P-Cyclodextrin Derivative of Silica Gel

for Chiral Separation, V-A39
P-Cyclodextrin for Chiral

Chromatography, Modified, V-AS6
P-Cyclodextrin for Crural

Chromatography, Modified RI, V-AS6
P-Cyclodextrin Hydroxypropyl Ether

Derivative for Chiral Chromatography,
V-A56

Cyclchexene, V-AS6
Cyclohexane RI, V-A56
Cyclohexylamine, V-AS6
Cyclohexylenedinitrilotetra-acetic Acid,

V-A56
Cyc1ohexylmethanol, V-A56
3-Cyc1ohexylpropionic Acid, V-A56
Cyclopenthiazide, 37, 1-701
Cyclopentolare, 37
Cyclopenrclare Eye Drops, m-489
Cyclopenrolaee Hydrochloride, 1-702
Cyclophosphamide, 37, 1-703
Cyclophosphamide for Injection, 111-490
Cyclophosphamide Oral Solution)

IlI-491

Cyclophosphamide Tablets) ID-492
Cydonia Oblonga for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-S78
Cyhalothrin, V-A56
Cymarin, V-AS6
p-Cymene, V-AS6
Cynarin, V-AS7
Cypennethrin, V-A57
Cyproheptadine, 38
Cyproheptadine Hydrochloride, 1-704
Cyproheptadine Hydrochloride 1.5-

Hydrate) seeCyproheptadine
Hydrochloride

Cyproheptadine Hydrochloride
Sesquihydrate, seeCyproheptadine
Hydrochloride

Cyproheptadine Tablets) 111-492
Cyproterone Acetate, 38, I-70S
Cyproterone Acetate and Ethinylestradiol

Tablets, 11I-455
Cyproterone Tablets) 111-493
L-Cysteine, V-A57
Cysteine Hydrochloride, 1-707, V-AS7
Cysteine Hydrochloride Monohydrate,

seeCysteine Hydrochlon"de
Cystine, 1-709
t-Cysrlne, V-A57
Cytarabine, 38, 1-711
Cytarabine for Injection) ID-49S
Cyrarabine Injection, ID-494
Cytochrome e, V-A57
Cytosine, V-AS7

D
Dacarbazine, 39, 1-712
Dacarbazine for Injection, 111-496
Dacarbazine Injection, 111-496
Daldzein, V-AS7
Daidzin, V-AS7
Dalteparin Sodium, 1-714
Dalteparin Sodium Injection, 111-497
Danaparoid Sodium, 1-716
Dandelion Herb with Root, IV-197
Dandelion Root, IV-198
Dansyl Chloride, see

Dimethylaminonaphthalenesulfonyl
Chloride

Danthron, see l,8-Dihydroxyanthraquinone
Dantrolene Oral Suspension, W-499
Danrrolene Sodium, 39) 1-718
Dantron, 39, 1-719
Dantron, see l,8-Dihydroxyanthraquinone
Dantron and Docusate Sodium

Capsules, see Co-danthrnsau Capsules
Dapsone, 40, 1-720
Dapsone Tablets, ill-SOO
Date, Effective dates, J-ix, II-vii, ill-vii,

IV-vii, V-vii
Dates of Implementation, V-A772
Daunorubicin Hydrochloride) 1-721
DCI) seeDeuterium Chloride
o,p'-DDD, V-As7
p,p'-DDD, V-AS7
o,p'-DDE, V-A57
p,p'-DDE, V-A57
o,p'-DDT, V-A57
p,p'-DDT, V-A57
Deactivated Aluminium Oxide, V-A28
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Decanal, V-AS7
Decane, see Ni-Decane
N-Decane, V-AS7
Decan-l-ol, V-AS7
Decan-l-ol, see Capryl Alcohol
Decanol, see CaprylAlcohol
Decanol, see Decan-l-ol
Declaration of Interests, I-xiv
Decloxizine Hydrochloride, V-AS7
Decolourising Charcoal, see Activated

Charcoal
Decyl Oleate. 1-723
Deferaslrox, 1-723
Deferiprone,I-725
Deferiprone Oral Solution, m-501
Deferiprone Tablets, 111-502
Deferoxamine Mesilate, see

Deslen10xamine J\tlesilale
Definition of Terms, 1-5, D-S, 111-5,

IV-5, V-5
Definition, Status of, 1-8, II-8, III-8,

IV-8, V-8
Defiuorohydroxy-PSMA-IO07, V-A57
Defluorotrimethylaminiurn-PSMA-I007

Trifluoroacetate, V-AS7
Dehydrated Alcohol, see Ethanol
Dehydrccosrus Lactone, V-AS7
Dehamethrin, V-A57
Demeclocydine Capsules, m-S03
Demeclocycline Hydrochloride, 1-726,

V-A57
Dementholised Mint Oil, IV-366
Demethylfiumazenil, V-A57 .
Demonstration of Uniformity of Dosage

Units Using Large Samples Sizes,
V-M36

Denatured Alcohol, Industrial, see
Industrial M,thylaud Spirit

Denatured Alcohol (Ketone-free),
Industrial, see Industrial Methylaud
Spirit (Kewn'-frn)

Density, Determination of, V-A282
Density of Powders, Bulk Density and

Tapped, V-A618
Density of Solids, V-A296
Density of Solids, Pycnometric, V-A590
Density, Relative Density, Apparent

Density and Weight per Millilitre,
Determlnaticn of, V-A281

Dental-type Silica, 11-891
Deodorised Kerosene, V-A90
Deoxycholic Acid, Sodium Salt, see

Sodium DetJxytholate
I 4-Deoxy-ll ,12

didehydroandrcgrapholide, V-A57
z-Deoxy-n-erytbro-penrose, see

Thyminose
6-Deoxy-a-L-mannopyranose

Monohydrate, see L-Rhamnose
4-Deoxypyridoxine Hydrochloride, see

4-Desoxypyridoxine Hydrochloride
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) Based

Identification Techniques for Herbal
Drugs, V-A386

z-Deoxy-n-rlbcse, see Thyminose
2'-Deoxyuridine, V-ASS
Depressor Substances, see Test for

Depressor Substances
Depressor Substances, Test for, V-A4S9
Deptropine Citrate, 1-728

Depyrogenation of Items used in the
Production of Parenteral Preparations,
V-A877

Dequalinium Chloride, 1-729
3-D-Desacyl-4'-Monophosphoryl Lipid

A, 1-731
Desferrioxamine Injection, In-504
Deaferrioxamine Mesllare, 40, 1-733
Desferrioxamlne Mesilate for Injection,

III-504
Desflurane, 1-737
Design of Biological Assays, V-A746
Desipramine Hydrochloride, 40,1-736
Deslanoside, 1-738
Desloratadine, 1-739
Desmethylmisonldazole, V-A58
Desmopressin, 1-741
Desmopressin Injection) III-50S
Desmopressin Intranasal Solution,

III-S07
Desmopressin Nasal Spray, 111-508
Desmopressin Oral Lyophilisate, DI-506
Desmopressin Tablets, ID-509
Desogesrrel, 41, 1-742
Desogestrel Tablets, m-510
4-Desoxypyridoxine Hydrochloride,

V-A58
Destaining Solution, V-A58
Detection and Measurement of

Radioactivity, V-A297
Detection Limit, V-A770
Detector Tubes, Gas, V-A352
Determination of Aflatoxin B} in Herbal

Drugs, V-A381
Determination of Aldehydes, V-A361
Determination of Apparent Density,

V-A283
Determination of Boiling Point, V-A280
Determination of Carbon Dioxide in

Medicinal Gases, V-A351
Determination of Cineole, V-A361
Determination of Density, V-A282
Determination of Distillation Range,

V-A279
Determination of Elemental Impurities,

V-A340
Determination of Ethanol, V-A320
Determination of Ethanol-soluble

Extractive, V-A372
Determination of Freezing Point,

V-A279
Determination of Ionic Concentration

Using Ion-selective Blecrrodes,
Potentiometric, V-A319

Determination of lipophilic
Suppositories, Softening Time,
V-A589

Determination of Loss 00 Drying,
V-A349

Determination of Methanol and Propan
2-01, V-A323

Determination of Mycotoxins in Herbal
Drugs, V-A381

Determination of Nitrogen, V-A325
Determination of Nitrogen by Sulfuric

Acid Digestion - Method I, V-A325
Determination of Nitrogen Monoxide

and Nitrogen Dioxide in Medicinal
Gases, V-A3S1

Determination of Nitrous Oxide in
Gases, V-A353

Determination of Ochratoxin A in
Herbal Drugs, V-A383

Determination of Optical Rotation and
Specific Optical Rotation, V-Al8I

Determination of Oxygen in Medicinal
Gases, V-A352

Determination of pH Values, V-A289
Determination of Primary Aromatic

Amino-nitrogen, V-MIS
Determination of Refractive Index,

V-A280
Determination of Relative Density,

V-A282
Determination of Sorption-Desorption

Isotherms and of Water Activity,
Water-5olid Interactions) V-A353

Determination of Sulfated Ash, V-A346
Determination of Sulfur Dioxide,

V-A346
Determination of Sulphated Ash, see

Determination of SulfatedAsh
Determination of Sulphur Dioxide, see

Determination of Sulfur Dioxide
Determination of Water, V-A347
Determination of Water by Distillation 

Method II, V-A348
Determination of Water in Medicinal

Gases, V-A352
Determination of Water-soluble

Extractive, V-A372
Determination of Weight per Millilitre,

Density, Relative Density and
Apparent Density, V-A281

Deuterated Acetic Acid, V-AS8
Deuterated Acetone, V-A58
Deuterated Acetonitrile, V-ASS
Deuterated Dimethyl Sulfoxide, V-AS8
Deurerated Dimethyl Sulphoxide, see

Deuurated DimethylSulfoxide
Deuterated Methanol, V-A58
Deutereted Sodium Phosphate Buffer

Solution pH 5.0, O.2M, V-AI7S
Deuterated Sodium

Trimethylsilylpropicnate, V-AS8
Deuterated Chloroform, see

Deuurochktrofonn
Deuterium Chloride, V-AS8
Deuterium Chloride Solution, V-AS8
Deuterium Oxide, V-ASS
Deuterium Oxide, Isotopically Pure,

V-A58
Deuterium Oxide Rl, see Deuterium

Oxide, IlOwpi<al1y Pure
Deureroacerone, see Deuurated Aceume
Deuterochlorofcrm, V-ASS
Devarda's Alloy, V-AS8
Developer Solution, V-A58
Devil's Claw, IV-199
Devil's Claw Dry Extract, IV-201
Devil's Claw Root, see Dev-il's Claw
Dexamethasone, 41, 1-744, V-AS8
Dexamethasone Acetate, 1-746
Dexamethasone and Neomycin Ear

Spray, III-SI4
Dexamethasone Eye Drops, Suspension,

III-S12
Dexamethasone Isonicctiuate, 1-748
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Dexamethasone Sodiwn Phosphate,
1-749

Dexamethasone Sodium Phosphate Eye
Drops, Solution, m-516

Dexamethasone Sodium Phosphate
Injection, W-S18

Dexamethasone Sodium Phosphate Oral
Solution, m-S19

Dexamethasone Tablets, 111-513
Dexamfetamine Sulfate, 1-752
Dexamfetamine Tablets, ID-520
Dexchlorpheniramine Maleate, 1-753
Dexpanthenol,I-7S5
Dextran 1 for Injection, 1-756
Dextran 40 for Injection, 1-758
Dextran 60 for Injection, 1-759
Dextran 70 for Injection, 1-759
Dextran 40 Infusion, III-52!
Dextran 70 Infusion, 111-522
Dextran 40 Injection, ID-52!
Dextran 70 Injection, m-522
Dextran 40 Intravenous Infusion, III-52!
Dextran 70 Intravenous Infusion, III-522
Dextran 70 Intravenous Infusion, see

Dextran 70 Infusion
Dextran 70 Intravenous Injection, see

Dextran 70 Injection
Dextran for Chromatography R2, Cross

linked, V-AS8
Dextran for Chromatography R3, Cross-

linked, V-AS8
Dextranomer, 1-760
Dextrin, 1-761
Dextromethorphan Hydrobromlde, 1-762
Dextromoramlde, 41
Dexrromoramide Tartrate, 1-763
Dextrcprcpoxyphene, 42
Dextropropoxyphene Hydrochloride,

1-764
Dextropropoxyphene Hydrochloride and

Paracetamol Tablets, see Co-proxamol
Tablets

Dexuopropoxyphene Napsilate, 42
Dextrose, see irGlurose
Dextrose Infusion, Potassium Chloride

and, see Potassium Chlonaeand Glucose
Infusion

Dextrose Infusion, Potassium Chloride,
Sodium Chloride and, Sed POUJSsium
Chloride, Sodium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Dextrose Infusion, Sodium Chloride and,
see Sodium Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Dextrose Injection, Bupivacaine and, see
BupivataineHeafljl Injeaion

Dextrose Injection, Potassium Chloride
and, see Potassium Chloride and Glurose
Infusion

Dextrose Injection. Potassium Chloride,
Sodium Chloride and, see Potassium
Chlonae, Sodium Chlonae and Glucose
InfusWn

Dextrose Injection, Sodium Chloride
and, see Sodium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Dextrose Intravenous Infusion,
Potassium Chloride and, see Potassium
Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Dextrose Intravenous Infusion,
Potassium Chloride, Sodium Chloride

and, see Potassium Chlon"de, Sodium
Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Dextrose Intravenous Infusion, Sodium
Chloride and, see Sodium Chwride and
Glucose Infusion

Diacerein,I-766
3,3'-Diaminobenzidine

Tetrahydrochloride, V-AS8
1,2-Diaminoethane, see Ethylenediamine
l,2-Diamino-4,S-methylenedioxybenzene

Dihydrochloride, V-A58
Diammonium 2,2'-azinobis(3

ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate),
V-A59

Diammonium 2,2'-azinobis(3
ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonate), see
Diammonium 2,2'-azinobis(3
ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonare)

Diammoniwn Hydrogen
Orthophosphate, V-AS9

Diamorpbine Hydrochloride, 42, 1-768
Diamorpbine Hydrochloride for

Injection, m-523
Diamorphine Injection, W-S23
Diamorphine Injection, Bupivacaine and,

I1I-259
Diamorpbine Tablets, ID-S24
Diatomaceous Earth, see Diatomaceous

Support
Diatomaceous Earth for Gas

Chromatography, see Diatomaceous
Support, Add-washed

Diatomaceous Earth for Gas
Chromatography, Silaniaed, see
Diatomaceous Support, Silanised

Diatomaceous Filter-aid, Wasbed, Flux-
calcined, V-AS9

Diatomaceous Support, V-A59
Diatomaceous Support, Acid-washed,

V-AS9
Diatomaceous Support, Alkali-washed,

V-AS9
Diatomaceous Support, Silanised, V-AS9
Diazepam. 1-769
Diazepam Injection, lll-S25
Diazepam Oral Solution, III-S2S
Diazepam Rectal Solution, m-526
Diazepam Tablets, W-526
Dlazinon, V-AS9
Diazobenzenesulfonic Acid Solution,

V-A59
Diazobenzenesulfonic Acid Solution RI,

V-A59
Diazobenzenesulphcnic Acid Solution,

see Diazobenzenesulfonic Acid Solution
Diazobenzenesulphonic Acid

Solution Rl , see Diazobenzenesulfonic
Acid Solul;on Rl

Diazotised Nitroaniline Solution, V-AI09
Diazoxide, 43, 1-770
Diazoxide Injection, ill-527
Diazoxide Tablets, m-S28
Dibasic Calcium Phosphate, seeCalcium

Hydrogen Phosphau Dihydrate
Dibenzosuberone, V-A59
Dibromomethane, V-A59
Dibrompropamidine diisetionate, see

Dibrompropamidine Isetionate
Dibrompropamidine Isetionate, 43, 1-771
Dibutyl Ether, V-AS9

Dibutyl Phthalate, 1-772, V-A59
Di-N-butyl Phthalate, see Dibutyl

Phthalate
Dibutylamine, see Di-N-burylamine
Di-N-butylamine, V-A59
DibutyJammonium Phosphate for lon-

pairing, V-A59
Dicarboxidine Hydrochloride, V-A59
Dichlofenthion, V-AS9
Dichloroaceric Acid, V-A59
Dichloroacetic Acid Solution, V-A60
3,S-Dichloroaniline, V-A60
Lz-Dichlorobenzene, V-AGO
Dichlorobenzene, see 1,2-Dichlorobenzene
2,4-Dichlorobenzoic Acid, V-AGO
2,4-DicbLorobenzyl Alcohol, ]-773
2,3-Dicbloro-S,6-dicyanobenzoquinone,

V-A60
Lz-Dichloroethane, V-AGO
2,7-Dichlorofluorescein, V-AGO
Dichlorofluoresceln, see

2,7-Dichlorofluorescein
2-(2,7-dichloro-6-hydroxy-3-oxo-3H

xanthen-9-yl)benzoic Acid, see
2, 7-Dichforojluorescein

5,7-Dichloro-8-hydroxyquinoline, V-AGO
Dichloromerbane, 1-775, V-AGO
Dichloromethane, Acidified, V-AGO
Dicbloromethane IR, V-AGO
Dichloromethane Reagent, V-AGO
2,4-Dicbloro-l-naphthol, V-AGO
S,7-Dichlorooxine, see 5,7-Dichloro-8-

hydroxyquinoline
Dichlorophen,I-776
Dichlorophen Tablets, 111-528
2,G-DicWorophenol, V-A60
2,G-Dichlorophenolindopbenol Sodium

Salt, V-A60
Dichlorophenolindophenol, Sodium Salt,

see 2,6-Dichlorophenolindophenol Sodium
Solt

2,G-Dichlorophenolindophenol Solution,
V-A60

2,6-Dicblorophenolindopbenol Solution,
Double-strength, Standard, V-A60

Dichloropbenolindophenol Solution,
Standard, V-AGO

5,7-Dicbloroquinolin-8-ol, see
5,7-Dichloro-8-hydroxyquinoline

Dlchloroquincnechlonmide, see
2,6-Dichloroquinone-4-chforoimide

2,6-Dichloroquinone-4-chloroimide,
V-A60

Dichlorvos, V-A61
Diclofenac, 43
Diclofenac Diethylamine, 44, 1-777
Diclofenac Gasrro-reslstant Tablets,

III-53!
Diclofenac Gel, ill-530
Diclofenac Potassium, 1-778
Diclofenac Prolonged-release Capsules,

III-S29
Diclofenac Prolonged-release Tablets,

III-532
Diclofenac Sodium, 1-779
Diclofenac Tablets, see Didofenoc Gastro

resistant Tablets
Dicloxacillin Sodium, 1-781
Dicyandiamide, see /-Cyanoguanidine
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Dicyanobis(I,10-phenamhroline)iron(n),
seeFerrocyphen

Di-2-cyanoethyl Ether, V-A61
Dicyclohexyl, V-A61
Dicyclohexylamine, V-A61
1,3-Dicydohexylurea, V-A6l
Dicyclohexylurea, see 1,3-Dicydohexylurea
Dicyclomine Oral Solution, see

Dicydoverme Oral Solution
Dicyclomine Tablets, seeDicydoverine

TablelS
Dicycloverine Hydrochloride, 44, 1-782
Dicycloverine Oral Solution, 11l-534
Dicycloverine Tablets, 111-534
Didanosine, ]-184
Didocosahexaenoln, V-A61
Didodecyl 3,3'-thiodipropionate, V-A61
Dieldrin, V-A61
Diencgesr, 1-786
Diethanclamine, V-A61
Diethanolamine Buffer Solution

pH 10.0, V-A175
Diethoxytetrahydrofuran, a mixture of

the cis and trans Isomers, see
2,5-Diethoxytetrahydrofuran

2,5-Diethoxyretrahydrofuran, V-A61
Diethyl Ether, seeEther
Diethyl Phthalate, 1-788, V-A62
Diethyl Sulfone, V-A62
Diethylamine, V-A61
Diethylamine Salicylate, 44, 1-789
Diethylamine Salicylate Cream, 111-535
Diethylamine Rl, V-A61
2-Diethylaminoethyl Chloride °

Hydrochloride, see (2-Chlorotlhyl)
diethylamine Hydrochloride

Diethylaminoethyldextran, V-A61
Diethylammonium Phosphate Buffer

Solution pH 6.0, V-A175
iV,N-Diethylaniline, V-A61
Diethylcarbamazine, 45
Diethylcarbamazine Citrate, 1-789
Diethylcarbamazine Tablets, 111-535
Diethylene Glycol, V-A61
Diethylene Glycol in Brhoxylered

Substances, Ethylene Glycol and,
V-A325

Diethylene Glycol Monoedlyl Edler,
1-791

Diethylene Glycol Palmltostearate, 1-792
N,N-Diethylethane-l,2-diamine, V-A62
Di(2-ethylliexyl)Phthala,e, V-A62
Diethylphenylenediamine Sulfate, seeN,

N-Diethyl-p-phenylenediamine Sulfale
N,N-Diethyl-p-phenylenediamine Sulfate,

V-A62
Diethylphenylenedlamine Sulfate

Solution, V-A62
Diethylphenylenediamine Sulphate, see

N,N-Diethyl-p-phenylenediamine Sulfare
N,N-Diethyl-p-phenylenediamine

Sulphate, see N,N-Diethyl-p
phenylenediamine Sulfate

Diethylphenylenediamine Sulphate
Solution, seeDiethylphenylenediamine
Sulfate Solution

Diethylstilbestrol, 1-793
Diethylstilbestrol Tablets, 111-536
Diffraction, Particle Size Analysis by

Laser Light, V-A606

Difhrbenzuron, V-A62
Diflucortolone Cream, II]-536
Diflucortolone Oily Cream, m-531
Difluconolone Ointment, 111-537
Diflucortolone Valerate, 45, 1-794
Diflunisal (Form B), 45
Digitalis for Homoeopathic Preparations,

IV-579
Digitalis Leaf, IV-201
Digitonin, V-A62
Digitoxin, 1-795, V-A62
Dlglycine, V-A62
Digol, seeDiethylene Glycol
Digoxin, 1-796, V-A62
Digoxin Injection, 111-538
Digoxin Injection, Paediatric, ill-538
Digoxin Oral Solution, Paediatric,

rrr-sss
Digoxin Reagent, V-A62
Digoxin Tablets, 11]-539
Dihydralazine Sulfate, Hydrated, 1-799
Dihydrocapsaicin, V-A62
lO,ll-Dihydrocarbamazepine, V-A62
Dillydrocarvone, V-A62
Dihydrodnnamic acid, see

3-Phenylpropanoic Acid
Dihydrocodeine, 46
Dihydrocodeine Hydrogen Tartrate, see

Dihydrocodeine Tanrate
Dihydrocodeine Injection, 111-540
Dihydrocodeine Oral Solution, ill-541
Dihydrocodeine Tablets, 111-543
Dihydrocodeine Tablets, Prolonged-

release, m-542
Dihydrocodeine Tartrate, 1-801
Dihydroergocristine Mesilare, 1-802
Dihydroergotamine Mesilate, I-80S
Dihydrotachysterol, 1-807
l,8-Dihydroxyanthracene-9,10-dione, see

1,8-Dihydroxyanthraquinone
l,8-Dihydroxyanthraquinone, V-A62
Dlhydroxyanthraquinone, see

1,8-Dihydroxyanthraquinone
2,4-Dihydroxybenzaldehyde, V-A62
2,5-Dihydroxybenzoic Acid, V-A62
3,4-Dihydroxycinnamic Acid, seeCaffeic

Acid
5,7-Dihydroxy-4-methylcoumarin, V-A62
1,3-Dihydroxynaphthalene, V-A62
l,3-Dihydroxynaphthalene, see

Naphthakne-l,3-diol
2,7-Dihydroxynaphthalene, see

Naphmalene-2,7-diol
Dihydroxynaphthalene, seeNaphthalene

1,3-diol
2,7-Dihydroxynaphthalene Solution, see

Naphrhalenediol Sohuion
5,7-Di-iodo-8-hydroxyquinoline, V-A62
1,5-Di-iodopentane, V-A62
5,7-DiiodoquinoJin-8-ol, see 5,7-Di-iodo-

8-hydroxyquinoline
Di-isobutyl Ketone, V-A62
Di-isopropyl Ether, V-A63
Di-isopropyl Ether, Stabiliser-free,

V-A63
Di-isopropylethylamine, V-A63
Dill Oil, IV-203
Dillapiole, V-A63
Diloxanide Furoate, 46
Diltiazem Hydrochloride, 1-808

Diltiazem Oral Suspension, 111-544
Dilriazem Prolonged-release Tablets,

ill-545
Dilute Acetic Acid, see Acetic Acid

(6 per cent)
Dilute Adrenaline Injection 1 in

10,OOOIDilute Epinephrine Injection 1
in 10,000, llI-118

Dilute Ammonia Buffer pH 10.9,
V-AlB

Dilute Ammonia Solution, III-IS7
Dilute Ammonium Carbonate Solution,

V-A32
Dilute Erhanols, 1-978
Dilute Hydrochloric Acid, 1-1254
Dilute Hydrogen Peroxide Solution, see

Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (3 percem)
Dilute Phosphoric Acid, 11-619
Dilute Potassium Cupri-tartrate Solution,

see Cupri-mruuic Solution R2
Dilute Potassium Dichromate Solution,

V-AI 22
Dilute Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(m)

Solution, V-A122
Dilute Potassium Iodide Solution,

V-A123
Dilute Potassium Permanganate

Solution, V-A124
Dilute Sodium Carbonate Solution,

V-Al38
Dilute Sodium Hypochlorite Cutaneous

Solution, seeDilure Sodium
Hypochlon"reSoluuon

Dilute Sodium Hypochlorite Solution,
ill-1350, V-A140

Dilute Sulfuric Acid, 11-1054
Dilute Sulphuric Add, see Dilute Sulfuric

Acid
Diluted Isosorbide Dinitrate, 1-1387
Diluted Isosorbide Mononitrate, 1-1389
Diluted Pentaerythrityl Tetranitrate,

ll-558
Diluted Potassium Clavulanate, 11-678
Dilution of Creams, m-79
Dilution of Ointments, m-79
Dimenhydrinate, 46, 1-810
Dimenhydrinate Tablets, 111-546
Dimercaprol, 1-812
Dimercaprol Injection, 111-546
2,5-DimethoxybenzaJdehyde, V-A63
4,4'-Dimelhoxybenzophenone, V-A63
5,7-Dimelhoxycoumarin, seeGitropten
3,4-Dimechoxyphenethylamine, V-A63
3,4-DimelhoXY-L-phenyJalanine, V-A63
2,2-Dimethoxypropane, V-A63
Dimethoxypropane, see

2,2-Dimerhoxypropane
10,11-Dimethoxysuychnine, seeBrucine
Dimethyl Carbonate, V-AM
I,l-Dimethyl Ethyl Alcohol, see

2-Melhylpropan-2-<>/
Dimethyl Phthalate, 47, 1-814, V-A65
Dimethyl Sulfone, V-A65
Dimethyl Sulfoxide, 1-814, V-A65
Dimethyl Sulfoxide RI, V-A65
Dimethyl Sulfoxide R2, V-A65
Dimethyl Sulphone, see Dimethyl Sulfone
Dimethyl Sulphoxide, seeDimethyl

Sulfoxide
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Dimethyl Sulphoxide Rl, see Dimethyl
Sulfoxide Rl

Dimethyl Sulphoxide R2, see Dimethyl
Sulfoxide R2

Dimethyl Yellow, V-A66
Dimethyl Yellow and Oracet Blue 2R

Solution, V-A66
Dimethyl Yellow and Oracet Blue

Solution, V-A66
Dimethyl Yellow Solution, V-A66
Dimethylaceramide, 1-813, V-A63
Dimethylamine, V-A63
Dirnethylamine Hydrochloride, V-A63
Dimethylamine Solution, V-A63
-l-Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde, V-A63
Dimel.hylaminobenzaldehyde, see

4-Dimelllylominobenzaldehyde
Dimethylaminohenzaldehyde Reagent,

V-A63
Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde Solution,

Alcoholic, V-A63
Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde

Solution Rl, V-A63
Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde

Solution R2, V-A64
Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde

Solution R6, V-A64
Dirnethylamincbenzaldehyde

Solution R7, V-A64
Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde

Solution R8, V-A64
Dimethylaminobenzaldehyde

Solution R9, V-A64 ,
4-Dimethylaminocinnamaldehyde,

V-A64
4-Dimethylaminocinnamaldehyde

Solution, V-A64
Dimethylaminoethanol, V-A64
2-(Dimetbylamino)ethyl Methacrylate,

V-A64
Dimethylaminonaphthalenesulfonyl

Chloride, V-AM
5-Dimethylaminonaphthalene-l

sulphonyl Chloride, see
Dimethylaminonaphthalenesulfonyl
Chloride

Dimethylaminonaphthalenesulphonyl
Chloride, see
Dimethylaminonaphthalenesulfony/
Chloride

3-Dimethylaminophenol, V-A64
2-( 4-dimethylaminos tyryl) quinoline

Ethiodide, see Quinaldine Red
2-(Dimethylamino)thioacetamide

Hydrochloride, V-A64
2,3-Dimethylaniline, V-A64
2,4-Dimethylaniline, V-A64
2,6-Dimethylaniline, V-A64
Dimethylaniline, V-A64
N,N-Dimel.hylaniline, V-A332, V-A64
N,N-Dimetbylaniline, see Dimethylaniiine
2,6-Dimethylaniline Hydrochloride,

V-A64
2,4-Dimethyl-6-tert-butylphenol, V-AM
Dimerhyl-Bccyclodextria, V-A64
Dimethyldecylamine, V-A64
1,7-dimethyl-3,7-dihydro-1 H-purine-2,6

dione, V-A64
N,N-Dimethyldodecylamine N-oxide,

V-AM

Ll-Dimethylethyl Methyl Ether, V-A65
l,l-Dimethylethyl Methyl Ether Rl,

V-A65
l,l-Dimel.hylethylamine, V-A64
Dimethylfcrmamide, V-A65
Dimethylformamide Diethyiacetal,

V-A65
N,N-Dimethylfonnamide

Dimethylacetal, V-A65
Dimethylglyoxime, V-A65
2,6-Dimel.hyl-4-heptanone, see Di-isobucyl

Ketone
l,3-Dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone, V-A65
N,N-Dimethyl- p-nitrosoaniline, V-A65
N,N-dimetbyloctadecanamide, see

Dimethylstearamide
3,7-Dimethylocta-2,6-dienal, see Ci,ral
N,N-DimethyIoctylamine, V-A65
2,5-Dimethylphenol, V-A65
2,6-Dimethylphenol, V-A65
3,4-Dimethylphenol, V-A65
N,N-Dimethyl-L-phenylalanine, V-A65
N,N-Dimethyl- p-phenylenediamine

Dihydrochloride, V-A65
l,4-Dimethylpiperazine, see N,N'

Dimethy/piperazine
Dimethylpiperazlne, see N,N'-

Dimethylpiperazine
Dimethylstearamide, V-A65
Dlmethylstearylamide, V-A65
Dimethylstearylamlde, see

Dimelhylstearamide
N,N-Dimemyltetradecylamine, V-A66
Dimeticone, 47, 1-815, V-A66
Dimetindene Maleate, 1-816
Dimidium Bromide, V-A66
Dimidium Bromide-Sulfan Blue Mixed

Solution, V-A66
Dimidium Bromide-Sulphan Blue Mixed

Solution, see Dimidium Bromide-Suljan
Blue Mixed Solution

l,3-Dinitrobenzene, V-A66
Dinitrobenzene, see 1,3-Dinitrobenzene
Dlnitrobenzene Solution, V-A66
3,5-Dinitrobenzoic Acid, V-A66
Dinitrobenzoic Acid, see

3,5-Dinitrobenzoic Acid
Dinitrobenzoic Acid Solution, V-A66
Dinitrobenzoyl Chloride, V-A66
2,4-Dinitrofluorobenzene, see I-Fluoro-

2,4-dinilrobenzene
2,4-Dinitrophenylhydrazine, V-A66
Dinitrophenylhydrazlne, see

2,4-Din;trophenylhydrazine
Dinitropheny.lhydrazine-aceto

hydrochloric Solution, V-A66
Dinitrophenylhydrazine-hydrochloric

Solution, V-A66
Dinitrophenylhydrazine-sulfuric Acid

Solution, V-A66
Dinitrophenyihydrazine-sulphuric Acid

Solution, see Dinitrophenylhydrazine
sulfun"c Acid Solution

Dinonyl Phthalate, V-A66
Dinoprost Tromeramol, 1-818
Dinoprostone, 47, 1-819
Dinoprostone Oral Solution, ID-547
Diocradecyl Disulfide, V-A66
Diocradecyl Disulphide, see Diocuzdecyl

Disulfide

Dioctadecyl3,3'-Thiodipropionate,
V-A67

2,2 ,_Di(octadecyloxy)-5,5 r-spirobi(1,3J 2
dioxaphosphorinane}, V-A67

2,2 '-Dj( octadecyloxy)-5,5 '-spirobi(1,3,2
dioxaphosphorin-ane), see 2,2'-Di
(ocladecyloxy) -5,5'-spirobi(1,3.2
dioxaphosphotinane)

Di-n-ceryl Phthalate, V-A67
Dioctyl Phthalate, see Di(2-ethylhexyl)

Phthalale
Dioctyl Sodium Sulfosuccinate, V-A67
Dioctyl Sodium Sulfosuccinate VS,

V-AI 63
Dioctyl Sodium Sulphosuccinare, see

Docusate Sodium
Dioctyl Sodium Sulphosuccinate VS, see

Dioctyl Sodium Sulfosuccinate VS
Dicscorea Nipponica Rhizome, IV-203
Dioscorea Oppositifolia Rhizome, IV-204
Diosgenin, V-A67
Diosmin, 1-820
l,4-Dioxan, V-A67
Dioxan, see l,4-Dioxan
Dioxan and Ethylene Oxide, Residual,

V-A33l
Dloxan Solution, V-A67
Dioxan Solution Rl , V-A67
Dioxan Solution R2, V-A67
Diphenhydramine Hydrochloride, 48,

1-822
Diphenhydramine Oral Solution, ID-S48
Diphenhydramine Tablets, m-548
Diphenoxylate Hydrochloride, 1-824
Diphenylamine, V-A67
Diphenylamine Solution, V-A67
Diphenylamine Solution Rl , V-A67
Diphenylamine Solution R2, V-A67
9,lO-Diphenylanthracene, V-A67
Dlphenylanthracene, see

9,1D-Diphenylamhraune
Diphenylbenzidine, see N,N'

Diphenylbenzidine
Diphenylboric Acid Aminoethyl Ester,

V-A67
l,5-Diphenylcarbazide, V-A67
Diphenykarbazide, see

l,5-Diphenylcarbazide
Diphenylcarbazide Solution, V-A67
l,5-Diphenylcarbazone, V-A67
Diphenyicarbazone, see

l,5-Diphenylcarbazone
Diphenylcarbazone Mercuric Reagent,

V-A67
l,5-diphenyIcarbonodihydrnzide, see

1,5-Diphenylcarbazide
2,2-Diphenylglycine, V-A67
l,2-Diphenylhydrazine, V-A67
Diphenylmethanol, V-A67
Diphenyloxazole, V-A68
Diphenylphenylene Oxide Polymer,

V-A68
Diphenylpyraline Hydrochloride, 48,

1-825
Diphosphorus Pentoxide, see Phosphorus

Pentoside
Diphtheria and Tetanus Vaccine

(Adsorbed), see Adsorbed Diphtheria
and Tetanus Vacdne
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Diphtheria and Tetanus Vaccine
(Adsorbed, Reduced Antigen{s)
Content), IV-68J

Diphtheria Antitoxin) IV~669

Diphtheria, Tetanus and Hepatitis B
(rDNI\) Vaccine (Adsorbed), IV-688

Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis
(Acellular, Component) Vaccine
(Adsorbed» see Adsorbed DiphthenoQ}
Tetanus and Pertussis (Acellular
Component) Vaccine

Diphtheria} Tetanus and Pertussis
(Acellular Component) Vaccine
(Adsorbed) Reduced Amigen(s)
Content), IV-692

Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis
Vaccine (Adsorbed), see Diphlhenoa}
Tetanus and Pertussis (Whole Cell)
Vacane (Adsorbed)

Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis
(Whole Cell) Vaccine (Adsorbed),
IV-689

Diphtheria} Tetanus and Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) Vaccine (Adsorbed
Reduced Antigen(s) Content), IV-699

Diphtheria) Tetanus) Pertussis (Acellular,
Component) and Haemophilus Type b
Conjugate Vaccine (Adsorbed), see
Adsorbed Diphmeno, Teranus} Pertussis
(Aa/lular Component) and Haemophilus
Type b Conjugate Vaccine

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular,
Component) and Hepatitis B (rDNA)
Vaccine (Adsorbed), see Adsorbed
Diphtheria, Tetanus} Pertussis (Acellular
Component) and Hepali,is B (rDNA)
Vaccine

Diphtheria} Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular,
Component) and Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) Vaccine (Adsorbed), see
Adsorbed Diphtheria} Tetanus) Pertussis
(Aallular Component) and Inactivated
Poliomyelitis Vacane

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular,
Component) and Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) Vaccine (Adsorbed,
Reduced Antigen(s) Content), IV-JOI

Diphtheria) Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular,
Component» Hepatitis B (rDNA),
Poliomyelitis (Inactivated) and
Haemophilus Type b Conjugate
Vaccine (Adsorbed), IV-70S

Diphtheria} Tetanus} Pertussis (Acellular}
Component), Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) and Haemophilus Type b
Conjugate Vaccine (Adsorbed), IV-703

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis and
Poliomyelitis (Inactivated) Vaccine
(Adsorbed), see Diphtheria} Tetanus,
Pertussis (W'hole CelD and Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) Vaccine (Adsorbed)

Diphtheria, Tetanus} Pertussis}
Poliomyelitis (Inactivated) and
Haemophilus Type b Conjugate
Vaccine (Adsorbed), see Diphtheria}
Tetanus, Pertussis (ll7hole Gel!),
Poliomyelitis (l"actifJated) and
Haemophilus Type b Conjugate Vaccine
(Adsorbed)

Diphtheria, Tetanus) Pertussis (Whole
Cell) and Poliomyelitis (Inactivated)
Vaccine (Adsorbed» IV-711

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Whole
Cell), Poliomyelitis (Inactivated) and
Haemophilus Type b Conjugate
Vaccine (Adsorbed), IV-708

Diphtheria Vaccine (Adsorbed» see
Adsorbed Diphtheria Vaccine

Diphtheria Vaccine (Adsorbed), Assay
of, V-A486

Diphtheria Vaccine (Adsorbed, Reduced
Antigen Content» IV-685

Dipipanone, 48
Dipivefrine Hydrochloride, 49} 1-825
Dipotassium Clorezepate, see Dipotassium

Clorazepaie Monohydrate
Dipotassium Clorazepate Monohydrate,

1-827
Dipotassium Edetate, V-A68
Dipotassium Hydrogen Orthophosphate,

V-A68
Dipotassium Hydrogen Phosphate, 1-829
Dipotassium Hydrogen Phosphate

Injection, 111-549
Dipotassium Hydrogen Phosphate

Trihydrare, V-A68
Dipotassium Peroxodisulphate, see

Potassium Persulfate
Dipotassium Phosphate, see Dipotassium

Hydrogen Phosphat<
Dipotassium Phosphate Injection,

III-549
Dipotassium Sulfate, V-A68
Dipotassium Sulphate} see Dipotassium

Sulfat<
Dipotassium (+)-Tartrate, V-A68
Dipotassium Hydrogen Phosphate} see

Dipotassium Hydrogen Orthophosphate
Dlprophylllne, 1-830
Dipyridamole) 1-831
Dipyridamole Infusion} m-S5!
Dipyridamole Oral Suspension} m-552
Dipyridamole Prolonged-release

Capsules, m-550
Dipyridamole Tablets) nr-sss
2,2-Dipyridyl, V-A68
2,2'-Dipyridylamine, V-A68
Dipyrone, 1-833
Direct Amperometric and Pulsed

Electrochemical Detection) V-A220
Direct Titrations, V-A898
Dirithromycin, 1-834
Disintegration} V-A392
Disintegration of Tablets and Capsules)

V-A392
Disintegration Test for Suppositories and

Pessaries, V-A395
Disodium Arsenate) V-A68
Disodium Bicinchoninate, V-A68
Disodium Catechol-j.s-disulronate,

V-A68
Disodium Catechol-3)5-disulphonate, see

Disodium Catechol-3}5-disuljonate
Disodium Dihydrogen

Ethyleaediaminetetra-acetate,
Dihydrate, see Disodium Ederate

Disodium l,8-dihydroxynaphdlalene-3,6
disulfonare Dihydrate, see Chromotropic
Acid Sodium Salt

Disodium Edetate, 1-836, V-A68
Disodium Edetate Eye Drops, ill-S54
a.OIM Disodium Edetate VS, V-A163
a.1M Disodium Edet3te VS, V-A163
O.02M Disodium Edetate VS, V-A163
O.05M Disodium Edetate VS, V-A163
Disodium Ethanedisulfonate, V-A68
Disodium Ethanedisulphonate, see

Disodium Ethanedisuljonate
Disodium Hydrogen Citrate, ll-901,

V-A68
Disodiwn Hydrogen Orthophosphate,

V-A68
Disodium Hydrogen Orthophosphate,

Anhydrous, V-A68
Disodiwn Hydrogen Orthophosphate

Dihydrate, V-A68
Disodium Hydrogen Orthophosphate

Heptahydrate, V-A68
Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate, 1-837
Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate, see

Disodium Hydrogen Onhophosphare
Disodiurn Hydrogen Phosphate, see

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate
Dodecahydrate

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate,
Anhydrous, see Disodium Hydrogen
Orthophosphate, Anhydrous

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate
Dihydrate, 1-838

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate
Dihydrate) see Disodium Hydrogen
Orthophosphate Dihydrate

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate
Dodecahydrate, 1-838

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate
Dodecahydrete, see Disodium Hydrogen
Onhophosphat<

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate
Heptahydrate, V-A68

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate
Heptahydrate, see Disodium Hydrogen
Onhophosphat< Hepla!fydrat<

Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate Solution)
V-A68

Disodium 2-{3-oxo-6-oxido-3H-xanthen
9-yI)benzoate) see Fluomcein Sodium

Disodium Pamidronate, 49
Disodium Pamidronate, see Pamidronate

Disodium Pentahydrate
Disodium Pamidronate Intravenous

Infusion) seePamidronate Disodium
Intravenous InftuWn

Disodium Phosphate, see Disodium
Hydrogen Phosphate

Disodium Phosphate Dihydrate) see
Disod.um Hydrogen Phosp,",t< Dihydrat<

Disodium Phosphate Dodecahydrare, see
Disodium Hyc/rogen Phosphate
Dodeeahydrat<

Disodium (2R,3R)-2,3
dihydroxybutanedicate Dehydrate, see
Sodium(+)-Tanrate

Disodium Tetraborate, see Sodium
Tetrabonue

Disopyramide, 50, 1-839
Disopyramide Capsules) Ill-S55
Disopyramide Phosphate) 1-840
Disopyramide Phosphate Capsules)

III-555
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Dispersible Aciclovir Tablets, seeAcidooir
Dispersible Tablets

Dispersible Amoxicillin and Potassium
Clavulanate Tablets, see Dispenible
Co-amoxidav Tablets

Dispersible Aspirin and Codeine Tablets,
see Co-codapn'n Dispersible Tablets

Dispersible Aspirin Tablets, seeAspi"'n
/Jisptrsible Tablets

Dispersible Benserazide Hydrochloride
and Levodopa Tablets, see
Co-benddopa Dispersible Tablets

Dispersible Cellulose, I-SOO
Dispersible Co-amoxiclav Tablets,

III-438
Dispersible Co-beneldopa Tablets,

III-442
Dispersible Co-codaprin Tablets, see

Co-codapnn Dispersible Tablets
Dispersible Co-trimoxazole Tablets, see

Co-trimoxazole Dispersible Tablets
Dispersible Doxycycline Tablets, set

Doxycycline Dispersible Tablets
Dispersible Lamctrigine Tablets, see

Lomotrigine Dispersible Tablets
Dispersible Paracetamol Tablets, see

Paracetamol Dispersible Tablets
Disperslble.Risperidone Tablets, see

Risperidone Dispersible Tablets
Dispersible Trirnethoprim and

Sulfamethoxazole Tablets, see
Co-tnmoxasole Dispersible Tablets

Dissolution, V-A398
Dissolution Limits, V-A742
Dissolution, Monographs of the British

Pharmacopoeia, V-A416
Dissolution Test for Lipophilic Solid

Dosage Forms, V-A408
Dissolution Test for Medicated Chewing

Gum, V-M09
Dissolution Test for Patches, V-A405
Dissolution Test for Tablets and

Capsules (Dissolution Test for Solid
Dosage Forms), V-A398

Dissolution Testing of Solid Oral Dosage
Forms, V-A741

Dissolution Testing, Reconunendations
on, V-A396

Distillation Range, Determination of,
V-A279

Disulfiram, 50, 1-841
Disulfiram Tablets, ill-556
Ditalimphos, V-A68
5,5'-Dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic) Acid,

V-A6B
Dithioerythritol, V-A68
Dithiol, V-A6B
Dithiol Reagent, V-A68
Dil:hiothreitol, V-A68
Dithiaone, V-A69
Dithizone Solution, V-A69
Dithizone Solution R2, V-A69
Dithizone RI, V-A69
Dithranol. 1-842
Dithranol and Salicylic Acid Ointment,

III-560
Dithranol Cream, m-557
Dithranol Ointment, 111-558
Dithranol Paste, 111-559, V-A8B8
Divanadium Pentoxide, V-A69

Dlvanadium Pentoxide Solution in
Sulfu.ric Acid, V-A69

Divanadium Pentoxide Solution in
Sulphuric Acid, see Dwanadium
Pentoxide Solution in Sulfun"c Acid

Divinylbenzene and Vlnylpyrrolidone
Copolymer for Chromatography,
V-A69

DNA, V-A722
DNA Barcoding as a tool for Botanical

Identification of Herbal Drugs,
V-A907

DNA-based identification of anethum
graveolens sowa, see Deoxytibonudeic
acid (DNA) basedidentification
techniques for herbaldrngs

DNA-based Identification of Ocimum
tenuijlornm Linn", see Deoxyribonudeic
Acid (DNA) BasedIdentification
Tedmiques for HerbalD11lgs

DNA-based identification of tn"bulus
terrestris fruit, see Deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) basedidendfiauion techmques for
herbal drngs

D20, seeDeuterium Oxide
Doburamine Concentrate, Sterile,

III-562
Dobutamine Hydrochloride, 1-844
Dobutamine Hydrochloride for Injection,

I1I-564
Dobutamine Infusion, ID-562
Dobutamine Intravenous Infusion,

III-562
Dobutamine Sterile Concentrate, 111-562
Docerexel, 1-845
Docetaxel Trihydrate, 1-847
Docosahexaenoic Acid Methyl Ester,

V-A69
Docusate Capsules, m-565
Docusate Enema, Compound,·m-565
Dccusate Oral Solution, m-566
Docusate Oral Solution, Paediatric,

1ll-567
Docusare Sodium, 50, 1-849, V-A69
Docusare Sodium, see DWcryl Sodium

Sulfosu«inate
Docusate Sodium Capsules, Dantron

and, see Co-damhrnsate Capsules
Dodecamolybdophosphoric Acid, see

Phosphomolybdic Add
Dodecan-l-ol, V-A69
Dodecatungstoailicic Acid, see

SilicotungstU: Acid
Dodecyl Gallate, 1-850
4-Dodecylresorcinol, V-A69
Dodecyltrimethylammonium Bromide,

V-A69
Dog Rose, IV-205
Domiphen Bromide, 51, 1-851, V-A69
Domperidone, 1-851
Domperidone Maleate, 1-853
Domperidone Tablets, ID-567
Donepezil Hydrochloride, 1-855
Donepezil Hydrochloride Monohydrate,

1-856
n-Dopa, V-A69
Dopamine Concentrate, Sterile, 111-569
Dopamine Hydrochloride, 51, 1-858
Dopamine Hydrochloride for Injection,

III-570

Dopamine Infusion, 1II-568
Dopamine Intravenous Infusion, 111-568
Dopamine Sterile Concentrate, 1II-569
Dopexamine Dihydrcchloride, see

Dopexamine Hydrochloride
Dopexamine Hydrochloride, 1-859
Dorzolamide and Timolol Eye Drops,

1Il-572
Dorzolamide Eye Drops, III-570
Dorzolamide Hydrochloride, 1-861
Dosage Units, Uniformity of, V-A418
Dosage Units Using Large Samples

Sizes, Demonstration of Uniformity of,
V-A436

Dosulepin Capsules, III-574
Dosulepin Hydrochloride, 51, 1-863
Dosulepin Oral Solution, III-574
Dosulepin Tablets, 111-575
Dcthiepin Tablets, seeDosulepin Tablets
Dotriaconrane, V-A69
Double-strength Standard

2,6-Dichlorophenolindophenol
Solution, V-A60

Doxapram Hydrochloride, 52, 1-864
Doxapram Injection, III-576
Doxazosin Mesllare, 1-866
Doxepin Capsules, III-S77
Doxepin Hydrochloride, S2, 1-867
Doxorubicin for Infusion, III-S79
Doxorubicin for Injection, see Doxorubicin

for Infusion
Doxorubicin Hydrochloride, 1-869
Doxorubicin Infusion, see Doxorubicin

Sterile concenlrate
Doxorubicin Injection, see Doxorubicin

Sterile Concentrate
Doxorubicin Sterile Concentrate, ID-S78
Doxycycline, V-A69
Doxycycline Capsules, 111-580
Doxycycline Dispersible Tablets, 111-581
Doxycycline Hyclate, 1-870
Doxycycline Monohydrate, 1-872
Doxycycline Prolonged-Release

Capsules, ru-ses
Doxycycline Tablets, m-584
Doxylamine Hydrogen Succinate, see

Doxylamine Succinate
Doxylamine Succinate, 1-874
Dried Aluminium Hydroxide, 1-123
Dried Aluminiwn Phosphate, 1-126
Dried Bilberry, IV-I23
Dried Bilberry Fruit, see DriedBilberry
Dried Bitter-Orange Peel, IV-397
Dried Calcium Acetate, V-A43
Dried Calcium Sulfate, 1-415
Dried Calcium Sulphate, see Dried

Calcium Sulfate
Dried Dispersion Acacia. 1-45
Dried Epsom Salts, ll-195
Dried Factor IX Fraction, IV-631
Dried Factor VII Fraction, IV-617
Dried Factor VIII Fraction, IV-624
Dried Factor VIII (rDNA), IV-623
Dried Factor XI Fraction, IV-632
Dried Ferrous Sulfate, 1-1038
Dried Ferrous Sulphate, seeDried Ferrous

Sill/ate
Dried Fibrinogen, IV-635
Dried Lemon Peel, IV-322
Dried Magnesium Sulfate, 11-195
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Dried Magnesium Sulphate, see Dried
Magnesium Sulfate

Dried Prothrombin Complex, IV-633
Dronedarone Hydrochloride, 1-875
Dronedarone Tablets, DI-586
Droperidol, 52, 1-877
Droperidol Injection, 111-587
Droperidol Tablets, 1II-588
Droppers, V-A23
Drops, Eye, DI-49
Drops, Nasal, Ill-66
Drospirenone, 1-878
Dry Residue of Extracts, V-A379
Drynaria Rhizome, IV-207
D -Tetrahydropalmatine Hydrochloride,

V-A149
Duloxetine Hydrochloride, 1-880
Dusting Powders, 111-74
Dutasteride, 1-882
Dutasreride Capsules, 111-589
Dwarf Lilyturf Tuber, IV-20S
Dwarf Pine oa, IV-421
Dydrogesterone, 53, 1-884
Dydrogesterone Tablets, 111-590

E
Ear Preparations. 111-45
East Indian Sandalwood Oil, V -AB6
Ebastine, 1-886
IJ-Ecdysterone, V-A69
Echinacea Angustifolia Root, IV-209
Echinacea PaUida Root, IV-212
Echinacea Purpurea Herb, IV-214
Echinacea Purpurea Root, IV-216
Echinacoside, V-A70
Eclipta Herb, IV-21B
Eclipta Prostrate Whole Plant, IV-219
Econazole, 1-887
Econazole Cream, m-591
Econazole Nitrate, 1-888
Econazole Pessaries, ITI-592
ED50, Definition of, I-3D, II-3D, III-3D,

IV-30, V-30
Edetic Acid, 1-890
Edotrectide, V-A70
Edrophonium Chloride, 53, 1-891
Edrophonium Injection, ID-592
(E,E)-Famesol, V-A75
Effective date, f-ix, If-vii, Hl-vii, Iv-vll,

V-vii
Effective Date, I-xxiii
Effervescent Aspirin Tablets, see Aspi"'n

Effervesamt Soluble Tablets
Effervescent Calcium Gluconate Tablets,

see Calcium Gluconate Effervescent
Tablets

Effervescent Co-codamol Tablets, see
Co-codamol Effervescent Tablets

Effervescent Paracetamol Tablets, see.
Paracetamol Effervescent Tablets

Effervescent Potassium Chloride Tablets,
see Potassium Chloride Effervescent
Tablets

Effervescent Raniridine Tablets, see
Ranitidine Effervescent Tablets

Effervescent Soluble Aspirin Tablets, see
AspirinEfferoescem Soluble Tablets

Efficacy of Antimicrobial Preservation,
V-A559, V-A746

Efficacy of Antimicrobial Preservation,
Supplementary Information, V-A746

EggPhospholipids for Injection, 11l-593
n-Eicosane, V-A70
Bicosan-J-cl, See Arachidic Alcohol
EIOjo, V-A722
EID5o, Definition of, 1-30, II-3D, m-30,

IV-30, V-30
Elder Flower, IV-221
Electrolyte Reagent for the

Determination of Water, V-A70
Electrolyte Reagent for the Micro

Determination of Qater, see El~trolyte

Reagent for the Determination of Water
Electron Mlcrcscopy, Scanning. V-A602
Electrophoresis, V-A241
Electrophoresis, Capillary) V-A247
Elemental Impurities, V-A854
Elemental Impurities, Determination of,
. V-A340

Elementary Standard Solutions for
Atomic Spectrometry, 1.000 g/L,
V-AI 70

Elements, Names, Symbols and Atomic
Weights of, V-A723

Eleutherococcus, IV-222
Elixirs, ID-62
Embonic Acid, V-A70
Emedasrine Difumarate, see Emedauine

Fumarate
Emedostine Fumarate, 1-892
Emodin, V-A70
Empty Sterile Containers of Plasticised

Poly(vinyl chloride) for Human Blood
and Blood Components, V-A646

Emulsifying Cetostearyl Alcohol
(Type A), 1-512

Emulsifying Cetostearyl Alcohol
(Type B), 1-513

Emulsifying Ointment, 111-595
Emulsifying Wax, 111-595
Emulsions, Oral, 111-62
Enalapril Maleate, 1-893
Enalapril Tablets, DI-595
Enalaprilat Dihydrate, 1-895
End-capped, Organosilica Polymer,

MUlti-layered, Ocradecylsilyl, see
Organosiliw Polymer, MUlti-layered,
OetadecylsilyJ, End-eapped

End-capped Phenylethyl Silica Gel for
Chromatography, V-A135

Endoprotease Lyse, V-A70
ll-Endosuifao, V-A70
c-Endosulfan, V-A70
c-Endosulphan, see e-Bndosulfan
p-Endosulphan, see {J-Endosulfan
Endrin, V-A70
Enoxaparin Sodium, 1~897

Enoxaparin Sodium Injection, HI-597
Bnoxolone, 1-899
Entacapone, 1-900
Entecavir Monohydrate, 1-902
Enteric-coated Aspirin Tablets, see

Aspirin Gauro-resiuam Tablets
Enteric-coated Diclofenac Tablets, see

Didofenac Gastro-resistam Tablets
Enteric-coated Naproxen Tablets, see

Naproxen Gastro-resistant Tablets

Enteric-coated Sulfasalazine Tablets, see
Sulfasalazine Gastro-resiuant Tablets

Eosin, V-A70
EPBRP, 1-15, 11-15, 111-15, IV-IS,

V-15, V-A722
EPCRS, 1-15, II-15, III-15, IV-I 5,

V-15, V-A722
Ephedra Herh, IV-224
Ephedrine, 53, 1-904
Ephedrine Concentrate, Sterile, m-601
Ephedrine Elixir, 111-599
Ephedrine Hemihydrate, 1-905
Ephedrine Hydrochloride, 54, 1-906
Ephedrine Hydrochloride Tablets,

III-602
Ephedrine Injection, 111-600
Ephedrine Nasal Drops, 111-601
Ephedrine Oral Solution, see Ephedrine

Elixir
Ephedrine Sterile Concentrate, 1I1-601
(E)-4-Phenylhut-3-en-2-one, V-AI 17
(2E)-3-Phenylprop-2-enoic Acid, see

Cinnamic Acid
Ephinephrine Tartrate, see Ephinephrine

Acid Tartrate/Adrenaline Acid Tanraie
(-)-Epicatechin, V-A70
d-epichlortetracycline hydrocyhloride,

V-A70
(-)-Epigallocatechin-3-o-gaUate, V-A70
Bpilecrose, V-A10
Epinastine Hydrochloride, 1-907
Epinephrine I Adrenaline, 1-80
Epinephrine Acid Tartrate/Adrenaline

Acid Tartrate, 1-82
Epinephrine (Adrenaline), 54
Epinephrine and Cocaine Intranasal

Solution, see Adrenaline and Cocaine
Intranasal Solution

Epinephrine Eye Drops, seeAdrenaline
Eye Drops,

Epinephrine Injection, Bupivacaine and,
see Bupivacaine and Adrenaline Inj«t;on

Epinephrine Injection, Dilute (I in
10,000), III-liS

Epinephrine Injection, Lidocaine and, see
Lidocaine and Adrenaline Injection

Epinephrine Solution/Adrenaline
Solution, 11l-120

Epinephrine Tartrate Solution, see
Adrenaline Solution/Epinephrine Solution

d-Eploxytetracycllne, V-A70
Epirubicin Hydrochloride, 1-908
Epirubicin Injection, Ill-603
Bplerenone, 1-910
Epsom Salts, see Magnesium Sulfate

Heptahydrate
Epsom Salts, Dried, 11-195
Eptecog Alfa (Activated), see Factor VIla

(rDNA) Concentrated Solution
Eptaccg Alfa (Activated) Concentrated

Solution, see Factor VIla (rDNA)
Concentrated Solution

Equivalence Point, V-A899
Equivalent Texts, European

Pharmacopoeia, V-AI5
Ergocalciferol, 1-912
Ergocalciferol Chewable Tablets,

Calcium and, see Calcium and
Ergocalciferol Chewable TablelS

Ergocalciferol Injection, IH-604
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Ergocalciferol Tablets, III-604
Ergocalciferol Tablets, Calcium and,

1lI-281
Ergometrine and Oxytocin Injection,

1lI-605
Ergometrine Injection, III-60S
Ergometrine Maleate, 1-914
Ergotamine Tartrate, 1-916
Eriochrome Black T J see klordam

B/ack 11
Error, Fiducial limits of, 1-14, 11-14,

1lI-14, IV-14, V-H, V-A149
Erucamide, V-A70
Erythritol, 1-918, V-A70
Erythromycin, 54, 1-919
Erythromycin and Zinc Acetate

Cutaneous Solution. see Erythromycin
and ZincAcerare Lotion

Erythromycin and Zinc Acetate Lotion,
1lI-616

Erythromycin Capsules, Gastrc-resistant,
1II-601

Erythromycin Estclate, 55, 1-923
Erythromycin Estolate Capsules, lli-611
Erythromycin Ethyl Succinate, 1-927
Erythromycin Ethyl Succinate Oral

Suspension, llI-611
Erythromycin Ethyl Succinate Tablets,

IlI-612
Erythromycin Ethylsuccinate, see

Erythromycin Ethyl Succinate
Erythromycin Gastro-resistant Capsules,

IlI-607
Erythromycin Gastro-resistant Tablets,

IlI-609
Erythromycin Lacrobionate, 55, 1-930
Erythromycin Lactoblonate for

Intravenous Infusion, sa Erythromycin
Laaobionatefor Infusion

Ezythromycin Lactcbionate Infusion,
IlI-613

Erythromycin Stearate, 56, 1-933
Erythromycin Stearate Tablets, 111-614
Erythromycin Tablets. see Gastro-resisunu

Erythromycin Tablets
Erythromycin Tablets, Gasrro-reslsrsm,

III-609
Erythropoietin Concentrated Solution,

1-931
Erythropoietin for Injection) 111-620
Erythropoietin Injection) W-618
Bscin, seeAescin
Esclraiopram, 1-941
Escitalopram Oxalate) 1-944
Esculetin) V-A70
Esculin, V-A70
Esketamine Hydrochloride, 1-946"
Esomeprazole Magnesium Dihydrate,

1-941
Esomeprazole Magnesium Trihydrate,

1-949
Bsomeprazole Sodium) 1-951
Essential Oils, IV-47, V-A36l
Essential Oils) Foreign Esters in, V-A362
Essential Oils in Herbal Drugs, V-A373
Essential Oils, Odour and Taste of,

V-A362
Essential Oils, Residue on Evaporation

of, V-A362

Essential Oils) Resinified, in Essential
Oils, Farry Oils and) V-A36l

Essential Oils) Solubility in Alcohol of,
V-A362

Essential Oils, Water in, V-A362
Ester Value) V-A357
Esters, Reactions and Tests of, V-A305
Estimated Potency, 1-14, 11-14, 111-14,

IV-14, V-14, V-A149
I'tcc-Bstradiol, V-A10
Estradiol, V-A70
Estradiol and Norethisrerone Acetate

Tablets, III-625
Estradiol and Norethisterone Tablets,

III-624
Estradiol Benzoate) 1-953
Estradiol Hemihydrate, 1-955
Estradiol Transdermal Patches, DI-62l
Estradiol Vaginal Tablets, 111-622
Estradiol Valerate, 1-956
Esrragcle, V-A70
Estramustine Phosphate Capsules)

III-621
Estramustine Sodium Phosphate) 56,

1-958
Estriol) 1-959
Estriol Cream, 111-628
Bstropipare, 56
Etacrynic Acid, 1-964
Etamiphylline, 57
Etamiphylline Camsilate, 57
Etamsylate, 1-965
Btanercepr, 1-966
Ethacridine Lactate Monohydrate, 1-972
Ethambutol Hydrochloride, 57, 1-973
Ethambutol Oral Solution, 11l-629
Ethambutol Tablets, UI-630
Ethane, V-A10
Brhane-t.z-diol, V-A70
Ethanol (96%), V-A11
Ethanol (96%), Aldehyde-free, V-A1I
Ethanol (96%), Aldehyde-free, see

A/cohol, Aldekyde-free
Ethanol, 1-914, V-A1I
Ethanol, seeEthanol,Absolute
Ethanol, Absolute, V-A7l
Ethanol, Anhydrous, V-A?l
Ethanol Content - Method III, V-A32l
Ethanol, Determination of, V-A320
Ethanol (20 per cent), 1-918
Ethanol (25 per cent), 1-978
Ethanol (45 per cent), 1-978
Ethanol (50 per cent), 1-978
Ethanol (60 per cent), 1-978
Ethanol (10 per cent), 1-978
Ethanol (80 per cent), 1-978
Ethanol (90 per cent), I R978

Ethanol (96 per ceut), 1-976, V-A7l
Ethanol (x% v/v), V-A1I
Ethanolamine, 1-979, V-A71
Ethanolamine Oleate Injection, 111-630
Ethanolic Ironnn) Chloride Solution,

V-A88
Ethanolic Phosphomolybdic Acid

Solution, V-AIlS
Etbanolic Potassium Hydroxide, V-A123
Ethanolic Sodium Hydroxide) V-A140
Ethanolic Sulfuric Acid, V-A146
Ethanol - Method I, V-A320
Ethanol - Method II, V-A321

Ethanol Rl, see Emallo1 Rl, Absolute
Ethanol Rl, Absolute, V-A71
Ethancls, Dilute, 1-978
Ethanol-soluble Extractive) V-A372
Ether, 1-980, V-A7l
Ether, Anaesthetic) 1-981
Ether, Peroxide-free) V-A? 1
Ethical Considerations, Unlicensed

Medicines, V-A884
Ethinylestradiol, 1-981
Ethinylestradiol Tablets, 111-630
Ethinylestradiol Tablets, Cyproterone

Acetate and, 111-455
Ethinylestradlol Tablets, Levonorgestrel

and, 111-893
Ethion, V-A72
Ethionamide, 1-984
Ethosuximide, 1-985
Ethosuximide Capsules, 111-631
Ethosuximide Oral Solution, 111-631
Ethoxychrysoidine Hydrochloride, V-A72
Ethoxychrysoidine Solution, V-A72
z-Erboxyethanot, V-A72
Ethoxylated Substances, Ethylene Glycol

and Diethylene Glycol in, V-A325
(2-ethoxyphenoxy) acetic acid, V-A72
4-p-Ethoxyphenylazo...m

phenylenediamine Hydrochloride, see
Ethoxychrysoidine Hydrochloride

Ethyl Acetate, 1-987, V-A72
Ethyl Acetate, Treated) V-A72
0.2M Ethyl Acetyltyrosinare, see

Acetyltyrosine Ethyl Ester, O.2M
Ethyl N-acetyJ-L-tyrosinate, see

Acef)/ltyrosine Ethyl ESler
Ethyl Acrylate, V-A12
Ethyl Benzenesulfonate, V-A72
Ethyl Benzenesulfonate, see Methyl

Benzenesulfonace
Ethyl Benzenesulfonate in Active

Substances, seeMethyl, Efhyl and
Isopropyl Benzenesulfonate in Active
Substances

Ethyl Benzoate, V-A72
Ethyl 5-Bromovalerate, V-A72
Ethyl Cinnamate, 58,1-987, V-A72
Ethyl Clorazepate, V-A12
Ethyl Cyancacetate, V-A72
Ethyl Formate, V-A72
Ethyl Galla,e, 1-988
Ethyl 4-Hydroxybenzoate, V-A72
Ethyl d-hydroxybenzoate, seeEehy1

PorahyJroxybenzoate
Ethyl Hydroxybenzoate, 1-989
Ethyl Hydroxybenzoate Sodium, 1-990
Ethyl Methanesulfonate, V-A72
Ethyl Methanesulfonate in Actlve

Substances, seeMethyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Methanesulfonate in Active
Substances

Ethyl Methanesulfonate in
Methanesulfonic Acid, seeMerhyl,
Ethyl and Isopropyl Methanesulfonate in
Methanesulfonic Acid

Ethyl Methyl Ketone, seeButan-l-one
Ethyl Oleate, 1-992
Ethyl Parahydroxybenzcate, V-A72
Ethyl Parahydroxybenzoate, see Ethyl

Hydroxybenzoale
Ethyl Toluenesulfonate, V-A74
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Ethyl Toluenesulfonate in Active
Substances, see Methyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Toluenesulfonate in Active
Substances

4-[(Ethylamino)methyl]pyridine, V-A72
Ethylbenzene, V-A72
4-Ethylcatechol, V-A72
Bthylcellulose, 1-992
Ethylene Bis[3,3-di(3-ten-butyl-4

hydroxyphenyljbutyrate], V-A73
Ethylene Bis[3,3-di(3-(I,I-dimethyl)

ethyl-a-hydroxyphenyljbutyrate],
V-A73

Ethylene Chloride, see 1,2-Dichloroethane
Ethylene Chlorohydrin, see

2-Chloroelhanol
Ethylene Glycol, see Elhane-l,2-diol
Ethylene Glycol and Diethylene Glycol

in Ethoxylated Substances, V-A325
Ethylene Glycol Monododecyl Ether,

V-A?3
Ethylene Glycol Monoethyl Ether, see

2-Ethoxyethanol
Ethylene Glycol Monomethyl Ether, see

2-Methoxyethanol
Ethylene Glycol Mcnopalmitcstearate,

1-994
Ethylene Glycol Monosrearare, see

Ethylene GlycolMonopalmiwstearate
Ethylene Oxide, V-A73
Ethylene Oxide and Dioxan, Residual,

V-A33l
Ethylene Oxide Solution, V-A73
Ethylene Oxide Solution RI, V-A73
Ethylene Oxide Solution R2, V-A73
Ethylene Oxide Solution R3, V-A73
Ethylene Oxide Solution R4, V-A73
Ethylene Oxide Solution R5, V-A73
Ethylene Oxide Srock Solution, V-A73
Ethylene Oxide Stock Solution R1,

V-A73
Ethylene Oxide Stock Solution R2,

V-A73
'Ethylenediamine, 1-994, V-A73
Ethylenediaminetetra-acetic Acid, V-A73
(Ethylenedlnitrilojtetra-acetic Acid, see

Ethylenediaminetttra-auu·c Add
z-Brhylhexene-La-diol, V-A73
2-Ethylhexanoic Acid, V-A332, V-A74
2-Ethylhexoic Acid, see 2-Ethylhexanoic

Acid
l,l'-EthyHdenebis(tryptophan), V-A74
N-Ethylmaleirnide, V-A74
2-Ethyl-2-methylsuccinic Acid, V-A74
Ethylmorphine Hydrochloride, 1-995
Ethylparaben, see Ethyl Hydroxybenzoare
EthyJparaben Sodium, see Ethyl

Hydroxybenzoare Sodium
2-Ethylpyridine, V-A74
l-Ethylquinaldinium Iodide, V-A74
Ethylvinylbenzene-Divinylbenzene .

Copolymer, V-A74
Etldrcnate Disodium, 1-996
Etidronate Sodium, 58
Etilefrine Hydrochloride, 1-997
Etodolac, 58, 1-999
Etodolac Capsules, IU-632
Etofenamate, 1-1001
Etomidate, 1-1003
Etoposide, 59, 1-1004

Etoposide Capsules, 111-633
Etoposide Concentrate, Sterile, 1II-634
Etoposide Infusion, III-634
Etoposide Intravenous Infusion, see

Etoposide Infusion
Etoposide Oral Solution, W-635
Etoposide Sterile Concentrate, III-634
Etynodiol Diacetate, 59, 1-1008
Eucalyptus) V-A705
Eucalyptus Leaf, IV-226
Eucalyptus Oil, IV-227
Euccmmia Bark, IV-228
Eugenol, 1-1008, V-A74
Euglobulins, Bovine, V-A74
Euglobulins, Human, V-A74
European Goldenrod, IV-268
European Pharmacopoeia, 1-3, f-xxviii,

11-3,111-3,IV-3, V-3
European Pharmacopoeia Biological

Reference Preparation, see EPBRP
European Pharmacopoeia Chemical

Reference Substance, see EPCRS
European Pharmacopoeia Commission,

Membership of the, V-A771
European Pharmacopoeia Equivalent

Texts, V-A15
European Pharmacopoeia General

Methods, V-AI5
European Pharmacopoeia,

Supplementary Chapter IV, V-A77I
European viper Venom Antiserum,

IV-669
Evening Primrose Oil, Refined, 1-1010
Bverclimus, 1-1011
Evodia Fruit, IV-230
Evodiamine, V-A75
Bxclpients, V-A741
Excipients, Use of, I-II, n-11, ID-11,

IV-II, V-II
Exemestane, 1-1013
Expert Advisory Groups, Lxiii, V-A762
Expression of Standards, 1-5, D-5, ID-5,

IV-5, V-5
Exsiccated Calcium Sulfate, see Dried

Calcium Sulfate
Extemporaneous Preparation of

Radlopharmaceuticals, IV-816
Extemporaneous Preparation, Status of,

1-9, u-s, m-s, IV-9, V-9
Extemporaneous Preparations, V-A888,

V-A884
Extractable Volume of Parenteral

Preparations, V-A421
Extraction of Alkaloids, Complete,

V-A374
Extraction of Drugs, Continuous,

V-A374
Extraction Resin, V-A75
Extractive, Ethanol-soluble,

Determination of, V-A372
Extractive, Water-soluble, Determination

of, V-A372
Extracts, see Herbal Drug Extracts
Extracts, Dey Residue of, V-A379
Extract'S, Loss on Drying of, V-A379
Extraneous Agents in Viral Vaccines,

V-A556
Extraneous Agents in Viral Vaccines,

Tests for, V-A750
Eye, Drops, 111-49

Eye Drops, V-A706
Eye Drops, Alkaline, see Hypromellose Eye

Drops
Eye Drops, Codes for Single-dose

Containers, V-A706
Eye Drops, Preservative-free,V-A886
Eye Ointment Basis, 111-1332
Eye Ointment, Simple, 111-1332
Eye Ointments, III-49
Eye Preparations, 111-47
Eye Preparations of the BP, m-49
Eye Preparations of the BP, Additional

Requirements for, ID-49

F
Factor IX Fraction (Human Coagulation

Factor IX), Assay of, V-A471
Factor IX (rDNA) Concentrated

Solution, IV-626
Factor VIla (rDNA) Concentrated

Solution, IV-618
Factor VII-deficient Plasma, V-A120
Factor VIll Fraction (Human

Coagulation Factor VIII), Assay of,
V-A470

Falling Ball and Automatic Rolling Ball
Viscometer Methods - Method N,
V-A287

Famotidine, 1-1015
Famotidine Tablets, ID-636
Fargesin, V-A75
Fanned Cod-liver Oil, 1-659
Farmed Salmon Oil, U-871
Fast Blue B Salt, V-A75
Fast Blue B Salt Solution, V-A75
FaS! Red B Sail, V-A75
Fat, Hard, 1-1017
Fatty Acids by Gas Chromatography,

Composition of, see Test for Foreign
Dih by Gas ChromaUigraphy

Fatty Acids, Composition of, V-A366
Fatty Oils and Resinified Essential Oils

in Essential OUs, V-A361
Fatty Oils, Sterols in, V-A369
Fc Function of Immunoglobulin, Test

for, V-A478
Felbinac, 59, 1-1020
Felbinac Cutaneous Foam, Ill-637
Felbinac Gel, ID-638
Felodipine,l-t021
Felodipine Prolonged-release Tablets,

lli-639
Felypressin,l-1022
Fenbufen, 60, 1-1024, V-A75
Fenchlorphos, V-A75
Fenchone, V-A75
Fennel, Bitter, IV-231
Fennel Fruit Oil, Birter-, lV-233
Fennel Herb Oil, Biuer-, IV-234
Fennel, Sweet, IV-236
Fenofibrate, 1-1025
Fenoprofen, 60
Fenoprofen Calcium, 60, 1-1026
Fenoprofen Tablets, ID-641
Fenoterol Hydrobrcmide, 1-1027
Fentanyl,l-1028
Fentanyl Citrate, 1-1030
Fentanyl Injection, III-641
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Fentanyl Injection, Bupivacaine and,
ID-259

Fenticonazole Nitrate, 1-1032
Fenugreek, IV-238
Fenvalerare, V-A75
Fermentation, Products of, 1-1034
O.1M Ferric Ammonium Sulfate, seea.1M

Ammonium lron(llJ) Sulfau VS
Ferric Ammonium Sulfate, see

Ammonium lron(/1/) Sulfate
Ferric Ammonium Sulfate Solution Rt,

see Ammonium Ironttn) Sulfate
Solution RJ

Ferric Ammonium Sulfate Solution R2,
see Ammonium lron(m) Sulfare
Solution R2

Ferric Arrunonium Sulfate Solution RS,
see Ammonium lron(lIl) Sulfate
Solution R5

Ferric Ammonium Sulfate Solution R6,
see Ammonium lron(llJ) Sulfate
Solution R6

Ferric Chloride, see lron(llI) Chloride
Hexahydrate

Ferric Chloride, Anhydrous, see lron(lll)
Chloride, Anhydrous

Ferric Chloride Hexahydrate. 1-1035
Ferric Chloride Injection, ill-642
Ferric Chloride Solution, see lron(m)

ChlorkU Solution
Ferric Chloride Solution, Bthanolic, see

lron(lII) Chlon"de Solution, Ethanolk
Ferric Chloride Solution, RadiolabeUed [

59 Fe], Concentrated; V-A75
Ferric Chloride Solution, Radiolabelled

["Fe], V-A75
Ferric Chloride Solution &3, V-A75
Ferric Chloride Solution RI, seelron(m)

Chloride SolutionRl
Ferric Chloride Solution R2, seelron(lII)

Chloride Solution RZ
Ferric Chloride-ferricyanide-arsenite

Reagent, V-A75
Ferric Nitrate, see lron(lll) Nitrate
Ferric Sulfate Penrahydrate, seelron(m)

Sulfate Pentahydrate
Ferric Sulfate Solution, seelron(m)

Sulfate Solution
Ferric Sulphate, see lron(Ill) Sulfate
Ferric Sulphate Pentahydrate, seeIron

(Ill) Sulfare Pemabydnue
Ferric Chioride-Sulfamic Acid Reagent,

see Iran(lll) Chlotide-Sulfamic Acid
Reagent

Ferric Sulfate, seelron(lII) Sulfate
Ferricyanide Standard Solution

(50 ppm Fe(CN).), V-Al70
Fecrocyanide Standard Solution

(100 ppm Fe(CN).), V-AI70
Ferrocyphen, V-A75
Ferrocyphen Solution, V-A76
Ferrccyphene, seeFerrocyphen
Ferroin, see Ferroin Solution
Ferroin Solution, V-A76
O"IMFerrous Ammonium Sulfate, see

Ammonium Iron(lf) Sulfate VS
Ferrous Ammonium Sulfate, see

Ammonium lron(ll) Sulfate
. Ferrous Ethylenediammonium Sulfate,

V-AI61

Ferrous Fumarate, 1-1035
Ferrous Fumarate and Folic Acid

Capsules, 111-645
Ferrous Fumarate and Folic Acid
. Tablets, III-646

Ferrous Fumarate Capsules, ID-643
Ferrous Fumarate Oral Suspension,

II1-643
Ferrous Fumarate Tablets, ID-644
Ferrous Gluconate, see Ferrous Gluconate

Hydrare
Ferrous Gluconate Hydrate, 1-1036
Ferrous Gluconate Tablets, 111-648
Ferrous Sulfate, seeJron(ll) Sulfate
Ferrous Sulfate, Dried, 1-1038
Ferrous Sulfate Heptahydrate, 1-1039
Ferrous Sulfate Oral Solution, Paediatric,

II1-648
Ferrous Sulfate Prolonged-release

Tablets, III-649
Ferrous Sulfate Solution R2, seelron(ll)

SulfiueSolution RZ
Ferrous Sulfate Tablets, ID-649
Ferrous Sulphate, seeJron{tt} Sulfate
Ferrous Sulphate Heptahydrate, see

Ferrous Sulfare H,pUJhydrare
Ferrous Sulphate Tablets, seeFerrous

Sulfate Tablets
Ferrum Metallicum for Homoeopathic

Preparations, seeIronfor Homoeopatbic
Preparations

Ferulic Acid, V-A76
Feverfew, IV-238
Fexofenadine Hydrochloride, 61, 1-1040
Fexofenadine Tablets, 111-649
Fibrin Blue, V-A76
Fibrin Sealant Kit, IV-635
Fibrin Congo Red, seeCongo Red Fibn"n
Fibrinogen, V-A76
Fibrinogen, Dried, IV-635
Fiducial Limits of Error, 1-14, 11-14,

1lI-14,IV-14, V-14, V-A749
Fig, IV-Z40
Filgrastim Concentrated Solution, 1-1042
Filgrastim Injection) m-650
Filters, V-A578
Filters, Sieves and, V-A577
Finasteride, 1-1045
Finasteride Tablets, 111-653
Fingolimod Hydrochloride, 1-1046
FIP, V-A7Z2
Fish Oil, Rich in Omega-3-Acids, 1-1048
Fixed Oils, V-A362
Fixed Oils by 'Thin-layer

Chromatography, Identification of,
V-A362

Fixing Solution, V-A76
Fixing Solution for Isoelectric Focusing

in Polyacrylamide Gel, V-A76
Flavoxate Hydrochloride, 61, 1-1050
Flavoxate Tablets, DI-654
Flecainide Acetate, 61, 1-1051
Flecainide Injection, ID-655
Flecainlde Tablets, 111-656
Fleeceflower Root, IV-240
Flexible Collodion, 01-473
Flocculation Value (Lf) of Diphtheria

and Tetanus Toxins and Toxoids
(Ramon Assay), V-A500

Flow Cytometry, V-A212

Flowability, V-A583
Fhrbendazole, 1-1053
Flucloxacillin and Ampicillin Capsules,

see Co-fluampicil Capsules
Flucloxacillin and Ampicillin Oral

Suspension, seeCo-fluampidl Oral
Suspension

Fhrcloxacillln Capsules, III-657
Flucloxacillin Infusion, 111-657
FIucloxacillin Injection, 111-658
FhrcloxacillinMagnesium, 62
Flucloxacillin Magnesium, see

Fludoxadllin Magnesium Ocrahydrate
Flucloxacillin Magnesium Ocrabydrare,

1-1054
Flucloxacillin Oral Solution, 111·659
Flucloxacillin Oral Suspension, 111-660
Flucloxacillin Sodium, 62, 1-1056
FlucloxaciIIin Sodium for Injection,

ID-659
Fluconazole, 1-1058
Fluconazole Capsules, 111-661
Fluconazole Infusion, 111-662
Fluconazole Oral Suspension, 111-663
Flucytosine, 62, 1-1060
Fludarabine Phosphate, 1-1062
FJudeoxyglucose (ISF) Injection, IV-840
Fludrocortisone Acetate, 1-1064
Fludrocortisone Tablets, 111-664
Flufenamic Acid, V-A76
Flumazenil, 1-1066, V-A76
Flumazenil (N-[IIC]methyl) Injection,

1V-842
Flumequine, 1-1067
Flumetasone and Clioquinol Ear Drops,

ID-665
Flumetasone Pivalate, 1-1068
Flunarizine Dihydrochloride, 1-1070
Flunltrazepam, 1-1071, V-A76
Fluocinolone Aceronlde, 1-1072
Fluocinolone Acetonide Dihydrate,

1-1075
FJuocinolone Cream, 111-667
Fluocinolone Ointment, 111-668
Fluocmonide, 63, 1-1076
Fluocinonide Cream, ID-669
Fluocinonide Ointment, In-669
Fluocortolone Cream, 111-670
Fluocortclcne Hexanoate, 63, 1-1077
Fluocortolone Pisalate, 1-1078
Fluoranthene, V-A76
Fluorene, V-A76
9-Fluorenone, V-A76
Fluorenone Solution, V-A76
(9-Fluorenyl)methyl Chloroformate,

V-A76
Fluorescamfne, V-A76
Fluorescein, 1-1080, V-A76
Fluorescein Eye Drops, 111-671
Fluorescein Injection, ill-672
Fluorescein Sodium, 64, 1-1082, V-A76
Fluorescein-conjugated Rabies

Antiserum, V-A 128
Fluorescence Spectrometry, X-Ray,

V-AZ04
Fluorescence Spectrophotometry

[Fluorimetry], V-AZ04
Fluoride eSF) Solution for

Radiolabelling, IV-844
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Fluoride Standard Solution (I ppm F))
V-AI 70

Fluoride Standard Solution (10 ppm F)J
V-A170

Fluorocholine Chloride, V-A76
Fluorocholine eSF) Injection, IV-845
2-Fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose, V-A16
z-Fluoro-z-deoxy-o-mannose, V-A76
f-Buoro-z.a-dlnhrcbenaene, V-A76
Fluorodinitrobenzene, see J-Fluoro-1J 4-

dinitrobenzene
l-Fluoro-2A-diniuophenyl-5-L

alaninamide, V-A76
Fluorodopa etsF) Injection, 1V-847
Fluorodopa (ISp) (Prepared By

Blectrophilic Substitution) Injection)
see Fluorodopa (18FJ Injection

Fluorodopa eSF) (prepared by
Nucleophilic Substitution) Injection,
IV-849

m-ti-Fluorodopa Hydrochloride, V-A76
F1uoroethyl(2-hydroxyethyl)

dimethylammonium Chloride, V-A76
Fluoroethyl-L-Tyrosine (18F) Injection,

IV-8S2
Fluoroethyl-n-tyrosine Hydrochloride,

V-A77
Flucroethyl-i.-tyrosine Hydrochloride,

V-A77
6-Fluorolevodopa Hydrochloride, V-A77
Fluorometholone, 1-1083
Fluorometholone Eye Drops, 111-673
Flucromisonidazcle, V-A77
F1uoromisonidazole (ISp) Injection,

IV-8SS
4-Fluoro-3-niuobenzotrifluoride, see

I-Fluoro-Z-nitro-4-tn]luoromethylbenzene
1-Fluoro-2-nitr0-4

trifluoromethylbenzene, V-A77
1-Fluoro-2-nitro-4-(trifluoromethyl)

benzene, see / -Fluoro-2-ni'ro-4
tnfluoromerhylbenzene

Fluorouracil, 64) 1-1084
Fluorouracil Cream) 111-673
Fluorouracil Injection, m-674
Flucxetine, 65
Fluoxetine Capsules) ill-675
Fluoxetine Hydrochloride) 65) 1-1086
Fluoxetine Oral Solution, 111-676
Flupentixol Decanoate, 6SJ 1-1087
Flupentixol Dihydrocbloride, see

Flupentixol Hydrochloride
Flupentixol Hydrochloride) 1-1088
Flupentixol Injection, 111-677
Flupentixol Tablets) m-678
Fluphenazine Decanoate, 1-1091
Fluphenazine Decanoate Injection,

I11-680
Fluphenazine Dihydrochlcride, see

Fluphenazine Hydrochloride
Fluphenazine Enantate, 1-1093
Fluphenazine Hydrochloride) 1-1094
Fluphenazine Tablets, m-680
Flwazepam Capsules, 111-682
Flurazepam Monohydrochloride, 66)

1-1096
Flurbiprofen, 66, 1-1097
Flurbiprofen Eye Drops, 111-682
Flwbiprofen Sodium, 66J 1-1099
Flurbiprofen Tablets) 111-683

Fluspirilene, 1-1100
Flutamide, 1-1101
Fluticasone and Salmeterol Inhalation

Powder, 111-691
Fluticasone and Salmeterol Inhalation

Powder) pre-dispensed) see Fluticasone
and Salmeterol Inhalation Powder, pre
metered

Fluticasone and Salmetercl Inhalation
Powder, pre-metered, ]11-692

Fluticasone and Salmeterol Pressurised
Inhalation) Suspension) 111-694

Fluticasone Cream, 111-683
Fluticasone Inhalation Powder, 111-687
Fluticasone Inhalation Powder) pre-

metered) 1lI-688
Fluticasone Nasal Drops, 111-684
F1uticasone Nasal Spray) 111-685
Fluticasone Ointment) 11l-687
F1uticasone Powder for Inhalation)

metered-dose powder inhaler) see
Pluticasone Inhalation Powder

Fluricasone Powder for Inhalation, pre
dispensed, see Pluticasone Inhalation
PowderJ pre-metered

Fluticasone Pressunsed Inhalation,
ill-689

Fluticasone Propionate) 67) 1-1102
Flutnmazole, 1-1105
Fluvastatin Capsules, 111-696
F1uvastatin Prolonged-release Tablets)

ill-698
Fluvasratin Sodium, 67, 1-1106
Fluvoxamine Maleate, 67, 1-1108
Fluvoxamine Tablets) 111-700
Flux-calcined Diatomaceous Furer-ald,

Washed, V-A59
Foam Index, V-A378
Foeniculum vulgare, V-A705
Folic Acid) V-A77
Folic Acid, see Folic Acid Hydrate
Folic Acid Capsules) Ferrous Fumarate

and, 111-64S
Folic Acid Hydrate, 1-1110
Folic Acid Injection, IU-701
Folic Acid Oral Solution, m-702
Folic Acid TabletsJ In-703
Folic Acid Tablets, Ferrous Fumarate

and, 111-646
Folin Ciocalteau Phenol Reagent of

Commerce, see PhosphomolybtWlUngsuc
Reagent

Follitropin, 1-1112
Follitropin Concentrated Solution)

1-1117
Foreign Esters in Essential Oils, V-A362
Foreign Matter, V-A372
Foreign Oils by Gas Chromatography,

Test for, V-A363
Foreign Oils by Thin-layer

Chromatography) Test for, V-A363
Formaldehyde, V-A77 .
Formaldehyde, Free) V-A524
Formaldehyde Solution, 1-1123J V-A77
Formaldehyde Solution (35 per cent), see

Formaldehyde Solurion
Formaldehyde Solution RJ J V-A77
Formaldehyde Standard Solution (5 ppm

CH20 ), V-A170
Formalin, see Formaldehyde Solution

Formamide, V-A77
Fonnamide, Treated, V-A??
Formamide Rl, V-A??
Fannie Acid, 1-1124, V-A77
Formic Acid, Anhydrous, see Fonnie Acid
Formcnonetin, V-A??
Formoterol Fumarate Dihydrate, 1-112S
Formulated Preparations, Consistency of,

V-A417
Formulated Preparations, General

Monographs for, 1-3, 1-5, 11-3, 11-5,
1II-3, nr-s, IV-3, IV-5, V-3, V-S

Forsythia Fruit, IV-241
Forsythoside A, V-A??
Foscamet Infusion, 1II-704
Foscamet Intravenous Infusion, see

Poscamet Infusion
Foscamet Sodium, 68, 1-1127
Foscamet Sodium Hexahydrate, see

Foscamet Sodium
Fosfestrol Sodium, 68
Fosfomycin Calcium, 1-1129
Fosfomycin Sodium, 1-1130
Fosfomycin Tromeramcl, 1-1131
Fosinopril, 68
FosinopriJ Sodium, 1-1133
Fosinopril Tablets, ill-70S
Fourstamen Stephania Root, see

Stephania Tetrondra Root
Fractionated Coconut Oil, see Medium-

chain Tng/yceritks
Fractionated Palm Kernel Oil, ll-S26
Framycetin Sulfate, 1-1135
Framycetin Sulphate, see Framycetin

Sulfate
Frangula Bark, IV-243
Frangula Bark Dry Extract,

Standardised, IV-244
Frankincense, Indian) IV-24S
Fraxinus Chinensis Bark, 1V-246
Fraxinus RhynchopbyUa Bark) see

Proxima Ch;nemis Bark
Free Formaldehyde, V-A524
Freezing Point) Determination of,

V-A279
Fresh Bilbeny, IV-124
Fresh Bilberry Fruit) see Fresh Bilbeny
F.resh Bilberry Fruit Dry Extract,

Refined and Standardised) IV-t26
Freshly Prepared, Definition of) 1-10)

tr-io,nr-io, IV-lO, V-IO
Friabiliry, V-A586
Friars) Balsam) 1V-121
n-Fructose, V-A77
Fructose, 1-1137
Fructose, see ts-Frucune
Fruit-Spike, Selfheal, IV-467
Frusemide Injection) see Furosemide

Injection
Frusemide Tablets, see Furosemide Tablers
Fuchsin, Basic. V-A77
Fuchsin Solution, Basic) V-A77
Fuchsin Solution, Decolorised, V-A77
Fuchsin Solution RI) Decolorised,

V-A77
Fucose, see L-Fucose
t-Fucose, V-A78
Fulvesrrant,l-1138
Fumaric Add, 69) V-A78
Fumirory, IV-248
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Functionality-related Characteristics of
Excipients, V-ASS!

Fungicidal Activity of Antiseptic
Medicinal Products, Determination of,
V-A52 I

Furan-2-aldehyde, see Furfuraldehyde
Furan-2,5-dione, seeMaleicAnhydride
Furazolidone, 69
Furfural, seeFurfuraldehyde
Furfuraldehyde, V-A18
Furosemide, 1-1140
Furosemide Injection, 111-706
Furosemide Oral Solution) 111-707
Furosemide Tablets, 111-709
Furosemide Tablets, Amiloride and, see

Co-amilofrwe Tablets
Fusidic Acid, 69, 1-1142
Fusidic Acid Cream, 111-710
Fusidic Acid Eye Drops, 111-711
Fusidic Acid Oral Suspension, ]11-712

G
g, V-A122
Gabapentin, 1-1145
Gabapentin Capsules, m-714
Gabapentin Oral Solution, m-71S
Gabapentin Tablets, m-716
Gadcbutrol Monohydrate, 1-1146
Gadodiamide Hydrate, 1-1148
Gadoliniwn Chloride Hexahydrate,

V-A18
Gadolinium Sulfate Octahydrate, V-A78
n-Galactoae, V-A18
Galactose, 1-11S1
Galactose, seets-Galaaose
l,6-Galactosylgalactose, V-A18
Galacturonlc Acid, V-A18
Galantamlne Hydrobromide, 1-11S2
Galantamine Oral Solution, m-718
Galantamine Prolonged-release Capsules,

I11-119
Galantamine Tablets, lli-721
Galium aparine, see Clwers
Gallic Acid, V-A18
Gallium ('aGa) Chloride (accelerator

produced) Solution for Radlolabelling,
IV-SSS

Gallium r8Ga) Chloride Solution,
V-A18

Gallium (68Ga) Chloride Solution for
Radiolabelling, IV-8S9

Gallium (67 Ga) Citrate Injection, IV-8S7
Gallium r8Ga) Edotrectide Injection,

IV-S61
Gallium (68Ga) PSl\1A-ll Injection,

IV-S63
GaUium PSMA-II, V-A18
Gammadex,I-11SS
Ganciclovir,I-11S7
Ganoderic Acid A, V-A18
Ganodenna,IV-249
Garlic for Homoeopathic Preparations,

see Allium Sauuum for Homoeopathic
Preparadons

Garlic Powder, IV-2S1
Gas Adsorption, Specific Surface Area

by, V-A591
Gas Chromatography, V-A234

Gas Chromatography, Composition of
Fatty Acids by, see Test for Foreign Oils
by Gas Chromatography ,

Gas Chromatography, Test for Foreign
Oils by, V-A363

Gas Detector Tubes, V-A352
Gas-gangrene Antitoxin, Mixed, IV-613
Gas-gangrene Antitoxin (Novyi), IV-670
Gas-gangrene Antitoxin (Oedematiens),

see Gas-gangrene Antitoxin (NovyiJ
Gas-gangrene Antitoxin (Perfrlngens},

IV-611
Gas-gangrene Antitoxin (Septicum),

IV-672
Gastric Juice, Artificial, V-A18
Gastrodia Elata Rhizome, IV-252
Gastrodia Rhizome, see Gastrodia Elata

Rhizome
Gastrodin, V-A18
Gastro-resiatant Acamprosate Tablets, see

Acamprosate Gastro-resiuant Tablets
Gastro-resistant Aspirin Tablets, see

Aspin"" Gasuo-resiuant Tablets
Gastro-resistant Bisacodyl Tablets, see

Bisacodyl Gassro-resisumt Tablets
Gastro-resistent Diclofenac Tablets, see

Dido/enac Gastro-resistont Tablets
Gastro-resistant Erythromycin Capsules,

1J1-601
Gastro-resistant Erythromycin Tablets,

1lI-609
Gastro-resistant Lansoprazole Capsules,

see Lansoprazole Gastro-resisumt
Capsules

Gastro-resistant Lansoprazole Tablets,
see Lansoprazole Gastro-resistant Tablets

Gastro-resiatant Mesalazine Tablets, see
Mesalazine Gauro-resisumt Tablets

Gastro-resistant Naprcxen Tablets, see
Naproxen Gastro-tesistam Tablets

Gastro-resistant Omeprazole Capsules,
see Omeprazole Gastro-resiuant Capsules

Gasrro-reeistanr Omeprazole Tablets, see
Omeprazole Gastro-resistatu Tablets

Gastro-resistant Pancreatin Tablets,
1J1-1133

Gastro-resistant Pamoprazcle Tablets, see
Panwprazole Gastro-resisumt Tablets

Gastro-resistant Peppermint Oil
Capsules, IV-415

Gastro-resistant Prednisolone Tablets, see
Prednisolone Gastro-tesiuant Tablets

Gastro-resistant Sodium Valproate
Tablets, see Sodium Valproau Gastro
resistant Tablets

Gastro-reaistanr Sulfasalazine Tablets, see
Suljasalazine Gouro-resisumt Tablets

GC Concentrical Column, V-A18
Gee's Linctus, IV-486
Gefitinib, 1-1159
Gelatin, 1-1160, V-A18
Gelatin, Hydrolysed, V-A78
Gels, DI-19
Gemcitabine Hydrochloride, 1-1161
Gemfibrozil, 70, 1-1163
Gemfibrozil Capsules, llI-723
Gemfibrozil Tablets, ill-724
Gene Therapy and Cell-based Medicinal

Products, Raw Materials of Biological
Origin for the Production of, V-A813

Gene Transfer Medicinal Products for
Human Use, V-A838

General Chapters, V-A15
General Methods of the European

Pharmacopoeia, V-A15
General Monograph for Unlicensed

Medicines, III-84
General Monographs for Formulated

Preparations, 1-3, 1-5, I1-3, II-5, III-3,
111-5, lV-3, IV-5, V-3, V-5

General Monographs, Medicinal and
Pharmaceutical Substances, 1-39

General Notices of the European
Pharmacopoeia, 1-20, II-20, III-20,
lV-20, V-20

General Notices (Part I), 1-3, II-3, III-3,
IV-3, V-3

General Notices (Part II), 1-4, 11-4,
111-4, IV-4, V-4

General Notices (Part Ill), 1-20, 11-20,
I1l-20, IV-20; V-20

General Reagents, V-A23
Geniposide, V-A18
Gentamicin and Hydrocortisone Acetate

Ear Drops, 111-730
Gentamicin Cream, III-72S
Gentamicin Ear Drops, 1II-126
Gentamicin Eye Drops, i11-727
Gentamicin Injection, 111-728
Gentamicin Ointment, IU-729
Gentamicin Sulfate, 1-1164
Gentian, IV-253
Gentian Infusion, Compound, IV-2S5
Gentian Infusion, Concentrated

Compound, IV-255
Gentian Mixture, Add, IV-2S6
Gentian Mixture, Alkaline, IV-2S6
Gentian Oral Solution, Acid, IV-256
Gentian Oral Solution, Alkaline, IV-2S6
Gentian Root, see Gentian
Gentian Tincture, IV-2SS
Geraniol, V-A18
Geranyl Acetate, V-A78
Germanium Standard Solution (100 ppm

Ge), V-AI10
Gestodene, 1-1166
Ginger, IV-256
Ginger Essence, IV-2S7
Ginger Tincture, Strong, IV-257
Ginger Tincture, Weak, IV-257
Ginkgo Dry Extract, Refined and

Quantified, IV-259
Ginkgo Leaf, IV-2S7
Ginseng, IV-262
Ginseng Dry Extract, IV-264
Ginsenoslde Rbi, V-A18
Ginsenoside Re, V-A19
Ginsenoside Rgl, V-A19
Ginsenoside Rg2, V-A19
Ginsenoside Ro, V-A19
Ginsenoside Rf, V-A19
Gitoxm, V-A19
Glacial Acetic Acid, I-59
Glass Containers for Pharmaceutical

Use, V-A636
Glassware, Requirements for, 1-6, 11-6,

IU-6, IV-6, V-6
Glauber's Salt, see Sodium Sulfate
Glehnia Littoralis Root, IV-265
Glibenclamide, 1-1169
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Gllbenclamide Tablets, 111-731
Gliclazide, 70, 1-1170
Glidazide Tablets, III-732
Ghmepiride, 70, 1-1172
Glimepiride Tablets, ill-733
Glipizide, 71,1-1174
Glipizide Tablets, 1I1-735
Gliquidone, 71
Glossary, Formulated Preparations,

111-41
Glucagon for Injection, Human, m-736
Glucagon, Human, seeHuman Gluoogon
Glucosamine Hydrochloride, 1-1178,

V-A79
Glucosamine Sulfate Potassium

Chloride, 1-1179
Glucosamine Sulfate Sodium Chloride)

1-1180
n-Glucose, V-A79
Glucose) 1-1182, V-A79
Glucose Infusion, 11I-737
Glucose Infusion, Potassium Chloride

and, seePotassium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Glucose Infusion, Potassium Chloride,
Sodium Chloride and, seePotassium
Chloride, Sodium_ Chlon'de and Glucose
Infusion

Glucose Infusion, Sodium Chloride,
III-1344

Glucose Injection, Bupivacaine and, see
BupivacaineHeaf./Y Injection

Glucose Injection, Potassium Chloride
and, seePotassium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Glucose Injection, Potassium Chloride,
Sodium Chloride and, seePotassium
Chtoride, Sodium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Glucose Injection, Sodium Chloride and,
seeSodium Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Glucose Intravenous Infusion, see Glucose
Infusion

Glucose Intravenous Infusion, Potassium
Chloride and, see Potassium Chloride
and Glucose Infusion

Glucose Intravenous Infusion, Potassium
Chloride, Sodium Chloride and, see
Potassium Chknide, Sodium Chloride and
Glucose Infusion

Glucose Intravenous Infusion, Sodium
Chloride and, seeSodium Chlon·de and
Glucose Infusion

Glucose, Liquid, 1-1185
D-Glucose Monohydrate, V-A79
Glucose Monohydrate, 1-1183
Glucose, Sodium Chloride and Sodium

Citrate Oral Solution, Compound,
III-737

Glucose, Spray-dried Liquid, 1-1186
Glucose Standard Solution, V-A170
p-Glucuronic Acid, V-A79
D-Glucuronic Acid, Sodium Salt, see

Sodium Glucuronate
Glutamic Acid) 1-1187, V-A79
t-Glutamine, V-A79
Glutamyl Endopeptidase for Peptide

Mapping, V-A79
r-j-Glutamyl-t-cysrelne, V-A79
Glutaraldehyde, V-A79

Glutaraldehyde Solution, III-738
Glutaraldehyde Solution, Strong, 1-1188
Glutaric Acid, V-A79
Glutathione, 1-1188
r-Glutathlone, Oxidised, V-A79
Glycan Analysis of Glycoproteins,

V-A265
Glycerin, seeGlycerol
Glycerin Suppositories) m-738
Glycerol (85%), V-A79
Glycerol, 1-1190, V-A79
Glycerol J-decanoate, V-A80
Glycerol Dibehenate, 1-11.93
Glycerol Distearate, 1-1194
Glycerol Eye Drops, 11l-738
Glycerol Formal, 1-1195
Glycerol Injection, Phenol and, ill-II73
Glycerol Monocaprylare, 1-1195
Glycerol Monocaprylocaprate, 1-1196
Glycerol Monolinoleate, 1-1198
Glycerol Mono-oleate, 1-1199
Glycerol Monostearate 40-55, 1-1200
Glycerol f-ocranoare, V-A80
Glycerol (85 per cent), 1-1191
Glycerol (85 per cent) RI, V-A79
Glycerol Suppositories, 111-738
Glycerol RI, V-A79
Glyceryl Monostearare, Self-emulsifying,

1-1202
GlyceryI Triaitrare Ointment, ID-739
Glyceryl Trinitrate Solution, 1-1202
Glyceryl Trinitrate Sublingual Spray,

III-740
Glyceryl Trinitrate Sublingual Tablets,

seeGIyc.eryI Trmitrate Tablets
Glyceryl Trinitrate Tablets, lli-741
Glyceryl Trinitrate Transdennal Patches,

III-742
Glycidol, V-A80
Glycine, 71, 1-1204, V-A80
Glycine Anhydride, V-A80
Glycine Buller pH 2.9, V-AI15
Glycine Buller pH 11.3, V-A176
Glycine Buffer Solution, V-A176
Glycine Irrigation Solution, m-743
Glycolic Acid, V-A80
Glycopyrronium Bromide, 1-1206
Glycopyrroniwn Bromide Oral Solution,

III-743
Glycyrrhetic Acid, see(J-G/ycyrrhe'inic

Acid
18a-Glycyrrbetinic Acid, V-A80
p-Glycyrrhetinic Acid, V-A80
Glycyrrhetinic Acid, seep-G/ycyIThe,inic

Acid
Glycyrrhizic Acid, V-ABO
Glyoxal Bis(2-bydroxyanil), V-A80
Glyoxal Sodium Bisulfite, V-ABO
Glyoxal Sodium Bisulphite, seeGlyoxal

Sodium Bisulphiee
Glyoxal Solution, V-A80
Glyoxal Standard Solution (2 ppm

C,H,O,), V-A170
Glyoxal Standard Solution (20 ppm

C,H,O,), V-A170
GJyoxalhydroxyanil, seeGlyoxalBis(2-

hydroxyanil)
Glyoxaline, seeImidazole
Goldenrod, IV-266
Goldenrod, European, IV-268

Goldenseal Rhizome, see Goldenseal Root
Goldenseal Root, IV-270
Gonadorelln Acetate, 1-1209
Gonadotrophin, Chorionic, V-ABO
Gonadotrophin, Serum, V-ABO
Goserelin,I-1210
Goserelin Implants, 111-744
Graduated Glassware, Requirements for,

1-6, 11-6, DI-6, IV-6, V-6
Gramicidin, 1-1212
Gramlne, V-ABO
Granisetron Hydrochloride, 1-1214
Granulated Tin, see Tin
Granules, III-50
Granules and Spheroids, V-A587
Graphic Formula, StatUs of, 1-4, 11-4,

III-4, IV-4, V-4
Greater Burnet Root, IV-144
Greater Celandine, IV-I66
Green Tea, IV-271
Griseofulvin, 72, 1-1215
GriseofulvinTablets, 111-748
Guaiacol, 1-1217, V-ABO
Guaiacum Resin, V-ABO
Guaiazulene, V-ABO
Guaifenesin,I-1219
Gualphenesin, V-ABO
Guanethidine Monosulfate, 1-1220
Guanethidine Monosulphate, see

Guanethidine Monomlfau
Guanidine Hydrochloride, V-A80
Guanidine-tris(hydroxymethyl)

aminomethane Buffer Solution
pH 8.3, V-A176

Guanidine-tris(bydroxymethyl)
aminomethane-EDTA Buffer Solution
pH 8.5, V-A176

Guanidlne-trisrhydroxymethyl)
aminomethane-EDTA Buffer Solution
pH 8.6, V-A176

Guanine) V-A80
GUBC) 1-1221
Guar Galactomannan, 1-1222
Guarana, IV-273
Guidance, Unlicensed Medicines,

V-A884
Guidelines for using the Test for

Bacterial Endotoxina, V-A737
Guidelines for Using the Test for

Sterility, V-A853
Guinea-pigs, 1-15, II-IS, III-IS, IV-IS,

V-15
Gum Guaiac, seeGuaiacum Resin

H
Haemodialysis Solutions, m-749
Haemodialysis Solutions, Concentrated,

Water for Diluting, see Waterfor
DilutingConcenmued Haemodialysis
Solutions

.Haemofiltration and Haemodiafiltration,
Concentrated Solutions [or, lli-754

Haemofiltration and Haemodiafiltration
Solutions, 111-756

Haemoglobin, V-A80
Haemoglobin Solution, V-AS1
Haemophilus Type b and Meningococcal

Group C Conjugate Vaccine, IV-715
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Haemophilus Type b Conjugate Vaccine,
IV-713

Halofantrine Hydrochloride, 1-1223
Haloperidol,lw1224
Haloperidol, 72
Haloperidol Capsules, m-758
Haloperidol Decanoate, 1-1226
Haloperidol Injection, 111-760
Haloperidol Oral Drops, see Haloperidol

Oral Solution
Haloperidol Oral Solution, 111-761
Haloperidol Tablets, III-762
Halothane, 1-1228
Hamamelis Bark, IV-274
Hamamelis Leaf, IV-215
Hamamelitannin, V-AS!
Hard Fat) 1-1017
Hard Fat with Additives, 1-1018
Hard Paraffin, 11-538
Harmcnised Dissolution Limits, V-A742
Harpagophytum, see Droit'sClaw
Harpagoside, V-AS1
Hartmann's Solution for Injection,

ill-1351
Hawthorn Berries, IV-276
Hawthorn Leaf and Flower, IV-278
Hawthorn Leaf and Flower Dry Extract,

IV-281
Hawthorn Leaf and Flower Liquid

Extract, IV-282
[3H-2,1-Benzoxathiol-3-ylidenebis(6~

hydroxy-d-methyl-ze-phenylene)
metbylenenirrilojretra-acetic Acid S,
S-dioxide Tetrasodium Salt, see
Xylenol Orange

4,4'-(3H-2, 1-Benzoxathicl-3-ylidene)
diphenol SIS-dioxide, see PhenolRed

(2H)-CWorofonD, see Deurerochlorojonn
(2H6)-dimethyl Sulphoxide, see

DeuteratedDimethyl Sulfoxide
Heavy Bismuth Subnitrate, 1-324
Heavy Kaolin, IJ-48
Heavy Magnesium Carbonate, II-180
Heavy Magnesium Carbonate and

Calcium Carbonate Tablets,
Chewable, seeCalcium Carbonate and
Heavy Magnesium CarbonateChewable
Tablers

Heavy Magnesium Oxide, II-188
Hedera Helix for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-580
Hederacoside C, V-A81
Hederagenin, V-ASI
«-Hederin, V-AS1
Helium, 1-1229, V-ASI
Helium for Chromatography, see Helium
Heparin, V-AS1
Heparin, Assay of, V-A475
Heparin Calcium, 1-1230
Heparin Flush Solution, 111-763
Heparin in Coagulation Factors, Assay

of, V-A475
Heparin Injection, 111-763
Heparin Sodium, 1-1232
Heparinase IJ V-AS1
Heparinase II, V-AS1
Heparinase III, V-AS!
Heparins, Low-molecular-weight, 1-1235
Hepatitis A Immunoglobulin, IV-646

Hepatitis A (Inactivated Adsorbed) and
Typhoid Polysaccharide Vaccine,
IV-721

Hepatitis A (Inactivated) and Hepatitis B
(rDNA) Vaccine, IV-722

Hepatitis A (Inactivated) and Hepatitis B
(rDNA) Vaccine (Adsorbed), see
Hepatitis A (lnaClivared) and
Hepau"tis B (rDNA) Vaccine

Hepatitis A Vaccine, Assay of; V-A496
Hepatitis A Vaccine, Inactivated, IV-716
Hepatitis A Vaccine (Inactivated,

Adsorbed), see Inacuoated Hepatitis A
Vaccine

Hepatitis A Vaccine (Inactivated
Virosome), IV-718

Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin, IV-646
Hepatitis B lnununoglobulin for

Intravenous Use, IV-647
Hepatitis B (rDNA) Vaccine. Hepatitis A

(Inactivated) and, IV-722
Hepatitis B Vaccine (rDNA), IV-723
Hepatitis B Vaccine (rDNA) Assay of,

V-A496
HEPES, see 2-[4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)

piperazin-l-yl]ethanesulfonuAcid
Heptachlor, V-AS1
Heptachlor Epoxide, V-ASI
Heptaffuoroburyric Acid, V-AS1
Heprafluoroburyric Anhydride, V-AS1
Heptafluoro-N-methyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)

buranamide, V-AS1
Heptaminol Hydrochloride, 1-1238
Heptane, see N-Heprane
N-HeptaneJ V-AS1
l-Heptanesulfcnic Acid Sodium Salt, see

Sodium Heptanesulfonate
I-Heptanesulfonic Acid Sodium Salt

Monohydrate, see Sodium
Hepumesulfonate Monohydrate

I-Heptanesulphcnlc Acid Sodium Salt,
see Sodium Heptanesulfonate

f-Heptanesulphonic Acid Sodium Salt
Monohydrate, see Sodium
Heplanesuljonate Monohydrate

z-Heptyfamine, V-A81
n-Heprylamine, V-AS1
Herbal and Complementary Medicines,

Crude Drugs; Traditional, Status of,
1-17,11-17, II1-17, IV-17, V-17

Herbal Drug Extracts, IV-49
Herbal Drug Extracts, Monographs on,

(Information Chapter), V-A905
Herbal Drug Preparations, IV-47
Herbal Drugs, IV-45
Herbal Drugs and Herbal Drug

Preparations, High-Performance Thin
Layer Chromatography of, V~A391

Herbal Drugs, Aristolochic Acids 1 and
II in, Test for, V-MSI

Herbal Drugs, Essential Oils in, V-A373
Herbal Drugs for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-538
Herbal Drugs for Homoeopathic Use, see

Herbal Drugs for Hamoeopathic
Preparations

Herbal Drugs, Microscopic Examination
of, V-A385

Herbal Drugs, Processed, see Processed
Herbal Drugs

Herbal Drugs: Sampling and Sample
Preparation. V-A384

Herbal Drugs, Tannins in, V-A377
Herbal Drugs, Test for Aristolochic

Acids in, V-A379
Herbal Drugs Used in Traditional

Chinese Medicine, Names of, V-A903
Herbal Medicinal Products for Oral Use

and Extracts used in their Preparation,
Microbiological Examination of,
V-A564

Herbal Medicinal Products for Oral Use
and Extracts used in their Preparation,
Microbiological Quality of, V-A566

Herbal Medicines, Traditional, f-xxvi,
V-M03

Herbal Reference Materials, see Reference
i.Haterials

Herbal Teas, IV-52
Herbal Teas, Instant, IV-53
Hesperidin, V-AS I
Hexachlorobenzene, V-AS1
Jl-Hexachlorocyclohexane, V-A82
li-HexacWorocydohexane, V-A82
c-Hexachlorccyclohexane, V-A82
Hexachlorophene, 72, 1-1239
Hexachlorophene Dusting Powder,

I11-765
Hexachlorophene Dusting Powder, Zinc

and, 111-765
Hexacosane, V-A82
Hexadimethrine Bromide, V-A82
2,2',2",6,6/,6"-Hexa-(I,I-

dimethylethyl)-4,4',4' '-[2,4,6
trimethyJ-l l3,5-

be nzenetriyltrismethylene] rriphenol,
V-A82

1,l,l,3,3,3-Hexafluoropropan-2-ol,
V-A82

Hexamethyldisdazane, V-AS2
Hexamethylenetetramine, see Hexamine
Hexamidine Diisetionate, see Hexomidine

Isetionase
Hexamidine Isetionate, 1-1239
Hexamine, V~AS2

Hexane, see N-Hexane
N-Hexane, V-AS2
Hexane, Purified, V~A82
Hexanesulfonic Acid Sodium Salt, see

Sodium Hexanesulfotuue
Hexanesulfonic Acid Sodium Salt

Monohydrate, see Sodium
Hexanesulfonate i."lonohydrare

Hexanesulphonic Acid Sodium Salt, see
Sodium Hexanesulfonate

Hexetidine, 1-1241
Hexosamines, Composition of

Polysaccharide Vaccines, V-A526
Hexylamine, V~A82
Hexyhesorcinol,I-1242
Hib, see Haemophilus Type b Conjugate

Vaccine
Hibifolin, V-A82
High-molecular-mass Macrogols, 11-161
High-Performance Thin-Layer

Chromatography of Herbal Drugs and
Herbal Drug Preparations, V-A391

Histamine, see Test for His/amine
Histamine Dihydrochloride, 1-1243)

V-A82
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Histamine Phosphate, V-A82
Histamine Solution, V-A82
Histamine, Test for, V·A460
Histaminum for Homoeopathic

Preparations,IV-581
Histidine, 1-1244, V-A82
Histidine Hydrochloride Monohydrate,

1-1246
Histidine Mcnohydrochloride, V-A82
HIV, V-A722
Holmium Oxide, V-A82
Holmium Perchlorate Solution, V-A82
Holy Basil Leaf, IV-I07
Homatropine, 73
Homatropine Eye Drops, 111-766
Homatropine Hydrobromide, 1-1247
Homatropine 1\'lethylbromide, 1-1248
m-Homocysteine, V-A82
L-Homocysteine Thiolactcne

Hydrochloride, V-A82
Homoeopathic Medicines, Starns of,

1-18,11-18,111-18, IV-18, V-18
Homoeopathic Pillules, Coated, IV-555
Hcmoeopathic Pillules, Impregnated,

IV-555
Homoeopathic Preparation, Staphysagria

for, IV-597
Homoeoparhic Preparations, f-xxvi,

IV-537
Homoeopathic Preparations, Acidum

Picrinicum for, IV-557
Homoeopathic Preparations, Adonis

Vernalis, IV-558
Homoeopathic Preparations, Agaricus

Phalloides Ior, IV-559 .
Homoeopathic Preparations, Allium

Sativum for, IV-561
Homoeopathic Preparations, Anacardiwn

for,IV-563
Homoeopathic Preparations, Apis for,

IV-564
Homoeopathic Preparations, Arsenious

Trioxide for, IV-565
Homoeopathic Preparations, Barium

Chloride Dihydrate for, IV-567
Hcmoeoparhic Preparations, Belladonna

for,IV-568
Hcmoeopathic Preparations, Cadmium

Sulfate Hydrate for, IV·569
Homoeopathic Preparations, Calcium

Iodide Terrahydrate for, IV-571
Hornoecpathic Preparations, Cocculus

Indicus for, IV-574
Homoeopathic Preparations, Copper

Acetate Monohydrate [or, IV-576
Homoeopathic Preparations, Copper for,

IV-576
Homoeopathic Preparations, Crocus for,

IV-577
Hcmoeopathic Preparations, Hedera

Helix for, IV-580
Homoeopathic Preparations, Herbal

Drugs for, IV-538
Homoeopathic Preparations,

Hisraminum for, IV-581
Homoeopathic Preparations, Hydrastis

Canadensis for, IV-582
Homoeopathic Preparations,

Hyoscyamus for, IV-583

Homoeopathic Preparations, Hypericum
for,IV-584

Homoeopathic Preparations, Ignatia for,
IV-585

Homoeopathic Preparations, Iron for,
IV-587

Homoeopathic Preparations, Magnesium
Phosphate for, IV-590

Homoeopathic Preparations, Materials
for use in the Manufacture of, V-A914

Homoeopathic Preparations, Mother
Tinctures for, IV-553

Homoeopathic Preparations, Nux-vomica
for,IV-592

Homoeopathic Preparations, Petroleum
Rectificetum for, IV-594

Homoeopathic Preparations, Pillules for,
IV-556

Homoeopathic Preparations, Potassium
Dichromate for, IV-594

Homoeopathic Preparations, Sodium
Tetrachloroaurate Dihydrate for,
IV-596

Hornoeopathic Preparations, Sulfur for,
IV-599

Homoeopathic Preparations, Urtica
Dloica for, IV-603

Homoeopathic Stocks and Potentisation,
Methods of Preparation of, IV-539

Homoeopathic Use, Approved Synonyms
for, V-A705

Homoorientin, V-A82
Honey, 1-1250
Honey Bee for Homoeopathic

Preparations, see Apisfor Homoeopotbic
Preparations

Honokiol, V-A82
Hop Strobile, IV-283
Horse-chestnut, see Hone-chestmu Fruit
Horse-chestnut Dry Extract,

Standardised, IV-288
Horse-chestnut Fruit, IV-286
Horsetail, IV-289
Host-cell Protein Assays, V-A514
Houtruynia Herb, IV-291
Human Albumin, seeAlbumin Solution
Human Albumin Injection IodinatedeZ51), see Iodinated (125[) Albumin

Injection
Human Albumin Solution, seeAlbumin

Solution
Human Anti-D Immunoglobulin, see

Ami-D (RhO) immunoglobulin
Human Anti-D Immunoglobulin, Assay

of, V-M81
Human Anti-D Immunoglobulin for

Intravenous Administration, seeAmi-D
Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Use

Human Antithrombin III, Assay of,
V-M76

Human Antithrombin III Concentrate,
see AntithrombinIII Concentrate

Human Blood and Blood Components,
Empty Sterile Containers of Plasticised
Poly(vinyl chloride), V-A646

Human Blood and Blood Components,
Materials for Containers for, V-A654

Human Blood and Blood Components,
Sterile Plastic Containers for, V-A644

Human Cf-Bsterase Inhibitor, IV-649

Human Cf-Esrerase Inhibitor, Assay of,
V-A486

Human Coagulation Factor II, Assay of,
V-M68

Human Coagulation Factor IX, see Dried
FactorIX Fraction

Human Coagulation Factor IX (eDNA)
Concentrated Solution, seeFactorIX
(rDNA) Concentrated Solution

Human Coagulation Factor IX (eDNA)
Powder for Solution for Injection,
III-767

Human Coagulation Factor VII, see Dried
Factor VII Fraction

Human Coagulation Factor VTI,Assay
of, V-A469

Human Coagulation Factor Vila
(eDNA), see Factor VIla (rDNA)
Concentrated Solution

Human Coagulation Factor VIla
(eDNA) Concentrated Solution, see
Factor VIla (rDNA) Concentrated
Solution

Human Coagulation Factor VIla
(eDNA) (Bptacog Alfa,Activated), see
Factor VIla (rDNA) Concentrated
Solution

Human Coagulation Factor VIII, see
DriedFactor VIII Praaion

Human Coagulation Factor VIII
(eDNA), seeDried Factor VIIJ (rDNA)

Human Coagulation Factor X, Assay of,
V-M71

Human Coagulation Factor XI, see Dried
FactorXI Proction

Human Coagulation Factor XI, Assay of,
V-M72

Human Fibrinogen, seeDriedPibrinogen
Human Glucagon, 1-1176
Human Glucagon for Injection, 111-736
Human Haemaropoietic Progenitor

Cells, Colony-forming Cell, Assay for,
V-A512

Human Haematopoieric Stem Cells,
IV-637

Human Hepatitis A Immunoglobulin, see
Hepatitis A Immunoglobulin

Human Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin, see
Hepatitis B ImmunoglobuHn

Human Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin for
Intravenous Administration, see
Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin for
Imraoenous Use

Human Insulin, 1~1332
Human Measles Immunoglobulin, see

kleasles Immunoglobulin
Human Normal Immunoglobulin for

Intramuscular Administration, see
Normal Immunoglobulin for
Intramuscular Administration

Human Normal Immunoglobulin for
Intravenous Administration, seeNonnal
Immunoglobulin for Intravenous Use

Human Normal Immunoglobulin for
Subcutaneous Administration, see
Nonnal Immunoglobulin for
Subcutaneous Administration

Human Papillomavirus Vaccine (rDNA),
IV-750
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Human Plasma for Fractionation, see
Plasma for Fracuonation

Human Plasma (pooled and Treated for
Virus Inactivation), see Plasma (Pooled
and Treatedfor Virus lnaaiuation)

Human Plasmin Inhibitor, Assay of,
V-M74

Human Protein C, Assay of, V-A476
Human Protein S, Assay of, V-A478
Human «-t-prorelnase Inhibitor, IV-647
Human e-I-Protcinase Inhibitor, Assay

of, V-M86
Human Prothrombin Complex, see Dried

Prothrombin Complex
Human Rabies Immunoglobulin, see

Rabies Immunoglobulin
Human Rubella Immunoglobulin, see

Rubella Immunoglobulin
Human Tetanus Immunoglobulin, see

TetanusImmunoglobulin
Human Tissue Factor Solution, V-A82
Hwnan Varicella Immunoglobulin, see

Varicella Immunoglobulin
Human Varicella Immunoglobulin for

Intravenous Administration, see
Varicetia Immunoglobulin 1M Intravenous
Use

Human von WiUebrand factor, seevon
Willebrand Factor

Human von Willebrand Factor, Assay of,
V-M72

Hyaluronate Solution, V-A83
Hyaluronidase, 1-1251
Hyaluronidase Diluent, V-A83
Hyaluronidase for Injection, 111-769
Hyaluronidase Injection, 111-769
Hydralazine. 73
Hydralazine Hydrochloride, 73, 1-1252
Hydralazine Hydrochloride for Injection,

III-770
Hydralazine Injection, ill-770
Hydralazine Tablets, 111-771
Hydrastine Hydrochloride, V-A83
Hydrastis Canadensis for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-S82
Hydrated Aluminium Hydroxide for

Adsorption, 1-122
Hydrated Aluminium Oxide, see Dried

Aluminium Hydroxide
Hydrated Dihydralazine Sulfate, 1-799
Hydrated Iron (III) Phosphate for

Homoeopathic Preparations, Hydrated
Iron (II) and, IV-589

Hydrated Iron(n) and Iron(m) Phosphate
for Homoeopathic Preparations,
IV-589

Hydrated Iron(m) Phosphate for
Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-588

Hydrated Manganese Glycerophosphate,
11-204

Hydrated Sodium Glycerophosphate,
11-931

Hydrated Sodium Perborate, see Sodium
Peroorate

Hydraaine, V-AS3
Hydrazine Hydrate, V-AS3
Hydrazine Reducing Mixture, see

ReducingMixture
Hydrazine Sulfate, V-AS3
Hydrazine Sulphate, see Hydrazine Sulfate

Hydrindantin, V-AS3
Hydriodic Acid, V-AS3
Hydrobromic Acid, Dilute, V-AS3
Hydrobromic Acid, 30 per cent, V-AS3
Hydrobromic Acid, 47 per cent, V-AS3
Hydrobromic Acid Rl, Dilute, V-AS3
Hydrocarbons (Type L), Low-vapour-

pressure) V-AS3
2M Hydrochloric Acid) V-AS3
3M Hydrochloric Acid, V-AS3
6M Hydrochloric Add) V-A83
Hydrochloric Acid, 1-1253, V-AS3
O.IM Hydrochloric Add, Alcoholic,

V-A83
Hydrochloric Acid, Brominated, V-AS3
Hydrochloric Acid, Concentrated) see

Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrochloric Acid, Dilute, 1-1254,

V-A83
Hydrochloric Acid, Dilute, Heavy Metal-

free, V-A83
Hydrochloric Acid, Dilute R3, V-A84
Hydrochloric Acid, Ethanolic, V-AS3
Hydrochloric Acid) Heavy Metal-free,

V-A83
Hydrochloric Acid, Lead-free, V-AS4
Hydrochloric Acid, Methanolic, V-AS4
Hydrochloric Acid, Stannated, V-A84
O.IM Hydrochloric Acid VS) V-AI64
1M Hydrochloric Acid VS, V-A164
2M Hydrochloric Acid VS, V-A164
3M Hydrochloric Acid VS) V-AIM,
6M Hydrochloric Acid VS) V-A163
Hydrochloric Acid nt, V-A84
Hydrochloric Acid Rt, Dilute, V-AS4
Hydrochloric Acid R2) Dilute, V-AS4
Hydrochlorothiazide, 74, 1-1254
Hydrochlorothiazide Oral Solution,

Amiloride and, seeCo-amilozideOral
Solution

Hydrochlorothiazide Tablets, 111-771
Hydrochlorothiazide Tablets, Amiloride

and) see Co-amilozide Tablets
Hydrochlorothiazide Tablets,

Triamrerene and, 111-479
Hydrocodone Hydrogen Tartrate 2.5

Hydrate, see Hydrocodone Hydrogen
Tartrate Hydrate

Hydrocodone Hydrogen Tartrate
Hydrate, 1-1256

Hydrocortisone, 1-1258, V-A84
Hydrocortisone Acetate) 74, 1-1261,

V-AB4
Hydrocortisone Acetate and Neomycin

Ear Drops) 111-780
Hydrocortisone Acetate and Neomycin

Eye Drops, 111-781
Hydrocortisone Acetate and Neomycin

Eye Ointment, 111-782
Hydrocortisone Acetate Cream, IlI-774
Hydrocortisone Acetate Cream,

Miconazole and, 111-1004
Hydrocortisone Acetate Ear Drops,

Gentamicin and, 111-730
Hydrocortisone Acetate Injection,

1II-775
Hydrocortisone Acetate Ointment,

1II-775
Hydrocortisone Acetate Oral Suspension)

1II-776

Hydrocortisone and Clioquinol Cream,
III-777

Hydrocortisone and Clioquinol
Ointment) 111-778

Hydrocortisone and Hydroquinone
Cream) Tretinoin, IlI-1456

Hydrocortisone and Neomycin Cream,
1II-779

Hydrocortisone and Neomycin Ear
Drops) 111-780

Hydrocortisone and Neomycin Eye
Drops, IlI-781

Hydrocortisone Cream, 111-772
Hydrocortisone Cream) Miconazole and,

1II-IOOI
Hydrocortisone Hydrogen Succinate,

1-1264
Hydrocortisone Ointment, IlI-773
Hydrocortisone Ointment, Miconazole

and) 111-1003
Hydrocortisone Oromucosal Tablets)

IlI-773
Hydrocortisone Sodium Phosphate, 74)

1-1265
Hydrocortisone Sodium Phosphate

Injection, 111-782
Hydrocortisone Sodium Phosphate Oral

Solution, 111-783
Hydrocortisone Sodium Succinate, 75
Hydrocortisone Sodium Succinate for

Injection, 111-784
Hydrocortisone Sodium Succinate

Injection) IIl-784
Hydroflumethiazlde, 75,1-1266
Hydrofluoric Acid) V-A84
Hydrogen, V-A84
Hydrogen for Chromatography, see

Hydrogen
Hydrogen Peroxide Mouthwash) 111-785
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution, see

Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (6 per cent)
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution, Dilute,

V-A84
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution

(3 per cent), 1-1267
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution

(6 per cent» 1-1267
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution

(30 per cent), 1-1268
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution) Strong,

V-A84
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (10 vel)

V-A84
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (20 vol),

V-A84
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (100 vel),

V-A84
Hydrogen Peroxide Solution (200 vol},

V-A84
Hydrogen Peroxide Standard Solution

(2 ppm H 202) , V-A170
Hydrogen Sulfide, V-AS4
Hydrogen Sulfide Solution, V-A84
Hydrogen Sulfide Rl, V-AS4
Hydrogen Sulphide, seeHydrogen Sulfide
Hydrogen Sulphide Solution, see

Hydrogen Sulfide Solution
Hydrogen Sulphide RI, see Hydrogen

Sulfide RJ
Hydrogenated Arachis Oil, 1-197
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Hydrogenated Castor Oil, 1-451
Hydrogenated Cottonseed Oil, 1-690
Hydrogenated Peanut Oil, see

Hydrogenated Arachis Oil
Hydrogenated Polyoxyl Castor Oil, 1-453
Hydrogenated Soya Oil, 11-985
Hydrogenated Soyabean Oil, see

Hydrogenated Soya Oil
Hydrogenated Soya-bean Oil) see

Hydrogenated Soya Oil
Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil, II-1283
Hydrogenated Vegetable Oils, Nickel in,

V-A336
Hydrogenated Wool Fat, 11-1318
Hydrolysed Starch, V-A143
Hydromorphone Hydrochloride, 1-1268
Hydrophobic Colloidal Anhydrous Silica,

11-890
Hydrophobic Interaction

Chromatography, Resin for, seeResin
for 'Hydrophobic Interaction
Chromarography

Hydroquinone, 75, 1-1270, V-A84
Hydroquinone Cream, Tretinoin,

Hydrocortisone and, 01-1456
Hydroquinone Solution, V-AS4
Hydrotafcite, 1-1270
Hydrotalcite Table[s) III-785
Hydrous Benzoyl Peroxide, 1-285
Hydrous Ointment, 111-786
Hydrous Wool Fat, 11-1319
Hydroxocobalamin Acetate, 1-1271
Hydroxocobalamin Chloride, 1-1272
Hydroxocobalamin Injection, W-786
Hydroxocobalamin Sulfate, 1-1273
Hydroxocobalamin Sulphate, see

Hydroxocobalamin SuI/ate
4'-Hydroxyacetophenone, V-A84
-l-Hydroxybenzaldehyde, V-A84
z-Hydroxybenzimidazole, V~A84
-l-Hydroxybenzohydrazide, V-A84
-l-Hydroxybenzcic Acid, V-A84
4-Hydroxybiphenyl, V-A85
Hydroxycarbamide, 76,1-1274
Hydroxycarbamide Capsules, m-787
Hydrcxychloroquine, 76
Hydroxychloroquine Sulfate, 1-1276
Hydroxychloroquine Tablets, 111-788
q-Hydroxycoumarin, V-A85
6-Hydroxydopa, V-A85
Hydroxyethyl Salicylate, 1-1277
Hydroxyerhyl Starches, 11-996
Hydroxyethylcellulose, 1-1278
Hydroxyethylmethylcellulose,I-1281
2-[4-(2-Hydroxyetbyl)piperazin-l-yl]

ethanesulfonic Acid, V-A85
2- [4-(2-hydroxyetbyl)piperazin-l-yl]

ethanesulphonic Acid, see 2-[4-(2
HydroxyethyQpiperazin-l-ylj
ethanesulfonic Acid

2- Hydroxy-l-(2-hydroxy-4-sulfo-l
naphthyJazo)naphthalene-3-carboxylic
Acid, see Calconcarboxylic Acid

-l-Hydroxyisophthalic Acid, V-A85
Hydroxyl Value, V-A358
Hydroxylamine Hydrochloride, V-A85
Hydroxylamine Hydrochloride

Solution R2, V-A85
Hydroxylamine Solution, Alcoholic,

V-AS5

Hydroxylamine Solution, Alkaline,
V-AS5

Hydroxylamine Solution Rl, Alkaline,
V-AS5

Hydroxylammonlum Chloride, see
Hydro~wmmeHydro~wri~

4-Hydroxy-3-methoxybenzaldehyde, see
Vanillin

5-(Hydroxymetbyl)-2,4-dimetbylpyridin
3-01, see4-Desoxypynooxine
Hydrochloride

Hydroxymethylfurfural, V-AS5
Hydroxynaphthol Blue, Sodium Salt,

V-AS5
o:-Hydroxy-a:-phenylacetophenone, see

Benzoin
-l-Id-Hydroxyphenyljburan-z-one, V-A85
Hydroxypropyl Starch, II-l00l
Hydroxypropylbetadex, 1-1282
2~Hydroxypropylbetadex for

Chromatography, V-A85
Hydroxypropylcellulose, 1-1284
Hydroxypropylcellulose, Low-

substituted, 1-1286
Hydroxypropyl-B-cyclodextrin, V-A85
6-Hydroxypurine, see Hypoxanthine
8-Hydroxyquinoline, V-A85
Hydroxyquinoline, see 8-Hydroxyquinoline
Iz-Hydrcxysteanc Acid, V-A85
5-Hydroxyuracil, V-A85
Hydroxyurea Capsules, see

Hydroxycarbamide Capsules
9-Hydroxyxanthene, see Xamhydrol
Hydroxyzine Hydrochloride, 1-1287
Hydroxyzine Oral Solution, ill-789
Hydroxyzine Tablets, 111-791
Hymecromone, 1-1288
Hymenoptera Venoms for Allergen

Products, 1-1289
Hyoscine, 1-1290
Hyoscine Butylbromide, 76, 1-1291
Hyoscine Burylbromide Injection, III-794
Hyoscine Butylbromide Tablets, 111-795
Hyoscine Eye Drops, DI-792
Hyoscine Hydrobromide, 1-1293, V-A85
Hyoscine Injection) III-793
Hyoscine Tablets, 1I1-793
Hyoscyamine Sulfate, 1-1295, V-A85
Hyoscyamine Sulphate, seeHyoscyamine

Sulfate
Hyoscyamus for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-583
Hypericin, V-A85
Hypericum, seeSf. John's Won
Hypericum for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-584
Hyperoside, V-A85
Hypophosphorous Reagent, V-AS5 '
Hypoxanthine, V-A85
Hypromellose, 1-1296
Hypromellose Eye Drops, 111-796
Hypromellose Phthalate, 1-1299

I
Ibandronate Sodium Monohydrate,

1-1300
Ibuprofen, 77, 1-1301, V-A85
Ibuprofen Capsules, III-796

Ibuprofen Effervescent Granules, 111-800
Ibuprofen Gel, III~799

Ibuprofen Granules, Effervescent,
1II-800

Ibuprofen Oral Suspension, 111-801
Ibuprofen Orodispersible Tablets.

III-803
Ibuprofen Prolonged-release Capsules,

III-798
Ibuprofen Prolonged-release Tablets,

lU-806
Ibuprofen Tablets, 111-804
Iceland &1058, IV-293
Ichthammol,I-1304
IchthammoI Cream, Zinc and, DI-ISIS
ID50J V-A722
ID50 J Definition of, 1-30, 11-30, 111-30,

IV-30, V-30
Identification, 1-12, II-I2, m.i 2, IV-I2,

V-12
Identification of Fixed Oils by Thin-layer

Chromatography, V-A362
Identification of Herbal Drugs, DNA

Barcoding as a tool for Botanical, see
DNA Barcoding as a 1001for Botanical
Identification of Herbal Drugs

Identification of Phenothiazlnes by Thin
Layer Chromatography, V-A233

Identification of Steroids, V-A233
Identification Reactions of Ions and

Functional Groups, see Qualitahve
Reactions and Tesu

Identification Techniques for Herbal
Drugs, Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA)
Based, see Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA)
BasedIdentification Techniques for
Herbal Drugs

Idoxuridine, 1-1305
Ifosfamide, 77, 1-1306
Ifosfamide for Injection, 111-807
Ifosfamide Injection, III-807
Ignatia for Homoeopathic Preparations,

IV-585
Imarinib Mesilate, 1-1307
IMI, V-A722
IMI - International Mycological Institute)

address of, 1-31, II-31, 111-31, IV-31,
V-31

Imidazole, V-AS5
Imidazole Buffer Solution pH 6.5,

V-AI 76
Imidazole Buffer Solution pH 7.3,

V-A176
Imidazole, Recrystallised, V-A86
Imidazole Solution, V-A86
Imidazole-Mercury Reagent, V-A86
Iminodiacetic Acid, V-A86
Iminodibenzyl, V-AS6
Imipenem, see Imipenem Monohydrate
Imipenem for infusion, Cilastatin and,

I11-372
Imipenem Monohydrate, 1-1310
Imipramine Hydrochloride, 1-1311,

V-A86
Imipramine Tablets, 1II-808
Immunoassays, V-A746
Immunochemical Methods, V-A451
Immunoglobulins, V-A478
Immunological Products, V-A486

I.
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Immunonephelometry for Vaccine
Component Assay, V-A535

Imrnunosera, IV-661
Inununosera (Antisera) and Vaccines,

Phenol in, V-A524
Immunosera for Human Use, Animal, see

lmmunosera
Imperatcrin, V-A86
Implementation, Dates of, V-A772
Impregnated Homoeopathic Pillules,

IV-555
Impurities, Control of, V-A732
Impurities, Expression of Limits for,

V-A734
Impurities, Limitation of Potential, 1-4,

11-4, 1lI-4, IV-4, V-4
Impurities, Statements of, V-A735
Impurity Limits, Status of, 1-13, 11-13,

11I-13, IV-13, V-13
Impurity Statements, Status of, 1-4, II-'l,

111-4, IV-'l, V-4
IMS, II-272
IMS, seeIndustrialJHelhylared Spin',
In oiooAssay of Poliomyelitis Vaccine

(Inactivated), V-A499
Inactivated Hepatitis A Vaccine, IV-716
Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Split

Virion), IV-731
Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Surface

Antigen),IV-733
Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Whole

Virion), IV-725
Inactivated Poliomyelitis Vaccine) IV-762
2-lndanamine Hydrochloride, V-A86
Indene-t.a.a-rrlone, see Ninhydn"n
Indapamide, 1-1313
Indapamide Prolonged-release Tablets,

11I-810
Indapamide Tablets) 111-809
Indian Frankincense, IV-245
Indian Sandalwood Oil, IV-293, V-A86
Indian Squill, IV-486
Indicator Colour Changes, V-A899
Indicators, V-A899, V-A899
Indicators) Use of Chemical, 1-7, 11-7,

11I-7, IV-7, V-7
Indigo, V-A86
Indigo Carmine) V-A86
Indigo Carmine Solution, V-A86
Indigo Carmine Solution Rl., V-A86
Indigo Plant Leaf, IV-295
Indinavir Sulfate, 1-1315
Indinavir Sulphate, see lndinacirSu/fate
Indirubin, V-A86
Indium ctHIn) Chloride Solution)

IV-865
Indium (HIIn) Oxine Solution, IV-866
Indium (' IIIn) Pentetate Injection,

IV-867
Indomeracin, 71, 1-1317, V-A86
Indometacin Capsules, 111-812
Indometacin Suppositories) 111-813
Indcramin, 78
Indoramin Hydrochloride) 1-1319
Indoramin Tablets, 111-813
Inductively Coupled Plasma-atomic

Emission Spectrometry, V-A200
Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass

Spectrometry) V-A208

Industrial Denatured Alcohol, see
Industrialklethylated Spirit

Industrial Denatured Alcohol (Ketone
free), see Industrialklethylated Spin",
(Ketone-free)

Industrial Methylated Spirit (95%),
V-A86

Industrial Methylated Spirit, 11-272
Industrial Methylated Spirit (Ketone-

free), 11-272
Industrial Methylated Spirits, 11-272
Infliximab Concentrated Solution, 1-1320
Influenza Vaccine (Live, Nasal), IV-726
Influenza Vaccine (Split Virion,

Inactivated), see InactivatedInfluenza
Vaccine (Split Vinon)

Influenza Vaccine (Surface Antigen,
Inactivated), seeInactivatedInfluenza
Vaccine (SurfaceAmigen)

Influenza Vaccine (Surface Antigen,
Inactivated, Prepared in Cell
Cultures), IV-735

Influenza Vaccine (Surface Antigen,
Inactivated) vlrosome), IV-737

Influenza Vaccine (Whole Virion,
Inactivated), see Inactivated Influenza
Vaccine (W7ro/e Virion)

Influenza Vaccine (Whole Virion
Inactivated Prepared in Cell Cultures),
IV-729

Infrared Reference Spectra, I-xxvii
Infrared Reference Spectra, Preparation

of) 2
Infrared Spectrophotometry) V-A183
Infusions, Ill-52, 111-72
Inhaled Products, V-A753
Injectable Insulin Preparations, 11l-815
Injection volume, liquid

Chromatography, V-A240
Injections) 111-72
Injections, Concentrated Solutions for)

11I-72
Injections, Intraocular, V-A895
Injections, Intraocular, 111-86
Injections) Ready-to-Administer, V-A893
INN, V-A754
Inosine, V-A86
m.}'o-Inositol, 1-1326, V-A86
Inositol Nicotinate) 78, 1-1327
Inositol Nicotinate Tablets) 111-814
Instant Herbal Teas, IV-53
Insulin Aspart, 1-1328
Insulin Aspen Injection, ill-8I8
Insulin Aspart Injection) Biphasic,

11I-819
Insulin Glargine, 1-1330
Insulin Glargine Injection, 111-821
Insulin) Human, 1-1332
Insulin Injection, Ill-8I7
Insulin Injection) Biphasic, I-xxxiv
Insulin Injection) Protamine Zinc,

11I-826
Insulin Lispro, 1-1335
Insulin Lispro Injection, lll-823
Insulin Lispro Injection, Biphasic,

11I-824
Insulin, Porcine, 1-1331
Insulin Preparations, seeInjectable Insulin

Preparations
Insulin Preparations, Injectable) lll-8iS

Insulin Zinc Injectable Suspension, see
Insulin Zinc Suspension

Insulin Zinc Injectable Suspension
(Amorphous), seeInsulin Zinc
Suspension (Amorphous)

Insulin Zinc Injectable Suspension
(Crystalline), seeInsulin Zinc Suspension
(Crystalline)

Insulin Zinc Suspension) 111-826
Insulin Zinc Suspension (Amorphous),

11I-827
Insulin Zinc Suspension (Crystalline),

11I-827
Insulin Zinc Suspension, Mixed, see

Insulin Zinc Suspension
Interests, Declaration of, I-xiv
Interferon Alfa-2 Concentrated Solution,

1-1339
Interferon Alfa-2a Injection) III-828
Interferon Bera-Ia Concentrated

Solution, 1-1342
Interferon Beta-fa Injection, 111-829
Interferon Gamma-Ib Concentrated

Solution, 1-1345
Interferons) Assay of, V-A508
Intermediate Precision, V-A769
International Nonproprietary Names)

V-A754
International Reference Preparation,

1-14) 11-14) 111-14)IV-H) V-14
International System (SI) Units) 1-20)

11-20, 11I-20, IV-ZO, V-20
International Unit, Definition of) 1-14,

11-14,11I-14, IV-14, V-14
Interval Colour Changes, V-A899
Intranasal Solutions, i11-66
Intranasal Suspensions, 111-66
Intraocular Injections, 111-86) V-A895
Intravesical Preparations, III-58
Intrinsic Dissolution, V-A412
Introduction, Supplementary Chapters)

V-A727
Invert Syrup, 111-1388
Iobenguane e231) Injection, IV-868
Iobenguane (1311) Injection for

Diagnostic Use, IV-869
lobenguane (131l) Injection for

Therapeutic Use) IV-869
Iobenguane Sulfate for

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
IV-823

Iobenguane Sulphate for
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations, see
Iobenguane Sulfate for
Radiophannaceutical Preparauans

Iodic Acid, V-A86
Iodide Standard Solution (10 ppm I),

V-A170
Iodide Standard Solution (20 ppm I))

V-A170
Iodides) Reactions and Tests of, V-A305
Iodinated e25I) Albumin Injection,

IV-828
Iodinated (1311) Norcholesrerol Injection,

see lodomethylnorchoiesterol (l31l)
Injection

Iodinated Povidone, 11-692
Iodine) 1-1349) V-A86
Iodine-123 and Ruthenium-106 Spiking

Solution) V-A86
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Iodine Bromide, V-A86
Iodine Bromide Solution, V-AS6
Iodine Chloride, V-A86
Iodine Chloride Solution, V-A86
Iodine Monochloride Method, V-A359
Iodine Monochloride Reagent, Strong,

V-A87
Iodine Monochloride Solution, V-A87
Iodine Oral Solution, Aqueous, 111-833
Iodine, Oxygen-flask Combustion,

Method for, V-A3l9
Iodine Pentoxide, seeIodine Pemoxide,

Recrystaliised
Iodine Pentoxide, Recrystallised, V-AS7
Iodine Solution, Alcoholic, 111-833,

V-A87
Iodine Solution, Chloroformic, V-AS7
Iodine Solution Rt, V-AS7
Iodine Solution R2, V-AS7
Iodine, Solution R3, V-AS7
Iodine Solution R4, V-A87
Iodine Solution RS, V-AS7
Iodine Trichloride, V-AS7
Iodine Value, V-A358
0.01,\1 Iodine VS, V-A164
0.05,\1 Iodine VS, V-AI64
0.5M Iodine VS, V-A164
Iodipamide, 78
Iodised Oil Fluid Injection, III-833
Iodixanol,I-1349
Iodoacetamide, V-AS7
Iodoacetic Acid, V-AS7
2-Iodobenzoic Acid, V-AS7
3-Iodobenzylammonium Chloride,

V-A87
Iodoethane, V-A87
2-lodohippuric Acid) V-AS1
Iodomethane, V-AS7
Iodomethylnorcholesterol (1311)

Injection, IV-870
Iodoplatinate Reagent, V-A8S
Iodoplatinate Reagent ni, V-ASS
z-Iodopropane, V-ASS
5-Iodouracil, V-AS8
lohexol,I-1352
Ion-exchange Resin, Strongly Acidic,

V-A88
Ion-exclusion Resin for Chromatography,

V-A88
Ionic Concentration Using Ion-selective

Electrodes, Potentiometric
Determination of, V-A3I9

Iopamidol, 79, 1-1356
Iopamidol Injection, 1I1-834
Iopamidol Oral Solution, III~83S

Iopancic Acid, 79, 1-1359
Iopromide, 1-1360
Ictrolan, 1-1363
loxaglic Acid, 1-1366
IP, V-A722
J.P. - Institut Pasteur, address of, 1-31,

11-31, III-31, IV-31, V-31
Ipecacuanha, IV-296
Ipecacuanha Emetic Mixture, Paediatric,

IV-301
Ipecacuanha Emetic, Paediatric, IV-301
Ipecacuanha Liquid Extract, IV-299
Ipecacuanha Liquid Extract,

Standardised, IV-299

Ipecacuanha Oral Solution, Paediatric,
IV-301

Ipecacuanha, Prepared, IV-298
Ipecacuanha Root, seeIpecacuanha
Ipecacuanha Tincture, Standardised,

IV-300
Ipratrcpium Bromide, 1-1368
Ipratropium Nebuliser Solution, III-837
Ipratropium Pressurised Inhalation,

III-838
Ipratropium Pressurised Solution for

Inhalation, 111-838
Irbesartan, 79, 1-1369
Irbesartan Tablets, I11-839
lrinotecan Hydrochloride Trihydrate,

1-071
Irisflorennn, V-AS8
Iron, V-ASS
Iron and Iron Salts, Reactions and Tests

of, V-A305
Iron Chloride Injection, seeFerric

Chloride Injection
Iron Dextran Injection, 111-840
Iron for Homoecpathic Preparations,

IV-587
Iron for Homoeopathic Use, see Ironfor

Hamoeopatbic Preparations
Iron Salicylate Solution, V-ASS
Iron Standard Solution (0.1 % Fe),

V-A170
Iron Standard Solution (1 ppm Fe),

V-A170
Iron Standard Solution (2 ppm Fe),

V-A170
Iron Standard Solution (8 ppm Fe),

V-A170
Iron Standard Solution (10 ppm Fe),

V-A170
Iron Standard Solution (20 ppm Fe),

V-A170
Iron Standard Solution (250 ppm Fe),

V-A170
Iron Sucrose Injection, m-842
Iron Trichloride Hexahydrate, see Iron

(111) Chloride Hexahydnue
Iron(n) and Hydrated Iron(m) Phosphate

for Homoeopathic Preparations,
Hydrated, IV-S89

Iron(n) Sulfate, V-A8S
Iron(u) Sulfate Solution R2) V-ASS
0.1,\1Ironfrr) Sulfate VS, V-AI64
Iron(n) Sulfate-Citrate Solution, V-AS8
Ironut) Sulphate-Citrate Solution, see

lronttt) Sulfare-Giirare Solution
Iron(nr) Chloride, Anhydrous, V-A8S
Ironun) Chloride Hexahydrate, V-ASS
Iron(m) Chloride Solution, V-A8S
Iron(m) Chloride Solution, Ethanollc,

V-A88
lron(m) Chloride Solution Rl, V-A8S
Iron(m) Chloride Solution R2, V-ASS
Iron(m) Chloride-Sulfamic Acid

Reagent, V-ASS
Iron(m) Nitrate, V-ASS
Iron(m) Nitrate Solution, V-ASS
Iron(m) Phosphate for Homoeopathic

Preparations, Hydrated, IV~588

Iron(m) Phosphate for Homoeopathic
Preparations, Hydrated Ironur) and,
Hydrated, IV-S89

Ironun) Sulfate, V-ABS
Iron(m) Sulfate Penrahydrare, V-ASS
Iron(m) Sulfate Solution, V~A88

Ironnn) Sulphate, see [ron(Il) Sulfau
Iron(m) Sulphate, seelron(ll1) Sulfate
Ironuu) Sulphate Pentahydrare, seeIron

(Ill) Sulfate Pentahydnue
Ironfurjtrisulfate Hydrated, seeIrontttt)

Sulfate
Ironmrjrrisulphare Hydrated, see [ron(lfI)

Sulfate
IS8tLn, V-A89
Isatin Reagent, V-A89
Isatis Root, IV-302
ISO, V-A722
Isoamyl Alcohol, seeAmyl Alcohol
Isoamyl Benzoate, see Isopentyl Benzoate
Isoandrosrerone, V-A89
Isobutyl Acetate, V-A89
Isobutyl Alcohol, see 2-lYlethylpropan·}-d/
N-Isobutyldodecatetraenamide, V-A89
N-Isobutyldodecatetraenamide Solution,

V-A89
Isoconazole,I-1373
Isoconazole Nitrate, 1-1374
Isodrin, V-A89
Isoelectric Focusing, V-A252
Isoelecrric Focusing, Anolyte for, V-A35
Isoelecrric Focusing pH 3 to 5,

Catholyte for, V-A46
Isoeugenol, V-A89
Isoeugenyl Acetate, V-A89
Isoflurane,I-1376
Isoleucine, 1-1377, V-A89
Isomalt, 1-1379, V-A89
Isomalthol, V-A89
Iscmenthol, V-A89
(+)-Isomenthone, V-A89
Isometheptene, 80
Isomerhyleugencl, V-A89
Isoniazid, SO,1-1380, V-A89
Isoniazid Injection, 111-844
Isoniazid Oral Solution, 1II-844
Isoniazid Solution, V-A89
Isoniazid Tablets, 111-845
Isonicotinamide, V-A89
Isonicorinic Add, V-A89
Iso-ocrane, see 2,2A-Tnll1ethylpemane
Isopenryl Benzoate, V-A89
Isophane Insulin, seeIsophane Insulin

Injection
Isophane Insulin Injection, 111-821
Isophane Insulin (NPH), see Isophane

Insulin Infection
Isoprenaline Concentrate, Sterile, 111-846
Isoprenaline Hydrochloride, 1-1382
Isoprenaline Injection, III-S45
Isoprenaline Sterile Concentrate, 111-846
Isoprenaline Sulfate, 1-1383
Isoprenaline Sulphate, seeIsoprenaline

Sulfate
2-Isopropenyl-5-methylhex-4-en-l-ol, see

Lavandulol
Isopropyl Alcohol, 1-1384
Isopropyl Alcohol, seePropan-2-o1
Isopropyl Benzenesulfonate in Active

Substances, see Methyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Bensenesulfonate in Active
Substances

Isopropyl Edler, seeDi-isopropj'l Ether
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Isopropyl Iodide, see 2-Iodo-propane
Isopropyl Isosrearate, 1-1385
Isopropyl Methanesulfonare, V-A90
Isopropyl Methanesulfcnate in Active

Substances, seeJ.Hethyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Methonesulfonate in Active
Substances

Isopropyl Methanesulfonate in
Methanesulfonic Acid, seelvleth)'I,
Ethyl and Isopropyl /vlethanesulfonate in
lvlethanesulfonic Acid

Isopropyl Myristare, 1-1385, V-A90
Isopropyl Palmitate, 1-1386
Isopropyl Tetradecanoate, see Isopropyl

Myristate
Isopropyl Toluenesulfonate, V-A90
Isopropyl Toluenesulfonate in Active

Substances, see Ivlethyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Toluenesulfonme in Aaive
Substances

Isopropylamine, V-A89
1-Isopropyl-a-merhylcyclohexn-Ld-diene,

see Terpinene
2-Isopropyl-5-methylphenol, see Thymol
4-Isopropylphenol, V-A90
-l-Isopropyltcluene, seep-Gymene
Isopulegcl, V~A90
Isoquercitrin, V-A90
Isoquercitrin, see lsoquerchroside
Isoquercitroside, V-A90
Isorhamnetin -3-o-neohesperidoside,

V-A9D
Isorhamnetin-3-0-cutinoside, V-A90
Isorhynchophylline, V-A90
Isosilibinin, V-A90
Isosorbide Dinitrate, 80
Isosorbide Dinitrate, Diluted, 1-1387
Isosorbide Dinitrate Injection, III-847
Isosorbide Dinitrate Sublingual Tablets,

III-849
Isosorbide Dinitrare Tablets, III-848
Isosorbide Mononitrate, Diluted, 1-1389
Isosorbide Mononitrate Prolonged-

release Capsules, ]II-850
Isosorbide Mononirrate Prolonged-

release Tablets, III-853
Isosorbide Mononitrate Tablets, 1II-852
Isorretinoin,I-1391
Isorretinoin Capsules, ]1]-854
Isorretinoin Gel, III-8SS
Isovitexin, V-A90
Isoxsuprine Hydrochloride, 1-1392
Ispaghula Husk, IV-303
Ispaghula Husk Effervescent Granules,

IV-3D4
Ispaghula Husk Granules, IV-304
Ispaghula Husk Oral Powder, IV-304
Ispaghula Seed, IV-305
Isradipine, 81, 1-1394
Italic Type, Significance of, 1-8, II-B,

111-8, IV-B, V-8
Iuaconazole,I-139S
Irraconazole Capsules, 111-856
Itraconazole Concentrate, Sterile, III-859
Itraconazole Oral Solution, III-858
Itraconezole Sterile Concentrate, 1I1-859
IV, V-A722
IU, Definition of, 1-14, 11-14, III-14,

IV-14, V-14
IUPAC, V-A722

Ivermectin, 1-1398
Ivy Leaf, IV-3D5

J
Java Tea, IV-307
Javanese Turmeric, IV-511
josamycin, 11-41
josamycin Propionate, 11-44
Juniper, IV-308
Juniper Oil, N-309
Justified and Authorised, Definition of,

1-5,11-5, III-5, ]V-5, V-5

K
Kaempferol, V-A90
Kali Muriaticum, V-A705
Kalium Bichomicum for Homoeopathic

Preparations, seePotassiumDichromate
for Hamoeopathic Preparations

Kanamycin Acid Sulfate, 11-46
Kanamycin Acid Sulphate, see

Kanamycin Acid Sulfate
Kanamycin Monosulfate, see Kanamycin

Sulfate
Kanamycin Sulfate, II-47
Kanamycin Sulphate, seeKanamycin

SIll/ate
Kaolin and Morphine Mixture, III-860
Kaolin and Morphine Oral Suspension,

seeKaolin and Morphine ll-lixlUre
Kaolin, Heavy, 11-48
Kaolin, Light, D-49, V-A90
Kaolin, Light (Natural), II-SO
Kaolin Mixture, III-86D
Kaolin Oral Suspension, see Kaolin

lvlixture
Kaolin Poultice, 111-861
Karaya Gum, see Sterculia
Karl Fischer Reagent VS, V-A164
pkat, V-A722
Kelp, IV-3ID
Kerosene, Deodorised, V-A90
Ketamine Hydrochloride, II-50
Ketamine Injection, 111-861
Ketamine Nasal Spray, 111-862
Ketamine Oral Solution, 111-863
Ketobemidone Hydrochloride, II-51
l l-Keto-Bcboswellic Acid, V-A90
Ketoconazole, II-53
Keroccnazole Cream, III-864
Ketoconazole Shampoo, III-866
Ketcprofen, II-54
Ketoprofen Capsules, III-861
Ketoprofen Gel, ]11-868
Ketorolac Trometamol, II-57
Ketotifen Fumarate, II-58
Ketotifen Hydrogen Fumarate, see

Keroujen Fumarate
Kieselguhr, V-A90
Kieselguhr for Chromatography, V-A90
Kieselguhr G, V-A91
Knotgrass, IV-311
Krameria, see Rhatany Root
Krypton (81mKr) Inhalation Gas, IV-871
Kudzuvine Root, IV-312

L
L+ dose, Definition of, 1-30, II-30,

III-3D, IV-3D, V-3D
L+110 dose, Definition of, 1-30, 11-30,

III-3D, IV-3D, V-3D
Labelled Potency, V-A749
Labelling, V-A744
Labelling of Unlicensed Medicinal

Products, V-A885
Labelling, Requirements for, 1-16, 11-16,

III-16, IV-16, V-16
Labetalol, 82
Labetalol Hydrochloride, 1I~60

Labetalol Injection, 111-870
Labetalot Tablets, III~870
Lacidipine, 82, IJ-62
Lacidipine Tablets, 111-871
Lacosamide, 11-64
Lacosamide Infusion, 111-872
Lacosamide Oral. Solution, 111-873
Lacosamide Tablets, ID-875
Lactates, Reactions and Tests of,

V-A3DS
Lactic Acid, 11-66, V-A91
Lactic Acid Pessaries, 1II-876
Lactic Acid Reagent, see Lactic Reagem
Lactic Reagent, V-A91
Lacritol Monohydrate, 11-67
Lactobionic Add, 11-69, V-A91
P-Lactose, V-A91
Lactose) II-70, V-A91
c-Lactose Monohydrate, V-A91
Lactose Monohydrate, 11-71
Lactose Monohydrate) see Lactose
Lactulose, 11-73, V-A91
Lactulose Oral Powder, 111-876
Lactulose Solution, 11-75
Laevulose, see n-Fruaose
I.AL Test, see Testfor BacterialEndotoxins

(IAL T"l)
Lamivudine, 82, 11-77
Lamivudine Tablets, 111-878
Lamlvudine Tablets, Abacavir and,

III-93
Lamivudine Tablets, Abacavir,

Zidovudine and, seeAbaceoir,
Zidovudine and Lamiuudine Tablets

Lamivudine Tablets, Zidovudine and) see
Zidovudine and Lamivudine Tablets

Lamotrigine, 11-80
Lamotrigine Dispersible Tablets, ]II-880
Lamotrigine Tablets, IIl-879
L -Analyl- L -proline, V-A34
Lanatoside C, V-A91
Lanolin, see Hydrous WoolFat
Lansoprazole, I1-81
Lansoprazole Capsules, see Lansoprazole

Ganro-resistant Capsules
Lansoprazole Gastro-resistanr Capsules,

II1-88l
Lansoprazole Gastro-resisrant Tablets,

III-883
Lansoprazole Tablets) seeLansoprazole

Gastro-resistam Tablets
Lanthanum Chloride Heptahydrate,

V-A91
Lanthanum Chloride Solution, V-A91
Lanthanum Nitrate, V-A91
Lanthanum Nitrate Solution, V-A92
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O.IM Lanthanum Nitrate VS) V-AL64
Lanthanum Oxide, see Lanthanum

Tnooxide
Lanthanum Trioxide) V-A92
Largehead Atracrylodes Rhizome) IV-IOI
Laser Light Diffraction, Particle Size

Analysis by, V-A606
Lassar's Paste) III-ISI8
Latenoprosr, 11-83
Lauric Acid, V-A92
Lauromacrogol 400) 11-85
Lauroyl Macrogolglycerides, II-87
Lauryl Alcohol) seeDodecan-l-ol
Lavandulol, V-A92
Lavandulyl Acetate, V-A92
Lavender Flower, IV-315
Lavender Oil, IV-317
LCR, seeNucleic Acid Amplification

Techniques: Ligase Chain Reaction
(LCR)

LD jo, V-A 722
LD jo, Definition of, 1-30, 11-30, m-so,

IV-30, V-30
Lead Acetate, see Lead(II) Acelate
Lead Acetate Cotton, V-A92
Lead Acetate Paper, V-A92
Lead Acetate Solution) V-A92
Lead and Lead Compounds, V-A305
Lead Di-acetate, seeLead(J1) Acetate
Lead Dinitrate, see Leadttt) Nitrate
Lead Dioxide, see Leadttv) Oxide
Lead liposoluble Standard Solution

(1000 ppm Pb), V-A170
Lead Nitrate) see Lead(ll) Nitrate
Lead Nitrate Solution, V-A92
o.i« Lead Nitrate VS, V-A164
O.OSM Lead Nitrate VS, V-AIM
Lead Standard Solution (0.1% Pb),

V-Al70
Lead Standard Solution (001 ppm Pb)J

V-A171
Lead Standard Solution (0.25 ppm Pb},

V-A171
Lead Standard Solution (I ppm Pb),

V-AI71
Lead Standard Solution (2 ppm Pb),

V-AI71
Lead Standard Solution (10 ppm Pb),

V-A170
Lead Standard Solution (20 ppm Pb),

V-Al70
Lead Standard Solution (l00 ppm Pb)J

V-A170
Lead Standard Solution

(10 ppm Pb) RI, V-A171
Lead Subacetate Solution, V-A92
Lead(u) Acetate, V-A92
Lead(n) Nitrate, V-A92
Lead(tv) Oxide, V-An
t-c-Lecithin from egg yolk, V-A92
Leflunornide, 11-89
Leflunomide TabletsJ III-884
Legal Requirements, Unlicensed

Medicines) V-A884
Leiocarposide, V-A92
Lemon Balm, IV-319
Lemon Balm Dry Extract, IV-321
Lemon Oil, IV-322, V-A92
Lemon ou, Terpeneless, IV-324
Lemon Peel, Dried, IV-322

Lemon Spirit, IV-324
Lemon Syrup, IV -324
Lemon Verbena Leaf, IV-325
Letrozcle, 11-90
l.etrozole TabletsJ 111-885
Leucine, 11-91
Leucine, see L-Leucine
t-Leucine, V-A92
Leuprorelin, II ~93
Leuprorelin for Injection, 111-887
Leuprorelin Injection, 111-881
Levamisole Hydrochloride, 11-95
Levetiracetam, II-96
Levobunolol Eye Drops, 111-888
Levobunolol Hydrochloride) 83) 11-98
Levocabestine Hydrochloride, II-99
Levocamitine, 11-101
Levodopa, 83J 11-103, V-A92
Levodopa and Carbidopa Tablets)

III-446
Levodopa Capsules, Benseraaide

Hydrochloride and) seeCo-beneldopa
Capsules

Levodopa Capsules) Prolonged-release
Benserazide Hydrochloride and, see
Co-beneldopa Prolonged-release Capsules

Levodropropizlne, 11-104
Levofloxacin Hemihydrate, 11-106
Levomenol, see (-)-a.-Bisabolol
Levomenthol,lI-108
Levomenthol Cream) 1II-889, V-A888
Levomepromazine, 83
Levomepromazine Hydrochloride) II-I09
Levomepromazine Injection) m-890
Levomepromazine Maleate, 11-110
Levomepromazlne Tablets) m-890
Levomethadone Hydrochloride, 11-111
Levonorgestrel,II-113
Levonorgestrel and Ethinylestradiol

Tablets) 111-893
Levonorgestrel TabletsJ 111-891
Levothyroxine Oral Solution, 111-894
Levothyroxine Sodium, 11-116
Levcthyroxine Tablets, 111-895
Lf dose, Definition of 1-30J II-3D,

III-30, IV-30, V-30
lidocaine (I)J 84
lidocaine (2), 84
Lidocaine, II-118
Lidocaine and Adrenaline Injection,

III-899
Lidocaine and Chlorhexidine Gel,

III-900
Lidocaine and Epinephrine Injection, see

Lidocaine and Adrenaline Injection
Lidocaine Cutaneous Solution, Sterile,

III-899
Lidocaine GelJ 111-896
Lidocaine Hydrochloride, see Lidocaine

Hydrochloride Monohydrate
Lidocaine Hydrochloride Monohydrate,

11-120
Lidocaine Injection) 111-897
Lidocaine Injection) Intraocular, 111-897
Lidocaine Intraocular Injection, ID-897
Lidocaine Ointment, 111-898
Lidocaine Solution, Sterile, IlI-899
Lidocaine Sterile Cutaneous Solution,

III-899
Lidocaine Sterile Solution, 111-899

Light Kaolin, 11-49
Light Kaolin (Natural), II-SO
Light Liquid Paraffin, 11-539
Light Liquid Paraffin Eye Drops,

ill-1l54
Light Magnesia, see LigheA>lagnesium

Oxide
Light Magnesium Carbonate, 11-181
Light Magnesium Oxide, 11-189
Light, Protected from, Definition of,

H2, 11-12, I1I-12, IV-12, V-12
Light, Protection from, V-A232
Light, Subdued, Definition of, 1-12,

11-12, 1II-12, IV-12, V-12
Lighryellow Sophora Root, see Sophora

Plauescens Root
Lignin, Reactions and Tests of V-A30S
Lignocaine and Chlorhexidine Gel, see

Lidocaine and Ch/orhexidine Gel
Lignocaine Gel, seeLidocaine Gel
Lignocaine Injection, see Lidocaine

Injection
Lignocaine Ointment, seeLidocaine

Ointment
Lignocaine Solution, Sterile, see Lidocaine

Solution, Sterile
Ligusticum Root and Rhizome, IV-326
Lime, Chlorinated, 1-541
Lime Flower, IV-328
lime Water, 111-289
Limit of Detection, V-A770
Limit of Quantiration, V-A770
limit Test for Aluminium) V-A309
limit Test for Ammonium, V-A309
limit Test for Arsenic, V-A309
limit Test for Calcium, V-MJO
limit Test for Carbon Monoxide in

Medicinal Gases) V-A350
limit Test for Chlorides) V-A310
limit Test for Fluorides) V-MI0
limit Test for Heavy Metals, V-A31J
Limit Test for Heavy Metals in Herbal

Drugs and Herbal Drug Preparations,
V-A314

Limit Test for Iron) V-A314
Limit Test for Lead in Sugars) V-A314
Limit Test for Magnesium, V-A314
Limit Testfor Magnesium and Alkaline-

earth Metals, V-A314
limit Test for Nickel in Polyols, V-A316
Limit Test for Phosphates, V-A317
Limit Test for Potassium) V-A317
Limit Test for Sulfates) V-A317
Limit Tests, V-A309
Limitation of Impurities) Expression of,

V-A734
Limits) Application of, 1-13, II-13,

III-B, IV-B, V-B
Limits of Error, Fiducial, V-A749
Llmonene, V-A92
Linalol, see Linaloal
Linalool, V-A92
Linalyl Acetate, V-A93
Lincomycin Capsules) 111-902
Lincomycin Hydrochloride, 84) 11-121
Lincomycin Injection, III-902
Linctus, Paediatric Simple, DI-1332
Linctus, Simple, 1II-1332
Lincruses, 111-62
Lindane, V-A93
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Linearity, V-A768
Liniments, 111-45
Linoleic Acid, V-A93
Linolenic Acid, V-A93
Linolenyl Alcohol, V-A93
llnoleoyl Macrogolglycerides, 11-123
Linoleyl Alcohol, V-A93
Linseed, IV-329
Linsidomine Hydrochloride, V-A93
Liothyronine Sodium, 11-12S
Liothyronine Tablets, 111-903
Lipase Solvent, V-A93
Lipophilic Solid Dosage Forms,

Dissolution Test for, V-A408
liquefied Phenol, 11-589, V-AI16
Liquid Chromatography, V-A238
Liquid Chromatography, Injection

volume, V-A240
Liquid Chromatography, Resolution

factor, V-A240
Liquid Chromatography, Run time,

V-A240
Liquid Chromatography, Secondary

peaks, V-A240
Liquid Glucose, 1-1185
Liquid Glucose, Spray-dried, 1-1186
liquid Lactulose, see Lacudose Solution
Liquid Maltitol, 11-202
Liquid Paraffin, II-540
Liquid Paraffin and Magnesium

Hydroxide Oral Emulsion, 111-1154
Liquid Paraffin Oral Emulsion, 111-1154
Liquid Preparations for Cutaneous

Appllcadon, see Liquidsfor CUMneous
Application

liquid Preparations for Oral Use, see
Oral Liquids

Liquid Scintillation Cocktail, V-A93
Liquid Scintillation Cocktail Rl, V-A93
liquid Sorbitol (Crystallising), ll-982
Liquid Sorbitol (Non-crystallising),

11-983
liquid Sucrose, see Syrup
liquids for Cutaneous Application,

III-44
liquids for Cutaneous Application of the

BP, I11-45
liquorice, IV-330
liquorice Dry Extract for Flavouring

Purposes,IV-331
liquorice Liquid Extract, IV-332
liquorice Root, see Liquorice
Liquorice Root for use in TGM, IV-333
liquorice Root for use in Traditional

Chinese Medicine, see Liquorice Root
for use in TCM

Lisinopril Dihydrate, 11-126
lisinopriJ Oral Solution, m-904
Lisinopril Tablets, ill-90S
Lithium, V-A93
Lithium and Sodium

Molybdorungstophosphate Solution,
see Phosphomolybdoeungs,ic Reagent

Lithium Carbonate, 11-128, V-A93
Lithium Carbonate Prolonged-release

Tablets, 111-907
Lithium Carbonate Tablets, 111-907
Lithium Carbonicum, V-A705
Lithium Chloride, V-A93
Lithium Citrate, 11-129

Lithium Citrate Oral Solution, 111-907
Lithium Hydroxide, V-A93
Lithium Metaborate, Anhydrous, V-A93
O.IMlithium Methoxide VS, V-A164
lithium Standard Solurion (100 ppm

ui, V-A171
Lithium Sulfate, V-A93
lithium Sulphate, see Lithium Sulfate
Lithium Tritluoromethanesulfonate,

V-A93
Lithium Tritluoromethanesulphonate, see

Lirhium Tn"jluoromethanesulfonate
Litmus, V-A93
Litmus Paper, V-A94
Litmus Paper, Blue, V~A94
Litmus Paper, Red, V-A94
litmus Solution, V-A94
live Biotherapeuric Products for Human

Use, 11-130
Live Biotherapeutic Products: Tests for

Enumeration of Microbial
Contaminants, Microbiological
Examination of, V-A567

Live Biorherapeutic Products: Tests for
Specified Micro-organisms,
Microbiological Examination of,
V-A572

WI0 dose, Definition of, 1-30, 11-30,
1II-30, IV-30, V-30

Lobeline Hydrochloride, 11-132
Locust Bean Gum, See CarobBean Gum
Lofepramine Hydrochloride, 11-133
Lofepramine Hydrochloride (Form A),

85
Lofepramine Hydrochloride (Form B),

85
Lofepramlne Tablets, 111-908
Loganin, V-A94
Lomusrlne, 85, 11-134
Lomustlne Capsules, ill-908
Long Pepper, IV-336
Longifolene, V-A94
Loosestrife, IV-337
Loperamide Capsules, 111-909
Loperamide Hydrochloride, 11-135
Loperamide Oral Solution, 111-911
Lcperamide Oral Suspension, IIIR 912
Loperamide Orodispersible Tablets,

111-915
Loperamide Oxide Monohydrate, 11-137
Loperamide Tablets, 111-913
Lopinavir,II-139
Loprazolam Mesilate, 86) 11-142
Loprazolam Tablets, ID-916
Loratadine, 86, 11-143
Loratadine Tablets, 111-917
Lorazepam, 86, 11-146
Lorazepam Injection, m-918
Lorazepam Oral Solution, UI-920
Lorazepam Oral Suspension, 111-920
Lorazepam Tablets) m-921
Lcrmetazepam, 87, 11-147
Lormetazepam Tablets, ill-923
Losartan, 87
Losartan Potassium, II-14S
Losartan Potassium Tablets, 111-924
Loss on Drying, Definition of

Temperature Range, 1-12, 11-12,
IIl-12, IV-12, V-12

Loss on Drying, Determination of,
V-A349

Loss on Drying of Extracts, V-A379
Lotions, 111-45
Lotions, Powders for, ill-45
Lovage Root, IV-339
Lovastatin, II-lSI
Low-molecular-mass Heparins, see Low-

molecular-weight Hepatins
Low-molecular-weight Heparins, 1-1235
Low-Oxygen Nitrogen, 11-422
Low-substituted Cannellose Sodium,

1-444
Low-substituted HydroxypropylceUulose,

1-1286
Lp/IO dose, Definition of, 1-30, ll-30,

111-30, IV-30, V-30
Ir/lOO dose, Definition of, 1-30, 11-30,

IlI-30, 1V-30, V-30
Lumiflavine, V-A94
Luteohn, V-A94
Luteolin-7-gfucoslde, VwA94
Lutetium Chloride Hexahydrate, V-A94
Lutetium el1Lu) Solution for

Radiolabelling, 1V-874
Lutetium Standard Solution (20 ppm

Lu), V-AI71
Lycopus Lucidus Herb, IV-340
Lymecycline, 11-153
Lymecycline Capsules, 111-926
Lynestrencl, II-ISS
Lysine Acetate, II-1S6
DL-Lysine Acetylsalicylate, see Aspin'n

Lysine
Lysine Hydrochloride, II-1S8, V-A94
Lysyl Endopeptidase, V-A94

M
M, Definition of, 1-6, 11-6, 1II-6, IV-6,

V-6
Macrogcglycerol Cocoares, see /vlacrogol

Glycerol Cocoases
Macrogol 20 000, see Polyethylene Glyro/

20,000
Macrogol 200, seePolyethylene Glycol200
Macrogol 300, see Polyethylene Glycol300
Macrogol 400, seePolyeJhylene Glycol400
Macrogol 600, V-A94
Macrogol 1000, see Polyethylene Glyrol

1000
Macrogol 1500, seePolyerhylene Glycol

1500
Macragol 4000, V-A94
Macrogol6000, V-A94
Macrogol 30 Dipolyhydroxystearare,

11-163
Macrogol 6 Glycerol Caprylocaprate,

1I-164
Macrogol 20 Glycerol Monostearate,

1I-165
Macrogol 15 Hydroxystearate, 11-166
Macrogol 40 Sorbitol Heptaoleate,

11-172
Macrogol Adipate, see Polyerhylene Glycol

Adipate
Macrogcl, Base-deactivated, V-A94
Macrogol Cetostearyl Ether, 11-162,

V-A94
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Macrogol Glycerol Cocoares, 11-164
Macrogol IsotridecyJ Ether, 11-167
Macrogol 23 Lauryl Ether, V-A94
Macrogol Lauryl Ether, II-168
Macrogol 20,000 z-Niucrerephthalare,

V-A94
MacrogoJ Oleate, 11-169
Macrogol Oleyl Ether, 11-170
Macrogol, Polar-deactivated, V-A94
MacrogoJ Poly(vinyl alcohol) Grafted

Copolymer, 11-171
Macrogol 200 Rf, seePolyethylene Glycol

200Rl
Macrogol Stearate, II-173
Macrogol Stearyl Ether, 11-174
Macrogol Succinate, seePolyethylene

GlycolSuccinate
Macrogolglycerol Hydroxystearare, see

Hydrogenated PolyoxylCastorOil
Macrogolglycerol Ricinoleate, seePolyoxyl

Castor Oil
Macrogols, 11-159
Macrogcls, High-molecular-mass, 11-161
Macroscopical characteristics of Crude

Drugs, 1-17, 11-17, m-17, IV-17,
V-17

Magaldrate, 11-175
Magaldrate Oral Suspension, 111-928
Magnesium, V-A94
Magnesium Acetate, V-A94
Magnesium Acetate Tetrahydrare, 11-176
Magnesium Aluminometasilicate, 11-177
Magnesium and Magnesium Salts,

Reactions and Tests of, V-A305
Magnesium Aspartate, 11-178
Magnesium Aspartate Dihydrate, see

Magnesium Aspartate
Magnesium Carbonate, Heavy, 11-180
Magnesium Carbonate Heavy and

Calcium Carbonate Tablets,
Chewable, see Calcium Carbonate and
Heavy Magnesium Carbonate Chewable
Tablets

Magnesium Carbonate, Light, II-181
Magnesium Carbonate Mixture,

Aromatic, 111-929
Magnesium Carbonate Oral Suspension,

Aromatic, seeAromatic A-Iagnesium
Carbonate Mixture

Magnesium Chloride, V-A94
Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate,

II-182
Magnesium Chloride 4.5-Hydrate, see

Partially Hydrated ""Iagnesium Chloride
.Magnesium Chloride Injection, m-929
O.lM Magnesium Chloride VS, V-A164
Magnesium Citrate, 11-184
Magnesium Citrate Dodecahydrate,

II-184
Magnesium Citrate Nonehydrate, 11-185
Magnesium Fluoratum for

Homoeopathic Preparations, N-589
Magnesium Gluconate, 11-185
Magnesium Glycerophosphate, 11-186
Magnesium Glycerophosphate Chewable

Tablets, III-930
Magnesium Glycerophosphate Oral

Solution, ffi-929
Magnesium Glycerophosphate Tablets,

Chewable, ill-930

Magnesium Hydroxide, 11-187
Magnesium Hydroxide and Aluminium

Hydroxide Tablets, 111-474
Magnesium Hydroxide Mixture, W-930
Magnesium Hydroxide Oral Emulsion,

Liquid Paraffin and, 111-1154
Magnesium Hydroxide Oral Suspension,

see Magnesium HydroxideMixture
Magnesium Hydroxide Oral Suspension,

Aluminium Hydroxide and, Ill-474
Magnesium Lactate Dihydrate, 11-188
Magnesium Muriaticum, V-A705
Magnesium Nitrate, V-A94
Magnesium Nitrate Solution, V-A95
Magnesium Oxide, V-A95
Magnesium Oxide, Heavy, 11-188,

V-A95
Magnesium Oxide, Light, 11-189
Magnesium Oxide Rl, V-A95
Magnesium Peroxide, 11-190
Magnesium Phosphate for

Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-590
Magnesium Phosphoricum for

Hcmoeopathic Preparations, see
lvlagnesium Phosphate for Homoeopathic
Preparations

Magnesium Pidclate, 11-190
Magnesium Silicate for Pesticide Residue

Analysis, V-A95
Magnesium Standard Solution (0.1 %

Mg), V-A171
Magnesium Standard Solution (10 ppm

Mg), V-A171
Magnesium Standard Solution (100 ppm

Mg), V-AI71
Magnesium Standard Solution

(1000 ppm Mg), V-AI71
Magnesium Standard Solution (l0 ppm

Mg) RI, V-AI71
Magnesium Stearate, 11-192
Magnesium Sulfate, V-A95
Magnesium Sulfate, Dried, 11-195
Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate, 11-195
Magnesium Sulfate Injection, 111-930
Magnesium Sulfate Mixture, DI-931
Magnesium Sulfate Oral Suspension, see

Magnesium Sulfate Mixture
Magnesium Sulfate Paste, 11l-931
Magnesium Sulfate, Potassium Chloride

and Sodium Chloride Infusion, lli-932
Magnesium Sulfate VS, V-A165
Magnesium Sulfuricum, V-A105
Magnesium Sulphate, seeMagnesium

Sulfate
Magnesium Sulphate Heptahydrare, see

Magnesium Sulfate Heptahydrate
Magnesium Sulphate Injection, see

Magnesium Sulfate Injeaion
Magnesium Sulphate Mixture, see

Magnesium Sulfate Mixrure
Magnesium Sulphate Paste, see

Magnesium Sulfate Paste
Magnesium Sulphate VS, seeklagnesium

Sulfate VS
Magnesium Trisilicare, 11-195
Magnesium Trisilicate Mixture, W-932
Magnesium Trisilicate Mixture,

Compound, see""lagnesium Trisilicate
J.Hixrure

Magnesium Trisilicare Oral Powder,
Compound, IIl-933

Magnesium Trisilicate Oral Suspension,
seeMagnesium Ttisilicate A>Iixture

Magnesium Trisilicare Tablets,
Chewable Aluminium Hydroxide and,
III-933

Magnesium Trisilicate Tablets,
Chewable Compound, ill-933

Magneson, V-A95
Magneson Reagent, V-A95
Magneson Solution, V-A95
Magnolia Biondii Flower, IV-342
Magnolia Officinalis Bark, IV-344
Magnolia Officinalis Flower, IV-34S
Magnolin, V-A95
Magnolol, V-A95
Maize Oil, V-A95
Maize Oil, Refined, II-l96
Maize Starch, 11-1004
Makisrerone A, V-A95
Malachite Green, V-A95
Malachite Green Solution, V-A95
Malalhioo, 11-197, V-A95
Malathion Lotion, 111-934
Malathion Shampoo, III-93S
Maleate Buffer Solution pH 7.0, see

Lipase Solvent
Maleic Acid, 11-198, V-A95
Maleic Anhydride, V-A95
Maleic Anhydride Solution, V-A95
Malic Acid, 11-199, V-A95
Mallow Flower, IV-347
Mallow Leaf, N -348
Malonic Acid Mononitrile, see

Cyanoacetic Acid
Maltitol, 11-200, V-A95
Mallitol, Liquid, 11-202
Maltodextrin, 11-203
Meltol, V-A95
Maltose Monohydrate, V-A95
Maltcrriose, V-A95
Management Principles for Aseptic

Preparation Units, V-A890
Mandarin Epicarp and Mesocarp, IV-349
Mandarin Oil, IV-3S0
Mandelic Acid, V-A95
Manganese Gluconare, 11-203
Manganese Glycerophosphate, Hydrated,

II-204
Manganese Standard Solution (100 ppm

Mn), V-AI71
Manganese Standard Solution

(1000 ppm Mo), V-AI71
Manganese Sulfate, II-205
Manganese Sulfate, see iHanganese(lJ)

Sulfate
Manganese Sulfate Monohydrate, 11-206
Manganese Sulphate, seeJ.Wanganese

Sulfate
Manganese Sulphate, seeJWanganese(ll)

Sulfate
Manganese Sulphate Monohydrate, see

.Manganese Sulfate J.Wonohydrare
Manganesefn) Sulfate, V-A95
Manganese(n) Sulphate, seeiHanganese

(JJ) Sulfate
u-Mannitol, V-A95
Mannitol, 11-206
Mannitol Infusion, 1II-935
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Mannitol Intravenous Infusion, see
klanniwl Infusion

n-Mannose, V-A96
Mannose, seeD-kfannose
Manufacture of Unlicensed Medicines,

V-A885
Maprotiline Hydrochloride, 11-208
Marrubiin, V-A96
Marshmallow Leaf, IV-352
Marshmallow Root, IV-3S3
Mass Spectrometry, V-A206
Mastic, IV-353
Mate Leaf, IV-3S4
Materials Based on Non-plasticised Poly

(Vinyl Chloride) for Containers for
Non-injectable, Aqueous Solutions,
V-A661

Materials based on Non-Plasticised Poly
(Vinyl Chloride) for Containers for
Solid Dosage Forms for Oral
Administration, V-A663

Materials Based on Plasticised Poly(Vinyl
Chloride) for Containers for Aqueous
Solutions for Intravenous Infusion)
V-A665

Materials Based on Plasticised Poly(vinyl
chloride) for Containers for Human
Blood and Blood Components,
V-A654

Materials Based on Plasticised Poly(vinyl
chloride) for Tubing Used In Sets for
the Transfusion of Blood and Blood
Components, V-A658

Materials for Containers for Human
Blood and Blood Components,
V-A654

Materials for use in the Manufacture of
Homoeopathic Preparations, V-A914

Materials Used for the Manufacture of
Containers, V-A654

Materials Used in Chromatographic
Tests, V-A820

Matricaria Flower, seewlatn"Ulria Flowers
Matricaria Flowers, IV-356
Matricaria Liquid Extract, IV-360
Matricaria Oil, IV-357
Meadowsweet, IV-361
Measles Immunoglobulin) IV-647
Measles) Mumps and Rubella Vaccine,

Live, IV-741
Measles, Mumps and Rubella Vaccine

(Live), see Measles, Mumps and Rubella
Vaccine, Live

Measles, Mumps, Rubella and Varicella
Vaccine (Live), IV-742

Measles Vaccine, Live, IV-739
Measles Vaccine (Live), seeJ.Heasles

Vaccine, Live
Measurement of Consistency by

Penetrometry, V-A584
Measures, Expression of Weights and,

1-6, II-6, III-6, IV-6, V-6
Mebendazole, 88, II-210, V-A96
Mebendazole Chewable Tablets, III-936
Mebendazole Oral Suspension) 111-937
Mebeverine, 89
Mebevenne Hydrochloride, II-211
Mebeverine Tablets, 111-939
Mechanism) Monograph Development)

V-A763

Meciozlne Dihydrochloride, see Meclozine
Hydrochloride

Meclozine Hydrochloride, D-213, V-A96
Medicago Sativa for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-591
Medical Air, 1-84
Medicated Chewing Gum, Dissolution

Test for, V-A409
Medicated Chewing Gums, DI-51
Medicated Foams, 111-49
Medicated Plasters, III-74
Medicated Tampons, 111-83
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical

Substances, General Monographs, 1-39
Medicines, Unlicensed, f-xxvi, V-A884
Medium-chain Triglycerides, 11-1230
Medronic Acid, V-A96
Medronic Acid for Radiopharmaceutical

Preparations, IV-824
Medroxyprogesterone Acetate) 89, II-21S
Medroxyprogestercne Injection, 1II-939
Medrcxyprogesterone Tablets, 111-940
Mefenamic Acid, 89; II-217
Mefenamic Acid Capsules, III-942
Mefenamic Acid Tablets, ID-942
Mefloquine Hydrochloride, II-21S
Megestro! Acetate, 90, II-220
Megesrrol Tablets, m-943
Meglumine, 11-222
Meglumine Amidotrizoate Injection,

III-944
Meglumine lodipamide Injection, III-944
Melaleuca OU, see Tea Tree Oil
Melamine, V-A96
Melatonin, 90, II-223
Melatonin Capsules, 111-945
Meldonium Dihydrate, II-224
Melilot, IV-362
Melissa Leaf) seeLemon Balm
Melissa Leaf Dry Extract, see Lemon

Balm Dry Extract
Meloxicam, 90, 11-226
Meloxicam Tablets, IIl-947
Melphalan, 91, D-227
Melphalan Injection, 111-948
Melphalan Tablets, 111-950
Melting Point - Instantaneous Method 

Method V, V-A278
Melting point, determination of, V-A276
Melting Point, Determination of,

V-A276
Melting Point - Apparatus, Method II,

V-A276
Melting Point - Drop Point 

Method III, V-A277
Melting Point - Open Capillary

Method - Method IV,V-A278
Membership of the European

Pharmacopoeia Commission, V-A77 I
MenAC, see Meningococcal Polysaccharide

Vaccine
MenACWY, 1V-743
Menadiol Phosphate Tablets, ill-951
Menadiol Sodium Phosphate, 91, 11-230
Menadione, 91, 11-231
Menadione, see 2-klethyl-I,4-

naphthoquinone
MenC(conj), seeAtleningocoaal Group C

Conjugate Vaccine

Meningococcal Group C Conjugate
Vaccine,IV-74S

Meningococcal Group A, CJ W135
and Y Conjugate Vaccine, IV-743

Meningococcal Polysaccharide Vaccine,
1V-747

Menotrophin, II-231
Menotrophin for Injection, 111-951
Menotrophin Injection, DI-951
(-)-jrMenthan-3-ol (2216-51-5), see

lvlemho/
(±)-p-Menthan-3-o1, seeiHenrhoi
Menthofuran, V-A96
Menthol, V-A96
Menthol and Benzoin Inhalation, IV-363
Menthol and Benzoin Inhalation Vapour,

1V-363
Menthol in Aqueous Cream, see

LevomemholCream
Menthone, V-A96
i\-Ienthyl Acetate, V-A96
Mepivacaine Hydrochloride) II-233
Meprobamate, I-xxxiv
Meptazinol Hydrochloride, 92, II-234
Meptazinol Injecrion, DI-952
Meptazinol Tablets, ill-953
Mepyramlne Maleate, 92, 11-236
Mercaptoacetic Acid, V-A96
2-Mercaptobenzimidazole, V-A96
2-Mercaptoethanol, V-A96
6-Mercaptopurine, V-A96
Mercaptopurine, 92
Mercaptopurine, see6-i'rlercaptopurine
Mercaptopurine, seeMercapwpun"ne

Monohydrate
Mercaptopurine Monohydrate, 11-237
Mercaptopurine Oral Suspension,

111-953
Mercaptcpurine Tablets, III-954
Mercuric Acetate, seeMercury(lI) Acetate
Mercuric Acetate Solution, seeMercury

(11) Acetate Solution
Mercuric Chloride, 11-238
Mercuric Chloride, see }tlercury(lI)

Chloride
Mercuric Chloride Solution, see Mercury

(u) Chloride Solution
Mercuric Iodide) see/rlercury(1I) Iodide
Mercuric Nitrate, See klercury(Ilj Nitrate
Mercuric Oxide) V-A96
Mercuric Sulfate Solution, see Mercury

(ll) Sulfate Solution
Mercuric Sulphate Solution, seeMercury

(11) Sulfate Solution
Mercuric Thiocyanate, see Mercury(lI)

Thiocyanate
Mercuric Thiocyanate Solution, see

A1ercury(1I) ThiocyanateSo/mum
Mercurius Corrosivus, V-A705
Mercurius Sublimatua Corrcsivus,

V-A705
Mercury, V-A96
Mercury and Mercury Compounds,

Reactions and Tests of) V-A305
Mercury Diacetate, see jUercury(lI)

Acetate
Mercury Di-iodide, seeJ.Wercury(lI) Iodide
Mercury Dinitrate Monohydrate) see

A'1ercury(ll) Nitrate
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Mercury Dlfthiocyanate), see Mercury(lJ)
Thiocyanate

Mercury, Nitric Acid Solution of, V-A97
Mercury Standard Solution (5 ppm Hg),

V-AI 71
Mercury Standard SoJution

(10 ppm Hg), V-AI7I
Mercury Standard Solution

(100 ppm Hg), V-AI7I
Mercury Standard Solution

(1000 ppm Hg), V-AI7I
Mercury(n) Acetate, V-A96
Mercurym) Acetate Solution, V-A96
Mercury(n) Chloride, V-A96
Mercury(n) Chloride Solution, V-A97
Mercury(n) Iodide, V-A97
Mercuryfn) Nitrate, V-A91
.Mercwy(n) Nitrate VS, V-A165
Mercwy(H) Oxide, Yellow, see Mercuric

Oxide
Mercury(Il) Sulfate Solution, V-A97
Mercwy(n) Sulphate Solution, see

Mercury(lJ) Sulfate Solution
Mercury(u) Thiocyanate, V-A97
Mercurym) Thiocyanate Solution,

V-A97
Meropenem Trihydrate, ll-239
Mesalazine, 93, 11-240, V-A91
Mesalazine Enema, 1II-9SS
Mesalazine Foam Enema, III-957
Mesalazine Gastro-resistanr Tablets,

JII-963
Mesalazine Prolonged-release Granules,

III-959
Mesalazine Prolonged-release Tablets,

JII-965
Mesalazine Rectal Foam, see Mesalazine

Foam Enema
Mesalazine Rectal Suspension, see

Mesalazine Enema
Mesalazine Suppositories, ID-961
Meslryl Oxide, V-A97
Mesna, ll-244
Mesrerolone, ll-245
Mestranol, II-246
Metacresol, ll-241
Metamizole Sodium Monohydrate, see

Dipynme
Metanil Yellow, V-A97
Metanil Yellow Solution, V-A97
Metaphosphoric Acid, V-A97
Metaraminol Injection, ID-968
Metaraminol Tartrate, n-249
Metfonnin Hydrochloride, 93, 11-249
Metfonnin Oral Solution, III-968
Metfonnin Prolonged-release Tablets,

111-970,
Metformiri Tablets, Ill-969
Methacrylic Acid, V-A97
Methacrylic Acid - Ethyl Acrylate

Copolymer (1:1), 11-253
Merhacrylic Acid - Ethyl Acrylate

Copolymer (1:1) Dispersion
30 per cent, n-254

Methacrylic Acid - Methyl Methacrylate
Copolymer (1:1), II-255

MethacryJic Acid - Methyl Methacrylate
Copolymer (1:2), 11-256

Methadone, 93

Methadone Concentrate for Oral
Solution, m-971

Methadone Hydrochloride, II-257
Methadone Injection, 11I-972
Methadone Oral Solution (1 mg

per mL), III-973
Methadone Tablets, DI-974
Methane, ll-259, V-A97
Methane Intermix (2 per cent) in

Nitrogen, n-260
Methane Rl, V-A97
Methanesulfonic Acid) V-A97
MethanesuJfonic Acid, Methanesulfonyl

Chloride in, V-A339
Methanesulfonic Acid, MethanoJic,

V-A97
Methanesulfonic Acid, Methyl, Ethyl and

Isopropyl Methanesulfonate in,
V-A337

Methanesulfouic Acid, Sodium Salt, see
Sodium Methanesulfonate

Methanesulfcnyl Chloride, V-A97
Methanesultonyl Chloride in

Methanesulfonic Acid, V-A339
Methanesulphonic Acid, see

hlethanesulfonK Acid
Methanesulphonic Acid, Methanclic, see

1\Jlethanesulfonie Acid, Methanolic
MethanesuJphonic Acid, Sodium Salt, see

Sodium Methanesulfonate
Methanesulphonyl Chloride, see

Methanesul/onylChloride
Methanol, 94, n-261, V-A97
Methanol, Acidified, V-A97
Methanol, Aldehyde-free, V-A97
Methanol and Propan-2-oJ,

Determination of, V-A323
Methanol, Anhydrous, V-A98
Methanol, Hydrochloric, V-A98
Methanolic Ammonia, V-A3!
Methanolic Methanesulfonic Acid,

V-A97
Methanolic Potassium Hydroxide,

V-A123
Methanolic Sodium Hydroxide, V-A140
Methanolic Sulfuric Acid, V-A146
Methanolic Tris(hydroxymethyl)

methylamine Solution, V-A156
Methanol RI, V-A98
Methanol R2, V-A98
Methenamine, II-262
Methimazole, V-A98
DL-l'vlethionine, ll-264, V-A98
L-l\-lethionine, V-A98
Methionine, n-263
L-l\1.ethionine ([llC]Methyl) Injection,

IV-872
L-Methionine Sulfoxide, V-A98
Method I Acid-insoluble Ash, V-A315
Method I Determination of Nitrogen by

Sulfuric Acid Digestion, V-A325
Method I Ethanol, V-A320
Method I Non-aqueous Titration,

V-A317
Method I Saponification Value, V-A360
Method I Semi-micro Determination of

Water, V-A341
Method I Sulfated Ash, V-A346
Method I Sulfur Dioxide, V-A346
Method I Total Ash, V-A375

Method I Unsaponifiable Marter,
V-A360

Method I Viscosity, Apparatus, V-A283
Method ITAcid-insoluble Ash, V-A375
Method II Capillary Viscometer Method,

V-A283
Method II Determination afWater by

Distillation, V-A348
Method II Ethanol, V-A321
Method II Melting Point - Apparatus,

V-A276
Method II Non-aqueous Titration,

V-A317
Method ITProtein in Blood Products,

Determination of, V-A325
Method II Saponification Value, V-A360
Method II Sulfated Ash, V-A346
Method II Sulfur Dioxide, V-A346
Method II Total Ash, V-A375
Method II Unsaponifiable Matter,

V-A360
Method III Coulometric Titration)

V-A348
Method ill Ethanol Content, V-A321
.Method ill Melting Point - Drop Point,

V-A277
.Method ill Rotating Viscometer

Method, V-A2B5
Method IV Falling Ball and Automatic

Rolling Ball Viscometer Methods,
V-A2B7

Method IV Melting Point - Open
Capillary Method, V-A278

Methods of Analysis, Monograph
Development, V-A766

Methods of Preparation of
Homoeopatblc Stocks and
Potentisation, IV-S39

Methods of Preparation of Sterile
Products, see Methods of Sten"lisation

Methods of Pretreatment for Preparing
Traditional Chinese Drugs: General
Information, V-A911

Methods of Sterilisation, V-A628,
V-A635

Merhods of Sterilisation for Parenteral
Preparations,III-72

Method V Melting Point - Instantaneous
Method, V-A278

Methotrexate, II-26S
Methotrexate Injection, DI-97S
Methotrexate Oral Solution, 1II-976
Methotrexate Tablets, ill-978
Methotrimeprazine Injection, see

Leuomepromazine Injection
Merhotrimeprazine Tablets, see

Levomepromazine Tablets
Methoxamine Hydrochloride, 94
Methoxyazcbenzene, V-A98
Methoxychlor, V-A98
trans-2-MethoxycinnamaJdehyde, V-A98
2-Methoxyethanol, V-A98
z-methoxy-z-methylpropane, see

l,l-Dimelhylethyl Methyl Ether
1-(6-Methoxynaphthelen-z-yljerbanone,

V-A98
6-.Methoxy-2-naphthoic Acid, V-A98
Merhoxyphenvjacerlc Acid, V-A98
.Methoxyphenylacetic Reagent, V-A98
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4 I -methoxystilbene-3,3 ')5_triol
3-gIucoside, see Rhaponticin

3-Methoxy-L-tyrosine, V~A98
Methyl Acetate, V-A98
.Methyl d-acerylbenaoate, V-A98
Methyl -l-acetylbenzoare Reagent, V-A98
Methyl Acrylate, V-A98
Methyl Alcohol, seeJ.Hethanol
MeLhyl4-aminobenzoate, V-A99
Methyl Anthranilate, V-A99
Methyl Arachidate, V-A99
Methyl Benzenesulfonare, V-A99
Methyl Benzenesulfonate in Active

Substances, see /vlerhyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Beneenesulfomue in Active
Substances

Methyl Benzoate, V-A99
MethyI4-(butylamino)benzoate, v-Atoo
Methyl Caprate, V-AIOa
Methyl Caprate, see J.Wethyi Decanoate
Methyl Caproate, V-AlOO
Methyl Caprylate, V-AIDa
.Methyl Cinnamate, V~AlOO
Methyl Decanoare, V-AIOa
Methyl Decanoate, see/vlethyl Caprate
Methyl Docosanoare, V-AIOO
Methyl Eicosenoate, V-AIOO
Methyl Erucare, V-AIOO
Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl

Benzenesulfonare in Active
Substances, V-A344

Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl
Methanesulfonare in Active
Substances) V-A338'

Methyl, Ethyl and Isopropyl
Methanesulfonate in Methanesulfonic
Acid, V-A337

Methyl) Ethyl and Isopropyl
Tcluenesulfonate in Active
Substances) V-A343

Methyl Ethyl Ketone, V-AlOO
Methyl Ethyl Ketone, seeBman-2-one
Methyl Green, V-A100
Methyl Green-Iodomercurate Paper,

V-AlOI
Methy14-Hydroxybenzoate, V-AIOI
Methyl Hydroxybenzoare, 11-268
Methyl Iodide, seeIodomethane
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone) see

4-Methylpentan-2-one
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone, Water-

saturated, V-AWl
Methyl Laurate, V-AlOi
Methyl Lignocerate, V-AIOI
Methyl Linoleate, V-AlOl
Methyl Linclenate, V-AIOI
Methyl j-Iinolenate, V-AIOI
Methyl Margarete, V-AlOl
Methyl Methacrylate, V-AlOI
Jlrlethyl Methanesulfonate, V-AlOI
Methyl Methanesulfonate in Active

Substances) see/Ylethyl~ Ethyl and
Isopropyl Melhanesulfonate in Active
Substances

Methyl Methanesulfonate in
Methanesulfonic Acid, see "{ethyl,
Ethyl and Isopropyl1Helhanesulfonate in
/vlelhanesulfonic Acid

.Methyl 2-Methoxybenzoate, V-AlOI
Methyl 4~j"Ierhoxybenzoate,V-AIOI

Methyl N-methylanthranilate, V-AIOI
Methyl Myristate, V-AIOI
Methyl Nervonate, V-AIOI
Methyl Nicotinate, 95, 11-269
Methyl Oleate, V-AlO2
Methyl Orange, V-AlO2
Methyl Orange Mixed Solution. V-AI02
Methyl Orange Solution) V-AlO2
Methyl Orange-Xylene Cyanol FF

Solution) V-AI02
. Methyl Palmitate, V-AI02
Methyl Palmitoleare, V-AI02
Methyl Parahydroxybenzoate, V-AI02
Methyl Parahydroxybenzoate, seeMethyl

Hydroxybenzoate
Methyl Pelargonate, V-AI02
Methyl Red, V-AIOJ
Methyl Red Mixed Solution, V-AI03
Methyl Red Solution) V-A103
Methyl Salicylate, 11-270, V-AI03
Methyl Salicylate Cutaneous Emulsion,

seeMethyl Salicylate Liniment
Methyl Salicylate Liniment) Ill-979
Methyl Salicylate Ointment, III-919
Methyl Salicylate Ointment, Strong, see

Melhyl Salicylate Oimmem
Methyl Stearate, V-AI03
Methyl Tetracos-Ifi-enoate, see TetrlUos-

/5-enoic Acid Methyl Ester
Methyl Thymol Blue, V-A103
Methyl Toluenesulfonate, V-AI03
Methyl Tcluenesulfonate in Active

Substances, see Methyl, Ethyl and
Isopropyl Toluenesulfonate ;n Active
Substances

Methyl Tricosanoate, V-AI03
Methyl Tridecanoate, V-A104
Methyl 3A,5-Trimeilioxybenzoate,

V-AlO4
Methylal, V-A98
Methylamine Hydrochloride, V-A99
4-MethyJaminophenol Sulfate, V-A99
Methylaminophenol-Sulfire Reagent,

V-A99
Methylaminophenol-Sulphite Reagent,

see Melhylaminophenol-Sulfite Reagent
3-(Methylaminoj-l-phenylpropan-f-ol,

V-A99
Methylamphetamine Hydrochloride,

V-A99
Methylated Spirit) Industrial, 11-272
Methylated Spirit (Ketone-free),

Industrial, 11-272
Methylated Spirits, Industrial, 11-272
Methyl Behenate, seeMethyl Docosanoate
z-Merhylbenzenesulfonamide, see

Toluene-o-mljonamide
-l-Methylbenzenesulfonamlde, see

Tolume-p-sulfonamide
4-Methylbenzenesulfonic Acid, see

Toluene-p-sulfonic Acid
2-Methylbenzenesulphonamide, see

Toluene-o-sulfonamide
4-Methylbenzenesulphonic Acid) see

Toluene-p-sulfonic Acid
3-Methylbenzothiazol-2(3H)-one

Hydrazone Hydrochloride
Monohydrate, see
3-lYfelhylbenzomiazolin-2-one Hydrazone
Hydrochloride

3-Methylbenzothiazolin-2-one Hydrazone
Hydrochloride, V-A99

Methylbenzothiazolone Hydrazone
Hydrochloride, see
3-~lethylbenzothjazolin-2-one Hydrazone
Hydrochloride

I-l\lethylbiguanide Hydrochloride,
V-A99

2-Methylbutane, V-A99
2-Methylbut-2-ene, V-A99
3-Methylbutyl Benzoate) see Isopenty/

Benzoate
Methy1cellulose 450, V-AIOO
Methy1cellulose, 11-272
Methy1cellulose Tablets, Ill-980
Methyl cis-ta-docosencete, see Methyl

Eruaue
Methyl cls-c-hexadecenoate, seeMethyl

Palmitoleate
Methylcodeine, V-AIOO
Methylcyclohexene, V~AIOO
Methyldopa, 95, ll-274
Methyldopa, Racemic, V-AIOO
Methyldopa Tablets, 111-980
3-0-.Methyldopamine Hydrochloride,

V-AlOO
4-D-Methyldopamine Hydrochloride,

V-AlOO
Methyldopate Hydrochloride, 95
Methylene Blue, V-AIOO
Methylene Blue Injection) see

/Yfelhylthioninium Injection
Methylene Blue Solution, V-AlOO
Methylene Chloride, see Dichioromethone
Methylene Chloride, Acidified, see

Dichloromethone, Acidified
Methyleneblsacrylamide, V-AIOO
4,4'-Methylenebis-:,N,N-dimethylaniline)

V-AlOO
4,4'-Melhylenebis-N,N-dimethylaniline

Reagent) V-AIOO
Methylergomeuine Maleate, II-276
3-D-Jlrlethylestrone, V-AI00
Merhyleugenol, V-AIOO
N-Methylglucamine, V-AIOO
I-Methyl-IH-imidazole-2-thiol, see

lUemimazoie
Methylhydroxyethylcellulose, see

Hydroxyelhylmethylcellulose
I-Methylimidazole, V-AlOI
2-Methylimidazole, V-AlOI
I-Methylimidazole RI, V-AIOI
Methyl Isobutyl Ketone Rl, see

4-Methylpeman-2-one R/
Methyl Isobutyl Ketene R3, see

4-Methylpentan-2~one Rl
2-Mernyl-I,4-naphthoquinone, V-AIO]
2-Methyl-5-nitroimidazole, V-AIOI
2-Methyl-2-nitropropane-l)3-diol,

V-AlO2
Methylophiopogonanone A, V-AI02
Methylparaben, seeMethyl

Hydroxybeneoate
2-Methylpentane) V-AI02
-l-Merhyl-z-penranol, see 4-klelhylpeman-

2-01
4-Methylpentan-2-o1, V-AI02
3-Memylpentan-2-one, V-AI02
-l-Merhylpenran-z-one, V-A I02
4-Methylpentan-2-one RI, V-AlO2
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4-Merhylpentan-2-one R3, V-AI02
Methylpentoses, Composition of

Polysaccharide Vaccines, V-A526
4~Methylphenazone,V-Al02
Methylphenidate Hydrochloride, 0-278
Methylphenidate Prolonged-release

Capsules, 111-981
Methylphenidare Tablets, 1II-982
Methylphenobarbiral, 96, 11-279
Methylphenyloxazolylbenzene, V-AI02
I-Merhyl-4-phenyl-l ,2,3,6-

tetrahydropyridine, V-Al02
l-Methylpiperazine, see

N-Methylpiperazine
Methylpiperazine, seeN-Methylpiperazine
N-Methylpiperazine, V-AI03
4-(4-Methylpiperidino)pyridine, see 4-(4-

Methylpiperidin-l-yl)pyridine
4- (q-Methylplperidin-I-yl)pyridine,

V-AI03
Methylpolysiloxane, V-AI03
Methylprednisolone, 96, 11-280, V-Al03
Methylprednisolone Acetate, 97, 11-283
Methylprednisolone Acetate Injection,

ITI-984
Methylprednisolone Hydrogen Succinate,

IT-28S
Methylprednisolone Tablets, 111-983
z-Methyl-z-propancl, see2-iWethylpropan-

2-01
2-Melhyipropan-l-ol, V-A103
2-Methylpropan-2-ol, V-AI03
2-Methylpropanol, see 2-Methylpropan-J-

01
S-Melhylpyridin-2-amine, V-AI03
2-Melhylpyridine, V-A103
5-Melhylpyridin-2(1H)-one, V-AI03
I-Methylpyridinium-3-carboxyJate

Hydrochloride, see Trigonelline
Hydrochloride

N-Melhylpyrrolidine, V-A103
Melhylpyrrolidone, 11-287
N-Melhylpyrrolidone, V-AI03
Merhylrosanillnium Chloride, II-288
Methylsilyl Silica Gel for

Chromatography, V-A133
Methyltestosterone, 11-290
Melhylthioninium Chloride, see

Methyllhioninium Chloride Hydrate
Methylrhioninium Chloride Hydrate,

IT-29l
Merhylthioninium Injection, m-98S
Melhyllhymol Blue, see Melhyl Thymol

Blue
Melhyllhymol Blue Mixture, V-A103
N-Methyl-m-toluidine, V-Al03
N-Melhyltrimelhylsilyl-

trifluoroacetamide, V-A I04
Methysergide Maleate, 97
Metipranolol, 97
Metixene Hydrochloride, 11-292
Meroclcpramide, 11-293
Metoclopramide Hydrochloride, see

Metodopramide Hydrochloride
iUonohydrate

Metoclopramide Hydrochloride
Monohydrate, 11-295

Metoclopramide Injection, IU-986
Metodopramide Oral Solution, ill-987
Metoc1opramide Tablets, 111-988

Metolazcne, 11-297
Metoprolol, 98
Metoprolol Injection, 111-988
Metoprolol Oral Suspension, ID-990
Metoprolol Succinate, 11-298
Metoprolol Tartrate, II-300
Metoprclol Tartrate Prolonged-release

Tablets, ITI-992
Metoprolol Tartrate Tablets, UI-991
Metrifonate, I-xxxiv
Metronidazole, 98, 11-302
Metronidazole Benzoate, 98, 11-303
Metronidazole Gel, 1II-993
Metronidazole Infusion, 111-994
Metronidazole Intravenous Infusion, see

Metronidazole Infusion
Metronidazole Oral Suspension, 111-995
Metronidazole Suppositories, 111-995
Metronidazole Tablets, ill-996
Metyrapone (1), 99
Metyrapone (2), 99
Metyrapone, 11-304
Metyrapone Capsules, 111-997
Mexenone, 99
Mexiletine Capsules, 111-997
MexiJerine Hydrochloride, 100, 11-305
Mianserin Hydrochloride, 100, 11-306
.Mianserin Tablets, 111-998
Mice, 1-15, 11-15, 111-15, IV-I 5, V-15
Miconazole, IT-308
Miconazole and Hydrocortisone Acetate

Cream,III-I004
Miconazole and Hydrocortisone Cream,

III-iOOI
Miconazole and Hydrocortisone

Ointmem,III-I003
Miconazole Cream, 111-999
Miccnazole Eye Drops, 111-1000
Miconazole Nitrate, 11-310
Miconazole Oromucosal Gel, OI~IOOO

Microbial Contamination, V-A150
&licrobial Contamination,

Supplementary Information, V-A750
Microbial Enumeration Tests, V-A541
Microbial Quality of Pharmaceutical

Preparations, V-A750
Microbiclogical Assay of Antibiotics,

V-A443, V-A747
Microbiological Examination of Cell

based Preparations, V-A56l
Microbiological Examination of Herbal

Medicinal Products for Oral Use and
Extracts used in their Preparation,
V-AS64

Microbiological Examination of Live
Biotherapeutic Products, V-A567

.Microbiological Examination of Live
I Biotherapeuric Products: Tests for

Enumeration of Microbial
Contaminants, V-A561

Microbiological Examination of Live
Biotherapeuric Products: Tests for
Specified Micro-organisms, V-A572

.Microbiological Quality of Herbal
Medicinal Products for Oral Use and
Extracts used in their Preparation,
V-AS66

Microbiological Quality of Non-sterile
Pharmaceutical Preparations and

Substances for Pharmaceutical Use,
V-AS60

Microcrystalline Cellulose, 1-500
Microcrystalline Cellulose and

Cannellose Sodium, 1-503
Microfine Powder, Definition of, V-A576
microkatal, Definition of, 1-35, 11-35,

ITBS, IV-3S, V-3S
Microkaral, Definition of, V-A745
Microscopic Examination of Herbal

Drugs, V-A38S
Microscopy, Optical, V-A600
f,UD, V-A722
Midazolam, roo, 11-312
Midazolam Injection, 111-1005
Midazolam Oral Solution, 111-1006
Midazolam Oromucosal Solution,

III-I007
Milk Thistle Dry Extract, Refined and

Standardised, IV-365
Milk-thistle Fruit, IV-363
Minimising me Risk of Transmitting

Animal Spongiform Encephalopathy
Agents Via Human and Veterinary
Medicinal Products, V-A707

Minocycline Capsules, 111-1008
Minocycline Capsules, Prolonged-release,

III-I009
Minocycline Hydrochloride, V-AI04
Minocycline Hydrochloride, see

Minocydine Hydrochlotide Dihydrate
Minocycline Hydrochloride Dihydrate,

101,11-314
.Minocycline Tablets, 111-1010
Minoxidil, 101, 11-317
Minoxidil Scalp Application, DI-I012
Minoxidil Scalp Cutaneous Solution,

1lI-IOI2
Mirtazapfne, 101,11-318
Mirtazapine Oral Solution, 111-1012
Mirtazapine Orodispersible Tablets,

III-lOIS
Mirtazapine Tablets, 111-1013
Mtsoprosrol, 11-320
Mites for Allergen Products, 11-321
Mlrobronirol, 102, 11-322
Mitobronitol Tablets, 111-1016
Mitomycin, 11-323
Mitoxantrone Concentrate, Sterile,

1lI-1016
i\olitoxantrone Hydrochloride, II-32S
Mitoxantrone Infusion, ITI-I016
Mitoxantrone Sterile Concentrate,

1lI-1016
Mitozantrone Intravenous Infusion, see

A-litoxamrone Intravenous Infusion
Mixed Gas-gangrene Antitoxin, IV-673
Mixed Phosphate Buffer pH 4.0, V-A176
Mixed Phosphate Buffer pH 504, V-A176
Mixed Phosphate Buffer pH 608, V-A176
Mixed Phosphate Buffer pH 7.0, V-A176
Mixed Phosphate Buffer pH 10, V-Al77
Mixtures, 111-62
Mill, V-A722
.MLD, Definition of, 1-30, II-30, W-30,

IV-30, V-30
Mcdafinil, 102, IT-326
Modafinil Tablets, ill-l017
Moderately Coarse Powder, Definition

of, V-AS76
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Molarity, Definition of, 1-6, 11-6, III-6,
IV-6, V-6

Molecular Formula, Status of, 1-4, II·4,
III-4, IV-4, V-4

Molecular Mass Distribution in
Dexrrans, V-A236

Molecular Sieve, V-A104
Molecular Sieve for Chromatography,

V-A104
Molecular Weight, Status of, 1-4, D-4,

III-4, IV-4, V-4
Molgramostim Concentrated Solution,

II-327
Moisidomine, 11-330
Molybdenum(VI) Oxide, V-AI 04
Molybdovanadic Reagent, V-A104
Mcmetascne Aqueous Nasal Spray,

111-1022
Mometasone Cream, 111-1020
Mometasone Cutaneous Suspension, see

Marnetmone Scalp ApplU:Qlion
Mometasone Furoate, 11-332
Momerasone Puroate Monohydrate,

II-335
Mometascne Ointment, 111-1023
Mcrnetasone Powder for Inhalation,

metered-dose, 111-1021
Momerasone Scalp Application, ill-IOI8
Monoclonal Antibodies for Human Use,

IV-659
Monocyte-Activation Test, V-A460
Monodocosahexaenoin, V-Al04
Moncerhanolamine, seeEmanolamine
Monograph Developme-nt, V-A763
Monograph Development, Mechanism,

V-A763
Monograph Revisions, I-xxvi
Monograph Selection, Unlicensed

Medicines, V-A886
Monograph Titles, Changes in, V-A754
Monograph Titles for Formulated

Preparations, V-A754
Monographs, Abbreviated Titles of,

V-A693
Monographs on Herbal Drug Extracts

(Information Chapter), V-A905
Monosodium Salt Hydrate, see

Azomethine H
Monrelukast Chewable Tablets, III-l028
Mcntelukast Granules, ill-l024
Montelukast Sodium, 11-338
Montelukast Tablets, 111-1026
Mordant Black 11, V-A104
Mordant Black 11 Solution, V-Al04
Mordant Black 11 Triturate, V-A104
Mordant Black. 11 Triturate Rl, V-A104
Mordant Black II Mixed Triturate,

V-A 104
Mordant Blue 3, V-A104
Morinda Root, IV-367
Morison's Paste, 111-931
Morphine, 102
Morphine, Anhydrous, V-AlO4
Morphine Capsules, 111-1030
Morphine Granules for Oral Suspension,

II1-1033
Morphine Hydrochloride, 11-3'-10,

V-A104
Morphine Oral Solution, 111-1034

Morphine Oral Suspension, Kaolin and,
see Kaolin and Morphine Mixlflre

Morphine Prolonged-release Capsules,
II1-1031

.Morphine Prolonged-release Tablets,
I1I-I038

Morphine Sulfate, 11-342
Morphine Sulfate Injection, III-I040
Morphine Sulphate, see Morphine Sulfate
Morphine Sulphate Injection, see

Ivlorphine SulfateInjection
Morphine Suppositories, 111-1035
Morphine Tablets, III-I037
Morpholine, V-AI04
Morpholine for Chromatography,

V-A104
1MMorpholinoethanesulfonate Buffer

Solution pH 6.0, V-A176
Mother Tinctures for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-553
Morherworr, IV-369
Moulds for Allergen Products) 11-3<14
M..outan Bark, IV-371
Moxifloxacin Hydrochloride, 11-345
Moxifloxacin Injection, Intracameral,

JII-I041
MoxlflcxacinIntracameral Injection,

III-I041
Moxifloxacin Tablets, 111-1042, 1II-1487
Moxisylyte Hydrochloride, 103, 1I-347
Moxisylyte Tablets, 111-1044
Moxonidine, II-348
Moxonidine Tablets, 111-1044
MR!, V-A722
Mucic Acid, 103
Mullein Flower, IV-373
Multivariate Statistical Process Control,

V-A878
Mumps Vaccine, Live, IV-749
Mumps Vaccine (live), see Mumps

Vaccine, Live
Mupirocin, 103, 11-349
Mupirocin Calcium, II-351
Mupirocin Cream, III-I046
Mupirocin Nasal Ointment, III-1047
Mupirocin Ointment, III-I048
Murexide, V-AI04
Mycobacteria, V-A556
Mycobacteria, Test for, V-A750
Mycophenolate Mofetil, 104, 11-353
Mycophenclare Mofetil Capsules,

III-I050
Mycophenclate Mofetil for Infusion,

II1-1051
Mycophenolate Mofetil Oral Suspension,

1II-1052
Mycophenolate M.oCeril Tablets, 111-1054
Mycophenolate Sodium, 11-355
Mycoplasmas, Test for, V-A750
Mycoplasmas, Test for Absence of,

V-A551
Myosmine, V-A104
fl-Myrcene, V-A104
Myristic Acid, V-Al05
Myristicine, V-AI05
Myrisryl Alcohol, V-AI05
Myrrh, IV-374
Myrrh Tincture, IV-375
MyniIlin, V-A105

N
Nabumetone, 104, II-356
Nabumetone Oral Suspension, m-l055
Nabumetone Tablets, 111-1056
N-(a)-Acetyl-L-Iysine, V-A25
N-(E)-Acetyl-L-Iysine, V-A25
N-Acetyltyrosine, see Acetyltyrosine
Nadolol, 11-357
Nadolol Oral Suspension, m-l057
Nadroparin Calcium, 11-359
Naftidrofuryl, 104
Naftidrofuryl Capsules, III-I058
Naftidrofuryl Hydrogen Oxalate, see

NafuOdrofuryl Oxalate
Naftidrofuryl Oxalate, II-361
Nalidixic Acid, 105, I-xxxiv
Nalidixic Acid Oral Suspension, 111-1059
NaHdixic Acid Tablets, 111-1059
Nalorphine Hydrochloride, V-AI05
Naloxone Hydrochloride, 11-363
Naloxone Hydrochloride Dihydrate, see

Naloxone Hydrochloride
Naloxone Injection, 111-1060
Naltrexone Hydrochloride, U-366
Names of Herbal Drugs Used in

Traditional Chinese Medicine,
V-M03

Names of Medicinal Substances and
Preparations, V-A754

Names, Symbols and Atomic Weights of
Elements, V-A723

Nandrolone Decanoate, 11-368
Naphazoline Hydrochloride, 11-370
Naphazoline Nitrate, 11-371
Naphthalene, V-A105
2,3-Naphthalenediamine, V-AI05
Naphthalene-Ld-diol, V-A105
Naphthalene-2,7-diol, V-A105
Napbthalenediol Reagent Solution,

V-AI05
Naphl.halenediol Solution, V-AI05
Naphtharson, V-AI05
Naphtharson Solution, V-Al05
Naphrharson Solution Rl, V-A105
I-Naphthol, V-A105
2-Naphthol, V-A105
a-Naphthol, see l-Naphthol
~-Napbthol, see2-Naphlhol
I-Naphthol Solution, V-A105
2-Naphthol Solution, V-A106
l-Naphthcl Solution, Strong, V-A106
~-Naphthol Solution RI, V-A105
Naphthol Yellow, V-AI06
Naphthol Yellow S, V-A106
I-Naphtholbenzein, V-AI06
Naphthclbenzein, see l-Naphtholbenzejn
l-Naphtholbenzein Solution, V-AI06
Naphtholbenzein Solution, see

l-Nophrholbenzein SoIuuoon
a-Naphthol Solution, see l-Naphthol

Solution
p-Naphthol Solution, see 2-Naphthol

Solution
Naphrhoresorcincl, see Naphthalene-l,l-

diol
l-Naphthylacetlc Acid, V-A106
2-Naphthylacetic Acid, V-AI06
f-Naphthylamine, V-A106
Nephthylamine, see I-Naphthylamine
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I-naphthylamine-7-sulfonic Acid, see
8-Aminonaphthalene-2-sutjonic Acid

N-(I-Naphthyl)ethane-diamine
Dihydrochlcride, seeN-(J-Naphthyl)
ethylenediamine Dihydrochkmde

N-(l-Naphthyl)ethylenediamine
Dihydrochloride, V-AI06

Naphthylethylenediamine
Dihydrochloride, seeN-(J-Naphthyl)
ethylenediamine Dihydrochloride

NaphthyJethylenediamine
Dihydrochloride Solution, V-A106

Naproxen, lOS, 11-372
Naproxen Gastro-resistant Tablets,

II1-1063
Naproxen Oral Suspension, m-l061
Naproxen Sodium, II-37S
Naproxen Tablets, 111-1062
Naringin, V-AI06
Narrow-leaved Coneflower Root) see

Bchinacea Angustifolia Root
Nasal Drops, III-66
Nasal Preparations) 111-62
Nasal Preparations of the BP) m-66
Nasal Spray, 111-66
Nateglinide, 11-377
Natrium Carbonicum, V-A70S
Natrium Muriaticum, V-A705
Natrium Sulfuricum, V-A70S
Natural Camphor, 1-416
Natural Light Kaolin, II-SO
Natural Vitamin A Ester Concentrate)

II-BOO
NCIMB, V-A722
NCIMB - National Collection of

Industrial and Marine Bacteria Ltd,
address of 1-31, 11-31, W-31, IV-31)
V-31

NCPF, V-A722
NCPF - National Collection of

Pathogenic Fungi, address of) 1-31,
11-31, IIl-31, lV-31, V-31

NCTC, V-A722
NCTC - National Collection of Type

Cultures, address of. 1-31, II-31,
I1I-31, lV-31, V-31

NCYC, V-A722
NCYC - National Collection of Yeast

Cultures) address of, 1-31, 11-31,
III-31, lV-31, V-31

N,N-Diisopropylethylaminej V-A63
Near-infrared Spectrophotometry)

V-AIS6
Neohesperidln, V-AI06
Neohesperidin-Dihydrochalcone) 11-379
Neomycin Cream, Hydrocortisone and,

II1-779
Neomycin Ear Drops, Hydrocortisone

Acetate and, m-780
Neomycin Ear Drops, Hydrocortisone

and, W-780
Neomycin Ear Spray, Dexamethasone

and, ill-S14
Neomycin Eye Drops, ID-I06S
Neomycin Eye Drops) Hydrocortisone

Acetate and) 1II-781
Neomycin Eye Ointment) III-l066
Neomycin Eye Ointment,

Hydrocortisone Acetate and) m-782
Neomycin Sulfate, 11-381

Neomycin Sulphate, see Neomycin Sulfate
Neomycin Tablets) 111-1067
Neostigmine Bromide, 11-383
Neostigmine Injection) 111-1068
Neostigmine Metilsulfate, 11-384
Neostigmine Tablets, 111-1069
Neroli Oil, IV-376
trans-Nerolidol, V-A106
Nervonic Acid Methyl Ester, see Tetracos-

15-enoic Acid Methyl Ester
Neryl Acetate, V-AI06
Nessler Cylinders, V-AJ09
Nenlmicin Sulfate, II-386
Netilmicin Sulphate, seeNetilmicin Sulfate
Netde Leaf, lV-378
Nettle Root) IV-379
Neurovirulence, V-A524
Neurovirulence of Live Virus Vaccines,

Test for, V-A524
Neutral Adrenaline Eye Drops/Neutral

Epinephrine Eye Drops, 111-115
Neutral Insulin, see Insuh"n Injection
Neutral Insulin Injection) see Insulin

Injection
NeuualRed, V-A106
Neutral Red Solution) V-AI06
Nevlrapine, II-388
Nevirapine Hemlhydrare, 11-389
Niaouli Oil) Cineole Type, IV-37S
Nicardipine Hydrochloride, 11-390
Nicergcline, JI-391
Nickel Chloride, seeNickel(IJ) Chloride
Nickel in Hydrogenated Vegetable Oils)

V-A336
Nickel Liposoluble Standard Solution

(1000 ppm Ni), V-AI71
Nickel Nitrate Hexahydrate, V-AI07
Nickel Standard Solution (0.1 ppm Ni),

V-Al71
Nickel Standard Solution (0.2 ppm NO,

V-AI 71
Nickel Standard Solution (5 ppm Ni)

V-AI 71
Nickel Standard Solution (10 ppm NO,

V-AI71
Nickel Sulfate, see Nickel(JI) Sulfate
Nickel Sulfate Heptahydrate, see Nickel

(n) Sulfate
Nickel-Aluminium Alloy, V-A106
Nickel-Aluminium Alloy (Halogen-free»

V-AI06
Nickel(D) Chloride, V-AI07
Nickel(rr) Chloride Hexahydrate, V-AI07
Nickel(n) Sulfate, V-A107
Nicke1(n) Sulphate, see Nickel(ll) Sulfate
Niclosamide, 105, 11-393
Niclosamide Chewable Tablets) 111-1069
Niclosamide Monohydrate, II-394
Niclosamide Tablets) 111-1069
Nicorandil, 106, 11-396
Nicorandil Tablets, 111-1070
Nicotinamide, 106) 11-397
Nicotinamide Tablets) 111-1072
Nicotinamide-adenine Dinucleotide,

V-A107
Nicotinamide-adenine Dinucleotide

Solution) V-A107
Nicotine) 106) ll-398
Nicotine Ditartrate Dihydrate) 11-399
Nicotine Inhalation Cartridges, III-I073

Nicotine Nasal Spray, 111-1074
Nicotine Reslnare, 11-401
Nicotine Resinate Medicated Chewing

Gum,III-I078
Nicotine Sublingual Tablets, m-1075
Nicotine Transdennal Patches, 111-1077
Nicotinic Acid, 11-402,V-A107
Nicotinic Acid Tablets, 111-1079
Nicotinoyl Hydrazide, V-AI07
Nicoumalone, seeAcenocoumarol
Nicoumalone Tablets, see AcenocoumaroJ

Tablets
Nifedipine, 107, 11-404
Nifedipine Capsules, 111-1080
Nifedipine Oral Suspension, 111-1081
Nifedipine Prolonged-release Capsules,

I1I-I082
Nifedipine Prolonged-release Tablets,

III-I083
Niflumic Acid, 11-405
Nifuroxazide, 11-407
Nikethamide, 107,11-408
Nile Blue A, V-AI07

. Nile Blue A Solution, V-A107
Nilotinib Hydrochloride Monohydrate,

11-409
Nilulamide,lI-411
Nimha Leaf, seeAzadirachta Indica Leaf
Nimesufide, 11-412
Nimodipine, 11-414
Nimodipine Infusion) W-1084
Nimodipine Intravenous Infusion, see

Nimodipine infusion
Nimodipine Tablets, ill-108S
Ninhydrin, V-A107
Ninhydrin and Stannous Chloride

Reagent) V-A107
Ninhydrin and Stannous Chloride

Reagent Rl) V-A107
Ninhydrin Reagent I, V-AI07
Ninhydrin Solution, V-A107
Ninhydrin Solution RI, V-A107
Ninhydrin Solution R2, V-A107
Ninhydrin Solution RJ, V-AI07
Ninhydrin Solution R4, V-AI07
NITE - National Institute of Technology

and Evaluation, address of, 1-31,
11-31, III-31, IV-31, V-31

Nitrate Standard Solution (2 ppm NO]),
V-Al71

Nitrate Standard Solution (10 ppm
NO,), V-A171

Nitrate Standard Solution (100 ppm
NO,), V-Al71

Nitrates) Reactions and Tests of, V-A30S
Nitrazepam, 107, 11-415) V-A107
Nirrazepam Impurity A) V-A10S
Nitrazepam Oral Suspension, 111-1087
Nitrazepam Tablets) m-10S8
Nitrendipine, II-417
Nitric Acid) II-418 j V-A108
Nitric Acid, Cadrnium- and Lead-free,

V-AI08
Nitric Acid) Dilute, V-A108
Nitric Acid, Dilute, Heavy Metal-free,

V-AI OS
Nitric Acid, Dilute Rt, V-A108
Nitric Acid) Dilute R2, V-AlOS
Nitric Acid, Fuming) V-A108
Nitric Acid, Heavy Metal-free) V-A108
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Nitric Acid, Lead-free, V-A108
Nitric Acid, Lead-free, Dilute, V-AIOS
Nitric Acid, Lead-free Rl, V-A108
Nitric Acid, Nickel-free, V-AI09
Nitric Acid Solution of Mercury, V-A97
1M Nitric Acid VS, V-A165
Nitric Oxide, JI-418
Nitric Oxide, see Nitrogen GasMixlUre
Nitrilotriacetic Acid, V-AI09
Nitrite Standard Solution (20 ppm NO

,), V-A171
-l-Nitroaniline, V-A109
Nitroaniline, see 4-Nitroaniline
Nitroaniline Solution, Diazotised,

V-AI09
2-Nitrobenzaldehyde, V-AI09
d-Nitrobenzaldehyde, V-AI09
Nitrobenzaldehyde, see

2-Nitrobenzaltkhyde
Nitrcbenzaldehyde Paper, V-AI09
Nitrobenzaldehyde Solution, V-AJ09
Nitrobenzene, V-AI09
-l-Nirrobenzoic Acid, V-A109
Nitrobenzcyl Chloride, V-A109
4-Nitrobenzyl Bromide, V-AI09
d-Nitrobenzyl Chloride, V-AI09
Nitrobenzyl Chloride, see 4-Nitrobenzyl

Chloride
4-(4-Nitrobenzyl)pyridine, V-AI09
Niuochromic Reagent, V-AI09
Nitroethane, V-AI09
2-Nitroethanol, V-AI09
Nitrofural, see Nitrofurazone
Nitrofurantoin, 11-419,·V-AI09
Nitrofurantoin Oral Suspension, ill-l089
Nitrofurantoin Tablets, 111-1090
Nitrofurazone, 11-420
(5-Nitro-2-furyl)methylene Diacetare,

V-AI09
Nitrogen, n-421, V-AI09
Nitrogen, Determination of, V-A325
Nitrogen Dioxide, V-AI09
Nitrogen Dioxide, Nitrogen Monoxide

and, in Medicinal Gases)
Determination of, V-A351

Nitrogen for Chromatography, V-A109
Nitrogen Gas Mixture, V-AI09
Nitrogen, Low-Oxygen, II-422
Nitrogen, Low-Oxygen, see Loto-Oxygen

Nitrogen
Nitrogen Monoxide, V-AI09
Nitrogen Monoxide and Nitrogen

Dioxide in Medicinal Gases,
Determination of, V-A351

Nitrogen, Oxygen-free, V-A109
Nitrogen RI, V-AI09
Nitroglycerin Tablets, see G/yceryl

Trinitrate Tablets
Nitromethane, V-AI09
Nitro-molybdovanadic Reagent, seeNitro-

-uanado-mdybdic Reagent
-l-Nitrophenol, V-AI09
3-Nitrosalicylic Acid, V-AI09
5-Nitrosalicylic Acid, V-AIIO
N-Nitrosodiethanolamine, V-Alia
N-NilIosodiisopropanolamine, V-All0
Nitrosodipropylamine, V-AIIO
Nitroscdipropylamine Solution, V-Alia
Nitrotetrazohum Blue, V-AlIa
Nitrous Oxide, n-423, V-Alia

Nitrous Oxide in Gases, Determination
of, V-A353

Nitro-vanado-mclybdic Reagent, V-AI 10
Nizatidine, 108, 11-424
Nizatidine Infusion, ID-I090
Nizatidine Intravenous Infusion, see

Nizatidine Infusion
Nizatidine Sterile Concentrate, III-I090
N-J.\r1ethylpyrrolidone, see

Methylpynvlidone
2-[N-Morpholino]ethanesulfonic Add,

V-AI04
NMR, set! Nudear MagneticResonance

Spectrometry
N,N'-Di-isopropylel:hylenediamine,

V-A63
N,N'-Dimethylpiperazine, V-A65
N,N'-Diphenylbenzidine, V-A67
N,N'-Diphenylbiphenyl-4,4'-diamine, see

N,N'-Dipheny/benzidine
N,N,N, ,N'-Tetramethyl-p

phenylenediamine Dihydrochloride,
V-AI49

Nomegestrol Acetate, 11-427
Non-aqueous Titration, V-A317
Non-ionic Emulsifying Wax, set!

Cetomacrogo/ Emulsifying Wax
Ncnivamide, V-AltO
Nonoxinol 9, 11-428
Non-sterile Pharmaceutical Preparations

and Substances for Pharmaceutical
Use, Microbiological Quality of,
V-AS60

Nonylamine, V-Alto
Noradrenaline Acid Tartrate I

Norepinephrine Acid Tartrate, II-428
Noradrenaline Acid Tartrate, V-AI 10
Noradrenaline Concentrate, Sterile,

II1-I092
Noradrenaline Hydrochloride I

Norepinephrine Hydrochloride, 11-430
Noradrenaline Hydrochloride, see

Noradrenaline Hydrochloride I
Norepinephrine Hydrochloride

Noradrenaline Injection, 111-1091
Noradrenaline Sterile Concentrate,

II1-I092
Noradrenaline Tartrate, Set! Noradrenaline

Acid Tartrate I Norepinephrine Acid
Tartrate

Nordazepam, V-AI 10
Norepinephrine Concentrate, Sterile,

III-I092
Norepinephrine Injection, ID-I091
Norepinephrine Sterile Concentrate,

II1-I092
Norethisterone, 11-432
Norethisterone Acetate, 1I-433
Norethlstercne Acetate Tablets, Estradiol

and, 1II-625
Norethisterone Tablets, ill-I093
Norethisterone Tablets, Estradiol and,

III-624
Norfloxacin, 11-435
Norfloxacin Tablets, III-1094
Norflurane, II-437
Ncrgestimate, 11-443
Norgestrel, II-444
Norgestrel Tablets, ill-I095
tit-Norleucine, V-AlIO

Normal Immunoglobulin, seeNormal
Immunoglobulin fur Intramuscular
Adminiuration

Normal Immunoglobulin for
Intramuscular Administration, IV-638

Normal Immunoglobulin for Intravenous
Use, IV-640

Normal Immunoglobulin for
Subcutaneous Administration, IV-642

Normal Immunoglobulin Injection, see
Norma/Immunoglobulin for
Intramuscular Administration

Noroxymorphone, V-AI 10
Norpseudoephedrine Hydrochloride,

V-AIIO
Nortriptyline Capsules, 111-1096
Nortriptyline Hydrochloride, II-445
Nortriptyline Tablets, III-1097
Noscapine, II-448
Noscapine Hydrochloride, V-AI 10
Noscapine Hydrochloride, seeNoscapine

Hydrochloride Hydrate
Nosceplne Hydrochloride Hydrate,

n-447
Notices, I-ix, rr-vn, III-vii, IV-vii, V-vii
Notoginseng Root, IV-380
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Spectrometry, V-A195
Nucleated Cell Count and Viability,

V-A513
Nucleic Acid Amplification, Branched

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (bDNA),
V-AS03

Nucleic Acid Amplification, Isothermal
Ribonucleic Acid (RNA)
Amplification, V-A503

Nucleic Acid Amplification Techniques,
V-A503

Nucleic Acid Amplification Techniques:
Ligase Chain Reaction (LCR),
V-AS03

Nucleic Acid Amplification Techniques:
Polymerase Chain Reaction (peR),
V-A503

Nucleic Acids, Composition of
POlysaccharide Vaccines, V-A525

Numeration of CD341CD45+ Cells in
Haematcpoletic Products, V-A51a

Nutmeg) IV-382
Nutmeg Oil, IV-383
Nux-vomica for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-592
Nystatin, 11-450
Nystatin Ointment, In-1098
Nystatin Oral Drops, m-I098
Nystatin Oral Suspension, ill-l098
Nystatin Tablets, ill-I099
Nystatin Vaginal Tablets, III-1098
Nystose, V-Alia

o
O-Acetyl Groups, V-A525
Oak Bark, IV-384
Ochratoxin A in Herbal Drugs,

Determination of, V-A383
Ochratoxin A Solution, V-AI 10
Octadecan-Lol, V-Alia
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Octadecyl [3-[3,5-bis(I,I-dimethylethyl)
4- hydroxyphenylj-propionare],
V-AllO

Octanal, V-All 0
s-Octane, V-AI 10
Octane, seen-Oetane
Octanesulfonic Acid Sodium Salt, see

Sodium Oaanesulfonate
Octanesulphonic Acid Sodium Salt) see

Sodium Octanesulfonate
Octanoic Acid) 11-451, V-AI 10
t-Ocranol, see Ocron-l-ol
Octen-t-ol, V-Alii
Octen-z-ol, V-AlII
Ocranol, see Ocum-l-ol
j-Octanone, V-AlII
Ocrcxinol 10) JI-452, V-All I
Ocneoride, 11-452
Octreoride Acetate, V-AlII
Ocryl Gallate) 11-454
OctylSulfate Sodium Salt, see Sodium

Octyl Sulfate
4-0ctyl Sulphate Sodium Salt, see

Sodium Oeryl Sulfate
N-OccyJamine, see OCfylamine
Octylamine, V-AIll
Ocrylamine Phosphate Buffer pH 3.0,

V-A176
Octyldodecancl, 11,«55
Ocrylsilyl and Octadecylsilyl Multi-Alkyl

Silica Gel for Chromatography, see
Silica Gd for Chromatography, OClylsilyl
and O,wdecyhilyl MlIltj-Alkyl

Odour and Taste of Bssential'Oils,
V-A362

Odour, Reactions and Tests of, V-AJ08
Official, Definition of, 1-3) 11-3, 111-3,

IV-3, V-3
Official Standards, 1-4, 11-4, 111-4, IV-4,

V-4
Official Titles, 1-7, 11-7, i11-7) IV-7, V-7
Ofloxacin, 11-456
Oils Rich in Omega-S-acids, V-A366
Oily Cream, 111-786
Oily Phenol Injection, 10-1173
Ointment, Simple, 111-1333
Ointments,IlI-79
Ointments, Eye, ID-49
Olanzaplne, 108, 11-458
Olanzapine Embonare Monohydrate,

1I-4S9
Olanzapine Orodispersible Tablets,

IlI-llOI
Olanzapine Tablets, 1II-1099
Old Tuberculin, IV-796
Oleamide, V-AlII
Oleanolic Acid, V-AliI
Oleic Acid, II-461, V-Alll
Oleoyl Macrogolglycerides, 11-461
Oleuropein, V-AlII
Oleyl Alcohol, II-463, V-Alii
Olive Leaf, IV-384
Olive Leaf Dey Extract, IV-386
Olive Oil, V-Alii
Olive Oil, see Virgin Olive Oil
Olive Oil Ear Drops, DI-1102
Olive Oil, Refined, 11-464
Olive Oil Substrate Emulsion, V-AlII
Olmesartan Medoxomil, 11-465
Olmesartan Tablets, 111-1103

Olsalazine Sodium, 11-467
Omega-3-Acid Ethyl Esters 60, 11-470
Omega-3-Acid Ethyl Esters 90, 11-472
Omega-3-Acid Triglycerides, see Omega-

3-klan'ne Triglycerides
Omega-3-Marine Triglycerides, 11-474
Omeprazole, 11-477
Omeprazole Gasrro-resistant Capsules,

III-llOS
Omeprazole Gastro-resistanr Tablets,

III-l107
Omeprazole Magnesium, 11-478
Omeprazole Oral Suspension, 111-1106
Omeprazole Sodium, 11-480
Omissions) I-xxvii
Omissions, List of, I-xxxiv
Ondanserron, 108
Ondansetron Hydrochloride, 109
Ondansetron Hydrochloride Dihydrate)

II-482
Ondansetron Injection, 111-1109
Ondansetron Tablets, 111-1110
Opacity, Standard Preparation of,

V-A181
Opiate Linctus for Infants, IV-487
Opiate Squill Linctus, IV-486
Opiate Squill Linctus, Paediatric) IV-487
Opiate Squill Oral Solution, IV-486
Opiate Squill Oral Solution, Paediatric,

IV-487
Opium) IV-386
Opium Dry Extract, Standardised,

IV-390
Opium, Prepared, IV-388
Opium Tincture, IV-392
Opium Tincture, Camphorated, IV-393
Opium Tincture, Concentrated

Camphorated, IV-393
Opium Tincture, Standardised, IV-391
Optical Microscopy, V-MOO
Optical Rotation and Specific Optical

Rorarion, Determination of, V-A281
Oracet Blue B, V-AlII
Oracet Blue 2R. V-A112
Orecer Blue 2R Solution, V-A112
Oracer Blue Solution, Dimethyl Yellow

and, V-A66
Oracet Blue B Solution, V-AlII
Oral Emulsions, ID-62
Oral Liquids, lll-60
Oral Liquids, Bioequivalence of) V-A887
Oral Liquids of the BP, i11-62
Oral Liquids, Preservative-free, V-A886
Oral Liquids, Unlicensed, 111-85
Oral Powders, 111-72
Oral Rehydration Oral Powder, seeOral

Rehydration Salts
Oral Rehydration Salts, Ill-1H2
Oral Suspensions, Unlicensed, m-86
Oral Use, Liquid Preparations for, see

Oral Liquids
Orange Flower Birrer-, IV-393
Orange Oil, IV-395
Orange Oil, Sweet, IV-39S
Orange Oil) Terpeneless, IV-396
Orange Peel, Dried Bitter-, IV-397
Orange Peel Infusion) IV-398
Orange Peel Infusion, Concentrated,

IV-398
Orange Spirit, Compound, IV-397

Orange Syrup, IV-399
Orange Tincture, IV-398
Orcinol, V-A1l2
Orciprenaline Sulfate, 11-484
Orciprenallne Sulphate, see Orciprenaline

Sulfate
Oregano, IV-399
Organ Preservation Solutions, III-I113
Organosilica Polymer, Amorphous,

Ocradecylsilyl, V-A1I2
Organosilica Polymer, Amorphous,

Octadecylsilyl, End-capped, V-A112
Organosilica Polymer, Amorphous,

Polar-embedded Octadecylsilyl, End
capped, V-A1l2

Organosilica Polymer, Amorphous,
Propyl-2-phenylsilyl, End-capped,
V-AI 12

Organosilica Polymer Compatible with
100% Aqueous Mobile Phases,
Ocradecylsilyl, Solid Core, End
capped, V-A112

Organosilica Polymer for
Chromatography, Amorphous,
Octadecylsilyl, End-capped, see
Organosi/ica Polymerfor l~lass

Spectrometry, Amorphous, Octadecylsilyl,
End-capped

Organosilica Polymer for Mass
Spectrometry, Amorphous,
Octadecylsilyl, End-capped, V-AI 12

Organosilica Polymer, Multi-layered,
Octadecylsilyl, End-capped, V-A112

Oriental Cashew for Homoeopathic
Preparations, see Anacardiumfor
Homoeopathic Preparations

Orientin, V-AI 12
Orientvine Stem, IV-400
Orodispersible Loperamide Tablets, see

Loperamide Orodispersible Tablets
Orodispersible Mirtazapine Tablets, see

Minazapine Orodispersible Tablets
Orodispersible Olanzapine Tablets, see

01anzapine Orodispersible Tablets
Orodispersible Rizatriptan Tablets, see

Rieamptan Orodispersihle Tablets
Orodispersible Sildenafil Films, see

Sildenafil Orodispersible Films
Oro dispersible Sildenafil Tablets, see

Sildenafil Orodispersible Tablets
Oromucosal Preparations, 111-66
Orphenadrine Citrate, 11-485
Orphenedrine Hydrochloride, 11-487
Orphenadrine Hydrochloride Tablets,

III-11l4
Orthophosphoric Acid, V-AI 12
Orthophosphorous Acid, V-A1l2
Osehamivir Oral Solution, Paediatric,

III-1l14
Oseltamivir Phosphate, 11-488
Osmolality, V-A293
Osthole, V-AI 12
Ouabain) TI-490
Ox Brain, Acetone-dried, V-A112
Oxacillin Sodium Monohydrate) 11-491
Oxalic Acid, V-AI 12
Oxalic Acid and Sulfuric Acid Solution,

V-A1l2
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Oxalic Acid and Sulphuric Acid
Solution, see Oxalic Acid and Sulfuric
Acid Solution

Oxallplatin, 11-494
Oxazepam, 109, 11-496, V-AI 12
Oxazepam Tablets, 111-1115
Oxcarbazepine, I1-498
Oxeladin Hydrogen Citrate, 11-500
Oxetacaine, 109, 11-501
Oxidising Substances, V-A361
Oxitropium Bromide, 11-502
Oxolinic Acid, 11-503
Oxprenolcl, 110
2,2'-Oxybis(N,N.-dimethylethylamine),

V-AII2
Oxybuprocaine Eye Drops) 111-1116
Oxybuprocaine Hydrochloride, 11-504
Oxybutynin, 110
Oxybutynin Hydrochloride, II-S06
Oxybutynin Oral Solution, III-11l7
Oxybutynin Prolonged-release Tablets,

III-11l9
Oxybutynin Tablets, III-1I18
Oxycodone, 110
Oxycodone Capsules, 111-1121
Oxycodone Hydrochloride, 11-507
Oxycodone Injection, III-1122
Oxycodone Oral Solution, 111-1123
Oxycodone Prolonged-release Tablets,

Ill-1l25
Oxygen, 11-509, V-AI 12
Oxygen in Medicinal Gases,

Determination of, V-A352
Oxygen ("0), IV-875 .
Oxygen (93 per cent), 11-510
Oxygen-flask Combustion, V-A318
Oxygen RI, V-A1l2
Oxymetazoline Hydrochloride, 11-511
Oxymetholone, 111,11-513
Oxymetholone Tablets, 11l-1126
Oxytetracycline Calcium, n-513
Oxytetracycline Capsules, 111-1126
Oxytetracycline Dihydrate, II-SIS
Oxytetracycline Hydrochloride, 11-517,

V-A1l2
Oxytetracycline Tablets, 111-1128
Oxytocin, 11-519
Oxytocin Bulk Solution, see Oxytocin

Concentrated Solution
Oxytocin Concentrated Solution, 11-520
Oxytocin Injection, 111-1129
Oxytocin Injection, Ergometrine and,

111-605

p
Pacfitaxel, II-521
Paediatric Alimemazine Oral Solution,

111-131
Paediatric Alimemazine Oral Solution,

Strong, 111-131
Paediatric Compound Tolu Linctus,

IV-508
Paediatric Compound Tolu Oral

Solution, IV-50S
Paediatric Co-trimoxazole Oral

Suspension, 1II-482
Paediatric Co-trimoxazole Tablets,

111-483

Paediatric Digoxin Injection, III-538
Paediatric Digoxin Oral Solution, TII-539
Paediatric Docusate Oral Solution,

111-567
Paediatric Ferrous Sulfate Oral Solution,

IlI-648
Paediatric Ferrous Sulphate Oral

Solution, see Paediatric Ferrous Sulfate
OralSolution

Paediatric Ipecacuanha Emetic, IV-301
Paediatric Ipecacuanha Emetic Mixture,

IV-301
Paediatric Ipecacuanha Emetic Oral

Solution, IV-301
Paediatric Opiate Squill Linctus, IV-487
Paediatric Opiate Squill Oral Solution,

IV-487
Paediatric Oseltamivir Oral Solution,

1lI-11l4
Paediatric Paracetamol Oral Solution,

111-1l39
Paediatric Paracetamcl Oral Suspension,

111-1l40
Paediatric Phenobarbital Oral Solution,

111-Il71
Paediatric Simple Linctus, 111-1332
Paediatric Simple Oral Solution, see

Poediamc Simple Linctus
Paediatric Trimethoprim and

Sulfamethoxazole Oral Suspension,
III-482

Paediatric Trimethoprim and
Sulfamethoxazole Tablets, 111-483

Paediatric Vitamins A, C and D Oral
Drops, 111-1504

Paeoniflorin, V-AI 13
Paeoncl, V-AlB
Paeonol CRS, V-A181
Paints, 111-45
Pale Coneflower Root, see Echinacea

Pallida Root
Palladium, V-AI 13
Palladium Chloride, see Pa/ladium(ll)

Chloride
Palladium Chloride Solution, V-AI 13
Palladium Standard Solution (0.5 ppm

Pd), V-A171
Palladium Standard Solution (20 ppm

Pd), V-AI71
Palladium Standard Solution (500 ppm

Pd), V-AI71
Palladium(n) Chloride, V-AI 13
Palm Kernel Oil, Fractionated, 11-526
Palmatine, V-AlB
Palmatine Chloride, V-AlB
Palmitic Acid, 11-526, V-AI 13
Palmitcleic Acid, V-AI 13
Palmiryl Alcohol, V-AI 13
Pamidrcnate Disodium for Infusion,

III-lUI
Pamidronate Disodium for Intravenous

Infusion, III-I 131
Pamidronate Disodium Infusion,

111-1131
Pamidronate Disodium Intravenous

Infusion,III-lI31
Pamidronate Disodium Pentahydrate,

II-527
PAl"l, seePyn"dylazonaphthol
Pancreas Powder, V-AI 13

Pancreas Powder, see Pancreatic Extraa
Pancreatic Extract, 11-528
Pancreatin, 11-530
Pancreatin, Assay of, V-A466
Pancreatin Capsules, see Pancreatin

Gastro-resistanc Capsules
Pancreatin Gastro-resistant Capsules,

III-1l32
Pancreatin Gastro-resistanr Tablets,

1II-1l33
Pancreatin Granules, III-1132
Pancreatin Tablets, Gasrro-reslstam,

111-1133
Pancuronium Bromide, 11-531
Pancuroniwn Injection, m-1133
Panels of Experts, I-xiii
Pansy, Wild, IV--402
Pantoprazole for Injection, 111-1134
Pantoprazole Gastro-resistant Tablets,

1II-1l3S
Pantoprazole Sodium Sesquihydrate,

II-532
Papain, V-A113
Pepaveretum, 11-534
Papaverine Hydrochloride, 111, 11-535,

V-AI 13
Papaverine Injection, ill-1137
Paper Chromatography, V-A240
Paper Chromatography Performance

Test Solutions, V-A113
Paper for Chromatography, V-A 113
Paracetamol, 112, 11-536, V-AI 13
Paracetamol, 4-Aminophenol-free,

V-AlB
Paracetamol and Caffeine Soluble

Tablets, 1II-1147
Paracetamol and Caffeine Tablets,

III-1145
Paracetamol and Dihydrocodeine

Tablets, see Co-dydramoJ Tablets
Paracetamol Capsules, nl-I138
Paracetamol Capsules, Codeine

Phosphate and, see Co-codamol CapruJes
Paraceramcl Capsules, Codeine

Phosphate, Caffeine and, see
Paracetamol, Codeine Phosphate and
Caffeine Capsules

Paracetamcl, Codeine Phosphate and
Caffeine Capsules, 111-1149

Paracetamol, Codeine Phosphate and
Caffeine Tablets, TII-lI51

Paracetamcl Dispersible Tablets,
1II-1143

Paracetamol Effervescent Tablets,
1II-1144

Paracetamol Effervescent Tablets,
Codeine Phosphate and, see
Co-codamd Efferuesum Tablets

Paracetamol Oral Solution, Paediatric,
III-1l39

Paracetamcl Oral Suspension, 111-1140
Paracetamcl Oral Suspension, Paediatric,

III-1l40
Paracetamol Soluble Tablets, 111-1145
Paracetamol Suppositories, 111-1141
Paracetamol Tablets, 111-1142
Paracetamol Tablets, Codeine Phosphate

and, see Co-codamol Tablets
Paracetamol Tablets, Codeine

Phosphate, Caffeine and, see
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Paracetamol, Codeine Phosphate and
Caffeine Tablets

Paracetamol Tablets,
Dextropropoxyphene Hydrochloride
and, see Co-proxamol Tablets

Paracetamol Tablets) Dihydrocodeine
and, seeCo-dydramol Tablets

Paraffin, Hard, ll-538
Paraffin, Light Liquid, II-539
Paraffin, Liquid, V-AlB
Paraffin, Liquid, 11-540
Paraffin Oral Emulsion, Liquid, III-1l54
Paraffin, White Soft, 11-541, V-AI 13
Paraffin, Yellow Soft, 11-542
Parahydroxybenzoic Acid, see

4-Hydroxybenzoic Acid
Paraldehyde, 11-542, V-AIl3
Paraldehyde Injection, 111-1155
Parametric Release, 1-4, 11-4, 111-4,

IV-4, V-4
Pararosaniline Chloride, see Pararosaniline

Hydrochlon"de
Pararosaniline Hydrochloride, V-AI 13
Pararosaniline Solution, Decolorised,

V-AIl3
Parenteral Nutrition, see Parenteral

Nutrition Solutions
Parenteral Nutrition Solutions, m-1155,

V-A89 I
Paremeral Nutrition Solutions,

Aluminium in, V-A892
Parenteral Preparations, 111-69
Parenteral Preparations, Extractable

Volume of, V-A421
Parenteral Preparations of the BP, ID-72
Parenteral Preparations, Water for Use in

Manufacture of, m-72
Parenteral Use, 1-561
Parenteral Use, Cholesterol for, 1-561
Pamaparin Sodium, 11-543
Paroxetine Hydrochloride, 11-544
Paroxetine Hydrochloride Hemihydrate,

11-546
Paroxetine Tablets, m-1156
Parthenolide, V-AII4
Partially Dehydrated Liquid Sorbitol,

11-982
Partially Hydrated Magnesium Chloride,

11-183
Particle Size Analysis by Laser Light

Diffraction, V-A606
Particle Size Classification of Powders

(Sieve Test), V-A576
Particle Size of Powders, V-A576
Particles, Sub-visible, Particulate

Contamination, V-A440
Particles, Visible, Particulate

Contamination, V-A443
Particle-size Distribution Estimation by

Analytical Sieving, V-A578
Particulate Contamination, V-A751
Particulate Contamination: Sub-visible

Particles, V-A440
Particulate Contamination: Visible

Particles, V-A443
Partly Dementholised Mint Oil, see

Dementholised Mint Oil
Passiflcra, see Passionflower Herb
Passion Flower, see Passionflower Herb

Passion Flower Dry Extract, see
Passionfiouer HerbDry Extract

Passionflower Herb, IV-403
Passionflower Herb Dry Extract, IV-40S
Pastes, Ill-SO
Patches, III-83
Patches, Dissolution Test for, V-A405
Patents, J-ix, II-vii, III-vii, rv-s, V-vii
Patton and Reeder's Reagent, see

Calconcarboxylic Acid
PCR, see Nudeic Acid Amplification

Techniques: Polymerase Chain Reaction
(PCR)

PD50J V-A722
PD50, Definition of, 1-30, 11-30, ID-30,

IV-30, V-30
Pea Starch, 11-1005
Peanut Oil, see ArachisOil
Pefloxacin Mesilate, 11-549
Pelargonium Root, IV-407
Pemetrexed Disodium Heprahydrate,

II-55l
Pemetrexed Disodium 2.5-Hydrate,

II-553
Penbutolol Sulfate, 11-555
Penbutolol Sulphate, see Penbutolol

Sulfate
. Penicillamine, 11-556
L-Penicillamine Coated Silica Gel For

Chiral Separations, V-AI 14
Penicillamine Tablets, III-1158
Penicillinase Solution, V-Al14
Pentaerythrityl Tetrakis[3-(3,5-di-rm-

butyl-d- hydroxyphenyI)propionate),
V-All 4

Pentaerythrityl Tetrakis[3-(3,5-di(I,I
dirnethylethyl)-4-hydroxyphenyl)
propionate], see Pemaerymn"tyl Tetrakis
[3-(3.5-di-rert-buryl-4- hydroxyphenyl)
propionate]

Pentaerythrityl Terranitrate, Diluted,
II-SS8

Pentafluoropropanoic Acid, V-AlI4
Penrafluoropropionic Anhydride, V-AI 14
3,3'A',5,7-Pentahydroxyflavone-3-

glucoside, seeIsoquercitroside
Pentamidine Diisetionate, see Pentamidine

Iseuonate
Pentamidine Injection, 111-1159
Pentamidine Isetionate, 112, II-560
Pentamidine Isetionate for Injection,

III-1l59
n-Pentane, V-A114
Pentane, see n-Pentane
Lz-Pentanediol, V-Al14
L-Pentanesulfonic Acid Sodium Salt, see

Sodium Pentanesulfonate
l-Pentanesulfcnic Acid Sodium Salt

Monohydrate, see Sodium
PenwnrnJfMateAdonohydmre

J-Pentanesulphonic Acid Sodium Salt,
see Sodium Pentanesuljonate

I-Pentanesulphonic Acid Sodium Salt
Monohydrate, see Sodium
Pentanesulfonate Monohydrate

Penrsn-t-ol, V-A1I4
Pentanol, see Pentan-l-ol
a-Pemenone, V-AI 14
Pentazocine, 11-561
Pentazocine Capsules, 111-1159

Pentazocine (Form B), 112
Pentazocine Hydrochloride, II-562
Pentazocine Injection, III-1160
Pentazocine Lactate, 113, 11-563
Pentazocine Tablets, 111-1161
Penretate Sodium Calcium for

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
IV-825

Pentetic Acid, V-A114
Pentobarbital, 113, 11-563
Pentobarbital Sodium, II-S6S
Pentobarbital Tablets, 111-1161
Pentoxifylline, 11-566
Pentoxyverine Citrate, 11-568
Penroxyverine Hydrogen Citrate, see

PemoxyoetineCitrate
iV-Penty! Alcohol, see Penum-l-ol
ren-Penryl Alcohol, V-A114
Peony Root, Red, IV-407
Peony Root, While, IV-409
Pepper, IV-410
Peppermint Leaf, IV-412
Peppermint Leaf Dry Extract, IV-416
Peppermint Oil, IV-413
Peppermint Oil Capsules, Gastro-

resistant, IV-415
Peppermint Oil Gastro-resisrant

Capsules, IV-415
Pepsin, 11-569, V-A1l4
Pepsin Powder, V-A1l4
Pepsin Powder, see Pepsin
Peptide N-glycosidase F, V-AI 14
Peptide Identification by Nuclear

Magnetic Resonance Spectrometry,
V-A2l4

Peptide Mapping, V-A254
Perchloric Acid, V-AI 14
Perchloric Acid Solution, V-AI 15
O"IMPerchloric Acid VS, V-A165
0.02M Perchloric Acid VS, V-A165
Perfloxacin Mesilate Dihydrate, see

Pejloxacin Menlate
Perfluoroheptancic Acid, V-AI15
Pergolide Mesilate, II-571
Perindopril Erbumine, 11-572
Perindopril Brbumine Tablets, 111-1162
Perindopriltert-Bu~lanllne,su

Perindopril Erbumine
Periodic Acetic Acid Solution, V-AI 15
Periodic Acid, V-AI15
Periodic Acid Reagent, V-AI 15
Periodic Acid Solution, V-AI 15
Peritoneal Dialysis Solutions, 1I1-1l63
Peritoneal Dialysis Solutions for, see

Peritoneal Dialysis Solutions
Pennethrin (25:75), 11-576
Pennethrin, V-AIl5
Peroxide Test Strips, V-AI 15
Peroxide Value, V-A359
Peroxyacetic Acid Solution, V-AI 15
Perphenazine, 11-577
Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular), Assay of,

V-A497
Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular,

Component, Adsorbed), see Adsorbed
Penussis Vaccine (Acellular Component)

Pertussis Vaccine (Acellular, Co-purified,
Adsorbed), see Adsorbed Pertussis
Vaccine (Acellular, Co-pun"jied)
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Pertussis Vaccine (Whole Cell,
Adsorbed), IV-753

Pertussis Vaccine (Whole Cell), Assay of,
V-A49 I

Peru Balsam, IV-417
Perylene, V-AIlS
Pessaries and Suppositories,

Disintegration Test for, V-A395
Pesticide Residues, V-A375
Pethidine, 113
Pethidine Hydrochloride, 114, D-S78
Pethidine Injection, ID-1166
Pethidine Tablets, DI-1l67
Petroleum, Light, V-AIlS
Petroleum Rectificarum for

Hornoeopathic Preparations, IV-594
Petroleum Spirit, V-AilS
Petroleum Spirit (boiling range, 40° to

60°), Aromatic-free, V-AilS
Petroleum Rl, light, V-A1l5
Petroleum R2, light, V-A115
Petroleum RJ, Light, V-A 115
Petroleum R4, light, V-A 115
PFU, Definition of, 1-30, 11-30, 111-30,

IV-3D, V-30
pH Indicator Strip, V-AIlS
pH of Solutions, Approximate, V-A289
pH Values, Determination of, V-A289
Pharmaceutical Preparations, ID-39,

IV-39
Pharmaceutical Preparations,

Microbiological Quality of; V-A7S0
Pharmaceutical Use, Control of

Impurities in Substances for, V-A820
Pharmaceutical Use, Glass Containers

for, V-A636
Pharmaceutical Use, Substances fori

1-39, n-ss
Pharmacopoeial Calculations, V-A896
Pharmacopoeial Harmonisation, V-A790
Pharmacopoeial Quantitative Analysis,

V-A896
Pharmacopoeial Requirements, I-xxix
Pharmacopoeial Requirements, Basis of,

V-A73 I
u-Pheilandrene, V-AIlS
PheUodendron Amurense Bark, IV-418
Phellodendron Chinense Bark, IV-419
Phenacetin, V-AI 15
Phenan~ne. V-AI 15
Phenanthroline Hydrochloride, V-A116
Phenazone, 11-580, V-A1l6
Phenelzine Sulfate, 11-581
Phenelzine Sulphate, see Phenelzine

Sulfa..
Phenelzine Tablets, ID-1167
Pheneruride, V-A117
Phenindicne, 114, 11-582
Phenindione Tablets, UI-1168
Pheniramine Maleate, ll-584
Phenobarbital, 114, ll-585
Phenobarbital Elixir, W-1169
Phenobarbital Injection, 111-1170
Phenobarbital Oral Solution, see

Phenobarbital Elixir
Phenobarbital Oral Solution, Paediatric,

m-nn
Phenobarbital Sodium, II-586
Phenobarbital Tablets, ill-U72
Phenol, ll-588, V-A116

Phenol and Glycerol Injection, 111-1173
Phenol in Irrununosera (Antisera) and

Vaccines, V-A524
Phenol Injection, Aqueous, ID-l173
Phenol Injection, Olly, 111-1173
Phenol, liquefied, 11-589, V-A1l6
Phenol Red, V-A1l6
Phenol Red Solution, V-A116
Phenol Red Solution Rl, V-AI 16
Phenol Red Solution R2, V-A116
Phenol Red Solution RJ, V-A116
Phenoldisulfonic Acid Solution, V-AI 16
Phencldisulphonic Acid Solution, see

PhenoJdisulfonic Acid Solution
Phenolphthalein, II-589, V-AI 16
Phenolphthalein Paper, V-AI 16
Phenolphthalein Solution, V-AI 16
Phenolphthalein Solution Rl, V-AI 16
Phenolphthalein-Thymol Blue Solution,

V-All 6
Phenolsulfonphthalein, 11-590
Phenolsulfonphthalein, see PhenolRed
Phenolsulphonphthalein, see

Phenolsulfonphthalein
Phenothiazines by Thin-Layer

Chromatography, Identification of,
V-A233

Phenothiazlnes, Related Substances in,
V-A233

Phenoxyacetlc Acid, V-AI 16
2-Phenoxyaniline, V-A116
Phenoxybenzamine Capsules, ill-UN
Phenoxybenzamine Hydrochloride, 115,

ll-591, V-A1l6
z-Phencsyerhanol, V-AI 16
Phenoxyethanol, 11-592
Phenoxyethauol, see2-Phenoxyethanol
Phenoxymethylpenicdlin, II-593
Phenoxymethylpenicillin (Benzathine)

T etrahydrate, 11-597
Phenoxymethylpenicillin Oral Solution,

m-uzs
PhenoxymethylpenicilHn Potassium,

ll-595
Phenoxymethylpenicillin Tablets.

I1I-lI77
Phentolamine Injection, 111-1178
Phentolamine Mesilate, 11-599
Phenyl Benzoate, V-AI 17
Phenyl Isothiocyanate, V-AI 17
Phenyl Silica Gel for Chromatography,

V-Al3S
Phenylacetic Acid, V-A117
-l-Phenylacetophenone, see

4-Acetylbiphenyl
tram-3-Phenylacrylic Acid, see Cinnamic

Acid
u-Phenylalanlne, V-A117
Phenylalanine, 11-600
Phenylalanine, see L-Phenylalanine
t-tphenyfazojnaphrhalen-z-oi, see Sudan

YdlOfJJ
o-Phenylbenzoic Acid, V-AI 17
Phenylbis(4-hydroxynaphthyl)methanol,

see l-Naphtholbenzein
z-Phenylburanoic acid, V-AI 17
(z-Phenylburanoyljurea, V-A117
Phenylbutazone, 11-602
z-Phenylburyrylurea, V-A117
N-Phenylcarbazole, V-AI 17

p-Phenylenediamine Dihydrochloride,
V-A1l7

Phenylephrine, 11-603
Phenylephrine Eye Drops, 1II-1179
Phenylephrine Hydrochloride, II-60S
Phenylephrine Injection, 11I-1181
Phenylephrine Injection, Intracameral,

m-nsz
Phenylephrine Intracameral Injection,

1II-1l82
m-Phenylglycine, V-AI 17
n-Phenylglycme, V-All?
n-Phenylglycine, see DL-Phenylglycine
Phenylhydrazine, V-All?
Phenylhydrazine Hydrochloride, V-AI 17
Phenylhydrazine Hydrochloride Solution,

V-AI 17
Phenylhydrazine-Sulfuric Acid Solution,

V-AIl7
Phenylhydrazine-Sulphuric Acid

Solution, see Phenylhydrazine-Sulfuric
Acid Solution

Phenylhydrazinium Chloride, see
Phenylhydrazine Hydrochloride

Phenylmercuric Acetate, 11-607
Phenylmercuric Borate, II-607
Phenylmercuric Nitrate) II-608
Phenyl(S)methyl(95)polysiloxane,

V-A II 7
Phenyl(SO)methyl(SO)polysiloxane,

V-All 7
Phenyl(S)methyl(9S)polysiloxane, Base-

deactivated, V-All?
I-Phenylpiperazine, V-AI 17
3-Phenylpropanoic Acid, V-AI 17
I-Phenyiprcpan-z-ol, V-A1l7
Phenylpropanolamine Hydrochloride,

ll-608
3-Phenylpropenal, see Cinnamatdehyde
1-Phenyl-I ,2 ,3,4-tttrahydroisoquinoline,

V-A117
Phenytoin, 115, 11-610
Phenytoin Capsules, ill-IlS3
Phenytoin Injection, 111-1184
Phenytoin Oral Suspension, 111-1185
Phenytoin Sodium, 11-611
Phenytoin Tablets, 111-1186
Phloroglucide, V-All?
Phloroglucinol, 11-613, V-All?
Phloroglucinol Dihydrate, 11-615
Phloroglucinol Solution, V-AIlS
Pholcodine, 115
Pholcodine, see Pholcodine Monohydrate
Pholcodine Linctus, 111-1187
Pholcodine Linctus, Strong, 1II-1188
Pholcodine Monohydrate, 1I-617
Pholcodine Oral Solution, seePholcodine

LncUls
Pholcodine Oral Solution, Strong, see

Pholcodine Linctus, Strong
Phosafone, V-A118
Phosphate Buffer O.025M, Standard,

V-Al77
Phosphate Buffer pH 7,5, O,2M, V-AI77
Phosphate Buffer pH 3.0, V-AI?6
Phosphate Buffer pH 3.5, V-A176
Phosphate Buller pH 4.0, V-A176
Phosphate Buffer pH 4.9, V-A176
Phosphate Buffer pH 4.75, V-A176
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Phosphate Buffer pH 4.0, l'vlixed,
V-A176

Phosphate Buffer pH 5.4, Mixed,
V-A176

Phosphate Buffer pH 6.8, 0.2M L\olixed,
V-A176

Phosphate Buffer pH 6.8, Mixed,
V-A176

Phosphate Buffer pH 7.0, O.IM Mixed,
V-AI77

Phosphate Buffer pH 7.0, 0.067M
Mixed, V-Al77

Phosphate Buffer pH 7.0, Mixed,
V-A176

Phosphate Buffer pH 10, Mixed, V-A177
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 2.5, 0.2M,

V-A 177
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.0, O.IM,

V-AI77
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 4.5,

0.05M, V-Al77
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.4,

0.067M, V-AI77
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.3, O.IM,

V-AI77
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.5, O.lM,

V-A178
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.7, 0.1.\1,

V-AI78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0,

0.03M, V-Al78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0,

0.05M, V-Al78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0,

0.025M, V-Al78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0,

0.063M, V-Al78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 75,

0.05M, V-AI78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.5,

0.33M, V-A178
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0, O.IM,

V-Al78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0,

0.02M, V-A178
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0,

0.05M, V-A178
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.0, 1M,

V-AI78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 11.3,

O.IM, V-A178
O.IM Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.3,

V-AI 77
O.lM Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0,

seePhosphore BufferpH 7.0, O.lM
Mixed

0.067M Phosphate Buffer Solution
pH 7.0, seePhosphate BufferpH 7.0,
0.067.1< Mixed

0.125M Phosphate Buffer Solution
pH 2.0, V-AI77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 2.0,
V-AI77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 2.8,
V-AI 77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.0,
V-AI77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.2,
V-A177

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.4,
V-AI 77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.5, see
Phosphate BufferpH 3.5

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.25,
V-Al77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.0,
V-AI77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.5,
V-AI 77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.6,
V-AI 77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 5.8,
V-Al77

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.4,
V-Al78

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.5,
V-A178

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.8, see
Citro-phosphate BufferpH 6.8

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0, see
Citro-phosphate BufferpH 7.0

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.2, see
Citro-phosphate BufferpH 7.2

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7A J

V-A178
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 8.5,

V-Al78
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 9.0,

V-A178
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.0, see

Citro-phosphate BufferpH 6.0
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.0 RI,

V-AI 77
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 3.2 Rl,

V-AI77
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.0 Rl,

V-AI77
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.0 R2,

V-AI77
Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 6.8 Rl,

seePhosphate BufferpH 6.8~ O.2M
Mixed

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 RI,
V-Al78

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 RZ,
V-Al78

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R3,
V-A178

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R4,
V-Al78

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R5,
V-AI 78

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R6,
V-A178

Phosphate Buffer Solution pH 7.0 R7,
V-Al78

Phosphate Buffers, V-A176
Phosphate Oral Solution, 111-1189
Phosphate Standard Solution (5 ppm

PO,), V-AI72
Phosphate Standard Solution (l00 ppm

PO,), V-AI72
Phosphate Standard Solution (200 ppm

PO,), V-AI71
Phosphate-buffered Saline pH 6.4,

V-A179
Phosphate-Citrate Buffer Solution

pH 5.5, V-Al78
Phosphates Enema, 111-1188

Phosphates (Orthophosphates),
Reactions and Tests of, V-A305

Phosphates Rectal Solution, see
Phosphates Enema

Phospholipid, V-AilS
Phospholipids for Injection, Soya,

1II-1371
Phosphomolybdic Acid, V-AIl8
Phosphomolybdic Acid Solution, V-AIlS
Phosphomolybdic Acid Solution,

Ethanolic, V-AlI 8
Phosphomclybdotungstic Reagent,

V-AIl8
Phoaphomclybdotungsric Reagent,

Dilute, V-AIl8
Phosphoric Acid, 11-618
Phosphoric Acld, see OnJwphosphon, Acid
Phosphoric Acid, Dilute, II-619, V-AIlS
Phosphoric Acid, Dilute Rt, V-AIlS
Phosphorous Acid, see Orthophosphorous

Acid
Phosphorus, Composition of

Polysaccharide Vaccines, V-A525
Phosphorus Pentcxide, V-AIlS
Phosphotungstic Acid Solution, V-AIlS
Phthalaldehyde, V-AII8
Phthalaldehyde Reagent, V-AIl8
Phthalate Buffer pH 3.6, V-A179
Phthalate Buffer Solution pH 6.4, 0.5M,

V-Al79
Phthalate Buffer Solution pH 4.4,

V-A179
Phthalazine, V-AI 18
Phthalein Purple, V-AI 18
Phthalic Acid, V-AII8
Phthalic Anhydride, V-A118
Phthalic Anhydride Solution, V-A119
Phthalylsulfathiazole, 11-619
Phyllanthus Emblica Pericarp, IV-420
Physical Characteristics of Radionuclides

Mentioned in the European
Pharmacopoeia, IV~808

Physostigmine Salicylate, 11-620
Phyromenadlone, 11-621
Phytomenadione Injection, III-1189
Phytomenadione Tablets, 111-1190
Phytosterol, 11-623
Picein, V-A119
Picotamide Monohydrate, 11-624
Picric Acid, V-AJJ9
Picric Acid Solution, V-AI 19
Picric Acid Solution Rt, V-A119
Picrolonic Acid, V-A119
Picrotin, V-AU9
Picrotoxinin, V-AI 19
Picrylsulfonic Acid, see

2,4,6-Trinitrobenzenesuljonic Acid
Picrylsulphonic Acid, see

2,4~6-Trinjtrobenzenesulfonic Acid
Pillules for Homoeopathic Preparations,

IV-556
Pilocarpine Hydrochloride, 11-625
Pilocarpine Hydrochloride Eye Drops,

Ill-1I90
Pilocarpine Nitrate, 116, II-626
Pilocarpine Nitrate Eye Drops, 111-1191
Pimozide, 116, 11-628
Pimozide Tablets, 1II-1l92
Pindolol, 116, 11-629
Pindolol Tablets, 111-1193
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Pine Oil, Dwarf, IV-421
Pine Silvestris Oil, IV-422
a-Pinene, V-AI 19
p-Pinene, V-AI19
Pioglitazcne Hydrochloride, II-630
Pfpemidic Acid Trihydrate, 1l-632
Pjperacillin, II-633
Piperacillin for Infusion, 111-1194
Piperacillin for Intravenous Infusion, see

Piperacillin for Infusion
Piperacillin Infusion, 111-1194
Piperacillin Intravenous Infusion, see

PiperaciUin Infusion
Piperacillin Sodium, 11-637
Piperazine Adipate, II~640
Piperazine Citrate, 11-641
Piperazine Citrate Elixir, III-1195
Piperazine Citrate Oral Solution,

II1-1195
Piperazine Dipicrate Solution, V-AI 19
Piperazine Hydrate, 11-642, V-A119
Piperazine Phosphate, 11-643
Piperazine Phosphate Chewable Tablets,

I1I-1l96
Piperazine Phosphate Tablets, III-1195
1,4-Piperazinediel.hanesulfonic Acid,

V-AI19
Piperidine, V-AI 19
Piperine, V-AI 19
Piperitone, V-AI 19
Piperonyl Buroxide, 117
Piperonyl Butoxide CRS) V-AIBI
Plracetam, 11-643
Pirenzepine Dihydrochlcride

Monohydrate, seePirensepme
Hydrrxhloride

Pirenzepine Hydrochloride, 11-644
Piretanide, 11-646
Pirfenidone, 11-647
Pirimiphos-ethyl, V-AI 19
Piroxicam, 11-648
Piroxicam Capsules, 111-1196
Piroxicam Gel, 111-1197
Pivampicillin, 0-650
Pivmecillinam Hydrochloride, 11-652
Pizotifen, 117
Pizotifen Malate, 117,0-653
Pizotifen Tablets, III-1198
Plantain, IV-423
Plasma, Citrered Rabbit, V-AU9
Plasma for Fractionation, IV-609
Plasma, Platelet-poor, V-AI 19
Plasma (pooled and Treated for Virus

Inactivation),IV-611
Plasma Substrate, V-AU9
Plasma Substrate Deficient in Factor V,

V-A120
Plasma Substrate RI, V-A120
Plasma Substrate R2, V-A120
Plasma Substrate R3, V-A120
Plasminogen, Human, V-A120
Plaster of Paris, seeCalcium Sulfate
Plaster of Paris, seeDried Calcium Sulfate
Plasters, Medicated, see kledicated Plasters
Plastic Additives, V-A685
Plastic Containers and Closures, V-A643
Plastic Containers and Closures for

Pharmaceutical Use, seePlastic
Containers and Closures

Plastic Containers for Aqueous Solutions
for Infusion, see Plastic Coruainenfor
Aqueous Solutions for Parenteral
Injusions

Plastic Containers for Aqueous Solutions
for Parenteral Infusions, V-A643

Platelet Substitute, V-A120
Platinic Chloride, seeChloroplatinic(lV)

Acid
Platinum Standard Solution (30 ppm

Pt), V-AI72
Platycodon Root, IV-425
Plutonium-242 Spiking Solution,

V-A120
Pneumo, seePneumococcal Polysacchan"de

VacCIne
Pneumococcal Polysaccharide Conjugate

vaccine (Adsorbed), IV-760
Pneumococcal Polysaccharide Vaccine,

IV-758
Pneumo(conj), see Pneumococcal

Polysacchan°de Conjugate Vaccine
(Adsorbed)

Podophyllin Paint, Compound, IV-427
Podophyllotoxin, II-654
Podophyllum Resin, IV-426
Poldine Metilsulfate, 118
Poliomyelitis Vaccine (Inactivated), see

Inactivated Poliomyelitis Vaccine
Poliomyelitis Vaccine (Inactivated), In

vivo Assay of, V-A499
Poliomyelitis Vaccine, Live (Oral),

IV-76S
Poliomyelitis Vaccine (Oral), see

Poliomyelilis Vatdne, Live (Oral)
Pollens for Allergen Products, 11-655
Poloxamer 124, V-A120
Poloxamer 188, V-A120
Poloxamers, 11-657
Polyacrylate Dispersion (30 per cent),

11-659
Polyamine Grafted Poly(vinyl alcohol)

Copolymer, V-Al20
Polydatin, V-AI20
Polyether Hydroxylated Gel for

Chromatography, V-A120
Polyethylene, V-A673
Polyethylene Glycol20,OOOJ V-A121
Polyethylene Glycol 200, V-A120
Polyethylene Glycol 300, V-A120
Polyethylene Glycol 400, V-A120
Polyethylene Glycol 1000, V-A121
Polyethylene Glycol 1500, V-A121
Polyethylene Glycol Adlpare, V-A121
Polyethylene Glycol

20,000 2-Nirroterephthalate, see
Macrogol 20,000 2-Nitroterephthalate

Polyethylene Glycol 200 RI, V-A120
Polyethylene Glycol Succinate, V-A121
Polyethylene Terephthalate for

Containers for Preparations not for
Parenteral Use, V-A691

Polyethylene With Additives for
Containers for Parenteral Preparations
and for Opthalmic Preparations,
V-A674

Polyethylene Without Additives for
Containers for Parenteral Preparations
and for Ophthalmic Preparations,
V-A673

Polyerhyleneglycol Adipate, see
Poo'ethyiene Glycol Adipate

Polyethyleneglycol Succinate, see
Polyethylene Glycol Succinate

Poly(EEh.ylene - Vinyl Acetate) for
Containers and Tubing for Total
Parenteral Nutrition Preparations,
V-A681

Polygonum Cuspidarum Rhizome and
Root, IV-428

Polygonum Orientale Fruit, IV-430
Polyrnethacrylate Gel, V-A121
Polymethacrylate Gel, Burylared, V-A121
Polymethacrylare Gel, Hydrcxylated,

V-A121
Polymorphism, V-AI8I, V-A735
Polymyxin and Bacitracin Ointment,

I1I-1I99
Polymyxin B Sulfate, 11-660
Polymyxin B Sulphate, see PolymyxinB

Sulfate
Polyolefins, V-A669
Poiyorganosiloxane for Oxygen

Containing Compounds, V-A121
Polyoxyethylared Castor Oil, V-Al21
Polyoxyethylene 20 Sorbitan

Monolaurate, see Polysorbate 20
Polyoxyethylene20 Sorbitan Mono

oleate, see Polysorbare 80
Polyoxyethylene 20 Sorbitan

Monopalmitate, see Polysorbate 40
Pclyoxyethylene 20 Sorbitan

Monostearate, see Polysorbate 60
Polyoxyethylene 10 Lauryl Ether,

V-A121
Polyoxyethylene 23 Lauryl Ether,

V-A121
Polyoxyl Castor Oil, 1-452
Polyoxypropylene Stearyl Ether, II-661
Polypropylene for Containers and

Closures for Parenteral Preparations
and Ophthalmic Preparations, V-A677

Polysaccharide Vaccines, Composition
of, V-A525

Polysorbate 20, n~662, V-AI 21
Polysorbate 40, 11-663
Polysorbate 60, 11-664
Polysorbate 65, V-AI 21
Polysorbate 80, 11-665, V-A121
Polystyrene (2), 111-343
Polystyrene 900-1000, V-A121
Polystyrene, 3-4
Polythiazide, 118
Poly(vinyl acetate), 11-667
Poly(vinyl acetate) Dispersion

30 per cent, 11-668
Poly(vinyl alcohol), 11-669
Poppy Petals, Red, IV-431
Porcine Insulin, 1-1337
Pore-size Distribution of Solids by

Mercury Pcrosimetry, Porosity and,
V-A616

PoriaJ IV-432
Porosity and Pore-size Distribution of

Solids by Mercury Porosimetry,
V-A616

Porous Solids Including Powders,
Wettability of, V-A621

Potable Water, 1-10, II-10, ill-lO,
IV-IO, V-lO
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Potash Alum, seeAlum
Potash Solution, 111-1205
Potassium Acetate, ll-670, V-A121
Potassium Acetate Concentrate, Sterile,

IlI-1200
Potassium Acetate Sterile Concentrate,

III-1200
Potassium Acid Phosphate Injection,

III-1205
Potassium Acid Phosphate Oral Solution,

see Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate Oral
Solution

Potassium and Potassium Salts,
Reactions and Tests of, V-A305

Potassium Antimonate(v), V-A121
Potassium Amimonate(v) Solution,

V-AI2l
Potassium Ascorbate Eye Drops,

I1I-120l
Potassium Bicarbonate, 11-671, V-A121
Potassium Bicarbonate, seePotassium

Hydrogen Carbonate
Potassium Bicarbonate Solution,

Saturated Methanolic, V-A121
Potassium Bisulfate, seePotassium

Hydrogen Sulfate
Potassium Bisulphate, seePotassium

Hydrogen Sulfate
Potassium Borohydride, V-A121
Potassium Bromate, V-AI2I, V-A161
O.02MPotassium Bromate VS, V-A165
0.033,1,4 Potassium Bromate VS, V-A165
0.0083,1,4 Potassium Bromate VS,

V-A165
0.0167,1,4 Potassium Bromate VS,

V-AI 65
Potassium Bromide, ll-672, V-A121
Potassium Carbonate, ll-673, V-A121
Potassium Carbonate Sesquihydrare,

V-AI2l
Potassium Chlorate, V-A121
Potassium Chloride, O.IM, V-A121
Potassium Chloride, U-673, V-A121
Potassium Chloride and Dextrose

Infusion, seePotassium Ohknide and
Glucose Infusion

Potassium Chloride and Dextrose
Injection, seePotassium Chloride and
Glucose Infusion

Potassium Chloride and Dextrose
Intravenous Infusion, seePotassium
Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Potassium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion, III-1203

Potassium Chloride and Glucose
Iniecticn, see Potassium Chloride and
Glucose Infusion

Potassium Chloride and Glucose
Intravenous Infusion, seePotassium
Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Potassium Chloride and Sodium
Chloride Infusion, 111-1203

Potassium Chloride and Sodium
Chloride Infusion, Magnesium Sulfate,
I1I-932

Potassium Chloride and Sodium
Chloride Intravenous Infusion, see
Potassium Chloride and Sodium Chloride
Infusion

Potassium Chloride Concentrate, Sterile,
III-l201

Potassium Chloride Effervescent Tablets,
III-1202

Potassium Chloride Oral Solution,
III-1202

Potassium Chloride Prolonged-release
Tablets, lll-1202

Potassium Chloride, Sodium Chloride
and Dextrose Infusion, seePotassium
Chloride, Sodium Chloride and
Glucoselnfusion

Potassium Chloride, Sodium Chloride
and Dextrose Injection, seePotassium
Chloride, Sodium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Potassium Chloride, Sodium Chloride
and Dextrose Intravenous Infusion, see
Potassium Chlon'de, Sodium Chloride and
Glucose Irrfusion

Potassium Chloride, Sodium Chloride
and Glucose Infusion, III-1204

Potassium Chloride, Sodium Chloride
and Glucose Injection, seePotassium
Chlon'de, Sodium Chlon'de and Glucose
Infusion

Potassium Chloride, Sodium Chloride
and Glucose Intravenous Infusion, see
Potassium Chlo""de~ Sodium Chloride and
Glucose Infusion

Potassium Chloride Sterile Concentrate,
I1I-l201

Potassium Chromate, V-A121
Potassium Chromate Solution, V-AI2l
Potassium Citrate, ll-674, V-AI 21
Potassium Citrate Mixture, m-1205
Potassium Citrate Oral Solution, see

PotaJSium CitrateMixture
Potassium Clavulanate, 11-675
Potassium Clavulanate, Diluted, D-678
Potassium Clavulanate Injection)

Amoxicillin and, see Co-amoxidav
Injection

Potassium Clavulanare Intravenous
Infusion, TicarciUin Sodium and, see
Ticarcillin and Clawlanic Acid Infusion

Potassium Clavulanate Oral Suspension)
Amoxicillin and, seeCo-amoxiclavOral
Suspension

Potassium Clavulanate Tablets,
AmoxiciUin and, seeCo-amoxidau
Tablets

Potassium Clavulanare Tablets,
Dispersible Amoxicillin and, see
Dispersible Co-amoxidav Tablets

Potassium Clorazepate, seeDipotassium
Clorazepate iHonohydrate

Potassium Cyanide, V-A122
Potassium Cyanide Solution, V-A122
Potassium Cyanide Solution, Lead-free,

V-A122
Potassium Cyanide Solution PbT,

V-AI22
Potassium Dichromate, V-A122, V-A161
Potassium Dichromate for

Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-594
Potassium Dichromate Solution, V-A122
Potassium Dichromate Solution, Dilute,

V-AI22

Potassium Dichromate Solution Rl ,
V-AI22

Potassium Dichromate VS, V-A165
Potassium Dihydrogen Citrate, V-A122
Potassium Dihydrogen Orthophosphate,

V-A122
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate, O.2M,

V-A122
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate, 11-679
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate, see

Potassium Dihy(/rogen Orthophosphate
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate

Concentrate, Sterile, III-120S
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate Oral

Solution, nI-1205
Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate Sterile

Concentrate, lll-1205
Potassium Ferricyanide, see Potassium

Hexacyanofemue/ttt)
Potassium Ferricyanide Solution, see

Potassium Hexacyanofemuettn) Solution
Potassium Ferriperiodate Solution,

V-A122
Potassium Ferrocyanide, see Potassium

Hexacyanoferrate/n)
Potassium Ferrocyanide Solution, see

Potassium Hexacyanofetratettt) Solution
Potassium Fluoride, V-A122
Potassium Hexacyanoferratettr), V-A122
Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(n) Solution,

V-A122
Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(m), V-A122
Potassium Hexacyanoferrate(rn)

Solution, V-A122
Potassium Hexacyanoferratetm)

Solution, Dilute, V-A122
Potassium Hyaluronate, V-A122
Potassium Hyaluronate Stock Solution,

V-A122
Potassium Hydrogen Aspartate

Hemihydrate, 11-680
Potassium Hydrogen Carbonate, V-A122
Potassium Hydrogen Carbonate, see

Potassium Bicarbonate
Potassium Hydrogen Carbonate

Solution, Saturated Methanohc,
V-AI 22

Potassium Hydrogen Phthalate, a.2M,
V-AJ22

Potassium Hydrogen Phthalate, V-A122,
V-AI6l

O.IM Potassium Hydrogen Phthalate VS,
V-A165

Potassium Hydrogen Sulfate, V-A122
Potassium Hydrogen Sulphate, see

Potassium Hydrogen Sulfate
Potassium Hydrogen Tartrate, ll-681
Potassium Hydrogen (+)-Tartrate,

V-AI 22
Potassium Hydrogen Tartrate, see

Potassium Hydrogen (+)-Tartrate
Potassium Hydroxide, 11-682, V-A122
O.OIM Potassium hydroxide, alcoholic,

seeO.OlMPotassium Hydroxide,
Ethanolic VS

O.IM Potassium hydroxide, alcoholic, see
0.1M Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanolic VS

0.5M Potassium Hydroxide, Alcoholic,
seeO.5M Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanolic
VS
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Potassium Hydroxide, 2M Alcoholic,
V-A123

Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanolic, V-A123
O.01.M Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanolic

VS, V-A166
a.1M Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanolic

VS, V-A166
O.5M Potassium Hydroxide, Ethanolic

VS, V-A166
0.5M Potassium Hydroxide in Alcohol

(60 per cent VN), see O.5M Potassium
Hydroxide i" Ethanol (60%) VS

Potassium Hydroxide in Alcohol
(10% v/v), O.5M, V-AI23

O.5M Potassium Hydroxide in Ethanol
(60%) VS, V-A165

Potassium Hydroxide in Ethanol (90%)
VS, V-A165

Potassium Hydroxide, Methanolic,
V-A123

Potassium Hydroxide Solution, m-1205
Potassium Hydroxide Solution,

Alcoholic, V-AI 23
Potassium Hydroxide Solution RI,

Alcoholic, V-A123
O.IM Potassium Hydroxide VS, V-A166
1M Potassium Hydroxide VS, V-A165
Potassium Hydroxyquinoline Sulfate)

11-682
Potassium Hydroxyquinoline Sulfate and

Benzoyl Peroxide Cream, nl-1206
Potassium Hydroxyquinoline Sulphate,

see Potassium Hydroxyquinoline Sulfate
Potassium Hydroxyquincllne Sulphate

and Benzoyl Peroxide Cream, see
Potauium Hydroxyquinoline Sulfateand
Benzoyl Peroxide Cream

Potassium Iodate, 11-683, V-A123,
V-AI6l

Potassium Iodate Tablets, 111-1207
O.05M Potassium Iodate VS, V-A166
Potassium Iodide, 11-684, V-A123
Potassium Iodide and Starch Solution,

V-AI23
Potassium Iodide Solution, V-A123
Potassium Iodide Solution, Dilute,

V-AI 23
Potassium Iodide Solution, Iodinated,

V-AI23
Potassium Iodide Solution,

Iodinated nr, V-A123
Potassium Iodide Solution, Saturated,

V-AI 23
O.OOIM Potassium Iodide VS, V-A166
Potassium Iodobismuthate Solution,

V-A123
Potassium Iodobismuthate SOlution,

Acid, V-A123
Potassium Iodcbismuthate Solution,

Dilute, V-A123
Potassium Iodobismuthare Solution Rt,

V-A123
Potassium Iodobismuthate Solution R2,

V-AI 23
Potassium Iodobismuthate Solution R3,

V-A123
Potassium Iodobistnuthate Solution R4,

V-A123
Potassium Iodobismuthate Solution R5,

V-AI23

Potassium Iodoplatinare Solution,
V-A123

Potassium Mercuri-iodide Solution,
Alkaline, V-AI 23

Potassium Metabisulfite, 11-684
Potassium Metabisulphite, see Potassium

M,rabisulfire
Potassium Meteperiodate, see Potassium

Periodate
Potassium Nitrate, 11-685, V-A123
Potassium Perchlorate, 11-686
Potassium Periodate, V-A124
Potassium Permanganate, 11·686,

V-A124
Potassium Permanganate and Phosphoric

Acid Solution, V-A124
Potassium Permanganare Solution,

V-A124
Potassium Permanganate Solution,

Dilute, V-A124
0.02M Potassium Perrnanganate VS,

V-A166
Potassium Perthenate, V-A124
Potassium Persulfate, V-A124
Potassium Persulphate, see Potassium

Persulfate
Potassium Phosphate Buffer Solution

pH 7.0, V-A179
Potassium Plumbire Solution, V-A124
Potassium Pyroantlmonate, see Potassium

Anu'monau(v)
Potassium Pyroanrimonate Solution) see

Potassium Antimonate(v) Solution
Potassium Pyroantimonate SOlution Rt,

V-A124
Potassium Sodium (+)-Tartrate, V-A124
Potassium Sodium Tartrate

Tetrahydrate, 0-687
Potassium Sorbate, II-687) V-A124
Potassium Standard Solution (0.2 % K»

V-AI72
Potassium Standard Solution

(20 ppm K), V-AI72
Potassium Standard Solution

(100 ppm K), V-AI72
Potassium Standard Solution

(600 ppm K), V-AI72
Potassium Sulfate, II-688
Potassium Sulfate, see Dipotassium Sulfate
Potassium a-suifobenzoare, V-A124
Potassium Sulphate) see Dipotassium

Suljat,
Potassium Sulphate, see Potassium Sulfate
Potassium Tartrate, see Dipotassium (+)

Tartrate
Potassium Tetraiodomercurate Solution,

V-AI 24
Potassium Tetraiodomercurate Solution,

Alkaline, V-A124
Potassium Tetroxalate, V-A124
Potassium Thiocyanate, V-A124
Potassium Thiocyanate Solution,

V-A124
Potassium Trihydrogen Dioxalate, see

Potassium Tetroxakue
Potato Starch, II-IOOS
Potency, Estimated) 1-14, II-14) III-14)

IV-14, V-14, V-A749
Potency) Labelled, V-A749

Potency of Antibiotics, I-14J II-14,
III-14, IV-14, V-14

Potency, Stated) 1-14, 0-14J III-14,
IV-14, V-l4, V-A749

Potency, True) V-A749
Potentiometric Determination of Ionic

Concentration Using Ion-selective
Electrodes, V-A319

Potentiometric Determination of pH, see
Daermmauon ojpH Values

Potentiometric Titration, V-A318
Potentiometric) Voltametric and

Amperomerric Titrations, V-A317
Povidone) II-689) V-A124
Povidone, Iodinated) 11-692
Povidone-Iodine Eye Drops) ill-1207
Povidone-Iodine Mourhwasb, 111-1208
Povidone-Iodine Solution, 111-1208
Powder Fineness) V-A5?7
Powder Flow, V-A594
Powder Flow Propenies by Shear Cell

Methods, V-A597
Powder, Microfine, Definition of,

V-A576
Powder) Moderately Coarse, Definition

of, V-A576
Powder) Superfine, Definition of,

V-A576
Powdered Cellulose, 1-504
Powders and Freeze-dried Powders) see

Rubber Closures Jor Containers for
Aqueous Parenteral Preparations

Powders, Bulk Density and Tapped
Density of, V-A618

Powders) Dusting, III-74
Powders for Cutaneous Application, see

Topiwl Powders
Powders for Lotions, III-45
Powders) Particle Size of, V-A576
Powders) Wettability of Porous Solids

Including, V-A62l
ppm, V-A722
ppm) Definition of, 1-6, II-6, 111-6) IV-6,

V-6
Pramipexole Dihydrochloride

Monohydrate, D-693
Pramlpexole Prolonged-release Tablets,

II1-12l0
Pramipexole Tablets, III-1209
Prasugrel Hydrochloride) 0-694
Pravastatin Sodium) 11-696
Pravastatin Tablets, 1II-1212
Prazeparn, II-698
Praziquantel, ll-699
Prezcsin, 118
Praacsln Hydrochloride, II-700
Prazosin Tablets, 1II-1213
Precipitation Indicators, V-A899
Precipitation Titrations, V-A898
Precision, V-A769
Precursors for Radiopharmaceutical

Preparations, Chemical, see Chemical
Precursors Jor Radiopharmaceutical
Preparations

Prednicarbare, ll-702
Prednisolone) 119,0-704, V-A124
Prednisolone 21-Acetate, V-A124
Prednisolone Acetate) ll-706
Prednisolone Acetate Injection, 111-1219
Prednisolone Enema, ID-1214
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Prednisolone Gastro-resisrant Tablets,
III-1217

Prednisolone Pivalare, TI-708
Prednisolone Sodium Phosphate, 11-709
Prednisolone Sodium Phosphate Ear

Drops, 111-1220
Prednisolone Sodium Phosphate Eye

Drops, I1I-1221
Prednisolone Sodium Phosphate Oral

Solution, 111-1222
Prednisolone Soluble Tablets, 111-1216
Prednisolone Tablets, 111-1215
Prednisone, 11-710
Preface, I-x
PregabaJin,II-712
Pregabalin Capsules, 111-1223
Pregabalin Oral Solution, 111-1224
Pregelatinised Hydroxypropyl Starch,

11-1002
Pregelatinised Maize Starch, see

Pregelatinised Starch
Pregelatinised Starch, TI-l006
Prekallikrein Activator, Test for, V-A473
Preparation and Standardisation, V-A161
Preparation of Infrared Reference

Spectra, 2
Preparation of Unlicensed Medlclnes,

V-A885
Preparations, Abbreviated, V-A693
Preparations, Extemporaneous, V-AB88
Preparations for Inhalation, ill-52
Preparations for Inhalation: Aerodynamic

Assessment of Fine Particles, V-A42 I
Preparations for Irrigation, 111....59
Preparations for Nebulisation:

Characterisation, V-A433
Preparations for Oral Use, Liquid, see

Oral Liquids
Preparations, Rubber Closures for

Containers for Aqueous Parenteral,
V-A648

Prepared Belladonna, IV-114
Prepared Belladonna Herb, seePrepared

Belladonna
Prepared Calamine, 1-377
Prepared Chalk, 1-519
Prepared Ipecacuanha, IV-298
Prepared Opium, IV-388
Prepared Stramonium, IV-495
Preservative-free Eye Drops, V-A886
Preservative-free Oral Liquids, V-A886
Preservative-free Unlicensed Medicines,

V-A886
Pressurised Pharmaceutical Preparations,

1lI-74
Pre-washed Manganeseuv) Oxide,

V-A95
Prilocaine, 119, 11-714
Prilocaine Hydrochloride, II-715
Prilocaine Injection, 111-1226
Primaquine Diphosphate, seePrimaquine

Phosphate
Primaquine Phosphate, TI-717
Primary Aromatic Amino-nitrogen,

Determination of, V-A3I8
Primary Standards, (B. Volwnetric

Reagents and Solutions), V-A161
Prirrudcne, 119,11-719
Primidone Oral Suspension, 1II-1226
Primidone Tablets, 111-1227

Primula Root, IV-433
Probenecid, 120, 11-720
Probenecid Tablets, ]11-1227
Procainamide, 120
Procamamide Hydrochloride, U-721
Procainamide Injection, 111-1228
Procalnamide Tablets, III-1228
Procaine Benzylpenicillin, see

Benzylpenicillin (Procaine) AJonohydrate
Procaine Hydrochloride, 11-124, V-A124
Process Analytical Technology, V-A221
Processed Angelica Sinensis Root, IV-82
Processed Herbal Drugs, IV-46
Processed Liquorice Root for use in

TCM, IV-334
Processed Liquorice Root for use in

THMP, seeProcessed Liquorice Root for
use in TCM

Processed Liquorice Root for use in
Traditional Chinese Medicine, see
Processed Liquorice Root for use in TCM

Processed Salvia Miltiorrhiza Rhizome
and Root, IV-458

Prochlorperazine (1), 120
Prochlorperazine (2), 121
Prochlorperazine Buccal Tablets,

111-1230
Prochlorperazine Injection, ITI-1229
Prochlorperazine Maleate, 11-725
Prochlorperazine Mesilate, 121, 11-726
Prochlorperazine Oral Solution, 111-1230
Prochlcrperazine Tablets, 111-1231
Procyclidine, 121
ProcycJidine Hydrochloride, 122,11-727
Procyclidine Injection, 111-1231
Procyclidine Tablets, 111-1232
Production and Testing of Vaccines.

V-A523
Production, Status of, 1-9, 11-9, TII-9,

IV-9, V-9
Products of Fermentation, 1-1034
Products of Recombinant DNA

Technology, 11-799
Products with Risk of Transmitting

Agents of Animal Spongiform
Encephalopathies, 11-993

Progesterone, 122,11-728
Progesterone Injection, 111-1233
Proguanil Hydrochloride, 122, 11-730
Proguanil Tablets, m-1234
Proline, TI-732, V-A124
Prolonged-release Alfuzosin Tablets, see

Alfuzosin Prolonged-release Tablets
Prolonged-release Aminophylline

Tablets, seeAminophyllineProlonged
release Tablets

Prolonged-release Benserazide
Hydrochloride and I..evodopa
Capsules, seeCo-bene/dopa Prolonged
release Capsules

Prolonged-release Bezafibrate Tablets, see
Bezafibrate Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Carbamazepine
Tablets, seeCarbamazepine Chewable
Tablets

Prolonged-release Cefaclor Tablets,
111-307

Prolonged-release Clarithromycin
Tablets, 111-394

Prolonged-release Clomipramine Tablets,
seeClomipramineProkmged-rdease
Tablets

Prolonged-release Co-beneldopa
Capsules, see Co-beneldopa Prolonged
release Capsules

Prolonged-release Diclofenac Capsules,
see Didofenac Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Diclofenac Tablets, see
Didofenac Prdonzed-releose Tablets

Prolonged-release Dihydrocodeine
Tablets, m-542

Prolonged-release Diltiazem Tablets, see
DiltiazemProlonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Dipyridamole
Capsules, seeDipynOdamole Prolonged
release Capsules

Prolonged-release Felodipine Tablets, see
Felodipine Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Ferrous Sulfate
Tablets, seeFerrous Sulfate Prolonged
release Tablets

Prolonged-release Ferrous Sulphate
Tablets, seeFerrous Sulfau ProlonguJ
release Tablers

Prolonged-release Fluvastatm Tablets, see
Fluvasratin Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Ibuprofen Capsules,
seeIbuprofen Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Ibuprofen Tablets, see
Ibuprofen Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Indapamide Tablets,
seeIndapamide Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Isosorbide
Mononitrate Capsules, seeItosotbide
Mononitrare Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Isosorbide
Mononltrate Tablets, seeIsosotbide
MononiU"Qre Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Lithium Carbonate
Tablets, seeLithium Carbonate
Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Mesalazine Granules,
seeJltlesalazine Prolonged-release
Granules

Prolonged-release Mesalazlne Tablets, see
.Mesalazine Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Merfonnin Tablets, see
A-Ieifomrin Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Metoprolol Tartrate
Tablets, seeMetoprolol Tanrate
Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Minocycline Capsules,
III-1009

Prolonged-release Morphine Capsules,
seeA-Iorphine Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Morphine Tablets, see
JHorphine Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Nifedipine Capsules,
see Nijedipine Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Nifedipine Tablets, see
Nifedipine Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Oxybutynin Tablets,
see Oxybutynin Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Oxycodone Tablets,
see Oxycodone Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Potassium Chloride
Tablets, see Potassium Chloride
Prolonged-release Tablets
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Prolonged-release Potassium Tablets,
Bumetanide and, see Bumetamde and
Prolonged-release Potassium Tablets

Prolonged-release Pramipexole Tablets,
seePramipexole Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Propranolol Capsules,
seePropranolol Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Quetiapine Tablets,
ill-1253

Prolonged-release Salhutamol Capsules,
see Salburamol Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Sodium Valproate
Capsules, see Sodium Valproate
Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Sodium Valproate
Tablets, seeSodium Valproate
Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Tamsulosin Capsules,
see Tamsulosin Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Tamsulosin Tablets,
seeTamsulosin Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Theophylline Tablets,
see Theophylline Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Tramadol Capsules,
see TramadolProlonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Tramadol Tablets, see
Tramadol Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Trospium Chloride
Capsules, see Trospium Chloride
Prolonged-release Capsules

Prolonged-release Venlafaxine Capsules,
see Venfajaxine Prolonged-release
Copndes

Prolonged-release Venlafaxine Tablets,
see Yenfajaxine Prolonged-release Tablets

Prolonged-release Verapamil Capsules,
set Verapamr1 Profonged-release Capsufes

Prolonged-release Verapamil Tablets, see
Verapamil Prolonged-release Tablets

D-Prolyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-arginine
-l-nitroanilide Dihydrochloride, seetr
Prolyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-arginine
4-Nitroanilide Hydrochloride

D-Prolyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-arginine
-l-Nitroanilide Hydrochloride, V-AI24

Promazine, 123
Promazine Hydrochloride, II-733
Promazine Injection, ffi-1235
Promazine Tablets, DI-1235
Promethazine, 123
Promethazine Hydrochloride, 11-734
Promethazine Hydrochloride Tablets,

II1-1237 .

Promethazine Injection, 1II-1236
Promethazine Oral Solution, 111-1236
Promethazine Teoclate, 11-736
Promethazine Teoclate Tablets, 111-1238
Propacetamol Hydrochloride, 11-736
Propafenone Hydrochloride, 11-738
Propane, V-A124
Propane-I,2-diol, V-AI24
Propane-Ld-diol, V-AI24
Propane-I,2,3-triol, see Glycerol
z-Propanoj, seePropan-2-ol
Propan-Lcl, V-A124
Propan-z-ol, V-AI24
Propanol, 11-740
Propanol, see Propan-l-ol
Propan-z-ol and Methanol,

Determination of, V-A323

Propan-2-o11"lB, V-AI25
Propanolamine, V-A125
2-Propan-2-ol Rl, V-A125
z-Propanol RI, V-AI24
2-Propanol RI, seePro/xm-2-olRl
2-PropanolFt2, V-J\124
Propanol ni, V-AI24
Propan-2-one, seeAcetone
Propantheline Bromide, 11-741
Propantheline Tablets, III-1238
Propetamphos, V-A125
Propidium Iodide, V-AI2S
Propionaldehyde, V-AI2S
Propionic Acid, V-A125
Propionic Anhydride, V-AI2S
Propionic Anhydride Reagent, V-AI2S
Propofol, 123, D-742
Propofcl Injection, 11I-1239
Propranolol, 124
Propranolol Hydrochloride, 1I-744,

V-A125
Propranolol Injection, Ill-1241
Propranolol Oral Solution, llI-1242
Propranolol Prolonged-release Capsules,

1lI-1240
Propranolol Tablets, m-1243
Propyl Acetate, V-AI2S
N-Propyl Alcohol, see Propan-l-ol
Propyl Gallate, II-746
Propyl 4-Hydroxybenzoate, V-A125
Propyl Hydrcxybenzoate, II-747
Propyl Parahydroxybenzoate, seePropyl

Hydroxybensoate
z-Propylamlne, seeIsopropyiamine
Propylene Glycol, 124, II-748
Propylene Glycol, see Propane-l,2-diol
Propylene Glycol Cutaneous Solution,

seeProfrylene GlycolSolution
Propylene Glycol Dicaprylocaprate,

II-749
Propylene Glycol Dilaurate, ll-750
Propylene Glyccl Monolaurate, TI-751
Propylene Glycol Monopajmnosrearare,

II-752
Propylene Glycol Monostearate, see

Propylene Glycol Monopalmitosrearate
Propylene Glycol Solution, 111-1244
Propylene Oxide, V-AI2S
Propylparaben, see Propyl

Hydroxybenzoau
Propyl Parahydroxybenzoate, see Pmpyl

4-Hydroxybenzoau
Propylthiouracil, 124, 11-753
Propylthiouracil Tablets, m-1244
Propyphenazone,0-753
Protamine Sulfate, II-755, V-AI2S
Protamine Sulfate Injection, DI-1245
Protamine Sulphate, see Prolamine Sulfate
Protamine Sulphate Injection, see

Protamine Sulfate Injection
Protamine Zinc Insulin, seeProlamine

Zinc Insulin Injection
Protamine Zinc Insulin Injection, 1II-826
Protected from Light, Definition of,

1-12,11-12,111-12, IV-12, V-12,
V-A232

Protein, Composition of Polysaccharide
Vaccines, V-A525

Protein in Blood Products,
Determination of - Method TI, V-A325

Prothrombin Complex) Dried, IV-633
Protirelin, 11-756
Protopine Hydrochloride, V-AI25
Protripryline, 125
Protripryline Hydrochloride, 11-758
Proxymetacaine, 125
Proxymetacaine Eye Drops, 111-1245
Proxymetacaine Hydrochloride, US,

II-758
Proxyphylhne, II~759
Prunus Spinosa Fruit for Homoeopathtc

Preparations, IV-595
Pseudoephedrine, 126
Pseudoephedrine Hydrochloride, 11-760
Pseudoephedrine Oral Solution, Ill-1246
Pseudoephedrine Tablets, III-1247
PSMA-ll, V-A125
PS~-l007, V-Al25
PS~-l007e"FJ Injection, IV-876
Psyllium Seed, IV-433
Preroic Acid, V-A125
Puerarin, V-AI2S
Pulegone, V~AI2S
Pullulan, 11-761
Pullulanase, V-AI25
Pulsed Electrochemical Detection, Direct

Amperometric and, V-A220
Pumice Powder, V-AI26
Purified Hexane, V-A82
Purified Talc, II-IOn
Purified Water, 11-1306
Purine-fi-thicl, see6-Mercaplopun"ne
Purple Coneflower Herb, see Echinacea

Purpurea Herb
Purple Coneflower Root, seeEchinacea

Putpurea ROOl

Putrescine) V-AI26
Pycnometric Density of Solids, V-A590
Pygeum Afrlcanum Bark, see Pygel/m

Bark
Pygeum Bark, IV-434
Pyrantel Embonate, II-762
Pyrazinamide (1), 126
Pyrazinamide (2), 126
Pyrazinamide, II-764
Pyrazinamide Oral Suspension, IIl-1248
Pyrazinamide Tablets, III-1249
Pyrazine-S-carbonitrile, V-A126
Pyridin-S-amine, see2-Pyridylamine
Pyridine, V-A127
Pyridine, Anhydrous, V-A127
Pyridine Bromide Solution, V-AI27
Pyridine-d-carbonltrile, V-A127
Pyridine-3-carboxaldehyde, V-A127
Pyridinium Hydrobromide Perbrcmide,

V-A127
Pyridostigmine Bromide, n-765
Pyridostigmine Tablets, 111-1249
Pyridoxine Hydrochloride, 127, 11-766
Pyridoxine Tablets, lli-12S0
2-Pyridylamine, V-Al27
Pyrid-z-ylamine, see 2-Pyridylamine
Pyridylazonaphthol, V-AI27
Pyridyiazonaphthcl Solution, V-AI2?
4-(2-Pyridylazo)resorcinol Monosodium

Salt, V-Al27
Pyrimethamine, 127, II-768
Pyrimethamine Tablets, TII-1251
Pyrocatechol, seeCouchd
Pyrogallol, V-Al27
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Pyrogallol Solution, Alkaline, V-AI2?
Pyrogens, see Testfor Pyrogens
Pyrogens, Test for, V-A458
Pyroxylin,lI-769
Pyrrolidine, V-A121
2-Pyrrolidone, V-AI27
Pyrrohdone, 1l-770
Pyruvic Acid, V-AI27

Q
Q values. V-A742
Qualitative Reactions and Tests, V-AJ05
Quantification and Characterisation of

Residual Host-cell DNA, V-A5I9
Quantified Hawthorn Leaf and Flower

Liquid Extract, seeHawthorn Leafand
Flower Liquid Extract

Quantified St. John's Wort Dry Extract,
IV-489

Quantitation Limit, V-A770
Quercetin Dihydrate, V-AI27
Querchrin, V-AI28
Quetiapine, 127
Quetiapine Fumarate, 11-771
Quetiapine Prolonged-release Tablets,

III-1253
Quetiapine Tablets, 11l-1254
Quillaia, IV-43S
Quillaia Bark, IV-435
Quillaia Bark, see Quit/a;a
Quillaia Liquid Extract, IV-437
Quillaia Seponma, Purified, V-A128
Quillaia Tincture, IV-437
Quinaldine Red, V-A128
Quinaldine Red Solution, V-A128
Quinapril Hydrochloride, 11-774
Quinapril Tablets, ill-12SS
Quinhydrone, V-A128
Quinidine, V-AI28
Quinidine Sulfate, 11-776, V-AI2S
Quinidine Sulfate Tablets, 111-12S6
Quinidine Sulphate, seeQuinidine SuI/ate
Quinidine Sulphate Tablets, see Quinidine

SuI/ate Tablets
Quinine, V-AI2S
Quinine Bisulfate, 11-778
Quinine Bisulfate Tablets, 111-1257
Quinine Bisulphate, see Quinine Bisulfate
Quinine Bisulphate Tablets, see Quinine

Bisulfate Tab/els
Quinine Dihydrochloride, 11-779
Quinine Dihydrochloride Infusion,

111-1258
Quinine Dihydrochloride Sterile

Concentrate, m-1258
Quinine Hydrochloride, II-780, V-AI2S
Quinine Sulfate, n-782. V-AI28
Quinine Sulfate Tablets, ffi-12S9
Quinine Sulphate, see Quinine Sulfate
Quinine Sulphate Tablets, see Quinine

Sulfate Tablets
QuinoI, see Hydroquinone
Quinoline, V-AI28
Quinoline Solution, V-AI28
Quinolin-8-ol, 128
Quinolin-Scol, see8-Hydroxyquinoline
3-QuinucJidinol, V~AI28

R
Rabbit Erythrocyte Suspension, V-AI28
Rabeprazole Sodium, 11-784
Rabeprazole Sodium Hydrate, 11-785
Rabies Antiserum, Fluorescein-

conjugated, VRAI28
Rabies Immunoglobulin, IV-650
Rabies Vaccine, IV-770
Rabies Vaccine for Human Use Prepared

in Cell Cultures, see Rabies Vaccine
Racecadotril,II-787
Racementhol,II-789
Racemic Camphor, 1-418
Racemic Ephedrine Hydrochloride, see

Racephedtine Hydrochloride
Racemic Menthol, see Racememhol
Racemic Phytomenadione, see

Phytomenadione
Racephedrine Hydrochloride, ll-790
RacJopride ((llC]Methoxy) Injection,

IV-879
Raclopride Tartrate, V-AI2S
Radioactivity, Detection and

Measurement of, V-A297
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,

IV-803
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,

Copper Tetramibi Tetrafluoroborate
for,IV-836

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
Iobenguane Sulfate for, IV-823

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
Medronic Acid for, IV-824

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
Pentetate Sodium Calcium for, IV-825

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
Sodium Iodohippurate Dihydrate for,
IV-826

Radiopharmaceutlcals, Extemporaneous
Preparation of, IV-816

Raffinose, V-AI2S
Raffinose Pentahydrate, V-AI28
Raft Strength, seeAppendix XVII F2
Raloxifene Hydrochloride, 11-791
Raltegravir Chewable Tablets, ffi-1261
Raltegravir Potassium, 11-792, V-AI2S
Raltegravir TabletsJ Ill-1262
RaltegravirTablets, Chewable, 111-1261
Raman Spectroscopy) V-A2IO
Ramipril, 128, 11-194
Ramipril Capsules, 111-1264
Ramipril Tablets, 111-1266
(lR)-(-)-Ammonium

IO-Camphorsulfonate, V-A3!
(lR)-(-)-Ammonium

Iu-Camphorsultonate, see (lR)-(-)
Ammonium lO-Camphoriu/fonate

Raney Nickel Catalyst, seeNkke/-
Aluminium Alloy

Range, V-A770
Ranitidine Effervescent Tablets, 111-1271
Ranitidine Hydrochloride) 128,11-796
Ranitidine Injection, 111-1267
Ranitidine Oral Solution) nl-1268
Ranltidine Tablets, 111-1270
Rapeseed Oil, V-AI2S
Rapeseed Oil, Refined, ll-798
Raspberry Leaf, IV-437
Ratanhia, V-A705

Raw Materials of Biological Origin for
the Production of Cell-based and
Gene Therapy Medicinal Products,
V-A813

Raw Opium, see Opium
Ready-ta-Administer Injections, V-A893
Reagents, Descriptions of, 1-7, 11-7,

III-1, IV-1, V-1
Recently Prepared, Definition of, 1-10,

11-10, III-IO, IV-IO, V-IO
Recombinant DNA Technology,

Products of, 11-799
Recommendations on Dissolution

Testing, V-A396
Recommendations on Testing of

Particulate Contamination: Visible
Particles, V-A751

RecrystalJised Imidazole, V-A86
Rectal Preparations, ID-7S
Rectified Spirit, 1-978
Red Cinchona Bark, see Cinchona Bark
Red Peony Root, IV-407
Red Poppy Petals, IV-431
Redox Indicators, V-A899
Redox Titrations, V-A898
Reducing Mixture, V-A128
Reference Materials, V-AIBI
Reference Materials and Spectra) 1-12,

11-12, III-12, IV-12, V-12
Reference Materials, Chemical and

Biological, see Reference Malenals
Reference Preparation, International,

1-14,11-14, III-14, IV-14, V-14
Reference Spectra, 1-12, ll-12, ill-I2,

IV-12, V-12
Reference Spectra, Concordance of,

1-12,11-12, III-12, IV-12, V-12
Reference Standards, V-A834
Reference Substances and Reference

Preparations, I-IS, II-IS, m-I5,
IV-15, V-15

Reference Substances (BP),
Supplementary Information, V-A768

Refined Almond Oil, 1-108
Refined and Quantified Ginkgo Dry

Extract, IV-2S9
Refined and Standardised Capsicum

Oleoresin, IV-lSI
Refined and Standardised Fresh Bilberry

Fruit Dry Extract, IV-126
Refined and Standardised Milk Thistle

Dry Extract, IV-36S
Refined Arachis Oil, seeArachis 011
Refined Borage Oil,1-331
Refined Borage (Starflower) Oil, see

RefinedBorageOil
Refined Castor Oil, 1-4S4
Refined Coconut Oil, seeCoconut 0,1
Refined Evening Primrose Oil, 1-1010
Refined Maize Oil, 11-196
Refined Olive Oil, 11-464
Refined Rapeseed Oil, 11-798
Refined Safflower Oil, 11-862
Refined Sesame Oil, 11-882
Refined Soya Oil, 11-986
Refined Soya-bean Oil, seeRefined Strya

Oil
Refined Soya bean Oil, seeRefinedSoya

ou
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Refined Starflower Oil, see RefinedBorage
Oil

Refined Sugar, see Sucrose
Refined Sunflower Oil, 11-1064
Refined Wheat-germ Oil, 11-1313
Refractive Index, Detenninarion of,

V-A280
Regorafenib Monohydrate, 11-802
Regorafenib Tablets, 111-1272
Rehmannia Root, IV-439
Rehydration Salts, Oral, In-1H2
Reichstein's Substance S, V-A128
Related Substances In Phenothiazines,

V-A233
Related Substances, Tests for, V-A?33
Relative Density, Apparent Density,

Weight per Millilitre and Density,
Determination of, V-A281

Relative Density, Determination of,
V-A282

Release Assay, V-A749
Remifentanil Hydrochloride, 11-804
Repaglinide, 11-806
Repaglinide Tablets, m-1275
Repeatability, V-A769
Reproducibility, V-A770
Requirements, Pharmacopoeial, I-xxix
Reserpine, 11-808, V-A129
Residual Ethylene Oxide and Dioxan,

V-A331
Residual Pertussis Toxin) V-MOl
Residual Solvents, V-A326, V-A773,

V-A735
Residue on Evaporation of Essential Oils,

V-A362
Resin for Hydrophobic Interaction

Chromatography, V-A129
Resin for Reversed-phase Ion

Chromatography, V-A129
Resin) Weak Cationic, V-A129
Resinified Essential Oils in Essential Oils)

Fatty Oil, and, V-A361
Resistance to Crushing of Tablets)

V-A589
Resolution Factor, Liquid

Chromatography) V-A240
Resorcinol) II-S09, V-A129
Resorcinol Reagent) V-A129
Restharrow Root, IV-440
Resveratrol, V-A129
Revisions, Monograph) I-xxvi
o-L-Rhamnopyranose Monohydrate, see

L-Rhomnose
a-Rhamnose, V-AI 29
Rhamnose) see L-Rhamnose
L-(+)-Rhamnose Monohydrate, see L-

Rhamnose
Rhaponticin, V-A129
Rhapontln, seeRhapomicin
Rhatany Root, IV-441
Rhatany Tincture, IV-442
Rhein, V-A129
Rheum Palmatum, V-A705
Rhodamine 6 G, V-A129
Rhodamine B, V-A129
Rhodizonlc Acid Disodiwn Salt, see

Sodium Rhodizomue
Rhubarb, IV-443
Rhubarb Tincture, Compound, IV-444

Rhus Toxicodendron for Homoeopathic
Preparations, see Toxicodendron
Quercijolium for Homoeopathic
Preparations

RhynchophyUine, V-A129
Ribavirin, 129) D-814
Ribavirin for Nebulisation, see Ribavirin

Powder for Nebuliser Solution
Ribavirin NebuJiser Solution, see

Ribavirin Potsder for Nebuliser Solution
Ribavirin Powder for Nebuliser Solution)

ill-l217
Riboflavin) 11-815
RIboflavin Sodium Phosphate, 11-811
Ribose, V-A129
Ribose) Composition of Polysaccharide

Vaccines) V-A527
Ribwort Plantain, seePlantain
Rice Starch) II-I007
Ricinoleic Acid) V-A129
Rifabutin,I1-819
Rifampicin, 129, 11-820
Rifampicin Capsules) 111-1277
Rifampicin Oral Suspension, DI-1218
Rifamycin Sodium) 11-822
Rifaximin, 11-823
Rifaximin Tablets, 111-1219
Rilmenidine Dihydrogen Phosphate,

11-825
Ringer-Lactate Solution for Injection,

I1I-1351
Riociguat, II-S26
RiociguatTablets, 111-1280
Risedrcnate Preparations) m-1282
Risedronate Sodium) 129
Risedronate Sodium 2.5-Hydrate, 11-828
Riaperidcne, 11-830
Risperidone Dispersible Tablets, 111-1281
Risperidone Oral Solution) 111-1283
RisperidoneTablets) m-1285
Ritodrine Hydrochloride) 130
Ritonavir, 11-832
Ritonavir Oral Solution) m-12S9
RitonavirTablets) 111-1291
Rivaroxaban, 11-836
Rivaroxaban Tablets) 111-1293
Rivastigmine, II-S38
Rivastigmine Capsules, 111-1295
Rivastigmine Hydrogen Tartrate, I1-839
Rivastigmine Oral Solution, m-1296
Rivastigrnine 'Transdermal Patches,

!II-1298
Rizatriptan Benzoate, no, II-841
Rizatriptan Orodispersible Tablets,

111-1300
Rizatriptan Tablets) ID-1299
(R)-(+)-«-Methylbenzyllsocyanate,

V-A99
(15R)-15-Methylprostaglandin F,o>

V-AI03
Robustness) V-A770
Rocuronium Bromide, 11-843
Roman Chamomile Flower) see

Chamomile Flowers
Ropinirole Hydrochloride, 11-845
Ropivacaine Hydrochloride

Monohydrate) 11-847
Roselle) IV-444
Rosemary Leaf, IV-445
Rosemary Oil) IV-447

Rosmarinlc Acid) V-A129
Rosmarinic Acid CRS, V-AIBI
Rosuvastatin Calcium, 11-849
Rosuvastatin Ethyl Ester) V-A129
Rosuvastatin Tablets) 1II-1302
Rotating Viscometer Method -

Method III, V-A285
Rotavirus Vaccine (Live) Oral), IV-713
Rotigcrine, 11-852
Rotigotine Transdermal Patches,

ill-1304
Round Amomum Fruit, IV-448
Rcxithromycin, II-854
RRR-Alpha-Tocopherol, 11-1180
RRR-Alpha-Tocopheryl Acetate, II-1183
RRR-Alpha-Tocopheryl Hydrogen

Succinate, 11-1187
(2R,3R,4R,5R,6S)-6-Methyltetrahydro

2H-pyran-2,3,4)5-tetroll'ilonohydrate,
see L-Rhomnose

RRR-a-Tocopherol) see RRR-Alpho
Tocopherol

RRR-a-Tocopheryl Acetate) see RRR
Alpha-TlXopheryl Ace,a"

RRR-a-Tocopheryl Hydrogen Succinate,
see RRR-Alpha-TlXopheryl Hydrogen
Succinate

(1R,3R,4S,5R)-1,3-Bi'[[3-(3,4
dihydroxyphenyl)propenoyl]oxy]-4,5
dihydroxycyciohexanecarboxyJic Acid,
see Cynan"n

(RS)-3, j-Dtmethylocte-Le-dlen-j-ol, see
Linalool

(RS)-Methotrexate) V-A98
(I RS)-1-(6-Methoxynaphthalen-2-yl)

ethanol, V-A98
2RS)-2-Phenylbutanoic acid, V-All?
Rubber Closures for Containers for

Aqueous Parenteral Preparations,
V-A648

Rubella Immunoglobulin, IV-651
Rubella Vaccine, Live, IV-716
Run time, Liquid Chromatography)

V-A240
Rupatadine Fumarate, 11-857
Ruscogenlns, V-A129
Rutecarpine, V-A129
Ruthenium Red, V-A129
Ruthenium Red Solution, V-A129
Rutin, V-A129
Rutoside Trihydrate, II-S58) V-A129

s
Sabinene, V-A129
Saccharin) II-S59, V-A129
Saccharin Sodium, 11-860, V-A129
Safflower Flower, IV-450
Safflower Oil) Refined, n-862
Saffron for Homoeopathic Preparations,

seeCrocus for Homoeopathic Preparations
Saffron for Homoeopathic Use, see

Crocus for Homoeoposbic Preparations
Safrole, V-A129
Sage Leaf, IV-451
Sage Leaf (Salvia officinalis), see Sage

Leaf
Sage Leaf, Three-lobed, IV-453
Sage Oil, IV-454
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Sage Oil, Spanish, IV-455
Sage Tincture, IV-452
Saikosaponin A, V-AUO
Saikosaponin D, V-A130
Sal Volatile Solution, seeAromatic

Ammonia Solution
Sal Volatile Spirit, see Aromatic Ammonia

Spirit
Salannin CRS, V-A181
Salbutamol, 130, 11-862
Salbutamol Inhalation Powder, III-J310
Salbutamol Inhalation Powder, pre-

dispensed, See Salinuamol Inhalauon
Powder, pre-metered, III-J311

Salbutamol Injection, 111-1307
Salbutamol Nebuliser Solution, W-1308
Salburamol Oral Solution, III-1309
Salburemol Powder for Inhalation,

metered-dose powder inhalers, see
Salbutamol lnhalation Powder

Salbutamcl Pressurised Inhalation,
III-1313

Salbutamol Pressurised Inhalation,
Suspension, DI·1313

Salbutamcl Prolonged-release Capsules,
III-130S

Salbutamol Sulfate, 131, 11-865
Salburamol Sulphate, see SaJbutamol

Sulfate
Salbutamol Tablets, 111-1314
Salcatonin Injection, seeCalcitonin

(Salmon) Injection
Salicin, V-Al30
Salicylaldehyde, V-ABO
Salicylaldehyde Azine, V-A130
Salicylates, Reactions and Tests of,

V-A305
Salicylic Acid, 131, ll-867, V-Al30
Salicylic Acid Collodion, Ill-13IS
Salicylic Acid Cream, 111-1316
Salicylic Acid Ointment, IU-1316,

V-A888
Salicylic Acid Ointment, Coal Tar and,

III-1394
Salicylic Acid Ointment, Dithranol and,

III-S60
Salicylic Acid Paste, Zinc and, III-1S18
Saline 'pH 7"2, Phosphate-albumin

Buffered, V-A179
Saline pH 6.4, Phosphate-buffered,

V-A119
Saline pH 6.8, Phosphate-buffered,

V-AI 19
Saline pH 7.4, Phosphate-buffered,

V-A119
Saline pH 7.2 R1, Phosphate-albumin

Buffered, V-A179
Saline Solution, V-ABO
Salmeterol Inhalation Powder,

Flutlcasone and, UI-691
Salmeterol Inhalation Powder, pre

dispensed,1I1-1316
Salmeterol Inhalation Powder, pre

metered,III-1316
Salmerercl Inhalation Powder, pre

metered, Fluticasone and, ID-692
Salmeterol Pressurised Inhalation,

Suspension, IJI-!318
Salmeterol Pressurised Inhalation,

Suspension, Fluricasone and, Ill-694

Salmererol Xinafoate, 131, 11-869
Salmon Oil, Farmed, 11-871
Salvia Miltiorrhiza Root and Rhizome,

IV-4S6
Salvianolic Acid B, V-AUO
SalvianolicAcid B CRS, V-A181
(3S)-7- Amino-l-cWoro-3-tosylamido-2-

heptanone Hydrochloride, see Tosyl
/ysyl-chloromethane Hydrochloride

Sand, V-A130
Sandalwood Oil, V-A86
Sanguisorba ROOl, see GreaterBurnet Root
Santalum Album, V-A86
Santonin, V-Al30
Saponification Value - Method I,

V-A360
Saponification Value - Method II,

V-A360
Saponification Value, Determination of,

V-A360
Saquinavir Mesilare, II-873
Saraftoxacin Hydrochloride, V-A130
Saw Palmetto Extract, IV-460
Saw Palmetto Fruit, IV-462
(I Sl-(+j-Hl-Camphorsulfonic Acid,

V-A44
(lS)-(+)-IO-Camphorsulphonic Acid, see

(lS)-(+)-IQ-Campharm/{an;c Acid
Scandium Standard Solution

(0.1 per cent Sc) for lCP, V-AI12
Scanning Electron Microscopy, V-A602
Schisandra Fruit, IV-464
Schisandrin, V-ABO
j-Schlsaudrin, V-A130
Sclareol, V-Al30
Scopolamine Hydrobromide, seeHyoscine

Hydrobromide
Sccpoletjn, V-Al30
Scutellariae Baicalensis Root, IV-466
(S) -3,5-Dichloro-2,6-dihydroxy-N- [(1-

ethyipyrrofidin- 2-yl)merhyl]henzamide
Hydrobromide, V-A60

SDS-PAGE Running Buffer, V-ABO
SDS-PAGE Sample Buffer

(Concentrated), V-A!3!
SDS-PAGE Sample Buffer for Reducing

Conditions (Concentrated), V-A13!
sec-Butyl Alcohol, see Butan-2-01Rl
sec-Butyl Methyl Ketone, see

l-Methylpeman-2-one
Secondary Band, Definition of, V-A232
Secondary Peak, Definition of, V-A235
Secondary peaks, Liquid

Chromatography, V-A240
Secondary Spot, Definition of, V-A232
Selegiline, 132
Selegiline Hydrochloride, II-875
Selegiline Oral Solution, 111-1319
Selegiline Tablets, III-H20
Selenic(rv) Acid, see Selenious Acid
Selenious Acid, V-AUI
Selenium, V-A131
Selenium Dioxide, V-A131
Selenium Disulfide, seeSelenium Sulfide
Selenium for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-596
Selenium Standard Solution (l ppm Se),

V-AI 72
Selenium Standard Solution (100 ppm

Se), V-AI12

Selenium Sulfide, 11-876
Selenium Sulfide Application, llI-1321
Selenium Sulfide Scalp Application,

III-1321
Selenium Sulphide, see Selenium Sulfide
Selenium Sulphide Scalp Application, see

Selenium Sulfide Scalp Application
Selenous Acid, see Selenicus Acid
Self-emulsifying Glyceryl Mcnostearate,

1-1202
Self-emulsifying Mono- and Diglycerides

of Food Fatty Acids, seeSeIf
emulsifying Glyceryl Monoscearou

Self-emulsifying Monostearin, see Self-
emulsifying G/yceryl Monosrearate

Selfheal Fruit-Spike, IV-467
Semicarbazide Acetate Solution, V-A13!
Semicarbazide Hydrochloride, V-A131
Semi-micro Determination of Water -

Merhod I, V-A341
Semi-solid Preparations for Cutaneous

Application, see Topical Semi-solid
Preparations

Semi-solids or Gels, Texture Analysis of,
V-A586

Senega, V-A705
Senega, seeSenega Root
Senega Root, IV-469
Senna Fruit, Alexandrian, see Senna Pods
Senna Granules, Standardised, IV-473
Senna Leaf, see Senna Leafiec
Senna Leaf Dry Extract, Standardised,

IV-476
Senna Leaflet, IV-474
Senna Liquid Extract, IV-473
Senna Pods, N-471
Senna Tablets, IV-474
Sennoside A, V-A131
Sennoside B, V-A131
e-Serine, V-AUI
Serine, 11-877
Serine, see u-Setme
Serratula Coronate Herb, IV-477
Serratula Herb, IV-477
Sertaconazole Nitrate, 11-878
Sertraline Hydrochloride (A), 132
Sertraline Hydrochloride, 11-880
Sertraline Hydrochloride (B), 132
Sertraline Tablets, 111-1322
Sesame Oil, V-A131
Sesame Oil, see RefinedSesame 0,7
Sesame Oil, Refined, 11-882
Sesame Seed, IV-479
Sets for the Transfusion of Blood and

Blood Components, V-A650
Sevoflurane, 11-884
Shear Cell Methods, by.Powder Flow

Properties, V-A597 '
Shellac, II-886
Shingles (Herpes Zoster) Vaccine (Live),

IV-777
SI, V-A122
51 (International System) Units, 1-20,

H-20, III-20, IV-20, V-20
SI Units, Use of, 1-6, rr-s, ID-6, IV-6,

V-6
Sialic Acid, V-A131
Sialic Acid, see N-Acerylneuraminic Acid
Sialic Acid, Composition of

Polysaccharide Vaccines, V-A527
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Siam Benzoin, IV-US
Siam Benzoin Tincture, IV-119
Siberian Ginseng, see Eleutherococcus
Sieve Test, see Particle Size oj Powders
Sieves, V-AS??
Sieves and Filters, V-A577
Sildenafil Chewable Tablets, 111-1328
Sildenafii Citrate, 11-887
Sildenafil Injection, 111-1324
Sildenafil Orodispersible Films, III-1323
SiidenafiJ Orodispersible Tablets,

111-1329
Sildenafil Powder for Oral Suspension,

IIT-1325
Sildenafil Tablets, 1II-1327
Silibinin, V-Ai31
Silica, Anhydrous, Hydrophobic

Colloidal, 11-890
Silica, Colloidal Anhydrous, 11-889
Silica, Colloidal Hydrated, 11·889
Silica, Dental-type, 11-891
Silica for Chromatography, Porous,

V-AI3l
Silica Gel, V-Al3l
Silica Gel, see TLC Silica Gel Plate
Silica Gel Jt-Acceptorht-Donor for Chiral

Separations, V-A13!
Silica Gel AGP for Chiral

Chromatography, V-A131
Silica Gel, Anhydrous, V-A131
Silica Gel BC for Chiral

Chromatography, V-A131
Silica Gel F 254' V-A136
Silica Gel for Chiral Chromatography,

Urea Type, V-A131
Silica Gel for Chiral Separation, Amylose

Derivative of, V-Al3!
Silica Gel for COOal Separation,

CeUulose Derivative of, V-A132
Silica Gel for Chiral Separation, Protein

Derivative of, V-A132
Silica Gel for Chiral Separation,

Vancomycin-bonded, V-A132
Silica Gel for Chromatography, V-A132
Silica Gel for Chromatography, Alkyl

bonded for use with Highly Aqueous
Mobile Phases, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Alkyl
bonded for use with Highly Aqueous
Mobile Phases, End-capped, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Alkylsilyl, Solid Core, End-capped,
V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Amidoalkylsilyl, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Amidchexedecylsilyl, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Amidohexadecylsilyl, End-capped,
V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Aminopropylmethylsilyl, V-AI32

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Aminopropylsilyl, V-A132

Silica Gel [or Chromatography, Amylose
derivative of, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Butylsilyl, V-AI32

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Burylsllyl, End-capped, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Carbamoylsilyl, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography
Compatible with 100% Aqueous
Mobile Phases, Octadecylsilyl, End
capped, V-A 135

Silica Gel for Chromatography
Compatible with Highly Aqueous
Mobile Phases, Octadecylsilyl Dicl,
End-capped, V-AI 32

Silica Gel for Chromatography
compatible with 100 per cent Aqueous
Mobile Phases, Ocradecytsllyl, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Crown
ether, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Cyanopropylsilyl, End-capped, Base
deactivated, V-AI 32

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Cyanosilyl, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Cyanosilyl, End-capped, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Cyanosilyl, End-capped, Base
deactivated, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Di-isoburyloctadecylsifyl, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Diisopropylcyanopropylsilyl, see Silica
Gelfor Chromatography,
Diisopropylcyanosilyl

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Diisopropylcyanosilyl, V-A132

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
4-dimethyJaminobenzylcarbamidesilyl,
V-AI32

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Dimethylcctadecylsilyl, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Diol,
V-AI 33

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Dodecylsilyl, End-capped, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Hexadecylamldylsilyl, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Hexadecylamldylsilyl, End-capped,
V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Hexylsilyl, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Hexylsilyl, End-capped, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography (Hybrid
Material), Ocradecylsilyl, Ethylene
bridged, Charged Surface, End
capped, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography (hybrid
material), Octylsilyl, Ethylene-bridged,
End-capped, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromarography (Hybrid
Material), Phenylhexylsilyl, Ethylene
bridged, Charged Surface, End
capped, V-A133

Silica Gel [or Chromatography (Hybrid
Material), Phenylsilyl, Ethylene
bridged, End-capped, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography (Hybrid
Material), Polar-embedded,
Octadecylsilyl, Ethylene-bridged, End
capped, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Hydrophilic, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Hydroxypropylsilyl, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Methylsilyl, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Nitrile,
V-AI33

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
-l-Nitrophenylcarbamidesilyl, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecancylaminopropylsflyl, V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylphenylsdyl, End-capped,
V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Ocradecylsilyl, V-Al33

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsilyl, Base-deactivated,
V-A133

Silica Gel for Chromatography.
Octadecylsilyl, Cross-linked, End
capped, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsilyl, End-capped, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Ocradecylsityl, End-capped, Base
deactivated, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsilyl, Ethylene-Bridged
(Hybrid Material), V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsilyl, Extra-dense Bonded,
End-capped, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Ocradecylsilyl, for Separation of
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons,
V-A134

Silica gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsilyl, Monolithic, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsilyl, Monolithic, End
capped, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Ocradecylsilyl, Polar End-capped,
V-A 134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Ocradecylsilyl, Polar-embedded,
Encapsulated, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsiiyl, Solid Core, V-Al34

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsityl, Solid Core, End
capped, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octadecylsilyl, with Embedded Polar
Groups, End-capped, V-A134

Silica Gel [or Chromatography,
Octadecylsilyl, with Extended pH
Range, End-Capped) V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Ocrylsilyl, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Ocrylsilyl
and Ocradecylsilyl Multi-Alkyl,
V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octylsilyl, Base-deactivated, V-A134

Silica Gel [or Chromatography,
Octylsilyi, End-capped, V-A134
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Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octylsilyl, End-capped, Base
deactivated, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Ocrylsilyl, Extra-dense Bonded, End
capped, V-A134

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octylsllyl, Solid Core, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octylsilyl, Solid Core, End-capped,
V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Octylsilyl, with Embedded Polar
Groups, End-capped, V-AI3S

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Oxypropionitrilsilyl, V-AI3S

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Palmitamidopropylsilyl, End-capped,
V-Al35

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Pentafluorophenylpropylsilyl, Solid
Core, End-eapped, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Phenyl,
V-Al35

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Phenylethyl, End-capped, V-AI3S

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Phenylhexylsilyl, V-Al35

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Phenylhexylsilyl, End-capped, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Phenylhexylsilyl, Solid Core, End
capped, V-ADS

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Phenylsilyl, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Phenylsilyl, End-capped, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Phenylsilyl, End-Capped, Base
Deactivated, V-Al3S

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Phenylsilyl, Extra-dense Bonded, End
capped, V-Al35

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Propcxybenzene, End-capped, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Propylsilyl, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Strong
Cation-exchange, V-AU6

Silica Gel for Chromatography, Strong
anion-exchange, V-AU6

Silica Gel for Chromatography,
Trimethylsilyl, V-A136

Silica Gel for Chromatography Rl,
AminopropylsilyJ, V-AI32

Silica Gel for Chromatography RI ,
Nitrile, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography RI,
Octadecylsilyl, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography R2,
Ocradecylsilyl, V-A135

Silica Gel for Chromatography RI,
Octadecylsilyl, End-capped, V-A136

Silica Gel for Chromatography Rl ,
Ocradecylsllyl, End-capped, Base
deactivated, V-Al36

Silica Gel for Chromatography Rl,
Ocrylsllyl, V-A136

Silica Gel for Chromatography R2,
Ocrylsilyl, V-Al36

Silica Gel for Chromatography R3,
Ocrylsilyl, V-Al36

Silica Gel for HPTLC, Octadecylsilyi,
V-A136

Silica Gel for Size-exclusion
Chromatography, V-AJ 36

Silica Gel G, V-A136
Silica Gel GF254, V-Al36
Silica Gel H, V-Al36
Silica Gel H, Silanised, V-AD?
Silica Gel HF254, V-AI3?
Silica Gel HF2 54, Silanised, V-AI3?
Silica Gel OD for Chiral Separations,

V-Al37
Silica Gel OD for Chiral Separations, see

Silica Gelfor Chiral Separation, Cellulose
Derivative oj

Silicates, Reactions and Tests of,
V-A305

Silicone, V-A6a3
Silicone Elastomer for Closures and

Tubing, V-A684
Silicone Oil Used as a Lubricant,

V-A683
Silicotungstic Acid. V-AI3?
Silicristin, V-AU?
Silidianin, V-Al37
Silver and Silver Compounds, Reactions

and Tests of, V-A30S
Silver, Colloidal, 11-892
Silver Diethyldithiocarbamate, V-A137
Silver Diethyldithiocarbamate Solution,

V-A137
Silver Manganese Paper, V-AI3?
Silver Nitrate, 11-892, V-AU7
Silver Nitrate Cutaneous Solution, see

Sihser Nitrate Solution
Silver Nitrate Eye Drops, lli-1331
Silver Nitrate Reagent, V-AU7
Silver Nitrate Solution, lli-1331, V-A137
Silver Nitrate Solution, Ammoniacal,

V-Al37
Silver Nitrate Solution in Pyridine,

V-A137
Silver Nitrate Solution, Sterile, 111-1331
Silver Nitrate Solution Rl, V-AI3?
Silver Nitrate Solution R2, V-A137
Silver Nitrate Sterile Solution, 111-1331
O.OOIM Silver Nitrate VS, V-A166
O.IM Silver Nitrate VS, V-A166
Silver Oxide, V-AU7
Silver Standard Solution (5 ppm Ag),

V-AI72
Silver Sulfate, V-A137
Simeticone, 11-893
Simeticone for Oral Use, 11-894
Simeticone Suspension for Infants,

III-1332
Similar Biological Medicinal Products,

V-MI5
Similar, Definition of, 1-5, II-S, 111-5,

IV-5, V-5
Simple Eye Ointment, lll-1332
Simple Linctus, 111-1332
Simple Linctus, Paediatric, ill-1332
Simple Ointment, ID-1333
Simple Oral Solution, Paediatric, see

Paediatric SimpleLinctus
Simvastatin, 133, 11-895
Simvastatin Tablets, Ill-1334

Sinensetin, V-AB8
Sinornenlne, V-A138
Sirolimus, V-AB8
Siragliptin Phosphate Monohydrate,

11-897
Sitagliptin Tablets, 111-1336
Sirostancl, V-ABa
p..Sitosterol, V-A138
Size-exclusion Chromatography, V-A235
(S)-Lactic Acid, 11-66
Smallpox Vaccine (Live), IV-779
(S)-(-)-«-Methylbenzyl Isocyanate,

V-A99
SN50J V-A722
Soap, Soft, II-899
Soap Spirit, III-1337
Soda Lime, 11-900
Soda Mint Tablets. see Compound Sodium

Bicarbonate Tablets
Sodium, V-A13S
Sodium Acetate, V-A138
Sodium Acetate, Anhydrous, V-ABa
Sodium Acetate Buffer pH 7.0, V-A 179
Sodium Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.0,

O.lM, V-A179
Sodium Acetate Buffer Solution pH 4.5,

V-AI 79
Sodium Acetate Buffer Solution pH 5.0,

V-A179
Sodium Acetate ([I_IIC]) Injection,

IV-880
Sodium Acetate Concentrate, Sterile,

111-1337
Sodium Acetate Solution pH 6.0,

Buffered, V-A179
Sodium Acetate Sterile Concentrate,

111-1337
Sodium Acetate Trihydrate, 11-901
Sodium Acid Citrate, 11-901
Sodium Acid Phosphate, see Sodium

Dihydrogen Phosphate Dihydrate
Sodium Alendrcnate, see Sodium

Alendronate Tn'hydrate
Sodium Alendronate Tablets, see

Alendronic Acid Tablets
Sodium Alendronate Trihydrate, 11-902
Sodium Alginate, 11-903
Sodium Amidotrizoate, 133, 11-904
Sodium Aminosalicylate Dihydrate,

II-90S
Sodium and Sodium Salts, Reactions

and Tests ot V-MOS
Sodium Arsenate Heptahydrate, see

Disodium Arsenate
Sodium Arsenite, V-A138
Sodium Arsenite Solution, V-A13a
O.IM Sodium Arsenite VS, V-A166
Sodium Ascorbate, 11-907
Sodium Ascorbate Solution, V-A13a
Sodium Aurothicmalare, 11-908
Sodium Aurothiomalate Injection,

ffi-1338
Sodium Azide, V-ABa
Sodium Benzenesulfonate, V-Al3a
Sodium Benzoate, 11-910
Sodium Benzoate Concentrate, Sterile,

111-1338
Sodium Benzoate Oral Solution, 111-1339
Sodium Benzoate Sterile Concentrate,

111-1338
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Sodium Bicarbonate, 11-911, V-A13S
Sodium Bicarbonate, see Sodium

Hydrogen Carbonate
Sodium Bicarbonate Ear Drops, 111-1339
Sodium Bicarbonate Eye Lotion,

1II-1339
Sodium Bicarbonate Infusion, III-U39
Sodium Bicarbonate Intravenous

Infusion, see Sodium Bicarbonate
Infusion

Sodium Bicarbonate Oral Solution,
1ll-1340

Sodium Bicarbonate Powder for Oral
Solution, 111-1340

Sodium Bicarbonate Tablets,
Compound,I1I-1340

Sodium 1,4-bis[(2-ethylliexyl)oxy]-1,4
dioxcbutane-z-sulfonare, see D;otly/
Sodium Sul/osuccina,e

Sodium Bismuthate, V-Al3a
Sodium Bisulphate, see Sodium Hydrogen

Sulfate
Sodium Borate, rei! Borax
Sodium Bromide, II-911, V-A138
Sodium Butanesulfonate, V-A138
Sodium Butanesulfonate, see Sodium

Buranesulfonat.e
Sodium Butyl Hydroxybenzoare, 11-912
Sodium Butylparaben, 11-912
Sodium Calcium Bderate, 11-913,

V-A138
Sodium Calcium Edetate Concentrate,

Sterile, 111-1341
Sodium Calcium Bdeiate Infusion,

1ll-1341
Sodium Calcium Edetate Injection, see

Sodium Calcium Bdetate Infusion
Sodium Calcium Edetate Intravenous

Infusion, see Sodium Calcium Edetate
Infusion

Sodium Calcium Edetate Sterile
Concentrate, 111-1341

Sodium Caprylate, 11-914
Sodium Carbonate, 11-915, V-A138
Sodium Carbonate, Anhydrous, V-A138,

V-A161
Sodium Carbonate Decahydrate, II-916
Sodium Carbonate Monohydrate, 11-916,

V-A138
Sodium Carbonate Solution, V-A138
Sodium Carbonate Solution, Dilute,

V-A138
Sodium Carbonate Solution Rl , V-AB8
Sodium Carbonate Solution R2, V-A13S
Sodium Cetostearyl Sulfate, 11-917,

V-A138
Sodium Cetostearyi Sulphate, see Sodium

Cerosuaryl Sulfare
Sodium Chloride, 11-919, V-Al3S,

V-A161
Sodium Chloride and Dextrose Infusion,

see Sodium Chloride and Glucose Infusion
Sodium Chloride and Dextrose Infusion,

Potassium Chloride, see Potassium
Chloride, Sodium Chlonode and Glucose
Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Dextrose Injection,
see Sodium Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Dextrose Injection,
Potassium Chloride, see Potassium

Chloride, Sodium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Dextrose
Intravenous Infusion, see Sodium
Chlotide and Glucose Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Dextrose
Intravenous Infusion, Potassium
Chloride, see Potassium Chloride,
Sodium Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Glucose Infusion,
111-1344

Sodium Chloride and Glucose Infusion,
Potassium Chloride, see Potassium
Chlonae, Sodium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Glucose Injection,
see Sodium Chlonode and Glucose Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Glucose Injection,
Potassium Chloride, see Potassium
Chloride, Sodium Chloride and Glucose
Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Glucose
Intravenous Infusion, seeSodium
Chloride and Glucose Infusion

Sodium Chloride and Sodium Citrate
Oral Solution, Compound Glucose,
1ll-737

Sodium Chloride Eye Drops, 111-1341
Sodium Chloride Eye' Lotion, ID-1342
Sodium Chloride Eye Ointment,

111-1342
Sodium Chloride Infusion, m-1342
Sodium Chloride Infusion, Magnesium

Sulfate, Potassium Chloride and,
111-932

Sodium Chloride Infusion, Potassium
Chloride and, see Potassium Chloride
and Sodium Chloride Infusion

Sodium Chloride Intravenous Infusion,
see Sodium Chloride Infusion

Sodium Chloride Intravenous Infusion,
Potassium Chloride and, see Potassium
Chloride and Sodium Chloride Infusion

Sodium Chloride Irrigation Solution,
1lI-1342

Sodium Chloride Mouthwash,
Compound,nI-1343

Sodium Chloride Nebuliser Solution,
111-1343

Sodium Chloride Oral Solution, m-1343
Sodium Chloride Soluble Tablets,

111-1344
Sodium Chloride Solution, 111-1344,

V-Al38
Sodium Chloride Solution, Saturated,

V-A138
Sodium Chelate, V-A 139
Sodium Chromate elCr) Sterile

Solution, IV-SSl
Sodium Citrate, II-920, V-AU9
Sodium Citrate Buffer Solution pH 7.8

(O.034M Sodium Citrate, O.101M
Sodiwn Chloride), V-A179

Sodium Citrate Eye Drops, ID-1345
Sodium Citrate Irrigation Solution,

1ll-1345
Sodium Citrate Oral Solution,

Compound Glucose, Sodium Chloride
and, ill-737

Sodium Citrate Solution for Bladder
Irrigation, Sterile, see Sodium Citrate
[mgauOn So/urion

Sodium Clodrcnate Tetrahydrate, 1I~921
Sodium Cobalrinitrite, V-A139
Sodium Cobaltinitrite Solution, V-A139
Sodium Cromoglicate, 11-922
Sodium Cromoglicate Eye Drops,

111-134S
Sodium Cyclamate, 11-923
Sodium Decanesulfonate, V-A139
Sodium Decanesulfonate, see Sodium

Decanesulfonate
Sodium Decyl Sulfate, V-A139
Sodiwn Decyl Sulfate, see Sodium Decyl

Sulfare
Sodium Deoxycholate, V-A139
Sodium Deoxyribonucleare, V-A139
Sodium Diethyldithiocarbamate, V-A139
Sodium Diethyldithiocarbamate

Solution, V-A139
Sodium Dihydrogen Orthophosphate,

V-A139
Sodium Dihydrogen Orthophosphate,

Anhydrous, V-A139
Sodium Dlhydrogen Orthophosphate

Monohydrate, V-A139
Sodium Dihydrogen Phosphate, 11-925
Sodium Dihydrogen Phosphate, see

SodiumDihydrogen Onhophosphate
Sodium dihydrogen Phosphate,

Anhydrous, see Sodium Dihydrogen
Onhophosphate, Anhydrous

Sodium Dihydrogen Phosphate
Dihydrate, 11-925

Sodium Dihydrogen Phosphate
Dihydrate, see Sodium DihyJrogen
Orthophosphate

Sodium Dihydrogen Phosphate
Monohydrate, D-926

Sodium Dihydrogen Phosphate
Monohydrate, see Sodium Dihydrogen
Orthophosphate ~fonohydrate

Sodium Dithionire, V-A139
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate, V-A139
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate, see Sodium

Laury/ Sulfale
Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate VS, V-A166
Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate, see Sodium

Doduy/ Sulfa/'
Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate, see Sodium

Laurilsuf/ate
Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate VS, see

Sodium DodecylSulfate VS
O.OIM Sodium Edetate, see OoOlM

Disodium Bdeuue VS
O.02M Sodium Edetate, see Oo02M

Disodium &/eUlte VS
Oo05M Sodium Edetate, see O.05M

Disodium Edeuue VS
Sodium Edetate, see Disodium Bdetate
O.IM Sodium Edetete VS, V-A163
Sodium Ethyl Parahydroxybenzoate, see

Ethyl Hydroxybenzoate Sodium
Sodium Feredetate, 133, 11-926
Sodium Feredetate Oral Solution,

111-1345
Sodium Fluoresceinare, see Fluorescein

Sodium
Sodium Fluoride, 11-927, V-AU9
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Sodium Fluoride eSF) Injection, IV-882
Sodium Fluoride Mouthwash, 111-1346
Sodium Fluoride Oral Drops, nl-1346
Sodium Fluoride Oral Solution, ITI-1347
Sodium Fluoride Tablets, ITI-1347
Sodium Formate, Y-A139
Sodium Fusidate, 11-928
Sodium Fusidate Ointment, DI-1348
Sodium Fusidate Tablets, 111-1349
Sodium Gtucuronare, V-A139
Sodium Glycerophosphate, Hydrated,

11-931
Sodium Glycocholate, V-A139
Sodium Hepranesulfcnate, V-A139
Sodium Heptanesulfonare Monohydrate,

V-A139
Sodium Heptanesufphonate, see Sodium

Heptanesulfonate
Sodium Hepranesulphonate

Monohydrate, see Sodium
Heptanestdfonate lHonohydrate

Sodium Hexanesulfonate, V-A140
Sodium Hexanesulfonate Monohydrate,

V-A140
Sodium Hexanesulfonate Monohydrate,

see Sodium Hexanesulfonate
i'vIunohydrate

Sodium Hexanesulfonate Monohydrate
for Ion-pair Chromatography, V-A140

Sodium Hexanesulphonate, see Sodium
Hexanesulfonare

Sodium Hexanhritocobaltatefm), see
Sodium Cobalrinim"te Solution

Sodium Hyaluronate, 11-932 .
Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate, V-A140
Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate, see Sodium

Bicarbonate
Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate Oral

Solution, see Sodium Bicarbonate Oral
Solution

Sodium Hydrogen Carbonate Solution,
V-AHO

Sodium Hydrogen Sulfate, V-A140
Sodium Hydrogen Sulphate, see Sodium

Hydrogen Sulfate
Sodium Hydrogensulfite, V-A140
Sodium Hydrogensulphite, see Sodium

Hydrogensulfite
2M Sodium Hydroxide, V-A140
4M Sodium Hydroxide, V-A140
Sodium Hydroxide, 11-934, V-A140
Sodium Hydroxide, Bthanofic, V-A140
O.IM Sodium Hydroxide, Ethanolic VS,

V-AI 67
Sodium Hydroxide, Merhenolic, V-A140
Sodium Hydroxide Solution, V-A140
Sodium Hydroxide Solution, Carbonate-

free, V-A140
Sodium Hydroxide Solution, Dilute,

V-AHO
Sodium Hydroxide Solution, Merhanolic,

V-A140
Sodium Hydroxide Solution, Strong,

V-AHO
Sodium Hydroxide Solution RI,

Methanolic, V-A140
0.1"'1 Sodium Hydroxide VS, V-A166
1M Sodium Hydroxide VS, V-A166
Sodium 2-Hydroxybutyrate, V-A140
Sodium Hypobromite Solution, V-A140

Sodium Hypochlorite Cutaneous
Solution, Dilute, seeDilute Sodium
HypochJon·teSoIurion

Sodium Hypochlorite Solution (3% Cl),
V-A140

Sodium Hypochlorite Solution, V-A140
Sodium Hypochlorite Solution, Dilute,

III-13S0, V-A140
Sodium Hypochlorite Solution, Strong,

III-13S0
Sodium Hypochlorite Solution, Strong,

see Sodium Hypochlorite Solution (3%
GI)

Sodium Hypophosphire, V-A140
Sodium Iodide, 11-935, V-A140
Sodium Iodide (1311) Capsules for

Diagnostic Use, IV-885
Sodium Iodide (131I) Capsules for

Therapeutic Use, N-886
Sodium Iodide (1231) Injection, IV-883
Sodium Iodide (BII) Solution, IV-887
Sodium Iodide e21n Solution for

Radiolabelling, IV-884
Sodium Iodide (BII) Solution For

Radlolabelling, IV-888
Sodium Iodide Injection, 111-1350
Sodium Iodobismuthate Solution,

V-AI 40
Sodium Iodohippurate Dihydrate for

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
IV-826

Sodium lodohippurate e231) Injection,
IV-889

Sodium Iodohippurate (UII) Injection,
IV-889

Sodium Lactate Infusion, 111-1351
Sodium Lactate Infusion, Compound,

III-13S1
Sodium Lactate Injection, see Sodium

Lactate Infusion
Sodium Lactate Injection, Compound,

II1-13S1
Sodium Lactate Intravenous Infusion, see

Sodium Lactate Infusiqn
Sodium Lactate Solution, 11-935
Sodium Laurilsulfate, V-A140
Sodium Laurilsuffate, see Sodium Dodecyl

Sulfate
Sodium Laurilsulfate, see Sodium Lauryl

Sulfate
Sodium Laurilsulfate RI, V-A141
Sodium Lauroylsarcosinate for External

Use, 11-938
Sodium Lauryl Sulfate, 11-939, V-A141
Sodium Laury! Sulfate, see Sodium

DodecylSulfate
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate, see Sodium

Dodecyl Sulfate
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate, see Sodium

Lauryl Sulfate
Sodium LauryIsuJfonate for

Chromatography, V-A141
Sodium Laurylsulphonate for

Chromatography, see Sodium
Laurylsulfonate for Chromatography

Sodium Metabisulfite, II-940, V-A141
Sodium Metabisulphite, see Sodium

Metabisulfite
Sodium Metabisulphite, see Sodium

i.1Jetabisulfite

Sodiwn Methanesulfonate, V-A141
Sodium Methanesulphonare, seeSodium

.kfelhanesuljonate
O.IM Sodium Methoxldc VS, V-A167
Sodium .l\oIethyl Hydrcxybenzoate, 11-940
Sodiwn Methyl Parahydroxybenzoate, see

Sodium Jvlelhyl Hydroxybenzoate
Sodium Methylparaben, see Sodium

Methyl Hydroxybenzoate
Sodium 2-methyl-2-thiazoJine-4-

carboxylate, V-A141
Sodium Molybdate, V-A141
Sodium Molybdate Dihydrate, 11-942
Sodium Molybdate (99Mo) Solution

(Fission), IV-890
Sodium 1,2-Naphrhoquinone-4

sulfonate, V-A141
Sodiwn Naphthoquinoneaulfonate, see

Sodium l,2-Naphthoquinone-4-sulfonate
Sodium Nitrate, V-A141
Sodium Nitrite, 11-943, V-A141
Sodium Nitrite Solution, V-A141
O.IM Sodium Nitrite VS, V-A167
Sodium Nitroprusside, n-943, V-A141
Sodium Nitroprusside for Injection,

III-1352
Sodium Nitroprusside Infusion, ID-1352
Sodium Nitroprusside Intravenous

Infusion, seeSodium Nitroprusside
Infusion

Sodium Nitroprusside-Carbonate
Solution, V-A141

Sodium Octanesulfonare, V-A141
Sodium Octanesulfcnate Monohydrate,

V-A141
Sodium Octanesufphonate, see Sodium

Oaanesulfonate
Sodium Octanesulphonate Monohydrate,

seeSodium Ocumesulfonate Monohydrare
Sodium Octanoate, see Sodium Caprylate
Sodium Ocryl Sulfate, V-A141
Sodium Octyl Sulphate, seeSodium Octyl

Sulfate
Sodium Oxalate, V-A141
Sodiwn Oxidronate, V-A141
Sodium Pentanesulfonate, V-A141
Sodium Pentanesulfonate Monohydrate,

V-A141
Sodium Pentanesulfonate

Monohydrate ai, V-A141
Sodium Penranesulphonate, seeSodium

Pentanestdfonate
Sodium Penranesulphonate

Monohydrate, see Sodium
Pentanesulfimate Alonohydrare

Sodium Pentanesulphonate
Monohydrate Rl , seeSodium
Pemonendfonate Monohydrate RI

Sodium Perborare, U-944
Sodium Perchlorate, V-A141
Sodium Periodate, Y-A141
Sodium Periodate Solution, V-A141
O.lM Sodium Periodate VS, V-A167
Sodium Pertechnetate (>9rnrrc) Injection

(accelerator-produced), ITI-1353
Sodium Perteclmetate ~9rnrc) Injection

(Fission), IV-892
Sodium Pertechnetare ~9rnrc) Injection

(Non-fission), IV-894
Sodium Phenylbutyrate, D-945
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Sodium Phosphate, see Disodium
Hydrogen Phosphate Dodecahydrale

Sodium Phosphate Buffer Solution
pH 7.5, 0.25>1, V-A179

Sodium Phosphate Buffer Solution
pH 8.0, 0.02>1, V-AI79

Sodium Phosphate Dihydrate, see
Disodium Hydrogen Phosphate Dihydrate

Sodium Phosphate e2P) Injection,
IV-895

Sodium Phosphates Enema, see
Phosphates Enema

Sodium Phosphite, V-A141
Sodium Phosphite Pentahydrate, see

Sodium Phosphite
Sodium Picosulfate, 11-946
Sodium Picosulfate Elixir, see Sodium

Picosulfau Oral Solution
Sodium Picosulfate Oral Powder, see

Compound Sodium Picosulfate Powder for
Oral Solution

Sodium Picosulfare Oral Solution,
I11-I354

Sodium Picosulfate Powder for Oral
Solution, Compound, 111-1355

Sodium Picrate Solution, Alkaline,
V-A142

Sodium Polystyrene Sulfonate, 134,
11-948

Sodium Polystyrene Sulphonate, see
Sodium Polystyrene Sulfonate

Sodium Potassium Tartrate, see Potassium
Sodium (+)-TartMte

Sodium Potassium (+)-Tartrate, see
Potassium Sodium (+)-Tartrate

Sodium L-Propanesulfonate, V-A142
Sodium Propionate, ll-949
Sodium Propyl Hydroxybenzoate, 11-949
Sodium Propyl Parahydrcxybenzoate, see

Sodium PropylHydroxybenzoOte
Sodium Propylparaben, see Sodium Propyl

Hydroxybenzoatt
Sodium Pyrophosphate, V-A142
Sodium Pyrophosphate Decahydrate for

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
IV-895

Sodium Pyrosulfite, see Sodium
Melabisuljire

Sodium Pyrosulphite, see Sodium
Melabisuljire

Sodium Pyruvate, V-A142
Sodium Rhodizonete, V-A142
Sodium Salicylate, 11-951, V-A142
Sodium Selenite, 11-952
Sodium Selenite Pentahydrate, 11-952
Sodium (S)-Laclate Solution, ll-936
Sodium Standard Solution (50 ppm Na),

V-AI72
Sodium Standard Solution (200 ppm

Na), V-AI72
Sodium Standard Solution (1000 ppm

Na), V-AI72
Sodium Starch Glycolate (Type A),

11-953
Sodium Starch Glycolate (Type B),

11-954
Sodium Starch Glycolate (Type e),

11-956
Sodium Stearate, 11-957

Sodium Srearyl Fumarate, D-958,
V-A142

Sodium Stibogluconate, 11-959
Sodium Stibogluconate Injection,

I11-1356
Sodium Sulfate, 11-960, V-A142
Sodium Sulfate, Anhydrous, 11-960,

V-A142
Sodium Sulfate, Anhydrous Rl , V-A142
Sodium Sulfate Decahydrate, see Sodium

Sulfate
Sodium Sulfide, V-A142
Sodium Sulfide Solution, V-A142
Sodium Sulfide Solution RI, V-A142
Sodium Sulfite, 11-961, V-A142
Sodium Sulfite, Anhydrous, V-A142
Sodium Sulfite Heptahydrate, 11-962
Sodium Sulfite Heptahydrate, see Sodium

Suljite
Sodium Sulphate, Anhydrous, see Sodium

Sulfatej Anhydrous
Sodium Sulphide, see Sodium Sulfide
Sodium Sulphide Solution, see Sodium

SulfideSolurion
Sodium Sulphide Solution R I, see

Sodium Sulfide Solution RI
Sodium Sulphite, see Sodium Sulfiu
Sodium Sulphite, Anhydrous, see Sodium

Suljite, Anhydrous
Sodium Sulphite Heprahydrare, see

Sodium Sulfite Heptahydrate
Sodium (+)-Taruate, V-A142
Sodium Tartrate, see Sodium (+)-Tartratt
Sodium Taurodeoxycholate, V-A142
Sodium Tetraborare, V-A142
Sodium Tetreborate, see Borax
Sodium Tetrachloroaurate Dihydrate for

Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-S96
Sodium Tetradecyl Sulfate Concentrate,

11-962
Sodium Tetradecyl Sulfate Injection,

I11-1356
Sodium T etradecyl Sulphate

Concentrate, see Sodium Telmduyl
Sulfate Cancentrase

Sodium Tetradecyl Sulphate Injection,
see Sodium Terradecyl Sulfate lnieaion

Sodium Tetrahydrcbcrate, V-A142
Sodium Tetrahydrcborate Reducing

Solution, V-A142
Sodium Tetraphenylborate, V-A142
Sodium Tetraphenylborare Solution,

V-A142
Sodium Tetraphenylborare VS, V-A167
Sodium Thioglycollate, V-A142
Sodium Thiosulfate, 11-963, V-A142
Sodium Thiosulfate, Anhydrous, V-A143
Sodium Thiosulfate Injection, 111-1357
O.IM Sodium Thiosulfate VSj V-A167
Sodium Thlosulphate, see Sodium

Thiosulfate
Sodium Thiosulphate Injection, see

Sodium Thiosulfate Injection
Sodium Tungstate, V-A143
Sodium Valproate, 11-964
Sodium Valproate Gastro-resistant

Tablets, 11I-1361
Sodium Valproare Oral Solution,

11I-1359

Sodium Valproate Prolonged-release
Capsules, I11-1357

Sodium Valproate Prolonged-release
Tablets, lli-1363

Sodium Valproare Tablets, Ill-1360
Sodium/calcium Acetate Buffer Solution

pH 7.0, V-A179
Sodium Dloctyl Sulfosuccinate, see

Diocr.yl Sodium Sulfosuccinare
Soft Soap) II-899
Softening Time Determination of

Lipophilic Suppositories, V-A589
Solid Oral Dosage Forms, Dissolution

Testing of, V-A741
Solifenacin Succinate, I1-96S
Solochrome Black, see }rlordam Black 11
Solochrome Dark Blue, V-A143
Solochrome Dark Blue Mixture, V-A143
Solubilisate/Emulsion, II-812
Solubility, Definition of Terms Used,

1-11,11-11,111-11, rv-u, V-ll
Solubility in Alcohol of Essential Oils,

V-A362
Solubility, Status of, 1-11, 11-11,DI-Il j

IV-ll, V-II
Soluble Fluorescein, see Fluorescein

Sodium
Soluble Insulin, see Insulin Injection
Soluble Insulin Injection, see Insulin

lnjeaion
Soluble Paraceramcl and Caffeine

Tablets, see Paracetamoi and Caffeine
Soluble Tablets

Soluble Paraceramol Tablets, see
Paracetamol Soluble Tablets

Soluble Prednisolone Tablets, see
Prednisolone Soluble Tablets

Soluble Saccharin, see Saccharin Sodium
Soluble Sodium Chloride Tablets, see

Sodium Chloride Soluble Tablets
Soluble Sulfacetamide, see Sulfacetamide

Sodium
Solution, Clarity of, V-A271
Solution, Colour of, V-A272
Solutions for Haemodialysis, see

Haemodialysis Solutions
Solutions for Haemofiltration and

Haemodiafiltration, see Haemofiltrauon
and Haemodiajiltroticn Solutions

Solutions for Organ Preservation, see
Organ Preservation Solutions

Solutions for Peritoneal Dialysis, see
Peritoneal Dialysis Solutions

Sclurlons, Standard, V-A168
Solvents for Pharmacopoeial Tests, 1-12,

11-12,11I-12, IV-12, V-12
Solvents, Residual, V-A326, V-A773
Somatostatin, 11-967
Somatropin, D-969
Somatropin Bulk Solution, See Somatropin

Concentrated Solution
Somatropin for Injection, 111-1366
Scmatropin Injection, 111-1364
Somatropin Solution for Injection,

I11-1364
Sophora Flavescens Root, IV-480
Sophora Flower, IV-481
Sophora Flower-Bud, IV-483
Sophora Root, Lightyellow, see Sophora

Plaoescens Root
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Sorafenib Tablets, III-B68
Sorafenib Tcsilate, I1-973
Sorbic Acid, 11-975, V-A143
Sorbitan Laurate, 11-976
Sorbitan Oleate, 11-976
Sorbitan Palmitate, 11-977
Sorbitan Sesquicleate, I1-978
Sorbitan Stearate, I1-978
Sorbitan Trioleate, II-979
n-Sorbitcl, V-A143
Sorbitol, II-980
Sorbitol, see D-Sorbitol
Sorbitol (Crystallising), Liquid, II-982
Sorbitol, Liquid, Partially Dehydrated,

see Panially Dehydrated Liquid Sorbitol
Sorbitol (Non-crystallising), Liquid,

II-983
Sorbitol Solution (70 per cent)

(Crystallising), seeLiquidSorbitol
(Cry,url/ising)

Sorbitol Solution (70 per cent) (Non
crystallising), see LiquidSorbicol (Non
aystallising)

Sotalcl Hydrochloride, 11-984 .
Sorafol Injection, llI-1370
Sotalol Tablets, III-B70
Soya Bean Lecithin, V-A143
Soya Oil, Hydrogenated, 11-985
Soya Oil, Refined, 11-986
Soya Phospholipids for Injection,

111-1371
Soya-bean Oil, Refined, V-A143
Soya-bean Oil, Refined, see RefinedSoya

Oil
Soyabean Oil, Refined, see R"e./ined Soya

Oil
Spanish Sage Oil, IV-455
Spearmint Oil, IV-48S
Special, V-A884
Specials, V-A884
Specific Surface Area by Air

Permeability, V-A581
Specific Surface Area by Gas Adsorption,

V-A591
Specificity, V-A768
Specified Micro-organisms, Test for,

V-A543
Specified Micro-organisms, Tests for,

V-A750
Spectinomycin Dihydrochloride

Pentahydrate, 11-987
Spectrometry, Mass, V-A20G
Spectrometry, Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance, V-A195
Spectrometry, Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance, Peptide Identification by,
V-A214

Spectrometry, X-Ray Fluorescence, see
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry

Spectrophotometry, Absorption,
Ultraviolet and Visible, V-A191

Spectrophotometry, Atomic, Emission
and Absorption, V-A198

Spectrophotometry, Fluorescence,
[Fluorimetry], V-A204

Spectrophotometry, Infrared, V-A183
Spectroscopy, Raman, V-A210
SPF, Chicken Flocks Free from

Specified Pathogens for the Production

and Quality Control of Vaccines,
V-A527

SPF, Definition of, 1-30, II-3D, 111-30,
IV-30, V-30

Spheroids, Granules and, V-A5S7
Sphingomyelin from Egg Yolk, V-A143
Spike Lavender Oil, IV-318
Spirapril Hydrochloride Monohydrate,

11-989
Spirit, Industrial Methylated, JI-272
Spirit (Ketone-free), Industrial

Methylated, 11-272
Spirit, Rectified, 1-978
Spirits, ill-80
Spirits, Industrial Methylated, II-272
Spirits of the BP, 111-80
Spironolactone, 134, n-990
Spironolactone Oral Suspension,

11I-1373
Spironolactone Tablets, 1II-137S
Spongifonn Encephalopathy Agents Via

Human and Veterinary Medicinal
Products, Minimising the Risk of
Transmitting Animal, V-A707

Spray-dried Acacia, see Acacia, Dried
Dispersion

Spray-dried liquid Glucose, 1-1186
Sprays, Nasal, DI-66
Squalene, 11-993, V-A143
Squalene, II-994
Squill, IV-485
Squill. Indian, IV-486
Squill Linctus, Compound, IV-486
Squill linctus, Opiate, IV-486
Squill linctus, Paediatric Opiate, IV-487
Squill liquid Extract, IV-486
Squill Oral Solution, Opiate, IV-486
Squill Oral Solution, Paediatric Opiate,

IV-487
Squill Oxymel, IV-486
SSI, V-A722
S.S.I. - Statens Serum Insdrur, address

of, 1-31, D-31, 111-31, IV-31, V-31
St. fohn's Wort, IV-487
St. John's Wort Dry Extract, Quantified,

IV-489
St Marks Solution, see Compound Glucose,

Sodium Chloride and Sodium Citrate
OralSotution

Stabifiser-free Di-isopropyl Ether, V-A63
Stabiliser-free Tetrahydrofuran, V-A149
Stability of Unlicensed Medicines,

Storage and, V-AS87
Standard 2,6-Dichlorophenolindophenol

Solution, Double-strength, V-A60
Standard, International, 1-14, D-14,

111-14, IV-14, V-14
Standard Phosphate Buffer, O.025M,

V-AI 77
Standard Preparations for Biological

Assays, V-A745
Standard Solutions, V-AI6S
Standard Terms, V-A754
Standardisation, Preparation and,

V-A161
Standardised Aloes Dry Extract, IV-67
Standardised Belladonna Leaf Dry

Extract, IV-l16
Standardised Belladonna Leaf Tincture,

see Belladonna Tincture

Standardised Capsicum Oleoresin,
IV-HZ

Standardised Capsicum Soft Extract,
IV-154

Standardised Capsicum Tincture, IV-156
Standardised Cascara Dry Extract,

IV-16Z
Standardised Cinchona liquid Extract,

IV-I 76
Standardised Frangula Bark Dry Extract,

IV-244
Standardised Horse-chestnut Dry

Extract, IV-28S
Standardised Ipecacuanha Liquid

Extract, IV-299
Standardised Ipecacuanha Tincture,

IV-300
Standardised Opium Dry Extract, IV-390
Standardised Opium Tincture, IV-391
Standardised Senna Granules, IV-473
Standardised Senna Leaf Dry Extract)

IV-476
Standards for Aseptic Preparation

Services, V-A889
Standards, Official, I~4, 11-4, 111-4, IV-4,

V-4
Stannated Hydrochloric Acid, V-A84
Stannous Chloride, see Tin(l/) Chloride
Stannous Chloride Dihydrate, 11-994
Stannous Chloride Solution, see Tin(H)

Chloride Sohuion
Stannous Chloride Solution AsT, see Tin

(1I) Chloride Solution AsT
Stannous Chloride Solution Rl, see Tin

(II) Chloride Solution RJ
Stannous Chloride Solution R2, see Tin

{t(} Chloride Solution R2
Stanotone, V-A143
St800ool01, 134, I1-995
Staphylococcus Aureus Strain va

Protease Type XVII-B, V-A143
Staphysagria for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-597
Star Anise, IV-85
Star Anise Oil, IV-86
Starch, V-AI43
Starch, Cassava, 11-1008
Starch, Hydrolysed, V-A143
Starch, Hydroxypropyl, D-IOOI
Starch Iodate Paper, V-A143
Starch Iodide Paper, V-A143
Starch Mucilage, V-A143
Starch, Pregelatinised, I1-1006
Starch, Pregelatinised Hydroxypropyl,

11-1002
Starch, Soluble, V-A143
Starch Solution, V-A143
Starch Solution, Iodide-free, V-A143
Starch Solution Rl, V-A143
Starch Solution R2, V-AI43
Starch Substrate, V-A144
Starch, Tapioca, 11-1008
Stated Potency, 1-14, II-14, 111-14,

IV-14, V-14
Stated Potency, V-A749
Statistical Analysis of Results of

Biological Assays and Tests, V-A790
Stavudine, II-I009, V-A144
Stearic Acid, II-IOU, V-A144
Stearic Anhydride, V-A144
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Srearoyl Macrogclglycerides, 11-1013
Stearyl Alcohol, II-1014
Stearyl Alcohol, see Oaadecan-l-ol
Stephania Tetrandra Root, IV-491
Sterculia, IV-492
Sterculia Granules, IV-492
Sterculia Gum, seeSterculia
Stereochemistry, V-A747
Sterile Arginine Hydrochloride

Concentrate, see Arginine Hydrochloride
Sterile Concentrate

Sterile Catgut, IV-927
Sterile Cetrimide Cutaneous Solution,

III-344
Sterile Cetrimide Solution, m-344
Sterile Ciclosporin Concentrate, 111-369
Sterile Clonazepam Concentrate, llI-418
Sterile Concentrate, Niaatidine, 111-1090
Sterile Concentrate, Quinine

Dihydrochloride, III-1258
Sterile Containers of Plasticised Poly

(vinyl chloride) for Human Blood
Containing Anticoagulant Solution,
V-A647

Sterile Co-trimoxazole Concentrate,
III-480

Sterile Dobutamine Concentrate, III-562
Sterile Dopamine Concentrate, 1II-569
Sterile Doxorubicin Concentrate, see

Doxorubicin SterileConcentrate
Sterile Ephedrine Concentrate, m-60I
Sterile Etoposide Concentrate, 1II-634
Sterile Isoprenaline Concentrate, m-846
Sterile Lidocaine Solution, W-899
Sterile Lignocaine Solution, see Sun"le

Lidocaine Solution
Sterile Mitoxantrone Concentrate,

III-1016
Sterile Non-absorbable Ligatures) see

Sterile Non-absorbab/e Sutures
Sterile Non-absorbable Sutures, IV-932
Sterile Noradrenaline Concentrate,

III-IOn
Sterile Norepinephrine Concentrate,

IIl-I092
Sterile Plastic Containers for Human

Blood and Blood Components,
V-A644

Sterile Potassium Acetate Concentrate,
IIl-1200

Sterile Potassium Chloride Concentrate,
1II-1201

Sterile Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate
Concentrate, llI-1205

Sterile Silver Nitrate Solution, seeSilver
Nitrate Sterile Solution

Sterile Single-use Plastic Syringes,
V-A652

Sterile Sodium Acetate Concentrate, see
Sodium Acetale SterileConcentrate

Sterile Sodium Benzoate Concentrate, see
Sodium Benzoate Sterile Concentrate

Sterile Sodium Calcium Edetate
Concentrate, ill-134I

Sterile Sodium Citrate Solution for
Bladder Irrigation, see Sodium Citrate
lnigation Solution

Sterile Synthetic Absorbable Braided
Sutures, IV-929

Sterile Synthetic Absorbable
Monofilament Sutures, IV-930

Sterile Trisodium Ederare Concentrate,
IIl-1469

Sterilisation, Methods of, 1-10, 11-10,
III-I 0, IV-IO, V-IO

Sterilisation of Parenteral Preparations,
Methods of, 111-72

Sterility, V-A539
Steroids, Identification of, V-A233
Steroids, Tetrazolium Assay of, V-A325
Sterols in Fatty Oils, V-A369
Sticks, IIl-80
Stigmasterol, V-A144
Stomata, V-A375
Storage and Stability of Unlicensed

Medicines, V-ASS7
Storage Statements. Status of, 1-15,

11-15, III-15, 1V-15, V-15
Stramonium Leaf, IV-493
Stramonium, Prepared, IV-495
Streptokinase Bulk Solution, see

Strepwkinase Concentrated Solution
Streptokinase Concentrated Solution,

II-lOIS
Streptokinase for Injection, III-1376
Streptokinase Injection, W-1375
Streptomycin Sulfate, 11-1017, V-A144
Streptomycin Sulfate for Injection,

III-1376
Streptomycin Sulphate, see Streptomycin

Sulfate
Strong

Aminohydroxynaphthalenesulfonic
Acid Solution, V-A29

Strong Ammonia Solution, 1-161
Strong Ammonium Acetate Solution,

111-158
Strong Cetrimide Solution, 1-516
Strong Coal Tar Solution, m-1394
Strong Ginger Tincture, IV-257
Strong Glutaraldehyde Solution, 1-1188
Strong Iodine Monochloride Reagent,

V-A87
Strong Methyl Salicylate Ointment, see

Methyl Salicylare Ointment
Strong l-Naphthol Solution, V-AI06
Strong Paediatric AJimemazine Oral

Solution, m-131
Strong Phenylhydrazine Hydrochloride

Solution, seePhenylhydrazine
Hydrochlotide Solution

Strong Pholcodine Linctus, 111-1188
Strong Pholcodine Oral Solution, see

StrongPholwdineLinctus
Strong Sodium Hypochlorite Solution,

III-13S0
Strongly Acidic Ion-exchange Resin,

V-A144
Strontium Carbonate, V-A144
Strontium Chloride, V-A144
Strontium Chloride Hexahydrate, see

Strontium Chloride
Strontium Selective Extraction Resin,

V-A144
Strontium-S5 Spiking Solution, V-A144
Strontium (89Sr) Chloride Injection,

1V-896
Strontium-Sf Standard Solution,

V-A144

Strontium Standard Solution
(1.0 per cent sn, V-A172

Structures and Nomenclature of
Substances of Natural or Semi
synthetic Origin, V-A756

Strychnine, V-AI44
Styrene, V-A144
Styrene-Divinylbenzeue Copolymer.

V-A144
Subdued light, Definition of, 1-12,

11-12,111-12, 1V-12, V-12, V-A232
Subsidiary Titles, Status of, 1-7, 11-7,

IIl-7, 1V-7, V-7
Substances for Pharmaceutical Use, 1-39,

II-39
Substances of Natural or Semi-synthetic

Origin, Structures and Nomenclature
of, V-A756

Substitution of in Vivo Methodfs) by in
Vitro Method(s) for the Quality
Control of Vaccines, V-A536

Substrate Plasma, seePlasma Substrate
Substrate Plasma RI, seePlasma

SubstrateRl
Sub-visible Particles, Particulate

Contamination, V-A440
Succinate Buffer Solution pH 406,

V-A179
Succinic Acid, V-A144
Sucralfate, 11-1018
Sucralose, 11-1019
Sucrose, 11-1021, V-A144
Sucrose, Liquid, 11-1023
Sucrose Monopalmitate, 11-1025
Sucrose Stearate, 11-1026
Sudan I, see Sudan YeJlow
Sudan Orange, seeSudan YeJlow
Sudan Red, V-A144
Sudan Red G, V-AI44
Sudan Red I, see Sudan Red G
Sudan Red Solution, V-A144
Sudan Yellow, V-A144
Sudan Yellow Solution, V-A144
Sufenranil, II-1027
Sufentanil Citrate, 11-1029
Sugar, Compressible, 11-1030
Sugar, Compressible, 36
Sugar Spheres, II-I031
Suggested Methods, Status of, 1-14,

II-14, III-14, 1V-14, V-14
Sulbactam Sodium, 11-1032
Sulfacetamide Sodium, 11-1034
Sulfadiazine, 135, n-l035
Sulfadiazine Injection, 111-1377
Sulfadimethoxine, 11-1037
Sulfadoxine, II-I038
Sulfafurazole, II'l039
SuKaguarUdWne, 11-1040
Sulfamethizole, 11-1041
Sulfamethoxazole, 135,11-1042
Sulfamelhoxazole and Trimethoprim

Preparations, seeCo-trimoxazole
Preparations

Sulfamethoxazole Dispersible Tablets,
Trimethoprim and, see Co-mmoxazde
Dispersible Tablets

Sulfamethoxazole Oral Suspension,
Trimethoprim and, see Oo-oimoxoeole
Oral Suspension
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Sulfamethoxazole Tablets, Trimethoprim
and, seeOo-trimoxazole Tablets

Sulfamic Acid, V-A145
Sulfan Blue, V-A145
Sulfanilamide, V-A144
Sulfanilic Acid, V-AI45, V-A161
Sulfanilic Acid Solution, V-A145
Sulfanilic Acid Solution, Diazotised,

V-AI45
Sulfanilic Acid Solution Rl , V-A145
Sulfasalazlne, 135, 11-1044
Sulfasalazine Gastro-resisrant Tablets.

ffi-1379
Sulfasalazine Tablets, 111-1378
Sulfate Buffer Solution pH 2.00, V-A179
Sulfate Standard Solution (10 ppm S04),

V-AI72
Sulfate Standard Solution (100 ppm

SO,), V-AI72
Sulfate Standard Solution (10 ppm

SO,) RI, V-AI72
Sulfated Ash - Method I, V-A346
Sulfated Ash - Method II, V-A346
Sulfated Ash, Determination of, V-A346
Sulfates, Reactions and Tests of, V-A305
Sulfathiazole, 11-1046, V-A144
Sulfinpyrazone,lI-1047
Sulfite Standard Solution (1.5 ppm

SO,), V-AI72
Sulfite Standard Solution (80 ppm S02),

V-AI72
Sulfoburyfbetadex Sodium, 11-1048
5-Sulfo-2-hydroxybenzoic Acid, see

Sulfosalicyh"c Acid
Sulfomolybdic Reagent R2, V-A145
Sulfomolybdic Reagent R3, V-A145
Sulfosalicylic Acid, V-A145
Sulfosalicylic Acid, seeSulfosalicylic Acid
Sulfur, 11-1053, V-A145
Sulfur Dioxide - Method I, V-A346
Sulfur Dioxide - Method Il, V-A346
Sulfur Dioxide, V-A145
Sulfur Dioxide, Determination of,

V-A346
Sulfur Dioxide Solution, V-A145
Sulfur Dioxide Rl, V-A145
Sulfur for External Use, see Sulfur
Sulfur for Homoeopathic Preparations,

IV-S99
Sulfuric Acid, 5M, V-A146
Sulfuric Acid, 11-1053, V-A145
Sulfuric Acid, O.25M Alcoholic, V-A146
Sulfuric Acid, 2.5M Alcoholic, V-A146
Sulfuric Acid, Alcoholic Solution of,

V-A146
Sulfuric Acid, Dilute, 11-1054
Sulfuric Acid, Dilute, V~A146
Sulfuric Acid, Dilute Rl, V-A146
Sulfuric Add, Ethanolic, V-A146
Sulfuric Acid, Heavy Metal-free, V-A146
Sulfuric Acid, Methanolic, V-A146
Sulfuric Acid, Nitrogen-free, V-A146
Sulfuric Acid, Nitrogen-free RI J V-A146
0.05M Sulfuric Acid VS, V-A167
O.5M Sulfuric Acid VS, V-A167
Sulfuric Acid-Formaldehyde Reagent,

V-A146
Sulfuric Acid RI, V-A146
Sulindac, 136, 11-1051
Sulindac Tablets, 111-1380

Sulphan Blue, seeSulfan Blue
Sulphanilamide, seeSulfanilamide
SuIphanilic Acid, seeSulfanilicAcid
Sulphanilic Acid Solution, seeSulfanilic

Acid Solution
Sulphanilic Acid Solution, Diazotised, see

Sulfanilic Acid Solution, Diaeotised
Sulphanilic Acid Solution Rf, see

Sulfanilic Acid Solution Rl
Sulphated Ash, Determination of, see

SulfatedAsh~ Determination of
3-Sulpho-6-hydroxybenzoic Acid, see

Sulfosalicylic Acid
5-Sulpho-2-hydroxybenzoic Acid, see

Sulfosalicylic Acid
Sulphomolybdic Reagent R2, see

Sulfomolybdic ReagentR2
Sulphomolybdic Reagent R3, see

Sulfomolybdic Reagent R3
Sulphur Dioxide, seeSulfur Dioxide
Sulphur Dioxide, Determination of, see

Sulfur Dioxide, Determination of
Sulphur Dioxide Solution, see Sulfur

Dioxide Solurion
Sulphur Dioxide Rl, seeSulfur Dioxide Rl

Sulphur for External Use, seeSulfur
Sulphuric Acid, 5M, seeSulfuric Acid, 5M
Sulphuric Acid, seeSulfuric Acid
Sulphuric Acid, O.25M Alcoholic, see

SulfuricAcid, 0.25.11 Alcoholic
Sulphuric Acid, 2.5M Alcoholic, see

Sulfun·c Acid, 2.5M Akoholic
Sulphuric Acid, Alcoholic Solution of, see

SulfuricAcid,Alcoholic Solution of
Sulphuric Acid, Dilute, seeSulfuricAcid,

Dilure
Sulphuric Acid, Ethanclic, seeSulfuric

Acid, Ethanol;c
Sulphuric Acid, Heavy Metal-free, see

SulfuricAcid, Heavy Metal-free
Sulphuric Acid, Methanolic, see Sulfuric

Acid, kfethanolic
Sulphuric Acid, Nitrogen-free, see

Sulfun·c Acid, Nitrogen-free
0.05M Sulphuric Acid VS, seeO.05M

SulfuricAcid VS
O.5M Sulphuric Acid VS, seeO.5M

Sulfuric Acid VS
Sulphuric Acid-Formaldehyde Reagent,

see Sulfuric Acid-Fonnaldehyde Reagent
Sulpiride, 136,11-1054
Sulpiride Tablets, 111-1381
Sultamiciilin,lI-1056
Sultamicillin Tosilare Dihydrate, II-lOSS
Sumatra Benzoin, IV-120
Sumatra Benzoin Tincture, IV-Ill
Sumatriptan, 136,11-1060
Sumatriptan Injection, 111-1382
Sumatriptan Nasal Spray, 111-1384
Sumatriptan Succinate, 137, 11-1062
Sumatripran Tablets, 111-1385
Sunflower Oil, V-A146
Sunflower Oil, Refined, 11-1064
Supercrirical Fluid Chromatography,

V-A252
Superfine Powder, Definition of, V-A576
Supplementary Chapter on the use of

Analytical Quality by Design concepts
for analytical procedures, V-A917

Supplementary Chapters, Contents of
the, V-A729

Supplementary Chapters, Introduction,
V-A727

Suppositories and Pessaries,
Disintegration Test for, V-A395

Surgical Spirit, 111-1387
Sutures, seeSuturesfor Human Use:

Introduction
Sutures, Sterile Non-absorbable, IV-932
Sutures, Sterile Synthetic Absorbable

Braided, IV-929
Sutures, Sterile Synthetic Absorbable

Monofilament, IV-930
Suxamethonium Chloride, 11-1065
Suxamethonium Chloride Injection,

ffi-1387
Suxibuzone,lI-1065
Sweet Fennel, IV-236
Sweet Orange Oil, IV-395
Swelling Index, V-A372
Swertiamarin, V-A146
Symbols, Atomic Weights of Elements,

Names and, V-A723
Symphytum Officinale Root, Ethanol

Decoction for Homoeopathic
Preparations, IV-600

Symphyrum Officinale Root for
Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-S99

Synonyms, Approved, V-A693
Synthetic Air, 1-86
Synthetic Medicinal Air, see SyntheticAir
Synthetic Retinol Concenrrere, II-8Il
Synthetic Retinol Concentrate (Oily

Fonn), 11-810
Synthetic Retinol Concentrate (powder

Form), 11-811
Synthetic Retinol Concentrate (Water

dispersible Form), see Syntheu·c Relinol
Concentrate, SolubilisatelEmulsion

System Suitability, Chromatographic
Tests, V-A735

System suitability requirements for
monographs of the British
Pharmacopoeia, V-A231

System Suitability Testing, V-A770
Szechwan Lovage Rhizome, IV-496

T
Tables, Alcoholimetric, V-A781
Tablets, 111-80
Tablets and Capsules, Disintegration of,

V-A392
Tablets and Capsules, Dissolution Test

for, (Dissolution Test for Solid Dosage
Forms), V-A398

Tablets, Chocolate Basis for, 111-83
Tablets, Content of Active Ingredient of,

ur-sa
Tablets of the BP, ill-83
Tablets, Resistance to Crushing of,

V-A589
Table[s, Uncoated, V-A586
Tacalcitol Monohydrate, 11-1067
Tadalaftl,II-I07l
Tagatose, V-A146
Talc, V-A146
Talc Dusting Powder, 111-1389
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Talc, Purified, 11-1013
Tamoxifen, 137
Tamcxifen Citrate, 11-1075
Tamoxifen Oral Solution, 111-1389
Tamoxifen Tablets, 111-1390
Tamper-evident. Definition of, 1-15,

1I-15, llI-15, IV-15, V-15
Tamsulosin Hydrochloride, 11-1077
Tamsulosin Prolonged-release Capsules,

11I-1391
Tamsulosin Prolonged-release Tablets,

11I-1392
Tannic Acid, 11-1079, V-A146
Tannic Acid Reagent, V-A146
Tannins in Herbal Drugs. V-A377
Tanshinone IIA, V-A146
Tanshinone IIA CRS, V-AlBI
Tapentadol Hydrochloride, 11-1080
Tapioca Starch, II-IOOS
Tapped Density, Bulk Density and, of

Powders, V-A618
Tar, 11-1081
Tar, Coal, 11-1082
(+)-Tartaric Acid, V-A146
Tartaric Acid, II-I082
Tartaric Acid, see (+)-Tartaric Acid
Tartrates, Reactions and Tests of,

V-A305
Taurodeoxycholic Acid Sodium Salt,

V-A146
Taxifolin, V-A146
Tea Tree Oil, IV-497
Tears, Artificial) see Hypromellose Eye

Drops .
Technetium ~9rwrC) Albumin Injection,

IV-897
Technetium (99m-rC) Bicisate Injection)

IV-899
Technetium ('9m-y'C) Colloidal Rhenium

Sulfide Injection) IV-899
Technetium ('9mrc) Colloidal Rhenium

Sulphide Injection) see Technetium
c-'Tc) Colloidal Rhenium Sulfide
Injection

Technetium (99mrrc) Colloidal Sulfur
Injection) IV-900

Technetium (""'Tc) Colloidal Sulphur
Injection) see Technetium (l9"'Tc)
Colloidal Sulfur Inj«tion

Technetium (99rn-rC) Colloidal Tin
Injection, IV-901

Technetium (99IWfc) Btifenin Injection,
IV-902

Technetium (99mTc) Exametazime
Injection, IV-903

Technetium (J9rn-rC) Gluconate
Injection, IV-90S

Technetium (99mrrc) Human Albumin
Injection, see Technetium f'l"'T()
Albumin Injection

Technetium (99ffi'J'C) Macrosalb
Injection) IV-906

Technetium (99rwrC) Mebrofenin
Injection) IV-907

Technetium (99mrrc) Medronate
Injection, IV-908

Technetium (99rn-rC) Mertiatide
Injection, IV-909

Technetium ('9m-yC) Mtcrospheres
Injection) IV-910

Technetium (99rnrc) Oxidronate
Injection) IV -911

Technetium (99mrrc) Pentetate Injection,
IV-912

Technetium (99rnrc) Sestamibi Injection)
IV-913

Technetium ('9rnrc) Succimer Injection,
IV-915

Technetium ('9rn-rC) Tin Pyrophosphate
Injection, IV-91S

Technical Changes to Monographs,
I-xxxiv

Tecnazene, V-A147
Teicoplanin, II-I083
Telmisartan, 11-1085
Telmisartan Tablets) 1II-139S
Temazepam, II-IOS7
Temazepam Oral Solution) 1II-1396
Temazepam Tablets, 1II-1397
Temozolomide, 138, II-I089
Temozolomide Capsules, 1I1-1398
Temozolomide for Injection, ill-1399
Temperature, Expression of, 1-6) 11-6,

III-6, IV-6, V-6
Tenoxicam, 11-1090
Tenoxicam for Injection, III-1400
Tenoxicam Injection) m-1400
Tenoxicam Tablets, ID-1401
Terazosin Hydrochloride Dihydrate,

II-Ion
Terbinafine Hydrochloride, 138, II-I095
Terbinafine Tablets, IIl-1403
Terbutallne Sulfate) II-I096
T erbutaline Sulphate) see Terbutaline

Sulfate
Terbutaline Tablets, m-1404
Terconezole, II-I097
Terfenadlne, 11-1099
Teritlunomide, 11-1101
Teriparatide, II-ll02
Terlipressin,II-1104
Terminalia Arjuna Stem Bark) IV-498
Tenninalia Belerica Fruit, IV-499
Terminalia Chebula Fruit) IV-SOO
Terminology, (B. Volumetric Reagents

and Solutions), V-AI6J
Terminology used in Monographs on

Biological Products) V-A523
Terminology: Vaccines, V-A523
Terms) Definition of, 1-5) II-5, III-5)

IV-5, V-5
Terpeneless Lemon Oil) IV-324
Terpeneless Orange Oil) IV-396
trans-Terpin, V-AJ47
Terpin Monohydrate, 11-1106
j-Terpineue, V-A147
Terplnene, V-A147
«-Terpinene, see Terpinene
Terpinen-d-cl, V-A147
a-Terpineol) V-A147
Terpineol, D-1108
Terptnotene, V-A147
Test for Absence of Mycoplasmas)

V-A551
Test for Anticomplementary Activity of

Immunoglobulin, V-A479
Test for Ami-D Antibodies in Human

Immunoglobulin, V-A484
Test for Aristolochic Acids in Herbal

Drugs, V-A379, V-A379

Test for Bacterial Endotoxins (l.AL
Test), V-A452

Test for Bacterial Endotoxins using
Recombinant Factor C) V-A456

Test for Depressor Substances) V-A459
Test for Extractable Volume of

Parenteral Preparations, see EXlTactable
Volume of Parenteral Preparations

Test for Fe Function of
Immunoglobulin, V-A478

Test for Foreign Oils by Gas
Chromatography, V-A363

Test for Foreign Oils by Thin-layer
Chromatography, V-A363

Test for Histamine, V-A460
Test for Neurovirulence of Live Virus

Vaccines) V-A524
Test for Pre kallikrein Activator, V-A473
Test for Pyrogens, V-A458
Test for Specified Micro-organisms,

V-A543
Test for Sterility, V-A539
Test for Sterility, Guidelines for Using

the, V-AS53
Testing and Production of Vaccines,

V-A523
Testosterone) 138, 11-1108) V-A147
Testosterone Decanoare, 139,11-1110
Testosterone Enantate, II-lill
Testosterone Implants, 111-1405
Testosterone Isocuproate, 139, II R1113

Testosterone Propionate, 139) 11-1115,
V-A147

Testosterone Propionate Injection)
llI-l40S

Tests and Assays, 1-12, 11-12) rn-ia,
IV-12, V-12

Tetanus Antitoxin, IV-673
Tetanus Antitoxin for Human Use, see

Tetanus Amuoxin
Tetanus Immunoglobulin, IV-6S1
Tetanus Vaccine (Adsorbed), see

Adsorbed Tetanus Vaccine
Tetanus Vaccine (Adsorbed}, Assay of,

V-A491
I,2,3)4-Tetra-Ocaceryl-Bcn

glucopyranose, V-A147
1,3,4)6-Tetra-Ocacetyl-B,n

mannopyrenose, V-A147
Tetra-D-Acetyl-Mannose Triflare for

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations,
IV-827

J,3)5,7-tetra-azatricyclo {3.3.1.13,7J
decane, see Hexamine

Tetraburyiammonfum Bromide) V-A147
Tetraburylammomum Buffer Solution

pH 7.0, V-A179
Tetrabucylammonium Dihydrogen

Orthophosphate, V-A147
Tetraburyiarrunonium Dihydrogen

Phosphate) see Tecrabutylammonium
Dihydrogen Orthophosphate

Tetraburylamrnonlurn Dihydrogen
Phosphate Solution) V-A147

Tetraburylammonium Hydrogen Sulfate,
V-A147

Tetrabutylammonium Hydrogen
Sulfate R1, V-A147
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Tetrabutylammcnium Hydrogen
Sulphate, seeTetrabutylammonium
Hydrogen Sulfale

Tetraburylammonium Hydrogen
Sulphate Rt, see Tetrabutylammonium
Hydrogen Sulfate RJ

Tetraburylammonium Hydroxide, OAM,
V-A148

Terrabutylammonium Hydroxide,
V-AI 48

O.lM Tetrabutylammonium Hydroxide in
2-propanol VS, V-A168

Tetrabutylammonium Hydroxide
Solution, V-A148

Tetrabutylammonlum Hydroxide
Solution (104 gIL), V-A148

Tetraburylammonlum Hydroxide
Solution (400 gIL), V-A148

O.lM Tetrabutylammonium Hydroxide
VS, V-AI 67

Tetrabutylammonium in
radiopharmaceutical preparations,
V-A345

Tetrabutylammoruum Iodide, V-A148
Tetrabutylammonium Iodide VS,

V-A168
Tetraburylammonium Perchlorate,

V-A148
Tetracaine, 11-1116
Tetracaine Eye Drops, 11l-1406
Tetracaine Hydrochloride, 11-1117
Tetrachloroethane, V-A148
Tetrachlorvinphos, V-AH8
Tetracosactide, 11-1119
Tetracosactide Injection, m-1407
Tetracosactide Zinc Injection, III-1407
lS-Tetracosaenoic Acid Methyl Ester, see

Tetracos-lSrenoic Acid Melhyl Esler
Tetracos-15-enoic Acid Methyl Barer,

V-A148
Tetracycline, 11-1120, V-A148
Tetracycline Capsules, 111-1408
Tetracycline Hydrochloride, ll-1122,

V-A148
Tetracycline Tablets, 1II-1409
N-Tetradecane, V-A148
Tetradecane, seeN-Tetradecane
Tetradecylammonium Bromide, V-AH8
Tetraethylammonium Hydrogen Sulfate,

V-A148
Tetraethylammonium Hydrogen

Sulphate, see Tetraethylammonium
Hydrogen Sulfate

Tetraethylammonium Hydroxide
Solution, V-A148

Tetraethylene Pentamine, V-A148
Tetraheptylammonium Bromide, V-A148
Tetrahexylammonium Bromide, V-A148
Tetrahexylammonium Hydrogen Sulfate,

V-A148
Tetrahexylammonium Hydrogen

Sulphate, see Tetrahexylammonium
Hydrogen Sulfate

Tetrahydrofuran, V-A148
Tetrahydrofuran for Chromatography,

V-A149
Tetrahydrofuran, Stabiliser-free, V-A149
Tetrahydropalmatine, V-A149
u-Tetralone, V-A149

Tetramethylammonium Bromide,
V-A149

Tetramethylammonium Chloride,
V-A149

Tetramethylammonium Hydrogen
Sulfate, V-A149

Tetramethylammonium Hydrogen
Sulphate, see Tetramethylammonium
Hydrogen Sulfate

Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide, see
Telramelhylammonium Hydroxide
Penlahydrare

Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide
Penrahydrare, V-A149

Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide
Solution, V-A149

Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide
Solution, Dilute, V-A149

Tetrametbylbenzidlne, V-A149
l,l,3,3-Tetramethylbutylamine, V-A149
Tetramethyldiaminodiphenylmethane, see

4,4/-Methylenebis-N.N-dimethylaniline
Tetramethyldiaminodiphenylmethane

Reagent, see4,4'-Melhy/enebis-N,N
dimethylaniline Reagent

Tetramethyletbane-I,2-diamine, see
Telramelhylelhylenediamine

Tetramethylethylenediamlne, V-A149
Tetramethylsilane, V-A149
Tetrandrine, V-A149
1,2,3,4-T etraphenylcyclopenta-Ld-diene,

V-A149
1,2,3,4-T etraphenylcyclopenta-Ld

dienone, V-A149
Tetraphenylethylene, V-A149
Tetrapropylammonium Chloride,

V-A149
Tetrapropylammonium Hydrogen

Sulfate, V-A149
Tetrasodium 2,2',2",2'fI-[3H-2,1

benzoxathiol-3-ylidenebis[[6-hydroxy
2-methyl-5-( l-methylethyl)-3, 1
phenylene]methylenenitrilo]J
tetraacetate S,S-dioxide, seeMethyl
Thymol Blue

Tetrazepam,II-1123
Tetrazolium Assay of Steroids, V-A325
Tetrazollum Blue, V-AlSO
Tetrazolium Blue Solution, Alkaline,

V-AI 50
Tetrazolium Bromide, V-AlSO
Tetrazolium Salt, V-AlSO
Tetrazolium Salt, see

2,3,5-TriphenyllelraZolium Chloride
Tetryzoline Hydrochloride, 11-1125
Texture Analysis of Semi-solids or Gels,

V-A586
Thallium Standard Solution

(10 ppm 11), V-AI72
Thaltlumu) Nitrate, V-AlSO
Thallium/r) Sulfate, V-AlSO
Thallium(I) Sulphate, see Thallium(l)

Sulfate
Thallous nitrate, see Thalljum(f) Nitrate
Thallous Sulfate, see Thallium(r) Sulfate
Thallous Sulphate, see Thallium(J) Sulfate
ThaUous e01TI) Chloride Injection,

IV-917
The Sodium Derivative of 2,6-dichloro

N-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-I,4-

benzoquinone Monoimine, see
2,6-Dichlorophenolindophenol Sodium
Salt

The Sodium Salt of N-cWorotoluene-p-
sulfonamide, seeChloramine T

Thebaine, V-AlSO
Theobroma Oil, see Cocoa Butter
Theobromine, I-xxxiv, V-AlSO
Theophylline, 140, II-1126, V-A150
Theophylline Hydrate, 11-1127
Theophylline Prolonged-release Tablets,

IlI-1410
Theophylline-Ethylenediamine, see

Aminophylline
Theophylline-Ethylenediamine Hydrate,

see Aminophylline Hydrate
Thermal Analysis, V-A290
Thiamazole,lI-1129
Thiamazole, seeMethimazole
Thiamine Hydrochloride, 11-1130
Thiamine Injection, 111-1411
Thiamine Nitrate, TI-t132
Thiamine Tablets, 111-1411
'Ihiamphenicol,II-1133
2-(2-Thienyl)acetic Acid, V-A150
Thimerosal, seeThiomersal
Thin-layer Chromatography, V-A231
Thioacetamide, V-AlSO
Thloacetamide Reagent, V-AlSO
Thioacetamide Solution, V-AlSO
Thiobarbituric Acid, V-AlSO
Thiobarbituric Acid-citrate Buffer,

V-Al79
Thiocolchicoside Crystallised from

Ethanol, 11-1134
Thiocolchicoside Hydrate, II-I137
Thioctic Add, 11-1139
2,2'-thiodiethanol, see Thiodiglycol
Thlodlethylene Glycol, see Thiodiglycol
Thiodiglycol, V-A150
Thioglycollic Add, seeMerropUJacelic

Acid
Thiomalic Acid, V-AlSO
Thiomersal, 11-1140, V-A150
Thiopental, 140
Thiopental Injection, III-1412
Thiopental Sodium, 11-1141
Thiopental Sodium and Sodium

Carbonate, see Thiopental Sodium
Thiopental Sodium for Injection,

IIl-1412
2-Thiopheneacetic Acid, see 2-(2-Thieny/)

acetic Acid
Thioridazine (1), 140
Thioridazine (2), 141
Thioridazine, II-1143
Thioridazine Hydrochloride, II-1144
Thiotepa, 141, 11-1146
Thiotepa for Injection, ID-1413
Thiotepa Injection, III-1413
Thiourea, V-AlSO
THM., V-A722
THMP, V-A722
Thomson Kudzuvine Root, IV-314
Three-lobed Sage Leaf, IV-453
L-llrreonine, V-AlSO
TItreonine,II-1147
Threonine, see L-Threonine
Thrombin, V-A150
Thrombin, Bovine, V-AlSO
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Thrombin, Human, see Thrombin
Thrombin Solution, V-AlSO
Thrombin Solution, Human, see

Thrombin Solution
Thrombin Solution, Human Rl, V-AlSO
Thrombin Solution, Human R2, V-AlSO
Thromboplastin, V-AlSO
Thromboplastin Reagent, V-AlSO
Thujone, V-A151
Thyme, IV-SOl
Thyme Oil, Thymol Type, IV-S03
Thyme, Wild, IV-50S
Thymidine, V-A151
Thymine) V-A151
'Thyminose, V-AlSl
Thymol, 11-1148, V-AI5l
Thymol Blue, V-AI5l
Thymol Blue Solution, V-A151
Thymolphthalem, V-A151
Thymolphthalein Solution, V-A151
Thymoxamine Hydrochloride, see

i\Jloxisylyee Hydrochlon"de
Thymoxamine Tablets, see Moxisylyu

Tab/elS
Thyroxine ami Solution, see

Levorhyroxine Oral Solution
Thyroxine Tablets, see Levothyroxine

Tablets
Tiabendazole,II-1149
Tianeptine Sodium, 11-1150
Tiapride Hydrochloride, II-1HZ
Tiaprcfenic Acid, 11-1153
Tibolone, 11-1154
Tibolone Tablets, m':'1415
Ticagrelor, 11-1158
Ticagrelor Tablets, 111-1416
'Ticarcillin, 141
Ticarcillin and Clavulanic Acid for

Infusion, m-1418
Ticardllin and Clawlanic Acid for

Intravenous lnfusion.see Ticarallin and
Cloeulanic Acid for Infusion, III-1418

Ticarcillin and Clavulanic Acid Infusion,
I1I-1418

TicarciIlin and Clavulanic Acid
Intravenous Infusion, see Ticardliin and
Glavulanic Acid Infusion

Ticarcillin Sodium, 11-1156
Ticarcillin Sodium and Potassium

Clavulanate Intravenous Infusion, see
Ticarcillin and Glawlanic Acid Infusion

Tick-borne Encephalitis Vaccine,
Inactivated) IV-784

Tick-borne Encephalitis Vaccine
(Inactivated), see Tick-borne Encephalitis
Vaccine) Inactivated

Ticlopidine Hydrochloride, 11-1160
Tigecycline, 11-1161
Tigecycline for Infusion, 111-1420
Tilidine Hydrochloride Hemihydrare,

11-1163
Tillman's Reagent) see

2,6-Dichlorophenolindophenol Sodium
Salt

Timotol, 142
TimoloJ Eye Drops, III-1422
Timofol Eye Drops, Dorzolamide and,

I1I-S72
Timolol Maleate, n-1165
Timolol Tablets) ill-1423

Tin, V-A151
Tin Dichloride Dehydrate, see Tin(ll)

Chloride
Tin Liposoluble Standard Solution

(1000 ppm Sn), V-AI72
Tin Standard Solution (0.1 ppm Sn)

V-AI72
Tin Standard Solution (5 ppm Sn)

V-AI72
Tin Test Kit, Semi-quantitative) V-A151
Tinctures of the BP) IV-52
Tinidazole, 11-1167
Tin(u) Chloride, V-A151
Tin(n) Chloride Solution, V-A151
Tin(u) Chloride Solution AsT, V-Al51
Tin(u) Chloride Solution RI, V-A151
Tin(ll) Chloride Solution R2, V-A151
Tinospora Stem) IV-506
Tinzaparin Sodium, II-1168
Tlnzaparin Sodium Injection) 111-1423
Ticconazole, 142) 11-1169
Tioconazole Cutaneous Solution,

III-1426
Tioconazole Nail Solution. ID-1426
Tioguanine, 142, 11-1170
Tioguanine Tablets, 111-1427
Tiotropium Bromide Monohydrate,

11-1171
Tiron) V-A151
Tiron Indicator Solution, V-A151
Titan Yellow, V-A151
Titan Yellow Paper) V-A151
Titan Yellow Solution, V-A152
Titanium. V-A152
Titanium Dioxide, II-1173, V-A152
Titanium Ointment, 1II-1428
Titanium Standard Solution (100 ppm

Ti), V-AI72
Titanium Trichloride) seeTiranium(m)

Chloride
Titanium Trichloride Solution) see

Tilanium(llf) Chloride Solution
Titanium Trichloride-Sulphuric Acid

Reagent, see Titan;um(llf) Chloride
Suljunc Acid Reagent

Titanium(m) Chloride, V-A152
Titsniwn(m) Chloride Solution, V-A152
Titanium(m) Chloride VS) V-A168
Titanhrmlur) Chloride-Sulfuric Acid

Reagent) V-A152
Tilanium(m) Chloride-Sulphuric Acid

Reagent) see Titanium(/ll) Chloride
Sulfuric Acid Reagent

Titanium(rv) Oxide, see Titanium Dioxide
Titanium TricWoride-Su1furic Add

Reagent, see Titanium(llt) Chloride
Suljunoc Acid Reagent

Title Changes, Lxxvii, I-xxxviii
Titles, Changes in Monograph) V-A754
Titles of Monographs) Changes to,

I-xxxviii
Titles, Official, 1-7, II-7) III-7, IV-7) V-7
Titration, Non-aqueous, V-A317
Tltrations, Amperometric,

Potentiometric and voltametric,
V-A31?

Titrimetric Analysis) V-A898
Tizanidine Hydrochloride) 11-1174
TLC Aluminiwn Oxide G Plate, V-A152
TLC Cellulose Plate, V-A152

TLC Octadecylsilyl Silica Gel F 25-1 Plate)
V-A152

TLC Octadecylsilyl Silica Gel Plate)
V-A152

TLC Performance Test Solution,
V-A152

11..C Silica Gel F 254 Plate, V-A152
TLC Silica Gel F254 Silanised Plate,

V-A152
TLC Silica Gel G Plate, V-A152
TLC Silica Gel GF 254 Plate, V-A152
TLC Silica Gel Plate) V-A152
TLC Silica Gel Plate for Aminopolyether

Test, V-A152
TLC Silica Gel Plate for COOal

Separations) Octadecylsilyl, V-A153
TLC Silica Gel Silanised Plate, V-A153
Tobramycin, 11-1176
Tobramycin and Dexamethasone Eye

Drops) Suspension, 111-1428
Tobramycin Eye Drops, 111-1433
Tobramycin Inhalation Powder, Hard

Capsule, IJI-1431
Tobramycin Injection, 111-1435
Tobramycin Nebuliaer Solution, III-1437
Tobramycin Oral Solution, nl-1439
Tobramycin Sulfate, II-1177
c-Tocopherol, V-A153
c-Tocopheryl Acetate) V-A153
c-Tocopheryl Acetate Concentrate

(powder Form), see Alpha Tocopheryl
Acetate Concentrate (pOflJder Fonn)

m-c-Tocopheryl Hydrogen Succinate)
see Alpha Tocophery! Hydrogen Succinate

Tclazamide, 143
Tolbutamide, 143, n-uss
Tolbutamide Tablets, m-1441
Tolfenamic Acid, 11-1190
0-Tolidine, V-A153
o-Tolidine Solution, V-A153
Tclnaftate, 11-1191
Tolterodine Capsules, Prolonged-release,

III-1441
T olterodine Prolonged-release Capsules)

I1I-1441
Tolterodine Tablets) m-1443
Tolterodine Tartrate. 11-1193
Tolu Balsam, IV-507
T olu Linctus, Paediatric Compound,

IV-S08
Tolu Oral Solution, Paediatric

Compound) IV-50S
Tolu Syrup, IV-S08
Toluene, V-A153
Toluene Sulfonamide) see Toluene-p

sulfonamide
Toluene, Sulfur-free) V-A153
Toluene, Sulphur-free, see Toluene,

Sulfur-free
T oluenedithiol Reagent) see f),ihio[

Reagent
0-Toluenesulfonamide, see Toluene-o

sulfonamide
p-Toluenesulfonamide, V-A153
p-Toluenesulfonamide, see To/uene-p-

sulfonamide
Tcluene-c-sulfonamide, V-A153
Toluene-p-sulfonamide, V-AI 53
Toluenesulfonamide, see To/uene-p-

sulfonamide
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Toluene-p-sulfonic Acid, V-A153
Toluenesulfonic Acid, see Toluene-p

sulfonic Acid
Toluenesulfonylurea, V-A153
0-Tcluenesulphonamide, see Toluene-o

sulfonamide
Toluene-e-suiphcnamide, see Toluene-o

sulfonamide
Toluene-p-suJphonic Acid, see Toluene-p

sulfonic Acid
Toluenesulphonic Acid, see Toluene-p-

sulfonic Acid
Tofu-flavour Solution, IV-508
o-Toluic Acid, V-A153
0-Toluidine, V-A153
p-Toluidine, V-A153
Toluidine Blue, V-A153
o-Toluidine Hydrochloride, V-A154
Topical Powders, 111-73
Topical-Powders of the BP, 111·74
Topical Semi-solid Preparations, 111-77
Topical Semi-solid Preparations of the

BP, II1-79
Topiramate,II-1194
Torasemide, II-1196
Tormenrll, IV-508
Torrnentil Tincture, IV-509
L-tosylaminophenethyl Chloromethyl

Ketone, see
Tosylphenylalanylchloromethane

Tosylarginine Methyl Ester
Hydrochloride, V-A154

Tosylarginine Methyl Ester
Hydrochloride Solution, V-A154

Toaylchloramlde Sodium, 11-1198
Tosyl-lysyl-chloromethane

Hydrochloride, V-A154
Tosylphenylalanylchloromethane,

V-A154
Total Ash - Method I, V-A375
Total Ash - Method II, V-A375
Total Ash, V-A375
Total Cholesterol in Oils Rich in Omega

a-Acids, V-A368
Total Ionic Strength Adjustment Buffer,

V-A179
Total Ionic Strength Adjustment

Buffer RI, V-A179
Total Organic Carbon in Water for

Pharmaceutical Use, V-A296
Total Protein, V-A333
Total Solids, Determination of, V-A372
Total Viable Aerobic Count, V-A750
Toxaphene, V-A154
Toxicodendron Quercifolium for

Homoeopathic Preparations, IV-601
Trachyspermum Anuni, IV-510
Traditional Chinese Medicine, Names of

Herbal Drugs Used in, V-A903
Traditional Herbal and Complementary

Medicines, Crude Drugs; Status of,
1-17,11-17,11I-17, IV-17, V-17

Traditional Herbal Medicines, I-xxvi,
V-A903

Tragacanth, 11-1198, V-A154
Tramadol Capsules, 111-1444
Tramadol Hydrochloride, 143, 11-1199
Tramadol Prolonged-release Capsules,

III-1445

Tramadol Prolonged-release Tablets,
11I-1446

Tramazolme Hydrochloride
Monohydrate, 11-1201

Trandclapril, 144, 11-1068, 11-1202
Trandolapril Capsules, m-1447
Tranexamic Acid, 144, 11-1204
Tranexamic Acid Injection, DI-1449
Tranexamic Acid Mouthwash, ID-1450
Tranexamic Acid Oral Solution, IJI-1450
Tranexamic Acid Tablets, 111-1451
Transdermal Patches, see Patches
(±)-trans-I,2-Diaminocyclohexane-N,N,

N',N'-tetra-acetic Acid, see
Cydohexylenedinittilotesra-acetic Acid

Transmitting Animal Spongiform
Encephalopathy Agents Via Human
and Veterinary Medicinal Products,
Minimising the Risk of, V-A707

Transparency, V-A764, V-A766
Transparency of Monographs, V-A735
Tranylcypromine Sulfate, 144,11-1205
Tranylcypromine Tablets, 111-1452
Trapidil, II-12M
Trazodone Capsules, 111-1452
Trazodone Hydrochloride, 145,11-1207
Trazodone Tablets, 1I1-1454
Trehalose Dihydrate, 11-1209
Tretinoin, Il~1211
Tretinoin Gel, ID-1455
Tretinoin, Hydrocortisone and

Hydroquinone Cream, 111-1456
Triacetin, 11-1212, V-A154
Triamcinolone, 11-1213, V-A154
Triamcinolone Acetonide, 145, 11-1214,

V-AI 54
Triamcinolone Acetonide Injection,

III-1460
Triamcinolone Acetonide Nasal Spray,

III-1461
Triamcinolone Cream, 111-1457
Triamcinolone Dental Paste, 111-1458
Triamcinolone Hexacetonide, 145,

11-1216
Triamcinolone Hexacetcnide Injection,

III-1462
Triamcinolone Ointment, Ill-1458
Triamcinolone Oromucosal Paste,

III-1458
Triamcinolone Tablets, ID-1460
Triamterene, 11-1217
Triamterene and Hydrochlorothiazide

Tablets, III-479
Triamterene Capsules, 111-1463
Tribasic Calcium Phosphate, see Calcium

Phosphate
Tribasic Sodium Phosphate, see

Anhydrous Trisodium Orthophosphate
Tribenoside, D-1219
Tribromcphenol, V-A154
Tribulus Terrestris Fruit, IV-511
Triburoxyphosphane Oxide, see Tributyl

Onhophosptuue
Triburoxyphosphine Oxide, see Tn"butyl

Onhopho,phale
Triburyl Acetylcitrate, II-1220
Tributyl Citrate, V-A154
Tributyl Orthophosphate, V-A154
Tributyl Phosphate, 11-1222

Tributyi Phosphate, see Tributyl
Orthophosphate

Tributylphosphine, V~A154
Trichlorethylene, V-A154
Trichloroacetic Acid, 11-1223, V-A154
Trichloroacetic Acid Cutaneous

Solution, see Trichloroacetic Acid
Solution

Trichloroacetic Acid Solution, 111-1463,
V-A154

l,l,l-Trichloroethane, V-A154
Trichloroethylene, see Trichlorethylene
1, t,1-trichloro-2-methylpropan-2-ol, see

Chlorobutanol
Trichlorotrifluoroethane, V-A154
Tricine, V-A154
Tric1ofos Oral Solution, III-1464
Triclofos Sodium, 1461 11-1223
Tricosane, V-A154
Tridecyl Alcohol, V-A154
Tridocosahexaenoin, V-A154
Triethanolamine, 11-1224, V-A155
Triethyl Citrate, 11-1226
Triethyl Phosphonoformate, V-A155
Triethylamine, V-A155
Triethylamine Hydrogen Carbonate

Solution, V-A155
Triethylamine RI, V-A155
Triethylamine R2, V-Al55
Triethylenediamine, V-A155
Triflumuron, V-A155
Trifluoperazine, 146
Trifluoperazine Hydrochloride, 11-1227
Trifluoperazine Tablets, m-1464
Trifluoroacetic Acid, V-AI 55
Trifluoroacetic Anhydride, V-AI 55
3-Trifluoromerhylaniline, V-A155
4-Trifluoromethylphenol, V-A155
Trifluoropropylmethylpolysiloxane,

V-A155
Trifluorothymidine Eye Drops, see

TnJlun·dine Eye Drops
Trifluridine, 146, 11-1228
Trifluridine Eye Drops, 111-1465
Trifiusal, II-1229
Triglycerides, Medium-chain, II-1230
Triglycerol Diisosrearate, II-1231
Triglycine, V-A155
Trigonelline Hydrochloride, V-A155
Trihexyphenidyl Hydrochloride, 11-1232
Trihexyphenidyl Tablets, II1-1466
2,4,5-trihydroxypyrimidine, see

5-Hydroxyurac-il
2,4,6-Trihydroxypyrimidine, see

Barbieun·c Acid
Trimebutine Maleate, 11-1233
Trimetazidine Dihydrochloride, see

Trimetazidine Hydrochloride
Trimetazidine Hydrochloride, 11-1234
Trimethadione, 11-1236
Trimethoprim, 147,11-1237
Trimel.hoprim and Sulfamethoxazole

Dispersible Tablets, seeCo-mmoxaeole
Dispersible Tablets

Trimethoprim and Sulfamethoxazole
Oral Suspension, see Co-tn'moxazole
Oral Suspension

Trimethoprim and Sulfamethoxazole
Preparations, see Co-tnmoxaeole
Preparations
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Trimethoprim and Sulfamethoxazole
Tablets, $U Co-trimoxazoie Tablets

Trimethoprim Oral Suspension, 111-1467
Trimethoprim Tablets, ITI-1467
t,2,4-Trimethylbenzene, V-A155
Trimethylchlorosilane, V-A155
2,2,4-Trimethylpentane, V-AI 55
Trimethylpentane, see

2,2,4-Tn'methylptntane
Trimethylpentane for Chromatography,

V-A155
Trimethylpentane Rt, V-A155
Trimethylphenylmethanaminium

Chloride, see Benzyltrimethylommonium
Chloniie

N-Trimethylsilylimidazole, V-A155
3-Trimethylsilyl-l-propanesulfonic Acid,

Sodium Salt, V-AI 56
Trimethylsulfonium Hydroxide, V-A156
Trimethylsulfonium Hydroxide, see

Ttimethylsulfonium Hydroxide
Trimethyltin Chloride, V-A156
Trimipramine Maleate, 147, n-1239
Trirnipramine Tablets, 111-1468
Tri-n-buryl Phosphate, see Tn·butyl

Phosphate
Triaitrin Tablets, seeGlyceryl Trinimue

Tablets
2,4,6-Trinilrobenzenesulfonic Acid,

V-AIS6
2,4,6-Trinirrohenzenesulphonic Acid, see

2,4,6-Tn"nitrobenzenesulfonk Acid
Triolein, V-AI56
Triphenylamine, V-AJ56
Triphenylethylene, V-A156
Tnphenylmethanol, V-AL56
2J3,5-Triphenyltetrazolium Chloride,

V-AIS6
Triphenyltetrazolium Chloride, see

2,3,5-Triphenyltetrazolium Chloride
Triphenyltetrazolium Chloride Solution)

V-Al56
Tripotassium Phosphate Trihydrare,

V-A156
Triprotidine Hydrochloride, 147, 11-1241
Triprolidine Tablets, 111-1468
Tris-acetate Buffer Solution pH 8.5,

V-AlBO
Tris-borate-EDTA Buffer Solution

pH B.4 MB, V-AIBO
Tris-chloride Buffer pH 7.4, V-A180
Tris-chloride Buffer pH 7.5, V-AlSO
Tris-chloride Buffer pH 8.1, V-A180
Tris-chloride Buffer pH 8.6, V-A180
Tria-chloride Buffer pH 7.5 RI, V-AIBO
Tris-chloride Buffer Solution, V-A180
Triscyanoethoxypropane, V-A156
Tris(3,5-di-tert- butyl-4-hydroxybenzyl

Isocyanurate, see l,3.5-Tris(3J5-di-(l,l

dimethylethyQ -4-hydroxybenzyQ
lH.3H,5H-l,3.5-'riazine-2,4,6-trione

1,3,5-Tris(3,5-di-(I,I-dimethylethyl)-4
hydroxybenzyl)-IH,3H,5H-I,3,S
triazine-2,4.6-trione, V-A156

1,3,5-T ris[3 ,S-di( l,l-dimethylethyl)-4
hydroxybenzyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6
(lH,3H,SH)-trione, see 1,3J5-Tris(3,5

di-O,l-dimethylethyl) -4-hydroxybenzyl)
1H, 3H,5H-l ,3,5-m"azine-2,4,s-uione

T ris(2 A-di-( I,I-dime thylethyl)phenyl)
Phosphite, V-A156

Tris-EDTA BSA Buffer Solution
pH B.4, V-AlBO

Tris-EDTA Buffer pH B.4, V-AIBO
Tris-EDTA Buffer Solution pH 8.0 MB,

V-AIBO
Tris-glycine Buffer Solution pH 8.3,

V-AIBO
Tris-hydrochloride Buffer Solution

pH 6.B, 1M, V-AIBO
Tria-hydrochloride Buffer Solution

pH 7.5, 1M, V-AIBO
Tris-hydrochloride Buffer Solution

pH 8.0, 1M, V-A180
Tria-hydrochloride Buffer Solution

pH B.B, I.5M, V-AIBO
Tria-hydrochloride Buffer Solution

pH B.B, 3M, V-AlBO
Tris-hydrochloride Buffer Solution

pH 9.0, 0.05M, V-AIBO
Tria-hydrochloride Buffer Solution

pH 7.5, O.IM, V-AIBO
0.05M Tria-hydrochloride Buffer

Solution pH 7.5, see Tris-chloride Buffer
pH 7.5 R1

Tris-hydrochloride Buffer Solution
pH B.O, V-AIBO

Tris-hydrochloride Buffer Solution
pH B.3, V-AlBO

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane, see
Tris(hydroxymethyQmethylamine

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Buffer Solution pH 7.4, V-A180

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Buffer Solution pH 7.5, see Tris
chlon"de BufferpH 7.5

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Buffer Solution pH 8.1, see Tris
chloride BufferpH 8.1

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Buffer Solution pH 9.0) V-A181

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Buffer Solution pH 7.5 RI, V-AIBO

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Buffer Solution pH 9.0 Rl, V-A181

Tris(hydIoxYDlethyJ)aminomethane
Hydrochloride, V-A156

Tris(hydIoxymethyl)aminomethane MB,
V-A156

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Sodium Chloride Buffer Solution
pH 7.4, see Tris-chloride BufferpH 7.4

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
Sodium Chloride Buffer Solution
pH 7.4 RI, V-AIBI

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethaoe
Solution, see Tris(hydroxymethyl)
methylamine Solution

Trisfhydroxymethyljaminomethane
Solution RI, V-A156

Tris(hydIoXYDlethyl)aminomethane
EDTA Buffer Solution pH 8.4, see
Tris-EDTA BufferpH 8.4

Tris(hydIoxymethyl)aminomethane-
EDTA Buffer Solution pH 8.4 RJ,
V-AIBI

Trisfhydroxymethyljmethylamine,
V-A156

Tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine
Solution, V-A156

Tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine
Solution, Methanolic, V-AJ56

Trisfhydrcxymerhyljnitromethane,
V-A156

Trisodium 5-[(3-carboxylato- 5-methyl
4-oxocyclohexa-z,5-d ien-l-ylidene)
(2,6-dichloro-3- sulfonatophenyl)
methyl]-2-hydroxy-3-methylbenzoate,
see Chrome Azuro/ S

Trisodium Citrate, see Sodium Citrate
Trisodium Edetate Infusion, 111-1469
Trisodium Edetate Intravenous Infusion,

see Trisodium Edetate Infusion
Trisodium Edetate Sterile Concentrate,

Ill-1469
Trisodium Orthophosphate, V-AI56
Trisodium Phosphate Dodecahydrate, see

Trisodium Orthophosphate
Tris-sodium Acetate Buffer Solution

pH 7.4, V-AIBI
Tris-sodium Acetate Buffer Solution

pH B.O,V-AIBI
Tris-sodiwn Acetate-sodium Chloride

Buffer Solution pH 7.4, V-A181
Tris-sodium Acetate-Sodium Chloride

Buffer Solution pH 8.0, V-AI8i
Tritiated eH) Water Injection, IV~917
Trolamme, see Triethanolamine
Trometamol, 11-1241, V-A156, V-A161
Tropic Acid, V-A156
Troplcamide, 148, 11-1242
Tropicamide Eye Drops, 111-1469
Tropine, V-A156
Tropisetron Hydrochloride, 11-1244
Trospium Chloride, 11-1245
Trospium Chloride Prolonged-release

Capsules, llI-1470
Trospium Chloride Tablets, 111-1471
Troxerurin, 11-1247, V-AI 56
True Potency, V-A749
Trypsin, II-124B, V-AIS7
Trypsin for Peptide Mapping, V-A157
Tryptophan, 11-1249, V-AIS7
Tuberculin for Human Use, Old, see Old

Tuberculin
Tuberculin, Old, IV-796
Tuberculin P.P.D., see Tuberculin Purified

Protein Detwatiue
Tuberculin Purified Protein Derivative,

1V-797
Tuberculine Purified Protein Derivative

for Human Use, see Tuberculin Pun"fied
Protein Detioatiue

Tubes for Comparative Tests, 1-12,
11-12, II1-12,1V-12, V-12, V-A309

Turmeric Rhizome, IV·S13
Turpentine Oil, IV-514
Turpentine Oil, Pinus Pinaster Type, see

Turpentine Oil
Typhae Pollen, IV-S15
Typhaneoside, V-Al57
Typhoid, see TyphoidPolysaccharide

Vaccine
Typhoid Polysaccharide Vaccine, IV-786
Typhoid Polysaccharide Vaccine,

Hepatitis A (Inactivated Adsorbed)
and, IV-721
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Typhoid (Strain Ty 21a) Vaccine, Live
(Ocal), IV-788

Typhoid Vaccine, IV-788
Typhoid Vaccine (Live, Oral, Strain Ty

21a), see Typhoid (Strain Ty 2la)
Vaccine, Live (Oralj

Tyramine, V-A157
r-Tyrosine, V-A157
Tyrosine, 11-1252
Tyrosine, see L-Tyrosine
Tyrothricin, 11-1254

u
Ubidecarenone,II-1255
Ultraviolet and Visible Absorption

Spectrophotometry, V-A191
Ultraviolet Light, Definition of, V-A232
Ultraviolet Ray Lamps for Analytical

Purposes, V-A233
Umbelliferone, V-A157
Uncaria Stem with Hooks, IV-517
Uncoated Tablets, V-A586
Undecanoic Acid, V-A157
Undecenoic Acid, IT-1257
Undecylenic Acid, see Undecenoic Acid
Uniformity of Content, V-A417
Uniformity of content of content of

Single-dose Preparations, see
Unifonnity ofContent

Uniformity of Dosage Units, V-A418
Uniformity of Mass of Delivered Doses

from Multidose Containers, see
Uniformiry of Weigh, (Mas,j of
Delivered Doses from Mulh"dose
Containers

Uniformity of Mass of Single-dose
Preparations, see Uni/onnity of Weight
(Mass)

Uniformity of Weight (Mass), V-A417
Uniformity of Weight (Mass) of

Delivered Doses from Multidose
Containers, V-A417

Units of Activity of Biological
Preparations, V-A745

Units of Biological Activity, Definition
of, 1-14J 11-14, 111-14, IV-14, V-14

Units of the International System (SI),
1-20, II-20, III-20, IV-20, V-20

Unlicensed Medicines, I-xxvi, V-A884
Unlicensed Medicines, Aseptic

Preparation of V-A888
Unlicensed Medicines, Ethical

Considerations, V-A884
Unlicensed Medicines, General

monograph for, DI-84
Unlicensed Medicines, Guidance,

V-A884
Unlicensed Medicines, Labelling of,

III-84, V-A885
Unlicensed Medicines, Legal

Requirements, V-A884
Unlicensed Medicines, Monograph

Selection, V-A886
Unlicensed Medicines, Preservative-free,

V-A886
Unlicensed Medicines, Standards for

Preparation and Manufacture, V-A885

Unlicensed Medicines, Status of, 1-18,
II-18, III-18, IV-18, V-18

Unsaponifiable Maner - Method I,
V-A360

Unsaponifiable Matter - &ielhod TI,
V-A360

Unsaponifiable Marter, V-A360
Uracil, V-A157
Urea, n-1257J V-A157
Urea Cream, m-1473
Urease-active Meal, V-A157
Uridine, V-A157
Urofcllltropin, 11-1258
Urofollitropin for Injection, ill-1473
Urofollitrcpin Injection, m-1473
Urokinase, 11-1260
Uronic Acids, Composition of

Polysaccharide Vaccines, V-A526
Ursodeoxycholic Acid, 148, ll-1261
Ursodeoxycholic Acid Capsules, m-1474
Ursodeoxycholic Acid Oral Suspension,

III-1475
Ursodeoxycholic Acid Tablets, 111-1476
Ursolic Acid, V-A157
Urtica Diolca for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-603
Urtica Urena Herb for Homoeopathic

Preparations, IV-604
Urushiol I, V-A157
Urushiol II, V-A157
V-rube Viscometer, V-A283
Uva Ursl, see Bearberry Leaf

v
Vaccine Component Assay,

Immunonephelometry for, V-A535
Vaccine Strain, Choice of, 1-9, D-9,

m-s, IV-9, V-9
Vaccines, IV-674
Vaccines, Adsorbed, Calchun m, V-A524
Vaccines for Human Use, see Vaccines
Vaccines for Human Use, CeU

Substrates for the Production of,
V-A530

Vaccinee, Immunosera (Antisera) and,
Phenol In, V-A524

vaccines, Terminology, V-A523
Vaginal Preparations, ill-87
Valaciclovir Hydrochloride, 148, 11-1263
Valaciclovir Hydrochloride Hydrate,

II-1267
Valaciclovir Hydrochloride, Hydrated, see

ValacidovirHydrocblonde Hydrate
Valaciclovir TabletsJ m-1478
Valencene, V-A157
Valerenic Acid J V-A157
Valerian, IV-S18
Valerian, Cut, IV-520
Valerian Dry Aqueous Extract, IV-S22
Valerian Dry Hydroalcoholic Extract,

IV-523
Valerian Root, see Valerian
Valerian Root, Cut, see Cue Valerian
Valerian Tincture, IV-523
Valeriana, V-A705
N-Valeric Acid, see Voleric Acid
Valerie Acid, V-AI 57

Validation of Analytical Procedures.
V-A768

Valine, II-1269, V-A157
Valproic Acid, 149)11-1271
Valsarran, 149, 11-1272
Vanadium Standard Solution (1 gIL V),

V-A 172
Vanadium(v) Oxide, see Divanadium

Pentoxide
Vancomycin Capsules, DI-1481
Vancomycin Eye Drops, III-1483
Vancomycin Hydrochloride, D-1274
Vancomycin Hydrochloride for Infusion,

1II-1484
Vancomycin Hydrochloride for

Intravenous Infusion, see Vancomycin
Hydrochloride for Infusion

Vancomycin Hydrochloride for Oral
Solution, TII-148S

Vanillin, II-I277, V-A157
Vanillin Reagent, V-A157
Vanillin Solution, Phosphoric, V-A151
Vardenafil Hydrochloride Trihydrate,

II-1278
Vardenafil Orodispersible Tablets,

1II-1486
Varicella Immunoglobulin, IV-653
Varicella Immunoglobulin for

Intravenous Use, IV-654
Varicella Vaccine (Live), IV-790
Vecuronium Bromide, 11-1280
Vecuronium Bromide for Injection,

III-1489
vccuecmum Bromide Injection, 1II-1489
Vegetable Fatty Oils, II-U81
Vegetable Oil, Hydrogenated, II-U83
Vegetable Oils, Hydrogenated, Nickel in,

V-A336
Venlafaxine Hydrochloride, 149, II-U83
Venlafaxlne Prolonged-release Capsules,

1II-1491
Venlafaxine Prolonged-release Tablets,

III-1493
Venlafaxme Tablets, m-1492
Verapamil, 150
Verapamil Hydrochloride, 11-1285
Verapamil Injection, IJI-1495
Vecapamil Oral Solution, 111-1496
Verapamil Prolonged-release Capsules,

III-1494
VerapamiJ Prolonged-release Tablets,

1II-1498
Verapamil Tablets, 111-1497
Veratric Acid, V-A157
veratrole, V-A157
Verbena Herb, IV-S24
Verbena Leaf Lemon, IV-325
Verbenone, V-A157
Vigabatrin, 150, 11-1287
Vigabatrin Oral Powder, 111-1499
Vigabatrin Tablets, m-I499
Vinblastine Injection, ill-ISOO
Vinblastine Sulfate, 11-1289
Vinblastine Sulfate Powder for Injection,

III-I 500
Vinblastine Sulfate Solution for Injection,

III-1501
Vinblastine Sulphate, see Vinblastine

Sulfa"
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Vinblastine Sulphate Powder for
Injection, see Vinblastine Sulfate Powder
for Injection

Vinblastine Sulphate Solution for
Injection, see Vinblasrine Sulfate
Solution for Injection

Vincamine, II-1290
Vincristine Injection, III-IS01
Vincristine Sulfate, 11-1291
Vincristine Sulphate, see Vincristine

Sulfate
Vindesine Injection, ill-lS02
Vindesine Sulfate, 11-1293
V~des~e Sulfate for Injection, III-1502
Vmdesme Sulphate, see Vindesine Sulfale
Vinorelbine Tartrate, II-1294
Vinpocetine, ll-t297
Vinyl Acetate, V-A158
Vinyl Chloride, V-A158
Vinyl Polymer for Chromatography,

Amino Alkyl, V-Al58
Vinyl Polymer for Chromatography,

Octadecyl, V-A158
Vinyl Polymer for Chromatography

Octadecylsdyl, V-A158 J

Vinyl(l)phenyl(5)methyl(94)
polysiloxane, V-A158

2-VinyJpyridine, V-A15B
4-Vinylpyridine, V-A158
I_Vinylpyrrolidin-2-one, V-A15B
Vinylpyrrolidone Copolymer for

Chromatography, Divinylbenzene and
V-A69 '

Viral Safety, V-A707·
Virgin Almond Oil, 1-107
Virgin Castor Oil, 1-455
Virgin Linseed Oil,1I-124
Virgin Olive Oil, 11-463
Virgin Wheat-germ Oil, 11-1312
Viscometer, U-rube, V-A2B3
Viscose Wadding, Absorbent IV-926
Viscosity, V-A2B3 '
Viscosity, Apparatus, Method I V-A2B3
Visible Particles, Particulate '

Contamination, V-A443
Vitamin A, 11-1298
Vhamin A Concentrate (Oily Form)

Synthetic, see Synthetic Retinol
Goncemrate (Oily Form)

Vitamin A. Concentrate (Powder Form),
Synthetic, see SyntheticRetinol
Concentrate (Powder Form)

Vitamin A Concentrate,
(SolubilisatelEmuIsion), Synthetic, see
Synthetic Retinol Concentrate,
SolubilisatelEmulsion

Vitamin A Ester Concentrate, Natural,
II-BOO

Vitamin B12, seeCyanocobalamin
Vitamins A, C and D Oral Drops

Paediatric, ITI-1504 '
Vitamins Band C Injecrion 111-1506
Vitex Negundo Leaf, IV-526
Vitexin, V-AI5B
Vitexin-2 f '-O-rhamnoside, V-AI 58
Voltametric, Amperometric and

Potentiometric Tirratlons, V-A317
Voltametric Titraticns, V-A3iS
von Willebrand Factor, IV-654

Voriconazcle, 11-1302
VS, V-A722

w
Warfarin, ISO
Warfarin Oral Suspension, ill-1507
Warfarin Sodium, 11-1304
Warfarin Sodium Clathrate, IT-1305
Warfarin Tablets, ill-1508
Washed Flux-calcined Diatomaceous

Filter-aid, V-A59
Water, V-A158
Water, Ammonia-free, V-AI5S
Water, Ammonium-free, see Water,

Ammonia-free
Water Bath, Definition of, 1-7, 11-7,

III-7, IV-7, V-7
Water, Carbon Dioxide-free, V-A158
Water, Determination of, V-A347
Water, Distilled, V-AI 58
Water, Distilled, Deionised, V-A158
\Vater for Chromatography, V-A158
Water for Diluting Concentrated

Haemodialysis Solutions, m-752
Water for Formulated Preparations

Quality of, 1-10, n.io, 111-10, IV-lO
V-IO '

Water for Injections, 11-1308, V-A159
Water for Preparation of Extracts

II-1311 '
Water for Use in Manufacturing of

Parenteral Preparations, IIT-72
Water in Essential Oils, V-A362
Water in Medicinal Gases,

Determination of, V-A352
Water /IoIB, V-Al58
Water, Nitrate-free, V-A159
Water ('50) Injection, IV-918
Water, Panicle-free, V-A159
Water, Potable, 1-10, n-io, nr-io,

IV-IO, V-IO
Water, Purified, 11-1306
Water, Standard Solution for the Micro

Determination of, V-A159
Water Rl, V-A158
Water-Solid Interactions: Determination

of Sorption-Desorption Isotherms and
of Water· Activity, V-A353

Water-soluble Extractive, V-A372
Weak Cationic Resin, see Cationic Resin

Weak '
Weak Copper Sulfate Solution, V-A54
Weak Ginger Tincture, IV-257
Websites, f-xxlx
Wedelolactone, V-A159
Weight (Mass) of Delivered Doses from

Multidose Containers, Uniformity of
V-MI7 '

Weight (Mass), Uniformity of, V-A417
Weight per Millilitre,Density, Relative

Density and Apparent Density,
Determination of, V-A28]

Weight per millilitre, Determination of
V-A281 '

Weights and Measures, Expression of,
1-6, II-6, m-e, IV-6, V-6

Weights, Atomic, 1-6, 11-6, ITI-6, IV-6
V-6 '

Index V-AlOOS

WettabiJity of Porous Solids Including
Powders, V-A621

Wheat Starch, 11-1008
Wheat-genu Oil, Refined, II-1313
White Beeswax, 1-264, V-AI 59
White Cutaneous Emulsion, 111-903
White Embrocation, 111-903
White Horehound, IV-285
White Liniment, 111-903
White Peony Root, IV-409
White Petroleum Jelly, see W'hite Soft

Paraffin
White Soft Paraffin, II-54!
White's Tar Paste, IIT-1518
Whitfield's Ointment, see Compound

BenzoicAcid Ointment
WHO ISA, V-A745
Wild Pansy, IV-402
Wild Pansy (Flowering Aerial Parts) see

W,1d Pansy ,
Wild Thyme, IV-50S
Willow Bark, IV-52?
Willow Bark Dry Extract, IV-529
Withaferin A CRS, V-A181
\Vithania Somnifera Root, IV-530
Withanolide B CRS, V-A181
Withanolide A CRS, V-AI8l
Wolfberry Fruit, Barbary, IV-I06
Wool Alcohols, IT-1313
Wool Alcohols Ointment, III-ISI0
Wool Fat, 11-1314
Wool Fat, Hydrogenated, II-13I8
Wool Fat, Hydrous, IT-1319
Wool Wax Alcohols, see Wool Alcohols
Working Parties, I-xiii
Wormwood, IV-53!

x
Xanthan Gum, 11-1320
Xanthen-s-cl, seeXanthydrol
Xanthine, V-A159
Xanthines, Reactions and Tests of,

V-A305
Xanthydrol, V-AI59
Xanthydrol Reagent, V-AI 59
Xanthydrol Solution, V-A159
Xanthydrol RI, V-AI 59
Xenon (133Xe) Injection, IV-919
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometry,

V-A204
X-ray Powder Diffracdon (XRPD),

Characterisation of Crystalline and
Partially Crystalline Solids by, V-A610

XRPD, Characterisation of Crystalline
and Partially Crystalline Solids by
Xray Powder Diffraction, V-A610

m-Xylene, V-AI 59
o-Xylene, V-A159
Xylene, V-A159
Xylene Cyanol FF, V-A159
Xylenol Orange, V-A159
XylenoI Orange Solution, V-A159
Xyl7nol Orange Triturate, V-AI 59
Xyhtol, II-132I, V-Al59
Xylometazoline, 151
Xylomerazoline Hydrochloride, 11-1323
Xylometazoline Nasal Drops, ill-lSl0
n-Xylose, V-A159
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Xylose, 11-1325
Xylose, see D-Xylose

y
Yarrow, IV-S32
Yeasticidal Activity of Antiseptic

Medicinal Products, Determination of,
V-A521

Yellow Beeswax,1-265
Yellow Fever Vaccine, Live, IV-791
Yellow Fever Vaccine (live), see Yellow

Fever Vaccine, Live
Yellow Mercury(n) Oxide, seeA-Iercun",

Oxide
Yellow Petroleum Jelly, see Yellow Soft

Paraffin
Yellow Soft Paraffin, 11-542
Yohimbine Hydrochloride, 11-1326
Yttrium ~Gv) Chloride Solution for

Radiolabelling, IV-920

z
Zanamivir Hydrate, 11-1327
Zanthoxylum Bungeanum Pericarp,

IV-533
(Z)-But-2-ene-l,4-dioic Acid, seeMaleic

Acid
Zidovudine, 151, 11-1329
Zidovudine and Lamivudine Tablets,

1lI-1S14
Zidovudine Capsules, ID-1S1()'
Zidovudine Concentrate for Infusion,

ill-15l2
Zidovudine Concentrate for Intravenous

Infusion, see Zidovudine Concemrare for
Infusion

Zidovudine Infusion, 111-1511
Zidovudine Intravenous Infusion) see

Zidovudine Infusion
Zidovudine Tablets) ill-15H
Zidovudine Tablets) Abacavir and

Lamlvudine, see Abacavir.J Zidovudine
and Lamivudine Tablets

Zinc, V-AI 59, V-A161
Zinc Acetate, 11-1331, V-A159
Zinc Acetate Cutaneous Solution)

Erythromycin and, see Erythromycin
and Zinc Acetate Lotion

Zinc Acetate Dihydrate) seeZinc Acetate
Zinc Acetate Lotion, Erythromycin and,

ill-616
Zinc Acetate Solution, V-A159
Zinc Acexamate, II-1332
Zinc, Activated, V-A160
Zinc and Castor Oil Cream, 111-1517
Zinc and Castor Oil Ointment, ill-1517
Zinc and Coal Tar Paste, 111-1518
Zinc and Hexachlorophene Dusting

Powder, 111-765
Zinc and Ichthammol Cream, 1II-1518
Zinc and Salicylie Acid Paste, ill-H18
Zinc and Zinc Salts, Reactions and Tests

of, V-A305
Zinc Chloride, 11-1334, V-A160
Zinc Chloride Solution, Iodinated,

V-A160
O.05M Zinc Chloride VS, V-A168

Zinc Chloride-Formic Acid Solution,
V-A160

Zinc Cream, 111-1515
Zinc Gluconate, 11-1334
Zinc Iodide, V-A160
Zinc Iodide and Starch Solution,

V-A160
Zinc Ointment, III-1S16
Zinc Ointment, Coal Tar and, 1II-1394
Zinc Oxide, II-1335, V-A160
Zinc Paste, Compound, ill-1516
Zinc Powder, V-A160
Zinc Shot, V-A160
Zinc Standard Solution (5 mglmL Zn),

V-AI72
Zinc Standard Solution (5 ppm Zn),

V-AI 73
Zinc Standard Solution (10 ppm Zn),

V-AI73
Zinc Standard Solution (25 ppm Zn),

V-AI73
Zinc Standard Solution (100 ppm Zn),

V-AI72
Zinc Stearate, 11-1336
Zinc Sulfate, V-A160
Zinc Sulfate Capsules, lll-1S16
Zinc Sulfate Eye Drops, 111-1516
Zinc Sulfate Heptahydrate, 11-1337
Zinc Sulfate Heprahydrare, see Zinc

Sulfate
Zinc Sulfate Hexahydrate, 11-1337
Zinc Sulfate Injection) 1II-1S17
Zinc Sulfate Lotion, III-1517
Zinc Sulfate Monohydrate, 11-1338
Zinc Sulfate Tablets, ill-1517
O.IM Zinc Sulfate VS, V-A168
Zinc Sulphate, see Zinc Sulfate
Zinc Sulphate Capsules, see Zinc Sulfate

Capsules
Zinc Sulphate Eye Drops, sa Zinc Sulfate

Eye Drops
Zinc Sulphate Injection, seeZinc Sulfate

lnieaion
Zinc Sulphate Lotion, see Zinc Sulfate

Lotion
Zinc Sulphate Tablets, see Zinc Sulfate

Tablets
Zinc Undecenoare, 11-1338
Zinc Undercylenate, see Zinc Undecenoate
Zincum Sulfuricum, V-A705
Ziprasidone Hydrochloride

Monohydrate, II-1339
Ziprasidone Mesilate Trihydrare, 11-1341
Zirconium Standard Solution (1 gIL Zr),

V-AI 73
Zirconyl Chloride, V-A160
Zirconyl Nitrate, V-A160
Zirconyl Nitrate Solution, V-A160
(Z)-Ligustilide, V-A92
Z-LigustilideCRS, V-Al8]
Zoledronic Acid Monohydrate, 11-1343
Zolmitriptan, 11-1345
Zolpidern Tablets, 111-1519
Zolpidem Tartrate, 11-1347
Zopiclone, 151, II-1349
Zopiclone Tablets, TII-IS20
Zuclopenthixcl Acetate, 152,11-1350
Zuclopenthixol Acetate Injection,

ill-1522
Zudopenthixol Decanoate, 11-1352

Zudopenthixol Decanoare Injection,
1lI-1523

Zuclopenrhixol Hydrochloride, 152,
II-1353

Zuclopenthixol Tablets, 111-1524
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